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Power

DRAMA

ofdte

COALFlEIJ>S

Here's a thriller — a timely drama, based on
the present coal situation. It has real punch
and heart interest.
Claire Adams and Hugh Thompson are the
leading players; the direction is by William
Parke, and the story by E. Lloyd Sheldoir and
Caroline Gentry.
Five reels of entertainment — splendidly produced.

For

Opportunity

Educational
of America

Films

- 719

^Address
Corporation

^th Ave.

NewYoi-k

ADOLPH

ZUkOR.
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PRODUCTION"
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THE

MAE
DAVID

WITH
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E

MU^RRAY
POWELL

pKobopIay by OUIDA BERGERE
founded on the play of tfie same
name bij M IC ^ i\EL MORTON.

ji&arainouni^rtcraftQicture
i^B^: UMOU^ iLAiA^tTLcY CORPORATION
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,
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the

gold

the dross

endures,

is hurned

away.

Into tKe great ManKattan caldron are poured tKe destinies of
four lives, tKere to brex^' as tKeir
wills and tKe fates decree.
Tork — rutKless, sinful, profligate,
base, accursed ? Tes for tKe weak,
tKe ^)icious and tKe uncourageous.
A
But Klex^^ Tork — magnificent,
jlasKing, awakening, prodigal, inspiring— for tKe brave, itKe pure in
Keart and tKe strong.
WKicK

sKall it be ? And

x\?Kere

tKe end?
Let tKe pla^) proceed ! On witK
tKe dance!
TKe very spirit of tumultuous,
seetKing, wonderful, tKrilling
Mex^'Tork is in tKis sumptuous,
entKralling picture drama.

FAMOUS PLAVERS-LASKY CORPORATION F' '
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The

story

William
yet have seen
S. Hart
as Hart

first one

From the story '^Dan
Currie's Inning"
by Russell A. Boggs

is now
wanted

Q>iciure&^

S.
Hart
Production!"
that flashed upon
the screen.
You
will soon.

preparing
it.

his first individual

Produced

and

directed

by

of his individual

productions.
"Sand "—to
Adapted for the screen by Lambert Hilly er

William
William

S. Hart
S. Hart

be released

release.
himself.

January

11.

Directed
by Lamber
Photog
raphedt byHilly er
FAMOUS
PLAYERS
'>1EW-LASKY
YORK., CECILCORPORATION
ADOLPM ZUKOR Pre^
JESSE L. LASKY
v,c*?
B DE MILLE D-rec(or Central

Joe August, A. S. C.
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ONE" Powerful in its perfecAs a matter of fact, " Behind
tion and production
the Door " is an unusual picture
— there never has been one like
quality. Situations that thrill to
y
it before. And it is destined to make unthe marrow. Star wonderfull adapted
unusual in the line of photoplay offerusual money for the wise showman that
ings. The subject is handled in a masto the leading role. A story that rivets
terly manner and there is no question
plays it right. It will cause more talk (the
the audience's attention."
kind of talk that fills theatres) than any
but that it gets the audiences all the
Another exhibitor ^vrites in : The
picture
you have ever shown.
way
through
and
sends
them
away
talkengageArcade Theater opened a week's
ing. \^ e were pleasantly surprised at
ment of ' Behind the Door ' yesterday to
the opening of the picture, which is all
turn away attendance both afternoon
the more remarkable as it is just
and evening. The consensus of opinion
FAMOUS
AOOtPM ZUKOR /y».PLAYERS-LAS
JESSE L LASKV >«cf ^ KYCECILCORPORATION
B DE MILLE O-tc^CWW
before
Christmas
when business
was that the picture is really something
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Jesse

L.Lasky

jDrasents

jdQ>aramount:^rlcrqftQ>ichm^

A Vital

Drama

of Love

and

Life

from

"What's fair for the man is fair for the woman,"
she said. And marriage to her was a matter of
*'fifty-fiftyr
Do you think a wife should tamely accept a salary
from her husband for being faithful and pretty?
Directed by Robert Vignola

the

Noted

Novel

w

by Rupert

Hughes

The married, the single, the betrothed, the jilted,
the young, the old, the rich, the poor are going
to flock to see "The Thirteenth Commandment"
for it is one of the best pictures of this year or
any other year.
See for yourself!

ilSKKIIfi^. FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
♦^!^^^^ * A^OLJ-ll ZUKOR I^-s JESSK L LASKY . Vv/'n-i C ECU. B DE MULE i)"i%»r^(«Taf
This is the 4-column ad-cut you can get at your exchange

Scenario by Alice Eyton

iiiiiii((;;iiif;;i

A

HEAL

MOVELT/' The Firs[- of

PnxtacedB/

Through swamp and virgin forest; over mountain trails; into the craters of volcanoes; floating
do%vn tropical streams; digging into half-biuried
ruins thousands of years old; into the heart of
the real Indian country we traveled, ever seeking
the unusual, the primitive and the beautiful.
To those who love life and nature, to the
student and to the stay-at-home with the love of
adventure, " TALES OF THE TROPICS " will
make an immediate appeal through their fidelity
to detail, wealth of tropical color, and primitive
picturesqueness.
Some territories are still open for live-wire
independent exchtingemen.

(osnfoiian

RIids

428Cam»SIL
New

Orteams.
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Brunton
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J.
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r

and his o>wn company

r

RICAN

in

THE

I

LORD
MONTE

IRISH

LOVES
M.

KATTEPJOHN
Directed by
ERNEST C.WARDE

VARIETY says: For once at any
rate we agree with the producer
and distributor claims for a
picture. "The Lord Loves the
Irish" is the best of all the J.
Warren Kerrigan pictures. It
has a smashing finale that will
tempt any exhibitor to tear the
necessary amount of rental from
his bank-roll. And also: ably
directed and photographed.

MOTION PICTURE NEWS says:
A clever Monte Katterjohn
comedy-drama is "The Lord
Loves the Irish." It touches all
the elements of dramatic fare
with flashes of melodrama and
notes of pathos and sentiment.
Kerrigan looks his old self again
in this picture.
W.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Filth Avenue . New York Qty
DistnbuUng through PMHE [xchungejncorpamted
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J.PARKER

READ

JR.

Jyresents
LOUISE

By

GLAUM
m
THE

HTER
DAUG
S
WOLF'
lONE

Louis

Joseph

Vance

G:)TrU:yinmg the famous characters of
'm

lowE voifVmlse

paces"

SAYS:
"'The Lone Wolf's Daughter' is without doubt a big
picture. It has all the evidence of a special and
surely must have cost auite a bit to produce.
Throughout there is considerable display of wealth
and it contains some of the best performances on the
part of the players seen in some time.
"You can book this and feel safe from a box-office
angle for it is that kind of an attraction. It should
make money and will probably stand a long run,
profiting by word-of-mouth advertising. Use tbe
name of the star liberally in connection with your
announcements. There are numerous possibilities
for financial return in this production and you
should get your share.
"Louis Joseph Vance has written a real mystery
story with plenty of secret passages, sliding doors
and other intricate things. T^rom a production
standpoint 'The Lone Wolfs Daughter has been
picturized in a big way — lavish sets, a magnificent
display of wealth in furnishings and enough of the
spectacular to create a dramatic climax. There is
enough interest and action alone in the short -prologue for a complete picture in itself.
"There is swift action here and the spectacular
finale, a fire, works up a dramatic climax preceding
the happy ending. You can safely make promises
for this production."
W.HODKINSON
CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York Qty
Distributing- through PATH^ Change, Incorporated
Foreign Distributor : Apollo li-adin^ Corp.

Motion
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is a name you are going to hear repeated
many times during the coming months,
because it is the name of one of the biggest, most unusual pictures that has
reached the screen this season.
" The Penny Philanthropist " is the picture extraordinary of the year. No picture ever screened is even nearly like it.
Never before has such a combination of
story, star and keen presentation been
ofifered on the basis upon which we ofifer
this picture.
PEGGY O'NEILL
One of the big
reasons that this
picture will make you
much money.

Ralph Morgan and Peggy O'Neill are
the stars, two names that mean much to
those interested in the progress of the
silent art.
Clara Laughlin is the author.
doesn't know her?

Who

THE

WORLD
RIGHTS AND FOREIGN RIGHTS ARE
CONTROLLED BY US, AND
ARE
SELLING FAST. THERE
IS NO
TIME LIKE THE PRESENT.
BE
SUDDEN.

AimiiiRs.imiAiiiniiiiai(iiK

CONSUMERS

BUILDING-

CH ICAGO.

- DETROIT,MIGH.
BUILDING
FILM
W.G.M'C0Y,I1GR. CHICAGO -C.aBROKAW,MCR. DETROIT
TELEPHONE. CMERPY 866
TELEPHONE, HAPDI50N 2740

Picture

News

HEREVEK motion pictures are
shown, there the name of R. A. Walsh
is known! " Regeneration " was his. And
"Carmen," "Blue Blood and Red," "The Silent
Lie," "The Serpent," "Evangeline" and
"The Honor System," tool Milestone after
milestone of achievement marks the long trail of
successes this pioneer director has blazed I
He was a member of the old Biograph family.
He trekked across the Continent with the first
Griffith caravan. He sought locations in the
Rockies, on the great Western plains, through
New England, in the Seminoies, writing, direct^
ing and editing romances that have entertained
millions throughout the world.
And now — at thirty^three, a veteran when most
men begin work — he comes into his own —
severs all other ties and joins Mayflower Photoplay Corporation to make R. A. Walsh
Productions !
A Mayflower achievement!
A Realart triumph!
REALART

PICTURES

469 Fifth Avenue

CORPORATION
New

York City

R. A. Walsh is to make super-features exclu'
sivcly. And when Realart says super-features it
means just this. Mr. Walsh is to be provided
with the biggest stories available, and will be
unhampered by financial or time restrictions or
the whims of film editors. He will choose his
own stories, do the casting, direct his productions
to meet his own ideas, and personally cut, edit
and title all of his film.
This is Realart production p)olicy — to make pictures
in the studio, rather than in the counting room. It is
Mayflower policy. It is the policy that has made
possible Mayflower's partnership with some of the
world's greatest directors. It is a successful policy — as
witness "Soldiers of Fortune" and "The Miracle Man."
In the past, R. A. Walsh pictures frequently have
bulged the lid of the box oflice cash box. Mr. Walsh
now promises to rip it ofl^ altogether. He will be
backed to the limit in production by Mayflower faith
and Mayflower cash. Realart expects from him one
of the greatest series of productions ever ofl^ered to
exhibitors.
REALART

PICTURES

469 Fifth Avenue

CORPORATION
New

York City
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OVER!

AND

OVER
After an overwhelming

AGAIN!

triumph

Boston, and a record-breaking
Olympia in the same city,

at Symphony
week

Hall,

at Gordon's

CONFESSION

HAL

REID'S

WONDER-PLAY

has been booked for another week at the Olympia because Nathan H. Gordon had to do it to keep faith vv'ith
his patrons.
Here

is a wire from Tom

Manager

Spry,

of First National Exhib-

itor's Exchange of New

England:

JOE BRANDT, Sherman House, Chicago, 111.
" Confession
going over
beyond Compelled
my expectations.
Opened
Olympia
Boston
last
week to capacity
business.
to hold over
for in
second
week.hereBestin wishes.
Tom Spry
THERE

IS

STILL

TERRITORY

LEFT

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS
Minneapolis, Minn., for Minnesota, North and South
Dakota.
E. C. MURPHY,
604 Film Exchange Michigan.
Bldg., Detroit. Mich., for
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS
of New England, Boston, Mass., for New England.

For all information regarding " The Confession "
Communicate with

GEORGE
NATIONAL
1600

GOOD

The following has been sold:
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' EXCHANGE
of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,
Pa., Virginia.
for Western Pennsylvania and West
INTERSTATE FILM CO.
Philadelphia, Pa., for Eastern Pennsylvania
MID WEST DISTRIBUTING CO.,
Milwaukee, Wise, for Wisconsin

EQUITY FILM EXCHANGE
San Francisco, Calif., for California, Arizona, Nevada.
GRAND CENTRAL FILM EXCHANGE
St. Louis, Mo., for Eastern Missouri.
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' EXCHANGE
of New Jersey, 729 Seventh Ave., New York City,
for New Jersey.
•

SOME

H.

FILM

Broadway,

Harry M. Rubey, Pres.

DAVIS

or

CORPORATION
New

York

City

Joe Brandt, Gen'l Rep.

I. Bernstein. Prod. Mgr.

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
in S. Jay Kauiman's
Direction -Alon Oosland

DISTPIDUTED
BY

SELECT

opposite page shows a two-color reproduction of the full page color advertisement

THE

appearing in current issues of nationally-circulated magazines.
Publishers say that each copy of a publication is read
by from three to five individuals.
That means

that Selznick advertisements

will be seen

by:from 30,000,000 to 40,000,000 men, women and
children. In the publications listed below, all of
which are carrying Selznick advertisements regularly,
virtually every family in the United States is reached
— -and the list below does not include other advertising
media used — such as theatre programs, electric signs,
ainted signs and billboards.

Circulation
Saturday
Ladies

Evening

Home

Post

2,000,000

Journal

2,000,000

Pictorial

Review

Country

Gentleman

Red

500,000

Book

Photoplay
Motion
Blue

2,000,000
500,000

Magazine

Picture

300,000

Magazine

300,000

Book

250,000

Picture-Play
Green Book

Making

a

total

200,000
150,000

circulation

of

Backed

by

National

advertising

Selznick
make

8,200,000

this

Pictures

more

money

tremendous
campaign,

cannot

fail

for you.

to
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INATIONAL

t

I
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bu

PICTURE

Lewis

J.

THEATRES

^.

Selznick

President
National

Distributed
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Seleci
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DECEMBER

and

JANUARY
1920

1919

REPUBLIC

RELEASES

MARIE

DORO
in

"TWELVE
Directed
HERBERT

—TEN"
by
BI^ENON

"THE
AMAZING
a
Lloyd
Carleton
Starring

"THE

EDITH

RUTH

WOMAN"
Production
CLIFFORD

BLUE
PEARL"
De Luxe Cast
HALLOR-FAIR

BINNEY

BlLLlNGS-JACK

HOLLIDAY

FLORENCE

PICTURES)

FIRST

OF

Incidents

EIGHT
in

Starring

REPUBLIC

DISTRIBUTING

HERBERT

REEl)

Career

the

WILLIAM

(2

J.

of

FLYNN

RAWLINSON

CORPORATION

LEWIS
J.SELZNICK,Advi5ory
Director BRITON
130 West 46ih Street

N.BUSCH. President
New York City

"Oh

don't

miss

it-

don't

miss

it

! "

So wrote Miss Harriet Underhill, in the New York Tribune,
after she had seen "BROKEN BLOSSOMS."
countless thousands said after her.

And so have

The appreciation of things beautiful varies; no great work
has ever found universal praise; even the Bible has its
defamers — but the whole world of art recognizes that the
greatest screen achievement, the supreme contribution to
cinema progress, is "BROKEN

BLOSSOMS."

And every theatre that seeks to foster the best traditions of
the motion picture, every house that is growing with the art
of the film, must number among its presentations

UNITED

ARTISTS

MARY
CHARLIE
DOUGLAS

CORPORATION

PICKFOUD
CHAPLIN
FAIRBANKS

D.W. GRIFFITH

WATCH
AMD

TUi

JUDGE

CROWDS
FOR

YOURSELF
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To

the

self-styled

of the

Executive

so-called

Motion

Committee
Picture

Let us have facts.
It is about time that certain facts be brought to the attention of the Exhibitors of the United States, so that they
may determine how best to conserve their present and future interests in securing a just revenue from the use of
their screens for industrial and advertising purposes.
That Exhibitors are entitled to this revenue is now universally recognized.
It is clearly apparent now, for reasons that have since
developed, and which will be alluded to hereafter, that
the delegation from the New York State Exhibitors League
to the St. Louis Exhibitors Convention, attended for one
of two reasons : Either to gain control of the Motion Picture Exhibitors League of America, so that it could be run
by a handful of men — or, to do everything possible to break
up the League. Both purposes were intended to serve the
purely personal ends of the delegation.
The ensuing controversy has been well aired in the
trade papers, and needs no further comment here.
Early in the fall the writer, feeling that it was for the
best interests of the Exhibitors of the United States, held
several conferences with Messrs. Cohen, Reilly and Berman, in the hope that all differences could be settled and
that one united exhibitors' organization could be perfected.
He realized that in the many changes now taking place
in this big industry that such an organization was absolutely necessary if exhibitors' interests were to be safeguarded.
For a time it seemed as though harmony would prevail. The reason it did not being the insistence of Messrs.
Cohen, Reilly and Berman that the chairman of our Tax
Committee, against whom these gentlemen apparently had
a personal grievance, resign. This request was positively
refused. A compromise was made to allow Mr. Berman
or another man designated by said gentlemen to act as
Secretary of the Tax Committee and such an agreement
was very nearly entered into. In support of this settlement several conferences were held by them in connection
with our taxation committee prior to going to Washington.
During these conferences the question of the use of the
screen for national advertising came up. This was important because we had already attempted in behalf of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors of America to organize a " Motion Picture Lovers " contest, whereby our treasury would
be greatly assisted, and we had also discussed other forms
of national advertising that might tend to serve the interests of all exhibitors and bring a very necessary revenue
into the treasury of our national organization.
Can these gentlemen deny that they were very much interested in national advertising as affecting motion picture exhibitors of the United States or that they were even

Theatre

Owners

of America:

more interested as to just where they would personally
participate in the revenue from same?
Can they deny that a suggestion was made to perfect an
arrangement whereby a favored few could add to their
personal gain by getting certain exclusive contracts for
national advertising?
Can they deny that the writer stated that in endeavoring
to perform the duties of his office as president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, he could not use such
office for personal gain, and that whatever could be arranged must be for the absolute benefit of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors individually and for the treasury of the
national organization?
Can they deny that from that time on there seemed to
be a very lukewarm attitude on their part in the matter
of one big harmonious exhibitors' movement, or that one
or two further attempts at conference to perfect such harmony were side-stepped?
Can they deny that they are in the national motion
picture advertising development for personal gain and that
the best interests, so called, of the motion picture exhibitors
of
ble?America is secondary to them in this unseemly squabCan they deny that the opening up of screens of America whereby the picture theatre owners will receive a fair
revenue for the use of their screens from the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company and later as they make similar agreements, from other companies that are in a position to offer such services, which will also finance the
national organization, is a big progressive step forward?
Can they deny that the theatre owner is better off
in having competition for his screen advertising than he
is to have the same controlled by a handful of men, who
may or may not work to his (the theatre owner) best interest, or who may or may not work entirely for their own
personal gain?
The cards are face up. We are clean on this proposition.
We are not looking for personal gain but we do want the
screens of America to receive the remuneration to which
they are justly entitled.
What has this handful of men done to attempt to tie up
such screen advertising? This is the age of competition.
Most of us face it every day in our picture business.
What have you self-elected saviors of the exhibitor got
to offer the national advertisers, who are given credit for
being the brightest men in the business world?
What have you to offer the exhibitor?
What reputation have you for making motion pictures
of the kind and character that the public will pay money
to see?
Are you incorporated — and who are your stockholders?
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Why do you propose personal censorship when you,
along with the entire industry are fighting every kind of
censorship?
Don't you know it would take you many months before
you could give the exhibitors of this country any kind of
revenue, even though you were organized to producs pictures today?
Are you prepared to lay all your cards on the table by
stating whether you propose to produce these industrial
and advertising films, and if so, by what kind of contract,
and who will finance said company or companies, and who
would get the profit?
Who is paying for the pages of advertising that you are
running in the trade papers, and the postage for sending
circular matter to the national advertisers?
Who is paying for the traveling expenses of your representatives who you say you are sending all over the country?
Who is paying for your ads in Printers' Ink, which are
written for the purposes of telling the national advertisers
that you can deliver to them the screens of the country,
when on the other hand in the trade papers you tell the
exhibitors it is bad business to allow advertising on the
jcreen?
How does it come that in Printers' Ink, a trade paper
which the advertising man is in the habit of reading, you
call your organization the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America, and in the Motion Picture World you call your
organization The Committee organized for the Protection
of the Screen?
Can you deny that to make good your bluff you have
called on the leading industrial producers for films to distribute— and that you have been turned down in every instance ?
Had you first consulted the exhibitors of the country
and had their permission to do so, as you claim industrial
motion picture companies should have done in the past?
What did you have in mind when you started your trade
paper campaign asking the exhibitors of the country not to
sign a contract with any film company until they had first
seen you?

Do you mean to tell me or the members of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc., that after you have
censored an industrial or educational picture for which you
have guaranteed distribution to the advertiser, that you
will be pledged not only tr> run that picture on my screen
but on every other screen ot the country?
Are you not " putting a mortgage on a piece of property
to which you have no title? "
What prompted you
paper clippings which
ing the value of screen
had already asked the

to reproduce in Printers' Ink newsmisquoted Mr. Tim Thrift regardadvertising, and which Mr. Thrift
newspapers to retract?

If you did not know that as Chairman of the Film Committee of the Association of National Advertisers, Mr.
Thrift has heartily endorsed the screen medium ; if you are
no closer than this indicates to the development and progress of industrial picture production, how can you safeguard the interests of the exhibitors of America?
What picture have you or your backers ever produced
or distributed that qualifies you to speak on the subject,
either to advertise in Printers' Ink, or to the exhibitors in
the trade press?
Knowing as you must that the arrangement made
between the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc.,
and the Universal has never been advertised as exclusive,
why do you distort the facts and what is your object in
your holier-than-thou pose?
Why do you not come clean, and disclose your real purpose, your backers and their object?
Who

or

What

Theatre

is the Motion

Owners

Films,

Picture
Inc.?

Industrial pictures are here to stay. The Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc., has officially recognized
the fact. Having made the first great forward step toward
an open screen and the protection of theatre owners ; having made public the details of this step, including, the name
of the first producer to recognize the exhibitors rights, as
president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America,
Inc., I demand that you too lay your cards on the table,
and let the exhibitors and the advertisers pass judgment.

Alfred
Motion

Picture

S.

Black,

Exhibitors

64 Broadway

Preside

of America,

ent

Inc.

Boston, Mass.

Frank Rembusch of Indiana, Secretary
Ernest Horstman of Massachusetts, Treasurer
VICE-PRESIDENTS
Marcus Loew of New York
Harry Nolan of Colorado

P. J. Schaefer of Illinois
Jake Wells of Virginia
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One of the first exhibitors in the United States to thoroughly appreciate the possibilities
of motion pictures and to realize the necessity of a proper and dignified presentation, with
proper music, was Samuel L. Rothapfel, formerly director of the Rialto and Rivoli Theatres,
New York City, and now director of the new million dollar theatre. The Cahfornia, Los Angeles,
California.
Every succeeding year since Mr. Rothapfel entered the business, he ha^ shown constant
improvement in his methods, and a deeper conception of the possibilities, until today, exhibitors
all over the world, consider him without a superior in his line of work, and agree he is a past
master in judging the quality of a motion picture from the standpoint of the theatre patron.
In a letter dated December 4th. to Mr. H. H. Hicks, Manager of the Los Angeles Branch
ofVitagraph. MR. ROTHAPFEL
SAID:—
"The Larry Semon comedy, THE HEAD WAITER,
which I played at the California Theatre, week of
November

30th, I consider as good as any comedy

that I have seen during the past year.
"Nothing but favorable comments have been heard
and the people laughed continuously, and from their
tummies.
"No exhibitor can make a mistake in booking this
comedy and featuring it in a bi^ way.

am

"It will make a great many friends for Larry and I
looking forward anxiously for the Larry Semon

comedies that are to follow."

)cliomer

Do^l?

Prod.uciibn9

Pre^enf

A

MAGNIFICENT human interest story of love and life as we live it. A gripping
and intensely interesting photo drama of people that we know — every day, human
folks. A drama, so p3rfectly directed and so splendidly invested as to be truthfully termed,
"one of the best of the 1919-1920 seasons." Played by an all Star cast headed by the
brilliant American stage Star, EMILY STEVENS, supported by Muriel Ostriche and
other well known players.
Written and Directed by
ABRAHAM

S. SCHOMEK

whose wonderful conception of human interest stories has placed him high among the
foremost directors of the screen and stage and whose past successes include such box office
winners as "Ruling Passions" — "Today" — "The Yellow Passport" — "The Inner Man"
and others, a guarantee for the success of "THE SACRED FLAME"
Northern New Jersey and New York State rights for " THE SACRED
FLAME " purchased by Sain Zierler of the Commonwealth Pictures,
Inc., 1600 Broadzvay, New York.
Watch for further announcements.

Schomer-Ross
Productions,
E. S. Manheimer, General Manager
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A
Producer's
If ear
^TT This will be a year of remarkable production.
\Vi Or, to express the situation more clearly, we might say: This will be a remarkable year in production.
JU In the brief history of production, in fact, we are in the midst of its most significant era.
Let's review briefly.
The star was the all desirable picture element last year and in several previous years.
This era began when we ceased to say : " It's a Biograph " and said, " It's a Mary Pickford."
The era reached its culmination, we believe, over a year ago, when a veritable picture pit took place on the
famous " million dollar rug " in a Los Angeles hotel ; and when the excitement had cleared away one producer
and three stars decided to break oflf with the producer- distributor and go it alone.
That, by the way, was not the chief result of this, the most dramatic event in this industry's history.
So alluring were the prizes sought that defiances were hurled back and forth which today lie at the root of
this industry's most serious economie struggle- — namely, the invasion of each other's field back and forth by the
producer and the exhibitor.
At any rate, however, the star was the prize, because the picture was the prize, and the star, it was thought,
made the picture.
Today the picture is just as much, even more, the prize ; but there has come a change.
We have previously looked to stars for pictures ; today we are also looking for directors for stars.
We say this without the least intention of overlooking the very important box-office part a star plays in a
picture — and always will. The big stars are still big stars. Nevertheless we say it emphatically, because we believe
a most important development in present and future picture making has come about.
We read our own history piecemeal. We know that something is moving on, but we don't grasp its full
significance till we lump it all together.
Consider the following list of names.
Men of producing ability have moved forward in mass this year. Some names are new — they have found
their place in the picture sun this year. Others have been known for some time ; but will any say that they did
better work in any previous year.
Here's a roster, and it only partially includes all the present and coming factors :
David Griffith, Thomas H. Ince. Cecil De Mille, Mack Srnnett, Raoul Walsh, Sydney Franklin, Edgar Lewis, Allan
Dwan, Victor Shertzinger, the Whartons, J. Gordon Edwards, Donald Crisp, Thomas Heffron, Entile Chauiard, John
Adolfi, Clarence Badger, Harry Lchrman, Al Christie, J. Stuart Blackton, the Blaches, Charles Brabin, Rupert Julian,
George Foster Piatt. William D. Taylor, Edward Jose, T. Hayes Hunter, Jesse Hampton, Wilfrid Lucas, Harry
Beaumont, Ernest Warde, Henry King, King Vidor, Henrv Otto, George Loane Tucker, Ed. J. Le Saint, Rollin Sturgeon, Tod Broivning, Lloyd Ingraham, Hobart Henley, Reginald Barker, Eric Von Stroheim, Tom Terris, Burton
King, Chester Withey, Marshall Neilan, Jack Conway, George D. Bak^r, William C. Cabanne, Albert Capellani,
Edwin Carewe, William P. S. Earle, John Emerson, George Fitzmaurice, Charles Giblyn, Allen Holubar, George
Irving, Harley Knoles, Frank Lloyd, George Melford, Charles Milkr, William Nigh, Sidney Olcott, Maurice Tourneur, Lois Weber, James Young.
The important fact is that where producing ability a few years ago was limited to a handful of directors,
today a formidable phalanx has it well in hand.
These men, these many men, will each make a few pictures each this year ; but in the aggregate there will
be more good pictures by far than any previous year has seen, and they will come from many sources to the
exhibitor.
We have said right along to the exhibitors of the country : You are going to get plenty of good pictures,
no matter what happens within the industry.
The above list of names is in itself the argument for and guarantee of this most important fact.
These men will make pictures — good pictures. They will receive the necessary backing, the necessary distribution, the necessary exhibition — for these pictures.
No force can stop this, because no force can stop either demand or supply — in this or any other business.
There is an identity of interest between the man who makes good pictures and the man who wants good
pictures which no force can separate — for long.
That's what we meant when we said : Good pictures will always get good theatres and good theatres will
always get good pictures.
These are the two interests in this business which natural law itself will always hold supreme — despite any
temporary confusion — the maker of good pictures and the man who gives them good exhibition.
0>7
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Frankly,* as part of our own comment on the letter, we must
state the truth that Mr. Laemmle is not the only film man who has
expressed similar views on the matter within the past month. If
their declarations are borne out by the evidence then a cancerous
condition is revealed, certain to spread its evil influence further
and further, certain to wreak harm beyond calculation.
Our investigations into the matter have been hampered by an
unwillingness on the part of film men to be quoted on so touchy a
matter. No individual cares to be " the goat."
Perhaps Mr. Laemmle's explosion will toss the cover off the
boiling kettle.
Our pages are open.
What have you to say — " key city " exhibitors and village
exhibitors ; producers, big and little.
Aim both the brickbats and the bouquets towards Mr. Laemmle ;
our role is that of the Innocent Bystander.
Who speaks up first?

Signs of Progress

week's issue of Motion Picture News saw the establishment ofa new department in the Service Bureau devoted
to a recognition of the work being done by exploitation men
in the various exchanges.
Which is, indirectly^ a sign of progress in the industry.
For it must be admitted that only a little over a year ago the
mention of " Exploitation Experts " brought something of a smile.
Many were the quips and anecdotes told concerning some of the
alleged " experts."
But this factor in the industry has progressed steadily. Incompetents didn't last long; better men were attracted to the work from
month to month ; the good men developed after jumping the hurdles
of " a new game."
The director of our Exhibitors' Service Bureau gives us eloquent testimony of the good work that is now being done by these
exchange exploitation men in every section of the country. It is
to give louder voice to this testimony that the new department has
been established. Watch it.
LAST

A

MAN who is now an exhibitor, and who has been a film
salesman, exchange manager and a producer, says that nothing will ever come of percentage until it is based upon
confidence between the exhibitor and exchange.
It's the
about
as sensible and solid a letter as this office has ever had
from
trade.
He says that confidence does not now exist — by a long shot. And,
he says, that the film salesman and the exchange . are largely at
fault because the home office is at fault, and the home office is at
fault because of lack of contact with, and understanding of, the
exhibitor throughout the field.
In other words, there is no real distributor — exhibitor cooperation— despite the fact that this is the main plank in the advertised
policy of practically every concern in the industry.
The sad part of it is that he's right.
And he's equally right when he says that neither percentage nor
any other better method of film rentals will ever come about until
both sides quit " strafing " and act like allies in a common cause.
But we'll let him say it:
" When this dog-eat-dog, devil-take-the-hindmost policy of chasing
the immediate dollar, without any thought of tomorrow, is abandoned for a regular business policy of making a sincere and
consistent
received ; efifort to give a real service to the customer for money
" When the conscientious and constructive exchange manager
rather than the skillful thrower of bull will be encouraged and
upheld by his home office in his efifort to establish and maintain a
sympathetic relation with his customers ; when scrupulous care is
taken to account properly for every cent received, and when, as must
inevitably happen in every exchange, an error is made and an overpayment received, the exhibitor is given the privilege of his money
back if he wants it ;
" When exchange managers, bookers and salesmen will learn a
little about their stock in trade and intelligently tn,- to select subjects
suited to localities and occasions, and are permitted to use common
sense in establishing the rental prices for the various communities
in their territory.
" Then in my humble opinion, it will not be necessary to quarrel
about whether the companies are to be paid by a flat rental system
or on a percentage basis, because having an eye for the future, it will
be the effort of the exchange man to work with and not against his
customer and nurse him along until he will be able and willing to
pay all the traffic will bear for the worthy pictures handled by the
exchange.
" And until such time, there is no method on earth which will
work automatically to cure the abuses which the trade is heir to by
reason of the practices which have cursed it from its verv incep-

COAST
Make
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Way — National

Advertisers

the old line " national advertisers " to feel a taste of
motion picture competition along the lines of our trade
paper campaigns ?
The thought is prompted by the spectacle of five pages in the
current .Saturday Evening Post bearing the signature of Lewis
Selznick.
We can picture to ourselves the stir created in the office of
Printer's Ink and Advertising and Selling. We can imagine the
gasps in the advertising departments that devote their energies to
tires, soaps and chewing gums.
Five pages. Shades of thirty-two page trade paper inserts!
Make way all you pikers with your trifling half million dollar advertising appropriations.

News

When — and Then!

Key Cities — A Startling Charge

than passing attention will be aroused by the exclusive
MORE
article in this week's News which we have appropriately
headed. " Dynamite from Carl Laemmle."
The Universal executive delivers a startling indictment against
one of the most important factors in the business when he declares
that key city bookings " are not all that they appear to be."
That his charge will be answered goes without saying. But
one probable " answer that does not answer " Mr. Laemmle disarms to some extent with his closing statement: "Sour grapes?
Hell, This
No! leaves
Just ita to
fewtheuncomfortable
facts."
critics to confine
themselves to the merits
of the case.

Picture

WIRE

BRIEFS

/ /tion."
A TELEGRAM received from Los Angeles states that Mar• • /\ garet de La Motte was internally injured cind sustained
/ V cuts on her shoulder, face and head when the automobile
in which she was traveling was struck by a trolley car at
Cahuenga street and Santa Monica boulevard, and carried for a
distance
of a hundredheryards.
La also
Motte's
parents,
who
were accompanying
at theMiss
time,deare
reported
to have
been hurt badly. The actress was on her way to the Metro studio,
where she had the lead in " The Hope," when the accident
occurred.
The same telegram advises of the marriage of Gloria Swanson
to H. K. Sombom, president of the Equity Pictures, on December 20th, at the Hotel Alexandria. The actress will continue her
work with C. B. DeMille, it is said.
Adolph Zukor is reported to have closed with Claud Jensen
and J. Von Herberg for the controlling interest in their theatres
in Portland, Seattle, Butte and other Northwestern locations.
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News

thank you — boys, one and all. For
those kind words you said about the
Christmas issue. For the encouragement
you have given us to strive for better issues
with each week of the new year.
People often say that there are more
knockers to the square foot in the film game
than in any other on record. But we are
here to say that there are more regular fellows anxious to go out of their way to say
" Good luck !" than we ever thought existed.
Again we thank you, boys.
And we add that it was considerably
cheering to get out of the slough of strike
conditions with such a bang-up issue as last
week's with its two hundred and two advertising pages.
There's a mark for all to shoot at.
A little less time devoted to childish knock
might help some of them in getting better
aim.
Our advice is free.
You're welcome.
Met J. D. Williams this tceeh. Back from his
cross-country jaunt. Smiling broadly- — like the cat
that ate tlve canary. All in all, there's an air of confidence and faith about that First National Headquarters that you can't help feeling. Alivays those
First National boys give you the impression that they
have something up their sleeves — and the feeling
that they know it will be the right thing at the right
moment when they pull it.
*
*
*

WE

AFTER getting away from the subject of
last week's issue we are here to resneeze markat.that this week's News is nothing to
We feel a little proud for example over
those holiday greetings we present from
such notables as Secretary of War Baker,
General March, and Cardinal Gibbons.
Proud for one thing because we are motion picture workers, and that the motion
picture has reached the stage where leaders
of the nation's thought so whole-heartedly
express their feelings of good cheer to the
industry.
And just a wee bit proud also that Motion Picture News has been the medium
to secure these expressions and convey them
to the industry.
Wouldn't news weekly trailers made from
these messages be a good idea? To help sell
the motion picture to any who may still incline to scofifing? Here's the suggestion —
go to it, Pathe, Kinograms, International.
We know that any exhibitor will thank
you when he sees the trailer on his screen.
For he will be quick to make use of the holiday greetings in his ads and through slides.
Go to it. But —
Give us credit, boys !
*
*
*
Paul Brunet, vice-president and general manager
of Pathe Exchanges, Inc., is off for the coast. It's
his first trip there — shoiving that in one respect at
least Yours Truly classes with Mr. Brunet as a film
man. Rumor has it that the trip is connected with
important plans for Associated Theatres. We understand that twenty franchises in Associated have

you
that issue
your mind
you allmake
BEFORE
have read
the upfeatures
in this
after concluding that Laemmle sizzerino,
keep right on movinsi; until you come to that
discussion of Percentage Booking.
It's a two-page spread ; a two-sided debate.
A producer and an exhibitor do the talking,
but both speakers have been through the picture mill from start to finish.
They have much the same experience behind them — but, nevertheless, they reach
diametrically opposite conclusions.
Another feature you want to read is the
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already been disposed of with the prospect that the
rest will be cleared in a short time.
*
*
*
THOSE hoUday messages aren't the only
good thing in this week's issue. If you
don't read that letter from Carl Laemmle on
" key cities " you are missing the communication about which they are all going to be
talking for the next few weeks.
It's a case of TNT floating in nitro-glycerine. And heading towards a burning oil
tank.
It's all of that and then some.
Red hot isn't the word.
For example, Mr. Laemmle says, " The
campaign for ' key city ' bookings has
reached the point where it amounts to little
less than bribery."
Won't that start something?
We expect to have our columns sizzling
with excitement for the next few weeks as
a result of Mr. Laemmle's defy. Unless the
subject is such a touchy one that no one is
willing to speak on it.
There might be something in that latter
statement. Because, from conversations we
have had in many quarters, we know that
Carl isn't alone in his ■ thoughts.
But Carl is always ready to say what he
thinks.
You have to hand it to him.
*
*
*
Seems that all our news this week concerns crosscountry trips. Victor Kremer strolled into the
sanctum with reports of a successful jaunt around
the state rights centers on behalf of his Chaplin
subjects. Reports the market in satisfactory condition and gives a hint that he may soon announce
some new purchases.

Sydney Cohen article — " Don't Be StamAnd then turn to " With First Run
Theaters "■ — the livest trade paper feature
now appearing. Red hot of¥ the griddle this
department tells each week just what programs are being played the current week in
all the leading first run theaters.
peded."
It's
all telegraph stuff — last minute information, not stale weeks old copy drifting in
through the mails.
Just to do it up in " ace high " shape, we
also give you in this department reproductions of the advertising used by those first
run houses on these self-same bills.
That's tying the prize package up with all
* it?
* *
the trimmings, isn't
Our Star Reporter set out last week to track down
a rumor that C. L. Yearsely had become "Director
of Advertising and Publicity" for Goldwyn. Mr,
Yearsley denied the truth of the rumor. Mr. Block
asserted that it was news to him. Finally the S. R.
found a proofreader and compositor at Williams
Printing Company who confessed to having started
the merry tale. The juggling of a few lines of type
in last week's News made us swap a few jobs
around. Our apologies
to^all concerned.
*
*
THLS was house organ week in our mail.
First came the initial issue of Select's
Motion Picture Times, a bang-up publication
that shows the expenditure of considerable
money and quite a work of printing art.
Next the holiday issue of the Pathe Sun.
Oh, boy ! That almost took our breath away.
Almost as thick as the holiday number of
The News; and overflowing with color effects. Every part of the organization is represented inthe issue, right through the home
office and clear around the exchange circle.
It's an issue to be proud of.
And finally " Contact " — the inter-organization First National publication. Here's
our ideal of a house organ. No hokum ; but
page after page of really valuable trade discussions and exchanges of ideas. If each
issue of " Contact " doesn't increase the efficiency of every
member of First National's
organization
then
mile.
* we *miss * our guess by a
A few dayswithagoprominent
we read " film
A Thought
Weak.
Interviews
men arefornotthesecured
from the publicity department."
You said it, Les, and sometimes they're not secured from the " prominent film men." As, frinWhich should be inspiration enough to prompt an
stance
addition to the " Thoughts of the Weak."
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Following is the message the venerable prelate desires the motion picture screen to convey to the nation :
" The best guarantee for the stability of our beloved
country is obedience to all lawfully constituted
authority."
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The work of the motion picture industry in shomng
on the screen the danger of Red agitation and the necessity for the complete support of American institutions
is of the greatest value to the country.
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valuable work for Americanization.
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'iOne man has been a " legit "
theatre manager, a picture theatre owner, an exchange man, and
is now a producer.
^This is Louis B. Mayer.
^He

says " Percentage is the So-

lution."
\And offers evidence to support
his case in the following exclusive
article.

By Louis

B. Mayer

with considerable interest William A. Johnston's splendid editorial,
" Percentage is Coming " and I have
followed with increased interest the general
discussion which it has aroused in the motion picture industry.
May I express some of the views gained
by my own experience as a legitimate theatre
manager, a motion picture exhibitor, an exchange man, a distributor, and now as a
producer ?
I firmly believe that even the exhibitor
has come to realize that the motion picture
manufacturer is not receiving rentals commensurate with the value of his bigger productions. On the other hand, I myself will
admit that the manufacturer is fairly well
compensated for what may be termed
" average " or " program " pictures. This
being the case, it would seem that the manufacturer has little choice except to continue
the making of average or program pictures
to the exclusion of big specials, and as the
exhibitor is clamoring for the specials without being willing to pay a fair price for
them, one of the great evils of the industry
has crept in — namely, the camouflaging of
many average pictures under the name of
specials.
Practically every picture advertised in the
trade papers today is called by the manufacturer "a special " and I certainly don't
blame first-run exhibitors for objecting
strongly to paying increased rentals for such
productions.
There is, however, a way out and that way
is through the policy of percentage — the
policy of presenting pictures absolutely on
their merits. This policy would enable the
exhibitor to secure the average or program
picture at the low price he is accustomed ro
paying, and compel him to pay the increased
price that the special deserves. It would encourage the manufacturer to get away from
his routine program production and devote
his best energy, regardless of time and expense, to the making of really big pictures.
Going back to the time when I was a legitimate theatre manager playing dramatic productions,would
I
have been astounded to be
asked by a producer to pay a flat rental for
the use of a production. To any such proposition Iwould have answered that I had no
way of knowing the value of any attraction
in my city until I had played it. And until
the public had passed judgment and my box
office had spoken, no producer had the right

I READ

Perce

to tell me what that production was worth.
The logical result, of course, was that I, as
well as every other legitimate theatre manager, played productions only on a sharing
basis.
Then I became a motion picture exhibitor.
Like all exhibitors, I fought for the lowest
possible rental. I did not try to beat down
the price on a picture because I wanted to
crowd out the producer. I simply did not
know how much money that picture would
bring into my box office and for my own selfprotection
to "minimum.
play safe " and get the
rental downI had
to the

Picture

News

NTAGI

ditionally, he would put behind the picture
a selling carhpaign which would have as its
basis real showmanship.
I want to draw a comparison between the
motion picture industry and the theatrical
industry. In the latter, the manufacturer
of plays for the legitimate stage does not
expend
his energy
" selling
" hiswhich
production to the
managersin of
theatres
are
going to play them. Instead, all his energies are directed in selling his plays to the
public by direct exploitation. The manufacturer of motion pictures, on the other hand,
devotes much of his effort to convincing
theatres that they should book his pictures —
and then leaves them flat to handle their own
problem of bringing the picture he sells them
favorably before the public.

Later on, as an exchange man, I found
myself on the other side of the fence. My
business was to convince the theatre owner
that he should pay a high price for pictures
I had to sell him, but the exhibitor would
I believe that the big" future of the motion
always answer with the same arguments that
picture industry will develop from the manI had used myself — that he could never be
ufacturer's campaign of direct selling to the
sure of how much a picture would draw.
Now, as a producer, I have realized how
By a direct selling campaign I do not mean
that every motion picture that comes out
inequitable the present basis is. It is unpublic.
fair to the producer because he is not sure
must be backed up by a national advertisto be rewarded for his best efforts and big
ing campaign. That would be entirely ruincapital invested. It is unfair to the exhibitor
ous. Let us merely apply the principles of
because it robs him of the co-operation
showmanship — the principles that have made
which the producer could give him.
the great theatrical concerns of today keep
If the big pictures are played on a per- to the time-tried policy of putting personalcentage basis, the manufacturer has no
ity behind publicity. To me " personality
trouble in getting his full quota of profits,
behind publicity " means handling the picbecause the public quickly discovers a really
ture in every important centre with an adbig production and the box office receipts
vance agent. Every theatrical show that
goes on the road has its advance agent. No
amply pay for it.
Under the rental plan, if Mr. Manufactouring company is content to leave the pubturer tells Mr. Exhibitor that he has a great
licity for its local showing up to the local
theatre owner.
They feel that personality
picture — worth five times the usual price —
• Mr. Exhibitor may think " well — I can't must be put behind the selling campaign in
take a chance on it at such a high figure."
each city which the show visits. In the moThereupon come reductions in rental figtion picture industry this time-proved policy
ures to a point where Mr. Exhibitor knows
of theatredom has been abandoned.
A prohe takes the minimum risk. He plays the
ducer makes a picture costing many times
big picture — gets in the tremendous returns
what the average stage attraction costs.
Once he has made it he devotes his energy
and is highly elated when he finds his box
office records have been broken. Does he to telling the theatres how good it is. Then
sit down and write out a check to Mr. Manhe is willing to simply sell the picture to
ufacturer and send it to him with the comthem at a rental and let them do their own
ment— " Your picture did so much better
exploitation.
Under existing condithan I expected that I am sending you a local tions
there is no reason why he should send
check for the difiference between what you
an advance agent to a city to back up his
picture
— it would simply mean a loss out of
asked
in
rental
and
what
I
paid
you."
I have never known of such an instance.
his own pocket. But under the percentage
Mr. Exhibitor merely chuckles with glee, plan, where out of every dollar that comes
puts the extra money in the bank and figures into the box office the manufacturer would
out what a good bargain he has made.
have his percentage, he is not going to leave
exploitation to the discretion of the local
Of course from the exhibitor's standpoint,
he has benefited on the deal. Looking at theatre manager.
He is going to send the
it from a short-sighted standpoint, he has. best kind of an advance agent to the town
But in this temporary benefit he has injured
and get every penny that can be drawn in
the whole indutry — because he has taught
by that attraction.
the manufacturer a lesson — that it does not
I do not wish to infer that I consider the
pay to make really big and expensive pic- local managements incapable of handling
tures for straight rental distribution.
their pictures, but I will say that I do not
Let us consider the other angle. If pic- consider the motion picture owner as a detures are booked from a percentage basis
cidedly greater genius than the manager of
several results would be manifested. First
the average legitimate attraction house. At
of all, the picture which would pay best to
houses if a show were to anthe legitimate
make would be the really big picture which
nounce that it was coming without a press
could stand extended runs. The manufacagent, the manager would probably prornptly
turer would make each production conform
cancel the contract. He knows that it is
new man in town
to the highest standard of perfection — be- the outside
energ}' ofon a page
{Continued
400)
cause it would pay him in the end. Ad-
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By J. P. Gruwell

IN view of what 1 have to say, niy communication may be as welcome as a
mourner at a marriage feast, but the
pohcy of The News is unciuestionably constructive and as m\ opinions are representative of a considerable portion of the trade,
I feel they will be welcomeil no matter how
.divergent from your own, because the expression of all sincere views helps the entire industry of which you are one of the
principal spokesmen. 1 don't believe percentage booking will cure the ills which afflict the motion picture business.
My credentials? I have been an exhibitor
in both large and small cities, although
never in a village of less than 5,000 inhabitants. I've "peddled fillums " in 34 states;
held a couple of exchange managerships and
been connected in one way and another with
several producing companies. My varied experiences have all taught me the same lesson. So I don't believe I am simply a sorehead blowing off. steam.
■ Percentage sounds good and although
your figures, based no doubt, on big city engagements, are decidedly off when it comes
to the country at large, it can be successfully worked with exceptionally big productions and between exchange managers and
exhibitors who mutually know, like and trust
each other. But in a general way the cost
of safeguarding the interests of the exchange
is bound to add too much to the overhead of
exhibition. And apart from that, it would
merely shift the controversy from how much
flat rental to how much percentage is fair.
The exhibitor would be willing to give 25
per cent and the distributor would ask 75
per cent and the dickering would go merrily on, just as it does now as to rental
price.
Consider if you please the case of the exhibitors in the smaller cities and towns who
in the aggregate, furnish the larger half of
the business to the exchanges. They are not
and cannot be in personal touch with the exchanges. All they know is a kaleidescopic
procession of salesmen, most of whom call
but once at least for any one company. It
is up to them to sell their wares, honestly if
possible, but to sell them anyway, or lose
their jobs within a very few weeks. Consequently they are prone to promise overmuch
and inasmuch as there is no provision to
leave a copy of any contract with an exhibitor for future comparison with the contract as returned with the approval of the
home office there is a great deal of temptation to change the provisions so that they
will more nearlv meet the requirements of
" the boss."
Taught to distrust all film exchanges and
their ways, by the pernicious methods first
introduced by the General Film Company
and carefully perpetuated by a majority of
its competitors, these exhibitors ofttimes believe they are being swindled when they
aren't and they are so many times
victims of misrepresentation that they
have come to believe that it is no
crime to rob a film exchange
in any

way possible if they can get away with
it. Called " hicks " and " rubes " by astute
(_ ?j willy-boys from Gotham's slop-over,
who are wished onto branch offices by homeoftice desk warmers, these " small time " exhibitors are usually in a state of bitter revolt, ready to take every possible advantage ;
justifying themselves with the belief that the
exchanges are always ready to take every
possible advantage of them. Percentage
bookings will not cure this spirit of revolt
and
vance.it must be removed if we are to adLet me challenge anyone successfully to
dispute the statement that the average exchange manager is a mere office boy under
the absolute thumb of the home office ; so
hedged about by red tape and so harassed by
continual nagging from salesmanagers who
know little or nothing about selling conditions in the various territories, that in order
to hold his job he must sacrifice all hope of
bettering the relations between his office and
his customers by mapping out and patiently
maintaining a policy of square toed fairness
until such time as a profitable business based
on mutual confidence can be built up ; but
must make a breathless effort each week to
squeeze by hook or crook every possible
])enny, honest or otherwise, out of his territory, so that his Saturday report may not
bring a scathing rebuke from New York or
a smiling, successor about the following
Wednesday to take his place.
We are solemnly told by the wise ones
that it is not fair to compare the distribution of films with an ordinary wholesale
business because we are renting instead of
buying films. True, but what the exchanges
were intended to do and what they should
do, if the industry is to advance, is to provide and sell service to the exhibitor. Then
instead of a constant clash of interest between exchange and customer, there would
come about a spirit of mutual friendliness
and co-operation such as now exists between
almost any first class wholesale house and
its trusted customers. Then the exchange
manager, having been employed because of
his fitness instead of because he was a relative or special friend of the boss or of the
boss's friends or immediate retainers ; and
bonded as is any other holder of a resjjonsible position, would be given a broad general sales policy and told to go to it. The
measure of his success or failure would be
in years rather than in weeks and the efforts of his salesmanager would be confined
to matters of policy rather than the relations of the branch with its individual customers. Then it would be possible for an
exchange manager to return real money to
an exhibitor who had made an overpa\nient
and to give credit for errors made by members of his office force if in his judgment,
such credits were justified.
Office bookkeeping, by the way, is a fertile source of controversy. Some of the accounting systems inflicted on branch offices
by General Auditors are devised for the convenience of the Home Office rather than the
business of the branch and frequently just
as the poor bookkeeper has mastered the

' The otlii-y man has been a film
salesman, an exhanr/e manager,
an exhibitor in small town: and
big cities.
* This is J. P. Grtiivell, of Grand
Rapit/s, JJ'isconsin.
*He says "Percentage won't
work; we need a house-cleaning ,
not new or old schemes."
' He talks " Cold Turkey." Read
this article.

system, there is a shake-up in New York
and another equally as intricate but entirely
diflierent system is substituted; or a new
branch manager brings with him a new
l)ookkeeper to mix things up. Not long ago,
in a film exchange managed by a friend, I
tried my utmost to prove or disprove the
contention of a customer concerning an
overpayment and after I had worked faithfully for a day and a half I was not at all
sure then that I knew anything about the
mess. Deposits, for example, usually go
immediately to the Home Office and no matter what the merits of the case may be, it is
easier for a rich man to enter the Kingdom
of Heaven than it is to recover any of these
deposits. That the producing companies are
doing business on these deposits is a charge
never disproven and recently admitted in
very high quarters. No matter how anxious
the individual branch manager may be to
adjust a difference with an exhibitor any
adjustment he may make beyond an occasional gratis
"
" picture makes him a deal
of trouble answering home office questions
and too many such adjustments are bound
to cost him his position.
I well remember when the president of
the first organization I sold serials for, issued instructions to exchange book-keepers
to charge
to the
all customers'
accounts aeach little
week extra
so that
overpayments
from careless exhibitors would hel]) to make
up for the losses incurred from carelessness
in serving dishonest ones. It was in that
office that a splendid customer paid twice
for one episode of the serial we were
handling at the time. Our bookkeeper came
to me and asked me what to do. It happened that the double payment was not discovered until after the final chapter had
been used. I instructed him to return the
money. However, as he was working for
the exchange manager, he went to him and
told him of my instructions. " Return the
money ? " shouted the exchange manager
in horror. " Give real money back ? " he
gasped. " I should say not. Charge it
and balance the account."
to
Nowadvertising
this was not a fly-by-night states
rights concern, but one of the big service
companies. General Film Co. went broke
leaving many exhibitors in the lurch so far
as depositors are concerned, I being one of
them. So it has been all through the history
of the business.
When this dog cat dog, devil take the
hindmost policy (ft chasing the immediate
{Continued on page 402)
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IT is my belief that the answer to the question of " What is Wrong with Films Toda)"?" rests in a large measure with the
manufacturer. Whatever is weak or cheap
in the pictures can be laid directly to the
maker. Yet I agree with recent charges
made by the General Manager of one of the
large exclusive producing companies, that
methods of exhibiting films are becoming
slipshod. I have noticed this particularly
since a tour of some of the larger moving
picture theatres of the country.
With such a multiplicity of films — poor,
mediocre and good — an exhibitor is confronted with the serious problem of admission charges. Does it pay to maintain a
vacillating and gymnastic price list, computed by the so-called advertising and publicity stunts of the house vi^hich offers one
of the many features now parading before
the exhibitors? In other words, some of
these feature pictures are feature pictures
in ink only, which means that their claim to
genuine entertainment above all other pictures is restricted solely to the publicity energy of the men who make and sponsor
them. Yet on the other hand we have many
so-called mediocre pictures which by their
charm and direct appeal to the public (and
truly they do possess many good qualities oftentimes), gain instant approval and
prove greater box office attractions than the
so-called well-advertised feature costing a
high rental and withal giving less service
than the mediocre picture.
I have the greatest respect for the producer. Ithink he is striving with all his
power to achieve better pictures, cleaner
pictures, and hopes to place the art of the
films on a par with the stage. There can be
no doubt of his sincerity, as proved by many
of his efYorts, particularly in the past year..
Yet in spite of this, can we not trace this
policy of counter-balancing realh' good pictures with heavy and sometimes exaggerated
advertising to many of the producers? Of
course, as a business proposition it is difficult to blame them for trying to save as
much money as possible on mediocre pictures, particularly where a wide publicity
has been given the establishment of a
standard and high-grade brand of film.
*
*
*

Prices

News

Vary?

Exhibitor Policy? — An Interesting
Other Exhibitor Problems

By Thomas
D. Soriero
instances their patronage. This does not
appl}' only in New England. I have talked
with managers in many parts of the United
States, visited their playhouses, and they
have told me that the same conditions apply
in their districts, whether it is north or
south, east or west.
Mr. Hiram Abrams, General Manager of
the United Artists Corporation and without
a doubt one of the most able film men in the
United States today, striving as he is to establish the motion picture art on a new
plane, says in a recent issue of the Motion
Picture News:

Picture

Discussion

of

The New England mind resents most
forcibly any such panicky policy. They hate
to be diverted from an established course
of conduct, and when they come to their
favorite playhouse and see the price of admission raised, merely because a widely advertised picture is being shown, they stamp
ofif in disgust and perhaps another patron is
lost to the theatre. I know this condition
exists here, because I have tried to follow
out, several years ago, this plan but it proved
a failure.

Again I submit that it is easier to raise
". . . A mistake is made in showing
all three kinds of film (cheap, medium,
the price of admission and keep it there than
good) on a flat basis of admission prices to to jockey it back and forth, creating unrest
the public, irrespective of the quality of the
among your theatre public and ending in
film that we are showing. In other words,
dissatisfaction all around. This fact I know
this week a theatre shows a picture that
costs hundreds of thousands of dollars to to be true, having tried it in Lowell. I was
produce and say $i,ooo to rent, and the determined to get the best pictures possible,
audiences are satisfied. Next week the same
and I paid the biggest prices also. In view
theatre shows a film that cost perhaps $25,of this it necessitated an increase in my
000 or $30,000 to produce and maybe $200
to rent, yet the admission prices for the theatre admission. It is true that often I
was unable to find for the next week a piccheaper film are just the same as the adture that proved as great an attraction as the
mission prices for the big film."
The ill-will which the public feel towards
one the previous week, yet I dared not lower
the theatre because the house manager raised
the price of admission despite the fact, as
his prices when a so-called feature picture
Mr. Abrams suggests, that the cost of rental
was exhibited is not counter-balanced by
was about one-half. I would gladly have
their resentment (which does not often occur in this, instance) at the same price for done so if I thought the policy was feasible
the well advertised picture as for the pic- and that it would create good feeling among
ture that is not so well advertised but often- my public and cause me no loss of patronage.
times better liked.
Sometimes the comResults in the past have proved this policy
mercial success of a film rests upon the
a failure, therefore I rejected it. I did not
amount of advertising it has been given. This
lower my price, yet the public is good nadoes not make it a good film. To proceed
tured and without trying to impose on them
on the theory that a star however clever he
I am sure they appreciated the fact that it
may be in one picture and adapted to that
difficult to get pictures of uniform quality
particular picture and however large the is
every week.
price paid for the use of the rights of the
Here another element enters into this conplay as a vehicle for the star, is not controversy of what is wrong with the pictures
sistent with the public's appreciation of movtoday. Even in different sections of New
ing pictures today, as I observe and understand my public. In Mr. Abrams' article he England, I find that what constitutes an apsets forth some very able suggestions and
preciation of pictures is different in each
possible remedies ; but if he knew how hard
locality. In other words, what Maine may
it is (and I speak for New England in parapplaud Connecticut may reject.
ticular) for me to raise my price and then
Therefore it presents a perpetual problem
drop it again, just because I have to pay
less money for a picture, he might qualify
to
the house manager in studying the wants
his plan.
ADMISSION charges are of course the
of
his patrons. What may prove a sensamainspring of any theatre. Upon
*
*
*
tion in the south may grow frigid under the
them depends the success or failure
cold
New England eye. It is not the cost of
of the playhouse. The policy of admission
Mass., theatre I am now
my Lowell.
AT giving
s
e
my
patron
the
best
possibl
prices must be carefully watched. As Gena picture;
isn't theachievements
star's name; involved
it isn't
the
careful ittechnical
pictures obtainable, many from Mr.
eral Manager of a theatre corporation which
has nearly a dozen moving picture theatres
in the structure of the picture that pleases
Abrams' own corporation. And while not
in New England, I know this to be true. It denying their worth as box office attractions,
New England — it is that mysterious somehas been proved to me time and time again,
it would prove disastrous to my house to rething bound up in the conditions and envirto my bitter experience sometimes, that the
duce the price of admission the week subonment under which each locale exists, the
ion
sequent to a project
of his pictures, even
instant a house manager changes his admispsychology
of its education, that results
sion charge and advances his prices with the though my other features did not cost me
either
temperamentally
or bluntly in an ape
uction
ps
as much money, becaus the public will not
introd
of a new and perha
widely
preciation
of
the
ultimate
amusement value
le
reconci
itself
to
paying
one
price
one
week
advertised picture, he loses at once the apin a film.
proval of his patrons and in a majority of and a higher or a lower price the next week.
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Don't
Be
Stampeded!"
j4 Scorching Approval of JVilliam
A,
Johnston'*
s Editorial "Don^t Be Buffaloed
A JVord to Exhibitors

By Sydney S. Cohen
Dear Mr. Johnston :
HER very encouraging sign is the THE immediate need of the hour is a
AXUT
attitude of the great directors of mo1HAVE just read your excellent article
more compact
and cfhcient exhibitors'
tion pictures who have recently issued
organization.
Upon that foundation
" Don't be Buffaloed." Let me congratuit
will
be
safe
to
build.
United action will
ence.
d
tion
independ
of
declara
splendi
a
late you on the terse but forceful way in
There is not a single lOO per cent exhibitor
enable us to carry out many reforms which
which you have summed up a much needed
in the country who does not applaud these
at this hour are urgently needed not only
admonition to the exhibitors of the country.
for the benefit of the exhibitor but for the
directors for having refused to sell themCertain interests are responsible for the
benefit
of the screen as a means of popular
ly."
to
alhas
it
Indeed
Monopo
"
selves
spreading of subtle propaganda which seeks
ways seemed to me that there is a very
entertainment.
The
exhibitors
have it
to discourage the exhibitor by instilling in
strong community of interest between the diwithin their power to nip in the bud any
him a fear of " monopolistic control." There
rector and the exhibitor. Both their intermovement for monopolistic control in any
is such a propaganda and it has its own orests and investments are either visible or
gan. In my opinion this is the time for the
branch of the Industry. You are quite right
tangible. The director is the man who
motion picture exhibitors of the United
creates entertainment values without which
in saying that all previous attempts to imStates to keep both feet solidly on the
the screen could not exist for a week. It is ])ose the control of an individual or a clique
ground and not to permit themselves to be
upon this Industry have ended disastrously.
the genius of the director that brings the
stampeded.
The last attempt of this nature was made
crowd to the theatre. On the other hand
Now as never before the opportunity is the exhibitor is the owner of the theatre in
some years ago at a time when the motion
presented to the exhibitor of asserting his
which the director's creations are shown to picture was little more than a novelty and
showmanship and independence. There are
when the fear of patent litigation proved a
tlie public. So far both of us have paid exmany facts and considerations which should
travagant tribute to the middleman.
l)owerful weapon in the hands of the monopencourage us to hold on. Take for instance
When you say that we have not sounded
oly. In spite of these extraordinary adthe millions of new converts to the motion
the possibilities of the motion picture you
vantages, their control was short-lived and
restate a fact of which we are apt to lose
picture screen made during the recent war
has ended in a bankruptcy court.
sight. While a few scores of exhibitors are
by the patriotic agitation which was conI earnestly hope that we shall always have
devoting themselves to exploiting the picsuch
fearless and independent exponents of
ducted in the motion picture theatres on beture and extracting from it every possible
half of the Liberty Loan, Red Cross and all
journalism as you have proven yourself to
value,
the
art
of
presentation
has
not
as
other Allied war activities, and I venture to
be in sounding such a powerful note of
many followers and students as it ought to
say that twenty million new people were
warning to the men who form the backbone
have. With the proper aids in presentation
of this Industry.
brought to the motion picture theatres beand advertising, the life of even the average
Sincerely yours,
cause these theatres were the centres of this
picture and its usefulness to the exhibitor
as a box office attraction can be materially
patriotic work and a very large percentage
Sydney S. Cohen, President.
prolonged.
of them have become permanent patrons.

or cast, but because of him. We could have
Dear
Mr. Johnston:
"Does
it Pay
to
Give
Credit?"
played each individual picture on its own
A director, a very able artist and promerits and its particular cast and had a
ducer, who has just released a picture that
profitable
business. But, instead, we pyraCOVERING
THE
FIELD
has produced a sensation, favors me with a
mided this man's popularity, picture by picletter in which, after reciting at length some
ture, by sacrificing all else to advertise him.
oit: Quo
of the difficulties he encountered in making
Vadis theatre,zyn
Detr
ski
We are not alone in this respect, but it was
r Rac
s
e , New
FROM
" YouH.
big siz
this film, he asks me whether I do not think
is the best thing in the
done all over the United States. Last year
that he should be given entire credit for the
film industry. Yet some peothe exhibitors of the United States helped
film.
s
g
t
re'
hin
say
make
this man. His name before was big,
ple
tha
the
not
g
new under the ^sun. Wishin
It gave me pleasure to reply to that man
but not a box office asset. Now it is.
you success with MOTION
that I think he is entitled to all the credic
The result has been that his pictures this
TURE
PIC
it is possible for him to get, not only as a
And
L. NEW
H. S."
Chandler, New
year
are 500 per cent higher, and no better
Elite theatre, Bethany, Mo.:
matter of downright justice, but as an inthan they were last year. The exhibitors
centive for him to produce more pictures
"
I
have
previously
been
a
salesman for Pathe out of
helped make him and are paying the bills.
that will be as worthy as his recent one.
Kansas City, and I know the
He further asks whether or not his name
In billing one individual are you creating a
value of the MOTION PICshould not appear in as large type as the
TURE NEWS to an exhibitor.
Erankenstein that will eventually devour
It is THE trade paper of the
title of the picture. On consideration, and
although we did not make it thus, we would
There is no doubt that this man should
trade papers."
say " yes," because there is no question that
get more money for his pictures, just the
it was the director that made the picture and
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iii;iiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiiiii!iiii:u^
same as any conscientious worker should get
gave it the drawing power it possessed, not
more for his labor as he improves his skill
the title. But this brings up another quesyou?ability, but is there any excuse for such
tion. Is it advisable for a manager to play
and
a
of
name
the
up
played
we or.
T yeardirect
LAScertain
l
He made severa big a tremendous hike?
up an individual's name to any great extent?
pictures. We played his name up so
Is he working to his own interest to do so?
Very sincerely yours,
Is he stabilizing his business? Is he buildbig in connection with theme that the picceased
title,
their
of
becaus
draw
to
tures
ing on rock or on sand?
Stanley Chambers.
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The recently elected directors of the
United Picture Theatres of America
have pledged themselves to sell $600,000 worth of the preferred stock of
the United Picture Productions Corporation. This was one of the most
gratifying results of the meetings recently held in New York City.
William Fox, president of Fox Film
Corporation, is soon to build what
will, it is claimed, be the largest
theatre in Brooklyn, representing an
expenditure of more than $1,000,000.
This announcement was made Dec. 22
by Mr. Fox through A. S. Kempner,
real estate representative of the Fox
Theatrical Enterprises.
Mr. Fox has just purchased a plot
of ground on the East Side of Flat- Exhibitors ba. quet at G eybuM, Wyo.. E. P. Briggs, "Flying A" Salesman, standing at right
bush avenue between Tilden avenue
and Beverly Road, at the corner of
Durjea Place. This is in one of the
Machine
in Big Sale
finest residential parts of the Flatbush Simplex
District. On the site he will erect a
Mundusfilm Company of Paris Buys
handsome playhouse with a seating
Million Dollars Worth of Machines
•capacity of 3,500.
IT is reported that a contract has been were asked to await the termination
S. J. Rollo director of sales and exnegotiated between Mme. Schuep- tract.
of the Mundusfilm Company's conchanges for Exhibitors Mutual Dis- bach of the Mundusfilm Company and
tributing Corporation prior to the sale E. M. Porter, general manager of the
Several weeks ago, Mme. Schuepof the company's exchanges, has been Precision Machine Company, involv- bach arrived in New York and made
elected a director and secretary of the
ing the purchase of a million dollars her official headquarters in the GodClark Cornelius Corporation.
frey Building. It is also stated that
worth of Simplex projectors which are
Madame Scluupbach acquired the conmade
by
the
Precision
Machine
ComWork will be begun this week on
tinental European rights to a large
the new theatre that B. S. Moss is pany.
The sole distributors of the Simplex number of film productions, including
building to cover the entire block Projector in Continental Europe for the Nazimova Screen Classics, Louis
bounded by Webster, Tremont and the past several years have been the Joseph Vance features, Jack London
Carter avenues and 174th street. The Mundusfilm Company of Paris. J. pictures and Metro productions.
playhouse will have a seating capacity Frank Brockliss, Ltd., have handled
Mme. Schuepbach was banqueted by
of 3,500 and will be the largest in the Simplex in Great Britain; and in the leading film executives during her stay
Bronx. The cost is estimated at Scandinavian countries J. L. Nerlien, in New York, and on Thursday night
$1,000,000.
Akt., have handled this popular pro- before sailing for Europe a dinner was
With the announcement that motion
given in her honor by Richard Rowjector exclusively.
land of the Metro Company at which
Immediately following the signing
picture exhibitors will receive a fixed
sum for the exhibition of each Uni- of the Armistice, representatives of it is stated many leaders in the film
versal industrial and educational pic- various enterprises in the many Euro- industry were present. Mme. Schuepbach sailed for Europe on Saturday
pean countries endeavored to obtain
ture, formerly issued to them free of
charge, comes word from the Uni- Simplex franchises for their respective noon on the French liner " Rochamversal studios at Fort Lee, New countries, but in each instance they
Jersey, and Universal City, California,
that only actors and actresses of the
first rank known the country over for
their screen drawing powers will have Censor-Board
Plan
Hits
Snag
beau."
the lead parts in such Universal pictures.
It is Likely that Grand Rapids' Ordinance Will be Greatly Modified
Arrangements have been completed
by A. A. Spitz the Providence, R. I., IT is reported that the city commis- suggested by City Attorney Ganson
theatre man, and Henry McMahon of
sion of Grand Rapids, Mich., is con- Taggart that the commission would
sidering an ordinance drafted by the better go slow, as there was a likeliArctic, for the erection of a modern
hood that if the ordinance were passed,
theatre in the latter place for the city attorney at the instance of minisit
would
be in conflict with that secters
and
others,
but
the
section
proshowing of moving pictures. A MolIcr organ will be installed.
tion of the federal constitution regardviding for a board of censors will probing the freedom of the press, especially
ably go by the board before the ordi- as the
ordinance contained a section to
nance is adopted.
It has been announced in Detroit
It is said that the ordinance, censor restrict the publication of certain picthat John H. Kunsky, head of the
tures and forms of advertising.
John H. Kunsky Enterprises, Inc., and board and all, was apparently headed
owner of the First National franchise for passage when it struck a snag. This
The statement of the New York exin Michigan, has subscribed nearly snag, it is stated, proved to be the
ecutive was quoted to the city commission, being in effect that an ordihalf a million dollars in the newly or- statement of the mayor of New York
nance as proposed could not hold good,
ganized .Associated First National City, given when he vetoed a similar
in
that
it
restricted the freedom of the
Theatres, Inc.
ordinance for that city; and it was

Elaborate Steps Taken
to Reduce Fire Risk
It is said that the culmination of a
comprehensive plan on the part of the
National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry for lowering fire
hazards through erection of specially
built film exchange buildings in important exchange centers throughout the
country has about been reached. According to reports during the past
week, negotiations have been practically closed by representatives of the
National Association for buildings approximately- $3,000,000 in value. It
has been only a few days since the roof
was placed on the first film structure
to be finally completed under the provisions of the Association's plan — the
$500,000 structure erected in Kansas
Citv.
As Louis
B. Mayer
Percentage

Sees

^Continued from page 396)
that can put over publicity which is beyond
the power of any local man. If pictures
were played in the same way it would mean
that the local publicity in the larger citie;
would have the stimulus of a new press
agent coming into town with each attr^ctic:;
—observable
it would intaketheaway
from ofthemany
"staleness"
handhng
picture
theatres, and it would give the really live
picture theatre owner — and there are lots of
them — a chance to co-operate with an equalIv live man, who is thoroughly familiar with
his attraction, representing the manufacturer.
In my present release, " In Old Kentucky," Iam trying
out the percentage
ing method
for myself.
I put so bookmuch
money, time and energy into the making of
this picture that I could not possibly be
compensated for it by rentals, however high.
I want to feel that out of every admission
ticket
In Oldto Kentucky
I amexhibitor
getting
a part —forI "want
share with" the
in the increased profits which this picture
will bring. Therefore, I have laid out a
definite policy — " Percentage only, Indefinite
Runs." To support this policy I am sending the highest type advance man to cover
each large city in exploiting the picture. I
am sending new blood into each territory —
men enthused with their product, whose one
idea tureis wetohave.
let theIn public
know what
pica few weeks
I will a bebigready
to tell your readers how much more money
I received from the picture than would have
been possible under a straight rental basis ;
and at the same time I will show how much
more profit the exhibitor made out of the
same picture under the percentage plan and
aided in his e.xploitation, than he would have
made
Old Kentucky
" hadmanner.
been
handled ifin" aInroutine,
straight rental
press and that a censorship before the
production of a picture or other theatrical production, previous to its production, as proposed in the ordinance,
would not hold.
" There probably will be an ordinance," Commissioner Daniel Kelly is
reported
have said,
but power
I believeto
the policeto should
have " the
enforce the ordinance, rather than that
the matter should be left to a board
of censors. I am of the opinion that
there should be a penalty for the exploitation of indecency, either on the
screen or on the stage, and I think a
good ordinance will be just as much
of a preventative of immoral exhibitions as a board of censors."
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Longer

Exchange Managers of First National Exhibitors'
Circuit Have Compiled Instructive Data from
Widely Scattered Points in U. S. and Canada

HUi\DRED AJSD FIFTY more theatres are playing
productions for week-slanils this year than in 1918;
this year five hundred and tliirty more tlieatros are
changing programs twice a week than the niunher last year
and nearly seventy per cent of the daily-change theatres have
adopted the two-day engagement plan within the last twelve
months, according to a smnmary just completed hy First NaONE

Runs

A MESSAGE
THE following
medium of the
warning
givesis
Association,

Is

TO

Growing

EXHIBITORS

telegraphic message to the exhibitors through the
trade press of the country, which, besides carrying a
apresented
hint of inthefullplans
of the newly formed Producers'
as received:

" We are informed that there are many exhibitors throughout the
United States who are considering the sale of their theatres on account of
jeing intimidated with the information that they will not be able to get
sufficient
products in the future in order to make their investment in their
theatres safe.
" For your information we wish to say that as soon as our present contract has expired, which will be this coming summer, our entire combined
products of personal productions and stars will be available to every exhibitor on an independent basis and on terms that will be fair and equitable
to both producer and exhibitor alike.
Exhihitors'
of
parts
all
in
managers
Exchange
Circuits
tional
" Therefore we feel that this information would be an assurance to
the United States and Canada.
you and all your brother exhibitors that you need not make any hasty move
that will be detrimental to your future welfare as well as to the entire
Probably the most significant fact arising from the comple- industry.
The spirit of independent exhibitors and ourselves is common
tion of this index to exliibitor tendency is the fact that there ground and against the domination of all usurping influences.
" We are sincerely giving you this information straight from the shoulis a general inclination on the part of showmen for longer
der, so we ask you to weigh the above carefully and take no stock in any
runs. Those who last year showed feature productions for a propaganda to the contrary, and we will appreciate your conveying this
week are now lengthening the runs into ten days and more; information to all your brother exhibitors." THOS. H. INGE.
MACK SENNETT.
exhibitors who last year booked attractions for three and four
MARSHALL NEILAN.
MAURICE TOURNEUR.
days are extending the runs to w^eek-stand engagements.
ALLAN DWAN.
One-Day Stands on Wane
Perhaps the most startHng and radiical departure from exhibitor attitude
of the last year is — the nation-wide
tendency to eschew the daily change.
On an average, seventy per cent, of
the exhibitors handling First National
attractions, and who advocated singleday runs last year, have increased
their engagements to two days and
sometimes as much as three daj's.
The situation is not confined to one
prosperous locality nor attendant upon
the work of several industrious exchange managers. It is as plainly evident in Toronto, Canada, as in Forne\',
Texas; as true in California, as in the
New England states, according to the
reports.
A concensus of opinion from explanations given by the various exchange managers indicates that exhibitors have learned by costly experience that a little added exploitation
will result in bringing crowds for a
two days' showing, and that the print
which would in the event of a one-day
stand spend the following day in transportation can in many cases be obtained at a smaller proportionate price
for the two days.
An illustration of the remarkable increase in the length of runs that has
been brought about during the past
year is shown by figures compiled by
Sam Edwards, manager of the First
National Exhibitors' Exchange in San
Francisco. Last year there were twenty-five fewer theatres in Mr. Edwards'
territory that played attractions for a
full week than at the present time.
There were forty more theatres playing attractions at the two-a-week rate,
the
majority
'playing
three And
and sixty
four
different
pictures
each week.
per cent, of the theatres which last
year were practising the daily-change
system have this year dropped the
system in favor of the longer runs.
In the territory served by the First
National Exchange of Milwaukee, H.
J. Fitzgerald, manager, has authorized
the statement that in his territory there
are approximately seven theatres running special productions seven days.

Full

Newspaper
Co-operation
Chicago American Goes to Far Limits
to Aid

Marshall Neilan
"that their theatres are not big enough
whereas a year ago there were but
two ; there are five theatres running
special productions five days against a
maximum limit of three days a year
ago; there are fifty theatres running
attractions three days against a twoday maximum of a year ago and about
one hundred th'eatres using attractions
for two days, whereas the limit last
year was a one-day engagement.
Like reports which compare favorably to the results quoted in the foregoing are announced by the various
First National Exchanges at Boston,
Mass.: Buffalo, N. Y. ; Chicago; Dallas, Tex. ; Denver ; Detroit ; Indianapolis;Los Angeles ; Louisville, Ky. ;
New Orleans ; Omaha, Neb. ; Ottawa,
Canada; Philadelphia; Pittsburg;
Richmond, Va. ; St. Louis; Salt Lake
City ; Toronto, Canada, and Minneapolis.
Of interest to exhibitors is the conclusion drawn by C. E. Holah, manager of the First National Exchange
at Omaha, Neb. According to Mr.
Holah, the exhibitor in many instances
does not lengthen his runs merely to
take a chance on winning a larger
crowd by exploitation. "Exhibitors
are finding out," Mr. Holah states,
(Continued on page 405)

Advertisers
that
NEWSP
of its thebehalf tion
the limit inco-opera
goes APER
atre advertisers — and then goes just a
little further is exemplified in the Chicago-American's Fourth Annual "Goto-Movie-Week Campaign.
Frederick W. McQuigg, manager of
the Amusement Department of the
Chicago Evening American, and whose
comments and criticisms of pictures
and picture plajers are written under
the name of "Bob Reel," has in the
following article outlined the effort
expended and the purpose behind his
paper's campaign.
A story a day to more than a million and a half readers. That's the
big punch behind Chicago's Fourth
Annual Go-To-Movie-Week, Christmas to New Year. The slogan of the

in " Movie- Week "
.'Vmerican suggested a Go-To-MovieWeek to its readers. The idea "caught
on" and has been repeated with increasing success each holiday season.
Every day since December 5, the
Evening American has printed a GoTo-Movie-Week story. Slides and
stickers have ben distributed to the
leading theatres of the city. Wagon
posters announce the event. Arrangements are made with the theatres so
that every orphan in the city is invited to be a guest at a motion picture show between Christmas and
New Year.
It is a well known fact that there
is a slump in theatre business during
the days preceding Christmas. The
Go-To-Movie-Week campaign has a
tendency to check this. At the same
time it serves the readers a good turn
campaign
is "Just and
for Fun."
Film companies
exhibitors alike by having them maintain their average
strive for the high point of entertain- supply of fun.
There is built up a high point of inment during the holidays. At this time
terest in motion pictures which is of
the fans are assured even more for
their money than at any other season. larger value, than usual for the film
and theatres to announce
The public is so busy with Christmas companies
plans that it stands in need of a little new plans.
This year every big newspaper is
direction pointing the way to utilize the
fifth largest industry to advantage. facing the problem of white paper.
This, of course, has to be done in a After the readers are taken care of
way that is unusual. That is where with space devoted to the news of the
day, there is a limited amount of space
the big newspaper functions.
The newspaper which shows readers for the advertisers. For that reason
how to have fun is remembered in a the film companies and theatres have
pleasant way. That means boosters not been approched with the fact that
Go-To-Movie-Week offers an espefor
tion. the newspaper and larger circulacially good buy in the newspaper fostering the feature.
The policy behind the Motion PicBelieving, however, that Go-Toture Department of the Chicago Evening American, as stated several years Movie-Week, Just For Fun, is now
ago, includes the declaration that Film established as a feature which the
a million and a half readCompanies, Exhibitors, the Big News- moreers than
of the Evening American enjoy,
paper and the public form the chain
which means continued greater success the Motion Picture Department has
"carried on'' with the campaign for
of the industry.
Backed by this belief the Evening the fourth time.
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Urges

Rowland
American

Producer

Must

Meet

Foreign

Foreign

\ ew s

Concessions

Distrib-

utor Half Way While Exchange Rate Is Unequal He Says, or Else He Will Eliminate
All Chances of Future Business

American producers must make concessions to
THAT
foreign distributors because of the present disparity
in money exchange, and that the entry of so-called
" big business " into the motion picture industry is an inevitable step which need cause no alarm, especially to the independent exhibitor, is the gist of a statement by Richard A.
Rowland, president of Metro Pictures Corporation.
Mr. Rowland is in a position to speak with authority on the
foreign situation and the opportunities for American picture
producers that are open in the foreign field. Several weeks
ago he returned from a survey of two months in Europe, where
he interviewed prominent English, French and Italian manufacturers and distributors of pictures in great number.
—
—
Splendid Chance
DOROTHY
DALTON
" There is a splendid chance abroad
for the American producer," says the
WITH F. P.-LASKY
Mfetro president's statement, "providOROTHY DALTON, for
ing that he adopt the wise pohcy of
a long time one of the
' Hve and let live.' In the first place,
D leading Thomas H. Ince
the foreign manufacturer cannot supstars, has severed her conply the present demand for cinema
nections with that producer and
entertainment. European makers of
has signed a long-time contract
with the Famous Players-Lasky
pictures are hopelessly behind in their
Corporation, to be starred exoutput because of the disturbed indusclusively in Paramount-Artcraft
trial conditions following upon the
pictures.
termination of the war.
This annoimcement was made
yesterday by Jesse L. Lasky,
"The American manufacturer will
vice-president of Famous Playnave to be fair. He will have to give
ers-Lasky Corporation, in charge
the European distributor certain conof production. Under Miss
cessions in order to interest him in
Dalton's contract with Mr. Ince
she still had a number of picthe American product. Obviously he
tures to make; but the remainder
will not handle it if the terms imposed
of her Ince contract also has
by American manufacturers are too
been taken over by Famous
harsh. That is where the disparity in
Players-Lasky, so that Miss
Dalton went under Paramountexchange figures.
Artcraft management yesterday.
" The American producer who inIn fact she began drawing
sists on the American dollar valuation
salary from Famous Playersin his dealings with the foreign disLasky as soon as her signature
was affixed to the contract.
tributor isgoing to eliminate himself,
It also was announced that
because the Englishman or the FrenchMiss Dalton's first starring
man or the Italian will ' chuck the
vehicle for Paramount-Artcraft
whole business ' ; he will refuse to purchase American films, and will do his
will be Sir James M. Barrie's
" Half An Hour."
best to eke out the scanty home
product. This policy, it seems to
Metro, is short-sighted on the part of
the American manufacturer.
"U"
Leave
Cash
" Our producers should strive to Lowell for
ick s
Selzn
strike a mean between the extremes of
M. Lowell Cash, a genuine Hoosier,
loss and exorbitant' profit. They
should arrive at a figure that would who invaded the Metropolis from Intake into account the present deflation
dianapolis some months past, as a
of European currency; a figure mu- member of the Universal publicity
staff, has resigned his position to actually agreed upon."
As to the inevitable entrance into the tures. cept a similar berth with Selznick Picmotion pictiire industry of " big busiBefore coming to New York Mr.
ness," variously characterized a"^
■' Wall Street " and " large financial Cash was photoplay editor of the Ininterests," the Metro president states
dianapolis News. While with Univerthat Metro had foreseen this eventusal he handled exploitation, specializally at least two years ago and has
ing in copy for the trade papers. In
been shaping its policies to meet the his new position he will work under
conditions that would arise.
Lee Kugel and assist in launching
'■ Instead of any feeling of pes- some new exploitation plans which art
simism, however," Mr. Rowland de- being prepared, designed especially to
clares, "Metro is highly optimistic and aid newspapers and exhibitors who
sees nothing to fear, either on the part handle pictures distributed through the
Select, Selznick and Republic exof the independent producer or the in- changes.
dependent exhibitor.

Group of Denver film theatre
men at staff,
dinner-party
given ofto first
Harry
seated centre
row McDonald, of the Fox

Irwin
Out
of Famous-Lasky
Vice President Resigns for Second
Time in Year — Has Had Notable Career
VV/ ALTER W. IRWIX announced a percentage of the gross proceeds over
» ^ this week that he had resigned as and above a given quota assigned t6 it.
^Ir. Irwin is credited with founding
vice-president of the Famous Players- the Motion Picture Board of Trade in
Lasky Corporation. In a statement
the present National AssoDecember 23rd to the trade press, Mr. 1915, and
ciation of the Motion Picture Industry,
Irwin said, "This is the second time I of which he is and has been the chairhave resigned as vice-president of the
man of the executive committee since
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. its formation.
The first occasion was last July, but
by insistence and urging I was persuaded to withdraw it. This time,
Two Sides
(Continued from page 397)
however, my resignation stands."
When questioned regarding his fu- dollar without any thought of tomorrow is
ture activities, he said that he had just abandoned for a regular business policy of
making a sincere and consistent effort to
received.
returned from a three weeks' visit to give
a real service to the customer for money
the Coast and expected at an early
When the conscientious and constructive
date to make a definite and interesting exchange manager rather than the skillful
thrower of bull will be encouraged and upannouncement to the trade.
held by his home office in his effort to esand maintain a sympathetic relation
Mr. Irwin's career in the Motion with histablishcustomers
; when scrupulous care is
Picture Industry has been most pro- taken to account properly for everj- cent
and when, as must inevitably hapgressive and active. It was in May of received
pen in every exchange, an error is maSe and
1915 that he stepped out of the active an overpayment received, the exhibitor is
wants the
it. privilege of his money back if he
practice of the law and incorporated given
When exchange
and
the Vitagraph - Lubin - Selig - Essanay salesmen
will learn amanagers,
little aboutbookers
their stock
Inc., to handle the feature product of in trade and
intelligently try to select subjects suited to localities and occasions and
the four manufacturers, of which com- are permitted
to use common sense in espany he was the general manager and
tablishing the rental prices for the var-jus
treasurer. At once he introduced into communities in their territory.
Then in my humble opinion, it will not be
the industry the open booking policy, necessary
to quarrel about whether the comare to be paid on a flat rental system
so extensively employed today, under or on apaniespercentage
basis, because having an
which were sold the pictures of each eye for the future, it will be the effort of
the
exchange
man
work with and not
producer strictly according to their against his customerto and
nurse him alone
until he will be able and willing to pay all
drawing power or box office value. the
traffic will bear for the worthy pictures
However, in September of 1917, when handled by the exchange.
until sucli time, there is no method
the Vitagraph Company purchased the onAnd
earth which will work automatically to
interests in the sales organization of cure the abuses which the trade is heir to
reasonitsofvery
the inception.
practices which have cur.ed
It from
the Lubin, Selig and Essanay Com- by
panies, Mr. Irwin, with but one brand
of product to handle, introduced what
Maxson F. Judell of Chicago has
was known as the Rotary Star System and which was thereafter followed resigned from Lord and Thomas, advertising agency, and has joined the
by other companies under the designation of the star series system.
Home Office force of the Goldwjii
Likewise he introduced into the in- Pictures Corporation.
dustry what was said to have been the
first profit sharing and bonus systems
W. W. Von Metre, of Redmond.
by which the employes shared in a
definite percentage of the profits, and Oregon, has sold the Victory theatre
each branch organization also received in that city to C. H. Kelley.
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Up
Backs
Body
Big
Miami Valley Exhibitors' League Whole Heartedly Casts Lot vvith National Picture Theatres.
Inc.; Oandall

a Vice-President;
Is Coming

What

EXPRESSIISG their confidence in the precepts hehind the
National Picture Theatres, Inc., proposition, fathered

r

by Louis Selznick, the Miami
\ alley Exhil)itors'
League, known as one of the largest and most influential organizations ofits kind in the country, has cast its lot with
National Picture Theatres.
Important as the support and affiliation of the League is,
which fact Louis J. Selznick verified, it was learned on good
authority that within the next few weeks an announcement
would be made which would, through its importance and
scope of the line-up in back of National Theatres, prove a surprise to even the most optimistic supporters of the proposition.
At the same time Mr. Selznick announced that Harrv M.
Crandall, tlie big Washington exhibitor, had been named one
of the vice-presidents of National Picture Theatres. Inc.
Heavy Guns in Support
" The Miami Valley organization
saw the value of our proposition.
Many others, whom I cannot, at the
moment name, have seen it.- Why?
Because it is a proposition that is by,
for and of the exhibitor. Whoever
says to himself the exhibitor is blind
and cannot see what is best for him,
does not known what he is talking
about."
Such was Mr. Selznick's comment
on the Miami Valley Exhibitors'
League coming into line. From other
sources which are " in the know " it
was learned that within a short time
a number of names will be announced
as vice-presidents of National Theatres and as members of the Exhibitor
Board, the prominence of which will
create something of a furore in the
industry, and that organizations will
be lined up which will assure National
Theatres of support throughout the
country second to none.
A committee from the Miami Valley
League composed of John Seifert,
president ; A. F. Kinsler, secretary,
and Peter Zender, one of the most
active members of the League, came
to New York for the purpose of discovering flaws, irregularities or imperfections inthe proposition as outlined by Selznick.
They spent four days investigating
this proposition from all angles, and
were in close consultation with the
officials of the New York State Exhibitors' League at all times. The officials of the New York League were a
unit with the Miami Valley Exhibitors in approving the proposition as
the one way to protect the independent
exhibitor.
Returning to Dayton the committee called a special meeting of their
body, and in their report unanimously
indorsed and recommended the National Picture Theatres, Inc.
Mr. John Seifert, president of the
Miami Valley Exhibitors' League, said
when interviewed: "I am for the National Picture Theatres, Inc., tooth and

Plan

Selznick's

nil

Showing the new William Fox building in New York as it appeared Detc
to the new plant will soon be made, it is announced
Film

of Miami Valley
John Siefert, President
Exhibitors' League
nail. To me it represents the best
possible means of combatting the octupus that is threatening to strangle
the exhibitor and put out of business
the thousands of hard-working men
who have made it possible for the producer to prosper and grow fat.
" I don't give a whoop what the
other fellow makes out of the proposition if it insures me adequate profit
and continued existence, and this is
exactly what National Picture Theatres, Inc., does do.
" With its Exhibitor Board of
twenty-six members chosen from the
field of exhibitors and its freedom
from the enormous wasteful expenses
usually associated, with the producing
game, the exhibitor at last has a chance
to really decide what kind of a picture
he will show and when."

Board

Shows

'

lllin'

jiilll

Its

ie

Removal

Value

Kansas City Body by Publicity Campaign Forces Re-opening of Theatres
public opinion. Waller F. Laiiikin, aiii
ATI.MELV
demonstration
of the
value of local Film Boards
of attorney and formerly fuel administrator of Kansas City, was employed
'J'rade and Motion Picture Exhibitors'
organizations has just been given in to present the side of the motion picKansas City, where the co-operati\c lure exhibitors.
Advertisements in each Kansas Citj^
work of the showmen resulted in opening local amusement houses and the
daily,
"Why Should
the LarMorevoking of an opinion by the Kansas
tionheaded,
Picture Theatres
Carry the
Cily Fuel Administration.
gest Burden?" set forth the advantageI.
In the face of the serious coal-short- of keeping the motion picture theatre^,
age which was especially pronounced in operation. Among the reasons wh\in Kansas City, the fuel administra- thc theatres should run, according to
tion ordered the closing of all schools the advertisement, were the facts that
and theatres. For several days the a conservation of fuel brought about
theatres remained closed, while peti- l)y the gathering of thousands of pertions of the motion picture exhibitors
sons in a few places instead of dividing them in family groups where indibeseeching a rc-opening were refused
vidual fires would be burned, would
point
The blank.
film men carried their point naturally be effected and the fact that
when, under the leadership of L. D. other non-essental commercial industries were allowed to operate and that
Balsly, manager of the First National
the discrimination was unfair.
Exhibitors' Circuit Exchange of KanThe persistent efTorts of the board
sas Citi', the Kansas City Film Board
of Trade, commenced a plan of news- of trade led to the granting of a reopening privilege during Sunday.
paper advertising intended to arouse
Philadelphia Exchange
Men Form Body

Following a conference of the m.-nagers of Philadelphia exchanges on
December 21, announcement was made
that the Exchange Managers Association of the Philadelphia Chamber of
Commerce had been organized. Harry
M. White, Goldvvyn, was named chairman ;George Denbow of Fox, vicechairman, and John Clark, Paramount,
secretary and treasurer.
Plans for this organization had been
underway since last April but nothing
Takes Over Theatre
definite heretofore accomplished.
It is understood the first act of the
Charles Lamb has taken over the
Association
will be to work in conjuncRoyal Theatre, Rockford, Illinois and
tion with the National Committee on
will run it in connection with the
Tensorship toward the modification of
Palm Theatre.
the Pennsylvania censorship laws.

Alfred

Black

Reiterates

Purpose of His Assn.
Alfred S. Black, president of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors of America,
Inc., in an advertisement appearing in
this week's issue of the News, re-states
the purpose and policies of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors of America to protect the exhibitor and secure for him
a just revenue for the use of his screer>
in showing industrial and educational
pictures. At the same time, Mr. Black
issues a call for a show of " all the
cards on the table " by opposition
forces that have arisen since the association of which he is president first
proclaimed its plans to get for the exhibitor ashare in the profits accruing^
to production companies from industrial and educational films.
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Motion

Lie

Adolph
Him

Given

Zukor

Flatly Denies

to

Words

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiii
Pickford
Credited to

Pi c 1 11 r e N e u

"Statement

by the Exhibitor's Trade Review Insinuating Possibility of Negotiations by
Famous-Lasky with Miss Pickford

h Zukor in
STATEMENTS put into the mouth of Adolp
the course of what was announced to be an " exclusive
interview " printed in the Exhibitor's Trade Review in
its issue of December 27 under a scare head across the page,
were branded as absolutely false and misleading by Mr. Zukor
in the course of a telephonic conversation with a Motion Picture iSews representative on December 23,
The statement which aroused the ire of the Famous Players-Lasky official, and which had brought forth previously a
heated protest from United Artists, had to do with Mary Pickford. The Exhibitor's Trade Review quoted Mr. Zukor as
follows in summarizing points gathered in the alleged interview :
That while he (Mr. Zukor) personally has no plans in A " scene behind the scenes " during the filming of " The Return of Tarzan," a Nuraa
Pictures Corporation production. Gene PoUar and Estelle Taylor play the principal roles
ivhich Mary Pickford is interested he would not say definitely
that the officials in the production department have not in
mind some sort of a plan to star her.
illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllim
Cloth
Made Up From Whole
Chicago F. I. L. M.
" Rotary " Portable ProIn emphatic denial that he had said
790
Ass'n Holds Annual
or hinted anything to this effect, Mr.
jector Sent Abroad
Vice-President E. W. Hammons, of
Session
Zukor said to the News representa- Should Make
tive :
the Educational Films Corporation of
The annual meeting of the F. I. L.
America, has paved the way for the M. Association of Chicago was held at
"The interview I had with the ExYou Think international distribution of the " Ro- the Morrisson Hotel on Friday,
hibitor's Trade Review was merely a
telephone conversation such as I am
tary " Portable Projector on a large December 19, and officers elected and
scale, since his announcement of the plans discussed for the ensuing year.
holding with you. I never made such a
statement as that credited to me about
of the world's rights, a few The new officers are : President, J. L.
weeks ago.
Dennis F. O'Brien, attorney for Miss control
Mary Pickford. On the contrary I Pickford,
when asked for a comment
One of the first machines to leave Friedman of Celebrated ; vice-president,
Fred Aiken of Vitagraph, and secreparticularly tried to stay clear of conon
Mr.
Zukor's
statement,
said
:
"I
that
order
^yersation involving her in
tary-treasurer, R.C. Seery of the First
can only assume that Mr. Zukor has the factory was shipped to the Edu- National.
cational Films Company, Ltd., of Lonnothing I might say could be miscon- been misquoted.
strued as it has been. All that I did
don, and Mr. Hammons is now in EngBoard of Directors : Clyde Eckert,
"Miss Pickford has absolutely no
say was that I had no plans, nor in fact plans
D.
N. Vandarwalker, R. C. Seery, F. J.
land,
building
up
the
sales
organizabeyond her present arrangement
tion which is to operate the new de- Flaherty and Carl Harthill.
anything whatever to do with Miss for the release of her productions
partment in the United Kingdom. AnThe following committees have been
through United Artists Corporation.
Pickford."
other sample machine has been shipped
Mr. Zukor' s attention was called to Her arrangement with United Artists
appointed
b\' the Committee
new president
the statement issuing from the United Corporation is for a period of three to an Educational agency in India, and
Grievance
: :Messrs.
the
Kelwin
Film
Company,
of
729
Artists Corporation in which 'Dennis years, and during that period Miss Seventh Avenue, New York, have been Aiken, Vandarwalker, Greswell, GrauF. O'Brien, attorney for Miss Pick- Pickford's time and attention will be made authorized dealers for export man, Flaherty and Seery (Sec).
ford said : "I can only assume that given to the making of productions
Legislative Committee : Messrs.
Other contracts, with Educa- Schindler, Weiss and Creswell.
has been misquoted." In for release solely and exclusively trade.tional
Zukor
Mr.
connections abroad, will become
this connection Mr. Zukor said:
Advertising Publicity Committee :
through United Artists Corporation,
"I would have been more pleased had for exhibition in motion picture operative when the factory can deliver Messrs.
E. A. Eshman, Brockell and
Herz.
machines in larger quantities.
United Artists come directly to me for theatres.
{I denial rather than send out a lengthy
Business Efficiency Committee:
"I can say for her, that she is hapMessrs. Eshman, Brockell, Grauman,
statement denying the facts in the
pier
than
she
ever
has
been
before,
{lUeged interview attributed to me. so far as her business arrangements
Cropper and Zambrino.
The matter would have been thus more are concerned, and her whole thought State Rights for "The
Committee on Credits : Messrs.
of Youth
"
ItBlindness
is reported that
many inquiries
Beadell, Burhorn, Spanuth and Herz.
is to make the kind of pictures the
fluickly settled."
In conclusion he stated, "I want to
wants to see her in. She be- from territorial buyers in all parts of
emphasize that this statement credited public lieves
New Head of Lasky
that she has now completed, as the country are being received daily by
as coming from me is false. If things her first release for United Artists Murray W. Garson, general manager
N. Y. Exchange
I do say are falsely quoted — well, then Corporation, the finest picture of her of the Foundation Film Corporation,
Announcement is made by Al Lichtcareer and she is ready to leave the who soon will place at the disposal of
I will start making statements."
This statement sent from the United judgment of this to her admirers.
state right buyers the first of a series inan. General Manager. Department of
Artists Corporation to the trade press
"She is making pictures absolutely of productions, " The Blindness of Distribution, Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, of the appointment of
on the appearance of the article in the independently and all pictures that she
The picture is virtually complete, it Harry H. Buxbaum as Manager of the
Exhibitors Trade Review follows:
makes during the next three years will
released through United Artists is stated, and announcement of the ini- N'ew York Exchange, succeeding ArThe Exhibitor's Trade Review, dated
thur G. Whyte, who has resigned.
tial trade showing will be made within
December 27th, carried what purported Corporation. No other producing or Youth."
Mr.
Buxbaum, who is one of the
the
next
few
days.
The
publicity
and
to be an exclusive interview with distributing organization enters into
most
efficient
as well as popular exadvertising
work,
which
is
being
conAdolph Zukor of the Famous Players- motest
Miss Pickford's
plans in even the resay.
change men in the industn,% for the
ducted for the purpose of paving the
Lasky Company.
Hiram Abrams was likewise asked way for both the state right buyers past year has been serving Famous
Among other things, Mr. Zukor was
and the exhibitor, will be continued Players-Laskj' as Special Representafor
a comment on Mr. Zukor's statehe
credited with saying "That while
tive, \vith supervision of the Pittsthroughout
the time the various indeMiss
ment and he merely said, "Any attempt
personally has no plans in which
burgh, Cincinnati and Cleveland ofpendent buyers are carrying on their fices.
Pickford is interested, he would not by Mr. Zukor or anybody else, to give sales campaign,
thus aiding in every
has
Pickford
Miss
that
impression
an
the
in
officials
say definitely that the
The appointment was effective Monway possible the success of the proproduction department have not in plans beyond United Artists Corporaduction, itis stated.
day, December ISth.
bunk."
karat
fourteen
is
mind some sort of a plan to star her." tion,
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the

Walter H. Hill, recently exploitation
manager for Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, out of the Chicago office,
has resigned. Mr. Hill has not announced his future plans to date, but
it is rumored he is about to accept an
important position.
Sprague Green, one of the veteran
salesmen of the Chicago district, has
returned from Indiana, after a trip
through that state for Beehive. He
reports business is fine in the Hoosier
state and that many exhibitors are
eagerly awaiting for their "Red Viper "
dates.
Frank Heller, manager of a chain of
Indiana theatres, announces that he expects to open a new picture theatre at
Kokomo on Christmas day.
C. R. Lindau, for three years head
booker, has been promoted to assistant branch manager of Vitagraph at
Chicago, succeeding Tom E. Delaney,
who has been transferred to branch
manager at Omaha.
Work is being rushed on the $600,000 Blackstone Theatre at South
Bend, Indiana, and the structure is now
completed up to the first story. It will
be the biggest moving picture house in
the state when finished.
J. D. Williams and Harry Schwalbe
of the First National home office were
Chicago visitors last week.
Fred Creswell of Paramount, after
January 1st, is planning to spend part
of his time among the country exhibitors.
Chicago employes of First National
are happy over their Christmas presents of two weeks" extra salarv.
J. A. Humphrey, sales manager for
Vitagraph in Indiana, fell on the ice
in East Chicago last week and suffered
a severe injury to his right knee, but
is now able to hobble about and is back
on the job.
Dale Loomis, owner of the Isis and
Victoria Theatres at Peru, Indiana,
will erect a new 1500-seat house and
construction will start about March 1st.
He recently has purchased the Colonial
Theatre, formerlj- owned by Carl
Kruetzer, which gives Mr. Loomis
control of all Peru moving picture
houses.
Joe Brandt was in Chicago for a
couple of days last week, after a oneweek trip which took him as far south
as Dallas. During the week he sold
state rights on " Confession " to the
First National, Minneapolis, for Minnesota; North and South Dakota to
Siebers of St. Louis for eastern Missouri to
; Richens Flynn of Kansas City
for their territorj'. Options are also
closed on Texas, Oklahoma and KanLewis S. Geffen, Realart publicity
representative with Constance Binney,
is busy promoting the interests of the
pretty " debutante " movie star and

Loop

in

the

Windy

The Chicago otfice of Metro reports
" Stronger Than Death," the new
Xazimova feature, is being booked
rapidly and that already such key cities
as Milwaukee and Indianapolis have
i)iiokcd this big production for two
weeks and smaller cities, such as Fort
Wa>neopening
and Terre
for a18th,
week's
run,
aboutHaute,
January
on
P. K. Anton of New Castle, Indiana, which date it will be shown in eighteen
will run an " American Week " of cities simultaneously. " Stronger Than
" Flying A Specials " at the Royal Death
a five weeks'
showing" isinjust
thecompleting
Chicago loop.
theatre, starting Jan. 16th. " Eve in
Exile," " The Hellion," and " Six Feet
One of the big, new Indiana theaFour " make up the series.
tres opening in January is the Grand
Joseph Rodderick, Middle West at Lincoln, Illinois, and Manager
sales manager for Universal, has re- Matthew Reinhardt is at present makturned from Kansas City and reports
ing bookings for the new house.
" The Right to Happiness " is making
O. F. Spahr, of the Enterprise Optiatheatre
record there.
two weeks'Herunalso
at the
Libertj"a
attended
cal Company, has returned to Chicago
sales convention in Kansas City, at after a trip covering the Mississippi
which sales plans for 1920 to exploit \'^alley cities as far south as New
the Universal's " Money-Making Orleans and going as far west as
Twelve " were taken up. Universal Denver. Mr. Spahr says that throughmen at the convention were Harry
out this big territory exhibitors are doing a wonderful business and are purBerman, general sales manager; Barchasing the finest of equipment to imney Rosenthal, of St. Louis; J. H. Calprove their projection.
vert (alias Curley), of Omaha; Smiling Sam Benjamin, of Oklahoma City ;
Carl Harthill, of the Beehive Ex-,
M. J. Frisch, of Des Moines ; William
J. Wilkerson, Kansas City and Julius change, was highly honored last week
Bernheim.
p.nd presented with a number of beautiful gifts, when he retired as master
Jack Ford, aged twenty-one years, of W'elfare Lodge, F. & A. M. A
the youngest director in the moving large number of film men were present
picture business, went through Chi- to take part in the presentation ceremonies which marked the passing of
cago last week on his way to the West
Coast after a visit to his home in Mr. Harthill, who had made a wonderful record as cliief of this lodge.
Alaine. Before leaving California he
completed " The Prince of Avenue
Mrs. Ella Rogers of Chicago, said to
A," featuring Jim Corbett and on his
be the only living relative of William
return
will
start
work
on
"
Out
Done,"
with the same star.
Stowell, the Universal star who was
killed on December 9 in a Belgian
Congo railroad accident, is to make a
Beatrice Barrett has resigned from claim
for the $17,000 estate left by Mr.
the Interstate Review to handle publicity and advertising for Fitzpatrick Stowell.
& McElroy, who own twenty Michigan
Among the big improvements being
theatres and are exploiting the Ford
made
by the Bijou Dream theatre is
Educational Weekly.
the installation of a Hope Jones organ,

stage favorite in Chicago. Mr. Gcffen
expects the run of ' 39 East " featuring Miss Binney at the Princess to
continue for months, so that ample
time will be given to complete the new
Realart picture which is being filmed
with Miss Binncy as the star, at the
Essanay Studios.

City

Chicago, who seems to be making
frequent trips there himself. (The
town is wide open since the court
handed down a decision in the favor
of the wets.)
Mrs. Harvey B. Gould, owner of a
string of theatres in Southern Illinois,
was a visitor to the Chicago Stock
Show lastis week.
One ofwhich
Mrs. Gould's
hobbies
prize horses,
she has
displayed at various shows and exhibitions throughout the country.
Longer
(Continued
from Runs
page 401)
to take care of the results of a big
picture by only playing it two days
and I find they have turned away people on a two-day booking and have
enough of a crowd left over to play
a third day. From many reports I understand that often the crowds and
box office receipts are as large on the
third day as on the first day, sometimes
lioth
larger."
Into are
Texas
the spirit of longer runs for
attractions has spread, and the First National- officials at Dallas announce that every
ci'.y
ol /S,000
running
attractions
for population
a minimum orof over
one isweek.
Undoubtedly, the investigation shows, the
eiicOuraeement given exhibitors by the exchange to exploit the attractions heavily is
in a considerable measure responsible for
this record .■\n instance is cited where
Forney, a town of 1,500 population, ran
"Daddy Longlegs" four days in succession
with the
were
largerresult
than that
the the
first. last day's receipts
The records of the First National Exof Indianawhocontain
much encouragementchange
lor those
are striving
for bigger
pictures, higher admissions and longer runs.
According to Floyd Brown, manager, the
special attractions are playing week runs in
eight towns outside of Indianapolis, whereas
last year
four days was the limit in each of
these
centers.
Indianapolis records further show that
there are approximately forty theatres which
formerly
three attractions
or four timesthree
a week
that days.
are changed
now running
and
four
" I think the daily change will soon be a
thing ofthere
the will
past,"be said
Brown. Even
" Of
course,
a fewMr.exceptions.
some of the very smallest towns in the
State, towns of less than 1,000 population,
buy
pictures
for amotion
two days'picture
run.
Moreoccassional
people go
to the
theatre now than ever before and as the admission prices are soaring, the average
working
man's
family
can'tLonger
afford runs
to go areto
the
theatre
every
night.
therefore advisable for this reason. It is
unquestioned that longer runs increase patronage and constantly add new customers.
Aside from this, the exhibitor is realizing
that he has been losing some business
through over-feeding his patrons. And the
surest way of maintaining continued patronage is to give just enough instead of too
much, and of the quality that will give them
a The
thirstvalue
for more a instead
ofthorough
disgustingstandardithem."
morepicture
zation of the ofmotion
is making itself
clear to exhibitors, according to a number
of Exchange managers who declare that the
showman is now thoroughly aware that the
publicthe respect
his theatre
and
manner evidenced
in which ittoward
is conducted
will
industry.
guide cessinor failure
a greatof measure
the
ultimate
sucthe highest intent of the

which, it borhoodisof$35,000.
said, will cost in the neighMilton Schoenberger, who organized the Industrial and Educational Department of Universal at Cleveland,
George West is on his way back to
has arrived to take the place of Al Chicago from California where he has
Brandt, whose -resignation from Uni- liecn establishing coast connections for
versal was reported two weeks ago, the Cropper Distributing Corporation.
and who has left for New York.
William C. Cook, city salesman for
Manager Fred Aiken, of Vitagraph, the First National, Chicago office, is
has accomplished the unusual feat of spending a week in New York, combining business and pleasure.
booking a feature picture to play two
pre-release loop houses at the same
Joseph Erber, owner of theatres in
time and the Earl Williams producEast St. Louis and Belleville, Illinois,
tion, "When A Man Loves," will open
taken over a theatre in Collinsat the Ziegfeld and the State-Congress has
Ass't General Manager
ville, Illinois.
for a week's run on December 28th.
of Crandall Circuit
W^ Crocker entertained a host
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran, the two of Ralph
Harry^
M. Crandall, owner of the
friends at the Elks Club in Elgin,
famous comedy stars, who have just
chain of Crandall* theatres in WashAmong Chicago visington, D. C, to which the eighth
signed a long-term contract with Uni- Illinois,itorsrecently.
Harry Weiss, of the First
versal, were in Chicago last week for National, wereand
J. W. Calloway, of the house, the York, was added November
a few days, on their way across the Greater Stars Company.
26th, last week announced the appointcontinent to the Pacific Coast. They
ment of John J. Payette to the posiwere accompanied by Mr. Caulfield,
tion of assistant general manager of
Exhibitors in Southern Illinois have the entire Crandall circuit. Mr. Payowner of two Los Angeles theatres and
widely known as state right buyer, who a lot of business to attend to in St.
ette was formerly manager of Cranacted as the personal representative in Louis, Missouri, lately, according to dall's Metropolitan theatre in WashHarrv Weiss, of the First National,
closing the contract with Universal.
ington.
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Picture

News

Something

in
Service
You
Will
Welcome
The
Blade
sees
a
big future for the industry.
COMING in contact constantly as we do with both exhibitors and newspapers has confirmed a long
That's why The Blade is behind it with daily supstanding suspicion that these two professions are not for the most part co-operating as they should.
They are working at cross purposes. Neither the theatre manager of the newspaper editor speaking
port. And it's paying — paying big dividends!
in a broad sense is realiizng that in each other they have a medium which will bring about a greater
But,
let the exhibitor bear this in mind: Don't
degree of prosperity for both theatre and publication.
interfere too frequently with those who conduct the
The newspaper sometimes views the exhibitor as a purchaser of his wares, entitled to only such space
movie departments. Remember that it is your adas he pays for, such assistance a he purchases and that the motion picture business is not to be considered
vice and aid that they seek, not grumbling and
any differently than the dry goods. The exhibitor is looking on the newspaper as an arbitrary institution
needless
disheartening criticisms. The editors are
which holds him up for publicity either in the shape of display or text matter. He doesn't appreciate that
human; they are trying to do their best. Help
the space in a newspaper is the goods which the paper has for sale. Because he, the exhibitor, can't take
what he buys of the newspaper away under his arm, he fails to see any thing but 1000 per cent profit for
lliem. Don't fuss about little things— they are trythe man to whom he pays his money.
ing to make a movie department and should be
Neither is he looking beyond the immediate profit for himself.
more interested in that than in pleasing the
Believing what has been stated to be true the Exhibitor's Service Bureau is attempting to do somemanagers.
thing which it hopes will remedy the situation to some extent in a series of articles written by the photoplay editors of such newspapers which have inaugerated photoplay departments to the mutual benefit of
both publication and the exhibitors of the cities in which the newspaper is located.
We have asked the movie editors to tell our readers if it pays to run a motion picture section and
why and how it pays. We will publish these stories so that the exhibitors who are not getting co-operation
Newspaper and Exhibitor Cofrom his newspaper may take the NEWS up to the sanctum sanctorium of his paper and prove to the short
operate to Mutual Profit
visioned gentleman what he is missing is not giving proper attention to the Fifth industry.
When all this is done we have another idea which we think will be of benefit in this all important
problem of getting the exhibitor and the newspaper man together. The details will keep.
WITH the co-operation of the Jackson News,
the management of the Washington theatre,
Our first article on the above mentioned subject is by Karl Kessler, Features Editor of the Toledo
Blade.
Jackson, Mich., conducted a business-pulling contest for Madge Kennedy in " Strictly Confidential."
our department really valuable to them. We keep
Under the caption, " How Many Pictures of
Why the Toledo Blade Conducts
in touch with these managers. We call on them,
Madge Kennedy Are There Here? It's Strictly
a Motion Picture Section
get the news, and we keep their activities before
Confidential, But Count Them and Win a Prize,"
their patrons.
ihere appeared a combination picture of Miss KenNEWSPAPERS seek to print what will interest
nedj' in something over one hundred different
It's
all
so
simple
!
Everybody
is
interested
in
the majority of their readers. Only when
the movies. Kids and grown-ups — EVERYBODY ! poses. The heads of the Goldwyn star were so
they print what their readers want are they sucarranged that it was almost impossible to count
cessful. When a newspaper puts on a feature, the That's why a newspaper can't afford to pass up the
them twice and arrive at the same total. Theatre
movies.
And
the
quicker
the
newspaper
editor
circulation manager is a pretty good judge of the
realizes this, the quicker he is going to start the
pulling power of that feature. So he ordinarily
tickets were given as prizes to the winning concirculation of his paper uphill.
testants.
is asked for his opinion.
The Toledo Blade has been conducting a daily
motion picture department for some time now,
BLADE.
and all are convinced that it is making circulation.
We have tried to get away from the old scissors
method; we are putting into our department
Local Movies Have
Thanksgiving
snappy, up-to-the-minute movie news and photographs. We are reaching out and picking up our
to Please Eveo bodv
Offer Real Proffrarni
material everywhere. We aren't content to let the
^^""^^ " Local Movie Mana^rere
publicity departments of producers be our only
source of news ; we are watching the magazines,
getting news letters, using the telegraph — and writing our own stuff. We look on movie news in the
same way that we look on police or any other kind
of news. We have torn down the movie page to
get in a piece of late copy — something that seemed
too good to hold over till the next day.
The department is in the hands of two writers,
one watching the local theatres and news, the other
handling art and general movie news, features, etc.
It is estimated 250,000 Toledoans attend the
movies every week. The Toledo Blade has decided these fans want movie news and plenty of
it.
figure bctweei)
that they warmed
are "wiseoverones"
the We
difference
newsandandknow
the
stuff right off the fire. So we don't try to fool
tliem. We give them their movie news while it is
hot and appetizing.* We satisfy 'em!
What's the result? The fans swear by The
Blade. They believe in our movie department.
Our Monday editions carry complete reviews of
every first-run picture in the eight first-run downtown theatres. Regular reporters cover these
theatres on Sunday and they don't kiss anybody's
foot in their criticisms. They tell the truth — if
a picture is bad, they say so. If it's good they
praise it. The manasers are with us. It makes

»1AKV PICK) OKI) ui\s ' i ~~

One
of the
Toledo
Blade'swant
''Movie"
regul
that the
people
of Toledo
motion pages,
picturea news,
page and according to the Blade's circulation mana
paper's subscription list. If you zt'ill properly prese
done in co-operating with the exhibitors to your

ar feature of eiery issue because the Blade has found
This section is given all the attention of a news
ger has been the means of greatly increasing the
nt the facts in the history of what the Blade has
editors, they should see the light. Try it.
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Value

of

the
Sending
Out

Special
a Couple

to Talk

Show

of Hundred

"Jinx"

for

Children

Children

is Worth

While

T F you will take a peep at the accompanying cuts
*■ you will see two illustrations that should teach
you something about publicity, for they are both
exploitation stunts. Having dilated on the virtue
of lobby displays so often, we will pass this subpect in telling you of the Liberty theatre of Colorado Springs, Col., experience in playing "Jinx"
and to discuss at some length the advertising value
there is in a "children's party" such as the Liberty
staged.
Getting children together in a theatre to see a
picture, especially a children's picture is the livelicsi
kind of exploitation. You can gamble that every
one of the little shavers who crowded in the lobby
for the photograph from which our cut was taken,
went home that night and that their little tongues
wagged for days about "Jinx," and if that isn't
the best kind of advertising then we don't know
anything about exploitation.
Every child shown in this picture was a salesman for the feature and the best kind of a salesman, since they believed in the goods they were
extolling.
It was wise showmanship which led the Liberty
to stage a special children's performance, and it
was also sound judgment which led the Liberty's
enterprising manager to carry out the circus idea
to the fullest extent in the decoration of his lobby,
in the center of which stood the box office made
to represent a qircus wagon. Striped canvas on
the walls and ceiling suggested a circus tent, and
the colored pennants strung across the lobby added
to the festive appearance.
The management of the Liberty began preparations for "Jinx" several weeks in advance of the
showing, and through an exploitation campaign
that thoroughly covered the town, succeeded in
arousing keen interest in the coming of the latest
Mabel Normand picture. The theatre was not
large enough to accommodate all of the children
that wanted to see the "Biggest Show on Earth."

riicsc "kids" had the time of their lives seeinq "Jinx" at the Liberty theatre, Colorado Springs, Colo.,
and then went home to tell all their bip and little friends and relatives how good it was. Isn't that
good advertising?
^

Handsome

Profit

at

the

Expense
heavyFellow's
exploitation which the
Hippodrome had
JOHN DESTEFANO, manager of theOther
Queen
theatre, Dallas, Texas, has just made a handdone in connection with the star of a picture and
some profit from the advertising paid for by the
immediately booked another picture by the same
Dallas Hippodrome. \\q analyzed the effect of the
star to begin just as the other run ended.
The Hippodrome used the widespread exploitation in connection with Mary Pickford in " The
Hoodlum." Every stunt of which the picture is
capable was employed by Hal Norfleet, manager of
the Hippodrome, from a gaily decorated " hoodlum " wagon driven about the streets to cutouts of
" Our Mary " sliding down a coal chute. By the
time " The Hoodlum " opened there was no one in
town but what knew that Mary Pickford was going
to be at the Hippodrome, for the star had been exploited as heavily as had the picture.
When the picture went into its second week, still
doing a turn-away business, DeStefano noticed that
practically everyone in town with whom he came in
contact was talking about Mary Pickford. He got
his idea then and succeeded in getting " Daddy
Long Legs " for the last four days of the week
after "The Hoodlum" closed. It was a repeat
date for Dallas on " Daddy Long Legs," for the
Hippodrome had used this production for a two
weeks' run last April.
DeStefano relied almost entirely upon the Pickford vogue which had been established by " The
Hoodlum." He used but one advertisement in each
of the five Dallas newspapers to announce the dates
and let the picture take care of itself. From the
first performance the house was packed and he ran
an extra show on Saturday night to accommodate
those who wanted to see it.

Lobby display for "Jinx" at the Liberty theatre. Colorado Springs

" The reptitation made by Mary Pickford in
' The Hoodlum ' with the Dallas motion picture
fans, without a doubt in the world put over ' Daddy
Long Legs' on its second trip," said Mr. De
Stefano.
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Moeller Monopolizes a Whole Newspaper for His Birthday Showing
A

J. MOELLER, managing director of the
•Theatre Dc Luxe of Detroit, recently celebrated the house's first anniversary by monopolizing
ing a couple of pages of the " Thanksgiving Edition De Luxe" of the News-Retailer, a weekly
newspaper of Detroit which makes a specialty
of catering to the neighborhood sections of the
city and of staging an elaborate prologue for his
Thanksgiving week program.
The newspaper and Mr. Moeller got together on
the "De Luxe Edition '' and the results for both
once more prove that exhibitor and newspaper
are kindred enterprises, each able to lend assistance
to the other. Mr. ]\IoeIler's prologue brought him
all kinds of publicity and compliments.
A big practical " pumpkin " was built on the
stage with a door opening toward the audience.
.\ five j'ear old girl made her entrance through
this door and rendered a pretty butterfly dance
costumed
as a fairj'.
Mr. Moeller
lighted his stage effectively, his
"little fairy" was clever and all in all it was an
event that De Luxe fans will not soon forget.
The Dc Luxe is the first neighborhood house in
Detroit to adopt a tri-weekly change of bill and
is first run for its section. Only the best of bills
are used and the house enjoys a large patronage.

nov-eltyDe Luxe. Detroit, ivliich ran be called a real
Stage setting for Thangsgimng Week at the Theatre

The " Teaser " Method Has
Another Inning
THAT good exploitation, no matter where it
originates, is sure to be appreciated by the exhibitor is evidenced by the number of showmen
who have adopted the producer's suggestion of
" subpoenaing " the audience and of adopting
" teaser " methods for display advertising, in their
exploitation of " The Right to Lie."
An instance of the truth of this assertion is to
be found in scanning the exploitation employed by
the manager of the Albany theatre, Albany, N. Y.,
for his " The Right to Lie " engagement.
Teaser advertising he has always found effective,
so he opened his newspaper campaign a full week
before he was due to play the feature with a query.
A double column advertisement, one inch deep,
bearing only the words, " Did she have the right to
lie?" was inserted the opening day of the campaisrn,
in the Times-Union. It appeared on three different
pajxes. The following day, seven advertisements,
with the same query, were inserted in the Journal,
siinther evening paper. The subsequent day the attack was switched to the morning paper, the
Kiiickerbocker Press, three advertisements appearing.
On the evening of that day, the copy was confined
tfi die Times-Union, seven ads being inserted. On
Thursday the query was repeated twice in the Journal and four times in the Knickerbocker.
Convinced he had aroused the readers to a state
of ■.•nriosity sufficient to serve his purpose, the Alban\- manager gave away his secret on Friday, and
for the remainder of the week dwelt on the force
of the motion picture. Then on Sunday, he pulled
a half-page advertisement in the Knickerbocker
Press, and once more the campaign book came to
his rescue, for he used the idea of subpoenaing his
audience.
The results achieved certify to the merit of the
promotion work of the Albany arrangement. The
picture went over big, for its box office value was
enhanced many per cent, by the common sense advertising efforts.

Liberty

of Spokane

Prologue

Adopts

Presentation

the

Id.ea

THE Liberty theatre of Spokane, Wash, is
another house to join the ranks of those
which have adopted the prologue and stage setting as a part of proper presentation of motion
pictures. Ray Grombacher, secretary and manager of theeffort
Liberty,
chose "Broken Blossoms" for
his initial
in prologues.
He secured the services of Marie Scammel
Smith Lewis, an operatic soprano of considerable
fame on the West Coast and presented his prologue with the first curtain.

Reclining on a cot with a stage setting similar
to that shown in the "Chinks" room in the picture
Mrs. Lewis sang her number and in the middle
of the picture and at the right time, the song was
ag^in used effectivelj-, sung from behind the
scenes. At the end of the picture, she sang the
entire verse. The foyer of the theatre, the stage,
and the street entrance were beautifully decorated in keeping with the Chinese atmosphere
of the play, and the 12 ushers were gowned in
elaborate Chinese costumes.
Mr. Grombacher recently opened "The Music
Shop," aesthetic in all its appointments, adjoining the Liberty theatre, where the latest song
hits are handled exclusively. Slides arc used in
the theatre of the latest hits, and the audience
joins in singing. The chorus is run twice and
sometimes three times.

Novel stage settings and attractive decorations were the keynote of the Liberty theatre's (Spokane,
IVash.) engagement of " Broken Blossoms "
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Exploitation
Frank

Lacey

Turns

His

graphs and Ciit-Oiits

Lobby

for His

Stunt
Into a Garden
" Desert

Gold

of

the

Week

of Litho" Showinq:

' I ' HE Western picture seems to be a favorite
*• subject for a lobby display, according to thr
opinion of the exhibitors, especially in the West
itself. The accompanying cuts illustrate how
manager Frank Lacey of the Majestic theatre,
Portland, Ore., decorated his lobby for the showing of "Desert Gold" and how he costumed his
house employes and otherwise advertised the Zanc
Grey attraction.
On one side of the lobby proper, a huge cardboard figure of E. K. Lincoln in western attire, was
placed perhaps a foot in front of a landscape
desert scene. A spot light put just back of the figure
gave it sufficient light to be easily distinguishable
and at the same time to give the effect of distance
to the desert scene background. A similar means
was used in a huge scene placed facade over the
lobby.
Girl usherettes, who play no small part in
Lacey's exploitation plans were attired in typical
Western costumes and looked as if they might have
stepped out of the picture itself. The three young
men shown in the lower cut are also house emclothes. ployes. They too are attired in tj pical " Bill Hart "
The Majestic lobby is spacious permitting of extensive decoration and Mr. Lacey followed out his
usual custom in billing " Desert Gold."
A very ef?cctive cu:-out from a 24 sheet, mounted
on board, was placed over the side-street entrance.
This cut-out fully identified the sort of picture
"Desert Gold" is, a melodramatic romance of the
plains as they were in the prospecting days.
Not a small part of the Majestic theatre success
is due to the clever costumes and lobbies designed
for it by Manager Frank Lacey.
"Desert Gold" enjoyed a week's run at the
Majestic, showing to capacity crowds, and Manager
Lacey is of the opinion that his attractive lobby
decorations were a big factor in the interest
displayed on the part of the public in the feature.
The ushers wore the same costumes during the
showing of " The Shepherd of the Hills," which
also showed at the Majestic some weeks preceding. The photographs from which the accompanying cuts were made were taken after a night show
and arc a splendid example of night photography.

\n uixusnullx attraciWi lobby display in an unusually uttractii
Portland, Ore.
Johnstowrij

Pa.y

lohbv entrance to the Majestic theatre.

Gives

''Checkers''
JOHNSTOWN, PA., again is in the limelight of
exploitation with the Nemo theatre's engagement on "Checkers."
Advertising Manager L. W. Barclay is too good
a showman not to fully appreciate the opportunity
presented for "cleaning up" and gave the feature

Manager Frank Lacey of thedisplay
Majestic
Ore.,appropriately
gave "Desert Gold" an ,i:i,,i^;ive lobby
and theatre,
costumedPortland.
his ushers

Extensive
Billing
such billing as few photoplays receive in a city the
size of Johnstown.
He began well in advance of the opening date,
l)y putting out 200 window cards with "Wafch for
Checkers" printed thereon, and started his newspaper displays with '.'Watch for Checkers" ads. in
small sizes. These displays were later increased
to double tens and in the mean time a large number of 24 sheet posters and more cards were
gotten ifp.
Barclay was not satisfied with just doing the
ordinary things to get the picture attention of
Johnstown fans and built a special lobby, with a
large banner painted against a checkered background across the front. Special one-sheets were
used in the brass lobby frames, and these were surrounded byfive-foot horse-shoes cut from beaverhoard, silvered and lie-ribboned. On Tuesday
night, after midnight, the concrete sidewalk was
•l)locked off and painted in a checkered design. On
the three days preceding the showing a singer sang
the song "Checkers." In the house program and in
newspaper advertising the picture was given the
personal guarantee of the theatre.
On the opening night the Kiwanis Club, of which
Mr. Barclay is a member, was present as a guest
of the theatre. This event brought the Nemo some
front page publicity and of course also much word
of
mouth advertising by the members who attended.
The financial result of the run of the racing
drama was the same as that reported in nearly
every instance as yet recorded in this section,
capacity business.
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Bucking the Coal Famine

News

in Kansas

MOVING picture theatre managers in the west
had to face a peculiar problem due to their
enforced closing several hours a day on account
of the recent coal shortage. George Christian,
owner of the Gayoso Theatre, in downtown Kansas
City, realized that if any money was to be made
during the few hours he was allowed to operate
each day, the theatre would have to be packed.
As his patronage is decidedly transient he dethat heunusual
must do
something
"pull since
'em in,"
so he cided
took
pains
with his tolobby,
the
picture he had booked, "The Brute Breaker," was
a good subject for this sort of exploitation.
With the aid of a sign painter, an ornamental
banner, two 3-sheet and one 1-sheet posters and
some photographs carefully arranged, a striking
lobby display was prepared. The display evidently
drew the crowds for Mr. Christian reports that
business
was satisfactory all through the engagement.

1 his is tl:c lobby display zvhicli overcome even the handicap of exhibiting in Kansas City during the
coal shortage period
A

Real

Novelty
Should

Which
Bind

THE most unusual audience that ever witnessed
a motion picture performance served as the
basic exploitation ingredient of a promotion campaign launched in behalf of a special feature
attraction by R. H. Haines, manager of the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit Exchange of Cincinnati.
As a novelty that may be used by exhibitors
with every promise of success Mr. Haines' stunt
is declared to be unsurpassed for creating local
interest. However, in the previous incident where
it was used in Cincinnati, its main accomplishment
was to' show exhibitors throughout Ohio, what a
little novelty preferment can mean.
The central idea around which the plan was
formed was to give a motion picture show for
those who had never seen a motion picture before in their lives. People who would answer
this specification wece found through newspaper
stories that offered free passes to anyone who
would call at the theatre and say they had never
seen a motion picture entertainment. In the answers, all of which came by mail, it was discovered that all were invalids, many of whom would
never be able to leave wheel chairs.
Arrangements for this entertainment were completed just previous to the release date on Mar\
Pickford's
O' that
The the
Hills."
novelty
of the idea "Heart
was such
variousTheCincinnati
newspapers carried big front page stories abou
the affair which news agencies broadcasted
throughout the state.
The Cincinnati Post, sensing the acute human
interest in the event, devoted space for a three
column illustration of the invalid audience and a
story of interesting dimensions. The item was
replete with pathetic touches that gracefully
blended with the trouble into which Mary Pickford finds herself in " Heart O' The Hills."
One of the audience was blind. However, he
experienced as many laugh sensations as any
other member, for a considerate friend read subtitles, described the settings and related the plot
of the story. Another person suffering from a
toothache, disclaimed interest in life temporarily
but when he saw how the blind youth was enjoying the show he became happy also.
So successful was Mr. Haines' promotion stunt
that exhibitors throughout Ohio are reported to

Universal

Favor

be showing an interest in providing special entertainments for people who have never seen motion pictures before. It is declared to be a method
second to none for securing wide publicity.
Lynch

Prize Winning Display
Merits Praise
M/\NAGER MURRAY of the Strand theatre,
an S. A. Lynch house in Memphis, Tenn., arranged aprize-winning lobby display for the show-

ing of the Rex Beach picture, " The Girl from Out
side." To encourage ingenuity among the managers of the theatres on the Lynch string, monthly
prizes are given for the most effective lobbies, considered from a commercial as well as an artistic
standpoint.
Because of its unusual exploitation possibilities,
Manager Murray selected " The Girl from Outside" as the subject for one of the most elaborate
displays ever seen at the Strand. As indicated by
the accompanying cut, he was particularly fortunate
in reproducing the atmosphere of the picture and
in giving his lobby an inviting appearance. The
log cabin effect arranged for the box office, capped
by snow, was cleverly conceived. To further
heighten the atmosphere, branches, flecked with
snow were placed around the lobby walls above
cut-outs of scenes from the production. Altogether
the entrance-way to the Strand was well dressed
without being overcrowded.
Manager Murray's method of advising the public of the exact time for the beginning of performances by placing a schedule in a conspicuous place
at either side of the lobby, is worthy of imitation
by other exhibitors, who have not yet realized the
value of giving this information to their patrons.

''EX

BEACHS

GIRL

FROM

OUTSIDE

From Outside.'' The display
" The Girl
the run
Memphis.by Tenn.,
Lobby of the Strand theatre,
was designed
Managerduring
Murray,
and of
is entirely
original
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Making

Your

House

Program

H. B. Franklin of Shea's
His Front Page Advertise
ONE of the important piirts of the publicity at
Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, is its weekly piogram. Harold B. Franklin has spent much time
on this link in his advertising chain in an effort
to work out something different, unusual and novel.
However, the most of this time has gone into the
cover page of the little booklet, with the result
that Hippodrome programs each week for several
months have been "fronted" with a series of the
most attractive pages ever seen on a theatre
program.
In discussing this front page proposition. Managing Director Franklin told the Motion Picture
News representative that any program cover, no
matter how attractive in design, is likely to become monotonous if continued week in and week
out during the year. Something new catches the
eye, he argued, and magazines have recognized the
value of an attractive front page on every edition.
At Shea's Hippodrome the program covers are
changed each week and not only are the covers
attractive, but they sers-e the purpose of advertising the coming features. They really have the
same value as the herald, serving the same purpose, however, with more dignity and naturally
attract more attention on the part of patrons.
There is no question but that every one who picks
up a program at the Hippodrome knows what the
next attraction will be, for the front page announcement registers on the mind at once.
These cover pages are prepared by the Hippodrome art department after consultation with Mr.
Franklin. The cost, according to the managing
director is considerably lower than any leaflet or
herald that could be published. Frequently the
most effective scene in the play is used as a basis
for the illustration and like most Hippodrome ad-

vertising has a text that is short and to the point.
Half tones are generally used which come om
much clearer.
While these cover pages are small things, they
are one of the many little stunts that go into a
Hippodrome presentation and as a tieup with the
newspaper campaign ads, lobby displays, trailers,
etc., form the connecting link in the chain that
pulls patrons to the box office.
W ashington

Exhibitors

Lights During

jr
Another example of what Franklin means by saying "Make your house program work for you"

for

You

Hippodrome Makes
Coming Attractions

Coal

FO(?Ari EhTIRE

WEEIC

Curtail
Crisis

THE alertness
Washington's
theatre managers and their of
spirit
of quick co-operation
with
the federal and District governments in times of
emergency was repeatedly demonstrated during the
war and was again exemplified when the crisis
seemed to have been reached in the recent coal
situation. Resolving themselves into one compact
organization, the managers resident in the National Capital — representing the legitimate, vaudeville and burlesque stages as well as the screen —
took voluntary action which rendered the issuance
of even so much as an official suggestion to them
unnecessary when the conservation of coal was
paramount.
At a meeting called by Harry M. Crandall, owner
of the chain of Crandall theatres in Washington,
D. C, and held in his office in the Metropolitan
theatre building on the afternoon of Thursday, December 4th, Washington theatre managers on their
own initiative took definite action with a view to
meeting the threatened coal shortage and conserving the visible supply of bituminous coal available
for the country's industrial needs. Upon motion
of Roland Robbins, manager of B. F. Keith's Washington theatre, it was unanimously decided to curtail the use of electric current for theatrical display to a point representative of the actual busitres. ness requirements of the Capital's principal theaThe plan adopted was put in operation the same
night upon the further unanimous determination
of the managers to make their saving effective at
the earliest possible time. This resulted in the
immediate disuse of the large display and flash
signs customarily employed to emblazon the names
of the downtown theatres or the attractions playing. The legitimate theatres extinguished all outside illumination at 8 :30 P. M., upon the seating
of the audience. The moton pcture houses abandoned all electrical display except entrance lights
-afety.
necessary
to the conduct of the business and public

/\T1ITA'
3TE\X//\ftT
yyz
LEI>kOY
SCOTTS
REST SEl_LEI^

JVork

The curtailment of power and consequent reduction in the consumption of coal was voluntarily
continued until the ban was lifted by official order
from Mr. Hines, director of rails, on Friday, December 12th. In the meantime orders restricting
the Washington shops to open hours from 12 M.
to 6 P. M. only, had been issued, as well as orders
requiring street cars in the District of Columbia
to cut off all heat. In none of these orders was
it deemed necessary to direct the theatre managers
to take action the necessity of which they had
anticipated by a full week and promptly taken of
their own accord.
The managers whose quick action provided a
splendid example in co-operation for all of Washington's business organizations, were : Harry M.
Crandall, who acted as chairman ; L. Stoddard Taylor, Shubert-Belasco theatre; W. H. Fowler, National theatre; Clarence Harris, Poll's theatre;
Roland Robbins, B. F. Keith's theatre; A. Bry-

SOLOIST
CoKCQri; Oickestra o/ J)5
This program cover advertised Nasimova for
Harold B. Franklin of Shea's Hippodrome, Bitffalo
lawski, Cosmos theatre; Lawrence Beattus, Loew's
Palace theatre; Robert E. Long, Moore's Rialto
theatre ; Harry Jarboe, Gayety theatre ; E. J. Stutz,
Loew's Columbia theatre. Mr. Crandall's participation in the discussion was on behalf of his entire chain of eight theatres and Mr. Long represented all of Tom Moore's three houses in the
Capital.
" Music

Soothes

the Savage

<<TIMMIE" BOYD, a wide-awake GoldviO'n
J exhibitor who manages the Gem theatre at
BIytheville, Ark., has evolved a new version of the
" town crier." Boyd's town has a population of
about 3,000, and he depends largely on his rural
trade to pull him through with a profit. So " Jim"
mie " purchased a euphonium,
it on his
Beast mounted
auto, and instead of parading
the city streets to
announce current attractions, betakes himself to
the country and serenaded every farmhouse within a five-mile radius of the town.
At the conclusion of the concert, Boyd hands
out
a program or dodger announcing the week's
attractions.
The farmers now look for Jimmie's concert
every week, and patronize the Gem in large numbers, the theatre prospering accordingly.
Boyd overlooks no bets. Besides doubling the
drawing population by enlarging the boundaries
of his local concert tour, he also prints his own
weekly paper and makes it pay for itself by running merchants' advertisements in the publication.
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" Valley of the Giants " Popular
Feature for Lobby Display

Exhibitors

in

''Ace''

Ohio

for

Hire

a

Famous

Exploitation
Purposes
Legion of Belgium, the Croix de Guerre and the
"T^ HE use of the aeroplane for exploiting continues to be a favorite stunt. Following is Mons and Belgian ribbons.
The fact that Bartley had such a record as an
the story of how a famous "ace" is now soaring
"ace" was of course duly exploited in the Ohio
through space in peaceful pursuits instead of chasnewspapers and made his engagement in the exing German bombing planes as was his vocation
ploitation interests of "Checkers" doubly eflEective.
The accompanying cut shows Bartley in flying
some year or so ago.
costume still as youthful looking as when he left
Theatre owners in Mansfield, Newark, Lima,
the stage to take up the profession of war.
T)aj^on and other towns commissioned Lieut. Bob
Bartley, a Canadian Ace, to fly above their towns
A Real Idea Admirably Carried
in his Canadian Curtiss plane with the wings carOut
rying banners announcing the exhibition of
"Checkers."
A BABY SHOW, held in a motion picture theatre during weather that would tend to keep
Bartley does death-defying tricks with his aerothe hardiest fan indoors proved a big success at the
plane, walks along the wings, rides on the tail, and
Garrick theatre, St. Paul, Minn. The fact that
is one of two men in the United States who have
succeeded in leaping from one aeroplane to another
while in mid-air. In advertising "Checkers," Bartley drove his machine close to the ground, doing
nose dives and loops, and when only a few hundred
feet above the heads of the onlookers he threw
out thousands of various colored cards with this
message :
A Tip From Heaven
Don't Miss "Checkers"
Hi Flyer
These cards made a beautiful sight fluttering to
earth in a mass of color glittering in the sunlight.
The message that "Checkers" was in town was
carried to virtually every resident, as well as to
the suburbs and the theatre owners were rewarded
fnr their far-sightedess by packed houses at every
showing.
Bartley is a Los Angeles boy, ai\d was in a
musical show in Minneapolis when Germany started
the big war. He immediately went to Winnipeg
and enlisted in the first Canadian contingent that
went to France. He was assigned to aviation and
soon proved himself a star flier. During the war
he brought down a large number of German aeroplanes, and was himself shot down seven times,
being severely wounded on each occasion. Once
he brought down a dirigible at Huy, but he too
crashed to the ground and suffered fractures of
both arms and legs and a wound in the abdomen
Lieut. Bob Bartley a Canadian "Ace" who is
that required ninety-eight stitches.
now flying for Ohio exhibitors to advertise
The aviator wears the decoration of the Gold
pictures

So far as we have been able to judge by photographs and stories secured, "The Valley of the
Giants" has been a release which has inspired exhibitors to build more lobby displays than any
picture now showing, perhaps because of the fact
that "slab wood" can be used as the decorative
material and thereby no great expense is involved
in the undertaking.
One of the number who have given the Wallace
Reid feature a lobby display of the "wood pile"
type is Manager William Koch of the New Aster
theatre, Minneapolis. Mr. Koch constructed his
"Valley of the Giants" lobby display during the
week of visiting American Legionaires to Minneapolis and made a distinct hit with the order by
his display of flags on Hennepin avenue and about
the lobby of the theatre, but it was his lobby display, especially decorated with artificial tree trunks
and foliage to create proper atmosphere for his
film offering which pleased. ,With its combination
of flags and special constructed lobby frames, pillars and box ofiice walls the New Aster exterior
stood out like a full moon on a dark night. It is
also interesting to add that because of his artistry
and small increase in newspaper space, Mr. Koch
was able to establish a new high mark for Reid
pictures in Minneapolis with "The Valley of the
it was such a baby show as can only be staged
by a motion picture house has made the result
ofGiants."
it extremely interesting to the exhibitors in
the Northwest and it is expected that there will
be an epidemic of them in that section.
The extreme weather which persisted cut down
the attendance at all places of amusement, and
Theodore Hays, manager of the Garrick, was
racking his brain for a sure fire exploitation
that would make his patrons forget the cold.
He got the germ of the idea in reading the story
told by the production of Anita Stewart in
"Human Desire," which deals with mother love
and has the universal appeal of little tots, and
after a discussion of ways and means with his
publicity expert the plan was formed.
Mr. Hays knew that the weather which had
cut the patronage, would also keep mothers from
bringing their little tots to the theatre so he did
not plan on having the youngsters interested in
the flesh, but merely photographs of them to be
flashed on the screen. The Camera Art Store
agreed to take photographs and make a slide of
all entries after Mr. Hayes had pointed out that
there were very few parents who would not
order pictures of their babies if the proofs were
good. Then Mr. Hays went gunning for prizes
and persuaded the advertising manager of Bannon Brothers' Department store that the value
of ten really good prizes was cheap for the
advertising which would result from a display
of them and the announcement of the store's
share in the contest at each performance.
The novelt>' of the stunt appealed to the newspaper writers and the show received a great deal
of free publicit}^ Mr. Hays also used considerable advertising space for the picture and each
of the ads contained cuts of the internationally
famous "kewpie dolls." From the first show the
attendance taxed the capacity of the Garrick and
before the week ended more than 400 entries
had been received.
Mr. Hays evolved a plan whereby the whole
interest would not be centered about the last night
of the run at which the prizes would be awarded.
At each performance he ran the slides of the
babies entered that day and had the audience
select five of them by applause. These five were
entered in the final class. On the last night the
entries for that day were run for the choosing
of five and then the pictures of the favorite
thirty-five were flashed on the screen and the ten
prize winners selected by the audience.
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Gate City
Mary herself
in the center and a f^arly ivhieh met
Vku' of the famous Tivoli theatre, San Francisco, Cal., during the "Anne of Green Cables" engagevtent. Golden
Miss Minter and her mother Mrs. Shelby on Miss Minter's arrival in the
Demonstrating

the

Value

of

the

Teaser''
Idea
fVhen
Properly
Lsed
'T'-IE extent to which a teaser campaign can
hibitor can book," said Mr. Tally, "but the trouble is that most teaser campaigns are made too
attract the attention of the pubhc if it is
brief.
Before curiosity is really aroused the discontinued for a long enough time to really arouse
closure has been made and the results fall far
curiositj' has just been demonstrated by T. L. short of what this type of campaign can be made.
Tally, owner of the Minema and Broadway theaI would have my campaign on " Back to God's
Country' even longer, but I felt that the word
tres, Los Angeles. Mr. Tally's campaign conof mouth advertising it would receive after its
tinued for ten days and brought turnaway busifirst showing would bring more business than I
ness to his two houses for two consecutive weeks.
could care for and the attendance proved this asBillboards, most of them for twenty-four sheet
sumption to be correct."
stands, were utilized for the bigger part of the
teaser campaign although the newspaper space
taken was also extensive. On the first day of Fire Department Aids In Exploitthe campaign the billboards were covered completely with white paper, and in the upper left
hand corner were four animal tracks leading toward the lower right hand corner. The following day four more tracks were added, the next
day four more and so forth each day lengthening the line of tracks running diagonally across
the white space. Four days before the conclusion
of the campaign the first printed word appeared
on the billboards. It was " Back." The next day
'■ to " was added, then the following day " God's "
and on the final day when " Country " was added,
completing the title of the picture, a poster bearing the words " A First National Attraction, All
Week at Tally's Kinema " was pasted in the
lower left hand corner, and a very eflfective billboard display was completed.
In conjunction with this newspaper space of
the same general shape as the billboards was taken,
and the copy was a duplicate of the appearance of
the billboard on the day it appeared. Simultaneously, with the climax of the teaser campaign
the theatre and a local sporting goods store both
opened displays featuring far northern clothing
and scenes and pictures of Xell Shipman who is
featured in the production.
The attraction played to capacity business al
the Kinema for the opening week and the crowds
followed it to the Broadway where it was run
the week following, the only advertising used being an announcement of the transfer. It was an
inevitable result of the interest aroused by the
teaser campaign, for during the three or four
days preceding the climax the local posting service and the newspaper offices were flooded with
inquiries, both by telephone and letter, as to " what
the tracks were all about."
"A picture offering the substance for a good
teaser campaign is as valuable a one as an ex-

ing "The Still A larm "
When " The Still Alarm " played Denver the
fire department was induced to come out and
demonstrate its fire fighting apparatus during the
run of the picture at the American theatre. One
of the big exploitation stunts was a contest of
ladder climbing in which a number of Denver
young women displayed remarkable nerve in climbing the firemen.
fire laddersBelow
and being
" rescued " of
by the
Denver
is a photograph
the
demonstration.

, lis 'B^, > r*^

A " Smash"

Which " Busted " All
Precedence

WHEN you can monopolize the front pages of
every newspaper in a city the size of Sai'.
i rancisco, you have the right to " stick out your
chest and step high." This is what the publicity
department of the Tivoli theatre, San Francisco,
is doing these days after putting over the story of
.Mary Miles Minter's recent visit to both the Tivoli
and the Golden Gate City.
Some idea of the publicity both the Tivoli and
the Realart star received may be gained from the
following brief description of the pages of the San
Francisco newspapers.
The Call of December 2 gave Miss Minter a big
headline three columns wide, printed her photograph and a story which killed about a column,
same being written by a staff woman, Alma Reed.
This was on the front page.
The Call and Post, an evening paper, devoted
better than two columns of the issue of December 1
to Miss Minter and also carried a two-column cut.
The Bulletin came across with close to three columns on the front page with a cut and headlines.
This was written by a feature reporter, Joseph
Bartlett. In addition the Bulletin gave Miss Minter
another story in the same issue. This one was
written in an humorous vein, being the lament of
one of the reporters who hadn't been assigned to
an The
interview
" movie
Daily with
News,the not
to bequeen."
outdone in doing
honor to San Francisco's visitor sent one of its
feature writers, Cynthia Grey, on the assignment
when Miss Minter was a guest of honor at a luncheon given by the Ad Club, a prominent San Francisco organization. Miss Grey wrote about threequarters of a column of her impressions of Miss
Minter and was very complimentary.
The Chronicle wasn't quite so liberal in free ad\ ertising, but it gave the luncheon mentioned quite
a story and mentioned that Miss Minter and her
mother were there.
The Oakland Inquirer, not to be left out, completely gave the Tivoli and Miss Minter a nice story
on its photoplay page with a headline which read
" Mary Miles Minter Here."
Likewise the Examiner gave due publicity to the
visit of Miss Minter, the luncheon mentioned and
the personal appearance of the star at the Tivoli
theatre, although page six was used for the story.
Just what all this publicity would have cost without the co-operation of the San Francisco newspapers issomething that can not be estimated.
Anyway, it was- a "big publicity smash " to use
the expression of the chap who brought us the
newspapers to prove what we have just writteix
concerning the drive.
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Music and the Prologue Add Prestige to the California Programs

"X" HE California Theatre of San Francisco was
■»■ one of the first theatres to adopt a policy of
presenting prologue and stage settings as a part
of the regular prograin and has evolved some wonderfully artistic and appropriate numbers.
None, however, in our minds have eclipsed that
presented by Mr. Roth and his able assistants for
"Please Get Married."
The California took the "getting
idea
of the film for its prologue theme married"
and had the
"bride," the wedding bell, cupids and appropriate
wedding decorations all nicely arranged and ready
for the inspection of the audience. There is
always women
a sort of
spell cast by the word "wedding"
when
are a concerned
, and for this reason if
for no other the prologue for the picture mentioned isconsidered one of the best the theatre has
ever used when actual box office value of such
exploitation is considered.
Another feature of the California publicity
methods which has proven very successful is the
tie-mg in with music houses for window displays.
The California makes a specialty of its music
and
Its programs always have all the dignity of grand
opera in this respect.
These tie-ups are arranged each week with the
various music dealers and at least ten to twelve
window displays featuring the orchestra.

Played

a

Kid

Game

But

It

Went

Over
for
Real
Exploitation
VISITORS
to the annual Interstate Fair at
Duncan, manager of the Plaza Theatre. On the
Sioux City, Iowa, were treated to two rare
second m.orning of the fair, which attracts tens of
examples of motion picture exploitation by J. C.
thousands of visitors from all over the state, the
first arrivals noted a huge placard high in the
clouds. In heav>- letters it announced "Auction of
Souls All Next Week at the Plaza Theatre."
The sign created a great deal of puzzled inquiry
as to what held it up. An aeroplane was the most
frequent guess, although that theory was discarded
as soon as the sign was observed long enough to
note that it was nearly stationary. The secret was
due to a gigantic kite which Mr. Duncan had flown
up during the night, to a height which made it
haielx- discernible even after its approximate location had been determined.
The second stunt was the dressing of a man in
full Arab costume, and supplying him with a horse
with the proper Bedouin regalia. The man rode
the streets from twelve to two and from five to
seven every day announcing the running of the
picture at the Plaza.
At the theatre Mr. Duncan directed his girl
ushers to adopt Harem costumes, and a local singer
1 endered, at each performance, the song "Armenian
Maid." written especially for the picture by A. E.
.Sliallcross of Omaha. Special music was provided
for the orchestra and for the organ with which
the theatre is equipped.

Thomas D. Soriero,
Strand theatres, Lowell.
Chas. H. Williams, Strand theatre. Providence, R. I.
Harold B, Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
Jack
Loew'sSchade
Stlllman
theatre,
Cleveland.
GeorgreKnlin,
J. Scbade,
theatre,
Sandusky.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Uark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
8. Barret McCormick, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
Edward L.. Hyman, Strand tlieatre, Brooklyn.
Theo. L. Hays, New Garrick theatre, St. Paul.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
George Fischer, Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
Jnllos L. Johnson, New Garrick theatre, Minneapolis.
Paul Gusdanovic, Strand, Cleveland, O.
C. Edgar Momand, Garden theatre, Flint, Mich.
Charles C. Perry, Strand theatre, Minneapolis.

Advisory
Board
Exhibitors Service Bureau
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres,
Jackson, Mich.
Willard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
Chas. G. Branham, S. A. Lynch Ent., Birmingham.
B. B. WUby, Strand theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
E. V. Richards, Jr., Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
C.
A. Lick,
New theatre.
Fort theatre,
Smith, Ark.
Herbert
J. Tbacher,
Strand
Salina, Kan.
Arthur G. Stolte, Des Moines theatre, Des
Moines, Iowa.

Another tie-ups
of Eugene
ornia
theatre's
window
with V.
loealRoth's
music Calif
stores
which
have
proven themselz'cs to nic the best of publicity
mediums
liilllillillilCllil
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
George
E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre.
Salt Lake.
Sam W. B. Cohn, Sunset Theatre, Portland.
E. J. Myrick, Rialto theatre, Butte.
.\. S. Kolstad, Liberty theatre. Hood River, Ore.
P. E. Noble, Liberty theatres, Portland.
Eugene H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Ralph Ruffner, Rialtx> theatre, San Francisco.
Sidney
Grauman's
theatre,Madera.
Los Angeles,
r. H.Grauman,
Chamberlln.
Opera House.
Cal.
R. E. Pritchard, Director of Publicity and Advertising, Allen Theatrical Enteri>rises, Toronto, Can.
Mo.
Louis K. Sidney, Kings, Pershings theatre, St. Louis,
Phil.
ville,Gersdorf,
Florida. Manager, Arcade theatre, Jacjcson-
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Exploitation
Buffalo Exploitation Idea Attracts
Attention
THE Strand theatre, Buffalo, introduced Elaine
Hammersicin
" The
Country
Cousin,"'
through
a seriesin of
unusual
exploitation
stunts, which forcibly drew attention to the
showing and greatly aided in boosting the box
otfice receipts. First on the list of stunts was the
arrangement made with the Truth Publishing
company whereby the weekly magazine issued b\this firm carried a striking photograph of Miss
Hammerstein on its cover page the week the picuire was shown at the Strand. Included in this
;.lunt was the distribution of 200 half sheet cards
virith the picture of the star and the caption
•TRUTH— Get Your Copy Now— Special Art
Cover — Elaine Hammerstein — Strand theatre, De-

Men's
^EXPLOITATION

Minute
MEN'S

"
MINuTE BOOK
Is Due.
Credit
Creditof Where
GIVING
The text
the pages
under this
heading is devoted exclusively to
the achievements of the Exchange
Exploiting Men.
It places at the disposal of the exhibitor all the exploitation ideas these experts
originate, renders their services practically
due.
universal and gives credit where credit is
good advantage until a sliifl in tlic wind threw
the ad into an undesirable position when it was
t.iken down and strung up in front of the theatre,
slanted so as to face Shelton square, the busiest
s:reet corner in Buffalo.
A " Country Cousin," sleigh ride party was also
arranged for the children at the Remington mission and this little stunt also brought forth much
free publicity in the press. The Strand sign man
iilso made up a special display for the three large
windows of the local Select exchange, giving a
goodandshowing
on Franklin
•icl
the Central
branch street,
of the the
Y. Men's
M. C. hoA.
Then there was special publicity in the newspapers, the specially attractive things being cuts
of Miss Hammerstein on the Women's pages. The
lobby at the Strand was also strikingly dressed,
including an immense cut-out from a 24 sheet,
which was made into a stand.
Lending valuable assistance in all this excellent
exploitation was "Andy" Sharick, exploitation
manager of the local Select exchange and a former Buffalo newspaper man. Manager E. O.
\\'einberg was delighted with the results obtained. During the showing of the picture cauacity audiences were the rule.
Two

Some good
J>ublicit\
for "A
Country
' theatre
which
this picture
received
at the
Buffalo Cousin."
Strand
cemter 14-17 " to all the news stands in the city
several of which in the downtown section were
prevailed upon to make special displays. These
cards were also placed at other advantageous
points throughout the city. TRUTH also had
several thousand dodgers printed stating that the
picture of one of the prettiest screen stars would
appear
on the through
cover ofthethedepartment
current week's
and
circulated
stores. issue
Another excellent stunt was the arrangement
with the McXutt Riding Academy, whereby a
beautiful girl drove a " \\'ebster Driver," around
the city durnig the showing of the picture. The
girl was dressed as the country cousin and drove
a horse said to be worth $1,500. The rig used was
similar to the one used in the screen play. The
cart was newly painted and presented a splendid
appearance. A blanket covering the horse announced "' The Country Cousin ' playing Now
at the Strand theatre." A large card also covered the back of the cart with the reader " ' The
Girl of Your Dreams,' Elaine Hammerstein, in a
worthwhile picture at the Strand today." This
outfit was also driven through the residential sections of the city and attracted no end of attention, principally because at the time the weather
in Euf¥alo was extremely cold and the spectacle
of a young lady driving a horse and carriage
about town at such a time never failed to catch
the eye and cause comment.
Still another stunt was the flj ing of a large kite
from which streamed a fifteen foot banner with
the reader " LOOK UP ' The Country Cousin '
at the Strand theatre today." This was used to

Good

Men Put Over a Good
Picture
BOOKING a good picture is only the least of the
troubles of W. C. Meloy, manager of the Strand
theatre, Shelbyville, Ind.
Mr. Meloy has a habit of selecting good pictures
but during the months of November and December

Book

bu ii.i-. to be a good electrical engineer as well as a
good exhibitor. The fuel shortage has resulted in
the theatres of Shelbyville being deprived of electrical current. But a little thing like that didn't
son, Paul. Withfeazc W. C. Meloy and his helpful
in a few hours after the fuel order went into effect,
Mr. Meloy had secured a farm tractor; a generator;
had strung temporary wires and was supplying his
own "juice" for his 800 seat picture house. And
just to show what kind of a fellow Meloy is, le*
us tell you that he is sharing his precious electric
competitor of the .Mhambra theacurrent
tre downwith
the his
street!

After being sure that his electric plant in the
alley was going O. K., Mr. Meloy set out to give
B. Deproper exploitation to his big feature,hadCecil
rim "The
Mille's "Male and Female." Meloy
Miracle Man" and put it over in the right style.
Female."
and coincided
" Male
with that
do bigger date
He planned
almost
secured toa booking
He
with the Indiana premier showing at the Circle,
Indianapolis. He played up that point big in his
Shelbypublicity— the big honor that he was doing
ville by giving such an early showing in that town ;
while "Male and Female" was still at the Circle,
Shelbyville folk could see it at the Strand !
Mr. Aleloy, with the assistance of Oscar A. Doob
of the Famous Players-Lasky explouation forces,
got the News of Shelbyville to get up a page of
"Male and Female" mercantile advertising— half
the page devoted to apparel for the male and the
wear advertising. This
other half for women's
made a smashing page of publicity.
In the Republican, Mr. Meloy started an essay
contest on the question : " Should a wealthy girl
ever marry her father's butler or chauffe"ur?"
the
This being a theme in " Male and Female
contest proved good publicity. Many interesting
essays were submitted in competition for the ticketprizes offered.
Another newspaper stunt Mr. Meloy put on was a
search for every Shelbyville person who had never
seen a photoplay. Cecil B. DeMille, through Mr
Meloy, offered to give a party to all who would
send in their names, and the reason why they had
never seen a photoplay. Only a few "confessed
to not having seen a picture— but the stunt made
good advertising and drew much attention to
" Male and Female."
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AXEW record for motion picture publicity in
Atlanta, Georgia, and incidentally one which
the largest city may view with envy has recently
engaged the energies of the Selznick exploitation
experts and \\ . C. Patterson, manager of the
Criterian theatre of Atlanta.
The feature which the combined forces of producer and theatre made the objective of their
attack was "A Regular Girl"' starring Elsie Janis.
Xot a stone was left unturned, so to speak, in
the campaign.
Atlanta newspapers, famous around the Southern circuit as nuts too hard to crack with ordiiiarj publicity hammers, yielded column after
column to a new contest on " How can a
girl earn $10,000 in thirt>' days if thrown on
her own resources." This feature was placed
with the " Daily Georgian and Sunday American "
and netted the paper excellent publicity through
the highly entertaining stories submitted by some
two hundred contestants. The suggestions ranged
all the way from the invention of " ripless silk
hosierj- " to posing as a missing FVench countess
and collecting a large dowry from a marriageable
milHonaire.
With the newspaper advertising all planned and
under way, the publicity '' sharps " turned their
attention to other methods of getting the theatregoers' attention.
A base hospital for wounded soldiers is located
at Fort McPherson not so far from Atlanta. Soldiers, sick or well, like entertainment and especially so when the show would give them another
view of their overseas friend, Elsie Janis."
A special performance was given at the opening for wounded soldiers from the Base Hospital.
The Commanding Officer gave leave to three hundred veterans from the several fighting divisions
who now are recovering from their wounds, and
transported them to the theatre in a fleet of
thirty motor trucks and ambulances.
Ladies of the Federated Woman's Clubs and a
delegation of uniformed workers from the Overseas
Club passed out cigarettes and candy. The party was
a huge success, the soldiers cheering " A Regular
Girl " and especially the celluloid appearance of the

Here is a picture of the ivoimdcd " doughboys " who attended the special performance of "A Regular Girl " at the Criterian theatre, Atlanta
star whom man\- of them had seen during her apli.hographs and billboards was not overlooked.
pearance in the engagements she played in the
The Criterian has space for every size papei
" army theatres " of France.
.\ unique teaser campaign was conducted
through a mailing list of 2,000 names by means of
postcards, each bearing a different hand-drawn ad.
These ads were reproduced each day in newspapers for six days linking up the mailing list
;L8IE
with the daily press matter. It so happened that
Ringling Brothers' circus played Atlanta on one
of
the Criterian
days of the
Regular
Girl one
"' engagement
at the
and "itA was
then that
of the big
ideas was put into deeds.
When the daily circus parade started for its trip
abou' the main streets, men carrying big '" A Regular Girl" banners "'horned in" and obtained all
the benefits of the biggest event of a circus day.
Of course the entire populace of Atlanta was lined
up along the streets to view the circus paraue ana
of course every person saw the " A Regular Girl "
banners. A link up was effected with music stores
on the music " A Regular Girl." A calliope in
the parade also played this popular number. Besides this unusual publicity, the ordinary use of
These ladies handed out candy and cigarettes to the
shozv the Criterian special
soldier boys who visited
up to 24 sheets and all frames were utilized with
either photographs or some other form of advertising display. No lobby display was used but a
large banner specially printed was hung over the
lobby entrance and other novelties originated.
The campaign expenses were financed by the
producers and theatre and the result justified the
theory that intensive and extensive exploitation

pays.
Pulpit Accords " The Miracle
Man " Unusual Favors

Wounded soldiers attended a special show of "Atlanta
A Regular Girl," given by the Criterian theatre of

IXBrowne
Hamilton,recently
Ohio, the
Rev. Dr. publication
Charles Matthewauthorized
of a
statement in which he explained that he would
gladly show "The Miracle Man " in his church Sunday in place of the regular service. In Louisville, Ky., the Rev. Dr. Lowell, a leading clergyman, sent an unsolicited testimonial claiming " The
Miracle Man " as the best sermon preached in
his city that Sunday. The Rev. Dr. David McKinncy, chairman of the Law Enforcement Committee of the Cincinnati Federation of Churches,
also issued a public statement on the picture.
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Exploitation to and in the Skies
«T"HE RIGHT TO HAPPINESS" was exA ploitcd '■ to the skies " before and during
the run of the feature at Charlotte, N. C.
Exchange Manager E. F. Dardine of Universal
and the Strand theatre of Charlotte made good
use of a chance visit of two privately owned aeroplanes which " blew " into the city about the time
the " Right to Happiness " campaign was begun.
At the same time formed by combining two internationally known circuses, arrived. The result
was everjbody for miles around came to town
for circus day, and thousands were jammed along
the streets as the parade passed.
Overhead an airplane buzzed and circled
around. Then from out the sky came thousands
of heralds on " The Right to Happiness," to several hundred of which were attached complimentary admissions to the Strand. A scramble
followed as each box of heralds came glittering
downward — and ample precaution had been taken
to insure no one would be ignorant of what was
happening. Each person who jumped for a herald was intent upon securing one of those " messages from Dorothy Phillips, brilliant emotional
star of ' The Heart of Humanity,' regarding her
newest and greatest 'Universal-Jewel photodrama,
' The Right to Happiness.' "
Immediately after arrangements had been completed for the airplane demonstration liberal advertising space was taken in both morning and
afternoon newspapers, telling the readers to
■' Watch the Sky." Also, liberal free
was
allowed by the papers. This advertising space
was considered as having a double value — that of directing attention to an exploitation stunt and that of
straight display advertising for the production.
About 75 per cent of the complimentary tickets
were brought to the box office.
The accompanying photograph shows Mr. Dardine (at the left) and the pilot of the airplane
standing by the machine, which was loaded with
the heralds and ready for the flight. Pinned on
the radiator is one of the heralds, unfolded.
Giving the Original Poster Expert
Attention

of

Value

to

Every

Advertising " The Right to Happiness " atheralds
the Strand
theatre.
from the
sky Charlotte, N. C.

The

Evolution

of

a

Into a New
fJOW the three great factors in modern picture
presentation, manager, exchange man and
newspaper may co-operate to mutual advantage is
demonstrated in a recital of the sort of team work
which has recently been the means of obtaining for
the Lisbon theatres of Cincinnati the attention of
the entire cityThe advertising stunt of which we speak has the
merit of being adaptable to any theatre or com-

JUDGMENT in the preparation of lobby displays,
rather than a blind following of a program of
basing the main poster on the big feature shown inside is a policy which Harold B. Franklin, managing
director of Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, is follow
ing with marked success. He insists upon simplicity
in the composition of the posters he uses and
as a result has upset many traditions in the science
of lobby displays, but as a result has attained a
reputation in this respect for the Hippodrome.
Recently Mr. Franklin was dissatisfied with the
first result of his artist's attempt to prepare the
lobby display on a program running Charlie Chaplin
in " A Day's Pleasure," and William Farnum in
" The Last of the Duanes." The attempt to feature
the longer picture without overlooking the Chaplin
comedy, resulted in a poster that was too crowded
to suit Mr. Franklin's taste.
He designed one himself, devoted almost entirely
to the two-reel corned}*. His product contained the
well known face of Chaplin with a large announcement of the Farnum feature.
" Such a poster is far preferable to one which
would have given equal space to both productions,"
said Mr. Franklin. " Chaplin's face is enough to attract attention anywhere, and the fact that it is a
new comedy of his, will make people read the entire poster even if they had to use microscopes. The
business I did during the week is sufficient proof to
me that I am right."

Exhibitor

A lobby panel which advertised both feature and
comedy effectively, designed by H. B. Franklin,
manager of Shea's Hippodrome

Chance

This plane distributed

Remark

Exploitation
Idea
munity with a guarantee of front-page newspaper
publicity for exhibitors who use it. It was based
upon an idea for a method that would discover the
names and addresses of every person in Cincinnati
who had never seen a motion picture. The attention it attracted from the general public can be
judged from the fact that seven people who had
never been to a motion picture exhibition were reported at the box offices of the theatres.
The " stunt " was the outgrowth of a casual discussion of the general appeal of the screen to the
masses. It was suggested that while there might be
some people who had never seen a motion picture
there was no way of discovering them. It was this
man.
remark that gave the idea to the motion picture editor of an afternoon paper and the Lisbon publicity
The " stunt " was started with a story in the
photoplay column of the afternoon paper by a menlion of the discussion and an invitation to readers
to send in the names and addresses of any persons
who had never attended a motion picture theatre.
A few days later the Lisbon theatres inserted advertisements asking for the same information to be
left at the box offices. Nearly three hundred names
and addresses were turned in, but a little investigation cut the list down to seven — two men and five
women.
The two men declared themselves to be absolutely
indifferent to motion pictures. One of the women
declared that as soon as she could find time she
was going to a show, but at the present she was
working hard all day, every day, and that nothing
could appeal to her like her bed when evening
came. Circumstances had prohibited the other four
women from appeasing a desire to see an exhibition. All four are inmates of an old people's home.
Their
ages total 310 years, and all are in
feeble combined
health.
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Mi

Mun
Strand Theatre —
Overture — " Around

the Christmas

Cartoon
— " Jerry on the Job " — BrayGoldwyn.

Special
A Wedding
in Gooseland
— A— "Yuletide
novelty
written by''
Presented
Tree." with an elaborate stage
Mollie Teschner and staged by A.
setting showing a winter scene in
Newberger and acted by a cast of
semi-dusk with snow falUng effect.
about twenty youngsters who are
Special hghtings varying in colors
perfectly adapted for existing in
adds to the beauty of the setting.
the " Never Never Land." The
Current Events — Strand Topical Refairy story number is in two scenes
view.
and tells the story of "Lucy
Winter Sports, Hinsdale, 111.,
Brown " and her experiences in
Pathe ; Harvard Hockey Club
" Gooseland."
Practises, Kinograms ; The Simple
Art of Winning, Pathe, novagraph Organ Solo — " Offertoire on Noels."
Week — " The Greatest Question "
strip; Topics of the Day, Pathe; Next—Griffith.
NOW

PLAYING
AT THE
REX THEATRE

LOVE
OF FIHE
CLOTHES
FORCES
LOVE
DILEMMA

"TH

E

II
ii

LOV

ES

OF

'

LETTY

II
Christie C6medy
and

ini

Mutt and Jeff , Too! "''^

This is the first exhibitor display we have
seenwork
on "ofThetheLoves
of Letty."of Seattle
It is the
Rex theatre
On the Maine Coast, Pathe; We
Saved This One for a Chilly Day,
Kinograms ; Prince of Wales Welcomed Home, Kinograms ; California Fetes R. R. Opening, Kinograms; U. S. Navy Has Baby
Fleet, Kinograms; Floods Devastate Southern States, Kinograms.
Vocal— Bass solo appropriate to the
Christmas week spirit. Rendered
by Malcolm McEachern.
Feature
— " In Old Kentucky " — Anita
Stewart.
Vocal — " Love's Endearing Young
Charms." Soprano solo by Eldora
Stanford.

Uhea^res
DAYS
ONLY

MOWWEDTUES-

Rialto Theatre —
Overture — " The Merry Wives of

A PAEAMOUNT ABTCEAPT SITPEE PEODUCnOH
BEHINDthe DOOR^
"That Man Belongs to Me!" I flub 1
THEfflobvoice
wu theirseamen
captain-sremembered.
— st ran^e— Wmble and i
of muldened
,
"Hia
.
Current Events— Rialto Magazine.
ud. bushedwl/el"
u if they
in awe.whispered
ihey sule '■Atlaatheha»touiidthe»«Bdthat
away
Windsor."
Then CapUin Otlo Krug, once called "ctiwajd." even ■■trutor " hi
Some
Speed'
Demons
on
Fastest
Board Track, Gaumont; Winter
his hoar— ••Behind the Door**
VENGEANCEas thebefore
ocean itthaibjokeborefierce
hun wu hj«the foectomu he battle
Sp6rts, Hinsdale, Mich, Int.; Auto
LOVX— Crentle a£Deephis he«n
Drivers Beware, Bakersfield, Cal.,
ADVENTUBE
—Ihecad
Lunngwhohad
fcin intostolena hundred
penis ot imwu- wifeod the sea
PUESDIT—
Of
and
diflhomired
International ; Motor Cycle Races,
strong
meD
trembUng
behind the dooi -with two soiUa'
Tottenham, Eng., International ; MYSTERY—red There
Socb u onlyof psjna he of the great pietuni&uoD oi O^nveraeui Blome'
Jack Dempsey Makes Up, Los
3 (ight agauut fate
gripping I
Angeles, Cal., International; Rail- a»
Mack Sennett Comedy
j
way Perils, Pekin, China, International ;Floods Devastate the and T3ureTON HOLMES TRAVELOCUE/
XiP IN ALr S PLACE"
South, Montgomery, Ala., Kinograms; U. S. Navy Second to
The Forsyth promises melodrama in
None, In.ternational.
its advertising of the latest Thos H.
Instrumental
—
"
Bolero."
Cello solo by Paolo Gruppe.
hue picture, " Behind the Door " m
Feature — " The Miracle of Love " — this three colujnn by twelve display,
ing.
Lucy Cotton and Wyndham Stand- as zvell it may, according to all zve hai'c
heard of the picture which has not as
yet played New York
Comedy
— "A Roman Scandal " —
Christie.
Organ Solo — " Hallelujah Chorus."
Capitol Theatre —
Next Week —
Concert ■— " Forza del Destino "—
Finale to "Slavonic Rhapsodie" —
Academy of Music —
Overture — Selections from " The Girl
Plaved by Pryor's Band.
Special — " Romeo's Dad " — Third of
of MyEvents
Dreams."
Current
— Fox News.
the Stage
Women's
War Relief
Series
released
by Universal.
Cartoon
—
"
Cuttin
Out
His
Nonsense
"
—Mutt and Jeff.
\'ocal — "A Romany Yuletide." — Introducing the Russian Cathedral
Features — " The Fued " — Tom Mix.
Quartette and Capitol Ensemble.
" The Band Box " — Doris Kenyon.
Scenic — " Flaming Ice " — RobertsonComedies — " Tough Luck " — Pathe.
Cole.
" Switches and Sweeties " — VitaSpecial — A Christmas Fantasy.
A Yuletide dancing number with a
Nextgraph.
Week — " Eyes of Youth " and
" A Man's Love."
r"usical setting from the " Peer
G\nt suite" with Lucille Chalfant
and Grace Nugent as principals
and dances by Pearl Regay and a
corps de ballet arranged by Ivan
Tarrasoflf of the Ballet Russe.
Special stage settings and eflfects
conceived by John Wenger.
Current Events — Capitol News.
Dog hospital and kennels in Xew
York City, Int.; famous artist
paints gateway' of New York,
Kinograms ; members of the
cabinet resigned or about to resign, Franklin P. Lane, W. J.
Bryan,
M.' Garrison,
Wm Mc.\doo, L.Redfield
and Secretary
Lansing, Int. ; devastating floods,
Kinograms ; super-dreadnaughts ;
Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles, gave
"A Ladies' Tailor" the best end of
broadside from the \\'yoming. Int. ;
Ditmar's, winter at the Bronx
the billing for its second week showZoo, showing bear, reindeer, etc.,
ing on "Male and Female" in this
Educational ; Laplanders, the
double cohtmn four inch space used
in a mid-week issue of the Los Angeles
gypsies of the Arctic, Colored ;
As in Roman Davs, showing races;
papers

\

Mexican scenes, Kinograms; King
Winter strikes Xew York City;
British Columbia, over the top on
skiis; buffalo near Denver, also
deer, Int. ; Harvard boys hockey
game at Cambridge; girl swimmers at San Francisco, Cal., Kinograms; cavalry maneuvering at
El Paso ; hurdling astride horses,
Int.; vocational training; models
of U. S. battleships at headquarters
in Washington,' D. C, Kinograms.
\^ocal— "Ring Out Wild Bells" (a).
"Danny Dever " (b).
Solos by David Bisham, the eminent American baritone.
Feature
—
Doro. " Twelve Ten " — Marie
Vocal — Lucille Chalfont in appropriate Christmas songs.
Special — Capitol Colorland Revue.
Comedy—" Weak Hearts and Wild
Lions " — Lfniversal.
Rivoli
—
Overture Theatre
— Raymond.
Current Events — Riyoli Pictorial — ■
Cavalry Patrols Mexican border,
FirstPasoLive
Fox Show, World's
Boston,
El
; International
Gaumont ; Our Animal Friends,
International ; Buffalo Seek Food,
Denver, International ; L^. S. Sub

The Alhambra is located at Indianapolis, Ind.. and does some advertising
which rivals the famous S. Barrett's.
the
rne byof nine
"Hawtho
on inches
This5".display
{'.
A." •cC'o.f
three
colmns
Chasers Keep Fit, International;
On the Maine Coast, Pathe ; The
Famous Chimes of California,
Campanile, Cal, International ;
Winter Sports at Hinsdale. 111.,
Pathe; Mutt and Jeff cartoon,
'• Nooze Weekly," Fox; China's
Imposing Xew Army in Review,
International; U. S. Xa^'y Has
Baby Fleet, Konograms.
Special— English Christmas Carols.
Christmfis week specialty arranged
h>- Edward Falck and written by
R. A. Barnet. Special setting and
artistically lighted number sung
by a company of children.
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Programs

Comedy
— " The Roaming Bathtub " —
Fox-Sunshine.
Organ Solo — " Gesu Bambino."
Brooklyn-Strand Theatre —
Overture — " Christmas Morning."
Given with a special setting showing a winter e.xterior with snow
effects.
Current Events — Strand Topical Review compiled from Kinograms,
Pathe Review and International
weeklies.
In>trumental— " The Lost Chord."
Cornet solo by A. Keretsky of the
Strand orchestra. A special drop
representing a church exterior
with lighted windows is used for
the number.
Feature — " Jubilo " — Will Rogers.
V'ocal — " Hail to the New Born King."
"The Little Red Drum"
Rendered by the Criterian Quartette, which filled a week's engagement at the Rialto, Xcw
York, last week.
Comed> — " A Daj''s Pleasure "—Charlie Chaplin — First Nat.
Organ solo — " March Militaire."
Xext week—" In Old Kentucky."
Note— On Friday morning the Brooklyn Eagle was host to 2500 children at a special show. The feature picture was Mary Pickford
in '■ The Poor Little Rich Girl,"
with Chaplin in " A Day's Pleasure " added. The Christmas specialty, Wedding
"
in Gooseland,"
on the bill at the Strand, New
York, this week, was also on the
program for this performance.
M'
U
S
H
E
T
W
X
S
I
N
U
E
S
S
O
'
C
e
U
irsJt^ LO"- NOON to 1 51 PTM.
NT/y
COL
CHIIITIIlt WECI tniiMTrai Illiailll tohoiiiow
JESSE
THE
POPULAR
LASKY L.
STAR
PRESENTS ROBERT

WARWICK
In (he Polse-QoicKenin^ Photoplay
"An

Adventure

(FIRST TIME HERE)
Hear
ts
in
Adaptf'dNovel
Fromby Anthony
"Captain
Dieppe,"
the"Celebrated
\ Romance
of a SoMler Hope.
of Fortune
Three Pawns of Fate!
VII Were TUsIng Thtlr Own Little Games:
IHoiindc^d
ovp, S^eandftl,
a Woman's
Wiles.
bTMove
.SecretIntrigue
Agents.'HisandCaptain
Dieppe
Heard
something
Behind
Door.
He
Pulled
the
IJar — Hl^ BInod Eonped In His Veins.
"WHAT DID HE SEE?'*
BIG VAUDEVILLE
SHOW
AFTERNOONS.
15c. 20c. 25c EVENINGS, 15e.
20c. 30e. 3Sc
A sample of Pittsburgh picture advertising, largely type display. Notice
that Locw's Lyceum of featuring the
photoplay number "An Adventure in
Hearts " above the vaudeville bill
LOS

ANGELES

Tally's Kinema Theatre —
Overture — Selections from Carmen.
Vocal — Twenty-five minute program
by Jean Wormser, Alpine Yodler.
Comedy — A Tvvylight Baby — Lehrman.
Kotc — Harr>- McCoy of the Lehrman
studio is appearing nightly in a
musical burlesque number.

AMD\
tea n« i^nMC5

Shown

Here

>r\c ot tKe Greatest Pictures o( ttKe Year
• it IS or\c
i>(aunce
Tourneurs
JO se.
OliOOUCTlON VICTORY
NOT A MCTURlROMANCt
ABOITTTHATWARWIU.- BUT
A tt'ONDCRFVL
JPtCTACULAR
CHARM
DILICHT
EMANUEL
LIST S.l;«
TWO ORCHBSTRAS
MARTIN
O. JOE
fOUR-FOOTED
CHAPUM
HIPP
JA22
BAND
"A J».|l. Ro...c.
ORCHtSTRA SVMPHOVV

at

a

Glance

ing terminates with lecture sentences to the ambitious and neglectful husband
"Can't You
See?"under the title of
Special
— "TheSayings.
Illiterate Digest" — Will
Rogers
Cartoon — Jerry on the Job — BrayGoldwyn. High ir Clover — BrayGoldvvyn.
Next Week- "Jubilo."
Grauman's Rialto —
Fourth week of "Male and Female," and original program com-

Harold B. Franklin's Christmas week ad for " Victory." This is in the
usual Shea's Hippodrome (Buffalo), style, hand draivn and small in size,
being five coliumns by three inches
Miller's Theatre —
Current
Events — Miller's Theatre
Xext Week— "Red Hot Dollars"— Ray.
Feature
— "Mind
plete.
weekly compiled from Pathe, Fox
Anita
Stewart. the Paint Girl" — California Theatre —
News.
Current Events — California Weekly,
Tally's Broadway Theatre —
— "Go West Young Woman" —
International, Visit to Toyland ; Comedy
Christie.
Comedy — "A Day's Pleasure" (Second
week) — Chaplin F. Nat.
Savannah, On Tour with Pershing; Pathe Review, Stopping a
Scertic — "Outing Chester."
Punch ; Ihternalional, Iniperator
Feature — "The Double Up."
I EXTRAORDINARr SHOWtNC
sails; International, Modern Italy;
(Two reel Western).
SUNDAY MOM0Af*T0ESD*Y
RD
ANDA?V»eOhl*OAT
Fox
News,
Algiers
Arabs
hold
anST
Musical — Lerdo's Royal Mexican Ornual Sheep and Cattle show ; Pathe
chestra in a thirty minute concert.
Review, African Air Hounds, ColT. L. Tally is offering a hundred
ored; Fox, Bears infest Organ;
dollars in prizes for the best comBig guns at San Pedro; Pathe,
parati\e criticisms of Chaplin and
Lehrman comedies which are used
Uncle Sam's Air Service, Caliat his theatres.
fornia Harbor; Fox, San Francisco Cameramen take scenes durGrauman's Theatre —
Dives.ing Loop the Loop and Nose
Overture — "Kamennoi Ostrow."
Scenic — Paramount — Post Number.
Musical — C. Charp Minor at the organ Overture — Selections from "William
rendering "Love Me."
— " Blind Husbands " — Eric
Special — A quartette garbed in Catho- Feature
Stroheim.
lic vestments sing "All Ye FaithPreceding the screening of theful" in front of a black velvet
feature a special prologue is given.
drop. At the end of the number
Atmospheric
settings in three secthe curtains are parted showing
Tell."tions are shown,
depicting mounthe Child Christ.
tain peaks, a mountain resort and
Current Events — Pathe, Boston Bara valley in the Swiss Alps. All
bers race ; New York, Imperator
departs on maiden voyage ; Gaumont, Detroit Dog Show ; Intero»!0
r*
national,
Scenes
of
Lady
Astor's
triumph ; Gaumont, Marie Prevost
and Sennett Studio, Aqua Plane
at Balboa Beach ; Pathe, Cutting
Christmas trees at Manistique,
Michigan; Gaumont, Ajo Arizona
has automobile converted into Saw
Mill; Pathe, Uncle Sam Air Service ;International, Sandy Hook,
Testing Big Coast Defensive
Guns ; Ford, A Story of Zinc,
Day.
Mined and Moulded, Topics of the
Scenic — Plantation Studio — Paramount
Magazine.
.S;)ecial — A holiday novelty number in
three scenes is being given this
week. The number opens with
two ragged tots standing in front
of a toy shop. They then fall
asleep in a doorway. The scene
dissolves into an interior where
the tots see a toy-maker operate
his automatons. Next, children
dressed as dolls give six different
dances with the scene ending with
one of the "dolls" dressed to represent Sousa leading the orchestra.
The scenes then cuts back to the
exterior where the children have
failed asleep in front of the toy
shop. A policeman appears on the
stage and notices the children, giving them toys he was taking home.
The number is wonderfully artistic and every one of the six dances
is being riotously applauded.
Feature — "A Girl Named Mary" —
Marguerite Clark.

Edith Roberts Frank Mayo
and AN ALL-STAR CAST
A Picture without an equal. A utory as
, sweet a£ it is uDTUual.
•nd silorday "LOSi MonCy"
Tl.i.r... Fnd.r MADLAINE TRAVERSE In
Tlic Standard theatre of Cleveland, 0.,
made
it known
the picture
" Lasca"
in adapted
from that
tliefavorite
famous
hat
been
a plionopraph
sopoem
manythatyears.
This display was six inches double column
Feature — "The Illustrious Prince" —
Hayakawa.
Clune's Broadway Theatre —
ScenicParamount.
— "In Siam" — Burton Holmes — •
tic. — "Good Night Judge" — ChrisComedy
Feature
— "— More
Deadly Than the
Male"
Ethel Clayton.
ly.
Superha
Theatre
—
Current Events
— International
WeekComedy
— "A Lucky Dog's Day" — Universal.
V'ocal — Tenor solos by Jimmie Hamstrels. mock, late of Dockstader's Min— Harry Carey.
Feature — "A Gun Fightin' Gentleman"

The Ohio of Indianapolis had a corking good idea for a display in " The
Gay Old Dog" but the artist sort of
fell down on the drawings and then
the engraving plant didn't help matters
so this cut won't be of much use to you
except as anquarter
" idea."
page This was a

SAN

FRANCISCO

California Theatre —
Overture — " Kammcnoi Ostrow."
Current Events — Pathe News No. 100.
Scenic — •" The Crumbling Chains of

California Missions."
these are lighted to conform to the Comedy^Bray
Cartoon — Goldwyn.
music of the overture. Miniature
Organ
—
Handel's
" Largo."
views of the Swiss Alps are pro- Educational — "Topics
of the Day" —
Pathe.
jected following the overture conof the U.
cluding -with a reading of the text Feature — " Hawthorne
of Ella Wheeler Wilcox's writings
by Ruth Helen Davis. The readNext week — " Victory."
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Advertising

Solo by Emanuel List of the
Special — The Tivoli quartette is rendering appropriate Christmas
Rialto theatre, New York.
songs before a special Yuletide Feature — " Victory " — Maurice Tourstage setting and introduced by
neur's production with all-star
a prologue arranged by Manager
cast.
Costello.
Comedy — " A Jungle Romance," with
Feature
— " Heart o' the Hills " — Mary
Joe Martin, billed as the " fourPickford.
footed Chaplin." Accompanied by
Hippodrome Jazz Band.
Next week—" The Virtuous Vamp."
Current Events — Hippodrome Review,
composed of Universal and Fox
News.
Scenic — Pathe hand-colored subject.
NEW SHOW TODAY
NextAnita
week —Stewart.
" Mind the Paint Girl " —
FOR THREE DAVS ONLY

OUTING
CHESTER
SCENIC
^

^ot^

_onstancff
TM NNEY
^^^^^^'t African BmuO'
ERSmULE

iSUSAN'
This display on " Erstwhile Susan "
framed by the Liberty of Portland
loses much of its beauty in reduction
to our columns but still retains enough
of its quality handiwork to recommend
it as a display which strikes us as the
best yet seen on this picture. In size
this was three columns by ten inches
SEATTLE
Clemmer Theatre —
Overture — " Two Birds."
Feature — "Through the Wrong Door"
— Madge Kennedy.
Comedy — " Captain Kid's Kids " —
Lloyd-Pathe.
Current Events — Gaumont Weekly —
Topics of the Day.
Coliseum Theatre —
Current Events — International News.
ScenicNature.
— " A Night in June " — PostManager Frank Steflfy is receiving
much praise for his staging of this
scenic. With the entire house in
darkness, the picture is screened
on the folds of a velvet curiam.
Spot lights and colored floods are
then used to tint the image with
wonderful artistic effects. The
projection is accompanied by
Henry A. Keats on the Coliseum
Wurlitzer.
Overture — " Barriacoli " — Rossini
— " Neapolitan Nights."
On the first composition the house
is flooded in scarlet and blue is
used for the second number.
Feature — " It Pays to Advertise " —
Bryant Washburn.
BUFFALO
Shea's Hippodrome —
Overture
bert. — " Babes in Toyland " — HerSpecial — Stage setting consisting of
mammoth Christmas tree, strikingly decorated and lighted and
life size figure of old Santa Claus
emptying his bag before the tree.
Vocal — Aria from " II Pagliacca " —

By
the
berg.
Chef d'Orchestre. Mr. Paul Stern-

Picture

News

Experts
PHILADELPHIA

"More
EthelDeadly
Clayton.Than The Male." —
Intermission — Popular orchestrations.

Stanley Theatre —
Central
—
Overture tor
— Herbert.
"Babes in Toyland" — VicOverture—Park
Lustspiel.
Current Events — Loose Brothers, two
Vocal Selections— "Holy Night"— Adof
ers. Chicago's foremost entertainams; "Just a Wearyin' For You."
Feature
— "Mind
Anita
Stewart. the Paint Girl" —
Feature — "Scarlet Days." — D. W. Grif— "A Day's Pleasure" — Charlie
fith—Por—Comedy,"From Hand to Comedy
ChapUn.
Harold Lloyd
Current Events — Special compilation
from Pathe News, No. 103; Fox
Coming Next— Mary Miles Minter in
News, No. 21 ; Current Events,
"Anne
of
Green
Gables."
Strand — — " Crown Diamonds " —
Overture
Gaumont
Graphic, Literary- Digest.
Auber.
Mouth."
Scenic — "Monte Carlo" — Prizma.
Current Events — Latest Pathe News.
«3&
^
<3- \^ er
Vocal — " The Hoodlum " — Sung by
Arcadia Theatre —
Leo Considine.
Feature — "AstanceVirtuous
Talmadge. Vamp" — ConFeature
— " The Hoodlum " — Mary
Pickford.
lin. — "A Day's Pleasure" — ChapComedy
This production was shown all week,
departing from the usual policy
Current Events — Pathe News, No. 103.
of two features a week.
Kinograms, No. 93.
Comedy — " Watch Your Stepmother "
Scenic — Burton Holmes' Travelogue,
— Bobby Vernon and Vera StedNo. 199.
man — Christie.
Special — " The Stars as They Are."
V ictoria Theatre —
Next week — Eric von Stroheim in
Overture — "Calvary."
" Blind Husbands," and Charlie
Feature
Misfit Earl" — Louis Bennison— —"AGoldwyn.
Chaplin in " A Day's Pleasure."
" Blind Husbands " will also be
lin. "A Day's Pleasure" — Chapshown all week.
Comedy—
Current Events — Pathe News, No. 103.
Educational — "Slipping and Sliding in
Switzerland", Educational films.

CHICAGO
Woodlawn Theatre —
Organ offertory.
Burton Holmes Travelogue.
Harold Lloyd comedy, "From Hand to
Woodlawn News and Views.
h."la Creme," a Musical table
Moutde
"Creme
d'hote, served by the "Woodlawn"

The Sun of Omaha featured the star
and title of the picture in its billing of
" The Illustrious Prince " with little
selling talk or other type matter to kill
the headlines and the likeness of
" Hayakawa," in this four column by
eleven display. It is distinctive, however, and perhaps sufficient to attract
this starts followers
Randolph
—
Organ
Selections.
Feature No. 1— "Everywoman."
Feature No. 2 — Charlie Chaplin in "A
Day's Next
Pleasure."
Coming
— Douglas Fairbanks
"When the Clouds Roll By."
MINNEAPOLIS
New Garrick Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe News.
Educational— Tapping the Radio Plantation— Paramount Magazine.
Vocal — "Unknown Shores Beyond (a)
Selections from Robinhood (b)
Solos by Charles S. Laird, basso.
ScenicParamount.
— A Night In June — Post —
Instrumental — Julius K. Johnson at the
organ with scenic prelude.
Comedy — A Flirt There Was — Christie
Feature — Counterfeit — Elsie Ferguson.

rbREnCHIN'
ei <ldd-burDr<l
roil -of -et
A1^ *Mjt'J
ovsn what
ajitBlU.got pxn
noS«ys
iri^nds.
An' wwU notice th^t* his
kind, astoo mparEO
\p/CTU/?£D Qxacny
w sToi?y
" The Shepherd of the Hills" is getting
good billing whereever shown. This
one by the Ideal of Columbia, S. C,
is characteristic in size, three cohimns
by twelve and in style, featuring the
title and fame of the novel from which
the picture was adapted

New Garrick Theatre —
Current Events — New Garrick Digest.
Scenic — Sunshine and Shadows
~
L — PostParamount.
sr. PAU
Special — Christmas Fantasy.
A Christmas specialty staged by L.
V. Calvert, showing a mythical
workshop with Santa Claus on
Christmas eve. Helen Mastenelli
is the danseuse.
Feature — The Beauty Market — Katherine McDonald.

Did You Ever Think Of
Fashionable Society Liki Thial—
-TO WOMEN'. futrioniiiU lociMT b •
fcMlon in ivbieh success means
XDMsr^e*. her hean'E D«sire.
.—^n.TO where
M£N'. menfaahianaMc'sodetr
bhnf wealth, forIs the■ rei&xagreat
But why Exchange,
blame the woman's
womait forbeauT>''
using ber nattrai
weapons—
— to Icnfs
wngt forfroB
the worldBeauty-aad
t-hat which Chain
sh.e most
KATHERINE

DONALD

m

MARKET

BEAUTY

Arthur Stolte's display for the Des
Moines theatre's engagement on " The
Beauty Market"
loseshowever,
much inget
reproduction. You may,
the
billing idea that most first run exhibitors are adopting for exploiting
this feature

January

j , ig 2 o

Bills

(Exhibitor Service) 421
Throughout

Palace Theatre —
Overture — Special organ selections.
Feature — "Heart of the Hills"— Mary
Pickford.

Country
PITTSBURGH

Pleasure" — ChapComedy
lin. — "A Day's
Current Events— Pathe News, No. 103.

Olympic Theatre —
'.\ Regular Girl". — Elsie Janis. Mr.
and Mrs. Carter De Haven in
"Moving Day." Prizma Travelogue "Alaskan Revelations."

Regent Theatre —
Feature — "A Girl Named Mary" — Marguerite Clark.
Comedy— "Why Wild Men Go Wild. '
Educational — Ford Weekly.

•Hawthorne
of the U. S. A."— Wallace
Grand
—
Rcid. Mack Sennett Farce "The
Lady's Tailor." Pathe Review.
Grand
the
Day.News Weekly. Topics of

Fairmoiint Theatre —
Overture — II Trovatore.
Current Events— Fox Weekly, Pathe
Review,
Outing
Chester and
Topics of the Day.
Comedy — "Bumping into Broadway" —
Harold Lloyd.

Blackstone —
"A Girl Named Mary." — Marguerite
Clark. Snub Pollard Comedy.
Tlic Isis of Indianapolis succeeded in
Pathe News. Burton Holmes
Travelogue.
getting the atmosphere of " It Pays to
Advertise " into its display space.
Although small in sice, tzvo colnnnts by
fife inches, thisthedisplay
page stuck out on

Fcattire- "The
Haj^awa.
— ^

Tong

Man"— Sessue
BALTIMORE

<«>

~Jilltam Fox

<•>

IDAsmnQTon
HOONTOIlP.AmM. StwllOOay
M 7JD ami 9ilSWEEK I3c-Z5c
The Daredevii of the H^orld
TOM

MIX
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MOBTM ilVE- 4T CH/iRLES ST.
FOR THIS lvt£K
Marguerite

CITY

Newman Theatre —
Overture — "Stradella."
Current Events — Newman News and
Views.
Vocal
Selection — Willard Andelin,
basso profundo.
Comedy — "Moving Day."
Feature — "Behind the Door" — Thos H.
Ince.
Royal Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe Review.
Educational — Topics of the Day.
Feature — "A Girl Named Mary."
Liberty Theatre —
Same as last week.
Doric Theatre —
Current Events — International; News
Reel, No. 50.
Comedy — "Apartment 23."
Feature — "The Illustrious Prince."
Next Week — "Checkers" .

CLARK
"A GIRL

NAMED
/arom.ou/)» A/lctiift Picture
A Romance of Youth
and • Mother's Love
'« tllhaAg t«I oar tlltjf ^1 I Osk
ARUrn,Y"
■ *„ M
Ih, JalnUal

Feature — The Girl from the Outside. —
Rex Beach.
Next Week's Feature — The Flame of
the Desert.
Overture — Toy Symphony (Haydn).
Current
Palace-Events — Pathe News Nos. 103104 — Topics of the Day.
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff.
Scenic — A Night in June — Paramount
Post Nature.

New Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe No. 103.
Vocal — Caesar Nesi, " Pagliacci " aiu
"On the Road to Mandalay."
Feature — "Flame Of The Desert,"
Farrar and Tellegen.
Parkway Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe No. 103 and
Topics of the Day.
Comedy — The Ladies' Tailor.
Feature — "A Girl Named Mary," Marguerite Clark.
Wizard Theatre —
Current Events — Fox Weekly.
Educational — Paramount Magazine.
Scenic — Bray Pictograph.
Feature — "Soldiers of Fortune" enters
upon its second big week.

~

KANSAS

MUPPOLITAN'STRAND

Current Events — International News
No. 51— Current Events No. 53.
Scenic — Eventide — Ford.
Comedy — A School House Scandal —
Fox.

Comedy — A Floating Bathtub — Fox.
Feature — A Girl Named Mary — MarClark.
Next Week'sgueriteFeature
— Hawthorne of
the U. S. A.

The Metropolitan-Strand \ised this display in a quarter page size for " The
Gay Lord Quex." It is one of the few
displays we have seen on this week's
bills at first run theatres zvhich doesn't
say something about Christmas. However that may not be an advertising
sin although it is customary
Columhia —
"Lasca" — Frank Mayo. New Century
Breakers." Gazette
"Jail Weekly.
Comedy
Times News
Loew's Lyceum —
"An Adventure in Hearts." — Robert
Warwick. Vaudeville.
East End Cameraphone —
"Loves of Letty." — Pauline Frederick.
Harold Lloyd Comedy.
Savoy
— of the Morning." — William
"Wings
Farnum.

Overture — Fantasia Napolitana.
Rialto
Current— Events — Rialto Local News
No. 5— Pathe News 103-104.
Scenic — The Forbidden River — Robertson-Cole.
Comedy — Tough Luck.
Feature — The Thunderbolt. — Katherine
McDonald.
Next Week — The Fearwoman.

t^Ji'lLLIAM POX
Omp laidiaJ K»ey>eiutatioir!ij^
Beginnings /Trtonday-Labop Day 9cpt,l

Wflnsp
5>) /iPSt
j'KowindSTATES
ir\ "theJUE GBEATE^r oAewe dbama in the nomo
f^vou-Synphony Oivhe>stra of' 40 SoloWtr
FARNUM
in
"WOLVES
o/^^ne

D. W. Griffith's "Broken Blossoms."
—
Regent
Ford Sterling in "A Ladies'
Tailor." Tele Weekly. Regent
Topical Tips.

The first display for " A Girl Named
Mary " to be recorded in these pages
is by the Parkivay of Baltimore. The
cut of Miss Clark is not good, being
WASHINGTON
smudgy, showing the star in an unfavorable pose but it serves to give our
readers the proper line of dopa to pursue in billing this latest Marguerite
— the Christmas Tree
Overture — Around
Clark feature. In size this was three Metropolitan
tens
(Tobani).
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Ina

Claire

has affixed her sigINA CLAI
to a contract whereby she
natureRE
will be starred by Metro Pictures
Corporation in a screen version of her
stage success, "Polly With A Past."
In acquiring the Belasco stage star
for the screen, and in securing at the
same time the picture rights to " Polly
With A Past," Metro officials feel that
"they have scored another coup as
sensational and important as Metro's
recent purchase of Vincente Blasco
Ibanez's ' The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse' for the silver sheet."
Metro's statement just issued points
out that " Fine Feathers," " Old Lady
31," " Parlor, Bedroom and Bath," and
other dramatic successes are among the
vehicles recently bought by Metro for
its " fewer and better " productions.
The signing up of Ina Claire as a
Metro star is made the subject of a
detailed report from the Metro Pictures Corporation. This statement
reads in part as follows :
" Miss Claire's prestige in the dramatic world, her youth, beauty and
captivating personality, have combined
to make her a star much sought after
by motion picture producers ; but she
had turned a deaf ear to all offers until
Metro came to her with the announcement that it had purchased the screen
rights to ' Polly With A Past.'
" Competition that amounted almost
to hectic bidding was also encountered
by Metro in its purchase of ' Polly
With A Past.' Several rival producing
companies were in the field for this

Metro

To Reproduce

Metro

Her Stage

Success, " Polly with
a Past," on Screen

Ina Claire, Balasco star who has signed
with Metro to be featured in her stage
success " Polly With a Past "
sprightly comedy by Guy Bolton and
George Middleton. It was done into
a stage production by David Belasco,
with nine
Miss
role. Claire in the leading femi" Metro, however, met the figure
finally asked for the rights to present

Looks

REVIEW of the activities of
the year by Metro Pictures
Corporation shows as an outstanding feature the abandonment of
the program picture and the inauguration of the " fewer and better"
pictures policy with what is described
as " the most auspicious success."
With this marked departure in policy, other important developments
came which included the acquisition
of stage and book successes, the signing of new stars, the final touches
to the facilities of the Hollywood
studios and the arrangement to resume production in the East.
In a lengthy statement, just issued,
the following announcement is made :
" The prospect for the New Year
shows Metro with its new policy in
full and prosperous swing. Its organization has been so increased and
perfected as to promise even greater
things. The year will witness at its
start the release of no less than six
big special productions and the promise of more with greater regularity
than characterized the first months of
1919 when the abrupt and notable
change of policy was first ^made.
A

Becomes

Back

Star

Motion

Picture

Campaign

Book

News

Out

on

Hyman Attraction
The firm of Willis, Eckels & Mack,
Chicago, have just prepared for Arthur
S. Hyman Attractions an unusually effective campaign book on " The Penny
Philanthropist," starring Ralph Morgan andthe
Peggy
which will be
released
first O'Xeil,
of the year.

' Polly With A Past ' on the screen,
and then launched its drive to obtain
the signature of Miss Claire as a
Metro star. The beautiful young
actress was persuaded to her decision
by her confidence that Metro is
thoroughly equipped to put the play on
This campaign book contains newsthe screen in a manner to satisfy the
paper advertisements of real pulling
highest artistic standards. She was power worked out by experts who
also enthusiastic over the prospect of know from practical experience what
portraying for the camera a role that the busy exhibitor needs.
she so greatly delighted in portraying
Knowing that the half-tone ads seldom print satisfactorily, the producers
on Negotiations
the stage." for Miss Claire's serv- of this campaign book have made all
ices were concluded by Metro officials their ads line drawings to guarantee
with Arthur Butler Graham, a wellprinting.
known attorney, acting in behalf of the perfect
The newspaper stories in this book
young star. After the contracts had
been signed Richard A. Rowland, have also been written with the purpose of having them printed, as there
president of Metro Pictures Corporalion and Screen Classics, Inc., said : are no " fluffy " stories.
" The acquisition by Metro of this
gifted young actress as a star, and of Lyons and Moran Offer
' Polly With A Past ' as the vehicle
First Five Reeler
for displaying her inimitable talents, is,
The first of the five-reel comedywe believe, another evidence of the de- dramas
in which Eddie Lyons and Lee
sire on Metro's part to give the exMoran,
team of
hibitor only the best."
flingers, Universal's
will be featured
willfunbe
As recently stated, Aletro will re- " Everything But the Truth," Edgar
sume Eastern production in the early
spring at its studios in West 61st street, Franklyn's humorous storj-, the screen
have just been puroff Columbus Circle, maintaining pro- rights ofchasedwhich
from the Frank A. Munsey
duction on both coasts simultaneously,
with Director General Karger dividing Co. by Universal.
his time between New York and Los
For years this team confined its efforts to one-reel comedies. ■ The
Angeles.
"
Polly
With
A
Past,"
with
clamor
for their pictures became so
Miss Claire as the star, will be one of
the first productions to be made in great, however, that they began turning out two-reel films, and now comes
New York.
the five-reeler.

Over

the

Year

Announces Policies for sson and Emmy Wehlen. The late
John H. Collins, Charles Swickard,
New Year and Some
E. Mason Hopper, Harry Franklin.
George D. Baker and Edwin Carewe
of Earlier Releases
were on the staff of directors at that
time in addition to those now with
Screen Classics, Inc. ; namely, John
" Thirty-three program pictures Ince, Herbert Blache, Rex Ingram,
were produced by Metro during the Henry Otto, Ray C. Smallwood, A. D.
first half of 1919 until August. In Ripley and Jack Dillon.
addition, five Screen Classics, Inc.,
" Since the inauguration of the
special productions were presented. ' fewer and better ' policy three productions have been made by Screen
These included ' Why Germany Must
Pay,' with an all-star cast, ' The Classics, Inc., and released through
Great Romance,' with Harold Lockwood and directed by Henry Otto, Metro. These were ' Lombardi. Ltd..'
starring Bert Lyrell, ' Please Get
' Shadows of Suspicion,' wjth Harold Married,' starring Viola Dana and
Lockwood, ' The Man Who Stayed ' Fair and Warmer.' starring May
At Home,' with an all star cast and Allison. Six other big specials were
the last Lockwood picture, ' A Man under way at the Hollywood studios
and barely missed becoming Decemof " Honor.'
In the list of stars of the thirtyber releases. They usher in Metro's
three Metro program-pictures during program for the year 1920. Among
the first part of 1919 are: Bert Lytell, these are: 'Should A Woman Tell?'
Viola Dana and May Allison, who an original melodrama by Finis Fox,
are still the stars of the present with Alice Lake as the featured
Screen Classics, Inc., productions. In
and an all-star cast; 'The Best
addition the stars during this period player
of Luck,' a picturization of the Drury
included Ethel Barrymore, Edith Lane melodrama with an all-star cast
Storey. Hale Hamilton, Anna Q. Nil- including Kathryn Adams. Jack Holt,

Quintet-Cast in FiveReel Goldwyn Feature
The first photoplay from the pen of
Octavus Roj- Cohen, " Two Cents
Worth of Humaneness," now nearing
completion at the Goldw\Ti studios in
Culver City, Cal., will present one of
the smallest casts ever assembled for
a five-reel picture, according to an announcement from the Goldwj-n offices.
Madge Kennedy has the stellar role.
Her leading man is John Dowers.
Besides the leading players, Florence
Deshon has an important role. Willard Louis and Richard Tucker are
the other players who complete the
quintet in " Two Cents \\'orth of
Humaneness."
Lilie Leslie and Fred Malatesta.
" About the middle of Januarj- the
following productions will be released : ' The Willow Tree ' from the
stage
fantasy
of JapanRhodes,
by J. H.
Benrimo and Harrison
starring
Mola Dana ; ' The Right of Way,' an
adaptation by June Mathis of Sir
Gilbert Parker's tale of the Canadian
Northwest, starring Bert Lytell, and
' The \\'alk Offs,' from the Morosco
stage comedy by the Hatton"5, starring Alav Allison."
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Pearl

White

in

Star's Initial Fox
Completion;

P EARL
WHITE
has first
almost
*■
plotcd work
on her
Fox coinpro(hiction, E. Lloyd Sheldon's screen
version of Frank L. Packard's story
of the underworld, " The White Moll."
I'hc actress is being directed in hev
first Fox picture by Harry Millarde,
who has as his assistant Anthony
Merlo.
" The White Moll " is not a serial.
li is a Fox special production. Mr.
Packard is the author of " The Miracle Man," " From Now On," and
other screen successes. E. Lloyd Sheldon adapted it for the screen.
Richard Travers will play opposite
Miss White. Walter Lewis, Blanche
Davenport, William Harvey, George
Puancefort, John Woodford and John
P. Wade are other well-known players who will help the star make Frank
L. Packard's story one of the best

A tense moment from " Greater Than
Fame," a Selznick feature starring Elaine
Hammerstein

Drive
for
An Extensive

Pathe
Newspaper

" Topics
Campaign Is

Sales

on

Selig

Feature

Production N e a r s
Release in February
screen productions of the new year.
Work has been progressing at the
Fox Eastern studio for some timeHarry Millarde, the director, his assistant, and Edward Wcinert, the cameraman, arc reported to have developed some attractive sets with unusual
lighting
Fox this
Filmfirst
Corporation effects.
announces that
Pearl
February.
White production will be released in
According to the Fox announcement,
Pearl White's resolution not to appear in serials in 1920 is a wise one,
say those who have seen on the screen
as much of " The White Moll " as has
been completed. And to their opinion
Miss White adds that never has she
been as happy in her work as she is
in the visualizing of Frank L. Packard's famous heroine.

" Burston
Talks
on
New
Serial
Calls " The Hawk's Trail " a " Serial

Launched for " Topics of the Day "
A COMPREHENSIVE advertising influence in the promotion work, incampaign has just been launched
tended for public as well as exhibitor
by Pathe on " Topics of the Day," consumption, by asking more than SOO
comprised of the most pointed and newspapers allied with it to print
humorous quotations assembled by
the Literary Digest from newspapers publicity stories about " Topics of the
and magazines. This is the campaign,
In addition, two-thirds of a page of
planned for the early fall, but delayed
Literary Digest of the issue of
by the printers' strike, which made it the
Day."
20 was devoted to the
inadvisable to attempt the exploita- December
tion of the Timely Films, Inc., pro- screen quotations. According to
duced at that time, it is said.
Pathe, " At present there is hardly
The newspaper advertising was in- a high class motion picture theatre in
augurated during the holiday week, the United States that does not inand virtually eighty-five per cent, of
'Topics of the Day' in its
the urban population of the United weekly clude
program. But it is the intention of Pathe to more than double
States was reached, it is said, through
the 297 newspapers in which " Topics the number of users of the unusually
of the Day" copy appeared. In ad- clever short subject, and this aim
dition to the broad advertising cam- seems certain of realization within
paign, the Literary Digest used its
the next few weeks."
Heavy

Set for

Fox

Serial

Report Is Issued That 24 States Have
Been Sold to Big Distributing Units
A DEAL, involving a large amount the First National Exhibitor's Circuit
of territory, was closed this week of Atlanta, Ga., have the rights for
between the Warner Brothers, who Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Tennessee,
have the American and Canadian dis- North and South Carolina; the Arrow
tribution rights of Seng's wild animal Film Corporation of Boston, Mass.,
the New England rights ; the
serial, "The Lost City," with Frank J. has
Hatch, representing the Hatch Enter- Standard Film Service Company of
prises. The states involved are New Cleveland, Ohio, has the Ohio, IMichiYork, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, gan and Kentucky rights.
Inquiries and letters are said to be
Washington, D. C, Maryland, Delaware and West Virginia.
coming into the Warner office from all
Mr. Hatch is said to be enthusiastic over the country, not only are these
over the prospects of the ultimate suc- from state right buyers but from firstcess of the picture, and during a recent run theatres as well, seeking informainterview exhibited a letter which he
tion regarding this serial. The rereceived from his representative in
sponse from the trade press advertisPhiladelphia, stating, it is said, that
ing is said to be unusual, and the indications are that the entire American
after a trade showing to the exhibitors of that city, he signed up seventy and Canadian rights will be disposed
theatres, which includes the Stanley of soon.
Circuit, out of a possible ninety-three
To further aufment itt strong exploitain the city.
campaign on " My Husband's Othe\
It is reported that twenty-four states Wife,"tionthird
Stuart Blackton's feature
have been sold. In addition to those productions forJ. Pathe,
a special one sheet
acquired by the Hatch Enterprises, is being issued by Pathe.

De
Luxecampaign
" ; Tells
Why He ticularly
Names
It So with a
high class company
advertising
already
plot
that
promised
plenty
of chance for
Louis Burston, president of
Films, Inc., presenting the swift action I determined to give the
serial fans a real surprise and in the
fifteen episode serial " The Hawk's meantime so far as the production of
Trail," lays special stress on the line
" The first serial de luxe." In explana- serials was concerned, I would as Mr.
tion of this Mr. Burston is quoted as
Dooley says, ' illivate it a story or two.'
saying:
the line
taken for"I itshope
facethat
value.
It iswill
morebe This I did by securing my episode suspense through the plot action rather
than an advertising slogan. It is a
statement of fact that have cost me than by means of interpolated stunts.
many thousands of dollars, months of
" In my advance notices to the trade
the hardest sort of effort, frequently press I promised that I would do this
eighteen and twenty hours a day on a and I know that the statement was
stretch, and I believe from what has skeptically received. I would like, if
been said about this King Baggot pic- it is not unethical, to call your attenture by all who have seen it, including
tion to the trade press reviews of ' The
the professional reviewers, that I am Hawk's Trail,' because all the reviewers remarked about the difference
entitled to have that line accepted as I
have stated.
in this respect from the usual serial
" The most startling innovation of construction. As you may imagine this
my ' serial de luxe ' is the avoidance of is most gratifying, because I don't
punch endings in the sense that they mind telling you that I believe this
leave the hero or the heroine suspended quality in my most ambitious producin mid air or bound to a railroad
tion is going to open theatres to it that
track, or such old stuff. Having a par- never before have booked a serial."
In the
launched
Burston

George Le Guere, Frank O'Connor and Lucy Cotton, principals in the Gcraiu x . Bacon
production " Blind Love," a state right fiUn distributed by Aywon Film Corp.

Motion
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Changes
Says Universal
"The Asserts
Triflers"
This PictureAmuses
Has
Interesting Story and a Good Cast
UNIVERSAL announces that its family. Miss Edith Roberts takes the
new picture entitled " The Tri- part of Janet Randall, a pretty shop
flers," has the two-fold advantage of girl who is quite happy with her moan amusing story and good cast. Unitor-cycle sweetheart, Dan Cassidy, unversal in its report on this production
til she becomes mixed up with some
singles out little Benny Alexander, the society doings, and one Monte Norechild actor, probably best known for ville, society lion, in particular.
In her role of the shop girl, yearning
his part in " Hearts of the World,"
and declares that the large salty tears for a social career. Miss Roberts is
that Benny sheds in his new role as said to meet with many humorous adthe neglected child of wealthy parents
ventures. She is aided by Davis Butler in the role of the cop, and a good
" are sufficient to melt the heart of the
cast, including Forrest Stanley, Nell
most hardened film patron."
" The Triflers " is from the pen of Craig and other well known players.
Poland, and the pic- This Universal picture is said to be
Gladys Leslie
" The Midnight
a new inVitagraph
release Bride ' Josephture isFranklin
being produced under the di- flooded with clean and clever situarection of Christy Cabanne. It is a
tions. Its laugh-provoldng qualities do
thoroughly modern story, showing the
New State Right Firm
depend on " slap-stick " comedy
contrast in the lives of the middle class not
for their power, but- to subtly comical
Incorporates
and the butterfly existence of the ultra- presentation of the two-facedness of
F. L. Smith and Harry Owens ha\e smart folks of any large American up-to-date society.
formed a partnership to handle state
and world rights and shorti}' will incorporate. Offices already have been
opened in Chicago and Los Angeles,
Gives
Feature
Title
the former in charge of Mr. Smith, Neilan
who has been connected with the industry for fourteen years and is one
" The River's End " Selected for Film
of the most popular moving picture
Being Produced for First National
men in the east. The Los Angeles
rion Fairfax, who recently signed a
office is in charge of Mr. Owens who IT is definitely announced that the
initial independent production by long-term contract with Mr. Neilan,
is equally well-known in West Coast Marshall
Neilan to be released
film circles. A New York office will
adapted Mr. Curwood's story to the
also be opened at once.
through First National Exhibitors' screen.
While Mr. Neilan is in the north.
Messrs. Smith and Owens already Circuit will be "The River's End,"
have obtained the world rights to the an adaptation from James Oliver Cur- Director Victor Heerman will supervise the making of inserts and titles
Double Day Production Company's wood's latest novel of the same name.
pictures, including a series of 24 two- " The release of the film will come at the Los Angeles studio so that
reel western dramas, 15 of which are at the time when the story has reached there will be no delay in giving the
ready. The first releases will be late the peak of the national popularity film its final preparations. It is
in Februarv.
it
is now enjoying," according to the stated that the interiors for " The
announcement.
River's End " are finished, and the
It first appeared in Good House- entire company is now at Bear Valley,
just been placed on California, staging various exteriors.
Big Drug Store Tie-up the standskeeping,inand has
book form. Critics are In another week the players will journey to the Saskatchewan River in
said to have given the book excepwith "an Every
woman
Through
arrangement
with A." S.
tional reviews. " The River's End " Canada, which gave Mr. Curwood the
Hinds, manufacturer of Hinds' Honey is a story of the Royal Mounted material for his story, and there the
and Almond Cream, a country-wide Police, a tale of adventure and ro- final scenes of the picture will be
tie-up of the Paramount-Artcraft Sumance in the great Northwest. Ma- completed, according to reports.
per-Special,Everywoman,"
"
and the
Hinds toilet preparations has been effected.
It is stated that the Famous PlayersLasky Exchanges have sent to each of
ten thousand leading druggists in the Wm.
Flynn's
Exploits
Filmed
United States a poster and circular.
Thrilling Events in Career of Former
The poster is in five colors and is emSecret Service Head Basis of Series
bellished with three stills, showing
From this interesting career Carl
Viola Heming as she appears in her
the proge inDistribut
boudoir in the photoplay, together with ANOTHER
ing Harbaugh and J. Godron Cooper,
ress of themileston
Republic
a photograph of the various Hinds Corporation, of which Lewis J. Selz- whose records as directors include a
preparations grouped at the bottom.
nick is advisory director and Briton long list of successes, have taken the
M. Busch president, is marked by the most noted cases and put them into
screen form.
announcement that Republic has acWhen it was planned to picturize
quired aseries of eight two-reel features which relate the weird, peculiar Chief Flynn's life story, the problem
Chicago" U" Man Goes
who should play the leadto Robertson-Cole
and fascinating experiences of Wil- aroseingasrole.to After
several names were
liam J. Flynn, former chief of the
George E. De Kruif has resigned as
considered,
the
producers
finally deUnited
States
Secret
Service
and
now
Chicago Publicity Manager for Unicided upon Herbert Rawlinson.
versal to go with Robertson-Cole and Director of Investigation of the DeEach picture is a complete story and
partment ofJustice.
began his publicity work for the latter
on December 22nd. Mr. De Kruif has
Every one knows William J. FljTin, the titles all have a box-office drawing
done some splendid exploitation for or has heard about him. His exploits power. They include " Chang and the
Universal, particularly in putting over in running down criminals have ex- Law," " The Five-Dollar Plate," " The
tended over a long period of years, Silkless Banknote," " Outlaws of the
" The Right to Happiness." He has,
for nine years past, been engaged in and brought him in contact with the Deep," "The Faker," "The Poppy
newspaper and publicity work in cleverest of criminal minds plotting Trail," " The Kalda Ruby " and " The
Chicago. Banks Winter, who has been against the government and the peace Phantom Butler."
publicity man for Universal at Mil- of the country. In fact, his life has
Announcement is made by Fox Film Corporation that William Farnum will be seen
waukee, for sometime past, has been been one incident after another, all
E. Lloyd Sheldon's original story, " The
called to Chicago to take up Mr. De more stirring than the wildest tales of in
Challenge
of the Law," which has just been
novelists.
purchased for the star.
Kruif's work.

Picture

N ews

in Plans

Delay

Company's Trip South
As work progresses on the first
Catherine Calvert production of Films
Incorporated at the Oliver Studios on
East Forty-Eighth street, ManhatUn,
it is apparent that the elaboration of
the scenes already planned and the addition of a number of new scenes and
the extension of the cast to include a
number of actors, not originally included, will make it impractical for
the company to start South so soon as
expected.
Among the actors recently added to
the cast of the production are William
Black, who will take the role of the
leading man's father; Jack Newton,
who plays the part of a Western millionaire; and Gilbert Rooney, who is
one of a group of Harvard boys figuring prominently in the action of the
photoplay.
New

Series of Comedies

Nears Completion
The filming of the new series of
comedies by the Transatlantic Film
Company of America, Inc., which will
run under the name of " The Transatlantic Boarding School Girls " is
nearing completion at the Epic
Studios, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
In this series Alice Mann plays the
feminine lead. Playing opposite
Miss Mann is Freddie Howard.
Working in conjunction with these
two artists are a bevy of some 30
beautiful girls who are largely responsible for the " kick " in these
pictures.
The series is being directed by Dale
Hanshaw under the supervision of
Allyn B. Carrick, and will be released
on the independent market shortly.
Third Blackton Feature
Set for January 4th
Pathe will inaugurate the new year
with a J. Stuart Blackton feature,
" My Husband's Other Wife," which
will be the headliner among the releases for Januarj- 4th. Sylvia Breamer and Robert Gordon are co-starred,
but receive good support from Warren Chandler and May McAvoy. Stanley Olmsted is author of the latest
Blackton attraction. Pathe announces
that an impressive campaign book accompaniesMy
"
Husband's Other

Wife."

Charles T. Dazey, author of the famous
play " In Old Kentucky," released by First
National Exhibitor's Circuit
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National

William Russell is presented in " Sacred
Silence," Fox film
National

to Film

Six

Magazine Stories
After four months' survey of the
popular magazine field, the National
Film Corporation of America has announced its intention of putting into
picture form six of the best known
magazine stories that appeared in
periodicals of wide circulation during
the past year. This announcement was
made recently by I. Bernstein, production manager of the National, who virtually controls the purchase of the film
rights for his firm.
In line with the above announcement
Mr. Bernstein stated that the first of
the National's magazine series of
photoplays would be " Mary Minds
Her Business," by George Weston, now
runningJournal.
in serial form in the Ladies'
Home

Prohibition Is Target of
Sennett Comedy
Mack Sennett's latest comedy production, scheduled for release December 21st, deals with a timely subject
and gives the exhibitors an opportunity
for special exploitation.
The picture deals with prohibition,
which is one of the leading topics of
discussion at the present time. The
subject is two thousand feet in length
and is declared a scream from start
to finish.
For those who are not familiar with
the term " Speak-easy," we can best
explain same by calling it a " Blindpig." Charlie Murray, the proprietor
of a hotel and a blind-pig at the same
time, plays the lead. The supporting
cast is Marie Prevost, Fanny Kelly,
Carry Odell, Kalla Pasha, and Eddie
Gribbon.
Sheep Country Setting
for Mayer Picture
The sheep country of Southern California will afford most of the background for Anita Stewart's new picture, "The Fighting Shepherdess," a
Louis B. Mayer-First National attraction which has just gone into production. The story deals with the embarrassments and problems which confront agirl who has been thrown by
circumstances upon the mercy of a
small, narrow-minded town in the
West.
Wallace MacDonald is leading man
and Noah Berry has a prominent role.

Plans

alizanation
COMPLETIN
exfor
tion of theG newtheplan
hibitor defense and cooperation
-ponsored by members of First National Exhibitors' Circuit, J. D. Williams, manager, and H. O. Schwalbe,
--ccretary-treasurer of the company,
w ith N. H. Gordon, chairman of the
Exhibitors' Defense Committee, returned to New York on Monday and
announced that Associated First National Pictures, Inc., and Associated
First National Theatres, Inc., will
commence their active existence on
January 19.
That is the date when the policies
involved in the new plan of expansion
will become operative. These include
the standardization of film rentals
through sub-franchises which will determine service costs by established
percentages of the valuation of each
negative purchased by the releasing
company, exclusive exhibition rights
to theatres owning sub-franchises,
protection from price opposition, and
the support of the entire cooperative
membership whenever unfair competition threatens.
Organization of the new plan by
territories has been started by the individual members, and this, it is said,
will lead to an announcement early in
the New Year of the identities of the
great numbers of exhibitors who are
now affiliating with it. The enlarged
membership will, it is declared, include practically every representative
independent theatre in the country.
The recent association of Harry Crandall, of Washington, and Charles E.
Whitehurst, of Baltimore, with Tom
Moore, original franchise owner for
that territory, is pointed to as an indication of the calibre of the affiliations
that are being made in other sections.
Additional details of the plan of
the Associated First National Pictures
reveals that the franchise method will

Double

Associated Organizations Start Work
January

19th

effect a great saving in distributing
and sales costs. This, it is explained,
will react to the mutual benefit of the
producers and the exhibitor members
by making available for the financial
encouragement of bigger pictures
money that now is absorbed by nonproductive factors.
This reduction in the cost of distribution will result from the fact that
the market for the releases of the Associated First National Pictures will
be permanently established through
sub-franchises, so that the functions
of the exchanges will be largely administrative incarrying out the mechanical work of clearing houses for
film.
An almost unanimous sentiment exists among exhibitors for an organized efTort to maintain theatre independence, according to First National
officials. This, they say, is equally
true of owners of large and small
houses, and seeks, for its answer, the
practical possibilities of cooperative
buying and cooperative exhibiting.
" Theatre owners have become
weary in their efforts to determine
what the future has in store for
them," declares Mr. Williams. " We
talked to great numbers of them on
our trip, and I did not meet one exhibitor who failed to ask : ' Is this new
proposition one that will mean something more than a promise to-day, and
a regret to-morrow?' They want a
semblance of stability in a national
way. They are keenly aware of the
almost hopeless position they hold as
separate units, without the strength
that is possible in a unity of purpose
and action.
" No exhibitor who deserves the

Premier

second
JR.'S
READ,
on,
J• PARKE
Louise RGlaum
special
producti
'■ The Lone Wolf's Daughter," began
its career last week in Chicago by a
full week day and date engagement
in the Boston and Rose theatres, two
of the Harry Moir chain under the
general management of W. C. Dineen.
Mr. Dineen had booked this production on sight for a two weeks' engagement at the Alcazar theatre; but
so strong was his belief in the power
of the production that he cancelled
out of one of his other houses one of
the biggest of the recognized feminine
stars, thereby making two houses
available for simultaneous presentation of the picture.
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, the
distributor, announces the immediate
success of this Louis Joseph Vance
story which has been produced by Mr.
Read with all of the distinction and
richness that characterized his impopular " territory,
Sahara." where the
In the mensely
Chicago
Hodkinson sales organization first had
a look at the New York home office
sample print first run bookings have
been contracted for by the Palm theatre, Rockf ord ; Star, Elgin ; the Mir-

Soon

J. Parker

To
Read

Working
name is not fully aware that the one
certain road to success in the future
must be toward a condition or a plan
that will provide tlje same measure of
all-round encouragement to stars and
producers that it does to the theatre
General impressions formed by the
three officials during their joint trip
are that the small town exhibitors
owners."
particularly
are experimenting to a
greater degree than ever before with
the problem of longer runs for special
feature attractions ; that the bigger of
the productions are gradually changingnary
the public's
releases thatattitude
do not toward
measureordiup
to the entertainment standards of the
genuine specials, and that as a result
of these altering conditions, stars and
producers will have their abilities
tested far beyond the present screen
attainments in keeping ahead of public
demand.
" It is going to result in a real test
of producing and showmanship ability
to keep up the present astounding volume of interest in motion pictures,"
says Mr. Williams. " Exhibitors are
turning more and more to exploitation
as the one big, feasible solution to the
question of longer runs. This form
of activity has brought thousands of
new patrons to the theatre, and now
it is the responsibility of the exhibitors and the producers to hold this new
business, and convert it into a source
of added regular income.
" In every territory we visited there
were ample evidences that the motion
picture is taking on a new dignity.
The big specials of the last year, the
new theatres, with their superior
equipment, the closer attention exhibitors are giving to music and to
their entire programs, all are accomplishing wonders for the industry, and
of which New York as the so-called
center of the motion picture business,
has little understanding."

Glaum

Produc-

tion Scores; "Desert
Gold"
Has Many
Bookings
ror, Moline; the Majestic, Bloomington; the Orpheum, Galesburg; the
Fox, Aurora; the Majestic, La Salle,
and the following Chicago theatres,
the Gold, the 20th Century, Vista,
Pickford, Vendome, La Salle, Pine
Grove, Bryn Mawr, Karlov, Crown,
Paramount, Lakeside, Douglas, Madison Square, The Hub, Hamlin, New
Apollo and Avon.
William Sievers closed an immediate contract for early presentation
of " The Lone Wolf's Daughter " at
his new Grand Central, St. Louis, and
the Missouri first run bookings are
now in full swing in the adjacent
cities. The new Louise Glaum production has also been booked for early
first run showing at the Opera House,
Jamestown, N. Y. ; the Jefferson,
Auburn, N. Y., and the Signal AmuseTenn. ment Co.'s big house at Chattanooga,
" Desert Gold " is also reported by

Film

the Hodkinson offices as still getting
many bookings, and fulfilling all
One exhibitor, for example, says:
promises.
" Everybody told me I was crazy when
I paid $500 for this picture in my little town and I ran it and made a
clean $1,000 profit. If that is a sign of
craziness I want to remain in the same
condition and wish to ask you to let
me know well in advance when your
next
Zane the
Greyimportant
picture isbookings
coming." of
Among
" Desert Gold " announced by the W.
W. Hodkinson Corporation in the last
few days theatre,
are: C.Oakland,
W. Midgeley's
American
Calif. ;
the Unique, El Paso. Tex. ; the Grubel
Brothers' Electric theatres in Jo';)lin,
i^Io. ; St. Joseph, Mo. ; Kansas City,
Kan., and Springfield, Mo. ; the Regent, Muskegon, Mich. ; the Liberty,
I>avenport, la. ; the Union Avenue,
Portland, Ore. ; the Regent. Toledo,
O.; the White Way, Mansfield, O- ;
the Wysor Grand, Muncie, Ind. ; the
Isis, Glendive, Mont. ; the Lona, Sedalia. Mo. ; the Iris, Miles City, Mont. ;
the Federal, Salem, Mass, ; the Royal,
Waco, Texas.
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Lifts
Utica, N.Y.
Robertson-Cole Takes
Books

Sunday
Advantage

Picture

News

Ban
and

Downtown

Houses on First Day
Cole Company an- another of the local managers and
THE Robertsonnounces that the main downtown signed them up for Robertson-Cole
section of Utica, N. Y., was a iinit in pictures for the opening day. As the
tion of Robertson-Cole's pic- time was short and the offerings very
the exhibi
tures on a recent Sunday, when the alluring, each of the managers of the
ban on Sunday pictures was lifted. four main houses in Utica signed up
This achievement, according to the for a picture.
Robertson-Cole report, was due to the
"So the picture fans who turned out
foresight of C. A. Saunders, a. sales- in large numbers on that first Sunday
man with headquarters in the Robertfound the whole town — so far as its
son-Cole, Albany, N. Y. exchange.
How Mr. Saunders accomplished leading houses were concerned — to be
a unit . for Robertson-Cole. The
the reported picture "clean-up" for his
. organization is made the subject of a Colonial Theatre played Sessue Hayarecent report received from the offices kawa in 'The Gray Horizon;' the Maof the Robertson-Cole Company. The
jestic Theatre played 'Poor Relations;'
report follows iti part :
the De Luxe Theatre, 'Better Times;'
" Saunders made it his business and the Alhambra Theatre, 'The Other
to be 'on the job' for a particular rea- Half.' All these last three pictures
son. He knew all the theatre man- star ZaSu Pitts, the little serio-comic
agers were to be there, waiting for the star, who is being managed by Robert- Viola Dana is star of " The Willow Tree " a Screen Classics production released through
son-Cole, and who shortly is to be seen
Metro
verdict. His 'dope' went over as he
in
'Seeing
It
Through,'
the
new
dethe
after
moment
A
planned.
had
i6
cision Saunders button-holed one after Brentwood picture."

"TheWhirlwind"GetsNotice
Alperstein of Allgood Corp. Asserts
Many State Righters Make Inquiries
<<\TEVER in the history of serials
ferent serial every night," continues the
i-^ has there ever been such a coun- Alperstein statement.
" That ' The Whirlwind ' will surpass
try-wide demand as exists today," says
Mr. A. A. Alperstein, general manager in thrills and stunts our former offerof Allgood Pictures Corporation,
ing, 'The Great Gamble,' released by
Pathe is proven on the screen by the
"for installment stories, especially of unbelievable
stunts performed by
Alpergood kind."
the genuinely
stein further states
that theMr.offices of Charles Hutchinson. Either Hutchthe corporation have received a large
ison doesn't care two whoops for his
number of inquiries from state rights life or else the man is utterly without
buyers for territory, terms, prices, etc., nerves is the only way one can describe the risks this star takes in 'The
on ' The Whirlwind,' featuring Charles
Whirlwind,' says Mr. Alperstein.
Hutchinson.
"The Whirlwind" was written and
"It seems that the country has gone produced by Joseph A. Golden, proserial crazy for among the inquiries
ducer of "The Great Gamble." Mr. E.
received are letters telling of certain S. Manheimer is the foreign sales representative. The main offices of the
houses now running a different serial
as often as four and five nights a Allgood Pictures Corporation are in
week, some running a chapter of a dif- the Longacre Bldg., New York.

Lesser Cast
Points Out
of -Eye
Avi
PlaysSol Up
ofNames
"Sky
"
ators in Cast Well-Known to Public
in his hands every second durA STATEMENT recently issued by his life
ing the production, it is claimed, and
the Sol Lesser Exchange calls
attention to the fact that names, well- enacted some "Hair-raising" stunts.
known to those that follow the ex- Some of his other feats include a fistploits of the air-men, are hsted in the fight in mid-air, the leap from plane to
plane, the jump from a plane to a
cast of the "Sky-Eye," the six-reel
aerial feature being distributed on the swiftly moving train and others equally
hazardous, it is said. Lieutenant C. C.
state-right basis by the Sol Lesser or- Nutt, as Lieutenant Fordyce, was also
ganization.
One of the most prominent members prominent in the accomplishment of
is Harold J. Peterson, one of the real some dangerous feats.
Many inquiries are reported to have
dare-devils of the sky, who was rebeen
received from state-right buyers
ransom
for
held
cently captured and
reference to " Sky-Eye." The Sol
by Villa and his Mexican bandits. It in
i.s asserted that Peterson is seen in this Lesser Exchange of New York has
under way for distribution in
picture to good advantage, not as an plans
actor, but in the performance of some that city and expects to announce an
opening at one of the Broadway houses
highly thrilling stunts.
Lieutenant Russel J. Hunt in the very shortly. In addition to the many
tie-ups announced, several
part of " Sky-Eye," however,
is said exploitation
more of importance are said to be
to lead the field in his performance now
under way.
of hazardous escapades. Hunt took

Oir'
Has
Capable
Direction
Guy Empey Gathers Well-Known Workers in Every Department for Production
UY EMPEY, whose next photo- from Vitagraph. James Fleming is
play "Oil" has been in work at Molloy's assistant, and Eugene Morin
the Paragon Studio, Fort Lee, since is in charge of still photography.
December 15, has gathered around
Florence Evelyn Martin is again
him a group of film folk notable in playing the leading female role and is
all departments.
The direction of the picture is in practically co-starring with Guy Empey. Portraying some of the more imthe hands of Wilfrid North who became well known to the industry
portant roles in " Oil " are a trio of
through his many years with Vita- actors well known to both stage and
graph, for which company he was screen in the persons of Templar
supervising director at the time he left Saxe, William Eville, and Harry
to join the Guy Empey Pictures Cor- Burkhardt. Saxe and Eville play the
poration. Itwas Mr. North who di- roles of a couple of crooks, partners,
rected "The Undercurrent," the present who contribute very substantially to
Empey Special Attraction which is
comedy and
of " of
Oil."a
now being distributed by Select Pic- both
Mr. the
Burkhardt's
roledrama
is that
tures Corporation. Associated with mining engineer and it likewise runs
all through the picture.
Mr. Phil
NorthQuinn,
in theAssistant
filming of
" Oil ";
are
Director
In " Oil " Guy Empey declares he
Harry Lee, Studio Manager, and will present a photoplay distinctly difHerbert Messmore, Technical Direcferent from anj-thing he has done betor. The camera work is in charge of
fore. Although the piece is a true
Thomas F. Malley, another recruit drama, it is interlarded with comedy.

gjg
Serial
" The Great
Film, Opens

Feature
Scre
ened
Air Robbery,"
Universal
in Los Angeles Dec. 28
(i'TTHE GREAT AIR ROBBERY," Parsons, French ace with thirty-seven
Universal's big aerial feature planesbell, to
creditof; boches,
" Scottj- and
" Campwith ahisstring
Dean
picture, starring Ormer Locklear of
Lamb,
British
ace.
the United States Army Air Service,
will have its premier opening at the
The flyers are reported to have pronounced the " Great Air Robbery " the
Superba theatre, Los Angeles, com- finest aerial
moving picture production
mencing the week of December 28th.
It is reported that a committee of they had ever witnessed. It is said
representative flying men from New that they praised it for being free from
technical flying errors found in
York recently viewed a special show- the
ing of this picture at the Universal other air pictures.
" The Great Air Robbery " has a
Broadway office. The party is said to
have included Mr. Lawrence Driggs, gripping story running throughout, the
president of the American Flying Club, hold-up of the midnight aerial mail,
the leading aviation organization of leading to many sensational air exploits, to which Francelia Billington
this country; Mr. Cole Younger of
the contest committee of the recent and an admirable cast lend excellent
trans-continental flight, and Mr. Rich- support. Ormer Locklear performs
one of the most hazardous feats known
ardson, publicity director for the Curtiss Airplane Company. In the gather- to present-day aviation by jumping
from one speeding airplane to another.
ing were seen, it is stated, " Ted "

FAK
from being doubtful in theme,
here is a real heart-appeal picture
— the same honesty of sentiment that
moved many, many thousands of
people when they read "Oats and the
Woman, "that remarkable Fanny Hurst
story from which this picture was made.
FOK such a story it was necessary to
find an actress whose talents and personality would flawlessly picture the anguish of soul thru which our heroine has
to pass by reason of youth's great mistake.
IN FRANCELIA BILLINGTON
this actress was found and Univer'
sal offers you "THE DAY SHE
PAID" with the conviction that your
every audience w>li completely symour heroine's
of
sacrifice pathize
andwith will
thoroughlyspirit
enjoy
Staging
the picture.
n
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Direction
and Photography —
all are the very best.
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A thoroughly delightful
comedy'drama in which
two young people cast aside
suspicions of criminality to
fall helplessly in love. Rich
with humor and character
bits which round it out into
atainment.
charming evening's enter'

Directed by that Master-director
of Western comedy drama. Jack
Ford, this newest Carey contains
a little bit of everything that has
made human Harry Carey a
nationally popular screen figure.
Locations and photography are,
as always, beyond comparison.

"A poem in pictures is the
only term for this highly
romantic, wondrously bcau'
tiful drama of the "splendid
die Forties"
the Rio
Grande.
And along
that marvelous
stampede is worth going miles
to see. Show this picture —
you can't do any better.
UN

As good as "The Weaker Vessel" — as
good as "Bonnie, Bonnie Lassie "— need
needn't.
No — we hk.
more? MacLaren
we sayanother
simply
See itIt's
at
your Universal Exchange without fail.
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Fathe
Cites
Progress
for
1919
HK growth of the Pathe feature Has Increased Monthly series of comedies based on Julian
Street's stories ' .'Kfter Thirty' in
btisiness during 1919 is reviewed
Releases, and Made
whicli John Cumberland, star of ' The
by Mr. Paul Brunei, VicePresident and General Manager of
Gay Old Dog' will be featured.
" Edgar Lewis and Edwin Carewe
Pathe Exchange, Inc., in a statement
Big Acquisitions
will not be introduced to Pathe pajust issued. From the beginning of
trons until 1920. Mr. Lewis has comJanuary of 1919, the Pathe feature Model ', with Dolores Cassinelli ; ' A
department has grown rapidly, and, Damsel in Distress ', a screen version
pletedOther
'
Men's Shoes ', a film
with the New^ Year about to be of P. G. Wodchouse's Saturday Even- version of Andrew Soutar's celebrated
ushered in, Mr. Brunet asserts the
ing Post serial story; 'The Gay Old novel, which will be released February
hist twelfth month has been the Dog ', Hobart Henley's first produc- 1st. Edwin Carewe wmII make his
tion for Pathe ; ' A Woman of Pleas- debut on the Pathe schedule, witii
greatest
in the annals of Pathe's feature business.
Web of Deceit ', starring Doure ', Jesse D. Hampton's inaugural ' The lores
Cassinelli which is booked for
In outlining Pathe's feature progress Pathe special; 'Dawn', one of J. release on January 18.
from last January, Mr. Brunei calls Stuart Blackton's most artistic oflferattention to the fact that during that ings ; and ' The Prince and Betty ', " Pathe enters the new year with
month only one feature picture was with William Desmond as star, which some of the brightest stars of the
Leah Hairi star in "The Capitol,"
screen, including June Caprice, Doreleased by the distributing organiza- is also a Hampton attraction.
W. W. Hodkinson feature
lores Cassinelli, Marjorie Rambeau,
" During the last year there became
tion. "' The Midnight Stage ', starallied with .Pathe some of the fore- Blanche Sweet, John Cumberland,
was Pathe's first
most producers of feature motion
Gordon, Sylvia Breamer,
""g Frank
Is release
LaSt Equity• Franchise
J
of theKeenan
year, said Mr. Brunet. pictures in the industry, — Edgar 'Robert
Snub
'
Pollard,
and Frank Keenan.
JDlSpOSed KJl
" In February we followed this up
The last territorial franchise for the with another Keenan production, Lewis, J. Stuart Blackton, Jesse D. Then there will be the inimitable
Hobart Henley and Edwin
two-reel
comproductions of Equity Pictures Cor- ' Todd of the Times ' and Baby Marie Hampton,
Carewe. Added to this aggregation, Harold ediesLloyd,
are beingwhose
extremely
cordially
poration was disposed of last week Osborne in ' The Old Maid's Baby.'
are Albert Capellani, whose received through the country.
when T. E. Larson secured the rights " Since February we have issued there
work is known to every exhibitor in
Com" Large plans have been triade for
'
as
winners
box-office
big
such
and
Arkansas
Oklahoma,
for Texas,
Missouri and left New York for the mon Clay' and 'The Cry of the the United States ; Leonce Perret, each of these stars. What Pathe has
of ' The Thirteenth Chair ' and done in 1919 is a matter of record.
middle west to establish offices. Weak ' with Fannie Ward ; ' Oh Boy ' creator
big Pathe features; Hal E. Its feature business has many times
" Eyes of Youth " will be the first with June Caprice and Creighton other
release. Offices are being opened now Hale, a Capellani special ; ' The Profi- Roach, who is producing the Harold exceeded that of other years, due to
at Dallas, Kansas City and St. Louis, teers ' with Fannie Ward; 'The World, Lloyd series of $100,000 two-reel the high class product, the expert
with branches in other localities. Aflame ', Frank
Keenan's great comedies, and the one-reel Holin salesmanship employed in its distribution and the unusually competent
in which
' Snub
Chair ' a comedies,
Thirteenth
The
'
;
special
new
a
Mr. Larson has incorporated
has the leading
role.
Mrs.' Pollard
Sidney exploitation material furnished with
organization for the distribution of visualization of Bayard Veiller's mas- Drew has been signed to produce a
has been ter stage drama; 'The Virtuous
which Company,
productions
EquityPeacock
titled
Productions
each feature."
of which Mr. Larson will be general
manager.
■and
the
Public
Taste
Mr. Larson's headquarters will be Al. Christie
in the Majestic Theatre Building,
HE
findings
resulting
from
nine
of
regular
picture
theatre fans. Fay
Comedy Producer Tells Tincher, Alice Lake,
Tulsa, Okla., but he will act in the
Edith Roberts,
years'
observation
will
be
put
manager.
traveling
T into efTect by Al Christie in his
capacity of general
Something of Plans
Colleen Moore, Eddie Barry, Earl
1920 comedy output.
Rodney, Neal Burns, Molly Malone
and Observations
F. P.-Lasky British Unit
In gauging public demand, the
and others in two-reel comedies;
comedy producer has found that many
Bobby Vernon, Dorothy Devore, Ethel
Chooses First Subject
must be taken into considera- was sold on the proposition, it was Lynne, Jimmie Harrison, Jay Belasco,
The first production of Famous things tion.
He recently said in an inter- much easier to please the public. All Patricia Palmer, Helen Darling, Vera
Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd.,
view :
of which leads me to believe that
and others in one-reel rewill be Marie Corelli's
"
The
Sorrow
the exhibitor likes is not always Steadman,
leases. Next year will see some of the
. ...
, ,
"Does the public want to be enter- awhat
criterion of public taste.
of Satan," and it will be directed by ^^-^^^^ ^j^j^ ^ diverting little story
old standljys and other new faces.
Hugh Ford. This dual announcement ^^^^.^ ^^^^^ p^^pl^^
^^^5 ^^^^
" Another comedy director asked me They will all be young people in little
was made^Monday at^ the o*_ce_of .tn^ bugh hilariously at a lot of hokum the other day, ' Are you going to make
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
stories of real life."
gags. That's the question which
where it was also stated that Mr. Ford and
directors of moving picture comedies the same kind of comedies this year? '
and
I
said
I
really
didn't
know,
bewould leave for London some time have asked themselves a thousand
cause we continually hear the same
Larry Trimble to Direct
next month, starting work about the times. That's what I have asked mything
ringing
in our ears : ' The public
first of February.
self for the entire three years that wants to laugh,'
Zeena Keefe
' The public wants to
The production will be filmed at the we have been making Christie ComMyron
Selznick announces that
laugh.'
So
as
an
experiment
we
have
edies and I am frank to admit that I given them laughs. We have just
new London studio of the British comLarry
Trimble
will direct Zeena
certain
of
do
not
know
yet.
pany with the exception
finished a two-reel comedy which is Keefe in Sophie Irene Loeb's drama,
scenes which will be made in the South
" Nine years ago when I began a bubble of laughs all the way through.
The Woman God Sent." Mr.
of France. No announcement of the directing pictures, I started out mak It is true it lacks in plot what some "Trimble
made the screen adaptation
produc
the
in
seen
be
will
players who
ing the type of comedy which we are of the previous comedies had. If of the story also.
en
the
that
than
further
made
tion is
still producing, light stories of young you start out by telling a story you
tire cast will be English.
people, leaving out the so-called funny
disguises, the rougher forms of alleged can't stop to inject a lot of hokum.
But we tried it and now we'll see
whether they really want it or not.
humor, the ' hokum ' and the ' gags.'
" When we started Christie Com" $1,000,000 Reward " Is
" Then the other director said,
Film
edies
as
an
independent
brand,
we
r
Spectacula
' Well, this must be the answer to
Harry Grossman's production, still followed this ideal. We gave your scheme of comedy making. You
"$1,000,000 Reward," is reported to them stories first and laughs second, established your own type of comedy
possess interiors replete with lavishly When the comedies were first shown
rich decorations. E. Douglas Bing- by exhibitors, most exhibitors were alone and now you've got five other
directors working under you, all makham, studio manager, is represented skeptical. They sat back in their theaing comedies in your own school of
as the one responsible for the unus- tres and failed to hear any bursts of
ual character of the settings used in hilarity. There were no ' stomach
" Perhaps so. We'll see in 1920.
this serial. Costly antiques, or their laughs ' and the exhibitor failed to be
while building commethods.'
clever reproductions, adorn the vast impressed. I always maintained that Unconsciously,
edies around plots we have found ourspaces of magnificent halls and cham- 'the loud laugh betokens the empty
selves making a star system for
bers, it is reported, while reproduc- head.'
comedy,
something which was entirely
public,
the
the " It was different with
tions of paintings and portraits of AcThey appreciated being given diverting unlooked for and unsought. For exmasters are seen on the walls.
ample take the people we presented in
cording to announcements, both dec- little stories which left them with
clever Goldwyn star viho
remem- comedies in 1919. People whose faces Madge Kennedy,
orations and furnishings bear a stamp something in addition to theexhibitor
on good looks and screen
long
is
are
known
to
hundreds
of
thousands
the
Once
laughs.
of
brance
personality
of magnificence that is unusual.
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Motion

The

most

astounding

drama

that

the

mind

of

man

ever conceived — or tlie bravery of the bravest ever carried to successful conclusion.

A

romance

of

today

which

will

be

the

actuality

of tomorrow — piracy in the air lanes! A terrorizing certainty which
crowds the mind with pictures of the vivid drama soon to take place in
the vast ocean of the skies.

A

picture

in

which

you

are

to rush, to roar, to whirl, to dive through

lifted

from

the immensity

your

of space — to

hang at a rope's end a mile above the earth while the woman
sweeps on above you, helpless in the clutches of a bandit of the air.
Mayhap

you

other human
amazing,

will

see

many

years

from

being with the ice-cold nerve of Ormer

overwhelming,

until that far-of]f day " THE
of all the pictures ever made
the sky's the limit.

stupefying

Universal-Jewel

seat

you love

now

Locklear

one
in this

Production,

but

GREAT AIR ROBBERY " will ht Number One
above the surface of the earth. A thriller in which

Picture
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folks think that acting is plain monkey

business, but I say it's no business being a perfectly decent monkey if you gotta be an actor. A

chorus girl — that's different. If they'd only gimme a
part suited to me sex I'd have a limousine and a
diamond neglectless. But — what are they doing to
me? They put me, an innocent small-town girl, into
the most degrading competition with a low down,
questionable character by the name of Joseph Martin
and they stipulate that my monkey business is to get
more and louder and quicker laughs per foot of film
than any other comedy workman in the business —
male, female, human, inhuman or slapsticker. Working hours? All hours — just as quick as I climb down
From my tree. Pay? Notadamcent! Wot a life I
Wot a life!"

JuNQLE

Gentleman'

JCtEiLrE:A6:eD
UNIVER/Ak

THRU
-

JEWCl.

Yours for Africa
Mrs. Joe.
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LYONS-MORAN
— WHO WILL snow YOU
THAT TH[ WALKING STICK
CAN BL PUNNIK ThAN
TH[ SLAPSTICK IN ThPR
NPW STARCOMKY
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DOG

Here is a real four-footed
comedian — the cutest,
smartest thing that ever
ran through a farce from
top to bottom as hright as
a wink. And he's just
hungry to pull something
funny every minute. Hog
the spotlight? Say!
Brownie is having a new
contract drawn up right
now that stipulates he's to
be centered in every scene!
Two pictures so far and
two hits that have set
every audience wild with
amusement. Book them
both.
BROWNIE'S

The biggest picture theatre in the whole
world is playing these Century-made
Lion Comedies as a regular part of its
weekly program. Need we say more?
No, except that the latest of the ten you
can see any time is

r

"NAUGHTY

LIONS AND WILD MEN"

Lion Comcdios^^
DIRECTED By FRED C. FISHBACK^-;:^^
LIONS TRAINED 8V CMAS OAY

DOGGONE

TRICKS "
A LUCKY DOG'S DAY "

EVfRY

UNIVERSAL

UNIVERSAL

r
BOOK

EXCHANGE

ALWAYS

DID

MAKE

THE

THEN

BEST

THRU

UNIVERSAL

SHORT

STUFF"
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Fox

Motion

Issues

IN a lengthy statement just issued by
William Fox, president of the Fox
Film Corporation, a brief summary of
the beginnings of the picture industry
is included and mention is made of
those productions which are regarded
by the president of the Fox Film as
the supreme achievements of that organization throughout the year just
drawing to a close. The most pertinent of the material has been selected
from the report and is submitted in
the following:
" Looking backward, we find that
this marvelous industry had as the
germ of its inception a toy — the zoetrope. Imagine this toy, a circular
contrivance with many slits, through
which the beholder gazes and sees figures in motion.
" Next there is a series of cameras
photographing racehorses and following that comes the single camera with
the strip of film. During this time
motion pictures are looked upon as
was the zoetrope. Comes then the
producer, who sees possibilities for
artistic development and financial income in the motion picture. He surrounds himself with experts, who make
many improvements.
" As the result of this work single
reel productions are made and offered
to the public, which shows little interest in them because there is lack of
continuity — lack of story. The producer loses money, is ridiculed ; but
he has faith in the industry. He continues to put his money into motion
pictures. He produces comedies. The
public smiles and patronizingly refers

Realart

Resume

Past

A e

Work

distributed questionnaires asking for
their unbiased opinion of the production. They were unanimous in pronouncing itone of the most beautiful
picture plays ever shown.
" One of our best successes has been
to these showings as ' the movies.'
' Checkers,' adapted from the famous
" On the heels of these single reel story of Henry M. Blossom, and ably
comedies come playlets with a thread directed by Richard Stanton, with an
of a story in them. The public shows all-star cast.
interest. The single-reel feature be" To my mind, a star who has done
comes a two-reeler, and from that is tremendous
good to motion pictures
gradually extended until there appears is
William Farnum. Those who have
the five-reeler, which contains a melodramatic story. And in that melo- seen him in such productions as ' The
dramatic story we have the beginning Lone Star Ranger,' ' Wolves of the
Night,' ' The Last of the Duanes,' and
of the success of motion pictures.
Wings of the Morning,' have seen
" From the beginning Fox Film Cor- 'the
cleanest, the best and the strongest
poration followed the policy of giving
that can be shown in motion pictures.
the public what it wanted. 'Abraham
" Pearl White is another star in
Lincoln said : ' You can fool some of
the people all the time and all of the whom Fox Film Corporation takes
people some of the time; but you can- great pride. Her first production as
Fox star is ' The White Moll,' an
fool all of above
the people
all the
time.' aadaptation
The notshowman
all other
business
of the story by Frank L.
people, knows this is true. The public Packard, author of ' The Miracle
cannot be fooled on amusements. It Man.' Heretofore Miss White has
cannot be led astray morally. If a been seen as a star in serials. Now
play lacks the right moral tone the she will come into her own as a dramatic star of power and charm.
public will show its disapproval by not
patronizing it.
" During the coming year there will
" One pf its grea'test achievements be a great elaboration of the Sunshine
Comedies.
The Singer Midgets have
has been the remarkable screening of
theseCook,
feaHenry W. Longfellow's immortal been engaged
tures, and we toalsoappear
have inClyde
poem, ' Evangeline.' This I consider a
milestone in the path of progress for the famous Hippodrome comedian.
motion pictures. It faithfully follows
" Captain Bud Fisher has some splenthe poem. Its photography is perfect.
did ideas in view for the Mutt and Jeff
It is splendidly told. The National cartoons, which, during 1920, will give
Board of Review gave a showing of motion picture patrons more surprise
' Evangeline ' for noted educators and and merriment than ever before.''
Cites

Industry's Beginnings and Fox Stars
and Productions

Reviews

IN a length},- statement recently issued the Realart Pictures Corporation reviews the work of the organization up to the present, and
announces that the success of the productions already released has vindicated
the claims originally made to turn out
products that would bring big returns
to the box-offices of Realart exhibitors.
Excerpts from the statement are
given, in part, in the following paragraphs :
" Three weeks after Realart Pictures
Corporation had appeared on the horizon the organization had signed up
three famous stars, had bought a long
list of famous plays and stories and
had begun arrangements for the contracting of two of the best known directors in the country. Exhibitors
throughout the nation who heard the
promise of the corporation responded
with a million and a half dollars of
contracts before the first picture was
completed.
" Proving that their program was
more than a theory, Realart gave the
industry as its first release ' Soldiers
of Fortune,' a picturization of the
famous novel of Richard Harding
Davis. This photoplay in its world
premiere at Washington, D. C, broke
all existing
records
Garden
theatre;
Thus atin Tom
its firstMoore's
stroke
Realart vindicated its belief that the
rpost famous stories bring the greatest
crowds. Mr. Moore extended his showing of Realart pictures from one week
to five. ' Soldiers of Fortune ' con-

of

Picture

Work

Says Releases Have Met
Substantial Success
at All Locations
tinues to break records in many other
cities, and has been acclaimed by manj'
reviewers and exhibitors."
The second special production released by Realart is also a well known
story, of a type especially adapted to
the peculiar psychology of the restless
times. " The Mystery of the Yellow
Room," an Emile Chautard production,
adapted from the French novel by Gaston Leroux, has proved to be a product
that is diverting and perplexing at the
same time, and in this respect is particularly satisfying to the average
taste. The Realart report continues :
" ' The Mystery of the Yellow Room '
followed the success of ' Soldiers of
Fortune' by shattering the box-office
record of Moore's Rialto theatre upon
its first Washington presentation."
In " Anne of Green Gables " the
producing company has filmed a story
particularly appealing to girls and
young women. " ' Anne of Green Gables 'has proved a winner, and in many
instances it has shattered box-office
records
long standing," declares the
Realart of
announcement.
" ' Erstwhile Susan ' is based upon
the novel ' Barnabetta,' by Helen R.
Martin. It has followed upon the
wake of the successful and widely advertised stage run of the play with

To

Maurice" presenting
Toumer producer
of " Treasun
Island
real skeleton
Clarki
Irvine,
editor of the aGoldwyn
Studio toSkeletor
Realart

Film

Plays

Return Broadway Date
"When Broadway asks to see a
picture the second time, that picture
is So
the says
goodsJohn
! " S. Woody, General
Manager of Realart Pictures Corporation in commenting on the second Broadway showing of " Soldiers
of Fortune," the Allan Dwan production which was the feature picture at the big Capitol Theatre several weeks ago. This adventure story
also was shown last week at B. S.
Moss's Broadway Theatre.
At the same time Mary Miles
Mwas
interthein feature
"Anne of
Green Gables"
photoplay
at the
Rivoli Theatre. The simultaneous
occupation by Realart films of two
['■roadway houses sets a significant
record for a new producing company,
declare Realart officials.

Date

Mrs. Fiske in the leading role. .\t the Dooley Comedies to be
Released by Tyrad
Rialto theatre. New York, ' Erstwhile
The Johnny Dooley Film Comedies
Susan ' played a solid week to capacity liouses and drew uniformly favor- announce the signing this week of conable ciriticism from newspaper rewhereby the
entire comedies
world's rights
on thetracts
Johnny
Dooley
have
Another production to be released by been acquired by Tyrad Pictures, Inc.
Realart
is " The Fear Market," adapt- The Johnny Dooley comedies will be
viewers."
ed from the stage play of the same sold on the State Rights basis, and the
name by Princess Troubetzkey. This first comedy is to be released January
play had a run on Broadway four I5th. Four pictures are already comyears ago. Realart is expecting the
pleted and the present schedule calls
same substantial response for this month.
for a two-reel comedy release every
story as has come to its photoplays
Such noted players as Sophie
previously released.
Tucker, the queen of jazz, Martha
"Bunk Serial" Period Mansfield, the Ziegfeld Folly Beauty,
and Gilda Gray, the shimmy champion,
Has Come to Close
will be seen with Johnny Dooley in his
George Wiley, producer of " The
Woman
in starring
Grey," Arline
a new Pretty
fifteen-episode serial
with
Henry G. Sell, has issued a statement
in which he declares that the day of
the " bunk serial " is over.
" The serials of the past," said Mr.
Wiley, " were on the whole a conglomeration of would-be thrills and
dare-devil stunts (of the camera) held
together, or rather not held together,
by a weak and illogical story. Acting
and worthy direction were never considered essential, and the type of serials we have been seeing were a natural result. ' A Woman in Grey,' our
new serial, was produced with the same
care and on the same elaborate plan
as a five-reel feature." The serial is
now being sold to State right buyers.

first screen offering "Some Mind
Reader," which will be released January 15th.
Deitrich-Beck

Sign

Up

Marie Shotwell
Marie Shotwell. who recently completed an important role in Frank G.
Hall's production, " Chains of Evidence " under the direction of Dallas
M. Fitzgerald, was signed last week
by Deitrich-Beck, Inc.. for a role in
Doris Kenyon's next starring vehicle,
• "The Har\-est Moon" under the direction of J. Searle Dawley, former
director of Marguerite Clark. Work
starts this week at the Leah Baird
Studio, Fort Lee.
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Warner

Shifts

His
Type
of
Roles
picture it is said.
H. B. Warner has experienced a decided revolution in the manner of roles From a Society-Man to
Producer Hampton and Director
Adventurer to Prove
King have surrounded Mr. Warner
that he has been called upon to enact,
with a good cast, including Charles
says a recent report from the offices
His Versatilitv
Mailcs, Edward Peil, Frank Lanning,
of Robertson-Cole. From high society
Florence Oberle, Harry Kendall, Marroles, such as he assumed in "A Fugguerite Livingston, Martin Dcvereux,
itive From Matrimony," Mr. Warner a will to the effect that his grandson,
has swung around to the part of an John Glenarm, must live for one year Patrica Fox and Charles French.
I am willing to stake the reputation
adventurer in his current Robertson- in the castle if he expects to share in
the
estate.
Glenarm,
a
yoimg
man
of
of
my studios
"Hauntingin Shadows,"
Cole production, "Haunting Shadows," brave and adventurous mind, likes declared
Mr. onHampton
his report
directed by Henry King and produced
to officials of Robertson-Cole. It is
nothing better and moves in.
by Jesse D. Hampton.
The very first night he is in the an ideal Warner story and he sure
".\ Fugitive From Matrimony" was
a society drama, the kind that Warner house, as he is dining, a wine glass is makes good in his new line of work.
is said to register unusually well in. splintered in his hand by a bullet from In making this picture we had one eye
Hampton, to prove that Warner is a an unseen foe. This is only the be- on the box office and the other on
ginning of many strange happenings. (|uality of production and we have acmost versatile screen-actor, cast him as
complished both.
uglas McLean and Doris May in the an adventurer in the forthcoming Rob- •Mysterious enemies search the place by
ramount-Artcraft production " What's
"There
are
all kinds of exploitation
day
and
by
night.
Even
a
young
ertson-Cole
production,
"Haimting
Your Husband Doing?"
woman whom Glenarm falls in love and advertising possibilities in this
Shadows."
An unbroken mystery which is sus- with is a mysterious personage. She next Warner picture. This will make
tained until the last scene of the pic- attends a girl's school which is nearby, it a money-getter and a rapid seller.
It has the real punch in the story and
.'evv Select Elxchange Is
ture,
is said to make "Haunting Shad- and only after many weeks does Glen- with
the cast that supports Warner, a
Opened
arm learn that she also is regarded as
ows" "'one of the best melodramatic
new epoch in motion picture beauty is
Persons prominent in motion pic- screen stories of the day in which ac- another heir to the estate.
re production and exhibitors from
There is a striking climax, to the
tion is the by-word." This screen ofborn
to Kirkpatrick,
the world." vice-president and
?w York and nearby cities were
A. S.
fering isbased upon "The House of a picture in the hour when Glenarm,
-■sent last Saturday afternoon, De- Thousand Candles," written by Mere- assisted by two faithful friends, is giv- general manager of the Robertson-Cole
dith Nicholson.
nber 20, at the opening of the new
ing battle to his foes in the great hall Distributing Corporation, says that the
The
locale
is
Indiana,
where,
years
of
the
castle, just as some English lord avalanche of requests for the next
w '^'ork Exchange of Select Pices at 130 West Forty-sixth street, before the story opens, an elderly man might have done centuries ago, in just Warner releases have been more than
named Glenarm built a castle of the such a building. A happy and accept- twenty-five per cent, over his last proim two until five o'clock.
With the branching out of the Selz- Tudor period, which he was not able to
able ending does not appear until the
duction, "A Fugitive From Matrik Enterprises. Select moved its finish fully before his death. He leaves verv conclusion of this melodramatic
ice from 729 Seventh avenue to the
avitt Building on the first flooi,
rmerly occupied by the World Pic• Corporation, where it occupies
ntire floor of about 4.000 square Goldwyn
Defines
New
Policies
mony."
" The ' Special ' idea also will be
publiDiscusses Production,
issued for defines
just Pictures
t Goldwyn
carried through in the distribution and
IX a Statemen
cation,
exploitation of the picture, which in
Vitagraph Comedies
Exploitation and
its policies for the coming j-ear as
every instance will be backed by a
ion
on,
and
exploitat
producti
its
regards
Sales Methods
Listed for January
campaign prepared by Goldwyn to
sales methods and devotes special ats
to
be
to
arc
that
standard
the
tention
meet the demands of the particular
\'iiagraph's January comedy releases
include three Big " V " special followed in the actual producing of
photoplay. In offering the productions
nedies — Montgomery and Rock in its 1920 features. The statement folto buyers, Goldwyn follows the system
lows in full :
whereby an exhibitor is expected to
"hrobs and Thrills," James Aubrey
I
hoose whatever attraction appeals to
" Dames and Dentists," and Harry
" Recognizing that every picture
,nn in " Pipe Dreams and Prizes." must stand on its own merits, no mathim."
" Quality not quantity " is anere will also be five single reel Big
Goldwyn as its motto for
ter what the prestige of the company
the comingnounced byyear.
comedies — " Flatheads and Fliv- distributing it, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation has determined to make each
s," " Hazards and Home Runs,"
iuff and Gun Play," " Rips and release of the coming year a genuine
shcs," and " Cops and Cussedness." special. This means, according to the
ere will be no Larry Semon comedy statement received from the Goldwyn
Role
of Tarkington's
ease during January, his next big offices this week, that everyone con" Edgar
" Is Filled
cial comedy, under his new $3,nected with the Goldwyn producing
Goldwyn announces that E. Mason
.000 contract, being held over until force, from the director to the player
following month.
Hopper has found the ideal boy to
in the least conspicuous role, will be
interpret
Edgar in the Booth Tarkimpressed with the necessity of turnmgton
series
of twelve two-reel comeing out pictures of the highest quality
heodore Kosloff Joins
dies to be produced by Goldwyn Picand
not
the
product
of
a
machine-like
tures Corporation. Work on the first
the De Mille Staff
system.
of the pictures was started at the
Theodore
Koslofif, t h e Russian
" The lesson of the past year, as
Culver City Studios last week.
icer, has affixed his name to a long- interpreted by Goldwyn officials, is
The choice of the director is Johnny
Geoffrey
Nye,
who
has
been
appointed
far
m agreement by the terms of which that the greatest photoplays have been eastern representative tributing
for Corp, Goldwyn Dis- Jones, who is said to fulfill the dewill appear in and assist in the the result of individual effort untailed description of Edgar supplied
iduction work of future Parachecked by time restrictions and the
by
Mr.
Tarkington. His experience
unt-Artcraft pictures, according to limitations necessarily imposed on a the Culver City Studios at his disas an interpreter of youthful characannouncement just made by Cecil director who is working to keep pace
ters, it is asserted, assures his ability
De Mille, Director-General of the with a rigid release schedule. Step
" With the added facilities consehandle this important role successmous Players-Lasky Corporation,
by step, the organization built by Gold- posal. quent upon the establishment of a pro- to
n addition to his work before the
ducing force in the East, it has become fullv.
wyn, has been developed in a way to
tiera, Theodore Kosloff will assist make possible the dream of a pro- possible for Goldwyn to handle more
De Mille in a technical capacity,
ducer who has perfect motion pictures pictures than ever, without the studio
an authority upon the art of the as his aim and knows that they can- space being crowded, but the producSan Francisco to Be Setice and of Oriental stage settings,
tion schedule will not be increased.
not result from factory methods.
will be of great assistance to the
ting for Comics
"Goldwyn's great spectacles of re- The producing policy is to treat each
cctor.
Three Flanagan and Edwards comecent months, Geraldine Farrar in picture as though it were the only
dies, which are filmed by the National
made by the organipecial importance is attached to the an- 'The World and Its Woman' and photoplayzation.being
If more than the customary for state rights release, will be made
ncement by Myron Selznick that " A ' Flame of the Desert,' were placed
in San Francisco during January, 1920,
il and His Money," by George Barr unreservedly in the hands of Reginald time is required to get the desired reCutcheon,
will
be
Eugene
O'Brien's
next
according to I. Bernstein, production
Barker,
who
worked
in
his
own
mansults,
the
stages
are
at
the
disposal
of
manager.
ure
ctor. and that Robert Ellis will be his
ner, with the unexcelled resources of the director as long as he needs them.
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Name

of Locklear

Will

Exploit Aerial Film
Carl Laemmle, in presenting Lieut.
Locklear in the big aerial feature,
" The Great Air Robbery," believes
that the exhibitors will have the benefit of capitalizing on Locklear's popularity on account of the great drawing power of his name. Universal officials feel that this Universal production should prove a big money maker
for all houses booking it. " It is certain," says the Universal announce^
ment, " it will bring home to the public thrills which it has never experienced before." This picture is the
one in which Locklear performs the
hazardous feat of changing planes in
mid-air.
Olive Tell to Star for

Picture

Kaufman Returns
Abroad

N e

I

froi

A LBERT A. KAUFMAN, who h;
been in charge of the constru
tion and equipment of the Londt
studio of Famous Players-Lasl
British Producers, Ltd., has returnc
to America, his work having been con
pleted and the management of tl
studio having been turned over
Milton E. Hoffman, who will be
permanent charge of production woi
there.
Mr. Kaufman confessed to beir
glad to get back where he can re
awhile from his strenuous labors o
the other side. "The six months
spent
England,"
" passefu
like soinmany
weeks, heso said,
jammed
were they of activity and detail n
quiring constant attention. We su(
ceeded in finding just the right builc
ing to adapt to our use, but the wor
of rebuilding and equipping it prove
tremendous. Film producing condi
lions were almost chaotic, and if ;
Here they are, actors, directors, workirig-staff, etc., all ready for work at the new were not for the fact that I had mo«
^
Christie studio in Hollywood
capable assistants I might be over ther

Jans Pictures, Inc.
Jans Pictures, Incorporated, this
week announced the name of the first
star to be featured in the photodramas
they will begin producing at once.
Miss Olive Tell, who is playing on the
speaking stage in Morosco's " Civilian
" Perseverance, patience and
Clothes," is the young lady they have
signed.
liberal appropriation, however, com
Equity
Feature
Progressing
Miss Tell is probably best known
bined to overcome the obstacles, ant
to film fans for her work in such feathe British organization now- has, prac
H. Somborn Says " The Forbidden Woman "
tically complete and ready for produc
tures as "To Hell with the Kaiser!"
Possesses
Some
Very
Striking Settings
and " Secret Strings-" She began her
operations, not only one of tb
screen career as a member of the
be the banner attraction of the new lion
largest
but one of the best equippet
HERBERT K. SOMBORN, presiyet.
Empire Mutual All Star Company.
studios in Europe.
dent of Equity Pictures CorporaB. A. Rolfe will direct Miss Tell.
tion is said to be in Los Angeles at the
In " The Forbidden Woman," one of
" I togave
little atten
Garson Studios, Inc., watching the the most striking features are the sets. tion
the comparatively
matter of building
up ;
One
of
these
sets
shows
an
apartment,
progress of Clara Kimball Young's sec- half library and half living room, producing organization, but before
Gives Trade Showing of
ond Equity production " The Forbidleft, Mr. Hoffman had made rapu
den Woman," by Lenore J. Coffee, a decorated with the trophies of a big progress in that direction and I cat.
former Los Angeles newspaper woman. game hunter and the mementos of
" Erstwhile Susan "
say with confidence that Famote
Mr. Somborn is enthusiastic in his many athletic successes.
W. H. Willard, of Realart's Chicago
Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd
expressed
opinion
of
results
obtained
year."
Clara
Kimball
Young,
with
her
manoffice, held a private showing of " Erstwill soon start production, under a com- I
ager
and
director,
Harry
Garson,
are
by
producer
Harry
Garson,
and
his
while Susan," featuring Constance
Binney, on December 12th, to a large technical staff. In a letter received at reported to be in San Francisco at bination of the most approved Britisl
gathering of showmen.
the Equity offices, Aeolian Hall, Mr. work on exterior scenes for " The and American methods, with an organization that will make us on thi; (
" ' Erstwhile Susan ' was already an- Somborn states, " I consider that in Forbidden Woman." This production
nounced for its first Chicago presenta- scenic equipment, costuming, cast, and will be given to the public through side ' go some ' if w-e are to maintair
tion at the Playhouse on December in all that goes to make a great screen Equity Pictures Corporation as Miss our prestige. Their plans are laid or
14th, but such was the result of coun- production, as well as its wonderful Young's
first offering for the j'ear a huge scale and I predict that theii i
productions will surprise us when w*
try-wide reports on this new motion storj', ' The Forbidden Woman ' will 1920.
picture drawing card that the Chicago
office deemed it inadvisable to wait
Mr. Kaufman leaves this week foi
California where he will confer will
even the two days that intervened,"
says the Realart report.
Many
in Love-Letter
Contest
see them."
Adolph
Zukor and Jesse L. Laslo- on
" The bookings on ' Erstwhile Sunew
production activities of Famnj?
Robertson-Cole
Publicity
Stunt
for
Players-Lasky.
san' are reported to be gratifying as
the result of the screening."
" The Beloved Cheater " Is a Success
CO. reports good its boast to make it the best ex- Filming of " The Hope," the second oi
Another D. W. Griffith girl has come to D OBERTSON-COLE
the front as a leading lady in the selection
^ that as an answer to Robertsonbe produced
melodramas
at the
Inc., willto start
Classics,
Screen ^ane
^ by ."
. first
season
• the
^,of the IInewis
1 Cheater
T-. 1
of Mary Vittitoe, who will be known pro- rule's nr'ivp ^-nntpst fnr thf hpct Invp ploited
u TlIhe production
Beloved
"•
■
•Hollywood"this week.
Metro studios
in
lOVe
DeSt
tne
lOr
contest
P"^'^^
^
the
lor
Texas,
Mary
as
of
the
Robertson-Cole
productions
hereafterrole in ex-bandit Emraett letter sent to Lew Cody, Star of the
fessionallyfeminine
leading
Dalton's production, " When a Man's a Pal." January Robertson-Cole picture, " The made by Gasnier. The story was
Beloved Cheater," more than 3,500 chosen and William Christy Cabanne,
missives from all sections of the coun- who directed the picture, was given
try have already been received at the the script and told to make the best
New York office. So that the judges picture possible. Lew Cody is supwill be absolutely fair in picking the
ported by a good cast led by Eileen
winners of the $500 prizes, officials of Percv.
Robertson-Cole are having these letters typewritten and numbered; offi- Rothacker to Make Film
cials of the company will retain the
for Shoe Concern
originals, and no means of identification will be given those who are to
The Rothacker Film Mfg. Co. announces that it has been selected by
pass upon the merit of the contestants, it is said. Judges for the con- the International Shoe Co. to make a
test will be announced shortly, and six-reel motion picture of the world's
awards will be made as soon as all largest
shoe industr}-. The six-reeler
of the letters are read.
is to be shown at the Januan,- convention of the retail shoe dealers in BosMr. Cody, in speaking of the plan,
ton, and later exhibitions will be given
said : " The picture, ' The Beloved
Cheater,' I am sure will be greatly to smaller dealers all over the counbenefitted by the additional publicity
try. It is planned to make an educathese letters will add and I am of the
tional one-reeler from the 6,000 feet " The Heart of a Gypsy " is a
mark feature
Norma Talmadge
opinion that Robertson-Cole has made at a subsequent date.
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F. P.-Lasky's
January
List
Six Dramas and Fou r Comedies Appear —
Hours " Is Featured
Ince's " Dangerous
sl'T'HE subjects embodied in the list Clayton's leading man is Charles Meredith; and included in the supporting
m A of Paratnount-Artcraft feature rc• leases for January, just announced by cast are Monte Blue, Anna Q. Nilsson,
' Lichtman, General Manager of Irving Cummings and Winter Hall.
January 11 is the release date of
-tribution, Famous Players-Lasky
rporation are said to be widely di- the William S. Hart production,
rsified in character and treatment. "Sand!" This is a picturization of
IOf the ten features, six are essentially Russell A. Bogg's story, "Dan Kur'dramatic and four are comedies. Of rie's Inning," the scenario being by
' ■ dramatic subjects, two are listed Lambert Hillyer, who also directed the
- specials, and one, Thomas H. Ince's prodxiction.
leading woman.Mary Thurman is Hart's
J. /'Dangerous Hours," is classed as a
The 11th also brings to the screen
Jsuper- special.
The three features scheduled for the first George Fitzmaurice Producis "On With the Dance," a
ij[January 4 are Enid Bennett in "The specialtion.inThis which
Mae Murray and
,^(Woman in the Suitcase,"' an Ince pro- David Powell are featured.
fluction ; Bryant Washburn in "Too
On January 18, "Mary Ellen Comes
uh Johnson" and Ethel Clayton in
he Thirteenth Commandment." The to Town", starring Dorothy Gish ; a
id Bennett picture was directed by Mark Twain Paramount- Artcraft pic. icd Niblo from a story and scenario
ture, "Huckleberry Finn", in which
by C. Gardner Sullivan. Miss Bennett Lewis Sargent plays "Huck" ; and "The
supported by William Conklin, Tree of Knoklcdge" with Robert Warwick as the star, are scheduled for
IClaire McOowell, Dorcas Mathews,
Koland Lee, Donald MacDonald and release.
The releases for January 25 are
'eidys
George. George Barnes was
cameraman.
"What's Your Husband Doing?", in
William Gillette's stage farce, "Too which Douglas MacClean and Doris
^'uch Johnson." is said to prove a May are co-starred, and "Dangerous
od vehicle for Bryant Washburn. Hours". "Dangerous Hours," the
Ir. Washburn's leading woman is Ince super-special, was adapted by C.
■'•|Lois Wilson and the supporting cast Gardner Sullivan from Donn Byrne's
includes among others Adele Farring- Saturday Evening Post story, "A
: pn, Monte Blue, Clarence Geldart and Prodigal in Utopia." Lloyd Hughes
"Gloria
scenarioandwasDonald
writ- plays the leading role. Barbara Cas1 by Hope.
Tom J.The
Geraghty
tleton has the feminine lead, and character roles are skillfully interpreted by
isp directed.
It is stated that "The Thirteenth Claire DuBrey, Jack Richardson, Walt
unmandment" presents Ethel Clay- Whitman, Lew Morrison and Gordon
nore in a highly dramatic role. Miss Mullen.

Neilan's
Exploitation
Plans
Direct Co-operation Hetween Producer and Exhibitor Is the Objective
MARSHALL XElLAiV is reported paper and advertising man, assisted
to be preparing extensive i)lans by an expert photographer and a
for direct exploitation service with ex- magazine writer, are now working at
hibitors on his productions. This ser- the studio, it is said, and are preparing matter of a novel nature, which,
vice will augment the publicity and ad\ertising serivce of the distributors of it is expected, will be particularly welcome to exhibitors.
Marshall Neilan Productions. Special
In discussing his views on publicity
advertising and publicity stunts, together with a large variety of photo- co-operation between pr.oducer and
andcourse
specialof material
arc- exhibitor, Mr. Neilan said: "There is
said to be graphs,
nowstills in
preparation.
room for special co-operation between
The initial Marshall Neilan Pro- producer and exhibitor. It is true
duction, the title of which has not as that the exhibitor to-day is getting
yet been announced by Mr. Neilan, is the best exploitation service that has
said to be particularly well adapted ever been evident in the business. At
for exploitation. The story itself is the same time, I feel there is much
said to be well known to the public, work to do in this connection on the
and the novel is at present receiving
producer. It is the pera large national advertising campaign, part ofsonal the
contact that counts, and it is our
according to reports.
Special advertising and publicity aim to give the exhibitor, not a set
material planned especially for the of form letters or a printed sheet of
but a direct and indiexhibitor's use and tie-ups of great instructions,
vidual service that will prove of real
drawing power, are now being arranged, itis stated. A trained news- help to him in his own locality."

Hallmark
Handles
Will Distribute Earlier

Re-Issues
Productions

Starring Minter, Russell and Fisher
ill " Impossible Susan."
FIVE
productions
from feature
the earlier
releases ofselected
Mary
" The Ghost of Rosy Taylor " is
Miles Minter, William Russell and adapted from Josephine Daskam
Margarita Fisher have been revived Bacon's story. It was directed by
and will be released as a separate series Edward Sloman, and in the supporting
through exchanges of the Hallmark cast appear George Periolat, Helen
Howard and Emma Kluge.
Pictures Corporation, it is reported.
The productions were made by the
Elizabeth Mahoney wrote "A
American Film Company, Inc., and are Square
Deal " for Margarita Fisher,
Vitagraph
Has
New
Stars controlled by Exhibitors Mutual. and Lloyd Ingraham directed the play.
Prints are now in the Hallmark Jack Mower, Val Paul, Constance
Joe Ryan and Jean Paige Elevated to
branches with a supply of new paper Johnson, Louis Wells and Nanine
Stardom; to Make Debut in Big Serial
and other advertising material. The Wright appear in the cast.
" Social Briars " was one of Miss
The launching of a new serial with scries includes : Mary Miles Minter
are about to glitter new stars and a complete new organ- in " The Ghost of Rosy Taylor ; " Minter's best plays, according to renewfilmstars
in the
constellation.
IP wo
ports. Alan Forrest, Anne Schaeffer,
ization including directors, camera men Margarita Fisher in " A Square
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitairiikraph, has returned from a visit to the and supporting company is further Deal;" William Russell in "Up George Periolat and Claire duBrey appear in the cast. The director was
•( Vest Coast Studio at Hollywood, Cal., evidence of Mr. Smith's faith in the Romance Road;" Mary Miles Minter
•n with the interesting announcement that popular liking for this particular form in " Social Briars ; " Margarita Fisher Edward Sloman.
oe Ryan and Jean Paige will be co- of entertainment. He has always been
Ittarred in the next Vitagraph serial, a firm believer in the serial, and has i6
Ifollowing Antonio Moreno's serial, been co-author as well as producer of
'The Invisible Hand," which is near- the serials. " The Fighting Trail,"
ng release date. Joe Ryan, a " bad " Vengeance — and the Woman," " A
Flying
A'' Announcements
nan " on the screen, has appeared in Fight for Millions," " The Iron Test,"
R. R. Nehls Tells of Progress on the
number of Vitagraph serials, and " The Man of Might " and " Smashing
iliss Paige has been leading lady in Barriers;" also of "The Invisible
New Sylva Film; Outlines 1920 Policy
has been selected to support the
Hand,"
which
is
nearing
release
date.
ig
feature
productions
at
Vitagraph's
Brooklyn studio.
RR.
Manager of
•the NEHLS,
American General
Film Company,
in Belgian actress in the feature.
The announcement also outlines the
The new serial, with the Joe Ryana recent communication, conveys New
ean Paige combination starring, will
plans
of the American Film for the
Year's greetings to the trade and ane made under the tentative title of
year
of
1920 and promises a highAuthor Present at Maknounces that work on the " Flying
Moods of Evil." It was written by
A's
"
forthcoming
production,
starring
standard
of production for the comidly.
Vlbert E. Smith and Cyrus Townsend
ing of Nazimova Film
Marguerita Sylva, is progressing raping year. "Nineteen^Twenty," says the
irady. The scenario was made by
communication, " is booked to go down
I. A. R. Wylie, whose novel of
rraham Baker, who has scores of sucThis feature, which is based on in American Film Company history as
Anglo-Indian life is the basis of
essful scenarios to his credit.
a year of unparrallcled growth and
" Stronger Than Death," Nazimova's Samuel Merwin's book, " The Honey
Like " The Invisible Hand," with its forthcoming
Bee,"
is
now
under
production
at
the
screen
production,
was
achievement. The ' expectancy sheet '
ecret Service theme, the forthcoming
studios in Santa Barbara, has been written up on that basis, and
Krial is said to be a departure from present during the major part of the American's
Cal. The director is Rupert Julian,
he stereotyped sort of episode play in work on the picture at Nazimova's
studios in California. Miss Wylie, it probably best known for his directorial every expectancy is going to be met."
Edgar Lewis, following a change ot plans,
rhich " thrills " are dragged in by the
eels on the least provocation. Mr. is said, visited the studios at Nazi- work in turning out " The Beast of has postponed the picturization of " LaBerlin." Madam Marguerita Sylva, homa " for several months and is now in
smith and his collaborator have had
mova's personal invitation, and gave
California
on " Sherry," the novel
takes the leading feminine role of
George working
Barr McCutcheon.
long and varied experience in writ- many valuable suggestions which the who
ig this form of motion picture enter- star utilized for the improvement of in the new picture, is said to bring
Anita Stewart and her entire supporting
i^nment, and are adepts in working in her screen work. It is stated that Miss into play a deal of " sparkle, intellect cast in Louis B. Mayer's " The Fighting
Shepherdess,"
have gone
intoa number
the sheepof
T he necessary thrills in a logical man- Wylie spent about two months in al- and emotional power." Mr. Nehls country
of California
to film
most daily visits to the studios.
further announces that a good cast exterior scenes.
,Jier.
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Geoffrey Nye, Goldwyn's
Agent for Far East
Geoffrey Nye, long associated with
motion picture enterprises in Australia and New Zealand, has been appointed Goldwyn representative in the
Far East. Mr. Nye left New York
for San Francisco last week and on
December 27 sailed for Shanghai,
where he will begin a campaign of
promotion and exploitation to cover
at least nine months, during which, it
is said, he will visit China, the Philippines, the Straits Settlements, the
Dutch East Indies, India and Australia.
Special News Dept. Begun by First National
A special newspaper service department, which will provide publicity
matter direct to newspapers in all
parts of the United States and
Canada, has been added to the Department of Advertising of First National Exhibitors' Circuit, under the
direction of C. L. Yearsley. Its purpose is to supply newspapers with prerelease news of the studio activities
of the various producing units affiliated with the Circuit by releasing
contracts.
Good

Cast Arranged

for

"$1,000,000 Reward"
Several well-known artists make up
the large cast of "$1,000,000 Reward,"
one of the latest serial productions,
presented by Harry Grossman as the
first release of Grossman Pictures,
Inc., and prepared for the screen by
Arthur B. Reeve and John W. Grey.
The star part of Betty Thorndyke is
filled by Lillian Walker, with Coit Albertson and William Pike playing
strong supporting roles.
Joseph Marba and Leora Spellman
are also seen in important parts.

Universal
Tie-Up
Successful
Film Company in Arrangement with the
Xmas Fund Drive Derives Big Business
A CCORDING to a statement of Jersey; and also in upstate New
York.
the Universal Film Universal's
The International Film helped
New York Exchange did the biggest
business of its existence this week. along the campaign as well as the
newspapers did. The News Reels
"Every
picture
waswasbooked
the carried
a flash advising the people of
limit. Not
a reel
on theto shelf
during the week, and there was not a what was being done, telling them
that a worthy cause was being helped
single open day," says the report.
The week had been heavily adver- through Universal pictures and inviting them to assist. According to retised as "the banner week of the Uniports, the News Reel won applause in
versal Holiday Season." Several every theatre where it was shown.
weeks ago an arrangement was effected with the managers o^ the New
York American and Journal Christmas Fund whereby Universal would
cooperate with the managers of the National's Scenario DeFund. In return, the Christmas Fund
partment Reorganized
managers agreed to boost Universal
The scenario department of the Napictures, the arrangement being a
tional Film Corporation has been compercentage one, it is stated in the Universal report.
pletely reorganized, L. V. Jefferson, a
in adapting books for the
Carl Laemmle, president of Univer- specialist
screen, is the new editor. Harry
sal, agreed, it is reported, to turn Wulze,
who wrote Mack Sennett
over a portion of the gross receipts
comedies
ten years ago has charge of
taken in during the last week before
Christmas. The American and Jour- comedy continuit}', while Mrs. Alma L.
nal set about to make those receipts Jackson is reader. Mr. Jefferson
as large as possible, so that the Fund adapted Zane Grey's " Desert of
would benefit to the limit. How well Wheat" and Opie P. Reads' "The
they succeeded is apparent by the Kentucky Colonel " for the screen.
record, "not an open day left to
book," announces Universal.
Exhibitors are said to have re- Victor Kremer Adds to
sponded remarkably. Scores of them
His Sales Force
booked Universal pictures for all the
open days they had ; many others,
Due to the volume of business which
who were booked solidly, arranged to Victor Kremer Film Features, Inc.,
transfer dates so that they could play is now handling, Mr. Kremer this
Universal features instead it is as- week announced that he had to enserted.
large his sales staff by the addition of
Very many of them are giving two well known film salesmen. He
benefit matinees toward the Christmas has engaged Phil Goldstone and Bert
Fund in answer to a request from the Lubin, well known to distributors and
Big U managers. These include ex- exhibitors in the West, to handle for
hibitors in every part of New York him the five Chaplin productions which
and Brooklyn, in many towns of New he now controls.
HECTOR

BILLIE

BINGHAM

New

Controls Market Abroa«
on Olive Tell Films
The Jans Pictures, Inc., have jui
concluded arrangements with the E>
port & Import Film Company when
by the latter will control the foreig
market on photoplays, featuring Oliv
Tell, in a series of productions unde
the direction of Mr. B. A. Rolfe.
It is stated that active operations b€
gin on the first of January, as Mi
Rolfe has already engaged the Peer
less Studios and is reported to be pre
paring for the first picture, which wil
be ready for showing on or abou
February 1, it is said.
Stunt

Exploitation

Grace

Darling

to Star in

R.
W. as Chambers'
Story
'■ Even
Eve," starring Grace
Darling, will be released by First National
Exhibitors' Circuit about the middle
of January. The story is an adaptation by Charles A. Logue of Robert W.
Chambers' novel, •' The Shining Band."
It was produced by the A. H. Fischer
Feature, Inc., and directed by B. A.
Rolfe and Chester DeVonde.
Among those in the cast are Grace
Darling, Ramsaye Wallace, E. J. Ratcliffe, Sally Crute, Marc :McDermott,
G. V. Seyffertitz, John Goldsworthy,
John L. Shine and Robert Gibbs.

KELLEY

RUBY

BENNING

DixieCloverio
Stratton,
Curtiss Hansen, Madaline Mathews, " Little Bemice Smith," Georgie Downs, Matt Boyle, Florence Snow and
the
Girls
in " CLOVERIO
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" Crimson Shoals "
Among the several exploitatiot
stunts furnished by Monopol PicturcJ
Company for their feature, " Crimsor
Shoals," are books of matches carrying a scene from the photoplay on the
covers. The title of the film is printed
across the face of the book as well as
across the matches, with a space on the
cover large enough to carry the name
of the theatre showing the picture.
There has been a healthy demand for
the novelty from theatres playing the
attraction.
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C. B. Price Control Exclusive U-Boat Film
C. B. Price Co., Inc. has taken over
the rights to the "U-35" picture, exploits of a German sub-marine bj' permis.'iioa of the British Admiralty. It
is the photographic records taken
aboard the '■U-35" for the exclusive
use and entertainment of the Kaiser
and shows the means he employed to
keep himself posted on his pet methods
of warfare, intended for ihc personal
pleasure.
The W. H. Productions had advertised the distribution of "U-3S," but
will not do so, as explained in the advertisements of C. B. Price Co., Inc.,
appearing in this week's trade press.
Mr. C. A. Meade, C. B. Price Co.'s
representative, has just returned from
W ashington, D. C, where he showed
the picture to Commander Foote, Aide
to the Sec'y of the Navy, and other
Navy officials from whom he received
hearty endorsements. Commander
Foote also made a request that the
Xavy Department have a print of this
subject for their official records.
" Lost Battalion " Given
Special Showing
A special big showing is being arranged for the W. H. Productions Co.
feature, now being realesed on the
State Rights market, "The Lost Battalion," at Pittsficld, Mass., the home
town of Lt. -Colonel Chas. W. Whittlesey, the commander of the famous battalion, who has re-enacted in this production, together with the other survivors of that famous episode, the actual story of the momentous fight.
It is being arranged that Major General Robert .Alexander, commander of
the 77th Division, also Lt. Col. Whittlesey's command, who are all featured
in the photoplay be present during the
showing.
Fox

Leases

Studio

at

College Point, L. L
Fox Film Corporation has leased the
studio at College Point, L. I., making
the fourth studio in Greater New
York that the concern has under lease.
Within the last fortnight Fox leased
the old Biograph studio on East 175th
street in the Bronx. In addition to
these two studios Fox is using the big
studio on West 61st street and two
studios at Fort Lee, N. J.

Mary Miles Minter, as " Anne " in " Anne
of Green
" going
her new
home
in theGables
country.
This toRealart
feature is playingthisat week
the Rivoli theatre,

State Right Sales
VICTOR KREMER reports the sale of four of the Chaplin
productions he is handling, " The Champion," " Jitney
Elopement," " Work " and " By the Sea," to Sidney B.
Lust of Super Film Attractions, Washington, D C, for
District of Columbia, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and North
Carolina.
Sam Zierler, manager of Commonwealth Pictures, Inc., has
purchased the rights for New York and Northern New Jersey to
"The Sacred Flame," written and produced by Abraham S
Schomer and starring Emily Stevens.
Robert W. Priest, president of The Film Market, Inc., reports
the
sales: "The
Spoilers"
for Northern
Jersey,
Iowa following
and Nebraska,
Delaware,
Maryland,
District ofNewColumbia,
Virginia; "Beware of Strangers" for Washington and Oregon;
" The City of Purple Dreams," " Who Shall Take My Life " and
"Beware of Strangers" for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern
New Jersey, and " Why the Bolsheviki " for Louisiana and Missip.'
Tower Film has disposed of the following territories on " Some
Nerve," the Chaplin release: New York City, Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky, Maryland, Delaware,
District of Columbia, Virginia, Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana,
Northern Illinois, Texas, California, Arizona, Nevada, Hawaii,
Minnesota, North and South Dakota, and Dominion of Canada.
W. H. has sold "The Superman" to: Northwest Exhibitors
Circuit, Seattle, Wash., Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana; Special Features Co , Knoxville, Tenn., Georgia, Florida,
Alabama, Termessee; Phil Goldstone, Omaha, Neb., Kansas, Missouri, Iowa and Nebraska; Hygrade Feature Film Co., Charlotte, N. C, North and South Carolina.

Jack
Dempsey
In New
Serial
Champion Now at Work on Pathe Serial,
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Indiana Man Back of
Comedy Company
Indiana, noted for its literary
geniuses, is about to make a bid for
further fame, by being the home of
motion picture comedy. Kenneth
Hackley, widely known in Hoosierdom
where he has been in the motion picture game as an exhibitor since he
was 16 years of age, and who now
controls the Hackley Amusement Company, has formed a new film corporation which will produce comedies
under the title of Frolic Comedies.
It was while Mr. Hackley was at
the Boonville, Indiana house, that he
discovered the new star that is to be
featured in Frolic Comedies. The
star is Jimmy "Fatty" Williams, who
has had vaudeville experience and done
some work before the camera and is
heralded
as a second
Fatty " Arl)uckle, resembling
this " favorite
not
only in size but appearance. Williams
has signed up with the Hackley Film
Corporation for 5 years.
Other Frolic Comedies features will
be Little Rastus Green, a diminutive
colored boy and several o.hcr players
of ability. Beside Keimeth Hackley,
E. Hackley and John L. Bond arc the
incorporators of the new company,
which already has several stories on
hand.
Burston

Now

Francis

Ford

on Third
Serial

Word comes from the coast that
" Dead
or
Alive,"
at
Brunton Lot
Louis Burston, president of Burston
ACK DEMPSEY,
heavyweight has never before been done in a serial Films, Inc., has several episodes comJ champion, is now working in the and producers agree that it will serve pjeted of his third Francis Ford serial
fifteen - episode Pathe production, to blaze the trail towards a new in which Ella Hall is playing the
feminine lead. It was stated in a
" Dead or Alive," which marks his standard for continued pictures.
first appearance in films.
recent communication from the Burs.on Films, Inc., that Mr. Burston had
On Dempsey's arrival on the Coast
Pioneer
Of¥erings
Go
he was given a warm welcome, it is
in contemplation an Oriental serial
said. He was met at the station by a
which would take an entire company
Well in the South
across the Pacific for six or seven
crowd headed by the Mayor of Los
months.
Angeles and including the film colony Word has been received at the New
in a body. The Pathe report states York Headquarters of the Pioneer
that " among those who personally ex- from M. A. Lightman of the Critended the glad hand to the champion terion Film Exchange of Atlanta, and Triangle Reissues Two
Ince Productions
wxre Ruth Roland, Mary Pickford, the First National Film Exchange in
Mildred Davis, Charlie Chaplin, Doug- Dallas, of which E. D. Hulsey is head,
Triangle's forthcoming release, "A
las Fairbanks, Tom Mix Harold that "The Boomerang," with Henry B.
Ince proGamble in Souls," a Thos. H.Dalton
is proving to be one of.the duction,
Gilson Willets, Walthall
Lloyd, Hal E. Roach, Percy,
and
featuring Dorothy
James J. big successes of the season
Warner Oland, Eileen
Corbett and a score of others. Fair- The Facts and Follies are also prov- William Desmond, will be available to
banks, Tom Mix and " Gentleman ing themselves to be winners in the exhibitors on January 25th. This reJim ' Corbett are particular cronies of South. Special prints have been or- lease follows close upon another Thos.
the champion and the four spend much dcred by the Atlanta office which is H. Ince production, "The Clodhopper,"
signing up for fifty-two weeks with with Charles Ray, which was released
time with each other."
The Brunton studio, where "Dead '^le najorily of the big honsr^s, on January 4th,
or Alive " is being produced under the
personal supervision of Robert Brunton, is reported to be the scene of considerable activity. Work on "Dead or
.-Mive " is progressing rapidly. Under
WARNING
the direction of James Van Dyke and
the personal supervision of Robert
Brunton, the early episodes are shapINASMUCH
as the undersigned is the sole
ing up, and the scenario is well along
owner of the picture rights of the play entitled
towards completion. Jack Cunningham is writing the scenario from the
story by Frederic Chapin, Pathe production manager, and Harry O. Hoyt.
The Pathe report announces : "Word
from the Coast gives every intimation
that 'Dead or Alive' will be the most
elaborate and costly serial ever filmed.
To this end, cast, settings, and lighting
effects will be unusual. Pathe has
given Mr. Brunton an unlimited expense account and he is proceeding on
the same scale a producer would follow in making a special feature." This

Girl in Waiting'
The
motion picture producers are hereby warned that
any arrangements for such picture rights must be
made through me.
J. HARTLEY

MANNERS
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A line-up of Ince stars, ranging as follows from left to right: Douglas MacLean, Dons May, Dorothy Dalton, Charles Ray and Enid Bennett
General Manager of
Pioneer Off on Tour
M. H. Hoffman, executive head of
the Pioneer, is now on the first leg of
his tour of Canada, where he is making preliminary observations with a
view of securing the best distribution
outlets for the product of his concern
in the Dominion.
Mr. Hoffman's first stop will be in
Toronto, where he will meet the representatives ofthe affiliated group of independent exhibitors of that section.
From Toronto he will strike West and
probably visit all the Canadian exchange centers tuitil he reaches Vancouver.
Nearly eighty-five per cent of the
United States is covered by the
Pioneer Co-operative Exchanges, and
with the projected distribution organizations inCanada in operation, the
Pioneer will be in a position to offer
the independent producer an outlet
second to none.
Robertson-Cole

Plans

Bigger Press Books
Robertson-Cole Company reports
that the twenty-page, illustrated,
press-advertising and campaign book
which was distributed by RobertsonCole with the release of " The Tong
Man," the latest Sessue Hayakawa
production " met with such a decided
success that hereafter Robertson-Cole
will publish a similar booklet on all
superior pictures and a book of even
more detail and elaborateness for all
special productions."
Second

National

Picture

Theatre

Started

The scenario of " Blind Yoiuh," the
second production of National Theatres, Inc., which will be released
through Select, was completed last
week by Katherine Reed and turned
over to the West Coast Studios, where
work on production was started Monday by Al Green, who is directing it.
Mr. Green has just completed Monte
Katterjohn's " Silks and Petticoats."
Florence

Reed's

Next

Is

" The Alibi "
Florence Reed's feature release to
follow " The Eternal Mother " will be
" The Alibi," scenes for which the
emotional star of the United Picture
Theatres of America is now making.

F. P.-Lasky Has Trio of
Releases for Dec. 28
George H. ^lelfords production,
"Everywoman ;" Billie Burke in
"Wanted — a Husband;" and Charles
Ray in "Red Hot Dollars," . form the
trio of releases on the ParamountArtcraft schedule for December 28.
Walter Browne's modern morality
play,
was direction
transferredof
uj the"Everywoman,"
screen under the
-Mr. Melford. It is said to have
elicited considerable praise from newspaper critics not onlj- in New York,
where it was shown at the Rivoli
theatre, but in Boston. Columbus,
Chicago and other cities.
Miss Burke's leading man in
"Wanted — a Husband" is James L.
Thomas H. Ince and the stars of his productions for Paramount-Artcraft release. Crane. The remainder of the supportCenter — Lloyd Hughes — Right — Hobart Bosworth
ing cast includes Margaret Linden,
Charles Lane, Edward Lester, BradIcy Barker, Helen Greene, Gypsy
Realart
Upholds
Advertising
O'Brien, Mrs. Priestly Morrison,
Frank Goldsmith and Kid Broad.
Vindicates Practical Value of AdverIn "Red Hot Dollars," Gladys
George
leading
woman
and
tising in Drawing Public to New Unit
Charles is
HillRay's
Mailes,
William
Conklin
and Mollie McConnell are in the cast.
The value of advertising in bringing
corporation's
belief in
the valueof ofthislarge
scale advertising.
the product of a young organization example
before the eyes of the public and of '■ The ' Girl in the Swing ' electric dis" Superman " Making
the trade is made the subject of a deplay cost $108,000 and is said to be
tailed report recently issued by the visible to more than 1,000,000 people
Hit Through Country
Realart Pictures Corporation. Parts art.
every
twenty-four
hours,"
says
RealTower Film Corporation announce
of the Realart report are reproduced
ii the following:
Under the direction of John Pond that their six reel feature, " The
Superman," which is now being r
" Advertising has been the direct Fritts, Realart has organized an effi- leased
on the State Rights market i>
line of communication between Realart
cient publicity department whose aim being received
with great success in
is
to
give
real
service
to
the
exhibitor
Pictures Corporation, exhibitor and
the territories where it is shown.
and
at
the
same
time
to
avoid
the
public since the first day of the proSpecial exploitation is being arranged
errors that have been natducing company's existence. Whether waste uraland
in
the
development
of
this
field.
locally
in everj- territory and the reby printed page or electric display,
ports from exchangemen and exR-alart has placed itself and its prom- Through the aid of branch managers
hibitors show big box office profits.
ise before the country through the and exploitation men. Realart is en'' The Superman " is now being :
medium of advertising.
deavoring tokeep in direct touch with
exhibitors who are in- leased in the following territoric" Like all modern industries. Real- experienced
formed as to the practical benefits of Washington. Oregon. Idaho, Monta;
art has depended upon publicity to put
Georgia. Florida, Alabama. Tennesst^,
across its new message, and by con- exploitation and publicity work.
Kansas, Missouri. Iowa. Nebraska,
sistent advertising in the trade jourNorth Carolina. South Carolina.
nals it has become a familiar name in
Former Capital Film
the motion picture business. Realizing
Men with Doubleday
Two Continuities by
that the trade magazines are the true
spokesmen of the industry, and that
Harr\- Owens, former production
ihc exhibitors who subscribe to them and western sales manager, and F. L. Dazey Being Produced
are the' wideawake and progressive Smith, general sales manager of the
\\'ithin four weeks after his arrival
members of a business that develops Capital Film Company, have become in Los Angeles, Frank M. Dazey had
overnight, Realart has never failed to associated with the Doubleday Produc- two continuities in course of production at the Louis B. Mayer studios.
work hand in hand with these jourtion Company as sales and publicit>nals, not alone through the advertis- managers. Smith will make his headpicture is Caroline Lockhart's
ing columns but through the news
quarters at Chicago, while Owens will "One
The Fighting
in which
Anita
Stewart Shepherdess
is starred," and
the
pages and the splendid sections de- remain on the Coast.
voted to special service for the exhibThe Doubleday Production Com- other is Grace Miller White's " Polly
pany, who have taken a long lease on of the Storm Countn,- " with Mildred
the
Bronx Studio at Eadendale. will Harris Chaplin as the star. Both are
The Realart electric sign at the corner of Forty-second street and Broad- first release a series of two-reel west- for release through the First National
itor."way is cited by Realart as a definite
Exhibitors' Circuit.
ern pictures, featuring \'era Mack.
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Selznick

Shirley Uason appearing in the costume she
wears in her first Wm. Fox production
•• The Elephant Man "
Variety

of

Gowns

in

" Beckoning Roads "
" Beckoning Roads," the RohcrisonCole picture, which is a hoHday release, "will please especially woman
patrons," it is said, " as it gives Bessie
Barriscale opportunity to run the
whole gamut of the modiste's art
from the sort of gown which is worn
by the girl on a farm in the Canadian
Northwest, to the most filmy and
delicate creation seen in a New York
ballroom." According to reports.
Miss Barriscale wears five evening
gowns, four afternoon frocks, three
street dresses, three suits and four
evening wraps.
■■ Beckoning Roads " will also please
the men, it is claimed, in that it tells
the story of two contrasting types of
men, the man who made his money
by hard farm labor in the great
Northwest, and the man who took it
away from him so mercilessly in the
Wall Street distract.
Montague Love Added
to Pioneer Cast
Montague Love, who finished up
with the latest Grace Davison picture
last week, was immediately engaged to
appear in the leading role of '"The
Place of Honeymoons," the new production in which' Emily Stevens is being starred by the Pioneer-Atlas interests.
The part which Mr. Love will have
in the picture is that of a young globe
trotting American millionaire, who becomes the central figure in a romance
involving two rival grand opera prima
donnas, an English Earl and high officials of the diplomatic service in
France and America.
Production on "The Place of
Honeymoons" is already under way at
the Atlas Studio in Newton, Mass.
C.

W. Brown Going
West for Clark
Cornelius
Colvin W. B rown of the Clark
Cornelius Corporation will leave New
York before the first of the year for
the Pacific coast to spend several
weeks in the interests of the company.
He will spend most of his time in
Los Angeles, but before his return to
New York will visit exchange centers
on the Pacific coast and in other sections of the west.

Offerings

on the
Selznick
schedule
for release
ns arc listed
prochictio
FOl'R
during the first month of the new
\car. The productions star four of
.America's best known screen actresses and each production was made
with tiic utmost care to be released as
i-.xamples of the quality of pictures
the Selznick organization has on its
1920 program, it is announced.
The titles and stars of the four
January productions are: " Greater
Than Fame " starring Elaine Hammerstein ; "She Loves and Lies " a
Norma Talmadge Special ; " The
IniJ) " featuring Elsie Janis, and
■■ Footlights and Shadows " starring
Olive Thomas.
"Greater Than Fame" was written
by S. Jay Kaufman, well-known author and New York newspaper writer.
The screen version is said to abound
with heart throlls, bits of melodrama,
and deft touches of humor. The
drawing power of the production is
I he portrayal of the leading role by
I'-laine Hammcrstein. As a country
girl in " Greater Than Fame " she
goes to New York to attain success as
a singer. She meets with many adventures and all classes of people.
Her ideals are of the highest and
when she is told she " must live to the
fullest " in order to attain success
her soul rebels and she chooses her
own methods which finally bring her
lo her goal. Although largely an adventure storj- a love theme runs
throughout.
Than Fameand"
was directed "byGreater
Alan Crosland,
the supporting cast includes Walter
McGrail, W. H. Tooke, Julia Swayne
Gordon, Albert Roccardi, Cora Williams, John Walker, .\rthur DonaldInce

Productions

Female

Players in

Big Stories
son, Flora
ward, and J.Kingsley,
Furey. Eugene WoodAdmirers of Norma Talmadge are
due for a surprise in .her new Special
production. She is said to prove herself even more versatile and charming
in the hantlling of three separate roles
ranging from a young girl lo an old
woman.
The production is titled " She Loves
and Lies " and is a screen version of
the famous novel by Wilkie Collins.
Conway Tearle, who plays opposite
Miss Talmadge, does some excellent
work in this picture as tloes the entire
supporting cast. Miss Talmadge has
the part of a young girl who is left a
fortune provided she marries the man
she desires. The man she desires is
in need of money but refuses to accept it from her. She disguises herself as an old lady and he finally
agrees to marry her in order that she
may obtain a fortune. He doesn't
know how young she is and the delightful surprise comes when she reveals herself as a healthy young wife.
"She Loves and Lies" is full of interesting moments and should do much
to further the excellent reputation of
Norma Talmadge.
Elsie Janis is
Imp," her newest
" Jane " a wealthy
had for a hobby
nals, she portrays
crook. Jane, due

Reviews

m the offices of
ORT
REPP'am
ous fro
the
Players-Lasky Corns a sta:enient
contai
on
porati
issued by Thomas H. Ince of that organization, in which the producer
speaks of the motion-picture industry
situation throughout the country and
discusses, in greater detail, the effects
of those productions which he has
turned out during the year of 1919.
Mr. Ince's statement is submitted in
greater part below :
" The outstanding fact of the closing year is that it has been one of
unexampled prosperity in the motionpicture industry. Alore mone\' has
been taken in throughout the country,
production has been vastly increased,
and the demand for pictures has been
unprecedented. There are many factors that explain this condition of affairsrelief
;
from the strain of the war,
high wages and the partial reopening
of the foreign markets.
" To deal particularly with the productions inwhich I was personally interested, think
I
I may claim that the
pictures made at my new studios,
opened in the first month of the year,
maintained the established reputation
of Dorothy Dalton, Enid Bennett and
Charles Ray.
" One event of the year has afforded
me the greatest satisfaction, the instantaneous success of my two new
stars — Douglas MacLean and Doris
Alay in their first starring vehicle —
A

Four

for
January
Star causes a coma, thinks herself the

co-author of " The
Selznick drama. As
young girl who has
the study of crimithe life of a female
to an accident which
the

Speaks of Achievements
Realized and Also of
Some Future Plans
■ Twenty-three and a Half Hours'
Leave.' The satisfaction was greater
as, in a measure, I had staked my
reputation for gauging the popular
feeling in this new offering. I have
planned a series of pictures for these
clever young ar.ists, keeping the light,
unstrained comedy motive predominant. I have already completed three
pictures on these lines and have never
felt the slightest doubt as to their comulative success.
"'What's Your Husband Doing?'
and ' Mary's Ankle ' are ready for release, and I am busily at work on an
original comedy which will carry a
ripple of laughter through the film
world.
" In strong contrast to these comedies, I have launched Hobart Bosworth in a tense drama sounding a
deep, tragic note in a specially prepared
version of Gouverneur Morris' ' Behind the Door.' In this production I
have used the sea and submarines in
a series of startling pictures, which, I
believe, will prove one of the screen
sensations of the year.
" Outside these contributions I have
offered an elaborate special production
dealing with the labor upheaval pre-

famous .\nnie .Vdams, known as '' The
Imp." Her parents put her under the
care of a famous young specialist.
How she is made to love the specialist
who poses as another crook and how
he cures her, then wins her lo\e for
the second time, make this drama not
only one of interest but of entertaining value from a humorous standpoint.
Joe King heads the supporting cast
which is composed of such well-known
screen
folkDuncan
as: Ethel
slewart, I'..
Ratcliffc,
Penwarden.
JohnJ.
Southerland,
Arthur Mart(jn,William
Jack F'redericks,
Ridgeway, and
Joseph Granby. Edmund (ioulding,
who wrote the scenario for the production was the co-author with Miss
Janis.
duction. Robert Ellis directed the proOlive Thomas has the leading role
in another of the January releases of
Selznick. It is titled " I'ootlights and
Shadows " and was written by Bradley King. The story is such that Miss
Thomas has a chance to display all of
her personality
nick officials arcand
of versatility.
the belief itSelzwill
score an even greater success than
any of her past pictures.
She has the role of a Follies chorus
girl, and naturally this alone allows
for many unusual scenes. The carefree life of the chorus girl and its
serious side are sincerely portrayed.
That chorus girls have ideals and
yearn for them as others of the feminine sex do, is shown in the climax of
the drama of New York life. The excellent supporting cast includes Alexander Cuslow, Ivo Dawson, Van
Bauser,
May Hicks, and Miss M.
Grav.

Past

Year

valent in all parts of the civilized
world. This is entitled ' Dangerous
Hours ' and is a visualization of
modern conditions by that master of
screen technique, C. Gardner Sullivan.
Apart from any significance it gains
as a transcript of unusual conditions
i: is a stirring
drama toofintroduce
vivid actua'ity.
Incidentally
it serves
Lloyd
Hughes, adrama.
youngic artist
reni.irkable
insight ofthatsuch
I have
added his name to the list of my
screen celebrities in the firm belief that,
in future productions, he will win a
firm position in the esteem of my
"If I again appear as a prophet it
patrons.
is to foretell a year that will be memorable in the annals of picture history
as one high endeavor on our part in
an effort to retain the good will fif
our multitudinous audiences.
" Wolves of the Night "
for Holiday Shows
" Wolves of the Night." Fox screen
production of E, Lloyd Sheldon's original story, has come back with Christmas and the holidays. The reason for
this selection lies in the fact that the
picture closes its final scenes on Christmas Eve — a point which lends itself
most potently to the spirit of audiences
at this time. .\\\ prints of " Wolves of
the Night " have been renovated and
prepared for redistribution, it is said.

Motion
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Picture

X e vj

Interesting scenes from three current Pathe productions. Left — .'Fighting Cressy" — Center — "My Husband's Other Wife" — Right — "The Web of Deceit"
New

Film

Ben Wilson's second
WHEN
Hallmark serial, "The Screaming Shadow," to be presented
by Frank G. Hall, president of Hallmark Pictures Corporation, opens following Christmas holidays, the public,
it is said, will be given their first
glimpse of the result of the new theory
which is now being propounded to the
effect that human life can be prolonged
and eternal youth inculcated by the
means of grafting onto the human body
what are known to the medical profession as monkey glands. Mr. Wilson's
late serial now under production is
founded upon this theory and during
the course of the story written by J.
Grubb Alexander and Harvey Gates,
the theory of this monkey gland process and its effect is brought out in a
series of strongly dramatic episodes.
According to a recent press report,
an experiment of this nature was performed on a prisoner in the San Quentin prison, Cal. The interstitial glands
of a convict who had been hanged
some time before were transferred, it
is said, to the subject of the operation.
The prisoner, who had previous to the
operation been dull, morose, and lacking in forcible individuality, showed
evidences of renewed vigor, according

Treats
Second

Eternal

Wilson-Hallmark Serial to Be

Issued After

Holi-

days Edward H.
to state patrol officer,Whytc, and twice escaped from the
custody of the prison officials. The
second time his get-away was successful, and according to present reports,
the prisoner is still at large. This instance is presented as a piece of evitheory. dence rendering some support to the
It is upon this theory that the authors of Ben Wilson's second Hallmark serial "The Screaming Shadow"
have based the plot of their serial
story. According to the authors and
Mr. Wilson who is now completing the
6th episode, the story offers dramatic
possibilities never before presented on
the screen or stage.
Surrounding Mr. Wilson and Neva
Gerber, who is co-starred with him in
this serial, Mr. Wilson has coupled
practically the same cast of players
that appeared with him in his serial.

Youth

" The Trail of the Octopus" ;— William
Deycr, Howard Crampton and William
Carroll. In addition to these will be
seen Fred Gamble and Joseph Girard,
Frances Terry, Pancy Porter, Claire
Mills and Joseph Manning.
Ben Wilson is seen in "The Screaming Shadow" in the role of John Rand,
noted scientist and archaeologist. Mis?
Gerber is playing in the role of a
newspaper woman who is heiress to
millions but prefers the work on account of its adventure and romance.
Mr. Crampton plays the role of the
millionaire head of the Eternal-Life
Syndicate. Joseph Girard, character
man, has the part of Baron Velska,
Prime Minister of Burgonia. Frances
Terry has the part of Nadia, high
priestess of the virgins of eternal
Frank G. Hall, president of Hallyouth.
mark Pictures Corporation, announces
that the first episode of "The Screaming Shadow," will be released following the Christmas holidays, when the
final episode of the present Ben Wilson serial, booking through Hallmark
Exchanges, "The Trail of the Octopus" will have had its final booking
for first runs.

Super-Special
Is
Here
to
Stay
IN a lengthy statement just issued, Al Lichtman Speaks of must be not only good acting and good
n,
photography;
but
a
strong
theme, a
Al Lichtma
General Manager,
logical
story,
intellegent
direction,
if a
Department of Distribution, Famous
Paramount-Artcraft
picture is to succeed at the box-office.
Players-Lasky Corporation, expresses
And unless it is a box-office winner,
the opinion that the "Super-Special" is
Productions
week in and week out, in theatres of
here to stay as the dominating factor
of the film field for 1920- The state- any distributing organization to fur- all classes and sizes, in all sections of
ment follows :
nish to its clients a series of really the country, it is not a 'big' picture.
"That's the kind of picture that 'The
"The 'big' picture has come into its 'big' pictures, and I am happy to say
own. Make no mistake about it — the that that organization is the Famous Miracle Man,' and 'Male and Female'
type of feature exemplified by the Playcrs-Lasky Corporation. We have and 'Everj-woman' are. And we are
Paramount-Artcraft Super-Special will given to exhibitors and the public going to have more of them, at regular
be the dominating factor in the field of George Loane Tucker's ' The Miracle intervals, right straight through the
motion picture distribution in 1920.
Man,' Cecil B. DeMille's 'Male and
"What has made this possible? The
"Now don't' misunderstand my first Female' and George H. Melford's fact
that from the first the Famous
'Everywoman,'
all
advertised
in
adsentence," said Mr. Lichtman. "You
year.
see I qualified it in my second. We
vance as Super-Specials. We promised Players-Lasky Corporation has followed a consistent, forward course —
have seen in the past pictures that have that they would be 'big pictures, and
been called 'big" by their producers and they have made good in the only way has maintained a reputation for dependability of product. Quality and
promoters. Some of them — a few of
them — have deserved the term and a so-called 'big' picture can make good service have been the first considerations and the super-specials are the
they have brought just reward to those — through the exhibitor's box-ofiice.
outcome of the following of
who gave them to the public.
"The expenditure of big money can't natural
that policy.
"But the season of 1919-20 has possibly, by itself, make a 'big' picture.
brought the first thoughtfully planned, Crowds of people, expensive settings,
"Our product is being nationally addetermined and successful effort of illustrious names can't either. There
vertised to no less than 40,000,000 mag-

Production of Kaufman
Editorials Begun
Announcement made last week that
Lewis J. Selznick, President of Selz
nick Enterprises, had secured another
screen beat in obtaining the rights to
the leading editorials from the pen of
Herbert Kaufman, whose writings of
dynamic power are known wherever
the English language is read, is recognized in the trade as of far-reaching
importance, not only to the exhibitors
of America, but to the entire world
A new producing company under
the personal supervision of Myron
Selznick is now at work at Fort Lee
whereby Selznick will produce and release through Select Pictures a series
of one-reel features adapted from the
editorials written by Mr. Kaufman.
" Fighting
Cressy "
Prints changes
at Pathe ExWith the arrival of the prints on
" Fighting Cressy " in the thirty-two
Pathe Exchanges throughout the country, there has been a great demand for
the Blanche Sweet special produced by
Jesse D. Hampton from the story by
Bret Harte.
azine readers. We are advertising directly inover six hundred newspapers.
That's some of the service we are giving to exhibitors, and it's a service that
the 'big* picture makes possible. In
addition, we have established a department of exploitation, with expert exploitation men, connected with our exchanges, giving to exhibitors the benefit of their ideas and experience as
successful showmen and assisting them
in reaping the full benefits of the exploitation possibilities of the SuperSpecials.
"The Super-Special is playing two,
three, six weeks where one week formerly was the invariable rule. It is
making week-run houses out of those
that formerly changed twice a week,
and I wouldn't be surprised if the
single-day run would disappear before very long except in the very
smallest towns.
"But there is another thing that the
Super-Special has already accomplished. It has served to estabhsh
percentage booking and to prove the
justice of it both to the exhibitor and
to the distributor."
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" The Play's the Thing,"
American Slogan
Samuel S. Hutchinson, President of
the American Film Company, Inc ,
made his way back from Santa Barbara to Chicago for the Christmas
holidays. En route he spent some time
at the American's dis;ri'buting branches
at San Francisco, Los Angeles, Salt
Lake City, Denver, Oklahoma City.
Omaha, Kansas City, Des Moines and
Minneapolis.
" The most gratifying success of our
big super-attractions beginning with
Six Feet Four,' followed by ' The
Hellion ' and ' Eve in Exile,' mark
our new
policy a winner," Mr. Hutchinson found.
" ' The play's the thing '— the new
slogan of the American — is most assuredly in line with the best trend of
thought today. The meat of the highest priced and most popular novels,
stars chosen who are best fitted for
the parts, the best acting obtainable,
with no restrictions and no precedents
— the line of least resistance to the
phenomenal success — this is the 1920
campaign mapped for the " Flying
A's." Each film treated as a single
unit, each aiming to be better than the
last, with the thumb of the management constantly on the public pulse.
" With no cast-iron release dates,
the American films are completed when
they arc perfect ; new when and where
they are new ; an assured success before they appear."
Dolores

Cassinelli

in

" The Web of Deceit "
Dolores Cassinelli will make her
next appearance in " The Web of
Deceit," duction
Edwin
initial profor PatheCarewc's
dis.ribution.
The
story was written by Finis Fox. The
newest Cassinelli attraction is in six
parts, and has been set for release by
Pathe on January 18th. The supporting cast is composed of Lctty Ford,
Hugh Cameron, Franklyn Hanna. and
Mitchell Harris.
With Selznick Forces
Hortense Saunders, for several
j'ears special feature writer for the
Cleveland Press, has resigned from
that position and has become associated with the Selznick Publicity Department inNew York City, under Lee
Kugel, Director of Publicity.

Gene PoIIar and Franklin B. Coates in a
strong scene from " The Return of
Tarzan," a Numa feature
Pictures Corporation

Watterson R. Rothacker, S. J. Stoughton, Edward O. Blackburn and Douglas D. Rothacker

Ahead
Year
Plans
ker Stress
Rothac
Particular
to Be Put on Industrials; Efficient Executives Chosen
ENTERING upon its tenth year,
the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company of Chicago has big
plans for 1920 in the way of educational, industrial and advertising pictures.
The first thing on the program will
be to continue maintaining standards
in the productions of industrial and
advertising films — that branch of motion pictures in which Watterson R.
Rothacker, president of the concern,
became a pioneer nine years ago.
A year ago an optimist would not
have hoped for so great a development in advertising educational and
industrial pictures as has come about
in the last twelve months. Concerns
that had been using pictures found
new uses for them and other concerns,
which had been holding back, were
forced, by the pressure of competition,
to acknowledge themselves converts to
the commercial value of the silversheet.
In order to take care of that amount
of business which would keep the
Rothacker concern in the industrialadvertising film lead it was necessary
to build up the organization.
President Rothacker's first move
toward strengthening his organization
was to rob Travelers Insurance Company of Hartford of the services of
Douglas D. Rothacker, his brother.
From now on he will direct his selling energy toward prospective film
clients. Rothacker salesmen are now
systematically covering all parts of the
country. In 1920 sales offices will he
maintained in Buffalo, New York, Los
Angeles and St. Louis in addition to
Chicago. Copy ammunition is now
being prepared for a national advertising campaign during the coming
\ear. Rothacker advertisements will
feel at home in the principal magazines throughout the twelve months.
The next addition to the Rothacker
organization was S. J. Stoughton, who
will specialize in film circulation.
Stoughton spent nine years in the
advertising and sales department of
the H. J. Heinz concern.
Later he became Paramount district
sales manager for the Middle West,
in charge of exchanges at Chicago,
Pittsburgh, Detroit, Minneapolis and

azine in Big Cities
>J"iv"rsa''s Screen MagAccording
to a every
reportlarge
fromcityUni-in
versal, practically
the United States now has a picture
theatre at which Universal's New
Screen Magazine is a weekly feature.
Hal Hodes, editor of the magazine,
who has been visiting the principal
cities of the Middle West and the
West, writes from San Francisco that
first runs have been landed in Denver,
Chicago, Salt Lake, Butte, Seattle,
and San Francisco, in the past several
weeks. Two new features of the
magazine which are reported to have
elicited a favorable comment from
exhibitors, are Letter-Laughs, and
the Elton cartoons.

Cincinnati. Just before joining the
Rothacker organization he was identified with the operation of a large
string of picture theatres.
Watterson R. Rothacker's third
lieutenant is Edward O. Blackburn,
who is now Studio manager.
President Rothacker is laying his
plans to be absent from the Chicago
home office for six months early in
1920. This will be to get construction started on the new laboratorystudio in Los Angeles, for which a
site was purchased several months
ago. When the workmen get down
to business on this job, he will jump
tory-studio there. Nor will he stop Completes Titling of
to New York to start another laborawith New York. London will be the " The Empty Triumph "
Lloyd Lonergan has just completed
next place where he'll put up a plant. writing the titles for the production
by the Transatlantic Film Company
MacManus Picture Now of America, Inc., called " The Empty
Triumph." Burton King directed this
Given Release
seven reel picture in which Edmund
The release is expected this week Breese and Claire Whitney co-star.
From the offices of the Transatlanof the photodrama "The Gray
tic Film Company of America, Inc.,
Brother" produced by Edward A. it is learned that this picture is to be
MacManus. There is a great deal of
interest manifested in this production, released exclusively on the independent market. The cuttijig of the picthe story of which was written by
ture is at present under way, and the
Thomas Mott Osborne and in which
will be completed within a
picture
he brings out of prison life a thrilling
very few weeks.
romance and tragedy.
Opie

Read

Story Being

Made

By National
opie P. Read's masterpiece, " The
in producis now
Kentucky
tion at theColonel,"
Hollywood
studios of the
National Film Corporation, with an
all-star cast that includes "Joseph J.
" " and
Dowling,
TheFrancis
Miracle
Man,"
Elinor
Field
McDonald.
William Seiter is the director.

Charlie Chaplin in a scene from his
famous handled
burlesqueby Victor
of " Carmen
Kraemer " now

Series by Ralph Ince for
Selznick
A series of Ralph Ince special productions for 1920 is announced from
I he office of the Selznick Enterprises
Ijy Myron Selznick, who at the same
time stated that it was intended to
make these specials the big feature
productions of the year.
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Motion

Fox
to
Film
Clemenceau's
Book
lication of " The Strongest," the Preion an- Buys Screen Rights to
oratFox
Corp
Film
THE Fox nounces
iam
that Will
has
mier received offers from many sources
to picturize his story, but none was
secured from Georges ClemenPremier's One Novel,
ccau, Premier of France, the screen
accepted. " Then came William Fox's
rights to the onl\- novel Ithat the
" The Strongest "
offer,"
the Fox
report.listened
" The
shrewd says
and clever
Frenchman
noted statesman and journalist has
written. It has been published in both humanity. He has pointed out that, with great interest. He understood
French and English under the title, wi.h the aid of the cinema, language that by accepting the offer made him
was not necessary — that a story told in by the president of Fox Film Cor'■ The Strongest." According to the pictures
would appeal to all classes.
poration, his adaptation of his only
Fox announcement " M. Clemenceau
himself prepared the cinema version
" The man whom the French people novel would go to the world through
term ' The
' be- the greatest distribution system of
of his famous and fascinating story." affectionately
cause of the merciless
mannerTiger
in which
silent drama that the world has known
His adaptaaon has been finished, and
he has always fought the enemies of — an organization that reaches the far
gest
now
"
The
Stron
"
is
ready
to
be
filmed. R. A. Walsh will direct the his country, truly sums up the situa ion corners of the earth. Georges Clemenceau accepted the offer made by
production.
thus: 'The cinema is the simplest
method of appealing direct to the William Fox in preference to all
" This announcement marks a new hearts
of the masses. The cinema others, and in spite of his manifold
epoch in the history of the screen. It
is an epoch in wdiich leaders of world carries its message without words. It duties began work on the screen version of his novel.
affairs turn toward the motion picture appeals directly to the imagination,
as the bes: medium of presenting to and it is from the imagination that
"
That
version, now finished, wi'.l be
the public a mighty contribution to lit- great thoughts, great hopes, great a remarkable contribution tp the
screen, not only because of its treerature," declares the Fox report which deeds are born.' "
mendous power, but because of the
" The Strongest " is a story that
continues as follows : " Premier Clemenceau for many years has been a deals with a question which confronts momentous events that surrounded its
devoted patron of the silent drama. In the people of every civilized country. preparation, also because it gives a new
fact, it is one of his lobbies. Long In it is related a young woman's strug- insight into the character of the man
gles between powerful forces of right who, having passed his allotted threeago the great statesman declared that
score years and ten, still pursues the
the cinema was the one and only log- and wrong. It derives its power not
ical method by which to make the only from its simplicity, hut from the enemies of humanity with the same
merciless skill and strength that made
whole world one in thought, aim and depth of its human appeal.
accomplishment for the betterment of
I: is stated that following the pubhim ■ The Tisjer.' "

Saenger

Chain

Gets

Big
Realart
ager, the reputation of this photoplay
not only as a box-office winner, but
as the outstanding picture of the year
has accumulated with each showing.
The picture has brought money to exhibitors, and in addition has had unanimous praise from reviewers and
patronage in every city where it has
run.

THIRTY-ONE southern picture " Soldiers of Fortune "
houses will show " Soldiers of
to Be Shown in 31
Fortune," the Allan Dwan production, following the contract signed
Southern Houses
this week with the Saenger Amusement Company by General Sales Manager J. C. Ragland of Realart Pic- Negotiations just completed will intures corporation. The Saenger cirsure showing of " Soldiers of Forcuit has also contracted for " Ersttune " in several of the largest photowhile Susan " and " The Fear Marplay houses in the South.
Following an indefinite engageThis is the biggest tie-up announced
ket."
ment at the New Orleans Strand, the
in several weeks hy Realart and folbig
special
will be shown in the follows a long series of box-office suclowing houses in Louisiana: Majescesses which " Soldiers of Fortune "
tic theatre at Shreveport; Lyceum at
has achieved in many sections of the
Monroe; Saenger at Alexandria; Arcountry.
cade at Lake Charles; Louisiana-CoThe Saenger contract comes close
lumbia at Baton Rouge ; Wilbert at
upon the announcement that this May- Plaquenime; Elks at New Iberia;
flower photoplay will have n second
Grand at Donaldsonville ; Amuseshowing on Broadway at B. S. Moss's
ment at Natchitoches ; Jefferson at
theatre following its run at the mas- Lafayette; Grand at Thibadeaux;
sive Capitol theatre. As its very first
contribution to the motion pictures Evangeline at Morgan City; Princess
at Jennings and in houses at Ruston.
industry " Soldiers of Fortune " is at- Franklin and New Roads.
tracting much praise to its Realart
"Soldiers' of Fortune" will be
sponsors as a production which combines unusual drawing power and shown also in Mississippi at the following theatres: Alamo at Vicksburg;
rare artistic merit.
The picturization of Richard Hard- Strand at Hattiesburg; Baker-Grand
ing Davis's novel will begin an in- at Natchez; Marion at Clarksdale ;
definite engagement at the Strand Majestic at Jackson; Princess at Cotheatre in New Orleans on Januarv
lumbus ;Strand at Meridian ; Green24.
wood at Greenwood ; Jacobs at
McComb;
Dixie at Gulfport and the
" Erstwhile Susan," which has been
making a reputation for its star and Grand at Greenville. The other Saenproducers throughout the Middle
ger houses where it will be shown
West, is scheduled for showing on are the Isis at Pensacola, Florida,
the Saenger circuit in earlj- February. and the Saenger at Texarkana, Texas.
" Erstwhile Susan," and " The Fear
At the same time " The Fear Market," which is rapidly nearing com- Market " will be shown at all the
pletion will be shown over the same above houses of the Saenger Circuit
in the order of their importance.
territory.
The deal was closed this week by
Mr. Ragland reports that in addition to the big Realart coup below the
Sales Manager J. C. Ragland with
Mr. Richards of Saenger Amusement Mason-Dixon line, the past week has
Company, New Orleans, through W. been unusually profitable for " SolH. Guerringer, New York booking
diers of Fortune" contracts. Accordrepresentative of the theatre chain.
ing to Realart's General Sales Man-

Piomincnt among the contracts announced this week for " Soldiers of
Fortune " are the Victoria Theatre,
Harrisburg, Pa., C. Hopkins, Man;'.ger ; the Olympic Theatre, Pittsburgh, Peter Antonoplot, Manager ;
the Sun at Omaha, Neb., H. L. Goldberg, General Manager ; the JBroadway Theatre, at Richmond, Va., Ken
Finley, exhibitor; the Imperial at San
Francisco, Eugene Rolb, Manager;
and the Liberty at Terre Haute, Ind.,
-A.. Brentlinger, Manager.

Picture

X e

Ruth Roland whose latest serial pre
tion is "ThereleasedAdventures
by Pathe of K-

Adolph
PhiHpp's
First
Three Pictures
Ready

Adolph Philipp, who recently ei
tered the film field as an actor am
producer, after a long and succcssf I
career on the stage, has completed
three comedies at the studios of the
Adolph Philipp Film Corporation, located at 11 East 14th street, according to an announcement just rece ved.
Philipp has resorted to his own
stage successes for screen material in
his forthcoming film productions of
'■ Oh Louise," " My Girl Suzanne " and
■' The Midnight Girl." Following out
this policy for the future, Mr. Philipp
is said to have up his sleeve " a treasure trove of material," including such
subjects as "Poor Girls," "The Corner Grocer." " A New York Brewer "
" My New York," " Adele," "The Gir.
Who Smiles," and " Two Is ComAdolpheach
Philipp
plays aHeprominentpany."
part in
picture.
ha>
surrounded himself with a large and
attractive cast, including Patsj' De
Forrest, Marie Pagano, Gladys Kin
MacClure, Louise Buckley, Emil
Marceau, Pauline DePalla, GeorgeI
Henry. Phil Sanford, Edward Elku
Joseph P. Marquis and Will H. Sloai
"Fattv" Arbuckle Cast

for "The Round-Up" ||i
Coincident w'ith the arrival of "Fatty" Arbuckle from California comethe announcement from Famous Pla\
ers-Lask\- that the corpulent comedia:
Gale Henry to Appear in has been chosen to play the part c
Five-Reel Comic
Slim Hoover, the sheriff, in "Th.
Round-Up," which is to be produced a.
Gale Henry, Bull's Eye star, will a special under the direction of Georgv
start production on a five-reel comed>the first of the ensuing year, accord- woman."
H. Melford,
produceris now
of engaged
"Ever\Mr. Alelford
ing to announcement made by General in cutting and assembling his special
Manager Bruno J. Becker, of her com"'The Sea
London's that
When questioned concerning plans production
Wolf," and ofitJack
is probable
"The
pany.
Round-Up"
will
be
started
about
the
for the five-recler. General Manager
Becker emphatically declared that the first of the new year, according to recompany will not discontinue production of its two-reel comedies. The
special, he says, is to be put on sim- ports.
ply as a test picture. If the first one To Produce " Madame
is a success, of course, others may folThe picture rights of the play
low, and it is possible the comedienne ■' Madame
X " have been secured by
may
cven:ually
leave
the
two-reel
class altoueiher.
Harry Field who has made arrangements for its production by one of
Clara Kimball Young, who announced the foremost producers in the country,
several weeks ago that she was seeking a i'ssuring in advance a photo drama of
successor to replace her two years hence,
when she expects to retire, has receired h gh class enacted by a capable cast
of players.
more than forty thousand answers.
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At the left is a moment in " A Girl of the Sea."anddistributed
by Republic.
the centre inis aa new
shot series
from ■distributed
The Blue Pearl,"
Lawrence Weber production, starring Edith Hallor,
at the right
is Herbert In Rawlinson,
by Republic
George

Melford

Signs

Long-Term Contract
"The somcAvhat limited number of
motion picture directors who can be
said to have really arrived at the forefront of their profession has been
augmented by the accession of George
H. Melford to this enviable position,"
according to the announcament just
made by Jesse L. Lasky, First VicePresident of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation.
"Mr. Melford," said Mr. Lasky, today, "has just signed a long term contract with our organization to produce
George H. Melford Special Pictures
for Paramount Artcraft. The first of
these is "The Sea Wolf," adapted by
Will M. novel,
Rilchey
London's
notable
and from
which Jack
I believe
will
fittingly signalize Mr. Melford's entry
into the highest class of directorial
activity."
Mary Minter's Director
Averts an Accident
A report from Rcalart Pictures Corporation states that through the quick
work of Willinm Desmond Taylor, the
director of Mary Miles Minter, her
mother and party were saved from
what might have been a serious accident, when their chauffeur, fatigued
by a twenty-four hour grind, lost control of the steering wheel of Miss ]\Iinter's automobile, which at the time was
traveling along a narrow road, skirting
a precipice.
Old Time
Recreated

Music

Hall

for Film

Third
Selznick
Every
Known

Casts

Are

Effort Is Made
and Capable

ABRIDGE might have a beautiful
roadbed, but without good supporting trusses the bridge would be
unsafe and useless. The same principle may be applied to a screen play
— it may have a good star, but without
a good supporting cast it is bound to
fail, or be so weak that it will fail to
please the public. At least that is the
opinion of Lewis J. Selznick, who bethe exhibitor's success assures
his own lievessuccess.
With this idea in mind Mr. Selznick
within the last j'ear or so has gathered
around the Selznick stars a competent
aggregation of supporting players. It
is through this system of having every
part good that the Selznick productions have been applauded by the
public. No expense is spared in obtaining the right plajer for a part, but
the reward of this plan is success, and
wide distribution.
Examples of the strength of supporting casts in Selznick productions
are shown in the roster of the following productions. In stipport of Elaine
Hammerstein in "The Woman Game "
are two of the screen's best-known
leading women and stars, Florence
Billings and Ida Darling. Miss Billings has been starred in productions
and Miss Darling has appeared in support on the stage of Robert Edeson,
Billie Burke and many other stage
stars. Others in " The Woman Game "
are Jere Austin, Lewis Broughton,
Charles Eldridge, Lawrence Johnson,
James Morrison, George Dupree, Betty
Plum, allHugh
andprominent
Phillips
Tead,
of whomW'ynne
have had
parts in stage and screen productions.
Seena Owen, Katherine Perry, Clifford Gray, Amy Dennison, Edward
Brennan and Jane Carlton, well-known
screen personages, support Owen
Moore in " Who's Who," a new Selznick production.

Balanced

to Secure

Well

Players in Support
Gill, Hugh Huntley, Eugene WoodDempsey.ward, P^lorida Kingslcy and Pauline
Mr. Selznick states that no production shall go out of the Selznick exchanges, but the ones which are thoroughly rounded out with competent
players in support of competent stars.
In doing this he believes he gives the
exhibitor the best there is, and the exhibitor in turn gives the same to the
greatest critic — the public.
Typhoon Fan Co. Opens
Office in Chicago
The Typhoon Fan Co. announces
the opening of its Chicago office at 64
W. Randolph street, which will be in
charge of Thomas R. Wilson, former
chief ventilation engineer of the Chicago Health Department, and John P.
Glcason, engineer, director of sales.
The organization states that it stands
ready to solve any problems that maylie sul)mitted regarding cooling, heating or ventilation facilities.

A London Music Hall of 1850,
quaintly interesting in every detail,
was built at the Amsterdam Opera
House by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation for the screen version of
" Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. " starring
John Barrymore. Director John S.
Robertson obtained the ideas for the
details of this set from talking with
Supporting Olive Thomas in " Gloa number of old actors and from the
rious Youth," her new vehicle, are
New York Public Library, and he such well-known players as Crauford
claims that the result is accurate in Kent, who scored a personal success Wallace Ray who plays the leading juvenile
of Evidence," a Hallmark
every way.
in "Adele"; Charles Craig, Helen role in " Chains production

of

Pathe

Series Seen

Aerial

Shortly

According to a recent Pathe announcement, an aero scjuadron was
placedder ofbytheGeneral
Menoher,
U. S. Air
Service,commanat the
disposal of the Pathe News for the
photographing of what Pathe calls
" some of the most remarkable scenes
ever taken in the air." The Pathe
News has already issued two of the
series of pictures taken at Boiling
Field in the course of five days of air
exploits there.
\\ ithin the next couple of weeks, the
third of the series will appear in the
Pathe News. " It is promised," says
Pathe, " that it will be tlie sensation
of the collection, surpassing even the
photographing
of aeroplane
Sergeant traveling
Moon's
parachute
from an
110 mi]c> an hour over Washington."
Pauline

Serial, a Film of

Timely Interest
John W. Grey, president of Supreme
Pictures, Inc., announces that his new
"Master Mind" serial will take advantage of the craze for the occult
that is engaging the attention of many
at the present time.
"We naturally secured the services
of J. Robert Pauline, well known as a
demonstrator of hypnotic power," says
Mr. Grey. "The rage for the psychic
is universal today. Dr. Pauline was
himself a pioneer both on the vaudeville stage and the lecture platform.
Now he is a pioneer on the screen."
Exploitation Possibilities
in Realart Film
Realart Pictures announces that
" The Fear Market," featuring Alice
Brady, will give exhibitors an opportunity for exploiting the picture because of the unusual assortment of
gowns, hats and other costly feminine
apparel to be worn by the star in the
picture. An extensive campaign with
suggestions for exhibitors as to how
to exploit this special phase of the proaration. duction issaid to be now under prep-
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Motion

Lasky

Makes

Production

A thoughtful moment portrayed by Bessie
Barriscale Robertson-Cole
in " BeckoningfeatureRoads," a

Announcements

Plans

Include

"Fighting Chance";
interesting anA NUMBER ofnouncements inthe
line of production were made lately at Hollywood by Jesse L. Lasky, First VicePresident of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation. Among them is
the statement that Thomas Heffron,
who directed Marguerite Clark and
other Famous Players' stars in the
early days of the organization, has
lieen specially engaged to handle the
negaphone in Robert Warwick's next
I'aramount-Artcraft picture, " Thou
Art the Man," adapted from the book,
" Miles Calthorpe." The most recent
work of Mr. Heffron has been the direction of Dustin Farnum. He is
known as one of the most talented of
film directors, with a wide experience
and many successes to his credit. It is
believed that the new Warwick picture
will be one of the strongest that he
has ever had.
It is also announced that Charles
Maigne, who arrived December 10 to
direct the Paramount- Artcraft special,
" The Fighting Chance," brought with
him as his leading man Conrad Nagel,
the well-known stage and screen actor
who has been recently appearing in the
East with Alice Brady in her successful legitimate production, "Forever
After." Anna Q. Nilsson will play the

Staging

of

Warwick's Director
feminine lead in this picture and the
combination of these two capable
players insures the equality of the production from the start.

"LOVE

WITHOUT

QUESTION

Exploiting

News

Fields

in

Michigan Peninsula
First reports from A. G. Decker
who is opening up a pioneer winter
motion picture field in the upper peninsular region of Michigan, is said to
indicate that the new territory in which
he is working offers excellent prospects for business. These reports are
particularly interesting in view of the
fact that this field has .never been regarded as much of a territory for motion pictures, it is said, owing to the
prevalence of snow and ice from early
in October until late in April and the
consequent difficulties of transportation.
This last summer, however, a free
lance gave a showing of " The Auction
of Souls " in one of the larger towns,
and, according to reports, within two
or three weeks after, Harry Scott,
manager of the First National Exchange in Detroit, had received more
than thirty requests for a shipment of
the print to various other places on
the peninsula. Mr. Scott, accordingly, decided to send Decker into the terprints,
instructionsritory
to fillwithastwomany
dateswith
as possible.

Upon the completion of the Para-'
mount-Artcraft picture, " The Bear
Trap," which he is now doing under
the direction of Sam Wood, Wallace
Reid, it is announced, will begin work
under the same director on a Saturday
Evening Post story.
George H. Melford has about completed "The Sea Wolf," the Paramount-Artcraft special, with a selected
cast and is about to embark upon a
new production of unusual magnitude,
full details of which will be forthcoming shortly.
Bryant Washburn has completed
" The Six Best Cellars " for Paramount-Artcraft, under Donald Crisp's
direction and will start almost immediately with James Cruze as director,
on " Where Julia Rules."
James Cruze has arrived from his
island location with Houdini and company and is finishing the Paramount- Movical Comedy
Artcraft picture, " Terror Island," at
the Lasky studio. As soon as he is
to
through work Houdini will start for
Open Holidays
New York.
The new " Wizard of Oz " and
William D. Taylor has finished the Movie
Review, of
Hopp
Hadley's
new-ideaGirls'
Combination
pretty
girls,
cutting of " Huckleberry Finn."
music and pictures which he calls
" movical " comedy, has completed re-

Clark-Cornelius Rent
New Headquarters
The Clark - Cornelius Corporation
has rented the entire third floor of the
new Hooven building at 117 West
Forty-sixth street and will be located
in their new quarters shortly after the
first of the year, according to report.
The Clark - Cornelius Corporation
announces that in addition to the negative rights to the twelve Chaplin
Classics, which were originally released through Exhibitors' Mutual exchanges and switched to Hallmark
Pictures Corporation with the sale of
the Exhibitors' Mutual exchanges to
Hallmark, Clarke-Cornelius have acquired world rights to several productions which will shortly be announced
for release.
Reports
^^Jubilo'^
as Success
Goldwyn Cites Favorable Criticisms of
National Film Confident
Press — Rogers Never Overdoes His Part
It Can Hold Its Own
star, is a gem," declared the Evening
'Yjr/ILL ROGERS has more than du- Sun. " Mr. Rogers' talent in pantoOn the last day of December of this
plicated his first success. " Jumime becomes more forceful with
year the National Film Corporation bilo " is regarded by Goldwyn officials
as
a
box-office
attraction
of
the
first
each
succeeding
picture," said the
of America began its fifth year as a
Evening Mail.
motion picture producing organization. magnitude. " The second production
Many of the captions in the picture
The present concern was organized on of the erstwhile cowboy played to drew applause as well as laughter
crowded
houses
at
the
Strand
theatre
December 30, 1915.
from the Strand audiences, says the
According to Mr. Bernstein, 1920 on Broadway and received the rare Goldwyn announcement. One which
econium
of
being
praised
by
every
will see the National more than holdparticular favor was when Roging its own, despite the many changes trade paper and newspaper critic view- won ers,
after trying for an entire night
in the industry which will tend to
ing the picture," says the Goldwyn re- to fix a Ford, finally remarks, " No
absorb the " independents." The Nawonder he wasn't elected to the Sentional will begin its 1920 production port.
" Will Rogers, who has caught the
ate with everyone owning one of
season with Opie P. Read's " The approval of motion-picture fans with
Goldwyn officials believe that they
Kentucky Colonel," starring J. J. amazing rapidity, wins renewed popuDowling, Elinor Field, Francis Mclarity in ' Jubilo, ' " reported the Even- have in Will Rogers the real midDonald and others, and " Mary
ing Telegram. " ' Jubilo,' a Goldwyn
type, " which," according to
these."
production, with Will Rogers as the Western
Minds Her Business."
the
announcement, " has succeeded
the nasal New England type in the
popular mind as a manifestation of
genuine
Americanism."
Rogers'
special asset
to screen fame,
according
to Goldwyn, rests in the fact that he
JANS
PICTURES,
Inc.
never overstrains his characterizaH. F. JANS, President
tions and " does not descend either
into maudlinity or burlesque."
announces that they have now in
the course of production a photo
drama
which
will be entitled

Picture

Former Editor Becomes
Metro Scenarioist
H. Thompson Rich, former editor of
The Forum, is the newest addition to
the Screen Classics, Inc., scenario staff,
which is now composed of seven continuity writers. Mr. Rich has arrived
at the Metro studios in Holl>'wood
from New York and was immediately
assigned by Director-General Maxwell Karger to do the 'script for a
forthcoming production.

hearsals and will
at Keith's
coln theatre,
Newopen
York,
during Linthe
holidays.
On the screen, Frank Moore and
Pierre Couderc share the comedy
honors, while Violet MacMillan, Mae
Wells and Vivian Reed are supported
by
a largecharacters
company from
playing L.the Frank
wellknown
Baum's book.

" High Speed " the First
Hallmark 1920 Issue
The first New Year release of Hallmark Pictures Corporation on the Famous Directors' Series is " High
Speed,"ment according
to an
made this week
by announceFrank G.
of Hallmark. " High
Hall, president
Speed"
was produced by Hallmark
under the direction of Charles Miller.
The picture co-stars Gladys Hulette
and Edward Earle, with Roger Lytton, Charles Husted, Fay EvcKti.
Aida Horto, Jack Edwards and Matthew L. Betts in support. " High
Speed " is scheduled for release the
first week of January-.
Del

Ruth

Is Making

a

Big Comedy Feature
Hampton Del Ruth, supervising director of William Fox Sunshine Comedies, isreported to be busily engaged
with the personal direction of a fivereel comedy. Mr. Del Ruth has contracted for the services of the famous
Singer Midgets for the production.
Possibly four months will be required
to produce
the comedy,
will include the services
of allwhich
the principal
comedians on the Sunshine lot, as well
as a chorus of two hundred girls.
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Whitaker's Dukedom
By Edgar Jepson
haracter Personal
of Story :resemblance.
Comedy drama.
heme:
haracters:
JamesDr.Whitaker;
L'nwin, his uncle;
Arbuthnot Robert
; Tomkins;
Wyse,
a
farmer
;
Brinkman,
the
Duke's
steward ; Miss Carton ; Rev. Carton,
her father ; Lord Edward Beddard, the
Duke brother ; Lady Cubbingrton, Lady
Middlemore, Millicent Whitaker, Whitothers. aker's wife; the Duke of Lanchester and
he Plot: James Whitaker, dealer in antiques and second-hand furniture, vainly
appeals
to his uncle
funds topart
support
his
business.
He isforwalking
way
home to save car fare when he is overtaken by a storm and takes refuge in a
field where he encounters another man
who is his exact double. As they are
staring at one another a bolt of lightning
strikes them and when Whitaker comes
to himself the other man is dead and so
disfigured that nobody could identify
him. Examining the contents of the
dead
pockets
Whitaker learns
it is man's
the Duke
of Lanchester.
He that
decides to play Duke for a few days.
Changing clothes with the dead man he
goes to the
and successfullyDuke's
imposes on residence
his servants
and
physician with the tale that the shock has
robbed him of his memory. He finds the
Duke has many intimate friends, especiallylikeamong
ladies. Two,
in particu-is
lar,
to the
be kissed.
As Whitaker
married this does not strike him as
proper, but as he and his wife are not
nappy together, he does not mind it so
much as he might. Elizabeth Carton,
daughter
Whitaker and of
tellsthehimrector,
that sends
she wasfor present
when he changed clothes with the Duke.
As the price of her silence she demands
that he claresmake
the not
Duchess.
that he hercould
consentHetode-a
loveless marriage and she finally agrees
that they shall give one another a
chance to fall in love. Eventually she is
not sure but that he is the Duke, but she
hopes he is not because of the women.
Whitaker proceeds to astonish everyone
by improving conditions for his tenants
and
good done.
than any
other generally
Duke of doing
the linemore
has ever
He
stays on because he is interested in
Elizabeth.
Duke'sis brother
realizes
that "The
Whitaker
not the comes,
Duke,
and accuses him of being an impostor.
This is overheard by the steward. Just
then Lord Beddard, the brother, is
stricken with apoplexy and dies. The
steward attempts blackmail and is so
soundly beaten for his pains that he is
convinced that Whitaker is the duke after
all. Carton forbids the marriage with his
daughter. Whitaker decides to provide
his wife with a competence and escape
to America. While he is in London his
wife dies of an overdose of chloral. All
obstacles to his remaining Duke are now
removedventsand
only the sofather's
ban prethe marriage,
Whitaker
and
Elizabeth elope. Whitaker decides that
fate thrust him into the Dukedom and he
will stay with it.
<ocale: London and Enligh country.
Hcture tionsHigh
Lights:
Lots of for
goodcomedy.
situa; splendid
opportunity

■I

A Modern Madonna
Character of Story: Society drama.
Theme: Suspicion.
Characters:
Margaret,
Judgede Kirtley'i
Judge Kirtley
; Victor
Jarnette, ward;
Mariraret's
husband;
Richard
de
brother ; the other woman. Jarnette, his
The Plot: Margaret is married to Victor de
Jarnettemoon, and
they after
have they
a happy
but shortly
have honeysettled
down to humdrum married life Margaret
discovers that Victor has become entangled in an affair with another woman.
The discovery is made when her suspicion
is aroused by seeing Victor riding in the
Park with another woman. Later she intercepts atelegram sent to his office and
all doubts are set at rest. There is a
short and bitter quarrel between the two
and ingVictor
deserts
his wife
goto Europe.
Richard,
the and
elderchild,
brother,
deploringto Victor's
behavior,
on
himself
do all that
he can takes
for theit deserted wife and child. He supplies a servantdoneof tohisatone
own for
and the
leaves
nothing
neglect
of unhis
brother. After an absence of three years
Victor returns from Europe and there is
an attempt at reconciliation but this is a
failure. It develops that before going to

for

Producers

Europe Victor had changed his wi'l. A
weekhis after
he isde shot
and kil'ed
at
ofHce hisandreturn
Richard
Jarnette
linds
Margaret
leaning
over
Victor's
body
a revolver in her hand. The husband, with
just
before he dies, declares that he was cleaning a gun and that it was discharged by
accident. This satisfies the coroner but
the
he belevcsolder
that brother
Margaretis suspicious
did the —shooting.
Richard
is
now
Margaret's
enemy.
The
will is read and it is found that the child
is
left
in
Richard's
care
—
a
provision
which is legal under the laws of Washington, D. C. Fmally the mother decides
to steal her child and take it away. She
takes her son and dresses him as a little
girl. Then come months of wandering
and the constant fear of detectives. Marby Richard's
agent garet
andis atthelasttwoovertaken
are brought
back to
Washington where the child is put in the
custody of the uncle according to the will.
Margaret, however, is allowed to see the
boy from time to time. The boy becomes
attached to the uncle but misses his
mother. Margaret has taken up charity
work and in the course of this she finds
a litle boy who very strongly resembles
her own son. She is so much struck with
the resemblance that she decides to adopt
this child and does so. She then concludes to as
takewell.
the boy's
mother she
to dislive
with her
Eventually
covers that this boy is Victor's son also
and
mother isThethe legitimate
one who
reallythatdidthetheboy's
shooting.
son is now taken with scarlet fever and
after many hours of fearful watching the
boy is out of danger and Margaret and
Richard are brought together in a love
which has been tested and tried.
Locale: Washington, D. C.
Picture High Lights: Strong emotional
scenes ; pathos, suspense and action.
Mrs. Bobble's Trained
Nurse
By Geo. Fox Tucker
Character of story: Comedy.
Theme: System.
Characters: Mr. Bobbles; Mrs. Bobbles;
Baby Bobbles; Mrs. Bobbles' father;
Mrs.
Bobbles'the mother;
Audrey Eleanor
De Villiers,
trained nurse.
The Plot: When the story opens Mr. Bobbles is expecting an addition to the family and after some conferences between
. the various members of the family it is
decided that instead of the old family
nurse an up-to-date trained nurse shall
have charge of the house. As soon as she
arrives she proceeds to put into effect the
discipline which she has been taught in
the hospital and Mr. Bobbles soon finds
that he has no place in his home which
he can call his own. The cook is in much
the same fix and nothing but extra money
will induce her to stay under the new
regime. Mr. Bobbles finds that he is not
permitted to smoke. He inquires whether
this disturbs his wife and the nurse replies that whether it does or not is immaterial— scientifically it ought to disturb
her
and therefore
Bobbles
must notit mustn't
whistle, behe done.
must Mr.
not
sing — heerally
mustexcitednotcondition
even snore.
In
his genhe writes
his
father-in-law a dunning letter about anman's washthat
bill heand begins
insults toso doubt
many
of hisotherclients
whether he will ever again be able to
build up his practice. After the event he
finds that he must have a pass to enter
the sick room and since the doctor has
not provided him with this it is not possible for him to see his wife. The baby
can be seen but must not be handled ;
and most especially it must not be kissed.
The baby is tagged with an identification
disk because, as the nurse explains, other
babies might be brought in and in that
case there would be some danger of confusion of identities. Mr. Bobbles suggests
that it might be a good idea to tag the
mother too in case any other young
mothers should be brought in. The nurse
admits that this might be a good idea,
but as it had not yet been introduced into
the hospital when she left, she cannot
give it her unqualified endorsement.
"Throughout
storyknown
presents
in a whim-of
sical way thethewell
peculiarities
the trained nurse — especially the sort of
nurse who takes complete charge of every
household she enters and rules it with a
rod of iron.
Locale: Any city.
Picture High Lights: With the introduction
of a little more action would make a good
two-reel comedy.

Mart

and

Studio

Red Pepper's Patients
By Grace S. Richmond
Character of story: Comedy dramas.
Theme:
.\ dcictor's humanity.IJurns, M. D. ;
Cha-acters:
Kllen Hums,Redhis Pepper
wife; Miss Matthewson,
a nurse; dardner Coolidge ; an old patient ;the This
old patient's
The Plot:
is a serieswife.of short stories
woven around the character of Red Pepper Burns, a red-haired irascible but
kindly and big-hearted surgeon who has
a name for gruflfness, but is full of the
milk of human kindness. These stories
aim to be little lessons in human nature
and humanitarianism. The first story is
entitled,
Prescription
and deals" An
with Intelligent
the conference
between"
Dr. Burns and an old friend, Gardner
Coolidge, who comes to Burns seeking a
prescription for insomnia. Coolidge nas
waite<l in the waiting room and listened
to various patients talking with the nurse,
lie is finally
ushered
and cause
Burns of
immediately inquires
as toin the
his
insomnia. He learns that Coolidge has
separated from his wife. He finds that
there is no real reason for this beyond a
quarrel and the pride of each one making
it impossible for either to acknowledge a
mistake. He excuses himself and leaves
Coolidge with Ellen Burns, his wife.
Coolidge is impressed with the love and
trust there is between Burns and his wife.
Burns then takes him to call upon an old
patient who is slowly dying, his aged
wife at his side making the most of the
few days that are left to them after a
life time of devotion. Burns then points
out to him the folly of allowing false
pride to alienate him from the woman he
has chosen
be his
admits that heto has
beenmate.
in theCoolidge
wrong and
agrees that he will go to California to see
his wife and endeavor to persuade her
to come home, but he insists that he has
need
a prescriptionDr.to Burns
cure hiswrites
insomnia
in theof meantime.
out
the prescription and when Coolidge opens
it he reads
:
"
Walk
five
miles
every
evening. Drink no sort of stimulant except
one cup of coffee at breakfast. Begin to
make
plansa palace.
for the cottage
turn out
Ask the— don't
good let
Lordit
every night to keep you from being a
Locale: Any small town.
Picture
The story
wife ;should
be inproud High
fool."
troducedLights:
into the film
the quarrel
and the cure.
The Rain

Coat

Girl

Executives
seized with the idea of helping her father
put the store on its feet, but she sees
that this can be done only by not letting
him know what she has in mind. Having
a natural genius for selecting clothing for
any given type she lays in a stock of
dresses, collars, etc., with certain mill
girls in mind. Each article is chosen with
the idea of selling it to a particular girl.
This plan works very well and the stock
is promptly
sold out.
Her soon
father's
est is reawakened
and he
takesinteractive charge of the new business and gives
up the drug trade altogether. Isabel now
finds that she is happiest when she is
starting something new and putting it on
its feet. She leaves the factory and
founds a co-operative laundry. She learns
that Braithwaite
has " planted
a newof
secretary
with Berwick,
Sr., as "a sort
business spy. She warns the old man and
his gratitude for her action— although he
already knew of the deception — is such
that
to John's
marriage
with
Ellen.
Isabelheandagrees
he himself
decides
to marry
Locale: A milltown in Pennsylvania.
Picture High Lights: A little weak in drament. matic situations, but capable of developDon't

Ever Marry

By ofEdgar
Franklin
Character
Story: Farce
comedy.
Theme: Matrimony.
Characters: tractor;
Joseph
Benson, his
electrical
conDorothy Whynn,
wife; John
Whynn, her father; Mrs. Whynn; Barbara
Dow; Mr. Dow, her father; Mrs. Dow;
Judge Kettle; Bill Fielding, in love with
Barbara; Myra Cray; Cray, her husband;
Sitterley,
and
others.New 'Vork financier ; hotel clerks
The Plot: Joseph Benson has just sold out
his
business
in Elmfield electrical
— a little contracting
Western town
near the
city
of Ponsbury. He intends going East to
accept a position. Myra Cray who runs
the art shop adjoining his shop calls on
him and
solemnly
that marry.
whatever else he
does, hewarns
shouldhimnever
Benson calls upon John Whynn and tells
him he desires to marry Dorothy. Whynn
refuses his consent and declares mat tt
Benson marries her he will kill Benson.
Nevertheless Benson persuades Dorothy
to be married by Judge Kettle. They plan
to have Dorothy stay with a friend after
a dance in Ponsbury and that she will
come to the hotel where Benson has engaged the bridal suite after the dance.
They willgets
takea anletter
early from
train Bill
for the
East.
Benson
Fielding,
his pal. Bill is in love with Barbara Dow.
Her mother
objects
and to
has another
forced man.
Barbara to become
engaged
The wedding is set for Saturday of the
same week. Bill cannot get home from
the East in time to prevent the wedding.
Benson has a telephone message from
Barbara asking him to meet her. She
says
she and
intends
announcing
the danceby
that she
Benson
have beenat married
Judge Kettle that day. Kettle has gone
away for a month's hunting that after-

By Jennette Lee
Character of story: Comedy drama.
"Theme:
Co-operation.
Characters:Optimism.
Isabel Merton
; John Berwick,
Sr. ; John Berwick, Jr. ; Eben Braith• waite
Aaron Merton,
Ellen ; Braithwaite;
GilbertIsabel's
Carter;father:
mill
hands,
etc.
The Plot: Isabel Merton is stenographer in
the Berwick mills. John Berwick, the
junior partner, is a poet of the newer
school, having taught himself how to
writeselfpoetry
muchan asautomobile,
he might teach
himhow to run
by studying a book about it. John is in love
with Isabel, but does not know it. His
father tears that this may be the case and
lets John write poetry so long as he does
not dictate it to Isabel. Merton, Sr., has
a serious business rival in Eben Braithwaite who is always endeavoring to learn
the secrets of the Berwick business.
Isabel is aware of this and on her guard
at the office, but is won over to friendshipwaitewithis inEllen
Ellen socially
Braiththe Braithwaite.
habit of working
to forward her father's business interests.
In spite of his dislike for Braithwaite as
a business rival, Berwick, Sr., thinks
that Ellen would make a good match (or
John and encourages John to see much
of her; John knows so little of the busi
ness that there is small danger that he
will
giveAaron
away Merton,
any of theruns
secrets.
father,
a smallIsabel's
drug
store which has long since lost most of
the custom it once had. He has fallen
into the habit of spending his time sitting
in the back room with two or three
chronic idlers, drinking just enough to
keep him
awake to
ties. Hefrom
does being
not renew
his opportunistock of
goods and makes no effort to get new trade. Ivo Dawson who plays one of the principal
The family lives upon the money which roles in " The Miracle of Love," a ParaIsabel earns in the factory. Isabel is
mount-Artcraft release
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noon. Benson protests and Barbara
threatens to expose his marriage to
Dorothy. At the dance Barbara makes
the announcement. Barbara is to go
home but Whynn and Dow both insist that
she must stay at the hotel with Benson.
Dorothy is much upset but shortly after
Barbara and Benson reach the hotel, she
learns the tacts and comes to the hotel
herself. Then Myra Cray arrives and
says that her divorced husband is in the
lobby below and that she has told him
she is married to Benson. Benson now
has three women all claiming to be the
bride and all in the bridal suite at the
hotel. This situation leads to many farcical incidents. Whynn finally learns of
his daughter's
marriage ofandkilling
while Benson,
he nas
modified
his intention
decides to beat him up. At this point
Mrs. Whynn arrives and as Whynn is a
terror to everyone else, she is a terror to
Whynn. She has learned the true facts
and declares herself in favor of Benson.
Benson, meanwhile, has learned that Sitterley, his prospective boss in New York
IS in the hotel and fears that the scandals
momentarily threatening to break will ruin
his prospects. In the end everything is
cleared up and even Bill arrives in time 'o
clami Barbara so that all four start East
happily married.
l.ocale: A Western town.
Picture High Lights: Great opportunities lor
comedy throughout. Male lead.

The Bells of San Juan
By Jackson Gregory
Character of Story: Western romance.
Theme:
Adventure. Love.
Characters: Dr. Virginia Page; Roddy
-Norton,
Sheriff; Jim Gal'owav, bad man •
Dr.
Patten,
faker; The Kid, a gunman;
Lngle. the banker; Florence,
ter; Ignacio, the bell ringer. his daughThe Plot: The action takes place in
San Juan, a village near the Mexican
border. Dr. Page has just arrived in
town when the sound of shots is heard
and the bell ringer of the mission church
sounds the alarm — he has certain bells to
ring for certain occasions. It develops
that a sheepman has been murdered. Dr.
Page is walking near the edge of town at
dusk when she encounters the Sheriff who
warns her to stay in the heart of town and
preferably inside at night. She tells him
of the shooting which he has missed,
being out of town on business. He proceeds to the Casa Blanca saloon, run bv
Galloway, a bad man who was responsible the death of Norton's father.
Evidence foris lacking, however, to convict
Galloway or his men of the murder of the
sheepman. Norton knows that Ga'Iowav
is planning a tremendous raid on the surrounding country with the aid of renegades and Mexicans and plans to catch
him when the time is ripe. A second
murder occurs and it is evident that this
IS done by Galloway
The Kid, taunts
one of Norton
Gallowav's
henchmen.
because_ he makes no arrest and tells him
the Kid will be in the ("asa Blanca th.il
night. Norton goes there with two depu
ties and in a shooting aflray is struck on
the head by a bullet but not seriously
Tiurt. Dr. Patten attends him. Dr. Page
believes that he has sustained an injury
to his brain. Certain mysterious one man
robberies are reported which are evidently
not the work of Galloway and Virginia
Page suspects Norton of these. One
night she shows him $100 in gold she has
received as a fee from a patient. That
night he attempts to steal it and she
catches him. He confesses to the other
robberies. She tells him his head has been
injured and urges him to consent to an
operation. He refuses. They go together to the country to attend an injured man. Dr. Page threatens that if Norton does not have an operation she will
expose him. He decides to lock her up
until he shall have rounded up his enemy.
She dopes him. Dr. Patten discovers the
two together spending the night in the
hills and threatens blackmail. Dr. Page
holds him up and at the point of a gun
forces him to assist her in operating on
Norton. The operation restores Norton's
moral sense. Galloway meanwhile has
kidnapped Florence Engle and called out
his outlaws. Norton rescues Florence and
in the fight which follows Galloway and
most of his men are killed. Norton and
Dr. Page are married and he resigns his
office to retire to his ranch with Dr. Page
as his partner.
Locale: Small town in the Southwest.
Picture High Lights: Good Western
scenes; novel scene of operation in hills
by woman surgeon ; novel situation with
hero as robber and sheriff.
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of it and desire to secure it for use in
David Vallory
submar nes. An ofler comes to Tom for
$500,000 for his mine but Wedekind urges
him not to sell to Germans of whom he is
By Francis Lynde
Character of story: Western railway.
suspicious.
Von and
Gots-Wreed
to Spokane Baron
to visit
makes comes
many
Theme: Honest business.
friends. He makes a friend of Tom and
Characters: David Vallory, engineer; Virurges
him
to
come
to
Berlin,
Tom
has
ginia Grillage; Eben Grillage, her father,
just been refused by Bertha and makes up
a railway
contractor;
Judith
Fallon;
Luhis
mind
to
go.
On
the
ship
he
meets
cille Vallory ; Herbert Oswald, attorney ;
Bertha, who thinks that he has followed
Lushing. David's father; Judson; Dargin ; her.
Vallory,
IJertha has received a false cablegram
The Plot : David
Vallory
is
engaged
in
govmany isstating
very that
ill.herIt grandmother
is the desire inof Gerthe
ernment work in Florida when he is
Germans to get Tom in Berlin and to have
called home by a telegram from his
father whose bank is in trouble. David
Bert'aa
there.much
Theyof.arrive
in
BerlintoandholdTomhimis made
The
returns and finds affairs in a bad state,
Baron hastroduceshim
put
up
at
clubs
inbut owing to the timely arrival ot Eben
him to society. Tom isand
finally
Grillage,
of his
induced to become an officer in a Uhlan
large draftan isoldputfriend
through
the father's,
bank anda
the situation is saved. The business is
regiment mission,
and receives
his lieutenant's
swearing allegiance
to the comGerwound up. David finds that the village
man
Empire.
Bertha's
grandmother
expects him to marry Judith Fallon bewarns
Tom
as
openly
as
she
dares
to
leave
has written
her while
BeBerlin but he makes light of her fears for
forecausehehe leaves
his home
townaway.
she tells
his safety. In accepting his pos.tion as
him that she can never marry any other
an
officer in the Uhlans Tom is required
man. This makes him think that he
should not tell Virginia Grillage that he
to
make
schedule
'.lis properties
and
sign up
it. a The
paper ofreferring
to the
loves her. He is given a job by Grillage
Yankee Doodle Glory mine has a transfer
and
finds
that
the
contractor's
men
are
on thefers theback
and German
his signature
transin the habit of cutting down expenditures
title oftoitthe
government.
so as to make an extra profit. He is
The Germans, having secured title to the
finally sent West on a big job for Grillage.
mine, determine to get rid of Tom and a
Grillage has been building a tunnel for
fight is lenges
started
which The
the Baron
Tom to in
a duel.
Baron chalfires
amen.
railway
company
and
one
of
Grillage's
Lushing, has become an inspector
before
the
signal
is
given
but
Tom fires
for the railroad company and declares that
there is a weak spot in the tunnel which
wrists, Tom
is arrested
charged
with
quickly,
wounding
the and
Baron
in bot'.i
makes it unsafe. Grillage does not want
the murder of the Baron, who is supposed
to spend the money necessary to make the
to
have
died
though
this
is
not
true.
Tom
repairs since this would cut his profit to
is confined
to the
his quarters.
He hasof meannothing, Vallory comes to the town
while made
acquaintance
Lord
where the tunnel is and he is inclined to
Vyvyan,
an
English
agent
who
is attached
believe that while Lushing is a renegade
to
the
Embassy.
Bertha
desires
to
leave.
and has sold out to the railroad company,
Tom leaves his quarters to assist her and
his contention regarding the tunnel is coris sent to prison where he remains six
rect, David finds Judith in this town in
months. War breaks out with France.
a dance hall. She has been brought West
Upon agreeing to lend his name for the
by a man named Judson, who has deregistering of a shipping line from Hong
Francisco, the Germans perher andnamed
has since
been David
taken looks
care' Kong mittoTomSan
of by asertedman
Dargin.
to rejoin his regiment. With
Judith up, but she will have nothing to
Vyvyan
Tom
and
Bertha make a dash for
do with him. David declares that he will
the border and are intercepted by the
Baron and Heinrich Wedekind. After a
put the dance hall out of business and,
fight the Germans are killed and the three
attempting to do this, is wounded. Judith
rescues him, but leaves him as soon as he
reach France
where army.
Tom becomes an ofin the French
is able to move. David's blind sister, Locale: ficerSpokane,
Wash., and Ber'in.
Lucille,
has been
wanting
marrywill Herbert Oswald
at home,
but to
David
not Picture
High .Lights: Spirited action
throughout.
consent because ot hej infirmity. Lushing makes up his mind to ruin the confirm and
also tohe kill
David.
Im- A Woman Named Smith
pattracting
ient of the
cave.in,
decides
to blow
up the tunnel. Judith brings word to Virginia that a time-clock bomb has been By Marie Conway Oenxler
Character
of Story:pride.Comedy drama.
placed in the shaft and that it will ex- Theme
: Family
plode justVirginia
as thepresses
shifts achange
in the tunnel.
light engine
and Characters: Sophy Smith; Nicholas Jelthe engineer into service and goes at top
nick ; Alicia
Doctor
Geddes
; 'The;
speed to the tunnel where she finds the
Author;
The Gaines;
Suffragist;
Judge
Gatchell
night
shift waiting
go in.
Luis Morenus, an artist ; Emiline Phelpsthat David
is insideto and
runsSheintolearns
the
Parsons;
and Mrs.Scarboro
George; Westmatunnel on foot. There is an explosion
cote
; Mrs.Mr.Cheshire
Achmet,
and when she comes to she finds that she
vant.
Jclnick's servant; Daoud, another serhas been imprisoned in the tunnel with
David and others. They remain for two The Plot: Sophy Smith, a stenographer
who has risen from a position as office
days nentshut
in.David
Whenshedeath
immishe tells
loves seems
him. When
girl to be secretary to the head of the
rescued they learn that her father has
firm which employs her, inherits a
Southern mansion and estate from an
been paralyzed and his sister has been
married. David is now in charge of the
eccentricscendedgreat-aunt.
construction and effects a compromise
from Cockney Sophy
English is
but de-is
with the railway company whereby the
thoroughly
American
herself,
educated
tunnel is to be made safe. David and
and cultured. She has, however, none of
Virginia are married.
the family pride which is common in
Hyndesville, South Carolina, where her
Locale:tainEastern
village
and
Western
mountown.
inheritance
lies, Sophy's great aunt, SoPicture High Lights: The fight in the dance
phronisba
has fought
every-to
one in theScarlett,
place and
left thewith
estate
hall; Virginia's ride in the engine; the
Sophy with an idea of spiting her relacave-in.
tives and neighbors by leaving the handsomest place in the state to " a woman
The Man on Horseback
named
goes Alicia
South, Gaines,
taking
with herSmith."
a prettySophy
file clerk.
whom she invites to come and live with
By Achmed Abdullah
her. They find the house a tremendous
Character of Story: Love and adventure.
affair thoiigh only two stories and an
Theme: A fight for a mine.
Characters: Tom (iraves, miner; John
attic in height. The walls are immensely
thick; the gardens are very extensive
Truex, his partner; Martin Wedekind, an
and in a very ne.glected state. They find
American-German; Bertha, his daughter;
that
on each side of the house dwell deHeinrich; Baron
Wedekind
Berlin, Martin's
scendants of two antagonistic branches
brother
Von ofGotz-Wreed
; Lord
Vyvyan, English agent ; Krauss, a valet.
of theardfamily
on the one from
side Dr.
RichGeddes,; descended
Freeman
The Plot: Tom Graves and John Truex are
Hynds, and on the other side Nicholas
partners in working the Yankee Doodle
G'ory mine
mine isnear
Spokane,played
Washington,
Jelnick. Austrian
on his father's
deThis
apparently
out and
scended from Richard
Hynds,side,These
two
had
been
brothers
—
Richard,
the
Truexing over
finally
gives
it
up
in
disgust,
turnelder a spendthrift and wastrel ; Freeman
his share to Tom, Tom secures
a sober and God-fearing man. Jessamine,
financial
Martin Wedekind,
German bornaidbutfromAmerican
in every fibre,
a poor cousin, had disappeared immediand proceeds to work it. Tom is in love
after Richard's
marriage
another
with Bertha Wedekind, who likes him, but
womanately
immediately
after tothis
marriageand
there had
been discovered
the theft
who has been visiting her uncle in Berlin
and becomes enamored of German unifof the pected
family
jewels.
Richard
was
and turned out of the house. susHe
orms. All this
takessound
place isbefore
t'.ie war.in
died soon after and his father died of
A peculiar
ringing
discovered
the mine which causes the men to think it grief. The property descended to the
house of Freeman Hynds and finally
haunted and a new metal is found in the
came into the hands of Sophy Scarlett
assay. This meta' has the peculiar atwho left it to the, woman named Smith.
tribute oftances.
transmitting
sound
at great
disWhen the ore
is sent
to New
The two girls set about fixing up the
York for assay (Jerman bankers get wind house and sooh get it into shape. It is

Picture
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filled with historical treasures and pri^
less antique furnishings. To keep it i|i
they decide to invite a very few distia
guished paying guests — charging a rouai
price for the privilege of living in Hind*
house. This they try with great sue
cess. A great author, a great cartoonist
a well-known Suffragist, and other di»
tinguished people arrive and the atmo*
phere of the place is so intellectual ail^i
overpowering that the neighbors and nan
tives generally overcome the prejudie*
they feel
interloping
erners andagainst
make the
friends.
Geddes Northlov«
A icia and Jelnick loves Sophy, thou^
they do not discover, until well toward
the end ofturned.
theJelnick
story
this love
reandthatSophy
solveis the
secret of the missing jewels and haw
some exciting adventures. All comi
well in the end.
Locale: A sma'l town in the South
Picture High Lights: This could be mi
into a very effective picture; p.easai
humorous and with plenty of dramai
action. The story is much stronger
material tl.an appears in this sho
synopsis.
Sinister Island
By Wadsworth Camp
'Iheme: Fear.
Character
of Story: Mystery.
Characters: James Miller; Tony, his
vant ; Andrew Anderson ; Molly, his wifi
man; Ml
Jake, Anderson's
Morgan; ; the
coroner.
TheMorgan
Plot: Jamesfisherman
Miller,; the
a practical
with no beliei in the supernatura. has be<
told a byresthis and
docior
he must has
go Soi
for
for that
this purpose
chai
tered a small yacht for a cruise in Soul
ern waters. Just as he is starting he
ceives a letter from Anderson, a friei
the
Snake
River
where
Anderson Is'and
and
to Captain's
to come
him been
urging
wife
have
staying.
There is a toi
of terror in the letter wh-ch rouses Ml
ler's curiosity and while Anderson doesn]
very both
definite
abouthis the
itsayis anvthing
evident that
he and
wifeplarat
verv anxious to have some company. Arri'
ing in the neighborhood of the island, Milli
is warned by an express agent that tl
place
a badhaunted
reputation
and isthereputi
to havehasbeen
ever since
earl
days when a slave trader lived there
plied his trade of importing slaves, eyi
after the importation of slaves was again!
the
law. Arrivedas Sinister
at Captain's Islan(
popularly
is met by known
Anderson who comesIsland,
aboardMilUtl
yacht and unburdens his mind of
fears which have been harrassing himsi
and his wife for some weeks. Andersi
declares that not only is the house tl
scene of many weird and inexplicabi
manifestations but that there is no doul
that the island is full of snakes and thi
he and his wife are convinced that it wil
be
a matter
days sort
only of before
snakes
will makeof some
attack these
upon
them. Morgan, another resident on the
island, has noted the same sinister atmosphere of the place
although
more cheerful.
Strange
noiseshisarehome
heardis
in
Anderson's
house,
doors
open
and
without adequate reason ; whisperingsclose
are
heard and the whole place has an atmosof ill-omen.
Mil'er
laugh atphere the
fears of his
friend.endeavors
The nex(
morning
earlybeach
Millerandsurprises
Morgan on the
desiringMiss
to speaf
to
her,catching
whereuponher s"je
andherheapproaches
chases her,
afterrual
hard run. She does not explain why sh<
ran, further than to say that she
frightened. Miller learns that this yount
woman is an enigma. The second da;
Jake, the handy man of the Andersoni
goes for a walk in the wood to ca'l
Morgan's
has beeaj
killed
by acook.
snake Anderson's
and Jake iscatanxious
leave
the
place.
A
sudden
outcry
bring*'
Miller to the woods where he and Morgaa*
find Jake dead, bitten on the leg by *
«nake and with peculiar bruises on his
wrists. The next day Tony is attacked
in the woods and received the same marks
on his wrist but escapes being bitten. He
cannot explain how it happened. Miller
agrees
stay inin Anderson's
and at
rattle isto heard
the night house
but nothing
can be found. Then strange blue lights
appear.
Miller starts
to investigate,
Morgan aonears
and begs
him not toMiss^
goj
The same strange marks are on her wrist-i
The ultimate explanation of the story
that Morgan is a smuggler and does noM
desire other people on the island. Hfl
does not stop short of murder to be ri^
of them. The girl is his niece, not ni^
daughter. Morgan and his lieutenants are^
captured but Morgan escapes into tl
burning jungle where certain death await
him.
are
Locale: The South.
Picture High Lights: Many thrills
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Drury filmed
Lane melodrama,
Hope,"of
being
under the "The
direction
Herbert Blache. have been selected,
and are Jack Mulhall, Ruth StoneMarguerite de la Mottc and
Every Vitagraph Company is at house,
Frank Elliott. Elliott is an English
work on a new production. William actor
who played the leading man role
Duncan is well along with the first
in
this
city during its original presentation at the Theatre Royal.
episode of the new serial " Love and
Honor," in which Edith Johnson is
Viola Dana's Screen Classic, "Eliz;i
playing opposite him; and Director
William Bowman is making the tenth Comes To Stay,'' has been started,
W. A. Howell, who directed tinfeat- and
Invisible Hand"Pauline
of "The Moreno
episode uring
Flagstaff Comedies, has been engaged
with
Antonio
to film this subject. The supporting
Cur ley.
cast
has not been selected, but the
new
a
Montgomery and Rock have
is now working at Pleasanton
leading woman in the person of Patsy compan)'
where a number of children are being
DeForrest. and this pair of comedians
are now making the last scenes for the used. Twenty-six members of the
Metro staf? are at this Northern Califirst comedy in which she appears.
fornia town, making the necessary
With the return of Lucille Carlisle New England
scenes.
from New York, work was begun on
Henry Otto has been assigned to the
a new two-reel special Vitagraph release under the direction of Larry direction of May .-Allison in "Judah,"
Semon, who also plays the featured after one day's vacation following the
completion of "The Willow Tree," in
part. Bill Haubcr and Frank Alexan- which
he virtually made three producder are playing in support of the ditions as a new process of filming was
rector-star.
tried out which will not be used.
Helen Lynch is playing opposite
The other two companies at work
Jimmy Aubrey in a two-reel comedy, at the Metro studio are those making
and Babe Hardy is taking the principal
Acres" being produced by Rex
supporting role. Noel Smith is di- "Shore
Ingram, and the forthcoming Nazirecting.
Director Dave Smith is making the mova production.
final scenes for an O. Henry story,
"An Afternoon Miracle," in which Jay
Morely and Virginia Nightengale arc
featured.
K change has been made respecting
the next film starring Bryant Washburn, it having been arranged to film
"Mrs. Temple's Telegram," adapted
from the stage play by the same name,
instead of filming "Where Julia Rules."
Selection has been made of a portion This latter play will be produced at
of the cast for Bert Ljtell's next a later date. James Cruze is to be
Screen Classic, "Jimmy Valentine," director of the next Washburn suband Vola Vale will play the lead. Eugene Pallette is to appear in the part ject.
Lois Wilson has been selected as
of
"Red."
This
company
has
started
leading
woman for the Robert Warwork under the direction of Arthur
wick
play
"Thou Art the Man," which
D. Ripley, who has been film editor is now being
filmed under the direcat the Metro since its producing ortion of T. N. Heffron. The company
ganizations came to the coast.
is working this week at the Cawstbn
Principals for the cast of the second Ostrich Farm in Los Angeles, where
a number of the South African scenes
are being filmed.
Another change has been made with
respect to Ethel Clayton's next story.
It had been planned that this star
would next appear in "All in a Night,"
imder the direction of Walter Edwards, but now it is planned that the
next
film Edwards
will be "A
Director
will Lady
make inthisLove.''
film.
.Arrangements have been completed
for filming
of "The ofPrince
Chap,"
der the direction
William
C. unDe
Mille, and a cast that will include Lila
Lee and Kathlyn Williams as principal
supports to Thomas Meighan, has been
selected. Mr. DeMille plans to make
the first scenes for this film December 24th.
Charles ^laigne, who is to direct the
" Stronger feature
Than released
Death " through
is the Metro
latest Robert W. Chambers' novel play "The
Nazimova
Fighting Chance" with Conrad Nigel

which is now nearing completion, under the direction of Charles Pritchard.
Hen Xeely is taking the heavy role in
the Madlaine Traverse subject "The
Penalty," and Corinne Kirkham is
I>la\ing an ingeiuie part in the same,
which is l)eing directed b\ Howard M.
Miicheli.
.A title "White Lies" has been given
lo the subject now being directed by
lulward J. Le Saint, which stars
(iladys Brockwcll.
Supervising Director Hampton Del
Ruth of the Sunshine Comedies now
has five units working on coming productions. No titles have been selected
for any of these comedies, which will
not be completed for the next two or
three weeks.
Julia Faye.

appearing
in Paramount-Artcraft pictures
and Anna Q. Nilsson, has arrived in
Los Angeles and will begin work on
this picture next week.
Bel)e Daniels has been selected as
leading woman for Wallace Reid in
"The Dancin' Fool," which is now being produced under the direction of
Sam Woods.
December the twenty-second will
mark the beginning of production of
the first George H. Melford ParamouiU-Artcrafl special, "The Roundup" ;and it is now announced that the
making of "Held by the Enemy," the
well known William Gillette plaj-, will
not be started until shortly after the
first of the year.

William Russell and a big company
of Fox players, especially selected to
in support of this star in "Bruce
appearCircle
of
A," left this week for
Phoenix, Arizona, where they will
make the exterior for this play,
adapted from the novel by Hal Titus.
Helen Ferguson
to betheMr.supporting
Russell's
leading
woman, isand
cast includes Duflfy Shade, Robert
Cain, George Stewart, Nelson McDowell and John Donnelly. The Russell Company will be in Arizona about
ten days.

Several changes are announced to
take effect immediately at Universal
City. Perhaps the most importaitt is
that E. M. Bipitz, formerly of the New
York executive organization of the
company, is on his way to Los Angeles
to assume the duties of controller, succeeding George Morris, who resigned.
M. M. Montgomery has been named
as production manager by General
Manager Tarkington Baker, and assumes this post immediately. Other
changes announced by Mr. Baker provide that Frank Lawrence, film editor,
shall have general supervision of the
photographic laboratories, succeeding
L. L. Lancaster, who has been laboratory chief for several years, who has
taken up camera work with the William C. Dowlan Company. Monroe
Bennett will be superintendent of the
laboratory, assisted by Jack Guerin.
A distinct novelty in titles was filmed
this week for "The Breath of the
Gods," which stars Tsuri Aoki. For
this, the proscenium arch of the Universal City Theatre, which is 38 x 42
feet, was used. Japanese players drew
the curtains of the stage aside revealing the title of the play.
Sever;d permanent titles have been

.All the scenes have been made for
the H. H. Van Loan story, "The Three
Gold Coins," under the direction of
Cliflf Smith, and Tom Mix is having
a brief vacation before the new production is started. Margaret Loomis
is the leading woman for Mix in thi-;
production.
A number of new players have beci
engaged by the Fox organization to
appear in a forthcoming production
Harry Todd will do a character pan
and Henry J. Hebert appears as th>
heavy in the initial release starring
Shirley .\fason, entitled "Her Elephant
Man." Vivian Rich, who has been on
the screen for a year, is leading woman
" Marked
is star in
for Buck Jones in "The Last Straw. " Harry CareyUniversal
n Men,'
productio
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Director H. C. Raymaker. In the
mean time, Mann has begun work in
a new picture which is at present
known as "Barbers and Blacksmiths,"
which is being directed by Fred Windemer.
Helen Holmes, who arrived in Los
Angeles from New York the latter
part of last week, was taken ill the
day following her arrival and on Saturday, Dec. 13th was operated on for
appendicitis. Miss Holmes is convalescent and her doctors assure Manager
Sam Warner that Miss Holmes will be
able to resume producing activities in
four or five weeks.

decided upon for the forthcoming Universal productions. The subject made
under the working title of "The Three
God-Fathers," will be known as
"Marked Men"; "The Woman in the
Plot," has been changed to "The
Devil's Pass Key," and "Ambition" will
be known as "The Gorgeous Canary."
The casting department of Universal
has engaged Lola Gonzales to play an
artist model role in "The Primrose
Path," now being made by Wm.
Christy Cabanne. Miss Gonzales is a
professional model, and has been pictured on more than one hundred canvases. Most oi her professional work
was done at the Chicago Art Institute.
The week has seen the finishing of
"The Devil's
under Several
the direction of EricPass.
von Key,"
Stroheim.
other subjects will be completed within the next week.
"Blind Chance," with Robert Burns,
Charles Dorian and Peggy O'Dare,
under the direction of Edward Kull ;
and "Roarin' Dan," with Hoot Gibson
and Ethel Shannon, directed by Phil
Rosen, are two two-reel western plays
started this week.
With the recovery of Art Acord,
who has been ill for a number of
weeks, work has b"en resumed on
"The Moon Rider," Universal serial.

Picture

A tense moment in " The Third Generation," a Robertson-Cole feature

is now being given its final editing by
other principals of the Kennedy-Beaumont cast are Willard Louis, Florence
DcShon and Richard Tucker.
After two months' preparation, work
Wyndham Standing has come to the
has been started on the filming of the coast
to play the leading role in
first
of the
at GoldW^yn
studios
by "Edgar"
E. Masonseries
Hopper.
This "Earth Bound," an adaptation from the
King story which is being proseries of pictures is adapted from the Basil duced
by T. Hayes Hunter. Other leads
Booth Tarkington stories of the same in this subject
are Mahlon Hamilton,
name, and it is very probable that the Flora Levelles and Alec B. Francis.
children engaged for the first release
will play in all of the series. A lad
named Johnny Jones will take the lead,
V^ere^
and the other principal children are "o^rf? and
Buddie Messinger and Lucile Rickson.
players engaged for the -first number
George Beban, who has now been
are Nick Cogley, Arthur H. Lithe, John at work a month on his coming proCossar, Virginia Madison, Marie Dunn
duction, "One Man In A Million," will
and Fred Moore.
need fully that much more time to
The first of the series will be titled complete this subject which is to be
"Edgar" and present plans provide distributed and exploited by Sol Lesthat each release will have an indiser. This week, more than 200 dogs,
vidual name.
eighteen boys and six babies were used
Madge Kennedy this week began in a number of scenes. Irene Rich,
work under the direction of Harry Helen Eddy, and Lloyd Whitlock are
Beaumont in "Two Cents Worth of principals in support of Beban in this
Humanness," which is adapted from
the Octavius Roy Cohen novel of the play.
IVIorris R. Schlank reports complesame name by Gerald Duffy. John
tion of filming of the Hank Mann comMary Texas, leading lady for Emmet*- Bowers will be the leading man and
Dalton in " When a Man's a Pal "
edy "Paper. Paste and Poultry," which
Goldwyn

Manager Sam Warner arrived in
Los Angeles a few days in advance of
Aliss Holmes with his producing staff,
which includes Gilbert P. Hamilton as
director, and was in readiness to begin producing a new serial when Miss
Holmes arrived.
General Manager Sam Rork, this
week took the Katherine MacDonald
Company to Monterey, where the first
scenes for the Monte Carlo story-, "The
Guests
of Hercules,"
by C.filmed
M. and
A.
M. Williamson
are being
by
Director J. A. Barry. The making of
these scenes will require at least two
weeks, thus keeping the company away
from home over Christmas. During
the absence of the production unit, the
technical staff will complete the building of the big Casino set at the studio
in which much of the action of the
photo-play will take place. Norman
Kelly will be the leading man opposite
Katherine MacDonald, and the supporting cast includes Nell Craig, Edwin Stevens, Howard Gaye, Rudolph
Valentino, Virginia Ainsworth, Sybil
Gocelyn, Fannie Ferrari, Walt Whitman and others. This subject will be
the fourth release for Miss MacDonald
on the First National program.

It is now expected that tw'o weeks
will be required for completion of the
first Lois Weber production for Paramount-Artcraft. This film w^as at first
known as '.'A Modern Pilgrim's Prothis title
willtheonlymaking
sen-e of
a?
one to gress,"
be butused
during
the production. An exceptionally big
cast of well known players are appearing in this initial subject produced by
Miss W^eber. The entire cast includes
Frank Glendon, Clara Windsor, George
Hackathorn, Hal Cooley, Una Trevalyn, Edith Kessler. Helen Kelley, J. P.
Lockney,
and Carl Evelyn
Miller.Selb\-,
Dal Martha
Clawson,Mattox
who
was in charge of photography in the
making of a number of Lois Weber
productions for other programs, is
with Miss Weber in the making of her
Our Motto: AH the News,
present release, having been placed
News
it's
If it's News, When
under contract for the coming year. A
owner of a Ford. This does not
Christmas is coming.
washed it out every night, and number of innovations have been
mean
that
he
just
bought
it.
boys struck
on "Ruleshowed
Brit- had the maid iron it in the morn- worked out for this film and have now
Mabel
coming
when up
an Irishman
Carter Xormand's
de Haven has
his home.
dreis- Gibson Gowland claims his for- Itannia,"
and so keptappearance,
up his usualat
ing room in baby blue.
tune in his hair, and knows of up.Arthur Kane tells the story of Beau ing,Brummel
engagements he was pulled a salesman who visited a Missouri least so it is said.
been photographed successfullj-.
Pauline Frederick is going to five
into on account of his curly locks. town and introduced himself as
have a Christmas tree.
"Roads of Destiny" will be the next
Josephine
Hill
finds
after
eating
E. H. Allen was seen doing
with " Famous
Players.re- ' INTERVIEWS POSTPONED. play for Pauline Frederick, which will
crusts for SIXTEEN years to re- being
some Christmas shopping.
" I'm sorry,"
the exhibitor
tain
her
curly
hair,
that
she
has
The age of brown tasting cigars curly hair without eating crusts.
plied, "we can't do business with HOKl'M'S intention of learn- probably be directed by Frank Lloyd,
is almost upon us.
ing the person who brought put- W"ho has just finished the filming of
Isador Bernstein picked an all you because we have an American
Victor Schertzinger is not going Kentucky
tees into the industry as a neces- "The Woman In Room 13."
organization to make Foto Player."
to direct in New York.
Pleasanton,
California,
is
the
sary part ofconsiderable
a director's trouble
uniform,to
The Kentucky Colonel," and
has
caused
Louise Glaum has bought her "gave
England
purp a silver trimmed collar —
Changes in production plans are
copy
boy.
He andhasyonbeenin
in theNewGolden
State,town,
and 'tis
the said,
only the
ingspecific
moonshine.instructions regard- only
Christmas gift.
forced
to
run
hither
Sherwin pulled the old place where there are no palm, an effort to get the accurate in- bringing the Mabel Normand ComOra Carew helped the Ad Club NewLouis
eucalyptus or pepper trees, and
York joke of having some not
formation, and in all instances
pany back to Los Angeles. It was the
to
theirweek.
lunch by singing one called
even any climate. We mention has discovered
away from the table,
he is treading in
for digest
them this
this week, after inviting a friend this so our readers may know dangerous
waters.
Several
have
original
intention
film "Maggie"
in
to lunch, we learn from Stewart why some of the film companies intimated that C. B.
\y. A. Howell has registered as Woohouse.
de Mille New York,
but nowto production
of this
go to this northern place.
anowdirector
the west coast. He's
with onMetro.
brought
this
great
aid
to
the
inhas
been
delayed
until
a
later
date.
dustry, whilewas
othersHenry
claim that
the The scenario staff at the Culver City
recently
in- Bert Lytell went up the coast introducer
Eddie Polo is going to South DouglasstructedGerrard
his orchestra
to play
McRae,
to spend the night and make a
airs when famous visi- scene, and it rained, and Bert who is now in Japan. Uellnlte Studios is now preparing another script
America with a "Vanishing Dag- National
tors came on the set, but he has
dates will be secured, and then which will be used for this star.
stayeda five
Marcger" Universal
RobbinsCompany.
is the proud countermanded the order since the have
changedays,of and
linen,he sodidn't
he the problem will be solved.

January
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Harold

Titus

who is writing
productions

Titus Sells Two

for Fox
Stories

to Fox
Harold Titus has just sold the picture-play rights for two of his stories
to William Fox. One of them is "The
Last Straw," in which a certain hero,
Buck Jones, will appear as star, and
the other is "Shod with Fire," with
William Russell as star.
Mr. Titus admits that his job, of
course, is manufacturing fiction, but
he has various other duties that occupy
as great a part of his attention as
writing does. From May till September, he has to fish for trout, from September till freeze-up, his mind runs
most of the time on ducks, and then
there are iceboats and fishing shanties.
That is why he maintains that the
Great Lakes country is the one place
for people who love toTive richly, and
also why Mr. Titus is one of the best
writers of Western stories living today.

1

and

Otk

M. La Liberte; Mrs. Ariadne Holmes
Edwards, composer of " God Bless
You, ton,MyMrs. Dear";
Mrs. Adelaide
CotAaron Marx,
James Watts,
the impersonator, Clara Tice, the artist, and others. The reception was in
the nature of a celebration in honor
of the contract which Miss Cotton
recently signed with the International
Film Company, to appear in Cosmopolitan Productions.

May McAvoy is looking forward to
her trip to New Orleans with Alice
Joyce in the near future. Miss McAvoy is playing the ingenue lead in
the Vitagraph production of " The
Sporting Duchess," and will be duly
chaperoned by her mother.

Edmund Goulding is back in town,
after a short visit to England. He is
even more enthusiastic about the films
than ever, but this time is directing all
his energy toward the producing end;
and it is rumored that he is about to
begin work at the Talmadge studio.

Betty Ross Clarke, leading lady
for William Farnum in "If I Were
King," has been signed for the part
of the "Eugenic Mother" in "The
Very Idea" with Taylor Holmes,
writes that she is eating two desserts
with each meal, trying to plump up
Tom Santschi — Veteran and look truly eugenic. Miss Clarke
has decided that the exigencies of the
THOMAS SANTSCHI'S interpre- films are varied beyond belief, and
tation of the brutal " John Sheen "
in the American Film Co.'s latest we don't blame her in the least.
super-feature, " Eve in Exile." founded
on the novel by Cosmo Hamilton, is
Sasha Votichenko and Mrs. Votisurprising even those who have fol- chenko gave an informal reception in
lowed his work consistently since his their studio at the Hotel des Artistes
last week in honor of Lucy Cotton.
appearance in " The Spoilers."
In the role of " MacNamara " in this We are glad nobody like that thought
Rex Beach production Santschi staged of giving us a reception, because, under
a fight with William Farnum which is such circumstances, we might have
still conceded the greatest tussle ever been expected to pronounce their
caught by the movie camera. Immedi- names; but we are sure Miss Cotton
ately he became a prime favorite with was equal to the task. Among the
the fans. He and Kathlyn Williams guests prominent in musical, literary
were co-starred in " The Adventures and art circles were Baroness Alexandra de Markoff; Roshanarza, the
of Kathleen," and Mr. Santschi afterOriental dancer ; Emiliano Renaud ;
(Conlinued on page 466)

Sews

erwise

Henry Mortimer was the most impres ivenobody
"
" we have ever seen,
while he read the prologue in " Everywoman " at the Rivoli last week. At
least, he called himself " nobody," and
the subtitles frequently referred to
" nobody," but it seemed to us, in
view of that fact, a tremendously important part. All joking aside, Mr.
Mortimer's reading was really excellent.

One of the striking features in
"The Miracle of Love" at the Rialto
this week, besides Lucy Cotton's performance, which is sure to be exquisitely dainty, is said to be Ida
Darling's wardrobe. Miss Darling is
widely known for her finished portrayal of grandes dames, and among
the gowns worn in this latest picture
are a silver tissue tea gown on mediaeval lines, a black velvet dinner dress
with a chemisette of jet, and a biege
taffeta on bouffant lines. We are
looking forward to seeing them.

Picture

Sylvia Breamer

No Temperament for
Norma Talmadge
Jack Warner, president of th:*
Paramount Al St. John Comedy company, isone of the youngest producers
in the game. His P. A. affirms, in
proof of this statement, that he has
ment '■isabout
Norma "TemperaTalmadgeno artistic
been voting but seven years. Perhaps THERE
Miss Talmadge is one of the most
sane and reasonable little women in
he
that.wasn't interested in politics before the
world. She has learned by long
and hard experience that it pays to
R. William Neill, who recently
one's temper. About her work
finished his direction of E. K. Lincoln control
she is always kindly and friendly.
in " The Inner Voice," has been en- When things go wrong, she simply
out. busy and tries to straighten them
gaged to direct Norma Talmadge's gets
next production, " The Woman
" Temperament," says Miss TalGeorge Hackathorn is now at work
madge, is
" too often an excuse for not
with Lois Weber, playing the most ' playing the game.' Temperament
difficult
Gives." role of his career. In this strikes me as being the anarchistic tendency in life. It is purely a condition
latest Weber production he plays three
distinct ages, covering a period of of non-co-operation.
seven years.
" If one is grouchy and wants to escape the consequence of acting in
accordance with that grouch, one lays
it all to ' temperament.' A real artist
cannot afford to be temperamental.
She has an important mission to fulfil, and temperament, or shall I call it
temper, hinders rather than helps her
to obtain true success.
" I have often heard it charged that
women of the stage or screen were
more temperamental than men. I have
heard it said female players 'blew up '
and ' raised cain ' about the place oftener than those of the opposite sex.
There is nothing more unture. I
don't believe there is a bit of diflPerence between the cosmic make-up of
men and women. Given the same
circumstances of hving and the same
training, I believe one will find that
women
will develop
mental'in
and
spiritual
attitude the
that same
is found

HECTOR

V. SARNO

men,
vice versa."
Miss orTalmadge
is an alert, thoroughly modern American girl. She has
risen to the very highest position
among
dramatic actresses of the

LOPEZ— The Heavy— in "RIO GRANDE"
FELTPPE
The Augustus Thomas story directed by Edwin Carewe
The"SIRGIUS" in "THE RIGHT TO HAPPINESS"
With DOROTHY PHILLIPS

ROY
Directing
Fox Sunshine

Comedies

DEL

Margaret Linden

(Continued on page 466'*

RUTH
Under the
of Hampton

Super-vision
Del Rulli
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Snapshots

A

SNAPSHOTS
Above, to the right, is Catherine Calvert, popular
player, whose screen beauty is of the most attractive
To the left is Tom
type.
ability.

Terris, director of exceptional

Below, to the left, is Anita Loos scenarioist, next
her is Baby Ivy Ward, and Armand Cortez occupies
the right hand side.
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Motion
lated desert town. Autos could not
reach it, and the next train was twent)-four hours late. That twenty-four
hour delay would have cost the comlars. pany something like two thousand dol-

Tom Santschi — VetCTan
{Continued from page 464)
ward directed and played the leads in
a number of feature productions.
Earlj- in 1918, after eleven years in
pictures, Mr. Santschi began a free
lance career as ' character heavy or
lead, appearing in several of the Madlaine Travers and Gladys BrockwcU
pictures, with Anita Stewart in " Her
Kingdom of Dreams," and with Geraldine Farrar in "The Hell Cat,"
"Shadows," and "The Stronger
Vow."
As the " Sheen " of " Eve in Exile,"
he has a role that is greatly to his liking— " the best thing I've done this
year," saj-s he. It is a part that calls
tor a portrayal of strong conflict that
is both mental and physical. Charlotte
Walker is " Eve " of the title, and the
cast boasts such other screen players
as Wheeler Oakman, Melbourne MacDowell, Harvey Clark, Violet Palmer,
George Periolat, Martha Mattox, L.
C. Shumway and Perry Banks.
Tom Santschi cares not a rap for
dolled-up hero roles. He vastly prefers h;avy parts, believing that such
characters offer not only greater opportunities for acting, but a wholesome variety which keeps the actor
out of ruts and protects the fan from
the weariness of seeing the same
player time after time in roles of a
similar nature.
May McAvoy is looking forward to
her trip to New Orleans with Alice
Joyce in the near future. Miss McAvoy is playing the ingenue lead in the
Vitagraph production "The Sporting
Duchess."

Tom Santschi veteran film actor who
plays the role of " Sheen " in American
Film Company's current release " Eve
in Exile"
" Gowns by De
Racon " is a line to
be used on the screen in all the Bessie Barriscale productions. Miss Barriscale is probably the only screen star
who supports a dress-making establishment, presided over by a designer possessing a New York and Paris address. Everything designed by " De
Racon " is exclusively for Miss Barriscale in her screen productions.
* * *

For

release

printing

for

REPUBLIC

Phone

Bryant

No Temperament
(Continued from paye 464)

Edmund Goulding

lins story, " She Loves and Lies," it
which the star has a part which gives
her a spendid chance to prove her versatility in the roles of a successfu
young actress, a gray-haired woman
sixty odd summers and winters, an.
a gay Bohemian of the Greenwich
Village type. This is scheduled f •
January, and after that all Talma
Pictures will be released through the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit.

Delay?

of

"Supreme

eventually

Watch

S e 'o

screen through her splendid ability, h
beauty, and her judgment as to wh
the public wants. She has never p
" But why have modern inventions out a photoplay that has failed.
There is no actress on the screen t
if
}ou can't use them?" demands Mr.
Howe.
day
who takes deeper personal intere
So he hired Miles Wescott, a Los
in
her
work. Every thought and a
Angeles aviator, to take him to the
desert location. They flew over the most every moment of the day
Sierra Madre mountain range and devoted to planning and studying U
landed safely at the railroad station her future eflforts.
that was
to have
Mr. the
Howe's
tion an hour
before
train destinahe had
One of Miss Talmadge's most recei
missed pulled in ! The air-line dis- releases is " The New Moon," a stoi
tance was but seventy miles, and Mr. of Russia of to-day, in which all
Wescott's biplane, a military tractor turmoil and dark outlook. It is a stor
pattern, made the flight in fifty-five of the romance and adventure th:
minutes.
may be found beneath the turmoi
Other recent pictures are "The Wa
of a Woman," from Eugene Walter;
play, " Nancy Lee," and " The Isle o |
Conquest," from Arthur Hornblow'
novel, " By Right of Conquest." Th
next and last of Miss Talmadge'
Select releases, will be a Wilkie Col

Here's the Latest Yet!
Eliot Howe, now directing Frank
Keenan, was to meet his star, part of
the actors and his technical force
out on a location in the Mojave Desert, Cahfornia. But the director
and his camera man missed the only
train out of Los Angeles for the iso-
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News

Notes

Happy New Year!
Thanks, and a thousand like 'em
J you !
Max Mayer has a new car. Studios
re about the only things that can get
t up these days — and the more they
adulge the more cars Max can buy.
Hector Streychmans was a welcome
isitor in our office a few days ago.
3usiness at the Palisades Laboratorj*
keeping the man busj' — and it reluires a considerable stack of work to
eep an active man scratching gravel.
E. F. Murphy of Universal Laboraory is finding it a difficult task to get
men for his plant. He showed us
Some new devices that will cause a stir
in the laboratory field when he brings
them out.
" Doc " Hall of the Universal Slide
Dept., will also have something to say
soon.
President Edwards and Vice-President Hallberg of U. T. E. sort of wish
that things would let up a bit while at
the same time they sort of hope that
the coming year will be as good to
them as 1919 has been.
Joe Hornstein, known to all equipment buyers east of the Mississippi as
the head of the N. Y. Branch of U.
T. E. has left and taken a position
with W. H. Howells, Export Agent.
With his large following Joe is bound
to set things afire in his new position.
His position with U. T. E. has been
filled by C. H. Atwater, well-known to
the trade.
Here comes an announcement to our
desk saving that Bob Burrows is General Manager of the Cleveland Engineering Co., specialists on all phases
of theatre construction. Wherever
Bob goes there goes Good Luck.
Did someone have the audacity to
say that business is good. Swanson
Nolan, the western supply house will
saj' so. They have just opened another branch in Omaha at 316 Locust
street.
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^^'^ country on an extended tour
equipment.
our technical
investigating
The
Major reports
that practically all

_
I
I
I

theatres on the " Little Isle " are
equipped with their own motor generator sets, a condition which might be
copied in this country with good ef-

I
I
II
I
I

Joe Shipman of Los Angeles has
been in New York for some days exhibiting
his new automatic printing ,
feet.
machine which reels off prints ol
" stills " by the thousands.

I
New YorkCompany,
studio expert
I of McNary,
the Westinghouse
found
I it necessary to spend several days at
I the Pittsburgh works during the last
I
I
I
I
1

NO, FRIEND READER, the illustration does not belong with another heading but with this particular
one just as you see it. The name of
" C. V. Rucker " has been identified
for- so long awhile with the Radio
Slide Company that it is doubtful if
one supply dealer out of a hundred
knows that the person signing the
firm's correspondence is a woman.
But such is the case.
Mrs. Rucker came from the South
about so many years ago (it is left to
your imagination after viewing the
excellent likeness of the subject to
decide on this delicate question) as
soon as she arrived in New York she
entered the photographic business.
Even then she was interested in slide
making.

special nature, which developed mto
the Radio Slide of today.
When the Radio Slide was perfected,
she had it patented in the United
States and in practically every foreign
country. Today as president and active head of the business she stands
out as one of the most successful
women in the motion picture industry,
or in any industry for that matter.
Mrs. Rucker has ideas on the
Woman in Business which are somewhat different from those which others
of her sex have formulatefl.
" I do not believe," she said, " that
a woman should become mannish as
soon as she enters the business world.
There is no need for her ro put her
smile in storage and solemnly swear
to emulate the stern facial expressions of so many business men. The
business profession isn't as bad as all

" You know, I really cannot beShe looked about her and discovered
lieve that your country is to remain
that
the lantern slide was to become a
dry, It seems rather impossible," said
Without further comment we will
Major Grierson. W'hich has nothing large factor in the exhibition of mo- allow the reader to judge from Mrs.
much to do with the motion picture intion pictures, to announce coming atdustry except that Major Grierson
tractions, to make special announce- Rucker's likeness whether or not she
is connected with the Provincial Thements, etc. As a result of this hunch lives
that."up to her creed.
atres Ltd., of England and has been she set at Work on a slide of a
No doubt there are many men who

What did you think of the size of
week.
the News last week? We're not saying much but you ought to see us
smile.
could take lessons from her in the
science of merchandizing. As has
been said previously she has patented
her slide in every country where its
sales possibilities are worth the outlay, and in many of these countries
she has established agencies or else
has sold the " rights." But this has
not been done blindly. Before she
enters a country she analyzes conditions until she is absolutely certain
there is a demand for her slide already existing or waiting to be worked
up, then she
andizing goes
scheme. ahead with a merchHer firm is probably the only one of
its kind in this country selling exclusively through agencies. Although
Mrs. Rucker advertises extensively,
you will notice that the home address
of the firm is never given. Instead
the buyer is referred to " agents everywhere." Mrs. Rucker has found that
this method of sales is profitable inasmuch as it enlists the dealer in
wholehearted cooperation because he
knows that whatever business is done
in his district will be done through
him and will not be side-tracked to
the home office.
Mrs. Rucker is a credit to the motion picture industry. Starting with
only an idea — but a good one to be
sure — she has increased the scope until every part of the globe or wherever
motion pictures are found, are finding
innumerable uses for her product

Motion
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Transverter — What
it Differs

How

Complete
Dependable

A

from

it is, How
Others,

Article on
from
Data

MANY requests have been received from readers
to prepare an article on the Transverter that
would show by means of diagrams and drawings
how the machine works and what happens at different points in its operation. On the occasion
of a recent visit to Cleveland, the home of the
Transverter, the Editor discussed with Mr. D. C.
Cookingham of the Hertner Electric Co., the desirability of publishing some real facts on the
operation and behavior of his Transverter. Up
to that time, so far as we know, the electrical
characteristics of the device had never been commented upon, although demonstrations had been
freely given to all who had desired them.
Mr. Cookingham agreed heartily with the
scheme of the News and offered the services of
his assistants and the facilities of the shop to be
used as we wished. We were told that we could
run any sort of test we had in mind and could
publish the figures as we obtained them.
Standing in the shipping room were fifteen
Transverters waiting for the expressman. We
were allowed to select any one of these machines
for our test. A 50 amp. double arc machine was
taken and placed on the stand where all tests are
made in the Transverter factory.
The test of the Transverter will be made under
conditions as specified by the standardized rules
of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
One of these conditions is that the test be made at
the normal operating temperature of the machine.
In order that this temperature be attained it will
be necessary that the machine operate under normal load for several hours before the electrical
measurements for the computation of the efficiency
are made.
Therefore, the Transverter was connected up
to the supply lines and run with normal load for
several hours. As writers of fiction would say,
while the temperature is being brought to normal
we will spend our time looking over the machine
to see how it is made.
The Transverter is a motor generator set of the
vertical type. The floor space taken up by the
machine varies from 18 in. square to 21 in. square
depending on its capacity. This small space requirement isa big advantage of the vertical type
motor generator over the horizontal type.
The height and weight of the Transverter also
vary with its capacity, the limits for height being
33 in. to 45 in. and in weight 500 to 1500.
Transverters have now been developed in the
following sizes :
Single Arc Machines (35
(50 Amps. D. C.

and

it Works
What

This Device
a Personal

it Does

with
Test

nected in series, the one not in use being shorf
circuited by means of the switch on the projection
machine. The second arc maj' be warmed up
withou: disturbing the first arc and the changeover accomplished without any sputtering and unsteadiness and the operator is assured that the

rurreni through the first is exactly the same as the
current through the second, hence the light from
the two arcs will be the same.
The Transverter is a motor generator set consisting of an alternating current, squirrel cage induction motor and a specially designed direct current
generator which supplies the current to the arc,
each mounted on a separate shaft and couples
together with a flange coupling. The design of
this coupling is such as to allow easy removal
of the armature in case it is necessary to turn the
commutator. In the case of the Transverter the
motor is operated from an alternating current supply line. By means of the energy developed in the
rotor the motor drives a generator which delivers
direct current to the carbon arc.

o

Double Arc Machines (35
(75
(50 Amps. D. C.
(75
(100
Although being manufacturer,
the single arc machine isnot recommended for motion picture work.
Where two projection machines are used, the single
arc allows a steal over from the first arc to the
second, but as the second arc is cold, the changeover is accomplished by some sputtering and unsteadines inthe arc. With a double arc machine
the arcs of the two projection machines are con-

Exploded View of Transverter Showing all the

Elements that Make up the Machine.

anuar
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Motors can be supplied with the Transverter
or single phase, two phase or three phase operaion and for any commercial frequency and voltgc. The change in frequency for any given capa;ity does, however, often make a ditference in
»«^he dimensions of the finished machine. As for
nstance where the supply is 25 cucles the 75 amp.
B^ouble arc machine would have to be made con;iderably larger :han the same capacity machine for
ise on 60 cucles, the weight and price increasing
"orrespondingly.
The Motor
The motor is the squirrel cage induction type
vith unusually low resistance rotor. On account
5f this low resistance to. or the speed of the motor
s kept practically constant even under the sudlen changes in load that occur when the second
irc is struck and also when it is short circuited,
f the speed varied considerably at :hese changejvcrs the arc would show unsteadiness and be
jarticularly hard to handle.
For the benefit of the few who are unacquainted
(vith the term "squirrel cage type of rotor" it will
jc described briefly. In a rotor of this description
here are no "coils" in the commonly used sense
)f the word. The conductors which take the place
af the coils consist of rods of solid copper, one
rod being placed in each slot of the rotor. All
of the rod ends on each side of the rotor are
usually connected together by means of a circular
ropper band or end-ring. In the Transver:er a
arge number of slots are used which reduces the
•esistance of the rotor.
In the Transverter all connections between the
:onductor and end rings are acet3'lene welded
with copper, a feature which serves two purposes.
First: that of further reducing the resistance of
the rotor and second: assuring ruggedness and
freedom from loose rotor bars. The rotor has a
'large number of bars, these being screwed across
Ithc surface. Both these latter factors tend to
eliminate the noise usually encountered wi:h alternating current motors.
The Gener.xtor
Here lies the heart of the Transverter success.
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While any motor of several types might be used
with fairly good results to drive a generator, on
the design and operating characteristics of the
generator depend the action and behavior of a
motion picture arc.
What will happen when the second arc i.s
struck ?
What will happen when one arc is short
circuited ?
What will happen if both arcs are short
circuited ?
What will happen when the arc lengthens and
the voltage increases across the arc?
These and similar queries must be satisfacloril>
answered by the behavior of the generator beforeits use can be considered in projection work.
In the case of the Transverter, the s.yle of the
generator is explained by the phrase "Ri-polar
shunt wound commutating pole type."
{Concluded next week)

Milwaukee. Through this office, which is located
at 204 Manhattan Building, soutluTii and eastern

Exhibitor's Svpply Company
MR. H. A. R. UUTTOX, founder of ihc Exhibitors' Supply Company, is the president of
this rapidly growing enterprise, while Mr. K. R.
Douglas is vice-president and secretary and .Mr.
G. A. Lincoln treasurer.
Two years ago, when the present sales plan of
the Simplex Company was evolved by Mr. E. M.
Porter, the Exhibitors' Supply Company was
chosen to represent the Simplex product in Chicago and the greater portion of the state of Illinois. So rapidly did the enterprise flourish thai
in a very short time Mr. Dutton found it necessary
to open a branch office in Indianapolis, Ind. This
office, which is located at 157 North Illinois street,
is operated under the personal supervision of Mr.
R. E. Gunn, w-ho is a conspicuous figure in the
theatre equipment world and whose administration
of business affairs has made the Indianapolis
branch one of the most efficient in the chain.
The Exhibitors' Supply Company, in order to
thoroughly cover the territory included in the Simplex franchise, opened up also a branch office in

Chicago Office Rxhihitors' Supply Co.
Milwaukee is taken care of, as well as Clinton,
Des Moines, Henry, Jackson, Lee, Louisa, Muscatine and Scott comities in Iowa.
This latter office is in charge of Mr. C. E. Buiice
and is also fitted up in the same general manner
Company.
as
are the other branches of the Exhibitors Supply

YOUR

Mr. Bunce speaks very encouragingly of the
future outlook of his branch for 1920, and expresses the opinion that the number of theatre installations that will materialize from the untiring
efforts of his office will more than dou1)le the past
vear's business.
Breck

Supply

HE Breck Photoplay Supply Company, Inc.,
T which is located at 98 Golden Gate avenue,
San Francisco, Cal., claims the distinction of being

LOBBY

SELLS

Photoplay
Company

DISPLAY

YOUR

SHOW

How many people would enter your showhouse if there were no
pictures out in front? How many people would notice these pictures
if they were not properly displayed?
Correct lobby display equipment is one of the vital elements in the
theatre game. No manager can be too exact with his lobby furnishings. Nowadays, display equipment must be of the same high standard as the modern paper. THAT IS WHY
BILT-RITE DISPLAY FRAMES HAVE RECEIVED THE ENDORSEMENT
OF THE
COUNTRY'S
SHOWMEN.

FOREMOST

PRODUCERS

AND

BILT-RITE display frames are made in many standard styles or
built to order from blue prints or rough sketches. Inquire of your
local dealer for the BILT-RITE line or write us direct for complete
information. Our co-operative service is free. Send diagram of your
lobby and we will gladly design appropriate display for your
ASK FOR BOOKLET 3-2

approval.
Frame No. 10 holds six tlx 14 photos
and
Made date
in allstrip.
finishes.Background of velour.

CONSOLIDATED
1029-35 W. ADAMS

STREET

PORTRAIT

&

FRAME
CHICAGO,

CO.
ILL.
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one of the oldest supply houses in the nation, having
been founded in 1893 by Mr. George Breck.
■This supply house, which distributes Simplex
projectors in northern California, western Nevada
and Oregon, can indeed be considered a pioneer,
and the activities of the company in question are
well known to all engaged in the motion picture
industry on the Pacific Coast.
A finely furnished and equipped headquarters
is one of the features of the Breck Photoplay Supply Company, which establishment is under the
personal supervision of Mr. Thomas Maguire,
general manager. Mr. Maguire, too, is an oldtimer in the Pacific Northwest, having operated
one of the very first motion picture theatres in
Portland, Ore., and his exhibition experiences, together with a knowledge gained during his service
in the supply business, qualifies him especially for
the distribution of the popular Simplex.
At the Breck headquarters can be found everything that is needed in the way of equipment for
the up-to-date theatre, and it is at its headquarters
at 98 Golden Gate avenue that there is daily visualized scenes of extreme activity.
Analyzes Condenser
Breakage
SOME weeks ago when he was employed as projectionist in a theatre at Midland, Michigan,
the writer of the letter printed below had a great
deal of trouble with cracked condensers. His
quer}- to the department was seen by H. F. O'Brien,
representative of the Westinghouse Company on
the West Coast, who immediately sent in his idea
of the trouble, together with a way to correct it.
Mr. Templin says :
Thanks to Mr. O'Brien — also the News.
I have just finished reading both your suggestions in the November 15th issue of the News,
and will tell you of my method which I tried and
is in use in the theatre at present.

Picture

News

First, I have not been connected with the mentioned concern for the past three weeks, having
resigned my position. I am now open for any good
thing that may turn up, my former place being filled
upon my leaving.
Now,
to "the
Condenser
Beforeback
I left
theatre, Breakage."
I put in a set of 6^

it will pick up will be mainly proportional to its
distance from the arc. In other words, the nearer
you can get your arc to the glass the greater the
cone of light which will be rendered useful.
The mere fact that with similar operating conditions on the two machines your trouble was with
but one arc would seem to show that there is some

X 7j/2 P. Convex and Bi-Convex condensers. Putting the 7j/4 P. Cx. next to the arc. Now, by doing
this it threw my arc far enough back to prevent
the flame from reaching the condenser, but did
not overcome the breakage on one machine, as the
condenser cracked after it had been in about four
hours. The other one is still in good shape, on
the other machine, as it hasn't even cracked.
Now I laid this to one of two things :
The continued extreme heat from the carbon^
being yet too close, or.
The booth ventilation.
But, both machines are equipped the same, with
the exception that one has a Powers Inductor and
the other a Fort Wayne Compensarc.
There is plenty of room for expansion in the
condenser holders.
I am going to try and get the manager's permission to try out Mr. O'Brien's suggestion and
will be glad to let you know the results.
During my almost two years stay on this one job,
I talked Motor Generator until I think I would
make a full-fledged salesman, all to no advantage.
This house is one that a town of this size can
respect without a hazy conscience. That's why I
could never understand myself why I never got
the " outfit " which both the house and patrons
deserve.
Reply :

local
trouble and
to beletfixed
Mr. O'Brien's
suggestion
us up.
knowTrytheoutresult.
If the
theatre is in the class you infer that it is there
is not a single reason why a. c. should be continued. Here's an opportunity for some M. G.
salesman.
As
Pay of *em
in England
FROMThey
the columns
our English
contemporary,
the Kine. and Lantern Weekly, we cull a short
item that may be of some interest to projectionists
on this side of the water. Bear in mind that normally the English pound (f) is worth approximately $4.87 in U. S. money and that the shilling
corresponds to our quarter. With this as a basis
you can figure the suggested scale for yourself :
" The following is the scale of salaries — modest
enough — which it is intended to put before the
Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association on behalf
of kinema workers, based on a 44-hour
£
s weekd :
Chief operator
Assistant operator
Learners (starting)
Learners (after 18 months)

5
4
1
2

5
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Recent Patent Issues
No. 1,323,579 — Graphophone attachment for moAlthough the placing of your 7j4-inch condenser
tion pictures, by Mr. A. Drawer.
lens next to the arc made it possible for 3-ou to
No.
— Shutter support for cinema camdraw back your arc, yet you should consider that . era, by 1,323,762
V. M. Harris.
b3' so doing you increased the wastage of the
No. 1,323,767 — Machine for printing film for
light source. With a given size condenser lens, colored motion pictures, by J. R. Hunt.
say, 45/1-inches in diameter, the cone of light which
No. 1,323,863 — Motion picture reel alarm, by E.

Lewis

M.

Swaab

DISTRIBUTOR
SIMPLEX

PROJECTORS

SUPERLITE
SPEER
MOTOR
BOYLAN
AND ALL
SUPPLIES

1327

SCREENS

CARBONS
GENERATORS

EVEN
Vine

TENSION

REEL

St., Philadelphia,

Pa.
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GOERZ

Vignetting

Devices

We are continually adding new motion-picture devices to our wellknown equipments. Our latest is
the ROUND CLOSING DISSOLVING AND VIGNETTING DEVICE
with AMBER CELLULOID
BLADES for spotlight effects.
Up-to-the-minute cameramen are
using this new device. Take the
time to investigate. At your dealer's
or write to us before you forget it.
G. P. GOERZ AMERICAN
OPTICAL CO.
New York City
317J East 34th St.

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS
IjS^f,^
NKW AND USED
200 ft. capacity U. S. Compact M. P. Camera.
The Ideal camera for News Weeklies. Comvsa is^^
plete with Tessar F:3.5 lens. flSQO cn
V
edwith Internal^Q^.D
us
Slightly
The
latest
Universal
Shutter
il®
at
$512.00 Complete
/" i
!
dissolve.
as listed
for immediate
de^467 00
movements.
Complete
400
ft. De Franne
Studio with
or Field Camera.
All
3]_65 00
Tessar F < 3.5 lens >■■•■
Ever>-thing for Motion Picture Making. Any
camera shipped C. O. D. for examination.
1
TT'-T' J37.S0
Bass Motion
I rrpTfnrill
per 1000Picture
ft. Catmlog. Expert advice. Eastman negatire film
I
BASS CMIERA COMPANY
I
Motion Picture Division
I
111 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.
iiiiiiiiiiMniiniiiiiiiininiiiniPiiniiiiimiiiiiinminmimmnmmmnmiimnraiiimimnim^^
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hcKET
EAGLE

Celling

Efficiency

Selling tickets by

ROCK

hand

means careless handling of
tickets and cash,

FILM

causing errors and losses.
99
"The

Quality

Kaw

Stock

The Perfected

Automaticket

Register

is mechanically perfect, registers every ticket sold and

photographically.

Right

Will

not go to pieces in the
projector.

Used by progressive exhibitors throughout the country.
In your own interest write for further facts at once.

Made by
THE

gives an exact accounting of the day's cash receipts.
You cannot be sure that you are cashing in on every
ticket sold unless you have an AUTOMATICKET
REGISTER to safeguard your tickets and cash.

EAGLE

ROCK

MANUFACTURING

CO.
AND

VERONA, NEW JERSEY

Mr.

to make

at the same

time satisfy your audience

by showing

you

IMPORTED

your work

and

them

pleasant

Broadway

GENUINE

Projectionist

If you are aiming
in the booth

173^

REGISTER^.
New York City

DEBRIE

CAMERAS

a clear, flickerless picture, then
should

NOW

use

IN

STOCK
Cameras,
Universal

SPEER
DIRECTO,
ALTERNO

New

HOLD-ARK

200 ft. model
list $430.00
our price,

model

Precision
ball bearing

or

CARBONS

tripod

$349.00
400 ft. model
list $645.00
our price,

There is a " SPEER " CARBON
for
every operating condition, and all carbons are guaranteed.

Give
and

SPEER

decide

CARBONS

for yourself

a

their superior

quality.
SPEER

CARBON

COMPANY

St. Marj's, Pa.

trial

0
$525.00
$165.0
Everything for the production of
pictures at the RIGHT PRICES at

MOTION
PICTURE
110 W. 32nd STREET

APPARATUS
NEW

CO. Inc.
YORK

CITY
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Tighten the screws firmly after which revolve
the mechanism until the inner shutter is at the
original position, that is, the lower edge of the
large wing should be about 1-8 inch above the cen-

How

to Set Motiograph
Shutter
E. K., Chestnut, 111., asks:
Please explain how to set a shutter on the old
type Motiograph which used the inside shutter?
Also where can the music be obtained that >ou
review for the piano?
Answer :
The principle of setting the shutters for the
Motiograph is the same as for any other Motion
Picture machine, that is, the larger wings of the
shutters should cover the light opening at aperture as nearly as possible during the time that the
intermittent sprocket and film are in motion and
the smaller wings should pass during the exposure
while the film is at rest. It is not necessary to pay
any attention to the small wings when setting the
shutters, as they take care of themselves and are
only intended as interrupters of the light, which reduces the flicker in the picture to a minimum.
To set the shutters remove the front plate which
carries the lens after which remove the outer shutter wing (the one nearest you), loosen the screws on
the inner shutter, leaving the shutter just loose
enough on the shaft to be turned easily by hand,
and tight enough so they will not move of their
own accord. Remove the gear cover, after which
take hold of the balance wheel and turn the mechanism in the same direction as during the operation of the machine, turn very slowly until the
intermittent sprocket wheel starts to move, after
which set the lower edge of the large wing of
the inner shutter about yi inch above the center of
the aperture opening (indicated by a dotted line in
illustration Figure No. 1) when looking on a line
parallel through the center of the light aperture.
"Now revolve the mechanism slowly in the same
direction, observing when the intermittent sprocket
wheel stops, that the top edge of the large wing of
the inner shutter is about 1-8 inch below the center of the aperture opening (indicated by a dotted
line in illustration Figure No. 2).
Figure No. 4 represents both shutters in the
position they should occupy when the intermittent
sprocket wheel stops.

FILM

Fig. 2.
ter of the aperture opening. Replace the outer
shutter on the shaft, tighten the screws partially
in the same manner as was done with the inner
shutter, set the top of the large wing about 1-8
inch below the center of the aperture opening (in-

FiG. 3.

Fig. 4.

dicated in Fig. No. 4) after which tighten the
screws firmly.
The space between the two large wings of the
shutters should be exactly the same width when
the intermittent sprocket is just ready to start

New

(but not started) as it is just as the intermitten
sprocket has come to rest after turning, and sai*|
space should be exactly in the center of the aper
ture opening when looking on a line paralle
through aperture opening.
After the setting of the shutters has been ona
done it will be found very simple and easy to re-

George
peat.

Fig. 1.

Picture

C. Dohbs Manufac-\
turing Titles

ONE of the best known figures in the technic
end of the motion picture industry during th<J
last twelve years or more has been George C.|
Dobhs, who was laboratory superintendent for the^
biggest producing organizations, including sue
firms as the old Triangle, Universal, etc. His ex4
perience led him to realize that in too many case
the lack of perfection in the titles has made ther
interruptions rather than acquisitions to the films
He has, therefore, spent several j'ears perfecting
process which has now culminated in a patent
and which he is now employing in his own organ-<
ization, Moving Picture Titles, Inc., which is lo-j
cated at 260 West 42nd street. The fundamenta
part of this process is a dead-black backgrounc
which is really dead-black, and which Dobbs
claims permits all illustrations and reading matter
— hand lettered or type, and of any size — to stand
out to a greater degree than possible heretofore
Moving Picture Titles, Inc., has acquired the
entire top floor of Loew's American theatre building, where a large force is installed to handle the
accounts of producers and exporters of films. Inl
addition, there is a group of translators on the
premises, who are competent to turn Enghsh titlesj
into correct foreign idioms for European, Southl
American and Oriental trade. Upon the installa-'
tion of his new plant, Mr. Dobbs was the recipient
of good wishes from his friends and co-workers
in the industry, including the laboratory superintendents of practically every important producing
and export firm.

DEVELOPING
CORPORATION
Phone: Union 4S00, 4S01 , 4802
LABORATORIES

16-222 WEEHAWKEN
H*.RR i H'JV l>INI, Pr«a.

WEST

ST.

ALFRED DAVIDSO.N, S«c. & Tre.i..

HOBOKEN,
N. J
THEO. W. HARDEEN, Viee-Pres.

Phone Bryant 6808
BAY STATE FILM SALES
220 West 42nd Street
A. G. STEEN,
TRANSFORMER

AND

&

Company
CHICAGO

FOR

The
62 West

45th Street

Special Representative

ADAPTERS

Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Service and adapted to either
Alternating or Direct Current service.
WE GUARANTEE all our products to be free from mechanical
or electrical defects.
Manufactured by
Rutledge
35 S. Dearborn St.

CO., INC.
New York City

BETTER

MADE
FILM
EQUAL

IN

AMERICA

RAW
TO THE

STOCK
BEST

Uped Successfully by the Foremost Producers and
Laboratories

MUSIC

Fotoplayer
AMERICAN
PHOTO PLAYER CO.
New York

City
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advantages

of

I IisiEa$y

EASTMAN

footage numbered

negative

will immediately

assert

them-

selves in the final cutting
assembling

of successive

film

and

scenes.

Identifiable by the u'orcb "Eastman" and
Kodak" in the film margin
EASTxMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.
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Just look liow easy it is to
use Stine Screw Holes I
And there is no end of places
where you need them. They
readily go into any material
where an ordinary screw will
go, but think of the places you
can use them where it would
be impossible to drive a screw.
Stine Screw Holes can be
moulded into rubber, fastened
into metal, fibre, concrete,
marble or glass without
plugs. They hold with an
everlasting grip — cannot pull
out and will not wear out.
Made in all standard screw
sizes. Will hold permanently
against vibration and other
severe strains. Successfully
tested by the Bureau of
Standards. Used in various departments of the
U. S. Government.
Write for sogKestlong and gamplee.
DEATERS!
Get oar proposition!
THE

STINE

SCREW

IHOLES CO.
119 Main St., Waterbury, Coaa.

National Cash Register Co.
equips salesmen with
THE

NEW

PREMIER

PATHESCOPE
Flickerless Picture
"Safety Projector
Standard" Motion

For

Artistic

and

Stage

Lobby

Display

Decorations

Install our line of Artificial FLOWERS,
TREES, VINES, LEAVES,] GARLANDS,
WREATHS and PALMS.
Estimates cheerfully given.
Our catalogue No. 8 illustrating in colors
the latest artificial flowers for Theatre
decoration FREE.
FRANK

NETSCHERT

61 Barclay Street

New York City, N. Y.

After years of practical experience with commercial motion
pictures and recent exhaustive tests and comparisons of all
projectors in their own fully equipped Projection Department,
the National Cash Register Co. has selected the NEW
PREMIER PATHESCOPE, and placed
an initial order for a large number of
machines and sets of Pathescope safety
prints of their own film.
Other manufacturers using Industrial FUms can
safely accept the seal of approval set by National
Cash Register Co.
Schools can follow the example of the Jfexc
York Board of Education in selecting the NEW
PREMIER PATHESCOPE after careful technical investigation of all other Projectors and
Educational Film Service.
Send for 32- page convincing catalog
THE PATHESCOPE COMPANY OF AMERICA, Inc.
Dept. N, Aeolian Hall, New York
Agencies and Service Stations in Principal Cities
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Camera!

and
Article on the "How"
An
of Practical Cinematography

"Why"

Explaining Many of the Technical
Problems of the Assistant Cameraman
By William Barbarin Laub
When working with reasonable people, simply be
IT is our idea to make this little talk on motion
honest and ask for the retake.
picture photography of interest to the vast army
of theatre-goers who have in the past d
Remember at the very start, that it is very important to be sure of your work ; the success or
manded information on every other phase of motion picture production. Many have taken up
failure of the picture is largely on your shoulders,
cinematography with inexpensive amateur outfits
directors and writers to the contrary notwithavailable today and many others probably would
standing, and your responsibility is as great if
not greater than that of any other member of the
drop Kodakery for this art if they were more cercompany. There are times when a cameraman is
tain of getting fair results.
out on location with a high priced star for weeks
Film players, scenario writers, directors and
when it may not be possible to receive frequent
assistant directors, too, should also know something
reports on the negative he has shipped to the
of this all-important step in the building of the
laboratories.
H
galloping daguerreotypes.
His responsibility assumes still greater proporThe amateur photographer, the professional astions and he must be sure of everything.
sistant cameraman working for better things and
the cameraman who has not attained top-notch
The real cameraman doesn't spend sleepless
nights until his stuff returns from the laboratory.
perfection and refinement in his work, may find
the contents of some value. But it is not for the
He is pretty certain when he stops grinding on
his last scene and the exposed film has been taken
expert that it has been offered for we are going
away that it is every bit alright and the best work
to touch on very few subjects that he is not
familiar with, or should be, at least, though if he he and his camera can do, because he knows what
is happening in his camera every time he turns
finds any food for thought, may he chew to his
his crank handle.
heart's content. A great many men who have
gone through the " mill " and become proficient in
this art seem reluctant to encourage others who
seek to follow them and often refuse the most
elemental instruction. It seems that they feel that
newcomers are a menace to them ; that the field
is already overcrowded and that a safe motto
mustfurther
be " the
Nothing
be
fromfewer
the the
truthbetter."
nor more
selfishcould
and
narrow for the field of real motion picture photographers will never be crowded. Too few of them
are artists or ever will be artists, and every year
that goes by progress in production of picturedrama demands more and more that photographers
be more than merely expert in their line; they
must be expert in other lines closely associated
with their work and moreover possess an intuitive, artistic and dramatic sense.
I am going to devote little space to the most
elemental things in photography. Neither will I
go very far into any subject upon which others
have ably written, for the nearest library will produce their work. Film manufacturing concerns
have also put on the market handbooks dealing
with lenses, laboratory work, color photography
and ordinary " still " photography. This offering
is essentially "from the inside" of the motion
picture studio and is intended as a foundation of
cinematography.
THINGS IN GENERAL
One of the leaders in motion picture camera
work was giving a few words of advice to his
assistant who had been intrusted with the taking
of a few minor scenes. Listen in with me: "Be
sure kid. 'Never say to a director after shooting a
scene, 'Yes... I think it's alright.' You must be
sure that it is alright or he will not be sure of
you." Words of wisdom !
If there is any doubt in the mind of a tactful
cameraman when working with a tempermental
star or director it is far better to find some
imaginary fault with something you have just
photographed and ask for a retake, it is possible, than to remain doubtful and cause others to
distrust your work.

Courtesy Bass Camera Co.
THE "COMPACT"
Kodak of Cinema Catneras With a Weight of
Ten and One-half Pounds.
To reach this necessary degree of skill in
cinematography a man must understand the elementary science of photography. He must also
be mechanically perfect, or in other words, must
become a part of his camera to such an extent
that he goes through the mechanical business of
preparing to take pictures without a slip.
I have seen the most experienced men occasionally forget to readjust their film after removing
it in certain types of cameras for the insertion of
a focusing ground glass. I have seen them forget
to open an outside vignetting iris. Frequently the
machine is not leveled properly and once in a

while they'll grind away without an inch of fii |
in the magazine.
Then some much abused laboratory force]
accused of losing a valuable piece of film,
director knows positively that it was shot, i
has happened really is this : a budding youa
cameraman, ashamed to confess that he has rq
out of film in the middle of a scene, has kept o
grinding with a wonderful poker face. Often, ta
he escapes blame. But he cannot always gi
away with it. Besides, the most foolish cheatt
is the man who cheats himself.
WHAT HAPPENS INSIDE
:tte
You may be able to load a camera, expose fairf
accurately and secure passable results unde
average conditions, but do you really know wha
you are doing? Or, perhaps, it would be bette
to say: Do you know what is going on inside
the camera?
Yes, you are exposing film, at a varying
pense per foot and someone else is paying for
It might only be fair to the fellow who is footii
the bills to know what you are doing.
You know that a certain amount of light
necessary to produce a negative of the pro;
density. In that simple fact lies the thought ol
century and an appaling amount of scientific i
vestigation. The result of years of experimeni
tion has been no rule that can be applied to ev«
case and when we get into motion picture wo;
rules simply give up without a struggle.
Your exposure must be approximately corrt
though of course there is quite an amount of U
tude possible either way from an absolutely lU
mal exposure and skillful laboratory workers c
secure good
prints from
slightly
under "
slightly
over-exposed
negatives.
An "over-expos
negative, however, is easier to handle so long
it Ahasnegative
not beenis produced
" burned." by the action of the ra,
of light passing through the lens and coming to
focus on the sensitive surface of the film whi
is composed of an emulsion of silver salts. It
well to remember that these rays of light are the
which are reflected by the object or objects yi
are photographing. Thus, light colored obj
reflect the strongest rays and have the great
effect on the sensitive surface of the film. It is
though the subject you are photographing is p
ducing these rays in various colors of i
spectrum.
It is the oxidization of the silver salts by tl
light rays which produce various degrees of oxi
dization and thus, accurate reproduction (in neg!
live) of various colors. The whole is a negati
impression of the subject photographed.
Rays from a bright, clear sky will render the sk
in the negative opaque, or nearly so, and shoul
usually be avoided unless a filter is used. The ra;
reflected from a white surface will be almost ;
Slow motion and still subjects should usuaB
be photographed with a 170° shutter, while fai
motion, especially on water or in the air, wil
good light, should be photographed with less
posure (see exposure tables).
The proferf
sional will explain that this "snaps up the action f
and that is just what it does, for this reasoiL
The action of the film in threading through the
camera is a stop-and-start action, each square of
film stopping in front of the lens at the instant
the aperture of the revolving shutter passes the
lens and admits the light or exposure.
Thus it may be easily seen that the size of the
shutter
controlspointed
the time
exposure.
As hasopening
been already
out,ofyour
lens dia- '
phragm opening is controlled somewhat by the
length of your exposures, though we were then
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aotisidering var>ang speeds in turning the camera,
which also affects the duration of each exposure.
For an example, you may be taking a scene at a
race track' under light conditions that call for a
stop of about f-16 and your shutter is set at 120*.
The next scene you photograph is a view of racing automobiles coming at a speed of 100 miles
an hour around the track. You should change
your shutter to about a 90° opening and open
your diaphragm to about f-ll-f-16; "splitting/'
stops, such an opening is called. But always remember that the shutter opening has no effect
on the depth of focus of your lens. The lens

The nearest point showing satisfactory definition
will vary according to the focal length and the
stop used, and it should be remembered that the
shorter the length of focus the greater the depth
of focus, ». e., you will have more latitude either
from the object focused upon with a twoway lens
inch
than with a six-inch lens. The length
of focus is the distance in inches or millimeters t
from the center of focus to the focusing screen
when the lens is focused upon infinity.* Photographically, infinity is a distance beyond which
no readjustment of focus is necessary to secure
a sharp image of more distant objects, and it increases in proportion to the focal length of lens
used.
• Lenses are often marked in millimeters, 25.4 mm being
equivalent to one linear inch.
t Infinity is expressed on focusing scales by oo inf. and
occasionally "d" (distance).
{The second installment will appear next week)
New

Negative and Positive Films Showing Correct Contrast for Interior Work.
stop alone controls that, and you must not sacrifice too much definition for speed of exposure
unless you can change your focus while taking
a picture, or unless you are working with your
lens at infinity.* Changing focus can be done
on any camera, but more easily on some than
others. Depth of focus, or definition of a lens,
is its power to sharply define at the same time
objects nearer the camera and objects further
from the camera than the object focused upon.

What

is the

Camera

Reported
UNUSUAL interest has been aroused by a new
process of motion picture phrotography
which gives to the screen the appearance of a
paintmg.
Pastelography, as the process has been named
because of its pastel-like quality, has been perfected by Erich Von Stroheim, a Universal director, who has recently gained fame with his
" Blind Husbands " production.
At first sight a photodramatic scene made by
Pastelography appears to be slightly out of focus.
The impression, however, is set aside after the
lirst few feet of the film have been screened.
The effect is that of soft diffusion, without the
murky fuzziness that makes some of the ultrafuturist photodramas so difficult for the eyes to
follow.
Erich Von Stroheim worked out his system of
Pastelography in collaboration with Ben Reynolds,
the cameraman who filmed " The Devil's Passkey," which Stroheim has just completed at Uni-

MOVIE

SUPPY

ATTRACTIVE
ARE MONEY
MAKE
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CO. ""eT vt£"

THEATRES
MAKERS

ATTRACTIVE

BY

" Pastelography is accomplished by the use of a
lens slightly clouded by the makers; a lens unmade to order."outlined in the foregoing
The threedoubtedlysuggestions
were swept aside by statements from Von Stroheim and Reynolds.
lens."
" A soft focus lens," said the director, " will
show a greater diffusion toward the edges of the
picture.
is uniform
in diffusion."
With a Pastelography
technical analysis
of the second
theory,
that Pastelography is out-of-focus photography,
Reynolds said that any part of a long room
screened by Pastelography will be equally in focus
with any other part of the room. He added:
'■ If the view were out of focus there would be
some part of a long room that would be clearer
than others ; depending upon whether the correct
focus was too far from the lens or too near. Pastelography gives an absolutely even focus to near
andThefar third
objects."
suggestion was not considered seriously by either Von Stroheim or his cameraman.
They agreed that a clouded lens would so greatly
cut down light that its use on a motion picture
camera would be impossible and that its effect
would be a foggy film rather than the sparkling
effect of Pastelography.

MOTION

S. P. C. P.?

It is the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Projectors.
Members of that Society don't mistreat Projectors with oil that makes them sick and
shortens their lives —
— but they treat the Machines to IMSCO OIL,
the perfect lubricant which means favdtless operation and long life. (That pays better too.)
Quart, 50c. Half Gallon, 90c. Gallon, $1.80.
All IMSCO products are QUALITY products,
and IMSCO's motto is " Courtesy with Service."
INDEPENDENT

Technic

versal City. In speaking of the new-found art :
■' Mr. Reynolds and I consider Pastelography
the greatest stride toward more artistic photodramas that has been taken by the industry in
\ears. We believe that it has the artistic quality
that playgoers so much appreciate without the
vagueness of other methods of diffusion."
Just how Pastelography is done was not divulged by Von Stroheim ; and Reynolds, when
ciuestioned at Universal City, was inclined to belittle his part in the perfecting of the process and
attribute it to the director's suggestions.
At a recent meeting of a Los .\ngelcs photographic society the subject of Pastelography was
brought up in debate. The following suggestions
as to its character were offered :
" Pastelography is attained by using a soft focus

Developed

— P rinted

You can nov^^ avail yourself of the tremendous facilities of
The American Film Company, Inc. — can have your negative
developed and printed by the same experts that develop and
print the entertainment films released by The American Film
Company. Prices are reasonable. Positive prints returned
quickly. Highest quality developing, printing, tinting, toning, and sub-titling guaranteed. Write for further information.
AMERICAN
FILM COMPANY,
INC.
6227 Broadway
Dept. E
Chicago. 111.

"NEWMAN"

USING

KON
KEM
KOLOR
The Brilliant, TransparenttheColorings
That Are Pleasing to
Eye
In All Colors
8-oz. $1.00
16-oz. $1.50
32-oz. $2.75
Sold by Your Dealer
CONTINENTAL DRUG AND CHEMICAL WORKS
107 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Manufacturers of Velvet Film Cement, Atlas Developer, Frosting and Photographic Chemicals

PICTURES

Frames, Easels,
Ralls, Grilles,
Signs,
Choppers,
Kick Plates,
Door Bars

BRASS

FRAMES
AND RAILS
A FEW REASONS
why
METAL and FRAMES
been
chosen "NEWMAN"
by all the big circuits
best class havo
of thoatres.
1 — Because the constant exposure to all sorts of
weather conditions
affect " NBWMA.M " NONCORROSIVE
METAL, cannot
FRAMES.
2 — Because of their richness In beauty and design,
they liven
and ofrender
viting thanthe
any entrance
other kind
frames.the lobby more in3 — Because they will outlast a dozen wood frames.
They are practically un-wear-oui-able.
INSIST WHEN
ON THEBUTINU
NAME FKAiMES
" NEWMAN "
Write Jor Xrir 1920 Catalog
THE Establixliril
NEWM.A.N MFG.
1882 CO.
717-19 Sycamore Stt-eet. CIncinn: ti, Ohio
68Canadian
W. Washington
Street. — Chic-iigo,
niinoin
Representative
J. T. Malone,
337 Bleury Street, Montreal, Canada
Pacific Coa.si — G. A. Metcalfe, San Francisco, Cal.
We vuinvfarture the frames in various finishe» which do not
require polishing

Ultra Presentatiop
IT has again been proven that the only success
ful method of exhibiting pictures is to place
the musical destinies of a theatre into the hands
of a capable musician who has not only had sufficient experience, but is also a man of aggressiveness and constructive wits. By the above statement, Idon't wish to create an impression that a
capable musician is all that is necessary to assure
financial and artistical success of a theatre. The
real man behind the gun is the man who has full
charge of a house, but an able musician represents one of the most important links in the chain
of theatrical management.
Mr. Tom Grierson has been engaged to supply
the artistic environment in the houses controlled
by the Regorson Corporation of Rochester, N. Y.,
which will undoubtedly place these theatres in a
class by themselves and will establish them as institutions of national importance. I dare repeat
" national importance " because surroundings arc
one of the greatest factors in the life of a man,
woman, and child. The above Corporation has
for its president, Mr. George Simpson, a man in
the business since its infancy and a man who
has gone through the stages of seeing admissions
paid from a nickel to a dollar, the price being
paid today, to witness a motion picture show in
Regorson houses, the Regent, the Piccadilly, and
the Gordon, all under the management of Mr. Will
Callahan. The above mentioned gentlemen have
been successful exhibitors, but, nevertheless, are
advanced and progressive enough to realize that
modern exhibition needs not only good management, but also must have artistic environment.
" Show me the people you associate with and
I will tell you who you are." The very same applies to music. According to reports which I have
recently received from the Regorson Corp., they
intend to develop the art of music in their theatres to the utmost perfection. They are increasing their orchestras; they are spending a tremendous amount for music and are engaging the
best musicians ; in fact, expenses are not taken
into consideration. There is only one thing in
mind, and that is "perfect exhibition of pictures."
After reviewing the intentions of the above
Corporation as well as the fact that they have
with them Mr. Tom Grierson, one among the most
competent musicians in the country, I wish to
put the following questions to some exhibitors.
" Why is Mr. Simpson spending all this money
in spite of the fact that he has already attained
enviable success?'' "Why does Mr. Simpson surround himself with all these capable men in spite
of the fact that he has proved himself to be able
to take care of all the phases of the game?" " Why
is he attempting to create a more artistic atmosphere in his theatres in spite of the fact that
none of his patrons have ever objected to the
existing entertainment." "Why don't their patrons
object to a raise in the price of admission?" Because he is giving a little better than the best.
In the main principles of showing pictures, as
far as the picture itself is concerned, Mr. Simpson's shows are exactly the same as any show
in any Nickelodian but he gets a high priced admission for the atmosphere and methods of presentation.
I firmly believe that Mr. Grierson will fully live
up to the traditions of modern and dignified picture exhibition, and will unquestionably create an
atmosphere in the above three theatres, which
will be une*;ualled anywhere.
I predict that in a very short time the theatres,
controlled by the Regorson Corp. under the musi-

cal guidance of Mr. Tom Grierson, will be the
drawing power of vast audiences and it will be
the theatre itself and the atmosphere, if once established cannot be obliterated. In brief, you
can see a picture " anywhere," but you can't surround yourself with an environment of refinement
and art — " anywhere." As music editor of these
columns, and as a man who has been in this industry for years, I congratulate the Regorson Corporation on their excellent choice and wisdom in
engaging Mr. Tom Grierson for the purpose outlined in the above paragraphs.
The Editor.
Music Is the Master
IT is an indisputable and established fact that
" music" is of great importance and an absolute
necessity for modern motion picture presentation.
" Silence " is the predominating factor- of the motion picture ; and music is the only means possessing sufficient power to bring about the metamorphose from silence to realism.
To some of our exhibitors the above may read
like a vainglorious tribute to our fellow musicians,
but it really isn't, although some of them may be
able to prove in plain figures that music cannot
add to their box office receipts. Far be it from
me to call such exhibitors narrow-minded, or anything of the kind. In theatres located in very
small towns or secluded sections of large cities,
any music or no music will do. It is evident that
a theatre located as mentioned above is exclusive
in itself and there is no necessity of adding extra
attractions such as music, to give it exclusiveness. But where competition reigns additional
features are essential. Builders, and architects in
alliance with business ingenuity and capital have
created an abundance of effects, for the purpose
of establishing " exclusiveness." But, in no instance were they able to accomplish this without
music. Some of the lighting effects and stage
settings in our modern theatres are marvelous,
but they are mute; all for the eye, and nothing
for the ear. They are all additional fictions to
pantomime, nothing but decorations to a dumb
show.
The motion picture screen of today is in the
strictest sense of the word, a world's mecca. We
see Russians, Hindoos, Chinese, Arabians, Spaniards and every nationality of the world, portrayed in characteristic episodes. Who knows
all these languages? No other interpreter but
" Music " can accomplish the feat of telling us
pf their vivid lives. No other language but
" !\Iusic '' can be called international. So, why
not give music the honor of being the sole and only
element able to elevate Motion Picture presentation into the realms of " exclusiveness."
The acme of perfection in motion picture presentation can only be attained if allied with an
appropriate musical accompaniment and any exhibitor deviating from the above, will soon become convinced through actual experience that
his theory is false. Innumerable instances warrant the truthfulness of the above statements.
The Capitol Theatre of New York City is but
one example. In building this tremendous house
all parties concerned had but one thing in mind —
" exclusiveness." Its seating capacity, lighting effects, in fact everythirig installed in this modern
giant, represents the latest that inventive genius
was able to create. The Capitol theatre is unquestionably the 20th century marvel, of interior
decoration, and offers the greatest comforts to its
patrons. In brief, it is the last word in modern
theatrical construction. The Capitol theatre is
in a class by itself, but its exclusiveness in con-

struction were by no means sufficient to give it t
that exclusiveness in motion picture exhibition^
" Music " gave this up to date theatre colossus it*
final touch. The famous band of 70 men under the able leadership of Arthur Pryor, together
with the great organ, these were the factors that
gave the sense
Capitol
theatre
in the
strictest
of the
word," exclusiveness,"
and placed it among
the greatest institutions in the world for the purpose of Motion Picture presentation.
Mr. Exhibitor, bear in mind that " Music is
The Editor.
the Master."
Tempo
THIS word is used in both English and German
to express the rate of speed at which a
musical composition is executed. The relative
length of the notes depends upon their species, as
shown in the notation, and the arrangement of
longer and shorter notes in bars must be in accordance with the laws of Time, but the actual length of
any given species of note depends upon whether
the Tempo of the whole movement be rapid or the
reverse. The question of Tempo is a ver>- important one, since no composition could suffer
more than a very slight alteration of speed without B5!
injury while any considerable change would entirely
destroy its character and render it unrecognizable.
The power of rightly judging the tempo required
by a piece of music, and of preserving an accurate
recollection of it under the excitement caused by
a public performance, is therefore not the least
among the qualifications of a conductor or soloist.
Until about the middle of the 17th Century,
composers left the tempi of their compositions entirely to the judgment of performers, a correct
rendering being no doubt in most cases assured by
the
that; asthe soon,
performers
composer'sof
own fact
pupils
however,were
as the
the number
executants increased, and tradition became weakened, some definite indication of the speed desired
by the composer was felt to be necessar\', and
accordingly we find all music from the time of
Bach and Handel marked with explicit directions
as to speed, either in words or by reference to the
Metronome, the latter being, of course, by far the
most accurate method.
Verbal directions as to tempo are generally
written in Italian, the great advantage of this
practice being that performers of other nationalities understanding that this is the custom and
having learnt the meaning of the terms in general
use, are able to understand the directions given,
without any further knowledge of the language.
Nevertheless, some composers other than Italians
have preferred to use their own native language for
the purpose, at least in part. Thus Schumann employed German terms in by far the greater number
of his compositions, not alone as tempo-indications,
but also for directions as to expression and
Beethoven took a fancy at one time for using German, though he afterwards returned to Italian.
The expressions used to denote degrees of speed
may be divided into two classes, those which refer
directly to the rate of movement, as Lento — slow ;
Adagio — gently, slowly ; ^Moderate — moderately ;
Presto — quick, etc; and those (the more numerous)
which rather indicate a certain character or quality
by which the rate of speed is influenced such a?
Allegro — gay, cheerful; Vivace — lively; Animato —
animated; Maestoso — majestically; Grave — with
gravity; Largo — broad, etc. To these last may be
added expressions which allude to some well-known
form of composition, the general character of
which governs the speed, such as Tempo di Minu-
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tto — in the time of a Minuet; Alia Marcia, Alia
Polacca — in the style of a march polonaise, and so
Most of these words may be qualified by the
ddition of the terminations etto and ino which
iminish or issimo, which increases, the effect of a
ord. Thus Allegretto, derived from Allegro,
ignifies moderately, lively, Prestissimo — extremely
luick, and so on. The same varieties may also be
roduced by the use of the words Molto — much ;
^ssai — very ; Pin — more ; Meno — less ; Un Poco — a
ttle; Non Troppo — not too much, etc.
The employment, as indications of speed, of
.vords which in their strict sense refer merely to
tyle and character (and therefore only indirectly
o tempo) has caused a certain conventional meanng to attach to them, especially when used by other
ban Italian composers. Thus in most vocabularies
musical terms we find Allegro rendered as
quick,"
Largo translations
as " slow," etc.
Although
lot the literal
of the
words. these
In are
the
rase of at least one word this general acceptance
)f a conventional meaning has brought about a
nisunderstanding which is of considerable imDortance. The word is Andante, the literal meaning
f which is " going," but as compositions to which
t is applied are usually of a quiet and tranquil
zharacter, it has gradually come to be understood
is synonymous with " rather slow." In consequence of this, the direction, Piu Andante, which
really means " going more," i. e. faster, has frequently been erroneously understood to mean
slower, while the diminution of Andante, Andanino, literally " going a little," together with Meno
\ndante — " going less " — both of which would indicate aslower tempo than Andante — have been
aeld to denote the reverse. This view, though
certainly incorrect, is found to be maintained by
various authorities, including even Koch's Musikalisches Lexicon, where Piu Andante is distinctly
stated to be slower and Andantino quicker, than
Andante.
.A gradual increase of speed is indicated by the
word Accelerando or Stringendo, a gradual slackening by Rallentando or Ritardanto, all such eflfects

Eimm

being proportional, for every bar and indeed every
note should as a rule take its share of the general
increase or diminution except in cases where an
Accelerando extends over many bars, or even
through a whole composition. In such cases the
increase of speed is obtained by means of frequent
slight but definite changes of tempo (the exact
points at which they take place being left to the
judgment of performer or conductor) much as
though the words Piu Mosso were repeated at
intervals throughout. On returning to the original
tempo after either a gradual or a precise change
the words Tempo Primo are usually employed or
sometimes Tempo del Tema.
The actual speed of a movement in which the
composer has given merely one of the usual tempo
indications, without any reference to the Metronome, depends of course upon the judgment of
the executant, assisted in many cases by tradition.
In brief, an orchestra conductor or musician must
use, in every case, good judgment and discretion in
deciding on the tempo of a musical composition,
and in every instance, he must observe one important fact : To render a number in such a way
that it doesn't become monotonous andThetiresome.
Editor.
Review

of Latest

Musical

Compositions
1 _"Why?" (Because I Love You Dear), a
I beautiful ballad fox trot, of originality and
charm, by the famous Sol. P. Levy, writer of
"(Belwin
That Naughty
Waltz," the international hit.
Inc.)

ing at the Cohan & Harris Theatre, New York
City. (Carl Fischer-Witmark.)
— " The Royal Vagabond," a fox trot, introducing "When the Cherry Blossoms Pall,"
" Love is Love," and " Here Come The Soldiers," by Geo. M Cohan and A. Goetzcl, all
from the comedy " The Royal Vagabond."
(Carl Fischer-Witmark.)
5—Ernest
"Let the
World
Go By,"waltz
by
R. Rest
Ball. ofA themost
delightful
melody.
(Carl Fischer-Witmark.)
— " Dreamy Alabama," by Mary Earl, writer
" Beautifulwaltz,
Ohio,"proving
" Dreamy
Alabamathe"
is aof melodious
to become
sensation
of
the
two
continents.
(Shapiro
and
Bernstein.)
stein.)
— " Wonderful Pal," a one-step, by the writers
of " Mammy O' Mine." (Shapiro & Bern8— "That Naughty Waltz," by Sol. P Levy.
A waltz that's wonderful, different and beautiful. (Forster Music Pub. Co.)
— " Karavan," a fox trot by Rudy Wiedoeft.
This fox trot is thought to be the logic£il
successor to " Hindustan."
(Forster Pub. Co.)
1f\
" Sweet
and Low," It the
wonder-waltz
by
U — Chas.
L. Johnson.
is expected
that this
waltz will become as popular as the famous
" Missouri Waltz," a " Forster clean-up."
(Forster Pub. Co.)
1 1 — " Madriola," by Sol. P. Levy and Jos.
I I Samuels. A Spanish song one-step different from the others. (Belwin Inc.)

— " Bo-La-Bo,"
an Egyptian fox trot, by
George Fairman, with a special arrangefor orchestra by George Trinkause. (Witmark ment
Sons.)

1'^
a novelty byofSol.
P. Levy.
L, — A" Lovelette,"
beautiful conception
charm
and
rhythm, especially adaptable for scenes of light
character. (Belwin Inc.)

3—" When the Cherry Blossoms Fall," the big
hit of the biggest hit in the history of musical comedy, " The Royal Vagabond," now play-

10D — fuss,
" My a Isle
of Golden
by Blaudreamy
hauntingDreams,"
waltz theme,
the
style
of
melody
characteristic
of
"
Hawaii."
(Jerome H. Remick.)

INEXPENSIVE
aim

coveb^

1A" — ballad
" I Am one-step.
Climbing This
Mountains,"
number aisbeautiful
said to
be even better than " I'm Forever Blowing
Bubbles." (Jerome H. Remick.)
1C — " You Ain't Heard Nothing Yet," a fox
J trot, sung by Al Jolson in " Sinbad," successor to his famous song " I'll Say She Does."
(Jerome H. Remick.)
by Felix Bernard and
Johnny
Black.
"
Dardanella,"
is an echo
from
the east, in the form
of a Characteristic
Fischer.)
Intermezzo,
or fox trot. (McCarthy and
la,"
DardanelTwo
j ^—— "" When
I"!
Hearts Discover They're
/ One," a song brimming over with beautifrom the musical comedy " See-Saw."
(T. fulB.strains,
Harms.)

, ,

The DwYER Bros CCer.

1 Q — " When You Were Sweet Sixteen," a fox
I O trot featured with success, in Ziegfeld's
Production "Follies of 1919." (T. B. Harms.)

You ncifid Bartola music in your theatre.
Easy monthly payments.
Send for catalogue.
BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO., Room 314 Mailers BIdg., Chicago, 111 Factory, Oshkosh Wis.
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A CHRISTMAS
usiness

NEWS CAMERAMEN WANTED —
We pay the highest price per foot
and use a greater number of feet
than all other producers of news
reels combined. We want crisp, live
subjects of anything and everything
that Is unusual or Interesting either
local, national or international. If
you have a motion picture camera
or can use one, shoot us your undevelopedbetween
negative (using
standardby
frame lines
the holes)
first parcel post (special delivery)
or express with captions or all data
obtainable. We can use up to 100
feet of one subject; for some extra
special stufE will pay as high as
$5.00 per ticulars
foot.
for more card;
parand a Write
field working
become our permanent cameraspondentMotion
In yourPicture
section.
Address
World
Advertising
Co., 500 Fifth Avenue, New York
City, Laboratory Dept. " Our news
reel encircles the globe."
WANTED — to manage or lease first-class
picture show or combination house. Prefer ence.
combination
10 years' some
experi-of
Have ownedhouse.
and operated
the best houses in the country. Have
been up against hot competition and always made the other sweat. Write
" Manager," care Motion Picture News.
FOR SALE, CAMERA — Sterling, professional, automatic shutter dissolve. Heller
lense, four magazines, 400 feet trypod
complete carrying case, etc. MAURELLO,
1547 Broadway, Room 202.
FOR SALE — A bargain. 100 reels, absolutely good condition. None better on th«
market. Some with paper, $6.00 per reel.
Tour pick. Write or call. Wm. A. Lelth,
Comedy Theatre, 46 East 14th St., N. T. C.
FOR
d.c.
good

a.c. to220d.c,v.
toSALE
a.c,— 75" Trans-verter
amp. to 60 " cycle,
as
new.
Reasonable.
Box
315, Motion Picture News.

For Sale or Long Lease
MOVING PICTURE STUDIO
In course of construction; best section of
the Bronx.
ture News. Address CASH, Motion PicFOR SALE CHEAP— 1, 2, 3, 4 and
5 rack Corcoran tanks, Hausman
printing machines, 8 tube overhead
and floor Cooper-Hewitt studio
banks. Box 300, Motion Picture
News, New York.

Automatically supplies only such voltage as arc
requires. No waste of current in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
W. 114th St., Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.
Theatre and Exchange
Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres,
exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers,
selected as to territory, class, etc.
Twenty corthousand
were Its
reded In our listchanges
last year.
use means a saving of from 20 to
50% In postage, etc.
Motion Picture Directory Co.
244 W. 48nd St., New York
Phone. Bryant 8138
Addretsing Multigraphing
Tvpevoriting Printing
Hoo(Js
FOR SIGNS. STAGE
OR CANOPY LIGHTS
They Cover the Bulb and Show
Brilliant Lasting Colors
Have
Every inAdvantage
— Save
Your Dollars
Lamp Renewals
No Bothersome Dipping
For 5-10 W. and
Easily Put on or Takm Of
25-40 W. Lamps REYNOLDS ELECTRIC CO.
2650 W. CONGRESS ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.

"A REGULAR GIRL"
(Elsie Janis-Selznick)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
Theme: "Flirty Flirts" (Intermezzo rubato), Levy
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
1 — —" SThat
until
: At Naughty
Screenmg.Waltz," by Levy (Valse unique), (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
2
—
"
Runkatin,"
by Levy
half tone one step), (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until — T: Robert King
the only(A man.
3 — Theme ff (55 seconds), until — T: I am from Missouri.
4 — " How Ya' Coin' Keep Them Dovra on the Farm," (popular song), (1 minute
and 45 seconds), until — T: 1917-but something had.
5 — Continue pp (30 seconds), until — T: Excuse me boys this is.
— "Valse
in 6her
own. Lente," by Schuette (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: 1919 back
7 — " In the Army, In the Army, In the Democratic Army," (popular song), (50
seconds), until — T; Things seemed rather.
8
— "There'suntila —Long,
Long close
Trail upa ofWinding,"
10 seconds),
S: Second
aeroplanes.(popular song), (1 minute and
9 — Theme (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: The last lingering guest.
10 — Tacet (20 seconds), until — T: Within the midst of her.
Note: Just produce effect of Bugle Call "Charge"
was11 —the" Melody,"
best war. by Friml (Mod.), (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: Gee that
12 — " Reve D'Amour," by Zamecnik (Allegretto), (2 minutes), until — T: That
night at the Chateau.
13 — " Where Do We Go From Here Boys," (popular song), (1 minute and 25
seconds), until — T: Come on boys.
14 — " Hail, Hail, the Gang's AH Here," (popular song), (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: Gentlemen if you was.
15 — "A Trip Through Coney Island," by Tobani (Char. Fantasia), (3 minutes
and 25 seconds), until — T: And so even.
all16is.— " Heloise," by Langey (Mod. Int.), (2 minutes), until — T: At 12 o'clock and
— "Sanitarium.
Lovelette," by Levy (Allegretto), (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T:
At 17the
18
—
"Western
Rodeo," by Minot (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T; Be
assured of.
19 — Theme (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: And so Jasmine was.
20 — " Sweet Jasmine," by Bendix (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T: Jasmine!
21 — " Chicken Reel," by Daily (50 seconds), until — S: Close up of chandelier.
22 — " Capricious Annette," by Borch (Caprice Intermezzo), (3 minutes and SO
seconds), until — S: Close up of boxer.
" Sleeping
— 23
T: — Two
weeks Rose,"
later at.by Borch (Valse Lente), (1 minute and SO seconds), until
24 — "Where Do We Go From Here Boys?" (popular song), (40 seconds), until
— T: You put it over because.
25 — Theme (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: It is true, I am.
26 — " I've Got My Captain Working For Me Now," (popular song), (25 seconds), until — T: Don't worry boys.
27
by Tobani
(Poems D'Amour), (1 minute and 25 seconds),
until —— "T:Dolorosa,"
While at home
Elizabeth.
28 — "A Hot Time in the Old Town," (old popular song), (3 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: I'll say she did.
29 — "Aces High," Roberts," (lively march), (1 minute and 50 seconds), until —
T : Elizabeth we've taken in.
30 — Theme (4 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: That returned soldier.
THE END

"THE

GUNFIGHTING GENTLEMAN"
(Harry Carey-Universal)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
Theme: "Love's Enchammeat" (Moderate Intermezzo D'Amour)
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
1 "Western Moderato," by Bach (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — S: At
Screening.
2 — Theme (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T: Cheyenne Harry-Buford.
3 — "Allegro Agitato," by Kiefert (for general use), (1 minute and SO seconds),
until Note:
— "T: AWatch
leaden shots.
invitation.
4 "Adieu," by Farvarger (12/8 Moderato), (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until
— "T: Seymour, Star Attorney.
5 "Comedienne,' by Hommer (Characteristic), (3 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — S : Clean up of Ford car.
6 "A La BoUerina," by Braham (Valse Lente), (5 mmutes and IS seconds),
until — T: Pardon me, but I have.
Note: Watch effect of cuckoo clock.
7 — Note:
ThemeWatch
(2 minutes
50 seconds),
effect and
of cuckoo
clock. until — T: Haw, Haw, I'll lay.
g "After Sunset," by Pryor (Dram. Mod.), (1 minute and 5 seconds), until —
T : Two specimens of humanity.
" Calop,"payroll.
by Minot (Characteristic), (2 minutes and 5 seconds),
The9 — Merritt
. ^ ,until —. T:
10
—
"Andante
Appassionato,"
by
Castill
(Depicting
dramatic
emotion),
(1 minute
and 40 seconds), until — S: Cheyenne Harry looking at money bag.
H
"Comedy
Allegro,"
by
Berg
(2
minutes
and
30
seconds),
until
—
T:., The
Merritt party.
~
12
"
Hurry,"
by
Levy
(For
general
use),
(1
minute
and
40
seconds),
until
— T:
According to specifications. , „ . ,
13 — Theme (2 minutes and S seconds), until — T: Another meal together.
until14— "T:Intermezzo
Meanwhile Pittoresque,"
a search party.by Kozia (Mod.), (4 minutes and 30 seconds),
IS
"
In
Lovers
Lane,"
by Pryor (Char.. Int.),
55 seconds),
until — T: I am going out.
„ „ (1 ,minute
^ and
•
16 — Theme (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: For the first time.
17 " Illusion," by Bustonoby (Mod. Int.), (2 minutes and IS seconds), until —
^seconds),
'iS^'" Withered
by Kiefert
until — T: Flowers,"
A detail that
Cheyenne.(Char. Int. Pathetic), (1 minute and 30
19_"
Gavotte
and
Musette,"
by
Raff (Allegro), (2 minutes and 10., seconds),
until — T: Merritt lost no time.
„ „
40 seconds), until — S: MerLevy
by
Hurry,"
Reel
"Half
20
ritt's gang begins to shoot.(2 minutes
., „and. , , ,
21 Theme (3 minutes and 10 seconds), until — S: After the fight.
THE END

PE''JourSCO
E BIO
"THrepresen
weekly
tativeFilm
The
Industry.
nal of the British
special interest to all who
Of
Films. Ave., London, W. I.
buy or 85sell
Offices:
Sliaflesbury
Specimen copy free on request.
Foreign tenBubscriptions:
One pound
8hillings (Gold)

THE ARGUS LAMP & APPLIANCE CO.
Mannfaetartrt
Argu« Sheck Univaoal Adapter«
for Mazda Lamp Projection
and
Argu» Cry»tal Bo ad Scr««n«
WrMo f»r eataloc CLEVELAND, OMo

News

HINT

This SPECIAL TOOL OUTFIT
is the result of the wide and varied
experience of an expert operator
and repairman, and Is made up of
tools especially designed for the
particular work of a moving picture operator which will be found
very handy and useful to the operator who takes pride In his perfect projection, as well as keeping
his outfits right up to 100% efficient working condition. Just the
thing boys, when that emergency
repair job or breakdown happens.
You will wonder how you ever got
along without one of these kits.
Price, Complete, fS.OO
Write for Information about our
new accessories Just out.
SCPBK CASBON ADAFTEB
Assembled
All Metal
5" Hub SoUd
Steel Reel
Core
Something
absolutely
new.
the brand.
for
JUM^ IS
them.
Insist onAskthem.
It is your ^arantee of the best on
the market. If your dealer does
not supply them, write
E. E. FULTON CO.
S204 Carroll Ave.,
Chicago, HL
Manufacturers of M. P.
Accessories.

An

E s t e y Theatre

Pipe Organ
never
strikes for higher
wages, yet gives your
patrons music most
worth while.
THE ESTEY ORGAN COMPANY
Brattleboro, Vt.
See our page ad In the Jan. 10th
issue of the Motion Picture News

KINARKO

CARBONS

CARBON IMPORTS CO.
110-112-114 West 42nd Street
New York City

PEARCE
FILMS
608 Canal Street
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Largest Independent Exchange South
Write forRebuilt
our list
of Ouaranteed
Machines
AMUSEMENT SUPPLT COKPANT
I>argest Exclusive Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302 Mailers Building
5 So. Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers In Motiograph, Standard
and Simplex
Moving
PictureUlnasa
Machines, National
Carbons,
Screens
Theatre. and Everythlnc for the
•
WE SELL ON THE
PLAN INSTALLMENT
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Pictures

Reviewed

" A Roman Scandal "
(Christie Comedy — Two Reel Special)
ACK SENNETT is not the only comedy producer who can burlesque antique plays. Here
ik Al Christie coming forward as the. sponsor of
fn ancient pattern and so successful!}' has he ridiiled it that there is no doubt of its reception
iiong the lovers of film comedies. Whether "The
lurning of Rome" vyas ever a play may be left
o the statistical experts of the theatre. It reminds
- of something which Lincoln J. Carter produced
hen Columbus was a boy. We do know that the
itle adorned the page of a piece of music written
y E. T. Paull. But regardless of its source il
urns up as an offering worth booking.
Here is a company of theatrical folk putting on
-atire of the "Burning of Rome." Nero is fiddling
r dear life in his balcony, and his cohorts are
isy applying the torch to the scenery. The bull
:ters the arena disguised as a cow. But who will
row the
it? imperial
"I will!"andshouts
a gladiator.
With forthisa
\er
musical
Nero shouts
iuel. When the victim is down, he asks for a
iemonstration of the sword. And you can guess
he outcome with the mad ruler pointing his
humbs down. There is an audience looking on at
his play, two of its most interested spectators
)eing Earl Rodney and Colleen Moore. They deride to go on the stage and show their histrionic
ibility. And the chance is presented them when
he real actors strike. With no troupe, the stage
lanager is forced to have the principals double,
IS it were. This is the funniest part of the comedy.
For their object is to act as amateurish as possible.
The real Nero has walked out with his fiddle
which compels his substitute to use a banjo. The
cow or the bull is on strike too. So two stage
bands are compelled to bedeck themselves in cowliide. And the burning of the glorious city is done
by one flickering torch. The amateurs carry on the
performance despite the efforts of the real troupers
to disconcert them.
At the Rialto in New York the comedy made the
audience register spontaneous laughter. Which is
sure indication that it has its merits. There is
enough incidental business and good natured tomfooler>- to please a mean man. Need more be
<.a\A1— LAURENCE REID.
" The Adventures of Ruth "
I Fifteenth EpisodePathe)
Ruth Roland Serial —
""PHERE
is a peculiar
interest byattached
to star
this
serial because
it is written
the serial
herself and it is also the first serial produced by
her own company. Pathe is the distributor. ,
The first three episodes show the usual serial essentials of the mystery, the chase, and continued
pursuit with a certain objective.
There is an atmosphere of art and class displayed
and the sordid is conspicuous of its absence. Although the director is not named, he or she has
nothing to be ashamed of, for this is very well
directed and has an even continuity.

in Advance

on This

Page

A moment from Rex Beach's drama of the North, " The
Girl from Outside," Reginald
a Goldwyn
production directed by
Barker
Ruth Roland is as ever the typical serial heroine
and she is supported by William Human, Herbert
Heyes, Thomas G. Lingham, Helen Case and
Charles Bennett. The first three episodes are entitled respectively, "The False Countess,'' "Kidnapped," and "The Bewitching Spy."
Her father is killed by the "Hound," a member
of the "Terrible Thirteen," and he leaves her a
task to perform assisted by the butler and her
juvenile cousin. Thirteen keys are each mysteriously placed in her possession at different times
with instructions as to what she should do.
Although this is a typical serial it has an air of
class and judging from the first three episodes
there is enough punch and excitement in it to bring
them back for the succeeding episodes. — TOM
HAMLIN.

" Tough
Pathe)Luck "
(Snub Pollard Comedy — Two

Reels —

HERE is Harry (Snub) Pollard, the comedian
with the walrus moustache who has been acting as Harold Lloyd's foil for a considerable time,
branching out as the star of his own comedies. It
was only a question of time before Rolin would
permit him to shine by himself. He is too capable
a funmaker to unload his comicalities for the benefit of anyone but himself. As original as Mr.
Lloyd showed himself to be. Snub Pollard was not
far behind. Between them they made the Rolin
Lloyd Comedies prize packages for exhibitors.
Snub has a style of his own — a style that has
not been imitated so far, though it is likely that
several so-called comedians will adopt his methods,
now that he is being featured alone. They can
imitate his make-up but they cannot imitate his

Each

Weeli

slylc. That is a gift of his imagination, of his
own keen sense of humor. And so in "Tough
Luck" piclure-gocrs will find him the same old
Snub — the Snub with the roly-boly eyes, the quick,
nervous manner, and the walrus moustache. As
the title indicates the comedian is the victim of a
series of misfortunes. He is superstitious to a
degree and as "tough luck" would have it, he cannot take a step but that "signs" make his life
miserable. There is an old-fashioned chase in
which he figures — a chase that makes him pursued
by a group of "keystone" cops. Slippery pavements, freakish Fords, and what not are dished up
lo keep the action zippy.
The comedy is not original in any way, but it
does contain some clever stunts which arc always
traveling on high. These will amuse the average
spectator. We feel certain that when the star hits
his stride he will be found on the program of
more than one first run theatre. He hasn't such
an assortment of tricks in his suit-case as Harold
Lloyd and he depends mostly upon characterization.
His ensemble — the girls for instance — is capable
and attractive. "Tough Luck" is a satire on superstition and the misfortune to be jinxed. —
LAURENCE REID.

" The Penny Philanthropist "
(Seven Reels — Directed by Guy McConnell
— World Rights Controlled by Hyman
Attractions)
CLARA
E. LAUGHLIN
thisdainty
widelyPeggy
read
novel and
in the screen wrote
version,
O'Neil is the star. Peggy is the "Penny Philanthropist" who has sold newspapers on the streets
of Chicago until she is eighteen and the proprietor
of a tiny store called the " News Emporium." Her
ki:chen
the back room is a "home" for many
homeless ingirls.
Dainty Peggj- O'Neil brings the same charm and
vivacity to the screen that endeared her to the
public in her famous stage success "Peg 'O My
Heart." She is supported by another popular
player of the legitimate stage, Ralph Morgan and
an adequate cast, of whom two deserve special
mention. They are Thomas Carey, the boy who
plays the amateur detective and Frank Weed in
the character role of an Italian, Luigi, whom he
makes true to life.
This is one case where the story as it appeared
in book form has not been changed and it gives
Miss O'Neil the same sort of wistfully pathetic
role illuminated by her Irish wit as that in which
she
" Pegon o'the
My stage
Heart"willandbetheequally
hosts
who appeared
admired in her
pleased with her on the screen.
The scenes are all laid in Chicago and familiar
localities and manufacturing plants lend local color
and interest to the swiftly moving story. The
picture as a whole carries a strong appeal and will
be as wholesome for the children as for the
parents.
L. H. MASON
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Motion

"THE
CAPITOL"
(ARTCO-hODKlNSON;
Intrigue and Politics Burden

This Picture

AUGUSTUS THOMAS' " The Capitol " cannot be called an entirely interesting picture because of its involved melodramatic episodes. There is enough action in this story to suffice for a half dozen features and the trouble is the director has
attempted to crowd it all in for one picture. The result is the scenes
present a topsy-turvy appearance, offering here a slice of sex conflict, and there a talky presentment of politics. And the action
covers a period of twenty-five years at least.
A wife and mother runs away from the fireside to join a culprit.
She is disillusioned to the extent that she follows the Salvation
Army. The child is put in a foundling asylum and turns up in
Washington later, the wife of a Congressman, while the outraged
husband and father joins the priesthood. The culprit? He becomes alobbyist in Washington. In fact all the characters in this
quadrangle turn up in the Capitol and eventually come to an understanding. The villain gets his just deserts, and the mother and
daughter find happiness in each other's arms, receiving at the same
time the husband and father's blessing.
Many of the characters could be dispensed with and the plot
would be more coherent. And the angle against profiteering does
not sound any dramatic moments. The titles could be rewritten
and improve the pictvu-e immensely. Its shining light is the atmosphere, the backgrounds being genuine scenes of Washington. The
director has gone to some trouble to collect these and his striving
to be realistic is commendable. Leah Baird assumes the burden
of a dual role and differentiates the two characters, mother and
daughter, with admirable adaptability. We don't recollect of having seen her do anything better. The theatricalities are so strong
that the other players are helpless in their attempts to be human. —
Length, 6 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Margaret Kennard
Leah Baird
Agnes Blake
Leah Baird
Eustace Kennard
Robert T. Haines
James Carroll
Alexander Gaden
Congressman Blake. . .William B. Davidson
Henry Garretson Downing Clark
James Lamar
Ben Hendricks
Jimmy Vincent Donald Hugh McBride
Baby Kennard
Mildred Rhoads
By Augustus Thomas.
Directed by George Irving.
Photographed by Jack Brown.
PRESS NOTICE—STORY
The third play of Leah Baird's series of
Artco Productions is " The Capitol," an
adaptation
of Augustus
the
same name
which scoredThomas'
a successplayuponof
the stage. This picture will be presented
at the
theatre on
of
week. Both in theme and enactment the
subject grows in power. It is a story of
politics and love and intrigue in modern
Washington
with theandshadow
of the nation'sof
political structure
the background
the United States Senate for atmosphere.
The star portrays the role of Margaret Kennard, the young wife of a prominent lawyer,
who is induced by a scheming individual.
James Carroll, to abandon her home and
flee with her baby daughter, Agnes. A tense moment in " The Capitol," starring Leah Baird and distributed by W. W.
Pursued
by Kennard,
leavHodkinson
ing the woman
and childCarroll
in hisescapes,
house which
is subsequently
destroyed
by
fire.
Kennard believing that his wife and baby ing of a bungalow to the capsizing of a
canoe in the Potomac river. It is a play
perished, enters the priesthood.
Twenty years later under the name of of politics — of present day politics and
its timeliness brings an added
Margaret Doane of the Salvation Army, therefore
It is also a play of love and intrigue
Kennard's
becomesof active
Washing- value.
and presents a woman who bared her soul
ton as an wife
associate
Henryin Garretson,
who is engaged in fighting food profiteers. to right a wrong. You will see the proAt that time Agnes, the daughter, appears
cesses of our Government taking shape —
at the capitol as the wife of Congressman you will see a bitter fight between food
Blake whose social ambitions for her place profiteers and the public's representative.
him istinforthe
Carroll, now
lobby- You will see thrill after thrill, all of which
thepower
food ofinterests.
The a mother
are punctuated with romantic moments and
has not seen her during the intervening dramatic events. Leah Baird is the star,
years since the child was placed in a home. and she is supported by a capable company.
While on a boating trip Carroll forces his
attentions on her. The boat capsizes and
SUGGESTIONS
Agnes is rescued by her own father though
It
would
be
publicize this picture
he
doesn'tHe recognize
her, and
Carroll
is also as an adaptationwellof toAugustus
saved.
traps Agnes
in his
apartment,
Thomas'
name
which
met this
with
great play
sucbut the priest, Margaret, Garretson and of thecesssame
on the stage. Feature
playwright
Blake learn of the scheme and overpower
him. Thus identities are disclosed and a in large
letters
and
mention
the
other
pictures which have been made from his plays
reconciliation takes place.
and in which the star appeared. Tell that
the action transpires in Washington and
PROGRAM READER
that the story is one of politics, love and
intrigue. Feature it as the picture of the
" The
Capitol,"
Augustus
Thomas'
powerHOUR. Make mention that it dramatizes
fulton,drama
of
political
and
social
Washingwhich scored such a triumph on the the fight against the food profiteers, but that
there
is romance and thrills to keep pace
stage, will be the attraction at the
theatre next
, with Leah Baird, the
the political
Feature
the star note.
and her company. Bring
emotional actress, as the star. The story with
out that it is an Artco production. Your
is laid in the atmosphere of exclusive Amer- fans
should remember the name if you
ican society circles and it fairly teems with
sensational episodes, ranging from the burn- showed " The Volcano."

"THE

Picture

N ez

MIRACLE
OF
LOVE"
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT ;

Strong Flavor of Romance

in Picture

THOSE exhibitors who would please their patrons with roma
tic love stories, need have no .scruples about booking " Tl
Miracle of Love," Cosmo Hamilton s latest story which Kol 1j
Jrt /. Leonard has whipped into screen shape for the Paramoun "
Artcraft progrannne.
T he author, who is usually daring in his coi (.
ceptions of artificial life, is exceedingly quiet here as far as visua i
izing his familiar touch. While he has drawn a theme based upo ,
the eternal triangle, the sex element never intrudes and in its plat
you have a keynote of flavored romance.
The wife of a dissolute English nobleman finds herself in lev
with another nobleman who is as upright and manly as his rival i
degenerate. Tradition and custom prevent the lovers marrv ing unti
the demise of the husband, and even with him out of the way th
author elaborates his romantic suspense by offering the clean Bril
isher on the altar of finance. He is about to marry a rich Americai
girl when her quarrelsome lover arrives from the States and take
her away, thus permitting the English romancers to complete thei:
happiness.
A dainty bit of drama if one is looking for sustained drama. It
compensations are its rich vein of romance, its theme of love, at firs
iight, its absence of sex entanglements, its photoography revealec
occasionally in sepia tones, its carefully detailed atmosphere, ano
Its admirable suggestion of English aristocratic life. Mr. Leonard't
.)ackgrounds are faithful and artistic. There is a faint bit of
flict, noticeable in the attempt of the sinister husband to hold hit
vvife. This fellow is painted as a wretch of the first order. Lucy
Cotton and Wyndham Standing are the featured players and they
play their parts with admirable poise and feeling. A first rate en
ertainment of its kind. — Length,
reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Duchess of Harwich
Lucy Cotton
Dowager Duchess of Cheshire
Blanche Davenport
Lady Emily
Lila Blow
Cornelia Kirby
Jackie Saunders
Clive Hurbert
Wyndham Standing
Duke of Harwich
Ivo Watson
George, Duke of Cheshire .. Percy Standing
Howard McClintock Edward Earle
By Cosmo Hamilton.
Scenario by Adrian Johnson.
Direction of Robert Z. Leonard.
PRESS NOTICE STORY
"The Miracle of Love" featuring Lucy
Cotton and Wyndham Standing, will be the
main attraction at the
theatre beginning . This offering is a picturization
of a story by Cosmo Hamilton which appeared in the Cosmopolitan Magazine and it
presents a reproduction of English aristocratic life. The author knows his blueblood atmosphere and writes it entertainingly. His characters are true to life. In
this instance the action which envelops them,
is helped considerably by remarkable British
backgrounds.
The story concerns a younger son of a
noble family. Clive Hurbert, who takes up
aforlifea ofmanidleness
disgraceful
of hisbecause
station.workHe isdecides
that A strong moment from " The Miracle of
the best thing to do is to leave the country Love,"
a Paramount-Artcraft
production
Standing
and find employment somewhere. At the featuring Lucy Cotton and Wyndham
pier he encounters a pretty Duchess, the
wife of a dissipated nobleman, with whom Mr. Hamilton is one of the most prolific
he falls in love. At the same time a tele- writers of fiction and that he can write of
gram reaches
him accident.
that his elder
brother
has
been killed
in an
So Clive
assumes
English high life with remarkable insight
feeling. You will see a play of the
the title out of a sense of duty. The dissi- and
pated Duke has heard of the affair between eternal triangle as it is enacted against a
of British atmosphere. You will
his wife and the young man and he proceeds background
see a charming Duchess married to a caddish
to make life miserable for her.
Matters go from bad to worse until the husband although she loves another. And
lord decides to marry a rich American girl her station in life forbids her gaining notorito save his estate. But the love of the
ety throughThis the
What these
hapyou divorce
will findcourt.
out when
Duchess cretasserts
itself and
he throws
dis- stirring pens?
scenes come into dramatic action in
ion to the wind.
Whenso the
Duke dies
"The Miracle of Love"
which
here
he plans to marry the wife, money or no next
Cotton
and comes
Wyndham
money. forming
Thenhim ofthea good
news post
arrives
in- Standing are. theLucy
featured players.
lucrative
in the
diplomatic service and all ends happily. It
s a picture which abounds with tense
SUGGESTIONS
dramatic situations and the romantic interest
You can feature the author here and you
provides a happy balance. Miss Cotton and
curiosity.
Mr. Standing
contribute
per- are sure
ton is oneto ofarouse
the most
prolific Cosmo
writers Hamilbefore
formances and the
rest of theoutstanding
cast is capable.
Robert Z. Leonard directed.
the public
eye.
And
a
majority
patrons have doubtless read him ofin your
current
PROGRAM READER
magazines.
haveandseenthehisofferings
stories visua'ized on theThey
screen
never
to entertain. So play him prominently.
A fairly common situation in British aris- fail
the story as a romance of aristocratic
tocracy, which is non-existent in this coun- Treat
life in England, and that its theme can be
try owing to our lack of a social order of traced
to the eternal triangle. Treat it in a
nobilty,
is
treated
in
Cosmo
Hamilton's
waythe
— atheme.
way which
will be the
in harstory, " The Miracle of Love," which has dignifiedmony with
Emphasize
fact
been adapted to the screen. The tale ap- that the people
of
the
nobility
are
as
human
as
peared
in
the
Cosmopolitan
Magazine
and
created a sensation. Perhaps many of you those in the street and that they are bound
remember it. Surely you remember that by conventions .
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"FLAMES

OF
THE
(FOX)

FLESH"

Gladys. Brockivell Takes Up Vampire s Burden
LADYS BROCK WELL has a Theda Bara role in her newest

"SHOULD
A
WOMAN
(METRO SCREEN CLASSIC)
Star and Director

TELL"

Put Picture Over

I.\ spite of the handica|> of a \cry weak story the director and
star pull this picture up by its very riM)ts and plant it on a
p<'dc>tal. .lohn liicc. the director, gives it a smashing opening
that is full of thrills, and then Mice Lake, the star, ju>l naturally
carries the picture on her shoulders in a maimer whicli lirinly establishes her as a permanent fixture in the niche occupied by the
very few emotional stars t>f the screen.
And toward the end the director again conies to the rescue of the
spineless story and provides the essential anti-climax. The cast is
capable and well balanced, and the piece is well mounted and
cleverly directed, augiiu'iited by goo<l photography.
There is no (piestion about Alice Lake being a high class screen
artist. She does not only look charming, but in the emotional
'^''her clutches, that his father will come in turn to save the former. periods she will undoubtedly sway any audience. I he high spots
The denouement naturally, presents the head of the family as the in the direction and scenes are the ship wreck at the beginning and
man responsible for her downfall.
Although she has a regenera- the mardi-gras toward the finale. The mediocre story allows the
tion of character, it is too late, and realizing her shortcomings she picture to sag somewhat in the mi<ldle, but the average patron will
hrit lakes poison and dies in her lover's arms. A touch of Juliet, of overlook this because of the splendid work of the star. Although
Sapho, of Camille, rolled into one for this character. And its pathos it is a sex story it is suitable for any audience.
in the latter scenes will compensate for the bold attitudes struck
Pulling possibilities and pleasing |)rol)abilities for respective aum
ofiF in the introductory reels.
diences are: Metropolitan, good puller and very j)leasing: Klite,
m The action is fairly progressive and Clara Beranger's continuity average puller and generally pleasing: Family, good puller and
is well arranged to emphasize the high lights. But it is not an
pleasing;
lliii elevating story and its daring conclusion may shock some sensitive very
6 reels.
— Tom Workers,
Hamlin.. good puller and entirely pleasing. — Length,
patrons. The picture may well be called a study in gray, since
THE CAST
Meta Maxon
Alice Lake
there are no happv moments. — Length, ^ reels. — Laurencp R<>id.
Mr. Maxon
Frank Currier
Albert Tuley
Jack Mulhall
Relyea Anderson
will see her interpreting the part of a waif, Mrs. Maxon
I
THE CAST
Clarissa Sedgwick
Lydia Knott
of man's bestial nature. She be- The
ICandace
Gladys Brockwell a victimcomes a derelict,
Doctor
Don Baily
a
wanderer
on
the
primLaure De Saxe
Gladys Brockwell
Jack Gilbert
rosedeed.path.
It famous
is a fascinating
character
in- Morton Sedgwick
iBruce Eastcoat
William Scott
All
the
women
of
history
have
Maxon,
boy
Richard
Headrick
iCharles Eastcoat
Harry Spingler been victims of outrageous fortune.
Maxon, girl
Carol Jackson
'Craig
Boardman
Ben
Deely
Story
and
Scenario
by
Finis
Fox.
Does
she
play
with
fire?
Does
she
beiSimon Eastcoat Charles K. French
come the temptress? Does she lure men
Directed by John E. Ince.
Photography by Sol. Polito.
lEastcoat's
Louis Marstini
Fitzroy to destruction? Does love — pure, simple and
iSuzette De Secretary
Pouges. . .Mme. Rosita
honest
love
—
come
to
her?
What
happens
to
IMadame Binnat
Josephine Crowell her? These questions are answered dramatPRESS NOTICE STORY
ically in this powerful picture of love and
jHenri Leland
Nigel De Brullier intrigue,
Alice
Lake is the new Metro star in
pride
and
passion.
It
will
hold
I By Forrest Halsey.
" Should A Woman Tell? " which will be
the attention and excite the fancy and carry ■^hown
jI Directed
Scenario by
by Edward
Clara Beranger.
at
the
theatre for
days
you
from
one
tense
moment
to
another.
J. Le Saint.
Don't miss it.
beginning
According to . reports the critics were
PRESS NOTICE^STORY
unanimous
in declaring
the new assures
star's
ereat
emotional
work in that
this picture
SUGGESTIONS
Gladys Brockwell, the Fox emotional star,
ing starsa ofpermanent
the screen.place among the leadThe appeal of this feature lies largely in for her
will appearin her
at the
theatre
beginning
newest photodrama entitled its title and the way that you develop it in
Jack Mulhall is her leading man and
" Flames of the Flesh." This is one of the your advertising. It suggests of course a Frank Currier has a prominent character
most powerful plays in which Miss Brock- play of emotions and certainly you can role. John Ince directed the picture and
promise anything in the emotional line for
" girl of aIt thousand
scenes These
that are
dehas yetwell, theappeared.
provides expressions,"
her splendid the picture is crammed full of tense scenes has provided
as veryopening
remarkable.
scenes
opportunity to move her audience. The of this character. Feature it as a story of portray scribed
the
ship
wreck
near
the
little
fishstory is a forceful one told in a series of the primrose path — a path which leads to
ing village and are said to provide many Alice Lake is featured in the Screen
stirring scenes. The action is swift and oblivion and death if the trespasser is not
sure and the finale is as surprising as it is heedful of the danger signs. You might thrills.
A
lady is one of the survivors Classics production, " Should a Woman
dramatic. Miss Brockwell gives a force- bring out that it presents a waif who be- and iswealthy
taken
to
fisherman's
until
comes a courtesan through the lustful na
ful impersonation of a waif of the world
fully recoversa several
weekscottage
afterwards.
" Metro-Classic."
photowho experiences amazing transformation of tare of man. But we would not concen she
Alice
Lake
portrays
the
pretty
daughter
of be calledgraphs anda cuts
should be freelyThedisplayed
character. When the action opens she ii trate too much on the theme.
The lady grows quite at- at every possible place as they are striking
about to commit suicide but is prevented by
Simply mention it as a daring, vital, and the fisherman.
tracted to her and promises to educate her. enough to bring them in. Being what is
vivid story of a woman, who by a trick of A few years
Craig castBoardman,
American,
out- fate,
later her unscrupulous nephew ordinarily termed a " sex " play it will
became a derelict. By all means bring takes advantage
of society. aHestranded
takes her
away from
of the girl when she is hardly stand for any tie-in stunts such as
out
that
it
unfolds
a
deal
of
truth,
simplicthe Portuguese
city
to
Paris
where
she
bevisiting
his
aunt
during a vacation from interviews, etc. So your surest way is the
college.
comes schooled in the ways of the world.
ity
and
pathos.
Mention
the
star
and
emtitle, catch lines and photographs. Tell
Candace assumes the name of Laure De
phasize
the
fact
that
there
are
few
actresses
leaves college and goes back to them they will witness one of the greatest
Saxe. and so seductive is she in her beauty on the screen who are as well endowed with herTheowngirlhome.
She
finds
her
father
had
scenes at sea and
"the most remarkthat she becomes the toast of the French emotional talent. Tell that it is a play of passed away but there was her little brother storm able
Tell portrayed
ship-wreck, ever
on the
capital.
screen.
Mention
besides
Alice Lake,
the
woman's
revenge.
Use
catch
lines
featuring
and
sister
to
support
as
well
as
the
mother
She meets Charles Eastcoat, a rich young the high lights. But don't forget that title. who never understood her and was very following names: Frank Currier,
Jack
MulAmerican, and attempts to ensnare him. It will appeal. Don't go wrong on ad- mercenary. When her youthful lover prohall, Jack Gilbert, Lydia Knott, and also
vertising it.
learn of his advenbrotherrealizes
and latter
His father
posed marriage she wrote a letter explain- that John E. Ince directed it.
ture and the
that the only
ing herstroysbig
mistake
and
the
mother
deway to disillusion Charles is to make the
The young
marriesof
PROGRAM READER
courtesan fall in love with him. But in
CATCH LINES
her and onthe letter.
their wedding
day man
he learns
he also loses his own
•
Should
A Woman Tell?"
plan
this
attempting
the
college
incident.
He
leaves
her
and
She
trod
the
primrose
path,
and
love
came
heart. The father then takes a hand and
An important question is decided in a
her in a beautiful expr^sion. But it goes to Paris to complete his art studies.
when he would denounce the young woman to
remarkable
picture scheduled to be shown
Her mercenary mother persuades her to at this theatre
too late. She realized that she was
next week.
started came
she recognizes him as the man who
a
failure
in
life.
What
did
she
do?
See
marry
the
young
man
who
took
advantage
EastBruce
Alice Lake is the star and it is a Metroher on the road to temptation.lave and devo- " Flames of the Flesh."
of her and told her that her husband had Classic.
undying
his
her
coat
offers
died
in
France.
In
order
to
help
her
family
tion and it is then that Laure realizes that
marries her traducer who was threatened college
A poor
fisherman's
the world is beautiful. Rather than bring
He learned that his brother had been she her
at the
expense daughter
of a very attending
wealthy
mother with exposure if he did not
takes poison and dies intrigued by a courtesan, but when he at- by
she
unhappiness
him
marry
the
girl.
conquest for that woman's
in his arms.
woman is an easy
unscrupulous
nephew.
But
the
ceremony
was
performed
by
a
t
e
m
p
t
e
d
t
o
intercede
he
lost
his
heart.
He
In shame she leaves college the next day
Forrest Halsey wrote the story which has had fallen in love with her. His father mock-minister. In a distant town during a
been scenarioized by Clara Beranger. It came and — See " Flames of the Flesh," a mardi-gras celebration she meets her youth- and
goes back
old home
her father
had tojustherpassed
away.to find that
Miss Brocksituations and
of big advantage
powerful
picture
of love and revenge, pasful
husband
who
was
now
a
noted
artist.
is a play
inby
them
of
Her
mother
and
a
little
brother
and little
taken
sion
and
sorrow.
has
well
He had been informed that she was dead sister were in need of her services.
She
vesting her role with deep emotion. She is
and their amazement was great.
assisted Ijy a competent cast.
earnhera former
living forsweetheart
them.
It was at this time that her drunkard must
See Gladys Brockwell, the actress with traducer
Then
begged
her
appeared
to
discover
the
young
the thousand expressions, in the most vivid,
him and she wrote him a letter
vital picture of her career. See her in couple talking together. Then the great to marryof the
her
PROGRAM READER
But
incident in college.
telling
fight took place.
and
the letter
destroyed
mother
mercenarythem
star, is " Flames of the Flesh."
SUGGESTIONS
Gladys Brockwell. the emotional
husband
the
without
to wed
allowed
theatre shortly in what
coming to this
She hated men. And so she decided to
is considered her greatest photodrama, ensnare them. What came of her efforts?
daughter's
the
of
knowing
When
you
book
this
picture
yorr
best
exafter the cereof thismistake.
learned
he
When
You have
" Flames of the Flesh."
on bet is the title. Alice Lake, the sailed mony
must Did she have a transformation of character? star, is notploitatiknown
wedding
. day he left her and
and itrecogFrance
foron their
nized her emotional capabilitietos the
well
enough
.as
yet
but
See
"
Flames
of
the
Flesh,"
a
powerful
occasion
rises
she
be said of her that
her name should be used in all your adis a great antihere with remarkable adaptability. You picture.
But this is not all. usThere
vertising as well as the brand, vliich could
climax and a tremendo climax.

oflferinii, " Flames of tlie Flesh," since it presents her with
an opportiniity to portray th«" \ umpire.
It mav he said nf
"lier that she makes the eluiraeter ahiiost hfeHke
sometliiiij; whicli
'^pannot be said for many of her screen rivals who liave attempted to
"'"'fplay it. The resuh is the picture takes on a vahie which otherwise
' ^'vvould be missinjr. As far as the theme itself is concerned it presents
I Ithe familiar formula of a woman who becomes a vampire throu<;h
pchoice because of disillusionment.
She had trusted a man and
^ iFound him lacking in virtue, which of course started her on the prim"l^rose path with a desire for ven<;eance against the masculine sex.
n. It is easy to penetrate this plot, and you know for a certainty
that when an American comes to Paris to rescue his brother from
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Motion

"IN

OLD
(FIRSTKENTUCKY"
NATIONAL)

Picture Adapted from Stage Success
DOMINANT line of action permeates this adaptation of
Charles P. Dazey's favorite melodrama of yesterday, " In
Old Kentucky." As pvit forward by Marshall Neilan for
First National, it presents a series of dramatic events calculated to
please the most exacting patron. If you want an old-fashioned Kentucky feud you'll find it here; if you're searching for romance you'll
find that too. And if you want a quota of exciting thrills you will
be greeted with an abundance of them. And to cap these pictorial
highlights you will be introduced with rich atmosphere and an adequate vein of humor.
If there is any flaw in the production it can be found in the continuity, which is not always united with the proper sequence of
scenes. This may be due to the cutting process, for there is evidence of the picture having been taken in several thousand feet.
The average spectator will not notice a lapse or two in the progression, because the story moves forward to its denouement and the
characterization is interestingly drawn and interpreted. The plot
details a romance between a girl from " them thar " hills and a
youth from the Blue Grass region.
Interspersed with this is a counterplot which presents a race horse.
The scenes attendant upon this line of action are as graphic, as colorful, as atmospheric, as suspensive, as any which have ever been
shown. They stand out above the romantic and every other element.
Anita Stewart looks better here than in some of her recent releases.
There is a freedom of movement in her actions, a grace, which denotes enthusiasm for the role. Mr. Hamilton is a trifle too theatrical, however. Other parts are capably played by Edward Coxen and
Edward J. Connolly. Mr. Neilan has done a neat job here, all things
considered. — Length, 7 reels. — -Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
mountaineers and moonshiners and revenue
Madge Brierly
Anita Stewart
r »u . • »/r i, 11
that it is a Marshall
^,T°"<^h upon the fact
Mahlon Hamilton Ne.lan
Frank Layson
production. Use his name in all your
Edward Coxen
Joe Lorey
responsible for The
man
the
as
advertising
Arling
Charles
Horace Holten
Longlegs^her
and YouDaddy
Sin star.
Unpardonable
Connolly Then
.Edward
Doolittle.
Sandusky
Col.
can feature
the
is
there
Farrington
Adele
Aunt Aleathea
has a distinct following Bring
Marcia Manon always. She has
Barbara Holten
her most colorful role here
Frank Duffy «hat she
Eddie Lennhardt
the
her Feature
is newout to.circular
which
role
^
—
Currie
John
Neb
Uncle
letters callSend
players.
Other
R,r rharl.c P na^cv
picture
the
that
fact
the
to
attention
!"g
MarshaU Neilan.
Directed by'
's an adaptation of the old stage success,
^ picture calculated to entertain everyRY
Anita PRESS
Stewart, NOTICE
the charmingSTO
and talented
First National star, will be seen at the
. „^ ,
theatre beginning in her latest photoPROGRAM READER
play,
In Old Kentucky."
It is aofMarshall
«. success
Qld Kentucky,"
an adaptation
of the
Neilan " production,
this adaptation
Charles stage
of the same
name, will
be
P Dazev's plav which was a favorite with presented at this theatre in the near future,
theatregoers a decade ago, and it is con^ Marshall Neilan production and
sidered one of the most elaborate and highly ^ff^^^ ^nita Stewart a splendid chance to
entertaining pictures in which the star has express her charm and talent. It is a picappeared. Under the direction of Mr. Neilan t^re of drama and romance. Thrill foUows
the picture has been g;yen a masterful pro- j^rill in rapid succession and these are
duction with such well known players as punctuated with scenes of heart interest and
Mahlon Hanrlton and Edward Coxen play- pathos and sentiment. A spectacular picingM opposite
the assumes
star.
«» j ♦"■'e star
— thehasbiggest
picture in which the beautiiss Stewart
the role of, Madge
ever appeared.
Brierly.
a
girl
of
the
Blue
Ridge
mountains.
you
will
see
a
great between
horse race,
a wonderShe is betrothed to Joe Lorey, a moonshiner, j^] chase, a feud
mounta^ne-rs
whose father and her father having beeii ^ battle between moonshiners and revenue
killed in a feud by Horace Holton. But officers, a leap of a chasm by a girl on
when a young man comes from the Blue horseback, and
other thrilling scenes. The
Grass region she falls in love with him. atmosnhere is rich
in its suggestion of the
Holten is also in the party although dis- glue Grass region and the hills. The entire
guised and when he attempts to defraud the picture moves forward with situations of fastgirl out of her property, Frank Layson, the moving action. Miss Stewart is supported
young
in quesUon, compels him to re- ^.^ ^ capable cast that includes such favorite
turn themanmoney.
To get revenge, Holten pigyers as Mahlon Hamilton and Edward
tells Lorey that Layson is a revenue officer coxen. Don't miss this picture;
it is a
with the result that the latter is severely ^are treat,
punished. Madge comes to his rescue and
out of gratitude she is invited to his home.
The great Kentucky handicap race is on,
rATrTT T TNFS
V '^^^"^■^
,
„
his thoroughin which Layson has entered entire
the
race— see and
horse
Kentucky
the
See
,
fortune.
his
almost
staked
and
bred,
mountaineers,
between
battles
feudal
setting
by
revenge
get
to
tries
again
Holten
the barn on fire, his motive being due to R"" fights between moonshiners and revenue
see masked
chase— These
fox outlaw.
Frank's indifference to his daughter. As a officers— see the an
scenes
last resort the wretch drugs the jockey, night riders chase
romantic
and
thrilhng
the
in
depicted
are
the
dons
and
Madge learns of the plot
jockey's
rides theof the
horsestory
andbrings
wins photoplay. In Old Kentucky.
the race. costume,
The conclusion
in a thrilling scene of night riders who are a picture filled with thrills, and a picture
searching for Lorey. But Madge comes to ^^ich unfolds a beautiful love story. See
the rescue again and accuses Holten of the
Anita
in the Marshall Neilan procrime. And so she finds love with Layson. duction,Stewart
" In Old Kentucky."
SUGGESTIONS
,
,
*« Here
..nnn
fn, exploitation.
.»ni»:«.t:n»
TUTstage
T_ . the
»u success
• most fead
write.u.And the
from ,the
Blue
you have
an old time Make
.^^i"!,nort,,,„v,.
""IL^fl"
Vi"/
^u^^JJl^CrZ
.uTn^^l
to
play upon
for
f,--. man
-t..
of the title and the credit it received upon 9'^!^ Tfh^:\^t,. ^!f^,%,V V.^™^ <" Tn OM
dramatic story. In Old
is a Kentucky '^
the offact
the stage.and Emphasize
thrilling
romantic tale
the that
Blue itGrass
region and the hills of Kentucky. Mention
a few of the high lights. Take advantage A spectacular picture is *' In Old Kenof
thrilling aslinea offascinating
action by and
pointing
out cess.
tucky,"Seean Anita
adaptation
the herold most
stagecolorsucsuchIts features
exciting
Stewartof in
horse race, a fox chase, a battle between ful role. You will see thrill after thrill.

A

Picture

New

"BECKONING
ROADS"
(ROBERTSON-COLE;
Barriscale^s Latest Has Interesting Moments
BESSIE
has in
" Beckoning
" a That
pictureit
which BARRISCALE
follows the general
pattern
of her Road.s
subjects.
to say it provides her with a role which expresses her emotional capabilities along the lines of shattered romance and intrigue.
While it is obvious material and the action easily anticipated, vet
Director Hickman has taken advantage of its high lights to make it
interesting most of the way. The line of action is simple, but contains afair quota of dramatic situations, and these, coupled with
the notes of pathos and heart interest — notes which are always generated in a Barriscale offering — make it rise above the average program subject.
A wife leaves
her husband's
roof in
because
of his father's
attitude.
The latter
is dictatorial
his conduct
toward tyrannical
them and
the son gives in to such an extent that it destroys his wife's respect.
Something new in a screen story, is it not? You've seen the motherin-law character presented often, but when have you seen the masculine specie? After she battle.'; her way along the steep and hard
road, she meets success. The intrigue is found in her motive which
is to beat a Wall Street bandit at his own game. After her successful conflict the wife is reconciled to her husband who, ad interim,
has developed all the requisite virtues of the masculine sex.
The pathos is expressed in her loneliness and desire for companionship. Beckoning
"
Roads " keeps moA-ing at moderate speed except for a brief sag in the middle. Miss Barriscale has had stronger
roles, but none which have presented her so attractively. Her wardrobe should interest feminine patrons. Niles Welch gives an effective portrayal of the weak-willed husband who found himself. The
picture is well mounted. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
SUGGESTIONS
The title of this feature is attractive
Marquita Shay
Bessie Barriscale enough
to play up for exploitation. You
Humphrey Wells
Niles Welch
have your artist draw for lobby frame
John Grayson
George Periolat acanwoman
at theto crossroads
Baron Brinker
Joseph J. Dowling
cided as tostanding
which road
take. Haveundethe
Henry Wells
Emmett King
"
SUCCESS
"
and
"
OBLIVMrs. Rose Gordon-Chester. Dorcas Matthews posts read
ION." Have the latter road a crooked
Cecil Barrington Thomas Holding one, the former,
straight. This is a simple
drawing which could be done entirely in
black and white. Then emphasize the fact
that the star is seen to splendid advantage
PRESS NOTICE -STORY
in a strong dramatic part. Feature that she
Bessie Barriscale comes to the
theatre on
of
week in her is compelled to leave her husband's roof because mention
of his father's
tyrannical
newest offering.
" Beckoningof Roads."
that your
patronsattitude.
will have
picture
is an adaptation
the book This
by theMake
opportunity
to
see
how
a home can be
Jeanne
Hudson,
which
was
published
in
sebroken
up
by
a
father-in-law,
instead
of a
rial form in the Red Book Magazine under mother-in-law. Surely a note worth menthe title of " The Call of Life." The story
tioning.
Mention
that
Niles
Welch,
a
great
provides
the emotional
star withSheopportunifansoutis the
ties to express
her talents.
rises to favorite
ing man,with
and feminine
also bring
that star's
Josephlead-J.
dramatic heights as Marquita Shay, who Dowling,
the
actor
who
played
the
title role
leaves her young husband and assumes the
" The Miracle Man," is also in the cast.
burden of life alone, when she discovers that in
Mention
the
director
and
that
he
is
responhe is too weak-willed to resent the dominatsible herfor the
fine Barriscale
pictures.
Feaing influence of his father.
ture
beautiful
wardrobe
and
use
The road that Maquita chooses is rough showing her in some of these lavish stiUs
cosand full of pitfalls, but she had the neces- tumes.
sary courage to rise above her environment.
She becomes the secretary of Baron Brinker,
a stock gambler and owner of a fashionable
CATCH LINES
gambling den. She had a reason for associating
See how a clever woman beat a Wall
with him. He had mulcted her guardian out of Street
wolf at his own game. See Bessie
his hard earned fortune and driven him to
suicide.
She gains inthethe" wolf's
starts a stampede
market" confidence,
and wipes Barriscale in the dramatic offering, " Beckhim out. Humphrey, who had shaken off
oning Roads."
the shackles of his father, finds her and a
She left her husband because of his
reconciliation takes place.
This is a picture which unfolds a tense father-in-law. You've heard of mothers-inline of action and scenes of heart interest. law breaking up happy marriages of their
It also presents picturesque backgrounds and
but we daresay you've never heard
offers the star a chance to reveal herself children,
bedecked in beautiful gowns. A cast above of a father-in-law doing it. See " Beckoning
the ordinary
Missplayers
Barriscale.
including such supports
well known
as Niles
See the emotional star, Bessie Barriscale,
Welch, Joseph
J.
Dowling
and
George
Periolat. Howard Hickman directed.
her latestof photoplay,
Beckoning
Ain picture
pathos and " heart
interest.Roads."
Roads."
PROGRAM READER
resolved to go her way alone, because
Two roads beckoned to Marquita Shay. herShehusband
was dominated by his father.
One was a sheltered, secluded path where
all was rosy and safe, but in choosing it What happened?
ciliation?
You willDidfindthey
out have
when ayoureconsee
she would be shackled to a man who was
"
Beckoning
Roads."
dominated by his father. Although the latter showered her with money he also dictated to her and her husband. Her indee of spirit What
prevented
any other
communion
under hispendencroof.
of the
road?
■This one led to pitfalls and traps, and the
Ten Pictures
way was steep and hard. If she won. success
was
hers.
If
she
lost
—
Which road did she take? Which road
Reviewed
would you take under the circumstances?
Of course she took the hard road, the open
road to success or oblivion. How she pitted
This Week
her wits against the Wall Street gambler
and avenged the crime of her dearest friend,
is told in a series of gripping events. See
Bessie Bairiscale
" Beckoning Roads,"
supported
by Niles in
Welch,

January
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"OUT
"THE

BROKEN
(SELZNICK) MELODY"

Will Afford Good

Average

Entertainment

YONDER
(SELZNICK)

Excellent Entertainment

for Majority

THOSE that fancy Eugene O'Brien will be delighted with this
picture. Thoi»e that do not happen to care particidarlv for
his style of acting will be suitably entertained, although it is
not of such heavy calibre that they will go out and rave over it.
Lucy Cotton is very charming, and the cast, direction, continuity
and photography are up to present day standards.
He is a struggling young artist and she aspires to the stage. They
love each other and live in a Bohemian atmosi)here in New York
City. An eccentric musician composes a song for the girl and she
is an immediate success on the stage. And a wealthy widow persuades the young artist to go to Paris where she finances him until
his talents win success.
The widow loves the young artist but he does not respond. Ilis
sweetheart needs him, according to word received from a mutual
friend. So he returns to America and the young couple are reunited with the promise of a happy future. This one will afford
good average entertainment.
PulHng possibilities and pleasing probabilities for respective audiences are: Metropolitan, average pidler and fairly pleasing; Elite,
average puller and fairly pleasing: Family, good puller and very
pleasing: Workers, good puller and generally pleasing. — Length, 5
reels. — Tom Hamlin.

THERE are some very good scenic effects in this picture ami
the action all takes place in and about a picturescpie lighthouse reef. Olive Thomas has a role quite away from anv
of her recent pictures and it affords her wider scope. Some verv
heavy dramatic situations are portrayed.
Suspense has been maintained, a few thrills injected, and the romantic element will appeal. Direction, continuity, cast and photography are fully up to present day standards. X better than average picture that will afford excellent entertainment to the majority.
The star appears as the daughter of a lighthouse superintendent
who secretly grieves as he believes he has killed a man many years
previously. His assistant had been an eyewitness of the struggle
and holds it over the heroine's father that he may obtain the
daughter as his wife. The hero on a nearby jacht loves the girl,
but learns that his father was the man her father had killed. When
the assistant is finally trapped he confesses that he, and not the
father, was the real murderer.
Pulling possibilities and pleasing probabilities for respective audiences are: Metropolitan, good puller and very pleasing; Elite,
average puller and very pleasing;. Family, good puller and very
pleasing; Workers, big puller and exceptionally pleasing. — Tom
Hamlin.

THE CAST
Stewart
Grant
Eugene
Hedda Dana
Lucy O'Brien
Cotton
Mrs. Drexel Trask
Corinne Barker
Howard Thornby
Donald Hall
Leroy Clemons
Ivo Dawson
Ivan
Gus Weinberg
Story
Directedand byScenario
Wm. P.byS. Ouida
Earle. Bergere

THE CAST
Flotsam
Olive Thomas
Edward Elmer
Huntley Gordon
Mrs. Elmer
Mary Coverdale
Clarice Bart
Stapleton Louise
Amos
JohnPrussing
Smiley
Reggie Hughes
Curil Chadwick
Joey Clark
Edward Ellis
Story by Pauline Phelps and Marion
Short.
Direction by Ralph Ince.

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Eugene O'Brien and Lucy Cotton in "The
Broken Melody" is the Selznick attraction
scheduledtheatre
for a
beginning- days' run at the
The youth and maiden lived in Greenwich
Village,
York HeCity,
they dearly
loved one New
another.
was and
a talented
artist
and she had a beautiful voice and aspired
to the stage. Neither had their chance ak
yet until one evening a wealthy widow visited
the Bohemian cafe which they patronized
and took an interest in the youth.
She finally told him that she would finance
him in Paris until he perfected his art
studies and became a great artist. But he
did not want to leave his little sweetheart.
But she loved him so that she urged him to
go. Some of the many strong emotional
scenes
of the production are registered at
this point.
While he was winning his spurs in Paris
she secured a song from an old eccentric
musician in New York and finally found an
opportunity of singing it at a performance.
The girl sprang into fame overnight. One
night while singing before a large audience
she fainted away. It was for grief owing to
the continued absence of her loved one.
She had given him the impression that she
loved him no longer in order that he would
embrace the opportunity that Paris offered
him. A mutual friend told the youth the
true state of affairs and he determines to
come to America at once. But his wealthy
widow friend loved him and wanted him for
herself. He did not want to appear ungrateful to her for giving him his great
chance but after an affecting and effective
scene he departs for America.
The meeting between the young couple is
described as one of the most intensely romantic scenes in motion pictures. And as
they are both successes in their art the future looks bright for them.
PROGRAM READER
He painted a remarkable picture in Paris
entitled
" A Face from
The inspiration
won Memory."
for him the longhoped for success. But it did not bring
back gone
to days
himstillthehaunted
girl whose
him. face of the byFor she had told him that she did not love
him and that he should embrace the opportunity offered him and study in Paris.
But the girl DID love him and only
urged him to go for his own good. She loved
him so much that she wanted him to succeed even if she must lose him.
In the meantime she had also become a
success in her chosen art. An eccentric old
musician wrote a song that enabled her to
secure a position on the stage and after she
sang it once she was an immediate success.
The situation was that they were both individual successes and loved each other

Eugene O'Brien is star in " The Broken
Melody," a Selznick feature
dearly. But she was in New York and he
was in Paris. And he thought that she fairly
hated him for consenting to be financed in
his art by a beautiful widow.
"The Broken
Melody"
the Selznick
photoplay
portraying
these isromantic
events
and is coming to this theatre next week.
Eugeneroles.
O'Brien and Lucy Cotton have the
leading
SUGGESTIONS
The name of the star and his leading
woman can be prominentlv featured after
you book this feature. And as the Selznick
brand is very well advertised it would be
well to mention the producer's name in all
your advertising. "The photographs and
cuts
O'Brien
Lucyplaces
Cottonas
shouldof beEugene
displayed
in asandmany
possible. This is about your only legiti
mate exploitation on this particular picture. The Bohemian atmosphere of
Greenwich Village, New York City, should
interest many of your prospective patrons
and it would be well to mention that this
environment
has been portrayed faithfully
and
true to life.
CATCH LINES
She told him a lie when she said she did
not love him. But she wanted him to have
his big chance. .
One girl sacrifices her love for her sweet
heart rather than handicap him in his art.

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Olive
Thomas
" Out Yonder,"
nick picture,
is theinattraction
at thea Selztheatre
for
days
beginning
The scenes are all laid in and around i.
lighthouse on a reef and a nearby yacht.
Ralph Ince is the director and is said to
have provided many thrills in these picturesque surroundings by the sea.
Olive
Thomas
as " Flotsam,"
and
her father is the appears
superintendent
of the lighthouse.
She
rows
about
the
dangerous
inlets dressed in overalls and one day rescues
a lady, turnedwhose
boatyacht.
had overturned, and reher to her
The son of this lady of the yach* too''
an immediate
and
visited
her manyinterest
times inon "Flotsam"
the lighthouse
reef. When he asked her father for his
daughter the father was apparently overthat his daughter
should
have won
such a joyed
charming
and wealthy
youth.
But his assistant at the lighthouse wanted
"Flotsam" for himself. He threatened to
tell
of the
sorrow.an
It seems
that superintendent's
he claims to havesecret
witnessed
affair where the superintendent many years
before had killed a man. And he finds that
sam's" fiance. man was the father of "Flotthe murdered
Here is where the heavy drama and many
thrills are said to occur in the photoplay.
When the villainous assistant tells of the
crime that
the father
then not
tells herhis father.
daughter's
fiance
he is really
He
does this in order that she may go through
with the wedding and obtain happiness.
But she feels that he has lied when he
denies her and comes back to him. Her
fiance follows her and they are witnesses to
the big scene in the lighthouse where the
assistant taunts the father about the truth
of the killing and acknowledges that he
killed the man. As the father finds that he
is not really a murderer after all these years
he pursues the villain up the lighthouse
stairs. Then occurs the great struggle as
the light goes out and the nearby yacht :s
threatened with disaster.

PROGRAM READER
"Flotsam" plunged into the sea and rescued the wealthy woman from the nearby
yacht and then her romance started.boy until
"Flotsam"
thought g
hair.was ,a ^of i-shimu»
He met success in Paris and she won ap- theThey
was removed from a head
cap merin
plause in New York. And yet each would
have
gladly
traded
this
success
for
the
old
was the keeper of the lightHer housefather
love.
on a perilous reef. The son of the
quickened to an immethe
of
One young couple achieved great success woman diate interest inyacht
the pretty girl Flotsam,
when apart. And they both finally realized picturesq
to her
her
ied
accompan
ue
e.
and
hom in a rowboat
.
how really
without
love.empty this alleged success was
Selzthis
in
am
is "Flots
Olive Thomas ming
to this theatre next

Olive Thomas
is starproduction
in " Out Yonder,"
a Selznick
week. Ralph Ince directed it and the photoplay is full
of thrills.
" Out
Yonder
" is the title. It is a story
of stormy coasts and sunny hearts. The
thrilling death struggle in the lighthoi.sj as
the great light
extinguished
is awe-inAs the is
light
goes out the
nearby
yacht is inspiring.great
danger.
" Out Yonder " is the best Olive Thomas
picture to date according to all the critics.
SUGGESTIONS
Selznick's national advertising campaign
may be of great assistance to you after you
have booked this picture so it is good policy
to mention in all your announcements that
this is athe"Selznick"
picture.
Thomas,
star, is another
nameAnd
that Olive
may
be productive of box office results. The
name of the director, Ralph Ince, should
also be used in your advertising. For a
lobby
display
man cheaply.
can rig aLet
frontit
for your
box any
officesignvery
represent the lower entrance to a lighthouse
painted so that it gradually tapers to the
top where a searchlight may be placed to be
thrown around the front of your theatre.
This will attract considerable attention and
be in keeping with the scenes portrayed in
the picture.
A struggle CATCH^LINES
to death atop a lighthouse.
The pleasure
ridesreef
to apparent
destruction on theyacht
perilous
as the great
light goes out.
She was a waif of the sea and they called
herHe" Flotsam."
is told that his own father met death
at the hands of his fiance's father.
When her own father denied that she was
his daughter she knew that he lied.

Motion
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*THE

CORSICAN
(UNITED PICTURE

Famous

a Success

ALEXANDER DUMAS' stirring story of Corsican love and
vengeance, which served as dramatic fare for Robert Mantell upon the speaking stage for many years, has finally
found its way to the screen. " The Corsican Brothers " contains
enough ingredients to while away an interesting hour for any exhibitor's audience. It is not a misstatement when we declare that it is
one of the few costume plays which have proved worth while presenting. And the reason may be found in its assortment of dramatic elements which embellish a vivid and vital story. It does not
have to rely upon its atmosphere, rich as that factor is, nor upon
the value of the author's name.
One of the virile Farnums, Dustin, to be exact, has been giver
the opportunity to interpret the dual characterization of the twins,
whom death could not even separate. The role does not call for
any marked differentiation, but Mr. Farnum does supply his vigorous personality, and his romantic fervor, and these points are sufficient for the interpretation. The story centers mostly upon a duel
fought for a woman's honor. One twin follows her to Paris, and
when he is killed in protecting her name, his brother in Corsica is
apprised of the fact through mental telepathy. So he goes to the
French city and avenges his twin's death. Inasmuch as the woman
had loved him in preference to his brother the romance is easy of
fulfilment.
The story is familiar enough to make the action obvious and the
plot is so carefully detailed that anvone not intimate with it can
easily see how it will develop. Still that does not rob it of its vigorous tone, nor the fascinating characterization. Director Campbell
has, seemingly, caught the proper perspective throughout. The double exposure work is commendable. — Length, 6500 feet. — Laurence
Reid.
THE CAST
atmosphere.
is a
costume
play. But
This don't
might state
keep that
some itpeople
Fabien Dei Franchi )
Austin Farnum away, since the impression is that costume
Louis Dei Franchi )
are lacking in action. Emphasize its
M. Chateu Renaud Wedgewood Nowell plays
theme, and its qualities of brotherly love
Le Baron Montigiron.. Will Machin and
respect
for womanhood.
Gaeno Orlando
Ogden Crane
Bring out that the story contains a wealth
Madame Savilia Dei Franchi
of
action
which
in a couple
Fanny Midgeley of duels. What isofconcentrated
the title? Surely your
Emilio de Lesparre Winifred Kingston older patrons will remember it if they have
General de Lesparre Andrew Robson seen Mr. Mantell in the play. You have
By Alexander Dumas.
three angles to play upon her for advertising.
Scenario by Catherine Carr.
One is the author, the second is the star
Directed by Colin Campbell.
and the third is the director. Feature Mr.
Photographed
by
Dal
Clawson
and
Wm.
Campbell
as the director of that masterpiece
Foster.
" The Cris'S," and the powerful drama. "The
Thunderbolt,"
which starred Katherine
McDonald.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Dustin Farnum, the romantic actor, will
CATCH LINES
come to the
theatre for
days
beginning
in his latest photoplay
See " The Corsican Brothers," an adaptaproduction,
This the tionsame
of Alexander
powerfulpicture
novel of
announcement" The
shouldCorsican
attract Brothers."
attention owing
name. Dumas'
A stirring
of
to the fact that the story is by the famous brotherly love, intrigue and romance. Dustin Farnum is the star.
French author, Alexander Dumas, and that
as a play it served Robert Mantell for many
When he died the victim of a duel in
years. Themarkable
picture
for that
its re-it Paris,
atmosphereisandmarked
the fact
his brother was apprised of the fact
restores the costume period to screen enter- through mental telepathy. He hastened to
tainment. It is a tale of brotherly love, Paris to avenge his death. Did he succeed?
revenge and intrigue, and Mr. Farnum in
the dual role of the twin brothers of Corsica, See " The Corsican Brothers."
The brothers were twins and even death
gives a performance that stands out for its
depth of feeling and sincerity. Being a could not separate them. They both loved
the
same girl and both fought a duel with
emoan
show
to
able
is
he
actor,
romantictional fervor in that direction.
same rival. What happens? See " The
Mr. Farnum as Louis Dei Franchito ismake
em- the
Corsican Brothers."
bitious and decides to leave Corsica
Do you like a tale of passion and love?
a name for himself. He becomes infatuated
with Emilio de Lesparre, a Parisian belle, Do you like a tale of throbbing action and
her to the French city. In pro- suspense? If so then "The Corsican
and follows
tecting her good name he is challenged to a Brothers" is the picture for you. See it at
this theatre next
.
Renaud, whose intentions
duel by Chateu are
not of the best. The
toward the girl
the hour of the
result is he is killed, but at
PROGRAM READER
in Corsica realizes
assassination, the brothervictim
of a duel, and
The brothers were twins and had never
that Louis is dead, the
death.
his
avenge
so he goes to Paris to
in their lives. One was amcon- been separated
bitious to go out into the world and make
the victor in a duel andpicture
He emerges
a
name
for
himself,
the other was satisfied
tinues the romance of his twin. The and
the to remain at home and
take care of their
unfolds a deal of forceful action
mother. A beautiful girl came to their
characterization is well drawn. Mr. Farnum home
in
Corsica
and
both
brothers
WiniNowell,
is supported by Wedgewood Andrew Rob- fell in love with her. But ofastheLouis
had
Crane,
fred Kingston, Ogden
performdecided to go away his infatuation led him
All give capable
son and others.
ances. Katherine Carr attended to the to Paris. How he was killed in a duel in
protecting her honor, how the brother who
scenario, while Colin Campbell directed.
stayed at home felt a pain at his heart when
SUGGESTIONS
he realized that his brother was killed, apprised of the fact through mental telepathy,
Here is a picture taken from soAlexander
how
he journeyed to Paris and avenged his
would
it
name
same
the
of
Dumas' story
and brother's
and ofcarried
the romance,
a good plan to emphasize the authorworld.
be
is told in death
a series
dramaticon and
romantic
what he stands for in the literary
story was adapted events — events which can only be appreciMake mention that the Mantell
ated
by
seeing
them
in
this
powerful
story
played
and
Robert
for
stage
to the
Alexander Dumas. This is the same
t the by
by him for many years throughou
story
which
was
adapted
to
the
stage
and
Tell that the star of the picUnitedture isStates.
by Robert Mantell for so many years.
the romantic actor, Dustin Farnum. acted
Dustin
Farnum
is
the
star
of
the
picture.
a splendid opporTell that it offers hishimtalent.
Feature the A fine production. Don't miss it.
tunity to express

News

"TWELVE-TEN"
(REPUBLIC;

BROTHERS"
THEATRES)

Story and Play Makes

Picture

Heavy

Drama

with a Mystery

Element

HERBERT BRENON directed this abroad and the scenes are
laid in England and Paris, with Marie Doro and an European cast. The star emotes all through the production
and at one time is supposed to temporarily lose her mind. Rats
frighten her as they also may frighten your women patrons when
shown on the screen.

There is an atmosphere of depression throughout the picture. It
is very heavy drama with the mystery element and embellished
with a suicide and attempted murder. A rich man's superintendent
desires the ward of his employer and after attacking her he is repulsed. He then plans to obtain her by framing a will stipulating
that she must spend the night alone in the castle with the corpse of
her guardian. He then poisons the guardian.
He is thwarted, however, by his employer who arises from the
bier in time to prevent the villain from assaulting the girl. An erratic continuity assists in maintaining the mystery element and
everybody overacts. There are undoubtedly certain people that
just dote on this sort of story, but it does not afford pleasant entertainment.
Pulling possibilities and pleasing probabilities for respective audiences are: Metropolitan, good puller and barely pleasing: Elite,
good puller and barely pleasing; Family, good puller and not pleasing; Workers, good puller and fairly pleasing. — Tom Hamlin.
lobby display and even on throw-aways and
THE CAST
by sandwich men if you care for street
Louis Fernande
Pierre Maillard stunts.
novel card could be issued to be
Marie Fernande
Marie Doro handed Aaround
promiscuously and called.
Francois
Phillip De Bus
Lord Chatterton
Ben Webster " An Acquaintence Card." Introducing
Arthur Newton
James Carew and containing the words, ' Meet me at
Geoffrey Brooks
Geoffrey Kerr ' Twelve-Ten ' at the
theatre." Youths
Dr. Wightman
Fred Kerr vvould delight in handing these around to
Presented by Edward Godal.
girls and the cards would afford considerable
amusement and no doubt have a good effect
Directed by Herbert Brenon.
Photography
by Alfred Moses and L. on your box office.
Roseman.
CATCH LINES
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
ningHerbert
Any shrinking girl would hesitate about
Brenon directed Marie Doro in
"Twelve-Ten" a Republic production coming going
to sit up all night alone with a corpse
to the
theatre for
days begin- in a deserted castle.
With scenes laid in Paris and London,
and a cosmopolitan cast composed of American, English and French artists, the production was made abroad by this well known
American director.
Mystery, thrills and gripping dramatic
events are portrayed, and the star is afforded
wide scope for her tremendous emotional
abilities, according to report.
Her mentfather
sculptornotandsellinthedisappointbecause ishea could
last toy
model whith he had invented after many
years,
jumped intoa wealthy
the RiverEnglishman,
Seine.
Lord heChatterton,
adopts her and takes the pretty little French
girl to England. His secretary is a scoundrel and pays ardent attention to the girl
but is repulsed.
The secretary plans a new will for his employer at his request and this leaves everything to -the young girl. But the secretary
manipulates the will so that when it is finally signed it makes a very strange request.
One day the secretary rushes down stairs
crying that his employer had passed away.
He had planned to poison him and had
placed a glass within reach of the patient
and therefore believed he had accomplished
his object.
When the will was read it requested that
the ward spend one night alone in the castle
with the corpse. And here enters the mystery and the "Twelve-Ten" episode. After
many stirring incidents and very dramatic
events the villain is unmasked and the girl
wins happiness.
SUGGESTIONS
Names are your best bet after booking
this picture.
Doro theAndstarforandnovelty
Herbert Brenon Marie
the director.
the title offers wide latitude in special exploitation. The face of the clock with the
hands pointing to ten minutes past twelve
is your best bet. This can be utilized as a

Poison just missed the lips it was infor and returned to the sender like
adended
boomerang.
A pretty little French waif wins her way
into the heart and arms of an Englishman
of wealth.
Ten minutes past the dreaded midnight
hour her world collapsed and then — .
PROGRAM READER
Her
guardian's
requested
orderup
to inherit his vastwillfortune
she that
mustin sit
all night alone with his corpse in an old
castle.
And the girl had almost always been afraid
of the dark, and was very superstitious.
But she loved her guardian and wanted to
grant him this last request.
If it had been the money alone she would
have refused to go through the terrible experience.
Then the corpse arose from the bier and
seized her.
But it was not her guardian. She screamed.
Then a series of fast moving events and very
dramatic incidents occurred.
Herbert Brenon directed a great picture
over in England. It is entitled "TwelveTen,"
and its
stirring scenes are laid in both
Paris and
London.
Marie Doro and a cosmopolitan cast of
American, French and English artists interpret the various roles in this first screen
offering of the Republic Company.
This masterpiece of mystery and romantic
drama will be presented at this theatre next
week.

January
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Advance

Information

on

All

Film

Releases

All forthcoming tiliii, also current and earlier releases, made by both the indeepndent and the regular producers, in short subjects as well
as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
AMEKICAN l^lLxM COMFAPsY,
{See Fathc Exchanges)

JPsC.

tHRlSTlt; FILM COMEDIES
{At State Right lixchanyes)
CHRISTIE TWO REELERS
Jan. — Save Me, Sadie (Kddie Hary)
Dec. — Go West \ oung Woman (Fay Tincher)
Nov. — A Roman Scandal (Colleen Moore)
SINGLE REEL COMEDIES
Kidnapping Caroline
Two A. M
All Jazzed Up
Settled Out of Court
Bobby's Baby
GAYETY
COMEDIES
His Fatal Bite
Cursed by His Cleverness
Are Floorwalkers Fickle?
Calling His Bluff
Love Sick at Sea

1
2
2

EDLCATlOrsAL FILM CORP.
(.Through State Right and Educational Exch.)
Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement Released Once
Every Month Showing Leading Stars at Work a d
Play
1
RED CROSS TRAVEL SERIES
The Relief of Poland
1
Constantinople, the Gateway of the Orient
1
America's
Watch
on
the
Rhine
Belgium, the Broken Kingdom
11
Marie, Queen of Rumania
1
Archangel, City of Snow
1
The Tiny Kingdom of Montenegro
1
BRUCE SCENICS
The Chilkat Cubs
1
Wanderlust
1
SPECIALS
The Why of a Volcano
1
The Second Chance
1
War Spruce
1
EQUITY PICTURES^ORP.
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives (House Peters)
Eyes of Youth (Clara Kimball You;ig)

h
7

FAMOUS PLAYERSXASKY EXCH.
PAR AMOUNT-A RTCR AFT
Dec. 30 — Every woman (Special Cast)
7
Dec. 28 — ^Red Hot Dollars (Charles Ray)
5
Dec. 28 — Wanted, a Husband (Billie Burke)
i
Dec. 21— A Girl Named Mary (Marguerite Clark)
Dec. 21 — Hawthorne of the U. S. A. (Wallace Reid) . .i
Dec.
Wife's
(Dorothy
Dalton) .SS
Dec. 21—
14 — His
Behind
the Friend
Door (Ince
Special)
Dec. 14 — The Cinema Murder (Cosmopolitan) 5
Dec. 7 — .More Deadly Than the Male (Ethel Clayton)...^
Dec. 7 — Victory (Maurice Tourneur)
.i
Dec. 7 — An Adventure in Hearts (Robert Warwick)... 5
Nov. 30 — Scarlet Days (D. W. Griffith)
7
Nov.
Counterfeit
Nov. 30
23 —— The
Miracle (Elsie
of LoveFerguson)
(Cosmopolitan) 5"
Nov. 23 — It Pays to Advertise (Bryant Washburn).... 5
Nov. 23 — The Invisible Bond (Irene Castle)
-i
Nov. 16 — Twenty-three
and One-half Hours' Leave (Mac-_5
Lean-May)
Nov. 16 — Male and Female (DeMille Special) <>
Nov. 9 — WTiat Every Woman Learns (Enid Bennett).. 5
Nov. 9 — Crooked Straight (Charles Ray)
h
Nov. 9 — Lunch in Pawn (Marguerite Clark)
>
Nov.
2
—
L'Apache
(Dorothy
Dalton)
\
Si
Nov. 2 — Turning the Tables (Dorothy Gish)
Oct. 26 — The Teeth of the Tiger (Special Cast)
.S
Oct. 26 — His Official Fiance (Vivian Martin)
^
Oct. 19 — Sadie Love (Billie Burke)
>
Oct. 19 — Why Smith Left Home (Bryant Washburn) .... 5
Oct. 12 — The Grim Game (Houdini)
-S
Oct. 12 — The Lottery Man (Wallace Reid)
^
Oct. 5 — In Mizzoura (Robert Warwick)
5
Oct. S — The Life Line (Maurice Tourneur)
5
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Nov. 16 — The Havseed (Arbuckle)
2
PARAMOUNT-SENNETT COMEDIES
Dec. 21 — Love, Honor and Behave
2
Dec.
Lady'son Tailor
22
Nov. 237—— ADown
the Farm
Nov. 9 — His Last False Step
2
PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS COMEDIES
Dec. 28 — ^Housecleaning
1
Dec. 21 — Those Distant Cousins
1
Dec. 7 — After the Circus
1
Nov. 30 — Oh, Man
1
Nov. 23 — Wonder What a Baby Thinks About
1
Nov. 16 — Burglars
1
Nov. 9 — Company
I
Nov. 2 — The City Dude
1
PARAMOUNT-HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Dec. 28 — King Rama at the Royal Wat
1
Dec. 21 — In Brittany
I
Dec. 14 — A Scenic Classic
I
Dec. 7 — Push Car Trails in Formosa
1
Nov. 30 — In the Basque Country
1
Nov. 23 — The Salt of Anping
I
Nov. 16 — Uncle Sam, Salvager
I
Nov. 9 — The White Elephant Militant
I
Nov. 2 — Rolling Down the Rio
1
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGHAM
Dec. 28 — Winter Sports at St. Moritz
I

Dec. 14 — Down the Strand in Loud
I'ARAMOUNT-l'OST NATURE PICTURES
Dec. 21 — From a Piscatorial Angle.....
Dec. 7 —Memory Lane
.Nov. 23 — Sunshine and Shadows
Nov. y — .-^ Night in June
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Dec. 28 — Camera Surf .Studies
Dec. 21 — In the Canadian Wilds
Dec. 14 — Clouds and Sunsets
Dec. 7 — ^A South American Niagara
TRUEX AND OTHER COMEDIES
Dec. 28 Too Good to be True (Krne-i Truex)
Dec. 14 — Speed (Al St. John)

1
I
I
I
I
l
I
1
I
2
>

biLM MARKET, IISC.
{At Stale Rights Exchanges)
The House Without Children
The
I'urple.MyDreams
Who City
Shallof Take
Life?
Zongar, the Dare Devil of Romance
The Natural Law
The Grain of Dust
The Lust of the Ages
Has a Man the Right to Kill?
Beware of Strangers

7
67
5
t)
o
6
5
.i

FIRST ^iATlONAL EXCHANGES
Jan. 5 — .\ Daughter of Two Worlds (Norma Talmadge).6
Dec.
Question
W. (iriflith's) 67
Dec. 2915 —— The
In OldGreatest
Kentucky
(.\nita(D.Stewart)
Dec. 1 — The Beauty Market (Katherinc MacDonald) . . .6
Nov.
o' the
Nov. 1017 —— ^Heart
Mind the
PaintHills
Girl (.Mary
(.\nita I'ickford)
Stewart) 66
Nov. 3 — A Virtuous Vamp (Constance TalmadgeJ b
Oct. 20— -In Wrong (Jack Pickford)
•>
Oct. 6 — The Thunderbolt (Katherine MacDonald) 5
Dec.
22
—
.\
Day's
Pleasure
(Charlie
Chaplin)
2
Dec. 22 — A Twilight Baby (Henry Lehrmaii)
3
FLORmA FILM CORPORATION
{At State Right Exchanges)
A Dumbwaiter Scandal
2
.■\ Pool of Peaches
2
Fabulous Fortune Funiblers
2
His Conscience His Guide
J
Fred's Fictitious Foundling
2
Work and Win 'Em
J
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
BIG PRODUCTIONS
Should a Husband Forgive? (Special Cast)
Evangeline (Special Cast)
Kathleen Mavourneen (Theda Bara)
Checkers (Special Cast)
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
The Adventurer
Heart Strings
Wings of the Morning
THEDA BARA SERIES
Lure of Ambitior
TOM MIX SERIES
The Daredevil
The Cyclone
The Feud
FOX ENTERTAINMENTS
The Hell Ship (Madleine Traverse)
Her Elephant Man (Shirley Mason)
Tin Pan Alley (Ray and Fair)
The Square Shooter (Buck Jones)
Flames of the Flesh (Gladys Brockwell)
Shod With Fire (William Russell)
The Shark (George Walsh)
The
((iladys (William
Brockwell)
The Devil's
Lincoln Riddle
Highwayman
Russell)
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Training for Husbands
A Light Weight Lover
The Great Nickel Robbery
The Heart Snatcher
Her Private Husband
Her Naughty Wink
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Chewing
The PriceGumof aIndustry
Good Sneeze
Putting on the Dog
The Chemists
The Rum Runners
The Mint Spy
The Sour Violin
Dead Eye Jeff

7
7
6
7
5
S
5
5
5
5
5
.i
.>
5
5
5
5
5
S5
2
2
2
2
2
2
U,
V.
VV>
K,

t ROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORP.
{At State Right Exchanges)
TEXAS GUINAN SERIES
Just Bill
2
The Boss of the Rancho
2
The Spirit of Cabin Mine
2
The Heart of Texas
2
MACK SWAIN SERIES
Nimrod Ambrose
2
Ambrose and the Bathing Girls
2
Ambrose in Bad
2
Ambrose's Winnine Way?
2
GARDINER SYNDICATE
(At State
Exch-anges, Albany and Buffalo)6
Yankee
DoodleRight
in Berlin

Mickey
Hirih of a Race
m^
I lie Bargain (Win. S. Marl)
0
The Bandit and Preacher (VVm. S. Hart)
S
The Hell Hound of Alaska (Wm. S. Hart)
5
Staking His Life (Wm. S. Hart)
S
Satan's Pawn (Bessie Barriscale)
5
The Straight Road (Chas. Ray and Bessie Barriscale) .. .5
One Day
5
GOLDWYN
Vi'AR SERIES

EXCHANGES

SPECIALS
F'lame of the Desert (Geraldine Farrar)
7
The Loves of Letty (Pauline Frederick)
5
Jubilo (Will Rogers)
6
The Gay Lord Quex (Tom Moore)
J
5
and)
Jinx
Bonds (.Mabel
of LoveNorm
(I'aulinc Frederick)
S
Strictly Confidential (Madge Kennedy)
S
Almost a Husband (Will Rogers)
5
The World and its Women (Geraldine Farrar) /
Lord and Lady Algy (Tom Moore)
^
GREAT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
The Cup of Fury (Rupert Hughes)
The Girl From Outside (Rex Beach)
7
liENNlSON SERIES
Oct. 1 — A Misfit Earl (Bennison)
S
Vug. IS — Higti Pockets (Bennison)
5
Vlay 11— The Road Called Straight (Bennison) S
.Vlar. 23 — Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
5
Jan. 5— Oh, Johnny (Louis Bennison)
S
t.APlTOL COMEDIES
Jan.
11
—
A
Sure
Cure
(Mr.
and
Mrs.
De
Haven)
2
Dec. 28— Two Dollars, Please
2
Dec. 14 — The Little Dears (Mr. and Mrs. He Haven).. 2
Nov. 30 — A Much Needed Rest (Parsons)
2
Nov. 16 — Moving Day (.Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2
Nov. 2 — His Own Medicine (Parsons)
2
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Nov. 23 — Paper Making
•
Nov.
Nature's
Nov. 169 —— Net
ProfitsICcho
(Catching Salmon in Skeena River). 1•
Nov. 2 — Rocks of Ages (Granite Quarries)
1
(Jet. 26 — Little Bo Peep (Wool Industry)
1
Oct. 19— By the Sea (.\tlantic City)
1
Oct. 12 — Panama Canal
1
Oct. 5 — Town Topics (Panama)
1
GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Dec. 6 — Reformed Saloons
1
Nov. 30— Passing of the Old West
1
Nov.
Department
Stores on Wheels
11
Nov. 2316 —— How
Time Flies
Nov. 9 — Ponchos from Peru
I
Nov. 2— A City of Kings
1
HALL ROOM BOYS PHOTO PLAYS
Dec. 29 — The Lovable Scamps
Dec. 15— Taming the West
Dec. 1 — The Chicken Hunters
Nov. 17— Pretty Soft
Nov. 3 — A Howling Success

2
2
2
2
2

HALLMARK PICTURESHCORP.
FAMOUS DIRECTORS SERIES
High Heart
Speed of (Edward
llulette) 55
The
a Gypsy Earle-Gladys
(Florence Billings)
The Phantom Honeymoon (Mar.eucrile Marsh)
^
Love, Honor, and ? (Stuart Holmes, Ellen Cassidy)...5
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
Thru the Roosevelt Country with Colonel Roosevelt. .. .2
.•\ House Divided (Svlvia Breamer)
6
The Littlest Scout (Violet Blackton)
6
Wanted for Murder (Elaine Hammerstein) 6
The
Other
Man's
Wife
(Stuart
Holmes-Ellen
Cassidy)..6
SERIALS
The Trail of the Octopus (Ben Wilson, Neva GerEpisode-Theber)
Sign of the Rat (Clair .\nderson, Harry15 Carter)
15
Episodes
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
Dec. 28 — The Vagabond
2
Nov. 16 — The F'ircman
2
HODKINSON CORP., W. W.
(Releasing Thrnuqh Pathe Exchaiic/es)
BENJ. B. HAMPTON-GREAT
AUTHORS PICTURES. INC.
The
Sagebrusher (Stewart
(Emerson Edward
Hough's)
77
The
ZANEWesterners
GREY PICTURES,
INC.White's)
(Benj. B. Jlamt^lon and Eltinge F. Warner)
Desert (3old (Zanc (jrcy's)
7
J. PARKER READ. JR., PRODUCTIONS
Sahara (Louise Glaum)
7
DIETRICH-BECK. INC.
The Bandbox (Doris Kenvoii)
6
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
The Capitol
The
Volcano (Leah
(Leah Baird)
Baird)
66
As A Man Thinks (I.e.-ili B.iirH)
6
IVAN FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
(At State Right Exchanges)
Life of Honor (Leah Baird-James Morrison)
Htunan Clay (Mollie King)

7
5
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KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
{Released on States Rights Basis)
The Land of Long Shadows (Jack Gardner)
Efficiency
Edgar'sLady
Courtship
Holmes)
The Misleading
(Henry (Taylor
B. Walthall)
Open Places (Jack Gardner)
The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row (R. Traverse)
The Range Boss (Jack Gardner)
The Alster Case (Bryant Washburn)
The Man Trail (Richard Traverse)
Men of the Desert (Jack Gardner)
Little Shoes (Henry B. Walthall)
Broncho Billy Dramas
CHAPLIN REISSUES
A Burlesque on Carmen
Feb. 1 — The Champion
Mar. 1 — Jitney Elopement
Apr. 1 — Work
May 1 — By the Sea
METRO EXCHANGES
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
Mar. — The Hope (Special Cast)
Mar. — Alias Jimmy Valentine (Bert Lytell)
Feb. — ^Juda (May Allison)
Feb. — Eliza Comes to Stay (Viola Dana)
Feb.
— Shore Acres (Alice Lake)
Feb. — Old Lady 31 (Emma Dunn)
Jan. —The Walk-Oflfs (May Allison)
Jan. —The Right of Way (Bert Lytell)
Jan. —The Willow Tree (Viola Dana)
Dec. — Should a Woman Tell (Alice Lake)
Dec.
—The Best of Luck (Special Cast)
Nov.
— Fair and Warmer (May Allison)
Nov.
— Please Get Married (Viola Dana)
Nov.
— Lombardi, Ltd (Bert Lytell)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Mar.
— The Heart of a Child (Nazimova)
Jan.
— Stronger
Than Death (Nazimova)
The Brat
(Nazimova)
The Red Lantern ( Nazimova)
Out of the Fog (Nizimova)
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
Mar. — The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes)
Dec. —Nothing but the Truth (Taylor Holmes)

5
S5
5
S
5
5
5
5
S
1
4
2
2
2
1

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
77
7
7
7
6
6

MISCELLANEOUS
(State Right features)
The Greater Glory (Transatlantic Film Co. of America)
The Lost City (Juanita Hanson) (Warner Bros.)
The Chosen Path (Margaret Leslie — Donald Hall) Emory
Film Co. (Exclusive Features)
Girl of the Sea (Betty Hilburn — Chester Barnett) Williamson Sub. -Sea Picture
Franklyntures
Farnum in twelve Corp.)
2-reel westerns (Canyon PicThe Adventures of Helen Series (Helen Holmes) Ayon
Film Corp
COMEDIES
Jolly Comedies (Film Specials)
2
Bobby Burns Comedies (Jaxon Film Corp.)
2
Jester Comedies (Territorial Sales Corp.)
2
Ham and Bud (Jans Prods., Inc.)
i
OUTING-CHESTER PICTURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
Mr. Outing Gets a Soup Dream
The Simple Life
Editorial Horseplay
The People in White
No Coma in Acoma
Temple Bells and Wayside Shrines
PATHE EXCHANGES
Jan. 25— The Web of Deceit (Dolores Cassinelli) 6
Jan. 11 — Fighting Cressy (Blanche Sweet)
6
Dec. 21 — The Prince and Betty (Wm. Desmond-Mary
Thurman)
5
Dec. 14 — The A-B-C of Love (May Murray)
6
Dec. 7— Brothers Divided (Frank Keenan)
5
Nov. 16 — The Right to Lie (Dolores Cassinelli) 7
Nov. 9 — A Woman of Pleasure (Blanche Sweet) 7
Nov. 2 — The Gay Old Dog (John Cumberland) 6
Oct. 12 — A Damsel in Distress (Caprice-Hale) 5
THE BLACK SECRET (Serial)
(Fifteen two-reel episodes starring Pearl White and Walter
McGrail).
Jan. 25 — Eleventh, The Death Studio
2
Jan. 11 — Tenth, The Inn of Dread
2
Jan. 4— Ninth, Webs of Deceit
2
Dec. 28 — Eighth, A Crippled Hand
2
Dec. 21— Seventh, The Betrayal
2
Dec. 14— Sixth, The Unknown
2
Dec. 7— Fifth, The Acid Bath
2
BOUND AND GAGGED (Serial)
(Ten Two-Reel Episodes Starring George B. Seitz and
Marguerite Courtot)
Dec. 28 — Tenth, Hopley Takes the Liberty
2
Dec. 21 — Ninth, A Homeless Princess
2
Dec. 14 — Eighth, Arrested
2
Dec. 7 — Seventh, A Fatal Error
2
THE ADVENTURES OF RUTH
(Fifteen
William Two-Reel
Human) Episodes Starring Ruth Roland and
Jan. 25— Fourth, The Stolen Picture
2
Jan. 11— Third, The Bewitching Spy
2
Jan. 4— Second, Kidnapped
2
Dec. 28 — First, The False Countess
2
"FLYING A" (SPECIALS (American)
The Hellion (Margarita Fisher)
5

All

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY. INC
Aug. 10— This Hero Stuff (Wm. Russell)
July 27 — The Tiger Lily (Margarita Fisher)
July
Yvonne from Paris (Mary Miles Minter)
ROLIN13 — COMEDIES
Jan. 4— Red Hot Hottentots (Snub Pollard)
Dec. 28— The Floor Below (Snub Pollard)
Dec. 21— Tough Luck ( Pollard— Davis)
Dec. 14 — Looking tor Trouble (Snub Pollard)
Dec. 7 — How Dry I Am (Pollard — Davis)
Nov. 23—
30— Order
It's a inHard
Life (Pollard—
Nov.
the Court
(Pollard — Davis)
Davis)
Nov. 16 — Giving the Bride Away (Pollard — Davis)
Nov.
Cave ManDavis)
(Pollard — Davis')
Nov. 9—
2— Call
All atforSeaMr.(Pollard—
ROLIN TWO REELERS
Dec.
28 — From Hand to Mouth (Harold Lloyd — Mildred
Davis)
Nov.
( Lloyd— Daniels)
Nov. 30—
2 — Capt.
BumpingKidd'sintoKidsBroadway
(Lloyd, Pollard —
Daniels)
TWO-REEL SPECIALS
Nov. 23 — Miss Gingersnap (Baby Marie Osborne)
Oct. 12— Daddy Number Two (Baby Marie Osborne)..
THE TIGER'S TRAIL (Serial)
(Starring Ruth Roland and George LarkiD ; Astra)
July 27— Fifteenth, The Tiger Face
July
Fourteenth, Tie
At the
Point '.
July 20
13—— Thirteenth,
FalsePistol's
Idol
July 6— Twelfth, The Two Amazons
BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Jan. 4— My Husband's Other Wife (Breamer — Gordon).
Nov. 1930—— The
DawnMoonshine
(Sylvia Breamer
— Rob't. Gordon)
Oct.
Trail (Breamer-Gordon)
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
Wednesdays — Pathe News
Saturdays — Pathe News

Film

5
S
5
1
1
1
1
1
21
1
11
2
2
2
2
2
2
^<;
2
6
66
1
1

PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
(At State Right Exchanges)
Tie Boomerang (Henry B. Walthall)
Virtuous Sinners (Wanda Hawley)
Sins of the Children (Alma Hanlon)
Wives of Men (Florence Reed)
REALART PICTURES CORP.
SPECIAL FEATURES
Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's)
The Mystery
of the Yellow Room (Chautard's)
STAR
PRODUCTIONS
Anne of Green
(MaryBinney)
Miles .
Minter)
Erstwhile
Susan Gables
(Constance
REPUBLIC DIST. CORP.
Nov. 24 — The Steel King (Elvidge-Love)
Nov. 17 — You Never Know Your Luck
Nov. 10 — The Poison Pen (Tune Elvidge)
Nov. 3 — Me and Captain Kidd (Evelyn Greele\ )
Oct. 27 — Arizona Cat Claw (Edythe Sterlir;;)
Oct. 20 — The Black Circle (Creighton Hale)
SPECIALS
Mar.
The Better
'Ole
Feb. 1016—— What
Shall We
Do With Him?
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
The Eternal Mother (Florence Reed)
The Corsican Brothers (Dustin Farnum)
AHerMan's
(Dustin Reed)
Farnum)
Game Fight
(Florence
CUCKOO COMEDIES
The Sultan of Djazz (Bobbie Burns-Jobyna Ralston) ....
The Shimmy Jim (Burns Ralston)
CISSY FITZGERALD COMEDIES
Cissy's Financial Flivver
Cissy's Sassy Stockings

7
6
5'i
^
5
5
5
5
5
35
^
5
3.3
2
2
-

5
5
5
65

SELZNICK PICTURES
Jan.
— The Imp (Elsie Janis)
5
Dec. —Greater Than Fame (Elaine Hammerstcm) . . . . 5
Dec.
(Eugene O'Brien) 55
Dec. —— The
Out Broken
Yonder Melody
(Olive Thomas)

News

Releases

Nov.
— I'iccadilly Jim (Owen Moore)
$1
Oct. — The
(Olive
Thomas)n)^ !]'si
SealedGlorious
Hearts Lady
(Eugene
O'Brie
$%
Oct. — The Country Cousin
Sept. — A Regular Girl (Elsie Janis) '.. . . ....... .Si
STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES
DOLL VAN FILM CORP. (CHICAGO)
(In Illinois,
Indiana
and Southern
The Mad
Lo
ve
r Wisconsin)
Public Defender
Carmen of the Klondike
The Grain of Dust
Hearts of the World
The Crucible of Life
Nine-tenths of the Law
DOO LEE FILM COMPANY, INC. (N. Y. STATE)
Aug. 27 — 'When Arizona Won (Shorty Hamilton) s)
Aug. IS — The Pen Vulture (Shorty Hamilton
) S
July 29— The Snail (Shorty Hamilton)
S
July 15 — The Ranger (Shorty Hamilton)
5]
July
1
—
Denny
from
Ireland
(Shorty
Hamilton)
5]
Aug. 6 — Miss Arizona (Gertrude Bondhill)
July 22— The Profiteer (Alma Hanlon)
July 8 — When the Desert Smiles (Neal Hart)
Feb. 22 — His Daughter Pays (Gertrude McCoy)
June 29 — Beyond Reproach (Ann Little-Jack Richardson)
June 22 — Wanted (Little-Richard'^on)
TRIANGLE EXCHANGES
Jan. 5 — A Gamble in Souls (Dorothy Dalton) 5|
Jan. 4— The Clodhopper (Charles Ray)
5
Dec. 14 — Betty of Greystone (Dorothy Gish-Owen Moore). S ,
Nov. 23 — ^The Flame of the Yukon (Dorothy Dalton). ..5
Nov. 2 — The Weaker Sex (Dorothy Dalton-Chas. Ray).. 3
MACK SENNETT KEYSTONE COMEDIES
Dec. 28 — Fast Trains and Slow Women (Syd. Chaplin) . . 1
Dec. 21 — Keystone Babies
2
Dec. 14 — Crashing Through (Ford Sterling)
1
Dec. 7 — The Life of Reilly (Ford Sterling) 2
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
ItBroken
Happened
in Paris
Hearts
Human
Passions

ROBERTSON-COLE PRODUCTIONS
SUPERIOR PICTURES
Dec. — ^The Golden Hope (Edith Storey)
3
Dec. ■—— The
Tong Man
Dec.
Beckoning
Roads (Sessue
(BessieHayakawa)
Barriscale) .=ii
Dec. ■ — Where There's a Will (Brertwood)
Nov.
— A Fugitive from Matrimony (H. B. Warnei ) . . 5
SPECIALS
Dec.
—— The
Cheater (Gasnier's)
Nov.
The Beloved
Broken Butterfly
(Tourneur)
55
Oct. — ^The Open Door (Special Cast)
5
SUPREME COMEDIES
Dec. — Struck Out
1
Dec. — Good Night Judge
1
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
The Home of the Hula Hula
1
Through the Isles of the New Hebrides
1
Tulapi, A White Spot in a Black Land
I
ADVENTURE SCENICS
I and the Mountain
1
Just Over Yonder
1
SELECT EXCHANGES
Dec. — She Loves and Lies (Norma Talmadge)
Oct. — Isle of Conquest (Norma Talmadge)
Sept. — A Scream in the Night (Special Cast)
Sept.
of the Strong(Guy(Mitchell
Lewis)
Aug. —— Faith
The TTndercurrent
Empey)

Picture

'

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Dec. 2g — When the Clouds Roll By (Douglas Fairbanks).
Oct. 20 — ^Broken Blossoms (D. W. Griffith) '
Sept. 1 — His Majesty the .American (Douglas Fairbanks). 8
UNITED PlCfURE^HEATRES
(Republic Distributing Corp.)
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
The Day She Paid (Francelia Billington)
5
GES"'
EXCHAN
L (Mary
The
Pointing
Finger
MacLaren)
i
SA
ER
IV
UN
A Gun Fightm' Gentleman (Harry Carey)
5
Lasca (Edith Roberts-Frank Mayo)
5
UnderDivorced
Suspicion
Carew-Forrest
Stanley) 55
His
Wife(Ora(Monroe
Salisbury)
The Trembling Hour (Helen Eddy-Kenneth Harlan) 5
The Rider of the Law (Harry Carey)
5
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Oct. 13 — The Right to Happiness (Dorothy Phillips) 8
Sept. 1 — Forbidden
(Mildred Harris)
6
CENTURY
COMEDIES
Dec. 22 — Weak Minds and Wild Lions (Adams-Nelsor;
and Wild Lions)
2
Dec. 8 —COMEDIES
A Luckv Dog's Day (Century Wonder Dog).... 2
STAR
Jan. 5 — Sweet Patootie (Lyons-Moran)
1
Dec. 22 — ^In the Good Old Days (Lyons-Moran) 1
Dec. 8 — Woes of a Woman (Lyons-Morr.n) 1
Nov. 24 — Ten Nights in a Tea Room (Lyons-Moran) .... I
Nov. 10 —KOMEDIES
The Tick Tick Man (Lyons-Moran) 1
OKEH
Dec. 29 — Seeing Things (Neal Burns)
1
Dec. 1 — Tailor Maid (Neva Gerber)
1
Nov. 17 — Babies is Babies (Neal Burns)
1
Nov. 3 — 'Bill's Anniversary (Ben Wilson)
1
STAGE WOMEN'S WAR RELIEF SERIES
Jan. 5 — The Inner Ring (Wm. Courtenay-Jane Grey).. 2
Dec. 22 — She's Ever\^vhere (Enid Markev-Montagu Love) 2
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
Jan. 10 — The Jay Bird (Hoot Gibson and Josephine Hill)
Dec. 29 — The Line Runners (Arnold Gregg-Helen Howard)
Dec. 22 — The Hennessy)
Counterfeit Trail (Magda Lane-Ed. J.
Dec. 15 — The Double Hold-Up (Hoot Gibson-Josephine
Hill)
2
Dec. S— The Lone Hand (Gibson-Hill)
2
Dec. 1— The Kid and the Cowbov (Moore-Accord) 2
RAINBOW COMEDIES
Jan. 5 — Adam and Eve a la Mode (Bathing Beauties).. 2
Dec. 1 — A Barnvard Romance (Charlie of the Orient).. 2
Oct. 27 — A Popular Villain (Charlie of the Orient) 2
THE MIDNIGHT MAN (SeriaD
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes, starring James J. Corbett)
Dec. 29 — Eighteenth. A Wild Finish
2
Dec. 22 — Seventeenth. The Cave of Destruction 2
Dec. 15 — Sixteenth, Hurled from the Heights
2
Dec. 8 — Fifteenth. The Wheel of Terror
2
Dec. 1 — Fourteenth, Flames of Fury
2
THE LION MAN
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Kathleen O'Connor and Jack Perrin)
Tan. 5 — Second, The Rope of Death
2.
"Dec. 29 — First, The Flames of Hate
2
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Growing — Always Growing ! The
" News " in 1919 carried 657 more
pages of paid advertising than any other
trade paper in the field.
Add the " News " Studio Directory
(professional advertising) and the total
is 790.

In 1918 the " News
the lead.

" was

352 pages in

Growing! — and now so far in the lead
that no one doubts but that —

The

News

Covers

The

Field

n

mm

« Matter,
at the
Pott Office at New York, S. T.,
under Oetmer
the ActJ$,ofart,
March
3, 1879
Published Weekly — $2.oo a year
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York

—
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DeMILLE
PRODUCTION
director genius
whose newest means
his Jbest.
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£j ViIhamDeMilIe
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VHY

CHANGE

YOURVIFE

?

T HINK back beyond the overwhelming success of "Male and Female" to ''Don't Change Your
Husband." It was a one hundred per cent, perfect picture. "Why Change Your Wife? " is another,
a CECIL

B.

DeMILLE

production

HE same intimate insight into modern problems of marriage and love. The same luxury of
presentation, splendor of cast and wonder of directing. The same huge entertainment value. But —
A new record breaker!
A new story I
A new picture!
T

Presented by
Jesse
Lasky L.

^:1 FAMOUS
PLAYERS
-LASKYCECILCORPORATION
ADOLPH ZXlKORPrvy
JESSE L LASKY
B DEMILLE i)/n\-AirC,-m-n:/
Ti
-NEW ^toePns
YORK„
'
TTiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiii'i'iiin!iii[iiiiiiiiiiiii!ni[ii['iiniininiiiniin

Scenario hy
Story and
William DeMille
ni'inniii';iii,i.i'iin.!i imiii iiiiiiinii'ii i

1

iTHE

COPPERHEAD

ADOLPH

ZUKOR

presents

WITH

LIONEL

BARRYMORE

More patKos tKan "TKe Music Master"
More
More
More

Keart-interest tKan "SKore Acres"
Kuman

cKarm

appeal than "TKe Auctioneer"
of sentiment tKan "Peter Pan"

More big spectacular scenes tKan in "Ben Hur'
Better acting tKan tKe screen Kas ever seen
Qlie play tKat KrougKt ever^^ audience to its
feet, ysl'i^ cKeers!
Put on ^e screen — superbly) — for all {Ke world
to see, to love, to cKerisK.
The

great AMERICAN
of today !

picture

Founded on the play of the same name hy Augustus Thomas.
From a story hy Frederick Landis.
Adapted and directed hy Charles Maigne.

i^^M- FAMOUS
[Al N, I
ADOLPU ZUKOR* PLAYERS-LA8KY
'.^ JF.iSE LIASKY iV.- Pr^ CECU,CORPORATION
a DE MIlii i)fmJt>J«jK^ ^^flfll
\.(Cku-ti/fS ;i
^ ' — —
^

C/>arantountj4rtcrajt
Q>icture

I

JESSE

A

NEW

PARAMOUNT

L.IA&VY

presents

MARK

TWAIN

-

PICTURE

ARTCRAFT

HUCKLEBERRY

9f

FINN
ScensLrlo

Iby JULIA

CRAWFORD
"Nm^-^irected
%^VILLIAM
ARRANGEMENT
WITH
MARK
TWAIN" CO.
FAMOUS

PLAYERS -LASRY CORPORATION

D. TAVLOR.

5

"HUCKLEBERRY

FINN

\
i.

Yours

truly,
Huck

Finn

"'T^OM'S most well now and got
X his bullet around his neck on a
watch-guard for a watch, so there's
nothing more to write about. I
reckon I got to light out for the territory ahead of the rest, because
Aunt Sally, she's going to adopt
and sivilize me, and I can't stand
before
it. I been there
*
* * ."
The end of the book ?
the greatest American

No ; for

book

of all

time lives again in a wonderful motion picture, a new photoplay that
brings Huck Finn to life! And Tom
and Jim and the King and Duke and
all the royal nonesuch !
A golden opportunity for all exhibitors. Released January 18,
' FAMOUS PLWXRS-LASRY CORPOR.\T10X /J

I

JESSE

L.

LASKV

presents

Q>araniountj4rtcraft

Q>icture

Qvetywoman

The following prologue uias spoken by "Nobody" ax
the opening performance of "Every woman" at the
Rivoli, New York. It was written by Dr. Frank Crane
Underneath the wonderful stars, and in all this
wonderful world, there is nothing so wonderful
as love.
Being the greatest thing in the world, love is the
most abused, most perverted, most beset with
dangers.
Therefore in this vision you will see how the
woman tempted by flattery, by wealth, by luxury,
comes at last to see that only love is worth while,
is safe and beautiful and everlasting, when it goes
hand in hand with truth.
I am Nobody! And Nobody can tell you how
divine and glorious love is when love clings to
truth, 'for better, for worse, for richer, for poorer,'
even unto death; and how terrible the fate of
chat love, which, losing the companionship of
truth, drifts down to the rocks of ruin.
O, Soul of Woman, look! In this picture you
will see yourself. And well for you if you shall
also see that underneath the wonderful stars, and
in all this wonderful earth, there is nothing so
wonderful as love, when love's other name is truth!

January

i o , 1920
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, INCE

resents

CHAEXE

//
RAY
in

RED

HOT

DOLLARS

Cparamountyirkraft

By Julien Josephson
Directed
by Jerome Storm
Qielure
Photographed by Chester Lyons

A Thomas H. Ince Production
RAY?

WHO?
Hoo-ray ! For
another big
human

hit by

"the

best

actor

liked
on

the

screen today"
He s so darn, downright human!
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Motion

Griffith,
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PictureNe
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A
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Showman

n
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Drama
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supernatural

A
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A
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love
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But

what

look

when

happened

Donald

Katherine
The

American

Beauty

starred in

THUNDERBOLT"
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COAST

the exhibitors

RECORDS

said

RECORDS

BROKEN

Brilliant

daily

successes

with

TREMENDOUS

way theatre, Richmond, V a., in a week's
run against such opposition as " The
Miracle Man," Warwick in " Missouri,"
Nazimova in " The Brat," Famum in
" The Last of the Duanes." Lines a block
long waited to get in.
KNOCKED

THEM

COLD

The picture was wonderful and
knocked them cold in Stillwater, Mich.
Was shown a second time by popular rethe city. quest. Biggest business in the history of

S. R. O. SIGNS UP
Big clean-up and S. R. O. signs up every
afternoon and evening for a week at the
Majestic Gardens, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Played a second run in city, because of
popular demand.
Theatres jammed.
SETS DETROIT

BIG BUSINESS

IN ST. PAUL

Tremendous business for a week at the
New Garrick theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
Katherine MacDonald pleased all exceptionally well, and the production was
great. Everyone enthusiastic.

it beat the box office records of such pictures aa " Virtuous Wives," " The Perfect
Lover," " Sunnyside " and " Shoulder

her

''First

National*'

Attraction

RECORDS

TUMBLE

Broke all house records at the AlhamArms."
bra, Milwaukee, with "Broken Blossoms,"
"Fair and Warmer," "Valley of the
Giants." Olga Petrova in person as the
strongest opposition in the history of the
city. Never were such favorable comments received on star or production.

in ''The Beauty Market*'
Produced by the Katherine MacDonald Pictures Corporation.
By Arrangement with Attractions Distributing Corporation.
B. P. Fineman, President

A

BY EARS

Katherine MacDonald in " The Thunderbolt "set Detroit by the ears. The
picture a veritable sensation and star a
tremendoixs hit. At the Madison theatre

MILWAUKEE

Great crowds thronged the Strand theatre, Louisville, Ky. Ever\one enthusiastic, declaring it to be one of the strongest dramas ever screened. Star scored
great triumph.
stronger

it.

Katherine MacDonald broke every record in " The Thunderbolt " at the Broad-

The Riviera, Chicago, played Katherine
MacDonald in " The Thunderbolt " for a
week to absolutely capacity business with
the highest box office receipts the theatre
had ever played to, holding box office
records over such productions as " The
Brat," "Daddy Long Legs," "The Red
Lantern," Chaplin and " His Majesty, the
American."
SCORES GREAT TRIL^IPH

Going

playing

BUSINESS

SMASHED

Katherine MacDonald in The Thunderboh," an instantaneous success in San
Francisco and Oakland. Capacity business in both Turner and Dahnken houses
and thousands turned away. Phiyed at
Berkeley to biggest business in the historv of the theatre. Crowds were standing in line for two hours at San Jose.
Star extremely popular and play a masterpiece, asconceded by everyone.
CHICAGO
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ALVAH G. TALBOT showed Realart Pictures for several
^ successive weeks in his big America Theatre, Denver.
Why?
Mr. Talbot is in business, like most of the rest of us, to make
money. He expected Realart Pictures to add to his profits and
to the prestige of his theatre.
Was

he justified ?

Here is his own opinion : "Tremendous crowds
turned away
congratulations. "
Realart promised.
Now Realart is delivering!

hundreds

REALART
PICTURES
CORPORATION
469 Fifth Avenue
New York City

What

Should

a Picture

Be?

Crammed with action? — powerful in love interest? — rich in clean
humor? — a magnificent spectacle? — based on a world-famous
novel by a popular author? — made by one of the greatest American
directors? — and steeped in wonderful advertising possibilities? Many
pictures have part of these profit elements. One picture has them all —

"SOLDIERS
An ALLAN

OF
FORTUNE"
DWAN
Production

This isn't bald assertion ; it is fact, backed by evidence from a regiment of exhibit'
ors who have shown the picture.
"SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE ' is doing big time everywhere because it has proved
it gets em coming and keeps em coming !
It's a MAYFLOWER
Product!
REALART
PICTURES
CORPORATION
469 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

R

E A L A RT has rejected a lot of opp)ortunities to do advance
and boosting.
It might, for instance, have predicted that
CONSTANCE

boasting

BINNEY

in her first starring vehicle,
"Erstwhile

Susan"

directed by John S. Robertson and based on the novel, "Barnabetta," the story of a
Cinderella, by Helen R. Martin, would win instant recognition. But Realart preferred the
should come to you first hand from other exhibitors — from such men of vision as William
of St. Louis, who says, "Miss Binney is destined to become one of the leading and most
stars of the screen."

modern
message
Sievers
popular

Realart has quoted many other exhibitors in these pages, and will quote more. But the trend of all the comment isthe same : " 'Erstwhile Susan' is a big buy," and "Constaoice Binney is a comer who has arrived. "
REALART

PICTURES

CORPORATION

:: 469 Fifth Avenue

:: NEW

YORK
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NEWSPAPERS

REVIEW
CAPITOL

"12-10"

THEATRE,

N. Y.

1

The picture is a real thriller. Mr. Brenon simply can^t make
an uninteresting picture.
His direction is imaginative and dramatic. Then, too, Marie Doro is more beautiful than we have
ever seen her before, and her acting is sensitive and expressive.
"The Morning Telegraph," December 22, 1919.
The ethereal beauty of Miss Doro was never quite so appealing as it is this week on the Capitol Theatre screen, where she is
the star of "Twelve-Ten." And it has been a long, long time
since Mr. Brenon has produced a picture quite so generally satisfying.— "The Evening Mail," December 23.
It is worth going to the Capitol merely to solve it and see
Miss Doro's winsome acting in a story that is like a happy New
Year wish —"The Sun," December 22.
Marie Doro, in a really surprising mystery photoplay,
"Twelve-Ten." produced in Paris and London, is both beautiful
and tensely dramatic. — "The Evening Sun," December 22.
.... It is a superior picture . . . scenes reveal the skill and
the intelligence that go into the making of the best photoplays.
.... Mr. Brenon could not have done this all alone. He
received invaluable assistance from Miss Doro, who, in addition
to her competence on the speaking stage, is a pantomimist of
unusual talent. Her actions, especially in emotional scenes, have
plain meaning and subtle significance.
"The New York Times," Dec. 22.
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adapted from James Willard's celebrated
London success
Directed by Wallace

Worsley

WID'S says: "Nicely handled; should register
most anywhere. . . Very satisfactory entertainment .... Excellent title and popular;
should get you money."
MOTION

PICTURE NEWS says: "Can be consistently exploited as a big production."

MOVING PICTURE W^ORLD says: "A magnificent seven reel production. Too much cannot be said for the brilliant Zululand camp
and battle scenes. It will give the spectator
a fresh set of thrills.
A SEVEN PART SPECIAL
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did all over America?
it packed houses and
in many instances, the

biggest serial receipts they ever experienced? "THE WHIRLWIND"
was
written and directed by the same author,
JOSEPH A. GOLDEN.
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" WHOLESOME
"
MEANS HEALTHY
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" \Vholesome films " mean healthy returns.
They're clean, strong, internationally and
universally interesting subjects that nourish
any box office into a state of vigorous good
health.

Hi

" Wholesome films " are carefully made and
built upon the most solid foundation of
popularity known — stories that young and
old alike crave and enjoy.
For children's matinees you can't beat 'em.
You couldn't serve a more satisfying entertainment to grown-ups, the folks who used
to know 'em and who like to be reminded
of their happiest days, the days of real
sport, the days of childhood.

/%d^urlnA
/ZOE RAE
I ejDORPHIA
BROWN

They are a separate business in themselves.
You don't have to rely on theatres for your
bulk of business. Every club, society, and
welfare organization is a prospect
for them — and we can back this
statement with real live, honest-toheaven proof.

i

State Righter, now is the time.
Can you recognize a real opportunity and grab it quick?
We'll see.

Is 4
ZOE IS 11>
/rs.oFaAe
OORPHIi

Now

Being Prepared

The Cow and the Moon
Cat and the Fiddle
Puss in Boots
Tom Thumb
Little Bo Peep
Old Mother Hubbard
Mother Goose
Little Jack Horner
And Others
Screenings at Your Convenience
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F. Beck*
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picture
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gill beautiful
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notable
staje success by
AUGUSTUS

THOMAS

Directed byGeorge Irving

Producer ~ Artco
Footage --5,800 feet
Release date - December
Distributor — Hodkinson
OUR

Direction — Very Good; Geo. Irx-inp
Photography -Very good
Star — Good: Leah Baird
Story— Good drama: family
OPINION

X.eah Baird has in her new production a story
that has been splendidly produced and has a
way of holding the attention steadfastly.
There are a number of thrilling events that
have been well handled without giving one
the impression of a serial. The star is called
upon to portray a triple role and in each of
the roles she is sincerely convincing. While
there is some double exposure, it has been
handled in a simple fashion that makes one
forget that one person is portraying the two
roles. Leah Baird has supporting her to good
advantage Robert T. Haines, William B.
Davidson. Alexander Gaden and Downing
Clark. The story is an adaptation of the
famous Augustus Thomas play and has been
laid in the capital city of the country. The
exteriors selected are beautiful and the interior
stagings have been handled in a splendid
manner

W.¥. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York Gty
DisnibuHn^ through PATHE La:hange.lnairporavd
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jyresents
LOUISE

Glaum

THE CHICAGO HERALD EXAMINER says: ' The Lone
Wolf's Daughter" is a big sepia thriller, gorgeously photographed; lavishly acted. Beautifully told by J. Parker Read, Jr. Griffith
and DeMille themselves do no better than the maker of this new
production.
THE CHICAGO JOURNAL says: One of the most important
productions of the year is "The Lone Wolf's Daughter" starring
Louise Glaum. Its story value is unsvirpassed on the ^creen. Louise Glaum
•
is an actress to be reckoned with.
THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE says:. One quite understands
the hold Louise Glaum has onlier fans after witnessing "The
Lone Wpifs DaughUr.' In it she is beautiful, gfacious, appealing...
She has a story that moves swiftly to a climax of fire, water, revenge and
a strong love finale.

HTER
S
WOLF'

DAUG
LONE
Louis

Joseph

Vance

Comhmirtg the famous characters of

WW.HODKINSON CORPORfflON
527 Fifth Avenue. New YorkQtr
Distributing thnm^ PATHt Bxhange.Incorporated
Foreign Distributor = Apollo Iradin^ Corp.
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Written by William

PO[VER
B. Courtney

Edited by Mr. and Mrs.
GEORGE RANDOLPH
CHESTER
Directed by George Terwiliiger
A

Great

Love

Stor\^

A Vitagraph Special Production
with the same cast of principals praised by press
and public when seen in
"The

Vengeance of Durand"

More

Than

A

Picture —

a great, throbbing cross'section of LIFE.
Its powerful truths fairly
LEAP

FROM

THE

SCREEN!
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Dear Mr. Black:
Cleveland, O., Dec. 26, 1919.
As you appointed me on the Reel and Slide Advertising
Committee at the .St. Louis meeting, I venture to take advantage of your public offer and submit to you such "questions,comments
,
and suggestions " as may enlighten the
exhibitors of the country on the general subject of screen
advertising.
Question No. i. You say that "a searching investigation" led you to the officers of the Universal Film Company
where you found happiness in the fulfillment of your hopes.
Will you please tell the exhibitors of the country whether you
had any aid in your " searching investigation " ? Did you consult any of the members of your Slide and Reel Advertising
Committee or some one whose office is not so far from the
Universal as the City of Cleveland is? Who outside of
yourself supervised and arranged the bargain with Universal
bringing so much Christmas cheer to the fireside of even the
humblest exhibitor? When did the conviction of the Universal's most excellent educational films penetrate your
reason? Was it at New Orleans or more recently on the
/th floor of 1600 Broadway when two were .company and
three constituted a multitude?
Question No. 2. In "your searching investigation" did
you discover just about when Universal decided to pay the
exhibitor
its " for
educational
films "? ofWas
about
the time for
the running
Committee
the Protection
the itScreen
began to become inquisitive? Please advise us how much
money the company made by running advertising films on
the screens of the ex-hibitor before it decided to pay something? No exact sum is demanded. Our Screen Protection
Committee will be very grateful to you for even an approximately accurate estimate.
Question No. 3. You say you have seen "industrial and
educational films" recently made by the aforesaid producer
and you express a hope that one of them showing how much
of the world's rubber supply comes from Sumatra will soon
"grace" our screens. What do you think of the "industrial
and educational films " " The Awakening of Tim," " Hope of
the Hills," and " Heads Win " ? Some exhibitors tell me these
two were just " raw advertising and an imposition on the
exhiI)itor." What do you say?
Question No. 4. Do you think it wise and a benefit to the
exhibitor to be tied up to any particular film manufacturer
particularly when in the past this same manufacturer has
specialized in camouflaged advertising?
Question
No. 5.be Dosupported
you really
believeor iuindirectly
an exhibitors'
tiou
wliieli must
directly
by the organizadoles of
tile
manufaetiu-ers?
To
me
it
seems
that
such
an
organization
might tempt the pencil of the cartoonist and the writer of comic
scenarios, but 1 cannot see it as a source of real usefulness to the
exhibitor.
Question No. 6. Who is paying for the lavish advertising in the
trade papers wherein you eulogize one certain brand of films and
then
your name
it as " president,
In view seven
of thetimes
fact
that sign
the brand
of thetoaforesaid
company etc."?
is mentioned
in two ads to the exclusion of all others, am 1 over siispicious in my
conclusi,(yi that you did not pay for it but that the manufacturer
did. although the " Announcement " is made in your name and in
llie name of your pretended organization? A little " educational adMTtising" on the printed page, eh?
.JUST ONE COMMENT.
It is to laugh.
With one statement in your various outbursts I most heartily
agree.
sa.v of
" The
of Wonders."'
It is indeed,
and
the You
greatest
themWorld
all is istheFull
accelerated
philanthropy
of the
noble producer under whose protecting wings you would gather
your
" flock of
of my
unsophisticated
exhibitors.
With" vast
assurance
most distinguished
consideration, I beg to
remain,
Yours truly, Henry H. Lxistig.
President Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors Association.
P. and
S. theIn Universal
order to avoid
all please
possibletakemisunderstanding
between
yourFilm Co.
notice that Cleveland
exhibitors
not to be included in your bargain. I tender you without regret my
gnation as member of your "Reel and Slide Committee.'*
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FELLOW EXHIBITORS:
To judge by the excitement about screen advertising
created in the advertising columns of the trade press, one
might think that this is the overshadowing issue of the industry. It is not. It is a question of lesser importance.
It is significant only because it shows the sharp division
between the men who want to sell and mortgage the
screens to producing interests and the men who stand for
the commercial independence of the exhibitor.
' * There you have the overshadowing issue. Exhibitors in
close to forty states have effected state organizations. At
last even the exhibitors respond to the instinct of selfpreservation. If the exhibitors are in a particularly helpless condition is it because they have heretofore been sold,
betrayed and delivered? The men who are now engaged
in an earnest and honest effort to protect the property of
the exhibitors are theater owners with no conflicting
interests.
It is not our intention to be turned aside in our constructive work by any personal abuse.
We feel that we are fighting interests who fear for
their illegitimate gains. These interests seem to be behind Mr. Alfred S. Black, the shadow president of a shadow
organization. We are not hitting at Mr. Black. We want
no controversy with Mr. Black. Our case against him was
fully proved last September in the trade press, whereupon
he and his sponsor disappeared suddenly into the shadows.
The exhibitors of this country have sustained us and the
matter is closed. He interests us about as much as the
inspired dummy dancing on the knee of the clever ventriloquist. We are out to reach the interests and influences
which are using Mr. Black.
Mr. Black has seen fit to challenge our record and to
charge us with the pursuit of personal gain. It is an old
trick to resort to personal attack when you are trying to
defend a bad cause. It always tends to divert attention
from the inherent weakness of your proposition.
We are willing to let our records be compared with
the records of the men who are moving this little pawn
across the chessboard — these masters of Mr. Black.
As far as the men referred to in the advertisement of
Mr. Black are concerned, they need no defense. Since
they have been identified with organizations they
have not directly or indirectly asked or received one
penny from any source. Can Mr. Black say the same?
They are neither altruists nor grafters. They are
interested in organization because they believe that
the protection of the screen against hostile legislation
or producers' intrigues can best be achieved by united
action. Such a mental attitude perhaps defies the
comprehension of the men for whom the gentleman
from New England is acting — not so much as a spokesman but as a decoy.
As for us, we would never come across even the existence of Mr. Black, if it had not been for our efforts to give
the screen owners of America a genuine protection. In the
pursuit of that object we discovered that Mr. Black and
his Boss were putting obstacles in our path and in devious
ways seeking to prevent exhibitors from getting together.
Just as we were starting our drive to stop the producer
from using our screens as a signboard for his advertising
films, the trail of Mr. Black and his Boss leads to the offices of one of these producers whence he issues a plea for
the use of this particular producer's " industrial and educaNothing
presses more heavily upon the exhibitor today
tional films."
than the infamous five per cent rental tax which has now
grown to the proportion of three times the original size,
due to the increase of the price of film service. What effort
has Mr. Black made to bring about a revision, if not a repeal, of this burdensome tax?
At the recent taxation

a H u a r y i o , 1920

ICTURE
THEATRE
OWNERS
tained by the exhibitors in addition to the provisions conhearing before the House Committee on Ways and Means,
Mr. Black was conspicuous by his absence.
tained in paragraphs 9 and 10."
You, Mr. Black, appointed Mr. Herman A. Mintz, Esq., to represent the exhibitors. His compensation was to be $150 per week,
At that hearing in Washington, advertised with eclat by
fifteen per cent of the profits and all expenses. Will you deny
Mr. Black's overlord, who as chairman of the taxation comthat Mr. Herman A. Mintz is your personal attorney at Boston.'
Under the Booklovers contract the exhibitors would have
mittee, appointed innumerable " state directors " throughout the country, only one of these state directors appeared.
received practically nothing, anH the entire scheme came to
naught. Will your Contract with the Universal, made without
Mr. Black himself was absent and only one man spoke for
the exhibitors, a neighbor of the chairman of his taxation
consulting; any of the appointed committeemen, yield any more
profit than the Booklovers did or be any more of a success.'
committee. This same man who at the Chicago
It is quite obvious that this organization has not assumed " a
convention had so tactfully referred to his fellow exluke-warm attitude in the matter of one harmonious exhibitors
hibitors as"cattle," characterized the motion picture
movement " because we have banded together to wage war on
any individual or concern that stands in the way of an honest
theatres of the country as "illegitimate theatres" and
exhibitors organization, controlled by the exhibitors and mainonly the good sense of the chairman of the committee,
tained exclusively for their benefit.
Representative Fordney of Michigan, prevented this
chaste and refined characterization of the exhibitors
All benefits arising from orgnnization are to be enfrom becoming a part of the Congressional Record.
joyed in equal measure by every member of the organThe case of the exhibitors at that hearing was presented
ization. At the next gathering of exhibitors looking
in such a pitiful way that one of the members of the Ways
toward a national organization, the first proposed paraand Means Committee commented upon it as quite exgraph in the constitution uill read something like this:
traordinary. The exhibitors of the country may
Any officer or member cf this org inization who
indee eem themselves fortunate to have escaped
uses or attempts to use the name or the advanadditional taxes after such a wretched showing on the
tages of the organization for his own personal
part of the alleged representative of the motion picture
benefit in any way whatsoever shall upon proper
theatre owners of America.
proof be immediately expelled from the organiWe call particular attention to the letter of Mr. Henry
zation.
Lustig of Cleveland, Ohio, a one hundred per cent exhibitor
who attended the alleged convention at St. Louis and
Before we leave the subject of screen advertising we will say
came from it hopeless and disgusted. He answered the
in response to one of Mr. Black's questions that we have been
offered and are about to release a number of industrial subjects
questions in Mr. Black's effusion.
made by several manufacturers which will be acceptable to the
As recently as the 5th of August of 1919 it may
exhibitors. While these industrial films confer a legitimate beneinterest you to know the Universal Film Manufacfit on the advertiser, their first object is the entertainment of paturing Co. at the convention held at Rochester
trons. In this they dif?er strikingly from some of the films heretofore offered, which were principally cheap, crude and clumsy
made an offer to the executive committee of the New
products. We will not allow any representative of the predatory
York State Organization of Exhibitors to pay someinterests to draw a red herring across the trail and to confuse the
thing for the use of our screens. The executive comissue, issues which far transcend all personal questions and which
mittee carefully considered the proposal and rejected
we stated at the opening of this article, involve the commercial
independence of the exhibitor and the integrity of his investment.
it unanimously. First — because it offered no effectual
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America cannot be
help against crude and inferior industrial pictures.
•thwarted in their determination to have a one hundred per cent
Second — because the compensation offered was ridicuexhibitors organization.
lously inadequate. Third — because the committee
A sample of the spirit which is now abroad was shown at the
Syracuse convention in the State of New York, where the exploitdid not think it proper to form an alliance with any
ers were given short shrift. Just as these powers that prey are
particular producer, particularly in view of the fact
now dead in the State of New York and have been succeeded by
that an exclusive endorsement was asked for.
a live, virile, efficient organization there will be a NATIONAL
Mr. Black has indulged in a lot of talk about personal
effort to finish the grafters and the job will be done at an early
date. To this national gathering every motion picture theatre
gain. May we not ask Mr. Black to explain a most deowner will receive an invitation to assure its thoroughly reprelightful little paragraph in a most delightful little contract
sentative character.
that he entered into with the Book Lovers Picture Game
Corporation on the 17th day of July, 1919, shortly after
This is our final word on the subject. We now have
he had received the benediction by Louis at St. Louis.
thousands
of individual contracts, signed by one hunHere is the paragraph of Mr. Black's contract:
dred per cent exhibitors in all parts of the United
" Herman A. Mintz, Esq., shall be employed to represent
States, and the list is growing daily. If you have not
the interest of said ' exhibitors ' in the carrsnng out of this
contract and in obtaining the co-operation of the motion picsigned, see the secretary of your local organization or
ture theatres and shall be paid for such services only out of
the revenue received as aforesaid the sum of One Hundred
write to this office. Under Mr. Black's plan generous
provision is made Jor his personal attorney. Under
Fifty Dollars weekly and ANY expenses incurred by him in
our plan, all money received goes directly into the
connection with said employment."
And this other paragraph even more interesting and numbered
hands of the i^arious exhibitors' organizations for the
11 in the contract:
exhibitors of each State to do ivith as they see fit. You
" After said ' exhibitors ' have retained the sums provided
may -be sure that the sum the exhibitors will receive
for in the preceding paragraphs, the balance remaining on
will be a just share of the amount paid by the national
hand shall be paid as follows. Fifty per cent thereof to the
advertiser for the use of your screen^
said 'teencompany
cent and
thereof
said Kimball,
per cent to' fifteen
the saidperMintz,
the to
balance
shall be fifreMOTION
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Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of New York State, Miami Valley Exhibitors' Association of Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia,
Indiana, Northwest Exhibitors' Circuit. Washington, Oregon, Montana, Idaho. Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association of
Ohio. American Exhibitors' Association of Pennsylvania and West Virginia. Kansas City Exhibitors' Association of Missouri. Illinois
Exhibitors' Alliance. Michigan Exhibitors' Association. South Carolina Exhibitors' League. North Carolina Exhibitors' Association.
Los Angeles (California) Theatre Owners' Association. Colorado Exhibitors' Association. Exhibitors' Protective League of Minnesota,
North Dakota, South Dakota, and Iowa. Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association of Wisconsin.
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\Ma Face
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trv

With

Grace Darmond and Rhea Mitchell
Produced Under the Personal Supervision of
LOUIS

A¥

¥*■
KmW

— ^—
Morning

BURSTON

Motion Picture News: ''Louis Burston has caught his stride
in The Hawk's Trail. Can be counted upon to highly entertain
any audience anywhere.^'

Telegraph:

''The Hawk's Trail will offer more entertainment than

the average serial."
Exhibitors' Trade Review: "In The Hawk's Trail the action
sizzles with exciting incident, and a thrilling climax has a place
at the end of each episode."
Wid s Daily: " From the point of view of the serial fan The
Hawk's Trail should be a hit."
I

Moving

Grace
Darmom

Picture World: " The Haivk's Trail is bound to be a
winner.
Entertaining, much dramatic action well
carried out by a notable cast.
Choice State Rights Territory available. Biggest open market
feature of the year. Wire, write, phone or call at address helou.
Distributed
> »»

hu

WH.PRODUCTIONS^71^0est 2ZrdSt,
KeiOybrh.

Hhea
Mitchell

N

A
I A\

Brentwood
"The

Turn

production

of the calibre of

in the Road,"

"Better Times,"

"The Other Half," and "Poor Relations."
It is a powerful picture that challenges the very
existence of the many "ordinary" films of the
day. A strong cast with Betty Blythe, Mahlon
Hamilton

and Betty Brice,

V

*ecl:ec[ by
lOBERT/ON-COLI
PRODUCTION/
; THE EXHIBITOR WHO PLAY/ THEr

HENRY

KOLKER.^

HAUNTING

SHADOWS
fronx MEREDITH NICHOLSONS
celebrabed novefTHE HOUSE
A THOUSAND
OF
BOBBS-MERRILL

A

CANOLEr"
CO.
Publishers

Hidden

Treasure

Story

that will unearth
A
ROBERT/ON-COLE
^
^ PRODUCTION-T
the exhibitor who play/ themj

Hidden

Treasure

for You

JESSEDirected
D. HAMPTOf*
by f
LHENRY KING/

earned the followAmarvelou: melodrama that
tribute from "Observer" in The. Chicago
Examiner
ing :^
"People coming out ot the Alcarar yesterday into
the full day of Madison Street were jumping when
traffic cops raised their hands: they were looking behmd
themselves at every second step, wild-eyed and bristling.
ROBERT/OhKOLE
PRODUCTION/

"And you have only to go into one of Mr. Moir's houses
to get the same way,forin there Sessue Hayakawa goes
through some of the darkest, most devious deviltries
that ever beset John Chinaman."

A woman on trial is a woman in a glass
case. The world will watch her fascinated
and moved by every motion. Such is the
latest Bessie Barriscale picture. It will grip
every woman in the country. And it has all
the artistry which has characterized all her
screen successes of the past year.

Available at all ROBERTSON-

COLE
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CJIREYSTONE
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TRIANGLE

PLAYS

—

M-

A

THOMAS

H.

INCE

PRODUCTION
A girl of the underworld cast adrift on a
desert island with a minister of the gospel —
A powerful, pulsating story of how she was
purged in the fires of pure love
TRIANGLE

EXCHANGES

Chavles

Ray

ir

TRIANGLE
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W

A

THOMAS
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INCE

PRODUCTION
Released, January 4
A

re-created Triangle Play to-day.
up to the highest standards

A
^

great picture for any audience
' TRIANGLE

of

and any theatre.
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UR exchanges — exclusive distributors of all Capital Film Company releases
are crying for more, more, more and still more REALLY GOOD FEATURES !

They are in the market for everything meritorious from spectacular productions to
special-added attractions, including Westerns, Comedies, Scenics, Cartoon, et al.
We are striving to our utmost to satisfy this healthy demand — and especially
durmg this acute situation throughout the country due to strikes, H. C. L., and
conservation chaos — we hope to lay such plans that, with the return of normal conditions, we will be able to say, "We would like to screen for^your approval— (YOUR
v
hf
FEATURES)."
We have the most consistent facilities and the most efficient organization for distributing and getting actual sales results in the entire independent or territorial
rights field.
Need we say more?
We WE
believe you' would prefer results to delays and respectfully call to your'attention
that
NEED YOUR PRODUCT if we hope to serve our exchanges best.
CAPITAL FILM CO.
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Serials

All

of

D
and

Ten

Reasons

FIRST — Adapted from the greatest mystery story ever written.
SECOND — The work of the greatest
authors of modern fiction — C. N. and
A. M. Williamson.
THIRD — Staged
James Vincent.

by a great director —

FOURTH — A great star surrounded
an all star cast of serial favorites.

by

FIFTH — Possesses the greatest of all serial elements — Mvsterv,
Thrills.

Romance

and

SIXTH — Prepared for the screen by the
greatest of serial authors — Walter Richard Hall.
SEVENTH— A great production, massive sets, feature lightings and superb
photography.

EIGHTH—

Fifteen

full of suspense,

great episodes

cram
action, mystery, ro-

mance and death-defying

NINTH—

Edited

hand — Joseph

thrills.

and

titled by a master
White Farnham.

AND

TENTH — Unanimously acclaimed, by
the trade paper reviewers, as the
greatest
FOREIGN
EXPORT

serial story ever
RIGHTS
& IMPORT

filmed.

controlled
FILM

by

CO., Inc.

729 SEVENTH *AVE.,'N. Y. C.
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The production and presentation of " THE SACRED FLAME " brings to the screen one
of the finest human interest dramas of the present season. It's precisely the type of picture that means capacity to every class of theatre, with ever increasing crowds as the
mouth-to-mouth advertising is spread by delighted patrons.
Written and Directed by
ABRAHAM

S.

SCHOMER

whose past successes include such big box office attractions of screen and stage as — " Ruling
Passions " — " Today " — " The Yellow Passport " — " The Inner Man," and many others, a
blanket guarantee for the box office success of " THE SACRED FLAME."
NOW

BEING

SOLD

ON

STATE

RIGHTS

BASIS

Northern Neiv Jersey and New York State Rights for " THE SACRED FLAME "
have been purchased by Mr. Sam Zierler, of the Commonwealth Pictures,
Inc., 1600 Broadway,
New
York.
Watch
for further announcements.

E. S. Manheimer,

Schomer-Ross
Productions,
Inc.
General Manager
A. Egan Cobb, State Right Sales Mgr.
126 West 46th Street, New York City
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of the biggest theatres in the country are showing

of January 5th.
They are: Capitol Theatre, New
D. C; and California Theatre, San Francisco, Cal.

this picture for the entire week

York City; Keith's Theatre, Washington,

You can't question the good judgment of these prominent showmen. Every day's mail brings in
hundreds of letters from exhibitors throughout the country requesting bookings on this remarkable
two reel subject.
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LOOMING UP AHEAD (WM. A. JOHNSTON)
SPEAKING EDITORIALLY
PERSONALITIES
"DON'T SIT ATOP OF THE FENCE"
MORE LIGHT ON PERCENTAGE
WILL THIS PROPOSAL WORK
EXHIBITORS' SERVICE BUREAU
HIGH LIGHTS OF BROADWAY'S SHOWS
GRAUMAN'S METHODS
EXPLOITATION MEN'S MINUTE BOOK
WITH FIRST RUN THEATRES
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ADVANCE REVIEWS
EXHIBITORS' BOX OFFICE REPORTS
NEWS OF. THE WEEK
Industrial Dispute Grows Warmer
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Newsy Announcements of tke
Gaumont tells producers about excellent commercial work
492
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has something to say about four big
film productions: "Why Change Your Wife?" "The Copperhead,"
"Huckleberry Finn" and " Everywoman."
493 to 500
" RedCharles
Hot Dollars
" should
make then
a merry
at the Boxhas Office.
Ray is the
star. And
Famousjingle
Players-Lasky
more
to say. For instance; William S. Hart in his own productions 501 to 503
Hodkinson has more anent " The Capitol " and " The Lone Wolt's
Daughter "
546-47
Emily Stevens in " The Sacred Flame " is for alert regional distributors.
It's
a
Schomer
Ross
Production
566-67
With two well known directors and three stars of the calibre of Alice
Brady, Mary Miles Minter and Constance Binney, Realart is making
history
508 to 512
Douglas Fairbanks in " When the Clouds Roll By " and Mary Pickford
in " PoUyanna " looks like two great bets for United Artists. 513 to 515
Territories are selling on "The Penny Philanthropist" 516
Selznick offers five stars in five productions through Select exchanges. 517-518
National Picture Theatres, Inc. offers "Just a Wife"
519
The latest release of Republic Distributing Corporation
520
And then we have another of those striking and very interesting and enlightening eight page inserts of Pathe Exchanges, Inc
521 to 528
Quality is emphasized in Pathe News and Review single reelers 529
Our Sporting Department perks up. Jack Dempsey is offered in a Pathe
Serial
530-531
A smashing
serial
offered
to
state
rights
buyers.
"
The
Whirlwind
"
by
Allgood Pictures Corporation, starring Charles Hutchison 532-533
Vera Mack in two-reel Westerns offered state righters
534
Ivan Abramson's "A Child For Sale-" is for sale to territorial buyers.. 535
Another for independent exchanges is " Before the White Man Came "..536
Eight pages in a handsome insert are required by Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation to introduce many new features for exhibitor approval 537 to 544
Wholesome Film Company has something for state right buyers 545
First National announces Griffith the master showman and proves it by
"The Greatest Question"
504-5
According to many reports appearing on this double page, Katherine
MacDonald is still scoring heavily in First National's " The
Thunderbolt"
506-7

at a Gl ance

Inter Ocean Holds a Ball
Chicago News
Live News of the Producers
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Equipment Service Bureau
Advance Reviews
Exhibitor's Box Office Reports
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597
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BOOK

Short Subjects, Comedies and Other Features
"The Lincoln Highwayman" (Fox)
"Tin Pan Alley" (Fox)
"When the Clouds Roll By" (United Artists)
"Rouge and Riches" (Universal)
"The Sage Brusher " (Hampton-Hodkinson)
"Red Hot Dollars" (Paramount-Artcraft)
"The Greatest Question" (First National)
•The Web of Deceit" (Carew-Pathe)
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in tke Ad-Pages

Cohen has an important message

for all motion picturehibitorsex-550-551
' TheBurston
Hawk's serial
Trail offered
" eulogized
by all tradeexchanges
journal critics. This is the 552
to independent
Robertson-Cole
uncovers
a
lot
of
good
things
insert in a beautiful four-page
553 to 556
Triangle Distributing Corporation presents former world beaters and
proved attractions to the exhibitors of America
557 to 560
Capital Film Company of Chicago has its say
561
Territorial rights buyers certainly have a strong field to select from this
week. Here's another serial, "A Woman in Grey"
562-563
Much in the public eye is the United Picture Theatres of America and
this double page tells why
578
Vitagraph advances several good reasons this week
548-49
Louis B. Mayer announces Anita Sewart
575
Olive Tell is brought artistically to your notice by Jans Productions in
a striking four page insert
569 to 572
Supreme Pictures has an insert about the John Grey serial 655-6
The " Sign of Service " is displayed by Chamberlain Brown
568
Hank Mann Comedies are announced by Arrow Film Corporation ... 576-577
"The Blindness of Youth" is offered to alert state right buyers 564-5
C. B. Price brings to your attention, " The Submarine U-Boat 35 "
581
And then we have some new ideas again from Educational Films 583
They say that great posters are inevitably Ritchey posters
584
" Theof Triflers
a picture
which Universal firmly believes is 623
worthy
its most" isintense
exploitation
to 626
"The Great Air Robbery" is Universal's thrill picture
628-629
" Blind
Husbands " is said to be universally making them open their
eyes
630-631
Stage Women's War Relief with twenty-eight stars. Ask Universal 632
Mildred Harris Chaplin is pronounced a Universal favorite 633
Serials, comedies and novelties through Universal Exchanges ... 634 to 637
Clara Kimball Young's latest Equity picture is described 643-4-5-6
Grossman's announcements claim your attention
657-8
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shall probably face Federal censorship again in 1920.

\j\

" Probably " merely means that Congress may find itself too busy with matters of greater
political significance than censorship of motion pictures.
If the day and night activities of one Wilbur F. Krafts gain their end we shall have a bill
to deal with, backed with all the power this high priest of fanaticism can call to his aid.
It is well, decidedly well, to prepare noiv to fight this perennial nuisance; and to bear in
mind, in this connection, these salient facts:
■
The First Amendment to the Constitution of the United States guarantees the freedom
of the press in this wise:

" Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the
"
free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech or of the press
Numerous court decisions have left no doubt as to just what is meant here respecting the
freedom of the press; as for instance, this well known decision from Judge Story:
" It is plain that the language of this Amendment imports no more than that every man
shall have a right to speak, write and print his opinions upon any subject whatsoever without any
prior restraint, so always that he does not injure any other person in his rights, person, property
or reputation; and so always that he does not disturb the public peace or attempt to subvert the
Government."
Then there is the following elucidation by Blackstone:

" Every freeman has an undoubted right to lay what sentiments he pleases before the
public; to forbid this is to destroy the freedom of the press. But if he publishes what is improper, mischievous or illegal he must take the consequences of his temerity. To subject the
press to the restrictive power of a licenser, as waS formerly done before and since the revolution
(of 1688), is to subject all freedom of sentiment to the prejudices of one man and make him the
arbitrary and infallible judge of all controverted points in learning, religion and government "
H ere, in the Amendment and these two undisputed interpretations, we have the gist of
censorship in the following simple and basic facts:
First — The freedom of the press means the freedom of the motion picture.
Second — Censorship, as threatened by o'^r Federal and State bills, means preventive censorship and preventive censorship means "prior restraint." There is a broad and clear distinction between censorship which would control o^r newspapers and film prints, prior to their
publication — and the responsibility which follows their publication, which responsibility can
readily be fixed by our courts and applied by ou^" police powers.
Third — To restrict the press or the picture to the licensing power of one man or a group
of persons is a direct and fundamental destruction of American liberty; it is, as Blackstone points
out, " to subject all freedom of sentiment to the prejudices of one man and make him the arbitrary
and infallible judge of all controverted points i" learning, religion and government."
This is all very simple, indisputable and conclusive.
It is the clear knowledge of these facts and their logic which induced President Wilson
and Charles E. Hughes to declare themselves against the censorship of motion pictures and
which will lead any statesman, any student of the American Constitution, any lover of American
liberty, any broad minded citizen to take the sa^ne stand; that censorship is intolerable let alone
'
impracticable and impossible.
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Responsibilities and Opportunities
we speak of the hlni as the modern printing press,
WHEN
it is well to realize that its appeal is much greater and its
responsihilities therefore heavier.
What will it do for Americanism?
The question is of the utmost importance.
It is highly important to our country ; it is extremely important
to the motion picture.
It is so important that the motion picture cannot, if it would,
let its unique power stand helpless in the face of this its greatest
opportunity.
Wherever you find men gathered together today it is ten tn
one you will find them discussing the menace of the red, or socialism,
or the relations of capital and labor.
And you will hear them say : " If there were only more
education !"
The employer must be taught, as well as the employe.
The young American must be taught ; w'omen with their new
voting power must be taught.
Above all, our huge foreign born element, and particularly their
children must be taught.
Only teaching will permanently lay low the red flag ; only teaching will bring about a clear understanding between capital and
labor; only teaching will uphold Americanism.
And only the motion picture, remember, will adequately reach
this country's
population,
millionis,cannot
read the
printed
word and
for whom ofthewhom
light ofeight
education
now, absolutely
imperative.
^^'hat will the picture do — for the cause of life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness?
What will it do to fight propaganda with propaganda — the propaganda of selfishness, fanaticism, destruction and anarchy with the
propaganda of truth, security and good government?
Never in the history of America has a situation more dangerous
existed : never in the history of the motion picture has greater
opportunity
knocked
so loudly upon its door; 'never again will
there
be a greater
opportunity.
We are glad now to say the motion picture helped win the w'ar.
We will be prouder still to look back and say the motion picture
helped carry the world safely through the after war pestilence of
social disorder.
Bolshevism is with us. Let no one mistake this fact. Bolshevism
today is widespread enough to challenge this government and the
individual welfare of each of its subjects.
A. committee from the industry has been appointed by Secretar\Lane. The House and .Senate Committees on Education are
deeply interested.
This committee needs the sympathetic help of every creator and
exhibitor of motion pictures.
We gave, last week, a partial list of directors to whom we will
largely look this year for the better pictures the public wants.
To these men, also, the industry, the public and the government
will look for pictures the public needs — pictures directly inspired
by the needs of the- day, pictures, all of them, breathing the spirit
of clear, clear Americanism.
*
*
*
Propaganda — and Poiver
PRESS dispatches from abroad carry a rather amusing insinuation of " dry propaganda " against the American film. It
so happens that our English brethren witnessed some three
or four productions each with a plot revolving around the " reformed
drunkard." They were soon surfeited, and then came a glimmering
suspicion that perchance the American producer was in league with
the " Pussyfooters."
It is well enough for Broadway and a good part of the country
to smile, and remark that our neighbors are not very well acquainted
w^ith the genus producer. Here's hoping that the dispatches will
prompt .some measure of gratitude on the part of clerical, prohibition
and censorship advocates.
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Speak Up — Gentlemen!

a New Jersey exhibitor are we indebted for the first concrete proposal booking.
that has been' put forward in the discussion
on percentage
A. P. Waxman has the courage to state definite figures in his
letter appearing on page 589 of this issue. Will more of our
readers have the courage now- to step forward with an equally
concrete response to Mr. Waxman's suggestions?
An opportunity rich in possibilities is presented.
Jf distributors and exhibitors, checking over their own experience
against the figures in Mr. Waxman's suggested scheme, will favor
us with their observations a long step will have been taken towards
the solution of the rental problem that lies at the root of so much

TO

of Men
the industry's
with the trouble.
experience of Louis Mayer, Al Lichtman, Arthur
Kane, J. D. Williams, William Fox, Sol Lesser and Hiram Abrams
should be quick to accept this challenge. Exhibitors — now that
definite figures are of¥ered as a basis of discussion — should be willing to forget the wariness that envelops them when the subject
of percentage booking is broached.
Motion Picture News believes sincerely that, for the better
class of attractions on which the future of the motion picture
depends, percentage is coming. But in the same breath w-e declare
to distributors who are always so enthusiastic in their approval of
percentage proposals, that the day of percentage booking w-ill never
arrive while the average distributor will consider only such propositions as give them " an ace in the hole."
Percentage must mean equity — else there will be no percentage.
So now', with the opportunity presented for the open discussion
and exchange of knowledge that will bring about equitable proposals,
let us hear from distributors and exhibitors.
And remember, gentlemen: Talk facts; offer figures. Come on!
The percentage kettle is boiling now ; keej) it sizzling.
Words

and the Bank

Account

VAV YORK'S conception of motion picture conditions
throughout the country is about eight per cent correct."
N says
J. D. Williams in an interview in this issue of
Motion Picture News. And we can well imagine that Mr.
Williams was begrudging in allowing even that eight per cent.
thatpaper
you are
Mr. ^^'illian1S.
No one
sit Well
at a do
deskwe inknow
a trade
withright,
a responsive
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realize in short order that exhibitors out" over the countrj' do their
thinking in an entirely different key to that of New- York. One
week's batch of letters will tell the story.
Particularly is this true as concerns relative importance of the
" magnuts '' in New York and Oshkosh. The metropolis stresses
individuals, who loom as high as mountains against the Times
Square landscape or through a press agent's glasses ; the exhibitor
emphasizes product and the means by which he may secure it.
The exhibitor would rather read a trade ]iaper column w.hich
gave details regarding a coming attraction, its story, cast, adverpossibilities,
thanmotion
six inches
givingForMr.that
Hokus
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of the
picture.
picture
is going
play either his house or that of his competitor — and there the trade
paper story establishes a relationship with his bank balance.
He would follow every word of ten pages telling how a picture
was being played and advertised at various theatres ; and skip
hastily over a single column giving Mr. Jazbo's opinion that the
picture is certain to be a knockout and a whirlwind.
He can't hand Mr. Jazbo's opinions over to his sign painter and'
house manager ; but he can turn the ten pages of facts into extra
money at his own box office.
There's a tip here for publicity men and publicity men's bosses.
Forget New York, Times Square and the Astor lobby. Think of
the exhibitor as a business man — and talk business.
The page of bunk may look fine in the scrap book but a single
line of ink on the right side of the ledger is a lot more fattening.
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hate to open this page — so near to
the ilii^nitied editorial columns — with
mention of advertising^, but it simply must
be done.
We have just seen the color proof in one
of the inserts appcarinj^ in this week's News
and it is so ])rominently in our minds that
WE

the typewriter won't mention anythino- else.
This battling- Remington of ours sometimes
takes command of the situation just as a
Ouija board would.
Just now the keys want to bang this out :
Turn back a few pages, boys, and gaze on
the Photoplay Magazine insert. It's a reproduction ofthe January cover that is now
seen on the newsstands.
Isn't it a beauty?
But it isn't because of the striking color
work alone that we feel impelled to talk
about the Photoplay campaign of which
this insert
marks the beginning. There's
another
reason.
.\ publisher's
merchandise
And
what hits home
with usis isadvertising.
the faith
in his own merchandise that Jimmy Quirk
shows through this campaign.
That thought remains with us. We
could expand on it to indefinite length if it
were not for our fear that we have already
said enough for the Advertising Department
to accuse us of giving away space.
So we had better stop here.
But take another look at that insert.
* * *
.S. G. Howell, editor and publisher of the Dallas
Motion Picture Journal, was a visitor to office one
day this week.
*
*
*
ARTHUR KAXE will have an important
announcement to make about January
There's an advance tip on a bit of real
news for you.
It comes to us from one of our oersn'-n
sleuths who has been trailing Mr. Kane in
and around Los Angeles. The detekative
gives us hints of various sorts connecting
Bre'er Kane with different independent
producing aggregations, but the only definite
word he has is the former Realart head's
statement : " I will be back in New York
about January 15th and will have an important announcement to make then."
The same sleuth reports to us that the
Kane itinerary was given a rude shock when
taken in hand by Los Angeles hospitality.
But at last Mr. Kane got away from the
round of banquets and " such like " and he
is closing the week in Portland and Seattle.
^ ^ ^
IN the course of a talk with a News representative aweek or so ago Adolph
Zukor said something to this general effect :
" If they want statements I'll start making
.statements."
And so he has.
After the many months during which
ever\'body but Paramount has been talking
shout Paramount's theater plans, Mr. Zukor
steps forward this week with a few words

on the subject himself. To sa\ that every
word he utters will be read is putting it
mildly. W'e'U guarantee a second reading
for each line, and three glances between the
lines.
If it were not for the fact that an ordinary trade paper person might be considered over bold we might go on to add our
])ersonal opinion that Mr. Zukor would have
been wiser to speak up many weeks ago.
It's funny how different a man's proposition
sounds when he tells you about it himself.
And it is far from funny to think of the
deal a film man's plans get when all knowledge of them is dispensed by rival camps
of salesmen.
Some of Isaac's Marcosson's most interesting chapters are those describing his success in convincing the original Standard Oil
group and other prominent financiers that
the pitiless light of publicity is the only instanding. surance against distrust and misunderWhen I. M. gets into book form we think
we'll supply a marked copy with every film
magnate's subscription.
Arvid Gillstrom is back in our midst after many
months directing on the coast. The Astor once more
looks the same.
WATTERSON
ROTHACKER is going to get in trouble with the Government if he doesn't watch his step.
Just after we get through reading about
Secretary Lane's plans to enlist the industry's aid in the Americanization campaign
we come across an article by Watterson that
ajjpeared many weeks ago in about a dozen
of the country's leading technical publications. And we'll say that the Chicagoan beat
the Secretary to it.
In the course of a couple of thousand interesting words, Bre'er Rothacker tells what
the motion picture can do to further the
cause of Americanization. As the pioneer
industrial man, Rothacker knows his subject
when the conversation turns to picture
propaganda.
The industry's Americanization campaign,
by the way, is humming along merrily. We
know that the manufacturers and distributors are doing their share. It won't be long
before the exhibitors will be called upon to
show that they are wholeheartedly back of
Secretar}^ Lane.
And before the year is out the industry
will have shown once more that it ranks
even higher than the press as an aid to the
nation's progress.
* * *
■pRANK
REMBUSCH
into
the industrial
picture has
row.jumped
Just after
we had made up page 590, which tells of
the latest news developments in the discussion, atelegram came sizzling over the wires
from Indiana. Here it is :
" National Screen Advertising plans are
excellent. The actual merits or demerits of

either plan in controversy are only known
to me through trade ])aper advertisements.
Any exhibitor organization activities look
good even though they seem at cross purposes. We hold a meeting in New York next
week, which I hope will bring harmony.
Exhibitors have before them the greatest
opportunity for a successful business this
year. We need cooperation between competitive exhibitors, better pictures and intelligent efforts with broacler co-ordination
between all branches of the industry.
" Happy New Year to all.
" Motion Picture
Exhibitors
of America,
" Frank
Rembuscii,
*

" National Secretary."
*
*

Hugh Hoffman sliook the smoke of Pittsburgh
from his fliver long enough to spend the holidays
in Nctv York. Hugh is doing special exploitation
for Famous in that territory.
JUST because Frank Rembusch wound up
his telegram with a word of New Year
greeting we have the e.xcuse to bring in here
a wire from the Christie boys that cheered
our hearts one morning last week :
" Motion Picture News :
" Wish you and all the staff hapi>iest of
New Years. The greatest industry having
thrown away its infant clothes and donned
long trousers should have the greatest success yet in 1920. We hope you share a large
" Cordi
portion of it. ally yours,
" Al and Charles Christie."
*
*
*
Watterson Rothacker will be an early-iw-tfie-year
visitor to the Pacific Coast. Our own William A.
Johnston is also making reservations.
*
*
*
THEY are telling a good story out in the
Des Moines territory, which, as our informant declared, " Shows how people trust
each
other
the picture
business." film man
The storyindiscloses
a prominent
who might be accused of not even trusting
himself.
A. H. Blank, the largest theatre owner in
the section, and rated ace high in business
circles, recently took over the Princess theatre in Sioux City, Iowa. Everything was
running along smoothly, with all film and
printing bills paid in advance as usual when
oneResident
bright day
brought
a " collect."
Manager
\Vood
paid for it and
entered the item on his cash sheet. But back
came a scorching letter from the Blank head
office in Des Moines.
" Who the blankety blank sent a collect
shipment to a firm of our standing? What
the bang-bang were they thinking about?
Let us know at once so that we can go to
theBack
mat towith
the Blank
nervy went
cuss."this meek reply :
A. H.
" The First National office in Des Moines."
And A. H. Blank owns the First National
exchange in the territory !
We haven't heard about the mat session.
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s the matMister Butcher,? what'
j j ^ AY, with
I got a steak
your meats
^ter
in here yesterday and it was tough
and dry."
" Let me see," said Mister Butcher, "you
are in the habit of buying loins and porterhouses, are you not? Yesterday you said,
'Let me try a shoulder steak for a change.' "
"What's the matter with the films?" No
more than there is the matter with the
steaks. Exhibitors often want porterhouse
films for shoulder steak prices. Not only
that but they try to sell their wares to the
public on the same basis, or rather the reverse. As Mr. Abrams says, they expect as
much at the Box office for the picture that
costs them $100.00 as they do for the one
that costs them $250.00.
Classification of the theatres ? Fair enough
in the cities. But what about the small
towners? Admission prices are putting grey
hairs into the heads of lots of us. Some
say, let the smaller towns watch the city
pictures and prices and govern themselves
accordingly. When the high priced theater
plays a picture let that be the small town
man's cue to advance his price, and vice
versa. Well, I claim that cities are as variable in their tastes as individuals. A picture
that might go big in Denver will not draw
the
off your head in Podunk. So what's
the hat
answer?
I don't know anything about the city fellers but from the viewpoint of a small towner
it looks to me like it is up to the individual.
To me there are about three points to be
considered. First, Know the game you are
playing. Second, Know your people. Third,
Don't lie. And we might add a fourth, have
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until you have gotten out of the rut that has
worn deep in the last four years. Sell your
Article In the News Brings
goods like any other merchant. The 'one
Advice
To Exhibitors To
price for all' reminds me of a fellow on a
fence. The world is having less time for
66
Have
the Courage
of the man who neither 'is' nor 'isn't' these
days tionthan
everandbefore.
the besituaat home
I thinkDiagnose
there will
less
Their Attractions'*'^
nerve enough to stand by your convictions.
Again, first don't try to play poker if
tiddle di winks is your forte. Second, talk
to your patrons, let them express their likes
and dislikes. Many a Manager is Johnny
on the spot at the door when the picture is
good and a good crowd, but let it rain or a
bumfound.
pictureFace
slip the
in onmusic,
him let
and them
he isn't
be
knockto
to your face. It will help your judgment
next time. Advertise the truth. Tell them
all that is possible and reasonable but don't
stretch it.
gainyou
yourraise
patrons'
con,fidence
and You
thenwill
when
the price
they will respond and lastly, if you are convinced that a film is worth the price asked
— convinced that it is a super production
(Oh, that much abused word) — convinced
that it is the type of picture that your patrons want, grab it and set the price accordingly and stand by it. A time or two of
worth while pictures at advanced prices on
a picture that is worth it and you have them
coming just the same.
I certainly agree with Mr. Abrams, that
the public will pay and pay handsomely for
real pictures.
"Charity begins at Home" they say. Well,
I think that criticism should also begin at

chance for complaint as to the quality of
the films. I do think rentals are often out
of proportion but the market is large enough
for a fellow to buy the ones that he thinks
are priced right.
Classification of the theater is showing
up all over the country. I think the earmarks are discernible in many of the cities.
It is the only ultimate solution. But the
small towner is doomed to be a three in one
man. He can't show all good ones (that
is big ones), he can't select all medium nor
all cheap ones. He must combine them all
and then it's up to his judgment of the
wants of his people - and the value of the
I read The News from cover to cover and
picture.
I get so filled up sometimes that I just must
. let it out on some one. We are quite a
distance from the big city and seldom see
anj'one to argue with except the film salesand they
in flocks and then there's
none menfor
a fewcome
months.
If these sheets of paper that I have used
serve no other purpose they will help the
janitor start a fire in the morning and with
coal as scarce as it is they will serve a good
cause.
Ole M. Nelson,
Majestic Theater,
Grand Junction, Colorado.

Dear Mr. Johnston:
rentals. I have this to say : I have been in"More
Light
on
Percentage"
terested intheaters in towns of 2000 for the
A Distributor and an Ex—
say
can
I
that
y
sincerit
all
with
is
IT
past six years. We pay from forty to ninety
hibitor Give Their Views
"Percentage is coming." I heartily agree
per cent of gross out in film rentals. I suswith the Michigan exhibitor who made
pect that the small town exhibitors will all
the above statement, as outlined in your retell you the same.
cent editorial. Percentage must come. I can
was asked to play a stage attraction on the
I W'Ould gladly sign a contract with the
see no alternative. It seems to be the only
same rental basis as a film, he would place
exchanges for all film on a percentage basis
equitable basis upon which to book film progiving them forty per cent gross.
a notice in his lobby, "Closed for repairs,"
ductions. With a percentage as the basis,
and go home. He simply would not work
on a rental basis.
the screen play stands or falls on its merits.
Possibly you might say well, lack of advertising runs his percentage up. But there
If the film is a success, the exhibitor gets
One of the great evils of motion picture
you would be wrong. In a town of 1636
his proportion of the earnings, the same as
development is the rental evil. It seems
people I use the following paper every day:
the film owner. If the film is a failure, the
to
have developed into nothing more or less
2 to 3 sixes, 2 three, and a lobby display of 4
exhibitor does not face his loss alone. The
than horse trading.
ones and i and 2 sets of photos. I use a
film owner stands his share of the loss.
On a percentage basis the film rests on
twenty-four sheet twice each week.
In paying a flat rental, the exhibitor runs
its merits, — on a flat rental it stands on its
all the risk. The film owner merely stands
On special productions I increase my advertising accordingly. Sometimes spending
previous reputation. To me it appears as if
back, pockets his rental fees, and does not
more
for
advertising than the cost of the
the
percentage
is
the
handwriting
on
the
necessarily feel called upon to cooperate with
Sincerely,
wall.
picture. On specials I usually get out a nice
the exhibitor further than furnishing the
announcement which is mailed to our
film.
Sol Lesser.
On a percentage basis, the film owner
patrons.
W'e also carry an announcement of the
works just as hard as the exhibitor, and
Motion Picture News,
sometimes even more so, to put the picture
entire week's program in two papers, as well
as getting out a four page weekly program
New York, N. Y.
on right.
Gentlemen:
which
is distributed to our patrons.
The plays of Klaw and Erlanger, and the
I do not believe that any exhibitor in a
Shuberts, have always been handled on a
Regarding your editorial that exhibitors
(Continued on following page)
percentage basis. If any legitimate theater
are only paying ten per cent gross for film
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Concrete Percentage Proposition — It Comes
From
Exhibitor JVho Sees Both Sides of the Question

Editor, The Motion Picture Ncxvs.

HA\"IXG had considerable experience
with " legit " attractions, either back
or ahead, as well as feature pictures handled as road shows, and also hav'iq spent quite a bit of my young life
an exhibitor, I think my opinions on the
subject of "Picture Playing Percentage"
nay not be entirely valueless.
My advice to the Distributor, who thinks
Percentage the only way to market his picnires, is ; Don't !
The attractions that have made money for
.heir owners on a Percentage basis, can be
rounted on a man's fingers.
You notice I use the phrase "attractions,"
nstead of pictures.
Attractions they were ; not merely piciires. "Birth of a Nation," "Hearts of the
vVorld," "Cabiria," "Quo Vadis," "Nep.iine's Daughter," "Traffic In Souls;" vfho
would consider them as merely pictures?
As for the whole host of would-be attracions that followed on the heels of these
noney-getting masterpieces, the only comnent necessary is, they started on percentige, but finished on a rental basis.
They soon found out, that whether playing 6CH40, 65-35, or even 70-30: (after payj ng an advance man, a second man, a comjpany manager, their own orchestra, their
)wn operator, their share of the advertising,
furnishing billing free instead of selling it
it ten cents a sheet) they had come out at
he short end of Cornucopia's horn.
Even though weather conditions and local
;onditions were right and business O. K.,
'old man overhead got the dough."
Any distributing organization that comiplains it is not receiving sufficient for its
product should start cleaning house. What
they need is a different type of picture or a
. new sales-manager, not a new distributing
. lOiethod.
INine times out of ten the former's the
reason, because I've heard of mighty few
• isales organizations that couldn't get every
last nickel coming to it, provided their pro; duct was there.
r j The average exhibitor is more than willjing to pay the price for real features, proIvided they are deserving of the name "Fea: ture;" meaning
something
that attracts,
idraws, satisfies and builds up patronage.
: However
there are so many "Press
: (Agented Features" and so few "People Pulling Pictures" that you can't blame Mr.
Exhibitor for being cagy. Give him, though,
lan "attraction" that has been "produced" by
: |a combination of ability, talent and showjmanship, in all the departments co-operating
'in the making of this "attraction," and he'll
I meet Mr. Producer more than half way
'every time; but give him a "release" turned
lout to fill a release date, whose only excuse
for existence is that it fills a booking, and
keeps those on the regular pay roll employed, and you can't blame Mr. Exhibitor
i for looking dubious and claiming residence
'in Missouri.

^ How does this suit you?
That's what we want to
know.
^ Exhibitor Waxman has
had the courage to use
definite figures in his proposed percentage method.
How do they suit you?
^ Compare them with our
own experience. Where
do they satisfy? Where
are they weak?
^ Come on — boys! Tell us!
^ How does this suit you?

If, however, percentage is to be the
thing, the following plan, I think, might
prove a workman-like one, and one that may
prove beneficial to both parties, in the case
of "specials" that are "specials."
We'll say the exhibitor's average film bill
is $500.00 per week.
That's his overhead on film no matter
whose film it is ; therefore the first $500.00
should go to the party of the first part, the
film man.
He shouldn't however get a nickel more
in the way of a guarantee, than the average
cost of film to the exhibitor, as he is going
to share on the extra business his picture
will do above what the ordinary picture does.
Mr. Exhibitor, now that the producer has
had his picture paid for, should get his
overhead expense out, plus his usual profit.
That is to say, if his overhead, other than
film rental is $500.00 and his usual profit,
we'll say, is $500.00 he's entitled to both of
these amounts. If he can get these normally
with ordinary stuff, he's entitled to the assurance ofthem with a big special, else why
play
specials? this method we see that the
Following
Producer has received, for his special, no
more than he would receive for an ordinary
picture, but the exhibitor has also received
no more than he would get if he played an
ordinary picture.
Now comes the test of whether the special is really a special, or whether it's just
a press agent's special ; because barring holidays or special local events that bring business, such as fairs, etc., any extra business
above the usual, can be attributed to the attraction, which is therefore entitled to the
major share of this additional business, as
is done with legit attractions, say 65 per
cent of the first thousand over the amount
needed to cover the overhead ; 70 per cent
of the next thousand; 75 per cent
of the next, and so on ; with the attraction
sharing on the additional expense, extra
advertising, special exploitation, etc., on a
pro rata basis, according to its precentage.
The Producer has then taken his proper
share of the gamble, proven his claim that
his special is a special by bringing additional
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patronage to the theatre, (the only concrete
proof) antl been rewarded accordingly;
while the exhibitor has thus been relieved of
shouldering the entire burden of expense,
been assured and practically insured of his
usual profit ; and has paid for it, accordingly.
Of course my figures are figurative, but the
basis of the plan is practical. I've found it
so, through experience, both as manager of
the house and manager of the attraction.
It assures a square deal to all concerned
and is equitable to both i)arties. The producer takes a somewhat tiigger risk, but as
he is getting the bigger reward, and as he
is the one who is now asking to do business
on this Percentage basis ; why, there it is.
Below is a chart, based on the presumption that the business done will be up to
the usual claims made for specials by the
distributor, viz double or better than the
usual business, and his share of which, totals,
just about what he usually asks, better than
double the price of an average subject.
Producer
Exhibitor
First 500 Average Film Rental
$500
Next
Next 500 Exhibitor's Overhead
000 500
SCO
Exhibitor's
Usual
Profit
Next 1000 Here's where the Special begins 000
to do business above the average
and "HE" therefore gets 65 per
of it
650 350
Next $500
1000 cent
Here's where the Special makes
the Boss believe all his press
agent and selling staff have said
$000
of it, and he therefore gets 70 per
cent of it
700 300
$1850 $1650
Of$3500
course, the exhibitor, no doubt, will
find objections to this plan, particularly as
it applies to showing his books to the distributor, and giving the latter an inside insight into his business. But, it can be safely
said, that any distributor who through his
regional representatives — exchange managers— does not know the exhibitor's business,
doesn't know his own either; and where can
such a phenomenon be found?
Very truly
A. P. yoiirs,
Waxman,
The Rialto, Passaic, New Jersey.
More Light on Precentage
(Continued from preceding page)
small town can run his theatre every day
and pay the prices asked by producers and
show a profit on each day's program.
Every time a producer makes a picture
that is a slight improvement over program
standard he immediately increases the price
to four or five times the real value and calls
it a special production.
Now I know of towns that have from
five to ten times our population that do not
pay more than ten to twenty per cent increase for their pictures. The small exhibitor is the backbone of the industry and the
producer that does not reahze that fact, is
killing the goose
Yours that
truly,lays the Golden Egg.
H. B. McFarling,
Eagner & McFarling Enterprises,
Jackson and Moorhouse, Mo.
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Cohen Answers the " Show Down " Challenge Issued Last Week by Alfred Black ; Both
Sides Have Statements from Supporters

Sydney

A

STORMY wake has arisen from the advertising challenge launched in the trade press last week by Alfred
S. Black of the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America,

Inc., directed against the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League,
the latter body signed by Sydney S. Cohen, Samuel I. Berman
and Chas. L. O'Reilly. These differences, primarily based on
the question of the use of the screen for national advertising,
have also drawn statements from others, prominent among
them H. H. Lustig, president of the Cleveland Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League.
Mr. Lvistig is quoted in the advertisement of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League, and has issued another statement in
Cleveland as well, in opposition to the M. P. E. L. of A. and
I niversal arrangement in regard to distribution of industrials.

Platinum Belt Buckle studded with dia monds presented to A. S. Kirkpatrick,
vice-president and general manager of Robertson-Cole, by the twenty-six branch
managers, the field manager and three supervisors of the organization

The " Show Down " Given
In insinuations
'Sir. Black's onopen
were
the a(l\
goodcrlisemeiU
faith of
the members of the M. P. E. L. in
iheir attitude to national advertising
on the screen, minced with hints of
"personal gain." Such questions to
what
Cohen,
O'Reilly with
and
Berman Messrs.
could offer
the exhibitor
their plans for distribution of industrials, and what they could offer national advertisers were asked.
The gist of the entire article was
contained in the title which called for
"all the cards on the tabic."
The officials of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors League in their reply state
that a number of assertions made by
I\Ir. Black are "absolutely false," and
declare they will give him an opportunity' of proving his allegations. Rethat the "truefollows:
facts'' be published,questing
the statement
" First, Mr. Black called upon ns and
presented to us the necessity of making a united front at Washington. He
said that he had heard that the Stale
of New York and other states in sympathy with the State of New York
were about to have introduced separate legislation for the repeal of these
taxes. He said-that he would deplore
any such separate action, as it might
tend to create a bad impression in the
national legislature. We were disinclined to accede to his request because
the tax situation had been poorly handled by his predecessor. He thereupon
gave us most explicit assurances to
the effect that the chairman of the
Ways and Means Committee had given
him to iniderstand that the Committee
looked favorably upon at least some
modification of the tax. We pointed
out to Mr. Black that the exhibitors of
the country had no confidence in the
man he had appointed as chairman of
his tax committee and we urged him
to take the leadership himself. We
also urged upon Mr. Black the need
of having an exhibitor as chairman
without any side interests.
"We told him we thought it unwise
to antagonize the trade press by sinout Mr. Blumcnthal's
Exhibitors
Trade glingReview
as the chami)ion
of tax
reform. To this Mr. Black replied
that Mr. Blumenthal told liim he was
going to dispose of his trade publica-
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Far
FROM
come letters which indicate
where
Motion Picture
News stands with its readers
throughout the trade.
From F. H. Horibes, The
Yokohama-Kwan theatre, Isezakicho, Yokohama, Japan, comes
the following:
" We are pleased to say that
the NEWS is Ihc magazine for

theatres."
And here is just one commendatory expression'
from
the
many received
upon our
Christmas issue.
" The Christmas number of
the Motion Picture News is a
' Pippin.' Heartiest congratulations. May the new year be
the biggest, best and brightest
in the history
the NEWS."
E. L.ofKlein,
(Arthur Levey offices.)
tion in a short time and would completely divorce himself from exhibitor
organizations thereafter. Mr. Black
also begged us not to press this point
because it would cause a lot of personal embarrassment to him to remove
Mr. Blumenthal at this time. He also
pointed out that his tenure of office
would not go beyond a few weeks, because the hearing on the tax situation
would
after. be held at an earl\- date there"Placing faith in his earnest and repeated assurances and convinced that
even the appearance of a dissension in
the ranks of the exhibitors might work
to the injury of the cause which was
close to all our hearts, we yielded to
Mr. Black's desires. He thereupon assumed complete responsibility for the
consequences of the hearing and what
these consequences were is a matter of
public record. One member of the
Ways and Means Committee of the
House at first friendly disposed towards some modification of the tax,
after the hearing expressed hiinself
very freeely as to the wretched showing
made on behalf of the motion picture
{Continued on page 596)

Honor

Kirkpatrick

Belt Buckle with Thirty Diamonds is
Presented to Robertson-Cole Official
To show their esteem for him as a this organization — hence a lot of real
man and leader, the twenty-six hard work. The start is always the
branch managers, the field managers uphill push. Nineteen Twenty sees us
and the three supervisors of the firmly established and the indicator
Robertson-Cole Distributing Corpora- points to even greater success for the
tion tendered A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice- ensuing j-ear. It is a pleasure to be
president and general manager of the at the helm of a ship guided by sailRobertson-Cole Distributing Corporaors whose time is given to loyal ention, a platinum belt buckle studded
deavors tobring the craft to port safe
with thirty diamonds.
The tribute was in the form of a
Following are the branch managers
Christmas gift. The front of the and
who sound."
contributed to the handsome
buckle is platiniun and inlaid is a map Xmas gift for Mr. Kirkpatrick:
of the United States. The back is
Jerome Safron, R. A. Davis, F. F.
of gold. Albany, Atlanta, Boston. Kimmerle, E. J. Hayes, Max Levey,
Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleve- Charles Casanave. Morton A. Levy, R.
land, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Indian- C. Herman, H. D. Cassidy, George J.
apolis, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Mil- DeBute, C. W. Tyler, E. McAvoy, A.
waukee, Minneapolis. New Orleans, R. Patton, Lewis Klar. I. F. Mantzke,
New York, Oklahoma City, Omaha,
F. Goldfarb, T. R. RichPhiladelphia, Pittsburgh. Portland, San Al. Durning,
ards, E. J. Tilton, J. F. Gill, George
Francisco, St. Louis. Seattle and
Washington are represented on the Moore,
Theodore
Johnson,
W^. A.
Crank, Fred
A. Keller,
L. Wingham,
platinum map with a large diamond. and E. L. McShane.
The four corners are decorated with
larger diamonds of Joe L. Merrick,
field manager ; O. R. Hanson, Newton Officials Tender Regrets
E. Levi, and Fred G. Sliter, supervisors.
The buckle is of special design and
at Explorers'
Deaths
Tarkington
Baker, general
manager
is the creation of one of the best known of Universal City, has just received a
jewelry designers in the country. The communication from the secretarv- of
map of the United States is outlined the Smithsonian Institute, enclosing
and in lieu of naming the exchanges, copies of letters sent by the Belgian
the spot is studded with a large dia- ,\mbassador and by Secretary of State
mond.
Robert Lansing, extending sympathy
The presentation was made by Mr. to the Smithsonian Institute and the
Merrick, who called Mr. Kirkpatrick families of Dr. Robert Armstrong and
into his office, where Mr. Kirkpatrick William Stowell, on the death of the
was met by the home office force and explorers which occurred recently in
the Belgian Congo.
the presentation made.
It was a big surprise to Mr. KirkDr. Armstrong headed an expedition
patrick. As he opened the box he
sent
out jointly by the Smithsonian Insaid: "Christmas is a time for good
stitute and the Universal Film Manucheer but that good cheer is reckoned
facturing Company to explore .Ulrica
greatly by the fact that hard work is with the camera. William Stowell, the
appreciated. I admit I have given the widel\- known leading man, directed
boys the best in me but I am more than
the when
expedi-a
repaid by the manner in which they the photographic
tion. Both men end
met of
death
ha\ e proven their worth and the spirit special car in which they were riding
in which they handle difficult ta.sks.
was telescoped on a down grade by a
" Nineteen Nineteen saw the birth of runavvav tank car.
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"IZukor

Announces
Theatre
Agreements
"F. P.-Lasky, Throu
gh Arrangement with Theatr
JONES, LINICK & SCHAEFER SELL INTEREST
Owners, Assured Permanent Outlet of Product; e
IN FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGE
Monopoly Danger Is Belittled
of
interest of
one-halfExchange
purchased
have in
& KATZ'
BALABAN
Jones, Linick
& Schaefer
the FirsttheNational
Chicago, Nathan Ascher retaining his one-half interest, thus
completing one of the largest moving picture deals ever executed in that territory.
When the First National Exhibitors' Circuit was formed several
years ago, Aaron J. Jones and Nathan Ascher were the first to
favor it and secured the franchise for Illinois for their Central Film
Company, soon afterward changing it to the First National Exchange.,
The new arrangement assures the showing of the First National products throughout two of the largest and most influential
theatre circuits of the central west.
Simultaneously with the sale of their interest in the franchise by
Jones, Linick & Schaefer, Aaron J. Jones has resigned as a director of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit to take effect
at once.

IPicture

Boom

in

EXTENSION of the activities of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation into the field of motion picture exhihition, through the association of the company with
the present management of large houses strategically situated
in leading American cities, is the substance of a statement issued yesterday by Adolph Zukor, president of the company.
"The outstanding feature of my six weeks' trip to California and through the far Northwest," said Mr. Zukor, " was
tlie very general expression voiced by theatre owners everywhere that they regard with great favor and enthusiasm the
opportunity to assure to themselves a consistently steady supply of high class motion pictures of the Paramount standard.

Scandinavia

Manager of F. P.-Lasky's Office Here
From Abroad Tells of Business Increase
N few countries in the world have
"The return of peace has brought
American pictures gained greater about a revival of interest in theatre
[prestige than in the Scandinavian na- building throughout all Scandinavia
Itions, according to Ingvald C. Oes, and most especially in Sweden. This
[manager of the Famous Players-Lasky country has about 700 motion picture
ICorporation's Scandinavian offices at theatres, many of which compare favorably with the finest theatres in this
ICopenhagen, who arrived in New York
IDecember 23rd, for a stay of several
countr\-.
[weeks. This is Mr. Oes' first visit to
[America since his departure for Copenhagen three years ago to take charge ChlcagO AmUSCmCnt
of the interests of the Famous Play-r»
i o i* n
Men Band Solidly
ers-Lasky Corporation.
Fully seventy-five per cent, of the
.A.n event of unusual interest to
pictures shown in Scandinavian thea- Chicago exhibitors was the consolitres today are American made, Mr. Oes
dation last week of all legitimate,
declared in an interview shortly after vaudeville and burlesque houses
his arrival. The return of peace and with the motion picture theatres,
the elimination of the hazards of war- film exchanges and accessory dealtime shipping have brought about an
Atkinson, business manager of the
ers, as members of the Allied Samuel Allied
Amusement Association
even greater interest in American pic- Amusement Association. This ortures, with the result that photoplays
ganization, which already has done
.
,
from this side of the Atlantic are so
so
much
in
promoting
and
safeSCTlOUS
ly Considering
solidly entrenched in Scandinavia to- guarding the interests of Chicago
r\
r>
T
i_
day that they can never be dislodged
picture exhibitors, hereafter ^JnC LrCneral rLXChangC
from the high position they hold in motion
will handle all matters affecting theIn New York
the estimation of the general public.
atres of every kind and all amuse"The motion picture business in ment purveyors of Chicago will
The dream of every film exchange
Scandinavia has been ver>- prosperous," work together to head off detriman in New York — to bring all the
said Mr. Oes, "and the exhibitors are
mental legislation or ordinances in- exchanges of the city under a single
reaping a harvest with high grade
jurious to any class of exhibitors.
roof, may be realized if plans now
American pictures. Paramount ArtDr.
Sam
Atkinson, manager of the under consideration by the Film Excraft productions are immensely popuchange Building Committee of the
lar, and there is scarcely a theatre of Hoyburn theatre, Evanston, was
any size in Denmark, Sweden and unanimously elected business man- National Association of The Motion
ager of the enlarged organization Picture Industry materialize. It is reNorway in which they are not shown
ported that several of the largest of
all or part of the time. Interest in the at a meeting held last Friday.
The present officers including the distributing companies have aplatest Paramount-Artcraft pictures is
at a high pitch, and the release of each Maurice A. Choynski, president;
proved the general idea of the erection of one big, modern built structure
new production is followed by record- Sam Atkinson, vice-president; Max
breaking crowds at all of the theatres. Hyman, secretary; Robert R. Levy, to house the exchanges and accessory
"The removal of war-time restric- treasurer; William Robe, sergeant- companies.
An impetus to the plan is given by
tions upon shipping has helped greatly at-arms, and directors, Nathan
to stimulate the motion picture busi- Ascher, Joseph Trinz, Samuel Katz, the success of the National Associaness. So keen is the demand for our H. A. Gundling, Geo. B. Hopkinson,
tion's Committee in formulating and
productions that one of our most prom- H. E. Newell, I. E. Berkson, Andrew carrying out negotiations for the erecKarzas,
Louis
Marks,
Frank
M.
inent exhibitors, the manager of a
tion of exchange buildings in several
large string of high class theatres, with Teter, Ludwig Schindler, John large exchange centers throughout the
headquarters in Christiania, has a Bobeng, Arthur Schoenstadt, S. countr}^ In Kansas City a $500,000.
standing request that he be notified of Abrams and Peter Schaefer are building has just been completed and
the arrival of each shipment of films remaining in office and promise to plans are practically consummated for
from New York. A few days later he give the same careful attention to the erection of similar specially conshows up in our offices at Copenhagen affairs of the new combination that
structed, fire proof buildings in
for an inspection of these films, in or- won them so much praise in their Cleveland and Chicago, the total investment represented being in the
der that he may arrange his program conduct of the Allied Amusements
for his houses.
neighborhood of $3,000,000.
Association during 1919.

Danger " Talk Wrong
"There is no denying the widespread
teehng of confidence in motion picture
exhibiting. The public's desire to patronize the best theatres exhibiting the
best pictures is a sign that so long as
producers continue to improve their
product at the rate of past growth,
theatre enterprises may be undertaken
of a most ambitious character, drawing to the industry many millions of
dollars for theatre developmen
t
"For fifteen years, first as an exhibitor and subsequently as a producer and
distributor, I have watched closely each
phase of the industry's development. I
have always had a keen recognition
and an earnest appreciation of the delicate machinery that must function
ceaselessly if one or all branches of
the industry are to operate successfully. It is a truism that one cannot
exhibit good motion pictures in the
finest of theatres unless the incentive
to produce the best is given to the
man who makes them.
"There was a time in our growth
when the thought of closely co-ordinating production and distribution was
regarded by the inexperienced in our
industry as a sign of danger. All sorts
of false prophecies were made. Yet
the result has been highly satisfactory,
great economies have been eflfected and
clear-thinking producers have been
able to proceed with their work in the
confidence of an intimate understandcreatiingng.
of the market for which they are
"One of the reasons why the motion
picture industry has plunged ahead
with such gratifying strides has been
because of the commercially adventurous men and women that have been its
very life and soul. And I do not withhold this compliment from any branch
Personally, I know of men who have
risked much to put over a theatre. Any
spirit short of indomitable would have
been crushed during the period of
adolescence for that enterprise until it
became a self-supporting and prosperous undertaking.
"That these men — and there are
thousands of them — should carefully
guard their enterprises from aggression isonly natural. They know at the
present time that their success is attracting constant attention from other
{Continued on page 592)
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"New
York's
Opinion
J. D. Williams, Manager of First National, Upon
Completion of Nation- Wide Tour, States Views
of New York Film Circles Are Inadequate

CONTRASTING the facts, obtained at first hand on his
recent trip of five weeks into eighty per cent of the exchange territories, with the pre-tour opinions and ideas,
expressed to him by prominent film men in New York on a
score of important film topics, J. D. Williams, Manager of
First National Exhibitors' Circuit, has returned from his work
of nationalizing that organization's exhibitor campaign against
producer monopoly of theatres with the declaration that New
York film circles are just eight per cent accurate in their
gauge of country-wide conditions in the industry.
" And that eight per cent of accuracy in New York-born
opinions that are supposed to be statements, applying to the
entire United States," he declares, " is no less because New
York City, as a film territory, represents about eight per cent

Is

Not

Picture

N e ^

Weighty

WISE, UNITED CIGAR STORES PRESIDENT,
ON GOLDWYN
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

was
Stores,
United Cigar
of the
WISE, president
EDWARD
Goldwyn
of the
of Directors
of the Board
elected a member
Pictures Corporation on Tuesday, December 23. It is consignificant with
leading business
of America's
that another
sideredforces
company.
the Goldwyn
men has joined
As president of the United Cigar Stores, Mr. Wise has moulded
the destiny of one of the largest corporations in the world — a
company which has girdled the country with evidences of growth
and big business from both retail and manufacturing stsmdpoints.
In the fifteen years during which Mr. Wise has been associated
with the United Cigar Stores, he has seen the company grow
from one small store in Nassau Street, New York City, to an
organization owning more than 1,000 stores from coast to coast
and from the Canadian border to the Gulf of Mexico.
Much and
of theversatility.
developmentHe ofthinks
this enterprise
is due problem
to Mr. Wise's
activity
through every
which
presents itself. And now, in the prime of life, he is addressing his
enthusiasm and trained business ability to the motion picture
industry. His advent is looked upon as a force which will help
the Goldwyn organization to realize its aims and ideals with the
sureness and certainty that sound business methods and constructive foresight assure.

of the gross revenue on the average release."
Heads Must Tour Annually
" Moreover," adds Mr. Williams,
" no motion picture executive has
either the right or the ability to assume
the responsibility for directing the national destinies of a film concern unless he considers it a very important
part of his success to visit the various
territories, at least once each year, and
acts accordingly. A theatre tour at
least once every six months by film
executives would be nearer to a practical discharge of executive duties.
," Film conditions, according to the
Broadway ideas, may be accepted, as
an average, as being eight per cent
correct. Before Mr. Schwalbe, Mr.
Gordon and I left New York, we heard
countless opinions about what exhibitors were doing; what they intended
to do; what trend the business would
take in the year to come ; what the big
developments of the next twelve months
would be; and, of equal volume in
discussion, but of greater inaccuracy
and greater importance, the actual conditions now existent in all territories,
which have a very material bearing on
the immediate future. We heard local
happenings talked about with a gusto
which made obvious the opinion of the
speakers that they considered the New
York events of national importance.
" The actual fact is that the exhibitors out in the territory read very little, and care less, about the changes
in the administrative personnels of the
various film concerns ; about the rumors that the president or general director of this company or that has resigned, or is about to resign ; that a
certain production was given a private
showing atop the Grand Central train
sheds to a selected audience copied
from the Congressional Blue Book;
that a director favorite in the Clarastor
grill has taken a company to Jersey
City or any other Southern point for
exteriors; or that a film executive just
imported from some other industry announces his candidacy for exhibitor
favor with an expose of his views of
the motion picture business.
" In personal talks with many keen,
capable exhibitors, there was not an
instance when one of them requested
(Continued on page 596)

Morris

Kohn

Succeeds

at Realart

Heln

Arthur Kane Who Lately Resigned; Has Had A Successful Career
will be spared in giving our you
AN important announcement has stars adequate mediums for th
just been made of the appoint- varied talents.
ment of Mr. Morris Kohn to be president of Realart Pictures Corporation,
" The Mayflower specials alrea
-succeeding Arthur S. Kane, who re- released by our organization are al
signed some weeks ago. Mr. Kohn indicative of the high standard i
has been treasurer of Realart since the have set and there are announcemer
organization of that lively young com- of others to follow.
" It is well known," continued V
pany last June. In the interim since
Mr. Kane's resignation, Mr. Kohn has Kohn, " that I have had an intima
devoted all his time and attention to connection with Realart's policies sin
Realart, in co-operation with General the company was started. Along wi
Alanager John S. Woody and the com- every other member of its lively w
pany's affairs have moved along with- ing staff, I have the good of the
iiut a hitch.
ganization very much at heart,
" There will be no change in the this end there is bound to be ti
general policies of Realart," said Mr. closest sort of co-operation from tJ
Kohn. " As I have stated several highest official to the humblest offi'
times lately our determination is to
Morris Kohn is no novice in the m«
make pictures of unusual excellence
C. A. Meade, who has joined C. B. Price
tion
picture business. Among thw
from successful book or plaj' titles.
Company, Inc.
The releases already made offer a fair who know, he is credited as being c«
indication of the sort of pictures I of the most experienced and best pos
C. A. Meade Joins C. B. have in mind.
No effort or expense ed men.
Price Company, Inc.
belief by exhibitors and investors that tl
As another evidence of the expan- Zukof's Theatre Plans source and supply of good motion pictur
will continue. I am speaking as a produo
sion of the business of C. B. Price Co.,
(Continued from page 591)
I say that good pictures, in fact gre.
Inc., they announce the association investors in their community. They when
boy."will continue to be made by nspictures,
with them of C. A. Meade.
that
the
plans which this company hi
also know that the real insurance for
way will warrant the most certai
Mr. Meade entered the picture world the continued success of their theatres under
confidence. I have just had a series i
via the General Film Company at is an assured supply of motion picture important conferences with Mr. Lasky an
Kansas City and the Mutual at Omaha, stories, expertly produced, widely ex- Mr. De Mille on this point.
" Our company
for some
months hasexhib
beeand when the V. L. S. E. was orworking
with a number
of prominent
tors
who
have
enlisted
our
co^operatiol
ploited
and
timed
to
the
public's
deganized he was selected to open the
sire. This is and has been the policy Thus they have assured to themselves for
offices at Dallas, Texas and New Or- of Famous Plaj'ers since its inception. period of years a constant source of pictm
leans which he managed for nearly
supply
their screens
andfor weour have
tained aforpermanent
outletvalues.
pictuito1
" Duringexhibited
the pastParamount
year more Pictures.
than 11,000It commensurate
with their
two years. He was next transferred theatres
a record of which I am very proud. It
" I am therefore very happy to invite eJ
to the management of the V. L. S. E. is
is a tribute to the men and women ot the
anywhere and everjwhere to con
offices at Cleveland and Detroit, leav- studios and a mark of credit to our dis- hibitors
municate
with me in regard to the estal
organization. Our service during lishing of permanent
ing the V. L. S. E. to become Special the presenttributing
between
thent
season will be even greater.
selves
and
ourselves.relations
However,
I will
Representative of Pathe on the Pacific
" Back
of the present,
however,largeare capital
seven glad to furnish pictures as before to an
years
of
organization
building,
Coast.
on our present contract basis. W
experience.
many areof exhibitor
are asking nothing from an exhibitor bi
Mr. Meade brings to the C. B. Price outlay
the bestandtheatres
in theOwners
United ofStates
the opportunity to perpetuate his own an
lacking in an appreciation of these facts. our
and in return we are guarantci
Company a wide knowledge of condi- not
have become substantial en- ing tobusiness
tions in all parts of the country and More theatres
him the -very best product that mone>
terprises because they were founded and brains
and
experience
can furnish.
grown with Paramount Pictures than
a large acquaintance throughout the have
" I regard our exhibitors' good will ai on
the theatres that have played all other
industry. He was closely associated brands
of our greatest assets. The extension of oi;
combined.
policy among the theatres th;
"There is going to be a great stimulus in co-operative
with Mr. C. B. Price during his con- theatre
have supported us in the past and will su[
building
in
the
next
few
years.
One
nection with the Mutual and V. L. S.
factor only may retard this wholly desirable port us in the future, I believe, will be on
E. companies.
movement, however, and that is a lack of of the greatest stabilizing influences eve
developed in the industry."
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(•UPE NEGATIVES

Increases

GOING OUT
GERMANY

OF DENMARK

TO

A LETTER to American manufacturers that Denmark concerns are making dupe negatives and smuggling them inio
Germany is contained in a letter from Ben Blumenthal,
President of Export and Import Film, to the home office.
He writes:
In Copenhagen (Denmark) numerous concerns have been
formed with the purpose of buying pictures for Holland in
Denmark, making dupe negatives of same and trying to smuggle
them into Germany.
A Mr Gluckstadt, one of the partners in a Copenhagen concern,
has formed three different companies: Continental Film Agency,
Copenhagen; Continental Commercial Company, Copenhagen, and
Det Nye Danske Film kompagni, Copenhagen. They have bought
new copies of various American films, had them duped and smuggled them into Germany. I succeeded in having the police seize
these films in Berlin and am taking standing measures in Denmark;
I am trying to have the said Gluckstadt and his partners arrested.
I am going to considerable expense and trouble with regard to
these illegal buyers. It is in the interest of the entire industry to
put a stop to this illegal traffic, and I may say it was fortunate I
was in Europe at the time.

^edicts

Big

Field

Abroad

John C. Graham of F. P.-Lasky Asserts
Industry is Due fo r Boom in England
N A FTER five years of repression the effects of the war. Paramount Art1
and restriction, brought about craft productions are distributed
the war, the motion picture indus- throughout France, Belgium, Switzer|ry in Great Britain today stands on
land and Egypt by Societe des Etabie threshold of the greatest period of lissements Gaumont. We have just
Kpansion and prosperity in its his- completed arrangements with this company for the distribution of Paratory." This, in brief, is the opinion
jf John Cecil Graham, General For- mount-Artcraf t productions in HolRepresentative of the Famous
land, Turkey and Greece."
*layers-Lask>- Corporation, who reimed to New York Christmas day
ifter an absence of two years.
Seattle Mayor Strong for
Mr. Graham has issued a lengthy
Sunday Openings
statement, from which the following
'pertinent paragraphs have been selected
that he not only believes
as representing conditions in the for- in 'Declaring
Sunday motion pictures, but goes to
crn fields :
them on Sundays, as well, JMayor C. B.
The reconstruction period will wit- Fitzgerald of Seattle told why he believes in keeping the theatres open on
(ness the building of the finest type of
[theatres throughout Great Britain. Be- Sundays.
■ fore leaving London I was informed
"I wanted to see the 'Miracle Man'
that a number of large theatre circuits as I heard it was such a clean, proin operation had obtained numerous
gressive picture. The only time I could ~
' sites for costly motion picture thea- see it would be on a Sunday, for during the day I am busy and in the
J tres, and the coming months will witness an even greater activity in this evening if I am not busy, I want to
rest. So the only time I had to see it
Irespect.
was on a Sunday and I am glad I
ICorporation,
"Through theLtd.,
Danish-American
Film went with my family.
a newly organized
"I am not in favor of the unclean
corporation, arrangements have been
made for the opening of the great pictures and I am sure if there were
more on the clean type, there would
territory in Central Europe.
be no objections from a few in the
" Arrangements have been made for
and 'goody-goodies,' who
the opening of the Russian territory. ministry
want to sit around all day and gossip
Plans have been completed or are in about
their neighbors. A good picture
the making for the wider exploitation is a sermon to me. I go to church in
of Paramount Artcraft productions in the mornings on Sundays, but I do not
Italy.
see why this should hinder me from
"The signing
a commercial
treatyis seeing an interesting or artistic picbetween
Great of
Britain
and Persia
ture.
opening the way for the development
" I have found that this is not
of that wide territory included in West- only a recreation to me, but to thouern Asia, which includes Asia Minor,
sands of others as well.
Persia, Mesopotamia, South Caucasus
"I don't see how any one can be so
and other countries in this virgin terri- narrow as to want to get rid of Suntory.
day pictures, especially since there are
"The motion picture industry in so many educational features that go
France is making rapid recovery from
with them."

Capital
a
William Sherrill Announces

Million

Million
Increase From Half

to $i,6()(),()0(); Big Plans Are On
for Production in Coming Year

Foot

OFFICIAL aiiiiouiiceiuenl uas made tliih week hy William
L. Sherrill, President of The Frohman Amusement
Corporation, that at a special meeting of the stockholders of the company it was voted to enlarge the operations of
the corporation and to that end to increase the capital stock
of the company from $500,000 to $1,600,000 and arrangements have been completed for the early utilization of this
increased capital.

" After six years of consistent endeavors in the production
of high class motion pictures," said Mr. Sherrill, " I feel that
the industry has reached the stage where the public looks to
the independent producer for consistent high art productions,
and as the only independent organization that has never laid
down its oars from the time of its initial production, it behooves The Frohman Amusement Corporation to keep in step
with that march of progress.
Plans for the Year
"My study of conditions, which has
i given rise to a wonderful collection of
data, convinces me that the year 1920 is
the beginning of many years of substantial and rapid progress. Since it
[ ^ See pages 609-610-611.612. j is a conceded fact that the production
of motion pictures is a business requiring large capital, necessarily I
National Film Officers could not proceed with my program of
extended operations without the support of added capital.
Recently Elected
"There
is no longer the worrisome
The new officers of the National
Film Corporation of America, who situation of being confronted with the
opposition of program productions or
were elected since the death of "Smil- of
theatres contracting far in advance
ing Bill" Parsons, the National's to fill open dates.
founder, are : Harry M. Rubey, president ;Treasurer, Crawford G. Logan ; "The year 1920 will see produced by
secretary, William La Plante; vice- The Frohman Amusement Corporation
president and general manager, I. four super-features with a real and
Bernstein. The present National Film not? a near star and of stories from the
Corporation was organized December pen of recognized literary lights of the
30th, 1915.
world, and finally we will produce two
extraordinary road show attractions,
Argus President on Trip that is, photoplays built to play in legitimate theatrical theatres, and commanding legitimate theatrical admission
H. H. Cudmore, President of The
Argus Enterprises of Cleveland, has prices. Added to this there will be
just started on an extensive trip twenty-six two-reel Western Dramas
through the south and west, visiting starring Myna Cunard. These will be
the company's branches, distributers produced along the lines of features as
and many dealers, to complete plans far as production, story, scenic investment ,photography and advertising and
for a big, high-powered sales campaign to be inaugurated for the vari- exploitation are concerned ; in short,
ous equipment which Argus is manu- they will be Frohman Features in twofacturing and distributing nationally. reel lengths befitting feature prices. In
Mr. Cudmore expects to be back at his addition to this we will release twentydesk by February first.
six two-reel Comedies with a comedian of recognized popularity and
these too will be feature attractions of
F.I.L.M. Election
themselves. When I say feature productions, Imean that the same care
The New York F. I. L. M. Club held
attention as well as expenditure
its annual election of officers Wednes- and
will be made as would be made if we
day evening, December 17th, and the started out to make these attracti
ons
following were elected for the ensuof five, six or seven reels. I recoging year : Mr. I. E. Chadwick, Merit
nize that this is indeed an ambitious
President,
Film; First Vice-President, Mr. J. program for a single independent proKleine, First National ; Second Viceducing organization, but it is prompted,
President, Mr. Wm. Raynor, Pathe; not alone, as I have stated, by the prosSecretary, Mr. Behren, Ayone Film;
perous condition of the photoplay
Treasurer, Mr. H. Siegel, Select; Ser- market, but as well by the demands
geant-at-Arms, Mr. I. Schmerta, Fox
{Continued on page 613)
Film.
^ The latest news of the
week.
^ are
Whatdoing.
first run theatres
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"Good Fellows" and their wives got together Saturday evening, Dec.
Inter-Ocean

Film

Holds

Ball

Masque Ball on December 27th at the
Hotel Astor Proves Decided Success
THE Inter-Ocean Film Corporation
held its third annual masque ball
on Saturday evening, December 27, at
the Hotel Astor. The dancing was
well under way at nine o'clock and continued until midnight. The entertainment committee under the chairmanship of Gus Schlesinger had provided
an excellent orchestra which furnished
number after number that kept the
dancers, in gay costumes, tripping the
light fantastic until midnight sounded
the call for an elaborate supper.
Immediately preceding the supper,
six prizes were awarded by a committee for the most original costumes.
The committee, consisting of Miss
Adams, Mr. Gradwell and Mr. Blais>dell conferred awards on the Misses
Schulhof, Raines and Horne and
Messrs, Hornc, Salazar and Schlesinger, the latter of whom received the
" booby prize " amid a general outburst
of merriment.
After supper had been served, the
assemblage was entertained by a program of professional performances.
Professor Huber got the audience
laughing with his comedy tricks of the
magic art. Miss Emma Ainslee and
Miss Ethel Whiteside also entertained,
assisted by Miss Seevers. Among the
other performers were Jim Dougherty,
Burt Walton, Al Pianadosa. Wickie
Bird and George Curtis. The entertainment concluded at 3 : 10 A. M. The
program was favorably received by
those present.
Pan' rro--"r ••■a'-,
President
being abroad at tlic present
absent,

time, and George Newgass, vice-president, acted in the capacity of ranking
officer of the Inter-Ocean Corporation.
Among some of the other officials
present were: Secretary and Treasurer,
Frederick F. Neuman ; Foreign-Salesmanager, Gus Schlesinger; E. H. Kaufman, manager accessories department,
and Mrs. Kaufman; and Jacob L.
Kempner, manager domestic distribution.
Among the guests of the company
were Ricord Gradwell, of the Producers Security Corporation, accompanied by E. W. Donahue, general
manager of the American Steel and
Wire Company; Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Garrett; Edward Godal, managingdirector of British and Colonial
Kinematograph Company, Ltd., of
London; Evelyn Greeley; Major and
Mrs. Herbert M. Dawley; Mr. and
Mrs. Allan Lownes; Millard Ellison;
M. S. Epstin; Mildred Adams; and
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. James.
Soldier-Director
to Keep

War

Sought

Promise

A post-war incident somewhat out
of the ordinary has developed from
the promise made a young English
woman, wife of an officer who died in
battle, by an American motion picture
director who was in the U. S. army
al>road.
The director promised this young
V oman, who had been variously motor
driver for Prench generals, nurse in

\ eu

27, at the Hotel Astor as guests of Inter-Ocean.

hospitals and aviatrix of real skill that
he would give her a position in pictures if she would come to America.
It was her desire to work in productions requiring skill and daring — not
the love-making variety.
It develops she has lost the director's name and*address and is making a
public appeal to him to get in touch
with her, feeling sure he remembers
the promise.
If the soldier-director wishes to keep
his promise he can find the young
woman by addressing G. W., Care of
E. S M. P., London, E. C.
''The Same to You*'
To the multitude of well-wishing
friends who extended greetings for
Christmas and the New Year,
Motion Picture News, its officers
and the members of its staff, wishes
to Asay
" Thank you."
wisha hearty
for a successful
New Year
goes out to the following who remembered us, all of whom we cannot reach personally or by letter:
Tomcas, Moore,
Harry K. First
LuAtlanta, Ga.Washington
; Lee L. ;Goldberg,
National
Exchange
;
H.
R.
Weber,
Chambersburg, Pa. ; Martin J. Quigley, Samuel
Goldwyn, Goldwyn Exchanges ; Joe Plunkett,
Colonial Theatre Management, Idaho Falls,
Ida. ; Norma
Constance Will
Talmadge,
Realart Talmadge,
Pictures Corporation,
T. Gentz, Harry Raver, Frank P. Giganti,
Western Theatre Equipment Co., Charles F.
Moyer, Ralph Block, The Rudolphs, B. P.
Fineman.
Marcus A. Beeman, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Binder, A. J. Moeller, Henry Bernstein,
Tom North, Nicholas Power, Jackie Saunders, E. M. Porter, Precision Machine Company ;Frederick
H. Elliott,
P. Howells, James
A. Beecroft,
FelixDavid
F. Feist,
Will
C. Smith, American Projection Society, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles B. Taylor, Sydney S.
Cohen, Mr. and Mrs. Hector Pasmezoglu,
Mr and Mrs. Milton E. Hoffman, M. Henri
Hoffman, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Jessen, The
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Company.
Harry B. Watts, Mr. and Mrs. Brj-ant
Washburn, A. Jules Benedlc, Motion Pic-

ture Journal ; Paul Gulick, Charles F
Moyer, Middle East Films, Ltd., Singapore
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Grandjean, New Or
leans, La. ; Laurel Canyon, Howard Esta
brook, George Buchanan, Venice, Cal. ; Ear
Gulick, New York Athletic Club; Grao
Wynden
Allgood
Lawrence Vail,
A. Urbach,
TradePictures
Review Corp.
; Wil
liam O. Hagan Hurst, Mamzen Co., Ltd.
Tokyo,
Japan.
E. M. Porter, Precision Machine Co.
Peter Smith, Marshall Neilan Prods. ; J. R
Grainger, Marshall Neilan Prods. ; D. W
Griffith, P. A. Parsons, Frederick H. Elliott
Pathe Exchange, Inc., Joseph F. See, Mr
and Mrs. Frank V. Bruner, Harry K. Lucas
Lucas Theatre Supply Co. ; Arthur J. Lang
Howard Deitz, Mabel Condon, Wm. Noble
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation ; Louis B.
Mayer, John LeRoy Johnston, Finkelstein
and
Ruben Theatres, Robertson-Cok
Company.
Frederick H. Elliott, B. V. Schulberg,
Edward Earl, Edward Hardin, Joseph F.
Confal,
W. Mrs.
Baremore,
A. Ur-C
back, Mr.R. and
Harry Lawrence
Reichenback,
P. Goerz, American Optical Co., Arthur
James, Bob Cochrane, Universal ; Herbert
Howe, C. L. Yearsley, E. J. Hudson, O. F.
Spahr,
Edgar Williams
Oswald Brooks,
L.
Williams,
PrintingPathe
Co. ;; Davi-^
Wr
Wright, Vitagraph ; Mr. and Mrs. Harry !
Poppe, Lemeart Mason, Jaxon Film Corp
Chas. R. Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. Jacques
Tyrol, Charles Condon, Anita Stewan
Prods. ; Mr. and Mrs. William Marion
Hight,Mrs.Stanly
Twist, Alfred
F. B. Warren,
and
IrvingH. Mack,
S. Black,Mr.JR. Darling, Fox Film Corp. ; Reeland Publishing Co., Allan Dwan, A. L. Fineman,
Ed. Rosenbaum, Tamar Lane, Francis T.
Carroll,
Gove,Universal
John E. Film
Hennegan,
Carl
Laemmle,JayPres.,
Mfg. Co.;
Silas Frank Seadler.
Winfield Sheehan, J. D. Williams, Record
Gradwell, Mr. and Mrs. John C. Flinn,
Patrick A. Powers, A. Lichtman, Alfred S.
Black, J. A. Berst, John F. Chalmers, Ralph
Proctor, Paul Brunet, H. M. Thomas, Mgr.,
Rialto Theatre, Omaha, Neb.; Henry W.
Kahn, Metro Pictures, Buffalo, N. Y. ; C
Lang Cobb, Charles C. Pyle, Willard Howe,
Reginald Warde, Willard C. Patterson,
Edward
L. Hj-man,
Strand W.Theatre.
B'kh-n,
N. Y. ; Lambert
Guenther,
H. G'leringer,
F. C. Quimby, Pathe; T. O. Eltonhead,
William
Rudolph, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Bach,
Carl Anderson.
^ How are the First Runs
Advertising?
«I See Page 609.
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York

Office for

Hyman Attractions
The rapid expansion in business of
e Hyman Attractions has made it
cessary for this concern to open a
ew York office, and Mr. T. C. Braun
ift Chicago last week for Broadway
take charge. He will look after Mr.
[yman's personal interests, as well as
,e buying of pictures, and some of
S first work will be the selling of
The Penny Philanthropist " throught the Empire State.
The home office of Hyman Attracons is enthusiastic over the way exibitors are booking " The Penny
hilanthropist " in the Middle West,
nd H. R. Philips, who represents the
yman interests in Chicago's southide, reports he has booked 35 theares for this feature, and Ed. L. Brichtto is running him a close race on the
lorthside.
Mr. Hyman recently has acquired
he Chester Single-Reel Screenics for
Illinois, Indiana and Michigan.
Circuit Repeats Booking
with American
C. A. Stimson, General Sales Manager of the American Film Co., reports the Northwest Exhibitors' circuit among the recent heavy bookings
which continue to come in on the
"Flying A" Super-Feature, "The
Hellion." F. W. Normand secured
the contract for the same 105 theatres
which did great business with " SixFeet Four."
Seven theatres in Seattle, and leading houses in Tacoma, Spokane, Olympia, Bellingham, Hoquiam, Pullman,
Everett, Centralia, Aberdeen, and
Other Washington cities are included
in the circuit; also Butte, Billings,
Anaconda, Livingston, Miles City,
Missoula, Harlowtown, Helena, Kalispell, and Havre in Montana; Boise,
Pocatello, Moscow, and Lewiston in
Idaho; Portland, Salem, Astor, Baker
and Pendleton in Oregon.
Journal

Acquired

by

Chicago Firm
Willis & Eckels & Mack of Chicago,
has added another department to its
rapidly growing service station by purchasing from Jacob Smith the Interstate Film Review, a paper devoted to
; the interests of the exhibitors and
Iexchangemen of Illinois, Indiana and
Wisconsin.
I
Beatrice Barrett, who through her
activities in the trade paper field has
attained a wide acquaintance and popularity in the motion picture circles of
the middle west, and an ability to get
. the theatremen to tell all the latest
news; and who has been editor of the
Interstate Film Review since its in- ception, has been retained by Willis &
Eckels & Mack as editor of the paper.

Newsy

and

Items

ihe

Ulid^Wes^

From
Here
and TKere
'
—
Milton Schonberger has resigned as which was scheduled to open on New
Cleveland representative of the Indus- Year's Day with vaudeville and pictrial and Educational Department of
tures. The Temple is one of the old
Universal and it is reported he is con- time Icgitima.e theatres, seating 865,
sidering several offers to take im- and is located in the Masonic Temple.
portant positions in the exchange end
of the industry. Mr. Schonberger is
W. D. Martin has sold the Badger
one of the mos: widely known men in Theatre at Neilsville, Wisconsin to
the business and was service manager P. E. Smith.
for Universal and filled other positions
with that corporation before being
Samuel Sax, Indianapolis manager
called to military service. He spent 23 for Select, was in Chicago this week
months with the colors, 11 of which for a conference with Mr. Selznick
were overseas and on his release from and reports that Selznick picture bookings in his territory have increased by
the army, organized the Cleveland Industrial and Educational DepaVtment 25 per cent over the old Select profor Universal. Recently he came to
Chicago, following the resignation of
gram.
Al Brandt.
Changes are coming rapidly in exploitation departments of various
The new Riviera Theatre, a 1200 seat Chicago film exchanges these days and
house, the largest on the southside in the latest publicity man to announce
Milwaukee, was opened about January his, resignation is Paul Gerard Smith
of Select, who will cease to be con1st.
nected with the Chicago office of Select
Another live wire has been added to on the 1st of the year. Mr. Smith,
the Beehive Exchange sales force, who is known as one of the best idea
Frank Graham, well-known through- men in exploitation that Chicago has
out Wisconsin, has started on the road produced, has some big things in view
and will make them known to the trade
for Mr. Cropper's Company.
shortly after the new year.
A. L. Robarge, owner of the Lyric
F. C. Hensler has been appointed
and the Majestic Theatres at Wausau,
Wisconsin, and the Grand at Merrill, manager of the Milwaukee office of
has taken over the Gem Theatre at Hallmark. Mr. Hensler formerly was
Oconto, and is negotiating for other connected with the Pathe office in
houses in the northern part of the Omaha, Neb.
state.
O. R. Hansen, Chicago district
manager for Robertson-Cole, returned
Chicago's newest moving picture the- from a trip to Kansas City, Dallas,
atre, the Panorama, which formerly
was known as the Pine Grove, will New Orleans, and other Southern and
Western points, greatly pleased with
be welcomed by Northsiders. Mr. and the
business outlook. He is in New
Mrs. J. C. End, managers of the new York this week to attend a meeting of
theatre, are experienced and able ex- all Robertson-Cole district managers
hibitors and promise many innovations who are planning to do a big business
for their patrons. A splendid orchestra under the direction of A. Leon with the " Beloved Cheaters," Lew
Blum, a well-known pianist, has been Cody's new picture.
engaged.
Harry Loper, owner of the Lyric
theatre at Springfield, has bought a
The Luna Amusement Company, of site for a new 1,800-seat house. Manawhich H. H. Johnson is general manager Watts, of the Vodet and Gaiety
ger, owners of the Luna Theatre at theatres, has purchased the Lyric from
LaFayette, Indiana and the Lyric Kunz Brothers.
Theatre, Fort Wayne, Indiana, have
just purchased the lease of the Gaiety
George West, of the Cropper DisTheatre at Kankakee, Illinois, and will
tributing Company, is back in Chireopen this theatre on January 20th as
cago
after
five-weeks' trip to the
a combination house, vaudeville and West Coast, aand
reports a strong demand for Alice Howell comedies, of
pictures. It was learned that Vitagraph's old Hoosier standby, J. A. which the Cropper Company are disHumphrey, was the intermediary in
tributors. The Consolidated Film Corclosing the deal and it is safe to say
poration has taken the series of 26
that Vitagraph productions will have Alice Howell comedies for California,
a prominent place in the Gaiety pro- Arizona and Nevada.

Fourth

Wholesome

Film

is "Humpty Dumpty"
" Humpi_\' Dumpty " fourtii of the
Wholesome list ot pictures will be
completed within the next two weeks,
it is reported. M. Feldstcin, general
manager of the Wholesome Film Corporation, expresses himself as being
most agreeably surprised at the fine
results evident in " Humpty Dumpty "
as it nears its completion.
" Ciiulcrclla, Red Riding Hood and
Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star have certainly taken hold of the state rights
field since Wholesome put them on a
state rights basis recently," said Mr.
Feldstein. " But I believe " Humpty
Dumpty " will not only eclipse their
achievement, but will prove to be one
of the most talked of pictures of the
season.
" It is my contention that there is a
little bit of 'kid stuff' in all of us,
even up to the gray haired grand

Spanuth Sermonette Is
daddies."
Taken by F. P.-Lasky
The first Spanuth Sermonette, " The
Christmas Message," will become a
part of the program furnished by the
non-theatrical department of the Famous Players-Lasky Company, according
to the terms of an agreement made
between that company and H. A.
Spanuth,wealthpresident
of the CommonPictures Corporation.
Mr. Spanuth recently returned from
New York where he went to show the
first of these novelty films to Nathan
H. Friend, general manager of the
Educational Department of Famous
Players-Lasky, which furnishes programs for churches, schools and clubs.

Around the Exchanges
The Silee Film Exchange is planning to put out two big features each
month and two new series of comedies besides the Sambo Comedies and
the Jaxon Comedies, according to
President Lee Herz. This Chicago
exchange has expanded a great deal
during the year just past, and expects
to become even stronger during 1920.
Branch offices have been opened in
Springfield, III., and Indianapolis,
Ind.
J. L. Friedman, president of the
Celebrated Players Film Corporation,
has been busy lately getting control
of some new pictures, and announces
that he has closed with Frank W.
Thajer, of the Merit Film Corporation of MiiHicapolis, for a serial,
" Million Dollars Reward." He also
gram.
Daniel Roach, who was recently ap- has taken over some Hank Man comedies and other subjects.
Oscar E. Wobrock, Fort Wayne, Inpointed exploitation representative of
diana, former owner of the Lyric and Paramount-Artcraft, with headquarBrusc Godshaw has joined the staff
ters in Chicago, has taken charge, and
Hippodrome and the Creighton, recently has made a long term lease on the will have entire control of pubHcity of the Mickey Film C'5>mpany, of IlliTemple Theatre, Fort Wayne and now matters in this district for that comnois, and will handle the exploitation
is redecorating and refitting this house
of " Mickey."
pany.
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Here he is, boys — Jack Dempsey powdering down his grease paint prior to beginning work on the Pathe serial production,
" Daredevil Durant." The colored gentleman is " Big Bill Tate," Dempsey's former sparring partner, who now seems to have
adopted the somewhat less precarious occupation of ladies' maid
BUFFALO

in which according to his lying statements we were out for our personal
Buffalo exhibitors are planning an gain as the sole object of all our
elaborate farewell banquet for Richard thoughts, the true facts were as follows :
C. Fox, local manager of the Famous
Players-Lasky exchange, who has just
Mr. Black told us that he had made arbeen appointed sales manager for the
rangements to have three sets of slides
United Kingdom for the Fox Film made with suitable quotations relating to
the
need
of
repealing
the he
proposed
tion. These slides
he said
proposedtaxa-to
Company with headquarters in Londisplayed on the screens throughout
don. Mr. Fox, who is one of the have
the country. On each of these slides was
most popular men in local film circles, to
appearvertiserthe
somethe national
adwho inname
returnof for
advertising
will leave Buffalo for his new post value would
pay a substantial sum of money
late in January and the banquet in his in order to defray
the expenses of a anticampaign. We told Mr. Black that we
honor will be given about January 15. tax
did not believe that such a plan would
help the situation any in the State of New
York because the political situation was
Clayton Sheehan, district manager satisfactory to us at the time. We took
after having declined his slide offer
of the Fox Film Company, has inaugu- occasion
to the copy of a conrated an educational department in the to calltracthiswhichattention
had been sent by him to a
exhibitor. The western exhibitor
local branch, where films of instructive Vvestern
had sent it back to us with a request for
nature are handled.
information. The copy referred to was a
copy of the contract which Mr. Black described as a " Book
Lovers' and
Contest."
examined
the contract
had We
run
Thomas W. Lamb, New York archi- had
across
the
name
of
H.
A.
Mintz,
tect who designed the Capitol theatre of Boston. Mr. Mintz interested Esquire,
us bethe terms of the contract he
on Broadway, was in Buffalo recently seemed causeto under
be one of the chief beneficiaries.
looking over the site for Loew's Buf- Mr. Black smiled in a somewhat embarrassed way and after a little hesitation
falo theatre and it is said to be his intold us that H. A. Mintz, Esquire, of
tention to draw plans for a fine thea- Boston,
was his personal attorney. We
tre for the Queen City of the Lakes. asked him whether his advertising committee tract
had been
consulted
him onthatthishe conproposition
and he byreplied
had
Fire, which was discovered in the attended to the matter for them. . No other
kind were discussed bebasement of the Bijou theatre, James- matterstween usofand any
Mr. Black either at this conference or before the conference or after
town, N. Y., caused damage estimated the conference,
any where or at any time.
at $10,000 on December 21.
We cannot make it strong enough that we
are not interested in any way in any producing or distributing companies.
The local Fox office aided Gerald K.
Here are the plain, simple facts, conRudolph, managing editor of the Buftrasted with the willful and deliberate distortions of Alfred S. Black.
falo Enquirer, is staging a big ChristSydney S. Cohen.
mas party for Buffalo's poor children
Samuel I. Berman.
in Broadway auditorium by loaning
several new films, including a batch of
Chas. L. O'Reilly.
comedies to entertain the little folks.
Mr. H. H. Lustig, head of the Cleveland
exhibitors'
in an interview
last would
week
stated
that league
the exhibitors
of America
almost to a man oppose an organization
which bound itself to distribute films which
Industrial Dispute
were the product of one producer, as is
the announced plan of the Motion Picture
Wa.xes Warm
Exhibitors'
I^cague
(Cnntiyiucd frnm page 590)
president, Mr.
Black.of America, through its
He
said
further
that, as a member of the
men. He said in all his experience as
Picture
a member of the committee he did not Motion tising
committee,Exhibitors'
appointed League
by Mr. adverBlack
recollect a case which was presented at the convention in St. Louis last year,
he
had
not
been
consulted
in
regard
to
the
more wretchedly and with less skill plan announced by Mr. Black.
and ability than that of the motion picIn wires to Sydney S. Cohen, president
ture exhibitors.
of the New York State League, and temporary chairman of the committee for the
"So much for the tax hearing. As protection of the screen, Mr. Lustig conMr. Cohen for his efforts, and
to the advertising question which Mr. declared thegratulatedmembers
of his organization
Black said he discussed with us and were behind the move unanimously.

New Not
York's
Opinion
Weighty
(Continued from page 592)

Picture

New

tive offices. This is constantly beii
stretched to unsupported national pr<
portions, because a certain number •
the individuals here operate on nati
al lines. And being m daily touch
the strictly local affairs of Mai
tan, they more often than not trans!
them into terms of nation-wide coi
lions.
" This is not strange or in any w
a result to be criticised. It is somi
thing that is typical of every fil
ritory. In Michigan there is the
general interest in film affairs
troit, and happenings there are tb
gauge by which many exhibitors mei
sure the industrj-. It is a condi
peculiarly local to every territory,
there is every reason and excuse
it in the territorial headquarters oui
side New York, because in the othc
exchange centers there are no genen
headquarters or home office executiv
staffs directing a national business.
tors, largetheatres.
and small,
and mor
luxurious
The forbig,larger
underlying
rea
son for this tendency to speed evolution i
the many evidences that the great specia
almost unanimous sentiment among exhibi
feature productions of last season gave 0
the prime need for more capacity. Exhibi
tors with theatres seating fifteen or eightec
hundred are thinking now of houses that wil
accommodate
or thre
thousand. Thetwenty-five
theatremenhundred
who have
beo
operating with from six hundred to
thousand
seats
are
convinced
that
houses
arneeded that will accommodate twelve bun
dred or fifteen hundred patrons.
" Many
of theandsmall
exhibitors,
will
three
hundred
fourtown
hundred
seat thea
tres, are thinking about remodeling, or o
building entirely new structures, with fron
fifty
hundred Ofandcourse,
fifty per
creasesto inonecapacity.
this cent
is goinjin
to mean fewer theatres, in the end, becatisi
one large theatre, erected in a locality tha
is now supporting three small houses, eventu
ally will close at least one of the others
But this should tend to intensify the publii
demand for screen entertainment. Record:
for theatre patronage for the United State?
show, in their total, a considerable difTerenc(
against
of adulttheatre;
popu
lation. theNewGovernment's
and more total
elaborate
will encourage the reluctant element to un
bend and follow in the wake of populai
fancy. With the new era of theatre enlarge
ment there will be an ever increasing markei
for bigger production effort.
" It was extremely interesting to checl
up some of the many rumors common tc
New York about the elaborate theatre holdings being rapidly acquired by some of tht
producer
chaindaily
- theatre
operators.- distributors
On Broadway,andit was
Bos
sip that house after house and chain aftei
chain were being purchased. The rumors
grew inuntil,
before I left
trip,forI was
told
all confidence
thatonthethetotal
two
or three concerns had reached close to four
hundred theatres. The fact is that not more
than three
outtook
of twenty
tions actually
place, orreported
will taketransacplace,
in the territories we visited.
" The greatest question in the mind of the
average exhibitor is about the future changes
in the releasing
affiliations
and producers whose pictures
are of
in stars
demand.
The
rapidity cur ewith
which
these
changes
have
ocd in the last year or two has been the
source of great difficulty for theatre owners
Moreover, it has added materially to their
costs of operation without benefiting either
the producers
or dep"'-"''
exhibitors.
They outare ofhopeful - better
of rirH>>r
recent chaos
of changes
and
upheavals
wWAthe
in many instances, i,ave dcpmcd tntatres of
stars after the owners had gone to great expense in popularizing and identifying them
with specific houses through several forms

an^ verification or denial of the
choicest bits of gossip current in New
York film circles. They did not appear at all interested in the personalities of the executive side of the producing and distributing branches. But
they did ask innumerable questions
about matters that are directly pertinent to their own immediate affairs.
" Everywhere there were voiced a
genuine interest in the new Capitol
theatre here. They wanted to knowall about its appointments; what new
architectural features it had; how its
floor plan had been arranged ; the decorations in the lobby and foyers; the
type and kind of projection equipment;
and the arrangement of the programs
which Air. Bowes creates. The reason for this interest was that the Capitol, as an unprecedented example of
theatre construction, offered suggestions and ideas for exhibitor use in
improving their own properties. And
there was a great deal of pride in being able to recommend many of its
unique features.
" Exhibitors did not ask for reports
on the progress that producing companies were making on trips heralded
by much trade paper space, but they did
manifest a sincere interest in the exploitation that has been given by the
big first-run houses to productions of advertising."
already released. They want ideas on
showmanship; on advertising; on
novel, but practical, publicity stunts
that will help them to attract more Stringent Theatre Ordinance Proposed
patronage to their houses. They want
to know what other exhibitors are doThe matter of adopting a theatrical
and motion picture ordinance in Grand
ing
to
win
the
elusive
'
occasionals
'
among theatre patrons.
Rapids, Mich., still is in the balance,
" The New York viewpoint on the with the probability that the teeth, so
industry as a whole is at least ninety- far as the theatre men are concerned,
two per cent short of being compre- probably will be drawn from the law
hensive on the majority of subjects it
by the city comelects to envision. Here we have a before itsmission.adoption
The ordinance, as now before
purely local condition of affairs, spon- the commission, has a provision strongsored largely by developments in the
ly forbidding exhibition of pictures
New York City exchange and execu- showing scantily clad or nude figures.
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he
Hign
Lights
of
Broadway
s
tra personnel of Bela Nyary Czimbalom, soloist,
-OR the inauguration of this page, we could
not have chosen a more auspicious week. To
who assists in the rendition of the overture, " First
Timely Tips on Short Subjects
begin with, there arc four great features playHungarian
Rhapsody."
those who
do not
know
what sort
of musical For
instrument
a czimbalom
g at the Broadway picture palaces. Also about
''Chilkat Cubs"
e best balanced bills we have seen in a long time.
is, and we confess that we didn't, we will state
that same is a string contraption like a piano but
Speaking of features, we must tell you that withEducational — Robert C. Bruce Scenic
is played with two hammers in the hands of the
ut doubt Doug Fairbanks' latest is about the best
performers. In tone it somewhat resembles the
'ng he has ever released.
Reminiscent of the
the
in
a camera
reel isdistrict
singleAlaska
madetripfamous
Chilkat
THIS
piano but has a more mellow note which might be
amous " His Picture in the Papers " in style of
onstruction although not in story, Fairbanks does
said to be somewhat "flat." Dr. Reisenfeld exbut
90's,rers
of the
daysif the
rush
in theas gold
11 that he has ever done and then some. The
l as
adventu
primeva
now
plains on the program that the chief musical infrom every known country had not flocked
strument of the Hungarian gypsy is the czimbalom
icture has quite an idea back of it, too — the effect
to its mountains and valleys. Scenically the
and that many of the strains of the First Rhapsody
at the planning of incidents which seem to prove
offering is on a par with those which have
are imitations of this instrument. In the overture
t the supernatural is an assured fact will have
proven so successful in the past and also
n the mind of a normal young man. At the end
as arranged for the Rialto number the czimbalom
shows two young bear cubs in varying
f the feature some great camera effects are
is used for a solo during the rendition.
antics from rough and tumble fights to
The paragraphs concerning the czimbalom which
chieved. Take it from us that " When the Clouds
eating a morning meal of white ants. The
bleak and barrenness of scenes of mountains
we have mentioned as appearing on the program,
oil
By
"
is
a
winner
from
every
angle.
The next show we saw after the Rivoli was that
in high altitudes in cold regions is relieved
is an instance of a feature at Dr. Reisenfeld's
by some pretty water shots and the cubs
t the Strand.
The feature here is Griffith's
theatres in which something explanatory concernmentioned. This ranks as better than a
ing the overture is always printed following the
The Greatest Question," which may not be this
" filler " containing much that will interest
reducer's greatest picture but will rank close to it.
listing
of the selection and its author. It is cusinment
even those who do not get enterta
tomary to give a little history of the opera from
With a plot of ancient vintage, had it not re. Shown at
subject
scenic
usual
the
from
eived the injection of the faith in God thought,
which the overture number is taken with perhaps
the Rialto for the week of Dec. 28th.
Mr. Griffith has builded a drama that will grip
something about the composer. To exhibitors who
he most hardened and sophisticated theatergoer.
would like to inaugurate this idea for their proHe is not always pleasant in the scenes he uses and
grams and do not have the required musical edusome of his characters are vicious, cruel and brucation to do so, wc would say that sufficient intal but he has real drama in his latest contribution
Post
—
Paramo
unt
e"
Memory Lan
formation may be gathered from the Victor Talkto the silver sheet. As for the cast, it could not
ing
Machine
Company's catalogue and a more elabbe surpassed.
orate book published by the same company entitled
scenic showing
NAL
VEN
A "CON
d
ngsTIO
s
,"
rippli
brook
and
woode
nooks
Josephine Crowell, George Fawcett and Eugenie
the scene being tied together with a
" Book of the Opera."
Bessercr portray characters which rank with anydescriptive poem. Pleasing especially
^Both these books may be obtained through any
when snow and ice abound in northern
thing ever done for the screen. Miss Gish isn't
music store handling Victor goods, either records
se
s
er
clime and a glimp
of the summ
time
given the opportunity which was presented in " Broor machines. That it is an appreciated service has
ken Blossoms," but has a role which fits her like
oid
.
ws"
even
in
cellul
form
is
a
treat
Follo
been proven by the fact that both the Rialto and
am.
ure
the overt
on the Rivoli progr
a glove.
Rivoli programs continue the use of these little
At the Rialto, Charlie Ray's " Red Hot Dollars "
stories after having made considerable effort to
''Children of the
is getting rounds of applause after every screendetermine
public's
interest
such information.
ing. So far as story goes this is another timeAnother the
Rialto
number
whichin sticks
its head up
honored plot without even a villain, but it is entertainment of the sort which most people
Chilkat
scenic
is the of
above itthe
since
has ordinary
all the virtues
the "usual
reel Cubs,"
of its
Pat lan
he ds"
thoroughly enjoy, and the star makes the most of
Nether
kind
and
in
addition
shows
the
antics
of
two
halfhis opportunities, which are plentiful. You can
grown
bears
at
close
range
with
a
little
story
told
the
of
reel
book this and promise your patrons the best Ray
d
colore
a hand
isogue
THIS
in sub-titles furnishing good comedy.
y in which glimpses
travel
variet
picture in a long time.
of the people, costumes, habits and
Likewise at the Strand a scenic strip is shown
The feature at the Capitol, " Back to God's Counphysical contour of the Netherlands
a part of the Review which gets some remarkas
is shown to good advantage. Like most of
try," drifts in to New York somewhat late and
able close-ups of the most wary of game birds,
you will therefore know as much about it as we
these subjects the colors given to trees,
do. It strikes us as a real novelty and in this we
the wild duck. This is titled "Hunting Wild
buildings, costumes, etc., are unnaturally
Ducks," and is released by Goldwyn.
▼ivid but the film has a distinct educational
have the concurrence of the exhibitors who have
value and a certain charm in the contrast
Goldwyn comes in with another novelty strip on
played it.
of colorings. Shown on the Strand bill.
the Strand bill in a Bray cartoon which explains
For other " highlights " we will have to choose
the existence and reason for the tides in a fashion
Dr. Rivoli.
Hugo Reisenfeld's two prologue numbers at
that -demonstrates the versatility of the motion
the
in eduThe first to be given is an interpretive dance by suggests the olden time wine cellar with its maspicture ascationalwell
form. as presents entertainment
sive columns and stone ceiling.
five maidens, two costumed in white gowns cut
At both the Rialto and Strand an unusually inin a sort of semi-riding habit style and three garbed
A window high above the singer's head infers
in black in the same mode. A very pretty drop is that
teresting strip is found in the current events numthe dim light of the set comes from this
ber. This is a Kinograms release showing scenes
used, showing a giant tree trunk covered with snow
source, and to heighten this effect a stream of sunas its principal scenic object. In front of this the
at Calcutta during a giant celebration with hunlight seems to be streaming into the cellar, probably
dancers give their number with two of the quintet
decorated elephants and thoudreds of gorgeously
obtained through the use of a fan-shaped net atsands of India residents in a monster parade. The
holding a white net some ten feet long in a horitached at the ends to the stage and the place on
zontal position above their heads into which stage
the drop where the window is painted, ahhough
title is " They Do Say India Celebrates."
snow sifts. From time to time the girls scoop
it may be painted on the drop. The singer is
the stage snow from the stage and dump it into
attired in a " Dutch doublet " costume and sits
the net. The lightings for the act are purple,
before a beer keg on which rests a stein from
dimmed with sunset effects on the lower portion
^ The Stock Ticker of the Induswhich he takes an occasional sip. Near the close
of the drop as if the sun had just dropped beneath
of his rendition the artist rises with stein in hand
the horizon.
and completes his selection from a standing position.
^ What First Theatres Are Doing —
The other special is a vocal number, " Deep
Dr.
Reisenfeld
is
also
presenting
another
novelty
Down Within the Cellar," sung by Emanuel List,
basso, in costume and in front of a drop which
this week at the Rialto in the addition to the orches^ Pages 609-610-611-612.
try—
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Miller's Theatre Gives Free Sho^
and Souvenirs to Orphans
LOSshows,"
ANGELES
never
gone purpose
in for mig^
"frt
no matterhadwhat
worthy
he the object, until recently, when the Milk
Theatre, one of the first run houses, established
precedent for the city by giving a special perfoi
mance where no admission was charged, the publi
wasn't invited and where souvenirs were give
away. Manager Roy Miller had as his guest
about six hundred children from orphans' home
in and about Los Angeles to see the Mary Mile
Minter film, ''Anne of Green Gables," which ha
an orphans' home atmosphere. The children wer
brought to the theatre at 10 o'clock in the morning
and after viewing the picture were given larg<
apples by Miss Minter and Ellen Beach Yaw, thi
noted singer, who is sponsor for the Lark Ellei
(Orphans'
Home.this event meant to the homeless
Just what

Mary Miles Mintcr and Ellen Beach Yaw
playing
hostess'theatre
to boys from Los Angeles' orphan homes,
at the
California

How

the

Put

Grand

Over

of

ChesteVy

''Male
With

'pHE GRAND THEATRE in Chester, Pa., is
the photoplay theatre of refinement in the City
and Delaware County. The policy of the management is conservative in harmony with its established reputation and any ordinary or " highfalootin ' press agent's stunts will not be tolerated.
In fact, the two daily newspapers are controlled by
one company and never have they participated in
circus, teaser or publicity schemes, indirectly or
directly, knowingly or unknowingly.
This explanation is made for the purpose of conveying alittle conception of the barriers and obstacles inthe press agent's path. And as the appropriation islimited also, it naturally necessitated
some deep thinking, when the publicity man was
told to beat the established record, made by
" Mickey."
Every available, desirable location was plastered
with " Male and Female " posters and a checking
system proved that the bill poster did his duty.
Fifteen of the biggest stores in the heart of the
city displayed large lithograph cut-outs, manufactured with the aid of corrugated card board by the
press agent. On each cut-out some article of
merchandise was placed so as to make the display
appropriate and harmonize with the other merchandise inthe window. On a one sheet cut-out of
Gloria Swanson, jewelry added to the beauty of the
poster. A pearl necklace on her neck, a wrist
watch on her arm, etc. In another window, her
feet w ere in real slippers ; in another window she
wore ;). beautiful gown, etc. Accompanying each display was a beautifully painted card reading " From
a scene in ' Male and Female ' showing next week
at the Grand theatre."
On Thursday, December 11, four days prior to
the first showing of the picture the Chester Times
announced three prizes of $25 for the best essays,
of not more than one hundred and fifty words,
entitled " My Impressions of ' Male and Female.' "
As the prizes were given, presumably, by the paper,
the article ran on the first page. Regularly each

and

Pa.,

Female''

Profitable

Results

day, another story on the contest appeared on the
first p?.ge of this paper, keeping up the excitement.
On Saturday, December 13, "Male and Female"
practically dominated the newspaper. On the first
page was a quarter of a column story about the
contest, on page two ran a single inch ad teaser,
and one on page three. On the fifth page, a single
column box headed " To High School Students "
again called attention to the essay, suggesting that
contestants see the film at the Grand theatre. At
the bottom of that column was another inch teaser.
On the editorial page, a teaser was the topmost ad.
On pages eight and nine were also inch teasers. On
the tenth page, an inch teaser was the only ad on
the
inch.page. On the twelfth page was another single

Noungsters, viewed from the usual term "home,
may be imagined by a glance at the accompanying
cut taken after the special performance. Miss Min
ter little
had the
time of
"big sister"
the
shavers,
and her
Misslife,Yawbeing
contributed
to thetc
pleasure she gets from charity work.
Incidentally Miller's theatre received quantities
of front page stories from the Los Angeles newspapers, a"heart interest" feature being something
that the editors never overlook, even if some showlishing.
man does gain some free exploitation in its pubTheatre

Has

a Basket

Ball Team

INvaluable
a letter,magazine
which begins
receivethat
your
and dowith
not "Ibelieve
could get along without it," Jack B. Jourdaine,
manager of the Central City, Ky., Union Theatre^
tells us that he not only guides the destinies of the
above mentioned show shop but also has a basket
ball team whose members are composed of theatre
employees. He thinks he has the only quintet in
the South, which may be figured two ways : one
that he considers it the best one, and the other
that it is the only five representing a theatre.
The Union is owned by the Miners of Central
City. During the recent strike, when any one who
was temporarily short of coin of the realm for the
above mentioned reason, he was admitted with only
payment of the war tax. He found the policy made
a lot of friends for the house and for him as its
manager.
The accompanying cut shows yoq the Union
Theatre basket ball club. The nice looking chap
with the white sweater is Mr. Jourdaine.

The fourteenth page carries " The Next Week's
local amusement houses Chat." The first write-up
was that of " Male and Female." Another teaser
at the top of most of all ads. On the fifteenth page
another inch teaser.
The last page was all " Male and Female." A
big heading read " Appropriate Gifts for Chester's
" MALE and FEMALE." The other ads all dealt
with " Male and Female." The Grand thus received
the benefit of almost one hundred and eighty inches
of space, while paying only for sixty-four
inches. The four heaviest lines on the entire back
page were " ' Male and Female,' GRAND All Next
The judges consisted of the superintendent of
public schools, the Mayor of Chester and the head
ofWeek."
the largest bank in the county.
The front of the theatre is very well arranged.
A sign about one hundred and fifty wide was hung
from the second story to the roof. On the dozen
lobby doors leading to the box office and the interior of the theatre, a beautifully large still was
pasted on cardboard with announcement of the
production and date. It is needless to relate that
" Male and Female " did business at the Grand, the
biggest business in the history of the house, making
good for the theatre's publicity man, E. M. Oro
Witz, his stint of beating the " Mickey's" record.

The Union theatre basket ball team which is
inalcinci its utanaocr and home town. Central
City. Kw famous
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woman'
Park'Theatre,
Sig
n
Six
ty -Fo
Boston,
Gets Billboard
Service
ur
from Store Show Windows to Striking Results

*l_|E who runs may read " and Bostonians who
* *• walk or ride along Washington street (the
in stem) in the vicini;y of the Park Theatre, will
not fail to learn that " Everywoman " is the current
ttraction. Directly across the street the sixteen
ig show windows of the old Siegel-Cooper s;orc
in the Bacon building fairly " shriek " " Everywoman "to the passer-by
The Siegel-Cooper store has been vacant for
sme time and since last September the Park has
held the windows under contract for advertising
purposes. Several instances of the good use the
Park management is making of them has been
recorded in these columns. During the six weeks
run of " Male and Female " the windows were
utilized for an elaborate setting.
When " Everywoman " was booked at the Park,
the exploitation department of the Park desired
something different in the way of advertising and
decided to use " paper " for this purpose.
In four of the biggest front windows, directly
opposite the theatre entrance, is a painted banner,
built in four sections. The word "Everywoman"
in letters five feet high and three letters to a
window, runs the length of all four windows, a
total of 64 feet. The letters are a brilliant orange
on a circus blue background and make one of the
most effective combinations imaginable. Underneath, on each window, is a panel containing a
catch line and below this are the words " Park
Theatre — Now." The remaining windows are
filled with 1, 3, and 6 sheets, the special series of
ten-three sheets, showing the principal characters
from the play, being used as the main display. In
all, over 250 sheets of paper were hung.
Although the clock on the Siegel-Cooper building
registers twelve as you may see by one of the accompanying cuts, we would call this publicity a
"ten strike." Even those who do not favor the billboard method of advertising pictures cannot fail to
admit the amount of attention which this " flash "
is bound to receive. We have no idea what leasing
the windows costs the Park, but feel sure that what
ever the amount is the space acquired is worth it.
Samuel Pinaski, manager of the Modern and the
Park theatres, also provided an innovation in
Boston picture presentation by staging an elaborate
prologue
the is"Everywoman"
the
success of for
which
best estimated showing,
Jiv the news

Feet

Long

'ft'
1
i!

K

%

Bill

i,* If

1

P

Another vicxv of the Park's billing of " Everywoman
story which the Boston American of Saturday,
December 18 gave the prologue presentation.
The following is the American article, stripped
of its introduction :
It has been customary to introduce special photoplay productions with a news comedy reel as well
as with an ^overture by the house orchestra. But
Mr. Pananski decided that in this instance some
extra feature in harmony with the photo-drama
itself would be more in line with the ideal bill. So
the Park manager himself wrote and staged an
attractive tableau scene, in which Thomas E.
Clifford, the well-known Boston baritone, and Miss
Emily A. Fuller, a pretty girl with an engaging
personality, enact an episode that serves as a
prelude to Tesse L. Lasky's screen \ ersion of the

in the Siegcl Cooper vacant store u-indoxvs
fnniou-- mor:di:\ plav. Mr. Clifford appears as
Exi)erience and Aliss Fuller as Everywoman. First

Samuel Pinaski manager of the Park and
Modern theatres Boston
Experience sings a reminiscent song, " When I
Was Twenty-one," and then he gives Everywoman
some fatherly advice, in much the same spirit as
Truth and Nobody give counsel to Everywoman
in the photoplay.

ut Hieing the show window's of the old Siegel Cooper
Hou- the Park is advertising " Everywoman ' by store

The novel scene was received enthusiastically at
all of last week's performances, and Manager
Pinanski was warmly congratulated by theatrical
men, who visited the Park to see " Everywoman."
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" Stopped
Roediger

Says Lobby

Display

em

C. R. Roediger took llu title of Mabel Nonnaiid's offering. " l^t>s'airs and Doivii," in literal fashion, and
evolved a lobby display that "stopped the passerby"

ACCORDING to C. R. Roediger, advertising
manager of the Rialto and Strand Theatres,
Tacoma, Washington, whom we have been importuning todig us up some samples of exploitation
stunts, the lobby display used for the engagement
of Alabcl Normand in "Up Stairs," "stopped 'em
dead," and it is not hard to believe this when one
takes a glance at the accompanying cut which iJhi —
trates better than words, how this lobby display Wdconstructed.
The display was designed by H. Wellington
Woodin, manager of the Strand, and the result of
his efTorts places him in the artist class. Along
with the lobby display idea. Manager Woodin decided to engage a jazz band of five pieces and this
novelty helped advertise for the Strand and "Up
stairs," although, according to our good friend
Roediger, it was the lobby display which is given
credit for the phenomenal business the feature did.
While at first glance the display shown looks to
be very complicated, it is really not so difficult of
construction, nor yet so expensive. Get your scenic
artist and stage carpenter on the job and give
them the illustration, and in a few hours they will
be able to reproduce a display identical with this
one. Attention is directed to the use of cut-outs
of the characters who appear with Miss Normand
in the feature, and of the fact that Mr. Woodin
costumed his ushers as "bell hops" for the showing. Also to the catch lines used in the special
posters used.

M

honey

Plays
"Eyes
of Youth
Double
Length
Engagement

VV7HEN "Eyes of Youth" played the Rialto
theatre, Providence, a two weeks' engagem,ent, by the way the first picture in some time to
receive so extensive a booking. Manager Mahoney
having in mind that two weeks is quite a spell for
one picture to play a city of the size of Providence
mapped out a publicity campaign which would
attract the extra business necessary to make the
run profitable.
A special newspaper advertising campaign was
inaugurated that was characterized by big displays
and which heralded the star and the title of her
new production above all other features being
shown in Providence at the time.
The feature of most of the display advertising
was its artistic appearance. The house employs a
press agent who has all advertisements hand drawn
and then a plate is made, which goes into the form.
Different poses of Miss Young were used in these
on different days, while there was just a few of
the principal catchline material used to act as
drawing power. The prices were then played
heavily with especial attention being given to evening prices.
A great deal of paper such as six and three

Thomas D. Soriero,
Strand theatres, LowelL
Chas. H. Williams, Strand theatre, Providence, R. I.
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Boffalo.
Jack
Loew'sSchade
StUlman
theatre,
Clevelajid.
GeorgeKnhn,
J. Schade,
theatre,
Sandusky.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
S. Barret McCormlck, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
Edward Li. Hyman, Strand theatre, Brooklyn.
Theo. L. Hays, New Garriek theatre, St. Paul.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
Sid Laorence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
L/«o A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, MUwankee.
George Fischer, Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
4mliiu L.. Johnson, New Garriek theatre, Minneapolis.
Paul Gasdanoylc, Strand, Cleveland, O.
C. Edgar Momand, Garden theatre, Flint, Hich.
Charles C. Perry, Strand theatre, Minneapolis.

sheets were put out with window cards. A total
of 800 pieces were displayed in various parts of the
city and the outlying sections.
Manager Mahoney arranged his performances in
such a way that the last evening show started at
8 :30 p. m. This gave him a chance to get any
overflow from other houses and at the same time
permitted those who had gone to other picture
houses late in the afternoon to get in on " Eyes
of Youth " before they went home. This plan
worked out admirably and much additional business
seemed evident.
A special musical program on the big organ was
given, this including the following: Hindu Song,
" Dolores " waltz, " La MandoHnta," " Melodie " by
Friml, " Variety," caprice, " Minuet " by Paderewiski, " Simple Aveu " by Thome and " II Trovatore " selection.
A contest was introduced and on the first day
Manager Mahoney reported that it justified itself.
There were three contests in fact, one for the girl
of Rhode Island having the prettiest eyes, one for
the oldest man and one for the oldest woman in
the State, who never wore glasses. To the winner
of each $50 in gold was given.

Advisory
Board
Exhibitors Service Bureau
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres,
Jackson, Mich.
Willard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
Chas. G. Branham, S. A. Lynch Ent., Birmmeham.
R. B. Wilby, Strand theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
E. V. Richards, Jr., Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
C. A. Lick, New theatre. Fort Smith, Ark.
Herbert J. Thacher, Strand theatre, Sallna, Kan.
Arthur G. Stolte, Des Moines theatre, Des
Moines, Iowa.

Exhibitor
Southern
Good Novelty

Originates
Idea

d the
"Behin
firsttheexploit
THEDoor,"
producH. Inceforspecial
Thos. story
latest ation
ally
the
incident
h,
and
tion starring Hobart Boswort
first production in which this favorite actor has
appeared in some time, comes from the Arcade
Theatre, Jacksonville, Florida, managed by Phil
Gersdorf, who is rapidly making himself a figure
in the picture field in spite of the fact that he has
not as yet reached his majority.
Besides his usual amount of newspaper display
and other ordinary exploitation methods, Mr. Gersdorf put out a little novelty card which appeals
to us as a very good idea.
The herald is folded and stapled together and
has no printing on the back at all when fastened
at its opening edges. On the front is the picture of
a rough board door with the question, "What is
behind this door?" printed over it. The space about
the "door" is cut on three sides so that it opens,
disclosing an announcement of the coming attraction at the arcade and describing the picture as "a
screen version of Gouverneur Morris' sensational
" Look
and See "W^eekly."
invites the person who picks up
in Collier's
story
"door" and view the announcethe
open
a card to
of the "teaser" advertising
ment. This is a form
which has a real point and should have been an
medium for arousing interest in the
excellent
feature
booking.

H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
E. Carpenter, Paramoimt-Empress theatre.
Salt Lake.
George
Sam
W.
B. ' Cohn,
Theatre,
E. J. siyrick,
RialtoSunset
theatre,
Butte.Portland.
A. S. Kolstad, Liberty theatre. Hood River, Ore.
San Francisco.
Eugene H. Roth, CaUfomia theatre, San
Francisco.
J. A. Partingrton, Imperial theatre,
Francisco.
San
Ralph Ruffner, Rialto theatre,
Angelee.
Los
theatre,
Grauman's
Sidney
A. C. H.Grauman,
Chamberlin,
Opera House, Madera. CaL
R. E. Pritchard, Director of Publicity and Advertising, Allen Theatrical Enterprises. Toronto, Can.
Mo. K. Sidney, Kings, PersJiings theatre, St. Louis.
Louis
ville, Florida. Manago", Arcade theatre, JacksonPliil. Gersdorf,
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The

"Bear'"
Fac
ts
ofAdvertised
An
ent
How Knapp
and
Murphy
"Exc
Back ell
to (iod's
Country " in Their Strand Theatre, San Bernardino, C-al.
F you ever go to California over the Santa Fe
railroad you will fall asleep some night after
ding for seemingly endless hours over a flat
esert country, which will lead you to believe that
le whole territory of Arizona and New Mexico
.n't worth two dollars and a quarter. If you make
le trip in the winter time you are liable to lose
Dnsciousness in the midst of a howling blizzard,
'herefore in the morning when the train stops
•an Bernardino, Cal., for breakfast and you stepat
ut on the platform of the station into a warm
■opical
withofpalm
wavingto and
le otherclimate
evidences
what trees
it means
live all
in

Story

unny California, about your surprise is going to
e complete.
If you walk up the street a way, not far, since
•an Bernardino is only about 25,000 population,
ou will see the Strand theatre, a pretty new house
/hich looks and is prosperous. The Strand is
lanaged by J. C. Knapp, who belies the theory
hat living in a warm climate saps the energies
nd dulls the imagination, for Mr. Knapp is a
•ve showman and believes in publicity and exloitation of his attractions enough so he is always
loing the unusual to get the attention of San
lernardino's population, residential and tourist.
Vhen Manager Knapp played "Back to God's
Country," he employed some of the novelty sugestions originated by the press sheet staff of the
reducers.
To use the expression of L. L. Tally of Tally's
Cinema, of Los Angeles, to whom we are indebted
or much of the data for this story ; Knapp read
he "sinned against" press sheet and then went to
he bat. He used newspaper space as he had
lever used it before. Consequently he received
nore free publicity than he had ever received before. The morning of the opening day he and his
itafl stenciled the entire town with bear tracks,
(the stencil idea from the press sheet). This bear
irack stunt was preceded by a teaser campaign of
'Follow the Tracks."
However, Knapp was not satisfied with doing
just the conventional and that which had been

suggested by the press sheet, but used the imagination we have previously spoken about.
The result of putting on his "thinking cap" was,
that he secured the services of Charles Murphy,
the famous animal trainer, who was responsible
for the animal actors used in the filming of "Back
to God's Country." Mr. Murphy, with his knowledge of animals staged a prologue of big proportions. In addition to this he led a big black bear
through the streets as a bally-hoo. The accom-

liimuirr Knapp of the Strand theatre, San Bernardino. Cal. zcith a smile on his face and a paint brush
in his hand, all set for his "Back to God's Country" showing

panying cuts will show Mr. Murphy and his bear
ment.
working for the "Back to God's Country" engageSince all exhibitors are not located near enough
to Los Angeles to make it possible to secure Mr.
Murphy's
or around
any otiier
"experts"
who
are toservices
be found
the offilmthecenter,
this
recital of what Mr. Murphy did is of little value.
However, there docs remain the moral of "exploita-

tion pays ' and there may be a real live bear with
a trainer from the Emerald Isle or Sunny Italy
somewhere in your neck of the woods who can be
pressed into service when you play this animal
actor feature. If so, do not fail to hire him. Your
experience should be the same as that of the enterprising manager of the Strand, the biggest business
in the history of the house, in spite of the fact that
San Bernardino is a bad matinee town.
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Display for " The
Butterfly "

ONE of the most attractive lobby displays which
have come to our attention in some time is
one designed by the Alhambra Theatre of Utica,
X. Y., for the engagement of "The Broken ButArtificial vines and flowers were twined about
the lobby fixtures and tastefully arranged on the
side walls and on the balustraed side of the balterfly."
cony stairway which leads directly from the lobby
to the second floor of the theatre. One sheet
boards advertising the feature were placed along
the side walls leading to the door of the auditorium. At the street entrance other good advertising mediums were utilized, including larger
stands of paper and scene stills from the production.
The Alhambra advertising campaign was not
confined to the theatre, other mediums being usedAmong these was some very good display adverpapers. from
The every
"Broken
Butterfly"
showingtising in the
was Utica
satisfactory
angle.
picture which did not possess any special box
office value, on the theory that the big attraction
would advertise itself and that the weaker feature

Co-operative
Advertising with
Merchants Again Wins
THE engagCTient of "Jinx" at the Lyric Theatre, Belleville, 111., was also marked by a display of live exploitation methods. The outstanding
feature of the campaign put over by the Lyric was
the fact that although it included a large street
parade, co-operative advertising with a number of
local merchants, an attractive stage setting, and a
variety of other mediums, its cost was represented
mainly by a few free tickets to the show and the
use of the screen for advertisements of the merchants whose ce-operation was enlisted.
One week prior to the opening of " Jinx " at the
Lyric, the management distributed one thousand
black cat heads prepared as a novelty herald. This
was followed by a co-operative drive with the local
music stores, which resulted in two windows of the
store being devoted to a display of the " Jinx "
song appropriately tied-up with the picture by
announcement cards and scene stills. In addition,
each window had the name " J-I-N-X " in letters
five feet high and made up of the black cat cutouts.
A notable feature of the Lyric's campaign was
a circus contest open to the children of the town
in which tickets of admission were given to the
youngsters vtho presented themselves at the boxoffice arrayed in circus costumes and bringing with
them wagon floats decorated in circus style. The
contest was heavily publicized and the number of
youngsters that responded was far beyond the
most sanguine expectations of the manager.
The children and their floats were assembled
in front of the theatre at noon of the opening day.
Then led by a small band, the. parade which was
abundantly equipped with "Jinx" banners and
large black cats' heads bearing the title of the
picture, was sent through the business thoroughfares where it blockaded traffic, caused a lot of
excitement and generally succeeded in magnetizing
no small amount of attention and interest.
The parade wound up in front of the theatre
followed by a large crowd, just in time for the
initial performance. Backed by this whirlwind
publicity which was supplemented by lavish newspaper space, " Jinx " opened to capacity business
at the Lyric and concluded a three-day run by
shattering the theatre's previous attendance record.

hadNowto wise
be "put
over." are beginning to realize that
managers
it is the big feature which is worthy of the exploitation and the one where extensive exploitation
gets the greatest results when the box office statement is finally compiled.
Advance

Exploitation Is Worth

While, Says Merrill
THE tendency to give the unusual box office
attraction advance advertising even to the exlent of placing the current bill in second place is
shown by the publicity the Merrill Theatre of Milwaukee. Wis., is according Nazimova's latest picture
"Stronger
Thansince
Death."
It is not so long
it was rather the custom
of managers to expend their best efforts on the

In this case of the Merrill's, the management
might
the electric's
to advertise
the
currenthave
bill utilized
to advantage.
Possibly
the feature
needed all the exploitation it could get to bolster
its waning run. Probably use of the blazing letters across the theatre for the attraction would
have sold some seats for the attraction. The point
is that the Merrill decided that Nazimova's name
on the sign would sell more seats for the coming
attraction than some other star's name would for
the one playing when the photograph from which
this cut was made was taken.
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California

Exhibitors

Tivoli Theatre of San Francisco Experiments in
Exploitation and Invites Others to Witness the Result
EVIDENCE that California exhibitors will adopt
a new style of exploitation in the form of a prologue that carries out the theme of a given aUraciion, is clearly apparent following a tryout of this
plan by the Tivoli Theatre, San Francisco, which
iTOUght the personal attendance of exhibitors
!liroughout the state.
This new thought as carried out by the Tivoli is
.1 progressive step along the thought that it is the
word-to-mouth advertising that best promotes the
interests of any production and the proper development of this idea can mean promotion that not only
brings patrons to the theatre but which at the same
time sends them away pleased.
The Tivoli tested their idea that exploitation can
be a stimulant for word-to-mouth advertising
with " Auction of Souls," starring Aurora Mardiganian.
Elxhibitors throughout the state were notified by
means of newspaper exploitation and a number
vi personal letters that something extremely new
111 promotion was to be tried. It is an interesting
fact that the Tivoli risked the chances for a big
pening attendance by playing mainly to the title,
ar and the fact element of the attraction. Outside of the facts that Aurora Mardiganian was
termed, " the beautiful Armenian refugee who witnessed the sale of Christian girls for eighty-five
cents apiece " there was no effort made on the
part of the Tivoli to extract from the picture the
sensational advertising possibilities afforded.
The exploitation was the prologue. By an arrangement with a local California school for fancy
dancing, the Tivoli was provided with a bevy of
eight attractive girls who were trained specially for
interpretive dancing. The advertising given the
school more than compensated the institution for
creating an original dance that typified the fortitude and sacrifice of the Armenians. A lead dancer
who conceived a dance that represented the dawn
of a new era and the triumph of the Christians.
The curtain rose on a desert scene just without
the walls of a typical Turkish city. A drop curtain

Stage setting designed for the presentation of "Auction of Souls" at the Tivoli theatre, San Francisco
transparent in place gave an effect that the city had
been sacked and burned. The dancing girls in
Armenian costumes were guarded by two large
Turks on either side of the stage.
After depicting by a dance the sorrow caused by
the capture the lights were gradually dimmed, the
girls fall in supplication to the Master and out of
a dense blackness there arises the indomitable white
cross.
To see what effect this novel exploitation would
have on the public of San Francisco, many California exhibitors stayed about the theatre for
several days, interested to learn what the new
scheme would bring forth.
And without exception the exhibitors journeyed
home resolved to adopt the prologue as an exploitation medium in cases where the bigness of the
feature will warrant it.

It's a Good

Dancer who appeared in costume shown during
the engagement
of "Auction
of Souls" at the
Tivoli theatre.
San Francisco

Story
True Even

If Not

SINCE this story is from a press agent, in fact
originating with Joe Reddy, might lead the
skeptical to believe that said story is something
conceived in the imaginative mind of said press
agent, naturally to be expected the morning after
the time for making New Year's resolutions and
entitled to be viewed with the proverbial grain of
salt, like we will say a tale concerning champagne
baths which movie actresses are sometimes said by
publicists who have more nerve than good sense,
to use in lieu of the more commonplace HO'
dip. On the other hand we have always found said
Joe Reddy to be a most dependable specimen of his
species, subject to only such suspicion as naturally
accrued to one who has adopted a profession which
contains so many artists, a correct term, who cannot resist the temptation to make a story sound
interesting even if it is necessary to distort facts.
Therefore we publish Mr. Reddy's tale of what
an exhibiting life is in some of the smaller com-

munities. You can believe it or not just as you
like. Anyway it's a good story.
" Algona, a village of several hundred inhabitants, including the police department, is located in
the hills of the State of Washington, somewhere between Seattle and Tacoma and probably came into
being after a landslide. Yet, in spite of the fact
that even the interurban trains refuse to recognize
its existence, and make no stop at Algona, the
hamlet has its own motion picture theatre, and
twice weekly shows are staged with Pathe features
heading the programs.
" It is nothing unusual on the face of it, for
Algona to have its film palace — almost every towii
in the country has one — but it is the difficulties encountered and overcome by H. M. Leonard, owner
of the theatre, that make it one of the seven
wonders of filmdom.
" In order to get electric current for the exhibition of his pictures, Mr. Leonard connects his
wires with the third rail of the interurban line
which carries 500 volts. Having no transformer,
he uses a barrel of water for a theostat, in which
he has suspended a tire, taken from an old wagon
wheel. Even with the high voltage he thus gains,
the lights occasionally get rather dim, and, in
order to increase the power, he chases out and
drops a handful of rock salt in the barrel.
" This is not his only difficulty with the light,
however. When the interurban train passes
the
theatre, regardless of whether the villain in ' The
Thirteenth Chair' is about to strike down his
victims, or the hero is about to rescue the pretty
heroine from the Zulus in 'A Woman of Pleasure,'
out go the lights entirely. After the train has
passed, the connection is resumed.
" Despite all these difficulties, Mr. Leonard
manages to satisfy his audiences. He has almost
succeeded in beating the railroad people, by arranging his shows between trains."
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Spends Money on " Broken BlosEoms," But the Result Justified It
WHEN
the jome
\ irginian "Broken
theatre of Blossoms"
Charleston, played
West Va.,
few weeks ago, George Kyrros, the Virginian's
terprising manager, was fully alive to the exploit
tion pissibilities the feature possesses and w«
the limit in his advertising campaign. As he sai
in a letter which among other things states th
the News is a great he'.p to him in advertising
programs ; " I admit we spent some money advt
tising 'Broken Blossoms,' as we are doing on
good productions nowadays, but we have foud
out that exploitation pays."
Mr. Kyrros' campaign in some respects was
course
orthodox, but in other ways it was
traordinary.

logue was included
in the
Liberty's
nrst venture
in the art,
so Mr.
Suelke creation,
tells us. the
The Liberty showman sent us some programs,
also city style and well framed and nicely printed.
The Suelkes call their theatre "The Bright Spot
in Cape May." Then came a paragraph in the
Suelke letter which had us guessing since it stated
in telling of the advertising the house does, that
"You can see our one sheet boards as far as

Before the picture opened he engaged an aer^
plane and distributed a hundred thousand sma
"dodgers " all over the city by means of the plane
Besides an enormous number of posters, he also
placed many hand-painted window cards about the
city. The theatre was decorated all the way
through to present a Chinese atmosphere and aU
lights were covered with Chinese lanterns. Chinese
dolls and dragons were placed about the auditorium
and lobby and all employees were costumed in the
style of the Orient.
The lobby was a model of artistic construction
as will be noted from the accompanying cut.
Mr. Kyrros wanted to give his presentation a
proper musical setting so he imported a famous
orchestra from Pittsburgh, Pa., for the engagement and made much of this fact in his advertising.
The musicians were worthy of all the claims Mr.
Kyrros made for them and alone were the v.. of attracting much extra business. The ft;. :c
held up for a full week which is an unusual run for
Charleston and Mr. Kyrros is satisfied that his advertising campaign had a great deal to do with thi«
fact. He is fully convinced that intensive exploitation is the only way to put over a really big
picture, but laments that so few releases come
under this head, according to his idea.
He says : " Most of the good pictures are in

thirty miles."

film man's head."

"Broken Blossoms" lobby display designed Charlestoitm,
by vianagcr Va.
Gcorne Kyrros of the I'irgiuian theatre,

Suelke

to

Make
Come

WE

the

Town

Up

have recently received an interesting letter
from Karl A. Suelke, who with his dad, owns
and operates the new Liberty Theatre of Cape
May, N. J. As Mr Suelke says in his letter Cape
May is more or less a dot on the map to most
people, its greatest claim to National fame being
in the submarine scare during war times for it was
at this point that the German subs were reported.
Before telling us something about the new theatre, the Liberty, which as yet isn't quite complete
although open and doing a good business he takes
a little crack at some of our stories which have
started out by saying small towns, when we were
speaking of cities of some ten thousand and reminds us that he is doing business in one so small
that he is figuring that for every person in the
town he and his father have invested twenty dollars a head, since the theatre with its two stores
and three flats added cost $50,000. At least that is
the way Mr. Suelke figures the situation which
will allow you a chance to air your mental arithmetic and figure out how many people dwell within the village limits of Cape May.
Speaking further on the subject of the problems
of the small town exhibitor as we have been wont
to call the ten thousand city man, Mr. Suelke goes
on to say, and in saying it, he is a real optimist
not at all dismayed that he has so large an investment in so small a town, that "Cool Cape May" is
going to run the big new fifty thousand dollar
theatre in a fifty thousand dollar way, and he goes
further than that, he proves that he is doing it.
For instance, he was playing "Broken Blossoms"
at the time of writing us his letter. He describes
the amount of paper he is putting out for the attraction, and as near as we could figure it without
using something more than mental arithmetic, fifty
dollars would about cover the cost. This is about
twice what the average theatre in a town the size
of Cape May would pay for a picture, let alone
spend for advertising.
And that is not all. The Liberty staged a prologue for the offering which would have done
credit to a city. A painted drop, orange blossoms
and all the effects just as the Griffith press book
described as the proper way to put over a pro-

to

Their

Theatre

This huge sign on the side of the California theatre, San Francisco, can be seen for miles zchcn th^ ttVa*
is unobstructed by buildings. It is illuminated at night b\ scintillators located on the roof of a low
building across the street from the theatre
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Grauman

Methods
How
Puts

SID GRAUMAN, premier showman, has been
doing things again at Grauman's "Million Dollar Theatre," in spite of the fact that much of his
time and attention has been taken with getting the
second Grauman house in Los Angeles, the Rialto,
open to the public.
The week of December 15th found Wallace Reid
programmed to project his screen likeness on the
Grauman silver sheet in a picturization of "Hawthorne of the U. S. A.", and upon due examination.
Ski Grauman concluded that the picture did not
contain any elements that would provide a basis
for a prologue. So Sid hit upon the idea of a 100
per cent, program, with unusual lighting and color
and musical effects with every number. This may
seem a daring idea, that of taking each separate
unit, enhancing it to the utmost after discovering
its opportunities, and then merging the whole into
a synchronized program. But that is just what the
youthful manager with the Paderewski pompadour
achieved.
The overture decided upon was selections from
Victor Herbert's "The Fortune Teller," arranged
by Arthur Kay,
of Grauman's
Orchestra.
Hereconductor
the fine artistic
hand of Symphony
Grauman
was evidenced in an entirely new scheme of lighting eflFects, bj- which huge shafts of green, orange,
blue, purple, amber, red and composite colors,
played upon the orchestra with each change in the
mood and tempo of the music. As the last selection was being played and the music swelled to a
crescendo, reverberating to every corner of the
auditorium, the lights changed much faster, giving
a beautifully dramatic value to the general eflect.
Then as the number came to a close, while Kay's
baton was poised high in air, and the brass section
was pealing a grand finale, the house was suddenly
almost completely lighted. The effect upon the
audience was marvelous, and the overture received
a rousing cheer.
Then came the weekly, splendidly arranged,
which Sid Grauman caused to close with a scene
showing an aviator climbing out to the end of an
aeroplane and precipitating himself into space on a
parachute. As the parachute opened a pistol shot
smote the atmosphere ,and as the aeronaut was
swept by a strong wind over several miles of open
countrj-, his body swaying in all directions, the

Viewed

at

Close

Range

Los Angeles' Most Famous Hxhibitor
on the Show with Many Ilhistrations

I'rom "A Xii/lit in a Forest " as staijcd byrecent
flic Grami'ii"
specialtythmtrc
hits Los Angeles. One of S\d. Grauman's
and various whirring of wings and sounds of patmusic became stormily dramatic, and again lighttering feet indicated the presence of bird and
ing effects representing lightning flashes zig-zagged
animal life. Perched on a few limbs of trees were
swiftly over the theatre.
weird looking stuffed Birds of Night. Soon a few
A Paramount-Burlingame Travelogue, showing
scenes at Waikiki Beach, Hawaii, closed with a bird calls trilled forth from somewhere among the
trees, and was answered by a love not from another
beautiful night scene on the ocean, and hidden
bird.
Gradually many birds seemed wakened and
voices singing "Aloha Oe." Vivid blues, reds and
from a few intermitting trills and their echoes, the
ambers played on the screen alternately, and the
number concluded to big applause.
chattering screaming and singing of birds grew to
considerable volume. By that time the audience
Two different acts graced this unusually strong
was thoroughly puzzled, and then a pretty young
program. One of them disclosed, as the velvet curtains parted, a tropical forest, with the moon above.
girl, clad, with some modifications, like Mother
Eve, made her appearance through the jungle
growth, whistling a bird call. Then, one by one,
were revealed four different girls, who from whistling bird notes, softly and gradually began to
whistle in harmony some of the pretty melodies of
Cadman, Carrie Jacobs Bond and Teresa del
Riego. So gradual was the transition from the
bird notes to the melodies that the audience was
raptly unconscious of the change. The act closed
to strong applause, with the girls retiring into the
forest depths and the whistling gradually subsiding. When all was quiet, and the moonbeams playing through the trees became more beautiful to
the undistracted view, the curtains closed.
Using the same set, but adding a tent and completely adjusting the lighting scheme, so that the
scene depicted looked quite foreign to the orig^inal
forest, Sid Grauman presented the Dupuy Harmonists, unusually sweet singers, in the costumes
of backwoodsmen, with axes. This quartette sang
two classical selections, after which they began to
make ready to go back to their log-splitting. Just
as they began to swing their axes, the lights went
out, and the title, Jesse L. Lasky presents Wallace
Rein in "Hawthorne of the U. S. A.", appeared.
There were other short film features on the program, and through it all there constantly recurred
a melody from "The Fortune Teller," which bound
up the broken threads, and gave a unity that
brought forth to many the impression, most subtly,
of having seen the entire performance in twenty
minutes, instead of two hours.
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Exploitation

Exploitation Idea for " The Greatest
Question," Which

Should Go Big

ii\V 7 OULD you sleep all night alone in a graveW yard?"
"Do you believe in ghosts?"
Prompting these two interrogations is an exhibitor exploitation plan for the small city or town
with particularly novel and inexpensive features,
and with which it is proposed to make the simplest
of psychic tests with colojed men, colored women,
white men or white women as pre-showing publicity
for D. W. Griffith's personally directed production
of " The Greatest Question " for First National,
to determine whether or not there are such things
as ghosts.
In his story Mr. Griffith has touched on spiritism,
which is now sweeping the world with a wave of
curiosity-invoking interest. And it is to capitalize
the latent superstition in the average person, that
C. L. Yearsley, director of publicity and advertising for the Circuit, has planned the exploitation
idea which is offered to exhibitors, in complete
detail, in a special two-page section of the press
sheet.
The stunt was first announced in a trade journal
teaser two weeks ago. That it is to be a remarkably
popular form of mystery advertising is shown in
the results from the announcement, which made no
mention of " The Greatest Question." Scores of
inquires have been received, and from many unexpected sources. While exhibitors have asked for
further information, a great number of theatre
employees and girls and men who hold positions
with other film concerns have written, telephoned
or called to applj' for the opportunity to sleep all
night alone in a graveyard, for a cash consideration, to prove or to disprove that ghosts exist.
As the exploitation is set forth in the special
section of the press sheet for " The Greatest Question," itwill be an unusually inexpensive form of
advertising for any exhibitor. It requires a first
announcement ad in one or more local newspapers
in any town, wherein the exhibitor offers a series of
cash awards — which in amount are left to the
decision of the theatre owner — to any colored woman, any colored man, any white girl or woman, or
any white man, who will sleep all night alone in a
local cemetery, under conditions which provide all
necessary physical comfort. The only requirement
is that whoever accepts the offer must remain alone,
securely fastened to the sleeping cot so that there
can be no doubt in the public's mind that the test
was actually made for the full period of time stated,
from ten or eleven o'clock in the evening until
six o'clock in the morning.
■fhe stunt is of a nature that will ehcit a great
amount of newspaper comment in any locality, and
this, in turn, reduces the necessity for a costly ad
campaign to keep it prominently in public view.
The press sheet contains specimens of the ads, in
addition to a complete complement of publicity
stories. The stories cover the text of the ad announcement, the receipt of application, a statement
by the exhibitor that whichever applicant is selected
will be accompanied to the scene of the test by
torch bearers, in automobiles, and by a committee
of newspapermen, who will supervise the arrangements for the vigil, and securely fasten the applicant for the night.
Front page newspaper publicity is certain to
result from the experiment according to the
descriptive matter in the press sheet. The explanation of the stunt also recommends to exhibitors that they arrange to give one newspaper the
exclusive right to publish, on the day after the test,
the story of the applicant's experience during the
seven or eight hours alone with the dead.

Picture

News

Men's

Minute
Book
had given notice that he would be ejected if
did not settle in full on the due date.
" EXPLOITATION MEN'S
Most surprising of the applications was one mad
in person by a young, extremely well dressed gir
who
admitted that her family name was promine
socially.
MINUTE BOOK—"
Due.
Is
Credit
Wherepages
Credit
The text
of the
under this
GIVING
heading is devoted exclusively to
the achievements of the Exchange
Prize
Contest
in MontrealExploitation Men.
Arouses Public Interest
It places at the disposal of the exhibT^HE Montreal Herald, one of the most
itor all the exploitation ideas these experts
originate, renders their services practically
*■ gressive of Canada's newspapers and one
which has recognized the interest the public takes
universal
and gives credit where credit is
due.
in all things connected with the " movies " is con
ducting a contest in which the basic idea is
build subscription for the Herald.
Besides automobiles, pianos and a host of oth^
It is further suggested, as a means of capitalizI
ing to the utmost the pubUcity value in the stunt,
prizes,
this
newspaper
is
offering
two
young
women,"
who
prove
themselves,
by
the
number
of
votes
their
that the exhibitor arrange with the applicant who
friends cast for them, the most likely, lovely and
undertakes the test, to make personal appearances
popular Canada's fairest, the chance to becomeat the theatre during the presentation of " The
moving-picture stars with the Universal Film Mfg.
Greatest Question," and make a short talk to each
audience, describing what he or she saw, the sensations and thought.
Co.The Herald is daily publishing pictures of Universal favorites, together with announcement of
The only individuals who are barred from applying are returned soldiers and professional mediums.
which moving-picture houses are showing their
The teaser ads used in the trade papers two
feature pictures each day. Full page advertisements of this sort are arousing intense interest in
weeks ago were intended by Mr. Yearsley to test
the contest.
the efficacy of the stunt within the industry as a
Several large show windows in the busy shopping
gauge to the interest it could be counted upon to
district are being utilized in displaying the prizes
arouse with the public.
offered. The walls of these windows are comOne of the first inquisitors was a stenographer
pletely covered with pictures of Universal screen
employed by another film concern, who offered to
artists, as are the outer edges of the plate glas^
sleep all night alone in a graveyard for the amount
advertised, providing that she could do it before
windows. Huge signs ask " Do you want to be
Christmas. She said that she would not need the
movie star? " and others bid you " See Universal'i
Specially Selected Holiday Pictures at the loi
money that badly after the holidays.
Another applicant, a young chap, called personIn this contest the Montreal Herald has hit upi
ally at First National headquarters, also anxious to
a splendid way to increase their circulation and al
earn money- in this unique way. But he had a time
theatres."
the
same time possibly discover several flowers wb
limit .in which he wanted to camp in a cemetery for
would otherwise have been born to blush unse^
a night. He wanted to do it before Wednesday of
instead of spreading their sweetness on the silve:
this week, because his room rent was due on that
screen.
day, he had no regular position, and his landlady

How the Montreal Herald advertises its movie contest bv a window display of unique design and
excellent taste
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Sorter

0 Obtains
Official
Determined to Lowell
Get Alice Brady Mayor's
for Personal Appearance,
the Strand Manager Resorts to Strategy with Perfect Success

WANTED — A plan for bolstering up pre-holiday
business.
Such might have been, but wasn't, the adveriisement of Thomas Soriero, Manager of the Strand
1 heatre, Lowell, Mass. Mr. Soriero's policy is to
develop ideas himself — to fight his own way out of
tight corners.
And this is the story of how he did h.
The first decision he reached was "that the situation demanded the presence in Lowell of a really
important motion picture star. But who could he
get?
He recalled that Alice Brady was in Boston, appearing at the Plymouth Theatre in " Forever
t
After." It was easy; he would get her. True, he
would not be playing an Alice Brady picture for
some time, but he had booked Realart production
and could utilize that as an argument.
However, the argument did not prove as strong
as he thought it would. Everybody was quite
illing to co-operate with him, but there were
serious obstacles to be overcome. Miss Brady, he"
learned from outside sources, was not in the habit
of making personal appearances, and she was
engaged at the time in rehearsing a new play as
well as appearing in " Forever After."
But Mr. Soriero had set his heart on carrying
through his plan and he was certain a means of
doing it could be found. All that would be necessary, he argued to himself, would be to make so
Strong an appeal tliat it could no: be refused. He
would induce the Mayor of Lowell to issue an
invitation on behalf of the city!
There are difficulties, however, in the way of
tying up the administration of a city of 150,000
populauon with a private business enterprise. A
good reason would have to be offered to the Mayor,
and as Mr. Soriero did not have a strong political
argument to advance, something else had to be
devised.
This was found in the inauguration of plans for
the Christmas Basket Fund for the Poor. Mayor
Thompson was much interested in this enterprise — ■
an active worker in its behalf. Mr. Soriero would
suggest to the Mayor that the presence of Miss
Brady in Lowell would help the basket fund.

Thomas D. Soriero, general manager of the
Strand theatre, Lowell, Mass., and a good showman

Aid

Rain did not keep Lowell fans from coming out to see Alice Brady in person at the Strand theatre
The Mayor, of course, agreed. And the result
of his argument was a cordial letter of invitation —
an official invitation from the City Hall — to the
motion picture actress. Typed on embossed stationery, the message was as follows :
" My dear Miss Brady : May I invite you, in
behalf of the people of Lowell, to visit the Strand
Theatre, this city, on Friday, December 12, 1919?
1 can assure you of an enthusiastic reception if your
reply is favorable. Kindly wire me, in order that
arrangements may be made to receive you. Respectfully. Perry D. Thompson, Mayor City of Lowell."
And Miss Brady accepted ! Strategy had won !
Of course, there were other troubles — there always are in an affair of this sort — but Mr. Soriero
and his Big Idea survived them all. The day
dawned drearily and developed a discouraging
rainstorm. And there was a mishap to the motor
car in which Miss Brady made the trip from
Boston to Lowell. These conditions, however, did
not prevent the Realart star's arrival, her reception by the Mayor and a committee of prominent
citizens, and, most important of all, from Mr.
Soriero's point of view, a visit to the Strand Theatre where several thousand admirers of Miss Brady
were assembled to greet her.
The Strand seats 1,800 persons. Not only was every
chair filled, but every inch of available standing room
was occupied, and hundreds who were unable to get
into the lobby stood outside in the rain. When
the star entered the big house she was enthusiastically cheered.
Following the Mayor's introduction, Miss Brady
made an address. She declared that in spite of her
program of work she had been glad not only
to meet her admirers personally, but to help them in
their worthy charity. After obtaining pledges
and helping to raise individual contributions for
the fund, Miss Brady left the theatre, and visited
the local telephone exchanges where the operators
had prepared tea for her.
Of course, Manager Soriero took excellent advantage ofthe appearance of Miss Brady to advertise his theatre. The city's newspapers gave the
afTair considerable attention because of Mayor

Thompson's connection with it, and in all news
stories mention of Miss Brady linked up with
her
photoplay,
" The Fear
Market,"
is tocoming
be shown
at the Strand
Theatre
in thewhich
near
future. Mr. Soriero also flashed slides on the
screen announcing the proposed showing of " The
Fear Market " at his theatre.

"His Honor the Mayor," Perry D. Thompson
of Lowell. Mass., whom Soriero interested in
his attempt to secure Alice Brady for a personal
appearance
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Than
One
Way
of Doing
Business
James Q. Clemmer, Owner and Manager of the Clemmer Theatre,
Seattle, Expresses His Views on Successful Exhibiting Policies
" Most exhibitors do not know the value of
ONE of the pioneers of the industry of the West
music. I consider this both an artistic and adverCoast is James Q. Clemmer, owner of Clemmer theatre, Seattle, and recognized as one of the
tising feature. The average exhibitor is afraid to
pay a few dollars more for a good orchestra, while
" thinkers " among exhibitors. Therefore a recital
he will readily spend thousands for more newspaper
of some of the ideals and principles which Mr. Clemmer has made a part of his exhibiting career will advertising. As before remarked, the paper is
b<r of interest. This is what Mr. Clemmer said to
valuable but what is the good of your advertise0
Mi I
ment if after the people attend your theatre, even
our Seattle correspondent when the latter interviewed him for the Motion Picture News.
see a good picture, but go away with the feeling
that something is lacking?
"There is more than one way of advertising and
" That' something lacking with the picture, un<loing business," Mr. Clemmer slated by way of answering some queries our interviewer had put to
doubtedly isthe orchestra, if the house has none.
him.
Some houses have no orchestra. They believe an
organ or a piano is enough to interpret pictures.
" Some motion picture managers and owners believe that the one and only way to bring the crowds
Of course this is foolishness, as no one instrument
can do what an orchestra can to interpret a picture
is through the daily newspapers. Now regarding
the papers, I am sure they are useful. I believe in that is full of action or one that shows repose.
advertising in them, but that will not bring the Any orchestra cannot interpret a picture. Only a
regular customer every week, unless you treat him
good one can do this and it takes men who are real
musicians to pick out the compositions that will fit
right by giving him a good show or unless you give
him good music to interpret the pictures. Besides
the picture and know how to play it.
this 1 believe in feature advertising. That is, to use
novel ways for advertising a picture.
" I do not believe any house in the country, small
town, or city, even New York, that wishes to build
up a good name can do so, unless it shows good,
clean pictures. I do not speak of the transient
houses, by which I mean those theatres that arc
located in a district that is passed daily by strangers
or those looking for any old kind of an entertainment.
Book store tie-up
for showing
" The Westerners " ar" There are a number of men in every city who
ranged by "Jim"theatre
Clemmer
during the Cleimv.er
at one time made money from some kind of unclean proposition and who think the only way to
make money is in this manner. Some are mancountry, played Listz' Hungarian Rapsod\ .;:ter
agers of picture houses or connected with a film
each showing with such fervor that oftentimi. - he
house. They still look for and to the rotten side
received two encores. As this was hard work for
Mr. Hauptmann, we tried to start the picture s
of life. They show and help produce unclean pictures and they are the ones who are detrimental
he could rest, but the audience would not allov
to the motion picture industry. Some of this type
the rest. This shows people do understand and
make money, but we can see from the better class
want
selections, has
not some
the trashy
music.a special
Even'
of pictures that have been on sale this last year,
week good
Mr. Guterson
one play
selection or the entire orchestra gives one. Never
that those wishing the cleaner type seem to be winning out. For no producer would spend his money
a week has passed but encore after encore nieetproducing a picture if he did not think it would pay
the selection. You bet it pays to have your hou^
for both him and the exhibitor. For if the clean
known as the ' musical motion picture theatre.'
sort of picture does not pay the exhibitor, why he
" A special advertising feat always helps to swdl
will not purchase that kind again.
the
manager
in the
countrjbut receipts.
who can There
think isupno some
special
advertising
stunt. Maybe it will be an odd front, maybe a
display on a machine that travels through the
streets or anything that will attract attention or
make the people inquisitive. For instance, when
James O. Clemmer, ozmcr and manager of the
the ' Westerners ' plaj ed at the ' Clemmer,' the
Clemmer theatre, Seattle, and one of the best
front was appropriately decorated with a log cabin,
known men of the West Coast
etc. I also made arrangements with a book store
to feature Stewart Edward White's book, ' The
" People do not care for cheap music. They want
Westerners,' as a windo-w display during the week
something inspiring and if the music is not up to the play was shown. The book store manager
snap, no matter how good the picture is they will
thought this a good idea, which helped us both.
go away disappointed. On the other hand, good
"Before ' The Thirteenth Chair" was shown in my
music will bring the same person to your theatre
theatre, cards were distributed on the street and
twice in the same week and will make a regular
in offices, with the letters ' Why, " The Thirteendi
customer of him or her. For this reason I beChair " ' and a few other words written on it, in
lieve in obtaining the best orchestra possible and
order to cause a mystery. The first day ' The
one that will play the best music. Since people
Thirteenth Chair ' was shown I employed a fortune teller to sit in the window of a well known
really appreciate good music, they also appreciate
special solos. When one goes in a motion picture
store,
which has a phonograph department. Anyhouse and hears as well as sees people applaud
one could go in the window and have his or her
continuously after they have heard a so-called heavy
fortune told. In this window was an announceselection played by an orchestra, they will know
ment of where the picture was being played and
that a really good orchestra pays.
that
they
had playing.
the ' Record ' of the selection the
orchestra was
" For instance, in my theatre Mr. Guterson's
famous Russian Orchestra is employed. The men
" There are many features that can be copied
from some good motion picture periodical that
in it have graduated fom the best schools in the
world. Some in Russia, some in Vienna, and all
has Motion
a real good
exhibitors'
like
the
Picture
News, service
for youdepartment
can get ideas
under big masters. When Nazimova was playing
from all parts of the country. Ideas that should
here in ' The Brat,' which ran for two weeks,
Mr. Hauptmann, the pianist, who is a graduate of be impressed on all motion picture managers and
owners, are the ideas of clean pictures and good
Conservatory of Music in Vienna and has
View of the Clemmer theatre. Seattle, during thePlayed
with some of the greatest musicians in the
shou-ing of "The Westerners"
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Rialto Theatre —
Overture — " First Hungarian Rliapsody."
Rendered
by Rialto
orchestra
with czimbalom
solo
by Bela Nyary.
cenic — " Chilkat Cubs " — Bruce
AmcTican- Educational.
Current Events — They Do Say India
Really Celebrates, Kinograms;
Experimental Schools Out of
Doors Open at Portland, Ore.,
Ganniont; Famous Specimens of
the Cat Family on Show, San
Francisco, Gaumont; Mutt and
TefT Cartoon, Fox, For Better
or For Worse; New Submarine
Added to the U. S. Navy, Kinograms; Spotting the Big Guns
from the Sky, Kinograms;
Home Folks Welcome Pershing,
La Clede, Mo., Pathe.
Vocal—" Dear Old Pal of Mine "—
soprano solo by Pearl Headford.
Vocal — Duet from " The Pearl
Fishers."
by Albano.
Sudwarth
Frazier andSung
Edoardo
Feature — "Red
Hot Dollars" —
Charles Ray.
Comedy — " Chicken A La Cabaret."
Organ Solo—" Toccata," from Fifth
Symphony.
Next Week — " When
the Clouds
Roll Bv."

Baltimore's Neic Wizard is playing
"Hawthorne of the U. S. A." and in advertising the feature added to a producer's
cut 'icith good results. Size four by ten
Strand Theatre —
Overture — " Babes in Toyland."
Scenic — " Children of the Netherlands "—Pathe.
Current Events — Strand Topical Review— They Do Say India Celebrates, Kinograms; Washington Dons Winter Robes, Pathe;
New Submarine is Added to the
U. S. Navy, Pathe; Vast Amount
of Copper Needed for Reconstruction Work Abroad, Pathe;
Tides and the Moon, BrayGoldwyn cartoon; Hunting
Wild Ducks, Goldwyn; Topics
of the bay, Pathe; The Power
Behind the Throne in Japan,
Kinograms; Italian Parliament
Convenes, Pathe; In the Lime

TODAY All WEEK

Aca<leiny of iVlusic —
I'ir.st Half of Week —
Overture- .Selections
from "Mid
Summer
Night's
Dream."
C urrent Events — Fox News,
l-'tatures — " Eyes of Youth " — Clara
Kimball
Young.
"A Man's
Love " — Earl
Williams.
Comedies — " The
Pathe.
Mutt

ELSIE
JANIS
— va, uut nxi rvumui
RUBES AMD^OBBERS
AMU SOc ChUdren lOc
Vfe call this a regular ad for " A Regular
Girl." The Casino is located at Ja<-ksonville, Florida. In size it was four by ttcelt e
Light, Pathe; Home Folks Greet
Pershing, La Clede, Mo., Pathe.
\'ocal— " The Lost Chord." Rendered by the Criterion Quartette, which filled a week's engagement at the Strand, Brooklyn, last week.
Feature — " The Greatest Question "
— Grififith-First National.
Organ Solo — " Sonata No. 3."
Next Week — " Daughter of Two

r. liMrKUIiKB :i. tan

/ '■

Floor Below " —
and Jeff— " The

Last Noozc
Half- Reel."
Overture — " Mid Summer Night's
Current Events — Fox News.
Concert — Selections from " Robin
Dream."
.Serial — Tenth Episode of " The
Black Secret"— Pearl White.
I 'eatures
Hood—."" The Lincoln Highwaymay " — William Russell. " My
Husband's
Breamer. Other Wife " — Sylvia

iLMitchellLewiSji

Comedy
— " The Roaming Bathtub "
— Fox-Sunshine.
Scenic Week
— " Japan."
Next
— " Blind Husbands and
Brothers
the FleshDivided";
and the"Flames
Hauntingof

A Drama of Open Hearts and Closed Fists
A niifMl rotnuif* t>ial will tiui»por\ rvSUt twaj frarn
liitad mn cluh in MtmUaf tk«» Uw* ot rifht tad aalgtd
If. tb. .t«r d > MAN WHO CAME BACK.

Capitol
—
Shadows."
Overture
—Theatre
" Capriccio
Italen."
Scenic — " Holland Rustic Life and
Waterways " — Educational.
Specialty
— " Eastby Indian
Presented
EvanDance."
Burrows
Fontaine.

This one disappoints us when reduced to
by sevencolumnmighty
a fourlooked
from which
our columns
good
display
teenrinch
title
the film.
above
scene
The
original.
the
in
line is an action picture from the
Educational — " A Cat in a Bag " — The Strand of Tacoma does some good
Allen Big Game Special advertising and this one on " Faith of the
—Major
Universal.
Strong " is no exception

Worlds."
Rivoli
Theatre —
Specialty — Shadowgraphs.
Presented by Albert Donelly.
Overture — " II Guarnay."
Scenic — " Memory Lane " — Para- Vocal— "A Night in Venice."
mount Post-Nature.
Rendered by Lucille Chalfont
Special — " Snowflurry." An interand Frank Johnson, with a spepretative dance by five maidens
cial setting designed by John
attired in pretty costumes given
Wenger.
in front of a winter scene drop Current Events — Capitol News, comand with stage snow falling
piled from all the releases.
during the dancing.
I 00cntmNwxs
TO M (0 P M
Current Events — Rivoli Pictorial.
ADDED
USUAL
(k
2at ALWAYS ArntAcnoNS
ADMISSION
The opening strip is a special
showing a birthday cake with
two candles in celebration of
the Rivoli's second birthday,
which occurs this week. Italian Parliament Convenes, Rome
Italy, International; Heavy Sea
Drives Ships on Maine Coast,
International; Glimpses of Paris
for the A. E. F., International;
An Undersea Garden, Gaumont;
General Pershing Honored by
His Home State, St. Louis, International; In the Lime Light,
Pathe; In the Heart of the
Catskills (Scenic strip), Gaumont; Snapping the Whip at
Bear Lake, International.
Vocal — " Down Deep Within the
Cellar." Vocal solo rendered by
Emanuel List, basso profundo,
who sings before a special drop
and in costume of the Dutch
Burgomaster type.
This Sunny
one on South,
Charlie Jacksonville,
Ray's latest Florida,
is from
the
'em we
off should
the bat say
always.
Comedy — " The Speakeasy " — Mack where
Pretty they
good play
display
and
Sennett-Paramount.
well worth being trotted out as a pattern.
In size it measured four columns by twelve
Organ Solo—" Finale in E Flat."

Bleu."
" Ballet
number
Dancing
CoryCapitol
by —the
Enacted
headed
by Evan Burrows
phees,
Fontaine.
Comedy
— " Speakeasy " — Mack Sennett-Paramount.
Special singing and dancing number
by "The Legrohs."
Feature—"
to God's Country "
— Nell Back
Shipman.
Next

week — " Should
LOS

a Woman

ANGELES

California Theatre —
Overture — Selections from " MadTell?"
ame Butterfly."
Constance
Balfour, California
soprano, sings selections from
the opera and a stage setting in
the atmosphere of the locale of
the composition is shown.
Special— "The Ta Tao Chinese
Dance," given by Senor and
Senora Espino, with a stage
setting representing a Chmese
Educational — " Gowns Venice Would
pagoda.
Envy " — Prizma.
Vocal — " On the Road to Mandalay " — Baritone solo.
Current Events — California Weekly,
composed of the following
strips: International, Cavalry
guards border, El Paso; Fox,
Machine for finding shells, Paris,
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Current

Week's

Bills

Educational — "Canadian Porcupines "— Ford.
Scenic
—
"
NymphsMagazine.
of the Bath " —
Paramount
" Eventide " — Ford.
Instrumental — E sharp minor at the
organ, with appropriate selections.
—Pathe. — " Topics of the Day "
Educational

CARE
Supported b) beauti
KATtlliXN. O'CONl'
GENTLEMAN^

Throughout
Califoriua
SXWl5njnuo«v
MEET

Instrumental — Indian concert pianist, "Young Deer," in special
numbers.
WILL
ROGERS
Specialty — " Christmas Eve in a
Toyshop," described in our last
issue, is continued this week.
Current Events — Grauman special
JU5IL0
number: Pathe, Mexicans greet
Carranza, Mexico City; GauHe's Differattl
Hot
Human!
Ii^sisfiMe!
FKm the SotuHiffy Evonin^ I1<rt
PoslSloij
mont, Relieves coal shortage,
AHone-spon Romanoeaf Plain Pec^ and RichHeeHs.
Chicago; International, John
Barleycorn exists in London;
Pathe, America's Sahara; Pathe,
Battleship Tennessee; International, Winter brings real sport;
International,
Subchasers keep Will Rogers uas the thing the California
fit.
of San Francisco sold when this theatre
played three
"Jubilo."
sizenine
this inches
display was
columnsIn by
V'ocal — " My Little Gray Home in
the West " — Bass solo.
Feature
— " RedRay. Hot
Dollars " —
Charles
SAN FRANCISCO

This is another sample of Los Angeles
advertising, a four by ten on " A (Htn
Fightin' Superba.
Gentleman
framed to usby the
Looks" good
Pathe; Jack Dempsey is in the
movies; Fox, Thirty-seven lives
lost in shipw^reck at Brandon,
Oregon; International, Over the
top on skis; Fox, New News
from Australia; Gaumont, Pickaninnies vie for honors in baby
contest, Los Angeles; Pathe,
The American Sahara; Kinogram, U. S. Navy has a baby Tally's Kineraa Theatre —
fleet, Washington.
Overture — " Thalia."
Current Events — Pathe News.
Feature — " Jubilo " — Will Rogers.
During the action of the picture Vocal — Prince La Lani, the " Hawaiian McCormick," in solos,
"Jubilo" is sung off stage in
with a special drop representing
the places where the subtitles
a view from the Grand Canyon
use the words of the composiof Colorado.
tion.
Feature
— " The Greatest
Question "
Scenic — " Eventide "—Ford.
— Griffith-United
Artists.
Presented with a prologue. In
Educational — Universal Screen Magazine.
front of a black drop a mystic
Next week — Pre-release showing of
figure announces " I am nobody
with a message from the spirit
" The Cup of Fury," the first of
the Eminent Authors-Goldwyn
world," and delivers a lecture.
pictures,
Next week — " In Old Kentucky."
Tally's Broadway Theatre —
Grauman's Rialto —
Constance Talmadge in " A Vir" Male and Female " and program as given in these columns
tuous Vamp " and Chaplin in
continues in its fourth week.
" A Day's Pleasure " continue in
their third week. Lerdos Orchestra also continues with halfGrauman'i! Theatre — ^
hour concerts, which are provOverture — " Mignon."
m
— nrux a true Byothcyhgpft

txi^ith

/■Jhx ^al« had soixftd them -a snolabtsh
onfamily
isiartdof -pntish
-a^^tc th«blui-bloods
voic4 of IhftCosVv»r1dthamwason
l&st. Tumbiftflt fhcm, lord and bnticr, lady
and scullijy
maid^ info a common mass of
malis
and famalts
Iflafun
makes
no' dtsli net ion
blue bhod and nd blo^d^and
the. b«fwfian
butkr,
because
he
a
man
and
could
tiis ftllow men., bi£am^ fhttr leader btst'svvz'l
-*
r^nd the. cultured lady who onto, diS'dain&d hjm.comc to know hvs ^reat htartji
and to Jov« him '.
^nd there w«r« no rich or poor, and
(he only raward for anyone was Jh€ povs^r
to 5«Tva and be useful - ^Xnd only those who were not willing
to'servft". fouTid thtmKlves coW and hungiji-J
liUe TTiists'melhofl
beforemeaning
the sun,n
the^fXndgTadaa\\^
found a Iruer
life TTicn faU puda\y Utmed another
and -

Syd Grauman has added another theatre, the Rialto, to his exhibiting joys, not
troubles, v:here '■Male and Female" is playing an indefinite engagement. This
display for the third and last Keek, was five columns by eight inches

Picture

News

Country
CHICAGO

Woodlawn
— News and Views.
1 — Woodlawn
2— Cartoon — Bud
and
Susie ic
" Cheese and Its Victim."
3 — Woodlawn Brighter Side of Life
Our .Animated Cartoons.
4— Comedy— " The Good Old Days.'
5— Overture — "Home-Sweet Home,

6— Feature
— ClaraOver."
The World
Kimball Young
in " The Eyes of Youth."
Randolph
—
1— Organ Selections.
2— Ford Weekly—" Bubbles."
Comedy —— Douglas
" Ladies' Fairbanks
Tailor."
43—— Feature
id
" When the Clouds Roll By."
1— International
News No. 51.
Playhouse
—
2 — Ford Weekly — " Through the
Rockies — " Blanche
and "A Doll's
House."in
3 — Feature
Sweet
" Fighting Cressy."
A— Christie
Comedy — " Fuss and

5— Incidental Music by Orchestra.
Cahfomia Theatre —
Overture — " Babes in Toyland."
1— Special
Follies."Orchestra Selections.
Current Events — Pathe News, No.
Ziegfeld
2 — Comedy— — Charlie Chaplin in "
102; Fox News, No. 21.
ScenicRobertson
— " Land Cole.
of
Huluhula " — 3 — Feature
Day's —Pleasure."
Earle Williams " When
Comedy — Bray Cartoons.
A Man Loves."
Instrumental — Guatemala Marimba
Band in concert of Guatemalian
airs.
CLEVELAND
—Pathe.
Educational — "Topics of the Day"
Feature
— " Victory " — ToureneurParamount.
Stillman
Overture
—— Excerpts
from \'ictor
Herbert's
successes.
Next week — " Sealed Hearts."
Themes— "I Might Be Your 0^ce
Imperial
Theatre —" continues to
" Everywoman
in a While " from " Angel
big business.
by All
Victor
Herbert.
"Face,"
Nordland."
jazz music
for
Tivoli Theatre —
Chaplin feature.
Vocal — Tivoli Quartette in songs.
Current Events — Kinograms No. 95;
Pathe Review No. 33.
Special — A prologue number which
has for its idea the death of the
old year and the birth of the
new, with Old Father Time as
the central figure, is being given
with success.
STARTING
Feature
— " A Talmadge.
Virtuous \'amp "—
Constance
TOMORRCW
Next week — " Six Feet Four " and
" Lord and Lady Algy."
BROOKLYN
Strand Theatre —
Overture — " Slavonic Rhapsody."
Current Events — Strand Topical Review edited from all producers.
Vocal — Duel: from " Tales of Hoffman." Rendered by Juanita
Pruette, soprano; Jean Booth,
contralto.
Feature
— " Stewart.
In Old Kentucky " —
Anita
Vocal— (a) "Trumpeter," (b) "At
Dawning." Sung by William
RbinoflF, tenor.
Cartoon
— " Jerry on the Job " —
Goldwyn.
Organ Solo — " Polonaise in A."

JRACLE
"or LOVE"
d to ojvother?
She was marncofl\mthe
aelope and Und their face
Nfetlhcv
fifR*wd
comcn'lioresoKGdl
but tSe\ redioned vnthod the *crid and.
the amazmg ev-ents thai folloftwii
"^S-^ihrn
a rot&bia
Rawa
Jadue beunaers
Co1',orcastandmc.^d'.na
Stand-.t^bv,Uicy

This is a mighty effective display of tht
hand draicn type in which the Califomi*
of San Francisco may well be proud of. It
is
the bestof display
" Tin
Miracle
Love."we Ithave
wasseenth«onrep»Ia»
California site tAre«-<an*

January
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Overture — Events
" Lucia."
Current
— Universal News
Weekly.
Vocal — Michael De Stefano, violinist; Susan Rice, vocalist. "BeComedy
nett. — " .\ Lady's Tailor" — SenFeature — " L'.Xpaclie " — Dorothy
cause."
Dalton.
NextCharles
Week— Ray.
" Red Hot Dollars"—

Oits SupG^ J^hoto -SirwnctUyiZlon
( MCR QUE^T OF LOve |
"EVERWOMAN'*
produotion of )9J9— enters upon -its ^Zfiirct' succe^&iv^.
loee/i wi/A an ettvla/^ record /i>r JuuH'n<) cuna^d and
uH(/l itis wcmdixftis XfBtuiTi/ a-nd /mjaressii^ /Cove. ■SttyrtJ.
PnxHei Wdh aBlutCaaiBo<J(
Thai 0/Pctd,
L.l(e a /n>m fU- C«
Rrotti at r** mini
S:rtmJom
r

This is the wan the Euclid of Cleveland framed a half page display for " Erenjxcoman." Very distinctive and classy icork and should be widely copied
( artoon — " Mutt and Jeff."
Comedy — " A Day's Pleasure," featuring Charles Chaplin.
Feature — " Too Much Johnson," —
Bryant Washburn.
Next week — " When the Clouds Roll
^
By " — Douglas Fairbanks.
Alhambra —
•"•verture
" Rondo Cai)riccioso,"
Felix— Mendelsohn,
rendered by
as
a xylophone solo.
Theme — " The Golden Gate."
Current Events — Pathc News No.
105; Pathe Review No. 34;
Topics of the Day, from Literary Digest.
Feature — "Out Yonder" — Olive
Thomas.
iComedy — "A Lady's Tailor" — A
Mack Sennett Comedy.
Next week — " When the Clouds Roll
By" — Douglas Fairbanks.
Euclid —
Overture — " Anvil Chorus," from
" II Trovatore," with electric
anvil effects.
Ill Wni/AW Fox
UJashingtok
TWO svpcita tftw vtAR orratuKS
WllilAM
RUSSELL
iti-mtmic sTAot tuceets
IheUNCOLH

HAROLD
LLOYD
1 -me Fiitsr Of HIS \
$ icopooconeotes ^
BUMPING

Wv?!

I

INTO BRO/J>WAY

The William Fox Wa-fhington theatre of
Detroit hilled William Russell's latest release "Tile Lincoln Highicayman " in a
three column by ten display and also gives
the Lloyd comedy a good fair share of the
head lines, as veil it may for this feature
"Bumping into Broadway ," especially

Feature — " Every Woman."
Special Setting — Red draperies on
either side of the screen with
lattice work from which fancy
lanterns arc hung. Floor lamps
with maroon shades adorn the
stage;
Nexttinued.
Week — " Evcrj- Woman " con-

Overture —— Grand opera fantasia.
Madison
Topical
Review — Compiled from
Pathe News and Free Pres^,
Film Edition.
Vocal—" My
Last
Waltz With
You " — Stralulee, Estelle Carey,
soprano.
Comedy — Charlie Chaplin in " A
Day's Pleasure."
Feature
— " His
Official Fiancee " —
Vivian
Martin.
Next Week — " The Greatest QuesWashington
—
Overture — " The
Fortune Teller."
Current Events — Fox News.
Comedy — " Bumping Into Broadway " — Harold Lloyd.
tion."
Feature — "The Lincoln Highwayman "— William Russell.

Modern Theatre —
Overture — Piano and Organ.
CINCINNATI
Themes — " Massenet " — " Poor Me "
waltz, from 1918 Follies and
" Shades of Night."
Current Events — Pathe News No.
re -— Selections from " Tumble
rtuut
Ove
Waln
104; Kinogram No. 95.
Feature
Evcrywoman " for the Current Events — Pathc No. 104.
third— "week.
Scenic — " Out of the Sea " — Prizma.
Comedy — " Mutt and Jeff " in " CutFeature
— " Stewart.
Mind the Paint Girl " —
Anita
ting Out His
Prizma Color
Reel Nonsense."
— Monte Carlo.
Next week — Not announced as yet. Next week
Inn." — "John Petticoats."
Metropolitan
—
Overture — Original symphony by Overture— — Popular Airs.
Strand Events— Pathe No. 105.
Current
Director Phil Spitalny.
Half-Hour
Masterpiece — " Winning
Theme — Songs of the South.
His Wife " — Universal.
Current Events — Leader - News
Feature
— " TheMcDonald.
Thunderbolt " —
Weekly; Bray's Pictograph.
Katherine
Feature ita
— "In
Old
Kentucky"
—
AnStewart.
Next W^eek — " Behind the Door."
Comedy
— " His Comedy.
Naughty Wife " — Current
A Sunshine
Weekly.Events — G i f t s News
Next week — " Flame of the Desert " Gifts— Geraldine Farrar.
Comedy
— " The
Floor
Below " —
Sunshine.
M|TRO|^n
Overture
Strand — — Southern rhapsody by
^
Hosmer.
Theme — " Down In Old Kentucky,"
specially written by Anita
Stewart for the production.
Feature — " In Old Kentucky."
Comedy — " His Naughty Wife
A Sunshine Comedy.
Next week — " When a Man Loves "
— Earl Williams.

2MA
niAviioouc.
Munc.
The Olympic Jim"
of Pittsburgh's
display
for
•'Piccadilly
tchicU is the
current
u cck's bill at this theatre. We should have
made this cut tiro columns wide to preserveserve
it's original
but it will
to giveappearance
you the idea
Feature — " Aladdin and His WonNext week derful
— " Lamp."
Wings of the MornCurrent Events — Literary Digest.
Palace
Feature —— " Oh, Boy "—Pathe.
\'audeville — Grenadier Girls; Resista, the girl no man can lift;
Demarest and Doll, song and
dance;
and Duvall, comeing." Silver
dians; Prevost and Goelet,
comedians; James Thompson &
Co., in " Camoufleurs."
Next week — " \ Regular Girl."
PITTSBURGH

Olympic
—
Feature
— "Theatre
Piccadilly
Moore.

Jim " — Owen

Comedy
A Picnic with Hank " —
Hank— "Ham.
Current
103. Events — Pathc News No.
Scenic—
"The
Prizma.

Alligator Hunt"—

Grand Theatre —
Feature — " When the Clouds Roll
By " — Douglas Fairbanks.
— Fox-Sunshine.
Comedy
— "A Schoolhouse Scandal"
Scenic — Outing Chester.
Current Events — Grand News Weekly— Topics of the Day.

DETROIT
Adams —
Overture — " Light Cavalry."
Current
Events — Compiled
Universal News Weekly,
News and Detroit Free
Film Edition.
Vocal — Emmons and Colvin.
Feature — " Hawthorne of the
A."— Wallace Reid.
Next Week— " Jubilo "—with
Rogers.
Broadway Strand —

from
Pathe
Press
U. S.
Will

■Inotlirv Clrrcldiirl half page, designed by the three Gusdnnovie hovsrt alt of V)hich
are shoicning "In Old Kentucky '' this week

Motion
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Key

City

BOSTON
Park Theatre —
Overture — " Poet and Peasant."
Scenic — " Up the Wetterhorn Mountains "—- Paramount.
Current Events — Pathe Weekly Nos.
108-109. Topics of the Day.
Comedy — "The Vagabond," Charlie
Chaplin Re-issue.
Special Stage Setting — Gold Fibre
Screen.
Features — " A Girl Named Mary " —
Marguerite Clark. " Red Hot
Dollars " — Charles Ray.
Next Week—" The Woman in the
Suitcase." " Wanted, A Husband." "His Day of Pleasure "
Charlie Chaplin.

Shows

Week

Comedy
— " AChaplin.
D a y's Pleasure " —
Charlie
Next week- — Eugene O'Brien in "The
Perfect Lover" and Harold
Lloj'd in " Bumping Into Broad-

Ending
Feature
— " A Woman
— Blanch
Sweet.

January

New

Sci

of Pleasure "

Comedy — " The Good Ship Rock
and Events
Rye " —— Fox.
Current
I nternational
view.
Weekly — Fox News — Pathe ReLast Half of Week.

NOW SHOWINQ^

sr. ?AVL

Overture—"
Feature
— "The1812."Broken Melody" —
New Garrick Theatre —
Eugene
O'Brien.
Current
Events
— Fox News.
Overture — " En Bateau."
Scenic
—
"
The
Roof
of America " —
Current Events — New Garrick DiPrizma.
Comedy — " Tough Luck " — Pathe.
Scenic
— " Memory Lane " — PostParamount.
gest.
Special
— " AMasterpiece.
Mite of Love " — Half
Hour
SEATTLE
Feature — " Isle of Conquest " —
Norma Talmadge.
Vocal — Helen Defresne in solos.
Liberty Theatre —
Current
103. Events — Pathe News No.
KANSAS CITY
BUFFALO
Cartoon — " Out of the Inkwell " —
Bray-Goldwyn.
Overture — " American Patrol."
Newman —
Overture — " The Sicilian Vespers."
Educational — Liberty Pictorial ReShea's Hippodrome —
Current
Events
—
Newman
News
and
Weekly. view. Liberty Educational
Overture — "The Forge in the
Views.
Forest."
Special — Stage setting showing hol- Educational — " Tulagi " — Martin Special — M. A. Alexander appears
iday tableau with Santa Claus
in the songs which have been
Johnson.
made famous by Caruso.
and his reindeer train, deco- Vocal — Willard Andelin.
rated Christmas tree and large Harp solo — Michael Russo.
Feature
— " A Talmadge.
Virtuous Vamp " —
Constance
"Welcome, 1920" in colored Feature — " When the Clouds Roll
By
"
—
Fairbanks.
electric lights.
Prologue — Just prior to the screening of the picture, two little
Vocal — " Out of the Clear Sky." Next week — •" The Thirteenth ComSung by Leo Considine, tenor.
mandment "— Fairbanks.
girls appear on the stage. One
runs across and the other acts
Feature
— " Stewart.
Mind the Paint, Girl " —
Anita
Current
Events — Pathe No. 31.
the " vamp " in traditional
—
l
ya
Ro
" grown-up movie " style.
Comedy — " The Speak Easy" — Educational — Topics of the Day.
Mack Sennett. Accompanied
Feature
— " Dana.
Wanted, A Husband " —
Viola
by the Hipp Jazz Band.
Strand Theatre —
Current Events — Hippodrome ReOverture — " Light Cavalry."
Current Events — International News
view, made up of Universal, Fox Liberty —
and Gaumont News and Pathe Overture — " L'Invitation a La
No. 52.
Review and Pictograph.
Cartoon — " The Sawdust
Trail " —
Current
Events
—
Pathe
No.
104.
Educational.
Next Week —
Valse." — " A Day with John
Educational
Feature
— " Soldiers of Fortune " —
Bull " — Prizma.
Dwan-Realart.
Strand —
Overture — Selections
from
" The Comedy — " Tough Luck."
Feature — " Anne of Green Gables " Clemmer Theatre —
Little Blue Devil."
— Mary Miles Minter.
Current Events — Latest Pathe News.
Overture — " Serenade."
Feature — " Blind Husbands " — Eric Next week — " Back to God's Coun- Comedy — " Moving Day " — De
Haven-Goldwyn.
von Stroheim.
Current Events — Gaumont News —
Fox News — Topics of the Day.
Overture—"
My Old Kentucky
Doric —
Scenic — "Eventide " — Ford.
Feature — "ried?"—Are
Specialtry."
Setting — Southern scene.
Lew You
Cody. Really MarCurrent
Events — Doric News.
Home."
Feature — " Heart o' the Hills " —
Mary Pickford.
BALTIMORE
Comedy
Regent —— " Sea Sirens."
Feature — " Victory " — Paramount
special.
New
CurrentTheatre
Events—— • Pathe.
DENVER
Vocal — Solo by Caesar Nesi.
DOUGLAS
Feature — " Heart of the Hills " —
Mary Pickford.
Riaho Theatre —
FAIRBANKS
Feature
— "Burke.
Wanted — A Husband " — Parkway Theatre —
■ hi0 new pMure
Billie
Current Events — Pathe \\'eekly.
t;Vaat•'■COBiu
tiM«ltywe MAcuma
W« K*vewoodcruoc wittmla opvt
Atagt hi
(nwUr
Current Events— No. 101-102 Pathe Educational — Paramount Magazine.
maw
DcwFuhuikc
id(uute^(ras.
Y« kc"VLmtarac*
tiongClowljvuliURoD■at,pKnm
ttia ii
■unplraim
ourfgct
l)«
8,"
i
a
to
■»»
Scenic — Bray Pictograph.
OrSchuJ ia Horj aad tctien. aa (ai away (fsm aaylluac ttial ^ b
News, " Topics of the Day."
I aaoR^anj before dut la ea' Rccad ttrw wut> iKa (mUebo* iW aa
— " Saturday " — Briggs.
Comedy
— " The Speak- Easy " — Sen- Comedy
FIRS1 TIME ShOa.N IN rat WORLiI
net-Paramount.
Feature — '"Hearts of the Hills" —
Mary Pickford.
Princess Theatre —
First Half of WeekWizard Theatre —
— " RedRay. Hot
Dollars " — Overture—" Fluffy Ruffles."
This is the v:ay the Rialto of Des Moines Feature
Charles
Current
Events — Fox Weekly,
billed
" V/hen hythenine
Clouds
RollDesBy Moines
" in a
three column
space.
Topics
of the Day.
is a first run city and grabbed of the latest Rivoli Theatre —
Educational — Paramount Alagazine.
Fairbanks film pronto on release
Overture — " Martha."
way."

Picture

A. G. Stolte, manager of the Des Moine
theatre, Des Moines, teas not stingy uif/
his advertising
for "Eyesby ofeighteen
Youth"inche
luu
ing
space four columns
for the Sunday papers. We think this
a regular ad
Special — Photoplay Magazine]
Screen Supplement.
Feature
" Hawthorne
A."—— Wallace
Reid. of the U.

WASHINGTON

Metropolitan —
Lampe.
Overture
— " Vision
of Salome " —
Current
Events — Universal News
No. 53; Current Events No. 52;
Topics of the Day No. 35.
Comedy
— " Caves and Coquettes
Vitagraph.
Feature
— " Flame
of the Desert " —
Geraldine
Farrar.
Next
week s feature — " Eyes of

Overture — " Cavalleria Rusticana."
Palace- Events — Pathe News Nos.
Current
h."
Youtand
105
No.
35. 106; Topics of the Day
nett.
Cartoon — " Mutt and JefT."
Comedy — " The
Speakeasy — SenFeature — " Hawthorne of the U. S.
A." — Brj-ant Washburn.
Next

week's

feature — " When

the

Clouds Roll By."
Overture —Events
" Mignon."
Current
— Pathe News Nos.
Riaho—
105 and 106; Rialto Local Re-

a n u a r y i o , 1920

ew No. 6, Topics of the Day
3c 0. 36.
enic — Adventure — RobertsonCole.
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Live

Items

SEATTLE
Dmedy
— " The
Floor
Below " —
Pathe.
Ray R. Kelsall, manager for the
iture — " The
Fear
Woman " — Johnson Company, has resigned his
position and will probably go into
Alice Brady,
business for himself as he is considi xt week's feature — " Heart's Deered one of the best motion picture accessory men in the West. Mr. Kelsall
sire."
has been with the Johnson Company
for about four years.
PHILADELPHIA
Mr. William W. Lewis, traveling
representative for the Nicholas Power
Company, was a recent visitor in Seatanley Theatre —
tle and other Northwest cities.
verture — " Tumble Inn."
ature — " When the Clouds Roll
Mike Rosenberg, president of the De
By " — Fairbanks.
Luxe Feature Film Company, has
Dmedy
— " The
Garage " — Fatty taken a trip to New York and other
Arbucklc.
Eastern centers.
^rtoon — " For
Bitters
or for
John D. Howard has been appointed
Verse."
enic — " Memories " — Prizma.
exploitation representative for the
opical Reviews— Special compilaPlayers-Lasky Corporation
I tion from Pathe News, Current Famous
for the entire Northwest. Mr. Howard
Events, Literary Digest, Gau- is working out of the New York office
mont Graphic,
with headquarters in Seattle.
ext week — " Eyes of Youth."
rcadia Theatre —
Lou Rosenberg, formerly connected
feature — " Hawthorne of the U. S. with the De Luxe Feature Film Company, has severed his connections with
I A."— Wallace Reid.
this concern and is now one of the
pmedy
—
"
The
Garage
"
—
Arbuckle.
:enic — Burton Holmes, No. 199.
salesmen for the Universal Film Exurrent Events — Pathe News, Kino- change.
grams, Literary Digest,
There is an unconfirmed rumor that
alace Theatre —
San Francisco, has purfeature — " Hawthorne of the \j. S. Sol LesserchasedofThe Rex.
in Seattle, from
A." — Washburn,
John Hamrick, and that John Hamrick
iiedy — " The Garage."
has sold his interest in the Strand,
urrent Events — Pathe News,
which it is said he was to manage.
'verture — Selected organ music,
ictoria Theatre —
SPOKANE
'verture — " Carmen."
mi,
Wellington
Playter of the Playter
eature — " The Cinema Murder "—
Paramount,
Studios, Spokane, who has the heavy
role with Nell Shipman in "Back to
omedy — " The Garage."
God's Country," a James Oliver Cururrent Events — Pathe News,
wood production, appeared in person
cenic — " Archangel, City of Snow "; on the Clemmer theatre stage, where
"The People in White."
the picture was shown in Spokane.
Regent Theatre —
A group of Mack Sennett Bathing
eature — " His Wife's Friend."
Beauties, here with Bob Finley,
omedy — " 'Twas Midnight " — Elec. comedian, assisted local society women
Educational — Ford W'eekly.
in the "tag day" drive for the Social
Service Bureau here, last week.
MINNEAPOLIS
Paramount features are to be booked
in conjunction with the vaudeville bills
at the Hippodrome theatre here, as the
Jew Garrick Theatre —
result of a contract entered into between the Paramount Film Company
)verture — " Southern Aledleys."
Current Events— Pathe News No. and the Western Vaudeville Managers'
103.
Association.

'ocal— "The
Star" (a). "Your
Eyes Have Told Me" (b).
Soprano solos by Annette Lake,
•cenic—" In Canadian Wilds " — Paramount Magazine. " Wild
" ReNymths of the Bath."
flections of a Bachelor Girl."
"—
Beauty d.Market
— " The McDonal
•"eature
Given
Katherine
with a scenic prelude and orche-stral accompaniment,
educational — Pathe Review,
special — Manager Johnson is presenting the entire second act of
the original play, " In Old Kentucky," with the original pickaninny songs and dances and
stage effects for his presentation of "In Old Kentucky" in
film form.

PORTLAND
Negotiations which resulted in the
sale of the Strand theatre, second
largest cinema house in Portland, for
a cash consideration of $125,000 were
closed on December 15 by a. Seattle
syndicate composed of J. Aronson,
capitalist ; Mischa Guterson, musician ;
W. H. Butchart, merchant, and Frank
Bayley and Carl Crowson, attorneys.
The name of the house will be changed
to the Rivoli and pretentious plans on
foot will make it second to no picture
theatre on the Coast.
L. E. Partridge manager of the Gem
theatre, Tillamook, Oregon, was a
visitor on film row in Portland early
this week.

From

Correspondents

1 he Ciresham theatre, which was
closed about a year ago, has been reopened by Walter Adrian, of Portland,
and the old Loyalty theatre, on East
28th and Burnside, has been reopened
as the National by S. Bernstein, former manager of the Elite.
W. W. Von Metre has sold the victory theatre, in Redmond, Oregon,
to C. H. Kelly, and W. J. White of
the Arcade theatre. Cottage Grove,
has leased the Bell, which he controlled
in Springfield, to J. B. Peabody, formerly partner in the firm of Dickinson
& Peabody, which manages the Rainhow, in McMinnville.

Rothacker Film Manufacturing
Company of Chicago is preparing a
three-reel educational film on the limestone industry of Indiana for the Inciation. diana Limestone Quarrymen's AssoThe Crescent Theatre Company of
Tcrre Haute and the Pastim* Theatre
Company of Hammond, both photoplay concerns, have filed preliminary
certificates of dissolution with the secretary of state.

Theatres at Logansport, Ind., suffered because of the failure of the city
electric power plant. The city was
without light or heat from the plant
George Caldwell, who managed the for two weeks.
Bijou in Grants Pass a year ago, has
returned to the theatre business and
is in charge of the Peoples in Clats- Gregory, of Scandinavia,
kanie.
Here on Visit
A. Ci. Gregory, General Manager of
the Scandinavian Film Agency, Ltd., of
DETROIT
Copenhagen, arrived in New York on
Sid Lawrence has resigned as man- December 30lh. Mr. Gregory is makager of the Alhan^bra theatre, being
ing his headquarters at the office of
succeeded by Charles H. Darrell, for- Chester Beccroft, 501 Fifth avenue.
The Scandinavian Film Agency,
mer manager and recently with Ascher
Bros., Adelphi theatre in Chicago. Ltd., owns the European rights with
Mr. Lawrence will manage the New the exception of England, for nearly
Grand Cirfus theatre.
all of the Roberston-Cole productions,
some of the W. W. Hodkinson productions, Billy West and Billy ParStockholders of the Miles theatre
Comedies, Helen Holmes and
are to vote on leasing the property to MaskedsonsRider
Serials, Post Travels
a large department store for a period and about one hundred selected indeof 69 years. The rental will enable the
pendent productions.
company to pay larger dividends and
will give the company possession of
The purpose of Mr. Gregory's visit
is to close to his 1920 conthe property for 15 years before its to America
tracts with producers here, but as there
own lease runs out.
is still considerable territory open on
many of his most desirable 1919 subThe Kleist Amusement Co. of Ponjects, he is putting in the first few
tiac, controlling virtually all the the- days of his sojourn in New York neatres there, has incorporated for
gotiating sales with foreign buyers.
The
list
of
films which the Scandi$350,000.
navian Film Agency, Ltd., controls is
The Iris theatre, St. Johns, opened in such keen demand in Europe that
on New Year's Day with "The Birth Mr. Gregory has already been besieged
by interested buyers, and will probably have his list closed out very
of a Race."
ary.
shortly.
He purposes returning to
The Michigan Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association has established Copenhagen about the middle of Janutemporary offices, in the Flm Building.
Frohman Increases
M. A. Slepski, owner of the White
Star and Free Poland theatres, has announced a new 2,200 seat house within
{Continued
from l>a(ic 593)
Capitalization
a block of the Riveria on which con- which we have been receiving from
struction work is beginning.
Exchangemen and Exhibitors to give
them more 'Frohman Productions.'
"I am not prepared to name the stars
or
the stories that will form a part of
INDIANAPOLIS
our features and road show attractions
Four new motion picture theatres are that we are to make, excepting that
in prospect for South Bend, the rapid- deposited in my safe are options upon
ly growing
metropolis house
of Northern
In- the services of two of the greatest stars
diana. A vaudeville
and a new
whose names ever adorned a twentyfour sheet, and I have already acquired
legitimate theatre also are planned.
the rights to three popular novels, the
names of which will be revealed at the
A stock company is erecting the
Blackstonc theatre, a photoplay house
appropriate
"I am not time.
given to boastings or exof 2,600 seating capacity. C. J. Henry
aggerated predictions, but my conserand H. Allardt, owners of the Orvative promise and statement to the
pheum, plan to turn the house into a motion picture industry, as well as the
movie palace and erect a new vaude- motion picture loving public, is that
ville home.
The Frohman Amusement Corporation, having reason to be a factor, will
Jones, Linick & Co., of Chicago and meet in fair competition with the bigEzra Rhodes of South Bend expect to
gest things the world can expect by
put up motion picture houses.
way of the moving picture."
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Motion

Pickford
Initial
Artists'
United
upset by a period of readjustment.
CORPORAS
IST
ART
ED
UNITTIO
J? announced this week that "Pollyanna" Announced ' Pollyanna ' points out that even when
for Release on
things are bad they might be worse
its first Mary Pickford producThis thought, planted in the minds of
tion, the first Mary Pickford has propeople who are dissatisfied with wage
January i8
duced independently since the incepconditions, or who think they are not
tion of the " Big Four," would be
the finished product. Under her getting a fair price for their goods,
■' Pollyanna," the "glad" story from seen
Porter's novel, which has new arrangement, from script to may tend to stimulate a line of mental
Eleanor H. on
the reputati of being one of the screen, she has had at her disposal activity which may possibly help a
and aid available, abso- little in stabilizing conditions.
country's real " best sellers," published everyluteresource
freedom for the full expression of
" In all my experience, I have never
y,
h e, her own inimitable personality, and known
e yCompanessf
Pag
"by
a production that lends itself to
uall
the staghas
succ ulandon whic
beentheunus
having been made into a four-act unlimited financial means, and all have such wonderful possibilities for the exhibitors of the country as this picture.
comedy by Catherine Chisholm Cush- brought about a production of supreme
ing.
quality.
Its exploitation possibilities are unlimited and there is looked for on this
In making the announcement of the
Release date for the film is January
18th.
first Pickford production Hiram production unprecedented business
Mary Pickford's entrance into the Abrams of United Artists said : "There
In the titles Frances Marion, author
independent field with Charlie Chaplin, is no doubt in my mind, but that ' Pol- everywhere."
Douglas Fairbanks and D. W. Griffith
lyan a should
'
be a gold mine for the of the script, is said to have done some
was one of the sensations in the motion country's exhibitors. The philosophy of her cleverest work. Her adaptapicture industry in Nineteen Nineteen. upon which the story is based constition of the story deserves the highest
tutes atheme which at the present time praise. She has kept all the quaint
The reason for the organization then
•of the " Big Four " was to give the has an unusually wide appeal.
essence of the novel, with its unique
leading artists of the screen their full
" There is a great craving at the philosophy of gladness, and at the same
freedom in matters of production and present time on the part of the public,
to enable them to deal direct with the iccording to best informed showmen, time has given due emphasis to the
theatres of the country. Only through /or something more than mere enter- conflict and plot. Her intimate knowtheir own organization was it possible
tainment. Of course, diversion is alledge of Miss Pickford's art has enabled her to suggest situations which
for them to enter the independent field
ways the principal thing whenever
and rent their productions to exhibitors amusement is considered, but at the have been developed to the utmost.
solely and singly upon their individual same time people want something big
Paul Powell directed the production
merits.
and compelling — something that will and Charles Rosher, photographer,
" Pollyanna " has proven to Miss drive home a few truths without known as " The Van Dyke of the
Pickford th'it this change has given preaching a sermon or spoiling the Screen," has registered effects with
her the greater opportunities she flavor of a show which is meant for his lens which rival etchings of the
sought. Miss Pickford has taken an entertainment. Such a story is ' Polly- masters His work adds the final touch
anna 'with its cheerful philosophy of
unusually long time to finish " Pollyto stamp " Pollyanna " as one
anna," but she has accomplished gladness. Moreover, this production needed
wonders, according to those who have comes at a time when the country is of the screen classics.

Metro

Negotiates
A
t just issued Metro Pic- Will
Distribute Five
IN a statemen
tures Corporation announces the
Pictures Produced
completion of arrangements with
Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin,
by S-L in 1920
of S-L Pictures, whereby Metro will
distribute five motion picture produc" In order to afford exhibitors
tions to be made by S-L during the
coming year. The arrangement pro- further assurance as to the box-office
vides that the S-L organization will value of these productions, only allmake these pictures in the Metro star casts will be used in each vehicle,
studios. The Metro report is repro- and all of them will be produced by
directors of established reputation in
■duced in full in the following:
" The d-etails of the negotiations for the handling of super productions.
Metro to distribute the S-L productions
" The distribution of these produchave been quietly worked out for
tions will be made by the Metro exchanges in this country and, through
several weeks. It is now made public
that work on the first of the S-L sub- their established distribution facilities,
jects to be released and distributed by in Great Britain and on the Continent.
Metro, will be started shortly after the This arrangement will insure the widfirst of the year.
est possible circulation in the leading
" The five S-L productions will be photoplay houses in the world for the
picturized only from the biggest S-L Specials.
Broadway play successes or from
" A most elaborate and comprehennovels having worldwide circulation
sive publicity campaign will be worked
and written by authors of international out between the executives of S-L
reputation. Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin Pictures and the publicity and exstate that the market will be scoured
ploitation department of Metro, wherefor the finest available material of
by such of the five special films will be
this character.
accorded advertising particularly de-

Big
Deal
signed to not only attract the attention
of the theatre-going public prior to
release, but also to furnish the exhibitor with the proper material to publicize each picture so that the greatest
box-office benefit possible will be
derived therefrom.
"An unusual exploitation-sales
scheme is planned whereby the salesmen of the Aletro exchange will be
furnished with information durinfj the
course of each production, and also
after they have been completed, which
will keep the exhibitor interested and
enable the salesmen to show exact
reasons why these S-L Specials will
be first-run' productions in the real
sense of the word.
" For the initial picture in the series
of five, great care is now being exercised in the selection of storj-, director,
star and cast."
State Rights News
On Pages 652-3-4

Picture

N e w i |«

W. E. Atkinson, general manager of
M.etro Pictures Corporation
William

E. Atkinson

oj

Metro Will Go West
W illiam E. Atkinson, general man
ager of Metro Pictures Corporation
will start during the coming week or
another trip to the Pacific Coast. A;
in the flying jaunt he made severa
weeks ago, Mr. Atkinson will, it ii
expected, cover considerable territory
in connection with the business ol
Metro exchanges between New Yorl
and San Francisco, and will spenc
perhaps a fortnight at the Metre
studios
in Holly-wood.
Mr. Atkinson
plans to drop off, er
route to California, at Chicago anc
possibly Salt Lake City, and in th<
Golden State will visit the San Francisco and Los Angeles exchanges, tc
give a word of advice and look ovo
current activities.
" Why

Women Sin " Almost Completed

The initial
"\V"hy
Women
Sin,"feature
which production
will inaugurate
the new policy of the Wistaria Company of screen versions of famous
plays and books, is nearing completion. Burton King, vice-president and
director-general of the Wistaria Company, after securing this play bj' Will
C. Murphey, assembled a cast whidi
includes Miss Anne Luther, Claire
Whitney, Charles Gerard, Al. Har,
Baby Ivv Ward, J. W. Johnston
E. T. Radcliffe.
Florence

Reed

Will

Bel

Seen in " The Alibi "
Following the release of " The Eter- 1
nal Mother," Florence Reed, die I
United Picture Theatres of Americi
star, will be presented in a modem I
stor>', which bears the working title oii
" The Alibi, " written by Florence!
Dean.
Several scenes
for " The
have already
been taken,
andAlibi'
Missj
Rtcd will begin work in the studio]
next week to film interiors.
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First

Scenes

Published

Unusual interest attaches to the
first "stills" from " Pollyanna,"
due to the fact that it is Miss Pickford's initial production for release
under her affiliation with Griffith,
Fairbanks, and Chaplin in the
United Artists organization.
If advance " stills " are any indication the role of " Pollyanna, the
Glad Girl," gives "Little Mary"
one of her best opportunities.
Pollyanna, who had her troubles,
but was always " Glad they weren't
worse " created a " Pollyanna Fad "
when she made her appearance in
the book and later on the stage.

Showing

Mary

Pick

ford

in

Pollyanna''

Motion
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You will get an idea of what Thomas Mott Osborne's " The Grayof Brother
" is going
to be islikefilming
frdm this
" The Lost
Battalion,"
the panel
story of scene stills from the production.
Special Writer

for Fox

Star, Gladys Brockwell
From the Pacific Coast comes the
announcement that William Fox has
placed Barbara La Marr Deely under
contract with Fox Film Corporation to write screen vehicles for
Gladys
Brockwell
the of
coming
According
to the for'
terms
this year.
contract Mrs. Deely is to equip Miss Brockwell with six original stories, the first
one to be started in production at the
Hollywood studios in January.
It is further understood in connection with the signing of this contract
between the author and William Fox,
that this first picture will mark a distinct change in the type of role essayed
by the star, yet fitting her peculiar
dramatic talents.
The first of the six stories has already been completed by the author.
It is now known by the title "The
Mother of His Children," and is based
on an Oriental theme, furnishing Miss
Brockwell with a dramatic role in
which she will find suitable outlet for
emotional force. This play will go
into production shortly, and according
to the present understanding, Edward
J. LeSaint, who is directing the star
in the Charles Reade story, "White
Lies," will wield the megaphone for
"The Mother of His Children."
Mrs. Deely, who will spend much of
her time in Hollywood and vicinity
during the term of her contract with
the Fox company, is said to have
Studied the star's strongest points.

Ora Carew, Universal star, dancing the
" Jo.e Martin
man, Crawl"
Forrest with
Stanleyher leading

Title

Given

to

Permanent

Name

" Daredevil

Durant

Dempsey
for Pathe

beenDEVIL
decided upon
as T"
the perhas
DURAN
<<J^ARE
manent title for the fifteen episode
serial in which Jack Dempsey, heavyweight champion of the world, will appear as a Pathe star. The serial, under the working title of " Dead or
Alive," is being produced at the Brunton studio at Los Angeles under the
personal supervision of Robert JBrunton.
As the athletic hero of " Daredevil
Durant," the champion is going
through as active a daily routine as
any that preceded his bout with Willard in Toledo last July.
Among the early scenes in " Daredevil Durant " are a number taken
on the football field of the college
through which the hero is working his
way. Dempsey is the star player of
the eleven. As usual, the champion's
work on the gridiron was watched by
a group of celebrities that follow him
about on location. Among them were
" Big Bill " Tate, Dempsey's sparring

Film

Release

Is

"; Work Progressing
partner during his tour with the SellsFloto Circus; "Slim" Cole and Ivor
McFadden, Spike Robinson, former
British lightweight champion, and
more recently trainer for Douglas
Fairbanks.
This week the Dempsey company is
working at Balboa Beach, where a
number of dock and water scenes are
being made. " Durant " is overpowered by a dozen or more of his
enemies and shanghaied. He is taken
aboard a ship, but manages to free
himself and then proceeds to "clean
house " for the entire crew. In previous fights his opponents were surprised to find themselves sound in
wind and limb after their battles with
the champion, but he explained last
week that it took him many days of
practicing before he was able to pull
his powerful blows sufficiently to keep
from knocking everybody out of the
set. Now he has mastered the art, and
there are no casualties.

"SacredFlame"State-Righted
Schlomer-Ross Production Will Score
in Independent Market Says Manheimer
WORD has just been received from
E. S. Manheimer, general manager Schomer-Ross Productions Ins.,
that the latest Schomer-Ross Production "The Sacred Flame," starring
Emily Stevens, will be State Righted.
" We have many inquiries from concerns desiring to purchase "The Sacred
Flame" outright, but we have proven
to ourselves and State Rights men that
"The Sacred Flame" can secure far
wider distribution with better returns
to State Rights men by the state
rights plan," said Mr. Manheimer.
"This should prove interesting news
to buyers of independent productions
of this type as this 6-reel special is
from the pen of the gifted author and
producer, Abraham S. Schomer, to
whom is credited a string of stage and
photo dramatic successes of which any
producer in the industry may well be
proud. Among Mr. Schomer's biggest

winners are, "Today," "The Yellow
Passport," "The Inner Man," "Ruling
Passions," and many others.
"In no picture of recent release, does
Miss Stevens do such splendid character work as she does in "The Sacred
Flame" as Rosalie the School teacher.
Judging from advance reports of this
special, the story value and production
features are distinctly unusual and
promise big box office returns to theatres where intelligent exploitation cooperation isgiven.
"In this connection," Mr. IManheimer
says, "that a complete and decidedly
unique exploitation, advertising and
publicity campaign book has been prepared containing every conceivable
tj-pe of exhibitor's help with ready prepared newspaper ads of unusual distinction, publicity stories, press helps,
stunt ideas, alluring posters and other
accessories.

Picture

Edward McManus, produc(|

" Going Some," BeacF
Next for Goldvvyn
Samuel Goldwyn announces t
the next release for Rex Beach \
be " Going Some." This is a cc
edy of the Southwest written by 1
Beach from the stage success of
same name and reproduced before
camera under the direction of Ha
Beaumont.
Four young women play equally gc
parts
in " have
Goinga Some,"
comedians
regular and
picnicth
through the picture. Cullen Lam
who won fame for his acting in " 1
Girl from Outside," plays J. Wallii
ford Speed. His trainer is W ill;
Louis. Walter Hiers also figures
what promises to be one of the fun
est photoplays of the year.
The story begins at a big track m
at Yale and carries over to the Sou
west ranch life, where a spouting
well finds its way into the plot. Th
or four athletes figure in the stc
one of whom is Speed and anotl
Skinner the cook. Speed is in li
with a girl named Helen Blake, anc
he fails to make good as a hero on
ranch he hasn't much chance w
Helen. His trainer, Glass, has b'
told by Willie that if his man sp'
loses the race. Glass can figure on
wooden
kimona."
In theGray
castTerry,
of " Going
"
Ethel
Helen Some
Fergus
Lillian Hall, Lillian Langdon, K
neth Harlan, Cullen Landis, \\ ill
Louis and W^alter Hiers.

Wilton Lackaye now plays the lead j
role in Broadway's famous drama, " Pal
Days," being
who re-issued
was featured
" Trilb; f
now
to bein distriba
by Republic
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Jack Conant, Select manager at Cincinnati
A Rarity — Exchange
Man Who Is Popular

Associated
issued
y statem
IX
nge,just
Inc., the
Exchaent
Pathe
by athelength
results of Fred Quimby's extended
trip throughout the country are set
forth in detail. The Pathe statement,
containing Mr. Quimby's report, is
submitted in greater part in the following lines :
"The Associated Exhibitors, Inc. is
now more than a mere name or an
idea; it is an established fact. Thus
Director of Exchanges, Fred C.
Quimb}' of Pathe, sums up the results
of his extended trip throughout the
United States from which he has
returned.
"Of the thirty-two franchises, seventeen have .been definitely awarded.
The calibre of the membership is
shown by the mere mention of their
names : Luhliner & Trinz of Chicago ;
Harry Crandall of Washington; Mike
Shea of Buffalo: Paul Gustanovic of
Cleveland; the Merrill Theatre Company of Milwaukee; Ruben & Finkelstein of Minneapolis ; Harding & Coen
of Omaha; America Theatre of Denver ;Harris & Ackerman of Salt Lake,
San Francisco and Los Angeles ;
Clemmer & Lafnbach of Spokane and
Portland; the Clemmer Theatre of
Seattle ; Sam Harding of Kansas City ;
Olsen & Sourbier of Indianapolis; and
J. H. Cooper of Oklahoma City.
" 'The Association,' " says Mr.
Quimby, " 'is being formed for the
purpose of buying big independent productions, contracting with stars and
producers for their productions, etc.
in order to fortify franchise holders'
theatres with the best class of product and as a protection against pos-

Exhibitors'
Domination Report
in this field seems to be
Seventeen
Franchises
the ambition of certain individuals.
Are Already Issued
Such domination would mean that
eventually
the exhibitor would be comSays Quimby
pelled to turn over his theatre to the
dominating element. It is obvious that
with one concern in control of all the
sible pernicious combines,' added Mr. stars, producers and a large percentQuimby in discussing the new organage of the theatres in the United
ization. 'The Association will have its mercy.
States it would have those outside of
general manager and the home office the combination absolutely at its
will be in New York. At this office
will be conducted the business affairs
" The Associated Exhibitors plan is to give
of the organization. First meeting
exhibitor, the star, the director or the
will be held in January, at which will the
producer with whom they contract, financial
returns,
with the drawing
be elected a president, a board of di- power of commensurate
It is well
rectors, and a purchasing committee. that often their
thoseproductions.
who have shared
the known
credit
for
wonderful
productions
have
The purchasing committee will nego- but little from the profits. It is benefittea
the
idea
tiate and contract with producers, stars of the Associated Exhibitors that if a direcand independent productions.
tor, producer
creates toa master
production, he or orshestar
is entitled
a fair share
" 'The Associated Exhibitors is a one in the profits of that production. Therefore
of the new organization canhundred per cent, exhibitors' organiza- the notlaunching
but mean a new day for those responsition, controlled, owned, operated and
ble for quality productions.
" 'Furthermore, under the Associated Exwith a policy fully outlined by its exhibitors plan, exhibitors will have real
hibitors. In each territory the fran- money-making
attractions at fair prices,
chise holder for that territory will these prices being based on a sane valuation
of
the
negative.
It is obvious that as a
sell franchises for that territory. These franchise in the Associated
Exhibitors renfranchises will give to their holders
ders the holder independent of pernicious
big attracexclusive right to show all productions competition,
tions will be ruinous
eliminatedbidding
to the forbenefit
of the
released by the Associated Exhibitors, franchise holder. As rentals will be basea
a fixed and fair percentage ftasis, tne
Inc. This means that eventually there upon
big theatre and the little theatre will each
will be eight or ten thousand franchise have justice.
" 'Where does Pathe come in on the orholders in the Associated Exhibitors,
ganization?toThe Associated
Exhibitors
Inc.
have selected us
handle the distribution
their product throughout the world, and
" 'The sole purpose of the Associa- of
this selection was made after a careful
tion is to eliminate the middle man analysis of the methods of distribution of
other concerns. Pathe has more branch
by bringing the producer, star, director offices
throughout the United States than
and independent seller of big States any other distributing concern in the busioperating on sound business principles
Rights features into direct contact with such ness,
as obtained in the most successful
the exhibitor. And supplementary to businesses
in other lines and financially
this its object is to prevent, light and powerful. Furthermore Pathe's broadoverthrow any attempt at monopoly. minded policies and fair dealing with exhibitors have come in for due recognition'."

"Happy" Jack Conant, Manager of
he Cincinnati Select Office, has just
et something of a record in popularly. Early in the morning of December
|Wenty-second, the mail man started
0 bring Christmas greeting cards to
At. Conant and this kept up until Satrday, December twenty-seventh,
vhen a total count of 142 was regisered. These one hundred forty-two
reeting cards were from exhibitors of
he territory only and this shows a
vonderful amount of popularity when
)ne takes in consideration that there Realart
Releases
R.
Walsh
Films
ire only a total of a little over 500
heatres in the territory.
R. A.
to relea
One among the many well-known
is ction
REALAR
s. se
WalshT produ
The deal Contract with Mayflower pictures
which Mr. Walsh has made is
was concluded with Mayflower
to Become Effective
'■ The Honor System," released three
Photoplay Corporation last week by
or four years ago, but still reported
Early in 1920
to be in demand both here and abroad.
Friangle's Early January Morris Kohn, Realart treasurer. Mr.
Walsh is now finishing his last picture
Comedy Releases
" Regeneration " is cited as another of
Triangle announces the release of for William Fox, it is said, and will
Mr. Walsh's pictures which has been
he following comedies : On January enter upon his contract with May- motion picture business. He com- reported as a consistent box-office prot,
early
flower
in
1920.
Realar
within
bines enthusiasm, imagination and a
\th a one-reel Mack Sennett-Keystone
ducer. In a statement issued by Reala short time, will announce the name
Tomedy entitled " A Lunch Room Ro- of its first R. A. Walsh Production keen sense of dramatic values with an art, citing a few of the Walsh proexperience as broad as that of any
nance," with Mabel Xormand, Roscoe
ductions, are included : " Carmen,"
\rbuckle and Ford Sterling will be and the probable date of release. The director in the industry.
" Blue Blood and Red " and " Evaned
l
plan,
as
outlin
in
an
officia
stateivailable to exhibitors. " Only a
" He has just entered upon his cament, is to provide the director with
According to Isaac Wolper, MayFarmer's Daughter," a two-reel Mack successful stories or stage plays and
reer, and yet he has made many notennett-Keystone, featuring Louise
able productions — pictures that give
flower's president, these, however, afpered in working promise
leave
him
unham
of a remarkable and highly
Fazenda and Charles Murra}", will be them out.
ford
only
a hint of what may be exeleased January 11th. On January
profitable future. In no other business
pected from Mr. Walsh in the future.
Majdlower's contract with Mr. would we be likely to discover a per- " And there is good reason for mak8th " Mabel's Speed Cop," a one-reel
son who could be classed at once as
Mack Sennett-Keystone Comedy with Walsh is said to have been signed
Mabel Normand, Roscoe Arbuckle and several weeks ago, and to make pro- an old compaigner and a young man.
ing such an assertion," the Maygeline."
vision for production along lines which Motion pictures have been of such
flower executive explains. " We inFord Sterling, is scheduled for release
tend to give Mr. Walsh the opportuninsure the director complete freedom rapid development that the pioneer still
iy Triangle.
ity of his life. We will provide him
in his work. It was on this basis, it has to wear a wig when he wishes to
with big stories, worthy of his best
is pointed out, that " The Miracle appear gray-haired.
endeavor, and will back him to the
" Mr. Walsh is thirty-three, and yet limit on production. We will not unSpecial Sales Drive on Man " was made, and Mayflower believes the plan will result in the pro- he was with the old Biograph in that
dertake to do his casting, scenario
duction of other exceptional pictures.
Triangle Releases
very ancient motion picture period writing or thinking; he is to have a
Credit
for
securing
the
release
of
Announcement is made by Triangle
when the ' close-up,' the ' dissolve ' and free hand to produce the sort of picthat a special selling campaign will be Walsh productions is given to Mr. the
' cut-back ' were unknown. He
his judgment and experiturestellwhich
Kohn,
who
began
conducting
negotiatraveled with the first Griffith caravan
ence
him the exhibitors of the
inaugurated on the "Taylor Holmes and
tions
with
Mayflower
almost
before
the
Olive Thomas series of Triangle plays.
across the Continent. He has been
was dry on the Walsh signature
These include Olive Thomas in " The ink
part and parcel of the development country and the public want."
to the new contract.
follies Girl," " Love's Prisoner,"
of the industry — quick to take advantage of every new development and
"Totan," and "Prudence on Broad" Realart feels," says Mr. Kohn,
Installed
way." The Taylor Holmes series in- " that a study of Mr. Walsh's work among the foremost contributors to Spec
One ial
of the Orga
largest,n finest and most
dude " Upside Down," " A Regular justifies implicit confidence in him. that development. He has run the expensive theatre organs in New EngFellow," " It's a Bear," " Taxi," and He is a young man, thoroughly abreast gamut of production — author, actor,
of the .times, and yet a veteran in the
land has been installed in the Gordon's
"Three Black Eyes."
scenario writer and director."
Olympia, Washington street, Boston,
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E. W. Hammons announces that
thife
booklet will be used in advertising the ^^'^'tTJ/r,::"
'''
Exploit
Stores
with the showing five-reel feature production, " Tin r
" The
Beloved Cheater
" melody in connectionCody
to Get Benefit of
of the first special for the new year. Key to Power," is scheduled for imme p
diate release in the United States am It
" The Beloved Cheater " already has Canada. The trade will recall that tb
Song Publicity
been booked by many of the first run picture was nearly completed when thi »
houses in the country and large film
men sing the song in the crowded circuits are bidding for extended runs armistice was signed last November
and that the sudden end of hostilitie (
stores. Three days prior to the show- of the picture.
made it necessary to withhold it fron f.
ing of the love spectacle in a place,
" We shall do everything possible to the American market until the " war*
Woolworth will advertise the song hit
put the song over in keeping with the atmosphere could be eliminated.
in conjunction with the film.
Hugh Thompson and Claire Adams
Robertson-Cole exploitation men be- elaborate way in which Robertson-Cole
lieve that the linking of the great chain has booked " The Beloved Cheater," are the leading members of the cast t
of stores for the sale of the song hit said Mr. Nutting. " Of course. Wool- and the direction was in charge oi
and the mutual co-operation with the worth will not tackle anything but a William Parke. The story was writexhibitor and the Woolworth stores, is distinct hit and when we do accept a
ten by Mr. Sheldon and Caroline Geii'
one of the biggest publicity stunts of melody there is only one way out and try. It was the first feature picture tc
that is an avalanche of sales. I have be staged in the coal-mining districts
the year.
Gilbert and Friedland, publishers of notified every store manager to co- of West Virginia, and no expense wai
operate to the fullest extent with the spared to make the most of the ruggec
" That Beloved Cheater of Mine," have
arranged with Mr. Nutting to allow various Robertson-Cole branch mana- beauty of the region.
gers in displaying advertising and
the Woolworth stores exclusive selling
rights to the song. In return, it will publicity aids which will have a twofold purpose. No time will be lost in
be nationally exploited.
New Year's Eve Shows
So that the window displays will getting the songs to our stores."
at Broadway Picture
" The Beloved Cheater " is heralded
be as elaborate as possible, RobertsonHouses
Cole has sent to its exchanges a bounti- as the best advertised picture of the
ful supply of poster material and times. In connection with exploitation,
special photographs of the star, Lew prizes aggregating $500 are being ofHugo Riesenfeld gave a special
Cody.
fered for the best love letters sent to
New the
Year's
Newspaper cuts and scene cuts taken Lew Cody. To date more than 3,500 midnight.
ance at both
RivoliEveandperformRialtc
from the twenty-four page campaign missives have been secured.
theatres, commencing at 11:20 P. M»
W^ednesday. The complete bill wa*
presented at both houses, with
special music features. Douglai
Fairbanks in his latest picture
1920
for
Plans
States
Goldwyn
" When the Clouds Roll By," wai
S a result of carefully laid
piled for 1920. Following are given the feature at the Rivoli. At thti
plans which have matured Karlier Releases Are An- the names of the stars and the pictures
Charles Ray in " Red Hotwhich are selected to be their initial Rialto,
nounced; Year Holds
'during the past six months,"
Dollars," was shown.
vehicles for the year just commencing:
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation announces that it " is able to announce
Big Opportunities
Geraldine Farrar, " The Woman," ;
definitely what exhibitors will get durPauline Frederick, " The Loves of Let- New
Laboratory Coning 1920. The element of chance is
Straight
'
has
been
finished
under
the
ty
" ; Mabel Normand, " Pinto " ;
removed from the Goldwyn forecast,
cern in Philadelphia
Kennedy, " The Blooming Anas most of the productions for the first direction of Wallace Worsley. ' Earth- Madge gel";
Will Rogers, "Water, Water
bound,' directed by T. Hayes Hunter,
half of the year have been completed is
The growing demand for an exnow underway. Two penetrating Everywhere " ; and Jack Pickford,
pert film laboratory in Philadelphia
and many of those to fill out the re- studies of life in phases, seldom treat- " The Little Shepherd of Kingdom
capable of coping with every phast
jnaining weeks are underway.
ed in photoplays, are contributed by
of the motion picture industry, haJ
" With the Eminent Authors Pic- Mary Roberts Rinehart in ' Dangerous
resulted in the formation of a con"790"—
r/ie
figure
that
tures, the Rex Beach productions, the Days ' and ' The Amazing Interlude,'
cern under the trade name of th<
the
first
of
the
two
productions
contributions of Goldwyn's list of
tells the whole story. See
W.
S.
D. Pictures, with offices ai
Come."
stars, the Booth Tarkington ' Edgar ' scheduled having been completed re1305 Arch Street.
cently by William Parke.
comedies, and the high-class short subPage 579.
jects distributed by Goldwyn, including
" Equally significant in their treatment of big themes are the two great
the
Goldwyii-"Bray
Pictograph,
the
Ford Educational Weekly and the Capnovels
by Gertrude Atherton, ' The
itol Comedies, the coming months will
Tower of Ivory ' and ' Perch of the
offer the biggest opportunity that ex- Devil.'
The first of these unfolds the
hibitors have ever known.
life story of a girl of the dance halls,
" The Eminent Authors, whose who becomes a famous prima donna;
works will form an important part of the second goes to the western mining country for its scenes and preGoldwyn's 1920 program, are Rupert
sents amountain girl as its heroine.
Hughes, Gouverneur Morris, Mary
Roberts Rinehart, Basil King, Ger"'Partners of the Night,' recently
trude Atherton and Leroy Scott. That completed in the East by Paul Scarthe picturized versions of the novels
don, is Leroy Scott's initial photoplay,
may be in every way true to the orig- taken from a novel which the editors
inal, the authors are spending much of of the Metropolitan Magazine protheir time at the Culver City studios.
nounced the most successful serial
" Rupert Hughes' first contribution published by them for four years. Included in the cast are Emmett Corriis 'The' Cup of Fury,' an intensely
vivid and dramatic story directed by gan. Pinna Nesbit and William B. Davidson. Another story that proved a
T. Hayes Hunter. Mr. Hughes went
to California to assist in the presenta- success when published serially Is
tion of his novel. The stirring narra- Gouverneur Morris' ' The Penalty.'
tive that proved such a sensation when
" Mr. Beach has followed ' The Girl
published serially and in book form, from Outside' with another powerful
comes through on the screen without daram of the great out-of-doors. It is
loss of power.
called ' The Silver Horde.' ' Going
" ' The Street Called Straight ' and Some,' a comedy, is to follow."
The Goldwyn report announces that
' Earthbound ' will be Basil King's initial offerings for the coming season. its stars " never have had such an attractive list of pictures as that comProduction of ' The Street Called
Alice Brady and her leading man in her first Realart picture. The Fear Market

Ten
RY Woolworth Five andh
EVE
Woolwort
Cent store in the United States
is co-operating in boosting " The
Beloved Chea:er," the Robertson-Cole
Special starring Lew Cody. This announcement was made following a conference with E. Z. Nutting, purchasing agent of the great chain of stores
with exploitation experts employed by
Robertson-Cole. Follow^ing the announcement, Mr. Nu:ting sent orders
broadcast to every Woolworth manager to get in touch wth the various
Robertson-Cole exchanges and arrange
for a window display.
Officials of the Woolworth chain of
stores were said to have been impressed with the song hit " The Beloved
Cheater of
L.
Wolfe Gilbert
and Mine,"
Edna written
Williamsbyand
inspired by the Robertson-Cole picture
of the same name. Special editions
have been printed and Mr. Nutting
has assured Robertson-Cole executives
that the popular song will be sold in
every Woolworth store in the United
States within the next ten days.
In addition to an elaborate window
display consisting of lobby photographs and advertising specialties sent
out on " The Beloved Cheater," Mr.
Nutting has promised to have special

1
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Eyes of Youth " Billed
for New Year's Show
Chicago, it is stated by the Equity
'ictures Corporation, will celebrate the
rrival of the year 1920 by midnight
erformances at six of its theatres,
imong the attractions staged for this
ccasionat isthe" VVoodlawn
Eyes of Youth,"
ooked
theatre. now
Its
on at the Playhouse theatre and later
t the Castle theatre is said to have
roved very successful.
Following the engagement at the
Voodlawn theatre, "Eyes of Youth"
nil be seen at the Peoples' theatre and
ialfield theatre, and will play all thetres in the Ascher Brothers Circuit,
he Trinz & Lubliner theatres, and the
ialaban & Katz Circuits, it is stated.

' Topics of the Day " to
Be Typed for Blind
Arrangements ha\ c been made
vhereby the weekly programs of The
iterary Digest " Topics of the Day "
vill be printed in raised type in the
vlatilda Zeigler Magazine for the
31ind, which is sent free to thousands
>f blind readers in all parts of the
vorld.
This circulation of the popular
creen paragraphs appearing in
Topics of the Day " follows the dis»very that the witticisms had become
I regular feature of the daily educaional program at the Red Cross Tntitute for the Blind at Baltimore.
!^hristie Girls Disport in
Surf on Christmas
Bathing girls and Christmas trees 1
The winter tourist in California were
reated to another strange sight at Venice Sunday noon, when the entire stulio forces of the Christie Film Company frolicked in the ocean and on the
sands around a huge Christmas tree,
[i^lifornia sunshine and ocean breezes
ieing the substitute for the old-fashioned Eastern Christmas with sleigh
\x\h and flakes of snow.
While the Yuletide season is being
celebrated in the East around roaring
fires, with Santa Claus doing the honors down an old-fashioned chimney,
the film players from the Christie
Comedies disport themselves in the
urf and receive Christmas presents
from the big tree.

Alice Eldridges appearing in conjunction
with Hop Hadley's Movical Comedies

Simplex

Deal

Arouses
Interest
was highly optimistic over the future
of interest aroused in Million Dollar Contract machine business in that section of the
wave ent
THE
world by the anthe equipm
world. She took steps at once, therenouncement from the Precision
with Madame Scheupfore, to renew the Simplex contract
Company that E. M. Porter, general
for Continental Europe.
bach Stirs Equipmanager of that firm, had signed a
It can well be said that the Mundusmillion dollar foreign contract, has not
ment World
film Co., numbers among its officials
died down. Mme. Scheupbach, of the
the biggest film and financial men of
ny of Paris was
-Mundusti'm Compa
France. The president is Edwarde
the representative who came to this
Meunicr, the chocolate king of Europe.
country to sign the contract with Mr.
Porter.
Charles Scheupbach is general manaWhile in other branches of the moger and Mme. Scheupbach takes care
of all details pertaining to foreign
tion picture industry contracts involvbusiness.
ing equal sums have been entered into
with both parties thereto posing before
Mme. Scheupbach reports that at
battle lines of cameras, yet this one
the present time the Mundusfilm Comby which the Mundusfilm Company
pany has offices located in six cities in
contracted to purchase thousands of
France. The main office is located at
Simplex was carried through with no
12 Chaussee d'Antin, Paris. Other
blare of trumpets. Instead, the modest
European offices are located and esand quiet General Manager of the
tablished as follows: In Italy, at
Geneva and Rome; at Amsterdam,
Precision Machine Company considered it merely from the business end
Holland, and at Barcelona, Spain.
and with the young attractive repreThe various conferences engaged in
sentative from Europe carried on the
between Mme. Scheupbach and Mr.
negotiations
without recourse to publicity.
Porter finally resulted in the signing
up with Simplex for the million dollars
E. M. Porter whose activities in the
worth of equipment for distribution in
of Mundus Film Co., Europe.
film world are well-known to the cap- Mme. Schuepback Paris
Mme. Scheupbach expressed
tains of the industry has worked unherself as highly gratified with the
ceasingly for the establishment of an
The sole distributor of the Simplex arrangements made and an active camideal machine distributing system since
paign was planned by which trade
he came to his present desk over three Projector in Continental Europe for
will be used to carry the name
years ago. He brought to the Simplex the past several years has been the ofpapers
Simplex throughout Europe.
Mundusfilm
Company
of
Paris
while
Company a wealth of knowledge
Mme. Scheupbach was banqueted by
gained in film field surveys and fresh J. Frank Brockliss, Ltd., has handled
from a pioneering survey of the South Simplexes in England and in the Scan- the leading film men of New York
dinavian countries, J. L. Nerlien, Akt., and before sailing a feast was given in
American Market for the Famous
her honor by Richard Rowland of
Players-Lasky Company, set about to handled the same machine.
Mme. Scheupbach arrived in New Metro. Mme. Scheupbach left for
devise a method of distribution of
Simplex machines that would enable York several weeks ago making her France knowing that the impression
the distributor to maintain a high grade headquarters with Sydney Garrett, her she had created here by her business
establishment and also assure the man- American representative, in the God- sagacity and knowledge of foreign
frey Building. Mme. Scheupbach fields would aid the further exploitaufacturer of a yearly number of
tion of American products in European
machine sales to justify the constant brought with her glowing reports of
Simplex performance in Europe and countries.
improving of the machine itself.
International

report,
ORDING to a Fox ationACCrecen
tly received, " Intern
ally famous artists have been selected by Georges Clemenceau to interpret the chief characters in his only
, ' The Strongest,' now bedrama
photo
ing filmed under the direction of R. A.
Walsh at one of the Eastern studios
of Fox Film Corporation. From this
country, from France, from Spain,
from the West Indies has the cast of
' The Strongest ' been chosen. Carlo
Liten, the Sir Henry Irving of Belgium, who is now giving special performances ofthe works of Maeterlinck
and other famous authors in New
York, makes his screen debut as the
marquis in the Clemenceau picture.
" It is not considered strange by
those who know him that Harrison
Hunter should have been selected to
portray the pait of the steel king of
France. It will be the first appearance of that well-known actor on the
silver sheet, but wherever the spoken
drama has been given Harrison Hunter
is known. At present he is the outstanding figure of the very successful
Broadway drama, ' The Crimson Alibi.' It was because of his great success as leading man for Sarah Bernhardt that Mr. Hunter — who, but for
the greatness of the production, would
not have left the speaking stage for

Cast

Statement
Filming

in

Is Issued on
of Story by

Clemenceau
the screen — consented to appear in
' The Strongest.'
" Direct from the Follies Bergere,
the Alhambra and the Casino in Paris
comes Renee Adoree, who as the young
and attractive heroine of the Clemenceau story will make an auspicious debut on the American screen. Mile.
Adoree is of a distinctive type of
beauty for which the Parisian theatres
are famous. She has the emotional
ability of the French artist, and with
this combines the bloom of youthfulness. Her screen career, according to
R A. Walsh, the director, is certain
to be most successful.
"Jean de Trigny Gautier and his
charming wife — an international union,
for Jean Gautier is a Frenchman, born
in Rheims, while his charming wife
first saw the light of day in Brussels
— are cast as the villain and the villainess. Gautier, after serving his
country in the infantry, artillery and
cavalry for twenty-two months, was
thrice wounded and invalided out of
the service. He came to the United
States, and when this country declared

Fox

Film

war on Germany he served as aviation
instructor in Mineola. He was educated at the Conservatoire de Paris,
and made his last appearance in France
at the Theatre Athenee in Paris, as
leading man in ' I Am True to My
Wife.' His wife was the star of the
first motion picture actually made in
South America. Her work on the
French screen for Gaumont and Pathe
in France has made her well known
in the republic across the ocean.
" For the ingenue role R. A. Walsh
has selected Miss Teddy Piper. She
is making her screen debut in this piclure, but has had a successful career
on the stage. C. A. de Lima, a native
of the West Indies and of Spanish
descent, who appeared in the Theatre
Antoine in Paris for more than ten
years, has been entrusted with one of
the main characters in the story. He
is well known in Madrid as well as in
the Capital of France, and is no
stranger in the United States, where
he has appeared in support of several
well-known motion picture stars.
" The other characters of the great
Clemenceau story have been chosen by
R. A. Walsh, the director, and his assistant, James Marcus. The production by Fox Film Corporation will be
in keeping with the story."

Motion
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Rights
Open
on Feature
Garsson Offers " The Blindness of
Youth " with Genu ine Alpine Scenery
the very near future. Various other
ACCORDING fromto reportsialreceived in- kinds of exploitation aids will be at
buyers in
quiries territor
all parts of the country are being re- the call of exhibitors, including post
ceived daily by Murray W. Garsson, cards, stickers, booklets, unique lobliy
general manager of the Foundation displays and an excellent assortment
Film Corporation, who soon will place of posters of all sizes, it is announced.
at the disposal of state right buyers
The "Blindness of Youth," is a disthe first of a series of productions,
tinct novelty as far as both story and
■■ The Blindness of Youth." The pic- photographic quality is concerned,
ture is virtually complete. It is stated Mr. Garsson says, and he verifies his
that an announcement of the initial statement with an assortment of
trade showing will be made within the "stills" that are said to be unusual.
next few days.
It is asserted that all the exteriors
That independent distributors favor were photographed in the heart of the
society plays, particularly a story of a Alps, and all the splendor of the mountains is said to be portrayed faithfully.
modern society life, is said to be indicated by the demand created for
The story is based on the love of
"The Blindness of Youth." "This two men, one an American of the
also proves that the form of advertis- girl's own social standing, the other
ing directed exclusively toward the ex- a romantic youth of the mountains,
hibitor, which Mr. Garsson has inau- the son of a hermit, for a young and
gurated, is earning the favor of the pretty American society girl, who is
territorial buyers," announces the re- spending her summer vacation in the
port from the Garsson office.
mountains.
The publicity and advertising work,
interesting and thrilling story
which is being conducted for the pur- is "An
based on the adventures of true
pose of paving the way for both the love and fate fighting the hypnotic
state rights buyers and the exhibitor,
will be continued throughout the time powers of a man determined to avenge
the various independent buyers are the death of his son, who had neither
carrying on their sales campaign, it is the power of will to face life's disappointments nor the power of resiststated.
ance to resist the magnetic inffuence
A press book, containing advertis- of a mysterious magic pool high up in
ing and publicity helps for the exhibitor is in the process of manufacture the mountains," concludes the Garsson statement.
and will be ready for distribution in

Picture

X e z

State
M.

''Heads
Win''
Seen
in Chicago
Industrial-Educational Film Shown
on

Basis of Direct-Payment Plan
WITHIN the last two weeks Chicago has seen " Heads Win," the
industrial educational picture made by
Harry Levey of the Universal for the
International Correspondence Schools
and distributed to the exhibitors as a
special feature on the basis of the
contract recently entered into between
the company and the Motion Picture
Exhibitors of America. Under this
contract, or agreement, the exhibitors
who run the picture receive direct payments, through the organization, and
the organization itself receives a substantial percentage of the gross percentage.
It is stated that " Heads Win " has
been played, or is being played, in
almost every important theatre in the
Chicago District from the Loop to the
Prairie. The patrons of the thea:res
are said to have voiced their approval,
and according to reports many of the
theatres are arranging for additional
bookings. This six-reel photoplay
Harry Levey
points a moral for every man, no matter what his station, who feels that he
is about to enter the world of failures.
includes all exIts story is intended to turn him from but the arrangement
hibitors who show the pictures no
the rut into the path which leads to matter whether they are members or
success.
of this organization. UniAccording to the Universal report, non-members
versal states.
many other star pictures showing the
industrial life and progress of America
will be ready for distribution early in
790.
the New Year. In every case distribuFigures
That Talk.
tion will be made on the direct payTurn to Page 579.
ment basis arranged with the Motion
Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc.,

Petite Constance Talmadgeto and
some of byherFirst
supporting
be released
National players in " Two Weeks,"
Jans

Is

to

Star

Olive

Telf

B. A. Rolfe Will Direct " Love Without "
Question," Produced at Fort Lee, N. J.
containing plenty of thrills and sus
JANS PICTURES, INC.,ure,announce pense. The locale is Long Islant
as their first super-feat
" Love
Without Question," in which Olive N. Y., and New York City, with man
Tell will be starred under the direc- cabaret and handsome estate scene
tion of B. A. Rolfe. "Love Without that W'ill make pleasing pictures.
Ivo Dawson has been engaged t
Question" is a filmization of C. Wadsplay
an important role in support o
worth Camp's novel, " The Abandoned
Room," which was published by Olive Tell in " Love \\'ithout Ques
Doubleday, Page & Co. Work on this tion." Mr. Dawson recently played
feature has already begun, Jans Pic- prominent part in the Paramount re
tures, Inc., having taken over the Peer- lease, " The Miracle of Love," and i
less studios at Fort Lee, N. J. The said to be a talented and experience i
.
supporting cast has been engaged, and young actor.
the filming of the scenes is going ahead
Jans Pictures, Inc., plan to gtv
rapidly, it is stated.
" Love Without Question " an elab
It is said that " Love Without Ques- orate production. The scenario is b
tion " will provide Miss Tell with a Violet Taggart Clark, while the pre
role that is well suited to her talents. duction will be under the direction o
The story is reported to be a romance B. A. Rolfe.

"The

Inferior

Sex'' Is Delayec
Negative — " Polly of
" Made First Issue
and all the members of his coast stal
in addition to several outsiders coi
sidered competent to pass judgmen
that the initial release of " The Inferior Sex," starring Mildred Harris According to the report, the consensi
Chaplin, has been changed on account of opinion was that it was a remarl
of an accident damaging the negative able production and should prove i
of " The Inferior Sex." The follow- ideal vehicle in which to launch Mr
ing telegram was received from the Chaplin under the Louis B. Mey<
Louis B. Mayer Studios in Los An- banner.
" Polly of the Storm Country
geles at the Chaplin-Mayer Pictures
which was intended as the second r
Co., New York:
" Unfortunate experience at studio. lease of the Mildred Harris Chapl
Heavy winter rain washed out wall series, \vas completed and in proce
of temporary cutting room, badly of cutting and titling. Mr. Mayer,
damaging almost half of Inferior Sex is said, immediately wired Li:t
negative, necessitating retakes, there- Brown & Co., of Boston, who a
fore cannot release early part of publishing the book by Grace Mill
January as planned. First release White, and finding that it would he <
will be ' Polly of the Storm Coun- sale all over the country the latt
try.' Polly is a wonderful picture from part of January, he determined
every standpoint. Start your adver- make " Polly " the first release of t :
Mildred Harris Chaplin series.
accordingly."
It is tising
reported
that prior to the acci" Polly " is being directed by Arth |
dent, "The Inferior Sex," in its com- H. Rosson, from the scenario j
pleted form, was viewed by Mr. Mayer Frank M. Dazey.

Wash-Out Damages
the Storm Countrv
ANNOUNCEMENT
has come
from the Louis B. Mayer
offices
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Prizma

Contest

As an added incentive to the sales
force of Republic, prizes were awarded
to various branches securing the highest percentage in bookings. The winners of these were announced this
week.
Prizma and Republic were determined to do something to wind up 1919
with a bang and make Leap Year a
truly leap year in business as well. So
they inaugurated a unique contest for
the various branches, which had for
its object the building up of Prizma
sales. Several thousand dollars in
cash prizes were offered, with gold
watches as a side inducement. The
conditions were as follows :
A reasonable introductory quota was
set for each branch office.
All offices reaching their quotas by
December 15 were eligible to compete.
All business on the books and still
in force on December 15 was credited
toward the quota.
All the new business on which an
advance deposit was received by December 15 and on which the first paying date was within thirty days thereafter, was credited.
Weekly revenue was credited in full
on fifty-two weeks' service contracts
or pro rata on shorter contracts, according to the length of contracts.
The contest was divided into four
classes and there were three cash
prizes or watches for each class. Class
A was for the highest percentage business above the quota allotted. Class

Brings
Results
in
their
ideas,
which will prove liL-lpFive
Hundred Percent ful to their colleagues.
\\ ith ihc cards all set, the various
Increase in Business
managers and their force started in.
Is the Answer
.\iid tiicy put it over.
The wiiuicrs of the contest have just
been annoiuiccd. Four Republic managers won Tiffany watches offered by
Prizma for reaching tlieir quotas assigned by midnight of December 15.
They were J. F. Kiml)crley, Buffalo;
W. R. Priest, Philadelphia ; R. E. Flagler, Cincinnati, and C. \. Thompson,
Cleveland.
In addition to the watches, $3,000 in
cash prizes were awarded to the
branches. The Class A prizes, totaling $15,000 were awarded to the three
branches having the highest percentage
of business above the quota assigned.
The first prize of $750 was won by the
Buffalo branch ; the second prize of
$500 was won by Philadelphia and the
third prize of $250 went to Cincinnati.
The Class B prizes, totalling $1,500,
were awarded to the three branches
that secured the highest average per
day. The first prize of $750 was won
by Cincinnati, the second of $500 by
Philadelphia, and the third of $250 by
Cleveland.
In the letter writing contest, $100
was distributed. Ralph E. Peckham of
J. F. Kimberly, Buffalo, winner of the Tif- Cleveland won the $50 first prize;
fany watch given
a prize for increasing
Prizmaas bookings
George E. Jackson, Seattle, the second,
$30.00,
and H. D. Baumeister, MinneB for the highest average price per
apolis, the third, $20.00.
Two offices won $1,000 each. The
day in branches reaching quotas. Class
C for branch managers reaching quota Cincinnati office not only won the $750
on or before midnight of December in Class B for the highest average per
15 and Class D a letter writing con- day but also carried away the third
test for salesmen.
prize for the third highest average
The object of the letter writing con- above the quota set. The Philadelphia
test was to get views from salesmen office won both second prizes of $500
as to what constituted the best selling each, totalling $1,000. In recognition
points of Prizma. Despite the fact of their co-operation with Republic,
that World and Republic were in a Prizma also awarded Tiffany watches
process of reorganization at the time, to the Select managers in Buffalo and
the men on the road took time to send Cleveland.

Triangle
THE
Triangle Distributing 's
Corporation has issued a detailed statement announcing the release dates of
some of its big recreated features and
asserting that the success of the Triangle reissues up to date is due to the
fact that its brand of output best meets
the widespread demand for better pictures, which is especially prevalent
among the first-run houses. The statement is submitted below in full :
"In practically every important city,
there are at least four or five first-run
houses that must be supplied with a
picture at least once each week," says
Triangle. "At the present time, the
production of features up to the necessary high standard has not kept pace
with the growth of first-run theatres.
It is this condition, the Triangle statement says, that is responsible for the
large number of first-run bookings in
the recreated plays. In practically
every instance the theatres that played
'The Flame of the Yukon', Triangle's
first release under the new plan, have
signed up for the entire series. Triangle salesmen have found a strong
selling argument in the fact that these
pictures have already stood the acid
test of the box-office and that, in their

Releases
1920
Early
Says
Recreated Version
available on Jan. 4th. Triangle's second
release
for the new year will be ' A
of Former Hit Meets
Gamble in Souls,' also an Ince production featuring Dorothy Dalton and
Public's Demand
William Desmond.
new form, they are better today than
^and" Press
books inonSouls,'
' The showing
Clodhopper
at the time of their original release.
' A Gamble
how '
the
exhibitor
can
readily
cash
in
on
"Every picture on the next Triangle
program was supervised either by D. these two Triangle productions with
W. Griffith or Thomas H. Ince. The
stars of the pictures already released practically no expense, have been isor announced for release in the near
the Company."
Thesued byTriangle
statement concludes
future are Dorothy Dalton, Dorothy with the assertion that "the close of the
Gish, William Desmond, Louise Glaum year 1919 has seen Triangle strongly
and Roszika Dolly. A Constance Tal- entrenched in the confidence of the
madge production along the lines of
through its release of ' The
her latest plays is in course of prepara- exhibitor
Flame of the Yukon ' and ' Betty of
tion and will probably be released in Greystone,'
the Dorothy Gish feature
the near future. Work is also under
directed by Allan Dwan under the supway on the best of the pictures made
ervision of David W. Griffith. These
for Triangle by William S. Hart, have proven money makers to many
Norma Talmadge, Douglas Fairbanks first run houses, and Triangle has set
and Frank Keenan. These pictures a fast pace for itself for 1920 with
will be released one every third week
'The Flame of the Yukon' and 'A
beginning early in the spring.
" Triangle's first release for 1920 will
be ' The Clodhopper,' Monte M. Kat- Gamble in Souls.'"
terjohn's masterful story of rural life,
^ 790 is a big figure with a
featuring Charles Ray. This produc579.
big meaning. See Page
tion, made under the personal supervision of Thomas H. Ince, will be

cent increase
per days
E iiundrcd
in business
in sixty
was anAFI\"
nounced last week by Prizma
Incorporated through Republic Distributing Corporation. This jump in
bookings, it is made known, has been
accomplished by the sales force of Rfpublic, backed by Prizma, Incorporated,
who
produce nature's own colors on
the screen.

|ed J. Ireland. Pres. and director of the
aerald Moving Chicago
Picture Company of
J. Ireland Is Busiest
Man on Emerald Lot
11 is activity at the Ciiicago stus of the Emerald Moving Picture
mpany at present but the busiest
on the lot is said to be President
pVederick J. Ireland who, besides di^'•cting the production of a two-reel
Uy West and Alice Howell comedy
ch week, is writing comedies, designg and supervising the setting up of
e scenery, and between times giving
Ivice to the electricians on lighting
'•■^ Eects or seeing that the laboratory
^ wk on the positives is O. K. In addon to the above, Mr. Ireland is
id to be planning some five-reel picres he has in view as well as the
oduction of some one-reelers, on
lich he hopes to start work early in
e new year.
During his apprenticeship on the
ish stage and all through his career
r. Ireland, it is stated, has been a
eat student of stage craft in all its
irms and by actual work has fitted
mself so that he can design and set
) the most elaborate scenery as well
direct the lighting or wire the house
necessary.
Jnited Artists

Officials

Go On Trip
Hiram Abrams and Ralph O. Proc>r of United Artists Corporation, left
Few York this week for a business
)ur of the country. They will visit
le company's exchanges and meetings
ith exhibitors in all the important
inters are looked forward to.
Mr. Abrams in the past has always
een in the closest possible touch with
leatre men the country over, and his
requent journeys and meetings with
xhibitors have been most beneficial in
laintaining a complete understanding
f mutual problems.
Vlore Franchise Holders
in United Theatres
I New members of United Picture
' rheatres of America's fast growing
ist of franchise holders are:
Fred C. Martin, of the Pastime the»tre, Wagoner, Okla. ; Maki and Han'lula, of the Rex theatre. Red Lodge,
j^ont. ; R. K. Dunham, of the Rex thcitre, Mt. Vernon, Wash. ; O. W. Lamlert, of the Orpheum theatre, Roundip, Mont. These exhibitors joined the
Jnited family during the past week.
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Clara

Motion
K.

Young

Plans

the following appear on the list: "B
and Humans," which the Strand
reported to have booked as a prelease for its humorous appeal ;
Aeroplane
Tripis tosaid
Heaven,"
" A soF
Stor\,"' which
to contain
exceptional photography, and "i
.Antics,'' which is stated to reveal so
intimate studies of the ant's life in
entertaining manner.
Tyrad asserts that the success
America's foremost theatres is " du<
their prograrn, which consists in
main of big feature films, set off
these fine, snappily titled nature j

Campaign

for Johnny Dooley
The Tyrad Pictures, Inc., are
making preparations for the distribution of the Johnny Dooley Comedies, of which they have secured
the world's rights. The comedies
are two reels in length and will be
released each month on the state
rights basis, commencing with
" Some Mind Reader," scheduled for
release January 15, 1920.
" Wc will release the Johnny
Dooley Comedies as specials, for
they are specials in every sense of
the word," said Matthias Radin,
president of the Tyrad Pictures,
Inc., in an interview. "An extensive
advertising campaign, an attractive
lobby display and exhibitors' aids
are being arranged."
Doris

Kenyon

Spends

Very Busy Week
Doris Kenyon spent an extremely
busy week immediately preceding
Christmas. To begin -with, there
were the inevitable Christmas shopping tours to be taken care of. Next,
Miss Kenyon was appearing nightly
in the A. H. Wood's play, " The
Girl in the Limousine." In addition,
she made daily trips to Dutchess
County with her director, J. Searle
Dawley, to take part in a number
of skating scenes which were filmed
for the next Deitrich-Beck production, "The Harvest Moon."

H.

B. Warner is star of " Haunting
" Shadows," a Robertson-Cole release

N e■

Tyrad Has Line of Oi
Reel Nature Studies
Tyrad Pictures, Inc., announces d
it has ready for presentation a sen
of single-reel nature studies under
general titles of " Wonders of Natut
This series, according to the announ
ment, will be released at the rate
one subject a week during the y(
It is said that live exhibitors are n
booking, these one-reelers ahead.
Among some of the first releai

Starts

on " Soul of Rafael "
Clara Kimball Young, having completed work on " The Forbidden
Woman," her second Equity production, which will be released early in
January, has started work on her next
production " The Soul of Rafael," by
the American au.hor, Marah Ellis
Ryan. Together with Miss Young,
Mrs. Ryan will supervise all costuming
and research work connected with the
production, according to arrangements
entered into between the author, and
Harry Garson, producer, it is s:ated.
Mrs. Ryan is said to be engaged
at present in an investigation of the
locations in California where the exterior scenes of the picture will be
taken.
Tyrad

Picture

Two famous ladies meet and tell each other nice complimentary little nothings about
each other's art. They are Clara Kimball Young and Madame Tetrazzini

Vitagraph

Film

No

Sex

Story

" The Sins of the Mothers " Has to Do
with Gambling — Its Origin and Effect
" As Trixie Graham, the daughter
VITAGRAPH makes the following
announcemeiit about its picture, of a mother who had become such a
slave to her passion for gambling that
" The Sins of the Mothers " :
"Although the title of the Anita the husband and father killed himself,
Stewart feature, ' The Sins of the Miss Stewart has a powerful role."
The play was edited by Mr. and
Mothers,' which is being released by
Vitagraph, would suggest a sex play, Mrs. George Randolph Chester and disuch an element does not enter into
rected by Ralph Ince. Vitagraph has
staged the picture in a lavish manner,
the story. There is no ' triangle,' no it
is said. Lucille Lee Stewart, sister
erring women so far as her morals
are concerned. There is nothing in of Anita Stewart, is also in the cast.
the picture which the youngest child
allowed in a picture house should not
see and which she could not underLatest State Right
stand. On tTie contrary-, the picture
should be welcomed by mothers as an
652
News
object lesson to their daughters, and
they can well take the moral home to
themselves.
fl News of the Play" ' The Sins of the Mothers ' deals
ers and Directors . 661
with the evils of gambling, particularly as it relates to the initial step of
cards for money at home and social
Helpful Service
gatherings. Beginning as a harmless
on New Theatre
amusement, the habit grows until it
reaches out to roulette, horse betting
Construction and
and other get-rich-quick forms of diversion and becomes a vice. And it is
Other Equipment
the danger of this vice being inherited
Matters
667
by the children of the victim that
forms the basis of Miss Stewart's next
feature and provides it with its name.

"In Old Kentucky" Sa
to Be Mid- West Hit]
" In Old Kentucky," the Louis '
Mayer-First National release, starri :
Anita Stewart, has inspired sev(
commendatory telegrams reported
have dies."
been recently received at the |
fices of the First National Exhibitij
Circuit in New York. These mess:
announce the success attending
opening of the Mayer picture at va
ous locations. One from J. F. C|
berly. Branch Manager for First
tional at Minneapolis, reads as
lows :
" Opened ' Kentucky ' in Duluth,
Paul, and Minneapolis today; pom
lively broke records in all three towf
over any other attraction at similar a4
mission stop. Picture pleased evaj
body, and to me looks like sal
Alfred

Tanzer

Appoint

ed
Manager
.Alfred
Tanzer, who infor Detroit
over a yea
winner."
has been on the staff of United Kf
ture Theatres of America's Chicag
office as Wisconsin representative, aii<
who maintained a resident office i
Milwaukee, has just been promoted t
the managership of the Detroit offic
of United by President J. A. Berst

looks
"a quite
the artist'
inMarguerite
" Luck Clark
in craft
Pawn,"
Paramount-Art
feature
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{Continued from page 622)
News of Producers

A strong moment from " Th« Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come,"
Goldwyn production featuring
Jacka Pickford
" Other Men's Shoes " to
Have a Strong Cast
In " Other Men's Shoes," the first
of the series of photoplays produced
by Edgar Lewis for Pathe, will be
seen " one of the strongest casts ever
assembled for a motion picture,"
claims the Pathe Exchange. Crauford
Kent will play a dual role. His leading
woman is announced as Irene Boyle.
Harold Forshay and Bobby Connelly
are also cast for important parts.
Others in the large cast are: Edna May
Spurl, Phil Sanford, Jean Armour,
Stephen Radmun and Jack Shankey.
Besides there is more than 1,000 extras
were employed for the filming, it is
stated.
"Soldiers of Fortune"
Is Still Scoring
Opening at the Bijou theatre, Fall
River, Mass., to " the biggest, receipts
the house has ever known," according to the telegram of L. M. Boas,
manager, " Soldiers of Fortune," the
Allan Dwan production, continued to
pile up gratifying reports of its boxoffice activities last week, it is said.
The Realart feature is also reported
to have set up a new house record at
the Cabrillo theatre, San Diego, Cal.,
where, according to the confirming
letter of R. E. Hicks, proprietor, the
week's receipts put " Soldiers of Fortune " in the first place for normal
times.
Warner Brothers Sell
Serial for Canada
Word comes from the Warner
Brother's office, where the distribution
rights of Selig's big animal serial,
"The Lost City" are for sale, that
Charles L. Stephenson, of Toronto,
Canada, bought the Canadian distribution rights. What is claimed to be
a record price is said to have been
paid for this territory.
Mr. Stephenson is one of Canada's
pioneer picture men, and has acquired
a reputation of putting things over in
a big way. He formed the exhibitors
Distribution Corporation, which is
similar to the First National Exhibitors Circuit of this country.

"The
Corsican
Brothers"
when wc declareScores
it is one of the few
the favor
over
en Critics Render Verdict costume plays that have proved worth
writtrebeen able
to have
ELATED ports said
of Favorable Tone on
while presenting. And the reason may
by the various reviewers in conbe found in its assortment of dramatic
nection with its feature, "The CorsiElaborate Feature
elements, which embellish a vivid and
rs," the United Picture
Brothe
can
Theatres of America have issued a
vital story. It does not have to rely
ed
statement in which are summariz
about
United's
latest
photodrama
:
'A
atmosphere — rich as that facthe verdicts of the critics on this new praiseworthy photoplay has been made upon torits
is— nor upon the value of the
production. The statement is repro- from Alexander Duma's well known author's name. Director Campbell has
duced below in full:
novel. It was produced with infinite seemingly caught the proper perspective throughout. The double exposure
"The motion picture critics were care and a special regard to detail.
very complimentary in their opinions The settings are unusually attractive
is commendable.'
"Peter
Milne, one of filmdom's best
on 'The Corsican Brothers,' the United and quaint. It is an intelligent and sat- work
Picture Theatres of America feature
isfying production which will please known critics, has this to say in Wid's
in which Dustin Farnum plays the fa- theatre-goers. The acting leaves Daily: 'This is a carefully made and
mous dual role of the twin brothers. nothing to be desired. Dustin Far- elaborate" production of Alexandei
num is splendid as the two brothers. Duma's famous work and because of
"The six-reel feature was shown for
review last week and met with the The photography is excellent giving the peculiarity of the story and the
undivided approval of all the review- the final artistic touch to a well bal- picturesque costumes (which, however,
don't put the curse of a costume drama
ers. .As one reviewer puts it: 'It is
indeed a pleasure to see a company
"In anced
the production.'
Motion Picture News, Lau- on the production) it should appeal to
with the welfare of motion pictures
rence Reid writes as follows : 'Famous many. * * * * As regards atmosphere
so much at heart that they are willing story and play makes a screen success. of settings and costumes the director
to spfend a fortune to film a master- Alexander Duma's stirring story of has in these respects scored excellently.
Corsican love and vengeance, which The big exterior street scenes, the
piece like 'The Corsican Brothers.' I served
as dramatic fare for Robert pretty garden shots and the interiors
cannot commend it too highly.' That
is what the critic of one of the largest Mantell upon the Speaking stage for are all lavish and maintain a fine illusion. This should draw well, if handled
circulating popular magazines said many years, has found its way to the
after she had seen the Dustin Farnum screen. 'The Corsican Brothers' con- properly. There are plenty of specfeature.
tacular scenes to feature, such as the
tains enough ingredients to while away
"In the Exhibitor's Trade Review, an interesting hour for any exhibitor's masque ball, the banquet scene and the
It is not a misstatement
Miss Helen Rockwell has this to say audience.

Pathe

Prize

Branch
among
ition is
competwhich
a ers
INManag
reported to
have brought the business of
Pathe in every department to the
highest totals ever recorded in its history, the following winners of the
three big prizes offered during
" Quimby Tribute Month," were announced this week by Paul Brunei,
Vice-President and General Manager
of Pathe:
W. A. Aschmann, Milwaukee, winner of first prize, a $1,000.00 platinum
diamond ring, which under the conditions of the contest, went to " the wife
of the Manager who secured during
November the greatest amount of new
business in proportion to the rating of
his office, and the greatest increase in
collections over the average collections for his office for the months of

Winners

two duels.' "
Announced

Branch

Managers at Milwaukee, Buffalo and
Indianapolis Win

ner of the special prize, $1,000 in
cash, " awarded by Hal E. Roach,
producer of the Harold Lloyd comedies, to the Branch Manager who
secured the greatest amount of business in proportion to the rating of his
office, on the special $100,000 two-reel
Lloyd comedies during the month of

The prizes reached the winners in
time to make Christmas Day brighter
in their household than it might have
been except for " Quimby Tribute
Month." Fred C. Quimby, Director
of Exchanges of Pathe, in honor of
whose second anniversary the tribute
month was arranged, joined Mr.
Brunet in sending his compliments to
each of the winners.
Manager Shrader of Indianapolis
went so far over his quota on the
new Lloyd special $100,000 comedies,
that he outstripped his field, it is said.
His first big booking was from S.
Barret McCormick, managing director of the Circle Theatre, Indianapolis. When " Bumping into Broadway" started a riot of laughter at the
Circle, Mr. Shrader's task was made
comparatively easy, for every exhibitor in his territory is reported to
have eagerly sought bookings on the
first series of six Lloyds.

In announcing the awards, Mr.
November."
Brunet added that " Quimby Tribute
Month " was a success beyond comprehension. The November collections were by far the greatest in the
history of Pathe, it is said, and they
topped a figure the organization had
July,
August
and
September."
C. A. Taylor, of Buffalo, winner of long been striving to attain. Thirtysecond prize, a $500.00 platinum dia- two Branch Managers participated in
mond ring " awarded the wife of the the competition and there was not a
Manager whose showing was second single office which did not surpass its
best to the winner of the first prize." best previous month, according to re- First National Reunion
R. S. Shrader, of Indianapolis, winin Louisville, Ky.
A First National Reunion was held
ports.
in Louisville, Ky., Sunday, December
14, on the occasion of the presence of
General Pershing in that city. Colonel
Fred Levy, president of the First National Exhibitors' Exchange for Kentucky and Tennessee, and Lee L. GoldIjcrg, the secretary, were hosts to several of the exhibitors who came to see
General Pershing. They attended the
banquet in his honor given by the
Louisville Board of Trade.
Those present included J. Real Neth,
of the Ada Meade theatre, Lexington,
Kj'. ; Godfrey Kotzin, Lyric theatre,
Covington
; J. P. Masters,
of theC.Crescent Amusement
Company;
O.
Here are some Pathe prize winners in the Harold Lloyd big business contest recently
Brown,
Manring
theatre,
Middlesboro;
closed. The man with the smile is M. A. Ashman, manager of the Milwaukee exchange. Centre is R. S. Shrader, manager of the Indianapolis office, and right is
Leo F. Keiler, Arcade theatre, Paucah,
C. A. (Buck) Taylor, of Buffalo.. Mr. Shrader won a thousand in cold cash, while
and Frank Dowler, of the Signal
Ashman and Taylor each got a platinum ring
Amusement Company.
'Tia said that " Buck " is going to swop his ring off for new buz buggy tires
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Actors

and

actresses

have

taken

chances

eVer*

Hi

before-^

occasionally, the cameraman — almost never, the director. But
in filming " THE GREAT AIR ROBBERY " the four people
shown here deliberately accepted the greatest risks that players in
pictures have ever taken since the gorgeous game began.
^Breathless" is the only word.
One thrill — one
only — but that one lasts from beginning to end! It begins with
the U. S. Mailman's first hop into the air — mounts higher when
the pirates soar — grows agonizing with the brave Sheriff's terrific
parachute jump — drives you frantic when Locklear, only fifty feet
from you, grabs the frail rope, leaps from his plane and sweeps on
at a hundred miles an liour, a daredevil kicking against the mighty
vault of the sky.
See it and

marvel

at this man's

ice-cold

nerve.

See

it and be glad you're safe on earth. Book it and thank your
stars you read this advertisement!

amik

From

the

BIGGEST
THEATRE

I
I

|l

11
to the
BIGGESTP
PICTURE

r

Carl Laemtnle
presents
^
i

WONDER-PLAY
A
UNIVERSAL-JEWEL
PRODUCTION
DE LUXE

mJETY

glayi^

thigl

of

remarkable

drama:

^CT^HIS picture is exceptional. It marks an
epoch. The arrival of Gustav Sayferritz as
a legitimate director was no more
stage than that of Eric Von
tures, for in ' BLIND

important to the

Stroheim

HUSBANDS

to motion

picm

' this former

Griffith ' heavy ' has written, directed and acted in
a feature that makes others shown on Broadway seem
like a novel by Chambers
Sudermann or Schnitzler.

beside a masterpiece

by

" It is a safe bet for any exhibitor, and every exhibitor should show it— or consider himself at once
the manager

of a second-class house.^'

m

These

views

iuAiertO

of

mourn

^OWnonfhe

npm^
SOree

exceed
Minneapolis

anything
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Carl Laemmle
has the honor of presenting the
STAGE

WOMEN'S WAR RELIEF SERIES
Twelve -Two-reelfeaturing
Photoplays de Luxe

The Foremost Stars of the World's Legitimate Stage
These half-hour masterpieces are
now being shown in every locahty

if

by that locality's leading theatre
Released solely thru Universal- Jewel

VIOLET
HEMING
m

JULIA
ARTHUR

HELEN
MACKEIrLAR.

WM.
COURTENAY
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MILDRED
III

HARRIS
CHAPLIN

PI

\UEKER

LOIS
dEUIEL

PRODUCTIONS

"HOME"
^1

"BQRROUICD
"FOR

CLOTHES'

UUSBANDS

ONLY"

"FORBIDDEN"

UNIUERSAL-UEQIEL
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All

-Star

C«ik«t

KATHLEEN

O'CONNOR
PERRIN

JACK

GERTRUDE

ASTOR

J. BARNEY

SHERRY

LEONARD
HENRY
JIM

Picture

CLAPHAM

BARROWS

FARLEY
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" Yesterday " writes the Reliable of Millvale, Penna.,
"we had the first episode of 'ELMO, THE MIGHTY'—
and did more business than we have done with features that cost us $100 per day." What more do you
want of a Serial? Watch for next week's announcement of Elmo Lincoln's coming triumph. Meanwhile —

The

of

THIS sure does contain a thrill a second "
says WID. " To attempt to portray
what happens and include the details is next
to impossible. For action, few productions
have come up to it." And always in the center of the action is EILEEN SEDGWICK, the
beautiful new Queen of the Serials!

best

dpessed
Serial
the

Madison

market

today

las
ead

on

also

for
the

it's
most

Actor-Athlete
popular
in
America
James

J. Corbett

in

"J?^e Midnight
Man
is
an
absolute
proven
winner

and

bob

R*»v«$
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NOTHING
in recent years has made quite
so instantaneous a hit as these Centurymade x4nimal Comedies, directed by Fred C.

ALREADY

Picture

RELEASED

ple are only kids grown up — give them a
chance to shriek with joy! You have no less

LOONEY LIONS AND MONKEY BUSINESS "
FRISKY LIONS AND WICKED HUSBANDS "
HOWLING LIONS AND CIRCUS QUEENS "
A LION SPECIAL "
LONESOME HUSBANDS AND LOOSE LIONS "
A LION IN THE HOUSE "
DARING LIONS AND DIZZY LOVERS "
AFRICAN LIONS AND AMERICAN BEAUTIES

than ten sure-fire hits to pick from.
them at any Universal Exchange.

WEAK HEARTS AND WILD LIONS '
NAUGHTY LIONS ANT) WILD MEN "

Fishback, in which the world's foremost animal trainer, Charles Gay, turns his big cats
loose to make the fun fast and furious. Peo-

See

N e w%

January

i o , 1920
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Brownie

-

the

Cenl'urii

El WEEN

WONDEP

DOO

'T'HE whole, wide world loves a smart dog and here is
the cutest pup that ever drew the breath of life,
somethins; to make your audiences liowl with laughter
and gasp with amazement — '"I don't see fioiv he does it!"
"BROWNIE'S DOGGONE TRICKS
" A LUCKY DOG'S DAY "

bVEl?

THE

TRANSOM

and the common or garden farce there's
just the same tremendous difference as
between dress clothes and a suit of
overalls — or vintage wine and a keg of
2.75 — or between real fun and mechanical idiocies.
ITH that difference in mind, exhibitors
have found, too, that Lyons-Moran
Comedies are always clean — and that
they attract a class of patronage that
every shrewd showman wants more of
every day. Book any one of them —
all of them — they're all up-to-the-minute
— all perfectly dressed. Start now with
SWEET

MPS.

JOE

MAPTIN
44TF I gotta be an actor, I'd
rather be a monkey," says
Mrs. Joe. '' They give me a
pitcher with a hole in the top
and push my cap down on my
ears and yell, " Register — register!'" Say! I'm hot enough to
be a whole heating system of
registers — the only thing this
monk will ever register is a
kick!
And so will you, if you
don't play:
"A JUNGLE GENTLEMAN"
"THE GOOD SHIP ROCK'N
" A BABY DOLL BANDIT '
"OYER THE TRANSOM"
RYE "
Universal
Jewel

a Lyons-Moran Star Comedy

PATOOTIE."
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in "Whirlwind"
Cast
g
Stron
Allgood Serial has Two Daring L,eads
and Strong Support Cast Says Author

JOSEPH A. GOLDEN, author and
producer of the latest Allgood Serial, "The Whirlwind," also author
Gamble,"
"The
producer
and
cast
strongest
the Great
announces oneof of
of players for a serial he believes ever
assembled. " I picked my players with
three points in mind. First, for their
ability to faithfully portray the story;
second, for their fearlessness and daring in the performance of stunts and
exploits, and lastly for their knowledge
of what the public tastes are in chapter photoplays," he says.
Sylvia Breamer and Robert Gordon in
" That I have been fortunate in sePathe's latest feature, " My Husband's
curing that peculiar type of talent for
Other Wife "
' The Whirlwind ' can be plainly seen
the only place that exFirst-Run Call on Third on the screen,
hibitors are interested in.
" In Charles Hutchison, we are givof Lloyd's Series
ing the public not alone a popular and
Grows
widely known star, but a player whose
Coincident with the announcement recklessness and daring has never yet
equalled by any serial star in the
that " From Hand to Mouth," third been
industry.
of Harold Lloyd's series of $100,000
two-reel comedies, will play the Strand
" Hutchison scorns a double, doing
and Rivoli theatres in New York the every
hazardous stunt himself, taking
week of January 4, comes a state- risks that no star would even dream
of
taking.
ment from Pathe that first-run bookings on the comedies are still on the
" In scenes where he risked his life,
such as crawling under a rapidly movincrease.
Jensen
and
Von
Hcrberg's
Liberty theatre in Portland had been
added to the Lloyd first-run list.

ing train, jumping off a clifl at Ausable Chasm, crawling up the side of
a building precisely as the celebrated
human fly performs, Hutchison has injected super-thrills into 'The Whirlwind 'that makes this serial a superthriller.
" In scores of scenes where absolute
fearlessness was demanded, Hutchison
has gone through the action with as
much suavity as if he were eating his
evening dinner. Likewise beautiful
Edith Thornton, playing opposite
Hutchison, runs through the thrill
scenes as if the dangerous feats were William Farnum is star in " Wings of
the Morning," a Wm. Fox production
nothing more than child's play.
" Every member of the cast has done
his work in such a manner that would
make any serial director feel as Fox's Paris Agent Puts
Over Quick Work
though he had chosen the star cast of
The Fox Film Corporation gives its
all time. With such a cast plus a
Paris representative credit for a good
powerful
story,
' Theof Whirlwind
brings to the
screens
the world ' bit of news enterprise. He took motion pictures of the American peace
something bigger in serials than what
has gone before. State rights are now delegates leaving France, and dispatched his film on the same ship on
being allotted for the United States
through the Allgood Pictures Corpora- which the delegates sailed. The peace
tion, 815 Longacre Bldg., while the commissioners, Frank L. Polk, Assistant Secretary of State; General Tasker
foreign territorial rights are being
handled by Mr. E. S. Manheimer, 126 H. Bliss and Henry White, formerly
Ambassador to France, left Paris on
West 46lh Street."
December 10, and sailed from Brest on
day.
the transport America the following

Gladys Leslie Plays in
MooreBooksGlaum's
Picture
New Emotional Role
Washington Exhibitor Takes on
The
• Gladys Leslie has an emotional role
in " The Midnight Bride," her final
Lone Wolf's Daughter " for Two Weeks
Vitagraph feature, which will be an
on ex- cleared out other bookings to be the
the Washingt
early January release. It was during TOM MOORE,
National fran- first eastern exhibitor to offer "The
hibitor and First
the middle of last summer that Albert
chise-holder, has booked for a two
E. Smith, president of Vitagraph, de- weeks' showing at his Washington Lone
The Wolf's
heaviestDaughter".
bookings ever given a
cided that Miss Leslie had displayed a
picture
in the first three weeks of its
decided ability for serious roles, and Strand Theatre J. Parker Read Jr.'s sale in the
Chicago territory is stated
that she should no longer devote her second Louise Glaum production, "The to have been given to this second of
r"
Louis
by
Daughte
Wolf's
Lone
talents entirely to the lighter comedy Joseph Vance. Mr. Moore in closing a group of productions, starring
roles.
Glaum under the auspices of
Miss Leslie has the assistance of a his contract with the Hodkinson or- Louise
ganization, the distributors, also an- J. Parker Read Jr. Every key city
good supporting company, which innounced his intention of holding open was booked in Illinois within ten days
cludes James Morrison, Gladden a third week at his Garden Theatre to after the receipt of the prints by the
James, Nellie Spaulding, Roy Apple- give this production twenty-one con- Chicago office it is reported, and only
gate, Denton Vane and Virginia Valli.
ion in the na- one other picture in the past year has
William J. Humphrey directed the
capital.days' presentat
tionalsecutive
rivalled it for prices paid by exhibitors
picture.
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter" open;? or for the number' of days per conits Washington engagement on January 4, and Mr. Moore it is reported. son. tract, according to W. ^\'. HodkinPrint of Hough Story
Arrives East
The Emerson Hough story, " The
Sagcbrusher," which has been put into Expect
Much
of Carey
Film
film form by Benjamin B. Hampton,
has reached the East, and the HodkinUniversal Predicts that Harry Carey
son ofifices report it shows evidences
Will Surpass All His Previous Hits
of the months of pains given it in production.
announces that and happiness through a three-dayRoy Stewart, Marguerite De La UNIVERSAL
"Marked
Men"
shows Harry old baby. He is supported by a good
Motte and Noah Beery have leading Carey in a leading role
which will cast, including, Winifred Westover, J.
roles.
aflford the admirers of the Universal Farrell McDonald, Joe Harris, Ted
star their fill of thrills. Jack Ford, Brook and Charles LeMoyne The
Progress on New
Fox who directed the production, also night photography is said to. add to
comes in for a round of praise, the effectiveness of the big picture.
for his accredited success in the The streets of the mining town, the
Star's First Film
Rapid progress is being made on producing of this feature. Universal exterior of the dance hall, the outer
the screen production of "Her Ele- further points out that critics who walls of the grim prison and the
phant Man", in which William Fox have reviewed this picture have moonHt desert are offered as excellent
will present Miss Shirley Mason for pronounced it as Mr. Carey's best ef- examples of the newest developments
the first time as a star under his difort and one which is due to put his
work into the leading houses of the in the cameraman's art.
rection. Scott Dunlap, who is direct- country.
Steps are being taken to give this
ing the picture, is said to be giving it
picture exceptional exploitation, it is
In the picture Harry Carey appears said.
a fine circus atmosphere and mouldas an outlaw who achieves freedom
ing a story of charm and distinction.

In its release No. 23, shown December 24, Fox News gave not only views
of the departure of the diplomats,
but also pictures of their arrival in
New York on December 20.
Universal

News

Reel has

Interesting Scenes
In Universal Current Events news
reel No. 52, several views of the newly
arrived polar bears are shown, in their
" apartment " at the New York Zoo.
Slipping to the faraway Philippines,
the camera man then shows us how
Manila and its environs looked when
heavy floods recenth^ imperilled the
lives of many of its inhabitants.
Maurice Maeterlinck, the famous Belgian poet and Mme. Maeterlinck are
seen arriving on the S.S. LaFrance.
Admiral Sims also submits to be
caught on the same film.
Tobogganing pictures at Bear Lake,
California, show that the northern
states are not the only ones to enjoy
winter sports. The desperate measures employed to free the grounded
steamer
North are
Wind
at Martha's
Vin>ard. Mass.,
vividly
portrayed.
Metro

Reports

All-Star

Cast
for " The
Hopede " la
Jack Mulhall,
Marguerite
Motte, and Ruth Stonehouse have been
engaged for principal roles in " The
Hope," the melodrama of England, India and Italy that is to be made a
Metro-Screen Classic production. With
Frank Elliott, last week chosen to play
the " heavy," these talented screen
players will head what is reported to
be an all-star cast that will picturize
Cecil
and Henry Hamilton's
Drury Raleigh's
Lane production.

January
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The Return of Zahzi "
for Madge Kennedy
l.awrence McCloskey is announced
^ the latest contributor to the list of
ining productions to be made and
^tributed by Goldwyn Pictures Cor/ iration. It was announced this week
that Mr. McCloskey's "The Return of
/ahzi," an original story, has been purchased by Goldwyn and will be used as
a starring vehicle for Madge Kennedy,
who has just completed " The Bloom'iig Angel " at the Culver City Studios.
\ ithin the next week the script will
c turned over to a continuity writer.
The locale of the story is New York
1 the present day, and while the predominant tone is farce-comedy, there
are touches of serious feeling in the
presentation of the character to be interpreted byMiss Kennedy. " The Relurn of Zahzi" has won the emphatic
".iidorsement of everyone in the Goldwyn organization who has seen the
script, according to reports. Miss
Kennedy wired her approval from the
< :"oast
before the contract was closed,
is stated.

" Captain Courageous
Has Storm at Sea

"

Selznick's
statement recently issued, Lewis
INJ.a Selznick
declares his belief in
the practical value of advertising
and points to the extensive advertising
carried on by the Selznick organization
in a number of leading periodicals as
the concrete expression of his opinions
on that subject. The Selznick report
calls special attention to the advertising done in the December 27th issue of
the Saturday Evening Post, in which
five pages are devoted to the exploitation of a Selznick production
and the organization's stars. The most
salient points of the Selznick report
are given in the following:
" Page 91, the first of the five pages
was devoted to Olive Thomas, Eugene
O'Brien, Elsie Janis, Owen Moore and
Elaine Hammerstein, Selznick's five
popular stars. And the ad. said, 'These
Are Your Stars— not Ours.' The
' your ' referred to the public, and to
the exhibitor. The exhibitor books a
picture, starring one of these five persons ;advertises it ; exploits it ; and
sells the admission tickets to the public. The public comes and demands
more such pictures. Therefore, they
are the stars of the public and the exhibitor. No producer can make a star
but the public can.
" Perhaps the most remarkable part
of this remarkable advertising is that
four pages of the total of five are devoted to advertising a one-reel feature
of the Selznick productions. This is
the
Herbert
This 'new
feature Kaufman's
brings to the"Weekly.'
screen
and to the public, in picture form, the

Advertising
Volume
this immense
ad. was run prior to the
Five
Page Display in release of the first of this scries and
thereby paves the way to a demand by
Saturday Evening
the
public. The 'Herbert Kaufman's
Post Is Cited
Weekly' will not be unfamiliar to the
public, when it is given its initial release. Meanwhile the public interest
will have been aroused and the exhibitor obtaining the first release of
this series will have given to his patrons a real service.
" The policy of national advertising
in such periodicals as the Saturday
Evening Post, Pictorial Review, The
Ladies Home Journal, The Country
Gentleman, the Red Book and Motion
Picture Magazines, is only one of the
many steps the head of the Selznick
luiterprises is taking to co-operate with
the exhibitor. Whether in New York
or Oshkosh, the advertising of Selznick
productions and Selznick stars, brings
old and new patrons to the box office

Betty bert
Hilburn,
in the first
Kaufman appearing
weekly released
by L.Her-J.
Selznick

of Lewis
the exhibitor."
J. Selznick further declares
that the more you advertise a star, the
more the public will want to see that
star, provided the actor or actress has
ability and is given the opportunity to
demonstrate his or her talents in the
course of a well-constructed and interesting story. Selznick believes the
stars and stories offered by the organization have the necessary qualificationsand
; hence the next step, to back
up its products by vigorous advertising,
is entered upon with all possible energy
and efficiency to attract the public and
bring the exhibitor increasing receipts,
concludes the report.

Universal announces that " Captain
work of the world's greatest editorial
writer. It is a big step toward the
Courageous " is the temporary title
given the screen version of " The
classic in pictures. Four complete
Beach Comber," a story by J. G.
pages to advertise this new release.
Hawks. It is directed by Rex Ingram,
Written in a clean-cut convincing style,
and stars Elmo Lincoln.
this ad. will reach twice the number of
One scene called for a storm at sea.
subscribers of the popular weekly, and
A three-masted schooner was chartit is a known fact its circulation is the
ered and put to sea, and, after three
greatest of any weekly publication.
weeks, it is said, a tempest was en" Attention is called to the fact that
countered with the result that " Captain
Courageous " is reported to have some
thrilling scenes of the " heavy seas "
variety.
Elmo Lincoln support includes Mabel
Ballin, Harry Van Meter, Frank
Brownlee, Paul Weigel, Dick La Reno Karger
Tells
of
Metro's
Policy
of all, entertainment
par. Therefore,
and Ethelyn Irving.
statement just issued, New Year Will See Ful- Metro has committed itself to making
IN a lengthy
al
r-Gener
l
,
Maxwel Karger Directo
fewer pictures and making them the
of the Metro Pictures, discusses
filling of Fewer and
best.
Frank Lloyd to Direct Metro's policies for fewer and better
Better Pictures
pictures during the coming year, and
" This is Metro's solution of how
Pauline Frederick
declares that such a policy faithfully
to retain for the exhibitor his old
carried out must certainly lead to a
"Under the
directionwill
of Frank
" But the pictures, however, are the clientele, and incidentally, to attract
Pauline
Frederick
begin Lloyd,
work higher standard of production, a more cause
rather than the effect of this new patronage to the motion picture
this week on her next Goldwyn pic- cultivated type of audience and event- condition. In other words, the audi- theatre. The problem of the exhibitor
ture, "Roads of Destiny," based on
ences commenced getting better when has always been the problem of Metro,
ually to greater receipts for the coffers of the exhibitor. The statement pictures got better, for the latter and it is in solving this mutual probthe stage success written by Channing
Pollock from the story by O. Henry. is herewith reproduced in full :
lem that Metro has gone to such great
proved to be the guide leading the
The cast includes John Bowers, Richway
to
an
improved
condition
of
lengths in studying the picture busithe past two years there
ard Tucker, Grace Darmond, Hardee has" Within
probably been no greater progress things. Toward this end a decided
ness from the exhibitor's angle.
Kirkland, Maude George and Willard in any sphere of industrial or artistic improvement
in
stories
was
registered,
" Metro believes that the exhibitor
Louis.
activity than that of the motion pic- stories that were presented more can hold old and bring new patrons to
ture public. The progress shown has humanly, and to achieve this it was his house only when, and if, he has
been educational — a steady upward finally recognized that only through stories of good advertising value to
trend toward a higher standard of the co-operation of producers, stars, talk about ; also, when those stories
artistic appreciation. This fact in it- writers and directors could any real are humanly and entertainingly proself is of vital importance to the busi- and lasting success be obtained.
duced; and when the exhibitor can
ness of motion pictures, inasmuch as
" Metro has proceeded upon the present those productions under conno
no profession, and cer- basis that this analysis of the present
ditions which give him not only a
it. industry,
tainly no art can rise higher than the condition of things is correct. And decent profit for himself in money,
mental calibre of those who support to attain results that would meet with but, what is just as important, in the
the changed standards of screen re- accrued good-will of his public, which
quirements asthey exist today, Metro he can alone secure by proving himself
" This progress, so evident to the
men in touch with the economic phase has pursued but one course of action.
of the industry, means just one signif- That course is its policy of fewer and a faithful and dependable showman."
icant thing; and that is that a new better pictures.
clientele has been attracted to the
" Metro knows that it is utterly im- Winter Garden Girls in
theatres. The audiences that formFilm Cabaret Scene
possible for any firm to produce anerly were contented to sit through endnually
a
hundred
pictures
of
real
boxless reels of mediocre trash, are now office value, or a hundred pictures a
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
vastly augmented by a more exacting year of even average merit. It goes announces that Harley Knolcs has
body of spectators, who demand that without saying that in any hundred used a number from the Winter Garthe pictures which they view shall be productions probably not fewer than
den to advantage in a cabaret scene of
faithful,
and
not
false,
pictures
of
life
"
The
Cost," Violet Heming's newest
forty
will
be
below
par
—
be
it
story
■Charles Ray is star in the Pararaount-Art- as it actually exists.
par, direction par, acting par, or, worst picture for Famous Players-.Lasky.
craft production " Paris Green "
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"Flying

Pathe Releases "Fighting
Cressy " January ii
Pathe announces the Jesse D. Hampton production " Fighting Cressy,"
starring Blanche Sweet, as its principal
release on January 11. Robert
Thornby, who directed the production,
has selected the following to support
the star : Pell Trenton, Russell Simpson, Antrim Short, Edward Peil, and
Walter Perry. Others prominent in
the large cast are Billie Bennett,
Eunice Moore, and Georgie Stone,
the child-actor.
For exploitation aids for the exhibitor's benefit Pathe issues the following advertising material : two
styles three-sheet ; six-sheet ; twentyfour sheet; set of colored lobby
photos; 1 col., 2 col., and three col.
line ad cuts and mats; 22x28 colored
scene from play; 22x28 star portrait;
one and two col. newspaper cuts and
mats; set of black and white star and
scenes; two col. scene newspaper cut;
especial two color window cards, and
campaign book.

Ernest Shipman's Son
Not Forgotten
Ernest Shipman is in receipt oi a
wire from Santa Monica, Cal., reading
as follows :
"Am sending a roll of your kiddie
and his schoolmates as a New Year's
gift with a Scotchman's compliments.
(Signed) Stuart Paton."
The kiddie referred to is Ernest
and Nell Shipman's son Barry who,
though but seven years of age, is the
sergeant of the drill brigade at the
Westlake Military Academy, Santa
Monica.
" Ernie " Shipman is the recipient
of many gifts this Yuletide season.
His " Back to God's Country " after
covering over $200,000 of its prescribed $600,000 journey under First
National auspices, opens its New
York engagement at the Capitol
Theater, New Year's week, and has
besides one hundred prints working
to capacity audiences in all parts of
the country.
The Dominion Film Company, Inc ,
has elected him on its board of directors, and he will act in an advisory,
capacity in connection with new productions to be undertaken by that
company.
The Curwood-Carver productions
are busy on the second Curwood production, entitled " The Yellowback."
Ever Hear of Greybull?
C. A. Stimson, general sales manager of the American Film Company,
Inc., who is engineering a unique booking campaign on the " Flying A Specials," was brought to a halt in the
midst of strenuous business by a demand from E. P. Briggs, that Greybull, Wyoming, be marked for the next
sales conference. Greybull looked good
to Briggs. Enclosing a photo of a gay
exhibitors' banquet at " the " hotel of
the town he gives the strong points in
favor of his choice: "Greybull is one
of the wild and woolly towns in Wyoming with the real Western atmosphere, where the boys wear high-heeled
boots, and broad-brimmed hats. Crap
games are numerous with these native
six feet fours. The food is great, and
we have plenty of elk and venison."

Picture
A"

News

Has

Ad

Aids hibitor
for the Ex" Flying A " press sheets are reIjorted to offer the local e.\hibitor "a
big choice of advertising, all prepared
for easy consumption." Even the mats
are ready on order. In connection
with " Eve in Exile," the exhibitor
may select a " 165 on 3," picturing Eve
shrinking into the covering shade of
a primeval forest, or he may prefer
an " 80 on 4," which adapted that
cles er cartoon, " The First Monday,"
which appeared in Life some years
ago.
The local Pathe Exchanges, distributors for the American Film Company, Inc., handle these matrices, as
well as line cuts or zinc etchings,
\«hich are specially adapted for use in
the newspapers.
Arthur

Blanche Sweet in

Paul
His

Fightingto Cressy,"
latest Bret
the screenthethrough
Pathe Harte story to find its way

Brunet
Mission

Producing

Goes

Is Not

Forces

to

Explained;

Are

Coast
Pathe

Kane is Feted on
West Coast
Arthur S. Kane former President of
Realart Pictures Corporation who is
spending a short time in Los Angeles
while on a tour of the country investigating conditions, has been a guest
of honor at two dinners given in the
past week. The first of these was by
Harry H. Hicks, manager of the local
Vitagraph exchange which was given
to a number of local film exchange
men who had formerly been identified
with companies under the management of Mr. Kane. The second dinner
was that given by Orin F. Woody,
manager of Los Angeles Realart Exchange, where guests numbered more
than thirty. At this dinner were
theatre owners and managers, film exchange managers, representatives of
motion picture periodicals and members of the Realart exchange staff.
Miss Mary Miles Minter, star, her
director, William D. Taylor, mother,
Mrs. Margaret Selby and sister.
Mayor Meredith E. Snyder and wife,
of Los Angeles, were particular
guests at the Woody dinner.

Hard at Work
ered
one of the biggest continued story
PAUL BRUNET, vice-president and films ever issued by Pathe.
general manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc., left Saturday night for
According to a Pathe report, it is
Los Angeles, on a mission which, it is
that Mr. Brunet's trip will be
said will have an important bearing on probable
partly devoted to the interests of the
Pathe's future activities. For some recently launched Associated Exhibdays it has been rumored that Mr.
itors, Inc., the organization of which
Brunet would make the trip, but until is now virtually complete.
now no definite confirmation of the
report was forthcoming from Pathe.
Mr. Brunet had no statement to issue
"The Boys" to Make
before leaving.
Comedy Dramas
At this time the activities of producing organizations affiliated with Pathe
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran, familare reported to be at their height in
iarly known in the west coast film colas "the with
boys", a have
California. Jack Dempsey, world's New ony York
new returned
contract from
with
heavyweight champion, is in the midst
of making a serial which, from all re- Universal which provides they shall, in
ports, will be a smashing success. the future, make five reel comedy
Word from California indicates that dramas instead of short comedies.
Dempsey has readily adapted himself Other details of the contract have not
to his studio career, and is making a been made known, but it is understood
success as an actor.
a big series are to be made by these
Edgar Lewis, one of the foremost popular comedians.
producers in the industry, only recently
Lyons and Moran have been with
arrived on the West Coast to film his the Universal longer than any of this
second Pathe special, to follow " Other big company's present professional
Men's Shoes." The latter picture, people, and during all of that period
adapted from the novel by Andrew have played together continuously.
first engagement was in 1913,
Soutar, is to be released on Februay 1. Their
and since that date they have appeared
Frank Keenan is working on his own continuously in Universal released
productions, the latest of which is tem- films. For the past two years they
porarily titled, " Enter — A Vagabond." have been independent producers,
Ruth Roland, heading her own serial filming comedies at Universal City
producing company, is completing which were sold to Universal for re- Wildcat or lynx at bay before the lens.
" The Adventures of Ruth," consid- lease.
Copyright by Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
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Hodkinson

_dmund Breeze in a character pose in the
rransatlantic production " The Empty
Triumph "

Player of Tarkington's
Boy Role Described
Judging from the number of letters
received at the Goldwyn offices from
exhibitors, who want to know what
sort of a boy Booth Tarkington has
created for his two-reel Edgar Comdies, now in production at the Culver
City Studios, this screen character is
destined to become a figure of some
renown. A fair idea of Edgar may be
gained from a detailed description
of Johnny Jones, the youth selected
by E. Mason Hopper from over two
hundred applicants, it is said, to fill
the role.
Johnny is the son of Edward J.
Piel, an actor, and Etta Raynor, an
actress. He was born November 18,
1908, in Beloit, Wis., and at the present time, with a height of 4 feet 10
inches, tips the scales at 79 pounds.
His hair is brown and his eyes blue.
Metro
Actress Badly
Hurt in Accident
Marguerite de la Motte, now playing lead for Metro in the Drury Lane
Melodrama "The Hope", was dangerously, if not fatally, injured late
Tuesday, December 23rd, when an
automobile in which she was riding
to the Metro studios was struck by
a Pacific Electric traction car at the
Cahuenga street intersection of Santa
Monica Boulevard The traction car
was coming at thirty miles an hour
when Miss de la Motte's father drove
onto the tracks, not seeing the approaching car. At the present writing
it is feared the actress is internally injured in addition to having a number
of cuts and bruises, the most serious
of which is on her left side. The
father and mother, who were in the
car, were also injured but not
seriouslv.
Colored Photography in
Goldwyn Pictograph
It is announced that colored photography will be introduced for the first
time in the Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph
in issue No. 7021, to be distributed
through the Goldwyn exchanges, January 18. A considerable part of the
leading subject, " Behind the Signs on
Broadway," is done in colors, the remainder being in black and white and
introducing Bray's animated drawings
to explain the technical points of the
subject.

W.minHod-B.
the W.
of tion,
I.\ the opini
Benja
kinsononCorpora
Hampton's career as a producer of
a group of author-supervised pictures
from novels that have scored successes has, in addition, built for him
the record of "the producer without a
failure." " When one remembers,"
says the Hodkinson report, "how
many failures there are among pictures that can also boast notable authors and how many half-way successes there arc, it is a most unusual
achievement for a producer to produce four such pictures as Stewart
Edward White's The Westerners;
Zane Grey's Desert Gold, Emerson
Hough's The Sagebrusher, now ready
for pre-release in the larger cities and
Zane Grey's Desert of Wheat, now
completed but held for later release by
the Hodkinson organization because
of the success of "Desert Gold" in all
parts of the United States."
"The Sagebrusher" is from Mr.
Hough's most recent novel. There
is a slight and unintentional element
of deception in the title "The Sagebrusherj' prompting a surmise that
it is a western picture, whereas but
for the name, which is of course retained from the popularity the novel
attained, the story might just as easily
be laid in Vermont or up-state New
York.
Mr. Hough, in building the story
and in aiding Mr. Hampton in producing itto the point where he autographs the main title as a sign of his
complete satisfaction with it, is said
to have written a story that is independent of all environment. "The
Sagebrusher" is the story of a poor
girl in an Eastern town whose girl
chum answers a matrimonial advertisement in her name and sends her
West to marry the man who had advertised. The man was an uncouth,
rough "no-account", needing the attention of a woman. On her way
West the overworked girl loses her
sight, never seeing the man she later
married. The effect of this blind
girl's presence upon the life of a big

Sums

Up

Producers
The Hodkinson sales policy of
Reviews Successes Made
booking pictures singly on their merits
has not been departed from in any
By Various Producing
instance it is said. "The Hodkinson
Associates to Date
selective system of picking productions for distribution with the same
care
that
exhibitors select pictures for
brute of a man long out of touch with iheir theatres
has within the brief
civilization results in a most mtcrest- period of half a year brought the
ing drama of faith and love, it is Hodkinson organization very close to
said.
the top among the powerful first rank
There undoubtedly will be both exdistributors
of the industry,"
conhibitors and screen fans who will recludes the Hodkinson
report.
mark upon the development of another great story of love and faith
such as was embedded in "The Mir- "The Helion" Makes
acle Man," but the theme and the
treatment of the story by author, proHit in Chicago House
ducer and director is reported to be
The " Helion-" proved a big atalong entirely different lines.
Roy Stewart, who was the hit of
traction for a solid week at Chicago's
"The Westerners", is the Doctor Band Box during the bitter cold
Barnes of both the novel and its pic- weather the early part of December, itis said. " In spite of the
turization of "The Sagebrusher", and
Marguerite De La Motte is the path- inclement weather," writes John
etic Mary Warren. Noah Beery is Kcane, manager of this popular downthe Sim Gage of the story. Other
town theatre, "'The Hellion' did a
fine business. It's the best picture ii>
well known players in "The Sage- which
Margarita Fisher ever starred.
brusher" are Arthur Morrison, Betty
Brice, Gordon Russell, Aggie Her" There is a lot in the power of sugring and Edwin Wallock.
gestion," adds Mr. Keanc, " and ' The
"The Sagebrusher" is said to have Helion' is
full of suggestion —
been six months in the making in the kind of just
suggestion that draws the
California. In its report on this pic- crowds. I never had a picture that I
ture, the W. W. Hodkinson Corpora- could play up so well before the pubtion says that " The Sagebrusher "
lic. Why, those Madison street pedestrians blocked the sidewalk looking at
"gives the Hodkinson organization an
unbroken row of successes from its the lobby display, when it went up, and
various producers such as Sahara, when we opened the show they were
starring Louise Glaum from J. Parker
Read, Jr., The Westerners and Desert
line." instituted an extenManagerin Keane
Gold from Mr. Hampton ; and now standing
sive advertising campaign prior to,,
The Sagebrusher from the same
and during, the run of the picture.
source; The Lone Wolf's Daughter The circus exploitation and sensational
from Mr. Read; The Lord Loves the
Irish, the most successful of all J. posters he displaed were well adapted
Warren Kerrigan pictures from Rob- to the picture.
ert Brunton ; The Bandbox, starring
Doris Kenyon from Deitrich-Beck,
Inc. ; and As A Man Thinks, starring
Leah Baird, from Artco Productions ;
Hayakawa-Haworth
with Cynthia-of-the-Minute now in
Camera
Man
Is
production with Miss Baird as the
Inventor
star and The Harvest Moon, starring
Miss Kenyon.
It is announced that Frank D. Williams, cameraman, for the Sessue
Hayakawa-Haworth Company, is the
in\entor of a method for undersea
photography, which, according to the
report, has been found to be highly
successful. His equipment is said to
be in constant demand by companies
making this class of scenes. The undersea photographic outfit was completed by Cameraman Williams more
than two years ago, and was first used
in the featured
making ofAnnette
" QueenKellerman.
of the Sea,"^
which

A pretty girl, a nice location and Roy Stewart contribute in making this an interesting
scene from " The Sage Brusher," produced by Benj. B. Hampton for distribution
by Hodkinson

Nazimova Exploited
One Month in Advance
The Merrill theatre in Milwaukee
more than a month in advance of showing Nazimova's latest production,
" Stronger Than Death," displayed in
its lobby an electric sign with " Nazimova "in large letters, it is said.
E. C. Bostick, who manages the
Merrill theatre, had a photograph of
this display taken and a print of it
has been received by Metro Pictures
Corporation, which distributes all the
Nazimova Productions.

Motion
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New . Humorous
for Hall-Room
Film

Third

Theme
Boys

The surgical world has furnished a
new idea to Jack and Harry Cohn,
producers of the Hall Room Boys
Comedies, to provide fun for a forthcoming release of the famous ballroomers. Percy and Ferdie Hall
Room, suddenly decide they will take
advantage of the kind offer, published
by the warden of a western prison, to
have new interstitial glands placed in
their necks. That the glands were to
be taken from the anatomies of prisoners, one a murderer and the other
a burglar, dismayed them not one bit.
After the operation, Percy immediately becomes possessed of murderous tendencies, while Ferdie enjoys
nothingware at so
"lifting" silverhis much
favoriteas restaurant.
The
real fun comes when the boys, posing
as millionaires, are invited to a wonderful reception. Ferdie can't keep his
fingers out of people's pockets and
breaks up the party; Percy is refrained
from killing him only by the interference of other guests.

Paul

Mooney

CompletesTour

Mayer's Sales Manager Sounds Exhibitors About Percentage-Booking Plan
PAUL C. MOONEY, general sales
manager for the Louis B. Mayer
Productions, starring Anita Stewart
and Mildred Harris Chaplin, arrived
in New York this week after a tour
of the principal cities from New York
to the Coast and back, arranging the
special percentage presenlations of
" In Old Kentucky " and establishing
the Mildred Harris Chaplin series
which will soon be initiated as the new
Mayer release through the First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
Asked regarding trade conditions,
Mr. Mooney said :
" In addition to arranging the extended run presentations of Anita
Stewart's big melodrama, ' In Old
Kentucky,' and the initial showing of
■■ In Old
Mildred Harris Chaplin in Mayer-made
First National releases, my object was
to feel the pulse of the public re- Anita Stewart is featured in the First
National release
garding motion pictures in general and
the
lar. making of big specials in particu-

Kentucky "
Kentucky '—can be handled much
" Mr. Mayer has expressed himself more advantageously on percentage,
Pathe Says Its Booking as believing in the policy of making even from the theatre standpoint, bebigger pictures — pictures that warcause of the additional help put behind
Policy Is Approved
rant putting behind them real show- a local presentation by the presence of
manship,
and
capable
of
being
played
Pathe has just issued a statement,
a good publicity man, and, secondarily,
submitted in part below, which is pre- on a percentage basis in the larger cit- through the effect of other picture
ies.
I
had
expected
considerable
opsented as evidence that Raphe's polposition to the percentage idea, but productions of the producer knowing
icy of booking on the open market is
that he is going to get paid what he is
receiving the indorsement of the exhib- was agreeably surprised by the opinion entitled to on a particularly fine picitors :
of a majority of leading first-run exture. In other words, the percentage
effect that they would
" Eight weeks ago Paul Brunei, vice- welcome hibitaors, to the
proposition is fair to both sides and
percentage
policy
backed
president and general manager of
theatre owners who are farsighted are
Pathe Exchange, Inc., stated that an up with pictures big enough to warquickly
realizing that ' playing percentincrease of four hundred per cent, had
rant it. They feel that pictures suffibeen noted in feature collections for
age' means more profit to them than a
ciently big to play percentage — such
the months of July, August and Sep- pictures, for instance, as ' In Old straight rental basis."
tember, over the best previous month
in Pathe's annals. Topping this record, there followed an increase of
twenty-five per cent, in October over
September, and a further increase of
twenty per cent, in November over Author
on the *'Lot"
Directs
October.
This Plan Adopted in Production of
" Figures for December have not
been tallied yet, but it is a certainty
"The Master Mind" Makes for Economy
that in spite of the holiday season
there will be a marked increase over JOHN GREY, president, and Arthur easily he can change it then and save
B. Reeve, vice-president of the retakes. He can see that full advanNovember."
Supreme Pictures, Inc., announce that
tage is taken of every dramatic moment in the story. He may see a spot
they are producing " The Master that needs
a touch of color and can
Mind," a serial starring J. Robert
Melville Brown Engaged Pauline,
the hypnotist, at their studio add a minor character picturesquely
on Vitagraph Staff
in Flushing, L. I. In a statement re- dressed or with an unusual make up
cently issued the above officials de- to serve as a highlight.
Melville Brown, who has written and
considerable space to the star
vote
" The author can devise odd and
directed a number of comedies, has and the popularit
which he has beautiful sets for his film for much
been engaged by Vitagraph to direct been received on y thewithvaudevill
e stage of the fiction writer's success lies in
Montgomery and Rock in their future in his role as a professional hypnotist
. his ability to describe the surroundings
comedies. Before joining Vitagraph
in which his characters live. With the
"
As
for
the
star,
says
the
Supreme
as a director, Mr. Brown was assoauthor in the studio economy and
Pictures
report,"
J.
Robert
Pauline
ciated with Charlie Chaplin. He was
is the only man in the country who
co-director for Mabel Normand, and combined the necessary stage experi- efficiency are increased, for when he
gets an effective set he will make full
wrote
the starred.
script for " The Pest," in
ence with a knowledge of psychology use of it, even re-writing to do so.
which she
sufficient to put over the " Master The author-directed serial never keeps
Mind " serial idea. Pauline has an a company hung up for lack of sets.
international reputation as a hypnotist,
In our present serial, ' The Master
"The Corsican Brothers" and he deserves it."
The statement also deals at some Mind ' we have had an example of
has 5600 not 6500 ft.
length with another accredited advantage of the picture; namely, the
In a recent review of " The Corsican
Brothers," appearing in the News, the presence of the author of the story
length of the picture was reported to in the role of director, while the pic- Vitagraph Star at Work
be 6,500 feet. The length should have,
ture is actually being produced. This
been stated as 5,600 feet. The correc- is what the statement has to announce
this."
on Williams
" Capt.hasSwift
Earle
begun "active
tion, therefore, is herein called to the about this phase of the production :
attention of the News readers in ac"With the author 'On the lot' he work on " Capt. Swift," Vitagraph's
cordance with a request from the may get a bigger .ipd better idea screen version of the play of English
United Picture Theatres of America.
while the scene is being taken. How society life by C. Haddon Chambers.

Picture

Adventure

New
Sceni

at the Capitol
New York audiences last week
Oregon as Clark and Lewis, fan
blazers of the Northwest trail
through medium of the Robert
Cole
whichAdventure
was at theScenic,
Capitol" Flaming
Theatre, : _
recently opened largest motion pictar
house in the world. Incidentally regn
lar patrons of the Capitol got a tU*
taste of Adventure Scenics.
The Capitol booked the first ten o
these pictures upon sight, and Manage
Edward Bowes, after the showing «
the offirst
picture" We
added
an addi''
bit
praise.
decided
stro
enough for the pictures to take the
ten, after seeing the initial pict
he said. " Public showings of the
has more than backed up our ju
ment. One of the strongest appeals •
the pictures is contained in the fai
that each tells a little human storj
which adds interest."
Says Read-Glaum Pic
ture has
Unusual
Settings

Louis Daughter,"
Joseph Vance's
" The R(
Wolf's
J. Parker
Jr.'s Louise Glaiun production, ft
leased by W. W. Hodkinson, is sait
to be noteworthy for its settings
which are described as " riotous ii
Muchandofaction."
the action takes places u
color
Soho, the French quarter of LondM
the Cafe Mignon in the picture beil
typical of the crudely appointed cow
shops where visitors from across dl
channel are wont to gather. Then ik
train of incidents shifts to The Rc|
Moon, ostensibly a low-grade eatni
house in Limehouse, the heart of
don's underworld.

Campaign Book for
Robertson-Coles
The twenty page illustrated pret
advertising and campaign book whib
was distributed by Robertson-Clli
with the release of " The Tong Mas,
the latest Sessue Hayakawa prodac
tion met with such a success that here
after Robertson-Cole will publish
similar booklet on all superior picture
and a book of even more detli
and elaborateness for all speds
productions.

Lucy Cotton s.:c;. .c ..e seen in a Chaol^n
production
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YOU-MR.DRADY
I EN

Thousand

Mr.
s
Star
s
Sign

Can

Brady,

Exhibitors

thousand

you,

in your selection of the

greatest film productions
Ten

agree with

of the present

exhibitors know

you

five

season.
to be

a

theatrical manager of many years' standing and
highly qualified to choose winning pictures as
u

io
ures
t
c
i
P
......

well as winning

::r:::;^-s^

legitimate stage plays. We

thank you for your

compliment

in choosing

Clara Kimball Young in "Eyes of Youth" as
one of the big five, and you will have the

• f„re Oi aU ^^^^^^^ stood oui^-,, ..^
P^^^"' five alone ^^.^'^d Female, ^^^^^
^^ne, anu.
" "Male anu
year
Miracle ^fhSoldiers
^^^^^rs Leave
and

satisfaction of knowing
has made

before

this picture

its run that ten thousand

delighted

exhibitors agree with you.

-—

G

CLAPAKlADALL\bUN

"^"eye
xof
y
PROOF positive that your selection of "Eyes of Youth" as one
ofo
the uth"
big successes of the season is evidenced by the following clipping
reproduced from a Boston newspaper.
All the advertising and publicity
talk in the wide world, falls flat alongside of such a statement of fact
from the Waldorf theatre. What has happened at the Waldorf is
happening in hundreds of the finest houses in the country, and will

continue to happen until "Eyes of Youth" has played them all. (Watch for
our next week's announcement with statements on the tremendous box office
success of "Eyes of Youth" in other theatres). In the meantime communis
cate with your nearest Equity franchise holder.

EQUITY
AEOLIAN«U/iLL
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First glimpse oi three forthcoming Goldwyn features.

for Enwood Co.
'^t'FJTJlK'"''
Among the important contracts ened into by Lewis J. Selznick, ad;ory director, and Briton N. Busch,
esident of the RepubHc Distributing
jrporation, is one with the Enwood
ature Picture Company through O.
Woodward, president and general
anager, whereby this organization
ill produce and distribute through the
epublic a minimum of six super feares each year, it is reported. The
nwood Feature Picture Company has
■ studios located in Denver, Colorado,
he building and appliances are of
modern character.
O. D. Woodward, president of the
)mpany is scouring the motion picture
eld to secure talent among the direcirs who have made pictures of such a
laracter as were money-makers of the
rst rank for exhibitors Negotiations
re under way with several stars.
Stories and plays will be secured
hose locales particularly lend themelves to production in and around
)enver. The wonderful scenic oportunities offered by Colorado will be
tilized to the fullest degree in lending
background to feature pictures.
?hree Hodkinson

Issues

in Row at Big House
When Benjamin B. Hampton's Zane
jfey production '' Desert Gold " com)leted its two weeks' engagement at
Tom Moore's Strand theatre, Wash.ngton, D. C, last week, it was followed in Tom Moore's playhouse by
Leah Baird in " The Capitol," from
the play by Augustus Thomas, and
next week J. Parker Read, Jr.'s second
Louise Glaum production, " The Lone
Wolf's
at the
for two Daughter,"
weeks withopens
a third
weekStrand
held
open for a continuation of the run.
Volume

of Bookings

on

" Beckoning Roads "
" Beckoning Roads," Bessie Barriscale's latest picture for RobertsonCole is claimed to be the most pretentious offering in which the star has
ever appeared and has been heavily
booked by first run houses. It was
adapted from the book by Jeanne Judson, which was published in serial
form in the Red Book under the title
of "The Call of Life."

Will Rogers in " Water, Water Evcryv/here." Centre — Johnny Jones, who will play the lead in the Booth Tarkington
stories, and right Madge Kennedy in " The Blooming Angel "

Feist

Makes

HE exhibitors are taking
notice of the activity of the
Goldwyn organization," says
Felix Feist, Vice-President and Manager of Sales, " not only in regard to
the Goldwyn Star Pictures and the
Eminent Authors, but also the short
reel subjects, the Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph, the Ford Educational Week'y
and new subjects underway. More
than seven thousand exhibitors are
using these reels already, and the new
year will find a country-wide call for
these scientific and comic subjects that
have a popular appeal.
" Besides the Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph, we shall shortly release the
Goldwyn-Bray Comic and the Goldwyn-Bray Graphic as well as the Ford
Educational Weekly which is covering
industrial and scenic subjects with
amazing success. We shall prepare a
number of short reel films in color
that will add a new angle of interest
to these releases. No expense is being spared to get results and the best
brains are being employed to make
sure that these reels are entertaining
as well as instructive.
" One of the greatest writers America has ever had is Booth Tarkingtoi..
and he is writing a series of two-reel
comedies which Goldwyn will produce
and distribute under the title of the
Edgar Comedies. These are not slapdash, hit-or-miss comedies, but the
work of one of the world's great
humorists and the creator of boy characters who are already internationally
famous in book and plays.
" We are keeping pace with the demand for high quality short subjects
of Goldwyn caliber, in fact anticipating it. I do not agree with some film
manufacturers who say the educational film is going to be the backbone of the industrj', because the story
and the drama, attractively presented
as it is in Goldwyn Pictures will
always command the greater audience.
Where the exhibitor finds his patrons
pleased with intelligent short reel subjects of the Goldwyn-Bray quality, he
will find us ready to supply the best.
H it is new and good, it's a Goldwyn."
Nineteen releases have already been
announced on the Goldwyn-Bray
Pictographs, ranging from "The
Samoan Follies," the " Mysteries of
Snow " and the extraordinary cartoon

Promises

for
Future
"What
Uncle
Sam Will do for 2
Goldwyn Official Says
cents." In its weekly release it has
covered an amazing field of interest.
More Top-Notch SubThe titles themselves suggest a good
jects are Coming
deal and the pictures have established
themselves with the patrons of several
series called " Out of the Inkwell." thousand theatres. Subjects included
Three subjects are usually included in are of an industrial and scenic nature,
each release which runs one reel, in
ranging from " The Story of Steel "
as for example the release of Decem- and
" Good Roads " and " Panama
ber 21, " Girl Pottery Makers of the Canal," to " Carrying Old Glory to
Caribbeans,' " Trailing American the Seven Seas," " Northern Sports
Game Birds " and a Cartoon by the
Bray Studios. For January 4 the re- Under Southern Skies," " Nature's
lease is a distinct novelty entitled Echoes in the Canadian Rockies,"
" Islands of the St. Lawrence," and
" Tides and the Moon," a marvel of so on through fifty titles.
scientific accuracy and imagination.
The two-reel Edgar Comedies are
It is followed by a reel on " Hunting now in process. The first eight manuscripts have already been submitted
Goldwyn
Wild
Duck." took over the distribution by Booth Tarkington and enthusiasticof Ford Educationals beginning with
ally accepted by Samuel Goldwyn.
First

Robertson-Cole

of

Year

" The Third Generation " by Henry Kolker Described as a Smashing Offering
A iS its initial release for 1920, the second feminine part in the picture is
second year of its existence, Rob- played by Betty Brice.
ertson-Cole announces "The Third
Screenings of "The Third Generation" were the test which led RobertGeneration," a "Superior" production
from the Brentwood Studios. This
son-Cole tohurry out the publicity and
picture has been selected from among other matter needed to release it in
many to start off the new year. It is the first week of the New Year. Ofsaid that the film is one of the best
ficials liked the picture so well that they
ever released under the Robertson- saw in it, at once, a smashing way to
Cole banner.
start off the year. Of "The Third
"The Third Generation" was writ- Generation"
A. S. Kirkpatrick, viceten and directed by Henry Kolker, a president and general manager of the
man whose broad knowledge of pic- Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporatures includes not only a general
tion, said: "We are very proud to begin
studio experience, but a foundation of
twenty years on the stage, including our year with "The Third Generation."
fifteen years when he supported great Mr. Kolker has by no means overstars, and was himself starred on
stepped incalling its appeal 'universal.
Broadway. Mr. Kolker built his latest We have here a picture which will go
success around the rise, fall and re- over strong, pleasing both exhibitor
generation of one of the famous
"Knickerbocker Families."
He was not content in obtaining one and public."
star to carry the picture. He engaged
what he considers an all-star cast. The
leading feminine role is taken by Betty
State Right News
Blythe. The male lead, the part of Alon Page 652
den Van Dusen, who represents "The
Third Generation," is taken by Mahlon
Hamilton, who had a Broadway stage
career before he went into pictures for
Pathe, Artcraft and others. The
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Motion

New Pathe Serial To Be
Released on Dec. 28th
" The Adventures of Ruth," the new
Pathe serial of which Ruth Roland is
author, producer, supervising director
and star, was released on Sunday, December 28. In " The Adventures of
Ruth," Pathe offers the fastest-moving
continued picture she has yet released,
it is asserted.
The leading man is Herbert Heyes,
who has a large following for his
work in support of practically all the
famous woman stars of the screen.
Thomas G. Lingham, the heavy, is well
known as the villain who pursued
Helen Holmes through so many of her
railroad and western serials. Charles
Bennett, the mystery character of
" The Adventures of Ruth," is a screen
player of distinction. The remainder
of the cast includes Helen Case, Helen
DeLiane and William Human.
" Soldiers

of

Fortune

"

Makes New B'way Hit
In a return engagement to Broadway, "Soldiers of Fortune," the Allan
Dwan production which has been doing big things for Realart, repeated
past performances last week at B. S.
Moss'
Broadway
the report
of Mosstheatre,
officials.according to
It was a doubly important week for
the young producing company, for at
the same time Mary Miles Minter in
" Anne of Green Gables " made her
New York debut under the Realart
banner at the Rivoli theatre, and
proved to be an appealing holiday attraction, the last three days of the picture's run being distinctly notable from
the Rivoli box-ofiice point of view, it
is said.
" Rouge and Riches " Is
Tale of Show Life
" Rouge and Riches," the newest
Universal production, starring Alary
MacLaren, which has just been released is a story of New York stage
life, and gives an intimate view of the
goings-on behind the scenes of a
Broadway musical show.
Harry Franklin directed. Miss MacLaren isassisted in the acting by Marguerite Snow, Wallace MacDonald,
Robert Walker, Alberta Lee, Dorothy
Abril, Lloyd Whitlock, Syn de Conde,
Harry Dunkinson and Helen Sullivan.

From " The ertson-Cole
Third SuperiorGeneration,"
a Robpicturecast. with
an
all-star Brentwood

Picture

SIMPLEX

News

NOTES

/^NESimplex
of thefactory
many during
visitorsthetoweek
the
was Mr. Lennard F. Hoffman, manager of the Maritime Offices of the,
Perkins Electric Company, Canada.!
He reports the recent installation of
two Mazda Motor Driven Simplex
Projectors in the Screening Rooms of
the Famous Players Exchanges in St
Johns, Toronto and Winnipeg, reThe adaptability of the Simplex
Mazda for Screening Room purposes
together with the fact that the Simplex is used generally by the Famous
Players organization prompted Mr.
Alclntyre, the representative for the
concern in question, to equip each
Canadian branch office with Simplex.
Mr. Hoffman reports very big business being done by the Perkins Electric Company, and included in his
statement the fact that a particularly
large and well-known theatrical cirBert Lytell as heScreen
appears
in theproduction
leading character
cuit in Canada is being Simplexized.
Classics
for releaseof by" The
MetroRight of Way," a
Mr. Hoffman is a former New York
City boy and is remembered by oldlimers for his activities with the
Three
Films
Begun
Same
Day Kinemacolor Company in whose interests he traveled from coast to coast
from 1908 to 1912, and his connections
Metro Launches " Alias Jimmy Valenwith the Edison and Renfax Talking
Pictures are also well-known. Mr.
tine," Judah,"
"
and " Shore Acres "
Hoffman
has recently returned from
directed
by
Arthur
D.
Ripley,
with
Sol
new
three
of
phing
photogra
THEScreen
Classics, Inc., productions Polito doing the photographing.
four j-ears' war service in Europe
was started at the Metro studios in
An elaborate lobby of a European where he went in 1915 with the 38th
Hollywood on the same day last week, hotel was constructed it is said, for the Regiment of the American Legion
when "Alias Jimmy Valentine," opening scenes of May Allison's new branch of the Canadian Forces.
-Messrs. Balaban and Katz, two of
"Judah," and "Shore Acres" were picture,
"Judah", a picturization of the
launched on Friday.
the
best-known exhibitors of Chicago
stage drama by Henr\- Arthur Jones
Five companies are now working at and
put into scenario form by Arthur today, with five of their staff were in
the studio. Bert Lytell and May Alli- and Lois Zellner. Henry Otto directs consultation with the Messrs. Edwin S.
son have started their new starring
.^nd E. M. Porter together with the
vehicles. Alice Lake has started the production.
On the outdoor stage at the Metro Engineering Staff of the Simplex En"Shore Acres" and Emma Dunn is studios the interior of a country bank
nearly half-way through "Old Lady has been built. Here the first scenes
The Chicago party of seven went
gineers.
31," by Rachel Crothers.
of "Shore Acres", in which Alice into details concerning the planning
The interior of the warden's office Lake is to be featured, were taken. and equipping of the projection rooms
in Sing Sing prison furnished the
This stage-play, written by James A. of their two new proposed theatres,
setting for the initial scenes of "Alias
Herne,
adapted for the screen b\- one of which is to be known as the
Jimmy Valentine," in which Berr Arthur was
and
Lois Zellner. Rex In- Tivoli at 63rd street and Cottage Grove
Lytell is starring. This famous play
and the Capitol at State and
by Paul Armstrong was adapted for
gram is directing with Stephen Nor- avenue,
Lake streets. Each of these houses
ton doing the camera work.
the screen by Finis Fox, and is being
will seat five hundred and will contain all that is new in theatre equipment.
Bearing in mind the success which
attended the equipping of the Newman
Says
"The
Bandbox"
Is Hit Theatre projection room at Kansas
W. W. Hodkinson Reports that the Star,
City, which, by the way, has become
known as one of the finest in the
Doris Kenyon, is Duplicating Success
and Katz Comshowmen report equal success with world, the Balaban
to follow the same lines
DORIS KENYON'S first W. W. the Deitrich-Beck production solely on as waspanythedecided
case with the Newman, and
Hodkinson release, "The Band- it merits it is said. One of these is
with that end in view they brought
box," the Deitrich-Beck production of
J. Myrick, managing director of the with them to the Simplex factory their
Louis Vance's gripping story, is re- E.
ported by the W. W. Hodkinson Cor- Peoples Theatre, Butte, Mont., where architect, builder, electrical engineer
poration to be winning the same fa- "The Bandbox" has just completed a and several others deeply interested in
vor in which she is held by New successful engagement. The New the construction of the new Katz
York theatre-goers as the featured Yale, Muskogee, Okla., also reported houses.
player in the Broadway stage success, business beyond the management's exThe Balaban and Katz Company are
pectations inits holiday week engage"The Girl in the Limousine."
at present operating two of Chicago's
ment of "The Bandbox."
"Though Miss Kenyon has appeared
Two Indiana theatres, the La Salle, largest houses ; namely, the Riviera at
as star of several other screen veBroadway and Lawrence and the Cenhicles it remained for "The Band- South Bend, and the Grand, Gary,
tral Park at 12th street and Central
found
the
Doris
Kenyon
picture
a
box" effectively to bring out the
Park
avenue, each of which is equipcharm, talents and beauty of this ac- banner box-office magnet during holiped
with two
" Simplex
Proday week it is stated. W. Waldo Freecomplished young artiste," says the
jectors. BothType
these" Shouses
run daily
Hodkinson report.
man, managing director of the Palace, from two o'clock in the afternoon until
Though first-run exhibitors in the Great Falls, Alont., is now engaged
and the machine service
East, who have had profitable en- on an exploitation and advertising midnight
under these conditions has been such
gagements with "The Bandbox," rethe installation of Simceived material aid in the publicity campaign for heralding "The Band- as to plexprompt
in their chain of other Chic,
given Miss Kenyon as a stage star,
box," which he has booked for early theatres now . operating, as well
many of the big Western picture January presentation.
those being planned.

spectively. I
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Universal

Takes
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Charge

of Stowell's Remains
An item recently appeared in " The
Motion Picture Weekly," a Los Angeles publication, in which it was
stated, that admirers of William Stowell, the Universal leading man who
was killed in a railroad wreck in
South Africa, are raising a fund to
bring his body back to America for
interment.
Whatever may have been the cause
of the publication of such an item is
not known. The fact is, however,
that any such action on the part of
Stowell's friends is unnecessary, says
a report from the Universal officers.
Carl Lacmmlc, the Universal president, has taken personal charge of the
matter. According to the report, Universal has done everything in its
power to effect the immediate return
of Stowell's body, but owing to a
peculiar law of the locality in which
the wreck occurred, this is impossible
lor six months, it is said, as the removal of a body from the country
within that period after death is not
allowed.
Trio of Sunshine Comics
Coming
Three more Supreme Comedies will
shortly be released by Robertson-Cole.
All three comedies were written by
Frank Roland Conklin, and the first of
Some set. And al! for a Fox Sunshine comedy, " Chicken a La Cabaret," the latest production from the Fox comedy studios
these " Mollie's Millions," will serve
to introduce the new Robertson-Cole
comedy queen, Mollie Malone, formerly Roscoe Arbuckle's leading lady.
January
List
of
Fox
Releases
"
A
Cylinder
the titleFour
of the
second Frame-Up
fun film "andis
of the new Six Big Productions to arc laid in and around Quebec and
month
first
the
R
FO
year William Fox has scheduled
New York City. In the cast supijoriTeddy Sampson and Harry Depp have
ing Mr. Farnum are Gladys Cobnni,
Be Launched During
the leading roles.
for release six selected producBetty Hilburn, Paul Cazeneuve, Robert
tions which are heralded by Fox I'ilm
" Mollie's Mumps," the third comCurrent Month
Cain, Rowland G. Edwards and Kate
edy, also stars Mollie Malone and Corporation as "the greatest six picBlancke.
James Liddy.
tures ever released ty one producing
The sixth of the films listed for
firm in one month since the birth of the rector. "From the opening title to
the
fade-out
'The
Daredevil'
justiJanuary
"The Shark" a story of the
industry." Among these six pictures
fies its name. Speed sticks out all sea and is
sea ports with George Walsh
George Beban Will Tour are the first Fox production, starring
it like quills upon a porcupine," in the title role, supported by a strong
with His Picture
Shirley Mason, the 'swiftest Western over
says the Fox report.
cast and directed by Dell Henderson.
d with Tox Mix, as
filme
ever
story
Supporting Mr. Walsh are Mary Hall,
Sol Lesser, who has formed a proThen
comes
a
dramatic
offering
enducing company to star George Beban, its star; and an appealing story with
titled "Flames of the Flesh" with Robert Broderick, William G. Nally,
the delineator of Italian characters in William Farnum as its central figure. Gladys Brockwell in the stellar role. Henry Pemberton and James Mack.
a series of six pictures, announces that
The name of Miss Mason's first ve- This is a typical Brockwell picture Director Henderson also used several
Mr. Beban will make a personal tour
which gives the star opportunity to hundred extras, it is said.
hicle for Mr. Fox is "Her Elephant display
the many startling gowns in
With the six productions listed for
with his first picture, " One Man in a Man." It is a screen adaptation of
Million," now in the process of com- the story by Pearl Doles Bell. "Her a character that puts to the severest January, there is also on schedule
pletion in Los Angeles. In this protest her ability and charm as an ac- from the Fox studios a drama based
duction Mr. Beban again appears in Elephant Man" according to the schedtress, itis stated by Fox officials. In on the only novel ever written by
ule
of
the
Fox
advertising
and
publihis popular characterization of the sym"Flames of the Flesh" Miss Brockwell Georges Clemenceau, Premier of
pathetic Italian well known from his
city departments, "will be exploited is directed by Edward J. LeSaint and
Strongest" is to be prebrand-new lines by the pro- supported by William Scott, Ben France. sented"The
by Mr. Fox with a good cast
Stage-play, " The Sign of the Rose." along ducer
with
a
large
quantity
of
most
A cast has been assembled which inDeely, Louis Fitzroy, Harry Spindler,
by R. A. Walsh. This procludes Helen Jerome Eddy, Lloyd T. attractive paper. The press sheet on Mme. Rosita Marstini, Josephine directed duction
will be released early in the
Whitlock, Dorothy Gumin, George B. this picture it is promised will set a Croweli and Nigel DeBrullier.
year, and will be carried over the top
new
mark
for
this
branch
of
service
WiUiams and Jennie Lee.
The Madlaine Traverse picture for by an extensive campaign.
and will "be found the most complete January is "What Would You Do?"
The Fox Sunshine Comedy contriThe solution of the problem as preaid of its kind ever offered."
bution to the January schedule consented
on
the
screen
is
said
to
be
a
Society Woman Has Big
The picture was directed by Scott
sists of "two corking good laughing
daring one and is depicted in a series shows," "Chicken a La Cabaret" and
Part in Drew Film
Dunlap from Isabelle Johnson's scenario,
and
in
it
Miss
Mason
is
supported
of
graphic scenes. In "What Would
Lions and Tender Hearts."
Instead of being photographed in
You Do?" the star is supported by "Hungry
Bud Fisher's Animated Cartoons, coby
a
cast
which
includes
Albert
Roscoe,
future by News Weekly cameras as
McDaniel, Fi'ank Elliott, starring "Mutt and Jeff" bring up the
Henrj' J. Herbert, Ardito Mellonio George
Charles K. French, Lenore Lynard, rear
of the list four abreast, including
has been her wont "because of her so- and
Harry
Todd.
cial position, Mrs. Lewis Peck, a soBud Geary, Edwin B. Tilton and Cor- "He Ain't Done Right By Our Nell;"
ciety figure, will make her bow on
Another of the six January releases
nelia Callahan.
"On Strike ;" "Shaking the Shimmy ;"
the screen in support of John Cum- which is said to have made an impres"Heart Strings" is the title of the and "The Rum-Runners. "
sion
upon
those
who
have
seen
it
at
berland in "After Thirty."
llllllllllllllllllIIIIIIMIIIIIIMItlUIIIIHIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIHOIHIIIII
W'illiam Farnum production for JanuThough "After Thirty" is Mrs. the Fox offices is the first of the Tom arj'. This Farnum vehicle also is bePeck's initial venture into filmland, Mix 1920 series, "The Daredevil." A
ing widely exploited by the Fox orWho's Who Among Players
she is enjoying her work immensely notable feature of the production of
ganization as "the most appealingly
and Directors?
ind is said to give promise of doing "The Daredevil" is that the author- sympathetic role ever handled by this
ship and directorship are credited to actor." J. Gordon Edwards again is
jig things in an acting way under the
:areful and thorough tutelage of Mrs. Mix, who holds down the three im- associated with Farnum in the capacity
See Page 661
Drew.
portant posts of author, star and di- of director. The scenes of the play
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National

Film

States

Plans

Will Picture Eight Popular Magazine
Tales Which Will Push Americanization

from eight
SCREEN plays adapted
popular magazine stories of 1919
will be produced by the National Film
Corporation of America during the
coming year, according to an announcement issued by Mr. L Bernstein, production manager. "This policy will
place the writer of short magazine
stories and serial novels in a far different position than he has occupied heretofore, stated Mr. Bernstein, "as the
National will produce film adaptations
prior to the appearance of the story in
book form, if a book is to be pubWhile Mr. Bernstein says that the
lished."
serial-novel
makes the better photoplay, he is certain that the short
magazine stories already purchased
have the foundation for pictures that
can be
exploited as "specials" of the
First first
water.

Selznick

Has

New

Idea

in Building of Sets
What is described as " an innovation
in the erecting of sets for interior
scenes of a house " is in evidence at
the Selznick Fort Lee studios. An
entire house has been built, it is said,
to represent a home and the idea of its
being furnished throughout as if a real
home has been carried out to the last
degree, according to report. This set
will be used in the next Selznick production, starring Elaine Hammerstein,
under the title of " The Woman Game."
This new Selznick set is comprised
of six rooms. One room is done in
Colonial style with antiques, family
portraits, and spindly Windsor chairs.
Still another room is furnished in
Italian furniture with inlaid chests,
candlesticks and beautiful mirrors.
"Find the Woman" Stars
G. Walsh and D. Reid
William Fox's visualization of the
novel "Find the Woman" with George
Walsh as the star is under way at
the Fox studios in College Point. The
picture is being directed by George
Beranger. Playing opposite the star,
is Doris Reid, Pauline Garron is also
in the cast, which includes L. R. Wolheim. Will Dudd, Walter Man, Jack
Raymond, Warren Cook, Scdric Ellis,
and Jack Hopkins.

"Every picture to be made at the
National studios on the west coast during the coming year will be an America First product, written by American
authors, wi:h American settings,"
stated Mr. Bernstein, who is said to
have pledged the department of the
interior practical support in its scheme

Picture

Briefs

of

News

interest

The Selznick group of players was further
strengthened this week by the announcement
of
Selznick
he hadMcGrail.
signed a long
termMyron
contract
with that
Walter
Myron announces
Selznick, a President
of Selznick
Pictures
strong addition
to hU
scenario staff in Charles Belmont Davis,
well-known author, traveler and contributor
to the stage. Mr. Davis is a brother of the
late Richard Harding Davis.
' It calisdirector
said that
Albert
musifor D.
W. Pesco,
Griffith general
productions,
will conduct the orchestra at the Strand
Theatre, New York, when " The Greatest
Question," Griffith's initial attraction for
FirstthatNational
at
theatre. Exhibitors' Circuit is shown
H. L. Conway, for some time assistant
branch manager of the Cleveland office oi
Pathe Exchange, Inc., has just been appointed manager of Pathe's Des Moines
headquarters.
"Why Comedy,
Go Home?"
is the January
title of the11 newby
Rolin
released
"Snub" inPollard,
is featured.
Pathe,
which the
"Pint sized comedian, '

Hope Hampton, who is starred in Leonce
Ferret's new drama, " A Modern Salome."
Wyndhamleading
Standing
Hampton's
man inis thisMiss
feature

Hope Hampton's
Play with Own
Company
For her screen debut, which also
marks the initial photoplay made by
the company named after her, Hope
Hampton, filmdom's latest star, has
assembled a cast of well known players. Opposite the star is Wyndham
Standing, recently seen on the screen
with Norma Talmadge in " The Isle
of Conquest " and \yith Lucy Cotton
in " The Miracle of Love."
Another important name in the cast
for " A Modern Salome " is that of
Agnes Ayres, Vitagraph's young leading woman, who won note in the O.
Henry series. Another popular Vitagrapher
Miss Hampton's
is
Arthur "inDonaldson,
a veteran support
of the
silver sheet.
A national advertising campaign will
back Miss Hampton's productions. .

Motion

I. Bernstein,
and production managervice-president
of National Film
Corp.

Betty Blythe this week completed work in
Urentwood's production of " The Thiro
Generation " by Henry Kolker. She planned
for Americanization through motion to commence next week in " The Yellow
Back," byrelease,
James butOliver
Curwood,of the
for heavy
First
National
on account
in the California mountains, where
pictures.
The first production of the Na- snows
the picture is to be filmed, production has
tional's "America First" series will be been
postponed until early spring.
"Mary Minds Her Business", adapted
from the serial now running in the
Milton Sills will be Viola Dana's leading
in " Eliza Comes to Stay " her new
Ladies Home Journal story written by man
Screen-Classics, Inc., production. Maxwell
willadapted
supervise.
George Weston. "Mary Minds Her Karger
Stay " was
for the" Eliza
screen Comes
by A. P.to
Business" will have an all-star cast.
Younger.
It will be directed by W. A.
llowell.

According to a wire just received from
the Coast, Raymond Hatton has signed a
long-term contract to appear exclusively in
Goldwyn Picti'.'es.
Vitagraph has found two actors who look
" Woman
in Grey " with Arline Pretty
sufficiently alike to double for each other in
"Thimble, Thimble." John Walker and John
and Henry G. Sell Commands Attention
Crane, who have Irequently played together
WHEN George H. Wiley acquired Fairbanks' leading lady, is the star of on the stage, have been engaged for the
the screen rights to "A Woman " A Woman in Grey," while Henry
Molly Malone, the latest acquisition to
m Grey," the mystery story by C. N. G. Sell, former leading man for Pearl
Comedies, which are bemg released
and A. M. Williamson, the authors White, heads the strong cast of sup- Supreme
parts. Robertson
through
Cole, has started work ia
decided to come to America to superporting players among whom are such her first comedy, her support being Jamei
vise the production of the serial. This serial favorites as Fred Jones, Mar- Liddy who has appeared frequently m tht
garet Fielding, James Heenan, Jack new Supreme releases.
plan was the fore-runner of the many
present day author companies, which Newton, Ann Brody and Walter
Marshwhois it
nownowMarguerite
TheMargaret
film star,
appearingMarsh.
in a
are now producing features. It was Chapin.
series of features produced by Grossman
James
Vincent
has
given
the
picture
Pictures,
Inc.,
has
decided
to
tell
her
Mr.
Wiley'sconsultation
plan to have with
the author
with a frankness that is unusual realto
constant
Walterin a feature setting throughout. Neither name
those of the stage.
Richard Hall, who adapted the story time nor expense was spared in the
for the screen, so that the best possible attempt to make this photoplay a great
Gladys Leslie in " The Midnight Bride
picture results could be obtained.
serial. The choice of the cast has been will be one of Vitagraph's January releases.
The success of " A Woman in Grey," made on a different basis from that of
is pointed to as conclusive proof of the the old time serial. Genuine dramatic
M'me Schuepbach Dined
soundness of Mr. Wiley's theory of talent has been the first requirement.
at the McAlpin
motion picture production.
This story which is being disposed of
Arline Pretty, the serial star, who
Hotel
has appeared in Vitagraph and Pathe on the state right plan is said to be
M'me Anny Schuepbach, one of
serials, beside appearing as Douglas selling rapidly.
the best known women in the motion
picture industry of Europe, who
handles all the leading American productions abroad as executive head of
F.P.-Lasky
Gets
French
Story the Mundus Film company, Paris, who
has been in New York for the last
Cast Being Selected for New Feature
six weeks in connection with recently
made contracts covering European
George Fitzmaurice Will Be Director
distribution of features starring Leah
GEORGE. FITZMAURICE is re- produced
with
success
at
His
Majesty's
Baird, Doris Kenyon and the J.
ported to be now selecting his Theatre, London, in 1915.
Frank
Brockliss list of Americancast preparatory to beginning his
Quida Bergere is at present workmade
films,
gave a dinner at the Mcsecond George Fitzmaurice Producing on the continuity of " The Man
Alpin Hotel prior to her sailing for
tion for the Famous Players-Lasky Who Killed." The story has to do
the Embassies in Turkey. Mr. home on the French liner RochamCorporation. The title will be "The with
beau.
Man Who Killed " which was also the Fitzmaurice has picked out a house
of
Turkish
architecture
built
on
one
title of the French book and play.
The intimate
guests were
Schuep-in
businessM'me
associates
The play is by Pierre Frondaie, and is of the Keys off the coast of Florida bach's
New
York,
including
Leah
Baird
and
based on the novel by Claude Farrere where he expects to film the exterior
Arthur F. Beck; Mr. and Mrs. Sidscenes.
Also
some
scenes
will
be
called " L'Homme qui Assassina."
ney Garrett; W. E. Atkinson, general
This French play was translated into taken at Miami, where he will take his
of Metro, and Mrs. AtkinEnglish by Gilbert Cannon and Francis company as soon as the cast is com- manager
son; Mr. and Mrs. David Howells
and Mr. and Mrs. Leon Perrett.
Kcvscr as " The Right to Kill," and

Williamson

Serial

plete.

Sells

Fast

January
Fox

i o , 1920

Exchange Will
Have Larger

Quarters
With the time near at hand for removal of the main offices of Fox Film
Corporation fast approaching, the New
York exchange of that organization
has secured new quarters which will be
'cady for occupancy by January 15.
The new home of the Fox exchange
in New York will be in the same building as the main offices, 130 West 46th
street. The exchange will occupy the
entire tenth floor. This will give it
8500 square feet of floor space it is
said.
New furniture will be installed, and
the fitting of the display room will be
of the latest design. This room will be
equipped with a set of frames of the
various sizes used by the theatre man
in his lobby, and here the sales force
will bring the exhibitors for the selection of paper, accessories and exploitation aids generally.
Edgar Lewis' Company
Working Fast
Edgar Lewis, who is in Los Angeles
at present working on his next picture
for Pathe, " Sherry," from the novel
of George Barr McCutcheon, took
twenty actors and one hundred extra
people, 150 miles or more into the
wilderness of southern California last
Sunday to make some special scenes.
Mr. Lewis reports to Pathe that work
is progressing splendidly on his picture and that he has already 10,000
feet of negative. Most of the scenes
were taken in and about Los Angeles
and Santa Barbara. Pat O'Malley is
playing the Irishman of the story.
" The

White

Moll " Progressing Very Well
Pearl White, star of the William
Fox feature, "The White Moll," has
Richard C. Travers as her leading man.
Work on "The White Moll" is progressing satisfactorily. Eddie Wynard,
the cameraman, has already secured
some very unusual shots it is reported.
The interiors of "The White Moll"
will be completed within a week and
the company then will spend much
time on the lower East side of New
York, where the scenes of the underworld called for in the story will be
photographed.

A new photograph of Herbert Rawlinson,
who is smiling over his latest picture
to be distributed by Republic
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Events

of

shd- duri
mplipast
reporte
l's ngaccothe
ersa
AMONG mentsUniv
week were the signing of a longterm contract with Edith Roberts to
star in Universal productions and the
purchase of the screen rights for three
stories by popular authors. In connection with the contract just negotiated
with Edith Roberts, Universal has is.sucd the following statement :
" Miss Roberts, who is just eighteen
years young, was born in New York
and attended one of the exclusive
seminaries up the Hudson in her very
recent girlhood. She made her first
theatrical appearance in vaudeville five
years ago, when she had a small dancing and singing part in a musical
comedy.

"After a year in vaudeville she was
engaged
for 'cute
girl' over
parts two
in Christie Comedies.
A little
years
ago she came to Universal City to play
in the Lyons and Moran comedies, and
her youth, ability, tireless energy and
intelligence soon won her important
roles in more serious photoplays.
" Featured roles soon followed in
such Universal successes as ' The Love
Swindler,' ' Beans,' ' A Taste of Life '
and ' The Deciding Kiss.' In ' Lasca '
she was co-starred with Frank Mayo.
In
feature,
Triflers,'
she her
has newest
the stellar
role,' The
supported
by
David Butler.
" Miss Roberts is an ardent sportswoman. Aeroplaning, motoring, riding, swimming and tennis are her principal out-of-door diversions. She is
the stepdaughter of Dr. Armstrong of
Smithsonian Institute, who was lately
killed in a railroad wreck in Africa,
while filming the jungle for Universal.
" While no announcement has as yet
been made as to what new pictures
she will be featured in, it is understood
that Carl Laemmle has already under
consideration several stories which he

Week
Contracts
Roberts;

at

with
Buys

Popular

Edith

Three

Stories

Edith Roberts who has enhsted under
Universal's banner eind will soon appear
in features

Universal
lliesc will be used as a vcliicle for the
starring of Eddie Lyons and Lcc Moran. This story, ' Everything But the
Truth,' was purchased from the Frank
A. Alunsey Co. It was written by Edgar Franklyn and will be the basis of
the first five-reel Lyons-Moran comedy-drama tobe produced.
" Frank Mayo, whose latest picture,
Lasca,' is meeting with unusual success, will be featured as the hero in
' Luck,' a strong red-blood story of the
f;ir north. This story offers splendid
opportunities for screen adoption and
is from the pen of John Frederick. It
ran as a serial in the Argosy Magazine. Franklyn is a Saturday Evening
Post writer and already has four plays
to his credit. Among them are ' Keep
Her Smiling,' which was used by the
Drews ; ' Ready to Occupy,' ' Rescuing
Ann,' to be produced by Edward
Clark, and ' The Wicked Streak,' being produced by Lee Shubert.
" Through Julia R. Tutwiler, Universal purchased the screen rights for
' False Colors,' by Edwin Levin. Priscilla Dean has been selected to grace
the stellar role of this production. Universal isalso considering the purchase
of several stories as a basis for the
starring of Edith Roberts."
A

Four Weeks' Run for
"The World Aflame"
Pathe announces that Frank Keenan's picture, " The World Aflame,"
herCommenting
peculiar talent."
on the purchase of the distributed by Pathe, will open a fourthree popular stories just effected. Uni- weeks' run at the Grand Circus theaversal has the following to announce
tre, Detroit, on January 11, backed
concerning the disposal of the stories by a big exploitation campaign. This
secured :
booking, recorded last week, is said
" In keeping with Carl Laemmle's to be of the longest ever made on any
aim for bigger and better productions, motion picture feature in Detroit. The
Universal has purchased the screen contract was signed by F. Emde, manager of the Central Theatre Company,
rights for three stories by well-known
authors, which have recently appeared proprietors of the Grand Circus theatre.
in prominent periodicals. "The first of
believes will offer fitting vehicles for

January
Releases
of
and comedy
drama
HT d by
STRAIG
are offere
Famous Players- A Straight Drama arid A
n
Lasky Corporatio in its Para- Comedy Are Scheduled
mount-Artcraft releases of January 4.
for January 4th
They are Enid Bennett in the Thomas
H. Ince production, "The Woman in
the Suitcase," and Bryant Washburn Mary is shocked to tears, and her dad
in "Too Much Johnson."
is her ideal, but she sets out bravely
In announcing these two releases for to discover who the intriguing creature is.
January, the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation issued the following
"First she must have someone to
statement in connection with the
accompany her to the places where
pictures :
Dollie may be found. Wishing a real
"It is a homely little bit of domestic husky and not desiring to make a condrama that is unfolded in the Enid
fident of any of her men friends, she
Bennett picture. A unique feature, puts an ad in the paper for a profor motion pictures, is that the two
fessional escort. Billy Fiske, somewhat of an amateur adventurer, gets
leading figures in 'The Woman in the
Suitcase' aren't a pretty girl and a the job. Between them they hatch up
man who is trying to marry her. a scheme that not only flabbergasts the
Filial love is the motif this time — vampirish Dollie but shows Papa
the affection of a resourceful boarding Moreland the error of his ways.
school miss for her father, and her
"C. Gardner Sullivan wrote the
efforts to free him of an entangle- story and scenario and Fred Niblo
ment into which a designing siren has directed. William Conklin plays the
led him.
Moreland, Dorcas Mat"Miss Bennett is Mary Moreland, part ofthewsMr.
has the vampire role, Roland
who, by accident, finds the photo- Lee is Billie Fiske, Claire McDowell
graph of a beautiful woman in her is Mrs. Moreland and Donald Macfather's suitcase. An endearing mes- Donald and Gladys George round out
the cast. Miss George, by the way.
sage on the portrait is signed 'Dollie.'

F.
P.-Lasky
is worthy of more than passing mention. Not long ago she was playing
the French maid in the Western 'The
Better 'Ole' company, with De Wolf
Hopper. She also created a part in
Winthrop Ames' production, 'The Betrothal,' in New York. So impressed
was Mr. Ince with her performance
in the former play in Los Angeles
that he offered her an engagement
at his studio. With Charles Ray in
'Crooked Straight' she immediately
made good. Her assignment to 'The
Woman in the Suitcase' followed, and
immediately afterward she was given
the role opposite Mr. Ray in 'Red Hot
Dollars,' which has just been released.
Her work in the Ray picture is declared to be distinctly impressive.
" 'Too Much Johnson," the Washburn picture, is a fitting successor to
'Love Insurance,' 'Why Smith Left
Home' and 'It Pays to Advertise,'
in all of which comedies Mr. Washburn has scored with picture fans.
"Lois Wilson is Mr. Washburn's
leading woman; and the supporting
cast includes Adele Farrington, Monte
Blue, Clarence Geldart, Elsie Lorimer,
Gloria Hope, George Hackathorn and
Phil Gastrock.
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Curtis
SALE

BY

EQUITY
CORESannounces
URION
the
EQUITY PICTPORAT
purchase by Joseph SkirboU, First National Exhibitors' Exchange, Pittsburg, of
the rights to Harry Garson's
special Production, " Silk Husbands and Calico Wives," starring House Peters, for the
States of Western Pennsylvania
and West Virginia.
The Rocky Mountain States,
including Colorado, Wyoming,
New Mexico and Utah have
been bought by Walter and Sol
Lichtenstein, of the Equity Distributing Company, Denver.
Sol Lesser Going in for
Production is Report
Sol Lesser, who with the recent
signing of George Beban and Annette
KeHerman has fully launched forth
as a producing factor, is going to feature Authors in the majority of productions, instead of director or star.
According to reports, he is now negotiating for several plays of George
Bernard Shaw, Sir James Barrie, and
one by D'Annunzio, the famous
Italian poet and patriot.
Lesser is reported to be now completing arrangements for the construction of a new, modern, fully equipped
moving-picture studio, costing, it is
said, $200,000. It will contain a laboratory, and completely stocked property
rooms.
Ned

Finley to Make

24

Short-Subject Films
The Ned Finley Productions announces that it is to make a series of
two-reel productions. The short-subject films under contemplation will
number twenty-four in all, according
to the announcement. A company of
players is reported to be going South
to Esmeralda in the Blue Ridge Mountains region of South Carolina to
make a picture of the "bandit" variety.
This picture, it is stated, will play
Dick Camp and Adele Kelly in the
leading roles. John Sturgeon is also
cast for an important part in the production.
Swiss

Films Brought by
Representative
Milton Ray Hartman, representative
of the Swiss Eagle Film Enterprise,
has just arrived from Berne, Switzerland, and taken up his residence at his
uncle's, Mr. Edgar W. Gerke, 40 Beverly Road, Ridgewood, N. J.
He has brought with him a set of
Swiss Nature films. Among them
"which
Swiss shows
Boy Scouts
the life,Mountaineering
work and play"
of the scouts, and will arouse great
interest in the United States.

Picture

News

Productions Disbanded Until Spring

An announcement has been receiv.-d
to the effect that it has been found
necessary to discontinue productions
until the spring in order that similar
lighting effects can be secured to
complete the first of the Cathrine
''urtis Productions. For this reason,
he company has been disbanded for
;he present, it is said, with contracts
providing for resumption of production early in April.
This plan was not decided upon
until after the Curtis Company had
been forced to discontinue productions at three different points because
of snow and winter weather. They
first worked at Spokane, Washington,
where they waited two weeks, after
winter set in, thinking possibly they
could resume production. Later, they
came to Pine Crest, California, and
they here found snow the first day
after they began work. From there
they moved to Keene Camp and snow
Ki.ngf Baggot and George Seigman in the Oriental costumes of their characters in the followed them to that vicinity a few
Burston serial "The Hawk's Trail"
days
Lulater.
cy It is estimated the inclement weather cost the Curtis Company in the neighborhood of $40,000
Orient
Seen
in Burston
Film
because of the inability to work.
Chinese

Sets Are

Feature

of

" The

Hawk's Trail " ; Press Book Prepared
FROM the Advertising Department photos, banners and a page of "stunts"
of Burston Films, Inc., comes the for the exhibitor are to be found in
announcement of the early completion the exhibitors' book.
of all publicity and advertising plans
for the third Burston serial, " The
Hawk's Trail," starring King Baggot, Northwestern Offers Allfeaturing Grace Darmond and Rhea
Indian Picture
Mitchell, and directed by W. S. Van
What is claimed to be the onlj- picDyke.
ture with an all-Indian cast ever proIn this serial some of the sets and
duced has been completed by the
action take place in an early episode,
the scenes representing the Chinese Northwestern Film Corporation of
underworld and also the magnificent Sheridan, Wyoming. It was produced
permission of the governliving quarters of the "boss" China- by special
ment and was seven months in the
man, posing as a merchant, but in reality owner of a string of resorts. This in- making. The title is " Before the
teresting character is played by George White Man Came."
More than 600 Indians took part in
Seigman, whose make-up is said to include costumes of lavish Oriental rich- the picture, and many buffaloes were
ness that harmonize fully with the used. It is described as essentially a
magnificence of the Chinese interior in picture of the great outdoors, though
which the principal action takes place. it has a story in which the love and
The nature of the story gives King hate of the savage quicken.
William E. Wing is credited with
Baggot a truly protean opportunity,
inasmuch as he is required to play a the scenario, and John S. Maple
different character in nearly every epi- directed. It is a state right offering.
sode. This has been used to advantage in designing the twenty-four sheet Violet Clark to Write
stock-poster, which shows King Baggot " straight " as a heroic figure on
the left, while along the lower border
are arranged the various characters
he assumes.
Special paper based on still photographs have been prepared for the episodes, itis said, and these include onesheets, three-sheets and six-sheets.
The variety of costumes and some of
the handsome Oriental sets have been
made to lend an infinite variety to the
episode paper. Ready-to-use newspaper electros, publicity stories, and illustrations, player cuts, slides, lobby

Script for Jans Film
■ Violet Taggart Clark has been engaged to do the scenario for the first
super-feature of Jans Pictures, Inc.
Miss Clark is now putting into scenario form the novel, " The Abandoned
Room," by C. Wadsworth Camp. The
screen version is to be called " Love
Without Question," and Olive Tell
will portray the leading role. B. A.
Rolfe will be the producer. Work will
begin at the Peerless Studios at Fort
Lee, N. J., within a few days.

Cotton Stars in
Bacon Production
Lucy Cotton, recently signed by
Cosmopolitan Productions for series
of special feature productions, is the
star of Gerald Bacon's late six-reel
production, " Blind Love," a screen
version of Max Marcin's, playwright,
story. Supporting Miss Cotton in Mr.
Bacon's productions are : George Le
Guero,nor, Thurlow
Frank
O'ConBert Leigh, Bergen,
James P.
Cullen
and
Eduardo Durand. " Blind Love " has
been purchased recently by Nathan
Hirsh, president of Aywon Film Corporation, for distribution on the open
market.
Leah

Baird in Person

at

Moore's Garden House
It is reported that Miss Leah Baird,
star of the new Gibraltar Picture,
"The Capitol," photodramatized from
Augustus Thomas' Broadway success
of the same name, is to appear perat Tom Aloore's
Theatre insonally
Washington
next Garden
week when
the picture opens there for a full
week's run.
Coming
Cloverio
Comics

Are

Production is well along on the first
of the Cloverio comedies which will
be presented by Hector Cloverio.
Billie Bingham. Joseph Grant Kelley
and Ruby Benning are featured.
The first releases will be made ready
in Februar>' and will be heralded by
an extensive advertising campaign.

Dramatic action typifies " Lightning Brice " the Jack Hoxie and Ann Lytle serial production which is being released through Arrow Film Coiporation
" Sky-Eye " Is a Six-Reel Pioneer
a Canadian
Invader
Feature; No Serial
The Sol Lesser organization wishes
Contracts with Sterling Films of Toronto
to correct a false impression about the
for Five
Years
to Handle Output
" Sky-Eye " in the following :
" The Sol Lesser organization wishes
to correct the impression circulating WHAT promises to be an important Canadian exhibitor, speaking of the
step toward making the picture
with the Pioneer said: "The
in
the istrade
that " Sky-Eye
' is a that
serial.is business safe for independents in Can- contract
This
a feature
in six reels
Sterling Films, Limited, has a definite
ada was the signing of a five-year con- policy in regards to its future activibeing offered on the state-right martract between the Pioneer and the
ties and development. We are here
ket, and due to the fact that it has an
Sterling Films, Limited, of Toronto, to serve the best interests of the exextraordinary title, coupled with its last
week.
hibitor, not only in the matter of supsensationalism, has led many to believe itis a serial.
The Sterling Films, Limited, is an
plying him with the best of productions, but also in protecting him from
composed of leading in" Lieut. Russel J. Hunt, playing the organizationdependent
exhibitors of Canada, and the encroachments of the large monoppart of ' Sky-Eye,' eclipses the hereto- representative business men in fields
olistic groups which is threatening to
fore dangerous stunts of jumping
from one plane to another in his not affiliated with the picture industry. sound the death knell to the individual
with an ex- theatre manager," he states.
-death-defying feat in jumping from a Starting changeconservatively
in Toronto they are now
"We have in our company sonie o£speeding plane to a rushing train. lie
proved that this stunt was not a freak, busily engaged in instituting offices in the foremost exhibitors in the Dominion, but at no time does the Sterling
for he rehearsed it several times be- Montreal, and before many weeks plan
to have a string of Sterling exchanges intend to enter into competition with
fore finally getting it perfect."
stretching across the Dominion from its customers by operating theatres.
In line with the advertising acces- the St. Lawrence to Vancouver.
Our exchanges were created as a prosories prepared on this picture, a press
The Sterling interests are headed
book of sixteen pages has been com- by H. Miller and D. Dunkelman, while
against this Films
practice."
Thetest Sterling
will handle the
pleted for exhibitors' help.
the general management is in the hands entire list of Pioneer features, as well
of I. Soskin. Mr. Soskin, who is an as the Facts and Follies series of oneauthority on the picture needs of the reel comedy novelties.
Kerrigan Productions
Sold for West Indies
The W. W. Hodkinson Foreign DeUnit
at Los
Angeles
partment announces the sale of the English
entire
of J.productions
Warren Kerrigan's
Robert series
Brunton
for the
G. B. Samuelson, Accompanied by Actors
West Indies to Ramirez Torres, head
of
English
Stage,
Begins Productions
of the Selection Film Service, Inc., of
Porto Rico and Havana.
AN English film company headed first starring role was in " School for
by G. B. Samuelson is reported to Scandal " ; Campbell Gullan, leading
have come to Los Angeles to begin the man in the original presentation of
production of a series of pictures at " Bunty Pulls the Strings," at the
that location. Mr. Samuelson, it is Comedy Theatre in New York; Miss
said, is accompanied by a number of Maudie Dunham, who is said to have
well-known players of the English made a reputation for herself on the
stage. Arrangements have been com- musical comedy stage in London.
Since his arrival in Los Angeles,
pleted for use of stage space and offices at Universal City, and filming has Mr. Samuelson is reported to have
already begun on the first of a series made a five-year contract with Aliss
of six pictures to be made in this coun- Pegg\' Hyland, former William Fox
try. The first film to be made will be star, and she is to be starred in Saman adaptation from the story by Ger- uelson's films also.
trude Page, " Love in the Wilderness,"
and work of making scenes for this has
Credit to Writer
already been started.
In a recent issue of Motion Picture
Included in the number of players
who accompanied Mr. Samuelson to News in which the Katherine MacLos Angeles are Miss Madge Tithe- Donald feature for First National,
ridge, who was starred in New York " The Thunderbolt," was reviewed, no
in " A Butterfly on the Wheel," which credit was given Daniel F. Whitcomb,
who was co-author of this original
Johnny Dooley, star of Johnny Dooley Come- ran for eight months at one of the creation.
leading theatres ; C. M. Hallard, whose
dies to be released through Tyrad

Catherine Calvert Feature Is Progressing
Arrangements arc said to be now
practically completed for the southern
trip of the Catherine Calvert company
engaged in the first production of this
former Famous Players-Lasky star for
Films Incorporated. The elaborate
settings caused some delay and a further delay was caused by the addition
of new actors to the cast. In the
meantime William W. Young, president of the producing company, has
been casting about for a sea-going
yacht which would exactly fit the description of the yacht in the story of
the photoplay and has at last found
this among the yachts of a New York
millionaire.
In the studio, work is reported to
have been progressing rapidly under
the direction of Harry O. Hoyt and
Lowell R. Stark, who have been forced
to revise their plans several times because of additions to the cast and the
desire to make the most of the talent
availablesonnel in
carefully selected perof thethecompany.
Picture from Macgjath
Novel Well Along
Studio reports from the Atlas
Studio at Newton, Mass., where
Harold MacGrath's novel, " The Place
of Honeymoons " is being produced,
indicate that the picture is well under
time.
way and will be completed on schedule

A scene caught from " The Blindness of
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" The Gray Brother
Soon Released

"

Edward' A. Mac.Manus has almost
ready for release his production, " The
Gray Brother," a photodrama of
prison life written by Thomas Mott
Osborne and produced under the direction of Sidney Olcott.
A number of experts declare that
Mr. AlacManus has occomplished Avonders with the story of Mr. Osborne's
personal experiences with the criminal
classes. Sixty-two interior sets were
necessary to the visualization of the
fifty odd principal characters that
dominate a mass of thirty-five hundred people who were used to portray
life in the underworld and. within
prison walls where Mr. MacManus
and his camera experts penetrated to
get real color hitherto denied visualization byprison managements.
Mr. Osborne is said to be highly
gratified with the production.

Re-Issues
Kalem

Tom

Productions

by C. B. Price Co.
AN announcement from the ClarkCornelius Corporation states that
rights have been acquired to a series of
eleven two-reel Tom Aloore dramas
and comedy dramas by C. B. Price Co.,
Inc. The}' will be released on a territorial rights basis. Domes. ic territory
will be handled by Qark-Cornelius
Corporation and foreign territory by
C. B. Price Co., Inc.
These productions were produced
by Kalcm. Marguerite Courtot plays
leading woman with Moore in the entire series with such persons as Robert
Ellis, Paton Gibbs and Ethel Clifton in
the casts.
Tlie series includes the following pictures : " The Secret Room," " The
Black Sheep," " For High Stakes,"
■' The Prodigal," " The Adventure at
BriarcUfI," " The Cabaret Singer,"
■' The Girl and the Bachelor," " The
Black Ring," "In Double Harness,"
" His Inspiration " and " The Girl and

Moore
to Be
and

Series

Distributed

Clark-Cornelius

Territory Still Open on
of one a week backed by a trade paper
Chaplin Reel
campaign. According to reports, an
In " Lord Helpus," the Charlie Chapelaborate list of advertising material
lin single-reel picture being released
will be issued on the series, including
by Tower Film Corporation on the theIt Explorer."
is said that the series will be re- one sheets, three sheets, six sheets,
state rights market, Chaplin is given
leased to state right buyers at intervals lobby photos and cuts.
full scope for his funniest comedy
antics. There are some territories still
open for this production which promises to be a box-office receipts
booster, announces the W. H. Productions Company.
Flame"
"Sacred
Buys
Zierler
Schlomer-Ross Production Starring
Emily Stevens in Commonwealth Hands
Shake-Up Among Pioacting is superb throughout, she porneer Branch Manaof Commanager
SAM ZIERLER,monwealth
Pictures, Inc.,
who
traying the role of Rosalie in masterlj^
the rights for " Eyes of Youth " manner, giving just the right shades
Whether or notgers
it comes as a re- own-s
of
emotion
and expression in those
for the State of New York, has pursult of the tour of inspection which
chased the New York State and north- scenes that are tense and gripping. Her
M. H. Hoffman, general manager of
ern New Jersey rights for the latest work on the screen has always been an
the Pioneer, is now makh.j cannot be Schomer-Ross production, " The Sa- inspiration to me for she is an actress
definitely stated at the present lime,
of consummate skill whether legitibut announcement has been made that
cred Flame."
mate stage or on the screen.
Speaking
of
"
The
Sacred
Flame,"
the Pioneer exchanges will start off Zierler says : " This picture, directed
" I purchased the rights to ' The Sathe New Year with new managers in by Abraham S. Schomer, tells one of
cred Flame ' for New York State and
charge.
the most human stories I personally northern New Jersey for I recognize in
I. Cobe, who has been in command
ever seen on the screen. It's this production those elements that
of tke Pioneer office in Buffalo for have
the kind of a story that the public make for successful exhibition in any
nearly a year, tendered his resigna- wants because it rings true, and brings and every type of theatre. The suption recently. His successor as man- that character of entertainment that
porting 'cast is brilliant, including as
ager of the Buffalo Exchange will be tends to raise the dignity and prestige
it does the popular star, Muriel OsR. T. Murphy, who has acted as Mr. of moving pictures.
Miss Stevens' triche and other well-known players."
Cobe's chief lieutenant for several
The story was conceived, written
months past.
The Cleveland office has a new head
and produced under the personal direction of Abraham S. Schomer,
in D. S. Davidson, who succeeds C.
R. Nelson Morris.
among whose former productions include such pictures as " Ruling Passions," "Today," "The Yellow Passtry.
port," The
"
Inner Man," and others
National
Film
Buys
that have scored heavily in the indusNew Site in the West
Three acres of land adjacent to the
" The Sacred Flame," says Mr. Scholittle mountain town of Sunland, lomer, "brings to the screen one of the
most
human stories I have ever yet
cated about 35 miles from Los Anproduced. Touch the hearts of your
geles, has been leased by the National
Film Corporation for general location
people and you have a winner. ' The
Sacred Flame ' goes to the very depths
purposes. The contour and situation
of emotion and up to enthralling
of this property is well suited for
heights, carrying the fan through every
general production purposes, accordgenNational's
Bernstein,
ing to I.
phase of human feeling."
eral manager, as it lends itself to alBemost any sort of "atmosphere."
sides the National's production of
" Candy " Industrial
"The Kentucky Colonel", Sunland i^^
In " The Candy Courtship " is a picsaid to have furnished the best exture just completed for the Lowney
teriors for Mary Pickford's "Heart o'
Candy
Company, the Industrial Departthe Hills" and Metro's "Old Lady
ment of the Universal Film Manufac31". The National has built several
"Over the garden wall" with Elinor Field
turing Company. It is five reels in
semi-permanent "sets" on the prop- one of the all star cast of " The Kentucky length.
erty.
Colonel" produced by National Film Corp.

Picture

News

State Right Sales
Jacob Wilk has sold the series
of thirteen Alice Brady and
eleven Robert Warwick re-issues to M. Feitler, 414 Ferry
Street, Pittsburgh, Pa., for
Western Pennsylvania and
West Virginia and to the Reliance Film Evchange, Mather
Building, Wash, D. C, for Maryland, Delaware, Virginia and
District of Columbia.
Murray W. Garson of Foundation Film Corporation reports
the sale of " Blindness of
Youth " to Sol Lessor and Leon
D. Netter of Masterpiece Film
Corporation, for the state of
Ohio. The subject was eilso disposed of for Northern New
Jersey to Frank Gersten.
The Foreign Department of
C. B. Price Co., Inc., has just
closed with the AmericcUi British Continental Film Company
of London, England for the picture "LOVE'S LAW," featuring Gail Kane for the whole
United Kingdom of Great Britain. This picture has also been
sold to Mr. Max Glucksman of
New York City for South American territory, Uruguay, Paraguay, Argentine and Chill.
Sennett

Special

Titled

"Down on the Farm"
Word has just been received from
the Mack Sennett Studio that the title
of the big Sennett feature which has
been in the course of production for
the last six months is to be " Down on
the Farm." The picture is five reels in
length. Those who have had previews
of this production arc said to have eX'
pressed the opinion that it is the funniest picture Mr. Sennett has ever
made. More than fifty thousand feet
of film were taken in making the picture, it is said, and it is now being
cut
and
edited to five reels by Mr. Sennett.
" Everybody's Business "
Will Be Exploited
H. S. Piper, who control the rights
to " Everybody's Business," for Michigan, the six-reel photoplay production being released by W. H. Productions Co., on the state rights market,
advises some unique exploitation and
publicity stunts to be used for that
production. " The effects from this
special exploitation will be felt not
only in their own territory, but
throughout the entire country," it is
said by the W. H. Productions Co.
Special preparations are being made
for the first showing in Detroit. This
production is being scheduled to receive the co-operation of American
Legion Posts in various parts of the
countrj'.
Rawlinson Terminates
Oliver Contract
Despite reports which are circulating
throughout
the trade,
Herbert Rawlinson announces
the termination
of his
contract with Oliver Films Corporation, for which he has recently completed the filming of the Chief Flynn
Secret Service stories that are to be
distributed through Republic.
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Half of the big William Fox studio
in Hollywood is being used this week
for circus stuff required for the initial Shirley Mason production, " My
Elephant Man," being directed by Scott
Dunlap. The settings include all kinds
of tents to be found on a circus lot
and the plot has a complete menagerie,
the side show freaks and all other atmosphere-creating properties, such as
peanuts and red lemonade.
The William Russell Company is
home from a ten days' stay at Prescott, Arizona, where Director Emmett
Quinn made the exterior scenes for
" Ruth of the Circle A." The remainder of this film will be made at the
Fox Hollywood Studio.
Director Howard M. Mitchell is
making the final scene for the Madaline Traverse subject, " The Penalty."
The scenario department has already
completed the next script for Miss
Traverse, but as yet no titles have
been selected. It is probable that Denison Clift, who has been the head of
the Fox scenario department for the
past year, will direct or act as co-director in the making of this film.
Jacques Jaccard, who has been identified with the Universal since his return from the army and over-sea duty,
has been engaged by William Fox to
serve as director of Tom Mix. The
first film^to be made under Jaccard's
direction has been given a temporary
title of " One-Quarter Apache," and is
from the pen of Alton J. Neitz. The
cast selected for this film, which will
go into production shortly after the
first of the new year includes Francelia Billington, who has been featured
in the past six months in a number of
Universal subjects. Miss Billington
appeared in the lead role in " Blind
Husbands." Others for this cast are
Eva Novak, Charles K. French, Lester
Cuneo and Jack Curtis.
Director Charles Swickard is making
the last scenes for the second Buck
Jones film, "The Last Straw," and
scenario is now being prepared for the
following subjects, which will be started within a few days.

A most important annotmcement
made this week by Jesse L. Lasky is
that Roscoe Arbuckle will, for a short
time, give up the making of two-reel
comedies, in order that he may take
the featured role in the George H.
Melford
production
Mr. Arbuckle
is now" The
on Round-Up."
his way to
the coast from New York, where he
has spent a few weeks, and immediately upon his arrival will begin work
under Director Melford. The scenario for this film was prepared by
Tom Forman and Mabel Juliene Scott
will play the feminine lead. This will

Party of Prominent Mystic

<ZC

Cbas^

♦

Jessetv

Shriners who recently
Hollywood Studio

visited Th» Famous Players

be Comedian Arbuckle's first appear"A
in this
Reid for
lead opposite
ance in anything but two-reel com- Dancin'
Fool." Wallace
The scenario
edies, he having played continuously was written by Clara G. Kennedy,
in that sort of film for the past five and the direction is in charge of Sam
Woods, who is responsible for the
years.
Dorothy Davenport, wife of Wallace most recently made Wallace Reid
Reid, who has been absent from the
screen for the past two years returned picture.
to play an important role in the Artcraft special production " The Fighting Chance " now being filmed under
the direction of Charles Maigne. The
leads for this picture are ConraJ
With the return of June Mathis
Nagle and Anna Q. Nilsson. Bertram from New York, following her conference with Vicente Basco Ibanez,
Grassby will appear as the heavy.
The scenario was prepared by Will work of preparing for the filming of
M. Ritchey.
this author's famous story of the
William C. DeMille has started work
great war, "The Four Horsemen of
on the filming of " The Prince Chap " at the
Apocalypse,"
was begun
week
Metro studios.
MissthisMathis
with Thomas Meighan, Lila Lee and the
will
write
the
continuity,
and
filming
Kathlyn Williams as his leads and
Bryant Washburn under the direction will be started about the first of Febof James Cruze is now working in
ruary. Author Ibanez comes to Los
" Mrs. Temple's Telegram." The script Angeles early in February on a lecfor this provides a number of balloon
ture tour, and will spend some time
scenes. Washburn has been taking at the Metro studios in conferences
lessons at the Government Balloon with the producing organization there
School near Arcadia, where some of
these sets will be made. Elmer Harris in charge of making "The Four
the Apocalypse."
Script isof now
being prepared by
is author of the Temple Telegram Horsemen
scenario.
Albert S. LeVino on "Burning DayDirector-General C. B. DeMille is
light," the famous Jack London story.
This subject will star Mitchell Lewis,
doing the final editing on " Why and the filming will be started about
Change your Wife " and by the first the middle of January.
of the year, he will be ready to start
All Metro producing companies
on a new picture. Up to this time,
however, Mr. DeMille has made no continue on their respective subjects:
Viola Dana, under the direction of
announcement of his future plans.
" A Lady in Love " is the title of William A. Howell, in "Eliza Comes
the next vehicle for Ethel Clayton, to Stay;" Director Henry Otto is in
which will be put in production with charge of filming "Judah," starring
Walter Edwards as director, about the May Allison; Rex Ingram is directing
first of the year. In the meantime, Alice Lake in "Shore Acres ;" John
Miss Clayton is enjoying a short vaca- Ince continues work on "Old Lady
tion during the holiday season.
Thirty-One," and Herbert Blache is
Miss Bebe Daniels is playing the
directing, "The Hope."

Zlnmerj^aJ ^ems'et^s^
The last week of the year will see
work started on several productions
at Universal City. Director Rollin
.Sturgeon, who has just finished the
editing of "The Breath of the Gods,"
starring Tsura Aoki, is working in
ihc scenario department in the preparation of the script "Jewel." The
cast for this film has not been announced, nor is it definitely known
who will be the star.
Phil Rosen, who recently graduated
from the ranks of cameramen and
became a director, and who since has
been making a number of two reel
western films for Universal, is next
to direct Mary MacLaren in a story
at present known as "The Better
Half." This story is still with the
scenario department, but sets and
scripts will be in readiness for filming
before January first.
The final work on the most recent
Allen Holubar made film starring
Dorothy Phillips, "The Gorgeous
Canary," has heen completed and
negative is ready for the laboratories.
"The Devil's Pass Key," has also had
its final editing in the hands of Eric
VonStroheim and Ai. Santell has
given his latest comedy, "Lower Four
and Upper Three," featuring Joe
Martin, the ape, its final inspection.
Tod Browning has perhaps one week's
more work on "The Beautiful Beggar," starring Priscilla Dean, the company having spent the present week
on making scenes on the Saint Sophia
Mosque built from photographs of the
original edifice at Constantinople.
The film adaptation from the Bayard Veillers story, "The Primrose
Path," now being directed by Christie
Cabanne, has been given the title of
"Burned Wings." The cast for this
is headed by Frank Mayo and Josephine Hill with Mae Busch, Beatrice
Burnham and Rudolph Christians in
the leading roles. William C. DowIan
work on "Locked Lips,"
whichis still
stars atTsura
Aoki as the Japanese girl living in Hawaii. Final
scenes are being made for "The
Forged Bride," by Director Douglas
Gerrard, which is an adaptation from
the J. G. Hawks story, "The Sins of
the Father," and features Mary MacLaren.
Three short subjects have been
started. Art Flaven is directing "Running Straight," a two reel western
featuring Hoot Gibson. This will
serve to introduce Virginia Faire^
winner of the fame and fortune contest who has recently contracted with
Universal. Another film has been put
into the making by Edward Kull,
who has Robert Burns and Peggy
O'Dare in the leading roles. The
title is "Kaintuck's Ward." Edward
Sowders is filming the western playlet "A Sage Brush Gentleman."
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Goldwyn
There is little actual production activities atthe Goldwyn Studio, as most
of the companies finished the subjects
on which they were working during the
past w'eek and new film releases will
not be taken up until after the holidays. Three of the Goldwyn stars are
in Xew York for the holidays. Mabel

Norman remains there until about the
first of the year. Tom Moore and
Jack Pickford left early this week for
New York and will see Christmas
and New Year on Broadway.
T. Hayes Hunter has begun the filming of the Basil King story, " Earth
Bound," with a cast that is made up
of W'yndham
Standing, Flora
NaomiRevalles
Childers,
Mahlon Hamilton,
and Alec C. Frances. Frances is a
former member of the Goldwyn Stock

organization, and has just made another contract to remain with Goldwyn
for the coming year.
Prior to the departure of Tom
Moore for New York, the last scenes
for the film entitled " Duds " were
made by Director Tom Alills, who is
now busy with the editing of this film.
The last scene has also been made by
Director Wallace Worth for " The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come," and
Director Reginald Parker will complete

Picture

News

"Dang
erous Days" within the next
few days.
The complete cast for the Madge
Kennedy picture, "Two Cents Worth
of Humanness," includes Kenneth Harlan, Willard Lewis, Florence Shon and
Richard Tucker. The film will be
directed by Harry Beaumont.
F. J. Godsol, chairman of the Executive Committee of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, arrived in Los Angeles this week for a short stay with
Vice-President Abraham Lehr, who is
in charge of production at the studio
Hampton

Our Motto:

All the News,

HOKUM— HOKUM— CaCtch
Weather — earthquakish.
Carl Laemmle is in town.
Al Kaufman is in our midst.
NewHarry
York. Caulfield's home from
Roscoe Arbuckle is back from
New York.
Pickford got an airplane
forMary
Christmas.
Ben ourSchulberg's
about
town again.gum-shoeing
Lew Cody has bid the women
of Sol
Broadway
good-bye."
Lesser *'made
a flying trip
to San Francisco via the Lark.
We again hear that Mary
McLaren is going to leave Uni
versal.
Walter McGrail has come on
to work bunch.
with the Harry Rapp
Selznick
The crop of Christmas cards
was
reported to be very good at
all studios.
HOKUM had to buy a big
waste basket to hold all the New
Year resolutions.
Walter Hiers has consented to
play with Famous Players-Lasky
for five years.
Lyons and Moran have bid
Broadwaythe good-bye,
and are back
among
home folks.
Christmas has come and gone,
and we may now expect to see
liners " do your Christmas shopping early."
Julius
Stern was seen in the
Alexandria lobby Friday evening
after Carl Laemmle arrived. (Adv.
for the hotel.)
The mentGoldwyn
publicity
departis responsible
for the
information that " Will Rogers ha«
finished ' The Strange Boarder'."
Charles Murray has gotten into
the habit of acting as master of
ceremonies again because of the
various Christmas benefits.
Lila Lee and Lois Wilson went
out and bought new automobiles
for themselves for Christmas. No,
the machines are not twins.
Madgetelegrams.
Kennedy's No,
hobby
lecting
she isis col
not
a high-priced messenger girl, but]

just keeps those that come to her
And now we learn that Beatrize Dominguez.. the Universal
Spanish beauty, has a castle in
Spain, and is now playing in "The
Moon Riders."
Now atthatU Christy
picture
City has Cabanne's
been ren
a
m
e
d
"
Burnt
Wings,"
causes
one to inquire how
it happened
they didn't think of " The Singed
Louise Giaum has written a
book on the subject " I Have
Nots," in which the actress makes
a frank
confessionunder
that the
she sun.
hasn't
Cat."everything
done
Tom Gibson's automobile was
run down by a flivver that jammed the tail light up into the
carburetor.
Tom have
says the
the "hard
J"
in Jam should
sound
like Jaccard
"D." was trying to
Jacques
find his knife. " Where is the
vanishing
dagger?"
And
then he thought
that said
wouldhe. make
aserial
goodwastitle,
and
that's
how
the
named.
The Chauncy Depew of the
films has been discovered in the
person
of an who
innocent
and 'umble
press agent
answers
to the
name
of
"
Buck,"
and
name is H. L. Massie. whose real
Victor Schertzinger is back
from
Mabel They
Normand Broadway,
will come and
shortly.
did not like the weather back
there for filming. (Echo of
Chamber
with
glee.) of Commerce laughing
Viola Dana has an admirer who
is an aviator at a local field, and
every day he does his fancy didos
over the Metro studio. Sad to
relate, Miss Daiia has been on
location for several days.
Met a very interesting person
this week named Victor Gibson.
He's a and
closeisassociate
CharleyIn
Fuhr,
hard to offind.
fact, nobody knows where Charley
lives, or Victor either.
Herb Somborn is our blushing
bridegroom this week, he having
said " I do " in chorus with
Gloria Swanson. Judge Crawford

The New Year will see all effects
of the Jesse D. Hampton Producing
organization and all producing units
at work at the new Hampton Studio,
7200 Santa Monica Boulevard. For
the past several weeks, the Blanche
Sweet Company, under the direction
If it's News, When it's News of Robert Thornby has been workiiig
A house hunting tourist applied at the new plant in the filming of
tied
'em up rug
nearin the
mil
lobby.
Hon dollar
the famous
Alexandria
to Robert Brunton at the studio " Simple Souls." This photoplay is
the other day to tent a set erected adapted from the John Hastings
Wallace Reid finds work
near the
streetArtists
for a coming
pleasure, (old stuff in most
ford United
release.PickIts Turner story
stances) as about all he has to do a New England type house 40x60. Fred Myton. of the same name by
in his coming dance picture,
a tenant .there
when said prosThe William Desmond Company has
dance, dance, dance.
We use Bob lost
pect discovered
two sides
to the house. were only
three
"dances"
here
to
give
the
Waltz time.
complete
d the filming of " The Parish
A visitor at the Goldwyn
Priest," which is an adaptation from
studios wanted to know who the "MR. DE MILLE SPEAKS." the
Dan Sully stage play of the same
boy was directing when he saw When HOKUM sought the low
a group of lads together working down information regarding the name. In the making of this film, it
why and wherefore of directors was necessar for the Hampton CominHOKUM
scenes for
the "Edgar"
advises
that it stories.
was E. wearing
y
puttees, information was
Mason
Hopper.
dean ofwhopro-is
pany to film a greater portion of the
ducers, C. B. that
De Mille,
Wallace Worsley made a scene sought from
of slap stick the other day for accredited with being one of the ordination ceremony of the Catholic
Goldwyn's " Little Shepherd of first to hide his trousers by the church. Permission to do this and
of the Mr.
leather
Kingdom
a bumble
De slip-ons.
Mille did not for forty priests to work in the picbee workd Come,"
on onewhen
of the
actors useWhile
state definitely, he inferred that
ture was secured from the bishop at
just in the rear of the said thes- the
cause
for
donning
puttees first
pian's
Prissyear. Dean keeps the speed was that Hollywood was more or Monterey and Los Angeles, and in
cops feeling good by finding a less covered with bramble, when return for the services of the priests,
he came west to grow up with
place
for athem
her pictures,
and then
mean infellow
rises to the country, early in December, Jesse D. Hampton filmed therefrom
1913. In going from one set to and made a complete picture which
inquire what kind of a part can the
other — the Lasky Company consists of five reels of the ordination
they
give
a
speed
cop
in
"
The
sets, andtoa walk
stage through
then — ceremon and presente it to the
Beautiful
in
Turkey. Beggar " which is laid had
it wastwonecessary
d
y
brush, and to be economic church. Two weeks were required in
Frank E. Woods has sought the this
with his trousers, Mr. De Mille
quietude
of
an
individual
building
for an office at the Famous had them encased in leather.
Players-Lasky drammer factory, Another excuse for the wearing the filming of this portioi»of "The
and now occupies the Japanese of these detachable uppers of ridWilliam
Desmond is next to work
Priest."
ing boots, is that a director is up Parish
bungalow built especially for
Mary Pickford to use as a dress- and down, and down and up continuously,
making
it
necessary
to
in " Theis Man
from Make-Believe,"
ing room.
an adaptation
from the
BUSINESS NOTE: Wonderful keep a valet busy if his trousers which
Saturday
Evening
were
to
retain
a
respectable
apPost story by Byron
Harry's
place
where
beans
are
pearance.
With
puttees
pushing
served for Metroites, is now the trousers up, no one can tell
owned exclusively by Wonderful whether they are pressed or baggy
Morgan,
and the
fordefinitely
this has' not
been
selected,
butcast
it is
anHarry himself, Tom Kennedy hav- at the knees.
ing disposed of his interest to his So this first interview brought
nounced
that
Josef
Franz
will direri
partner. Wonderful Harry, whose
last name is Greenish.
out information
of in- the making of this film.
terest to everyonethatof may
the beindustry
Rexous toIngram
finds
it
advantageJesse D. Hampton has arranged for
wereleast,
inbe an artist. When he — economy troducedand
in one efficiency
respect at
the next H. B. Warner picture which
can't
think
of
the
character
man's
as
early
as
the
year
1913.
name, he sketches a picture for HOKUM, not being thoroughly will be " Uncharted Channels,"
Metro Casting Director, Horace
Williams, and the likeness is so satisfied, intends to delve into adapted from the Kenneth Clarke
true to life the casting director this question of cause and crea- novel of the same name by Eugene B.
tion, and maybe in the next issue
immediately
rector wants. knows who the di- we can give more definite details. Lewis.
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Olive Tell, of Universal and universal fame, who is appearing in the picturization
of C. Wadsworth Camp's novel, " The Abandoned Room," to be released by the
Jans Pictures Corporation, Inc., under the title of " Love Without Question "
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Henry Kolker is now supervising the
final cutting and titling of " The Third
Generation," his first production as
author-director for Brentwood. Betty
Price has an important role, also little
Peggv' Cartwright, aged five years.
Betty Blythe and Mahlon Hamilton
have the leading parts.
Claude H. Mitchell in his picture
"Seeing it Through" just finished for
Brentwood has been rejoicing in the
fact that his plot was laid in Southern
California and therefore he was at
liberty to choose the most beautiful
and most typical bits within a fiftymile radius of Los Angeles for all
his location work. So we can look
for undisguised and uncamouflaged
"shots" of the same scenery we have
frequently witnessed unawares in past
films. It sounds attractive.
Edwin Stevens and Mayme Kelso
have important parts in "Seeing it
Through." IMiss Kelso as the housekeeper of the character portraj^ed by
Mr. Stevens, wears the identical costume which she wore as housekeeper
of the boys' school in " Oliver Twist,"
and while the two pictures have nothing else of plot or characters in common, the atmosphere of Edwin
Steven's house of mystery, together
with the character portrayals of
Stevens, Frank Hayes and Mayme
Kelso, and the situations in which
they are thrown are said to offer a
striking contrast both dramatically
and photographically for the warmth
and love of the opposite group of
characters surrounding ZaSu Pitts
Al Haynes, one of the Christie
comedians, gets so exasperated when
trying to drive a car through " Christie Corners," that he resolved not long
ago, that the next time anybody disregarded signals, he would get right
out and smash the driver in the jaw!
He didn't care who it was, by gosh!
It happened as per schedule, all except the smashing. Another driver
failed to observe Haynes' arm sticking
out of the Haynes family automobile.
Al said " darn " or something and
gave chase. The offending drivei
pulled up in front of a film laboratory
half a block down the street. Haynes
hopped out, eager for the fray. Then
he paused, retreated, and said to his
tone : " Drive on."
softer was
in a driver
wife other
The
Jack Dempsey.
Baby Ivy Ward, whose latest screen
engagement was with Wistaria Productions, under the direction of Burton King, recited "The Passing of
Marmion and Douglas" at the Stage
Children's Festival held at the Hudson theatre during Christmas week.
After nearly one year of hard work
during which he has made seVen important pictures for William Fox at
the Hollywood Studios, Frank Bcal
will take a long vacation on his orange
grove near San Bernardino. When
he recuperates he will return to Los
Angeles to make more pictures. During the past few months Mr. Beal has
made "The Danger Zone," with Miss
Madaline Traverse, one of the most
successful pictures in which that star
has appeared. He then went to Miss
Gladys Brockwell, with whom he made
" The Divorce Trap," " Chasing Rain"
bows," Broken
Commandments,"
" Thieves " and " The Devil's Riddle."

Picture

Selzmck
Engages
IV alter Hall
WALTER RICHARD HALL, one
of the most successful of present day photoplay dramatists, has
been engaged by Myron Selznick to
write the screen version of " Bucking
the Tiger " which is to serve as
Owen Moore's next feature vehicle
under the Selznick banner.
" Bucking the Tiger," a comedy
drama from the pens of May Tully
and Achmed Abdullah, is also to be
the first play produced by Selznick
for the legitimate stage and is scheduled for an early opening in one of
the leading Broadway theatres. Under this arrangement, motion picture
exhibitors will receive the benefit, it
is said, of the public approval and
popularity of stage successes, coupled
with the extra publicity which is assured in publication throughout the
country.
In engaging Walter Richard Hall
to make the picturization of " Bucking the Tiger,"
Myronof Selznick,
secured
the services
one of has
the
most versatile of the present day crop
of authors. Hall's past record of
achievements in the writing of successful screen subjects of ■ a widely
varied nature places him in a class by
himself.
Walter Richard HaU
The unusual originality of the plot
and theme of " Bucking the Tiger "
with Hi many novel twists and turns best screen authors available Hall's
in the unfolding of the story which versatiHty and past record prompted
is rich in humorous situations and an immediate decision in his favor.
Work on the screen production will
tense dramatic moments, caused both
Myron Selznick and Owen Moore to be started at the Selznick Studios
comb the field for a writer capable of within the next few weeks and will
turning out an exceptional screen ver- be under the direction of Wesley
sion. After days of considering the Ruggles.

ersona

1

and

Otk

erwise

George Archainbaud, who has di- for the time being, and is supervising
rected such stars as Gail Kane, June the initial performances of " Zip — Goes
Elvidge and Montagu Love, and will a Million," the musical version of
be remembered most recently for his " Brewster's Millions," which had its
series of productions with June premier in W'orcester, Mass., December 8th.
Caprice, has been selected to direct
the next Selznick picture starring
Elaine Hammerstein.
George LeGuere, who is now playing the juvenile lead in Arthur HopThe hit made by Walter McGrail as
kins' Broadway success " Palmy
the bored New Yorker in " The Days," will soon be seen opposite
Country Cousin " is said to be di- Lucy Cotton, in Gerald Bacon's late
rectly responsible for his being signed production " Blind Love," a screen
by the Selznick Pictures Corp. for his version of Max Marcin's stoty.
exclusive services during a long term. Oliver D. Bailey directed.
Eugene Mullin, Eastern scenario
editor for Goldwyn, has entered into
an arrangement with G. Marion Burton to handle some of the Goldwyn
scenario work. Mrs. Burton has established ascenario department of her
own, under the management of Arthur
H. Jacobs from which she furnishes
not only continuities on an independent basis, but also synopsis of books
and plays with criticisms for screen
purposes.
Roy W. Neill, who directed E. K.
Lincoln in " The Inner Voice," finished
work on that picture some days ago.
It is now being cut, and Mr. Neill has
commenced shooting interiors for
Norma Talmadge's next feature.
Oscar Eagle has deserted the screen

On Beaudine
the C
William
has finished the
direction of the next Christie Special,
which is to present Eddie Barry in the
role of a cannibal and Helen Darling
as a missionary maid.
Thirty-five orphan kiddies who lost
their fathers in the recent war .saw
"Anne
of GreentheGables"
Miller's
New Theatre
other atday,
and
howled with glee over the mischievous
pranks of Mary Miles Minter, alias
Anne.
While down on the boundary line
of Mexico last week. Jay Morley, who
is being featured by Vitagraph in the
O. Henry story "An Afternoon Miracle " had occasion to fire a number
of shots from his big Colt six-shooter
in the making of a scene. He emptied
the gun and stopped to reload, and instantly acurio merchant was at his
side with a request for the empty discharged shells. He wanted to sell
them, he said, to tourists as souvenirs
of bandit raids and he only wished
several more film companies would
send their companies down to film
" western " dramas. The newspaper
accounts of Mexican hostility are
slightly exaggerated, it would seem.
Director David Smith reported, however, that when he was at Tia Juana
he had to show his script to all officials in the vicinity, who read it carefully, decided that it in no way reflected upon the Mexican people, and
gave him full permission to make all
the scenes he required.
Melville Brown, who wrote " Speed "
and " Cleaning Up " and directed Al
St. John in both of these two-reel
comedies, has been engaged by Vitagraph fo direct Montgomery & Rock
in their future two-reel comedies.
Pending the arrival of Jean Paige,
who will play opposite him in the
newest Vitagraph serial, Joe Ryan has
turned his attention to directing and
starring in the O. Henry story, " The
Passing
Eagle."is the title of
"The of
RedBlack
Terror"
H. H. Van Loan's latest story for
Tom Mix. The scenes are laid in Russia and were developed by the author
from incidents witnessed by him while
visiting the Bolshevik-infested land in
1914. Mr. VanLoan's storj-, " The
Great Redeemer," is being prepared
for production by Maurice Tourneur,
who is said to be planning to make it
a powerful feature production with
an unexcelled Goldwyn cast. Furthermore, the Universal Company has already expended $200,000 on the Van
Loan story " The Virgin of Stamboul," which is being magnificently
Browning at Uniloa Laemmle,
produced
versal by
City. Carl
president
of Universal told Mr. Van Loan that
he
liked that
'" Thehe Virgin
so well
would of
be Stamboul
pleased to"
have him create another foreign feature story along similar lines. It
seems to us that Mr. Van Loan can
well afloid to say: "This is a Van
The month."
filming has just been comLoan
pleted of the Bradbury Production of
" Hollyhocks," an original story written and directed by Robert North
Bradbury. Louis Gottschalk has transD. W. Griffith's
ferred allegiance
productions
and from
is composing
special

Billie Rhodet, National film star

music for " Hollyhocks," and it is
claimed that the film is an innovation
in feature-picture presentation.
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Players who are bringingcountry.
fans to the box offices of the
Directly above is Grace Davidson, who is scoring successes in Pioneer offerings. To the left is " The Cameo
Girl,"
Doloressilhouette
Cassinelli,of and
the right
presentedin
an
attractive
AliceonLake
who isis scoring
drama as she did in comedy.
Evelyn Greely,
in circle
below,
underonthethemanagement of Edward
Small.
She isisnow
flanked
left
by R. Cecil Smith and on the right by Henry Mortimer.

A photographic
for Player,
tor and ScenarioistForum
designed
to bring Directhem
in closer editorial contact with the Producers whose plays they make and the
Exhibitor whose patronage they are
responsible for.
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of Willia
ONE
best known
young mmenShakesp
albeit eare's
a dist"
sort
mal
of
a
chap
—
'"Hamle
name — was asked one day what by
he
was reading. His answer was :
"words, words, words."
H. H.
Van Loan,
of the
best
known
writersonetoday
— a screen's
young
man, too, but altogether different
from that melancholy Dane, who, even
in his time knew that "the play's the
thing," says that work, work, work,
makes the successful playwright.
Mr. Van Loan, whose first story
was released only a year and three
months ago, is a firm believer in work.
He has worked hard all his life, and
he's
mighty
glad hehe says
has : had to do
so. This
is what

Picture

News

Loan's
Creed
— that was all. However, "praise
without
putsscenarioist
little in the
But the profit
aspiring
was pot."
not
downcast — only more determined to
"win out." And he did, but only by
"work,
work,story
work."
His first
that found its v«ay
to the screen made an instantaneous
hit. It leasedwas
"Vive La
rein October,
lastFrance,"
year, with
Dorothy Dalton in the leading role.
Thomas H. Ince made the play and
it was admitted to be one of the best
releases of 1918.
One of Mr. Van Loan's next best
plays Norma
was "The
New was
Moon,"
which
Talmadge
starred.in
This was a Russian story, produced

"I believe that the man who has had
to knuckle down and fight the uphill
battle for existence, is the real fellow
in life, for he is taught self-reliance
and develops better both mentally and
physically than the man who walks
the path of roses. Some one has
said there are men who boast they
are self made, thus relieving the Lord
of a great responsibility. Leaving
these boasting individuals out, we
must tip our hats to men like Charles
Schwab and Henry Ford, who have
attained remarkable success, only
through their determined efforts,
mixed with the hardest kind of

by Joseph thusiastic
Schenck,
whohe was
so enover it that
asked
the
writer to make another for him.
During the past year Mr. Van Loan
has sold fifteen stories, among them
"W'hen a Man Loves," and "The
Highest Card," for Earles Williams ;
"Three Gold Coins," and "The Red
Terror" for Tom Mix, and "The
Great Redeemer," which Maurice
Tourneur is to produce as a special
feature. At the request of General
Manager Sheehan of the Fox Film
Corporation, Mr. Van Loan is preparing four additional stories for Mix.
One tious
ofstories
theisauthor's
most prepared
pretennow being

IMr. Van Loan says he spent many
laborious months in his newspaper
work in New York, important assignments frequently keeping him up all
work."of the night. It was hard work,
hours
he says, but it was nothing to compare with what he experienced while
representing the International News
Service in London some years ago.
"Those experiences," said the author at his cosy little home in Glendale, California, a few days ago, "I
am really grateful for, as they have
proved invaluable to me in connection
with my photoplay writing. From
those experiences I have been enabled
to develop numerous situations for
the stories prepared for the screen.
"The years I served as publicity
manager for the Universal Company
in New York were also crowded with
unceasing work, as the Big U had
so many stars under its wing ; it was
making more serials than any other
producing organization; and its multiplicity of activities both in New York
and at Universal City made it necessary to turn out a tremendous amount
of publicity matter. In addition to
that the demands from all kinds of
magazines and weekly publications
were so constant that there was nothwork,says
work,
Mr.ing to do
VanbutLoan
thatwork."
when he
decided to enter the motion picture
writing field, he knew that it would
be some time before his efforts would
bring any results. And he was right
in his assumption. None of his first
stories found acceptance. The producers gave him some encouragement

for the screen by the Universal Company and will be its leading special
feature for the early part of 1920.
It is "The
Virgin
Stamboul,"
which
Priscilla
Dean ofplays
the leadingin
role — that of a Turkish beggar girl.
Mr. Van Loan while in the employ
of the International News Service,
was sent to Turkey in 1912 to investigate conditions there for his organization. During liis stay in Constantinople he witnessed incidents upon
which he based his story of "The
Notwithstanding
Virgin
of Stamboul."the fact that his
photoplay writing causes him to
"make the night joint laborer with
the day," in order to comply with
the constant demands upon him for
material for leading stars, Mr. Van
Loan is writing a series of articles
for the Los Angeles Express, one
of the leading newspapers of the
southland. These articles give advice
to writers who aspire for fame as
screen play^vrights, and hundreds of
letters are being received by the author
from men and women, some asking
for further advice and others thanking him for the helpful information
contained in the articles he has
written.
During the past few months Mr.
Van Loan has been importuned by
a number of his friends in New York
to visit the big city, but he will defer
his long-contemplated trip until the
early part of 1920. At that time he
intends to visit New York and witness the initial production on Broadway of "The Virgin of Stamboul "
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directed
by EdwinGRANDE"
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Charles

Directs

Maigne

" The

Fighting

Chance "
'■
The
Fighiing
Chance,"'
which
now being transferred
to the
screenis
by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, with Charles Maigne as director, and Conrad Xagle and Anna Q.
Nilsson in the leading roles, was the
first of the Robert \V. Chambers' series of books which dealt with the
ultra-fashionable set, which in a sense
has carried on the traditions of aristocracy of the Old World, such as fox
hunting and the like, in the hills of
Westchester County and other environs of Manhattan.
Constance Talmadge on
Watch for a Comedy
Although no less than sixty manuscripts arc submitted to the Constance Talmadge Film Company every
week, it is said, it is exceedingly
difficult to get exactly the right kind
of comedy for this First Xational
star. Very few writers have the deft
pen of John Emerson and Anita Loos.
Constance Talmadge wants comedies
of manners, comedies that are funny
because they delight one's sense of
what is ridiculously human in the
way of little everyday commonplace
foibles and frailties — subtle comedies,
not comedies of the slapstick variety.
Says Miss Talmadge : " I want
comedies chiefly because I enjoy
making people laugh ; secondly, because this type of work comes easiest
and most naturally to me. I am not
a highly emotional type."

Scenario

Dept.

Reorganized

Metro Provides New Space for Scenarioists
in the
Longacre Building
HE
Metro
scenario-reading
departT ment has been reorganized at the matic academy in London and later
appeared in several of his producNew York offices of the company in tions.
the Longacre Building. About a mon:h
Miss Wilstach is a graduate of
ago Col. Jasper Ewing Brady, the Sweet Briar College. She studied
editor, was called from Hollywood to abroad for a year until the war broke
Xew York City to conduct the de- out when she returned to this country
partment in the East in view of the and played with E. H. Sothern and
fact that most of the available screen Julia Marlowe. Before coming to
material Metro decided was to be had Metro she was a member of the
in the metropolis.
scenario department of RobertsonTo gain space for the department, Cole pictures, it is said.
new quarters were acquired for the
Metro shipping department on Fortyeighth street, and the space so preempted in the Longacre Building was Fairbanks Made Director of W iu Savings
retitted for Col. Brady. Since his arrival Col. Brady has been busy selectRecognizing
the tremendous public
ing his staff of readers, which now is
said to consist of Miss Edna Garden. following enjoyed by Douglas Fairbanks, Director Robert E. Smith, War
Miss Carrington North and Miss Loan Organization,
Twelfth Federal
Florence Wilstach.
Miss Edna Garden has been .t Reserve District, is reported to have
reader in the Metro home-offices for a appointed the United Artists' producstar, director of the War Savings
little more than a year, and after ex- for ing
the Southern California zone.
amining and obtaining material in
Prior to making the appointment the
Xew York had passed it along to
Colonel Brady in Hollywood. Miss Government official offered the screen
Garden was a student at the National star, it is said, the assistant directorship for the entire Twelfth Federal
Academy of Design several years ago
and studied for the stage later inider District, which comprises the seven
States of the Pacific Coast. Owing
Madame Alberti.
Miss Carrington North has had a to the great amount of time required
successful career as an actress. Al- for his studio work, Fairbanks prethough born in the United States she
ferred the smaller territory. He but
has lived variously in South America, recently finished " When the Clouds
Mexico and England. She studied for Roll By." and is now working on his
the stage at Sir Herbert Tree's dra- third I'nitcd Artists' picture.

MONTGOMERY

&

Ciouverneur Morris
Cone West with
Continuity
For the production of his first Enr
nent Authors Picture. Gouvcrneur
Morris left Xew York last Sunday
en route to the Goldwyn studios at
Culver City with the continuity under
his arm for " The Penalty," it is said.
Govcrneur Morris has closed his
estate at Bedford Hills for the winter
and will spend the next six months it»
California. He will work at the Goldwyn studios in co-operation with the
director and actors.

Metro/ Scenario
rhe
e 1 1 n c r sWriters
' NewTiic ZcUners— Arthur .ind Lois —
have moved into offices in the administration building of the Metro studios
in Hollywood and are now members
of the Metro scenario staff headed
by June Mathis. They are pioturizuity for •'Judah" and for "Shore
ing "Fine Feathers" and "An Outsider", having completed the continW. A. Howell Will
Direct Viola Dana
.\cres."
W. .A. Howell has been en.nagcd
to direct Viola Dana in the Screen
Classics. Inc.. production of the comto Stay."
"Eliza Comes
Howelledy, left
the legitimat
e stageMr.in
I'MO to start producing comedies. He
originated the FalstafT comedy series,
which was issued for three vears.
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King W. Vidor has begun the film
ing of "The Battle of Youth," which
is to be his first picture for the First
National, at 6642 Santa Monica Boulev^ard. During the past week he has
had his Cameraman, I. H. Morgan and
Location Man, Carrol C. Owen, looking over locations along the Sacramento River in Northern California
where many of the scenes will be
filmed. A crew of technical men have
erected settings in the vicinity of Sunland, California where another portion of the picture will be filmed.
Among the more prominent of those
associated with Vidor are the following: I. H. Morgan, cinematographer ,
R. A. Gausman, assistant director;
Homer H. Hobson, technical director ;
William Parker and Agnes Parson^,
Scenario Department; Wendell C.
Willson, office manager ; R. L. Collmer, Carrol C. Owen and Myrtle C.
Reauveau.
Robert Bradbury, who is responsible
for the story and production and
direction of the first of a film titled
" Hollyhocks," is now engaged in
editing the picture which will be released as a Bradbury production. This
subject features Edward Hearn and
Patricia Palmer, and includes Gertrude
Claire and William F. Moran as principals. The subject was made by the
Mitchell Lewis productions.
This company has also organized a
comedy producing unit which will
make Clark productions, they being
■directed by Frank Howard Clark and
feature Billy Brunton. These are to
"be of a polite farcical nature and
each consists of two reels. The first
has been titled " Monocled," and is
from an English sketch. Interiors

MOTION

Jottings

From

and exteriors are being made at a
beautiful mansion in Brentwood Park.
The first subject filmed by the
Alkire Producing Company titled " An
Ace in the Hole," and starring Joseph
Bennett, was given a view by a number of well-known men of the trade
at Clunes Broadway in the morning
of December 22. This six-reel comedy features a number of aeroplane
Hying stunts.
The inost recent co-operative organization of the west coast film colony
is that of the Motion Picture Art
Directors' Association which is now
composed of more than forty Art
Directors connected with practically
all of the local studios. The officers
elected are: R. H. McCray. Vitagraph,
President; R. E. Sibley, Lois Weber,
Vice-President ; E. C. Hartley, Universal, Secretary; Sidney Ullman,
Metro, Treasurer. Quarters for the
new organization have been secured
at the DeHennasy Art Studios at the
corner of Santa Monica Boulevard
and Vermont Avenue. The new organization has already begun the collection of a library and at their biweekly meetings will discuss problems
that confront the Art Directors in
their studio work. Meetings are held
the first and third Thursday of each
month.
The first three releases of Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven for the Paramount-Artcraft program have been

The

Coast

completed and titled. These are
" Teasing the Soil," " Hoodooed" and
"In Spring." All were produced under the direction of Charles Parrott,
and are from scenarios by Bennett
Cohen, Robert MacGowan and Keent
Thompson.
General Manager, Isadorc Bernstein, has announced the policy of the
National Film Corporation of America for the' coming year will be to
use only stories by American authors
and having American settings and the
first of the "America First" films will
be "Mary Minds Her Business," which
was written by George Weston and
appeared in the Ladies Home Journal.
Flanagan and Edwards, featured
comedians, of the Hallroom Boys series of two reel comedies with their
director Harry Edwards, will go to
San Francisco within the next few
days where they will spend two or
three weeks making exterior scenes
for comedies which are to be finished
at the National Studios in Hollywood.
One week of the comedians' stay in
the north, they will make appearance
every evening at the Strand theatre
where their pictures are being shown.
One more week of scene taking will
be necessary for the second Clara
Kimball Young release for the Equity
organization. This picture is "The
Forbidden Woman" adapted from the

DORIS

PICTURE

Picture

News

story of the same name by Lenore J.
Coffee. Harry Garson, General Manager of the Garson Studios, where
this picture is being filmed, is also
serving in the capacity of Director,
and has assembled a notable cast, who
are playing in support of Miss Young.
Conway Tearle is leading man, and
the principals of the cast arc Jiquel
Lanoe, Heffron Adams, Winter Hall,
Milla Davenport, Stanton Williams
and John MacKinnon.
More than three hundred people took
part in the scene made on " The Big
Small Town Bet " at the Thomas Ince
Studios, built especially for the Charlie Ray picture, "Homer Comes
Home." This is from an original
story by Agnes Christine Johnson. It
is now expected that it will require
Director Jerome Storm a few days of
the new year to complete this film,
and following that Ray will leave the
Thomas Ince Company to become a
producer for the First National.
Director Fred Niblo has a cast which
includes Lloyd Hughes as leading man.
Wade Botelar, Lucile Young, Edith
York and Golden Mullen in support of
Miss Bennett in the C. Gardner Sullivan storj', " on
Thethis
Manfilmin was
the Moon."
Production
started
about a week ago. It has been found
necessary for the Irwin Irvin-WillatHobart Bosworth-Ince Company to return to Catalina Island for the making
of additional under-sea scenes for
" Below the Surface." The company
spent three weeks there, but because
of heavy sea, it was found the films
would practically all have to be retaken.
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E. E. Fulton

E. E. Fulton

natured Mr. Fulton
[ EST
I—"
doubt good
our word after reading the
caption to this column we should say
that it was really several weeks ago
that we had the fortune to spend some
iours with him, his sons and their
jlant in Chicago.
After listening to an account of the
various professions in which Mr. Fulton has had a part, one sort of wonlers how he happened to arrive finally
b the M. P. supply house business
when he could have gone into so many
Qore that should be more interesting,
t must have been the hand of Fate
slus a good bit of hard work, for he is
oday one of the most successful sup>ly men in the industry.
E. E. Fulton was bom in Canton,
Dhio, along back in 1861. After gradlating from high school in Washingon, Indiana, where his folks had mijrated he took up telegraphy with the
Western Union, later being sent all
)ver the country on special assignnents.
Leaving matters electrical for a while
le entered the hay-and-grain business
uid gained a prestige which caused
lim to be known as the " Com King
jf the Miami Valley." This title was
lelped along by the notoriety attend;nt to a shipment of com aggregating
■lOme two and a half million bushels,
vhich was the largest single consignnent from that section of the corn
)elt.
Unfortunately a disastrous fire stepled in at this point and destroyed the

■Last Week
Metwonderful business which he had built HERE is another man who heard the
up. In order to show that he was not
call of motion " pictures while
in another industry, followed
in the down and out class, " E. E." working
went straightway and married the girl a "hunch" and is now riding to a
success with an idea of his own.
he had in mind for some time.
Since that time Mr. Fulton has been
For a number of years, W. R. Rutengaged in several business ventures, ledge was employed in the construction department of the General Elecincluding a grain brokerage, publisher
tric Company. He put in several years
of a trade journal, manufacturer of
wire fence material and bale ties, also in setting up G-E apparatus on the
hay implements. In 1906 he went with Pacific Coast, in Australia, South
China, Japan, England and
the Enterprise Optical Co. as office Africa,
Canada.
manager. During his stay here the
business broadened out and the MotioSaying " good-bye " to the construction game, he was appointed chief engraph became one of the factors in
gineer of the Central Minnesota Power
the projector world.
Company located in Minneapolis. After
In reality Mr. Fulton has been in a while at that position he became
the supply business only since 1911, general manager and chief engineer
when he leased some floor space at of the Southem Minnesota Power Co.
Lake and LaSalle streets, in Chicago. In these two positions of importance
Under his skillful guidance the Fulco Mr. Rutledge spent the best part of
factory has expanded until today it 10 years. In the year previous to our
either makes or handles every impor- entry into the war, he transferred his
tant piece of theatre equipment. Mr. affections to the Northwest Utilities
Fulton is extremely fortunate in hav- Co., of Mankato and Chicago, holding
ing three sons who have natural in- the same position as with the Southern
clinations for the same kind of work. Minnesota Power Co.
Thus the E. E. Fulton Co. finds it
If we remember rightly he spent conunnecessary to go outside the family
siderable time during 1917 and 1918 in
for talent along any of the executive Government work as consulting elecand manufacturing lines. And what is
trical engineer. Putting more energy
more strange than this is the astonish- into his work than his constitution
ing fact that the quartet acts in per- could stand he was invalided home for
fect harmony with the " old man " as a much needed rest and was about
the boss.
ready to return when the armistice
But— all the boys say that " E. E. is was put across.
It was while he was at home recuperaCould
corking
to work
for."
theregood
be amanbetter
testimonial
ating that he became interested in Mazda projection. To his mind there seemed
from one's working force?

R. Rutledge

W. R. Rultedge

to be no facilities for the conversion
of the carbon arc lamphouse into
one to use the incandescent equipment.
His years of experience in the electrical field had taught him what to
look for in the correct equipment, so
he spent six months doing it. He investigated every angle of Mazda projection until he was satisfied that he
had the right grasp on all problems involved. Incidentally, during these investigations heconvinced himself that
the Mazda lamp as a source of light
for the projector was here to stay.
Then he designed the Prpject-A-Lite
equipment to fulfill the necessary requirements.
At the present time Mr. Rutledge
has control of the production and sale
of the new Project- A-Lite transformer
for reducing current to proper voltage
NEWS
ITEMS
OF
THE
WEEK
and regulating it to proper amperage
to insure accurate results with Mazda
Carbon Bill Kunzman hoisted his projection. He considers the adapter
THAT Man Harry Hakilu Lucas of
Atlanta, Georgiah, sir, has a per- flag last week in Milwaukee. The boy and the transformer as his own entersonal follow-up system that beats the is considerable of a scene shifter. First
mails. A week ago we received a cir- it is in Texas and then in Canada.
In talking over the' general motion
cular letter from him, which listed But wherever he goes perhaps he picture
situation, it could be seen that
about seventeen hundred and eleven doesn't make 'em love National Car- Mr.
Rutledge was decidedly an optiprise.
items in stock. The day following bons.
mist. He believes sincerely in the fuMarse Lucas showed up himself,
ture of the motion picture and, naturWe Agree with you, Bill, on those
ally, that the theatre of the future will
merely, as he put it, to clinch the argument. He did.
ads your home office is inserting in be a distant cousin of the carbon arc
the News. They could only be im- but a very close relation of the Mazda
And by the Way, you patrons of
lamp. Anyway, he can easily prove
proved byhaving more of 'em.
Lucas in Georgia and vicinity, just ask
that his equipments are " getting
Mr. and Mrs. Leland of the Leland across
" in fine style and that is satHarry about that " Shrinking Viollette " he purchased on Broadway. The Motion Picture Supply Co., Montpelier, isfac;ory enough when it is considstory is worth a good cigar any day Vt., were in New York recently. Mrs.
they time.
have been on the marin the week.
ket ered
but athatshort
Leland is an active partner in the firm.
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Recently the "A L C A Z A K" and
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Transverter —

What

it is* How

tiorts^

it Works

How

it Differs from Others, and What
it Does
A Complete Article on This Device with
Dependable Data from a Personal Test
{Continued from last iveek)
A simple diagram will illustrate the principal of the machine. Certain operation of the centripnnections and general layout of a bi-polar shunt fugal fan is assured by its fastening to the couound commutating pole type generator. pling. As th diagram shows, the fan is set between the two halves of the couplings and keyed
c
thereto by the same key that locks together motor
TieW
e
>
(
•n. Arc and generator shafts. This new system of ven>
tilation ismuch superior to the old, both in its
mechanical features and in the results of its operaiion. This better ventilation means cooler opera^ Armoturc \
tion without otherwise affecting the performance or
rating of the machine, thus insuring longer life of
the apparatus.
The main argument against any vertical machine
has been the question of bearings. The horizontal
machine by lengthening its bearings surfaces could
1)0 made to support practically any load without
overheating. But the vertical machine is not thus
favored. The entire weight of the rotating elements must rest on either a bottom bearing or be
supported from the lop bearing. One bearing must
bear all or nearly all the weight of the rotating
I. 2. Wiring Diagram of Transverter shoxving
parts.
In the case of the Transverter a special selirelation of Main Field and Interpoles
thrust bearing is provided in the maResults obtained are not due to these particular aligningchine forball
this purpose. It is stated that this thrust
Dnnections alone, but to the perfect balance of all bearing has a load carrying capacity several times
|ie elements entering into the construction of the greater than any normal load that it will have to
bnstant current generator. In addition to the con- carry. Above this thrust bearing is an annular
lections themselves is the kind of material, the pro- bearing which centers the lower end to the rotor
Drtionate amount used in the several parts of the shaft. There is a similar annual bearing in the
iiachine and the adjustment of one element in rc- center section, and a third at the top of the genition to the other. Final results are dependent
erator armature shaft. These three annular bearpon the machine running at the speeds intended
ings hold the rotating parts in perfect alignment
)r the different loads. This latter is taken care at all times.
if automatically if the unit is used on the AC
Grease cups are provided for all the bearings.
[ipply line service — i. e., proper voltage, frequency Care must be taken as to the quality of grease with
id phase, for which it is built.
which the cups are filled. An excellent grade of
An examination of the transverter would show grease
is supplied by the manufacturers, and this
[lat instead of having the interpoles placed at the should be secured and used whenever possible. An
p-called " neutral point " which is half-way be- inferior quality of grease and even some of the
veen the two main poles, they are built so as to be better grades may contain a trace of acid or eleijustable as to position. But the adjustment of
ments which in time will form acid, thus damaging
liese poles is a very delicate matter and should the polished surface of the ball races to such an
pt be attempted by the projectionist. Their ad- extent
sary. that renewals of the bearing will be necesistment plays a delicate part in the successful opation of the machine being the sole means of
Control Panels
iJcing care of commutation, and at the same time
letermining the volt-ampere characteristics of the
There are two control panels which have been
lachine.
devised for use with the Transverter, known as
The position of these interpoles must not be Panel A and Panel B. The former uses the same
[tanged.
arc control s\vitches that come with the projection
The exact function of interpoles in the operation machine and generally mounted on it. The other
t any generator will not be told here, but will be panel is equipped with two single pole switches
cated in another article because the explanation to take the place of, or supplement, those on the
ould be a lengthy one going deep into the theory projector. With the exception of the switches,
i induction and commutation. Moreover, this is the panels are identical in instrument layout and
general description of a definite machine and connections. The manufacturers recommend the
Jes not call for a detailed analysis of its design.
A wherever possible, hence our deWhat takes place inside the generator when arcs use of Panel
scription will be based on this panel.
"c manipulated will be discussed at length when
Panel " A " as shown in the illustration is
le details of the test are given, later on in the
equipped with an ammeter, a voltmeter and a gentide.
erator field regulator. The front face of this panel
Ventilation
is 12" X 14" and 6" in depth. Inside the panel and
Transverters built prior to December, 1917, were operated from the outside is the generator field
luipped with a propeller type fan. In later ma- rheostat, which is used to regulate the current, the
lines the fan is of the centrifugal type, providing generator will furnish to the arcs. A current of
rculation of air in greater quantity and greater only one ampere or less flows through this rheolocity. The fan draws fresh air through both the
stat, which means that a negligible amount of en:nerator and motor and discharges the heated
ergy is wasted. A relay for protecting the field
r through the four slots about midway the height coils of the generator in case the circuit through

Pig.
Panel A
the lamps is opened is also provided. The contacts of this relay are so arranged that when the
field current increases above that necessary for
the generator voltage of 150 volts, the entire resistance of generator field rheostat is inserted in the
generator field circuit, thereby making it impossible for the field coils to be subjected to a voltage
greater than that for which they are designed, thus
preventing any possible damage to these field
coils.
As soon as the arc is struck the relay contacts
close and short circuit the part of the resistance
not used in regulation of the amperes passing
through the arc.
So much for the general description of the
machine and the details of its manufacture. From
the foregoing description it will be a simpler matter to follow the tests which were carried out.
We will now assume that the transverter under
test has been run under load for the required time.
The connections used in this test were shown in
Fig. 4, the only difference between the usual line
up for motion picture projection, and for the test
being in the insertion of meters in the a. c. lines.
After the over all efficiency was determined, the
next step was the test for volt-ampere characteristics of the generator or what is known as the
" generator
First, the performance
field rheostat curves."
was set to give 50 amps,
at 55 volt, or for normal voltage at normal load.
The load was then gradually increased without
changing the settings of the field rheostat. Consequently as the current output varied the voltage
varied with it. At each change in load, volts and
amperes were measured. The results are given
in the first column below.
{To be continued)
XL,

Fig. 4. Test Connections
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Well

Known

Men

in New

Equipment
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'A

W. H. RabeU

Julian Speer
ANEW firm under the name of the Matthews
Lighting Company has recently been incorporated with offices at 844 Seventh Avenue, New
York City. Mr. W. H. Rabell is president of the
corporation and JuUan Speer, secretary. Both
men are well known to the motion picture trade,
particularly in and around the New York district.
The Matthews Lighting Company will handle individual lighting sets for farm, home and theatre
use, besides having the agency for some of the
foremost motion picture equipment.
Mr. Rabell, the president, is owner and manager
of the Independent Movie Supply Co., located in the
Film Building. He entered the motion picture field
about 14 years ago, remaining but a short time,
then left to take up the work for which he was
trained, that of an expert accountant. During his
career as a chartered accountant Rabell audited acRadio

CO

counts of the largest manufacturers in the country
as well as those of the leading insurance companies.
Later he entered the employ of J. H. Hallberg
and worked there for several years.
In March, 1917, Mr. Rabell started the Independent Movie Supply Co. with its line of Imsco
products. He had a floor space in the beginning of
but 250 sq. ft. At the present time his establishment covers an area of 5,500 sq. ft. with a payroll
of 16 employees.
In addition to his usual duties as manager of
the supply house, Rabell has designed and brought
out various pieces of equipment and supplies, including carbon economizers, engine generating sets,
film cement; projector oil and stereopticons.
During the Fourth Liberty Loan Mr. Rabell
conceived the idea of using incandescent lamp
equipments mounted on trucks and operated by

After graduation, Mr. Speer entered a sh<
pany.
career as an Exhibitor in his home town of F<
Wayne, being one of the first to operate a moti
pic ure theatre in that vicinity. For two years
continued as a theatre owner and manager duri
which time he worked on and patented seve:
devices connected with motion pictures. One of t
most successful of these devices was a film rer
vator, the first of its kind. A number of these nr
chines are in active use in exchanges today. Sir
that time many other similar machines have ma
their appearance but none that were of great
adaptability.
Leaving the theatre business Mr. Speer engag
in the selling of automobiles which were then ji
coming to the fore. Only a year was spent in tl
work before he was called to the Fort Way
Works of the General Electric Company to ta
charge of the new department on motion pictu
apparatus. His new work entailed a trip throug
out the country with the idea of selling as ma:
compensares as possible. This required t^vo and
half years. He then was called to the New Yo
Office of the same firm and has been there up to ti
time he left to become one of the partners in tl
Matthews Lighting Company.
Mr. Speer is known throughout the theatre tra(
in the New York District as an expert on motic
picture electrical equipment, and all his friends
this line will be glad to learn of his new and ai
vantageous connection.
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Imsco engine generator sets. There were 14
these trucks in constant nightly use and throi
their attention-drawing powers it is estimated I
they were the means of selling $700,000,000 in boi
of that issue.
Besides his New York office Mr. Rabell 1
branched out into foreign fields until at the preS'
time has foreign distributors in India, China, Sis
Siberia, Russia and Australia.
Julianis Speer,
the secretary
and manager
firm,
a graduate
of Carnegie
Instituteof •
Technology and has spent most of his time sii
then in the employ of the General Electric Co
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Developed

PICTURES
— P rinted

You can now avail yourself of the tremendous facilities of
The American Film Company, Inc. — can have your negative
developed and printed by the same experts that develop and
print the entertainment films released by The American Film
Company. Prices are reasonable. Positive prints returned
quickly. Highest quality developing, printing, tinting, toning, and sub-titling guaranteed. Write for further information.
AMERICAN
FILM COMPANY,
INC.
6227 Broadway
Dept. E
Chicago, 111.

PICTURE CAMERAS
NEW AND USED
200 ft. capacity U. S. Compact M. P. Camera.
The Ideal
for News
Weeklies.
plete with camera
Tessar F:3.5
lens.
41QOComCrt
The
latest
Universal
with Internal5>O^.
ShuttOU
ed
us
Slightly
at
$512.00 Complete
dissolve.
as listed
for immediate
de$467 00
400
ft. De Franne
Studio with
or Field Camera.
All
movements.
Complete
dil/;c (\(\
$>iOD.UU
Tessar F: 3.5forlens
Everj'thing
Motion Picture Making.
Any
camera shipped C. O. D. for examination.
j
II miliJlj37.so
1?'R1?1?Bass Motion
per 1000Picture
ft. Catmloc. Expert advice. E«i»ni«« aepitiv*
I
BASS CAJNIERA COMPANY
g
Motk>D Pletnre Dirisloa
I
111 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago, '111.
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At the Power

Plant of , V

Chine's Studio at liOS An^eles.Calif.
jtheEqtiipin^

_
_ 'UNIT
Also Dai/e^ Barnett
the n^^un^^.^u^..
chief electric^,,^otor-Geners'tpJ
who had charge
of the installation.

Three

Unit

Motor-Generator

The three unit 1 50 kw Westinghouse motor-generator
illustrated was installed and placed into operation five hours
after the above photograph was taken. Undoubtedly quick
work, but it is nothing unusual for motion picture studios
where ability and efficiency are performing many unusual
things.
It is interesting to note that within three months of the
time this installation was made, another three-unit 75 kw.
Westinghouse motor-generator was ordered. This new equipment is to be operated in parallel on a common bus with the
1 50 kw. unit.
100%

WESTINGHOUSE

It is significant to say that everything in the Clunes plant
is WESTINGHOUSE.
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Reports on Conditions
O. \V. Jastrum, Strand theatre, Pecatonica, 111.,
writes :
" Well, I am glad to see that my recent letter
to you in regard to advancement of ' small town '
men has found some response. I knew there were
many others who were anxious to get out of the
small town class, if they could. And likewise I
want friend E. H. Lilley to know that I have seen
his article and appreciate his appreciation. Haven't
any owners ' come to ' enough yet to reply — or
don't they read the News? From their attitude on
small town affairs you might imagine them trying
to
get along
without
is about
all they
wouldyour
do. paper — and ' get along '
" As to conditions around here : Fair in small
towns, but higher rentals threatening to put us
on the bum. It is the absolute truth that we cannot pay more and make anything in smaller places
near here. Rockford, Illinois, has three big shows.
" Aschcr's Midway, excellent music, including a
large pipe organ and 14-piece orchestra ; pictures
are good, including Select, some Paramount, Goldwyn, and specials, etc. Projection I would call
poor, as we have much better here in my own little
250-seat house. Of course, they have an exceedingly long throw, but poor light and irritating jump
in pictures at times. Expect something from a
2,0(X)-seat palace, you know. I would rank it second of the three, considering all things.
" Orpheum is primarily an exponent of Fox pictures and specials. A nice place (formerly vaudeville), large stage, settings changed three times a
year whether they need it or not. Maybe a small
town manager would put that stage to use — but
not so with their manager. They have a very
good orchestra, from five to seven pieces, fine projection. But— all seven orchestra lights are about
five feet from floor, on the edge of the stage, and
shine directly in your eyes as you watch the picture. It's a pleasure when they turn them out for
their rest period, although you hate to miss the
music, too. Another little (?) thing overlooked
by a big town manager. But at that, I believe the
Orpheum comes first — especially in their advertis-

FILM

ing, although they verge toward the suggestive at
times, especially on ' Girl Of My Dreams ' and ' The
Woman Michael Married.'
" The Palm is the third, and in one way the
best. It has a quiet, restful air about it that neithei
of the others possesses. You know what I mean —
that forget-your-worries and keep-cool atmosphere
that is so hard to get. But the projection is mighty
poor, mainly because they do not use enough juice,
I guess. Steady and evenly illuminated, but so dim
that in tinted scenes you can hardly see from the
center of the house (1,200 seats) and their music
is poor — nothing but a pipe organ, and an old
one at that. In good shape, but tiresome for a
steady diet. With an improvement in projection
and music, the Palm would lead the bunch, accordmg to my ideas. Paramount mainly, with Pathe
and good specials.
" As I try to see every picture before I run it,
I visit these three shows a good deal, and if I was
to make any changes as a new manager, I'd be
guided by the above. Just a few things that slipped
by someone or else neglected.
" All shows appear to be doing mighty good business, and have right along, probably due to Camp
Grant being located there.
"This time you can publish my name if you
want to, and I'll be glad to hear from Brother
Lilley or anyone else who wants to get up and get
on in this game. Maybe we can help each other
or start a National Association of Peppy SmallTown
Pushers,
Comment
: or some such organization ! "
Very glad to get your report on conditions in
your territory, even though you do rap some of
your houses pretty violently. However, it is somehim. times good for a man to see himself as others see
It is a fact that many managers have not been
waked up to the importance of auditorium and stage
decorations and settings. This seems impossible
when one considers the space that trade papers
have given to this subject. Although it may not
be so in the case of the Orpheum, it is generally
a fact that any manager who neglects such items
ns orchestra lights, obsolete stage settings, etc..

Picture

Net

has an eye only on the box ofHce of today, loT^
ting that he should be building for an even lar
attendance tomorrow. It all goes to show that
the poor showmen aren't in the towns.
We haven't heard from Lilley since that ot
letter. Perhaps after reading this reply of yo
way.
he will come to life again. We hope so, a;
What More Could He Do
Ben. A. Dyer, Chief of Gem theatre. Mine
Wells, Texas:.
" As a proud member of the N. A. M. L., I w:
to express my thanks for the good work tl
League is doing. Of course, we know there j
many operators who have been putting off t
good chance of being a brother to our ' Bette
Work.
" I still can't give the Exchange very much cre(
as I certainly receive some bad films from th<
inspection rooms.
" Each film I ship I give my personal attentic
to it, and inspect as well as repair it in everj' wa
" I keep extra reel spools and bands on hand
all times — every damage receives repairs befo
leaving my booth.
"As chief projectionist of the Gem theatre <
Mineral Wells, Texas, I give only the best of ski
and my brother operators shall not suffer from ar
neglect
an operator
sometimes
gives."as thorough i
Comment:
If all the
chiefs were
you seem to be there would be less trouble wit
films where they travel on a lengthy circuit befoi
being recalled to the Exchange. Most certainl
30U do all that you should be expected to do.
Local 150 Elects Officers
The officers of this local at the present time are
Earl Hamilton, president ; Fred Weaver, financia
secretary-treasurer; M. S. Donnelly, recording sec
retary; W. L. Baynes, vice-president. We hot
our meetings at midnight twice a month. Condi
tions are very bad here, and our accomplishment
i~ very slow.
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This Machine is designed to apply a wax compound to
the margin of New Films, to prevent damage during the
first few runs thru the Projecting Machine.
The collecting of emulsion from
aperture plate and tension springs of the
cases causing untold damage to the film
to the projector as well as marring the

(Patents Pending)
Price of Machine, Complete, S16.v^0
Including 10 Sticks of Compound

" green " films on
projector is in many
and excessive wear
presentation on the

screen by jumping.
Proper
Waxing
of New
Films
Prolongs the life of the Film.
Eliminates excessive wear on Projecting Machine.
Insures Steady Pictures on the screen.
Prevents tearing of sprocket holes by emulsion deand
posits.
Saves the film from having Oil squirted all over it by
some Operator
machine
without trying
a stop. to get " green " film thru his
The Werner Film Waxing Machine apphes the Compound accurately to the margin of the film and positively
will not spread wax onto the picture.
Wax always in position. Requires no adjusting.

Price per Box, $1.00
In Lots of 10 Boxes, 75c. Each
Over 1000 in Use
The
Werner
205 Rialto Theatre Building

Every

Motion

Film

Protector

Manufacturing

be

Compound

is

composed

of

i n g r e d i ents guaranteed to give

Will
perfect sults.renot spread
onto

picture

or flake off
in projecting
machine.

Picture
ROCK

Properly
FILM

Projected
It is not the pictures alone that control your
patronage and fill your theatre with a large,
enthusiastic audience, for if the pictures do not
appear on your screen clear and flickerless they
lose half their value.

The

Right
Give theatre-goers the joy of seeing a perfectly
projected picture. You can easily do this by
employing in your machine
TOR CARBONS.

SPEER

PROJEC-

Quality

%aw

Stock''

photographically.

Will

not go to pieces in the
projector.
Made by

A size and style to meet the requirements of
every operating condition.
THE

EAGLE
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MANUFACTURING

Speer

Carbon
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Company
Penna.
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Co., Inc.
St. Louis, Missouri, U. S. A>
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"Why"

Explaining Many of the Technical
Problems of the Assistant Cameraman
By William Barbarin Laub
(Continued)
ARTISTIC SENSE AND DRAMATIC INTUITION
night, would there be brilliant flood light, dim
gas light or soft shaded Hghts as from modern
It has been said that every cameraman should
electric fixtures? Get the effect that should be
have some knowledge of art but while that
there and then insist on the proper tinting in
might be of some value I think that it is enough
the positive film to complete your work. If it is
to merely possess an artistic sense and appreciadaytime, any light effect should have a natural
tion.
sccurce, for nothing is more inartistic than to
see a character with a beam of sunlight playing
It wouldn't hurt you a bit to know something
about composition for some day, all directors
through her hair when we know that it would
may leave this to the cameraman.
have to penetrate thick walls to reach her. DiIt is the selection of the most artistic and
rectors of prison scenes please note.
beautiful subjects in backgrounds principally and
The young cameraman should not feel discouraged upon being told that motion picture work
the manner in which you treat and " place " the
subject The general rule in still photography,
in the future is going to demand photographers
especially in landscape or waterscape work is to v/ho are also directors and directors who are also
balance the picture; that is, not too much sky, photographers. But it is, and we are getting to
it more and more all the time. In addition, .the
not too much land and no preponderance of anything unless it is something to be emphasized.
director of tomorrow is going to be a dramatist
also, and more creative than in the past. Possibly
Composition which emphasizes an object is obhe will be the man who can write his own scripts
tained by observing rules of suggestion as for
and he will be recruited from the ranks of the
example; we might be distracted from the picture
writers; all of which sets a higher mark for
of a very beautiful tree by a road which " tracks "
our eye and makes us think of everything else
cinematographers
if they are to stay abreast of the
industry.
but that tree. But composition in motion picture
work is subordinate to one rule, namely, that the
There are few really big directors today who
photographer always has a reason for making a don't know quite a bit about photography and
picture. All other parts of the picture should be
the really successful cameraman is the man who
subordinate to the central idea the scene is to
also
tion. knows something about dramatic construcconvey.
The real cameraman today is taking the place
In all work, the artistic cameraman uses light
of the assistant director of yesterday who is
just as an artist wields his brush and he can do
just as much with his subject. The lighting of a now, a director's assistant, attending to details
of business etc. It is the camera-director now
face, for example, produces the " coloring " and
who watches the minor people in a scene while
shading essential to efifects of beauty and often
he photographs it, discovers slips that the director,
in close-up work, a wide angle lens thrown just
intent on his star, cannot see and makes the
a hairs-breath out of focus towards the film and
most helpful suggestions on getting over dramatic
used with a stop tending to slight over-exposure,
points that come up for question. He is the man
will give us real portraiture effects on the screen.
who is asked by the director and the star if a
This " soft-focus " stuff however has been sadly
overdone. It is effective and beautiful at times,
certain bit of action "got over" and he can helpfully describe his impression of it because he
but where it falls down badly is that it sometimes
has the intelligence to constructively criticize
spoils the illusion of the picture. We see a chardrama.
acter in a scene, everything sharp, as it should
Naturally he is also competent to assist in cutbe, and then suddenly jump to a soft-focus closeting the picture and assembling it which is really
up and it doesn't fit because there is no reason for
"writing" with the scissors.
it being " soft." Our minds immediately grapple
with something that annoys us because it is not
pictures
have ofbeen
" built and
" outa
ofMore
milessuccessful
of film with
a pair
scissors
leal and then the illusion of the picture is spoiled.
bottle of film cement than have even been turned
Study any portrait or painting of great beauty
out of a scenario writer's typewriter. But alas,
and you will find it entirely possible to secure the
this has mainly been no fault of the writers.
same light effects and composition with a motion
Their scripts have not always been followed and
picture camera. One of the most beautiful scenes
their subtlety is frequently lost in the direction
the writer has even seen was the introduction to
of a scene.
Joan d'Arc in a well known historical drama.
Now do you realize why the field of successful
It was typically Millet, a glimpse of a road, sunlet
cinematographers will never be crowded? We
in places, shadowed by bordering trees in others
about two dozen men whom our descripand a fiock of sheep with their shepherdess in know tion of
of a real cameraman will fit, though there may
their midst.
possibly be others. After all, many will say," our
Nothing could be of more value to a camerajob is to get the stuff, and it is enough to do that,
man than a visit to a public art gallery and a for many do not always get it. True, but why not
study of the reproductions (or originals of fabe worth a bigger salary check?
mous painters' works).
ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING
In general interior work, there is always an
It is almost impossible to give any hard and fast
opportunity in every case to obtain artistic and
natural effects. How would this room in reality
rules for lighting interior scenes. But every light
he lighted. We should ask ourselves, or the
used in motion picture studios is placed on a set
technical director if we are not sure. If it is with some definite purpose. It may be flood light.

Picture
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top light, side illumination and sun or moonUght
effect. The lights used in studios arc of two
varieties, arc and mercury vapor tubes, usually
constructed in banks, containing eight or a dozen
tubes. The direct rays of an arc (or carbon gap
light) produces hard lighting and heavy shadows,
but studio arc lights are equipped with spun glass
diffusers and plain ground glass difFusers which
considerably soften their effect. The mercury
vapor bank is a device in which the vapor of mercury is raised to incandescence by the passage of
an electric current. These lights are highly actinic
(That property of light which affects the sensitive
surface of the film the most) rich in violet rays
and are usually the foundation of all interior scene
lighting. Arc lights in single and double "broadsides," "spots" and overhead domes are auxiliary
lights, generally used for effects and flood lighting.
As in exterior photography, important action is
emphasized or handled without distraction, but in
interior work this is accomplished to a large extent with the use of lights and the shading of backwalls of a set and other unimportant things. Unless a cameraman is " tipped off " by a technical
director (who is related to the big boss) that some
bit of his handiwork is wanted in the picture, back
and side wall of a set and its dressings are not
featured. Technical directors as a rule are only
too glad to have their work set forth in a picture,
but unless the set has a dramatic value and a real
part in the picture and does not merely provide a
setting or atmosphere, it is desirable to subordinate it to the action, for shading it makes the
figures of characters "stand out" and admit of
better lighting effects. Besides, a set or interior
scene should nover be more than atmosphere in a
picture. It should be there, and not killed entirely
by lack of sufficient flood light, but it should be
like carefully arranged music in a motion picture
theatre. We hardly realize the music is there, for
it is a part of the story we are seeing, but subordinate to it always. On exterior stages and in
studios where there is always considerable natural
top-light from glass roofs, walls of sets have to be
shaded by means of flats (old sections of scener\ ^
laid along the top of the set.
The lighting of a set or scene, largely depend^
upon the effect sought, the subject to be predominant and the space to be illuminated. Effect?,
such as moonlight entering a room through door»
and windows are usually created with hard lights
and spots.
The simplest way to tell anyone how a scene
should be lighted for any particular effect is to
advise their study of the same effect as nature
creates it in any room. We should not try <
originate such things, for nature is difficult to in>
prove upon. What we strive to do is to imitr.
nature as closely as possible within photograph,
limitations. A room bathed in moonlight will iv
be lighted within by any other light, for then th;
light from the moon would be killed. Switch on
the electric light in a moonlit room and observe
that it obliterates the moonlight coming in the
window. Therefore, in changing during a scene
from moonhght effect to brilliant interior lighting,
it is patent that we must "kill" the moonbeams, or
the arcs producing them at the same instant we
turn to interior lighting.
Somehow or other, in motion pictures, the moon
always shines in full every night of the year.
Possibly because every story has a lover or two.
A character extinguishes a light in a room and instantly, moonlight fairly bursts through windows
(and walls sometimes), bright enough to enable us
to see his every expression. Outside, the everpresent moonlight reveals everything that goes on
in exterior scenes, tinted for night effect. Real
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Flickerless
"Safety Standard"
Motion Picture

CAMERAS

Projector
Will run the " Safety Standard " narrow-width, slow-burning film,
adopted by the Society of Motion Picture Engineers.
Can be used by anyone, any time and any where, without any danger,
fire or insurance restrictions.
Labeled
by Underwriters,
Booth Operates
Not Required."
Weighs only
23 lbs. Fits "inEnclosing
a small case.
from any light
socket. The wonderful T4 lamp (just perfected for us) gives from
3 to 4 times the illumination formerly obtainable. Uses less than 100
watts in lighting 12 ft. picture at 75 feet. Motor drive and rewind at
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gloom now and then might add to the dramatic
effect of things. With interior scenes, it is often
possible to vary this order by having the actor
carry a lighted match out of the set (as one does
in going through a dark place) and this provides
us with an excuse for keeping a small spot-light
on his face. Else, the light from some source may
enter tlie scene, as from another room, or a street
lamp outside or from any natural source previously
established. When we speak of previously establishing athing of this sort we are getting into
photographic dramatic construction.
(To be continued)
A

Good

Shipping Container
there was carSOMETIME ago in these columns
ried a story and photographs of a new film reel
and container invented by Mr. A. B. Carter of
Brattleboro, Vermont. At that time the new device
created a lot of attention. But the inventor was
not entirely satisfied with his product and set to
work to improve it. This he has done. The container in its present form represents perhaps the
most advanced article for use in shipping film that
has been devised and put on the market. Several
of the cases have been in use for some months,
undergoing all the severe knocks and hard usage
that film cases are subject to. And they have withstood every trial. A complete description follows.
This invention was perfected by a man of fifteen
years' experience in the motion picture business,
knowing the need of something to take the place
of the present reels and shipping containers, which
would not only protect the film to the utmost from
fire, but also from wear and tear in transit, which
destroys more films under the present method of
shipping than the actual usage.
Figure 1 in the cut shows the reel of the new
invention, which is especially constructed, being
solid on the sides, as shown at A, with a threeinch hub for the protection of both ends of film
as it equalizes the tension. About each reel runs
a movable steel band (B, Figure 1), the edges of

Picture

New

E

ReelShowing

Band

Showing Reel in Container.

Container. Closed

Fig. 3
Fig. 4
with a coil spring behind it and encased i>r pr<
tection when cover is in place. The split washt
fits around groove of central rod at A, Fig. 3, an
the spring holds same in place. To remove cove
all that is necessary is to pull back on pin (I
P^ig. 4) which runs through split washer and in
slot of cover of the lock. It is thus disengaged froi
central rod and cover may be removed. It will t
noticed that central rod (A, Fig. 3) extend
through lock (Fig. 4), and at which point a hoi
is drilled in central rod for the purpose of sealin
container when cover is on and locked. The cor
tainer is lined throughout with fibre board.
It is shown by this method of handling an
shipping motion picture film each reel of film i
in a separate fireproof container, and when place
in shipping case, they are all in another fireproo
container with an air space around each and ever
reel and space for photographs or lobby displa;
around outside of reels, which cannot get damage^
in any way, no matter how rough the handling, an'
film is always in a fireproof case at all times excep
when running or inspecting, as the name of subjec
on reel and part number of film may be placed oi
the outside of the metal band, thereby doing au^a;
with the paper baud which is in present use, as wel
as old tin cans and covers.

Fig. 1
Fig. 2
which are bent around a heavy wire (C) in such
a way that when the band is placed on the reel
the flared edges (D) lock behind wire (C) of band
and when pressed together is caught by an extra
steel snap lock shown at E-E, making in itself a
strong, durable and fireproof container and reel.
The method of catching film to hub is show^n
(Fig. 2), which is a steel spring fastened to the
end of heavy tape which extends beyond the edge
of reel and cannot be pulled off from hub, as the
illustration shows, which is one of the big features
of this reel.
Figure 3 shows reel placed in container, which
is round and has a metal rod (A) made into bottom of the container through a ^-inch steel strip
such as shown on cover at B. Fig. 3 shows one
reel in a four-reel container with two spools slipped
on central rod, when extra precaution is to be taken
in shipping one or two reels in a large container,
the spools holding the reels to the bottom.
Figure 4 shows container closed with cover in
place and locked. It will be noticed that the cover
is sunk in the center for the purpose of protecting
the handle and lock from breakage and so that
containers may be stacked, as there are no projections.
The lock (A, Figure 4) consists of a split washer
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Boosters

THE old gcezcr who said tliere was nothing new
under the sun had a bum steer. He thought
he knew all about everything, but I bet he never
heard of a motion picture.
But now everybody knows a lot about motion
pictures, and they take them as much for granted
as they do their morning grape fruit.
With the dawn of the motion picture industry,
however, there has sprung up a lot of other industries, all of them allied to the production of motion
pictures. These smaller industries are not so spectacular as the making of pictures, but they are very
important to the man who has the exhibiting to
do. One of the most important of these side industries isthat of making signs and posters and
theatre fronts to catch the eye of the passing throng
and fill them with a desire to see what it's all
about.

What would be the use of a producer making
pictures if people did not see them? And how
would the great, busy public know there were certain pictures to be seen if the sign man — the man
behind the paint pot — did not so contrive to catch
the eye as to excite curiosity?
There are many ways to stir up this little curiosity germ, but the surest and best way is to invoke admiration. Get something different. Either
in size or color or effort. Above all things, let the
signs used in connection with a photoplay fit the
photoplay which it is announcing.
It is just six years since A. F. Luthi felt that
there was a great, unploughed field in the picture
business, waiting for someone to steer the plough.
In fact, the call was so great that Luthi threw
-over a very lucrative position as expert accountant
to a large local firm, in order to prove that he was
-right. He rented space in a small down-town store.

group were all assembled from other posters, and
arranged in a graceful position. At least two of
the
the one "But
Sunnyside
" poster
were drawn
taken
fromgirls
onein sheets.
the third
one was
in by Mr. Miller to complete the group.
Mr. Luthi says there are two distinct objects
lor him to pursue in his business. One is co-operation with the exhibitor. The other is the exploitation of ideas. And he hit on a simple, unique
and effective method of succeeding in these pursuits. He gets the help of the exhibitors themselves. There are half a dozen prominent Cleveland motion picture exhibitors who act on a sort of
advisory board for the B. B. Sign Manufacturing
Emery Downs, manager of the KnickCompany. erbocker;
Tom Carroll, manager of the Standard;
and Bill Friedman, manager of the Metropolitan,
are a few who bring in their ideas to Luthi and
Miller, who try them out, and adopt them if they
• prove practicable. C. E. Almy, local Metro manager, is another active worker on the advisory board
and has offered many valuable suggestions.
" There's nobody knows more about the exhibition of motion pictures than the exhibitor," says
He went out and got a job to make a sign for
Luthi. " So why shouldn't he have a voice in the
some nickle show, and then he went to his desk
manner in which pictures should be exploited?
and made up the sign. He delivered it himself
" It's harmony that makes for big success in this
when it was done, too. And if he got fifty cents
world,"
Mr. Luthi went on to say. " Harmony
for the sign when it w^s done, he counted himself
lucky.
between individuals. Harmony between industries.
Harmony between the various branches of the same
But six years makes a lot of difference. And
industry, and harmony in the application of one to
just as the picture business has advanced by leaps
the other. We try to have all of our posters and
and bounds during that time, so have its attendant
industries kept stride with it, until now the B. B.
Sign Manufacturing Company is one of the best
known purveyors of picture posters in this territory, supplying advertising material to exhibitors
from one eud of the state to the other.
" B. B." isn't anybody's initials. It stands for
Business Boosters. And that's just w-hat the B. B.
Sign Manufacturing Company is. It boosts the
other fellow's business. It is the great link between the public and the exhibitor.
There are many people making signs and posters
to be used in connection with the exhibition of motion pictures. But Mr. Luthi claims to be the first
man in Ohio to enter the business, and it is his
proud boast that he and his army of workers have
always aimed to bring motion pictures into high
moral favor.
Mr. Luthi says that every B. B. poster and theatre front must be elevating. That is the first requirement. They must be artistic. They must reflect the spirit of the picture which they advertise,
and they must be original. That's a pretty big
order, but Luthi and the men who work with him
don't think it too big for them. And when they
get a special front all worked out for a special production, they don't peddle it around and cheapen
it. After it has served its purpose they keep it as
a sort of artistic memorial.
Here is a sample of the kind of work the B. B.
Sign Manufacturing Company turns out. The
Nazimova poster with the mushroom and the bunnies was immensely popular in Ohio. Mounted
displays harmonize with the pictures that they repon board, and hand painted, it was a beautiful lobby
resent, and by having faithfully followed these predisplay. And classy, too. The Ben Turpin poster
cepts we feel that we have rightfully earned our
was another big hit. It was all made in the B. B.
name of ' Business Boosters ' to the motion picSign Manufacturing Companj^'s shop. The tree,
and the background was painted in by hand, by the
ture exhibitors."
New Office Opened for
company's special artist, Mr. Miller. The eyes were
transparent. They were made of celluloid. And
when a light was placed behind them, they sure
Typhoon Fans
did flash. The " Sunnyside " display is another
T' HE Typhoon Fan Company, in order to give
sample of the work done by this progressive organCentral
in the
o^' customers
large nurnber
, .its quicker
ization, showing what a strong factor originality is States
and better
service, has
opened
an
in the make-up of a poster. The girls in the big
office at 64 W. Randolph street, Chicago, in charge
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of John P. Gleason, who for three years has been
the company's representative in this territory and
Thomas R. Wilson, formerly chief ventilation engineer of the Health Department of the City of
Chicago.
The Typhoon Fan Company at present is installing their ventilating systems in the Pantheon, the
Xew Panacea theatre at Kedzie and Madison and
the New Stratford theatre at Sixty-third and
Unity street, Chicago, as well as in a number of
moving picture theatres in the nearby territory, and
have just closed a contract with B. S. Shanberg of
Kansas City, Mo., to install the Typhoon system
in the big theatre he is erecting at Hutchinson,
Kansas.
Ernst Glantzberg, president of the Typhoon Fan
Company, at present is looking over installations
in New Orleans and is expected to make a visit
to the new Chicago offices this week.
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Excellently Lighted
Theatre

REPORTS from new theatres clearly indicate
that owners are paying a great deal of attention to interior lighting. Manufacturers of lighting
fixtures realize the factors to be considered in
theatre illumination as is shown by specific instances that have come to view.
The New Palace Hippodrome in Milwaukee is
an example of perfect lighting. In this theatre the
lighting fixtures were considered — and properly so
— as a part of the decorative scheme, carrying out
the period of the design which was used by the
architect throughout the building, thus harmonizing
lighting arrangements and interior.
The large central fixture is twelve feet in diameter and eight feet deep. The fixture is made of
composition reinforced with steel lath and con-

ceals twenty-seven specially designed X-Ray refleclors for indirect lighting. Each reflector contains
a 500-watt Mazda C lamp.
The lower portion of the fixture contains eight
60-watt Mazdas which are wired on a separate circuit. The lower lamps light the under portion of
ihe fixture and will give a dim light throughout the
auditorium at the time the pictures are on tht
screen. This arrangement is explained more fully
by the cross section sectional view of the fixture.
Dwyer

Bros.
Predict
Year

Great

THE Dwyer Bros. & Co., who are the Simplex
Distributors for Southern Ohio and Kentucky,
;ire among the pioneers to handle the Simplex Machine, which dates back to 1912, both Leo E. Dwyer
and Fred P. Dwj'er are very well known among
the trade, due to their fair treatment with their
customers, which accounts for them having a
territory. number of Simplex machines in their
countless

New Palace Hippodrome, Milwaukee, is well lighted
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What

Their offices are located at 631 Walnut street,
Cincinnati, Ohio, which is in the central part of
the city, they are able to furnish equipment for
the theatre from one end to the other, they also
maintain a well equipped Repair Department, which
is in charge of Mr. Geo. E. Raywood, a resident
of Cincinnati, and who has many marks to his
credit for his expert repairing.
Mr. Leo E. Dwyer was in charge of the Projection at the recent Columbus, Ohio Methodist
Centenary, at which time he produced the largest
picture the world has ever known. Simplex machines and Extralight Shutters were used.
In connection with Theatre Equipment, The
D-\\-A"er Bros. & Co. manufacture D-B Theatre Chair
Co\ ers, which arc patented.
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S. P. C. P.?

It is the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Projectors.
Members of that Society don't mistreat Pr(*
jectors with oil that makes them sick and
shortens their lives —
— but they treaf the Machines to IMSCO OIL,
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to

Play

''The

Then going — then forgetting. Then
In slow monotony of days that come and go."
This verse proves to be of great significance to
the lovers. It is therefore very important that
Cue No. 3 be played as a cello solo.
Cue No. 4 is a rehearsal of a musical comedy
show — a comic opera extract played as a piano
solo is the only proper accompaniment for this
scene.
Cue No. -7, Hedda, the girl is singing a song of
love — "Why?", 'a beautiful ballad song by Sol P.
Levy is very appropriate.
Cue No. 10, Ivan is playing his composition,
"The Broken Melody" on his cello and Hedda is
singing the song. A back stage effect of a soprano
solo with cello accompaniment is the perfect musical accompaniment for this scene.
Cue No. 13, Hedda is again singing the song, but
without cello accompaniment.
Cue Xo. 15 — it is essential that the Theme be
played for this cue as a vocal solo with a piano
accompaniment.
Cue No. 36 — the Theme, "The Broken Melody,"
should be played ff with full orchestra, in "Tempo
Pomposo," in form of a grand musical finale for
the picture.
By carefully following the above instructions
Exhibitors will insure a perfect showing of this
excellent production, and will thereby place themselves in a position to give their patrons double
value for their money. A wonderful picture,
coupled with an excellent concert.

Broken

Melody,** a Selznick
Picture
THERE is no necessity to emphasize the fact,
that music for the Photoplay is as essential
as good projection, especially for Photoplays where
music is the basic foundation of the plot. In such
a case it is absolutely necessary that consideration
be given to the musical accompaniment
"The Broken Melody," the film production for
which the following music cue is intended, is in
the strictest sense of the word a narrative based
on the famous song bearing the same name. The
song entitled "The Broken Melody" is employed
several times throughout the picture, and in every
instance it designates an important phase of the
continuity, or is featured in close-ups as a vocal
solo, or solo for cello. It is therefore important
that the following instructions be carried out.
"The Broken Melody," song by Van Biene,
should be played as Cue No. 1, in order to specifically indicate its relation to the picture. Cue No. 3
is a scene in which Stuart Grant is (to be exact)
demonstrating his love to his girl, Hedda. At the
same time, we see a close-up of Ivan playing "The
Broken Melody" on his cello. The lovers listen
to his wonderful playing until the end of the song,
which is accompanied by the following verse: —
"A still sweet joy for just a little while

Review

of Latest

Musical

Com po sit ions
— " Nobody Knows and Nobody Seems to
Care," a one step, said to be the greatest
melody in years. (Irving Berlin.)
— "Smile, Dear," by Henry Gebel, a newly acquired fox trot in the Catalog of Shapiro &
Bernstein.
3—"theWhere
Glow," a Pub.
fox Co.)
trot with
proper Lanterns
tempo. (Forster
— " Patches," a new fox trot by Lee S. Roberts. It has a beautiful melody, character
sentiment and enough pep. (G. Schirmer )
— " Love's Enchantment," by Irene Varley,
Intermezzo D'Amour adaptable for picture
playing. (Belwin, Inc.)
mond Pub.)Arms," a ballad fox trot. (Rich— "In Your
7—"Hara,
Dramatic
hy Christopher
O'for wildAllegro,"
west, mimng
town and ranch
scenes. (Oliver Ditson.)
— " In China," by Otto Metzan, a much talked
of fox trot. (A. J. Stasny.)
9— "I Know What It Means To Be Lonesome," a waltz by Kendis, Brockman and
Vincent. Arranged as a fox trot for Orchestra
only. (Leo Feist.)
I A — " Budding Spring," Romance Moderate
U ableby
Eugeneof light
Platzman,
a composition
suitfor scenes
character.
(Belwin, Inc.)
11I —cert
" Because
a ConBallad, You
whichSaywonGood-bye,"
its way into
the
hearts of the people, because of its heart rending appeal. (Belwin, Inc.)
9>

Music

Cue

For

^^The

JHUSIC CUE
Theme: "The Broken Melody" (Anguste Van Biene)
1— Theme (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
2 — —" T:Lovelette
" (Allegretto
until
The studio
in the little.Grazioso), by Levy (1 minute and 4S seconds),
3— Theme (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T: When life plays.
yOTE: To be played at a cello golo.
4— "Budding Spring" (Moderato Romance), by Platzman (1 minute and 15
seconds), until — T: The pathway of Spring.
5— "Musical
rehearsal
hour. Comedy Extract" (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: The busy
yOTE: Only to 6e played as piano solo.
6— Theme pp (1 minute and IS seconds), until — T: " Do you think you're giving."
7 — "Why?" (Ballad Song), by Levy (25 seconds), until — T: Working to make
up for the.
NOTE: To 6e produced as vocal solo tcith piano acc.
8— Continue with orchestra (40 seconds), until — S: Girl stops singing.
9— Tacet (25 seconds), until — T: At last opportunity has.
10— Theme (45 seconds), until — S: Girl sings "The Broken Melody."
yOTE: As cello and vocal solo Kith piano acc.
11 — " Adagietto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: Cello player stops playing.
12 — ment" Hunkatin
" (Half Tone Jazz), by Levy (55 seconds), until — T: The mobefore the trial.
NOTE: Begin pp. then to action.
13 — Theme (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — T: "This is the young lady."
NOTE: As vocaX and piano acc.
14 — " Love Song" (Moderato), by Puemer (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — T:
" She's sure got the voice."
15 — " Madriola " (Spanish Song, One-step), by Levy and Samuels (1 minute and
to seconds), until — T: "Molly's one of the queer."
16 — Light comic opera extract (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: " Thi» pup
must havei."
NOTE: To 6e produced at vocal solo tcith piano acc.

"T/ie

Music

Editor

of Motion

Broken

Melody

17 — "Valse Divine," by Rosey (55 seconds), until — T: "Howard Thornby,
others
may." Ballerina" (Valse Lento), by Braham (2 minutes and 55 seconds),
until18 —— T"Alia
: After a few weeks of earnest.
19— Theme (6 minutes and 10 seK;onds), until— T: The budding of seeds of.
20 — " Bleeding Hearts" (A Floral Poem), by Levy (3 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T : " We were selfish in our."
21 — Theme (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: " But I cannot throw away."
NOTE: To be played as cello solo.
22 — "Intermezzo Francaise," by Franke (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T:
" Paris, the place of great."
23 — "Dramatic Narrative" (For Scenes of Reminiscence), by Pement (1 minute
and 30 seconds), until — T: "Yes, a face from memory."
24 — "Aurora" (Ballad Intermezzo), by Von dep Mehden (50 seconds), until — S:
Close-up of night scene on street.
25 — Theme (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — S: Girl begins to sing.
NOTE: To ie produced as vocal solo.
26 — Continue with orchestra (45 seconds), until — S: Girl stops singing.
— Golden
Youth"came.
(Valse Lente), by Rosey (1 minute and 45 seconds), until —
T :27And
the Spring
28 — "Mysterious Nights" (Valse Dramatique), by Berg (2 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: At Mrs. Trask's home.
29 — "Dramatic Recitative" (For intensive and heavy dramatic situations), by
Levy (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: "They are saying things here."
30 — " God Bless You, My Friend" (Song — Boosey edition) (40 seconds), until —
S : Interior of girl's room.
31 — " Poeme Symphonique " (And. quasi adagio), by Borch (2 minutes and 5
seconds), until — T: When a friend can be made.
32 — Continue ff (3 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: "So this is how you
33 — "Serenade Romantique " (And. con moto), by Borch (1 minute and 15
seconds), until — T: Once more the little house.
34
— Theme (25 seconds), until — S: Close-up of cello player.
ropay."
35
Grazioso), by Levy (1 minute and 20 tecoadl),
until —— "Lovelette"
S : Cello player(Allegretto
stops.
NOTE: As Cello solo.
36 — Theme ff (45 seconds), until —THE
T: "She
END comes here every."
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Additional Music Cues Will Be Found on Pages 695-696-697
" THE

MYSTERY OF THE YELLOW ROOM "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 (i.)
Dramatic Theme: "Dramatic Conflict" (Hurry Heroique), Levy
Mystery Theme: "Sinister Theme" (for scenes of impending danger), Vely
"Pomp and Circumstance" (Grand March), by Elgar (S minutes), until — S:
At 1 —Screening.
23—— "Mystery
(SO seconds),
— Sthe
: Night
in garden.
Continue ppTheme"
(35 seconds),
until — until
T: In
bosomscene
of wild.
A
—
"Fourteen
Fathoms
Deep"
(Mysterious
Tone
Picture),
by Lake (1 minute
and SS seconds), until — T: In a pavilion scarcely.
NOTE: Watch effect of cuckoo clock.
5— "Dramatic Theme" (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "Help, papa,
murder! "
6— " paper
Mystery
clipping. Theme" (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — S: Close-up of news7 — "Dramatic Fantasy," by Bach (4 minutes), until — T: "I am Judge De
Marquet."
8— " Heavy Mysterioso " (For general use), by Levy (4 minutes and 5 seconds),
until — T: "I was asleep."
NOTE: " Watch shot."
9— "Mystery Theme" (4 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "You are right,
the room."
10 — "At Twilight" (Andante Moderate), by Golden (2 minutes and 55 seconds),
until — T: The Inn " Dungeon."
11 — "Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (4 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T:
" If you are looking for the."
12 — "Dramatic Theme" (SO seconds), until — T: All this proves that.
NOTE: To action pp or ff.
13 — Continue pp (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: There was no other way.
14 — "Mystery Theme" (4 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: The trap.
NOTE: Effects of meowing cat.
15 — " Mysterioso Dramatico " (Depicting mystery and agitation), by Borch
(6 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: " I thought I left him."
16 — "Mysterioso
(Depicting
climax), by
Borch
(5 minutes andDramatique
5 seconds)," until
— T: Twomystery
nights todragdramatic
by.
17
—
"Romance
D'
Amour
"
(Moderate),
by
Schoenfeld
(55
seconds),
until — T:
Not this — prohibition.
18 — "Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (1 minute and 4S seconds), until — T:
" Oh, God, have I been."
19 — "Mystery
Theme"
Close-up
of meowing
cat. (Produce effect), (2 minutes and S seconds), until — S:
20— " Dramatic Theme" (1 minute
45 seconds),
NOTE: andWatch
shots. until — S: Close-up of dagger.
21 — "morning
Cavatina came.
" (Dramatic), by Bohm (3 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T:
When
22 ber
— session.
"Mystery Theme" (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: At the SeptemNOTE: To action pp or ff.
23 — " Erl King" (Dramatic Mysterioso), by Schubert (3 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: Monsieur, le president.
24— "room.
Dramatic Theme" (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — S: Fight in the
yellow
25 — Continue £f (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: Then at midnight.
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" LASCA "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Mexican Kisses" (Melody), Robert
1
—
"
Mexicana
S: At Screening. " (Characteristic), by Herbert (1 minute and SO seconds), until —
2 — "Ola Padrida " (Allegro), by Puerner (3 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T:
Just within the boundaries.
3 — Theme (2 minutSs and 5 seconds), until — T: Aunt Lizetta, survivor.
4 — Continue pp (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: When the morning sun.
5 — " Maraima " (Allegro Caprice), by Espinova (2 minutes and SO seconds),
until
T: "Oh,Mexicana"
for the canter."
6 — —"Bella
(Serenade), by Langey (1 minute and 55 seconds), until —
T: 7 —"It" Felipa
was a" trick
of Ricardo's."
(Mexican
Allegro), by Lorando (3 minutes), until — T: It was
the hour of.
8 — Theme (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: Then a rose-tinted morrow.
9 — "Los Colondrinas " (Paraphase), by Klugeschaid (2 minutes and 5 seconds),
until — T: Little she cared.
10 — "After Sunset" (Moderate), by Pryor (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T:
When the sun is like a.
11 — " Lento Allegro " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (3 minutes and 55
seconds), until — T: The arrival of his visitors.
12 — " Madriola " (song), by Levy & Samuels (1 minute and 35 seconds), until —
T: With vespers
NOTE:came. To 6e produced as vocal solo icith piano acc.
13 — Theme (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: "The man is making a fool."
Paloma
(Spanish Serenade), by Yradier (1 minute and 45 seconds),
until14 —— "La
T: Love
is a " game.
15 — "Sinister Theme" (35 seconds), until — T: Felippe has misinterpreted.
16 — Theme ff (5 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: She cleverly turned.
17 — " Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T:
" Why,
you see."(For general use), by Vely (1 minute and 25 seconds),
18 — " silly,
Patheticdon'tAndante"
until — T: Her little heart bursting.
19 — "Half Reel Furioso," by Levy (4 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: Storm
20 — " Tragic Theme " (For fatal or mournful events), by Vely (55 seconds),
approaches.
until — T : Moreland recovered in.
21 — " Allegro Agitato " (For disputes and excitement), by Andino (35 seconds),
until — T: He met his man.
22 — Repeat "Tragic Theme," by Vely (1 minute and 55 seconds), until— T:
Seeking
a woman'sHearts"
sympathy.
23 — " Bleeding
(Intermezzo), by Vely (1 minute and 5 seconds), until —
T: She realizes that instead.
THE END

WANT

Using Player Music

WHAT

NOTE: Watch shot.
26 — " Pizzicato Mysterioso " (For burglary and stealth), by Minot (2 minutes
and 40 seconds), until — T: "Will you give the name? "
27 — " Budding Spring " (Mel. Romance), by Platzman (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: The presbytery has lost.
"Allegro Agitato" (For general use), by Kiefert (55 seconds), until — S:
The28 —fight.
29 — " Gruesome Mysterioso " (For infernal or witch scenes), by Borch (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T: "Never breathe a word."
30 — " Flirty Flirts " (Melodious Intermezzo), by Levy (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "Mr. Drazac, the THE
court."END
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do

Presentation

Get Full Information and Catalogs from the
nearest one of these Exclusive Distributors
Sherman, Clay Ac Co., San Francisco, Cal., Portland, Ore., Seattle and Spokane, Wash. — Lyon & Healy, Chicago, 111. — J. W. Jenkins Sons Co., Kansas
City, Mo. — W. J. Dyer & Bro., St. Paul, Minn. — F. H. Andrews Music Store,
Charlotte, North Carolina. — Philip Werlein, Limited, New Orleans, La. —
Geo. Lincoln Parker, Boston, Mass. — J. D. Wheelan Pipe Organ Co., Dallas,
Texas. — -Beasley Music Co., Salt Lake City, Utah.

^ COMPANY
1729 HIGHLAND AVE.
LOS ANGELES

For

Artistic

and

Stage

Lobby

Display

Decorations

Install our line of Artificial FLOWERS,
TREES, VINES, LEAVES, GARLANDS,
WREATHS and PALMS.
Estimates cheerfully given.
Our catalogue No. 8 illustrating in colors
the latest artificial flowers for Theatre
decoration FREE.
FRANK

NETSCHERT

61 Barclay Street

New York City, N. Y.
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He

Bought

Because

The

of

the

other day the manager

picture theatres came
Theatre
He

the

Organ

Service

of a chain

to Brattleboro

for a new

Organ

of moving

to buy an Estey

theatre he was about to erect.

said that he already had several organs of different

makes

in his different theatres, but they were

not satis-

factory, because he did not get the service necessary
keep

them

running.

He

had

heard

that the Estey

Organ Company gave this service, and
he placed his order.
What

that man

had heard is true.

to

on this basis

The

service is a

part of what you buy when
in your theatre.

The

you install an Estey Organ
organ is as good as we can make

it, and in addition to that it is accompanied
promptly
THE

available when

ESTEY

ORGAN

by service

required.

COMPANY,

Brattleboro, Vermont

You can hear the Estey Organ at any of these branches
Studios in New York, ii West 49th Street; Philadelphia, 1701 Walnut
Street; Boston, 120 Boylston Street; Los Angeles, 633 South Hill Street.
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Motion

(Equipment Service)

usiness
Sfcferin^s
NEWS CAMERAMEN WANTED —
We pay the highest price per foot
and use a greater number of feet
than all other producers of news
reels combined. We want crisp, live
subjects of anything and everything
that Is unusual or Interesting either
local, national or International. If
you have a motion picture camera
or can use one. shoot us your undevelopedbetween
negative (using
standardby
frame lines
the holes)
first parcel post (special delivery)
or express with captioivs or all data
obtainable. We can use up to 100
feet of one subject; for some extra
special Etuft will pay as high as
J5.00 per ticulars
foot.
for more card;
parand a Write
field working
become
our
permanent
cameraspondentMotion
In yourPicture
section.
Address
World
Advertising
Co., BOO Fifth Avenue, New York
City, Laboratory Dept. " Our news
reel encircles the globe."
SIMPLEX MACHINE, complete with
motor, type S lamp house; condition new;
price $325. Baird machine, used two
weeks, price. $300. Two Simplex, type B,
price $250 each; 2 power 6A complete, price
$175 each. All the above guaranteed for
6 months. Theatre Supply Co., 124 W.
45th St., New York.
FOR
CHEAP tanks,
— 1, 2, Hausman
3, 4 and
5 rackSALE
Corcoran
printing machines, 8 tube overhead
and floor Cooper-Hewitt studio
banks. Box 300, Motion Picture
News, New York.
WE ARE CONTROLLING four theatres in
the same town. No opposition. Big Money
Making Proposition. The reason selling,
have too many other businesses to look
after. There was never such a money
making proposition offered before. The
capital required will be from 100,000 to
130,000 dollars to put the deal over. Do
not answer this ad unless you are after
the biggest thing in this industry. Address
to THE ELYRIA THEATRES COMPANY,
ELYRIA, OHIO.
♦ * THE
BIOSCOPE »
The representative weekly Journal of the British Film Industry.
Of special interest to all who
buy or sell Films.
Offices: 85 Shaftesbury Ave., London, W. I.
Specimen copy free on request.
Foreign SubscriptionB : One pound
ten ghiUings (Oold)

" GREAT AIR ROBBERY "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Tlieme : " Half Reel Hurry," Levy
MUSICIAN'S NOTE:
The character of this picture is a modern up-to-date dramatic love story. Practically the entire film is based on a love story between several aviation officers.
Most of the action is portrayed on aviation fields and up in the air. Spectacular
aeroplane flights and stunts are produced throughout the entire picture, and from
a musical standpoint, 90 per cent of this film is 4/4 Allegro, with propeller effects.
The compiler of this music cue. therefore, suggests that musicians be very careful in handling this subject, as it very often happens that scenes flash from an
exciting aeroplane hunt, 5,000 feet in the air, to the quietness of the boudoir, of
the girl they love.
The entire picture necessitates synchronization in the strictest sense of the word,
and very often galops will have to be played pianissimo and slow numbers, tempo
allegro for the reason that scenes are so rapidly changed, that a change in music
is a technical impossibility.
1 — "Aces High" (Lively March), by Roberts (2 minutes), until — S: At
Screening.
2 — Finale " Ariele," by Bach (1 minute and SO seconds), until — T: Larry Cassidy.
3 — Theme (4 minutes and SO seconds), until — T: "That boy isn't in condition."
4— Continue pp (SS seconds), until — T : " Talse this mail through to."
" Impish
by Borch (1 minute and 20 seconds), until —
T:5 —Forty
milesElves
away" a(Intermezzo),
house.
6
—
"Adieu"
(12/8
Dramatic),
by
Favarger
(4 minutes and 25 seconds), until —
T: Viola Matthews, known as.
7
—
"Sinister
Theme"
(1
minute
and
IS
seconds),
until — T: The Aerial Club
not far.
8 — Continue pp (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T: While at Mission Oaks.
9 — —" T:Dramatic
Agitato
" (Forto general
until
There are
no limits
the. use), by Hough (1 minute and 45 seconds),
NOTE: pp. then to action.
10 — "Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — ^T:
" Since you're so anxious."
11 — "Dramatic
Scene
in garden. Reproach," by Berge (3 minutes and 25 seconds), until — S:
12 — Theme (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: Turning up the midnight.
13 — " Dramatic Tension " (For general use), by Levy (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: Back at Mission Oaks.
NOTE: Watch shot.
14 — Theme (3 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: From this secret hangar.
15 — " Lion Chase," by Koelling (4 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: " Come)
to 16Mission
— " ClubOaks."
Galop," by Laurendeau (4 minutes), until — T: U. S. Deputy Marshal.
17 — "Half Reel Furioso," by Levy (3 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: "I
didn't
kill
him;
I didn't."and SS seconds), until — T: Instead of following Larry's.
18 — Theme (5 minutes
NOTE: Watch explosion.
19 — " Dramatic Conflict " (Hurry Heroique), by Levy (5 minutes and 30 seconds), "until
Watch this
place while
(2 minutes
and I."
15 seconds), until — T: Seconds seemed
At —NodT: " (Galop),
like20—hours.
21 — " Furioso " (Depicting conflict and riot), by Shepherd (3 minutes and S
seconds), until — S: Girl coming out of closet.
22 — Theme (6 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: ' Something is wrong with
23 — " Lovelette " (Allegretto Crazioso), by Levy (7 minutes and 20 seconds),
until — T: Life is checkered vyith." THE END
the."

"NEWMAN"

HAZELTON STUDIOS
Producers of
Announcement, Trick, Cartoon
and Advertising Motion Picture Films
of all Descriptions.
Studios: Arcade Building
p. O. Box 96,
Write for
Charleston, West Tir^lnia Prices
Theatre and Exchange
Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres,
eicbanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers,
selected as to territory, class, etc.
Twenty corthousand
were Its
reded In our listchanges
last year.
use means a saving of from 20 to
50% In postage, etc.
Motion Picture Directory Co.
244 W. 4Snd St.. New York
Phone, Bryant 8138
AdireiHne
MultigrapMng
Typewriting
Printing
THE ARGUS LAMP & APPLIANCE CO.
Manufadurert o/
Argus Sheck Universal Adapters
far Mazda Lamp Projection
and
Argus Crystal Bead Screena
CLEVELAND, Ohio
I Write for cataiss

BRASS FRAMES
AND RAILS
Mr. Exhibitor :—
you realize
that ORIGINALITY?
not alone does " NEWMAN " stand
forDon't
QUALITY,
but also
We are Originators of every conceivable style of frame In
which to properly display FOSTERS AND PHOTOS.
YOU will eventually use brass frames. WHY not now 7
Get our Latest X9Z0 Catalogue.
It is yours for the asking.

Newman
Mfg.
Co.
717-19 Sycamore Street, CiBolnnatl, Ohio
68 W. Washingrton Street, Chica«:o, Illinois
Frames, Easels,
Estaollshed 1S82
BaUs, GrUlg, SUms Canadian Representative— J. T. Malone, 337 Bleury St.,
Montreal, Canada
Choppers, Kick
Pacific Coast — G. A. Metcalfe, San Francisco, Cal.
Plates, Door Bars.
Comer Unit Hingred Framea
We manujacture the fram«» in various finishes which do not require polishing.

CARBONS

CARBON IMPORTS CO.
110-112-114 West 42nd Street
New York City

V\'ill automatically feed your
Projection Arc
SAVE MONEY
and Maintain Better Illumination Than You Have Ever
Known.
Five years of continual service in many of the large theatres has proven it worth its
weight in gold to those it has
served.
^FULC(j^ is the Brand. Sold the
world over. Insist on them. It Is
your
yotir
the Best.
dealerguarant
does ee
not ofsupply
them,If writ*
E. E. FULTON CO.
3204 CarroU Ave.
Chicago, HI.
Manufacturers of M. P. Accessories
Note — Send for our new 16 page
folder, Illustrati and describing
our camplete line.ng

PEARCE
FILMS
608 Canal Street
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Largett Independent Exchange Soalh

The
Motor-Generator

Write for our Ust of Ouaranteed
RehuiU Machines
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COKPANY
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
80S-3O2 Mailers Building
6 So. Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers In Motlograph, Standard
and Simplex Moving Picture Machines, National Carbons, Mlnnsa
Screens and Bverythlng for the
Theatre.
WE SELL ON THE INSTALLMENT
FLAN

FOR

COLOR

EFFECTS

USE

Hoods
Colors show Beautiful and
Brilliant and are Permanent.
Hoods slip over the bulb.
Less Costly
Way Ahead
of Dip and
REYNOLDS
and
25For-405-10W. W.Lamps
ELECTRIC CO,
2650 W. CONGRESS ST.
CHICAGO, ILL

ADVERTISE

HERE

AND
BE HAPPY

p „

PHONE BRYANT 360S

J

UNIQUE SLIDE CO
Highest Quality Lanlem Slides
SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK.

New

Now a <FijLcS> Product

The

INC
KINARKO

Picture

that produces
Perfect Arcs
:You Should Have One
You can
Jissolce
with make
two-arca perfect
TransKrtcr
ne Hertner Electric & Mfg C.
1908 West lUlh St., OeTeltnd 0.
Exclusive Canadian Distributors
,HeadPERKINS
OfficeELECTRIC
Montreal.CO.Can.

Pictures

Reviewed

" The Chilkat Cubs "
( Educational-Bruce Scenic — One Reel)
THIS Robert Bruce scenic takes the spectator
to Alaska, particularly to that part of it known
as the Chilkat Pass. Here it was in '98 that the
gold-rushers took the easiest way to the interior
of the country. It bordered the Chilkat River and
so widely was it traveled that vegetation ceased
to grow. There were no wild animals nor tame
ones in its immediate vicinity. Now it is different.
Which is the reason for this excellent scenic. It
is ntore of a study in the character of the bear
than a picture of landscapes or the Pass itself.
A title states that the famous road has become
overgrown with weeds the past twenty years, and
that deers and bears are always close at hand.
Ralph Yarger, Mr. Bruce's photographer on this
occasion, deserves the credit for presenting such
an interesting close-up of the bears. Chilkat Cubs
they are called. We don't recollect of having seen
wild animals photographed so closely. Mr. Yarger
has caught them at play and at war. Whether
the bear
a stolid brute
don't
but heA
dees
seem isunmindful
of theweclick
of know,
a camera.
story travels along with this number. " Woof,"
a female cub, is in search of her brother, " Wow."
The latter growing tired of his sister's continual
nagging, has gone to another clime. The female,
a black cub, is heart-broken. Her lunch of ants
and sap doesn't taste good. But in traveling the
Pass she encounters her brother, a brown cub,
meandering along as unconcerned, as if leaving
relatives was an every-day event. " Woof " gives
him a love-tap or three and when " Wow " doesn't
respond, she shows how dangerous the female of
the species can be when aroused.
Here is the number at its best. The camera is
literally on top of the cubs and catches them in
one of the most pleasing " shots " of a bear fight
that one would want to see. Mr. " Wow " takes
the count and grows repentant enough to accompany sister back to her happy hunting ground. The
picture closes with one of the familiar Bruce moonlight vistas. The clouds are arrayed in fleecy formation and present a picture inspiring enough for
a pocx.— LA TKHXCE REID.
" Mutt and Jeff Nooze Weekly "
(Bud Fisher Cartoon — One Reel — Fox)
HERE are Mutt and Jefl with a Nooze Weekly
of their own. And knowing how these freaks
can cover the globe and catch vistas of this land
and that, of this bird and that, of this quadruped
and that, they stand a fair chance of having their
Weekly booked. They have a trademark too. A
globe revolves and the lanky shape of Mutt, in
diaphanous costume, covers three quarters of it,
while Jeff reposes in the lower left hand corner.
Mutt, of course, has the easy job again. He is
the man on the stage who does his work with his
voice. Jeff is in the little booth turning the crank.
And so the show is on.
They have caught some fairly good "shots" of
themselves. It's strange how these freaks can cap-

in Advance

on This

Page

italize their personalities. What care they for
scenery and science? Outside of the ex-kaiser,
they are the most photographed fellows in the
world. So with every foot of film you see Mutt
and Jeff. A fairly novel number, but we prefer
them in some
occupation
the "fillum"
business.
Whereother
is that
bird, whothan
shimmies
when
he walks,
"caught"
Iceland ? Next
Perhaps he is which
in the they
laboratory
beingin developed.
time we expect to see him. There is only one field
that the team hasn't covered, and that is topical
tips from the newspapers. Perhaps they will show
their humor along this direction yet. Who knows?
The Nooze Weekly is a satisfying filler, although
we
REID.have seen funnier cartoons. — LAURENCE
" Red Cross Travel Series "
(Four New One-Reel Releases by Educational Films Corporation)
HIGH calibre is shown in these four one-reelers
of the Red Cross Travel Series and if forthcoming releases are of such excellent merit generally they should be very much the vogue in all
first-class theatres.
The reviewer must confess that he was quite
agreeably surprised by the high-class photography,
interesting sub-titles, and skillful laboratory work
displayed in handling these subjects. They will be
a very valuable adjunct to any screen program and
will stand up by themselves when it comes to proment. viding keenly interesting and instructive entertain" The Tiny Kingdom of Montenegro " is shown
with all its quaint dark-skinned peasants. A festival which is in progress gives the spectator a
glimpse of the native Montenegrins in holiday
array. Unique stalls are on the street where even
clothes can be purchased and the peasants seem
to be born bargainers. All the scenes first shown
are supposed to represent the period previous to
the Teuton Invasion of 1916. The work of the
Red Cross does not dominate the picture but in
the finale you realize the immense task confronting the workers.
" Archangel, City of Snow " shows Arctic scenes
of imposing grandeur and the cameraman has managed some very long shots which show the picturesque region of icy mountains and forests. The
soldiers are shown at their outposts in the bitter
cold and snowshoes and dog sledges as the means
of locomotion. These are the first scenes the reviewer has viewed of this region and should prove
a sheer novelty for motion picture patrons.
■' Marie, Queen of Roumania " will certainly
captivate you. Her work among the destitute is a
delight to witness. There is no doubt that the
Queen is dearly loved by all her subjects because
you cannot mistake the supreme adoration expressed by the citizens of all classes whenever
Queen Marie is about. And she shows that she is
a democratic Queen and not the least bit affected.
The destitute are in good hands when Queen Marie
and the Red Cross co-operate in this manner.
The fourth reel shown is entitled " Constanti-

Every

Week

nople, by
Gateway
Orient."
This ofis asthoroughly
described
its oftitletheand
will provfe
great an
interest as the other three. All in all these onereel " features " are not only highly entertaining
but of great topical interest and history and
geography combined. A credit to any theatre that
uses them.— TOM HAMLIN.
" Behind

the Door "

( Thos. H. Ince Special — Seven Reels — Directed by Irvin Willat — Released by
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation)
THERE can be no doubt but that this Thos. H.
Ince special is tremendous drama but it
would have been more timely two years ago and
also it cannot hope to find universal favor because
it is so vividly brutal and cruel in many of its
sequences and in its very dramatic plot. Presented
before an audience of hard boiled reviewers and
you would get unanimous enthusiastic praise.
Shown to an audience of women, you would be
liable to have to call in an ambulance to take
hysterical females to a hospital. That is how
horribly realistic Mr. Ince and his staff have made
the scenes of this picture version of Gouverneur
Morris' unusual story as published in McClure's
Magazine.
And the point is that there are some millions
of women who go to the theatre to be entertained.
Will they be entertained with this " he " man story
of Captain Krug's terrible revenge? Will they
enjoy the unfolding of this drama, wc might say
tragedy, even up to the point where by the most
skillful of direction and the most clever acting, you
can in imagination see what happened " behind the
No one can gainsay but that it is a wonderful
picture. Wonderful from every viewpoint but the
one we have mentioned. Hobart Bosworth who
doorstarred
"?
is
as Captain Krug gives an exceptional
portrayal of the rugged tj^pe of a seafaring man
and he has been accorded support which merits our
greatest praise. The production is exceptional in
every detail and no expense has been spared in
■my scene.
It will be a picture which will make many friends
and many enemies. Those who like it will come
back a second time to sec it just as they have to
view " Broken Blossoms." Those who do not like
it, will call it the most terrible, horrible picture they
have ever looked at just as they did with the
Griffith picture we mentioned. It is a picture for
those who want something besides the saccharine
Sunday school story of " and they lived happy ever
It is a picture for those who enjoy good acting.
For such as we have mentioned, there will be no
shudders of horror when Captain Krug with every
primeval instinct aroused and a burning hatred
for his enemy expressed in every line of his seamed
after."
face says to his mate : " I swore I would skin him
alive but he died on me — damn him." This is the
sort of stuff "Behind the Door" is Tade of. —
J. S. DICKERSON.
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of allfeature pictures for last seventeen weeks arranged alphabetically as an
index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture,the producer, the star, the release date, and designating the issue of
Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors who have
shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all opinions received on
each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average or Poor), we arrive at the
consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from exhibitors who have made no actual
comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to June 8, 1919.
STAR
BRAND
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
STAR
BRAND
RELEASED
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK PICTURE
A. B. C. OF LOVE, THE (ACME-PERRET-PATHE) MAE MURRAY
EASTWARD HO (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL (NOV. 23)
NOV. 29
.DEC. 13
(DEC. 7;
" Plentiful action in this melodrama."- — M. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment — " Plentv of action, pleased. Big business. '
" Delicate stoni brutalizeii hii the ncxssnrx." — M. P fieirx.
EGG CRATE WALLOP, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) CHARLES
ALMOST A HUSBAND (GOLDWYN) WILL ROGERS (OCT. 13).
.OCT. 25
RAY (SEPT. 28)
OCT. 11
" Will Rogers scores in quaint comedy."- — M. P. News.
" Pleasinei lir/ht comedu with prize fioht punch." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Disappointing.
Star had no chance or else they didn't
ERSTWHILE
SUSAN
(REALART)
CONSTANCE
BINNEY
(NOV.
16)....
NOV.
22
turn him— "loose."
" This bin
picture
did big business for two days."
" Human characterizations make this inter estino." — M. P. News.
Cotuiensus
Fair picture,
business."
EVE IN EXILE (AMERICAN-PATHE) CHARLOTTE WALKER (DEC. 20). DEC. 20
ANNE
OF GREEN
GABLES
(REALART)
MARY
MILES MINTER
•■ Hamilton story offers entertainment." — M. P. \eirs
(NOV. 23)
NOV. 29
EVERYWOMAN (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST (DEC. 28).. DEC. 27
"May be termed as good average picture." — M. P. News.
" Spectacular appeal in this rich production." — M. P. Ncirn
Exhibitor
— " toMiss
best picture
EYES OF YOUTH (EQUITY) CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG (OCT. 26) NOV. 15
pleasing. Comment
Extra big
big Minter's
business three
days." ; nothing startling, but very
•• Wonderful picture for all classes." — M. P. News.
ARE YOU LEGALLY MARRIED (ELK PHOTOPLAYS, INC.) CODYTHEBY (OCT. S)
OCT. 4
Exhibitor
— •"big
Poorbusiness."
business due to blizzard. Average business two
days." '■Comment
Very good,
'•Interesting moments on n vital theme." — M P. Neirs
AND WARMER (METRO) MAY ALLISON (OCT. 27)
NOV. 1
ARIZONA CAT CLAW, THE (WORLD) EDYTHE STERLING (OCT. 27).. NOV. 1 FAIR
■■ llollicking farce makes satisfying picture." — M. P. News.
" Colorful performance in familiar story."- — M P. Neirs
Exhibitor
Comment
A picture
that isPatrons
every bitnever
as good
as thelaughing
play. Titles
are
BANDBOX, THE (HODKINSON) DORIS KENYON (NOV. 16)
NOV. 22
funny and
stick —to" the
originals.
stopped
from the
" Picture is burdened with too much mvsterv." — M. P. News
time the cocktail scene started until the picture was over. First reel rather
BECKONING
ROADS
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
BESSIE BARRISCALE
(DEC. 14)
JAN. 3 FALSEslow.CODE,
Big THE
business."
(KEENAN-PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (SEPT. 21) OCT. 4
Barriscale s late,it has interestinn moments." — M P Neirs
•■ Keenan has dominant role in interesting drama." — M P. News.
BELOVED CHEATER, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) LEW CODY (DEC. 6)..DEC.6
FEUD, THE (FOX) TOM MIX (DEC. 7)
DEC. 20
" Exeellenthi
developed
story
of
orininnl
theme."
—
M
P
News
" Miji puts on the actor's mantle here." — M. P. News.
CIRCLE, THE (WORLD) CREIGHTON HALE-VIRGINIA VALLI
Exhibitor Comment — " Gives Mix opportunity for acting as well as action. Pleas(OCT. 19)
NOV. 1
ing storyCOLLEEN,
and good cast,
.\verage business."
' Fast GATE,
moving THE
melodrama
irill please EARLE
maiority."WILLIAMS.
— M P News..
FIGHTING
A (VITAGRAPH)
BESSIE LOVE
NOV. 22
BLACK
(VITAGRAPH)
DEC. 13
■•.4»i entcrtninino comedi/ drama.' — M. P. \ciry,
" Chnra-cterization robs story of truth." — M. P. Neics.
FIGHTING
CRESSY
(J.
D.
HAMPTON-PATHE)
BLANCHE
SWEET
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture to average business."
(JAN. 11)
DEC. 6
BLUE BANDANA, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) WM. DESMOND (NOV. 23). .DEC. 6
• Hlanche Sirect scores in Harte story." — M. P. News.
tircezy role for Desmond in Western."- — M. P. News
Exhibitor Comment — " Fairlv good. Big business."
^9<HP^^°P LOVE (GOLDWYN) PAULINE FREDERICK (NOV. 16) NOV. 15 FLAME
OF THE DESERT, THE (GOLDWYN) GERALDINE FARRAR
'Frederick is splendid in mother-love story." — M. P. News.
(NOV. 9)
NOV. 8
Exhibitor
Comment
— " A wellExtra
likedbigfeature.
Big
business
two
••
Conrciitionnl
storu is rich in color. " — M. P. News.
days,
average
one."
-A. very good picture.
business three days, big business two and
FLAMES OF THE FLESH (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL
JAN. 3
average business two days."
•• Gladiis Ilrockircll
takes up vamiiire's
burden " — .1/ /' \cirsH. B. WARNER
Consensus — " Good picture, iiood puller "
FROM MATRIMONY,
A (ROBERTSON-COLE)
BONNIE, BONNIE LASSIE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MacLAREN (OCT. 5).. NOV. 8 FUGITIVE
(NOV. 29)
DEC 13
•• nholesomc romedii
is cntrrtainina — M P News
• Winner stores in humorous characterization.'' — ^[. P \eirs
BROKEN BUTTERFLY,drama
THE (ROBERTSO."
N-COLE)
LEW
CODY-PAUL
GAY
LORD
QUEX,
THE
(GOLDWYN)
TOM
MOORE
(NOV.
30)
DEC. 27
INE STARK (NOV. 16)
.
NOV 8
•• This picture is just pleasantlii entertainino." — M P. \eirs
''Humanities spoiled by illor/ical climaa-." — M. P. News
GAY
OLD
DOG.THE
(HENLEY-PATHE)
JOHN
CUMBERLAND
(NOV.
Exhibitor Comment — " This feature drew a packed house for two davs and
16)
NOV. 22
pleased the patrons. Extra big business two days "
•' One of the most human pictures ever shown." — M. P \eirs.
^^P,?^,'^ MELODY, THE (SELZNICK) EUGENE O'BRIEN (DEC. 14) JAN 3 GIRL
IN
BOHEMIA,
A
(FOX)
PEGGY
HYLAND
(NOV.
30)
NOV. 15
• M III affordDIVIDED
(lood arcrane entrrtuinment."- — M P Neirs
•' Satisfactory entertainment for majoritu."—M. P. Neirs.
BROTHERS
(PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (DEC. 7)
DEC
13
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Not
up
to
standard.
Poor
business."
■ Should hvihly entertain Keenan followers " — M P News
GIRL FROM OUTSIDE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. 16)
NOV. 22
CAPITOL,
(ARTCO-HODKIN
IntrigueTHE
LEAH 1/ BAIRD...
" Pleasing picture with many comedy touches." — M. P. News.
and politics
'
burden thisSON)
TAN 3
picture"
P Neus
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Picture
good
but
weather
bad.
Average
business
two
CLIMBERS, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH..'
days." " Did not go strong first day at advance prices. The best Res Beach
NOV 8
■ f ood for thought in thix entertainment." — M P Neirs
since
picture
'
The
Spoilers.'
"
Exhibitor Comment — " .V fair picture to average business throe days " " \ vcrv
Consensus — " Good picture, pood puller."
interesting
picture iiicelv
nroducod. Rio- business two davs "
'
' '
GLORIOUS LADY, THE (SELZNICK-SELECT) OLIVE THOMAS (OCT.
COMMON
PROPERTY
(UNIVERSAL
)
ROBERT
ANDERSON
(OCT.
12)
OCT
18
19)
NOV. 15
.■\n(lcrsen scores in symnhonii of diirkcst Russia" — 1^ P Xeia
" Will get by as mildUi entertainina." — -If. P. News
GOLDEN
SHOWER,
THE
(VITAGRAPH)
GLADYS
LESLIE
(NOV.
30)...
DEC. 27
^°^i}^^^.?.^PJJi^^^'^"^ (UNITED )
PICTURES THEATRES) DUSTIN j^j^ 3
FARNUM (DEC. 21
•• Better than average entertainmait." — M. P. News.
''Famous -itory and play maye^t a success." — M P Ne'ir.i
Exhibitor Comment — " .Tust a fair picture. .Xverage business"
TOWERS MYSTERY (VITAGRAPH) GLADYS LESLIE
OCT. 25
HMT>f,^^,?F'
"^^^ (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ELSIE FERGUSON NOV 29 GRAY
■■Gladys Leslie in miisterii melodrama." — If. P Yrir.v
Picture•
hardlii suffices for star's talent " M P Neirs
GUN IS)
FIGHTIN' GENTLEMAN, A (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (DEC. DEC. 6
COUNTRY
C(DUSIN THE (SELZNICK-SELECT)
ELAINE HAMMERbiUrlM (NOV. 2)
NOV 29
" A of euiiuiih action for Carcii here." — Jf /' \rirs
''This may satisfy the majority." — M. P. Neics.
HAWTHORNE OF THE U. S. A. (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE
Exhibitor Comment — "Pair picture, .\verage business two days, big business
REID (NOV. 30)
NOV. 29
■'Elaborately presented, affording enjoyment." — If P. Neirs
A°^„„ Tbusiness
■ "P"
the most pleasing pictures I have show'n in some time
Average
two ofdays."
Consensus — " Pleasinr/ picture, average puller"
HEART O' THE HILLS (FIRST NATIONAL) MARY PICKFORD (DEC.
6)
DEC 13
CRIMSON SHOALS (MONOPOL
) FRANCIS
NOV 1
•' Mary Pickford has dramatic role here."- — M. P. News.
fyprcal Francis Ford melodrama." — M. P. FORD
News (NOV. 2) .
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
good
Pickford
picture,
but
personally
do
not
good as some of her others. Patrons came to see Mary Pickford, sawthink
her itanda*
°.M^^fr°o^^'^^*^'^^'^
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
CHARLES RAY NOV 1
(Nuv. 9)
went away satisfied, .\verage business two davs "
Will suitably entertain majority." — M. P. Neirs
HEART
OF A GYPSY, THE (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST (DEC. 6).... DEC 13
storu of a Rnmanu romance " — If P Xews
'.rV,*.';"' CJojn.ment— " a good picture. Big to average business two days."
HER•■ Obvioiiy
GAME (UNITED PICTURES) FLORENCE REED (OCT. 19).. OCT 25
o'o^o''
h^*"*"^St^ry ^«--V
photography excellent throughout,
fPrnrtnVnfr.
roduotion as
a whole
remarkablv
fine good,
"
o >
■
Florence
Rrcil's latest is shown." — If p Xeu.^
DAMSEL IN DISTRESS, A (PATHE) HALE-CAPRICE (OCT. 12)
HIS DIVORCED WIFE (UNIVERSAL) MONROE SALISBURY (OCT. 26) . NOV is
■^n exquisitely charming comedy." — M.P.News
''OCT ' 25
•
.1
simnlc
storu of simple folks." — M P. \cus
^
'""""inifnf — "A good proeram picture. Pair business"
HIS OFFICIAL FIANCEE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) VIVIAN MARTIN
(OCT.
26
)
OCT 18
^MnT^^o/^'^^'^^*^-^''^'^"^)
SYLVIA BREAMER-ROBERT GORDON DEC 6
(WUV. 23)
•• 1 irian .Martin comes forward with a captivating comedu." — M. P. \ews
"Readers of storu will annrecintc picture" — If P News
ISLE OF CONQUEST, THE (SELECT) NORMA TALMADGE (OCT. 26)
NOV 8
^AXw!,?^
?*J^' '^"^
CAST (DEC. 21)
DEC 20
•■ 11 ill plciisinitly entertain majority." — M. P. News.
"Will entertain
average(UNIVERSAL)
audience "—M SPECIAL
P
ILLUSTRIOUS
PRINCE,
THE
DESERT GOLD, (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) Neirs
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
SESSUE
HAYANOV IS
Vivia action and rich liacl; (/rounds here." — SPECIAL
KAWA (NOV. 2)
M P NewsCAST. .. .
jjov 22
"High class drniiia should completelu satisfu." — If. P. Ncw.i.
Exhibitor Comment — "Star doesn't get us the monev. .Vverage picture to averne.ss 'four 'days'"*' — ''^''otkout business and an extra good picture Big busiage business two davs."
°^,SON PAINTER. THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SESSUE HAYAKAWA
IMP(3SSIBLE CATHERINE
(PEARSON-PATHE)
Vor.r'Jl.
VIRGINIA PEARSON
OCT
(OCT.
5)
OCT. 18
"
.^^l'^
artistic
values."
—
M.
P."yi:'irs
" This_ comrdii
u HI —entertain
" — .1/. P Xrirs.
Exhibitor
Comment—"
day. avrrage
.story
five daysStarandandpoor
good, "photography
Exhibitor
Comment
business
good. Big business one
one day."
" A fair oenemllu
picture to poor business two days."
Box Office Reports continued on page 686
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"THE

LINCOLN

Russell Has

HIGHWAYMAN'*
(FOX)

Entertaining

Mystery

Melodrama

can put (h)\vii " I he l.iiuoln Hij:li\viiyiiiaii, " W illiaiii Kii;;sell's newest ofl'ering, as one of niojt entertaining mystery
meloilranias of the season. So dominant is its note of mystery, so suspensive is its line of action, and so well conceived an«l
executed are its plot and characterization, that the picture cannot
help but please the most critical audience. It looks to us like the
best piece of work that Director Enunett Flynn ever turned out. Of
course, he was fortified with a workable plot, and a star who is
adaptable to most any kind of vehicle, but just the same he was its
guiding spirit and brought it forward w ith a plethora of entertaining
|highlights.
One is in doubt concerning the identity of the highwayman, who
in an up-to-date manner, practises his hold-up game on the Lincoln
Highway with the aid of a speedy motor car. You suspect that the
star is the guilty culprit, and also the Secret Service man, and you
are indeed surprised to find that he is a motor-cycle policeman. It
is Mr. Russell's privilege to keep his company guessing and also his
audience. And this he does to complete satisfaction. The girl in
the case, possessing a romantic nature, naturally falls in love with
the supposed criminal, and he knows a thing or two about keeping
a woman interested by not playing into her hands. The hero has a
fast car and a garage and the action carries him along under suspicion all the time. But he is only endeavoring to win a reward.
The climax brings a happy surprise and a good solution of an interesting plot. Mr. Russell is supported by a canine actor who is as
intelligent as a human, and Lois Lee, an actress of considerable
charm and vivacity. Edward Piel also contributes a clever performance as the Secret Service agent. His poise and repression make his
work conspicuous. The picture is well staged in every particular. —
Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Jimmy Clunder
William Russell
Marian Calvert
Lois Lee
Captain Claver
Frank Brownlee
Mack
Jack Connolly
Steele
Edward Piel
Danny
Murphy EdwinHarry
The Governor
BoothSpingler
Tilton
By Paul Dickey.
Scenario by Emmett J. Flynn.
Directed by Emmett J. Flynn.
Photographed by Clyde DeVinna.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The main attraction at the
next
will be " The Lincoln Highwaythe Fox asfeature,
popularis
William man,"Russell
the star.withThisthepicture
an
adaptation
of
Paul
Dickey's
play
the
same name and it affords Mr. Russellof with
excellent opportunities to reveal his talent
and personality.
is be
not thea misstatement when we Perhaps
declare itit to
best
vehicle he has ever had. It is essentially a
melodrama of speed and the plot runs
through many exciting incidents before the
pseudo-highwayman finds a happy ending to
his six-cylinder romance. The story concerns a mysterious bandit who is operating
on the Lincoln Highway. The Governor of
California assigns Captain Claver. of the William Russell and man's best friend in
Sacramento police force, to the job of cap- " The Lincoln Highwayman," a new Fox
picture written by Paul Dickey
jj taringvice, ihim.
Mr. Steele,in of
Secret
s also interested
tne the
case.
But Serthe
highwayman continues his daring robberies est picture to present William Russell. A
despite the long arm of the law.
an auto bandit — a story of fast
Jimmy Clunder, a young oil operator, is story ofaction
and thrills and romance. The
suspected by Marian Calvert when he care- moving
lessly drops a gem stolen from her guardian. picture travels on six cylinders all the way.
Naturally she falls in love with him because
PR0GR.4M READER
of his daring exploits, although he tells her
There was a bold, bad highwayman at
that he is not the bandit. Jimmy turns bandit the next day just to prove to Steele that large in California. He owned a fast car
he is not a coward and as Marian is with and
his base of operations was the Lincoln
him she gets first hand evidence of his Highway. A much traveled road, still so
courage. But Jimmy is only attempting to efficient was he in carrying on his profeswin the reward for the capture of the real
sion that the minions of the law were bafbandit and this is accomplished when he
fled. Finally the Governor, becoming exmasquerades as the paymaster of a copper
asperated over the failure to catch him, sent
mine. The girl, the Governor, and the po- his most trusted police officer to the Highway
and
told him not to come back until
lice captain
and hishimassistant
at Jimmy's
garage
to accuse
with thearecrimes
when he had the bandit in his power. Now Jimmy
he turns the tables on the policemen and Clunder was suspected of being the highwayarrests them as the bandits. So Jimmy is
man and he didn't try very hard to establish
cleared
eyes and The
theypicture
are leftis his innocence. Because of a certam girl who
to
work inoutMarian's
their romance.
just
adored
bandits — they made her feel so
well acted by a competent cast and cleverly romantic. But
Jimmy was after the rich
staged.
reward
for
the
highwayman's
capture.
How
he wins it after leading everyone
to believe
that he is guilty, how he found romance too
CATCH LINES
and took advantage of it are the main factDo you drive your own car? Would you
ors in this most exciting story — a story that
know how to act if held up by an auto ban- holds one in breathless suspense throughout
dit? See the populjir William Russell in a its incidents. The star is the popular WilRussell, supported by Lois Lee and
stirring melodrama, " The Lincoln High- other liam
capable players, and the picture is
wayman."
Highwayman," an adaptation
The fastest moving photoplay of the year. "ofThePaulLincoln
Dickey's play of the. same name.
That's ■' The Lincoln Highwayman," the lat- At this theatre next
YOU

"TIN
lAcense

Taken

PAN
ALLEY"
(FOX)

iiith Truth

in This Sentimental

Tale

THIS picture is a glorification of the street of popular song
pul)li^h(•rs and a glorification of false sentiment. It does not
s-oinid much truth. .\ young man rises from poverty through
comi)osing a surefire "hit'" after the style of "Smiles." I nable to
stand prosperity lie soon dissipates his royalties until he is at the
bottom of the ladder again. Truth is violated in his inability to find
a jol). Tiie inference is given that his publisher is responsible for
this in order to save him from himself, but the conclusion is not
arrived at according to Hoyle.
The hero's failure is not genuine, for once having composed a
popular hit, rival publishing liouses would surely make a bid for
iiis services. And he played a violin in a cabaret before he turned
to composing, and he could become a musician again without having to break bakery windows for bread. The sentiment is overdone, which factor, with the false pathos, robs the picture of its
charm. The feature is a reminder of the co-stars' earlier release,
Words and Music By," but it lacks the ingredients that made this
latter offering acceptable. The romantic interest is neglected in
order to capitalize upon the value of the title.
You see a girl attempting to save a man who is really not worth
the effort. And the sentimental publisher puts him back on his
feet. The title editor has overstepped the mark in emphasizing its
humor, and some of his efforts make the picture appear almost ridiculous. The titles, however, are far better than the story. And why
give a press agent the name of John .1. Curfew, who writes stories
about an actress named Ringer? The sticky sentiment and the
overworked satire spoil what otherwise would be an interesting
theme. Too much liberty has been taken with the original. George
Hernandez
stands out among the players. — Length, 5 reels. —
Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Tommy Breen
Albert Ray
June Norton
Elinor Fair
Simon
Berg
GeorgeLouis
Hernandez
Blake
Natho
Mrs.
O'Brian
Kate
Price
Mona Merwin
Ardito Mellonino
Moriarty
Frank Weed
Fred Martindale Thomas H. Persee
By William Charles Lengel.
Scenario by J. Anthony Roach.
Directed by Frank Beal.

SUGGESTIONS
Here is a clever title which can be exploited for its full value. Everyone has
heard that
of " houses
Tin PantheAlley
" — thatofitpopular
is the
street
publishers
songs. First then tell that this picture
brings home the methods of the publishers to
establish a popular song. Bring out that it
features the home in a delightful manner —
and that the home and the heart are inspirations for popular songs. Tell that a
youth prosperity.
wrote a popular
and couldn'tto
stand
When "hit"
he attempted
duplicate
his
first
effort
the
inspiration
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
wasn't there. Use catch lines asking the
reason
for
his
failure.
You
have
picture
Albert Ray and Elinor Fair, the Fox co- here for lobby display. You can a link
up
stars, will appear at the
theatre on
of
week in their newest photo- with your music store and feature some
popular
song
in
your
lobby
in
return
for
the
entitled
" Tin
Pan Alley."
.playIt tells
of the
struggle
of a youth to make music dealer featuring your picture.
•a success musically, of how he finds the true
arrange your musical program so
source of inspiration in the center of the thatYouit can
includes the most popular hits of the
music publishing houses — the street com- day. And feature your music as a medley
" Tin Pan Alley."
Playsplendid
up the
Breen monly
has known
beenas discharged
from a Tommy
factory of hitsandfromtell"Tin
that Pan
they Alley."
are always
because he thought more of his violin play- stars
m
pictures
of
home
and
sentiment
and
sweet
ing that
of his
board- romance.
ing
househehe didmeets
Junework.
Norton,In ahiscigarette
girl inence ahe turns
restaurant
and through
influhis talent
to songherwriting.
The " hit " earns him a position in the
cabaret in the restaurant and eventually the
leading
song publisher
in New York makes
him a member
of his staff.
Prosperity turns his head and he soon
forgetsMerwin,
June. prefcrrinK
conipan.\
Mona
the musicalthecomedy
queen.u'
But June doesn't give up hope and she visits
the publisher, entreating him to use his innce in halting
the youth's
course.
The
sales on fluethe
song become
smaller
and when
he is requested to write a song of the home
and make another hit, he fails. So Tommy
is dismissed
and, without
funds, again.
he soon June
embraces the ways
of poverty
hears of his trouble and makes another plea
with the publisher — who now has an idea
for Tommy's
future.for Hea rest
sendsandthewhen
younghe
man
to the country
arrives at his destination he finds that it is
a " comfy " cottage with June waiting for
him. In that atmosphere Tommy is inspired to write his song of the home. This
is a story of the sorrow and happiness of
any
young
— particularly
whenIt heis
is trying to man's
make alifename
for himself.
rich
in
sentiment
and
pathos
and
humor.
The stars are capably supported.
CATCH LINES
A fascinating story of love and home — an
interesting
story of— an
a youth's
ambition
the
will to succeed
entertaining
storyandof
sentiment and romance — that is " Tin Pan
Alley." See it.
He but
wrotesuccess
the most
popular
"hit" of the
day,
turned
his head.

William Fox presents Albert Ray and
Elinor Fair in " Tin Pan Alley," which
is titled by the producer as " a musical
duet in pictures "
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RELEASED

PLAN BOOK

IN HONOR'S WEB (VITAGRAPH) HARRY T. MOREY
NOV. 15
. .■■ MIZZOURA
Moriii ill com (PARAMOUNT-ART
ciitiDiiul satiKtacturi/ CRAFT)
stoni.'' — ROBERT
M. P. Afics.WARWICK (OCT.
IN
5)
OCT. 2S
■ Auyiif:tiin Thoinaa' plan effectively piclurized." — M. P. Neirs.
Comment — (FIRST
• .lust a NATIONAL)
pleasing pictureANITA
to average
business (DEC
three IS)..
days."JAN. 3
IN Exliil)itiir
OLD KENTUCKY
STEWART
■
Pit
tiii
e
adaiittd
from
xtai/c
success."
—
Ai.
P.
Xeirs.
IN WRONG (FIRST NATIONAL) JACK PICKFORD (OCT. 19)
OCT. 25
■ A (joud averuije comedy drama."
Exhibitor Comment — "A poor picture to poor business." "Big business three
days."
Exceptional heart interest. Extra big business three days, big business four" days."
IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) BRYANT WASHBURN (NOV. 23)
NOV. 22
■■ Urcczii
coiiiedii offers
tiood NORMAND
ciitertainment.''(DEC.
— M. 13)
P. News.
JINX
(GOLDWYN)
MABEL
DEC. 27
" Mabel Xormaiid appears in eccentric comedy." — J/. P. News.
Exhibitor
" A light two
picture
enjoy. Comment
Extra bie— business
davs."but drew well. .\ picture the children will
JOHN PETTICOATS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
WILLIAM
S. HART
(NOV. 9)
NOV. 15
" Hart is humorous as well as human here." — M. P. Neivs.
JOYOUS LIAR, A (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WARREN KERRIGAN. . .DEC. 27
•• herriijaii iiiitiire has interestinq moments." — M. P. News.
JUBILO (GOLDWYN) WILL ROGERS (DEC. 7)
DEC. 20
" ]yill Royers scores in charminij picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — '• This is simply great, one of the best the Goldwyn organizahas turned
out inandthegood
new photography.
series." "Delightful;
splendidly
well
cast, tiongood
direction
Predict good
futurereceived,
for Rogers.
Big business seven days."
Consensus — '■ E.rcellent picture, hii/ puller."
KITTY KELLY, M. D. (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRISCALE (OCT.
12)
OCT. 18
•• Light material for Bessie Barriscale's talent." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Bessie Barriscale not up to standard in this one. Extra
big to average business four days." " Big business."
L'APACHE
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
" Dalton finds
expression in dual role." —DOROTHY
M. P. Netfs.DALTON (NOV. 2).. DEC. 20
Exhibitor
Comment
—
'•
A
good
picture.
Extra
big to poor business two days."
LASCA (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO (DEC. 8)
NOV. 29
■• f^niioiis iioctii miiki's fairlii plciisimi nicture " — M. P Neirs
LAST OF HIS PEOPLE, THE (SELECT) MITCHELL LEWIS (DEC. 20).. DEC. 27
" I.ewis has chiiractcristic role here." — Af. P Neirs
LIFE LINE, THE (TOURNEUR-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL
CAST (OCT. 5)
OCT. 11
" Most e.rcellent entertainment of areat merit." — M. P. News
.^.OMBARDI, LTD. (METRO) BERT LYTELL (OCT. 12)
OCT. 4
" Lytell scores as modiste in unique picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
—
"
.\ real production
by the starBigandbusiness
exceptionally good entertainment.
Pleased splendidly
our patronsacted
immensely.
one fiar to averajre two."
LONELOUISE
WOLF'SGLAUM
DAUGHTER,
THE (J. PARKER REED, JR.,-HODKINSON) .DEC. 20
(DEC. 14)
"A stirring mrlodninia that nill reoister." — M P News
LONG ARM OF MANNISTER (NATIONAL FILM) HENRY B. WALTHALL
(NOV. 16)
NOV 8
" GoodANDdramatic
should satisfii." — M P News
LORD
LADY vroduction
ALGY (GOLDWYN)
TOM MOORE (OCT. 5)
OCT 11
■'Aristocratic story of blue bloods and horses." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Plea.sant screen entertainment. Well produced ; no fault
to hnd." — "" Fair
Betterpicture,
than wearerai/e
expected,nuUer.\verage
business."
f^nnsensus
''
LORD LOVES THE IRISH, THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WARREN
KERRIGAN
dec 27
" Mel'idyiniin and hnmnr i)i this h'errinan fiim " — M P \eii s
LOST
MONEY
MADLAINE satisfii.''
TRAVERSE
DEC 13
•■ ThisPRINCESS.
nln'tmihi (FOX)
II will iindoiilitedlii
— M p(DEC.
News 7)...'
LOST
THE (FOX) RAY-FAIR (OCT. 19)
NOV 8
" May slightly amuse average audience."- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fine little picture but went over their heads Subtitles
full of modern
that business
they could" not appreciate. -Average business " " Good
nrofrram
nicture.wit Good
LOTTERY
MAN,
THE
(PARAMOUNT-A
WALLACE REID
RTCRAFT)
(OCT. 12)
OCT 25
'• Entertaining farce, lavishly mounted has charm." — M. P. News
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"Everybody
delighted
with
this
pleasing
picture
Heid's
best. Extra bi.g business."
LOVE,
HONOR
AND ? (MILLER-HALLMARK) HOLMES-CASSIDY
(OCT. 12)
OCT. 18
'Pronounced mi nroraae prugriim nicture" — M P Nciis
LURE
OF
AMBITION
(FOX)
THEDA
BARA
(NOV.
NOV 22
■• Feeble entertainment fruiii old-fashioned theme." — M30).'
P Neirs
MALE
AND
FEMALE
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPECIAL CAST
(NOV. 16)
DEC. 6
Lavish and spectacular production. ' — M. P. Netrs.
Evhiliitor Comment — " Name against it : otherwise iv" Ri^ business for a week "
MARKED MEN (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (DEC. 21)... . .. .
DEC 27
" This is a miahtii </ood picture." — M. P News
ME AND CAPTAIN KIDD (WORLD) EVELYN GREELEY (NOV 3)..
NOV
IS
■■ Fantastic storu offers linht entertninmeiit " — M P A'eirs
MIND
THE PAINT GIRL (FIRST NATIONAL)
ANITA
STEWART
(NOV. 10)
DEC. 6
" htar s admirers should enthuse over this." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Bis
business
one
dnv
to
averan-e
three
"
MIRACLE OF LOVE, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) COTTON-STANDING (NOV. 23)
JAN 3
"Strong flaror of romance in nicture." — M P Neirs
MISFIT
EARL,■ A (BETZWOOD-GOLDWYN)
' LOUIS BENNISON NOV. 22
..{^°y-J^^
,
I. Dins liennison
scores in a humorous
storu " — \f P \cirs
MISS CRUSOE (WORLD) VIRGINIA HAMMOND (SEPT. 29)
OCT 4
" .\n ineiane M'orld proariim nicture" — 1/ p Neirs
MOONSHINE
TRAIL, THE )
(BLACKTON-PATHE) ' SYLVIA BREAMER NOV 1
(OCT. 19
" Will entertain in manii liiralities." — M P \eii s
MORE DEADLY THAN THE MALE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL
CLAYTON (DEC. 7)
DEC 20
" Etiirl cliniton scores as rtolitr vampire " — U /' A>" .'*
MY GORDON
HUSBAND'S
OTHER
WIFE
(BLACKTON-PATHE) BREAMER(JAN. 4)
DEC 2?
Satisfiiing offering on a marital theme." — M. P. News.
MYS'TERY
OF THE YELLOW)
ROOM, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST NOV
(OCT. 19
1
■■ Absorbing mystery melodrama defiies solution." — M. I'. Neirs.
OPEN DOOR, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
JOHN WADE-SAM RYAN
(OCT. 12)
OCT. 25
" Novelty quite apart from general run." — M. P. News
Exhibitor Comment — A poor picture to poor business."
Box Office Reports

PICTURE

•
1 C
Off
w
I I
BRAND

N e tx.

c

STAR

Oil!
RELEASED

PLAN BOC

OUT YONDER (SELZNICK) OLIVE THOMAS (DEC. 21)
JAN.
•• E.r<ell<nt eiitertmnment Jor majority." — M. P. Aei/;».
PHANTOM HONEYMOON (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST (OCT. 19).... OCT.
" Plentii of miistcrii and suspense here." — M. P. Ncvs.
PLEASE GET MARRIED (METRO) VIOLA DANA (OCT. 13)
OCT.
•' tiets off Viola Dana's personality." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Dana well liked ; her work in this great. Extra big business two— days."
fair good
picturepuller."
to average business."
Consensus
" Good pU" .Vture,
POINTING FINGER, THE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MACLAREN (DEC. 1)..DEC.
"Man phase
I .iiren ailmirers."
J/. Sens.
POISON
PEN. the
THE Mac(WORLD)
JUNE —ELVIDGE
(NOV. 16)
NOV.
" Novel i liiiriK tenzation in I- 1 r iilai 's liitext ' — M P. Nc '-y.
POOR RELATIONS
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
FLORENCE
VIDOR (OCT.
26)
NOV.
Carries a far i iiri rt'iir hui nu im iitx — .1/ p \<us
PRINCE AND BETTY, THE (JESSE HAMPTON-PATHE) WILLIAM DESMOND (DEC. 21)
DEC.
" Desmond appears in comic onera jil<it."—M P. Sews.
REGULAR GIRL, A (SELZNICK-SELECT) ELSIE JANIS (NOV. 9) NOV.
" /Suitable for the Janis folloiving." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is not a very good picture. Average to poor business
RIDER OF THE LAW (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (NOV. 3)
OCT.
" Harry Carey appears as a Texas ranger." — M. P. News.
Exh'bifor Comment — " A record breaker. Extra biir business."
RIGHT TO LIE, THE (PATHE) DOLORES CASSINELLI (NOV. 16).... NOV.
■■ A conventional sob sister story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture, but too long and draggy. Big business two
SACRED FLAME (SCHOMER-ROSS) EMILY STEVENS (NOV. 9)
NOV.
" 1 IrtimatSILENCE
ie meat in (FOX)
heart in1ere-yt
story.'RUSSELL
— .1/ /-• Vci/x
SACRED
WILLIAM
(OCT. 13)
OCT.
• Dramatic story of army life entertains." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor —Comment
" Average
" Pleased very much. Big business."
Consensus
" Good —picture,
aood business."
puller."
SEALED
HEARTS
(SELZNICK-SELECT)
EUGENE
."
vs
da
■■ Characterization Jcills story interest." — M. P. News.O'BRIEN (NOV. 16).. NOV.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is the most popular star that appeared here, but
should have used picture of liirhter makeup for him "
SCARLET DAYS (GRIFFITH-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST
(NOV. 30)
NOV.
" Splendid melodrama nf olden aolden We-'<t " — M P \eirs
SCREAM IN THE NIGHT, A (SELECT) SPECIAL CAST (OCT. 5)
OCT.
" This pii tlin- stumiis the rcrien er " — Vf P \eirs
SHOULD A HUSBAND FORGIVE? (FOX) MIRIAM COOPER (NOV. 9).. NOV.
" Conglomeration of plots looks like a serial."— M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The best picture of Fox's for big productions. Storv is
verv interesting: business onlv fm'r three davs"
SHOULD A WOMAN TELL (METRO-SCREEN CLASSIC) ALICE LAKE
(DEC. 20)
JAN.
tnr and director jint ni' ture over." — M P \eir.t
SNARES OF PARIS (FOX) MADLAINE TRAVERSE (OCT. 12)
OCT.
• .1 tiipieal Madlainc Traverse picture." — J/ P. News
SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. 9)
NOV.
'• Sure fire at bo.r-office end a-« entertainment." — M. P. News.
SOMEONE
MUST
PAY
(ABRAMSON-GRAPHIC)
SPECIAL CAST
(SEPT. 28)
OCT.
" 'I'he best Abramsrm picture to date." — M P. News.
SPEED MANIAC. THE (FOX) TOM MIX (OCT. 19)
OCT.
•• Topsy-turvy story offers mild entertainment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Plenty of speed in this picture. Big business one dav,
SPITEaveniL'e
BRIDE.two."THE (SELZNICK-SELECT) OLIVE THOMAS (SEPT. 21).. OCT.
".4 rem aood Oh>-^- Thrnnns nicture" —
P \eirs
STEEL KING, THE (WORLD)
JUNE ELVIDGE-MONTAGU LOVE
(NOV. 24)
DEC.
" 11 ill sntislnctoriln entertain aenerallu." — ^f P. \ew„
STEPPING OUT (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ENID BENNETT (SEPT.
21)
, OCT.
"Pleasingly planting a good thought." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
" Pleased
did notall draw."
This isbigthebusiness
best picture
Bennett Comment
has ever — been
in. Itbutpleased
classes. " Extra
three
days." —" A•' Good
very good
feature.
Extra "big business two days, average one."
good nuller
njetvre,
Cfinsensns
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
(GOLDWYN)
MADGE KENNEDY (OCT.
19)
OCT.
"Madge Kennedy has a charming role in unique comedy." — il P News
"
business
Big
Pleased.
"
business."
Poor
"
—
Comment
Exhibitor
Consensus — '• Pleasinrt nicture. nnod nuller "
SPECIAL CAST
THE TIGER (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
TEETH
(NOV.OF2)
DEC.
'• .1 Ingh class mystery story with thrills." — M. P. News
Exhibitor
Coinment
—
"
A
very
good
picture
to
average
business."
"
One
of
the
best detective stories ever shown on the screen. Photography and settings
extra good, and too much cannot be said in favor of direction.
Business not up
wee^k'"'"
name ofaverage
production,
Consensus
— "Good picture,
puller"although business increased throughout
THIEVES (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL (DEC. 7)
NOV
" Gladns Rroekwell -ttars in crook melodrama " — U P Nctrs
THUNDERBOLT
. THE (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE MACDONALD
„ Powerful
„ (NOV. strokes
23)
NOV.
in this vital drama." — 1/ P News
TOBY'S
BOW
(GOLDWYN)
TOM
MOORE
(DEC,
20)'.
DEC
" .1 veni cntcrtainina nhotonla ii." — 1/ /' \eirs
KAWA (DEC. 14
)
'^^^.^.^I^'^WtX^^
(HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE)
SESSUE HAYA- DEC
"' Hniinkairn hi different role that scores " — M P Xci'rs
JiDUY (OCT. 26
)
'^^^J^^J^,9.Ji'^^^(UNIVERSAL)
KENNETH HARLAN-HELEN NOV.
"Well knit drama of THE
crooks and mi/stcru." — If. P \ews
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
pleasing
picture
to
extra big business one dav." " A
very good— "Good
picture. nicture.
Extra nnod
big business."
Consensus
nuller"
"^"W^,?
TABLES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
DOROTHY GISH NOV
(NOV. "^^^
16
)
"larce will agreeably entertain maforitu." — -1/ P News
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
very
.good
big business two davs." '• Bis business all week with Arbuckle comedvpicture,
( onsensus
— "Good nicture. nond nuller"on program."
TWELVE-TEN (REPUBLIC) MARIE DORO (DEC, 14)
TAN
■ H cavil drama irith a mnstcrii element" M
Ne'r^2314 HOURS LEAVE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)P MACLEAN-M
AY (NOV,
Id)
^ NOV
'^'^f'^,*- "<>""'''." offering of the season'."~M ' P ' \cws
duHni
°,^,n TTnu~f
business We
.^1 week with
incre.ssing
" PxcelTen}
nflV,tr»°^
adverse
backattendance
for
week."
one
"
picture,
actionweather.
and comedy. bring
Big itbusiness
two another
days, average
Conseus
u — " Excelle
nt good
picture,
big puller."
continued on page 688
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THE
CLOUDS
(UN1TL.D ARTISTS)

Sure Fire Winner

with Any

ROLL

BY

Audience

OUG'S latest is farce comedy of the variety whicli niade him
faiuous back in the old Triangle days. It opens with a subD
title and some scenes which lead you to believe that the
istory is to be taken seriously, but which later is found to have been
Iused only to make plausible the stunts which the star executes and
. |to excuse superstition in a man.
I Inside of five minutes Uoug is in the midst of a continuing series
lof his kind of athletic stunts and for fully four reels the picture
jkeeps up its farce comedy tempo with a laugh in every foot of film.
,i It then slows down long enough to allow Frank Campeau to bring
, on tlie plot, same being of the w.k. idea of the villain trying to
itrim tlie heroine's father out of valuable oil property, with the hero
jbeing falsely accused, etc., and then gets a running start for another
couple of thousand feet of still better athletic action and convincing

"jmechanical effects, which wind up with a flood which would make
• INoah green with envy. " After the clouds roll by " Doug is disicovered up a tree, with his lady fair floating down toward him on
the roof of an uprooted house.
He then changes his temporary residence to tlie approaching roof,
there to explain tliat all the trouble, including the flood, which we
" will suppose was of the villain's planning. This done, a church with
r parson clinging to the steeple comes floating by and the knot is
labout to be tied as the last scene fades out.
! Fairbanks, cameraman and director are entitled to full credit for
' producing a picture which will stand as a masterpiece of its kind
for many a day. — length, .)70() feet. — ]. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
SUGGESTIONS
In the exploitation of this picture you
should feature the fact that it is Fairbanks
Daijiel
Boone Brown. .. Douglas
Mark Drake
Frank Fairbanks
Campeau at his best, that the story is original and
Curtis Brown
Ralph Lewis was written by the star himself and that
Dr. Metz
Herbert Grimwood no expense has been spared to make a picture which will stand as a masterpiece of
Hobson
Albert MacQuarrte
Lucette Bancroft Kathleen Clifford its kind.
There is a strong tinge of superstition in
Bobbie DeVere
Daisy Robinson
the early part of the offering which makes
Directed by Victor Fleming.
permissible stunts in advertising and the use
Assisted by Ted Reed.
Original Story and Scenario by Douglas of catch lines and selling talk, touching on
Fairbanks, assisted by Lewis Weadon this subject. You might talk about black
cats, walking under ladders, finding horse
and Tom Geraghty.
shoes, the unlucky opal rings, the bad luck
of breaking mirrors, etc., for all these things
PRESS NOTICE-STORY
are touched upon in the scenes of the feaDouglas
Fairbanks,
premier
screen
cometure.
dian and without doubt the most popular
If you desire
consider
the pictureof serimale star of the day, will present his second
you can tostart
a discussion
the
sicture for "Big Four" release, " When the effect a ously,
studied
attempt
to
inculcate
a belief
Clouds Roll
By
"
at
the
theatre
for
in
the
supernatural
and
to
make
a
person
day run beginning
will have on the physical and
Farce comedy of the best sort with the superstititious
mental person, for such a thought was the
itar's
athletic
stunts
always
to
the
fore
sums
foundation
idea
of " When the Clouds Roll
up this latest picture from the Fairbanks
Jtudio.
One
of
the
most
spectacular sequences in
Doug is named Daniel Boone Brown in
film is a flood caused by the breaking
the feature, a healthy, normal young man the
of a fictional dam.
with
a job this
in his
uncle'swould
office.spoil
To tell
can get reading attention by referring
all about
picture
partyouof to You
the famous Johnstown flood and it might
irour enjoyment and also monopolize the net
be
newspaper for it is a full hour and a half his By."
flood.out of place to talk about Noah and
of rushing dramatic action with a laugh
In
newspaper advertising, this feature like
every minute and some spectacular stuff all others
with Fairbanks as a star should
■rhich has never been surpassed.
There is a flood which rivals the biblical feature the actor's name and a good likeness
since you are selling primarily Fairdescription of the one in which Noah played of him banks
the leading role. Some of the cleverest secondary. with the story and all other angles
camera work ever attempted in a photoplay
In this you will be aided by the proi( evidenced. The star shows his athletic
prepared some very good
prowess to as great advantage as in any line cutsducersandwho have
also have excellent stills ready
feature he has ever made. And the story for you.
will hold interest for itself alone.
In window displays there is a very nice
In support of the star are such well known
to tie up with jewelers in an
ilayers as Frank Campeau, Kathleen Clifford, opportunity
opal sale since an opal ring figures in the
who
plays
the
part
of
Doug's
sweetheart,
scenes
of
the
story quite largely.
Ralph Lewis and others. The picture is in
For a contest, there is a chance to pull
six parts, every reel of which is entertain- some
good
stunts
with essays on the subment of the highest type.
ject of superstitions, from the angle the
person who will name superstitions which
some particular profession believes in like,
PROGRAM READER
sailors among whom a strong beIt is with more than usual pleasure that actorslief oforwhat
is good and bad luck exists.
we announce Douglas Fairbanks in his latest Another
essay
contest idea would be to
photoplay,
"
When
the
Clouds
Roll
By
"
for
next week. To begin with everyone wants offer a prize for the best story of a "nightmare dream" which
the
to see America's foremost comedian and experienced.
a lotperson
of thewriting
scenes hadin
actor and especially will this be true of his the picture areQuite
projected as a nightmare
latest contribution to the screen, a picture which
the star is experiencing.
which all agree is the best he has ever done.
If you remember "His Pictures in the
Papers" the feature which was largely InCATCH LINES
strumental in buildingtheMr.entertainment
Fairbanks' fame,
He broke three mirrows, walked under a
you will appreciate
gem ladder,
and ran into all sorts of bad luck
in store for you when we say that " When predictions but all the same he won the girl
the Clouds
Roll By " they
is even
better real- of his choice after " going through fire and
though ineachconstruction
somewhat
semble
other.
water," mostly water.
Doug has the same sort of likeable role
How would you like to be married on the
which permits him to do the foolish, laughable athletic stunts which everyone enjoys roof of a house by a parson who clung to
the
of his church, as both church and
and the "bits of business" and titles are housesteeple
floated about in the flood waters folSiighly original. We cannot praise this piclowing the bursting of- a dam. See "When
ture_tOO
-li toit -doesn'tbreak all
records we.Jughljt.
are goiii&
be disappointed.
the Clouds Roll By."

"ROUGE

AND
RICHES"
(UNIVERSAL;

Often Told Tale Makes Obvious Picture
THE story of the proud and poor girl of aristocratic parentage,
who adopts a career upon the stage as a menil)er of the
cliorus, is one of the most familiar fonnulas in photoplay
production. The only variation in the construction is noticeable in
the pattern which it follows. Usually the tlieme is developed around
a comedy base. In this instance " Rouge and Riches," as the title
implies, is constructed upon a sentimental premise, and the idea is
so single track in its conception and execution, that it offers no sustaining value in regard to romance, action, suspense, characterization and other ingredients.
(^ne cannot sympathize with the heroine inasmuch as her motive
m becoming a cliorus girl is purely a mercenary one, and she is extremely fickle besides. The old tale of the girl who would marry a
millionaire and maintain her virtue at the same time. In the course
of events she learns to appreciate that riches, do not bring love and
so she finds happiness with an actor not blessed or cursed with
wealth. A melodramatic flourish is attempted in the latter reels,
but it fails to score because it is so obviously introduced to add a
belated bit of action.
A typical story book picture one without much reflection of reality. Certain scenes of rehearsals are depicted in a lifelike manner.
These constitute the points of interest in a feature not calculated to
make even an amateur picture goer enthuse to any extent. The title
sounds like something Laura Jean Libbey might have conceived
and the text goes back to her day. Mary MacLaren is quite appealing as a chorus girl, but her talent is never given an opportunity.
— Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
She was a chorus girl and the prettiest
THE CAST
member of the company.
suitors — one was a playwrightShefromhadherthree
old
home town, one was a millionaire, and the
Becky
MacLaren
Aunt
Lucia Mary Albert
Lee other was an actor. Which one did she
Jefferson Summers
Robert Walker choose? See " Rouge and Riches."
Kattens Dalmayne
Dorothy Abril
Tom Rushworth Wallace McDonald
She read the papers and found that chorus
Dodo
Marguerite Snow girls
have a way of marrying millionaires.
Jose
Syn de Conde So she went on the stage. Follow her adCarter Willis
Lloyd Whitlock
ventures, in" Rouge
and Riches," the latest
picture.
Max Morro
Harry Dunkinson Mary MacLaren
Jane Hamilton
Helen Sullivan
By
W. Carey
Did you ever have a desire to go on the
Scenario
by HalWonderly.
Hoadley.
stage and marry a millionaire? Does a rich
Directed by Harry Franklin.
marriage
bring love? See " Rouge and
Riches
out. A clever picture of
the
home" and
and find
the stage.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A human tale of a chorus girl is offered
PROGRAM READER
in Mary MacLaren's new picture, " Rouge
and
Riches,"
which comes
the it an
Some girls go on the stage to receive the
theatre
next
. Theto picture
plaudits of the world. Others go on to seek
adaptation
of oneappeared
of W. Carey
stories which
recentlyWonderly's
in Live fame and fortune in their art. And a certain
Stories Magazine and is the charming and few go on to meet and marry millionaires.
spirited recounting of the events in the life They know they are in the public spotlight
of Becky, the last of an impoverished Vir- and that the business man will worship at
ginia family, who adopts a career on the Such
their ashrine
whenBecky,
his day's
work from
is over.
girl was
who came
the
stage in order to recoup some of the mis- old
She was the last of her
spent fortune. Becky has read in the papers peopleDominion.
in order to save the estate and
of chorus girls marrying millionaires and keep theandwolf
the door she came to
her object in taking up the life behind the New York andfrom
found a position in the
footlights is purely a mercenary one. She chorus.
Her motive was to meet a millionleaves her fiance behind and comes to New
aire and so intrigue him that he would ask
York and as the possesses the necessary
her to be his wife. But when she had
requisites
for
the
stage
the
is
offered
a
posithoroughly charmed him, she suddenly woke
tion in the chorus of a musical show.
A Wall Street magnate is attracted to her up to the fact that riches and love do not
and offers her marriage but her mercenary necessarily go together. A less fortunate
motive it forgotten because she falls in love man attracted her. He offered her nothing
with Tom Rushworth, one of the masculine but his heart, but it was sufficient. Better
members of the troupe. She is about to to have a loving husband than the clothes
accept Willis, the millionaire, when she that money might bring. Such is the outline
learns that Tom has been arrested for the of this most interesting story of the stage
murder of a former sweetheart. He has and home as offered in " Rouge and Riches,"
comes to this theatre next
with
been given the third degree for refusing to which
talk about his actions at the hour of the Mary MacLaren.
crime, the reason being that it would involve
SUGGESTIONS
Becky's and
reputation.
she comes
forward
furnishes However,
the much needed
eviis another picture of a chorus girl
dence to establish his innocence and then andHere
it carries enough points of interest to
the thought comes home to her that happiness can be gained without money. So she make good advertising copy. Take the title
for
instance.
It suggests the make believe
accepts Tom's
love in ispreference
Willis'
wealth.
The picture
richer in tostage
in- world and the life behind the footlights.
cidents than that found in the usual story Play it up for it is a winner. Do not go to
of theatrical life and the fact that it contains any length in exploiting the theme because
a touch of the human and the genuine serves it is anything but original. Simply feature
to make it thoroughly interesting. Miss it as an entertaining story of the stage and
MacLaren plays the part of Becky with her
to gain
customary charm and she is supported by a girl's longedambition
to the chorus
and wealth.
she knew She
that be-it
Wallace McDonald, Marguerite Snow and appealed to the busy business man. Play
others.. Harry Franklin directed.
up the fact that the picture generates a deal
of heart interest and sentiment and capitalizes the power of love. What of the catch
CATCH LINES
lines?
a goodteaser
angle.
We have written someSurely
for your
campaign.
She put on rouge to gain riches. She
Tell your audience that Miss MacLaren
became a chorus girl in order to catch a has a picture which brings out her charm
millionaire and after she caught him she and talent. Acquaint your patrons with thie
found that his money could not bring love. fact that the picture is a romantic drama ot
What happened? . See Mary MacLaren in the stage — of. the Gfe- tehind the footHght»>*
Us< -stUIs of the stage scenes.
" Rouge afra Riches." ' • '
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OCT
(SEPT. 28)
MAE MURRAY
TWIN
•• ThisPAWNS
H ill be (PATHE)
yciierulii/ (ivvciitalilc.
— M. F. ^cws.
NOV. 22
(NOV. 23)
UNDER SUSPICION (UNIVERSAL) ORA CAREW
29
■• Will phdsdittlii cntcituin (jenerally.'' — M. P. ^Cl(■s.
NOV
23)
UNDERCURRENT. THE (SELECT) GUY EMPEY (NOV.
yeiti
P.
il.
—
'
by.
• Patriotic unle may carry this picture
^--^ not draw. Poor business
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture of that type. bid
two days."
NOV. 29
LUCK (FOX) RAY-FAIR (NOV. 16)
VAGABOND
• Heart iiitcnst u>iU (itmos/jhere here." — M. P. Aews.
NOV. IS
E OF DURAND, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
VENGEANC
■• Good suspensive dramatic photoplay."
—
M.
P.
News.
q,.„-„
fetory
days.
two
Exhibitor Comment—" Extra good. Extra big to biglastbusiness
to
Average
releases.
two
her
than
better
star
weak, photography good,
poor
business
all
week."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. 30) DEC. 6
(PARAMOUNT
VICTORY
■ An absorbing
heavy calibre drama." — M. P. Neivs.
„ . ^ - ^,
. „
superb cast. Story well pictured though grewExhibitor Comment—" Excellent,
some, nevertheless it holds interest. The grewsome part is well and delicately
handled."
CONSTANCE TALMADGE
VIRTUOUS VAMP, A (FIRST NATIONAL)
NOV. 29
)
16
(NOV.
"Best Constance Talmadge picture to date."for— aM..week.
P. News.
.
A splendid picture.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business
BILLIE BURKE
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
WANTED. A HUSBAND
JJlil-. ^7
28)
(DEC.
"Registers as highly amusing comedy." — M. P. News.
DEC. 27
WEB OF CHANCE, THE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND (DEC. 21)
■■ Nothing here to cause you worry." — M. P. .\eirs.
ENID
LEARNS (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
WOMAN9)
EVERY (NOV.
WHATBENNETT
' A . NOV.
dandy 1
" Picturizution of an average drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A very good picture. Extra big business.
picture. — Extra
big topicture,
big business
three days."
Consensus
'"Excellent
big puller."
DOING (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) NOV, 22
HUSBAND
YOUR
WHAT'S
MACLEAN-MAY (NOV. 23)
" captii atmg farce registers high class." — M. P. Netcs.
OCT, 25
WHEN BEARCAT WENT DRY (WORLD) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. 2)
•• eihould rei/ister big with majority." —
P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fairly good picture. Big business two days.
Pleased ;
big business
two days."
Consensus
— " Pleasing
picture, good puller."
WHY SMITH LEFT HOME (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) BRYANT WASH- OCT. 25
BURN (OCT. 19)
"Meritorious farce amusingly entertaining." — M. P. Aeits.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business three days." " Pleased more patrons than
any picture I have shown in a year. Extra big business three days."
WIDOW BY PROXY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MARGUERITE CLARK
(SEPT. 28)
OCT. 4
" /Should captivate star's followers." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Played this one a full week with Sennett's Salome vs.
Shenandoah ' to extra big business all week." " Broke all records with Arbuckle
comedy —on " bill.
business
Consensus
Good Extra
picture,biggood
puller."four days, big business three days."
WINCHESTER WOMAN. THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
NOV. 1
■■ Plui.'iinii in spite of muili coincidence." — M. P. Nctis.
WINGS OF THE MORNING (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM (NOV. 24) DEC. 6
" Farnum followers will like this one." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The star is always good but the picture is far below the
Fox standard, although it pleased. Big to average business two days."
WOMAN OF LIES, A (WORLD) JUNE ELVIDGE (OCT. 13)
OCT. 25
•• Presents Elridge in an unsympathetic role." — M . P. News.
WOMAN OF PLEASURE, A (HAMPTON-PATHE)
BLANCHE SWEET
(OCT. 26)
NOV. 22
"Should exploit as a big production." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " .\verage business two days." " The title and star brought
them in, but picture disappointing. Big business three days."
YOU
NEVER
KNOW
YOUR
LUCK
(WORLD)
HOUSE PETERS
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 29
" hnttrtaining production, should satisfy." — M. P. News.

Picture

Book

Plan

Flashbacks

Earlier

" Checkers " (Fox)—" Packed them in three days to extra big business.
three days,
"Kough Riding Komance " (Fox)— " Great Mix picture. Big businesspictures
One of the most enjoyable
ever" Daddy
seen. Long
Broke Legs"
house (First
recordsNational)—"
for two days."
^ ^
, - I hav
"The Spite Bride" (Selznick) — "Nothing extra, but pleased. Good business tw
''"^-^irl in Bohemia" (Fox) — "Average picture. Big business one day."
" Twin Pawns " (Pathe) — " A good picture. Extra big business.
" The Fal.'^e Code " (Pathe) — " Only fair. Average business two days.
"Forbidden" (Universal) — "A satisfying production well liked by all Averag
''""'He*r Purchase Price" (Robertson-Cole) — "Not np to star's average. Poor bus
"*'?.\jjg Thunderbolt" (First National) — "A first class picture. Just the kind th
''^"^Thr
Lady" (Select) — .
"Good picture,
business Glorious
two days."
... pleased
„ , them
^ v all.
w i.Bigt>-to *averag
. „. I
•Red
Head"
(Select)
—
"Splendid
picture.
Alice
Brady
at
her
age business two days."
.
, . ^ best. Big to aver
"Kingdom
of Dreams"
(Firstbusiness."
National) — "This production has great array
stars
but did not
do well. Poor
^ ^ o
feature
this
about
while
worth
"Nothing
,
(American-Pathe)
Impostor"
"Amazing
, , ., ,
business."
Average
" Poor Rich Man " (Bushman-Bavne) — " The kind of picture that builds patronage.
"Auction
Souls" (First National) — Broke
business
for of
a week."
_
„ all records
,,
. for attendance.
■^
^ t- Extra
i. ■ bi;
"
Loves
of
Letty
"
(Paramount-Artcraft)
—
"
Excellent
picture
to
extra
big
busines
ihree days."
,
, ,.
r.^ ^
^
•■ The Hellion " (Pathe) — " Very good picture. Lots of action. Star does best worl
of any picture yet."
.
" Unpardonable Sin " (Harry Garson) — " A fine picture to extra big business.
"Eternal Magdalen" (Goldwvn) — "Very ordinary. Big business one day."
" Last of the Duanes " (Fox)" — " A regular ' shoot 'em up.' Good business."
" Chasing Rainbows " (Foxj — "Best Brockwell- for some time, but star didn't draw.'
" Speed Maniac" (Fox) — "A good picture full of action."
""Luck
Lost Princess
i — " Not much to it." Just a pleasing picture. Big busines
in Pawn"" (Fox
(Paramount-Artcraft)-"
Commandments"' (Fox) — "A very good. picture,
.\verage to poor businesi
two"Broken
days."
,
four
days."
"Mary Regan" (First National) — "A good picture that pleased. Big to averagi
liusiness
two by
days."
"Burglar
Proxy" (First National) — "Fine pleasing picture. Big business twc
•• Wolves of the Night" (Fox) — " This feature is well worth playing. Big busines:
"Temperamental Wife" (Select) — "Fine picture, but Constance Talmadge has n'
two days."
drawing
power here."
""The
The Brat"
Spender
" ( Jletro)
Good picture.
comedy drama.
Average
(Metro)
— " —X " great
Went over
big." business."
" Destiny " (Universal) — " Ordinary picture to average business."
"Blue Blood" (Goldwyn) — "A good picture to big business two days."
"Burglar
Proxy" (First National) — "A pleasing picture to big business."
avs "" bv'Patrol
" dMidnight
" (Select) — "A fine picture; will please any audience. Extrt
big"One
business
three
Woman" days."
(Select) — "A good picture to average business two days."
" Lone Star Ranger " (Fox) — " A great picture to extra big business."
"Miracle Man" (Paramount-Artcraft) — "A wonderful picture to extra big business two Who
days Turned
and big White
business
one day."
" Man
" (Robertson-Cole)
— " Big to average business two days.'
""Hornets'
Perfect Lover"
(Selznick)
—
poor business
Nest" (Vitagraph) "Average
— "A goodto picture
but didtwonotdays."
get over. Average
business
three days."(First National) — "A masterpiece of direction. Played it three
"The Hoodlum"
weeks
big business."
" Herto Kingdom
of Dreams " (First National) — " Good picture ; not star's best. Big
"Man Who Stayed at Home" (Metro) — "A pleasing picture to average business."
"Modern Husbands" (Henry B. Walthall) — "A fair picture to poor business."
business."
" Pettigrew's Girl" (Paramount-.irtcraft) — "Patrons liked it. Average business."
"The Hoodlum" (First National) — "A good picture, but not as good as 'Daddy
"Gates of Brass" (Pathe) — "Patrons like Keenan. Average business."
" Almost Married " (Metro) — " Patrons liked this one very much. Average busiLegs.' "" (Goldwyn) — " Best Normand so far. Average business."
Long
" Opstairs
"City of Comrades" (Goldwyn) — "A fine picture. Star drew big business two
ness."
days."

^
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BRUSHER"
SAGE
THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON)

Reviewer Pronounces This a Wonderful Picture
"
OjNDERFLL is the word that acourately (le.^crihcs thiri
W
screenizatiou of Emerson Hough's great story, and it is
an artistic achievement that reflects credit on the entire motion picture industry. A photoplay masterpiece demands
many essentials, and Benjamin B. Hampton's picture quahfies in
every respect.
First it has the appealing story interpreted hy a notahle cast.
Every member of the cast is the perfect type for liis or her respective role. And they are clever artists and do not overact. The story
contains charming romance in two channels, villainy thwarted, comedy, pathos, and thrills with the " melo " made realistic. The direction is exceptionally well done, and the photographer has cleverly
caught some excellent long shots of beautifixl scenes.
The sequences, replete with thrilling incidents, are skillfully sewed
together by a silver thread of sweet sentiment. One marvelous incident shows a kitten struggling in the water after the awe-inspiring
flood breaks from the dam and sweeps everything before it. A dog
heroically leaps from a log and, seizing the kitten, swims with her
to safety. From every angle, a screen masterpiece.
Pulling possibilities and pleasing probabilities for respective audiences are: Metropolitan, big puller and tremendously pleasing;
Elite, strong puller and exceptionally pleasing; Family, big puller
and wonderfully pleasing; Workers, strong puller and tremendously
pleasing. — Tom Hamlin.
THE CAST
Dr. (Major) Barnes
Roy Stewart
Mary Warren Marguerite De La Motte
Sim Gage
Noah Beery
Annie Squires
Betty Brice
Wid Gardner
Arthur Morrison
Big Aleck
Gordon Russell
Waldhorn
Edwin Wallock
Charles
Dornewald
Thomas
Mrs. Jensen
Aggie O'Brien
Herring
Story by Emerson Hough.
Directed by Edward Sloman.
Photographed by John Seitz and Clark
Bond.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Emerson Hough's . novel, " The Sager
brusher,"
has for
been thescreened
Benjamin
B. Hampton
W. W.by Hodkinson
Corporation and will be shown at the
theatres for
days beginning
Edward Sloman directed the production
and it is said to have been highly eulogized
by the critics as one of the outstanding film
productions
year. isOne
of thewhich
tremendous of
scenes the
described
the flood
sweeps everything before it. One of the
many happy sidelights is said to be the
rescuing of a kitten struggling in the raging waters. A dog leaps from a passing log
and brings the kitten to safety.
A refined girl is persuaded by her friend
to go west in response to an advertisement
that states a Western rancher desires a
housekeeper, object, matrimony. When she
arrives the girl is blind, having lost her
sight on the trip. So she does not see the
rancher in all his ugliness. He tenderly
cares for her in his shack with the aid of a
neighboring woman and although he feels
that he is not worthy of her he decides to
marry her in order to protect her.
The young doctor arrives in time to witness the wedding and the big-hearted rancher
persuades the young doctor to kiss her after
the ceremony in place of the groom. The
blind girl of course thinks that her husband
kissed her and wonders for weeks why he
evades her afterward.
Another romance is on its way when her
girl chum arrives from the east and meets
the neighbor of her husband. The visitor is
amazed when she glimpses the lazy, untidy
and ugly husband. But when the plotters
break the dam and let loose the flood of
waters through the valley, one of the many
outstanding feats of heroism was performed
by the rancher as he made the great sacrifice.
And two romances promised a happy
future when the young doctor restores the
sight of the young bride, now widowed, and
wins her for himself.
PROGRAM READER
Emerson Hough is a great author.
"The
ing andSagebrusher"
popular novel.is an intensely interestAnd Benjamin Hampton persuaded Edward Sloman to direct the filming of "The
Sagebrusher"
for W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
This combination of powerful names naturally means something.
According to the unanimous eulogies of

Roy Stewart doing some love making in
" The Sagebrusher,"
the latest
Benj. B.
Hampton
feature, distributed
by HodUnson
the screen critics the results have been simTwoply wonderful.
fine love stories are told in the book
and faithfully depicted in the picture. They
have the great human appeal. And then
there are melodramatic incidents galore.
Something to stir the most blase.
In the great climax of the swiftly moving
photoplay a dam is dynamited and a flood
of water rushes furiously down the valley
carrying houses, churches and all before it
with the resultant loss of life pictured in the
catastrophe.
And a blind bride recovers her sight.
And a dog saves the life of a struggling
kitten in the raging waters. And .
But what's
describe
it. the use. We cannot begin to
"The
Sagebrusher"
theatre next week. will be shown at this
SUGGESTIONS
When you book this picture you will at
once realize that it must be exploited to the
very skies in order to secure a good opening
the first day. After that you can simply relax your efforts because the word-of-mouth
boosts will certainly pack your house for
the balance of the engagement. Use the
name of the author, the title of the book
which is the same as the photoplay, also
mention that Benjamin B. Hampton is tTie
producer of Stewart Edward White's " The
Westerners," and Zane Grey's " Desert

"RED(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
HOT
DOLLARS"
Wholesome,

Entertaining

Comedy

Drama

THIS is a comedy-drama that can be cheerfully described as one
of those wholesome and plea.-iantly entertaining photoplays,
and the youthful star appears in a typical (Charles Ray role,
the kind that won him most of his popularity, although not so simple
a type as some he has portrayed.
He appears as a young machinist who is adopted by his employer
in reward for a heroic deed, and who afterwards sicttles a feud between his foster father and the grandfather of his .xweetheart, thereby
winning a charming girl. This is a lively photoplay from start to
finish with never a lagging moment.
There are several high spots in the comedy that will bring heartv
laughter and the star is surrounded by a good cast and favored with
splendid direction. Charles Mailes gives a very excellent chara« terization of the dour old Scotchman, and Mr. Ray is quite irresistable in his role which is rich with quaint humor.
Pulling possibilities and pleasing probabilities for respective audiences are: Metropolitan, good puller and very pleasing; Elite,
good puller and highly pleasing; Family, good puller and very pleasing; Workers, good puller and very pleasing. — Tom Hamlin.
THE CAST
Tod Burke
Charles Ray
^|
Janet Muir
Gladys George ^^^M
Angus
Muir
Charles
Mailes
A^^^k
1Kv
Peter Garton
William Conklin H^^^^^^K "^^^V^'^^^
Cornelia Garton
MoUie McConnel
l /^^^^^^^ '^^V^

' ^^^^^^
.
H. In
Thomas
by Jerome
Produced
Directed
Story by byJulien
Josephson.
A^^^^^^^^L
' '^^Wl
Stor
m.ce
ij^^^^^^^
^^L.
^^^^
Photographed by Chester Lyons.
A^^^^^^^^^Hik^ ^^^B\
Charles
Ray inNOTICE—
his latest Thomas
H. Ince I^^^^H
PRESS
STORY
l^^mW^^
production,
" Red Hot Dollars,"
is the Para- |^^^^^^
mount-Artcraft picture to be shown at the I^^^V^^
for as adaysyoung
beginning
. V^^r
I^^^V^
The theatre
star appears
machinist,
Tod Burke, and is employed in the great
machine works owned by Peter Garton. One 1
day when his employer is inspecting the mill \
the youth heroically shoves him out of the
way of a falling crane but in saving his
employer the young man is severely injured.
Gartonso takes him to his own home \ jL
andPeter
becomes
attached to him that he tells VWkN
: it'
his society sister that he will adopt the
boy. vtt^x
The sister tries to introduce the boy into
^-^
society and many laughable situations are
presented.
V/hen the boy goes to tell his sweetheart ^NL' i^fi'
the good
he is surprised
that,. _ ^>««il* ;
she
is notnews
overjoyed.
And whento find
her dour
old Scotch grandfather finds out that Peter Charlie Ray and his " Scotch lassie " in
Garton is the youth's foster father he orders Thos. H. Ince feature, " Red Hot
the
boy from the running
house. his
It seoms
that
the Dollars,' released through Paramount-Artold
small
machine
shopmanand waswas still
gradually being
crowded
out craft,
by the Garton concern. He was very bitter reconciliation between the two old enemies,
against Peter Garton although they were And that is the task that confronts Charles
once the best of friends.
Ray as Tod Burke the machinist Romeo.
It began to look as if a sweet little rom- " Red Hot Dollars," is the Thomas H.
ance would be nipped in the bud. When the Ince Paramount-Artcraft picture to be shown
youth secured his sweetheart a position as at this theatre next week and Charles Ray
stenographer in the office of Peter Garton is in one of his charming roles which Is
they did not let the old Scotchman know, bound to win universal favor.
But he found out when he discovered a portion of his grandchild's pay envelope. And
CTT/^/^r-CTrrkivTO
that
be theoffice
very and
day found
that Peter
Gartonhappened
enteredto the
his After this 3Utrljll,55llONb
picture is booked you have
adopted son dancing with the stenographer, three good names besides the title. The
She was discharged by Garton and when Charles Ray following can be captured by
old and
Scotchman
heardwayof itto hetheflewGarton
into tunity.
displayingAndthethestar's
name Thomas
at everyH. opporatherage
made his
producer,
Ince,
residence where the two old enemies were has made many of the most successful prosoon cooped in by the youthful lovers and ductions of the screen, so his name should
finally forced to make-up and not interfere be mentioned in all your announcements,
with romance.
Then
is a and
Paramount-Artcraft
brand, the
wellpicture
advertised
not to be necopy.
advertising
your
i-KUtr
preparing
in
KAM
glected
KljiAU
i^K
RFAnFR
Outside
PROPRAM
of
these
three
powerful
One young machinist wins a father and a you should use the title with catch adjunct!
lines,
fortune
by
a
deed
of
heroism,
but
thereby
stands a chance of losing his sweetheart.
„ Trrr T nvrco
Of course she was glad that he had a
CAlCJcl LirNCjS
brilliant future before him but her grand- What does it profit a man if he gains unfatherfoster-father.
was a deadly enemy of the boy's told wealth and loses his sweetheart?
new
This young and budding romance was Money proved a barrier to one budding
simply going to be nipped in the roots be- romance, but love as usual finds a way.
fore it hardly started to bloom.
sweetheart'sand grandfather
order to win
oldHisScotchman
rememberedwasthata dour
his theIn tremendous
taskhisof sweetheart
reconciling hea faced
dour
former friend was the president of the Iron old Scotchman to a hated enemy.
Foundry shop.
which threatened to crush his little
machine
When his foster father found the youth
So the old Scotchman simply chased the dancing with the pretty stenographer during
young lover out of the house. The only business hours, she lost her job but finally
way to smooth love's path was to effect • gained a loving husband.
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Advance

Information

on

All

Film

Picture

News

Releases

All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects as well
as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
(VMERICAN FILM COMPANY,
{See Pat he Exchanges)

INC.

CHRISTIE FILM COMEDIES
{At State Right Exchanges)
CHRISTIE TWO REELERS
Jan. — Save Me, Sadie (Eddie Bary)
Dec. — Go West Young Woman (Fay Tincher)
Nov. — A Roman Scandal (Colleen Moore)
SINGLE REEL COMEDIES
Kidnapping Caroline
Two A. M
All Jazzed Up
■
Settled Out of Court
Bobby's Baby
GAYETY COMEDIES
His Fatal Bite
Cursed by His Cleverness
Are Floorwalkers Fickle?
Calling
His atBluflf
Love Sick
Sea

2
2
2
J
1
1
l
1
1
1
'
lJ

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
{Through State Right and Educational Exch.)
Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement Released Once
Every Month Showing Leading Stars at Work and
Play
1
RED CROSS TRAVEL SERIES
The Relief of Poland
1
Constantinople, the Gateway of the Orient
1
America's Watch on the Rhine
1
Belgium, the Broken Kingdom
1
Marie, Queen of Rumania
1
Archangel, City of Stiow
1
The Tiny Ktagdom of Montenegro
1
BRUCE SCENICS
The Chilkat Cubs
1
Wanderlust
1
SPECIALS
The Why of a Volcano
1
The Second Chance
1
War Spruce
1
EQUITY PICTURES CORR
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives (House Peters)
Eyes of Youth (Clara Kimball Young)

6
7

PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Dec. 28 — Camera Surf Studies
Dec. 21 — In the Canadian Wilds
Dec. 14 — Clouds and Sunsets
Dec. 7— ^A South American Niagara
TRUEX AND OTHER COMEDIES
Dec. 28 — Too Good to be True (Ernest Truex)
Dec. 14 — Speed (AI St. John)

2
2

FILM MARKET, INC.
{At State Rights Exchanges)
The House Without Children
The City of Purple Dreams
Who Shall Take My Life?
Zongar, the Dare Devil of Romance
The Natural Law
The Grain of Dust
The Lust of the Ages
Has a Man the Right to Kill?
Beware of Strangers

7
6
7
S
6
6
6
5
5

1
1
1
1

FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Jan. S — A Daughter of Two Worlds (Norma Talmadge).6
Dec.
Question
W. Griffith's) 67
Dec. 2915 —— The
In OldGreatest
Kentucky
(Anita(D.Stewart)
Dec. 1 — The Beauty Market (Katherine MacDonald) . . .6
Nov. 17 — ^Heart o' the Hills (Mary Pickford) 6
Nov. 10 — Mind the Paint Girl (Anita Stewart) 6
Nov. 3 — A Virtuous Vamp (Constance Talmadge) 6
Oct. 20 — In Wrong (Jack Pickford)
5
Oct. 6 — The Thunderbolt (Katherine MacDonald) 5
Dec. 22 — A Day's Pleasure (Charlie Chaplin) 2
Dec. 22 — A Twilight Baby (Henry Lehrman)
3
FLORIDA FILM CORPORATION
{At State Right Exchanges)
A Dumbwaiter Scandal
A Pool of Peaches
Fabulous Fortune Fumblers
His Conscience His Guide
Fred's Fictitious Foundling
Work and Win 'Em
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
BIG PRODUCTIONS
Should a Husband Forgive? (Special Cast)
Evangeline (Special Cast)
Kathleen Mavourneen (Theda Bara)
Checkers (Special Cast)
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
The Adventurer
Heart Strings
Wings of the Morning
THEDA BARA SERIES
Lure of Ambition
TOM MIX SERIES
The Daredevil
The Cyclone
The Feud
FOX ENTERTAINMENTS
The Hell Ship (Madleine Traverse)
Her Elephant Man (Shirley Mason)
Tin Pan Alley (Ray and Fair)
The Square Shooter (Buck Jones)
Flames of the Flesh (Gladys Brockwell)
Shod With Fire (William Russell)
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Training for Husbands
A Light Weight Lover
The Great Nickel Robbery
The Heart Snatcher
Her Private Husband
Her Naughty Wink
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Chewing
The PriceGumof aIndustry
Good Sneeze
Putting on the Dog
The Chemists
The Rum Runners

2
2
2
2
2
2

7
7
6
7

The Hell Hound of Alaska (Wm. S. Hart)
S
Staking HU Life (Wm. S. Hart)
5
SaUn's Pawn (Bessie Barriscale)
S
The
Straight
Road
(Chas.
Ray
and
Bessie
Barri»cale)
.
.
.
5
One Day
5
GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
SPECIALS
Flame of the Desert (Geraldine Farrar)
7
The Loves of Letty (Pauline Frederick)
5
Jubilo (Will Rogers)
6
The Gay Lord Quex (Tom Moore)
5
Jinx (Mabel Normand)
5
Bonds of Love (Pauline Frederick)
5
Strictly Confidential (Madge Kennedy)
5
GREAT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
The Cup of Fury (Rupert Hughes)
The Girl From Outside (Rex Beach)
7
BENNISON SERIES
Oct. 1 — A Misfit Earl (Benniion)
5
Aug. 15 — High Pockets (Bennison)
S
May 11— The Road CaUed Straight (Bennison) 5
Mar. 23 — Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
5
Jan. 5— Oh, Johnny (Louis Bennison)
5
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Jan. 11 — A Sure Cure (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2
Dec. 28 — Two Dollars, Please
2
Dec. 14 — The Little Dears (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven).. 2
Nov. 30 — A Much Needed Rest (Parsons)
2
Nov. 16 — Moving Day (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2
Nov. 2 — His Own Medicine (Parsons)
2
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Nov. 23 — Paper Making
1
Nov. 16 — Nature's Echo
1
Nov. 9— Net Profits (Catching Salmon in Skeena River). I
Nov. 2 — Rocks of Ages (Granite Quarries) 1
GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Dec. 6— Reformed Saloons
1
Nov. 30 — Passing of the Old West
1
Nov. 23 — Department Stores on Wheels
1
Nov. 16 — How Time Flies
I
Nov. 9 — Ponchos from Peru
1
Nov. 2 — A City of Kings
1
HALL ROOM BOYS PHOTO PLAYS
Dec. 29 — The Lovable Scamps
2
Dec. IS — Taming the West
2
Dec. 1 — The Chicken Hunters
2
Nov. 17 — Pretty Soft
2
Nov. 3 — A Howling Success
2

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY EXCH.
7 HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.
7
PARAMOUNT-A RTCRAFT
7 FAMOUS DIRECTORS SERIES
Dec. 30 — Everywoman (Special Cast)
7
Dec. 28 — Red Hot Dollars (Charles Ray)
5
High Heart
Speed of (Edward
Hulette) 55
The
a Gypsy Earle-GIadys
(Florence Billings)
Dec. 28 — Wanted, a Husband (Billie Burke)
5
5 The
Phantom Honeymoon (Marguerite Marsh)
5
Dec. 21 — A Girl Named Mary (Marguerite Clark) 5
Dec. 21 — Hawthorne of the U. S. A. (Wallace Reid)...S
Love, Honor, and ? (Stuart Holmes, Ellen Cassidy) 5
SPECIAL
PRODUCTIONS
5
Dec.
21
—
His
Wife's
Friend
(Dorothy
Dalton)
5
Dec. 14 — Behind the Door (Ince Special)
5
5
the Roosevelt Country with Colonel Roosevelt. .. .2
Dec. 14— The Cinema Murder (Cosmopolitan) 5
5 Thru
A House Divided (Svlvia Breamer)
6
Dec. 7 — iMore Deadly Than the Male (Ethel Clayton).. 5
The
Littlest
Scout (Violet Blackton)
6
Dec. 7 — Victory (Maurice Tourneur)
5
Wanted
for
Murder
(Elaine
Hammerstein)
6
Dec. 7 — An Adventure in Hearts (Robert Warwick)... 5
5
Nov. 30 — Scarlet Days (D. W. Griffith)
7
5 The Other JIan's Wife (Stuart Holmes-Ellen Cassidy).. 6
Nov. 30 — Counterfeit (Elsie Ferguson)
S
S SERIALS
Nov. 23 — The Miracle of Love (Cosmopolitan) S
S The Trail of the Octopus (Ben Wilson, Neva GerNov. 23 — It Pays to Advertise (Bryant Washburn) 5
5
15 Episodes
Nov. 23 — The Invisible Bond (Irene Castle)
5
5 Theber)
Sign of the Rat (Clair Anderson, Harry Carter)
Nov. 16 — Twenty-three
and
One-half
Hours'
Leave
(Mac15 Episodes
Lean-May)
5
Nov. 16 — Male and Female (DeMille Special) g
2 CHAPLIN CLASSICS
2 Dec. 28 — The Vagabond
Nov. 9 — What Every Woman Learns (Enid Bennett).. 5
2 Nov. 16 — The Fireman
Nov. 9 — Crooked Straight (Charles Ray)
5
22
2
Nov. 9 — Lunch in Pawn (Marguerite Clark)
5
2
Nov.
2 HODKEVSON CORP., W. W.
Nov. 22 —— L'Apache
Turning the(Dorothy
Tables Dalton)
(Dorothy Gish)
55
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
{Releasing Through Pathe Exchanges)
Nov. 16 — The Hayseed (Arbuckle)
2
i^
AUTHORS PIC% BENJ. B. HAMPTON-GREAT
PARAMOUNT-SENNETT COMEDIES
TURES, INC.
Dec. 21 — Love, Honor and Behave
2
Sagebrusher (Emerson Hough's)
7
Dec.
Lady'son Tailor
22
14 The
Nov. 237 —— ADown
the Farm
The
(Stewart Edward
7
ZANEWesterners
GREY PICTURES,
INC.White's)
Nov. 9 — His Last False Step
2
{Beni. B. Hampton and Eltinge F. Warner)
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORP.
PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS COMEDIES
Dec. 28 — Housecleaning
1
ThePARKER
Desert of READ.
Wheat (Zane
(
{At State Right Exchanges)
J.
JR.. Grey's)
PRODUCTIONS
Dec. 21 — Those Distant Cousins
1 TEXAS
GUINAN SERIES
Dec. 7 — After the Circus
1
The
Lone
Wolf's
Daughter
(Lotiise
Glamn)
7
Nov. 30 — Oh, Man
1 Just Bill
2
Nov. 23 — Wonder What a Baby Thinks About
1 The Boss of the Rancho
2 DIETRICH-BECK. INC.
6
The Spirit of Cabin Mine
2 The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
PARAMOUNT-HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
The Heart of Texas
2 ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
Dec. 28 — King Rama at the Royal Wat
1 MACK
SWAIN SERIES
Dec. 21 — In Brittany
1
The Capitol (Leah Baird)
6
Dec. 14 — A Scenic Classic
1 Nimrod Ambrose
2 Cynthia of the Minute (Leah Baird)
6
Dec. 7 — Push Car Trails in Formosa
1 Ambrose and the Bathing Girls
2 ROBERT BUNTON PRODS.
Nov. 30 — In the Basque Country
1 Ambrose in Bad
2 The Lord Loves the Irish (J. Warren Kerrigan) 5
Nov. 23 — The Salt of Anping
1 Ambrose's Winning Ways
2 The Joyous Liar (J. Warren Kerrigan)
S
Nov. 16 — Uncle Sam, Salvager
1
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGHAM
The Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes)
6
Dec. 28 — Winter Sports at St. Moritz
1 GARDINER SYNDICATE
Dec. 14 — Down the Strand in Lond
1
{At State Right Exchanges, Albany and Buffalo)
Yankee Doodle in Berlin
..6
IVAN FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
ickey
Dec. 21— From a Piscatorial Angle
1 MBirth
{At State Right Exchanges)
of a Race
;
107
.'
e
of Honor (Leah Baird-James Morrison) 7
The Bargain (Wm. S. Harti
.:
6 Life
Dec. 237^Meniory
Nov.
— Sunshine Lan
and Sh^d.ows
.11 The
Human
Clay (MoUie King)
S
Bandit and Preacher (Wm. S. Hart)
S
1
'.
'.
.
.
June
in
Night
A
—
9
Nov.
Release Information Continued on Page 692
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"THE

"THE

GREATEST
QUESTION"
(FIRST NATIONAL)

Photoplay

of Sadness, Artistically Produced
GKlFFITirS first protluctioii for First National will
DW.
no doubt keenly interest everybody, although it is not
• pleasant entertainment. It is a photoplay of sadness, and
[here is just barely enough sweetness in it to partially ottset the lust
llisplayed by one of the eharacters.
i It touches somewhat on the occult and the theme may appeal to
ppiritualists and be scoffed at by Atheists. But away from this
jingle it is melodrama in a home-spun atmosphere, portrayed by a
ijast of most excellent types. Brutal passions are shown as well as
ragedy. It is not a picture suitable for children and may not gen|;rally be considered up to the Griffith standard, but it is intensely
Interesting, very unusual, and has tlie happy ending.
I Lillian Gish is the child of a roving peddler, and when her parents
)a6S away she takes employment around the house of a quarreling
couple. When the man tries to assault her she recognizes him finally
lis the vague haunting figure that in her early childhood she saw
nurdering a woman. In the meantime her kind neighbors rescue
ler
spiritis ofoilher
hem and
knowthe there
on neighbor's
the farm. son apparently returns to let
Pulling possibilities and pleasing probabilities for respective audijnces are: Metropolitan, big puller and generally pleasing: Elite,
strong puller and fairly pleasing: Family, good puller and fairly
jpleasing; Workers, good puller and generally pleasing. — Tom
\Hamlin.
Lillian Gish, Robert Harron, George FawTHE CAST
cett, Eugenie Besserer and Josephine Crowin the cast and they are artists you
neverell areforget.
I'lellie
Jarvis
Lillian
Gish
ohn Hilton
George Fawcett
This
is a masterful drama of the hopes,
4rs. Hilton
Eugenie Besserer griefs and
joysending.
of plain everyday folks and
j immie Hilton
Robert Harron has the happy
ohn Hilton
Ralph Graves
And thrills are supplied as well as romAt. Scrubble
George Nichols
ance. The theme will keenly interest you.
*Irs. Scrubble
Josephine Crowell
Produced by D. W. Griffith.
SUGGESTIONS
After you book this picture your best bet
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
is, of course, the producer. Mention that
D. W. Exhibitors
Griffith's first
artistic genius who produced " Birth ol
National
willproduction
be shown for
forFirst the
a
Nation," " Intolerance," " Broken Bloslays at the
theatre beginning .
soms," his
and other
successes
has
latestgreat
as screen
the first
production
Greatest
Question "although
is theit title,
ind" The
the theme
is occultism,
is a delivered
contributed
to
the
First
National
Exhibitors'
Irama that portrays the hopes, griefs and Circuit. Tell of the cast and mention the
oys of plain everyday folks.
names of Lillian Gish, Robert Harron,
The producer of " Birth of a Nation," George Fawcett, Eugenie Besserer and Josephine Crowell. Use the catch lines but al':esses
Intolerance."
and
other
great
screen
suchas placed many of the Griffith
ways carry this one line in all your adveravorites in the cast. Lillian Gish, Robert
"A masterful drama of the hopes,
Barron, George Fawcett, Eugenie Besserer griefs andtising: joys
of plain everyday folks."
ind Josephine Crowell are principals.
As
the
little
girl
rides
about
in
her
father's
CATCH
LINES
Ivagon she remembers at times rather vaguely -what?
Do you believe in ghosts? After life comes
()f
witnessing
a
murder.
Her
father
is
a
oeddler and after his death the mother soon
bllows him. The girl has now grown, but
One wanderer sleeps all night in a graves a mere slip of a girl and hardly underyard and the colored gentlemen passing Imstands why she is alone in the world.
mediately threw into high.
When a kindhearted but poor family take
ler in charge she does not want to Impose
Have
you
seen a brutal couple that
jpon them and accepts an opportunity of not only fighteveramong
themselves but conJecoming a hired girl to the neighboring
tinually
battles
with
the world at large?
:ouple. This same neighboring couple are
'ery brutal people. Their appearance brings
Occultism
her
back
vagMc memories to the girl but nothing departed
son sways
returns a inmother's
the spiritfaithto and
comfort
definite.
her.
The eldest son of the kind neighbors is
iwept from a submarine while away at war
snd the mother feels that his spirit is near
her. When the brutal employer of the girl
tries to force his attentions upon her she is
horsewhipped by the ugly wife.
And borstherescuesyoungest
of her
kindtries
neigh-to
her whenson the
wretch
grasp her for the second time. It is this
scene that she recognizes her brutal employers as the murderers of a girl. She had
witnessed the crime at the age of four.
Oil is discovered on the farm of her good
neighbors after the mother had visited her
ton's thegrave
in ofthehercemetery.
She bade
declared
that
departed
her
not to sellspirit
the farm.
The
oil wassondiscovered
shortly after. The younger son of the good
neighbors is deeply in love with the girl and
happiness appears to be on the way.
PROGRAM READER
"Whether
After Life
— What?"
you Comes
believe
in Spiritualism, the
occult, mental telepathy, palmistry, astrologists, phrenologists, fortune tellers, clairvoyants, etc. etc. — You are keenly interested
in "The Greatest Question."
" The Greatest
Question
" is aongreat
filmAndproduction
scheduled
to appear
the
screen of this theatre next week.
D. W. Griffith is the producer, and it is a
First National picture. It was this same
producer who was responsible for the great;st artistic triumphs of the screen, among Zena Keefe
"tral
behind
hem being " Birth of a Nation," " IntolerPark theZoobars " of
ince," " Broken Blossoms," etc. etc.
C en-

The

WEB
OF
DECEIT"
(CAREWE-PATHE)
Dual

Role Seen Again

AF.ATHP^R is called upon to recognize his daughter whom he
has not seen since she was a mere child. An,I an impostor
comes into his life to bring him liappiness and to use up his
wealth until the obvious climax when the real heiress is introduced
and her rival is given her just deserts. The girls are supposed to be
cousins but the father, who must have had an inkling concerning
tlieir close resemblance, doesn't stop to investigate. He accepts
i everything for granted.
The story is not the kind of material that is being turned out in
this modern day. As much as truth is violated in the plot the development ofit, to fit the screen, does not bring forth any appreciation of that virtue. Too much liberty is taken with the characters
and they are manipulated about like so many puppets. It is melodramatic in action, naturally, since it has to do with crime, but it
doesn't solve anything. No moral is presented; very little romance
is offered, and as far as dramatic highlights are concerned, they are
nowhere visible.
The picture seems to have but one purpose which is to give the
star an opportunity to differentiate a dual role. And the characters
are not sufficiently contrasted to permit such a course. As it is, the
two characters impersonated by Miss Cassinelli keeps you perplexed
so constantly does one follow the other. The backgrounds of the
feature — the scenery, etc., are first rate. The direction is up to the
mark. — Length, 6 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Wanda
Hubbard
..Dolores Cassinelli
Lucille Hubbard
Emily Ann Hubbard
Letty Ford
"Red" Smith
Hugh Cameron
Major Andrew Clark Franklyn Hanna
Roger Burney
Mitchell Harris
By Finis Fox.
Directed by Edwin Carewe.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Dolores Cassinelli returns to the
theatre on
of
week in her
newest picture entitled, " The Web of Deceit." This is a forceful drama that turns
the lightIn onwriting
a crossthe section
of a Fox,
woman's
heart.
story Finis
the
scenarist, designed a dual role for the star
that gives her every opportunity to display
her talent as an emotional actress. Very
few characters are required to tell this powerful tale. Mitchell Harris, Letty Ford,
Hugh Cameron and Franklyn Hanna being
the principals in support of Miss Cassinelli.
Edwin Carewe is both producer and director
of
actionfarmof
which" The
takesWeb
placeof onDeceit,"
a New the
England
and in New York City and Long Island.
The star makes the picture doubly interestby portraying
the dual
two have
girls
who ingclosely
resemble
each role
other,of but
different temperaments.
In her part
Wanda
Hubbard, the
adventuress, theofstar
is introduced
as the
sweetheart of a crook. They rob a safe
and while hiding in the house overhear a
conversation about a long lost daughter. A
few days later while visiting her mother and
her " sister," Lucille, the former confesses
that the girls are really cousins, but that
Lucille is the daughter of a wealthy army
Dolores Cassinelli, star of "The Web of
officer — the man Wanda had robbed. So the
adventuress palms herself off as Lucille and
enjoys several months of all the happiness has an array of heart questions that have
and
love Lucille,
that her innocent
" father "ofcould
give come up in your own life. The star is
her. theThen,
the plot,
players.allYou'll
enjoy
meets a friend who notices the remarkable supported
this drama;byit capable
is entertaining
the way.
resemblance between the two girls. In due
time her identity is established. So the girls
SUGGESTIONS
Deceit"
change places. The picture contrasts the
This picture can be exploited on the procraving for a good time and beautiful clothes
gram
reader
and
catch
angle. We have
that leads a girl along the primrose path and written several for your line
benefit. Then there
the virtue of contentment that makes an- is the contents of the story.
Make emphatic
other girl honest and sincere.
that it deals with temptation that comes into
a
woman's
life.
Why
did
deceive?or
PROGRAM READER
Was it because of her love ofshepleasure
Everyone has a drama in his or her life. finery? You can use such questions as
Each one of us weaves a web of our thought
arouse ina your
lot copy
of interest.
mentionto
and they Make
are bound^
and actions. Sometimes they are just fan- these
cies— sometimes they take form and lead that it offers Miss Cassinelli in a dual role —
us into temptation. Take Wanda Hubbard as a good girl and as an adventuress. Menfor example. She had day-dreams just like
tion the star's other releases, such as " The
every girl. She wanted to go straight. Virtuous
Model,"
The Right
True, she loved a crook, and love has worked Be
emphatic
about and
her " beauty
and to
tellLie."
that
wonders. But temptation whispered and it she is one of the most photographed actresses in the world.
was so easy to listen to it. So she spun a
different kind of web than she intended.
plot in
teasers,
but adverdon't
She robbed a house, deceived her mother giveDescribe
it away theentirely
in any
of your
and enmeshed herself and her " sister " in
tising.
You
might
use
Scott's
famous
lines
a maze as intricate as a woman's heart. for
teaserweave,
campaign
Oh, we
whatpractise
a tangledto
when— "first
Did she deceive because she loved, or be- web a we
cause shefind
was out
weakin and
help it? deceive." Use stills of the star. Perhaps
You will
this couldn't
most interesting
you ishaven't
her pictures
Thi«
all the played
more reason
why you. before.
s|iquld
photoplay,
"
The
Web
of
Deceit,"
brings Dolores Cassinelli to the which make your audience acquainted with her
screen. It is a woman's life drama and beauty and talent. , : j i.t -r- ■ .
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Advance

Information
on
All
(Continued from page 690)

KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
(Released on States Rights Basis)
The Land of Long Shadows (Jack Gardner)
Ef&ciency
Edgar'sLady
Courtship
Hohnes)
The Misleading
(Henry (Taylor
B. Walthall)
Open Places (Jack Gardner)
The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row (R. Traverse)
The Range Boss (Jack Gardner)
The Alster Case (Bryant Washburn)
The Man Trail (Richard Traverse)
Men of the Desert (Jack Gardner)
LitUe Shoes (Henry B. Walthall)
Broncho Billy Dramas
CHAPLIN REISSUES
A Burlesque on Carmen
Feb. 1 — The Champion
Mar. 1 — Jitney Elopement
Apr. 1— Work
May 1— By the Sea
METRO EXCHAT^GES
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
Mar. —The Hope (Special Cast)
Mar. — Alias Jimmy Valentine (Bert Lytell)
Feb. — Juda (May Allison)
Feb. — Eliza Comes to Stay (Viola Dana)
Feb.
— Shore Acres (Alice Lake)
Feb. — Old Lady 31 (Emma Dunn)
Jan. —The Walk-Oflfs (May Allison)
Jan. —The Right of Way (Bert Lytell)
Jan. —The Willow Tree (Viola Dana)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Mar.
— The Heart of a Child (Nazimova)
Jan.
— Stronger Than Death (Nazimova)
The Brat (Nazimova)
The Red Lantern ( Nazimova)
Out of the Fog (Nazimova)
Eye for Eye ( Nazimova) *
TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
Mar. — The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes)
Dec. — Nothing but the Truth (Taylor Holmes)

S
SS
5
S
5
5
S
S
S
1
4
2
2
-2
1

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
6
6

MISCELLANEOUS
(State Right Features)
The Greater Glory (Transatlantic Film Co. of America)
The Lost City (Juanita Hanson) (Warner Bros.)
The Chosen Path (Margaret Leslie — Donald Hall) Emory
Film Co. (Exclusive Features)
Girl of the Sea (Betty Hilburn — Chester Barnett) Williamson Sub. -Sea Picture
Franklyn Farnum in twelve 2-reel westerns (Canyon Pictures Corp.)
The Adventures of Helen Series (Helen Holmes) Ayon
Film Corp
COMEDIES
Jolly Comedies (Film Specials)
2
Bobby Burns Comedies (Jaxon Film Corp.)
2
Jester Comedies (Territorial Sales Corp.)
2
Ham and Bud (Jans Prods., Inc.)
t
OUTING-CHESTER PICTURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
Mr. Outing Gets a Soup Dream
The Simple Life
Editorial Horseplay
The People in White
No Coma in Acoma
Temple Bells and Wayside Shrines

1
1
1
1
1
1

PATHE EXCHANGES
Feb. 1— Other Men's Shoes (Craufurd Kent)
7
Jan. 18 — The Web of Deceit (Dolores Cassinelli) 6
Jan. 11 — Fighting Cressy (Blanche Sweet)
6
Dec 21 — The Prince and Betty (Wm. Desmond-Mary
Thurman)
5
Dec. 14 — The A-B-C of Love (May Murray)
6
Dec. 7 — Brothers Divided (Frank Keenan)
S
Nov. 16 — The Right to Lie (Dolores Cassinelli) 7
Nov. 9 — A Woman of Pleasure (Blanche Sweet) 7
Nov. 2 — The Gay Old Dog (John Cumberland) 6
Oct. 12 — A Damsel in Distress (Caprice-Hale) 5
THE BLACK SECRET (Serial)
(Fifteen two-reel episodes starring Pearl White and Walter
McGrail).
Jan. 25— Twelfth, The Chance Trail
2
Jan. 18— Eleventh, The Death Studio
2
Jan. 11— Tenth, The Inn of Dread
2
Jan. 4— Ninth, Webs of Deceit
2
BOUND AND GAGGED (Serial)
(Ten Two-Reel Episodes Starring George B. Seitz and
Marguerite Courtot)
Dec. 28 — Tenth, Hopley Takes the Liberty
2
Dec. 21 — Ninth, A Homeless Princess
2
Dec. 14 — Eighth, Arrested
2
Dec. 7— Seventh, A Fatal Error
2
THE ADVENTURES OF RUTH
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Ruth Roland and
William Human)
Jan. 2S — Fifth, The Bank Robbery
2
Jan. 18 — Fourth, The Stolen Picture
2
Jan. 11— -Third, The Bewitching Spy
2
"FLYING A" (SPECIALS (American)
The Hellion (Margarita Fisher)
5
AMERICAN HLM COMPAIVY. INC
Kue. 10 — This Hero Stuff (Wm. Russell)
5
JuTy 27 — The Tiger Lily (MargariU Fisher)
S
July 13 — Yvonne from Paris (Mary Miles Minter) S
ROLIN COMEDIES
Jan. 4— Red Hot Hottentots (Snub Pollard) 1
Dec. 28— The Floor Below (Snub Pollard)
1

Dec. 21 — Tough Luck (Pollard— Davis)
1
Dec. 14 — Looking tor Trouble (Snub Pollard) 1
ROLIN TWO REELERS
Jan. 18 — Slippery Slickers (Snub Pollard)
1
Jan. 11— Why Go Home? (Snub Pollard)
1
Dec.
28—
From
Hand
to
Mouth
(Harold
Lloyd
—
Mildred
Davis)
2
Nov.
(Lloyd— Daniels)
Nov. 30—
2 — Capt.
BumpingKidd'sintoKidsBroadway
(Lloyd, Pollard — 2
Daniels)
2
TWO-REEL SPECIALS
Nov. 23 — Miss Gingersnap (Baby Marie Osborne) 2
Oct. 12 — Daddy Number Two (Baby Marie Osborne).. 2
THE TIGER'S TRAIL (Serial)
(Starring Ruth Roland and George Larkin; Astra)
July 27 — Fifteenth, The Tiger Face
2
July 20
Fourteenth, Tie
At the
Point
22
July
13—— Thirteenth,
FalsePistol's
Idol
July 6— Twelfth, The Two Amazons
2
BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Jan. 4— My Husband's Other Wife (Breamer — (jordon).€
Nov. 1930—— The
DawnMoonshine
(Sylvia Breamer
Rob't. (jordon) 66
Oct.
Trail (B— reamer-Gordon)
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
Wednesdays — Pathe News
1
Saturdays — Pathe News
1
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
(At State Right Exchanges)
Tie Boomerang (Henry B. Walthall)
Virtuous Sinners (Wanda Hawley)
Sins of the Children (Alma Hanlon)
Wives of Men (Florence Reed)
REALART PICTURES CORP.
SPECIAL FEATURES
Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's)
The Mystery of the Yellow Room (Chautard's)
STAR PRODUCTIONS
Anne of Green Gables (Mary Miles Minter)
Erstwhile Susan (Constance Binney)..

7
6
6
5

5
-5
S
S
6

SELZNICK PICTURES
Jan.
— The Imp (Elsie Janis)
5
Dec. — Greater Than Fame (Elaine Hammerstein) . , . .S
Dec.
(Eugene O'Brien) S5
Dec. —— The
Out Broken
Yonder Melody
(Olive Thomas)
Nov.
— Piccadilljr Jim (Owen Moore)
S
Oct. — The Glorious Lady (Olive Thomas)
S
Oct.
SealedCountry
Hearts Cousin
(Eugene O'Brien)
5S
Oct. —— The
Sept. — A Regular Girl (Elsie Janis)
S
STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES
DOLL VAN FILM CORP. (CHICAGO)
(In Illinois,
Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
The Mad
Lover
Public Defendbr
Carmen of the Klondike
The
of Dust
.«•
HeartsGrain
of the
World

N e w i

Releases

The Crucible of Life
Nine-tenths of the Law
DOO LEE FILM COMPANY, INC. (N. Y. STATE
Aug. 27 — When Arizona Won (Shortv Hamilton)
Aug. 15— The Pen Vulture (Shorty Hamilton)
July 29— The Snail (Shorty Hamilton)
July 15 — The Ranger (Shorty Hamilton)
July 6^1 —— Miss
Denny Arizona
from Ireland
(Shorty
Hamilton)
Aug.
(Gertrude
Bondhill)
July 22 — The Profiteer (Alma Hanlon)
July 8 — When the Desert Smiles (Neal Hart)
Feb. 22 — His Daughter Pays (Gertrude McCoy)
TRIANGLE EXCHANGES
Jan. 5 — A Gamble in Souls (Dorothy Dalton) Jan. 4— The Clodhopper (Charles Ray)
Dec. 14 — Betty of Greystone (Dorothy Gish-Owen Moore).
Nov. 23 — The Flame of the Yukon (Dorothy Dalton) . .
MACK SENNETT KEYSTONE COMEDIES
Dec. 28 — Fast Trains and Slow Women (Syd. Chaplin) .
Dec. 21 — Keystone Babies
Dec. 14 — Crashing Through (Ford Sterling)
Dec. 7 — The Life of Reilly (Ford Sterling)
TYRAD PICTURES, ENG.
Broken Hearts
It Happened
in Paris
Human
Passions
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Dec. 2g — When the Clouds Roll By (Douglas Fairbanks).
Oct. 20 — Broken Blossoms (D. W. Griffith)
Sept. 1 — His Majesty the American (Douglas Fairbanks) .

REPUBLIC DIST. CORP.
Nov. 24 — The Steel King (Elvidge-Love) 5
Nov. 17 — You Never Know Your Luck
5
Nov. 10 — The Poison Pen (Tune Elvidge)
5
Nov. 3 — Me and Captain Kidd (Evelyn Greeley) 5
Oct. 27 — Arizona Cat Claw (Edythe Sterling) 5
Oct. 20 — The Black Circle (Creighton Hale)
5'
SPECIALS
Mar.
16 — What
The Better
'Die
'..55
Feb. 10—
Shall We
Do With Him?
CUCKOO COMEDIES
The Sultan of Djazz (Bobbie Burns-Jobyna Ralston) .... 2
The Shimmy Jim (Burns-Ralston)
2
CISSY FITZGERALD COMEDIES
Cissy's Financial Flivver
2
Cissy's Sassy Stockings
2
ROBERTSON-COLE PRODUCTIONS
SUPERIOR PICTURES
Dec. — The Golden Hope (Edith Storey)
5
Dec. — The Tong Man (Sessue Hayakawa)
5
Dec. — Beckoning Roads (Bessie Barriscale) 5
Dec.
—
Where
There's
a
Will
(Brentwood)
5
Nov. — A Fugitive from Matrimony (H. B. Warner).. 5
SPECIALS
Dec. — The Beloved Cheater (Gasnier's) 5
Nov. — The Broken Butterfly (Toumeur)
5
Oct. — The Open Door (Special Cast)
5
SUPREME COMEDIES
Dec. —Struck Out
1
Dec. •— Good Night Judge
1
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
The Home of the Hula Hula
1
Through the Isles of the New Hebrides
1
Tulagi, A White Spot in a Black Land
1
ADVENTURE SCENICS
I and the Mountain
i
Just Over Yonder
1
SELECT EXCHANGES
Dec. — She Loves and Lies (Norma Talmadge)
Oct. — Isle of Conquest (Norma Talmadge)
Sept. — A Scream in the Night (Special Cast)
Sept. — Faith of the Strong (Mitchell Lewis)
Aug.
— The LTndercurrent (Guy Empey)

Film

Picture

UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
The Eternal Mother (Florence Reed)
The Corsican Brothers (Dustm Farnum)
AHerMan's
(Dustin Reed)
Farnum)
Game Fight
(Florence
UNFV^ERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECL\L ATTRACTIONS
The Triflers (Edith Roberta-David Bntler)
S
The Day She Paid (trancelia BilUngton;
!
The Pointing Finger (Mary MacLaren)
J
A Gun Fightin' Gentleman (Harry Carey)
Lasca (Edith Roberts-Frank Mayo)
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Jan. 12 — Baby Doll Bandit (Joe Martin-rmuny Adams)!!
CENTURY COMEDIES
Jan. 14 — Naughty Lions and Wild Men (Century Lions).!
Dec. 22 — Weak
and \V iid Lions (.Adams-Nelson
and Minds
Wild Lions)
STAR COMEDIES
Jan. 12 — Some Shimmiers (Lyons-Moran)
Jan.
J
Dec. 225 —— Sweet
-In the Fatootie
Good Old(Lyons-.Moran
Days (Lyons-Moran)
OKEH KOMEDIES
Jan.
(Ben(Neal
Wilson)
11
Dec. 12—
29 — BUl's
SeeingWife
Ihintjs
burns)
Dec. 1 — Tailor Maid (Neva Gerber)
1
STAGE WOiMEN'S WAR RELIEF SERIES
Jan. 5 — The Inner Ring (Wm. Courtenay-Tane Grey) . .2
Dec. 22 — She's Evervwhere (Enid Markev-Montagn Love)2
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
Jan.
is Best
(an. 12—
10 — West
I he Tay
Bird (Gibson-Hill)
(Hoot Gibson and Josephine Hill) 2
i)ec. 29 — The Line Runners (Arnold Gregg-Helea Howard) 2
Dec. 22 — The Hennessy)
Counterfeit Trail (Magda Lane-Ed. T.
Dec. 15 — ^The Double Hold-Up (Hoot Gibson-Josephine
Hill)
2
Dec. S — The Lone Hand (Gibson-Hill)
2
Dec. 1 — The Kid and the Cowboy (Moore-Accord) 2
RAINBOW COMEDIES
Jan. 5 — Adam and Eve a la Mode (Bathing Beauties).. 2
Dec. 1 — A Barnyard Romance (Charlie of the Orient).. 2
Oct. 27 — A Popular Villain (Charlie of the Orient) 2
THE LION MAN
(Eighteen Two-Reil Episodes Featuring Kathleen O'Connor and Jack Perrin)
Jan. 12 — Third, The Kidnapper*
2
Jan.
5
—
Second.
Rope of
22
nee. 70 — Firct ThpTheFlatnpc
nf Death
Hate
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
The Birth of a Soul (Harry T. Morey)
Human Collateral (Corinne Griffith)
The
(Gladys
The Midnight
Sins of theBride
Mother
(AnitaLeslie)
Stewart)
When a Man Loves (Earle Williams)
Pegeen
(Bessie
Love)
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Slaves of Pride (Alice Joyce)
The Vengeance of Durand (Alice Joyce)
The Climbers (Corinne Griffith)
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
Pipe
and Prizes
(Harry
Mann)
DamesDreams
and Dentists
(James
Aubrey)
Throbs and Thrills (Montgomery and Rock)
LARRY SEMON COMEDIF.S
The Head Waiter
Dew Drop Inn
WILK (JACOB) FEATURES
Series of thirteen five-reel Alice Brady re-issties.
Series of eleven five-reel Robert Warwick re-issue*.
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World of Wonderful
Reality

By E. Temple Thurston
Character of Story: Society drama.
Theme: Life versus ideals.
Characters: John Grey; Jill Dealtry ; Mrs.
Dealtry, her mother; Mr. Dealtry, her
father;
Mrs. Defautin,
Rowse, John's
Monsieur
cafe housekeeper;
proprietor ;
Madame Defautin, his wife ; Charles Henry
Wuirk, musician ; Matteo Allievi, musician;Skipwith, rich and in love with Jill;
Amber, the other girl.
The Plot: This is a sequel to "The City of
Nonsense
" in after
which many
John amusGrey,
anBeautiful
impecunious
author,
ing adventures, became engaged to Jill
Dealtrycraticwhose
to theTerrace.
aristofringes ofparents
Prince clung
of Wales
The present story opens with the return
of the lovers from Venice and their consequent meeting with the practical side of
life — especially as applied to their own
prospective marriage. John is essentially
a Bohemian
by nature
the
wants of the
moment— thinking
and much only
betterof
suited to be the companion of his old
friend. Amber, than to move in the nearsociety
circlesreturn
frequented
by Jill'sitparents.
Upon their
to London
is apparent that things do not look the same
in London by daylight as they do in Venice by moonlight and pressure is soon
brought to bear on Jill by her father and
mothera who
wantbachelor
her to marry
Sopwith,
rich old
who willMr.enable
Jill's
father
to
live
without
working
—bea
life-longto habit
whichif the
he fears
may are
forced
abandon
familyhefunds
not immediately replenished. Naturally
when the parents learn that Jill is contemplating amarriage with a penniless
author who makes companions of equally
penniless musicians, they bring pressure
to bear upon Jill. Jill fights nobly for her
ideals for a time but when it comes to
the actual question of facing a life made
up of dodging bill-collectors and eking out
an existence which affords only make-believe luxuries, she wilts and writes John
a letter to the effect that she cannot go
on withsuadedit.himselfJohn,
has really
perthat meanwhile,
Amber is not
in
love
with
him
—
though
she
is
—
and
Jill, left to her own devices, would that
be
thoroughbred enough to take the bad with
the good. He is grieving for Jill when she
writes him another note asking him to
come tosidered her.
she tohasfindreconhe rushesThinking
to her home
that
Skipwith has died and left Jill all of his
money so that neither Jill nor her parents
can seeriage toany
obstacle
marJohn,further
provided
John towillJill's
abandon
his Bohemian ways of life and come to
life in the stufTed bird atmosphere of nearsociety. This convinces John that Jill
puts a much higher value on her physical
and social necessities than on her spiritual
aspirations and he refuses the oflfer to take
him into the bosom of the Dealtry family.
The story ends with John and Amber on
the way to one of their favorite restaurants
where they play at being rich — a state
which
would, in real life, bore them to
extinction.
Locale: London.
Picture High Lights : This story, though
slight in plot, has theme and could he developed into a good picture on the order
of " Lord and Lady Algy."
Neptune's Son
By Rupert S. Holland
Character of Story: Adventure.
Theme: Pusuit of pirates.
Characters: Captain Nathaniel Burgess, retired sea captain ; Capt. Ben Libby, another; Jim Burgess,
Nathaniel's
Jerry Grantham,
an author;
Mary grandson;
Burgess,
Jim's
mother;
Captain
Flanders
; Perkins,
seaman; Slim Sam Pigeon, pirate;
Red
Derek, pirate captain ; Sampson, another
pirate; Haj Putali, a Buddhist priest;
sailors, pirates, natives.
Tho Plot:
Jim Burgess,
the son
grandson of sailors
is anxious
to and
go to
sea
though his mother prefers to have him go
into business. Jerry Grantham, a magazinefatherwriter
seeksfor.outhisJim's
to get who
material
storiesgrandpersuades the family that Jim ought to have
a chance to try sea life, before settling
down to anything else. He succeeds in
this and Jim sails with him in a few days
on the Barnacle, ostensibly a trading ship
bound for San Francisco around the Horn,

for Producers

but really a boat sent in pursuit of Red
Derek, a pirate who has been preying
upon ships along the coast of South
America and whose most recent exploit
has been the looting of a ship of the same
company which owns the Barnacle, stealing, among other things, the ruby which
has been the eye of a Buddhist idol in
Delhi — a stone which was stolen by one
of the sailors on the looted ship. The
chase leads the adventurers into many
strange ports along the Southern coasts
and finally lands them on a desert island
where the hero and two others are!
marooned, having fallen prisoners to the
pirates. They escape, however, and finally land in Chili where they fall in with
Haj Putali, a priest from Delhi, who
has come in search of the eye of his god
and who joins them in their efforts to
run down the pirate. They have learned
by now that Derek makes his headquarters
in Chili and that he has brought his loot
there to dispose of it. There is soma
further fighting before the crew of the
pirate ship are persuaded to desert their
captain and turn him over as prisoner.
The priest recovers the eye of his idol and
then goes to San Francisco with the hero
and his friends to see America before returning to his own country.
Locale:can Aports.port in Maine and South AmeriPicture High Lights : No love interest is
suppliedandinadventure.
this story Itwhich
is full
action
also needs
moreof
complication in the plot.
The

Bridegroom

Cometh

By Barker Shelton
Character of story: Comedy.
Theme : Unpremediated matrimony.
Characters: Steve Gilder, young attorney;
William Stone of Stone & Macullar, attorneys at law; Andrew Macullar, junior
partner of the same firm ; Eben Burnett,
bookkeeper;
Agatha Bullard,
Macullar,auctioneer;
Andrew's
daughter; Pierce
duns, bill collectors, clerks and clients.
The Plot: Steve Gilder is a young attorney
in the employ
of Stone
& Macullar.yoiing
Although a clever
and promising
lawyer, he has an annoying habit of being
absent for two days at a time and then
turning up red-eyed and with ragged
nerves, which convinces both partners in
the firm that he drinks. As a matter of
fact Steve has a bad habit of buying first
editions and rare books, which he piles on
the shelves in his bachelor apartment.
Into this vice goes all his money, so that
his bills begin to accumulate and he is
threatened with dire action upon the part
of his creditors. Steve is so harassed by
these creditors that he finally gets up hisnerve to approach Eben Burnett, the old
bookkeeper of the firm and ask him to
advance him $450.00 with which to pay his
debts. After
argumentto and
admonitionsome
Burnett agrees
do much
this and
gives
Steve
the
money.
Steve
goes
to
auction where he finds there is offered ana
choice specimen known as the Whitehall
Bible. He bids for this. A young girl
on the opposite side of the room is the
only bidder who keeps up with him and
she clings to the last when the book is
finally knocked down to him at $430.00.
Forgetting his creditors Steve goes home
to his room, telephones the office and
says that he will not be down the next
day. Then he builds a fire in the grate,
takes the telephone receiver off the hook
to make sure that he will not be disturbed and settles down to examine his
treasure. Macullar misses Steve and decides that he has gone on another tear.
Macullar is entirely in favor of firing him,
especially as some of his creditors have
come in trying to attach his salary. Stone
takes a more kindly view of the matter
and says that he believes that Steve has
good stuff in him if lie could only be made
to settle down. The next day when Steve
comes in Burnett warns him that he must
settle his bills at once since the firm will
not stand for anything more; certain
parties have been in the office telling tales
about him. He receives a summons to
Stone's ofifice and goes in fully expecting
to be discharged. To his surprise Stone
tells him that he understands that Steve
is about to be married. This is a step
which the firm approves and, as is their
custom, they will make him a wedding
present. Stone gives Steve $500.00. Steve
sees that this will save his situation but
does not know what to do about the marriage. He pays his bills and decides to
sell some of his books to pay back Bur-
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nett. Casting about for a likely girl, he
recalls the one at the auction. Looking
her
up he upon
finds her
she tois show
Macullar's
He calls
her thedaughter.
Whitehall Bible. They become friends at once
being enthusiasts on the same subject. He
confesses his predicament and she agrees
to help him out. Macullar receives a wire
stating that they are married and all ends
well.
Locale: New York.
Picture High Lights: In view of the plot
a better title would seelm to be " Collectors."
The Shyster-At-Law
By\George Allan England
Character of Story: Crook story.
Theme: Shyster law practices.
Characters: John Hartwell, machinist; Ethel,
his daughter; Everett Syme, manufacturer;
Norriston Wolfe, attorney; Frederick Higgins, his assistant ; Egbert Stevens, an attorney ; Brenton Hastings; Pendleton,
contractor;
Gross, a gambler; " Bricky,"
a thief.
The Plot: John Hartwell, machinist in the
factory of Everett Syme, is arrested for
assault sultedupon
his employer
inhis daughter,
Ethel. who
While hasin jail
he falls into the hands of Norriston Wolfe,
a shyster lawyer, who bleeds him for all
the ready cash he has and finally obtains
his freedom after blackmailing Syme with
some pretended affidavits of girls whose
names were secured through Hartwell.
Wolfe employs Ethel as stenographer in
his offices. Pretending to act as his friend
and attorney, Wolfe blackmails Brenton
Hastings wh6 is in danger of arrest on a
charge of conversion of funds. Hastings
has gotten into the clutches of Gross a
gambler
andEthel
partner
Wolfe's.
ings meets
and offalls
in love Hastwith
her. Warned by Pendleton, a contractor,
that Wolfe
is
robbing
him,
Hastings
endeavors to warn Ethel and her father but
her father will not, at first, listen to anything against the man whom he regards as
his benefactor. Hastings aiscovers that
Wolfe has stolen from the library of the
apartment
Hartwell rents,
able books which
and substituted
other two
booksvalu-in
their ingsplace.
Bricky,
a
thief,
whom
has befriended, steals the books Hastfrom
Wolfe and thus secures the evidence
against him. Hastings threatens Wolfe
with exposure. Wolfe suspects Ethel of
complicity
the office
plot where
againsthehimattacks
and
locks
her inin his
her. She
by Pendleton
who back
declares thatis herescued
will make
Wolfe pay
every cent he has blackmailed from others
and that he will not let him get away.
Wolfe makes two attempts to escape but
is caught by Pendleton and forced to return and continued to disgorge his illgotten gains. Even Frederick, his clerk,
gets evidence that he has no legal right to
practice law and makes Wolfe sign over
to him his law practice and motor car.
Gross refuses to aid him and tells him that
Frederick is now his attorney. The gambbling house of Gross is raided and while
Gross is attempting to escape, Wolfe
shoots and kills him, afterward shooting
himself. Frederick is arrested with the
other persons found in the raid. Hastings
are married with the blessings ofandhertoEthel
father
restored
him. whose property has been
Locale: Any factory city.
Picture High Lights: Melodrama with a
somewhat new touch.
Tired
By of Edgar
Franklin
Character
Story:
Theme :
Characters : Bradley Rush ; E. Prentiss
Merriam,
financier;
Merriam's
secretary; John
Foale ;Blossom,
Fay Ronalds;
Ronalds, herStanton;
father;
Beatrice
Stanton;
Arthur
Stevens,
a butler;
Henry,
footman ; Dr. Forrest.
The Plot: Bradley Rush, a once rich young
man who has tried to be a wizard of Wall
Street,
has his last
in
International
Boatforty
stockthousand
and hasdollars
been
bothering
E.
Prentiss
Merriam,
est stockholder as to whether orthenotheavithe
latter will stay with the stock while it
weathers a storm. Merriam, eccentic and
with other things on his mind, declares
that if Rush does not stop bothering hira
he
knocW^himthea fortune
bottorn
out will
of theintentionally
stock if it costs

Executives
to
do It. toRush
warned Aby Merriam's
secretary
stayis away.
tells
him of a Western millionaire friend
who wants
to buy a car and who wants to take
three day trip to try it out. This man willa
pay
car ifforced
it suits.to
Rush$2,500
down forto Rush's
his last$7,000
$90 and
pay
that
out
as
soon
as
he
gets
it
forgotten race wager, agrees to make onthea
trip. Fay Ronalds, a beautiful girl is in
the
partysight.
and Rush falls in love with her
at first
Foale insists upon trying
'o
pass
a
fast gray car on the road. At
Albany Rush
learns
this car belongs to
Merriam and that if Merriam
sees
will be ruined. He persuades the himpartyhe
to drive on to take dinner in the country.
His tires are practically worn out and he
has no money for new ones. Foale intrying rough roads and they
have sists
twouponblow-outs,
landing squarely in
front one,
of Merriam's
country
residence
— a
new
just
opened.
is mistaken
for Merriam by the new Foale
butler. He tells
Rush he intends posing
Merriam. Rush
protests and Foale says as
Merriam beat him
out of $50,000 once and that now he will
have^ hisriam'srevenge
it out of Merhide. The and
butlertakeconfesses
that he
has taken in two young people who said
they
were
friends
of
Merriam's
and
whose
car has broken down. These two, Henry
and Beatrice Stanton greet Foale as Merriam and evidently do not know the substitution has taken place. The servants
appear nervous and declare there has been
a ghost in the house. Miss Stanton insists upon a champagne night cap. All
drink but Rush and Fay. Rush finds
spare tires in the basement and plans to
get away and warn Merriam. He finds
himself locked in. Fay is also locked
in. Rush takes ofT the hinges of his
door, and releases Fay. He surprises
the Stantons and Henry the second
man escaping in an auto. The others
are all drugged. Merriam arrives to
find Rush limping into the house after
the fight with a bag which fell out of the
car, the three having escaped in the motor.
This
bag promises
contains Rush
Merriam's
familyofjewels
and he
a reward
$50,000 and also tells him his stock has
earned him another $40,000. Merriam
says he will be far away when Foale
awakes. Fay regrets that Miss Stanton
was a crook since Foale was flirting with
her and Fay wants Foale to get over the
idea of marrying her. Rush decides to
take the advice of Merriam : " When you
see
you want, grab it and hang on."
He what
does so.
Locale: New York and the Albany Road.
Picture High Lights: Good complications,
lots offeature
action,material.
humor and love interest."
Good
Lostman's

Key

By Perley
Character
of story:Poore
Adventure. Sheehan
Theme:
Love.
Characters: Alice Arden, a swamp maiden;
Wade Benjamin, society man ; Cicely
Gorth, his fiancee; Jimraie Harjis, his
rival; Hockey Tom, Alice's Uncle; Sam
Taylor, guide ; Tobe, sheriff ; Mrs. Benjamin, Wade's mother ; Benjamin, his
Thefather;
Plot: Gorth,
Wade Cicely's
Benjamin,father;
societya ministerman, islost in the Florida Everglades while huntbitten by abymoccasin
just be-a
foreing.heHeisis discovered
Alice Arden,
daughter of the swamps, who is on her
way to Lostman's Key — an ancient haunt
of
pirates, Alice
supposed
natives
behaunted.
gives byWadethe first
aid toto the
injured
bringshim.
him She
to a tells
cabinhimnearby
where sheandnurses
that
she is the ward of Hockey Tom who is
a sort of uncle to her and an Indian
trader. Hockey Tom, meanwhile, has
been robbing a bank in a nearby city to
get the means to send Alice away to
college and arrives at the cabin wounded
mortally. Jimmie Harjis, another society
man, reading
Wade's
makes
love to theof girl
to whomdisappearance
Wade was
engaged and spurred by her contempt
when she learns of Wade's situation, he
organizes
rescue Hockey
party. Posses
while are atracking
Tom tomeanthe
cabin. Wade and the girl find a skeleton
locked away in one of the upper chambers
of the cabin. This Wade knows is the
skeleton
who had
locked inof the
the girl's
roommother
and left
therebeento
starve. When Hockey Tom comes he explains to Wade that he has been wounded
in the raid on the bank -and tells Isni the
story of -■Mice and her mother. Alice's-
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father had come to Florida from Honolulu
where he had known them. Ardcn was a
missionary with a young wife and baby.
Hockey Tom, was, or had been, a pirate,
belonging to a band headed by a Spaniard
named Gomez. The band had been
broken up by the loss of their ship and the
treasure Arden
burieddied
on suddenly
Lostman's
Key by
Gomez.
of sunstroke
and Gomez made love to the widow, finally
carrying her away leaving a letter for
Hockey
Tom followed
which broke
the Gomez.
latter's
heart. Tom
and killed
He went to the cabin and called the
woman but when she did not answer, went
back to care for the abandoned child
\yhom he made his ward. This story has
just been
when the
first posse,
headed
by told
the sheriflF
arrives.
Wade
warns them that they must not disturb
Hockey Tom who is dying. One of the
possee attempts to shoot Wade in the back
and is himself wounded. The sheriff
agrees to hold off his party but another
posse arrives and the first posse joins
them with the exception of the sheriff
who_ decides to help Wade keep the old
man's last hours free from intrusion. Then
come
motors Jimmie
carrying Harjis
Wade's and
familyothers.
and
the Gorths,
When the old man is dead. Wade tells
them that he will marry Alice. His
family protests and she tries to dissuade
him but he insists and they are married

his assailant and reaches a cliff above the
native warriors. He falls in love with the
girl in the picture. He finds a mad man
village. He witnesses the attack of Capwho declares that he is an immortal intain Grimshaw on the village — the Captain
habitant of -Mars and decides to take him
bringing ashore a cannon and machine gun.
Jones
picks off some of the attacking
alonging atonSana journey
of
discovery.
ArrivFrancisco Jones tries to find
party from his point of vantage and is
the location of the island of Zaumouti —
recognized as a friend by the natives and
the name on the back of the photograph —
the white girl. He is permitted to come
and is finally lured to a water front dive
A Man Named Jones
into their camp. His party is forced to
and attacked by sailors who pretend to
retire to a cave and he is wounded. The
have
the
information
in
order
to
rob
him.
Captain lures Katherine out with a flag
By Charles B. Stilson
of truce and takes her prisoner. Jones
Jones beats them off. He is ne.\t approached
by
Kinsella,
a
dealer
in
Oriental
Character of Story: Romance.
attempts
her and is also taken
curios who says his partner, an old sea prisoner. toTherescue
Theme: -South Sea adventure and love.
Martian, left on board with
captain, knows the location of the island.
two
other
sailors,
seizes
and runs
Characters: Robert Lauriston Jones, idle
Kinsella proposes a joint expeidition in back to Bomanvalu wherethetheshipQueen
rich ; the mad Martian; Grimshaw, a sea
prosearch of it and they set out taking the
captain; Kinsclla, dealer in curios; Kathervides him with a small army of warriors.
Martian along. At the island of Bomanine Manning, Queen of Zaumouti; FoyHe
returns
and
rescues
Katherine
valu the Queen, Foyara, falls in love with Jones. Grimshaw is left marooned on and
ara. Queen of Bomanvalu ; Nambc, an inthe
the Martian and it is agreed that on the
terpreter; sailors, savages, etc.
island with the promise that his partner
return trip he will stop and marry her.
The Plot: Jones, a rich and idle young man,
shall
be
notified.
The
partner
prefers
the
The ship arrives at Zaumouti and the white
entertains at his apartment a friend named
business without Grimshaw and leaves
girl is on the beach. She is the daughter
Cooper who tells strange tales of South
him
there.
The
Martian
marries
the
of
a
naval
officer
who
came
to
the
island
Sea islands and of emerald mines in Mexon a scientific expedition. She has been
Queen of Bomanvalu. Jones marries
Jones awakens
after on
a night
of drinkstranded there and has become the ruler
Katherine and though they learn the
ingico.to find
Cooper dead
the floor
with
of
the
natives.
She
warns
the
party
off,
whereabouts of the emerald mines they
a strange kind of dog keeping guard over
are too
hunt
thembusy
up. being happy to trouble to
declaring
that
she
knows
Captain
Grimhis body. The coroner declares that
shaw and his wickedness of old. Jones
Cooper died of exhaustion and turns over
hears old Grimshaw plotting with the mate
his effects
Jones as
deademerald
man's
to do away with him and escape by jump- Locale: New York and South Seas.
only
friend.to Jones
findsthe one
ing overboard and swimming to the island.
worth $10,000 and a photograph of a South
High Lights: Plenty of excitement
Sea island with a white girl surrounded by He is attacked by a native but overcomes Picture
and opportunity for scenic effects.
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NOTE: With effects of running steam engines.
"THE INVISIBLE BOND"
19 —— "T:Madriola,"
Samuels (One-step), (1 minute and 55 seconds),
until
The eventby ofLevy
the and
voyage.
(Irene Castle-Paramount-Artcraft)
20
—
"Half
Reel
Furioso
"
(2
minutes
and 15 seconds), until — S: Submarine
in yiew.
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
NOTE: With effects of heavy explosion.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
21 — "onds),Evening
until — T: Breeze,"
Morning. by Langey (Char. Allegretto), (2 minutes and 45 secTheme: "Love's Enchantemnt' (Mod. con moto), Varley
22 — Theme (1 minute and 55 seconds), until — T: You wait here while.
"Adieu," sounds.
by Favarger (12/8 Dramatic), (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until —
1 — Theme (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — S: At screening.
T: 23 — Horrible
2 — Continue to action (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: Curtis Jenning* a
24
—
"Budding
clever.
seconds), until — T:Spring,"
There isby noPlatzman
place in. (Moderato Romance), (2 minutes and 45
3
—
"May
Dreams,"
by
Borch
(Mod.
Romance),
(1
minute
and
50
seconds),
25
—
Continue
to
action
(1
minute
and 40 seconds), until — T: So I am not to
until — T: In the city Leilla.
be 26a — man.
4
—
"
Birds
and
Butterflies,"
by
Vely
(Intermezzo),
(1
minute
and
20
seconds),
Theme
(2
minutes
and
50
seconds),
until — T: At last came a day.
until — T: That happiest time of the
27 — •" Pastel Menuet," by Paradis (Va Melodious Allegretto), (3. minutes and
5 — Continue pp. (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T: The night of Marcia's,
30 seconds), until — T: And they don't know that.
6— —"That
Naughty ofWaltz,"
by Levy
28 — " Suspense," by Winkler (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: Mother
until
S : Interior
reception
room. (Valse Unique), (1 minute and 40 seconds),
and your husband.
7 — Continue pp. (1 minute and 55 seconds), until — T: In the rosey alcoholic.
29 — " Agitato Appassionato," by Gastill (depicting passionate agitation), (1
8— " The Vampire," by Levy (Dram, theme), (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until —
minute
and 30 ffseconds),
— T:20 No,
you shan't touch.
T: 9—Leila's
plan
was.
30
— Theme
(2 minutesuntiland
Theme (1 minute and SO seconds), until — T: The almost inevitable.
THEseconds),
END until — T: After a year of silence.
10 — "onds),Serenade
until — T: Romantique,"
For a day or bytwo.Borch (And. con moto), (2 minutes and 30 sec" FLAME OF THE DESERT "
" Love
Puerner (Moderato), (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until —
T: 11 — Not
as a Song,"
woundedby wife.
(Geraldine Farrar-Goldwyn)
12 — Continue to action (45 seconds), until — T: I don't care what your.
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
13
—
"
Poeme
Symphonique,"
by
Borch
(Dramatic),
(5
minutes
and
10
seconds),
The
timing
is
based
on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
until — S : Girl knocking at door.
14
—
"
Love
Song,"
by
Flegier
(Dramatic),
(3
minutes
and
20
seconds),
until
—
Theme:
"Weird
Oriental Theme" (Andante Mod.), Levy
T: Daybreak found Wasson.
1 — Theme (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
15 — Theme (3 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: Having made her decision.
2
—
"
Under
the
Leaves,"
by
16 — " Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (for intensive and dramatic situations),
tintil — T : With the end of the Thome
world. (And. con moto), (1 minute and 20 seconds),
(1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T: Marcia is going to apply.
3 — " Ye Merry England," by Tobani (Valse Lente on English Airs), (2 minutes
17 —— "T: Capricious
Annette,"
by Borch • (Caprice Int.), (1 minute and 40 seconds),
and 5 seconds), until — T: The week-end at.
until
Two years
of the dreary.
4
— "come
Dramatic
don't
to my.Suspense," by Winkler (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: You
18
—
Continue
to
action
(3
minutes
and
IS
seconds),
until
—
T:
Leila's
latest
victim.
5 — " Flirty Flirts," by Levy (A Mel. Novelette), (1 minute), until — S: Flashback
19
—
"Flirty
Flirts,"
by
Levy
(Int.
rubato),
(1
minute
and
35
seconds),
until
—
T: Mrs. Dorothy Macoin.
to garden scene.
6 — Continue pp (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: Surely you will listen.
20 — "Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (3 minutes and IS seconds), until — T:
7 — —" T:ThatTheNaughty
Waltz," by Levy (Valse unique), (3 minutes and 45 seconds),
Marcia's home next.
until
Peace Ball.
21
—
"Dramatic
Reproach,"
by
Berge
(4
minutes
and
10
seconds),
until
—
^T:
Be
8— Theme (3 minutes and S seconds), until — T: The Cairo appointment is.
still you are the.
9 — Continue to action (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — T: Essad Pasha has
22 — "onds),Dramatic
Conflict,"
by Levy
convinced.
until — T: This
passenger
wishes.(Hurry Heroique), (1 minute and 25 secNOTE: Tympany rumbles off during fall of auto.
— " the
Nubiana,"
T: 10 In
land of. by Ascher (Oriental Int.), (1 minute and 20 seconds), until —
" Tragic
until23 —— T:
With "Theme"
the new (for
came.fatal or mournful news), (2 minutes and 15 seconds),
11
—
"
Shadows
Night,"
Borch (Oriental scene), (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T : Where ofwhite
men byseldom.
24 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: Marcia they told me.
THE END
12 — " Sunrise and Incantation," by Borch (Oriental Andante), (1 minute and 30
seconds), until — T: The guile of the Orient.
13 — " Mauresque," by Boccalari (Allegretto Caprice), (3 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: Where East meets West.
14 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: The spell of the Egyptian.
" THE ISLE OF CONQUEST "
15
—
Continue
to action (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: The eternal en(Norma Talmadge-Select)
chantment.
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
16 — " In the Sudan," by Seiek (Weird Oriental Chorus), (50 seconds), until —
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
S: Servant playing Oriental clarinet.
17 — Theme (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: Horse rider arrives.
18 — " Clematis," by Tonning (From Boutonniere Suite), (4 minutes and 5 secTheme: "Love's Enchantment" (Intermezzo D'Amour), Varley
onds), until — T: The unexpected visit.
1
—
"
Because
You
Say
Good-Bye,"
by
Levy
(Sentimental
Ballad),
(1
minute
19
— "The Caravan," by Borch (Oriental Characteristic), (1 minute and 20 secand IS seconds), until — S: At screening.
onds), until — T: What of they tribesman.
2 — " onds),
Serenade
20— " Mysterious Nights," by Berg (Valse Dramatique), (3 minutes and 20 secuntil — T: Romantique,"
For nearly a byyear.Borch (And. con moto), (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T: Unable to escape his evil.
"Melody,"wasbynotHuerter
21 — Theme (1 minute and IS seconds), until — T: Of course you thought of.
Mrs.3 — Harmon
the. (Moderato), (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T:
22
—
"
Orientale,"
Kiefert (Characteristic), (2 minutes and 15 seconds),
"A La
Mode," by Rosey (One-step), (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T:
until — T Patrol
: Procession
of thebyHoly.
The4— Cafe
Madrid.
23
—
Continue
to
action
(1
minute
and 35 seconds), until — T: Store the rifles in
"Hunkatin," by Levy (Half tone Jazz), (55 seconds), until — T: The end
the.
of 5a— perfect.
24 — Theme (1 minute and 30 secondsO, until — S: Close-up of Lady Isabel.
6— Theme (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: The end of all hope.
25 — "onds),Love
SongTheOrientale,"
7 — "Serenade,"
until — T:
first night byof Kiefert
the. (Characteristic), (3 minutes and 10 secSome
weeks later. by Drigo (And. Mod.), (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T:
26 — " Poems Symphonique," by Borch (And. Quasi Adagio), (2 minutes and
8 — " Capricious
Annette,"
by
Borch
(Caprice
Intermezzo),
(1
minute
and
5
sec45 seconds), until — T: Here is Isabel in.
onds), until — T: At Ardsley Inn.
9— Continue to action (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: After months of
27 — Continue
pp (IS seconds),
until — T: (1I'llminute
take itandto 35him.seconds), until — T: The
Danse Pasha.
Arabe,"
by Rschaikowsky
grooming.
tent28 —of" Aboul
10
—
"
Savannah,"
by
Rosey
(Western
one-step),
(1
minute
and
S
seconds),
until — T: Dinner time.
"Dramatic
by Levy (Hurry Heroique), (50 seconds), until — T:
It 29is— not
money I Conflict,"
want.
11 — Theme ff (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: Far away in New York.
30 — Continue ff (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: Enough of pretense.
12
—
"Birds
and
Butterflies,"
by
Vely
(Intermezzo),
(45
seconds),
until
—
T:
One of the events.
31"— —T:Agitato,"
Minot
(for scenes of tumult), (2 minutes and 40 seconds),
until
Christianbylady
in tent.
13 — " Iris." by Raynard (Mod.), (35 seconds), until — T: As time went on.
32
—
"Dramatic
Reproach,"
by Berge (1 minute and S seconds), until — T: It
1^ — " onds),That
Waltz,"
by Levy (Valse Unique), (1 minute and 30 secwas the only way to.
until — T:Naughty
The first
anniversary.
33
—
"
Half
Reel
Furioso,"
by
Levy (S minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: Ride
15 — " Dramatic Recitative." by Levy (for intensive and heavy dramatic situations), (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: Close up of Ethel near fireplace.
to your barracks.
16 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: Ethel, darling I am.
34 —— "Tragic
until
S: After Theme,"
the battle.by Vely (for fatal or mournful events), (55 seconds),
— " Irvina,"
A 17month
later. by Cobb (Int. Mod.), (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T:
35
—
"
Fighting
Tommies,"
by Boulton
(EnglishGazette.
Triumphal March), (2 minutes
and 20 seconds), until
— S: Close-up
London
"Three
THEof END
T: 18 —Come
Thel.Graces," by Herman (Allegro), (1 minute and 30 seconds), until —
by
with thethe family
party. clergyman who has come
Locale: Florida Everglades.
Picture High Lights: By playing both
mother and daughter a part would be
made for an actress of some ability in this.
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" HIS DIVORCED WIFE "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Love's Enchantment" (Moderate Intermezzo D'Amour)' Varley
1 — "The Village Blacksmith" (Characteristic), by Puerner (2 minutes and 25
seconds), until — S: At Screening.
2
— "Intermezzo"
(Mod.), by Huerter (2 minutes and IS seconds), until — T:
Jethro
Hawes, an aristocrat.
3 — —"Allegro
until
S : Man Agitato"
falling over(Fortoygeneral
horse. use), by Kiefert (1 minute and SO seconds),
A— Theme (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — S: Girl talking to blacksmith.
5— "this
Lovelette
(Mel. Int.), by Levy (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T:
Into
land of" rural.
6
—
"Dramatic
Suspense,"
by Winkler (3 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T:
On the outskirts of the.
7 — Continue pp (55 seconds), until — T: Kindness when he had only.
8— Theme (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: Waiting at the altar.
9 — "Anvil Chorus," Verdi (1 minute), until — T: Days merge into weeks.
10 — "Sparklets" (Mod.), by Miles (55 seconds), until — S: Blacksmiths having
meal.
11 ous— hour.
"Wedding March," by Mendelssohn (SO seconds), until — T: Then that joy12 — " Old Fashioned L,ancers," followed by " That Naughty Waltz," by Levy
(1 minute and 15 seconds), until — S: Close-up of dancers.
13 — "Melody"
(Mod.), by Kretschmer (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — T:
Months
elapse.
14—
"
Lento
Allegro"
Symphonette
Suite), by Berge (1 minute and SO
seconds), until — T: And (From
then while
little.
15 — "Dramatic Agitato" (For general use), by Hough (3 minutes and SO seconds), until — T: "I always reckoned."
16— " Poeme Symphonique " (Dramatic), by Borch (5 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — S : Interior of Sheriff's office.
17^".slipCapricious
Annette," by Borch (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: The
years
by.
18 — Theme (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: "The boy needs a father."
19 — "Dramatic
Prisoners
at work. Suspense," by Winkler (3 minutes and 20 seconds), until — S:
NOTE: With ad. lib. pp. snare drum, marching effects, during scene where
prisoners march.
20 — "Tragic Theme" (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: "I ain't heard
from Nance."
NOTE: With effects of rapid running cutting machines.
21 ute— and"Agitato
Appassionato"
(Depicting
passionate agitation), by Borch (1 min10 seconds),
until — S: Scene
of accident.
22 — Theme ff (3 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: Once more his coming.
23 — " Dramatic Tension " (For strong tense emotional scenes), by Shephard
(2 minutes), until — T: "I am no longer your wife."
24— " Dramatic Narrative " (For scenes of reminiscence), by Pement (1 minute
and 55 seconds), until — T: Living with the sweet.
25—— "S :Dramatic
Conflict"
until
Ash meets
Attorney.(Hurry Heroique), by Levy (1 minute and 55 seconds,
NOTE: Watch shot.
26 — Continue pp (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "I could have killed."
27 — "Theme (25 seconds), until — T:THEOnceENDmore on the altar.
" ANNE OF GREEN GABLES "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: '"Anne of Green Gables" (Song), by Heelan & Haskins
1 — Theme (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
2 — " the
Babillage
" (Entr'
When
wonderful
gift. Acte), by Castillo (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T:
3 — " Golden Youth " (Mel. Waltz), by Rosey (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until —
T : Manila's brother.
4— Theme (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: "There is our home."
5 — " May Dreams " (Romance Moderato), by Borch (2 minutes and 40 seconds),
until — T: "What's that, Matthew?"
6— " Capricious Annette" (Caprice Int.), by Borch (3 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T: "Well, they didn't pick."
— "Love's until
Enchantment"
(Intermezzo
45 7 seconds),
— T: As the days
pass by. D'Amour), by Varley (1 minute and
8
—
"Three
Graces"
(Allegro
Int.),
by Herman (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
until — T : The village is quite.
9 — Theme (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: When a young boy.
10 — looking
"Lovelette"
by Levy (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — S:
Anne
out of(Allegretto),
window.
11
—
"Flirty
Flirts"
(Mel.
rubato),
by Levy (1 minute and 15 seconds), until —
T: Gilbert to revenge himself.
12
—
"
March
of
the
Toys"
(Char.),
by
Jessel (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until —
T: The day dawns on.
13 — "Impish Elves" (Intermezzo), by Borch (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until —
T: " Dear God, if you've."
14 — " Butterfly" (Mod. Int.), by Johnson (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T:
" Will you please tell me."
15 — " Erotik " (Dramatic), by Grieg (3 minutes), until — T: "However, the
wages
of this."(1 minute and 55 seconds), until — T: The months scurried into.
16 — Theme
17 — " Balarino's Vision" (Valse Lente), by Praham (3 minutes and-5 seconds),
until — T: Let's imagine we're."
18 — "Comedy Allegro," by Berg (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — S: Boys
fighting.
(For onpursuit
until19 —— "Hurry"
S : Anne afloat
water. and races), by Minot (1 minute and SO seconds),
NOTE: Begin pp then to action.
20 — Theme (1 minute), until — S: Boy kisses Anne.
21 —— "Birds
and Butterflies"
(Intermezzo), by Vely (1 minute and 10 seconds),
until
T : Another
flight of years.
22
—
"Bleeding
Hearts"
(A
floral
until — T : But a shadow was doomed. poem), by Levy (3 minutes and 40 seconds),
23 — "Serenade
" (And.
con moto), by Borch (1 minute and 10
seconds),
until — T:Romantique
With the new
responsibility.
24
—
"
Adagietto
"
(From
Symphonette
Suite), by Berge (2 minutes and 10
seconds), until — T: The smallest slice.
25
—
"Poeme
Symphonique"
(Dramatic),
by Borch (3 minutes and 40 seconds),
until — T: The following day Anne.
26—
"
Dramatic
Suspense,"
by
Winkler
(3
minutes), until — T: When the day
arrived.
27
—
"Half
Reel
Hurry,"
by
Levy
(3
minutes
and 30 seconds), until — T: By the
time Anthony.
28 — Theme (1 minute and 5 seconds),
until
—
T:
"That was after he ran."
THE END

Picture

News

"BLIND HUSBANDS"
(Eric Von Stroheim-Universal)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
Theme:
"Poeme
qua&iperadiago),
The timing is based Symphonique"
on a speed limit of'And.
14 minutes
reel (1,000Borck
ft.)
1 — Theme (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
2 — Continue to action (25 seconds), until — T: Last.
3 — Continue pp (30 seconds), until — T: One of the most frequent.
4— —" T:Souvenir
until
BeneathDe theLaucerne,"
blue sky. by Keler-Bela (Swiss Waltz Song), (SO seconds),
5 — Chimes effect only (10 seconds), until — T: The seventh day.
6— Organ improvise to action (15 seconds), until — T: And the people.
Scene: "Interior of Church.")
7 — Continue pp (10 seconds), until — S: People leaving church.
8
—
" Kaerntner
The wine
room. Song Medley," by Seifert (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T:
9
—
"Alpine
Fantasia," by Tobani (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — S: Cloie-up
of mountain rocks.
10
—
"Wine
and
by Strauss (song waltz), (1 minute and 15 seconds),
until — T: LieutenantWoman,"
Von Steuben.
11 — Continue pp (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — S: View of town square.
12 —— "T:Flirty
by Levy (Intermezzo Rubato), (4 minutes and 55 seconds),
until
The Flirts,"
next morning.
13
—
"
Evening
Breeze,"
by Langley (Char. Idyll), (2 minutes and 25 seconds),
until — S: Officer coming downstairs.
14
—
"
Dreamy
Moments,"
until — T: That night was the.by Ehrich (Char. Lendler), (2 minutes and SO seconds),
15 — Continue to action (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: I love you.
Say Good-Bye," by Levy (Song Ballad), (45 seconds),
until16 —— "S:Because
Close-up You
of piano.
Note: to be produced as piano solo.
17 — Continue as violin and piano solo (25 seconds), until — S: 0£5cer playing
violin.
18 — Theme (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — S: They stop playing.
19 —— "T Tyrolean,"
until
: I love you.by Parlow (Folk Song Fantasia), (3 minutes and 25 seconds),
20
—
"
Andante
Dramatic,"
by Herbert (for impending danger), (25 seconds),
until — S : Girl arguing
with officer.
21 — Theme (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until — S: Interior of bedroom.
22 — toRepeat
"Andante Dramatic," by Herbert (40 seconds), until — S: Change of
scene
exterior.
23 — " Warbles Farewell," by Tobani (Tyrolean Fantasia), (3 minutes and 15
seconds), until — T: Daybreak.
24 — of" Omnipotence,"
by Schubert (Dramatic), (1 minute and 5 seconds), until —
View
mountains.
25 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: You were created.
26 — "Birds
and Butterflies," by Vely (Intermezzo), (IS seconds), until — S:
Close-up
of twins.
27
—
"Springtime,"
by Kiegler (Char. Overture), (55 seconds), until — T: In the
rose glow.
28 — " Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (for intensive and heavy dramatic situations), (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: Ready to bring aid.
" SleepingwifeRose,"
by Borch (Valse Lente), (1 minute and ten seconds), until
— 29
S :— Doctoi^s
in room.
30 — Theme (1 minute and 3S seconds), until — S: Doctor's wife crying.
31 — Repeat "Springtime," by Ziegler (Char. Overture), (25 seconds), until — T:
Higher and higher went.
32 — Sinister theme by Vely (for scenes of impending danger), (4 minutes), until
— T: Morning and somewhere.
33 — "Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: Suppose my husband.
34
until — until
S: Lieutenant
35 —— "Theme
Continue(25ppseconds),
(15 seconds),
— S: View leaves.
of rescuing party.
36 — Strong chimes only with 5 tremolo on strings and ad. lib. tympany rolls
(2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: I call the living.
" Cantilena,"
by Lee (Char. Cello Solo), (4 minutes and 10 seconds), until
— 37S: — Interior
of bedroom.
38
—
"
Love
Song,"
Cortina had been left. by Flegier (Dramatic), (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T:
39 — " Sunrise in the Mountains," by Borch (char.), (1 minute and IS seconds),
until — T; And just below the timber.
by " and
Mountain
and40 —10 Tympany
seconds), rolls
untilfollowed
— T: Night
driftingSong,"
fog. by Borch (Classic), (3 minutes
41
—
"Dramatic
Fantasia,"
by
Borch
(5
minutes
and 30 seconds), until — S:
Doctor's wife in her room.
42
—
"
Erl
King,"
Schubert
(Dramatic
Mysterioso),
(3
minutes and 30 seconds),
until — S : Close-up of Doctor sleeping.
43 — " Blissful Dreams," by M. Helmund (Introduction Flute solo only), (40
seconds), until — T: Glorious — skywashed.
44 — Continue to action (35 seconds), until — T: The pinnacle one of the.
45 — " Le Cid Aragonaise," by Massenet (Dramatic Allegro), (2 minutes and 15
seconds), until — T: Lifting itself to.
46 — " Dramatic
Platoon
of Austrian.Suspense," by Winkler (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: A
Characteristic Tremolo," by Lovenberg (35 seconds), until — T: The pinnacle
at 47the— "very.
48 — " and
Dramatic
Tension,"
Shephard
(for strong, tense emotional scenes), (3
minutes
45 seconds),
untilby— T:
Sepp! Sepp!
49
—
"
Misterioso
Dramatico,"
by
Borch
minutes and IS seconds), until — T: I am going(depicting
to give. mystery and agitation), (3
50
—
"
Agitato
Appassionato,"
by
Borch
(depicting
minutes and SO seconds), until — S: Doctor climbing down.passionate agitation), (2
51 — " Tragic
Vely (for fatal or mournful events), (3 minutes and 10
seconds),
until — Theme."
T: Doctorby Armstrong.
52 — Theme (55 seconds), until — S: Doctor opens his eyes.
Dramatic until
Agitato,"
by Minot
and53 —15 " seconds),
— S: Officers
crying(forforsubdued
help. dramatic action), (1 minute
54
—
"
Auf
Weidersehn,"
(song),
(1
minute
and 5 seconds), until — T: The
spirit of the mountain.
55 — Theme (2 minutes and 10 seconds),
THE ENDuntil — T: Be good to her.

" THE GLORIOUS LADY '?
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Serenade Romantique" (And. con motoK Borch
1 — Theme (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
(Intermezzo), by Helmund (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until —
T: 2 —The" Flirtation
Duke of "Loame.
"Lovelette"
(Mel. Int.), by Levy (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T:
For3 — 200
years the Bensons.
A— Continue pp (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: In castle and cottage.
T: 5—The" Aces
greatHigh"
day in(Lively
Loame. March), by Roberts (1 minute and 50 seconds), until —
commences.
6 — "Galop No. 7" (Characteristic), by Minot (50 seconds), until — S: Race
7 — Theme (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: In castle and farm house.
8 — ■■ Budding
Spring
" (Moderato
by Platzman (4 minutes and 25
seconds),
until — T:
Loame
is calling Romance),
on the.
9
—
•Love
Song"
(Dramatic),
by
Flegier
(1
minute
and 50 seconds), until — T:
" Please don't disgrace us."
March " (As organ solo to action) (20 seconds), until — T: And
the summer.
before-Wedding
so 10—
J
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11 — honeymoon.
"Weird Oriental Theme," by Levy (50 seconds), until — T: Then while on
their
12
—
'■
(A floral poem), by Levy (6 minutes and S seconds),
until — T:Bleeding
With theHearts
near "approach.
13
—
"That
Naughty
Waltz"
(Valsc unique), by Levy (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until — T: The guests at the anniversary.
1< — "Why? Because I Love You Dear" (Ballad Fox Trot), by Levy & Pement
(3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "Soon, dear, our."
15 — Theme (1 minute and SO seconds), until — T: "What s'matter, can't?"
16— Repflat
perate means. "WHY?", by Levy & Pement (20 seconds), until— T : Her des17
—
"
Recitative
" (Foruntil
intensive
and heavy
dramatic situations), by
Levy (2 Dramatic
minutes and
20 seconds),
— S: Guests
stop dancing.
18 — "Last Spring" (Dramatic), by Grieg (2 minutes and i seconds), until — T:

Now that she has publicly.
19 — Continue to action (3 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: Pretending deep
sympathy.
20
— " amBabillage
" (Entr'Acte),
T: "1
the Duchess
of Loame."by Castillo (4 minutes and 35 seconds), until —
21
—
"
Birds
and
Butterflies"
by Vely (2 minutes and 35 seconds),
until — T: And so the trap was (Intermezzo),
set.
22
—
"
Hunkatin
"
(Half
Tone
Jazz),
by
LeVy
(1 minute and 40 seconds), until —
T : The party is to celebrate.
23 — "Dramatic Conflict" (Hurry Heroique), by Levy (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T:
remember."until — T: Many days of tender.
24 — Theme
ff (2"Steady,
minutes Babette,
and 40 seconds),
25 — Continue ff (30 seconds), untilTHE
— T: END
Years have passed and it.

Directory
of
New
Theatres
a iKU p.c.lue ;:icairc on the site occui).ed 1)\ ilu
the crcclion oi a new ))iciure house, with a seatJohn Dehn Auto Company.
Duluth — Frank N. Pht-lps, general manager of
ing capacity of 1,000.
Brooklyn — The Gates Avenue Theatre Corporaook Brothers' enterprises, has leased the St. Louis
tion
is
to
construct
a
new
theatre
at
Broadway,
iotel property, and is to erect a new theatre on the
PENNSYLVANIA
Gates and Ralph avenues.
ite.
Philadelphia
—
A
new picture theatre is to be
Bay Ridge — Marcus Loew is to construct a new
MISSOURI
erected at Fifth and Rockland streets.
theatre at a cost of $400,000. It will seat 2,500.
St. Louis — A new picture house is to be conAllentown — Wilmer and Vincent's new theatre
New York City — B. S. Moss is to construct a new
tructed at Grand and Virginia avenues. It will
is being constructed on the site of the former
picture and vaudeville theatre in the block bounded
eat 1,600.
Hotel
Hamilton.
by Tremont, Webster and Carter avenues and East
MONTANA
176 street,
Philadelphia — Felt Brothers, it is announced, are
Brighton Beach — The Robinson Amusement
having plans prepared for the construction of a
Bozeman — T. B. and Nelson Storj-, Jr.. are contructing a new picture theatre on West Main
company is to erect a new theatre on the site new picture theatre, to be erected on the south
treet next to the Golden Rule. It will be named
of the Brighton Beach Casino. It will seat about
side of Market stret, west of Fifty-second street.
3,000 and be used for pictures and musical
Lancaster — Mr. and Mrs. Robert Albert are to
he " Ellen," and cost about $100,000.
comedies.
manage the new picture house now being built on
NEW YORK
Central avenue. It will have a seating capacity of
NEW JERSEY
Gregnpoint — The new picture house, to be
800.
rected on the site of the old Masonic Hall, at
Newark — Three new picture theatres are in course
Philadelphia — Daniel E. Hyman is to erect a
-orimer street, Normand and Meserole avenues,
of construction. The Fabian-Zucker-Steiner Comnew picture house on the north side of Elmwood
as been leased to B. S. Moss.
pany is constructing a 3,200-seat house on the site
avenue west of Seventieth street.
of the Star-Eagle building; a New York syndilyilliamsburg — A moving picture and vaudeville
heatre to seat 3,500 and to cost about $600,000 is
TEXAS
cate headed by Travis H. Whitney will begin erect) be built in the neighborhood of the Williamsburg
ing as soon as the present tenants vacate the buildDallas
—
G.
R.
Wright,
owner of the Blue Bird
ings at Broad and Rector streets, and the new
)ridge Plaza by a syndicate, at the head of which
theatre,
is
to
construct
a
new picture house at a
^ William Small.
Rialto theatre on Broad street opposite the City
cost of $35,000 near the comer of Jefferson and
Hall is said to be nearing completion.
Utica — B. S. Moss is planning to build a new
Tyler streets.
audcville and picture house, it is said, in this town
Paterson — Max Bizer is to erect a new picture
WASHINGTON
s part of his projected up-State and New England
house with a seating capacity of 1,200 at 246-248
ircuit. At present sites have been selected, it is Clay street. It will be known as the " Clay."
Raymond — George Reisner is to erect a new
eclared, for seven houses. The locations besides
New Brunswick — B. A. Levine is erecting a new
picture house at a cost of $50,000. It will be
theatre.
known as the " Tokay " and seat about 500.
'tica are: Quincy, Mass.; Bangor, Me.; LewisNORTH CAROLINA
Dn. Me. ; Portland, Me. ; Brockton and SpringSeattle— V^'nh the help of the E. A. Johnson
eld, Mass.
companj',
H. C. Bruen is to construct a new picCharlotte
—
The
Buffalo
theatre
has
been
selected
Batazna — Plans for the new community theatre
ture house on the corner of 14 N. E. and E. 45
as the name for the new theatre for colored peo,hich will run pictures and dramas have been
streets.
It
will cost $75,000 and seat 1,000.
ple, to be erected by the Independence Theatre and
ompleted. It will seat about 1.500. Harry D.
Seattle
—
It
is announced that Jensen and Von
.Amusement Company. It will be located on Second
>osby promoted the project.
Herberg,
who
control fourteen theatres in the
street
between
Brevard
and
College
streets.
Xeiv Roclielle — It is rumored that parties are
northwest, will build new picture houses in Everegotiating with Cohen and Ginsburg for their
OHIO
ett, Yakima and Bremerton.
roper;y at the northwest corner of Main street
Spokane
— It is rumored that Jensen and Von
Wierton
—
John
Samaras
is
to
erect
a
new
picnd Centre avenue, with a view of building a new
ture house with a seating capacity of 1,000 on upper
icture house.
Herberg may construct a new picture house here.
Second street.
Ccntralia — The new Rialto theatre in the CenLackawanna — John V. O'Connor, corporation
Kenton — The Kenton Amusement Company plans
tral building opened here recently.
ouncil, and Michael McDonald are to construct
MINNESUT.A

Common Property" is the story of a Russian who struggles to save his wife <in i dannhtcr from becoming common property under the Soviet decree

Motion
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Picture

New

SIMPLEX
DISTRIBUTORS
IMPORTANT LINKS IN THE CHAIN OF SIMPLEX SERVICE

ARGUS THEATRE SUPPLY DIVISION
of the
NORTHERN
ARGUS LAMP & APPLIANCE CO. OHIO
815-23 Prospect Ave.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
BOSTON
MOTION PIC- MASSACHUSETTS
TURE SUPPLY CO.
RHODE ISLAND
54 Broadway
CONNECTICUT
BOSTON, MASS.
BRECK PHOTOPLAY SUP- NORTHERN
PLY CO.
CALIFORNIA
98 Golden Gate Ave.
WESTERN
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
NEVADA
J. SLIPPER & CO.
728 South Olive St.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Selling Agents
& CO.
631 Walnut
St.
BROS ~
DWYER
CINCINNATI, OHIO

SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
REGON
^
and
ARIZONA
"SOUTHERN OHIO
"E
andASTERN

ERKER

BROS. OPTICAL ^NTUCKMISSOURI
Y
CO.
NORTHEASTERN
608 Olive St.
ARKANSAS
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Madison 1 Counties
St.llClair
"I
inoi r in
Monroes Illinois
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.
845 South Wabash Ave.
(Except Madison,
St. Clair and
CHICAGO, ILL.
Monroe Counties)
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.
INDIANA
157 North Illinois St.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO. SOUTHERN and
EASTERN
204 Manhattan Bldg.
WISCONSIN and
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Clinton \
Henry
Des Moines J
Counties
Lee
Jackson
in
IOWA
Louisa
Muscatine
Scott
HOLLIS-SMITH-MORTON
WEST VIRGINIA
and
COMPANY
WESTERN
1201 Liberty Ave.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
PENNSYLVANIA
LELAND THEATRE SUP- MAINE
PLY HOUSE
NEW HAMPSHIRE
97 State St.
VERMONT
MONTPELIER, VT.
N. Carolina Alabama
Louisiana
S. Carolina
Tennessee
Georgia
Southern
Florida
Mississippi
Virginia

ALBANY

THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
EASTERN
NEW YORK
4 Clinton Ave.
ALBANY, N. Y.
(Except
New Greater
York City)
Selling Agents
AUBURN THEATRICAL
SUPPLY COMPANY
CENTRAL
NEW YORK
AUBURN, N. Y.
Selling Agents
STATE
BECKER THEATRE
WESTERN
PLY CO.
184 Franklin St.
NEW YORK
BUFFALO, N. Y. SUPSTATE
Selling Agents
GREATER NEW YORK
I NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
Dutchess
B. F. PORTER
Orange
Putnam
729 Seventh Ave.
\
oik / Counties
NEW YORK, N. Y.
York
Sum
Suffolk
ivan I New
State
in
Rockla
SEATTLE STAGE LIGHT- WASHINGTON
ING CO.
kland/
and
21 Madison Block
SEATTLE, WASH.
DELAWARE
EASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA
LEWIS M. SWAAB
"WYOMING
SOUTHERN
1327 Vine St.
ON JERSEY
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
^REGNEW
EASTERN
MARYLAND
SW ANSON THEATRE
COLORADO
EQUIPMENT
MONTANA
1514 WeltonCO.St.
NEW MEXICO
DENVER, COLO.
SW ANSON THEATRE
NEBRASKA
EQUIPMENT CO.
423 South 15th St.
WESTERN IOWA
OMAHA, NEB.
SWANSON THEATRE
CENTRAL
EQUIPMENT
CO.
318 Locust St.
and
DES MOINES, lA.
southern iowa
SWANSON THEATRE
Idaho
EQUIPMENT CO.
132 East Second South St. UTAH
EASTERN
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
NEVADA
NORTHERN and
PRODUCTS MFG. EASTERN IOWA
and
COMPANY
245 Loeb Arcade
NORTHERN and
WESTERN
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN
"WASHINGTON,
WISCONSIN

TECO

D. C.
WESTERN
MARYLAND
NORTHERN
VIRGINIA
SUPPLY WESTERN
MISSOURI
KANSAS
OKLAHOMA
NORTHWESTERN
ARKANSAS

WEBSTER ELECTRIC
COMPANY
719 9th St., N. W.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
YALE THEATRE
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317 East 34 th. St - Now York

You can't afford to
Miss Norma Talmadge
"A Daughter of Two
First First National
Norma

Talmadge

in
Worlds,'^

release.

' 'A Daughter of Two
Is a winner because :

Worlds"

It's Norma Talmadge in
A wonderful story with
First National
And

Rothacker

exploitation
Prints.

There
Come

are
and

reasonssee them.

Eatabliahed 19ia

JANUARY

17,

1920

Reg. U. S. Patent Office

790

or

657

^ 790 or 657 — whichever figure you use the answer
is the same — Leadership.
^ Motion Picture iVeu's in 1919 carried 657 more
pages of advertising than any other trade paper in
the industry.
^ In the total of our nearest competitor we have
charitably included the once-a-month " international "advertising carried at reduced rates.
^ Add to Motion Picture !\eivs the Studio Directory
(Professional advertising! and the total is 790.
^ But — 790 or 6.j7 — the answer is the same.
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A Picture Without a Motive, a Moral, a Plot!*
YET
a picture that entertains delightfully, that makes
you laugh, that brings back your childhood, that
makes of you a boy or a girl again for a day, that brings
to real life the beloved Huckleberry Finn and the other
immortals

of Mark

Twain's

quaint humor.

Do you know anybody that doesn't like Mark Twain?
Well, here's a picture with an irresistible appeal for all
lovers of Mark Twain — and that means just about the
whole United States !
* " Persons attempting to find a motive in this narrative will be prosecuted ;persons attempting to find a moral in it will be banished ; persons
attempting to find a plot in it will be shot." — Mark Twain.
FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
AOOLPH ZUKOR Prtt. JESSE L. LASKY v^cP-^i CECIL B DE MILLE D.re<tor Cwn^r^f

ADOLPH
^

ZUKOR

PRESENTS

THE

ER-

COPP

H

E

AD'

Who

Was

For him

the Man

?

Milt Shanks

gave up his honor, his
freedom, the love of his
wife, the respect of his
dearly loved son and
lived among the people
he loved as a thing unclean. Why?
And in his hour of
bitterest trial not one
human

soul

spoke

to

him, and in all the
United States just one
man wrote to him.
Who

Q>aramounlj^rtcraft

Was

the

Man

?

Dear Milt: Lee's surrender
ends it all. I cannot think of you
without a sense of guilt, but it had
to be. I alone know what you did
and what you endured. I send you
a flag. It is not new but 3^ou will
prize it the more for that. I hope
to shake your hand some day.
Your friend,

Cpicture

Who'

Was

the

Man

?

— its punch is a thousand-heart throbs !
Its
beauty

smiles

^through

tears!
As long as human emotion shall
endure — such is the life of " The
Copperhead,"
a dramatic
tainment as eternal
as time enteritself.
Such an entertainment as made
audience after audience rise to its
feet in cheers at the end of the stage
play. And, without exaggeration,
this picture drama contains the
finest piece of acting ever seen on
the screen!
It is the one great American
picture of today!
Founded on the play of the same name
by Augustus Thomas.
From a story by Frederick Landis.
Adapted and directed by Charles
Maigne.
f. FAMOUS PLAYERS -LA8KY CORPORATION

THOMAS

H.INCE

pUGIAS

d

RI

S

Presents

VyiAcLEAN

^IVlAY
IN

^

^

^

"what

's

you

husb

and

r

doin

g

C/>aramountj4rtcraft

To
▼ ▼

exhibitors

and

Cpidure

public

as glad as you are that ' 231/2 Hours Leave ' was the big
popular success it proved to be, and that many exhibitors found

it the biggest box-office draw they've had. It's a pleasure to make a bow in
a picture like that.
" We hope you'll find ' What's Your Husband Doing? ' just as big a success. And
we firmly believe you will. Mr. Ince has put in it the same spirit of youth, rollicking good humor and comedy that made our first starring venture so complete a sucWe believe it'll make many a laugh sprout where there was only a smile

before.'

Douglas

MacLean

and

Doris

CORPORATION
PLAYERS -lASKY
H FAMOUS Pres.
JESSE L. LASKY VicePres. CECIL 8.DE MILLE Director Cenera/
ADOLPH ZUKOR
I
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.
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PHOTOPLAY

MURRAY

BYOUIDA

BERGERE
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nTZMAURiei
AUCTION
AUCTIO
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and
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OUNDED
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PLAY

^^^\

DANCE
POWELL
0FTHE5AME

NAME

BY

MICHAEL

Cparamount
^rtcraft
Q>icture

o'-love.
The revenge of a jilted lightThe escapades of a butterfly
wife.
The sensational scenes in an
" after hours " dancing palace.
The shot at a revel that ends
the " dance."
The wife's startling confession
in court to save her hushand.
The most wonderful night
scenes of New York ever taken.
A New York picture — taken in
New York — with a wonderful
New York cast — directed by a
man who knows New York
inside out.
A wonder-picture with a wonder-soul that touches the heart
of the simplest home!

MORTON

Motion
.JESSE

Bryani

Picture
L.

WASHBURN.

New
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Much

Too

''

My

s
Name'
on
Johns
Here's a " laughing-room-only

9 9

" pic-

ture such as you don't meet up with in
a month

of holidays.

It's just about as

legitimate, bona-fide,
full-ply comedy

unadulterated,

as the screen has been

able to accomplish so far. And it came
from

a story that the last generation

used to roar at regularly at least once a
year.

William

Gillette's " Too

Much

Johnson " has been a synonym for the
perfect stage farce for many years.
And

it hasn't lost an inch in pictures.

It's all there and a lot funnier.

It's full

five reels of laughter without a let-down
from beginning to end.

You can go the

limit with " Too Much Johnson." It's
a box-office winner if ever there was
one!
Directed

by Donald

Crisp

Scenario by Tom

J. Geraghty

ADOLPH ZUKOR PLAYERS
iWi JESSE L LASKY-LASRY
^Vc Prvi CECILCORPORATION
B DE MILLE D'rwtar G,-m-t W] ''
} FAMOUS

Johnson

*

Wmx

Shalt

xitA

hunmest

The

bell's

l^attH

Arbuck

rung!

The funniest two-reel'
comedy of this or any
other season is headed
your way!
Fatty
Arbuckle, aided and
abetted by Buster
Keaton, gets more
laughs

into

"The

Garage" than any
audience can keep up
with.
any

It's feature

for

show '

A

PARAMOU
JOSEPH

FATTY

NT-ARBUCKLE
M.

COMEDY

SCHEUCKpresenh

ARBUCKLE
iisr

THE

GARAGE

Written and directed by Fatty Arbuckle
Here's the kind of comedy the public wants — better than the public ever expected it could be
Produced by Comiqiie Film Corporation
Released exclusively through

lomeau

ever

proaucea

Wake

up!

Exhibitors — here's a
chance of a Ufe-time to
feature the funniest
picture in films to-day.
Fatty Arbuck
In all aking
he
careerle's
fun-m
never had as roaring a
fun-riot as this. You
can bill it as a feature
feature
and make
money with it because
it's there!

pom Eleanor U. Porter'? PamoLis No\el
"Pollijanna". Published by the Ra^ Cbmpanij,
and the four Act Comedy by Catherine
41/
Chisholm Cushifi§ Screen
f

Adaptation

by Frances

Marion. Phofo^'aphed
by Charles Cosher/

Pollijanna

says:

''Most generally there is something about

IITiP

ARTISTI

'* everything that you can he glad about,
if you ^eep hunting long enough to

COCPORTONl
PICKFOI2D
Lie ailll N

it." welcomed " Pollyanna'*— the
Do you remember how find
the world
Glad Book — and then "Pollyanna" — the Glad Play?
And was ever the weary world in greater need of the tonic of
Glad ness thein now — on the eve of the release of the Glad
Picture — ' ' Pollyanna' ' ?

■

And think! Mary Pickford in "Pollyanna"! What a vision of
ineffable charm, of exquisite art, the mere words bring.
A story that flows straight from the great common heart of humanity,
an answer to the world-old yearning for sunshine and laughter
cind gladness, enacted by an artiste at whose bidding the eyes of
the multitude dim with the mists of Life's shadows or sparkle
with the very joy of living.
Mary Pickford in "Pollyanna " — a gospel of Gladness, a miracle
play, if ever there was one.
Released January Eighteenth

"Speaking of features, we must tell you tliat without
doubt Doug's latest is about the best thing he has ever
released . . . . take it from us that 'WHEN THE CLOUDS
ROLL BY' is a winner from every angle .... a picture
which will stand as a masterpiece of its kind for many
— Motion Picture News.

a day."

"For continuous and unalloyed good fun, i.t is in the
front rank of Fairbanks' releases."
— Moving Picture World.
"A sure-fire attraction .... the audience rocks in
one gale of laughter after another .... it is a real Fairbanks
success .... exhibitors cannot afford to overlook its

"It is a typical Fairbanks offering .... typical of his
— New York American.
best days."
"Douglas Fairbanks is a delight all through the
— New York Evening Mail.
"The picture is the best that Fairbanks has done since
thepicture."
early days when he used to have 'his picture in the
paper' and get 'in again, out again.' You feel like exclaiming 'You have come back —to New
us, Douglas,
Douglas!'"
York Tribune.

drawing possibilities." — Exhibitor's Trade Review.

"The reviewer boldly proclaims this the best Fairbanks
picture since his debut as a screen star."
— Tom Hamlin's Newspaper Review Service.

"Douglas Fairbanks has come through with a blue
ribbon winner in 'WHEN THE CLOUDS ROLL BY'
.... this is certainly going to get every audience and
there is not a disappointment in all its. footage."—Wid's.

"The whole picture is full of Fairbanks' fun and will
greatly please the legion with whom the acrobatic actor is
— New York Times.

"'WHEN THE CLOUDS ROLL BY* should be
booked for a long run, advertised to the limit and presented asthe best Fairbanks production to date. Audiences
will pronounce it that. It will make box-office history.
It is a picture that will cause talk .... the sort of talk
that makes for bigger business each day, until the territory
from which the patronage is drawn yields maximum
rfe turns."

a favorite."
"'WHEN THE CLOUDS ROLL BY' is an excellent
his best."Sun.
Fairbanks
picture and presents Douglas— New
York atEvening

"The energetic comedian certainly rolls by any clouds
of gloom that may be hovering— over
spectator."
New theYork
Telegram.

— Exhibitors' Herald and Motography.

"It is one of the best films in which Fairbanks has
indulged."

UNITID

— New York Sun.

idlTISTS

CORPORATIOI

MARY
PfCKTORO
CHAIUJfE
CHAPLIN
*

DOUGUS
FAm&ANKS
D.W
CfUrFITH

w

w

w

"'WHEN THE CLOUDS ROLL BY' is Fairbanks at
his best and that is what slangy persons are wont to call
'considerable plenty' best."
— New York Morning Telegraph.

Overshadowing
Actual experience of exhibitors has demonstrated that people really
return to a theatre for
second and third viewings of "The Mystery
of the Yellow Room."
An
A
make
And

Absorbing Story
Baffling Plot
this the most remarkable mystery picture ever filmed.
the publicity possibilities of the production will fairly amaze you!

REALART PICTURES
469 FIFTH AVENUE

CORPORATION
NEW YORK CITY

i

GOWNS!

GOWNS!

That's what you've wanted

in Miss Brady's

pictures I It's what the public has wanted —
what Realart has wanted! And now you
have them — more gorgeous gowns than this
star ever wore before in a picture!

Alice

Brady
in

"THE

FEAR

MARKET"

Directed by KENNETH WEBB
Scenario by Clara Beranger
is a Story of suave brigands whose
scandal. When

weapon

is

they drive an innocent woman

to the grave, a girl friend vows

revenge. And

the trail ends, in a scene of great dramatic
intensity — at her father's door!

YOU

You

know

plots

KNOW

the sort of gripping

and

strong

AMELIE

RIVES

dramatic

human

interest

situations

(Princess

that

Troubetzkoy)

devises !

You
which
And

know

the style of sturdy

ALICE
you

know

BRADY
Realart!

excels!

romance

in

THE

DOTTED

There

are dotted

every

contract.

LINE

lines at the
The

end

important

of

thing

for you to know is what the name
stands for that accompanies yours.
This

name

represents

the

company

you are pledged to keep, and it's the
company you keep that determines
the measure of your success.
Realart's idea is that a contract involves partnership. And partnerships
are

successful

only

when

they

mutually satisfactory — when
team work.
Realart

always
R E A
PICTURES

there

are
is

will do its full share 1
L A R T
CORPORATION

aqTASHT

le photoplay
With an all-star cast<
ROY STEWART
MARGUERITE DebMOTTE
NOAH BEERY
BETTY BRICE
ARTHUR MORRISOM
CORDON RUSSELL

MERSON
Directed

by

or the

novel

by

HOUGH

EDWARD

SLOMAN

J Benjamin 8. l^ampton- Great Jathors Production
W.¥. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fi/th Avenue, NewYbrk-Qtr
DiitribuUng through VAIHt £ahange,hK<irponHtd
Forei^ Dittnbutor.J Frank BroddiS8,Inc.7Z9-7lt Ave.

-

"The
Story

Saqebrusher"
oF

Heart-Crip

is

a

and

-ar ■

-.^^

■ WIT— III. ^■T*r-'—

' -yi

Tremendous

i

Humanness

i

Here is another hand-made Benjamin B. Hampton
special production conceived for Great Authors'
Pictures, Inc. — one of the great selective produc*ions bearing the W. W. Hodkinson distribution
imprint.
In work for more than six months, it has received
the care and assistance in every stage of pro<iuction of its author, Emerson Hough, who autographs its main title as the stamp of his approval
of this faithful picturization of his novel.
Now ready for pre-release special engagements
in the large cities and distributed exclusively
by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
?9
re
The
Sagebrusher
is an all - star cast production so filled with
emotional and heart interest that it makes you
gulp violently and rub the corners of your eyes
to hold back the tears.
A story of sublime faith. A story that makes
you realize that this is a good world to live in.
The story of a rough diamond who wouldn't kiss
his beautiful bride, yet died to save her.
The utmost in a love story.
Made with the sympathy and tenderness of a
woman by an organization of specialists that
ranks the story always as the first consideration.

'Oaly Uicw^its of you remala
In my heart where they have lain;
Perfumed the nights of yoxi, remahring,
A hid sweetness, in my brain.
Others leave me: all things leave me;
— ARTHIT? SYMONS
You remain."
Sure

to

be

Exhibitors

Advertised
as

"The

by all
Picture

You Will Always Remember."
"Give the public tears and laughter,'' tbe greatest showmen of all limes have said. "It is the
public's great prescription on the screen or in
thfr theatre."
"The others.
Sagebrusher " has these elements and
still
It has warmth, color, love, romance, cleanliness.
It is filled with tbe honest passion of very
human people.
W.HOMINSON
527 Fifth Avenue
Distributing: ttavugh PATHE
Forei^ Distributor, J. Frank

CORPOEfflON
, New York Gty
Exchange^ Incorporated
Brockliss,Inc.729-7a> Ave.
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"Herbert Kaufman is
one ofthe great thought- 1
moulders of our timeindeed I think he is the
greatest.".
Sir Arthur Pearson '■
England'
s great fuhtiiher ;
and philanthropist

undertaking

ican theatre

and

a momentous

to American

service

to the Amer^

journaHsm.

I am bringing 'America's
read ' author to the screen.

highest-paid,

and I widest-

I am bringing to the motion picture theatre ^the larg^;
est audience commanded
by any living personahty.
Herbert
who

Kaufman

has everything
He

puts

and

Put/iiher 0/ McOurc'l
Magazine

"The

Man

little things

essential

writer

prose-poems

Who

of our generation

to success

an epic in a couplet.

tunity. He writes
"Herbert Kaufman
entered the Great War
when
and
he hasBelgiumdid—
been in it ever
since. He dedicated his
pen to the service of
Democracy. No man
has fought harder or
longer for the cause of
humanFrederick
right."L. Collins

is the one

Sneered

He

on the screen..

dramatizes

like "The
at

Santa

Oppor-

Dreamers"
Glaus" — and

like these! —

Take
Some

a risk or take the count"
men

would

get in oftenerjf

sooner"^ gifts don^t count
Christmas

if they^arenh

down the chimney!*
Most roosters wear their crows
their spurs

too short"

they 'd get out

brought

too long

and
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Presents

mans

"Mr. Herbert Kaufman has been an assistant to Secretary Lane in
this work
[Americanization] forthe
last year,
the 1
giving nessupandhisserving
own busiGovernment without 1
price. Mr. Kaufman is
entitled to the thanksof

He'can cram* Plato and Mrs. Humphry
Ward and
Mark Twain and Santa Glaus and the Russian Soviet

all lovers Senator
of America."
Kenyon j
Chairman19Labor
October
Commit/it
on Aoor
Education
On th<
of27,the19(sfSenate,
\

and Mary Donovan's love affair into a few reels of fast-^
moving, interest- attracting, attention -holding motion^
picture entertainment!
And
can

that's

the kind

do it— in. Herbert

of thing

Kaufman's

he

will

do; as only

Weekly.

Herbert^ Kaufman's^ Weekly ' will ^appear
motion picture theatre that is fortunate enough
a Herbert
To

the

will want
your

millions

Herbert

of Herbert

manager,

the thousands
Kaufman's

exchange

man

in every
to secure

"The country should

franchise.^

to see Herbert

theatre

To

Select

Kaufman

he

Kaufman' admirers

Kaufman's
and

Weekly — I say "Ask

ask him

of exhibitors
Weekly —

who

now!"

who

I say

will want
"See

to-day — or wire."

-

the

to show
nearest

;

rejoice that a man of
suchexceptional talents
and pre-eminent sympathy with all good
things, as Mr. Herbert
Kaufman, has undertaken togive his views
through the moving
Franklin K. Lane
pictureStCrttary
medium."
November
of jbiII,Interior
Washington,
D.1919
C.

Motion
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Shown

At

Picture

New

iW

Theatres

bert

WEE
SAN FRANCISCO CALL
"Kaufman's editorials have made. him famous wherever men of our speech hire or are
hired. They seem to me of the' finest, strongest, most helpful deliverances that have been
penned 'since spoken word man's spirit stirred
beyond his belly's need." "
BOSTON TRANSCRIPT
'Sympathy with mankind in all its lowest
and highest manifestations is the keynote of
Mr.
sees mtoHe theis
heart Kaufman's
of the man writings.
to whom He
he writes.
keen and clear eyed."
AUSTRALASIAN

Herbert

Kaufman's

Weekly

neously bya nation-wide

chain

the Philadelphia

Public

the Washington

Star, the Boston

News

and

largest

the

Seattle

audience

Ledger,

Page,

published

of newspapers,
the New

York

Herald,

Post-Intelligencer,

simultaincluding

American,

the Indianapolis
has reached

the

in America.

NATION

"He will be the pathfinder for an army of
conquerors."
DULUTH HERALD
"He writes with a sword."
OTTAWA CITIZEN, CANADA
"His dynamic word has revealed the greatness of human power. * * * He has seen the
sins and injustice of life and has realized the
power inherent in man to conquer environment, both individually now and socially ultimately."
LONDON DAILY EXPRESS
"The spirit of America is in his pages."
CATHOLIC HERALD, LONDON
"His message
very much
to the point,
straight
from the is
shoulder,
epigrsmimatic
and
brilliant. * * *"
NEW ORLEANS PICAYUNE
' As an editorial writer of international influence, Herbert Kaufman is perhaps the
greatest individual force in shaping the world
thought currents of today."

And

now — he brings

picture

any
own

to the motion

theatre.

"It may be doubted," says the Chicago Tribune, *'if
man before him ever had so many readers in his
time.
5?
The

millions

during

the

weeklies
Sunday
and

this vast audience

for

past

who

decade,

wrongs

followed

subscribing

his writings —

newspapers

national

have

searching

for his scathing
and

Herbert

to magazines
through

indictments

his, messages

ed

by

the

and
great

of social

of inspiration

encouragement — will now^ find concentrated
theatre the full range of his unique genius.

Present

Kaufman

and

in their local
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Rules

MARY ROBERTS
"He thinks new
new and different
one else. More
Herbert Kaufman

RINEHART

thoughts. He sees from a
angle. He is not like' anythan any writer I know
seems to me to have the

faculty of getting under the skin of humanity."
PITTSBURG PRESS

KLY

The
of the

New Orleans Item says: "He is a man of marvelous versatility. He has been the associate and adviser
men

who

icquaintance
n the new

among-

and

edge of many
3pportunity

captain
men

American

industry.

of thought

and

old worlds

problems

gives him

living, moving

yy their irrefutable

You

a first hand
man

knowl-

has not the

to master."

word-pictures

evidence

Herbert
and

pictures — Herbert

will find "a

heart

Kaufman's

proving

of the motion

will find in your favorite

in motion

wide

accomplishment

that the ordinary

You will find on the screen

You

His

theatre

Kaufman's

See

that

you

See

that your

their statements
picture

see them.

camera.

the big new

thing

Weekly.

as big as the world

pictures."

dynamic

behind

his

"Herbert Kaufman, Special Assistant to the
Secretary of the Interior, is known throughout
both Europe and America as one of the most
brilliant of living writers. He a notable
figure among the dollar-a-year men who have
placed their talen ts and energies at the disposal
of the Government."
DUBLIN DAILY EXPRESS
"He writes in a spirit of splendid Optimism,
very stimulating to the reader nauseated by
the wretched pessimism of many of our modern
WASHINGTON STAR
philosophers."
"A heart that appears to be about as big
as
world ofis them,
behind there
theseispictures.'
the the
making
a gift for And,
gettingin
this bigness out in terms of human sympathy
and good cheer, a power that seizes one and
either convinces him or convicts him."
BINGHAMTON PRESS
"There is the love of mankind in all of
them— that is why Mr. Kaufman writes, and
that is what makes his writings popular; also,
it is that which makes him one of the great influences'in the world."
LONDON STANDARD
"A master of epigram, a cunning weaver of
words, playing with their color and rhythm,
glowing, militant, courageous, energetic and
red-blooded by turns, this hater of humbug,
cant, idlers and cowards has leapt to the forefront in a very few years."
PORTLAND OREGONIAN
"A new King Solomon, with a dash of
Robert Louis Stevenson in his makeup."
LONDON ACADEMY
"As a figure, a personality, he has no livi^

theatre

runs

them.

rival."

Lewis

J.

Selzniek
729 Seventh Avenue, New

York, N. Y.
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COMEDIEy?

Booked into the largest and most exclusive theatres in the country

Hall
Room
Boys
Comedies
have won great popularity.
Exhibitors who have the best patronage
will make no mistake in booking them through
STANDARD FILM SERVICE
STANDARD FILM CORP.
Sloan Bldg., Cleveland, 0.
Boley BIdg.» Kansas City, Mo., and
FIRST CIRCUIT
NATIONALOF EXHIBITORSN. E. Inc.,
For
Michigan, Ohio and Kentucky
35 Piedmont St., Boston, Mass.
STANDARD FILM CORP.
MERIT FILM CORPORATION
For Massachusetts, Rhodelsland and
North Plaza BIdg., St. Louis, Mo.
126 West 46th St., New York City
For Missouri and Kansas
Connecticut
For New York State and Northern
PREMIER PICTURE CORP.
CELEBRATED
PLAYERS
New Jersey, excluding Trenton
FILM
CORP
8-10 S. Graham St., Charlotte, N. C.
GREATER FEATURES, Inc..
207
S.
Wabash
Are.,
Chkago, 111.
For North and South Carolina, Ten2020 Third Ave., Seattle, Wash.
For Illinois and Indiana
nessee,Alabama,Florida and Georgia
For Washington,
Oregon,
Idaho
and
Montana
MASTERPIECE FILM
CONSOLIDATED FILM CORP.
ATTRACTIONS
90 Golden Gate Ave.
EXHIBITORS' FILM EXCHANGE
916 G St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
1235 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
San Francisco, Cal.
For Delaware, Maryland, District of
For Eastern Pennsylvania and
For California, Arizona. Nevada and
Southern New Jersey
Columbia and Virginia
Hawaiian Islands
FONTENELLE FEATURE FILM
SOUTHWESTERN FILM CORP.
1504
Harney
St.,
Omaha,
Neb.
19111^ Commerce St., Dallas, Tei.
For Iowa and Nebraska
For Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas
ARROW PHOTOPLAYS CO.
QUALITY FILM CORPORATION
1735 Welton St., Denver, Colo.
414 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Colorado,
Wyoming,
For West Virginia and Western PennUtah and
SouthernNewIdahoMexico,
sylvania

S^yK^?
COHN OF AMERICA
NATIONAL FILM CORPORATION
and BYHARRY
JACK PKCDUCED

Picture
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Wonderland
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TOMORROW

-zilmed
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a

iack-

ofsmiich'andeur~

^round

Supported by an All-Stai'
Cast that Includes -

7v\ary
Fred

Thurman
Malatesta

Pauline

Curley

Harvey
Frank

Clark.

Brownlee

Frank

Clark

Le\i/is

dammed

Kin^

with

Suspense !!

Timllm^-5ensatioDal'FowerM!

'ke aUraetJon
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SAMUEL

THE

S 'HUTCHINSON

Presents

VALLEY

OF

TOMORROW

A tremendous
mountain

story of life in the

fastnesses — enacted

by

a superb cast, scenes taken at Lake
Tahoe and the Truckee River in
Nature's

Wonderland.

xui

William

Russell
in the ^realeslrole (jfhiscamr

"The Valley of Tomorrow" is a compelling
novel by Stephen Fox. It maintains suspense throughout — powerful dramatic
interest.

Directed by Emmet J. Flynn, the all-star
cast of carefully selected players enact the
story amid surroundings of such scenic
grandeur they defy description.

%euoX'(lffux?osalnl3ies

Produced by
American Film
Company, Inc.

Exhibitors who have seen "The Valley of
Tomorrow" predict it will break all previous box office records — are confident it
can play to capacity business for runs of
two weeks or more.

I

Make your reservations now with American
Film Co. representatives at your nearest
Pathe exchange!

POil
Distributed frj'

Harper d Brothers
PUBLISHERS
Established 1817
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A treath -taking
a haunting
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tale of revenue,

inspiring

And

mystery,

romance

to top it all, tKe tremendous emotional acting

of Fciuline Frederick,

sweep

in^ from climax to climax
Luith a pouier unrivalled
in

tke

annals

screen

SAMUEL

GOLDWYN

SE NTS

FREDERICK
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BV EDGAR.
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"Screen
Sunshine"
The most famous comic-supplement characters in America— Jerry on the Job, Krazy Kat, the Shenanigan Kids.
Judge Rumliauser, Happy Hoohgan — appearing in one
hundred newspajjers, caper through their excruciatingly
funny scenes in Goldwyn-Bray Releases.
These International Film cartoons, directed by Gregory
LaCava. and illustrating the comic characters of Opper,
Knerr, Tad and Hoban, with the full publicity of the
Hearst newspapers, will be given to the public as a part
of the Bray Studios Service.

Qoldwynnraiftictogmpk
Produced
BRAY

by

PICTURES

Distributed

CORP.

by

GOLDWYN

GOLDWYN

PICTVRES
CORPORATION
1A»4VIL OOLOVvnrN fiwtmt
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Better
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Pictures.

Pictures of merit are sure
Please and buHd a

nJS^K^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

patronage.

OFFICES OF
m e t r o f 1 l m exc h a n g e
1321 Vine street
Philadelphia. Pa

Decem"ber

28th, 1919.

Mr, Harry M, Warner,
220-West 42nd Street,
Hew York City,
Dear

Mr, Warner:

It gives me pleasure to inform
you that after screening your serial, "THE
LOST CITY" for the Stanley Organization and
other exhibitors, we have signed up approximately
seventy theatres in Philadelphia alone, out of
possihly ninety-three.
I think this is a reputation
for any serial and I am sure when the out-oftown exhibitors get a look at this serial, every
one will book it just as quickly.
I remain.

With

kindest
Very

personal

truly

METRp^m

STATE

WARNER

BROS.,

RIGHTS

220

West

regards,

yours.
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initial picture for
FirstNational

"THE

FAMILY
A "First National

HONOR"
Attraction
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Motion

Picture

■ill

B. A. Rolfe presents

A

Startling
With

Woman's

a

Problem

Thrilling

Plot

From the Story " The Shining Band "

By

Your

Robert

Patrons

Will

W.

Thrill

Chambers

Over:
The bombardment of the palace.
The hatred of a woman scorned.

The mystery of the iron box.
The rich hermit's secret.
The hidden treasure.

The battle of the false prophets.
The terrible fight on horseback.

The heroine's veiled life.
The ghosts of past loves.

The death struggle in the cave.
The secret rites of the shining band.

The prophet's mission.

The perfidy of the false prophet.

The lover's quarrel.
The elfin dance.
The stolen papers.

The wrecking of the clubhouse.
The torture of the lovers.

The shearing of golden locks.

The theft of the treasure.

The fisherman's icy plunge.
The bathing beauties.

The strange proffer of marriage.

The mysterious shot.

The girl who picked her husband with a rifle.
The love conquest.

The plot for divorce.

The battle of dog and man.
Directed by B. A. Rolfe and Chester De Vonde
Adapted by Charles A. Logue
Produced by the A. H. Fischer Features, Inc.

Attraction
A

" First National

"

New.

773

Nothing

So

Much

" To choose
him.

Interests

as

A

Your

DRAMA

Patrons

of

FEMININE

the best possible father for her children

is a woman's

JVILES

right," she calmly

" It's time you took charge of her," said the listening father to the prophet
Band — a sect devoted to keeping men and women apart.

told

of the Shining

I

Call

Critics

I

Question

Greatest

"The

A

IT'S

m

" A melodrama

J

a cast of most

I

unusual.

IT'S

PULLER

BIG

I

in a homespun

portrayed

by .

excellent types— intensely interesting, very

Big puller." — Motion

INTENSELY

" This

atmosphere,

Picture A^ews:

GRIPPING

picture is certainly gripping,

intensely gripping.

It suggests Poe as a picture producer." — Wids*.

IT'S

A

PHOTOGRAPHIC

" A photographic

enchantment,

ENCHANTMENT^
shows

splendid craftsman-

ship in all the details of artistic presentation." — Moving
Picture W or Id.

IT'S
" A

THRILLINGLY

wealth

DRAMATIC

of colorful detail, intensely dramatic,

raphy exquisite." — Exhibitors'

A

" First National

Trade

photog-

Review.

special Attraction

'
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ly, 1920

'S

FITH

GRIF

GREATEST

MOST

"Bigger
the

GRIPPING

in theme

most

than

gripping

thought

ducer, entitled 'The
of the

hereafter." —

NOTHING

any

The

THOUGHT

other
of the

Greatest
New

THEME

Griffith
day

DAY

production

is this latest

Question'
York

OF

and

Evening

BETTER

and

work

handling

touching

of the
the

pro-

question

Telegram.

MASTER

OF

SCREEN

" The genius of Griffith pays another dividend
to film fans at the Strand theatre where his

" D. W.

latest picture occupies the position of honor

mastery of the screen

* * * and he has done nothing better
* * * . not one scene could be eliminated
and no point at which the addition of another

simple and human in its appeal * * *
Griffith has taken a sordid background and

situation would improve
York Evening Mail.
GRIFFITH

LIKE

the whole." — New

*

a picture colored vividly with melo-

drama. * *
York Times.

*

*

a picture

into its fabric a story of enduring
*

*

*

PuH

genuinely lifelike." — New

WONDERFULLY

of gripping moments

BEAUTIFUL

"The picture is decidedly worth seeing.
Scene by scene it is wonderfully beautiful and
it is filled with the inimitable Griffith touches.
Fine melodrama
acting." — New

STORY

*

DICKENS

uglv and repellant as well as the attractive,
which is necessary for a cross section of life
*

beauty

*

his

and the acting is excellent throughout." —
New York Tribune.

" Mr. Griffith is like Dickens in the firmness,
almost fierceness with which he presents the

*

woven

Griffith has again demonstrated

and the players do some rare
York Morning

Telegraph.

IS GRIPPING

" The story is gripping and at times borders
on the supernatural * * * The characters
appear as though they had just stepped from
a book of Dickens." — New
Post.

York

Evening

DEFT

HUMAN

TOUCHES

" A picture filled with the deft, human touches
that have become associated with the screen
tales of Griffith." — New

York American.

ALBERT

PRE5ENT5

E.5MITti

Antonio

The

Invisible

ITS

THEME
is new— that of organized law battling against
organized crime.
known

It is a serial that employs every

device of science in the pursuit of crime

and of crime detention.

the

The annals of all the detective bureauslyMi "
world contribute thrill - thduglits' to this

subject.

.

"V •■■ 'v -'-^'i^;!---'^'' .

'

Mofeito

"
d
n
a
H

ITS

THRILLS—
Underground

.

tunnels and s^refc vaults under the

bay, chests of jewels and disappearing walls, suba^eu;

marine dips and airplane flights— these are just
of the thousands of thrills that sprinkle

the action of ''the Invisible Hand." The fact
that it 1% DIFFERENT \s responsible for its
having been

booked

by many
never before ran a serial.

exhibitors who
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SWEET

CRESS

stocy

b*j BRET

A perfect
strong

gem

HARTE.

of a picture,

in dramatic

excellent

in

power,

characteriza-

tion, superb in atmosphere,
clean and wholesome ....
I have
saw

heard

every

picture
week

people

other

on

who

feature

Broadway

this

say quite emphatically that they prefer this

play

to

Very

any

close

screen

food

of the others.
to 100% entertainment Itis the ideal

for an American

audience."
W. Stephen

Bush

in

the

Billboard.
TAKE
IT,

OUR

THIS

WORD
IS

A

FOR
REAL

PICTURE.
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e--CAD5AY STOP RM! SAX! IK OUR PARTHIOII TFFATRI AL90 IS OUR ENTIRE CIRCUIT
OS .nFTlEB THEATRES IB CHICAOO STOP 1 THOX.HT TRIS TO BE 0>T CT THE BEST
TWO REEL COKEDIES Vm, SHOm II. OUR THEATRE AKD THE E1.THU3IASI. SROffi BT TTiE
PUBLIC «H0 riTNEBSED IT ,T CUR THEATRES C0R7INCEP US THAT HE WCTE RIOHT STOP |
VORt PORER TO YOU HOPE TOU -ILL CONTISOT 'OUR OTHTR RnFiSES
AS OOOD *S
TVIS ORE RJT.ARDS
STERS, LUBLIKER APr TPIRZ

THE STRAND THEATRK

'^'^ "fU

TELl

"'^-^

City. fizabang*, Ino.
Fatbo

so ^'^^

It b&a alimTS baeo 07 pollej to pl*7 0&I7
the tttst of plotores prooorabl* at my Strand and Btw Orpheum
thaatreB,
bat
In
Barold^ Uoyde
"Bumping
Into baat
Broadway"
I baliava that I yonx
haTa obtaioad
not only
tta T^ry
from
astand
comedypointpointas vail.
of riew bat the Tery best from the box office
Profflto preaent
tbe Be« Lloyd
imedies
be orae comedy
bigindioatiooa
a acting
box office
I any starare IngoXng
dramatic
apon attraction
the eoreen
I today. 7hi8 is ay opinion based on the boelneas ve are doing
J[ mending
ont am."Bamplng
into
Broadway"
and
I
do
not
hesitate
in recomthe Ssw Harold Lloyd Coasdies to all exhibitors.
Aasoring
yoa
of
ny
hearty
ooopsratioD
and
congrat'ilatlng you in eeoarinp the Bsw Harold Lloyd Comedies
WE
Very tr^ly yo«re.
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We

told

yoii

S. L. Rothapfel,
B.

W.

a

week

Jack

Brentlinger

wonderful

success

or

Eaton,

and

in their

Ogden

houses

IK

Special

ago

James

the

A

1^

two

of

the

nice

0- Clemmer,
Theatre

had

things

Billy
to

that

Connors,

say

of the

of

THE

^loo.ooo.oo

KEEL

COKHESm

Now read what some more prominent exhibitors say:
H. C. HORATER of the Pantheon Theatre says: "Best comedy ever produced."
SAM HARDIING of the Liberty Theatre says: "More laughs than on any comedy I have ever used."
ISAAC GUCKENHEIMER of the Blackstone Theatre says: "Exceptional big hit with tremendous
audiences."
BALABA.N and KATZ say: "Met with enthusiasm by our audiences."
A. KARZAS of the Woodlawn Theatre says: "Splendid comedy merit combined with exceptional
box office value."
S. STERN of LUBLINER & TRINZ says: "One of the best two reel comedies ever shown in our
circuit of 16 theatres.
A. G. TALBOT of the America Theatre says: "Played to large and enthusiastic audiences in spite
of zero weather."

Produced
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RoacK

Edwin

Carewe

Productions

DOLORES

^

TKe

inc.

of

had been a sister to her.

past with the cloak of respectability, with honeyed words, and

with the affectation of the social station to which she aspired.
will out !
Directed

by

ViV

EDWIN

CAREWE

Distributors
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Deceit

Fair to look at but black within; thief of the happiness of the one who
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times
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fox the State
b'pecidls made
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Kdmund
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RELEASE
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Ri^ht
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Co^^

VJDA
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^

F.

CQ;~"'

JOHl^
15 'EM ^

Scorpi<^

red-blooded story of the west,

teeming with thrills, action and wonderful riding. " The Desert Scorpion "is a great story of the pioneer
days — of the feuds between ranchmen and sheep-herders.

RELEASE

FOR
W61ves

of

FEB.

1 ST

the

A stupendous production picturiz
ing one of the greatest double char
acterizations ever screened. An un
usual, gripping story of the East vs
the West. Beautifully photographed

y^VHH
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Circulation

Hand

With

nine

thousand,

-Picked

four

hundred

and

seventy-two

paid subscriptions (last week's report and jumping
up
every week), MOTION
PICTURE
NEWS
reaches
the high water
in this field.
And

the

mark

quality

remarkable

as

of paid

of this

subscription

subscription

circulation

circulation

is as

its quantity.

It is hand-picked.
Every single subscriber has to do, prominently, with
the trade.
We
force the new
subscriber to indicate
and

prove

money

is promptly

hundred
Just

so

of these
with

reduced
guard

this connection;

it

it, so

returned.

subscriptions

our
to

otherwise. the

a

newsstand

it will

every

be

We

as

being

of any

restricted

value

to

can
this

We

The

circulation

NEWS

books

are

open

the

to

trade.

any
trade
newsstand

to its advertiser.

to any

Covers

have

money

Subscriptions
alone tell a paper's readers
circulation value; the rest is waste.
Our

several

year.

spend

Even
so we
don't^ guarantee,
nor
journal guarantee, a single copy of
circulation

return

circulation.

minimum.

that

We

subscription

and

its

advertiser.

The

Field

Leadership

The
"NEWS,"
in
1919
carried
790
more
pages
of
paid
advertising
than

its

nearest

competitor

The

Directory).

jumping

already

The

fast

toward

"NEWS"
by

serves
the
serving
with

conjunction

the

public

papers in 129

The

of

692

owners

theatre

reaches

through

reaches

8,843,news-

in

35

a

selected

foreign

highest

largest
counin

the

field.

foreign

The

315

and

buyers

tries and stands

Some

Dir-

Studio

cities.

"NEWS"

group

is

this
industry
newspapers.

the

ectory the "NEWS"
of

10,000,

9,472.

further

560

the

"NEWS"
subscription
circulation {handpicked,
from
the
trade

only)

In

in

advertising

ing professional
Studio

(includ-

reasons

NEWS

why

—

Covers

the
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RECORD

Were

BREAKING

Drawn

to the

Merrill

Picture

CROWDS

Theatre,

Milwaukee,

when

T
H
E

CONFESSION

HAL

REID'S

Featuring
"The

Henry

Birth

AND
There

THIS

is still some

good

Star

and

Ralph

of

all-star

Wettstein

Distributing

WAS

PLAY

in that city, according

a letter from
West

Walthall,

of a Nation,"

cast, opened

Mid

WONDER

AT

to

of the

Company.

ADVANCED

territory left. The

PRICES!

following

has

EQUITY FILM EXCHANGE,
. ,
San Francisco, Cal.,
GRAND CENTRAL FILM EXCHANGE,
St. Louis, Mo.,
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS EXCHANGE
OF NEW JERSEY,
for
729 Seventh Ave., New York City,
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS EXCHANGE
OF PITTSBURGH,
for
Pittsburgh, Pa.,

p,,.. ■ A^i,„„, m-,.,^,
California, Arizona, Nevada.
Eastern Missouri.

.,fo"i'^T^^i^u-^'^^
^^^^
'
Pa
Philadelphia,
WEST DISTRIBUTING CO.,
f^,
Milwaukee, Wis.,

'
Eastern Pennsylvania.
Wisconsin.

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS,
Minneapolis, Minn.,
'or
E. C. MURPHY,
.
604 Film Exchange Bldg., Detroit, Mich.,
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS OF N. E.,
Boston, Mass.,

And

Nate

Robbins,

just

of

Write to GEO.
NATIONAL

FILM

sold:

New Jersey.
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.

Minnesota, North and South Dakota.

Michigan.

New England.
^

Robbins

Upper

bought

been

N. Y.

Film

State

Company,

has

Rights!

H. DAVIS, or the

CORPORATION

OF

AMERICA

1600 Broadway, New York City
FOR FULL INFORMATION
HARRY

M. RUBEY,

President

JOE BRANDT,

Gen. Representative

I. BERNSTEIN,

Prod. Mgr.

N e u.

a n u a r y i "j, i Q 2 o
MURRAY

W.GARSSON

PPESCNTS

0

W liat would you do if you were in
this youth's place ? What would your
daughter do if confronted with the
ing.
same circumstances ? "THE BLINDNESS OF YOUTH" will start an
immediate discussion at every showThe solution of the querx
picture. You may or may
with the youth — but — leave
patrons
— they'll solve it and
it for weeks.

is in the
not agree
it to your
talk about

A picture you'll he glad lo boo\.

Motion

And

All

the

"GREAT!

Producers

WE'RE

Said

WITH

So with this distinctive, positive recommendation
in picturedom,

NATIONAL

to

from

SCREEN

Picture

Us: —

YOU!

the very highest authorities

SERVICE,

Inc.

now greets you exhibitors with the innovation supreme, a regular weekly service.
We are selHng the eventual screen service of the industry, and when our salesman
calls on you it will be to help you discard what has long been an eye-sore to you and
your patrons.

National

Screen

Service

solves your problem of how
patrons about your coming

National

Screen

Service

enables

National

Screen

Service

will keep your audience
you deliver your message.

National

Screen

Service

to tell your
attractions.

you to tell it attractively, interestingly and with class.
seated

while

is a big step ahead in the most important
part
of a theatre's activity — the house's
own announcements.

National

Screen

Service

is solid, substantial, sound — in policy, in
personnel, in responsibility. We invite
inquiry.

The best theatres in the East are signing our service contracts
to serve yours, large or small.

PRICE?

NATIONAL
1476

Within

Everybody's

SCREEN

now.

are ready

Reach!

SERVICE,

Broadway

We

New

Inc.
York

City

Ne

FIRS1

ASH

EXCEPTIOMAL

ART

i/lrVin

PICTURE

ALECK
S.Cobb

"^HIC" SALE, the incom^ parable delineator of
comedy and rural types in
appearing in his first silent
play will bring to the screen
all the quaint humor that
has for years driven the
blues from untold numbers
and has brought laughter
di
ai
tr
Fl
ai
Ci

To be distributed

by

ROBERT/ON-COLE

ROBERT/ON-COLE
PRODUCTION-r
'A/K THE EXHIBITOR WHO PLAY/ THEM

fhom. MEBEDITH

NICHOLSON;r celebrated noval

"the house of a thousand
directed CANDLEy^"
by HENRY KING^
D05B5- MERRILL CO. Publisherir
Unique in its deft touch of mystery, its
thrills and its laughs, this latest picture
of H. B. Warner is beyond question the
best of his career. The production is
superbly finished and Mr. Warner is supported bya splendid cast. The combin'
ation is exactly what the discriminating
exhibitor demands.
Available at all ROBERTSON

-COLE

EXCHANGES

O
7

WITH
/K
NOTABLE
BRENTWOOD
CAST
ir « c t « d
A

HENRY

KOLKER
c

9
Orw TT
regeneration of a generation.

This production ranks with Brentwood's other record-breaking successes ofthe past year.
.
It is a powerful
unswerving
woman

faith of a man

unwrecked

and

by the schem-:

ing of a highbinder
nance.

record of the

of modern

The jcast is a notable one*-;

including Mahlon

Hamilton, Betty

Blythe and

Betty Brice, and

production

is the

sumptuous

last word

achievement.

the
in

t

*

ROBERTSON-COLE
TUST

SPECIAL^

a dream of love,

blond love, brunette
^

love, puppy love, auburn

^

love, vamp love, foolish
love, wise love and love
^

of love. The most deli- ^
cious ensemble of satire
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IN the darkness of the theatre
came suddenly a flash of glittering, silvery snow— then

the frown-

ing grandeur of mountain tops
then the peace and serenity of ten
thousand sheep quietly grazing.

The lone shepherd looked on. "Oh
to be there," sighed the Tired Business Man and his wife, and he
relaxed in delicious enjoyment.
That

is entertainment— that is patron
satisfaction.
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MILTON H. FELD. Man

Mr. E. McAvoy,
Robsrtson-Cole Dist, Corp.,
Kansas City, Mo«
Dear Mr. McAvoy :After screening the first two releases
of the new Martin JohJison Series 'ON THE BORDERLAHD OF
CIVILIZATION, I decided that they would fill a long felt
want on the programs at the Ne^rman,
This type of picture
is not only unique and unusual, but combines all of the
elsjnents of a scenic and magazine reel.
The fact that
they are out of the ordinary and entirely different
from any other single reel release make them most
desirable.
I
adding considerable
and it i s my opinion
single reel release

look fonTard to this single reel release
drawing power to our regular program,
that Martin Johnson has given us a
of genuine merit.

FRANK L. NEWMAN
President Newman Theatre Company

ROBERT/ON-COLE
PRODUCTION-T
"A^K THE EXHIBITOR WHO PLAY/ THEM"

Available at all ROBERTSON

-COLE
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Newsy Announcements of the
The Johnny Dooley Comedies look like a safe bet for Tyrad Pictures, Inc. 702
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has something to say about four big
productions: "Huckleberry Finn," "The Copperhead," "What's
Your Husband Doing?" and "On With the Dance"
703 to 709
" Too Much Johnson " has a box office value with Bryant Washburn as
the
star.
Which
brings
us
to
"
The
Thirteenth
Commandment
vrith Ethel Clayton as the stellar attraction. Famous Players-Lasky"
has a great deal to say about this feature
710 to 713
Famous Players-Lasky invites your attention with Fatty Arbuckle's
newesthimself
comedy, " The Garage," which is written and directed 714-715
by
Fatty
United
Artists'
Corporation
comes
forward
with
a
big
announcement.
716-718
Four pages in a handsome insert are required by Realart Pictures Corporation to introduce an angle on its pictures
719 to 722
And speaking of inserts Hodkinson presents one of four pages anemt
some forthcoming productions
723 to 727
Vera Mack in Two-Reel Western Dramas offered state righters 728
Selznick
announces
Herbert
Kaufman's
Weekly
to
be
distributed
through Select exchanges
729 to 733
Selznick offers five stars in five productions through Select exchanges. .734
Select presents Norma Talmadge in " She Loves and Lies"
735
" JustPictures
a Wife is" distributing
is the name of
the Eugene
Walter drama which National 736
through
Select
The latest release of Republic Distributing Corporation
737
Do you know that Mack Sennett is offering a five-reel Super Feature?
You will find out all about it on this double page
738-739
W. H. Productions have something important to say
740-741
Here are the Hall Room Boys bidding for favor
742
American Film Company advance several good reasons in an insert on
"The Valley of Tomorrow"
743 to 746
Goldwyn. Pictures Corporation presents many new feiatures in a handsome
insert of seven pages
747 to 754
A bitreleases
of Screen Sunshine is offered in an announcement of Goldwyn-Bray 755
Here are Warner Bros, with something to say concerning " The Lost
City"
756
Fox Film Corporation presents some effective arguments anent its productions 757 to 762
Robertson-Cole
an assortment of prize packages in a handsome
sert of eightreveals
pages
799 toin- 806
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Reviews of Short Subjects, Comedies and Other Features
Advance Reviews of Features Given Pre-Release Showings
■'The Willow Tree" (Screen Classics-Metro)
"The Valley of Tomorrow" (American-Pathe)
"The Great Air Robbery" (Universal)
"Behind the Door" (Ince-Paramount-Artcraft)
"The Prince of Avenue A" (Universal)
" A Daughter of Two Worlds " (First National)
"She Loves and Lies" (Select)
" The Blindness of Youth " (Foundation)
"Sky Eye" (State Rights-Sol Lesser)
" Heart Strings " (Fox)
"An Adventure in Hearts" (Paramount-Artcraft)
" The Triflers " (Universal)
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First National emphasizes the value of the Griffith production, " The
Greatest
Question,"
and " Even as Eve," and also has something
say on another
question
771 toto 775
Joe Brandt has a few words of importance anent National Film Company. 796
Jans insert
Pictures, Inc., calls your attention to its features in an attractive
779 to 782
Another striking insert is found in the announcement of Pathe Exchange,
Inc
783 to 790
Once
a WeekPictures
and Always
Review's
trademark
Art-o-Graf
invite Interesting.
your attention.PatheThey
are being
distributed 791
by Arrow
792-3
" TheFoundation
Blindness Film
of Youth
" is offereid to alert state right buyers by 797
Corporation
Vitagraph has something to say
776-77
Be sure to look on pages
778, 794-95
Jack Dempsey teresting
is pretty
much
in
the
public
eye.
Pathe
presents
some
arguments anent him in an insert of four pages. .. 763 in-to 66
Evensayuntoabout
" Theit
Third Generation." See what Robertson-Cole has to 807
Educational Films come forward with a message concerning " The Red
Cross Travel-Series "
809
Here is something interesting about National Screen Service 798
"The
Phantom
Melody"
is
presented
in
an
insert
by
Universal
863
Universal also offers some effective arguments for booking Lois Weber
productions
851
An anouncement to read carefully and profit thereby is offered 852-853
Stroheim's wonder picture, " Blind Husbands," is brought forth in an effective way
854-855
Another from Universal is the announcement about Elmo Lincoln. This
star is appearing in thrilling serials
856-857
"The Lion Man" makes a bid for patronage
858
Several serials are offered
859
Two Missing Links — Mr. and Mrs. Joe Martin are paging you
860
Comedies and Number Six of Stage Women's War Relief Series are presented 861-862
Taylor Holmes brings to your attention his own screen production,
"Nothing but the Truth"
880
Metro Pictures Corporation advances several effective arguments about
its plans and productions
871 to 74
The Mystery Mind — Supreme Pictures
891-2
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"Belgium, the Broken Kingdom"
"America's Watch on ^he Rhine"
"The Relief of Poland"
"Constantinople, Gateway of the Orient"
"Marie, Queen of Roumania"
"Archangel, City of Snow"
"The Tiny Kingdom of Montenegro"

\yy

tlie Bureau

of

Pi(ffcures

of

tlie American
Red

Cro
ssT
rav
el wLere
Ser
ies
Real ''travelog'
film,
from countries
tie jf\merican
Red Cross Kas unusual opportunity — exclusive pictures of
foreign lands and strange peoples. Tlie first seven releases

Cross

— now
United

Looking at eigliteen independent exchanges in tlie
States and Canada. A wortk-wliile series of single

reels — real attractions for any tlieatre — backed
interest of 28,000,000 tkeatre patrons.
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Are we
fair to the
newspapers
we the
ask business.
and expcct'the'newspapers'to'be
to us?
This
is aasquestion
highly
importantas to
No one will question for fair
a moment
the argument that the newspaper is a prime essential to the photoplay.
It is not an argument; it is an accepted fact — accepted, however, in too large and vague
a manner.
We expect the newspapers to run photoplay departments — the larger the better. We use
the old argument that the photoplay has more devotees than baseball, and that consequently the
paper ovyes it to its readers to specialize, equally at least, in photoplay news; that, regardless of
advertising support from the film companies, the newspaper will acquire and hold circulation by
telling its readers all about motion pictures, etc., etc.
And then we turn right about and deal out large advertising appropriations to the billboards and magazines.

Baseball, be it remembered, doesn't advertise in magazines and on billboards, doesn't
advertise at all, so, just so long as the motion picture is advertised nationally — and it will be on
an ever increasing scale — we cannot blame the hard headed business office of the newspaper
for refusing to see both amusements through exactly the same eyes.

We don't send press notices to the billboards and magazines. Naturally,
a
newsy product and these are not news mediums. But on the other hand there is notwea have
picture
maker in our business, however infrequently he produces, but who immediately sees fit to have
a press representative who will get him space in the newspapers.
We lean heavily on the newspapers.
We have to.
We could eliminate all other forms of advertising — billboards, electric signs, magazines —
all except that newspaper notice, however small, which says that a certain picture with a certain
cast and a certain star will be shown at a certain theatre in a certain town at a certain time.
That is what sells the picture. All other forms of national advertising are supplemental
to this direct selling force.
We sell pictures through the exhibitor.
Very well. How?
How are the crowds made?
Right here is the direct answer to national advertising.
The exhibitor turns first to the newspaper. There's his most direct and quickest appeal
to the largest number of possible customers.
He adds posters : feature advertising in the way of novel lobby display, cooperative window
displays, street stunts, throw aways, etc.
He also adds what Mr. Clemmer of Seattle rightly calls an advertising feature, namely good
music which together with house management, comfort and artistic effects holds old customers
and makes new ones through word of mouth advertising.
There in a nutshell is the direct and potent advertising and selling force behind the picture
today in every worth while theatre in the country.
There collectively is the national advertising that is selling pictures. Does anyone doubt
it?

And right in the center of this national selling campaign day by day, in and out, is the
indispensable newspaper.
We make no criticism here of magazine advertising, realizing fully its large constructive
force in a supplemented way, and the prominence it has given the motion picture in the eyes of
the public.
(Continued on following page)
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OTION PICTURE NEWS announces, in this issue, a
rai^e in advertising rates, effective with the issue
date of March 6th, This announcement would have

been made
October
the printers' strike not intervened. in
The rate
affectslast
allhad
advertisers.
This new rate is a reasonable charge for the quantity and
quality of the circulation oi Motion Picture News, It is lower
than the " circulation price " of other publications in other
trade fields. It is furthermore made necessary by and fixed
upon the present costs of printing, paper, postage and overhead.
These costs have been advancing for the past two years
and have now reached a percentage of increase over twice as
great as the advertising rate increase now announced.
The rate increase is an inevitable and logical element in
our aim to maintain this publication as an economical and
efficient factor in the trade.

Bed

Rock

Facts

on

HEATED controversy has been in progress between exhibitor
organizations over advertising rights to the screen.
We speak of it in the past tense, hoping and beheving that it
is past — the printed part of it at least.
The infusion of personaHties and insinuations was an uncalled for
and regrettable step.
Knowing, as we do, the men at the head of each organization we
know that their motives are wholly unselfish and directed only
toward the upbuilding of exhibitor organization.
Exhibitor organization is a worthy and important project and
the revenue from screen advertising is an immediate and generous
means of establishing the much needed organization treasury.
The paramount issue here, however, is not an organization
treasury ; it is the ways and means of handling this screen advertising so the screen itself may be thoroughly safeguarded.

The

Public

Comes

First

SCREEN advertising or no screen advertising, or by whom and
for whom, we must play fair to the public else we'll sadly impair, if not destroy the fountain head from which all motion
picture revenue flows.
We are tackling a very grave proposition.
Mr. Bullock, of Cleveland, hits the nail on the head when he
says that the exhibitors' screen is the exhibitors' publication.
We trust that every exhibitor appreciates just what this means
We have previously referred to the parallel responsibility here.
A publication holds highest the confidence of its readers. Without this confidence it is nothing. To this end the publication indicates clearly what is advertising and what is not. It is particularly
careful to see that nothing enters its reading columns which in
stealthy fashion advertises a product for sale.
Such a " slip-over " would be a direct betrayal of the readers'
confidence; its additional result is to excite his indignation and
disgust.
When this is done on the screen; when advertising is "slipped
over," through scenes or subtitles in an entertainment film ; when
the exhibitor, himself, consciously runs an advertising or commercial propaganda picture without telling his audience in advance
just what it is then he can exactly measure the feelings of his
audience by his own should he have concealed advertising jump
forth at him from the reading pages of his magazine and newspaper.

N e

The Distinction and the Difference
^
LET us make a clear distinction here between two kinds of l
advertising; one is the "slipped over" subtitle or scene i
dramatic offering; the other is the straight out and str^
through advertising film, advertising a product, a process, an ii
trial plant, a country, a business or what not.
The first form of advertising ought to be eliminated, complj
and immediately from the motion picture. Producer and exhil
and trade paper, all forces must unite to this end. It is dished
it is bad advertising; but above all it is a knife in the back of the|
tion picture. It will hurt, seriously.
The other form of advertising is a different matter.
We have always believed that eventually the screen would
advertising; not, however, until screen advertising reached'
quality of magazine and newspaper advertising, which advertisi
today adds and by no means detracts from the entertainment va
of the publication.
In this connection the exhibitor's screen should be treated
his publication. He should be paid advertising rates based upon .
filled seats ; he or some competent and responsible agency shoi
carefully censor this advertising; — and then, most importantly,
should be plainly labelled advertising.
l(£ Sfc sfC ifc
Merely

Advertising

A

Picture

a Suggestion

WE

have thought, for instance, that this advertising could
run in a " section " like the advertising section of a mag
zine, after the regular show, and so plainly indicated to t
audience so that they can stay or go, as they please.
It is in this connection that we say that the paramount issue
screen advertising is not how" the revenue is directed but the w;
in which the advertising is directed.
It is the public and their attitude tow^ard it which we must co
aider.
And this is a matter demanding the thought, experience ai
ability of men of the same calibre as our greatest publishers.
Fair Play to the Neivspapers
(Continued from preceding page)
So far as the billboards are concerned, the waste at times seen
prodigious. Space is purchased blindly on roofs and at cornei
remote from population centers where equally bad position in new:
papers would raise heated protest. We agree, furthermore, vnt
A. H. Woods, that the time when billboards helped a show is aboi
passed. And we emphatically believe that billboard advertising c
pictures zdthout plenty of direct newspaper or other local advertii
ing bearing directly upon the picture and its time and place of pn
sentation is largely money thrown away.
There are many arguments in this connection; but we simp!
point to two: First, that pictures differ in distribution from an
other product advertised and consequently their advertising mus
also differ in just this degree; and secondly, their general or sup
plemental advertising is only generously used where direct adver
tising is employed upon a very large scale.
But the purpose of this editorial is not critical. We wish simpl;
to point to the newspaper, to emphasize its essential position, sid
bv side with the picture — now and forever and to hazard the opinioi
that, as the distribution and the national advertising are more an(
more scientifically directed the newspaper appropriation will advano
in jever widening circles.
And this newspaper advertising will be the very basis of thai
cooperation between producer and exhibitor which also is inevitabh
in the progress of this industry.
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Capitol during the past year. And both had good
wordstive, to
about and
the concerning
News' Chicago
representa-of
L. //.sayMason,
our handling
the Mid-(F est territory.

E and
didn'tanimated
hear halfdiscussion
as much buzzing
of the
Loew- Metro deal as we expected —
r as the magnitude of the transaction waranted.
Which only goes to show that, in this film
ame as in all other new fields, advance
hints " can take considerable of the edge
rom any news story.
The fact that the enlarged Marcus Loew
nterests were considering taking over of a
roducing organization has been tossed
round the rumor market for many months,
n these columns and others it has gained
rint.
One week the rumor has been running
strong, the next it has faded away. A few
weeks ago the name of Metro began to be
linked in the gossip. Two weeks ago we
were confidentially told by a high authority,
" The Loew-Metro deal is all off." And this
week the news breaks.
Two points stand uppermost in the story :
First, that there will be no change in the
identity of Metro as a producing organization. Second, that the new capital secured
will place Metro in a position to do things
that will " keep them
* *all *watching."
Some tvere ivondering tchether either the LoewMetro link-up or the society event that took place
Tuesday afternoon uould have any effect on the reported Loew attitude toicards the product of a certain tvell known distributing organization. Here's a
grim battle being staged with only the " wise ones "
as spectators.
* * *
IT'S surprising that a lot of silence greeted
that recent open letter from Carl Laemmle
in which he attempted to tear the roof oflf
the first run theatre situation.
Carl went so far as to say, " The present
situation in regards to the booking of pictures in ' key cities ' has approached the edge
of bribery.
And not a chirp from one of the hundreds
of film men who must have read every word
of the article with more than avid interest !
Except a brief line of comment that has
just come to our hand from Jolly Jones, Jr..
manager of A. H. Blank's Palace Theatre, at
Mason City, Iowa. Mr. Jones encloses a
clipping from an exhibitor letter that we
published on the same page with Mr.
Laemmle's communication and underlines
this sentence: "If the first runs play a picture that has no merit we generally find it
out, if they play a real picture, we find it out
and our patrons in some way find it out at
the same time."
To this Mr. Jones adds: "Here is the
true answer to Carl Laemmle's article. He's
out in the first round."
And not a word from the ranks of the
producers ! Nor from the big first run managers !
Yet, as we said the week the letter ran.
Mr. Laemmle isn't the only producer who
has expressed rabid opinions to us regarding
the first run situation in a few cities.

There's interesting reading aplenty for
you in this issue of the News — especially if
you delight in arguments and scrappy letters.
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He is the only one who has had the
courage to put the chip on his shoulder and
issue a challenge.
/. W'olper, president of Mayflower, is expected
back in New York Monday. Bre'er Wolper, who
thought he was dodging all of the usual producer
troubles
by playing
" rather Loane
than "Tucker
stars,"
arrives just
in time " todirectors
meet George
in a courtroom setting.

row
exhibiatorbreakted that
expecrials
had indust
WE over
to reach
ing point this week with Frank
sch's
Rembu
meeti
for Wednesday. ng scheduled at the Astor
But the meeting didn't materialize in time
for this week's news columns so the pot
merely continues to simmer. The Astor was
no place for a fillum man this week. All the
'■ magnuts " were dispossessed by the auto
men in town for the " big show," and those
who didn't leave were put to shame by being
" out-millioned " in conversation..
It's grating on the sensibilities of a fillum
man who has held undisputed possession of
the Astor tablecloths for the purpose of
million-dollar calculations to have his privileges pre-empted by the motor show crowd.
It's tough on a " magnut " whose tongue has
tossed millions around recklessly to find a
game that can give us cards and spades at
the conversational act.
S. L. Bamhard, general manager of the Capitol
Film Company, and Live Wire Eccles, were two
visitors to the News sanctum this week. Both wore
sm les as broad as the success that has come to

On Page 824 tlie " Reader Has His Say "
department will be found — and with it any
amount of dynamite. Two exhibitors give
expression to their opinions on Percentage
booking — and in neither case does the sugof Percentage meet with any enthusiasticgestiongreeting.
Exhibitor Bleich, of Owensboro, Kentucky, favors us with the first disinterested
word we have heard since the beginning of
the exhibitor wrangle over industrial pictures. Exhibitor Bleich wants to know just
why he should give the right to control his
screen to anyone. There are numerous theatre owners who will agree with him.
Aside from the Loew-Metro deal the principal news of the week concerns the formation of " Exceptional Pictures." Starting
out with contracts for " Grumpy " and Chic
Sale, Exceptional will bear watching.
Reports from England that American film
producers are suspected of carrying on a
subtle " dry " propaganda have brought
forth an interesting statement from R. H.
Cochrane. Mr. Cophrane realizes the harm
that can be done to American pictures in
the foreign market by any suspicion of
nationalistic or partisan propaganda.
If there is any man in the American film
market who knows foreign film productions
and their handling in this country better than
Harry Raver we have yet to meet him.
George Kleine is the only film man whose
importing experience rivals Raver's. An interesting study by Harry Raver of the handicaps and possibilities of film importing will
be found on Page 825.
DID THE

NAUGHTY

BIG MAN

STEP

ON THE LITTLE DARLING'S
TOOTSIE-WOOTSIE TOES?
We are terribly sorry that we hurt your
so
rough. Leslie. After this we won't be quite
feelings,
The next time you print news that isn't
W^e'U borrow a word from your issue of
January
loth and say vou had a MISUNDERSTANDING.
news —
It must be wonderful to possess a sepiatinted vocabulary. A choice of delicate
words that breathe not of the " shorter and
uglier " things but charm with the faint hues
of—" MISUNDERSTANDING."
We confess to our rude and unrefined disregard for your crepe-de-chine feelings.
W^e're sorry, Leslie. —
We're sorry we made you cry.
Yours " covcringlv,"
Bob W^elsh.
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TEXAS

EXfflBITORS

Geo.

Loane

IN TIE-UP

Producer

rs't Cirbitoeigh
Exhi
Texa
ising
cuit,s compr
exhibitors in Texas, at a
meeting of the Board of
Governors on November 4, voted
to tie up with the Motion Picture Owners of America for the
membership of the Southwest.
It also voted to include in its
membership exhibitors in South
Oklahoma and South Arkansas
served by the Dallas Exchange.
It is thought this move will
make the circuit self sustaining.

tract with

THE

Thomas
With

Hancock

Now

Producers'
curity

Se-

Los Angeles, (Special) —Thomas
Hancock, who for more than two
years has served as Los Angeles manager of The World Film Exchange,
has resigned this position to accept the
western special representativeship of
Producers' Security Corporation of
New York. In his new work it will
be Mr. Hancock's duty to negotiate
with local producers and take care of
all the western business for this new
corporation. Haddon Stephens, formerly of the Los Angeles World Exchange and more recently manager of
the Salt Lake World Exchange, succeeds Mr. Hancock as Manager of the
Los Angeles branch.

Preliminary

Flights

Held

for Ince's Contest
To determine the birdmen who will
represent the Ince Aviation Field in the
Trans-Pacific flight which is to start
in February for a prize of $50,000 offered by Thomas H. Ince, noted
sportsman and motion picture producer, preliminary flights were held at
the Ince Field in Venice, before a
crowd estimated at 10,000 persons,
Sunday, December 28th.
Interest was divided between the
fliers and two dainty Ince stars, Enid
Bennett and Doris May, who acted as
starters for the various events on the
program.
Harry

Roth

Returns

with

Big European
Business
Mr. Harry Roth, secretary and
treasurer of the Forward Film Distributors, Inc., of 110 West 40th
street, has just returned from an extensive trip through Europe where he
is said to have closed several large
contracts for representation of foreign
distributors in this country.
Tom

Hamlin
Leaves
News; Edits State

Journal
Tom Hamlin, for two years on the
reviewing staff of Motion Picture
News, has left to become editor and
publisher of the Motion Picture Journal, apublication designed to serve the
New York state and Northern New
Jersey exhibitors.

Tucker

in

Court

of

' Miracle Man " Alleges ConF. P.-Lasky Was Not Fulfilled

WHEN George
Tucker
istered at the Loane
Claridge
Hotelreg-in
time for Thanksgiving Day dinner, after spending some months at Los Angeles, making "The Miracle Man",
same was duly noted by the trade and
public press as is fitting when one of
the veteran directors of the screen
drama takes up either temporary or
permanent residence in our midst. It
is presumed that most people looked
on Mr. Tucker's visit as a little recreation trip for the purpose of spending some of the money his latest molion picture had made for him, but
such is not the case.
Business brings Mr. Tucker to New
York. Legal business, to bs exact.
Through his attorneys, O'Brien, Malvinsky and Driscoll, suit is being
brought on the equity calendar of the
Supreme Court of New York County
against The Mayflower Photoplay Corporation and The Famous Plaj crs-Lasky Corporation, in which the plaintiff
seeks to have a cantract entered into
with the two defendants in which
Mr. Tucker agreed to make a series
of six motion pictures for distribution
by Famous Players-Lasky Corp., with
the Mayflower Corp. as a subsidiary
party to the agreement inasmuch as
this firm was to be interested in
financing the productions, abrogated.
Mr. Tucker also seeks to restrain the
defendants from interfering with the
completion of the second picture of the
series mentioned and of which "The
Miracle Man" was the first and from
further distribution of "The Miracle
Man" (this latter applying specifically
against the Famous Player.s-Lasky
Corp.) except in accordance with the
exact terms of a contract entered into
with this firm, whereby certain provisions in relation to the billing of the
picture are carried out.
It seems that Mr. Tucker agreed to
make six pictures for the Mayflower

Picture

MOORE BUYS OUT
STOCKHOLDER

ecerexpo
dented
is annt inunpr
e moveme
THAT ther
tation of American-made
motion picture equipment
there can be no doubt. Especially in view of the recent announcement by Mr. Edward
Earl, president of Nicholas
Power Co., stating that the Fox
Film Corporation has taken over
the agency for Powers Machines
in France, Belgium and Switzerland. With this assignment of
territory these machines are
actively represented in every
part of the world.
Since Mr. Earl has been president of the Nicholas Power Co.,
it has been his policy to develop
intensively the export side of
the industry. As a proof of his
success may be mentioned the
sale of over 1200 machines to
the Walturdaw Company of
England.

A

Moore's Theatres Corporation, this week announced
of
ase Presi
MtheenMOOR
purchE,
fromdent
J. A.
TQleis
Mueh
of the entire block
of stock held by the latter in
the Moore Enterprises, consisting of 1633 shares common stock
andMr.■ 1633
shares preferred.
Muehlei
sen was formerly
Secretary-Treasurer of Moore's
"Theatres Corporation and resigned to take up a new enterprise in the automobile field.

Corporation and did make "The Miracle Man". Later arrangements were
made whereby these pictures were to
be released through Paramount.
A provision in the contract is claimed
to have called for the billing of Mr.
Tuckers name in type the same size as
the production title, and three times
as large as that of the Mayflower Company, also that all publicity must carry
the announcement that the picture was
a "George Loane Tucker Production. "
Mr. Tucker's object in requiring this
provision was that he wished to reap Zukor-Loew Wedding is
the benefit of the fame derived from
Solemnized
the showing of the picture and thereby
establish a trade mark of professional
In the presence of 350 guests asand financial value to himself.
sembled in the Crystal Room of the
Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Miss Mildred HarIt ismonsalleged
in Mr.thatTucker's
sumriet Zukor, daughter of Adolph Zukor,
and complaint
the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation has not ful- President of the Famous Playersfilled its obligation in this respect and Lasky Corporation, and Arthur Marcus
that the plaintiff is being deprived of Loew, son of Marcus Loew, president
benefits which should accrue to him.
of the Loew Circuit of theatres, were
It is also alleged that the Mayflower united in marriage, Jan. 6. The cereCorporation has unlawfully seized the
mony was performed by Rev. Dr. Steunfinished negative of a picture made
phen S. Wise.
by Mr. Tucker at Los Angeles titled
The room where the ceremony took
"Ladies Must Live" and is preventing place was artistically decorated under
the plaintiff from completing said pic- the supervision of artists from the
ture thereby causing him further fin- Famous Players-Lasky studio on Fifancial loss and interfering with his
ty-sixth street and a motion picture
camera recorded the nuptials from the
professional vocation.
The case is set down for trial Jan. moment when Miss Lucille Goldstein,
13th, the summons and complaint hav- flower girl, started strewing rose petals
ing been served Jan. 8th. No answer down the steps of the Crystal Room in
to the complaint has as yet been filed the path of the bridal party. The
b}' the defendants.
marriage was solemnized under a canThere are many minor allegations of
opy of pink and white lilies.
violation of the terms of ihc contracts
The bride was given in marriage by
previously referred to, one of which her father and was attended by Misses
is the manner of paying over of the Frances Kaufman, Myrtle Deutsch,
plaintiff's share of the receipts of ihc Beulah Kohn, Sylvia Cahn, Rose
playing engagements of "The Miracle Bloom and Corine Rosenheim. Eugene
Man". In this connection it is inter- Zukor, brother of the bride, was best
esting to note that the total gross re- man for the bridegroom.
ceipts from the booking of the feature
in the first eleven weeks is reported
to have amounted to $538,891.00
Garretson-Smith

FOX TAKES OVER
FOREIGN POWER
AGENCIES

N e u.

George

Eastman Honored by N.A.M.P.I.
.\ morocco-bound, gold mounted
album was presented to George Eastman of Rochester during the Christmas season, through the couriership of
J. E. Brulatour, acting as vicarious
SaiUa Claus for the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
The text of the lettering was a resolution expressing appreciation of the invaluable contributions made by Mr.
Eastman to the progress and developtures. ment of photography and motion picNorbert

Lusk

Appointed

Agent of Ince Studio
Los Angeles, (Special) — Norbert
Lusk, formerly West Coast publicity
director for Goldwyn, has been appointed Eastern press representative of
the Thos. H. Ince Studios by Hunt
Stromberg, Director of Publicity and
Advertising. He will make his headquarters in New York.

Public-

ity Firm Launched
Two widely known Chicago publicity
men, Ben Garretson and Paul Gerard
Smith, have joined forces and formed
an advertising organization for the
handling of advertising, publicity and
exploitation campaigns for motion picture producers, exhibitors and exchanges. The new firm will be known
as The Garretson-Smith, and its ofl&ces
will be located at 39 W. Adams street.
Ben Garretson has been connected
with motion picture enterprises in
Chicago, New York, Qeveland, Kansas City and other large picture centers
for 15 years. His efforts aided the
success of Clune's big picture, " The
Eyes and
of for
the many
World,"
thepictures.
middle
west
otherinlike
At the present he is general press representative for the Linick-Jacoby Enterprises.
Paul Smith has been engaged in motion picture, editorial and advertising
work for 5 years, with the exception
of 18 months which he spent with the
6th Regiment of Marines in France and
Germany. He was the founder of
Screen Opinions, which he edited up to
the dav he left for militarv service.
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Marcus

Loew

Buys

Interest
Important

in

Metro

Deal Results in Acquisition

Big Theatre

of Stock by

Man; Mutual Benefit and Expansion toGrow Out of the Affiliation

THE

extensive expansion of the Marcus Loew, Inc., interests culminated last week in a business affiliation with
the M etro Pictures Corporation. The deal effected is
.said to have involved several millions of dollars. Through the

Marcus Loew, " the n ew vaudeville king," who is now affiliated with Metro-Pictures
Corporation
llllllllllllllllll
iHmiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
executive

Committee

Meets

Committee of the Motion Picture Exhibitors League Holds Busy Session
HE Executive Committee of the visit to Washington, the statement
Motion Picture Exhibitors League from the Motion Picture Exhibitors
the State of New York held an im- League reads : "Executive Secretary
rtant session on Januarj- 2nd at the Herman reported on his visits to Washington and on the dismal failure of
oquois Hotel at the city of Buffalo,
e meeting of the committee was pre- the Black organization to get even the
ded by an informal luncheon.
slightest relief or concession from Congress. He also reported on his visit
The meeting was called to order by
e chairman, Jules Michaels, of the to Franklin K. Lane, Secretary of the
cademy Theatre of Buffalo. Reports Interior, on the question of aiding in
ere received on the successful Sun- the Americanization work which is to
y campaign in Schenectady, and on be undertaken in response to a joint
e question of screen advertising. The resolution of the House and Senate
port on the latter subject was made Committee on Education. Mr. Herman's report was adopted unanCharles L. O'Reilly, who went into
e subject exhaustively and who was
tened to with great interest. The imously."
The question of legislation at the
0 reports were approved unani- coming session of the state legislature
ously.
received much consideration at the
It was decided to start without delay hands of the Executive Committee. A
campaign for either the repeal or the special committee, in conjunction with
odification of the 5 per cent, film ren- the officers of the League, was desig1 tax. The League will at once get
nated to meet at Albany next week to
to touch with other states and in connction with them will get to work on discuss the legislative program as affecting the exhibitors of the State of
e proposition. In describing Execu- Xew York.
te Secretary Herman's report on his

)fficers of the Agriculture. Dept. Joins Universal
Don Carlos Ellis, film chief of the
nited States Department of Agriculre, has resigned from his Governent post to take charge of pedagogd production for the Educational Dertment of the Universal Film Manucturing Company, under the direction
Haro' Levey, the general manager,
has just been announced.
Mr. Ellis has been a member of the
epartment of Agriculture for twelve
iars and in charge of its motion picre division for the last two years,
r. Ellis is now preparing the series
Appleton-Universal films for use as
pplements to the school texts pubihed by D. Appleton and Company.

It is expected that the first of the
series will be exhibited at the meeting
of the National Educational Association to be held at Cleveland, Ohio, beginning February 23rd, 1920.

Shallenberger on Coast
W. E. Shallenberger of the Arrow
Film, Corporation has arrived in Los
Angeles where he will remain for the
next two weeks negotiating new releasing contracts with Independent
Producers for 1920.
Upon his arrival at the Morris
Schlank Studios, Mr. Shallenberger
immediately screened the first three of
the 1920 series of the Hank Mann
Comedies and immediately wired an
excellent report on them.

purchase by Loew of Metro stock, the theatre man's circuit of
houses and the picture company start the new year under conditions which have been planned to lend to mutual expansion.
Marcus Loew, head of the Loew enterprises, and Richard
A. Rowland, president of Metro, in announcing the deal, declare it to have been the outcome of negotiations that have
extended over a period of several months, during which every
detail has been most carefully considered and worked out. It
unites the business interests of the largest exhibiting chain in
the United States, which is increasing every day in strength
and scope, ^vith those of one of the strongest producing and
distributing organizations in the industry.
COVERING THE FIELD
HE New Year started
off immense; with one
exception
have not 27th
received the— December
issue of the MOTION PICTURE NEWS. Had looked
forward to this number in happy
anticipation and the disappointment at not having it arrive was
in consequence doubled. Miss
it. Need it. Must have it.
Send it. Please. What more
CHET BENT,
could one say?"
Strand Theatre,
Peabody, Mass.
Al Kaufman in East but
Returns to West Soon
Los Angeles, (Special) — Al Kaufman of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation organization has returned to New
York after spending a week on the
coast, but will return West shortly
where he will be identified with the
production field. While here, he purchased a very attractive residence in
the fashionable Wilshire district and
expects to make this his perma.ien;
home.
was Mr.
visit to This
the coast
since Kaufman's
1914, when hrsi
he
was west with the Famous PlaycfsLasky Company, as manager, and
filmed two subjects starring Miss Pickford.
Realart

Will

Build

Los

Angeles Exchange
Los Angeles, (Special) — Realart
Pictures Corporation, through its local
branch manager, Oren Freeland
Wood}-, has just signed a ten year
lease on the property 812 South Olive
street, Los Angeles, for the erection of
an exchange building to cost approximately $100,000 it is said. It is anticipated that the building will be ready
for occupancy March first, when Realart will move from its present location,
209 Knickerbocker Building. The
quarters will be jointly occupied by
Pathe, it is stated.

Market for Metro Films
The final papers in the arrangement
have been signed by the chief executives of the two organizations. They
let it be known that the business merger will mean the closest sort of cooperation between Loew and Metro,
with the Loew houses on the one hand
furnishing a certain and permanent
market for the Metro product, and
Metro on the other providing a permanent source of motion picture material.
"This arrangement with Loew, Inc.,"
says an explanatory statement by Mr.
Rowland, "cements a friendship of
long standing between Metro and the
Loew enterprises. For several years
the closest relations have existed between the two companies. The present
union of interests is the logical development of the constantly growing
good will on both sides. It means that
we will each be of greater strength to
the other.
"The Loew Theatres, comprising an
imposing circuit, will assure continuous
and adequate representation for the
Screen Classics, Inc., special productions of the 'fewer and better' sort
originated by Metro and already
sweeping the country. It will also assure the highest quality of motion picture entertainment for the Loew
Theatres, entertainment of a quality,
we think, that will make the Loew
Theatres even more powerful factors
in
communities they serve than they
nowtheare.
"The arrangement will in no sense
interfere with our established policy
towards the independent exhibitors.
The independent showman will receive
the same service and be accorded the
same zealous effort on Metro's part to
give him quality productions, as has
characterized Metro's past dealings
with the owners of these houses.
"The independent theatre man, for
instance, will always be able to obtain
Metro pictures in fair competition in
the open market, as heretofore, and
benefit by their pulling power. This
association with Loew, Inc., will also
enable Metro to go the limit in its
(Confinued on page 816)
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Motion

M.P.D.A. OFFICERS

the
low
d offare
THE
cteing
icers of
newly fol
ele
e
the Motion Pictur Directors' Association: Director, James Vincent; Asst. Director, Paul Scardon; Technical
Director, George B. Seitz;
Treasurer, C. Jay Williams;
Secretary, Travers Vale; Inner
Guard, John Joseph Harvey;
Outer Guard, William F. Haddock; Trustee, 3 years, J. Searle
Dawley.
Mr. Vincent's last picture was
" The Woman in Grey "; Serico;
Paul Scardon " Partners ot the
Night", Goldwyn; George B.
Seitz, "Pirate's Gold", Pathe;
C. Jay Williams reelected from
last year; and J. Searle Dawley,
" The Harvest Moon ", Artco.
now in the making.

Ag

reement

Settles Chi-

cago Operators'
Troubles
The threatened trouble in Chicago
over the demands of motion picture
operators has been averted by a new
agreement on wages and working conditions made between Operators Union
110 and a committee of the Allied
Amusements Association representing
the exhibitors.
The basic wage rate was fixed at
$1.12>4 per hour, which marks an advance of twenty five per cent. Minimum working week of thirty two
hours and a maximum one of forty
four is provided. The agreement was
unanimously approved at a meeting of
the Amusement Association members
Jan. 6.
Exhibitors who are not members of
the association must pay $1.25 per hour.
Film

Folk to Aid Actor
Fund Benefit
The management of the Royal Ponciana Hotel, Palm Beach, Florida, desiring to aid the Actors' Fund of
America's campaign to secure a $2,000,000 endowment to sustain the charity,
have offered to Daniel Frohman all
the resources of the hotel and the
grounds, for an entertainment and a
ball on February 27th.
Mr. Frohman immediately accepted
the offer, and will manage the affair
personally. The performance will be
made up of the visiting theatrical people there at the time. Mr. Frohman
already has the promised assistance of
Irving Berlin, Lieutenant Gitz Rice,
Norma and Constance Talmadge, Alma
Gluck and Efram Zimbalist.

Adds House to Chain
W. W. Watts sprang a surprise on
New Year's Day when he announced
that he had taken a long term lease on
the Lyric theatre building, to take effect July 1, 1920. Watts had just completed arrangements whereby the Princess theatre comes under his management on February IS. This will give
him the Gaiety, Princess and Lyric
theatres and make him one of the biggest exhibitors in the middle west.
Watts is now occupying the Vaudette
theatre, but will give it up March 1.

Country
Feist Touring
Felix
Vice-President of Goldwyn Will Meet
Exhibitors on Two-Month Tour to Coast
FELIX FEIST, vice-president and
manager of sales for Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, left New York
Monday, January 5th, for a tour of
the coimtry which will last through
January and February and during
which he will visit the most important
motion picture centers in the far west,
the middle west and the south. The
object of Mr. Feist's trip is to talk with
exhibitors, among whom he probably
has a wider personal acquaintance than
any other executive in the business,
and to make a close study of conditions as they exist in various sections
of the country.
Since Mr. Feist made his last tour
of the Goldwyn branches, there have
been many vital changes in the Goldwyn organization, due to the inclusion
of new financial and producing interests that have made it possible for the
company to realize its ideals in the
making of photoplays. In his transcontinental tour, Mr. Feist plans to deliver personally the Goldwyn message
for the year 1920, and to explain to
every exhibitor that he meets the exact
nature of the policy under which pictributed.tures now are being made and disAll of Goldwyn's twenty-two exchanges are in smooth running order
at the present time, so that instead of
devoting his time to the details of office
business, Mr. Feist will be able to
spend most of the hours passed in each
city to meeting exhibitors and getting
first hand information about conditions
in their territory.
Before leaving New York, the Goldwyn vice-president said that the importance of the coming season, which
is liable to see many changes of great
moment to the industry is recognized,
and that the opinion of the exhibitor
is bound to carry more we'ght in
guiding the policies of producing companies than it ever has in the pa^t.
"Many of the country's most farsighted showmen are too busy con-

Educational Sales Head
on State Wide Tour
Sales Manager John J. Iris, of the
Educational Films Corporation's New
York Exchange, leaves this week to
begin a trip through up-state cities in
the interest of "Educational" shortsubjects.
For some time, Vice-President E.
W. Hammons has been planning an
extensive sales campaign to begin with
the New Year, and Mr. Iris' trip is to
start the ball rolling in New York
State.
The trip will make it possible to get
in personal touch with the up-state exhibitors, and will lead to a better understanding of their requirements,
which will govern the future plans of
the New York exchange.
The Robert Bruce Scenics ; Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement ;
Black-and-White Comedies ; the Red
Cross Travel Series and numerous
"Educational" special releases are to
receive the additional exploitation.

Felix Feist, vice-president and sales manager of the Goldvyyn Pictures Corp.
ducting their own affairs to come to
New York to talk things over, he
stated, "yet it is necessary to receive
from them a candid expression of opinion, if the executives of a producing
organization are to have a thorough
knowledge of the trend of feeling in
theMr.
country
large."
Feist atwill
get in touch with
managers of theatres, large and small;
he will learn just what type of pictures
they are counting upon to draw business during the coming months, and if
there are anj^ defects in the present
system of distribution, he will be on
hand to rectify them.
Following is the approximate itinerary announced by Mr. Feist : Chicago,
January 6, 7, 8; St. Louis, 12. 13. 14;
Kansas City, 15, 16, 17; Omaha, 18, 19,
20; Denver, 21, 22, 23; Salt Lake, 24,
25, 26; Seattle, 29, 30, 31; Februarj- 1;
San Francisco, 2, 3, 4, 5 ; Los Angeles, 6,7, 8, 9, 10; Dallas, 13. 14, 15;
New Orleans. 16, 17, 18; Atlanta, 19,
20, 21 ; Cincinnati, 22, 23, 24.

Appointments of Note
in Canadian Field
Several appointments of exceptional
interest in the Canadian moving picture field have occurred during the
past few days. Mr. Will M. Elliott,
manager of the fine Regent theatre.
Toronto, who is rated as one of the
outstanding moving picture theatre
managers in the Dominion, resigned
on Dec. 13 to become manager of the
new Allen theatre at Winnipeg, Manitoba, which was scheduled to open on
Christmas Day.
A few weeks ago announcement was
made that Oral D. Cloakey, one of the
principal Allen figures in the Canadian
West, would become manager of the
new Allen theatre at Winnipeg, but it
now develops that Cloakey has taken
the management of the Walker theatre, Winnipeg, which accommodates
high class road shows as well as moving picture attractions from time to
time. Cloakey succeeds Charles Spink,
who has gone to New York to take up
new theatrical work there.

Picture

N e

Metro
with
Hands
joins from
(Continued
page 815)
constant endeavor to improve the
tistic quality of its productions,
the guaranty that there will be a
pendable market for them, not onl;
the Loew houses, but in the great
other high-class theatres where
have in the past proved so accept
as entertainment and so sound as
mercial assets when measured by
returns at the box-office
"Furthermore, it will greatly enl
the field for the independent, or 'free
lance' director-producer. Metro
be in the market to buy indepem
productions for distribution by
large and highly specialized exc
system. Any man who has mai
good picture may bring it to Metr
Announcement of the Loew-Metro
action also makes it plain that each or|
zation will retain its individual idei.
There willbetween
be harmonious
helpful'
operation
the two, and
but Metro
remain, of course, as primarily a prodi
company and the Loew, Inc., enterj.
hold to their function as purveyors of
tion picture and vaudeville entertainmWith regard to the measure of co-c
tion between the two organizations, it it
nounced that the executives of each wil
in close touch, notwithstanding tne arri.
ment providing for maintenance of sepL
identities. In addition, the Metro boaru
directors will be reorganized with membt
of the Loew, Inc., directorate represented
it. This is expected to establish the
harmonious business relations, as the
lems of one organization will necessarily
take of some of the problems of the otf
" We have been reminding the trade
time to time that we intended to expam
expand
and then
more,"
the statement
of theexpand
Metro some
president
promises have not been idle words,
arrangement just entered into will
The same is true of the Loew enterpi
It is now our plan to grow together;
to profit and grow stronger through
strength of the other.
" This arrangement will enable us to
the great things we have planned and aspii
to. Relieving us of a great measure of ct
cern about the market for our product, a
infusing not only new and vigorous ide
but
well,
leavesadditional
us free tofinancial
devote reser\-es
our majoras energ
to pictures that are ever better in all
spects.
we wish again
to reassi
our" Meanwhile,
friends, the exhibitors,
that they
as »
as
we
are
to
benefit
by
this
union
of Ini
ness interests on the part of Loew, Inc.,
Metro. Affiliations such as these are inc
able, in view of the present-day trend of
industry. But they will help rather d
embarrass the man who owns his own I
tion picture theatre and seeks to Orlng to
patrons
of the better tosort."
As partphotoplays
of the preliminaries
the e«
pletion of the affiliation the Loew orga«u(
tion has already established closest rel;
with
Metro'sexchanges,
extensive numbering
distributionthirty,
S3_,
The Metro
situated in strategic centres throughout
United States from Maine to California ;
from Canada to the Gulf
In Greater New York there are thi
seven Loew theatres, while the
throughout the country is being added
every day. These theatres will be in
foundation of a constant and permanent s
ket for the Metro-Screen Classics.
Marcus
previousto dealings
Metro
have Loew's
demonstrated
him the t■
popularity
of
the
Metro
stars
and the 1
office value of the special production
which their talents are displayed.
Brunton Negotiates i
Los Angeles Site
Los Angeles, (Special) — Annoui
ment was made this week that Ro
Brunton is negotiating for a the
site where another Los Angeles the:
combined with an office building, i
be erected. The plans now drawn.vide for an expenditure of about $/
000 it is stated, and construction v
will commence as soon as decisio
made respecting a site. Mr. Brui
plans that he shall personally mai
the theatre apd will show exclusi
Brunton made productions, accor I
to reports.
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REVISED

Million

PERCENTAGE

Dollar

Exception Pictures I^ackcd by New York and Boston Capital Will Produce for Robertson-Cole;

CHART

p. WAXMAN of the Rialto theatre, Passaic. N. J, who
last week contributed an article on " Percentages " together
• with a Chart showing how his suggestion worked out, this
week contributed a corrected chart, finding a matter of $500
had gone astray in his initial one.
A comparison of the chart published last week and the one appended, will make clear the manner in which Mr. Waxman believes
the exhibitor and distributor should share:
Kxhibitor. Distributor.
Gross
First $500 Pays to normal film rental to distribution. .
Next $500 Returns tlic normal film rental to exhibitor
Next $500 Pays the normal overhead of exhibitor....
Next $500 Pays the nonnal profit of the exhibitor. . $500
$500
Next go$1,000
the " Special
begins
above (Here's
normal where
and distributor
gets " 65^^
of it)to $500
Next over
$500 unquestionably
And here's where
Special and
" goes
$650
on its said
own "merits
dis- $350
tributor gets 707o

" Grumpy

A

$150
$2,000

[irst

Run

Purchase

Shifts

in

$350
$1,500

Chicago

of Interests By Balaban

Corporation

and

Katz Changes Complexion of Situation
IPORTANT changes in the com- store, will seat aI)out 5.000. These
blexion of the first run theatre sit- houses will, if plans do not miscarry,
lion in Chicago and throughout be completed before the close of the
lois are expected to follow the pur- present year, possibly early in the
Ise by Balaban and Katz of the fifty autnmn. Balaban and Kalz, who are
cent, interest owned by Jones, never given to rash statements, confidently state that these theatres will far
kick and Schaefer in the First Nalal Exhibitors' Circuit franchise surpass even the brilliant Riviera and
that territor>-, exclusively reported that the proposed Capitol will rival the
famed opera houses of the great Europast week's issue of the News.
pean cities.
The transfer of the half interest in
The purchase of the large interest in
franchise, said to be at a cost to
lahan and Katz of $250,000. gives the First National Exhibitors' Circuit
marks the entrance of this firm into
It firm an equal main franchise partrship with Ascher Brothers for all the distributing field. While they state
rst National releases in the state, that they will continue to give most
lis carries with it the first run priv- of their attention to their exhibitor
ies for the Riviera and the Central activities, they are already co-operating with the local First National exrk Theatres, owned and operated by
change, especially in the exploitation
llaban and Katz, and credited by
itral Western exhibitors as two of of the pictures.
finest motion picture houses besen the two coasts.
Plxhibitors in Six States
eretofore, the downtown theatres,
Band for Protection
luding the Randolph, McVicker's
the Rialto, owned and operated by
The exhibitors of the states of Mines, Linick and Schaefer, have given
nesota, North and South Dakota,
t run presentations to the Circuit's Iowa, Wisconsin and Northern Michiractions. Whether this will congan have organized under the name of
ue to be the case until the Capitol, Exhibitors'
Protective League to safeh five thousand seats, is completed
guard their individual and collective
Balaban and Katz as their first ven- interests against unfair legislation, cene in the so-called loop district, is
sor committees, producers who are got explained by them. The Capitol,
ing
into the exhibitor's end of the busilich is being built at the intersection
ness and producers and advertisers
State and Lake streets, will be the who are attempting to snipe their
gest motion picture theatre in the screens without their consent.
atral west, and will have a capacity
Charles W. Gates, Aberdeen, S. D.,
ualled only by one other theatre in
is the president; A. L. Robarge, Waucountry.
sau, Wis., is vice-president; F. E. Nenntime, it is freely predicted that meo, St. Cloud, Minn., is secretary and
is every possibility of a change S. G. Latta, Fergus Falls, Minn., is
•lie downtow-n first run showings of treasurer. A. L. Picker, Ironw^ood,
■ National attractions which will Mich., is chairman of the board of dithis preference jointly to the
rectors. Other directors are Mr.
ra and the Central Park, with the Philip W. Meyers, Minot, N. D., J. C.
eatres controlled by Ascher Brothers Collins, Berry, Iowa; Fred Larkins
ining in an equitable arrangement of and Jay Gould, of Minnesota.
tes which will give even honors to
have appointed H. L. Mitchell
e houses controlled by both interests. They
■
.
their e.xecutive secretary and have
The "Tivoli will seat about 4,500, and opened up a temporary headquarters
e Capitol, to be located
at State and and office at 251 Plymouth building,
ike streets, near Marshall Field'? Minneapolis.

ONE

" Bought;

Chic

Sale Signs

of the most iiiiportaiit announcements of the many
whicli mark the heginnin<>; of the new year in tlie motion picture iiuhi.'^try is that of the formation of the
Exceptional Pictures Corporation which has already completed plans for the production of several big features in the
coming twelve months. At a single hound the new company
leaps io an established place in the business for co-incident
with the announcement of its formation comes the news that
it will he one of the producing allies of Robertson-Cole,
The first production news of the new organization was the
purchase of Grumpy," the theatrical play. Irvin Cobb's
well known story " A Smart Aleck " has alsJ been purchased
and •* Chic " Sale, vaudevill
make his screen debut in it.e and Winter Garden favorite, will
Eastern Capital Backing
Robcrtson-Cole acted for the new organization inthe acquisition of these
"Chic"
signing
in the
andthis
plays for
early and
Sale
reason
the ofactiviti
es
of Exceptional were kept from public
discussion. It was desired to have the
company well organized before annoiuicing it and this has now been
achieved. The organization, complete
in every detail, is about to start on the
actual work of producing and the first
Exceptional picture, "Chic" Sale in "A
Smart Aleck".will be commenced within the next two weeks.
The financial interests backing the
new enterprise have not been revealed,
but it is understod that Boston and
New York capital is interested, in addition to some of the men who backed
the Martin Johnson South Sea Pictures, which were among the big money
makers of 1919. The company is a
Delaware corporation, capitalized at
Chic Sale, to be seen in Exceptional Pictures $1,200,000. Cliflford L. Lyall, VicePresident and Treasurer of the State
Street Trust Co., of Boston, one of
Sunday Opening Is to
.Massachusetts' most substantial finanStand in Spokane
cial institutions, is President of the
No concerted eiTort on the part ot Exceptional Pictures Corporation.
the clcrgjmen of Spokane, Wash., will
Announcement will be made shortly
he made to close the theatres on Sunof
the Executive Staff of the new corday, for the present. Sunday closing
poration. The scenario and producof theatresrecords
was wiped of? the city's
tion units have been organized and
ordinance
recently through the
will be assembled in the California
passage of Commissioner Tilsley's studios. For the immediate future the
new ordinance repealing the old Sunday "blue law.' passed nearly 30 company will utilize leased studios.
years ago. The Rt. Rev. Herman
In securing
it was explained that the "Grumpy"
desire was to acquire a
Page, Episcopal bishop for the Spokane diocese and the Rev. George W. stage production of proven merit and
Kneppcr were present as representa- financial strength and to put it out as
tives of the ministerial association one of the most elaborate screen productions of the day. A big price was
and expressed their approval of the
new ordinance.
paid for the motion picture rights and
no expense will be spared in bringing
out every strong feature of the play
Wells Syndicate Formu- in the most artistic and masterly waj'.
A noted star, peculiarly well adapted
lates Bigger Plans
Thousands of dollars are to be ex- to play the part of "Grumpy", will be
selected for this stellar role and will
pended by the Wells Amusement ability.
Syndicate, Inc., on improving old be supported by a cast of undisputed
theatres and building new ones in
"Chic" Sale was engaged after the
Richmond and in Norfolk. Va., according to an announcement made by most exacting tests of his remarkable
Otto W^ells, general manager of the characterizations had demonstrated
corporation, whose headquarters are that the screen intensified his comic apin Norfolk. Jake Wells, his brother,
pearance and accentuated his dramatic
is president of the company and main- ability. He has for several years been
(Continued on page 818)
tains offices in Richmond.
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Cut from flashlight photograph of a dinner given by Oren F. Woody, Los Angeles manager of Realart Pictures, to Arthur S. Kane on the occasion of the latter's vi«i
to the West Coast metropolis
Sam

Harris

Leases

Site

for Big Theatre
A telegram from the Coast conveys
the information that Sam Harris of the
Ackerman and Harris combine, which
owns the Hippodrome vaudeville circuit, has just concluded negotiations
for the lease of a piece of high-priced
property at Seventh Street and Broadway, Los Angeles, which is to be used
as the site of a new theatre and officebuilding estimated to cost two-million
dollars. The theatre, which will have
a seating capacity of three thousand,
is to be devoted exclusively to the
showing of motion pictures.
It is also reported in the same telegram that S. L. Rothapfel, managingdirector of the California Theatre, Los
Angeles, leaves the West shortly for
New York. Robert Poole will manage
the California house.
Fire at Tampa Causes
Close-Down of Shows
On Tuesday, December 30th, at 4
P. M., fire broke out along the waterfront in Tampa, Fla., which soon had
two city blocks blazing like an inferno.
Eventually the fire spread to the cable
house of the electric power company
supplying the city, and Tampa was
left in darkness. Candles and lamps
were called into service, and some
efforts were made to stage vaudeville
and picture performances at various
local houses.
The Prince Theatre, where vaudeville is given in addition to the pictures, Manager McLaughlin was able
to find enough candles to light up one
corner of the stage, and a show was
presented, it is said. After a futile
search for lighting equipment, the
Sans Souci had to abandon all hopes
of staging a performance. The Alcazar,
too, where the picture " Everywoman "
is being shown, was obliged to close
down. Electric lights and street cars
remained out of commission until ten
in the evening, when connection with
the power plant was re-established.

Another
Coast

Banquets

Arthur

Kane

Million-Dol

Corporation
{Conlinued from page 817)
a favorite with theatre-goers in
presentation
the smart
and the Irvinof Cobb
story countrjentitlec
Smart Aleck" which will be his
picture, is said to suit him remarl
well.
"I am glad to go before the cai
with the assurance that my pic
will be given the best of direct
and
photographic
Sale saidvei
he started
West onaid,"
his farewell
ville tour over the Orpheum Ci
which precedes his trip to the (
for the first step in his new v
"The stage has given me every ar
and financial return of which
capable, but I realize that the m
picture will open to me new and i
broader fields. I know that wit!
Exceptional Pictures Corporatic
shall have everj' support to mak'
productions a success and I am (
dent they will go over. I am pai
larly delighted with the selection
Smart
Aleck' ofasthetheformation
first." of thi
In speaking
officialwasof taken
Robertson-Cole
"company,
The samean care
to assure
selves of the intention of the Excep
Pictures Corporation to produce onl
best that we hare taken in investigatir
work
of every
producing
company
us. In
this case
we find
a groupallieco
who have e.xactly our own idea of pic
that the public will immediately suppo
meritorious, and will immediately mari
disapproval the trashy and worthless
uct." We are of one accord and expe<
most harmonious and pleasant relation:
only two contracts which Exceptions
tures have so far announced foreshadc
gressiveness and a desire for the mos
tentious pictures on the part of ou:
ally. Having obtained these attractii
the high
must of ofa necessit;
cost,
one prices
cannottheyconceive
anythinj
the most intelligent and careful use

Woody, Los Angeles Realart Manager,
Arranges Testimonial; Notables There
Karr, Motion Picture Trade Review;
OREN FREELAND WOODY, Los Leete Brown, New York Dramatic
Angeles Branch Manager for
Realart Pictures Corporation, gave an Mirror; R. H. Giebler, !Motion Picture
elaborate dinner recently in the Alex- World; Wesley M. Barr, City Editor,
andria Hotel to Arthur S. Kane, the Los Angeles Herald ; Ivan St. John,
recently retired President of Realart. mayor's secretary; H. H. Hicks, VitMr. Woody gave the dinner as his per- agraph manager; Roy Miller, Miller's
sonal testimonial to a man and friend Theatre; Edwin R. Collins, Editor
with whom he has been identified for Herald; H. L. Massie, Exploitation
Realart, and Toastmaster.
twelve years.
Mr. Kane has arrived on the coast
Seated : Joe. E. Rickards, Phoenix,
from New York, to renew old ac- Ariz., president Rickards and Nace
quaintances inLos Angeles, San Fran- Amusement Company; J. C. Jessen,
Motion Picture News; Mrs. Henry
cisco, Portland and Seattle.
One of the largest assemblages of Dougherty, Mrs. M. P. Snyder, Mayor
representatives of the press, theatres Meredith P. Snyder, Mrs. Charlotte
and trade papers ever attending a sim- Shelby, Mary Miles Minter's mother;
ilar alTair was present at this function. Arthur S. Kane, Film Wizard; Fred
Meredith P. Snyder, Mayor of Los Miller, Miller's Theatre; Mrs. Edwin
Angeles, and his wife, were among the P. Collins, George E. Periolat, Marthirty-five dignitaries present. Mayor
garet Shelby,Stanley,
Mary Miles
sis
WilliamMinter's
Desmond
Snyder, in his speech, dwelt upon the ter ; axfield
immense importance of the film in- Taylor, director; Grace Kingsley,
dustry to this city. No mayor or of- Dramatic Editor Times ; Reed Huesficial of any city has ever accentuated tis, writer, Los Angeles Herald; Mary
the value of an industry to a munici- E. Smith, Realart bookkeeper; Joseph
pality more than did the Los Angeles England, Realart booker; Mrs. George
head in crediting the motion picture W. Slater, George W. Slater, Realart
industry.
salesman ; Oren F. Woody, Realart
Mr. Arthur S. Kane, one of the manager; Margaret Ettinger, N. Y. M.
deepest students of film affairs of this Telegraph; Randolph Bartlett, Editor
era, spoke at length upon his identifi- Photo Play Magazine.
cation with this accepted industry. He
told of his creation and formulation of
Realart, which Mr. Kane was entirely
J. Gordon Cooper to
responsible for.
Direct Leonard
Other speakers were Wm. Desmond
J. Gordon Cooper has signed with
Taylor, the Realart Director; Edwin
R. Collins, Wesley M. Barr, Henry Hallmark to direct Benny Leonard in
Dougherty, J. E. Rickards, Leete a serial to commence upon his comple- made of them."
tion of the William J. FljTin stories
Brown, Darwin Karr, J. C. Jessen, A.
^ The earliest reviews «
H. Giebler and Fred Miller.
whichver Film
he Co.
is now making for the Oliall productions : Page 9( j
Among those present, seen in
the accompanying photograph, were
Mr. Cooper is about the youngest diCJ —Page
The latest
838. booking
rector in the business but comes from
(standing, left to right) Jerome Lynch,
a motion picture family, he being the
Los Angeles Record ; Henry Dough- brother
of Miriam Cooper.
erty, Los Angeles Express ; Darwin

u a r y 77, iq>o
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onvenient"

Advertising
IsNewAssailed
R. H. Clark, Manager,
York Exchange of
First National, Attacks Alleged Inserts of
" ('onvenient

" Ads

in Entertainment

Films

MKRICAN exliihitors have hccn delilx'ratoly betrayed
hy certaiji producers ami tiifelril)iit()r.s al a profit to
the latter, for their unscrupulous breaches of faith
and confidence. an)ouiitin<>; to hundreds of thousand of dollars
from the sale of * convenient ' advertising possibilities in
strictly entertainment film to national advertisers, and for
which exhibitors have been charged high rentals. This practice has grown to amazing proportions. It has become a
stealthy, secret method of ' playing both ends against the
middle,' a violation of all ethics, written or unwritten, which
govern relations between manufacturers and consiuners, and
a dangerous form of capitalizing exhibitor confidence without
regard for the exhibitor's moral rights."
This is the keynote of a statement said to be authorized this
week by R. IL Clark, general manager of the New York ExItograph of artist's sketch of the new Mass.
theatre William Fox will build at Spritigfield,
3x
New

Plans

Elaborate

Million-Dollar

House

change for First National Exhibitors' Circuit, and a member
of the Board of Directors for the national organization.

Theatre

Claims W^ide Information
In the statement Mr. Clark attacks

to Be Erected

hi tili a'

in Springfield,
Mass., on Old Site
NXOUNXEMEXT has just been liieatrc proper will be marble decorations and special lighting fixtures and
made by William Fox, through
, Kempner, real estate rcprescnla- color effects. There will also be in)f the Fox Theatrical Enterprises,
stal ed a new ventilating system, which
ESI the Fox interests are to build a will be a decided improvement on the
theatre in Springfield, Mass. The .systems now in use. This new system
ture will be erected on the site of was specially designed for the Springresent Fox theatre at Main and lield theatre, it is stated.
The main entrance of the new Fox
ipden streets.
Representing an expenditure of theatre will be at No. 254 Main street.
^,000 the new theatre will have a The auditorium will have a frontage on
Hampden street. The new playhouse
ng
capacity of 3,500," asserts the will have special sloping entrances
announcement.
sides including the site of the leading from the ground direct to the
ent playhouse, the plans for the balcony. It is claimed that by means
Fox theatre in Springfield call for of these ramps, it will be possible to
ge additional plot of ground. The empty the theatre within three minutes.
ent entrance is to be replaced by a C. Howard Crane, of Detroit, is the
lobby with marble columns. This architect of the structure. The new
be specially illuminated.
Springfield theatre is one of many
lobby and interior of the new elaborate playhouses which are to be
r will be in the Italian Renais- erected throughout the country by the
>t}le, with marble pilasters and
■ US and vaulted ceilings. In the Fox Theatrical Enterprises, it is stated.
'it'l Picture Theatres
lakes Announcement
I further advancing the interests of
•lal Picture Theatres, Incorporl .ewis J. Selznick announces this
the names of six more vicents of the organization, and
that several of the most imt theatrical circuits have coni to present National Pictures in
theatres.
six men named include Harry
nndall, of the Crandall interests
ishington; Charles Olson, of In: o\is; Hector Pasmezoglu, of St.
(as; Ike Libson, of Cincinnati; John
rris, of Pittsburgh ; and Jake Wells
Richmond.
larry M. Crandall controls six of
leading theatres in the District of
umbia. Charles Olson is the largest
ividual theatre owner in Indian'lis. Hector Pasmezoglu is one of
largest theatre owners in the
I

country. Ike Libson is another successful and leading motion-picture exhibitor and is associated in the ownership of practically all the downtown
theatres in Cincinnati, Columbus and
Dayton.
Jake Wells practically controls all of
the theatre interests in the vicinity of
Richmond. In addition to the men
mentioned, it is announced that J. A.
Ackerman, of Cincinnati, has endorsed
National Picture Theatres, and has
taken a franchise for his string of
houses.
Goes

Abroad

for Fox

Capt. Daniel G. Tomlinson, Yale athlete, who took part in the world war,
sailed for France, Tuesday, Jan. 6, on
the steamship La France. Capt. Tomlinson goes abroad on an important
mission for Fox Film Corporation.

R. H. Clark, General Manager of the First
National Exchange of N. Y. and a Member of the Board of Directors of the Circuit
Mayer's

Studios

Angeles

Are

at Los
Now

Completed
It is reported that the new $250,000
Louis B. Mayer studios, 3800 Mission
Road, Los Angeles, are now practically
completed. The fourth stage, 85 x 210
feet, is nearing completion, and the administration buildings are completed
with the exception of interior decorations. Individual dressing bungalows
for Louis B. Mayer's First National
stars, Anita Stewart and Mildred Harris Chaplin, have been built. These
and the administration buildings are of
French chateau architecture of the
medieval age.

the
alleged into
injection
of " con\which
cnicnt he"
advertising
productions
reports are sold to exhibitors by producers and distributors as being exclusively entertainment film, and for
which exhibitors are reported to pay
the usual service rentals. The material
which he outlines, and the allegations
he makes are said to be the results of
information, which he declares has
been imparled to him by exhibitors in
his particular territory, and which, according tohis statement, has been submitted to the Home Office of First National by theatre owners in practically
all sections of the country.
"It is a miserable, petty trespass on
conditions which compel the majority
of exhibitors to book productions without screen examination," he continues.
"Cashing in without regard for obligation seems to be the actuating impulse.
These same producers and distributors
bellow mightily in the columns of the
trade journals whenever a group of exhibitors in any territory proposes to
meet an issue by joint action. In the
same stenographer note books that contain the plaints against exhibitors
you'll find letters to national advertisers, soliciting money in exchange for
'convenient' ad values in pictures they
release to exhibitors on regular service
contracts.
" It is time that a few more organizations like the Miami Valley Exhibitors'
League and the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League for New York Slate took
steps to prevent a continuation of the
practice. There may be exhibitors who
do not care, but they are very few. In
this territory I know of more than a
score of instances where exhibitors
have complained to exchanges, after
showing entertainment films booked at
high rentals, about the flagrant advertising attempts in various scenes. Invariably, they tell me, they have been
laughed at, in an obviously 'if you
don't like it go to' manner.
"Would George Horace Lorimer, as
editor of the Saturday Evening Post,
(Continued on page 820)
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TheatreBuilding
Banned ; Homes
First
Although new kinema companies are
being formed daily throughout England, building operations so far as picture houses are concerned are practically at a- standstill owing to the fact
that Dr. Addison, head of the National
Department of Health, is fostering a
project in Parliament which seeks to
prohibit the erection of "places of
amusement" until such time as a sufficient number of dwellings to accommodate the thousands of English families
who lack homes of their own, are
erected. Dr. Addison says that picture
houses should not consume valuable
materials urgently needed for homes.
Opponents of his scheme, who include renters and exhibitors all over
the country, state that the erection of
hundreds of kinemas — the need for
which is universally admitted — would
give employment to thousands of men
at present dependent upon the government for even the bare necessities of
life.
The "movie" Members of Parliament, who include T. P. O'Connor,
president of the British Board of Film
Censors; A. E. Newbould, of the Provincial Cinematograph Theatres, Ltd.,
and J. E. Seddon are working hard
against the measure, but the outcome
seems doubtful at present.
Firm Seeking to Handle
American Films
Harry R. Smith, managing director
of the Smith Film Sales Company, one
of the newer British film agencies
whose offices are at 29a Charing Cross
road, London, has announced that he
is in the market for any good American films, either to handle on a straight
cash or percentage business. Although
the concern has been in operation but a
few months, it has handled several
British films of note, and is British
agent for the Hollandia Film Company
of Haarlem, Holland.
Mr. Smith is well known in the English trade, having been identified with
Reuffell's recently purchased by the
Vitagraph company, and with the Edison company.
Second Largest London
House Takes Pictures
The Alhambra, London's biggest
theatre next to the Opera House —
built by the late Oscar Hammerstein —
has joined the ranks of the movie, and
was opened late in December with
"Tarzan of the Apes" and "Daddy
Long-Legs," which will run for a
month. The Alhambra seats 4,000 people. The charges are from 1.3 (25
cents) to five shillings ($1.00).
"Eastward Ho !" produced by Oscar
Asche, was the last legitimate play at
the Alhambra, but it did not prove a
popular attraction and so it was taken
off the boards in favor of the movies.

Great

Britain

Echoes From The
British Trade
English producers today are striving
to reproduce the work of well-known
authors, rather than attempting to employ modern scenarios. The Hepworth
Company is a leader in this movement.
England has gone "Mary Pickford
mad," for both the first and second
First National productions have been
booked more than any other film ever
produced here or imported. In London
alone nearly sixty houses booked
"Daddy-Long-Legs."

SELZNICK INCORPORATES IN LONDON

TIONS, LTD., has been
d
-h
ere
ist
ODUCwit
reg
PRdon
CK
SELZNI l in Lon
a capita ds stock of
a
hun
dred poun ($500), in one
epoundtary is($5
sha
Thegg, secr
r res
Che) ste
A.. Cle
who
h
has been connected wit
the
Famous Players-Lasky Company
for some time.
Mr Clegg recently paid a visit
to the United States, and the
trade summarized that there
shortly would be " something
doing." But the bare fact of the
above registration is all that is
known for neither Mr. Clegg or
Max Meider, here
Selznick's
representative,
will astalk.

Picture

N en^

entire entertainment pictures cost,
charge the exhibitor fancy prices
bookings, and expect him to charge!
patrons. Clearly, these facts, and
are provable, indicate that exec
responsibility in this industry has biif
poorly
men whovested
have innocertain
scruplequarters,;or regj
for the moral and business rights^
exhibitors. If theatre-owners are T
run advertising matter on their screei
they are entitled to payment for ,
and the public has a right to know th '
it is going to see industrial subjects '
a part of a program. Imagine the ve i
unwholesome opinion certain of the b '
national advertisers must have of ni' '
and organizations who 'sell out' thf *
customers without a qualm.
^
"There are at least two concerns '
the industry that should be tak'
sevcrelv lo task by exhibitors for t
advertising tricks they have delibe
ately slipped over in special featu
productions. One of them is yc-Ilii;
now, at what it charges is an unfj
exhibitor practice and a studied di
crimination against its productions,
have before me a report by an exhil
tor organization in which it specifical
charges this concern with the ve
practices I have cited. The report co
tinues : 'They are now crying and be
ging you to run their films, and off '
them to you free.' This, the repo I
states, is the result of co-operative
hibitor organization.
" An exhibitor told me, yesterday, tfa
twice within a week he has shown pictnn
featuring well known stars, and released
special productions, which contained oot
venient advertising by big concerns. Ai
other theatre owner showed me a slide, M
him by an exchange as part of the advaM
work onstar.
a special
had booked
widk-li,
popular
At the hebottom
of the slide,
arranged that it could not be cut off, wwt
line stating that the star used a certa^
brand of coffee, which is regularly advertiM
in the national magazines.
" Xerve ! It is more than that. It is
other phase
the 'seek
to-hell-with-the-pul
attitude
of menof who.
authority, jurii
tion
and
confidence
for
the
sakethan
of e?cpk»'
ing it by means that are worse
unetfn:
cat. And exhibitors are confidently expectt
to accept the bludgeon without a murmt
It would behoove the trade papers to instm
their reviewers to watch every producti"
they see for purposes of criticism, and
state, in their reviews, whether or not tl
pictures contain any form of unfair adverti
ing. This, inatadvance,
least, would
exhibitors
and it serve
would toputwa ;
effectual check on the practice. There are
number of exhibitors in Xew York State wl
would subscribe to any medium whi<
would tell them, honestly, whether vario
releases, classified as entertainment, h;
been sold out to advertisers.
" What this practice needs is a thoronf
expose, which will name firms, production
advertisers, and back up its charge with r
productions of advertising pages in whii
pictureswaysthathave
pat- been
producers
both
offeredandtodistributo
exhibitor
with
'
the
virile
star
Soandso,
an epoch*
drama taken from the famous instory
By /
Author Who Didn't Know the Ad%-ertigii«
Angle.'
There
are
enough
exhibitors
wi>
courage and utter disregard of the reprisa*
the incriminated producers and distributo
would be certain to practice on them f
publicly charging unfairness, who would ta«
frankly,
prove atheir
contentions
cut-outs, and
to make
campaign
against wi'tl
malicious system of double revenue a clear

First Production of Holland Company Seen
The first production of the AngloSir Ernest Shackleton, the explorer, Hollandia Film Company, of Haarlem,
who sailed from Buenos Ayres on the Holland, to be screened in England
was given a recent trade showing and
"Endurance," October 26, 1914, and
was lost with all hands in the endless scored a signal success. It features
wastes in the Antarctic for many "Little Renee", who is claimed to be
months, screened his pictures recently a remarkable child actress. As "Joy" —
the title — she was well received, as was
at the Ro3al Albert Hall for the benefit of the Middlesex Hospital, London. the entire picture. "Joy" is most remarkable for its cosmopolitan character. The story is from the pen of
Oatlands Lodge, which the Hep- Mrs. Sair, an A'merican, the leading
worth Picture Plays have purchased m.ale
is a native of Chili, the heroine is
with twenty acres of land, was once a Dutch. Renee is French and one of
royal residence, King James I., in 1611, the actors and the director are English.
granting the Manor House to his The action is laid in England, and the
production ranks among the best conqueen.
tinental work.
The Stoll Film Companj-, which has
been renting the Goldwyn productions
in England up to a short time ago,
Motor Film Delivery
and which now is producing on its own
account, has shown to the trade
System Planned
Maurice Elvey's version of "The
The ciety,Kinematograph
Sothe British exchangeRenters'
association,
Swindler." The story itself was writ- is considering
a plan whereby motor
ten by Ethel M. Dell, and deserved
better photographic treatment than it transport will supplant railroad delivery of films. Such a scheme, while
received at the hands of the Stoll Commore practical here than in the United
pany.
States on account of the less distance
between large centers, is being opposed by some renter? who say it is
Gives
Employees The- !m">ossiblc.
atre ; Makes Own^
Pictures
Ben Priest, an iron manufacttirer of " Convenient " Advertisthe midlands, employing hundreds of
(Continued ing
fromAssailed
page 819)
men has built a cinema theatre particularly for their use. In addition he
permit
an^author
who
produces a
is producing his own pictures.
short story or serial for him, to specifically mention Stutz cars because the
The first one "Bladys of the Stewponey" was shown in London recently heroine had to drive an automobile?
and was well received despite its non- Would he tolerate the publication of
euphonious title.
an illustration in which the hero stages
a fight before a twenty-four sheet
Queen at Picture House stand covered with a poster advertising George Washington Coflfee ? Would
for First Time
Mr. H. O. Davis, erstwhile executive ing one."
The first official appearance of Her and producer in the motion picture
Majesty Queen Mary at any picture business, permit, in his present capacity
^ The livest news of a live
house occurred recently when she at- as editor of The Ladies' Home Jourwire field.
tended a benefit performance at the nel, the use of a line beneath the name
New Gallery Cinema, Regent street. of a prominent author, to the effect
She was accompanied by the Princess that the author used Pompean Massage
^ The reports by telegraph
Mary and Prince George. The queen Cream
in " ith the First Runs,"
sat in a special box in the balcony sur"Reputable publishers would not tolerate things of this kind at any price.
rounded byflowers.
Page 838.
The benefit was for the Women's Still, film producers and distributors
Service, and the principal film was continously 'sell out' their exhibitor accounts by getting as much in many in"Women Who Win," prepared espestances for convenient advertising as
cially for the society.
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West

Chicago

and

TUid

le growing business of the Capital
Company has compelled them to News
Items
From
All Sourees
larger oliice>, and llli^ week they
moving to the second floor of the
tnsumers
Building.
They have
Yonkel Jorodski, for many years
ited the entire floor which will give owner of the Colonial theatre in Dan- greatly interested in the coming release of " The Great Air Robbery,"
one of the most commodious and
ville, 111., sold his house about six featuring Lieutenant Omar Locklear,
[ndsome offices of any film company months ago wilii the intention of retir- and promises some exceptional exploiChicago.
tation stunts to aid local exhibitors in
ing but the call of the celluloid proved
too strong and Jorodski is in the putting the picture over.
r Buddie" Crump has been appointed market again for a theatre.
y salesman for the First National
B. Edelman, live wire salesman, who
cchange in Chicago and is already
is well known to the Chicago territory
Leon
Victor,
the
advance
man
for
\tA at work. William C. Cook, for:rly city salesman, w ent to Xew York " In Old Kentucky," is in Chicago ar- for his work with Universal and Hallfor the premier siiowing of
mark, has joined the staff of Vitaid forgot to come back. His forget- this picturerangingand
among
other
things
put
graph's
Chicago
office and will have
Iness is reported due to landing a
Illinois lor
his territory.
le position. Mr. Cook and his wife on a private showing at the I'layhousc
\t located at the Astor Hotel where on Tuesday of this week.
has his headquarters.
Among the important transactions
A race is on at Peoria, 111., between closed by the Capital Film Company
last week was the con:ract disposing
|Commencing
January 21, Harry the builders of Dee Robinson's new
the rights for the entire Neal Hart
^ciss will spend three weeks in St. theatre, the Madison, and Ascher of
of two-reelers for Uruguay,
ouis from whore he will launch First Brothers' big new house, the Illinois. series
Both will be modern and up to date Paruguay and Argentine to Joe Lamy.
fational's
first active
campaign
of the
ir in Southern
Illinois.
He will
be in every particular.
District Manager O. R. Hanson, of
companied by a sales crew and his
idquarters will be at the Jefferson
The Aero Club of Illinois in a body Robertson-Cole, has returned to Chicago from New York, where he went
totel. It is a sure shot that he will and a number of widely known aviafor a conference with Mr. Cole and
ing home the bacon. Xot only Harry
tors who were here for the big Aero- the two other Robertson-Cole district
^eiss, but his partner R. C. Seery
plane Exposition at the Coliseum, at- managers. Mr. Cole has outlined plans
ave the same arrangements with First
tended a complimentary showing of
year which greatly enfational for 1920 that they had in " The Great Air Robbery " at the Uni- for the thusednew
his staff.
?19, during which year their earnings
versal Exchange Tuesday. The flj'ing
|it their high mark. The way this men were greatly interested in the feats
Joseph Abrams, formerly city man
is starting for 1920 indicates it of Lieut. Omar Locklear, the dareill be their record year.
devil of the sky, as shown on the for the Universal, is now road man
screen.
for thement Universal's
out of Chicago.Industrial DepartThe Grand theatre, Lincoln, Illinois'
The first showing ot the Mickey
liewest photoplay house, is nearly ready
Peter J. Schaefer, of Jones, Linick
|or business and the Hoppodrome at Film Company's Carmen Revue,
furphysboro is completed and will coupled up with Charlie Chaplin's big & Schaefer, is going to New York this
week, where he will remain for a few
its doors in a few davs.
picture comedy, " Carmen," was a big days previous to making a trip to the
success
Jones,
Linickloop& last
Schaefer's
Rialto inat the
Chicago
week. west coast moving picture centers.
Things moved fast in Springfield, The Revue is a pretentious offering, uslately when H. T. Loper, owner
" The Beloved Cheater " will open
ing fourteen people and a Jazz Band
l)f the Lyric theatre, secured the lease of five pieces. The scencr>- and set- for a two-week's run at the Rose TheH)d the Vaudette theatre, being at prestings also are sumptuous. Following
atre beginning January 11th and ManaKsA operated by W. W. Watts, where- the week's run at the Rialto, the picture
ger Deneen is planning some special
Wffota Mr. Watts secured the lease of and revue, which is used as a prologtic. exploitation stunts in connection with
iJie Princess theatre, operated by the will appear at the Hippodrome for a
and the song, " That BeKunz Brothers.
week and following these two loop the picture
loved Cheater of Mine." Besides putshowings, the Mickey Film Company,
ting in a special orchestra and having
S. J. Gregorj- of Gregory Brothers, which controls the rights for Illinois a soloist to sing the song, he has arranged tie-ups for window displays
liicago Heights, 111., who is con- and Indiana for the Carmen picture, with Woolworths
and Kresges, big
Istructing a new theatre at Hammond, will put the revue and photo comedy
lEndiana, is also the owner of the lease out in their territory as a road show. State street stores, which will exploit
the feature picture and the song.
jjn the Orpheum theatre in Hammond,
■ which lease he has just succeeded in
F. L. Smith and Harry Owens, who
David A. Kohn has joined the
[tying up for a term of years. Mr. recently obtained the world rights to
Hyman Attractions sales forces and
(Gregory reports capacity business in
the Doubleday Production Company's wall have charge of the Ohio territory
[the Illinois theatre, his Chicago Heights pictures,
announced that they have with headquarters at Cleveland. Mr.
IHouse.
closed with the Wholesome Film Com- Kohn is well known in picture circles
pany for the U. S. rights to 8 S-reel and recently has been city man for the
C. D. Zigler of the Ewing theatre, productions and with the Ebony Film Universal
in Chicago.
[South Chicago, has announced that he Company for IS 2- and single-reel
will open a theatre in Freeport, 111., comedies. Mr. Smith is in the east
The Central Park Theatre, Balaban
and has closed a deal for a lease at this week establishing an office in Newthat place.
&
big west side house, will be
York, after w-hich he will make a swing theKatz's
first Chicago theatre to install the
around the circle, visiting Boston,
Philadelphia and many eastern and new Barton, " 18-carat " pipe organ.
Work of putting in the splendid new
Two
of
Chicago's
biggest
exhibitors,
Nathan Ascher of Ascher Brothers, southern cities during his booking trip.
instrument, which, according to Manaand Aaron J. Jones of Jones. Linick
ger Abrams, of the Bartola Company,
& Schaefer, are New York visitors this
Publicity representative Banks Win- is a 3-manual organ with 1,037 pipes,
w eek.
ter, of the Universal Chicago office, is will be started this week.

Kxhibitors in forty-four counties of
northern Indiana and southern Michigan are enthusiastic over the outlook
for continued big business throughout
the winter and coming spring, according to "Dad" Humphrey, Vitagraph's
veteran sales manager in that territory.
"Serials go strong in this district,"
says Mr. Humphrey, " and the managers are eagerly awaiting Bill Duncan's new million dollar serial."
Charles M. Spray, lessee of the
Grand Theatre, BlufTton, Indiana, has
disposed of the lease and all his interests to Miss Nettie A. Williams, of
Indianapolis, who has assumed full
charge
and policy
will continue
Mr. picture,
Spray's
successful
of playing
vaudeville and road shows.
Fred S. Myer, part owner and director of the Palace Theatre, of Hamilton, Ohio, which is scheduled to open
its doors on February 16th, was in
Chicago this week, buying a Bartola
for the new house. Mr. Myers, who
is well known in Chicago, where he
was connected with the Americart Film
Company, and in Minneapolis, where
for years he was engaged in the picture
business, reports his new house cost
$150,000 in real money and will be one
of the handsomest theatres in the Ohio
manufacturing center.
C. Eddy Eckels, general manager of
the Capital Film Company, is in New
York this w'eek, seeking new pictures.
The Cropper Distributing Corporation has acquired the world rights to
" Pointed Paragraph," which Mr.
Cropper announces will appear once a
week and will be a collection of the
witty sparks
thrown off
the world's
brightest
journalists
andby writers.
Picture salesmen of the Chicago district, headed by Henri Ellman and
Morrie Salkin, are planning a movie
ball to be held at the Coliseum on the
night of February 27th, which they
say will be a " humdinger " and will
surpass
on
in theanything
Windy of
City.the kind ever put
Maurice A. Choynski and his associates, who already operate five
theatres on Chicago's west side, are
planning a two-story business block
with a 2,000-seat theatre in the rear
to be called the Biltmore, and have
secured a lot 150 x 120 feet at 2032-46
West Division Street, upon which
to build.

f\ The earliest reviews on
all productions.
q See Page 909.
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CANADA
Hon. Peter Smith, the new Provincial
tre?surer for the Province of Ontario, has
carried out his promise to appoint a woman
tc tlie Ontario Board of Moving Picture
Censors, Toronto, by adding Miss Caroline
Cassels to the personnel of the Board. Her
appointment took effect on January 1 and
her salary is to be $1,300 per year or $25
per week.
St. Clairstreet,
theatre,
St. Clairthe avenue
andAllen's
Westmount
Toronto,
latest
of the handsome new Allen theatres to be
finished, is scheduled to open January 12.
With the opening of this house, Messrs. Jule
and J. J. Allen have only two more luxurious suburban theatres to complete before
having an elaborate moving picture palace
in every distinct section of the city.
James D. Murray of Ottawa, Ontario, one
of the pioneers of the theatre world in the
Canadian capital, died on December 29, after
an illness of many weeks.
The Ottawa local of the Moving Picture
Operators'
re-elected
its
officers for Union
1920 at practically
a recent meeting
of the
organization. The following were chosen :
President, W. Hartnett, Dominion theatre;
vice-president,
McCauIey,
secretary,
WilliamJohn
Maynard,
Cinema Francais;
theatre ;
treasurer, Charles Bamford, Imperial theatre, and business representative, William
Lane, Winter Garden.
Announcement has been made that Allen's
College theatre. College street and Dovercourt road, Toronto, Ontario, will be
opened on Feb. 1 and in connection with
this announcement' shares of stock in the
College theatre company are offered to the
general public at par. Stock to the extent
of
$75,000 hasin also
the Allen's Parkdaleandtheatre,
Toronto,
ments made indicatebeenthe offered
success of stateAllen
theatres in Toronto which are already in
operation.
It is stated
that common
stock insuburban
Allen's
Danforth
theatre,
a handsome
theatre of Toronto, is already paying .one
per cent per month, although the house was
opened only last August. This common
stock had been given as a bonus with 7 per
cent preferred shares.
Preferred stock in the College and Parkdale theatres is being sold at 100 with a
bonus of twenty-five per cent, common
stock, the par value of which is 100.
The theatre,
Aliens are
alsoEast
opening
Allen's
Beach
in the
End oftheToronto,
at Christmas time, under the management
of Harvey Williams, formerly manager of
the Peter Pan theatre. The latter was a
comparatively small house, on the site of
which the new Beach theatre, with seats for
1,600, has been built.
A local union of moving picture operators
has been established at Brantford, Ontario,
and the jurisdiction of the new organization
extends over several cities and towns ol
Western
Ontario.Hamilton,
Operators'Brantford,
unions Peare
found
at Toronto,
terboro,
Ottawa
and
other
centres
of
Ontario.
New regulations to govern the operation
of moving picture theatres and exchanges in
the Province of Manitoba have been adopted
by the Provincial Cabinet upon the recommendation of Edward McGrath, secretary of
the Bureau of Labor for Manitoba, after the
latter had held conferences with representative moving picture men of Winnipeg. The
new regulations prescribe various rules for
the guidance of projection machine operators, including a special daily inspection of
all theatre equipment and the use of standardized equipment only in projection rooms.
Sunday exhibitions or performances of any
kind are prohibited unless a special permit
is secured from the Provincial Treasurer,
Hon. Edward Brown.
Special Organ Installed
One of the largest, finest and most
expensive theatre organs in New England after more than six months' work
and great expense, has been installed
in the Gordon's Olympia, Washington
street, Boston, Mass. It is a specially
built instrument of the Wurlitzer-Hope
Jones type and is constructed after
plans laid down by Robert Hope Jones.

the

Correspondents

R. H. Clark, general manager of the ] rit
$200,000 is to be handled as preferred stock National
Exhibitors' Circuit, was in Euif^lo
and
$200,000
stock.
The selling Friday, December
12 for a conferencr ,. 'h
of stock
is inasthecommon
hands of
the Professional
Manager
P. H. Smith. It is planned to inBuilding
Company,
brokers,
314
Erie
Buildcrease
the
sales
staflf
at the local exchange
ing. The Sterling Service and Amusement
Company proposes to distribute films and
buy
and Ohio.
build motion picture theatres all
through
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.
Exhibitors and exchange managers of The V'audette is now using the
Cleveland have expressed themselves as de- Ovey and Hank Mann comedies.
lighted with the new service section lecently inaugurated
the program
MOTION reports
PICTURE NEWS, in bywhich
The Majestic has put in Literary Digest'*
1
of the leading first-run houses of the coun- " Topics of the Day."
try are recorded.
The year just closing has been one of tli
best the theatres of this city have ever had
SAN DIEGO
Another company, heretofore working in
Rovin had a party wanting to buy
a Middle West city, has had representatiyes hisBen
recently. Ben was willing to
here looking over the ground with a view sell, Amuse-U
but
the for
figureIllinois.
he quotedBenlooked
to establishing a studio, possibly in Balboa last census
still like
has the
his
Park.
little old money-maker.
Henry Spiller, who was awarded a gold
medal at the Panama-Pacific Exposition in
Every exhibitor in Springfield, with one
-San Francisco, is now the organist at the exception
has an automobile.
Superba, with Leonard H. Clark, recently Whether it'sprobably,
with the California and Kincma theatres of been determined.a fad or a necessity has not
John
H.
Kunsky'
says
that
his
circuit
will
number 12 theatres inside of a year.
Los Angeles, as his assistant..
The Empress theatre is being remodeled,
Dr. R. M. Olin, state commissioner of E. H. Dowell, secretary of the Motion
health, has issued a public letter in which Picture Operators' Union here, has resigned a new balcony being installed. Mrs. Duer
says
that busines is most satisfactory an l
he flays disease films and asks co-operation and gonenected withto theLosBurhank
Angeles theatre.
and become con- that ;nore
seats are needed at times. Wii i
^tl keeping them out of Michigan theatres.
a balcony the Empress will be one of tlv
The Plaza management is making good biggest of local motion picture houses.
The Detroit common council has passed a
advance criticisms of its big feanew theatre ordinance restricting the use of use of turestheby making
special slides carrying the
standing room in motion picture houses. Un- words of praise which
Thieves have been preying on the motion
appearandin other
the MOder the mitted
new behind
law,theonelastrowrowof of
standees
TION PICTURE NEWS
film picture exhibitors here of late. Gus Kera^^
seats isandper-if puljlications.
sotes
a two-reel Texas Guinan feature
These
are
used
during
the
there is additional room, one more person week preceding the showing of the pictures stolenhadfrom
the Savoy, and was luck,
to each square foot of space.
mentioned.
enough
to
get it back
by paying
$50 the
rc-|
ward. Someone
the same
week astole
drums from the Pekin theatre, leaving the
orchestra without means to punctuate BilJ
INDIANAPOLIS
SEATTLE
Hart's shots and Chaplin's left-handed^
Indianapolis
is
to
have
a
new
$100,000
The year of 1919 has been one of great motion picture theatre somewhere in its shoots. The drums are still absent.
prosperity to Seattle and adjoining motion downtown
section,
but
Indianapolis
does
not
picture men. The houses have been full all know who is going to build it or exactly
year round and the exchanges have also
PROVIDENCE
it is to be. The proposed erection of
prospered. Good pictures have been shown where
the new movie house became public last
and good music has been the specialty of the week
The
Empire
dewhen R. W. McBride, Indianapolis atvoted to motiontheatre,
pictureswhich
here lias
for been
the past
Clemmer, Coliseum, Liberty and Strand. A
torney,
filed
with
William
A.
Roach,
Secrefive
years,
closed
on
December
8
to
givi
committee from the Municipal League that
tary of State, articles of incorporation for
to burlesque. Charles Westgate, man
looked into the motion picture houses and
" Star Amusement Company," which way
ager of the Victory theatre, will go to tin
their plays, reported that generally speaking the
stated its capital to be $100,000 and its pur- Empire
manager, while Matthey J. Reill> .
Victory. asmanager
the pictures
pose the erection of the theatre.
present
of the Empire, goes to the
ter than thoseshown
shownwerein clean
1918. and much betTo savepapers print
paper
the
Indianapolis
newsJohn D. Callicott, well known Pacific
have cut the length of reviews and
Coast motion picture man, up till recently advance notices
Theatre ushers, ticket sellers, ticket takof both photoplays and lepolice and employees
firemen, innotfactconall
manager of " Grauman's Million Dollar
gitimate theatrical productions appro.ximate- classesers, porters,
of theatrical
Theatre " in with
Los that
Angeles,
has severed
his ly one-third. No reduction in advertising
connections
concern
to become
space has been made, however.
nected with stage and musicians' unions i
this city, have formed a union with 2^^
manager of the " Liberty " in Seattle.
members.
Frankis Rembusch's
photoplay
The entire organization of the Seattle Boy theatre
beginning to new
occupyOhioan important
Scouts was the guest of Manager Winekirk niche in the local theatrical world. Top
R-eilly hasBybecome
theMatthey
VictoryJ. theatre.
doing manager
so he n ■
of the Strand at a performance of ' Sol- notch films and t\yo of the best feature or- turned
the house where thirty years aj,
as in thepopularity.
city form the Ohio's suc- this weekto he
diers of Fortune."
cessfulchbidestrfor
started on his theatrical cartas a water boy. He gradually worked liiCLEVELAND
way
up
until
becameWhentreasurer
of tl '
BUFFALO
Keith interests hehere.
the Empr.
The general upward trend of affairs was
picture
house ishe being
becamechanged
manJackeral Kelly,
secretary of the baseFed- opened ager.as Nowa that
the policy
particularly
noticeable
in recent
Leaguehas
andformer
International
tion notes from
Columbus,
Ohio,corporawhich
ball clubs,
been
appointed League
manager of he will go to the Victory, while Francis T.
Westgate
leaves
the
Victory
to
go
to
t!.e
listed the following increases of capitaliza- the Regent theatre, succeeding Billy West, Empire.
tion : Loew's Alhambra Theatre Companv, who recently went to the Star theatre. Mr.
a member of the Buffalo Evenfrom $1,000
to $5,000;
The- Kellying isTimesalsoreportorial
atre Company,
from Loew's
$1,000 Liberty
to $10,000;
staff.
George E. Pingle, owner of the Pastime
Loew's
Mall
Tlieatre
Company,
from
$1,000
moving
in Mansfield,
died
to $90,000 ; the Gordon Square Companv,
Realart pictures will make their bow to last
week picture
of hearttheatre
disease.
Born in Grand
from $2,500 to $350,000. This increase in Buffalo audiences at Shea's Hippodrome, Rapids, Mich, sixty years ago, he came to
the amount of capital invested in motion
Director Harold B. Franklin hav- Mansfield twelve years ago and soon after
pictures is the most convincing proof of the Managing
ing signed a contract for first run on this opened a moving picture house.
flourishing condition of the motion picture brand.
The
first picture, " Anne of Green
industry in Cleveland.
Gables,"
traction. will be shown as a Christmas atCINCINNATI
A fire in the projection room of the Bucktheatre,this
3007 week,
Centralcaused
avenue,
Cleve-of Herbert Kaufmann, formerly connected
Oscar Doob, manager of exploitation and
land,ingham
one day
a loss
with the New York branch of Metro._ has publicity
for the Cincinnati office of tlu
over $2,500 to H. J. Wade, owner of the arrived in Buffalo to join the First National
theatre. During the showing of the Pearl sales staff, according to an announcement by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, habeen
appointed
directorHe ofholds
publicity
for tl.e
Manager P. H. Smith. Mr. Kaufmann has new Palace theatre.
White serial,
the reel been
the same
c:
suddenly
burst" The
into Black
flames.Secret,"
The audience
in the film business several years.
fice
for
the
Family,
Strand,
Walnut,
Star
was calm and walked out of the place withBijou, as wellCincinnati
as 500 houses
in the Par..
J. H. Michael, manager of the Victoria and
mount-Artcraft
territory.
out the least confusion. ^
theatre, urged his patrons to buy speMarcus Loew was in Cleveland last Tuesciallyand prepared
books of tickets to the Victoria
present
day. It is said that he is about to build a Christmas
JohnHodkinson
Etzkorn, office,
recentlyhaswith
Cincir. ?
presents. them to their friends as nati
beentheappointe
4,000 seat motion picture theatre in Akron.
specialstaff.
feature salesman on the local Pathe
sales
Henry
E.
Wilkinson.
Rea!art
manager,
has
Robert McLaughlin, author, and Sam
an extensive tour of the WestBrodsky. director, of the new film, " Hidden been ernmaking
New with
York
closed
A new theatre will be constructed at the
Charms,"
frorn New
tracts
manyterritory
towns and
and has
cities.
He conhas
York, wherehave
theyjust
havereturned
been whipping
the
been particularly successful in Rochester present
site of Schuler's
cafe, at 626 made
Vine
picture into shape for exhibition. A first and
to anproperty,
announcement
Syracuse. Lee Marcus. Realart booker, street,
screening
is expected to take place early this
the acording
sale of the
which has
week.
is kept busy until late each night keeping at
frontage of 70 feet. Although the name of
up with the schedule.
the buyer was not disclosed, it is intimated
The recapitalization of the Sterling Serthat
Marcus Loew is behind the project, as
F. D. Lawlor. Hallmark manager, anvice and Amusement
is now
an accomplished
fact, afterCompany
six months
of patient
that R.' E. asHussell
and onN. the
J. Marz
that he is p'anning a house here.
endeavor on the part of the incorporators, have beennouncesengaged
salesmen
local itTheis known
deal involved $280,000, the purchaser to
That first name is a good one for a
the original capitalization of $1,000,000 being staff.
increased to $4,000,000. Of this amount, salesman.
have possession in the spring.

DETROIT
J. M. Duncan is now the film exchange
manager who has been with one company
in Detroit
for Detroit
the longest
period.theAir.firstDun-V.
can came to
to handle
L. S. E. exchange. He remains with Vitagraph.
Robertson-Cole,
is next inGeorge
point Deof Bute,
service,of and
then comes
H. A. Ross, of Paramount-Artcraft.
Every leading Detroit motion picture or
vaudeville
theatre,
withParamount
one exception,
offered pictures
from the
exchange
last week, each for a full week's run.
All contracts
have been
let new
for the
preliminary construction
of the
Riveria
theatre on Grand River avenue. The house
will seat approximately 2,500 and has a
frontage of 50 feet on Grand River avenue,
extending backward in the form of a triangle.
C. Howard Crane has prepared the plans.
Walter C. Wuimby, of Fort Wayne, Is
president of the company and the directors
include Claude E. Candy, of Lansing, and
C. A. Kuhlman, of Jackson, both of whom
operate theatres in their respective cities.
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A New Angle on the Advertising
Proposition
Editor
New Motion
York. Picture News,
Dear Sir:
What is the " Miami Valley Exhibitor's
League"? It's presents
a queer proposition
that this
organization
to the exhibitor
through the enclosed circular letter and
Membership Contract and a criticism from
you would be welcome.
You will note that the exhibitor is
warned not to accept any films gratis from
the Universal or Paramount or from any
other concern unless first approved by a
New York League, but is asked to sign a
contract that takes away all his liberty in
this direction and which would compel
him to show one reel at least, weekly for
each week in two years, and even ties his
theater
of SEune upto even
others.though he should dispose
The writer does not think that either of
the
distributors
or anyto
otherfilm
distributor
wouldnamed
have above
the nerve
ask for any exclusiveness such as this and
so long as they merely ofiFer films of the
kindd free, with a right to accept or rejact,
what possible harm are they doing?
Set me right in the matter. I confess
to an ignorahce in the thing but one thing
I know and that is I will have to have
more light before I would sign over my
screen to this exhibitor's organization or
to anyone else. I wonder if other exhibitor's
feel as I do about this or am I just too
dumb to grasp the Miami Valley Exhibitor's
League's idea? Yours truly,
Geo. A. Bleich.
George
A.
Bleich
Enterprises.
Owensboro, Ky.

Another Exhibitor Who Opposes
Percentage Suggestions
Motion Picture News,
New York City.
Gentlemen :
I have read a great deal in your paper
about the attractive side on the " percentage " method
of playingtrouble
pictures.
exhibitors have enough
with The
the Exchanges and the Producing end without inviting more trouble. I have a house playing both pictures and legitimate attractions.
I regret to admit that the latter is the
cleanest-cut and most fairest of the two.
They furnish all advertising, pay all express
or parcel post bills, share on all advertising as per terms, send one or two advance
men in ahead of show, bring from twenty
to fifty people into a town, who have to
live, and who spend money with merchants,
hotels, barbers, pool-rooms, restaurants,
with the transfer-man, and in many instances leave more in a town than they
take out, whereas the town gets nothing
out of the film rentals except when an occasional representative comes along. The
prices for the legitimate attractions are
practically the same as they were twenty
years ago, but note the advance in charges
atbelieve
pictureallshows.
The about
average heavy
patronscostdon'tof
this stuff
productions, money paid stars, directors, and
the rentals we pay. All they will admit is
that the pictures are costing them from
threea few
to ten
did
yearstimes
ago. more than what they
I fail to see when it pays to allow an
exchange to nlay a picture on percentage
basis, play same up to the sky, exact increased admission prices, robbing several
nights before and after said run. One
sirnply robs Peter to pay Paul. Another
objection is to turn our door over to some
smart or wise chap to collect tickets, who
often times does not have manners enough
to respect our people by taking his hat off,
or to thank the patrons for their tickets,
nor to open the door for the patrons,
especially
and a what's
more them
I gen-to
erally haveladies,
to have
scrap with
get them to avoid standing on the door
with a cigarette or cigar in their mouth.
Then again there are always more or less
on the free list whom for various reasons
we recognize on all pictures, whereas when
a film concern may be playing their picture
on a sharing basis it is not fair that we
grant so many in free whereas the exchange
is a part of the business that night, while
on the other hand we do not care to embarrass ourselves by exacting pay.
This percentage scheme is calculated to
further increase the admission charges, for
when they play a picture on shares they
have a say as regards to admission charges.
Let them give us the benefit of all this saving in excessive use of the alleged izy^c.
per sheet paper and the heavy expense incident to sending an advance man and a
man to be back with show to protect their
interest, which is absolutely essential, and
let the exhibitor in return do everything in
his power to keep his admission charges
down, thereby keeping the pictures within
the reach of the masses, rather than the
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''Percentage
Won't
Wm. A. Johnston,
Motion Picture News,
New York City.
Dear Mr. Johnston:

a

Work

s

for

His

Me''

reading your latest editorial " Why Not
HAVE just finished
I Percentage."
Like the gentleman from Michigan our film rental
is about one-sixth of our gross intake. While of course the
picture is and always will be the PRINCIPAL factor in drawing in the business to a motion picture theatre it is not all. We
employ a 20-piece orchestra of exceptional musicians, embracing among their number seven soloists and each show we allow
the orchestra 15 minutes for their overture and a solo number
of some sort. We have also all the latest lighting effects, we
have in addition high class singers, dancers, entertainers of all
sorts. Giving a two hour entertainment of diversity. You can
readily see that when you add our tremendous light bills, advertising costs, etc., that we can not pay anything like 50/50 which
is the only percentage that a film man ever thinks of when he
talks percentage. I had one man out here who asked me $100 a
day for an ordinary picture and when I told him it was too much
he offered to play percent at 50/50. When I told him my expenses were in excess of $400 a day and that if we made expenses
it would be equivalent to paying him $200 a day, he replied that
he was taking chances and if we struck a bad night he would
stand his share of the loss also.
I would be in favor of a percentage plan if it could be worked
out fairly, but I much fear me that if a film man comes out here
and asked me to play on per cent and I offered him 12i^ per cent
of the gross: he to furnish the picture and I the rest, he would
laugh at me and yet he would sell me the picture for $50 or $75.
We have never done a big enough business in this house of 2,000
seats that would warrant over 20 per cent of it going to the picture. What think you a fair per cent would be for a first class
picture in this class house? Respectfully,
HENRY E. NEWELL,
Howard Theatre,
1621 Howard Street,
Chicago.
continued advances and the consequent driving away of many who cannot afford to
attend at the heavy prices charged.
A thing, to my view, for the betterment
of the cuits
game
the arranging
of cirbookingwould
their bereleases
in consecutive
order to houses in safe one day's shipments,
thereby saving the exhibitor one-half in postage or express charges and enabling the exchange to play a print closer rather than
lose so much time in shipping back to exchange and then reship back to a nearby
exhibitor. This method would not only get
the exchange
theirwould
moneyenable
out ofthetheir
territory earlier but
exhibitor
to give his patrons the show while it is
■' live " and in lime-light, thereby getting Ub
more money at the box office.
John Henkel Henry.
Manager and Proprietor, Empire Theatre.
Winchester, Virginia.
Motion Picture News,
New York City.
Gentlemen :
I have been reading The News for some
six years and have followed the different
lines of thought advanced by the many
exhibitors throughout the country.
I have thought many times of trying to
express my thoughts through The News, but
Iamount
always tohadmuchan any
idea way,
that and
theyalsodidn't
had
an idea that they would peacefully repose in the waste basket if I did. But I
have made up my mind to take a chance.
I have seen the good old days when we
got our express paid one way and free
paper pass to the great beyond ; I watched
the many arguments along about the time
the war tax was hung on us, but all I
have ever been able to get out of the whole
thing was that we exhibitors finally became the right honorable William Goat.
Then along came the time when this
bunch of high colored gentlemen took it
into their heads to make us finance their
productions and after many protests we
are doing that and getting our film C.O.D.,
ifof weit, don't
happen how
to pay
advance.
Think
no matter
goodin our
commercial
rating
—
which
governs
the
commerce
of
the
world — we are treated as thieves.
Well that's not so bad after one gets
used to it, but the last stroke, is this perplan. Wethehave
and bunch
built
theatres centage
all over
land,worked
now this
of grafters
want
a
half
interest
or
whatever part they desire to dictate to us, by

calling
it a "just
Percentage
Basis." the labor
We have
unions
are able
towitnessed
do becausewhat
they organize
and stick together, yet us exhibitors do
little but fuss.
It seems to me that the salvation of the
exhibitor liesganization;in
right kind
orIhavethe watched
for ofsomean big
exhibitor to start this kind of a move.
league, We
but should
I find'
thatI joined
it don'tthegetexhibitors
us anywhere.
organize and each member put up a membership fee of say a hundred dollars, employ counsel and have a set rule to follow
in each and every case and any exhibitor
who fails to live up to it, call him a scab
and refuse to buy film from any exchange
who sells him. Take for instance a
Paramount contract ; I dare say that there
is no commercial organization under the sun
which would dare ask their customers to
sign such a contract, outside of a film company, yet we are
this because
theyforced
have totheswallow
stars such
boughtas
up. But Iganizatdare
say thattwoif hundred
we had an
orion in Oklahoma
strong
that would stand hitched we would make
them sit up and take notice.
Exhibitors can cuss and discuss all the
issues they like and as long as they like,
but just so long as we are unorganized
just that long we will be the goats.
Even our operators are organized, and
our musicians are organized and they come
aroimd and tell Mr. Exhibitor just what
they will stand for and I have yet to see
an effective organization of the very life
of Ithebelieve
industry,
the exhibitors.
we should
make the exchanges
be good with their own medicine, which is
organization.
I have been in the show business in a
small way for the past eight years. Have
built one of the best theatres in my state
and have put all my earnings from other
business enterprises in the business, but it
seems
that ifofwevultures,
don't dothesomething
stop
this bunch
time willto soon
come, when they will come to us and say,
" If you want our pictures allright, we figure they are worth fifty per cent, of your
receipts, we have made the picture with
your deposit, we handle it through our exchanges withany
your interest
deposit, onwe this
don'tmoney,
have
to pay you
you pay all the taxes, do all the work, do
all
the advertising,
takeWetheare' Cussin
' if
the picture
is no good.
not there,
so why should we worry about what your
people think? We won't run that picture
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in that little old town but once anyv/ay
and last but not least we are organized, yoi
can't get it from anybody else, so what art
youWhygoingisn'tto this
do about
"
a fairit?film
conclusion?
recently I had a certain
exchange Onl)
shi[
me out of Kansas City my film for sij
straight weeks, each week with a papei
charge of $2.20, added to the C.O.D ]
wrote
twice
calling
without them
results,
I also
wired their
them atten'or
witkoui
results,
and
asked
them
why
ship me the paper inasmuch as they
they didn't
had
route. my money from me " via " the C.O.D. taken
But this gentleman wouldn't even answci^ ,
me, so
that ItowouMt
hear
fromI made
him, soup I my
just mind
proceeded
ke« "ic
each shipment of film, just threw it back! ^.
in myand vault,
a fewto days
write' %
me
it wasandmy intime
refusehetodidanswer,
which I did. So in a few days he called ,
me
threatened me with the Fil]S< :
Boardup ofandTrade.
I proceeded to tell him that he would' 4.
get his
had $13.20
my before;
monc^i that
he film
had when
stolen I from
me andof not
I got it by return mail.
There is but one salvation for the e»» *
hibitor, and it is an iron-bound organizatios
along the union labor line that will bold
water, and that will make each exhibitor *
carry and
his make
part ofit so
the strong
load, that
or call
scab
Mr. himFilm*
exchange won't
verytruly.
anxious for hisi '
business.
Yoursbe very
The Sequoyah Theatre.
By J. P. Thompson.
Tahlequah,
Oklahoma.
[Mr.
Thompson,
in
to being
theatre owner is alsoaddition
president
of the^. •■
Tahlequah Chamber of Commerce.]
Two

Springfield

Housesf

Change Hands
The last weeks of 1919 brought to
biggest shake-up
111., the
Springfield,
in
motion picture
circles that the city
has ever had. The Vaudette theatre
building, which has been occupied by(
W. W. Watts for the past fourteen 1
years, has been sold to H. T. Loper,
owner of the L\Tic, Springfield, and:
Kimbark theatre, Chicago. The price
to be $77,500. It is underis reported
stood that the Lyric lease will expire (
about July 1 and will not be renewed,
it being the intention of the Lopers to
move across the street into the Vaulease on the
dette expires
building. Watts'
Vaudette
March 1. Following
on the heels of this announcement
comes the news that Watts has purchased the Princess theatre lease from
Adolph, Joseph and Edward Kunz.
The Kunz's ^\-ill retire from the motheir endevotewhich
field and
tiontimepicture
tire
to other
business
they
Director Signs a Long
Term Contract
Harley Knoles, who Tuesday began
directing Dorothy Dalton in "Half -\n
Hour," Sir James M. Barrie's famous
play, has signed a long term contract
with Famous Players-Laskj- Corporation to direct Paramount Artcraft pictures. "Half An Hour" is the second
Paramount Artcraft picture to be
made by Mr. Knoles, the first having
been David Graham Phillips's novel,
"The Cost," featuring Violet Heming.
He it was who staged "Little
Women." the picture of Louisa M. .Wcott's story, released as a Paramount
Artcraft special. He also directed
"Stolen Orders," for William A. Brady,
"Bought and Paid For," starring Alice
and "Stolen Paradise," starring
Brady, Clavton.
Ethel

.V,., mu a r y 77,
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''No
Propaganda,"
Says
Cockrane
l^fOVING picture producers are
".-\s a matter of fact moving pic- (It ilie mo\iiin iiiciure iniliisii>. They
VlgoiiiK to stay 011 the fence in the
iiire> are built from scenarios and exhibit only those pictures their patrons want to see.
>iories
written by accredued authors
lor-proh
ibition
fiyht,"
was
the
lit: Jaration this week of H.
Cochrane,
who never give a thought to propa"1 want In lake occasion ri^ht here
epresidcnt of the Universal Film
u.inda of ,iny kind. rionicime^ iiKv to silence that oft-repeated contention
inufacturing Company.
take ad\anl;ige of the tiramatic license of the .'\nti-i)rohibitionists that film inI want to make myself plain on this
which enaliles tluni to luili/e ceriam
terests favor "dry" laws on the theory
cases of over-indulgence in drinking-. that closed
nt," he said, "because there have
saloons mean full moving
many complaints recently from
Ill doing this, they <)nl\ portray true picture theatres. That belief is a
»ple who think they see in certain
iviies. here and there, from life.
tures or scenes, propaganda one
i \eniiire to say thai a poll of the iallacy. Where the cafe haunting part
jiicture world would find film men I if the population turned after last July,
y or the other. To accuse the big
companies of lending themselves
aliout e(|uall\ divided on the (luestioii I do not know, but it is certain that
ler to the liquor interests or to the
(ii Prohibition. The sooner the pic- the increase in iiholoplay-patrons in
mre-jioing public learns that the film the last six months doesn't indicate
■s' is utterly foolish. They arc big
iiness firms manufacturing products
c())iii);mies are business organizations. they turned en masse to moving pictures for stimulation and excitement.
all people, not for any one class
Imit upon the manufacture of products
creed.
I bat will sell to all classes of people,
"The increase in moving picture atilie sooner it will generally be realized
tendance the latter part of last year,
'In all m> experience in the moving
ture field. I never have known of a
that the film world is not tr\ing to while it was exceptionally encouraging,
company being used for propa"I'orcc" any particular style of picture was a natural increase due to postida of this kind. In fact. I do not
or to insinuate propaganda into its
reels.
bellum causes and to the steady imiw of but one case in which a fibn
provement inmoving picture output.
"It is more or less natural that the
was approached conipany'ing even
case
the liquor question. That
"In
conclusion,
I challenge any Protwo great opposing interests on the
s one in which the liquor interests
liquor question should be suspicious of
hibitionist or any "wet" advocate, to
:ed that whenever a saloon scene was
on every hand. It is ridic- produce concrete evidence that the
:essary in film stories, they would R. H. Cochrane. Vice-President of Universal propaganda
ulous, bov.evcr, for them to intimate
"dry"
|e to supply the fixtures and fit np
that the moving picture companies are Universal
propagandahas topermitted
appear "wet"
in anyor of
its
bar-room the way they thought France, Italy, Spain and Portugal, as I)ermittiiig anyone to use them as tools. films. If any one wants to take me up
oons should look, it is needless to \vell as die l-atui-.\merican countries.
"The film companies could not afford on this, a neutral body of judges can
that the film company which rc- Xothing could be more erroneous, of it, to begin with. They could not sell be selected to pass on the pictures in
ved this oflFer refused it."
course, but it is a natural feeling grow- such one-sided pictures. The exhibitors
he feeling that .American films con- rons want to see. They know only would not buy them. The moving pic- f|uestion. If no one cares to take issue
ture exhibitors of this countrj, the with mc on this subject, let there be
In "dry" propaganda rapidly is as- too well that you can't cram propang alarming proportions in forganda down the throat of the average owners and operators of the thousands an immediate end to the carping
countries, especially in England, iiig out of the :uuagonism feh towards of photo-play houses, are shrewd busi- criticism insidiously directed at the
also in the wine drinking countries, "dry" America.
ness men. They form the back bone
moving picture interests."

\Vliy

Foreign

Films

Fail

Harry Raver
Ten Years By
an Importer
of Foreign Films
he failure of foreign productions
this country may be summed up
two words : Poor Stories. No disedit need be cast upon the splendid
lassical and Historical productions
^ported from European studios and
fown here with marked success, for
were made from stories by great
[thors, stories well known to the
nerican public. Exhibitors and ex|anges remember with pride the sucss of such notable pictures as "The
kll of Troy," "Last Days of Pomjii," "Quo Vadis," the immortal
l^abiria," of which Karl Kitchen in
New York World said 'is still the
bh-water mark of intelligent picture
loduction." "Xero and the Fall of
bme,"
"Antony
and Cleopatra,"
lulius Caesar," and, at least, a dozen
Ihers, all produced at a time when
|e American studio had yet to make
first ambitious picture. In fact no
Icempt to spend any great amount of
pney on a production in this country
lis made until the introduction of
llabiria," at a two-dollar-top-scale
lien it was demonstrated by the New
nrk and other big-city runs that an
1 pensively made production could be
lofitably exhibited. Then followed
rhe Birth of a Nation" and the rest
common history to most of the prelat-day followers of Motion Pictures,
l it, while England, France, Italy and

Denmark have been turning out pictures for years their product has never
been able to maintain a solid footing in
America simply because they have
fallen down badly on their stories.
Technically, artistically, photographically, scenically and in production details generally, the foreign product —
particularly
Italian
F'rcnchmade
— is
equal
to the best
of the and
American
product and superior to the average,
but the stories are stupid, padded
drivel. Among the foreign artists
splendid acting talent is to be found
but their ability is wasted and depreciated by the stories in which they
appear. It has been said that "Mary
Pickford in a poor story is a poor
actress." The same thing applies- to
the foreign artist who is gradually beginning to realize the tremendous handicap under which they are working
and arc seeking new connections where
only the highest type of stories are
employed. The foreign producer, although he turns out a great quantity
production for a limited market, is not
consistent in his product. He may
spend a year or more on one picture
and then rush out a half dozen mediocre films in as many weeks, most
of these of varied footage, although he
knows from experience that America
calls for productions of even quality
and of approximately five reels. It is

nothing unusual for an importer to
receive from foreign producers a consignment of a dozen sample films ranging in length from 1,800 to 8,000 feet,
no two of which were adaptable to the
.American standard of length. Most
foreign producers build a long dramatic feature around a simple incident
which the American producer would
consider only a situation. Years of
effort on the part of one or two importers have been spent in trying to
educate the foreign producer to give
the American market intelligent consideration when selecting stories and
making productions. Correspondence
files are filled with copies of letters
pointing out in detail what America
wants and will suppoit but the forcii;n
mind is slow to adjust itself to new
conditions and it was not until the war
came and our best men began to mingle
with our Allied brethren that these advices of the years past began to take
hold. Today, the foreign producer has
a new understanding and is willing to
c -operate in a way that would have
been impossible two years ago. He is
willing to make, and is making, productions from stories selected in America and will even stand for American
supervision of these productions while
in the making, realizing that the
American market for good pictures is
the greatest in the world and that, in

order to realize from this market, the
tastes of the .American public must be
given first consideration. We shall
witness many splendid examples of
this co-operative spirit in the productions made by foreign producers during the coming year.
Cincinnati

Showmen

to

Combat
" Monopoly
"
Following closely
the announcement
last
weekofbyitsFirst
Circuit
new National
plan of Exhibitors'
operation,
which includes the Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., and the Associated First National Theatres, Inc.,
with an aggregate capital of $16,400,000, it becomes known that meeting of
Cincinnati motion picture exhibitors,
together with exhibitors from Dayton,
Columbus and other nearby towns in
Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky was held
at the Hotel Sinton, Cincinnati, early
this week, to perfect an organization
formed to combat the reported plans
of the producing companies to operate
theatres in which to present their own
films.
The Cincinnati exhibitors pledged to
co-operate with the out-of-town theatre
owners to fight any current movement
or any that may be started imposing
unjust hardship on the exhibitors.
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Photoplay

Advertising

History

and changed so radically as in its policies of publicity.
Take any newspaper of five years ago and see
what proportion of space was devoted to motion
pictures. Cleveland has been prominent as one
of the biggest picture boosting towns in the country, and its newspapers are accredited with being
first in their co-operation with the motion picture
industry, but how long back was this co-operation
started
Five years ago. The Cleveland Plain Dealer
ran a short review of the leading picture of the
week in the Sunday edition only. There were a
few theatre advertisements, but not over eight or
ten inches of space devoted to the announcements
of programs.
"Why, when I first came to Cleveland," says
Harlowe Hoyt, photoplay editor of The Plain
Dealer, it was a physical impossibility to get an
advertisement from the exhibitor.' 'Why should
we advertise,' said the exhibitor?
And in a measure he was right. Why should he
advertise? The movie theatres, five years ago,
were almost all down town on the main streets
where people were constantly passing. It was easy
for everyone to know what was being played by
reading the notices in front of the theatres. They
all saw them. And anyhow, the programs were
changed every day, and the public couldn't be expected to scan the pages of the daily paper to
find out what was being played. Another reason
for NOT advertising was that the people who
dropped into the movies, in those days, were not
the people who followed the papers or any other
reading matter very closely.
"When I took over the photoplay editorship of
the paper, I reasoned that pictures were on the
climb and that if we all got together and pushed
together, we should all climb together. Working
on this theory, I went to the exchanges and tried
to get them to see the advantages of publicit3'.
The exchanges were worse than the exhibitors.
They didn't want any publicity. All they wanted
was to sell pictures. Their business was with the
exhibitor. Not with the newspapers. And they
weren't shy about saying so, either.
"Another stumbling block that the producers put
into the publicity path of pictures, was their refusal
to give out any information about their stars. In
the old Biograph days, we knew of Biograph pictures, but not a thing abotit the people who made
them. So it was a physical impossibility to give the
pictures any space in the papers, when the protell us anything to print that would
interest ducers
the wouldn't
readers.

friends wliose comings and goings were of interest,
then they met the exhibitor half way."
Compare that attitude, with the present day attitude, and you will see how far the industry haTs
progressed through harmonious co-operation.
It was in 1915 that George Cole, in command of
The Cleveland Leader photoplay section, decided
to devote a whole page to the movies on Sunday.
For two weeks he worked and worried, trying to
get enough advertisements to warrant giving the
movies a full page every Sunday. "It looked like
a hopeless job." Cole was reminiscing recently,
"and I was about ready to give it up, when one
day I came back to the office with enough ads to
fill four whole pages. That gave us a start, and
soon after we got out the first Sunday full page devoted to motion pictures in the United States. The
page went so well that we followed it with a six
sheet Movie Supplement, also the first of its kind
in the country, and now they're all doing it on a
greater or lesser scale. But five years ago, when
Sam Bullock and Louis Becht were running the
Dreamland, after knocking out the store fixings
and putting in a few seats and fitting up a screen,
we were lucky to get ten inches of motion picture
advertising in our Sunday editions."
Harlowe Hoyt has built up his photoplay section on a very healthy plan. "Let's help the exhibitor first," he says. "By helping him, we naturally help the producer, because when we advertise apicture, we can't help boosting the fellow or
the firm who made it. And, this all-around boosting has to reflect back upon the newspaper operating on this policy, in the way of circulation."
We have been criticized, upon occasion, for devoting awhole page of our Sunday supplement to
a closel}' printed director of program releases of
more than seventy-five per cent, of the motion picture theatres in Cleveland. But that page brings us
a larger share of circulation that does the advertising. Do you know what happens to that page?
Why, people buy the paper just to read it. They
clip outhouse.
of it the
at notebooks,
their favoriteor
movie
Theyweek's
paste program
it in their
put it in a conspicuous place at home, and consult
ii daily. It's a recurrent advertisement for the
theatre, for every member of the family sees it
every day. It's the best circulation getter, and the
best exploitation policy that we have introduced
into our comprehensive co-operative plan.
The producers may have been the last ones to get
together with the exhibitor and the newspaper, but
when they did realize the advantages of all working together, they went at it right. The present
Goldwyn campaign is the best example of the
modern method of co-operation as opposed to the
independent, aloof attitude of five years ago. The
Goldwyn company is spending large sums of money
to advertise big pictures in conjunction with the
theatres running those pictures. Boosting the picture and boosting the theatre at the same time
works to the advantage of each, as well as helping
the medium of the co-operative polic)' — the news-

"Gradually, however, as motion picture houses
began to be built in the outskirts of Cleveland, the
exhibitors came over to our side. They began to
advertise their programs in modest fashion early
in 1915. It was the exhibitor who made the first
step toward general co-operation by advertising.
When the producers saw the advantages gained
by exploitation they loosened up a bit with their
information and realizing that motion picture
stars are like stock players — sort of intimate, family

paper.
Hoyt's attitude of whatever helps the exhibitor
helps the producer and the newspaper as well, is
the right idea. The exhibitor is the main guy in the
business. When his receipts are on the right side
of the ledger, then the producer can go on making
pictures, and the newspapers can continue to exploit them. But when the exhibitor isn't making
money,
then it's a sad day for all the other fellows
in
the game.

By ELSIE

WEB

FIVE years isn't very long as time goes, but the
past five years has been a lifetime to the motion picture business. The photoplay industry has
spread
out But
in as
many has
directions
as anso octopus'
tentacles.
nowhere
it advanced
rapidly

ofClevelam

In 1916, The Cleveland Leader carried the fi:
lull page ad in the country on a motion pictu
The picture was "Carmen," with Theda Bara. J
Grossman, then manager of the Standard theat
ran the ad and set a new pace for the indust;
Now Joe Grossman is out of the picture busine
Theda Bara is no longer the favorite vamp of t
age. And full page ads are as common as fli
But the industry is still young. There are ma
new possibilities in its various branches, and t
new policy of producer-exhibitor co-operation ;
by the Goldwyn Film Corporation is only one
the features that will help to stabilize the indust
and, in another five years, make 1920 seem as co
servative as 1915 looks to us todav. — ELSIE LOE

Exploitation

Aid Brings

Thanl

Sf^RVICES rendered by an expert connect
with one of the exchanges of Select Pictui
Corporation brought their own reward in the sha
of a letter of appreciation to the manager of t
exchange in question.
" Upstairs and Down " was the picture ; Oli
Thomas, the star; Linton, Ind., the town; Samt
Sax, manager of the exchange ; Arthur Irwin, t
representative who rendered the exploitation ser
ice, and Fred G. Wright, proprietor of the Dreai
land theatre, Linton, Ind., the exhibitor who co
sidered ♦lie service of sufficient quality as to c
serve special mention.
Here is the letter Mr. ^^'right mailed to E
change Manager Sax, complimenting the Selzni
organization :
" I take this opportunity to express my appreo
tion for the services of your representative, A
thur Irwin, rendered me in the exploitation
Olive Thomas in ' Upstairs and Dow-n.' The int
est your organization takes in the needs of the e
hibitor is one of the finer planes to which the u
I am,
to-date
motion picture producers have ris
Thanking you again for Mr. Irwin's co-operatic
Respectfully yours,
(Signed) Fred G. Wright,
Prop., Dreamland theatre,
Linton, Ind.

Novel

Idea

Good

for Adverti

ing " C ounterfeit "
INatre
advertising
" Counterfeit,"
California
of San Francisco
used atheherald
printedtl
the form of '' stage money," same being an imi'
tion of a one dollar biU. printed in the shade
green of real money and with appropriate readi
matter concerning the Elsie Ferguson feature a
its initial showing at the California on each si(
There is more than just the exciting curiosity id
to this publicity stunt.
Children will collect " stage money " and carry
about for weeks, using it in their playing and theJ
by the California will have a perpetual adverti;
ment for the house itself long after " Counterfei
has completed its engagement at the theatre.
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that

Reached

Richmond

Ken E. Finley I'ics-L'p with Boy Scouts, Orjihans'
Women and Smashes Records on the "Jonah" Monday

Homes

I Ionics and Club
Before (Christmas

'MASHING records is one thing, but smash'ing them Monday before Christmas is anler."
f/tl Which is a quotation from the buoyant telegram
'// Kenneth E. Finley, manager of the Broadway
»tre, Richmond, \'a., telling of the utter rout
the time-worn theatrical notion of pre-holiday
itiit pression. Mr. b'inlcy went into the home life of
dunond through the agency of every available
dai organization and tied up not only little Wildiln , the Boy Scout, but also mother and father, the
■ . pal lights, with the showing at his theatre of
I . Soldiers of Fortune."
the fact that he was facing " the worst
l^spite
ipjj g|3c
in the amusement season," to quote Mr. Fin1^1 IS the admission price was raised to "fifty cents
f first time in history* of theatre."
Witation
hen the
results
Mr. Finley's
efforts
tookof definite
shape, splendid
he had e.\the

common sensation of watching " managers of
cr houses standing in front of my theatre wotting what it's all about."
i irst of all the Richmond manager picked the
standing tie-up possibility of Richard Harding
\is' story of American adventure The Boy
outs of this city are a progressive and ever-ace body of young Americans and their response
the invitation to help in the publicizing of the
)i was unanimous. In fact when Mr. Finley aninced the private showing of the picture to the
^'anization in connection with patriotic talks by
resentatives of the National Security League, it
> necessary to limit the attendance to those who
re
actually
accredited members at that time,'
h was
the response.
In order to accommodate the crowds, the city
horities allowed the use of the John Marshall
.^h School auditorium for the showing of the
icture. The endorsement of the photoplay by
(rominent Richmond citizens, and the advocacy
the National Security League, and the fact that
was to be shown in a municipal educational inution all lent the picture a dignified tone.
■'receding the screening of " Soldiers of Fore" there were stirring five-minute talks by
nit Executive Weaver of Richmond, by Albert
'. inton Perkins, the well-known managing editor

Another of Mr. Roth's tie-ups zi-ith the music stores
if San Francisco, advertising
a feature of the California's

the run of "Soldiers of I-'ortune" at
during Va.
presented
The "Great Out-Doors" Appeal, realistically
the Broadii'ay.
Richmond,
of the Richmond I'irginian, and a ten-minute address by Wyndham R. Meredith.
Leaving no important leads out of the reckoning,
Mr. Finley made arrangements with the National
Security League for the presence of a prominent
speaker at the private showing of the American
story. The address by H. Manning Carpenter,
representing the League, was a feature of the occasion. Mr. Manning is a New Yorker, and the
head of a well-known preparaton,- school.
Mr. Henry Wise Wood, of the National Security League, who had been expected to attend the
affair, was detained at the last moment. The extensive arrangements were concluded by Mr. Finley through the courtesy of John Stewart Bryan
and Dr. Douglas Freemen, both prominent residents of Richmond.
The parade of the Boy Scouts to the High
School auditorium was very similar to the one
which took place in New York City, when a Richard Harding Davis memorial was held at the
Capitol theatre prior to the run of the film there.
The benefits of this tie-up were said to have been
as fine in the southern city as they proved on
Broadway.
Richard Harding Davis, twenty years ago, was
the guest of honor at the wedding of Charles Dana
Gibson, the artist, in Richmond, and this was made
the subject of a story printed, as part of the film
exploitation, in the Richmond Virginian and other
local newspapers.
A second far-reaching tie-up on the film was
arranged by Mr. Finley with the social organization of Richmond, and in this way the astute
>hovvman figured that he would reach almost every
one who had not been touched by the Boy Scout
event. Mr. Finley made arrangements with the
Social Service Federation of the city, whereby that
body agreed to furnish transportation for the inmates of four big children's homes to the Broadway theatre for a special holiday showing of the
Mayflower photoplay to the poor children.
This arrangement, a worthy act from the human
point of view, put Mr. Finley in touch with the
most prominent women's clubs in Richmond, and
gave the film at his theatre a great amount of
publicity.
The Social Service Federation includes all the

big and active charitable organizations of the
southern city, and its sponsoring of the holiday
showing created an amount of mouth-to-mouth
advertising which was too great to begin to estimate, according to Manager Finley.
Through the generosity of Mrs. Georgia N. Jobson, the Social Federation of Richmond and
Thomas S. Wheelwright, all expenses of transportation were defrayed and by the showing of the
film during an off-hour, the vastly beneficial exploitation stunt was pulled by Mr. Finley at practically no expense.
The holiday showing of the film was attended
by
the inmates
of St.
Church
Home,
the
Masonic
Home, the
MalePaul's
Orphan
Asylum
and the
Methodist Home. .\

IVeeklv li'indow display tie-ups arranged by Eugene
V. Roth of the California theatre, San Francisca
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Uses Three Gigantic Paintings fror
Production as Exploitation Aidg

How H. M. Thomas adz'ertised "Back to God's Country
Edits

Photoplav

Calls

Section

nt Ihr Rialto theatre, Omaha
Gratis

and

^Nt of ihc most beautiful displays ever seeaj
^ the lobby of an Omaha theatre was devised!
H. .\1. Thomas, manager of the Rialto, for a weX f
run of the James Oliver Curwood picture, '• Bac 1
to God's Country.-'
gigantic half-c-e
paintings, suggested by Three
the picture, decorated
lobby mterior. Each was fifteen feet across ix\
bottom and seven feet high at the center. One d<
pictcd an Arctic landscape of pine trees, mouniair
and a lake, the second a snowbound picture with
dog team in the foreground and the third a lo
cabm, in pine woods, with bears in the foregroum
1 he glass front display frames at each side of th
lobby each contained a painting of similar desigi
and at other opportune places other paintings an
photographs from the production w^ere hung.
The inside of the theatre was festooned -.vit
autumn leaves, strands of yellow and black crtp
papers and jack-o-lanterns.
Mr. Thomas also used an unique newspiipt
teaser campaign. Small inch ads containing a ci
of animal foot prints were used on every pa.yc o
the newspapers directing the reader to some o he
page. On an inside page to w^hich the smaller
directed the reader, he used larger space vtoinad
asg
the reader to watch the same space the next da\
Two days before the run commenced he used tli
larger space for an announcement of the feature
use foil
Imitates " Lime District " House
" Broken Blossoms " Showin

It His
Best
Paying
Job
tain amount of independence also. For instance,
PAUL J. SCHLOSSMAN, owner of the Regent, Majestic, Rialto and Elite theatres in if I had a big attraction booked a couple of months
Muskegon, Mich., was always interested in the moCHARACTERISTIC of any of the houses in th
ahead, I wouldn't need to worry about how much
" Lime " district was the lobby designed b
tion picture section of the Muskegon Chronicle, the editorial backing my newspaper was going to give
Frank Lacey for the Star theatre during the wee'
only daily paper published in the city, and recentme. I have a page myself and can start in boostthat " Broken Blossoms " was there for its seconi
ly his sense of news values became so keen that
ing that show any time I get ready.
run in Portland. Mr. Lacey is manager of th'
he signed a contract with the paper to become its
It is a very poor policy, according to Mr.
photoplay editor.
Schlossman, to over-advertise in such sections. He
Majestic theatre where "Broken Blossoms'
showed for the first time in Portland. In the Ma4
Xow if you happen to go to Muskegon on a Frisays he has found it advisable to play his adverjestic lobby a different note was struck. It savoroi
day to call on Mr. Schlossman you may be notified
tising and reading matter on his attractions with
of the artistic, cherry blossoms and wisteria beiii|(
that he is in the editorial department of his office, as few superlatives as possible. He saves them,
used as background for art posters. A differen
writing copy, heads and supervising the makeup of he says, for the attractions that fit them.
tjpe of audience was to be appealed to at the Sta:^
Mr. Schlossman, as editor, introduced many
his section over a "dummy."
according to Mr. Lacey. A fac simile of the sli
novel little touches into his section. One of these,
One might judge from this that Mr. Schlossdistrict was created in the Star lobb\-. A few Jap<
during
the
recent
fuel
shortage,
was
an
editorial
man— owner of all of Muskegon's stage and picanese lanterns gave the oriental touch. The pictun
urging the people of Mushegon to check their fires,
ture entertainment places — either was paid a handshows three of the Star ushers in orange and blad(
some salary by the newspaper for his work, or that go to any of his theatres, and thus they would be
costumes made along the Japanese clothing styles.
he was entertaining a hobby.
patriotically helping to conserve fuel.
Neither, however, is true. There is a real practicability backed by years of successful showmanship
behind
and
the best partMr.
of Schlossman's
it is that it isnewspaper
succeedingplan
beyond
his fondest anticipations.
In advertising the attractions at his four theatres,
Mr. Schlossman each week buys a full page or
more in the Muskegon Chronicle. He lays out a
conservative amount of advertising and the proceeds to fill the remaining space with motion picture reading matter and that is judicially chosen,
properly edited and made up with the skill of a
veteran news editor. Cuts are liberally sprinkled
about the section and it is so attractive in appearance that the Chronicle looks upon it as one of its
strongest weekly features and one that is getting
them considerable money.
" There is nothing that the general public desires
more to read up on than motion pictures," says
Mr. Schlossman. " My idea of purchasing a full
page for the use of my theatres each week is by no
means a new one — several are now doing it
throughout the country^ — but I am aiming to give
the people of my city a real motion picture section at the same time, one that will make them
read everything through to the last line.
" This can easily be done and at the same time
I can advertise my coming and current attractions.
All it takes is a little skill at editing, because it is
surprising just how much reading matter the motion picture fans will consume. They can't seem
to get enough of it.
The lobby display Manager Frank Lacey constructed for "Broken Blossoms " zvhcn the film played
Portion
" Such a section gives the theatre operator a cerd. Ore.
&
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'HE hunting oi black felines, which has now
attained quite a vogue in a number u£ communities, isdirectly traceable to an exploitation
int put over at the Moon theatre, Omaha, \e|raska, in conjunction with the showing of Mabel
lormand in " Jinx. "
The Moon management offered free tickets to
rery youngster who succeeded in stalking a black
lat and presenting it at the office of the Omaha
ievus. The net results of the stunt was a substanfial volume of free publicity tor "Jinx" and gratifying returns at the box-office throughout the cnjement.
The most recent example of an exhibitor proving
at even a cat may be used to exploit a picture
that of W. B. Taylor who guides the destinies of
be Princess theatre, llopkinsville, Kentucky. By
leans of newspaper publicity and a special herald,
Ir. Taylor announced that the first hundred childbringing black cats to the box-office of the
?rincess
on tickets.
the day " Jinx " was presented would
Receive free
Mr. Taylor gave an ingenious twist to the stunt
by tagging the cats with the names of their various
sponsors and caging them in the lobby where a
contest was held to determine which was the be> '
laved and most pulchritudinous pussy. The ca"
It received the greatest number of votes was
awarded a blue ribbon and its owner was given a
sh prize.
The local newspaper extended its co-operation in
[putting the stunt over and devoted considerable
Ispace in its news columns to announcements of the
[contest. A humorous and unexpected incident
[came when the cats were caged in the lobby of the
(Princess and some miscreant threw a btmch of cat
Inip into the cage. Right then and there Mr. Taylor
[decided that it was going to be rather difficult, not
to say impossible, to get a photograph of his cat
Iexhibit.
The commotion that resulted drew a crowd f

as Part of "Jinx"

of

the

Week

Hxploitation

iiii!ni!i{iiiiiii jiTHiii iiii;iiiiiiiijmiii:iiii iiiiJiii'iii! iiiniiiiiiiiinii!ii!ii ii!niiHii< m\ mv \\m r hi

Crozi'ds (irazi'it by " The Miracle Man " at its first Denver shoiciiiy

the lobby and to avoid getting in bad with the local
police authorities for blocking the streets, Mr. Ta\lor released the cats, but attracted a full house for

the opening performance. The Princess packed
'em in throughout his engagement of "Jinx" which
was of three days' duration.

A good view of the lobby decorations which Mr. Fischer, manager of the Alhambra. Milziaukee, designed
for his Christmas week bill. Special attention is called to the "Chaplin calendar"
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from a local order here. No matter how small a
town may be, there is some local devotee of tht
hunting art that will be glad to loan his treasuret
to the exhibitor so that others may feast thdi
Another
eyes
on his innovation
captures." in showmanship in Patersoo
was practiced in connection with the exploitation
of this production. For considerable time there
has been a ban on Sunday amusements in Xew
Jersey. The most popular pastime for Sunday
afternoons and evenings is strolling the boulevards.
Messrs. Dooley and Reid worked industriously
late Saturday night and all Sunday morning in
order to be able to open the lobby on Sunday afternoon. Crowds returning from afternoon services
found that the lobby was set in order and that
every indication showed the Garden was going to
open for regular performances. The managers
took care to keep out of sight. Within an hour
after the doors had opened a crowd had gathered
to admire the lobby and to wonder whether there
would be a showing.
Sunday night marked another event in Paterson's historj'- The foyer of the Garden theatre
was a blaze of lights. People were heard to remark that the lobby seemed much brighter that
Sundaj' night than on any other night. Little did
the townsfolk know that brighter lights had been
substituted. Mr. Dooley estimates that 2,000 men,
women and children entered the lobby Sunday
night. Many came to offer their moral encouragement for a Sunday show, others came because they
thought it was a fire and the officials came to make,
arrests.
But there was no excitement. The grizzly:
looked mockingly when someone suggested that
even displaying a theatre light might be a violation of the Sunday closing law.
Stuffed animal lobby display which dreiv crowds to the Garden theatre, Patcrson, N. J., breaking the
house record
Inexpensive

Exploitation

JVhich

Made

An Effective Jinx Lobby
THE management of the Crystal theatre, Greenville, Texas, certainly made the most of the
lobby possibilities in connection with the presentation of Mabel Normand in " Jinx." The outstanding feature of the display, as indicated by the accompanying photograph, was a cut-out of the comedienne as a circus performer walking a tightrope. Over the box office there appeared a large
head
of
Miss Normand
title "Jinx."
The management
of theabove
Crystalthe reports
a highly
successful run of the comedy.

Possible
Breaking
of a House
Record
inexpensive
A REMARKABLY
on pictures on the ceiling and in other places where
exploitation
campaign with a record result in box-office
the casual gaze of the theatregoer happened to
receipts was launched recently by Charles Dooley
wander.
and A. Gordon Reid, house managers of the Gar"We got our elks' heads from the local Elks'
den theatre, Paterson, N. J., in the face of the
strongest opposition ever aligned in that city Club," said Mr. Dooley. " The moose head came
against any one amusement enterprise.
Attractions for the week in Paterson embraced
almost everything in the entire gamut of entertainment. There was a burlesque troupe, shaking
its meanest shimmy for the tired business man ;
there was drama for the club woman; a minstrel
show for the young blood, and a vampire picture
for the high school girls.
It was against this competition that Messrs.
Dooley and Reid, entrusted with the success of the
Garden theatre by the Jacob Fabian interests in
New Jersey, decided that the time for thinkingcaps had arrived.
Mr. Reid tells what happened when the firm began using its gray matter.
Our idea of showmanship told us that we needed
a lobby display. We secured green stuff from the
woods. We borrowed or rented stuffed animals.
Perhaps one of the most striking features of
the lobby display used by the Garden was a goodnatured grizzly bear (stuffed, of course), that
cunningly seemed to support himself by holding to
a tree stump. A patch of artificial greensward
seemed to give the natural forest touch to the
mounting.
Asked where he found the stuffed bear, and how
other exhibitors might obtain a bear, he replied:
" That was the simplest thing imaginable. It
would be hard to find a furrier who, in some section of his store, doesn't display a bear. This bear
hadn't been used for ten years. It was in a cellar (however, it wasn't keeping company with a
blind
furrier of
gladly
to us."
One tiger)
of theandbestthefeatures
the loaned
display itwas
the
fact that it was not overdone. Stuffed pheasants,
The management of the Crystal theatre, Greenville. Texas, played up the circus atmosphere of the
robin red-breasts and other birds perched nimbly
story in advertising "Jinx"
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Circle Manager and Elks Bring \'ule Tide Happiness
to Indianapolis Little Shavers Who Live in " llomes "
\ SEASONAL exploitation campaign which, in
addition to showing one of the best box oftice
esponscs to S. Barrett McCormick's showmanship,
irned the Circle theatre, Indianapolis, into a coz\
'uletide
" children
forgot,"
tands
out spot
as oneforof the
the most
brilliantSanta
achievements
McCormick's
and is worthy
of cities
filing
yf Mr.
exhibitors
generallycareer,
lor emulation
in other
n Qiristmas, 1920.
While various other commercial enterprises, inluding motion picture interests, went about wishig hearty season's greetings, it was S. Barrett Mccormick who planned to provide a joybus Christlastide for those unihought of in the natural order
f things. Usually, it is a newspaper that under-

l he rich and the pros/>erous n'Crcii't the only happy f'crsous in 1 ndiaiiapolis on Christmas day. Look at
this croii'd of youngsters zcho icere entertained at the Circle theatre
Salvation Army bells resounded on each street
corner.

^The Circle's Christmas tree and prologue number
to bring joy to the unfortunate children of a
|ai|[e city. In this instance the Circle had its camplanned and its feature attraction — A Day's
'leasure." booked long before the dire-r\-!inc: of

It was Mr. McCormick's intention to provide
Christmas cheer for the poor children of Indianapolis— not just enough children to carry oUt the
idea and make a showing but for every child in the
city, every boj- and girl for whom the spirit of
Santa Claus would be lacking, because of poverty
and poor parental circumstances.
Through his membership in the Elk's Club, Mr.
McCormick appealed to his "brothers" to assist
him in the plan. Committees were appointed, it
was decided that the children desiring to attend the
party should gather at the respective schools where
they would be called for by generous-hearted automobile owners, and that thousands of stockings
filled with things that made Santa Claus famous be
provided.
all plan^ for the entertainment of his guests

set, Mr. McCormick then arranged his program —
the program that has surpassed all previous efforts— so the public and press of Indianapolis maintain.
A giant Christmas tree, stretching thirty-five feet
from base to tip, was. erected on a portable platform. Hundreds of colored electric lights, and uncounted yards of tinsel, and those toys that would
best sparkle when played upon by vari-colored
lights combined to make the tree a dazzling sjinbol
of a beautiful Christmas.
.\ specially painted back drop, representing fir
trees touched by the hand of the snowman set off
the tree with great effect. And as an opening for
the program, a fantastic ballet staged by Mile.
Thcora Hewez and a number of her pupils, and
entitled the " Dance of the Snow-flakes " was most
A short musical program featuring Christmas
appropriate.
numbers was followed by "A Day's Pleasure."

Unique advertising for the Circle's party for " Children Santa Claustheforgot."
Everybody
had a good time and none of them less than S. Barrett McCormick,
Circle theatre
manager
i
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Christinas zveek prologue number which engaged the attention of all Milwaukee

Milwaukee

Famous

"Besides

for

Something

IVhat

MANY arc the good lobby displays which Manager George Fischer of the Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee, has originated to help put over
his bills. The lobby display is always a part of
the Alhambra's exploitation and is held in high
esteem by Mr. Fischer. We are now able to reproduce for you his Christmas decorations, which,
while not of much use until another Dec. 25th, are
well worth making note of both in memory and
book for next year's holiday week.
The lobby of the Alhambra is narrow, about
fifteen feet, with a long foyer running into the
auditorium.
Along the side walls Mr. Fischer

It Used
to Be
does most of his decorating. For his Christmas
week show, " It Pays to Advertise," Manager Fischer went to unusual pains to have something
pleasing to the eye. On each side of the foyer he
built two large frames of colonial fireplace design
which were enameled in white. The center of
these were filled in with plaited cloth in colors,
while atrativethe
of thebuilt
" fireplaces
neat decolatticebottom
work was
with a "potted
palm

in a box of design to go with the " fireplaces ' set
at the side of each pillar. Decorations in green
and many wreaths were strung up and down the
foyer. In the center of the plaited cloth mentioned

Picture

N e zajs

the coming attraction, " The Beauty Market," was
advertised, same being placed in a neat frame.
In the foyer inside the entrance ' doors a fireplace was erected with a large cutout lithographed .
form of Santa Claus nearby. In Santa's bag andil
in the stocking hanging from the fireplace wete I
announcements of what features the Alhambra had I
in store for its patrons as Christmas week gifts.
Backing for the fireplace was formed by beaver
board walls, covered with wall paper of nice design
and the room thus formed was given a small furniture setting which included an electric lamp, a
table and chair. On the table was a telephone
connected up and ready for use.
On the walls of the " room " Mr. Fischer ad . trtised his program uniquely. The billing of Washburn in "It Pays to Advertise" was within a
Christmas wreath, while " A Day's Pleasure," the
comedy on the bill, was in the form of a calendar, the decorative part being a cutout of Chaplin's head with the month page of an ordinary calendar under it, on which was printed the title of
the comedy and the star's name. Around the dates
of the showing on the calendar card was drawn a
line which ended in an arrow pointing to the attraction. This idea is one which will be good at
any time as a noveltj' waj- of billing a picture.
Mr. Fischer's Christmas decorations did not end
with his lobby display, but were carried into the
theatre. A special prologue, one of the most lavish entertainments ever staged in the Middle West
at a photoplay theatre, was a feature on the bill.
It consisted of a ballet of twenty-six youngsters,
members of a Milwaukee ballet school, who appeared in a .specially arranged number called A
Christmas
Settings Fantasie."
on either side of the stage represented
a tenement bedroom with four children in a poor
bed and four wealthy youngsters in a well furnished nursery. In the center is shown their
dream, the setting revealing a giant Christmas tree
ana
fairies.tw'o fireplaces, out of which poured damty
The entire number presented the thought that
the spirit of Christmas was enjoyed by both rich
and poor and the act proved a big success. Those
taking part were children of society folks and
proved a big drawing card.

Views of Manager George Fischer's Christmcs week's decorations on this and the opposite page. They
are worth saving for next year's Yuletidc decorations
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Exploitation
e Cash

Value

" EXPLOITATION

of Co-operative

Exploitation
The casli value of active co-operation by local
merchants in the exploitation of a picture was
Strikingly demonstrated recently b\ the Strand theatre of Billings, Mont., in connection with the
showing of " Please Get Married," starring Viola
Dana. As the result of an advertising campaign in
which theatre,
Billings Manager
tradesmen
" liedfilled
up his
"' with
Strand
Rankin
house thitn
capacity for two days and expected to break all
house records for the third day of the run, when all
the theatres in Billings were closed temporarily at
the coal-conservation order of the Federal Fuel
Adminstration.
The advertising campaign responsible for the tremendous business done by " Please Get Married "
•was the result of a suggestion by B. F. Rosenberg,
manager of Metro's Salt Lake City exchange, and
the vigorous manner in which Manager Rankin
•carried out Mr. Rosenberg's suggestion. The
Strand theatre had booked the Viola Dana special,
and the theatre management decided to conduct an
advertising campaign that would yield the best
results in lengthening the line at the box office.
Mr. Rankin wired Mr. Rosenberg for his advice.
Mr, Rosenberg immediately took train for Billings,
and volunteered to give the exploitation of the picture his personal supervision. He was eager to
•establish a box-office record for the Strand during
the intensive
three days'
showing of " Please Get Married "
hy
advertising.
Mr. Rosenberg conferred with Manager Rankin
and outlined his plans for exploiting " Please Get
Married." The catchy nature of the title, he
pointed out, offered unusual opportunities for publicity, and it was decided to take advantage of this.
Mr. Rosenberg and Manager Rankin got in touch
with Joseph Markham, the advertising man of the
Billings Gazette, and suggested that he interview
the leading merchants of the city, and induce them
to run " Please Get Married " ads in the Gazette
prior to and during the showing. Mr. Rosenberg
even wrote out the ads himself, so that the merchants' consent was all that was needed in putting
the plan into execution.
As a result of the scheme, the Gazette appeared
the day following with a full page devoted to
■" Please Get Married " in w hich the leading merchants of Billings were represented by ads bearing
the caption, " Please Get Married." The Rowe
Furniture Co. carried a four-column ad with
■" Please Get Married " at the top in large type, and
helow " But — before doing so, come in and give us
the pleasure of showing you the proper way to
furnish a home." Following which was shown a
cut of model furnished rooms, and beneath in bold
face, " Special — ' Please Get Married ' prices for
Tuesday — Wednesday — Thursday."
The Chambers Hardware Co. furnished a twocolumn ad, containing the cut of a patent washint:
machine, with the lettering above it of " Please Get
Married "—and come to us for the convenience of
your home." Four six-inch one-column ads followed, including an ingenious layout of the Ideal
Bakery. This ad bore the amusing caption " Please
Get Married," and beneath, " and we will save
your wife the embarrassment of burning the first
hiscuit."
The Northern Barber Shop offered " Please Get
Married " — and send Hubby to us for a good shave
and all the trimmings," while O. O. Nelson, the
jeweler, and the Curtin Music House, each presented the caption of " Please Get Married " with
some clever advertising phrase that tied up the
nature of their business with the title of the production.

Men's

Minute
MEN'S

MINUTE BOOK—"
t Isr Due.
Credi
t Wher
Crediof
GIVING
s unde
this
the epage
The text
heading is devoted exclusively to
the achievements of the Exchange
Exploitation Men.
at the disposal of the exhibIt itorplaces
all the exploitation ideas these experts
originate, renders their services practically
universal and gives credit where credit is
due

petition for Verse JFriters
FOLLOWING a suggestion of Goldwyn Picni,
ion's exploitation departnu
lures Corporat
tT, press
at
and service representative C.
C. Deardour
the Cleveland e.\chani;e. enlisted the co-operation
of the Cleveland Plain Dealer in conducting a contest that is >ecuring much newspaper space and
arousing keen interest among motion picture fans
The aimounccmeni of the conin the in Ohio city.
test connection with the showing of Tom Moore
in "The Gay Lord Quex " at the Metropolitan
theatre brought hall a column in the featured position on the photoplay page. It read in part:
■■Ilere'> the proposition. Tom Moore is the star
The Gay Lord Quex,' which comes
in the picture, 'itan
next week. Tom is the man
to the Metropol
with many loves in this picture. His favorite expres ion is.' Did anyone ever tell you what beau'
eyes
tiful
■' Don't you
you have?
remember ' Tom, Tom, the piper's
son,' that old ditty from nursery days? Well, write
a verse in the same style, two stanzas — only weave
it around the film.
'■ The following is a sample of the kind of verse
you are expected to turn in :
Com

Tom, Tom, the famous Moore,
hits that's " sure."
in the
plays the
Always
He's proved
public's worry cure.
Tom, Tom, the famous Moore.
The strongest of the stronger sex
Has made a hit in " The Gay Lord Quex."
His brilliant acting will endure —
Tom, Tom, the famous Moore.
" This is merely a sample and the thought contained in your verse need not he along the line?
of exploitation. Use description, use one of the
loves of Tom, use any subject you may find in the
storv' of it.

Hold

Book
" Love

Letter "

Contest

as

Exploitation Stunt
An e.\anipk- of how e-xliibilur and e.\cli.iiige
representative, be he exploitation man or just plain
manager, is hereby chronicled in a story of how
the Folly theat re of Oklahoma City, Okla., and 1 R. Richards, branch manager of the Robertson Cole
offices at Oklahoma City put over a love letter contest at the Foil), u-iiiig as the basis for public interest the National love letter contest which is being held for Lew Cody, star of " The Beloved
Following out the general idea of the big contest, the Folly and Mr. Richards htld their contest
at the Folly
on Dec. 17. Twenty-live dollars in
Cheater.
prize
money" was offered and awarded to the writers
of the four best love letters. The first prize was
$10.00 and the other three graduated down to $2.50.
In addition to the cash awards fifteen persons won
free passes to the Folly shows for the rest of 1919.
The event was widely advertised and much in
terest was aroused in it. Several hundred letters
were received and the aw-ards made. The winner
of the first prize w'as Berta M. Coombs of Oklahoma City. Iler epistle is herewith appended. It
is a fine piece of literature. A sweetheart who can
write such letters surely would not disappoint as a
wife :
Oh ! My Dear, My Dear :—
Your letter came by Special tonight. I am so
glad, so very, \ery glad for you. There is no real
joy in Life except in achievement or service.
I think I loved you first because you seemed to
me to be trying to carry the torch of progress
forward. I love you doubly tonight because you
hate lifted it high enough to become a beacon
that the gaze of all the world is on. My " Dream
Man " has made his dreams come true. May mine
be the task of clearing the way and steadying your
burdened hands.
Oh! My Dear, if I have doubted you forgive me.
It was only that success comes so rarely to the
blazer of trails usually only a grave in the wilderness for the one who comes behind to place a cross
upon.
With my thoughts, I say to you " Courage " and
" Onward."
Sincerely, (Signed)
Berta M. Coombs,
4 Dale Ave., Oklahoma City.

Stage setting for "Blind Husbands" at the New Unique theatre showing. Minneapolis
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The Jumbo

Sign Board of Them

Picture

New

All

E\'EX in the multitude of billboards and advertising signs which rest on the roofs of the multitude of buildings nesting about Times Square one
claimed
to be istheattracting
largest intheiS'ew
York and
perhaps
in
the world,
attention
of even
the
people who spend their time during business hours
in the vicinity of Fort} -ninth street.
The sign in question is one devoted to the charms
of Priscilla Dean, who is soon to appear in a new
picture after a rather prolonged absence from the
screen.
It was originally planned to have a sign of the
usual size painted on the building where this sign
is located. After the sign painter had looked at
Priscilla's likeness he threw up his hands and
struck — struck for more space !
" I like to do things in a big way," he said. " I
couldn't do justice to those eyes and that smile and
the dimples and — oh — I want more space, or I
won't paint the sign."
" Paint the sign — and take your own space," he
was told. Little did the man giving the order realize what this meant. The painter took his own
space.
As a result there is a sign which reaches from
the fifth floor to the roof of the ten-story Mecca
Building at Broadway and Forty-ninth street. The
sign extends the full width of the building which
runs through from Broadway to Seventh avenue.

The largest sign in the zvorld, according toat Dame
Rumor, on the Forty-ninth street side of the building
1600 Broadway

Exploitation Idea Used for " Right

"Leather

to Happiness "
Below is an illustration of how some good exploitation was pulled during the New York showing of " The Right to Happiness." The two persons in evening dress shown in the illustration, professional actors were engaged by the Universal
Publicity Department to walk up and down in front
of the Circle theatre where the film was running
and politely stop people whom they thought would
not resent it, and at the same time hand out a little
card which explained the " Right to Happiness "
engagement and extolled it's merits. In view of
the fact that from appearance the passerby would
expect an inquiry of some importance, many persons stopped willingly and after so doing listened
to
etc. the actor's story of " The Right to Happiness,"
The stunt went over for much attention.

THE way of Manager Frank Cook of the New
Strand
theatre,ive.Milwaukee, and Selznick's
publicity
representat
Smith, from the Chicago
office, went after business for the Strand's showing of " A Regular Girl " made Milwaukee used to
exploitation stunts by the picture houses sit up and
take notice
Among the stunts pulled for the picture was
that of inducing ten U. S. Marines on an open
automobile truck raising toy balloons with tags attached good for a season's pass to the Strand theatre. This went over for a lot of publicity. The
streets were crowded for two hours with people
amused at the antics of the marines, who were
having the time of their lives and also hoping to
grab a balloon with one of the admission tags attached.

■■■■■iimmr

Necks" Aid in Milwaukee Exploitation

aiijii

i

Newspaper and Exchange IMen Put
Over a New One
THE most successful bit of co-operative moving
picture advertising ever put on in Cincinnati
%vas that promoted by the Cincinnati Post, recently
in connection with the " rainy day ad " of the Paramount-Artcraft national newspaper campaign.
Ralph Chandler, advertising manager, and Walter
Going, of the advertising staff of the Post put forth
strenuous efforts to interest Cincinnati exhibitors
in " tieing-up " with the big Paramount-Artcraf t ad
and the results were beyond expectations. Each of
nearh- a score of exhibitors contracted to have
their theatres advertised for twelve months in connection with the monthly advertising of Famous
Players-Laskj- Corporation. To help the newspapers sell this advertising, the Famous PlayersLasky office in Cincinnati established a desk for
signing newspaper space contracts and signed up
the exhibitors when they went into the office instead of making the newspaper solicitors work
nights to find the showmen at their theatres. Reports from several exhibitors are that the novel
" rainy day ad " brought immediate results and appealed to the sense of humor of patrons, drawing
them to the theatre despite the rain. The ad was
run on a day when it poured and the clouds
wrapped Cincinnati in more than its usual rainydayThegloom.
tie-up ads are cleverly framed, the newspaper making extra casts of the original border of
the center ad and using it to make a well-balanced
lay-out. This is much neater than just tacking on
a lot of ads without regard to the general appearance of the whole.
Making

a ColdYouSnap

Work

for

'<IF you think you are cold, drop into the Liberty
^ and see Aliss Nell Shipman bathing in the open

7

that clothes of appearance count was adapted to the exploitation of
in New York

Right to Happiness'

airThis
at 40was
below
the zero."
heading of an advertisement used
by W. C. Clavier, manager of the Liberty theatre,
at Fargo, N. D., on the opening day of a run of
" Back to God's Countn.-." Fargo was in the grip
of a cold spell with the thermometer registering 16
degrees below zero.
Despite the cold Mr. Clavier says the production
broke house records, and that people stood out in
the freezing weather waiting for room inside the
theatre.

January
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" Anne of Green Ciables " Ciets Window Display Publicity of (Jreat Value to the Run

■PNEW
may aftlicted
be the aliode
many "lungers"
and ERothers
with of
pulmonary
diseases
which its high altitude benefits, but it is also
"high" in some other things besides altitudes and
one of these is the rating the theatres of the city
are entitled to for the exploitation methods emplo>ed.
Perhaps the recent cold weather over the Middle
West has stirred the blood of the Denver showmen, for of late there seems to be even more activity and enthusiasm in putting over pictures than
previously.
One of the campaigns which has just closed
which registers high in ctYiciency and the pulling
of unusual stunts is that conducted by the America theatre, for the showing of Mary Miles Minter in " Anne of Green Gables."
The America began its exploitation early on this
picture. Knowing the vogue the books from which
the novel was adapted had in the city, it therefore
bought extra large space in the newspapers and
featured the novels from which the play was taken
■well up in its billing. Miss Minter, of course, was
well known to Denver theatregoers and consequently easily sold so far as she herself was concerned. For that reason the principal stress was
laid on the unusualness of the vehicle she was appearing in. Having told Denver about " Anne " in
the papers the America publicity men next gave
their attention to the other angles of exploitation
the feature possesses. The tie-up possibilities for
window displays with book stores was fully appreciated and it was along these lines that the America force outdid themselves.
On one of the principal streets of Denver is the
Herrick Book and Stationery Company's store.
To the Herrick Company manager the proposition
of a display in the store's best show windowsounded so good that he joined forces with the
theatre gang and between them a window display
of co-operative design where the " Anne of Green
Gables " books and the " Anne of Green Gables "
picture advertising were featured, was constructed
which equals anything of its kind ever recorded in
these pages. Further description of the display is
unnecessary since we are able to reproduce it for
you.
The America men were not satisfied with this
big display we have described, but also went after
a window in the Denver department store and got
it. This display was not so elaborate as the one
arranged in the Herrick Company's window, but
it was tasty and refined. In this display only the

" Anne of Green Gables " novels and the photoplay
advertising in the shape of scene stills with an announcement card giving the dates and the theatre
where the attraction w-as playing were used. The
Denver store made mention of the tie-up in its
advertising which aided in arousing interest.
When the show opened business was all that
could be expected even by optimistic exploitation
men and during the run it held up well in spite of
extremely cold w eather.
A photograph was taken on the last day of the
run, a cut of which is herewith shown which will
prove whether the booking could be considered a
success.
All of which goes to prove that intensive exploitation of pictures pays. Denver is not always

a week run town to even good pictures, but this
one held up so it is fair to assume that it was quite
a lot of publicity which did it.

Altractn-e tvindow display arranged by the America
theatre of Denver for " Anne of Green Gables "
Gives Free Admissions
Builder

as Interest

OUT in Washington,
Ind., manager
there resides
exhibitor, Ernest Stellings,
of the anGrand
Theatre, who knows that people like to get something for nothing and often times will make a great
cfTort to obtain a prize, when the value of the gift
is really not large, measured in terms of finance.
Recently Mr. Stellings used an advertising stunt
to
throughcardthe which
"prize"stated
medium.
He stimulate
distributedbusiness
a numbered
that
certain numbers would entitle the holder to a free
admission to the Grand theatre to see Anita
Stewart in " Human Desire." The stunt brought
out a lot of extra business, much of which probably
was attracted to the theatre lobby out of curiosity.
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Vit'zv of the Escorial theatre, New Orleans, during the wccli of the drive

Interesting

Discussion

on

the

Theory

K. Johnson
by Julius
of Advertising
A N interesting dissertation on the theories of You loved her as Amy in 'The Hoodlum;' You'll
advertising emanates from Juhus K. Johnson,
idolize her as Mavis in ' Heart o' the Hills.' "
Another basic element in the chemical formation
Advertising Manager of the New Garrick theatre,
MinneapoHs.
of Mr. Johnson's exploitation justified his departure
from the routine path of confining all promotion
It is a discussion of when it is good poHcy to
matter to the picture on the screen. This is his
advertise a star without laying any particular stress
claim that every motion picture star has an inon the production regardless of the fact that the
dividual following. And probably the star with the
story has undenicd exploitation angles perhaps
greatest
following of box ofifice patrons is Mary
unequaled in any picture the player has even apPickford. Just as every exhibitor in every city
peared in.
knows, there is a certain percentage of theatregoers
Involved is in a way the same principle as that
who will never fail to see a Mary- Pickford atin the salesmanship idiom of " Don't ask a man if
traction, sodid Mr. Johnson realize that those same
he wants to buy something. Assume that he does."
patrons who packed the houses for " Daddy Long
In the treatise forthcoming Manager Johnson
Legs " and " The Hoodlum " would be more
assumed that all of Minneapolis wanted to see
tempted
to see " Heart O' the Hills," provided they
Mary Pickford's " Heart of the Hills." Assumed
recalled Miss Pickford in her past successes.
so because he had a standard product to sell in the
The art work used with the ads was another
star. Because Minneapolis had seen and liked
conception of the proper way to sell a picture, ac" Daddy Long Legs " and " The Hoodlum " and the
cording to Mr. Johnson's ideas. The suggestion of
numbers of other Pickford pictures which have
made her famous.
" everybody's sweetheart," which was used generally
in all advertising matter was carried out by means
The underlying thought of Mr. Johnson's whole
of a heart Ain background
which Miss ofPickford's
pic.ure
exploitation campaign is, in brief, the problem of
enclosed.
hills carried
out was
the
title of the story.
whether the promise of " something new " as an
appeal for patronage is as strong as the thoroughlyfounded previous successes of the star exploited.
Exploitation, according to Mr. Johnson, that
ofifers the popular phrases of " never seen before,"
''something new," "entirely dififerent" and related words, is nothing more than a promise, when
cut down to the bone. And, so he contends, a
promise is never as much o£ an inducement for
a person to spend money as a fact, backed up
solidly by past performances.
It was with this idea in view that Mr. Johnson
outlined his campaign for " Heart O' the Hills."
Eschewing for a time, the many story angles of
this latest Pickford production, and the various
novelties that could well have been worked into the
promotion of this attraction, Mr. Johnson, exploited
'' Heart O' the Hills " from the standpoint of
"which
DaddyhadLong
Legs,"
" TheforHoodlum,"
both of
meant
fine and
results
the New Garrick
box office.
Thus it happened that when the New Garrick
was showing " Heart O' the Hills," the Minneapolis
public was reached with exploitation that did not
treat this picture as an unknown product, but as
another triumph by the same popular star who had
entertained them with her portrayal of Judy in
" Daddy Long Legs," and Amy Burke in " The
Hoodlum." Advertisements which featured the
display sections of the local newspapers were continual reminders of the fact that :
"You adored her as Judy in ' Daddy Long Legs;'

Picture

the
" Sale "
Pictures

News

Idea

foj

""PHE Sacnger Amusement Company has quit
A some string of motion picture houses in Lou
isiana's metropolis. New Orleans, but it doesn't owi
all the theatres which are alive and stirring an<
among these is the Escorial, a neighborhood hous"
of ample seating capacity managed by D. Lud
mann.
Mr. Ludmann does not go in for elaborate lobb)
displays but he does believe in the use of gooc
paper for his front and in plenty of it. Reccntlj
-Mr. Ludmann contracted for a week's supply of al
Pathe pictures among which he booked "' The ThirChair," andthem
Impossible
Catherine
" and
cidedteenth
to advertise
all at once.
This he
did deor
both the inside and outside of his house.
The screen was used for the announcement oi
the week's bills and in the lobby Mr. Ludmanr
placed several sheets of paper with the date the
picture would be shown for every bill up for the
week.
The result was gratifying according to his report.
People coming and seeing a good picture and knowing that a drive was being made for the whole
week with the same firm's pictures all of which
were being touted as of assured standard were induced to come back again for the other nights. It
was sort of a " sale " as other mercantile business
would term it and like a sale it brought extra business because the efforts were concentrated.
Not New,

But Still Good

Stunt of the Bannon

Is This

Theatre

THE Bannon Theatre of Elyria, O., has tried out
an old stunt in advertising with very successful results. In preparing the banner for the front
of the theatre for a run of Mary Pickford in "The
Hoodlum,"
painter
was instructed to put two
"K's"
in the the
star's
last name.
It resulted in a great number of people stopping
at the box office to call attention to the misspelling,
and others dragged friends blocks out of their way
to test their sense of observation by asking what
was wrong with the sign.
The manager of the Bannon said that never had
an}' other form of advertisement attracted so much
attention, and that the resulting business was far
beyond expectations. He intends to try the same
stunt again when he hooks another picture by a
star whose name is as familiar as that of Mary
Pickford.
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ows
roaaway
s
Tke
Higk
Ligkts
of
Broad
pvURING the war the U-boat lent itself well
prow or stern high in the air before plunging belections with settings. This is to be found in thi
•J to the production ot screen drama even if
neath the waves. The reels, there are two, are
first
scene
of the W'ayburn presentation and con
he public was aware that the dramatic thrills
sponsored by C. B. Price and Co. Any exhibitor
sists of a pretty and effective way of introducin'..;
\erc but the clever tricks of the camera man and
who does not avail himself of the opportunity presoloists and dancers for a special number, wordand music of which are the work of Cora Mac
sented of billing these reels as a feature is letting
hat the giant liners an audience saw plunge beeath the water were only miniature ships, but it real money get away from his box-oflke.
Greachy, under the tide of "The Seven Wonders
las remained for the cnacimcnt ot the real thing
Second on the list of " high lights " is a strip
s recorded by the cameras aboard (ierman subof news weekly released by International titled
of the World."
marines to bring to the world a full idea of what
The stage setting is a giant double " inkwell,"
" Defying Death a Mile in the Air," same being
the daredevil deeds of Lieut. Locklear on, over
appened when the submarine singled out its prey
with a fancy "back." In the center of the "back"
is " a calendar pad," in reality a sliding door.
and under an aeroplane a mile from earth, as
tid methodically went about its mission of scndSeven girls enter on cues from the song as the
ig the craft to its watery grave.
photographed from another plane speeding along
Such scenes were first brought before American
in a parallel direction. For thrills this bit of film
doors
changed, which
beginning
" Monday."
.Ml are arc
in costumes
for thewith
Capitol
presenves some few weeks ago in a film released by can scarcely be surpassed. Locklear performs
tation
were
designed
by
Miss
Mactieachy.
The
nternational. Another now makes its appearance
amazing feats that nothing short of a sheer disregard for his life would induce any man to do.
n Broadway as a part of the program at the
setting was devised by N'ed Wayburn. The " inkwells "areredprobably
fourandfeeta blue
high ink
and inarethepainted
In bringing these thrills to the screen, some extra
strand and Capitol theatres for this week. This
to show
ink in one
other.
itest contribution to history and entertainment is fine camera work has been accomplished. You
From
one
protrudes
a
"quill
pen"
about
six
feet
lied ihc "Log of U-33." being what purports to look at the picture as if the actual happenings were
long. The " calendar " doors are about three and
but a few rods away, and it is seldom that the
0 and necessarily must be motion pictures taken
one-half by six feet. A scroll work design is
11 board a German submarine while she was at
stunts get out of the vision of the camera and then
icr work of destroying Allied marine service.
but for a fraction of a second. This strip is good
worked
the backing
the " inkwell."
soloists, out
twoin males,
appearof after
the curtainTheis
Before your eyes and with all the realism of the
for special billing and the promise of something
parted.
The
act
runs
about
fifteen
minutes and
new in death defying deeds.
L-tual happening made especially effective by good
appears to be especially suitable for photoplay theimera work both in the sharpness of the picture
Several
of Capitol
the numbers
Xed W'ayburn's
atre presentation.
of the lighted
" inkwellwith
" setspots
are
Revue
at the
would on
be worth
while de•id for steadiness of the image, considering the
curtains.
The setBack
is dimly
ict that the camera was necessarily located on the
scribing ifthey were of the character which picture theatres are using, but we therefore pass
lUing back of the sub. the audience sees in defocused on the " calendar " when the girls enter.
al five big steamers and one schooner receive
The particular designs in costume used at the Capithem for a novelty which should prove interesting
tol are not essential to the act.
iieir death wounds and views each one lift either
to all managers who go in for elaborate vocal seTimely

Tips

on

Timely Tips on Short Subject^
The Log of the U-35
C. B. Price and CoTHIS is described as the official log of
the German undersea raider, U-35,
made by the commander on the deck
of his craft as it pursued its work of
wanton destruction, tendered to the German
administration of war times and later
seized by the Allies when that government
collapsed. The film has been submitted to
the naval authorities at Washington and
shown at the U. S. submarine base at New
London, Conn., but hitherto has not been
exhibited to the public. Besides showing in
detail how ships were sunk, it presents
some interesting highlights of what life
aboard^ submarine really is and has considerable scenic value showing the ocean
a thousand miles from land.
It's merits are made plain under " highlights "on this page.
Unusual

Strips in This Weeks
Current Events
on the Shores of Lake Erie
WINTER
— International. This is some extra
fine snow stuff taken while the
storm still held. A squirrel which
had ventured out for a meal, is caught by
the lens in the crotch of a tree as it nibbles
away at a nut.
In the Northwest — Pathe. A fine view
of the big rotary snow plows used on the
railroads in the Northwest as they eat their
way through big drifts of snow.
Welding a Great Ship Casting — Kinograms. There is much educational value in
this strip which explains itself. How such
without detachment from the ship is a piece
of knowledge worth possessing.
Defying Death a Mile in the Air — International. This is the camera's record of
what Lieutenant Locklear did recently at
Los Angeles in the way of crawling about
HI anfEA iBU0i;2Dnp3 qonui st ajaqj, 'suiEja
an aeroplane and performing such stunts as
hanging by one leg, one arm and standing
erect without support, while the machine
was in motion many thousand feet above
the earth. A real thrill in this for the most
hardened spectator.
Mummers
Outdazzle
Former
Years —

Short
Subjects
Seen
a giant piece of metal could be repaired
Pathe. Scenes from the annual New Year's
parade in costume at Philadelphia. Many
novel stunts were in evidence and some
unique floats v.ere exhibited. A feature of
this year's parade was the " Death of John
Barleycorn " contingent, being for the most
part many persons inside huge bottle-like
costumes labeled for the departed beverage.
On Life Saving Duty — International.
This is a view of the Coast Life Guards
rescuing people from a wrecked ship by aid
of the breeches buoy. It is not a demonstration but scenes from an actual rescue.
From

Hand

to Mouth

Harold Lloyd

Pathe

prois on andtheStrand
both the Rialto
HAROLD grams of LLOYD
theatre this week in a new tworeel comedy titled " From Hand to
To our mind this is even better than
"Mouth.
Bumping
Into Broadway," which was
" accepted
generally
as a new highwater
mark for Lloyd. There is a lot of " new
stuff " in the picture and what is more to
be
pulling
" old stuff to"
in acommended,
new way orthewith
cleverof additions
the business which makes it register as if
it was original. For instance, there is the
chasewithout
of the "reason
cops," but
just
ausual
chase
withit is
thenotusual
tumbling about. Lloyd wants to be pursued
by
the police soinvites
he canpursuit
rescue bythebumping
" girl,"
so deliberately
into the cops where they are on duty,
hitting them with bricks, etc.
The comedian is shown this time as a
" busted " young man who is behind on his
board bill, and hungry. His attempts to
side step his landlady after being served
with " the third notice " are extremely
funny. Considerable business about the
stage entrance of a theatre goes over big.
Another scene with a cute little eirl who is
also hungry also registers. All in all, it is
one of the best slap stick hits of the season
and
further
establishes
Lloyd's reputation
as one
of the
most consistent
of screen
comedians. When one stops to count the
number of really good comedies this actor
has produced in the past ^ew months, it is
the highest compliment we can pay him

on

Broadway

when
that "heFrom
Handmade.
to Mouth
is the we
bestsay
picture
has yet
As are"
all Lloyd comedies, this is released by
Pathe
Dames

and Dentists
Vitagraph

AUBREY,
graph's
" * I IMMY"
screen comedian
is theVita
central
figure
in this," AUBRE
a slap
yI IMMY
slap stick production
%/ which, while presenting
pres
nothing particularly new in business or idea, does keep
up its tempo of farce comedy action and
will command interest and earn a good
many laughs.
The excuse of a " plot " common to low
comedy pictures, is in this instance a dentist's office where much burlesque of the
treating
variousof patients'
teeth is and
used extracting
to a fair ofdegree
success.
Some very good camera work is in evidence
and several of the sequences may be termed
to be original. One is a strip where three
men chase themselves about under a large
rug. A lot of good freak types have been
assembled for minor roles and Aubrey does
not allow the action to lag at any point.
We would call the picture considerably
above the average of its kind.
Capitol

Theatre Colorland
Review

usual
of the entera Prizma
THIS
type iswhich
has foroffering
its principal
tainment feature, a most decided
apppeal in the beauties of the photographic tintings. There is no story but
many of the strips register as exceptional
in their colorings. On the Capitol theatre
program.
Hy

Mayer

Travelaugh

will amuse those who are partial
to
MAYOR'S latest cartoon comedy
cartooni
anticss. of ItMr.
famous c character
is ofMayor's
usual
length and the subject is of timely interest.
On the Capitol theatre bill.
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Franklin Employs Girl Ushers fron i
Choice Now

|W| AXAGER HAROLD B. FRANKLIN calls i |
both!
AVIIt's the
Shea Hippodrome "traffic squad."
Hippodrome patrons call it the " beauty squad. I
The quintette pictured above is the personnel o t
the officers that direct the " traffic " at Shea's Hip
prodrome, Buffalo. In other words Mr. Franklin
looks to these five girls to solve all problem, (, ,
seating the patrons that attend the big B :.l
house. They direct the work of the corps o: ih
25 usherettes. Each is in command of a squad o
five " patron charmers."
These girls for a half hour each day before th
house opens go through drills and calisthenic ex
crcises in the basement of the Hippodrome. Thes
drills fit the girls to better perform their work :;iv
them much needed exercise and aid in physic, j;.
building. Ldng periods on the floor are neve
complained
by that
thesethese
athletic
trafficthegirls."
When one ofsays
girls " solve
problem
incident to the work of ushering, that statemen
must be taken literallj- because there are fev
patrons that can resist the smile of any of thesi
girls. If a patron cannot find a seat and gets ;
trifle noisy, a smile comes forth from the face o
one of the usherettes and the patron is content t(
stand all night if need be.
One of Harold B. Franklins attractive scenic canvases zcliich arc fainted each week as a stage setting
at Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo

Novelty

Advertising

Idea

for

''The

Miracle
ed and by
Man''
Originat
Laurie
Being well written
nicely printed
the booklet
J. Laurie, manager of the
Alhambra Theatre,
is read for its literary merit, and it is not until
• Toronto, Can., is the originator of one of the
one reaches the end of the story that it is discovmost
effective
Man" advertising
ideas which
havehttle
come "Miracle
to our attention.
ered that the person has been the victim of an adThe advertising medium is a little multiple page
vertising stunt. Of course there is no "kick" to
this "teaser" method idea since the booklet is
booklet," entitled "Faith." With only a few senvaluable for the reasons first mentioned.
tences on each page and set in very narrow
For those who may wish to use this idea we are
measure, a little sermon is printed on the factor
appending Mr. Laurie's text as it appeared in his
the quality of faith is in every one's life. No mention of advertising is hinted at until the very last
booklet "Faith."
page where the announcement of "The Miracle
"There is something worth while in this little
Man"
a feature
picture founded on the theme
book and you ought to read it. "Faith, Hope and
of
the asl)Ooklet
is made.
Charity." Someone has said the greatest of these
is Charity. Faith, however, is a big factor in the
life of people. Faith in your fellowmen, your employees, your employer, is wonderful, but have you
faith in yourself? Faith in one's ability to make
good is half the battle. You must have faith in
your proposition too, or else you will fail. Faith
to a very large degree is the foundation of all religious organizations. Without it they would totter
and fall to the ground.
A

Corner of the lobby at Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo,
shozi'ing Manager Franklin's
attractive program
card

"And faith shall make you whole " — " by faith
ye shall be cleansed." By faith miracles have been
performed in modern as in olden times. Faith in
the British fleet was one of the chief factors making for morale in the Allied Armies. Faith in Foch
kept his soldiers ready for instant response. Faith
means trust or confidence in a person ; belief in
the statement of another; confidence and trust in
God ; fidelity to promises, honesty. The engineer
has faith in the track foreman. The foreman has
faith in the trackmen. The trackmen have faith in
the ties, rails and spikes.
And the train rolls on at sixty miles an hour.
But if one of these break faith there is sure to be
a catastrophe. The same applies to your life as
you live it in enjoj-ment because you have faith
in those who are responsible for your safety.
Four crooks had faith in their ability to victimize. A wondrous character had faith in the ability
of faith to cure broken minds and broken bodies.
He won— although he was to be the victim. He
was the Miracle Alan, and faith wrought wond-

There A isbig
a certain
psychology
an usherette'
smile.
house will
find it ina valuable
asse
when the audience begin to overflow ; whei
patrons begin to display the " blues." The gir
ushers at Shea's Hippodrome have proven a bif
success. They were engaged when the country
entered the conflict overseas. It was an experi
ment, but Mr. Franklin is authority for the state '
ment that boys will never again be employed a:
ushers in Shea's Hippodrome.
The girls have proven their worth and have become a permanent part of the Hippodrome system
Their gentle ways, winning smiles and ever presen'
willingness to make patrons feel at home, ha;
brought forth many laudatory remarks froir
patrons.
rous changes in four crooks. The story cannot b<
told in detail in this little book. If you see th(
great Paramount-Artcraf t production, " The Mir
ac'e Man at the Alhambra ."

H. B. Franklin's "traffic officers" zvho keep
order at Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo
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YORK

(>li Theatre —
rtiiro— 1812.
lilt Events — Rivoli Pictorial.
W inter on the Siiores of Lake
Krie, Gaiiniont; The Fresh Air
Cure, Philadelphia, International; W inter Scenes in Lower California, Balboa Beach, Cal., International; Coasting a la Aeroplane, International; In the
Northwest, Pathe; Welding a
Great Ship Casting, New York,
Kinograms; Mutt and Jeff cartoon, "He Ain't Done Right by
Our Nell"; Renewing Old
Times With Black Jack Pershing, Lincoln, Neb., International; Defjing Death a Mile in
the Air, Los Angeles, Internals tional.
)cal — Aria from " Ernani."
Soprano solo by Alma Doria.
Presented before a special setting, an interior with a large
French window at the center
and lighted in dim scarlet,
ature — " She Loves and She Lies '"
— Norma Talmadge. Select,
medy
— "Go West Young Woman"
— Christie,
•gan Solo — Grande Marche.
:xt Week—" The Woman in the
Suitcase."

E
S/V
c
A
S
I
N
O
lEATER

L^TMe

WfLLOW
\noLh

Mltaneoua irith the rerieir of the picre tee arc fihoiring you a display on
'*e "WiXloxc
Tree,''oflarfjel;/
cut
HO0ver,
the tcork
the Xeirproducer's
Ccuiino there of JacksonviUe, Florida. The Casino
running this feature for a full ireek.
In sij'C this was fire tens
ialto Theatre —
verture — Rienzi.
urrent Events — Rialto Magazine —
Mummers Outdazzle Former
Years, Phil., Pathe; Winter
Sports in Norway, Gaumont;
Ice Boats Start in First Race,
Red Bank, N. J., Kinograms;
Oil Boat Wrecked on the Maine

Th« B«lovcd American Play
Thai Has Thrilled and Delighted
tcf Twenty Years

Travelog
— " Slipping
Comedy — "Dames and Dentists" —
Current Events
— Fox into
News.Society."
Features — " Flames of the Flesh " — Cartoon — Bobbie Bumps
in " The
(iladys Brockwell.
"Haunting
Shadows" — H. R.
Master's X'oice."
\\ arni r.
Serial— " The Black Secret"— 11th
Episode. Pathe.
Instrumental — " Sakuntala."
Coini dy — " Gee Whiz " — Merit.

N'. Barrett MrCormick tliouf/ht icell
■ iiouijli of the iirrss book on " In Old
Kentucky
'' to use it iiliich
in tlic framinij
of his
display advertisinii
should be
an
O. K. that van be considered trorthirhile
since Mr. McCormick is generally considered to be an ejtpert in framing good looking and effective neicspaper ads. This was
four columns by fourteen
quering tional;
KingThe Gallant
W'inter, 8th
InternaReviewed, Fort Bliss International.
Vocal — " Rose of My Heart."
Baritone solo, bj- Greek Evans.
Feature — " When the Clouds Roll
By " — Douglas Fairbanks.
Comedy
— " From
Hand to Mouth "
—Lloyd.
Pathe.
Organ Solo — Finale in E Flat.
Next Week — ■" The Tree of KnowlStrand Theatre —
edge."
Overture
— " Dance of the Hours."
From " La Gionconda."
Special—" Log of the U-35."
Vocal — " Excelsior " — Tenor and
baritone duet, by Redferne Hillingshead, tenor, and Malcolm
McEachern. baritone.
Feature — " A Daughter
of Two
Worlds " — Norma Talmadge.
VocalEva
— " Leoni,
Spring soprano.
\'oiccs."
Comedy — " From Hand to Mouth "
—Lloyd. Pathe.
Next W^eek—" Desert Gold."
Academy of Music —
Overture—" Katinka."
Current Events — Fox News.
Cartoon
ForJefT.
Better or Worse " —
Mutt— "and

Coast,
International;
of a
New Fire
Extinguisher,\'alue
.\ugusta,
Features — " Blind Husbands " — Stroheim.
" Brothers Divided " —
Maine, Gaumont; Queens of TabFrank Keenan.
byland, New York, International; In the Wilds of a Great City, Instrumental — " Sakuntala.
V San Francisco, Kinograms; Comedy— "The Red Hot Hottentots "—Pathe.
" I Windy City
Over-of
crowded,Stock
Gaumont; Yards
In Honor
Last Halfthe Allies, Pilsen, Pathe; Con- Overture — " Katinka."

Capitol Theatre —
ScenicPrizma.
— Capitol Colorland Review.
Cartoon — Hi Mayers' Trave|augh.
Special—" The Log of the U-35."
Instrumental — Group of French
Dances — (a) Polka; (b) Valsc;
(c) Gavotte; (d) Polonaise.
Current Events — A Lot of Ways to
Film a Launching, Kinograms;
Welding a Great Ship Casting,
Kinograms; Baron Shibuswa,
Kinograms; Conquering King
Winter, International; On Life
Saving Duty, International; In
the Wilds of a Great City, Kinograms; Fresh Air Cure, Philadelphia, International; Ice Boats
Start on First Race, Red Bank,
N. J., Kinograms; Defying
Death a Mile in the Air, International; The Mummers' March,
Philadelphia, International.
Revue — Ned Wayburn's Song
Scenes.
Scene 1 — The Seven Wonders of
the World — Singing and dancing number with a special setting in the form of a huge fancy
inkwell in the center of which is
a calendar pad eflfect, same being
sliding doors through which the
participants in the number
emerge. Soloists are Frank
Johnson and Donald Kerr.
Scene 2 — Miami — Soprano solo by
Lucille Chalfont.
Scene 3 — Louisville — Singing and
dancing number, with Pearl
■ Rcgay and the White Trio leading and introducing fancy buck
and wing dancing by the company. 4— (a) " On the Road to
Scene
Mandalay," sung by Frank
Jolinson; (b) " Darktown DancSchool," sung
Donald
Kerr,ingassisted
by thebycompany.
Scene 5 — A Bit of Scotch — Elaborate presentation of Scotch
melodies and songs with interpretative dances by the company
in costume beginning in a
march down concealed stairs
from the flys and in front of a
Scotch landscape drop and
wings. Sung by Pearl Regay,
Trio.
Donald
Kerr and the W'hite
Scene 6— Say it With Flowers—
Song and dances by the ensemble, in which the circular stairway of the opening bill, re-decorated and artistically lighted,
is used.
Feature
— " Should
— Alice
Lake. a Woman

Tell "

I.OS ANGELES
l ally'.- Kiiiciiia I hratie —
Program the same as last week exci-pt new Pathe News.
Next week — " In Old Kentucky."
Tally's Broadway Theatre —
Overture — " Poet and Peasant."
Comedy — " .A Day's
Pleasure " —
Chaplin, 4th week.
\'oca! — " Hand in Hand," rendered
with 'cello obligato.
Feature
— " The McDonald.
Beauty Market " —
Kalherine
Next

W eck — " The

Lone Wolf's

Graumaii's Theatre
—
"
Overture
— er.
" Gems
of the Shamrock
Daught
Scenic — Post- Paramount.
Special — Chief Owaissa, Indian
Pianist, in a two-number concert.
Educational — Topics of the Day.
Isle."

THE

GREAT

AIR

'..-vwiirH bio aei-ial m^lbdranii evei-^•-ifvlaifd^ SlinM ORMER LOCKLEAR
, i.?W.Sabiiof Ih^ stiies"ia tool death.I
: ,«ROBBERY" I
520 so. BROADWAY §

m

A
Bof
This
isU
the P
uay C
the R
Superha
Los .inS
geles
" The Great
a threeadvertised
by ten display
irith .iir
the Robbery"
aeroplane
stunts hiyliliyhted. This is entirely
original so far as ire are able to judge

Instrumental — Minor at the organ in
Mother
"(a)
Let "the
Rest ofMachree."
the World (b)
Go
Current Events — International:
French Heavyweight Champion
Welcomed, Paris; Winter
Scenes at Capitol, Washington;
On a Flying Fish Seventy-one
Miles per; Yule Tide Celebration at Washington. Gaumont:
Scenes of Producing Copper,
WelGaumont:
Ajo, Arizona;
come to Pershing,
Chicago;
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Key

City

Pathe: Pershing at La Clede,
Missouri.
Instrumental — 'Cello and violin solos
and a duet; rendered before a
black velvet drop.
Educational — Paramount Magazine.
Specialty — Colonial Minuet Dance
Number, " Ye Olden Days,"
given in costume of the period
of the dance and in a special set,
a Colonial parlor home, with
French windows opening on a
beautifull}' lighted garden drop.
Feature — " Luck of the Irish " — Allan Dwan production.
Grauman's Rialto Theatre —
" Male and Female " continues
in its sixth week to satisfactory
business.
California Theatre —
Overture — La Forza Destino.
Scenic — " Roof of America " —
Prizma.
Instrumental — Song concert, by the
Swanee River Orchestra.
(a) — " The Music Box," sung
by Ann Thompson.
(b) — " Carry Me Back to Old
\'irginny,"
sung by an octette,
and orchestra.
Current Events — California Weekly,
compiled from all releases.
Feature — " The Cup of Fury " —
Eminent Authors-Goldwyn.
Preceded by a prologue titled
" The Cup of Fury," and consisting of a picture of a large
cup with a Prizma film projected
in miniature, giving the effect
of flames leaping from the cup.
During the showing Martha
Graham gave the " flame dance."
Special — " The Illiterate Digest " —
Will Rogers' sayings.
Cartoon — " Jerry on the Job " —
Bray-Goldwyn.
Next Week—" When the Clouds
Note Roll
— A By."
setting consisting of a
Southern Colonial home filling
the stage space used during the
song number.
Symphony Theatre —
Feature — " The Beloved Cheater " —
Lew Cody.

Shows

Current Events — International
Weekly.
Vocal — " Smile Dear," duet.
Miller's Theatre —
Feature — " Sealed Hearts " — Eugene
O'Brien.
Comedy — " The Millionaire " — Hall
Room Boys.
Current Events — Selected numbers
from all releases.
Alhambra Theatre —
Feature — " Wings of the Morning "
— William Farnum.
Educational — The Home of the Hula
Pula — Martin Johnson Cannibal
Islands pictures.

Newt

Januar
y
1 0
Next Week — Wallace Reid in
" Double Speed."

Euclid Theatre —
Overture — Popular Airs from " BoHIPPSSSOM
hemian Girl," each one rendered
by solo, bystrument
different
inarranged bymusical
Director
Max Faetkenheuer.
LIT. tKc ThuncLarboULt of Drctiruxtuj Fc
Theme — " When You're Away."
Current Events — Kinograms No. 97,
MAX MAOCIN
and short strips of Prizma Color
1^ PEATUriE NOT OE 5HOWN ELSEVHER.E FOR 30 DAYS
Film.
SunSHINE COMEDY I C5)^*HIPP
Comedy
"Taming
Hall — Room
Boys.the West," the
'&\<ikn a-la-Wn^' Ijazz band IoS&^
Scenic — " Raindrops," released b;.
p$t^
Paramount.
Feature — " Soldiers of Fortune."
Next withWeekCosmo
— " Miracle
of Love,"
Hamilton,
unless
" Soldiers of Fortune " is held
over.
cate touch of this famous artist
Note — Clunes' Auditorium begins an
was apparent in this subject,
indefinite run with Mary Pickwhich was attractively lighted
ford in " Pollyanna " on Jan. 19.
and painted by Horace Smith
W EAST NINTH MtAB EUCUD ■*-^,^r.
gORPHCUH^
lin. staged by Harold B. Frankand
Paul GujdaKovic Prrsant;
BALTIMORE
EaileWilliams
Feature
—
"
Eyes
of
Youth
"
—
Clara
Kimball Young.
Parkway Theatre —
Comedy
— " Chicken a la Cabaret " —
Sunshine.
Earle Williams
charaacr
Current Events — Pathe and Pathe
abandons
castktis aand
titin vkbo
for
Review.
lo^e. He Afighn
WHEN
MAN
LOVES'
HetheisworM
the idealfor
Current Events — Hippodrome Picmount)
torial Review, especially edited
maker
Feature — " Every woman " (Paraby Mr. Franklin from Fox, Gaumont. Universal News, together
Additional feature eliminated owing
with
Literary Digest Topics of
to length of film.
the Day.
HAPOLD^:;
APDO)
SPECIAL ATTtcACTiC::*^
New Theatre —
Scenic — Prizma natural color picCurrent Events — Pathe and Pathe
ture, "A Day With John BurLLO
Review.
ENTIRE WEEt^,
Beginning Sunday
CONTINUOUS l(k>ll

Comedy — " When
Wild Men Go Next week — " Scarlet Days " — D. W.
Wild"— (Christie)
Griffith production.
roughs."
Vocal — Miss C. Waters, selections
from Faust and Carmen.
Overture— — " Sweethearts " — Victor
Feature — " The Broken Melody " — Strand
Herbert.
Eugene O'Brien.
Current Events — Latest Pathe News.
Wizard Theatre —
Feature — " The Perfect Lover " —
Current Events — Fox Weekly.
Eugene O'Brien.
Cartoon — " Bud and Susie" — (Bray) Comedj' — " Bumping Into Broadway "— Harold Lloyd.
mount)
Feature
— " Everywoman " (ParaNext week — William Russell in " Six
Program shortened owing to length
of feature.
Feet Four."
CLEVELAND
LlBEJRTr

Clune's Broadway Theatre —
Scenic — Salt of Aping — -Holmes
Travelogue.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Educational — Paramount Magazine.
Feature — " Too Much Johnson "■—
Bryant Washburn.
Superba Theatre —
Feature — " The Great Air Robbery "
— Universal Special.
Comedy
— " Seeing Things " — Universal.

Week

Picture

Stillman Theatre —
Overture — " II Guarnay," by Gomez.
Theme — " Oh Boy " and " Jealous
HE DID AND

HE DIDN'T- ||
SBimH(aaTbnaMi(JM[r.MimtjerF.H()n4winfmmmoi(mTU.nxHnc
5UN M*T.OMLY*TH£ INVISIBLI HAN0"4^EI>UB0E
EABU WILLIAMS SHOWN BUT TWICE SUNPaVAT 2^ e 5'^ PM 11
This display
Liberty's,
St. Louis, ofis
rather
novel of
andthesliotcs
the Itandiwork
a capable artist. The double bill announcement "When a Man Loves" is
greatly overshadoued by the "Flames of
the Flesh" part of the display. This perhaps H-as intended.
this iras three
columns byInsi-xsizeinches
BUFFALO
Shea's Hippodrome —
Overture — " Apple Blossoms " selections— Kreisler.
Special — Stage setting, reproduction
of Corot's " Spring." The deli-

Current Events — Kinograms No. 96.
and Pathe Review No. 34.
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff in " He
Ain't
Done Right by Our Nell."
Moon."
Comedy — " Her Nearly Husband," a
Supreme Comedy.
Feature — " When
the Clouds Roll
By," with Fairbanks.
Next Week — Norma Talmadge in
" A Daughter of Two Worlds."
Alhanibra Theatre —
Overture—" Goodbye '19, Hello '20"
— medley of the season's popular
songs, rector
arranged
by Musical DiHomer Walters.
Theme — " When the Clouds Roll

CAPTAIN KIDD'S KIPS'
The Xcit Orplieum of Cleveland is sponsoi
for
displayKid's
on " Kids,"
When aa three
Man Loi
rs'
and this
" Captain
cjlumt
by seven-inch
display
in
the
Jan.
4t)i
tion of the Cleveland Plaindealer ediMetropolitan
— owing tc
Overture — NoneTheatre
this week,
length of feature.
Theme — Selections from operas.
Weekly. Events — Leader-New;
Current
Comedy
— ^ " 'Twas
Christie
Comedy. Midnight." ;
Feature — " Flame of the Desert."
Next Week — Katherine McDonah
in " The Beauty Market."
Scenic — Bray Pictograph No. 410—
" The Citv of Kings."
PHILADELPHIA
Stanley Theatre —
Overture — " Sakuntala " — Goldmark
Kimball
Young.
Feature
— " Eyes
of Youth " — Clar:
Current
Events — Compiled fron
Pathe News No. 1, Fox News
Current Events, Literary Digest
Gaumont Graphic.
Educational — Pathe Review.
Cartoon — " Thev Ain't Done Righ

\ ictoria Theatre —
Overture — " ^'enetian Boat Song
Current Events — Pathe News No. 1
ll."
Our Ne'"The
ByNevin;
26.
—Nevin.
Gondoliers"— ,
and Literarv Digest Topics No.
Feature — " Victory " — Paramount.
Comedy
—
"
His
Nearly
Wife
"
—
a
Comedy — " The Fireman " — Chaplir
Supreme Comedy.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Feature — " When the Clouds Roll Scenic — ;Ford Educational Weekly" Eventide."
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Week's
Bills
Two solos by Helen Haworth, " The
Magic of Your Eyes " and
" The Birthday Song."
Ray.— " The Clodhopper " — Chas.
Feature

TV £t.'.» Girl H, Mil _ j
"Did tnyMy ntr
Jul tjtt j*ii htxt'"

Comedy — " Call a Cop."
Ziegfeld
—
Pathe News.
Comedy — Mr. and Mrs. Carter De
Haven in " The Little Dears."
l-'eature — " The Broken Melody " —
Eugene O'Brien.
Ixiviera —
Overture — Grieg's "Peer Gynt Suite"
played celled
by orchestra
the Riveria's
unexand beautifully
interpreted by a Constellation of
.\rtistic Dances in woodhiiul
setting.
Riveria Topical Events.
Riveria Sparkling Specialties.
Feature — " Hawthorne of the L'. S.
.A."— Wallace Reid.
Comedy — " A Ladies' Tailor."
R aiulolph —
Continued for second week. Douglas Fairbanks, " W hen the
lie of .UcCorHiuA'.i displiiyx jor ■■ '1 hi
Clouds
Roll Bv."
Lord Quexto " note
and how
•■ Themany
Ilaimccd."
•(17Inturestin;/
exhibitorsIt
rr now splittintj the advertising about
ijuaUtj between feature and cnmedii. This
iras t)ine columns by twelve inches
Vroadia Theatre —
Feature
Moore. — " Toby's

Bow " — Tom

Current Events — Pathe News No. 1.
Kinograms, Literary Digest.
Scenic — Burton Holmes No. 200.
Pauper" —
"A Millionaire
Comedy
Hall— Room
Boys.
Palace Theatre —
Overture
"jewels of the Madonna,"
First — Intermezzo.
Feature—" Tubilo "—Will Rogers.
Comedy
lin. — " The Vagabond " — ChapCurrent Events — Pathe News.

Throughout
Country
I'eature
—
A."— W" Howtliorne
allace Reid. of the L . S.
Coniejly
" Those
Little DeDears
"—
Mr. —and
Mrs. Carter
Haven.
Feature — " Jubilo " — Will Rogers.
Instrumental
on the W'urlitzer in —newWallace
numbers.
Next week stance
— " Two
Talmadge. Weeks " — ConVocal — " Mother Machrce," vocal
solo with si»ot lights from each
side of tiie theatre fadmg to
darkness
number. at the close of the
.Strand Theatre —
Ihenu— Well arranged selections
from popular classics.
Comedy— Harold Lloyd in " Captain
Kidd's
Kids." of the Desert,"
Feature
— " Flame
Lou Tellegen.
featuring
Gcraldine i'arrar and
Next Week- Kathcrine McDonald
in " The Hcant V Market."
BROOKLYN
Strand Theatre —
Overture—" Babes in Toyland."
Scenic—" Children of the NetherThisit doesn't
f/ood in
reproduction
Question" —
"The Greatest
(IS
did in look
the so
orii/inal
.sicr,
a Quarter Feature—
Grififith-First
National.
liaqc. The basis is one of the stills showmi/ the flood scene in '■ When the Clouds
Uiill Uy." It looks like a t/real hilliny \ ocal— Prologue to " I Pagliacci."
lUKile to us. The Majestic is one of Delands." solo by Carlo P^erretti.
Baritone
troil's down town theatres and plays all
new releases
Current Events— Strand Topical Review.
\\ illiain Fox Washington —
n— " Jerry on the Job"—
Cartoo
Bray-Goldwyn.
( )\ erlure— ' Poet and Peasant."
Organ Solo— Marche-Triumphale.
Topical Review — Fox News.
Travel — " Hawaii " — Prizma.
Comedy — "He Ain't Done Right !'>>
-Auditorium
Our Nell "—Mutt and JefT.
Feature — " Blind Husbands"— Stroheim.
— Lew Cody.
I 'PKffffr- me j'n The r>yii.j^ Roo^^ ■ l
Next week—" The Beloved Cheater "
Broadway Strand —
Overture — " Traumerei."
Topical Review — International News
No. 53.
Vocal — Stanley Baughman " Gypsy
Love
Song," — Herbert.
Travel
— Paramount
Magazine.
nett.
Comedy—" The Speak Easy "— Sen-

Regent Theatre —
— Tack I'ickFeature
ford.— "In Wrong"
Comedy — " Papa By Proxy."
Current Events — Pathe News.

" Red
Feature—
Charles
Ray. Hot

CHICAGO

2 BIG PROGRAMS IN ONE

Dollars "—

Sidney's
displayas/ora Next mount.
week — " Everywoman " — Para"One
Pintoof" Louis
irhiehK.merits
attention
model as it is not difficult oj reproduction
and looked well on the pane. About the
average in size for St. Louis and the Sidney string o] houses, two-sevens
SEATTLE

Central Park —
Overture — Selections from " Three
"
Twin—s.In
ternational News.
Weekly
e
Path Review.
DETROIT
Feature — " Blind Husbands."
Comedy — " Hotfoot Hottentot."
Woodla^vTi —
Madison —
Overture — " La Boheme."
Organ Solo — Popular melodies.
Topical Review — Compiled from
Woodlawn News and Views.
Pathe News, Universal Weekly
Lyons and Moran Comedy.
and Detroit Free Press film
edition.
Woodlawn's Brighter Side of Life.
Orchestra Fantasia— " My Old Ken- Vocal — Coster and Clements.
tucky Home."
Feature
" TheGriffiths.
Greatest Question "
— D.— W^
Feature — " Hearts O' the Hills"—
Mary Pickford.
Next week — " .\ Daughter of Two
Intermission— ' Wonderful Pal."
Worlds " — Norma Talmadge.
Playhouse —
Adams —
International News.
Overture — " The Fortune Teller."
Topics of the Day.
Topical Review — Pathe News.
\'ocal Emmons and Colvin.
Ford Educational — " Bubbles."

Clemmer Theatre —
Current Events — Fox News — Topics
of the Day — Gaumont Weekly.
Overture — Selections from " CarFeature — " The Flame of the Desert." Geraldinc Farrar.
Comedy
— "
Roman Scandal " —
Christie.

"William Jox jmsmts
in
WILUAM

i(ini-it.iuuBin I'reduclron
a Tr«iuerMj<i«ia
Nn*rl. Suprcn*
ThrilU ;>ud From
the Po>rr
l» rwinatr
EXTRA-SUHOAY ONIY-EXTRA?
THE DEMAND ; AS BEEN SO GREAT
m

Libertymen."
Theatre —
Overture — " Indiana Moon."
Current Events — Pathe News.
Weekly. — Liberty Educational
Educational
Comedy
— " The Speakeasy " — Mack
Scnnctt-Paramount.

KILTIE

NO ADVANCE

BAND
I F.atiie Ch«ncr of
IM PRICES

Ohio advertissample of Dayton
This ising. aThe producer's
cut forms the basis of
's
display.
Auditorium
the yew was
ttco column by ten In size it
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Picture

News

55

Walnut —
Overture — Selections
from
" The
Velvet Lady."
Current Events — Pathe 106.
Scenic — "Fishing at Otsu" — Prizma.
Two Features^ — ■" John Petticoats " —
Hart.
" A Day's Pleasure " —
Chaplin.
Next week — " Back to God's Coun-

—
Strandtry."
Overture — " Georgian Bay."
Current Events — Pathe 107.
Comedy
— " Captain Kidd's Kids." —
Pathe.
Feature — " Behind the Door."
Next week — " The Girl From Outside."
rO-DAY-AllWeek
HODAR.T
BOSWORTIf
dehindV/^door"
Goiu'erneur Monis wrote
this story ofIt isa one
husband's
vengeance.
of tlie
most unusual pieces of fiction of the year— and makes
a picture that will linger in
nienioi"y. Orchestra.
In ':Capl. KMd'! Kids." your
Pathe.

on
This
Current Events — Universal News
No. 54; Current Events No. 53 —
Topics of the Day No. 36.
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff, " He Ain't
Done Right By Our Nell."
Feature
— " Eyes
of Youth " — Clara
Kimball
Young.
Next Week's Feature — " Should a
Woman Tell."
Palace Theatre —
Overture — "Americana" (Lake)
Current Events — Pathe News Nos.
107 and 108; Topics of the Day,
36.

s."
Dollar
Rialto
Theatre
—
0\erture — Three
Spanish Dances
(Moskowski) Violin Solo, Venetian Love Song.
Current Events — Pathe News Nos.
107 and 108; Rialto Local Review; Topics of the Day No. 36.
Comedy
— " Red Hot Tottinhots " —
Pathe.

Feature — " Mind tlie Paint Girl " —
Anita Stewart.

Metropolitan Theatre — •
Overture — " Morning, Noon and
Night in Vienna."

Bills
Next week—" What Is Your Husband Doing? "
SAN FRANCISCO

Goldwyn.
Cartoon
— " Sufficiently " — BrayInstrumental — Organ solo, by Eddie
Horton,solo
" Myby Baby's
Arms."
\'iolin
Cy Trobble.
O'Brien.
Educational
Pathe. — Topics of the Day —
Feature—" Sealed Hearts " — Eugene
(

Next Week — " Behind the Door."
Imperial
Theatre- " continues.
" Everywoman

Frank Xcivman uses a distinctive border
cut for all his advertising as is shown here
by this double column seven inch display
on " The VHh, Commandment ," and Chap- Tivoli Theatrelin in " Ais Day's
The Neicmun Overture — Selections from " TralocatedPleasure."
at Kansas City
Next Week's Feature—" The Great- \'ocal — Tivoli Singers in a group of
songs, including " Oh, That We
Added Attraction
— Miss Eddie MissQuestion."
lotts estsong
recital augmented by Instrumental
— Organ numbers.
Were Maying."
canary chorus.
Features
—
"
Lord
viata."Moore. and Lady Algy " —
Tom
'KANSAS

CITY

Newman Theatre —
Overture — ■" Mignon."
Scenic — "Horizon Hunters" — Bruce
Current
Events — Newman News and
Views.

" Six Feet Four " — William
Russell.
Next Week—" Erstwhile Susan,"
and "The Willow Tree."

!T«T1M ^

/r

-

\"oca] — Massenet's " Elegie " — Florence Paperte, contralto, and
" Alassa's in the Cold, Cold
Ground
basso. " — Willard A n d e 1 i n,
Comedy — " A Day's Pleasure."
Feature — " The
Thirteenth Commandment "— Ethel Clayton.
Next week — "Too Aluch Johnson."
Liberty Theatre —
Overture
— " Oberon."
Current Events
— Pathe No. 106.
Scenic — Prizma Pictures.
Comedy — " Redhot Hottentots."
Feature
" Back to God's Country "
Nell— Shipman.
Next week — " The Virtuous Vamp."
Tom Moore jumped quite a distance auay
from Im usual style of neicspapcr display Current Events — Pathe No. 32.
in
on " This
The uas
Capitol
Educational — Topics of the Day —
bothframing
in size this
and inonestyle.
four" RoyalLiterary Digest.
columns by fifteen inches antl was constructed largely
from aTheproducer's
cut Feature—"
Allison, Fair and Warmer " — ^lay
framedmakes
into
d
still.
combination
a rather good display

Thomas D. Soriero,
Strand theatres, LowelL
Chas. H. WUJiams, Strand theatre. Providence, B. I.
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
Jack
Loew'sSchade
Stillman
theatre,
Cleveland.
GeorgeKohn,
J. Schade,
theatre,
Sandusky.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
8. Barret HcCormick, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
Edward Li. Hyman, Strand theatre, Brooklyn.
Tbeo. I- Hays, New Garrick theatre, St. Paul.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
Georgre Fischer, Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
fnlliu L. Johnson, New Garrick theatre, Minneapolis.
Paul GusOanoTlc, Strand, Cleveland, O.
C. Edgar Momand, Garden theatre, Flint, Mich.
Charles C. Perry, Strand theatre, Minneapolis.

*

California Theatre —
Overture — " Naila " (Intermezzo);
" My Gal" (Fox Trot).
Current Events — Pathe News No. 4.
Fox News No. 22.
I
Price.
Special — " The Log of the U-35 "~

Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff.
Feature — " When
the Clouds Roll
By " — Douglas Fairbanks.
Next Week's Feature—" Red Hot

Display used hy the Strand theatre of Cincumatti for Hohart Bosworth in " Behind
tlie Door."
It is space
largelytivoproducer's
framed
in small
columns cut
by
four inclies
GiftsComedy — " What's the Use of Going
Home " — Pathe.
Feature — " Wings of the Morning."
Next week — ■" Should a Husband
Forgive."
Palace —
Kinograms.
Current Events — Literary Digest 35.
Feature — "A Regular Girl" — Elsie
Janis.
Vaudeville Acts — Norman Prescott
and Hope Eden, Mind readers.
McLaran and Jackson, Australian wood choppers. Olympia
Des Vail & Co., Animal act.
Great Western Four, Male quartette. Jennings and Mack, in
" A Camouflaged Taxi." Harry
Sylvester and Maida Vance, in a
song satire entitled " Horses."
Lee Stoder, sub-vocal wizard.
WASHINGTON

Week's

Advisory
Board
Exhibitors Service Bureau
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres,
Jackson, Mich.
Willard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
Chas. G. Branham, S. A. Lynch Ent., Birmingham.
B. B. Wilby, Strand theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
E. V. Kicliards,
Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co., New Jr.,
Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
C. A. Lick, New theatre. Fort Smith, Ark.
Herbert J. Thacher, Strand theatre, Sallna, Kan.
Arthur G. Stolte, Des Moines theatre, Des
Moines, Iowa.

This icasduction tao ourquarter
a page
and in
in aprecolumnsof has
suffered
pearance. of
"Tlie great
out of
doors"
made the basis
the selling
appeal
whichis
is the correct angle on thi^s action story
made from the novel " Soldiers of

H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
George
E. Carpenter, Paramount-Express theatre.
Salt Lake.
Sam W. B. Cohn, Sunset Theatre, Portland.
E. J. Myrick, Rialto theatre, Butte.
A. S. Kolstad, Liberty theatre, Hood River, Ore.
Eugene H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Ralph RufTner, Rialto theatre, San Francisco.
Sidney Grauman, Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles.
A. C. H. Chamberlln, Opera House, Madera. CaL
R. E. Pritchard, Director of Publicity and AdvertisMo. ing, Allen Theatrical Enterprises, Toronto, Can.
Louis K. Sidney, Kings, Pershlngs theatre, St. Louis,
Phil. Gersdorf, Director of Publicity and Advertising, S. A. Lynch Enterprises, Jacksonville, Ma.
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New Americans
on the Way
The next special feature now about
to be distrihuiod hy the American Film
Company is "The Valley of Tomorrow," which has just been given its
lirst press and trade showings
Stephen Fox was both the writer of
ihe script and the scenarist.

from

the

Producers

Three

Following "The \'alley of Tomorrow," a new "Flying A" special — unnamed as yet — will be put on the market. It is a romance by Daniel F.
W'hitcomb. The cast includes Marsjarita Fisher, Harry Hilliard, Beatrice
V an, Harvey Clark, George Periolat,
Xeil Hardin and Mary Talbot. Artistic titles and effective art work, a
matter to which the American gives
particular care, are about completed.
The coast print of "The Honey Bee,"
by Samuel Merwin, has just been
shipped from Santa Barbara to the
American's Chicago laboratory. W ith
Madame Margiierita Sylvia, the famous prima donna, in the leading role,
this de luxe picture is expected to be a
great success.

First of Art-O-Graf's
Series Delivered
Art-O-Graf Film Corporation of
Denver has just delivered to Arrow,
the first of a series of special productions which are being made by Director Otis B. Thayer for release
through Arrow during the year 1920.
The first subject is a western, starring Edmund Cobb, a rising young
actor who will also be featured in the
other pictures of the series.
"The Desert Scorpion ' is the name
of the first release w'.iich is scheduled
for release on January 15th. It is a
story dealing with the enmity existing
between the ranchmen and the sheepherders in the pioneer days of the
west.
Production has also been started
by Director Thayer on the second picture of the series which will be called
"Wolves of the Street" and which is
-cheduled for release early in February.
Tyrad Appointments
Moe Kerman has been appointed
manager of the New York Exchange
of Tyrad Pictures, Inc. Kerman resigned as assistant manager of Realarts New York territory to take over
his new duties. He was formerly manager of the United Picture Theatres'
Albany office, and is well known to the
local exhibitors, having operated a
chain of theatres in Brooklyn for a
number of years.
Charles P. Saunders has been placed
in
chargeoffice
of Tyrad's
recently opened
Albanv
at 680 Broadway.

Theatre

Screen

of preparmonthswhich
several
AI TER atory
work, during
time it
has been generally known that
ihe film market is due for an innovation, the National Screen Service, Inc.,
now explains its activities to the trade.
National Screen Service offers to
theatres, both large and small, at a
small figure, a service in motion pictures by which the exhibitors can announce from the screen the attractions
coming to their theatres. While the
\ery mention of motion picture announcements may remind some of the
so called "trailers" which have been issued by various film producers only
occasionallj', the difference is really
said to be a tremendous one. The National Screen Service makes an issue
of the permanency of its service and
the absolute removal of any limitations
on it.
In the National's plan it makes no
difference whether a theatre changes
its programme once a week or seven
times a week. The exhibitor gets his
own house opening in animation design, with artistic and various novelty
effects, introducing the words "
Theatre Presents," this is followed by
day titles, such as "Coming Monday"
or "Coming Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday", as the case may be, and
this is always done in novelty art. A
title now announces the production, the
star and the producer, after which
comes a scene from the photoplay an-

Service

National Screen Service
Outlines Its Plans
and Functions
nounced or a close-up of the star. On
a service basis, the exhibitor is thus
enabled to always announce several
shows ahead in motion pictures instead of through the methods now in
use.
National Screen Service is claimed
to be the only proposition in the motion
picture business on which the leading
producers have ever gotten together.
It is pointed out by the Company that
they hold exclusive contracts with the
film producers, including the largest of
them, such as Paramount, First National, Cioldwyii, Selznick, United
Pictures, Universal, etc.
The company's offices arc now at 1476
Broadway and its extensive laboratory
and assembling work will be done at
the Stellar Plant at Cliffside, N. J.
One of the officials of the National, in
a statement to the trade press, says :
"We are past the experimental stage,
our service begins February first, and
already a great number of the finest
theatres and chains of theatres in the
East have signed up with us. The exhibitors all tell us that our service is
something that had to come some day
and that it fills a great gap in the
theatre's show. We supply efficiency,

DeLuxe

refinement and novelty where it has
all these years been lacking. We believe that exhibitors everywhere will
recognize that our contracts with the
producers establish our responsibility
and substantiality. We believe that exhibitors want to know about the standing of concerns that contract with and
we are more than glad to answer all
inquiries as to our personnel, and our
facilities for carrying this work
through. We are covering the Eastern
territory with our salesmen as rapidly
as we can and are aiming to soon present our service to the exhibitors on a
nation-wide basis, but we shall not expand any faster than our ideal of efficiecy and expert service will permit."

F.P.-Lasky

Signs

Jack

Holt, Leading Man
Jack Holt, well known leading man,
has signed a long term contract with
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, to
appear in leading roles in ParamountArtcraft pictures. His first work under the new contract will be in a leading characterization in the ParamountCrisp.
Artcraft Special, "Held by the Enemy,"
which is to be directed by Donald
Mr. Holt has appeared heretofore in
a great many big productions and will
be recalled for his excellent work in
"The Woman Thou Gavest Me," and
in "The Life Line." He is considered
a genuine acquisition to the regular
forces of the Laslcv studio.

Full Exploitation

Aid on

Triangle Release
All press matter, campaign books
and
posters on
A Gamble
in Souls,"
the Thomas
H. "Ince
production
which
Triangle will release on Jan. 25th, is
ready for distribution to exhibitors. "A
Gamble in Souls" is expected to be
one of the biggest and most profitable
releases issued by Triangle in its new
series of recreated productions.

Scene from " A Twilight Baby," the new Henry Lehrman comedy which is being
distributed by First National Exhibitor's Circuit

First Part of Ben Wilson
Serial Due Soon
Prints of the first three episodes of
liie second Ben Wilson serial, "The
Screaming
Shadow,"
have episodes
arrived
from the Coast.
The three
are titled "The Screaming in the
Dark," "The Virgin of Death,'" and
"The Fang of the Beast." The first
episode of " The Screaming Shadow "
will be released this month. Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber are co-starred.

Motion

Picture

N e wt

"Why
Women
Sin"
Said Not To Be

Burton King,
who is now engaged
Suggestive
in the filming of the Burton King Production for the Wistaria Company,
said: Women
"Why
Sin," in speaking of his
initial creative eflfort of the New
Year,
"I desire to emphasize the fact that
while to some minds the title of this
feature might lead them to believe that
there was an element of suggestiveness
about it, I have never in my nine years
of directorial activity been associated
with nor sponsored a production which
savored of uncleanliness. The fact
that the play, from which the screen
version was adapted, has an international reputation extending over a long
period of years and the added fact that
it impressed me as being such wonderJohn Barrymore is here shown in a character photo from his next production, " Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." At the left and
ful photoplay material and not the title
right of the panel are two famous players in " The Copperhead,"
Doris
Rankin
and
Arthur
Rankin.
The
pictures
are
ParamountArtcraft features
alone decided me when we purchased
ihc motion picture rights."
"I was indeed very fortunate in securing the services of Lloyd Lonergan
Famous
Players
Issues
Reports
to make the actual scenario and the
a wealth of knowledge which he ac- resultant work will prove that a better
REPORTS from the offices of
quired in his former forays with Mr. choice could not have been possibly
Famous Players-Lasky Corpora- Prepares for New Pictures and Perfects
Paul Armstrong into the denizens of
tion give indications of new enthe underworld in New York and
terprises soon to be undertaken and
"Miss Luther, who is featured in this
Work Now Done
Chicago at which time both men were product
of efforts to perfect some of the prohas never been seen to better ion,
advantage.
ductions already on their way to be
" By arrangement with Joseph seeking material for future pictures.
released. One report deals with Cecil Schenck, ' Fatty ' Arbuckle becomes " At the time of his association with
B. DeMille's new Paramount-Artcraft temporarily Roscoe Arbuckle. When Mr. Armstrong," says the report, " Mr.
he has completed the production he Niblo conceived the ambition to direct
made."
picture "Why Change Your Wife" will
resume his comedy pictures. But a play dealing with the life of the unand the artistic backgrounds being arderworld, and now, at last, his ambi- June Elvidge Not Starred
ranged for the titles. " Specially this flyer in the ' legit ' is something
selected art objects of porcelain and that is decidedly to his liking."
tion has been achieved and he is bringin " Law
Yukon
"
A third report from the offices of
Contrary
bronze, says the report, have been
ing to the direction of Miss Bennett a
to anoferroneou
s report,
wealth
of
first
hand
knowledge
of
the
the
Famous
Players-Lasky
CorporaJune Elvidge is not to be featured in
utilized by Cecil B. DeMille's produc- lion, announces that in his direction of
tion manager, Howard Higgin, to augcharacter she is portraying in the pres- "The Law of the Yukon," which
ment the beauty and power of the title Enid Bennett, in " The Man in the
ent Thomas H. Ince production for Charles Miller is directing. The Z\Iayflower Photoplay Corporation, for
le's Moon," Fred Niblo brings to his task Paramount-Artcraft."
DeMil
backgrounds in Cecil B.
whom this production is being made,
latest Paramount-Artcraft creation,
does not feature players. The leading
' Why Change Your Wife? ' soon to be
released by Famous Players-Lasky.
feminine role in "The Law of the
Gish
in
a
Reissue
To emphasize the change in the wife Lillian
Yukon," Goldie Meadows, is being
and to establish by suggestion the
portrayed by Nancy Deaver, who is a
B.
woman
the ' other
of chose
type
new ingenue type, making her first
um ,'of Cecil
art title
the medi
DeMille
Triangle Announces " Tiger Girl " for
screen appearance in this photoplay.
s
Feb. 13 ; Four Comedies During Month
background selected by himself and
Howard Higgin.
Mabel Normand, Mack Sennett, Syd She is a Mayflower "find." Miss Elvidge's role, Mrs. Meredith, the doctor's
r
"Tige
that
Chaplin,
Chester Conklin, Roscoe Ar- wife, is an unusual one, not exactly a
nces
annou
" Exquisite porcelains were chosen
Girl",LE
featuring Lillian Gish, will
ANG
and photographically blended into the TRI be released Feb. 15th. This probuckle, Alack Swain, Ford Sterling and vampire adventuress, but still a chaifinished production. For the first stage
duction was supervised by D. W. Grif- the original Mack Sennett-Keystone acter who relieves her Yukon surfith and is adapted from the Triangle Bathing Beauties are featured in each
roundings with Oriental features. She
of the wife's career, an owl was
of these productions. On Feb. 1st. thinks the dance-hall girls immoral,
chosen. A perfect specimen of a fif- feature "The Lilly and the Rose".
teenth century Sevre peacock serves
"Tiger Girl" will be the only Tri- " His Baby Doll," a one-reel comedy having her own code of morals. The
for the second period. A magnificent
angle drama release during February will be released. "The Dancing Master," engagement of a star to play such a
Dolton fox, much sought by art col- and follows the Thomas H. Ince pro- a two-reel Triangle comedy will be role is quite in keeping with Maylectors, appears in the title backgrounds
available Feb. 8th. Another one-reel
flower's policy to have the best players
duction "A Gamble in Souls", with
in connection with the ' other woman.' Dorothy and William Desmond, which •Triangle entitled "His Day of Doom" available in everv role.
will be released Feb. 16th. Feb. 24ih
Another specimen of unusual interest
be released on Jan. 25th. "Tiger
which appears in the title backgrounds will
Girl" is said to be one of the best is the date set by Triangle for the reis a bronze figure which achieved fame
lease of the two-reel comedj' "The
productions made by the D. W. GriffithLillian Gish combination. Due to the
in a recent Paris salon exhibition."
Another report from the Famous popularity of both Mr. Griffith and Love Riot."
Handles " WonPlayers-Lasky offices advises of the Miss Gish at this time, this production Screen to Show Charac- Tyradders of Nature " Series
Tyrad
Pictures,
Inc., have secured
return of " Fatty " Arbuckle to the has large money-making possibilities
ter Revealed by Hands
Lasky studio in the West after a four- and will undoubtedly score a great sucthe State and World's rights for
Alon Bement, professor at Columbia "Wonders of Nature," a series of sincess with the public. A large advertisweeks' vacation trip to the East. The
gle reel nature studies, compiled and
ing campaign will be begun by Triangle University, New York Cit}% and an
report speaks of Mr. Arbuckle as glad
to get back to California and as eagerly to acquaint the public with this master artist who reads character from the produced by Prof. W. L. Brind, the
anticipating prospects of getting into production of the master director, and hands, has been engaged by the New Naturalist, Author and Cinematogaction in the forthcoming production exhibitors will have the same oppor- Screen Magazine, distributed by Uni- rapher. There are fiftj--two subjects
tunity to cash in on this feature as
versal to make a series of moving pic- in the entire series and under the arof " The Round-Uu." " Roscoe
rangement with Matthias Radin, Prestures
he w^ill reveal how
have on Mr. Griffith's more re- character in which
Arbuckle comedies," says the report, they cent
ident of Tyrad, they will be released
and personality is exposed
productions.
one each week.
" returned to the Lasky studio last
Triangle will release four comedies by the hands. Professor Bement has
week wreathed in smiles and rolled a
"Wonders of Nature," as produced
during the month of February. These a large collection of painted hands of
cigarette with one hand as he used the will be a continuation of the recreated noted men and women. Some of the by Prof. Brind, are described as erij
other to shake bands with George Mel- comedy releases which are meeting most interesting of these are of Ada tertaining educational subjects, snapford, who is producing ' The Round- with much favor among exhibitors, due Sassoli, the Italian harpist. Lady pily titled and presenting actual events
Up ' in which Mr. Arbuckle is to ap- to their advertising value, as many of Forbes-Robertson, Helen Smith Wood- in the little known lives of li\ang.
the best known comedians, such as
pear as the fat and faithful sheriff.
ruff, and Sarah Bernhardt.
creatures.
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Hyman Believer in the
Old Masterpieces
The masterpieces of the silent drama
ire bound to live and have a lasting
aluc, like the paintings of the old
nasters and the plays of the great
Iramatists, according to Arthur S.
iyman, vice-president and general
iianager of the Arthur S. Hyman Atractions, who is enthusiastic about
ome of the older classics of the screen
ind declares that his own personal exlerience shows every reissue of a
cally great picture is a source of
rofit to owner and exhibitor.
One of the things Mr. Hyman is interested in at present, is the showing
oughout Michigan of "Quo Vadis,"
Jie massive picture first presented by
jeorge Kleine, and he declares the
splendid reception it has met from exIdbitors and public alike, bears out his
:ontention that a picture of this class
lias a powerful drawing power, even
when it is several years old.
"There is nothing in the plays of today," Mr. Hyman said, "that will even
compare with this masterpiece, which
is both entertaining and. educational,
and that the public appreciates and desires to see pictures of this calibre, regardless of their age, has been proved
to me by my experience in Michigan,
where I have been more successful
with the reissues of the better pictures
than I have with the newer pictures
of today.
"Age seems to me to make no difference in the value of the picture, if it
really is a great photoplay and for that
reason, while it is not up to me to criticise D. W. Griffith or other great producers, itseems unfortunate that he
should waste his time in producing
some of the small productions, when
he has and can bring out such super
productions as 'Birth of a Xation,"
Hearts of the World' or 'Intolerance.' "
More

Sales on Burston
Productions
From the office of Burston Films,
Inc., comes the announcement of the
following additional sales on the two
serials they are at present releasing
through the W. H. Productions Company:
"The Mystery of 13," starring Francis
Ford and Rosemary Theby, for Texas,
Oklahoma and Arkansas to Specialty
Fihn Companv, 107 S. St. Paul St.,
Dallas, Texas. "The Hawk's Trail,"
starring King Baggot with Grace Darmond and Rhea Mitchell, for Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey to Twentieth Century Film Co.,
1337 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Emmet

J. Flynn Directed

" Valley of Tomorrow
When Emmett J. Fl\-nn, directing at
the "Flying A" Studios in Santa Barbara, was handed the scenario of "The
Valley of Tomorrow," and advised
•hat the glorious region of Lake Tahoe
'■ as to ser\-e as the locale of the picure, this latest American Special imnediately began to make the grades towards success. It is considered the
biggest thing he has yet done.

Leonard

Serial

anEYE" G.isHall,
d by Frank
EVIL
nounce
I HE
j^np
and Ascher Enterprises, Inc.,
as the title for the serial produc;ion in
which Benny Leonard, lightweight
champion of the world, is to star. The
title, suggested by the author of the
serial, Roy L. McCardell, was selected
from more than one hundred submitted and was chosen for its briefness, its adaptability to advertising and
its melodramatic possibilities.
In producing this fifteen episode serial, Mr. Hall who is the prime mover
behind the signing of Leonard for this
serial believes he has two big possibilities behind it. One of these is, the
star, Benny Leonard. The other is the
author, Mr. McCardell, who will be
remembered as the author of the successful serial production, " The Diamond
which ago,
was producedfrom
more the
thanSky,"
six years
and,
according to reports from foreign
countries, is still showing in Africa,
.\sia, China and South America. Mr.
.McCardell was also the adaptor of
one of the screen's most successful
dramatic productions, " A Fool There
Was," adapted from Porter Emerson
Browne's play of the same title as
>uggested
mous poem.by Rudyard Kipling's faIn charge of the production of the
Benny Leonard serial, Mr. Hall anWally Cooper,
\'an willdirector.
supervise withnounces
J. thatGordon
Mr. Van recently completed the supervision of Hallmark's first Ben Wil-

"Pollyanna''
lOLLYANNA," Mary- Pickford's first production for
United Artists Corporation
release on January 18, lends itself to
a wonderfully wide range of exploitation, advertising and publicity, the
United Artists Corporation states, and
the " Big Four " certainly has taken advantage of every angle in its exploitation folders which have just been
issued to exhibitors booking the production, according to reports.
There are five complete folders contained in the large envelope, one on
posters, lobby display, slides, window
cards and special outdoor accessories;
another on program, advertising and
exploitation suggestion; another on
newspaper advertising, a fourth on
newspaper cuts and an eight page publicity folder of unusual ideas and suggestions.
In the publicity folder many of the
stories are printed four times, it being
explained that the preparation of these
identical sets of publicity stories is to
save time for the theatre staff, making
it possible for the publicity man to
clip as many of the stories as there are
newspapers in the community, fill in
the blank spaces with the name of the
theatre and the date of the run and
hand them to the newspaper editors.
Besides, there are a large number of
stories, all different, that can be used
as exclusive articles. A number of
stories are also printed to be used in
connection with the photographs that
are issued with the picture. The
handling of publicity matter in this
manner has proved highly successful

Named

"The

Is

Given

Hvil Hye";

E.xtensivc
l-'xploitation Planned

From pri,!e ring to screen star. Benny
Leonard, who is playing in " The Evil
Eye," a new serial by Roy L. McCardell
son serial, " The Trail of the Octopus." Mr \'an had his first experience in the motion picture business as
light comedian for the Vitagraph
Company,
with Lillian Walkerhaving
in a co-starred
series of Vitagraph
Comedies. Following this Mr. Van
directed a series of comedies for Vitagraph and also a series of short sub-

Is Strongly
Folders
Just Prepared
Have Many Valuable
Ideas, Is Report
with
tions. the earlier " Big Four " produc" The folder with program advertising and exploitation suggestions is
replete
with Artists
exceptional
ideas,''
the United
report.
The states
first
page tells of the picture's general possibilities together with a complete
synopsis of the story; the second page
is devoted to what Dr. Frank Crane,
the well-known writer, thinks of
"Pollyanna," together with a reproduction of hismissioneditorial,
for the use"Pollyanna,"
of which perDr.
Crane has granted Miss Pickford,
and from which a very attractive
and original three-sheet has been
made by United Artists. Page
three is devoted to how and why John
Wanamaker, the country's leading
merchant, boosted " Pollyanna," with
suggestions showing how exhibitors in
their respective communities can get
thing. leading merchants to do the same
their
The Page Company, of Boston, publishers of the book " Pollyanna," are
co-operating with the Advertising and
Pubhcity Departments of United
.•\rtists in a concentrated exploitation
campaign on the book and the picture.
It is said by officials of the United
Artists that they have communicated
with their thousands of dealers
throughout the States and advised

Title

jeo. in which Norma Talmadgc was
featured during her early career.
Mr. Cooper, who will direct Benny
Leonard, has for a number of years
acted in the capacity of assistant diiictor to kaoul Walsh, who supcr\iscd some of the biggest successes on
tlic screen, including "The Honor
System." More recently Mr. Cooper
has become a director in his own right,
and has just completed a series of
two-reel detective stories in which
Herbert Rawlinson is featured.
Mr. Hall announces that the actual
production of the Benny Leonard serial will commence immediately after
Hinny Leonard's fight with johnny
Dundee, in New Haven, January 16.
Hallmark's Thirty-eighth Street Studio
wiU be used for the interiors, after
w hich the company accompanied by SupiT\ isor Van and Director Cooper and
a publicity man will leave for the Coast,
-lopping off in every big city between
.\'cw York, and there to take exteriors. The company expects to be
in route most of the winter.
In following this method of production. Mr. Hall believes that he is popularizing the serial to the advantage of
every exhibitor in the United States.
Supervising Director Van is now completing arrangements for the casting
of Leonard's support, and expects to
he able to announce the names of the
supporting members within the next
week. He expects to have the first
episode of the serial started by the
third week of January.

Expl
ihcni
to get in touch
immediatelydwith
oite
the theatre managers who have booked
the picture.
One complete folder of eight pages
is devoted to advertising cuts of the
production, prepared lay-outs in one,
two and three column sizes, of which
cuts and mats are supplied. .Another
folder of four pages represents the
exact sizes of all of the newspaper star
cuts and the newspaper-scene cuts for
which Tnats are also issued.

Canyon Sales on Franklyn Farnum Series
Canyon Pictures Corporation report
the following sales on the Franklyn
Farnum two-reel Western pictures :
North Carolina and Virginia to Truart
Feature Film Co. of Richmond, Va. ;
Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, New
Mexico and Southern Idaho to Arrow
Photoplay Co. of Denver, Colo. ;
Western Pa. & West Virginia to Apex
Pictures, Inc. of Pittsburgh, Pa. ;
Michigan to Strand Features, of Detroit, Michigan; Northern Illinois to
Doll-Van Film Corp. of Chicago, III. ;
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama and Tennessee to Savini Films,
Inc. of Atlanta, Ga.
Negotiations for practically the rest
of the United States are being carried
on at the present time, and from present indications before very long the
entire territorj' will be disposed of.
Work on a fifteen episode serial, also
along.
starring Farnum, is reported as well

Motion
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New

Selznick

Offices

Picture

N e tjj s

Abroad

Twenty-two New Offices Will be Opened;
Joseph Plunkett European Representative
U'OLLOWING close upon the heels Ltd., of Sydney, New South Wales,
■I of the New Year announcements Australia; Phil Selznick, representacarrying the news of the expansion of tive ; Hyman Fine, representative, and
various departments of Select Pictures John Corbett Jones, general manager,
and Selznick Enterprises, it was made The revised list of Select branch
known this week by Lewis J. Selznick offices in the United States shows repthat plans are under way to add sev- resentation in over twenty-five cities
eral selling and distributing branches throughout the country,
to the organization in England, Scotland, Ireland, France, Holland, Belgium, Spain, Italy and Switzerland.
Noted Sennett Comedy
The growth of Select, it is anRevived by Tower
nounced, makes it necessary to add
these branches to the English and
"Tillie's Punctured Romance" is
French corporations.
being revived by Tower Film CorporaTwenty-two new branches will be
tion. This production of Mack Senestablished, according to the Selznick nett's, featuring a cast of the most notstatement, nine of them being under
able comedians of the screen, — Charlie
the English corporation and the bal- Chaplin, Marie Dressier, Mabel Norance under the French. Select Pic- mand. Mack Swain and Chester Conktures Corporation, Ltd., London, pre- lin — has the reputation of being one of
sided over by Maxwell Milder and the biggest comedies of the screen ever
Edith Koch, intends to open branches produced.
at London, Birmingham, Liverpool,
Attractive one, three, six and twentyivianchester, Leeds and Newcastle, four sheet posters are being made. A
England; Glasgow, Scotland; Cardiff, large and interest-compelling lobby disWales, and Dublin, Ireland. Select
will also soon be read)-, comprising
Pictures Corporation, Ltd., in Paris, 8x10,play 11x14
and 22x28 photographs,
looked after by Jean Rosen, plans to also 30x40 and 40x60 beautiful oil
establish branches at The Hague, Hol- paintings in color.
land, Brussels, Belgium; Lille, Paris,
Strasbourg, Bordeaux, Lyons and
Marseilles, France ; Madrid and Barcelona, Spain ; Milan, Venice and " Law Bringers " is First
Rome, Italy, and Geneva, Switzerland.
for Ralph Ince
Joseph L. Plunkett is general
Following the announcement in last
European representative, with offices
motion picture trade press that
at the Hotel Savoy, London, England. week's
Myron Selznick, of Selznick Pictures,
The Canadian Corporation of Se- would present through Select distribution a series of specials known as the
lect, in Toronto, of which Phil Kauffman is managing director, has Ralph Ince Production, in which the
branches at Calgary, Alta. ; Montreal, director will appear as star, it was
Que. ; St. John, N. B. ; Toronto, Van- announced this week that the first of
couver, B. C, and iWinnipeg, Man.
these features will be " The Law
D. J. Selznick is managing director Bringers." This is a screen adaptation of the well known novel
of the Select Pictures Corporation,
'■is What
You Do?most
" bydaring
Fox Film
Corp.,
which
said Would
to present
screen
situation.
Madleine a Traverse
is starred

Some beautiful flowers and a beautiful actress, May Allison, whose next picture for
Metro will be " The Walk-Offs "
Dustin
United

Farnum
Film
Tie-Up
Cigar Stores and Marmon Auto
in
Agencies
Will
Help
in Exploitation
Such
a
display was used in New York
been
ARRANGEMENTS have
recently, the letter and photographs bemade, it is said, to give " The
ing given the central position in the
Corsican Brothers " heavy exploitation
throughout the country. Various Marmon's large Broadway window.
methods will be pursued in giving the
, United Picture Theatres of America
feature an extensive advertising campaign, according to reports.
" 13th Commandment "
Current F.P.-Lasky
Probably the biggest nation-wide adRelease
vertising that this Dustin Farnum picture will operation
get withisthethrough
United's
coUnited Cigar
Stores
Company. It is stated that verj^ soon
there will appear in the windows of all
these cigar stores all over the country
a poster, showing a photograph of
Dustin Farnum smoking a Ricoro
cigar and calling attention to the fact
that his latest photodrama, " The
Corsican Brothers," is to be shown in
the theatres.
" This tie-up will be far reaching,
for it will cover the entire United
States. Every one of the thousands of
United Cigar Stores in all parts of the
country will show the particularlj- attractive quarter sheet posters, displajing them for many daj-s at a time," sajs
the L'nited Theatres report.
Another exhibition tie-up that can
be used effectively on " The Corsican
Brothers " is the endorsement of the
Marmon automobile by Dustin Farnum. Wherever ther'e is a local agency
for this car, the theatre owner should
have no trouble in arranging for a
window display, it is said. The home
office of United is ready to send out
the letter of endorsement with Farnum's signature, photographs and the
necessary captions to go with them.

America's most common vice is said
to be spending more than we earn.
Rupert Hughes wrote a striking novel
about it, called "The Thirteenth Commandment," and it is to be released on
the Paramount-Artcraf t schedule January 11. Ethel Clayton is the star.
Miss Clayton has been surrounded
with an excellent cast. Charles Meredith, remembered for his work in the
past with Marguerite Clark and other
stars, is the leading man. Anna Q.
Nilsson is the idle wife. Monte Blue
is the harassed husband and Irving
Cummings has a congenial vallian role.
Winter Hall, Arthur Maude, Beverly
Travers, Lewis ^Morrison and Jane
Wolff are also in the cast.

Next Schlomer-Ross
duction

Pro-

Agnes Egan Cobb, who is handling
the sales of Schome-Ross Productions,
Inc., advises that their next production
is going to be "some picture."

January
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Up Father
ing Cartoons
MacManus
Being ''in
Hrought Film
to
Bring
Life Under the Direction of Christie
tiDklXGINt; 11' FATHER,"' that
classic of the " funny section,"
In being transformed into real living comedies at the Christie Studio
with .\l Christie, pioneer among comedy director-producers in charge of
Mr. Jiggs and family in their celluloid
debut.

Mrs. Sidney

Drew, who has signed to
produce for Pathe

Doubleday
to Prepare
Series of Comedies
According to a report from the office of the Doubleday Production
Company, F. L. Smith and Harry
Owens, who are handling the sales
of the two-reel westerns, featuring
Vera Mack, state that the films are
selling very favorably on the staterights basis. Their communication
further advises of a heavy demand
among state-righters for funny and
fast-action comedies, and in response
to this call C. Mack, production-manager of the Doubleday Production
Company, has arranged with HarryMoody to direct and write stories for
fifty-two one-reel comedies, featuring
popular comedy players.
Selznick Plans to Invade
South Africa
Selznick pictures are about to invade South Africa, it is announced, a
deal having been recently closed byLouis Brock, Export Manager, whereby the South African Film Trust will
distribute Selznick pictures in its market. The deal involves the entire
star series of the Selznick studios for
he coming j-ear and is considered one
Df the biggest transactions in the foreign market this season.
Congressmen Patronize
Pictures Regularly
Even our Congressmen in Washingon are motion-picture fans, according
0 Congressman
D. J. O'Connell,
Mew
York, who declares
that membersof
)f the House form theatre parties each
week to see the newspaper comments
bout world events, flashed on the picwe screen in The Literary Digest
'Topics of the Day." This reel is proluced by Timely Films, Incorporated,
ind distributed by Pathe.

' It will be great news for the kiddies and the grownups too, as the
McManus cartoon characters are by
far the best known of all cartoon creations. Jiggs,"
"
the browbeaten hero
of the famous comics, will be pLiyed
by Johnny Ray, of vaudeville fame,
an Irish comedian, who would be the
selection of nine out of ten persons
delegated to choose a man to portray

t.mi; siiuly oi the lios> ol tlu- JigK^
iiunie and she will bring to the screen
a characterization that will be faith
ful to the cartoonist's ideal. Mi^^FitzRoy conies from an old theatri
family, the Cullingtons, her stage nanii
having been Margaret Cullingtoii.
There was quite a contest in the se
lection of the heiress to the Jiggs fortunes, that pretty marcelled debutante, who has never been called upon
to do much except just look beautiful.
.\fter the artist himself had cast a
vote, Laura LaPlante, one of the prettiest and youngest of the Christie
beauties, was chosen. Miss LaPlante
is
just sixteen and recently out of
school.
Producer Al Christie promises a
series of two reel comedies that will
be true to the artist's conception of
the noted characters and as funny as
;iiiy " Jiggs " fan could hope for.

will be

United

Theatres Purchase Women Men
Forget

President J. A. Berst of United Picture Theatres of America, announces
that the organization has purchased
outright the feature photodrama,
"Women Men Forget," starring Mollie
King, and which was produced by the
.American Cinema Corporation.
The feature is in six reels, directed
by John M. Stahl from the original
Goldwyn
BuysTwoStageHits
scenario by Elaine Sterne. It presents
-Miss King in a role to which she is
" Milestones," Klaw and Erlanger Presparticularly well suited — one that
shows her as a New York society girl.
entation, and " Officer 666," Secured
This fact, of course, permits Miss
<<]y
Arnold Benthe interest itofisthe
public in the screen King to wear an elaborate wardrobe.
i»*MILESTONES"
nett and Edwardby Knoblock
has production,
stated.
Among those who appeared in the
been purchased by Goldwyn Pictures
Supporting
King Mills,
in "Women
Corporation. It will be given an cast of the original stage production Men
Forget" Mollie
are Frank
Lucy
elaborate production according to the were : Leslie Faber, Auriol Lee, Fox and Edward Langford.
reports from the Goldwyn offices. Eugenie Vernie and Warbtirton
As yet it has not been decided when
For a long while producers have recog- Gamble. The players for the Goldwyn "Women Men Forget" will be released,
nized the great picture possibilities picture have not yet been selected, but but an announcement setting a definite
offered in " Milestones." Bids for the it is announced that in everj- way the date and outlining exploitation details
play will be handled as a genuine will be forthcoming within a short
screen rights have been insistent.
time.
" The play created an artistic and .special.
" Officer 666," reputed to be one of
popular sensation when it was presented by Klaw & Erlanger at the the greatest farce successes of the
Liberty theatre, New York, September modern stage, has also been purchased Willemsen's Camerab\ Goldwyn Pictures Corporation and
Man Back from
17, the
1912,"
says theof Goldwyn
.\t
conclusion
the New report.
York will be given an elaborate production,
Guatemala
engagement, the play visited the lead- it is said.
GoldAvj n has not announced who will
ing cities throughout the country.
Dr. J. D. Stickler, one of Willemsen's camera men, has just returned to
The
broadover
publicity
" hasin play the characters originally interreceived
a long" Milestones
period both
preted on the stage by Wallace Eddin- the States from Guatemala with adthis countrv and in England assures ger and George Nash.
ditional negatives for the above company's "Tales of the Tropics" series.
Dr. Stickler has spent the last month,
it is said, collecting Indian curios and
tapestries
among the Guatemalan natives.
Jiggs.
Mrs.
played
known
player.

Jiggs, or " Maggie," will be
by Margaret FitzRoy, a well
stage and picture character
Miss FitzRoy has made a long

Cissy Fitzgerald Busy
on Her New Comedies
A statement from the offices of the
United Picture Theatres of America,
Inc., reports that Cissy Fitzgerald and
her company are making comedies in
California, and that Bobby Burns and
Tobyna Ralston are producing two-reel
comic pictures in Florida.
Real

Shirley Mason's First for
Fox Finished
Fox Film Corporation announces
hat Pearl Doles Bell's story of circus
ife, "Her Elephant Man," in which
Vliss Shirley Mason makes her debut
IS a star on the Fox program, has been
■.ompleted at the Hollywood Studios.
Jcott Dunlap directed the production.
State Rights News
\ound on Page 881 .

Lionel Barrymore's greatest screen role is
said
to be thatfeature
in produced
The Copperhead,"
the historical
by Paramount-Artcraft and about to be released

Making a supreme comedy for Robertson-Cole release with Jimmie Liddy and
Molly Malone

Forest

Fire Scenes

in "The
One
of the Sagebrusher"
most terrible and destructive forest fires of recent times,
that which swept the Sierra Madre and
San Bernardino Mountain Ranges
north and east of Los Angeles, raging
unchecked for nearly tw'o weeks last
September, is seen in Benjamin B.
Hampton's second Great Authors production,The
"
Sagebrusher," the photoplay of Emerson Hough's novel.
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Maurice

Picture

Newt

Toumeur

Com-

versal City
pany Goes to UniOn the expiration of their lease at
the Goldwyn Studio, Culver City, California, the Maurice Tourneur Productions, Inc., will move their offices and
production companies to an immense
stage and private offices at Universal
City,
ThisCalifornia.
step was found necessary when
Maurice Tourneur decided to produce
two and three pictures at the same
time, which he intends doing the first
of the year. Details are not forthcoming as yet he
who will
his engage
co-directors
will the
be
or whom
to play
leads in his different pictures.
Webb

Oriental splendor adds to the dramatic values of " The Beggar
Prince," Sessue Hayakawa's latest contribution to RobertsonCole's program

Named

Manager

of
Mayer's
New
Studio
Millard
L. F. Webb
has been
named
manager of the new studio of Louis
B. Mayer, at 3,800 Mission Road, Los
Angeles. Five years ago he started
in as property man and assistant director with the Franklin brothers, in
the making of "kid pictures." After
two and a half years he went with
Fox where he remained nearly a year.
Leaving the Fox studio, Webb went
to the Douglas Fairbanks studio as
co-director with Joseph Henabery in
the production of "The Man From
Painted Post." On the opening of the
Mayer studios Webb became assistant
director with Joseph Henabery in the
directing
of Mayer's
"First National
star,
Mildred
Harris Chaplin.
to

Hayakawa's
ER a noteworthy year, Sessue
AFT
Hayakawa makes his 1920 debut
in the Robertson-Cole forthcomBeggar Prince."
ing release, "The n,
who directed
William Worthingto
"The Beggar Prince," is unstinted in
his praise for the production and the
work of the Oriental star, and declares
that in it he will mount to even greater
success than he achieved in "The Bottle
Imp," the screen production which
first sent Hayakawa's stock skyward.
Hayakawa, who has scored in light
and heavy stellar roles, is now to be
seen as a lover of the times. His director has given him a part in which he
can display his original natural makeup and portrayal of difficult roles.
Film critics throughout the United
States and in foreign lands are in accord with their criticisms of the calibre
of Hayakawa's starring vehicles and
the manner in which he has earned additional fame and box office attractions.
A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice-president and
general manager of the Robertson-Cole
Distributing Corporation, declares that
the leading exhibitors throughout the
country are eager for first runs on the
1920 pictures.
"The predictioii made by us some
time ago, that we were going to allow
Hayakawa all the time demanded to
make real pictures, has proven more
than satisfactory," declared Mr. Kirkpatrick. "There is no doubt that Hayakawa has really outdone himself in his
productions which swept the country
like wild fire in the year just closed.
Our books show that almost every first
run exhibitor in the country demands
this star's screen appearance in all of
his Robertson-Cole productions.

First
Robertson-Cole
High

For
Officials

in Praise

" Beggar

Prince

of
"

"It is a good sign when theatre managers want to secure all of the 1920
Hayakawa releases and are willing to
pay real money for them. But they
shall not be sorry, for we have planned
to give Hayakawa all the big stories
he can successfully handle during the
next twelve months. He is going better than ever, and I honestly believe
that his forthcoming production can be
a sample of what his followers may

New
Year
expect
for to
hisobtain
next quaint
series." effect for
In order
"The Beggar Prince," William Worthington, with the aid of Hayakawa
planned and had erected a fisher village, and a palace overlooking it.
These were situated along the Pacific
Coast, at one of its most picturesque
parts. The chief interior set was made
for some elaborate throne room inside
the palace. The fisher huts, built of
strong frameworks and thatched with
straw, and the palace, built along the
picturesque lines of those in fairy tales,
both represent a goodly investment in
time and money.
Beatrice LaPlante is leading woman.

HoUywoodHumswithAction
Preparation in the Erection of Sets

ed Shoes
Be Releas
Feb. i"
Men's
Other
Pathe reports that with the approach
of the release date of " Other Men's
Shoes," the first of the series of big
photoplays produced by Edgar Lesvis
for release by Pathe, comes numerous
letters from many exhibitors to the
different Pathe exchanges, congratulating Pathe on securing the Lewis productions. Release date has been set
for February 1. Crauford Kent and
Irene Boyle play the leading roles.
Harold Forshay appears as the heavy,
villainy.
with John Wade as his companion in

i
Walsh Production
Planning Realart ^

R. A. Walsh, now directing for^
Mayflower Photoplay Corporation, has
completed his last picture for William
Fox and has left New York City for
Keeps Everyone Busy and on His Toes
upstate where he will devote the next
still
others
completed
and
decorated.
ADVICES from the offices of the
to working out new producFamous Players-Lasky Corpora- An army of carpenters, painters, paper- fortnight
tion ideas with which he expects to
tion state this to be one of the busiest hangers, etc., throng these sets which
seasons that has ever been experi- will be later employed for interiors and create a new standard of super-features for Realart Pictures Corporaenced at the Famous Players-Lasky some exteriors for the forthcoming
tion.
Studio in Hollywood, Cal., as a result of the fact that during the next productions, including " The Roundfew weeks five or six new productions Up," "Thou Art the Man," "The
will be started, and all require a great Dancin' Fool," " Held by the Enemy," Adaptation of London
Novel Begun
" Mrs. Temple's Telegram," " The
numer bof special sets.
Chap," etc.
" The sounds of hammer and saw, Prince
Albert
S. Le Vino, of the Screen
Charles F. Eyton, general manager;
the swish of the paint brushes, the
Classics,
Inc.,
scenario department, at
clank of iron upon iron, make the stu- Fred Kley, studio manager, and the the Metro studios in Holh^vood, has
dio seem like some enormous factory — other executives, are busy every mo- started work on the screen adaptation
ment of the day, for the present activi- of " Burning Daylight," by Jack Lonwhich, indeed, it is," says the report.
Each of the big studio stages is filled
ties, are, it is understood, but a foredon, which will be Mitchell Lewis's
runner of the actual activity at the first Metro
with framework, sets just begun, others
production for C. E. Shurtin different stages of construction, and big plant in the months to come.
leff. Inc.

Jnnuary

ly, 1^20
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Cameraman Faces Danger Aboard
Ship Burning
Charles Cottar, who is a cameraman
•engaged by the C. L. Chester Productions, Inc., to jecure scenics of British
East Africa, announces his safe arrival at Nairobi after a thrilling journey up the coast of East Africa on
ttoard of a burning vessel. According
to the letter received at the offices of
the C. L. Chester Productions, the
cameraman sailed from Durban with
all his paraphernalia for an extended
tour into the jungle. The day after
leaving port the ship took fire and for
five days at sea the crew fought the
flames with little success.
The steamer put in at Zanzibar, but
made a hurried departure when it was
discovered there were no facilities
available for extinguishing the fire. As
the crippled boat pulled into the harbor of Mombasa, it blew np. Mr. Cottar lost four automobiles, his tents and
Other supplies, but managed to save his
camera and film.
Stereospeed Camera Has
New Shop in New
York

Author

PraisesGoldwynMethods
had the vision to buy not only plots,
whose Gouverneur Morris Says but men who have invented plots and
IS ed
MORR
LR being
\ EKXE
G()Lwritin
gs arc
by
produc
unfolded them convincingly.
Head of Concern is
Goldwyn, is well pleased at the
" ' Why,' asks Samuel Goldwyn,
maimer in which that corporation is
'
shouldn
't men who have told good
Meeting Crisis
putting the works into film form.
stories with words, and told them
nting
r
on the able manne in
Comme
well, be better able to tell stories with
which productions arc put on, Mr.
pictures, than men who have had no
Morris writes :
practice
in telling stories at all?'
'■ Samuel Goldwyn is the most hope" Rex Beach has proved that Samuel
ful force in the moving picture world
Goldwyn is right. If you want to sec
today. And that is because he is thea Kood story, well told, have a look
first man (with power to get his will
at 'The Girl from Outside.'
in the matter) to see that actors,
" Once Mary Rinchart and Rupert
scenes, and directors bear the same reHughes have learned to feel at ease
lation to telling stories, that pens, ink,
with the new medium, they will tell
editors and printing presses do.
you stories in pictures as exquisitely
" The story is the thing.
and movingly as they have in words.
"The judgment of moving picture
" Samuel Goldwyn gives his authors
audiences is always one jump ahead
generous terms, so far as money goes,
of the season's productions. And
which is good, but so far as trusting
after each jump the audience thinks
them and backing their judgment go,
less of stars, flim-flams, false logic,
he gives them the limit. And that
impossibilities, camera craft, etc., and
is better.
insists more urgently upon dramatic
" It is obvious that in irreconcilable
and human stories clearly and movdifferences of opinion as to how a
ingly told.
given story should be told, the
" Samuel Goldw\-n was the first to
trained-story teller's opinion is the
perceive this trend, and to perceive
best bet. ' But,' objects the story
Florence
Deshon,
Goldwyn
artist,
who
is
that it was no paltr>- whim on the
teller ' certain scenes cannot be faked.
stars roles with leading
part of the public but a logical, irre- playing many important
futable step, in the development of
They will have to be shot in Tasmania.'
" This is no objection to Mr. Goldthe most vital of all the arts.
their advertising, some have asked the
wyn. Full of fire and enthusiasm he
" The Public wants good stories stage carpenter to perform prodigies
well told, and, unless exceptions prove and the camera miracles. And all says 'What of it?' 'Take a camera,
principals, go to Tasrules, they are not getting them. have begun to buy up (as cheaply as some ofmania your
and shoot the scenes. Let me
This is a crisis in the industry that possible) the rights to plots that have
has to be met. Some have tried to proved their worth in the old fash- know the day you can leave, and all
ioned medium of story telling; that the arrangements will be made . . .
meet it by discharging this director
and engaging that, others have doubled is to say, words. But one man has
I want you to go ! ' "

The Motion Picture Producing Company of America announces "the completion of a new machine shop at 121
West 52nd Street, New York, in which
will be manufactured Stereospeed
Cameras. The new shop which will
bouse the mechanical department of
Stereospeed Productions, Inc., is being
opened in anticipation of the demand
for the output of these cameras. It is
planned to have at least five of these
machines in operation within six
Big
Circuits
Will
Take
Realarts
months."
Street, Keith's Harlem Opera House,
B.
S.
Moss
and
Keith
and
POProctor's S8th Street and Proctor's
tyreportsESthatCOR
twen
RATIONTUR
REALART PIC
23rd Street. The picture will be seen
Proctor Are Latest
es
ure
est
hous
pict
bigg
the
of
two
'The Sporting Duchess" in the East will give Realart features an
in Brooklyn at the Halsey Theatre;
Race Scenes Filmed
Keith's Greenpoint; Keith's Prospect;
adequate introduction to their audiences,
Acquisitions
Alice Joyce and some twenty mem- following the contract signed last week
and outside of the city at Proctor's
bers of her supporting company, who with the Keith & Proctor and B. S.
" Do not imagine, however, that I Theatre, Ehzabeth, N. J.; Proctor's
have been in New Orleans for a few Moss Circuits. Deals were closed with
a complete list. For in- Plainfield, N. J.; Keith's Jersey City;
weeks taking the racing scenes for E. M. Hart, booking manager for the have given
stance, we have many of the Stanley Proctor's, Portchester, N. Y. ; ProcMiss Joyce's next Vitagraph produc- Keith and Proctor interests and with houses in the Philadelphia territory;
tor's, Yonkers; Proctor's, Mt Vernon;
tion, "The Sporting Duchess," will re- B. S. Moss, representing his chain, by the Frank Thielen theatres in Illinois; Proctor's, Albany; Proctor's, Troy,
turn during the next few days. All
Well's Virginia chain; Jensen and Proctor's, Schenectady.
the other scenes for the screen version Lester W. Adler, manager of Real- Jake
and Von Herberg in the Pacific Northge.
" The Mystery of the Yellow Room "
k
^
han
anThis
exc
Yor
New
art'
of this Drury Lane melodrama have
west; Baker and Grubel in Kansas and will follow over the same circuit, it
nouncement byGeneral Sales Manager
been made ; and with the completion of J. C. Ragland follows closely the tie-up Missouri; J. C. Hostettler in Iowa, and is said. The conclusion of arrangements with B. S. Moss followed the
the race, club-house and paddock he concluded a week ago with the probably other circuits which I do not
scenes in New Orleans, the picture will Saenger chain in the South.
recall at this moment.
showing of " Soldiers of Fortune " at
be finished. George Terwilliger di" The contract signed by Mr. Hart the Broadway Theatre, where it ran
" This matter of circuit contracts is
rected.
one on which Realart has occasion to for the U. B. O. chain of houses is for a week. It had had a previous
outcome of the historic policy of showing on Broadway, at the Capitol
congratulate itself,'' is the opinion of the
Theatre.
Mr. Ragland. " In the New York the Keith and Proctor management to
territory we have the Marcus Loew take on a product that has proved its
chain of twenty-six houses, the Keith value both as entertaining feature
and Proctor chain and the B. S. Moss and as box-office attractions," declared
Capitol
Campaigns
Offering
circuit. This is a total of about fifty Mr Ragland. " ' Soldiers of Fortune '
theatres.
has been on Broadway twice, and each
Strongly on Metro
" In Chicago we have signed Ascher time it was a clean-up. ' The Mystery
Brothers, Lubliner and Tinz and of the Yellow Room ' is proving to
Balabon and Katz with a total of some be the type of mystery drama that is
One of the biggest exploitation campaigns recently attempted in New York
forty houses. In California we have taking the popular imagination by
Turner and Bahnken and Kahn and storm today. The first two Realart City, accompanied the presentation at
Greenfield. And in the South we are super-features combine the two vitally the Capitol Theatre this week of Alice
represented in all three big circuits — necessary picture-play attributes — fan- Lake to Broadway theatre-goers in the
Metro-Classic production of "Should
E. H. Hulsey, Texas ; Saenger Amuse- popularity and money patronage."
The motion picture houses that wll a Woman Tell?" in which she appears
ment Company, Louisiana and Mississippi, and the S. A. Lynch houses. show the Realart features comprise as the featured player. More than 150
The signing of any of these repre- several of the finest theatres in New billboards displaying twenty-four
sentative concerns ordinarily would be York City proper, and in surrounding sheets were secured for the advertising
considered an achievement, but Realart
smash, the point of concentration being
cities, according to reports. " Soldiers
has them all, and they have been com- of Fortune " will begin the Realart about Times Square. This was in addiEvelyn Greeley, who is now a star and
tion to the usual space taken by the
ing so fast we have not really had a run on the Keith and Proctor circuit
will appear in ducers
a feature
picture for Pro- chance
to make a fuss about it.
Security Corporation
at the following theatres : Keith's 81st
Capitol.
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Mayer-Stars

in

New

Picture

News

Features

Anita Stewart in
Mildred Chaplin
THELouisreports
the office
Mayer from
lay special
stress

Edith Roberts and little Benny Alexander dividing acting honors in the Universal
picture, " The Triflers "
Short-Reelers

Get

Attention

Universal Producing Short-Reel Subjects in Response to Heavy Demand
reports that in re- two-reel story of the plains, " A SageUNIVERSAL
sponse to the heavy demand for
brush Gentleman," by Karl Coolidge.
Merriam has the principal
short-reel subjects, which that organi- Charlotte
role.
zation declares to be prevalent, no
less than a dozen tabloid productions
John West, a new addition to Unihave been turned out or started at versal's directional staff, is directing a
Universal City within the last three new comedy, " Miss Fortune," with
weeks.
Chris Rub in the leading role, supEdward Kull has just finished two
ported by Bennie Hill, Beatrice BurnMerta Sterling and Captain
short western features — " Blind ham,
Anderson.
Chance " and " Kaintuck's Ward."
Robert Burns, the cowboy star, is feaLehrman Starts New
tured in both productions, and assisting him are Peggy O'Dare, formerly
leading lady with Eddie Polo ; Natalie
Comedy for First
Warfield, Charles Dorian and Dick
National
LeReno. " Blind Chance " is by PhilA
report
from the offices of the
lip Hubbard and William Pigott, and
Henry
Lehrman
Comedies at Culver
" Kaintuck's Ward " is from the pen
of J. G. Hawkes, author of many of City, Cal., conveys the announcement
that Henry Lehrman has started workBill Hart's scenarios.
ing on his third feature-comedy proPhil Rosen has just filmed for Uniduction to be turned out for the First
versal a two-reel rural melodrama
called " Roarin' Dan," from the pen National Exhibitors' Circuit, Inc.
of Arthur H. Gooden. " Hoot " Gibson, the cowboy star, is featured in
this story with Ethel Shannon, Mrs. Realart Salesman Commended for Bravery
Kruge and Leo Pattee in his support.
Reeves Eason has finished a twoAccording to reports from the RealDead." art offices, R. E. Goldsmith, a filmreeier entitled " Back From the
miniain
feature
salesman attached to the Washington,
It is described as a
ture, with the plot and situations of D. C., branch of Realart Picture Coran ordinary five-reeler condensed into
poration, has been officially cited by
O'MalPat
the
United
States Railroad AdminisMoore,
Mildred
feet.
2,000
tration for heroic work in a wreck on
ley, George Field, Tote DuCrow,
Reeves
Charles Newton and Breezy
the Norfolk and Western Railroad at
appear in this picture.
Walton, Va., Dec. 18th, in which five
Director Eason, immediately on the persons were killed and eleven injured.
completion of " Back From the Dead,"
started production of " Who Wins," a
melodrama in two parts by DeRoch- "A
Modern Salome"
"Hoot"
g
includin
Now
Being Edited
cast
a
with
fort,
Gibson, Mildred Moore and Beatrice
"A Modern Salome," the first of
Dominguezs.
the Hope Hampton productions in
Virginia Faire has started in a two- which this young star will make her
reel playlet at Universal City, called screen debut, is now being edited and
"Rutmin' Straight." "Hoot"ion,Gibson
with cut by Leonce Perret and his staff.
is featured in this product
Miss Faire in the leading feminine Miss Hope's leading man is Wyndham
role. Others in the cast are Ted Standing. The rest of the cast includes Agnes Ayres, Arthur DonaldBrook, Rhea Haines, Louis M. Wells
son, Sydney L. Mason, Percy Standand Captain Anderson.
ing and Meeda Stewart.
Edward Sowders is now directing a

C. Lockhart's Story —
Viehicle Ready Soon
a sweet girl of delicate tastes she beof
comes a cold, unemotional business
on
"The Fighting Shepherdess," starring figure, intent on gaining wealth and
The achievement of her de.A.nita Stewart, and " Polly of the power. brings
the realization that money
Storm Country," featuring Mildred alonesiredoes
not create happiness. A
Harris Chaplin. In Caroline Lockhart's " The Fighting Shepherdess," young Easterner, who on a previous
-Miss Stewart is stated to assume an trip to Prouty had fallen in love with
unusual role. She is seen as Kate Kate, returns and the story ends in
Prentice, a young girl who is delivered the development of their romance.
Mildred Harris Chaplin, who is starfrom her slovenly dissipated mother
and her evil roadhouse environment
ring in " Polly of the Storm Country-,"
b}- Mormon Joe, a sheepman. Joe a Grace Miller White story written
especially
for her, will complete the
takes a fatherly interest in Kate and
regards her as a- partner in his ranch, picture during the coming week. Cutting of the picture will be finished
but the narrow-minded town of
Prouty sees fit to put another con- within a day or so after the completion
of the filming, as Director Arthur
struction on their companionship.
Anita Stewart, it is stated, makes Rosson has cut the film during the
Kate a wholesome girl of affectionate progress of production.
Many of the scenes were taken at a
nature and delightful feminine whims.
This is the Kate that Prouty sees on picturesque fishing and lumber village
San Pedro, Calif. Had Grace
her first trip to town, but the preju- near
diced little community leaves no chance Miller Write written this gripping
for making the girl unhappy go by story in the village itself, she could
unnoticed.
not have found more ideal atmosphere
The continued persecution destroys for this class of story, it is stated.
Both of the above pictures are
Kate's faith in humanity, and she devotes herself to making money. From " First National Attractions "
Announces

Six

All-Star

Casts

Republic Reports High-Class Features
on Its List of Releases for New Year
A REPORT from the offices of the and lias in its cast Edith Hallor, Faire
Republic Pictures makes the fol- Binney, Florence Billings, Lundsen
lowing announcement : "Six high- Hare and H. Cooper Clisso.
class productions, not featuring any The Republic announcement states
one star but having all-star casts, are that each of these productions will be
scheduled among the unusual features produced with the utmost care. "It is
of the releases for the Republic dis- the intention of the Republic officials,"
tributing exchanges during the year so the announcement states, ''to make
1920."' The announcement of the pro- these productions of such a quality as
duction of this group of six pictures to create a demand for them from
was made this week from the head^ the public. It is one of the many
quarters of the Republic Pictures. progressive plans of the organization.
One of the six pictures which are and it is thought the excellence of
being made by the Weber Productions these productions will do much to asCo., for Republic release, has already sure exhibitors in the countr\- of the
*jeen completed. It is the Anna Craw- high standard they may expect from
ford Flexiier story, "The Blue Pearl," coming releases.

Canadian frontier town which was built for " The Law of the Yukon," a Mayflower
production

9

VkoDireoted

as we isdoa
YouthatJ know
a Starexactly
withoutas awell
Director
ship without a rudder. And some
ships have rudders that keep them on
their true course, while others drift at the
mercy of the wind and tide. Yet a new
and untried ship looks exactly as good as
one whose Captain and Rudder have been
proven — that is, while the new ship is
in the dock!
practically every shrewd
the mind inof the
INexhibitor
land, the drawing
power of Mildred Harris Chaplin as
an actress is bound up tight with the
playwriting ability and directional talent of Lois Weber.

ED
N'
OW
DE
ID
RR
BO
rORB
CLOTHES
FOR
HUSBANDS

ONLY'

of the
every
YOU
ed by one
Harrisknow
Jewelsthat
direct
Lois Weber
has been both an artistic and a
commercial triumph. Out of this list of
Seven we have selected Four whose
power to draw, to thrill, to entertain is
incontestable. Show these four. They
give you the Screen's most appealing
actress directed by one of the three
foremost directors of the world.

Onfy

fifty

mile

tiiiilliL

in.

Some

sensation!

tlxe

You

a.iir

!

in the midst of a terrific struggle between

pirates of the air and a U. S. Aerial Mailman! You — right there — thousands of feet above the earth among the man-birds, swooping and diving
— shooting and crashing — climbing with Locklear from plane to plane — leaping
into the abyss hoping that your parachute will open in time.

Love story? One of the prettiest you've ever seen pictured. You'll
want to steal Francelia BiUington for yourself — and tell her never, never
to go up again.
I
A puller? Yes — a house-packer such as you haven't had for years.
Listen in your lobby for the comments on the first night and you'll realize
that here is the " something different " that you've been wanting — and,
that, as usual, Universal has done it again!

Book

this picture without delay for at least twice your ordinary

run. It's the picture for which the camera was invented. A thriller in
which the sky's the limit for your advertising!
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"The hi^hwator mark of entertainment"
soys Motion Picture ?iens. " It throbs with
vitality and soars with tremendous swei'p
straight to its r/i>;*3,r. ISothing is missing
to make this picture a great achievement."

«r>lJ\D HUSBANDS," ^vTites Genevieve Harris
^ in the Chicago Evening Post, " is a most
unusual picture. From the standpoint of dramatic
technique, I doubt if it could be improved. The
direction is wonderful. Every scene and every subtitle advances the action. There is no superfluous
material. The story works up gradually to a dramatic climax of real power. Yet the little touches,
comic or dramatic, are not overlooked."
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in

a N^w

fhat

will

Elmo

ESTERM

UMOLN

Super

Serial^

outpull

even

^UiMtr

PD0DUCIH6

COMPANY

We don't ask you to take our word for it — every exhibitor
in the country knows that the biggest serial sensation of the
past half-year was Elmo Lincoln in "ELMO,

THE

MIGHTY"

A box-office sensation — a player sensation — a plot-and-action
sation! Wherever "ELMO, THE MIGHTY" has played — and
means all over the countrjr — the story has been the same — "Biggest
ness we have done for years with a Serial." Or — ^"Made more money
with many a^$100-a-day feature."

senthat
busithan

Get ready now for another great Elmo Lincoln Serial— sure to outpull even "ELMO, THE
MIGHTY" because the whole country knows Lincoln today and wants to see him again and
because we know what the country wants in a L incoln Serial and have put it into this one.
Watch and wait for "ELMO, THE FEARLESS."
Your big Help-Book will be in your hands before the month is out. Book "ELMO, THE FEARLESS" as Number Two of Universal's FULLHOUSE FIVE FOR 1920.
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IF you happen to need any more proof that UniversalJewel is constantly at work digging up novelties with
which to make your business more profitable every day
you will do well to look at these MR. AND MRS. JOE
MARTIN COMEDIES at your Universal-Jewel Exchange. Itis entirely unnecessary to say that they're
funny — the bigger point is that they're different — so
different from the ordinary run of comedies to stamp
your theatre as a place of unusual entertainment.
And that, as you unquestionably know, is the way to
make money in the picture business.
THE

MISSUS

^

JOE

HIMSELB

A.

January

i j, i g 3 o

'IN TH[
SWEET.
DRY
AND
DRY

LYO^IS-MORA>l
ONE STA(5GERme
REEL

NO Sir!
No more close
ups salary
'bill 1 6eY<5
me
raked
TWO
,
Centum

Made

I "BPOWMIE
I!
S
DAY
BUSY
BPOWNIES
DOGGONE
TPICKS

"A LUCKY

DOdS

Corned

i

Lions rrsin«d by the Worlds Forffmesf
Animal Trainer
CHARUCS
CAV

PAY

The biKKest theatre in the world — the CAPITOI- of New
York City — is making: these Century-made Lion Comedies
a regular feature of its progrram. Anytlung that will
make five thousand people laugh their heads off every
night is worth considering. You'll have a list of ten to
choose from at your Universal Exchange. Choose at
least one of these ten today.

CENTURY
UNIVI
Y<
EXCH.
TODAY.

ALL

UNIVERSAL

EXCHANGES
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Two-reel

Phofopbys deluxe

Powerful
C(39f
includirK^

Enid

Markey

Montagu Love
Blanche Yurka
Adele

Kowland

Frederick

Truesdell

Harry Davenport
Fred Nichols
Maud

Von

Turk

Helen

Dugan

Robert

Lowe
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E
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R
E
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ACotnedy-Di'dtna
by Jack
Larric
Directed by George Ter\viUi<^er
Supevvirion

Vearepatficulavly

Eugene

CAPITOL
THEATRE
the results"
pleased vith

Picture

New

<3Qrl Laemmle>
cf^/'
Monroe

Q

Dhantom

'S romance,

after all, that

4

see^chiefly
or
love,
great to
of a want
romance
thepeople

'

of some

high adventure,

or

}i

mighty,^ sacrifice.

here is MONROE SALIS^
AND
BURY'-that Master of Emo'
tion^in a great, sorging drama em'
bodying all three-- all staged in sump'
tuous settings that make a feast for
mind and eye.

PHANthe
stress on
lay "The
TOM Melody"
advertise
you
WHEN
fact that here is a picture of wondrous
sentiment and heart appeal-'the story of a
love refined in the fires of war and of a
man who came back from the dead to save
a woman in her great hour of need.
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"T^HERE'S only one thrill in it"but that lasts
from beginning to end ! A soaring, rushing,
whirling, diving drama whose action leaps into the
air with its first reel, drops earthward again like its
own parachute jumper, then rushes up to the stars
in a climax that yanks you clean out of your seat.
If you're nervous, stay away from this picture'"it's
agetter
thriller
in which
the one.
sky's the
a crowd'
if there
ever was
Readlimit"
the wire
from
Carl Laemmie in the other column.

MAHA

MIND

o(

MAN,

AIIL

Los Angeles, January 1st.
"THE GREAT AIR ROBBERY opened at the
Superba yesterday to a wvonderful business. It
packed the house all day and the big line out front
continued all day until late in the evening. I am
positive that this picture CARL
is a tremendous
success."
LAEMMLE,
Pres.
See it at your Universal Jewel' Exchange and you'll
book it instanter. It's the most astounding moving
picture of many year'
DAMDKVIL

I
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Simplex

Fmpey's Next Said
Promise Well

Notes

A timely niacliiiic iiistallaiinii wa.s
hat which Sam Kaplan of the Simplex
Staff was responsible for on the last
Jay of December and through his
:fforts a complete projection room was
:quippcd at the Kings County Hospital.
Brooklyn.
Both Dr. Jones and Mr. Adams,
uperintendcnt and supervisor repectively, had planned to use the
special appropriation for a complete
motion picture equipment and decided
jpon a Simplex Projector to supply the
•nost necessary portion of same.
It was planned to run the first performance on New Year's Eve in order
o cheer the hearts of the numerous
nmates of the Almshouse.
It is needless to say that the thoughts
jf cheering the old and infirm acted as
in added stimulus to those connected
vith the installation and that the show
vas a huge success was later borne out
n the statement of Mr. Adams who
nade a personal tour of the Simplex
actory during the latter part of the
?eek.
The institution in question has its
>wn lighting plant which supplies
irect current for the regulation motor
riven Simplex that was installed in
0 chapel of the building group where
is to be used for frequent entcrtainicnts planned by Dr. Jones.
Lewis M. Sw'aab, that energetic and
[•regressive Simplex distributor in the
I' City of Brotherly Love " can well
ok back upon the pages of 1919 and
1 that he has used all of his workhours to good advantage.
Not only has the greater portion of
I Swaab territory become "Simplex'1'' including fifteen of the Stanley
"ip of theatres
where thirty
iiplexcs were installed, but the
onthly Messenger. Swaab's wellnown house organ, has been released
romptly on every specified date withut any delay during the year.
The January Messenger is truly an
iiractive little sheet carrying the anunccment on its first page of the
t that the Simplex banner has been
rmly planted in the city of Trenton.
Iiich city will soon be added to the
ii; list of communities that Swaah
> Simplexized.
. Throughout
the Messenger are
landwiched many of the humorous
iragraphs that tend to make the
Irssenger so entertaining and dif<nt from the many industrial house,ans. On various pages arc confined interesting notices of the many
rticles carried in stock by the
House of Swaab " that are needed in
he up-to-date projection room.
■lavvlinson Signs Agreement with Blackton
Herbert Rawlinson has been engaged
3 be the star of a forthcoming prouction to be made under the personal
upervision of J. Stuart Blackton.
"he picture will be an adaptation of
Passers By," the Frohman stage sucess of a few seasons back, in which
lichard Bennett was featured in the
3le of Peter Waverton. Actual filmig of the story will commence on Janary 7th, at the Blackton Studios in
rooklyn, it is stated.

Three of They
Realart's
beautiesMary
who are
while current
are ingenue
Alice Brady,
Milesappearing
Minter inandworth
Constance
Binney relea--<

Realart's
Release
in January
Alice Brady in " The Fear Market " Said
by President Kohn to Excel Previous Work
larity as a Broadway success.
ALICE BRADY'S production. "The
" A second reason for offering this
Fear Market," is announced as
the first January release of Realart play to exhibitors," said Mr. Kohn,
Pictures Corporation. Kenneth Webb " is the fact that it abounds in drawas the director.
matic situations and gives Miss Brady
The picture was adapted by Oara a chance to put on the screen the unusual personality which is making her
Beranger from the play of the same
name by Princess Troubetzkoy, which one of the foremost actresses on the
had a successful run on Broadway American stage. Miss Brady is not
merely a motion picture star. She is
four years ago. With a plot that was an
actress.
written around an actual society-sheet
blackmail scandal of the time, the first
" And to conclude the combination
offering of Miss Brady under Realart of definitely selected qualities which
auspices gives the actress a varied op- Realart put into this film, we have laid
portunity for emotional and dramatic great stress on a lavish display of fine
acting, and provided her with con- clothes by this actress, knowing as we
stant opportunity to display costly do that Miss Brady has a reputation
for wearing good clothes well. The
gowns, furs, and hats.
" In sending forth ' The Fear Mar- display of fashionable wearing apparel by a woman who can really act
ket,'"declared President Morris Kohn
of Realart, "we are combining every up to them is a genuine drawing card
available chance to benefit the ex- among the millions of women and
hibitor who has been waiting for the young girls who make up the largest
first work of Miss Brady.
of picture
patronage."
" The
Fear Market
" is the most
" In the first place we are adhering part
strictly to our basic policy to furnish elaborate film production, in which,
a story that will not alone entertain, according to her own opinion. Miss
but will cash in on its former popu- Brady has ever appeared.

Norma
New

Year

Talmadge
Ushers

to

"Oil," Guy Empey's next picture will
come as a great sur|)rise both to the
exhibitors and photoplay patrons, according to those who have been privileged to see results of the first three
weeks'Lee.filming
studio in
Fort
The at
nextParagon
Enipey photoplay
is to be presented as a big special production in not less than six reels and
its nature will be totally different from
cither of Mr. Empey's previous screen
"Over With
the Top,"
and "The
L iTerings,
ndercurreni.
the Mr.
addition
"Oil"
to his 'repertoire,
Empeyof
will be shown to be an actor with a
\ery wide scope of versatility, since
this picture is a straight American
drama dealing with business life, but
so punctuated with humorous action
that at times it partakes of high-class
comedy. driver
Empey's
is that onof toa
laxicab
who role
blunders
$15,000 and
lionaireacts
incarnate.as if he were the milFrom the Paragon comes word that
very satisfactory progress is being
made in the filming of the picture. Mr.
Empey is particularly opposed to undue hurrying in the making of this
production.
First

Drew

Screen

"The
Charming Mrs.atChase,"
first of
Adaptation
adaptations
to be based Pathe's
upon Julian
Street's "After Thirty," has been cut
aand
scries
of Mrs. Sidney
screen
assembled,
and isDrew's
now at
the
Pathe Exchange, according to a recent
report frommediately
Mrs:following
Drew's
the studio.
finishing Imof
the first picture of her new scries, Mrs.
Drew began work upon the second,
which will be known as "The Stimulating Mrs. Barton."

Offering

in Special Production

"She Loves and Lies"; Highly Praised
ises to eclipse records for better mo"LJ APPY NEW YEAR" is detion pictures.
clared to have meant a great
The announcement from the office
deal more than the usual holiday greeting to exhibitors who show Select of General Manager Sam E. Morris
this week, regarding the release of
Pictures on their screens.
Loves and Lies," fairly bubThe season's salutations were ac- "She bled
with optimism created largely
companied byan announcement from through the indication that this proSam E. Morris, general manager of
duction isto take its place as one of
Select Pictures, that the New Year, the first " Longer Run " motion pictures of the new year. It is even
generally referred to at present as Kid
1920, would be ushered in wi.h the hoped and believed that this feature
release of the second extra special w-ill set a mark in runs and bookings
Norma Talmadge production, " She for other productions to shoot at. Indications point to more prints being
Loves and Lies."
In ■' She Loves and Lies " Miss Tal- used on " Siie Loves and Lies " than
madge is presented by Joseph M. on " The Isle of Conquest," the first
Schenck, who has contributed previous extra special Norma Talmadge promotion pictures through Select Picduction in which the star was pretures with this actress as the star. It
sented by Mr. Schcrch through the
was largely through these Select films Select Pictures.
that Miss Talmadge won the fame and
Among the players, besides Aliss
popularity which are now hers, and Talmadge, are Conw'ay Tearle, Ocwith the presentation of her second tavia Broske, Phillips Tcad and Ida
extra special it is believed audiences Darling. The direction is by Chester
throughout the country will extend Withcy. All these names are well
the exhibitors and Lewis J. Selznick known to both exhibitors and audia unanimous vote of thanks for beences, and are valuable in billing the A new photograph of Marie Doro, star of
" 12.10," distributed by Republic
ginning 1920 in a manner that prom- production.
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w.

E.
Arrives Nazimova's
Ncxt
ts "Stronger
on Atkinson
West Coast
William E. Atkinson, general manager of Metro Pictures Corporation,
has arrived at the Metro studios in
Death''
Than
Hollywood on a business trip.
Mr. Atkinson was met at the Santa
Fe station in Los Angeles by Maxwell
Karger, Metro Director General, under whose guidance the general manager will make a tour of inspection of
the
company's
studios are
in Hollywood,
where six productions
now under
way. These comprise the third round
of the " fewer and better " productions
made by Screen Classics, Inc., for release through the Metro, distributing
organization.
While he is on the west coast Mr.
Atkinson will spend considerable time
at the Los Angeles exchange, and also
take a run up to San Francisco, where
another Metro branch office is located.
" The Gray Brother " Set
for Release Soon
"The Gray Brother," which is the
title of Edward A. MacManus's latest
production, will probably be released
this week. It is a picture made around
a romance of prison Hfe that Thomas
Mott Osborne wrote specially for the
screen, it is said. Sidney Olcott, who
directed the production, gathered
around him, it is said, "a cast of players who fitted in their respective scenes
as if they had been born to crime."
According to reports, thirty-five hundred people were filmed in this production of "The Gray Brother," many of
the scenes being taken within prison
walls with the prisoners themselves assisting in the visualization of conditions.
New

Blackton-Pathe Release Booked Fast
Not since the days when he produced
"Womanhood" and "The Battle Cry of
Peace," has Commodore J. Stuart
Blackton produced such a box office
winner as "My Husband's Other
Wife,"
the third
announcement
made by
Pathe. inThe
of the Blackton
series for release by Pathe, the first of
the new year, is said to be booking
rapidly in every territory; and in New
York City virtually ever^ prominent
theatre on Broadway from 59th Street
to 180th Street is reported to have
booked the feature. Sylvia Breamer
and Robert Gordon are co-starred in
the offering, with Warren Chandler
playing an important part in the support.

Leah

Baird's Company
in Florida
Leah Baird, Arthur F. Beck, her
producer, and her company of fourteen prominent players have arrived
at Tampa, Fla., to enact some of the
important outdoor scenes in her forthcoming W. W. Hodkinson release,
"Cynthia - of - the - Minute," by Louis
Joseph Vance, under the direction of
Perry Vekroff. On her way South
from New York the star detrained at
Washington on Friday to make a personal appearance at Tom Moore's
Strand Theatre in conjunction with
his presentation of "The Capitol,"
Miss Baird's current success.

Picture

Newt

Editorial Calls Chaplir
Real National Asset
What Charles Chaplin declares to b<
the highest honor ever paid him is ai
editorial in a recent issue of the Chi
cago Tribune, published during th
first run presentations in Chicago o
"A Day's Pleasure," the fourth of hi
productions for First National Exhi
bitors' Circuit.
The editorial
in part
: "M
Charles
Chaplin follows,
is a matter
of seriou
concern in this democracy. He is th
corn and circuses of the republic. H
is distributed and presented to mair
tain that general good humor upo
which the safety of empire, autocrat
or democratic, rests.
" Mr. Chaplin has been the salv:
tion of us masses. He has been th
pink in life. He has made the millior
laugh and laughing millions are sa
millions. With Mr. Chaplin in li
arena we knew that the republic w:
safe, and lean and hungry- Cassit
could not plot successfully against tl
security of principles and institutioi
necessary to the well-being of tl
American nation."
Robertson-Cole

This portrait study of the Russian star shows her in the role of Sigfrid Fersen in
Chas. Bryant's Adaptation, A. R. Wylie's dramatic novel

in Tri

of Albany Theatres
Three of Robertson-Cole Superi'
Pictures were first run attractions
the leading motion picture temples
Albany during the first three days »
last week. The first offerings of tii
silent variety for Proctor's Harmaic
Bleeker Hall was "The Tong Ma
the Sessue Hayakawa melodrama.
Proctor's Leland was a popular s
with the showing of "The Blue Ba
dana," starring William Desmond.
"Beckoning Roads," the Decemh
Robertson-Cole release, starring Be
Barriscale, went over big at the t>
bany Theatre.
Universal-Century

First

of

Drew

Series

Coi

Filmed

of the " After
Julian Street, Author
Thirty " Comics, Is Well-Known Writer
"Street's contribution to Colliers of
MRS. SIDNEY DREW has just
completed "The Charming Mrs. a series of articles entitled, ' Abroad at
Chase," first of her series of "After Home,' won him national repute. He
Thirty" comedies, adapted from the visited practically every big city in the
stories by Julian Street, in which John United States, and in his series,
Cumberland is starred. Production of 'reached the heart' of these cities.
"The author believes in taking his
the initial two-reel Drew comedy was
started more than a month ago.
characters and developing them, rather
In its report on "The Charming Mrs. than the plot, assuming that it is the
Chase," the Pathe Exchange devotes unfolding of their lives that count
considerable space to the past accom- most. He does, however, also inject
plishments of Mr. Street, the author sufficient plot into his article to warrant amaintenance of interest and susof the story. "Julian Street," says the
Pathe report, "author of stories with
which Mrs. Drew is working, is one
of America's most famous short-storj'
writers. Two of his ' After Thirty ' se- Giegerich Leaves Vitaries appeared
McClurc's
magazine,
Write
Will announces
and the
three in
ensuing
subjects
ran in
graph
Charles
J. ;Giegerich
thai
the Saturday Evening Post.
he pense."
will sever his connection wit'ii
"In addition to his 'After Thirty'
West Coast studio on Janseries, Mr. Street is known to literary Vitagraph's
uary 4 and will devote himself to the
patrons through his contributions to writing of original stories for production. Mr. Giegerich has been assoAmerican, McClnre's, Saturday Evenciated in the past with Guy Empey,
ing Post, Cosmopolitan, Colliers and
other big magazines. He also collab- the Universal Film, and the four
orated with Booth Tarkington in the pioneer companies, Vitagraph. Lubin.
writing of the celebrated stage play, Selig, and Essanay, in the capacity of
' The Country Cousin.'
publicist.

ics in Heavv Demand'
Universal reports that " Naugl
Lions and Wild Men " have bt
booked at the Capitol theatre, N
York; and that "A Baby Doll B:
dit," featuring Mrs. Joe Martin, 1
been scheduled for the Loew circ
These pictures are two of the U
versal-Century comedies, which :
reported by Universal to be produc
a heavy demand throughout the co' •
try. Mr. Loew is said to have m: '■
provisions to take the remainder
the series to be produced.

Fair, dimpled L;. . . .ker in epis
2 of "A Grossman
Million Reward."
Pictures, produced
Inc.

January
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Continue

Heavy on " Blind
Husbands "
I
" Blind Husbands," the Universal' Jewel production featuring Francelia
Billington, written and directed by
,' Eric Von Stroheim, continues to be
' booked heavily in all quarters. The
^ Fox Theatres, New York City, booked
" Blind Husbands " for forty-two
' days; the Western Greater Theatre
] Company took it for twenty-eight
'I days; the Meyer & Schneider Circuit
" for twenty-two days; Fitzgerald &
^ McElroy's Michigan Circuit sevcn^ teen days; the Consolidated Amusetnent Company, fifteen days.
The Imperial theatre, San Francisco,
ran the film for two weeks; at Zieg" feld's, Chicago, it had fourteen days;
^ »t the Dundas theatre, Hamilton, Can' ida, it ran twelve days. A host of
■ Jther theatres ran it for two weeks,
t is stated. Among the houses bookJack Dempsey entertains a few friends in between times of his arduous labor of being a screen star for Pathe. Others of the
^ ng " Blind Husbands " for seven days,
company are pugilists while some are just ordinary actors
' were : The S:rand, Buflfalo ; Fays,
:^ Rochester ; Casino, Chicago; Alajestic,
^Oolumbus; Strand, Cincinnati; Dayon, Dayton ; Liberty, Youngstown ;
The Strand, Akron ; The American,
""cnver; The Superba, San Diego; Pathe
Role
r's
Protecto
Assumes
Frecbcrg,
Mo.; Crystal,
Joliet, 111.;
10 Lyceum, Winnipeg; The Rialto,
issued, Pathe Styles Itself as Friend of .Melrose, Melrose Pk., 111. ; Lyric, East
just
ent
a statem
. vVashington ; The Capitol, New York ; INExchan
ge, Inc., represents itself as
Chicago, Ind. ; Bluebird, Magnum,
^ uid The Rex, Racine.
the steadfast friend of the smallthe Small-Town
Okla. ; Arrow, Broken Bow, Okla. ;
town exhibitor, floundering helplessly
Exhibitor
between the opposing forces that
Cozy, Checotah, Okla. ; Goodtime, BalSelznick
Begins Zena
timore ;Gopher, Minneapolis ; Agate,
e to gain control of the motion- ditorium, Highlands, N. J. ; Palace, Minneapolis; Cozy, Minneapolis; New
struggl
Keefe Pictures
picture market. The statement is re- Netcong, N. J. ; Strand, Red Bank, Franklin, Minneapolis ; Waynem, Daypeated below in full :
It was announced this week from
ton ; Variety, Cincinnati ; Broadway,
"In the maze of combinations N. J. ; Star, Janesburg, N. J. ; Third
ae offices of Myron Selznick, of SelzO. ; and Auditorium, Georgeformed by producing and distributing Avenue, Watervleit, N. Y. ; Pastime, Jackson,
town, Tex.
'iiick Pictures, that production work organizations to control the motion Iowa City ; Variety, New Orleans ;
las begun on " The Woman God picture market, both from the selling War Theatre, War, West Va. ;
"Pathe's aim has always been fair
nt," written by Sophie Irene Loeb. and exhibiting ends, the small town Princess, Boomer, W. Va. ; Berwind, play for the exhibitor, and today it is
The feature is to present Zena
Berwind, W. Va. ; Victory, Jackson, standing as strongly as ever for this
efe in the principal role, with Joe theatre owner has been compelled to O. ; McPherson, Perrington, Mich. ; object.
Pathe was the leader in the
seek
cover
at
almost
every
turn.
To
\mg opposite. The screen adaptaStrand, Holland, Mich. ; Neechwood, open booking market, and the foredefend
himself,
he
has
been
obliged
to
ion was made by Larry Trimble, who
Detroit; Lyric, Mt. Pleasant, Mich.;
sight of the great organization in movs directing the picture, with William resort to vigorous protective methods, Princess, Tohula, Miss. ; Hippodrome,
ing on the new track of distribution is
for with him it is a fight to the death.
shilling assisting.
San Francisco ; Palace, San Francisco ;
Coincidental with the beginning of
" With the aim of insuring them- Goldman, St. Louis ; New Central, evidenced by those who have folselves asteady, continued output of
ihe new Zena Keefe picture, Myron
■elznick announced that Owen Moore's high class features, distributed by an
est, " Sooner or Later," has been organization each one knows is with
ompleted and is on its screenward the exhibitor to the end, they are
lowed."
Picture
Scores
Heavily
: ourney via the cutting room. Wes- booking Pathe features solidly. They Cody
V Ruggles directed this feature.
are taking their pick of the Pathe fea" The Beloved Cheater " Breaks Records
tures for all the business of the great
for Two Days at Atlantic City is Report
distributing concern is transacted on
vlany Stars Working at the open-booking plan.
the film no doubt was one of the very
against some
the bigGarson Studio
"For months it has been noted that PLAYING
gest productions
of theof year
the best ever playing his theatre and predicted great things for the first of the
The Garson Studio at Edendale, Los the small town exhibitor has been Robertson-Cole special, "The Beloved
vngeles, now houses quite a number booking more pictures at a time than Cheater," starring Lew Cody, is re- Robertson-Cole specials for the new
ported to have broken all records at year. The theatre was especially def prominent film folks. Clara Kim- ever before. Instead of taking two or
all Young, Conway Tearle, Gareth three features from a salesman, he is the Criterion Theatre, Atlantic City,
corated for the showing of "The Beloved Cheater" and a musical program
iughes, Pauline Starke, Mary Alden, today booking from ten to fifteen at- New Jersey, two days last week. Alt
r
a
c
t
i
o
n
s
a
t
each
visit
of
a
Pathe
repthough
booked
against
three
special
in
keeping
with the tantalizing heart
Cathryn Adams, Edward M. Kimball, resentative.
first run pictures within three blocks, film added entertainment to the evenlam Sothern, Ralph Lewis, Miss
ing's program.
davenport. Winter Hall, Mildred
"In support of its assertion that it is "The Beloved Cheater" was received
After the film was shown, Mr. Cody
ieardon, Eva Novak, and Stanton receiving a large portion of the small- with auspicious greetings and when
Villiams are now busily engaged
town exhibitor's business, Pathe, in a the star, Lew Cody, made his personal
and gave an interesting talk
statement issued this week, cites appearance on Friday night another appeared
here.
on the making of the picture.
numerous instances where an exhibitor chapter in his history of success was
Officials of Robertson-Cole declare
has booked sufficient Pathe features to written.
that to-date there has not been one
last for several months in advance. In
The
Criterion
Theatre
is
situated
on
?. P.-Lasky Buys Rights other instances, exhibitors book as
the Board Walk facing the ocean. At adverse criticism on the first big 1920
to Broadway Dramas
many days Pathe service per week as the opening performance, more than special and that almost everj' film critic
the output accumulated and present 1700 men and women braved a flurry of note was loud in declaring that it
is one of the sure box office money
" The Wonderful Thing," a play by
"Irs. Lillian Trimble Bradley, is one will permit, some actually running sev- or snow and weather registered ten makers for the new year.
eral weeks solidly Pathe.
above zero and fought to get into the
f the Broadhurst dramatic properties
he motion-picture rights of which
"Exhibitors, who during the past theatre displaying "The Beloved Cheatiave been acquired for Paramount- vveek signed up virtually solidly for
er". The afternoon performances and
IVrtcraft pictures. The Famous Play- Pathe features, include : Crystal, the last evening also saw the "Standing "The Garage," Arbuckle
rs-Lasky Corporation also announces Greenville, Tex., which has booked all Room Only" sign displayed before the
Comic, Due Jan. ii
has purchased the motion-picture the big Pathe specials for the next six up-to-date film playhouse.
weeks
;
the
Grand,
San
Diego
;
Emights of " For the Defense," Elmer L.
Manager O'Keefe after the four day
Fatty Arbuckle's newest Paramountpress, Gordon, Neb. ; Star, Bayard, showing asked for return dates on
Lice's melodrama, in which Richard
Arbuckle
" The January
Garage," ILis
for release
iennett is appearing at the Playhouse. Neb. ; Washington, Philadelphia ; Au- "The Beloved Cheater". He said that scheduled comedy,
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Picture

News

Mystery and melodrama are keynotes in " The Tree of Knowledge," the Famous Players-Lasky picture starring Robert Warwick
"Copperhead" Cost
$ 1000 a Day to Film
With the distinction of being perhaps the largest production ever fihned
in the East, " The Copperhead," from
the play by Augustus Thomas, marks
an achievement in the progress of the
making of motion pictures, according to F. P. Lasky officials. In the
picture, which will be released January 25, Lionel Barrymore will be
seen in the role of Milt Shanks, the
same character in which he made his
greatest success on the stage.
Filming this great American play
cost the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation something approaching $1,000
a day. Thousands of extras, men,
women and children were employed.
United

Theatres

to Issue

25 Features in 1920
The United Picture Theatres of
America announce, through President
J. A. Berst, that they will release some
twenty-five feature productions during
the coming year. Many of these will
be produced by the United Picture
Productions Corporation which organization is now ready to begin active
work in filming, it is stated.
Star Back

on

Screen

in

Successful Play
Beatriz Michelena, who has been
seen seldom on the screen of late, has
the type of role in " The Heart of
Juanita," her latest production for
Robertson-Cole, that fits her admirably. This production, made by her
own company, is being favorably received by the leading exhibitors
throughout the country. .
Title Artist
Joins the
Selznick Forces
The Selznick Eastern studio forces
have been further augmented, it was
announced this week, by the addition
of a California title artist.
Irvin J. Martin has arrived in Fort
Lee from the Sunset State to take
charge of the Selznick Art Department at the New Jersey studios.

Harrv

ns
BegiFilm

on ''Round-Up"
Work with
Version,
Its Real Western

Scenes,

May

Surpass

AC

! IVE work is said to have been
started at the Lasky studio on
George Melford's production of "The
Round-Up," Edmund Day's stage-play,
which will be brought to the screen
as a Pararhount-Artcraft Special.
The stage version will be surpassed, it
is Ijelieved, by the Melford picture,
which will have for its setting the
real hills, valleys and mountains of
the West.
The principal interest centers in the
announcement that Roscoe Arbuckle,
the inimitable " Fatty," by special arrangement with Joseph M. Schenck,
will tuck his wide trouser legs into
typical Western boots and play '' high
comedy " as the good-natured, selfsacrificing sheriff, the featured role of
the play.
Another interesting feature of the
production concerns Tom Forman,

Rupert

the Stage

Play

who plays the juvenile lead. Forman,
it develops, wrote the scenario for
" The Round-Up " and is said to have
turned out such a finished product that
even professional scenarists were
warm in their praise. And now the
good-looking juvenile, who is recognized as an excellent actor, w-ho has
written more than one successful scenario and who has tried his hand at
assistant-directing, is looking about for
new worlds to conquer.
Meanwhile, Mr. Melford has begun
some of the scenes in which Mabel
Juliane Scott, who was engaged to
play the feminine lead, appears. Some
elaborate sets have been constructed
at the studio, but much of the production will be made at a distant locabeauty. tion characterized by its natural

Rapf

Finishei

News reached New York this wed
from the coast to the effect that How
ard Hickman,
been "directinj
Wife
Justwhoa has
"Just A Wife" for distribution as
National Picture Theatres, Inc. release
finished shooting the last scenes. Th
announcement carried the further in
formation that the production is ncn
being assembled and cut and will prob
ably be ready for shipment East i
about two weeks. This would mea"
that "Just A Wife" should reach thi
Seventh Avenue oflfices of National i
New- York about January 12.
Mabel Normand Startinj
on New Comedy
After a two months' vacation
New York, Mabel Normand, A
Goldwyn comedienne, left for tl
Culver City Studios last week. Wht
she arrives on the Coast, Miss No<
mand will find everything in re
ness for the beginning of work
her next production, which it is
nounced at the Goldwj-n offices,
be "The Girl With The Jazz Hear
a novelette bj' Robert Shannon pil
lished in Munsey's Magazine.

Hughes'FilmScreened

Special Showing of " The Cup of Fury "
Wins Praise of the Goldwvn Officials
IN a report recently received, Goldwyn announces " Since a special
showing of ' The Cup of Fury' to the
executives of the Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation and Rupert Hughes, telegrams of congratulation and appreciation have been speeding across the
wires from New York to the Culver
City sttidios, where this first production for Eminent Authors Pictures
was made under the direction of T.
Hayes Hunter.
" Helcne Chadwick, who plays the
part of Mamise, is singled out for special praise. She had a wonderful acting opportunity and made the most of
every scene in a series of picturesque
situations. Mamise is first a vaudeville actress, then a society girl of London, a stenographer, and an assistant
riveter in the ship yards of a great
American
concern.
RocklifTe Fel-

lowes plaNs opposite Miss Chadwick.
Others in the cast are Herbert Standing, Sidney Ainsworth, Kate Lester,
Frank Morgan, Florence Deshon, Clarissa Selwynne, Frank Leigh, and
Dwight Crittenden.
" Novel effects have been obtained
in the camera work that will cause a
lot of favorable comment along with
the suspense and surprise that Rupert
Hughes has kept in preparing the continuity for the screen. The building
of ships in the midst of labor troubles
and against secret intrigue is part of
this tremendous American drama. It
far surpasses anything that Rupert
Hughes has previously contributed to
the screen. The production has won
his highest endorsement. It will command the admiration of the entire motion picture public."

J. J." Tlie
(JoelMiracle
Dowling,
in
Man who
" as achieved
he appearsfan
" The Kentucky
Colonel,"
produced I
the National
Film Corp.

January
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Studios

Juanita

Hansen

Finds

Working

With
Animals
Doubtful
Pleasure
Two very notable additions have
been made to the Scenario Staff at
the Thomas H. Ince Studio by the
yoimg life, and I was very happy when
HAXSEX. now in New
JUAM
we were back again on the vessel that
York,TAand who has completed her
ment of Bayard V'eillcr and
engage
carried us back to America. Would I
Louis Joseph Vance. The former, who role as the leading character in the
like to do it all over again? Well, I
is author of "Within the Law," "The wild animal serial, "The Lost City,"
can
hardly answer that question. But
d
the
by
release
being
now
is
which
nth
Chair," and several other
Thirtee
Stage and screen successes, is to create Warner Brothers, when asked to tell
one thing is certain — I am glad now
vehicles for Ince stars exchisively. Mr. of her experience during the making of
that I had that thrilling experience and
Veiller has arrived at Culver City and the popular serial, replied :—
more than gratified since I have witis now at work on his first plays writnessed the result of it upon the screen."
"When I signed my contract to apten especially for the screen.
Miss Hansen is taking a wellpear
in
'The
Lost
City,'
and
Col.
Selig
Mr. Vance has also arrived at Cul- handed me the script to take home and
deserved rest since the completion of
ver City and is working on his first read, I was very happy, but after I
"The Lost City," and will remain here
in New York indefinitely.
story. Vance, it will be remembered, finished reading it I was half ready to
is the author of " Lone Wolf " which resign my role if its fulfillment proved
The production, which will be rewas produced by Mr. Ince several nearly as hazardous as it looked in the
leased shortly throughout the country,
months ago. Later, the Vance story, story ; however, I became determined
will be offered in fifteen distinct episodes, one each week. Elephants,
"False Faces" was produced by Mr. and set my mind on fulfilling my part
Ince and proved to be highly success- of the contract at any cost.
tigers, lions, camels, alligators, and
ful. The stories written by Mr. Vance
Juanitaproduced
Hansen, bystarWarner
of " TheBrothers
Lost City," many other beasts of the jungle, all
we journeyed to the locale of
will be for special production, to be the"After
story and had entered upon the first rock while Mr. Chesebro, who worked enter intcj the telling of this exciting
released under the brand name of Ince- stage of the trip to the jungle, I began
photo-sensation; and because of its
Vancc production. Mr. Vance has been to lose my fear of the strange looking opposite me, was to lasso the beast in acute realism, the giant thrills that
identified with the industry in every natives who accompanied us, and by mid-air. But I had already learned have been crowded into it, this extracapacity, with the exception of that of the time the camera was ready to that Mr. Chesebro had mastered the
ordinary film serial will undoubtedly
an actor, and produced several pic- 'shoot' the first scene of the picture, art of lassoing to the extent that I felt prove the most phenomenally successtures for Paramount about two years I had already witnessed the natives, confident that he could throw the rope
ful of any yet that has been offered to
about the neck of the beast before it the lovers of thrilling photoplays.
ago.
women
as
well
as
men,
advance
fearcould reach me. When the scene was
After many thrilUng experiences,
toward snarling beasts and aid
Director Irvin Willat and Star Hobart in theirlessly
'shot,' however, and the anicapture, again and again barely actually
mal was caught after its spring at me,
Bosworth have completed the sea escaping their savage attacks, and all
Brunton Studios
I was not acting, for when you will see
;ocnes for the submarine pictures "Be- without the least sign of fear.
this particular scene you will be conA)W the Surface," at Catalina Islands,
vinced that the expression of fear on
"It shamed me to feel that I, loo,
The Charles Ray company, which is
being directed by Jerome Storm, spent could not ignore that feeling of fear my
face
was real in every sense, I can
assure you.
ROYa special
CLE-MENTS
now editing
the week at Los Nietos, California, that swept over me at the first sign
productionis filmed
at the
"To be truthful about it all, I guess Robert Brunton Studios starring
where they used two complete trains of warning of an approaching animal.
of the Santa Fe Railroad for several It was the sight of the natives fear- it was pride more than anything else Mitchell Lewis. It is an adaptation
lessly, but with exact precision and that conquered my fear, for I felt that
from the novel " King Spruce " and
days in the filming of scenes for Ray's safety trapping these wild specimens, if those dusky native girls could risk will
be released under that name. Mr.
last Ince picture, "Homer Comes that finally enabled me to shake off that their lives in such an unconcerned
Clements
has not definitely decided on
peoextra
hundred
terrible
feeling
of
fear,
and
I
soon
one
About
IHome."
a white girl could hardly af- any plan for releasing this production.
' pie were required for these scenes, and began to experience a sense of reliance manner,
ford to show cowardice. So I finally
rtie location being quite a distance from
them that eventually left me with finished the entire fifteen episodes with Mignon Anderson is the leading womLos Angeles, made the filming of this upon
an opposite Mitchell Lewis. Melsection of the film very expensive for an assurance of safety almost as great only one serious mishap — when one of
bourne McDowell takes the leading
as
if
I
was
merely
watching
the
same
the
leopards
really
did
get
a
little
character role and an ingenue part is
the producer.
Thomas H. Ince has added two new caged beasts at a circus.
closer than it was intended and man- taken by Betty Wales. Joe Ray is
aged to sink its claws into my arm juvenile of the picture.
■'I will not deny that some of the
men to his staff in the persons of Bernard F. McElroy and Hunt Stromberg. things I was called upon to do caused and shoulder — but it was not serious,
Mitchell Lew^is, following the comMr. McElroy will serve in the capacity shivers to go up and down my spine. and I w^as able to continue my work
pletion of his work in the film, went
of personal representative of Mr. Ince. For instance, I was called upon to ex- very soon after.
east
for
a short trip but plans to be
pose myself to the attack of a leopard
"I can really say that it was the most back in Los Angeles by the latter part
He has had an interesting career in
who
was
to
spring
at
me
from
a
high
exciting
period
of
adventure
in
my
newspaper work and this has taken him
of January when it is expected work
to all parts of the w orld, where he had
will be started on the Jack London
various experiences as soldier, sailor,
stories at the Metro Studios.
I miner and soldier of fortune.
Robert Brunton has selected " One
Hunt Stromberg comes to the Ince
Week End" as the next vehicle for
organization from the position of diJack Kerrigan and work of filming
rector of publicity advertising and exthis story of New York society life
ploitation from Select Pictures Corhas been started. Fritzi Brunette who
poration inNew York. As head of the
has played opposite Kerrigan in six
Ince publicity staff he will inaugurate
previous productions has been engaged
a co-operative system of serving exhibin this capacity for the coming film.
itors and editors with news of the Ince
Others in the cast will be Lillie Leslie,
producing staff and productions, and
Emmett King, John Steppling and
plans to inaugurate a folder designed
others. Ernest C. Warde, who has dito keep the public informed of activirected several Kerrigan pictures, will
ties of Ince people and news of combe in charge of producing this film.
ing pictures. Stromberg is a former
Robert Brunton and Pathe Exnewspaper and advertising man.
changes, Inc., have taken out a $60,Entry has been made in the Thomas
000 insurance policy on Jack Dempsey,
H. Ince $50,000 Trans-Pacific flight to
champion heavyweight pugilist, to be
Australia by Sir Captain Arthur
effective during the making of the
Whitten Brown, who flew across the
fifteen episode serial now in producAtlantic in sixteen hours and twelve
tion.
minutes. Brown recently visited the
Ince Studios at Culver City and officially entered his name as a contestant to go across the Pacific by air^ The earliest reviews on
plane. While at the studio; he was
invited to inspect the Ince aviation field
at Venice and pronounced it a perfect
pictures.
place from which to "hop off" on a Why should Sammy Burns look so mournful and Marion Warner so prim ? They are
trip across the Pacific.
both working in King Cole comedies at Dongan Hills, S. I.
qPage 909.
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Winner
Idea
Exploitation
Equity
dreds
of
dollars
and portends excepMENT is entertain- Direct Campaign in City
ENTERTAIN
tional results in the entire territory.
ment and exploitation exploitaWhere Picture Runs
'Worth remarking upon preliminary
tion, but when the two are alto the Pittsburg showing, was the
lied— they form an unconquerable comProves
Its
Value
binato.
daily paper results secured by Mr.
Connelly of the Grand and Samuel
In the midst of the present treSivitz of the Clarke and Rowland ofmendous wave of money spending on
fices. On Sunday, January 4, the five
national campaigns, it is well worth
newspapers published that day in
while in the belief of Equity Pictures
Pittsburg, carried from five to eight
Corporation to note the exception.
stories each on the engagement, and
Equity Pictures Corporation, one of
from three to five pictures of Miss
the new big producing and distributYoung or scenes from the play.
ing concerns has taken as its maxim
The Woodlawn theatre at Chicago,
for the present season, to do what adthe first residence house to play
vertising and exploitation it does, out" Eyes of Youth " following the loop
side of ambitious trade paper camengagement, was forced to play midpaigns directly in towns and in only
night shows to take care of the holdsuch instances as will couple the money
out crowds and no less than five
spent with the theatre at which one of
houses gave midnight performances
Equity's productions is announced for
New Year's Day to capacity crowds.
presentation.
And this policy is said to be reaping
At Atlanta, where " Eyes of Youth "
opened for an indefinite engagement
its fruits.
at the Criterion theatre, more people
attended the opening day than during
Harry Reichenbach,
head ofhas
Equity's
exploitation
department,
been
any one day in its history and the secClara
Kimball
Young
and
Conway
Tearle
struggling for years to experiment
ond day fell off less than two per cent.
with a pet idea — viz., to follow a print in " The Forbidden Woman," an Equity Reports from Atlanta as the week
of some subject, from town to town
picture
state that the house record will
and use in each succeeding place, the came Louisville where The Big Fea- goes,
be broken by almost fifty per cent.
better elements of exploitation from
ture Rights Corporation got behind
Portland, Oregon, sent a voluntary
the preceding towns. And after eight the preliminary work with a zest and
wire to the New York office of Equity
weeks of this form of absolutely di- the result was that Christmas week, that never in the history of the city
rect co-operation, the following finan- one of the real bad weeks of the year, had such business been enjoyed as that
cial results are announced as having universally, was converted into a recbeen achieved in various places.
ord breaker at the Strand theatre and which " Eyes of Youth " attracted and
that it would be given return bookChicago, having been the first to the picture " Eyes of Youth " is being
ings in every town in the Northwest.
returned
to
the
same
house
for
an
open, received initial attention from additional run.
The same story was heard at CleveEquity and the report from this city
land, where after playing two houses
nas already been broadly published.
Pittsburg, where the Million Dollar simultaneously, in the heart of the
The first Equity picture, " Eyes of Grand and Rowland & Clarke's Lib- city, " Eyes of Youth " was brought
erty' theatres ran the film day and back to one of the houses for a reYouth," broke records at Chicago,
while other nationally advertised films date, an unusual activity, business expeat booking, then played another
were being taken oflf mid-week, then
ceeded expectations by many hun- house directly across the street.

Bruznova
G the increased interFOLLOWIN
est aroused by the far flung national trade paper campaign being
conducted in behalf of Selznick Pictures, included in which are the Herbert Kaufman Weekly subjects filmed
wn writer's editorfrom theit widely kno
ials, was announced this week by
Lewis J. Selznick that Madame Halina
Bruznova is to have the leading role in
the second Kaufman Weekly, "The
Faded Butterfly." This subject is now
in the process of production at the
Fort Lee studios, and upon release
will be distributed by Select.
Appearing with Madame Bruznova,
in the leading male role of " The
Faded Butterfly," is Warren Chandler.
Little Helen Reinecke, child actress
who has appeared in several Selznick
productions, and who has been credited with unusual success, is to appear in this picture as the daughter.
The first Kaufman Weekly, "Little
Red Riding Hood," has gone through
the cutting room, emerging from the
process in what is announced as " first
class condition" and pronounced excellent to show on the screen of every
motion picture theatre in this or any
other country.
The third Kaufman Weekly is sched-

in

Kaufman

Weekly
hibitor this pubHshed fact is pointed
Third of Writer's Crea- out as worthy of special attention.
tion Will Shortly
In the production of the Kaufman
be Started
Weekly subjects it is declared that the
same attention is given as in the filming of Selznick features. Many imuled as " Puppy Love," and is exprovements inproduction facilities are
pected to be well under way shortly announced at the Fort Lee studios, and
at the Fort Lee studios.
additional experts and artists have
In connection with the national ad- been added to the production staff.
vertising on the Kaufman weekly,
Lewis J. Selznick used four full pages
in the Saturday Evening Post of December 27, thereby fulfilling his pur- Alice Joyce and Marpose to create audiences for the exmont Lead Cotillion
hibitors even before the release of the
Alice Joyce, her leading man, Percy
first subject, "Little Red Riding Marmont, and the rest of the company
Hood." It would be a hard matter,
probably to find anywhere in the coun- of principals who are now in New
try a person who has not read faith- Orleans filming exteriors on " The
fully the Kaufman editorials, and who Sporting Duchess," celebrated New
will fail to attend any theatre pre- Year's Eve by having a cotillion, which
senting the subjects. The Chicago was led by the star and her leading
Tribune, in referring to Herbert man. The principals in this company
Kaufman, said : " It may be doubted have been employed on " The Sporting
if any man before him ever had so Duchess " for many weeks, in Vitagraph's endeavor to give the story an
many readers in his own time."
presentation, so that they
In Mr. Selznick's message to the adequate
have all become acquainted and very
public, through the nationally and internationally read magazines and friendly with one another and the
periodicals, it was especially accented cotillion was in the nature of a family
that the millions who have followed
Added interest in the occasion was
Herbert Kaufman during the past party.
decade will now find concentrated in caused by the wearing of their picture
their local theatre the full range of his costumes by all the members of the
genius. As a real first aid to the ex- cast.
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" I know just the man for this
part —tell
but Horace
I forget Williams,
his name,"who
he
will
casts Metro productions.
" What does he look like?"
Williams asks. He has a remarkable mental card index of
screen players. . Then Director
Ingram's training in the Art
Student's League comes in
handy. He seizes a scrap of
paper fileand
sketches
a head,
proand full
face.
Williams
looks at it.
" Oh yes,
Frank
he
exclaims
— and
getsPatootie!"
that actor
on Thus
the 'phone!
do art and business mix.

" Hawk's

Trail " Shown!

in Several Territories
Louis Burston, president of Burstor
Films, Inc., has announced the releas« 1
of "The Hawk's Trail", his latest seria
de luxe to the state rights market
through the W. H. Productions Cc
Already the serial is said to have beei
received well in the middle western
southern and coast states where mud
territory has been disposed of.
"The Hawk's Trail" is said to giv
promise of becoming even more sue
cessful than its predecessors, all o
which were directed and supervised b
Mr. Burston.
Corinne

Griffith Finishe

Newspaper Film
Corinne Griffith has complete
"Deadline at Eleven," the newspape
story, which will be her Vitagrap
feature to follow "Human Collateral,
released this month. This is her fin
picture made under the direction c
George Fawcett, her new director, wh
is said to have maintained the new;
paper atmosphere to a marked degre^
The story was written by Ruth Byers,
newspaper woman, and adapted to tt
screen by Lucien Hubbard, for mar
years a newspaper editor, it is said.

The lady of the hollyhocks is Carl
Schramm,
" The ofiFering
Return <
Tarzan,"heroine
Numa ofPictures
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Supreme

Comics Maintain Standard

" Hearts and Diamonds," the current Supreme Comedy released by
Robertson-Cole is considered one oi
the best turned out by the Southern
California Producing Company. The
^tory is from the pen of W. Scoti
Uarling and was directed by William
Ikauding one of the best short subject pilots in the game today. KatFerine Lewis and James Liddy are fea;ured in this laugh thriller.
In speaking of " Hearts and Dianonds," Mr. Beauding commented.
We are doing our very best to give
clean, wholesome, comedy and I believe our policy has been vindicated
by the manner in which Supreme Comedies have gone over during the past
three months. We have the stars who
nu. produced and the best comedy scenario
writers that money could assemble are
with us."
0\\1

nit
10 gn
all I

Film Planned to Supplement Text Books
A far-reaching plan for the introduction into the schools of systematic
series of instructional films as supplements to standard text books is being
rapidly developed by the Educational
Department of the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company, in cooperation with D. Appleton and Company,
school book publishers. The first of
the series is to be exhibited at the
February session of the National Educational Association at Qeveland,
Ohio, during the last week in February.
Under this plan films closely paralleling
the text books are to be built up in
dose co-operation with the authors of
the texts, whose names will appear on
the films as evidence of correctness and
authenticity.

Three players? No, only two. Both the centre and right hand illustrations are pictures of Harvey Clark as he is and as he
appears (centre) in " Eve in Exile," produced by the Amer ican Film Co., Inc., and released by Pathe. The lady is
Violet Palmer, also a member of the cast of " Eve "

American's
Inc.,
Film Compan
' issue
will
shortly
anothery,superICAN
AMER
feature in which William Russell
enacts the leading male role. It bears
the title, "The Valley of Tomorrow,"
and is said by the reviewers who have
seen it at private advance showings to
I)C' fully as powerful if not even more
g than
grippin
was "Six
Feet Four,"
ng Russell
the precedi
subject.

"The Valley of Tomorrow" is a
story of life in the mountain fastnesses
and is enacted by a cast of specially
selected players amid scenic backgrounds of a rather unusual nature.
ishi
The majority of the exteriors were
taken in and about Lake Tahoe, famous
the world over for its scenic grandeur.
Some "shots" were obtained along the
banks of the Truckee River and they
rspipe
too will undoubtedly attract much favorable comment when the production is
l' Mary Pickford Selected
en
at
i
erni
publicly
shown.
tioD I
The basic motif of the feature is
Cast for " Pollyanna "
Dew Heretofore, according to a report optimism, showing after many trials
from the offices of the United Artists, and dramatic situations, that toMary Pickford has made suggestion
ter day. morrow will, of a certainty, be a betas to who was to play in the pictures
m which she was featured. In the
"I am positive," remarked President
case of " Pollyanna," however, says
the same report, Miss Pickford was
^iven the entire task of selecting the
cast for her forthcoming feature.
This, in the view of Miss Pickford,
"was no easy task, because the cast selected for this picture vfill have to
face thousands of exacting critics
among the public, who have long ago
become acquainted with the characters of the story in their reading of
the book. " Pollyanna " will be released on January 18th.

"The Six Best Cellars"
Received Favorably
Famous Players-Lasky reports th:
according to advices from the Coa-:
"The Six Best Cellars," starrin_
Bryant Washburn, "went big" at its
showing at the Lasky studio recently.
Elmer Harris wrote the scenario.
Donald Crisp directed, and Wanda
Hawley is the leading lady of the picture. Snappy subtitles and the good
character depiction of the members of
the cast are set forth as especially
strong points of this new comedy.

Next
Super-Feature
having seen a film in over a year in
William Russell in " The which the suspense was sustained over
such a long period. When it goes on
the theatre screen, I am certain it will
"
Tomorrow
of
Valley
Through Pathe
hold any audience spell bound in its
Samuel S. Hutchinson of American to seats. It builds up to a climax which
continues through at least two full
an interviewer, "That every exhibitor
who screened 'Six Feet Four' will find reels, and there is never an instant's
during all that period.'
'The Valley of Tomorrow' even more let-down
"The exhibitor who caters to the
to his liking. It is a story that for
suspense has seldom been equaled. very highest class of patrons — those
Strong scenes are unfolded in the early exceptionally well to do and who travel
— will book 'The Valley of
part of the very first reel — the interest extensively
Tomorrow' in a moment because of its
of the spectator is centered on 'Dab- scenic beauties.
ncy Morgan,' the hero of the tale, and
"Stephen Fox, who prepared several
from that "point on to the very end
the Russell productions in the past
there is never a let-down in the sus- of
pense element. Time and time again that proved most successful from a
the beholder may perhaps imagine that box-office standpoint, is the author of
he can guess what is going to happen 'The Valley of Tomorrow,' went on
Hutchinson, "And he himself
next, only to discover a few moments Mr.
later that he was wrong and that from adapted the story to the screen. In the
a scene that appears to be the climax role of 'Dabney Morgan,' handsome,
debonair — William Russell
of the story, he is led into a situation tearless,
has a part that fits him like a glove. He
still more powerful.
is supported by a company of carefully
"A well known critic who looked at chosen
players, among whom may be
the film a week or two ago, turned to mentioned
Mary Thurman, Harvey
me at the end of the exhibition and
Clark,
Fred
Frank Brown«aid. 'Mr. Hutchinson, I don't recall lee, Pauline Malatesta,
Curley, Frank Clark and
Lewis King. Emmett J. Flynn, known
to exhibitors as a most capable director, directed the production.
"All the usual exhibitors aids — one,
threes, sixes and twenty-four sheets —
lobby photos — campaign books — press
sheets — newspaper cuts — exploitation
stunts 01 every kind are provided and
can be secured from the American
Film Company representative at any

Claus in a bathing suit while the bathing girls give him
Al Christie plays Santa
undivided attention. The girls have nothing on— Mr. Christie or Christie comedies

Exhibitors
may view the picture at
Pathe
Exchange."
their nearest Pathe Exchange and
arranccmenis for booking can be made
w ith the American Film Company representative stationed there.
" In Search of a Sinner "
Has Been Completed
Constance Talmadge's fourth First
Xational picture, "In Search of a Sinner," from Charlotte Thompson's story
of the same name, is now being cut and
titled by Director David Kirkland,
John Emerson and Anita Loos, and is
expected to be ready for distribution
thronf,'h the First National Circuit
some time in March.
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Realart
Marie Walcamp's Party
Reports from Orient
Reports received at the Universal
offices from the Orient advise of the
progress made by Marie Walcamp's
party. The party, headed by Mr.
Henry McRae, is filming the Universal serial, "The Dragon's Net," with
Marie Walcamp doing stellar honors.
The plot of the serial takes the party
to Shanghai and then further afield to
Peking and the Gobi desert. From
there they will go to Hong Kong and
Manila, and afterwards to India,
where they will be engaged on a separate picture.
In Japan, a number of places were
used as settings for. parts of the serial.
Yokohama, Tokio and Kamakura, all
are said to play parts in the picture;
while Miss Walcamp, in the character
of a pilgrim acted one episode with the
great Daubutsu as an important part
of the background, it is stated.
Pathe Opens Up a New
Exchange in Boston
With business in the New England
territory reported to be increasing
steadily for months past, Pathe Exchange, Inc., has been compelled, it is
said, to open new quarters in Boston.
An entire thtee-story building in Stanhope street, in the heart of the Hub
film district, has been taken over, and
equipped as a modern and thoroughly
efficient motion-picture exchange
building.
■ Every comfort for the patrons of
Pathe rs said to have been provided.
For fhe convenience of exhibitors who
visit Boston to book their pictures
Pathe has provided a reception room,
'which any exhibitor can make his
headquarters during his stay in the
Hub, it is stated.
British

Ace

Becomes

a

Pathe Representative
Pathe announces that Bob Bartley,
who achieved considerable notice for
his exploits during the war as an
aviator of the Royal Flying Corps, has
just been engaged by the Pathe Exchange, Inc., as a special feature representative. Announcement of the
territory that he will cover will be
made, it is said, in a few days.

Thomas Heffron, who is directing Robert Warwick's new picture for ParamountArtcraft release, " Thou Art the Man "

Los

" Handsome Jack " Kerrigan in his latest feature for Roljert Brunton,

Kerrigan

in

New

' Line Sparks "

Production

Brunton Studios Announce " Live Sparks,"
Which Will Be Released in Mid-January
his way out with his girl companion
Cor- when a squad of bluecoats raid the
KINesSON
HOD
n announc
THE W. W. poratio
for midJanuary release J. Warren Ker- place. Through his good nature and
rigan's fourth Robert Brunton produc- exaggerated sense of chivalry he is led
tion, "Live Sparks," a delightful into an engagement with a girl who has
comedy-drama of the Texas oil fields, an eye on his millions. Then a pair
prints of which were shipped this week of unprincipled oil promoters attempt
to trick him out of valuable oil lands.
to all Hodkinson exchanges.
As a storj' " Live Sparks " is said Neil goes after the grafters, upsets
to leave little room for improvement. their game and meets the girl of his
The Hodkinson offices say it has dreams. He contrives a break with his
rollicking humor, drama, cohesive ac- designing fiancee and brings the story
tion and a striking plot and that as a to an end with the righ girl nodding
production it is remarkable for tech- " Yes."
The new Kerrigan picture, directed
nical finish, clear photography and
by
Ernest C. Warde, who supervised
cleverpanycasting.
Mr. Kerrigan's
comincludes Fritzie
Brunette, Joseph
the production of all Kerrigan-Brunton
J. Bowling, Arthur Millette, John vehicles, is from the pen of Caroline
Steppling,
Roy Laidlaw and Mary Jane Sayre, the well-known fiction author,
Irving.
who lists among her successes " Kentucky Lew," " Missouri Folk " and
" Neil
Sparks
is The
suitedleading
to the role
star.of He
is seen
as a" " Sold."
A number of pre-release engagelively young millionaire with a decided
faculty for getting himself into one
ments of " Live Sparks " have been
scrape after another. He attends an contracted for by big exhibitors in the
illegal prizefight and is forced to fight Chicago and San Francisco territories.

Ibanez'
Novel
Being
Prepared
June Mathis Returns to Metro Studio
After Conference with Author in East
from the European angle. He readily
JUNE MATHIS has returned to understood our technical terms too.
ood,
Hollyw
at the
offices possessuiteandof ,taken
sion of her newCal.,
" Blasco Ibanez is widely travelled.
Metro studios. The first work of the He described conditions in South
young scenario chief will be the America, where some of the scenes in
'The Four Horsemen' are laid, and
adaptation of the novel, " The Four
of the tango days in pre-war
Horsemen of the Apocalypse," to told
which she brings the inspiration of Paris when he was living there.
" He assured me he was certain that
personal suggestions from Vicente
Blasco Ibanez, the author whom she whatever I did with the novel would
met in Chicago while en route from be all right. The novelist recalled
New York to the Pacific Coast.
that I had picturized ' Out of the Fog,'
" Senor Ibanez made several won- and was responsible for ' To Hell With
derfully inspirational suggestions,
Kaiser.' He was so good as to
very clever and very valuable, for the
assure me that the woman who had
eflfects in the motion picture production," said Miss Mathis. " In fact, written those scenarios must be ' all
he showed a remarkable knowledge of right ' to picturize ' The Four Horsethe making of motion pictures, at least
men of the .\pocalypse.' "

Picture

New

to Build Larg
change
Angeles Ex-

Realart Pictures Corporation is
build a $100,000 structure in Los Ai
geles to house its local exchange. Tl
acquisition by Realart of its own buil<
ing, which is planned to be modern
every detail, is cited as being in kee
ing with the rapid progress which th
corporation has made since its ince
tion six months ago, and as substa:
tial indication of the compan/s inte
tion to remain a permanent factor
the motion picture industry.
Oren F. 'Woody, Los Angeles, Ma
ager for Realart, has just signed
ten-year lease on the property at 8
South Ohve Street, for the erection
the exchange building. A large frar
structure was recently removed to pe
mit the beginning of construction
Realart's new building^
The new structure is scheduled f
completion by March 1, 1920, wh'
Realart will move from its present 1
cation at 209 Knickerbocker Buildii
to the new home.
Another

Madge Kennedy Picture Soon
Judging from the number of i
quiries received at the home office
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation,
well as at the Goldwyn exchanges, e
hibitors are impatiently awaiting t
release of the next Madge Kenne
picture. It is nearly six months sir
" Strictly Confidential," the last
Miss Kennedy's starring vehicles, v,
distributed to first run theatres. Di
ing that time, the Goldwyn con
dienne took a well earned vacation
the East and then devoted ma
weeks to the production of Walh
Irwin's creation, "The Bloomi
Angel." a Saturday Evening P
story which is to be issued shortly
Charles

West

Engage

by Marshall Neilan
Charles West, who is said to be
expert portrayer of dope-fiend p;
has been selected by Marshall Xei
for the role of Peter Kirkstone, ■
opium smoking son of Judge Ki
stone, infirst
"The
River's End,"
Xeilan's
independent
productii1
released through First National.

Victor Heerinan recently engaged as •
rector for Marshall Neilan productic
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Wedding bell* ring for Roy Stewart and
Kathryn
WtlliimsTheatres,
in " Just
Wife," a
National Picture
Inc.a production
Edith Hallor Figures on
Selznick Schedule
During the year 1920 the Select exchanges will have for release six productions starring the well-known stage
actress, Edith Hallor. This announcement was made this week by Myron
Selznick, head of the Selznick Pictures Corporation.
The six productions will be made
by the Lawrence Weber Photoplays
company, under the supervision of
Bobby North, as Select releases. This
IS among the first big announcements
of the enlarged plans of Selznick Enterprises made this year although it
will of course be followed by many
additional interesting ones. Mr. Selznick declares that the Hallor plans will
rank among the highest class productions of the new year and that no ex;'ense in the selection of stories or in
the selection of the supporting casts
will be spared. They will in every
way, Mr. Selznick states, not only uphold the high standard set by the Select
pictures last year but will in all probability raise this standard.
Edith Hallor left New York last
week to start work at the Selznick
West Coast studios where the productions will be made.
Many Bookings for New
Read Production
The J. Parker Read production "The
Lone Wolfs Daughter" in addition to
being booked for the big Capitol
theatre. New York, the week of Jan.
18, received the following first run
bookings during the past week: The
Blackstone, Pittsburg, immediately
backed by the Rowland and Clark
chain ; the Colonial, Toledo, O. ; the
Strand, Nashville, Tenn. ; Poli's
Theatre, Wilkesbarre, Pa.; the William Penn, Chester, Pa. ; the Cosmo,
Gary, Ind. ; the Avon, Decatur, Ills. ;
the Park Champaign, Ills. ; the Empress, Ottumwa, Iowa. ; the Victor,
McKeesport,
Scranton, Pa. Pa.; Poli's Theatre,
Ruth

Chatterton

Not

To

Become Mayer Star
Ruth Chatterton will not be a Louis
B. Mayer star despite a mysterious report which is said to have gotten into
circulation to the effect that the star
had been signed. Louis B. Mayer today issued a denial that he had a contract with Miss Chatterton and declared that he did not know how the
story started or who had reported
it to various theatrical magazines.

"South
Likes
Universal
' riie Bonard,
Petal ontheStars"
the
Current.
Silvestre
writer,
picks " Mary
stalea
issued
lias
L
KRSA
l\
U-\ ineiit, reciting the popularity So. America Hails I'hem .\lacLaren as the typical American
As Fa\ oritcs (Haims
with which its stars are said to
Kirl by her work in this picture. He
writes extensively on her traits and
in. meeting in Cuba and South AmerRecent Report
compares them with the Mexican
ica. The serials are said to be special favorites in the Southern counpeculiarities. This
he
previinisiy scored ni " 1 arzan ot the girls'
tries oi the continent, and the west- Apes
says proves to the South picture
American
"
and
"
The
Romance
of
Tarer
ihund
variety
erns ul the blood-andthat the North American girl is just
appear to be the least liked, according
as romantic as her Latin sister, al" As another example of the serials' lliuugh her ideals arc expresse
i.> the L'niversal statement. The re- drawing-powers
d difin
the
Latin
counpurt follows in lull:
ferently. He is sincere in his. praise
tries,
L'niversal
picture.
the
for
is
in
receipt
of that
advices from Brazil to the eflfect
" l'niversal favorites arc nut with"In Argentina Priscilla Dean made
out honor in other countries. From after The Broken Coin had been cirCuba comes the news of a popularity
culated about the country for four a sweeping hit with her clever porcontest run by the Roleaux magazine years, it was re-booked at a Rio de
trayal in 'The
ar.'
Miss Dean
zan."
also Silk
has Lined
found Burgl
a warm
in which many prominent American Janiero
house and the phenomenal
screen stars were contestants. Eddie crowd blocked street car tralTic in front spot in the South American's heart.
Her pictures are displayed in all the
Polo was the winner, beating by 500 of the house.
local periodicals and always are capvotes Pearl White and William S.
" Dorothy Phillips because of her
tioned with words of commendation
Hart. Priscilla Dean and Dorothy emotiona
l acting and fiery tempera- for her scree
n work.
Phillips took second and third place
ment appeals to the warm blooded
"The South American likes breezy
respectively among the stars of the Spaniard and is well liked everywhere. west
ern pictures but have tired of the
fair sex.
In ' The Right to Happiness ' she is blood-and-thundcr variety of film For
" While the contest itself was only a taking Porto Rico by storm, as the
and brisk action in
forcesmall matter it is indicative of the suc- picture is booking a larger amount of his clean
ful Universal pictures, Harrhis
y Carey
business
than any other single pro- 's 'going
cess serials are having in South Amerbig' in all photopla houses.
ican covmtries. The Eddie Polo seduction put out by Universal. ' The
The poets have taken toy Monro
e
rials are always attended by great ap- Heart of Humanity' is also enjoying Salisbury and he
has been the theme
enormous popularity.
plause wherever they are shown.
tor numerous glowing tributes in the
" In Mexico the dramatic critic of rhymed hne. He is
■■ .-Ml l'niversal export records arc
well liked for
being broken by the successful South De El Universal, the leading news- his
work
in
'
The
Savage
,'
and in 'The
American bookings on Elmo the
paper, has found a source of comMighty featuring Elmo Lincoln, who
Desir
of
the
Moth.
e
'"
ment in Mary MacLaren's picture.

outstanding figure in the spoken drama
Clemenceau's
Novel
No
win the Qeme
debut
in
nceau Fi
story.lm
ma has
CEAU'S
MENbeen
onlyGE
phot
com- French Premier's " The
SodraCLE
GEOR
So
much
for
the
three leadin charpleted atthe New York studio of
acters inthe drama which the gmighty
Strongest "
ComFox Film Corporation, and R. A.
Cleme
nceau
has created. For the vilpleted by Fox
Walsh, the director, is busy cutting it.
lain and his clever accomplice, Jean
Some time this month this story by the
Gautier de Trigny, and his pretty wife
famous Premier of France will be reand the Belgian actor, Carlo Liten. It Georgette Gautier, both artists of inleased as a Fox special.
was the desire of the French author
ternational note were chosen. The in"The Strongest" is a drama of the
genue isTeddy Piper, who makes her
natal passions of life. It propounds a that Renee Adoree portray the charmscreen debut in the Fox production of
young heroine of "The Strongest,"
great question, "Does the soul of and ingthat
"The
Carlo
Liten
—
whose
special
gest." Other artists,
woman rule the world today?" and performances in Belgian plays in New chosen Stron
with great care for the parts all
answers it through the mind of the
in
York during the making of "The which they have proved their ability,
"Tiger of France."
Raoul A. Walsh has visualized this Strongest," has won the unstinted assure for the screen version of
story. He has put into it all his genius praise of the Metropolitan critics, in- Clemenceau's only photodrama a perfect presentation.
the part of the restrained and
for detail, all his knowledge of dra- refined terpret
Marquis.
matic values.
William Fox put into the hands of
The director has had the benefit of
The part of the steel king of the
a cast of international favorites, headed French republic required a great actor. Raoul A. Walsh unlimited money with
by the Parisian artist Renee Adoree, It was only after much persuasion that which to make "The Strongest" among
was prevailed upon to make his screen Harrison Hunte, for thirty years an the greatest of all photoplays. There
has been no financial stinting. With a
lavishness that is in keeping with so
great a story from the pen of such an
author, William Fox has put into "The
Strongest" his greatest efforts. Scenes
and sets, constructed under the watchful eye of an experienced French architect, were built at the big studio in
New York and in place of the imitation period furniture so often used in
screening chateau interiors, genuine
furniture, some of it purchased in
France and specially imported for the
production — has been used.
To the minutest detail all of the
scenes are said to represent exactly the
places pictured in the powerful story.
Nothing that is shown in this production is faked. Even the tapestries used
George Walsh and his director, Geo. Beranger, who have just finished Find the
represent an outlay of nearly $75,000.
Woman " for Fox Films

Motion
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Rothacker
Time

Norma Talmadge in her initial First National production, " A Daughter of Two
Worlds," playing theatre
this week at the Strand
Norma Talmadge Billed
at Two Broadway
Houses
A report has been received to the
effect that Norma Talmadge's last Select Picture, and first First National
Picture have been both scheduled for
their initial New York showing during
the same week at two Broadway
houses. "She Loves and Lies" will be
shown at the Rivoli, while "A Daughter of Two Worlds" is billed for the
Strand.
Goldwyn Distributes
Neat Booking Chart
During the past week Goldwyn Pictures Corporation has distributed to
exhibitors throughout the country a
practical booking chart. It is cut to
a measurement that fits conveniently
into the pocket ; the paper is of durable quality, and without any wasted
space ample room is allowed on the
well arranged pages for all the notes
that an exhibitor may wish to make
in connection with the booking of
pictures.
On the inside cover there is a complete calendar for 1920; facing this
comes a concise statement about Goldwyn's " Promise and Performance."
Engineers' Club Endorse
"Soldiers of Fortune"
Realart Pictures Corporation reports
that the Engineers' Club of Philadelphia, has officially endorsed "Soldiers
of Fortune," the Allan Dwan production, following a private showing of
the picture at its club house. This
Realart Film which was adapted from
the Richard Harding Davis story of
pioneer mining men, was dedicated by
Allan Dwan to the civil engineers of
America.
Cast in Screen Classic
Harry Van Meter has been engaged
to play Tozer in the Metro-Screen
Classic production of "Judah," the
drama by Henry Arthur Jones, in
which May Allison will be starred.

and Money

Aiming
Expended

Picture

News

High

Liberally to

Make Series the " Next
Supreme
a scenarioScenics
would be " written.
what
that's
— er
on R.
Supreme
believes Then the camera would get on the job.
Rothack
Scenic
THEWatters
he is going to present to the trade this On these expeditions there was no
year. Whether he does it or not he shooting at random at any piece of
prefers to have the exhibitors say later. scenery which looked good to the direcRight now he is only believing that
tor— every scene was a part of a carefully planned continuity.
the verdict on 1920 " Rothacker OutAmong the earlier releases will be
doors "releases will be : " They're, the
" Goat Getting," " Lamping the Lapive money,
in scenics."
superlat
Neither
brains, patience nor
landers,"The
"
Spell of the Gamecourage was spared in getting the pic- Clan," " The Rhines of the Raftsmen,"
tures for this year's " Rothacker Out- " A Little Bit of Heaven," " The Wondoors " series,
release
arrangements
derlusters," " The City Chap's Chant "
for which
will be
announced
in the and
" Where the Spray Meets the
trade papers in the near future.
In the Chicago laboratory of the
It took money to send out expeditions which required twenty and Rothacker film Mfg. Co., the technical
twenty-five pack horses to transport experts took up the work where the
them over the mountains. On some venturesome cameramen and directors
expeditions there would be a director left off. The pictures proved an inand two cameramen.
Bow." spiration tothe laboratory folk whose
Brains were " spent " right along tinting has helped to make Rothacker
with this money. On arriving in a prints noted. The result of this interritory the Rothacker men would
spiration has been some duo toning
first make a survey of the country as effects which the experts frankly adto scenic and wild game possibilities.
mit they are proud of.

Scene
from by" The
BlindnessFilmof Corp.
Youth,"
released
Foundation

Tie-Up with Publishers
for Mark Twain Film
Tarkington
Series
in March
A tie-up which is expected to prove
of much benefit to exhibitors booking
the William D. Taylor's Paramount
" Edgar " Comedies for Goldwyn Release
Artcraf t Production, " Huckleberry
Well Along; Author Titling Pictures
has been effected by the pubtional reactions of the youngster, so Finn,"licity
DIRECTOR E. MASON HOPPER
department of the Famous Playstory.
that
his
behavior
may
be
thoroughly
has completed the first two-reel
ers-Lasky Corporation with Harper &
understood.
In
the
opening
sequences
episode in the series of Booth TarkBros., publishers of Mark Twain's
ington Edgar
"
" Comedies being we are introduced to Edgar and the
family
of
which
he
is
a
part.
We
meet
made by Goldwyn Pictures CorporaOne feature of the tie-up is the pubtion at the Culver City Studios and his mother, his father, his aunts, his
lication of a special photoplay edition
the film is now being cut and edited. uncles and the " most beautiful girl
of
100,000
of "Huckleberry
Most of the titles have been supplied in the world," and through an in- Finn." Thiscopies
edition, which will be
genious arrangement of the scenes put on the market immediately, is illusby the author himself, who has adhered to the style familiar to the are shown just how these people aptrated with stills taken from the Parareaders of the Penrod and Billy
pear to a normal American boy. The mount-Artcraft picture, and on the
Baxter stories. It is announced at the opportunities for comedy and pene- jacket of each book there will be this
Goldwyn offices that distribution of
trating characterization offered in credit line : " Illustrations taken from
the Edgar pictures will be started these introductory passages have been the Paramount Artcraft photoplay
about the first of March.
utilized
to the full, it is declared by version made by the Famous Playersfilm.
With Johnny Jones in the title role, those who have seen Mr. Hopper's
supported by a company of players
Lasky Corporation."
selected with the greatest care in
As the action develops, the stories
order to assure a correct interpreta- provided by Mr. Tarkington give, Massive Interior Set in
Universal Feature
tion of Tarkington's characters, this what has never been given on the
series promises to be unique in the anA massive interior set is said to
nals of motion picture production. screen before, a veracious and humorous picture of the life of a healthy have been constructed at Universal
Not content with presenting the boy
Edgar as he appears to others, the young boy whose horizon is still City for a single sequence of scenes in
author has gone further and provided bounded by the outskirts of the town "The Beautiful Beggar," the story by
H. H. Van Loan now being produced
an insight into the mental and emo- in which he was born.
by Universal, with Priscilla Dean as
star, and Tod Browning, directing.
The set is reported a faithful reproduction of the interior of the mosque
of St. Sophia in Constantinople, and is
142 feet wide and 228 feet in length,
according to reports.

Charles Ray as he appeared in one of his early and greatest successes, " The Clodhop er " now re-issued by Triangle

Special Sales Drive on
Triangle Releases
Announcement is made by Triangle
that a special selling campaign will be
inaugurated on the Taylor Holmes and
Olive Thomas series of Triangle plays.
These include Olive Thomas in "The
Follies Girl," "Love's Prisoner,"
" Totan," and "Prudejice on Broadway." The Taylor Holmes series include "Upside Down," " A Regular
Fellow," "It's a Bear," "Taxi," and
" Three Black Eyes."

t, January
Universal
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Releases

for

Week of January 12
Universal releases for the week of
January lith include " The TriHcrs,"
in which Edith Roberts and David
Butler are featured; a Lyons-Moran,
one-reel comedy, "Some Shinimiers;"
a one-reel Okeh Komedy, ' Bill's Wife,"
featuring Ben Wilson; a Jewel, "A
Baby Doll Bandit," in which Mrs. Joe
Martin cavorts with Jimmy Adams;
another clever Century Animal
Comedy, "Naughty Lions & Wild
Men ;" and one Western, "West is
Best," with Hoot Gibson and Josephine
Hill showing us why.
The serial is twice represented in
"Hemmed In," the fourteenth episode
of "The Great Radium Mystery," featuring Eileen Sedgwick, Geo Madison
and Bob Reeves ; and in "The Kidnappers," the third episode of "The Lion
Ian," in which Kathleen O'Connor
.iiid Jack Perrin have stellar roles.
Bryant Washburn Will
Be Star in FarceComedy
With " The Six Best Cellars ' completed and in the cutting room, Bryant
■Vashburn has started the production,
under direction of James Cruze, of
Mrs. Temple's Telegram," at the
Lasky studio. The picture rights to
this farce-comedy by Frank Wyatt and
William Morris were recently purchased by Famous Players-Laskj' for
Mr. Washburn, and the play was immediately put into scenario form by
Elmer Harris. Mr. Washburn's leading woman is Wanda Hawley, and
Carmen Phillips plays the " other
girl."

A little advance information on two new Goldwyn pictures. Left, CuUen Landis, " the curly kid " of " The Girl From Outside "
in Basil King's " The Street Called Straight," and right, Milton Sill in Rex Beach's famous book and stage farce, " Going Some "

Goldwyn
Directorial
Staff
Grows
" Pinto." For many months Harry
as
tor
Claim
That
It
Is
Most
direc
the
Beaumont and Tom Moore were coRECOGX
greatXGcreative factor in
the IZI
workers.Lord
and Lady Algy,"
"
bringing a story to the screen,
Competent Force Unand realizing that the strongest plays
"
The
Gay
Lord
Quex
" and " Toby's
der Any Banner
Bow " all carry the name of Harry
ever written and the most inspired
acting may be ruined by poor direc- a reputation either as a director of Beaumont, as will Madge Kennedy's
tion, Samuel Goldwyn, president of drama or comedy.
next picture, " Two Cents Worth of
Humaneness," an original story by
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation- and
Reginald Barker's work has reached Octavus Roy Cohen.
.Abraham Lehr, vice-president, located
plane that as a compliWallace Worsley is represented in
at the Culver City Studios, have en- such amenthigh
to the director, Mr. Goldwyn
rolled what they consider as among
Goldwyn's
list of coming pictures by
the greatest force of directors ever recently ruled that pictures which he " The Street Called Straight," the first
placed under contract by any one directs shall be known as Reginald of Basil King's contributions, and
Barker Productions. Among current
company.
" The Little Shepherd of Kingdom
The work of building up the or- releases, Mr. Barker is responsible Come," the John Fox, Jr. story which
ganization of directors who will pic- for the presentation of Rex Beach's
will mark Jack Pickford's debut as a
turize the plays and novels secured by " The Girl From Outside."
T. Hayes Hunter reGoldwyn has been conducted quietly.
Frank Lloyd's experience with Gold- Goldwyncentlystar.
completed a powerful drama in
wyn has been particularly fortunate.
One by one, men who have risen to
the top of their profession have been His first production was Geraldine the picturization of Rupert Hughes' '
Farrar in " The World and Its " The Cup of Fury " and is now
added to the Goldw>Ti roster.
Attesting the quality of the minds Woman," and since then he has been working on " Earthbound," the second
behind Goldwyn Pictures today are doing unfailingly good work with of Basil King's novels.
Pauline Frederick and other stars at
such renowned names as Reginald Culver
William Parke is a veteran stage
City.
Barker, Frank Lloyd, Clarence Badger,
and picture producer who joined the
Victor Schertzinger is doing much Goldwyn forces last summer.
Victor Schertzinger, William Parke,
Wallace Worsley, T. Hayes Hunter, mand pictures as comedy hits of the
E. Mason Hopper was selected as
Tom Mills, Harry Beaumont, E. day, and is expected to provide a
the
ideal director for the Booth TarkMason Hopper and Paul Scardon. towards putting over the Mabel Norington series of Edgar Comedies.
Every member of this group has won
worthy successor to " Jinx " and

Denver Leading in First
National Race
First capitulation of the business of
each First National Exchange on the
basis of quotas established by H. O.
Schwalbe, secretar>-treasurer of the
Circuit for the Honor Office Contest
announced this week, shows that the
Denver branch, under the direction
of J. H. Ashby, its manager, leads the
field in the race for the $5,000 in cash
awards which will be made to the winning exchange men and salesmen at
the second annual convention of the
First National Sales Club, to be held
on April 22, 1920.
Frohman
Serial
Near
Completion
I HE INVISIBLE RAY," the Four Months Spent on episode was complete and in fact the
last episode was no nearer the end of a
fifteen-episode serial now in
the course of production by
'story' than the first."
"Invisible Ray";
" In ' The Invisible Ray ' we first
The Frohman Amusement CorporaShowing Soon
tion, is rapidly nearing its completion.
acquired the screen rights to a manuscript that was written in the first
After continuous
work for a period of opinion that the present popularity of
-'
<4Tweeks
sixteen
the first five episodes are serials will receive an added impetus instance for publication in a magazine
and it was only after The Frohman
in completed form and are now being
because of the fact that " The Invisible Amusement Corporation agreed to
titled and cut.
" will demonstrate that there is a
To consume sixteen weeks in the Ray
larger field and broader scope to serial compensate the author for what he is
making of five episodes is under or- photoplays than has heretofore been sacrificing by allowing the story to be
filmed before publication that the
dinary circumstances considered more conceived.
contract was closed. Then we secured
than the required time, but it is exJesse J. Goldburg, general manager the services of a physician of note to
plained inthis instance by the fact that of The Frohman Amusement Corporacollaborate with us in reducing to the
the subject of " The Invisible Ray" retion,
: " Theheretofore
rock and has
foundaquired the building of not less than
tion ofstatedserials
been level of the lay mind the many scientific matters that form a part of the
forty-seven sets of unusual construc- hair raising escapades and sensationaltion and the employment of mechanical
ism of the Simon Pure brand with lit" Every device used in the production
and scientific devices as well as an untle story and less sequence and the
is practical. By that I mean it actually
usual form of trick photography that
only thing that permitted these photo- works. Secret doors were equipped
required weeks to complete.
graphic attempts, for most of them plot.
Olive Thomas as she appears in one of
Mr. Guy McConnell, the author of were nothing more, to be entitled to with workable springs. Electrical apthe characters of " Footlights and Shadparatuses used in the picture were
the production, has expressed the the name serial was the fact that no
ows," a Selzniclc feature
practical.
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Hughesture Endorses
PicVersion of His
Work
Witli his reputation at stake, Rupert
Hughes has given his highest endorsement to the Goldwyn production of
"The Cup of Fury" under the direction of T. Hayes Hunter. In a letter to ^Ir. Goldwyn he expresses profound admiration and satisfaction.
"When I saw it, I forgot that it. was
mine," Mr. Hughes remarks, and further, "I feel that the general public
will feel quite as great a thrill as
Never have I seen a finer cast, or
I have felt."
more perfect photography. The direction of T. Hayes Hunter reveals
him as one of the foremost masters
of the new craft.
Three scenes which typify the action and thrills of "The
Invisible Hand," Vitagraph's new serial in which Antonio Moreno
is starred
Final Scenes Taken of
MacLean-May
Picture
Douglas MacLean and Doris May
have practically completed their
fourth production as co-stars for
Thomas H. Ince. They and their supporting company, directed by Lloyd
Ingraham, spent Monday on the bay
at Balboa Beach taking some water
scenes which were originally scheduled
to be taken at sea, but owing to the
heavy surf now running it was found
advisable to seek the security of the
bay.
Strong

Cast

in

Doris

Big

Demand

on

Moreno

Serial

Bookings on " The Invisible Hand " Are
Said to Surpass All Previous Records.
show chapter plays. It is being shown
e Hand,"
Invisibl
THE
Antonio
Moreno
serial, isthesaidnewto by many exhibitors who . have never
be breaking all previous records for before had a serial on their bill."
"The growing popularity of the
l)ookings in Vitagraph chapter plays.
Although the first episode was re- serial play in general and "The Invisible Hand" in particular, is especleased but little more than two weeks
ially gratifying to Albert E. Smith,
ago contracts have already been made
of Vitagraph, who has alfor its showing in a greater number president
ways been a staunch supporter of
of theatres than any other of the
chapter plaj^s, says the Vitagraph reVitagraph continued-plays, it is stated,
"He has contended, and consistently,
not excepting "Smashing Barriers,"
recently completed.
that they should be welcomed in every
theatre,
no matter how large or small,
port.
Vitagraph
that "more
than or
where located, and regardless of
5,000
theatresdeclares
throughout
the United
States and Canada are now giving the class of their clientele. Firm in
his belief that the chapter play is
weekly instalments of "The Invisible here to stay he has recently arranged
Hand" to its patrons, or have contracted to do so. It has been booked to increase Vitagraph's output of serin every big centre in this country and
ials by the formation of a new company. This will be headed by Joe
Canada. It has already been shown in
three-quarters of the theatres that Ryan and Jean Paige as co-stars."

Kenyon's
Though Doris Next
Kenyon,Picture
because of
her stellar Broadway theatrical engagement, can devote only part of her time
to acting before the camera in her
forthcoming W. W. Hodkinson release,
" The Harvest Moon," from Augustus
Thomas' famous stage play, work on
the new Deitrich-Beck production is
progressing
rapidly atN.Arthur
F. Beck's
studio at ClifTside,
J., under
the
direction of J. Searle Dawley.
Among the actors engaged to supFairbanks'
Film
Scores
port Miss Kenyon in "The Harvest New
Moon" are Wilfred Lytell, Earl
United Artists Reports Doug's Latest
Schenck, Marie Shotwell, Stuart Robto Have Won Instant Success All Over
son, Peter Lang and Grace Barton.
received at all performances, particularly the
to a report
fromDING
the offices
of the United afternoon performances, have never
Blackton Gets Big Play ACCOR
before been equalled, and it is reported
as Rawlinson Vehicle
-Artists Corporation, " When the that the week ended with the biggest
Clouds
Roll
By,"
starring
Douglas
Commodore J. Stuart Blackton, Fairbanks, is being hailed everywhere gross business in the history of the
whose productions are distributed by
laudatory manner. " ExA few of the principal theatres
Pathe, has just purchased, through Ed- in the most
hibitors from all sections," says the throughout the country that presented
gar Selden, C. Haddon Chamber's play, report, "have wired Hiram Abrams
latest Fairbanks picture during its
"The Passers-By." Mr. Blackton also their heartiest congratulations on this the
house."
stated that he had engaged Herbert production ; critics have given the pic- first
week and are said to have reportRawlinson to play the leading male
ed unprecedented business, are the folture the best reviews any Fairbanks
role. Elaborate preparations have production has ever received; and the
lowing:Coliseum at Seattle, Majestic
been made for the filming in the motion picture fans have crowded theatre at Portland, Ore. ; Tivoli theaBlackton studio in Brooklyn, it is every theatre where it has been
tre at San Francisco, McDonough
Opera House at Oakland, De Luxe
stated. "The Passers-By" will not be shown.
" From the Tivoli theatre in the theatre at San Jose, Liberty theatre at
released by Pathe until after "My
Husband's Other Wife," "Respectable West, the Criterion theatre in the Fresno, Clune's Auditorium at Los
by Proxy" and "The Blood Barrier," South, the Randolph in the North and Angeles, Criterion theatre at Atlanta,
all of which have been completed.
Palace and Columbia theatres at
the Rivoli in the East, and innumerable points between, reports have been Washington, Wizard at Baltimore,
Barbara La Marr Deely received, all to the effect that the pic- Victoria at Wilmington. Rivoli at New
ture drew capacity houses. The Al- York; Strand at Rochester; HippoWill Write for Fox
hambra theatre in Toledo wired:
drome at Buffalo, Goodwin at Newark, State Street theatre at Trenton,
Barbara La Marr Deely has been ' Doug Fairbanks in " When the
engaged by William Fox to write six Clouds Roll By " broke all house rec- Capital theatre at Elizabeth, American
stories for Gladys Brockwell. The
ords ' ; and many other houses wired at Denver, Randolph and Castle theatres at Chicago, Majestic at Detroit,
first of these will be " The Mother of similar reports. The crowds that and Stillman
at Cleveland.
jammed the Rivoli theatre. New York,
His Children," according to reports.

Gale Henry Starts Work
on New
Comic,
I
" Help "

" Help " is the title of a new t\\
reel comedy, featuring Gale Henr
work upon which started this week
the Bull's Eye studio in Hollywoc
The picture deals with a famil;
troubles in keeping a housekeep
Gale, of course, plays the part oi
the housekeeper. Tom Gibson is directing, while Billy
the comedie
port includes
Franey.nne's
Hap supH.
Ward, Blanche White, and George
Jeske.
Second
Eminent Authors
Picture Ready
Basil King's story "The Strc
Called Straight " is the photopla}
that Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
will release as the second Eminent
Authors Picture. Mr. King spent
six weeks at the Goldwyn Studios
working with Wallace Worsley, the
director of the production. Like " The
City
of Comrades."
by Basil King,
this story
has a finealsospiritual
quality;
and several branch managers have
wired to the home office the
highest praise for " The Street Called
Freight Car Serves as
Straight."
Theatre in Siberia
What is described as one of the
most unique motion picture theatres in
existence is a battered, much-traveled,
American-made freight car which has
been barnstorming around Siberia during a great part of the past year. This
traveling "theatre" is part of the
equipment of the Community Motion
Picture Bureau, a New York non-theatrical distributing organization which
is under government contract to show
all films to American soldiers, sailors,
and marines on active dutv.

Cast
Swift"
Has for
Been"Capt.
Completed
Earle \\"illiams' supporting cast for
"Capt. Swift," his next Vitagraph
feature, has been completed. It will
include Florence Dixon, who will play
opposite Mr. Williams, Alice Calhoun,
Adelaide Prince, Edward Martindale,
Downing Clarke, Barn,' Baxter, Jame?
O'Neil and Hebert Pattee.
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Contest
for
Lobby
Displays
Universal Aniioiinccs Prizes Will Be
Given

A view of Pathe's
Brca<'new
way electric sign on
Pathe

Frects

Flectric

Exhibitors

EN'ERV exhibitor knows the value of
attractive lobby display. The finest
posters and the cleverest ads will not
attract the attention of the passerby as
will some unusual exploitation stunt
tried out in the entrance of the
theatre. While most of the exhibitors
know this, many of them have been
backward in utilizing this sort of advertising to its best advantage, even
though it always brings them additional business.
To encourage bigger, better and
more original ideas in the lobby exploitation of pictures, Universal will
offer prizes for the best displays of
this kind arranged by any exhibitor in
this country on any one of the Universal Big Money Twelve Pictures.

for Best Displays
The initial . prize will be $100 and
will be awarded for the best display in
the first three months of the contest.
Kx:hibitors in sending in photograph ^
will accompany same with a brief letter touching on the etTcctivcness of thelobby decoration in gelling extra business for the house, and also mention
whaf addiilonal exploitation work wa>
done to put over the picture. These
letters will be considered in arrivini;
at the award.
The Universal publicity deparlmcm
announces that it is prepared to offer
suggestions for dressing of lobbies, to
any exhibitor who may require advice.
Hundreds of photographs of disi)lays
are at the various exchanges for reference of the exhibitor who is looking for ideas.

Sign on Broadway
Pathe announces the erection of a
new electric sign on the top of the
Greenwich Bank building at the corner of 45th street and Broadway. The
feature of the display is a large crowing rooster whose wings flash brilliantly above the crows in the street Ralph
Ince
in Leading
Role
below. Provision is made for a
Former
Director
Will
Return
to
Star■: at monthly change in the subject to be
roosters is to rebut thefactor.
jil^playedmain a up,
permanent
This month
dom in Selnzick's "The Law Bringers"
rectors to join the Eastern organizaACCORDING to an announcement
tion of Selznick, and prior to that time
received
from
the Selznick offices,
,j^|Harold
Lloyd's
advertising
spacetwo-reelcrs occupy the
Ralph Ince is again to have the leading had been active on the West Coast.
part in a screen production. " The Law Having been associated with the most
Old Bowery Lives Again Bringers," one of the new Selznick successful stage stars, and having made
an exhaustive stud}- of motion picture
pictures,
as luce's
in returninisg toto serve
the screen
as anvehicle
actor. technique, he is considered to be well^jj^ in Universal Picture
Universal announces that those of
"The Law Bringers" is a story of fitted to assume the directorship as
us who have a weakness for O. Hen- the great Northwest, written by G. V. well as the leading part in a screen
drama.
ry's tales of little Old New York are Lancaster. It is now being put into
r^oing to experience a real treat in the scenario form by Edward Montaigne.
The followers of pictures will probcoming Universal attrac:ion, called Practically every scene in the story is
recall productions
many of Mr.inInce's
fulablyscreen
which successhe had
The Prince of Avenue A." This latest laid in the Northwest, and every scene
tee Vehicle for James J. Corbett is said to in the pictured version of the story will the leading role, and the reputation he
tJa) depict vividly all of the old character- be taken in that country. " A special has achieved will do much to further
i:oi istics of the Bowery as it appeared in cast and producing staff is being se- his popularity as a star, it is hoped.
'5cn the days of the horse-cars. The suplected byMr. Ince; and as soon as the
It is said that " The Law Bringers "
tOfporting cast includes Mary Warren, storj' is in scenario form, the company is an action story throughout. Just
Harry Northrup, Richard Cummings, will leave the East to begin work," says how long the company will be in the
Northwest country is not known at
ill Cora Drew, Lydia Titus, Frederick the Selznick report.
Vroom, George Fischer and Johnny
Ralph
Ince
was
one
of
the
first
diM Cooke.
present.
Newest Capitol Comic
The Goldwyn Distributing Corporation announces for release on January 25th the newest Capitol Comedy,
" Two Dollars, Please." Neal Burns,
who has recently joined the Capitol
Comedy forces is featured and Marie
Arline, the diminutive comedienne,
plays the leading feminine role.

Gladys Leslie. Vitagraph star, in a new
photograph

Frank Campau, veteran screen heavy, wno
has renewed his contract to appear in
support of Douglas Fairbanks in United
Artists pictures
Frank

Campeau

Signs a

Long-Term Contract
Frank Campeau, who has been featured as the " bad man " in many of
the former Douglas Fairbanks' pictures, has just signed a long-term contract to continue his appearance with
the inimitable " Doug." Mr. Campeau's
latest work is seen in " When the
Clouds Roll By," Fairbanks' second
United Artists' release, in which he
plays
the role
of " Mark
Drake unique
" and
is directly
responsible
for many
comedy situations. Prior to this picture he appeared in six others in
which " Doug " was star.
The report from the offices of the
United Artists asserts " There are few
other men on the screen who are so
well and favorably known for their
portrayal of villain parts and certainly
very few quite as capable of the same
finished artistic naturalness."
Fox

Distributes Farnum
Calendar for 1920
According to an announcement just
Two
Weeks
Broadway! Run
received, the advertising and publicii\'
departments of the Fox Film Corporation have designed and published
Strand Theatre, New York, Takes Hampan attractive William Farnum calendar for 1920. Each month is said to be
ton Production, " Desert Gold," for Run
MOE MARK, president of the First National franchise holders,
represented
in conjunction with a charMark-Strand enterprises, and with much fine product of their own.
acter photograph of Mr. Farnum in
Jack Eaton, managing director of the and exhibitors committed to a sus- one of his successful screen vehicles.
New York Strand, have booked for two tained volume of the product of other It is planned to distribute fifteen thouthe
merit ofthem
have, on the booked
sand of these from all the Fox excompanies, productions,
weeks Benjamin B. Hampton's Zane Hampton
changes to the exhibitors either by
Grey production, " Desert Gold," open- through the W. W. Hodkinson Coring it in New York on January 11
mail
or
through
poration with reported heavy patron- various exchanges.the sales-forces at the
and in Brooklyn at the Strand on January 18. This production was held out
Among the important first runs just
age.
Virginia Faire Nearing
of the metropolitan territory for sixty completc°d or about to begin
days because Mr. Mark wanted it for "Desert Gold" are: the Empress,
Close of First Film
its Broadwaj- first run and was con- .\kron, Ohio; the Majestic, Tulsa,
Virginia Faire, winner of the Motion
Okla.
;
the
Rialto,
Atlanta,
Ga.
;
the
gested with New York Strand bookLos Angeles, Cal. ; the Picture Classic, "Fame and Fortune"
ings. But four of the largest cities of x-Mhambra,
Strand. Chelsea, Mass.; the Strand, contest, is finishing up her work in
America remam open to book Desert p^j.^ podgg Iowa
support of "Hoot" Gibson in "Runnin'
Straight," in which photoplay she
Gold " and contracts are being closed
makes her first professional bow.
for these, making a clean sweep of first
"
run bookings in every one of the larger Caoitol " PlaVS
tO Biff George B. McCutcheon
cities except one.
^ . .
•
j ^
Novel Bought
On their values and power, Mr. WaShnigtOn CrOWdS
"The City of Masks," one of the
Hampton's initial productions, Stewart Leah Baird in Augustus Thomas's best
known novels written by George
Edward White's " The Westerners " screen drama " The Capitol " is re- Barr McCutcheon, has been purchased
and Zane Grey's " Desert Gold " have ported to have scored a big success in
by F"amous Players-Lasky Corporareceived first runs in the biggest first its run at Tom Moore's Strand thetion, it was announced last week by
run houses of the nation.
atre, Washington.
Jesse L. Lasky.
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The

Lesser

Prodiicinor

State

Units

Progressing
Rapidly
About
a month ago Sol
Lesser an
nounced that he would enter the producing field, and would begin work
within sixty days. Mr. Lesser now announces that his first unit, the George
Beban Producing Corp., is well under
way on the first picture, "One Man In
a Million." Mr. Lesser plans to produce aseries of six pictures with this
star, all directorial and story details
to be left to the selection of Mr.
Beban.
Mr. Lesser's second producing unit
is with Annette Kellcrman, the famous
"mermaid." She will head her own
company, with full charge of production, and this picture will exceed her
former ones, it is asserted, in splendor
and expense. The locale is to be laid
in Hawaii and Australia.
C. B. Price Agents Will
Visit State Righters
C. B. Price Co., Inc., dispatched
three of its representatives throughout
the United States on January 5th to
interview state rights buyers in diflFerent sections. A. L. Ehrgott will traverse New England and the Middle
West; R. Alexander will cover Pennsylvania and the Central West, and A.
E. Smith goes South as far as Tennessee.
They will carry sample copies open
for state rights, including the two reel
special, "The Log of the U-35"; fifteen
single-reel Indian specials, featuring
the Indian Princess, Mona Darkfeather; eleven two-reel Tom Moore
dramas ; a five-part feature, " The Decoy," starring Frances Neilson ; a five
reel feature entitled " The Prodigal
Wife," and another five reeler, title
not yet given.

Jiight

oi'

TT

Sclig

Has

the
nt from
stateme
a detailed
1\'
pe Con)Polysco
offices
of the Selig
pany's Studios at Los Angeles, Cal.
W. N. Selig's program for the future
has just been made public. It is stated
therein that more wild animals, a
equip"props"
of newelectric
great array
s,
al and
apparatu
ment, including
and three elaborate covered stages have
been installed at the big Los Angeles
studios. An administration building
has also been erected, according to the
report. The statement deals at length
with the production program which
has been laid down by Colonel Selig,
and, according to the statement, several production enterprises have already been launched at the Los Angeles studios. The statement is submitted in the following:
"One of these enterprises has to do
with the Selig Polyscope company,
Limited, of London, which corporation
has begun the production of new Selig
specials. The first of these is "The
Mask," after the noted book of that
name, written by Arthur Hornblow.
Such stars as Jack Holt, Hedda Nova,
Fred Malatesta and William Clifford
form the big cast in this baffling and

" Kentucky
Colonel "
Soon to Have Showing
Director William Seiter, in charge of
the production of "The Kentucky Colonel" for the National Film Corporation of America, is watching with interest the manner in which the picture
is received by the public. Mr. Seiter's
particular reason, it is said, is because
of the number of "types" it was necessary to find before the production
could be started.
"The Kentucky Colonel" will be
Hank Mann on the Fifth given its first Eastern showing within
a short time, according to Joe Brandt,
of His Arrow Series
general representative of National, who
Hank Mann, under the direction of is in charge of the New York office.
Herman C. Raymaker, has started
work on the fifth of his new series of Pioneer Starts the New
two-reel comedies for Arrow. The
first scenes were taken at the shipYear in Happy Mood
building docks at San Pedro, Cal.,
With fourteen exchanges in the
where special permission was granted United States and Canada, four of
the company for filming. Madge Kirby which are under direct control and the
has the feminine lead, while Vernon remainder on co-operative basis, handDent, Jack Richardson and Jess Welling its pictures, with four companie'
don also appear in support.
producing exclusively for it, the
Pioneer Film Corporation starts out
on the New Year with plans which
Territorial Sales on Jolly will
in another twelve months make it
Comedies
"the biggest and most influential indeFilm Specials reports sales on "Jolly
pendent film organization in America,"
Comedies" are progressing rapidly, in- claims the Pioneer Film Corporation.
cluding sales just closed on Eastern
According to reports, the year 1919
Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey, to saw the Pioneer business increase six
Square Deal Film Corporation, Phila- fold. This result was due to the application of conservative business
delphia, Pa. ; to Penn Film Service,
Pittsburgh, Pa., Western Pennsylvania methods, and proves that the great picture industry is not a gamble, but a
and West Virginia, to Mr. Herman J.
Garfield, 407 Sloan Bldg., Cleveland, field in which integrity, service and inOhio.
telligence are rewarded with success.

A

Field

L'^'

"PI

AmDitious
Program
Outlines His Plans for Osborne, Vcslcr Pcgg, Pedro Leon, W.
A. Orlamond, Bob Burns, Harry LonsProductions for the
dale, L. M. Wells, George Pankey.
Tom Nash is business and production
manager; Leon dc LaMothe is direcComing Year
tor. Colonel Selig's "human" dog.
stirring story, now in the hands of
Prince,
playsmystery.
an important but peculiar
Director Bert Bracken.
role in the
"The presentation will be followed
"The second animal-serial ever ofby productions of other famous books
fered to the screen also is in production
from Colonel Selig's great library, through another Selig organization. It
such as "Kazan," by Curwood; "The is an ultra-modern story conceived by
Kingdom of Slender Swords," etc. Colonel Sclig himself under title of
This Selig organization proposes to
issue from six to eight special feature "The Lost City" and concerns the lost
productions a year, each one with a white race of the interior of Africa, a
announced to exist by such eminselected, all-star cast, according to the race ent
authorities as Explorers Livingpeculiar demands of the stories.
stone and Stanley. Juanita Hansen,
"Another new Selig branch is guid- George Chesebro, Frank Clark, Hector
ing the destinies of a feature-serial, Dion, Alfred Ferguson and others
with Franklyn Farnum and Mary An- compose the cast. Myriads of wild
derson as stars. William E. Wing, the animals appear in this fascinating tale.
psychological writer, author of Griffith,
"Colonel Selig also has his writers
Biograph, Vitagraph and Selig specials
preparing for producin past years, has been engaged to busilytion,engaged
his second special, based upon the
write this serial, from a story by his
novel, "Kazan," by James
own pen, dealing with the country famous Curwood,
whose fascinating
which Mr. Wing has known since the Oliver
stories of the virile Far North country
early 70's, the Great West.
"A notable Western cast attends this have been read by the millions who
production, including Duke Lee, Bud love mj'stery and red-blooded tales."
New

Canadian
Exchanges Handle Pioneer
Film

The Pioneer Film Corporation announces the opening of two exchanges
last week at Montreal and St. John,
N. B., by the Sterling Films, Ltd.
The Montreal exchange is located at
315 Henry street, while the office at
St. John is at 87 Union street. Within
a short time both of these offices will
be fully equipped, and will have on
hand the full line of Pioneer attractions, as well as the Facts and Follies
series, it is stated.

T a r z a n " Company
Prepare to Come East
With but a few more days of photographing left them, and the work of
cutting and assembling the films already in process, Numa Pictures Corporation's players in "The Return of
Tarzan " are ready to turn their faces
toward the East, according to the reports from the home office of the corporation.
Second of the National
Film Series Selected
The second of the National Film
Corporation's series of the 1920 season
will
Minds story
Her by
Business,"
basedbe on" Mary
the serial
George
Weston,
now appearing in the Ladies'
Home Journal.

for
Big Claims Made
"The Lost City"
If the circus may be said to be "The
Greatest Show on Earth," then it is
claimed by the producers that "The
Lost City" is "The Greatest Film of
the Screen." It is a fifteen episode
production, starring Miss Juanita Hansen, George Chesebro and a big cast
of favorite players.
Animals of every variety and species
are introduced in the picture.
Juanila Hansen, in a special interview published on page 867 m the
Professional Section tells of her experiences and feelings in the filming of
the production.
Hirsh

Buvs " The

House

Nathan Hirsh has purchased Argus
Without Children"
Enterprises' production of Robert
McLaughlin's human interest drama,
"The House Without Children" for
greater New York, Westchester County, Long Island, and Northern New
Jersey, and will give it big exploitation, devoting his entire personal time
and attention to placing the important
first runs.

^ Watch

this department

every week for live State
Rights News.
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Jans

Signs

Will

Be

Up

Leading

James
Man

Morrison

for Olive

Tell

in " Love Without Question " New Film
WORK is progressing rapidly and X. J., the interiors arc being photosatisfactorily on the initial pro- graphed there. The studio being one
duction of Jans Pictures Inc., " Love that has exceptionally good equipWithout Question," in which Miss ment affords an opportunity for
Olive Tell is to be starred.
director and camera man to produce
Under the direct supervision of many novelties in the way of lightinf^
B. A. Rolfe, director-general of the effects that would be impossible to
Jans' company, scenes are being made obtain in a smaller and less adequalcK
for the interiors upon completion of appointed studio.
which the company, under Mr. Rolfe's
Still another annoimcement of insupervision, will begin the filming of terest to both exhibitors and fans is
the exteriors.
the fact that James Morrison has been
It is said that " Love Without Ques engaged to play one of the leading
tion," which is a filmization of the roles in " Love Without Question."
widely read novel "The Abandoned " Jimmie " Morrison is too well known
Room," by C. Wadsworth Camp, per^^^^ introduction to motion
mits of a great number of highly ^^^^^^
Morrison has but
dramatic scenes that will provide ^
, ,
,• ,
j r
he
something verv unusual for theatre '•^cently been discharged from
for
army. The role he has been castsuits
gQgj-s '
Inc.. having taken is said to be one that especially
Jansthe Pictures
over
Peerless Studios at Fort Lee, him.

Character
Pictures
Formed
Plummer, New England Exhibitor, C. W.
Buck and David Shapiro Behind Firm
ANEW
motion picture company, .Albert W. Plummer, prominent New
the Character Pictures Corpor- England Exhibitor, who has been connected in various branches of the film
ation, has thrown its hat into the movie
ring and announces very ambitious business for several years ; Charles W.
plans for the coming season. The com- Buck, importer and manufacturer, 15
pany, which has taken temporary of- West 38th street, and David Shapiro,
fices at 17 West 42d street, was lawyer and real estate owner. There
formed with the purpose of joining are also other well known film men
the ranks of independent producers in financially interested in the company,
the making of big special productions. but whose names are being withheld
It is planned to make six of these for the present.
The rights to several successful
special, all star productions the first
novels have already been purchased
year.
However, this does not mean that and full announcement regarding them
the company will not also feature stars, will be made known shortly. The director and cast for the first picture
as negotiations have already been entered into with several of the foremost will be engaged in a few days and production will begin immediately.
screen favorites with the intention of
"It was only after quite some thought
signing them on the character pro- that it was decided to give the name
gram.
of Character Pictures to our producAmong the incorporators of the
tions," said Mr. Plummer in speaking
Character Pictures Corporation are of the plans of the company.

A real honest to God thrill in Charles Hutchinson's " The Whirlwind,'
serial

Allied
Players
States
Plans
Announces Program for 1920; Will Film
Abroad If Setting Is of Foreign Type
AN

announcement from the offices
of the Allied Players, the newly
organized producing concern, sets
forth its plans for the coming year
and its intention to produce abroad
when this is necessary to preserve
accuracy
in the local color of the picture.

Players, some of these called for distinctive foreign settings and, in some
cases, characters.
Commenting on its policy to produce
abroad when the local atmosphere of
the picture demands it, the organizathe following soto prevalent
report : "Toin
avoidtion hasinaccuracies,

Twelve productions are to be released during the coming year, six of
these being already completed, or in
the last stages of completion, three
others are in preparation, while the
remainder have been assigned directors
and rapidly being organized. Productions of the Allied Players are created
and produced in America, or in Europe
under American supervision, depending
entirely upon the requirements of the
story selected for production. Among
the books and plays by prominent
authors, secured during the past two
years, for production by the Allied

American made productions when attempting to reproduce old world atmosphere, background and characters,
these stories were picturized with due
respect for their locale among scenes
and types impossible to secure or reproduce in this country. In carrying
out this purpose it was possible to
secure for Allied Players production
the very highest class of talent abroad,
many famous stars and directors,
phorographers and technical directors
of the allied countries, being used to

Hypnotism as a Science
Shown in New Serial
The Supreme Pictures, Inc., in a report recently received, announces that
the new Reeve and Grey serial, "The
Mystery Mind," now being produced
at their Supreme Pictures, Inc., studio
at Flushing, Long Island, deals with
hypnotism
a science.
B.
Reeve first asmade
science "Arthur
popular on
the screen, and he and John W. Grey
arc the first to treat hypnotism from
the scientific angle and to seek to show
its beneficial qualities," asserts the
Supreme Pictures report. "To do so
they secured the services of the eminent French scientist, Dr. J. Robert
Pauline, long known as the greatest
hypnotist in the country."

One of the many intenselyproduction
dramatic starring
scenes inEmily
" The Stevens
Sacred Flame." a Schlomer-Ross

an AUgood

C. B. Price Going West
C. B. Price, President of the C. B.
Price Co., Inc., leaves for the West the
latter part of January to see the state
rights buyers there, and will spend
some time at Los Angeles meeting his
numerous friends in that section.

make the plan a success."
Actor-Director Plays
Role by Proxy
Victor Seastrom, the actor-director
of the Swedish Biograph Company,
employs a double in his own role during rehearsals of film-plays, only portraying the part himself when the actual photographing of the scenes is going on.
"By hindviewing
his Seastrom
own role derives
from be-a
the camera.
better
understanding
of the character,"
declared
Ernest Mattsson,
American
manager of the Swedish Biograph
Company, in a recent interview.
Hallroom Boys Resume
Production Jan. i6th
It is reported that after a short tour
of the largest of the Pacific coast cities,
where they will make personal appearances. Flanagan and Edwards, the
" Hall Room Boys," comedians of the
National Film Corporation, will resume
production
on their comedies January 16.
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Special Features' List of
Current Releases
In a recent conununicatiun the
Special- F'eatures Company, of Knoxville, Tcnn., announces its list of releases for January and February.
Among the productions that appear
ire the following : " The Hawk's
Trail," starring King Baggot ; twelve
iwo-recl Northwood dramas, featuring Edgar Jones and Evelyn Brent;
iwenty-six two-reel westerns, starring
Myra Cunard and made by Frohman ;
Komayne Comedies, with Dot Farley; Kathlyn Williams, in some sensational jungle dramas; a five-reel feature, Staking
"
His Life," with William Hart in the leading role;
" Everybody's Business " ; and a sixreeler of daring stunts and thrills, entitled The
"
Superman." The second
series of the "Texas Guinan," tworeel Westerns are also listed.

" The
nel

Kentucky ColoCiets Thirty
Offers
Since the announcement was made
that the National Film Corporation of
America was to produce " The Kentucky Colonel
J. J.
the title role, "I. with
Bernstein, Dowling
productioin
n
manager, reports he has received no
fewer than thirty offers for the finished
production, according to advices from
the west coast studios of the National.
Among those in the cast are J. J.
Dowling, Francis McDonald, Elinor
Field, Eloyd Bacon, Fred Kohler,
Thelma Salters and Gordon Griffiths.
Extensive Improvements
by the National Fihn
Additional administrative buildings,
a new combination light and dark stage
and an electric power plant are some
of the improvements to be made at
the National Film Corporation's
studios on the West Coast, according
to I. Bernstein, production manager.
A sum in excess of $200,000 has been
set aside by the board of directors for
this purpose, it is stated.

Arline Pretty and Harry G. Sell in the
Serico serial, " A Woman in Grey "

^Whose
Your
Servant?''
Coming
Trailers, slides,
heralds, and- a score of
issued,
>lalcmciil just
lengtli\ent
INthea independ
Is Expected of effective
production, entitled Much
aids to exploitation are being
New
Independent
"Whose Your Servant," is made the
prepared, it is stated.
object of consiilerable speculation as to
Picture Shortly
Releasing arrangements will be anthe effect that it will have on the film
nounced shortly through the daily
industry when released for its first
press
and the motion picture trade
. Available
journals, and intensive advertising
public showing. The speculation is deshowing in New York City and vicinity
cidedly optimistic in tone. One asserwill precede the Broadway premiere of
tion has it that the production " is destined to cause
a sensation," while anthe production, it is announced. Pendother expresses the opinion that it is
ing the conclusion of the definite releasing arrangements, Mr. Hiller n
due to become "one of the great films
somewhat reticent relative to the picof screen development." The stateture, but in the immediate future, the
ment further ainiounces that the picture will be supported by "a gigantic
trade papers will carry full informaadvertising and exploitation camtion.
The picture, it is stated, deals with
a situation in the home vital to every
L. L. Hiller, with offices in the Longwoman in the country, but aside from
acre Building, New York City, conpaign."
its pure dramatic value, it is said to
trols the world's rights to the production, and, according to the report at
possess a story that will interest leadhand, "it is upon the advice of several
ers of thought everywhere. It is deleading directors and producers that
scribed as a thoroughly American
the picture is being valued at its true
theme with a touch of the mystery and
worth and is being backed on that basis
intrigue of the Far East in it.
"In connection with the nation-wide
upon its initial appearance."
Scenereleased
from . on
" Whose
Your Rights
Servant?market
" to advertising campaign which has been
be
the States
"It is beyond question as great a moplanned for the picture the aid of
by L. Hiller
tion picture as 'The Cheat,' " was the
thousands of merchants will be had in
verdict reported. to be given by those
at the private showing, and one leading is being rapidly planned for the pro- introducing it. One angle of the theme
duction, according to reports, and in makes it seem certain that in pracproducer is stated to have said, " That
picture must not be permitted to just addition it is expected that the theme
tically
house,himself
the exhibitor willevery
be first-run
able to avail
of
slip out and wait for the slow process will provoke widespread comment by
of the forming of public opinion to the press of the country. One of the this support of local merchants, and in
make its value. It is one of the real features of the campaign is said to be anticipation of this a special arrangesensations of the day, and as such it an elaborate press book, consisting of
ment for tie-up advertising has been
more than twenty pages with consider- concluded," announces the report isshould be heralded far and wide."
An extensive advertising campaign
sued on this production.
able display-copy in three colors.

Kremer

Chaplins
Get
interest
d that unusual
Extensive Exploitation
reporte
ITis isbeing
displayed by the various
state right buyers in the Chaplin
Planned by Medium
comedies now being distributed by
of Popular Song
Victor Kremer. During the past week
several sales were consummated by
which these pictures have been acquired for many different territories. vania, West Virginia, Virginia, District of Columbia, North Carolina,
" A Burlesque on Carmen," starring
Charlie Chaplin, has been purchased Maryland, Delaware, Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey, Iowa,
for the states of Ohio and Kentucky
Nebraska, Kentucky, Ohio, Wisconsin,
by T. J. McAvoy.
H. A. Lande, of the Quali;y Film Western Missouri, Kansas, North Dakota, South Dakota, Georgia, Florida,
Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa., who alAlabama,
Tennessee and South Carolina.
ready controls " A Burlesque on Carmen " for Western Pennsylvania and
Arrangements were completed this
West Virginia, has acquired the four
other Chaplins controlled by Victor week whereby " Carmen," the special
Kremer ; viz. : " The Champion," comedy song number, written by Wm.
"Work," "Jitney Elopement" and J. McKenna, will be published by the
'' By the Sea " for this same territory. Joe Morris Music Company. Mr. Mc" .\ Burlesque on Carmen " has been
Kenna, the author of " Carmen," has
purchased for North and South Da- been responsible for many song suckota by A. Glasnapp, of Bowman, N.
cesses, including " Mandy Lane,"
Dak. This sale was consummated by " Has Anybody
Here Seen Kelly," and
Phil Goldstone, sales-representative of for the lyrics and music of the " Bride
\'ictor Kremer in the Northwest.
Shop," a well-known vaudeville sucBert Lubin, recently appointed road- cess.
man for the Kremer organization, has
One of the most comprehensive tieconsummated a contract with Arthur ups ever entered into between music
r. Bromberg, of Atlanta, Ga., whereby publisher and film producer will fea" A Burlesque on Carmen " and the
ture the publication
of " Carmen."
four other Chaplins will be distributed The closest
kind of co-operation
will
by Bromberg for Georgia, Florida, be entered into to publicize the song
Alabama, Tennessee, North and South for the benefit of those exhibitors who
Carolina.
will present Chaplin in his famous
Since the sales drive inaugurated by feature comedy, it is stated.
Mr. Kremer a little less than a month
According to reports, the Victor
ago, the following territories have Kremer organization has prepared a
been disposed of for the five Essanay- moving-picture trailer, incorporating
Chaplin comedies, according to reports the chorus of the song to be used as
received :
an introduction to the presentation of
Illinois, Indiana, Western Pennsyl- the film. Thousands of miniature

Wide
Sales
cards, carrying on one side a scene
from " Carmen " and on the reverse
side the chorus of the song, will be
distributed, it is said, throughout the
country by the state right buyers of
the picture and their exhibitors.
Special slides have also been prepared to supplement the trailer, carrying verse and chorus of the McKenna
number. It is asserted that orchestras
in the various picture houses will feature "Carmen " as an introduction to
the presentation of the picture. The
music publishers will pursue an intensive campaign, including the use of
singers in the various houses, window
displays in which copies of the song
and window cards will be combined
to attract the eye of the passer-by,
and
the usevaudeville
of the " Carmen
try.
by several
headliners" number
on the
big time circuits throughout the counThe title page of the song itself is
particularly attractive, showing Charlie
Chaplin with his leading lady, Edna
Purviance, in one of the big scenes
from "A Burlesque on Carmen."
Portrait of Billie Burke
Pictorial
ReviewByina special
arrangement
effected by
the publicity department of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, the midwinter number of The Pictorial Review, on the newsstands January 15,
carries a full-page portrait of Billie
Burke, Paramount-Artcraft star. The
portrait is in four colors and is a
reproduction of an original pastel by
Haskell Coffin.
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Several

Countries

Sold

on McLaughlin Film
E. Werthcimer of London, has
bought Robert McLaughlin's big spe"The House
Children"
for thecial,British
Isles.Without
Mr. Wertheimer
purposes giving special presentations of
the picture in the principal cities of
the United Kingdom, and in order to
obtain the spectacular American theatrical effect he has ordered a vast
supply of oil paintings from Kraus
Manufacturing Company.
Max Glucksman of Buenos Ayres,
has purchased the South American
rights to "The House Without Children."
Many of the biggest exploiters of
special prqductions throughout the
world are negotiating for rights to the
McLaughlin feature.

Hallmark Has Territory
on Grossman Feature
Hallmark Pictures Corporation has
purchased from Grossman Pictures,
Inc., the American and Canadian
rights for " Wits vs. Wits," the first
of a series of detective-story features
starring Marguerite Marsh. The picture was recently completed at the
Grossman studios at Ithaca, N. Y., and
is said to be an absorbing story of the
brand of detective fiction. Miss Marsh
is supported by a cast including Coit
Albertson, Bernard Randall, Charles
Middleton, Joseph Marba, and Leora
Spellman.

Clark
and

T.

LOUIS

Cohn

Who

Signed
Leave

Team

by

Jack
for Coast

Grossman Starts Second
of Detective Films
Harry Grossman, president of
Grossman Pictures, Inc., annour ,cs
that production has been begun on iie
second picture of the series of eight
detective-story features that are to be
made at the company studios at Ithaca, N. Y. Marguerite Marsh will be
the star in each of the pictures, the
first of
which, and
" Wits
vs. The
Wits,"
has
been
completed
sold.
second,
which will be completed in January,
is " Face to Face."
Francis

Gladys Clark and Henry Bergman, famous
vaudevillians who will star in comedies for
Jack and Harry Cohn
" their bookings would start wherever

N e v s

Ford

Plays

in

Triple Exposure Film
" Crimson Shoals," Monopol Pictures
Company's
with
Francis triple
Ford inexposure
the threefeature
parts,
is said to be creating no small amount
of interest among the fans. The unusual achievement of seeing the player
in a scene in three different and widely
varying roles is reported to be occasioning comment generally.

Dolores Cassinelli with
" Wehappened
considerto be."
ourselves fortunate
they
Schomer-Ross
to secure the services of Miss Clark
The
Schomer-Ross
Productions, Inc.,
and Mr. Bergman," said Harry Cohn
in announcing the event. Both of have just concluded arrangements for
them represent types we have been their second production. Mr. A. S.
Schomer has signed up Dolores Caslooking for some time.
sinel i totake the lead and is supported
I ^ The Stock Ticker of the j by Ben Taggert. The production startJanuary 5th. The Victor Studios
I
Industry.
i on ed
43rd Street, have been taken over
I q Page 842.
| for this work.

Dazey

OF

Stewart

SMASHING

A

Harry

Bergman

the eve of his departure for
California where he is to supervise the production of Hall Room
Boys comedies, Harry Cohn, who,
with his brother Jack Cohn, has been
producing this style of pictures for
the last year, has announced the
signing up of the famous vaudeville
team, Clark and Bergman to appear in
an entirely new series of two reel
comedies.
There are few followers of the stage
who have not seen these two enter
tainers in the years they have graced
the vaudeville stage.
Mr. Cohn planned to leave New
York for the Coast on January 9th,
but delayed to talk over matters with
Miss Clark and Mr. Bergman. These
two, who have been stars on the Keith
circuit for years, were not quite ready
to renounce vaudeville for the films
upon Mr. Cohn's mere say-so, but were
finally convinced.
Gladys Clark and Henry Bergman
leave vaudeville with the best wishes
of hundreds of friends. The latter
is proud of the conversation he held
with E. F. Albee, head of the Keith
Circuit, and a big figure in the vaudeville world, when Mr. Albee was advised of his projected excursion to
Filmland. The team was offered the
sincere best wishes of the Keith head,
who also told them that when they
were ready to return to vaudeville.

AUTHOR

"In

and

Vaudeville

ON

Charles

Anita

Gets

Screen

Picture

s

SUCCESS

DIRECTED
Old

BY MARSHALL
NEILAN
Kentucky
'
ATTRACTION
NATIONAL
B. MAYER— FIRST

The greatest American melodrama- — 27 seasons of success on the stage — now making screen history by
BREAKING ALL BOX-OFFICE RECORDS
AND AUTHOR OR CO-AUTHOR OF FOLLOWING SCREEN
MR. DAZEY WAS ALSO THE AUTHOR OR CO-AUTHOR OF THE
FOLLOWING STAGE PLAYS
PRODUCTIONS
"THE SUBCKBAN"
PRODCCED BY JACOB JSVtT
MANHATTAN
MADNESS"
DOUGLAS
WOLF LOWRY"
WILLIAMF.\IRBAN-KS
S. HART
"THE WAR OF VVJSALTH "
PRODUCED BY JACOB LITT
THE
MYSTERIOUS
CLIENT"
MKS.
VERNON CASTLE
"HOME FOLKS"
PRODUCED BY JOSEPH BROOKS
NEW YORK LUCK "
WILLIAM RUSSELL
THE SE.A M.\STEB"
. WILLL\M RUSSELL
" AN AMERICAN KING "
STAR, JAMES O'NEILL,
THE MIDNIGHT TRAIL"
WILLL\M RUSSELL
"THE LITTLE MAVERICK"
STAR, MAGGIE MITCHELL
BEHIND
THE
MASK"
CATHERINE
C.AL^TCRT
"THE STRANGER"
STAR, W^LTON LACKAY^E
SHIFTING SANDS"
GLORIA SWANSON
THE TE.STING OF MILDRED VANE"
M,4Y .ALLISON
"THE CAPTAIN"
STAR, NAT GOODWIN
HER COUNTRY'S CALL"
UARY MILES MTXTER
"AN AMERICAN LORD"
STAR, WM. H. CRANE
PEGGY LEADS THE WAY"
MARY MILES MINTER
"A NIGHT OUT"
STAR, MISS MAY ROBSON
THE PRINCE OF AVENUE A"
J.\MES CORBETT
THE ISLE OF JEWELS " (SERIAL) TO BE RELEASED BY PATHE
THE SIGN OF THE ROSE"
STAR, GEORGE BEBAN
PERMANENT ADDRESS, LAMBS CLUB, NEW YORK CITY
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Edmund Goulding, one time English
actor and stage director, later soldier
with the A.E.F., author of "The Ordeal
of Rosctta," while still in the trenches,
and immediately following the Armistice, one of the busiest members of
Selznick's scenario staff, is also responsible for the adaptation of " A
Daughter of Two Worlds," which is
being shown at the Strand theatre
this week, starring Norma Talmadge.
Mr. Goulding has come into prominence with most amazing rapidity,
since first taking up motion picture
work in this country less than a year
ago. Having established a name for
himself as a scenario writer of ability,
he is now eagerly looking forward to
an opportunity to prove his knowledge
of screen technique from the director's
standpoint. And being a young man
of tremendous energy and talent, we
are sure that he will accomplish this
too.

Otk

erwise

known Davies jewels, will doubtlessly
make Miss Davies' appearance in the
ball scene a more than usually noteworthy event. Her costume for the
occasion, by the way, was made for her
specially in Paris, and but recently
arrived.
Ralph Ince is playing the part of
Abraham Lincoln in a new Selznick
special production. Mr. Ince declares
that " once an actor, always an actor,"
and he is directing himself in this particular role, and the rest of the company in their respective parts. In our
opinion, Mr. Ince must be an expert
among experts in the art of make-up.

Vincent Coleman started something
when he challenged George Walsh,
the athletic Fox star, to a bout for the
wrestling championship of the screen.
Several other actors have risen to ask
why they were overlooked by the challenger, and Vincent wishes it known
Marion Davies promises to wear
three of her Christmas gifts in the that he is ready to meet any other
screen player for the title.
" Ball of the Gods," perhaps the most
elaborate scene of " The Restless Sex,"
from the Robert W. Chambers novel,
Ellen Cassity, who like Martha
on which Miss Davies is now at work Mansfield and Kay Laurell, deserted
under the direction of Robert Z. the Follies for the screen, has been
Leonard at the International Film chosen by J. Stuart Blackton for the
Cnmi)any's studios. The gifts are leading role in " Passers By," the Comnothing less than a diamond and pearl
modore's next production for Pathe.
Captain Richard C. Travers, one
pendant, and a diamond headpiece,
time
Essanay
star, who has been with
which, together with all the other well-
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the A. E. F. in France for some time
past, will again take up his picture
work. He will be leading man for
Pearl White in one of her Fox productions.
Louis Sterns, who is in the cast of
International's " Humoresque," believes
that he has broken all records. Mr.
Sterns has been in motion pictures for
about ten years and has appeared in
exactly five hundred photoplays.
Stuart Holmes dropped into our office the other day. and some way or
other, the conversation drifted round
to hunting.
going tocoinassert that it No,
was wea aren't
remarkable
cidence that Mr. Holmes had just returned from the most exciting hunt
of his career. We merely imply it,
and you can believe that Mr. Holmes
manipulated the topics of our chat or
not, just as you choose. Mr. Holmes
started for Onowa, Maine, on December first, it seems, and got as far as
Portland. There one of those prac
tical persons who are always taking
the joy out of life, told him that the
deer season in Maine closed November 30th, and if he wanted to have
any sport at all, he had better hurry
into New Hampshire as fast as he
possibly could.
Having arrived at the large and well
known town of Bartlett, N. H., Mr.
Holmes went in search of a license.
A license he might have, he discovered, at slight expense, but it
wouldn't do him any good if he stayed
in Bartlett. If he really wanted some
good shooting, he had best go on to
Jackson. No, there weren't any trains
that day, but he might hire a fliver, if
his haste was very great, and he might
be able to get a guide at Jackson. It
wouldn't be any use for him to go
without a guide. No strangers ever
found any deer by themselves.
Mr. Holmes hired the fliver, secured
the guide, and after hours and hours
of chilly trudging through snow covered hills, and more hours waiting for
new fallen snow to thaw or freeze —
not being familiar with hunting
requisites, we forget which it was —
Mr. Holmes finally got his much
prized buck. We regret to say that
we have also forgotten its exact
weight, but we know that it must have
been a very large one, because Mr.
Holmes was so enthusiastic about it,
and Mr. Holmes is not the sort of
gentleman who is given to enthusiasm
o\er trivial things. Personally, we
should have liked the story much better if he hadn't got the deer, but we're

Picture

always truthful, where other peopl
are concerned, and, of course,
wouldn't have been a good huntin
story to finish with an empty ganbag. Mr. Holmes ate venison fc
weeks, we understand, and he is ha^
ing the head mounted by an exper
so that it will be really decorati\
when it is hung. Then, as it is muc
too large for his own front hall, I
is considering offering it as a premiu
to the proflucer who makes him tf
best offer for his next picture.
Alice Lake, according to Metro,
one of the great " finds " of the scree
A few years ago, she was attendir
Erasmus Hall High School in Brool
lyn, wearing long curls and open
worshipping the heroes and heroin
of the silent drama. Now, under h
new contract, Miss Lake is present(
as the featured player in " Should
Woman Tell?" a powerful story 1
Finis Fox, directed by John Ince. J
Meta Maxon, a fisher-girl whose mi
take hurls her into a vortex of r
morse and spiritual conflict, Miss Lai
is said to have contributed a cha
acterization so subtle, artistic ai
marked by such beautiful repressi(
that screen critics are united in th(
conclusion that Alice Lake has arrive
Swift transitions are said to
characteristic of the new player. T
plays of varying moods in her mob
features are rapid, and no less rap
and complete was her flight from o
phase of motion picture effort to a
other, entirely different. She ma
her first pronounced success in t
cinema field as an exponent of coi
edy, and slapstick comedy at thj
Prior to her first appearance f
Metro in " Blackie's Redemption," I
chief claim to recognition had be
her
work and
in comedies
" Fatt;
Arbuckle
for Mackwith
Sennett.
little more than a year ago, Maxw
Karger, Metro Director General, wh
attending a motion picture theatre
Los Angeles, saw Miss Lake doing
travesty on a melodrama. S
burlesqued it with such skill that J
Karger concluded that she should
able to enact serious drama. She v
engaged
Bert Lytell's
lead:
woman infor" Blackie's
Redemptio
and " The Lion's Den." Then
played
Hale Hamilton
" Full o'opposite
Pep." Followed
the part
Norah in " Lombard!, Ltd.." and
contract, according to which M
Lake gives her services to Metro
the next five j'ears. " Should
Woman Tell ? " is the vehicle for
first featured role.
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Showman

Boosts Martin

Johnson Scenes
Martin H. Feld, manager of the big
Newman Theatre in Kansas City, Mo.,
is one of the firm boosters of Martin
Johnson's series of spectacular productions, "On the Borderland of Civilization,"hibitorsreleased
Robertson-Cole.
Exin the by
West
use the Newman
Theatre as an indicator and if a production goes over big there, it is sold
in that territory. For this reason,
officials of Robertson-Cole believe that
the letter sent to them unsolicited from
Mr. Field, carries all the more weight.
Following is a copy of the letter
dealing with the new Martin Johnson
series as sent by Mr. Feld :
"After screening the first two releases of the new Martin Johnson
series 'On the Borderland of Civilization,' Idecided that they would fill a
long felt want on the programs at the
Newman. This type of picture is not
only unique and unusual, but combines
all of the elements of a scenic and
magazine reel. The fact that they are
out of the ordinary and entirely different from any other reel release
make them most desirable."

Three

Miss Reed's Next Bears
Exploiting Material
Florence
next United
ture TheatresReed's
of America
feature Picwill
not be called "The Alibi" as first announced. Although the feature is already being filmed, the title has not as
yet been selected, but will be chosen
during the next few days.
According to a report from the
United Picture Theatres of America,
the picture contains three possible
angles of exploitation. Miss Reed's
part affords her opportunity to register
strongly in the various emotional
phases of the action. Her role gives
her the chance to display an array of
the latest and most fashionable gowns.
Finally, the fact that she has only recently completed a country-wide tour
of the speaking stage is also regarded
to afford additional channels for exploitation.
Strong

Cast in Clara

K.

Nextassembled
Harry Young's
Garson has again
an extraordinary cast of prominent
personalities for his next Equity picture, starring Clara Kimball Young.
"The Forbidden Woman" is to be
the title of the second release and supporting Clara Kimball Young are Conway Tearle, Jiguel Lanoe, Kathryn
Adams, Wintor Hall, Milla Davenport,
Stanton Williams and Jack Mackinnon.
In addition to appearing in "The Forbidden Woman,'' Mr. Tearle has been
placed under a long term contract by
Garson for future Equity films.
Former

Lawyer

Engaged
by Mayer in West
The report from the Louis B. Mayer
Production offices announces that Milton H. Schwartz has abandoned law
practice in Oakland and San Francisco
and has joined the Louis B. Mayer
forces at the Los Angeles studio where
he has become assistant to the president.

Fox

the open
ing of theFOX
new
calendar
year,, with
WILLIAM
had twelve screen productions
under way, including both the Eastern
and the Western companies.
Among the twelve, are three special
features which will be included in the
entertainments offered by Mr. Fox
within the next quarter. First of this
trio may be mentioned the production
of Premier Clcmenceau's only novel,
"The Strongest," under the direction
of R. A. Walsh. "This picture will be
a most elaborate one with an all-star
F"rench cast, and a scenic presentation
of suitable splendor," says the Fox
report.
Next of the specials listed by Fox
for the new year is the five-p»rt Sunshine Special upon which the entire
Fox Sunshine Comedy personnel in
Hollywood is centering its best efforts,
it is said. This is reported to be something along bigger lines than anything
hitherto done on the Fox comedy lot,
and is promised as a new departure in
seashore comedies with the sunshine
widows in their sunniest moods. Fanciful costuming and bright snappy humor
are features of the film, and Hampton
Del Ruth, supervising director of Fox
Sunshine Comedies is directing this
Sunshine Deluxe himself, with the assistance of every Comedy director on
the lot, according to reports.
Another of the Fox specials now in
course of making in the East, is being
directed by Charles J. Brabin, of
"Kathleen Mavourneen'' fame. V^ery
little in the way of publicity is being
issued on this picture, but the producer announces that it will bring "a
big surprise to the screen." "It is an

Specials

Open
1920
named. The production is said to be
New Year Finds Twelve of a lavish nature, and the story gives
Mr. Farnum the role of a romantic
Screen Productions
adventurer. J. Gordon Edwards, who
Already Started
has directed Mr. Farnum in all his recent successes, is with the star again
in the forthcoming play, and has already made rapid strides in the work.
The remainder of the twelve pictures
being made in one or another of the
Fox studios include : "The White
-Moll," adapted to the screen by E.
Lloyd Sheldon from Frank L. Packard's story, in which Pearl White
makes her debut under William Fox
management ; "Find the Woman," with
George
Walsh as
"The Penalty,"
,.v» ... an
adaptation
of star;
a well-known
stage
success, with Madlaine Traverse in
the stellar role; Charles Reade's
"White Lies," starring Gladys Brockwell; Shirley Mason in her first Fox
vehicle,
Man," and
William "Her
Russell Elephant
in the Harold
Titus

L

i

'• Flames of the Flesh," a William Fox
picture starring Gladys Brockwell, Is
meeting with success in its early showings
all-Star production, adapted from the
work of a well-known author, and will
introduce it is understood many startlingviceseffects
andfrom
novelties."
is the
received
the offices
of adthe
Fox organization.
William Farnum, who has just completed "Heart Strings," has started
work upon a new vehicle as yet un-

story, "Shod With Fire." Buck Jones
is working for Fox on another Harold
Titus
western
"The Last Straw,"
and Tom
Mix story,
completed
the first of
his six H. H. Van Loan stories, "3
Gold Coins," just after the new year
"Taken altogether, the twelve mak«
opened.
an impressive array for the Fox •ompany, each of the productions marking
a distinct forward step in a steady
march toward perfection in the silent
drama, and the three big specials representing the best brains and talent the
film world provides — all crowded into
a group of twelve. Looks like a case
of "buy 'em by the dozen," concludes
the Fox announcement.

after by Miss Hortense Saunders and
Dep't.
y
pub- Specialists Publicit
Anne
Porter. Miss
oftation
Selznick
Bigger
campa
ing, ign
exploi
licity,Eadvertis
Gathered Miss Katherine
A BROADSID
Saunders w'as for nearly five years on
from
All Over
and service to back up the exhibitors of Selznick pictures is announced
Cleveland newspapers holding at varithe Country
ous times the positon of feature writer,
this week by Sam E. Morris, General
Manager of the Selznick Enterprises.
dramatic critic and motion picture exIn direct charge of the writing staff
Each of these branches has not only
hibitor. The "fan fodder" will be
and
right hand man to Mr. Kugel handled by
Miss Saunders, who was
ized
at is Leeas S.
been expanded and department
Ferguson,
for
two
years
an
the home office, but a chain has been associate editor of Motion Picture also an active member of the Cleveland Playhouse group and assisted in
thrown across the entire country, de- News and four years on the staff of
signed to assist in materially building The Billboard. Before that Ferguson designing scenery and costumes for the
up the box office value and drawing was in the circulation, advertising and Playhouse's productions. Miss Porter,
who has been writing feature stories
powernickofstamp.any picture bearing the Selzeditorial departments of leading news- and doing general all-around newsThe building up process in New
paper work, comes from the west and
Lowell Cash, who joined the Selz- her principal line will be in the studios
York began with the appointment of
Lee Kugel, recently of the Republic papers.nick staff from Universal, will do most where she will dig up facts about productions and players.
Distributing Corporation as General of the writing for the trade journals.
Publicity Director, with supervision Before coming to New York from the
In connection with the general exover advertising, exploitation and Ser- Indianapolis News, Cash had handled
pansion of the work, Charles McClinvice. Mr. Kugel at once, beside retain- exploitation and trade paper work be- tock, an old time theatrical man, is
side
editing
motion
picture
columns
in
ing the experts attached to Select,
named Exploitation Director and Ben
added several skilled writers, exploita- various dailies.
H. Grimm is made advertising mantion and advertising men to his staff.
Kugel has also garnered two prolific
ager. Watt L. Parker remains in
all-around
writers
in
Will
C.
Murphey
Mr. Kugel has had a wide expericharge
of
press books, James G. Soloence in general all around publicity. and Stanley Bayer. Murphy has writmon is in charge of the service deten for the speaking stage aiid the
Beside being business manager for
partment and Randall White, recently
Ermeti Novelli, Sir Henry Irving and screen, handled publicity for the Republican National Committee, and of Moving Picture World, steps in as
Ellen Terry, he was the first man to
do publicity for Nazimova, bringing Madison Square Garden, and been a editor of the Motion Picture Times.
her to the English speaking stage. He feature writer for the Herald, and
Mr. Kugel has also engaged Charles
also has been with Sothcrn, Marlowe, American as well as Pictorial editor of
Ada Rehan and was with Henry B. the New York Sun. In addition to Duprez, the widely known trick photographer, whose pictures and stories
Harris during some of his greatest suc- being a writer on several New York
have
appeared
in the leading magacesses. He produced Shaw's "Wid- papers, Bayer was with the publicity
zines of the country, to supply the
ower's Houses", "Old Lady Thirty department of the World Film CorporOne" and "The Net", and has handled
ation, and with the advertising depart- trade journals and magazines with
publicity for over two hundred plays
ment of the Saturday Evening Post.
photographs which will have a special
that were produced on Broadway.
The women's angle will be looked
appeal to the readers.
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RoscoE Arbuckle and his manager,
Lou Anger, arrived home this week
from a brief stay in New York City.
The home-coming was made a joyous
event by members of the Arbuckle producing staff, who collected a Chinese
band and greeted their star and director at the station. They even carried
the parade through the center of the
street and made it one of the features
of holiday week that many tourists in
Los Angeles will remember.

The

Mal St. Clair, formerly with Mack
Sennett producing organization, has
made two two-reel comedies at the
Katherine MacDonald studio, under
the supervision of Sam E. Rork. One
is titled "Welcome Home," and the
second "I'll Say He Forgot." Both
feature Otis Harlann, former stage
actor, who was starred in musical
comedies. The principal players are
May Emory, Joe Moore and Joseph
Scott. No announcement has been
made by Mr. Rork pertaining to the
release of these pictures.

Arrangements have been perfected
for starring Buster Keaton in a threereel comedy and the first release was
started this week at the Arbuckle
studio in Culver City. For the next
several weeks, Mr. Arbuckle will be
busy working in his first multiple reel
subject, "The Round Up," which is to
be the first George H. Melford proMary Miles Minter, the Realart
duction released by Famous PlayersLa sky.
Picture's star, who recently completed
"Judy of Rogue's Harbor," presented
on Christmas day to her charming sisbehave
Company
&
Al St. John
ter, Margaret Shelby, a magnificent
gun the filming of the fourth Para- Country Club Packard Roadster of the
present
at
is
mount comedy, which
popular Verdun maroon tint. This
Tenderfoot."
as "Ais Tough
known
starting as director, costly gift created temporary speech
Frank Griffin
in the beautiful Marfollowing the completion of editing the impedimentia
garet, who seldom lacks for witty
third St. John comedy, which will be
repartee.
released under the title of "Ship
!"
Harry Van Meter is playing in two
Ahoy
Al St. John made test of Harry
pictures
at once — doing the heavy with
this
star
circuit
Orpheum
the
Green,
Frank Kcenan in "Out of the Ashes,"
week. Green played this sketch sev- and
taking a similar part in support of
eral years in the leading vaudeville
theatres and if the test is satisfactory, May Allison in "Judah" for Metro.
he will play the leading role in the moThe fourth episode of the new
tion picture of the same name. In the
making of a test, Al St. John serves Eddie Polo serial, "The Vanishing
as director.
Dagger,"
beendirection
completed
at Universal has
under the
of the
star.
By
using
some
of
the
scenes
obtained
Company
Fairbanks
The Douglas
is planning to leave January 5th for on his recent trip abroad. Polo will be
the mountainous country in the vicin- able to complete one episode a week
ity of Flagstaff, Arizona, where they until reaching the tenth chapter. The
will spend a month. Preparations for entire eighteen episodes will be ready
this trip include the purchase of sixty for release March 1. Immediately following the completion of the present
tents and complete outfits, together
with three hundred and forty blankets. serial, Polo and an entire company will
Tom Garrity and Douglas Fairbanks set sail for South America, where
have prepared the story for this film, another thriller will be filmed.

ROY
Directing
Fox Sunshine

Comedies

Nimbly

DodgesC harge
Plagiarism

Coast

but no title has been selected. Included in the party will be Frank
Campbell, Eagle Eye and a number of
others, totaling in all about fifty. Victor Fleming will serve as director of
this subject.

Smith

The cabbage was boiling, the clock
was ticking, the baby was crying and
Pete Smith, director of publicity for
Mar.shall Neilan, was cussing when
the telephone rang. A cold always
made Pete feel like a wreck. Disconsolately heate another aspirin tablet and limped over to the telephone.
"Heddo," wailed Pete. Running
noses never did encourage telephone
conversations.
"Hello, Pete," came the bright voice
of "Jimmie" J. R. Grainger, Marshall Neilan's general representative
over the wire. "How're you? Cold
gettiii'
any see,
better?"
"Cand't
shell, 'ear or tdink,"
replied the dismal Pete.
"But can you write," specified
Grainger.
"Ye-e-ah, a dood deadt nodice."
"I've just received an important
telegram from the Neilan studios,
Pete — says Marshall Neilan and the
whole bunch went without food for
forty-eight hours — that they got lost

Picture

New

"It was snowing hkc— hello! helh
Pete? Well, Matt Moore went ba.
alone over the mountains. He walk<
for fifteen hours through the sno
Getting to the tavern, he got foo
clothes and stuff and guides to con
back after the Neilan party. Aft
they had eaten they were ready
"Good sdory," sneezed Pete.
"It'sback."
the biggest Neilan story
come
date," agreed Grainger.
"But we cand't use dad sdot

"Can't use it. Neilan nearly 'i>
with his whole cast. It was snc.
like— hello, hello! What the deuce
the matter with this wire. You s;
you can't use the story. Why not
"Because," Pete started. "Idt loo
Jibbie."
like a predd agend's story mcnlcl'
afder Gribbith's escabe from the z
disadster. Cubbing ride afder Gr;
bith's adventure idt looks like a L
biece of hokum and de beoble wont

"B:
cai
I wi'
the thing. It's important. It's trt
What are you going to do? You'
in "When
a heavydidsnowall— dis
" habben?"
charge of the publicity!"
"Just yesterday. They made a trip in"Adsk
Fird National's bublicity d
to Bear Valley in the San Bernardino
mountains. It was snowing like — bardment doo send id oud," suggest<
hello, hello. They left the hotel. Dog Pete.
'emb growled
I'mb sick." Graingc
"All Tell
right,"
sleds. Snow shoes. Travelled all da\-. "Good-bye."
It was snowing like hello, hello, what's
the matter with this wire? They arrived late in the afternoon. They tried
to take some scenes. They found C ham pi on Title-Write
good locations. It was snowing like
In a recent issue of the Dayto
hello! hello! Do'ya hear me? When Ohio, Journal, the claim is made th
they got ready to come home, the Tom Bret, of New York City, is tl
snow had covered their tracks. They
champion title-writer of the world 1 j
took refuge ! It was snowing like- virtue
of an audience of over six b:
hello, hello. Operator, please leave
this wire alone ! Never saw it snow lions a year. Titles for such stan^ \
ard screen subjects as the Paramoun
Ernest Truex comedies, Paramoun
"Where'd day dake refudge?"
Drew comedies, French Govcrnme
" I read — here it is. They official films, Metro features, Sidm
—'till
much
so"Wait
built
a fire in a one-room shack near Drew comedies and Vitagraph picture
Bluff Lake. They cut a hole in the
as well as a score of other productin;
roof to let the smoke out. They are
Bret.said to have been originated by M
didn't have a bite to eat and stayed
up all night listening to Neilan and
Robert Priest, reported to be an a
thority on film facts and figures,
Lewis Stone telling stories — "
"How'd dej' ged out ob de hudt?"
Pete wheezed, moisture dripping responsible for the statistics that a
used to support the claim of Brei
from every syllable.
championship title.

DEL

"Damn," spouted Grainger.
beliebe idt."
gest story in Neilan's life and
use ! it.
! ! !what
! !XXXXWV
***
! ! !But
can we do!
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jINDICATIONS of the future plans of
1)11
A productions
by Solwestern
M. W'urtzel
wlilhe
William Fox
dramaticof
>ide(studios is indicated by announcement
■ ;ii!iis week of the purchase of a number
1' stories for Fox stars. "Molly and
I," or "The Silver Ring," by Frank
*oaiK. Adams, and "The Harvest," by
IPearl Doles Bell, author of "Her Elegjphaiu Man," have been purchased for
. Shirley Mason's vehicles. "The Last
\ight,
' by H. H. Traverse
VanLoan, story,
will be the
\t Madlaine
the
ining of which will be started shortly.
The Iron Rider," by Frank L. Packjard, author of "The Miracle Man," has
'>cen bought for William Russell, and
ill be produced immediately following
he filming of "Bruce of Circle A,"
now in production under the direction
of Emmett J. Flynn. Charles Alden
Selzer is the author of "Forbidden
Trails," which has been purchased as
the next vehicle for Buck Jones, the
n\i\new Fox Western star.
Perhaps the first story in which WilH'iam Farnum will work after he arses at the west coast studios the latr part of January will be "The Oriun,"
Mulford.
J. Gordonof
Iwardsby isCharles
to continue
as director
I r. Farnum.
I Mrs. Barbara LaMarr Deely has
nrao|been engaged as special writer for stor- ■ s suitable for Gladys Brockwell and
is prepared the first which will be
led, "The Mother of His Children."
!rs. Deely is a former vaudeville
ictress who has had considerable exan dperience in playwriting both for the
reen and stage. She is the wife of
en Deely, character actor now in pice iures after many successful years in
vaudeville. Edward J. LeSaint is to
rontinue as director of Miss Brockrvell in the series of stories written by
Mrs. Deely.
Charles K. French, who has appeared
n leading character roles of Fox productions was this week placed under
:ontract and will continue with Fox
for a series of pictures. Other members of the Fox stock company are
Lester Cuneo, heavy, who recently returned from over-seas service, and
Robert Kline who played in "The Lin:oln
Highwayman," supporting Wiliam Russell.
Howard M. Mitchell will complete
he Madlaine Traverse subject, "The
Penalty," picturization by Denison
Clift from the successful stage play
ivithin the next ten days.
Jack Blystone is at work on a new
Minshine Comedy with a specially pre, red story by Supervising Director
lampton DelRuth, which will have
Hester Conklin in the featured part,
onklin is to be a hero in this comedy
hich is laid about one of the biggest
inches near the Mojave desert. Aniher comedy has been started by Roy
3elRuth, brother of the Supervising

Wes^
My

<ZC

Cbas^

Shzdio.

Jessetv

Director, which is spoken of at the from his New York trip, he will take
studio as the mystery comedy.
up the part of the fat sheriff, 'Slim
Hoover', in George H. Melford's in
ilial production, "The Round-Up."
The other films now being made are
d^baut JfetrcrJ^Jdx/.er? "The Fighting Chance", directed by
C'has. Maigne; "The Prince Chap", by
Ir has been found neccssarj- to alter William C. DeMille; Wallace Rcid in
production activities at Metro "The Dancin' Fool" ; Bryant WashStudios because of the automobile acburn, "Mrs. Temple's Telegram" ;
cident which befell Marguerite Dela- Robert Warwick in "Thou Art the
Motte last week which resulted in Man", and Ethel Clayton, under the
painful injury to the star and also in- direction of Waller Edwards in "A
jury to her mother which caused the
death of Mrs. DelaMotte two days fol- Lady
Donald
Crisp will begin the filming
in Love."
lowing the accident. The father of the of "Held By the Enemy" about Januprominent young actress who was also
ary 8th.
injured is now on the road to recovery.
Jack Holt, who has appeared in a
Perhaps the most serious injury to luimber
of Famous Players-Lasky, and
Miss DelaMotte is that of the nervous other west
coast made subjects, has
shock, her physician stating that it
been
placed
under a long term conwould be several weeks before she will
tract by Jesse L. Lasky, and will do
be able to resume her work before the his first
work under the contract in
camera. Miss DelaMotte is playing
".Held By The Enemy."
the leading role in Metro's second
Miss Jeanie MacPherson, who has
Drury
Lane Herbert
melodrama,
Hope."
Director
Blache"The
is this
week been east on a holiday trip, is back at
completing arrangements for filming the Hollywood Lasky studio working
the battle scenes between the British on the next production which Cecil B.
and Indian soldiers. These battle DeMille will film.
A. B. Wilkie of the Lasky publicity
scenes take place in the famous pass
of India and location said to be iden- department is going east to do some
tical with the Indian setting has been special exploitation work, and will
found near Chatsw^orth Park, and here remain in New York about one month.
the hundreds of extras needed for the
scenes will battle for the next week or
ten days.
Goldwyn
The Arizona state prison has served
director Arthur D. Ripley, Bert Lytell
and company for the necessary prison
scenes for "Alias Jimmy Valentine."
holidayStudios
lull continues
at the
The company returned from Arizona THEGoldwyn
and it will
be
this week after spending five days in several days before production activthe prison.
ities again reach the maximum. At
The San Francisco bay will be used the present time but three companies
for exteriors in the Alice Lake Screen
are at work making " The Road to
Classic, "Shore Acres." The Metro Destiny," " Earthbound " and the
Company composed of twenty members " Edgar " stories. Casts for all of
went to the northern city December 28 these films have been given in previous
and will remain there for about ten issues.
days. Two large seagoing boats have
The Goldwyn band, which wasbeen leased for use of the company and started
several weeks ago to furnish
to get proper lighting effects, these pleasure and amusement for members
windjammers were fitted with lighting of the studio staff, has been found to
equipment. A number of night storm be a much needed organization this
scenes will be filmed aboard the ves- week, when the band of thirty played
sels.
prominent parts in two productions.
Work has been started by Finis Fox Maurice Tourneur engaged the band
on preparing continuity for the third for a number of scenes which were
Drury Lane melodrama which will be made at the studio and Director E.
"Hearts and Trumps." This will not Alason Hopper who is filming the
be put into production for several "Edgar" series used the thirty musiweeks.
cians under the leadership of Bert
Crossland for a parade through the
streets of Ocean Park and Venice,
scenes of which were taken for the
initial " Edgar " story.
Victor Schertzinger, who went east
THE Famous Players-Lasky studio to direct Mabel Normand, has reis working at maximum producturned to the coast and is working
tion speed now, inasmuch as seven with the scenario department in the
companies are engaged in the making
Miss will
Normand's
next
of new productions, the greatest num- preparation
vehicle. Theof star
arrive about
ber to be filming at one time for the January tenth and everything will be
past several months.
in readiness at that time for the filmWith the return of Roscoe Arbuckle
ing of her next film.

National

Studios

/^FFICERS
of of
the America
National Film
Corporation
have
made extensive plans for improving
their producing plant in Hollywood
and expect to spend approximately
$200,000 in new buildings, stages and
equipment
within the next three
months.
One of the first improvements to be
made will be that of the erection of a
new administration building immediately in front of the present one on
Lodi street. At the same time, a combination light and dark stage will be
put in construction and plans are being
drawn for the erection of an electric
power plant. The work of these improvements has already been started
under the direction of Production
Manager Isadore Bernstein, and is progressing without interference with production activities at the studios.
Continuity is now being prepared for
the film version of "Mary Minds Her
Business," which will be an adaptation
from the George Weston serial story
of the same name which appeared in
The Ladies' Home Journal. Mildred
Considine prepared the screen version
and a cast of exceptional talent is being engaged for this picture. The National Comedy Company, making tworeel subjects for Goldwyn, has completed two more releases featuring
Neal Burns, which have been titled
"Treat 'Em Rough," and "A SleepNight." of producing "The KenThelesswork
under
the directionmostof
WilliamtuckyA.Colonel,"
Seitcr,
is progressing
satisfactorily with a cast that includes
J. J. Dowling, Francis MacDonald,
Elinor Field, Lloyd Bacon, Little
Thelma Salter, Gordon Griffith and
Fred Kohler. The screen version was
prepared from the Opie Read book by
L. V. Jefferson. The recent announcement by National that J. J. Dowling is
to play the title role, brought thirty offers for the productions, according to
tions. Bernstein, manager of ProducIsadore
Christmas cheer was added to the
employees of the National Studios by
the distribution of more than $2,000 by
Captain Harry M. Rubey, president of
the company. Mrs. Robert Jackson,
who has been with the National since
its organization, serving in a confidential capacity to the president, has retired, owing to ill health.
Plans have been made for the filming of a serial featuring Jack Hoxie,
under the direction of Murdock MacQuarrie, which will be titled, "The Son
of Tarzan." It will be remembered the
National produced the first Tarzan picture which was released by First National under the title of "Tarzan of
the Apes."
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City.
stars Mary MacLaren and Allen Holu- respect regarding the 1920 policy. He
is
still to be seen daily at Universal
bar has shipped "The Gorgeous Canwhich starred
Phillips.this
An ary/'
accident
befellDorothy
Art Accord
The working script for "The Better
week which will prevent work of the Half," which is to star Mary MacLaren
serial company which he heads for a is ready for productions and Phil
number of weeks. In a riding scene Rosen will be in charge of directing
with Mildred Moore, in which both this which is his first initial feature
were on the same horse, the animal
reared on concrete pavement, slipped picture.
The wedding of two Universal emand fell. Accord lifted Miss Moore
ployees was consummated December
to safety but was unable to slide from 27 when Wilson Leahy of the laborthe horse before it fell. The bones of
atories and Elsie Lewenger, secretary
one of Accord's legs were broken by of Charles Hertzman, head of the Pubthe weight of the horse.
licity Department, were quietly married
David Butler, who has been seen in in Hollywood.
a number of very successful plays in
which he appeared as leading man,
following his discovery by Griffith and
Neil an Studio
his initial screen appearance in "Hearts
of the World," has been signed by
LIniversal for a long term and will be
starred. His first starring vehicle will MARSHALL NEILAN has rented
space at the Douglas Fairbanks
be "The Girl in the Mirror."
President Carl Laemmle, who ar- studio for the filming of many scenes
rived at the coast last week, for con- of his second First National release,
ferences with General Manager Tark- and is now engaged in filming scenes
ington Baker, has made no statement at this plant. No announcement has
respecting changes by Universal in any been made respecting the title of Mr.

Hampton

THE completion of the new Jesse
D. Hampton Studio, to such an
extent as to make possible the several
producing units beginning work there,
was celebrated this week by the completion of the Blanche Sweet release
"Simple Souls," which was directed by
Robert Thornby. This adaptation from
the John Hastings Turner story by
Fred Myton, gives Miss Sweet a number of different roles and characterization, the gamut extending from that
of a London shop-girl to that of a
duchess. One of the important characters in the story is Sid Doyle, and
after numerous effor;s to find someone
to fit the part, Jesse D. Hampton discovered a scene painter, who has every
appearance of "Sid" and so the scene
painter became an actor. Included in
the notable cast are Herbert Grimwood, Charles Meredith, Herbert
Standing, Kate Lester, Mayme Kelso,
Aaron Edwards and Fred Huntley.
Many of the scenes for this were taken
aboard a Los Angeles' millionaire's
yacht, but it was necessary to build a
salon at the studio in replica of the
one on the yacht, which was 108 feet
long and had a width of 26 feet.
William Desmond has completed his
work in the Dan Hart melodrama,
"The Parish Priest," under the direction of Joseph Franz, and the H. B.
Warner subject, "The White Dove,"
has been completely filmed. It will Our Motto: All the News,
take several days for the Jesse
Sig. Schlager is on to do
D. Hampton Company to become
Foggy
and Fair.
Hi
Abrams
is in town.
Broadway and find out why the
thoroughly installed at the new proCarl Laemmle's still in town. of
trade publications
don't use
stuflF about Louise
Glaumall
ducing studio and then all three com- coast.
Ralph Proctor's visiting tht andhisHobart
Bosworth.
panies will begin upon new subjects.
When
Herbert
Grimwood
saw
Hunt Stromberg has come west
his first motion picture on the
to
TomgrowInce.up with the country and screen he exclaimed: "most
Al St. John is authority for extraordinary,
what?"
And thenas
was introduced
all around
the statement that acrobats must he
being
English.
Universal New sett es start young.
Roscoe
Arbuckle
claims
Jack Warner claims to be the are twenty good reasons there
only
producer who drives his own business should be good for why
automobile.
the
and then he started
Bayard
Viellers and Louis exhibitors,
A number of Universal directors Joseph Vance
to
name
his
twenty
releases
for
have
joined
our
Paramount.
will start the New Year on new gang of filmsters.
There's
to
be
a
flood
of
TarRussell
Simpson
is
craving
(or
productions as the past week has seen
story, so HOKUM sug- zan serials. National's coming
no less than five films completed. Tod a snowgests a trip
east.
up with
" TheRavier
Son ofis Tarzan,"
Harry
making
Brunton is going to "and
Browning, who has been working for a haveRobert
The Return- of Tarzan." Such
a
theatre
in
our
midst
where
number of weeks on the Turkish story Brunton pictures may be shown. a monkey business.
Bert Lytell is out of prison
by H. H. VanLoan, has completed
five days incarceration. An
After playing in " The Dream after
Arizona
prison too. Bert was
Cheater,"
Wedgewood
Nowell
is
"The Beautiful Beggar," which starred reported
heard
to remark it was just like
to
have
left
for
a
vacation in the Ozark Mountains.
Priscilla Dean. Tsura Aoki, who has
aexorbitant
modernprices.
hotel, minus the
Now that Jack Dempsey is
been playing under the direction of safely
Now that we have learned that
through
the
world
chamPathe has seen fit Aggie Herring created the role
Christie Cabanne in "The Burnt to take outpionshipa fight,
life insurance j^oHcy. of " Barbara Fritchie " on the
Wings," has finished in this and will
Lou Anger is back from New speaking stage, we know why
York, and like many others who she says : " Shoot, if you must,
next play in "A Tokio Siren."
have been east recently, says this old grey head."
Douglass Gerrard has made the last nice
things about the weather. Isadore Bernstein plans to
build an apartment house for
scenes for "The Forged Bride", which Here, not there.
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Neilan's second release. The scenarig
for it was written by Marion Fairfax.
Matt Moore was especially engaged
to play the lead and arrived here from
New York several weeks ago. Opposite Moore will be Margery Dawa
Neilan also has arranged a very good I
part in this picture for Wesley Barry,
the freckled face boy, who made hii
first appearance of consequence in th(
performance of " Daddy Long Legs.'
Others in the cast are Betty Bouton,
Tom Guise, Adele Farrington an<
Thomas Jefferson. Co-directing will
Mr. Neilan, in the making of thii
film, is Victor Heerman, who has beex
with this producer since he organized
his company. Heerman formerly di?
rected comedy and was responsible fo)
the making of a number of Mack Sen
nett and other well known and sue
cessful comedies.
Mr. Neilan has especially engag
Christine Mayo for one of the mo
important parts in this second of
First National productions. Miss M
has appeared in a number of ve;
successful pictures following her c
reer on the speaking stage.

it's News,
When it's Newsj,
National FilmIfemployes
which Mabel
Normand vows to
he plans shall be rented so that tinue
in comedy drama.
the investors receive seven per Pauline
Frederick resolves
cent.,ated inand
her Allison
eyes — onwillthenotscreen.
thesethis
daysplan
of thewash. originc. of 1. useMay
dye
Now that the holiday season is hair.
over, and this is the industry of Motion Picture News will
pictures, many of our leading move its west coast offices ag
lights have turned their atten- for at least three years. Pn
tion toDay,preparing
St. Valenaddress: 207 Baker-Detwij
tine
with the for
telephoto
lens ent
Building. Pico 780. Wr
wire or phone. Cable addre
focused on St. Patrick's Day.
The Christmas spirit was ramp- HOKUM.
ant, and the New Year was fittingly ushered
in. Evidence
THE PUTTEES QUEST
the latter
consisted
of manyol
New Year resolutions :
The star reporter had a
goose chaseto find
this Reginald
week when
Douglas
Fairbanks will con- attempted
Barlj
tinue to smile.
in search of definite informat
Lou
Cody
won't
vamp
another
regarding
Puttees.
Barker,
one.
was learned, had tramped all
Sid Chaplin
eighteen thousand acre ra
funny
comedy. agrees to make a the
Tom Ince built a studio on,
so
it
was expected he was |
Charles
Ray
swears
he
will
not
act unnaturally.
position
to shed question
some light
the momentous
of
All
P.
A's.
are
doing
to
write
the
truth,
and
nothing
but
the
wore
puttees
first.
truth. (Yes?)
But the scribe, failing to
William Hart will continue in Barker, never thought of ask
anyone
else aboutwiththehisquest
westerns.
so returned
rep
Priscilla Dean will comb her and
er's
note
book
untarnished,
hair every day during 1920.
his
pencil
still
sharp.
As
an
C. B. deMille will stop the
the reporter proJ
issuance of sport shirt photos. terviewer,
himself
to
be
fine
talking
macb
E. H. Allen will try to make machine with a broken sprin
the ghost walk every week.
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Equipment W^orld
The new catalog of the Howells
Cline Equipment Company is an excellent example of the correct way to
invade foreign markets. This catalog
— printed in three languages — contains
a selected list of American made
equipment covering as the Howells
slogan says " Everything from the
Street to the Sheet."

A
^'-"V.

^

^

^.

•H. F. O'Brien

With Joe Hornstein in charge of the
equipment, the Howells C. E. Co.
should have no trouble wherever their
material goes.
Someone arises to inquire if the
Howells slogan will be equally alliterative in Czecho-Slovakia or Zambesian.
Frankly we don't know how it will
sound but we arc willing to wager a
copy of last year's News that it will
look like the product of a stammering
linotype machine.

The question of balanced circuits
has ever been one of the troubles of
the studio electrician. Various methods
have been employed or suggested to
solve the trouble. But nothing was
quite right until O'Brien came along
and vv'ith the aid of a couple of p:aotical electricians gathered together
three units and constructed the first
three-unit generator set for studio use.
S'nce that time this scheme has come
into universal application, showing that
the idea was founded on the right theory— O'Brien's theory.

A. W. Olson, formerly secretary to
the Assistant Director of Personnel,
Organization and Finance at the War
Risk Bureau, Washington, has accepted
a position with the Typhoon Fan Company.
Saw J. C. Kroesen of the Edison
Lamp Works the other day. Wasn't
saying much audibly but his enigmatic
smile suggested a lot. It looks as if
there would be something doing soon
to interest the advocates of incandescent projection.
These are the days of calendars and
pocket diaries. Hope you've received
your share. It's easy to find a place
for the calendars but a man's pockets
will hold only so many little fat pocket
— the "Direct to
diaries. However — we all like to get KALAMAZOO
You " town — is where O'Brien
em.
first noticed the poor regulation of the
town's lighting system. Ever since
. And say — don't forget to look at the then he has been working day after
first ad on the new " Rotary " portable day in an endeavor to correct similar
projector. It should be in this issue. troubles.
Really and truly, and after everything has been said in favor of the
The ad can't tell everything, so we're
printing a detailed description in next town by its publicity agent, you can't
week's issue. Exclusive in the News. blame Harold for leaving the place.
Those who thought the Geneva Star As the atlas says, " Kalamazoo is
had been practically standardized will known for its stove and range manufactories, itscelery farms and its state
have something to look forward to.

O'Brien trekked it for California.
As he slid off the Overland Limited
in the Los Angeles station the first object he spied was the tower of the
Los Angeles Polytechnic High School.
Four years later he had gone through
this school of learning from boiler
room to wcathcr-vane. A few years
spent in Central Station work taught
him how the laboring man feels towards Capital. From there he entered
the offices of Westinghouse Company,
working up from the lowliest clerk to
his present status as— Expert on Motion Picture Studio Equipment.
While O'Brien was in the Service
Department of the Westinghouse
Company he was thrown into frequent
contact with the studios. The work
became more interesting to him, and
having made a study of its requirements he naturally managed to corral
considerable of the studio business in
electr'cal equipment and supplies. As
the result he was promoted to the
Sales Department to handle Theatres
and Studios exclusively.

Some weeks ago O'Brien came to
New York to see the Eastern studios.
For a fortnight he moseyed about
town, finding himself welcome wherever he went.
insane asylums." Whether or not the
last feature
is caused
thenotcombination of the other
two by
it is
for us
to say. But we are sure that placed
in a similar position we would do as
O'Brien did — leave town.
Long about the tender age of twelve,
in the fall of the year, when the celery
was being whitened, parlor stoves were
being shipped out and the asylums
were being filled with heads of families who had been made poor in an
attempt to give their wives and children a summer vacation. Master H. F.

As for himself — O'Brien is a quite
unassuming chap, with a manner that
makes him popular with all. His personality, together with the kind of
knowledge with which he has armed
himself and the personal service he
gives to his clients, are the factors that
have made him the studio authority of
the motion picture group in Los Angeles. After being favored with a
visit by him, we trust that he finds
time to make another soon. The industry can use a number of men like
him.
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Transverter — What
How
it Differs from

it is, How
Others,

N eA

if

were
Arvs
Qixesti'orts

Projectioiv

The

Picture

it Works,
and

What

it Does

A Complete
Dependable

Article on This Device with
Data from a Personal Test
(Continued from last week)
50 amps, at the 55 volt mark, an increase of ten
After the load had been varied from normal to
volts means a difference of 3 amperes. At 80 volts,
over load and back to no load, the field rheostat
the amperage would have increased by only 5. This
was altered to give 40 amps, at normal voltage.
does not mean that the projectionist could set his
Similar readings were taken. These are given in
the middle column of the table.
arc and let it run without attention until the voltage reached 80 or thereabouts. First, he would
And, lastly, a normal voltage, 30 amp. setting
have trouble because his spot would work out of
was made and readings taken. The figures of this
position, and, secondly, when his voltage got to 70
third test make up the right-hand column.
or 80 it would become a difficult one to handle, and
Using the figures thus obtained, the curves shown
in Fig. — were plotted. Those readers who have
screen. But' this
on the
would give ofpoor
peculiarity
the results
not had practice in curve reading may prefer to
transverter
is given
here merely
to
point
out
one
feature of its design which makes
study the bare figures, but others will be interit different from some other motor generator sets.
ested in the curves as plotted.
In endeavoring to explain the actions of the
We are principally interested in the 50 amp. 55
transverter by the shape of the curves, it will have
volt curve, as that is the normal characteristic for
been noticed that only the curve for normal operathe machine under test. The shape of this curve
tion was considered. This was done for the sake
explains what happens when the second arc is
of simplicity. The two other curves are given here
struck and both are burning simuhaneously.
in the event that the user has a 50 amp. double arc
Suppose, for instance, we have started the mamachine from which he is drawing but 30 or 40
chine and have struck Arc No. 1. The generator
builds up voltage until an arc stream of 55 volts is amperes. Practically the only difference is in the
general shape of the curves, and the change that
reached. Now, look to the left where the figures
appears is favorable to the machine. In proof of
representing voltages have been placed. Follow
this it will be noted that the sections of the 30 amp.
up from zero until 55 is reached. Follow horizontally to the right until you touch the curve at the
place marked " B." It is at this identical spot that
your machine is now operating. But possibly you
wish to find what current the generator should be
delivering. To do this drop straight down from
220
point " B " and read the number of amperes. It
is found to be 50, Which is as it should be, since the
transverter under test is a 55 V. 50 amp. machine.
Now, what happens when the second arc is
struck? Here again the curve explains everything.
When the carbons of Arc No. 2 are brought together, struck and drawn apart, there is an attempt
on the part of the voltage to force current through
the arcs. The voltage increases as the carbons are
drawn apart until the normal setting is reached.
We then have two arcs in series ; the current being
the same through both arcs circuit and the voltage
twice normal.
With one arc our voltage was 55. With two arcs
it will be 110. Follow up the figures at the left
which indicate voltages until 110 is reached. Then
travel horizontally to the curve. The point arrived
at is marked " B." This is the place at which our
machine is now performing. To find the current,
act as before. Drop straight down from point
" A " and read the figure, which is found to be 55
amperes.
Those who have handled a transverter have
noticed how the voltage rises if the arc is left
along, while the current remains practically stationary. This feature is also explained by the
curves.
Suppose that the arc is struck and adjusted to
its best position, which for purposes of illustration
we will say is where the voltage is 55 and the
amperage 50. Once adjusted the arc is allowed to
burn without attention. As the length of the arc
stream increases the potential difference across the
arc becomes greater. The voltage rises to 60, and
then to 65 and 70. Because of the load characteristic of the transverter this increase in voltage
affects the current but slightly. That part of the
fO
20
30
40
5-0
curve over which the machine operates is practical y astraight line. For instance, starting with
^ mperes

The Transverter

Perfcrmonce Curves,
of o
"Double Arc 50 Amp

duly le. 1313

60

I

Jan nary
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and 4(J amp. curves over which the Transverter
normally operates are nearer a straight line than
the 50 amp. curve. This would indicate that as the
carbons burned away and the gap lengthened the
current would remain steady over a considerable
range of voltage.
There is no need in concluding this article, to
make the statement that the Transverter is indorsed by this department. The favorable reports
which have been received from projectionists who
have operated the machines day in and day out

are worth more as recommendations. Suffice it to
say that we were much impressed by its performance, and particularly the ease with which it can be
handled. There is a minimum of parts and accessories; itrequires no ballast resistance; it is practically foolproof; its size and vertical design mean
that it is eminently suited to the under-size projection room which from observation we should
judge comprise about 90 per cent, of the projection
rooms now in use; it is well constructed and care
enough is used in its assembly to insure a long

*5
layout
made by W. B. Allen,
<2)to

Wiring Diagram of Transverter zinth Mercury Arc Emergency Set.
President Local 360
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life provided it is used in a manner befitting it
importance.
We wish to thank the manufacturers of th
Transverter for the courtesies extended to us whil
making the tests and also for the loan of illustra
tions to accompany the report.
As any one who has had anything to do witl
electrical apparatus will admit, the manufacturer:
of the Transverter were open-handed in their deal
ings when they allowed an outsider to select an}
stock machine and test it for efficiency, knowing
that the figures thus obtained would be widel)
published among those who would base their opinions of the machine on the results obtained. Ever
the best made of electrical machines will have differences in raw materilas such that no two will
have exactly the same efficiency.
To projectionists we would say that we have
endeavored to cover all the points which may have
arisen in their minds concerning this machine. If,
however, we have failed to satisfy their wants we
will be pleased to take up any detail and enlarge
upon it in so far as it may be possible.
RECORD OF TEST.
30 amp.
40 amp. 55
D.
C.
50 amp.Amps.
55
Volts
Amps.
Volts
Volts Amps.
45
40
30
55
50
55
43.5
41
30
80
55
65
60
124
81
78
98
56
100
44.0
101
ISS
55
122
125
150
49
43.0
SO
15019
147
150
35
32.0
29
55
19.5
13.0
185
23
170
21.5
0.0
7.0
190
16
190
162
54
31
0
55
40.0
170
14
31
25.0
30
55
55
18.0
27
42
SO
205
25.0
30.0
32.0
27
38.5
30.0
24.0
17.0
0.0
9
15
16.0
12.0
6
RESULTS OF OVER11 ALL EFFICIENCY
TEST
Percent
Input
Output
D. C.
EflScieney
Power
Percent
Ac Watts Volts Amperes Watts Factor
4150 55
2750
50
82
87.2
66.3
5S00
50
7425 110
74.0
The End
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SCREENS

CARBONS
GENERATORS

BOYLAN

EVEN

Tpp'iiks 1327

Vine

TENSION

REEL

St., Philadelphia,

Pa.

Phone Bryam 6808
BAY STATE FILM SALES
220 West 42nd Street
A. G. STEEN,
TRANSFORMER

AND

CO., INC.
New Yoric Gty

Special Representative

ADAPTERS

Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Service and adapted to either
Alternating or Direct Current service.
WE GUARANTEE all our products to be free from mechanical
or electrical defects.
Manufactured by
Rutledge
& Company
35 S. Dearborn St.
CHICAGO

MADE
FILM

IN

AMERICA

RAW

STOCK

EQUAL TO THE BEST
Used Successfully by the Foremost Producers and
Laboratories
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the Rotary"
An improvement in motion picture mechanism is
found in the new "Rotary"
presser movement, which
replaces the present-day
"geneva" or "star-andcam" device.

The "Rotary" is so
original in design, so simple in construction and so
successful in operation,
that comparisons are interesting and enlightening. For example, the
usual "star-and-cam" has
TEN wearing surfaces, in
direct comparison with the
TWO simple bearings of
the "presser" movement.
In the "Rotary" presser
mechanism, the film is
treated as a continuous ribbon. Sprockets and
sprocket-holes are disregarded; the film is gently
PUSHED down— picture
by picture — by the CONTINUOUS application of
the revolving presser to
the entire width of the
film.

Simplicity
Safety
Satisfaction

newe^

Projection

Macliine

«4

The

Rptary

Portable

Projedor

:— "The size and weight of a suitcase;
the strength and quaUty of a professional machine" — with exclusive,
patented features that are in advance
of every mechanism.
Easiest to
thread and operate ; the projector for
portable use.

For Detailed

herniation Jlddress

Educational
o^^Jm

erica

Films

~ 72

Rptary

Dept.

Corporation

- 7 Ave.

NewTork

There is'opportunity for live-wire representatives throughout the United States and Canada — men who can grasp a
man's-size opportunity, and make the most of it. Territory is being? rapidly disposed of — to men with the right
qualifications.

Motion
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Poet-Pro jectionist
You have heard that oft repeated line that poets
like projectionists are born into the world for
a different career, but fate in the form of an employment agenc\-, the high cost of shoes or the
low temperature of the weather has different ideas
and acts accordingly.
when onwetheopened
this toppled
morning's
wasWell,
a letter
top that
overmail
intothere
our
hands as if it was eager to be read.
The letter contained a poem from a projectionist in good standing. We looked it over —
whistled a couple of times through our teeth — and
decided to print it right then and thereabouts.
Without further eulogy, apology or doxo'.ogy we
hereby serve it to you, knowing that you will give
is as good treatment as we have accorded it.
Lines to an Operator
When you enter a picture show
Do you ever stop to think
Of the man in the room overhead,
That makes the picture go.
He's up there doing
For the patrons day
But some folks think
If mishaps come his
For
In a
And
You

his level best
by day
he's a failure
way.

when your interest deepens
play that is shown on the screen
something happens — the picture stops
become haughty as a queen.

Right
away screen
you conclude
failure.
The white
itself ishe's
the a proof
But no one knows the equipment
He has in his hole near the roof.
* :;: * «
.The show is now over and homeward you go
And to friends you slur that picture show
You blame the man behind the machine
But the real true cause you never know.
— Edmund Buras, Local 293,, New Orlcr.ii.s-.

Is Making Home'Made
Camera
M. H. Thoreau, Victoria, B. C:
Just a few questions regarding a M. P. camera.
Could I use a Powers or Simplex movement in a
M. P. Camera? What is the speed of the average
camera movement? Seems to me that a good
M. P. Camera lens (with iris diaphragm) used in
conjunction with a projector movement could be
used to make an amateur M. P. Camera. \\ hat's
your opinion? Couldn't I get a much wider shutter opening with a projector movement than is
usual with a M. P. Camera, thus allowing the lens
to be stopped down to gain better definition.
My plan is to use a projector movement and gate
(made light proof of course) with a shutter geared
direct to the cam shaft and running between the
lens and the aperture.
In the issue of September 20th, R. V. Plew asks
what is wrong with his motor when it won't start
hut when given a turn in either direction will run
in that direction. You say "high mica" but in my
opinion that is impossible. I am pretty sure that
Plew has a single phase A. C. induction motor and
that the starting contacts are not making good connection or there is a break in the wires feeding the
contactors. If he cannot repair it himself or cannot get it repaired if he will push button across
the two wires which feed the contactors he will
find that by turning on the juice and giving the
button a touch that the motor will start as usual.
Caution — Don't press the button too long or don't
leave current on when motor is not running.
In the same issue Lewis Garvin, Columbia, Ky.,
complains that the so-called " city projectionists "
blames the country operator for all the punch
marks and torn up film. I don't believe the average city projectionist does anything of the sort as
many of them often run damaged film which they
know has only been run in the city. But they also
receive film which has been in the country which
is in much worse condition.

Picture

News

Your correspondent also says that the City man
should come out in the country and see some of
the stuff his city brothers send out. If this
" country operator" (That's what he calls himself)
will just come into the exchanges in the City and
see some of the film that has come in from the
country with mis-framed splices, unscraped splices,
splices made with nails, pins, common paste and
glue, gummed paper, together with the numerous
scratches, titles, reversed and a hundred other
things he will no longer wonder why his country
brothers
damage. get the majority of the credit for film
A correspondent also says " I am a small town
operator and I think that some of these Expert
Projectionists, as they call themselves are nothing
only operators just like myself, operating for a
Well the city Projectionists are at least up to
date the} use the name for their profession which
living."
has been adopted by the Society of M. P. Engineers, Projector Manufacturers, Projection Departments and the industry in general. Come On
"Columbia," call yourself a "projectionist" eve:i
if you are only a " country operator."
He says he has been operating for eight years
and thinks he knows more about a machine than
sotne of the city projectionists receiving from
$25 to $50 per week. This is very possible but if
he is as slow in other ways as he has shown himto be regarding
thethetitle
I'll
bet itselfapplies
mostly to
$25"projectionist"
variety.
Now Garvin don't think this is a personal dig
because you may and in all probability are a better
projectionist than the majority of the so-called
" city" men but please don't think that just because
your film arrives from the exchange in bad condition that it was a city projectionist that caused the
trouble.
I admit that city projectionists damage many feet
of film as the majority of the film I receive has
only been run in 4 or 5 cities between Winnipeg
and here (one house in each place) and some of it
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PICTURE CAMERAS
NEW AND USED
200 ft. capacity U. S. Compact M. P. Camera.
What
is the S. P. C. P.?
The Ideal camera for News Weeklies. Complete with Tessar F : 3.5 lens.
It is the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
Slightly used
to Projectors.
The latest Universal with Internal$82.50
Shutter
dissolve. Complete as listed
Members of that Society don't mistreat Projectors with oil that makes them sick and
at $512.00 for immediate delivery
shortens
their lives —
$467.00
400 ft. De Franne Studio or Field Camera. All
—
but
they
treat the Machines to IMSCO OIL,
movements.
Complete with
tfti^C f\{\
the
perfect
lubricant which means faultless op#iOD.UU
Tessar F: 3.5 lens
eration and long life. (That pays better too.)
Everything for Motion Picture Making. Any
Quart, 50c. Half Gallon, 90c. Gallon. S1.80.
camera shipped C. O. D. for examination,
All IMSCO products are QUALITY products,
trp
ITT?
Bass
Motion
Picture
CataloE.
Expert
advice.
Eastman
negative
fihn
r nllilL J37.50 per 1000 ft.
and IMSCO's motto is " Courtesy with Service."
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Motion Plctnr« IHvlglon
111 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.
INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPY CO. '"'Sw vt^"
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The
62 West 45th Street

BETTER

MUSIC

Fotoplayer
AMERICAN
PHOTO PLAYER CO.
New York

City

Q^Thc

Columbia

Cored

Upper

holds

ingredients

/ that permit along' and steady arc, and prevent
cracking near the crater
.The Columbia
Silvertip Lower is unique for its high current
capacity; small in diameter, it does not shadow
the crater of the positive

l07(e /or bolder

National

Caibon Company
Incorporated *
Cleveland, Ohio
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certainl}^ has had some hard usage considering
the short time it has been in use.
I would like to ask W. B. Allen of Edmonton,
Alberta what the condition is of the film he receives. He runs a good deal of the stuff that I
do and gets it about half way from its release in
Winnipeg to its running here. Then we might be
able to locate who uses the X's for change over
signs and cuts off fade-outs at the end of the reels.
Some of it shows treatment that is unusual to
say the least.
I am enclosing a few samples taken from " Bill
Apperson's Boy " (Jack Pickford — First National). Someone is using this punch mark on
most of the best pictures of all the large exchanges. There are about 4 holes at the end of
each reel. Sometimes at fade outs etc., where a
change over is very simple.
I have a M. P. Camera lens marked Urban
Special 2 inch. Could you give me from this
meagre information any idea as to whether it
might tobe know
any good
not? lens
Don't
just
want
if thisor style
everlaugh,
was aI first
class article and what their speed is. I realize that
you couldn't tell me it was a good one without seeing and testing it but I thought if there was any
chance of its being any good I might try to have
an iris diaphragm fitted to it. Where could I get
this done.
M. H. T.
Reply :
Yes, you could use a Simplex or Powers intermittent movement in a motion picture camera of
your own make if you wished to do so. We understand that there are a few commercial cameras
(generally for somewhat special purposes) in
which one of these movements is used. When
they are made uje of, it is to get the rapid " pull
down." The average camera movement is a " fiftyfifty" or 1-1. There is no reason that we can see,
why a good M. P. lens used in conjunction with
a projector movement should not produce a very
decent amateur camera.
The present cameras allow a shutter opening of
180° which is the equivalent of a 1/32 second exposure with a one-to-one movement of the crank.
This allows an equal time for the pull-down. In
the projector with, say, a 5-1 movement the time
allotted for the pull-do\TO is approximately 1/90 of
a second. If a movement as rapid as this were required the camera makers would have incorporated
it in their designs. But the proof of excellence in
picture making is present in every high class film
marketed in this country — and in every case a shutter less than 180° was used, with the lens stopped
down to f.l6 or thereabouts depending of course
on local conditions.
Perhaps some of the experimenters who read
these columns have worked on the kind of camera
suggested by Mr. Thoreau and will be glad to give
him and the rest of us the benefit of their results.
We are glad to see you get in on the discussion
of " city vs. country " and the stand you have
taken is to your credit. Although all the letters
are interesting it is to be feared that in a great majority of cases the man who is setting forth his
views becomes so absorbed in defending his par-

MOTION
Developed

ticular crowd against the arguments of his opponents that his language over-reaches itself. We
have had occasion to delete some classic diatribes
before sending letters to the press.
Yes, let's hear from W. B. Allen. He has kept
silent for too many weeks. It must be that he is
getting ready to spring something new.
We have inquired about that Urban Special lens
and find that it was made for the Urban Camera.
It was a very good lens with a speed of about f.3.5.
You would probably have very good luck by using
it with an iris diaphragm. Try it out.

Picture
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Chicago's Ventilation Expert
Signs with Typhoon Fan
MR. T. R. WILSON, who for the past six
years has been connected with and lately in
charge of the well-known Chicago Health Department's Division of Ventilation, has left to accept
a
as position
Chicaco
tive of the
representa Typh o o D
Fan Comoffices
at 64
pany's new
dWest
o 1 Ranp h.

National Anti=Misfrarae League Pledge

Street, Chicago, 111.
son's expercooling,
ience
in the
Mr. Wilheating and
ventilati o n
been
field hasdeedin/IS a motion picttire operator who has the in^i- terest of his profession at heart and is ■mlling
to assist ill eliminating some of the evils practised
in the operating-roOm, I promise that I will to the
best of my ability return films to the exchange in
first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when il
becomes- necessary remedy all misframes, bad
patches, etc., that may be in the film which I receive
and in this way co-operate with my brother operators and give greater pleasure to those who make
lip the motion picture audience by showing films
that are free from such defects. I also promise
thai I will not make punch tnarks in film, and when
film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect so that they may
use their efforts to correct this evil.
^iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Honor-Roll
I (1203) Claudie Duckett Lake View, Texas
I (1204) I. E. Morris, Jr
Tiptonville, Tenn.
I (1205) Earl V. Tittle
Bryan, Texaj
I (1206) Raphael Levine
Corsicana, Texas
I (1207) H. G. Smallwood Terra Alta, W. Va.
1 (1208) Harold A. Bortz
AUentown, Pa.
j (1209) Wm. H. Salto
Geneseo. 111.
I (1210) Marcus Lovelady. . . .
Tyler. Texas
i (1211) Grover J. Roemer
Victoria, Texas
I (1212) H. G. McGaughey
Monroe, Ga.
I (1213) E. F. Kelly
St. Petersburg, Fla.
I (1214) Evan T. Davidson Maysville, Ky.
p (1215) Lewis C. Westenbarger . . Whitestown, Ind.
I (1216) F. R. Rumph
Florence, S. Car.
I (1217) Arthur Howard
New York City, N. Y.
(1218) Mrs.
Sam F.Ethel
Duffie
I (1219)
Summitt Hillsboro,
Sheridan,Texas
Ind.
I (1220) J. K. Araki
Hilo, Hawaii
I (1221) R. G. Carpenter. .. .Brickhannon, W. Va.
I (1222) Victor A. Hefty
Monroe, Wise.
I (1223) L. M. Hawley
Florence, S. C.
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ried. His
widely
ear
1 i e vast
work was
done in
til
a t iveno n
tunnel
where for
\tr. Wilson testing
air apparatus
motion by ammofive years
nium chloride
his work
covered the
entire category of tunnel construction from pressure work, where twenty-five pounds pressure
above atmosphere was used, to hard rock tunnels
driven two hundred feet below the surface of Lake
Michigan. At the completion of this work the
City of Chicago having under way the organization of the first Ventilation Division of any
municipality, he accepted service in this Division,
and up to the time of his joining the force of the
Typhoon Fan Company, he filled all the positions
in that Division up to Chief.
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for New

League

Members

I

I Member's name
I Home address
I Name of theatre where employed
I Address of theatre and name of manager. . . .
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PICTURES
— P rinted

You can now avail yourself of the tremendous facilities of
The American Film Company, Inc. — can have your negative
developed and printed by the same experts that develop and
print the entertainment films released by The American Film
Company. Prices are reasonable. Positive prints returned
quickly. Highest quality developing, printing, tinting, toning, and sub-titling guaranteed. Write for further information.
AMERICAN
FILM COMPANY,
INC.
6227 Broadway
Dept. E
Chicago, 111.
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covers more
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than Projection —
Read the pages on Camera, Laboratory Technic, Theatre Construction and Supplies.
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Explaining Many of the Technical
Problems of the Assistant Cameraman
By William Barbarin Laub
(Continued)
There may be a bit of action to be played in spots, shooting through windows are backlighting
characters >n the scene. One, in the hands of an
some portion of a -scene that no light would enter
electrician is mounted on the back wall of the set.
in reality. In the full view of the set the audience
can see that the place you are going to show in a
The treatment a star needs in order to photograph to the best advantage is only determined by
close-up is cut off from all light, or at least, we
experience with that particular star and by tests.
must always credit any audience with intelligence
Often a player can tell a new cameraman just how
enough to be observing of any slip. The thing to
or she has always been " lighted " but too often,
he
do is to improvise some definite reason for light
are apt to have ideas of their own which are
they
cerbe
and
subject
your
to enter and illuminate
all practical. No experienced cameraman
at
not
that
tain it is entirely logical. There should be will allow
anyone to tell him how to use his lights
a reason for every light used in artificial lighting
unless he knows a star is honestly helping him
else we'll show light with no source and render
by describing successful methods as applied by
its artificiality very evident. It is so easy to show
the man who preceded him. No time would be
that a heavily canopied bed is equipped with a wasted and no ground uselessly covered if every
small electric reading lamp and then we can use
player would make an intelligent study of lighting
an overhead spot shooting down on Mary as if methods as successfully applied to themselves and
from the tiny lamp.
pass on such information to each new photogAt one time, all lighting was flat lighting, that
rapher.
is, from behind the camera and perhaps a little
The player would certainly profit by this for
from each side, but never in front of the lens. One
incorrect lighting will absolutely ruin the appearance of many stars, especially women.
of the best cinematographers in the business was
Personal characteristics too demand special
almost fired from the Vitagraph staff the first
time he shot a scene with the sun in front of him.
treatment. There are well-known stars whose
He claims to have discovered back-lighting. Howprofiles are terrible but who will " photograph
ever, he was the pioneer in the motion picture
front-face like a million dollars " as cameraman
business. Back-lighting had never been done in say. Others have skin or natural complexions
which will simply " eat " light and their camerathe hurtling illustrations and the rule was, "Sun
men have to " burn them up " with hard lighting
over your shoulder always, preferably the left."
for othervnse they always photograph very dark.
Why the "left" we don't know, but probably because the right was considered unlucky far back
Others require much less light because of a natural bloodless complexion which with strong
in such medieval times.
illumination, reflects more light than it absorbes.
This resulted in fiat effects, that is, subjects did
Some, because of the ravages of Father Time, renot stand out from the backgrounds and "round"
quire very exacting makeup and careful lighting
effects were never seen. The simplest way to oband one motion picture actress of great beauty
serve around effect is to place a spherical object
and rare ability uses almost every color in the
produced by the graduation of light from the
spectrum in making up for she is on the off side of
bright side to the dark side. In motion picture
fifty — but still plays young girl parts. Tests and
on a table near a window and note the roundness
careful
of a star's characteristics should be
work, direct or fiat lighting is always avoided if made. study
A knowledge of lights and lighting
possible. In the studio, flood illumination of a methods enables one to analyze effects seen on
scene is given over to banks in front of a set and
the screen.
Reflectors are often used in interior work for
on an open side of a set and banks overhead unless domes are used. Auxiliary Hghts for strong
often a cameraman can control reflected light more
side lights are usually arcs, either used as hard
easily than the direct light from a lamp or else,
lights or used with dif?users to mould soft shadows
there are times when only a reflector can be used in
on figures and create round effects or stereoscopic
a small place to produce a back light. On outdoor
effects.
stages unequipped with lights of any kind, mirrors
take the place of spot lights and there has been
Broadsides and spots also shoot in from windows
stage work done on far off locations where there
and doors in the back of a scene and often an
was no electricity for miles. Then, mirrors furnelectrician atop the back wall plays a spot on the
ished all lighting effects in interior scenes and
star every moment during the action of a scene.
large aluminum painted reflectors threw light
The accompanying diagram is from the writer's
oftentimes from one to another until it landed just
note book in which methods of various camerawhere it was wanted. A cameraman should be
man have been recorded, and in passing, let me
able to control light perfectly; make it eat out of
recommend the keeping of such notes on the work
his hand as it were. One should always work with
of others for many times valuable things will be
a lens hood, an outside vignetting attachment in
learned. You may call this " stealing light effects "
place or something to shade the lens under most
but if you caught someone making notes on your
conditions.
own lighting efforts you'd be all swelled up with
In studio work it is safest to also use a black
conceit. Observe in the diagram the various uses
of lights. It is a long set and is being shot from
velvet screen tall enough "to ward off flares from
an angle that will make it appear longer than it backlights when it is placed near the lens. All
lens parts, (inside of the barrel) outside vignetting
actually is because of perspective. Two overhead
attachments etc., should be kept carefully painted
■domes are supplying top light, where the most imwith a good dull lampblack paint for the tiniest
portant action is to occur. However, overhead
shiny surface such as a screw-head will often rebanks are preferred by most cameramen unless
flect aflare into your lens and create all kinds of
the set is to be lighted for " night " and we want

trouble. That flare of li^t of course, will register on the negative.
TITLES
The making of titles has in many cases becomt
an expert cameraman's job where special eflfecti
are wanted, and there are few pictures made today with printed titles, photographed in a titlt'
machine.
Positive film is used in making title negative
for the reason that it produces contrasty eflFectJ
which are desirable in photographing white letters on black cards. Photographing a black titlf
card with white letters will, of course, give us 3
negative, and the film should be loaded in the
camera in the usual way, immulsion side to the
lens. But when white title cards with black print
are photographed and we wish to make a black
letter negative from the first one obtained, the
film should be loaded with the celluloid side to
the lens. This is because you are going to use
the
from your
first negative
as afrom
" negative
titleprint
on which
the words
must read
left to"
right when viewed from the celluloid side oi
the film.
There are times when a scene is wanted on
which a spoken title fades in on a dark portion
of the scene and remains there for a few feet.
It is a mistake to do this with an ordinary title
card, no matter how black it may appear nor how
dull its finish. Hold the card against a piece
of good black velvet and it will almost seem to
be grey. The proper way to do such work is to
first take the scene and pencil cn your focusing
screen exactly where the title is to appear and
then on the same film, photograph the white letters of the title fastened on a piece of black
velvet. If you are expert with pencil and scissors
you can cut these letters out yourself, else buy
them at any large stationery story.
Film manufacturers either hire title card airtists,
pay out perfectly good money to title-making concerns or else resort to plain printed cards, all of
which involves expense, delays in securing titles
and what not, and it seems strange that someone
hasn't built a vertical titie machine equipped with
a square yard of black velvet A supply of artistically cut wooden letters could be furnished from
the carpenter shop and with these painted a dtill
white, any title could be " set up "' on the black.

WilUain
" Daddy
Paley,at technical
on cameras
with
National
Film" Corp.
Hollsrwood,agent
is credited
with
turning the first motion picture crank in the world
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Exhibitors

ROCK

FILM
Chooso
The Perfected

The

Tiaw

Quality

Stock''

If big exhibitors who
buyers,

Right

photographically.

Will

Automaticket
are known

Register
to be shrewd

choose the Perfected AUTOMATICKET REGISTER, you may be sure that

not go to pieces in the

it makes good on our claims that —
— it sells tickets faster

projector.

— accounts for every ticket sold
— gives an automatic check on cash receipts

Made by
THE

EAGLE

Surely you iiant further facts.

Write the

ROCK

MANUFACTURING

CO.
REGISTER^.
New York City

VERONA, NEW JERSEY

GENUINE
Every
IMPORTED

Should

DEBRIE

^

in

Universal

200 ft. knodel, ^'st $ Q yl A

i3r(^_

Stock

Properly

It is not the pictures alone that control your
patronage and fill your theatre with a large,
enthusiastic audience, for if the pictures do not
appear on your screen clear and flickerless they
lose half their value.

Cameras

I 400 ft model, list $ T O T

$430.00, our price, "^O^U
New

be

Picture

Projected

CAMERAS

Now

Motion

$645.00, our price, OLO
model Precision ball bearing tripod

Give theatre-goers the joy of seeing a perfectly
projected picture. You can easily do this by
employing in your machine
TOR CARBONS.

SPEER

PROJEC-

A size and style to meet the requirements of

5.00
$16
Everything for
the production
pictures at the RIGHT PRICES

of
at

every operating condition.

Speer
MOTION
PICTURE APPARATUS
CO. Inc.
110 W. 32nd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Carbon
St. Marys,

Company
Penna.
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Motion

New

Year

Reveals
To

Sun-Light

Many

New

The

Possibilities of
Explained at Length
SHORTLY after the announcement in last
week's News of the new scheme of rentals
J. Justice Harmer, president of the corporation explained to a representative of this publication some of his plans for 1920. His statement
included an account of the many new fields into
which the Sun Light Arc has entered successfully, and while many applications are entirely outside of the motion picture industry they will be of
interest because of the technical features involved.
On account of the truthfulness of color rendition
the Sun Light Arc has found a wonderful field
of usefulness in commercial establishments where
color definition rooms are a necessity. Department stores showing valuable colored goods have
installed the light for the sole purpose of providing sunlight at all hours of the day.
Because of the fact that the Arc approaches the
Sun in its intensity it has been used to fade dyes.
Instead of exposing the material to the sun for a
considerable length of time it is now possible to
accomplish the same work in the matter of a few
hours.
Closely analogous to the above is the use of
the light in the forced drying of vegetables.
There has been for some time a determined attempt on the part of illuminating engineers to find
a waj' by which athletic sports could be conducted
at night on an equal footing with daytime sports.
The tired business man could then enjoy his tennis
after business hours. Golf courses could be used
far into the night without being accompanied by a
terrific loss in golf balls. This problem stands
fair to be solved by the application of the Sun
Light Arc, says Mr. Harmer.' He goes on to

Arc
and

N ew i

illumination in the surgical wards of hospitalfci
Very often the diagnosis of a specialist depends cot
the color of tissues. Since the color values of
light rays from the Arc duplicate those of tru«!
daylight the diagnostician is never in doubt as to
the real conditions of affairs.

Applied
Interesting

Picture

Fields

This Powerful Light
by J. Justice Harmer
say that there is no reason why base-ball cannot
be played as well, as it is possible to so distribute
these powerful light sources that no ball could be
driven out of the illuminated zone.
It is easy to appreciate the necessity for perfect

But here comes a statement that will be of great I
interest to all in the industry as it applies to pro- I
jection. The Sun Light Arc Corp. is authoritjffi
for the statement that they have found a way t<
apply the powerful and concentrated carbon an
used in their lamps to the projector. This shoul^
provide a source of unusual high intensity an4
an evenly illuminated field.
The use of this arc in the studio of the motio
picture producer is ample evidence of its suitabilit]
for all photographic processes, including that o:
photo engraving and lithography. Then there ari
the mining of coal and metals whereby it will b<
possible to increase the working time and the output by providing the laborers with a suitable lighi
of correct density and distribution.
But all this seems to be of minor importam
when considered beside the announcement of thi
corporation that they are nearly ready to brini
forth a new style of theatrical stage lighting thai
will be revolutionary. This new scheme does awa;
with the long established footlights which hav(
been thought necessary to the audience but whi
have without a doubt made the work of the actoi
more difficult. Just what the technical details ar
have not as yet been revealed but it is intimated
that Sun Light Engineers have long been working on the idea and now feel that they have solvei
all problems in connection with its universal ap-^
plication. Theatrical producers who have been
favored with some of the more general details o
the plan have expressed wonderment and havi
stated that its application will do more to advani
the art of the theatre than any other invention ii
hits generation. Xo doubt the sponsors will mal
a public demonstration within a reasonable tim

J. Justice Harmer, Pres.. Son-Liglit Arc Corp.

'♦NEWMAN"

mm
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COV|K
CHAIR
INEXPENSIVE A-ISSfi***'
'

Ticket Chopper
Safegruard against having your tickets used over
again and resold. Circumstances sometimes cause
many
men positively
to yield to
Newman's
choppers
choptemptation.
and positively
insureticket
you
against any collusion between ticket seller and
ticket taker. The most practical and most attractive
choppers made. TVrite in for 1920 Catalog of Ticket
Choppers, Brass Frames and Rails.
THE

NEWMAN

MFG.

I

CO.

717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
68 W. Wasiiington Street, Ctiicaso, Til.
Established 1882
MATERIALS OP ALL aUALltlES

SAMPLeS UPON .REQUEST ' Wl
1

. ,

The DwYiR

WALNUT

ST

Bros

e^Cer.
cfNc/m'ATi omd

Coast Representative — G. A. Metcalfe. 119 Goldon
Gate Ave., San Francisco. Cal. Canadian Representative— J. T. Malone, 337 Bleury St., Montreal, Canadi
Frames, Easels, Rails, Grilles, Signs,
%
Choppers, Kick Plates, Door Bars
TTe manufacture thenot frameg
variout flnithe$ ichich do
require inpolishing

^ '?
■ ■ ■

You need Bartola music in your theatre.
Easy monthly payments.
Send for catalogue.
BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO., Room 314 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, 111. Factory, Oshkosh. Wis.

FILM

DEVELOPING
CORPORATION
Phone: Union 4800, 4801, 4802
LABORATORIES

216-222 WEEHAWKEN
ST.
WEST
HARRY HOUDINI, Pre*.
ALFRED DAVIDSON, See. & Trea«.

HOBOKEN.
N.J.
THEO. W. HARDEEN. Vice-Pree.
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National Cash Register Co.

A

DISPLAY

equips salesmen with
THE

NEW

FOR

PREMIER

The

advantag-es

left shows

our

six 11 X 14's or six 8 x lO's with
date strip. Made in four finishes :
golden oak, mission, green filled or
gilt. Frame is intended for odd
corners of lobby where it hangs on
wall or rests on floor.

BILT-RITE Display t rames are
universally recognized by the

Other manufacturers using Industrial Films can
safely accept the seal of approval set by National
Cash Register Co.
Handy
IVame Panel
No. 42.
Holds six 11x14
or 8x10 photos.
Hangs
wall
lobby.
or
standson about

country's leading showmen. Ask
your local dealer for the BILTRITE line or write us direct for
complete information.
Ask for Booklet B-4

Price $10.00.
CONSOLIDATED

THE PATHESCOPE COMPANY OF AMERICA, Inc.
Dept. N, Aeolian Hall, New York
Agencies and Service Stations in Principal Cities

$10.00

Reversible backs permit display of

After years of practical experience with commercial motion
pictures and recent exhaustive tests and comparisons of all
projectors in their own fully equipped Projection Department,
the National Cash Register Co. has selected the NEW
PREMIER PATHESCOPE, and placed
an initial order for a large number of
machines and sets of Pathescope safety
prints of their own film.

Send for 32-page convincing catalog

ONLY

Handy Panel combination frame
sold by all dealers for only $10.00.

" Safely Standard " Motion
Picture Projector

Schools can follow the example of the Hew
York Board of Education In selecting the NEW
PREMIER P.\THESC0PB after careful technical investigation of all other Projectors and
Educational Film Service.

LOBBY
FRAME

Illustration on

PATHESCOPE
Hickerless

BILT-RITE

1029-35 W. Adams

PORTRAIT

&

FRAME CO.
Chicago, 111.

Lobby

Display

St.

of

EASTMAN

footage numbered

negative

will immediately

assert them-

selves in the final cutting
assembling

of successive

film

and

scenes.

For

Artistic

and
Identifiable by the words "Eastman" and
Kodak" in the film margin
EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

Stage

Decorations

Install our line of Artificial FLOWERS,
TREES, VINES, LEAVES, GARLANDS,
WREATHS and PALMS.
Estimates cheerfully given.
Our catalogue No. 8 illustrating in colors
the latest artificial flowers for Theatre
decoration FREE.
FRANK^NETSCHERT
61 Barclay Street

New York City, N. Y.
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Rolls for Motion
Picture Music
The music editor of these columns received a
very interesting catalog from the Film Music
Company of Los Angeles, Cal., which contains some
very interesting facts regarding music for the
photoplaj'.
This concern started several years ago to manufacture music rolls of dramatic music, and their
idea has proved to be one of the greatest aids to
the motion picture musicians. They do not only
manufacture perforated rolls of the best musical
literature published, but also issue educational
pamphlets from time to time, which in my estimation are unique in construction as well as helpful.
Here are several slogans which I noticed while
looking through the catalogs.
"Don't use any traps on Features — Except with
Cotnic scenes ; and then be modest.
"Forget the telephone bell stuff. It's punkl"
"Don't try to imitate any sounds in the pictures.
That would be all right if all sounds were reproduced— But, "movin pichers" are the silent drama
and it's th' bunk to pick out a sound here and
there and try to imitate it and forget all the rest —
"No — The real art of pla>ing pictures is to
play on the same thought or emotion that the actor
or actors are expressing.
"In this way you help tell the story.
"If you must use traps, save 'em for slapstick
comedies and exit marches, and then go as far as
like."of the latest additions to this excellent
youSome
catalog are :

qixipmertt>

"Migonette" by Friml, a dainty intermezzo.
"Hunkatin" by Levy, a half-tone one-step.
"Mysterious Nights," by Berg.
"Dramatic Agitato No. 38, by Minot. Fine for
short fights and dramatic climaxes.
"Mandarin Dance" by Kempinski.
"The Pearl of Iberia" by Helmesberger. A
bright Spanish intermezzo.
matic.
"Serenade Romantique," by Borch, light dra"Galop No. 7" by Minot
"Little Serenade" by Grunfeld, a girl theme.
"Ariana" (Waltz) by Don P. Jones.
Every organ and piano player should possess
the catalog of the Filmusic Co.
Natiello Orchestra a Great
Factor at the Strand Theatre
of Louisville, Ky,
NATIELLO'S Symphony Orchestra made its
premiere at the Strand theatre, of Louisvil'.e,
Ky., on December 15th, and the Strand management is to be congratulated for installing this
Symphony orchestra under the able leadership of
Prof. Natiello. The picture presented at the premiere was "Eyes of Youth," starring Clara Kimball Young, and there is no question but that the
Strand management selected a wonderful subject
for its grand opening. But the film production
in itself, although wonderfully staged, was not the
sole factor which established the above theatre as
an institution of art, and by no means did it elevate this theatre into the realms of exclusiveness.

"ERSTWHILE SUSAN"
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: " Love"s Enohantnient "" (.Intermezzo D'Amour), Varley
Sounds" (Holland Mod.), by Kriens (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until1— —"Evening
S : At Screening.
2
—
"
Flirty
Flirts
Abel Buchter, the. " (Mel. rubato), by Levy (2 minutes and SO seconds), until — T:
3 — " Dramatic Conflict" (Hurry Heroique), by Levy (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until — T ; " I wron't do it neither."
" Love
Themeout " a(For
T:A—Abel
picked
lady.general use), by Lee (1 minute and 35 seconds), until —
5 — "Blissful Dream" (Char. Intermezzo), by Helmund (1 minute and SO seconds), until — T: Part of Dreary's thrift.
6— Theme (4 minutes and IS seconds), until — T: "The men folks ain't to."
7 — " Eccentric Comedy Theme," by Roberts (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until —
T: Abel's sensitive and well."
8 — —"Pastel
by Paradiz (S minutes and 20 seconds),
until
T: WhenMenuet
the coy" (3/4
bride Allegro),
came.
9 — " Capricious Annette " (Caprice Intermezzo), by Borch (2 minutes and 40
seconds), until — T: "Why ain't men too."
10 — "Dramatic Agitato" (For general use), by Hough (45 seconds), until — T:
" Stop that screeching."
11 — old
" Lovelette
With
Dreary. " (Allegretto), by Levy (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T:
12 — Continue pp (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: They were prevailed upon.
— " Frat " (College March), by Zamecnik (1 minute and S seconds), until — T:
So 13Bamabetta.
14 — Theme (SS seconds), until — T: "Oh, Dr. Barrett."
15 — Continue to action (2 minutes), until — T: It didn't take Bamabetta.
16 —— "T:Birds
and Butterflies
until
Bamabetta
gradually." (Intermezzo), by Vely (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
17
—
"Three
Graces"
says that you got to. (Allegro Int.), by Herman (SO seconds), until — T: "Pop
18 — Continue pp (40 seconds), until — T: On the way to the dormitory.
19 — Continue ff (30 seconds), until — T: Back in Reinhartz.
20 — Tacet (30 seconds), until — T: All things come to an end.
21
— "Why?
(Because I Love You)," by Levy (1 minute and 5 seconds), until —
T: The
class reception.
22 — Theme (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: In his plans for.
23 — "Golden Youth" (Valse Lente), by Rosey (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
until — T: "It was really lots nicer."
24 — "Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T:
" I really need you."
25
Continue(2 ppminutes
(1 minute
10 seconds),
T: "IA. don't
26 —— Theme
and and
10 seconds),
untiluntil
— T:— 2:30
M. know what I'd."
27 — " Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (2 minutes and SO seconds), until — T:
" You know, David, it seems."
28 — " Ballerina's Vision " (Valse Lente), by Braham (2 minutes and 40 seconds),
until — T: "Will you two honor? "
29 — ■' Agitato " (For scenes of tumult), by Minot (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until — T: "Oh. father, can't you?"
30 —— "S Poeme
Symphonique"
(Dramatic),
Borch (3 minutes and 15 seconds),
until
: Bamabetta
and Dr. Barrett
walkingby away.
31 — Theme ff (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: On the night of the.
THE END

It was again the wonderful musical accompanim
and the unique Natiello interpretation that est
lished artistic and unrivaled standard of mot
picture presentation.
Review

of Latest

Musical

Compositions
" Taxi," a great novelty one step, by S
Co.)— Kaufman.
(Fox Pub. Co.)
— " Now I Know," a good fox trot with
phenomenal orchestration. (J. W. Stern
— " Pretty Little Rainbow," a beautiful a
sensational waltz. (Joe Morris.)
— " Sunset Sketches," by Kempinski, consi
ing of three interesting numbers, entiti
" Slumbers," " Nightfall," and " Gloaming,
suitable for neutral love scenes. (Belwin, In
— " In Flowerlaind," by Earnest Golden,
beautiful valse intermezzo most appropria
for society drama, reception room scenes
love scenes of light character. (Belwin, In
— " Karzan," a new oriental fox trot by V8
Dulmage. (Sam Fox Pub. Co.)
— " In the Ruins," by Kempinski. This o
poser has written a great many compoi
tions which have been favorably accepted
the music profession in general. " In the Ruin
is undoubtedly his masterpiece. It is a dramai
number of exceptional tonal beauty and can
effectively employed in place of such famo
numbers as " Cavatine," by Bohm; " SerenaA
by Widor, and " Poem Symphonique," by Bo

"THE FIGHTING COLLEEN"
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "'Kathleen" (Characteristic Valse Lento i. Berge
1 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
2 — "Joyous
Allegro,"
Honorable
Mortimer
Wall.by Borch (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: The
3
—
"
The
Emerald
Isle
" (Ato selection
of Irish melodies), by Langey (8 minutes),
until — S : When scene fades
Mother Malone.
4— "Hurry," by Minot (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: Someone heading
'
off her.
5— Theme (2 minutes and IS seconds), until — T: "Me name is Jimmy Meehan."
6— "Flirty Flirts" (Intermezzo Rubato), by Levy (3 minutes and 45 seconds),
until — T: "I'll sell ye the rights."
7 — " Capricious Annette " (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (2 minutes and IS
seconds), until — T: "The moths have been into."
8 — "Andante
Pathetique No. 10," by Berge (30 seconds), until — S: When
Shrimpy
returns home.
9
—
"
Mountain
Song following.
" (Andantino), by Borch (2 minutes and 15 seconds), imtil —
T : In the two years
10
—
"Popular
Cake
Walk"
(2 minutes), until — T: "Give this to the Duchess"
(watch for organ grinder).
11 — " Comedy Allegro," by Berge (1 minute and IS seconds), until — T: "To the
12 — with."
Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " Faith if it ain't."
devil
13 — rehearsal.
" Impish Elves " (Allegretto Intermezzo), by Borch (1 minute), until — T:
Dress
14 — Aonds), few
barsWhen
of " Jimmy
Kathleencomes
Mavourneen
" (whistled) (1 minute and 30 secuntil — S:
down street.
15— Continue "Impish Elves," by Borch (1 minute), until — T: "Oh, he's the
16 — "Budding
<Romance
grandest
man."
seconds),
until — S:Spring"
When Colby
calls Moderato),
on Shrimpy. by Platzman (3 minutes and IS
17 — " Scherzetto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (2 minutes and IS seconds), until — T: Shrimpy becomes John.
18 — Theme (45 seconds), until — T: The shadows in Jimmy's heart.
19 — " Allegro " (From Three Irish Dances), by Ansell (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: A beanery divided.
20 — "Allegretto" (From Three Irish Dances), by Ansell (2 minates), until —
T: 21 "— Begorra
come." (From Three Irish Dances), by Ansell (3 minates),
"AllegroMagVivace"
until — T : " Jimmy, 'tis no use to."
22 — Theme (2 minutes), until — S: When Colby opens letter (doorbell).
23 — "Birds and Butterflies" (Intermezio Allegretto), by Vely (3 minuses),
until — S : When Jimmy enters house.
— "Popular
on 24election
night. Shimmie Dance" (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: Jimmf
25 — "Agitato No. 37," by Andino (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: " Wof»
26— Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds),
until — T: "Election's over an" I kin."
THE END
da matter."
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GOOD

INVESTMENT

10.000 (Copies Sold \^ itliiri tin- Last Twrlve Months
Hot

OH

The

Press
Elementary

Pocket

Reference

Text

Book

ON

Book

FOR
Motion
Managers

and

By JAMES
Author

A

Projection

By JAMES R. CAMERON
Author of Motion Picture Optics, etc.

Projectionists

R. CAMERON

of Motion

Picture

THE TEXT BOOK USED IN
RECONSTRUCTION
WORK
BY

Picture Optics, etc.

Book

That
the

Vest

The

1 """"cnwnojtcnoN

Fits

Red

Pocket

Contains a number
mechanical

and

American

of electrical,

Cross

Knights

optical tables,

of

Columbus

diagrams and data together with
a directory of film producers and

And most of country
the Army and Navy
Hospitals throughout the

exchanges, motion picture machine manufacturers and distribu-

Also used in field work in this
_

ters, theatre and motion picture supply houses and
a lot of general information regarding the showing of motion pictures, the handling and care of

Community

Y.
that may

save you

dollars in cash

and

save

in time.

you

hours

Motion

Picture

Bureau
AND

the motion picture projector and accessories.

A book

country and abroad by

M.

C.

A.

Written in plain, everyday, understand*
-2.00
able language and the only text book published, covering motion picture projec«2.00
tion in question and answer form.

will

PRICE
»1.00

Theatre
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F oreign Rights Controlled by The Inter Ocean Film Corp.
New York, London, Paris

PRICE

n.oo

WEST

45th

Supply
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NEWS CAMERAMEN WANTED —
We pay the highest price per foot
and use a greater number of feet
than all other producers of news
reels combined. We want crisp, live
subjects of anything and everything
that is unusual or interesting either
local, national or international. If
you have a motion picture camera
or can useveloped
one,negative
shoot(using
us your
undestandard
frame lines between
the holes)
by
first parcel post (special delivery)
or express with captions or all data
obtainable. We can use up to 100
feet of one subject; for some extra
special stuff will pay as high as
J5.00 per ticulars
foot.
for more card;
parand a Write
field working
become
our
permanent
cameraspondent
in yourPicture
section.
Address
World Motion
Advertising
Co., BOO Fifth Avenue, New York
City, Laboratory Dept. " Our news
reel encircles the globe."
CAMERA WANTED — Bell & Howell outfit preferred. Wanted quickly. Spot cash.
Box 325, Motion Picture News, New York.
FOR
Hens,
and
Box

SALE — Williamson Camera, Hellar
fibre carrying case, tripod. Complete
in perfect condition. Price $300.00.
400, Motion Picture News, New York.

WANTED — Organist for Photo Player ; experienced; good salary. Oxford Theatre,
Flatbush Avenue and State Street, Brooklyn. New York.
WE ARE CONTROLLING four theatres in
the same town. No opposition. Big Money
Making Proposition. The reason selling,
have too many other businesses to look
after. There was never such a money
making proposition offered before. The
capital required will be from 100,000 to
130,000 dollars to put the deal over. Do
not answer this ad unless you are after
the biggest thing in this industry. Address
to THE ELYRIA THEATRES COMPANY,
ELYRIA, OHIO.
DIRECTOR AND PHOTOGRAPHER of
Industrial and Travel Pictures open for
position. Young man, recently discharged
after serving as Staff Officer in U. S.
Army.man, Thoroughly
experienced
camera-in
with much practical
experience
industrial work, by artificial light and
otherwise. Finest of credentials from nationally known manufacturing firms for
whom he has produced industrial pictures.
Address Box 330, care of Motion Picture
News, New York.
LEADER FOR SALE
Colored, new film
$3.75 per 1000 ft.
Opaque, undeveloped film . $5.00 per 1000 ft.
EVANS FILM MFG. CO.
416 West 216th Street
New York City
LE FILM
The Greatest Weekly Trade Paper of
MOTION PICTURES AND THE
STAGE PRINTED IN PARIS
1457 Broadway New York
Telephone Bryant 5602
26 RUE DU DELTA, PARIS
878 TALCAHUANO,
BUENOS AIRES
Subscription, One Year, $6.00

lran:^rteK
Automaticall; supplies only such voltage as arc
requires. No waste of current in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
W. 114th St., Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.
PEARCE
FILMS
608 Canal Street
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Largeat Independent Exchange South
"THE
BIOSCOPE »
The representative weekly Journal of the British Film Industry.
Of special Interest to all who
buy or sell Films.
Offices: 85 Shaftesbury ATe„ London, W. I.
Specimen copy free on request.
Foreign 8ul)acriptiona: One pound
ten shiUinga jOold)

"MISS CRUSOE"
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winklei
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: '"One Fieetiiig Hour" (Ballade Sentimeiitale), Lee
1 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
2 — "Western Rodio " (Characteristic Allegro), by Minot (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "We don't pretend to know."
3 — " Flirty Flirts " (Int. rubato), by Levy (3 minutes), until — T: " Young ladies,
I 4am— Theme
afraid." (1 minute and AS seconds), until — T: "Ah, if only I had."
5 — "Sparklets" (Allegro Moderate), by Miles (2 minutes), until — T: "So at
last6 — you've
put." 69" (Allegro Agitato), by Minot (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until —"Agitato
S: When No.
prisoner is released (shots).
7 — "Butterflies"
(Allegretto Caprice), by Johnson (4 minutes), until — T: Jeb
Milles,
general.
8 — "Water Lilies" (Allegretto Moderato), by St. Clair (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: When the down boat arrives,
9 — "To
a Star"
(Romance),
When
Dorothy
enters
house. by Leonard (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — S:
10
—
"
Babillage
"
(Intermezzo
Allegretto), by Castillo (3 minutes), until — S:
When crook finds Harold.
11 — " Golden Dawn " (Tone Poem), by Cobb (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until —
T: " You got nerve, kid."
12 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "There are worse places in."
13 — "Break
(Morceau finds
Characteristic),
(4 minutes and 30
seconds),
until —ofS: Morn"
When Dorothy
bottle (watchbyforGrey
explosion).
14 — "Summer Nights" (Andante Romance), by Roberts (4 minutes), until — T :
" There's something in this."
15 — "Turbulence" (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (2 minutes), until — S: When
Dorothy's boat sinks.
CraftyuntilSpy"
Descriptive Mysterioso), by Borch (1 minute
and16 —45 'The
seconds),
— T: (Original
After moonrise.
17
—
"Perpetual
Motion"
(Allegro
Agitato), by Borch (1 minute), until — S:
When Harold makes noise.
18 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " Put your hands dear up."
19 — "Capricious Annette" (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (30 seconds), until —
T: 20"But
who, where's
— "Smiles"
(Directyour."
Cue) (1 minute and IS seconds), until — S: When victrola
is started.
21 — Theme (3 minutes), until — T: When the records have run.
22 — "Budding Spring" (Romance), by Platzman (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
until — T: "You were on the boat."
23 — "Gruesome Mysterioso," by Borch (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — S:
When gang reach house.
24 — "Agitato No. 37," by Andino (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Then
unlock that door."
T: "I forgot
all about
these."' by Berge (2 min2625 —— Theme
" Rondo (2" minutes),
(Excerpts until
from— Beethoven
Sonato
Pathetique),
utes and 30 seconds), until — S: When Aunt Ella enters room.
27 — " Young April " (Moderato Novelette), by Cobb (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until
T: "Why,
lady, thisuntil
youngster."
28 —— Theme
(1 minute),
— S: THE
When END
Harold and Dorothy leave Aunt.
"TOBY'S BOW "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Serenade Romantique " (And. con moto). Borch
1 — " Southern
Reverie " (Characteristic), by Bendix (1 minute and 5 seconds),
until-^S
: At Screening.
2
—
"
Hilo
"
(Hawaiian
Dance), by Lake (1 minute and IS seconds), until — T:
The purple pup.
3 — Continue pp (35 seconds), until — T: Valerie Vincenta.
A— " That Naughty Waltz " (Valse Unique), by Levy (2 minutes and 10 seconds),
until
T: In Blake's
5 — —Continue
pp (55 apartment.
seconds), until — T: Swords and roses.
6 — " Adieu " (Moderato Romance), by Karganoff (4 minutes and SO seconds),
until — T: "It's my publisher."
7 — —"Budding
Spring" (Romance),
until
T : The Vardeman
home near. by Platzman (4 minutes and S seconds),
8 — Theme (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: "It's a long time since."
9 — "Valse Lente," by Schuette (2 minutes and S seconds), until — T: The results
of a month.
10 — Continue ff (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — S: Horse running away.
— Repeat:
" Southern
Reverie," by Bendix (2 minutes and IS seconds), until —
T: 11The
once famous
Vardemann.
12 — "In the Ruins" (Dramatic), by Kempinski (3 minutes and SO seconds),
until13 —— Theme
T: Judge(2 Bott's
minutes lifelong.
and 20 seconds), until — T: There is a fine idea in.
14 — "Adieu" (12/8 Moderato), by Favarger (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until —
T: " Let's see the new version."
15 — Continue pp (25 seconds), until — T: "How can you think and write?"
16 — "Come Where My Love Is Dreaming" (Song), by Forster (2 minutes and
SO seconds), until — T: "The note was almost due.
17 — " May Dreams " (Moderato Romance), by Borch (2 minutes, and 10 seconds), until — T:Menuet
"Genie" (3/4
do you
know what?"
18 — "Pastel
Allegretto),
by Paradis (1 minute and 10 seconds),
until — T: Fairlawn's influence on.
19
—
"
Blushing
Rose
"
(Mod.
Serenade),
by
Johnson (2 minutes and 20 seconds),
until — T: Valerie Vincent introduces.
20 — " Madriola " (Spanish one-step), by Levy & Samuels (2 minutes and 35
seconds), until — T: "Tell Yama to pack at once."
21 — " Half Reel Hurry," by Levy (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — T: It's the
way of the village.
NOTE: Begin pp then to action.
22 —turn t"Butterfly"
(Moderato), by Johnson (2 minutes), until — T: Eager to reo.
23 —— "The
Dreamer" (Southern Song), by Forster (1 minute and 35 seconds),
until
T: Friday.
2A
—
"
Erotik
(Dramatic), by Grieg (1 minute and SO seconds), until — S: Jimmie
comes running "downstairs.
25^— Theme ff (3 minutes smd 40 seconds),
THE ENDuntil — T: "That — that's only a."
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Comedies and Other Features Reviewed on This Page
strength on the track is the feature in which
" The 13th Commandment "
the story is woven around.
" Nothing But the Truth "
(Paramount- A rtcraf t )
Billy Brice, who has been disqualified from the
(Taylor Holmes Special Production Reunr
HE
THIRTEENTH
COMMANDMENT"
leased Through Metro — Six Reels)
track for "pulling" a race, is engaged by an auto*■ is a strong, real story, particularly timely
mobile manufacturer to drive his car in a coming
because of the wave of extravagance which has
THE truth concerning " Nothing But the Truth "
is fully told in the statement that it is a mildly contest. When the manufacturer learns of Billy's swept the country during the past year. The story
the latter is discharged. Events, how-amusing farce comedy which has been given a disgrace
deals with a girl who resolves to earn her own
ever prove his innocence. He enters the race,
good production. Another truth is that we are
way in hfe because of the examples of a mother
wins
it
and
also
the
heart
of
his
employer's
somewhat disappointed in this picture. So famous
and sister-in-law, who have exceeded their husdaughter.— Fi?^A^/s: LEONARD.
a play and so clever a comedian as Taylor Holmes
band's incomes, which have been before her.
was a combination which held much promise.
This production is bound to please feminists.
Just what is wrong with the feature is not entirely
Practically the only trite incident found in the
apparent unless it is that an attempt has been
story is seen in the death in a motor accident of
" Red HotPathe)
Hottentots "
made to make a heart interest story out of a
(Snub Pollard Comedv — One Reel — Rolin
the brother's unfaithful wife and her lover when
purely farce comedy idea, and that the star did
returning from a night at a road house.
not reconcile himself to the style of playing necesEthel Clayton does splendid work and the sup<*DED HOT HOTTENTOTS" is a burlesque
sary to put over this sort of a production. Also
porting players are cast true to type including
on the methods of that tribe of black people
the picture seems to lack action which advances
Walter Hall, Lucille Ward, Anna Q. Nilson and
who live somewhere in Africa or the South Sea
the story. There are innumerable scenes where
Islands. It is old material, althougli it serves its Irving Qimmmgs.— CHARLOTTE DANTZIG.
two people meet in the center of the stage to talk
Reviewed at the Newman Theatre,
purpose in a comical direction. Snub Pollard hapKansas City, Mo.
to each other on a subject unknown to an audience
pens upon these people and goes through the cusuntil titles are flashed, presumably for the most
tomary paces such as being; frightened to death and
part the lines of the stage play, which explain
threatened with being boiled alive and what not.
what is being said. Then, too, these titles are too
" Chicken a la Cabaret "
Snub needs some brand new ideas and then he will
often comedy which doesn't register lor much
(Sunshine Comedy — Two Reels — Fox)
when deprived of the personality of the actor in strike his stride. And the Rolin forces arc capable
of giving him some up-to-date patterns. They have
speaking them.
THIS comedy
is a pot-pourri
about every-If
thing that composes
a celluloidof burlesque.
Mr. Holmes and a correct cast of types for the proven their originality with the Harold Lloyd rethe
spectator
is
looking
for
slapstick
he can find
leases.
This
comedy
does
not
generate
a
great
principal roles work hard, rather too hard at
it; if he is looking for novel stunts he will find
number of laughs because of its moth-eaten idea
times since some of the sequences seem forced.
and the execution. But it is livelj" and every prin- them, too; if he expects to see the girls, he will
The star seems particularly at fault in this connot be disappointed, because they appear very early,
cipal including the star works hard. This fellow
nection. Little of the finesse as a comedian to
which most of his fame as a screen star is due is Pollard is comical enough to make the picture a attired in costumes calculated to make even a
woman-hater sit up and take notice. The idea
in evidence.
pleasing
REID. filler for mo.si an\- \\\<:;\\ye.—LAV RENCE
behind it is an extravagant one and takes up the
Briefly stated, " Xothing But the Truth " is a
cause of the Policemen's Benefit, with Chester
story of a young man who on a wager tells nothConklin acting as the leader of the merry minions.
ing but the truth for a stated period, during which
Hampton Del Ruth has conceived enough novel intime he becomes involved in all sorts of trouble,
" The Fear Market "
cidents to supply a half-dozen comedies on this
even to being suspected of being a society burglar.
fRealart — A January- Release)
In the end everything is explained satisfactorily
The night of the Benefit is at hand and all the
SOMEONE has said that fear is the least noble,
pattern.
and he gets the girl of his heart's desire. — /. S.
but the strongest and most universal of all hu- coppers with their wives are in the audience. On
DICKERSON.
man motives. Certainly the first Realart Pictures
the stage is Billy Armstrong, who is appearing in
production to feature Alice Brady in Washington
the role of a magician. Everything goes well until
does not deny this observation. In fact, " The Fear
he a.sks for the officers' watches. Presumably he
"High Speed"
Market" plays upon this "least noble motive" until will turn them into eggs or something. He has a
(Hallmark
Production — Five Reels — Dithe cows come home, but as a vehicle for Miss
charming confederate and both enter compartrected by Charles Miller)
Brady these three elements have been combined
ments. When they don't appear, the Curtains are
THIS feature contains ail the thrills of the old in just the right proportion to give her one of the lifted and the fakirs arc absent. They escaped
best opportunities she has had in recent months.
through a trap in the stage. Then the chase is on
fashioned melo-dramatic pictures which used
No one can say that it is not a truly beautiful
to excite us so much a few years ago, only the
— a chase which uncovers thrills and humorous inand wonderful production. It is, as we have said,
cidents. From roof to roof — from precipice to
situation and story brings us up to the present time.
for certain classes of people. Here, it packed the precipice — down fire escapes — up fire escapes — and
For those who care for intense excitement,
so on ad infinitum. The girls appear in a cabaret
which will kindle to a high pitch in the last reel, theater W'ith holiday croNvds from early morning
until late. Everyone knows its story, which has
the witnessing of this picture will give the desired
scene in a restaurant, where Harrj- Booker, Armstrong, Conklin and the other funmakers are seated
feeling. Photography and continuity are up to been heralded from one end of the country to the
other as a stage success. Written by Princess
pior to the Benefit. Conklin is in disguise and his
standard but the storj- lags in many places, which
Troubetskoy, known to literary circles as Amelie
antics here take on a slapstick appearance. The
is due partly to the lack of infusing new ideas
Rives, it portrays each and every type so well
and to the direction which seems to take a drop
girls have a series of high diving stunts and dance
known in all dramas wherein scandal takes the and caper about to the delectation of the guests in
now and then.
And again the cast, comparing it with many of lead and fear weaves the plot.
the pictures and those out in front.
the up to date productions, is not of the strongest.
"The Fear Market" is well acted and for that
A fast-moving comedy — one that breezes along
reason will make manv friends. Its settings are continually on high, sending out its assortment of
Edw-ard Earle and Gladys Hulette are featured
gorgeous.— KEMPER COWIXG.
and give a very passable portrayal of the characlaugh provoking incidents in an original way. Mr.
Reviewed at Rialto Theatre,
ters entrusted to them.
Del
Ruth has
expended some effort here. —
Washington,
D.
C.
LAURENCE
REID.
High power racing cars and the testing of their
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of ali feature jjictures for last fourteen weeks arranged alphabetically as a
index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and designating the issue o
Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors who hav
shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publisha final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all opinions received o
each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average or Poor), we arrive at th
consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from exhibitors who have made no actUc
comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this depart
ment will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to June 8, 1919.
PLAN BOO)
STAR
RELEASED
BRAND
STAR
PLAN BOOK PICTURE
RELEASED
PICTURE
BRAND
DAWN
(BLACKTON-PATHE)
SYLVIA
BREAMER-ROBERT GORDON
A. B. C, OF LOVE, THE (ACME-PERRET-PATHE)
MAE MURRAY
(NOV. 23)
DEC.
(DEC. 1)
DEC. 13
" Readers of .storii irill appreciate picture." — .1/. P. News
" DelicateA storii
hrulalizerl
bii Vie se'issorK."
P. Neii s.(OCT. 13)
DAY SHE PAID, THE (UNIVERSAL) SPECIAL CAST (DEC. 21)
DEC. 2
ALMOST
HUSBAND
(GOLDWYN)
WILL— M.
ROGERS
OCT. 25
•' Will entertain averaqe audience." — M. P News.
"■ Will Rogers scores in quaint comedy." — M. P. News.
OESERT GOLD, (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST
NOV. 1
Exhibitor Comment — " Disappointing. Star had no chance or else they didn't
Vivid action and rich backgrounds here." — M. P. Neves.
turn him loose." " This picture did big business for two days." " A new
star for us. who jumped at once into popular favor. His work made an ordiExhibitor
Comment
—
"
Knockout
business
and
an
extra
good
picture.
Big
businary picture a much talked of feature. Average to big to extra big business
DRAGON nessPAINTER,
THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SESSUE HAYAKAWA
four
days."
for
three
days."
(SEPT. 29)
OCT.
Consensus — " Fair picture, hio business."
ANNE
OF GREEN
GABLES
(REALART)
MARY
MILES MINTER
" A drama oj beauty and artistic values." — M. P. News.
(NOV. 23)
NOV. 29
Exhibitor Comment — " Star and story good, photography good. Big business on"
dav. avfrasp five davs and poor business one dav "
" May 6e termed as good averaoe picture." — M. P. News.
EASTWARD HO (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL (NOV. 23)
NOV. 2
Exhibitor Comment — " Miss Minter's best picture ; nothing startling, but very
••
Plentiful
action in this melodrama." — il. P. News.
pleasing.
big to raved
big business
days."
" Personally
I didn't
for
it
but the Extra
youngsters
over it.three
Broke
all records
for four
days.careExtra
Exhibitor Comment — " Plenty of action, pleased. Big business."
EGG CRATE
THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) CHARLES OCT. 1
big business
four picture,
days." hi(j puller."
RAY WALLOP,
(SEPT. 28)
Consensus
— " Oood
ARE YOU LEGALLY MARRIED
(ELK PHOTOPLAYS, INC.) CODY"Pleasing light comedy with prize fight punch." — M. P. News
THEBY (OCT. S)
OCT. 4 ERSTWHILE SUSAN (REALART) CONSTANCE BINNEY (NOV. 1«)....N0V. 2
'■ InterestiiK/ moments on n vital theme." — .1/. P. Neirs.
" Human characterizations make this interesting." — M. P. News.
ARIZONA CAT CLAW, THE (WORLD) EDYTHE STERLING (OCT. 27).. NOV. 1
Exhibitor Comment — " Very pleasing picture, nicely produced. Star very well
"
Colorful
performance
in
fnmiliar
storii."
—
M.
P.
Neirs.
Big business two days."
BANDBOX, THE (HODKINSON) DORIS KENYON (NOV. 16)
NOV. 22 EVE liked.
IN EXILE (AMERICAN-PATHE) CHARLOTTE WALKER (DEC. 20). DEC. 2
" Picture is burdened irith too much mystery." — M. P. News.
■• Hamilton story offers entertainment." — M. P. News
Exhibitor Comment — " Tliis feature did not come up to expectations. Poor busiEVERYWOMAN (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST (DEC. 28).. DEC. 2
ness two days."
•' Spectacular appeal in this rich production." — M. P. Nen s
BECKONING
ROADS
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
BESSIE BARRISCALE
EYES
OF YOUTH (EQUITY) CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG (OCT. 26) NOV. 1
(DEC. 14)
JAN. 3
■■ Wonderful picture for all classes." — il. P. News.
" Barriscnle's latest has interestinq moments." — M. P. Nexrs.
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor business due to blizzard. .Average business two
BELOVED CHEATER, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) LEW CODY (DEC. 6).. DEC. 6
days." " Very good, bis business."
FAIR AND WARMER (METRO) MAY ALLISON (OCT. 27)
NOV.
" Excellentlii developed storii of oriiiinal theme." — M. P. News.
BLACK CIRCLE, THE (WORLD) CREIGHTON HALE-VIRGINIA VALLI
"
Rollicking
farce makes satisfying picture." — If. P. News.
(OCT. 19)
NOV. 1
Exhibitor
Comment
A picture
that isPatrons
every bitutver
as good
as thelaughing
plav. Titles
funny and
stick —to" the
originals.
stopped
from are
the
" Fast movin-' melodrama irill please maioritii." — M. P. News.
time the cocktail scene started until the picture was over. First reel rather
BLACK
GATE,'
THE
(VITAGRAPH)
EARLE
WILLIAMS
DEC.
10
" Characterization robs story of truth." — M. P. News.
slow. Big business." " Undoubtedly her best. Picture full of action and
laughter — and
manypicture,
funny gooil
situations.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture to average business."
Coiiscnsii.i
•• (fond
puller" Good business for three days."
BLUE BANDANA, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) WM. DESMOND (NOV. 23) DEC. 6
FALSE CODE, THE (KEENAN-PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (SEPT. 21) OCT.
"
Breezy
role
for
Desmond
in
Western."
—
M.
P.
hews.
•■ Keenan has dominant role in interesting drama." — M. P. News.
BONDS OF LOVE (GOLDWYN) PAULINE FREDERICK (NOV. 16) NOV. IS FEUD,
THE (FOX) TOM MIX (DEC. 7)
DEC. 2
" Frederick is splendid in mother-love story." — M. P. News.
•' Mix puts on the actor's mantle here." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A well liked feature. Big business two days, average one."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Gives
Mix
opportunity
for
acting
as
well
as
action.
Pleas" A very good picture. Extra big business three days, big business two and
ing story and good cast. Average business."
average
business
two
days."
FIGHTING COLLEEN, A (VITAGRAPH) BESSIE LOVE
'....NOV. 2
Consensus — " Good picture, oood puller."
.in entertaining comedy drama." — M. P. News.
BONNIE, BONNIE LASSIE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MacLAREN (Oct. 5).. NOV. 8 FIGHTING
CRESSY
(J. D. HAMPTON-PATHE)
BLANCHE SWEET
" Wholesome comedti drama is entertaininif." — M. P. News.
(JAN. 11)
DEC.
BROKEN BUTTERFLY, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
LEW CODY-PAUL" Blanche .s'iccef scores ni Harte story." — M. P. News.
INE STARK (NOV. 16)
NOV. 8
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Fairlv
good.
Bis
business."
" Humanities spoiled by illogical climax." — M. P. News.
FLAME OF THE DESERT, THE (GOLDWYN) GERALDINE FARRAR
^hibitor Comment — " This feature drew a packed house for two days and
(NOV. 9)
NOV.
pleased the patrons. Extra big business two days."
" Conventional storii is rich in color." — M. P. News.
BROKEN MELODY, THE (SELZNICK) EUGENE O'BRIEN (DEC. 14).... JAN. 3 FLAMES OF THE FLESH (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL
JAN.
" Will affordDIVIDED
(/ood average
entertainment."
M. P. Neirs.
'• Oladi/s Brockwell
takes up vampire's
burden.'' — M. P. Nen H.s. B. WARNER
BROTHERS
(PATHE)
FRANK —KEENAN
(DEC. 7)
DEC. 13
FUGITIVE
FROM MATRIMONY,
A (ROBERTSON-COLE)
(NOV. 29)
DEC. 1
" ffhould hidhly
entertain Keenan followers."
— M.BAIRD
P. 'Sews.
CAPITOL,
THE (ARTCO-HODKINSON)
LEAH
JAN. 3
" Warner s'ores in humorous characterization." — if. P. Neirs.
"
Intrigue
and
politics
burden
this
picture."
—
M.
P.
Neirs.
LORD QUEX, THE (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE (NOV. 30)
DEC. 2
CLIMBERS, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH
NOV. 8 GAY" This
is just pleasantlu
entertainina."
— M. CUMBERLAND
P. \eirs.
" Food for thought in this entertainment." — M. P. Neivs.
GAY OLDpicture
DOG,THE
(HENLEY-PATHE)
JOHN
(NOV.
16)
NOV. 2.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fair picture to average business three days." " A very
interesting
picture nicelv
produced. ROBERT
Big business
two days." (OCT. 12).. OCT. 18
" One of the most human pictures ever shown." — M. P. News.
COMMON
PROPERTY
(UNIVERSAL)
ANDERSON
Exhibitor Comment — " A fairly good feature but it ends badly. Title very mis"Andersen BROTHERS,
scores in si/mphonu
of darkestPICTURES
Russia." — THEATRES)
M. P. News. DUSTIN
leadins.
Big business
two davs."
CORSICAN
THE (UNITED
IN BOHEMIA,
A (FOX)
PEGGY HYLAND (NOV. 30)
NOV. 1.
FARNUM (DEC. 21)
JAN. 3 GIRL
" Satisfactory entertainment for majority." — M. P. News.
" Famous story and pliiy makes a success." — M. P. Neirs.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not up to standard. Poor business."
NOV. 2;
COUNTERFEIT,
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ELSIE FERGUSON NOV. 29 GIRL FROM OUTSIDE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. 16)
(NOV. 30)
" Pleasing picture with many comedy touches." — Af. P. News.
■ Exhibitor Comment — " Kcture good but weather bad. Average business two
" Picture hardly suffices for star's talent." — M. P. News.
days." " Did not go strong first day at advance prices. The best Rex Bea. b
Exhibitor Comment — " Played this feature on the program with another feature
Uj tiig business two days."
picture —since
' Thepicture,
Spoilers.'
Consensus
" Good
oood" puller."
COUNTRY
COUSIN, THE (SELZNICK-SELECT)
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN (NOV. 2)
NOV. 29 GLORIOUS LADY, THE (SELZNICK-SELECT) OLIVE THOMAS (OCT.
19)
NOV. 1;
" This may satisfy the majority." — M. P. News.
" Will getSHOWER,
by as mildlu
— J/. GLADYS
P. News. LESLIE (NOV. 30)... DEC. T.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture. Average business two days, big business
GOLDEN
THE entertaining."
(VITAGRAPH)
one." ." This is one of the most pleasing pictures I have shown in some time.
'• Better than average entertainment." — M. P. News.
Average business two days."
Exhibitor
Comment
— " .Tust (VITAGRAPH)
a fair picture, .\verage
Consensus — " Pleasinq picture, average puller."
GRAY
TOWERS
MYSTERY
GLADYS business."
LESLIE
OCT. 2;
CRIMSON SHOALS (MONOPOL) FRANCIS FORD (NOV. 2)
NOV. 1
" .4 tnpicul Friincis Ford melodrama." — M. P. News.
"
Oladiis
Leslie
in
miisterv
melodrama.''
—
J/.
P. News
GREATEST
QUESTION,
THE
(FIRST
NATIONAL)
SPECIAL
CAST
CROOKED
STRAIGHT
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
CHARLES RAY
(NOV. 9)
NOV. 1
(DEC. 29)
JAN. 1(
" Photiiplii II of sadness, nrtisticalln nrridiiced." — J/. P. Srns
" Will suitably entertain majority."- — M. P. News.
GUN 15)
FIGHTIN' GENTLEMAN, A (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (DEC. DEC. <
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture. Big to average business two davs."
" Business big
week.remarkablv
Story very
Production
as a allwhole
fine."good, photography excellent throughout.
" Not cniiiiah action for Carei/ here." — J/. P. Nei' S.
OF THE U. S. A. (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE
DAMSEL IN DISTRESS, A (PATHE) HALE-CAPRICE (OCT. 12)
OCT. 25 HAWTHORNE
REID (NOV. 30)
NOV. 2i
"An exquisitely charming comedy." — M. P. News.
"
Elaborately
presented, affording enjoyment." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
good
program
picture.
Fair
business."
"
A
very
good
Exhibitor Comment — " .\ dandy picture which was liked by all mv patrons.
comedy drama nicely produced. .Average business two days."
Consensus — "Average picture, average puller."
Extra big business one day to big business two days.''
Box Office Reports continued on page 912
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" When a Man Loves "
( Vitagraph — Five Reels)
ENGLISH traditions and Oriental mystery form
the background oi " W'licn a Man Loves,"
\ ilagraph's delightful fivc-reeler, which gives
Earle Williams an opportunity to make love and
win a pscudo Japanese maiden brought up by a
curio dealer of Tokio.
The usual parental objections are encountered
and obstacles placed in the path of the lovers by
an obvious English girl and a Japanese lover. On
the return of the bride and groom to England it
is discovered that the supposed Japanese girl is
the daughter of an old barrister friend of her
husband's
family, and isofonecourse
all diarms
ends well.
Simple naturalness
of the
of this
production, which has been given an elaborateEnglish and Japanese setting consistent with the
presentation of a convincing tale of English society. It is a splendid family picture, wi:h Earle
Williams and the supporting cast doing excellent
^otV.—F.ISIF. loi-.b.
Reviewed at Strand Tiicalre.
Cleveland. Ohio.

'* Go West. Young Woman ! "
(Christie Comedy — Two Reels)
AL CHRISTIE has employed the dream situation and Fay Tincher around this feminine
''twist of Horace Greeley's memorable advice about
young man who should go West. The comcne is traveling toward the land of sunsets
ti she falls asleep and dreams. Like all dream
itions the spectator is not " in the know " until
concluding scene. So the comedy is not such
irlesque as it would have been had the events
i>pired in a world of reality instead of a realm
lanc}-. Miss Tincher assumes the garb of a
moral unlifter even though she wears the clothes
t f .1 cow-girl. She enlists a pretty corps of assistants, all of whom are attired in the identical cosMire, and before you know it the unruly mascuelement consisting of derelicts, bartenders,
;vir players, faro dealers, bandits, and all around
good-for-nothings are either chased out of the
community or compelled to travel the straight and
narrow path.
The action you see, takes place in a Western
ing camp. Miss Tincher and her girls mean
-mess since they wield some angr>- weapons,
llhe climax of the piece is concerned with the
l-apture of the most ferocious bandit in the West,
defies the girls to take him. And though he
ricaded himself in his cabin, his rifle is so true
some of their masculine escorts bite the dust.
> Fay, however, is courageous enough to tackle
Ifiim single-handed. She smokes him out by throwng sulphur down the chimney and la>socs him in
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(juick order. The concluding scenes present a
humorous gun-play between the star and the sherilT, and the inevitable awakening from the dream.
The picture gets off to a slow start and it is not
punctuated with spontaneous humor until nearly
the finish. However, it breezes through with sufficient strength to please the average patron.
Miss Tincher has some comical moments and she
works with her customary case. The titling is
snappy and hv\&\\i.—LAU RENCE KEID.
" The Log of the U-35 "
(C. B. Price — Two Reels)
no exhibitor can afford
is a picture
HERE
one of the most remarkable
It is which
to miss.
.•short subjects that have ever come from the screen,
being no less than an authentic account of the ruthkssncss of the Germans on the high seas, and particularly of the U-35. The captain of the submarine was authorized by his government to take
motion pictures of the work of destruction, and
these prints came into possession of the Allies at
the termination of the war. The U-35 certainly set
a record in ruthless tactics. It accounted for no
less than twenty ships and captured five English
captains.
The scenes are impressive and thrilling. You
look upon a three-master gliding gracefully along
the water and the next minute with its stern pointing to heaven, plunging to the depths. Sm° of the
ships put up a battle but the odds are all against
them and they go the same way as the schooner.
And when the U-35 captain is finished with his
deadly work he sends a wireless to Berlin concerning his accomplishments. This picture is creating
a sensation wherever shown and every exhibitor
should find a place for it on his program. It is
good enough to be featured. Spectators can look
at interesting close-ups of German ruthlessness
during the \sa.T.— LAURENCE REID.
"He Ain't Done Right by Our Nell"
(Mutt and Jeff Comedy — One Reel — Fox)
time melo-to
of old
satire was
in avillain
HERE they
where the
dramaare
accustomed
ruin little Nell and the parents were bowed with
deep "sorrer" over their che-i-i-l-l-d. The inseparable freaks are lounging on a park bench, presenting an appearance of down-and-outers, when
the manager of the show that is to play at the
"opry tionshouse
chances along
posiin the company.
The and
real offers
actors them
had struck
that morning. Well, it is quite comical to see Mutt
doubling in brass, as it were. He plays the hero
as well as the desperate villain. Of course the
freaks jazz everything, as they usually do. The
scenery topples over and the eager thespians for-
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from

pages
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Showings

get their lines. Yet they succeed in working upon
the tear ducts of their audience, or rather their
work is so vigorous that littlt Nell is forced to
cry, thus arousing the house to lachrymose expression.
The gallery gods cry so hard at the plight of
Nellie that the tears mount in volume and tumbling over the railing, nearly drown the two-piece
Like the old time melodram?'- rjigcipJorchestra.
ties are introduced between
executes
a girl the
sings, inside
theatrethe ."^
flood
and when Mutt and

the slap of a
of the ma'-"
The
boot freaks
actors. A coi.
satire on the i
LAURENCE Rt
Screen Ma^

a variety of subjectsz a.
,
THIS Universal Maganted
and those that are prese
teresting that could be found,
ing at the moon for a good n.
ion. The
still a cold proposit
(Uni
through the telescope in the Moi
servatory of the Carnegie Institute .
sees are a few craters, an expanse
'
and'nary a sign of animal life. The
j is
declared to be the most powerful in > .c world.
Cinema Luke comes forward again with his quaint
antics. This is clever work on the part of Leslie
Elton, the director and cartoonist. It is really
something new in animated cartoons.
We are next introduced to Grandfather Shuggart of Cohutta, Georgia, who solved the ser\'ant
problem at the close of the Civil War by using the
revolving waiter. This is nothing more or less
than a good sized roulette wheel placed on the
dining-room table and the food whirled around
until you get the portions you want. Old grandpa
is still using it. The invention is more of a novelty than anything else. Still it might work in a
boarding house, thus keeping the star boarder
from helping himself too freely. The other guests
could keep the old board revolving. Letter Laughs
give us excerpts from letters received by the government during the war. Most of the illiteracy is
found in the substitution of the wrong word rather
than misspelling. Spittoon is used in place of platoon. One or two are rather humorous, the majority being quite dull. The Futurist Movies concludes the Magazine and introduces HOWLING
Billy Sunday of SWEET DRY AND DRY
izmc—LAURENCE REID.
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STAR
RELEASED
PICTURE
BRAND
PLAN BOOK
6)
HEART d' THE HILLS (FIRST NATIONAL) MARY PICKFORD (DEC DEC. 13
has dramatic role here." — M. P. Aeits.
Mary Pickford
■'Exhibitor
Comment—" A Kood Pickford picture, but personally do not think it as
"ood as some of her others. Patrons came to see Mary Pickford, saw her and
days." " .\ great picture and you
went away satisfied. -Average business two business
two days."
in this one. .Vverage
again
Mary
love
will
rotisrnxiix — " flood nirturc. iireraije puller.''
lA/ .^T OF A GYPSY, THE (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST (DEC. 6) DEC. 13
i/t-.- *5'iwitt'.»x f^tiini
" 1,'oiiinnii rnmauce.'' — M. P Aenx.
OCT. 25
REED (OCT. 19)
(UNITED
Sfp■'i^RjCAAfE
■• feerpVf^e Reed's
latestPICTURES)
is shown." —FLORENCE
M. P. News.
WIFE (UNIVERSAL) MONROE SALISBURY (OCT. 26).. NOV. IS
a• 'flgeWVaaBCED
ii' i^rfnple stoni of simple folks."--M. P. News.
'Wfs^OFFfclAL FIANCEE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) VIVIAN MARTIN OCT. 18
,^g--,<Sb^ 26)
eomrdy." — J/. P. News.
captivatin<jTALMADGE
irith a NORMA
forward
Miirtii: comesTHE
'/•^J/]^^H^T^an
igLEfeQF'CONQUEST,
(SELECT)
(OCT. 26) NOV. 8
, 'J^if iiTfi pleasantly entertain majority.'' — M. P. Neu-s.
.34Jl,uSjRIOUS PRINCE, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
SESSUE HAYA^^ffiAWA (NOV. 2)
NOV. 22
" Hf^ class drama should completely satisfy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star doesn't get us the money. Average picture to average business two days."
IMPOSSIBLE CATHERINE
(PEARSON-PATHE)
VIRGINIA PEARSON
OCT. 18
(OCT. S)
•' This comedy ii ill entertain <jenerally."—M. P. Nerrs.
^ayjibitor Comment
"A fair picture'HARRY
to poor T.business
two days."
IN*^NOR'S
WEB —(VITAGRAPH)
MOREY
NOV. IS
■ Morci/ in roii rent ional satisjactorn storn." — M. P- News.
IN MIZZOURA (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT WARWICK (OCT.
........•...••••..•.••••••^^^*
5)
■^l^upustus Thomas' plaii effectively picturized." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Coranient — ■ -Inst a plpasiiic picture to averiice business three days.
IN t)LD KENTUCKY (FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA STEWART (DEC IS).. JAN. 3
•' Pictnre ndantcd from .•itmie succens " — M, F Neii s.
IN WRONG (FIRST NATIONAL) JACK PICKFORD (OCT. 19)
OCT. 25
• A flood a verage comedy drama."
Exhibitor Comment — "A poor picture to poor business." "Big business three
days." " Exceptional heart interest. Extra big business three days, big busine.s-^ four dn vs."
IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) BRYANT WASHBURN (NOV. 23)
NOV. 22
Jtree~ii comcdii offers <iood entertainment." — M. P. News.
JINX (GOLDWYN) MABEL NORMAND (DEC. 13)
DEC. 27
• Mabel Normand appears in eccentric comedy." — Al. P. Neus.
Exhibitor Comment — " .\ light picture but drew well. A picture the children will
enjov. Extra big business two davs."
JOHN PETTICOATS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
WILLIAM S. HART
(NOV. 9)
NOV. 15
" Hart is humorous as well as human here." — M. P. Neies.
JOYOUS LIAR, A (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WARREN KERRIGAN. . .DEC. 27
•• Kerrigan picture has interesting moments." — M. P. News.
JUBILO (GOLDWYN) WILL ROGERS (DEC. 7)
DEC. 20
• Will Rogers scores in charming picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is simply great, one of the best the Goldwyn organizahas turned
out inandthegood
new photography.
series." " Delightful
splendidly
well
cast, tiongood
direction
Predict ; good
futurereceived,
for Rogers.
Big business seven days."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, tig puller."
KITTY KELLY, M. D. (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRISCALE (OCT.
12)
OCT. 18
'^Miht material
for— Bessie
P. News. in this one. Extra
vxhibitor
Comment
" BessieBarriscah's
Barriscale talent."
not up— toM. standard
*)ig to average business four da.vs." " Big business."
L'APACHE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY DALTON (NOV. 2).. DEC. 20
■• Dalton finds expression in dual role." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
r'ninment — " FRANK
.A enorl piPtiiro.
Extra 8)
big to poor business two davs."
LASCA
(UNIVERSAL)
MAYO (DEC.
.NOV. 29
•■
Famous
poem
m(il;c:<
fcirlii
plcuxinn
iiicfure,''
—
Af. P, LEWIS
Neu-s. (DEC. 20).. DEC. 27
LAST OF HIS PEOPLE, THE (SELECT) MITCHELL
■■ Leu iy h' s clinrni teristic role here.'' — ^f. I' A'cr s.
LIFE LINE, THE (TOURNEUR-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL
CAST (OCT. 5)
OCT. 11
" .M'ist ejcellrnf
i ntrrta iv m rut
emit merit
" — M. J'.
\'c -s. (DEC. 28).. JAN. 10
LINCOLN
HIGHWAYMAN,
THE of (FOX)
WILLIAM
RUSSELL
■'Russell has cntcrtainimi mnstcru mrlndrama." — M. P Sens.
LOMBARDI, LTD. (METRO) BERT LYTELL (OCT. 12)
OCT. 4
Lytell scores as modiste in unique picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
— " .\ real production
by the starBigandbusiness
exceptionally good entertainment.
Pleased splendidly
our patronsacted
immensely.
one
day
to
average
two."
"
Just
a
fair
offering.
Full
of
gestures
and
foreign
sub-titles that were only fair. Picture draggy in spots and not much action.
Average business three days." " A good picture to average business three
Consensus
days." — " Good picture, nrernge puller."
LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER, THE (J. PARKER REED, JR.,-HODKINSON)
DEC. 20
" LOUISE
A stirrino GLAUM
melodrnma(D'EC.
that 14)
u-ill renister." — M - P. \eu-s.
LONG ARM OF MANNISTER (NATIONAL FILM) HENRY B. WALTHALL
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 8
'' frood ftrfiiHt'tic iirodiiction s-lmnhl sntisfn." — ]f P Neu\*i
LORD AND LADY ALGY (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE (OCT. S)
OCT. 11
•' Aristoi ratic story of blue bloods and horses." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasant screen entertainment. Well produced : no fault
to find."
than productions.
we expected. BigAverage
" Not asone."
good as
previous" Better
Tom Moore
businessbusiness."
one day, average
Consensus — " Fair picture, arcrage puller."
LORD LOVES THE IRISH, THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WARREN
KERRIGAN
DEC. 27
" ,Ue'"ilr<n>i" find hnmor in this Krrrinnn fil'" " — ,1' P Nen s
LOST MONEY (FOX) MADLAINE TRAVERSE (DEC. 7)
DEC. 13
•• 'I'hix nh,.t,,rilini trill undoiihtcdlu sntisf>i " — " P \'ens
LOST PRINCESS, THE (FOX) RAY-FAIR (OCT. 19)
NOV. 8
•' May slightly amuse average audience." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fine little picture but went over their heads. Subtitles
they could" not appreciate, .\verage business " " Good
that hnsinpss
of modern
full
niotnre.wit Oood
nrofram
WALLACE REID
MAN, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
LOTTERY
(OCT. 12)
OCT. 25
•• Entertaining farce, lavishly mounted, has charm." — M. P. News
Exhibitor Comment — " Everybody delighted with this pleasing picture. Reld's
best. Extra big business." •• A very good
was welltheliked
my
day andwhich
big business
secondbv
day. patrons, doing extra big business the firstfeature
Consensus — " Good picture, big puller."
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PLAN BOOK
RELEASED
PICTURE
LOVE,
HONOR
AND ? (MILLER-HALLMARK) HOLMES-CASSIDY
(OCT. 12)
OCT. IS
" I'ronouncid on nverage program picture." — M. P. News.
LURE OF AMBITION (FOX) THEDA BARA (NOV. 30)
NOV. 22
" Feeble entertainment front old-f/tshionc/l titemc." — M. P. Neir«,
MALE
AND FEMALE
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPECIAL CAST
(NOV. 16)
DEC. 6
"Lavish and spectacular production." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comnmnt — •■ Name against it : otherwisi' biz. Big business for a wefk."
MARKED MEN (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (DEC. 21)
DEC. 27
•■ 'J'ltis IS II iniijhttt oiioil picture." — M. I'. Ae««.
ME AND CAPTAIN KIDD (WORLD) EVELYN GREELEY (NOV. 3)
NOV. 15
'■ Fantastic slory opcrK Imitt cntcrlittntncnt." — M. P. Setrs.
MIND THE PAINT GIRL (FIRST NATIONAL)
ANITA STEWART
(NOV. 10)
DEC. «
" istar's admirers should enthuse over this." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
I'.ig
business
one
day
to
average
three."
"
Anita
Stewart
has a very weak character in this production. Poor to average business two

Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
MIRACLE INGOF(NOV.LOVE.
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) COTTON-STAND- JAN. 3
23)
"Exhibitor
Strong flavor
of romance
picture."was— M.a disappointment
P. News.
Commecl
— " This infeature
to my patrons. Many
julversp
coninients.
Poor
business
for
one
MISFIT days."EARL,
A (BETZWOOD-GOLDWYN)week." LOUIS BENNISON
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 22
" hottis fiettttison sc<tr< f in n humorous storti.' — ". P \P'rs.
MISS CRUSOE (WORLD) VIRGINIA HAMMOND (SEPT. 29)
OCT. 4
■•.^« tireitt'ie \s orlit pioorcm iticturc" — M. P. \<"s.
MOONSHINE TRAIL, THE (BLACKTON-PATHE) SYLVIA BREAMER
(OCT. 19)
NOV. 1
"Will cntcrttiin i" irtiintt h'alil'cs" — ,1/. P \c.r.^
MORE DEADLY THAN THE MALE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL
CLAYTON (DEC. 7)
DEC. 20
" Etitcl clitiiloii sctircy "V f'olite tii'itpirr. ' — .1/ P Setrs
MY GORDON
HUSBAND'S
OTHER
WIFE
(BLACKTON-PATHE)
BREAMER(JAN. 4)
DEC. 2?
" iStitisfying offering on a nmrittil theme." — M. P. Netrx.
MYSTERY OF THE YELLOW ROOM, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST
(OCT. 19)
NOV. 1
.Absorbinii
mystery
melodrama
defiles
solution."
—
il
.
P.
.\'ctrs.
OPEN DOOR, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
JOHN WADE-SAM RYAN
(OCT. 12)
OCT. 25
" Novelty quite apart from general run." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A poor picture to poor business."
OUT YONDER (SELZNICK) OLIVE THOMAS (DEC. 21)
JAN. 3
" E.TccUfnt HONEYMOON
cntrrtitinment for(HALLMARK)
ma ioritii.'' — M.SPECIAL
P. Setrs. CAST (OCT. 19).... OCT. 25
PHANTOM
" Plciitf '•> 111 ii-itcr It mill "II.'. ticn-e hfii ' — .1/ /' \eus
PLEASE GET MARRIED (METRO) VIOLA DANA (OCT. 13)
OCT. 25
•' .Sets off Viola Vana's personality." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment- — " Dana well liked : her work in this great. Extra big business two— days."
" A fair good
picturepuller."
to average business."
Consensus
" Good picture,
POINTING FINGER, THE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MACLAREN (DEC. 1)..DEC. 13
" .Man please
.nrcn ndwircrx."
M. P. \eirs.
POISON
PEN, the
THEUnci
(WORLD)
JUNE —ELVIDGE
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 22
•■ \orcl i-lidvi tcrtzatioii in i lrnl-u- s litrc^t — >/ P. Xc'rx,
POOR RELATIONS
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
FLORENCE VIDOR (OCT
26)
NOV. 1
Carriis
n
ft
'r
i
nfi
rtainhii/
n">"rut"
—
1'
/
PRINCE AND BETTY, THE (JESSE HAMPTON-PATHE) WILLIAM DESMOND (DEC. 21)
DEC. 20
onera r,h,t ''■ — Af P \'eirs^ CHARLES RAY
RED" Itesiiioyid
HOT iijii'Cr'ts
DOLLARSin comic
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
(DEC. 28)
JAN. 10
" \V Itulcxofi c . citti rtiiinino contcd't drnfit." -M . P \eirs
REGULAR GIRL, A (SELZNICK-SELECT) ELSIE JANIS (NOV. 9)
NOV. 29
" Suitable for the Janis following." — M. P. 'Setr.t.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is riot a very good picture. Average to poor business
RIDER OF THE LAW (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (NOV. 3)
OCT. 25
■' Harry
Carey appears as a Texas rnnger. ' — If. P. Neirg.
two davs."
Evb'l)iror
Comment — " .V r'x'ord bre.iker. Extra !>!"■ hu-Jiness "
RIGHT TO LIE, THE (PATHE) DOLORES CASSINELLI (NOV. 16) NOV. 29
■' A conventional sob sister story." — M. P. Neus.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture, but too long and draggv. Big business two
ROUGE AND RICHES (UNIVERSAL) MARY MACLAREN (JAN. 19) JAN. 10
" Often told tale rmkcs nbriotis niiturr.'' — V P \rtrs
SACRED FLAME (SCHOMER-ROSS) EMILY STEVENS (NOV. 9)
NOV. 8
■■ Drnmiific
nii- t in(FOX)
^,"rt tfl'rcl
.-ton RUSSELL
' — u i> \,(OCT.
. 13)
SACRED
SILENCE
WILLIAM
OCT. 25
• Dramatic story of army life entertains." — M. P. Neics.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
.\verage
business."
"
Pleased
very
much.
Big
business."
days." — " Good picture, nood puller."
Consensus
SAGE BRUSHER, THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST JAN. 10
■■ Ifcrii ir, r iirotininicc.t this n fonilcrftil nicttirr " — 1/ P \cirx
SEALED
HEARTS (SELZNICK-SELECT)
EUGENE
•• Characterization
kills story interest." — M.
P. News.O'BRIEN (NOV. 16).. NOV. IS
Exhibitor Comment — " This is the most popular star that appeared here, but
should have used picture of liehter makeup for him."
SCARLET DAYS (GRIFFITH-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST
(NOV. 30)
NOV. 22
" Splendid melodrama of olden golden West." — M. P. Neirs.
Exhibitor Cnminent — " This picture nleased to big husipp«« fnr one week "
SCREAM
IN THExfnivns
NIGHT,
A (SELECT)
■' 77i'.s' pi'tur"
the reviettrr"
— if SPECIAL
P \etrs CAST (OCT. S) '..OCT. 25
SHOULD A HUSBAND FORGIVE? (FOX) MIRIAM COOPER (NOV. 9).. NOV. 1
•' Conglomeration of plots looks like a serial." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Commentbusiness
— " The onlv
bestfair
picture
Fox's for big productions. Storv 1*
very
interesting:
three ofdavs."
SHOULD A WOMAN TELL (METRO-SCREEN CLASSIC) ALICE LAKE
(DEC. 20)
JAN. S
" >^tar and director put nicture nrer." — Vf P Vri'-.«
SNARES OF PARIS (FOX) MADLAINE TRAVERSE (OCT. 12)
OCT. 18
■ .4 fiipicalOF}fodlninc
Tmversc
picture'' —SPECIAL
\f P Yc.'-.c
SOLDIERS
FORTUNE
(REALART)
CAST (NOV. 9)
NOV. 22
" Sure fire at box-office end as entertainment." — M. P. Neirs.
SOMEONE
MUST
PAY
(ABRAMSON-GRAPHIC)
SPECIAL CAST
(SEPT. 28)
OCT. *
"The best -ihrnvscr picture tn dote" If P \etrs
SPEED MANIAC, THE (FOX) TOM MIX (OCT. 19)
OCT. 4
" Topsy-turvy
story —offers
mild ofentertainment.''
.1/. P. Ne'cs.
Exhibitor
Comment
" Plenty
speed in this — picture.
Big business one day,
average two."
Box Office Reports continued on page 914

an u ar y I y, i Q J o

"THE
WILLOW
TREE"
(SCREEN CLASSIC-METRO)
An Original and Fantastic Tale of Japan
O fanciful and fantastic a tale is this latest starring vehicle of

"THE

TOMORROW
OF
VALLEY
lAMERIC.^N-PATHE)

H illiwn Russell in Story of Vengeance

and Love

^^^~r^HE \ ALLEY OF IO.MOH H( )W " is priniarily a story of
I veugeance, softened in its closing scenes by the introducJl. tion of a love element which emerges from the turmoil of
The narrative deals
The story is unusual and highly original and were it not for the cross-motives and conflicting circumstances.
— the Morgans — to
rs
nmuntainee
of
faction
a
of
efforts
the
with
act that one of its ])rincipal sequences is without a foundation of
folks at the
women
their
of
one
of
death
ogic, it might be termed one of the hits of tlie year. This, however, avenge the betrayal and us foreigner, named Colonna. Dabney
hands of an unscrupulo
ill probably not detract to any great extent from its pleasing qualisister's
" get ' his
out resolved
of theIn girl,
Morgan, brother
infatuated
events he tol)ccomcs
ensuing
"es. Perhaps a greater faidt in the eyes of an audience is the use of betrayer
the sets
at all costs.
end
the
in
and
seeking
is
he
death
whose
man
the
of
sister
the
are
with
"august"
and
"honorable"
any titles in whicli the words
adly ovenvorked and which are stilted in construction unless one
fuHill the'" duty" he owes to
to assinne that tbe people of Japan use so nnich excess verbiage finds himself imj>elled on one side to
his own sister's outraged memoi-y and overmastered on the otiier
speaking.
hand by his new-found love for the Colonna girl, the sister of his
The atmo^pheI■e of Japan is sufliciently realistic to register witli intended victim. In the role of Uabney Morgan, William Kussell
e average and the production has been surrounded with much is afforded an opportunity to display dramatic action aiul tense emotion. He does both in a finishecl manner.
enic vesture. Miss Dana's role does not present any great acting
oesibilities. She makes up rather well as a Japanese girl and is
The production embodies plenty of action, and it i)ossesses an
element
of suspense that balances any flaws of improbability in the
"Japs."
real
arc
upported by a \cry capable cast, many of whom
he 8tor\- is one of a Japanese girl who loses her heart to an English- story. The camera has caught some remarkably pretty settings in
an and with whom she enacts a role which corresponds in many tlie mountainous districts of Lake Tahoe and the Truckee River.
instances to that of an ancient legend of her country concerning the The types, too, are generally well-fitted to the members of the cast.
willow tree princess." It strikes us as being well out of the ordi- Finally, the happy ending, while propelled somewhat prematurely
nary and therefore entitled to attention for that reason if no other. — out of the tangle of tragic events, lends a needed touch of brightness
Length, 6 reels. — J. S. Dirkerson.
to the finale. — Length, 6 reels. — E. F. Supple.
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THE CAST
THE CAST
" The Willow Tree " is based on a sucO-riu
Viola Dana
cessful play produced by Cohan and Harris
The Image Maker
Edward Connelly and therefore
William
Russell
should command first place Dabney Morgan
Mary Thurman
Ned Hamilton
Pell Trenton in your billing unless Miss Dana is popu- Eleanore Colonna
John Charles Goto
Frank Tokunago
lar enough so you choose to sell her above Enrico
Long
John
Morgan
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Kimura
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Brownlee
May Morgan
Pauline Curley
ieoffrey Fuller
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performance, especially Mr. Cecilia
Caleb Turner
Frank Clark
lary Priest
Fuller •Alice Ricketts
Wilson Connelly.
The
Tom
Lewis King
Like all pictures of the Orient, this fea- Jed Morgan
Nogo
Jack Yutaka Abbe
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ture presents
unusual
opportunity
for
atProduced by the American Film Co.Himself
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from
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Ben— Stephen Fox.
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Directed by Emmett J. Flynn.
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PRESS NOTICE— STORY
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
available, you have in them a medium of
William Russell in his American Film
Viola Dana, dainty Metro star is the at- decorations
which would be remarkably intraction at the
theatre for a
expensive and also very tasty. Those who production,
" The will
Valley
of Tomorrow,"
days' engagement, beginning
leased by Pathe,
be shown
at the rewill play the feature in Northern climes
days beginning .
Her vehicle for this engagement is " The may best carry out the usual Oriental idea. theatre for
Willow Tree,"
the
Thesell in the
storyroleis ofoneDabney
in which
William
Russnccessful
play aof screen
the oldadaptation
and new of
Japan,
Morgan,
a young
CATCH LINES
written by J. H. Benrimo and Harrison
mountaineer, sets forth to avenge the beRhodes and which enjoyed an extended
trayal and death of his young sister who has
august a "wealthy
father merchant
decreed that
she
wasHerto "marry
but slie
run on Broadway some seasons past.
by a foreign scoundrel, CoAll the dramatic material of the play rebelled and ran away. Then followed a been wronged
lonna, who, together with his sister, a girl
has been brought to the picture and in series of events which might be implied of remarkable
beauty, is convalescing in the
that
she
was
a
re-incarnation
of
the
addition it possesses a wonderful scenic
mountainous districts near the Morgan
home. The culprit flees pursued by the
value, the
quality
which is field.
seldom pre- '■ willow tree princess."
sented outside
the ofeducational
Morgan faction who are resolved to exact
According to a legend of old Japan a full
Miss Dana plays the role of a Japanese princess
penalty for the wrong done to their kin.
came from the Gods to a ancient Colonna's
girl, daughter of an image maker, who warrior, through
sister goes totheLong
John clan
Morgan
the medium of the willow the patriarchal
would sell her in marriage to a rich mer- tree. Centuries later
Morgan
and
O-riu daughter begs him to useheadhis ofinfluence
chant that he may send his son to an Amer- of the image maker pretty
in
calling
off
lived the events told the pursuers from the path of their intended
ican University. She has lost her heart to
who is making an in the legend as happening to the princess. victim. He turns a deaf ear to her pleas,
young Englishman
aindefinite
stay in her country and runs
that it is the law of the faction
In the land of flowers, amid the tradi- answering
away from her home and to that of the
neither rest or sleep until a family wrong
tions of dutiful daughters to their parents to
and fan- lived pretty
has
been
avenged.
interesting
an
is
It
man.
young tastic
O-riu daughter that
of she
the should
image
tale which has been evolved with maker. The father
Meanwhile Dabney Morgan, who has been
sus- marry the wealthy decreed
an unusually original plot carrying
old
merchant
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she pursuing a hunt of his own for his sister's
supIn
scene.
every
in
pense and action
betrayer,
a man whom he has never seen,
rebelled.
Then
came
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reincarnation
of
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a strong cast of playDana
porters,
of Miss
becomes enmeshed in the quicksands of a
whichis is Edward Connelly ■ willow tree princess " as told by each river-bed
among
and
is rescued from certain death
famous for his portrayal of Japanese generation of Japan's people.
by the timely assistance of a stranger, who
characters. Miss Dana makes up well to
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to
be
the very man that the Morgan
" History
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the character
marize this fanciful
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romance
faction
have sworn
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" get."off Inthe gratitude
princess."
The play is picturesque and of the land
of
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to
his
rescuer,
Dabney
Morgan
pleasing throughout.
clan from their prey, much to their disgust
and despite their insistence that he has no William Russell has a congenial role in
right to befriend the undoer of his own
PROGRAM READER
sister, no matter what the occasion for
Pathe's " The Valley of Tomorrow "
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mercy. He answers that he not they will
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exact
the
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Colonna
is
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a
chance
interesting
an
of Dana is starred which
PROGRAM READER
title Viola
sounding
ture in which
for his life by young Morgan. He accepts
loved the sister of the very man who
the opportunity but in the execution of the hadHe betrayed
will be the attraction at this theatre behis own kin. He set forth
ginning . . ,
plan falls, fatally wounded, by a shot from
The locale of the picture is Japan and
resolved
to "get"of the
betrayer only
at allbrought
costs.
Dabney's rifle.
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vengeance
in-a
are Japanese,
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many ofcludingthe
Colonna's beautiful sister, Eleatlore, now him to the knowledge of a true love, and
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young
cumstances gets control of the situation, he
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the Orient
forcing Dabney at the point of a revolver his
been disappointing.
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own sister and his new-found love for
to convey her helpless brother to a lonely
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Colonna eventually dies, and Dabney, setting
most
Scenically this is perhaps one ofIt the
behind him the Valley of Yesterday with its
however
beautiful pictures ever released.
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the
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dark tragedy enters with Eleanore into the go unavenged.
ded for its unique,of
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due to and
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romance in the land
fanciful story of honors
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ConEdward
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SPITE BRIDE, THE (SELZNICK-SELECT) OLIVE THOMAS (SEPT. 21).. OCT. 4 WIDOW BY PROXY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MARGUERITE CLARK
•■ ^ It III fod Oliir Tlidihiis iiictiirr." — .1/. P. .\iirx.
(SEPT. 28)
OCT. 4
STEEL KING, THE (WORLD)
JUNE ELVIDGE-MONTAGU LOVE
" iShould captivate star's followers." — M. P. News.
(NOV. 24)
DEC. 6
Exhibitor Comment — " Flayed this one a full week with Sennett's " Salome vs.
11 1// siitisfiirtorilii
riitcrtdin tieneraUii.'' — M. P.ENID
Neirn. BENNETT (SEPT.
Shenandoah ' to extra big business all week." " Broke all records with Arbuckle
STEPPING
OUT (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
comedy —on bill.
business
21)
OCT. 4
Consensus
Good Extra
picture,bigf/ood
puller."four days, big business three days."
" Pteasinylu planting a good thought." — M. P. News,
WINCHESTER WOMAN, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
NOV. 1
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Pleased
but
did
not
draw."
"
This
is
the
best
picture
• I'luisini) in Kpiie of mm h coincidence." — M. P. News.
Bennett has ever been in. It pleased all classes. Extra big business three
WINGS
OF
THE
MORNING
(FOX)
WILLIAM
FARNUM
(NOV.
24)
DEC. 6
days." —■• A•' Good
very good
feature.
Extra big business two days, average one."
Co)ixi')iniif!
picture,
good puller."
" li'arnum followers will like this one." — M. P. News.
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL (GOLDWYN)
MADGE KENNEDY (OCT.
Exhibitor Comment — " The star is always good but the picture is far below tht
19)
OCT. 18
Fox standard, although it pleased. Big to average business two days."
■ Moilge Ki iincdi) has a charmin'j role in unique comedy." — M. P. Neivs.
WOMAN OF LIES, A (WORLD) JUNE ELVIDGE (OCT. 13)
OCT. 25
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Poor
business."
"
Pleased.
Big
business."
••
Presents
Bli idge in nu unsituipnthetic role." — J/. P. News.
Consensus — '• PIrasinn picture, oood r^iiUcr."
WOMAN
OF
PLEASURE,
A
(HAMPTON-PATHE)
BLANCHE
SWEET
TEETH OF THE TIGER (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPECIAL CAST
(OCT. 26)
NOV. 22
(NOV. 2)
DEC. 20
" should exploit as a big production." — M. P. News.
'• .1 high class mystery story icith thrills." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
.Average
business
two
days."
"
The
title
and
star
brought
Exhibitor
Commentstories
— " A ever
very shown
good picture
average Photography
business." "and
One settings
of the
best detective
on the toscreen.
them in, but picture disappointing. Big business three days."
extra good, and too much cannot be said in favor of direction. Business not up
YOU
NEVER
KNOW
YOUR
LUCK
(WORLD)
HOUSE PETERS
to standard due to name of production, although business increased throughout
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 29
" bjntbrtaining production, should satisfy." — M. P. News.
week." — " Good picture, averaqe puller."
Conscjisus
THIEVES (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL (DEC. 7)
NOV. 8
•' Gladiis BrorkweU stars in crook melodrama." — M. P. Neirs.
THUNDERBOLT, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE MACDONALD
Flashbacks " on Earlier Releases
(NOV. 23)
NOV. 22
" Poicerjul strokes in this vital drama." — M. P. Nen:s.
I'.xliibitor Comment
This picture
welldraw
directed
l)ut theAverage
story isto much
drawn. Katherine— "MacDonald
doesis not
well here.
poor overbusi"In
for Thirty Days" (Metroj — "Pine clean entertainment. Big business.'
ness
two
flilVS."
"Virtuous
Model" (Pathei — "A fairly good picture. Title good drawing card.
TIN PAN ALLEY (FOX) ALBERT RAY-ELINOR FAIR (DEC. 28) JAN. 10
average business two days."
to
Big
" License taken irith truth in thi,i sentimental tale." — M. P. News.
"Girl
Named
Mary" (Paramount-.irtcraft) — "Just a good pleasing picture to
TOBY'S
(GOLDWYN)
TOMn." —MOORE
(DEC. 20)
DEC. 27
" .4 rrn/BOWeutei'tninini/
iiliotfinhi
M. I', \eirs.
average business three days."
TONG MAN, THE (HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE)
SESSUE HAYA"A Dangerous Affair" (Hallmark) — "A good production. Title brought them in.
KAWA (DEC. 14)
DEC. 20 Average business two days."
•' Hniiakau a in different role that scores." — M. P. Neirs.
" The Right to Happiness " (Jewel-Universal)- — " Played this feature three weeks to
TREMBLING HOUR, THE (UNIVERSAL) KENNETH HARLAN-HELEN
smashing business."
EDDY (OCT. 26)
NOV. 1 record
"The Woman Under Cover" (Universal* — "Played this feature with the Para" Well knit drama of crooks and mystery."- — M. P. News.
mount-Artcraft production ' The Heart of Youth ' to extra big business one day and
Exhibitor Comment — " A pleasing picture to extra big business one day." " A
poor business the following day."
very good picture. Extra big business."
" When Bearcat Went Dry " (World) — " .\ good production which played to big
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
business one day and average business the next,"
TURNING THE TABLES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY GISH
" Girls " (Paramount-.lrtcraft) — " A good production to average business two days."
(NOV. 16)
NOV. IS
"Bill Henry" ( I>aramount-.\rtcraft) — "A very good picture which plaved to extra
■'Farce will agreeably entertain majority." — M. P. News.
big" business
Exhibitor Comment—" A very good picture, big business two days." " Big busiThe Heartone ofday."
Youth " (Paramount-Artcraft) — " Played this feature on the proness all week with .\rbuckle comedy on program."
gram with the Universal Feature ' The Woman Under Cover ' to extra big business
Consensus — " Good picttire, good puller."
day and poor business the second day."
TWELVE-TEN (REPUBLIC) MARIE DORO (DEC. 14)
JAN. 3 tlie"AtirstDolTs
House" (Universal) — "A fair picture to average business one day."
■• Heiivii riiiniui irith ii ninsterii element " — M. I'. 'SC'i y.
"Luck in Pawn" (Paramount-Artcraft) — "This is a very good production. Aver2iV2 16)
HOURS LEAVE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MACLEAN-MAY (NOV. NOV. 8
age business
two days." — "A good feature to big business one day."
" Lasca
" (Universal)" Best comedy offering of the season." — M. P. News.
"The End of the Game" (I'athe) — "This is a very good feature which plaved
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business all week with attendance increasing
to l)ig business for one day."
during run in spite of adverse weather. We bring it back for another week."
"Mickey" (State Rights) — "Well liked to big business."
" Excellent picture, good action and comedy. Big business two days, average
"Too Fat to Fight" (Goldwyn) — "A good ordinary picture to average and big
e." — " E.rcello't picture, hid nvller."
on
Consensus
for two days."
TWIN PAWNS (PATHE) MAE MURRAY (SEPT. 28)
OCT. 11 business
"
Daddy Long Legs " (First National) — " This production was well liked by mv
•• This Hill hp tie" em 11 II nrieufnhle." — M P Neirs
patrons.
Big business Boots"
two days.
'
UNDER SUSPICION (UNIVERSAL) ORA CAREW (NOV. 23)
NOV. 22
• Mrs. LclUngwell's
(Select)
— "Talmadge always goes big in my house, and
pleases
my
patrons.
Big
business
two — days."
•'
U'i;/
I
Ira
in
uf
I
II
enti
i
tiiiii
iipnernlly."
—
M.
P.
\eii
S.
UNDERCURRENT, THE (SELECT) GUY EMPEY (NOV. 23)
NOV. 29
"Getting Mary Married" (Select)
"Patrons did not care for this feature. It
went fairly. Davies not popular here. Average business two days."
" Patriotic note may carry this picture by." — M. P. News.
"Better Wife" (Select) — "A pleasing picture to good business."
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture of that type. Did not draw. Poor business
" Jelly Pish " (Goldwyn comedy) — "A light amusing comedy which pleased.'"
two davs."LUCK (FOX) RAY-FAIR (NOV. 16)
VAGABOND
NOV. 29
"Love is Love" (Fox) — "An average program picture to average business."
"Little Sister" (P^ox) — "My patrons did not like this one. Average business.
••
Heart
iiitfiisf
rinil
ritmnsplirre
liere"
—
M
P.
News
VENGEANCE OF DURAND, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
NOV. IS
"Ghost of Slumber Mountain" (World) — "A wonderful one reel subject."
" Good suspensive dramatic photoplay." — M. P. News.
" Faith of the Strong " (Select) — " This is one of Lewis" best productions. Patrons
Exhibitor
Comment — " good,
Extra star
good.better
Extrathan
big her
to biglastbusiness
two days."
" Storyto
liked
it veryCommandments
much. Big business
weak, photography
two releases.
Average
" Broken
" (Fox) one
— r" day.'"
This feature pleased and did big business."
poor business all week."
".V Society Exile" ( Paramount-Artcraft i — "Although this picture played here one
Consensus — " Good picture, nood puller."
week
to
average
business
it
deserved
better
a fineforproduction."
VICTORY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. 30) DEC. 6
■• Love Insurance '" (Paramount-Artcraft) — business
" Played asthisit ispicture
a week to aver" An absorbing heavy calibre drama." — M. P. News.
"
Wagon
Tracts
""
(Paramount-Artcraft)
—
"
According
to
my
opinion
this is one
the
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Excellent,
superb
cast.
Story
well
pictured
though
grewpoorest Hart subject in some time. It did not please our patrons. Big business
some, nevertheless it holds interest. The grewsome part is well and delicately
age business."'
handled."
VIRTUOUS VAMP, A (FIRST NATIONAL)
CONSTANCE TALMADGE
"Fires of Faith" (Paramount-Artcraft) — "A very good picture of its kind. Aver(NOV. 16)
NOV. 29
"Nobody Home" ( Paramount-.\rtcraft) — "This feature did not please my patrons.
" liest Constance Talmadge picture to date." — M. P. News.
age business."
Exhibitor AComment
— " Extra
big business for a week A BILLIE
siilnndid pirtiire
WANTED,
HUSBAND
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
BURKE"
Poor
business aoneWife""
day."' (First National) — "Not very much to this one. Average
"Choosing
(DEC. 28)
DEC. 27
business
one
dav."
" Reoisters nx liiahl" nmusinn romtdu." — M P News
"Hushed Hour"' (State Rights) — "A fine picture that pleased. Average business
WEB OF CHANCE, THE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND (DEC. 21)
DEC. 27
day."
" Mothinq liprr fn cause iiou irorru " — Af. P. Neirs.
"Love Cheat'" (Pathe) — "A pleasing picture to average business."
WEB OF DECEIT, THE (CAREW-PATHE)
DOLORES CASSINELLI
"Wives of Men'" (State Rights) — "A very good picture that satisfied. Big busi(JAN. 18)
JAN. 10
•• J'hr ilii/il role seen luiiiin "- V. P. News
ness
one day."
Home
' (Universal) — "A good picture to average business."
day."'
one""Burglar
WHAT EVERY
WOMAN
LEARNS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ENID
by Proxy" (First National) — "'Only a fair production. Average business
BENNETT (NOV. 9)
NOV. 1
" Oh, Boy " (Pathe) — " My patrons liked this one and it went big. Big business one
" Picturization of an average drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A very good picture. Extra big business." " A dandy
picture. Extra big to big business three days."
" Easy to Make Money "' (Metro) — " This is only a fair picture. Poor business one
Consensus — "'Excellent picture, big puller."
dav."' Lilly" (Pathe) — "This feature did not please my patrons. Average busione"Tiger
WHAT'S
YOUR
HUSBAND
DOING
(INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
MACLEAN-MAY (NOV. 23)
NOV. 22
fnril i t ■ 'in Inrrr rr'nKtrr<! liidh einss " — M P News,
ness one day."
'• Valley
of Giants" (Paramount-.\rtcraft) — "A bully story well worked up. AudiWHEN BEARCAT WENT DRY (WORLD) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. 2)
OCT. 2S
■• should rc'lister big with majority." — M. P. News.
" God"s Outlaw " (Metro) — " A verv poor feature. Poor business one day. "
ence likedInspiration
it.'"
" Her
"" (Metro) — " A very pleasing picture. Patrons liked it very much.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fairly good picture. Big business two days." " Pleased ;
dav."
big business
two days."
Average
business."
Consensus
— Plensinn
picture, nood puller."
"A
Temperamental
Wife"" (Select) — "This feature interested the audience and
WHEN THE CLOUDS ROLL BY (UNITED ARTISTS) DOUGLAS FAIRthem in good
humor. It(Pathe)
is one —of" Talmadge"s
Big business
days." one
BANKS (DEC. 20)
JAN. 10 kept"Impossible
Catherine"
.\ very goodbest.production
to bigtwobusiness
■■ Sure fire ii inner u iih unit rnidience." — Af. P. yeirs
day."'
WHY SMITH LEFT HOME (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) BRYANT WASH"Sahara" (Hodkinson-Pathe) — "A very fine picture with wonderful settings.
BURN (OCT. 19)
OCT. 25
Held
up well both
davs (Fox)
at advanced
business picture
two days.""
'• Meritorious farce amusingly entertaining." — M. P. Neivs.
"Cheating
Herself"
— "An prices.
ordinaryBigprogram
business i, for
one day.""
- to wbig^ j
•■
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business three days." " Pleased more patrons than
any picture I have shown in a year. Extra big business three days."
"Just Squaw"" (Robertson-Cole) — '".An ordinary program picture but drew well.
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"THE

GREAT
AIR
(UNIVERSAL)

Sensational

ROBBERY"

Picture of Aeroplane

Feats

H^.^{l^ i> a picture which no cxiiihitor can afVord to oxcrlook.
In h<>ukin<: " Th«' Ureal Air l\obher>-," and c\i)lt)itin<; it a?
an ania/.in<: |»hotoj»hiy of dcath-<lcl yinji stunts in the air,
patrotKS are sure to make a beaten path to liis door. Once inside
and they will look upon something new under the sun. It is not
the story itself which will concern the majority of them: that is only
a ditferent version of the familiar mail coach rohbcr> . W hat they
will see is the transplanting of the old time action to the air. And
what action it is.
riie plot revolves around a set of aeroplane bandits who plan to
rob the transcontinental aerial mail, and the very nature of it sounds
the clarion of revolutionary tactics concerning the screen. With the
aeroplane here to stay the up-to-date producer will enlist it among
liis properties and also sign up a courageous air pilot or two. Lieut.
< >. L. Locklear has gotten a start on his rivals by becoming the star
of this Universal thriller. The feats he executes here are plentiful
enough for a flying circus. His outstanding stunt is when he leaps
from his aeroplane to a rope ladder of a machine flying above him.
Vnd thtis he saves the heroine from being kidnapped by the bandit.
The scenes are authentic and are apparently taken a few thousand
leet in the air. The scenic en>bellishments are worthy of mention
-ince you look upon vistas of the Grand Canyon far below.
Indeed you get all the thrills of flying from this picture without
• vperiencing any of its dangers. You look with amazement upon
the nerAe of Locklear, and you wonder at the risks that he and his
< i»mpany have taken. A point worth emphasizing is the fact that the
< imera is literally on top of the actors most of the time. And everyone seems to violate the laws of gravity. Jacques Jaccard is the director.— Length. 1 reels.— Released January 28. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Larry Cassidy Lieut. O. L. Locklear
Wallie Mason
Allan Forrest
Van Arland
Ray Ripley
Beryl
Francelia Billington
Viola Matthews
Carmen Phillips
By Jacques Jaccard and George Hively.
Directed by Jacques Jaccard.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
One of the most remarkable photoplays
that has ever been shown will appear at
the
theatre on
of
week
under
of " The feature
Great Air
This isthe atitle
Universal
andRobbery."
presents
Lieut. O. L. Locklear as the star, supported
by such prominent players as Allan Forrest,
Ray Ripley, Francelia Billington and Carmen Phillips.
The story concerns a group of aeroplane
bandits who plan to rob the transcontinental
aerial
is Lieut.AndLocklear's
duty to
frustratemail.
theirIt scheme.
he is completely
successful after a series of hazardous feats.
He plays the part of Larry Cassidy of the
U. S. Mail service. A plot is afoot to steal
a shipment of $20,000 in gold which is to be
taken to the Washington mint on the midplane. which
The sky-robbers
know
the airnight
route
the machine dois not
to travel.
Cassidy and Wallie Mason, another aviator
in the Mail service, are intrigued to give up
the precious information and the latter is
made the victim of a frame-up.
Complications ensue and when they are
eventually cleared up. Van Arland, the
leader of the robbers, is in the air with the
package of gold. The heroine has been
taken prisoner by him. So Larry gives
chase. The girl drops a rope ladder from
Van Arland's
and climbs
flying close
Cassidy
catchesplane
it and
aboardbeneath,
where
he makes the sky bandit a prisoner. This
is a picture of thrilling action and startling
suspense. It is punctuated with remarkable
backgrounds, the vistas beneath the flying
planes, disclosing the Grand Canyon of the
Colorado. The story was written by
Jacques Jaccard and George Hively, while
Mr. Jacques attended to the direction.
CATCH LINES
Seeest picture
" The ofGreat
the greatthrillsAireverRobbery,"
shown. Absolutely
the
greatest
sensation
of
the
screen.
Don't
tniss it.
They planned to rob the transcontinental
aerial mail. How were they frustrated? See
" The Great stunts
Air Robbery,"
a picture
death-defying
and thrilling
exploits.of
Did you ever have the wish to go up in
an
aeroplane
but enjoy
didn't theexactly
havewiththe
nerve?
You can
sensation

out risk to your life when you see " The
Great Air Robbery," the film sensation.
See Lieut. O. L. Locklear, the dare-devil
of the air, in a series of amazing feats. See
him in the stupendously thrilling picture,
" The Great Air Robbery." A rare treat.
PROGRAM READER
Do you happen to know that the highway robber is a passing figure — that he is
too old-fashioned to practise his profession
in this modem way? Do you happen to
know that his successor is the sky-highwayman who holds up aeroplanes in the government service? He might be called a product
of the war. When you see " The Great Air
Robbery
at thisof theatre
will see a" story
highwaynext
robbery in you
the
upper regions. You will see daring aviators
risk their lives time and again in amazing
feats. You will get all the thrills riding
in an aeroplane without running theof danger
of losing your life. You will see Lieut. O.
L. Locklear, the star of the picture, in deathdefying stunts. He is the dare-devil of the
air. You will see him jump from one aeroplane to another and perform other miraculous feats. Don't
this picture; it is
the sensation
of themiss
screen.
SUGGESTIONS
Advertise this picture as the sensation of
the screen. Go the limit and don't be afraid
of your adjectives. The picture will back
up every thing you say about it. Place
emphasis that it is the first feature to exploit
the aeroplane as an instrument of robbery.
It has taken the place of the old-time stage
coach. Bring out that the picture is filled
with scene after scene of amazing feats performed by dare-devil aviators. Mention that
the star is Lieut. O. L. Locklear, the greatdare-devil of them all. He performs
stuntsest here
that defy description.
that he jumps from one plane to Mention
and executes other hazardous feats.another
phasize this picture as the one thriller Emthat
will never be forgotten.
Play up that the
action transpires in the sky
far
above
the
yawning chasms of the Grand Canyon. You
can't
ture. go too strong in advertising this fea-

"BEHIND
THE
DOOR"
(INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
A II onderjully Realistic Story of Revenge

consumwithheaded
woven
revenge,
a strong byman's
>tory
THIS is the
by
types,
of great
a cast
and ofenacted
mate skill
llobart Hosworth, veteran of many a picture of the great
outdoors and who fits in the role of Captain Krug, a (ierman American in command of a U. S. merchant marine ship during the war,
as perhaps no other actor of the whole profession might. As a foil
for his wonderful portrayal Mr. Uosworth has \\ allacc Beary, who
plays the part of the German submarine commander.
The story begins on land, with Captain Krug suspected of being a
German sympathizer. It ends on the high seas, with the war of the
world, so far as Krug is concerned, narrowed down to a personal
conflict with the German who has outraged his wife beyond the
power of words to express it, and the inflicting upon him of the
most terrible vengeance that the strong mind of a man wiio hated to
the point of insanity could devise.
You do not see what goes on " behind the door "' except by shadows, as the two giants of the human race struggle, but there is no
mistaking what is occurring. Even if the craftsmanship in film construction and the acting of those whom the film purports are seeing
had failed, which it does not, you would still know what had hapDramatically it is a great picture. Rough, even brutal and horpened.
ribly realistic, is the story which Irvin Willat has evolved from
Gouvemeur Morris' story as published in Collier s. but it will not
soon be forgotten. And it marks Hobart Bosworth's return to the
screen. Both this fact and the production are events. — J. S.
Dickerson.
THE CAST
Oscar Krug
Hobart Bosworth
Alice Morse
Jane Novak
Lieut. Brandt
Wallace Beery
Bill Tavish
James Gordon
McQuestion
Dick Wain
Matthew Morse
J. P. Lockney
Gideon Blank
Gibson Goland
Mark Arnold
Otto Hoffman
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Hobart Bosworth veteran screen star,
famous for so many wonderful pictures ot
the great outdoors has come back to the
shadow stage in a picture worthy his time
and
It isproduction,
" Behind scheduled
the Door," fora
Thos.talents.
H. Ince
showing at the
theatre beginning
The photoplay is an adaptation of
Gouverneur Morris's great story which was
published
in Collier's
some time
ago and which
createdWeekly
a sensation
thai
will only be outlived by the picture which
has been created from its highly original
and virile plot.
Mr. Bosworth has the role of Captain
Krug,
commander
a U. aS. German-American
merchantman during
the war.ot
It is a role which permits every talent
of this genious in portraying characters
of the more rugged type full sway. In
an equallymander of prominent
that ofis the
coma German part
submarine
Wallace
Beary.
Captain
wife, is Given
Jane
Novak, aAsstar
in herKrug's
own right.
such a cast and with direction by Irvin
Willat which has never been excelled, a
great dramatic picture may be expected.
" Behind the Door " is all of that. It is
an epoch in the art of picture making. A
production which the whole world wrill not
dare to forget. It is too realistic, too
great
featureof ina it's
everyrevenge
detail.bySeea
it— the a story
terrible
man who had suffered until merely killing
his
to beAndcon-he
did. enemysidered. on
He mustsight
pay was
twicenotover.

r

^

M

Hobart

Bosworth and Jane Novak in
" Behind the Door "
you to live for the moment with the screen
images in a great story of the terrible
wrong one man did to humanity and a man
and the revenge the wronged man exacted
in full payment for himself and the human
race? Do you wish to see the most wonderful dramatic picture of the year? Then
see " Behind the Door," the latest Thomas
H. Ince production. It will begin a
days' engagement at this theatre beginnig . SUGGESTIONS
Since this picture is so unusual, so gruesome and unpleasant, in spite of the fact
that it is a great drama you should not
allow your audience to come in without
acquainting them with the facts. We
should not hesitate in telling them what
to expect. Tell them it is an unusual
story.mention
Bill Bosworth
to the
due
of the fact
thatlimit,
this with
role
marks his return to the screen. Give the
Thos. H. Ince studios all the credit with
mention of the source from which the plot
of
feature came.
Don'tYoumince
in the
advertising
this film.
maymatters
make
some women stay at home but vou will
get other patrons to take their place if
you bill it correctly and emphasize the fact
that it than
is a find
" he their
" manwaystory
more
punch
intowith
a dozen

PROGRAM READER
Do you want to see a picture which will
make you grip your seat, catch your breath
and perhaps close your eyes because of its
action? Do you enjoy a picture
" The Valley of Tomorrow " thrilling
that gets out of the beaten path and preCATCH LINES
sents ditions,
men aswith they
underof certain
conthe are
veneer
civilization
" EveryMorgan
Cloud learned
Has a Silver
Lining
" — Soof stripped from them, shoved back a thousand
Dabney
after the
gloom
years to the caveman days when strength
Yesterday
had been dispelled by the sun- ruled
and hate and love were the only two
shine of Tomorrow.
passions known? Do you wish to see a
fight that passes anything in its intensity
CATCH LINES
"Timebelieve
WorksthatWondrous
Changes"
— Who that has ever peen staged? Do you want pictures.
would
the Vendetta
ofYesterday
to see a hundred scenes, some of them
" I swore I'd skin him alive but he died
would
lead
to
the
Supreme
Happiness
of
may not be exactly pleasant that will make on me— damn him," said Captain Krug,
Tomorrow.
you forget that it is all a play and force the man they had thought pro-German.
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Advance

Motion

Information

on

All

Film

Picture

Releases

All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by bot h the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects as well
as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
.Nov. JO — ljurglar»
1 WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Nov. y — Company
1
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
Nov. 2 — The City Dude
1 The Adventurer
7
Oct.
26—
A
Handy
Man
Around
the
House.
..
1
Heart .Sirings
6
(St'e Pathe Exchanges)
Oct. 19— Fire. Fire
1 Wings
of the Morning
6
Oct.
S'ciety
11 The Last of the Duanes
7
CHRISTIE FILM COMEDIES
Oct. 12—
5 — Secret
Saturday
Wolves of the Night
.7 A
Sept. 28— The Fotygraft Gallery
1 THEDA
{At State Right Exchanges)
BARA
SERIES
Sept. 21 — A Rainy Day
1
CHRISTIE TWO REELERS
5
Sept. 147—— Skinny,
S'prise Party
N'Everything
11 Lure of Ambition
Sept.
School
and
Scandal
La Belle Russe
. 6
Jan. — Save Me. Sadie (Eddie Bary)
PARAMO UNTHOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Dec. — Co West Young Woman (Fay Tincher)
TOM MIX SERIES
Nov. — A Roman Scandal (Colleen Moore)
5
Dec. 28 — King Rama at the Royal Wat...
1 Three Gold Coins
SINGLE REEL COMEDIES
5
Dec. 21 — In Brittany
1 The Daredevil
Dec.
14
—
A
Scenic
Classic
1
Kidnapping Caroline
The Cyclone
5
Dec. 7 — Push Car Trails in Formosa
I The
Two A. M
Feud
5
Nov. 30 — In the Basque Country
1 The Speed Maniac
.5
All Jazzed Up
Nov. 23 — The Salt of Anping
1 Rough Riding Romance
Settled Out of Court
5
Nov. 16 — Uncle Sam, Salvager
1 FOX ENTERTAINMENTS
Bobby's Bab>
Nov.
9
—
The
White
Elephant
Militant
1
GAYETY COMEDIES
The
Hell
Ship
(Madleine
Traverse)
5
Nov. 2 — Rolling Down the Rio
1
His Fatal Bite
S
Oca. 26 — Lawmakers of the Philippines
1 Her Elephant Man (Shirley Mason)
Tin
Pan
Alley
(Ray
and
Fair)
5
Oct. 19 — A Day in Florence
1
Cursed by His Cleverness
S
Are Floorwalkers Fickle?
Oct. 12— Teak Logging With Elephants
1 The Square Shooter (Buck Jones)
S
Oct. 5 — Around About London
1 Flames of the Flesh (Gladys Brockwell)
ca'ung His Bluff
S
Love Sick at Sea..,
Sept. 28 — Taihoku, Metropolis of Formosa
1 Shod With Fire (William Russell)
The
Shark
(George
Walsh)
5
Sept.
21
—
The
Doughnut
That
Did
It
1
Sept. 14 — L'p-to Date Manila
The Devil's
(Gladys (William
Brockwell)
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Lincoln Riddle
Highwayman
Russell) SS
11 The
Sept. 7 — Paris, the Magnificent
Thieves (Gladys Brockwell)
5
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGHAM
{Through State Right and Educational Exch.
Eastward Ho. (William Russell
S
Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement Released Once
Dec.
28
—
Winter
Sports
at
St.
Moritz
1
The
Winning
Stroke
(George
Walsh)
S
Every Month Showing Leading Stars at Work and
Dec. 14 — Down the Strand in London
1 Chasing Rainbows (Gladys Brockwell)
S
Play
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
Sacred Now
Silence
RED CROSS TRAVEL SERIES
On (W'illiam
(George Russell)
Walsh)
..SS
Dec. 21 — From a Piscatorial Angle
1 From
The Relief of Poland
Broken
Commandments
(Gladys
_
Brockwell)
S
Dec. 7 — Memory Lane
1 The Winning Stroke (George Walsh)
S
Constantinople, the Gateway of the Orient
Nov. 23 — Sunshine and Shadows
1 The Seventh Person (George Walsh)
.5
America's
Watch
Nov.
9
—
A
Night
in
June
1
on
the
Rhi
ne
The
Sneak
(Gladys
Brockwell)
5
Belgium, the Broken Kingdom
Oct. 26 — Midst Peaceful Scenes
1 The Web of Chance (Peggy Hyland)
5
Oct.
12
—
Rainfrops
1
Marie, QueenCityof ofRumania
'.
Snares
of
Paris
(Madlaine
Traverse)
5
Archangel,
Snow
Sept. 28 — When Nature Smiles
1 The Lost Princess (Ray-Fair)
5
The Tiny Kingdom of Montenegro
Sept. 14 — The Voice of Gladness
1 The Merry-Go-Round (Pegg>- Hyland)
5
BRUCE SCENICS
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
The Chilkat Cubs
Dec.
28
—
Camera
Surf
Studies
1
for Husbands
Wanderlust
Dec. 21 — In the Canadian Wilds
1 Training Weight
Lover
Dec. 14 — Clouds and Sunsets
1 ATheLight
SPECIALS
Great
Robbery
Dec. 7 — A South American Niagara
1 The Heart Nickel
Snatcher
The Why of a Volcano
Nov. 30 — Camera Surf Studies
1 Her Private Husband
Nov.
Land of the Midnight Sun
1 Her Naughty Wink
The Second
Chance
' ..
War
Sp
Nov. 2316 —— Evolution
ruce
of a Spring
1 Sheriff Nell's Comeback
Nov.
Forest Kingdom
1 Hungry Lions and Tender Hearts
Nov. 92 —— AScientific
Spending
Chicken a la Cabaret
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Oct. 26 — The How and Why of Your Transmission .... 11 The
Bath Tub
The Forbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Young)..,
19 — The Four Seasons
1 Back Roaming
Oct.
to Nature Girls
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives (House Peters).
Oct.
12
—
WorldFamous
Bridges
1
The
School
House
Scandal
Eyes of Vnuth (Clara Kimball Young)
5 — Trout Streams of the Adirondacks 1
Oct.
Sept. 28— At Work With the Tire Builders
1 Footlight Maids
Yellow Dog Catcher
Sept.
With Dog and Gun
1 The
FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY EXCH.
Sept. 2114 —— Afield
Wild Waves and Women
2
Forty
Minutes
to
France
1
P AR AMOUNT-A RTCR AFT
7
—
On
With
the
Dance-Smart
Set
Wit
1
His
Naughty
Wife
2
Sept.
Dabbling in Society
TRUEX
AND OTHER COMEDIES
Dec. 30 — Everywoman (Special Cast)
Dec. 28 — Red Hot Dollars (ChaHes Ray)
AND JEFF CARTOONS
Dec. 28 — Too Good to be True XErnest Truex)
2 MUTT
Dec. 28— Wanted, a Husband (Billie Burke)
Gum Industry
j
Dec. 14 — Speed (Al St. John) . .
2 Chewing
Dec. 21 — A Girl Named Mary (Marguerite Clark)
The Price of a Good Sneeze
j
Putting on the Dog
2
Dec. 21 — Hawthorne of the U. S. A. (Wallace Reid) . . .
FILM MARKET, INC.
The
Dec.
Wife's
(Dorothy
Dalton)
The Chemists
Rum Runners
^
Dec. 2114 —— His
Behind
the Friend
Door (Ince
Specia
l)
{At
State
Rights
Exchanges)
Dec. 14 — The Cinema Murder (Cosmopolitan)
Spy
54
The House Without Children
7 The Mint
^||
Dec. 7 — More Deadly Than the Male (Ethel Clayton) . .
Dead Sour
Eye Violin
Jeff The City of Purple Dreams
6 The
Dec. 7— -Victory (Maurice Tourneur)
Who Shall Take My Life?
7
Dec.
7
—
An
Adventure
in
Hearts
(Robert
Warwick)
.
.
.
*^
Nov. 30 — Scarlet Days (D.
Zongar, the Dare Devil of Romance
5 Fishing;
Griffith)
I'm Ringing Your Party
4i
The Natural Law
6 The
Nov. 30 — Counterfeit (Elsie W.Fergus
on)
The Grain of Dust
6 How Plumbers
Nov. 23 — The Miracle of Love (Cosmopolitan)
Dry
I
Am
;
Nov. 23 — It Pays to Advertise (Bryant Washburn)
Shaking
the Shimmy
;'
Has Lust
a Manof the
to Kill?
Nov.
The
the Right
Ages
'
65 On
23 — The Invisible Bond (Irene Castle)
Strike
Beware
of
Strangers
;
5
Nov. 16 — Twenty-three
and
One-half
Hours'
Leave
(MacHe
RightWorse
by Our Nell
Lean-May)
For Ain't
BetterDone
of For
;i
Persuasive Peggy
6
Nov. 16 — Male and Female (DeMille Special)
The Spoilers
9 Cutting Out His Nonsense
-:
Nov. 9 — What Every Woman Learns (Enid Bennett) . .
Iceland
'
The
88 The
Nov.
9 — Crooked Straight (Charles Ray)
Plumbers
;
The Ne'er
Garlen Doof Well
Allah
Nov. 9 — Lunch in Pawn CMarguerite Clark)
Confessions
of
a
Telephone
Girl
Nov. 2 — L'Apache (Doroitiy Dalton)
Window Cleaners
FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Nov. 2 — Turning the Tables (Dorothy Gish)
In the Movies
•
Oct. 26 — The Teeth of the Tiger (Special Cast)
Bound in Spagetti
-A Daughter of Two Worlds (Norma Talmadge).6
Oct. 26— His Official Fiance (Vivian Martin)
Oct. 19 — Sadie Love (Billie Burke)
-The OldGreatest
Question
W. Griffith's) 67
Kentucky
(Anita(D.Stewart)
. 29-5- -In
Oct. 19 — Why Smith Left Home (Bryant Washburn)
Dec
n.
Ja
-The
Beauty
Market
(Katherine
MacDonald) . . .6 FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORP.
Oct. 12 — The Grim Game (Houdini)
Dec. 15- -Heart o' the Hills (Mary Pickford)
(At State Right Exchanges)
Oct. 12 — The Lottery .Man (Wallace Reid)
Dec.. 1- -Mind the Paint Girl (Anita Stewart) 66
Oct. S — In Mizzoura (Robert Warwick)
Nov. 17Virtuous Vamp (Constance Talmadge) 6 TEXAS GUINAN SERIES
Oct. 5 — The Life Line (Maurice Tourneur)
Nov
10- -A
Wrong (Jack Pickford)
5
Sept. 28— The Egg Crate Wallop (Charles Rav)
Bill
■
Nov. 3- •In
•The Thunderbolt (Katherine MacDonald) 5 Tust
The Boss
of the Rancho
-Sept. 28 — Widow by Proxy (Marguerite Clark)
.
Oct
20-A
Day's
Pleasure
(Charlie
Chaplin)
2
Sept. 21 — Stepping Out (Enid Bennett)
The
Spirit
of
Cabin
Mine
.
Oct
6-A Twilight Babv (Henry Lehrman)
3 The Heart of Texas
*
Sept. 21 — Told in the Hills (Rohert Warwick)
Dec
22- -Her Kingdom of Dreams (Anita Stewart) 6
Sept. 14 — The Miracle Man (Special Cast)
Call of Bob White
The Sacrice
rDec.. 22-A
Temperamental
Wife
(Constance
Talmadge).
6
Sept. 14 — The Third Kiss (Vivian Martin)
t.t. 15-8- -The Hoodlum (Mary Pickford)
Sep
7 The Dead Man's Hand
tt
Sept. 7 — The Market of SouU (Dorothy Dalton)
Sep
The Dangerous Little Devil
-Burglar by Proxy (Jack Pickford^
. .6
Sept. 7— The MisKading Widow (Billie Burk)
t.
Sep
1PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Little Gal
Miss Deputy
-;
SomeAug. 2.^FLORIDA FILM CORPORATION
Nov. 16 — The Havseed (Arbuckle)
South of Santa Fe
Sept. 7 — Back Sface
The She Wolf
(At State Right Exchanges)
PARAMOUNT-SENNETT COMEDIES
A Dumbwaiter Scandal
2 The Girl of Hell's Agony
Dec. 21 — Love, Honor and Behave
A Pool of Peaches
2 MACK SWAIN SERIES
Fabulous Fortune Fumblers
2
Dec.
Lady'son Tailor
Ambrose
Nov. 237 —— ADown
the Farm
His Conscience His Guide
2 Nimrod
Ambrose and the Bathing Girls
;
Nov. 9 — His Last Fal.se Step
Fred's Fictitious Feundling
2 Ambrose in Bad
Oct. 26 — Salome vs. Shenandcah
Work
and
Win
'Em
2
Ambrose's Visit
Winning Ways
Oct. 12— Up in Alf's I i.->ce
Ambrose
-Sept 14 — B;ick to the Kitchen
AH
Ambrose
GeminiWrong
Ambrose
;Aug. 31 — Uncle Tom Without the Ca'oin
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS COMEDIES
Ambrose in Turkey
t
BIG
PRODUCTIONS
Dec. 28 — Housecleaning
Bungled Bungalow
-%
Innocent Ambrose
Should a Husband Forgive? (Special Cast)
7 Ambrose
Dec. 21 — Those Distant Cousins
Evangeline (Special Cast)
7 Ambrose Vacation
Dec. 7— After the Circus
Kathleen Mavourneen (Theda Bara)
6 Ambrose Matrimonial Mixup
Nov. 30— Oh. Man
Checkers (Special Cast)
7 Baffled Ambrose
Nov. 23 — Wonder What a Baby Thinks About
Release Information Continued on Page 918
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"THE

James

PRINCE
OF AVENUE
^UNIVERSAL)

A"

J. Corbett Stars in Political Story

PICTL RK of New York's; East Side as it concerns polities is
presented in " The Prince of Avenue A," a Universal feature
starring James J. Corbett. One has only to look at the title
appreciate the idea behind it. And you can guess with the former
t"a^^ weight champion giving expression to its colorful action that
will prove to be an entertaining photoplay, even though certain
oint.- are exaggerated.
The plot revolves around the ability of the
ish to take care of themselves in politics, and it is concentrated
pen the rival leaders in the 'steenth ward.
License is taken with truth on several occasions, an example of
hich may be found in the debonair son of Boss O'Connor, finding
tmanee with the daughter of the candidate for mayor, a resident
Fifth Avenue. He cannt)l be elected without the support of the
ard and when the Prince i> ejected from his house for his boorish
mduct, the candidate trembles for his oflice. To sipiare accounts
takes his daughter to the district and offers a public apologv.
he picture is episodic in treatment, since it })resents a series of inidents in the hectic lives of the ward heelers and the Prince. Knowig Jim Corbett's athletic prowess you anticipate a rousing climax
hich offers a battle royal. And you are not disappointed. He
terally mops the floor w ith his antagonists.
Patlios has its moments and this element is well commingled with
le" humorous highlights. Director Jack Ford has caught the Irish
)irit and also the cheap political game and has emphasized them
r their full value. The Prince of Avenue A " is an old-fashioned
;ory and one that doesn't carry a great deal of thought, but it is acptable for its atmosphere, and how East Side politicians are made,
r. Corbett is an ideal type for the title role. Prominent in his suport are Harry Northrup, Richard Cummings and Marv \\ arren. —
ength, 5 reels. — Released February- 23. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
iny O'Connor James J. Corbett
Itnck O'Connor Richard Cummings
■ry O'Connor
Drew
igmr
Jones
HarryCora
Northrup
'aiiam
Tompkins
Frederick
Vroom
■ry Tompkins
Mary Warren
ither Vanderlip
O'Toole George
MarkVanderlip
Fenton
;ggie
utler
Johnnie Cooke
ousekeeper Lydia Yeamans Titus
By Chas. T. Dazey.
Directed by Jack Ford.
Photographed by John Brown.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
James J. Corbett, the former heavyweight
lampion of the ring, will appear at the
theatre on
of
week in
feature production entitlcfl " The Princt
a picture
pohcsAvenue
on the A."
lower This
East isSide
of New of York,
r.
Corbett
plays
the
part
of
Barry
O'Con3T, who is called the Prince of Avenue A
icause of his debonair appearance. He is
le sonleader
of Patrick
ised
of the O'Connor,
district, butthehe recogdoes
>t take an active part in pohtics. The
d man has a rival in the person of Eklgar
Mies, a ward heeler of the first order.
_o»8
is sure of
giving the
the O'Connor
ward to William
Tompkins,
the votes
can
[date for mayor, but when his son, Barry,
ejected from the Tompkins house for
is boorish conduct, the old man becomes
> infuriated, that the candidate is fearful
St he may lose his election.
So Tompkins and his daughter journey
the ward and the candidate offers a pubapology. The girl consents to lead the
aa march with Barry, but Jones insults
er for not dancing with him. Then it is
lat the Prince of Avenue A shows the
tuff of which he is made. He literally
lOps the floor with Jones and his cohorts.
result is the girl finds him interesting
id accepts
profifer
of love. Theaction
picire
unfolds his
a deal
of melodramatic
Uch is suspensive in its development. The
ce is prettily worked out and other
iements such as pathos and humor figure
Mspicuously. Mr. Corbett is excellent in
le title role and he is supported by cometent players. Jack Ford directed the pice from a story by Chas. T. Dazey.
SUGGESTIONS
A picture of Irish love and politics —
liat is the way to feature this latest Uniersal release,
Prince theof way
Avenueof poiA."
Iring
that "lower
itTheunfolds
icians out
on the
East Side.
Emphasize
le value of the title and use it in catch
In your musical program have the
rchestra feature the old tunes familiar to

'■ Gentleman Jim " Corbett in " The Prince
of Avenue A "
New York such as " The Bowery," " East
Side, West Side, All About the Town,"
" Annie Rooney," etc. Concentrate upon
the value of the star's name and that he is
the former heavyweight champion of the ring.
Tell that he is the star of the serial. •' The
Midnight isMan."
up the factandthatlocal
the
picture
rich inPlayatmosphere
color.
And
that
it
unfolds
a
quota
of
fastmoving action.
CATCH LINES
He came from the lower East Side and
was known as a swell dresser. But when
he invaded the home of a society girl, his
conduct was decidedly boorish. What happened?
See "The Prince
Avenue A."
(Continued
on pageof 923)

"A

DAUGHTER
OF TWO
^FIRST NATIONAL)

}iornia Talmadge

WORLDS'

Has Story of Shadows

and Sunshine

DGE is not afraid of the involved story judgNORMA ing TALMA
from the enthusiasm of her work in this, her initial
First National picture. W bile not carrying cui the burdens
of a dual role, still the demand- of the stor\' present her as living a
dual identity. It is familiar material as far as the screen is concerned. The idea of a girl brought up in the underworM and lifted
from her environment to the clear spaces where shadows never
penetrate has been done since time immmorial. We cannot remember when it has been incorporated in such a wealth of melodramatic
incident as presented here.
One cannot say that the theme is entirely logical, but there is no
denving its interesting moments, particularly when Miss Talmadge
and Frank Sheridan are before the camera. W henever the star lifts
the suspense with her interludes of romance, the latter keeps it
going because he is the only conspicuous player who is consistent
to the end. Thoroughly grounded in his art, he gives just the right
amount of dramatic substance that the story needed for interpretation. A product of the underworld, he is resolvetl that his daughter
will not grow up in his environment. She is victimized by a forger
and with tlie prospect of a prison term before her she jumps her bail
and is hustled off to a fashionable boarding school. And the past
is left behind her. . Until the concluding reels, w hen it haunts her
again on the old forgery charge.
This melodramatic flourish is reasonable, since one cannot escape
a crime. Yet to summarize it we cannot but express that it carries
a story book quality in its differentiation of the two worlds. The
conflict is fairly well emphasized throughout, though the action is
not always spontaneous. Mr. Young, the director, has been more
successful with his underworld life than out of it. Here he has
caught the right atmosphere and the proper perspective.— Length. 6
reels. — Released January
— Laurence Reid.
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GARDINER SYNDICATE
{At State Right Exchanges, Albany and Buffalo)
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6
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7
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10
The Bargain (\Vm. S. Hart)
6
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S
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S
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5
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All

Nov. 2 — Rocks of Ages (Granite Quarries)
Little Bo Peep (Wool Industry)
By
the Sea
(Seeing Atlantic (^ity)
Panama
Canal
Town Topics (Panama Under Uncle Sam)
SnappingAntics
Snappers
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The Anglers (Trout Fishing on the Ausable)
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Sweetness (A Taste of the Sugar Industry)
GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Dec. 6 — Reformed Saloons
Nov. 30 — Passing of the Old West
Nov. 23 — Department Stores on Wheels
Nov. 16— How Time Flies
Nov. 9 — Ponchos from Peru
Nov. 2— A City of Kings
Oct. 26 — Gold Mining in the Heart of a (Jreat City
Oct. 19 — Three Men in a Boat and a Turtle
Oct. 12 — Amazon Trails
Oct. 5— Bird Cliff Dwellers
Sept. 28— Women Fire Fighters
Sept. 21 — ^The Uncrowned King of Brazil
Sept. 14 — Meet Nick Carter

Film
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1
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1
1
1
1
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. 11
1
1
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

HALL ROOM BOYS PHOTO PLAYS
Dec. 29 — The Lovable Scamps
2
Dec.
the West
'.
22
Dec. IS1—— Taming
The Chicken
Hunters
Nov. 17— Pretty Soft
2
Nov. 3 — A Howling Success
2
Oct.
20
—
Nothing
But
Nerve
22
Oct. 6 — Almost Heroes
Sept. 22— They Do It On $8 Per
2
HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.
FAMOUS DIRECTORS SERIES
High Heart
Speed of (Edward
Hulette) S5
The
a Gypsy Earle-Gladys
(Florence Billings)
The Phantom Honeymoon (Marguerite Marsh)
5
Love, Honor, and ? (Stuart Holmes, Ellen Cassidy)...S
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
Thru the Roosevelt Country with Colonel Roosevelt. .. .2
A House Divided (Svlvia Breamer)
6
The Littlest Scout (Violet Blackton)
6
Wanted for Murder (Elaine Haramerstein) 6
The Other Man's Wife (Stuart Holmes-Ellen Cassidy)..6
SERIALS
The Trail of the Octopus (Ben Wilson, Neva Gerber)
IS Episodes
The Sign of the Raf (Clair Anderson, Harry Carter)
IS Episodes
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
Dec. 28 — The Vagabond
2
Nov. 16 — The Fireman
2

Picture
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J
Mar.
Jitney Elopement
i
.May 11—— Work
Apr.
i
May
May
1—
By
the
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1
.May
May
METRO EXCHANGES
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
i
— A Daughter of the Snows (Mitchell Lewis) (
— The Temple of Dawn (Bert Lytell)
(
— The Marriages of Mayfair (Special Cast) i
— Four Horsemen (Special Cast)
<
— Burning Daylight (Mitchell Lewis)
—The Skylark (Bert Lytell)
i
— Fine Feathers (May Allison)
t
Apr.
-Apr.
—
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and
Bath
(Viola
Dana)
(
Mar.
Apr.
.Apr. — The Hope (Special Cast)
(
Feb. — Alias Jimmy Valentine (Bert Lytell) (
Allison)
t.
Feb. — Juda (May
Comes to Stay (Viola Dana)
(i
Feb. —— Eliza
Shore
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<■(
— Old Lady 31 (Emma Dunn)
—The Walk-Off s (May Allison)
(
—The Right of Way (Bert Lytell)
(
—The Willow Tree (Viola Dana)
(
Dec.
—
Should
a
Woman
Tell?
(Alice
Lake)
»
Nov.
Dec. — The Best of Luck (Special Cast)
£
Nov. — Fair and Warmer (May Allison)
(
Please Get Married (Viola Dana)
(
Jan.
Nov. Lombardi, Ltd. (Bert L>-tell)
l
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Jan.
Mar.
— The Heart of a Child (Nazimova)
.....}
Ian. Brat— Stronger
Than Death (Nazimova) 7J
The
(Nazimova)
The Red Lantern ( Nazimova)
Out of the Fog (Nizimova)
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
May — Nothing But Lies (Taylor Holmes)
t
Mar. —The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes)
Dec. — Nothing but the Truth (Taylor Holmes) t.

GAUMONT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Tuesdays — Gaumont News
1
Fridays — Gaumont Graphic
1
The Real Roosevelt
:
2
Satan on Earth
2
"The Hand of Vengeance (Serial, ten two-reel episodes)..
GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
HODKINSON CORP., W. W.
STAR SERIES
(Releasing Through Pathe Exchanges)
SPECIALS
BENJ. B. HAMPTON-GREAT
AUTHORS PICFlame of the Desert (Geraldine Farrar)
7
TURES, INC.
The Loves of Letty (Pauline Frederick)
5
7
Jubilo (Will Rogers)
6 The Sagebrusher (Emerson Hough's)
Westerners
(Stewart Edward
White's)
7
The Gay Lord Quex (Tom Moore)
5 The
ZANE
GREY
PICTURES,
INC.
Jinx (Mabel Normand)
5
Bonds of Love (Pauline Frederick)
S
(Beni. B. Hampton and Ellinge F. Warner)
Strictly Confidential (Madge Kennedy)
5
6
Almost a Husband (Will Rogers)
5 The Desert of Wheat (Zane Grey's)
The World and Its Woman (Geraldine Ferrar) 7 .1. PARKER READ. .JR., PRODUCTIONS
Lord
and
Lady
Algy
(Tom
Moore)
5
The
Lone
Wolf's
Daughter
(Louise
Glanm)
7
The Girl from Outside (Rex Beach)
7 UlETRICH-BECK. INC.
Heartsease (Tom Moore)
5 The
Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
6
Upstairs (Mabel Normand)
The Peace of Roaring River (Pauline Frederick) 6 aRTCO PRODUCTIONS
Capitol (Leah Baird)
6
Through
W'rong Door
Kennedy) 55 The
Cynthia of the Minute (Leah Baird)
6
The (Dity the
of Comrades
(Tom (Madge
Moore)
The Fear Woman (Pauline Frederick)
5 ROBERT BUNTON PRODS.
When Doctors Disagree (Mabel Normand)
5 The Lord Loves the Irish (J. Warren Kerrigan) 5
GREAT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
The Joyous Liar (J. Warren Kerrigan)
S
The Cup of Fury (Rupert Hughes)
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Girl From Outside (Rex Beach)
7 The Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes)
.6
BENNISON SERIES
Oct. 1 — A Misfit Earl (Betuiison)
5 IVAN FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
Aug. IS — High Pockets (Bennison)
S
May 11 — The Road Called Straight (Bennison) 5
(At State Right Exchanges)
Mar. 23 — Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
S
of Honor
(Leah Baird-James
Morrison)
7S
Jan. S — Oh, Johnny (Louis Bennison)
S Life
Human
Clay (Mollie
King)
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Jan. 11 — A Sure Cure (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2 KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
Dec. 28 — Two Dollars, Please
2
Dec. 14 — The Little Dears (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven).. 2
(Released on States Rights Basis)
Nov. 30 — A Much Needed Rest (Parsons)
2
Land of Long Shadows (Jack Gardner)
S
Nov. 16 — Moving Day (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2 The
EfiSciency
Edgar'sLady
Courtship
(Taylor
Holmes)
S
Nov. 2 — His Own Medicine (Parsons)
2 The
Misleading
(Henry
B.
Walthall)
S
Oct. 19 — Why Divorce? (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2 Open Places (Jack Gardner)
Oct. 5 — Oh, Bill. Behave (Parsons)
2 The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row (R. Traverse) SS
Sept. 21 — Honeymooning (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2 The Range Boss (Jack Gardner)
S
Sept. to7 — Nature
He Did(Mr.
and and
He Mrs.
Didn'tDe (Parsons)
22 The Alster Case (Bryant Washburn)
S
Close
Haven)
The Man Trail (Richard Traverse)
S
They're
Off
(Parsons)
2
Men
of
the
Desert
(Jack
Gardner)
S
.After the Bawl (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven)
2 Little Shoes (Henry B. Walthall)
S
Chasing Rainbeaux (Parsons)
2 Broncho Billy Dramas
1
Their Day of Rest (.\Ir. and Mrs. De Haven)
2
Comedies
1
A Wonderful Night (Parsons)
2 Snakeville
1
In a Pinch (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven)
2 Fables in Slang (George Ade)
Stripped
for
a
Million
(Crane
Wilbur)
5
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Strife (George Le Guere)
S
Nov. 23 — Paper Making
1 CHAPLIN REISSUES
Nov. 16 — Nature's Echo
1
4
Nov. 9 — Net Profits (Catching Salmon in Skeena River). 1 A Burlesque on Carmen
Release Information Continued on Page 920

MISCELLANEOUS
(State Right Features)
The Greater Glory (Transatlantic Film Co. of America)
The Lost City (Juanita Hanson) (Warner Bros.)
TheFilmChosen
Path (Margaret
Leshe — Donald Hall) Emo
Co. (Exclusive
Features)
Girl
of
the
Sea
(Betty
Hilburn
— Chester Bamett) Wi!
liamson Sub.-Sea Picture
Franklyn Famum in twelve 2-reel westerns (Canyon Pic-tl
The Adventures of Helen
Series (Helen Holmes) Ayoi '
Film Corp
;
Corp.)
tures
COMEDIES
Jolly Comedies (Film Specials)
i
Bobby Bums Comedies (Jaxon Film Corp.)
2
Jester Comedies (Territorial Sales Corp.)
i
Ham and Bud (Jans Prods., Inc.)
j
OUTEVG-CHESTER PICTURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
Mr. Outing Gets a Soup Dream
The Simple Life
Editorial Horseplay
The
Peoplein inAcoma
White
No Coma
Temple Bells and Wayside Shrines

1
]
1
11
1

PATHE EXCHANGES
Feb. 1 — Other Men's Shoes (Craufurd Kent)
;
Jan. 18 — The Web of Decejt (Dolores Cassinelli) I
Jan.
11
—
Fighting
Cressy
(Blanche
Sweet)
<
Dec 21 — The Prmce and Betty (Wm. Desmond-Mary
Thurman)
f
Dec. 14 — The A-B-C of Love (May Murray)
(
Dec.
Nov. 167 —— Brothers
The RightDivided
to Lie (Frank
(Dolores Keenan)
Cassinelli) '.
Nov. 9 — A Woman of Pleasure (Blanche Sweet) I
Nov. 2— The Gay Old Dog (John Cumberland) t
Oct.
Damsel in Catherine
Distress (Caprice-Hale)
Oct. 12 5—— ^AImpossible
(Virginia Pearson) '■
Sept. 28 — The Twin Pawns (May Miuray)
Sept. 21 — The False Code (Frank Keenan)
THE BLACK SECRET (Serial)
(Fifteen two-reel episodes starring Pearl White and Waltei
McGrail).
Feb. 1 — Thirteenth, Wings of Mvsterv
;
Jan. 25 — Twelfth, The Chance Trail
J
Jan. 18 — Eleventh, The Death Studio
2
Jan. 11 — Tenth, The Inn of Dread
2
Jan. 4— Ninth, Webs of Deceit
2
Dec.
Hand
'■:
Dec. 28
21—— ighth,
Seventh,A Crippled
The Betraval
Dec. 14 — Sixth, The Unknown
Dec. 7— Fifth, The Acid Bath
Nov. 30 — Fourth, Below the Water Line
•
Nov. 23— Third, The Gas Chamber
Nov. 16 — Second, Marked for Death
Nov. 9— First, The Great Secret
^
BOUND AND GAGGED (Serial)
(Ten
Two;ReelCourtot)
Episodes Starring George B. Seitz and
Marguerite
Dec. 28 — Tenth, Hopley Takes the Liberty
2
Dec. 21 — Ninth, A Homeless Princess
2
Dec 14 — Eighth, Arrested
2
Dec. 7— Seventh, A Fatal Error
2
Nov. 30 — Sixth, Out .Acain. In Again
Nov. 23 — Fifth, Held for Ransom
;
Nov. 16 — Fourth, An Unwilling Princess
'
Nov.
9
—
Third,
Snared
'
Nov. 2 — Second, Overboard
;
Oct. 26— First, The Wager
'
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Comedy

Drama

LIES"

with ISorma

Talmadge

A

CLE^ ER t'xpositioii of the way to catch a husband is offereil
in Select's adaptation of \^'ilkie Collins^' stoi^. with \orin;i
Talniadjie giving emphasis to the verbs in the title. The plot
this subject is as light as nioondust and it won't stand anal>>i.oni the premise of trutli. Chet \\ itiu y, who directed the feature,
as realized upon its humorous values by keeping it strictly in its
enient. l lierefore there is no reason to dwell upon its weakness
drama. The idea may he far-fetched, but still it doesn't pretend
sound any truths. It merely capitalizes, with a quota of suhtles and shadings, how a resourceful girl can win and hold a
usband.

The role offers Miss Talmadge rich opportunity to express her
ersatility. And it may be said for her that she makes the character
ctually lifelike, so natural is her conduct. She plays a sort of dual
jle in that she assumes tlie identity of an elderly lady in order to
»ve a worthy young man from bankruptcy. He nmst marry her to
jestablish himself. Another stipulation is that he has a right to
«k a divorce whenever he falls in love. So this permits her to
ppear disguised as a young girl aiul plav the gav deceiver. Natrally, he falls deeply in love.
You may wonder why she went to such trouble to appear in the
wo disguises. The reason is she had to marry the man of her choice,
lad she selected him as a young girl, then you would have seen a
lay of serious moments, with triangle plottings and what not. As
t is you have an enjoyable comedy drama which becomes quite
arcical at times. Mr. V( ithcy, who with Grant Carpenter wrote the
ontinuity, has kept the hetion spontaneous throughout. There are
lO draggy moments and the headlights are well emphasized by
ppropriate captions. Eliminate a couple of nondescript characters
nd the picture hasn t a flaw. It offers no pretentions, but scores
or its hunior, charm and the acting of the star and Conway Tearle.
—Length, 5 reels.-- Laurence Rcid.
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How
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By Wilkie CoUins.
your husband and then deceive him into
Scenario by Grant Carpenter and Chester making
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love
you. Come and see Norma
Withey.
Talmadge in the sparkling romantic comedyDirected by Chester Withey.
drama, " She Loves and Lies."
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I make
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The climax
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story know
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of oneof way
ind recoup his wealth, but with the condi- wife
ion that any time he falls in love she will to win a husband. Girls you can take a les{ladly give him a divorce.
son from this resourceful young woman.
Then the inevitable happens. Marie asand see Norma Talmadge in " She
Munes the disguise of a young woman for Come
Loves scintillates
and Lies."with
It issparkling
a bright situations.
little play
he purpose of making her husband fall in that
,o»e with her. But he is too honorable to Conway Tearle is the leading
man.
peak of divorce. In the end Marie loses
ler wig and her semblance of age and stands
SUGGESTIONS
oefore Ernest in all her young womanhood.
It is a play of ludicrous situations which are
Here is a picture which unfolds a novel
developed to their full humorous value by theme
it would do well to exploit.
Director Chet Withey. There are also mo- You canwhich
play upon the curiosity of the fem-^ents
of
dramatic
suspense
and
back
of
it
inine
sex
by
advising
of one way to
;s a charming romance. Miss Talmadge win a husband. Make them
that they
lies a difficult role with customary ease. will see something new emphatic
in
the
business of
- e is assisted by Conway Tearle. Ida Dar- courtship. Take advantage or the
title by
ling and others. The picture is an adapta- bringing out its value in catch lines.
Use
Wilkie
Collin's
storybeen
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theme in your arguments and tell that a
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scenario
having
donesameby the
cirl
can
masquerade
and
catch
a
husband.
Grant Carpenter and Mr. Withey.
The masculine sex is composed of gullible,
stupid fellows who take everything for
CATCH LINES
granted. Tell that a woman cannot be exThere are more ways than one to catch a
celled in the art of practising deceit. Emman. Did you ever think girls, of assuming
phasize the picture as a sparkling comedythe identity of an old woman to catch a drama — one that unfolds a scintillating series
situations. Feature the rohusband? Come and see " She Loves and of interesting
mance. Bring out that an opportunity is here
Lies " and learn a few pointers from Norma to see Norma
Talmadge.
Talmadge as a comedienne.
And dwell upon her versatility. Mention
She was too modest to ask a man to be that
Conway Tearle is the leading man and
ler husband so she practised the gay art o: that Chester Withey is the director.

"THE

OF
BLINDNESS
(FOUNDATION)

YOUTH''

This Love Story Has Pictorial Appeal

LIKE a visualization of some poem by Keats or Tennyson is
" The Blindness of Youth," a state rights picture sponsored
by Murray W. Garsson. The name of M. L. Herbier is put
down as the scenarioist and that of M. Mercanton as the director. We
rather suspect that the feature was made under the auspices of
Europeans. Whatever its source, it can be accepted by exhibitors as
an interesting photoplay — one that expresses a love story as old as
the ages — one that builds easily and surely to its climax and sending
out on its journey a goodly portion of sentiment and heart appeal
and particularly rich photography.
It is a tale of unrequited love and presents a youth who seeks
solace in death because of the poetry- taken out of his life. The suicide has a poet's soul and he worships at the shrine of a girl who is
only faintly aware of his existence. It is impossible for her to accept
iiim or encourage him, since their temperaments are wholly luilike,
and so he goes his lonely way to oblivion. With his death the picture takes on a dramatic value. His father, a hermit, is so heartbroken over the event that it drives him insane. Upon his release
from the asylum he seeks out the girl to punish her. He uses hypnotic suggestion and leads the girl to the very waters where the boy
took his life. But a vision of the youth comes to him, advising him
that the girl is in no way responsible. And so he sacrifices his life
instead. The heroine is left to find expression in a romance of her
own.
A fantastic story if you will, but one that is charming because of
its pathos and simplicity. Most of the action transpires about a
picturesque waterfall, which is as enchanting as it is colorful. While
the personnel of the cast is somewhat unknown, the players give a
good account of themselves. The title has exploitation possibilities
which an exhibitor should not overlook. — Released February 1. — r
Laiirenre Reid.
THE CAST
Vera Dawson
Gertrude Shelbourne
Mrs. Arden
Julia Page
VioletRoyMacDonald
Eril
Langdon
Lawrence Arden, Eril's father
Edwin Erackett
Allan Starr
Robert Ainsworth
Scenario by M. L. Herbier.
Directed by M. Mercanton.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" The Blindness of Youth " is the name
of the picture
the
theatre
on which
ofwill come
week.to Sponsored
by thesents Foundation
Film
Corporation
it pre-in
a story which is easily the oldest
the gamut of human emotions.
A youth with the soul of a poet, Lawrence
Arden by name, practices his profession of
wood carving
village
land. Into hisinlifea little
or rather
intoinhisSwitzervision
there comes Vera Dawson, a beautiful
American girl. He is deeply moved by her
loveliness and the starved soul — the love
hunger of the boy is not given any response.
The succeeding summer follows and as Vera
returns to the little hamlet, the young woodcarver attempts to express his ardor. But
Vera has a different kind of temperament.
Try as she might her efforts are fruitless
toward disillusioning him. She simply is
unaware of the all consuming passion he has
for her.
Neglected
Lawrence
commits suicide,and
and despondent,
his fond parent,
a hermit,
loses his mind over the tragedy. After his
release from the asylum, the old man attempts to lure Vera to death through hypnotic suggestion, but the spirit of the dead
youth arises from the waters and beckoning
the father to join him in death, tells him
that the
way understand.
to blame. Thus
She
never
knewgirlandis in
couldno not
Vera is rescued by her husband whom she
married the second summer. A picture of
unrequited
and interest
blind passion.
A picture of vitalloveheart
and sentiment.
That
is
"
The
Blindness
of
Youth."
The
action is set off in scenes of great natural
beauty, and the interpretation is taken care
of
by a competent cast headed by Gertrude
Shelbourne.

who
will youth
not see!"
the
love
felt forShe
her.couldn't
She wasseeblind
to histheanguish.
He couldn't live without her but in his
death his spirit protected her. To eternity
he would love her. And she never knew,
and could not understand. See " The Blindness of Youth."
Love tugged at his heart strings and thej'
snapped
he felt
the
woman ofwhen
his life.
She nowasvibration
the one from
woman.
He couldn't live without her. What happened? See " The Blindness of Youth."
PROGRAM READER
He was a shy, modest youth with the soul
of a poet. He idealized women. Then one
day his ideal came and he worshipped at
her shrine. He was contented to love her
from a distance. Sometimes he would steal
upon her when she was asleep and place
flowers near by. Then as the floodtides of
his appease
passion the
bursthunger
he wanted
her —atwanted
her
toBut
gnawing
his heart.
she did not
respond.
She was
of z
different
mould.
She didn't
and
yet she was
too kind
to sendlovehimhimaway.
Then one day something happened. The
blindness of youth led him away from all
that was sunshine. His was a love not to
be violated. To him she was the one woman.
How he found a solution to his trouble is
told inis scenes
of dramatic
— action
which
the utmost
in heartaction
interest
and
sentiment. Is youth blind to the ways of
the heart? See " The Blindness of Youth "
at this theatre next
.

CATCH LINES
The title is the biggest selling angle about
this feature so concentrate upon it in all
your
Don'tit in
neglect
to bring
out its
value.copy.
Exploit
a series
of questions
such as: " Is Youth Blind? " " Does Busistory nesstooGo With
much.Wisdom?"
It has a Don't
tragic exploit
note totheit
that might keep sensitive patrons away.
Bring out, however, that the picture unfolds
alovebeautiful
love story — love.
a story Play
of youthful
— of all-consuming
up the
CATCH LINES
scenery. It is really exquisite. ConHe was blind with passion. She was blind beautiful
your exploitation along the catch line
to his all-consuming love. A tragedy came angle duct
also. You can send out teasers asking
to one. The waters called and he obeyed. questions
anent the title. Dwell upon the
Did her eyes open? See "The Blindness of blindness of youth in love. Use stills of
the feminine lead, Gertrude Shelbourne. And
See " The Blindness of Youth," a story of use all you can get of the backgrounds.
Bring out its charm and pathos and sentiunrequited love. " None arc so blind as ment.
Youth."
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on
Information
(Continued from page 918)

THE ADVENTURES OF RUTH
(Fifteen
William Two-Reel
Human) Episodes Starring Ruth Roland and
Feb. 1— Sixth. The Border Furv
2
Tan.
2S—
Fifth,
The
Bank
Robbery'.
2
Jan. 18 — Fourth, The Stolen Picture
2
/an. 11— Third, The Bewitching Spy
2
Jan. A— Second, Kidnapped
2
Dec. 28 — First, The False Countess
2
"FLYING A" (SPECIALS (American)
The Hellion (Margarita Fisher)
5
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC
Aug. 10— This Hero Stuff (Wm. Russell)
5
July 27 — The Tiger Lily (Margarita Fisher)
5
July 13 — Yvonne from Paris (Mary Miles Minter) 5
ROUN COMEDIES
Jan. 25— The Dippy Dentist (Snub Pollard) 1
Jan. 18 — Slippery Slickers (Snub Pollard)
1
Jan. 11— Why Go Home (Snub Pollard)
1
Jan. 4— Red Hot Hottentots (Snub Pollard) 1
Dec. 28— The Floor Below (Snub Pollard)
I
Dec. 21 — Tough Luck (Pollard — Davis)
1
Dec. 14— Looking tor Trouble (Snub Pollard) 1
Dec. 7 — How Drv I Am (Pollard-Davis) 1
Xov. 2330—— Order
It's A inHard
Nov.
the Life
Court(Pollard-Davis)
(Pollard-Davis) 11
Nov. J6 — Giving the Bride Away (Pollard-Davis) 1
Nov. 9— Call for Mr. Cave Man (Pollard Davis) 1
Nov. 2— All At Sea (Pollard-Davis)
1
ROLIN TWO REELERS
Dec.
28 — From Hand to Mouth (Harold Lloyd — Mildred 2
Davis)
Nov.
30—
(Lloyd— Daniels)
Nov.Daniels)
2 — Capt.
BumpingKidd'sintoKidsBroadway
(Lloyd, Pollard — 22
TWO-REEL SPECIALS
Nov. 23 — Miss Gingersnap (Baby Marie Osborne) 2
Oct 12 — Daddy Number Two (Baby Marie Osborne).. 2
THE
TIGER'S
TRAILand(Serial)
(Starring
Ruth Roland
George Larkin; Astra)
July 27— Fifteenth, The Tiger Face
2
July 20 — Fourteenth, At the Pistol's Point
2
July 13 — Thirteenth, Tae False Idol
2
July 6— Twelfth, The Two Amazons
2
BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Jan. 4— My Husband's Other Wife (Breamer — Got Aon) .6
Nov.
DawnMoonshine
(Sylvia Breamer
— Rob't. Gordon) 66
Oct. 1930—— The
Trail (Breamer-Gordon)
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
Wednesdays — Pathe News
1
Saturdays — Pathe News
1
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
{At State Right Exchanges)
Tie Boomerang ( Henry B. Walthall)
Virtuous Sinners (Wanda Hawley)
Sins of the Children (Alma Hanlon)
Wives of Men (Florence Reed)
REALART PICTURES CORP.
SPECIAL FEATURES
Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's)
The Mystery of the Yellow Room (Chautard's)
STAR PRODUCTIONS
Anne of Green Gables (Mary Miles Minter)
Erstwhile Susan (Constance Binney)

7
6
6
5

REPUBLIC DIST. CORP.
Nov. 24
The Never
Steel King
Nov.
17 —— You
Know (Elvidge-Love)
Your Luck
55
Nov. 10 — The Poison Pen (June Elvidge)
5
Nov. 3 — Me and Captain Kidd (Evelyn Greeley) 5
Oct. 27 — Arizona Cat Claw (Edythe Sterling) 5
Oct. 20 — The Black Circlq (Creighton Hale)
5
SPECIALS
Mar. 16 — The Better 'Ole
5
Feb. 10 — What Shall We Do With Him?
5
CUCKOO COMEDIES
The Sultan of Djazz (Bobbie Burns-Jobyna Ralston) .... 2
The Shimmy Jim (Burns-Ralston)
2
CISSY FITZGERALD COMEDIES
Cissy's Financial Flivver
2
Cissy's Sassy Stockings
2
ROBERTSON-COLE PRODUCTIONS
SUPERIOR PICTURES
Dec. — The Golden Hope (Edith Storey)
5
Dec. - — The Tong Man (Sessue Hayakawa)
3
Dec. — Beckoning Roads (Bessie Barriscale) 5
Dec.
—
Where
There's
a
Will
(Brentwood)
5
Nov.
— A Fugitive from Matrimony (H. B. Warner)...
Nov. — The Blue Bandanna (William Desmond) 5
Nov. — The Illustrious Prince (Sessue Hayakawa 5
SPECIALS
Dec.
Cheater (Gasnier's)
Nov. —— The
The Beloved
Broken Butterfly
(Tourneur) 55
Oct. — The Open Door (Special Cast)
5
SUPREME COMEDIES
Dec. — Struck Out
1
Dec. — Good Night Judge
1
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
The Home of the Hula Hula
1
Through the Isles of the New Hebrides
1
Tulagi, A White Spot in a Black Land
1

Film

All

ADVENTURE SCENICS
I and the Mountain
1
Just Over Yonder
;
1
SELZNICK ENTERPRISES (LEWIS)
SELZNICK PICTURES
(Distributed through Select Exchanges)
The Woman God Sent Zena Keefe)
5
His
Wife's
Money
(Eugene
O'Brien)
Footlights and
Shadows
(Olive
Thomas)
53
The Imp (Elsie Janis
5
Sooner or Later (Owen Moore)
3
Greater Than Fame (Elaine Hammerstein)
5
The
Broken
Melody
(Eugene
O'Brien)
Out Yonder (Olive Thomas)
55
A Regular Girl (Elsie Janis)
5
Piccadilly Jim (Owen Moore)
5
The Glorious Lady (Olive Thomas)
5
SealedCountry
Hearts Cousin
(Eugene(Elaine
O'Brien)
The
Hammerstein) -33
SELECT PICTURES
(Distributed through Select Exchanges)
She Loves and Lies (Norma Talmadge)
...6
The Last of His People (Mitchell Lewis)
5
The Undercurrent (Guy Empey)
7
A Scream in the Night (Special Cast)
6
Faith
of
the
Strong
(Mitchell
Lewis)
The Isle of Conquest (Norma Talmadge)
6f)
NATIONAL PICTURES
(Distributed through Select Exchanges)
Blind Youth (Special Cast)
5
Just a Wife (Special Cast)
5
REPUBLIC PICTURES
(Distributed through Republic Exchanges)
Trilby ball
(Reissue) TourneurYoung
Production with Clara Kim- 5
Girl of the Sea (Williamson Submarine Prod.)
6
The
Clifford)
-.55
The Amazing
Blue PearlWoman
(Edith (Ruth
Hallor)
Twelve-Ton (Herbert Brenon Prod ), Marie Doro
5
KINOGRAMS
Every Tuesday and Saturday.
STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES
DOLL VAN FILM CORP. (CHICAGO)
(In Illinois,
Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
The Mad
Lover
Public Defender
Carmen of the Klondike
The Grain of Dust
Hearts of the World j
The Crucible of Life
Nine-tenths of the Law.
DOO LEE FILM COMPANY, INC. (N. Y. STATE)
Aug. 27 — ^When Arizona Won (Shortv Hamilton)... 5
Aug. 15 — The Pen Vulture (Shorty Hamilton) 5
.July 29 — The Snail (Shorty Hamilton)
5
July 15 — The Ranger (Shortv Hamilton)
5
July 1 — Denny from Ireland (Shorty Hamilton) 5
Aug. 6 — Miss Arizona (Gertrude Bondhill)
July 22 — The Profiteer (Alma Hanlon)
July 8 — When the Desert Smiles (Neal Hart)
Feb. 22 — His Daughter Pavs (Gertrude McCoy)
TRIANGLE EXCHANGES
Jan. 25 — A Gamble in Souls (Dorothy Dalton)
5
Jan. 4 — The Clodhopper (Charles Rav)
5
Dec. 14 — Betty of Greystone (Dorothv Gish-Owen Moore). 5
Nov. 23 — The Flame of the Yukon (Dorothv Dalton). .. 5
MACK SENNETT KEYSTONE COMEDIES
Dec. 28— Fast Trains and Slow Women (Syd. Chaplin) . . 1
Dec. 21 — Keystone Babies
2
Dec. 14 — Crashing Through (Ford Sterling)
1
Dec. 7 — The Life of Reilly (Ford Sterling) 2
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
Broken Hearts
It
Happened
in Paris
Human
Passions

5
• • • 55

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Dec. 2o — When the Clouds Roll By (Douglas Fairbanks). 6
Oct. 20 — Broken Blossoms (D. W. Griffith) 6
Sent. 1 — His Maiestv the American f Douglas Fairbanks). 8
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
The Eternal Mother (Florence Reed)
The Corsican Brothers (Dustin Farnum)
AHerMan's
(Dustin Reed)
Farnum)
Game Fight
CFlorence

5
5
55

SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
EXCHANGES"*
The
(Edith Roberts)
5
VERSAL
UNITriflers
The Day She Paid (Francelia Bilington)
5
The Pointing Finger (Mary MacLaren)
5
A Gun Fightin' Gentleman (Harry Carey)
5
Lasca (Kdith Roberts-Frank Mayo)
5
Under
Suspicion
Carew-Forrest
Stanley) 55
His Divorced
WifeCOra(Monroe
Salisbury)
The Trembling Hour (Helen Eddy-Kennth Harlan) 5
The Rider of the Law (Harrv Carev)
6
The
Breaker
Adams) (^6
BonnieBrute
Bonnie
Lassie(Frank
(MaryMavo-Kathyrn
MacLaren)
.TEWEL PRODUCTIONS. INC.
Nov. 17 — Blind Husbands (Eric Van Stroheim) 6
Oct. 13 — The Right to Happiness (Dorothy Phillips) .... 8
Sept. 1 — Forbidden (Mildred Harris)
6
Sept. 1 — Paid in Advance (Dorothy Phillips) ....6
Release Information continued on page 922
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CENTURY COMEDIES
Jan. 2814 —— Brownie's
Talking
WonderLio:iJj'
Jan.
Naughtv Lions
and Ways
Wild (Century
Men (Century
Dec. 22 — Weak Minds and Wild Lians (Adams-Nelso
Engel and Lions)
2
Dec. 8— A Lucky Dog's Day (Century Wonder Dog> .
Xov. 3 — Brownie's Doggone Tricks (Dog and Girls; .
STAR COMEDIES
Jan.
Jan. 2619 —— Bungled
The SweetBungalows
Dry and (Lyons-Moran)
Dry (Lyons-Moran)
Jan. 12 — Some Shimmiers (Lyons-Moranj
Jan. 5 — Sweet Patootie (Lyons-Moran)
Dec. 22 — In the Good Old Days (Lyons-Moran)
Dec. 8 — Woes of a Woman (Lyons-Moran)
Nov. 24 — Ten Nights in a Tea Room (Lyons-Moran). .
Nov. 10 — The Tick Tick Man (Lyons-Moran)
Oct. 27 — Who's Her Husband? (Lyons-Moran)
Oct. 13 — Regular Cut Ups (Lyons-Moran)
OKEH KOMEDIES
Jan. 12 — Bill's Wife (Ben Wilson)
1
Dec. 29— Seeing Things (Neal Burns;
;
Dec. 13 — His Lucky Blunder (George Ovey)
1
Dec. 1 — Tailor Maid (Neve (Berber)
1
Nov. 17 — Babies Is Babies (Neal Burns)
1
Nov. 3 — Bill's Anniversary (Ben Wilson)
1
RAINBOW COMEDIES
Jan. 5 — Adam and Eve a la Mode (Bathing Beauties).. 2
Dec. 1 — A Barnyard Romance (Charlie of the Orient).. 2
Oct. 27 — A Popular Villain (Charlie of the Orient) 2
STAGE WOMEN'S WAR RELIEF SERIES
Jan. 19 — Romeo's Dad (Thos. Wise-Gail Kane)
Jan. 12 — A Baby
Doll Bandit (Mrs. Joe Martin-Jim::
Adams)
Jan. 5— The Inner Ring (Wra. Courtenay-Jane Greyj
Dec. 22- — She's Everywhere
(Enid Markey-Montagu
Love)
Dec. 15 — Thetin-Jimmy
Good ShipAdams)
Rock 'N Rye (Mrs. Jow >!a
Dec. S — TheEdeson)
Mite of Love (Mabel Taliaferro-Rc
Nov. 17 — An Honorable Cad (Shelly Hull-Julia Dean;
Oct. 27- — Fighting Mad (Maclvn Arbuckle)
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
Jan. 30 — 'Blind Chance (Bob Burns-Peggy O Dare 2
Jan. 17 — West Is Best (Hoot Gibson-Josephine Hill) 2
Jan. 10 — The Jay Bird (Hoot Gibson-Josephine Hill) 2
Jan. 3 — The Line Runners (Arnold Gregg-Helen Howard) 2
Dec. 27 — The Counterfeit Trail (Magda Lane-Ed Hen
nessey)
2
Dec. 20— The Double Hold-Up (Hoot Gibson-Josephir. _
Hill)
2
Dec. 13 — The Lone Hand (Hoot Gibson-Josephine Hill, . 2
Dec. 6 — The Kid and the Cowboy (Mildred Moore-Art
Nov. 29— TheAccord)
Trail of the Hold-Up Man (Hoot Gib->
son-Magda Lane)
2
Nov. 22 — The Fighting Line (Art Accord-Mildred Moore). 2
Nov. 15 — The Face in the Watch (Hoot Gibson-Josephine
Hill(
2
Nov. 8 — The Wild Westerner (Art Accord-Magda Lane}. 2
Nov. 1 — TheHill)
Tell Tale Wire (Hoot Gibson-Josephir.; 2
THE MIDNIGHT MAN
Dec. 29 — Eighteenth. A Wild Finish
2
Dec. 22 — ^Seventeenth, The Cave of Destruction 2
Dec. 15 — Sixteenth, Hurled from the Heights
2
Dec. 8 — Fifteenth, The Wheel of Terror.... 2
Dec. 1 — Fourteenth, Flames of Fury
2
Nov. 24— Thirteenth. A Figh tto a Finish
2
Nov. 17 — Twelfth, The Tunnel of Terror
2
Nov. 10 — Eleventh, The Death Ride
2
Nov. 3 — Tenth, The Blazing Torch
2
Oct. 27 — Ninth, A Society Hold-Up
2
Oct. 20 — Eighth, The Shadow of Fear
2
Oct. 13 — Seventh, The Electric Foe
2
THE GREAT RADIUM MYSTERY
Jan. 26 — Sixteenth. Over the Cataract
2
Jan. 19 — Fifteenth, The Faming Arrow
2
Jan. 12 — Fourteenth, Hemmed In
2
Jan. 5 — Thirteenth, The Scalding Pit
2
Dec. 29— Twelfth, Shackled
2
Dec. 22 — Eleventh, Perils of Doom
2
Dec. IS — Tenth, Creeping Flames
2
Dec. 8 — Ninth, The Roaring Road
2
Dec. 1— Eighth, In the Clutches of a Madman
2
Nov. 24 — Seventh, A Flash in the Dark
2
Nov. 17 — Sixth, The Tunnel of Doom
2
Nov. 10 — Fifth, The Torture Chamber
2
Nov. 3 — Fourth, The Swing for Life
2
Oct.
27 —— Third,
-...22
Oct. 20
Second, The
The Fatal
DeathRide
Trap
THE LION MAN
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Kathleen O'Connor and Jack Perrin)
Tan.
Fifth. In .\theDevilish
Lion's Device
Den
Tan. 261" —— Fourth.
22
Jan. 12 — Third, The Kidnappers
3
Jan. 5 — Second. The Rope of Death
2
Dec. 29 — First. The Flames of Hate
2
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Mondays
— Hearst News (International) 1
Wednesdays — International News
1
Fridays
— Current Events (International) 1
Fridays
— New Screen Magazine (Universal) I
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
The Birth of a Soul (Harry T. Morey)
Human Collateral (Corinne Grififith)
The Midnight Bride (Gladys Leslie)
The Sins of the Mother (Anita Stewart)
When a Man Loves (Earle Williams)
Pegeen
(BessieHour
Love)
The Darkest
(Harrv Morey)
The Tower of Jewels (Corinne Griffith)
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"SKY
i STATE
\<\G\ ITS EYE"
SOL LESSER >

"HEART

STRINGS"
iFOXi

Hodge Podge of Sentiment and Melodrama Here
Thrilling; Melodrama in Mid-Air
in
a
inclodrani
thrilling
a
as
I
T is a strange picture one has of W illiain Earnum in his latest
THIS could 1)0 correctly described
mid-air. Altliou-rh there are two romances unfolded, and a
oll'ering, " Heart Strings." The familiar exponent of the spirit
of the West — the ever ready sponsor of virile strength has gotten
villain persistently plots to undermine the hero in love, and
ruin his fiancee's father in business, the air thrills dominate through- out of character and his new role — that of a dispensor of sentiment
out.
and sticky pathos — does not fit him. Mr. Farnum is supposed to
VII of the action takes place on a Inited States training field for play upon the heart strings of the spectator here with a sample of
a\ iators, and the adjoining ricli oil fields of Texas. The riot at the emotional acting, but his eflorts are fruitless owing to the hackneyed theme and the inconsistencies that its development creates.
oil wells furnishes some of the excitement, and one particularly
But the sentiment is piled on so thickly and the melodramatic
tlirilling scene is the chase of the airman after the troop train which
hiially shows him leaping from his airplane to the top of the fast incidents are so false that the subject falters and resembles nothing
moving train.
else than a " sob sister " story. Mr. Farnum plays a violin through
Your audience will know that these heroic stunts are not faked, five reels, and moments when it is tucked away in its case, he is
and there are no slow moments in the picture. It presents great ex- looking out for little sister who has dishonored the family name.
ploitation possibilities and your patrons will not be disappointed The action transpires in Quebec and j\ew York and before it is concluded an elaborate anti-climax is introduced which involves the sitafter you get them in. A mighty good topical and advanced photouations instead of clarifying them. The hero compels the villain to
drama tliat will satisfy most anywhere. There are no well known
film artists in the cast and the story will not stand keen analysis. marry sister, though it looks like an act of brutality when she has
But regardless of direction, contiiuiity or the quality of the story, already been crippled by the wretch.
the stunts outshines all these.
These incidents are incorporated in the finale and are like adding
Pulling possibilities and pleasing probabilities for respective au- fuel to a fire that has spent itself. Mr. Farnum struggles bravely
diences are: Metropolitan, big puller and verj' pleasing; Elite, good witli the material and that he is able to hold the suspense is due to
pidler and generally pleasing: Family, good puller and entirely his sheer strength of personality. But he belongs in virile subjects
of tlie Zane Grey pattern. He is out of his element here. The
j)leasing: Workers, big puller and \ery pleasing. — Tom llnmlin.
THE CAST
other members of the cast are adequate. — Length, 7 reels. — ' _'h
Harry Mangin
Harry Myers
Released January 18. — Laurence Reid.
CATCH LINES
"Sky-Eye"
Blake
....
Lieut.
Russel
C.
Hunt
THE CAST
Blanche Murdock
Thelma Kenley
James Murdock
Peck Miller
He played
withhisbeautiful
exPierre
Fournel
William
Farnum
pression.the
When heviolin
touched
bow to the
June Murdock
June Keith
Kathleen Noyes
Gladys Coburn strings, the music brought a response from
Lieut. Fordyce
Lieut. C. C. Nutt
Gabrielle
Betty Milburn the heart. See " Heart Strings." See
Written
La Touche
Paul Gazeneuve William
Farnum in his latest triumph.
nedy. and Directed by Aubrey M. KenRupert Blake
Robert Cain
Heart Strings." A beautiful story of
Produced by Wm. Steiner for Sol Lesser.
S°"Set Noyes
.
Rowland Kate
G. Edwards
Mrs.
Blanke simple
throbs love and ' devotion— a story of heart
He came from a tiny village in Quebec
By Henry Albert Phillips.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Scenario by E. Lloyd Sheldon.
and
found New
ready to listen to his
wonderful
violinYork
playing.
Sky-Eye"
is
the
film
attraction
scheduled
Directed
by
J.
Gordon
Edwards.
be shown at the
theatre for
Photographed
by
John
W.
Boyle.
lys beginning .
PROGRAM READER
'A thrilling melodrama of the air and a
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Pierre Fournel loved his violin. He also
romance
of
the
Texas
oil
fields,"
is
the
way
William
Farnum,
the
virile
Fox
star,
will
'his production is described. Daring stunts
loved his sister. And because of his undying
■th airplanes are said to be portrayed.
appear
thefeature theatre
onentitled affection for the latter he was able to exin his atlatest
production
United States aviators on Ellington Aviapress wonderful harmonies on his beloved
n Field afford many of the thrills injected,
"star
Heart
Strings."roleThethan
storyhe affords
the instrument. He played with so much feela different
is usually
a.-id
are
the
heroes
of
the
story.
This
is,
ing
that it attracted a beautiful woman to
identified with — a role of considerable heart
however, not a war picture.
— the first woman to enter his life. And
interest as the title suggests. Mr. Farnum him
One oil operator is in love with the beaushe
inspired
so greatly that he became
One
of
the
most
novel
and
unique
phototiful daughter of another oil operator. He
appears as Pierre Fournel, who resides with a celebrity. him
But with his happiness came
plays ever produced.
IS continually plotting to ruin the father so
his sister, Gabrielle, in a village in Que- sorrow. As rain
follows the sunshine Pierre
bec. His reputation as a violinist and com- found that his life was filled with strange
that the girl will be forced to accept his atSUGGESTIONS
poser extends throughout the province, and conflicts. Disillusionment came to him
But the atgirltheloves
" Sky-Eye
Blake, an tentions.
aviator
adjoining
U. S."
love knowledge.
for his sisterKathleen
also is aNoyes,
mat- when he found his little sister had loved
After you have booked this picture you his tergreat
of common
■\viation field.
should concentrate all your energies in
and too well. But he had a pracThe plotter finally determines to muster describing it as a photoplay of daredevil a wealthy New Yorker, is attracted to him unwisely
tise of seeing things through to a finish.
his playing. which naturally He loved
1 private group of airplanes manned by his stunts, a thrill melodrama of midair, a through
and fought as he played on his
unscrupulous men and blow up his charming romance of the Texas oil fields. arouses the jealousy of her fiance, Rupert violin
— earnestly
witha forceful
Blake.
An
opportunity
comes
to
go
to
How heandfound
solution todeterhis
This
will
get
them
away
from
the
impression
.al's
plants. andIt isa then
New York but on the eve of his departure, problems ismination.
tion oil
develops
riot that
occurssomeat fast
the that this may be a war feature. Then your Pierre
told
in
a
series
dramatic
learns that his sister has had a love events which are calculated to of
.ant. The riot gave the plot away for it cuts and stills will do the rest. You can
hold you in
a tightheart
embrace
so richandare romance.
they in action
man^in ofthetheclouds.
thrills, Use
including
the affair
with one
ne'er-do-well.develop and
Drompted
" Blakein to
taketotoquell
the enumerate
A series
of Rouget,
dramatica situations
interest
See
^kies
after" aSky-Eye
troop train
order
final marriage
the catch
the romances of the French-Canadians.
•he riot.
lines also and available material contained from
violinist overcomes the obstacles in his William Farnum in " Heart Strings "
While above the clouds he spies the ma- in the Press Notice-Story or the Program The
eventually. He is accused of theft;
ines of the plotter hovering about waiting Reader on this page. There are no stars to path
his sister has loved unwisely and too well,
r darkness. He overtakes the fast-moving draw them in so you must concentrate on the but
sunshine breaks through the clouds and
jop train and makes a daring leap from daring stunts.
, airplane to the top of the tram and
spreadsis happiness
everywhere.
Gabrielle's
honor
vindicated and
Pierre himself
clears
cceeds in persuading the soldiers to return
CATCH LINES
his name of suspicion, and the story closes
d stop the rioting at the oil plants.
him in his new-found romance. A vital
AH
sorts when
of "circus"
stuntsin are
witnessed
the air when he asked her on
tale of simple love and devotion — a tale
erwards
the battle
mid-air
takes to Hewed wasand upshein was
up in the air also when which
generates a generous portion of heart
ace. There are many battles on the she
accepted.
interest and sentiment. It affords the star
Dund also in bucking the rioters and in
opportunities to run the gamut of emotions
e excitement the girl and her father are
One couple courted in the heights and and he accepts them with rare discriminaiptured by aides of the arch plotter and were
married before they got down to earth.
tion. Mr. Farnum has in his supporting
:en away in a fast power boat. After a
cast
Gladys
Coburn, Betty Milburn, Robert
3ttle she is left alone in the fast speeding
Cain
and
others.
at and her sweetheart overtakes her in
A battle is always thrilling but a battle
s airplane and fairly scoops her up with in the clouds is a sight that will remain
SUGGESTIONS
m in the airplane to safety. Then the with you forever.
arriage is performed in the clouds.
Varied
though
the stories are in which
Daredevil heroes in daring stunts, chang- William Farnum appears,
there is a certain
PROGRAM READER
ing airplane in mid-air and dropping ofiF similarity about them when it comes to the
Courted in the clouds and married above airplanes on to the top of fast moving trains. character of the roles he enacts. Each one
erl. clouds is the experience of one pretty
them contains the elements of virility,
::i:uiiuuiiiiiiiniii;uiiiiiiiuiiiiiiKr of
punch, fight — in fact all sorts of strength.
What could be more romantic?
Are you
this of
sortWilliam
of role Farnum?
synonymous withmaking
the name
Before this happy culmination her hero
has performed some wonderful deeds of
The star goes a long way in establishing this
heroism.
In order
save her
father's
on
his own him
account,
but hesynonymous
can't do itwith
all.
plant
in Texas
the todaring
U. S.
Airmanoil
Advertise
as being
quelled a riot.
character elements. You might
Twelve Plan Book | such
To do this he flew away and overtook a
emphasize here that the star has a role not
troop train. When he caught up with the
quite as " Be
western
someoutof that
his previous
Reviews in
fast moving train he leaps from his airplane
sure "to asbring
the part
| releases.
is rich in sentiment and heart interest.
to the roof of the rocking train and this is
Emphasize that a different William Farnum
ljut one of the many deeds of daring " SkyThis Issue
| is presented here — a William Farnum who
Eye" ac(;,omplished.
is permitted the opportunity to exploit every
" A thrilling melodrama of mid-air " is
dramatic emotion. You have an attractive
■the manner
describing
this charming romance of theofTexas
oil fields.
title to advertise, so play up its value.
Tell that the star conquers again but in a William Farnum appears in a new role,
titleshown
of the atpicture
is " Sky-Eye,"
it The
will be
this theatre
next week.and
ininuuiiiiniimiiiiiiiimmnmimiminiiiniiiniiiiiniiii^ different way.
that of a musician, in his latest Fox production. "Heart Strings "
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VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Slaves of Pride (Alice Joyce)
5
The Vengeance of Uurand (Alice Joyce)
7
The Climbers (Corinne Griffith)
6
The Wolf (Earle Williams)
6
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
Pipe Dreams and Prizes (Harry Mann)
2
Dames and Dentists (James Aubrey)
2
Throbs and Thrills (Montgomery and Rock)
2
O. HENRY (TWO REELERSI
The Guardian of the Accolade (Agnes Ayers)
2
A Ghost of a Chance (Earle- Ayers)
2
Shocks of Doom (Earlc-Ayers)
2
The Buried Treasure (Earle-Ayers)
2
(At State RiyJit Exchanyes)
WOLFVILLE TALES (TWO REELERS)
The
War (Nell (Nell
Shipman)
The Washerwoman's
Trials of Texas Thompson
Shipman) 22
Switches and Sweeties (James Aubrey)
2
Rubes and Robbers (Montgomery and Rock)
2
THE INVISIBLE HAND
(Fifteen Tico-llcel Episodes Starring Antonio Moreno)
First, Setting the Snare
3
Second, T X T
2
Third, Winged Death
2
Fourth. Gassed
2
Fifth, Dodging Disaster
2
Sixth, The Closing Jaws
2
Seventh, The Submarine Cave...
2
Eighth, Outwited
2

Directory
ARKANSAS

Los Angeles — Adolph Ramish is to construct a
new picture theatre which will occupy the Broadway end of Alercantile place. It will cost, it is
said, about $1,000,000.
Santa Barbara — Construction has begun on the
new Pantages theatre building, which will occupy
the site of the old Portola theatre. It will seat
2.000.
Hollyivood — John Young, proprietor of the Apollo
theatre, it is announced, is to construct a new 9C0seat house on the south side of Hollywood boulevard just east of Wilton place. It will cost about
$50,000.
San Francisco — Herman Wobber and Herbert L.
Rothchild are to construct a new picture theatre
at the intersection of Market and Jones street,
with a seating capacity of 4,000.
Sa)i Francisco — Prominent Easterners, including
J. P. Morgan, Lee Shubert and Marcus Loew, are
to construct a new picture theatre on the corner of
Taylor and Market streets. Ackerman and Harris are part owners and are to manage the house.

^

With

Wilmington — The West End Amusement Company is to erect a new picture theatre here.
ILLINOIS
Chicago — Linick-Jacoby enterprises are constructing a new picture house, to be known as the StateCongress at 531 South State street. It will seat
1,400 and play both vaudeville and pictures.
Chicago — The Leida Theatre Company of West
Pullman is constructing a new picture house at
Chicago road and Illinois street. It will cost about
$320,000 and will seat 2,500.
KENTUCKY
Shelbyville—'Brov.n Bros, and McGray are to
build a new picture house on the north side of
Main street between Sixth and Seventh.
RHODE ISLAND
H'oousocket — A. A. Spitz, of Providence, R. I.,
is said to be contemplating the erection of a $200,000 picture house.
TENNESSEE
Kno.vzille — A new picture theatre for colored
people is being erected at a cost of $50,000 at the
southeast corner of Vine avenue and Central
street. It will seat 1,C00.

Box

Complete

permanent

Film

troubles

Office
Plan

feature

Book

of

will

Motion

Released

WILK (JACOB)
FEATURES
(At State Right
Exchanges)
ALICE BRADY FEATURES
Ma
te
rnity
The Tr
ap
ADarkest
Woman Ru
Alone
ssia
Dancer's
Peril
AThe Gilded
Cage
La
The Boheme
Rack
The Divorce
Game
.
Spurs
of Sy
bil
Miss Petticoats
.'
5
The
HungryWidow
Heart
! .5'5
Self-Made
IIOBERT WARWICK FEATURES
Man of the Hour
3
Stolen Voice
5
Friday the
13th
; . .55
Human
Driftwood
The Man Who Forgot
S
Family Honor
S
Face in the Moonlight
5
All Man
5
ASudden
Girl's Riches
Folly
.5S
False Friend
.5

Buildi
TEXAS ng

Fort Worth. — It is announced that E. H. Hulsey
is to erect a new theatre with a seating capacity
of 2,500.
UTAH
Salt Lake — A new picture theatre is to be co:
structed on the site of the Liberty theatre,

X

las

will be named the "VIRGINIA
Gem."
1
Norfolk — John Prj'or, with the members of his
companj-, it is announced, is to construct a new
million-dollar picture house in the heart of the
business district. i
WASHINGTON
Morton — J. F. and Ray Griner have secured an
option on a business lot and are to erect a new
picture house.
Charleston — A new picture theatre, to cost $7,-.000 and to seat 700 is to be constructed.
Prosser — Guy H. and Don Pearl are to build a
new picture theatre on the Meade avenue site now
occupied
Chesley's
store.Company is
Seattle —byThe
Seattle second-hand
Union Theatre
to construct a new $1,500,000 theatre, it is said.
Seattle — John Dans and associates are to construct a new picture theatre on a site in the financial district.

completely

Reports

N C U/' i

Tenth, The Flaming Sacrifice
j
Ninth, Prisoner of the Deep
'
. . . .2

NewDELAWARE
Theatres

printing

Exhibitors'
The

Ninth, A .Heather Sacrifice
2
Tenth, The Fender of Flessh
2
Eleventh, Flirting With Death
2
Twelfth, The Dungeon of Despair
2
Thirteenth, The Plunging Peril
2
Fourteenth, A Modern Mezeppa
2
Fifteenth, Closing the Net
^
SMASHING BARRIERS (Serial)
(Fifteen The
two-reel
featuring Willian Duncan) 2
Fifteenth,
Humanepisodes
Chain
Fourteenth, Trapped Like Rats
2
Thirteenth, The Deadfall
2
Twelfth, Explosive Bullets
2
Eleventh, The Den of Deviltry
2
Tenth, Overpowered
2
Ninth, The Dynamite Tree
2
Eighth, The Murder Car
2
Seventh, The Fatal Flight
2
Sixth, Downward to Doom
2
Fifth, The Living Grave
2
Fourth, The Deed of a Devil
2
Third, The Tree Hut of Torture
2
Second, The Plunge of Death
2
First, The Test of Courage
2
PERILS OF THUNDER MOUNTAIN
(Fifteen
CarolTwo-Reel
Holloway)Episodes Starring Antonio Moreno and
Fifteenth,
Fate's
Verdict
22
Fourteenth, The Hut
of Disaster
Thirteenth, The River of Dread
3
Twelfth, The Rushing Horror
2
Eleventh, In the Ocean's Grip
2

of

Little Rock — The Southern Enterprise, Incorporated, is cons cting the new Paramount-Artcraft theatre at Sixth and Main streets.
CALIFORNIA
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"AN

ADVENTURE
IN HEARTS"
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)

Great Production

of Popular

Play and JSovel

rllOSE who have forgotten their own love making days or are
asliaiiieil ol" them may say " shish "* at lliis roiiiantie. meh)thamatic olVcring uhieh James Cruze and ixohert W arwiek
ive constructed from Anthony Hope's great ohi phiy and novel,
("aptain Dieppe," hut if we are not mistaken the majority of any
idience will call it first class entertainment and go home perfectly
tished, perhaps to dream that they are tlie principals of the story,
ale or female, according to the sex of the tlreamer.
Vi ithout a question this is the best picture in which Robert Warick has appeared since his return to civil life and as " Captain
ieppe "' he has a role which lits him like a glove. One may well
■lieve him to be the American soldier of fortune who has mLxed
iinself up in the intrigues of a mythical little principality of
iirope, as it was before the war and be delighted with viewing at
ose range his foiling of his enemies' plans and his successful courtlip of the " lady fair."
As for production nothing better can be desired. Sets, exteriors
tid properties are correct in everv- detail. The players are good
pes and capable down to the ver\' minor roles. The lightings and
fleets are excellent. Especially good are some storm scenes.
The story is — well, familiar so far as plot is concerned even to the
papers," but no one is going to complain. — J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
"First
Captain
Dieppe,"
reached
screen.
published
as ahasnovel,
the the
adventures
aptain Dieppe
Robert Warwick of the dashing young secret service agent
a worthy companion of the author's
ount Fieramondi Juan de la Cruz proved
ountess Fieramondi. .Winifred Greenwood earlier book, " The Prisoner of Zenda."
The
popularity
of " Captain
led
.ucia
D'Orano. . Helene
Chadwick
Mr. Hope to dramatize
it andDieppe
the "stage
ruilamoBonavia
Sevier
Walter
Long play
was
produced
both
here
and
abroad.
aul Sharpe
Howard Gaye Recently the story was made into a scenario
By Anthony Hope.
and under the title of " An Adventure in
Scenario by Elmer Harris.
Hearts shortly
" it will
shown Warwick
at this theatre
Directed by James Cruze.
very
withbeRobert
as the
Photographed by Frank Urson.
star. It is a fast moving picture, telling
a delightful love story through a series of
exciting episodes. And the part that the
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
star assumes is an ideal one for his perRobert Warwick, the popular Paramountsonality. A splendid cast of players supVrtcraft star, will come to the
port him, among whom may be found
Helene Chadwick. Juan de la Cruz. Winiheatre for
days, beginning
Greenwood, Walter Long and Howard
n his latest photoplay entitled " An Ad- Gaye. fred James
Cruze directed the feature.
enture in Hearts." The picture is an
idaptation of Anthony Hope's celebrated
lovel, " Captain
also iswasa
Irainatized
for theDieppe."
stage. which
The story
SUGGESTIONS
vorthy companion to the author's earlier
First of all in the exploitation of this
K>ok,
"
The
Prisoner
of
Zenda."
The
picure tells an entertaining story of adventure, feature make emphatic that it is a picore
and excitement
1 northern
Italy. in a nobleman's castle turization of Anthony Hope's celebrated
Mr. Warwick has the role of an Amerl- novel, " Captain Dieppe," which was sub:an of French decent, who, having just
sequently dramatized and met with great
:ompleted a delicate mission for a foreign success upon
the stage. Bring out the
;oTernment, is being hounded by secret
leents lest he betray the details of the author's name and mention that he wrote.
iSair. He seeks shelter in the castle of an " The Prisoner of Zenda." Then state
[talian count, whose wife and he, newly that Robert Warwick is the star. Lay
istranged, are living in opposite wings of
he castle. The Countess is being threat- stress upon the fact that he is the leading
;ned by a gentleman blackmailer to whom romantic actor on the screen and that he
;he owes gambling debts and has secretly has here a romantic story which is ideal
nstalled her pretty girl cousin in her place
vhile she goes to Rome to raise the money. for his personality. Mention that it is an
A romantic love affair, a thrilling rescue adventure story and that the star fulfils
It a swollen ford, and a gun fight in a every
demand of his part. Feature his past
ilazing hut feature the development of the
)lot from this point. Mr. Warwick is said successes. Use catch lines around the
o be admirably cast. He is supported by
[uan de la Cruz, Winifred Greenwood, authorship of the picture. Bring out the
rielene Chadwick. Walter Long and Howard director's name. Mention the other players. Feature the picture as a highly colored
jaye.
"The picture
was byscenarioized
Elmer Harris
and directed
James Cruze.by romance with the romantic soldier-actor
, The latter has succeeded in catching the as the star.
' ipirit of the original in every respect.
CATCH LINES
See the most romantic actor on the " The Prince of Avenue A "
I icreen, Robert Warwick, in one of the most
PROGRAM READER
I romantic stories ever written. See " An
Barry A.O'Connor
theon Prince
Adventure in Hearts," an adaptation of Avenue
Although was
he lived
the lowerof
Anthony Hope's story, " Captain Dieppe." East Side, he
bought his clothes on Fifth
Avenue. He
mix much
in politics,
Ever read " Captain Dieppe," by preferring
to letdidn't
his father,
the boss
of the
Anthony
you did,
be glad ward, take care of the voters. But the
:o know Hope?
that itIf will
reachyou'll
the
old
man
had
a
rival
who
feared
Barry
and
screen asWarwick
" An Adventure
in Hearts," with wanted him out of the way. His opporRobert
as the star.
tunity to disgrace the Prince came when
the latter was ejected from the house of
See ture"of An
Adventure
in Hearts,"
candidate for mayor. And this man
genuine
adventure.
Plenty aof picac the
could not be elected without the support
::on and
a
beautiful
romance.
Robert
Warwick is the star.
of
the O'Connor
when the
he
hastened
down to voters.
offer an So
apology,
rival leader chose to insult the daughter,
A story of love and the secret service, his
being to discredit Barry. How
with a soldier of fortune playing a win- this motive
young Irishman took care of himself
Adventurewith- and the
An
"
is
That
ning
game.
girl
is told in an exciting climax —
Hearts,"Warwick.
which comes here —
a cUmax which brings an effective concluRobert
sion to a story that holds the interest
throughout. See " The Prince of Avenue
PROGRAM RE.\DER
A." It comes to this theatre very soon
Anthony Hope's exciting romantic story, with James J. Corbett as the star.
I

"THE

TRIFLERS"
(UNIVERSAL)

U ill Afford Very Pleasing Entertainment

Y pleasing as a story, direction and cast and alfording
EM'IKKL
veiy satisfactory entertainment,
lb:; is not one of tliose
melodramas w ith the so-called punch in every reel. But it
is a picture that will hold your patrons and tiie majority will undoubtedly register keen enjoyment.
The cast is large and composed of all well-known and capable
artists. It is well mounted and has a sweet romantic element. And
a good moral as well. The shop girl aspired to a higher plane in
1
society and is disillusioned. And she finally refuses to marry the
high brow and accepts her former sweetheart, sergeant of the motor
cycle squad.
There is plenty of comedy and many amusing situations in the
photoplay. There are no heavy dramatic or sensational scenes. It
is just one of those quite true to life pictures that leave a good taste.
Pulling possibilities and pleasing probabilities for respective audiences are: Metropolitan, good puller and very pleasing: Elite, good
puller and generally pleasing; Family, good puller and entirely
pleasing; Workers, good puller and very pleasing. — Tom Hamlin.
THE CAST
Janet Randall
Edith Roberts
Cassidy
David Butler
Monte Moreville
Forest Stanley
Rupert Holbrook Benny Alexander
Mrs. Holbrook Katherine Kirkman
Mr. Holbrook
Arthur Shirley
Charles Lewiston
Arthur Hoyt
Janet's mother
Lillian Langdon
Janet'sWhitaker
father
Frederick
Mrs.
Nell Vroom
Craig
Mr. Whitaker
Colin Kenny
Sally Rogan
Magda Lane
Austin Garford
Charles Arling
Effie Stillwell
Olita Otis
Story
Franklin Poland.
Scenarioby byJoseph
Hal Hoadley.
Direction by Christy Cabanne.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" The Triflers " in screen form will appear as a Universal feature at the
theatre for a
days' run beginning
I This tells the story of a girl who tries to
I lift
out theof place
her station
life and
then herself
finds that
which shein presently
occupies is really lower than her former
1 Edith Roberts is the star and she is supported by such well known screen artists
as David Butler, Forest Stanley, Benny
Alexander, Katherine Kirkman, Arthur ShirArthur Nell
Hoyt,Craig,
LillianColin
Langdon,
Iplane.
Edith Roberts and David Butler in the
ickley,Vroom,
Kenny, FrederMagda
Lane, Charles Arling and Olita Otis.
new Universal picture, " The Triflers "
Christy Cabanne directed it for Universal
from the story by Joseph Franklin Poland.
Her entire view changed and she began
The shop girl has a sweetheart, Dan Cassidy to appreciate the wholesome life that she
of the motorcycle squad. But she feels that was just on the verge of abandoning. And
Dan does not measure up to the fastidious Dan Cassidy arrived in time to take his
Monte, leader of the younger fashionable set. sweetheart
in his loving arms.
So she decides to get a first hand society
"The Triflers" is the Universal picture
starring
Edith
Roberts, which comes to this
experience
finally party.
appearsThein behavior
Monte's theatre next week
and charmingly portrays
home for a and
week-end
the
above
incidents.
Df the so-called society set was an eyeopener for the girl and she then began to
appreciate the good folks of her former enSUGGESTIONS
vironment.
When you book this picture it would be
A photoplay of dramatic power is said to well
to
add
the
of characters to your
be unfolded and the girl, disillusioned, flew star propaganda cast
of the cast are
to the arms of her former sweetheart when well known and itasis many
a long list which will
aestate.
speeding automobile brings him to Monte's appear very comprehensive. Tell them it is
a story
Joseph WeFranklin
Poland.
Romance and thrills are said to abound in from
Use catch
linesbyfreely.
are appending
this photodrama of today. Her society young an
extra
amount
of
catch
lines
to
enable
man became embroiled in an affair with a
chorus girl and this was the first inkhng you to do this.
that the heroine had that alt was not exactly
CATCH LINES
right with the group. Circumstances comgoodness
sake, stop trifling. Learn
bined to give the young ambitious girl a a For
lesson
from
Edith.
complete
fly set. insight into the lives of the butterOne girl who was ambitious for the high
A.ij then her former set in all its honesty
appealed so strongly to her that Dan Cas- places finds that there "ain't no such places."
sidy of the
squad waswife.
richly
It was just as easy for the leopard to
rewarded
by amotor-cycle
happy and contented
change freely
his spots
for this
shop-girl
mingle
withaswealth
weighted
downto
PROGRAM READER
She was dissatisfied with her present sta- by bad morals.
tion in life. A shop girl with ambitions
Behave, girlies. Remember the fate of the
Itowards a higher plane.
and profit by it. The demonstratio«
The young man that attracted her was a triflers,
is conducted at the
theatre.
I regular leader of the younger fashionable set.
I And the shop-girl began to treat her own
A girl steps on high but was glad to fall
sweetheart very coldly. She felt that Dan
the arms of the law imperCassidy of the motor cycle squad did not back again
sonated byinher
motor
cycle
squad.former sweetheart, of the
quite measure up.
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The
A

Boltwood

Service

Fiction
Department

of Yale

By Gilbert Patten
Character of Story: College story.
Theme: Independence.
; Roger Boltrs: Henry Boltwood
Characte
Cy Keating; Tom
wood, his son; Old Doris
Keating, Jis
;
son
his
,
Keating
,^
daughter.
The Plot: Henrv Boltwooilersandof Cythe Keatmg
Cornet
are the rival manufactur
y. Their
car and the Keating car respectivel
Henry
sons are rivals in college aflfairs.
with an exploit of his
Boltvi^ood, disgusted
son in which an automobile is wrecked,
offers Roger six doldisinherits
in theHe factory and $25 a day
lars a week him.
twenty-one
until he is that
for four days and
he will
declares
Rogerhis refuses
way back to college. He leaves
■win
rewithout
but
work
for
looks
home and
to see a
sult. Going to Long Island
help him, he
friend whom he thinks may stalled
on the
falls in with old Cy Keating
road. He fixes the car, discovering that
Keathas tinkered with it.a job
the chauffer
as
ing, not knowing him, offersOn him
the road he
chauffer. Roger accepts. and
the
handles
car
racing
beats another
that
car so well that old Keating exclaims
a driver he could win the race
with sucj
with
the Comet for the Traymore cup
without difficulty. Roger volunteers to
drive. Henry Boltwood's assistant has
been and
tampering
Keating's
.men
Keating with
arriving
at his garage
garage
fires three men. These three attack Roger
but are thrown out of the place. Roger
meets Tom's
they develop
mutual
interest sister
in oneandanother.
Roger isa
to receive $300 for driving the race and
$600 if he wins. The day of the race
Henry Boltwood tries to have his son disqualified but without success. He then
pleads with him not to take the risk but
Roger is firm and drives. He wins the
race and thus gets enough money to go
back to college. Back in Vale Boltwood
goes in for the football team — something
he has never done before — and buckles
down to study in a way that he had never
done. His roommate, Martin Philbin, is
an
admirer gambling
of Roger's and
but drinking.
falls into easy
company,
He
finally
forges
Roger's
name
checks from
and
cleans out four hundred todollars
Roger's are
account.
At thein same
articles
discovered
their time
roomstolen
and
efs
one
of
Roger's
handkerchi
picked
up
in a room which has been robbed. Roger
is summoned to appear before the faculty
on the day of the game, charged with theft
and things look black for him when he
receives from Martin a letter confessing
his misdeeds and stating that he did not
mean to throw suspicion upon him. Boltwood
the is
gamethe and
it for
Yale. goes
His into
reward
favorsaves
of Doris
Keating and the apologies of his father
who admits that there is something worth
while even about the second generation of
Boltwoods.
Lacale : Xew York and New Haven.
Picture High Lights: The race; the football game: the tight; the false accusation;
the reconciliation.
The Owner of the Lazy D
By Wm. Patterson White
Character of Story. Western.
Theme: Love and war on the range.
Characters: Dal Gilmore, otherwise John
Dalling Drummond ; Tom Stuart; Alec
Stuart, his
father;Simms,
LouiseMarshall
Stuart, ; Alec's
daughter
; Tim
Tom
Johnson, foreman ; Sam Kyle, saloon
keeper;
Maryjane,vigilantes,
his wife;rustlers,
Slim Dennison
; cattlemen,
etc.
The Plot: John Dalling Drummond, owner
of the Lazy D and Triangle O ranches,
who has spent his life in Texas, visits
Glenn County where his properties are
for the first time, as a deputy sheriff, to
investigate a cattle war raging between
his ranches and those of the Hash Knife
and V Up-and-Down outfit. He stumbles
onto a fight between the adherents of
these two factions and rescues a beautiful
girl who turns out to be Louise Stuart,
who takes him to her father's ranch.
Learning that he is a deputy she attempts to hold him prisoner, but he fools
her
trick, him
ties her
she hour
promises
not byto afollow
for until
half an
and
escapes.
Gilmore
then
begins
systematicallv to clean up the cattle rustlers. He
finds that each ranch has been stealing

for Producers
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from the other and that the whole country is given over to the practice of " rustling"; thatthetheofficials
law isarenothing
name and
corruptbutanda
taking money from both factions. Gilniore's
energyalarms
in attacking
cattleand
thieves
impartially
the rustlers
the
officials and they employ a gunman to do
away with him. This man is killed in a
duel over a card table. Gilmore, after a
valiant effort to stop cattle stealing by
enforcing the law, finally determines that
it cannot be done in that way, resigns
from his office and sends to his ranch in
Texas for recruits. He brings up his
cowboys from the South, forms a Vigilance Committeelimited
with the
co-operation
the somewhat
decent
element ofin
the com.munity and proceeds to hand out
elementary justice all around. Louise
Stuart who has not really been cognizant
of the practices of her own father and his
friends,
first resents
but soonat begins
to be Gilmore's
interested presence
in him
and is entirely won over when he rescues
her from the hands of Jack Shaw, Tim
Simms and Slim Dennison who capture
Maryjane Kyle and Louise in the absence
of old Alec Stuart and his boys, killing
the Chinese servant who tries to defend
them. The plot is worked out with an
immense amount of detail and a great
number of individual encounters, relating themondexperiences
of to
Gilmore
in his efforts
cleanof upDrumthe
county. Many exciting situations and
much out.gun-play
mark
the
story
throughAs the story staiids in its original
form there is more action than could be
crowded into an ordinary feature picture
and it would he less confusing if it were
pruned portant
down encounters.
to someThe ofconstant
the more
imclashes
between the forces of law and order and
those of the cattle rustlers produce an
effect which is almost that of repetition
although the cirtumstances of each fight
are a little different from those going
before.
Locale: Any place in the cattle country.
Picture High Lights: Good material for a
picture if edited carefully.
Beau

Rand

By Charles Alden Seltzer
Character of Story: Western.
Theme: Love and jealousy.
Characters: Beaudry Rand, ranchman;
Amos Seddon, another raiichrnan ; Eleanor, his daughter; Bud, his illegitimate
son, adopted
by Rand;
Link Compton,
cattle
thief; Kinney,
a gunman;
Webster,
sheriff; cowboys, etc.; Larry Redfern, a
of Rand's.
Thefriend
Plot:
Beaudry Rand is feared and
hated
for
prowessarewithAmos
a six-gun.
particular hisenemies
Seddon Hisof
the Bar S, who fears that Rand will disclose the fact that Rand's adopted boy is
reallyton,Seddon's
son, asanda rival
Link for
Compwho regardsownRand
the
hand of Seddon's daughter, Eleanor.
Lucia Morrell, a dance-hall girl warns
Rand of a plot upon the part of Compton,
Webster and Kinney to kill him and frustrates this plot, disarming his enemies
with marvelous gunplay but refraining
from killing them. Eleanor begins to
undertakeson.
the education
of Bud,Lucia
Rand'sto
adopted
Compton forces
tell Eleanor that the boy is hers and
Rand's and to say that she wants to take
the boy away from Rand. Compton also
plots to spread the story that Rand is a
cattle thief and lays upon his shoulders
the claim for the theft of dattle stolen by
Compton's
ownhisband
cattletherustlers.
Compton and
crowdof rob
stage,
Compton riding on a horse which has
been
painted
black torideresemble
Rand's,
and after
the robbery
in the direction
of
Eleanor ishasguilty.
seen this
and Rand's
knows ranch.
that Compton
She
also overhears Compton planning to have
Rand arrested for the robbery, although
Rand is mittee.
the Lucia,
headlearning
of the that
Vigilante
Eleanorcom-is
going
to Rand'sis ranch,
a half
that Eleanor
in lovetellswith
him breed
and
sends him there to meet her. Rand by
this time has left the ranch, evidence
against him in the shape of a bag of gold,
having been planted in his desk without
his knowledge. Compton learns what
Lucia has done and rushes to the ranch.
There he encounters Seddon, her father,
and shoots him. Larry Redfern arrives and
undertakes to rescue Eleanor but is also
shot
by Compton.
men
are arrested
for theCompton
shootingandby hisMoggs
and a posse of citizens. Rand comes to

and

Mart
Studio

his place and discovers that Larry has
been
Larry
Compton's
name shot.
and Rand
goesmentions
on the trail
of his
enemy. He arrives immediately after the
arrest. He warns them to draw and before any of them can fire, shoots down
Compton and his men, one after the other,
killing them. Rand is then arrested on
the charge of rohbing the stage but
Eleanor gives her evidence that Compton
was the real leader of the band and
proves that the horse which Compton
rode don
wasrecovers
not from
Rand'shishorse
at all.
wound
and Sedtells
Eleanor the truth about Bud. Larry also
ried.
recovers. Rand and Eleanor are marLocale: Anywhere in the cattle country.
Picture High
Suspense,
interest, actionLights:
throughout
; good love
Western
atmosphere.

Executives
The

Texan

By James B. Hendryx
Character Romance.
of Story: Western adventtu-e.
Theme:
Characters : Alice Marcum, a girl from t
East ; Winthrop A. Endicott, the m
who wants to marry her: Tex Benton,
cowboy ; Bat Lejune, his half-breed
another cowbo
Purdy,
tamer ; Jack
Cinnabar,
barkeeper
; deputy sheriff, co
boys, ranchmen, etc.
The Plot: Alice Marcum, a girl from t
East is returning from California a
passing
on the
trai
continentalthrough
train. Montana
The train
is sull
by a wreck and the travelers are invit
to attend a celebration in Wolf Riv.
Montana, a town which consists chiefly
saloons. Cowboys ride up to the tra
and two in particular attract the attt
tion of the girl. One of these is Ja
Purdy who urges her to stay over for t
dance
night, andPurdy
for whom
great that
admiration.
plans,shetosho'gi]
Tex Benton knock-out drops so. that
can
win which
the roping
and ofhorse-breaki
contests
are a part
the celebt
tion. Benton learns of this plan a:i
circumvents him winning the. prizij
Benton insults Purdy but Purdy does nl
shoot. The girl takes this to be fc
bearance and she shows a preference i
Purdy over Benton. Endicott objects
her going to the dance with Purdy b|
she insists. Purdy carries her off
horseback and is running away with b
when Lajune provides Endicott with
gun and tells him to go after thei
Endicott does so and shoots Purdy, a
parently killing him. A deputy sher
arrests Endicott and puts him in jaj
Benton plans to run away with the g\
himself. He stages a fake lynching to g{
the Easterner out of jail and sends ti
girl with the half-breed to meet the
further on. Benton expects Endicott
beg for his life but the Eastern man
game and shows no sign of fear. Benb
then takes charge of him and sends t
rest of the crowd back to town to repc^
that the lynching has taken place. I
then tells the others that they will
pursued. He figures that he will lose t,
half-breed and the Easterner on the tni
and win the girl for himself. They
overtaken by a storm and caught in
flood when a dam breaks. Endicott re I
cues Benton from the flood. Bentcl
finds that he is really in 10%^ with t |
girl and makes up his mind that he w
win her squarely or not at all. Th' 1
comes the struggle between the: two mi I
for the girl's love. Each man respec I
the other. Endicott proves himself I
good a man as Benton, although he h I
always heen so practical that Alice h I
thought him devoid of romantic appe; I
They have many exciting and dangero I
experiences in crossing the count I
toward the Northern Pacific railway < I
which Benton intends to send Endicc I
East. Before they come to the end I
the trail they nearly perish in the dese I
but Endicott and the girl find their w; |
out and then rescue the others. Ali
decides that she lores Endicott after a
and Benton accepts her decision stoi
ally.
is worried
overthey
the leai
idthat heEndicott
has killed
a man but
that Purdy has recovered. The sto:
ends with the marriage of ED4icott ai
Alice.

The Devil to Pay
rancis NemmoGreene
Character of Story : Mystery.
ByF^
Theme: Retribution.
Characters: Dare Keeling; Larry Keeling, her brother ; Brent Warren, her
fiance; Cullen Grant, district attorney;
Dr. Jernigan, George Roan, a dead man;
Mrs. Roan, his wife ; attorneys, clubmen,
etc.
The Plot: George Roan has just been
hanged for the murder of a bank cashier
working in the same bank as himself.
Brent Warren, prominent society man and
president of the bank, is indicted by the
Grand Jury as an accessory to the murder— a count which is changed to murder
in the first degree. He is admitted to
bail. His friends rally to his support.
The case is given a peculiar piquancy by
the fact that the district attorney, Cullen
Grant, was formerly the fiance of Dare
Keeling, the girl who is engaged to Warren.
ha\'e ofquarreled
becauseDare
he didandnotCullen
approve
her having
other men friends, and in her anger she
has broken off their acquaintance altogether. Her brother still remains on
good terms with him however. Warren
asks Larry to come to his house as his
secretary and sets him to work on some
geneological research regarding the Warren family. Young Keeling is convinced
that Warren
only forsplendidly,
his company. Dare wants
sticks him
to Warren
and goes about with him until her brother
protests that she is making herself conspicuous. A strange voice calls on the
telephone and greatly agitates Warren.
Keeling consults a detective who advises
him to notify him at once when the voice
calls again and to have the central office
note all calls. The call comes again.
Central reports that it is from the bank
which is closed w-ith not even a watchman
in it. ever
Xobody
is found inthattheWarren
bank howKeeling discovers
has
some incriminating letters in his safe —
letters trom Roan which apparently accuse Warren of having helped him rob the
bank for speculation. Keeling is nowconvinced
of Warren's
but his sister
firmly believes
that he guilt,
is innocent.
Mrs.
Roan haunts Dare Keeling trying to
speak to her in private, but Dare \vill
have nothing to do with her and, like
most of the public, believes her to be
unbalanced mentally. Grant controls the
fortune of Dare Keeling until she reaches
her majority. She tries to get hold of her
money
to Warren
in his tocasegivebutit Grant
will to
nothelp
givehimit
up. It develops that Warren has been
speculating heavily and losing. An exion of the bank
provesthanthat$100,000.
the accounts areaminatshort
by more
Warren persuades Dare to elope with Locale: Montana.
him but Grant gets wind of it and with Picture High Lights: Very good Westel
Larry chine
overtakes
where
theiragrees
mahas brokenthem
down.
Grant
story with plenty of action.
to allow Warren to return to the city of
his own accord, but states that he will
be arrested on nis return. Ine arrest is
made. When the case comes on for trial
Roan, the man who was hanged, is called
as witness. He has been cut down early
^ With the First Runs.
by his friend Jernigan, acting as the
county physician and restored. On
^ The Newest News
promise dence
of clemency
he turnsproving
state's him
eviagainst Warren,
guiltv
of
both
embezzlement
and
murder.
Warren shoots himself. Dare, thankful
Department.
for her escape, marries Grant.
Locale: Any American city.
Picture High Lights: Good element of suspense acting.
and good opportunity for emotional
^ Page 842.
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When

First National

Christened Katharine MacDonald
"The American Beauty/'
Exhibitors everywhere said :
'Til say so! "
Katherine MacDonald

is

Beauty personified.
To see her on the screen
Is a real treat,
Naturally — Rothacker
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Hot!

Red

^ Sizzling from

the telegraph wires come

the reports for our department " With
the First Runs."
^ These pages have hecome the Stock Ticker
of the Industry.
By reading them you
have your finger on the industry's pulse;
you know whose pictures are being played
— and where — and how.
^ One more
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'OU love your country enough to die
for her, Milt; but do you love her
X
er
enough to live for her? It means to be
odious in every eye, to eat out your heart
alone — for you can't tell your wife, nor boy,
nor friend.''
And
in that black day when it became
too late to tell, in all the United States,
in all the world just one man wrote to
Milt Shanks — his friend Abraham Lincoln.
Here's the beat of the human heart translated into a dramatic entertainment that
has never been equalled in the history of
pictures! No man, woman or child can
look at "The Copperhead" and fail to feel
its tender pathos, its vital appeal, its
uplift of emotion.
Truly it is the one great American picture
of today! And now is the time to show it!
From the play of the same name by Augustus Thomas, founded
on a story by Frederick. Landis. Adapted and directed by
Charles Maigne.
FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
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production
the

BY JESSE

L

LASICY

C/>aramountj^rtcraflCpicture

all the years —

they

live!

As real, as fresh, as appealingly human
today as when Mark Twain — his eyes
a-twinkle — called them from his heart
and wrote them down forever in the
world's greatest romance of youth.
Freckle -faced Huckleberry Finn; Tom
Sawyer with his heart of adventure;
"Pap" Finn and his jug of rum; those
seedy old rapscallions, the "King" and
the "Duke"; Black Jim, the widow
Douglas, Aunt Polly, and sweet-faced
Mary Jane.
Now, in this irresistible photoplay, they
live before your very eyes, with all
their charm, their escapades, their lovable, laughable ways.
A tale of other days on the Mississippi— puls ng with a hundred immortal adventures — mellowed with much
laughter — softened by a few tears.
A

Picture

as Great

as the Story !

boolc!

mark:
TWAINARTCRAFT
PICTURE

PRESEJSLTED

Through

world?

/ a n nary
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TOO

MUCH

JOHNSON

Cparamounljiirleraft
Q>icture
f

Don't

Whisper

i

Shout it out — " ' Too Much Johnson '
is the biggest laugh in pictures! " You
can't disappoint your audiences no matter how much you promise.

It's criticism proof!
Tell them it's the funniest, promise
them they'll laugh all through it, assure
them there's five full reels of real comedy,
and add that it's perfectly acted, directed
and produced.
And you'll be telling the truth!
rrom the play of the same name by William Gillette
Directed by Donald Crisp
Scenario by Tom J. Geraghty
|| |
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A Thos. H. Ince Production

By George V. Hobart

The
1

Same

Chorus

Hours Leave?" Like
"23^4
it inthe
p EMEMBER
world to question my
this: "I defy
statement that this is a 100% production."
"What I call real entertainment." "Our

cus-

tomers went nuts over it." "Absolutely the
greatest of all — the most satisfactory picture
we have ever known." "When can you give
us more like it?" "A knock-out — stars great."
"A sure-fire comedy." "Best for a year." "Wonderful business getter." "Record breaking business on this." "Wow! Some story, some stars!"
"Just what we need." |"Give us more, more,
morel
Tune up for the same chorus on "What's
Your Husband Doing?" There's youth and
love and lots of laughter in it. And all the
Hours Leave."
peppy plot appeal of
Say "MacLean and May" on your billboards and watch the crowed respond 1

CORPORATION
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A Thomas H. Iiicc Production
44T ET'S raise the devil," she laughed,
as she tried so hard to be "sporty"
like her companion. Yet with aching
heart she was playing the biggest,
finest game of her life.
And when the man she honored
most on earth came that night to meet

Q>icture

By C. Gardner

Sullivan

Directed by Fred A'iblo
" some live little girlie " — the scene
that followed is one scene you Avon't
forget.
Enid Bennett achieved one of the
I: FAMOUS PLAYER^^IASKY^OKPORm^

Plwtograplicd by George Barnes
great successes of the vear in
Out."' Now in " The ^ oma
m the Suit Case," she has anothc
intimate, real. live, love story' ths
goes to the heart of every home. ]
turns into vivid drama the secrei
of a man or woman you know!

m
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Laugh

Shop

— it turns old broken
(1 o u n cars of care into
luxurious limousines of
iautihter.
Joseph M. Sehenek says:
" I consider it the greatest
lau<rliing picture Fattv Arhuckle has ever

And
he's
right !b'gee.
You have
only to see it, to
made."
agree with him.
Then feature it as it
should
be featured!
Produced by
Comique Film Corporation
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GREEN
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WHITE

AlllLER

Heart

Tugs

wiU like -JUDY
pOLKS
^ OF ROGUES' HARBOR. '
They

will laiigh over it and

cry over it. It's a big kindly
story about every-day people
who live in the sweet, clean,
wholesome

V

country atmosphere

that you and everybody knows
and loves. There's

meanness

here, too, perhaps,

but it is

smothered,
kindness.

by, with

by and

"JUDY

OF

ROGUES'

HAR-

BOR" tugs at human

heart

strings. There are times when
one's heart even wells up into
his throat and the sobs come
in spite of all the trying in
the world to stop them.

It is

a picture you will want to play
on

and

on, because

of the

pleasure it will give and the
money

it will bring.

:1

REALART
Pictures

Corporation

And

'T'HERE'S

big

Thrills,

dramatic

action

Too!

in "JUDY

OF

ROGUES'

^ HARBOR"
— the sort that grips and thrills! And it is all
logically and smoothly developed right out of the story. No
ranting —

no

tearing

ful action that
cheap

befits

melodramatic

MARY

of hair — no
the

forced

narrative

situations —

and

saves

just power-

the

play

from

effects!

MILES

is not the kind of guest who

soon

wears

MINTER

out her welcome.

More

^ind more

will your patrons want longer and longer visits from this sweet, charming,
adorable American girl!
Get your extra dates now for
"JUDY

REALART

OF

ROGUES'

PICTURES

HARBOR"!

CORPORATION

469 Fifth Avenue

New

York

Citv

Of course, "JUDY
ROGUES'

OF

HARBOR"

is a love story, else
Grace Miller White
would

not

its author.

have
And

been
it's all

the sweeter in pictures
from the fact that

MARY
MILES
MINTER
queen

of youth,
trays the role

por-

of the

fascinating, tantalizing
heroine.

Contrast

in suitors — the play

of man against man — contributes mightily to the suspense
and interest of

JUDY

OF

ROGUES'
It's a story to jusHARBOR"
tify two -week
runs. But don't
expect to get even
one extra day later
unless you make
your

ments now !
arrange-
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GREAT
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PRODUCTION

SPECIAL

MOTION PICTURE NEWS: "Wonderful" is the
word that accurately describes this screenization
of Emerson Hough's great story "The Sagebrusher. " A photoplay masterpiece demands
many essentials and Benjamin B. Hampton's
picture qualifies in every respect. First it
nas an appealing story and a notable cast.. . .
Box-office angle: Metropolitan, big puller and
tremendously pleasing; Elite, strong puller and
exceptionally pleasing; Family, big puller and
wonderfully pleasing; Workers, . strong puller
and tremendously pleasing.
MOVING PICTURE WORLD: Benjamin B.
Hampton's newest Great Authors' special, Emerson Hough's " The Sagebrusher " is the story of
a rough diamond with a big heart. It will please
the great majority of screen patrons. Replete
with dramatic intensity with much of the spectacular and melodramatic elements.
KXHIBITORS

TRADE

B Hampton's big new
brusherbrings
'
another
screen in the person of
[>icture has a following

REVIEW:

Benjamin

production "The Sagepowerful author to the
Emerson Hough. This
booked in advance on

ihe author's popularity.
WID'S DAILY: In his story of love and faith
Kmerson Hough has the truly human touch
containing all of the emotions expected in such
.1 fine theme. There are enough thrills to flavor
and they will keep the interest sustained. Be
.sure and tell your audience this is the first
Emerson Hough novel ever screened.
NEW

YORK. TELEGRAPH: '^The Sagebrusher" is highly commendable and worth
seeing from every angle. It combines story,
director and players in a strong attraction; a
worthy successor to "The Westerners" and
-Desert Gold."
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HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fi/th Avenue. New York. City
Distribuhng through PATHE Exchange, Irvcorportned
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C/CSSIlstELLI

d^DECEIT

The whole fabric of deceit upon which she built her structure of wealth,
luxury, good name and so4^iaI position was threatened with destruction.
Before her in the house of the man who thought he was her father, was a
criminal, her partner in crime, and her former lover.
What could she do? What did she do?
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"Positively the best serial we've ever run,
and we've run two continuously for the past
year. Seitz has made a big hit with our
T. G. Thompson, Grand Theatre, Rochester, N. V.
patrons."
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"Without doubt the most satisfactory serial
we've ever had. I consider Seitz the best male
star in serials today."
Fred C. Bilner, Havens Theatre, Olean, N. Y.
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"Doing a fine business for me.
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For
You should
put Seitz in another
PatKe

Serial

Mrs. Jos. Briggs, Jellerson Theatre,
Rochester, N. Y.
serial."
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m

MARGUERITE
-zrCOURTOT

-Jty Distributors Vi^
?)Pathe'(?

"A

Son-of-a-Gun

of a

Serial!

"Having run six episodes we have found it a
rootin -tootm' sun-of-a-gun of a serial, new, fresh,
original, different, with enough of the serial thrills
mixed with comedy to make 'em happy.
And if they claim their audiences are a little
bit "classy" be sure and book *em 'Bound and
Gagged'.
It will please 'em all."
JJ. B. Momand, Odeon. Cr\)slal and SavoyShawnee.
Theatres. Okla.

"Going

Very

Big!"

"Is going very big with
my audience."
C. £. Riener. Qrand Theatre. Buffalo. N. Y.

"A

Big

Success!"

"It has been a big success. Packed them
on opening day and are still doing same
business on
episode."
Geo.8thPollard.
Pollard Theatre. Quthrie, Okla.
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THE day after "Empty Arms" was turned over to us by Director Frank Reicher, a well-known
distributor tendered us a point-blank ofFer of $100,000 guarantee on the sale. This offer did
not appeal to us, because we had spent ovej sixty thousand dollars in producing the picture and
were cognizant of the fact that, in it, we have one of those master productions that strikes the industry
about every three or four years.
But the distributor insisted that his offer was vcrcly a guarantee;
that the amount
Empty Arms" could command, might run close to seven figures.
Then, in the course of the discussion, the head
'Empty Arms' how easily he can put it over, and
of our advertising department apologized for inter- I consider it worth $100,000," replied our advertising manager.
rupting us, and said: "It is peculiar that you
should offer §100,000 for 'Empty Arms,' for I
At first, we must confess, we thought the A. M.
have here in my hand my Hundred Thousand
had lost his reason. We knew that he had been
Dollar Packet, which I was just about to hand to
working day and night inventing valuable promoMr. Park."
tion "stunts," but, after ten minutes of discussion,
"What is the Hundred Thousand Dollar he convinced us that he was right.
Packet.'" asked the well-known distributor.
At parting, the well-known distributor raised his
"It's nothing more than a book of printed sug- offer to a sum that the avera'ge independent progestions that show the exhibitor who books
ducer would sell i/iree pictures for; but in justice to

ENPTT

THE

ARHS

SENSATION

OF
THE
we were forced to reject.

CENTURY

On the following pages, we publish a brief digest of the extraordinary history
and superlative qualities of "Empty Arms," being thoroughly convinced that,
among the intelligent film buyers of America, there is going to be the most
spirited bidding in years. All exhibitors, States Right men and chain operators
are invited to communicate at once with

PHOTOPLAY
LIBRARIES,
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m
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Picture

and
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'ENPTY
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Inii:
AFTER a hundred or more stories suitable for screen production were submitted to
us by the foremost authors of America, we selected the script of a young writer,
^ Willard King Bradley, as the most original in the batch, and the most original
we had seen in years. The story, dealing with the Gargantuan question of Motherhood, demanded the finest artistic talent procurable. Frank Reicher, responsible for
many Paramount and Metro successes, was chosen to direct "Empty Arms," because
we figured that he alone could handle a great number of its exceedingly difficult
scenes, the majority of which were at once intensely dramatic and unusually delicate.
Mr. Reicher immediately surrounded himself with the foremost technicians. Gail
Kane, famous star of screen and stage, who had just closed in the Broadway success,
"The Woman in Room 13," was signed to star; then a powerful cast, including
Thurston Hall, J. Herbert Frank and other well-known screen celebrities, was
engaged to support her. The picture was made; and, as we watched its progress, we
believed that we had a master production. But we were not content to rest on our
own judgment. We called in that famous editorial writer, Dr. Frank Crane, who
contributed his unique services to the thought side of the picture.
It is the easiest thing in the world for a producer to deal in twelve-cylinder adjectives, and to megaphone
it from the housetops that his picture is supreme. We are so confident of the success of "Empty Arms"
that we are more than willing to simply place it in the hands of the buyers and exchange men, and let the
screen do the talking. We are so certain that they will say that we have z^wi^Vz-estimated it, that we will stake
our future success on it! Which is saying volumes.

■yniiTiiiiiiiiirrfj:
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production
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will stand on its merits.

But there is something

else

have to offer which makes "Empty Arms" a picture p/us. This "something else" is the Hundred Thousand Dollar Packet, prepared by our advertising department.
If you are desirous of seeing the picture, wire or write for details. If
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WHEN
ce
immediat
tered
after the well-known distributor
made his original offer, he said:
"The idea in 'Empty Arms' is one never before
touched. Its originality is worth a great deal. But the
idea is of such importance at this time, that I find our
picture can command over a hundred thousand dollars
worth of advertising in every important city,
"How do I know.'' Well, I have written to newspaper editors, civic authorities, educators and men and
women in public life," club officials, doctors, lawyers
and other professionals. In every city, interest in the
subject contained in 'Empty Arms' is so great, that, if
we were to try to arouse this interest with paid advertising, itwould cost over a hundred thousand dollars
to do it." ,
T/ie Hu7idred Thousand Dollar Packet
Tells the W hole 'Story ; It Covers the
Box-Office Possibilities of ^''Etnpty
Arms'' fro ft? Every Angle. A Copy oj
It Will Gladly he Sent Only to Those
Exhibitors and States Right Buyers
Who Personally Sign On Their Business Stationery a Request for It.
PHOTOPLAY

Libraries,

(Exclusive Selling Agents)
5 0 0 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
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Production

Screen

" is a cl arion call to those groping men

whose

brains are asleep at the switch. The laggard, the failure, the ne'er-do-well who
still hopes for success, will find in this great picture of American life, the needed
inspiration that will remove the blinders.
message of hope.

The picture carries a clear, strong

" The Fortune Hunter " is human nature laid bare; it is a throbbing page
torn from real life — the life that all of us lead, but that many of us never see
below the surface.

A

And it's a powerful love story.
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^hristie has picked many
^ winners in comedy
plots. The

Christie special

comedy for January release isa comedy of manners— table manners —
with pie and everything.
Eddie Barry, as the Cannibal in polite society,
creates a bu bble of
chuckles through two
hilarious reels of fun.

Christie Film Co. Inc
Los Angeles Cal.
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Directed
William,Be,audin.e
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Motion

Picture

Net
..Vi

AW
AVV

ALICE

WORLD'S

HOWELL

GREATEST

COMEDIENNE

COMING

In

Twenty-six
All

Two-Reel

Clean

Wholesome

Comedies
Humor

PRESENTED.
DIRECTED

BY
THE

BY
FREDERICK

EMERALD
MOTION

IRELAND
J.

PICTURE
COMPANY

THE

SPONTANEOUS
TITTERS

AND

MIRTH
END

WITH
OF

Available

at the Leadins!'

CROPPER

PRODUCERS
ARTILLERY

START

WITH

BROADSIDES

LAUGHTER

Independent

Exchanges

DISTRIBUTING

207 SOUTH

THAT

WABASH

AVENUE,

ROSS C. CROPPER, Pres.

of the World

CORPORATION
CHICAGO,

ILL.

\

SAMUEL

'

JACK
THE
OF

GOLDWYN

SHEPHERD

KINGDOM

GOLDWYN

tfc=

IN CKFO
PI
RD

LITTLE

II
I
DIRECTED

PRESENTS

BY
BY

»JOHN FOX, JR.
WALLACE

COME
WORSLEY

PICTVRES
CORPORATION
SAMVtL C01.DWV>J PmidrM

GOLDWYN

PICTVRES
CORPORATION
SAMVEL OOLDWYN pmtdtmi

SAMUEL

GOLDWTN

PAULINE

THE

PRESENTS

FREDERICK

PALISER

CASE

B"r EDGAR
SAIL-TUS
DIRECTED BV W11L1L.JAM PARKE

GOLDWYN

PICTVRES
CORPORATIOISI
SAMVEL OOLDWYN Prrj.i/rci

\1

OA strange ycllow-eyed
woman with the instincts
of a tigress. A daring
young amateur detective
A marvelous diamond. A
pitiless French
gang of Lashed
crooks.
into hairraising action in the
most exciting of all
Tom Moore Pictures.

/

SAMUEL

G

TOM

PKE

SE

MOO

BV HE>JK,Y G. ROWLAND
DIR-ECTEES> BY TOTvI MILLS

GOLDWYN

PICTVRES
CORPORATION
SAMVEL OOLDWYN PrnultM

NTS

Orwo

and ahalf million

people laughed .wept and
hugged themselves regularly every week when
The Blooming Angel appeared inthe Satevepost.
With Madge Kennedy as
the heavenly Floss - can
you imagine the wallop
packed

in^the picture?

2

SAMUEL

MADGE

THE

PRESENTS

GOLDWTN

KENNEDY

BLOOMING
B Tf

W

AILLACE

DIRECTED

BY

VICTOR

GOLDWYN

PICTVRES
SAMVU, OOtDWVN

ANGEL
IF^WIN

SCHERTZINGER

CORPORATION

I

No need

to cover

Mabel Norinancl\>/itha
mantle of shiiiiiiiering
adjectives!

Mobody

knows better than you
do her amazing popularity with the public.
Pi n to" is her latest
ajid greatjest!

SAMUEL

GOLDWYN

MABEL

PRE SE NTS
NORMAND
IN

PINTO
WRITTEN
AND DIRECTED
BY VICTOR
SCHERTZINGER-

GOLDWYN

PICTVRES

CORPORATION

inuar y 24,
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PLAYING

TO

CROWDS

1 o| J
TOM

MOORE

"THE
GAY
LORD
QUEX"
By Sir Arthur Wing Pinero Directed by Harry Beaumont
" As gay as its tille and packed full of spice
and entertainment."
— Augusta Herald, 'Sov. SO, 1010.

BEACH'S
REX
" THE GIRL FROM
OUTSIDE
"
Directed by Reginald Barker
"One of the most wholesome and beautiful
film dramas of recent
— Los months."
Angeles Examiner, Nov. 21, 1919.
GERALDINE

FARRAR

•'FLAME
OF
THE
DESERT"
By Charles Logue
Directed by Reginald Barker
" A particularly gripping and interesting
photoplay, replete with good action and elaborate scenic effect."— Philadelphia Inquirer, Nov. 18, 191S.
TOM

MOORE

tn
"TOBY'S
BOW"
By John Tainlor Foote Directed by Harry Beaumont
" Theit was
screenwhen
version
is even
more houses
absorbingat
than
it drew
crowded
the Comedy Theatre."— N. Y. Eve. Telegram, Dec. 15, 1913.
PAULINE

tn

FREDERICK

" THE
LOVES
OF LETTY '
By Sir Arthur Wing Pinero Directed by Frank Lloyd
" With its remarkably beautiful photography, sumptuous settings and flawless acting,
it is one of the really good pictures of the
— Lo8 Angeles Times, Dec. 1, 1919.
WILL
year."

ROGERS

171

" JUBILO "
By'Ben Ames Williams Directed by Clarence Badger
"A year or so from now you'll be saying —
Remember Will Rogers in 'Jubilo'? — That's
how good it is I "— San FrancUco Bulletin, Dec. 15, 1919.
MABEL
By Shannon Fife

NORMAND
Directed by Victor Schertzinger

" Abounds with comical Xand "thrilling scenes,
INbest."
Mabel Normand at Jher
— N. Y. Eve. World, Dec. IS, 1019.

GOLDWYN

PIC
TVR
ES PnmUm CORPORATION
SAMVW,
COUJWVtJ

•cnomer-RoSS

"

Pre^enL

A

beautiful

love story that will ring down

the ages in Screen

History

RONOUNCED by State Rights men, Independent Exchange Managers.
Critics. Reviewers. Film Trade Paper men and others, " The best love
story and best production of its type ever received from the great
Schomer." A brilliant story, played by Emily Stevens and a great cast
with exploitation helps of extraordinary character to insure financial
success to every exhibitor who plays this production. Unquestionably one of
the best, ever —
Written and Directed by
ABRAHAM

S.

SCHOMER

whom exhibitors will recall as being the author and director of such briUiant photodramatic and stage successes as " Ruling Passions "— " The Yellow Passport " —
" The Inner Man " — " Today " and many others. Wonderful posters, and complete accessories in generous measure that form a blanket guarantee of success
no matter what the length run this production is booked for..
STATE

RIGHTS

NOW

SELLING

In no production of recent release, have State Rights Buyers. Independent Exchanges and
others such a genuine opportunity to "clean up" with any independent picture as with "The
Sacred Flame"' for every clement that goes to make a real WIXXP2R has been incorporated
into " The
Flame."Mgr.
Northern
New JerseyPictures
and the Corporation,
state of New 1600
York Broadway,
have been New
purchased bySacred
Sam Zierler,
Commonwealth
York. Write or wire for terms, territory, prices and complete information immediately to

SCHOMER-ROSS
126 West
E. S. MAXHEIMER,

46th

PRODUCTIONS,
Street

General Manager

-

New
A. EGAN

York
COBB,

Inc.

City

State Rights SalesJManager
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SUPER

COMEDIES
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Best

the

The
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Comedies
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booked

Mann
since
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Reel
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first
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THE
PIONEER
GKACE

DAVISON

AND

'IN

CONWAY

STANDARD
INDEPENDENT
STUART

TEARLE

in
Atonement
HENRY
Tlie

Long

CLEO
The

The

B. WALTHALL
in

Arm
AND
in

Girl

from

GRACE

WANDA

WILFRED

LUCAS

AND
in

ALMA

olthe

HAWLEY

HENRY
The

Nowhere

DAVISON

AND

HANLON

Children
NORMAN

KERRY

Sinners
in
B. ALTHALL

Boomerang

GRACE
The

Suspicion

DAVISON
in

Hidden

Code

and the

Facts

and

Beautiful Women — Laughs

Pioneer

EXCELLENCE
PRODUCTIONS

HOLMES
Sins

N c.

Virtuous

of Mannister

MADISON

OF

Picture

System

of

Follies
Galore — One

Series

a Week — Fifty-two a Year

Cooperative

Exchanges

Exchanges Marked Thus (*) Handling the Facts and Follies Series
♦PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
GREATER STARS PRODUCTIONS
130 West 46th St., New York City
Floyd BrockeU and Clyde Elliot, Mgrs.
(New York City and Slate and Northern New Jersey)
716 Consumers Bldg., Chicago, 111.
♦EASTERN FEATURE FILM CO.
(Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin)
Herman Rifkin, Prop.
EQUITY DISTRIBUTING CO.
57 Church St., Boston, Mass.
G. A. Metzger, Pres.
(New England)
403 Davis St., Portland, Ore.
♦PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
(Oregon, Washington, Idaho and Montana)
812 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
(Ohio and Kentucky)
♦CRITERION FILM SERVICE
♦PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
M.
A. Lightraan,
Gen'l Ga.
Mgr.
67 Walton
St., Atlanta,
53 Elizabeth St., E., Detroit, Mich.
(Michigan)
(Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Tennessee, North Carolina
and South Carolina)
MASTERPIECE FILM ATTRACTIONS
Ben Amsterdam, Gen'l Mgr.
SCREEN-ART PICTURES
1235 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
(Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey)
Lessy,
Mgr. Md.
420Michael
Lexington
St., Gen'l
Baltimore,
M & R EXCHANGE
(Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia, Virginia)
Chas. Rosenthal, Jr., Genl Mgr.
107 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
♦STERLING FILMS, LTD.
I. Soskin, Genl Mgr.
M & R EXCHANGE
730 S. Olive St., Los Angeles, Cal.
166 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.
(California, Arizona and Nevada)
345 Bleury St., Montreal, P. Q.
87 Union St., St. John, N. B.
♦PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
145 FranUin St., Buffalo, N. Y.
(Exchanges
(Western New York)
near
future) in Western Canada will' be in operation in
Some

territories
TO

still open

on

INDEPENDENT

features

and

comedies

PRODUCERS

The Pioneer offers to the Independent Producer, through its System of Cooperative Exchanges, unrivalled facilities for
the marketing of the best and biggest of pictures. The Pioneer is the fastest growing concern in the film industry . and
can offer an assiu-ed outlet to high class producers.

PIONEER

FILM

130

Street

West

46tli

CORPORATION
New

York

City

^'yjie America
Katherine

The

Star the

to fame

MacDonald

public

than the Exhibitor
in a week

"The

rtl^eauty

knew

realized.

immeasurably
The

Star who

by her record smashing

Thunderbolt"

following it by winning
even greater laurels in

''The

Beauty

Market"

better
leaped

success in

rjhe

America

Katherine

whose

fascinating

has won
ing

rCBea^uty

MacDonald

beauty

and singular artistry

her a tremendous
following,

soon

and

will

ever

appear

Third

picture

First

National.

A

drama

of the

increasin

her

for

De-

vious Paths of love.

^

First

National y^tfraction

By

The
An

Robert

W.

Chambers

Turning

expose of certain ultra-fashionable

today, with

their society vultures

cliques of New

that prey on beauty

innocence — ^he story of a girl combating
A stirring tale of one
woman's
and

treachery

another's

Point

honor

York
and

their pitiless snares

Dhe

America

Katherine

rTBeauty

MacDonald

in **The Turning Point," portrays a part that will thrill
all women and attract every man — a characterization
painted

with

all the vividness
Robert

of the

famous

W.
Chambers
Presented by

The Katherine MacDonald Pictures Corp'n
Directed by J. M. Barry

writer,

The
He

cave man
depended

lived an uncertain
entirely upon

his own

Most

Exhibitors

have

to fight each other and
ducer-distributor gangs.

The

life.

are mighty

prowess.

uncertain

Big Idea is for the independent

his own, a gang that won't
be as big as any other man.

about

their futures.

The fellows in OUR GANG can take a vacation
occasionally, because their franchise in our
organization will protect them.

we

pro-

exhibitor to get into a gang

skin him alive, a gang in which

If you ^re a live one

They

they have to fight the predatory

of

he can

Our franchise holders can sleep o' nights because old Policeman Franchise is always on the

job.
want

you

in our

gang

Write today for our booklet

A

FRANCHISE

TO

INDEPENDENCE

Exhibitors Defense Committee
Address
Exhibitors Defense Committee
Care The First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.
6 West Forty-eighth Street, New York, N. Y.
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Motion

Nets

$11,

ANITA

BEATS

BIRTH

OF

A NATION

STEWART

EVERY

RECORD

The net business in St. Paul was $8,834.05 for the week,
which beats everything ever shown -in that city. The picture
went like a whirlwind and crowds jammed the theatres from
the time of opening until the end of the last performance.

CROWDS

BRAVE

BLIZZARD

Business was big in Duluth, despite a raging blizzard. The
storm could not keep them away and theatres were crowded.
No other picture has been able to draw in this way in such
weather. A great success, despite conditions.

EVERYONE

IS PLEASED

In Middleton, Ohio, the picture drew to enormous throngs
and went over big. It was a great success in every way, and
picture patrons were thoroughly pleased.

untry*
CoGOOD
MAKES

|

The picture closed in the Metropolitan, the Orpheum ar
the Strand, Cleveland, after having broken records for thrt
houses, despite terrific blizzard and extreme cold of the la
two days. A wonderful attraction and more than made goO'
PUBLIC

SMASHES

New:

418.6a

sTHAN
MORE
Take

Total net business " In Old Kentucky " for one week in
Minneapolis was $11,418.60, beating every picture ever shown
in the city, including " The Birth of a Nation," " Mickey,"
" The Miracle Man " and all others. Second Sunday opened
to $1,400.85 net.

Picture

GOES

WILD

|

In Brooklyn, the picture went over with wonderful succe?
The business was tremendous and the public simply went wi
over it. It's a thriller if there ever was one.

'
CROWDS STORM THEATRE
Played to great throngs in Milwaukee. Wis. Crow«
stormed the theatres, and there was not even standing rooi
Every one was eager to see the picture and were lined up f
hours awaiting a chance to get in. All more than pleased.
COULDN'T BE BETTER
In Richmond, Va., records were smashed and every o
pleased by the picture. Crowds were enormous and the bu
ness could not be better.
CROWDS

A BLOCK

LONG

• At the Kinema theatre, Los Angeles, allTremendous
records went succe
eras
mg. Crowds were lined up for a block.
Pleased every one.

January

24, 1^20

For

"In

By

1007

W

Old

Kentucky"

Storm

Critics
^ ILL CLEAN

Run

Call

It

WITH

Best

HOLDS

LP

■ Nothing hall wa\ about ' In Old Kentucky ' — it's great. A wonderful box-office bet. Vou ought to clean up big. \ picture that has
enough real audience stuff to supply half a dozen ordinary features.
. . Quitf the best Anita -Stewart has done for First National. The
plot is ■>ne long succession of thrills. " — IVid's.
FILLED

the

THRILLS

■■ .\ picture
tillidof with
thrills events
that unfold
a beautiful
love the
story.mostIt
presents
a series
dramatic
calculated
to please
exacting patron. ... As graphic, as colorful, as atmospheric, as
suspensive as any which has ever been shown." — Motion Picture .\^ews.

NEW

Ever

YORK

CROWDS

"Seven reels of active entertainment, for it held a crowded house
at the Strand, New York, from start to finish. A highly melodramatic
story that abounds in thrills. Spectacular melodrama of love and
intrigue." — Moving Picture World.
A SURE

WINNER

" .A triuinph for Anita Stewart, the star, for Marshall Neilan, the
director, and for Louis
B. Mayer, the producer. ... It is fraught
with such elements of popular appeal it will sweep the country like a
raging forest fire. As an attraction, it is simply not susceptible of arguHerald.ment whether it be for Broadvvav or Broadview, V^h."—Evhibitors'

Directed bv

Marshall

Neilan

Written b\ Charle.s T. Dazey
A Louis B. Mayer Production

A " First National "

Special Attraction
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Exhibitors
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for
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The First National Exhibitors
Address inquiries to
Exhibitors" Defense Committee
Care First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.
6 West Forty-eighth Street, New York, N. Y.
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MONEY

Universal

TALKS!

.

Company

Film Manufacturing
I6OO BROADWAY

^jr. -

- ^

. ' hY//^,^^^/i^^^
///y

Motion Ploxure

Kxhltoltors of America,

TO THE MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITORS:—
The money represented by the above check is the first ever
paid to exhibitors for the showing of educational and industrial
pictures which they have received without charge. This cunount
was paid to be distributed among exhibitors for the showing of
HEADS WIN in Chicago and vicinity.
The arrangement between the UNIVERSAL FILM MANUFACTURING COMPANY and the MOTION PICTURE EX-

In Reply

to Slurring

Charges

Made

, ^/ 404-.5P

HIBITORS OF AMERICA, INC., under
paid is NOT AN EXCLUSIVE ONE
BEEN. ANY OTHER PRODUCER
TURES IS AT LIBERTY TO ENJOY
LEGES THAT THE UNIVERSAL HAS
IN REGARD TO EDUCATIONAL
FILMS.

in Recent

1 — First, the so-called Motion Picture Theatre Owners' Association has failed to answer any of the pertinent questions, evidently for reasons best known to themselves
2 — Mr. H. A. Mintz ranks as one of the high-grade attorneys of
New England The contract as proposed was arranged so that
the Association in the event of any slip-up would not be involved
with heavy legal fees.
3— As a matter of fact no contract was ever executed. It was
submitted to the Cleveland gentleman in a tentative form and he
promptly turned it over to the men who were trying to tear down
one big exhibitors' movement for personal reasons. It was decided best not to further consult Mr. Lustig, and as president I
am only too pleased that this gentleman has tendered his resignation. It would have shown better business ethics to have
resigned first than to have used a committee membership against
the best interests of the Association.

Inc.

Trade

-

Paper

_

which this money was
AND NEVER HAS
OF MOTION PICTHE SAME PRIVIAND DOES ENJOY
AND INDUSTRIAL

Advertisements

A— The League would have made a large sum of money had the
New York Tribune seen fit to continue negotiations. Under the
proposed contract the League would have received the first
$10,000 earned and continuous profits thereafter.
5— If this so-called Motion Picture Theatre Owners' Association's idea of commercial independence means the censorship of
the screen by a self constituted committee, then I am very glad
that I stand for open competition whereby each and every exhibitor will receive direct remuneration for the use of his screen
for advertising purposes.
6 — As to comparison of records, we are glad to have the Exhibitors of the country decide as to the calibre of the men concerned in this controversy, and to their honest intent for the best
interests of the industry.

Alfred
Motion

5.

Picture

Black.

Exhibitors

President

of America,

Inc.

64 Broadway, Boston, Mass.
Frank Rembusch of Indiana, Secretary
Ernest Horstman of Massachusetts, Treasurer
VICE-PRESIDENTS
Marcus Loew of New York
Harry Nolan of Colorado

P. J. Schaefer of Illinoii
Jake Wells of Virginia

Motion
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WARNING
The entire Motion Picture Industry is hereby warned of an attempt by certain distributing agencies to offer a series of productions as being the works of David Wark Griffith.
For the protection of all— AND
ESPECIALLY
EXHIBITORS— and that they may
not be misled by these offerings, Mr. Griffith has issued the following statement:

"TO

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

INDUSTRY:

"All genuine Griffith productions carry the initials, D. G. and the written name
GRIFFITH on the main title and on all important sub-titles and any motion
picture offered without these trademarks not only is unauthentic but is being
foistered on the exhibitors and the public in an effort to give the impression that
it was personally directed.
" In justice to all concerned, I hereby ask all exhibitors, for the protection of
themselves and their patrons, not to advertise any picture as a Griffith production
unless it carries the above trademarks stamped in the film."
( Signed )

For
the information isofsubmitted
all exhibitors,
the following list of GENUINE
PRODUCTIONS
:
RELEASED

THROUGH

D. W. GRIFFITH

GRIFFITH

^

SERVICE:

" Hearts of the World "
" The Fall of Babylon "
" The Mother and the Law "
RELEASED

THROUGH

FAMOUS

PLAYERS-LASKY:

" The Great Love "
"
"
"
"

The Greatest Thing in Life '
The Girl WTio Stayed at Home "
A Romance of Happy Valley "
True Heart Susie "

" Scarlet Days "
RELEASED THROUGH

UNITED

ARTISTS:

" Broken Blossoms " (Others to be announced
RELEASED

THROUGH

FIRST

NATIONAL

later)

EXHIBITORS'

" The Greatest Question " (Others to be announced
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS:

CIRCUIT:

later)

" The Birth of a Nation "
" Intolerance."
Any and all productions not listed above ARE NOT GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS, and if advertised asGriffith productions a denial signed by Mr. Griffith will be published in all territories where
they are shown.
For Further Information Address

D.

W.

GRIFFITH
ALBERT

L. GREY,

SERVICE

General Manager

720 Longacre Bldg., 1480 Broadway, New York City
The picture called "Tiger Girl," recently advertised as a Griffith production, was not directed by Mr. Grififfith. but
roweil as well as to Mr. Griffith
urimtn to call
can it a Griffith
urimtn picture.
picture. As a rrmatter of
^ ^^'^ * ^ by Paul Powell, and it is an injustice to Mr. Powell
record, the picture i.s an old print formerly called " The Lily and the Rose " and is now being resurrected presumably for the purpose
of trading on Mr. Griffith's name.
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Picture

News

ilOLESOME

PICTURES

FOREIGN

and

NOW

STATE

RIGHTS

SELLING

I
rill I
" BREAK

AWAY

"

Here's a chance for any State Right
Buyer to make much additional
money.
All that's necessary is that he must have a
— " CRUST."
— excuse
littlemust
He
have the
nerveexpression
enough to step off the
beaten track and gather in the business that
is patiently waiting for him to come and
He it.must have confidence in himself ; as
get
much confidence as we have in " WHOLESOME PICTURES "—and that means
plenty.
Realize this : Theatres have no monopoly on
the showing of motion pictures. Clubs,
Churches, Schools, Community Centers, and
many other organizations are searching far
and wide for suitable film, the kind that will
fill their own peculiar demand. And
"WHOLESOME PICTURES" fit right
into their ideas — they're clean, well made,
and away out of the ordinary.

/^^[■unnA
/ZOE RAE
BROWN y^oE.s 11>
^e^DORPHlAj
isPHI4aAe
/rs.
DOR of
A

Now

Being Prepared

The Cow and the Moon
Cat and the Fiddle
Puss in Boots
Tom Thumh
Little Bo Peep
Old Mother Hiibbard
Mother Goose
Little Jack Homer
And Others
Screenings at Your Convenience

WIIOUSOMB

riLM

CO.

NE-W
YORIC
orf'tcc
2aow42«*s'r.
EXECUTIVE
OPriCES
17 N0.WABASH
AV
CHICAGO

ROBERTTON

-COLE

HAYAXm
/
I;B£CGAR
Produced bv
HAWORTH

PRINCE
Direcied by
WILLIAM WORTHliiGTON

THE

LUCK

OF

GEDALDINB

From

the story by KATHLEEN

NODQI5

Authors dreams seldon
come true but Kathleen Norri;
laughed and cried with tht
wonderful realization of hei
ideal. "I am delighted beyond words. It is one of th(
most interesting pictures
have ever seen."

AND

HER

OY/N COMPANY

01rect€>dby (lEORGE MIDDUTON
HIGH

Photoplay by LESLIE T.PEACOCKE
and EARLC SNELL

tension,

stimulating
the
were

days

when

forgotten

pulse

drama

of

conventions
and

morals

harked back to the primitive
—when men died with their
boots on.
Beatriz Michelena
role

ROBERTjTON^COLE

in her best

J

^ASO
.f
O
ROBERTSON

-COLE

V

1v

AMPyDN

Filmed by the 501THERN CALirORNU
PRODUCING CO.
ly Fol
ROBERT-TON-

COLII

ng th
findi
TORS
ic
IBI
does
not are
take
slapst
gXHit
or vulgarity to bring a smile <|
a rollicking laugh in comeditj
This is the reason that

Supreme

Comedies

are finding their place on
the great screens of the vvorl

:

\

ClASS OF SERVICE DESIRED

UNION

WESTE
Pdram
mvti M dMlnd;
X odp*•Nt Om >houM
c1u3 g<
OTHERWISE
THE MESSAGE
WILLFULL-RATE
BE TRANSM(TTED
TELEGRAM AS A

AM
NEWCOMB CARLTON, pruiocnt

lUH S S 40SL

OEOROE W. E. ATKINS. FIRST Vm-rnuiDINT

5 31
ITLAliTIC CITY HJ

JAH 1 1920

JOM OILL
MmaEB

BOBEBTSON COLE DISTflTG CO 1227 VINE ST PHILADELPEU

BELOVED CHEA.TEH TDHHED THM AMY YESTESEmAY AUD TODAY EVER BIGXJER
BUSIHSSS T&AS FIBST THBHB BAYS AM BOLDIHa IT OVEB IDiDITIOML
DAY

ZEB IBOLS TOWN ISTALKtSQ AB0U2 IT

IT IS CEBTAIULY A WOBLD

j BEATSE COUCffiATDUTIOrrS
CITY S0!t7Afi£ THEATBE
EDWARD J OKBBFE GENL UGH
1S40A 2
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Motion

We

Are

Making

Them

Picture

N e u>

Pay!

The sensation of the week, we might say of the year, or indeed, of all motion picture history, is the payment of money to exhibitors for the use of their screens, by film producers who have trespassed on those screens in the past.
Beat the Tom. Tom!
Sound the Bugles! !
Set Off the Fireworks! ! !
To celebrate this great event of the exhibitor actually getting something for the use of his own property.
THE

WHY

AND

WHEREFORE

OF

IT

ALL

The Screen Protection Committee of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America through their exposure of the screen
"forsnipers
" areof responsible
solely and Committee
entirely responsible
for this
pay thea penny.
exhibitor for the use of his screen. But
the fight
the Screen— Protection
the exhibitors
wouldbelated
never effort
have to
received
In contrast with this sudden, apparent willingness to pay, we ask you to read the letter sent by W. H. Linton, state treasurer
of
the which
New York
letter,
speaksexhibitors'
for itself :league to the executive secretary of that organization which was sent on January 5th, 1920. Here is the
Utica, N. Y., Jan. 5, 1920.
Mr. S. I. Berman,
Executive Secretary,
,
Motion
PictureBldg.,
Exhibitors Leasne, State of New York.
708 Times
New York City.
Dear Mr. Herman:
This is to acknowledge the receipt of cheek on account, dated December 31st, 1919, and given to me at the executive
committee meeting of our state league at Buffalo, N. Y., on January 2, 1920, in payment for showing of reel " Dame
Fashion Decrees."
Our members who have run this reel say that it was well liked by their patrons, especially the womeo. It seems
to me an ideal production, in every way up to our standa rds, which provide that every such reel must have a predominant entertainment value and under no circumstances afford a cause of just complaint to any of our patrons.
Such being the case I want to go on record as saying that in my opinion it marks a new departure both as to
exhibitor control of aU screen advertising and as to the possibilities of financing exhibitors' organizations. In our
state,
after. at least, no seat tax levy or other antiquated methods of taxing the exhibitors directly will be needed hereI am glad to note yon have other films of the same standard ready for our exhibitors.
in this
state the
knows
better
we do herethat
in we
Cticawerewhat
the right
kindourof theaters
an exhibitors'
organization
can No
do. one
It was
through
efforts
of thethanorganization
enabled
to open
on Sunday.
Itiveexpect
to
see
you
and
the
balance
of
the
boys
at
.\lbany
about
the
middle
of
the
month
to
take
up legislamatters.
Sincerely yours,
WM. H. LINTON,
Treasurer, Motion Picture Exhibitors LeAgue,
State of New York.
The activities of the Screen Protection Committee of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America have started the ball rolling,
and if you will guard your screen so that no industrial films or advertising inserts appear without your being paid for them through
your state league it will not be very long before every state league in the countrv will have sufficient funds to carry on the important
work that is necessary this year to safeguard the interests and investments of the exhibitor.
Bear in mind that under our plan the control of all screen advertising remains in exhibitors' hands.
EVERY

CENT

OF

MONEY

GOES

TO

DERIVED
YOUR

FOR

STATE

SCREEN

ADVERTISING

LEAGUE,

to do with as they see fit. No part of the revenue is diverted to any more or less mythical or nominal "national ' organization which
does not know your local problems and which as far as the record shows, has never done anything to benefit the exhibitor in a national
way.
The Screen Protection Committee has just begun to fight and will keep up its activities to get a full return to the exhibitor for the
use of his screen.
No doubt about the exhibitors of the country being with us heart and soul.
Here is the evidence.
The following exhibitors' organizations have endorsed the activities of the Screen Protection Committee, and are cooperating with us;
MOTION
PICTURE EXHIBITORS'
LEAGUE
OF NEW YORK SOUTH CAROLINA EXHIBITORS' LEAGUE
STATE
NORTH CAROLINA EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION
MIAMI VALLEY EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION
lqS
ANGELES (CALIFORNIA) THEATRE OWNERS' ASSOCIATION
NORTHWEST EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT
CLEVELAND MOTION PICTURES EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION EXHIBITORS' PROTECTIVE LEAGUE OF MINNESOTA, NORTH
EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION OF PENNSYLVANIA DAKOTA, SOUTH DAKOTA AND IOWA
AMERICAN
AND WEST VIRGINIA
MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION OF WISCONKANSAS CITY EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION OF MISSOURI
SIN EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT
TEXAS
ILLINOIS EXHIBITORS'
EXHIBITORS' ALLIA
ALLIANCE
ILLINOIS
NCE
COLORADO
MOTION PICTURE THEATRE OWNERS' ASSOCIAMICHIGAN EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION
TION
THE
708

MOTION

Times

PICTURE

THEATER

OWNERS

Building

OF

AMERICA
New

York

City
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KLUTHO

IN

Florida

A glimpse of the 400 K. W. Motor -Generator set
supplying Direct-Current
to Cooper-Hewitt and
carbon lamps.

Showing
protection
from Heavy
rain. SetsShip's
can beCanvas*
left up Roll
for for
weeks
at
a time.
NO

ICE

—

NO

LARGEST
WEST

SNOW

FOR-RENT

COAST.

WILL

COOPER-HEWITT'S

—

FOLIAGE

PLANT

ALL

OLTSIDE

ACCOMMODATE
AND

PLENTY

OF

NEW
FOUR

THE

YORK

YEAR

AND

COMPANIES.

CARBON

LIGHTS
A

I
BIG

This plant needs a Manager. One who
understands the requirements of the producers and can bring them down.

MONEY

MAKER
IF KEPT

Such a party can keep the place filled nine
months out of twelve.

BUSY

To such a party I want to sell a half interest
in the plant reasonably low.

9 MONTHS
OUT

OF

12

The plant cost $70,000.00. The owner has
his time taken up with other business and
so cannot give same the attention it requires.

SOUTHERN
STUDIO
IS

BADLY
NEEDED
BY

THE

PRODUCERS
OPERATING

A

IN THE
GOOD
MANAGER
i
CAN

DO

THIS

H.

J. KLUTHO,
ST. JAMES

JACKSONVILLE

Owner

BLDG.

NORTH
HERE

FLORIDA

IS ONE

ALREADY

BUILT

motion
William

A Johnston,

Pres.&Sdiiar.

J^'betb 8. Welsh, TTlatui^ta^ CdOov.
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The Week in the
FEATURES
AMERICANIZATION
AND
PAST LESSONS (WM. A. JOHNSON)
SPEAKING EDITORIALLY
FILM MEN— MEET MR. R. S. COLE
HIGH
OF BROADWAY'S
SHOWS
WITH LIGHTS
THE FIRST
RUNS
PROFESSIONAL SECTION
THE FICTION MART
:
EQUIPMENT SECTION
COMPLETE PLAN BOOK
NEWS OF THE WEEK
Zukor
Denies F.Franchise
P.-Lasky Holders
Rumors
First National
Meet
Americanization Campaign Undertaken
United Theatres Takes Triangle Branches
Strong Canadian Organization Formed
Ohioans Back First National's- Plans
Chicago and the Mid-West
Items from Correspondents
Live News from the Producers
The State Rights Field
OF SERVICE TO EXHIBITORS
Exhibitors'
Service Bureau
Equipment Service
Advance Reviews

Fil m
. 1027
1028
1029
lOSS
1056
1103
1107
1109
1125
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
1035
1037
1046
1060
1095
1042
1109
1125

VwePres.

Gillett, Secy.

J^red J. Beecro/t, Adv-Mgr

-

January 24, 1920
World at a Glance
Exhibitor's
Box-Office
1126
Releases — Current
and Reports
Coming
1132
COMPLETE

PLAN

BOOK

"Too Much Johnson" (Paramount-Artcraft) Advance
"Luck of the Irish" (Mayflower) Advance
"Two Weeks" (First National) Advance
"What's Your Husband Doing" (Ince-Paramount-Artcraft)
"The Garage" (Comique-Paramount) Advance
"Hungry
Lions
and Tender
Corned]^) Advance.
"A
"Twilight
Baby"
(Henry Hearts"
Lehrmann)(Sunshine
Advance.
"The Whirlwind" (AUgood Pictures) Advance
"On Strike" (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon-Fox) Advance
"Blind Love" (Gerald F. Bacon) Advance
"Screen Magazine" (Universal)
"Germany 1920 " (Fox News Subject) Advance
"PoUyanna" (Pickford-United Artsists)
"Haunting Shadows" (Robertson-Cole)
"Stronger Than Death" (Screen Classic-Metro)
"The Shark" (Fox)
"Greater Than Fame" (Selznick)
"Slaves of Pride" (Vitagraph)
" Pegeen " (Vitagraph)
"Nothing But the Truth" (Holmes-Metro)
"High Speed" (Hallmark)
"The Tree of Knowledge" (Paramount-Artcraft)
"Other Men's Shoes" (Edgar Lewis-Pathe)
"The Woman in the Suitcase" (Ince-Paramount-Artcraft)

1125
1125
112S
1125
1125
.. 1125
1127
1127
1127
1127
1127
1127
1129
1129
1131
Jljl
1133
1133
1135
1135
1137
1137
1139
1139

Newsy Announcements of the
Week Found in the Ad-Pages
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation suggests that you look at its hand....982-983
Christie Specials should interest you
some insert of four pages and profit by the offerings, " On With the
Corporation would have you understand that you
Distributing
Cropper
Dance," "The Copperhead" and "Huckleberry Finn" 929 to 932
can't
come
a
cropper
in
booking
the
Alice
Howell
comedies.
You
Famous Players-Lasky also invites your attention to Bryant Washburn's
will find the facts right before you
984
new feature, " Too Much Johnson," and the latest Ince production
comes
msert
s
Robertson-Cole
but
go,
may
inserts
and
come
may
Inserts
with the co-stars, Douglas MacLean and Doris May, " What's Your
them all in its artistic composition. See it.
of
ace
the
being
near
Doing?"
934-35
1013-14-15-16-21
Read it .
WhatHusband
about Mack
Sennett? You will find all about his new comedy,
has a few argu-1009
Alfred S. Black t
talk for you? jec
youronmoney
Can you make
"said
The Star Boarder." Louise Fazenda is the chief funmaker. NufT
sub
the
say
to
ments
936-937
..1023
Studios takes a page in advertising its wares
Klutho
Exhibitors! Get in line to book the Ince feature, "The Woman in the
■' The Sacred Flame " is attracting attention. See what Schomer-Ross
Suitcase."
The
facts
are
revealed
on
page
938
Emily
presents
has to say about this dramatic picture which
Attention everybody! Gaumont gives notice that the photographic quality
............... 994-5
of its films cannot be excelled
940
Stevens
your attention to " The Corsican Brothers.
callsstar
Theatres
Picture
Realart comes forward with a striking insert anent its productions . 941 to 944
United
Dustin
Farnum
is the
A Laugh
Fattyinterest
Arbuckle's
latest comedy is advertised. 939
to say anent its standard of
Pioneer Film Corporation has something several
Fatty Shop.
and hisThat's
flivverwhat
should
you
-.lOOO
releases
excellence. It points with pride to
Selznick makes a bid for favors in an announce)ment concerning its four
If you don't know by this
stars in four pictures
945
Who is advertising the American Beauty? First
National's announce
And Selznick would interest you with something to say about Owen
time, then turn to four pages of
ment
l""' *° *
Moore
in " this
Sooner
or Later." Exhibitors will fall sooner or later 946
1005 to 8
This concern would invite your attention to pages
in
booking
one
.....1010
...
ment
announce
Corporation's
Distributing
Greiver
National Pictures tell more about " Just a Wife," an adaptation of Eugene
W. H. Productions brings forth some arguments why you should book
Walter's
play
947
as the " Man 968
Two pages are given up to Republic Distributing Corporation. Study
starring a man whose
■.
" face is as■well known
the Moon
ina serial
them carefully
948-949
The Cleveland Plain Dealer comes out with something to say.. 961
Pages that teem with interest concerning Mary Pickford and Douglas
anits Aargument,
message,
forth itsand
Inc.,anent brings
Fairbanks are offered by United Artists Corporation 950-951
Pathe Exchange, nouncement
striking itsinsert
pictures.
some players
Here is Doubleday Producing Company with a feature page
952
9o9
s
cannot afford to mis V.'
which you
Speaking of handsome inserts, Goldwyn always manages to be near the
Wholesome
Films
V- toJni^76
top. Stop! Look! and Study about its galaxy of stars. Eight
-102^
The Committee on Protection of the Screen issues a bit of information....1025
— count
985 their
to 992
Give it a "Look
And pa?es
Goldwyn
takes'em
the next page to tell about seven of its stars,
will interest
Educational Films
to youryou.advantage — an argument ottered
something
Here'spage
pictures and they met with the approval of the press
993
Exhibitors!
an advertisingof mediura.1026
POSTER toas the
aboutyourthe attention
Ritchey call
by James
Alertpicture
State Righters
get in S.
lineHyman
on " TheAttractions
Penny Philanthropists," a 962
FilmV. would
Universal
controlledshould
by Arthur
Weber-Harris
Jewels
V ;,V. "merits
" ' /. -^.u" • its
" ' four
Here are some live sparks direct from the Hodkinson machine 963-964
It is advertised as a screen sensation. What is? Why, The Great Air
The
meritsChaplin
of "Thefeature.
Sagebrusher
......1070-1071
says about it
First following
and last page
call isis devoted
issued onto the
Charlie
Tower"Film 965
Robbery." See what Universal
booked " Blind Husbands yet!
say that you haven't
Company would seek your approval
966-967
You don't mean tofailed
to show it. Universal gives further reasons why
Warning! D. W. Griffith comes out with it, declaring that the initials
If you have
D. G. are found on the genuine productions. Exhibitors are advised
of its wonder
advantage
takeActions
.. ..1074
Moot Gibson.e...... 1072-1073
with pictur
are presented
Western
Reelshould
Two you
to look carefully here
1011
about "The Right to Happiness, iwhich
is an announcement
And ishere
considered
a timely one
" UJi
The Fox Film Corporation's insert is always something worth while. You
don'tfeatures
need to consult an oculist when looking at its pages of953stars
grid
and
to 960
Serials— Serials— Serials. Get 'etn hot right off the Universal 107t)-10//
Four pages are necessary in anouncing the Photoplay Libraries. Inc.
e
jl
and
Moran
and
Lyons
Lyon,
Comedies— Comedies— Comedies— Brownie,
You will learn something to your advantage concerning " Empty
1078-1079
bunch
this
with
doing
Something
Arms." It should play to a full house
977 to 980
(himself).
Martin
Joe
And Universal closes its appeal with the Stage Women s war relief^^^^
Coming!! Coming!!
What? a "The
Hunter," here
with with
EarleoneWil-of
liams. Vitagraph makes
bid forFortune
your patronage
the greatest plays ever written
981
1085
Metro'offers an insert 'about its products and stars
iiuu
to 1088
109/ to
Equity Pictures has something to say

Vvm»hei on Friday every tceek by MOTION PICTURE NEWS, Inc., 129 Seventh Avenue, Neu York, N. T. Phone 9Sti(i^ Bryant
.7. C. Jessen, Suite 205. Baker-DetwiU*
L. H. Mason, 220 So. State St.; 'Phone Harrison 7667. Los Angeles Representative. Hawaii.
Chicago Representative,
Porto Rico and iTiiliPPi^f.
Building, 412 West Sixth St. : 'Phone Pico 780. Subscription $2 a year, postpaid, in United States. Mexico.
Canada, $3. N. B.— No agent is authorized to take subscriptions for Motion Picture News at less than these rates. Have the agent wHo taKes your
lubscription show his credentials and coupon book. Western Union registered cable address is " Picknews, Isew lork.
Copyright, X9JS, *i/ Motion Picture Netct, Inc.
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Dcenics
—

"XKe

plus

the

skill

or

an

i\rtist

Cliilkat Cuts

" On a cool morning in
mid-summer, a descendant of
one of the oldest families of
the Chilkat Country, was
perched in the crotch of a
tree eating her breakfast of
white ants and sap."
' * * « 4:
" Two things marred her
happiness
this morning —
Brother ' Wow ' had stayed
away from home all night
and was still missing — and
she had stepped upon a sharp
thorn which was very much
present." * *

* *

" All that day and the next
night she searched for the
missing ' Wow.'
* * * *

'
^<^' '
^^^

^^^^^

^^^^^

" But the only one she saw
was an Injun trying to get
up the muddy Chilkat without working."
* * * *
" She had bossed the ranch
until ' Wow ' decided it was
time for him to try another
climate."
* * * it
" So he was just naturally
ambling away from that neck
of the woods."
* * * *
" But when he reached the
open road he bumped right
into his loving sister."
* * * *
" He was half convinced
that her ' arguments ' were
correct."
* * * *

^
-'^'^CS

Produced
Robert
C.Bruce
"Sce
nics byBea
uti
ful"

— "the high

lights

of Broadway's

shows" —

"scenic attractions that are features" — "the brightest subject on the bill" —

Note well the name, the style and the quality of
"Bruce" pictures.
they are imitated.

Like all successful products —

" But it was hard for
' Woof ' to forget how
' crooly ' she
had been
treated."
* * 4: 4:
" He couldn't help thinking what a wonderful wife
she
would
make — for a
grizzly."

Titles —
— one of the many
ways in which "Bruce
Scenics" excel.

Beginning in February —
— the new series of "Bruce American Scenics" for 1920. Pre-release, at
the iRialto and Rivoli, on Times Square, and then, in first-run theatres
throughout the world.
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RITCHEY
JAMES
T«E

V

LITflO.

RITCfiEY. Pres. DANIEL

GREATEST

ARTi$T5

And

CORP.

PETIGOR.

ORGANIZATION

poster

To

Industry

The

poster is the one

in

direct

tickets are sold to the public.
hibitor, the distributor,
when

these

motion
The

and

three elements

pictures
better

poster

torium will be : a great
poor

one

positive
posters

is a liability.
method

bad

To

to be true.

tried

time

sults prove the
poster possible
getting
which
A

them
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he can

the audi-

discover
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again,

to execute.

and

poster
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and

whether

Check

his

them
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time
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has a definite
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RITCHEY

is losing

crowded

exhibitor

It is the test by which
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concerning

poster is a tremendous
An

which

all agree, and

to anything

against the box-office receipts.
and there is no surer one.

been

through

that statement

is the more

whereby

are good,

general: —

medium

agree

New

-

31st. Street,

the producer

it is certain
a

world

west
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^

8388
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POSTER

in the
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TelepKorve

Viee-Prej.
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printers
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test,

poster
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re-

to be the greatest

exhibitor

a large percentage
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is not

of money

to

he is justly entitled.
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demand
anywhere

for
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Picture

of that fact should
greatest

motion
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picture
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News

—

Americanization
^TT
\M
jJ

and

Past

Lessons

A very important meeting was held in New York last Sunday between Secretary Franklin
1^- Lane and leading representatives of the industry.
An official account of the transactions of the meeting appears in this issue.

Because, however, of the high importance of the event — to this country and to the motion
picture we take the liberty of setting forth here the matter laid before us by Secretary Lane, and
what appears to be the concensus of opinion of the producers, distributors and exhibitors present
as to how the picture can best serve the high purpose asked of it.
*

*

♦

•

The purpose is the Americanization of the inhabitants of this country.
We are all aware of the tremendous upheaval that has followed the war: we appreciate,
almost every day, the gravity of the situation.
We all have our various beliefs upon the various social and economic phases of the disorder.
That is our blessed and inalienable privilege as Americans. There is one point however, upon
which we all agree: We are Americans.
We have no division of opinion here.
We believe in the Constitution of the United States. We worship this land of opportunity.
America, as Secretary Lane so eloquently and simply said, is the land of struggle, the struggle
of the individual to better himself, to progress freely toward those ideals to which man has
aspired since the birth of the human race. We respect our institutions. We know that good
government comes out of the expressed will of the majority. We will live up to the law and
order imposed by our Government. We will aim to give back, through allegiance and patriotism
at least, a measure of the fruits we so freely take.
It is the doctrine of Americanism which must be given, unmistakably, to the youth of the
land whether native or foreign born, to all of our population.
The campaign of Americanization is to be a campaign of pro-Americanism, not anti —
anything except as anything is Anti-American.
*
*
*
This important work is not to be accomplished quickly. To do that would be to make the
effort obvious and there must be no appearance of propaganda in this campaign.
It will be possible however, in many dramatic subjects from now on to breathe Americanism through themes, sub-titles, incidents and scenes. It will also be possible to exclude from
dramatic subjects that which creates false and bad ideas.
The producers have pledged themselves to this end, and much may be done.
The matter is a most important one and requires the most delicate handling. The entertainment value of the picture must and can always be kept uppermost. There must be no
preaching. There ought to be constant supervision by Secretary Lane's committee or by some
other competent body of men.
*
*
*

At the height of the crisis in Russia during the war a flood of Government pictures were
turned loose. They were allied propaganda. They were labelled official pictures. And they
defeated their aim because of their label. At the same time a Griffith-made picture was distributed bythe American Department of State. It was a dramatic picture, with^the theme of
American democracy. It was handled as a straight commercial film and more than fifty copies
of It were found necessary to meet the expressed demand of the Russian audiences.
{Continued on following page)
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Cooperative Newspaper

No Politics — Gentlemen!

motion picture may face a serious problem this presidential year.
The political managers are well aware of the propaganda
power of the screen. That was amply demonstrated during the
war; we trust it is again to be proven in the great issue of Americanization.
There will be a big political battle this year.
It is but natural, perhaps, for the campaign managers to turn
envious eyes upon the motion picture, to hope to accomplish much
through its million fold, potent circulation.
In view of which it is highly necessary that it be clearly and distinctly known that the motion picture is not, never has been and
never must be partisan.
A newspaper may be partisan. That is to say it may and generally
does indicate editorially its political beliefs. It is careful however,
if it has any worth, not to color its news and if it carries out-andout political propaganda it labels it advertising.
The screen, however, is everyman's reading-room ; the picture
house is everyman's hall. The picture producer is a maker of entertainment not an exponent of political beliefs. THE MOTION
PICTURE IS A FREE AGENT.
THE

And the motion picture must remain free.
If the screen carries out-and-out political propaganda; if, even
such propaganda is skilfully camouflaged, there will be but one conclusion upon the part of the public and that is that someone has
" sold out."
The blame will be laid either directly upon the picture theatre
or upon the maker of the film. The theatre will catch it first and
hardest.
The newspapers will take up the hue and cry of the public and in
the end the opinion will be well founded that the motion picture
has " sold out."
And that is where the real and large harm will be done — in the
lowering of all motion picture standards in the public eye.
As a matter of fact if political propaganda appears upon any
screen it is prima facie evidence of the fact that someone has " sold
out."
The propaganda of any political party is straight advertising —
nothing else. Someone puts it forth for value received ; there's no
mistake about that. Someone got paid for it.
The innocent exhibitor is betrayed ; the public is fooled ; the name
and fame of the motion picture is trailed in the mire.
And it won't work.
Anyone who thinks that one hundred and ten million people can
be fooled in this way is himself a fool or a knave or both.
The recoil hurts all along the line — the exhibitor first, the name
of the producer next ; but the greatest recoil comes upon the motion
picture itself.
And that cannot be tolerated.
It is, as we have said, a serious problem. Concealed propaganda
may be accepted unwillingly. A lot of vigilance is demanded of the
editors of dramatic pictures, news reels, cartoons and picture
magazines.
We who make pictures, distribute them or show them, all who
have a direct part in this industry are the trustees of the motion
picture.
It is a serious trusteeship.
We can afford to be serious about it.

^ The Stock Ticker of the Industry.
^ " With the First Runs."
f Page 1056.
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Advertising

its pi'
has raised
Daily Transcript,
Holyoke
THEtheatre
advertising
from about which
ten inches
a day two
three years ago to as high as two and three hundred incl
day, has this to say:
" We have always contended that the producers and excha
do not interest themselves sufficiently in the exhibitor's cause,
them it seems to be a case of take everything and give nothin;:
the producers and exchanges would only cooperate with the
hibitors and help them to pay for their newspaper advertising
tainly the movie game would grow by leaps and bounds, altli'
even as it is. it is today one of the most important industries ii
There are difficulties in the way of cooperative advertising ; <
country."
the fault has been the exhibitor's, and that of the producer o:
change. Just the same, we believe this difficulty will be ironed
The services of competent exploitation men operating out of
exchanges seems largely the answer.
The problem is so largely a local one that it is hardly faii
the newspapers to put it up to the producers until they are equi
to handle it locally. To ask all producers to advertise nationa'
the newspapers on all releases is to ask the well-nigh impo?
Except for policy purposes, the productions are few and far bet
that would justify such expenditures. And even in these case:
value of the advertising is seriously impaired in every city in u
it fails to synchronize with local exhibitors' booking plans.
We believe the industry and the newspapers must wait or
final development of the idea of individual exchange exploit
men for a solution that will hold.
Evangelists of the Screen

CLERGYMAN in St. Louis was so far opposed to m
pictures as to center emphasized opposition on one parti'
brand and to threaten a local exhibitor with condemn
from the pulpit if any productions bearing that brand were pk
A

A way was found to arouse the clergyman's interest in :
particular pictures carrying this same trade-mark.
Even tc
point of deciding that he would see these productions himse
He came; he saw — and the latest report we have is that I
on the way to becoming a " fan."
All because — he saw the pictures.
It's an easily-won victory that the motion picture can secure e
time it succeeds in inducing its opponents to come into actual co
with the screen and view with open eyes its performance and
sibilities. It is aiming at the herculean to seek to wring jv
from those who desire to remain blind.
All power then to the mediums whose mission is the bringii
light to places of darkness — the " fan " magazine, the Xat
Board of Review, the Catholic Review Service, and so on.

Americanization — And

Past Lessons

(Continued from preceding page)

war campaign what we ha' sc
in this after
applypropaganda
can well
We learned
pictures.
about
well
Exhibitors will perhaps be called upon to s>TnboIize National 't
days with Americanization programs, with slides, trailers, com oh
ity singing and the cooperation of the American Legion.
Announcements to this effect will be carried by the trade pre

It is a glorious opportunity for the motion picture, to prove la'
we are masters of its art of expression and to consecrate this i tc
the very noblest purpose that may ever be demanded of it.
Wm. a. JOHNSIX

January

24, i g 20
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Men

-Meet

R.

S.

Cole

Motion Picture News Presents a Real ^^Beat*' in Presenting the Reticent
Robertson-Cole Executive to the Industry — The Introduction Tendered
By

William

A.

Johnston

When the war came William Jury gave
the government his complete services. When
he came back to films, as Sir William, the
Jury distributing business hadn't lost a bit of
its hold despite strenuous competition. It
went right on, just the same, because the exhibitors' confidence, won and held, was back
of it.

VER hear of a man very prominent in
the fihn trade who has never been interviewed, whose photo has never appeared in the trade press, whose very name
las not been pubhshcd except as it hyphened
1 the firm name ?
Here's a novel situation — indeed.
You know, very well, of Robertson-Cole.
You've heard a good deal of — Cole.
Here, for the first time, is R. S. Cole, iniand all. Meet him, face to face, in an
iisivc interview
in Motion Pictuki.

We have an idea that the personality,
character and business policies of Sir William Jury and R. S. Cole are cut out of the
same cloth.
We have, in fact, a very strong hunch that
the trade will come to know this.

ic's a very admirable type, if we do say it.
cX, gracious dignified, straightforward,
ness-like-^and likable. He smiles with

ANDtalking.
now we'll doesn't
let Air. say
Colemuch,
do a but
littleit
sounds likeHebusiness.
" I realize that films differ from other
products but business laws never differ. So
good business policies will succeed in the film
business.

eyes. You'll get a square deal from this
! of a man — else none at all. That's ceriiere's no pose, no bombast about him.
a great relief for instance to hear him
that he doesn't know all about the film
u^;ness. He doesn't aim to control it. He
nCs no great promises. He admits he has
c mistakes, but they have been corrected,
all in all he's perfectly satisfied with
it Robertson-Cole did last year. A founm — the right foundation was laid ; money
made, plans were made. So 1920 looks
1 to him because you can rear quite a
cture witli foundation, plans and money
hen all are so exceedingly solid.
We'll say so.
lYPHEN COLE, as we shall have to
1 refer to him in the past tense, came up
to Film Square from lower Broadway
ore than a year ago. He had back of him
e g(X»d name, ample capital and world-wide
nization of a firm aggressive and suc— tul in the general export business.
He had decided that films could w-ell be
Ided to his wares abroad; and they were,
ith such success, that he next decided to
■ T the domestic field.
his was a horse of another color, as he
'y admits. He found it a big proposition
; one that had to be mastered in a short
ace of time.
Money had to be spent
ishly. But he wasn't worried about capiand he had a quiet patience, backed by
firm and sensible conviction that if films
uld be sold so successfully abroad because
a fine selling organization that another
e selling organization would make films
here. And so it has.
Mr. Cole has just returned from a three
mths' trip to Europe.
Sir William Jury
lose Jury Imperial Pictures, Ltd., handles
e'Jl ; entire Robertson-Cole output in Great
itain was about to come w'ith him but will
it these shores a little later.
IR WILLL\^r JURY has always been a
I most interesting personage to us. As
William Jun.', he built up a remarkable
ting business throughout Great Britain.

" I believe, for instance, in business concentration. We therefore concentrate upon

R. S. Cole
mmwm i iip;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiuiii>iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiniiiiiKiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mil
It was built upon confidence — confidence between William Jury and the exhibitor. The
square deal dominated every transaction.
William Jury told, at least tried to tell the
exhibitor just what the picture really was
and in time the exhibitor grew to believe him.
A Jury picture became a Jury picture always.

the
business.
don'tourproduce
nor distributing
do we exhibit.
We We
devote
entire
resources to the selling of pictures, for the
producer and for the exhibitor to his public.
Next, we concentrate upon each picture,
being careful never to handle too much
product, for that detracts just so much from
concentrated effort.
" We are independent distributors. I like
to be independent, and I consider it the best
business policy. I don't want entangling
Not many words; but a lot of meat in
alliances."
them.
Isn't there?

^"iiiiiiiiuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiuiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiniiiiiijiimiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiuiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiitiiuiiiiii
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|
|
|

|
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|
|
|
|
|
I
|
|
I
|
|
I
|
|
|
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THAT the subject matter of William A. Johnston's editorial in the
Jan. 17 issue of the NEWS, " Fair Play to Newspapers," is in the
mind of others in the industry who recognize the importance of

|
|
|

treating the daily on a " fifty-fifty " basis is indicated in an article by
Marshall Neilan, which it is stated was in course of preparation when the
NEWS' editorial appeared.

|
|

Some of the points Mr. Neilan makes follow:

|
|

" The public shops in the newspaper for its picture entertainment as
well as it does for dry goods, in its search for the best.

|
|

" The newspaper has become more closely affiliated with the screen as
a result of this discrimination on the part of the public.

|
|

" The family buys its screen entertainment from the newspaper pages |
and does not take a chance and ' walk around the corner.'
|
The daily newspaper is the best medium for the exhibitor in reaching . |
the family with local advertising."
;iiimiitiimiininiiiiiraiimuiilimiiiiiiiiiuiuu:i;'ii;iniiiiiiii»:imminnmiiiiiHii;iir;iiiiiii:i:;i;:.niiiii^i^
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to

Zukor

Rumors

That

He

Was

Head

Remain

Getting

Out, That

P.-Lasky

A photograph taken after the wedding of Miss Mildred H. Zukor, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Adolph Zukor, and Arthur M. Loew, son of Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Loew, on
Jan. 6. The bride was attended by Miss Frances Kaufman, maid of honor, and by
the Misses Emma D. Roth, Rose Blum, Beulah J. Kohn, Myrtle Denitsch and Corinne
Rosenheim, bridesmaids. Miss Bernstein,
Lucile Goldstine
ring bearerwas flower girl. Master Arnold
Eugene
Zukor, David
brotherLoew,
of theMortimer
bride, was
Mr. Loew's
best man. The ushers were
Norman J.Kohn,
Spring,
David Blum and
D. E.LemSternStemberger, Melville Shauer,

Zukor s Statement

" As for myself, I have no intention
of leaving Famous Players. I am still
the head of this organization; I have
seen it grow up from the bottom.
Aside and above the money compensation involved, the progress that this
business makes from day to day is my
principal elixir. I have absolutely no
thought of giving up my position as the
head of this organization.
" Finally, Famous Players does not
contemplate any attempt to dictate to
the exhibitors of the country. Famous
(Continued on last column this page)

F.

N eve s

Wall

Street Interests Dictate Policies, or That Company Wishes to Dictate to Exhibitors Denied
the Famous PlayersADOLPH ZUKOR, president of
Lasky Corporation, at a meeting on January 14th at
tlie offices of the Famous Players, issued a positive and
unconditional denial, in the presence of representatives of the
trade press, of a nimiber of rumors which have been circulated
in the street concerning the administration of the corporation of which Mr. Zukor is the executive. Mr. Zukor absolutely denied- that Wall Street interests were asserting themselves in the administration of the corporation's business and
policies, and that certain moneyed powers were interfering with
tlie established customs and methods of the board of directors.
He branded as absolutely groundless the story, somewhat
prevalent of late, that he intended severing his connections
^vnth the Famous Players-Lasky organization. And finally he
expressed himself as anxious to have it known and understood that Famous Players was not contemplating the establishment ofa monopoly in the exhibiting field of the industry.
In refuting the story that the directors of the organization were meeting
with interference on the part of Wall
street interests, Mr. Zukor said :
" About a year ago I felt that due to
the policy and methods of certain
forces in the industry the producer
was going to experience some difficulty
in maintaining a free and assured outlet for the pictures that he had produced. In order to assure itself of a
permanent outlet for its product,
Famous Players, at my urging, authorized a new issue of preferred stock.
Two banking firms were interested
finally in putting this stock issue on
the market. These banking interests
special privileges, and exerenjoyedcised nonointerference
with the powers
and work of the board of directors.
The administration factors of the
Famous Players remain the same as
they have always been. I am still in
charge of the general works and Mr.
Lasky still retains charge of the producing end of the business. There
have been no changes in the personnel
or policies of the old members of the
board of directors. Famous Players
contemplates no reduction in the quantity of its out-put or the quality of its
We are in favor of ' better '
product
pictures, because better pictures will
receive longer runs and because
' better ' pictures being the demand of
the public we intend to follow the
wishes of the picture public, in accordance with the established policy of
Famous Players to heed the public demands.

of

Picture

^ The

first

review

on
Kane

" Pollyanna."

^ Mary Pickford's Initial
United Artists release.
^ Page 1129.

New Exchange Manager
for United Theatres
James B. Kelly has taken charge of
the Buffalo (N. Y.) territory for the
United Picture Theatres of America,
succeeding Mr. Homer Howard at that
Mr. Kelly until recently held the
point.
position of Special Sales Representative under H. M. Berman, General
Manager of Exchanges for the Universal Film Exchanges, Inc. Mr.
Kelly's headquarters being in New
York City, he however resigned_ this
position January 1 to accept the management as above stated for the
United Theatres.
Arrow Head on Coast
W. E. Shallenberger, president of
the Arrow Film Corporation, New
York, has arrived in Los Angeles to
visit producers who release their subjects through his concern. This marks
his first visit to the coast.
He spent one entire day at the Lasky studio where many old acquaintances gave him the glad hand. The
next day was spent at the new Francis
Ford studio where Morris R. Schlank
is producing a series of two-reel comedies featuring Hank Mann. Here
President Shallenberger watched the
filming of scenes to Hank's new
comedy.

Returns

from

the

Coast

Declares Every City Is Undertheatred ;
Announcement of Plans Is Coming Soon
now is not the magnitude of anyAFTER five weeks spent on what
thing which may be undertaken, but
was to have been a three weeks'
pilgrimage to the Pacific Coast, Ar- the quality of it. ' Class pays ' is a
thur Kane has again appeared on slogan I am going to add to ' Honesty
Broadway.
"Abounding prosperity has over- is the best policj-.'
taken business in every section which
Zukor Denies Rumors of
I havetired visited,"
man Pictures
who reas Presidentsaidof the
Realart
Famous-Lasky
Corporation on November 29, when
seen at the Motion Pictures BusiChanges
ness Men's Club. "Chicago is great,
Los Angeles is outstripping the coun(Continued from first column)
try in the boom which has struck
it. Real estate is on the jump
there and they are claiming a popu- Players does not intend to build newlation of 700,000. The whole Los An- theatres or to go in for the construction of new picture houses. The
geles territory, as well as those surrounding, San Francisco, Seattle, money derived from the recent stock
Portland and Spokane, never were so issue will be used to simply better the
houses of exhibitors already estab" Mammoth building enterprises are
lished who will enter into arrangement
on foot in Chicago, Los Angeles and with Famous Players whereby Famous
good.
San Francisco, and it will not be long
until the other cities wM follow suit. Players will be given an assured outlet for their product. Under the pres" This leads me to an observation
ent sjstem new contracts are entered
which applies, and not particularly to
the Pacific Coast, but to every large into annually with exhibitors. Under
city in this country. I have never yet the new plan contracts will be entered
seen a theatre too large in any of the into which will protect the exhibitor
great cities of the United States. To against overcharge on our part and
me this seems an astounding fact. which will assure to us a permanent
However, it is matched by the asser- outlet for our pictures. It is simply
tion that there are not in any of the
foremost communities of the country our intention to make such an outlet
too many houses. In other words, a permanent affair instead of temthere are not too many seats anyporary and unassured as now. Our
where. Of course, I refer to down- new capital will not be used to establish
town conditions. Every large city is
a monopoly in the exhibiting field ; it
undertheatred.
" Now that I am back I shall of will not be used to erect new theatres.
course have to get busy and line up It will simply be used to better the
houses of those exhibitors who enter
things," he answered. "Several matters are pending and I shall close one into the arrangement which will assure
of them in time to make announce- to Famous Players a permanent outlet
ment soon. What concerns me most
for its pictures."
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First

National

Forces
Franchise

" LEADERSHIP " SPELLED IN A
OF DIFFERENT WAYS

NUMBER

pages 1056-7-8-9 of this issue telegraphic reports on the
first run theatres illusleading advertising.
at the country's
programs
of the current
trated by specimens
On page 1029 the first interview granted by R. S. Cole,
of the Robertson-Cole organization. An exclusive feature
On pageproduction
1129 the first
" Pollyanna,"
Mary
Pickford
for review
United onArtists.
Securedtheat initial
the Boston
first run.
On pages 1125 and 1127 numerous pre-release reviews secured
by wire from all sections of the country.
State rights news. Page 1095; the forum of players and
directors, Page 1103; fourteen pages of REAL exhibitor service,
starting on Page 1042 (the department they all imitate in vain).
On every page — evidence of the complete live-wire Service that
in 1919 meant 790 more advertising pages in The News than any
other trade paper.

in
Holders

Convention
from

All

Over

the Country

Gather in Atlantic City for Week's Meeting;
Nathan Gordon Favored for Election
as President

ON

WITH

a full attendance, the convention of the franchise

holders of First National Exhibitors' ('irciiit opened
in Atlantic City on Jan. 12, with momentous doings
which will have weighty bearing on the industry being schedided. Election of officers was scheduled for late on the night
of Wednesday, Jan. 14, with the feeling prevalent that Nathan
Gordon would be placed in the president's chair. The meetings of the directors will occupy the entire week, with a chance
of continuing several days into the next week.
On Jan. 13 statements issued predicated a stern fight against
the so-called " picture trust," which was claimed to be backed
by Wall Street.
Full Attendance on Hand

GoldburgLeavesFrohmanCo.
Secretan- and General Manager Tenders
Resignation; No Hint of Future Plans
I.ONG with the announcement of the attention of the conference of
^ changes in the executive person- Mayors for some time, but attempts
of several large producing or- is nothing that I would care to reveal
lizations commencing with the year now. Frankly I have my ideas, but
0, comes the announcement that have not determined upon what connections finally I shall make, excepting
se J. Goldburg, secretarj- and gen1 manager of the Frohman Amuse- that I shall immediately leave for a
at Corporation, of which William L. tour of the United States to study conditions only. This has been an annual
arill is president, has tendered his
ignation to take effect upon the ex- custom with me for I believe no motion picture executive upon whose
ition of his present contract with
shoulders rests the responsibilities of
t company, January 17.
It. Goldburg gave out the follow- either production or distribution has
statement at the offices of the the right to avoid keeping in close contact with varying conditions of supply
I thman Corporation :
(■ It was only after weeks of careful and demand and this can only be
I iberation that I determined not to studied by close contact with exhibitors
I ew my contract with Mr. Sherrill. and distributors on their own camping ground. I shall also visit Los
relationship has been exceedingly
Tom Hamlin
int but I feel that the opportuni- Angeles at which place I hope to be
in the motion picture industry able to announce definitely my plans
lencing with the year 1920 are so for the future, for upon the result of Motion Picture Journal
will such plans depend."
• that my experiences could be de- thatMr.visitGoldburg
in Experienced Hands
leaves on his tour
d to better advantages and that I
Regional trade publications have
\ or rather should have a broader Sunday, January 18, his first stop being Chicago from which place he will been established in many of the disrtunity to develop my ideas with
tributing centers throughout the counproceed direct to Los Angeles and
iier organization.
try since Tom Hamlin founded
\s to my future connections there make the various exchange centers on
his return east.
Amusements at Minneapolis in 1914.
And it is now reported that several
in the past to bring something of this prominent exhibitors and leading exsew York Mayors to kind about have failed. Recent indi- changemen of New York State and
cations, however,"are said to have Northern New Jersey have organized
)ecide on Censorship
shown an increasinglyY good chance to the Film Bulletin Corporation to publish Motion Picture Journal in the
ether or not legislation looking pass a new law at this session.
rd a State censor for motion piccountry's
most populous section.
will be introduced at this session
Tom Hamlin, for the past eighteen
SECRETARY LANE
he Legislature depends in large
months the reviewer on Motion Pic'ire on the outcome of a meeting
ture News, will be editor and pubheld at the Waldorf-Astoria, New
hsher. After Mr. Hamlin published
Points made SAID—
in
his
address
enlUting
Amusements for nearly four years he
< City, the latter part of this week,
the industry's aid in Americanization.
ided by a special committee of the
is said to have written more than two
OU gentlemen can take,
Conference of Mayors, leaders
hundred thousand words on marketif you please, into your
e film industry and the National
hands the development
ing and distributing film, and as a red of Review.
of this sentiment
sult of his campaign he organized As.IS board represents a.t the present
sociated Theatres, Inc., with a stock
" There is no one here whose
mind is so brilliant he can see
membership of 678 theatres.
the unofficial censor of 97 per
what the motion picture industry
Previous to founding Amusements,
of motion pictures now produced,
will be 25 or 50 years hence.
e present are to be shown everyMr. Hamlin is reported to have suc" You
got morale
into the offight
supabout the preparation of the
cessfully promoted two motion picture
port of the
the innation
II plays of today,
expositions, and for two years conthroughout the war. No single
e matter of a State board of
ducted Thomas J. Hamlin, Inc., a
service was more valuable than
3n picture censors has occupied
booking exchange at Minneapolis.

The meeting at the shore is considered as the most important yet
held by First National and precedes
ihc inauguration of Associated First
National Pictures and Associated
First National Theatres, which were
incorporated in Delaware the latter
pan of November for $16,400,000.
At the request of the franchise
holders the capitalization of the Associated I'^irst National Theatres was
increased from $6,400,000 to $20,000,000, which makes the combined capitalization of the two off-shoots of
First lionNational,
above the thirty milmark.
All franchise holders were in attendance when the convention opened,
as were also representatives of other
exhibitor chains which, it is reported,
may affiliate with First National. The
lobby of the Hotel Traj^more, headquarters for the visitors, overflowed
with picture folk and picture talk since
the early arrivals came into town several days prior to the opening of the
sessions, though the first meeting was
slow in getting under way.
The initial gathering of the Executive Committee was hefd the evening
of Jan. 13. Meetings were scheduled
up to Jan. 17, with the possibility of
running over into the following week.
Financial problems were the principal subjects of discussion on the
part of franchise holders, particularly
in connection with the proposed extension of franchises to many other
exhibitors throughout the country, and
with the matter of funds for theatre
erection. Sharing importance with
this was discussion of the working of
the booking process known as the
Mandelbaum system, which has been
in operation in Ohio for two years
and which comes down to mutualization of exhibitors along film rental
lines. This would tend toward elimination of profits from rentals upon
the part of the exchange end of First
National, and the graduation of rentals
in a comparative way as to population
of the center, size of theatre, etc.
The presence of a small army of attorneys along with the franchise holdmeeting.
ers emphasized the importance of the
(Continued on page 1059)
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Dominant

Figures of Industry and Enlists Country- Wide
Aid of the Motion Picture

BEFORE a gathering of the leading figures of the industry,
Secretary of the Interior Franklin K. Lane on January
11 addressed an appeal to the motion picture to throw
its entire weight into the carrying forward of the Americanization campaign.
The meeting was held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New
York, and attended by about a hundred. It marked the second step in organization, a gathering for the same purpose having been held in Washington in the middle of December.
The work has been put in the hands of a committee consisting of Secretary Lane, Adolph Zukor, Lewis J. Selznick, William A. Brady, Harry Crandall and Major Raymond W. Pullman. Mr. Lane is chairman.
Among the speakers were D. W. GriflSth, William Fox, Jesse
Lasky, Marcus Loew, B. S. Moss, Alfred Black, Samuel
Goldwyn, Richard A. Rowland, J. Stuart Blackton and Carl
Laemmle and Mark Dintenfass.

Franklin P. Lane, Secretary of the Interior, who appeals to the motion pictui.
industry to lend its forces to the Americanization movement
(Fiioto Copyrighted by Clinedinat, Washington, D. C.)

Lanes Address
The first results of the picture men's
aid will be observed by countrywide
observation in motion picture houses of
Lincoln's Birthday. The American Legion will cooperate with the theatres
in this.
In his address Secretary Lane said
in part :
"It is within the power of you men
in whose hands the motion picture industry of the country is centered to
exceed, if possible, the great work
which you carried on during the war —
a service, I frankly believe, that was
not outdone by any other single agency.
There has been a challenge hurled at
the people of America, a challenge to
prove to the world that the democracy
which we have established here on this
continent is sufficient unto itself to
settle and solve many problems which
are a part of our national life.
"This country represents the greatest
experiment in living in the world's history. The portals have been thrown
open and the men of far countries,
from the western front of Europe,
from the shores of Italy, from Russia,
and from the seven seas, have been invited to come here and weld themselves
into our civilization. The task is not
an easy one. And yet, I believe,
through the medium of motion pictures
in their elevating appeal to the finer
sense of our peoples — and they reach
ten million Americans daily — there can
be instilled into these millions the lessons of fortitude and patriotism which
it is essential that all must learn.
"I believe the greatest single Instance
of the soundness of this country's
ideals and ideas was the universal acceptance in the spirit of patriotism, of
the conscription measures taken during
the war. Surely, with so great an object lesson before us, none may lose
confidence in our ability to care for the
future. And yet, we live in a new
world, and it is this new world and its
newer obligations of man to man and
man to country which must be taught
and learned and understood.
"Such a meeting as we are holding
here today is a most significant event.

Read W. A. Johnston's
Editorial
On

Americanization
Work

On

page
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Here are you gentlemen, representing
a new art, a new means of thought
transmission through the medium solely of pictures that move, being called
upon to crystalize your efforts to the
betterment of great groups of peoples:
I wonder if there is any one who can
foresee what the motion picture in the
next 25 years will become, fully cognizant of what the motion picture has
grown to be in the last 25 years."
Moss

Building

Second

Ban

Film

Misrepresentatio:

Chicago
Billing

Ordinance Requires Explicit
of Attractions by Theatres
amusement in the City of Chicago o]
AN ordinance
introduced
by
Alderman George M. Maypole has been to the public in which motion pictn
passed by the Chicago City Council, re- are produced, to exhibit on a billboa
quiring theatres to exhibit on billboards placed in front of the building
on their front the names of pictures other structure in which such sh
being shown at sufficient length to de- is given and such motion pictures
scribe their nature. The ordinance is exhibited, the title to the picture, wh
primarily to prevent misrepresentation title shall be full enough to descr
in general terms the nature and ch
of pictures or shows.
Watterson R. Rothacker, one of the acter of the picture or pictures to
big men of the industry, in comment- shown. No such proprietor, opera
or manager shall place, maintain
ing on the ordinance, said :
"I consider this ordinance of great allow to be placed or maintained
importance to the motion picture in- front of or in connection with any si
dustry in general, and because of its theatre or other place of pul
importance and because of the fact amusement any sign, picture or otl
that Alderman Maypole is the very announcement which in any man;
best friend the motion picture industry misstates or misrepresents the pictu
has in this territory, I hope that jou or other amusements which are be
can give some good publicity to Alder- shown in said place, or w-hich
nounces a picture or other form
Maypole and as
to his
ordinance."
Theman ordinance
passed,
reads in amusement or entertainment which
not at the time such announcemenl
Section 1. That it shall be the duty displayed being shown and exhibi
said theatre or other place of amu
part
: proprietor, operator or mana- in
ment.
of the
ger of every theatre or other place of

Big Bronx House
B. S. Moss announces that work
will be begun at once on his second
new Bronx theatre, with a seating capacity of 3,500. The playhouse will
be constructed at Prospect Avenue STAR AND DIRECTOR SAID TO HAVE LEFT UNRTRS^
and 161st Street, New York, with a
frontal of 245 feet, and will be called
Holubar
Phillipsthe Dorothy
regarding
ted at the
have been substantia
officescon-in
Universal
troversy
RUMORS
New York. Carl Laemmle has announced definitely that
the Atlas. The policy will be a combination of vaudeville and pictures.
Phillips and Allen Holubar, her husband, have left
MissCity.
Universal
The other new Moss theatre under
construction in the Bronx is the
It appears that Miss Phillips and her husband are still under
Grant, at Tremont Avenue and 176th
contract with the Universal and Mr. Laemmle intends to fight them
Street.
to a finish, and compel them to fulfill their contracts.
"Allen Holubar and Dorothy Phillips have left Universal
City," said Mr. Laemmle.
Oklahoma Convention
The annual convention of the Thea" They have
a contract
with us This
whichcontract
is' as honest
andbindfair
an agreement
as was
ever written.
is legally
tre Owners and Managers' Association
ing. For the principle of the thing I am going to go to every
of Oklahoma will be held Feb. 3-4 at
extreme to see that both of them are forced to keep their written
the Lee Huckins Hotel, Oklahoma
word. Their contracts have over a year to run."
City, Okla. This is expected to be the
No statement of their side of the controversy has been received from Miss Phillips or Mr. Holubar.
largest and most representative meeting ever held in the State.
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lUnited

Theatres

Exchanges
"T"
Takes
Distributing Rights to All Triangle Pictures Included in Deal Which Is Said to Be First of
a Number

to Strengthen

United

llie many rumors of mergers and consolidations
AMONG
that have gone the rounds of late, one of importance
has come to a head and the matter closed. The United
Picture Productions Corporation has just closed a deal with
the Triangle Company whereby United will assume control
on January ]8th of all Triangle exchanges and the releasing
rights to all Triangle pictures.
Announcement of this deal, involving in excess of two
million dollars, was made by President J. A. Berst of United
and confirmed by P. L. Waters, president of Triangle.
The company taking over Triangle is the new United Picture
Productions Corporation affiliated with the United Picture
Theatres of America, Inc. The stock of the Productions Commarketed on the New York Curb.
publicly
pany is being
^^^^^^^^
^^^^
^^^^^^^^
^^^ How Deal Works Out
held
of United Pictures of Amenca, Inc., row:
^(Officers and directors present at meetings
top
City. Reading from left to right, from
1 December 8 to 11, 1919, New C.York
top:
row
Second
Rodgers.
W.
I.
Ross,
H.
Cuff,
P.
' Peter A. Adams. W.
\ B W Bickert, Henry Turner, Lloyd D. Willis, N. M. Birk, L. J. Chamberlain,
from top :
iC M McCloskey, George Monroe and Harry Crandall. ThirdC. row
Johnson. James
0 < Frank D Hill, H. Gainsboro. Harry Hall, P. W. Meyers, Chas.Bottom
row. seated:
Schade and W. H. Hartford.
M. H. Gwynn.M. George
Beatty.
Goldsmith. Tom Norman, President J. A. Berst, Fred W.
Leo Brecher, Milton
Schaefer, Fred C. Seegert and Gustav Koenmgswald

PhiladelphiansMeet

Problems

Members of Chamber of ComRuled On
merce Meet; Remittances
other charges then due, or past due,
"•HE appointment of an adjustment must be in the office of the exchange
committee, the unanimous adop- prior to the time the print should be
on of a set of trade rules governing
le organization and the promulgation shipped. If any remittance is not so
an official announcement, marked received, the shipment will be made
C. O. D. In case a check has been
le second meeting of the Motion Pic- mailed and reaches the exchange after
re Board of the Philadelphia Chamof Commerce in the offices of the shipment has been made, the C. O. D.
lect Pictures Corporation on Jan. charge will not be released, but must
h. Representatives of everj' ex- be paid, and the check w'ill be returned by the exchange if the exhibfiange and every big theatre circuit
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
itor so desires."
)elaware were in attendance.
Other important rules for the unifiOrganized primarily for the purpose
cation of an exchanges' affairs is the
f cooperating with the National matter of changing dates. Under the
Board's
decision,will
requests
change
ommittee on Censorship in curbing in
dates booked
not be for
considered
le dictatorial policies of the Pennsyl- unless the request is received more
ania State Board of Censors, the
oard, in their announcement, assert than fourteen days prior to the date
originally scheduled, accompanied by
s their object for formation is " to a full payment of the rental and other
slve those problems common to all
xchanges and all exhibitors and to charges on the feature in question and
djust in equitable and more practical a new date that is satisfactory to the
lanner any difference that may arise exchange stipulated.
etween them."
The appointments to the adjustment
mmittee representing the exchanges Big HoUSC
Planned lOX
-e as follows : George Ames,
New York Suburb
the; V. R. Carrick, Interstate;
obert Lynch, Metro. The exhibitors
Bath Beach, N. Y., is to have an
I re John McGuirk, Stanley Com- up to date picture house in the near
y of America and George Benne- future, which will be situated on the
um of the Kline-Bennethum circuit. old Benson property.
The Benson will have a seating caWhile every phase of the distributig end of the business is covered Upacity of 1,600 seats on one continuous floor, running into a balcony arle Board's trade rules, particular
rangement atthe rear of the auditoress is laid on the matter of remitmce! If close adherence to this rule rium.
kept, large credit balances on the
The theatre will be controlled by a
Doks of an exchange will be a thing syndicate, known as the Benson Thef the past. The rule in full is :
atre Corp., a subsidiary of a large
and will cost ap" Remittance covering in full, all New York concern,
proximately $200,000.
rntals, advertising, transportation or
Picture

FAMOUS-LASKY
STOCKHOLDERS
MEET
'HE annual meeting of the
stockholders meetin
of the Famous
of the
us
annual
lders of theg Famo
stockho
THEPlayers-Lasky
Players-Laskv Corporation
Corporation
was held at noon January 13 in the offices of the company, 485 Fifth Avenue.
These directors were re-elected
for terms of four years each:
Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky,
William H. English, Maurice
Wertheim and Felix Kahn.
Arthur S. Friend, treasurer of
the corporation, announced that
a financial statement of the company was being prepared and
woiild be mailed to all stockholders as soon as it is completed by Price, Waterhouse &
Co., certified accoimtants.
On the day before the annual
stockholders'
meeting atthethedirectors voted a dividend
rate
of eight per cent on the preferred stock, or two per cent for
the period from November 28,
1919, to February 1, 1920. This
dividend is payable February 1
to preferred stockholders of recorduaryat 21.the close of business Jan-

Rothacker
NationalAttends
MeetingFirst
After an extended visit of about
ten days at the Rothacker Film Mfg.
Co.'s Chicago studio-laboratory, Presient Wattcrson R. Rothacker went to
Atlantic City to attend the annual
meeting of the First National Exhibitors January 11-15.
After the convention Mr. Rothacker will tarry a while in New York,
hul will return to Chicago in time to
spend at least four days at the Rothacker home office before proceeding
to Los Angeles to start construction
on the new Rothacker studio-laboratory there.
League Name Changed
The name of National Juvenile Motion Picture League has been changed
to the National Motion Picture
League.

" I am very much gratified with the
arrangement we have just made,"
statedtrol ofMr.
the Berst.
Triangle" Assuming
exchanges conwill
enable us to deal directly with the

Not
s that usweto serve.
theatre
^-^OO will
give better
it enable
only
service than was possible under the
present method of operation, but we
will be able to effect considerable saving which will go into more and better productions.
" Under the terms of our arrangement, we will control the distributing
rights to all of the famous Triangle
pictures, including the Griffith and
Ince productions with such stars as
William S. Hart, Douglas Fairbanks,
Frank Keenan, Norma and Constance
Talmadge, the Gish sisters, Dorothy
Dalton, Louise Glaum, Charles Ray,
Olive Thomas and the famous Mack
Sennett Keystone comedies.
."This arrangement will be a direct
benefit to every exhibitor member of
the United Picture Theatres. The
present revenue from Triangle pictures, with the additional revenue that
will be made possible through greatly
increased
that economically
will j-esult
will
enable bookings
us to operate
and efficiently.
" Up to the present time. United
has been handicapped by the lack of
control of the Triangle exchanges
,
. ^"f
p'"°p^^,
gives us our own distributing organization.
" Pending the settlement of negotiations, itwas deemed advisable by
us to delay the release of a number of
productions. These include the elaborate and decidedly impressive sixpart production of ' The Corsican
Brothers,' the filmization of Alexander Dumas' world famous story in
which Dustin Farnum stars — a picture
that has been conceded to be the finest
filmed on the coast in years and declared by the critics a feature of extraordinary merit and interest; 'The
Eternal Mother,' a modern society
drama starring Florence Reed;
' Women Men Forget,' a six-part production made under the direction of
John M. Stahl and starring Mollie
King; as well as the justly famous
Cuckoo Comedies now being pro(Continued on page 1034)
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Canadians

Form

Strong

Picture

N e i

Organizatioii

Canadian Motion Picture Distributors' Association Outcome of Big Meeting ; Will Meet All
Problems

Arising

with

a Solid Front

gives every indication of being the strongest
WHAT
organization having for its purpose the interests of
the motion picture industry in Canada has come into
being as a result of a special meeting of the General Managers
of the Film Companies in Canada and franchise holders.
The organization will be known

as the Canadian Motion

Pictm-e Distributors' Association and will be affiliated with
the Board of Trade. The meeting was held at the King Edward Hotel on January 8, and far reaching consequences are
predicted for the industry in Canada. Harmony was the keynote, according to all reports, no bickering of any nature on
any proposal that came up being recorded.

Architect's drawing of will
the proposed
B. S. capacity
Moss second
new Bronx theatre, whi(
have a seating
of 3,500

Famous-Lasky
All Problems to Be Met
There was one hundred per cent,
representation, those in attendance being L. Rosenfelt, representing Monarch Film Co.; J. H. McCabe, Fox
Film Corporation ; W. F. Barrett,
Vitagraph, Inc. ; J. P. O'Loghlin,
Regal Films, Ltd. ; Harry Kaufman,
Exhibitors' Distributing Corporation.
Ltd. ; A. Berman, United Artists ; C.
L. Stevenson, Crown Features ; L Soskin, Sterling Films ; William Allan,
Canadian Exhibitors' Exchange ; Geo.
Weeks, Paramount-Artcraf t ; E. L.
Ouimet, Specialty Film Import Co. ;
Clair Hague, Canadian Universal
Film Co., Ltd.
Mr. Hague was elected president;
Mr. Barrett, vice-president; and Mr.
O'Loglin, secretary-treasurer. A committee was formed to prepare new bylaws, Mr. Weeks being appointed chairman of this committee.
The Canadian Motion Picture Distributors' Association will deal with
matters that affect the Dominion as a
whole or in large territory, but it will
in no way interfere with the various
Exchange Managers' Associations
throughout Canada, but will assist
these if called upon to do so. Matters
pertaining to legislation or indeed in
any matter that affects the industry
as a whole will receive an immediate
attention of this new association, and
in every way the industry is to be
placed upon a new footing. It is
recognized that immediate action must
be taken on a number of important
questions that are now before the industry. This was brought about by
the tremendous growth that has taken
place within the last few months and
in view of the enormous expansion
that it is anticipated will take place
in the near future.
The feature of the meeting was the
unanimous support given to every
proposal. There was not one word o£
dissension, all present being agreed
that this step is vitally necessary. It
has been stated that nothing will be
allowed to interfere with the workings of the association, and it is said
that ample funds are in sight to meet
any contingency that may arise.

COVERING

THE

FIELD
WOULD not be without
for one minI the NEWS
ute. Iread it every week
from cover to cover and
find everything in it TOPNOTCH. Yours for a bigger,
better, brighter and prosperous
New Year.
The NEWS first, last and
always.
JAMES A. CHEEK.
809 South 14th Street,
Mattoon. III.
Several Shifts in the
Realart Ranks
The promotion of Melville E.
well as special representative of
art Pictures Corporation in the
is announced this week at the
offices.

MaxRealWest,
home

Mr. Maxwell's retirement from his
present post as manager at Omaha to
become special representative will give
Cornelius G. Kingsley, Detroit manager for Realart, a long sought opportunity to return to the West. Mr.
Kingsley is expected to transfer his
activities to Omaha within the next
few weeks.
The vacancy at the Detroit office will
be filled.
Ralph Quive,
Realart's
eran SanbyFrancisco
manager,
who vethas
established an enviable record on the
coast and who returns to the East after
a six years' absence.
The request of Ben F. Simpson, field
manager of Realart, to return to §an
Francisco, following the change in that
territory, will bring him back to the
scene of his activities prior to joining
the Realart organization. At that time
Mr. Simpson resigned as chairman of
the San Francisco Motion Picture
Board of Trade to make his present
affiliations. As field manager for Realart Mr. Simpson shared honors with
John S. Woody, now general manager,
in a record establishment of Realart
exchanges throughout the country.

Convene

Soo

National Gathering of Officers, District and Branch Heads to Be in Chicago
FORgeneral
the purpose
discussing
the
affairs, ofof the
corporation
and to devise ways and means of providing more efficient service to the
exhibitors of Paramount Artcraft
pictures, all the district managers,
branch managers, special representatives and exploitation representatives
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation have been summoned to a convention to be held January 19 to 23 at
the La'Salle Hotel, Chicago, to meet
Adolph Zukbr and other officials and
members
office staff.of the corporation's home

I

vertising; Jerome Beatty. adverti;
manager ; J. W. Toone, auditor of
changes; Claude Saunders, explo
tion manager; A. S. Glenn, access
sales manager; Gordon H. Place, ■
tor of Progress Advance ; A. O. J
Inc.
lenbeck, representing Hanff-Metz;
United

Theares

Over changes
Triangle

Tak
Ex-

{Continued from page 1033)
duced in Jacksonville, Fla., w
The purpose of the convention, as
stated in the call issued yesterday by Bobby Burns and Jobyna Ralston
leading
roles;
two-iF
Al Lichtman, general manager of the the
comedies
being
madeandby the
Cissy
Department of Distribution, are as gerald, the girl who made the w
follows : To discuss in a general way famous. All of these will now
the business affairs of the corporation : to devise ways and means of putIn out
further
delay."Trian
all,without
there are
eighteen
providing more efficient service to the exchanges which United will assu
exhibitors of Paramount Artcraft pic- control of. These exchanges are
tures, and to improve exploitation cated in Boston, Buffalo, Chica
methods
and to promote the ^'♦elfare Cincinnati, Cleveland, Denver, I
of all employes.
Angeles, Alinneapolis. New Yo
The convention in Chicago, which Philadelphia. Pittsburg, San Fn
will last five days, will afford the first Cisco, Seattle, Detroit, Salt Lake C:
opportunity that has been given since Washington, New Haven and X
the organization of the corporation waukee. New United exchanges v
for all Famous Players-Lasky branch be organized immediately in Atlar
managers, district managers, special St. Louis, Kansas City and Dallas,
representatives and exploitation repre- company already operating an i
sentatives to assemble in convention. change in Omaha, and thus compl
General meetings in the past have ing the national organization.
The United selling force will
been 'held only for the benefit of distives. trict managers and special representa- combined with that of Triang
thereby reaching the maximum
Those who will attend the conven- eflScienc}'. G. A. Smith, who has be
tion from the home office of Famous general manager of exchanges f
Players-Lasky are Adolph Zukor, Triangle, will continue in the sai
president of the company ; Jesse L. position for United. Wherever pc
Lasky, vice-president in charge of sible, the Triangle force will be kt
production ; Eugene Zukor, assistant and consolidated with that of Unitf
It is stated that other important a
to the president; Arthur S. Friend,
treasurer ; H. D. H. Connick, chair- nouncements will be shortly mad
man of the finance committee ; Al these concern new affiliations and
Lichtman. general manager, depart- large production plan which will s(X
ment of distribution; S. R. Kent, gen- be instituted, all of which will pla
eral sales manager ; F. V. Chamber- United at the very top as the greate
lin, assistant general manager; John and most powerful organization of i
C. Flinn, director of publicity and ad- kind in the world.
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Back

Ohioans

First

National

Meeting

ALBERT

A. KAUFMAN

RESIGNS

FROM

FAMOUS-LASKY

l officers
ALBERT A. KAUFMAN, who was one of the origina ny and
s Film Compa
and organizers in the Famous Player
a director in the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has
resigned his connection with the corporation and will enter
1^ t
the field of independent producers.
The announcement was not altogether a surprise to Mr. Kautman's many friends as they were aware that upon the completion
of his mission as a special representative of the corporation in
Great Britain arranging for the Britsh Studios of the Company
he had several times announced his inclination to enter the prott u
ducing field upon his own resources.
Mr. Kaufman is a brother-in-law of Adolph Zukor. He has
fifteen
for
been associated with Mr. Zukor in different enterprises
years.
Mr Kaufman explains that in severing his connection with
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation he was leaving with the very
company.
best of feeling between himself and the officers of the
He said that soon after his arrival in California, he will make
a more detailed announcement of his future plans.

Bullock

"Calls"

Alfred

Represents

150 Theatres;

I

Plan to Include

300 More Theatres as Sub-Franchise Owners;
Mutualization Booking Has Proven Up

RATIFICATION of the new policies launched January
19 hy First INational Exhibitors' Circuit and plans
for increasing the exhibitor membershii) of their own
state organization to include more than three hundred additional theatres, with announcement of the names of exhibitors
who have contracted for exclusive booking rights under the
new plans, are among the important actions taken by one
hundred and twenty-five franchise owners representing one
hundred and fifty theatres in the First National Exhibitors'
Company of Ohio at a convention in Cleveland last week.
This special meeting was held to take up formally the expansion plans which become effective with the start of official
activity by the Associated First National Pictures, Incorporated, and the Associated First National Theatres, Incorporated, the two new organizations formed recently by the Circuit with a combined capital of $16,400,000.

Black

Will " Put Cards on Table " and Meet
Him Any Time; Suggests Arrangements

ALFRED BL.\CK'S "cards on the
table " challenge is accepted by
im Bullock, temporarj' secretary of
c Motion Picture Theatre Owners'
Association of America, in the foUowng statement from Cleveland, which
peaks for itself :
The writer seeks no controversy,
either can he be drawn into whatver trouble may exist between New
otk State E.xhibitors and Mr. Alfred
Black. .\ controversy of this kind
I hate it, and I
■ ans confusion.
refore absolutely agree with friend
ick in his " .Ml the cards are on the
lie ■■ advertisement, to the extent
lat I herewith accept his suggestion
)f the first line. ' Let us have Facts,"
ind his closing words, '' I demand
hat you, too, lay your cards on the
le, and let the Exhibitors and the
ivertiscrs pass judgment," strikes
lie favorably. That .sounds like busiless to all exhibitors. No bluffing by
nyonc.
I can freely forgive .\lfred for dubling our hard-working committee
THE SELF-STYLED EXECU"IVE COMMITTEE," and as temorary secretary of same I will thereore meet .'Mfred anytime, any place,
nywhere. in acceptance of his propsition to "come clean," "cards face
p," and other sporty phrases somewhat pu/zling to a Western Reserve
hick " like me. I therefore make a
with no strings " to it,
3roposition
wit :
I will nominate four of our comlittee. Mr. Black may nominate his
ntire committee of six as named in
is " Cards on the Table " demand.
have absolute faith in his six as to
leir integrity.
These two committees shall furish all documentary data, facts, evience and figures bearing upon the
jestion of Industrial film advertisg: the protection of the exhibitors'
reen from the free use of same by

Policy

producers and advertisers. Also as a
legitimate source of revenue to the
screen owner and a means of financing a State or National organization ;
from the inception of the idea up to
the date of Mr. Black's first "announceV
ment" in trade paper issues dated December 20, 1919, and December 18 of
Printers Ink, the National Advertisers' Journal.
I also propose as a committee to
consider the above " facts " of one
representative from each trade paper,
whose decision must be based upon
documentary evidence and said evidence to be published in their respective papers. Inasmuch as Mr. Black is
quoting Mr. Tim Thrift, chairman
of the Film Committee of National
.Advertisers, I would nominate Mr. E. M. Mandlebaum, president of the First
Tim Thrift as chairman of the aforeNational Exhibitor's Circuit of Ohio
said committee of trade papers. If
Mr. Thrift is not available I would Mother
of Marguerite
suggest Dr. Francis HoUey, director
De
La
Motte Dies
of the Washington, D. C, Bureau of
in West
Economics, the biggest showman in
the world and whose films are disMrs. Nellie de la Motte, mother of
tributed by Universal. These gentle- Marguerite de la Motte, the young
men, being neutral, would have no screen
actress, died in Los Angeles as
vote. Either one is eminently fitted,
the result of injuries sustained in a reand I won't worry about anything else.
cent automobile smash-up, in which
I would favor admitting any pro- her daughter also suffered hurts. Miss
ducer or organization exhibitor who Marguerite was sufficiently recovered
can show a membership card in from her injuries to attend the servSOME organization, as spectators.
ices and the burial of her mother in
This is a straightforward answer to the Rosedale Cemetery last week.
Mr. Alfred Black's "demand." I
mean business and will not quibble
Theatre Goes to Moss
over arrangements. Will split fiftyfifty on expenses. I think the result
Through arrangement with John G.
of such a meeting will be one grand Jermon, who is now operating the
National Organization of Exhibitors Dyckman theatre at 207th street, and
— and God knows that we need the Sherman avenue, New York, B. S.
steadying influence of a real theatre Moss will assume control of that theatre next week.
owners' organization.
Forget personalities. Let us not
Mr. Moss announces that extensive
delay, or. as Alfred says, " Let us alterauons will be made both in the infind out quick." That suits me and
terior and exterior of the D>-ckman
the " 20th Century is running." Let's which already has a seating capacity
of approximately 1,800.

Distribution System
The committee of nine ap|)ointed a
sub-committee, which came to New
York for a conference on Friday of
last week, following which they went
to .\tlantic City.
I. Lisbon of Cincinnati was named
chairman of the main committee of
nine. Members serving with Mr. LislioM were Gus Sun, proprietor of the
Fairbanks and two other theatres in
Springfield; C. E. Rcnncr of Youngstown, Charles K. Friedman of the
Valentine Theatre in Toledo, M. B.
Horowitz of the Fountain Theatre,
CIcvelend : William Slimm of the
Marquee Theatre, Cleveland; Fred
Desbcrg of Loew's Stillman, Qeveland; John Harris, associated with
Mr. Lisbon, and Ben L. Heidingsf eld,
attorney for the Lisbon-Harris interests.
operation of the First National
franchise in Ohio for the last two
\ears has been along lines similar to
the form of activity which will be
pursued by the newly created national
organization, so that the exhibitor
members of the First National Exhibitors' Company of Ohio actually
have provided a test case of the efficacy and practicability of several important phases of the system that will
be pursued by the Associated First
National Pictures, Incorporated, and
the Associated First National Theatres, Incorporated.
Under the leadership of E. M. Mandelbaum, as president of the Ohio
Company, the state organization has
grown from a small original membership until today it includes every important first run theatre in the state.
■' With unanimous adoption of the
expansion plan advocated by First National Exhibitors' Circuit,'' declares
Mr. Mandelbaum, " the membership
of sub-franchise owners will be increased until every theatre of consequence in the state will be included,
without regard to the age of service
The Mandelbaum principle of distribution through a mutualization of
(Continued on page 1040)
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BUFFALO
The Buffalo
Managers'
ciation and the Theatrical
Buffalo Motion
PictureAssoExchange
Managers'
Association
gave
a banquet in the Hotel Statler Friday, January
16, in honor of Richard C. Fox, manager
of the local branch of Famous PlayersLasky, who leaves shortly to take up his
new duties in London as sales manager for
the Fox Film Corporation in the United
Kingdom.
The new exchange building being constructed at 245-249 Franklin street is expected to be ready for occupancy by Marcti
1, according to Henry W. Kahn, local Metro
manager, who will have his office in the
new exchange. Other branches which will
be housed here will be Vitagraph, World
and Universal. The new building will have
a frontage of 60 feet on Franklin street
and a depth of 100 feet.
E. O. Brooks, sales manager of Pathe
Exchange, Inc., inspected the Buffalo office
on Saturday, January 10 and complimented
Manager C. A. Taylor on his excellent showing in the recent and present sales contests.
Mr. Taylor
won second prize in the Quimby
Tribute
contest.
Joseph A. Schuchert and Elmer S. Winegar have bought the state rights on " The
Exploits of the U-53," which received its
initial showing
in Buffalo
at Shea'sat Hippodrome and created
a sensation
every
presentation. Mr. Schuchert reports a rusn
of exhibitors to book the film.
T. R. Gardiner, manager of the Gardiner
Syndicate, Buffalo, gave a dinner in the
Hotel Iroquois, Saturday evening, January
10 for his business and sales staff at which
he announced the incorporation of the company under the title of Gardiner Pictures,
Inc., and stated that offices would be opemed
in Boston, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia and
Albany.
homeBuffalo.
branch will be at 47
West
Swan"Thestreet,
The Dooley Exchange, Inc., of Syracuse,
has opened a Buffalo office at 338 Pearl
street
" Jackas "booker.
Kirsch as manager and
H. E. with
Benedict
The Independent Picture Sales Company
is the latest addition to the ranks of local
distributors. The new office has been
opened under the management of Lew
Horschel at 212 Franklin street. Samuel
Carver, of the Family theatre, is interested
in the venture. " The Blindness of Youth "
and " The
Finger
of Justice " are being
handled
by the
company.
Alfred R. Sherry, former manager of the
Lyric,
Family
and West
Shea's asHippodrome,
succeeded
William
manager of has
the
Star theatre. This is the third manager at
this house since its re-opening under its
new policy last September.

the

Picture

New
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be the permanent home of the Guterson
family from now on as the head of the
household
will be
newalso
director-general
of the Rivoli
andthewill
conduct its
orchestra. The Rivoli will open January 16.
Extensive improvements are being made
by Jensen and Von Herberg on the Peoples
theater which is being entirely remodeled
and redecorated.

war. The film was brought here by D. Protopapas,
be shown
Greek citizens and tofriends
of the before
Greek the
people.
Norman F. Haas, former manager of the
Empress theatre, Anacortes, Washington,
came to Portland this week and will go on
the road in this territory for the Univcarsal
exchange. B. F. Albertson of Seattle, and
H. R. Keele, also of Seattle, came to Portland Thursday and will be on the road for
the same exchange for a time.
PORTLAND, ORE.
Al Rosenberg, formerly handling states
r\OUGLAS JARMOUTH has taken up the right
features
has at-in
'-^ duties as manager of the Peoples theatre,
himselfinto the
the Northwest,
Universal office
which is under the direction of Jensen and Seattle, tached
and
will
go
on
the
road
for
M.
Von Herberg. Upon the completion of the Schubach, formerly of Portland, who isV. now
renovations now under way, the Pictures managing the Seattle office.
theatre will open for its first performance
on January 16.
Misha Guterson is reported to have reDETROIT
ceived a request from L. W. Thompson, the
personal representative of Mary Pickford, /'COMMONWEALTH PRODUCTIONS,
to arrange the musical suggestions for
^ INC., has just filed articles of incorpora" Pollyana."
tion in Michigan with the secretary of state.
It is a new state rights organization, its
C. S. Jensen, senior member of the firm backers
organizers being Robert
of Jensen and Von Herberg, left Portland Churchill,and
manager for United
January 3 for New York to attend the Artists; W. Detroit
A.
Haynes,
manager for
fourth annual session of the First National Hallmark, both of whom Detroit
have resigned, and
Exhibitors Circuit. He will be accomHerb Huron
Weil, and
owner
variousThetheatres
panied by Mr. Von Herberg, Seattle resident Port
otherof cities.
companyin
member of the firm.
has
purchased
state
rights
on
"
The
fes ion "and offices have been estaUIlsneaCon-at
Dean Collins, northwest exploitation man
for Universal, has been transferred to the 607 Film building.
South with headquarters in Los Angeles.
He will leave Portland about January 10.
M. Harlan Starr has taken charge of the
Detroit exchange for Triangle, succeeding
Edward
F. Callahan, who returned to New
John D. Howard, exploitation represenYork. Mr. Starr was field manager for the
for Famous
Players-Lasky
Corporation,tativearrived
in Portland
last Thursday
from Cornelius-Clarke Corporation, handling ChapNew York. Mr. Howard has been semt to
linsireClassics,
because of his dethe Portland territory to handle publicity
to live but
with resigned
his family.
and advertising for the local exchange.
C. G. Kingsley, manager of the Realart
Reportsficulties
fromencountered
Portland
of extreme dif-ot Detroit
exchange, is to be transferred to the
in thetelltransportation
exchange. Alfred F. Tanzer, formerfilm during a recent spell of snowy weather Omaha
ly
of
Milwaukee,
has become manager of the
which particularly crippled facilities for United Features office
here.
sending films to the less populated centers
in the vicinity. Many of the houses out
Tom Moule has been appointed manager of
through the state were obliged to close down the Adams as well as Madison theatre by
for want of lighting facilities, it is stated.
John
Kunsky,nowHoward
formerto
Adams H.manager,
devotingPierce,
his time
E. C. Smith, manager of the Liberty thea- publicity and exploitation for all the Kunsky
tre, Dayton, Washington, lost h:s house in
a fire that occurred on the twelfth, in zero chain of houses.
weather, the only thing that was saved being
Fred De Lodder, owner of the Del-The
the films that were being used. The loss,
theatres, has purchased a controlhowever, was covered by insurance, and he and Your
ling interest in the Maxine.
expects to rebuild and reopen in the near
future.
Detroit film salesmen, exchange managers
heads will hold a get toB. F. Munson has purchased the Grand and department
gether dmner soon at the Detroit Board of
thaatre, in Sheridan, Oregon, from E. E. Commerce.
Lewis, and was in Portland this week arranging for his future programs.
Herbert Weil and associates have purthe Bijou theatre, which gives them
Representative citizens of the Greek control chased
house there. They are -lOw
colony of Portland were at the Universal film figuring ofonevery
the erection of a new house in
exchange Tuesday and the projection room Marysville, Mich.,
just south of Port Huron,
was turned over to them for a preliminary where a city of 50,000
or more is now being
viewing of a motion picture showing the par- built and laid out by interests formerly identicipation of the Greek nation in the great
tified with Henry Ford.

PORTLAND
C. S. Jensen, senior member of the firm
of Jensen and Von Herberg, left Portland
January 3 for New York where he will at
tend the fourth annual meeting of the First
National
Exhibitors'
Mr. and
Jensen
met
Mr. Von
Herberg Circuit.
in Spokane
the
two traveled east together. Jensen and Von
Herberg own five per cent of the total stock
of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
Douglas Jarmouth arrived in Portland
January 1 to take over the management of
the Peoples theatre and the exploitation
direction of the Star, two of the Portland
houses under the direction of Jensen and
Von Herberg. Mr. Jarmouth has been in
Bremerton, Washington, operating three
houses
since in'listhedischarge
He served
aviation from
and the
was service.
an instructor at San Diego and at Miineola.
Dean Collins has been transferred by
Universal from Portland and Seattle to Los
Angeles.
Collinsinasked
for the Hetransfer becauseMr.
of illness
his family.
has
been with Universal for a number of years
during which time in addition to the routine
publicity
work page
he haspaper
editedfor" Oregon
Reel Stuff,"
a local four
and
Washington exhibitors.
The American
Golden Trail,"
the firstcompany
productionof
of " the
Lifeograph
Portland, to be shown at a local house had
been booked as the opening feature with
which aretheJane
" Rivalo
will open. and
Its
stars
Novak," theatre
Jack Livingstone
Jean Hershott who will appear in person
the first three days of the showing of the
picture.
Misha Gaterson, famous Russian orchestra director, arrived in Portland January 1 Left — Misha Guterson, conductor of the orchestra and managing director of the
accompanied by his family, servants and
Rivoli theatre of Portland, and J. Aronson, president of the board of directors of
that Oregon theatre
big specially built Winton. Portland will

CANADA
TV/TAYNARD JOINER, director of t
Grand Theatre Orchestra, has been i
pointed manager of the Grand Theatre, C^
gary, Alberta, in succession to R. J. Lydi:
who
has joined
the Trans-Canada
Limited.
Mr. Joiner
will continueTheatr<
to a
as leader of the orchestra as well as ser
in the capacity of manager of the house.
Mr. M. Kashin, formerly manager of t
Broadway Theatre, New York, has becoi
manager of the Holman Theatre, Montre
Quebec, in succession to Mr. John
Fiddes.
Following the destruction by fire of J
Saints' Cathedral, one of the oldest a
largest
in the
of Edmontc
Alberta, churches
the rector.
Rev.City
E. Pierce
Goa
ing, arranged to hold Sunday services
the Empress Theatre, which is one of t
well-known moving picture theatres of t
Western city. The use of the theatre w
extended by Manager Hazza.
As a result of the action of the Manito
Provincial Government and the City
Winnipeg in adopting various stringe
regulations to govern the operation of fi
exchanges in Winnipeg, the managers
the exchanges have virtually decided to v
dertake the erection of one large buildi
in which to provide accommodation for t
various offices. The matter is receiving t
very serious consideration of the manage
A number of important changes have be
made in the personnel of the Vitagraph i
ganization in Canada. W. F. Barrett, w
has been manager of the Toronto Vitagra
office for a number of years, has been :
pointed division manager and wiU ha
charge of all Vitagraph business in Canai
Jack Droy, who has been assistant manag
of Vitagraph since the opening of the 1
ronto office has been made manager of I
Toronto branch. Frank Meyers, who I
been on the road in Western Ontario, 1
become assistant manager of the Toror
office.
The day has apparently passed in Cana<
when the first thought of those in auth<
ity seemed to be to order the closing
moving picture theatres because of an i
usual situation. During the recent ci
shortage,
theatre wasmeasure
orderede^
close as anotcoaloneconservation
though the situation became quite acute
many
particularly
in Ontario.
ronto cities,
has also
been having
a smallp1
scare, but the disease is reported to be
a mild type. The authorities of Toron
where
the disease
is prevalent,
and oftonear
cities have
not deemed
it advisable
on
the closing of the theatres.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
hit playing
Providence
^pHARLIE
his fiivver CHAPLIN
last week by
in f
of the eight larger picture houses. 1
Rialto, Modem, Strand, Emery and F<
got him, but all had unusually strong f
tures as drawing cards, it is stated.
The Rhode Island Legislature has open
and one of the first bills expected to
introduced
one Sunday.
legalizing Clergymen
moving-picth
performancesis on
are said to be bitterly opposed to any si
plan.
Reports from New Bedford, Mass., :
that
the motion-pict
housestheon attendance
the second atSunday
opening \
not as large as that which filled the theat
on the first Sunday. The cold weather %
given as the reason lor the reduced ni
bers.
showed inthethe" Mira
Man," The
whileOlympia
May Allison
Me
picture,in "theTheRialto.
Return of Mary," was 1
tured
The Royal theatre of which Fred Lo\
is
the for
manager,
re-opened
afteradditbe
closed
a shorthastime
while an
large
enough
to
accommodate
500
more r
sons was being completed. A stage
been built into the " annex," it is stated
The Empire Theatre company of N
Bedford
and workthe!^
be startedhasatbeen
once organized,
upon a modern
with a seating capacity of 2.450 perse
The new corporation is said to be capi
ized at $200,000. The house vrill be cc
pleted in time to hold the formal open
Laborbe Day.
will
shown.Vaudeville and motion pictu
^ is
ThehotCorrespondence
that
oflf the telegraph
Avires.
q " With the First Runs
Page 1056.
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Chica

and

By
lix Feist, vice-president and mant>f sales for Goldwyn Distributing
•ration, was in Chicago last week
IS tour of the country. Arthur
Atlanta manager, and H. A.
!y, Cleveland manager for Goldwere in Chicago to meet and conA ith Mr. Feist. A feature of his
irn in the windy city was a sales
ing and banquet at the Hotel Mor. which gave the local staff an opnity to meet their chief and gain
enthusiasm.
.\nderson has resigned from BeeExchange sales force to become
ger of the Liberty theatre, 3705
rton avenue, Chicago.
r and Mrs. Aaron J. Jones, Mr.
Mr>. Ailolph Linick and Mr. an'l
Peter J. Schaefer of Chicago,
guests of Adolph Zukor in New
^ at the marriage of his daughter
1 Arthur Loew, son of Marcuu, the theatrical magnate, recently,
and Mrs. Jones have returned t*.igo and the Linick and Schaefer
ilies plan to go to Pasadena, Cal.
the remainder of the winter.
une Caprice passed through Chicago
5 week on her way to Kansas City,
ere she will appear at the Garden
atre in person. She later will be
•1 at the Jones, Linick and Schaefer
t s in Chicago.
beginning January 24, the Ziegfeld
ifsilatre plans to show all Paramount"•^ craft pre-release pictures. The
1 1 scheduled
for this popular
J'joul Mich" house, under the new
V, is Charles Rav in " Red Hot

ice Joyce in the big Vitagraph pic- il', " Slaves of Pride," is having an
i!!«nsnally successful, lengthy, loop run
ding to manager Fred Aiken of
,'raph. Last week the picture was
ijtlie State-Lake,
this will
weekbe at
the
.(^ Hheum
and next week
shown
Band Box, following which the
-^e will be released generally. Un'ly
bookings for this produc1 .ireheavy
reported.
. T. Loper, who recently secured
lease to the V'audette at SpringIll., will close it on March 1 and
lei the house, making it a big upin- theatre.
^ In Old Kentucky " opened to great
;j'Vi|ness
in the loop,
holdingIt has
themeight
out
p Randolph
theatre.
to run in various downtown
G. McGee has opened the Family
tre at Oregon, III.
nong the Illinois exhibitors visitChicago this week were, J. H.
■
IDS s, of the Star theatre, Oregon ;

News
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Items
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All
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John F. Dittmaii, Strand theatre, chased liie Rialto, Grand, Majestic and
Freeport; A. F. Schallberg, of the \\ illard at Kewanee, from Art Tay.\vay theatre, Moline; and E. L. Jana,
lor, already is operating the three first
mentioned and will take over the
Star theatre, Algonquin.
\\ illard February 1.
Max Goldstine, widely known Chicago moving picture man, formerly of
Joe Rodderick, district manager of
Paramount, is a New York visitor.
the Universal, has left Chicago for
Kansas City to supervise the office
" Red " Mager has been appointed there.
Chicago Representative for 1920 for J.
F. Dittman's Freeport string of houses,
Manager Lesscrman of the Chicago
as in the past.
office is enthusiastic over the way his
is booking
Universal's
President Spanuth of the Common- stafif
for 1920.
He states
that five
thereserials
is a
wealth Pictures Corporation, has re- marked demand among exhibitors for
lumed from Algonquin, 111., where he
has been supervising the filming of the high-class productions along these
especially where the stars are of
first of the Billy Whisker series. Mr. lines,
Spanuth reports they shot about 3,000 the first magnitude.
feet of fine snow scenes with Billy
Wallace Mayer, now booker and
\\'hiskers as the hero. Billy is some
office
manager of First National, is to
goat,
Mr. Spanuth's
afteris
workingis with
him for a verdict
week and
join the stafif of Robertson-Cole Chisure to make a hit with picture fans. Max Levy.
cago office as assistant to manager
Commonwealth expects to start in on
a new policy shortly, of buying state
right features for Illinois, Indiana and
Owen Moore and Director Wesley
Wisconsin and already is negotiating Ruggles were in Chicago last week on
for two pictures.
their way to the West Coast where
they are to start work on a new Select
President Schindler, of the Mickey
Film Company-, has completed retitling picture, "His Word of Honor."
and cutting of " The Woman He
The Empress theatre at Peoria is to
Chose," a screen adaptation of the close its doors permanently May 1 and
novel by the eminent Swedish author,
Dr. Selma Lagerlof, the only woman it is reported, will be remodeled and
awarded the Nobel Prize in literature turned into a business block. Manager
McNally expects to have his big newand gave a private view of the com- Madison
theatre in operation by July 1.
pleted picture last week. It is the
opinion of those who saw the drama
that the Swedish Biograph Company,
W. S. Bracken has purchased the
which photographed it in the land of Colieum theatre in Marseilles from
the midnight sun, had produced a Peck Collins, owner of the Apollo at
masterful human interest story, dealing Ottawa.
with the people of the north country.
The action is coherent and the play
Mr. Benjamin Howells brought Mr.
is life as it comes to us through the
medium of an artist. Mr. Schindler How-ells out to the Rothacker studio
expects to put this production on the laboratory last week so he could see
where are made the First National
state rights market at an early date.
prints which his brother, D. P.
.■\ few weeks ago the Chicago office Howells, distributes abroad.
of Select reported setting a new mark
in booking records and this week they
James Quirk, editor of Photoplay,
have gone one better, breaking all added to the cheer about the Rothacker
previous records by 27%. Manager Chicago plant last week by paying it a
Beadell is very proud of this achieve- visit. Another dash was added by a
ment as comparatively few pictures call from " Smiling " Billy Mason.
have been released, the average being
about one a month since last July. His
E. F. Hurly, for many years constaff did more business with one picnected with theatrical and moving picture released in December, 1919, than
ture enterprises, has joined the Robertwith three released during the previous
son-Cole stafiF and will assist in the exDecember. Good pictures, a real sales
ploitation and sales promition of the
force and service were the factors in
South Sea Island picmaking this record possible, according Walter turesJohnston
in Illinois.
to Mr. Beadell.

Company and has already taken up his
duties. Mr. Dasent was formerly dramatic editor of the New York Herald
for many years, as well as the New
York limes. He also was manager
of several Savage productions and has
wide experience along publicity lines.
The Goldwyn Exchanges at Chicago
and St. Louis are the latest to join the
long list of picture distributors who
have their films cleaned and renovated
by A. Teitel and he is already at work
on some of their large productions.
W. H. Aiken, an American representative, reports booking " The
Hellion " for the fourteen Iowa theatres of the Adams Circuit for Febshowing. " Six
ran
during ruary
Christmas
weekFeetin Four
the "same
string of theatres. Mr. Aiken says he
does business with Mrs. J. W. Adams,
who,
in this
man to
While
Mr. case,
Adamsis is" the
scouting
up see."
rundown theatres, buying up " lemons,"
his wife is on the job at their headquarters, transforming them into active
money-makers. A year ago there were
three Adams theatres. Today they
operate fourteen and expect soon to
own a lot more.
Local advertising is the beginning
and the end. of Mrs. Adams' creed.
She runs her own printing plant and
in advance of each feature she has
several thousand hand-bills distributed
in each town there. Under her management these houses soon become
popular and prosperous.

The Idle Hour theatre of Grand
Rapids, Mich., is running American
Film Company features exclusively
from January 4 to February 16. This
unusual contract, secured by John McFarland, "Flying A " salesman, begins
with " Trixie from Broadway," which
is booked for three days and goes right
down the list in the following order:
" Trixie from Broadway," " Yvonne
from Paris," " A Sporting Chance,"
" The Tiger Lily," " A Bachelor's
Wife," " Some Liar" " Put Up Your
Hands," " The Intrusion of Isabel,"
"This Hero Stuff," "Molly of the
Follies," " Rosemary Climbs the
Heights," "All the World to Nothing,"
" Money Isn't Everything," " The Eyes
of Julia Deep," "Hobbs in a Hurry,"
and " Fair Enough."
Since the American has abandoned
the so-called
starthought
system upon
" and
centered
its eflfort" and
the
demands of the story, the results are
such as to cause General Manager R.
R. Nehls to wear a smile that won't
come off. Several " best sellers " have
been secured and are awaiting film
adaptation. One famous novel now is
in the hands of a director who has the
knack of extracting the high-lights
which make a strong photoplay and
with a third super-drama undergoing
final trimming operations in the comFrank Fisher, owner of the LaSalle B. I. Dasent has been appointed pubpany's laboratory,on" Flying
A's " are
(Continued
page 1038)
theatre in LaSalle, who recently pur- Hcity manager for the Capital Film
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Florida
Klutho

as

a

Studios

Indicates

Producing
Issue

Statement

Picture

N e

Site

That

Advantages to Be Secured
the year round and is the largest city
THE Klutho Studios, located in in
the State. It has over one hundred
Jacksonville, Fla., claims that the
Jacksonville district offers one of the thousand inhabitants and so is metropolitan in character. It has steamship
best sites for picture production purposes that can be found in the States. docks and steamships sailing from
Owing to the fact tha: the Klutho New York three times a week.
studios have been erected only a few
" It is also nearest to mountain
years ago, it is said that the facilities scenes in Georgia. Although Jacksonville is several hundred miles further
for production offered by this plant
and the character of the surrounding south than Los Angeles, it is a remarkable fact that locations can be obtained
country are not widely known among
with nothing but live oak trees in view,
the producing forces.
The suggestion is contained in the giving the effect of Northern scenery —
recent communication from the Klutho whereas several thousand yards away
organization that this section of the a jungle scene can be photographed
would suggest the South Sea
countrv would otter an excellent loca- that
tion to relieve the congestion at other Islands.
Eastern points, due to the return of so
" From the location standpoint Florida has not yet been scratched on the
many companies from the West coast
at this time of the year. In describ- surface. The companies that have
ing the advantages to be found in the been South have barely gotten away
area of the Klutho plant at J,ackson- from the railroad tracks and the smell
Harry Schwalbe, First National Exhibitor's Circuit watch dog of the treasni *
ville, the following statement has been of the locomotive smoke. One man
puttmg over a httle allegorical stuff on the " saying " nothing
and saw wood " i l
only,
and
his
name
is
Mr.
Frederic:-.
received from H. J. Klutho:
" It is the terminus of all the trunk Burlingham of the Burlingham-Paralines that enter Florida, and can be mount-Adventure Pictures, has peneThe sound
Prod
trated somewhat into the interior of OOME
Task
picture ucer
philosophy 's
Defin
and serious
without being
.i
sanctimor
reached within twenty-eight hours from
timely suggestions are contained in solemn; to be a winged angel oNew York by some of the finest trains Florida and has been wonderfully rea statement recently issued by King W. thoughts without being shot
that operate. It has green foliage all
warded for his trouble."
Vidor, producer of "The Turn in the goose.
"It is through the medium of »Road," "Better Times," and "Poor Re- tion
Chicago News Notes
pictures that the working m
reproduced
is
statement
lations."
The
in the following:
must be made to realize that th< »
{Cofitiiiued from page 1037)
"What a man does in his leisure mo- ployer's lot is not one of indolent a
expected to come along at the rate of rected the production, which is being
ments isas important to the communit> in a palace of luxury. And it fo wone a month.
released as a " Flying A " Special.
as a man's workaday hours are to his that the employer shall come t k
In the meantime " Six Feet Four," " The Dangerous Talent," a coming employer. Bolsheviks are not made that the laborer is as worthy of »■
the breezy Western photo-drama from Margarita Fisher attraction, and a new during working hours because, during sideratio
n as he is of his hire.
Jackson Gregory's novel, with William production of unusual calibre featur- that time, man's mind is occupied. It
Russell in the leading role, still is re- ing the famous prima donna, Madame is after hours, the leisure moments,
"The evening hours are man's 3S
ceiving exceptional bookings and Marguerita Sylva, are big pictures that the insidious propagandist seizes valuable for, paradoxically spe n
" The Hellion " continues to hold its which American headquarters in Chi- upon to instill the mental serum which they are his leisure moments, tl u
own.
cago already are talking of.
what makes them valuable.
' iv
poisons humanity.
shall
I
do
this
evening?
'
This
" Eve In Exile," newly put on the
"The Motion Picture Producer, then, question which agitates millioi
market, is now being shown in first- Work of razing five buildings at
run houses the country over.
State and Lake streets, to make way should awaken to a keen sense of dut\-, minds every night, male and f
a responsibility which lies beyond the alike. This qiiestion might be :
"The Valley of Tomorrow" is soon for Balaban & Katz big loop theatre,
to be released. Mr. Nehls, who was started this week. That no time will point of entertainment.
lated to mean ' What shall I
"The Producer's task, it must be ad- about
on the job at Lake Tahoe during part be lost in the construction, caissoned
tonight? ' It is up to the i
mitted,
is
a
difficult
one
;
he
cannot
of the time while the cameras were foundations will be started even before
Picture Producer to give to these
preach and he is not an instructor. But
cranking away on some of Nature's the present structures are wrecked it is possible, however, to be noble minds a theme constructive as w
instructive, while ostensibly ca
choicest geography, is highly enthusi- entirely. It is estimated that the Capi- without
being melodramatic; to be
astic about the popularity prospects of tol, which will be the name of the new
this new super-feature. house, will entail an expenditure of sweet without being tiresome; to be merely to the entertainment c
A strong story, a strong cast, $4,000,000 and will be one of the finest romantic without being maudlin ; to be public."
strong action and acting, make the sue- theatres from an architectural and
cess of "The Valley of Tomorrow" a artistic standpoint, as well as in size,
Stars Conway
Teai
foregone conclusion, according to Mr. in existence. There will be no stores Garson
Nehls. Stephen Fox was the author of or offices in the building, but rest
" Michael and His Lost Angel " Is to
the script, and Emmet J. Flyna di- rooms for women, smoking rooms for
Be Six-Part Production for Equity
t;
men, children's playrooms a splendid
promenade and foyer will be among
ARRY GARSON, producer of the featured or co-featured, has beei
H
the attractions of the theatre, which is
Equity pictures in which Qara opposite Clara Kimball Young in
being built to accommodate approxi- Kimball Young stars, and under whose Common Law" several years agi
mately 5,000 persons at a single per- direction four Special productions a later with Mary Pickford in '
formance.
year are to be made, has decided to Maris," then later with Miss
star Conway Tearle in the forthcom- again in "The Foolish Virgin."
The Aero Club of Illinois attended ing
special production which is being Louis Mayer featured Mr. '
a private view of " The Great Air made from the noted fiction document opposite Anita Stewart in "Mil
and His Lost Angel," but Paint Girl," while Norma Tal
Robbery," featuring Lieut. Locklear, at "Michael
the Universal Exchange this week. which title will be changed for screen has been seen opposite Mr. Te:
Among those present was the noted service to a shorter and more appro- "The Way of a Woman." and
American ace, Major Reed Landis, priate one with commercial value. Loves and Lies." In "The Vi
who expressed himself as amazed at
Conway Tearle has long been an at- \"amp," Constance Talmadge's fir
the wonderful air stunts shown in the tractive personality before film patrons, ture through the First Nationa
and
because of his association with a T^^^le had the important male
picture and the ability of the producer
number of fem.mne stars of the screen,
appeared in "The
to photograph them.
has developed a personal follo^^.ng ,
judgment Hous<
_ .
?v •
Francelia Billington in " The Day hardly second to any of the women opposite
Marion
Da\ies m
She Paid " continues to be a strong stars with whom he has worked. Mr. Folly." All this work has be
drawing card in the second week of Tearle, in addition to playing the principal male role in a great many legiti- tailed in with Mr. Tearle's woii'
R. R. Nehls, general manager, American this feature's run at the Casino in the
Chicago loop.
Film Co.
mate productions in which he has been dramatic stage.
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[ndiana Capital Flows
Into Picture Ventures
The rapid growth ot the photoplay
lelustry in the rapidly growinj; small
lanufactiiring ciuter cities of north
rn Indiana was evidenced last week
filing of articles of incorporay nthe
of the Marion Theatre Company
1 Marion with the Secretary of State
t Indianapolis. The company is capalized at $500,000. making it one i>f
le biggest, if not the biggest, motioi'
icture exhibiting corporation in 1
iana outside the capital city.
Clarence L. Brannigan, proprietor
f the Marion and Luna-Lite theatreI .Marion. Billv O. Connors, Mr
r.iiinigan s assistant manager, an.l
.lind Hogston, a Marion attorney.
c (lircctor> named in the articles ot
icorporation.
It i- the plan of the company, Mr
raniii.^.iii said, to erect a 2,000-seat
lotopl.iv house in Marion next simv
er at a cost of approximatel\

Wayburn
from

These aie only a few of the " actors " who will appear in Martin Johnson's new
Cannibal Island pictures, to be released by Robertson-Cole

MARTIN

'|iuy Kinpey Edits a Newy, "Uncle Sam"
Monthl
\- Kmpoy announces the publicaof a new magazine, called " Uncle
" which he is now editing. The
dical is to appear monthly. An
rpt from the editorial appearing
ic Januan,' issue sets forth the cx-ed purpose of the new publicaII intends to be the spokesman of
People — the Plain People— the
"inety-Five Million. Because, if the
rich can own daily newspapers,
the extremely poor distribute bolist literature from automobiles, it
;ns only just that the class which is
:|*ft)bed by the one party and threat('rd by the other, should have a
ce to say something occasionally
.:id say it without mincing words."

Withdraws

JOHNSON

WRITES

US

FROM

CANNIBAL-LAND

his distant habitat in the New
N JOHNSON
MARTI
preparing material for more releases
where he, isfrom
Hebrides,
through Robertson-Cole, has found time to address a few
lines to the NEWS on the experiences he has met. Under
a date line of Nov. 8, 1919, at Malekula, New Hebrides, he writes:
" After six months among the cannibals of Malekula, we are
waiting for a ship to take us to Sydney with 25,000 feet of wonderful film. We found a race of monkey people, a race of dwarfs,
a race of long-headed people, and we have filmed them all.
" We had been told that the village contained about one-hundred people, but on reaching it we found five-hundred warriors
preparing to march on another tribe. Mrs. Johnson and myself
were alone, excepting for five boys carrying my cameras — we
thought our time had come, but they were intent on their own
affairs and we hurried back to salt-water. In a few days we returned with our armed guard and found the people curing human
heads that they had brought back."

i6

Snipe"
Ads
Struck
at Source
t*trhe Beggar Prince" Is
Called Timely Film
Col. Fred Levy to Request Retail
' The Beggar Prince," it is said,
Clothiers to Deal Direct with Exhibitor
rds Sessue Hayakawa one of the
interesting and unique roles of AN
exhibitor protective measure, an association of unusual strength and
areer. The production which was
sweeping, drastic apd radical be- influence, and which, in its joint recomie for Robertson-Cole by Haworth
yond all precedent, aimed to destroy
mendations, commands serious confj-m an original story by E. Richard the producer-distributor practice of in- sideration.
Shayer, is a whimical satire on pertiAs president of this organization
jecting "snipe" advertising into entertainment film, and which will ally with Colonel Levy will present a resolution
pOhit and timely subjects, among them
belief in the majesty of kings.
theatre owners approximately eleven to the convention calling upon the
thousand retail clothing dealers in eleven thousand retail dealers to ask
their fight to stamp out the alleged the clothing manufacturers of the
trespass of screen rights, will be sought United States not to go to the film proliy Colonel Fred Levy, owner of the
ducers and distributors to place clothI irst National Exhibitors' Circuit franing advertisements on the screen, but
i hise for Kentucky and Tennessee, in a to go direct to the exhibitors and
resolution which he will present as make mutually satisfactory arrangepresident of the National Association
ments with them for the showing of
f Retail Clothiers at the forthcoming slides and films that advertise the
■nvention of that body.
various brands of wearing apparel.
This action by the executive head of
This action, in the opinion of Colonel
lie largest organization of retailers in Levy, who is the head of Levy
e United States undoubtedly will Brothers, of Louisville, Ky., and one of
ive a far reaching effect, both in its the largest retail clothing firms in the
aring on the future of the so-called South, will strike directly to the heart
■ snipe " advertising, and in its moral of the situation, and have a reaction
effect upon the advertising profession
as a whole. The National Association on national advertisers in other lines
will go a long way toward
of Retail Clothiers, firmly intrenched which
the problem for exhibitors,
with a membership that includes every clarifying
and which will awaken the advertisers
clothing merchant of consequence in
the country, is viewed by other asso- to the reel methods by which producers
ciations of retailers in different lines, and distributors have obtained circulaand by national advertisers and the
tion for semi-advertising films in the
iglas Jarmouth, new manager of the
legitimate paid-publicity fraternity, as
Peoples theatre, Portland, Ore.

Capitol Theatre c(iuivalcnt to
An announcement,
forecasting enlarged and more ambitious activities for the new Capitol
theatre, lias come from Managing Director Edward Bowes of that institution. Ned Wayburn, who has staged
the two revues that have been produced at the Capitol supplementing
ihc motion picture and orchestral pro.uram, will withdraw as producing director because of his inability to
devote the great amount of time
essential to the frequent and elaborate
changes of bill contemplated in the
Capitol policy. Expert producers,
who will ■ devote their time exclusively to this purpose, will hereafter
control the actual staging of the everchanging and ambitious offerings at
the Capitol.
At tlie same time it has become
known that Messmore Kendall, president of the Moredall Realty Corporation, owners and operators of the
Capitol theatre, has just purchased
the two buildings 231 and 233 West
50th street, immediately adjoining the
theatre, for scenic studios, rehearsal
rooms, costume department and to
house its mechanical stafif. The pursonally.chase was made by Mr. Kendall per-National Board Lists
"American " Subjects
A list of 224f motion pictures suitable for use in Americanization programs has been prepared by the National Board of Review. The National Board had foreseen the call for
pictures of this type and when the
Joint Committee on Education of the
Senate and the House in Washington
adopted the resolution last month requesting the motion picture industry
" to do all in its power to upbuild and
strengthen the spirit of Americanization within our people," the National
Board regarded the time as ripe to put
in available form the data it had been
gathering. The result is this list of
pictures drawn from the product of
all companies : dramas dealing with
American life and short pictures of
travel in the United States and possessions as well as those showing
American industries and accomplishment. This list may be obtained freely from the National Board of Review, 70 Fifth Avenue, New York
City, upon request accompanied merely by postage.
Insurance Policies Given
Rothacker Workers
Workers at the Rothacker Film
Mfg. Co.'s Chicago studio-laboratory
started out the new year each
with a brand new life insurance policy. The policies were presented by
the company. It is a Rothacker custom of a number of years' standing
to provide workers with annual life
insurance, a policy increasing with
each year of a worker's service.
In presenting the policies, President
Watterson R. Rothacker expressed
the hope that none of the workers
would have occasion to use his policy
during the year.
" Life insurance," said Mr. Rothacker, "is a fine thing — so long as
you don't cash in on it."
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Advertisement Becomes Too Strong
Editor
Motion
Picture
News,
New York.
What appears to me to be the most ridiculous advertisement I have ever read in your
publication appeiirs in your issue of January 10, 1920. I refer to what is supposed
to be a copy of a telegram from the manager of a local theater to the General Manager of Realart Pictures, New York.
Until I read this advertisement in which
this manager states when he ran a certain
picture "everyone else is starving" (I suppose he means
" theatre
but
his own,
surely heevery
does other
not mean
the "whole
population of Richmond), I would not believe there is a manager of a theatre in this
city who would stand in the front of the
house of a competitor to find out what his
competitor is doing. But since reading this
ad 1 must be mistaken, how, could a manager know the other houses were starving
and in this case he must have had poor
eyesight.
I can only speak for this house with which
I am connected and will say I did not starve,
in fact I enjoyed a very good Christmas
dinner, made doubly enjoyable by the splendid business we did " during the worst week
in amusement business."
I suppose this ad was inserted by the
advertiser for the purpose of pulling business, but, Mr. Editor, are the exhibitors
who read your valuable paper so lacking in
intelligence as to swallow such statements
and to be influenced to book a picture on
the strength of such statements? I ask this
question, but I know they are not.
We are happy to be able to contradict
the statement that we were starving with
all of the other houses. We do not know
what the other houses were doing as we were
too busy attending to our own business.
Walter F. Klein,
Bluebird Theatre. '
Richmond, Sec.-Treas.,
Va.

Has

His

S

to make clear is, that every time there is a
Key City showing that subject (no matter
what it is) breaks all records, and the exchange tries to inflate rentals on such
propaganda.
I feel that these Key City showings do
not cost the house any rental, that the exchange to get a showing and bunk the exhibitor plays the picture free of rental so
they can sell it in the territory. I further
contend that this system is used by one
of the largest exhibiting circuits, that the
franchise holder does not pay any rental on
the film they use, but passes his share of
rental to the exhibitors in that territory,
that is why they ask and get such unreasonable rentals. Their plan was that every
town was graded according to population,
and they at times gave figures and even
contracts for a certain picture only to
cancel or withdraw contracts as they had
found
wanted themorepicture
money.to be a clean up, so they
That brings me to the subject of the 10
per cent, rental discussed in your paper.
The majority of the Key City houses do
not pay any film rental, so pass their share
to the small exhibitor whose average without a doubt runs from 2S per cent, to better
then SO per cent, of the gross receipts. The
big houses make their tax returns but there
is no proportion of that amount made in
rentals. I do not think Famous Players,
Fox rental,
or any but
of the
pay
film
pass producers'
it to the houses
small town
exhibitor and then uses his Key City run
as propaganda to sell his product. The few
independent big town exhibitors are so under the control of the producers that what
he wants to do and determines to do, is
overcome by producers steam roller. Its
about time the entire exhibiting end of the
business throws off its blindfold and organizes so he will get a square deal. When
he does organize, demands and gets a square
deal, then a great deal of the strife, misunderstandings and general gyping attitude
will be eliminated, and peace and harmony
will prevail in this business.
Leo Peterson,
Iris Theatre.
Belle Fourche, S. D.

Declares Small Town Man Pays
Editor for
Motion"Key
PictureCity"
News, Runs
New York.
I have read with interest the various matters hibitor
discussed
in your
paperproducer.
from the The
exstandpoint
and the
article written by Mr. Laemmle regarding
the Key City bookings has broken the ice
on one of ;the subjects which I have had
some ideas of my own but not being on the
inside ment,could
but whennota make
man ofanythe definite
standingstateand
reputation that Mr. Laemmle holds, speaks
out, there must be a great deal of truth in
his statement.
Starting almost two years ago but more
noticeable the last year, there has been a
definite
drive home
in the thasalesman's
always drive
fact thatattitude
such andto
such a picture was playing on Curtis Street
in Denver — that is was cleaning up. They
always tried to use that line of persuasion
to make bookings. They carried the idea
that the
brains
the exhibiting business wasonly
in the
Key inCity.
The exchange would then follow up with
a lot of stuff about this picture breaking all
records and that if we did riot show it we
were behind the times. I have, like others;
fallen for that line of bunk only to find out
that either the great brain in Denver was
wrong or our people. At first I gave Denver
the benefit of the doubt, but on talking and
investigating
the that
subject
with every
other case
exhibitors Ifound
in nearly
they had the sad experience that I had.
We paid unreasonable rental on the
strength changeofon the
the "Key
bull City
" putshowing.
out by theLater
exI took the stand that any of these socalled record breaking pictures would have
to be sent here for showing. I wanted the
picture
to be the
salesman After
and nota the
called brains
in Denver.
few so-of
these requests and showings we learned that
the salesman and exchange had greatly exag erated the picture, that in many cases it
was not much better than a program picture.
To have booked it and advertised it as would
have had to be done would have been overselling the public, and lose the faith of our
patrons.
It has now developed that no exchanges
will send us any of these so-called record
breaking subjects for review because they
know &tiT line of bull far exceeds the
value of their product. Their Key City
showings may continue to fool the majority,
but this territory has had its eye teeth cut
on that subject. A Key City showing means
nothing to us — rather we look on it with
some concern of suspicion. Not all such
Key City showings are so recognized, as a
successful first shovnng without doubt helps
the entire territory, but the point I wish

Oklahoma

City

A BILL prohibiting the showing of moving
picture films featuring the work of desperadoes, bandits, train robbers and other
outlaws has just been introduced in Congress by Congressman J. W. Harreld of the
Fifth District of Oklahoma. The proposed
act provides penalties of $10,000 and five
years'stateimprisonment
transporting
one
to another, for
or for
the showingfromof
a film depicting the life or conduct of any
former convict, desperado, bandit or train
robber.

Indorse

New

First National Franchise Plans
{Continued from page 1035)
exhibitor booking interests became falous more than a year ago when it
was discovered that the plan enabled
the First National first run account in
Cleveland to book the Chaplin productions for week stands at a rental of
$600, with return engagements rental
free. This, it was revealed then, was
the first run percentage equivalent of
the total negative cost assessed by the
national body to the Ohio franchise.
It is this method of mutualization
which is an outstanding feature of the
new distributing plan, and which virtually eliminates film rentals and rental speculations, translating them into
terms of definite percentages that remain fixed and permanent, varying
only according to the diflferences in
negative valuations for attractions released by Associated First National
Pictures, Incorporated.
" The plan has proven itself," says
Mr. Mandelbaum. " Ohio exhibitors
have demonstrated conclusively that
the theatre branch of the industry
takes on a remarkable degree of stability when the uncertainties of nonsystematic distribution are removed,
with all of their evil and dishonest
and unfair practices. The Ohio exchange has not been conducted for
profit. It has been operated to perform the mechanical functions of
shipping, film cleaning, and the usual
operations of an exchange, on a cost
basis, fixed and permanent, and which
gives our exhibitor members their
special feature releases without excessive additions to the territorial negative cost. Each member has absolute
protection in his own locality. He
does not have to concern himself with
possible opposition for First National
attractions, because his sub-franchise
protects him. And still, this proviso
is eminently fair to the producers,
whose productions First National
buys in open competition with other
purchasing agencies, thereby assuring
the stars or producers of the full market value for their efforts, determined
1)\ competitive demand among distrib-

Unable to agree on a new working contract, al members of the International Stage
Hands
and in
Moving
Picture
Operators'
Unionat
employed
moving
picture
theatres
Okmulgee, Okla., are on a strike and are
picketing the theatres which are using nonunion help. The strikers claim that the
picketing has hurt the movie business in
Okmulgee, while the theatre managers claim
on the other hand that they have lost no
E.xhibitor members of the Ohio company
business as a result of the strike.
who attendedutors." • the Cleveland meeting were:
B. A. Barbian, The Waldorf Amusement
Co., Akron, C; The Messrs. Botzum, Strand
Theatre, Canton, O.; C. A. Smith, Star
The Orpheum theatre, one of the oldest Theatre,
Ghillicothe, O. ; Henry Levy, Liberand most widely known playhouses in the
ty and Park Theatres, Cincinnati, O. ; M. J.
Southwest, was destroyed by fire at Mexico, Krejzl
and
John Cerveny, Arion Theatre,
Mo., morning of January 3. The aged
O. ; O.G. ; F.
father of Shirley Thompson, manager of the Cleveland,
tre.
Cleveland,
I. M.Stang,
Paul,Camera
Cedar "TheaTheatheatre, was trapped by the flames and pertre, Cleveland, O. ; National Motion Picture
men. ished before he could be rescued by the fire- Co.. Clark National Theatre, Cleveland. C;
Messrs.
Scoville O.and; W.
Essick,
Ezella "Theatre, Cleveland,
G. Montgomery,
Golden
Eagle
Theatre,
Cleveland,
O.; The
Work will commence January IS on a new
Amusement Co., Home Theatre, Cleve$S00,000 theatre, to be built at Oklahoma Home land,
O;
Thomas
Urbansky,
Jennings
TheaCity, Okla., by J. H. Cooper of Wichita,
Cleveland, O. ; The Bronx Amusement
Kansas. The new theatre will be named th- Co., tre,
Jewel
Theatre,
Cleveland,
O.;
J.
Cooper and will seat more than 2,000 per- Brown, Lorain Theatre. Cleveland, O. ; TheA.
Madison Theatre Co., Madison Theatre,
state. sons, and will be the most modem in the Cleveland,
O. ; Messrs. Belles and Stevens,
Main "Theatre,
J. Slimm.
Marquis
Theatre,Cleveland,
Cleveland,C; O.W.; Barck
and
Greenberger, Market Square Theatre, Cleveland, O. ; J.O. J.; Paul
Harwood,
National Norwood
"Theatre,
Cleveland,
Guddonovic,
Theatre, Cleveland, O.; H. E. Horwitz,
^ Full News of the State
Olympia Theatre, Cleveland, O. : Messrs.
Reuf and Essing, Rialto Theatre, Cleveland,
O. ; Elizabeth Reif, Ridge and Stork Theatre,
O. ; Messrs.
ScovilleC; and
EsRights Field.
sick,Cleveland,
Sunbeam Theatre,
Cleveland,
George
W.
Heinbuch,
Superior
"Theatre,
Cleveland,
O. ; George Trcka, Union Theatre, Cleveland,
^ Page 1095.
O. ; The Hutsenpiller Amusement Co., Virginia Theatre, Clevealnd, O. ; F. C. Linnert,
Wade Park Orpheum Theatre, Cleveland,
O. ; Charles Pintner, Washington Park Theatre, Cleveland, O.; E. A. Siebanoller, Wind-

Picture

N

amere Theatre, Cleveland, O. ; Abe ]
Yale Theatre, Cleveland, C; Max
tel.
" U "Theatre,
Theatre, Columbus
Cleveland,, O.O. ;; S.
Colonial
the
Theatre, Dayton, O.; the Strand,
Walnut and Bijou Theatres, Cincinn.
F. Herboltzheimer, Colfimbia Theat
lumbus,
La Grande
Lonneaut, O. ;O.J.; G.S. Flack,
C. Vale,
Pictori '
V ale Theatres, Dennison, W. K. S
New Royal
O. •
Miller,
StrandTheatre,
Theatre,Findlay,
O. H. Tb^
Wonderland Theatre, Fremont '
Paul, Opera
Royal Theatre,
Galion, s,0.;'j
man.
House, Gallipoli
O. ;
Wolcott O.Amuseme
Co., LiberGeneva,
; Nick ntMcMahon
, Grar
Ironton,
O. ; House,
Henry Kenton,
J. & CarlO.; 1'.•
Grand Opera
hardt.
Dreamlan
d
, Lo.-l
George Schenker, PearlTheatre
Theatre,
Lor
August Ilg, Wonderland Theatre Loi *
A.
Lincoln
Theatre,
Mansil
I.F.
W. Kelly,
West,
Apollo
Theatre,Utopia
Ober '
Utopia
Painesvil
le Theatre,
Painesville, O.; The Columbia Cc a1
Columbia Theatre, Portsmouth, O.- ec
J. Schade, Schade Theatre, Sandu!
The Gus Sun Amusement Co., Fr
Springfield, O.; The Steuben
Amu
Strand
Olympic& Paul
Theatres,
Steub'
Charles &Stofer
Sennett,
Gra
atre, Tiffin, O. ; G. A. Manos, Rex »
Troy, O. O. ; George Pfister, Jewel " a;
Toronto,
In addition to the above membei
represented
atarethe
subfranchises
: meeting and w v
The Smith Amusement Co., Coli gu
Strand Theatres^ Alliance and Sebr
y.
EmpireTheatre,
Theatre,Barber
Amh t,
H. E.W. McGhee,
Nice, Rondo
The Spragg Amusement Co., Elk Gr
O. aine,
; Daniel
atre, Bellaire,
Theatre,
Bellefont
C; Guti'
Messr
& Robinson, Lion Theatre, Bellev
M. Young, Lyric Theatre, Bowi
O.
; The
Empire O.Theatre
Eir Cincinnat
tre,
AckerJ. A. Co.,
i, ;Cincinnat
Glenway
Theatre,
i, O. ;
penal Amusement Co., Imperiai
Cincinnat
O. ; The Lincoln Amusen
Lincoln i,Theatre,
Cincinnati, O.; Tl \
land Amusement Co., Nordland-Pla
tre, Cincinnati, O. ; The Norwood
Co., Norwood Theatre, Cincinnati
man J. Bley, Valley Theatre, '
Theatre,
O. ; Woodward
Co., \';
CincinnatTheatre
i, O. ; Amphior
ment Co., Amphion Theatre, Cleve
H. Baird, BaU Park Theatre, Clevel
The Union Playhouse and Amusen
Bijou
DennisonDreamSquareTheatre,
AmusemeCleveland
nt Co ,
Square Theatre,
, O. ; TC '
Amusemen
Doan Theatre
t Co., Cleveland
O.; The Feer Theatre Co., Cleve
The Atlas Amusement Co., Lakew
tre Cleveland. O.; The Atlas A;
Co., KnickerbockerO. ; The
& MetropoliThe
k,t;
tres,
Milo Cleveland
Theatre, , Cleveland, Milo
O.; The
Investment Co., Stillman Theatre, '
O.; The Western Amusement Co
Cleveland
atre,
F. , Herbc
, O.;
Columbia
Theatre,
Columbus
O. ;
ern Amusement Co., Eastern Theatr
bus. O. ; The De Luxe Theatre Co.
Theatre, Theatre,
Columbus,Columbus
O. ; ,S. M. I
Victoria
O.; J.
necker, Eatonia Theatre, Eaton, O.
M. Tallman Ceramie Theatre, East
O.
O.;; O.JewelJ. Bannon,
PhotoplayBannon
Co., TheatJewei
Hamilton, O.; C. E. Kine. Tohn^c
tre, Leesburg, O. ; W. S. Butterfiel
Theatre, Lima, O. ; George Mai.
Theatre,
Stanlev
London,O.; O.;
Theatre, Lima,
The Lawwili
C. & ^
ment Co.. Putnam & Strand Tbea:
ietta and Cambridge, O. ; The Mari.
play Co., Marion & Southern Thea
ion and Princess
Bucyrus, O. ; B. Vudelei i»
Willis,
Theatre, Medina, ; M
odore
Opera House
town, Chifos.
O.; E. Sorg's
T. Wingard,
Pasti liaC
tre, Montpelier, O. ; Harris & Smt , m
Theatre, Mt.
S. S.O r '
O. ; le,
Vernon,
Nelsonvil
Majestic
Theatre,
M. Fenberg, Auditorium, Newarku
C. Hale, Opera House Thealal .
Vienna, O.; The Piqua Amusei
Mays Opera House, Bijou and Stra
O.; A. J. Holt, Pendrola Theatre,
& Reading, O.; A. J. Goflinet, Ope
Rittman, O. ; Bennett & Partlow,
Theatre, Tippecanoe City, O.; G. J
becker. Bijou Theatre, Toledo, O0
MovingToledo,
PictureO. ;Theatrica
l Co.,
atre,
Amus<Li'
Broadway
Lyric Theatre, Toledo, O.; Mrs. Js
Mystic Theatre, Toledo, O.; Au
Overland Theatre, Toledo. 0-;
Albright, Palm Theatre, Toledo,
Valentine Theatre Co., Valcntint
Toledo, O. : Walter L. Grudzen;
Eagle Theatre, Toledo, O.; Sam .
Bro., Mystic Theatre, Utica,
Standen, Broad Street Theatre. V
O. ; Abraham Bros., Vaudette The.
akoneta, O.: J. J. Murray, Ope
JohnsonHouse,
Warren,
Wonderla
WashingtonO. ; Court
0.;ni
Company. Dome Theatre, Youngs
Imperial e,Theatre
Zanesvill
O. Co., Inc., Imperii
I

jnuary
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are extracts from a few of the recent letters from
have just received the 1920 Calendar.

sure evidence

that the Booker's

Calendar

Booker

prominent

Exchanges — from

those

Scores of such letters have been received.

Pretty

is a " hit."

■ Found it a great source of convenience lo us." — Liberty
Film Exchange, San Francisco, Cat.

" Is one of the items we can hardly do without." — L. G. Kohn,
\st Natl., Cleveland, Ohio.

' I Pittsburg.
feel that I cannot be without one.'' — Day Film Corp.,

" It is really a hardship now to get along without your
Booker's calendar." — /. R. Young, Standard Film Corp.,
Kansas City, Mo.

' These calendars are exceptionally handy in our office." —
H. L. Taylor. Triangle Dist. Corp., Buffalo, N. Y.
' This is an almost indispensable item in our Booking Dept."
— W. T. Godwin, Pathe, Dallas, Tc.vas.

" Our Booker is enthusiastic about it." — R. E. Flagher, Republic Dist. Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio.

' Unquestionably this is the best calendar for the Booker's
use C.gotten out."'— IF. H. Rippard, Rcalart, Washington,
D.

" It is a masterpiece of service to all departments." — Republic
Dist. Corp., Clcirland, Ohio.

Can only say that this office would be incomplete without
it."— C. E. Moore, United Artists, Pittsburgh, Pa.

■■ Must have it, send C. O. D. or any other way as long as I
get it." — A. E. Hamilton Amusement Co., Yonkers, N. Y.

And

there

are lots more,

all telling the same

story of ''Service,

"

All the months of the year on one large sheet (333^ inches high by ItVi inches wide).
General and special holidays in red.
Metal strips top and bottom, hangers attached.

jOf Great Service to Ever) Booker in Exchange or Theatre as Dates for a Year Ahead Are Seen at a Glance

Seventy

Five

Cents,

Postpaid

As long as they last. Special, for $2.50 you may havs a year's subscription (New
Picture News and a Calendar postpaid.
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Seventh

Ave.,

or Renewal)
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star, or this or that production, news that
DAGON
By W. F.
News''
probably been printed in the paper that day.
y
a
l
p
State
Journal,
Springfield,
III.
o
Fliotoplay Editor of theP
Ohio
hot
has happened so many times as to become c
'T' H£. third of a series of special articles by photopi ay editors, which will teach that it pays the newspaper
mpnplace.
to publish such a section and which will educate exhibitors to cooperate with the newspapers, is written
In Springfield recently we inaugurated or.
by W. F. Dagon, photoplay editor of the Ohio State J oumal. Mr. Dagon is telluig you facts. He knows
State
Journal a " Midnight Man " stunt, along
wherein he speaks. He says that in every home som eone wants photoplay news and that the paper which
same lines as the old Raffles idea. A good-s
d ivotes a liberal portion of its space to n.otion pictur es need not worry about its subscription list. And in sum in gold was given to the person who o
^ nese two statements is contained the very essence of what constitutes a successful paper. First publishing
catch " The Midnight Man." The proposition
what people want which results in universal popular ily. Read what he has to say.
given no especial attention, but after the first d
news the entire town knew there was somet
THERE is no news in a daily newspaper that is wonderful motion picture section. Sometimes as
unusual on. By the fourth day, the day
read by a greater number of people in every, man}' as three pages are devoted to motion pic- '"Midnight Man" was captured, it is safe bet
home than the motion picture news. This not only
ture news. One of the most convincing pieces of every man, woman and child that read The S
evidence as to the popularity of the films and film
applies to the homes of the moderately well-to-do,
the middle cla?s, but also in the homes of the
Journal
the " Midnight
andr
stars was the giving over on one day by this paper
travels. knew
Simplyofbecause
it was theMan
kind" of
wealthy, the so-called silk-stocking circulation.
to two full pages — 16 columns — of photographs in that appealed to them, just the sort of stuflE
its beautiful Artgravure section to the stars of makes readers for a newspaper.
The big things on the first page are quickly scanned. The headlines are read, perhaps the most
the
Stage Women's War Relief Fund Pictures.
Newspapers know that the sporting pages
sensational of the stories will be gone through.
Yet it is not so long ago that this same paper
read by men mostly, with only a few women u
But when the motion picture page is found,
scarcely printed any motion picture news, but gave
ested. But motion picture new-s pages are
nothing is hurried over, for the news is too good
up nearly all the space to the legitimate attractions.
The Globe-Democrat has seen the way the wind
to be digested hastilj-, and must have careful peruby
womento and
Perhaps
wouldmotion
not '
mistake
say men.
that two
people itread
sal. The youngest member of the family is keen
is blowing, and knows there are dozens of people
ture news to one who reads the sporting (
interested in motion pictures to one who w-ants
to know when Charlie Chaplin's next comedy will
Pick up any newspaper and see how much r
knowledge of the stage players or plays.
be released, the yoimg women want information
sporting news is run than motion picture n
Getting
back
to
the
St.
Louis
situation
again,
on " Wally " Reid or Lew Cody, mother wants to
You will not find an advertisement of any
I want to compliment the man, or men, of the
know about Mary Pickford, and dad is anxious,
on the page by any of the people that the i
Universal Film Company down there for their
very much so, to know what Bill Hart's new
is about. On the motion picture page you
one is all about. So it is a foregone conclusion that
efforts in getting motion picture news and picfind advertising — a great deal of it— but in i
the newspaper that gives its readers the kind of
tures of motion picture stars into the papers.
cases the size of the news space is very 9
news that everyone in the household wants, is the
Scarcely aareSunday
passesconspicuously
that Carl Laemmle's
The day is not so far distant when more S
favorites
not found
displayed
newspaper that is going to have and hold the
will be given the film industry, and the paper
and beautifully written up by this genius or
largest number of readers. The State Journal,
geniuses. As the St. Louis papers are read by has " the best motion picture page in Amer
of which I happen to be motion picture editor,
will be the paper that will be imitated by the t
always tries to give its readers plenty of motion
people all over Central Illinois it makes it verypicture news. Particularly on Sunday does it print easy for this company to book its pictures in this just as they now imitate the funny columns,
cartoons, the stories and the styles of the big
territory. Indeed, managers have requests from
a great deal of news regarding the stars, the new
successful dailies.
productions and events in film circles.
patrons asking that they book some star or picture
that has been nicely called to their attention in
The State Journal has, always been on the lookout for the best motion picture features and never
the newspaper. The motion picture section which
passes one up that has merit. The Charles Sarver
the St. Louis Globe Democrat gets out has reC ompetition Is the Life of Tra '■,
sulted in a goodly share towards increasing the
stories on scenario writing, the Monte Katterjohn
. Says Dowler
circulation of the paper until it now outranks any
hints to photoplaywrights, the Kitty Gordon series
and Theda Bara series are some articles which I publication west of the Mississippi river.
pRANK
generalbelieves
manager ^|
■I
Signal DOWLER,
Amusement JR.,
Company,
The newspaper is the logical place for motion
ktiow aroused a great deal of interest and caused
tion is the life of trade even if the trade is eat\
people to read the paper that did not take it picture news.^ Of course the magazines are very
W'ithin one company. As a means of keepa(|l
regularly.
fine too, but they come out only once a month.
advertising men on their tiptoes he has inaugml
Just now we are using a feature sent out by a There is enough happening in motion picture
a policy of booking tlje picture at two or nMl
New York reviewer which tells us the best four
circles every day to furnish a column of very
the theatres run by the Signal company-, for 9 1
choice reading. Hot air press notices are not
films of the week, with an expert opinion on many
taneous runs and then allotting the same adwl
meant, but good, clean legitimate news, actual
of the new pictures released for that period.
ing space to each theatre, with the idea of sta[
happenings and things that are interesting. And
State Journal readers never overlook this feature,
the paper that prints such news has not much to a competition among the ad-men to de
and it is a known fact that many of them cut the
which one can turn out the best product.
worry about in the matter of circulation.
articles out and save them until the time comes
He started the policy by booking Mary
when the pictures will be show here.
It is only a short while back that every publisher
looked
at
a
piece
of
motion
picture
news
as
In these days of print paper shortage and high
in " The Hoodlum " for a week's run at
cazar theatre in Chattanooga, Tenn., and
a bit of free advertising for the theatre showing
cost of white paper, a newspaper has to be conthe Strand in Knoxville, Tenn. He notifie
the star or the play mentioned. It did not strike
servative. But no paper should cut down on the
Rosers, advertising manager at the Alcazar ;
him that perhaps there were many thousands waitamount of motion picture news. Take any newsC. Drumbar at the Strand, that he wanted
ing to read that article in his paper and silently
paper and you will find space devoted to things
compliment him for publishing it. It was just
which are not interesting to many readers. The
spread themselves on a quarter page ad foi '
feature.
what they wanted. If the same amount of space
paper has to have them because some people want
was devoted to tnotion picture news that is dethem. But in every home there is someone who
used the head
of ^lary
as Burke's
voted by newspapers to editorials, that page would
wants motion picture news, and for that reason
as Two
the men
outstanding
feature
of their
ads or
be more thoroughly read in many instances.
the paper should see that its readers get it.
ground that it was a most unusual picture c
Springfield is not a great way from St. Louis
star. Both used reading matter under the
Perhaps one of the best examples of how eagerA great many St. Louis papers are sold here every
ly real motion picture news is read is to sit in a Drumbar using the "Fourteen Points," the he
day, and hundreds are sold on Sunday. One of
theatre and listen to the comments of the patrons.
discovers during the course of the picture
You will hear many remarks about this or that
the St. Louis papers, The Globe-Democrat, has a
Rogers using a snappy synopsis of the story.
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Arthur
Some
ofHow

Ahelson,
Manager
of the New
"What
tation
Exploi

Lyric, Minneapolis,

Put Over

" In Old Kentucky

Am

"

I^Y/ITH
paidtime
admissions
extra37,683
piayiiig
marking andthe seven
rcsuhsday's
of
T intensive eicploitation campaign, the New Lyric
i heatrc, Minneapolis, has just completed a bit of
r|tio\vmanship that stands out as one of the recent
' ' d-breaking
of exhibitorspromotion efforts that merit the

10 campaign, conducted by Arthur .Abelson,
iger of the New Lyric Theatre, assisted by a
iclron of exploitation aces, stands out as a
te to Anita Stewart in her greatest production
ite, "In Old Kentucky."
lie fact that " In Old Kentucky." as a stage
had its origin and introduction in Minnesota;
Charles T. Dazey, the author, was a cub re>r on the St. Paul Globe; that Jacob Lilt, a
:rical producer of St. Paul, tinanced the prothe play;from
and thethatnegro
the waiters
W'hangdoodlc
Aonwasof recruited
of the
')llet Hotel which still stands in Minneapolis,
cd as the gist of an abundance of press matter
tilled news columns of local papers,
his press exploitation, which publicity rcpreitives cleverly compiled into copy for newsrs, launched the campaign two weeks previous
lie first showing of the attraction.
« enumerate the promotion devices that arc
I conspicuous in this campaign:
jj, jThe largest billboard ever posted in Minneapolis
•uenty-two sheets long and ten sheets high,
ible of reproducing the word matter in letters
L.. ■jjht feet high, was used.
t^' 'a negro jazz band paraded the streets in true
>irel show style, giving concerts in ragtime beeach performance.
te same stage setting used in the legitimate
. production on August 5, 1892, served as the
iig for the prologue which required the services
ight negro musicians, instrumentalists and
crs.
J,, j.\ lobby display featuring a horseshoe that stood
ijj(<;hteen feet high, from the sidewalk to the top
\ii < the lobby canopy and cut-outs showing Miss
'ii:ewart in many scenes were used.
Special boosting was given the song, " In Old
1 mtucky," written for this picture,
lie-ups with local confectioners resulted in the
' Kentucky Mint Julep " on every menu.
A street parade headed by a negro brass band.

r/ii.f \s the band which the New Lyric engaged to help exploit "In Old Kentucky" at MinnectpoHs
followed by the horse, Queen Bess, and nightriders was a semi-daily feature during the run of
the attraction.
Advertising accessories to the extent of 10,000
one-sheet cards, 2,000 " snipes," 10,000 circus heralds, 1,000 one-sheet lithos, and fifty 24-sheet stands
were used.

preferment this card in the form of a personal
solicitation would more than justify the expenditure by reason of the fact that it would be just the
required touch needed to sell the 39-cent ticket.
Another inexpensive method that it is estimated
broughtof the
of " Inbefore
Old Kentucky,"
and the
name
AnitatitleStewart
10,000 theatregoers,

The eight foregoing exploitation aids represented
the outstanding devices which the New Lyric
adopted to put the attraction over. Perhaps the
most effective bit of promotion was gained by the
mailing of 80,000 post-cards carrying the announcement of the attraction to each of the subscribers
of the Tri-State Telephone Company. This involved an expense of more than a cent for each
piece of mail matter sent out. It was the opinion
of the management that with the other apparent

and which can be adopted by those theatres affiliated with local vaudeville houses, consisted of asking a "seeress" what would be the next attraction at the new Lyric. At every performance she
replied, " In Old Kentucky," • starring Anita
Stewart.
The week preceding the opening of "In Old Kentucky," a local vocalist sang the song " In Old
Kentucky," from a box at the New Lyric at every
{Continued on next page),

f view of the Nezv Lyric's lobby decoration for "In Old.musical
Kentucky."
of zcent
the prologue
for the attraction in which real darkies
were used in a
numberand that
oyer forstaged
a hit
,
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pony the cheers and appeals for victory rang out
from behind the stage. The audience thrilled to
this novel touch and in every instance broke out
with cheers and applause.

ANITA
STE\

Picture

Jt

The prologue preceding " In Old Kentucky,"
which, incidentally, was the only picture shown,
lasted for ten minutes and served to get the audience in a most receptive mood for the peer of all
stories of the southland.
Speaking about his exploitation, Mr. Abelson
said :

VARr

|^

UC

Ky

SlflOLDKEMT

Posters designed for
the " In Old Kentucky "
showing
performance. In addition to this popularizing of
the title, several local cafes put the number on
their program and the 5-10 cent stores willingly
obliged with window displays.
The very presentation of the offering stimulated
a word-of-mouth advertising that took precedence
over any theatrical novelty seen in Minneapolis in
years. The local coloring was given to the stage
set which pictured darkies' cabin set in the foreground of a Colonial mansion, by the eight negroes
who sang Southern melodies to the accompaniment of banjo, guitar and mandolin. A horse occasionally could be seen stabled in one corner of
the stage and the cackle of love chickens supplied
an obligate to the musical numbers.
In that part of the film where the horse race is
shown the negro actors were again called upon to
lend color to the scene. In the tense excitement
while Queen Bess is neck and neck with the rival

" Our campaign demonstrated that ' In Old Kentucky,' with proper exploitation, is the greatest
money-getter ever offered to exhibitors. It must
be considered that whatever results from our
own efforts in promotion, we have the benefit of
twenty-seven years of cumulative advertising.
" Some of our best pictures were given unlimited
runs. We charged an admission price of 55 cents.
Yet, ' In Old Kentucky ' at a reduced price of
eleven cents per seat brought more money to our
box office than any attraction we ever played. And
the profit was greater despite the cost to which
we were put in arranging for the negro band and
our special setting.
" To handle the crowds we were forced to install another box office and add seven ushers to our
regular staff. Despite a police guard to prevent
shoving, our lobby doors and the interior decorations of the lobby were broken."
Extra newspaper space was gained when the
New Lyric gave a complimentary performance
to newsboys. Through the courtesy of the Liberty
Taxicab Company, the youngsters were brought to
and taken from the show in high style. This stunt
alone resulted in a front page story for " In Old
Kentucky " in every Minneapolis newspaper.
extra midnight
EveAn almost
caused a performance
riot when it on
was New
foundYear's
that
the entire house had been sold out two hours before the show was to start. The suspension of the
, sale of tickets for the evening resulted in a high
feeling. However this took the nature of requests
for an additional week's engagement.
" I would advise other exhibitors to pay special
attention to the stage and film version of this production," said Mr. Abelson. " Usually the manager
of a legitimate theatre is good for a story on how
the original stage show was presented. This gives
a good introduction to any exploitation campaign.
With proper care to exploitation the picture looks
to me like it will break records anywhere."

7 his poster was designed especially for the Xen
Lyric engagement

Good Idea for " Eyes of Youth *'
AN effective and inexpensive exploitation stuir
for use in advertising " Eyes of Youth " is
reported from Louisville, Ky., where the Strand
theatre pulled the stunt with excellent results.
The idea of itself is not new, several instance;
having been recorded in these pages where managers have employd it, but the Strand has utilizec
it a little differently.
The Strand stunt was the placing in automobiles
of a white card purporting to be a notice from
the police department telling the driver of the car
that he was violating traffic rules. On the lowei
side of the card is printed " You are summoned "
with an "over" just below it. The card on the
other side was printed with an announcement of
the '■ Eyes of Youth," showing at the Strand.

Unique advertising placed over the lobby entrance at the New Lyric for the "In Old Kentucky" engagement

January
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Sheet
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Uses
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Head

Exhibitor

a Window Display Which Broadway Can't Beat
there
DOWN at Atlanta, Missouri not Georgia,
lives an exhibitor by the first class old Scotch
ranie ol J. Greene MacKcnzic who some way we
have a hunch is wasting his talents on his home
iowr. which according to the newspaper census
numbers some 600 souls. When a showman in a
village of this size has the energy to originate
novelty advertising of the quality we arc going
u) tell you about and then possesses the mechani.-.il ingenuity to carry out his ideas, it would
-ecm as if a larger sphere for his activities should
be forthcoming. All of which is a statement not
proven until we tell you about some of the stunts
Mr. MacKenzie has pulled.
Nearly everyone no doubt has seen the marion€tte figures which some patent medicine and other
<jruggist sundries firms sometimes use in advertising their wares but it remains for Mr. MacKenzie to be (he first exhibitor we have ever heard
of who put this idea to practical use in advertising a photoplay.
As an instance of what Mr. MacKenzie is doing
ilong this line we will describe a window dis,.iy he originated and built including all mechaniil apparatus for "Kathleen Mavourneen."
He secured a window in an Atlanta drug store,
erhaps we might say THE Atlanta drug store
iid proceeded to originate a display for the Theda
Bara picture which may well be the envy of any
Mr. Brown's mechanical ivindoiv display in two positions. "Before and after kissing'
^liowman who appreciates the value of novelty
•ivertising.
What a Real Idea is W orth to a
Mr. MacKenzie used a lithograph from the pro" The Miracle Man " Flays
Real Showman
icers for the basis of his display. Beginning with
Three Weeks at Seattle
ic whole stand he cut close to the feet of the
;wo principal characters Theda Bara and her Irish JUST how much an "idea" is worth when a live
THE Strand Theatre of Seattle has just comexhibitor gets hold of it, no matter where and
lover in the picture and then at the right and
pleted a three-weeks' engagement of " The
when originated, is demonstrated in the experience
ft of the figures he cut perpendicularly to the
Miracle Man " that was characterized by an unusual
-;ures themselves when he clipped close to the of manager Eph. Rosen of the New Unique theaexploitation campaign which resulted in a steady
orms until he had cut-outs of Miss Bara and her
tre, Minneapolis, one of the Finkelstein and Rueben
consistent patronage confirming the policy of the
ver from the limbs up. This done, the cut
Strand management in booking the feature for so
houses, when "The Thirteenth Chair" was being
Lit was pasted on beaver board toned to the same
played at the New Unique.
extended a showing and then inaugurating a pub"'Utline as the lithograph.
licity campaign which would keep business up to
Mr. Rosen looked the picture over for advertising possibilities and among those he found
the required standard.
Mr. MacKenzie's next move was to make the
figures animated. By placing a pivot hinge at which he thought ought to waken public interest
The Strand advertising was largely along conthe waist of each figure and arranging levers on
was the spiritualistic theme on which the whole
ventional lines, special stress being laid on the
the back side of his invention he had animated
merit of the picture in the large newspaper displays
plot is founded.
automatons which would bend forward to comcarried throughout the showing. From the accomSo the New Unique advertising carried the anplete the kiss suggested in the lithograph as it
panying cut, the reader may view one of the charnouncement
that
during
the
"Thirteenth
Chair"
was in the original. When the inventive showman
acteristic audiences which the picture drew. The
a full fledged honest to God spiritualhad all his levers and cams arranged so that they engagement
istic medium would appear at every performance
photograph was taken during the second week of
would gyrate between the two positions as is and answer questions asked by any person in the
the showing when it was expected that business
shown m the accompanying cms, a small electric
audience and also demonstrate other evidences
would drop ofif. The camera man was invited
motor was pressed into service to furnish the
around so the News might have visual proof that
of his occult powers.
mechanical power and the window display was
Uro Nye was the title of the medium engaged
all ready to start work for the showing of "Kathfor
the showing. The "professor" has a good
leen Mavourneen" at "The Picture House" which
it didn't.
reputation for getting away with his demonstrais the name of Mr. MacKenzie's theatre.
Jackson, Mich., Newspaper and
tions in Minneapolis and also received a good
So nicely timed was the mechanical part of the
share
the that
New nine
Unique's
space.andThea
Exhibitor C o-Operate
result ofwas
out advertising
of ten women
iirrangement
that just of
bek)re
the "lips"
there was a hesitation
a fraction
of a touched
second
surprising number of men living in the twin cities
Ijefore the osculation act was completed.
THE general campaign consisted of a Madge
soon became convinced that they must see this
Kennedy contest conducted through the JackMr. MacKenzie has been specializing in this sort
man perform, whether or not they cared about seeson News, window displays in the local shops, fuM
of advertising for some time. When he played
ing the picture.
page tie-up advertising on Sunday, distribution o«
In
view of the fact that the New Unique was
"Daddy
Long
I^gs"
he
arranged
a
similar
display
unique advertising matter on the streets, greatly
so far as mechanical effects were concerned. This
up against the keenest of competition for the full increased newspaper advertising, and a special cocut out showed "Mary"' fishing in a gold fish bowl
week, Manager Rosen is proud of his record with
with practical rod and line the "fish" being the
operative newspaper campaign on " Flame of tnc
the picture.
liny figure of a man who, "nibbled" and then was
Good
big
newspaper
space
was
purchased
all
"hooked."
Supported by the fact that the new Farrar picThere is a moral to this story as well as a of which played up the- mystery part of the picture
ture was being brought to Jackson for its first
and
dwelt
on
the
spiritualistic
elements.
lesson in mechanical ingenuity. If a showman in
public
showing, Mr. McLaren visited the publisher
Desert."
a town of less than 600 souls finds it pays to go
Large posters with stills from the productions
of the Jackson News and enlisted his interest.
to such extraordinary pains to advertise with novelwere placed about the lobby and on these were
ties, what vahie should accrue to the theatre in catch lines about the medium and her power to The picture was presented privately to the newspaper oflScials before the advertising proposition
a city where competition is keen and where there
tell events as does the medium in the picture.
was suggested. The result was a special showing
is an unlimited field from which to draw?
Directly in front of the theatre, on the sidewalk,
The answer is that the city showman if he put
of the production, sponsored by the Jackson News
was
placed a huge chair, about 15 feet high.
at noon of the opening day. News readers were
the brains and "pep" into his exhibiting career as
does Mr. MacKenzie, in six months he would have
This was labeled "The Thirteenth Chair" and was
invited to the performance free of charge provida veritable magnet for drawing the people.
to enlarge the seating capacity of his theatre.
ing they carried the coupon published in the paper.
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LEAH BAIRD made a personal appearance
Tom Moore's Strand theatre, Washington, J
9th, the occasion being the opening of " The Capitol " the picturization of Augustus Thomas' play
of the same name in the capitol city.
Miss Baird was introduced by Mr. Moore in a
neat little speech, responding with a witty talk
about her adventures in Washington during the
filming of the picture, incidents of w'hich involving Miss Baird's running the gauntlet of fighting
mobs during the race riots, were listened to with
deep interest by those who had witnessed these
disturbances.
"The Capitol" was received with unstinted approval by the audience, which applauded Miss
Baird with enthusiastic delight. Souvenirs were
distributed while Miss Baird was speaking and
those who had not obtained photographs of the
star during the showing received them later.
Miss Baird was given a supper at the New
Willard Hotel at which were present many distinguished Washingtonians.
Stages Christmas Show
dies

Shea's Hippodrome jazz band recently installed as a regular feature at the Buffalo picture palace

Franklin

of

Buffalo

Atmosphere
Yuletide
No holiday during the year ever goes by without
special recognition by Harold B. Franklin,
managing director of Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo,
but it is at Yuletide that he plans to put his best
into converting his big house into a veritable Santa
Claus land, and this year proved no exception, for
the Hippodrome bubbled over with Christmas
" atmosphere."
Patrons expect unusual things at this house, so
in a way they were not unduly shocked when on
entering the lobby the first thing that loomed up
in front of them was a mammoth Christmas tree,
beautifully decorated and electrically lighted, that
was placed at the bottom of the escalator in the
front of the lobby. As the eye passed down the
long corridor leading to the theatre proper it met
with pleasingly placed holly wreaths and long
strings of Xmas greens, entwined with vari-colored
incandescent bulbs, the whole taking one at once
into the land of make believe where old Kris
Kringle and his cohorts thrive.
The interior of the big house was also attractively decorated, but it was into the stage setting
that Franklin put his real effort, with the result
that Hippodrome patrons saw one of the most
elaborate as w-ell as most attractive settings so
far presented. The center setting showed a blue
background into which was perforated Santa Claus
and his reindeer train jumping off into space off the
house tops of a quaint little village nestling in
a snow-clad valley.- Stars were also cut through
the background, so that when spotlights were
thrown on the canvas from the rear the whole was
thrown into lifelike realism.. To the right directly
in front of this background was a large Christmas
tree, also like the one in the lobby, strikingly
decorated and lighted with many colored bulbs. To
each side of the center setting were two fantastic
scenes that harmonized well with the occasion. The
orchestra pit was covered with greens and holly.
As the Christmas settings were unveiled, the big
symphony
orchestra played Romberg's
" Toy

''Builds

In''

the

Until It ''Bubbles'^
Symphony," a composition that was especially
appropriate to the season and which, excellently
rendered, was enthusiastically received. Emmanuel
List, of the Rialto theatre, New York, was the
soloist, and his Christmas number was so well
received that he responded with " Toyland," from
" Babes in Toyland," by Victor Herbert.
The feature picture at the Hippodrome for the
Christmas holidays was Mary Miles Minter in
" Anne of Green Gables," which was also the debut
of Realart pictures in Buffalo. The production
proved a popular selection for the Yuletide season.

for Kid-

THE Strand theatre of Brooklyn, through its
managing director, Edward L. Hyman, came
in for considerable front page publicity in the
Brooklyn Eagle the day follow-ing Christmas, when
the newspaper described in detail the show for
poor children given under the auspicies of the
Eagle, at which 2,800 little shavers attended. It
was quite some event in the childrens' and the
Eagle
and home
Strandat employes
executives'
lives
who went
night with and
a warm
glow about
their hearts in the feeling that they had brought
happiness to so many who otherwise might have
had cause to mourn Christmas Day.
Schade

Wins

in Higher

Court

GEORGE
J. SCHADE,
owner and who
manager
of
the Schade
theatre, Sandusky,
a year
ago ran into trouble with the Sandusky authorities
during the influenza epidemic, has escaped judgement on a fine of $100, which a lower court inflicted by the decision of a higher tribunal which
dismissed the findings in rulings that the affidavits
on which the action was brought were defective
and insufficient to justify punishment. Mr. Schade
kept his theatre open after being ordered by the
city health director to close and the fine mentioned
administered.

Harold B. Franklin's Christmas week stage setting typified the Yuletide spirit
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India

What the Grand Opera House, Calcutta's
Largest Theatre, Is Doing with Illustrations
j'ILM exploitation in far off India offers a
different problem than it does in this country,
ompetition is not so keen there and the exbitor does not have to go to such great efforts to
■ing his film before the public, fie knows any
Icture he shows will draw patronage.
He is in much the same position as the exhibitor
as in this coimtry many years ago when people
id not go to see this or that star or a special
icture, but just went to the " movies " much as
ley would go into a table dc hote restaurant.

■ranee to the Grand Opera House, Calcutta,
■a. rather marred in appearance by the lithograph over the lobby opening
he far-sighted manager in foreign climes, howver, is looking forward to the same boom in
lUsiness that struck this country and made the

A billboard stand ivhich would do credit to some of
word in knowing hozv to advertise a picture. The
film industry one of the greatest in the world.
Calcutta boasts of the largest cinema theatre
in the east. This is the Grand Opera House, and
has seating accommodations for over 1,200 persons. The house caters to the foreign trade as
there are large British and American colonies
there, and the higher castes of Hindustans are all
conversant with the English language.
This theatre which is controlled by the Bijou,
Ltd., could show mediocre pictures and in the
.American parlance, " get away with it." The
patrons would content themselves with them because they would have no other alternative. It
would be a case of take it or leave it.
The management, however, is far-sighted enough
to look ahead and think of to-morrow. To guard
against future competition they are booking only
the very best pictures being produced. The leading stars whose pictures are in demand in this
country are therefore also being screened simultaneously abroad.
In this Indian photoplay house we find an unusual problem nicely dealt with. Unlike motion
picture theatres in this country, this house has an
advance sale of seats. They therefore depend on

\:.Mk. iri"ir->'-- --t "llili'
our American houses which think they are the last
Grand Opera House bills its pictures "like a circus"
their advance advertising to book a full house
before the time for the showing of the feature.
Huge signs announcing coming productions are
posted along the outside walls of the theatre which
is on a busy thoroughfare. Plays are advertised
in the vancepapers
and around the town well in adof the showing.
If bookings do not seem to be coming in heavy
enough extra efforts and more advertising are used
to exploit the picture and increase sales or reservations. The success of this plan is forcibly shown
by the fact that very rarely is there an empty
seat at any performance.
The theatre is very up-to-date in design and appointments. Itcontains lounging rooms where refreshments are served. The management uses
every bit af available space to draw the attention
of its resting or strolling patrons to its coming
productions. A unique method of cutting out the
letters and figures of posters and pasting them
directly on the tiled walls and pillars adds a good
deal to the attractiveness and selling powers as
well as neatness of the displays and helps immeasurably in hastening the incoming reservations for future performances.

I

The lobby and rest room of the Grand Opera House of Laicuua, liuna. i^ iicrc //j. i
very best quality

tiu

c .-liiunLaii pictures of the
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An

Unusual

Picture

Occurrence

New

in Photi

play History
T"" HE Alhambra and Lubin theatres of Cind
A nati located side by side as may be seen
viewing the accompanying cut recently adopted
"Flying A" week; the Alhambra using "T
Hellion " and the Lubin playing " Six Feet Foui
Cut-outs from the 24 sheet posters of the "Hellio:
and the figure of Margarita Fisher as the que
of the cabaret, were used to great advantage
the impressive lobby displays. A large cut-out
William Russell and the "Six Feet Four" mea
uring rod, also had a prominent part in t
decorations.
The Lubin also used a special banner announ
ing the title of the picture and was generous
Its display of scene stils.
Some interesting figures were obtained by t
respective theatre managements from the showii
of two films from the same company by the \.\
theatres situated along side of each other. In
way it demonstrated the relative drawing val
of each star and also brought to view some int«
esting sidelights as to the value of titles in coa
ing people into '.he theatre.
berins
New to Us and W orth Remen
"Side by each," these tzvo houses played "Flying A'' pictures day and date to good business

New

Slogan
in

for

Business

Pre-Holiday
JVins

AE. VAX CROIX, owner of the Bijou thea• tre, Jamestown, N. Y., faced the usual preholiday slack with thought instead of resignation.
He faced it with " Soldiers of Fortune," the Allen
Dwan production, and a splendid campaign for
exploiting the picture.
" Do your Christmas shopping early," said Mr.
Van Croix to his home city, " but don't miss the
best picture that's come to town this year ! "
He told this to the Boy Scouts and to the American Legion, and to all the educational institutions
of the city, and although unable to tie-up with the
public and high schools because of iron-clad rules,
he instituted a patriotic prize contest in the Jamestown Business College and made arrangements for
showing the film to the whole student body at
reduced rates for a group attendance of 200 or
more students.
The day before the opening of his picture Mr.
Van Croix gave a special showing of " Soldiers
of Fortune " for all the Boy Scouts of the town
and other invited guests. The special showing was
linked up with a proposed drive for members which
the Scouts had in view. Patriotic addresses featured the .ceremony, the Boy Scouts went literally
wild over the photoplay, and much enthusiasm was
stirred up, the echo of which was heard in the
Jamestown press.
Commander Peterson, of the local chapter of
the American Legion, attended, and following the
picture gave a written endorsement for such uses
as Mr. Van Croix saw fit to make of it. This was
used in a lobby display and was sent to local newspapers. Commander Peterson was also requested
to announce to Legion members that upon presentation of their membership cards or Legion buttons they would be admitted to the theatre at half
price.
Advertisements emphasizing the American character of the photoplay were featured in the newspapers and the fact that this is Richard Harding
Davis' most famous and most thrilling novel was
prominently played up. A special offer to Boy
Scouts and accredited Legion members was likewise printed. On the main street of the city, enlarged stills from the adventure picture were attractively arranged with theatre notices in the shop

for

Van

Slack
Croix

windows lor the benefit of the crowds of shoppers.
Although Mr. Van Croix had in mind an elaborate
tie-up with the public schools in a prize essay contest, it developed that iron-clad rules prevented
any connection for advertising purposes with the
school system. Undaunted by this setback, Mr.
Van Croix lined up the big Jamestown Business
College with the contest and with special rates for
large groups of students.
Mr. Van Croix is particularly enthusiastic about
this idea, and suggests its use in conjunction with
business colleges and other educational institutions.
At the same time, as in the case of Jamestown, a
special arrangement can be made for a slight reduction in prices if the students attend in sufficiently large numbers.
Mr. Van Croix's offer of a prize was made in
the following letter to the principal of the JamesCollege :
" Dear town
SirBusiness
:
" Confirming our conversation of this morning,
I beg to state that I will be glad to offer the following prizes to the students of Jamestown Business College: First — Five dollars ; Second — Three
dollars; Third — Two dollars.
" These prizes are offered to your students for
the three best essays on the subject: What 'Soldiers of Fortune ' have done in the development
and growth of the United States.
" These essays are to be turned in not later than
Wednesday, December 10th, and prizes will be
awarded by you on Thursday, December 11th.
" May I point out that the students in their compositions need not necessarily use the book by
Richard Harding Davis nor the photoplay which
will be at the Bijou theatre as a basis. It would
"be better if they were to take the viewpoint that
Christopher Columbus, Daniel Boone and all other
pioneers were ' Soldiers of Fortune.'
" If on Monday or Tuesday afternoon the members of the Jamestown Business College would
like to attend the performance of ' Soldiers of
Fortune ' in a body of at least 200, I will be glad
to make a reduction of SO per cent, in the admission price.
" Very truly yours,
" A. E. VAN CROIX."

PHIL. GERSDORF, publicity director for t
S. .\. Lynch enterprises for Jacksonvil
Florida, has originated a new one, so far as o
memory of exploitation goes. While Mr. Gersdc
used his cards for Christmas Day any legal holid
will answer as well and there can be no questi
of the advertising value of the idea.
Mr. Gersdorf's stunt is best told in his o''
words, which we received in reply to an inqu;
made of him following a tip which came into t
oflfice that he had pulled an unusually clever advi
lising idea:
" I recenth' put over a small publicity stunt th
paid exceedingly well both in publicity for t
theatre and advertising on the current feature,
had several hundred cards printed in Christncolors and with neat Christmas border bearing t
inscription " CLOSED Christmas Dav — going
see 'IN OLD
KENTUCKY'
with AND
STEWART at the ARCADE Theatre" and h
them perforated with holes through which cot
be strung a piece of string of appropriate leng
if needed.
Had a number of these distribul
among some of the smaller stores several d;
before Christmas, as the merchants were pleas
to have a " Closed " card furnished them, and a
thought well of the little idea. But of course
would be out of the question and a great waste
time to get to the proper authorities of the lar(
stores and have them place one of the cards in '
window as the smaller stores were doing, so ea
Christmas morning we were on the job and 1
one of these cards strung on the front door
every place of business that we were not si
would be open. By this method it was possible
secure an ad in locations on the best sites in
city that could not be bought under ordinary (
cumstances for love or money. The cards m;
quite a flash, and I have no doubt that they cau
the eyes of nearly everyone of the many people
the streets Christmas day. I even noticed that
a few of the stores, where evidently the proprie
had come do\vn Christmas morning, but had
opened for business, the cards had been taken fr
the outside of the door and placed in a more c
spicuous position on the inside."
Gives His Patrons Free Sho^
VINCENT A. VALENTINE, manager of
Harford theatre of Baltimore, a neighborh'
house, writes us to the effect that he gave a f
vaudeville and photoplay show on Christmas E
which he believes has made him many frie
among children and grownups that will more t!
offset
the expenseintends
of the
Mr. Valentine
to day's
make showing.
the free sho>
regular thing for Christmas Day at his theatre
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Whe

Best

Exploitation
Thomas
Lowell

D. Soriero Gets the Attention
With

\ particularly engaging novelty was presented at
Strand Theatre, Lowell, Mass., under the diction of General Manager Thomas D. Soriero, in
.1 e nature of a shoe exhibit which attracted
'{ insidcrable attention from New England theatrical
en. The exhibit, which was secured by Mr.
ariero through the courtesy of the United Shoe
J achinery Corporation and included a lobby dis! ay of fashionable shoes by well-known Lowell
erchants, comprised a display of footwear
om the Dark Ages to the present day. The
r :auty of the exhibit was enhanced by the skilful
: ie of artistically decorated glass show-cases in
J e large marble foyer of this handsome Lowell
i eat re.
For two weeks the Strand patrons crowded the
^ bby to view some of the most interesting shoes
er placed on exhibition, and in conjunction with
anager Soriero's well selected program of films,
• I ade a distinct impression on his patronage.
During the second week of the exhibition, a film
owing the intricacies of modem shoe manuf acre was shown in the theatre in conjunction with
' e exhibit in the lobby. The motion picture took
■ ' e audience through the various stages of shoe
^ orkmanship, beginning with the tanning of the
■ trious grades of leather to the finished product.
^ his film was made at great expense under the
ipervision of the United Shoe Machinery Corpor' ion. using machinery made by this great organizaDn, which controls more patents on shoe manuicturing machinery than any other corporation in
e world today.
. The shoe display, which was only secured by
'} anager Soriero after many spirited bids on the
■ irt of brother managers, was approved by the
'" owell Board of Trade. In this connection they
I4>hasized their appreciation of the gigantic in^ aence that moving pictures and moving picture
^ leatres have on business, and what an association
f motion pictures with industry can achieve for
1 he footwear was arranged in glass cabinets
h cards side of each exhibit giving the public

of

Stunt
of the Whole

the

Week

City of

His Boot and Shoe Exhibit at the Strand Theatre

IVItcii ment" Soldiers
of Fortune
the Ai)iericait
theatreladies
exploitation
menpushing.
tied-up the
with the Christmas
sale " ofplayed
Red Denver
Cross stamps
7vhich Denver
were then
The engageresults
were highly gratifying to all concerned
a detailed history of each. There was shown, foi'
instance,
a Jack boot of Kingaffair
Henry
of France,
a heavy all-leather-and-iron
whichI\' easily
must
have weighed fifty pounds. Another interesting
boot was that worn by Marshall Xey at the battle
of Waterloo. A slipper of Empress Elizabeth,
Queen of Hungary (1894) was an attractive exhibit. The famous dancer, Clio de Merode of Austria, autographed a silken slipper for an admirer,
and this is included in the display shown at the

-Strand. AW the footwear displayed and the history claimed for each has been accurately established. Among other footwear shown was a handmade shoe, a heavy, bulky wood-and-leather affair,
worn by Christian Bohsen for nine years. Bohsen
was a Swiss guide in the Alps. Shoes of the
Bishop of Klosterneuberg of Austria from 1750
to 1790 caused considerable comment. A bedroom
slipper of Queen Elizabeth of Austria (1898) was
a dainty affair. Shoes worn by soldiers of nearly
every nation, kingdom and empire in the w-orld
were shown. Brogues and shoes worn by the allied
soldiers, including our own doughboy's, were
shown. The contrast was, if not amusing, at least
interesting. Even straw shoes made from native
grown grass and worn by the inhabitants of the
Canary Islands could be seen. Dainty little shoes
of
Japanese and Chinese women were included,
Turkey.
not to mention the footwear worn in the harems of
General Manager Soriero, upon securing the exhibit, and wishing to co-operate and aid the shoe
merchants of Lowell, gave them permission to exhibit the very latest models in women's, men's and
children's shoes in the lobby, alongside of the
ancient shoes, the contrast adding a conspicuous
element of novelty and interest to the whole. The
modern shoes were tastefully arranged in glass
cases also, and in many instances included exhibitions of the latest patterns and designs in women's
silk hosierJ^ Everything conceivable in the line
of footwear was placed on display. Shoe men from
all over New England came to view the exhibit,
which they pronounced one of the most successful
ever held in conjunction with a theatre. Incidentally the footw-ear exhibit w-as the same as that
held so successfully in Boston.
In addition to a great number of specimens of
footwear formerly the property of famous people
some of which have been enumerated, shoes from
Mexico, England, China, Japan, Vienna, Russia;
soldier's footwear from Prussian Infantry, English
Infantry, Serbian Infantry, French Cavalry, and
Pershing trench shoe w ere exhibited.
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The

Press
A

Book

Series of Articles

by

the

Men

Use
of Pub-

licity and Advertising for the First National Exhibitor's
THE producers press book, its merits and dem ents, its value and shortcomings has been argued
pro and con in the columns of the News for s ome time.
Much that is interesting reading has been pri nted, which so far as the News is concerned is
highly gratifjdng. We aim to print that which our subscribers will read and we are not at cdl discomforted when some " start something." And some thing was started in the press book controversy.
It is still going. The producers and publicity men of the producers who viewed with offended dignity the imputation that the product of their pens was " weak " have had their say. The other side
has
told its tale." Now comes some articles w hich are really worth something to both producer
and "exhibitor.
They are to be written by the very men who u se or at least would like to use press books in
their every day job of furnishing publicity for mo tion picture theatres. We are going to print a
series of such articles. The first is by Al. Levin, manager of the Coliseum theatre of San Francisco. The other is by Fred Warrington of the m otion picture department of the Philadelphia
Record.
men say
knowwillwhat
theyhome.
are talking about. They don't argue, they just tell you facts.
We hope These
what they
strike

Circuit.

Al Levin, manager of the Coloseum theatre, Portland

by C. L. Yearsley,

Who
Director

BY AL LEVIN
Manager, Coliseum Theatre. San Francisco
FILM distributors send out too much matter. It
is a waste for what is gained. I don't need
reams of paper to blaze the way for successful advertising. Ionlj' adopt one or two anyway and
three or four are sufficient for a live wire.
The great mistake of publicity departments is a
lack of variety. They seem to work along the line
that one good successful comlnnation can be
worked with a dozen pictures. That is not so, for
the same colors, the same style and the same lettering means that people do not aotice the change in
attraction, and it is harder to bring it to their
notice.
I can lay before you press sheets from a dozen
concerns and in the collection can find for you
many stories that follow identical lines, and in
one book can locate several stories almost identical. That is not variety, it is camouflage.
Qistributors may be able to stand the expense of
reams of matter, but it is pure waste. Devotion
to a small variety of real quality and less quantity
would be better for exhibitors.
I have always believed that press books should
be divided into two sections : One for the exhibitor, giving him his resume of the story, timing of
the film, music and some real dope on how the
subject ranks, and the other for the best method
in the judgment of the manufacturer of how to
successfully exploit it. Pictures are not of uniform excellence and the producers know it. If
they were honest about it and made an extra effort
to aid an exhibitor in exploitation when the subject is below par, I believe it would ha\e untold
benefits in the long run.

Secured

Motion

Posters and slides are my hobby. I believe I
get more and better results from these two than
any other publicity matter. I have used slides
from the distributor, but they are cheaply
arranged and I usually have my own made. Some
one is being badly bunked, for I get better work
for the same money even when duplicated.
In the last few months, producers have improved
wonderfully in their poster work, and it is having
its box office effect. I have noticed that all of my
big successes where I used posters, had a solid
coloring scheme until now I make my own, unless
the colors are dignified. The motion picture has
risen above the melodramatic, flamboyant appeal
■of other days. Our patronage doesn't need flaring posters to arouse its interest. Just the other
day I had a chance to judge of colors when adjacent billboards carried the two extremes, one in
rich and dignified solid background of blue and
the other flaring with red. I noticed that people
glanced at the vivid board and stopped to read
and look at the more dignified board.
In a district house such as the Coliseum is, and
with second-run pictures, I find heralds advantageous. But those created by the producers seldom do, as I adapt them to my patrons, and the
only advantage of the ones secured at the exchanges isto help create ideas.
I use many photos in the course of a year and
find that the ones furnished are excellent — for
about two productions. The variety is so limited
that except in advertisements utilizing scenes from
a play they become useless. New poses I realize
are hard to get consistently, but they are so important that I believe the producers would find it to
their advantage to create a department for the sole
purpose of introducing variety in photographs of
stars. It is but a manifestation of the utilizing to
death of a successful idea.
In looking over the field of publicity furnished, I
tliink that the First National in the last few months
have passed their competitors by leaps and bounds.
So successful was their paper and exploitation
material that whenever I booked a First National
attraction that I immediately became anxious to see
their advertising accessories, which formed a habit
which in itself has proven a boon. It caused me to
order advertising accessories simultaneously with
the booking of my picture and the advantage of
having it on hand has been so beneficial that I do
it with all bookings and can plan some time ahead
by advertising campaigns.
I never was very keen about booking Anita Stewart until the First National handled her productipns. In my estimation she has been lifted from
the slough of mediocrity by the publicity of the
First National and the accessories put out for her
productions have made her one of the biggest
favorites that appear on our screen.
Their publicity spells dignity. The richness of
their poster colors, the artistry of the make-up and
the human interest angles that are embodied in
the publicity stories are adding to the desirability
of playing their offerings, until now I have no hesitation in booking a First National subject.

Picture

News

Them

Fred Warrington, who is telling you some
facts about press books in the accompanying story
I might say practically the same of the Select
service, but the rapid advance has not been so
noticeable with that concern, although their prepared advertising and pubhcity is along the line;
of dignity which I am trying to point out.
A great majority of film distributors try to impress upon the exhibitor the worth of their wares.
That is all right in its place, but if one-half the
effort were expended in trying to convey to the
public the attractiveness of a given production tha:
is expended in trying to convince the exhibitor,
the box office receipts would stimulate the buying
far greater than mere words can ever do.
BY FRED WARRINGTON
Motion Picture Department, Philadelphia Record
Thousands of dollars are wasted every year by
motion picture producers and distributors in sending out press material that is of no interest to
either the public or the newspapers, which is the
medium through which the " fans " secure their
news of current showings at their favorite theatres.
This publicity matter comes into the newspaper
office in large gobs and as a rule finds its way ver>
quickly to the waste paper basket. There appear;
to be no thought given as to just what sort o:
matter the newspaper desires, or if the particular
paper publishes advance motion picture news. In
the first place the various concerns should ascertain
just which of the papers publish such matter, and
if they do publish it the particular kind of news
they desire. Everj' paper as a rule has a different
view of the kind of news that appeals to the public
The postage, let alone the vast sums spent in printing and typewriting, must run into the thousand?
each year. The ordinary stereoty-ped matter may be
all right for use in the newspapers of the smaller
cities, but it is of no use to the papers in larger
cities, where it is essential that the publicity matter
must have a certain news appeal to readers.
The average press sheets of today need careful
revision, and some deep thought should be given
to the kind of news that appeals to all kinds of
(Continued to page 1051)
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music stores. Special cut outs were used effectively in both windows and stores.
The Herald helped along with an essay contest
on " For Whom Does Everywoman Dress," resulting in a lot of publicity and interesting reading
which held the attention of the women — to whom
the entire appeal of the advertising was directed.
The opening of " Everywoman" at the Columbia
had to be big with all this advance work. Mr.
Gross booked the picture for a week and has
decided to keep it eleven days at least. The Sunday opening was in a snowstorm and nasty weather.
Hut at 11 a. m. Sunday the theatre was jammed
and stayed that way until closing time. Monday
was slushy and worse than Sunday. But the Monday was bigger than " The Miracle Man " or "Male
and
fore. Female," record-breakers of a few weeks be-

Window
The "Broken Blossoms" lobby display at the
Rivoti theatre, Columbia, S. C.
Uses

" Everyicoman " with a
Double Purpose
wo things actuated Charles Gross, manager
of the Columbia theatre, Dayton, Ohio, reeiitly
when run.
he decided
book "toEverywoman
lor a weeks
First heto wanted
make money"
uui was sure that this picture would accomplish it.
Second, some of the picture houses of Dayton
1 been running pictures which had aroused the
irch interests and talk of Sunday closing laws
'\ censorship were in the air.
So Gross had two incentives. He felt he had a
^ picture and he felt he could help the picture
lustr>' in Dayton by putting "Everywoman"
or big.
He
went Ato tonic
it ! for the town, as 'twere.
His biggest stunt and one that they're still
zing about in Dayton was the fourteen-page
special Section " for " Everywoman " published
the Dayton Journal on Sunday. Securing the
-operation of Oscar A. Doob, the exploitation
man from the Cincinnati exchange of Famous
' 'layers- Lasky Corporation, Mr. Gross and the
use press agent, W. K. Mathews, gave him
cry assistance — something a lot of exhibitors
1 house press agents don't always do.
It so happened that Mr. Gross is not on the
'St friendly terms with one of the two papers
Dayton. That left only two papers — the Jour•I and the Herald — for the exploitation man to
business with. Mr. Gross agreed to run a full
;:;e ad — something unusual in Dayton. Then he
-reed to go further — he would have the ad in
ree colors ! With that foundation, the Journal
iS induced to run a 14-page section. The title
.ge — in colors— was designed by the Famous
i.iyers-Lasky representative and he followed the
.le of the Everywoman page ad in the Saturday
lening Post and other magazines. Also followed
c lettering style of the lithographs — so that the
ecial section was tied up and bound tightly into
e general advertising, although the section had
e appearance of a regular magazine feature.
;iecial matter referring to the photoplay was run
roughout the section; illustrations from the still?
ere frequent: The Journal advertising department got busy and lined up a lot of tie-up advertising. A woman's apparel store advertised bargains for " Everywoman," an auto dealer had an
electric car just for " Everywoman," etc., etc.
There was a full page ad made from a special
one-sheet lithograph prepared for window display
tie-ups on " Hinds Honey and Almond Cream," a
toilet article. The one sheet was photographed
and a cut made, full page size. Four leading drugerists, who handled the Hinds product, paid for
he page, which was a wonderful smash for
Everywoman."
This ad was a direct reflection
jf nearly a dozen window displays in drug stores.
Other displays were secured in a stove store and

Display

for "High

EJ. DRUCKER, branch manager of the Hall• mark exchange of Denver, has arranged a
window display for "High Speed" with the Den" in exchange for
ver Dry Goods Company's store
the running of slides Speed
at the Denver theatres whicli
are to run the picture, services in running slides
announcing that the book by Clinton H. Stagg,
from which the film production was made, may
be
purchased at the Denver Dry Goods Company's
store.
The Denver mercantile has discovered a lot of
value in tieing up with the film industry in cooperative displays and regularly practises this form
of publicity. Nearly everj^ good picture shown in
Denver gets a window display along the lines we
have recorded.

Press Book

by the Men Who Use
Them
{Continued from page 105Q)
readers. There seems to be a lack of special stories
concerning the screening of the picture, about the
principals in the cast and the director, of whom
there is always something to say concerning his
career, or something he has done and his manner
in directing the picture in question. This is the
kind of material that is wanted by the daily and
Sunday newspapers. Take Philadelphia, for instance, with its many large and spacious theatres.
The publicity manager of these houses must send
out his matter in advance of the showing, and frequently he must look to the press sheets for his
material. If they have no interesting news such
as is wanted by the papers for special stories, he
gets very little publicity for the attractions. It is
very seldom that any of the matter in the press
sheets can be used in the manner in which it is
written, and must be rewritten in an interesting
way. There have been occasions that it occurs. I
find that the Paramount-Artcraft press sheets are
of the most use to the publicity man in securing
his special stories for the Sunday newspapers.
Press sheets should be distinctive and gotten up
in a manner that will not only appeal to the motion
picture editors, but to the exhibitors as well. The
press 'sheet gotten out by the First "National Exhibitors' Circuit on " Daddy Long Legs " carried
a combination of matter that practically suited the
wants of the editors as well as the exhibitors, and
could not very well be enlarged upon.
Many of the publicity departments of the producers dwell too much on the one subject, which
results in the overlapping of the stories. They do
not need to be long articles, for if they are short
and to the point, there is more likelihood of their
being published. It is far better to have a small
item concerning an attraction published than having
noiie at all.
"A vast amount of money and time can be saved
if the producers will go more caref ullj' > into the
wants of the newspapers."

Lester Says: " Spend Money

on the

Big Qnes^^
THE Rivoli,
".Columbia's
busiest L.theatre," is no termed
busier
than its manager,
T.
Lester, Jr., who is setting a pace for advertising
and exploitation of pictures for Columbia, S. C,
which few exhibitors in his city or others are able
to maintain.
Mr. Lester plays the " big ones " and never
hesitates in spending money to put an attraction
over if the production warrants it.
During Mr. Lester's recent engagement of
" Broken Blossoms " which extended over four
days, Columbia was given every opportunity of
learning that the Griffith picture was in town.
One of the first things Mr. Lester did was to
secure permission to fly a big banner announcing
the engagement across the main street. This he
did by getting two lines across from buildings
high enough to stretch his banner above the trolley track and telephone wires. Next was the use
of bill boards, vacant stores and other usual posting spaces for the hanging of lithographs which
included everything down from the 24 sheet.
Then came his newspaper displays, a form of
advertising which Mr. Lester greatly favors in
his exploitation of pictures. Good displays both
in size and quality were inserted in all the dailies.
This done the Rivoli lobby was attractively
decorated. Vines and flowers were draped about
the lobby display frames and carried throughout
the theatre generally. The result of all this exploitation was a big audience at every performance,
which further confirmed Mr. Lester's opinion that
nothing is so important in the exhibiting profession as the publicity a feature receives beginning
with the time it is booked and extending over the
length of the run up to the time of the
formance.i1 ■last
') iperMr. agerLester
statestothat
his opinip'n/t'^e
manwho is trying
run ina theatre
on the. limited
exploitation theory is soon to become^, ah extinct
specie for as he says, " You've got to fell people
about
you expect
to dome
see it.your
The show
more if novel
ways them'
you can
deviseandto
Mr. Lester who is also owner of the Rivoli has
do this the better you are off." '''
recently installed a $10,000 pipe organ ' in the
house and also carries an orchestra of 12 pieces.

L. T. Lester, Jr.

Motion
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Exploitation
Katheriiie MacDonald
Works
Ax

Two

Men's

Minute

Contest

Ways

An
EXPLOITATION

MEN'S

exploitation idea which effects a close reMINUTE BOOK—"
lationship between the theatre and the newsIs Due.
Credit
Creditof Where
ING
GIV
The
text
the pages
under
this
paper, with n proven ability to create an extreme
vely
g
d
headin
is
devote
exclusi
to the
measure of good will for the exhibitor sponsoring
achievements of the Exchange Exit locally, has just been concluded by the Photoploitation Men.
play Department of the Grand Rapids, Mich.,
It places at the disposal of the exhibHerald, with exceptional results for the manageitor all the exploitation ideas these experts
ment of the Majestic Gardens theatre, and returns
originate, renders their services practically
in increased circulation for the Herald as its
universal
and gives credit where credit is
due.
chief recommendation for exhibitors to make to
newspapers in other cities and towns.
The plan in general is a Similarity Contest, so
clastic that it can be related to any feminine or
judgment manifest in the selection of the play
male star. In the instance of the Grand Rapids
Herald the contest was conducted to determine the dates, inasmuch as the production was scheduled
to run the last week of the contest, and before the
girl in the area in which the newspaper circulated
who most closely resemliles Katherine MacDonald,' decisions of the judges were announced. This insured an exceptional public interest until the outwhose initial starring production, " The Thundercome of the competition became known. The theabolt," had been booked into the Majestic Gardens
tre was obliged to use the S. R. O. sign at every
theatre in Grand Rapids to run during the last
week of the exceptional exploitation fostered by afternoon and evening performance throughout the
week, according to Mr. Saunders. The demands
the newspaper.
The decision of the judges awarded a first prize made upon the Majestic Gardens by the public were
so great that the Isis theatre, with an estabhshed
of $25 to Lucille Lumm, a Grand Rapids factory
reputation as a competing first-run house booked
girl. Carl M. Saunders, Photoplay Editor of the
" The Thunderbolt " for a second run, violating its
Herald, the manager of the Majestic Gardens and
Harold HefTernan, in charge of exploitation for the rule in this regard for the first time, and realizing a
of admissions as great as that of the Majestic
First National Exchange in Detroit, composed the total
Gardens.
board of judges which passed on several hundred
" This contest has proven something of inestimaapplicants.
ble value to exhibitors and newspapermen," declared
The contest was so arranged by Mr. Saunders
Mr. Saunders. " It has demonstrated thoroughly
that it gave the widest possible range of publicity
the latent circulation possibilities in motion pictures
value to the theatre, the star, her productions and
if the proper methods of realizing on them are
the newspaper. The attempt to do something signifiapplied. It has shown that theatres can utiUze
cant of circulation possibilities in motion pictures
newspapers
for publicity purposes to a degree unand that would prove conclusively the box office
dreamed of two or three years ago, if the system
value of genuine newspaper publicity in behalf of or idea employed to do it is at least half way
a given star or attraction was made whole heartpractical from the newspaper's viewpoint.
edly, and without any stinting on space.
Mr. Saunders announced the contest in a full
page story in his department of the Sunday edition
of the Herald. A series of prizes, including a first
award of $25, a second prize of $15, and a third
prize of $10, followed by minor awards of personally autographed photos of Miss MacDonald,
were offered to the girls in western Michigan who
most closely resembled Miss MacDonald.
No mention was made in this first announcement
of the fact that "The Thunderbolt" had been
booked to the Majestic Gardens. In fact, the
Similarity Contest was first made public five weeks
ahead of the established play date so that ample
time would be allowed for the full value of the
publicity to become effective on the public before it
was sought to be capitalized at the box office.
Mr. Saunders pointed out to a local photographer
the equivalent publicity value to him of offering to
make pictures of all the entrants, which would be
published in the Herald, with a credit line for the
photographer. It was also suggested that the studio
would develop several hundred new customers, each
of whom would want several prints of the photos
they had made for entry in the Similarity Contest.
This insured to the Herald a weekly supply for
illustrations with a maximum local news value and
interest, and it practically guaranteed the attention
of every reader of the Herald to the conditions of
the competition.
For five consecutive weeks the Photoplay Section
of the Herald pubUshed stories about the contest,
with photographs of the girls who had entered it.
Then, on the fifth Sunday a big display ad
announced that Katherine MacDonald in " The
Lucille Lumm, winner of the Katherine McDonald
Thunderbolt" would be presented at the Majestic
Gardens for a week. There was excellent business
contest at Grand Raffids

Picture

News

Book
Object Lesson for Exchange
Managers

AN exploitation idea which was born in Gloversville, N. Y., educated in Buffalo and
should become famous over the country as an aid
to putting
with related.over " Please Get Married " is hereIncidentially it is the first time we have been
able to record an instance of where the exchangeman has proven that he is enough interested in the
success of the pictures he books to his customers
to individually attempt to extend practical aid
in the way of exploitation. The fact that the idea
originated with an exhibitor only adds to the
praise we have for it.
First we will tell you of the stunt.
Meyer Shine, who manages the New Hippobeing. drome theatre of Gloversville, played " Please Get
Married" just before leap year 1920 came into
Following is the text of a hand bill he had
printed and which was distributed over the entire
city even to being passed directly into the handsof the workers of Gloversville's famed glove
factories as the employees came out from their
benches.
A New Year's Suggestion : If Single, Please
Get Married.
There was nothing else on the hand-bill ; nothing to indicate that " Please Get Married " was a
feature motion picture production or when or
where it was to be shown. This was done a number of days in advance of the showing. After
curiosity had been started by this complete and
broadcast campaign. Manager Shine clinched the
loose ends of the publicity by his newspaper and
billboard advertising.
Now comes the best part of our story since in
what is related may be found an example of what
every exchange manager should do when a similar
incident occurs in his managing career.
The facts concerning Mr. Shine's herald was
Sent to the Buffalo manager of the Metro exchange, H. W. Kahn. Mr. Kahn thought it wasgood stuff as will any man who knows anything:
about publicity, but instead of immediately forgetting all about the matter after commending it
in his own mind, he decided that he would pass
the stunt along to those who had not as 3"et played
"Please Get Married." He also injected a new
angle into the idea, which is what we meant when
weMr.spoken
" education that
in Buffalo."
Kahn ofremembered
it was Leap Yeai,
maybe he is a bachelor and saw that here was
the chance of a life time to link up a picture with
this once in four years event which never fails
to get columns of space in everj' newspaper. So
he wrote the customers in his territory about what
Mr. Shine had done and suggested that they link
the idea up with Leap Year.
He also dug back into his Ancient Historyschool days and furnished some information on
how Leap Year came into existence as a tradition.
Here is his letter on this subject as it went out
to Buffalo territory exhibitors who are to play
" Please Get Married."
" As you no doubt know, the Leap Year legend
comes from an old Scottish law back in the 14th
or 15th century-. It prescribed a jail penalty- for
any bachelor who refused to marry a girl who
proposed to him. His only escape lay in being
able to prove that he had honorable intentions of
marrying some other girl. The law evidently
must have worked some hardships, but it must
have encouraged marriage.
" Now the Leap Year idea with this legend as
a background will have a strong fascination for
women and not without interest to men. It can
be turned into an interest arouser or a discussioiu
{Continued to page 1053)
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An Unusual

Audience

Unusual

at an

Show

THE most unusual audience that ever witnessed
a motion picture performance served as the
basic exploitation ingredient of a promotion cam' lign launched in behalf of a special feature aticlion by R. H. Haines, manager of the First
itional
Exhibitors' Circuit Exchange of Ciniinati.
As a novelty that may be used by exhibitors
with every promise of success Mr. Haines' stunt is
declared to be unsurpassed for creating local interest. However, in the previous incident where it
was used in Cincinnati, its main accomplishment
was to show exhibitors throughout Ohio, what a
little novelty preferment can mean.
The central idea around which the plan was
>rmed was to give a motion picture show for tho.sc
bo had never seen a motion picture before in
iiir lives. People wiio would answer this speci. ation were found through newspaper stories that
tiered free passes to anyone who would call at the
leatre and say they had never seen a motion
u turc entertainment. In the answers, all of which
ime by mail, it was discovered that all were
ivalids, many of whom would never be able to
ive wheel chairs.
Arrangements for this entertainment were conictcd just previous to the release date on "Heart
1' The Hills". The novelty of the idea was such
Kit the various Cincinnati newspapers carried big
: ont page stories about the affair which news
>;encies broadcasted throughout the State.
The Cincinnati Post, sensing the acute human
interest in the event, devoted space for a three
iilumn illustration of the invalid audience and a
ory of interesting dimensions. The item was replete with pathetic touches that gracefully blended
with the trouble into which Mary Pickford finds
herself in "Heart O' The Hills."
One of the audience was blind. However, he
experienced as many laugh sensations as any other
member for a considerate friend read sub-titles,
'escribing the settings and related the plot of the
ory. Another person suffering from a toothhe disclaimed interest in life temporarily, but
.\hen he saw how the blind youth was enjoying the
-how he became happy also.
So successful was Mr. Haines' promotion stunt
iiat exhibitors throughout Ohio are reported to be
liowing an interest in providing special entertain:ients for people who have never seen motion piciires before. It is declared to be a method second
'o none for securing wide publicity.

Trying to Say It " Different" — Can
You Add to This?
HERE'S

a little idea that will give a live exhibitor, who Hkes to make his advertising
>tick out," something to think about in idle monents (has he any?). A Famous Players-Lasky
"orporation exploitation man, from the Cincinnati
xchange, has been announcing photoplay engagenents for so long a time and so often that he is
; riving to find as many new ways of saying "for one
'. eck ;" "for two days," etc., etc., as he can. Something different, you know. Here is part of his list
to date : Maybe you can use some of these or add
\ our own to the list :
For seven days.
Opening a glorious week.
Seven enchanted days and nights, for "Male and
'•"emale."
One Week of Inspiration (for "Miracle Man").
One Wondrous Week (for "Everywoman").
A Week of Delight.
Seven Days of Mirth.
Seven Happy Days.
It Runs (with speed) for a week.
A week of rollicking romance.
Cheer-up Week.
One Week Without Weeps.
A week of perfect pleasure.

" John Brown's

Body

Lies Molder-

ing in His Grave," But His
Children s Children Are
Alive
EVIDENTLY there are a lot of " Browns" with
brains in the show business. Recently we told
you about what Brown of Memphis was doing in
exploitation and here is another " Brown " story,
this time the tale emanating fom trhe Hoosier state
instead of " Bloody Tennessee."
Shortly after word was received in Indianapolis
that '■ In Old Kentucky " was being screened for
distribution through First National Exhibitors' Circuit, Floyd Brown, manager of the film division of
the H. Liebcr Company, holders of the First National franchise in Hoosierdom, began to make
preparations for the exploitation of the picture.
Brown recalled that the band which accompanied
the famous old melodrama, when it was playing
in the " opryhouses " of the state about twentyfive years ago, was organized in Indianapolis and
the thought struck him that possibly some of the
old-time musicians might be still in the city. At
any rate, he decided to find out right away.
He called J. M. Jacobs, film salesman, in off the
road and laid the case before him. Now, Jacobs,
who has had considerable experience in the show
business, is a detective as well as a first-class film
salesman. Brown knew that if there was any man
in Indianapolis who could possibly learn the
whereabouts of the old troupe of colored musicians
that man would be Jacobs.
After receiving his instructions, Jacob cast all
thoughts of film contracts to the four winds and
started out to find the leader of the old brass band.
He scoured the colored districts of the city for
several days, taking in poolrooms, " crap games "
and other places where men of dark color are inclined to frequent and finally found the man he
was searching for. Jacobs explained the case to
him, told how " In Old Kentucky " has been made
bigger and better for the screen and asked him to
get the old band together for another tour.
The old colored musician's heart fairly leaped
with joy at the suggestion. He had the same old

instrument he used when accompanying the stage
show tucked safely away at home, he told Jacobs,
and he knew that a number of the old-time players would be " tickled out of their skins " to reorganize. Then he started reminiscing, thinking of
the good old times they had together when " ole
Kentuck," as he called it, was barnstorming im
Hoosierdom.
A few days later the old colored
Jacobs on the phone and told him
band was again practically intact and
rehearsals
weeks
ago. at an early date. That

leader called"
that the old'
would begir>
was severaf

The tour of the band began at Muncie, Ind., on
Jan. 4th, and from all accounts this is the feature
attraction wherever the film is being played.
Owing to the fact that the natty new uniforms^
for the band members did not arrive until a few
days ago, the re-organized band was not used m
the presentation of the picture at its premier at
the Circle theatre, Indianapolis, over which fact
Manager McCormick is mourning.

An

Object Lesson for Exchange
Managers
{Continued from page 1050)

But it has one of the strongest exploitation anglesI have seen in some time. It has its root in a
vital and timely subject, and my experience has
convinced me that this is the basis of every sound
Our hat is idea."
off to both Mr. Shine and Mr. Kahn
exploitation
for this idea and it's development. Our congratulations are extended to the latter gentleman in his
foresight in seeing that co-operation between exhibitor and exchange is something to be greatly
desired. Here is hoping that every manager of
exchanges in the whole world reads this story
and finds in it an incentive to see what he can doto help the exhibitors who have booked one of
his pictures.
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Grauman

's Scores
with
Yule
Tide
West Coast Metropolis Saw the Most Elaborate Christmas Specialty Staged Anywhere

Picture

N e zi

Noveltyl

QUALITY and Quantity are two things that
seldom go hand in hand. When we find
qualitj', be it in the necessities of life or in the
amusement field it is seldom that we find quantity
an attending element — and this is a rule that ordinarily works both ways, yet exceptions are sometimes found that reveal this combination in a most
liappy manner. Sid Grauman seems to have found
the secret of this combination and demonstrated it
in his entertainment presentation at Grauman's
ilillion Dollar theatre during the week of December 29. The feature act, exclusive of the film
feature, was a most elaborately staged spectacle
entitled " Christmas Eve in a Toy Shop," the timeliness of the production was no less keen than the
inimitable way in which it was presented. As the
•curtains drew back, the frosted exterior of a toy

One of Sid Grauman s "baby dolls" in his Christmas week specialty described
story in the accompanying
Ttvo viems of the Christmas prologue number staged at Grauman's theatre for the holiday week program. At the top are the "dolls" out of their boxes, and bottom will be seen the same characters reposing 7mlhin their "pasteboard" covers waiting to be "sold"
Finally both become sleepy and the little girl lays
gleefully running from window to window of the
down just in front of the shop door, while the
Toy Shop and going into ecstacies over the boy
takes off his coat and spreads it over her, to
glimpses of dolls and toys the frosted panes reveal.
make her comfortable before reclining beside her
in sleep. The house is darkened and when the
I www
lights come on again the scene shows the interior
of the Toy Shop. Mechanical dolls, of which there
are a dozen or more, are standing in their boxes,
which are arranged in a semi-circle around the
stage. The set contains the usual appointments
encountered in a toy shop and puttering around
among the mechanical dolls is the kindly old Toy
Shop Keeper. The two little waifs then enter,
and the Shop Keeper makes the mechanical dolls
perform for them. Exceptionally clever children
were engaged for this portion of the act One
costumed as a colonial belle dances a minuet, while
another whistles to the accompaniment of the orchestra. A team of winter-clad little girls execute
a Russian Dance, another does a Scotch Hornpipe,
and then a little fellow dressed as John Philip
Sousa, whiskers and all, steps forward and leads
the
"The the
Vamp."
As
each forty-piece
of the dollsorchestra
does its innumber
old Shop
Keeper winds them up in preparation for it. The
scene switches to the exterior again, during which
time the house is darkened, and the waifs are discovered still asleep, the whole thing having been a
dream. The policeman, returning, awakens them
and after giving them each a toy, the act closed ,
as all exit.

store was revealed, icicles were pendant from every
protuberance and the stage floor was sprinkled with
sleet. The act opened with a policeman making his
rounds, and stopping to peer through the windows
of the shop, after which he exits. Next two
ragged little street urchins make their entrance,

and last scenes of the Grauman theatre's
of the first
The stage setting and the three characters Christmas
specialty

As a prologue to the Charles Ray picture, " Red
Hot Dollars," which was the film feature for the
week, a blacksmith was shown at his forge, from
which lighting effects were diffused. In a rich
baritone voice he sang " ^ly Little Grey Home
in the West."
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Timely Tips on Short Subjects
"On a Strike"
Mutt and Jeff CartoonFox Films
s comedians have chcinged
THEtheirfamou
stuf? a bit this week and divide
honors with their boss, Bud Fisher.
The cartoon number opens showing
Mutt and Jeff presenting an ultimatum to
Mr. Fisher a la labor union style. Mr.
Fisher (the scenes showing the cartoonist
are not drawn, but ordinary photography)
turns down their demands for more pay and
shorter hours and they decide to produce a
comedy themselves. They do and present
it before an audience, only to find out that
then eat humble pie
They again.
it
hire toutgo.to Bud
anddoesn'
The number is amusing, perhaps quite as
much so as any recent release owing to the
novelty of the construction and the opportunities it presents of doing some new
things cially
withfunny Mr.
characters
are Fisher's
the pictures
Mutt andEspeJeff
themselves draw when they decide to go
into the producing business, and need a
desk, pen, ink and camercU Incidentally the
film gives a small hint of how cartoon
comedies are made and of how many pictures are needed for the reel, some three
thousand. On the Rivoli program
The Fishing Village of Otsu
Pri zma
Educational— One Reel

of Japanis another of the series
THIS ese
subjects being released by Prizma,
ting
reel, showing the
and is an interes
scenery, people, customs and vocations of the people of Otsu, a fishing port
removed from the more advanced portions
of Japan. While too highly colored for the
most part to deserve mention as a colored
picture, it contains so much of educational
value that this shortcoming may be overlooked. Some very interesting types of
Japanese people are shown, and the launching of a fishing boat by the primitive old
strength and ignorance g"
method of " main nt.
This is the openin
is quite an incide
number on the Capitol theatre bill.
And

the Cat

Came

Back

Major Jack Allen Special — Universal
always
N'Sies pictur
notableALLE
novelt
becauesse arethey
are
MAJOR
practical examples of the ingenuity of
man, his superiority over the beasts,
and contain a great amount of recil educareal merit. This one is no exception. Major
Allen and his assistant capture a full grown
man-eating tiger, " hog-tie " and cart the
beast
awayis toaccom
laterplish
selledhimwitho
to some
" zoo."
ns
ut weapo
All this
and by the use of a log chain. In viewing
the picture you forget that it is only an
image you cire looking at and begin to wonder if there is any chance of something
" slipping " and figure what you would do if
the big cat, which is surely mad, should get
loose. Here is a picture which should attract
l
all
the
nted" anima
prese
at the bugs
Capito"l.in your city. Was

Unusual

Strips in ThisWeek*s
Current Events

"Into the Land of Red Skins and
Eskimo — Gaumont
is releasing a news weekly
ONT
GAUM
strip this week entitled " Into the
Land of the Eskimo and Red Skins,"
being a trip into Arctic Alaska, showing some of the most remarkable snow and
ice scenes we have ever seen.

Broadway
s
Skows
wrap himself up while out of the water
<<r^OG days" in the middle of January is somecither before or after his bath. An amusing
^-^thing of an innovation yet these are " dog
and interesting bit of film.
days " on Broadway so far as the bills of the leading theatres of New York are concerned. At four
houses clustering about Times Square, the Capitol,
Atlantic Fleet Sails for Target Practise —
Rivoli, Strand and Broadway, " Fatty " Arbuckle's
Kinograms
latest comedy, " The Garage," holds first place in
picture entertainment and be it known that a dog
battleships as they left for Sam's
the annual
Uncleis a greatgiant
views of
helps mightily in putting this slap stick concoction
E are
THES
target
practice.
There
big
over.
" hurrah for the grand old flag " in
this, and some of the best views ever obAt the Rialto there is another "dog" picture in
tained of our fleet.
" A Twilight Baby." In this the " purp " carries
They have been taken at several points,
off all acting honors for the first thousand feet of
among which is the Brooklyn Bridge, New
film.
York and Hampton Roads. Unusually good
photography is in evidence on the strips
Speaking of comedies, you won't need to be told
that when a comedy gets a booking at four Metrocaught at New York, and the size and general make-up of our famous fighting tops
politan theatres, day and date, that it is good.
come in for a good view.
Good is a mild gentle word for this picture. And
it isn't
lead in
picture
of the

of

funny just because Arbuckle is playing the
it either, although he does contribute. The
has so much new stuff that we lost track
story, while wiping tears from our eyes,

brought on by excessive " he hawing."
We caught " Hank " Mann's " A Twilight Baby "
" backwards " and were almost tempted to " walk
out on it," for which we would have been sorry, for
with the exception of the last few hundred feet
this is another comedy bet which no exhibitor can
afford to overlook. The " baby stuff " in which
the dog we mentioned above figures has never been
equaled. It is good for howls of laughter. Most
of the scenes where " Hank " Mann plays the
" baby " are also mighty good.
The next " highlight "of value to the exhibitor
is the use of a prologue number in connection with
the overture selected by Dr. Reisenfeld for this
week's bill at the Rialto, " The Sorcerer's Apprentice." In about the middle of the rendition the
music is stopped and under a spot and before black
velvet curtains an actor delivers a soliloquy in which
is described the story from which the opera was
composed, that of an apprentice to a magician who
in his master's absence succeeds by his enchantments in making a broom fetch water, but when
the tub was full he discovers that he has forgotten the formula for stopping the work, and in consequence isdrowned through his own machinations.
Speaking honestly we don't care so much for the
music of this composition which is described in Dr.
Reisenfeld's program note as " sort of a musical
joke," but it is different and the prologue idea in
its rendition makes it a decided novelty. The prologue in use at the Rialto was written by R. A.
Barnet and delivered by Maurice Cass in strictly
" Shakespearian " style. The feature at the Rivoli,
" The Woman in the Suitcase," is deserving of
mention as something better than the average. This
is a very convincing story, faultlessly produced and
admirably acted. It should please any audience.

You get a close-up view of what life must
be in this land of " eternal snows."
Featured on any bill, it ought to bring a
lot of people to the theatre who are attracted
there by what they hope to learn more than
by the drama presented.
"Mid SummerGaumont
Night's Dream " —

man
en of awaves
g specim
walks
into the
wild rushing
HUSKYout lookin
of Lake Michigan to take a swim in
water that is evidently as cold as the
snow and ice over which he travels to get
to it. Mr. Swimmer doesn't even bother to

A

Flower Pageant at Pasedena, Cal

Pat he

floatsin ever
elaborate
caughtofbythethemost
camera
are shown
this
SOME
strip. Flowers in masses almost beyond belief are used to build these
floats and gives an idea of the wealth of
vegetation in California. This has all the
beauty
interest. of a scenic and also a current events
Chinese Trouhadors in France —
International
meriinteresting
dancing onbit stilts
garbed Chinese
in fanshowing
tastic costumes. A decided novelty.
This is stated to be the first time
these
Chinese actors have appeared outside
the Orient.

AN

Baby Day with the Seventh Cavalry —
Kinograms
Cavalrydaddies
bring their
wives
PROUD
of thebabies
famousandSeventh
to headquarters, and colonels, captains and even second lieutenants inspect the embryo soldiers. Will go good
with the women, as a number of very cute
kiddies are showm. In one sequence the
colonel has an armful of " wigglers."
Harvard-Oregon

Foot Ball Game—Pathe

sportingsome
event,
the
S'rlOWS
goodincluding
views ofone
thisofgreat
field goals. Several spectacular nms
were caught by the camera. The strip
at the Capitol is rather short, having been
trimmed.
In the original it gave a very
good idea of the game.
Thousands

Witness First Aero DerbyGaumont

e race
officially
is the
on tothatbe this
explanati
OUTaeroplan
WITHfirst
same being recently held at
staged,
Mt. Tomalpais, Cal., this would not
be identified as a race, but it does have some
good shots of the aeroplcmes in flight, and
of the earth beneath the machines. Carries
added interest for the information carried in
the titles.
New York Hospital Adopts New Method
of Identifying Babies — Gaumont

on systhe identifibeing
way the forBertilli
the applied
VIEWS tem isof
cation of children born in the hospital.
Princip
cational angle.ally interesting from its' edu-
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Rialto Theatre —
Overture — '' The Socerer's Apprentice." Given with a prologue written by R. A. Barne: and spoken by
Maurice Cass.
Current Events — Rialto Magazine —
Admiral Jellico at Annapolis, Gaumont : Flower Pageant, Pasadena, Cal., Pathe : Chinese Troubadors on Totir of France, International : Baby Day with the 7th
Cavalry ; Kinograms : N. Y. Children's Hospital adopts New Alethod
of Identifying Children, Gaumont ;
Thousands of Kiddies Rush to Toboggan Slides, Chicago, Gaumont ;
WA LOUD
m% INPICTURE-FLAY-^
AU THADE PAKXS
THEIK PRAISE OF THIS PROOUCTION
THEATEK
MOORE'S
tilNTH Bn . D AND E
TODAY 2:30 P. M — ALL Wttlt—U A.ti.i IIF.i
J. PARKER HEAD. Jr.
Lone Wolf s Daughter
LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE

Current Events — -Rivoli Pictorial.
Crack Cavalry Troops in Thrilling
Charge, Fort Bliss, International ;
Into the Land of Esquimaux and
Red Skins, Gaumont; "Mid Summer Night's Dreams," Chicago
Gaumont; World's Largest Lift
Bridge, Pathe; Moving a Hospital
With U. S. Tanks, El Paso, Texas,
International ; Mutt and Jeff Carto n, "On a Strike"; Fortress Destroyed atAllied Command, International; Allied Fleet Sails for
Target Practise, Kinograms ; Seaplanes carry Mail for Pacific Fleet,
International ; Future Admirals
March, Annapolis, International.
Vocal — Calling Me Home to You.
Baritone solo by Greek Evans.
Given with a stage setting.
Feature — " The Woman in the Suitcase "— Enid Bennett.
Comedy
—
" The Garage " — ArbuckleParamount.

Picture

News

Uhea^res

\

Vocal — Excelsior.
Duet by Redferne Hollingshead,
tenor, and Malcolm McEachern,
basso.
Organ Solo — Scherzo Symphonique.
ST. LOUIS

King's Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe News.
Educational — " Tulage " — Martin
Johnson.
Cartoon
— " Mutt and Jeff."
Feature — " Should a Woman Tell " —
Alice Lake.
Vocal — ■" Lonesome for You."
Comedy — " Why Go Home " — " Snub "
, Pollard.
Pershing Theatre —
Educational — Ford Weekly.
Current Events — " Pershing Review."
Organ solo — Prelude to C. Sharp Instrumental — Violin
Solo " DardaMinor.
nella " — Arthur Baron.
Feature — "Toby's Bow" — Tom Moore.
Vocal— "You'd Be Surprised."
Capitol Theatre —
Scenic — The Fishing Village of Otsu — Comedy — " Why Divorce " — Mr. and
Prizma.
Mrs. DeHaven.
Educational — " And the Cat Came New Grand Central Theatre —
Back " — Major Allen Special —
Universal.
Current Events — " Kinograms." .
Scenic — " Chester Outing."
Concert — " Sakuntala."
Rendered by the Capitol Symphony Feature
— " The Confession " — Henry
B. Walthal.
Orchestra.
— " A Production.
Twilight Baby " — Henry
Comedy
— " The Garage " — Arbuckle- Comedy
Lehrman
Paramount.

Special — Ned Wayburn's Song Scenes. West End Lyric Theatre —
(Same as last week).
Events — " Lyric Review."
Feature
— " Stronger Than Death " — ■ Current
Feature — " The Woman in the SuitNazimova.
case "— Enid Bennett.
Current Events — Capitol News — Special numbers from all releases Comedy — " Oh, Baby " — Christie.
comprising largely those enumer- Liberty Theatre —
ated in the above programs, with
Current Events — " Fox News."
Pathe's strip of the Harvard-Oregon football game included.
Alice
Broadway Theatre —
Overture — " Black Diamond."
WITHCewniA1.1-.5TAR-CAST
I BuMlifi'tiMitji
S^tiAt.ot —Star,ataatjul
Fich inanArtitlU
— PtrlrKi ir
Current Events — Broadway Topical
——Sfafcrf
a S«(« Altiw.phar.
«l MagnJictnct.
Teruelymj Acting
ThriWmg
and Sensational
Review.
A HICH.POWER DRAMA
Educational — Topics of the Day.
Joyce
— IN—
OIRECnON e-KlD CLOVES USED ■mROUGHOUTSI
Comedy
—
"
The
Garage
"
—
ArbuckleParamount.
Sfi*d*lClaud.Seat.V.Arron^aJ
by
fiarrcvi, Dir.
Slaves
Special — Parisian Fashion Frolic.
-"/The first showing for " The Lone Wolf's Feature — " Slaves of Pride " — Alice
Daughter"
teas
at
Tom
Moore's
Garden
theatre. For the engagement, Mr. Moore
Joyce.
troke away from the usual Capitol city
advertising policy which is small space Strand Theatre —
A Pride
and purchased four
inches.columns bu fifteen Overture — " Robespierre."
Thousands Witness First Aerial Current Events — Strand Topical Review— Harvard-Oregon football
Aeroplane Derby, Mt. Tamalpais,
game, Pathe; Baby Day With the
Gaumont; Atlantic Fleet Off for
Target Practise, Pathe ; Pershing
7th
Cavalry,
World's
Largest
LifeKinograms
Bridge, ; Chicago,
Inspects Sixth Division, Kinograms.
Pathe; Ditmar's Bears: Pershing
Inspects 6th Division, Kinograms ;
Vocal — " Oh, Promise Me."
Atlantic Fleet Sails, Pathe.
Contraho solo by Ruth Percy.
Cartoon — " Jerry on the Job " — GoldFeature
—
"
The
Tree
of
Knowledge
"
—
Robert Warwick.
wyn.
— " Berceuse" from " Jocelyn."
Comedy
— " A Twilight Baby " — First VocalSoprano
National.
solo by Dorothy South.
Feature — " Desert Gold " — Zane Gray
Organ. Solo — Toccata.
novel — Hodkinson.
Alice Joyce's latest feature is playing at
the Broadway theatre, New York this
Rivoli Theatre —
week and also at the Crystal, 8t. Louis.
Comedy
—
"
The
Garage
"
—
ArbuckleParamount.
In
size this was two columm by seven.
Overture — " Phedre.''

.Adi('rti.-i,ng for '• .Should a Woman Tell'"
at hingx and Royal thealrcx .St. Louis
and which is demonstrating its effectiveness in the business it ui doing
Cartoon—" Mutt and Jeff."
Feature— "A Joi'ous Liar "—J. Warren Kerrigan. " What Would
You Do? "— Madlaine Traverse.
Comedy—" Bride and Gloom."
Scenic— Official Exploits of the Submarine. V-35.
SAIS FRANCISCO
California Theatre —
Overture—"
Serenade.''
Current
Events—
Pathe 5 ; Fox 23.
Scenic— Hetch Hetchy Water Supply.
Comedy — Bray Cartoon.
Instrumental—" Patches "—Organ sole.
by Eddie
Literary
Digest.Horton.
Feature—"
Behind the Door "— Hobart
Bosworth.
Next Week— " Greater Than Fame."
Tivoli Theatre —
Overture — " Mammy O' Mine " and
Vocal — Tivoli Quartette.
" Alaritana."'
Features—" The Willow Tree," " Erstwhile Susan " — Constance Binnev.
Next Week— ' Twilight Baby," "The
Fear Market "—Alice Brady.
Imperial Theatre —
Fourth and last week — "Even,-woman."
Next Week — "Soldiers of Fortune."
DENVER
Rialto Theatre —
Overture Events
— " See— Saw."
Current
Pathe News.
Educational — Topics of the Day.
Feature
— " Everj'Avoman " — • P a r a mount-Artcraft.
Princess Theatre —
Feature — " Every woman" — Paramount.
Educational — Paramount Magazine.
Rivoli Theatre —
Current Events — Fox News- 27, 28.
Scenic — Prizma offering.
Vocal — " Selections from Mme.
Special — The Life of Pershing.
Feature — Double Speed — Reid.
Next Week — "In Old Kentucky.'
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Week's

Bills

Throughout

I iislrumental
Wurlitzcr.— " Tiny " — Selection on

ANGELES
- a cosf of 5fars in D A)*/ Oritiiths >Ur Productton .

California Theatre —
Overture — " Cavalkria Rusticaiia."
Scenic — " The Forhiddcii River " —
Robertson-Cole
Vocal — Baritone Solo, livpsy Love
Song — Philip Slecman.
Current Events — Kinogram Cavalry at
Fort Bliss. Iceboat Races, Redbrook, X. J . Pathe; Mummers Parade at Phila., Gaumont : Alameda,
Calif., Fire, Pathe; Pershing in
Lincoln, Nebr.. International : Pictures of Animals in Phila. Parks
and Lt. Locklear does dare-devil
stunts in airplane a mile up.

At tremendous
Grauvian's hat secured thr nationa
Premiere of "Luck of the Irish,'
filmed
in Egypt,
innla, China,
Italy,IhtXeu-Malay
York .''enand
Loi Angelet.
Commencing Tomorrow

Country

^Gja
CUACINE SCVMOUR
aiCUARO BABTMELMESS
R.A.l_PM GR.AVES (
GEORGE
a^/ OTMECft PAUCETT
-

R.UET

i:>A^(/o' ;
CHAPL I N

cature
— " Hell's
Tourneur.

Island " — Maurice

I omedv — " A Day's Pleasure " — Chap\'ocal — " Tevor " — Solo by Earle Alexander.

BUFFALO
Onc of Harold B. Franklin's original displays .
ci rr, fteijiflr
fire columns by three and a half inches. 'I In.'. i.« no dmihi dm in iJu fact that he
wished to give '• Scarlet Days " an extra big boost and does not indicate that the
policy has been changed.
Shea's Hippodrome —
Overture
— "Angel
Face" — Victor
Herbert.
Feature
— ' \\ hen ilu- Clouds Roll By "
— Fairbanks.
Tally's Broadway Theatre —
houette.
— Glaum's " The Lone Wolf's Stage
Setting — " The Mill " — a silSpecial — ■■ Illiterate
Digest
W i 1 I Feature
Daughter," with fifth week X'ocal — " Bye Lo " — Sung by Leo ConRogers,
Chapin's "A Day's Pleasure."
sidine, tenor soloist.
riieuie — " Let's Go."
Ncx; Week—" Toby's Bow " — Moore.
Feature
— " Scarlet Days " — D. W.
Griffith.
Theatre —
Symp
Secondhony
Week Cody's The -<ciovpd
Comedy
— "The
Vagabond"
— Charlie
Chaplin
revival.
Accompanied
by
Graiiiiian's
Overture
— " —The Serenade."
lin".
Special — Five New Zealand Maoris in
Hippodrome Jazz Band.
Native Dance, War Cries and
Current Events — Hippodrome Review,
SEATTLE
Cheater."
.Songs preceded by Burton Holmes
composed of Fox, Universal and
Travelogue showing New Zealand
Gaumont News, Topics of the
Scenes setting drop Depicting Clemmer Theatre —
Day and Pictograph.
Beach at New Zealand.
Current Events — Fox Weekly — Cur- Next Week — " When the Clouds Roll
Current Events — Review of Events
rent lopics — Gaumont.
By "—Douglas Fairbanks.
1919 Pathe; C Sharp Minor at
ScenicPrizma.
— "Cos. of Carelessness" — •Strand Theatre —
Organ " Patches " with slides ; Sid
Grauman presen:s a New Year
Overture — " Orpheus in the Under— " A Man's Fight " — Dustin
Dance spectacle featuring Irene Feature
Farnum.
.Adams and Arnold Tamon
Current Events — Latest Pathe News.
and six other students of Belcher Comedy
Russell,
Feature
— " Six Feet Four " — William
—
"
From
Hand
to
Mouth
"
—
Harold Lloyd.
school give three numbers, each
opens with artists posing in mam- Instrumental — " Beautiful Galathea '" — Comedy—" Why Wild Men Go Wild "
Suppe.
moth shadow box frame setting in—man—
Bobby
Vernon and Vera StedChristie.
Leader Houptman made a great
terior Art Museum Spring Dance,
world."
second, toe dance and last Spanish.
hit by having explanation of this Next Week — " Piccadilly Jim " — Owen
Moore and Zena Keefe.
operatic piece written on screen.
Comedy — " The Garage " — ArbuckleParamount-Artcraft.
Metropolitan Theatre —
Liberty Theatre —
Current Events — Liberty Educational Overture — " Poet and Peasant."
Graiiman's Rialto Theatre —
Weekly — Liberty Pictorial Review. Current Events — Universal News.
Overture — •'' Piqua Dame."
Scenic — Land of the Hula-Hula.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Pathe.
Comedj- — " From Hand to Mouth " —
Educational
—
General
Elect
ric's
—
How
Giant Motors are Made.
Feature
Should a Woman Tell " —
Alice— "Lake.
Feature
— " In Old Kentucky " — Anita
Stewart.
Next Week's Feature — " She Loves
Given with a prologue in which
and Lies " — Norma Talmadge.
Prince Lei Lan, the Hawiian McCormack, Ruth Cummings, soprano, and ten banjoists perform
Palace Theatre —
Overture — " Fantasie on Sorella."
and render " Kentucky Koons " in
front of a drop showing a scene
Current Events — Pathe News Nos. 3in the locale of the feature, the
4, Topics of the Day.
Ohio River. The scene is night
Scenic
— " Nature.
Sunshine and Shadows " —
lighted and during the act a steamPost
boat with smoke pouring from her
Roy.— " Mutt and Jeflf."
funnel passes in the foreground
Cartoon
Fox.
The number rivaled the feature in
Comedy — " Chicken a la Cabaret " — •
the interest it received from the
public.
Clune's Broadway Theatre —
Scenic — In the Basque Country — Paramount.
Vocal — " Pass the Apples."
Duet by prominent Los Angeles
artists.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Feature
— " The
Murder "—
Marion
Davies.Cinema

Mhambra Theatre —
William Farnum in the second week of
" Wings of the Morning," and full
program as given last week.
Sid (: rnumnn had thf honor of the premier
run
Luckmidweek
of the displays,
Irish. ' Thix
trax onone" The
of his
tico .\dded — Home of the Hula Hulacolumn.'' hii sixteen ihehes.
Martin Johnson — Robertson-Cole.

Feature—" Red Hot Dollars "— Chas.
Next Week's Feature — " The Beloved Cheater " — Lew Cody.
Rialto Theatre —
Overture — " Ballet Egyptian."
Violin Solo — " When the Cherry BlosCartoon— Bray.
soms Fall."— Pathe News Nos. 3-4,
Current Events
— Rialto Local News — Topics of
the Day.
While this display folloucd the general
lines of most of the displays we have Feature— "The Greatest Question"—
Griffith.
seen
on "has
Whenusedthea Clouds
Colonial
space aRoll
full By,"
page thein
Next
Week's Feature—" A Daughter
depth
wide andexceptionally
has " high
lighted by" five
thecolumns
production
madge.
well.
of Two Worlds "—Norma Tal-
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Key

City

CHICAGO
Ziegfield Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe News. No. 106.
Feature — " Two
Weeks " — Constance
Talmadge.
Comedy — " Dames and Dentist."
Randolpli Theatre —
Ford Weekly— "A Grain of Salt."
Solo Smith.
— "In
Old
Kentucky."- Mr.
Feature
— In Old Kentucky " — Anita
Stewart.

Shows
mma tremont mm
TemplE
Beginning TUE8DAY^«eats Now Selling

Comedy — '' The Bouncer."
Woodlawn Theatre —
Organ Solo.
Woodlawn News and Views.
Overture
— Selections from Verdi's II
Trovatore.
Feature — " The Isle of Conquest "—
Norma Talmadge.
Comedy — " A
Day's
Pleasure " —
Charlie Chaplin.
Intermission — Orchestra, Dardanella.
Pantheon Theatre —
Organ Solo.
Pantheon Topics.
Overture
— " Poet and Peasant."
Drum Solo.

Week

M o tio n P ic tu r e N e W S

January

V^ocal — Ruth Chase, soprano. '
CLEVELAND
Specialty — " A Night in a Song Shop."
Comedy — " A Howling Success."
Feature — " Too Much Johnson."
Alhambra TheatreNext Week—" Pollyanna."
Overture — Selections ffom " II TrovaLiberty —
chorus. tore," with special electric anvil
Overture
—
"
Jack-O-Lantern."
Current Events — Pathe No. 2.
Current Events — Pathe News No. 3;
Scenic — "Memories" — Prizma.
Pathe Review No. 35 ; Literary Digest Topics of the Day.
Comedy — "Why Go Home."
Feature — " A Virtuous Vamp."
Feature — " Double Speed," with WalNext Week — " In Old Kentucky."
lace Reid and all-star cast including Wanda Hawley, Tully Marshall and Theodore Roberts.
Royal
Current Theatre
Events —— Pathe No. 34.
Comed}—
Speak-Easy " — A Mack
Educational — Topics of the Day —
Sennett"TheComedy.
Literary Digest.
Feature — " What's
Your Husband Next Week — "The Willow Tree," featuring \*iola Dana.
Stillinan Theatre —
Overture — Excerpts from Rudolph
Doing? "
Friml's operas.

Sec Ho» li t DoneFORby$5,000? ■
WOULD YOU m YOUR M0TH[R-IN4AW
BRyANT

Comedy — Charlie Chaplin in " A Day's
Pleasure."
Feature — " The 13th Commandment "
— Ethel Clayton.
"Pollyanna"
Mary Pickford's
first Tucsdati
picture
for United Artists
opened last
at the Tremont Temple, Boston, for a ten
weeks
is the Tremont's
in the run.
SundayThispapers.
The basis display
of the
display is the artists drawing referred to
in the suggestions of the Complete Plan
Book reriew.
BOSTON

KANSAS

CITY

Newman Theatre —
Overture —Events
" Algeria."
Current
— Newman News and
Views.
Scenic — "The Land of the Hula-Hula"
— Martin Johnson.

Themes — " Bzhy O' Mine " " Mv
Dream," from " Princess Pat," and
" In a Little World for Two."
Current Events — Kinograms No. 98.
Scenicture.
— "A Night in June," Post Na-

WASHBURN

Feature — " A Daughter of Two
Worlds " — Norma Talmadge.

A Picture for Entertainment Purposes Only!

Comedy
— " Hearts
Supreme
Comedy.and Diamonds " —
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff in " On
Cody.
Next Week — "Love Cheaters" — Lew

NEWMAN
ANDPertHlajtt
VIEWS
Flrai
PicturesmndNEWS
ofVlsHGentrtl
Reception
In Kane^
City.
The Supreme No*elty ot the SesMoa:
■AA NIOHT
IN A \Mlb
SONG SHOP"
Peppy Mfwext
Sketch
Introducing
PopulmrSImSoagPeopleMlla
SPECIAL
ADDED
First time in ihoHonATTRACTION
piclmre* ot
the fmamn vmu4cvlll&he*4Uaerg
FLAN.MGAN
as PercyANDand EDWARDS
Ferdy
"THE laHALL
ROOMcomedy.BOYS"
a tparktiAg
.'■A HOWLING SUCCESS"
Ovtrlurt:
■■ALGERIA."
Victor Herbert.
NEWMAN CONCERTby ORCHESTRA
OF
FORTY
ARTISTS
Leo F. Forbilein, Conductor.

Euclid Theatre —
Overture
— Selec:ions from " Bohemian
Strike."
Themes — Popular song medley.
Current Events — Kinograms No. 99.
Short strips of Prizma.
Comedy — Hall Room Boys in " Taming

Modern Theatre —
Overture — Organ and Piano.
Current Events — Pathe Weekly Nos.
112 and 113.
The first shoioing to be recorded on Bry
Washburn's
" Too Much
Comedy — " The Garage " — Fatty Ar- ant
teas that
of the Newman
theatre,Johnson
Kansa.'<''
buckle — Paramount.
City. This is Mr. Newman's display u.scd
in last Sunday's papers.
Topics of the Day.
Special Setting — Gold Fibre Screen.
Doric Theatre — Features — " Too Much Johnson " — Current Events — Doric News.
Bryant Washburn. " The Thir- Scenic—" Just Over Yonder " — Adventure.
teenth Commandment " — Ethel
Clayton.
Feature — " Checkers."
This display of the yew theatre's oji Park Theatre —
Regent
Theatre
—
" The Broken Melody " was Jour columns Overture — " II Guarny."
Current Events
— Regent
News Events.
'by ten leading
inches. Baltimore
The New houses.
is one of the Paramount Magazine.
Comedy — " Sweet Patootie."
Comedy — " The Garage " — Fatty Ar- Feature — " The Cinema Murder."
buckle — Paramount.
BALTIMORE
Travelogue — "Mirror of Nature" —
Burton Holmes — Paramount.
Special
Setting — Red hanging portiers
New Theatre —
with stage lamps.
Current Events — Pathe.
Feature — " The Mystery of the YelVocal— Miss M. Tiltan, "Romance"
from Cavalleria Rusticana.
low Room."
Next Week
— " The Mystery of the
Thomas H. lace pretei
Feature—"
Mind
The
Paint
Girl
"—
Anita Stewart.
Yellow Room."
Parkway Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe.
Scenic— Bray Pictograph.
Comedy—"
Secret
Society "—
Briggs. A
Feature— "Scarlet Days"— Paramount.
Wizard Theatre —
Beginning the second big week of
" Evcrywoman."

17

Feature — ond" week.
Soldiers of Fortune "—secthe West."
Next week — " Miracle of Love," by
Cosmo Hamilton.
Girl."

namiB you
/ry ufc Si ml? w Hi>x Tun PKTiae
fieiKa rue UF£Tun CffKTuae.
fHAt^auM aiuMcroM zf ■
ftBimtoirmoEanj rvanenun mt/umnti
nis cuter fuv coftaueo ToitmT/ttAfr rwi/ ,
VLf'yov iet i es>-au>doai»t>ia>»'oitt*' '
nsrr suowimg m America op
Die GREAT AIR ROBBERY

Douglas Mac Lean
and Doris May
'What's Your Husband Doing?
|
'■the Be»I Conied> o) Ihe Ve«r "
Alio Palhc Review anil Tooks of Ihe Day.
•'The Oreat Air Robbery" so far as ice
Frank
L. Newman
is playing
" What's
Your
Husband
Doing*"
all
this
week
and
noted opened in the East at Pittethis is one of his displays a small one have the
Standard playing it all this treefc.
tuo columns by four incites.. The Royal burg,
This display was inches.
four columns by fifteen
does not go in for large displays.
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Comedy.
Comedy — "A Lady's Tailor" — Sennett

Advertising

on

The

Overture — Suppe's Light Cavalry^
Theme — Selections from the Hghter
operas.
Current Events — Leader News Weekly, Brad.\' Pictotrraph Xn. 411,
"Ponchos from Peru."
Feature
— " TheMcDonald.
Beauty Market " —
Katherine

Vaudeville — Herbert Lloyd and Co.,
musical comedy. Three Stewart
Sisters, dancing act. Lucy Monroe, comedienne. Lane and Harper,
comedians. Wheeler and Young,
" bachelors of music." Lamb's
Mannikins.

Comedy — " Wild Waves and Women "
— Sunshine Comedy.
Next week — " Pinto " — the newest Mabel Normand picture.

PHILADELPHIA

Strand —
Overture — " Summer Time."
Theme — Medley of popular selections.
Scenic — Prizma, " Out of the Sea."
Feature
— " The McDonald.
Beauty
Market " —
Katherine
Comedy — " Wild Waves and Women "
— a Fox Sunshine.
Next week — ' Pinto."

Stanley Theatre —
Overture — (a) "First Rhapsody" —
Liszt.
" Andante " from
O'Brien. (b)
Concerto
Op. 64 — Mendelssohn.
Feature — " Sealed Hearts " — Eugene

P^L;eircle

DETROIT

IVe had to pass up another dispJaij by S.
Barrett
ilcCormick
for even
" Twobetter
Weelcs
that in our
opinion iras
titan"
this
oii-ing
to
the
fact
that
it
u
as
printed
in ttco colors, both of which would have
photographed black and therefore been a
" smudge " xchen reproduced. This was
about Mccormick's usual size, three
columns by ten inches.

Overture — Selections from "Maytime."Events — Detroit Free Press
Current
weekly.
Vocal — " A Million Miles from Nowher "— Emmons and Colvin.
CINCimATI
Scenic — " Mountain of Meccameccua "
— Pathecolor.
Comedy
— " Twilight Baby " — First Na- Walnut Theatre —
tional.
Feature — " Two Weeks "-^Constance Overture — Remick's Hits.
Talmadge.
Current Events — Pathe 2.
Next Week — Even as Eve."
Comedy — " The Speak Easy " — Sennet.
Feature
" Back to God's Country " —
Broadway Strand Theatre —
Neil— Shipman.
Current Events— International.
Next Week — "What's Your Husband
Scenic — " Japan " — Prizma.
Vocal — "Starlight Love" — Carol S.
Turner and Augusta Berger.
g? "
DoinTheatre
Strand
—
■ Feature — " Everywoman. " Just as the Overture — " Pan-Americana."
allegorical section of this picture
starts, the film stops and in a Current Events — Pathe 3.
green spot, Charles W. Guske, in Scenic — " The Old Apache Trail of
Arizona " — Prizma.
the character of " Nobody," steps
into view in front of the screen Feature — " The Girl From Outside " —
Rex Beach.
and recites a prelude explaining
the drama. And, at the close, as Next Week — " Male and Female."
" Nobody " advances down the cen- Gifts Theatre
ter of the stage, Guske again is seen
and he recites the lines starting
— Sunshine.
Comedy—"
The Roaming
Bathtub "
with " The play is ended," thus
closing the performance. Man- Feature — " Should a Husband Forager Gleichman has provided a very
large orchestra and the opening Next Week—" Hearts of the World
brought unusually large crowds.
Madison Theatre —

Runs

Palace Theatre —
Current Events — Literary Digest 36.
Feature
— " Greater
Than Fame " —
Elaine
Hammerstein.

Metropolitan Theatre —

Adams Theatre —

First

Feature — "stance
Erstwhile
Susan " — ConBinney.
FIRST

NATIONAL CONVENTION
(Continued from page 1031)
Directors of the Associated First
National Theatres elected Jan. 13 were
as follows:
Robert Lieber, of Indianapolis ;
Harry O. Schwalbe, of Philadelphia;
Nathan H. Gordon, of Boston ; J. G.
Von Herberg, of Seattle ; Jacob Fabian,
of New Jersey; Moc Mark, of New
York; J. D. Clark, of Pittsburgh
(Clark and Rowland) ; E. B. Johnson,
of Turner and Dahnken, San Francisco; J.H. Kunsky, of Detroit; Col.
Fred Levy, of Louisville ; J. J. Allen,
of -Mien Theatre Circuit, Canada.
The following were in attendance at
the convention :

Julc and J. J. Allen, Toronto; A. H.
Current Events — Special compilation Blank, Dcs Moines ; J. B. Clark,
from Pathe News No. 3, Fox Pittsburgh; R. H. Clark, New York
News, Gaumont Graphic, Current City; R. D. Graver, Charlotte, N. C;
Events.
of the Day.Literary Digest — Topics W. P. Dewees, Vancouver, B. C. ;
Jacob Fal)ian, New York City; A. M.
Cartoon — " On Strike "—Fox.
Fabian, Paterson, N. J. ; Frank Fer— Harold
Lloyd.Hand to Mouth " randini, Richmond, Va. ; I. H. Rubin,
Comedy
— " From
M. L. Finkelstein, Minneapolis;
Nathan H. Gordon, Boston ; Sam
Arcadia Theatre —
Chicago; J. H. Kunsky, Detroit;
Feature — "Wanted
a Husband" — Katz,
David P. Howells, New York; G. W.
Billie Burke.
Current Events — Kinograms, Patlit Trendle, Detroit; Robert Lieber, InNews, Literary Digest.
dianapolis; E.AL Mandelbaum, CleveScenic — Burton Holmes No. 201.
land ;H. Lieber, Indianapolis ; Tom
Comedy
— " The
Brown
story. Love of Bob-Judge Moore, Boyd Cunningham, Washington: Tom Saxe, Milwaukee; William
Sievers, St. Louis; Harry T. Nolan,
Victoria Theatre —
William H. Swanson, Denver; E. B.

Johnson, secretary of the Turner &
Dahnken Circuit, San Francisco; J. G.
Von Herberg, Seattle; J. E. Richards,
Phoenix. Ariz, (representing T. L.
Talley) ; Moe Mark, Max Speigel,
New York; H. O. Schwalbe, Philadelphia; J.D. Williams, New York;
Palace Theatre —
L. L. Goldberg, Louisville; Herbert
Overture — Popular selections on organ.
Weil, Port Huron, Mich. ; J. R. GrainFeature — "When the Clouds Roll By."
ger, New York; Oaude Jensen,
Current Events — Pathe News.
Seattle: F. V. Fischer, Seattle; F. W.
Reynolds, Denver ; Tom Boland,
Regent Theatre —
Oklahoma City; Joseph Skirboll, PittsFeature
— " The Glorious Lady " — Olive
burgh ;William Hamm. Minneapolis ;
Thomas.
E. E. Richards, of Richards & Flynn,
Educational — Ford Weekly.
Kansas City; E. J. Hudson. W. J.
Comedy — " Fuss and Follies ; " " Fire- Morgan, C. F. Chandler, Paul Sarazan,
J. L. Hunter, New York ; Harry and
man Save My Gal."
Abe Warner, New York ; Harry L.
Fairmount Theatre —
Reichenbach, Earl Gulick, and repreCurrent Events — Pre-release Fox
sentatives of M. P. W^orld, Wids,
News ; First run Literary Digest ; Trade Review,
Exhibitor Herald and
M. P. News.
Chester-Outing Films.
Overture— —"Behind
" Raymond."
Feature
the Door" — Hobort
Bosworth.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Comedy
"Back to Nature Girls" —
Fox — Sunshine.

give."

Overture — "Morning, Xoon and Night."
Current Events — Pathe News.
Vocal — Prison scene from " II Trovatore " — Coster and Clements.
Feature — " A
Daughter
of Two
Worlds " — Norma Talmadge.
Washington Theatre —
Overture — " Orpheus."
Current Events — Fox News.
Vocal — Four Melody Chiefs.
Comedy — " Chicken a la Cabaret " —
Sunshine.
"On Strike" — Mutt
and Jeff.
Feature — " The Beloved Cheater " —
Lew Cody.
It is from " The Woman Game," a Selznick picture starring
filmed.
One of the most beautiful scenes, scenically ever
Elaine
Hammerstein
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Motion

National
Minter

Feature

MILES MINTER is com"
pleting Judy
of Rogues' Harbor," her second Realart picture, according to reports from the
Realart offices. Like other Realart
productions, "Judy of Rogues' Hartor " is adapted from a popular novel,
and this is said to be the definite policy
followed by the company since its very
teginning when " pictures based on
successful stories and plays " was
promulgated as the official slogan. As
es'
or,"
l, " Judy of Rogu
afrom
novethe
pen of Grace MillerHarb
White,
■was originally published by the Harvey
K. Fly Publishing Company of New
York City.
In announcing this second offering
for Mary Miles Minter, President
Morris Kohn of Realart, emphasized
particularly the story-background. He
says :
" The dramatization of this classic is
designed especially for the millions of
American young men and women who
have read ihe story in book form, who
have lived with its human characters
MARY

Hall-Room

Comedies

Are Well-Liked, Say
Cohns
Jack and Harry Cohn, producers of
the Hall-Room Comedies, report that
they are the recipients of many letters
from exhibitors, in which the showmen that have already shown some
of the series speak in high terms of
the satisfactory way the pictures have
"been going over with their audiences.
In addition to the laugh-getting qualities of the pictures, say the producers,
the clean tone of the comedies have
also received the special commendation
of the exhibitors.
Corinne Griffith Keeps
Up Busy Pace at Work
Corinne Griffith is sustaining her
reputation of keeping everlastingly at
It at Vitagraph's Brooklyn studio. At
present she has two features ready for
release, " Human Collateral " and
■" Deadline at Eleven," and has
begun active work on another, " the
Momento," a five reel version of one
of the O. Henry stories.
" Human Collateral " is nearing its
release date. This story is an adaptation by Sam Taylor from " The Last
Woman," an original story by Frederick Van Rensselaer Dey.
" Deadline at Eleven " is a newspaper story, written by Ruth Byers,
a newspaper woman, and adapted to
the screen by Lucien Hubbard, a
former newspaper editor. Frank
Thomas, Webster Campbell, Maurice
Costello, Dodson Mitchell, Ernest
Lambert, Alice Calhoun and Emily
Fitzroy, appear in the supporting cast.
George Fawcett directed.

Almost

Finished

Picture

Film

New:

States Its

Comedy Program
The National Film Corporation of
new edition for use by everyone. Ex- America announces that comedies will
hibitors have in the principal role an
"Judy of Rogues' Haractress, who represents the universal play an important
ro'e in concern
i.s 1920 probor " Said to Be Good
duction plans. That
has
something about American girlhood,
Vehicle for Star
the youth, the charm, the romance, that adopted the slogan " Fun Without a
Blush " for its comedy exploitation.
and who will grasp at the oportunity go to make up her true character. This slogan will be more than a mere
They have also an actress of long ex- phrase, according to L. Bernstein, proto see it well done on the screen.
perience and definite popularity.
duction manager, as none but comedies
"'Judy of Rogues' Harbor' is a
" In her first Realart offering, ' Anne of clean, wholesome fun will be
particularly suitable vehicle for Miss
Minter, the actress who appeals to of Green Gables,' Miss Minter estab- screened by that concern. This applies
lished the reputation among showmen to the Flanagan and Edwards comehearts of high and low estate. One
proof of the wide range of the novel everywhere of being a consistent boxdies, and to the Neal Bums Capital
and of the fact that it is not limited office attraction. She not only charmed comedies, the latter being a Goldwyn
to any one locality or territory is that her audiences but made money for her release.
Grosset and Dunlap have followed the exhibitors, and there was a continuous
original publishers with a special cry of ' More Minter pictures.' Here
in Grev "
edition, at reasonable price, which will is Mis* Minter again, in a story that "A Woman
be sold broad-cast through the country, brings out the best of her."
Will Be Well Exploited
in cities and hamlets.
" The production of ' Judy of
It is reported that extensive plaiis
" This is the basis with which ex- Rogues' Harbor ' will everlastingly have been arranged for the exploitahibitors are able to start. They have
tion of. the Serico Producing CorporaMary Miles Minter," declared
a story which is already known and establish
Director Taylor in a statement to Realtion's mysterj' serial " A Woman in
which continues to be known as long art Pictures Corporation. " The story
as it continues to be sold. It is a has more marked dramatic possibilities Grey," starring Arline Pretty supported
story so popular that a second pub- than anything in which she has pre- by Henry G. Sell and directed by
James Vincent. " The exhibitors who
lisher takes it up and turns out a vast
viously been cast.
book ' A Woman in Grey ' may feel
assured that they will have at their
command not only a large assorlment
of advertising accessories, but that they
will be assisted by a newspaper and
billboard campaign that will reach from
a"
lyann
''Pol
Long
Many Runs
Theatres for
Reported to Have ExCoast to Coast," announces the Serico
Producing Corporation.
ceeded Any Former Bookings on This
" A W'oman in Grey," which is beRialto theatres. New York City, two
indefirst
ing disposed of on the state right
RD'S
MARY PICKFO
weeks
;
Grand
theatre,
Pittsburgh,
pendently produced picture for
basis, is said to be rapidly closing out
Pa.,
two
weeks
;
Tivoli
theatre,
San
United Artists' Corporation will make
territory in the United States. The
its appearance on January 18 in all Francisco, two weeks ; Ye Liberty its
foreign rights have been purchased by
theatre,
Oakland,
Cal.,
eighteen
days;
the principal cities in the country- In
all the larger cities the picture has Majestic theatre, Portland, Oregon, the Export and Import Film Co., Inc.
been booked for much longer runs two weeks ; Coliseum theatre, Seatthan have been customary in the
tle, Wash., three weeks ; Wizard or New^ Supreme Comedy
Strand theatre, Baltimore, Md., four
Is Said to Be Best Yet
The principal theatres in each weeks; Bijou theatre, Richmond,
past.
" Her .Nearly Husband," a Supreme
of the different United Artists' Ex- Va., two weeks ; Granby theatre, Norchange districts and the lengths of the
folk, Va., two weeks ; Regent thea- Comedy, is the Robertson-Cole offering for fun and frolic for the current
run in each, are as follows :
tre, Toronto, Ont., two weeks; Imperial theatre, Montreal, Que., ten week. The story is from the pen of
Tremont theatre, Boston, a minimum of ten weeks ; Trianon theatre, days, and Lyceum theatre, Winnipeg, Frank Roland Conklin. Teddy Sampson and Harry Depp are featured and
Birmingham, Ala., one week ; Cri- Man., Canada, twelve days.
from those who witnessed previews
terion theatre, Atlanta, Ga., two
of the comedy, this duo is better than
weeks ; Poli theatre, Bridgeport,
any ever before issued, according to
Conn., one week ; Palace theatre,
Tom
Mix
Thrills
in
"The
Robertson-Cole.
New Haven, Conn., one week; CasScott Sidnej' directed the chaser of
tle theatre, Chicago, 111., two weeks ;
Cyclone,"
Says
Fox to blues, and Bert Wright was in charge
Circle theatre, Indianapolis, Ind., one
Tom
Mix is said by
Fox officials
week; Orpheum theatre, Fort Wayne,
of the camera. W. Scott Darling preat his top notch in " The Cyclone."
Ind., one week; Walnut theatre, be
The s:ory is dedicated to the Northpared the story for the screen. Offiwest Mounted Police.
cials of Robertson-Cole announce
Cincinnati, Ohio, two weeks; Grand
theatre, Columbus, Ohio, two weeks ; " Action is the keynote of every Tom that " so successfully have first run
Pantheon theatre, Toledo, Ohio, one Mix production — the kind of action in exhibitors taken this class of refined
week; Hippodrome theatre, Dallas, which he is at home and o. which he comedy that extra prints are made
Texas, one week ; Adams theatre, is master — the kind that thrills the
Detroit, Mich., two weeks ; Newman
start to finish," an- necessary each week."
theatre, Kansas City, Mo., two spectator nouncesfrom
a report from the Fox Film
"Haunting Shadows" to
weeks ; Rialto theatre, Des Moines, offices.
Feature H. B. Warner
two weeks ; Sun theatre, Omaha,
Colcen Moore plays opposite the
Company states that
Neb., seven days; Clune's Auditor- cowboy s:ar in " The Cyclone." The H. Robertson-Cole
B. Warner has the most effective
ium, Los Angeles, four weeks; Lyceum theatre, Duluth, Minn., seven supporting cast includes Henrj' Hedays ; Goodwin theatre, Newark, N. bert and William Ellingford. Cliff role of his picture career in " Haunting Shadows," his latest RobertsonSmith is the director, and Col. TodJ., three weeks ; Strand theatre. Buf- hunter
story.
Marigold is the author of the Cole production. " Haunting Shadfalo, N. Y., two weeks ; Strand theaows " is a screen adaptation of " The
tre, Brooklyn, two weeks ; Rivoli and
House of a Thousand Candles."
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TITLE OF ROBERTSON-COLE FILM
CHANGED

Mae

Marsh

To

Start

1061
Work

Soon

Gasni
time yagoL. Louis
E Sydne
SOMand
d er
an Will Begin RobertsonCohan J.issue
announcement to the effect that
Cole Feature Soon
tliey had a long time contract witli
in California
Mae Marsh. Soon after this statement Miss Marsh announced that her
"I am more than pleased to handle
productions would be released by RobMae
Marsh productions" said Mr. Gass
Now
report
ertson-Cole. come the
nier. "She is an actress of note and
that Miss Marsh is in the West and
of the screen's lasting favorites.
preparing to start the first of her 1920 one
From "The Birth of a Nation" to other
productions under the Robertson-Cole Griflilh successes she has run the gamut
banner. Coincident witii this report is of her profession, and I believe that in
anotiier to the effect that Louis J. Gas- the next production which will be writnier, director of the Robertson-Cole's
ten for her natural ability — she will be
current attraction, "The Beloved even a greater Mae Marsh.
Cheater" has returned to Glendalc,
is determined to get
California, after spending ten days in the"Robertson-Cole
best productions that money and
tsonrence
als
with offici of Rober
confe
time can purchase. This is the right
Cole at the New York office.
way to make pictures. First the star,
While in New York, Mr. Gasnier had then director, the story, and then the
several conferences with Mac Marsh, cast, is the best method to pursue and
and final plans were made for the car- success will follow. We have a free
rying out of Miss Marsh's contract for hand to make the Mae Marsh produc- Louis T. Gasnier, head of the Gasnier
tions elaborate, and all of special merit studios, producing for distribution through
Robertson-Cole's special productions.
Robertson-Cole
Mr. Gasnier has promised Robertson- with an especial view to box office
Cole to secure a director of note for success.
son-Cole has promised the exhil)ilor to
Miss Marsh, but he will personally su"In making the Marsh features for back these productions with national
pervise ail of the Marsh features, it is Robertson-Cole, we are going to estab- advertising
Territory Is Acquired on
and publicity campaigns
reported. At the present time, Mae
lish astandard and keep to that stand- and dignified exploitation in keeping
" The Confession "
ard. I have promised to give Mae
The Robbins Film Company of Uti- Marsh is busy at work with scenario
Marsh new Marsh pictures and Robert- with the production."
ca, of which Nate Robbins is president, experts preparing for the first stor\'.
has purchased " The Confession," National Film Corporation feature, for
upper New York State, according to
Report
an announcement by Joe Brandt, gen- Screen
Issues
Committee
eral representative for National.
Robbins announced that Lester Wolf, IT is reported that rapid progress is
play of a short reel by the members
Ready Response of the organization. All the exhibitors
being made by the Screen Protec- State's
formerly with V'itagraph and General,
Has Been Received
who had run this short reel say that
tion Committee of the Motion Picwould take over the Western manageture Theatre Owners of America. The
their patrons were well pleased for it
from Exhibitors
ment of "The Confession." while Nathan Dobson, formerly of Paramount, movement for the protection of the
gave a lot of excellent entertainment
which was especially interesting to
would have charge of Eastern book- screen against improper advertising
Minnesota,
North
and
South
Dakota,
their
women patrons.
igs. The Robbins organization is said has spread from coast to coast and the
" The following exhibitors have been
1 be now dickering for four or five slogan " the screens of the country be- Wisconsin, Iowa and Michigan. A
■ the most important features on the
long to the exhibitors" has found a resolution was passed providing for added to the Screen Supervising Committee: Charles W. Gates, H. L.
ready echo among individual exhibitors complete supervision of all screen ad^tate rights market.
vertising bythe proper officials of the Mitchel, E. T. Peter, James Q. Clemas well as among the diffcrrnt organized groups of exhibitors. In de- organization. Contracts were signed mer, H. B. Wright, Glen Harper, H. B.
Powers Machine Sale
scribing the results which the commit- by practically the entire membership, Varner and George W. Warner.
tee has already attained, the following and the money derived from all screen
" Mingled frequently with inquiries
Greater Than Recorded
report has been issued from the office advertising is to go in the state treas- and words of approval the Screen ProIn the announcement last week of of
the Committee of Protection of the
The meeting was presided over
tection Committee received many comthe taking over of the agency for Screen at Room 708, Times Building, by the ury.President,
Charles W. Gates, of
munications asking for the date of the
Powers machines in France, Belgium New York.
coming national gathering. It is the
and Switzerland by the Fox Company,
Aberdeen, S. 'D.
an error was made in the number of
" In the course of the last week the
" On top of enthusiastic endorsement intention of the Screen Protection
machines sold by the Walterdaw Co., responses from bona-fide exhibitors' by the Protective League came the Committee and the Motion Picture
of England. It should have read organizations have been especially equally enthusiastic support of the Ex- Theatre Owners of America to make a
hibitors' Circuit of the Northwest, con- 'borough canvass of the leading cxhilvThus the exhibitors' cir"over
4,000" instead of the mere 1,200 gratifying.
cuit of Texas, with headquarters at
sisting of representative motion pic- tors in every state as to what time and
reported.
ture
theatre
owners from the states of
This deal negotiated by Mr. J. Leo Dallas, has formallv announced its acplace would be most suitable to them_
ceptance
of
the
activities
and
recomWashington,
Oregon, Idaho and Mon- .\s soon as this canvass is completed
•r the Fox Company and W. C.
tana. This organization sent several
mendations of the screen protection
•nith for the Nicholas Power Co., committee. The Board of Directors of imposing envelopes to the headquarters the date and place will be fixed and
given the widest publicity.
IS the means of completing the repsentation of Powers machine the Texas Exhibitors' Circuit consist- of the Screen Protection Committee
ing of eight theatre owners met at containing the entire membership
iroughout the world.
Dallas announcing their decision. This which covers a territory of 200 towns Walter Hall with Newly
circuit also comprises a large member- and cities.
Organized Company
Cast Selected for Newship of exhibitors in the states of Ar" In addition to this the Screen ProWalter Richard Hall has been enkansas and Oklahoma.
tection Committee is daily receiving
Rolf e Production
gaged by George H. Wiley, president
B. A. Rolfe, producer for Jans Pic" Immediately following this en- unsolicited wires and letters of inquiry of the newly formed Hyperion Profrom
the
New
England
states
and
tures Inc., is accredited with the anductions, Inc., to make the screen
dorsement by the Texas Exhibitors'
nouncement that the entire cast has Circuit news was received at the head- from New Jersey. All these wires and adaptations of the books and plays
quarters of the Motion Picture The- letters heartily commend the stand of ticquired by the company.
been selected and is now busily enatre Owners of America, to the effect the Screen Protection Committee and
gaged in the making of C. Wadsworth
Under the new arrangement, Hall
ask for an opportunity to co-operate. will have entire charge of the selecCamp's novel "The Abandoned Room" that the North West Exhibitors' Pro- These
territories are now being rapidly
tective League had held a meeting on
tion of all stories and plays purchased
under the title of " Love Without
January 7, at Minneapolis. At this covered by the Screen Protection Com- by the company as well as making the
Question " for Jans Pictures.
Those who have been selected to meeting it was announced that the remmit e . •
screen adaptations. He will not bu
nants of the old Black organization in
support Olive Tell, starring in this
" The members of the Motion Pic- bound by any restrictions to please any
production, are James Morrison, who the northwestern territory had disture Exhibitors' League of the State certain star, as the policy of the new
banded and gone over in a body to the of New York were pleased to receive
plays opposite Miss Tell, Peggy Parr,
is to select a group of stars
Mario Majeroni, Ivo Dawson, George Protective League. The session at their first check on account of the ar- company
for each production, the stars to fit
S. Stevens, Floyd Buckley, Charles Minneapolis was attended by reprerangement made for screen advertising.
sentative exhibitors from the states of This check was in payment for the dis- the requirements of the characters
Mackay and Gordon Hamilton.
that each story calls tor.

n-Cole
rtsovalue
Robe
givethe
as to
So exhib
itors
of
full
the original title of Kathleen
Norris' magcizine success,
Robertson-Cole has changed the
title of the latest Bessie Barriscale release from " Woman and
Wife" to "The Luck of Geraldine Laird."
A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice president and general manager of
the Robertson-Cole Distributing
Corporation in announcing the
change of title issued the following statement, " Robertson-Cole
exhibitors should be given the
full force of the advertising
value of the original story. It is
a well-known fact that Kathleen
Norris is one of the best writers
of fiction of the day. ' The Luck
of Geraldine Laird ' is said to be
one of her best efforts and it is
known from Coast to Coast, having run in serial form in one of
the leading magazines "

Motion
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F.

F.

Feist

Meets

Says Exhibitors

Are

Picture

News

Exhibitors

Anxious

to Know

More About Goldwyn's
New Policies
and distributing
policy for 1920 has
AFTER nearly a week spent in been outlined in previous announceChicago, the first stop on his twoments, Mr. Feist found that many exmonths' trip across the country, Felix
hibitors, itis said, were anxious to
F. Feist, vice-president and manager
of sales for Goldwyn Distributing know more about the plans in detail,
Corporation, left January 10 for St. especially as they relate to the marketing of the special productions, the
Louis where he will stay three days
before going to Kansas City for the Eminent Authors Pictures, starting
remainder of the week.
wi:h " The Cup of Fury," and the
Making his headquarters at the Chi- Booth Tarkington " Edgar " Comedies.
In commenting on the short subjects,
cago branch, Mr. Feist is said to have
received visits from many of the lead- Mr. Feist spoke of the increased activities of the Bray Studios, which, in
ing exhibitors of this city and the surrounding territory, who were reported addition to the Pictograph, soon will
to be anxious to get advance informa- issue the Goldwyn-Bray Comics and
tion direct from Goldwyn's sales- the Goldwyn-Bray Graphic. Each
manager in reference to the company's series, it is promised, will be a weekly
enlarged projects for the coming year.
Although the Goldw^yn producing release of high entertainment value.
This is Viola Dana in her role of the daughter of the image maker in " The Willow
Tree," a Metro Screen Classics picture

Metro

Buys

Stage

Success

" The Marriage of William Asche " Is
Latest Literary Acquisition of Note
•it'T'HE Marriage of William Asche,"
1 dramatized by Margaret Mayo
from the novel by Mrs. Humphry
Ward, has been added to Metro's list
•of plays acquired as material for its
" fewer and better" pictures. In announcing the purchase, Metro officials
Jet it be known that in their negotiations to obtain the world rights to
the drama they had to overcome considerable opposition in the shape of
Ikeen bidding for it by rival producing
•companies.
This drama of high English social
life is international in its fame. It was
■jplayed in London with Fanny Ward in
the leading role of Kitty Asche, and
also was used as a starring vehicle by
'Grace George, having been produced
in New York under the management
■of William A. Brady at the Garrick
itheatre in November, 1905.
Metro takes the occasion of the purchase of " The Marriage of William
Asche '' to announce its policy in acquiring popular stories aqd stage pro■ductions. "Acquisition of 'The Mar-

Stewart

riage of William Asche,' " says
Metro's report, " accentuates the fact
that Metro is fast garnering in the
choicest literary material on the market for the use of its individual stars,
and for all-star productions. It is the
Metro policy to buy only stage plays
or widely read novels. Purchase of
' The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,' byVicente Blasco Ibanez, was
the outstanding buy of the year just
" ' Polly with a Past,' by Guy Bolton
past.
and George Middleton, for Ina Claire ;
' Fine Feathers,' the powerful play by
Eugene Walters ; ' Quincy Adams
Sawyer,' the novel by Charles Felton
Pidgin ; ' The Gorgeous Girl,' a novel
by Nalbro Bartley, now running serially in the Saturday Evening Post;
' Parlor, Bedroom and Bath,' the comedy by Mark Swan and C. W. Bell :
and ' The Skylark,' a novel by William
Wallace Crooke, are among Metro's
other recent purchases of screen mate-

rial."
Vehicle

New
Stunt
on "Empty
Arms''
" One Hundred Thousand Dollar Packet "
for Exhibitor Scrutiny Before Booking
large community, the value of One
DESPITE
its mystery-steeped
title, Hundred Thousand Dollars already
"The Hundred
Thousand Dollar
in the vast amount of public inPacket'' is not a serial. It is a com- exists terest
which has already been aroused.
pletely Park
novel exploitation
"stunt"
issued
The first part of The One Hundred
by Lester
and Edward
Whiteside
in connection with their unusual pro- Thousand Dollar Packet is filled with
duction, "Empty Arms," starring Gail stories by District Attorneys, club
Kane.
women and public officials. The second
The Packet opens with an explanation— "Why we refused One Hundred
Thousand
Dollars for
Arms,'in
and then describes
the 'Empty
interview
which that amount was refused as a
guarantee on the profits, when offered
by a well-known distributor. Quite an
interesting situation was developed at
that very interview when the advertising manager very dramatically showed
what is termed "The Hundred Thousand Dollar Packet." This piece of literature contains a series of arguments,
doctrines and proofs of the tremendous
interest which is rife in every community on the subject of "Empty
Arms," and demonstrates that, in everv

part is devoted to a complete exploitation campaign which any theatre manager may hand over to his assistant
to carry out.
Before showing "Empty Arms" to
the prospective buyers a copy of "The
Hundred Thousand Dollar Packet" is
presented to them. The buyer is requested to read it carefully before seeing the picture.
Lester Park, when interviewed yesterday, said: "The reason we are following this method of procedure is that
we want our buyers to realize how
thoroughly the country is aroused on
the subject of "Empty Arms."

Completed

in
Mayer Announces Completion
of " The
Fighting
ShepherdessMacLaren
"
in and the
Bessie West
Love. Walter
THE Louis B. Mayer-First National production, " The Fighting Long, who portrays ' the villainous
Shepherdess," Anita Stewart's new Pete Mullcndore, has been in D. W.
starring vehicle, has been completed Griffith's productions, having a very
at the Alayer Studios at Los Angeles.
part in " Scarlet Days."
Edward Jose directed the picture, important
Eugenie Besserer, who impersonates
which is founded on the novel by Car- Jezebel, the road-house keeper, has
oline Lockhart of the same name.
also been with Griffith productions,
The cast supporting Miss Stewart giving what many critics have maintained the finest performance in
includes, it is said, a number of wellIcnown players. Noah Beery, who "Scarlet Days." Another member of
plays Mormon Joe, it will be remem- the cast is John Hall, who previously
"bered, was featured in the title-role co-starred with Al Jennings in a series
■of "The Sea Wolf" and "The Sage- of Western productions. Gibson
hrusher." Wallace MacDonald will Gowland will take the part of Bowers,
be seen as Hughie Disston. He has the loyal sheep-herder.
recently been leading man for Marpicture of Haline Bruzovna, the Polish actress, who was a soldier in the
^
scenario was written by Frank
TheT-^
Czar's army during the war, but
is now Weekly
being " shot " for the camera in the
guerite Clark, Madge Kennedy, Mary T>M,, Dazey
firstwhoKaufman
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THOUSANDS
AWAY

TURNED

AT " PINTO
OPENING

"

sand people were
FIVE
unablethouto see Mabel Normand in "n Pinto " when it
was show
for the first
time at the Grand Theatre,
Columbus, Ohio, Sunday, January 11. Even bigger than
ict receis ved
"
Jinx
"
theal verd
.after the isiniti
presentation
of
s
and'
wyn
t
I Pict
Missure,
Normwrit
lates
Gold
ten and produced
by Victor Schertzinger.
The first wiVe, etitirely upsolicited, received at the Goldwyn home office after the shoAving of the picture was from
Toledo, O., under date of January 11th. It reads:
MABEL
NORMAND
IN PINTO OPENED TODAY
THE PANTHEON THEATRE BREAKING ALL PREVIOUS RECORDS EXCEPT
ONE STOP ADVANCED
PRICES STOP STRONGEST
COMPETITION TOLEDO
HAS EVER KNOWN IN A
SINGLE WEEK.
H. C. HORATER.
From Columbus, Will D.
Harris wired he turned away
5,000 people half of whom have
bought tickets for admittance
another day.

Robertson-Cole
New

Issues

Scenic Adventure

" I and the Mountain " is the name
of the third scenic adventure production to be released by Robertson-Cole.
"I and the Mountain," against the
background of the scenic beauty, is
said to bring home the fact that everything cannot be learned in a college.
"Adventure Scenics were all booked
by the Capitol theatre in New York,
and leading exhibitors throughout the
country have successfully displayed
them," states Robertson-Cole.
" The
Be
Edward
announce

Gray Brother " to
Released Soon
A. MacManus expects to
the release of his latest production, The
"
Gray Brother," this
week. Thomas Mott Osborne, former
warden of Sing Sing, supplied the
story. Sidney Olcott directed the
picture.
." All of the characters with one exception are from the criminal classes,
and the narrative lends itself to numerous thrilling situations."

Alice Joyce Favorably
Greeted in New Film
Alice Joyce's new Vitagraph production, "Slaves of Pride," which is being featured in a pre-release showing
at the B. S. Moss Broadway theatre,
has been favorably received by the
reviewers of the New York dailies,
says a report from the Vitagraph offices. "Slaves of Pride " has furnished Miss Joyce with one of the
hest roles of her career, it is said, and
the sumptuous settings and commendable support of the rest of the cast
have assured the star a favorable reception.

Sennett

Comedy
Revived
' Tillie's Punctured
Six-Reel Subject, *
Romance," on the State Right Market
"In the revival of 'Tillie's Punctured
Ir is predicted by VV. H. Productions
Co. that "Tillic's Punctured Ro- Romance' audiences will be doubled.
mance," the six-reel Mack Sennett Those who have seen this production
comedy which is being released on the know how funny it is ! They know
state rights market by Tower Film how they laughed till they cried when
Corporation, will be a bigger box office they first saw this group of famous
attraction as a revival than it was comedians in a hilarious comedy — stars
when first released. " And ^or these like Charlie Chaplin, Marie Dressier,
reasons," says the report frbm the W. Mabel Normand, Chester Conklin and
Mack Swain, in one cast. They will
H. Productions' office.
want to see it again. Those who did
"The huge success ■ ^^'itll^ which not see it when it was first shown have
'Tillic's Punctured . Romance ' met. heard how good it is, and now they
and the popular applause with which it will not let the chance slip by to see
was received throughout the country the feature comedy about which they
spread- a reputation for that produc- have heard so much.
tion, such as no amount of paid adver"'Tillie's PuncUired Romance' went
tising could hope to accomplish. The over without a single line of exploitapicture broke every known precedent.
tion. However, Tower Film CorporIt is comedy, good sponlancous fun
ation state that an intensive exploitaand side-splitting laughter throughout
tion campaign is being inaugurated for
every inch of the six reels. Everyone this comedy which will outdo anything
talked about ' Tillie's Punctured Ro- ever attempted for a feature of this
mance.'
Robertson-Cole
Reports of Success
Cheater " Received
tt-THE BELOVED CHEATER,"
A the January Robertson-Cole special starring Lew Cody, is said to be
meeting
success
" So
numerouswithhave
beeneverywhere.
the additional
orders from first-run houses for this
big special that officials of RobertsonCole are shipping extra prints to every
section of the United States," announces a report from the New York
office of Robertson-Cole.
" ' The Beloved Cheater ' exceeded
our fondest expectations," said A. S.
Kirkpatrick, vice-president and general
manager of the Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation. " We knew we
had a real special — a special that meant
dollars and cents for the exhibitor and
real enjoyment for the fan. To see it
is to book it. This has been proven

Film
kind."

Scores

of " The Beloved
from Many Points
time and time again during the past
month and the first of the Lew Cody
specials is going faster with time.
" Among the latest bookings for
' The Beloved Cheater,' says A. S.
Kirkpatrick, Gen. Mgr., " are the three
big motion-picture temples in Minneapolis, St. Paul and Duluth. As soon as
bookers from Ruben-Finkelstein's saw
the picture they contracted with our
Minneapolis exchange for first runs.
At the New Garrick in Minneapolis
this big Robertson-Cole special will be
featured the entire week of February
15 and at the New Garrick in St. Paul,
the Lew Cody feature will be played
the week of January 18th. The same
picture will be the featured attraction
at the New Garrick in Duluth during
the week of January 18th.

Spurious
" Griffith^'
Features
D. W. Griffith Warns Against Produc"Griffith's"
Called
tions,through
Falsely his
gun to acquaint
the public with this
DW.
GRIFFITH,
• general manager, Albert L. Grey, production, and exhibitors will have the
has issued a general warning to all same opportunity to cash in on this
exhibitors, and through them to their
feature as they have on Mr. Griffith's
patrons, not to accept any motion pic- more recent productions." When Mr.
lure production as being " A Griffith Griffith's attention was called to the
Picture" unless the initials, " D. G." advertisement, he issued the following
and the written name, " Griffith," are statement :
stamped on the main title and on im" All genuine Griffith productions
carry the initials, D. \V., and tlie
portant sub-titles.
Recently Mr. Griffith's attention has written name, Griffith, on the main
been directed to certain pictures about title as well as on the important subtitles, and any motion picture offered
to
as " Griffith productions,"
onebe ofreleased
the anruDUncements
as recent as without these trade marks not only is
January 12, going so far as to say, fraudulent, but is being foisted on
''one of the best productions made by the exhibitors, and the public in a direct attempt to mislead and deceive.
the D. W. Griffith combination."
Last week Mr. Griffith's general
" In justice to all concerned, I heremanager came across an announceby ask all exhibitors, for the protection of themselves and their patrons,
ment calling attention to a picture, entitled "Tiger Girl," and among other not to advertise any picture as a Griffith production unless it carries the
statements came to one reading : " A
large advertising campaign will be beabove trade marks-"

" Eyes

of sistent
Youth
" Conin Scoring
Records

" Eyes of Yoiuh," the first release
of the Equity Pictures Corporation,
continues to create new records in
many towns.
At Albany, N. Y., it played to 60 per
cent, more business than any previous
picture, was brought back for a repeat
and again attracted more than the
usual amount of patronage.
At the Criterion theatre, Atlanta,
Ga., in the face of three of the coldest
days the city has ever known, the house
record was broken and it is to be
brought back for a repeat.
At the Ohio theatre, Indianapolis,
" Eyes of Youth " opened to $2000 on
New Year's Day and, contrary to expectations, played to within $40 on Friday of its holiday total.
At Pittsburgh, it played two houses
simultaneously, and in spite of zero
weather, an unusual condition in Pittsburgh, the record of the Grand theatre
was broken, as was that of Clark &
Rowland's Liberty theatre.
One of the most remarkable booking achievements in the history of local
exchanges is reported by Sam Zierler,
president of the Commonwealth Film
Corporation, which handles the Equity
productions in New York. He reports
that thirty-three theatres on Broadway
from Loew's Greeley Square to the
Majestic on 181st street and Broadway have either played the picture or
are playing it. This includes some instances in which " Eyes of Youth " has
played in theatres only one block apart.
Wholesome

Film

Com-

for FurtherPlans
Productions
pany
M. Feldstein, head of the Wholesome Film Company of Chicago, whose
first three releases have been placed on
a state rights basis, is so pleased with
•the popularity which these early
Wholesome Productions have met with
that he has entered into negotiations
with the parties who control the rights
to
several
best known
children's
stories
on of
the themarket,
with the
end in
view of adding them to the Wholesome program.
Judging vertising
fromcampaign
results
fromopeiied
the adrecently
in
the pages of 'the trade papers, state
right buyers have had their eyes
opened to the fact that good, clean,
well-made subjects appealing primarily
to children are in great demand, not
special
only by theatresbutforfor
performances,
use children's
in Civic
Centers, Schools, and organizations.
Four

Broadway
Comedy

Houses

Play Arbuckle's
For what is described by FamousPlayers as the first time in motion
picture history a comedy was featured
this week simultaneously in New
York's four biggest picture theatres.
"Fatty" Arbucicle in the Paramountheld
Garage,"
" The the
Arbuckle
the
screen Comedy,
at the Rivoli,
Broadway,
the Strand and the Capitol.
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United

Theatres

Issues

Harold Llcyd
Jackprotection
Dempsey'sfrom
" mitt,"
perhapsdemands
comfortedof inPathe
the
thought
that hesmiles
now ashashe anviews
ample
the unjust
directors since Dempsey joined the Pathe forces

Prohibition
Films

for

\ ew s

Aids

Press Book Prepared for " Corsican
Brothers " Said to Have Good Ideas
INASMUCH as "The Corsican Broth- Corsican Brothers' over to record
ers will be released by the United breaking business. The suggestions
Picture Theatres of America as a are adaptable for both the large and
special feature, it is in line with the small theatres — they are easily arranged and at small cost.
policy of the releasing organization that
a specially prepared press book be is"Among
many other interesting
sued for the attraction.
items contained in the press book is a
The following statement has been full page showing the various styles of
issued by the United Picture Theatres posters available on the attraction. This
of America in description of the press paper has been carefully and specially
book prepared for this production :
prepared and lithographed in full colors. United points with pride to these
"The press book for this feature consists of twelve pages with covers in posters as being some of the finest excolors. A study of it shows that it
of the lithographer's
art producedamples
in some
months.
contains suggestions and ideas along
every line of exploitation and publicity
"There is no attempt to promote 'cirthat will be of benefit to the theatre
cus' methods of advertising. Throughowner. Crowded into its pages will be
out the press book, the idea is alwa> s
found a wealth of result-bringing and brought out that 'The Corsican
original ideas that will go a long way Brothers' should be advertised in a retoward helping the exhibitor put 'The
fined and dignified way."
Goldwyn

Picture

Days?

Harold

Capitol

" The

Pahser Case " and " Pinto " Scheduled for Showing in Broadway House
THE Goldwyn Pictures Corporation their presentation. Miss Normand is
announces that E. J. Bowes, man- generally conceded to be one of the
aging director of the Capitol theatre, most popular of all picture stars with
New York, has selected two more Broadway audiences, and recent records show that the name of Miss
Goldwyn Pictures for presentation at
certain to draw big atan early date. They are " Pinto," Frederick is
tendances wherever it is flashed in
starring Mabel Normand, and " The
Paliser Case," starring Pauline Fred- electric lights."
erick. These, it is stated, will make
" The Paliser Case " is from the
four Goldwyn productions chosen as
feature attractions for the Capitol since novel by Edgar Saltre and is the first
it was opened in the fall. The others, picture directed by William Parke for
Goldwyn. This production is said to
which have played at the new Broad- be one in which Miss Frederick gives
way house, are Rex Beach's " The Girl one of the most intense emotional charfrom Outside " and Mabel Normand in
acter portrayals of her entire screen
" Jinx."
career.
The question of who comGoldwyn, in commenting on the
mitted the murder around which the
booking of these features for the Capi- story centers is not answered until the
tol, says : " In looking for the highest close of the baffling drama, it is stated.
types of drama and comedy. Manager
Unlike " Jinx," but equally strong in
Bowes found in ' The Paliser Case ' its comedy points, is said to be Mabel
and 'Pinto' just the qualities he
sought. He booked the pictures im- Normand's " Pinto," written and produced by Victor Schertzinger. The
mediately after the private showings
in the projection room at the Capitol West,
opening sequences are laid in the
and soon will decide on the weeks for

Will Rogers and " his gang " as you will see them in Rogers' latest picture from
the Goldwyn studios, " Water, Water, Everywhere." Looks like as if it might be funny

Lloyd^s
Headyheiress,Comic
in the person Aids
of Mildred
HAROLD
LLOYD'S
third
release
of his two-reel comedy series,
Pollard,"
Davis, the
by leadership
a gang ofof " Snub
rough-necks
entitled " From Hand to Mouth," is under
due to add considerably to the pres- and her subsequent rescue and restige which that young comedian has
toration to fortune by the valiant
already won by his showing in Harold. What Lloyd did to thwart
"Bumping Into Broadway" and the diabolical designs — soft, soft music
" Captain Kidd's Kids," the two pre- in a minor chord — of this rascally
vious releases of the series, which crew kept the Strand audience in a
are being distributed by Pathe Ex- steady ripple of merriment and frequently provoked a general outburst
change. From
"
Hand to Mouth " is
more than a title; it is an achievement of mirth as the star put over some
in the development of clean, whole- exceptional piece of action.
Laughable situations of an original
someabout
comedy. it,
At after
least seeing
that's the
way
we felt
Harold
in his latest over at the Strand one character, the traditional chase enlivby novel " stunts
" and humorafternoon recently when we decided
ousened innovations,
and, through
it all,
that a few hours off duty were prop- the swift-moving action and comical
erly in order.
capers of the nimble star stamp the
After escaping, unseen and unchal- production as a top-notch comedy—
lenged, from the din and litter of the the kind that sends you out with a
editorial room, we hurried out into
grin on your face and a smile in your
the fog, which, serving in lieu of an heart. — E. F. Supple.
effective smoke-screen,
made our
"get-away " an
assured success.
Once out of port, our convoy headed
in the general direction of Sixth avenue and Forty-second street and R. Walsh Will Produce
eventually dropped anchor, wraps and
iimbrellas in the cheery haven of
a Picture Minus Title
^ck's restaurant, opposite the HippoR. A. Walsh, director of the R. .\.
'ome. The mysteries of the menu
Walsh Productions, and associated
iving been solved and the " winen " duly lamented over with remi- with the Mayflower Photoplay Corscences of "other days," mess was
poration and the Realart Pictures Corrved with Joseph Reddy of the
poration, is out to produce what is
alhe publicity department acting as described as "the first titleless picture."
ine genial host. Upon the adjourn- The only title in the Walsh production would be the name of the story.
ent of the luncheon session, the conCommenting
on the plan to make
"!>• again got under way, with " Joe "
ill at the helm, and coursed north
statethe following
picture,
>• west for the Strand, where we a titleless
ment has been issued
by the R. A.
^und
Harold
Lloyd's two-reeler Walsh Productions :
" Mr. Walsh holds that a title is an
'taring equal honors with the Norma
"almadge feature, " A Daughter of apolog>- at its best and has no place
wo front.
Worlds," on the electric sign in the photoplay. Dwelling on the
lit
stand that fundamentally it is the
At the time of our entry, the Tal- director's function to tell a ston,-, Mr.
■adge picture was claiming the atten- Walsh made it clear that although he
on of the audience. A song number beheves in writing his own story, if
illowed, and then to the accompani'ent of a lively tune by the Strand he reads a yarn thai suggests movpossibilities, he considers it
ing picture
rchestra, the Lloyd comedy, " From without
bias. He points out that the
land to Mouth," came reeling on its mere fact that the director thinks
lerry way. The slight plot, which
inked the various comedy incidents enough of the story to consider it for
the screen, makes the story an
that Lloyd engaged in, was concerned original one as far as the photoplay
with ihe abduction of a fair young
adaption is concerned."
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Essanay-Chaplin Films
Sales for the five Essanay-Chaplin
productions under the control of Victor Kremer Film Features, Inc., were
reported this week through the New
York office. Victor Kremer, at present touring the west in the interest
of his productions, has sold Kentucky
for "The Champion," "Work," "Jitney Elopement," and " By the Sea,"
to the First National Exhibitors Circuit of Louisville, Ky.
Bert Lubin, special traveling representative of the Kremer organization,
reports the sale of Louisiana and Mississippi for the four Chaplins mentioned above, in addition to the feature Chaplin, " A Burlesque on Carmen," to A. C. Brombcrg of .Atlanta,
Ga. Lubin has already consummated
a deal whereby Mr. Brombcrg acquired the five Kremer Chaplins for
Georgia, Florida, .-Mabama, Tennessee,
North and South Carolina.

Mrs.
Chaplin's Initial
Mayer Film Finished
" Polly of the Storm Country,'" which
•will be Mildred Harris Chaplin's first
Louis B. Mayer production, has just
been finished at the Louis B. Mayer
Studios in Los Angeles.
The stor> , it is stated, was written especially for Mrs. Chaplin by Grace
Miller White, author of " Tess of the
Storm Country," and " The Secret of
the Storm Country." After turning
the script over to Mrs. Chaplin, Miss
White wrote the story in novel form,
and it will be published by Little,
Brown and Company of Boston, simultaneously with the appearance of the
picture on the screen, according to reports.
The production was directed by
Arthur H. Rossom. It will be released
through First National Exhibitors Circuit some time in Februarv.

Announces

Plans

for

Drew-Street

Comics
With the completion of "The
Charming Mrs. Chase," the first of
Sidney Drew's twothe series of s,Mrs.adapted
from stories
reel comedie
John Cumwhich
in
Street,
Julian
by
berland is starred, Pathe announces
February 22 as release date for the
first of the series. There will be eight
of these modern comedy studies.
All exhibitors admit that there is a
shortage of good comedies, and these
Drew productions, it is claimed, arc
going to go a long way toward meeting the demand. The Drew comedies
are not to be sold individually and not
more than nor less than eight are to
be contracted for.

" The Fall of Babylon "
Has Been Released
A report from Robert Edgar Long
announces: " D. W. Griffith's 'The
Fall of Babylon,' one of the offerings
in the Griffith repertory season at
Geo. M. Cohan's Theatre, New York,
has been released by D. W. Griffith
Service. As a rental picture, it is
now being booked by Albert L. Grey,
general manager of D. W. Service, 720
Longacre Bldg., New York City."

A typical " sea-faring man " is George Walsh in his latest Fox production, " The Shark "

"The
Report
Fox
Out on
of Five
Versions
has is-s
Corporati
Foxsued a Film
THE
statement
in on
connection
Takes One Judged
with its forthcoming production of
" The Strongest," the picturization of
Most Effective
Clemenceau's romantic novel. The
statement announces :
" Five versions of ' The Strongest ' capital; and throwing into it his own
by Premier Clemenceau of France directorial talents, he has produced
have been viewed by a jury at the for Fox Film Corporation the crownefforts of his career, says the
projection rooms of Fox Film Cor- reporting from
the Fox Film offices.
poration which means that practically
all the scenes in the production were
Commenting
theme of '" The
taken five times. The jury decided Strongest," the onFoxthereport
continues :
which of the five in their expert judg- " It is a beautiful story of present-day
ment, conveyed most perfectly the life. Love in the opinion of Georges
thoughts of Clemenceau in his telling Clemenceau is the greatest force in
of what they regard as the the world. He holds that not armed
most powerful modern love story in power, not financial or diplomatic
the world; and these scenes, titled, genius, not the mind but the heart,
will be the version of the only photo- rules the world. Love is the greatest,
drama from the pen of the Tiger the mightiest force of all; that is his
of France, that will be shown to the
Carlo Liten, the Belgian actor is the
conviction."
dignified old Marquis, the dreamer.
" The Strongest " is declared by Fox Harrison Hunter is the money-hungry,
officials to be the greatest work of R. material Harley. In the prologue his
public."
A. Walsh. Its director Mr. Walsh, it wife is Florence Malone, who is probis said, was given everything with
ably best known for her work in
which to make the picture a success Oliver Morosco's stage successes.
— good cast, good sets, and liberal Renee Adoree has the appealing role

Strong
of Claudia, heroine ofest"
the story.
Belgian's screen star, Georgette
Gauthier de Trigny, has the difficult
role of the Comtesse. "In less capable hands,"
report,
the
strength
of says
this the
part Fox
would
be "lost;
but bringing to it all of her great experience and talent. Mile. Gauthier de
Trigny has made the Comtesse one of
the most impressive villainesses of the
screen.
" Jean Gauthier de Trigny came to
the United States especially to portray the Visconte, and his work has
indicated that William Fox made no
mistake when he signed the French
actor to a contract for the Clemenceau
" James Marcus, Hal Horne, C. A.
picture.
de Lima and Teddy Piper complete
the cast. Ben Pail handled the
camera and his work is said to be the
best of his career. "The Strongest"
by the mighty Clemenceau, produced
by Fox Film Corporation under the
direction of R. A. Walsh has all the
earmarks of being one of the greatest
sensations
screen hasfrom
known,"
cludes thethestatement
the conFox
offices.

"Madame
X"
Bought
be tremendous.
In then
picture
bywill Go
r\DAME X," the French
ldwy
drama by Alexandre Bis- Story Will Be Given an version, much of the past history of
son, has been purchased by
Elaborate Production,
the famons " Madame X," which in
the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation,
the play is told in dialogue, can be reGoldwyn Announces
vealed through graphic action.
and will be given an elaborate pro" As yet, no director has been chosen
duction, itis said. In France, " Ma- Bernhardt; and the young attorney,
dame X " was played by the greatest who unknowingly pleads the cause of for the production, nor has the cast
French actresses of the day, both . his
degraded mother, was interpreted been selected. But the Goldwyn comMmcs. Rejane and Sarah Bernhardt
pany is making preparations to give
by
William
In the original
having appeared in the title role at American castElliott.
' Madame X ' as complete and magnifiwas
L.
Rogers
Lytton,
different times. Mme. Bernhardt kept who has since become a well known cials.
cent an interpretation as their huge
the play in her repertory when she film player.
facilities
afford," say Goldwyn offitoured America a few years ago. She
"
Madame
X
"
was
so
successful
not only gave the play in its entirety
here, but also played the famous that it played four years, and is still Vaudeville Team to Be
courtroom act in her numerous special one of the stand-bys of all stock
theatre companies. Miss Donnelly
Seen in Comedies
vaudeville engagements.
the title role in New York and
The American adaptation of the play played
in Chicago during the first two years
Accompanied by Gladys Clark and
was made by John N. Raphael, and of its run; while Dorothy Dunlap
edited by William Henry Wright. Its headed a second company on the road. Henr>- Bergman, the vaudeville team
premier in America took place at the Two companies were put out during of Clark and Bergman, who have forsaken the stage for the movies, Harry
New Amsterdam theatre in New York the third year and one in the fourth.
Cohn, of the firm of Jack and Harry
under the auspices of Henry W. SavThe play has met with such popular
age. Dorothy Donnelly played the success on the stage that the Goldwyn Cohn, producers of Hall-Room Boys
comedies, left for Los Angeles last
part made famous in Paris by Sarah officials believe its photoplay appeal week
to supervise production.

Motion
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Big

Racing

Film

Picture

News

Progresses

The
" ine
Vitagrap
ainsh's
Cont
Genu

Bessie Barriscale
in " Woman and Wife,"
Robertson-Cole
Bessie
Barriscale in
New Production

a

After a success in "Beckoning
Roads," which was released during the
hoUdays, Bessie Barriscale, the Robertson-Cole star, has just completed "The
Luck of Geraldine Laird" which will
be released in January. In this picture, the blonde star will achieve a
new triumph, according to reports from
her studios where everybody is enthusiastic over the new production. It
is the first picture in which Miss Barriscale has been directed by Edward
Sloman, who came to the B. B. Studios
with an enviable record for artistic
work.
"The Luck of Geraldine Laird" will
mark the third of a series of Kathleen
Norris stories which Miss Barriscale
has been putting on the screen. It
gives Miss Barriscale opportunity to
offer a number of widely varying pictures of episodes in the life of Geraldine Laird, the leading character.
Two of the chief ones show Mrs.
Laird as a small town woman, greatly
devoted to her two babies, and rather
careless of her personal appearance;
and later she goes to New York as a
gloriously clad revue star, who, by a
clever characterization on the stage,
wins a wide following in the metropolis, where she is dined and feted.
Juanita

Hansen

e Scen
RacDuch
ess es"
Horseting
Spor
worked on some actual racing scenes
VITAGRAPH reports that the Alice at
the Fairgrounds. Miss Joyce and
Joyce Company, now engaged in
the filming of " The Sporting her director, after looking at the negative of the races, declared they were
Duchess " at New Orleans, is making
rapid progress in the production of the delighted with the results obtained.
picture. The company', twenty-one
The days following several big paddock scenes are reported to have been
strong, arrived here the Sunday preof taken with several hundred " extras "
ceeding J^ew Year's in charge for
Frank Loomis, studio manager
appearing. Judging from the expense
Vitagraph, and George Terwilliger, attaching to the horse-racing phase of
who is directing Miss Joyce.
the production, " The Sporting
The first days were spent in the Duchess " probably will cost VitaA little comedy which relieves the tension
selection of locations, and the direc- graph in the neighborhood of $250,000, of many dramatic scenes in Vitagraphh'*
forthcoming feature starring Alice Joyce,
tors lost no time, according to reports, it is stated by Vitagraph.
" The Sporting Duchess "
Percy
Marmont
is
playing
the
lead,
in getting the star and the other principals into action before the camera. and G. V. Scyffertitz is the heavy.
Will Distribute
On the opening day of the races, Mr. Others in the company here are Cap- Metro
Terwilliger with two cameramen and
tain Pape, May McAvoy, Miss Edith
" Salome " ProducFrank Bangs, studio photographer.
tion
Walker, and " Bill " Turner.
Richard A. Rowland, President of
Metro Pictures Corporation, and Jules
E- Broulatour, President of Hope
Enters
Non-Theatrical
Field Hampton Productions, Inc., issue an
announcement that Metro will disRepubHc Arranges to Distribute the
tribute Miss Hampton's first photoplay,
" A Modern Salome." The picture is
Films of Community Picture Bureau
based on Oscar Wilde's poem,
are pioneers in non-theatri- " Salome ; " Leonce Perret wrote the
ANOTHER step forward in the in camps,
cal business. Today they practically scenario and directed the production.
progressive march of the Republic Distributing Corporation, of which have control of all non-theatrical
Miss Hampton's leading man in "A
Lewis J. Selznick is advisory direc- business, but have been more or less Modem Salome " is Wyndham Standtor, is the announcement by Briton N. handicapped through lack of facilities
ing. The balance of the cast includes
Busch, president, that Republic has to secure an adequate supply of the Agnes Ay res, Percy Standing and
entered the non-theatrical motion pic- right type of pictures and a proper and Sydney L. Mason.
ture field by making an agreement with efficient system of distribution.
At the present time it is impossible
the Community Motion Picture Bureau whereby Republic will do the me- for Republic to supply Community Production Plans Stated
chanical distribution for Community. with all of their pictures and it is the
by Character Pictures
According to the arrangement, Com- plan of the organization, besides actAnnouncement is made by A. W.
ing as a distributing agent, to help semunity is to have a sales representacure them an adequate supply from Plummer, of the newly-formed Chartive in each city where Republic has
acter Picttrres Corporation of the puran office and all non-theatrical busi- other producers, it being understood
chase of the motion picture rights
ness now handled by Republic is to be that they will produce pictures through
turned over to Community. This will the affiliated Selznick Enterprises two popular novels. Arrangements
have been made whereby Character
give Republic entre into the educa- whenever it is possible.
tional and industrial field as well as
In making this arrangement the Pictures will produce " The Framemain thought of Republic was the up," by Edward Everett Mathews, and
army posts, Y. M. C. A.'s, camps, etc.
The Stampede," by Mack Arthur.
The Community Motion Picture Bu- tremendous growth possible in the "Both
of these works are both rugged
reau, which sprang into prominence non-theatrical field and rather than
outdoor stories, and are said to lend
during the war by the service they ren- open up direct competition with Com- themselves admirably to the type of
dered the Goverment in supplying
munity, Republic decided to join and
which is planned by the
much needed entertainment for men with their assistance control their field. production
company.

Begins

Work on Pathe Serial
Juanita Hansen began work this
week on her first serial under the
Pathe banner.
"The Mad Talon" is the working
title of the serial. The story is by
George B. Seitz, producer of mystery serials, and producer, director
and star of " Bound and Gagged."
Frank Leon Smith is writing the continuity, and the direction will be supervised by Mr. Seitz himself at the
studio of George B. Seitz, Inc., Park
avenue and 134th street, New York.
First of Mann's TwoReel Comics Ready
Morris R- Schlank, producer of the
Hank Mann comedies, announces that
the first three two-reel comedies, featuring Mann, are now ready for distribution by Arrow on the state right
basis. They are titled " Broken Bubbles," "Paper, Paste and Poultry " and
" A Roaming Romeo."

Manhattan

Life

in

Fox

Film

George A. Beranger Is Directing " A
Manhattan Knight " at College Point
<< A MANHATTAN KNIGHT," drama. Wild night life, poverty and
^* adapted for the screen from wealth all have place in this interesting exposition of New York life, it
the novel, " Find the Woman," by is said.
Gelett Burgess, is being photographed
at the College Point studio of Fox
According to the Fox report, there
Film Corporation under the direction
are
some beautiful sets in " A Manof George A. Beranger. George
Knight," and Thomas O'Neil,
Walsh, Fox star, is featured in the technicalhattan
expert of the Fox studio, has
production, in which also appear Vir- had a force of carpenters busy for
ginia Hammond, Pauline Garon and some time constructing one of the
Louis R. Wolheim. The two last men- cafe scenes which will show night life
tioned artists are doubling, working
in therealistic
metropolis.
" To before
make the
on the Fox production in the after- scene
it was taken
the
noon and on the Broadway stage at
sixteenth
of
January,"
says
the
Fox
night. Miss Garon is playing in statement.
"Buddies" and Louis R. Wolheim is
John J. Foley, who recently finished
in " The Jest."
" A Manhattan Knight " is a mys- work with Dell Henderson in " The
tery story. The upper strata of soci- Shark." is assistant director to Mr.
ety and the underworld are said to be Beranger. The photography is being
curiously mixed in this fast moving handled by Charles Gilson.

" Both ' The Frameup ' and ' The
Stampede ' wnll be special all-star productions," announces the Character
Pictures
Corporation.
" Extremeof care
will be taken in the selection
the
cast and director. They are scheduled
for early production, and full details
and announcements will be made reGoes

garding them in a few days."
Abroad with Film

for Foreign Market
Adolphe Osso, who has been in New
York for three weeks buying motion
pictures for the foreign market, will
return to Paris on the Mauretania, the
first of the month. Mr. Osso has invited all film men who go to Paris to
make use of his projection rooms to
show their pictures. These projection
rooms which have just been completed
are the largest in France. Mr. Osso, it
is stated, has arranged to market the
product of the Albert Capellani Productions, Inc., Edgar Lewis Productions and the Edwin Carewe Productions, which are released in this country through Pathe.

January
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Everybody's Business "
in Patriotic Drive
according to reports from the W.
Productions' office, "Everybody's
iiness," the six reel feature produc1 being released by W. H. Producis Co. on the state right market will
i a prominent part in the big
•ericanization drive which Secretary
le has inaugurated and in which he
pecially enlisting the services of the
tion picture screen through its proers. This big production embodies
very ideas upon which the drive is
nded, it is stated.
'he with
American
Legion, now co-operig
the Americanization
drive
imittees, recognized possibilities in
.erybody's Business" as a picture
t breathes true patriotism and that
1 appeal to every American man,
man and child. They are now exiting "Everybody's Business"
ough their numerous posts, it is
d.
. L. Chester

Will Show

Shantung on Screen
The truth about Shantung will soon
portrayed
on the screen",
the
L.
Chester Productions,
Inc. says
Charles
go, one of the C. L. Chester cameran, has cabled from Shanghai, that
has completed a successful tour
ough this famous Chinese province
ich has been much in the public eye
ce peace treaties began to occupy the
ention of the world's diplomats. It
likely that it will continue to com:ate international relations for many
irs to come.
The province is one of the most
isely populated in all China, susling nearly 40,000,000 persons. It
isequently affords opportunity for
iking pictures of oriental life, it is
ted by the report from the C. L.
ester office.
hristie Comedies

Are

in Heavy Demand
^ L. Friedman of Celebrated Players
m Corporation, Chicago, has just
de a contract with the Playhouse,
ding downtown theatre in Chicago,
ereby Christie Comedies will play
itinuously in that house beginning
h the current new releases, it is
ted. Celebrated lists 1,100 theatres in
nois and Indiana as regular custom, it is asserted. Chicago theatres,
nbering 280 in all, are now showing
ristie one-reel comedies, according
reports.
Celebrated also states that Christie
i-reel comedies have played 1,200
isecutive days at the Alcazar theatre
Chicago, a period of time covering
irly three years, without a break.
rederick
Write

Bennett

Mann
dies

Will

Come-

Frederick Bennett, author of " The
dium Mystery," " The Lost Ex•ss," and several comedies featuring
buckle, including " The Desert
ro " and " The Banker," has been
?aged by Morris R. Schlank, pro:er, to write two-reel stories for the
V series of comedies featuring Hank
inn.

Evidently the Japanese problem enters into " Who's Your Servant?L. "Hiller
this being a scene from the production, same to be released by

"Servant"

Film

Yourh
's whic
" the
of "Who
o-play
ant?ucti
on phot
Servprod
THEis
described as a greater picture
is the first step in a
"Theed Cheat"
than rmin
movement for the creation
dete
of motion pictures of a different type,
according to L. L. Hiller, who controls the world's rights. Mr. Hiller
in making the statement revealed the
fact that the author of the play is
Julian Johnson, the well-known editor
and motion picture critic.
Realizing the intense sameness of the
great majority of picture plays, Mr.
Johnson determined after conferring
with several leading producers to
write something entirely unique.
The eternal triangle, or the husband
or wife seemed to be the center of
practically every motion picture drama,
according to Mr. Johnson's careful investigation, and he finally decided that
a hitherto neglected element of the
household, and still a most important
factor, the servant was the proper
character on which to center the first
effort in variation.

Strikes

New
Note
ihe Broadway premiere of the producAuthor of " Who's Your tion.
Thousands of merchants throughout
Servant? " Searched
the country have been enlisted in the
Long for Theme
exploitation campaign. They will be
furnished with paper bags in which to
best style has resulted in compliments send out groceries, meats, and other
from many noted producers. Those articles that reach the home and the
who were privileged to see the first query "Who's Your Servant?" will be
screening were united in declaring that printed on the bags and wrapping
it would be one of the sensations of paper. This particular exploitation aid
the industry.
will cost thousands of dollars but is
The result of this expression of expected to create something of a sensation throughout the country.
opinion was a decision to put the picIn addition to these features a press
ture out with every accessory of a
super-special and the backers are con- book of more than twenty pages has
fident it will be greeted as such. A been prepared in three colors. Trailnation-wide trade paper advertising
ers, slides, heralds, and many other
campaign has been inaugurated and aids to effective exploitation of the
will be strongly carried on until after picture have also been prepared.

Fully decided in his determination
to make the humble servant the theme
of his story Mr. Johnson was astounded in his research work to find
the real importance of the servant
• in the home. He was struck by the
importance of the servant in history.
In every great crisis of nations a servant figured somewhere. All the intrigues and spying of European courts
before the war was the work of the
servants.
All the intensity of the importance of
the stranger within the home is brought
out in the picture and that unusual
angle
story

combined
written

with a well-woven Uow the Mickey Film Company, of Chicago, stages its Chaplin "Carmen'
in Mr.
Johnson's
Revival
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First view of three new Selznick pictures.
John Bunnel, in " The Woman's Game."
" Superman " Reports
Are Favorable,
Says Tower
According to advices received within
the last few days, reports are being
received by Tower Film Corporation
irom exhibitors and exchangemen
throughout the country, who are running the five reel production, "The
Superman," now being released on the
state right market, showing successful
results in every case.
"Properly exploited and advertised,
this production makes box office records for itself," says an official of the
Tower Film Corp.
Good

Supporting

" Women

Men

Cast in
For-

The cast supporting Mollie King in
"Women Men Forget", recently purchased for release by the get "United Picture Theatres of America, contains the
names of several well known players,
says a report from the United Picture
Theatres of America. Among those
scheduled to appear in this production
are: Frank Mills, in the leading male
role; Edward Langford, who is cast
for an important part; and Lucy Fox
and Jane Jennings, both of whom are
also said to be slated for prominent
roles.
Director Ferret Sails for
France on Visit
Mr. Leonce Perret sailed last week
for Fance and will be absent for about
five weeks. Mr. Perrett has gone to
France to see his family and to transact some important business. Before
his departure he finished two pictures,
" A Modern Salome " and " Chains
of the Past.
Theatre Changes Hands
The Keystone Opera House and
Wayne theatre, Towanda, Pa., has
been bought by William Woodin, who
has been manager of the amusement
house, from the Keystone Opera
House Company. The theatre will be
remodeled, brought down to the
ground floor, and generally made into
a modern playhouse.

Left — Eugene O'Brien being held up in " His Wife's Money." Centre — Elaine Hammerstein and her new leading man.
Right — Owen Moore in his latest contribution to the Selznick program, " Sooner or Later"

Jewish
as

Press

Field

By Arthur L. Malkenson
Jeivish Morning Journal

Advanced

for

Picture

Ads

Rialto Books EssanayChaplin Productions
The offices of Victor Kremer announced this week that the Rialto
theatre of New York had contracted
for the showing of the Essanay-Chaplin productions which this organization
is distributing for the United States
and Canada. The arrangements for
these bookings were consummated between Dr. Riensenfield, Managing Director of the Rialto and Rivoli theatres, and Bert Ennis, Director of Publicity, for the Victor Kremer Company.
The Chaplins in question are "Carmen "in four parts ; " The Champion "
— two parts ; " Work " — two parts ;
" Jitney Elopement " — two parts ; and
"will
By bethepresented
Sea " — one
Carmenthe"
first part.
at the " Rialto
week of January 18th. Dr. Riesenfield
has arranged for an elaborate presentation of this Chaplin production, it is
said. " Carmen " will be followed at
the Rialto by the showing of " The
Champion " and " Work."

success to the two million Jews. The
same tasie for movies can be developed
among these people as among their native neighbors.
New York has the largest population
of any city in the world, and the Jewish sections of New York have more
neighborhood moving picture theatres
than any other sections of the country.
The vast majority of the exhibitors in
and around New York are Jews, most
of them readers of Jewish newspapers.
Here alone is a vast opportunitj' to
educate literally hundreds of thousands
to appreciate and demand from their
neighborhod exhibitors the types of
pictures they see advertised in their
own languages.
The Yiddish dailies of New York
are great national media. This has
been realized by a good many large
national advertisers. It may surprise
some of the movie magnates to learn
that the proportion of national to local
business carried by the New York Yiddish papers is greater than in the ver- Good Cast Reported for
nacular press. Yet this is a fact.
Faramount-Truex
I would therefore submit to the moFilm
tion picture producing industry this
Associated with Ernest Truex in the
query: "Why neglect the Yiddish
cast of "Too Good To Be True", a
Paramount-Truex farce-film, presented
by Amedee J. Van Beuren, are Cj-prian
Giles, as the screen vampire, Verna

THE motion picture producing industry isknown for its marvelous
efficiency. If one is to judge by the
way the motion picture is distributed
throughout the world, one cannot but
marvel at the thoroughness with which
the industry has gone about its task.
I feel certain that although that now
famous place known as the Island of
Yap was only recently discovered by
our professional diplomats, the diplomats of the motion picture world had
it on their maps long ago, for their
rule seems to be that wherever there
are people with eyes to see and hearts
to feel, they are going to show them
pictures.
It is safe to say that of the four
million Jews living in this country, not
less than two-thirds of them speak
Yiddish, and not less than one-half
of them use it exclusively in their
daily intercourse.
These two million people get all their
news and cultural nourishment from
the great reservoir of Jewish life concentrated in the City of New York,
namely, the Yiddish daily press.
It is, of course., obvious that in a
Yiddish speaking family, the head of
the family would certainly be a Yiddish newspaper reader. If he could be field?"
influenced to go to the movies or to
see a particular picture, he in turn
would exercise his influence in the
choice of the picture to be seen by the
rest of the family. Estimating the
average Jewish family to consist of
five members, it can readily be seen
how completely the Yiddish newspapers would serve the purpose of the
moving picture producers advertising
campaign.
The same reason which induced the
enterprising motion picture producers
of the country to advertise their productions innational media of publicity,
should also operate with respect to our
Yiddish speaking population. The
same psychological appeal intended to
convince the millions of Americans of These are " dog days " in the pictures.
the value of motion pictures of the Here is Wm. Parke, director of Pauline
better sort can be made with equal Frederick in " The Paliser Case," with
his dog " Bobbie "

Vernon ; Reed
"Ernie's"
handsome
rival Hamilton,
in love; andas fat
Frank
Lyons, as the "grouchy golfer". John
Joseph Harvey directed the picture for
the AyVeeBee Corporation from Mann
Page's scenario of an original story by
Kenneth W^ebb.
Chaplin Reissue Said to
Be a Success
"Lord Helpus," the single-reel
comedy, featuring Charlie Chaplin,
formerly
CrueltheLove,"
and
beingentitled,
released"Cruel,
now on
state
rights market by Tower Film Corporation, isproving a success with exhibitors according to reports received
from them by Tower Film Corporation.
Territorial rights are now being sold
bv Tower Film Coporation, 71 West
23rd St., New York City.
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Which draws you the more — the beauty or
the magic?
Our answer is— the magic of Lois Weber
would lack beauty, lacking Mildred Harris
and the beauty of Mildred Harris would
miss much if there were no Lois Weber.
To screen the perfect photoplay, you must
have both — the beauty that is Harris — the
magic that is W eber.
And you can have both in all the perfect
seven that Mildred Harris and Lois Weber,
the incomparable, have created. Or, if you
prefer, play these four selected pictures —
no screen can show you any better:
" FOR

HUSBANDS

" BORROWED

ONLY

"

CLOTHES

"

" HOME "
" FORBIDDEN

lOoo Brodchay, New Ntxli

"
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Saving
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Photopliay

all by itself?

INo — by force

of example! " BLIND HUSBANDS " has jolted every writer and director
of photoplays into a new line of thought — has started an epoch whose
pictures will be at least as " grown up " as the intelligent men and women
who pay to see them.

In a bare eight weeks, "BLIND
has lifted tlie photodrama out of the RoUo-book

HUSBANDS"
class and put it into
-has sent sweetlong trousers — has killed off the impossible " vamp
and-sticky sentimentalism back to the kindergarten.
Just exactly as Jack London
pumped
new, red
life-blood into the American novel and started our. literature on a brandnew tack, so Von Stroheim's " BLIND HUSBANDS " is giving the American photoplay a new lease of life — making your theatre a more valuable
investment. See it— and see why. Book it— and give yourself a new
deal.

Picture

N ez

Hinuar y 24,

i q 20
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Distinctively Different
There's just as much difference between
an Action Western and the common or
•larden cow-puncher two-reeler that the
ordinary producer foists on the pubHc
as " Western," as there is between a perfect O. Henry short-story and a halfcooked " pot-boiler."
It takes just as nuich craftsmanship and
" know-how " to produce an Action
Western as to give you a perfect fivereel superfeature — more, in fact, for
these little cross-sections of life, replete
with movement, good background and
fidelity of detail, nuist be the very acme
of condensed action before they can be
released as Universal Action Westerns.
Read the list— then
book all Five

Two

Reel

ACTION

WEmRN

"WEST
H

001

GIBSON
THE

SMILING

"UNIVERSAL

"THE

JAY

"THE

LONE

THE

DOUBLE

THE

TRAIL

TERROR

ALWAYS

DID

MAKE

1^

HOLD

THE

BEST

UP

BE5T"
BIRD"
HAND"
HOLD
OF

UP

THE

MAN

SHORT

STUFF"

A

All

Wanted
of

tho

in

erery

section

Country

!

Reds may come and Reds may go, but here's one little Red that's here to stay! A fiery little agitator who'll draw
the biggest crowd you've ever seen — and stir them to the depths
— and then be asked to come again!

" It is a great pleasure to inform you that ' THE
RIGHT TO HAPPINESS,' now playing its second week at our
theatre, was the biggest drawing card we have booked this year."
says the Liberty of Kansas City.
If you miss this picture you miss giving your people
the most sensational piece of acting and direction that this year's
screen has seen. Success is absolutely certain. Book it today.

in the

Reduced

Cri^atest

Love

Story

under the direction of ALLEN

ever

Told

HOLUBAR

HAPMNESS

UNIVERSAL
PRODUCTION

- JEWEL
OE LUXE
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Do
miss
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Episode
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The Thrill- a-$econd
Dirpcked by \toh\ F.^
Fipa I'm rind
EILICM
SEDCWICK
CIm Madison
Bob Pccvci.
Made by Pacific
Deleaved
Producing
Coy '
Thru
Universal/

ZS^ (TPAHGESr
«-K«>^SCREEM[D

CHARACTER
/>> a»4rSEPIAL

O'CONNO
Kathle
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D
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D
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D

MONKEY

'MONKEVSTUrr'

D
4
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"brownies doggone: tricks"
"a lucky dogs day"^rownles bobtcda'^''
£ZI]I==l(==]IZZ]I=ZlC=:iI=](=I3C=]CI=]|ZZlCDI=^

Universal

D
OQ

D
0
D

Mariin

D
D
D
D
D
0
D
D
D
UON
Directed bu
FPED C.FISn&ACK
Lions hrained ftie
World's
Attimal Ibretnosh
Trainer
CHAPLE9 GAY

COMEDiCS

''We don't care what Lion Comedy you
sell lis, so long as it's a Century Lion "
said one of the biggest theatres in the
country the other day. " We know that
everj Century Lion is right — and, say!
talk about a riot! We thought last night
thyt the gallery was .coming down!"
You'll have a great list of ten to see at
your Universal Exchange. Go there today.

D
D
D
D
D
B

THE
MISSUS

"a jungle gentleman'
"the good ship rock'n rye''
"a baby doll banoit"
*over the tqansom"
Universal

January
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MONTHS ago we saw it coining and made ready.
Now it's here! A great, big, pat- vm-nlivi' demand
for a Lyons & Moran Star Comedy every week. A'o
wonder! Here's that hotter sort of comedy that even
the biggest houses have been hungry for — funny but not
silly — fast but not risky — wholesome but up-to-the-minute. Book anv Lvons & Moran that's offered — von can't
go wrong— start now with " BUNGLED BUNGALOWS."

CLfAN,

TA^T,

UP-TO-DATE

fm
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OOOD

CLOiric^:
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January Christie Comic
Features Cannibal
A cannibal in polite society is llutheme of the latest Christie Special
comedy, which will be released through
Independent Exchanges early this
month by the Christie Film Company.
The picture features Eddie Barry in
the role of the cannibal, the title being
"Save Me Sadie."
Included in the cast of this new feature comedy are : Eddie Barry, as the
cannibal ; Helen Darling, a maid with
missionar> leanings ; Earl Rodney, who
wants her to have him exclusively by
marrying him; Gene Corey, an accomplice, who introduced the redskin from
Timbuctoo to polite society ; Ward
Caulfield, as the father ; Fay Lemportc,
a girl chum who loves a cannibal ; and
Trick Henderson, a much abused butler.
Faylor Holmes' Picture
Has Unusual Settings
Several of the scenes in Taylor
Holmes's tirst independent production.
" Nothing But The Truth," which is a
current release by Metro Pictures Corporation, issaid by Metro to embody
some unusual scenes of magnificence
and luxury.
One of the principal scenes is in the
hall of a Long Island country house.
Genuine Gobelin tapestries, which tell
the story of a medieval hunt, done iii
rich weaving and design, are a particular feature of this set. Louis Quinze
chairs and a table are also placed in
artistic arrangement about the hall, together with a rosewood grand piano
and great Ming vases.
m
Interesting Matter
Universal Magazine
Several interesting subjects are contained in number 50 of the New Screen
Magazine, including pictures of Soda
Lake, California, one^ of the wonders
of the world, a mineral garden showing how the combination of various
salts dissolved in water will grow immediatelx into a miniature mammoth
Cave, "The Great Radium Robbery," a
satire
mud. and
Dr. Angell's
for
young infolks,
a series games
of letter
laughs.

Norma Talmadge in character make-up in
" She Loves and feature
She Lies," a Select

Expects

1920

INBerman,
a statement
just manager
issued by ofHarr3general
the
Universal Exchanges, that official expresses some conclusions which he has
reached as the result of the nationwide tour of inspection which he has
just lowscompleted.
The statement fol:
"We are about to experience the
biggest business we ever knew of,"
says Berman. "A good part of the
money turned loose hy the enforcement
of prohibition regulations is going to
find its place in the pockets of exhibitors. The country is tired of the excitement of the war. People are frequeiuins; cabarets less and less each
day. Evenings are being spent in
iiuicter and saner places. The moving
picture theatre has, in truth, come into
its own.
"The growing excellence and lavishness of photoplay-productions is gradually educating and refining the people's taste as to what they may expect
on the screen. They arc now demandmg higher class productions all the
time. They know they cost more to
produce, and they are willing to pay
higher prices to see them. The year
1920 will see the screening of the finest
photoplays ever produced.
"The moving picture theatres are
keeping pace with the increasing quality in screen productions. New^ York
cannot boast of any better playhouses
than any other section of the country.
With the exception of the Capitol, the
West has theatres which rival any of
New York's best. The West is not
standing still.
"Is New York the criterion of the
success of a picture? Absolutely no!

To

Be

Record
Year
say, of course, that this or that picture
So States Harry Berman, played at the Capitol or the Rivoli or
any other eminent house of the big
Gen'l Mgr. for Unicity,
but this means nothing to the exversal Exchanges
hibitor out West or down South. He
depends on the verdict of his key city.
"Will the percentage method of
Ilooking pictures become an actuality?
I think not, altho I am personally in
favor of it and think the film-business
should be conducted along this line,
i 'xhibitors are making too much money
liy buying pictures outright, to be interested in .changing their methods.
'Die majority of successful exhibitors
avoid reference to this subject altogether. There are enough good pictures on the market on which they can
be sure of their profits, and they do
not care to enter into a plan whereby
I hey would have to split their earnings
in any way. Percentage may come
eventually, but the exhibitors are ceitainly going to fight against it.
" A point which augurs well for the
future of the industry is that all producers are given the same reception by
the exhibitors. The exhibitor wants

Harry M. Berman, general manager of
Universal Exchanges
The Other key cities
success or a failure
territories regardless
York's verdict may

t;ood
andthey
he doesn't
makes pictures,
them. If
are goodcare
he who
will
book them. This is a healthy spot in
the moving picture business. It allows
for real competition, and competition
spurs producers to better efforts.
"After looking over the whole country tIencecan
sum up my trip in one sen:

"Universal expects to do the biggest
stamp a picture a
in their respective business of its career, with the highest
of whatever New quality pictures it has ever produced,
be. It is nice to
in 1920."

"Blanche
Sweet
Has
Come
Back"
Declares Pathe in a
"
In
selecting
'
Cressy," as the secExe
Path
the
able
deals with consider
changefrom
ond of the Sweet series of stories, Mr.
A REPORT
d
l
ribe
as
detai on what is desc
Statement Issued
Hampton could not have picked the
work of a more successful author than
the "sensational come-back" of Blanche
About
Actress
Sweet in her recent Pathe releases.
Bret Harte.
The report follows in part :
" Harte's works are known and be" In the recent annals of motion
loved by every American who has ever
pictures, there is no brighter chapter Harte's classic of the West, ' Cressy,'
enjoyed
red-blooded, thrilling, entertaining stories. His stories of the
than the sensational ' come-back ' of is selling at a pace more rapid than any
Blanche Sweet, who in a short space of picture in which she has ever appeared. West when it was really the West, will
time has again become one of the ' Fighting Cressy ' could not fail, for never die. In making the production,
possesses all the elements essential Mr. Hampton retained all the naive
screen's dominating personalities, and it
biggest box office attractions. Under for a box office triumph.
West'sgavegreatest
delinea-a
the production guidance of Jesse D.
" Now, for the third of her series of appeal
tor andofin the
addition
to exhibitors
Hampton, and the powerful selling in- Hampton specials for Pathe, Miss name that meant money in their box
fluence of the Pathe feature depart- Sweet is appearing in ' The Deadlier office.
ment, Miss Sweet has regained the Sex,' which, without the stint of press" About the third picture, ' The
lofty position she held when she retired agentry, undoubtedly will be the suDeadlier
it must be said that Mr.
preme achievement of her screen Veiller isSex,'
temporarily from screen activities.
shown up in a new light as
"Her success in 'A Woman of career.
His efforts with ' Within
" When he first signed Blanche an author.
Pleasure,' first of the Hampton-Sweet
Law,' and ' The Thirteenth
series for Pathe distribution, was sig- Sweet, Jesse D. Hampton promised the
nificant of the esteem in which the Pathe and exhibitors that he would Chair ' were all strictly dramatic. In
' The Deadlier Sex,' Mr. Veiller conyoung star is regarded by the theatre- star her in only the strongest vehicles,
tributes a story that is delightfully
going public. No picture on the Pathe written by authors of national and in- humorous. Possessing a goodly
ternational repute. He has fulfilled amount of dramatic incident, but ramlist during 1919, enjoyed a more substantial career than ' A Woman of this promise in every respect. ' A
pant with a clean, delightful light vein
Pleasure,' which is yet one of the Woman of Pleasure' was one of the
biggest productions booking through most famous melodramas ever pro- that no one can resist."
Pathe.
duced in England. Written by James
"More recently there has been Willard, known equally as well in the
Who's Who Among Players
' Fighting Cressy,' which after a highly United States as in England, this play
successful run at the Broadway the- was one of the biggest money makers
atre, New York, has virtually taken the ever seen in Britain. To obtain the
and Directors?
county by storm. Released only on film rights Mr. Hampton had to invest
See Page 1103
January 11, the bookings on 'Fighting a sum that few of the biggest photoplays cost to produce in their entirety.
Cressy,' which was adapted from Bret
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Manager at Cleveland, wired the following :
George
B. Seitz, withof a" gold
Pirate cigarette
Gold " case
fame, recently.
released This
by is
Pathe,
presented
by his company
what was
happened
just
after the presentation
speech
"Kentucky closed Saturday night
Metropolitan Orpheum Strand after
having broken records for three houses
in spite of terrific cold and blizzard last
Pathe
Plans
Special
Display
two davs."

Picture Star to Appear
on Stage in Revue
An announcement from the Theatrical Pictures Corporation, Inc., reports
that Hopp Hadley, the originator of
the "Movical" comedy, the first of
which, "The Wizard of Oz" and
"Movie Girls Revue," is now playing
at the Trent Theatre in Trenton, N. J.,
has arranged with Frank F. Moore,
star
Oz" picture,withto
star ofin the
the "Wizard
Revue inof connection
the picture.
Wm.

Seitor to be Made

Director-General
As soon as William .\. Sciter finishes
his current feature production, " The
Kentucky Colonel," for the National
Film Corporation of America, he will
be appointed to the newly-created
position of director-general for that
concern, according to advices from
the West Coast Sludios of the National.

A' e w s

Production

is

Costly in Shanghai
According to a report received from
Universal, a recent letter from the correspondent of the .Marie \\ alcamp
part}, now filming a serial in the Far
East, describes the monetary exchange,
prevailing in Shanghai, China, as not at
all conducive to the production of pictures on that location. The lettci
reads : "The exchange here is very
high today, being eighty-eight cents on
the dollar, so you see that it would be
terribly expensive to keep the company
in Shanghai for very long. Mr. McRar
is trying to exhaust this territory a;
rapidly as possible.
The correspondent also commenl.,
on the great amount of publicitj' the
foreign newspapers are giving the
party. Mr. McRae, the director, is reported to be getting some very unusual
shots of restricted areas.

" In Old Kentucky "
Anita Stewart's proiluctioii, "In Old
Kentucky,'' is reported to have estal)lished box-office records in St. Paul,
Minneapolis, Diiluth and Cleveland
last week. "In Old Kentucky" pleased
the audiences so much, it is stated, that
the managements in some cases were
mduced to hold the picture over for an
extended run.
Mr. J. F. Cubberley, First National
^lanager at Minneapolis, sent the following wire to the Anita Stewart Productions, New York City :
"Total net business last week i\Iinneapolis Eleven Thousand Four Hundred Eighteen Dollars Sixty Cents
beating every picture regardless of admission ever shown in Minneapolis.
Total net business St. Paul Eight
Thousand Eight hundred Thirty-four
dollars five cents which also beats
everything
shown First
in St. National
Paul."
]Mr. W. ever
E. Lusk,

Hobart Henley Ventures
Prediction for 1920
In a statement recently issued from
the Pathe office, Hobart Henley, while
asserting his dislike for the practice of
producers to begin each year by promising to outshine all their past efforts,
ventures a prophecy for 1920, because
as he puts it, " capitalists instead of
trying to direct and supervise a production, as heretofore, are now willing
to loan their money, and leave the
systematizing and producing to those
men who spend their lives tr>-ing to
perfect productions, with the result
that there is more system, less waste
and the output is bigger and better.
" In view of these facts, it is impos ible tohave anything but a higher
type production. And I believe that
1920 will show a greater progress, both
in the producing field and the exhibitor's end of the game, than any
previous year."

Picture

Will

Distribute

a Special

One-Sheet

On Films of " Extra-Special " Calibre
PATHE states that its exploitation ilic closest touch with all of its patrons," announces the statement from
policy will take another step forward shortly when a novelty in the Pathe Exchange, " and it was in feeling the sentiments of exhibitors that
way of one-sheets will be introduced
to exhibitors. Beginning with the re- the special one-sheet idea was born.
lease of " Other Men's Shoes," Edgar Many exhibitors have been suggesting
Lewis' first production for Pathe dis- such an arrangement, but owing to the
tribution, which is set for release on cost, Pathe was obliged to get the sentiments of a large portion of its patFebruary 1, Pathe will issue an additional rotogravure one-sheet on each r.-pns before embarking on its novel
of its extra special offerings.
This poster will contain punch
" These posters will be issued only
scenes from the picture, with a sales on
plan.extra specials in which class of
talk, directed for public consumption. Pathe releases will be found attracIt will be artistically produced, actions of the merit of ' Of Boy,' ' The
cording to reports, so that it can take
the place of ineffective lobby displays, Thirteenth Chair,' ' A Woman of
and will make a remarkable window Pleasure,' ' Fighting Cressy,' ' The Gay
display in addition, it is stated by Pathe Old Dog,' 'The Right to Lie,' 'The
officials. The special one-sheet will be World Aflame ' and ' Other Men's
issued in addition to the customary Shoes.' The captions for these onesheets will be written by men of
line of lithographs.
" It is the Pathe policy to keep in proven showmanship capacity."*

Blackton and Hampton
Films Seen by Trade
More than two score of the leading
Indiana exhibitors gathered in the
showroom of Pathe's Indianapolis exchange recently and saw the screening
of " My Husband's Other Wife," and
" The Prince and Betty." The former
is the of
thirdPathe
of J.productions,
Stuart Blackton's
series
while
William Desmond is starred in "The
Prince and Betty," made by Jesse D.
Hampton.
Many of the exhibitors are said to
have asserted that " My Husband's
Other Wife " was the best feature released in six months. Bookings on the
Blackton picture have been extremely
heavy on the strength of the trade
showing, according to reports from the
Pathe office.
Zukor
Moss

Congratulated

by

on Ince Feature

The Famous Players-Laskj- Corporation reports that Adolph Zukor, president of the Corporation, was the
recipient of a recent letter from B. S.
Moss, the New York theatrical magnate, in which Mr. Moss expressed his
congratulations and heaped considerable praise on the Thomas H. Ince production. "Behind the Door," which has
had a week's run at Moss's Broadway
house. Among his other remarks on
Hollywood
Going
Full-Blast
the success of the attraction, Mr. Moss
Seven Companies at Work on Coming
is reportedanyto screen
have stated
: " I doubt
whether
melodrama
has
Releases Keep
Studios Very Active
ever been made which has been packed
ACCORDING to a report from the as the fat sheriff, " Slim Hoover," a with such a terrific power and such
Famous Players, the busy season George Melford production, with scenario by Tom Forman, who also has heart-stirring action."
has really set in for the Lasky studio
an
important
role in the picture, and
d,
at Hollywoo
and tvith seven companies at work the big stages are said Mabel Juliene Scott as the leading "Dr.
Jekyll and Mr.
to be crowded with sets and players, woman ; and " The Dancin' Fool," directed by Sam Wood, starring Wallace
cameramen, stage carpenters and propReid, with Bebe Daniels as leading
Hyde " Picture Comerty men.
woman.
The productions now iti work are :
According to reports from Famous
" The Fighting Chance," a Paramount
Work is also progressing on " Mrs.
Artcraft Special directed by Charles Temple's Telegram," starring Bn,-ant Players. Director John S. Robertson
Maigne, with Conrad Nagle and Anna Washburn, directed by James Cruze, has finished the pleted
filming of " Dr. JcIcaH
and Mr. Hyde," which was adapted by
Q. Nilsson in the leading roles; "The with Wanda Hawley as leading woman, and Carmen Phillips and Walter Clara Beranger from Stevenson's tale
Prince Chap," Edward Pcple's charmdual personality. John Barr>Tnore
ing play of English life, a romantic Hiers prominent in the cast ; " Thou of
comedy-drama which is being pro- Art the Man!" directed by Thomas is the star. Martha Mansfield is Mr.
duced as a special by William DeMille Hoffron, starring Robert Warwick, BarrvTnore's leading woman. Other
members of the cast include Brandon
and with Thomas Meighan in the titlerole and Lila Lee, Kathlyn Williams from the book, " Myles Calthorpe, I. Hurst. J. Malcolm Dunn, Cecil Cloveland others in the chief support ; " The D. B.," by F. E. Mills Young; and "A ly,
NitaCkarles
Naldo. Lane. George Stevens and
Round-Up," starring Roscoe Arbuckle Lady in Love," starring Ethel Cla>'ton.

Paramount-Artcraft promises the picture of the year in " The Copperhead " in which
Neilan

Ablv Assisted
His Work

Lionel Barrymore has the leading

khich IS soon to be released

in

In the pictiirization of " The RiverV
End." Marshall Xcilan's initial attraction for First National as an independent producer, the following assistants are mentioned as lending valuable
•id in the production of the forthcoming feature. X'ictor Heernaii is directing various scenes
under Fairfax
Mr. Xeilan's
supervision.
Marion
has
adapted the book for screen presentation. Howard M. Ewing, said to be the
inventor of many eflfects in motion-picture lighting, is supervising the electrical features, and some novel effects
are promised. Other members of the
producing staff are Ben Carre, as art
director; Henr>- Cronjager and Sam
Landers, camera experts ; Tom Held
and H. I. Peyton, assistant directors.
Lewis Stone, in a dual role, is called
upon to exert his best histrionic ability,
and other characters, such as those
played by Marjorie Daw, Jane Xovak
and Yami Mata, arc given exceptional
parts.

F.

P.

Lasky

Lask
esty
ies isFam" i)u
bigg
thecrsIjy >farPlay
stat
WH.V
campaign of national advertising ever launched in behalf of a singlepicture " is that which is about to bi-started for " The Copperhead," the
Paramount Artcraft Super-Special
featuring Lionel Barrymore which is
to be released January 2.S.
" Xo less than thirty-one publications," says the report from the Famous Players offices, " circulating to a
country-wide clientele, within the next
four weeks will carry full-page advertisements of "The Copperhead,' the total
circulation gained being approximately
10,000,000. The list has been carefully
selected with a view to reaching the
most cultured and substantial people of
the country, people who will be attractedandbypatriotic
' The Copperhead's
' historical
appeal. Thirteen

Plans

Big

"The Copperhead" Will
Get Wide Space in
Periodicals

Campaign
lic;ilion ilu' story first appeared.
Similarly, M et rupolitan, which carried
the story of ' A Girl Named Mary,"
carries a page on the picture, anel ' The
Six Best Cellars ' will be advertised in
McChire's which ran the storv last

Gentleman, out the tniddle of Febru" These are Init a few scattering exJuly.
ary.
'Why
Change
Your
Wife?'
will
says Famous Players, " which
be spread before the readers of the give you amples."
some idea of the magnitude
Saturday Evening Post and Collier's of this big campaign of production-advertising in the national publications.
of March 20 and Ladies' Home Journal of Alarch. A full page on ' Huckle- In addition, specialized advertising is
berry Finn ' will be run in Christian
the " fan Picture
" pubHerald for February and in Lone also being
lications such
; carried
as in
Photoplay,
Scout, St. Nicholas, Boys' Life, Play, Motion Picture Magazine, Theatre. Motion Picture Classic, Photoplay
American Boy and Boys' Magazine.
World.
Photoplay Journal, Shadon" A page on ' Behind the Door ' runs
in February McClurc's. in which pub- laiid and I'anitv Fair."

Blackton
Film
Finished
education and teachers' magazines are New
included, as is the American Legion
Fourth of Pathe Releases Is Listed for
Magazine, which reaches a large percentage of the men who served under
February 15; B reamer-Gordon Co-Stars
the Stars and Stripes in the recent w ar.
Hart Leases Property for
of action and suspense. It is produced
" The complete list of publications
Next Picture
with the lavishness of all Blackton
WHILE
"My
Husband's
Other
W ife " is achieving success, accarrying ment
' The
Copperhead
follows:
Atlantic' announceMonthly,
In order to provide sutlicient space
cording to reports, in every section of pictures; arid, while the director makes
for the erection of exterior settings February; Century, February; Erery- the country, J. Stuart Blackton an- no claim to any unusual honors, the
nounces that the fourth of his series garden scenes shot at night are
and other purposes in connection with body's, March ; Harpers, February ;
his next picture for Paramount-Art- Hearst's, February : Home Sector, Jan- for distribution by Pathe has been achievements of rarest technical
uary 24; literary Digest, January 17: completed in his Brooklyn studio. beauty," claims the report issued by
craft, Wiliam S. Hart has leased 150
acres of ground in the Hollywood foot- Metropolitan. February; Munsey's, "Respectable by Proxy" is its title, Pathe on this new Blackton produchills, iPis stated. On this location he February ; National Geographic, Feb- and it is listed for release on February tion.
ruary; Outlook, January 28; Rei'iew
will be able to make all necessary^ ar15, six weeks after "My Husband's
rangements for the settings which can- of Revieu'S, Februarj-; Saturday Even- Other
Wife " will have made its debut.
Six
reels are devoted to the relating
not be found on regular locations elseDue for Jan. Release
ing Post, February 7 ; Scribner's,
where or which cannot be accommo- February; World's Work, February; of the story, which for human appeal,
Four new Gayety comedies are redated in the confines of the smaller Collier's, January 31 ; Christian Herald, action and love interest has never
leased this month through independent
ranch of sixteen acres already owned January 24; American Legion, Janu- been surpassed by any Blackton proexchanges. Three of the comedies
ary 23; American Education, January
duction, itis stated.
by the star.
10; American School, January 12;
Sylvia Breamer and Robert Gordon feature George Ovey, with Lillian
American School Board Journal, Feb- are again co-starred. The story was Biron and the Gayety Girls ; and one
ruary 1; Educational Foundations, written by Florence Myott and was features William Bletcher and Vera
Dorothy Dalton Begins
February; Journal of Education, Janu- adapted to the screen by Stanley Olm- Reynolds.
ary 22; Kindergarten and First Grade,
'Ladies Must Dance" introduces
sted. Mr. Blackton has surrounded
on "Half an Hour"
Dorothy Dalton, who recently February ; Normal Instructor and Pri- his stars with a good cast, which is George Ove\ as an amateur dancing
mary Plans, February; Ohio Teacher, headed by William Dunn and Eulalie master. The comedy was directed Dy
changed her affiliation from Thomas H.
Ince to the Famous Players-Lasky January 16; Popular Educator, Febru- Jensen. Miss Jensen, of the stately James Clemens. Craig Hutchinson directed the next two Gayety Comcdie>,
ary; Primary Education, February; type, is said to be a striking contrast
Corporation, has commenced work on
Progressive Teacher, February; School to Miss Breamer. Dunn is a polished "Bounced," with George Ovey and
"Halfder the
an terms
Hour,"of her
unherfirst
newpicture
contract.
Century, Februarj-, and School News, villain, whose nefarious work has Lillian Biron: and ".\ Saphead's SacriHarley Knoles has been selected to di- February.
brought him to many a bad ending on
fice," with Bletcher and Vera Reynolds. Clemens directed the fourth
rect Miss Dalton. Other members of
" George Fitzmaurice's production, the screen.
the cast include : Charles Richman, ' On With the Dance,' will be adver" The story of ' Respectable by January release, which is entitled
tised in the February 21 issue of the Proxy ' is one that, while rich in "Ruined by Love," featuring Ovey,
Frank Losee, Albert Barrett, and Cooper Clifle.
Saturday Evening Post and in Country character drawing, has an abundance with Miss Biron.
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" Jubilo " Song Goes
Well with Role of

Simplex

Rogers
According to a statement issued by
the Gqldwyn Pictures Corporation,
reports from numerous theatres where
Will Rogers in his latest Goldwyn release, "Jubilo," has been the attraction, have invariably referred to the
appropriateness
of the
which has been the
main" Jubilo
theme " ofsang,
the
musical accompaniment. It suits the
story and the personality of the
happy-go-lucky tramp portrayed by
Rogers, says the Goldwyn announcement. The song was written by Jerome Kern and published by T. B.
Harms, Francis Day and Hunter, publishers of much of the music for musical comedies.
Screen

Lures

Another

Veteran Journalist
An announcement just received
states that Louis Weadock and
Thomas Geraghty were the actual authors of Douglas Fairbanks' latest
success, " When the Clouds Roll By."
Mr. Weadock, it is stated, has been
signed up by the Fairbanks scenario
forces. Both these men are reported
to be veteran newspaper-men. Mr.
Geraghty is said to be responsible for
most of the Douglas Fairbanks productions for the last two years. " When
the Clouds Roll By " is taken as an
indication of Mr. Weadock's happy
qualifications for future work of this
sort on the Fairbanks' scenario staff.
Edward Connelly Plays
in Separate Pictures
Edward Connelly will play Eliza's
father in " Eliza Comes to Stay,"
Viola Dana's new Screen Classic picture. He is playing also at "Nat" Berry
in " Shore Acres," in which Alice
Lake is featured. As his appearances
in both productions are limited to only
certain phases of the action, the parts
do not conflict.

The chap with a smile is Hal Hodes, editor of the New Screen Magazine. The
photo was taken at Universal City. The lady is Louise Lorraine, appearing in
" Elmo the Mighty " and Julius Stern, of L-Ko comedies fame
Laemmle
Universal

Finds
Head

Studio

Returns

from

Active
the Coast

and Denies Talk of Any Work Let Dow^n
partment was working at full pressure
<'T TNIVERSAL CITY is going
^ ahead at full steam," said Carl to keep up with the unprecedented
Laemmle when questioned after he growth in business.
had stepped off the train from the
" As an indication of what we are
coast. He was very enthusiastic over doing, I found three serial companies
the prospects of the new jear, and working, one company turning out
spoke of tivities.
extending
his company's
ac- Jewel pictures and no less than six
His flying tour
of inspection
producing our special atof the Universal studios made him companies tractions.
This is in addition to the
very optimistic in so far as production numerous companies turning out the
progress is concerned. He found the usual number of Universal comedies,
big film city bustling with activity de- westerns, and other short-reel subspite the fact that the holiday season
was in full swing.
jects.
"11 this sounds like laying down on
" Contrary to certain unfounded re- the job, then it means that other comports," said Mr. Laemmle, " Universal
panies have no job to lay down on.
City has more people on their payroll If anybody thinks that Universal is
at the present time than any other into rest on what it has done —
dividual film company in California. going
well, that person can go right ahead
If that sounds as if Universal is slack- thinking as he pleases. All I can say
ing up, well then you know more than
I do about my own organization.
is, WATCH UNIVERSAL. We're
" When I was out there I found the so far ahead of our competitors now,
whole place working at high efficiency. both in quality and quantity of production, that all this talk means nothing
Everything was being done to keep
things going fast and big. Every de-

Hampton
All-Star
of Picture

Luther,Kingstar production
of " Why Women
Sin,"
aAnneBurton
for Wistaria
pictures

Picture

us."
Star-Casts
Talks to on
Casts Put Responsibility
Squarely

N declares
B. HAMPTO
IN work
BENJAM
and responsibility of
that the
the producer of an all-star production
of genuine calibre are far heavier than
that of any other, on the speaking stage
or in moving pictures.
"All-star pictures are produced along
lines of dramatic construction that demand asolution from the producer and
director of each problem as it arises.
There is no alibi," said the producer.
"In old style motion pictures, a knotty
problem of dramatic construction
could always be solved by inserting a
closeup of the star. If that did not
bring the desired results, the director
could always blame the star.
"Another alibi that cannot be used
i*; difficulty of handling the supporting

Up

to Director

cast. When the cast is composed entirely of celebrated screen artists, who
are eminently qualified to portray their
roles, it is the director's fault, if he
cannot paint his picture and play his
drama with them, for they are perfect
working material. In the older type of
picture, there were as many excuses
for poor work as there were scenes and
characters in the play. On the other
hand these all-star pictures of 'The
Sagebrusher' calibre give one unlimited
working facilities, no handicap, and
absolutely no excuses for unsatisfactory results.
"A director who is bluffing his way
through, inexperienced or ignorant of
dramatic principles, will never be able
to get far" with big ali-star productions.

N e zt

Notes

Featured by many new dancing no
eltics and wonderful music, the b;
given to the motion picture trade
this part of the territory by the Te
Products Mfg. Company and Simpli
was a great success.
The dance was held in the Go
Room of the Radisson Hotel, Minnea
olis, and was attended by nearly ever
one connected with the film industi
in the Twin Cities and many frcr
outside.
The dance hall proper and adjoinir
lounging rooms were hardly lar^
enough to take care of the enormoi
number of persons that responded t
the invitation sent by Mr. Feinberg.
Nearly five hundred exchange men:
bers, salesmen and exhibitors sper
five hours dancing to the strains o
some wonderful music. The sponsor
were determined to make this a mem
orable event, and beyond all questioi
succeeded.
Two orchestras were used to insur
the dancers that they could dance a:
long
late. as they cared, which was quite
The programs
ant
cleverly
arranged,were
eachvery
filmneathcompanj
being honored by having a dan<*
named for it. The " Teco One-Step
" William Fox-Trot," " G o 1 d w y
Glide," " Metro Moonlight," " Realart
Rag," " Select Shimmy," " Paramount
Waltz," " Simplex P r o j e c t i o n,"
" Amusement Blues," " Pathe Patter,"
all vied with each other for the greatest number of encores. The extra
dance numbers were appropriately
named after the largest Minneapolis
theatres.
Refreshments of a very palatable
nature were served throughout the entire course of festivities. Smokes galore— everything was just like anything you could wish for any time —
anyCharles
place. Perry, manager of the Minneapolis Strand theatre, was judged
the winner of the prize waltz contest
by Messrs. Cubberley, Stombaugh,
Margoles, Feldman and other notables,
and was very much surprised when
given the prize.
Enclosed in a box was a brand new
dime, a regular U. S. ten-cent piece
and one brightly shining little pin —
which was offered as the prize — a dime
an' pin. The surprise was not only
for the winning dancers, but for all
present — and it went over beautifully.
The lighting effects given the dances
were brought about by a machine
throwing different colored lights on
the floor, making the dancing couples
doublj- attractive.
The crowd was merr^' and every
person got 100 per cent, enjoyment for
the evening spent. Manager Feinberg
of the Teco Products Mfg. Company
was warmlj- congratulated for the
manner in which he arranged and tendered the reception.
'Twas certainlj^ an evening for the
" film hounds," to return after many
months on the road and find such an
evening's entertainment waiting for
them to take part in. Ever^-one had
fun, some more than others, but " a
good
time was going
had by
are
now patiently
to all."
stand We
by and
wait until Mr. Feinberg gives the second annual Teco-Simplex ball in December, 1920.
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Universal

List

Week of January 19
Universal releases for the week of
anuary 19 include several serials and
hort-reeiers. " The Flaming Arrow "
i the title of " The Great Radium
ilystery " episode release for the
?eek. Eileen Sedgwick, Cleo Madion and Bob Reeves are featured in
lese two reels under the direction of
obert Broadwell.
The fourth episode of " The Lion
[an," another Universal serial feauring Kathleen O'Connor and Jack
*errin,
is entitled
"A Devilish Device,"
nd is also
a two-reeler.
" Romeo's Dad." a Jewel production,
5 the eighth of the Stage Women's
Var Relief pictures to be released,
"homas Wise and Gail Kane are fca-i
ured in this production.
There are three news releases, Interational, Hearst and Universal Curent Events, and also one western, the
itle of which has not as yet been deided on.
stills "" and
and she
shows scenes from
No, Madge Kennedy and Tom Moore are not playing together again. This was made from two " stills
" The Blooming Angel." starring Miss Kennedy and from " Duds," Tom Moore's latest release
This week's comedy portion consists
if a satire on " The Sweet Dry and
Dry," a Lyons and Moran offering,
nd " -Ml for the Dough Bag," featurng Bartine Burkett, Phil Dunham and
First
of
Authors'
Series
Filmed
Sip Monberg.
directness, the same artistry that
Pictures
of
This
Group
from
rt
repo
a
to
ING
RDGold
ACCOthe
wyn Pictures Corporamarks your writings.
Finis Fox to Adapt One
" We contend that the screen needs
to Be Made with Aution on there " Cup of Fury," althis
though pictu has been seen only
and
will welcome great stories, faof Dniry Lane
thors' Cooperation
at special showings, prior to its remous plays told in the language of
Dramas
wyn
ures
oraCorp
Pict
lease by Gold
tion as the first Eminent Authors dom of the plain said to have been their creators. And ' The Cup of
Finis Fox has been assigned to make production, Rupert Huges, the author, conceived and carried out by Samuel Fury' is a great, a significant story
the screen adaptation of " Hearts Are is said to have already received a Goldwyn and Rex eBach, president of for, aside from its clean, strong love
Trumps," the third of the five Drury- quantity of letters complimenting him the Eminent Authors. After seeing interest and swift, absorbing action, it
ae melodrama purchased by Metro on the wonderful drama made from
" The Cup of Fury," Mr. Beach sent deals with perhaps the most vital
the following letter to Mr. Hughes:
for screen production. " Hearts Are
problem of our national life, the relastorj-.
interest centers in this
Trumps " is a drama in which men hisParticular
tion of Capital and Labor.
" I have seen ' The Cup of Fury,'
and women gamble for high stakes in
and
it
is
a
great
picture.
Permit
me
" It is not a war story but a story
Eminent Authors' picturization in
love and Fortune. Its action transpires that
it marks the test of a new policy to compliment you upon achieving
in England and Australia and then through which the author becomes an such a splendid result with your first of conditions arising from the war.
Above all it is timely. It is a story
lOves swiftly to the Swiss Alps, where important factor in actually bringing Eminent Authors production.
of
today, a story of American deterthe climax is furnished " in a scene of his work to the screen. Goldwyn offi" In ' The Cup of Fury ' you have
mination to overcome odds and actremendous power and audacious novaccomplished
the
end
Mr.
Goldwyn
cials assert that " The Cup of Fury,"
complish the impossible. Technical
soon to be followed by other Eminent and I had in mind in organizing the
elty," says the Metro report.
Authors Pictures, produced with the Eminent Authors Pictures Co., viz. : detail, cast and direction are splendid,
active cooperation of the writers of you have told a great story upon the and I feel sure it will meet with a
Willard Mack Writes
the original stories, proves the wis- screen with the same force, the same tremendous popular response."
Story for Selznick
Willard Mack, well-known playwright and actor, has written what is
lescribed as an excellent story, which Chicago
Backs
National
Theatres
1 not been published, and which
" In Select I have built an exchange
Selznick Announces
Myron Selznick has purchased for UPOnick
of Lewis
return from
the week
N last
and
ChicagJ.o Selporganization which gives the exhibiscreen production, according to an anpoints in the Middle WCst, it was
tors splendid service and which makes
Every Big Circuit
nouncement made this week.
learned that for the first time in Chiprofits. My studios have always made
Has
Joined
ing
y
cago film histor the big compet
pictures which make money for exhibitors. All these resources are at
companies operating circuits of theatres have pledged their united support Andrew Karzas and Ascher Bros, have the service of exhibitors all over the
lo one enterprise. This organization already signed membership contracts in world who wish to join National and
is National Picture Theatres, Inc., and National.
share in the profits. That exhibitors
the man round whom the circuits have
These circuits, together with their
appreciate
co-operation when it
rallied is Lewis J. Selznick, head of allied interests, control the one hun- is ofifered isreal
proven by the fact that
the organization.
dred most important theatres in Chimembership inMr. Selznick was very enthusiastic
cago, and now that they have gone into every day
creases byNational's
leaps and bounds.
in his statement that National Pic- partnership with Mr. Selznick, Na"I have just received a wire from
lure Theatres, Inc., is the future great
tional is henceforth of supreme immotion picture company of the United
portance in the city of Chicago.
California that National's first picStates in which one to ten thousand
ture— ' Just a Wife ' — is a knockout.
" They say exhibitors will not stick
exhibitors will cooperate for the profit together," continued Mr. Selznick. The second picture — ' Blind Youth '—
is almost completed and should be
and protection of all.
" That is all wrong. Exhibitors in the
Several months ago Nathan Ascher face of the present dangers are co- equally great.
not only caused all his theatres to beoperating in a way that is wonderful.
" If any picture is not excellent I
come members of National Picture
" Take the case of the big Chicago will not release it through National.
exhibitors.
Nathan
Ascher
owned
a
Theatres, Inc., but also became Nation" In February the twenty-six exhial's first exhibitor Vice-President and National franchise and a directorate
bitor directors — one from each exDirector. He later arranged a meeting which he considered worth a fortune.
change zone — will meet and decide on
of the heads of every big Chicago cir- Yet he voluntarily shared what he had future pictures.
I will give them the
cuit. As a result of this meeting the to enable other exhibitors to come in
Emmett J. Flynn, director of " The Valkind of pictures they want — as many
ley
of
Tomorrow,"
a
"
Flying
A
"
special
and
these
other
exhibitors
met
him
theatres
of
Lubliner
and
Trinz,
Balamade by American Film Company for
or as few as they wish. National
release through Pathe
ban & Katz ; Jones, Linick & Schaf er ; more than half way.
members must be pleased.

High lights in " Other Men's Shoes," the new Edgar Lewis production released by Pathe
Supporting

Cast

in Eu-

Next
Folfowing gene
the O'Brien's
announcement
in last
week's issues of the trade press that
Eugene O'Brien had begun work on a
new Selznick picture, " A Fool and
His Money," it was made known from
the Selznick offices this week that the
cast has been fully chosen.
Appearing with Mr. O'Brien, as
leading woman, is Ruby DcRemer,
who has the role of Countess Aline
in the production. Prominent in the
supporting cast are Arthur Housman,
Charles Craig, Jules Cowless, Frank
Goldsmith, Wray Page, Emile LaCroix, George Dowling, Eric Finnstrom, Ned Hay, Louise Prussing,
Betty Hutchinson, Baby Mary Carroll
and Marguerite Forrest.
Neilan Busy on Second
Independent Picture
Immediately alter completing "The
River's End," which marked his initial
efTort as an independent producer,
Marshall Neilan started work on his
second feature at the Douglas Fairbanks studio in Hollywood. The title
of the picture has not as yet been announced.
Marjorie Daw will have the leading
feminine role, and !Matt ^loore will
play the male lead opposite Miss Daw.
A special part has been created, it is
said, for Wesley Barry, the twelve
year old boy actor. Others in the all
star cast are Betty Bouton, Tom Guise,
Adele Farrington and Thomas JefTerson.

Other
Men's
Shoes"
Feb.
Pathe Makes Big Claims for Edgar Lewis
. Production, First of His New
Series

sucscreenLewis,
long
a cesses
to his record
credit, ofEdgar
one of America's greatest motion picture producers, returns to the center
of the stage again on February 1,
when Pathe will release his sevenion, " Other Men's
part product
This adaptation of Andrew
Shoes."
Soutar's novel is the first of a series
of l)ig, red-ljlooded screen dramas that
Lewis will make during the coming
year for distribution by Pathe.
Year after year Mr. Lewis has given
to the trade, a picture that has stood
out as among the biggest of the perod.
His " Other Men's Shoes " is said to
be another production calculated to
win even greater triumph for the director and producer. To begin with,
it will have the powerful distributing
organization of Pathe back of it. But
regardless of that, it is said to possess
every attribute a motion picture must
have today to 1ie a 1iig hox office attraction.
Cranford Kent is being featured in
WITH

1

■' Other Men's Shoes." .\ndrew Soutar, author, is another valuable asset
to " Other Alen's Shoes." He was one
of the best known American correspondents on the Russian front during
the great war.
Mr. Lewis has produced the Soutar
story with all his finesse. , More than
four thousand persons were employed
in the production, yet it runs smoothly
throughoiU. The producer has surrounded his lead with a highly competent cast, which includes Irene
Boyle, Stephen Gratton, Jean Armour,
Harold Forshay, John P. Wade, Phil
Sanford, and little Bobby Connelly,
one of the cleverest child actors on
the screen.
Pathe has issued a campaign book
on " Other Men's Shoes " that it believes cannot fail to help any exhibitor
put over the picture in glowing fashion. It offers many exploitation and
advertising ideas, commensurate with
the size of the picture.

Safety
First''
Film
Lesson
6000 Children See Universal IndustrialSecretary
;
Baker Addresses Them

adBaker from
of Warchildren
SECRETARY
dressed six thousand
the public schools of Manhattan at the
Capiiol theatre, New York, on January 10 and thanked them in behalf of
I he Government for the conspicuous
part that the little ones had in the
winning of the war.
The occasion was the great " SafetyFirst ' rally, organized by Harry Levey, general manager of the Industrial
and Educational Department of the
L^nivcrsal Film Manufacturing Compan\- ; Secretary of State Francis AI.
Hugo, Superintendent of Schools Etlinger. Police Commissioner Enright,
a committee of one hundred licaded by
John D. Rockefeller, Jr., the automobile interests led by H. S. Firestone,
and Director Edward Bowes of the
Capitol, having for its purpose the inauguration of an educational campaign to reduce the tremendous loss of
Noted scenarist, Marion Fairfax who is life due to automobile accidents. The
now adapting
The River's
End " for children cheered the Government repMarshall "Neilan
productions.

resentative tothe echo, and Secretary
Baker departed amid an ovation in
which the loudly- voiced approval of
the youngsters mingled with the
strains of the Police Band playing
theThe" Star
Banner."gathering
afTairSpangled
was the largest
of school children ever held in New
York under roof, and presented all
the physical characteristics of a political convention. Great banners bearing the identification of the various
school districts and the names of the
district superintendent of education in
charge, marked the divisions of the
house.
The feature picture shown was
" Careless America. ' made by the Universal's Industrial Department for H.
S. Firestone, of the Firestone Tire &
Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio. Many
new scenes were made specially for
this occasion in order that the best

Activity the Keynote tl
Selznick Studios
Progress on productions has gai 1
such headway at the various studios t
the Selznick Enterprises that Sam
Morris, general manager, is able >
announce that there will be no del >
in the release dates and that all pri ;
will be delivered on schedule time
With seven pictures already C(
pleted, two more, which will be finisl I
within the week and seven others 1
course of making, the Selznick p
duction situation is better than it i .
ever been before, and has started
New Year with a momentum wti
augurs
well.
The advance
in the schedule of p
duction is due primarily to the smo<
running organization which Myi
Selznick has inaugurated at the eastt
studios and strict adherence to sch<
ules which Harry Rapf has gotten 1
der way on the West Coast. S
series productions are included in 1
der way. already completed and i
attractions
Among those completed are C)l
Thomas' "Footlights and Shado\'.
Eugene
O'Brien in "His Wii
Money",
Elaine Hammerstein
"Greater Than Fame" ; Owen More
"Sooner or Later" ; the first of 1
West Coast productions for Natioi
Pictures. Inc., "Just A Wife", and t
first Herbert Kaufman WeekK-, "Lit
Red Riding Hood".
Olive Thorn
and Owen Moore's new picture^ :
ihe two which will be completed tl
week.
New

Bookings

Reporte

for Davis,
"Thethe Capitol"
Harry
successful pictu
showman, has booked " The Capito
for immediate presentation at his V.
first run house, the Lyric, and J.
Pearce for his Tudor Theatre, Ne
Orleans.
The Poli organization, <
the strength of the excellent resul
obtained with " The Capitol " at :
\\'ilkesbarre house, brought the Le:
Baird production to the Poli house
Scranton, opening on Monday
crowded houses, it is stated.

Joins Selznick Staff
George Proctor, widely experienc
scenario writer, has been engaged
an original writer in the scenario d
partment of the Selznick Fort Lee st
it was announced this week
possible
safety
first children.
'' might dio,
be
carriedlesson
home ofto " the
school
Mvron Selznick.
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New

Alignment

of

Capital

B. Herbert Milligan Is
year has ushered in stirTHE newring times
tal
F'ilni
Capi
the
for
Fleeted Treasurer;
Company, Inc., which has forged
>tvadily forward to a s^pure position
Development Plan
II! the front ranks of the successful
producing and distributing motion pic- gives the Capital 12.000 square feet of
ture organizations.
office space, which will be utilized to
In keeping with its big new business form the most commodious general
clc. \ elopmcnt there has been a new and offices occupied by any film company
unporiant alignment of the executive in the country.
I cads of the corporation. .-\t a recent
-Mr. Milligan brings to the Capital
meeting ol the Hoard of Directors, B. personnel a genius for efficient organHerbert .Milligan of Chicago was
ization which has long been acknowlelected treasurer and executive head
edged by his associates in his other
of the Capital Film Compan\-. and also business enterprises, and to which his
M the directorate.
striking successful career is largely atPresident Bariihardt and (icneral tributed.
.Manager Fckels at present are in New
It is Mr. Milligan's plan to apply
Christine Mayo, engaged by Marshall
Neilan for leading woman roles
\'ork forming new alliances, purchas- these successful commercial principles
ing new pictures and planning further to the rapidly expanding business of
developments
he Capital F"ilm Company, not only
];hristine Mayo Engaged of the company.in the progressive polic>- Ifor
the financial benefit of its stockholders, but as well for advancing the
by Marshall Neilan
.Mr. Milligan. who is a successful
Christine Mayo has been engaged by 1 usiness man and president of a well- material interests of Capital's ever
larshalt Neilan for an important part known financial concern of Chicago, lengthening list of exchanges throu.ghhis second independent production has been interested to some extent in out the United States and Canada.
Immediate action will be taken liy
is now in the mak ng at the the motion picture business, having, in
i)anks studio in Hollywood, it is partnership with his bro her, some .Mr. Milligan looking to the increase
led. Miss Mayo, according to re- time ago taken over the Kaiem studios. of the Capital's production output.
demand for Capital special short
,jj|ijrts, will have a part that will offer
I-"ollowing along its new lines of de- The
velopment and the better to handle its features is increasing at a ratio which,
er exceptional opportunity to display
fast increasing business, the Capital .Mr. Milligan says, makes it imperal,cr talents as a vampire,
tively necessar3' to at once increase
j,j Miss Mayo entered pictures alter a Film Company has leased the entire
j|iort career on the stage, during which second floor of the Consumers Build- Capital's producing forces to six companies in place of four, as at present.
ing for i:s executive offices. This move
played leadina roles in "F.xcuse
"c." "The Concert." and "Seven Keys
Baldpate."
Her best known picrcs are "Mother's Confession," "A
Welcomes
1920
Ts Paradise." "Two Men and a Metro
nan," and "Who's Your NcigiiFirst Three
Weeks of
in each of which she was featious \'ear
flourishstari
at cdthe with
Capitoanl
THEauspic.\cw
January Find Metro
theatre. New York City's newest
motion-picture temple. witli threj
Films on Screen
s booked tor the first
ction
Metro
produ
Koldwyn Films Play 26 three weeks of the
month of January.
" Officials at the home olifices of Metro the week of January 4-10. This pro' Philadelphia
Houses
duction presented to Broadway motion
ith twenty-six theatres,
includinv; Pictures Corporation were jubilant
tirst-run houses on the Stanley over this striking tribute to the qualit\ picture patrons a new dramatic personality in Alice Lake, the featured
lit. playing fjoldwyn pictures in ;!ud pulling power of the second round
. ladelphia during the week ol Jan- of ' fewer and better ' pictures," says player. Others in the cast included
Jack Mulhall and Frank Currier. A
'l.iry 5. " the popularit>- of the lion the Metro report at hand.
11"! production- in tiie Citv of " Should a Woman Tell ? " an original big exploitation campaign, consisting
in the leasing, in Manhattan, of l.SO
herly a report
Love is
:in- melodrama bv Finis F'ox, was billed for
iiices
fromapparent,'"
the Goldwxn
billboards including twenty-four illuminated stands, accompanied the
rtices. Practically every section of
presentation of the special, it is stated.
le city has been covered, and exh'liit
rs report a prosperous week, it
Figures obtained by the Metro comaied.
pany from the management of the
Credit for the Itanner w< ck i> said
Capitol
theatre stated that " Should a
> be due to the efforts of the >;aff
Woman Tell?" had proved to be a
successful
l)ox-ofiicc attraction. The
Harr\- M. White, manager ot
te nder
ic local exchanae. who have worked
unqualified approval given this producicessantly in gaining their objective.
tion by the management was the first
. C. Kohtz, the city -ale^man, it iactual test from the box-office viewaied, outlined an intensive campaign
point of the judgment of Metro officials in making this single departure
. include the principal picture hon-cI everv section of the citv.
from the policy of using only tested
novels and stage successes. Xazimova
in '■ Stronger than Death " was billed
at the Capitol for the week of January
■'ord Scenic to Be Dis11-17. This production was adapted by
tributed by(joldwyn
Charles Bryant from one of I. A. R.
For the next Ford luiucational
Wylie's novels of life in India, and
was directed by Herbert Blachc and
I'eekly
subject,
Xo.
186,
released
b\
Charles Bryant.
oldwyn Distributing Corporation.
The
" has
been sclcct1. ItFlowing
is saidRoad
to be
a river
scene,
lie opportunities for beautiful fhotong the banks of one of the mosi
cturesque rivers in ih" world arc
ated to have been full>- taken adintage of. The film is finely toned
id tinted to Iiring out the atmosleric quality of the scen:'<, accDrding
• reports.

Lilie Leslie, who plays " Lady Blanche "
in " The tionBest
Luck," through
now in Metro
preparafor theof screen

Heads

B. Herbert Milligan who has been elected
treasurer and executive heqd of Capital
Film Corporation
' given
Especial attention
is also being
to the maintenance and extension of
the Capital
European
ness, whichcompany's
is increasing
beyondbusiall
expectations, especially throughout the
United Kingdom.

at

Capitol

llie IcSili lo ih.- 24th, the attraction will
be the Metro-Classic picturizatiou of
"The Willow Tree," starring A^iola
Dana. It was adapted from the stage
fantasy of old Japan which was written by J. H. Benrimo and ' Harrisoii
Rhodes by June Mathis. i.The play,
when originally produced by Cohan
and Harris on Broadway, played for
more than a season with Fay'Biiinter
in the stellar role. Metro Pictures reViola Dana lias the role of the
image-maker's
daughter in the screen
ports.
wrsion of the play and has achieved
a most artistic characterization, acfordiiig to critics who have witnessc<l an
advance showing. \\\ entire Japanese
garden was built at the Metro studios
in Hollywood for the play, close to the
.Administration building. It has been
preserved and will be used as a recreation center for the employes at the
studio, it is said.
New

Director
Kaufman

Handling
Series

John Lopez has been named to directbert
the remaining
pictures
the HerKaufman series
beingin made
by
Selznick Pictures at Fort Lee, X. J., it
was announced this w-eek by Myron
.Selznick. Two of the Kaufman Weekly releases had been directed byBunon
In " Stronger than Death " Xazimova again appears in one of the highly George, who has been delegated to take
emotional and picturesque roles for
which she is famous. Spectacular art over the megaphone on "Prince O'
Pines"', a special. The two are "Little
effec:s, including a reconstructed rep- Red Riding Hood." which has been
lica of the Temple of Vishnu in India,
were designed for the producting by fully completed, and "The Faded Butterfly", which is announced as nearly
Benjamin Carre, the art director, it is
ready for the screen. The first release
stated.
of the Kaufman editorial subjects is
For the third week of January, from
expected about March 1.

Motion
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Republic
At

Least

Costing

This is Hugo Ballin, who contributed to
Goldwyn
pictures
with Madge
his artistic
and is now
to direct
Kennedyskill

Hugo Ballin to Direct
Madge Kennedy
Film
fiugo Ballin will direct Madge Kennedy in the next production for this
Goldwyn comedienne, and it is likely
the picture will be done in the East,
following the completion of " Partners of the Night " for Eminent Authors. Miss Kennedy has recently
completed two productions, the first
of which, " The Blooming Angel," directed by Victor Schertzinger, is
scheduled for early release.
As soon as a decision is reached
as to the choice of the new story,
Robert B. Mclntyre, in charge of
Goldwyn productions in the East, will
get his organization under way at the
Oliver studios in East 48th street,
which have been secured under lease
from January 1. Mr. Ballin is already
in New York for the production, it is
stated.
Theatrical

Families

Gets
Four

Waldorf
Productions

Highly,

Are
consummated beA DEAL has
Republic Distributing
tween thebeen
Corporation, of which Lewis J. Selznick is advisory director, and Waldorf
Photoplays, Ltd., whereby Republic is
to release for a period of not less than
two years all productions of the Waldorf Company. The agreements stipulate that there shall be not less than
four productions each year.
Waldorf is planning productions
that will cost from $100,000 to $200,000
a subject and the distributing rights
attained by Republic include the
United States and Canada. The pictures will be directed by David G.
Fischer, who is responsible for the big
south sea production of "Where Bonds
areTheLoosed."
picture willof bethe"Dad's
Girl,"in
a screenfirstadaptation
old play
which Jackie Saunders, who recently

a

Year,

to Be Turned Over
made a hit in " The Miracle of Love "
will be starred. The second picture to
be delivered has not been determined,
but it will probably be the Saturday
Evening Post story entitled " The
Black Sheep." "The Rider of The
King Log" is scheduled for the third
release. As a novel it had a wide circulation. The fourth picture will be
" Kismet," in which Otis Skinner appeared on the speaking stage and
which won a big success in New
York. Mr. Skinner will be seen in
the screen version.
In connection with " Kismet," it will
be recalled that some time ago publicity was given in the trade press to a
statement that a Mr. Mercanton had
secured the rights to " Kismet." Republic has announced a desire to correct
this impression,
"Kismet"
to be included
in the asWaldorf
series.is

Corinne Griffith's Next
An O. Henry story, " The Memento,"
has been selected by Albert E. Smith,
president of Vitagraph as the next
Corinne Griffith feature.

Director Ralph Ince, as he appears in
most famous characterization of Abrah
Lincoln. Mr. Ince is presented in t
roleturein tothebe first
" Americanization
" i
released
by L. J. Selznid
Ralph

Aids to Launch

The Cinema Murder "
and articles written by prominent writ<* I ' HEmotion
Cinema
Murder,'
the special
ers are reported to be another aid to
picture
production,
which
is to receive its New York premiere exploitation that will be utilized to the
at the Rialto theatre on January 18, full. Every possible avenue of publicity and exploitation will be taken
will be launched into public view on a
wave of publicity and advertising such advantage of to bring to the public the
as few motion pictures have ever re- merits of this production, according to
ceived," announces the International reports.
Following its one week engagement
Film Service Company.
It is further stated that full-page at the Rialto theatre, which begins
advertising smashes are being con- January 18, " The Cinema Murder " is
tracted for now to run in the New scheduled to continue its Broadway
run at B. S. Moss's Broadway theatre.
After its run at Moss's Broadway, it
will begin a tour of the entire B. S.
Moss circuit of theatres. This blanket booking by B. S. Moss himself indicates, says International Film, that
shrewd showman's opinion of this production not only as a box-office attraction but also as a patron-satisfier.

Are

Represented in Cast
Four of the best known families in
American theatrical history are said to
be represented in the screen version
of Augustus Thomas' play of American life, " The Copperhead," which
is released January 25, as a Paramount
Artcraft Super-Special.
Lionel Barrymore in the stellar role
is a grandson of John Drew and a
brother of Ethel and John Barrymore.
Doris Rankin has the part she created
on the stage. Ma Shanks. She is a
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. McKee
Rankin, who conducted many important productions in their theatre, called
Jacobs' Third Avenue. In the part
of Joey Shanks is Arthur Rankin, who
is a son of Phylis Rankin, a sister of
Doris Rankin. William P. Carleton,
a son of William T. Carleton, the well
known grand opera and comic opera
singer, has the role ot Tom Hardy.

OIL

FIELD

Ne;

Plays

Drive
Attends
Film's
Debut
Extensive Newspaper Ads. and Other

York American, the New York Evening Journal, the New York Sunday
American, the New York Times, and
the New York World. Lithographs in
four colors from the one-sheet size to
the twenty-four-sheet size will be plastered, itis said, all over the metropolitan district wherever empty space
can be found. Special feature stories

Picture

SERVED

BY

PICTURES

IN the days of the gold rush, when men of all types and characters stormed the territory of California and later of Alaska
in search of the precious metal, history and tradition bear
witness to the excesses that sprang up in the wake of the
adventurers that flocked to those districts. Gambling, violence,
murders and immorality held sway until the staying hand of the
law secured a grip on the situation and established justice and
order.
In these later days, a new field of enterprise has opened up in
the oil fields of the Southwest, which have attracted a great array
of men of all kinds and stations in somewhat the same spirit of
adventure that prompted the gold-hunters of California and the
Klondike. But the picture of the invasion by these men of the oil
fields, as drawn by a Pathe representative, bears no resemblance
to that of the gold-rush.
According to a report just issued by the Pathe Exchange, its
representative, while touring the newly opened oil fields, found an
" unusually large number of picture theatres, all of which were
doing tremendous business. Exhibitors were paying high prices
too, for their product. The oil men demand the best, and are
willing to pay for it.
" Instead of demanding the wild and wooly adventure pictures
one might expect
fortune hunter
would of
crave,
Pathe's
representative
founda hardy
that photoplays
with plenty
human
and
love interest, made the ideal attractions in the oil regions. For
instance, the Pershing theatre, the pride of Burkbumett, one of
the righest oil districts in the world, booked pictures of the following order: 'The A. B. C| of Love,' 'The Right to Lie,' 'The
Prince and Betty,' ' Other Men's Shoes,' ' My Husband's Other
Wife,' ' The Web of Deceit,' and ' Fighting Cressy.' "

Ince to Make

Specials on Coast
After completing his two-reel
triotic feature, "The Land of Opj
tunity," which Lewis J. Selznick
making at the suggestion of Secret
of the Interior Lane, Ralph Ince
leave the Selznick Fort Lee studic
go to Canada and the Coast where
will make two feature specials,
first has been announced as " The I
Bringers." The other is " The Gr
est of These," a five reel drama
Lewis Allen Browne adapted to
screen by Mr. Browne from a no
"The Untold Half."
"Desert Gold" Opens
Strand with a Bang
Jack Eaton, managing director
the New York Strand, and Edw
L. Hyman, head of the Broot
Mark- Strand, have fired their big g
for the presentation of Zane Gn
"Desert Gold" in the two big M
theatres. Opening in New York,
big Benjamin B. Hampton product
released through the W. W. Hodl
son Corporation, is said to have drj
In Brookl\-n wt
business.
capacity
the
picture
plays the following wi
Mr. Hj-man is reported to have m
the heaviest billboard and exploitat
campaign that has yet been prepai
since the opening of that house.
Name of Beck Serial f
Pathe Changed
A change in the title of the Artl
F. Beck serial co-starring Stu
Holmes and Frances Mann, which
to be released by Pathe, is announ
this week by Pathe Exchange, 1
The title under which it has 1>
known, " The Isle of Jewels,"
been changed to " Trailed by Thn
Olive
New asOi
" Jenny Thomas'
" has been chosen
title of the next picture on wh
Olive Thomas will start work as sc
as she has finished Glorious Yout
which is now being completed at
Selznick Fort Lee studios.
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Pretentious

Universal

Film Completed
Nearly five monihs spent in the makig over a quarter of a million dolrs expended on the production, near/ 4,000 actors and extras used in the
arious scenes and nearly 100,000 feet
f negative film exposed are marked
p against this picture on the debit
de of the Universal ledger for " The
eautiful Beggar. " On its credit side
re a story of interest based on H. H.
/^an Loan's creation, "The Virgin of
tamboul," the acting of Priscilla
)ean, supported by such players as
Vallacc Beery, Wheeler Oakman, F.
L. Warren, Edward Burns, Eugenie
brd. Clyde Benson, Ethel Ritchie and
'vette Mitchell, a subtle presentation
f the mysterious atmosphere of the
rient, and the fine direction of Tod
rowning.
[ore Reports Received
on Mary Miles Film
The Realart Pictures Corporation
lorts that last week recorded ancr week of capacity business on
..ary Miles' starring vehicle, "Anne
if Green Gables." Among the most
nthusiastic reports from exhibitors
re those of Harold B. Franklin,
naging director of Shea's Hippome theatre, Buffalo, who reported
tremendous " business on the feae, and Dave Harding, the Kansas
\ exhibitor, who advised of doing a
ipacity business against the keenopposition of the year."

^Robson of "The Harvest
Moon" Cast Marries
Stuart Robson was married on January 7. at the City Hall, to Miss
S Yvette Ledoux, of Boston, daughter
^ of the former United States Ambas^ !or to Portugal.
Mr. Robson is
ing the juvenile lead in the pro• ••i action of Augustus Thomas' famous
old rama, " The Harvest Moon," now bef ing produced with Doris Kenyon, as
irjihe star, by Deitrich-Beck, Inc., at the
ih Baird Studios, Cliffside, N. J.,
W. W. Hodkinson distribution.

This fair lady is Helen Chadwick, who is
appearing in Goldwyn's first Eminent
Authors picture, " The Cup of Fury "

Glaum

Feature

Gets

S, know
JR.'atic
D,t dram
KER
matel-J• PAR
exac
of theREA
edge
y's
of Countr
any
s Run
House
rials demanded by exhibitors in a large M Finest
"Lone Wolfs
ure
unts
ess
refor the succ
acco
meas
ported on his second big Louise Glaum
special production, " The Lone Wolf's
Daughter," by Louis Joseph Vance and
distributed by the Hodkinson organDaugrhter "
ization. Exhibitors' own reports are
said to rank this as a dramatically and
ect production and retechnically perf
ports likewise strongly fix it as one of
the few really big productions of the
past twelve months. The reception of
it by first-run exhibitors has been exceptionally enthusiastic and it has gone
into the biggest theatres for immedrate play dates.
Just two pictures, " Sahara " and
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter" have
cstabHshed Louise Glaum with leading
feminine stars and all of the following
that has recognized in her an emotional star have shown their approval
of her by the patronage given to exhibitors since J. Parker Read, Jr., began his production of stories with
Miss Glaum as the star.
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter" is Marguerite De LaMotte, who has an imthe first big production released
portant role intributed"by W.
The W.Sagebrusher,"
Hodkinson disthrough the Hodkinson organization
to play the New York Capitol theatre,
its opening being scheduled for Janu- lished a week's attendance at Tom
ary 18 after a city-wide billboard cam- Moore's Garden theatre, Washington,
ing. paign and heavy newspaper advertis- last week, and the noted Capital City
showman reports capacity business on
" The Lone Wolf's Daughter " estab- its second Sunday presentation which

a

Big

Start

u>lKrtd in another week's run of the
powerful Louise Glauni picture.
Charles H.allMiles,
whom at" Sahara"
shattered
house forrecords
his Majestic theatre, Detroit, has booked
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter" fqr
early February presentation.
The Goodwin theatre, Newark, N. J.,
began a two weeks' engagement of the
J. Parker Read, Jr., production on
Sunday, and a capacity audience was
the rule at every performance.
Other first-run bookings tliat have
just
been closed
Lone Toledo,
Wolf's
Daughter
" are : for
The "The
Colonial,
O. ; the Strand, NashvillCj Tenn. ; the
Apollo, castle,Peoria,
; the Dome,
NewPa. ; the 111.
Orpheum,
Galesburg,
111.; the Majestic, La Salle, 111.; the
Fox, Aurora, 111. ; the Mirror, Moline,
111.; the Palm, Rockford, 111.; the
Blackstone, Pittsburgh; the U. S.
Pliotoplay, Paterson, N. J. ; the Majestic, Jackson, Mich. ; the De Luxe,
Hammond, Ind. ; the Strand, Fort
Dodge, la.
Among the big theatres that have
already presented " The Lone Wolf's
Daughter" with splendid success are:
The Boston and Rose theatres, Chicago, for a week's run day and date
presentation ; the Casino, Spokane,
Wash. ; the
Crystal, Joliet,
Poll's
theatre,
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa. ; 111.
the ; Opera
House, New Brunswick, N. J. ; the
Liberty, Davenport, la. ; the Vendome,
Chicago, 111. ; the Vista, Chicago.

Statements
Issues
Lasky
Returns from contain all the thrills and pictitftsquepresi- Official
first
JESSE L.
us vicePlayersthe Y,Famo
dent ofLASK
ness that made the story a classic of
West
Enthusiastic
Lasky Corporation, has issued the
English literature.
following statement upon his return
Over Prospects
" George Melford's production of
to New York after a stay of several
months on the Pacific Coast, where he made millions of friends wherever Jack
London's
story, of' The
Wolf '
is another
example
the Sea
big special
is reported to have made a thorough
the English language is read. As a productions which exhibitors can look
inspection of the corporation's west- motion picture its public is already forward to.
ern producing organization. The state- assured in the tremendous number of
" Just before I left Los Angeles,
m.ent follows in part :
people
who
have
read
Mark
Twain's
George
Melford had started his pro" If we in the motion picture indus- books. And these people will not be
duction of Roscoe Arbuckle in 'The
try ever thought we had seen the lim- disappointed, for Mr. Taylor has
it of big motion picture production," closely followed the text of the story
" William DeMille is busy on his
said Mr. Lasky, " we are destined to and has translated the atmosphere of Round-Up.'
be pleasantly surprised in the next Mark Twain with remarkable fidelity. special production of ' The Prince
with Thomas Meighan in the
few months; for the rest of this sea" Maurice Tourneur has finished Chap,'
son of 1920 will see the release of
title-role. Mr. Meighan's sterling
abilities
make him ideal for this role,
production of ' Treasure Island,'
some of the most artistic, spectacular his
and
I
promise
every
reader
of
Steand
Mr.
DeMille is planning an exand dramatic pictures ever put on the
venson's book that the picture will
screen. The hour of the big special
traordinarily lavish production."
has struck, and the vast army of motion picture lovers all over the country in the coming months will see the
screen rise to new heights of artistic Nat'l
Film
Plans
Busy
Year
expression.
An "All-American " Program for 1920;
" This is not a generality. I have
Successful Year
Predicts
Executive
seen Cecil B. DeMille making ' Why
Change Your Wife?' And then I << A YEAR of smashing success is The first cfi the National's 1920,
have seen this wonderful picture on
predicted for the National Film which will be marketed about March
the screen. It is strong drama, beau- Corporation of America by Capt. Harry
is Opie P. Read's "The Kentucky
tifully done, and will prove a fitting M. Rubej^ president of that concern. It first,
Colonel" with a good cast including
successor to those other big Cecil B. will be an "All-American" year for Joseph J. Dowling, Francis McDonald,
DeMille successes, ' Why Change the National, according to word re- Elinor Field, Lloyd Bacon, Fred Kohceived from the West coast studios, as ler, Thelma Salters, Gordon Griffiths
Your Husband,' ' Male and Female,'
the tentative plans are to the effect that and many Others.
and ' For Better, for Worse.'
productions will be confined to the
"Mary Minds Her Btisiness". a Mil" Then there is William D. Taylor's the
screening of American stories by
dred Considine adaptation of the
production of ' Huckleberry Finn.' American
authors.
The
first
of
this
George Weston story, now running
Mr. Taylor is a lover of Mark Twain's
books, and in this production of the series is already in production, while serially in the Ladies Home Journal,
areat humorist's masterpiece he has active work on the second will com- will be the second of National's "Alflavished all the care and artistic attenmence within three weeks. A new- American" series, it is stated.
tion that such a great story demands. serial will also be included in the 1920
As soon as Flanagan and Edwards
' Huckleberry Finn ' is the most wide- program, with Jack Hoxie in the stel- return from a trip to the Pacific- Northly read of American books, and has
lar role.
west, work will be resumed
Jesse

L.
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Selznick

To

Make

a

\ e

Serial

Albert Payson Terhune Is Author;
Another Step in Planned Expansion
ndication that the pro- serial production field. For the past
diicing activitiudese of Selznisck Enter- several weeks exhibitors have noticed
all classe of films daily that the Selznick forces were getprises are to incl
ER
oven money makers for the
ting into a stride for the new year
ihFatURhaTve.Hpr
i- which promises to eclipse the pace in
exhibitors thisof kthe countrynouwnacsemeev
t
n
denced wee in the an
picture making that has been set in the
liiat Albert Payson Terhune has been past. The serial announcement is but
link in the strong chain being
engaged to write the first serial toonbe
. another
forged.
the Selznick organizati
produced
It will be attempted, according to
This bit of interesting news to exhil)itors and the public came from My- Mr. Selznick, to raise the standard ui'
ron Selznick, who reserved the name serial motion pictures higher than u
and theme of the serial for a later has yet been. The fact that Alberi
Mr. Selznick accented payson Terhune will write the first oru
Claire Whitney, who is appearing in the announcement.
the fact, however, that in its first serial Jjeaj-s this declaration out
Jose production,
"
Mothers
of
Men,"
released by the Republic Distributing Corp. prJduction. as in all its other motion
j^,^,,,^/ ^:]y,,\^.^, ^^^^ .h^,,,, diiiicture activities, greatest care would , c i ^
• i
,
,' " the
, picture
.
, rect, , the
serial,
lie taken
to make
exacth, Select
,
,r ■
Republic Will Distribute
no definite announcemcni
v^bat exhibitors want, which is another Although'"''^l^
regarding the actual
also be what '^^'^
will
it
that
saving
of
uav
"Mothers of Men"
the general public -wants. It is deemed producmg ol the serial, it is probable
• •'^Mothers Of Men", a special produc- especially
that the Selznick that it will l)e made at the Eastern
tion m&de by Films Special, Inc., and organizationsignificant
lias decided, to enter the studios of Selznick.
directed by Edward Jose, is announced
for early release by the Republic Distribilting Corporation of which Lewis
for Leonard
Cast
J. ■ Selznick fs'-advisory director and Supporting
Briton N.' Busch, president. This is,
Frank Hall Announces Names of Cast
peiliaVs, th^' biggest production announced 1>\ Republic since it released
to Support Champion in New Serial
'1\ htn fttafcat W ent Dry".
FRANK G. HALL, President, Hall- the best known villian-typcs working
■ 'The stars are Claire \\'hitne\, Limismark Pictures Corporation, Wally before the camera today. He has supden Hare' and Martha Mansfield and \ an, Snpcr\ ising Director, and J. Gor- ported such well-known stars as Clara
the screfe'n •version was adapted from don Cooper, Director for the Benny Kimball Young, Theda Bara, Norma
the story written by William llenry Leonard serial, work on which com- Talmadge and Bertha Kalich.
Warner and DeW ilte Kaplan.
menced this week at Hallmark's 38th Alarie Sbotwell is known both on the
Street Studio, announce the following stage and screen for her dramatic imha\ e been ei'igaged for the principal personations. Her last work was seen
"The Lc)ve Expert" for supporting roles opposite the light- in Hallmark's Famous Directors' picweight champion in his Hallmark ture, " Chains of Evidence.'' In this
Constance Talmadge
serial, "The Evil liye," the screen ver- production Miss Shotwell was co. .;Joseph M. Sphenck is reportetl to sion
of an original story by Roy L. starred with Edmond Breeze and Anna
have purchased an original story b\- McCardell : Ruth
Dwyer,
leading Lehr.
John Emerson and Anita Loos, "The woman; Stuart Holmes, heavy; Marie Bernard Randall, who has the
Love- Expert", for Constance Tal- Shotwell, Grand de Dame; Bernard " dopey Benny " part, has recently cornpiadge' fifth First National. This story Randall, the ■' Dopey Benny " part, and pleted a 6-reel special, in which he por
will, be directed by Da\ id Kirkland,
irays the heavv role onnositc Margaret
and the exteriors will be made at Palm Mme. Marstino, female heavy.
Miss
Dwyer.
Leonard's
leadiiij Marsh in a Harry Grossman producBeach, Fla.,^ where Constance will woman,
is a blonde ingenue type and tion, recently taken over for distribuspend the^ month of Februarj'. This was last seen as ingenue lead in the tion by Mr. Hall. Mme. Marstino, who
picture wllL follow the release of "In fifteen episode serial, " The Ltirking has the female heavy part, will be
Search Of A Sinner", which is now
completed and is expected to have its Peril," co-starring Anne Luther and remembered for her work in Wm.
Fox's production of Charles Dicken's
initial showing in Xew York some George Larkin.
Stuart Holmes is probably one of " Tale of Two Cities."
time in March.

'^The Gay Old Dog" Still
Winning Applaudits
"The Gay Old Dog", Hobart Henley's first great production for Pathe
distribution, adapted for the screen by
Mrs. Sidne}' Drew from the story by
Edna Ferber, is said to be still v\inning
the plaudits of exhibitors and critics
throughout the country. One of the
highest tributes comes from the critic
of the Indianapolis Star, who expresses
the opinion that, "Extraordinary is the
only word that comes near covering
the ground in describing 'The Gav Old
Dog.' "
Republic Opens Office
•It was announced this week that the
New Orleans office of the Republic
Distributing Corporation will be reot)ened February 1, with J. F. Flaherty
irr charge. The office in Omaha will
also be red'pened about the same time,
it ifi maiicknown, with J. H. Hill in

Picture

Thomas H. Ince, who has been electe
an honorary fire chief of the Pacific Coas
in recognition of his work for the fire prt
vention campaign
recently
the West
Coast conducted o
Denison

Clift

Finishc

" The

Last Straw,"
Fox
" The Last Straw " is announced
completed at the William Fox studic
in Hollywood. Mr. Denison Clift
heralded as the director of this, Bug
Jones' first picture under the Fo
Banner, scheduled for February n
lease. The picture now is in cours
of cutting and titling. To this pro ^
duction. his first official directoria
etfort, Clift is said by Fox officials t
have given " many unique persona,
touches and a wealth of geniiiii'.
Universal Film Awards
novelties."
Publicity Prizes
The publicity prizes incidental to th;
$6,000 Universal Holiday Season contest, have just been announced. Wher
Universal staged the big money contest an extra sum was set aside to be
awarded for the best publicity worki
done among the various exchanges.
The first prize of $50 has been
awarded to T. A. Daly of the Charlotte, N. C, office. Second prize of
$25 was captured by Dean Collins of
the Portland, Oregon, exchange. Mr.
Fugle, of the St. Louis. Ben \\ estland,
of the San Francisco, and George De
Kruif of the Chicago offices received
honorable mention.
Gladys Brockwell Starts
First of New Series
Gladys Brockwell has started work
on her thirty-first feature for Fox
Film Corporation. It is called " The
^Mother of His Children " and is the
first of a series of six stories which
Barbara LeMarr Deely will write, it
is said, for Miss Brockwell. Edward
J. LeSaint is directing Miss BrocJcwell in this feature. William Scott
again is leading man with the star,
this being the twelfth picture he has
made with Miss Brockwell.
Frank Leigh, Nigel de Brullierre,
and two small children, Jean Eaton,
aged three, and Nancy Caswell, six,
round out the cast of "The Mother

Clara Kimball Young assoon
she toappears
in herbynewEquity
picture,
" The Forbidden Woman,'
be released
Pictures

ThereChildren."
is a taste of the Occident
of " His
and a taste of the Orient in this
drama, which is universal in its appeal,'announces a report from the
Fox offices.
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Blind Love " Is Ready
tor State Righters
Prints of Gerald F. Beacon's producn "Blind Love," starring Lucy Cotn. Nii|i|M)rti'd l)> Cicorgf Lctiiierc in
leading role, have been placed in
I hands of Nathan Hirsh, president
Aywon
Film Corporation, 729
\tnih avenue, and are now ready
distribution on the independent
vet. the world rights to which aie
rolled 1>\ .Mr. Hirsh. il is >tated.
.cording to announcement of Mr.
>li this week, several territories, inYork,
ing the territory of N'ew States
jersey, the New England
the six Southern .\tlantic Stales,
, Itcen practically disposed of, the
to he cKxed next week, when Mr.
li is giving a private trade showtor the heiietit nf Iniyers. It is also
d that the entire foreign rights of
picture will be purchased next
k li\ one of the lariie foreign exiTS.
brother of Pioneer

Wiley

Might

President

ation last
rporrion
incoHype
i the
Willweek
Proof the
Inc.,
ductions, of which
(ieorge H. W iley, who has long been
proiTiinently identified with the iiidusir> as a producer, is named as president, it developed that the new company's policy is to produce six massi\ e
super- feature productions a year.
In a brief stateinent just issued, Mr.
Wiley
states
that it isonly
the the
company's
intention
to produce
works
of noted authors, who in turn will
work in close association with the director and continuity writer, thereby
at all times supervising the production of their play or stor\-. Each production is to be staged on an exceptionally elaborate scale, with expense
figured as a secondary matter. " It is
our
plan," saysthroughout
Mr. W'iley,the" country
to give
the exhibitors
a class of productions that will establish a new precedent in picture mak-

Hyperion
Formed

of

Field

New

Productions
with Producer as Head

I

Company
big >uccess of numerous Fox Si)ccial
Productions starring Theda Bara,
N'irginia Pearson and Bertha Kalish,
as well as the crowning achievement
of having produced C. X. and .'\. .M.
Williamson's great m_\stery story, "A
Woman in Grej-,' which has been
widel\ acclaimed as the serial sensation of the \ear.
" Two other iiote\vorth\' additions
to the new company are W aller Richard Hall and Joseph W. Farnliam.
Hall, who has proven himself one of
the most capable of the i)resent-day
screen drainatists, will inake the
screen adaptations of the pla>s and
books acquired by the compan\-, while
Farnham will have entire charge of
the editing and titling of each prcxlucr

iiig. No single star's name will top
the productions, but instead each picture will carr.v the services of a group
of' stars, tlierel)\ giving the exhibitor three or four big artists in each
production in place of one as has been
the usual polic\' with other i)rodiicers
in the past.
■' The rights to several l)ig Broadway successes
'
" as well as two ' best
sellers,' the titles of which will be disclosed at an earl_\- date, have already
been acquired b\- the company, and
work on the adaptations have been
Further aniiouiiccmenls of the acstarted.
quisition of stars, titles of i)ooks and
" The productions will be staged
under the personal direction of James plays and the plans of distribution
Vincent, who is responsible for the will be made at an earlv date.

Head

Dies Suddenly
egfried Rose, brother of Morr.^
, president of the Pioneer Film
vioration. died suddenly in his
c in the Longacre Building, Times
are. New York, on January 9.
r. Rose w as interested with h:s
her Morris in the insurance husi- transacted under the name of
-ris Rose, Inc. He also had had
. nsive interests both in the theat.' and film business.
\ hile hi< activities were devoted to
vide t'leld, his onname was seldom
with his many
rd in connecti
Ikban

Picture Nearing
Completion in West
1 Lesser announces that tieorge
in is rapidly completing his first
ire. "One Man In A Million.' at
Beban Studios in California. Be1 le> acting as the star, manager and
ducer, Mr. Beban also wrote the
Mr. Lesser is now making plans
distribution and exploitation of this
lire, and has also completed arr.iiigements for Mr. Beban's personal
lour with the picture, in which the star
will appear in a prologxie.

To

tioii."
Right
Series
Probalilx ne\er l)el\)rc li.i> li e indeHerman Jans Announces
IKiideiit exchange had the opportunity
1)1 ac(|u:ring for release a series of
Features Included
features. It is generally the opinion
of such exchange men that they are
on Release List
extremely fortunate to be able to sign
contracts for one such feature at a
will produce a filmizalion of C. Bel- time, but with the Jans pictures it is
mont Davis' hesL seller, "Nothing a case of being able to guarantee their
customers a series of real features,
Commenting on forthcoming re- pictures that the producers have
leases, the Jans Pictures, Inc., has pledged to make decidedly out of the
a Year." the
issued
following
statement : ordinary- and real box-ofiice attractions.
" Offers have come from many parts
of the country from state right buyers
who are anxious to sign up for the
Jans productions, and it is expected
that territory will quickly be sold. Mr.
Jans states that those independent exchange men who want to contract for
this series of features should lose no
time in getting in touch with him.
Territory will be disposed of on the
' first come, first served ' basis, and
it cannot be supposed that an opportunity of this nature will be waiting

Release

ent of
. presid
JA.XSInc.,
F. es,
HER.MA
announces
Jans.XPictur
that his company will release
their series of features on the state
rights basis. Thi first series of feature,-,
to be state righted under this plan will
be the pictures being produced by B.
.A.. Rolfe with Olive Tell as the star.
The initial release will be " Love
Without Question." a photodramatic
adaptation of C. Wadsworth Camp's
well-known novel, " The -Abandoned
Room," following which Mr. Rolfe

State

Pioneer

Southern Distributing Unit Formed
A. C. Bromberg announces that he
is no longer associated with the Southeastern Pictures Corporation and that
he with several exhibitors has organized an independent buying and renting
exchange to be known as "Arthur C.
Bromberg Attractions", with headquarters at 73 Walton street, Atlanta,
Georgia. This concern is reported to
be distributors for the Essanay-Chaplin features in the South.
New

This is Wray Physoic (pronounce it correctly), director of Pioneer's " Facts and
Follies." looking over one of the " follies " for " facts "

Plans Non-Theatrical Department
During
the
last
month the Pioneer
long."
System of Co-operative Exchanges
have been trying out several experiments. One of these experiments
dealt with the possibilities lying in the
non-theatrical field. A study of the
market for Pioneer attractions in
churches, schools and social work
centres has convinced the Pioneer
general staff that 'the time is ripe for
the establishment of a non-theatrical
department to serve this important
field'.

'
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Print
"U-35"
Buys
Astor
To Use It for Private Showing; Territory Selling Fast on
on U-Boat Film
VINCENT ASTOR attended the submarine was nicknamed " PennyCapitol theatre, New York, and arch Pete." Seaplanes were sent from
the Noma in search of the invader
sa>y ■■ The Log of the U-35," showing
there the week of January 5. It is said and depth bombs were dropped over
that he was so impressed with the pic- the place she was last seen, in an effort
ture that he purchased a positive print
destroy
C. B. it."
Price Co., Inc., announces
of it from the C. B. Price Co., Inc., to The
for private showing in his own home. that it has sold state rights for " The
Log of :theArrow
U-35 "Film
to the
" It possesses special charm to Mr. As- concerns
Co.following
of St.
tor," says the C. B. Price Company,
" on account of his services as lieuten- Louis, for eastern Missouri and southern Illinois; Crescent Film Co. of
ant-com ander inthe United States
Navy, during the world war, on the Kansas City, for western Missouri and
submarine chaser Noma, his own pri- Kansas; Alexander Film Corporation,
vate yacht, which he loaned to the 130 West 46th street. New York City,
United States Government. It is up to Albany and northern New Jerthought that the U-35 had fired on the
sey; Equity Pictures Co., San FranNoma. The Noma at the time was
cisco, for California, Nevada, Arizona
patrolling the Pennyarch district of and Hawaii ; Metro Pictures, Philadelphia, for eastern Pennsylvania and
the ocean and for that reason the unknown commander of the mysterious southern New Jersey.
A new version of the famous classic is to be found in Arrow's newest Hank Man
comedy, " Romeo and Juliet "
Industry
M. H.

Booming
in Canada
Hoffman
of Pioneer Back

from Trip Reports
HOFFMAN, general manMH.
• ager of the Pioneer, after an
extensive tour of Canada, is now back
at the New York headquarters. Mr.
Hoffman's trip was confined to a close
study of conditions in the eastern section of the Dominion.
In speaking of his observations of
conditions over the border, Mr. Hoff"Don't that
let the
anyAmerican
Yankee
think man
forsaid:
a moment
habit of indomitable push and wide
energy is confined to the States.

Progressive Spirit
" One has only to talk to the leading
Canadians to be convinced that the
Dominion is electrified with boundless
possibilities. The next few years will
see Canada one of the most progressive countries in the world.
" This spirit is particularly evident
in film circles. The film business is
going ahead by leaps and bounds, large
theatres are being constructed, and if
the plans of the Canadian contributors
are only half realized we may look
for results that will be second to none.
" I had heard that Canada was on
the forward march, but not until I
went there did I realize the great extent of this progressive movement. I
came away with memories of many a
delightful chat with unknown friends
whom I met on the street, in hotels
and on the trains. The man in the
street as well as those in high authority all seem inspired with this grim
determination to secure for Canada a
'Place in the Sun.'

''State-Right
Manheimer
Market

Is Getting

MR. E. S. MANHEIMER, General Manager, Schomer-Ross
Productions, Inc., waxes enthusiastic
over the reported rapidity of the sales
of state rights on " The Sacred
Flame." " Seems as though the independent exchanges and state rights
buyer are growing faster than any
other branch of the industry," says
Mr. Manheimer. " At least, so I am
led to believe from the number of inquiries we have received on ' The
Sacred Flame,' starring Emily Stevens. I thought that I knew the majority of state rights buyers and independent exchange men, having
spent the last twelve years in this
particular branch of the film business,
but the number of independents are
doubling and tripling, to me a healthy
indication, disputing entirely the idea
that the film business is in the hands

Triple

FirstJohn
viewW.of Gray,
the new
Mind,"
Arthur inB.theReeve
and
with serial,
Pauline," The
Paul Mystery
Panzer, and
other produced
well knownby players
cast

Field Growing
Says That the Independent

Role

in

a Rapid

Expansion

of a dozen powerful producers.
" ' The Sacred Flame,' with M
Stevens, offers a splendid vehicle 1
this popular star. It is distinctly
American
story dealing with
American characters.
People wa
human stories dealing with hum
beings as they live and work. Tt |
' The Sacred Flame ' contains all t
red-blooded elements of human i
terest is proven by the splendid cri
cisms of the hardened critics in ai
outMr.of Manheimer
the film industry."
makes his offic
at 126 West 46th Street, New Yor
and wishes to say to the trade that i
elaborate advertising and publici
campaign book is now in the printer
hands, which will contain an unusua
ly elaborate series of newspaper di
play ads, pubhcitj- material and hel]
ful suggestions for exhibitors.

Monopol

Filn

Statement Made on " Crimson Shoals "
Picture Role
of Triple
Story
Gives
Company have presented a background for th
Pictures statement
Monopol
THE
the following
has issued
story at once dramatic and beautifi
with regards to its feature attraction, in its ruggedness. There is a stron
" Crimson Shoals," now for sale on romantic theme running current wit
the' independent market :
the action, and the ever-present nov
" ' Crimson Shoals,' a feature offer- elty of one actor seen repeatedly i:
ing that combines a dramatic story three characterizations at the sam
with what is claimed to be the first time in the same scene.
successful example of a consistent
"Monopol Pictures Company ar
triple characterization running carrying on an exhaustive campaigi
throughout a story, is one of Mono- with the feature, and meeting will
response in the way of terri
pol Pictures
on the
marketCompany's
just now. big novelties healthy
torial bids. The picture has big nov
■' The story is a tale of feud between elty as its first recommendation
father, son and grandson, the two added to this is an excellent cast an(
former being unaware of the identity
of the third. Its action takes place a snappy melodramatic storj'. Som<
on an uncharted island, somewhere in of the photography, too, notably th«
stretches of sea-swept sand anc
a locality where vast wealths of coral great
rock, has occasioned favorable com
are found and where nature is said to

BRIGHAM YOUNG
B9ASTeD OF KttPTWENTY Wives
HAPPY. ..IF YOUR.
HU5BANP BOASTS OF
WHAT HE DOES FOR
YOU- REFER HIM TO
"WHO'S O'HO" IN
SALT LAKE CITY.

MOU^B

THS

/TAA

^ILK

or A TUOWSMO

CHOTION/i.,

AND
MU/BAND/

^

***
ey
v
wi
IC
UQILK
CALICO
WIVES"of
LHUSBANDS
to O
you a AND
perfect
combination
CAbrings
Box Office Title, perfect production and
Star, a truly rare combination in pictures ; one
that guarantees you real profits. To back you up,
we have already prepared a wonderful advertising
and publicity campaign book filled with unique
advertising and publicity to help you put this

production
withadvise
a smash.'
Communicate
with us and over
we will
you from
whom you
can book "SILK HUSBANDS AND CALICO
WIVES" in your territory. EXTRA— Independent Exchanges and State Rights Buyers, communicate with us for big special proposition on
this picture.

EfiiUITY
AEOLIAN UALL

PIOrUDES

HARRV

GARw/^ON

CLADA

announcp^

NMBALL

YOUNG
IVi

' THE

CODBIDDEN

"Jyom the famous "BookM
hif LE MOREAM
J.COFFEE
'
7\ BEAUTIFUL
eOCMTh
OLOVE STORY OF TWO
W
fSeMTS ... A SUMPTUOUSLY IMVESTeP FROPUCTIQN,U(NU5UAL 1(N THeME.BRI LLl AMT IN
-

' ACTIOfN AMD CHARMING BEYOND VX/0RD5
A^CINEMA ACeonPLlSHMENT PROMISING
U(Ne QF THE BIGGEST PICTURE SUCCESSEC
IfN YEARS
DISTRIBUTED BY

E#UITY
AEOLIAN UALL

PICTURES

Playing
CLARA

Capacity

Everywhere

KIMBALL

YOUNG

Directed by Albert Parker
YOUTH

Garson
"EYESPresentfd b\ Harry
OF
MR. WILLIAM A. BRADY, recognized among
exhibitors as one of the ablest judges of successful moving picture productions, has named the

UTrpYES
OF YOUTH"
pleasedis capacity
audiences
on opening
day. Picture
all and more
than
you claimed for it. Clara Kimball Young has
set newer and higher standard for herself. You are to
be congratulated on being able to offer exhibitors a
production of such excellence.— THIRD STREET
THEATRE, Easton, Pa. "Eyes of Youth" opened
New Year's Day. Turned away hundreds. Friday big
as opening. Saturday had waiting line block long
breaking records "Miracle Man" and "Broken Blossoms." Congratulations on your wonderful attraction.
—MAJESTIC THEATRE, Portland, Ore. "Eyes of
Youth" opened tremendous. Your picture a masterpiece.—HIPPODROME THEATRE, AUentown, Pa.

"big five" winners of the season. "Eyes of Youth" is up
front among these five. Thousands of exhibitors already
understand why Mr. Brady picked "Eyes of Youth,"
and if Mr. Brady could but see the flood of congratulatory telegrams received daily at the Equity offices he
would appreciate that his selection is one hundred
percent. The wires printed here are a sample of hundreds received with others coming in constantly. Guide
yourself by these expressions from the biggest first
run theatres in the land.
Communicate with your nearest

EQUITY franchise holder for
playing "Engagements on "EYES OF YOUTH" for Your Theatre
EQUITY
U K* Sombom
AEOLIAN UALL

"

PICTUDES
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24, i g 2 o

Protests Bill Against
" Thrill " Pictures
Senator Gore of Oklahoma is reported to have introduced a bill to prohibit Interstate transportation of
blood and thunder" films or "stills".
Arthur B. Kecve, vice-president of the
Supreme Pictures, Inc., takes issue with
the senator in a lengthy statement from
which the following pertinent remarks
have been taken :
"Why not assail the daily newspapers
ihat print thrilling stories of sensational murders, robberies and deeds of
heroism as well as crime?" Mr. Reeve
protests indignantly. "Why not forbid
the reading of all history, which is
filled with thrills?"
"Gore's bill would do away with
\f other Goose, with all fairy tales and
onds, ail folk songs; all are thrills
>\ I itten to stir human nature from the
baby to the bearded warrior." in SenUnder the principle involved
ator Gore's proposed bill, says Mr.
Reeve: "Our heroes would go down
through the coming ages unhonored
and unsung, for their stories are
'thrillers" of the most pronounced
' blood and thunder " type."

Lesser Organization

Ex-

Eye is "now
Sky"
The Sol Lesser ploitingorganization
under way on a national exploitation
the six reel
"Sky-Eye,"
:ampaign
aero
featureforwhich
is being released on
state right basis. The territories
which Mr. Lesser controls personally,
namely Ohio, Seattle, California, Nevada, Arizona, and Greater New York,
have also made preparations for local
exploitation, and many bookings are
reported for this feature. Irving Lesser is now on his way from the coast
to make special showings in Chicago,
where it is stated he will receive the
co-operation of the Curtiss Aeroplane
and Motor Corporation.
National

Film

Corp.

Is

Wholly Independent
" There has been much confusion,
especially recently, resulting from similarity in the name of the National
Film Corporation of America and other
producing and releasing firms," states
Capt. Harry M. Rubey, president of
National Film Corporation of America,
■' so I think that it is best for all concerned that I reiterate that the National Film Corporation of America
has never been, and never will be, allied with any other concern. We are
independent producers and intend so to
remain."
Alexander

Film

Corp.

Gets " U 35 " Film
According to a report from the
.'Mexander Film Corporation, contracts
were closed today between the C. B.
Price Company and the Alexander
Film Corporation for the Log of the
"U 35," now playing at the Capitol
Theatre, New York City. The latter
corporation will handle the distribution
of this two-reel picture in New York
and northern Jersey. This is the
initial release of the Alexander Company, which takes over the fourth floor
3f the Leavitt building on February
1st, it is stated.

The appeal of " Empty Arms," in which Gail Kane is being star red and to be placed on the market in the near future, may be
judged by this cut. It is a heart-interest story of unusual worth according to those who have seen the picture

"Empty
Arms"
Ready
Park-Whiteside
Picture
the Lester
TY ARMS,"
^^|—«MP
rd Whiteside
Park-Edwa
pro' ^ duction, just completed at the
Made with PainstakThanhouser Studios at New Rochelle,
ing Care to Detail
was this week voted a sensation by a
number of magazine and newspaper
"Thurston Hall, who is scoring
editors who saw it privately projected.
The basic theme of the photoplay is the a pronounced personal hit as the
glorification of Motherhood.
star insuccess
'Civilian
the
current
at Clothes,'
the Morosco
The story is from the pen of Willard- Theatre, appears opposite Miss
King Bradley, well-known contributor
to nationally-circulated periodicals, who Kane in 'Empty Arms.' He porhas to his credit scores of successful
trays the exacting role of Bruce Gordon, a wealthy clubman whose love
screen stories, included among which
are a number of the early Biograph for Diane Summers is so great that he
thrusts aside his desires for a home
pictures. Bradley also wrote the con- and all that it means in order to satisfy
tinuity of "Empty Arms" and assisted
in its production.
"In 'Empty Arms,' " Mr. Park says,
"I am confident we have one of the
pictures of 1920 — a picture, I'm certain,
which will not be forgotten once the
screen goes black after the final fadeout.
"I attribute the indubitable merit
possessed
'Empty
Arms' planned
to the fact
that it wasby so
carefully
out

her Nature-defying
whims, marrying
for
her with the Market
understanding that they
are to be nothing more than mere
friends.
"The 'heavy' role in 'Empty Arms'
has fallen to J. Herbert Frank, whose
work opposite Mary Pickford, Norma
Talmadge, Alice Brady, Constance
Talmadge and Mabel Normand.
"The camera work was handled by
Harry Keepers and George Benoit, who
have produced a negative of unusual
clarity
and brilliance."as to how ''Empty
No announcement
Arms" will be handled has as yet been
made by either Mr. Park or Mr.
Whiteside.

and not rushed haphazardly into production, as so frequently is the case
nowadays in certain studios where such
annoying things as release-dates must
be lived up to.
"It was early in July of last year
when Willard King Bradley, the
author of 'Empty Arms,' brought me
the story. After reading it, I perceived
at once that it contained splendid possibilities.
"After purchasing the story and engaging its author to write the con
tinuity, I began to look about for a
woman star, one who was possessed
ity.both beauty and genuine acting abilof
"Somebody suggested Gail Kane, and
immediately I realized that she was the
one star who could do justice to the
part. I communicated with her personal representative who informed me
that Miss Kane was touring the larger
cities with the A. H. Woods success,
'The Woman in Room 13.'
"Deciding to have Miss Kane at any
cost, I personally called on her in Baltimore, where she was playing a oneweek engagement. My business necessitated three visits, but I finally succeeded in persuading her to affix her
signature to a contract I had brought
with me.

Marie Provost the Mack Sennett comedienne who appears in the latest Sennett-Paramount
comedy "The Speakeasy"
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on^i^ Episodes

.1 Si-iisatioiiiil l'i<\-iil\-foiir-slu\'t stand for IVarncr's " The Lost City," starring Juauita Hansen
Frohman Compan>- in
the South to Take Scenes
The entire cast anil directorial slati,
now engaged in the niakint; oi The
Frohman Amiisemem Corporation
serial, "The Invisible i'(a\,"' left la-i
Aveek for Jacksonville and Miami.
Florida, there to take the water episodes that appear in that production.
■"The Invisible Ray" is said to ha\e .i
wide variety of locations, and among
these are scenes laid on docks, steam
yachts, motor launches, hydroplanes
and aeroplanes. In order to insure
fidelity to detail, it was found necessary
to proceed to southern waters whert
water craft of a wide variety finds
refuge for the winter. It is expected
that the compan\ will remain south for
about two weeks.
British

Company

Gets

" Auction of Souls "
The General Film Renting Company
of England, recently purchased through
David P. Howells, foreign representative of First National Exhibitors Circuit, "Auction of Souls"' for British
Isles. This picture is being given wide
publicity, and is looked upon by the
British exhibitor as something out of
the ordinary. It was shown privately
at the Queens Hall. London, and a
trade showins? ■'''•s also aivcn a"
the London Colisemn. Considerable
enthusiasm greeted the picture at both
screenings, it is said. Negotiations for
this production were carried out
Mr. H. D. Hardwicke. managing director for the General Film Co.

W.

Playter
Newly
Being

Announces

Acquired
Perfected

Ne

s

Rights on " Lost Cit;
Selling Fast
Word comes from the \\ ai
Brothers' offices, where the territc
rights of the big wild animal se
" The Lost City," are rapidly bi
disposed of, that the advertising r
ter available to assist the exhibitor
the exploitation of the serial is \
complete and of the best material
An advance reel of 350 feet, sh
ing big scenes taken from the st
which will surel\ arouse interest
available.
The press book, which is now
work, is said to be the most elabo
ever issued with a serial, and will ^
ready for the exhibitors within
weeks. The book consists of sixt |i
pages, with colored covers of ora
and black beautifully blended.
The lobby display consists of ele r
b\ fourteen photographs, eight ii i
set, and a title card, also twenty- :
by twenty-eight photographs, three •
a set, consisting of a photograph t
the star and sensational scenes.

Plans

Plant in Spokane Is
for Extensive Work
signed with International Films, Inc.,
THK Fla.Mcr I'liotoplaycrs. Inc., A. D. Frost, president, whereby this
since purchasing the niotion-piclure plant and equipment at Mimiehaha last corporation will build four big
Park. Spokane. Wash., some three feature productions during 1920. The
months ago, h:i\e been busily engaged, first of these will be an exceptional
not only in buildin.g a big feature pro- story by J. Winthrop Kelly, whose
duction for the Cathrine Curtis cor- record embraces the Williamson ' Subporation, bin ha\e perfected their ormarine Eye,' Maurice Tourneur's
ganization and facilities for the manuspectacular production ' Sporting Life,'
facture of a varietl program of feature and
' A Daughter of the Sea.'
and comedy motion-pictures for the
" .\'egt)tiations arc now nearing comcoming year, according to W ellington
pletion whereby the Playter PhotoA. I'laxter, president. He says:
players will acquire several well-known
stories from the pen of James Oliver
" The negative secured by the
Cathrine Curtis corporation has Curvvood and Ralph Coimor. Holman
proved, be>ond the shadow of a doubt, Day has also entered into negotiations
not only the ([uality of the sunlight relative to some of his popular works,
here in tht' Inland Empire but the ex- so that the available material controlled by the Playter corporation will
ceptional grandeur of its scenic values.
Miss Curiis, and those who have
viewed the finished product thus far, mean big things during 1<)20.''
have all concurred in the opinion that
Correction of a State
Spokane and its environs are destined
Right Announcement
for. big things in the motion-picture
field.
The British-.-\merican Pictures Finance Corporation takes exception to
" The Pla\ ter Phoioplayers will soon
begin the production of 25 one reel a recent amiouncement appearing in
comedies, releasing these once e\er.\ the News under the heading, " Hallmark Has Territory on Grossman
two weeks throughout the ensuing
Feature,"
which advised to the effect
yt ar. Contracts ha\ c alreadx- been that Hallmark
Pictures Corporation
had purchased from the Grossman
Pictures, Inc., the American and Canadian rights for " Wits vs. Wits."
The British-American Pictures Finance Corporation in its communication says, " This picture has been purchased by us for the American and
Canadian rights, and we have paid the

*'The Return of Tarzan"
Cast Ciets Additions
When Numa Pictures Corporation
engaged the animals for the cast presenting "The Return of Tarzan. " now
nearing completion in California, the.\took the trainer's word for it that
there were to be 7 lions and lionesses.
2 tigers, 3 elephants and an assonnient of monkeys and apes in the o\nfit. Two days after jungle stuff was
started, the cast was augmented liy
four cubs — rolly-poly children of a
somber-eyed lioness. The cubs arc ten
days old and doing nicely according to
James Vincent, who directed " The Woman
latest advices.
in Grey," the Serico serial

Picture

New Tyrad Offering
I he starling of the new yc.
been signalized by the Tyra
tures. Inc., in assembling a b _ •
gram for release during the myiiui
January.
During
first month
the y three
new thefeatures
makeof their
pearance, commencing with the Be hardt presentation of " It Happe: I
in Paris." followed in turn by the
itial Johnny Dooley Comedy, "Sc
Mind Reader," and "Small Trop
Fish," the first of Prof. W. L. Brir
" W onders of Nature " series, the
ter two subjects having been relea
on " Januarx'
15. in Paris" was w
It Happened
ten by Mme. Sarah Bernhardt es
cially
Rutt. for her protege, Mme. Yors
who is co-starred with W. Law:
National

Film

Series

Begin Shortly
Preliminary details for adding t
more producing units to the Natio
Film Corporation's roster have bi
completed
at the Active
W'est production
Coast stud
of that concern.
the first " of
National's
.\merican
seriestheof features
will "J
cc
mcnce about January 15, when
initial scenes of " Mary Minds IBusiness," a Ladies Home Jour
serial
written by George
W'estv
will bestor>-,
photographed.
The film

sion is by Mildred Considine. " M:
Minds Her Business " will run serij
in the Journal until March, when it ^
be published in book form, accord
cash
it."
HalforClarendon
with the manager.
to I. Bernstein, National's product
Monopol Pictures Co.
Hal Clarendon is responsible for the Pioneer Feature Sold
direction of Monopol's big feature.
" Alma, Where Do You Live? " With
Royal Film Service
Riuli MacTammany and George LarThe Pioneer Film Corporation :
kin, the picture is, according to reports
nounces the purchase of its prodfrom the home-office, attaining success tion.
" Atonement," by the Royal Fi
throughout territories playing it. Com- Service
of London, through its ch
bined with a song-revue of numbers executive, L. L. Lorie. Two d;
from the original Kitty Gordon produc- after the sale was made, Mr. Lo
tion of the speaking stage, the novelty closed deals in New York for seve
as well as the quality of the attraction important continental and Soi
is said to be registering.
-American territories, it is stated.
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Earle Williams hasn't lost his movie job and gone " soda jumping." This is
merely a scene in the drug store episode of Vitagraph's production of " The
Fortune Hunter"

Personal

and

George Fitzmaurice is using an unusually effective set, of Moorish design, in the " Man Who Killed," starring Mae Murray. Holmes E. Herbert,
who has done excellent work in a number of Famous Players productions recently, is playing one of the leads,
while David Powell has the other.

Otkerwise

rose colored ribbon, was seated in a
stage box, surrounded by an interested
audience, while Ralph Kellard and
Billy Bann, of Yip, Yip, Yaphank fame
and three other female impersonators
entertained them on a real stage.
The United States Photoplay Corp.
have under contract Lt. B. W. Maynard, the Flying Parson, Tod Sloan,
the Premier Jockey of the World, and
" Kid " Broad. They have leased the
Lincoln Studio at Grantwood, N. J.,
for two years for the production of
" Determination," " The Home of
Man," " The Soul of Man " and " Deception." It is planned to make all
these productions ten-reelers, and the
estimated cost of " Determination "
alone
" Determination
said tois be$500,000.
a Whitechapel
story and " anis

Frank Losee thinks it would be a
good idea if newspaper reporters, before going out to interview members
of the profession, would post themselves about some of the well-known
names of bygone days, at least. After
a recent death in Mr. Losee's family,
a representative called to see Mrs.
Losee, and the Famous Players leading
man reports the conversation as follows : Reporter, " Whose house is this
— Mr. Loos'?" "No, Mr. Losee's."
including four interna"Who is he? What does he do?" Apachetionalstory,
sporting events.
" Mr. Losee is an actor, a descendant
of Jefferson's." "Jefferson? Who
Myrtle Stedman has finished her picwas he? " " Mr. Jefferson was also an
ture "Sex" with Louise Glaum, and
actor." "What was his first name?"
is now playing opposite her old time
favorite, Hobart Bosworth, in Jack
Miriam Batista, aged five and a half, London's " Sea Wolf." Miss Stedman
who is appearing nightly at the Stand- will portray the character of Maud
ard theatre in " The Whirlwind," is Brewster, and believes that it will offer
playing the part that Alma Rubens will
her an opportunity for great versaafterwards complete, in the Interna- tility.
tional production of " Humoresque."
That is, Miriam is playing the child
who grows into the girl that Miss
Rubens will impersonate. Frank Borzage is directing the picture, and last
week two scenes, calling for different
players, were in progress at the same
time, while Mr. Borzage supervised
them both.
On a floor above, at the same
studio, Robert Leonard was busy with
a supposedly amateur performance
given by the college boys in " The
Restless Sex." Marion Davies, looking
very lovely in a charmingly simple pale
blue georgette dress with a large garden hat hanging down her back by a

May McAvoy writes that she. is having the most delightful time in New
Orleans as a member of Alice Joyce's
company
in "ofThetheSporting
Duchess."
One feature
production
is the
race track scenes, which, of course,
necessitated the members of the company being frequently at the track, and
Miss McAvoy discovered that betting
on the horses was one of the most exciting sports she had ever tried. She
also visited an orange grove and was
allowed to pick oranges and grapefruit
from the trees herself. She is accompanied by her mother and will visit
friends in Jacksonville and Savannah
before returning home.

Mr. Jiggs and Family
Arrive in Los Angeles
Great stars of the stage and screen
arrive almost daily in Los Angeles
with scarcely a ripple on the surface of
civic affairs and it is not often that
official cognizance is taken of such an
event. So it was nothing short of a
sensation when the chief officials of
the city went to the Santa Fe station
upon the arrival of the Overland
Limited a few days ago and formally
welcomed to "Califilmia", the famous
Mr. Jiggs, his wife Maggie and their
handsome daughter Nora, the three
famous cartoon creations of Artist
George McManus.
As the Limited came to a stop
cameras started clicking. A beautiful
young lady swathed in furs stepped off
to the station platform first. The
crowd quickly recognized her as
" daughter." She motioned excitedly
toward the There
pullmanwasanda " shout
Maggie of"
emerged.
laughter and welcome. Then both
cried out to father and out he came
loaded with baggage which he refused
to trust to a dusky redcap. There
wasn't any doubt as to his identity in
the mind of a single spectator.
When Mr. Jiggs had safely reached
the platform followed by his secretary,
the formalities began. Director Al
Christie, under whose guidance the
"Bringing Up Father" comedies are being made, stepped forward and greeted
the family. Then he introduced
" J'ggs " to the temporary head of the
city administration, President Boyle
Workman of the City Council. Acting
Mayor Workman officially welcomed
the Jiggs family. Ivan St. Johns,
secretary to Mayor Snyder, then
stepped forward with the great key to
the city which has been presented to
so many notables in the past. It was
gravely proffered to Mr. Jiggs.
" Ah, the key to the mayor's cellar ! "
said Jiggs with an anticipatory smile.
" No," declared the acting maj-or
with
a laugh
the disappointed
key to the cit}'."
" Oh,"
was ; "the
reply,
" that's too bad."
Then Chief of Police George Home
was introduced and Jiggs stepped forward with his best smile and his right
hand pushed forward. But the chief
ignored the proffered hand.

Normareturned
Phillips,to the
Mutual Girl," who
has
the "screen
siderable absence after a con" There seems to be some mistake,
said
the you
chiefnotsternly.
" I came
to warn
to welcome
you. her
Rt
member, everything will be O. K. bi
no The
rough
goesJiggs
here."is being take
rolestuff
of Mr.
by Johnny Ray of vaudeville fami
Margaret FitzRoy, a well-known char
acter woman, is " Maggie " and Laur
LaPlante, one of the prettiest of th
Christie girls, is the heiress to th
Jiggs fortunes. Other well-know:
film players who will be seen in th
first comedy are Ward Caulfield, Jacl
Henderson, George George, Eddi
Baker and ^addy McGuire
French Actress Plans
Return to Screen
Madame Pettite, a former Frend
actress, announces her intention to rc
turn to the screen in this country. I
is said that she was formerly asso
ciated with the speaking stag<
in France and worked in Path<
pictures abroad up until sb
j'ears ago, when she came tc
this country. Madame Pettite expresse
her desire to get in touch with som(
of the American producers througi
her representative, Leo Bauernfreunc
of 1212 Seneca avenue, New York.

The arrival of Mr. Jiggs and family in Los Angeles
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In the center below is Earl Schenck, flanked on left and right respectively byHenry G. Sell and Percy Marmont.
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Dorothy

Dalton
and

Picture

of

N e 'a

Stage

Screen

traffic on my way to the studio, it isi
a vital matter, but if I should go out
dinner, and a tire should blow out ji
as I was returning for an evening pc
formance — I don't make any dinn
laughingly.
engagements, that's all," she finish'
Just here we discovered that M
Knowles was looking for his star, at
we turned away with an impression <
a very ambitious, enthusiastic, ene
getic girl, with tremendous vitality,
keen love of life and an intense desi:
to experience all the thrills and all tl
sensations that life has to offer; wil
a complete realization that nothing
they're even more attractive off the worth having that isn't worth worldc
for. —.1/. /.
screen than they are on it.
W'e happened to find her discussing
a scene with her director, Harley
On Sunday last there was a douh
Knowles, at the studio, something wedding at five o'clock at the litti
about the set didn't please Mr. church at 139th street and 7th avenU'
Knowles exactly, and while she waited which was of great interest to all th
we seized the opportunity for a little members of the Marion Davies coir
that. As every fan knows, Miss Dal- pany. The brides were Miss Hele
ton is playing the principal role in the Miller and Miss Rita Cherry, an
spectacular production of " Aphro- their respective bridegrooms wer
dite " at the Century theatre, and at Chaddie Graham and James Sweene>
the same time is keeping up with her Chaddie started his professional caree
regular schedule of film work. Just at the Biograph under Griffith, ha
now the screen story on which she is since been with Metro and Madam
at work is one of Sir James M. Bar- Petrova. and is now with Interna
rie's, " Half an Hour," and it will be tional, bringing with him eight year;
her first production under Famous experience as property man. Durin;
the entire eight years he and Jimm;
Players-Lasky management. F"amous.
•by the way, assures us that, in spite of worked together, and the final proo
many facetious suggestions for differ- of their friendship was given whei
they told their future wives that the;
ent titles, such as " Thirty Minutes " would
even like to be married together
and " One Twenty-fourth of a Day,'" So
the church was beautifully dcco
" Half an Hour " will be released under its own name and the original rated with chrysanthemums, and Mis
Davies signified her approval by at
story will be followed closely.
" Tell us about the wonderful sum- tending the ceremony.
mer," we urged, while we admired
.Miss Dalton's superb sable coat, blue
sequins over l)lack satin showing
slightly between its opening, and tiny
"The Market Place for
brown satin toque with a magnificent
brown bird of paradise standing
Players — The Professional
straight up in front.
" What do >ou do when you do what
\ i)u please ? " we concluded.
Section's Pages."
■■ Out-of-door sports,'" she exclaimed. I" like them much better
than parties and dinners and dances.
I should like to take a house on Long
Island with a beach all my own, and
l)uy the fastest motor boat that"s made,
and Oh — um
! '' (We wish we
could transcribe the tones of her voice,
for Dorothy Dalton says far more hy
modulation than inere words can tell. )
■' I don't care much about yachts,"' she
w cut on. ■■ I want a speed boat — and
I want a fast one I I want a horse,
too," she added. " and an open car to
drive myself. Oh, I do hope I can
have at least six weeks in which to do
I'M thenotstudio
doinganda single
outside
theatre thing
but sleeping,
hut I'm going to make up for all this
work next summer. If you only knew
the marvelous summer I'm planning!"
Dorothy Dalton's eyes glistened, her
\oice was full of enthusiasm, and she
looked so buoyant and happy that no
one would ever have guessed that she
was working from 10 A.M. to 12 P.M.
every day in the week except Sunday,
and every week in the year from September till, presuifiably, next May.
How she does it, and keeps those famous dimples
don't know,
but she
still of
hashers,
the we
i dimples,
and

This
beautiful residence
is Nazimova's
home at Russian
Laurel Canyon,
sonicseclusion
miles from
Los Angeles.
Within its
idalls the brilliant
star seeks
and
rest after her day's zvork at the Metro studios
Making
King
THE Motion Picture Producing
Company of America had remodelled a studio somewiicrc on
Staten Island. That nuich we knew,
and being interested in studios, we contemplated avisit for several months.
Finally our opportunity arrived, and
we w'ere invited to go to see Sammy
Burns and Marion Warner at work on
one of the forthcoming King Cole
Comedies, in whiclr Mr. Burns is
directing and starring. We started for
the studio in question.
After two hours on subways and
ferries and trains, we decided that Mr.
Burns will never have to worry about
securing one of those efficient doorkeepers who almost keep the stars
themselves out of their own studios.
We feel sure that if an extra succeeds
in finding that studio, Mr. Bunis will
give him a job as a detective in his
next production. We have always considered Flatbush remote and Fort Lee
inaccessible, but we recommend Dongan Hills to anyone looking for rest
and quiet far removed from lights and
excitement of Broadway.
We found Mr. Burns and Miss Warlier extremely busy with an important
scene in which a Inist of Napoleon
would subsequently fade into the figure
of Miss Warner's sweetheart, so that
the action had to be timed and placed
very
Mr. heBurns'
patience
seemedcarefully.
endless, and
worked
with

Cole
Comics
We also found that distance from
New York doesn't seem to have pre\cnted the King Cole Comedies from
liaving all the " props " they want for
whatever sets they wish to use. Miss
Warner was supposed to he sleeping
in the coziest kind of a little cozy corner, and there were all sorts of rooms
in other parts of the studio waiting for
their turn to be used. So watch out
for some unusually funny " funnv pictures "in the near future. — 1/. ./.
Doris Kenyon, who has lemporaril)
deserted the screen for the stage production of "The Girl in the Limousine," claims the honor of ha\ing two
books dedicated to her by FuUerton
Waldo, writer and one of the editors
of the Philadelphia Ledger. The first
is a little book of sonne:s, ten in number, which Miss Kenyon declares exquisite in quality and sentiment. The
second is written around Mr. Waldo's
experience in Labrador where he spent
last summer with Dr. Grenfell, the explorer. In his review of Dr. Kenyon's
collection of verse, "The Harvest
Home", to which his daughter contributed nine poems, Mr. W aldo says
that Miss Kenyon has a candor of expression fine and true — the candor of
such a girl as Lorna Doone must ha\ e
been — or a Shakespearian heroine.

absolute concentration and thoroughness. Miss Warner was equally
serious and anxious to have her
slightest movements right.
The act that impressed us most was
the infinite care and serious labor tliat
go into just a few feet of film that are
run ofT on the screen in less than a
minute. During that minute the action
must serve its purpose by bringing a
hearty laugh from the audience, who
probably wonder, if they think about
it at all, " Do they get paid for doing
that?" Often the action that looks the
easiest and the quickest, is that over
which the most sincere efTort and
hardest work has been spent. It really
isn't easy to make bits of humor from
a typewritten script look perfectiv „
uut. ■
jumvi^-ij
• 1 » Intal.' Some
It is owned by Mabel Cloud,
ineous and , accide
^ho back.
is appearing
with Constance Talmadge

all that some tiine ! "
" How do you like your venture, into
the theatrical world?" we inquired.
■' I lore it." she responded with the
emphasis that she puts upon ever\tliing she sa> s, '' but there's a terrible
sense of responsibilit.\' that goes with
stage work, that one doesn't have in
pictures. I'm always worried for fear
I might not be there when my call
comes for me to go on the stage, and
if it should ever happen that I weren't,
well, I can't imagine what they would
do. It's too frightful to think about.
You see. if m>- car gets caught in the

A enlisted
new picture
Barbara
Castleton
underof the
Coldwyn
bannernow
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A
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Service

Fiction
Department

for

Producers

and

Mart
Studio

Single Track

BOOK AND MAGAZINE
STORIES RECENTLY
By Douglas Grant
laracter
of
Story:
Adventure.
Tcme: Romancf.
BOUGHT
FOR THE SCREEN
^: acter»: Janetfa Gildcrslecvr ; Oliphaiit
Icrsleevc, her brnthrr; Andrew Geddes,
s RIVER'S END, by James Oliver Curwood; Marshall
HE
Kuardiap : Adam MacLeod, manager
Nieel Ian.
the Northern Star Mlnlnf; company,
h
T
rdon Winfield and his son, Ronald,
Mystery of the Abandoned Room, by Wadsworth
icrs of their
the l.^natika
Grace
Camp; Jans Pictures.
"held,
niece andCompany;
cousin; Pcrsis
The Branding Iron, by Katherine Newlan Burt; Goldwyn.
! W Everton,
illiam Chcever,
friends jolPeddar,
Janetta's;
The White Moll, by Frank L. Packard; Fox.
cle
her chaperon
her
iKitler;
J. Barnaby Hoyt, Jr., hero; sevBruce of the Circle A, by Harold Titus; Fox.
i eral
miners.
The Last Straw, by Harold Titus; Fox.
he Plot: Janctta Gildersleeve. on her
The Sagebrusher, by Emerson Hough; Benjamin B. Hampton.
> -nty-first
told by which
her guar-i^
:i that thebirthday,
minin); is
company
was^%
The Strongest, Eby IGeorges Clemenceau; Fox.
•Iher
her brother,
always
The Fighting
themandlarge
dividends,which
has has
failed,
due
TH Shepherdess, by Caroline Lockhart; Anita Stewart
Productions.
the enmity and unfair play of Gordon
TilieJd, who has a personal grudge
Polly of the Storm Country, by Grace Miller White; Louis B.
>nst hex family; that a dummy comMayer.
y, the Northern Star, has been formed
The Woman in Gray, by the Williamsons; Serico Pictures.
ontinue working the mine, but that it
'.blish
not be
able
to
do
so.
unless
it
can
A
Hard
Proposition, by Wm. R. Lighten; Goldwyn.
a railroad from the mine to the
The
Place
of Honeymoons, by Harold MacGrath; Pioneer-Atlas.
•f^.>nt does
beforeso. a Whichever
rival company,
the
Hearts and Masks, by Harold MacGrath; National Film.
company
- in laying its tracks first will have
Partners
of
the Night, by Leroy Scott; Goldwyn
^lit of way, and the other will be
The Return of Tarzan, by Edgar Rice Burroughs; Numa Pictures.
■ ed to sell out at any price because it
The Right of Way, by Gilbert Parker; Metro.
I have no transportation facilities.
>tta asks why the Northern Star canSherry, by George Barr McCutcheon; Edgar Lewis.
■ nend enough men to ensure their estabQuincy Adams Sawyer, by C. F. Pidgin; Metro.
ing the road first, and Geddes explains
The Marriage of Little Jeane Sterling, by John S. Wayne;
IA MacLeod
cannot
be
spared
from
the
Vitagraph.
York office, and that it is almost ini— ible to obtain the services of anyone
The Fighting Chance, by Robert W. Chambers; Lasky
can
trust,
that
the
I'natika
are
reFind the Woman, by Gelett Burgess; Fox.
iing to any measures and will bribe
The Law of the Yukon, by Robert W. Service; Mayflower.
• ine they can who is working for the
them Barney
•Star. The
The Penalty, by Gouverneur Morris; Goldwyn.
iged
Hoyt Northern
as their Star
chief have
eiiA Damsel in Distress, by P. G. Wodehouse; World Film.
■ er, and they feel certain that they can
-t him, but they know of no one else to
The Film.
Cinema Murder, by E. Phillips Oppenheim; Cosmopolitan
I Janetta's brother is fighting in
"If goes
Jancttaoutis that
so disturbed
by allin this
The Honey Bee, by Samuel Merwin; American Films
night alone
her
forgets to watch the road, and
Behind the Door, by Gouverneur Morris; Lasky.
■ . in order to avoid a collision with
The
Wild Fawn, by Mary Imlay Taylor; Vera McCord Pro■iuT car,onhastheto side
swerve
off road.
into theA
ductions.
ierbrush
of the
■up happens to be sleeping at the foot
Other Men's Shoes, by Andrew Soutar; Pathe.
1 tree,Theandother
Janetta's
him
Black Pawl, by Ben Ames Williams; Goldwyn.
-htly.
car goescar on,injures
and while
The Paliser Case, by Edgar Saltus; Goldwyn.
.ctta, horror stricken, is wondering what
to do, a young man with a motorcycle
comes to the rescue. She is willing to
give the tramp all of the two hundred
ilollars she has in her purse, but she cannot bear to touch him. The young man
that he is travelling for pleasure. He
English provincial city. He is alone in
'i nds up his bleeding head, tells her
does not remember Janetta, but makes
the office of his employer when a client,
■ rely to give him only a small part of
love
to
her
as
an
attractive
little
store
an old book-dealer calls and dies sudmoney, as that is not the way to
keeper.
She
encourages
him,
hoping
that
denly in the office, after telling Pratt of
-^c amends for careless driving- He
he will tell her what she already suspects,
a will left by old Mallathorpe — who was
- her car back into the road and leaves
that it is his lather who owns the Unatika.
supposed
to have died intestate and whose
' mining
very indignant.
Afterdecides
thinking
property went to a cousin. Mrs. Richard
Hoyt, tives,ofand his
course,
misinterprets
her mo-ai
situation, she
that over
she
friendly
attitude changes
Mallathorpe
and her children. Under
brother's
jilace. inandwhatever
go to
once. Finally, Janctta learns what she
the will, which the dealer found in the
>kataketo her
supervise
the work
pocket of a book bought of the estate,
wants
to
know,
just
as
Winfield's
fathei
ly she can. Without telling her guarand cousin Grace join him on their yacht.
these people would inherit only thirty
■lian, she persuades the butler, who Has
thousand pounds and the rest of the estate
The enmity is then openly acknowledged
-erved her family for twenty years, to go
and there is a fight between the Northern
would go to dowments.
the Pratt
citysteals
for educational
enthe will and
' Manager
• r. posingMacLeod
as her'to father.
send her She
out
Star the
men fight,
and astheherT'natika.
goes
into
men are Janetta
far outnumblackmails
Mrs.
Mallathorpe
into
promint to the company store keeper,
ising him a life stewardship at the estate
bered, and she wants to encourage them.
1 •!ti;ii> her friend. Persi* Cheever, into
for concealing the fact that a will exists.
She is slightly injured, and when she
promising to say that she is spending the
Parrawhite
tells Pratt he was hidden in
gains
consciousness,
she
finds
that
Geddes,
■iummer with her in Maine and to forward
the office when the will was stolen and
the Cheevers, and her brother have learned
letters to her brother from tfiere. When
that
he
must
be counted in on the deal.
of
her
plan
and
followed
her
to
Katalak,
*he reaches the mining town, she finds
They quarrel. Pratt strikes Parrawhite
arriving just in time to save the day for
things much worse even than she had anand
accidentally
kills him. He conceals
the Northern Star. Barney is then preticipated, but she resolves to stav for her
the body in a shaft full of water in a
sented as J. Barnaby Hoyt, Jr., and
brother's
sake
as
well
as
her
own.
She
quarry.
Mrs.
Mallathorpe
plans to do
Janetta
invites
all
her
mining
friends
to
abo finds that Barney Hoyt is no other
away with Pratt. Collingwood arrives to
her wedding in the store in Katalak.
than the man who helped her on the Post Locale:
New York and Katalak, Alaska.
takelovecharge
of hisMallathorpe
uncle's afTairs,
falls
Road the night she went out alone, but
in
with Nesta
who does
High Lights: Alaskan scenes, the
he does not believe that the girl he saw- Picture
not like Pratt. He nearly stumbles on
explosion and fire, the fight.
that night could, by any possibility, go to
Pratt's secretwrites
but just
a mining toj^n to keep a store.
Mallathorpe
Pratt misses
to comeit.toMrs.
see
The meii are very much surprised at The Talleyrand Maxim
her
by
way
of
an
unsafe
bridge
which she
having a girl sent out. but when they sec
has
and Pratt
which arrives
she feelsat
that she is really ready to work, they besure onwillhernotproperty
hold him.
By J. S. Fletcher
come loyal friends, with one exception.
the bridge
in
time
to
see
young
Malla-be
This is Hugh Malison, a miner from the Character of Story: Crime.
thorpe fall through the bridge and
Theme: .\mhition.
killed.
Mrs.
Mallathorpe
now
gives
Pratt
T'natika,
who
comes
to
the
Northern
Stai
-T.re in order to spy on their work. Vari- Characters: Linford Pratt, young attorney;
aaffairs.
power Nesta
of attorney
to act
forbyherthein fact
all
- accidents happen from time to time,
Antony Bartle, book dealer; Eldrick,
is
much
upset
^ch Barney Hoyt believes are caused by
that Pratt is running things and demands
solicitor,
Pratt's employer;
Bartle
Collingwood,
solicitor
and
nephew
of
Bartle
;
he isisunable
an
explanation.
Her mother
Oner L'natika.
of their but
houses
blown toup.prove
and it.a
James Parrawhite. law clerk ; Byner, a
Nesta
confronts Pratt
and he refuses
tells herit.
detective; Esther Mawson. a maid; Mrs.
little later there is a fire. Janetta happens
that
he
has
a
double
hold
on
her
mother.
Richard Mallathorpe. owner of the
to see a suspicious man loitering near
He tells her if she goes to the police he
their wharf one day and warns Hoyt.
Grange ; Harper Mallathorpe, her son ; will
ruin
the
whole
family.
She
tells
Nesta Mallathorpe, her daughter; Reuben
Eldrick. Eldrick hears from a firm in
T'pon
thathave
the
Murgatroyd.
wharf investigation
was wired andthey
woulddiscover
probablv
London
who
are
searching
for
Parrabeen blown up that night. Next Ronald The Plot: Linford Pratt is an ambitious
white who has been left a legacy.
and unscrupulous young lawyer in an
\\ infield appears upon the scene, saying
.\larmed, Pratt bribes Murgatroyd, a poor
1
L

Executives

111

jeweler who books steamer passages on
the side, to say that he sold a passage
to America to Parrawhite. Detectives
visit
Murgatroyd
alarmed,is he
that this
IS a lie.and,
A search
madeadmitsand
Parrawhite's
body
is
found.
I^ratt
determines to flee after raising more money
from Mrs. Mallathorpe. He goes to her
house and is drugged by his tool, Esthei
Mawson.mailsaMrs.inaid.
Esther who
MawsonbuysblackMallathorpe
the
will and immediately destroys it, then
giving therested.alarm
and
having
the
maid
arNesta refusesPratt,totrapped,
continuecommits
on thesuicide.
estate
and marries Collingwood.
Locale: A provincial city in England.
Picture ment
High
Lights:
Plenty
of excitethroughout
and good
character
work,
possible for Pratt.
The Coast of Opportunity
By Page Phillips
Character of Story: Mexican adventure.
Theme:
Fight for a mine.
Characters: Dick Bristow; Julian Marr,
president of the .South Eastern Railway
Co.; Sylvia Marr, his daughter; Wade
Farrand,
secretary
; De Boer,
dent of Dchis Boer
Exploration
Co. ;presiJose
Cripo.
Bristow's
friend;
Rosita,
a
Mexican girl ; Pepe, a bandit.
The Plot: Dick Bristow is left at his
father's
death in
the Mexico;
owner ofland
somewhich
worth-is
property
under lesswater
and bought
by his father
of
swindlers.
pressure
the
United .StatesI'nder
Government,
the from
promotors
of the
sc'iiemeit buy
up some
otherdeeded
land
and
substitute
for that
originally
to their victims. Dick gets some of this
an<l goes to it intending to cultivate it
agriculturally. He finds that he has no
means of shipping his product and apto the a president
of the
South
Eastern pliesto run
branch line
to his
property,
promising a certain amount of capital for
the project. The railway, however, rewhatfalls
t'.iethrough.
freight rates
will be,fuses tosoguarantee
the project
Dick
discovers
that
some
land
on
a neighboring mountain, owned by his friend
Cripo
contains valuable iron ore. He obtains
an option on this property and also on
an adjoining piece owned jointly by Marr
and Janet Ashley. Marr has sold this to
Janet's
exorbitant
but
now thatfather
he hasat aan chance
to sellprice
it tries
to
persuade
her
to
let
him
buy
out
her
interest for a small sum. Bristow, who
has met her, advises her not to do this.
Bristow secures the backing of De Boer
of the De Boer Exploration Company for
a railway to be run to the mountain as
soon as
obtains ofpossession
of it. Farrand, thehesecretary
Marr, believing
that
Janet will make a good deal of money out
of
the
property
if
she
hangs
onto
makes love to her add becomes engagedit,
to
learns of and
t'.ie isexistence
the her.
ore inMarr
the mountain
anxious of
to
defeat
Bristow's
intention
of
He also brings his influence tobuying
bear it.
in
Washington to prevent the granting of a
railway structs
franchise
Boer.
Marr does
inFarrand totoseeDe that
Bristow
not have the opportunity of exercising
his option and as the time draws near
learning that Bristow has the necessary
money to buy in the property, Farrand
has Bristow waylaid by bandits and made
a prisoner.
They failPepe,
to findthet'.ie
optionof
upon
him. however.
leader
the bandits, being absent, three of theni
fall asleei) and Bristow overcomes the
fourth who is killed in the struggle.
Bristow escapes. Farrand gives orders
that hetakenbeand wounded
shot on sight.
He is
overbut again
escapes.
Marr again attempts to buy out Janet but
Farrand warns her not to sell. De Boer
gets a message from Jose regarding
Bristow's
and appears
on
the scene disappearance
in time to claim
the option
which he has with him, this having been
assigned to him through the bank. Marr
threatens to kill De Boer but cannot refuse to accept the money. Bristow feels
that this
he '.las
cheated
Janetheir.
and Farrand,
to atone
for
makes
her his
finding she will make little out of her
property is gladBristow
to be released
from are
his
engagement.
and Janet
married.
Locale: Mexico.
Picture High Lights: Combination of
financial struggle and primitive combat,
strong emotional interest; plenty of
action.
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Motion
Bloom

of Cactus

By Robert Ames Bennet
Character of Story: Woslern.
Theme : Love adventure ;
Characters: Jack Lennon, mining engineer;
Carmena
a s'nlOldof Farley,
the West;
Elsie,
her Farley,
foster sister;
her
father
;
Cochise,
a
renegade
Apache ;
Sladc, a white outlaw.
The Plot: Jack Lennon is tra\'eling in Arizona, along a lonely trail, when a bullet
drills a hole in his hat. He drops beside
his burro and a second bullet kills the
animal. He tires at a pufl of smoke and
no more Inillets come. While he is investigating ayoung girl on a pony arrives.
She tells him he has encountered Apaches.
She offers
take for
himwhich
to her
place
near theto mine
he isfather's
huntiiig. They start and are pursued by Indians. Lennon is bitten by a Gila monster saving Carmena from it. Taey arrive at her place and he finds that she
Jives in cliff dwellings with her father and
foster sister The father is in league with
outlaws — cattle thieves and renegade Indians. One of these Indians, Cochise,
wants to marry Elsie, the little sister.
So also does Slade, the white leader of the
outlaws. Lennon offers to divide his
share of the reward he will receive for
locating the old copper mine of which he
is in search to ge^ Slade to agree to leave
the girl until the mine has been found.
Lennon finds that in spite of himself he
distrusts Carmena. who seems to be in
league with the two villains. He heeds
certain apparent signals between them and
begins thiinking that she lured him to the
place to do away with him. He finds the
other girl very sweet and prettv and
thinks that he has fallen in love with her.
She tells him that she loves him. He
starts off in search of the mine with
Slade and has some thrilling experiences.
After the discovery of the mine Slade
stakes out Lennon with a rawhide thong
near a rattlesnake to make him agree to
make his report and collect the reward
at once, Lennon having declared that he
would not do so until assured that the
girls
wouldto bekillsent
manages
the safely
snake away.
and is Lennon
carried
on a prisoner. They arrive at the cliffs
to find an attack upon the cliff dwellings
in progress. Cochise is attacking. Lennon offers to help Slade defend the place.
He is freed. Thev drive off the Apaclies
and enter the dwellings. There Slade
agam takes command and declares he
will wait no longer for Elsie. The father,
Farley, awakes from his drunken stupor
long
enough
Slade through the
shoulder
and tois shoot
shot and killed for his
pains. Carmena and Jack descend the cliff
and pretend to join forces with Cochise.
They help him into the house and Slade
IS wounded. Cochise and his men are
lured
to the cellar where thev are blown
up with dynamite. Slade is killed in the
freneral
Elsie recovers her memory,
ost sincehght.
the
she was captured bv
Cochise as a time
child and turned
over to
Farley to bring up. Lennon realizes
that
it IS Carmena whom he loves.
Locale: Arizona.
Picture High Lights: Good love interest;
Elenty
ilities. of e.xcitement; good scenic possi-

Tessie

of Rainbow

Glen

By Seward W. Hopkins
Character of Story: Western.
Theme: Love.
Characters: Brix ton Rice, college man ;
Cooner, ranchman; Mrs. Cooner, his wife;
Tessie
of "ofRainbow,"
a waif,
adopted
; Howard
the Cooners
daughter
Dowie, friend of Rice: Stanger, leader
of the cattle thieves; Mrs. Stanger, his
wife; Hank Tintle, his successor; cowetc. boys, college men, sheriff, cattle thieves,
The Plot: Brixton Rice, disappointed in a
love affair, goes West to seek his fortune. He arrives on the scene in the
opening of the story just when a voung
cowboy is having an altercation with two
other men over a bull. Rice takes the
part of the young fellow, and in the
melee which follows, shoots and kills one
of the assailants. When he comes to
he finds that the young cowboy is reallv
a girl — Tessie. who is dressed in a man's
outfit. She tells him that the strangers
were cattle thieves trying to steal the
bull. As for herself, there is no record
of her parentage and that she is called
Tessie
a " T " Rainbow
marked
on
her because
clothes. there
She wasis called

also because she was found by a rainbow
falls. She brings Rice back to the ranch
of her foster parents where he recovers
from his wound. Rice finds that Cooner
is having a struggle with the cattle
thieves which practically amounts to a
feud. He sends East for half a dozen
of his agercollege
friends undertakes
and, appointed
manof the ranch,
to clean
Rattlesnake Hollow of its bad men.
Many encounters follow which culminate
in the stealing of Tessie by the cattle
thieves. A search is made for her and
word finally comes that the girl has been
found dead — with her face crushed beyond
recognition but she is identified by her
clothing. When Rice sees her he declares
that it must be some other person, for the
dead woman has a wen on her neck
which
not belongin tohisTessie.
is
founddid murdered
house Stanger
and as
Rice had been heard to threaten him.
Rice is arrested for the crime, charged
with murder. Tessie is found, dressed in
men's clothing
and wandering
tlie
prairie.
She has
apperently about
lost her
memory. Rice sends to Chicago for his
lawyer and, being rich, is able to produce bail for himself and the other members of his party who have been lodged
in jail as accessories to the murder of
Stanger. The trial comes on and at the
last moment Tessie, who has meanwhile
recovered her memory testifies that she
was carried off by Stanger and taken to
his house where his wife drugged her and
took awaycovered sheherheard
clothing.
When she
rean argument
on the
floor below and that she saw Hank Tintle
murder Stanger and his wife and carry
away the body of the wife who was
dressed
Tessie's clothes. Tessie and
Rice are inbetrothed.
Locale: Western cattle town.
Picture High Lights: There are some
loose endsis innever
thisestablished.
story. Tessie's
real
parentage
The story
also needs a complication or two in the
love affair.
The

Iron Furrow

By George C. Shedd
Character of Story: Western.
Theme : Perseverance.
Characters: Lee Bryant, civil engineer;
Ruth Garland and Imogene Martin, home
steaders ; Stevenson, a rancher ; Graham,
a rancher ; Lucile, his daughter ; Menocal,
a Mexican banker; Charley, his son;
Winship, the sheriff ; Joe Garcia, a tool of
Menocal's
; contractor;.
Alvoraz, a Gretzinger.
Mexican; Pat
Carrigfan.
Eastern
financier
representing bondholders.an
The Plot: Lee Bryant, while talking with
two girl homesteaders at a stream, is
asked to bring water to an automobile
bearing a white girl, one white man and
two prosperous Mexicans, both half breeds
or part Indian. The driver, a young
Mexican throws a quarter to Bryant
which
at him.
The
driver Bryant
turns outt'.irows
to beback
Charley
Menocal.
Bryant buys a ranch of Stevenson which
the latter has bought of Menocal and
whichson was
is swindled
mortgaged in tothethedeal
banker
but StevenBryant
knows that certain water rights attached
to the property which, it developed, will
make it very worth while. He trades a
farm in Nebraska for the ranch. It is
necessary for him to build a canal. The
Menocals try in every way to interfere
with his work and Charley stoops to
many underhanded
deeds to block
Bryant's
plans.
Bryantandcalls
the with
two
girl
homesteaders
fallsupon
in love
Ruth
Garland, chiefly because he is lonely and
s'.ie
lively. however,
They become
He
soonis finds,
that engaged.
she is not
particularly interested in him and she
goes about with Charley Menocal. Bryant
secures the co operation of Pat Carrigan,
contractor, in making his canal. He has
formed his ranch into a stock company
and sold bonds through a banking house
to raise capital. A man named Gretzinger
is sent
out intention
to represent
It
is the
to the
resellbondholders.
the land
to small farmers when the irrigation project is carried through. Gretzinger
wishes Bryant to use wood instead of
concrete in making the dams on his canal
but this Bryant refuses to do. Gretzinger
tries to work upon Bryant through Ruth
and incidentally makes love to Ruth.
Bryant warns him to stop this but it
goes on without ais knowledge. Charley
Menocal bribes Alvarez to tamper with
the dams. Jle does not consult his
father in this respect. Bryant finds that
he gets
ing frommore
Louisesympathy
Graham and
than understandfrom Ruth
and finally discovers that he really loves
Louise and that she loves him. but is
determined to carry out his word with

Will the Cinema Manager who spoke to an English Lady
Motorist attached to the French Army in Chateau-Thierry,
France, in the Autumn of 1918, offering her a contract in
America, write her, renewing the offer? Address Grace
Wethered, c o Nat. & Prod. Bank of England, 153 Sloane
Street, London, S. W. 1

Ruth. Ruth shows plainly that she cares
less cial
for success.
Bryant's
for histhrough
finanAn honor
attemptthan
is made
the courts to stop the building of the
caiial with the result that it must be
finished in ninety days or not at all.
The work is rushed by Carrigan and
Bryant. Bryant runs short of money and
Gretzinger offers to buy him out for a
small sum. Bryant refuses. Carrigan
then offers to put up the necessary money
to carry things through. Louise prOTe*
herself a heroine in nursing some men inthroughand
a plot
Charley's.
A big
storm jured
breaks
the ofproject
is apparently
doomed. Ruth elopes with Gretzinger
and Bryant is left free to marry Louise
in his hour of success.
Locale: New Mexico.
Picture High Lights: Plenty of love interest with a big project for a background ;plots and counterplots ; a few
big scenes.
Janet

of the Kootenay

By Evah McKowan
Character of Story: Western.
Theme: Independence.
Characters : Janet Kirk ; Peter Gordon ;
Captain Fenton ; Mr. Mortimer-Deane ;
Mrs.
Mortimer-Deane,
numerous
to detail. other neighbors too
The Plot: This story has a very slight
plot. It is largely made up of incidents
and cominents upon conditions in Northwestern Canada during the war. It is in
no sense a story of the frontier country,
treatingor ofwast'lieduring
country
really
today,
the as
lateitwar.
Janetis
Kirk goes West from Toronto and buys
a fruit farm in the Kootenay Valley
which she
setting
up housekeeping ondevelops,
eighty acres
of wild
land.
" Arcady," as her farm is called, develops
rapidly
and
so
does
her
romance
a retired British army officer who with
has
been invalided home with a D.S.O. and
a stiff knee. This romance is detailed in
a series of letters to a girl friend in the
East. There are many interesting characters in the story ancl an abundance of
incidents, largely humorous, together with
discussions of every possible sort of matter of interest to the people in Northwestern Canada, from politics of the
Dominion to the conduct of the war and
the proper method of growing peas.
These incidents are handled deftly and
would no doubt, be of great assistance
in making a working scenario of the
story. In its present form it presents a
good character study in the person of
Janet,
but isin lacking
in suspense
and plot.
It is not
the least
melodramatic
and
the great number of people introduced into
the story
the reader's
interest in thedetract
main from
characters.
Characters
come wandering in and out of the tale
much lishasthreethey
usednovels
to do; when
in the they
old come
Engvolume
you wonder what they are going to do
and when they go you wonder how they
got ining butat lacks
all. It
makes entertaining readcontinuity.
Locale : Kootenay Valley.
Picture
Lights:
deal ofHigh
touching
up. Would need a great
The

Girl of O. K. Valley

By Robert Watson
Character of Story: Western.
Theme: Sacrifice.
Characters: Colin Jackson, rancher; Jean
Jackson, his wife; Alexander Simpson,
school teacher; Kathie. orphan and ward
of Jackson, also his niece; Lisbeth, Jackson's daughter;Tom
Bob Mentieth;
Crawford, engaged
to Lisbeth;
Captain
.■\l!an Gray, a retired English army off
i
c
e
r
;
Mrs.
Gray,
his
wife
;
Dr.
Orr
and
others.
The Plot: Kathie, an orphan, comes to the
ranch of the Jacksons where she is made
to work without pay for her board and
room. She is pretty but frail. Lisbeth,
the rancher's
is jealous
of her
and
makes herdaughter,
lot a hard
one. Kathie
improves
in
health
but
is
lonely.
She
misses the violin which she played when
with her father in Ireland. She buys a
fiddle from a peddlar grtving a gold brooch
for it. This she plays in the meadows
and is heard by Alexander Simpson who
leaves her books in exchange for the
music. Her uncle discovers her playing
and accuses her of luring young men to
a rendezvous with her music. He breaks
her fiddle and strikes her. Simpson
comes up and knocks the uncle down.
He is forbidden to come on the ranch.
Kathie hears a melodious whistling and
follows it into the wood where she finds
the school master playing the flute while
squirrels and birds gather to hear him.
They fall in love with one another and
plightnot betheir
trothuntil
but she
slie comes
says she
can- ;
married
of age
she must
stay
with
her
uncle.
Bob
Crawford, coming to see Lisbeth, tries to make
love hits
to him
Kathie
the dairy-house
and
she
with ina milking
pail. Jackson
declares that Crawford is dead. Kathie

Picture

N e•

flees to the fields in the snow wh(
she ii found by Dr. Orr and brought
the home of Captain Gray, upon t
verge
of brainherfever
and upon
ttnckenfindiaf
d'_
She recovers
speech
violin in the house. Bob Crawford t
Lisbeth are secretly married and Crm
ford goes to Australia to establish hi
self with the understanding that Lisbc
will follow. Lisbeth decides she wot
prefer to marry Tom Mentieth who k
lots of money. She tells her father •
is about to have a child. He hopes tt
she will marry Mentieth so that the dd
of the Jackson family may be paic! L
beth and her father persuade Kat foomaway
Lisbeththewhile
ch a::
and with
to nurse
childtheafter*
swearing her to secrecy until such tiz
as Lisbeth and Mentieth are marrii
They then give out the story tha: L
beth has gone to nurse Kathie and \h
the
childandis Kathie's.
himself
in a strongSimpson
scene iscot::iuc
his desire to drown his troubles in die
— the curse of his father and grandfaA
before him. Simpson sets out with Q
tain Gray to prove Gray's theory
tt
ana
Kathie is Kathie
the daughter
youagte
brother.
returns oftoGray's
face disgm
Lisbeth is about to marry ited.
Mentcil
Gf!^
Crawford unexpectedly returns ndand g\Um
te
Mentieth the truth. Lisbeth, onwithsecfa
setbuak
Crawford, regrets her plot an
agrees to take the child and go
to Australia. Kathie is vindica
and Sinipson return with evidence th
she is Gray's
niece. Old
Kathie
and isA\Ic
Simpson
are married.
Jackson
alone.
Locale: British Columbia.
Picture High Lights: There are sever
stronglove
scenes
in this
storj-, complicatio
a well ievi
oped
suspense,
and all
ofinterest,
the necessary
ingrredients i
a good picture.

The Typhoon's Secret
By Sol N. Sheridan
Character of Story: Love and adventure.
Theme: Vindication.
Characters: Julian Wentworth; Marnr
Graeme ; Frank AUison ; Captain Robe
Graeme; Elliott Wentworth, Juliaii
father; Felix McGreal, a sailor; Harr*
a financier ; Wiilliam Chester, attome;
Fred Upson, another attorney.
The Plot: Julian Wentworth, who k
nearly completed his college education, r
ceives a telegram stating that his father
bank has failed and that he has been It
with nothing. He has only two htindrt
dollars and his racing car. He stans fi
San Francisco, and on his way runs dom I
a man but does not seriously injure hit
This man turns out to be a sailor, M
Greal. Julian finds that it is the gener
opinion
San Francisco
that his JuUa
fatik
drowned inhimself
to avoid disgrace.
decides to stay and see what can be d«
about clearing up matters. His friest
Fred sort
Upson,
believesagainth.
some
of plotan hasattorney
been hatched
Julian's father. He secures Julian a pos
tion as reporter on the CalL On wati
front
detail Julian
learns of Three
the wreck
a steamer,
the Halcyon.
peop ■
only
escaped—
one
sailor,
the
captan
Robert Graeme and a passenger. Info
mation furnished by McGreal. formerly
sailor on this boat, leads Julian to belies
that thename.
passenger
was by
his thefather
another
Financed
sale und<
of h
motor car and a loan from Upsoti, Jnfii
to himself
he is for
followed
by hisL"
starts
on a quest
his father.
Margaret
Graeme,theanPacific
heiress.
The
leads
him across
to Manila
thence to China where with AUisom;
starts on a cruise on a new yacht
purchased by Allison, following the
of
a boatareon now
w^hich
his father
Graeme
supposed
to be.and "
yacht, in turn, is followed by the
of
Margaret and
Graeme.
Afterfatal
some em
adventures
a nearly
with a t>-phoon, Allison and Weni
are
Margaret's
thereinvited
they aboard
learn that
Captainyacht
Graeme
is
her
brother.
'They aic
tackedalso
by attacked
pirates and
have
the find
boat theon
Graeme and Elliott Wentworth
the only sur\-ivors.
Graeme and
wounded.
Both are rescued
worth Senior is found to be men
competent.
,at t^rst
discloses the Investigation
fact that Graeme
was
to talce Wentworth anywhere he
to
go
but
to
see
that
tie
would
not
back to the United States. Graeme
not know the reason tor these ins
but
knowsa financier
the people
who Francisco
gave
Harran,
of San
William Chester, formerly attorney _
Wentworth. Upson leams that Wen
worth Senioraccident
sufferedandfromthata fall
automobile
the -.s
resni
of
this
was
a
weakening
of
his
rr.indgradual
perceptible
the men c The
ose
associatedbut with
him intobusiness.
men robbed the bank and put the bias
on him. Julian and Margaret are marrie>
Locale : San Francisco and Orient.
Picture High Lights: Mtich of the actic
takes place on boats.
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.New? Notes
r Wing, Argus represenia,^o, repons that the Cr>s
Screen
is 'isgoing
screens
being some
places!"
A ?,ir or Loop theatre, ono
c>;
'he Loop district- A
ad screen has also been con:or the new Biltmore theatn
hicago's West Side.
■ wrence Sherman, projectionist ot
cuse was with his old friend,
r>- Cole, of Oswego, for a few
> last week.
perators' Local 30(3 recently moved
quaners to 101 West 45th street
lere a greater floor space and better
ent was available. An entire
r has been given over to their u?e
\t the same time we hear tha:
ris Rotker, the hard working Sec->• of Local 306. has resigned to
r the electrical contracting busiIn company with Edward Wilwho has been a member of the
ve Board of 306, Mr. Rotker
ed a partnership to be known
. ..>on-Rotker & Co.. with head-ters in the Bronx, New York
.;y. Immediately after establishing
n office Rotker was elected secreaiy of the Bronx Electric Contracors* Association.
Frank Rembusch of the Rerabusch
^creen Co., dropped into the office
or a itys words. He reports the remt opening of a new 1,500 seat
loose, which adds another unit to this
Jready long string of theatres.
L L Hance of the Brookins Co..
lonounces the following additions to
list of .\isle-lite distributors:
MOthem Theatre Equipment Co.,
Dallas. Texas, and the Perkins Elecric Co., for Canada. A goodly persentage of the big houses now opeii
are using these small but. mighty
mportant de%-ices.
Austin Lescarboura. Managing Edior of Scientific American and
itithor of the book " Behind the Moion Picture Screen," is also an expert cinematographer. He often
akcs
" Universal
and
hoots his
a fewtrusty
hundred
feet of" new?
tuff or scenics.

Met — Wm.RoyMott
finished and never gets into a rut. That
which he works out today as a wonder will be replaced tomorrow by an
even more valuable de\4ce.
Mr. Mott has made a number of invaluable contributions to the various
technical societies, including the American Society of Chemical Engineers and
the S. M. P. E. His researches in
the field of the flaming arc have been
widely discussed and quoted as authoritative. He has studied the relative volitability of various metals with
a ^•iew to their use as arc lamp tert
minals. In his laboratory he has arranged a simple apparatus by which
he is enabled to obser\e the effect of
chemicals alone or in combination when
placed in one pole or the other of an
electric arc. We can not conceive of
a more instructive hour than one spent
in this laboratorj- observing the beha\-iour of substances when introduced
into the temperature of an arc.
Nor has his inventions stopped with
William Koy Mott
those related. In fact they comprise a
list of considerable length. ElectroVERY often one nms across men
plating is one of the electro-chemical
who are, to use a colloquial ex- processes which have been favored
"wrapped not
pression,than
up insuch
theirmen
work"
More often
are ^\■ith attention by Mott. During the recent printers' strike in New York Cit>'
apt, ver>- apt, to live their work so
novel method by which the Literarjthoroughly that when they talk about the
Digest was able to publish its issues
it to others their conversation becomes had
been worked out several years
boresome.
pre\"iously
by Dr. Mott.
But Wm Roy Mott is not of this
Mr. Mott's case is an excellent exkind. Although we would say offample of applying unusual inventive
hand that his work means more than
genius to practical, commercial procanything else to him ^\-ith the single esses.
exception of his charming family, yet
his descriptions of experiments and
Lewis S\v.\.\b, the De Luxe Supply
results are so interesting as to nearly
reach the plane of fictional writings.
Man of Philly. sax's he has put in the
Nothing would be more interesting equipment at the new Manheim theatre, Germantown Avenue and Manheim
than a casual tale of Dr. Mott's various achievements and. may we say, Street, including two Sixplexes, a Sunear achievements. As an example of perlite screen and a Fort Wa>Tie motor
the former class consider the wonder- generator set.
ful white A. C. Special Carbon; in
the latter class, we might place his
During the last month we have had
work on the solar motor.
the pleasure of receiving many British
Dr. ^^ott has taught in state universities, experimented on \-arious elec- agents who are in this country buj-ing
tn>chemical processes in the plants at projection, studio and laborator>' equipment. The English Bull-dog is eviNiagara Falls, worked with others on
dently making a heavy bid for the
plans to harness the rays of Old Sol M. P. business.
to do work for mankind, and has now
settled down in the research laboraton.of the National Carbon Company to
Released next week — First Episode
discover and perfect such important in new serial having to do with the
items as the carbon referred to above. housing and equipment of photoplays.
His is the kind of work that is never Watch for it.

Last

Vleek

We

Nott
Earl Ro!<sinan. chief cuiti .
grapher with the Prizma txpcdiiio'.i i
.\frica, has returned home soniev\ha;
ahead of the rest of the pariv. Kdssman reports some woiuleriul pictures
in colors and also some unusual blackand-white stuff. Naturally the expedition had some narrow escapes and
many tr\ing experiences all of which
will be made known at the right time.
Ross himself looks fit and fine even
though he has but lately recovered
from an attack of jungle fever. According to him all the Prizma men are
coming back none the worse for the
trip although they were quite near the
ill-fated Universal expedition when
the latter came to grief.
Saw L. E. Davidson of Buffalo at
the Hotel Woodstock. Wonder if the
Woodstock is to become the headquarters of the Safet>-Standard in
opposition
to the Astor and its flamfilm! Wonder!
If you haven't read the descriptive
storj- of the new " Rotarj' " machine
on page 1111 do it now. And afterwards we will agree with your beUef
that it doesn't look as if it would
work. That's what we thought imtil
we saw it project — after which our
doubt vanished. It throws as pretty
a picture as any man would want.
And the proof of any machine is the
screen.
Then there is the fourth installment
of William Barbarin Laub's article
on " Camera." No one who ever expects to be interested in M. P.
cameras can afford to miss this
series. There are so many variable
factors in the cameraman's duties that
it is a tough task for any cinematographer to put rules on paper. But
even so, we think Laub has succeeded
remarkablv well.
After reading President Campe's
New Year greeting to the members of
the S. M. P. E. who is there who
cannot understand and appreciate the
good deeds that this organization has
done and those it intends to do during 1920? Many of the rough spots
that abound in any new organization have been rubbed off and from
now on the Society- will grow fast.
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I Artswered^
^ixestiorts'

demonstration
of New
"Rotary'' Projector
Gives Convincing Proof of Correct Design
Latest Addition to Portable Machines Reveals
'HE

Novel

Departures

from

made its debut in last week's
several months its sponsors had
■ ■ ' - • - - -tj a i^jfi unimJeen •> ""'^
r
ore the public.
o: be placed on
e\'er>- part ot the mechanism
nearly perfect as their ingenuit>Fimld make possible, As a result, when the matune w?.;
' ~ >:rated to a tew in;re$tec
not a hitch in its
threw a picture
•erf
h: - —
ness, definition and genra
^
operation has never
1
by
any
sait-case
t>-pe of projector,
hi :
" at the demonstration were
Miroug
that flicker — the trouble.- Jsual suit-case machine — had
n all but eliminated in the "Rotarj."
So
eration of the mao much
S
J
■hioe. The
Dned
are exceeding' •mi
mportant :o
^luniuu user of motion picmachines. He wants a machine that will not
"a: presents a screen picture
: with pride and one with a
be cared for and to replace,
ents seem to have been adeoy the designers of the " Ro-

Usual Mechanisms
chine departs from the standard projector, .■\tter
passing through the gate the film strip runs under
the " rotarj- presser " up and over an idler, then
under the framing device and finally to the takeup reel in the lower compartment.
In operation the film is fed continuously to the
upper part of the gate. The take-up draws the
film tightly along the imder-side of the presser.
From here on. the action is as simple as could be
imagined. The presser works coniir.uousiy.
First the toe of the mechanism (where the holes
are seen) engages the film by pressing the latter
along its edges. Half a cycle later the heel of the
presser relieves the toe from its duty and takes
up the slack in the celluloid strip.

Suppose the machine is about to start and that
the presser is in the position shown in Fig. 1.
.\s the motor turns the driving shaft, the toe of
the presser bears down upon the film. The latter
cannot be drawn back since it is held by the
sprocket. There is nothing for the film to do but
to be drawn down through the gate by the pull of
the presser. At the end of its travel the presser
has passed the vertical position and the heel engages with the film and takes up the slack as the
toe releases it.
The rotary presser has been designed in the correct proportion to insure a movement of the film
equivalent to four sprocket holes or one frame.
Once these dimensions have been established there
is no way by which the extent of the pull-down
can be any less or any greater. This does away
with chances of unsteady pictures.
In framing a picture, the framing device, working similar to an idler, is changed in position and
the travel of the film during the next cycle is increased or decreased according to the need, .-^s a

ID L
SPRO CKET
E»» mff

PER
CEO
OCKCT

machine has many featnres of connew- ".: 2rc a distinct departure
in motion
the most noteworthy being the
from which the machine derives
ievice was worked out to replace
ed Geneva Star and pin-and-cam
ent. The latter mechanism and
e for many years been employed
ird theatrical projectors and the
produce the intermittent motion
he Dim.
But the inventors of the Rotar>- " had a new
ea. The;, proposed to employ a scheme wherewould be set in motion by a de\-ice
d its pressure over a considerable
-; _:e film strip instead of through the
igoKy of sprocket teeth and perforations. In
heir plan the sprocket holes would be used for
ceding of film but not for producing the intertent motion. In this way there could be no
r on the perforations and the possibility- of
vjred films would be practically eliminated,
r much experimentation they succeeded in acihat they set out to do and in a man: roved to be entirely practicable. The
the only portable machine incorpo\ Ro:-.
}-atine t-e rotary presser."
on shows, the remainder of the
.
issimilar to others of the same
ype, with the single exception of the presser.
Ihe film comes from the feed reel in the lower
rooqartment. passes through fire y-alves, over a
ariroig sprocket to which it is held by a pad
roDer and an idler. After taking a turn up toward
he top of the mechanism chamber the film is
coped and passes downward through the gate.
The gate, which opens by unlatching a simple
ratch, is equipped with a double pair of tension
shoes. The tension exerted by these shoes may
be varied by a simple knurled screw on the back
fide of the gate.
At this point in the travel of the fihn. the ma-

FOCUSINC
■ ARM

HA MO
CRANK

Fig. 1 — Mechanism c£ new " Rotary " Portable Projector.

Complete marhine shown on next page
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metliod of framing, none could be sinii)Ur tlian the
one Imilt into the " Rotary."

It is ai, interesting fact to consider that there
is iioihin^; aljout the presser movement to wear

Picture

N

and cause trouble. In fact, as the presser is
it acquires a polish which is more of a helpa disadvantage. Since it has no moving pa:,
requires no oil except that which is appUc'
the bevel gear driving it. As a result there
opportunity for oil to work its way along'
on to the film.
There is little that need be said on the ret
der of the projector. Its illumination is adei
for all purposes for which it would be used
400 watt incandescent lamp with reflector i|
light source. Two piano convex condensers,
in diameter and a spirally focused objective t
up the optical system. A two wing flicker sin
is used and, as has been said before, does not c
the annoysome flicker so common with most
case machines. Protection from the heat of
light source is assured by a gravity controlled,
trifugally actuated fire-shutter.
But the only criterion of a portable machine
in the case of a standard machine, is the pic
it projects on the screen. The "Rotary" act
plishes its mission in regal style. The pictui
projects to the screen is clear, free from ot
tionable flicker, steady and of desirable brillia
A projector needs no better recommendation.
Questions and Answers
X. ]., Georgia : I have a ,^0-ampere rectifier
have been using
carbons lop and bottom. >
if
change to and
^" the
top life
and ofbottom
the will
rectifier
be Ioverloaded
the tube
be sh
ened, will it not?
The mere change of carbon size would m
necessarily increase the current across the ai
unless you intentionally adjusted your electric
system so that a greater current was supplie

Fig. 2 — Rotary Projector complete
12
CO

Radio

Slide
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ith Radio ' S — exhilDitors
an best "carry-on" the
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DISTRIBUTOR
SIMPLEX

PROJECTORS

SUPERLITE
SPEER
I

Typewritten like a letter
cost no more

I
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For Sale by all Leading Dealers
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MOTOR
BOYLAN
AND ALL
SUPPLIES
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SCREENS

CARBONS
GENERATORS

EVEN
Vine

TENSION

REEL

St., Philadelphia,

Pa.

PICTURES
— P rinted

You can now avail yourself of the tremendous facilities of
The American Film Company, Inc. — can have your negative
developed and printed by the same experts that develop and
print the entertainment films released by The American Film
Company. Prices are reasonable. Positive prints returned
quickly. Highest quality developing, printing, tinting, toning, and sub-titling guaranteed. Write for further information.

Gold

Screens

The crowniiig triumph of constructive excellence
and maximum clear, soft-toned reproduction
The cardinal essential in attaining
^
the full charm of ideal projection
Dis'-ibutors from Coast to GDast. Samples and infomalion upon request.
MINUSA

AMERICAN
FILM COMPANY,
INC.
6227 Broadvkray Dept. E
Chicago, 111.

Fibre

CINE

SCREEN

CO.

World's Largest Producers of
Moving Picture ScreensSt. Louis, Mo .
Bomont and Morgan

V 2 4 . J 9 20

We
to

are

pleased

ejinounce

tliat

Fox

Film

has

contracted

sale
in

of

Cobpokation

Powers

France,

ing the chain

the

the

the

Projectors
and

Completof

noted

representing

Nicholas

Company

for

Belgium,

Switzerland.

concerns

the

Power

throughout

world.

Power's
Camepagraphs
MADE
AMERICAN
PROJECTORS
INTERNATIONALLY

NICHOLAS

SUPREME

POWER
COMPANY
INCORRORATED
EDWARD
E:AFRL_. Presidemt
N IN ETY Gold St , New York, N .Y.
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the arc. That is, it would be possible to strike
a 30-ampere arc with 1" carbons and by being
careful you could probably maintain the arc
stream, but for projection purposes the light
source being small and underheated, would be
useless.
Your present rectifier is a 30-ampere equipment. With the proper primary voltage you
can derive 30 amperes and still get a decent
life from your tube. An overload could be
given the tube but this would cause the temperature torise which would most surely have
a verj' bad effect on its life. If you want more
light, arrange to get another rectifier set of 40
or 50 amp. capacity but do not " squeeze the
sponge " dry by trying to get these currents
from another
your present
set.butW'ethathave
said to
get
rectifier,
wasjust
merely
to
emphasize a point. If you feel the need of
better illumination get a motor generator set.
Even the manufacturers of mercury tubes
would almost be frank enough to tell you thai
the mercury arc for projection purposes is out
of style.
Another little point. Why are jou using that
carbon set. With 30 amperes you should
be using a 5^" upper and not larger than a
yi" solid in the lower jaw. Perhaps your
wrong carbon combination is the cause of your
poor light. Get the right size and give your
rectifier a new chance.
W, G. Francke Is Guest at
Annual Election Local 182
TUESDAY night, January 6th, last, proved a
gala one for the members of Boston Motion
Picture Operators Union No. 182, for besides casting their ballots at their Annual Election a banquet
of no mean proportions was also slated. So following the showing of the "good-night" slide in
the numerous houses throughout the Boston jurisdiction the pathways led to Pilgrim Hall, 694 Washington Street, where outside of the regular as-

William C. Francke,Machine
Sales Co.
Director of Precision

picture fields.

sembly hall a real banquet scene was staged.
An account of the gathering has been given by
William C. Francke, sales and publicity director of
the Simplex Company, who was an interested visitor at the affair. Mr. Francke was for six years
the business and legislative representative of the
Boston Local and served with the majority of the
newly elected officers in the earlier years of the
Union's existence. According to Mr. Francke's report, one of the most harmonious elections in the
life of this famous local had passed into historyafter it had been announced that Thad. Barrows, a
charter member, who became famous for his activities in driving the many fake operators' schools oiu
of Boston with the help of the District Attorney's
office, had been elected the new President. Mr.

TRANSFORMER

Next Week's
Equipment
Section
Next Week
Will Contain
the new Theatre Construction Department, an article by an experienced
projectionist on "What an Examination should
a Reviewby ofPres.
the
activities
of Ask,"
the S.M.P.E.
Campe, a continuation of the article
on " Camera," and other notes of the
field.

AND

ADAPTERS

Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Service and adapted to either
Alternating or Direct Current service.
WE GUARANTEE all our products to be free from mechanical
or electrical defects.
Manufactured by
.v;nij con.[ rfr-V tiiXii yro hoO v-ir^
Rutledge
35 S. Dearborn St.
Liiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiuiiiiuiuiiiiimimiuiiummmmuuii

_ Insures

Perfect

"Electrical Contact
Illustration tells the Story
Made of heavy gauge sheet copper. DOUBLE STRENGTH IN
NECK OF TERMINAL. WIRE
COMPLETELY ENCLOSED.
LENGTHENING LIFE, ELIMINATING TROUBLE. FOR
USE ON NO 4 and NO. 6 WIRE.
PRICE
EACH ISc.
is the Brand. Sold the world
over. Insist on them. It
is your guarantee of the
BEST. If your dealer does not supply
them, write
E. E. FULTON CO, 3204 CarroH Avenue, Chicago
Manufacturers of M. P. Accessories
Not*—
for our and
new describing
16 page
folder,Send Ulustratlng
our complete line.

N

Barrows for the first five years of the union
istence was also its treasurer. Arthur Gray, ui
sally well liked was elected Vice-President,
Joseph Rosen, a pioneer of the early Frank He
days, is the new Treasurer, while Albert Mo
who has held the financial secretary's office fc
past four years, was re-elected.
The most talked-of event of the election ri
which is certain to meet with favor of both
in the industry as well as in labor circles wa
election as Business Agent of James F. B
who is also a charter member, as well as the
president
activities. during the local's first five years of l
Boston Local No. 182 was chartered in ii
1910 and is considered one of the banner 1
in the I. A. T. S. E., haymg stood at all time
progressive and humane legislation, and muc
the favorable legislation enacted by the law mi
of Massachusetts relative to the exhibition of
tion pictures in the Bay State was due to th<
terest shown by the members of Local No. 1!
Mr. Francke took advantage of his visit to Be
to renew many old friendships and extendi
personal
Newwell-wishers
Year's greeting
friends and
in the to
laborhisandnume
mc

1 CopperTerminal

Ho 4

Picture

&

Company
CHICAGO

niiimuninimiiliiiimitiiiintiiiiitiirmnmnni

^uiiwuuimijinuiiionuiiiiffiumininiiig

MOTION

PICTURE CAMERAS
NEW AND USED
200 ft. capacity U. S. Compact M. P. Camera.
The Ideal camera for News Weeklies. Complete with Tessar F:3.5 lens. dioo Cf»
used
Slightly
The
latest
Universal with Internal3l>c5Z.OU
Shutter
dissolve.
Complete
as listed
at $512.00 for immediate
de$467 00
400 ft. De Franne Studio or Field Camera. All
movements. Complete with dti/;c nn
$10D.UU
Tessar F : 3.5forlens
Everything
Motion Picture Making. Any
camera shipped C. O. D. for examination.
Picture CataloK- Expert adyice. Butman negative ftfan
s
171? J37.50
Bass Motion
I 1* ntiJi
per
1
per 1000 ft.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Motion Plctore Dlvlglon
111 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago, HI.
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Article on the "How''
! An
of Practical Cinematography

"Why"

Explaining Many of the Technical
Problems of the Assistant Cameraman
By William Barbarin Laub
{Continued)
ON LOCATION
As a general thing it is possible to get a picture
as long as the illumination from your subject (to
There are times when it is necessary to do
speak photographically) on your focusing screen
interior work with no artificial lights, for perhaps
is of sufficient strength to enable you to clearly
the " location " is not wired with current of sufsee detail, but when your ground glass seems
ficient voltage to use any kind of arcs if you had
them. No kind of incandescent light is really very dark, no matter how bright the light in the
suitable for motion picture photography. High
room appears to the eye, don't try it.
voltage lamps with blue globes to kill the red
Your lens will never lie to you, and when you
rays of the light have been tried, but these would
become accustomed to gauging the amount of
illumination on your focusing screen, you will
only be of help to you in close-up work. Under
guch conditions unless it is possible to throw realways be sure of your exposure.
flected light with mirrors, one must resort to slow
The writer has always considered exterior work
more exacting than studio work, but this is a
turning in order to get exposure. Then the utmost care must be observed by your subjects to matter of opinion. Certainly, one meets all sorts
make their actions, if any, as slow as possible
and conditions of light out of doors, and hardly
unless dark, underlighted scenes are wanted.
ever works twice under exactly the sam» condiThen, one might turn at normal speed in a fairly
tions. Often, too, a continuance of bad weather
well lighted room or other interior. When turnwill necessitate shooting scenes with bad and indifferent light because the production is behind
ing slowly and exposing for poor light condischedule.
tions, no window or open doorway can be included in your picture, else it will be badly overIt is suggested that a good exposure meter be
exposed, for you are exposing to get subjects that
of a cameraman's equipment, for it is someare in poor light. This holds true of windows in a part times
of great help to the most experienced men.
sets on outdoor stages, for while you have light
Old-timers will smile and look very superior when
enough under the diffusing cloths to fully illuminthey see you pull out a meter and begin figuring
ate your stage, you will usually be working with
from the thing, but the only bad thing that can
■ far too large a stop for the bright sunlight on
be
said of the practice is that it is like constant
the other side of the window or open door.
use of a dictionary. After a while you might have
In such cases, the windows must be backed
to depend on the thing. But more often you
with foliage to kill the brilliant light. In still
learn how to spell. A very efficient and reliable
photography you can be fairly well guided by meter on the market is a celluloid instrument
rules for indoor work such as :
which can be set for any light conditions in any
Bright walls and several windows
part of the world, at any season of the year and
BRIGHT SUN OUTSIDE
2 sec.
at any time of the day.
HAZY SUN OUTSIDE
5 sec.
Partly because no handbook on the subject of
But with the motion picture camera, there is no
such fond mother to guide you.
photography is complete without some kind of

an exposure chart, the writer has compiled
table on page
which is based on his O'
notes and observations and on several differi
types of meters. But it has its limitations,
course, and while reliable, is intended merely
a guide for photographers of limited experien
It is based on flat illumination and side lighti
so it would be necessary to use a larger st
than the chart calls for when photographing wi
the sun in front of the camera. On exteri
work, the photographer should make constant u
of reflectors to soften shadows and light up fac
when blacklighting scenes and wherever there a
heavy shadows. The following table gives tl
percentage of light reflected by various mediun
though the figures are merely approximate.
Mirror
95'
Aluminum paint
87'
I
White
• 82'
Ordinaryblotting
white paper
paper
70'
Newspapers
SO to 60' I
Yellow wall paper (clean)40m
Blue paper
2S<
Brown paper
,
13^ '
Chocolate paper
4«
Black paper or cloth (dull)
1'
Black velvet
0'
This table is interesting if only to illustrate the absorj
tion of light by various objects and explains the use i
black velvet when some portion of the film is not to b
exposed, as in making double exposures, etc.
Out on location, the Jens hood becomes mor
important than ever and there are often time
when this must be supplemented either by ii
adjustable sunshade mounted on a movable am
in front of the camera or by anything else t<
keep the direct rays of the sun off the lens. I
is possible to shoot directly at the sun when i
is low enough to see both it and the horizon oi
the focusing screen and moonlight effects an
sometimes secured in this way. Exposure shoulc
be made (in clear weather) with full shuttei
opening, a No. 3 ray filter (when sun is stil!
bright) and about f6.3 — f8 stop. But no rule car
be laid down for such work.
Experiment anc
make tests. As a general thing moonlight and
sunset effects are best made with the sun behind
a small cloud or hidden by some object as a
tree, when no ray filter is needed.
{To he continued)

"Stills" taken by the light of a Sun-Light Arc. {Left) Two spots zvithout
beams. (Right) Showing color tones obtained by flood-Hghting the set
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SMALL

A

INVESTMENT-

LARGE

This Machine is designed to apply a wax compound to
the margin of New Films, to prevent damage during the
first few runs thru the Projecting Machine.

(Patents Pending)
Price of Machine, Complete, $16.50
Including 10 Sticks of Compound

New

RETURNS-

The collecting of emulsion from
aperture plate and tension springs of the
cases causing untold damage to the film
to the projector as well as marring the
screen by jumping.

*' green " films on
projector is in many
and excessive wear
presentation on the

Life

Compound

is

composed

of

i n g r e d i ents guaranteed to give

perfect sults.reWill

Proper
Waxing
of New
Films
Prolongs the life of the Film.
Eliminates excessive wear on Projecting Machine.
Insures Steady Pictures on the screen.
Prevents tearing of sprocket holes by emulsion de-

not spread
onto

picture

or flake off
and
posits.
Saves the film from having Oil squirted all over it by
some Operator
machine
without trying
a stop. to get " green " film thru his
The Werner Film Waxing Machine applies the Compound accurately to the margin of the film and positively
will not spread wax onto the picture.
Wax always in position. Requires no adjusting.

Price per Box, $1.00
In Lot» of 10 Boxes, 73c. Each
Over 1000 in Use
The
Werner
205 Rialto Theatre Building

Film

Protector

Manufacturing

in projecting
machine.
000

Co., Inc.
St. Louis, Missouri, U. S. A

The
New

Premier

The

advantages

of

the-

EASTMAN
S*

Flickerless

"Safety Standard"
Motion Picture
Projector

pe

Will run the " Safety Standard narrow-width, slow-burning film,
Engineers.
adopted by the Society of Motion "Picture
Can be used by anyone, any
fire or insurance restrictions. time and any where, without any danger,
Labeled by Underwriters, " Enclosing Booth Not Required."
Weighs only 23 lbs. Fits in a small case. Operates from any light
socket. The wonderful T4 lamp (just perfected for us) gives from
3 to 4 times the illumination formerly obtainable. Uses less than 100
watts in lighting 12 ft. picture at 75 feet. Motor drive and rewind at
variable speed.
We make

footage numbered

negative

will immediately

as.sert them-

selves in the final cutting
assembling

of successive

tilni

and

.scenes.

Identifiable
by thein loords
and
''Kodak"
the film" Eastman^^
margin

II Pathescope
Paihescope Negatives
Prints fromfrom
any any
negative.
positive.

Send for 32-Page Convincing Catalog
The Pathescope

Co. of America, hic.
Dept. N, Suite 1872
^
Aeolian Hall, 35 West 42nd Street, New York
Agencies and Service Stations in Principal Cities

r.AST.MAN KODAK
COMPANY
Rochester; n. y.
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Blanchard Invents New
Machine
DUDLEY T. BLANCHARD, Superimendent of
the Cutting Room and Laboratories of the
National Film Corporation's Production plant in
Hollywood, has just completed the ingenious invention of a director's film inspection machine
which promises unlimited possibilities of usefulness
in the motion pic:ure industry.
The machine is used in the cutting room for
the purpose of matching long shots and close-ups

and for the proper placing of titles without the
necessity of leaving the cutting table and projecting
the picture upon the screen.
Experts who have examined the invention declare
that by this comparatively simple device the time
required for the editing of a film can be reduced
one-third to one-half and also making it unnecessary ever to change the placement of a title.
A number of different machines have been made
and tried out for this purpose but all have proved
inadequate. Blanchard's device, with its electrical
attachments, renders the work rapid, accurate and
practical.
"Daddy" Daley, one of the first camera men in
the profession, built the machine under the super\ision of the inventor.
Young Blanchard, who, by the way, is the son of
F. W. Blanchard of this city, has already applied
for patents in the United States and Europe.
French

Camera

Nothing

Dudley Blanchard using the special cutting projector which he invented

Record

New

MOTION pictures taken at the rate of 50,000
a second as a report from France last week
chronicled, is by no means a new triumph in
cinematography, according to Early Emlay, inventor of the new Stereospeed motion picture camera,
;;nd perhaps America's greatest authority on high
^peed photography. In fact, says Air. Emley,
.\merican laboratories long ago photographed objects under the same circumstances mentioned in
the French cable, and, if not at so great a speed,
could easily have duplicated and surpassed it. Several laboratories are right now equipped to be able
to reach a speed of 100,000 photographs a second,
he adds.
In discussing the French experiment, Mr. Emlay
said: "While the report that French scientists
have performed a mechanism possible of making
50,000 photographs a second might center a new
record along these lines, the method used is based
upon an old theory: that of exposing a continuous

NEVER

and a dark room exposure."
Again We Say, Welcom
ENCLOSED
find blankin for
membership
AI. L. I noticed
a recent
issue in
whtt
lad}' had been assistant to her husband, and
have been doing the same kind of work foi
past year I decided to send in for member :
(Mrs. Ethel Summit.)
[Ed. Note: — Glad to see that the women tj
getting
interested
are tryin <■ ■
do. Naturally
they inare the
manywork
timeswe welcome.
Summit's membership card, button and labels
been sent her already.]

is the
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I
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DISAPPOINT"
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TOW
m
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What

r
N tu

strip of highly sensitized negative by meao U
intermittent light sparks which are set in a tc ^ •
dark room.
" Experiments of this kind have been success It
carried out in many of our own colleges here i «
United States. An example of this sort of pi >
graphy was displayed here several years ag »
Pathe, one showing a bullet leaving a gun lii
entering a four-inch plank.
" If my recollection is correct, the Pathe ■:
posure was made at the rate of 15,000 pictu:
second, but I was told by Mr. Zecca, then tech ,
director for Pathe in France, that they could ,
easily made double that amount of exposure i
they so constructed the contact wheel (which i ;
the frequency of light) to a greater degree.
" The method used in making these high j .pictures is rather simple. A large drum is
ployed over which is belted a strip of neg;
This passes before an aperture in front of whi
a lens. With this drum layers of brass are s :
the proper intervals by a proper insulation
brush or contact point is connected with a h
actinic light in front of the lens and control'
intermittency, or light flash, because of the pa f
over from one brass leaf to the insulation.
" This method is not of a general use by re
of the fact that the actinic light produce,
described is not powerful enough for an extei
illumination and must be confined to small
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S. P. C. P.?

It is the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to ProjectoFfi.
Members of that Society don't mistreat Projectors with oil that makes them sick and
shortens their lives —
— but they treat the Machines to IMSCO OIL,
the perfect lubricant which means faultless operation and long life. (That pays better too.)
Quart, 50c. Half Gallon, 90c. Gallon, $1.80.
All IMSCO products are QUALITY products,
and IMSCO's motto is " Courtesy with Service."
729 Seventh Ave.
New York
INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPP Y CO.

The

Equipment

covers more

Section

of the

News

than Projection —
Read the pages on Camera, Laboratory Technic, Theatre Construction and Supplies.

P
FILM

DEVELOPING
CORPORATION
Phone: Union 4800,4801,4802
LABORATORIES

216-222 WEEHAWKEN
ST.
WEST
HARRY HOUOINI. Pre..
ALFRED DAVIDSON, Sec. & Treai.

HOBOKEN.
N.J.
THEO. W. HARDEEN. Vicc-Pre*.
I
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GENUINE

IMPORTED

DEBRIE

CAMERAS

^

Now

in

Universal

Stock
Cameras

400 ft model, list $
I $645.00, our price,

200 h. model, list $Qyl A
$430.00, our price, 0^%/

New

liTT^

model Precision ball bearing tripod

5.00
$16
Everything for
the production
pictures at the RIGHT PRICES
MOTION
PI aURE
no W. 32nd STREET

of
at

APPARATUS
CO. INC.
NEW YORK CITY

Signs

of Striking

Contrast

Oplex Signs are signs of striking contrast
— raised snow-white letters on a dark background in the daytime, at night solid outlined, clean-cut letters of light standing
out from the darkness.
EAGLE

This means an Oplex Sign has maximum
pulling power twenty-four hours a day,
that it is a sign that can't be missed and
that it will lend an atmosphere of distinctive refinement to any show house.

ROCK

FILM

Another reason for choosing an Oplex Sign
is that you can take advantage of Oplex
''The

Quality

Kaw

Stock''

Right

photographically.

Will

interchangeable unit letters — the regular
Oplex characters mounted on metal panels
of uniform size, so the sign can be changed
at will ; it only takes a few minutes. All
that is necessary is to take out one set of
letters and put in another. No wiring to
change.

not go to pieces in the

Full information in regard to Oplex Signs
and Oplex Interchangeable Unit Signs will

projector.

be sent upon requ-^st. Also a sketch showing how your sign vrill look.

M<uU by
THE

EAGLE

ROCK

MANUFACTURING
VERONA. NEW JERSEY

CO.

The
Flexlume
Sign Co. Canadian
'^^'^^^t^^^J^
Pacific Coast
Distributors
Distributors
The Electric Products Corp.
The Flexlume Sign Co. Ltd.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Toronto, Ont.
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The Fotoplayer Well
Adapted to Theatres
THE musical requirements of theatres vary
from the piano and violin, or trap drummer,
through the average small theatre orchestra, up to
the full sjmphony requirements of motion picture
palaces.
From the efiforts to meet the musical necessities of small theatres, with a single instrument,
the pipe organ was installed, either frankly, under
its own name or as a "unit orchestra" giving
the mesmeric impression of suggested qualities
it did not always contain.
The American Photo Player, Company, Manufacturers of the Famous " Fotoplayer " recognizing the Exhibitor's valuation of the greater
importance of music, for recitals and interpretative qualities, conceived and successfully built and
installed the " Robert-Morton Orchestral Organ."
The number of these instruments used in the
better class of theatres has justified the tonal and
mechanical qualities of the Robert-Morton from
an artistic and engineering standpoint.
With all their capabilities, the smaller RobertMorton instruments are no more difficult to
handle than the Fotoplayer, nor are the larger
ones, except that a wider knowledge of orchestration is required to use intelligently the wealth of
orchestral tone provided — which is the same as
saying that it takes a better man to conduct a
forty-piece symphony orchestra than the average
Theatre Conductor, who may be perfectly at home
with eight or ten pieces.
Standardization and factory management have
permitted immediate availability for delivery of
these organs and they are built in such form that
it will be possible to install them in the average
theatre, without the extensive and frequently expensive rebuilding operation which has usually
been necessary to accommodate a theatre organ.
The power and versatility of a symphony orchestra in all its majestic grandeur is faithfully
reproduced — not only by the tone of the individual
instruments represented, but by the wonderful interpretation ofcombinations of groups of instruments under the absolute control of one player,
who finds himself in the position of a Conductor
with the advantage that he possesses the ability to
execute the music before him in strict accordance
with his own interpretation and without the element of fallibility, including diverse temperaments
and inattention on the part of a number of orchestral players.

Exterior viezv of RaUiii Morton Works at American Photo Player Company, Vans Nays, California

Review

of Latest

Musical

Compositions
— " Some One Like You," waltz song from
the Broadway success " Angel Face." (T.
B. Harms.)
— "The Kewpie's Rendezvous," a caprice by
Kempinski, suitable for neutral and light
love scenes. (Belwin Inc.)
— " Behind Your Silken Veil," a fox trot by
Rose, that
writer
Why."
Mr. Vincent
Rose claims
it isofthe" Tell
best Me
melody
he
ever wrote. (Sherman Clay & Co.)
— Harms.)
" Yearning," a beautiful fox trot.

(T. B.

— " Beautiful Nights," by Valala Lucia, a
most dreamy and beautiful waltz with an
original melody. (Chas. K. Harris.)

new "Booster,"
M. L. Lake,
"Africana," c bydance.
6— characteristi
(Carl a Fischer.)
— " Hunkatin," by Sol P. Levy, writer of
"That
Naughty
Waltz"
and "Why?"
" Hunkatin " is an extraordinary half-tone onestep, with
lots of
vocal.
(Belwin
Inc.)" pep " lately published for
Reserved

Seats

$2,20

n •Tv
p ESERVE
SEATSpractically
$2.20 " ! every
You candayhear
announcement
in this
the
lobby of the Capitol theatre, Broadway and Fiftyfirst street. New York Citj'.
I often heard it and was under the impression
that it is nothing but fictitious advertising. After
all the Capitol is only a motion picture theatre, so
I made up my mind to cease being an exterior
spectator and investigate the matter.
I paidTwomy weeks
" $2.20,"
and theheard
beautifulat
show.
latersawI saw
same a picture
a down town theatre for 20c, including the war
tax. Mr. Exhibitor, for $2.20, I saw and heard ;
for 20c I only saw things. Please get this : I had
to pay $2.00 for hearing things.
What are your patrons hearing? "Candy! Ice
Cream ! Chocolate ! " or a musical program in
keeping with the action and atmosphere of the enlire show? Of course not everybody can afford to
employ Symphony Orchestras, but the least you
can do is to try and be better than your neighbor.
All these common nickel reminiscences can easily
be eliminated. Every exhibitor can build in miniature what a big fellow in the big town is building
in reality.

Competition in business is the greater factor
than necessitj-, in encouraging new inventions in
the life of a nation. Competition is the only factor*
able to create such institutions as the CapitoU
Rialto, Rivoli, and Strand of New York City, N.'
Y., Grauman's, of Los Angeles, Cal., and many*
other monuments of modern showmanship. Butthis is no reason why exhibitors should resign to'
phlegmatic sameness in localities where competition;
is not a factor. There are other things of sufr
cient importance to encourage men to create and
build. For your own satisfaction, and as a human^
being, it is your duty to live up to the trend of^
modernism.
The maintenance of the old nickel
picture system onl}' stumps the growth of the vine
sensibilities that slowly but surely will predominate
the present generation, and all those exhibitors not
keeping in step with the progressive development
of their patrons will soon find themselves among
ihc "have beens " of their profession. The same
furmula applies to every branch of life. Keep iti
up or take a back seat. I admit that the picturei*
is the center of attraction, but take the most beait>|
tiful and
diamond,
its the setting that makes it desir-!
able
attractive.
Mr. Exhibitor, the best piece of meat can be
served in the form of hash. How are you servi"
}.our patrons?
— The Editor.
Sam

Fox

Novelties

THERE is no necessity of dwelling upon the f
that the Sam Fox publications establish
themselves as indispensable to musicians who are
striving to appropriately accompany pictures.
The editor of these columns has only one criticism regarding Sam Fox publications, and that is,
there are not enough of these excellent numbers
published. Five numbers recently added to their
catalog follow:
" Dancing Nymphs," by Brane, a 2/4 Allegro
Moderato Intermezzo which is in the strictest sense
of the word musically representing w^hat its title
implies.
" Love Letters," by Jackson, a charming
Moderato Concert waltz, one of those numbers
which should be in the library of every progressive
musician. There are many waltzes on the market
but very few have animate movements and can be
synchronized to action of the picture without destroj ing its musical value. " Love Letters " fully
responds to the above.
" Devotion," by Deppen. The name of Deppen
coupled with the standard of Sam Fox should
really be sufficient to induce every musician to avail

Corner of the Action Room
where the Fotoplayer is made.
Jesse Crawford at the Console of the Robert Morton Orchestral Organ in the California Theatre, Los Angeles.
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Organ

Orchestra

Supremacy

The successful introduction of the Robert -Morton Organ
in the higher class theatres throughout the country has justified the genius of its builders.
The Robert -Morton Organ combines the majestic grandeur of the Pipe Organ with the variety of tone color produced
by a full Symphony Orchestra — the ideal combination of
musical expression for picture accompaniment.
Organists playing the Robert -Morton praise its unique
construction, scientific blending of tone and ease of operation,
enabling the performer to be in absolute harmony with the
mood and action of the story.
Exhibitors interested in the economic feature of their
music will find the Robert-Morton equally successful for solo
work and its ability in filling out an orchestra.
There is a representative in your Territory.
Send lor the Robert ■ M or ton Story.

Tlie
ihe

American
American

NEWYORKCITY
62 WEST 45 STREET

Pholo
rnoro

PlauerC
riauerv^o.
^SAN FRANCISCO, CA
''sAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
CHICAGO.ILL.
109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
64 E.JACKSON BLVD.
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himself of a copy of this exceptional melodious
and well-constructed composition. It is a moderate
con. moto of neutral character and one of those
numbers of which scores can be used in one single
picture.
" Blue Bells," by Zamecnik, a light 6/8 composition which represents another addition to the many
wonderful compositions Mr. Zamecnik has written.

It is not the greatest he has written but certainly
among the best.
" Think Love of Me," by Grey, a song which has
already met with great popularity and is being featured by the most famous artists in the country.
This number is a slow melodious movement wonderful and adaptable for love scenes, dramatic and
pathetic situations.

Picture

N en

This column was inaugurated for the purpose
offering musicians helpful suggestions and -axaot
the many things we suggest, we believe that t
best suggestion we have ever made is this: G
every number mentioned above, from the nean
music dealer, and if you want special advice at ai
time write "The Music Editor, Motion Picns
News or the music house you are dealing wit
1
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" THE HEART OF A GYPSY "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Serenade Romantique " (And. con moto), Borch
1 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
2 — " Dramatic Narrative " (for scenes of reminiscence), by Pement (2 minutes
and 30 seconds), until — T: " Green Terrace, the home of."
3 — " upLovelette
(Allegretto),
by Levy (2 minutes and IS seconds), until — S:
Close
of child" with
ball.
4 — "Gypsy Fantasia," by Jerwitz (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "The
where." (Allegro), by Haydn (4 minutes and IS seconds), until —
Camp, Rondo"
Gypsy
5 — "Gypsy
T: " Get off my property."
6 — "Gypsy Serenade," by Nehl (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "Like
Arabs
they." (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T: " I borrowed that from.
7— Theme
8 — " Birds and Butterflies " (Intermezzo), by Vely (1 minute and 50 seconds),
imtil — T: "With evening came."
9 — "Sinister Theme" (for scenes of impending danger), by Vely (3 minutes
and 30 seconds), until — T: "I see a caravan going."
10 — " Poeme Syraphonique " (And. quasi adagioj, by Borch (3 minutes and SO
seconds), until — T: "At news that Rosalind."
11 — Continue pp. (40 seconds), until — T: " I knew people loved each."
12 — " Gypsy Life " (Characteristic), by Koelling (2 minutes and 40 seconds),
until — T: "With the night came."
13 — Theme (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: "Surely you have aright.
14 — "Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T:
" You saw him climb."
15 — "Dramatic Suspense" by Winkler (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T:
" Breakfast time next."
16 — "Dramatic Agitato" (for general use), by Hough (1 minute and SO seconds), until — T: "IConflict"
must stop(Hurry
him before."
.
™
17 — "Dramatic
Heroique), by Levy (3 minutes),
until.,— T:
" Dane forgot that his wife."
.
18 — •' Misterioso Agitato " (descriptive), by Smith (2 minutes and 25 seconds),
until — T: "My danger is yours."
.
■ 19 — " Erl King" (Dramatic Mysterioso), by Schubert (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T:Allegro,"
"When bymorning
once more."
^,
20 — "Lento
Berge came
(2 minutes
and 5 seconds), until.,
— T: „ The
Coroner's inquest."
. x l /-. ^-it jm
21 — " Andante Appassionato " (depicting dramatic emotion), by Castillo \4 min5 seconds), Dramatico
until — T: ""The
trial."
■ ■ v uby dBorch (2
22 —utes'■andMisterioso
(depicting
mystery and agitation),
you between."
were
"Where
T:
—
until
?econds).
10
and
minutes
23 — Theme ff (50 seconds), until— S : After the trial.
THE END

"SEALED HEARTS"
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
!
Theme: "Dramatic Reproach," by Irene Berge
1 — Theme (2 minutes and SO seconds), until — S: At Screening.
2 — "Poeme Symphonique " (And. quasi adagio), by Borch (3 minutes and 55
seconds), until — T: "Yes, Grace, come right.
3 — " Dramatic Conflict " (Hurry Heroique) , by Levy (3 minutes and 5 seconds),
until — T: " May the day come when you."
4— " Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — ^T:
" I am not your father."
5 — "Serenade" (Moderato), by Widor (2 minutes), until — T: The straight road.
"Cupid's
(Moderato), by Miles (1 minute and 40 seconds), until— y
T :6—And
for theFrolic"
first time.
7 — "Finale Allegro" (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (1 minute and ISi
seconds),
— T: Faithful (Mel.
to hisAllegretto),
pact.
8— "In until
Lover's
by Pryor (4 minutes), until — T:|•"
Marchbands
becomesLane"
another.
"Loveto Song"
(Dramatic), by Flegier (3 minutes and SO seconds), until — ^T:
' 'I9 —refuse
be a chattel."
10 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Will your failure mean?"
"Lost
daysU —that
were.Spring" (Dramatic), by Flegier (2 minutes), until — T: And mid
12 — "Stampede," by Simon (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "Then you'r*
— Organ
improvise
to action wedding march (1 minute and 25 seconds), until ■#ft
T :13The
bargain
closed.
going
mad."
Elves"
(Intermezzo), by Borch (3 minutes and 30 seconds),'
until14 —— T:'Impish
An empty
honeymoon.
15 — Theme (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — T: And though the air was.
— " Why?
" (Ballad
T: 16From
her and
every. Fox Trot), by Levy (1 minute and 45 seconds), imtil—
17 — Continue pj) (1 minute and SS seconds), until — T: "She married for hi*."
18 — " Dramatic Agitato " (For general use), by Hough (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: "You are making a laughing."
19 — " Dramatic Tension " (For general use), by Levy (3 minutes and SO seconds), until — T: And the dawn that followed.
20 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: " It is the end, I am."
21 — " Dramatic Tension " (For strong tense emotional scenes), by Shephard
(3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "Let me go with you."
22—
" L' Adieu
(Dramatic), by Karganoff (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: I
The House
of Torture.
23 — " Cavatine " (Dramatic), by Bohm (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — ^T:
To whom God's most.
THE END
24 — Theme ff (1 minute and S seconds),
until — T: " It is just as I feared."

"THE OAKDALE AFFAIR"
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Mood Pensive" (Andante Moderato), Applefield
S: 1 —At"Slumbering
Screening. River" (Allegretto Moderato), by Stewart (2 minutes), until —
23— Theme
(2 minutes),
T: Gail
Prim, Jonas'
" Dramatic
Tension," until—
by Andino
(3 minutes
and 30daughter.
seconds), imtil — S: When
Gail reads letter (auto effects).
. ,„ j x
4
"
In
the
Ruins
"
(Andante
Grave),
by
Kempinski
(2
imnutes and 30 seconds),
until — T: In the nearby town of.
5 — " Dramatic Tension," Andino (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: A Knight
of the road.
> . ^
.
•
, ,„
6 "Canterbury Bells" (Capricious Annette), by Tonning (1 minute and 30
seconds), until— S : When scene fades to restaurant.
7 "Mysterioso No. 3," by Minot (1 minute), until — S: When Gail climbs
^^"'Allegro Agitato No. 8," by Andino (3 minutes), until — S: When Gail makes
noise.
'
9 "Dramatic
Tension," by Borch (3 minutes),,until — ^
T: The general.,
10 "Storm Furioso," by Minot (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: When
tramp looks at sky (storm effects).
11— Theme (3 minutes), until— S : When tramp sings.
and 30 seconds), until — S: When
by Shephard„ (1, minute
N<Jf49,"
12 "Agitato
chauffeur
stops car
(shot).
,
,
,n
t
13 "Gruesome Mysterioso," by Borch (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — 1:
"It is a man's body" (clanking chain).
.,„.„.,.
14 — "Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (2 minutes), until — T: I thought you

" LOMBARDI, LTD."
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Birds and Butterflies" (Capricious Allegretto), Vely
1— That Naughty Waltz (a la jazz), by Levy (3 minutes), until — S: At screening.
2 — La Ballerina (Schottisch Characteristic), by Johnstone (2 minutes and IS
seconds),
T: "I'll speak
to him Capricioso)
now."
3 — Birdsuntil
and— Butterflies
(Allegretto
(Theme), by Vely (3 minutes
and IS seconds), until — T: "Me no feel like."
4— Bluette (Allegretto Grazioso), by Sanford (4 minutes), until — T: "There
are5—soEccentric
many outstanding."
Comedy Theme, Roberts (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T:
" You are da new mannequin."
6—
Air
de
Ballet
(Allegrettobell).
Moderato), by Borch (4 minutes), imtil — S: When
Daisie is put on (telephone
78 —— La
Oriental
fox
trot
(1
minute
and 30 seconds),
until(2— minutes
T: " Tell-a
Comedienne (Moderato Caprice),
by Hosmer
and to30 me."
seconds),
until — S: When Ricky talks to Daisie (telephone bell).
9 — Flirty FUrts (Intermezzo Rubato), by Levy (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until— T: " PhylUs Manning, Strohm's."
10
minutes
and Lento),
45 seconds),
until —(2T:minutes
" You and
are wonderful,
11 —— Theme
Sleeping (2Rose
(Valse
by Borch
15 seconds),Tito."
until —
T: "Then came the night of the."
12 — Andante Pathetiqtie, by Berge il minute and 15 seconds), until — T: " Dees-a
little
Lida."Tension, by Andino (1 jninute), until — T: "Gee, you're lucky to
13 — girl,
Dramatic
14 — Poeme Symphonique, by Borch (3 minutes), until — S: When Phyllis meets
Tarrant.
15 — Vampire Theme (Dramatic), by Levy (1 minute and 30 seconds), imtil — T:
" Tarrant
accomplishes."
16 — Gay usually
Butterflies
(Allegro Giocoso Caprice), by Gregh (2 minutes and 30
have." until — T: "I picked-a dees."
seconds),
1718 —— Theme
minutes and
30 seconds),
until — T:(3" minutes
Rickey, you've
here," unCamelia (2(Andante
Moderato),
by Tonning
and 30 been
seconds),
til—19 —T: Bleeding
"That young
woman."
Hearts (Andante Sentimento) ,by Ler>ry (2 minutes and 45 seconds),Theme
until — T (2" Nora,
20
—
minutesNora,
and(Moderato).
30bambino."
seconds),
— T:(5 "Iminutes
may beandable15 toseconds),
get."
21 — Intermezzo Irlandais
by until
Leigh
until — S : When Tito leaves Hoddy's office.
Dramatic Reproach, by Berge (1 minute),
— T: " I ^am going away
for22a— little."
^ until „
23
—
Dramatic
Agitato,
by
Hough
(2
minutes),
until
—
S:
When Tito
keys.
24 — Silent Sorrows (Andante Pathetique), by Borch (4 minutes
and 30seesseconds),
until — T: "Closing hour."
w
25 — Dramatic Narrative, by Pement (1 mmute and 45 seconds), until — i: My
26 — leetle
Theme Lida."
(1 minute), until S: When Lida leaves.
poor
27 — Serenade
Romantique (Moderato Serenade), by Borch (5 minutes and IS
seconds), until — T: "In spite of the thirty."
..
28 — Theme (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — S: When Nora joins Tito.
45. seconds),
and
minutes
(2
Rosey
by
one-step),
(Popular
Mode
La
A
29
. ^ .. until— T: "I am not a chauffeur." „
inspirash.
great
got-a
"I
:
T
until—
seconds),
30
and
30 — Theme (1 minute
THE END.

^*isl_"
Kiefert(1 (3minute),
minutes),
S: WhenGailGail
hearshouse.
noise.
16_" Agitato
Galop No.No. 7,"6,"bybyMinot
untiluntil
— S:— When
leaves
17 — "Eccentric Comedy Theme," by Roberts (5 minutes), until — T: " I am tak18— " p'lirty
Flirts" (Intermezzo Rubato), , by. Levy
Burton,
a city.
_ , ,(3 minutes),
, until — , T: Clem
19 "In Flowerland" (Valse Intermezzo), by Golden- (2 minutes and 30 secuntil — T: ""There
was Moderato),
a big jewel."by Tonning (3 minutes and IS seconds),
20 "onds),Camelia
(Andante
until — T: "It's the bear and he's." ., ^ „
21 — Theme (2 minutes and IS seconds), until — T: I cant, ^
believe you are. „
22 "Frills and Furbelows" (Rondo Rococo), by Crespi (1 minute and 30 seconds), until— T: The magic road to anywhere.
(5 minutes), until — T: Leading whither.
Waltz"
Life 33,"
"Gypsy No.
23 "Hurry
24
by Minot (3 minutes), until — S: When boy detective sees
gypsies (auto effects — shot).
25 "Dramatic Tension," by Shephard (3 minutes), until — S: When detectives
*"'fr^" Capricious Annette" (Moderato
Caprice), by Borch (2 minutes and 30
after that reward."
seconds), until — T: "They're
seconds), until — T: "This ain t no place for.
30
and
minute
(1
Theme
—
27
28 "Agitato No. 37," by Andino (2 minutes), until — T: When crowds gather.
"Daddy, daddy."
until —byT: Tonning
seconds),
and 45 poco
(1 minute
2930— Theme
"Clematis"
(Moderato
agitato),
(3 minutes), until — S:
sf-Jrheme ("minute and 45 seconds),
until — S: When Bridge joins Gail.
THE END
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Not by doing more business but by getting all that's
coming to you on the business you are doing now.

The

For

Artistic

and

Lobby

Display

Decorations

Stage

NETSCHERT

61 Barclay Street

IliffRE

New York City, N. Y.

CHAIR

COyj^^

Automaticket

Register

by keeping your tickets under lock and key, giving
you an exact record of every ticket sold, and a
check on your cash receipts for the day, insures
your getting every dollar of profit your

Install our line of Artificial FLOWERS,
TREES, VINES, LEAVES, GARLANDS,
WREATHS and PALMS.
Estimates cheerfully given.
Our catalogue No. 8 illustrating in colors
the latest artificial flowers for Theatre
decoration FREE.
FRANK

Perfected

enter-

prise earns.
Send for our new catalog of vital K
boxEoffice
information.
T

AND

GASH

173?

Broadway

Every

REGISTER
Co.
New York City
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Properly
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BRASS FRAMES AND RAILS
Re aNEWMAN"
d What Jotiah Pearce & Sons Say About Our [Goods
Gentlemen :
Now that you have completed equipment in our new
theatres here in New Orleans and Houston, Texas, we want
to take this means of expressing to you our appreciation of
the manner in which we have done business with you, also
as to the character of your goods. You have, without exception, filled our orders Just as promptly as we could ever
expect and probably quicker than we had anticipated, and
the fact of your having supplied us with brass frames and
various other equipment in our fifteen theatres is evidence
that we are pleased with your goods, for they are the most
attractive, durable and practical that we have as yet found.
We wish you good luck
the prosecution
of your work.
Yoursin very
truly,
JOSIAH PEARCE & SONS.
J. E. PEARCE
New Orleans. La.
The Newman
Mfg. Co.
EstahlUhe4 1882
Write tor our 1920 Catalogue
_ ,
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
■i'u r.'rin^s Sl'en,
^- Washington Street, Chicago, IliinoU
Canadians
Representative—
J. T. Canada
Malone, 337 Bleury Street
Sfontreal,
Bar
ite« DoorKick
'Ih'.PDers
'
Pacific Coast — G. A. Metcalfe, San Francisco, Cal.
TTe manufacture the frames in various flnislics which do not require polishing.

It is not the pictures alone that control your
patronage and fill your theatre with a large,
enthusiastic audience, for if the pictures do not
appear on your screen clear and flickerless they
lose half their value.
Give theatre-goers the joy of seeing a perfectly
projected picture. You can easily do this by
employing in your machine
TOR CARBONS.

SPEER

PROJEC-

A size and style to meet the requirements of
every operating condition.

Speer

Carbon
St. Marys,

Company
Penna.
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NEWS CAMERAMEN WANTED —
We pay the highest price per foot
and use a greater number of feet
than all other producers of news
reels combined. We want crisp, live
subjects of anything and everything
that Is unusual or interesting either
local, national or international. If
you have a motion picture camera
or can use one, shoot us your undevelopedbetween
negative (using
standardby
frame lines
the holes)
first parcel post (special delivery)
or express with captions or all data
obtainable. We can use up to 100
feet of one subject; for some extra
special stuff will pay as high as
45.00 per ticulars
foot.
for more card;
parand a Write
fleld working
become
our
permanent
cameraspondentMotion
in yourPicture
section.
Address
World
Advertising
•Co., 500 Fifth Avenue, New York
City, Laboratory Dept. " Our news
reel encircles the globe."
FOR SALE — AVilliamson Camera complete
with tripod. Whitelaw, 145 West 45th
Street, New York. Room 702.
150 FEISTER Non-Rewinder Machines for
Simplex Machines. Economizer of labor,
reel terboy,
saves operator's
projection.
$125.00 per time,
pair. gives
Box bet350,
Motion Picture News.
WE ARB CONTROLLING four theatres In
the same town. No opposition. Big Money
Making Proposition. The reason selling,
have too many other businesses to look
after. There was never such a money
making proposition offered before. The
capital required will be from 100,000 to
130,000 dollars to put the deal over. Do
not answer this ad unless you are after
the biggest thing in this industry. Address
to THE ELYRIA THEATRES COMPANY,
ELYRIA, OHIO.
LEADER FOR SALE
Colored, new film
$3.75 per 1000 ft
Opaque, undeveloped film . $5.00 per 1000 ft.
EVANS FILM MFG. CO.
416 West 216th Street
New York City

"THE CLIMBERS"
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Love Me" (Ballade Sentimeniale I, Zamecnik
1 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
2 — "Fairy
onds), until — Phantoms
S: When (Allegretto
Ned watchesGrazioso),
Blanche. by Friedman (1 minute and IS sec3 — Theme (1 minute), until — T: "And so friendships begin."
4 — —"Flirty
(Intermezzo
Rubato), by Levy (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
until
T: "AtFlirts"
the Silver
Beach Inn."
5
—
"
Turbulence
"
(Allegro
Agitato),
— S : When fisherman reaches hotel. by Borch (1 minute and 4S seconds), until
6 — "Rose Leaves" (Andante Moderate), by Ashleigh (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " You are my whole life. '
7 — " Serenade Romantique " (Romance Moderate), by Borch (3 minutes and IS
seconds), until — T: "The Climbers have discovered."
8 — Theme (2 minutes and IS seconds), until — T: "First come, first served."
9 — "Slumbering
(Allegretto
Moderate), by Siewert (3 minutes and IS
seconds),
until — S: River"
When Dick
gets check.
10
—
"Dramatic
Reproach,"
by
Berge
(2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T:
" On the drive home Dick."
U — Popular one-step. Segue to Theme (Flash only), (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "His friend and rival" (wave effects.)
12 — Organ improvising (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "And so they are
13 — "Sinister
Theme,"
married."
Blanche
" (telephone
bell.) by Vely (3 minuses), until — T: "Time brings to
14 — "The Blushing Rose" (Andante Serenade), by Johnson (1 minute and 30
E seconds), until — T: "But Blanche, I can't go."
15 — Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "Always just the one word."
16 — "onds),Babillage
" (Intermezzo
until — S: When
scene fadesAllegretto),
to Climbers.by Castillo (1 minute and IS sec17 — "Reverie" (From Pathetic Suite), (4 minutes and IS seconds), until — S:
= When Blanche enters father's room.
18 — " Elegie " (From Pathetic Suite), (3 minutes and IS seconds), until — T:
f\ " There
is no (1income."
19 — Theme
minute and 30 seconds), until — S: When scene fades to Blanche.
II When
20 — "Dramatic
Narrative" by Pement (2 minutes and IS seconds), until — S:
Dick takes drink.
I
21 — Theme (3 minutes and 4S seconds), until — S: When Aunt kisses Blanche.
I 22 — " Budding Spring " (Romance Moderate), by Platzman (2 minutes and IS
I seconds), until — T: " And then one night." (1 minute and 45 seconds), until —
I
23 — "Nocturne" (From Chopiniana Suite),
heardChopiniana
some." Suite), (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until —
§I T: 24 "Blanche
— " SerenataI have
" (From
1\ T: 25 —"Please
come
down
presently."
Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "I want to make."
26 — "Dramatic Tension," by Andino (3 minutes), until — T: "I am ashamed
1 Blanche " (storm effects).
=
27 — "Gruesome Misterioso," by Borch (1 minute), until — T: "Why don't you
28 — Wedding
March (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — S: When scene fades
I speak?
"
I to automobile.
II law29 —Mr."Adagio"
Trotter. (From Tragic Suite), (2 minutes), until — T: "Your son-inI 30 — Cradle Song (From Tragic Suite), (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T:
£ " Keep this scandal quiet."
I
31 — Theme (1 minute), until — T: "By George I haven't."
I
32 — "Dramatic Tension," by Shepherd (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T:
1 " So I have caught you."
I
33 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Ned, dear hearts do not."
I
THE END.
The

HAZELTON STUDIOS
Prodncerg of
Announcement, Trick, Cartoon
and Advertising Motion Picture Filnu
of all Descriptions.
Studios: Arcade Building
p. O. Box 96,
Write for
Charleston, West Ylrrinia Prices
LE FILM
Tho Greatest Weekly Trade Paper of
MOTION PICTURES AND THB
STAGE PRINTED
EN PARIS
1467 Broadway New York
Telephone Bryant 5602
26 RUE DU DELTA, PARIS
878 TALCAHUANO,
BUENOS AIRES
Subscription, One Year, $6.00
"THE BIOSCOPE"
Thenal of representative
weekly
Jourthe British Film
Industry.
Of special Interest to all who
buy or sell Films.
Office*: 8S Shaftesbury Are., London, W. I.
Specimen copy free on request.
Foreign Euhacriptiont: One pound
ten shillings (Oold)
PEARCE
FILMS
608 Canal Street
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Largett Independent Exchange South

Music

Editor

is Always

of Motion
at

Your

Picture

News

A. G. STEEN,
MADE
FILM

AMERICA

RAW

EQUAL

CO., INC.
New York City

Special Representative

IN

TO THE

STOCK
BEST

Used Successfully by the Foremost Producers and
Laboratories

ADVERTISE

HERE

AND
BE HAPPY

N t

Most of your patror
can afford every othe
instrument except a
Estey Theatre P i p
Organ, but they vvil
gladly pay to come
hear yours.

an«

THEiESTEY ORGAN CO.
Brattleboro, Vt.

Write Jor our U»t of Onaramtf
Rebuilt Machineg
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPAV
Largest Exclaalve Dealers to the
MOTION PIOTCBB TRADE
100-802 Mailers UuUdlnf
6 CHICAGO,
So. WabashILLINOIS
Avenue
Dealers In Hotlo^aph, Staadar
and Simplex Morlnc Picture Ma
chines. National Carbons, Mlnoa
Screens and EverrthlnK for Ih
Theatre.
WB SELL, ON THE
PLAN INBTALUCKir

Theatre and Exchange
Mailing List Service
We rent lists
of or address
contemplated or existing
theatres,
excbsDges, state rl^bts owners,
pobllclty simediums
and class,
producers,
selected
to territory,
etc.
Twenty cortbotissnd
cbsoges
were Its
reded Id our list last year.
use means a saving of from 20 to
50% Id postage, etc.
Motion Picture Directory Co.
244 W. 4tnd St.. New York
Pbone, Bryant 8138
Addrettint
TypewritingU»ltiffrapM
Prlnti

Service
Phone Bryant 6808

BAY STATE FILM SALES
220 West 42nd Street

Picture

PHONE BRYANT 360S i
UNIQUE SLIDE COLantern
Quality
H AVE
717 SEVENT
.NEW SHdcs
YORK.
li W"] Highest

Hoc
Try
FOR SIGNS, STAGE
OR CANOPY LIGHTJ
TlieyBrilliant
Cover the
Bulb Colon
and S
Lasting
Have
Every
Advantage
—£
Your Dollars in Lamp Renei
For 5-10 W. and r ,1. D , t t ^
T- I.
, No Bothersome Dipping
25-40 W. Lamps
REYNOLDS ELECTRIC ^ •
2650 W. CONGRESS ST. CHICAGO, E
^3

THE ARGUS LAMP & APPLIANCE C
Umafttartn
Argua Shock Urdveraal Admptmn
lor Masda Lamp Projection
and
Argtw
Crystal
Boad CLEVCLAND,
Sooona M
Write for catalos

KINARKO

CAR60NI

CARBON IMPORTS CO.
110-112-114 West 42nd Street
New York City

Send for catalog;ue.
Easy monthly payments.
You need Bartola music in your theatre.
PARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO., Room 314 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, 111. Factory, Oshkosh. Wisr
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and Short Length Features Covered on This Page
ness, colored of course with a vein of satire. That
with her frivoHties. A wealthy young aristocrat
is where " The Garage " is lacking. True it genbecomes violently enamoured and Constance
" Too Much Johnson "
erates acertain amount of humor. But that is to
tolerates him because of his influence with the the(Pararaount-Artcraft)
atrical world. He backs her in a play and she be expected with an Arbuckle piece.
The point is he is capable of offering us better
'' betokens W illiam Gil- becomes a star. His violent advances cause her to
TOO Much Johnson
lette. The power to weave an extraordiachievements — achievements which his imitators
flee
from
his
estate
and
by
chance
she
enters
the
rily complicated plot makes this a comedy above
home of three bachelors, two old and out of the cannot duplicate. Anyone who poses as a comec average in rapid occurrence of hilariously
dian on the screen could appear quite as acceptable
running and the third a cynic. Of course she unjnny scenes and in the judicious use of a few
as Fatty here. Still he acts the dunce enough to
consciously
wins
him,
falls
in
love
herself
and
iiaracters. The hero allows the meddling motherdeserts the stage. Her stay of two weeks in this make himself original. You look upon him as the
law to figuratively hang herself by giving her
hostler of a garage — the man of all-work. The
house gives the play its title.
)o much rope. In this instance the marriage confun is derived from a pail of water, a hose, a
act with a fire-eating Mexican ranch owner,
Conway Tearle as an author who doesn't believe
flivver or two, and the mechanics that make these
in
woman,
plays
opposite
Miss
Talmadge.
Templar
hich the mother-in-law thinks is a deed and inmachines fall to pieces— and, of course, a slippery
Saxe and George Fawcett, as the two other bachests on signing, may be cited as provoking mirth
road. The hose is played upon Buster Keaton and
lors, are true to type while Tom Cameron, as the
om any audience.
butler, and Reginald Mason as the aristocrat do likewise upon Fatty. It is slapstick any way you
look at it.
Adele Farrington is good as the Mother-in-lawall that is expected of them.
id Monte Blue as Breezy, the young friend of
There are several elaborate settings and the
Playing at three New York theatres simulle hero. Elsie Lorimer's work is also worthy of photography is excellent— FRED T. GRENELL.
taneously, we noticed that the piece roused the risiDte.— CHARLOTTE DANTZIG.
bilities of the spectators to loud and emphatic apReviewed at Adams Theatre,
Reviewed at Newman Theatre,
preciation. So it must be called a success. The
Detroit, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
humor is not spontaneous because it is conceived
with labor — labor which does not spring forth from
any inspiration. The laughter is gained through
"What's Your Husband Doing?"
" Luck of the Irish "
the employment of practical jokes and stunts, but
(
Ince-ParamountArtcraf
t
)
it is» not continuous laughter, at least, not in the
( Mayflower-Dwan Production — 6700 Feet)
New York theatres. Some spectators exploded —
y N interesting melodrama with worlds of ALTHOUGH not as good as " Twenty-three
some always will when a comedian finds his feet
and a Half-Hour's Leave," this is a genuinely
V action and a speedy advancing plot, brightgood comedy, with originality, and the Ince touch.
have k-ft \um.—LACRE\CE KEID.
led by clever comedy situations and witty subties. The interest grows from the clever introThe combination of Doris May's piquancy and
jction of an Irish plumber's romance with a Douglas MacLean's refreshing personality, together with the clever situations, make the prohool teacher and through nearly seven reels the
"Hungry Lions and Tender Hearts"
duction interesting at all times.
(Sunshine Comedy — Two Reels — Fox)
spense is well maintained. The story opens
THIS
Sunshine Comedy is going to attract a lot
ith the plumber watching feet pass his basement
The paths of tw-o wives who want to make a
of attention because of its employment of lions
lop window in New York, and then, through a world filled with alimony-seeking women and siren
to help out the comedians and the girls. Of course
correspondents safe for two innocent young lawyer
ook's tour taking in Venice, Cairo, Singapore and
husbands,
are
crossed
by
young
wife
No.
3,
who
it
doesn't present any story beyond the familiar idea
[ongkong, gives opportunity for a big variety of
wrongly suspects her spouse of infidelity. All go
of the " chase." The chasing however is not done
onderful settings and a wide range of thrilling
by grotesque cops or by any particular party who
to an inn on the same evening — but not in family
;periences, none of w'hich are overdone.
has been made the "goat" of the action. The purJames Kirkwood is great as Grogan, the groups. A raid results in the final scenes being
suing methods are employed by a group of lions
laid in jail, Lawyer husband on the bench in the
umber, and should continue as an actor instead
which turn everyone in the picture to flight. A parabsence of golf plaving husbands, trying the wives.
[ directing. Ward Crane, the heavy, a newcomer
ticularly handsome beast acts the part of the leader,
—CHARLOTTE DANTZIG.
the screen ; Anna Q. Nilsson and Harry Northand
he
covers
familiar ground in his journey. In
Reviewed
at
the
Royal
Theatre,
jp, are the other principals of a convincing cast.
exploiting him the director has thought up nothing
Kansas City, Mo.
"Luck of the Irish" proved to be one of the
original since the flighty members jump from one
ree most popular features shown at Grauman's,
room to another — jump in and out of folding beds
ith the week's receipts greatest to date. — CARL
— jump up and down fire escapes — jump from
" The Garage "
lESSON.
house to house — and jump all over one another in
Reviewed at Grauman's Theatre,
(Fatty Arbuckle Comedy — Two Reels —
Los Angeles.
avoiding the king of the forest. He is a goodComique-Paramoimt )
natured animal and by his expression you wouldn't
think he would hurt a fly. Before he catches the
FATTY ARBUCKLE'S newest comedy, "The
comedians
a goodly share of property effects are
Garage,"
doesn't
carry
the
inspiration
in
its
idea
" Two Weeks "
destroyed.
that was found in its immediate forerunner, " The
(First National)
Quite as much money is expended in making
Hayseed." Consequently it is weak in comparison.
these comedies as in a five-reel feature. The action
Where Fatty caught genuine humanity even though
■CONSTANCE TALMADGE has a light and
it was burlesqued in the previous issue, this time
is naturally repetitious and because of its developfrothy bit of entertainment in "Two Weeks,"
ment the humor spends itself early. But one is too
he employs tried and true slapstick methods. And
It it makes good entertainment for the " tired
fearful for the actors to be worried about any
the picture follows too closely on the heels of the
jsiness man " and anyone else who doesn't wish
1 think. Also it has been spiced up with some
other to make its values appreciated, granting that absence of comical highlights. The funmakers
it has any of these in the first place. Fatty belongs
idnight bathing in a quiet lake in which Constance
practise trick falls and jumps on purpose — a factor
which also conceals the spontaneity. Still it is
in subjects of rural life. He is supreme in depermitted to pose in a one-piece bit of bathing
3ods.
lineating the country yokel and in his treatment
interesting because of the lions. Every person and
The story is not original but the role is one in of the character he has always approached the every animal connected with the comedy works
hich the star appears at her best. She is a saucy
bulls-eye of truth. The genuine clever comedy is hard to bring out its value. Among the players
id pert chorus girl who means nothing wrong
that which can exploit life with reasonable genuine{Continued on page 1127)
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EDITOR'S NOTE Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for last fifteen weeks arranged alphabetically as
index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and designating the issue
Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
, • r • , ,i •
fine and gives the comments of exhibitors who hi
The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed m a brief smgle
shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publisha final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all opinions received
each picture As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average or Poor), we arrive at
consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from exhibitors who have made no act
, . .
,
^
.
^ . ,
.
comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture. ,
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this depj
PLAN BO
ment will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to October 4, 1919.
RELEASED
STAR
BRAND
PLAN BOOK PICTURE
STAR
PICTURE
RELEASED
BRAND
CROOKED
STRAIGHT
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
CHARLES RAY
MAE MURRAY
(NOV. 9)
N0\
B C. OF LOVE, THE (ACME-PERRET-PATHE)
Liiii-.
" Will suitably entertain majority."-^M. P. News.
' (DEC 7)
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
good
picture.
Big
to
average
business
two
days.
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT
AN )
HEARTS,
RE IN(DEC.
ADVENTU
" Business big all week. Story very good, photography excellent tbrougboui
7
WARWICK
.JAN. 17
Production as a whole remarkablv fine."
— If. P. News. 13)
play and novel."RO(5ERS
DAMSEL
IN DISTRESS. A (PATHE) HALE-CAPRICE (OCT. 12)
OCT.
" Oreat productiun of popular
.OCT. 25
(OCT.
" An exquisitely charming comedy." — M. P. News.
ALMOST A HUSBAND (GOLDWYN) WILL
" Will Rogers scores in quaint comedy."—StarM had
P. News.
^■.,,„-t
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
good
program
picture.
Fair
business."
"
A
very
goo
no chance or else they didn t
Exhibitor Comment— " Disappointing.
comedy —drama
nicelypicture,
produced.average
.Average
business two days."
new
"A
days."
two
Consensus
"
Average
puller."
for
business
big
did
picture
"This
loose."
him
turn
an ordiDAUGHTER OF TWO WORLDS. A (FIRST NATIONAL) NORMA TALinto popular favor. His work made
star for us who lumped at oncefeature.
MADGE (JAN. 5)
JAN.
Average to big to extra big business
nary picture a much talked of
for three days." . . , .
" Norma Talmadge has story of shadows and sunshine." — St. P. Newt.
Gomensus — " Fair picture, big business."
DAWN
(BLACKTON-PATHE)
SYLVIA
BREAMER-ROBERT
GORDON
^„
..TXT-ntjo
MILES MINTER
MARY
(NOV. 23)
DEC
(REALART)
GABLES
OF GREEN
ANNE
n\Jy» ir9
•••••• ••••
"
Readers
of
story
will
appreciate
picture."
—
.V.
P.
News.
)
23
^j^QY
DAY SHE PAID, THE (UNIVERSAL) SPECIAL CAST (DEC. 21)
DEC.
"Man be termed as good average picture." — M. P. News.
^
.but. very
" Will entertain average audience." — M. P. Neii-s.
Exhibitor Comment— " Miss Minter's best picture ; nothing startling
for
care
t
dldn
I
Personally
days."
three
OESERT
GOLD.
(HAMPTON-HODKINSON)
SPECIAL
CAST
NOV.
big business
to raved
big
Extra
pleasing.
over it. Broke all records for four days. Extra
It but the youngstirs
' Vivid action and rich backgrounds here." — M. P. News.
big business four days."
Exhibitor Comment — " Knockout business and an extra good picture. Big bosl
Consensus — " Good picture, bxg puller." ■
^^r.^
(ELK PHOTOPLAYS. INC.) CODYMARRIED
ness four
days." THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SESSUE HAYAKAWA
PAINTER.
ARE YOU LEGALLYS
* DRAGON
)
(SEPT. 29)
OCT.
(OCT.
'• THEBY
Interestiw) moments on a vital theme." — M. P. News.
"
A
drama
of
beauty and artistic values." — M. P. News.
1
NOV.
27)..
ARIZONA CAT CLAW, THE (WORLD) EDYTHE STERLING (OCT.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Star
and
story
good,
photography
good.
Big
business
on
" Colorful performance in familiar story." — M. P. News. NOV. «-22
day, average
days WILLIAM
and poor business
one dav."
EASTWARD
HO five
(FOX)
RUSSELL
(NOV. 23)
NOV.
THE (HODKINSON) DORIS KENYON (NOV. 16)
BANDBOX,
" Picture is burdened with too much mystery." — M. P. News
t> ^ ■
" Plentiful action in this melodrama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Exhibitor Comment — " Plenty of action, pleased. Big business."
D6SS twoComment
dflVSi — " This feature did not come up to expectations. Poor busiEGG
CRATE WALLOP. THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) CHARLES
BESSIE BARRISCALE
17
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
ROADS
RAY (SEPT. 28)
OCT.
BECKONING
(DEC. 14)
;••„•••;,•
" Pleasing light comedy with prize fight punch." — M. P. Netcs.
ERSTWHILE
SUSAN
(REALART)
CONSTANCE
BINNEY
(NOV.
16)....
NOV.
BEHIND THE DOOR (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) HOBART BOS" Human characterizations make this interesting." — M. P. News.
WORTH (DEC. 14)
-.rWA-^
Exhibitor Comment — " Very pleasing picture, nicely produced. Star very we;
News.
story of revenge." — M. P.LEW
"A wonderfully realistic
liked. Big business two days."
DEC.
6)..
(DEC.
CODY
BELOVED CHEATER, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
EVE
IN EXILE (AMERICAN-PATHE) CHARLOTTE WALKER (DEC. 20). DEC.
theme." — M. P. ^pws.
"Excellently developed story of original
"
Hamilton
story offers entertainment." — M. P. Neus.
BLACK CIRCLE, THE (WORLD) CREIGHTON HALE-VIRGINIA VALLI NOV.
EVERYWOMAN (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST (DEC. 28) . .DEC
(OCT. 19)
" Spectacular appeal in this rich production." — if. P. News.
" Fast moving melodrama irill please majority." — M. P. News.
DEC. 10 EYES OP YOUTH (EQUITY) CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG (OCT. 26) NOV.
BLACK GATE, THE (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS
" Wonderful picture for all classes." — M. P. News.
" Characterization robs story of truth." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " big
Poorbusiness."
business due to blizzard. Average business tw
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture (FOUNDATION)
to average business.
days." '•Comment
Very good,
SPECIAL CAST
THE
OF YOUTH,
BLINDNESS
17
PAIR
AND
WARMER
(METRO)
MAY ALLISON (OCT. 27)
NOV
J'^'^(FEB. 1)
" Rollicking farce makes satisfying picture." — If. P. Neics.
" This love story has pictorial appeal." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
A picture
that isPatrons
every bitnever
as good
as thelaughing
play. Titles
u
BLUE BANDANA, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) WM. DESMOND (NOV. 23) DEC. 6
funny and
stick —to" the
originals.
stopped
from tb
" Breezy role for Desmond in Western." — M.FREDERICK
P. News.
time the cocktail scene started until the picture was over. First reel rathe
IS
NOV.
16)
(NOV.
PAULINE
(GOLDWYN)
BONDS OF LOVE
slow. Big business." " Undoubtedly her best. Picture full of action an
" Frederick is splendid in mother-love story." — M. P. News.
laughter — and
manypicture,
funny good
situations.
Wxhlbitor Comment — " A well liked feature. Big business two days, average one.
Consensus
" Good
puller." Good business for three days."
" A very good picture. Extra big business three days, big business two and
FALSE CODE. THE (KEENAN-PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (SEPT. 21) Oa
average —business
days."good puller."
•' Keenan has dominant role in interesting drama." — il, P. News.
Consensus
" Oood two
picture,
THE (POX) TOM MIX (DEC. 7)
DEC
BONNIE, BONNIE LASSIE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MacLAREN (Oct. 5).. NOV. 8 FEUD,
" Mix puts on the actor's mantle here," — Jf. P. News.
" Wholesome comedy drama is entertaining." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Gives
Mix
opportunity
for
acting
as
well
as
action.
Pleai
Exhibitor Comment—" A fair production to average business two days."
Ing storyCOLLEEN,
and good cast.
Average business."
FIGHTING
A (VITAGRAPH)
BESSIE LOVE
NOV.
THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) LEW CODY-PAULBROKEN INEBUTTERFLY,
STARK (NOV. 16)
NOV. 8
" An entertainina comedy drama." — M. P. News.
" Humanities spoiled by illogical climao)." — M. P. News.
FIGHTING
CRESSY
(J. D. HAMPTON-PATHE)
BLANCHE SWEET
ixhibitor Comment — " This feature drew a packed house for two days and
(JAN. 11)
DE(
" Blanche Sirect scores in Harte story." — M. P. News.
pleased the patrons. Extra big business two days."
Exhibitor Comment — " Fairlv good. Bie business."
BROKEN MELODY, THE (SELZNICK) EUGENE O'BRIEN (DEC. 14).... JAN. 3
" 11 if! affordDIVIDED
</ood average
entertainment."
M. P. News.
THE DESERT." THE (GOLDWYN) GERALDINE FARRAR N0\
BROTHERS
(PATHE)
FRANK —KEENAN
(DEC. 7)
DEC. 13 FLAME
(NOV.OF9)
•' Should livihly entertain Keenan followers." — M. P. News.
"
Conventional
is rich in color.'' — If. P. Nens.
CAPITOL, THE (ARTCO-HODKINSON) LEAH BAIRD
JAN. 3 FLAMES OP THEstoryFLESH
(FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL
JAK
"
Intrii/ue
and
politics
burden
this
picture."
—
M.
P.
News,
"
Oladi/s
Brockwell
takes
up vampire's burden.'' — M. P. News.
CLIMBERS, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH
NOV. 8 FUGITIVE FROM MATRIMONY,
A (ROBERTSON-COLE) H. B. WARNER
" Food for thought in this entertainment." — M. P. News.
(NOV. 29)
DEC.
•Exhibitor Comment — " A fair picture to average business three days." " A very
Warner scores in humorous charactcritation. ' — Jf. P. News.
interesting
picture
nicely
produced.
Big
business
two
days."
GAY
LORD
QUEX.
THE
(GOLDWYN)
TOM
MOORE
(NOV.
30)
DEC
COMMON PROPERTY (UNIVERSAL) ROBERT ANDERSON (OCT. 12).. OCT. 18
" This picture is just pleasantUi entertaining." — Jf. P. News.
"
Andersen
score.^
in
sympliony
of
darkest
Rusnia."
—
M.
P.
Neirs.
CORSICAN BROTHERS, THE (UNITED PICTURES THEATRES) DUSTIN
GAY OLD DOG.THE (HENLEY-PATHE) JOHN CUMBERLAND (NOV.
FARNUM (DEC. 21)
JAN. 3
16)
NOV.
" Ojie of the most human pictures ever shown." — Jf. P. Aeics.
"Famous story and play makes a success." — M. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fairly good feature but it ends badly. Title very ml
COUNTERFEIT, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ELSIE FERGUSON
(NOV. 30)
NOV. 29 GIRL leading.
Big business
two days."
IN BOHEMIA.
A (FOX)
PEGGY HYLAND (NOV. 30)
NOV
" Picture hardly suffices for star's talent." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Played this feature on the program with another feature
•'Exhibitor
Satisfactory
entertainment
forto majority.''
— Poor
Jf. P. business."
News.
Comment
—
"
Not
up
standard.
to big business
days." (SELZNICK-SELECT)
GIRL FROM OUTSIDE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. 16)
NOV
COUNTRY
COUSIN,two THE
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN (NOV. 2)
NOV. 29
" Pleasing picture with many comedy touches." — If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture good but weather bad. Average business t^
" This may satisfy the majority." — M. P. News.
days." " Did not go strong first day at advance prices. The best Rex Beac
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture. Average business two days, big business
one." " This is one of the most pleasing pictures I have shown in some time.
picture
' Thepicture,
Spoilers.'
Consensus
—since
" Good
good" puller."
Average — business
two picture,
days." average puller."
Consensus
" Pleasing
LADY. THE (SELZNICK-SELECT) OLIVE THOMAS (OCT.
CRIMSON
SHOALS
(MONOPOL)
FRANCIS FORD (NOV. 2)
NOV. 1 GLORIOUS
19)
NOV.
•' A typical Francis Ford melodrama." — M. P. News.
" Will get by as mildly entertaining." — Jf. P. News.
Box Office Reports continued on page 1128
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I le captivating personality of Manel Rae, who
ormerly one of the peaches of the Sennett
i. Roy Del Ruth directed under the supcrii^a of Hampton Del Ruth.— LAURENCE REID.

" A Twilight Baby "
iMiry Lehriiiann — ^First National Exliibitors' Circuit — Two Reels)
1 HIS purports to be a " Hank " Mann starring
1 vehicle, but as a matter of fact much of the
' ' iient, and :hat is quite some, is furnished by
terrier " purp," a baby not over a couple of
^ old and some of the most ingenious busiver devised for a comedy,
.acre are really two pictures in a " Twilight
B|y." The first has to do with what happened
jcja "foundling" after it is abandoned by its
>jf.nts and adopted by the "purp" we have meni, and made one of a rather large family of
iiine species. The manner in which this dog
rms before the camera is good for both won:.;:iLnt and much hilaritj'.
he next episode begins with the " twilight
b;y" grown up, "Hank" Mann having the role.
T: picture then takes on the usual low comedy
ttlpo and keeps going with plenty of pep and
pi ch, with a lot of new stuff, until well toward
at last, when it degenerates somewhat into the
ji; "get by ' class. However, so much has been
cnvded into the film, especially in the first episode,
lUch is absolutely new and novel and mirth provfing, that the production may be rated as one
the best of slap-stick comedies to come through
it i. long time.
IHank " Mann contributes to the fun making.
lOugh some of his scenes sort of miss fire with
The supporting cast is good and the camera
■ft-k is especially fine. All in all, it is a comedy
wi:h the topnotchers and worth a milI Iidiof rates
the majority of releases of its type placed
I
U)n the market in the past couple of years.—
JB. DICKERSON.
"The Whirlwind"
11 Good Pictures Serial — 15 Episodes —
State Rights)

In the reviewer's opinion
one. house
good any
IERE'S
• it can aplay
booking serials and
e its patrons satisfaction. And exhibitors need
be afraid to exploit it to the limit for it has
necessary ingredients or as we say the "punch".
it unfolds well, it is "chuck
is there,
Theofstory
thrilling
and daring stunts, the direction,
nography and titles are up to standard and
but not least it has the star, Charles Hutc nson, who is supported by a splendid cast of
ial actors, among whom are Edith Thornton,
o plays the lead, Richard Neill, the heavy and
rl Dane whose middle name ought to be "dare■il." These actors are not only good types but
itate at nothing, it seems, to give this serial
nerve racking thrills.
^ind we must not forget to mention that Joseph
Golden, who has written and directed many
)ular serials is also author and director of this
(ti, it's a good one.— FRANK

LEONARD.

"On Strike"
(Mutt and JefiF Cartoon — Fox)
UD FISHER, the creator of Mutt and Jeff, has
struck off on a new path here in presenting his
2st animated cartoon. He has adapted himself
the spirit of revolution by offering Mutt and
f on strike. Yes-sir-ee, the two freaks have
Iked out of the canvas for higher wages. The

Given

Pre-Release

Showings

cartoon is quite a departure from the usual presentation, since the artist is seen in the flesh. Mutt
and Jeff call him up to announce that they have
struck for an increase in salary, with shorter hours,
and e.xtra pay for overtime. Bud is independent
enough to refuse their demands. He quietly informs them that they don't know when they arc
well situated.
But the freaks will not listen to reason. They
attemp: to draw a cartoon but find themselves without ink, pen, paper, desk or the other properties
of a cartoonist's business. But Mutt draws a pen
and Jeff draws the rest. In a moment of anger the
tall fellow pours the ink all over his little companion, and then takes an erasing fluid and eliminates him. Of course it is up to Alutt to dra\.
his pal and bring him back to life. The cartoon
they conceive is wholly lacking in inspiration.
Nevertheless it is booked by an exhibitor, and the
two freaks hide behind an orchestra chair to learn
its reception. And they discover to their sorrow
that their work is a poor substitution for the tried
and true material of Mr. Fisher's. The result is
they are glad to enter his employment again. This
is a novel cartoon, the originality compensating for
a lack of comical expression. It shows that Mr.
Fisher is right up with the times. Since the freaks
have a following no exhibitor should hesitate about
booking them. Their batting average is acceptable.
—LAURENCE REID.

of clients or excuses for non-payment of debts.
One has to be exceptionally responsive to find
humor in them. It seems as if the camera could
be turned to a better direction.
The Magazine opens with the ability to paddle
one's canoe through a peculiar motive power.
Charles H. Clark, a New York inventor, has recently discovered that a canoeist can follow the
waves of a ferry boat for miles without paddling.
It is all explained scientifically. But why rest,
with a ferry boat — why not follow the night boat
lo .\lbany? Cinema Luke makes out that he is
something of a Hebrew comedian here. His employers have tired of him enacting the same old
tricks, so they cautioned cartoonist Leslie Elton
to make him perform. His number adds weight
to the Magazine. Hudson Maxim, the inventor of
engines of war and paraphernalia of peace, follows
with some interesting experiments. He presents
an assistant lighting a cigar with a stick of dynamite. This fellow should qualify in drinking wood
alcohol. Mr. Maxim also shows how smokeless
powder can burn under water. He is succeeded by
the Letter Laughs. The conclusion brings the
familiar Futurist Movies. Senator Hiram Johnson
is the figure this time.— LAURENCE REID.

" Blind Love "
(Gerald F. Bacon Production Starring Lucy
Cotton — Six Reels — Released Through
Ay won Film Corp.)

THERE ing from
is not
a great these
deal days
of information
comGermany
and that which
does reach us cannot be called entirely authentic
A goodly share of press dispatches are palpably
manufactured on hearsay and are colored for public consumption. Which is by way of introducing
some news from Germany that bears a genuine
stamp. Fox has scored a beat on its rivals in presenting as a News subject, "Germany 1920," which
presents a series of pictures of how the former
Empire has put herself to work. There was considerable difficulty in catching a few of the pictures
owing to red tape and the dangers attached, but
the majority were released by the German government under the condition that they were not to be
used as propaganda.
The spectator is first introduced with some shots
of the ex-Kaiser, the former Crown Prince, and
the ex-Emperor of Austria taken during the war.
The humble citizen, who now resides at Amerongen, is seen handing out iron crosses by the wholesale; Willie presents himself reviewing his troops
and Charles of Austria does likewise. Hindenburg
is shown in civilian attire. The most interesting
part of the subject are the pictures that show how
Germany
" buckling
" to work. The
nation is issober
about down
its tremendous
task. eritirc
You
see women and children in the field, in the shop,
alongside the men. Germany is working sixteen
hours a day, which is a lesson to America not to
lag behind, else we will lose our world markets.
.An industrial fair at Leipsic advertises the merits
of German wares. This is a subject which will
arouse a lot of comment if for no other reason than
by pointing a comparison it will teach American
industry to mind its p's and q's else it will lose out
in the worid of commerce.— LAURENCE REID,

THIS is a very "pretty" picture. It has pretty
sets, pretty exteriors, a pretty love story which
also has its strong dramatic moments and a pretty
star, Luch Cotton. Photography and direction
could not be better and the titles are well written
and to the point.
Miss Cotton is supported by a cast of well
known actors, among whom are George Le Guere,
who plays the lead, Frank O'Connor, Thurlow
Bergen, Morgan Coman, Charles Butler and
Edouards Durand.
Josephine Burden, an heiress becomes interested
in a young man of good family who is a gambler.
A crafty broker in financial difficulties observing
her interest, gets the young man to sign a note
while in a drunken condition, agreeing to pay $50,000 to him provided a marriage takes place through
his introduction. A meeting is brought about by
the broker, which ripens into love.
When the young man discovers that his sweetheart is an heiress, he decides that considering his
own circumstances, he must give her up and determines to leave. He tells the broker of his plans
and the latter fearful lest his schemes miscarry,
tells the young lady who intercepts her lover. A
proposal is the result which is quickly followed by
marriage.— FRANK LEONARD.
Screen Magazine — No. 46
(Universal — Released January 2, 1920)
NUMBER
Universal's
Screenby
Magazines Forty-six
maintains of
the average
released
this company during the past month. It does not
present as varied an assortment of subjects as
were seen some months ago. Lillian Russell and
her beauty treatment is absent, also several closeups of figures who have made a plea for fame or
notoriety. Three of the subjects are regular contributions— namely. Cinema Luke and his Adventures, Letter Laughs, and Futurist Movies. The
first and last mentioned have always been identified with the Magazine and carry a point or two
of interest, but the Letter Laughs is a subject
wholly lacking in humor. They capitalize the
ignorance that is abroad. This time the letters are
addressed to physicians and present the ailments

"Germany 1920"
(Fox News Subject — Two Parts)

H The first review on " Pollyanna."
^ Mary

Pickford's Initial United

Artists subject.
^ Page 1129.
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RELEASED
" PLAN BOOK
w
S
GOLDEN SHOWER, THE (VITAGRAPH) GLADYS LESLIE (NOV. 30)... DEC. 27
■ Better tliun artraije entertainment. ' — J/. F. S ens.
lixliiliiror
Comment
— ".lust (VITAGRAPH)
a fair rncture. Averagp
GRAY
TOWERS
MYSTERY
GLADYS business."
LESLIE
OCT. 25
■GIikIii^
Li.v/(C
ill
miiKHrii
nielMlriinui
.''
—
M.
.\eir.y. O. L. LOCKLEAR
GREAT AIR ROBBERY, THE (UNIVERSAL) F. LIEUT.
(JAN. 28)
JAN. 17
" i>cn.^atiunalQUESTION,
pieture of Aeroijlane
Feats." —NATIONAL)
il. P. Neus, SPECIAL CAST
GREATEST
THE (FIRST
(DEC. 29)
JAN. 10
" Photdiitini of siidiicyx. iirtisticaU i( proiliicpd." — il . I'. Sens.
GUN IS)
FIGHTIN' GENTLEMAN, A (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (DEC. DEC. 6
"
yot
riiiiiiiili (icliijji
liere."
— M. I'. .V<>" -s-.
HAWTHORNE
OF THEfor Corel)
U. S. A.
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
WALLACE
REID (NOV. 30)
NOV. 29
" Elaboratelu presented, affording enjoyment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " .\ dandy picture whicli was liked by all my patrons.
Extra Ijisr Imsiiiess one ilav ro big business two days."
HEART
O' THE HILLS (FIRST NATIONAL) MARY PICKFORD (DEC. DEC. 13
6)
•' Mary Pickford has dramatic role here." — M. P. Xeics.
Extiibitor
good Pickford
do notsawthink
good as Comment
some of —her" Aothers.
Patrons picture,
came to but
see personally
Mary Pickford.
her itandas
went away satisfied. Average business two days." " A great picture and you
will love Mary again in this one. .Vverage business two days."
Cotisensux
Good picture,
areraiie piillrr." SPECIAL CAST (DEC. 6) DEC. 13
HEART OF —A "GYPSY,
THE (HALLMARK)
" Obii'/K.v storii of (I Ix'onionii romance.'' — .1/. P. \eirs.
I^lxliililror
('(iiiimcn'-" .VWILLIAM
very fair FARNUM
iiictnrr. tn (JAN.
ayerage18)
business two days."JAN. 17
HEART
STRINGS
(FOX)
"
Hodije
podge
o}
sentiment
und
melodrumii
Ik
re."
—
.1/.
P.
Xrir.s.19)
HER GAME (UNITED PICTURES) FLORENCE REED (OCT.
OCT. 25
•
Florence
Heed's
latest
is
slioirn."
—
M.
I',
.\eirs.
HIS DIVORCED WIFE (UNIVERSAL) MONROE SALISBURY (OCT. 26).. NOV. 15
simple stoniFIANCEE
of simple (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
folks." — M. P. Sen s.
HIS" AOFFICIAL
VIVIAN MARTIN
(OCT. 26)
OCT. 18
•• \ irian iliirtin comes forward with a captivatinfi comedy.'' — M. P. yens.
Exhibitor Comment — " A splendid production which sent my patrons away pleased.
big business THE
three (SELECT)
days."
ISLE Extra
OF CONQUEST,
NORMA TALMADGE (OCT. 26) NOV. 8
"
\\
ill
jilcii
sii
ntl
II
entertain
mnioritii.''
—
J/. P. Xeiis.
ILLUSTRIOUS
PRINCE, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
SESSUE HAYAKAWA (NOV. 2)
NOV. 22
" Hi</h class drama should completely satisfy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star doesn't get us the money. Average picture to average businessCATHERINE
two days."
IMPOSSIBLE
(PEARSON-PATHE)
VIRGINIA PEARSON
(OCT. 5)
OCT. 18
" This comedy nill entertain i/eneralli/.'' — il. P. yens.
Exhil)itor Comment — " A fair picture to poor business two days."
IN HONOR'S WEB (VITAGRAPH) HARRY T. MOREY
NOV. IS
'• Morey in conventional satisfactory story." — il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Best picture with this star in some time. Average business
two days." " A very good picture but didn't draw on account of the name.
Average business."
Consensus — " Good picture, qood puller."
IN S)
MIZZOURA (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT WARWICK (OCT. OCT. 25
'• Augustus Thomas' play effectively picinrized." — il. P. Xeirs.
Cnmnient — (FIRST
" .tiist a NATIONAL)
pleasing pictureANITA
to average
business (DEC
three 15)..
days."JAN. 3
IN Exhibitor
OLD KENTUCKY
STEWART
" Picture adantcd from stui/e success.'' — J/. P. Xeirs.
IN WRONG (FIRST NATIONAL) JACK PICKFORD (OCT. 19)
OCT. 25
• A uood averaue comedy drama."
Exhibitor Comment — "A poor picture to poor business." "Big business three
days."ness four" days."
Exceptional heart interest. Extra big business three days, big busiIT PAYS TOBURN ADVERTISE
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) BRYANT WASH- NOV. 22
(NOV. 23)
" Hreezii
comedu offers
oood entertainment.''
— .1/. 13)
P. \eics
JINX
(GOLDWYN)
MABEL
NORMAND (DEC.
DEC. 27
" Mabel yormand appears in eccentric comedu.'' — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " .\ light picture but drew well. .\ picture the children will
enjoy. Extra big business two davs.''
JOHN(NOV.
PETTICOATS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
WILLIAM
S. HART NOV. IS
9)
" Hart is liumorous as nell as human here." — M. P. Neics.
JOYOUS LIAR, A (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WARREN KERRIGAN. .. DEC. 27
'• herritiini iiicture has interestino moments." — M. P. News.
JUBILO (GOLDWYN) WILL ROGERS (DEC. 7)
DEC. 20
" Will Royers scores in eharminy picture.'' — M. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is simply great, one of the best the Goldwyn organizahas turned
out inandthegood
new photography.
series." " Delightful
splendidly
well
cast, tiongood
direction
Predict ; good
futurereceived,
for Rogers.
Big business seven days."
Consensus — " E.Tcellent picture, birj puller "
KITTY KELLY, M. D. (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRISCALE (OCT.
12) ,
OCT. 18
^^Mlht material
for Bessie Barriscale's talent." — M. P. News.
<xhibitor
Comment
— " Bessie Barrlscale not up to standard in this one Extra
big to average business four days." " Big business."
L'APACHE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY DALTON (NOV. 2).. DEC. 20
'• Dalton finds expression in dual role." — M. P. Netrs.
Exhibitor
— " toA good
Extraonebigdavto and
poor big
business
two three
davs."" " \
splendid Comment
production
extra picture.
big business
business
LASCA
(UNIVERSAL)
MAYO picture."
(DEC. 8)..'.
NOV 29
•• Famous
poem makes FRANK
fairly pleasinu
— il. P. yen T
s.
Exhibitor
— "A fine picture ro average business"
LAST
OF HISComment
PEOFLE, THE (SELECT) MITCHELL LEWIS (DEC. 20).. DEC 27
T.ewis Ims characteristic role here." — 1/ P \eii s
LIFE LINE, THE (TOURNEUR-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL
CAST (OCT. 5)
OCT. 11
" Most e.reellrvf entertainment of nrent merit." — ^f P yens
LINCOLN HIGHWAYMAN, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL (DEC. 28).. JAN. 10
" Russell has entertaininq mystery melodrama." — M. P yews
LOMBARDI,
LTD.as (METRO)
OCT. 4
" Lytell scores
modiste in BERT
unique LYTELL
picture." — (OCT.
M. P 12)
News ."
Exhibitor Comment
— " A real production
splendidly
acted
by
the
star
and
exceptionally good entertainment.
Pleased our patrons Immensely.
Big business
»« one
day
to
average
two."
"
Just
a
fair
offering.
Full
of
gestures
and
foreign
sub-titles that were only fair. Picture draggy in spots and not much action
Average
" days." business three days." " A good picture to average business three
Consensus — " Good picture, averaqe puller."
LONELOUISE
WOLF'SGLAUM
DAUGHTER,
THE (J. PARKER REED, JR.,-HODKINSON) .DEC. 20
(DEC. 14)
"A stirrniii melodrama that nill reqister.'' — U P Vcir.e
LONG ARM OF MANNISTER (NATIONAL FILM) HENRY B. WALTHALL
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 8
" Goo'/ dramatic production should satisfy." — M. P. News.
PICTURE
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LORD AND LADY ALGY (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE (OCT. 5)
<I
■ Aristocratic
story —of" blue
bloodsscreen
and horses."
— M. P. yews.
Exhibitor
Comment
Pleasant
entertainment.
Well produced : no c
to find." " Better than we expected. Average business." " Not as go ;
previous — Tom
productions.
Big business one day, average one"
Consensus
" FairMoore
picture,
averaye puller."
LORDKERRIGAN
LOVES THE IRISH, THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WARREN I i |
" Melodninia
humorMADLAINE
in this Kerriyan
film. " — (DEC.
M. P. Sews.
LOST
MONEY and
(FOX)
TRAVERSE
7)
Iftj
■ This photoplay will undoubtedly satisfy." — il. P. Sews.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fair picture to average business two days."
LOST PRINCESS, THE (FOX) RAY-PAIR (OCT. 19)
" May sliyhtly amuse averaye audience." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Commentwit— "that
A fine
but went over
theirbusiness.
beads. full of modern
they little
couldpicture
not appreciate.
-Average
program MAN,
picture. THEGood (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
business."
LOTTERY
WALLACE REID
(OCT. 12)
C
'• Entertaining farce, lavishly mounted, has charm." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Everybody delighted with this pleasing pictur' I
best. Extra big business." " A very good feature which was well
my patrons, doing extra big business the first day and big business tL Consensus — " Good picture, big puller."
LOVE,
HONOR
AND ? (MILLER-HALLMARK) HOLMES-CASSIDY
(OCT. 12)
O
"Pronounced
an
areraye
program
picture.''
—
M.
P.
News.
LURE OF AMBITION (FOX) THEDA BARA (NOV. 30)
N
" Feeble entertainment from old-fashioned theme." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — An average production to average business two day
y."
MALE daAND
FEMALE
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPECIAL CAST
(NOV. 16)
t
" Lavish and spectacular production."— -M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Name against it : otherwise big. Big business for a w
MARKED MEN (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (DEC. 21)
E
" This is a mighty good picture." — M. P. yews.
ME AND CAPTAIN KIDD (WORLD) EVELYN GREELEY (NOV. 3)
N
" Fantastic story offin-i light entertainnient.'' — M. P. yews.
MIND THE PAINT GIRL (FIRST NATIONAL)
ANITA STEWART
(NOV. 10)
D
'■ litar's admirers should enthuse over this." — If. P. yews.
Exhibitor
Comment
' Big business
day to average
.St<
has a very
weak —character
in thisoneproduction.
Poor three."
to average" .\nita
business

Consensu." — " Fair picture, average puller."
MIRACLE OF LOVE. THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) COTTON-STANDING (NOV. 23)
it
" Strong flavor of romance in picture." — M. P. yews.
Exhibitor Comment — " This feature was a disappointment to my patrons. I Ij
adverse cfiiiniients. Poor business for one week."
MISFIT
EARL,
A (BETZWOOD-GOLDWYN)
LOUIS BENNISON
(NOV.
16)
N« .1
days."
"
Louis
Bennison
scores
in
a
humorous
stori/.''
—
1/.
P.
\eirs, 29)
MISS CRUSOE (WORLD) VIRGINIA HAMMOND (SEPT.
O .
".-Ill average World proqrum iiieture." — M. P. News.
MOONSHINE TRAIL, THE (BLACKTON-PATHE)
SYLVIA BREAMER
(OCT. 19)
Ni .
■■ Will CKicrli^iu ill iinniii ' — M. P V( .'.v.
MORE DEADLY THAN THE MALE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL
CLAYTON (DEC. 7)
D .1
"Ethel Cliiiiton scores as riolite iinnpire. " — .1/ /' Sens
MY GORDON
HUSBAND'S
OTHER
WIFE
(BLACKTON-PATHE)
BREAMER(JAN. 4)
D 1
" tiatisfying offering on a marital theme." — M. P. \cws.
MYSTERY OF THE YELLOW ROOM, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST
, (OCT. 19)
N<
• Ab.forhing mysterii mdoilnniin dcfUes solution." — M. P. yews.
OPEN DOOR, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
JOHN WADE-SAM RYAN
(OCT. 12)
o J
" yovelty quite apart from general run." — M. P. yews.
Exhibitor Comment — " .\ poor picture to poor business."
OUT YONDER (SELZNICK) OLIVE THOMAS (DEC. 21)
JA
" Excellent entertainment jor ma ioritii." — M. P. \ews
PHANTOM HONEYMOON (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST (OCT. 19) O' i
••Plenty of mysterit and suspense here"—M. P \ctrs
PLEASE GET MARRIED (METRO) VIOLA DANA (OCT. 13)
0< 1
• liets off I iola Dana's personality." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Dana well liked ; her work in this great. Extra big I ness two— days."
" A fair good
picturepuller."
to average business."
Consensus
" Good picture,
POINTING FINGER, THE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MACLAREN (DEC. 1)..D1 I
••May please the Macl.aren admirers." — 1/. /' Veir.v
POISON
PEN. THE (WORLD) JUNE ELVIDGE (NOV. 16)
N<
■• Sovel (harn<teri:ation in Clridne's latest'' — 1/ p \eirs
POOR RELATIONS
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
FLORENCE VIDOR (OCT.
.26)
N(
• ( arncsANDa i< ir ( utertain mo momriits " — 1/ p \fws
PRINCE
BETTY, THE (JESSE HAMPTON-PATHE) WILLIAM DES- I
MOND (DEC. 21)
Dl *
"Desmond
appears in comic opera plot.'' — M P. News
PRINCE
OF AVENUE
A (UNIVERSAL) JAMES CORBETT (FEB. 23)... JA
•James J. Corbett stars in political storu.'' — M. P \ews
RED (DEC.
HOT 28)
DOLLARS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAF'T)
CHARLES RAY M !|
•' Wholesome, entertaining comedo drama." — M P Xen-s
REGULAR GIRL, A (SELZNICK-SELECT) EL^IE JANIS (NOV. 9)
NC 1
" i^uitable for the Janis following." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is not a very good picture. Average to poor bnsij i
RIDER
of"Carey
THE appears
LAW (UNIVERSAL)
HARRY
0( I
• Harry
as a Texas ranger."
— M. CAREY
P. News. (NOV. 3)
two davs."
Exhibitor
Comment
.V record breaker.
big business "
RIGHT TO LIE, THE— " (PATHE)
DOLORESExtra
CASSINELLl (NOV. 16)
NC 1
" A conventional sob sister story." — M. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture, but too long and draggr. Big business
ROUGE AND RICHES (UNIVERSAL) MARY MACLAREN (TAN 19) JA
"Often FLAME
told tale (SCHOMER-ROSS)
mukcs ohrioiis picture."
— 1/ P \ews
' '■••■■>NC I
SACRED
EMILY
••Dramatic
meat in(FOX)
heart intrre-ot ■■'tom
" — \f S'TEVENS
p \cirs (NOV. 9)
SACRED
SILENCE
WILLIAM RUSSELL (OCT. 13)
OC
■ Dramatic story of army life entertains.'' — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Average
business."
"
Pleased
verv
much
Big
bu«ine
" .\davs."
pleasing
picture
to big
Consensus
— " Good
picture,
goodbusiness
puller.' one dav."
SAGE BRUSHER, THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST TA;
" Revieicer pronounces this a wonderful picture." — M. P. News.

Box Office Reports continued on page 1130
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"POLLYANNA"
(PICKFORD-UNITED ARTISTS)

'
Tlie Sitprvnw Effort of True Artists
I ST a (iiniplo, hoiiiciy tali- of iiu idriits in the lives of a luiinber
of rural New Kii<:laii(l lolk \>illi " AmerieaV Sweetlieart " as a
little orphan yirl tiearoely in her teens, is " PoUyanna."
" 8 keynote is " jjlatlness." The filadness of a ehild with a naturally
J ly disposition who has heen tau<:ht to look on the hri^ht side
ife. Its hi^h li<:ht is faith. Faith in God: faith in humanity;
1 in the power of the physieian to heal wlit>n seienee ha- faile«l.
message is the joy of livin"; ami lovin*;.
The power for flood
'1 a gooil example earries.
iry Piekford's " PoUyanna," referring to the eharaeter, is a (\e-■■'^t. -Vo less pleasing are all of the prineipals of the east. Howard
V ttton as "Jiniinie Bean'" is wonderful.
He is a hoy. playing a
with the skill of the finished artist. And in the role of "Aunt
Ulicrine
" we (Triflith.
ean imagine no one who would have done so well as has
"11 drama in the aecepted sense, in "PoUyanna," there is none.
.Ingle seene. where the little bed-ridden ehild is about to attempt
Ik. earries suspenst^. There is no villain. .\o attempt to in■ the players in a plot.
The pieture glides from one episodie
i^e to another, like a rippling brook nnuiing between grass grown
In- in the loeale of the pieture. ea«h one earrying its own little
of humor or its own peculiar hit of heart interest appeal, all
together w ith its thread of a story, wrapped about its unique
traeters.
' so skilfully have the seenes been eonstrueted. so wonderful
lie eharaeterizations, that the pieture glues the attention from
iirst to its last scene.
othing quite so delieate has ever heen done. It stands a producD.« with whieh no comparisons ean be made, the supreme effort of
irtists. — Length. 6 reels. — Reviewed at the Tremont Temple
i'\ Boston. — Small. — Boston.
THE CAST
!^na
Mary Pickford
' hittier (Pollyanna'sJ. father)
Wharton James
oily Harrington. . .Katherine Griffith
|i| Pendleton Wm. Courtleigh
•r Chilton
Herbert Piror
I s y (Aunt Polly's housemaid)
y
Helen Jerome Eddy
(Aunt Polly's Gardener)
George Berrell
j
■-lie Bean
Howard Ralston
•Horn Eleanor H. Porter's Novel, " Polly■graphed
Adaptation
by Prances
by Charles
Rosher.Marion,
ted by Paul Powell.
I PRESS NOTICE— STORY
iry Pickford, queen of all screen stars
tr latest and greatest success, " PoUyan adaptation
H. Porter's
story
and play of byEleanor
the same
name,
Mary," who proves her title
r s to the
theatre,
for by " Little
playing a child in United Artist's
:xtra length enKagement of
" PoUyanna "
9
smile
and
go
home in.r,ued with " Polly"1cPoUyanna
"
Miss
Pickford
portrays
of a little orphan girl about twelve misfortunes
an a's " spiritthan
of being
glad " that
worse
those ■' which
sometimes
-nes
to
live
with
a
New
England
; there converts a whole household have made you blue, haven't overtaken you.
: gospel of " gladness."
SUGGESTIONS
ills
been Miss
calledPickford
the " glad
play and
is has
thought
has " given
the
in
any
Mary
picture your great
expressive performance of her career; selling point is Pickford
the star. In addition to
rs whimsical
than " Daddy
Long
Legs
"
because
this
for
"
PoUyanna
"
you
a greatof
interest compelling story is story. We therefore advise have
the billing
everyone terms " PoUyanna."
star and title equally. The producers are
is istheMiss
Piekford's
first production
of an artist's
|4jgh
releasing
corporation
formed to furnishingof aMissreproduction
Pickford particularly fitted
ibute the pictures made by Griffith, drawing
for
newspaper
work.
It
is
a
beauty. We
filin.
Douglasa new
Fairbanks
and forMary
It marks
standard
evenPickher recommend it for your newspaper displays In
uctions especially in the wealth of detail preference to a still. The press book also
lists a quantity of the famous " glad " saythe
carefulfor selection
of the ofsupporting
.nes of •■ PoUyanna." They are extremely
supplied
the enactment
the vari- adaptable
to use in all forms of printed
principal roles of Eleanor H. Porter's publicity.
Quote " PoUyanna " the "glad
Window displays in connection with
PR0(;RAM READER
stores selling the Eleanor Porter novel is
an exploitation angle not to be overe supreme event of the season comes also
week when Mary Pickford in her long looked.
"
PoUyanna
for
girl."display "andpresents
ipated
picture.
" PoUyanna," the lobby
numbers,iesespeprologueopportunit
"
glad
"
play
comes
to
this
theatre
We would suggest the
j|an engagement of
days. In staging ciallyofthe latter.
scene of the picture where
uncing this feature with " America's " PoUyanna the
" attempts
to walk her
afterlimbs.
the
theart " in the title role, you are as- accident which
has paralyzed
i seeing a_ picture which surpasses even Also the very first
scene where " PollyPiekford's
previous
productions.
The
anna's " father dies, using the subtitle for
is one that will enthrall. The acting
diss Pickford discloses undreamed of a speaking line. You would then fade out
prologue
your
ry. The work of the supporting cast of the scene. directly into the screening
of the
a the
singlesamedetailhighor calibre
an artistic
touchstar's,
has
SELLING TALK
left out. It preaches the doctrine of
'
America's
Sweetheart
dness
"
as
no
other
picture
ever
did.
is America's
tears in your eyes you will smile and
(Continued
on next " column)
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"HAUNTING
SHADOWS"
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
//. />. U arner Has

a II iniwr Here

mvsterv pieture is " Haunting Shadows." an adaptaAC.l.K\ tionK\{of Meredith
Nicholson's famous novel, " The House of
Warner itforto his
B. declare
H. we
" which serves
Candles,
Thousand
a
t when
be
latest attraction. It is not a misstatemen
the best entertainment the star has ever had — and he has had some
interesting ones, incidentally. The subject matter is rich in mystery
and this element has been capitalized for its full value. It is a picture which will make the pulse beat (|uickly because of its wealth
of inei<lents all of which have been developed to make the note of
suspense dominant.
Those familiar with the original story will not be unduly surprised, still their attention will be held on account of the action
which is brought forward with compact continuity. The idea pre.sents a young man who will inherit the property of an eccentric
uncle providing he lives up to the contents of the will. The melodramatic incidents are concentrated upon his efforts to make good.
It is a picture of lights and shadows. Praise must be given Henry
king, the director, for the manner in whieh he has maintained the
suspense and incorporated the atmosphere. Here is a director who
has accomplished some good things. He invariably succeeds in turning out interesting pictures.
The romantic element is a negligible factor until the finale, but
one doesn't miss it so plentiful is the assortment of actionful scenes.
Allowing for a bit of repetitious detail, the melodrama is above
criticiiim. Mr. Warner makes an ideal type for the leading role.
He is one of the genuine artists of the screen, a master of pantomime
and its expression. Assisting him are two clever character actors in
Frank Lanning and Charles Hill Mailcs. The picture has been
faithfidly adapted from a story rich in .<;creen representation. —
Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Rcid.
of old Glenarm comes into the room. And
THE CAST
John Glenarm
H. B. Warner he is genuine flesh and blood. Satisfied that
Arthur Pickering
Edward Piel John is every inch a man, he turns over the
Bates
Charles Hill Mailes property to him and the latter gains a sweetMorgan
Frank Lanning
Haunting Shadows
" may beit
Sister
Theresa
Florence
Oberle defined heart,
as too.a "comedy-mystery
melodrama,
Marian Deveraux Marguerite Livingston there is such a thing in the theatrical dictionary.because
Throughout the
reels the
By Meredith Nicholson.
terest is held
of thelivestirring
line in-of
Scenario by
by Henry
Eugene King.
B. Lewis.
Directed
action.
Photographed by Victor Milner.
catchTines
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Mystery, adventure and romance are
H. B. Warner, the popular star, will be woven together in H. B. Warner's new picseen at week
the in his theatre
on entitledof
ture, "Haunting Shadows," a screen verlatest feature
sion of the famous novel, " A House of a
Candles." Isn't such a mixture of
"Haunting Shadows." This is an adapta- Thousand
tion of Meredith Nicholson's celebrated elements sufficient to entertain? We think
novel,
"The
House
of
a
Thousand
Candles,"
and It affords the star the rola of an heir
He took possession of the house, but he
to a wealthy estate providing he lives up
to the will of his lately deceased uncle. couldn't leave it for a year. Follow his
The estate, he would leave to his nephew, adventure in as stirring a picture as has
John Glenarm, is situated in a lonely spot
in Indiana, and the stipulations of the will ever come from the screen. See " Haunting
make emphatic that John must not leave
How would you like to live in a house
the house a single night during the ensuing
the stipulation that if you left it for a
year or the property wiU revert to Marian under
Shadows."
night youfortune.
would See
forfeit
also
Deveraux, a young schoolmarm, in whom asingle
considerable
H. itB. and
Warner
old Glenarm had taken a great interest.
John
has
his
troubles
in
living
up
to
the
in " Haunting Shadows." A rare treat.
contract.
Bates, the butler, has been commissioned
PROGRAM READER
to make things unpleasant for him and the
lawyer and his hirelings are forever attemptJohn Glenarm
will lives
inherit
his theuncle's
property
providing
upstates
to
ing to findFurthermore,
the hiding-place
the in
reputed
tents of the
will. Ahe clause
thatcon-he
wealth.
John offalls
love must live
House for the ensuing
with the pretty school teacher, who masque- year and innotGlenarm
leave it for a single night.
rades as a pupil of an adjoining seminary.
Eventually he leaves the house to follow her John is game to the core. Try as they
to Cincinnati and learns her true identity. discourage
a certain
not'
him. group
Thereof isplotters
also a could
girl who
When he returns Pickering, the lawyer, tells might
him that he has forfeited the estate. When figures. She will inherit the property unless
the hirelings attempt to evict him, the vision John minds hts p's and q's. He can take
care of himself in regard to overcoming the
obstacles of the plotters. And certain
he is forced to arm himself. But he
most famous character " PoUyanna, the glad nights
cannot take care of his heart. In obeying
girl,"told
in on
the thesweetest
story of
ever
stage, within
the rural
pages lifeof its call he very nearly loses his property.
a book or on the screen.
How he meets his problems is told in a
of interesting events, which following
" By faith shaU ye live." That is the series
an
adventurous line of action, are calculated
message of " PoUyanna " the " glad " girl to keep
you in a constant state of suspense.
of
Eleanorbrings
H. toPorter's
novelin which
Mary
Pickford
the screen
all its fresh" Haunting Shadows," an adaptation of
ness, beauty and infinite pathos and humor See
novel, " The House
that the author suggested in the printed Meredith Nicholson's
It isever
the had,
best picture that H. B.Candles."
Warner has
and
words. A picture destined to do more tl.an of a Thousand
entertain. It will live as an immortal he has had some mighty good ones.
poem. A pinnacle of the heights to which
the motion picture may aspire. It will make
SUGGESTIONS
you
" glad " you who
saw plays
it and the
" glad
it was
Mary
role" of
the
In exploiting this feature make sure that
" glad "Pickford
girl.
An epic poem visualized with all the you bring out its source. Tell that it is an
of MeredithThousand
Nicholson's
novel,
skill of a most distinguished art'st. The pic- adaptation
" The isHouse
Candles,"
ture which makes you as " glad " as the which
one ofofthea best
pieces of
fiction
ever written.
" glad " girl of the " glad " play.
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(Continued from Complete
page 1128)
PLAN BOOK

SEALED
HEARTS (SELZNICK-SELECT)
EUGENE
O'BRIEN (NOV. 16).. NOV. IS
■•Exhibitor
Characterixation
story isinterest."
— il.
P. News.star
Comment kills
— Tiiis
tbe most
popular
tliat appeared here, but
should DAYS
have u>iod
picture of liiihtor makeup for him."
SCARLET
(GRIFFITH-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPECIAL CAST
(NOV. 30)
NOV. 22
"Splendid melodrama o) olden ijulden West." — M. P. Iseics.
Exhibitor roiument. — " This picture pleased to bit; business for one weelj."
SCREAM
THEntumiis
NIGHT, rrnrirr
A (SELECT)
OCT. 25
his iiiiINliii<
i-."NORMA
— .)/.'SPECIAL
P. yrii
x. CAST (OCT. 5)
SHE•• 't LOVES
AND LIES the(SELECT)
TALMADGE
JAN. 17
'• Enjoi/aOle
eomedii drama
uitli Surma
M. P. News.
SHOULD
A HUSBAND
FORGIVE?
(FOX) Talmadye."
MIRIAM —COOPER
(NOV. 9).. NOV. 1
Com/loiiieruliun uj plots looks like a serial." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The best picture of Fox's for big productions. Stor.v is
verv interestins : business onlv fair three davs."
SHOULD A WOMAN TELL (METRO-SCREEN CLASSIC) ALICE LAKE
(DEC. 20)
JAN. 3
■• stnr mid dirertor put picture over."- — M. P. ^eirs.
SKY EYE (STATE RIGHTS— SOL LESSER) SPECIAL CAST (JAN. 4) JAN. 17
•• Tlirillinii
in midair."
— .1/. P.TRAVERSE
Neirs.
SNARES
OF iinUiiiriniia
PARIS (FOX)
MADLAINE
(OCT. 12)
OCT. 18
••A t.npival MudUiine 'I'roccrse pietuir.' — M. P. Neas.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
An
average
picture
to
average
business
two
days."
SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. 9)
NOV. 22
■• M//C lire at lio.r-office end <i.s eiit ertiiinment ." — M. P. Neics.
SOMEONE
MUST
PAY
(ABRAMSON-GRAPHIC)
SPECIAL CAST
(SEPT. 28)
OCT. 4
"'llie
l>e.st
Ahriiiiis(jn
pirtnrr
to
date."
—
M.
P.
Neirs.
SPEED MANIAC, THE (FOX) TOM MIX (OCT. 19)
OCT. 4
" Topsn-turr II storij offers mild enlertainmeiit." — .1/. P. Aeic.s.
Exhibitor Comment — " I'lenty nl speed in this picture. Big business one day,
"
SPITEaveraire
BRIDE,two THE
(SELZNICK-SELECT) OLIVE THOMAS (SEPT. 21).. OCT. 4
"A veril iiood Olive 'I'lmnuis iiirtiire" —
J' Xeim.
STEEL KING, THE (WORLD)
JUNE ELVIDGE-MONTAGU LOVE
(NOV. 24)
DEC. 6
" Will Kdtisfiirtiirihi entertain r/enerallii." — M. P. Neirs.
STEPPING OUT (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ENID BENNETT (SEPT.
81)
OCT. 4
"Pleasingly planting a good thought." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Pleased
but
did
not
draw."
"
This
Is
the
best
picture
Bennett has ever been in. It pleased all classes. Extra big business three
days." " A very good feature. Extra big business two days, average one."
Consensus
" Good picture, good
puller."
STRICTLY —CONFIDENTIAL
(GOLDWYN)
MADGE KENNEDY (OCT.
19)
OCT. 18
" Madge Kennedy has a charming role in unique comedy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor business." " Pleased. Big business."
Consensus — Pleasing picture, good puller."
TEETH OF THE TIGER (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPECIAL CAST
(NOV. 2)
DEC. 20
" A high class mystery story with thrills." — it. P. News.
Exhibitor
Commentstories
— " A ever
very shown
good picture
average Photography
business." "and
One settings
of the
best detective
on the toscreen.
extra good, and too much cannot be said In favor of direction. Business not up
to standard due to name of production, althotigh business Increased throughout
week." " This is a very good production. My patrons were pleased and it did
big business for four days."
Consensus
— " GoodGLADYS
picture, BROCKWELL
good puller." (DEC. 7)
THIEVES (FOX)
NOV. 8
" Gladiis Itrorkirell stars in crook melodrama." — ^[. P. News.
THUNDERBOLT, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE MACDONALD
(NOV. 23)
NOV. 22
" Powerjul strokes in this vital drama." — If. P. Neii s.
Exhibitor Comment
This picture
welldraw
directed
but theAverage
story Isto much
drawn. Katherine— "MacDonald
doesis not
well here.
poor overbusiness two days."
TIN PAN ALLEY (FOX) ALBERT RAY-ELINOR FAIR (DEC. 28) JAN. 10
" License taken iritli truth in this sentimental tale." — M. P. News.
TOBY'S
(GOLDWYN)
TOMii." —MOORE
(DEC, 20)
DEC. 27
" ,4 veriiBOWentertfiinimi
nliotonta
M. P. Xeirs.
TONG MAN, THE (HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE)
SESSUE HAYAKAWA (DEC. 14)
DEC. 20
" Hii iiakaini in different role that scores." — 3/. P. Neirs.
TREMBLING HOUR, THE (UNIVERSAL) KENNETH HARLAN-HELEN
EDDY (OCT. 26)
NOV. 1
" W ell knit drama of crooks and mystery." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A pleasing picture to extra big business one day." " .A
very good picture. Extra big business." " Average picture to poor business
two days."
Consensus
" Good
picture, good EDITH
puller." ROBERTS (JAN. 12)
TRIFLERS, —THE
(UNIVERSAL)
JAN. 17
" Will afford very pleasing entertainment." — M. P. News
TURNING THE TABLES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY GISH
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 15
" Farce will agreeably entertain majority." — M. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment—" .\ very good picture, big business two days." " Big business all week with .\rbuckle comedy on program."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
TWELVE-TEN (REPUBLIC) MARIE DORO (DEC. 14)
JAN. 3
"Heiiiii drawn iritli a niiisterii rlement." — il/, P. Neirs.
23% 16)
HOURS LEAVE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MACLEAN-MAY (NOV. NOV. 8
" BeH comedy offering of the season." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business all week with attendance Increasing
during run in spite of adverse weather. We bring It back for another week."
" Excellent picture, good action and comedy. Big business two days, average
one." "—A " very
good picture, hid
pleased
my patrons. Big business three days."
Consensus
Excellent
nuller."
TWIN PAWNS
(PATHE) picture,
MAE MURRAY
(SEPT. 28)
OCT. 11
'• This I' ill he aeneralln nceentnhle." — M . P Neirs
UNDER SUSPICION (UNIVERSAL) ORA CAREW (NOV. 23)
NOV. 22
" \\ ill iiliii vinitl II cntirtain iienernllij "■ — M. P. \eiis.
UNDERCURRENT, THE (SELECT) GUY EMPEY (NOV. 23)
NOV. 29
"Patriotic note may carry this picture by." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Good picture of that type. Did not draw. Poor business
two davs."LUCK (FOX) RAY-FAIR (NOV. 16)
VAGABOND
NOV. 29
" Heart interest iind atmosphere here." — ^t P. Keirs
VALLEY OF TOMORROW, THE (AMERICAN-PATHE) WILLIAM RUSSELL (JAN. 11)
JAN. 17
" William Russell in story of venrjennce awl lore." — M. P. News.
VENGEANCE OF DURAND, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
NOV. IS
" Grjod Huspensire dramatic photoplay." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment — " good,
Extra star
good. better
Extrathan
big her
to biglastbusiness
two days."Average
" Storyto
weak, photography
two releases.
poor
business
all
week."
Consensus — " Good picture, nood puller."
VICTORY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. 30)
DEC. 6
" An absorbing heavy calibre drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Excellent,
superb
cast.
Story
well
pictured
thoueh
L'rewsome, nevertheless it holds Interest. The grewsome part is well and delicately
bandied."

PICTURE

BRAND

Plan
STAR

N e:

Booi

RELEASED

PLAN BO'
VIRTUOUS VAMP, A (FIRST NATIONAL)
CONSTANCE TALMADGE
(NOV. 16)
NOV.
" Best Constance 'J'almadge picture to date." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor AComment
— " IOxIth
\>iii business for a week. .A. BILLIE
splendid picnire."
WANTED,
HUSBAND
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
BURKE
(DEC. 28)
DEC.
•• Uenisters </.« Iii'ilihi innusmo comcdii." — J/. H. Sens.
WEB OF CHANCE, THE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND (DEC. 21)
DEC
■■ \otlii>ig hen- ti, cause you icorri/. ' — .1/. P. Sens.
WEB OF DECEIT, THE (CAREW-PATHE)
DOLORES CASSINELLI
(JAN. 18)
JAM,
" The dual role seen ai/ain." — If. P. Nen s.
WHAT EVERY
WOMAN
LEARNS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ENID
BENNETT (NOV. 9)
NOV.
" Picturization of an average drama." — il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A very good picture. Extra big business." " A dand]
picture. — Extra
big to picture,
big business
three days."
Consensus
"'Excellent
bii; puller."
WHAT'S
YOUR
HUSBAND
DOING
(INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) NOV.
MACLEAN-MAY
(NOV. 23)
"
I
'aplii
<itin<i
Jarce
reoisters
high
class."
i{. P. \eirs.CAST (NOV. 2) OCT.
WHEN BEARCAT WENT DRY (WORLD) — SPECIAL
■ ISltould register big with majority." — il. P. Aew;«.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fairly good picture. Big business two days." " Pleased
big business
two days."
Consensus
— Pleasing
picture, good puller."
WHEN THE CLOUDS ROLL BY (UNITED ARTISTS) DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS (DEC. 20)
JA
" t<ure fire ii inner n ith any audience." — M. P. Ne:ws.
WHY SMITH LEFT HOME (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) BRYANT WASHBURN (OCT. 19)
O
" Meritorious farce amusingly entertaining." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " P.ig business three days." " Pleased more patrons tbaa
nnv picture I have shown in a vear. Extra hie business three davs."
WIDOW BY PROXY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MARGUERITE CLARE
(SEPT. 28)
OCT.
" t^hould captivate star's followers." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Played this one a full week with Bennett's ' Salome V8.
Shenandoah ' to extra big business all week." " Broke all records with ArbueUe
comedy —on " bill.
business
Consensus
Good Extra
picture,bignood
puller."four days, big business three days."
WILLOW TREE, THE (SCREEN
CLASSIC— METRO)
VIOLA DANA
(JAN. 11)
JAN.
" .\n original and fantastic tale of .Japan." — M. P. News.
WINCHESTER WOMAN, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
NOV.
Pltasinij
in spite
of mu< li (FOX)
coiueideniWILLIAM
e." — M. P.FARNUM
.\eirs.
WINGS
OF THE
MORNING
(NOV. 24) DEC
Farnum followers will like this one." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "The star is always good but the picture is far below the
Fox standard, although it pleased. Big to average business two days."
WOMAN OF LIES, A (WORLD) JUNE ELVIDGE (OCT. 13)
OCT.
" Presents Eli idge in an unsympathetic role." — M. P. .Veu-g.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased to average business two days."
WOMAN OF PLEASURE, A (HAMPTON-PATHE)
BLANCHE SWEET
(OCT. 26)
NOV.
" Hhould exploit as a big production." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " .\verage business two days." " The title and star brought
them in, but picture disappointing. Big business three days."
YOU
NEVER
KNOW
YOUR
LUCK
(WORLD)
HOUSE PETERS
(NOV. 16)
NOV.
'■ Entertaining production, should satisfy." — U. P. News.
" Flashbacks

" on Earlier Releases

" Fires of Faith " (Paramount-Artcraft) — " Nothing extra. It is' a war picture ai
my " The
patrons
don't— care
for war
pictures.
two days."
Wreck".
" A good
repeat
picture. Average
Averagebusiness
business."
" Pegeen " (Vitagraph) — "A very good picture. It is simple but good. Big bn:
" When a Man Loves " (Vitagraph) — " A very good picture with beautiful scene
as the background. Average business two days."
"The Dark Star" (Paramount-Artcraft) — "A good picture which seemed to plee
big crowd. Big business two days."
" Uncle Tom Without the Cabin " (Paramount Comedy) — " This is a " Scream of
ness."
"Smashing Barriers" (Vitagraph) — "One of the best serials ever run which d
comedy."
big business. Duncan very popular here."
" His Majesty, the American " (United Artists) — " A good high class picture on b
scale which did big business for two days."
"Society Exile" (Paramount-Artcraft) — "A splendid Ferguson picture. All b
pictures are good but somehow she don't seem to draw very well here. Average bni
ness"Tower
two days."
of Jewels" (Vitagraph) — "Just a medium picture. My patrons are »
crazy about this type of feature. Average business two days."
"Come Out of the Kitchen" (Paramount-Artcraft) — "A good high class pictn:
which went over big. Big business two days."
"City of Comrades" (Goldwyn) — "A good program picture to average bnsine«B
"Woman Thou Gavest Me" ( Paramount- -Artcraft) — "A big picture with a wonde
ful cast. It did big business to a satisfied crowd. " Extra big business two days."
"The Darkest Hour" (Vitagraph) — "A good picture with good story and au
Star, Harry Morey, plays a very fine part. Big business one day."
" In Honor's Web " (Vitagraph) — " Best picture of this star in some time. Aveiai
business two days."
"Hushed Hour" (State Rights) — "A very unusual picture to average business tn
days. No complaints, but this is not a big special."
"Petal on the Current" (Universal) — "An average picture to average busina
"Chasing Rainbows" (Fox) — "Average picture to average business."
two"World
days." Aflame" (Goldwyn) — "This production did not satisfy my patrons. As
box office attraction
it did not come up to expectations. Average business one day i
poor business three days."
" Chasing Rainbows " (Fox) — " An ordinary picture. Brockwell does not drt
well here. Poor business two days."
"Wit Wins" (Hall mark) — "A good picture which pleased my patrons. Big bue
ness"The
two Wreck"
days." (Vitagraph) — "An average picture to average business two days
"Lost" (Universal) — •" This feature did not draw very well. Poor business t*
"Too Many Crooks" (Vitagraph) — "An average picture to average business."
"Pagan
— "This
is an
picture
which oneseems
have
a bad God"
title. (Robertson-Cole)
It did not do much
business
for ordinary
me. Average
business
day
poor"Gray
business
three
days."
Horizon" (Robertson-Cole) — "This is a fair picture which did aveiac
business
days." for two days."
"A Dangerous Afifair " (Hallmark) — "A good average picture to average businef
"The Usurper" (Vitagraph) — "An average picture to average business two days.
two"The
days."Bramble Bush" (Vitagraph) — "An average picture to poor business.
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"STRONGER
(SCREEN

Nazimovas

THAN
DEATH"
CLASSIC-METRO)

Rare Art Capitalized Again

NAZl.MOVA has gone to India for her latest screen expression
and ill all frankness we cannot say that the picture is worthy
ol hrr rare art and personality. In substance and in teclilique it is not in the same class as "'The Red Lantern," a previous
«say of tlie East. However, the creaking hinges of the niachinenade contraption are silenced, and situations and climaxes are
(Fectively heightened through the artistry of the star's portrayal.
Iler acting is as finely shaded, as suhtle and as delicately wrought in
lotail as if cohlly conceived and played for the sole purpose of percction of technique.
There is no stronger personality in pictures,
none seems less .-liadow or more flesh than Naziiuova.
None makes
I idler use of her magnetism and few have such magnetism to use.
I'erhaps that is why she dominates her subjects and makes them
-ecm weak in comparison.
This picture is not conceived on the stupendous scale of "The
l{ed Lantern," nor does it carry the mysterj-, the spirit, of that
ichievement. however fine its atmosphere. The idea behind it lacks
inspiration and tells simply, almost naively, that love is stronger
ilian death, and in the execution of it the director has been some» hat laborious in his methods.
So much so that the spectator is
onstantly ahead of the action. The result is suspense takes flight
in the climaxes.
In the development of the romance, the moving
- enes are concentrated upon the superstitious natives and their in\ itable mutiny against the Britisli garrison.
ithout Nazimova, the picture would be an ordinary, every day,
Oriental subject. But the star lifts it, there's no denying that,
("harles Bryant, who made the adaptation, gives a finely shaded
performance as the lover. The picture suffers from excessive footage. There are many scenes that could be dispensed with advantageously, knitting the action more closely and concentrating the
drama. — Length, 7 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
4rid Person
Nazimova
Major Tristram Boucicault .. Charles Bryant
Colonel Boucicault Charles W. French
Mrs. Boucicault Margaret McWade
James Barclay
Herbert Prior
The Rev. Mr. Meredith . W. H. Orlamond
Mrs. Smithers
Millie Davenport
Ayeshi
Bhogwan Singh
Vahana
Henry Harmon
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Nazimova, the incomparable, will come
J the
theatre beginning
in
T latest dramatic production entitled
Stronger Than Death." This is a screen
adaptation of the novel by I. A. R. Wylie
.and it depicts a beautiful love which develops between a man and a woman placed
by fate into an atmosphere of danger and
swiftly moving events. It recounts the adventures of Sigrid Person, the dancer, and
the ismana physician
she adoreswho
— thedevotes
hermithisoftime
Gaya.to
He
fighting a cholera epidemic among the natives. The action is replete with thrills and
compelling dramatic climaxes that grow out
of an abortive mutiny and massacre of the
English planned by the fanatical Hindu
natives.
The biggest dramatic scene is where
the strikes
steps ofawetheandtemple
—
aSigrid
weird dances
dance on
which
terror
to the hearts of the natives, and causes
them to delay their uprising until the British garrison comes to the rescue of the
civilian
Gaya.
Sigrid's spirit
pres«nce therecommunity
is regardedof as
the returned
of the sacred dancer of the temple, " the
■bride
Vishnu." ofHer
is rewarded
by theof devotion
the sacrifice
hermit doctor,
and
she finds that her love for him is stronger
than
death.
Nazimova's
interpretation
the dancer is excellent testimony why sheof
is called
" the star
of a detail
thousand
Her
expressive
features
everymoods."
shade
and subtlety of the feminine soul. In the
cast supporting her are Charles Bryant,
Charles French, Herbert Prior and others.
Mr. Bryant adapted the story for the screen.
He also assisted Herbert Blache in the
direction.

A massive picture of the Orient which
intrigues the spectator with its color and
-'•-'osphere and dramatic action — that is
" Stronger Than Death," Nazimova's newest
production.
She danced to save her own people from
destruction. Perhaps she might die in the
attempt,
since she than
had death
an ailing
But
love IS stronger
and heart.
she lived
because of her sublime faith and devotion
See Nazimova in " Stronger Than Death."
A gripping romance of the Orient — of
India, the land of mystery and passion.
See this exotic drama of the East. Feel the
mystic lure of the Orient in " Stronger
Than Death."
PROGRAM READER
The rnanagement takes great pleasure in
announcing that Nazimova, the incomparable— the actress of a thousand moods, will
appear at this theatre beginning
in
"is Stronger
Death."
production
consideredThan
by the
press This
and public
as a
worthy
to " drama
The Red
Lantern,"
since it companion
is a spectacular
of the
Orient.
The backgrounds are different, since the
action takes place in India, that land of
mystery which has figured so much in prose,
poetry and dramatic literature. The story
is founded upon a beautiful love which develops between a man and a woman placed
by fate into an atmosphere of danger. Stirring drama at all times illumines the narrative, making it one of those stories that
gets a strong hold upon the emotions of
the spectator. When our patrons see
" Stronger Than Death," they will look
upon aa scenic
pictureviewpomt
of greatbutbeauty,
only
from
from a not
dramatic
one as well. Nazimova is superb in her role.

SUGGESTIONS
There is only one thing to do in exploiting a Nazimova production and that is go
the same
limit.oldDon't
hesitate
about covering
the
ground.
By treating
the star
in a campaign of superlatives you will impress the skeptical. You will bring home
to every patron that she is just what you
paint her to be. Bring out in catch lines
and a teaser campaign that she is a brilliant
star — the most brilliant actress on the
screen. Play up that she is mistress of
CATCH LINES
every human emotion — that she is the star
of
a thousand moods. You can compare
Nazimova, the incomparable — Nazimova,
the star of a thousand moods — Nazimova, the picture to " The Red Lantern " by
it is a drama of the East — a
the screen's greatest actress, in her great stating ofthatIndia,
that land made famous in
photoplay of sublime love, " Stronger Than drama
prose, poetry and dramatic literature.
Death."

"THE

SHARK"
(FOX)

Sea Story Furnishes

W^alsh a Dramatic Role
GEORGE WALSH is branching out. Time was when we had
to be content in seeing him in mock-heroic roles that
smacked of amateur theatricals, and he was shackled to them

for sohelong
that forward
it began intoa look
as if hec couldn't
do anything
else.
Now
comes
melodramati
role which
shoidd merit
him a deal of praise. The picture is, perhaps, the best thing he has
ever done, because it comes closer to reality than its forerunners.
There will be those who will say that the picture cannot possibly
entertain since it capitahzes lust and brutality. But in emphasizing
these vicious elements it is entirely within its premise. A sea story is
not a sweetmeat and the men who follow the briny deep are mighty
close to nature.
Of course it travels over familiar ground and uncovers during its
journey several inconsistencies, but the fast-moving action is compensation enough. Mr. Henderson has endeavored to be genuine in
his backgrounds, but some of his incidents are so palpably false that
the picture appears often ridiculous. He permits a slumming party
to visit a vicious dive attired in evening dress and, once there, he
closets the masculine members in the proprietor's private " office,"
while the heroine is left at the mercy of the rough denizens. Except
for these brief lapses the direction is meritorious.
The idea brought forth here finds expression in the young man
who is regenerated through feminine influence. In the execution of
it the star is permitted to maintain his athletic prowess. The scenes
of his fight to protect the honor of the girl are thrilling and they are
more sincerely striven for than those of his previous pictures. The
theme is not unlike that contained in Jack London's " The Sea
Wolf." But comparisons aside, the picture is a vivid melodrama
that carries a two-fisted punch. Mr. Walsh gives a colorful performance.— Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Shark Rawley
George Walsh
Doris Selby
Mary Hall
Rodman Selby, her father. Robert Broderick
Sanchez
William G. Nally
Hump Logan
James Mack
luan Najera
Henry Pemberton
Carlotta
Marie Pagano
Story and scenario by Thomas F. Fallon.
Directed by Dell Henderson.
Photographed by Joe Ruttenberg.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
George Walsh's new Fox picture, " The
Shark," which comes to the
theatre
neoct , is one of the best photoplays
in which the star has been seen in many a
day. Mr. Walsh does not appear as a college athlete, but assumes the role of a human
" beast of theItseatells
" in of
a story
love and
adventure.
the ofvicissitudes
through which a young girl passes in her
search for expression. She is captured by a
human fiend and is saved from a horrible
fate by a man who would destroy her, but
whose manhood is awakened by her helpless-

George Walsh drops for the time being
the athletic juvenile role to play a blue
shirt lead in Pox's " The Shark "

ness. He becomes her protector and fights
for her safety and her life. Shark Rawley,
the mate of a tramp schooner, has been disillusioned about women, but a time comes
when he changes his opinion.
In a sailor's cafe he discovers Doris
Selby, a member of a slumming party, in
the clutches of a vicious habitue. In his attempt to rescue her he is forced to fight for
his own life. Doris, in the meantime, has
been spirited away to the schooner by Captain Sanchez, and when Shark discovers her
plight he is forced to heroic measures in
protecting her. The odds are against him
but he fights his way through to safety. The
ship catches fire and Shark leaps into the
sea with the girl. They keep afloat by
means of a spar and are rescued by a searching party tells
conducted
by Doris'
photoplay
a powerful
story father.
of love This
and
hate and life on the sea, where men are
ruled by brute force. George Walsh surpasses himself in forceful acting and a splendid presentation of a peculiarly difficult role.
The cast includes Mary Hall and others.
The feature contains a picturesque appeal
through its rich atmosphere.
CATCH LINES
He was called a beast of the sea. But
when he came ashore and met the right
girl he had a regeneration of character. See
" The Shark," a picture of adventure and
thrilling action.
See George Walsh, the athletic actor, in
his
greatest
photoplay,
a tale
of the
bounding
deep. A" The
vivid,Shark,"
vital picture
of love and hate.
He was disillusioned about women but
when a certain girl needed protection he was
man enough to come to the rescue. See
" Theture asShark,"
a picture
stirring
it is found
on the ofbriny
deep. advenThey called him the shark because of his
fighting ability. There was also another
reason. See George Walsh in " The Shark."
PROGRAM READER
Do you like to read stories of the bounding deep? quainDo
you like
to who
make live
the only
actance of rugged
sailors
for
the
gratification
of
their
pleasures
—
who
roam the seven seas in search of adventure?
If so, then " The Shark " is the story for
you. It will come to the
theatre next
you will
be in-it
taserested ain itsphotoplay
contents.andWhy?
Because
depicts a stirring line of action, well drawn
characterization, a pretty vein of romance,
and some rousing thrills. The star is George
Walsh, the athletic actor of the Fox forces.
We guarantee
his greatest
picture. It permitsthishimtotobedisplay
his athletic
prowess as well as his dramatic talent.
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Advance

Information

on

All

Picture

N eu

Film
Releasej
All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects
as wei
as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
I
Ihe
Lust
ol
the
Ages
Sept. 7— The Market of Souls (Dorothy Dalton) 5 Has a Man the Right to Kill?
Sept. 7— The Misleading Widow (Billie Burk)
S Persua
Bewaresive
of Strangers
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
Peggy
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
(See Pathe Exchanges)
Jan. 11 — The Garage
2 The Spoilers
Nov. 16 — The Hayseed
2 The Ne'er Do Well....
Sept. 7 — Back Stage
2 The Garlen of Allah
CHRISTIE FILM COMEDIES
PARAMOUNT SENNETT COMEDIES
{At State Right Exchanges)
Feb.
15
—
Ten
Dollars
or
Ten
Days
2
CHRISTIE TWO REELERS
Jan. 18— The Star Boarder
2 FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Dec. 21 — Love, Honor and Behave
2 Jan. 5 — A Daughter of Two Worlds
Jan. — Save Me, Sadie (Eddie Bary)
(Norma Talmadee).
2 Dec. 7 — A Lady's Tailor
2 Dec. 29— The Greatest Question (D. W.
Dec.
—
Go
West
Young
Griffith's)..?..,
Woman
(Fay
Tincher)
Nov.
23
—
Down
on
the
Farm
2
."2
Nov. — A Roman Scandal (Colleen Moore)
Dec. 15 — In Old Kentucky (Anita Stewar
t)
2
Nov.
9
—
His
Last
False
Step
2
Dec.
SINGLE REEL COMEDIES
1
—
The
Beauty
Market
(Katherine
MacDonald) . . .
Oct. 26 — Salome vs. Shenandoah
2 Nov. 17— Heart o' the Hills (Mary
Pickfo
rd)
Kidnapping Caroline
1 Oct. 12— Up in Alfs Place
2 Nov.
the Paint Girl (Anita Stewart
)
2 Nov. 103 —— AMindVirtuous
Two A. M
I Sept. 14 — Back to the Kitchen
Vamp
(Constance
Talmadee)
Aug.
31
—
Uncle
Tom
Without
the
Cabin
2
All Jazzed
Up
,
Oct.
20—
In
Wrong
(Jack
Pickf
ord)
Settled
Out of Court
1 PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS COMEDIES
Oct. 6 — The Thunderbolt (Katherine MacDonald)
28 — Housecleaning
1 Dec. 22— A Day's
Bobby's Baby
'
1 Dec.
rCharlie Chaplin) ;
GAYETY
COMEDIES
Dec. 21 — Those Distant Cousins
1 Dec. 22 — A TwilightPleasure
Baby (Henry
n) ;
Dec. 7 — After the Circus
1 Sept. 15 — Her Kingdom of Dreams Lehrma
Fireman, Save My Gal (Geo. Ovey)
(Anita Stewart)
11 Nov. 30 — Oh, Man
1 Sept. 8 — A Temperamental Wife (Constance
Ladies Must Dance (Geo. Ovey)
Talmadge).6
Nov. 23 — Wonder What a Baby Thinks About
1 Sept. 1— The Hoodlum (Marv Pickford)
Bounced (Geo. Ovey)
1 Nov.
Burglars
1 Aug. 25— Burglar by Proxy (jack Pickford)T 67
v 169 —— Company
ARuined
o
Saphead's
Sacrifice
N
(BletcherReynolds)
.
1
!
1
By Love (Geo. Ovey) . .
.
t
I
c
2— The City Dude
1
Twin Bedlam (Bletcher-Reynolds)
1 O
His Fatal Bite
J "i Octt.. lt-^wf"''Fl^^".f^'.°'^°^.'^^.!^°^^^ FLORIDA
State Right
Exchanges)
FILM
CORPORATION
CursedFloorwalkers
by His Cleverness
" '.
S'ciety
1 A (At
Are
Fickle?
11 OOcct. 125 —— Secret
Dumbwaiter Scandal
2
Saturday
1
■
"
CalUng His Bluff
■
26
j
Sept.
28—
The
Fotygraft
Gallery
1
Love .Sick at Sea
. . . . . 1 Sept. 21 — A Rainy Day
1 AFabulous
Pool ofFortune
Peaches
"
Fumblers
.
" 22
Sept. 14 — S'prise Party N'Everything
1
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Sept. 7 — Skinny, School and Scandal
1 His
Conscience
His
Guide
'.
'.
'.
'.
'.
'.
'.
'.
'.
'.'.22
Fred's Fictitious Foundling
'..
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
(Through State Right and Educational Exch.)
Work
and
Win
'Em
'..'..'.'.'.2
Feb. 22 — N'Hoodooed
2
Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement Released Once
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
Lvery Month Showing Leading Stars at Work and
PARAMOUNT-HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
i^lay
Feb. 29— The Yankee Watch on the Rhine
1 BIG PRODUCTIONS
J
RED CROSS TRAVEL SERIES
Feb. 22 — ^Oriental College Boys and Co Eds
1 Should a Husband Forgive? (Special Cast)
7
Feb. 15 — Parisian Faces and Figures.....
Feb.
1 Kathleen Mavourneen
The Relief of Poland
j
(Theda Bara)
8
—
Filming
Ferocious
Forraosans
1
Feb.
Constantinople, the Gateway of the Orient
(
Evangeline
(Special
Cast)
["
"j
1
1 — Belgium Smiles Again
1 Checkers (Special Cast)
7
America's
Watch
on theKin
Rhi
ne
25 — From Blarney to Broadstairs
1 WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Belgium, the
Broken
gdo
m
11
IS—
The
Royal
Ballet
of
Bangkok
1
The
AdT
Mane, Queen of Rumania
1
cnt
urer
Mirrors of Nature
1 Heart Str
j
Jan. 114—— Gaping
Archangel,
City of Snow
"l
ings
^
Gullets of Gifu
1 Wings
The Tiny Kingdom
of Montenegro. . . .
1 Jan.
of
the
Morning
Dec.
28
—
.
.
.
King
.
Rama
at
the
Royal
6
Wat
1
BRUCE SCENICS
Dec. 21 — In Brittany
Jan.
1
The Chilkat Cubs
Dec. 14 — A Scenic Classic
...1
, Jan.
The LastofBARA
ofthetheNight
Duanes
.'.'.'.'.'
Wolves
. '.
7
SERIES
Dec. 7 — Push Car Trails in Formosa
.]l THEDA
Wanderlust
J
SPECIALS
Nov. 23
30 —— The
In the
Basque
Country
.
1
Lure
of
Ambi
tior
Nov.
5
Salt of Anping
1 La Belle Russe
The Why of a Volcano
5
1 TOM MIX SERIES
Nov. 16 — Uncle Sam, Salvager
. . .1 11 Nov.
The Second Chance
1
Nov. 9— The White Elephant Militant
War Spruce
Down the Rio
1 Three Gold Coins
5
Oca. 262 —— Rolling
Lawmakers of the Philippines
The Daredevil
1
.
5
Oct. 19 — A Day in Florence
1 The
Cycl
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
one
.
.
.S
Oct. 12 — Teak Logging With Elephants
1 The Feud
.
5
Oct.
The Forbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Young)
5
—
Around
About
London
1
Silk Husbands and
Wives (House Peters) 66 Sept. 28 — Taihoku, Metropolis of Formosa
1
Eyes of Youth (ClaraCalico
The Speed Maniac
.'..'.'..5
Kimball Young)
Sept. 21— The Doughnut That Did It
1 FOX
7 Sept.
14 — Up-to Date Manila
1 Rough ENTERTAINMENTS
Riding Romance
. . . .'. .'.'. ".' "s
Sept. 7 — Paris, the Magnificent
1 The Hell Ship (Madleine Traverse)
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY EXCH.
5
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGHAM
PARAMOUNTARTCRAFT
Tin
Pan
Alley
(Ray
and
Fai
r)
5
Her
Elephant
Man
(Shirley
Mason)
'
Dec. 28 — Winter Sports at St. Moritz
1 The Square Shooter (Buck Jones)
5
Dec. 14 — Down the Strand in London
?'^u-"~X°"r?
,^^"Winthrop
(Ethel
1
Clayton
)
Flames
5
of
the
Flesh
(Gladys
Brockw
ell)
Feb.—
S
Huckleberry Finn (Special Cast)
6 PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
Shod With Fire (William Russell)
5
l;eb. — Mary's Ankle (MacLean May)
'"s
The Shark (George Walsh)
5
Dec.
21
—
From
a
Piscatorial
Angl
e
1
White
(Dorothy
Dalton)
'"s
Dec.
7
—
Memory
Lan
e
1 The Devil's
— The ^''^
Amateur
Wife (Irene
" 75 Nov. 23 — Sunshine and Shadows
Lincoln Riddle
(Gladys (William
Brockwell)
Highwayman
'"^^ Dance
Russell) '.S5
(SpecialCastle)
Cast)
1 Thieves
(Gladvs Brockwell)
5
1^^°-—
Eastward
Six Best Sellers (Bryant Washburn)
Ho.
(William
Russ
ell
Nov. 269 — Midst
A NightPeaceful
in June
"11 The Winning Stroke (George
5
55 Oct.
Scenes
°/,"^"§"'^'*^"-P^?e>'
(Marguerite
Cla.k)
Walsh
)
5
Feb.u —~A"Double
Oct.
12
—
Rainf
Speed (Wallace Reid)
rops
... 1 Chasing Rainbows (Gladys Brockwell)
5
55
J^"- — The Copperhead (Lionel Barrymore)
"'6
Sacred
Silence
(William
Russell)
Sept.
28—
When
Nature
Smiles
'l
14 — The Voice of Gladness
1 From Now On (George Walsh)
'i^"-~il''^*J
^ ■^'""r
Husband e Doing?
y) . . ]S PARAMOUNT
J3°-—
The Tree
MAGAZINE
of Knowledg
(Robert (MacLean-Ma
Warwick)
Broken Commandments (Gladys Brockwell) 5S
5
Jan- — ^Ihe Thirteenth
Commandment (Ethel
The Winning Stroke (George
Clayton)
S
Walsh)
Feb. 29 — The Growth of the North American
5
1
i*"- — ^3,°° ^^ch Johnson (Bryant Washburn)
Seventh Person (George Walsh)
Feb. 22— On the Job With Grandma
5
1 The
J?"--Tj'ie
Woman in the Suitcase (Enid Bennett) 55 Feb.
15 — The Lure of Fashion
The
Sneak
(Gladys
Brockwell)
5
Dec. 30 — Everywom
1
an (Special Cast)
7 Feb. 8 — Museum Mysteries
Web of Chance (Peggy Hyland)
5
Dec. 28 — Red Hot Dollars
1 The
Ray)
5
Snares
of
Paris
(Madlaine
Traverse)
5
Feb.
1
—
Famous
Women
in
World's
Work...!
Dec. 28 — Wanted, a Husband(Charles
1
(Billie
Burke)
5
The
Lost
Princess
(Ray-Fair)
5
Dec. 21— A Girl Named Mary (Marguerite Clark) 5 Jan. 2518 — 'Reeling
Nature's inBeauty
Parlor
'11 The Merry-Go-Round (Peggy .Hyland)
the
5
Big
Ones
. . . 5 Jan. n — A Matter of Form
S. A. (Wallace
S^-^H (Dorothy
^Ir 0^
1
^
Friend
Dalton)Reid) ....5
4 — The Dream Weave
Dec. 14 — Behind the Door (Ince Special)
rs
1 Training for Husbands
■■
5 Jan.
Dec.
28
—
Camera
Surf
Stud
22
wea°vTrs
.■.■::.':.■.':
}
ies
1 sunshine
Weightcomedies
Lover
Dec.
— The
!.'." "s Dec. 21 — In the Canadian Wilds
Dec. 147—
1 ATheLight
More Cinema
Deadly Murder
Than the(Cosmopolitan)
Male (Ethel Clayton).. 5 Dec.
Great
Nickel
Robbery
...2
14
—
Clouds
and
Sunsets
Dec. 7 — Victory
1
(Maurice Tour
neur)
Heart Snatcher
j
S Dec. 7 — A South American Niagara
Her Private
Husband
I The
Nov. 30 — Camera Surf Studies
Nov.
30—
K
7n~c"
(Robertith)
Warwick) ....7
i! '.5 Nov.
Scarlet Days (D. ^"'^'•'s
. .1 Her Naughtv Wink
W.
Griff
2
23
—
Land
of
the
Midnight
Sun
Nov. 30 — Counterfeit (Elsie Ferguson)
1 Sheriff Nell's Comeback
5
16
of a Spring
Nov. 23 — The Miracle of Love (Cosmopolitan)
..!.l
Hungry Lions and Tender Hearts
22
j is Nov. 9 —— AEvolution
Forest Kin
gdom
1
£°^Advertise
(Bryant
Washburn)
Nov.
S
Chicken a la Cabaret
2
2 — Scientific Spending
Nov. 23— The Invisible Bond (Irene Castle)
...1
Oct.
The Roaming Bath Tub
2
S
Nov. 16— Twenty-thr
ee
and
One-half
Hours'
Leave
(Mac- 5 Oct. 19 — The Four Seasons
Back School
to Nature
Lean-May)
?^— J.l'^ ^""^ °^ ^o"'' Transmission.'.'.".! 1 The
HouseGirls
Scandal .». 22
Footlight Maids
2
Nov.
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.g Oct 125 — World-Famous
Trout Streams ofBridges
the Adirondacks ...!!!.'!.!
Nov. 16—
9— Male
What and
EveryFemale
Woman(DeMille
Learns Special)
(Enid Bennett)..
5 Sept. 28 — At Work With the Tire Builders.. 1 The Yellow Dog Catcher
2-2
Wild
Waves
and
Women
Vt°^'- ??.—— Lunch
Crookedin Straight
(Charles
Ray)
.5
Sept.
21—
Afield
With
Dog
and
Gun
1 His Naughty Wife
Pawn (Marguerite Clark)...
2
Nov. 2 — L'Apache (Dorothy Dalton) -. 55 Sept. 14 — Forty Minutes to France
1 Dabbling in Society
2
Sept. 7— On With the Dance-Smart Set Wit
1
^?~J,^^"^"?
Tables (Dorothy
Gish)
I'.".
!s TRUEX
AND OTHER COMEDIES
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
n';(Special
Cast)
.
..S
Oct.
26 — His Official FianceTiger
Dec. 28 — Too Good to be True (Ernest Truex) 2
(Vivian Martin)
5 Dec.
14— Speed (Al St. John)....
Chewing
'■
Oct. 19 — Sadie Love (Billie Burke)
"
PriceGumof aIndustry
Good Sneeze
i.j
[,,2 The
Putting
on the Dog
n,}?~i?[''y^Smith
Left
Home
(Bryant
Washburii)
!
!
!
!
5
Oct. 12 — The Grim Game (Houdini) ...
The
Chemists
^14
S FILM MARKET, INC.
The Rum Runners
%
Oct. 12 — The Lottery Man (Wallace Reid)...!
'."'55
The Mint Spy
}4
Oct. 55—— The
In Mizzoura
Warwick)
State Rights Exchanges)
Oct.
Life Line(Robert
(Maurice
The
Sour
Violin
J4
Tounieur) . .
S The(AtHouse
Without Children
7 Dead Eye JefT
J4
I^PJof~»?-!,
'^^"°P
(Charles
Ray) . .'. .".'.'sS
Sept. 28—
by
Fishing
J4
(Margrueri
te Clark)
The
City
of
Purple
Dreams
'.
<
Sept. 21— Widow
Stepping OutProxy
(Enid Benne
tt)
S Zongar,
I'm
Ringing
Your
Party
^
the
Dare
Devil
of
Romance
.S
Who
Shall
Take
My
Life?
'...'.'.'.'.'.'..7
The
Plumbers
J4
Sept. 21—
in the Hills
'S The Natural Law
Sept.
14 — Told
The Miracle
Man (Robert
. .6
(SpecialWarwick)
How Dry I Am
}4
Cast)
S
Sept. 14— The Third Kiss (Vivian
6 Shaking
the Shimmy
^
Martin)
5 The Grain of Dust
Release Information Continued on Page 1134
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" GREATER vSELZNICKj
THAN

FAME

"

Mediocre Picture Made from Pot-Boiler Story
OUITE likely a great many people will find entertainment in
Klaine Hanunerstein'fi new picture, but to our mind it becomes drag^cy and wearisome Ion-: before tlie final reels are
;wound.
It is evolved from a mosf-covered, moth-eaten plot and
itain* too little dramatic subsstance and too much sentimental
i.'nes* to lift it out of a theatrical and artificial rut. There has
11 no attempt to ring in any clianges on an old theme, that of a
intr>- girl of talent who goes to the city to find expression and
• overs that honest romance is greater than the sham which acipanies fame. The plot resendiles a checker board since each
I -on is given, arbitrarily, certain things to do— to mo\e when told
"I to stop upon orders. The result is not drama but tedium.
I ike in most pictures with a purpose, the main idea is hammered
,1 bluntly throughout the action, and the long explanatory titles
^dce it preachy.
Such a story can be justified only by original
latnient or particularly clever characterization.
Neitlier of these
ialities are discernible in " Greater Than Fame."
The action is
j}t ordinary, many of the incidents being of a routine order. As a
jfematic stor> there is nothing to it. As a study of a young girl
f|o finds fame not worth the eflfort in obtaining it, the subject is
'• nraonplace.
I he sentimental note is over-emphasized through the employment
preachy advice on the part of a personage who would save the
roine from degradation.
Miss Hammerstein is attractive in the
ding role, but she does not work with enthusiasm, probably be-e there is nothing to enthuse over. Among those who contribute
I support are \^ alter McGrail, Julia Swayne Gordon and Arthur
I ildson. The stor> has been well staged, there being a wealth of
l opriate backgrounds.— Length, 5 reels.— Laurence Reid.
THE CA^sT
iret Brooke Elaine Hammerstein
Martin
Walter McGrail
Waring
W. N. Tooker
Waring Julia Swayne Gordon
Guerdet
Albert Riccardi
-uefdet
Cora Williams
John Walker
Arthur Donaldson
Prudence
Flora Kingsley
Mercy
Eugenie Woodward
"'
St
J. Furey
b. Jay Kaufman,
nario by Katherine Reed,
rcted by Alan Crosland.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
ne Hammerstein, the charmmg Selzitar, will come to the
theatre
of
week in her newest
■ iplay entitled, " Greater Than Fame.'
:s anit adaptation
of S.a Jay
Kaufman's
ind
offers the star
chance
to disler histrionic ability in a role which
for emotional expression. The picarries deep human appeal and dramatic
rse and also contains a wholesome
that can be absorbed by any one. As
•le imples.
something
:ame.
The there
moral isdriven
home greater
is that
a happy heart, and that success can
be obtained through contentment of
- Hammerstein assumes the role of
■ ret Brooke, who goes to New York
udy for a career, but who eventually
H s that a happy heart is greater than the
I e for which she worked so untiringly
■ against such odds. She meets with all
t es and classes and temptation is con■ itly placed before her, but she works
'leraccess
own issalvation
appreciation
greater with
with ana happy
heart,
icture contains many novel situations
r. abundance of colorful scenes. Every
on has been developed to advantage
c director, Alan Crosland, and he has
:ven it an atmosphere in keeping with
□ ry. Miss Hammerstein portrays the
if Margaret Brooke with much symand charm. A competent cast, that
es such well known players as Walter
ail, William M. Tooker, Julia Swayne
< don and others, lend support.
CATCH LINES
he
possessed
glorious
and they
I her that to areach
fame voice
she must
live
to the fullest. But she had her own
5 is and worked out her own salvation by
See " Greater Than Fame."
■rchpipping
story — a She
vital could
story take
of aonegirl'sof
for expression.
roads — the road to fame or the road to
tentment. Which did sne choose? See
reater Than Fame."

The second Elaine Hammerstein production to be released through Selznick Picis "Greater
Thanan Fame."
totures offer
the star
unusual Itroleis said

Forced to choose between love and honor
and fame and fortune, she proved
her courage. See Elaine Hammerstein in " Greater
Than Fame,"
Fame?" You
willWhat
have isthat" Greater
question Than
answered
you by
Elaine Hammerste
in, the charmingfor Selznick
star,
in
her
newest
picture,
"
Greater
Than
See it.
Fame.
PROGRAM READER
Every one strives to win fame and fortune
It IS the ultimate goal. Yet there is something greater than fame; that is happiness
and the
love which comes with it. This
sweet sentiment is the underlying
theme of
this new Elaine Hammerstein production,
"theatre
GreaterveryThan
Fame,"
which
comes
this
shortly. It is a drama of toaction
and suspense, and it tells a fascinating story
which introduces a moral, both beautiful and
clean. The star appears as a young girl
gifted with a wonderful voice. She comes
to New York to win fame. How she is
forced to fight against tremendous odds; how
she finds her own salvation is told in scenes
of vital action. Miss Hammerstein will be
(Continued on next column)

"SLAVES
OF
PRIDE"
(VITAGRAPH)

Alice Joyce Has Familiar Story of Marital Conflict

latest
Pride," Alice
'"Slaves of
that popular.
is quite possii)l<'
IT production,
will prove
It contains
a choiceJoyce's
assortment
of situations and characters that have long been tried and often
proved true. Though the author has not offered anything new in
plot and characterization, and his craftsmanship seems quite wooden,
hibored an«l obvious, still he manages, through a measure of dramatic insight, to invest the play with enough force and vitality
to make it generally interesting. He must recognize, however, the
great similarity between his " Slaves of Pride " and hundreds of
other pictures that have preceded it.
As there is an absence of novelty and freshness in both plot and
characterization, the picture will appear quite disappointing to those
who seek variety. If we cannot have new ideas — then let us at least
have the old ones developed so as to appear up-to-date. The ancient
theme of the daughter who is bartered off by mother to the highest
bidder is brought to the fore. It is the wife's object to break her
husband's pride and this she does after she suffers and suffers and
suffers. One can anticipate the denouement from the introductory
scene and it arrives according to Hoyle.
The heroine doesn't trespass to find romantic expression. The
conflict is established in her efforts to make her spouse love her
more than he loves hiinself. Very old, isn't it? Yet the director
has conceived a share of moving situations so that the interest is
never allowed to drag. Miss Joyce has moments when the charm
and deftness of her art come into their own. But for the mo.st part
she seems not so much to be living a character as enacting scenes
necessary to the author's plot, and this is fatal to illusion. Percy
Marmont lends poise and manliness to the part of the husband.
This
actor Reid.
is making great strides on the screen. — Length, .> reels. —
jdiirpnce
THE CAST
Patricia Leeds
Alice Joyce
Brewster Howard
Percy Marmont
Captain
Apple
TemplarBeaudet
Saxe
Mrs. Leeds
Louise
John Reynolds
G. V. Seyffertitz
Jason Leeds
Charles A. Stevenson
By William B. Courtney.
Scenario by Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph Chester.
Directed
by George Terwilliger.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A delightful demonstration of the fact that
money can never take the place of love
forms the keynote of Vitagraph's latest picture, "Slaves of Pride," which comes to
the
theatre beginning
vdth Alice Joyce as the star. The picture
unfolds a remarkable story of the dramatic
and tragic results that grow rrom excessive
pride,ties and
presents
wonderful
opportunifor theitstar
to express
her talent
and
charm. Miss Joyce plays the role of Patricia Leeds, a beautiful young woman, who
is placed on the auction block of marriage
by her shallow-minded, extravagant mother.
Mrs. Leeds is the character who demonstrates the tragedy of old age clinging to
youthfulness.
She barters off Patricia to the highest bidder, who happens to be Brewster Howard, a
wealthy man obsessed with excessive ideas
of his own importance. His overwhelming
pride makes life unbearable for Patricia.
She rebels, and Howard employs his secretary in the task of humiliating her. This
remembered for her sweet and wholesome
portrayal of " The Country Cousin." She
gives a charming portrayal in " Greater Than
Fame." The picture is an adaptation of a
play by S. Jay Kaufman.
SUGGESTIONS
You can exploit this feature as the second
Elaine Hammerstein subject offered by Selznick. Bring out that it is a story of a
I youngtune girl's
to both The
fametheme
and forfor love sacrifice
and happiness.
can
be exploited in effective catch lines. For
your lobby display you can put photos of the
star mounted on compo board with symbols
representing
" Love,"
and colored
" Fortune " — connected
with" Fame
them " by
streamers. Play up the theme in all your
copy and tell that the drama is human
above every thing else. You can work up an
allegorical prelude on the stage if you want
to go in extensively with your advertising.
Figures to represent the three symbols mentioned above can express the idea of the
picture most effectively. Mention what the
star has done. Emphasize that she has one
of the most attractive personalities on the
screen. Link up with the stores by use of
window
arrival. cards announcing the star and her

leads by natural sequence of events, to a
secret trip by the girl and the secretary,
each
undoing.
Patricia
growsplotting
to lovetheherother's
husband
and seeks
bjr
seeming
to
submit
to
the
secretary's
to punish her husband. The romanticwiles,
trip
to the country brings about a climax full
of surprise. Miss Joyce gives a capital portrayal of the bride. The vitality and magnetism of her performance is admirably emphasized, and she delineates the character
surely,
easily,
and vividly.
her support
is Percy
Marmont. Prominent
The picturein
was directed by George Terwilliger from a
story tion
by having
William
been B.doneCourtney,
by Mr. theandadaptaMrs.
George Randolph Chester.
CATCH LINES
What
a gooda way
for aovercome
bride to with
punish and isreform
husband
pride? See " Slaves of Pride " with Alice
Joyce. A rare entertainment.
PROGRAM READER
Most of the fine things in life prove to
be dross," Slaves
according
to Alicewhich
Joyce'j
picture,
of Pride,"
comeslatest
to
this theatre
beginning
, unless
they
are accompanied by the fulfillment of love.
Palaces, wealth, and all manner of luxury,,
the feature testifies, are empty unless enjoyed in the atmosphere of love. Miss
Joyce is cast in the role of Patricia Leeds,
a girl who, under the spurs of an ambitious
mother,ard, a man
becomes
the bride ofwealth.
BrewsterHoward
Howof excessive
showers all kinds of luxury on her, but love
is absent and the girl soon finds that everything else in the world is empty. How she
finds a solution for her problem is revealed
in
a
powerfully
picture
which carries a dramatic
plethora picture
of rich— aactionfut
scenes.
" Slaves
Pride " — We
it is advise
a rare you
treattoinseeevery
respect.of
SUGGESTIONS
This picture carries a theme that is decidedly human. The drama that is unfolded
here is taking place in hundreds of homes.
The girl who is bartered off by her mother
to the highest bidder in the matrimonial
ring, is a familiar type. So exploit the
characterization. Bring out that the heroine finds a solution for her problem that it
would be advisable for every young woman
to know. Appeal to your feminine patronage. import
Advise them
that ahere.
picturePlay
of tremendous
is offered
up the
star of course. Mention that she never
fails to be
a firstto rate
entertainment. It the
wouldstar beof well
meTition
that
she
was
the
star
of " isThehuman
Third
Tell
that
theUse
picture
— a Degree."
real
life.
catch
lines
and
aslice
teaserof
campaign.
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On Strike
He Ain't
RightWorse
bj- Our Nell
i/i
For
BetterDone
of For
Cutting Out His Nonsense
Iceland
14
The Plumbers
. '..Y^
ConfessionsCle
of a Telephone
Girl
!. .'Y2
54
Window
ane
rs
In the Movies
■ ■ . .'/i
Bound in Spagetti
-'-'A
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORP.
(At State Right Exchanges)
TEXAS GUINAN SERIES
Just Bill
The Boss of the Rancho
. . . .22
The Spirit of Cabin Mine
;
..... 2
The Heart of Texas
2
The Call of Bob White
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.2
The Sacrice
" "2
Dead Man'sLittle
Hand
. . . . . . . '.'.[2
.2
The Dangerous
Devil
Little Miss Deputy
.....2
Some Gal
...'..22
South
of Santa Fe
The She Wolf
'.. .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.\\2
The Girl SWAIN
of Hell'sSERIES
Agony
''2
MACK
Nimrod Ambrose
2
Ambrose and the Bathing Girls
.2
Ambrose in Bad
2
Ambrose's Winning Ways
. ... . .2.2
Ambrose Visit
AH Wrong Ambrose
.2
Cemini Ambrose
.....2
Ambrose in Turkey
.2
Ambrose Bungled Bungalow
.2
Innocent Ambrose
2
Ambrose
. '.2
Ambrose Vacation
Matrimonial Mixup
.
.....2
BafHed Ambrose
......2
Adventurousthe Ambrose
.'..'.'....2
Ambrose
Goefer
.....2
Diplomatic
Ambrose
'.'.'.'.'.2
Foxy Ambrose
[2
Heroic Ambrose
2

All

Almost a Husband (Will Rogers)
The World and Its Woman (Geraldine Ferrar)
Lord and Lady Algy (Tom Moore)
The Girl from Outside (Rex Beach)
Heartsease (Tom Moore)
Upstairs
Nqrmand)
The Peace(Mabel
of Roaring
River (Pauline Frederick)
Through the Wrong Door (Madge Kennedy)
The City of Comrades (Tom Moore)
The Fear Woman (Pauline Frederick)
When Doctors Disagree (Mabel Normand)
GREAT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
The Cup of Fury (Rupert Hughes)
The Girl From Outside (Rex Beach)
BENNISON SERIES
Oct. 1 — A Misfit Earl (Bennison)
Aug. 15 — High Pockets (Bennison)
May 11— The Road Called Straight (Bennison)
Mar. 23 — Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
Jan. 5 — On, Johnny (Louis Bennison)
CAPITOL COMEDIES

5
7
5
7
5
56
5
5
5
5

Film

Picture

N e

Release

7

J. PARKER READ. JR.. PRODUCTIONS
The Lone Wolf's Daughter (Louise GUnin)
UlETRICH-BECK. INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
The Capitol (Leah Baird)
Cynthia of the Minute (Leah Baird)
ROBERT BUNTON PRODS.
The Lord Loves the Irish (J. Warren Kerrigan).
The Joyous Liar (J. Warren Kerrigan)
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes)

S
5
5
S
S

IVAN FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
(At State Right Exchanges)
Life of Honor (Leah Baird-James Morrison)
Human Clay (Mollie King)

-

Vic:
FEATURES,
Donar'/pYe
Dec. Vs-Tw^o"
14 — The Little
Dears (Mr. and Mrs.^se'"^
be Haven).. 2 KREMER
(Released onFILM
States Rights
Basts)
Nov. 30 — A Much Needed Rest (Parsons)
2 The Land of Long Shadows (Jack Gardner)
Nov. 16 — Moving Day (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2 Efi5ciency Edgar's Courtship (Taylor Holmes)
Nov. 2 — His Own Medicine (Parsons)
2
Misleading Lady (Henry B. WalthaU)
Oct. 19 — Why Divorce? (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2 The
Places (Jack (jardner)
Oct. 5 — Oh, Bill. Behave (Parsons)
2 Open
The
Little
of Bargain Row (R. Traverse). i
Sept. 21 — Honeymooning (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2 The Range Shepherd
Boss (Jack Gardner)
Sept.
7
—
He
Did
and
He
Didn't
(Parsons)
2
The
Alster
Case
(Bryant
Washburn)
Close to Nature (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven)
2 The Man Trail (Richard Traverse)
They're
Off
(Parsons)
2
Men
of
the
Desert
(Jack
Gardner)
After the Bawl (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven)
2
Shoes (Henry B. Walthall)
Chasing Rainbeaux (Parsons)
2 Little
Broncho
Billy
Dramas
Their Day of Rest (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven)
2 Snakeville Comedies
A Wonderful Night (Parsons)
2
in Slang (George Ade)
In a Pinch (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven)
2 Fables
Stripped for a Million (Crane Wilbur)
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Strife (George Le Guere)
Nov. 23 — Paper Making
CHAPLIN REISSUES
Nov. 16 — Nature's Echo
A
Burlesque on Carmen
Nov. 9 — Net Profits (Catching Salmon in Skeena River).
Feb. 1 — The Champion
Nov. 2— Rocks of Ages (Granite Quarries)
Mar. 1 — Jitney Elopement
Little Bo Peep (Wool Industry)
Apr. 1 — Work
By the Sea (Seeing Atlantic (^ity)
May 1— By the Sea
Panama Canal
Town Topics (Panama Under Uncle Sam)
SnappingAntics
Snappers
(Fishing
in the GuU
of Mexico)
METRO EXCHANGES
Animal
(Pictures
of Animals
in Zoo
GARDINER SYNDICATE
Going
South
(New
Orleans
and
St.
Augustine)
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
(At State Right Exchanges, Albany and Buffalo)
The
Anglers
(Trout
Fishing
on
the
Ausable)
May — A Daughter of the Snows (Mitchell Lewis).;.
Yankee Doodle in Berlin
6
Made (Ready-Made House Building)
May
— The Temple of Dawn (Bert Lytell)
Mickey
.... 7 Home
Days of Real Sport (A Boy Scout Picture)
May — The Marriages of Mayfair (Special Cast)....
west
May
— Four Horsemen (Special Cast)
''''
^'-""'^'"^ ^"^^
Apr. — Burning Daylight (Mitchell Lewis)
::::::::::::::::::^^
The
^r^-sVH^Vo::
Bandit and Preacher
Th^'^Barg^in
(Wm. S. Hart)
S
Handiwork
(Scenic
Wonders
in Canadian
Rockies) .
Apr. — The Skylark (Bert Lytell)
The
Hell Hound of Alaska (Wm. S. Hart)
S AGod's
Genuine
Panama
(Journey
to
Capitol
of
Panama)
Apr. — Fine Feathers (May Allison)
Staking
His Life (Wm. S. Hart)
5 Sweetness (A Taste of the Sugar Industry"!
Apr. —— The
Parlor.HopeBedroom
Bath (Viola Dana)
Satan's Pawn (Bessie Barriscale)
Mar.
(SpecialandCast)
GOLDWYN-BRAY
PICTOGRAPHS
5
The
Road (Chas. Ray and Bessie Barriscale) . . !s Dec. 6 — Reformed Saloons
Mar.
— Alias Jimmy Valentine (Bert Lytell)
One Straight
Da
y
5 Nov. 30 — Passing of the Old West
Feb. — Juda (May Allison)
The Bandit and Preacher (Wm. S. Hart)!.
5 Nov.
Feb. — Eliza Comes to Stay (Viola Dana)
23 — Department Stores on Wheels
Nov.
Nov.
Feb.
— Shore Acres (Alice Lake)
16 — How Time Flies
The HellPawn
Hound(Bessie
of Alaska (Wm. S. Hart) ii.'iiis
Satan's
Barriscale)
Feb. — Old Lady 31 (Emma Dunn)
5 Nov. 9 — Ponchos from Peru
Jan. —The Walk-OfTs (May Allison)
2 — A City of Kings
The Straight
Road (Chas.
One
Da
yRay and Bessie Barriscale) ! '.."s5
Jan. — The Right of Way (Bert Lytell)
Oct. 26 — Gold Mining in the Heart of a Great City
Jan. —The Willow Tree (Viola Dana)
How Birth
Molly ofMade
Goodn'.!'.!!!'!'.
A5 Oct.
19 — Three Men in a Boat and a Turtle
The
Ma
Dec. — Should a Woman Tell? (Alice Lake)
Oct.
12
—
Amazon
Trails
Heart of New York
. . . . . . . .5
Dec. — The Best of Luck (Special Cast)
Oct. 5 — Bird Cliff Dwellers
Nov.
— Fair and Warmer (May Allison)
The Salamander
'....'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.*.'.
5
28 — Women Fire Fighters
Birth of Democracy
..
6 Sept.
Nov.
Please Get Married (Viola Dana)
Sept.
21
—
^The
Uncrowned
King
of
Brazil
Custer's
Nov.
Lombardi, Ltd. (Bert Lytell)
Last
Fig
ht
Sept.
14
—
Meet
Nick
Carter
3
The Real Roosevelt
.
.
.
.2
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Satan on Earth
!2
Mar.
— The Heart of a Child (Nazimova)
The reels
Hand each
of Vengeance
(10sod
episode ser'iai,'
Gaiimont— 2 HALL ROOM BOYS PHOTO PLAYS
epi
e)
Jan. Brat
— Stronger
Than Death (Nazimova)
Dec.29— The Lovable Scamps
2 The
(Nazimova)
Dec. IS — Taming the West
2 The Red Lantern ( Nazimova)
The each)
Demon's
(Serial inst
10 episodes' of" 2* reels
all Shadow
star ca
Dec. 1 — The Chicken Hunters
2
of the Fog (Nizimova)
Seriesw
of 42 Fatty Arbuckle comedies, released one each
Nov. 17— Pretty Soft
2 Out
eek
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
Nov.
3
—
A
Howling
Success
2
Seriesw
of 29 Charlie Chaplin comedies, released oiie each
Oct. 20 — Nothing But Nerve
2 TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
eek
Oct. 6 — Almost Heroes
2 May —— Nothing
Lies(Taylor
(Tavlor Holmes)
Holmes)
The VeryButIdea
Sept. 22 — They Do It On $8 Per
2 Mar.
Seriesreleased
of 28 one
MackeachSennett
Keystone'
we
two-reel comedies,
ek
Dec. — Nothing but the Truth (Taylor Holmes)
Seriesreelofeach,
28 Sennett
Keystone
released one
each Liberty comedies,"
HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.
■ 'one
Series of 24 Billy West two-reel week
MISCELLANEOUS
comedies
FAMOUS DIRECTORS SERIES
Series of 16 Shorty Hamilton two-reel
Western comedy dramas, released one each week
(State Right Features)
High Speed (Edward Earle-Gladys Hulette) .
The Greater Glory (Transatlantic Film Co. of Americ
Seriesone ofeach
The Heart of a Gypsy (Florence Billings)
5 The
18 Wm.
S. Hart two-reel Westerns, released
Lost City (Juanita Hanson) (Warner Bros.)
we
The Phantom Honeymoon (Marguerite Marsh)
5
ek
TheFilmChosen
Path (Margaret
Leslie — Donald Hall) Emc
Love, Honor, and ? (Stuart Holmes, Ellen Cassidy)...5
Co. (Exclusive
Features)
each Bee
Seriesleased
of ISone Kay
Columbia
tvvo-re'ei" Westerns," 'r"ewe
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
ek
Girl
of
the
Sea
(Betty
Hilburn
— Chester Bamett) Vi
Thru the Roosevelt Country with Colonel Roosevelt 2
liamson Sub.-Sea Picture
A House Divided (Svlvia Breamer)
6 Franklyn
GARSON-NETLAN PRODUCTIONS
Famum
in
twelve
2-reel
westerns (Canyon P
The Littlest Scout (Violet Blackton)
6
Corp.)
^,
(Producing for Open Market)
Wanted for Murder (Elaine Hammerstein) 6 TheturesAdventures
of
Helen
Series
(Helen
Holmes) Ay
The
Unpardonable Sin (Blanche Sweet)
9
Film Corp
The Other Man's Wife (Stuart Holmes-Ellen Cassidy)..6
rhe Hushed Hour (Blanche Sweet)
SERIALS
COMEDIES
The Trail of the Octopus (Ben Wilson, Neva GerGAUMONT COMPANY
Jolly
Comedies (Film Specials)
ber)
13 Episodes
Bobby Bums Comedies (Jaxon Film Corp.)
(A.t State Right Exchanges)
The Sign of the Rat (Clair Anderson, Harry Carter)
Jester
Comedies (Territorial Sales Corp.)
Tuesdays — Gaumont News
1
Ham and Bud (Jans Prods.. Inc.)
15 Episodes
Fridays — Gaumont Graphic
!..!!!!!"..! 1 CHAPLIN CLASSICS
The Real Roosevelt
','.2
28 — The Vagabond
2
Satan on Earth
....
....
. '.2 Dec.
Nov. 16 — The Fireman
2 OUTING-CHESTER PICTURES
The Hand of Vengeance (Serial, ten two-reel" episodes) ".".
(At State Right Exchanges)
Moosing Through Kipawa
GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
HODKINSON CORP., W. W.
Broadway Will Be Broadway
STAR SERIES
Pilgrimage Through the Clouds
(Releasing Through Pathe Exchanges)
Mr. Outing Gets a Pipe Dream
SPECIALS
BENJ. B. HAMPtON-GREAT AUTHORS
The Simple Life
TUBES,
INC.
Flame of the Desert (Geraldine Farrar)
The
People in White
7
The Loves of Letty (Pauline Frederick)
Coma in Acoma
Sagebrusher (Emerson Hough's)
7 No
Jubilo (Will Rogers)
6S The
Bells and Wayside Shrines
The Westerners (Stewart Edward White's)
7 Temple
Considering Posey
The Fifteen Million
Jinx aiaM N?rran^I.T.^°°"^::".".::::::::".:::::::i zane
grey
pictures,
inc
Serial for Breakfast
Bonds ofConfidential
Love (Pauline
Frederick)
S (Bent.. B.
~ Hnmpton and EUinge F. Warner) PIC- Training
Strictly
(Madge
Kennedy)
Eve
S The Desert of Wheat (Zane Grey's)
6
Release Information Continued on Page 1136
I
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" PEGEEN
(VITAGRAPHj
Saccharine

"NOTHING

"

Story on a Pollyanna

Theme

BESSIE
LO\ E'S screen
essay;; havemoments
never been
veryassortment.
vigorous.
One remembers
few dramatic
in the
They have mostly been characterized by a delicacy of theme
n which the action is exceedingly brittle and tlie development of it
mduly trail. Just a wee mite of a story we would call her latest
contribution, '• Pegeen," and as such it is typical of the things which
lave brought her into prominence. There is scarcely any semblance
jf plot, it being more a collection of pretty photographs especially
posed for the occasion. In fact the drama, if one may be pardoned
in deHning it as such, could be evolved in three reels, so lacking is
it in the fundamentals which spell action and suspense.
Miss Love carries on the message of Pollyanna, which is to be
.ippy and happy and happy. After you have seen happiness radiled for an hour it becomes rather cloying. The frailness of the
lory is strongly emphasized in the early reels, since there is always
suggestion of a plot which never comes to the surface. The good
people have the field all to themselves, though an attempt at con'rast or conflict is shown by introducing a derelict character whose
object is to emphasize the note of pathos — a note without which a
I'oUyanna story could not be called complete.
When the star is not
orrying about him she is playing Pollyanna with a vengeance.
The calibre of the picture will hardly appeal to those who have
reached maturity, but the children, especially young girls, will un.loubtedly
go in raptures
over it.scenes
The of
filma is"
padded out
to feature
length through
several naive
romantic
nature.
The
players do not have much more to do than the star. Each smiles
T>leasantly. The pictorial backgrounds suffice and the direction is
•od. — Lengtli, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Bessie Love
phn Archibald
Ed. Burns
forma
Iforan Ruth Fuller
Golden
J
Charles Spere
Me"<l'ih
Juan
de
la
Cruz
E»ra Watts
Major McGuire
Dan ONeill
George Stanley
f-"'" ToU
•••
Anne Schaefer
Lem
on
Jay Morley
By Eleanor ert
Hoyt Brainerd.
Scenario by William Barbarin Lamb.
Directed by David Smith.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Bessie Love, the charming Vitagraph
itar, will be seen at the
theatre on
7-°'
week in her latest picture.
" Pegeen." This is an adaptation of Eleanor
Hoyt
s novel
the same role
namein
and It Brainerd'
affords the
star aofdelightful
which to express her fragrant personality.
She appears as Pegeen (Peg for short;
whose particular mission is to spread happiness throughout the
Valley by being happy communit
herself. y of Happy
Now Peg is somewhat of an orphan since
her father,asDanwellO'Neill,
became aafter
derelict,
mentally
as physically,
the
death of his wife. His mind had given
way under the sorrow and he becomes a
firebug, his object being to find his wife
through the light of the fire of the burn
ing structures. It comes about that all the
people of Happy Valley are aroused by an
epidemic of barnfires. They suspect the
wrong person, but the men form a posse
and with the aid of bloodhounds, they scour
the woods and are led to the really guilty
incendiary,
O'Neill.
apprised of the
search Peg
for who
him has
has been
reached
tier
father's
hiding
place
but
finds
him
dying. So she makes his last moments as
happy as possible. She finds romantic expression with her youthful lover. This is
a picture of heart appeal and sentimental
touches and one which also carries a rich
message of good cheer. Miss Love gives
to
" Pegeen " a personality,
a touch
that is
wholly
Herdirected.
support
is entirely
capable. charming.
David Smith
CATCH LINES
The only thing you can give away and
keep too is Happiness. See " Pegeen," a
charming
picture of a girl's philosophy —
HAPPINESS.
She believed that the greatest blessing in
life came from making other people happy.
She never complained but djd her drudgery
with a smile. See Bessie Love in " Pegeen."
She was forever doing things for others.
She even got a sweetheart for the man she
loved. with
See Bessie
Love ofin happiness.
" Pegeen," Ita
picture
a message
See " Pegeen," an adaptation of Eleanor

BUT
THE
(HOLMES-METRO)

Nothing Wonderful,

TRUTH"

But Will Entertain

all Broadmade when
which
comedy
farcerun,
COLLIER'S
WILLIA.Mway laugh
during a long
back in
the days
it was
necessary to have a regular show stay long on New York's
Kialto, seems to have lost much of its mirth-provoking ingredients
in being transferred to the screen.
In fact we are disappointed since the combination of a good basic
plot and a clever comedian, well cast, hehl a promise of something
really hilarious. But nothing out of the ordinary has boon evolved
in "■ Nothing But the Truth." To those who are not familiar with
the story, there will be curiosity to know what fresh troidjio the
hero's enforced telling of the truth at all times w ill involve him, but
the scenes are not fimny in themselves. They lack action or at least
most of them do and it has been necessary to resort to titles to inform the audience what is happening.
The production so far as settings, properties and exteriors go, is
excellent. There is every evidence that a considerable sum of money
has been spent on it and that there was no thought of stinting anything which wouhl help put the picture over. Therefore the film's
failure to register as something unusual seems more the shame.
Mr. Holmes has done much better work and his supporting cast,
while good types, and undoubtedly capable people, fail to make
their roles impressive. Elsie Mackay of "Clarence" fame makes
her debut in pictures in this but does not register what may be
termed a screen personality. She appeared somewhat camera conscious and also did not photograph well due perhaps to too broad
lightings. — Length, 6 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
to convince you that in it Taylor Holmes
Robert Bennett
Taylor Holmes has a vehicle which is worthy of his screen
Gwendolyn Gerald
Elsie Mackaye talents, for the play is most assuredly picThe Monocle Man
Ned A. Sparks ture material. In it Mr. Holmes plays the
Carroll of young society idler who through a
Marcelle
Dolly
Ben Hendricks wager is compelled to tell nothing but the
Commodore Dan
is a lot of
truth for a week The hisresult
Phillips
Edna
Dan
Mrs. Commodore
friends. It is a
The Hammer-thrower RadclifFe Steele trouble for himself and
picture.
entertaining
and
amusing
™ost
Garrison
Elizabeth
Mrs. Clarence
a distinguished
has gathered
Holmescompany
Charles Craig andM""-capable
Mr. Clarence Colin
together for the filmCampbell
Dickie
be produced
Beth Franklyn °* this feature, the first into assuming
Mrs. Ralston
the
^'^ °wn company, and
Directed by David Kirkland.
one otis
himself
assured
has
role
Collier
.
the best roles in his career. Theof plot
Photographed by J. A. Badaracco.
, NnTTPTT
A*'-''^' Blum
cast
full advantage
of everyandopporthe
making material
''''-^ takeslaugh
QTAPV
PRIT^S
Holmes,
the leading
comedian
one tunity.
This canforbe atruthfully
will■Taylor
remember
in the
rolesevery
of such
fitting vehicle
star whosaidhasto be
sucha
really funny pictures as " Ruggles of Red great successes to his credit as " A Pair of
Gap beandpresented
" Efficiency
Edgar's Courtship
" Sixes," " Two Bit Seats," etc.
will
at the
theatre
beginning by his own
in hiscompany,
latest feature,
one
'
produced
" Nothing
But the Truth."
„
, SUGGESTIONS
, . •„•
apparent
Adapted from the stage success which Besides the usual billing angles
as Holnies and
made Willie Collie* famous, this picture with so cleverofa socomedian
a play, this picwhich particu- ^n adaptation unusualfamous
provides the star with a role
for exopportunities One
Presents
undoubted
and also is of suchwho
larly fits him that
of
desires Ploitation of the stunt variety
every person
story value
on the
founded
campaign
teaser
a
is
not these
should
entertained
and
amused
be
to
fibless week basic plot suggested by the
it.
to seestory
failThe
told is one concerning the title. • ■ , „
j • »t.
outlined in the
trouble a young society idler gets himself Such a campaign is fully
by the producers. It
on a P'"«=^ published
friends in, when
and several of his
r"°"""e"ds itself to us as a most>. practical
a week. "lea.
truth afordetective
telling the
wager
There heis begins
a gentleman
burglar,
i _ _
of the press book menin . Another suggestion
and other characters in this who help^
is a truth contest based on the quesmixing things generally.
The writing. of
of the °f .^hat Is Truth?"
The^ greafest part of the actiona palatial
a prize as a reward for the winessays
story takes place in and about For these has with
for exploitaopportunities lawyers,
Long Island.estates near unlimited
home on
country one
docinterview, men of. your
>nstanceprofessional
of the
scenesYork
tors and other
utilized.
beenhandsomest
has
New
of
meaning
the
define
to
«h=m
^f''
="<^,
well
are
Included in the cast, all of whom
with
words Then
twenty-five
in their
word triith
whoYorkis =«hehumorous
Mackaye.
Elsie
is
players,
known
definition.
to
turn
New
new
a hit in the ce."
making
on your screen quoting
these statements
™"the writers.
" Claren
comedy, such
A compiled page
list of yourstu£f
definiBessie Lovereleased
as she byappears
in " Pegeen,"
rnUljKAM
TJunr'tJ
* A* KtAUt
Tj 17 i ni?T}
wouldif prove
Vitagraph
^K tionseditor
you getfirst
them fromnews
well knownto
Certainly you have heard of William Col- men of your city. Other stunts along the
HoytBessie
Brainerd's
story ofhappiness.
the same Aname.
See
Love radiate
pic- lier's famous farce comedy " Nothing But same lines can be used to follow this,
ture of wonderful charm. Don't miss it. the Truth " and we therefore do not have
give you
life and
sendit.
you
away
witha anewsmile.view Beof sure
to see
PROGRAM READER
a story of CATCH
the naked LINES
truth wearing noth_
ing
but
a
smile.
Bessie Love, star of many Vitagraph picSUGGESTIONS
tures, has become a sort of distinct portrayer of the little Irish girl type. Her — the
The ofstory
a joy bepicture
production
this
Feature
kind of picture
which asshould
seen army
liars.of a crusader of truth among an
latest presentation of this type of character by every
man, woman and child. Bring
....
Z— ,
is in theductiontitle
role
of
"
Pegeen,"
the
prowhich will be shown at this theatre out its message — its happy philosophy. Em- An intriguing comedy of embarrassments
its theme in all your copy — partic- founded on nothing but the truth.
on
of
week. Miss Love plays phasize
ularly in your newspaper copy, that it is a
„
;—
,. ,
a young girl in her early teens who devotes picture
that will send you away with a George Washington s motto applied to
all her energies toward making other peremand
dire
with
society
modem
in
''fe
of
sons happy. She succeeds in countless ways, smile.
romance
a
is
it
Bring out that
it teaches a lesson in barrassing results.
even to the extent of comforting her dying Happy Valleyand— that
thoughtfulness for others.
r
, ... ,
father who is responsible for many crimes. kindliness,
Her philosophy is to radiate happiness by Feature in catch lines with a series of ques- What being truthful for a week did for
being
happy herself.
on tions such as " Did you ever feel like smil- a society idler who knew how to he beautiher shoulders
and no Work
matterrestshowlightly
difficult
ing
hard aday's
work? lesson."
See Bessie
but dollar
didn'twager.
dare because of a thirty
Love after
and alearn
valuable
You fully,
thousand
it is or how boresome, she always manages might
bring out what the star has done
—
^ ^ w
to accomplish it with a smile. The picture
is full of quaint charm and sentiment and on the screen by mentioning her other pic- The truth about " NothingleftButoutthetoTruth
insur*
is that nothing has been
up the author. But above all /our
tures. up Play
touches of heart interest. " Pegeen " will play
its message,
entertainment. ,

Motion
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Advance

Information
on
All
{Continued from page 1134 1

The Four Mile Smoke Stack
1
The Foolish Fish of Sawback
1
They Went to See in a Rickshaw
1
Polygamy and Palomitas
1
Getting a New Angle
1
Hidden Gardens and Stately Cloisters
1
Chasing Cacos
1
Imposing on Good Nature
1
When
Retire
Where It's
TheyTime
Go toRubbering
11
The Hon. Mr. Jap Van Winkle
1
Coral and Onions
1
Fiddlers and Acrobats
1
The Ghost Coast
1
Mr. Outing Instructs
1
Put Your Cares on Ice
1
A Hair Raising Journey
1
ATheyHaitian
Tale
Grow Night's
Everywhere
11
Getting
the Cassiar's
Goat
11
Mr. Outing
Climbs Abroad
Piking After Pizarro
1
Here Comes the Groom
1
Wrangling Dudes
1
Where the Screen Trees Grow
1
Getting Gay With Neptune
1
Out Columbusing Columbus
1
Itasca Makes Her Bow
1
Cameraring Through Africa, No. 1
1
Cameraring Through Africa, No. 2
1
Mr. Outing Floats a Dream
1
Up in the Air After Alligators
1
A Waswanipae Week End
1
Guided and Miss Guided
1
Maids, More Maids and Mermaids
1
Ballahooing on the Anarika
1
Teddy Birds
1
From Scales to Antlers
1
SCREENINGS
Feb. 7- — The
Great American Yawn and Getting His 1
Angora
Feb. 1 — Barks
Skippers and Men, Monkeys and 1
Human andBeings
Jan. 31 — Bridal
In a Naturalist's
Garden and Horseshoe and 1
Veil
Jan. 24 — Hippety
Hoppety
Woppety and Cash Your 1
Checks
Jan. 14 — Hattie's Hoodoo and Is Prohibition a Dry Sub- ject 1

Film

Jan. 25— The Dippy Dentist (Snub Pollard) 1
Jan. 18 — Slippery Slickers (Snub Pollard)
1
Jan. 11— Why Go Home (Snub Pollard)
1
Jan. 4— Red Hot Hottentots (Snub Pollard) 1
Dec. 28 — The Floor Below (Snub Pollard)
1
Dec. 21— Tough Luck (Pollard— Davis)
1
Dec. 14 — Looking lor Trouble (Snub Pollard) 1
Dec. 7 — How Drv I Am (Pollard-Davis) 1
Nov.
30—— Order
It's A inHard
Nov. 23
the Life
Court(Pollard-Davis)
(Pollard-Davis) 11
Nov. J6 — Giving the Bride Away (Pollard-Davis) 1
Nov. 9— Call for Mr. Cave Man (Pollard Davis) 1
Nov. 2— All At Sea (Pollard-Davis)
1
ROLIN TWO REELERS
Feb. 8 — His Royal Slyness (Harold Lloyd — Mildred
Davis)
2
Dec. 28 — From Hand to Mouth (Harold Lloyd — Mildred
Davis)
2
Nov.
Kidd'sintoKidsBroadway
(Lloyd— Daniels)
Nov. 30—
2— Capt.
Bumping
(Lloyd, Pollard — 2
Daniels)
2
TWO-REEL SPECIALS
Nov. 23 — Miss Gingersnap (Baby Marie Osborne) 2
Oct. 12 — Daddy Number Two (Baby Marie Osborne).. 2
THE TIGER'S TRAIL (Serial)
(Starring Ruth Roland and George Larkin ; Astra)
July 27— Fifteenth, The Tiger Face
2
July
20
—
Fourteenth,
At
the
Pistol's
Point
22
July 13— Thirteenth, Tae False Idol
July 6— Twelfth, The Two Amazons
2
BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Jan. 4— My Husband's Other Wife (Breamer — Gordon). 6
Nov.
DawnMoonshine
(Sylvia Breamer
— Rob't. Gordon) 66
Oct. 1930—— The
Trail (Breamer-Gordon)
NEWS REELS
Svmdays — Topics of the Day
Wednesdays — Pathe News
1
Saturdays — Pathe News
1
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
{At State Right Exchanges)
Tie Boomerang (Henry B. Walthall).
Virtuous Sinners (Wanda Hawley) . . .
Sins of the Children (Alma Hanlon)..
Wives of Men (Florence Reed)

PATHE EXCHANGES
REALART PICTURES CORP.
Feb.
Men's
Shoes (Craufurd
Kent)
Jan. 181—— Other
The Web
of Deceit
(Dolores Cassinelli)
67 SPECIAL FEATURES
Jan. 11 — Fighting Cressy (Blanche Sweet)
6
Dec.
21 — The Prince and Betty (Wm. Desmond-Mary 5
Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's)
Thurman)
The Mystery of the Yellow Room (Chautard's)
Dec. 14 — The A-B-C of Love (May Murray)
6 STAR
PRODUCTIONS
Dec. 7 — Brothers Divided (Frank Keenan)
S
Anne of Green Gables (Mary Miles Minter)
Nov. 16 — The Right to Lie (Dolores Cassinelli) 7 Erstwhile
Susan (Constance Binney)
Nov. 9 — A Woman of Pleasure (Blanche Sweet) 7
Nov. 2— The Gay Old Dog (John Cumberland) 6
Oct. 12 — A Damsel in Distress (Caprice-Hale) 5 REPUBLIC DIST. CORP.
Oct. S — Impossible Catherine (Virginia Pearson) .... 5
Sept. 28 — The Twin Pawns (May Murray)
5 Feb.
Trilby (Clara Kimball Young)
Sept. 21 — The False Code (Frank Keenan)
5 Jan. —The Blue Pearl (Edith Hallor) ,
Jan. — The Amazing Woman (Ruth Clifford)
THE BLACK SECRET (Serial)
Jan. — Twelve-Ten (Marie Doro)
(Fifteen two-reel episodes starring Pearl White and Walter
Nov. 24 — The Steel King (Elvidge-Love)
McGrail).
17 — You Never Know Your Luck
Feb. 8 — Fourteenth, The Hidden Way
2 Nov.
10 — The Poison Pen (June Elvidge)
Feb. 1— Thirteenth, Wings of Mystery
2 Nov.
Nov.
i — Me and Captain Kidd (Evelyn Greeley)
Jan. 25 — Twelfth, The Chance Trail
2
Oct.
27
Cat Claw (Edythe Sterling)
Jan. 18 — Eleventh, The Death Studio
2 Oct. 20 —— Arizona
Jan. 11— Tenth, The Inn of Dread
2 SPECIALSThe Black Circle (Creighton Hale)
Jan. 4— Ninth, Webs of Deceit
2
Dec. 28— ighth, A Crippled Hand
2 Mar. 16 — The Better 'Ole
Dec. 21— Seventh, The Betrayal
2 Feb. 10— What Shall We Do With Him?
Dec. 14 — Sixth, The Unknown
2
Dec. 7— Fifth, The Acid Bath
2
Nov. 30 — Fourth, Below the Water Line
2
Nov. 23— Third, The Gas Chamber
2 ROBERTSON-COLE PRODUCTIONS
Nov. 16 — Second, Marked for Death
2
PICTURES
Nov. 9— First, The Great Secret
2 SUPERIOR
Seeing it Through (ZaSu Pitts)
BOUND AND GAGGED (Serial)
The Luck of Geraldine Laird (Bessie Barriscale)
The Beggar Prince (Sessue Hayakawa)
(Ten
Two-ReelCourtot)
Episodes Starring George B. Seitz and
Marguerite
The Third Generation (Brentwood)
Dec. 28 — Tenth, Hopley Takes the Liberty
2 Haunting Shadows (H. B. Warner)
Dec. 21 — Ninth, A Homeless Princess
2 Beckoning Roads (Bessie Barriscale)
Dec. 14 — Eighth, Arrested
2 The Tong Man (Sessue Hayakawa)
Dec. 7— Seventh, A Fatal Error
2 Heart of Juanita (Beatriz Michelena)
A Fugitive from Matrimony (H. B. Warner)
Nov. 30 — Sixth, Out Again, In Again
2 The
Blue Bandanna (William Desmond)
Nov. 23— Fifth, Held for Ransom
2
Nov. 16 — Fourth, An Unwilling Princess
2 The Illustrious Prince (Sessue Hayakawa)
Nov. 9— Third, Snared
2 SPECIALS
Nov. 2 — Second, Overboard
2
Oct. 26 — First, The Wager
2 The
Beloved Butterfly
Cheater (Tourneur)
(Gasnier's)
The Broken
THE ADVENTURES OF RUTH
SUPREME COMEDIES
(Fifteen
Two-Reel
Episodes
Starring
Ruth
Roland
and
William Human)
A Four Cylinder Frame-Up
Feb. 8 — Seventh, The Substitute Messenger 2 Mollie's
Millions
Feb. 1— Sixth, The Border Fury
2 Her Nearly
Husband
Jan. 25 — Fifth, The Bank Robbery
2 Hearts and Diamonds
an. 18 — Fourth, The Stolen Picture
2 Their Little Wife
Jan. 11 — Third, The Bewitching Spy
2 Pass the Apples, Eve...
Jan. 4— Second, Kidnapped
2 Are Honeymoons Happy?
Dec. 28 — First, The False Countess
2 Struck Out
Good Night Judge
" FLYING A " (SPECIALS (American)
Valley of Tomorrow (William Russell)
6 MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
Jan. IS — Eve in Exile (Charlotte Walker)
7
in the South Seas
Oct. Hellion
5 — Six (Margarita
Feet Four Fisher)
(William Russell) 56 Marooned
The City of Broken Old Men
The
Recruiting
in the Solomons
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
Lonely South Pacific Missions
Aug. 10 — This Hero Stuff (Wm. Russell)
5
Wild Men
July 27— The Tiger Lily (Margarita Fisher)
5 Domesticating
in the Solomons
July 13 — Yvonne from Paris (Mary Miles Minter) S Cruising
Saving Savages in the South Seas
ROLIN COMEDIES
The Home of the Hula Hula
Feb. 8 — Getting His Goat (Snub Pollard)
1 Through the Isles of the New Hebrides
Feb. 1— All Lit Up (Snub Pollard)
1 Tulagi, A White Spot in a Black Land
Release Information continued on page
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ADVENTURE SCENICS
Sons of Salooskin
Sheep
Leavenworth
.5
FlamingO' Ice
.S
The Last Resort
The Forbidden River
.S
I and the Mountain
.5
Just Over Yonder
SELZMCK ENTERPRISES (LEWIS) .S
SELZNICK PICTURES
{Distributed through Select Exchanges)
The W'oman God Sent Zena Keefe)
His
Wife's and
Money
(Eugene
O'Brien)
Footlights
Shadows
(Olive
Thomas)
The
,
SoonerImpor(Elsie
Later Janis
(Owen Moore) .
Greater Than Fame (Elaine Hammerstein) 5
The
(Eugene O'Brien)
S5
Out Broken
Yonder Melody
(Olive Thomas)
A Regular Girl (Elsie Janis)
5
Piccadilly Jim (Owen Moore)
S
The Glorious Lady (Olive Thomas)
5
SealedCountry
Hearts Cousin
(Eugene(Elaine
O'Brien)
The
Hammerstein) 55
SELECT PICTURES
{Distributed through Select Exchanges)
She Loves and Lies (Norma Talmadge)
6
The Last of His People (Mitchell Lewis)
5
The Undercurrent (Guy Empey)
7
A Scream in the Night (Special Cast)
6
Faith of the Strong (Mitchell Lewis)
6
The Isle of Conquest (Norma Talmadge)
6
NATIONAL PICTURES
{Distributed through Select Exchanges)
Blind Youth (Special Cast)
!
5
Just a Wife (Special Cast)
5
REPUBLIC PICTURES
{Distributed through Republic Exchanges)
Trilby (Reissue) Tourneur Production with Clara Kimball
Girl of the Sea (WilliamsonYoung
Submarine Prod.)
Afc.
The Amazing Woman (Ruth Clifford)
St
The
Blue Pearl
(EdithBrenon
Hallor)
$'
Twelve-Ton
(Herbert
Prod.), Marie Doro
5!
KINOGRAMS
Every Tuesday and Saturday.

7
6
6
5
5
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
55

5
5
5
5
S
5
5
5
5
5
5
55
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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SIATE RIGHT EXCHANGES
DOLL VAN FILM CORP. (CHICAGO)
(In Illinois,
Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
The Mad
Lover
Public Defender
Carmen of the Klondike
The Grain of Dust
Hearts of the World
The Crucible of Life
Nine-tenths of the Law
DOO LEE FILM COMPANY, INC. (N. Y. STATE)
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
Are You Legally Married (Lew Cody — Rosemary Thebe) .
Reclaimed (Niles Welch — ^Juvenile Scott)
Window
OppositeMan(Leah
— James Morrison)
Once to Everv
(JackBaird
Sherrill)
SELECTED PRODUCTIONS
Stripped for a Million (Crane Wilbur)
The
(JackSmiled
Sherrill(Neal
— Alma
Hanlon)
When Profiteer
the Desert
Hart)
Miss Arizona (Gertrude Bondhill)
His Daughter Pays (Gertrude McCoy)
Denny from Ireland (Shorty Hamilton)
5
Pen Vulture (Shorty Hamilton)
5
The Snail (Shorty Hamilton)
5
The Ranger (Shorty Hamilton)
5
When, Arizona Won (Shorty Hamilton)
5
Gale Henry Comedies (2 reels — one every two weeks....
Bull's Eye Comedies (3 reels — one every two weeks) . . .
Original
Billy West Comedies (2 reels — one every two
weeks)
Neal Hart (2 reel dramas — one every two weeks)
Al Jennings (2 reel dramas — one every two weeks)
Napoleon and Sally (one reel comedies)
Tom Mix (one reel dramas, re-issues)
Ann Little (2 reel Western dramas, re-issues)
Lightening Bryce (Fifteen Episode Serial)
Dragon's
Den
The
Neuse
Perilous Trails
Wolf
Nights
The Scarlet
Moon
TRIANGLE EXCHANGES
Feb. 15— Tiger Girl (Lillian Gish-Roszika Dolly) 5
Jan. 25 — A Gamble in Souls (Dorothy Dalton) 5
Jan. 4 — The Clodhopper (Charles Ray)
5
Dec. 14 — Betty of Greystone (Dorothy Gish-Owen Moore) .5
Nov. 23 — The Flame of the Yukon (Dorothv Dalton). .5
MACK SENNETT KEYSTONE COMEDIES
Feb. 8 — The Dancing Master (Alice Lake1
2
Jan. 25— She Loved a Nut (Mary Thurman-Ray Grifath).5
Jan.
IS
—
Mabel's
Speed
Cop
(Mabel
Normand-Eoscoe
Arbuckle)
1
Jan.(Tharles
11 — Only
a Farmer's Daughter (Louise Fazenda-- ■ 1
Murray)
Jan. 4 — A Lunch Room Romance (Mabel NormandArbuckle)
Dec.Roscoe
28 — Fast
Trains and Slow Women (Syd. Chaplin) . . 11
Dec. 21 — Keystone Babies
2
Dec. 14 — Crashing Through (Ford Sterling)
1
Dec. 7 — The Life of Reilly (Ford Sterling) 2
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
Feb. 22 — The Love Riot
2
Feb. 1— His Baby Doll
1
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Kathryn IVilliams Runs Away with the Show
Contains Many Thrills and Exciting Moments
brought THIS purports to be a starring vehicle for Kobert Warwick, but
MKl.ODHA-MA with its thrilling ami exciting scenes
reallv oilers several players of the cast better roles, including
up to tiie iiiimite. with its villains and its daring hero and
kathryn Williams, who runs away with the show, acting
In roinc, cond)ined with a story which at times is interest- vamp.
ing and sensational, all tend to make this production interesting for honors and all, in the part of a cold blooded "out for the money"
kliose who like stimulation.
Much of the picture has to do with Miss Williams' love all'airs as
I Features of tliis description have always had and always will have she changes from one amour to another. Mr. Warwick is the first
I heir followings and for this reason are always in demand. Partic- victim. A titled gentleman with plenty of cash is the second. Mr.
iil.ir mention nuist he given here to the last reel which in itself might Warwick's best friend is the third. The friend marries Kathryn, a
little matter which previously she has not bothered about. The
I"- called the introducing of a specialty.
marriage part is where the plot comes in. Because she is the wife
The producers have engaged one of our large automobile tracks of his friend, Mr. Warwick keeps silent about the past and insists
\<> stage a racing scene, for the story is that of the automobile and not on thwarting plans for a fourth alliance, when according to most
I lie horse. W e see the start with its interesting moments of getting
people's opinion he ought to be aiding it on the theory of " good
i.-.idy, tlu- race with its exciting intensity and its cheering spectators riddance to bad rubbish." However, this is an English play, and
,111(1 the finish, which bringt- the hero in a winner.
the " honor of the family " idea is presented as the reason for trying
prevent the elopement.
Billy Brice, who has been disqualified from the track for " pull- to It
is probable that most people will find the offering interesting.
ing" a race, is engaged by an automobile manufacturer to drive his It has been given a splendid production. The story is nicely de< .ir in a coming contest.
veloped and the acting is of the very highest type. And last, but not
When the manufacturer learns of Billy's disgrace, the latter is least, the picture is absolutely clean. There is no hint of the sex
lischarged. Events, however, prove his innocence. He enters the
note. Miss Williams' frequent change in " lord and masters " being
r ice, wins it and also the heart of his employer's daughter. — Length, conducted on the basis of landing a man with more money for her
> reels. — Released January 17. — Frank Leonard.
to spend. — Length, 6 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
Forman
andadaptation
Irvi'ng Cummings.
The play
picTHE CAST
ture is an
of the famous
THE CAST
Billy Brice
Edward Earle
by R. C. Carton, one of England's foremost
In the Prologue:
Edith Rhoades
Gladys Hulelte
playwrights.
It is a story
of thebrought
" forbidden
Rhoades
Roger Lytton
" of the
Adam
Theodore Kosloff fruit
to date.
It Garden
teaches oftheEden
folly of lustdown
and
Dan
Charles Husted
Lilith
Yvonne
Gardelle
luxury loving and through it all runs a
In the Story:
Emma Hanford
Fay Evelyn
romance
of
the
sort
we
all
approve.
Baby Hanford
Ida Horton
Nigel
Stanyon Kathlyn
Robert Warwick
Burke
Jack Edwards
Belle
Williams
SUGGESTIONS
Kelly
Matthew L. Betts
II Monica
Wanda
Hawley
Story by Clinton H. Stagg.
Brian
Tom Forman
Our
advice
to the exhibitor is to play
Scenario by John J. Glavey.
Sir Mostyn Hollingsworth Winter Hall up the notable cast headed by Mr. WarDirected by Charles Miller.
Loftus Roupelle Irving Cummings
wick giving credit for the story to Mr.
Carton, and then arouse interest by telling
Mrs. Baron
Stanyon
Loyola
The
ClarenceO'Connor
Geldart about
PRESS NOTICE-STORY
the series of love affairs contracted
Sweadle
William Brown by
Kathryn Williams and which forms the
Directed
by
William
C.
De
Mille.
" High sational
Speed,"melodramatic
Frank production,
G. Hall's latest
senprincipal
part of the story. We would not
will be
• Story by R. C. Carton.
attempt to point any moral but handle the
shown at the
theatre on
Scenario
by
Margaret
TurnbuU.
of
week.
productionhas asno asuggestive
" vamp "scenes.
picture which
however
High power cars and the developing of
As a novelty advertising suggestion, the
their speed upon the track is a feature of
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
thought occurs to us that if you could find
the story. He is down and out. He was
R. C. Carton's famous play, a story of prints
at one time a favorite of the race tracks,
some ofwhich
thoseused
old to" tree
knowledge
be a offeature
of the"
life's
forbidden
fruit
"
The
Tree
of
Knowlbut through rumor, which he has not denied,
American
"
middle
class
"
parlor
it
would
edge
"
is
to
be
presented
in
picture
form
that he has sold out the Vanderbilt Sweepat the
theatre
beginning be a decided hit.
stakes he is " in bad."
As he is walking along a country road,
CATCH LINES
In the role of Nigal Stanyon, Robert Warhungry and tired, he sees a girl in a car
wick,sentedstarand ofin his
so many
good
pictures
is predisputing with a chauffeur. Going to the
support
is
a
cast
so
notable
The
story
of
a woman devoid of a heart,
rescue, he overcomes the chauffeur and
that the production overshadows even its who was willing to sell her soul for the
drives the young lady home, where he disluxuries
of
life,
who went from one man
eminent
leading
man.
vers that her father is the well known
to another with only a mercenary motive,
Amongportantthe
players
whoWilliams,
appear Wanda
in im- who
tomobile manufacturer, Rhoades. Upon This is a new photograph of Gladys
asked
all
and
gave nothing. The story
roles
are
Kathlyn
cing questioned as to his identity, he acHawley, Tom Forman and Irving Cummings of a modern Lillith. What do you know
who
is
being
starred
with
Edknowledges that he is the man who threw HuUette,
while
in
the
prologue
showing
Adam
and
of
Lillith?
Who
was Lillith?
ward Earle in Hallmark pictures. Miss
Garden of Eden are the cele;pifuses
the "to Sweepstakes."
manufacturer
engage him asThe chauffeur,
but HuUette's latest picture is " High Speed " Lillith inbratedtheRussian
dancers, Theodore Kosloff
Time
cures
all
wounds.
It cured Nigel
rough the persistent entreaties of his
and Yvonne Gardelle.
Stanyon's
heartache,
and
when
again
ughter, the father gives in.
causing the machine to swerve into a tree,
loved
this
time
a
woman
who
washe worthy
Particularly sumptuous is the screen ver- only the thought she could not forgive
Burk. a discharged driver seeking revenge, injuring the driver.
kept
sion
of
"
The
Tree
of
Knowledge
"
as
is
nts up the dismissed chauffeur and toAgain they try to burn the garage in fitting for a production depicting the gay life him silent.
of Paris and of the solid enjoyment of the
which
the
car
is
kept.
They
are
foiled
by
cther
they
make
plans
to
"
get
even."
Iheir first attempt is to oil the road in our hero. As a reward for his alertness he upper classes of staid England. Fine clothes,
which Johnson, the racing driver, is prac- is told that he may drive in the coming great sets and the other evidences of the
But his racing card has been taken luxury loving, grace every scene. The story
'icing around the Rhoades course, causing race.
e car to swerve into a tree, killing the away.
is dramatic in the extreme, being concerned
cchanician and injuring Johnson. The
Future events prove his innocence, his principally with the life of " Belle " whom
ir. however, is not badly damaged and is card is returned, he enters and wins not you first meet in Paris as the mistress of
ickly repaired.
and whose life later interthe race, but the hand of his employ- Mr. Warwick
The two villains again appear in the only er's
mingles with his after he has settled down
daughter.
nrage on a dark night and pour gasoline
hoping to marry a girl of his own class in
er the car and floor. Billy discovers them,
England. a Instarthein role
of "right,
Belle,"
This picture if advertised properly ought Williams,
ts them to rout and saves the car. His
her own
has Miss
one
mployer who is attracted to the scene, ob- to bring in the business. First it has a of the best parts of her long experience. It
serves the situation and is so pleased that name which is attractive, " High Speed " I might well have been called a starring
he tells Billy he may drive for him in the secondly, the story is of the melodramatic vehicle for her. Wanda Hawley, whom you
variety containing many thrills, and thirdly will remember especially in " Everjrwoman "
coming race.
it takes as one of its features, the racing has the role of Mr. Warwick's leading
Although
Billy's develop
card has which
been taken
from
him, events
proveaway
his car. Automobile racing is becoming more woman.
innocence. He is reinstated and wins the popular every year in America and is of
race.
interest especially to many of those posPROGRAM READER
sessing cars. It would be a good idea to
arrange a morning showing for some of the
Robert Warwick, or rather Major Warwick
PROGRAM READER
automobile men in your town.
in another feature of enShe wanted him to be her chauffeur be- prominent
Also engage a car if you can and have will be presented
tertainment value, titled " The Tree of
ause he had saved her from an abusive a banner
strung
around
it
reading,
"
Going
Knowledge,"
beginning
enone. But there was a stain on his char- to see ' High Speed," it has the Speed," or
gagement willisbe always
for
days .and
in The
as inmuch
some such lettering.
as
this
star
popular
his
acter.
He
had
been
accused
of
"
throwing
"
the Vanderbilt Sweepstakes.
Send cards to those possessing automo- latest vehicle he has a worthy successor
Upon being questioned by her father as
biles
in
your
town,
telling
them
of
the
to
"
An
Adventure
in
Hearts
"
which
was
to his identity, he acknowledges that he is event.
recently played at this theatre.
the man. He is refused employment. But
In support of Mr. Warwick is a notable
she loved him and gets him the job. Her
cast.ing man
In ofthesmaller
fact thefame,
picture
leadfather is a rich manufacturer who is also
CATCH LINES
mightwithbe atermed
engaged in racing his cars.
all
star.
Kathlyn
Williams
has
one
of
the
While the
latestdischarged
model is If you want to enjoy a thrill and a good best roles of her career and she plays it
speeding
aboutmanufacturer's
the course, two
story
at
the
same
time
see
"
High
Speed
";
beautifully.
Others
in
the
cast
who
have
it
will
satisfy
you.
and disgruntled employees oil the track.
Robert Warwick in " The Tree of
great reputations are: Wanda Hawley, Tom
Knowledge "

Motion
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TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
Broken Hearts
It Happened
in Paris
Human
Passions

5
. . .5^

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
•■6
Pickford)
(Mary Roll
— PoUyanna
Jan.
Dec. IS
29—
When the Clouds
By (Douglas Fairbanks). 6
Oct. 20 — Broken Blossoms (D. W- Griffith) ..6
Sept. 1— His Majesty the American (Douglas Fairbanks). 8
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
)
The Eternal Mother (Florence Reed
The Corsican Brothers (Dustin Farnum)
um)
Farn
(Dustin
Fight
A Man's
Her Game (Florence Reed)
CUCKOO COMEDIES
Burns-Jobyna Ralston)
The Sultan of Djazz (Bobbie s-Ral
ston)
The Shimmy Jim (Burn
CISSY FITZGERALD COMEDIES
Cissy's Financial Flivver
Cissy's Sassy Stockings

5
5
5
5

2
2
^^

SPECIAL
SAL EXCHANGES "
UNIVERATTRACTIONS
Marked Men (Harry Carey)
S
5
The Triflers (Edith Roberts)
5
ton)
Elling
The Day She Paid (Francelia
5
The Pointing Finger (Mary MacLaren)
A Gun Fightin' Gentleman (Harry Carey)
5
Lasca (Edith Roberts-Frank Mayo) ) 55
Carew-Forrest Stanley
(Ora
Suspicion
Under
His Divorced Wife (Monroe Salisbury)
5
Eddy-Kennth Harlan) 5
Trembling
The
The Rider
of theHour
Law (Helen
(Harry Carey)
6
Adams) 6
Breaker
The
BonnieBrute
Bonnie
Lassie(Frank
(MaryMayo-Kathyrn
MacLaren)
6
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Feb. 2 — The Great Air Robbery (Lieut. Ormer LocklearFrancelia Billington)
6
Nov. 17 — Blind Husbands (Eric Van Stroheim) 0
Oct. 13— The Right to Happiness (Dorothy Phillips) 8
Sept. 1— Forbidden (Mildred Harris)
6
Sept. 1 — Paid in Advance (Dorothy Phillips) 6
CENTURY COMEDIES
Jan.
Busy and
DayWild
(Century
Wonder Lions).
Dog).. 22
Jan. 2814 —— Brownie's
Naughty Lions
Men (Century
Minds and Wild Lians (Adams-NelsonDec. 22 — Weak
Engel and Lions)
2
Dec. 8 — A Lucky Dog's Day (Century Wonder Dog) 2
Nov. 3 — Brownie's Doggone Tricks (Dog and Girls) 2
STAR COMEDIES
Feb. 2 — Ain't Nature Wonderful (Lyons-Moran) 1
Jan. 26 — Bungled Bungalows (Lyons-Moran) 1
Jan. 19 — The Sweet Dry and Dry (Lyons-Moran) 1
Jan. 12 — Some Shimmiers (Lyons-Moran)
1
Jan. 5— ^Sweet Patootie (Lyons-Moran)
1
Dec. 22 — In the Good Old Days (Lyons-Moran) :i
Dec. 8 — Woes of a Woman (Lyons-Moran) 1
Nov. 24 — Ten Nights in a Tea Room (Lyons-Moran) 1
Nov. 10 — The Tick Tick Man (Lyons-Moran) 1
Oct. 27 — Who's Her Husband? (Lyons-Moran) 1
Oct. 13 — Regular Cut Ups (Lyons-Moran)
1
OKEH KOMEDIES
Jan.
— Bill's
(Ben(Neal
Wilson)
11
Dec. 1229—
SeeingWife
Things
Burns)
Dec. 15 — His Lucky Blunder (George Ovey)
1
Dec. 1 — Tailor Maid (Neve Gerber)
1
Nov. 17 — Babies Is Babies (Neal Burns)
.1
Nov.
3
—
Bill's
Anniversary
(Ben
Wilson)
1
RAINBOW COMEDIES
Feb. 4— Over the Ocean Wave (Charlie of the Orient).. 2
Jan. 5 — Adam and Eve a la Mode (Bathing Beauties).. 2
Dec. 1— A Barnyard Romance (Charlie of the Orient).. 2
Oct. 27 — A Popular Villain (Charlie of the Orient) 2
STAGE WOMEN'S WAR RELIEF SERIES
Feb. 2 — Tom's Little Star (Constance Binney-Otis Skin- ner) 2
Jan. 19 — Romeo's Dad (Thos. Wise-Gail Kane)
2
Jan. 12 — A Baby
Doll Bandit (Mrs. Joe Martin-Jimmy 2
Adams)
Jan. S— The Inner Ring (Wm. Courtenay-Jane Grey)... 2
Dec. 22 — She'sLove)
Everywhere
(Enid Markey-Montague 2
Dec. 15 — The Good Shiptin-Jimmy
Rock 'N Rye (Mrs.
Jow Mar- 2
Adams)
Dec. 8 — The Mite of Love (Mabel Taliaferro-Robt.
Edeson)
2
Nov. 17 — An Honorable Cad (Shelly Hull-Julia Dean)... 2
Oct. 27 — Fighting Mad (Maclyn Arbuckle)
2

Directory

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
Feb. 7 — The Prospector's Vengeance (Field-Moore) ... .2
Jan.
(Bob Burns-Peggy
O'Dare
Jan. 30—
17 — Blind
West IsChance
Best (Hoot
Gibson-Josephine
Hill) 2I
Jan. 10 — The Jay Bird (Hoot Gibson-Josephine Hill) 2
Jan. 3 — The Line Runners (Arnold Gregg-Helen Howard) 2
Dec. 27 — The Counterfeit Trail (Magda Lane-Ed Hennes ey) 2
Dec. 20 — The Double Hold-Up (Hoot Gibson-Josephine
Hill)
2
Dec. 13 — The Lone Hand (Hoot Gibson-Josephine Hill). 2
Dec. 6 — The Kid and the Cowboy (Mildred Moore-Art
Accord)
2
Nov. 29 — The Trail of the Hold-Up Man (Hoot Gibson-Magda Lane)
2
Nov. 22 — The Fighting Line (Art Accord-Mildred Moore). 2
Nov. 15 — The Face in the Watch (Hoot Gibson-Josephine
Hill(
2
Nov. 8 — The Wild Westerner (Art Accord-Magda Lane). 2
Nov. 1 — The Tell Tale Wire (Hoot Gibson-Josephine
Hill)
2
THE MIDNIGHT MAN
Dec. 29 — Eighteenth, A Wild Finish
2
Dec. 22 — Seventeenth, The Cave of Destruction 2
Dec. IS — Sixteenth, Hurled from the Heights
2
Dec. 8 — Fifteenth, The Wheel of Terror
2
Dec. 1 — Fourteenth, Flames of Fury
2
Nov. 24 — Thirteenth, A Figh tto a Finish
2
Nov. 17 — Twelfth, The Tunnel of Terror
2
Nov. 10 — Eleventh, The Death Ride
2
Nov. 3 — Tenth, The Blazing Torch
2
Oct. 27— Ninth, A Society Hold-Up
2
Oct. 20 — Eighth, The Shadow of Fear
2
Oct. 13 — Seventh, The Electric Foe
2
THE GREAT RADIUM MYSTERY
Feb. 2 — Seventeenth, The Wheels of Death
2
Jan. 26 — Sixteenth, Over the Cataract
2
Jan. 19 — Fifteenth, The Faming Arrow
2
Jan. 12 — Fourteenth, Hemmed In
2
Jan. 5— Thirteenth, The Scalding Pit
2
Dec. 29 — Twelfth, Shackled
...2
Dec. 22 — Eleventh, Perils of Doom
2
Dec. IS — Tenth, Creeping Flames
2
Dec. 8 — Ninth, The Roaring Road
2
Dec. 1 — Eighth, In the Clutches of a Madman
2
Nov. 24 — Seventh, A Flash in the Dark
2
Nov. 17 — Sixth, The Tunnel of Doom
2
Nov. 10 — Fifth, The Torture Chamber
2
Nov. 3 — Fourth, The Swing for Life
2
Oct. 27 — Third, The Fatal Ride
2
Oct. 20 — Second, The Death Trap
2
THE LION MAN
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Kathleen O'Connor
Jack ofPerrin)
Feb. 2 — Sixth,
In theandHouse
Horrors
2
Jan.
26
—
Fifth,
In
the
Lion's
Den
2
Tan. l"? — T="our'h \ Devilish Devi
ce
2
Jan. 12 — Third, The Kidnappers
3
Jan. S — Second, The Rope of Death
2
Dec. 29 — First, The Flames of Hate
2
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Mondays
— Hearst News (International) 1
Wednesdays — International News
1
Fridays
— Current Events (International) 1
Fridays
— New Screen Magazine (Universal) 1
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
The Birth of a Soul (Harry T. Morey)
Human Collateral (Corinne GrifiSth)
The Midnight Bride (Gladys Leslie)
The Sins of the Mother (Anita Stewart)
When a Man Loves (Earle Williams)
Pegeen (Bessie Love)
The Darkest Hour (Harry Morey)
:
The Tower of Jewels (Corinne GriiBth)
The Golden Shower (Gladys Leslie)
The Combat (Anita Stewart)
The Black Gate (Earle Williams)
A Fighting Colleen (Bessie Love)
In Honor's
Web Woman
(Harry (Alice
T. Morey)
The
Winchester
Joyce)
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Slaves of Pride (Alice Joyce)
The Vengeance of Durand (Alice Joyce)
The Climbers (Corinne Griffith)
The Wolf (Earle Williams)
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
Pipe Dreams and Prizes (Harry Mann)
Dames and Dentists (James Aubrey)
Throbs and Thrills (Montgomery and Rock)
Switches and Sweeties (James Aubrey)

of

ARKANSAS
Little Rock — The Paramount-Artcraft Corporation is to construct a new picture theatre at the
southwest corner of Sixth and Main streets.
CALIFORNIA
Napa — A new theatre is to be constructed in the
heart of the business district by Knox and Blum-

Film

All

New

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
65
5
7
6
6
2
2
2
2

News

Releases

Rubes and Robbers (Montgomery and Rock)
Bungs and Bunglers (James Aubrey)
Caves and Coquettes (Montgomery and Rock;
0. HENRY (TWO REELERS)
While the Auto Waits (Ethel Fleming-Regan Stewart)..
The Church With an Overshot Wheel (Ethel Fleming)...
The Roads We Take (Jay Morley)
The Friendly
Day Resurgent(Walter
(Campbell-O'Brien)
The
Miller-Julia
Gordon)
The Guardian Call
of the Accolade
(Agnes Ayers)
A Ghost of a Chance (Earle-Ayers)
Shocks of Doom (Earle-Ayers)
The Buried Treasure
(At State(Earle-Ayers)
Right Exchanges)
WOLFVILLE TALES (TWO REELERS)
The
Washerwoman's
War (Nell (Nell
Shipman)
The Trials
of Texas Thompson
Shipman)
Switches and Sweeties (James Aubrey)
Rubes and Robbers (Montgomery and Rock)
THE INVISIBLE HAND
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Antonio Moreno
First,
the Snare
Second,Setting
T N T
Third, Winged Death
Fourth, Gassed
Fifth, Dodging Disaster
Sixth, The Closing Jaws
Seventh, The Submarine Cave
Eighth, Outwited
Ninth, A Heather Sacrifice
Tenth, The Fender of Flesh
Eleventh, Flirting With Death
Twelfth, The Dungeon of Despair
Thirteenth,
Plunging
Peril
Fourteenth, AThe Modern
Mezeppa
Fifteenth, Closing the Net
SMASHING BARRIERS (Serial)
(Fifteen two-reel episodes featuring Willian Duncan
Fifteenth, The Human Chain
Fourteenth, Trapped Like Rats
Thirteenth, The Deadfall
Twelfth, Explosive Bullets
Eleventh, The Den of Deviltry
Tenth, Overpowered
Ninth, The Dynamite Tree
Eighth,
Car
Seventh, The
The Murder
Fatal FUght
Sixth, Downward to Doom
Fifth, The Living Grave
Fourth, The Deed of a Devil
Third, The Tree Hut of Torture
Second, The Plunge of Death
First, The Test of Courage
PERILS OF THUNDER MOUNTAIN
(Fifteen
CarolTwo-Reel
HoUoway)Episodes Starring Antonio Moreno at
Fifteenth,
Fourteenth,Fate's
The Verdict
Hut of Disaster
Thirteenth, The River of Dread
Twelfth, The Rushing Horror
Eleventh,
the Ocean's
Grip
Tenth, TheIn Flaming
Sacrifice
Ninth, Prisoner of the Deep
WILK (JACOB) FEATURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
ALICE BRADY FEATURES
Maternity
The Trap
A Woman Alone
Darkest Russia
The
Dancer's
Peril
A Gilded
Cage
La Boheme
The Rack
The Divorce Game
Spurs
Sybil
Miss ofPetticoats
Self-Made Widow
The Hungry Heart
[lOBERT WARWICK FEATURES
Man of the Hour
Stolen Voice
Friday the 13 th
Human Driftwood
The Man Who Forgot
Family Honor
Face in the Moonlight
All Man
A Girl's Folly
Sudden Riches
False Friend

Theatres

enfield who manage another picture theatre in this
town. The house will be erected at a cost of
$80,000 and seat about 1,400.
Turlock — It is understood that the new $1,000,000 theatre which is being constructed will be
turned over to the Ackerman and Harris interests.
It will have a seating capacity of 1,800 and be used
as a picture house.

Picture

Building

Brazi-!cy — T. L. Manahan is to erect a new p:
ture theatre with a seating capacity- of 1,0(X) on t
lot now occupied by the Colman second-hand sto
the " Liberty.''
will be known
It Walnut
Creek— as
Theodore
B. Berling is to cc
struct a new 400 seat picture house on Mj
street.
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SHOES"
MEN'S
"OTHER
^EDGAR LEWIS-PATHE;
Crauford

Kent

Seen

in Dual

"THE

WOMAN
IN THE
SUIT
(INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)

An

Role

Unusual

CASE"

Picture from Every Angle

\S a story, " Other Men's Slioes " is uiuloubtedly an interesting
narratiM-, possessing suspense and entertaining situations.
As a piece of dramatic composition, it has one defect; it is
iti-climatic. The first clinuix cuhninates in the middle of the pic11', but immediately another tliome takes rise and receives developCrauford Kent
tit during tlie remaining reel- of the production.
loatured in a (hial role — one part, portraying a mild-souled minrr of tlie gospel, unlit to cond)at the enemies that confront him;
111 the otiier part, representing the "black-sheep" brother, strong,
rd-knuckled, aggressive, the direct counter-part of tlie peace-lovpreacher.
I he ston,' narrates how the stronger twin-brotlier, stepping, in.iiito, into the " shoes *' of the minister, sweeps all opposition here him and retains possession of his brother's pulpit (the first
i-me) ; and later how he perfects the parochial work of the tenderarted pastor, still incognito, and wins the hand of the woman he
ves (second theme). The duality of the theme does not destroy
suspense qualities of the picture as a whole. The interest is susiiied to the close.
The types are well-chosen, and despite an occasional tendency to
over-act," the rendition of the leads and their supports is comt-ndable as a whole. Crauford Kent in his characterization of a
llilhting parson"; John P. Vt ade as a money-hardened scoundrel;
id Harold Forshay in his portrayal of a wily blackmailer, stand out
rominently. Altogether, this picture should register favorably with
1 audience not too critical of the requirements of dramatic conruction. — Length, 7 reels. — E. F. Supple.

ideal picture is one where a logical plot is well developed
— into which is injected a high light of comedy relief — with
a romance properly carried along until time for the
■' clutch," and which points a moral. All of these qualities are
found in " The W oman in the Suitcase," therefore we accord this
picture the full merit of praise conveyed in the second word of our
opening paragraph.
The logical plot is a C. Gardner Sullivan creation about a girl
who finds that her father is enamoured of a lady of the chorus and
who attempts to cure him of his infatuation by associating herself
with his amour and becoming her " pal." The comedy relief and
romance are furnished by a young man who is hired by the daughter
to escort her about while on her mission. The moral is quite evident when the father is confronted by his daughter in apparently a
compromising situation and realizes his own violations of the moral
code.

THE CAST
hen Browning
Crauford Kent
cs Browning
Crauford Kent
Manton
Irene Boyle
Manton
Stephen Gratton
on Browning
Jean Armour
Q Dreener
Harold Forshay
aphael Creeke
John P. Wade
aget
Phil Sanford
.Bobby
Connelly
Doady
"
Directed by Edgar Lewis.
Story by Andrew Soutar.

THE CAST
Mary Moreland
Enid Bennett
Mr. Moreland
William Conklin
Mrs. Moreland
Claire McDowell
Dollie
Dorcas Matthews
Billie Fiske
Roland Lee
Doc Harrison
Donald McDonald
Ethel
Gladys George
Directed by Fred Niblo.
Supervision of Thomas H. Ince.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Enid Bennett, Thomas H. Ince, C. Gardner Sullivan and a splendid supporting cast
have equally
making
Woman
in thecontributed
Suitcase " inwhich
comes" Theto
the
theatre for a
run
beginning
one of the most notable
photoplays of the season.
With a story by Mr. Sullivan of merit
seldom equalled even by this great writer
of
scenarios,
Mr. which
Ince'sis studio
evolved
a feature
called staff
by thehave
reviewers "ideal." It offers Miss Bennett one
of the best roles of her career, even when
such wonderful pictures as her recent " Stepping Out is" are
considered.
There
comedy,
drama and a moral to
this story. You are entertained in the
theatre and carry home a thought which
tends to make your life, especially if you
are a man, better, for this is the picture
about a man who has stepped from the
straight and narrow path to be brought to
his senses
by young
a lessondaughter.
taught by his sweet
and
innocent
It is not a preacnment however. Just a
human, heart interest story from real life,
told as can
only tell
a Thomas
H. Ince cast and
director
it.
In support of Miss Bennett are such well
known players as William Conklin, Claire
McDowell and a new leading man to most
screen fans, Roland Lee who deserves great
praise for contributing a delicious bit of
acting as Billy Fiske, the young man Miss
Bennett " hires " while investigating Broadway's "Great White Way."
PROGRAM READER
As a fitting successor of Enid Bennett's
" Stepping
Out " weof
offer this popular
star
for
an engagement
days beginning in " The Woman in the Suitdrama
the pen
Gardnercase," a comedy
Sullivan
and offrom
unusual
storyofandC.
entertainment
value.
Miss Bennett has the role of a young lady
who decides to become the pal of a woman
of notorious character in the hope of curing
her father's infatuation for " the other
woman.'l
a male for
protector
this period Needing
she advertises
a youngduring
man
and secures the son of the proprietor of the
paper. Much of real drama follows when
the acquaintance
" Dollie " is
accomplished
withwith
a sprinkling
of finally
clean
comedy furnished by Miss Bennett's " Man
Roland Lee has this role and shares acting honors with Miss' Bennett.
Friday."

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Stephen Browning has succeeded his dead
ither in the Montville pulpit. Weak, mildlannered, and tender-hearted, he proves unualified to cope effectively with the rough,
ard conditions, confronting him in Montille, and unable to set up any strong restance to the local magnate, Raphael
reeke, who Irene
aspires Manton.
to the handCreeke,
of Stephen's
'weetheart,
as a
iietbod of persecuting bis rival, organizes
I movement to oust the preacher from his
lulpit. To this end he calls a meeting at
I'hich the minister is to be officially reed from his pastorate, unless Stephen
effectually overcome the opposition. All
are an
set unexpected
for the preacher's
lon,.^swhen
occurrence depositurns
Ihe tide of events against Creeke and his
lOllowers.
Stephen's twin-brother, " Jim," by dis)Osition,
a " hard-knuckled,
rolling stone " andandaggressive,
in charicter,
strong,
rrives unseen at the Montville rectory, just
IS the staee is all set by Creeke for
Uephen't
dismisaal.
" Jim's "hiroclose
reblance to
Stephen permits
to pass
r.t preacher in the disguise of Stephen's
sterial garb. In his brother's pastoral
apacity,
Jim "sets
sweeps
ore
him " and
aboutall toopposition
perfect behis
)rother's parochial work.
Jacob Dreener,
an associate
of " Jim'ssees"
vanderlust
days arrives
in Montville,
Creeke and offers to expose the fact that
he minister
a " jailbird
" brother
with
a view tohasturning
the congregation
igainst the minister and having him exDelled.
" Jim in" prison,
wronglyso convicted
has
lerved a term
the plot promses to reap a success for the rascals. How;ver, in carrying out the plans, Dreener
Jills Stephen. His crime is exposed by
Stephen's
and inthereupon
both
Dreener andsweetheart,
his accomplice
crime, Creeke,
ire taken into custody. The end finds
' Jim's " plansandfor Irene
parochial
improvement
:ully
Manton
promised
js bis realized
future wife.
SUGGESTIONS
There are a number of ways to exploit
this ingfeatiu-e.
You in
might
begin asby topublicizit far enough
advance
arouse
luriosity. Use a teaser campaign emphasizng the title, using such questions as " Did
^ou ever have a desire to fill another man's
shoes? Don't do it unless you are sure of

your
man."
about catch
lines?them
Surelyto
the title
can What
be exploited
through
advantage. We have written several which
can be featured. For your newspaper copy
you
use suchMen's
a leader
as " Try Ad-to
Get might
Into
"Other
Shoes'!"
vertise through
linking up with
shoe stores.
You can take window space by exploiting
the shoes similar to those that Lincoln wore.
Attached to them would be a sign reading :
— " How would you like to have filled LinYou will acertainly
arouseto
interestcoln'sifshoes?you" advertise
free ticket
the picture for every child bringing a pair
of old shoes. Feature the star and the
director.
CATCH LINES
Did you ever have a desire to fill another man's shoes — a man who had met
greater success than you? See " Other
Men's Shoes," a picture presenting a gripping drama.
Do you believe that a man who had served
in prison could step into the shoes of his
minister brother?

Crawford Kent, star of " Other Men's
Shoes," an EdgarleasedLewis
production rethrough Pathe

THE

Credit for this being an unusual picture can be about equally
divided between star, author, director and support. Enid Bennett
is splendid in a role which fits her. Rodney Lee is better than that.
The rest of the cast are more than good, and the direction of Mr.
Gardner's practically perfect continuity is of the usual Thomas H.
Ince calibre. Suspense is originated almost at the beginning and
never is lost for an instant. Any person who cannot find entertainmet in this is surely hard to please. — Length, 5 reels. — J. S.
Dickerson.

Enid Bennett in the " The Woman in the
SUGGESTIONS
Having a production with author, star and
"
producer famousSuitcase
you should
concentrate
your exploitation on all three features with
the promise of a picture of unusual story
value, as an added incentive for seeing this
particular
The titlefeature.
is one which would lend itself
well to a teaser campaign but we would
not advise this in as much as there is little
mystery evolved from the suitcase episode
and this is cleared up in the early sequences.
Rather would we bill this from a more
legitimate angle. Ask your female patrons
what they would do if they learned that
their father was enamored with a chorus girl.
Then advise them to see what Enid Bennett
does in this picture and decide which is the
best plan. Ask the girls if they would smoke
cigarettes, drink wine, submit to the attentions of a roue and pretend to be intoxicated in the hope of winning their father
back from
" the other
Exciteplay
interest by billing
this woman."
as a problem
with a lesson for both men and women.
Ask the men of your city what they would
do if they thought their daughter had fallen,
even if they had violated the moral code and
stood face to face with her. each apparently
guilty. There is also a chance to ask wive»
and mothers questions which will excite
their interest in this picture.
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SIMPLEX
DISTRIBUTORS
IMPORTANT LINKS IN THE CHAIN OF SIMPLEX SERVICE

ARGUS THEATRE SUPPLY DIVISION
of the
NORTHERN
ARGUS LAMP & APPLIANCE CO. OHIO
815-23 Prospect Ave.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
BOSTON
MOTION PIC- MASSACHUSETTS
TURE SUPPLY CO.
RHODE ISLAND
54 Broadway
CONNECTICUT
BOSTON, MASS.
BRECK PHOTOPLAY SUP- NORTHERN
PLY CO.
CALIFORNIA
98 Golden Gate Ave.
WESTERN
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
"SOUTHERNNEVADA
J. SLIPPER & CO.
728 South Olive St.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Selling Agents
DWYER BROS. & CO.
631 Walnut St.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

N
REGOCALIFORNIA
^and
ARIZONA
"SOU
THERN OHIO
andASTE
RN
"E

BROS. OPTICAL KENTUCKY
MISSOURI
CO.
NORTHEASTERN
608 Olive St.
ARKANSAS
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Madison
St. Clair "|rCounties
in
Monroe J Illinois
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO. Illinois
845 South Wabash Ave.
(Except Madison,
St. Clair and
CHICAGO, ILL.
Monroe Counties)
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.
INDIANA
157 North lUinois St.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO. SOUTHERN and
EASTERN
204 Manhattan Bldg.
WISCONSIN and
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Clinton
Henry
Des Moines

ERKER

Counties
Jackson
Lee
in
IOWA
Louisa
Muscatine
Scott
HOLLISSMITH-MORTON
WEST VIRGINIA
COMPANY
and
WESTERN
1201 Liberty Ave.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
PENNSYLVANIA
LELAND THEATRE SUP- llAINE
PLY HOUSE
NEW HAMPSHIRE
97 State St.
VERMONT
MONTPELIER, VT.
LUCAS THEATRE
N. Carolina Alabama
Louisiana
SUPPLY CO.
S. Carolina
Georgia
158 Marietta St.
Tennessee
Florida
ATLANTA, GA.
Southern
Mississippi
Virginia
MICHIGAN MOTION PICTURE SUPPLY CO.
63 East Elizabeth St.
MICHIGAN
DETROIT, MICH.
LUCAS
THEATRE SUPT
PLY CO.
TEXAS and
1816 Main St.
SOUTHERN
DALLAS, TEX.
ARKANSAS

ALBANY

THEATRE
PLY CO.
4 Clinton Ave.
ALBANY, N. Y.
Selling Agents SUPAUBURN THEATRICAL
SUPPLY COMPANY
AUBURN, N. Y.
Selling Agents
BECKER THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
184 Franklin St.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
Selling Agents

EASTERN
NEW YORK
(Except
New Greater
York City)
CENTRAL
NEW YORK
STATE
WESTERN
NEW YORK
STATE
GREATER NEW YORK

Dutchess
NORTHERN \ NEW JERSEY' J
Orange
Putnam
in
Counties
Suffolk
Sullivan
New York
State
SEATTLE STAGE
'
ING CO. LIGHT-Rockland
ELAWARE
"D
WASHINGTON
21 Madison Block
and
SEATTLE, WASH.
B. F. PORTER
729 Seventh Ave.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

LEWIS M. SWAAB
1327 Vine St.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

EASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA
REGON
_O
SOUTHERN
NEW JERSEY
EASTERN

WYOMING
SW ANSON THEATRE
DO YLAND
COLORAMAR
_
EQUIPMENT
1514 WeltonCO.St.
MONTANA
NEW MEXICO
DENVER, COLO.
SWANSON THEATRE
NEBRASKA
EQUIPMENT CO.
423 South 15th St.
WESTERN IOWA
OMAHA, NEB.
SWANSON THEATRE
and
CENTRAL
EQUIPMENT CO.
318 Locust St.
DE5 MOINES, lA.
IDAHO
SWANSON THEATRE
^UT
UTAHHERN IOWA
EQUIPMENT CO.
132 East Second South St. EASTERN
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
NEVADA
MINNESOTA
N. DAK. & S. DAK.
TECO PRODUCTS MFG. NORTHERN and
EASTERN IOWA and
COMPANY
NORTHERN and
245 Loeb Arcade
WESTERN
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
WISCONSIN

WASHINGTON, D. C.
WESTERN
WEBSTER ELECTRIC
MARYLAND
COMPANY
NORTHERN
719 9th St., N. W.
VIRGINIA
WASHINGTON, D. C.
YALE THEATRE SUPPLY WESTERN
MISSOURI
201 Sheidley
CO. Bldg.
KANSAS
9th and Main Sts.
OKLAHOMA
KANSAS CITY, MO
NORTHWESTERN
ARKANSAS
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There's a reason for
Miss Anita Stewart's
Tremendous popularity :
See "In Old Kentucky.
Louis B. Mayer presents
This charming star
Through
With

First National

Rothacker

Prints.

There's a reason —
For everything.

There
Come

are
and

reasonssee them.

Rarablished 1910

Reg. U. S. Patent Office

Ever

Try

it

?

(| The publicity and advertising manager for the I. Libson
chain of theatres in Cincinnati (Walnut, Strand, Family,
Star, Bijou and Palace) accumulated a great stack of back
copies of the Motion Picture News. " Hated to throw
them away," be said. One day he decided he must stop
saving The News. So he determined to tear out the reviews, the exploitation ideas, the producer advertising
that would help him and any other stuff that he could use
in the future. He began to tear out the pages — and when
he was through he discovered there was so much stuff he
wanted to keep and file away that he might as well save
the entire magazine!
Q " I never realized a trade paper was so valuable until 1
tried to stop saving the copies," said the publiriiy man.
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PRICE
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THOMAS
HIS

H.

SPECIALLY

INCE

SUPERVISED

Presents
PRODUCTION

H
Dangerous
By C. GARDNER
SULLIVAN

^homas H. Ince Production
Adapted from the Saturday Evening Post story, "A Prodigal
in Utopia," by Dona Byrne
an all-Star cast
Directed by Fred Niblo

You

know

Photographed by George Barnes

these

people!
.«■••; I •

— they

live in every

— in every

walk

of life!

community!

See them in "Dangerous Hours," the
great Thomas H. Ince special production,
endorsed by government officials, the
clergy, educators, public men and women,
and the big men and women of your own
community.
And 12,000,000 people read the theme
of the story in the Saturday Evening Post.
The
of

timeliest

the

picture

year!

Hf: ADOLPU
FAMOUS
ZUKOR PLATERS-LASKY
Prvx LLASKT Vkt Pm CEOLCORPORATION
B DK MIUE DirmJorGtmt^

/if-

WHATS

YOUR

^

HUSBAND^

G?"

DOIN

A Thomas H. Ince Production
By George V. Hobart

^

Good

Morning,

Judge

!

YOU
and the public acted as
judge of Douglas MacLean
and Doris May in their first picture, "23^2 Hours Leave." The
verdict you know. It was double
confinement to as many pictures
of the same sort as could be made.

Well here's the first one "of
the same sort"— the same sort of
youthfulness, the same sort of fun,
the same sort of love, the same
sort of plotful, pepful
better.

Those

who

one will never

Those
will never

who

miss

saw

miss

So let 'em

missed

story— only

their first

their second!

their first one

their second!

know

you

have

'em !

■. FANIOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION /?1'iL^

bVbN

BtTTER

THAN

23

^2

HOURS

LEAVE
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Tell

ing

Jl Resolution
Government
the sense of the joint
Commitl«
on Edurdtitni
BE u rciolivj
ihjt It 0/IS
the United Stales Sa\ate and
House of Kepresentaixvei
that the motion picture industry of the V)\Med States
be requested 10 do aW that
xshuddwithinanditsstJcngjLhen
power to upthe

thir

ty

spmt of AmericuMism within cx\r people "
ion

head",
just
had
ever seen.
its kind
picture
motion
unt ofwhen
the
Paramo
by Copper
madet"The
THEbeengreates
above Resolution was passed,
"The Copperhead" is a faithful screen re
production of Augustus Thomas' greatest stage
play.roleLionel
the simpl/
a duty
the deepest
root, own
of personal
title
can Barrymore'smatchlessactingm
now be seen by the entire country
happiness,
liftingbut you
above your
weakTo sec "The Copperhead" is to be bprn ncsscs. charging you with a strange new pur
again as an American.
pose in life.
Thu motion picture will thrill millions of "The Copperhead" shows why Paramount
is suprememore.You are entertained — but there's
do more — something
as encertauimcnt.
Itpeople
will show
you that Lovebut ofit will
Country
ADOLPHis notZUKOB.
presents

people
about

head
Cop
WITHper
LIONEL BARRYAVORE
t FAI*H1S rtJ«nJtS-L«*K CORPORATION ([

. \yiCf>aramountj)rtcraflQ>icture

a

^T^HIS
^

motion

people

picture will thrill fnillions of

as entertainment

hut it will do

wore — tt will show you that Love of Country is
not simply a duty but the deepest root of personal
happiness,

lifting you

above

your

own

nesses, charging you with a strange new

weak-

purpose

in life."
That's the message the advertisement shown
here will bring to over 30,000,000 souls in these

States, — lovers

United

of dramatic

entertain-

ment, teachers, A. E. F. men, scholars, doctors,
lawyers,

ministers, professors,

fathers and mothers

and good

boys and

girls,

Americans,

all.

Secretary Franklin

Lane

*. *

said recently :

"I wish that IC)20 may he a Tjincoln year, a Lincoln
year in ivhich our people ivill learn to look at things
through Lincoln's eyes — those kind, ivise, steadfast,
honest eyes — in which there was neither malice nor
envy, but a great sympathy in a noble common sense.
Why can't we make this IQ20 a Lincoln year?"
It is a Lincoln year. The greatest success

on

the New York stage today is the play " Abraham
Lincoln." And beginning now — just before
Lincoln's birthday, the greatest success on the
motion picture screen will be The Copperhead "whose dramatic power, sublime appeal
and inspired acting have never been equalled in
motion pictures.

And the 30,000,000 readers of these magazines — readers of that advertisement — are prospective patrons {or you:
Saturday Evening Post
Metropolitan
Educational Foundations
Collier's
Munsey's
Journal of Education
Literary Digest
National Geographic
Kindergarten & First Grade
American Legion
Outlook
Normal Instructor & Primary Plans
Ohio Teacher
Review of Reviews
Atlantic Monthly
Century
Popular Educator
Scribner'sWork
World's
Primary Education
Everybody's
American Education
Progressive
Teacher
Harper's
School Century
American School
Hearst's
School News
Home Sector
American School Board Journal

jz/

C/>aramount:^rtcraft

Cpicture

Paramount-Atbuclde
JOSEPH

M.

FATTY

THE
It

SCHENCK

GDinedy
presents

ARBUCKLE
IN

GARAGE

catches

on

like

EVERY
New York daily spoke of
" The Garage " as one of the funniest pictures ever filmed, when it
played four Broadway theatres last
week.
The trade papers weren't far behind.
They agree like this:
" No picture beaxing the Arbuckle brand
has ever packed more laughs into two reels of
films." — Moving Picture World.
And
the public
Written and directed
by Fatty Arbuckle

will

a

house

afire!

" Should prove
— Exhibitors
Tradewelcome
Review.to every exhibitor."
— Variety.
" A fast moving comedy that will be liked."
" Roused the spectators to loud and emphatic appreciation." — Motion Picture Nezvs.
" More laughs than any other effort of his
for weeks." — Dramatic Mirror.
Exhibitors who have played it are enthusiastic intheir reports.
laugh
for weeks!
Produced by Comique
Film Corporation
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Motion
JESSE

Picture

X e s

L.LASKY

presents

Robert

m
THE

TREE

OF

KNOWLEDGE

C/>aramountj4rtcraft
Q^icture

A Tale of Life's
Fruit
Forbidden
from the play by
R. C. Carton
directed by
William

DeMille

scenario by
Margaret

Turnbull

with
WANDA

HAWLEY

KATHLYN
IRVING
TOM

WILLIAMS
CUMMINGS

FORMAN

THEODORE
WINTER

KOSLOFF

HALL

CLARENCE
YVONNE
A

GELDERT
GARDELLE

Great
witK
Great

Picture
a
Cast !

An old legend says that the
tempter in Eden was not a
serpent but a beautiful worrian,
Lillith, the demon wife of
Adam before Et)e Was created.

Ai

No

Matter
TKe))

WKat
S

e e'
is a aParamount-Ar
t sampl
of what
moledg
off Know
Treetcra
THE
tion picture intelligently directed by a
man like William DeMille and crystallized
from a good scenario by Margaret TurnbuU
can do toward helping one forget some film
phantasms of the past. " — N. Y. Sun.
"Margaret Turnbull has made a very intelligent scenario of R. C. Carton's melodrama "The Tree of Knowledge' and William DeMille has contributed high class
direction. The Parisian and English locations were carefully selected and there is a
fine adherance to atmospheric detail. The
Variety.
whole presentation

breathes

class." —

"The play offered Paramount-Artcraft
an excellent opportunity for a strong drama
with keen human appeal. It is ably
adapted
Herald.

and well presented." — Exhibitors

" In many respects a remarkable photoplay. Mr. Warwick a handsome and histrionically effective hero. " — Evening Mail.
"Makes an excellent feature
picture." — N. Y. Herald.
"All these values and the
appreciation shown by a
crowded house at the Rialto
sum up in ranking 'The Tree
of Knowledge' as a product
generally and generously
good."
World. —

"The

Moving

Picture

film is thoroughly

enjoya
Post. ble." — N. Y. Evening
"Proves interesting alike for
the story and the well-known
cast. The story handled from
an angle that holds attention. " — N. Y. American.
"'The story is nicely developed and the acting is of the

Picturehighest
News. type." — Motion
very

That' s what
York.

the critics say in New

But here's the real point:
"The Tree of Knowledge" is a good
picture that will please your audiences
immensely, attract big business and
make money for you.
No matter what
critics say !

the

New

■' FAMOUS PIAYFRS-IASKY CORPORATION
^f^asa-—

— — —

York

liS2

Motion

WILLIAM

S.

HART

C/>araniount

^rteraft
Q>ictures

William

S. Hart

in
his own
William

V

productions
S.

Hart

is now

producing his own feature
pictures made by his own
producing company under
his own individual supervision.
They are big special Paramount
Artcraft productions made
by
William 8. Hart and starring Mr.
Hart in stories selected by him
and adapted for him — the
of stories the public wants
Hart to play.
The

sort
Mr.

first, now nearing completion, will be announced for release soon. It will be the biggest
and best William S. Hart picture
ever made.
FAMOUS PLAYE RS- LAS KY CORPORATION
'•j ADOlPM lunOH JCSSC t LASKV CECtL B OE MitLt O»»cfo.c«''«'a'

Picture

Me'

"A
V

no

, ^ WHFOE

/Adolf
PfllUPP

" '10 eJ^.

f'nthustaeM*

Wan Ru,L,'^'"^"«*
Mr » ^^n,
'•are .wee7^'
^ "'^''S" vo,.^^^'^
P0!"ffPO!i«T~
'"•oath e A?

" Rodent
'"""'•plv artJ,. . *^ffe

"Aim, 1 ''"ersA.

"® beautiful '

,^^J«;r at th'ro,^°/°" L've" ^„

DinxcTioir^

^

^

Wire

for Xgjgfetory

immediately

^esentjplansfi^^^ fiaiiirej^rodudions include
THE

FLAILING
"

NIGHT'
'THE

Mono]K>l
1470

/ 'THE
WOL.F'

Pictures
Broadway,

IDLE

LOVER^

Company

NewToikCit)^

•JflROME U. or - ;r?c ^"7 GO

t«l

Motion
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Robert

Brunton

Picture

presents

J.WARREN

ERRICAN

and his own

company

in

LIVE

SPARKS

By CAROLINE SAYRE
Virected by ERNEST CWARDE

There

are not

many

screen

stars who

cause audiences everywhere to say: "I
like that star." They say this about
J. Warren Kerrigan.
There are really not many stars who
invariably and without exception have
perfect direction and technical production. All Kerrigan productions have
both.
There

are

but

few

screen

stars who

persist in their popularity; who roll up
increasing popularity that is traceable
directly to themselves even without taking into account their stories, direction
and production. J. Warren Kerrigan has
grown consistently through sheer liking
on the part of the public.

'^Live Sparks," his latest production,
will cause exhibitors and the public to
like him still more.

W.

HODKINSON
CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Distributing^ through PATH^ Exchange, Incorporated

N ev

January

j I , lQ 3 O

Benjamm

D. Hampton

presents

^
e
Th

EMERSON
Directed
iJ Benjamin
ROY

STEWART

BETTY

ER

H
US
BR
The
thp
hv
SAGE
The ohotoDlav
photoplay of
of
the nnv/<3|
novel
by

BRICE

by

EDWARD

SLOMAN

BMawpton-Great Juthors
With an all-star cast:

MARGUERITE
ARTHUR

De

La

"Here is another production as big as 'Desert
Gold' or 'The Westerners'!. . . with a bigger
heart story than any Benjamin B. Hampton has

Production

MOTTE

MORRISON

Al every has
pointbeen
in seen
America
where
Sagebrusher
by first
run "The
exhibitors
there have been these instant comments:

produced before."
Every word of this is true.

HOUGH

NOAH

GORDON

BEERY

RUSSELL

"The Sagebrusher" is a very big, very powerful,
very human and very beautiful screen production
of a great novel; done in the spirit its author
intended.
It has pathos and tears; it has love and laughter;
humanness and sweetness. It is genuine. Big exhibitors are booking it for immediate play dates.
See it now at your exchange.

W.HODKINSON
CORPOmON
527 Fifth Avenue, New York Qty
Distributing through PATRf Ixchnnge, Incorporated
Forei^ Distributor.J. Frank. Brockliss.Inc. 729-7* A?c.

^MiMunel

O^nclie

and

abrilliaitf

WONDERFUL love story backed by an unique and unusual advertising and
publicity campaign guaranteeing exhibitors capacity on a run of from two
days to a full week. The perfect combination of Box Office Star, powerful
human interest story, perfect direction, splendid investitute, and title that
augurs full houses over any length run. The type of story that sends audiences away talking like walking 24-sheets. One of the best of the successful
photo dramas, —
Written

and

Directed

by ABRAHAM

S. SCHOMER

— who numbers among his stage and screen successes such money makers as " The
Yellow Passport " — " Today " (legitimate stage play) — " The Inner Man " — " Ruling
Passions " and many others. With Emily Stevens playing the leading role, backed by
a campaign book filled to overflowing with big money-making ideas, suggestions, and
helps, " The appeal.
Sacred Flame " offers unusual profits for exhibitors, the story being of
world-wide
STATE

RIGHTS

NOW

SELLING

Independent Exchanges and State Rights buyers have in " The Sacred Flame " an
opportunity to make a financial clean-up by proper handling and proper exploitation.
State Rights selling rapidly, with northern New Jersey and the entire State of New
York already sold to Sam Zierler, Manager Commonwealth Pictures Corporation, 1600
Broadway, New York. Write or wire for territory, terms, prices, and other complete
information immediately to
SCHOMER-ROSS
PRODUCTIONS,
Inc.
126 West 46th Street, New York City
E. S. Manheimer, Gen'l Mgr.
A. Egan Cobb, State Rights Sales Rep.

aa^

MADY

PiaroDD
m

POLLYANNA

nom Cleanor U.PoiIgi's ramGus Novd,"Pollyanna'
published by the Pate Company
dnd the four Act Comedy

by Catnerine Chislioliii Cu^hin^.

Screen Adaptation by Hances Marion
Photographed

DOUGLAS

by Charles

Doshcr.

rAlRBAHKS

in

WUEM

TUE

aOUDS

DOLl

BY

D.W.

GRirriTU

'BROKEN

DOUGLAS

s

BCOSSQMS'

rAIPBANKS
in

UIS

MAJESTY,

TUE

AHERiaH"

NOW

BEING

STATE
GENTLEMEN — here's the Serial Box Office winner supreme,
handed to you on a silver platter. Here's the brand new
serial, produced by the same man, Joseph (A. Golden, whose
sensational serial success — "The Great Gamble" has been jmd still
is the talk of the trade. Here's "THE WHIRLWIND" the new
serial sensational with the g^reatest stunt Star in the business,
CHARLES HUTCHISON, whose name and fame are popular with
millions. Here's the serial that's now being STATE RIGHTED and
that promises more profit, dollar for dollar, than any serial on the
world's market.

[EORIC

QllOLD

INSTALM

ENTS

JAMPA

CKfp

ON

[RIGHTS
irERE'S the serial, jampacked with new stuff/new thrills, new
11 sensations, 15 smashing episodes, one faster and bigger
than the other, with complete and elaborate exploitation,
rtising and publicity READY PREPARED FOR YOU IN
• ANCE in a wonderful campaign book. Here's the serial that's
1 ig to top 'em all for profits to STATE RIGHTS BUYERS and Exhibitors.
' IE FOR TERRITORY, PRICES, TERMS, etc., and DO IT NOW— TODAY
rritoryMINUTE.
allotted in
of receipt. YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO WASTE ONE
GLE
ACTorder
NOW)
PICTURES
CORPORATION
816 Longacre BIdg. New York City
E. S. MANHEIMER, Foralgn SaUs Rap.
LPERSTEIN, Gan'l Mgr.

The
Serial that
nUHons
and see
.
will

ILLGOOD

i
Talk

About
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WHEN

HARRY

CRANDALL
Buys

it means
READ

GRAND

ALL'S

TELEGRAM

something-

ABOUT

otne

CLAW Of SERVICE STIIUOL
Day MfaMft
NMa
■M
Oty
NliM Lattir
Maoui
NL
NIbM OfLetltfthM* tttTM tyWMt
If RMM
iPMin
aflar
tti«
ch«ek
immbw
«on]a)tMiliidaym«ui|«.
wIm
tts ohanettr la (no waM Ottmby ifM

WESTE

NEWCOMB CARLTON. >»MIC

RECEIVED AT
4999ff 59 Rt

1920 JAN t4 PM 5 5G

WASHDICTON DC 14,
TTRAJ) PICSUaSS ISC
SEE SOPHIE
TUCKER JAZZ—
GILDA GRAY
SHIMMY AND
MARTHA MANSFIELD—THE
FAMOUS ZIEGFELD BEAUTY
TOGETHER
WITH ZIEGFELD
FOLLIES
BEAUTY BRIGADE. THEY
ALL APPEAR
WITH JOHNNY
DOOLEY IN HIS
FIRST SCREEN
OFFERING "A
SOCIAL SLEUTH"
NOW READY
FOR RELEASE.

729 SErat?!*^^ NEWyORK IIY
AP^ SBBIHG DOOtBY COHEDES HATO DECIDED ?0 CONTRACT FOR BNTISB
SBRIBS K)R OUR TERRITORY COMPRISING DELAWARE MARYLAND DISTRICT-OP.
COLOMBIA AND VIRGINIA JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES SHOULD UKftUEST ION .ABLY
PROVE A GOOD BET HIS SUCCESS IN 7\UDEVILL£ HAS NO DOUBT MADE A NUMBER
OP ADMIRERS AND SHOULD PROVE EQUALLY \S SUC3SSPUL ON THE SCREEN
EXHIBITORS PILM EXCHANGE.
TPGP 23

A

TWO

REELER

EVERY

MONTH

FOR STATE RIGHTS
WRITE OR WIRE
TYRAD

PICTURES.

729 7th Ave., New

INC.

York City

N ew

WHAT

SORT

OF

INTO

ATMOSPHERE
YOUR

BOX

GETS

MONEY

OFFICE?

That's a new angle! Have you ever given thought to it? You
know, players and direction aside, that atmosphere in the picture
/5 something to think about — that certain settings and locales <io
appeal to your audiences, while others miss. Which axe the moneygetting scenes ? No surer guide to this vital box-office problem
can be found than is presented by
Richard
"SOLDIERS
An Allan

Harding
OF
Dwan

Davis'

FORTUNE"
Production

Tiny scenes pull the spectators out of their seats and make whole audiences
burst into applause. Ask Tom Moore, E, J. Bowes, Bernard Depkin, Ken
Finlay, L. M. Boas and other big-time exhibitors who have run the picture to
immense business. Book this Special for as early
in 1920 as the nearest Realart Exchange can let
PICTURES
you have it.
Presented b\) MAYFLOWER "Photoplay Corporation
REALART
PICTURES CORPORATION

fe-

No, you're mistaken; it isn't the same
you — involves a fundamental principle.

MARY

old story.

lt Cost Realart—
This really concerns

MINTER'S
ES
MIL
greatest
motion picture

"ANNE

OF
GREEN
GABLES"
Directed by William Desmond Taylor
Scenario by Frances Marion, based on the four "Anne" books by L. M. Montfomcry
did cost Realart more than can be collected from it in rentals. There were /cfo trouhlet
— poor photography, due to the wettest summer in New England's history, and inadequate portrayal of some of the roles. There was one remedy — to return the whole
company to New England and retake most of the scenes.
It was tough luck for an infant concern. But the answer was, and always will be: A
production must be right, or be made right, before it can carry the Realart trade mark.
REALART
PICTURES CORPORATION

L

And

It Is Right!

"ANNE

OF
GREEN

GABLES
"
has brought more enthusiastic messages
from exhibitors than
have resulted from
any

five

previous

MARY

MILES

M

T

I

N

E

R

pictures! It 'has been
shown at the Rivoli in
New
York ; America,
Denver; Rialto, Washington; Tivoli, San
Francisco; New Miller,
Los Angeles, and there
has not yet been an unfavorable report. It is
a picture with heart
punch —

with

universal

appeal — and it gets and
holds the crowds!

rn PRESS or

TRIAN6LEW

PLAYS

^?
WiLUAH
Desmond
bdt
hyD
mio
n

~Do

AGAMBIE

IN

A

SOULS

TKomas

H.

Ince

Januartj

eased

Uel

Bianded
letter

with

that

infamy

to

Crucified
Purged
the

the

the

/i
^

her

jflerxj

cross

shame
of

a

you

TRIANGLE

iTicd

to

the

iit

pure

loue

drama.

siir

her

world

the

crucible

imselfish

scarlet

proclaimed

on
of

^rocUcUon

will

depths

EXCHANGES

IHriMMlllMT-^

TO

"TAXr"
"THREE
BLACK
BEARS"
"REGULAR
FELLOW"

'IIT'S

A

"UPSIDE

BEAR"

TON

GIRL"
FOLLIES
"LOVES
PRISONER"
PRUDENCE
ON

DOWN"
*'

BROADWAY

Special arrangements are being made to

office value of these Stars. You know

show all of these first run pictures in

what you have to pay for their pic'

every community. You know

tures today.

triangle:
BOSTON
48 Melrose Street
BUFFALO
86 Exchange Place
CHICAGO
5 South Wabash Avenue
CINCINNATI
215 East 5th Street
CLEVELAND
506 Sloan Building
DENVER
1435 Champa Street
I OS ANC.KI.ES
643 South Olive Street
MINNFAPOl IS
16 North 4th Street
NEW YORK
1457 Broadway

the box

TMANGLE

EXCHANGE
Send me details of your Special Offer on the
Olive Thomas and Taylor Holmes Series.

N ame
Theatre^

City

,

^

,

^

^

,

^

,

EXCHANGES
PHILADELPHIA
13th and \"ine Streets
414 Penn. Avenue
SAN FR.ANCISCO
86 Golden Gate Avenue
PITTSKURC'
SEATTLE
2010 Third Avenue
DETROIT
55 East Elizabeth Street
SALT LAKE CITY
58 Exchange Place •
WASHINGTON
7ns 13th Street. N. W.
NEW HAVEN
130 Meadow Street
172 Toy Building
MIIAV.vt'KEE

January
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OLIVE
^

in

THOMAS

biadleij

kTin^'s

KXmiGHTSandSHADOWS
Scenario

DircctioTi

bi^

—

D. Cecil

John

Smith

V

Noble

ELAINE

HAMMERSTEIN

in S.Jag
Kaupnan's
tREATER
THAN
FAME
Scenario

by

Direction

OWEN
EUGENE
THE

BROKEN
bu

Direction

Quida
—

m

O'BRIEN

in

Lewis

-

Kafherine
Alan

Deed

•

Cropland

MOORE

Allen

Brovne's

MELODY
Berdere

WilliaTn

D

S. Carle

Scenario
bu R.Cecil
Smith
LATER'^
OR
SOONER
Direction— Vesletj
Ruc^c^les
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n^

.miounci

^

niE

lANDof

oppocniNnY
A two iGcl suDerfeaturc
that embodies the ^ii it of
lancoln-thc

(\

^

^iiit of America

ING

DALPU

PRODUCTION
\v^ifh Mr.
Incc
ds
Lincoln

Produced joi fke American izdf ion Cmmtitt
tlon ridnklin
Levis

Lane, -

Chair man

J ^elznick.

-

Distribution

Adolph Zukor
I-Idnif Cidiidall,

-

Production
Exhibifion

Maj.Ddqmond ^fPullffldn.-Municipdl Cbopciation
Villidm A.Diddij,
ex- officio

Disfribufcd

bij

Distributed

by

Select
Republic

tne

Motion

Picture

Net

f NATIONAL

ADAPTED
PLAY

BY

FROM

EUGENE

Howard

Scenario

NATIONAL

Lewis

Made

bq

National

WALTER

Hickman

bi| Katherine

PICTURE

THE

Reed

THEATRES

h.

J. Selznick
President

Disii

ibuted

bq

Select

CLARA

KIMBALL

YOUNG'S

SCREEN

TRIUMPH

REPUBLIC
a

ES)

PICTUR

^1

1-

CLARA

T

KIMBALL

R

I

L

YOUNG

B

V

from
the*
book, by
GEORGE DUnAURIER
directed
MAURICE

jREPUBLIC

by

TOURNEUR

DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION
LEWIS J. SELZNICK, Advisory Director
BRITON
N.BUSCH.
President
30 Wesi 46th Streei
New York C.y

ONE

CPirODE
LEADN

TO

LIVE

-

"A
THE VHITNEX
DARK"
I^tLLEDINJAfPER
WWO CCy
IN TWg LOCKED ROOM ?

PODEVCD!
"TUir MAN HOLOr THEi-ECPCT
TO ETERNAL /OUTM!"
— The Slyeafrm^JJiadcw

0£N

CDILrON

TMD

CAMOUr

J.CPUDD

AUTUOCr

ALEXANDK
Jim

UADVEY

GATCr
COLLADOPATCD
Tmr

IN THE

WPITING

DEMAPI^BLE

TTODy

NOW
First Three

BOOKING
Episodes

for Immediate

APOLLO

OP

Ready

Screening

Foreign rights controlled by
TRADING CORP.,220West48thSt.,New.York

EPifODE

FOUNDED UPON TME rCIENTIPIC
DirCOVCPy that TMCrU9rTITUTI0N

TWO-

"TME
VIRGIN
OF DEATH'
CADPyiNG ON MCR OODY A PORTION OF
TUC LOn

KEV TO ETERNAL

' MONKCy

YOUTH !"
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NEVA
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OR
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THE

Can

LOST

be

CITY

booked
thru
the following
exchanges:
New York
Dist. of Columbia
Maryland
Northern New Jersey

HATCH

Western

CO.,

729

FILM

CO.,

412

FILM

CO.,

Ferry

1331

New
ARROW

Mgr.,

Vine

England

FILM

Ohio
Charnas,

Ave.,

New

West Virginia

Southern

NATIONAL

CO.,

Boston,

FILM

South

CO.,

State

220
NEW

West

Sale

BROS,
42d

YORK

Atlanta,

CORP.

Chicago,

for

WARNER

Alabama
Virginia
South Carolina

FILM

Ave.,

Rights

Cleveland,

Indiana

PLAYERS

Wabash

Pa.

Kentucky

CIRCUIT,
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HAROLD

LLOYD

IN

THE

SPEC

$100,000.
TWO

REEL

COMEDIES

''Certainly these comedies are unusually good.
Lloyd is excellent in each of them. Rarely are
comedies presented with the elaborateness of
these productions. They merit a good run."
Wid's,
a review
of reel
"His comedies
Royal Slyness"
third ofinthe
best two
made. the
Ask your nearest Pathe Elxchange to screen

Produced
HAL

by

ROACH

for you " His Royal Slyness. "
Distributors
Pathe'C^

A

house

-choking

aiiraction

BEST
THE

KNOWN

MAN

IN

WORLD.

Million

Bollai*
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Serial

II
ft1I4REDEVIL

JACK

Posilively
ed
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business-drawOoo

ooOoooo

o ooe

ing pover
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FEB.

15

TzzgTii^Bnt^iiagTiitude
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Ihe
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draw

middle

of

lhal

business

a

desert

in

•
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The

man

world

for whom

is a press

every

agent,

sporting

page
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in the

Million

Dollar

Pathe'

Serial

"IIAIIEDEVIL

JACK"

Miles of publicity; a name that's on everyone's lips; a
sensationally satisfying story; perfect production, and Pathe
serial experience make this serial the most amazing box-office
proposition that has ever been presented to the exhibitor.

OVER
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WITHIN
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productions

tinctly superior sort,
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name
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parts.

Distributors

Alwaijs

travelling

on
high" Picture
says the
Motion
News

of the

ROLIN
WITH
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" It was only a quesHon
of fime before Pollard would
shine hy himself. He is f oo capable a fun-maker
1*0 un —
load bis comicalifies for fbe benefit
of any one But himself .. He has a style of his own. .He has his own keen sense
of humor.

.They

can

imitate

style."
PRODUCED

BY

his make-up
HAL Motion
ROACH

VJ>' Distributors X^iX

but

not

JPic±UT*e

bis
News

JACK

THE
OF

PICK
IN

LITTLE
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SHEPHERD

KINGDOM
BY

DIRECTED

GOLDWYN

BY

jrOHN

FOX,

COME
aR.

WALLACE

WORSLEY

PICTVRES
CORPORATIOM
SAMVEL COLDWYN Pr,„din

^

Ihcy

from

started

^^^^Key

wliere
finished

scratch.

- -

akc Nuddlc was born in America.

(^^avid^c was born in America.
His parents were poor. - - He was not a genius or a prodigy, but
he went at his study in ^rim earnest,
hke a football player making a tackle.
Heworked his way through college
and denied himself luxuriesfor the

His parents were poor
- - He avoided education. School meant
nothing to him but work, and work
was always unpleasant. He spent his
time in poolrooms and the corner
saloon, picking up every kind of

luxury of learning. He applied his
knowledge to business, fought his

knowledge except what was useful.
He lostonejob after another tlirough

way upward inch by inch.uiitil.while still

his laziness. He became a troublemaker. Hebecame a Hot on the con-

a young man, he was a commercial giant a credit to himself and to his country.
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GOLDWTN

science ofall decent workiiigmcn.
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DIRECTED
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OF
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FURY
T E R
HAYES
H

PICTVRES
CORPORATION
SaMVEL OOLDWYN PnsiJtAt

t

wonderful face!
Mabel Normand is the
most liberally imitated
comedienne in theworldbut do you know of one
actress who can even
remotely approach herl

I

Pinto" reveals her in a
thousand entrancing
moods.

SAMUEL

GOLDWYN

PRESENT!

MABEL

WRITTEN

AND

NORMAND
1N

N
DIRECTED
BY

GOLDWYN

T
VICTOR

O
SCHERTZINGER
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CORPORATION
SAMVM. COtOWVM Pirtidm

ALL
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SAMUEL

ARE

FOCUSED
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CASE"

PRE

GOLDWYN
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SE NTS

FREDERICK
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CASE
BV
EDGAR
SAlLiTUS
IRECTED
BY
WILLIAM
FARKE

!

ml
GOLDWYN

PICTVRES
CORPORATION
SAMVtL GOLDWYN PmiOrn

edy zippi
dy!
Madge typic
Kennal,
comecal'
A comedy that skims
swiftly through some
of the funniest situations the screen has
It bubhlcs
over with exploitation
possibilities. Book
it and boom it !

GOLDWYN

PICTVRES
CORPORATION
iaMVtL COLOWVN Prrsidrn

^hen the parcel of
books mailed to the dry
reformer smells and tastes
remarkably like'OldCrow
Will Rogers has aright
to be suspicious. Whereupon the whole town gets
hep, and Hells Bell Saloon
switches from hot fudges
to hot toddies. Acomedy
that would wring laughs
from Pussy Foot himself !

SAMUEL

GOLDWTN

WILL

PRE

S E NTS

ROGERS

WATEIIWATER.EVE1RYWHERE
DIRECTED

GOLDWYN

BY

CLARENCE

BADGER

PICTVRES
CORPORATION
SAMVSL COlDWV»J Prrtidim
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SAMUEL

SCORES

TWICE!

GOLDWTN

MABEL

PRESENTS

NORMAND

PINTO
WRITTEN

AND

DIRECTED

GOLDWYN

BY

PICTVRES

VICTOR

SCHERTZINGER

CORPORATION
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1920-Booker
A

Real

s

Asset

Picture

N e-

Calendar-1920
to

the

Booker

Here are extracts from a few of the recent letters from prominent Exchanges — from tho:.e
who have just received the 1920 Calendar. Scores of such letters have been received. Pretty
sure evidence

that the Booker's

Calendar

is a " hit."

' Found it a great source of convenience to us." — Liberty
Film Exchange, San Francisco, Cal.

" Is one of the items we can hardly do without." — L. G. Kohn,
1st Natl., Cleveland, Ohio.

' I feel that I cannot be without one." — Day Film Corp.,
Pittsburg.

" It is really a hardship now to get along without your
Booker's calendar." — J. R. Young, Standard Film Corp.,
Kansas City, Mo.

' These calendars are exceptionally handy in our office." —
H. L. Taylor, Triangle Dist. Corp., Buffalo, N. Y.
' This is an almost indispensable item in our Booking Dept."
— W. T. Godwin, Pathe, Dallas, Texas.

" Our Booker is enthusiastic about it." — R. E. Flagher, Republic Dist. Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio.

' Unquestionably this is the best calendar for the Booker's
use C.gotten out." — W. H. Rippard, Realart, Washington,
D.

" It is a masterpiece of service to all departments." — Republic
Dist. Corp., Cleveland, Ohio.

' Can only say that this office would be incomplete without
it." — C. E. Moore, United Artists, Pittsburgh, Pa.

" Must have it, send C. O. D. or any other way as long as I
get it." — A. E. Hamilton Amusement Co., Yonkers, N. Y.

And

there

are

lots more,

all telling the same

story of

Service,

"

All the months of the year on one large sheet (33/^ inches high by 26/4 inches wide).
General and special holidays in red.
Metal strips top and bottom, hangers attached.

Of Great Service to Every Booker in Exchange or Theatre as Dates for a Year Ahead Are Seen at a Glance

Seventy

Five

Cents,

Postpaid

As long as they last. Special, for $2.^0 you may have a year's subscription (New or Renewal)
Picture News and a Calendar postpaid.

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS,

729

Seventh

Ave.,

New

to Motion

York

City
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A

[First

National

For

Your

Franchise

Theatre

Guarantees

j
A steady supply of good pictures at an equitable cost.
Complete protection.
The Backing of a national organization.
We

can convince you that our new plan is the sanest and
most beneficial exhibitor movement ever conceived.

A

It will

pay

today

for

Franchise

you

to

our

to

write

booklet

Independence^^

Address Exhibitors Defense Committee
Care First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.
6 West 48th Street, New York, N. Y.
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It's

a

Vm

Taken

from

"The

Shining Band"

by Robert

A

DRAMA

A

DRAMA

A

DRAMA

W,

OF
OF
OF

telling

the story,

Chambers

FEMININE

STARTLING
RAPID-FIRE

WILES

MYSTERIES
PUNCHES

Presented by B. A. Rolfe — Adapted by Charles A. Logue
Directed by B. A. Rolfe and Chester De Vonde
Produced by the A. H. Fischer Features, Inc.

■llllllliiiillllllillillH

REAL

you

Audience

but

Picture

judge

for

yourself

MYSTERY

LOVE

THRILLS

The elopement.

The secret papers.

The battle on horseback.

The wrecking of a home.

The search for the treasure.

The attack on the clubhouse.

The lure of the roadside inn.

The mystery of the iron box.

The war of the fanatics.

rhe plot for divorce.

The vanishing of $100,000.

The clubman's secret loves.

The heroine's veiled past.

The slaying of the hermit.

The wife's secret.

The fight in the cave.

The jealousy of the flirt.

The clubmen's battle for life.

The silent pact.
The death grapple with a dog.

The strange love sect.
The false prophet's mission.

The torture of the lovers.
The revenge of a woman

scorned.

The winning of an heiress' love.

The lost identity of the nobleman's
daughter.
The silent pact.

The shot from ambush.
The trap for innocence.
The prophet's revenge.

Motion
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Picture

News

MARSHALL

Presents
By

""T

HE

RIVi

JAMES

A

New

God's

OLIV

Story

of

Country

Scenario by MARION

FAIRFAX

Photography by Henry Cronjager and Sam Landers
Art Director, Ben Carre
Electrical Effects by Howard

J

Keith, the outlaw, pursued by the police across the snow wastes of the
frozen north
llllllllllllllllll

Late

February

Ewing

Release

NEILAN

"

END"

^R'S

ER

The

CURWOOD

talc of two strong men,

outlaw

and

pursuer,

an

fugitive, the other his

an

Mounted.
men

one

officer of the
And

these two

Royal
strong

met face to face at the end of

the earth, one to die and the other to
return to win love and honor
dead man's

A

with a

name.

" First National "

Attraction

The Chief of the Royal Mounted, who had sworn that Keith,
the fugitive, should hang

1200

Motion
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Cover

comedy

bet that no exhibitor

can

afford to overlook.

The ' baby stuff ' has never been equaled.
of laughter.

Some

of the most

vised for a comedy
worth

ingenious

It's good for howls
business

ever de-

. . . rated with the top notchers

and

a million of the majority of releases of its type placed

on the market
News.

Speaking

Bet,

News

The

Says

" A

This

in the past couple of years." — Motion

Picture

of

LEHRMAN'S
HENRY
first personally directed
comedy

"A

TWILIGHT
featuring

LLOYD

(HAM)

AND

Rocks
The

Big

Broadway

Rialto,

With

A
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for First National

BABY"

HAMILTON

VIRGINIA

RAPPE

Theatre,

Laughter.

" First National

"

Attraction

N eu

he
he

Sdid

she

kne^

was

his

no-fhing

wif^e

abou:i'

hu^

ii"!

PRODUCTION

BY
uiM

SYLVIA

BREAMER

PROXY
and ROBERT

CORDON

drama
spilling over "wi^li powerful
si'fua:^ions,produceci infauHless manner, and cerrain -ko engage i'he undivided
a-fieniion o£ ijour au£ences
Produced
and direci'ed
Blacki'on
bi] J. SfPuari
afhe
Cf

Distributors
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picture
to

be

to

book

proud

of

to

boost

-Jl^y

Distributors
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STORY

WOKIOERFULWAY
TO' Mmmm
Show

from

itand

months

then-/our audiences will still

be talking of sweet
Blanctie
one
qre-

Sweet

in

of literaturcs

' classics

SWEET//7

Fightin

g

Cressy

1fit] :] d

THE

LVCKOF

CEBALDINE
by

Kathleen

Ul»
Norris

WITH

A NOTABLE
BRENTWOOD

Directed

by HENRY

CA^T

KOLKECl^

NOT long ago we released another Great
Brentwood Picture, "The Turn in the
Road." This gripping human drama created
a sensation and you turned them away at
your theatres.
"The Third Generation" marks a new epoch
in production and exhibitors claim it is more
powerful than "The Turn in the Road."

HAYAKAWA

"^HAT

the brilliance
Sessue
ahancesingle
pictureof can
en-

Hayakawa's
denced in

reputation is evi'

'^T/ie Beggar Prince^
A shining gem in the crown of
his many perfect productions.
Produced hy
H AWORTH

Directed by
WlLLlAnWORTHlNGTON

HAYAKAVA

PRODUCED
H/WVODTH

BY

DIRECTED

B

VV\LLI/^M WORTHINGTOH

GASNIERPre/en(r
LEW

ROBERT/ON-COLE

^LBelovedCheater
By Hundreds
of the

country

they know
see
it.
Their
golden

ASK
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great

are

are

their

harvest

Exhibitors

showing

winner

theatres

ing to verify

their

the

when

already

judgement

that

that
they

beginnby the

is pouring

into

Box-Offices.

THE
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WHO

HAS
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IT

CODY
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yVilizatl
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Follo\^ tKe lead of Successful
hibitors and get the
and
short

cent

subjects

^
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"ASK

THE

results

real dollar

of the

of

Ex-

the

best
37ear.

Tulagi — AThe
WKite
in a New
Black Hebrides
Land
Through
IslesSpot
of The
The Home of the Hula Hula
Sa-Cing Savages
The South Seas
Cruising
In The InSolomons
Domesticating Wild Men
Lonely South Pacific Missions
Recruiting In The Solomons
The City of Broken Old Men
Marrooned In The South Seas

EXHIBITCR

Vl^HO PLAYS

THEM"

.A

"THE FORTUNE HUNTER" is both beverage and tonic. While it pleases
the palate as rare entertainment it will inspire the soul with a new birth of optimism.
Those who see it will smack their lips and grit their teeth. It is a picture that
carries a strong message of hope. It is a story made of man-skin, written from the
inkwell of reality; two fistfulls of life pulled out of the mass.
That universal regret among the younger generation of theatregoers, who missed
seeing "THE FORTUNE HUNTER" during its memorable and record-breaking
stage career, shall be banished. No longer need they be envious of their elders.
For these latter it will be a past treat revived. What it was as a stage play and a
novel it is even greater as a photoplay. Graham

Baker, who wrote the screen

version, has brought out all of the author's subtleties and EARLE WILLIAMS
has made the hero an excellent object lesson for all young men. TOM TERRISS
directed it and the total result of all this effort has been a special production that
is naturally bigger and better than the stage play could have been. .

What

It

Did

and

A Stage Success at the Gaiety Theatre
weeks.
A Novel that always was
as people read.

Will

on Broadway

Do

for forty-nine

a "best seller" and always will be as long

To satisfy the clamor after it took Broadway by storm, road shows
played it in every city of 20,000 and upwards.
Its author, Winchell

Smith, has never

been

guilty of anything

but

success, witness: "TURN TO THE RIGHT" and the latest breaker
of records— "LIGHTNIN'".
Now, made into a delightful special photoplay production, it will
gather a new harvest of popularity; a new and greater glory for
itself and sow its logic and laughs broadcast once again.
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♦

UR
♦

o
We

♦

activities and energies are dedicated to the principle of artistic achievement.

shall establish our standard on story values.

The policy on which we have organized is first, last and
all the time good stories.
We shall place judgment upon our material only insofar
as our stafif finds the stories adaptable for picturization» We
aim to picturize only big-selling books and successful plays
that have great picture value. At the present time we have
more of this material than we can produce in several years.
To assist the " box office " pull of a good story, exhibitors
have united in advising us to use " stars," but not to change
the story to suit the talents of a star — the story is the thing.
We will get picture-stars to fit our picture-stories.
Our methods for insurance of success are- -first, picture
stories; second, directors and players selected to suit the story;
third, perfection of organization to mould these elements and
to place them on the screen.
3
GIBRALTAR
Arthur

F. Beck

PICTURES
Charles

C. Burr

Executives

133-5-7

W.

44th

St.

New

York

City

Picture

N ewi

121s
a n u a ry j /, i
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♦
♦
4

♦
♦

chief executives are Arthur F. Beck and Charles
THE
C. Burr.
In a silent capacity there are aligned others
with big interests in the picture field and a thorough
knowledge of world wide film conditions.
Arthur F. Beck is well known to exhibitors, having spent
more than ten years in the distributing end of the business,
where he obtained invaluable experience in market values.
This has enabled him to make strong " box office " pictures
independently. Mr. Beck will bring this experience to the
bigger GIBRALTAR
PICTURES.
Charles C. Burr has been associated with Famous PlayersLasky and Paramount for five years with a varied experience in a managerial and executive capacitv and will act
with GIBRALTAR
PICTURES in the capacity of General Manager.

♦

Today competition in the exhibiting branch of the industry
is most severe, keeping " open time " for the independent
producers may be your salvation.
Your net profit on GIBRALTAR
PICTURES may let
you out on the year and still buy the pictures on which you
get only prestige.
GIBRALTAR
PICTURES are being built for the big
first run theatre.

GIBRALTAR

Arthur

133-5-7

PICTURES

F. Beck
Executives

W.

44th

St.

Charles

New

C. Burr

York

City

4
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AMERICAN

FILM

COMPANY,

INC.

ers
off

^1

with

WILLIAM

RUSSELL

A super-dramatic attraction — packed with thrills
and " punch."
Proclaimed by critics " The Most Grippingly Dramatic Special Feature of the Year! "
The story is from the pen of Stephen Fox.
Emmett J. Flynn directed Russell in this — the
greatest role of his entire career.
Make your reservations now with American Film Company representative at your nearest Pathe Exchange. Do
it TODAY!
Produced by

Distributed by

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, Inc.
Samuel S. Hutchinson, Pres.

PATHE

A

Picture—
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STANDING BY OUR GUNS (WM. A. JOHNSTON)
1225
SPEAKING EDITORIALLY
1226
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1227
HERE'S A BRICK-BAT FOR THE "NEWS"
123S
EXHIBITORS'
SERVICE
BUREAU
1238
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1301
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1228
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1232
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1236
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1237
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1257
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1290
In and Out of West Coast Studios
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Advance Reviews
Plan Book Reviews
Exhibitors' Box Office Reports
Releases, Current and Coming
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1301
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"His Temporary Wife" (Hodkinson-Advance Review)
"Pinto" (Goldwyn-Advance Review)
"Even as Eve" (First National-Advance Review)
"Ruined by Love" (Gaiety Comedy-Advance Review)
"The Star Boarder" (Sennett Comedy-Advance Review)
"The Cinema Murder" (Cosmopolitan-Paramount)
"Blind Love" (Gerald Bacon-Aywon)
"The Cyclone" (Fox)
"The Beauty Market" (First National)
"The Phantom Melody" (Universal)
"The Third Generation" (Robertson-Cole)
"A Modern Salome" (Hope Hampton-Metro)
"The Peddler of Lies" (Universal)

of the Week

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation calls attention to its excellent display of inserts telling about " Dangerous Hours " and " What's
Your Husband Doing?"
1143 to 1146
Paramount-Artcraft has something to say to you «is well as " thirty
million" others about the "Copperhead"
1147
See what the Famous Players-Lasky has to say about " Fatty " Arbuckle
in "Broadway
The Garage " and his arrival in this, his latest comic vehicle
on
1148-1149
The for
selling
of " Theby Tree
of Knowledge " are artfully displayed
your points
information
Paramount-Artcraft
1150-1151
William S. Hart has something to say about his production. Don't get
"
skeered
"
when
you
open
the
page
—
the
guns
aren't
loaded
Monopol Pictures makes a bid for your attention and favor on its pre- 1152
sentation of "Alma, Where Do You Live?"
1153
Hodkinson Corporation lines up some arguments " company front " for
"Live Sparks" and "The Sagebrusher "
1154-1155
The United Artists' Corporation offers " Broken Blossoms " and " His
Majesty, the American," with telling force and in finished style
also " PoUyanna "
1158-59
" SeeCorporation,
this Serial and
to Live
Apolloreason
Trading
but Learn
we first
inviteForever,"
you to says
look the
at the
for
this request on page
1176
" The Screaming Shadow " is presented for your consideration by the
Hallmark Pictures Corporation '.
1177
Schoemer-Ross
Productions advance some points in favor of " 'Tlae
Sacred Flame
1156-57
Tyrad Pictures emphasizes some features that are to be found in the
John Dooley comedies
1162
Realart pleases the eye and at the same time gets over some selling
talk in an elaborate four-page spread of inserts
1163 to 1166
Triangle deals out some " info " for the enlightenment of prospective
patrons on the topic of "The Tiger Girl"
1167 to 1170
Selznick Pictures gives it stars some " boosts " in their current turesfea-1171-1172
Are you interested in Americanization pictures? Of course you are.
See what is said about " The Land of Opportunity," a Ralph Ince 1173
Production
"Justmanner
a Wife," a National Pictures product, is presented in an effective 1174
The Republic Distributing Company holds forth in an impressive way
on its current offerings
;
1175

at a Gl ance

1317
1317
1317
1317
1317
1319
1319
1321
1321
1323
1323
1325
1325

in the Ad-Pages

The Allgood Pictures Corporation gives a whirlwind presentation of its
latest serial, "The Whirlwind"
1160-61
" ThetheLost
City Bros
" is to be found in an effective display sanctioned by 1178
Warner
JackSheet,"
Dempsey
being featured
Sporting
and is
a number
of others. on Seemore
the pages
lay-out than
Pathe thehas." .11/9
r.^ 1185
As an ad fan Goldwyn takes the appointed fur-lined regal crown in this
issue. Observe the six-page line-up sponsored by the aforesaid
Goldwyn
1186-93
The Exhibitors' Defense Committee sets forth some advantages to be
gained
by
the
responsive
screen-owner
First National tabulates for your ready comprehension the fine points 1195
of its
current release based on " The Shining Band," by Robert1196-7
W.
Chambers
Next
have another
National
release.of "The
"... 1 198-9
" Thebyyou
Twilight
Baby " First
is made
the object
some River's
laudatoryEndremarks
First National
1200
Pathe again indulges in some more attractive inserts
1201 to 1204
Robertson-Cole follows suit with some interesting black and white advertising 1205 to 1211
Vitagraph calls your attention to its two-page spread on its latest release 1212-1213
Gibraltar Pictures makes some important statments concerning its
future
plans
and
its
organization
policies
The American Film Company presents some selling talk in behalf1214-1215
of
" The Valley of Tomorrow." See our " Service Section " on this
feature in this week's issue
1217
" Empty Arms " is presented in a two-page ad by the Photoplay
Libraries
1218-1219
The W. H. Productions advances some reasons ^or the Charley Chaplin
re-issues
1220-1221
Educational Films makes some announcements
1223
Dramas and then some more dramas is the keynote of a six-page spread
of advertising by Universal
1267 to 1272
Serials, too, stand within the domain of Universal, and here you get
them right off the reel
1273 to 1275
And Universal leaves the comedies for the last, because you know " He
laughs
best"
Metrowhocomes
downlast,the laughs
finish stretch
with a strong four-page array on1276-1277
its
current product
1281 to 1284

TubUthei on Friday every week hy UOTWN PICTURE NEWS, Inc., 729 Seventh Avenue, Veu York, N. Y. 'Phone 9Stiii Bryant
Chicago Representative, L. H. Mason, 220 So. State St. ; 'Phone Harrison 7667. Los Angeles Representative, J. C. Jessen, Suite 205. Baker-Detwiller
Building, 412 West Sixth St. ; 'Phone Pico 780. Subscription $2 a year, postpaid, in United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and Philippine Islands.
Canada, $3. N. B. — No agent is authorized to take subscriptions for Motion Picture News at less than these rates. Have the agent who takes your
lubscription show his credentials and coupon book. Western Union registered cable address is " Picknews," New York.
Copyright, ISO, >i/ Motion Picture Newt, Inc.
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"We don't want it."
"Lay off this percentage business" advises an exhibitor.
In response to which we advise in return that we won't lay off any matter which, in our
opinion, promotes the general welfare of the business.

We won't until our opinion is changed: and thus far no arguments
have been advanced.

against percentage

W^e prophesy moreover that so important a subject can not be suppressed at any source:
it underlies, broadly and basically, the whole business and it will keep bobbing' up' right along
until it is satisfactorily settled.
We wish, however, to make our own position clear.
We do not advocate percentage as it now exists.
We do not advocate any percentage arrangement, past, present or future.
We do however believe in some percentage arrangement; we believe, too, that some
percentage arrangement is inevitable: we believe it is inevitable because it is in the exhibitor's
and the producer's best interests.
So we aired the subject hoping that an open discussion might lead to that "some" arrangement which exhibitor and producer would pronounce fair and satisfactory to each.
When that question is settled a great deal of the unrest within this business will be settled
— unrest which often reaches large and ominous proportions — unrest which appears in other
guises entirely.
The exhibitor, whether he realizes it or not, wants percentage most of all.
When the flat rental system came into being films were novelties, and not the dramatic
offerings of today.
People came because films were being shown: today they attend theatres because of
what films are being shown.
They shop.
The film, not merely films, is the attraction.
From a show angle, therefore, the business is completely changed. The appeal is now a
dramatic one. We are in the theatrical class where percentage has long been the method of doing
business and where the proposition of a flat rental system would be laughed at.
Yet the relation between exhibitor and producer is still determined by a system which
today is just as inadequate as pictures today are different and picture theatres are different and
the whole public appeal is different from the novelty order, you might almost say the penny
arcade order, of more than a decade ago.
Exhibitors write us that the business is full of "fake" and "bunk": that pictures are over
advertised:
thatetc.they don't know what they are getting, that they are at the mercy of unscrupulous salesmen,

Very well. These abuses are direct results of a flat rental system. They won't disappear
until pictures are bought upon their merits — through percentage.
Exhibitors complain about so called "specials." When the first real "special" appeared
it was hailed with delight. Today the "special" is viewed with distrust. Naturally. The
market was flooded with "specials" in name only, "specials" so nominated, not by the picture's
merits but by the salesman's say-so, "specials" deserving the name only because "special"
money was asked.
Very well. This sort of "special" is the direct result of the flat rental system. "Special"
money for inferior goods can only be had through bluff. And
you can bluff with a flat rental
system.
can't with
percentage.
flat
rental You
the salesman
earns
it.

With

percentage the picture earns the money; with a

{Continued on following page)
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Sane Talk on Censorship

motion picture industry and The Delineator are to be
THE
congratulated on an article appearing in the January number
of that publication. The author, Rita S. Halle, conveys to
a large and important section (jf public opinion some sane thoughts
on the problem of film censorship.
After reviewing the fact which can hardly be denied, that many
motion pictures and many of the smaller theatres are not ideal for
younger children, the article goes on to say :
" The parents' next plea is for a censorship.
" Censorship, however, is purely destructive. Destroying the poor
pictures that do exist does not create good pictures nor educate a
taste for them.
" Furthermore, innumerable pictures that ought to be censored
out of existence for children, are not only harmless but often
actively beneficial to adults. Our good libraries have distinct and
separate departments for adults and children.
" Pictures that children see should not simply be expurgated adult
pictures, but pictures chosen especially for them. Even the most
radical parent would hardly ask the State to do this.
" So it comes back to the parents after all: — as everything that has
to do with the child always does. The law, teh State, the school,
the Sunday-school — nothing can take the parents' place. And in
this particular issue, condemnatory destructive criticism is of no
avail.
" The motion-picture has its place, and a very important one, in
our modern scheme of things. It is a settled factor in our social
life; a democratic, inexpensive place, where the poorest can find
release from care, and live vicariously the lives of the more fortunate
for a few hours.
" The motion-picture can be made, if a community cares enough,
an active factor for good, not only for the overburdened adult who
needs it so much, but for the child who demands it as well. It
is simply a matter of educating the community taste up to the best
that there is in motion-pictures.
" The reason that it has been so perverted is that the exhibitor is
in business for money and not for philanthropic reasons. In a town
of twenty thousand, he cannot cater to a possible two hundred
persons wdio want better pictures for themselves and their children.
He must cater to the other nineteen thousand eight hundred, and
the two hundred must get what they want and then educate the
rest up to their standard."
The author then reviews several successful efforts at community
activity — in some cases through local cooperation with exhibitors,
in others, where there was no theatre, through church and school
shows.
Those

Ten

Per Cent Figures

EXHIBITORS in middle-sized and smaller communities are
still waxing wrathful over our statement that producers are
only reciving ten per cent of the gross income of the motion
picture business.
They tell us, without exception, that they are paying from twentyfive to fifty per cent of their box office receipts for film rental. In
some cases the figures run even higher.
Of this fact we were aware when we made our original declaration. A good share of the exhibitors — by far the majority in point
of numbers — are carrying the bag for the industry and paying
rentals that run close to their receipts.
But the ten per cent figure is right — and the only conclusion left
is that some other exhibitors — not so many in numbers, but of vastly
greater importance in point of seating capacity and box office intake
•— are escaping their just due.
Keep yelling — Mr. Eighty Per Center. We are with you ! Only
don't blame us for the figures. They are woven of fact. If your
isolated case does not agree with them — then someone else must
be wrong.
■ Who is it?

Picture

News

" Legit," Vaudeville, or Pictures?

man\pointis of
to the
has become
S GEST
MORRI
showing
Street
interest Wall
over the exercised
columns
newspaper
in the motion picture industry. His solicitude is not for
film men, but for the spoken drama which is losing out in the race
for financial sustenance.
It is difficult to understand the point of Mr. Gest's remarks. As
the New York World points out, an institution which can secure the
prices New York speculators now ask for ordinary shows does not
seem in danger of bankruptcy.
And we might add that an institution which can ask the present
" road show " prices for the current caliber of road show might
well look closer to home when seeking reasons for its failure in
competition with the picture theatre.
Wall Street or no Wall Street, competition is still competition.
And the institution that provides the best entertainment for the least
money will win out in the race for public favor.
If that day should ever come when motion picture men reach the
class of " gougers " they, too, will feel the reaction.
Standing By Our Guns
(Coniiiued from preceding page)
The larger question — and very large it is — which underlies the
matter is this :
This business needs stabilization. It will have stabilization.
The exhibitor must be stabilized ; the producer must be stabilized.
The producer wants, and deserves, and must have an assured
outlet for his pictures : the exhibitor wants, deserves and must have
an assured supply of pictures.
We mean the worth-while producer, the worth-while exhibitor.
The producer must be encouraged to make the best possible pictures the
;
exhibitor must have the best possible pictures.
Right here, in a nut shell is the present day riddle of this business.
The effort to solve it is back of every big inovement in this business right now-. Whoever does solve it will be the most powerful
factor in the business. Exhibitor and producer must be brought
together upon a new basis, satisfactory to each.
But this much is certain : there won't be any solution, there won't
be any sound and enduring relation made between producer and
exhibitor until confidence between them is established.
We don't mean sentimental confidence : we mean business confidence.
And business confidence must be based upon the goods sold —
how they are sold.
This selling must be stabilized — else there'll be no stability to this
business, nor to any factor in it.
To speak of this as the fifth industry, to rank it with the great
industries of the world and then to admit- that its goods are sold
by poker-playing is— to laugh.
We realize perfectly that films can never be standardized in quality and price like other goods.
Just the same they can be sold on test, on their merits ; and the
earnings can be satisfactorily divided between the maker and exhibitor of them, so that each can do for the other what the other
wants and what their mutual interests demand.
This can be done.
And, as cerainly as this business continues — it tc;// be done.
Again we recite the caption of our first editorial, which originated
theIt trade
discussion : " Percentage is coming."
is coming.
But again, we remind our exhibitor friend: We say, some percentage arrangement is coming.

January

^ i , 1^20

?

Is

Springfield
a
"Typical"
We Suusht a Typical " Middle-Size
" City For a Summary on
Percentage — Here's
JFhat
Springfield, Illinois, Reported
BY

SPRINGFIELD motion picture exhibitors— the big fellows — are dead set
against the percentage plan of booking
pictures. This was discovered after a canvass of the first run houses. The arguments
set forth by those opposing the plan are here
given, and it must be admitted they sound
like common sense.
Nowadays it is customary for the producers
of big or special pictures to send down a
special man to book the new production.
Tucked carefully away in a notebook is a
record that tells in plain figures that " John
Smith " of Springfield pays big prices for the
good pictures. His price for a week on
" Good Enough For You " was $2000.
■ So the salesman is instructed when he
leaves the home office to sell Smith " Why
We Eat " for not less than that amount. This
picture is as good as the other one — the film
company thinks so — and it should get as much
money.
But John Smith flatly refuses to pay $2000
for the new picture. He won't pay a nickle
oyer $1500. All the argument in the world
will not change his mind. This is where
the salesman smiles and pulls his prize proposition. He will play the picture on percentage !
*
*
*
HOWEVER, there is nothing doing with
the leading exhibitors of Springfield.
They will not play on percentage. And
this is why they will not. For years they have
been advertising their theatres. Their patrons know they try and give them as good pictures as can be secured. They have established asteady patronage which runs into
considerable money every week. No matter
what kind of a picture they show they will
do a certain amount of business. Some of
them play to near capacity all the time. Now
why should they book a picture and give a
share of the regular business they would get
anyway to the film company? That is the
answer you will invariably get when you talk
percentage here. Springfield exhibitors would
rather pay a flat rental and not have percentage.
Say a theatre runs along and shows a
profit of a thousand dollars a week, showing only regular program stuff. If a special
is booked on the percentage plan, the admission price is increased — which makes
some of the " regulars " sore — heavy advertising isdone, and there are other expenses
added. It will have to be a pretty good
week to make the exhibitor come out with
more than a thousand dollars for his share.
Of course this applies to cities of Springfield's size,cities.
and does not have any bearing on
the larger
But now with the smaller fellows, the
second run bouses, the percentage plan
meets with favor. Most of them are not
paying a fancy price for their service anyway, so when something that looks good
comes along they are willing to give it a
whirl. The other picture they can put on the

City:

W.
F. Dagon
Of the Illinois State Journal

shelf, or have it set back at the booking
office. The percentage plan looks fine to
most of them. To think they will not have to
pay out any regular price for the picture,
that half of the advertising will be paid for
by the film man, all has an appeal which
sounds sweet. In most cases the returns
show a larger sum than if the regular program had - been run, all due to proper exploitation, increased admission and perhaps a
decorated lobby.
The chances are that the manager of the
'theatre who has just run a percentage picture will go to bed kicking himself for being
a dumb fool for not booking it at a flat
rental and getting all the profits instead of
giving half of them to the film company.
However, this does
not* apply
*
* to all.

ge
percenta
on anot
of going
BUTbasistheallidea
of the
time does
seem to
meet with much favor. Perhaps it is
because the theatres are able to do pretty
good business the year round and come out
with a nice balance on the right side of the
ledger. The percentage plan would appeal
more to a house that w^as not showing a
profit every week.
Fellows like Bill Watts of the Vaudette,
Harry Loper of the Lyric, Harry Thornton
of the Gaiety, and Ed Kunz of the Princess,
can tell
closely
what attraction,
the week's unless
business willvery
be on
a certain
unforseen things enter into the arrangement.
Of course, if it rains, storms or becomes excessively hot, there will probably be a falling off on certain days. I have known some
of the men to guess within ten dollars of the
week's receipts.
Now these men know what they can do in
seven days. They know what they can pay
for a picture, and can come mighty near
judging how a production is going to take.
It is not a great deal of guesswork on their
|:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniuniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin
I ^One of the handicaps of this publishing
I
that " init isn't
the cards
" to say
1 agame
goodis word
print inabout
a competitor
I while his hat is still in the ring.

|
ii
i

I ^ Louis F. Blumenthal has withdrawn from
I his publishing interests in The Trade Re1 view to devote his entire energy to exhibitI ing activities.

|
|
i
i

I ^And now that our opportunity is here we
1 regret it— for we hate to chronicle the fact
I . that the trade paper fraternity is losing as a
I co-worker such a square, regular, royal good
I fellow as Louis F. Blumenthal.

|
I
|
|
|

I ^Good luck to you, Lou! And now that the
I
pesky details of a publisher's life are off
I
your shoulders, show them something, boy.
I
SHOW THEM!
1
" Personalities."

|
|
1
|
1

nimiiiimininnnninnnniiinmnmimiMinmimiiiiiiiiiiiniiimiiiimmiiHiiiiinimn

part to know how much will be left on .Saturday night when all the bills are paid. They
can come close to telling. So it is a hard
proposition to convince them that a new
picture just coming out will draw more than
some of the good ones already played, and
that it should be paid at a higher rate. They
have a maximum price and cannot go beyond
it. They also have a maximum admission
price and will not go beyond that. And they
know their capacity. So it looks as though
the exhibitor has a right to stand firm and
say he will not and cannot pay the sum asked.
That gets back to the percentage plan.
Another objection to the percentage plan
with some exhibitors is that they do not
want the film companies to know what business they are doing. Of course the film
company would know if the theatre was run
on that basis. The chances are that most of
the theatres in the country are making a
good profit on all pictures, with only an
occasional loser. Some of them are paying
too much for some pictures and too little for
others, but just try and find out if you can
which ones they are paying too little for.
They will readily admit the ones that do not
pay. But the good draws and the extraordinary draws are not separated so you can
tell which is which.

Peoria.
Exhibitors
fcerepopulation
say they than
pay
has less
FIELD
SPRING
more for pictures than is paid in the
other city. Yet Peoria theatres do a bigger
business because of having more people to
draw from. Their house expenses are perhaps no higher than Springfield. So it will
be seen that theatres here cannot possibly
show as big a profit as the Peoria houses.
Competition for pictures here is keen, the
good ones being grabbed up quickly and at
big prices. It is understood that in Peoria
the competition is not so keen and so the
film companies do not get as high rentals.
The new houses being erected in the disin spirited
result photoplays.
'probaljly
and better
the new
forcity will
bidding tillery
In summing up, it looks as though the percentage plan does not appeal to the big fellows here, that it has a certain advantage to
offer to the littler fellows, and that it does not
take at all with the exhibitor who is doing
w^ell every week.
Then there is the element of showmanship
w^hich also enters into the running of a theatre. An exhibitor likes to book pictures, pay
a price he thinks will be profitable to him,
take a chance of coming out on the long end
and throw out his chest when he learns that
he has " cleaned up " on a certain attraction.
It pleases him to know his judgment was
right, proves to him he is really a showman
and not a blacksmith, as some of his enemies
have at times insinuated, and that he is working at a vocation to which he is adapted and
suited. No, not just yet, anyway — Springfield isnot ready for percentage.
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Committees of New York State Mayors Will Meet
in Albany on Feb. 2; General Opinion is No
Need Exists for Further Laws

second meeting of the committee formed by the State
Conference of Mayors to investigate the need of further
censorship of motion pictures in this State, will be held
in Albany on February 2, at which time, the various sub-committees will report. The outcome of these reports will be
THE

carried to the mid-winter meeting of the Mayors' ions
Conference
and later on form the backbone of recommendat
which
the conference will make to the Legislature in the way of bills
of interest to the motion picture industry.
Contrary to its usual custom, the State Conference of Mayors
will not introduce the bills directly, but will place at the disposal of the judiciary committee of the Legislature the information which, through the committee just formed is now being
gained. In other words, the Conference will tell the Legislature the problem and offer suggestions as to its solution
through the passage of further laws.
Personnel of Committees
HOLLAND
BIDS FOR
W. P. Capes, secretary of the Conference, and the one instrumental in
FILM EXPOSITION
selecting the committee, returned from
New York and expressed himself as
well satfsfied with what was accomed
rec, eivimida
n nus
by T.hasGrebee
WORD
plished at the two-day session last
porter, that a committee
week and at which Rex Beach, the
has been formed in Holland to arrange for the holding
author, was chosen as chairman of a
of an International Moving Picsub-committee to inform itself on
ture Exposition in Amsterdam
State censorship matters. Associated
sometime during the present
with Mr. Beach on this committee are :
James P. Holland, president of the
The chairman of this commitState Federation of Labor and R.
year.tee is Mr. Joh. Gildemeyer, who
Andrew Hamilton of Rochester.
is undoubtedly well known
The other three committees, of
among the moving picture industry in the United States, the
equal importance, are made up of the
same as in Europe. It is the
following: National Board of Reintention that the exposition
view, Walter W. Nicholson of Syracuse, commissioner of public safety ; will cover the moving picture
industry in all its branches,
Rev. Chas. O. Judkins, Glens Falls ;
while in connection with same
Mrs. N. B. Spalding, Schenectady ;
conventions will be held where
present laws, Gabriel L. Hess, Marj
lectures will be delivered conGray Peck and A. E. Smith, all of
cerning various subjects connected with the industry.
New York; local regulations, Dr.
Everett D. Martin, New York; Mrs.
Howard Ganz of the Federation of
Child Study and Walter Hayes of cerned is being very ably handled by
Buffalo. Already Mr. Capes has sup- the Board of Review. This in itself
plied these sub-committees with con- indicates that a purely out and out
siderable information not only in re- censorship bill, placing further exgard to what the cities in this State
pense and restrictions on the making
are doing but what other cities in the of a picture, will find hard sledding
United States have accomplished in during the days to come.
these four distinct lines.
There is one phase of the situation,
During its sessions in New York, however, that has already attracted
the committee visited the Talmadge the attention of the legislature. It is
and Famous-Players studios, in order felt that too often motion pictures are
that certain members might become being exploited these days by sensabetter acquainted with the time and
tional lithographs in front of the theexpense required in the making of a
atres themselves, frequently worded
picture. The committee also visited in a suggestive manner and intending
the National Board of Review in order to convey a rather false impression of
to ascertain the procedure that was the picture itself. This matter has
followed by that body.
been given some attention already and
It is expected that the first bill of some provision may be made that
interest to the motion picture industry will serve to regulate this type of
will be introduced in the Legislature advertising.
some time in February. Whether or
not there will be any further bills
along this line will largely depend on Jesse Goldberg Remains
Jesse L. Goldberg has reconsidered
the meeting here February 2. Both
senators and assemblymen are open in his resignation from the Frohman
stating today that in their opinion there Amusement Corp., which was announced last week and he will remain
is little or no need of further censorship in this State, and that the situa with the company as Secretary and
tion so far as immoral pictures is con- Genera! Manager.

Getting
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a banquet.
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of One

Protest
House

News Rejects the Ads
Buffalo papers carried the ads. Local
THEan Buffalo
set exhibitors are up in arms over this sort
excellentEvening
exampleNewsforhasother
newspapers to follow according to the of advertising. They claim that if a
is not good enough to show to
New's correspondent by rejecting ad- picture
vertising submitted by the Family mixed audiences it is not good enough
to show at anv time.
theatre, Buffalo, on a film called "Are
You Fit To Marry?" The Family
placed displays of a most sensational M.P. A. D. A. Directors
character which brought forth comElected
plaints byleading citizens and film men
with the result that Edward H. Butler,
Officers for the year 1920 were
editor and proprietor of the News or- elected by members of the Motion Picdered the ads out of the paper, started
Art Directors' Association at the
an investigation to learn how the ads first ture
meeting of the organization in
originally got into the News and told January at which time the following
his advertising manager that hereafter were elected : Alfred W. Alley, Metro
all ads of a similar character were to technical department, president; R. E.
be refused.
Following the publication of the ad- Sibley, Lois Weber studio, vice-president : Erdras C. Hartley-, secretan,-.
vertisements inthe local press, several
film men are said to have complained and Sidney L'llman of Metro, treasHolden, sergeant-at-arms ;
to the mayor and chief of police with Frankurer ;Jack
S. Brown, publicist ; Earl F.
the result that a policewoman was sent Olin, trustee; Milton T. Menasco.
to review the film at the Family. She
declared that the film itself was not chairman of home committee; M. P.
objectionable but that the advertising Staulcup, chairman of entertainment
and Charles I. Odds, chairwas misleading. One of the ads in committee;
man of the membership committee.
Monday, Januarj' 12 issue of the News
The Association was organized less
said that "this picture is positively than si.x months ago and now has a
membership of about fifty. Plans have
The matter was taken up at a meet- been made for a ball to be given by
offensive."
ing of the Buffalo Theatrical Man- the association in the near future.
agers' association where a committee
was named to wait on the mayor and
chief of police to protest against any The Merrill Theatre of
films being shown to segregated audiMilwaukee Is Sold
ences, which was done in the Family
The
Merrill Theatre, Milwaukee,
case. Ira M. Mosher, president of the
association and J. H. Michael of the was sold to Handelsman-Hershberg
Victoria and Regent visited the city and Gambiner, Chicago, motion pichall, found the mayor out of the city
ture magnates, January 15. It is reported that the purchase price was
and put the case up to Commissioners
Ross Graves and John F. Malone. but $500,000. Jack S. Grauman, manager
were told that the proposition was one of the Metro office in Chicago, engiwhich should be taken up with the
neered the transaction together with A.
mayor and the police department.
M. Newald, Chicago attorney. The
In spite of all the complaints and theatre is modem in ever>- detail and
protests, the picture was shown all seats about 1,800. Ellis C. Bostick iweek at the Familv and all the other the present manager.
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Kane

Pictures

Corp.

Formed

Mystery As to Future Activities of Former Realart
Head Dispelled; Charles Rae Signed to Star
in Production, and Will Soon Start Work

expected announcement of Arthur S. Kaue as to his
phins for the future came forth last week in the shape
of word of the formation of Arthur S. Kane Pictures
Corporation, with offices at 452 Fifth Avenue, New York.
Mr. Kane is president of the concern and heavily interested
financially, it is announced. The incorporation comes but a
week after Mr. Kane's return from the coast, but in that time
the offices have been fully equipped and everything is ready
for business.

THE

When Homer E. Ellison, one of the leading Denver exhibitors, visited the Thomil
H. Ince at Culver City, Cal., one of the privileges he and Mrs. Ellison enjoyed was
a lunch with Enid Bennett. Here they are ready to " partake "
Canada

Co.

toOperate

in

U.S.

Definite Details of Plans of AngloCanadian Picture Plays Given Out
DKFINITE details with regard to the Victoria Cross and the Military
the arrangement whereby the Spe- Cross while serving with the Canadian
cialty Film Import, Limited, Montreal, Corps in France. Louis Cote, an
Quebec, becomes the Canadian distrib- Ottawa lawyer, Albert MacLaren of
utor for fourteen different British Buckingham, Quebec, a prominent
film producers have been released and lumber man and Lieut. -Col. John Mcthe names of interests affected by the Combe of the \\ elland Ship Canal, St.
plan have been divulged. Incidentally, Catharines, Ontario, are also directors.
A number of the British releases
the information has been forthcoming
that the directors of the Anglo- were privately screened in Montreal
Canadian Picture Plays, Limited, early in January after which prints
which controls the Canadian rights to were shipped to various cities for rereleases of the fourteen British film
lease in February. Mr. MacKay sailed
companies, include a number of promi- for England on January 10 to make arrangements for the shipment of more
nent and wealthy Canadians.
The British producers interested in- releases to the Dominion.
clude Hepworth Picture Plays, British
and Colonial F"ilms, Butcher Films, Loew Buys New Site for
Bertram Phillips Films, The Broadwest Company, Harma, Ideal, Famous
Big Newark Theatre
Pictures. Master, Stoll, Violet Hopson,
An announcement has just been reBarker and Windsor Companies.
ceived to the effect that the Frank G.
The head of the Anglo-Canadian Shattuck Company of New York and
Picture Plays, Limited, is Capt. J. B.
MacKay. a veteran of the Great War. Boston has sub-leased for a period of
years an extensive tract of property
who also is interested in the Marshall- 63
in
Newark to Marcus Loew for the
MacKay Syndicate of London. The erection
by the latter of a new theatre
Anglo-Canadian Company has an on the site. The property involved
pfticc in London, England, while its runs from 635 to 641 Broad street and
Canadian headquarters j^re in St.
James Street, Montreal, where no less from 2 to 20 Xew Street. A lease has
secured by Loew on the propthan forty features were gathered be- also been
24 New street. .The
fore any word was forthcoming that theatreerty 22toand
be
constructed
will cost not
the company was preparing to invade
Canada. This invasion of Canada has less than $1,000,000, it is stated, and will
capacity of 2,500. Conresulted in wide and lengthy comment have a seating
struction plans are in the hands of
in Canadian newspapers and it is ap- Thomas W. Lamb, of New York.
parent that a number of the Canadian
writers have now taken a stand against
film productions which have had their
Directors' Association
origin in the L'nitcd Stales.
One of the directors of the AngloDine at Friars' Club
The officers of the Motion Picture
Canadian Company is Colonel Ernest
Chambers of Ottawa, Ontario, who Directors' Association, New York
served as Chief Press Censor in Can- lodge, entertained the members of the
ada during the war. Another Ottawa organization at dinner in the Monman who is financially interested is
astery- of the Friar's Club, Jan. 20,
Capt. Milton V. Gregg who won both Director James Vincent presided.

At a luncheon given Jan. 21 Mr. Kane announced to trade
press representatives that Charles Rae would star in productions of his company. It is said thef juvenile star will start
work on a production for Kane Pictures about the first of
March, his contract with Thomas H. Ince expiring Jan. 21,
though he still had work to do on his last picture.
Kane Always Active Force
li is not generally known that for
the past three and one-quarter years
Mr. Kane has been with the same firm.
Because of the rapidity with which
he put over different new enterprises
he was constantly called upon to organize new promotions owned largely
or wholly by his firm. The fact that
each of these enterprises was called
by a difTcrent name and none of them
was publicly at the time announced as
a subsidiary or associated concern of
the main corporation has caused many
persons in the trade to believe that
Mr. Kane has changed companies fre(|ucnt]y. Such is not the case, howex er, for he has been a member of
I'amous Playcrs-Lasky organization
e\ er since September, 1916.
Beginning with September 1, 1916,
Mr. Kane organized the eleven western states for Artcraft Pictures Cor1 oration, then just going into business,
Arthur S. Kane, President of Arthur S. ■ind operated them until June 14, 1917.
Kane Pictures Corp.
It is said the organization which Mr.
Kane built up on the Pacific Coast
Three Big Houses Being held all records in the Artcraft institution. At this time his headquarters
Built in Los Angeles
were in San Francisco. So successful
A ninety-nine year lease was signed was he that when Artcraft was merged
and delivered last week by Arthur with Paramount Pictures Corporation,
Letts to Ackerman and Harris, owners Mr. Kane was brought east and asof the Hippodrome circuit of vaudesigned the task of organizing, as Genville theatres, for property on the
eral
Manager, the distribution svst^m
southwest corner at the intersection of of the newly
formed Select Pictures
Corporation.
He took charge July 31
Broadway and Seventh Streets, Los
Angeles. The lease cost the theatrical of the concern which became on
firm more than twelve million and a August 4, Select.
half and is for a property 170-190 feet,
In April, 1919, after twenty-one
it is stated.
months as General Manager of Select
The seating capacity will be in the Pictures Corporation, the sale of its
neighborhood of 3000, and the stage interest in that insitution by Famous
will be of such dimensions and have Players-Lasky Corporation drew Mr.
such equipment that it can, in short
space of time, be changed into a theatre Kaue back again into the central organization. Itwas then that he conthat will meet the requirements of any
ceived Realart Pictures Corporation.
kind of a production.
.After arranging for its formation he
This is the third big theatre now un- spent the month of May up in Conder construction in Los Angeles. The
necticut leading the outdoor life gelsite for Grauman's Metropolitan, ting ready for the grind which he
which will have a seating capacity of knew
was ahead. Returning to New
more than 4000, is now being cleared,
\'ork on June 2 he on June 9 opened
and actual construction work will be the
doors of Realart, of which he had
commenced by February 1. The other been made President.
big tlieatrc is that of Alexander Pan" I believe the best years of this intages at the corner of 7th & Hill
dustry are still ahead," said Mr. Kane
Streets. Practically all exterior connew comstruction work is now completed.
headquarterson of
at the (Continued
pagehis1232)
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United

Closes

Three

to Taking Over Triangle Exchanges
Company Gets Some S. A. Lynch Branches
and Distribution Rights to Hallmark

Picture

News

Deals

Important

In Addition

|HE taking over of tlie Triangle Exchanges, securing distribution rights of Hallmark pictures, and the taking
over of the exchanges of the S. A. Lynch Enterprises
in Atlanta, New Orleans, Dallas, Kansas City, Omaha and St.
Louis, constitute three important deals, consummation of
which were annoimced by United Picture Productions Corporation last week.
The deal with the Hallmark Company was closed late last
week and the arrangement covers the distribution of the Hallmark pictures, which means that United will handle a very
excellent line of productions, and in the future serve all the
exhibitors who book the Hallmark pictures.
" In acquiring the rights to releasing pictures of the Hallmark Corporation," declared Mr. Berst, " United has taken
another step in its natural growth."
Plan Great System
AN EXHIBITOR NOT
" Through our assuming control of
the Triangle exchanges. United has
GOVERNED
BY
come into possession of a perfect disFIRST RUN POLICY
tributing system and it is only natural
S a means of raising the
that producing companies will seek to
release their products through United.
general standard of the
A
productions to be in" It is planned to make United Excluded on the program of
changes one of the largest distributing
the
Gordon
Theatre at Rochesorganizations in the world. Nothing
ter, N. Y., Manager William
short of this will satisfy the men who
Shannon has announced that he
have put their heart and soul behind
will no longer be governed absoUnited. Plans are already on foot for
by the " first run
which lutelyheretofore
has" policy
been
United to produce twenty-six features
rigidlydon.adhered
to
at
the
a year. The priceless Triangle negaMr. Shannon declares Gorthat
tives featuring such stars as William
exhibitors generally are below
S. Hart, Douglas Fairbanks, Frank
the highest standard of producKeenan, Norma and Constance Taltions they could reach because
madge, the Gish sisters, Dorthy Dalof refusal to play a picture which
ton, Charles Ray, Louis Glaum, Olive
they
overlooked
or program
couldn't
Thomas and many o:her box office atsqueeze
into their
when it was first released, by
tractions will be released in their refoolish adherence to the first run
created form through United. Added
fetish.
to this list are the productions former" If the best productions came
ly released through Hallmark Picalong regularly, one produced
tures Corporation. This will give
each week and one released
United a feature release of at least
each
week," says Mr. Shannon
one each week."
in discussing the change in
In commenting on his arrangements
policy,
" the by
best only
standard,
with United, Mr. Hall of the Hallmark
be attained
using could
first
runs. The truth of the matter
Corporation had this to say:
is however that a bunch of re" I feel sure that the service which
leases, every one of them topwill be rendered through the efforts
notch, come at the same time
of the United organization will be as
and unless a manager is able to
near 100% as possible. In forming this
book two or three of them for
opinion, I am taking into consideration
the same time they are no
longer
first run when he can arthe wide experience United's president,
range to have them on his proMr. Berst, has had in handling a national organization.
gram.
" The special productions which arc
ready for immediate and near-future New^ Offices Opened to
release through the United Exchanges
Handle Equity Films
T. E. Larson, head of the Peacock
include ' High Speed ' with Gladys
Hulette and Edward Earle; 'Chains Productions, Inc., Tulsa, Okla., which
of Evidence ' with Edmund Breese, organization controls the Equity Pictures for Missouri, Texas, Oklahoma
Marie Shotwell and Anna Lehr; ' The
and
Arkansas,
has opened offices at
Veiled Marriage ' with Anna Lehr
1713^ Commerce Street, Dallas,
and Ralph Kellard ; ' Wits Versus Texas, and 3316 Lindell Boulevard,
Wits ' with Margaret Marsh ; ' Car- St. Louis, Mo., with the Kansas City
men of the North ' with Anna Bos, office to be opened later.
and 'What Children Will Do' starMr. Larson is in charge of the genring Edith Stockton. We will also reeral executive work, with executive
lease through United our serials, ' The offices in the Drexcl Building, Tulsaj
Screaming Shadow ' with Ben Wilson Okla. Glenn Condon is located at the
and Neva Gerbcr and ' The Evil Eye ' Dallas office, and G. F. Hennessy is in
(Continued on page 1234)
charge at St. Louis.

CAMERAGRAPH

CLUB HOLDS
MEETING

ITS SEMI-ANNUAL

THEof officers
semi-annual
meeting of ofthetheCameragraph
Club Company,
composed
and employees
Nicholas Power
was held at the offices of the company on Tuesday, January
20, with T. F. Uhlemann in the chair.
The officers of the Club are as follows: President, Theo. F.
Uhlemann, Works Manager; Vice President, Raymond Dengel,
Milling Dept.;
& Treasurer,
Goldsmith,
Accountant. TheSec'yhonorary
members Bennet
are Edward
Earl,Factory
Presidentv
Alfred D. Bell, Treasurer, Will C. Smith, General Manager, and
S. S. Cassard, Sales Manager.
Some of the members of the Cameragraph Club have been
with the Nicholas Power Company for nearly twenty years, which
by the way is a long, long time in the motion picture industry.
The Cameragraph Club is evidence of the good will existing between the officers and employees of the Nicholas Power Company.

Loew

to

Build

in

Baltimore

$1,000,000 House Will be Erected, to be
Largest in City; Another New House
THE rumor that the motion picture
producers were contemplating the
erection of a theatre in Baltimore to
furnish a first run field for some of
their features has been set definitely
at rest by the announcement that Marcus Loew, Inc., will build a $1,000,000
playhouse in that city. The structure
will be the largest of its kind in Baltimore and will have a seating capacity
of 3,000. It will be devoted to vaudeville and motion pictures, but in addition to those features will have a ballroom. It will be located at Charles
street and North avenue.
Details of the plan were announced
on Saturday following a meeting of
the directors of the Hippodrome
Theatre, another playhouse operated
h}' Loew in Baltimore. At that meeting a message from Mr. Loew to the
people of Baltimore in which the
theatrical man declared that in view
of the vast development of theatrical
enterprises throughout the country,
Baltimore had been left far behind,
was read.

Chicago Film Men to
Have Legion Post
War veterans who are connected
with the film business are to have
their own American Legion post in
Chicago. It will be known as Cinema
Po.st. A charter has been applied for,
and the granted charter is expected
to arrive in Chicago in the near
future.
When the charter is received invitations to join will be extended to
all Chicago former service men in
any way connected with motion pictures— directors, actors, exchange
men, projector operators, laboratory
workers, theatres employes, etc.
An American Legion post for film
folk was suggested at the annual dinner of Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
workers several weeks ago. Watterson R. Rothacker appointed a committee to get busy. Later Mr. Rothacker
suggested the name for the post.
The following Rothacker men com-

It is understood that a local organization with officers composed of Baltimoreans will direct the theatre under
the supervision of Loew. Many per- I
sons of that city have already offered (
to subscribe to the stock. Work on
the structure will not begin until next
summer and the theatre will probably not be open until the first part
of 1921.
On top of the announcement of the
plans for his theatre comes word that
the owners of the Wilson theatre,
Baltimore street near Holliday, have
purchased the Church of the Messiah
which adjoins the rear of the playhouse and will utilize the space for enlarging their structure. The church
site covers about 200 by 100 feet and
is said to have cost the theatre company $195,000. The purchasers have
not yet announced their plans in detail
but it is believed that the structure
will be devoted to moving pictures,
entirelv.
prised the fifteen necessarv' to apply
for a charter: John Hahn, assistant
secretary-treasurer; George Gibson,
factory superintendent ; Ray Aitken.
William H. Stafford, E. A. Bertram,
George J. Kilgore, Carl Lorang, Frank
Koch, Fred Niemann, Ernest Newmann, L. J. Siakel, John Hubacek, Al
Peterson, Walter Larson and Cecil
Weber.
Mr. Hahn, who is temporary secretary-treasurer, hopes the Cinema Post
will achieve a membership of 300.
Frank

Miller

Receives

Capitol Appointment
Another appointment to the staff of
the Capitol theatre was announced by
Managing Director Edward Bowes,
when Frank O. Miller, manager of the
Manhattan Opera House, was named
as assistant to the managing director.
Mr. Miller will enter upon his new
duties within ten days.
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Lieber

Heads

First

National

Three

Day

Voting

Session of Board
Trust Arragement

to Protect Members

Picture
of Directors

Ended;

Decided

Said

Against

On

Monopoly

COAIPLETING on January 21 the details of a voting trust
arrangement which is said to be an absohite protection
for independent exliihilors against the inroads of any
financial interests seeking theatre monopoly or theatre control,
the eleven directors of Associated First National Pictures, Incorporated, adjourned a three days' meeting in New York with
an announcement of the names of the exliibitor members of
the Board of Voting Trustees, the officers, and the members of
the Executive Committee of the new organization, together
with a statement of the purposes which actuated the members
in creating the Board of Voting Trustees.

Ralph Ince as
at the age of 49. Ray Hackett as William Leeds and Margaret
Seddon as Mrs. Lincoln
Leeds in " The Land of Opportunity," a Selznick Americanization picture
Paper
Shortage
Protection
Campaign on in Cincinnati to Prevent
Newspapers Dropping
THERE is a movement launched in
Cincinnati by Manager Harris P.
Wolf berg of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation which may be emulated in
ever>' part of the country and has attracted the attention and support of
exchanges and exhibitors.
It is a propaganda movement — a
constructive effort to protect moving
picture publicity in the newspapers.
Right at this time the newspapers of
America are laboring under the severe
handicap of a shortage of paper; legislation to reduce the size of newspapers:
to eliminate certain feature pages , to
cut down in every wav on the use of
print paper may prove a real menace
to the moving picture interests if the
editors are not thoroughly convinced
that they should not sacrifice their
moving picture departments to the cry
for white paper.
Manager Wolf berg, realizing this
rondition and knowing that he is workin a territory where moving pic( .hicago Theatre Men In
On Slilwaukee Deal
A big Milwaukee real estate transaction closed last week puts three
Chicago moving picture men in control of the Merrill Theatre and office
building, located at Grand avenue and
Third street, in the Wisconsin metropolis. The trio which has taken over
the theater and building ^includes J.
Handelsman, William Hershberg and
Abe Gumbiner.
Negotiations for this valuable holding has been pending several months.
It came to the attention of the Chicago
men through J. S. Grauman, formerly
Milwaukee manager for the Metro
Pictures Corporation and now occupying a similar position in the Chicago
office, who held an option on the property.

Picture Advertising
ture publicity has not developed to the
high point it has in some localities, has
launched a psychological propaganda
campaign to remind editors of the importance of maintaining their moving
picture departments at all hazards. Exhibitors in the Cincinnati territory are
urged to do their utmost, both by personal appeal to editors and by raising
the standard of their publicity matter
to prevent any thought entering the
editor's mind tliat he may dispense with
or even cut down the space he is giving
to moving pictures.
One of the interesting steps in Mr.
Wolf berg's campaign is the gathering
of data on the comparative circulations
of moving picture magazines. He is
endeavoring to show editors that there
is such an enormous interest in moving
pictures that the circulation of the film
publications almost equal that of the
Saturday Evening Post in leading
cities.

The Board of Voting Trustees, elected by the directors, consists of Robert Lieber, of Indianapolis, N. H. Gordon, of Boston, R. M. Finkelstein of Rubin and Finkelstein, Minneapolis,
Fred Dahnken of Turner and Dahnken, San Francisco, and J.
G. Von Herberg of Jensen and Von Herberg, Seattle.
Robert Lieber
was elected President
Officers
Elected
of Associated First National Pictures,
Incorporated, J. B. Clark of Pittsburgh was named First Vice-President,_Jacob Fabian of New Jersey,
Second Vice-President; Harry O.
Scliwalbe, Secretary-Treasurer, and
J.
D. Williams, manager of the new
enterprise.
The Executive Committee, which
will be the official administrative body
for the directors and officers, also
was elected by the directors with
Harry O. Schwalbe as the Chairman,
N. H. Gordon and Moe Mark, of the
Mark Strand Company, New York.
The meeting of the eleven directors
in New York began as an adjourned
session of the convention in Atlantic
City, at which members of First National Exhibitors' Circuit gathered to
complete plans for the new Associated
First National Pictures, Incorporated,
and the Associated First National
Theatres, Incorporated.
The assembly in New York was for
the purpose of electing officers, the
members of the Executive Committee
and the Board of Voting Trustees.
It is this latter body which, according to the directors and its members,
is clothed with powers of reg^ilation
more than sufficient to successfully
prevent any monopoly of theatre inHereard are
two of Metro's
Richterests being affected within AssoA. Rowland,
president celebrities,
on the ladder
standing. director general
ciated First National Pictures, Incorand Maxwell
Karger,
porated, or in any separate territory
in the country.

The transfer affects the leasehold
only, and involves a reported purchase
price of $500,000. The Badger State
Investment Company assumed charge
of the property five years ago on a
ninet>-nine year lease. By this transaction the newcomers came into possession of the unexpired term of the
leasehold ; namely ninety-four years.
Theatres
New Rochester Theatre
George E. Simpson, president of the
Regorson Corp.. which controls and
operates the Piccadilly, Regent and
Gordon thearres, Rochester, has just
purchased a site in Clinton avenue
South, on which he will erect a new
vaudeville and motion picture house to
seat 4,000 people, to be the largest in
the city.

Asked to Promote Music Week
The motion picture interests in and
around New York have been invited
to help promote New York's Music
Week — February 1 to 7. Special musical programs will be presented during the week, and in many of the theatres the music will be featured and.
rt'ill be advertised in the previous week
by slides. Music Week has the endorsement of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Iiuiustrv.

" No matter how much money Wall
Street or any other financial force
might pour into theatres," declares
J. D. Williams, " the theatre equities
pledged to the new company cannot
pass into other hands for voting purposes for a long time to come. If
money interests sought to buy every
theatre represented by franchise in
Associated First National Pictures, the
executive disposition of any effort
which threatened screen independence
in any instance would remain exclusively and absolutely with the five
{Continued on page 1133)
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Hammons
Back—
Educational
Practically Unlimited Capital Ready to Further
PROTEST TO FORD
Great Expansion Here and Abroad; Many
NAME ON
More Exchanges Controlled

Spurting

the return from abroad of Earl W. Hammons,
WITH
vice-president and general manager of Educational
Film Corporation, the quiet which has surrounded
the increasing activities of that concern since the big announcement in tlie early Fall that the Hudsons' Bay Company had
placed its millions behind a holding company to be operated
on a greatly enlarged basis, has been broken.
It is understood that Mr. Hammons' conference with the
Hudsons' Bay officials in England has resulted in starting plans
rolling which, with practically imlimited capital as an impetus,
will carry forward until Educational, both its product and its
name, will stand forth supreme in the short length subject
field. It is violating no confidences to write that the Hudsons'
Bay Company in its venture into the film field with Educational, is,as always in its ventures, ready to put forward practically any amount of capital, so long as the objects aimed at
justify the expenditures.
/Vet*? Exchanges Controlled
That the distribution system of
Educational abroad, though already
far reaching in its scope, would be
further enlarged in order to handle
more efficiently and widely the coming enlarged output of the short
length picttires, has been expected for
months. Though official aimouncement is not forthcoming, it is understood that new exchanges, probably
10 the number of eighteen, will in
future be part and parcel of Educational, making its distribution facilities second to none on the old ContiTient.
And in this same connection, there
is a strong belief in the trade, a belief ftirthered by the hum of activity
in the Educational offices, that an
even larger exchange expansion will
shortly be effected in the United
States, whereby the Educational product will enter practicall>- new fields
and cover the country.
"The primary object ol my trip"
said Mr. Hammons " Was of course
to confer with the executives of the
London office. In addition I was able
to check up the results obtained by
our men, who have been taking pictures all over Europe. I can say as
regards this, that they have obtained
some strikingly good ones too.
"Yes, our policies are greatly enlarged. Money? I can't give figures
— hut I am certainly not worrying.
Any amount justified will be forthcoming. That's all.
We are going to follow our regular policies — but in a much bigger
way. Our Providence, R. I. studio is
now finished, and we will be working
there shortly. Good independent
product — that is, the very best product-— will find a purchaser in Educational, at a price that will be attractive. We are going forward. Wc
will maintain a strict standard, no
matter how great the volume of our
output. What does not come to that
standard will never see the screen
imdcr the Educational trade mark.
(Continued on page 1256)

Leaving for London
As announced in a recent issue of
the News Richard C. Fox, who has
been identified with motion pictures
in various capacities since 1914, and
has been one of the best-known exchange managers in the United States,
has resigned his post in charge of the
Paramount Lasky office in Buffalo,
and joined Fox Film Corporation, with
whom he will be associated in
London.
The employees of the Buffalo E.\change, of which Mr. Fox was in
charge have presented him with a
handsome gold fountain pen suitably
inscribed as a token of their esteem.
Bronx

Showmen

Ban-

The eighth annual installation of
Officers and Banquet of the Cinema
Exhibitors Association
of Bronx
quet
County was held at Ebling's Casino,
New "^'ork on January 21.

CHARGE

N eu

FOR

WEEKLY

adagainst
of feeling
tide wire
with the
IN connection
vertising of kinds,
the rising
following
from the
M. P.screen
E. of A.
to Henry Ford:
PROTESTS ARE FILED WITH THE NATIONAL
ORGANIZATION OF MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITORS
AGAINST YOUR CHARGE FOR THE USE OF "FORDS
W^EEKLY "
THE IMPORTANCE, VALUE, AND POWER OF THE
MOTION PICTURE SCREEN IS BEING RECOGNIZED
MORE EACH DAY
WE ARE OFFERED NOT ONLY FREE RENTALS FOR
SHOWING INDUSTRIAL PROPAGANDA AND ADVERTISING FILMS BUT EVERY EXHIBITOR MAY NOW RECEIVE A NOMINAL FEE FOR SHOWING THESE PICTURES.
THE UNIVERSAL FILM CO. HAVE AGREED TO OUR
REQUEST AND
ARE NOW GIVING
SPLENDID
DUSTRIALTHEY
AND PROPAGANDA
PICTURES
FREE INTO
EXHIBITORS AND PAY EACH THEATRE A NOMINAL
FEE FOR SHOWING THE PICTURE.
WE ASK THAT YOU REFRAIN FROM FURTHER
CHARGE FOR THE FORD WEEKLY TO ANY EXHIBITOR
AND ALSO THAT YOU PAY A NOMINAL AMOUNT TO
EVERY EXHIBITOR WHO SHOWS FORD WEEKLY
WE FEEL THAT THIS IS VERY FAIR AND FROM
THE AGITATION NOW AWAKENED ON THIS QUESTION IT WILL BE VERY HELPFUL TO THE WEEKLY
FOR YOU TO MEET WITH OUR REQUEST AND RECOMMENDATION
MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITORS OF AMERICA INC
FRANK REMBUSCH
NATIONAL EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

Loew

Richard C. Fox, who joins the London
forces of the Fox Film Corporation

ON

Picture

and

Rowland

To

Coas

Party Also Includes Joseph Engel; Loew
Is to Look Over Metro Studio Doings
ests is designed for the grea
A. RowLOEW.
MARCUS land and
Joseph Richard
W. Engel
have strength and expansion of both. C
1 ft for the Pacific Coast on a trip immediate outcome of the present t
V, hich is the outcome of the recent west by Messrs. Loew, Rowland j
jiurchase of Metro stock by Loew, Engel will be a series of import:
1 nc, and the merger of the business conferences directly upon their arri
interests of the extensive theatre chain in Hollywood, with a view to >
.lid the large producing company. larging and improving the facilities
I'pon
return
the Loew-Metro
of- production, distribution
and exhibit:
licials their
expect
to announce
big plans
ot
pictures involved in the reC'
merger.
for expansion
covering ever\- phase of
■,heir
mutual activity.
The head of the Loew circuit, the
Kane Announces Plans
Metro president and the Metro treas{Continued on page 1229)
urer will go direct to Los Angeles,
as their primary purpose is a com- pany. " .A.nd some of the best of th
plete tour of inspection of the new are in the immediate future. That
Metro studios in Hollywood, on the why I have organized Arthur S. K;
outskirts of the City of the Angels. Pictures Corporation. I wish
William E. Atkinson, Metro general trade to know that I am heavily int
manager, is already at the studios ested this time in the concern.
" In this institution in which
where he has been co-operating with
Maxwell Karger. Director General, associates have so largely honored
for several weeks.
by attaching my own name, we si
Mr. Loew, of course, has been endeavor in everything we do to mt
particularly anxious to inspect the the interest, confidence and attent
Metro studios, which are embraced in of the entire body of exhibitors :
one of the largest and best equipped
picture producing plants on the west
coast. He has never seen them, and
so, on the present trip will be in the J ames
trade." Mendelson Joi
hands of two experienced guides in the
First National
the persons of Mr. Rowland and Mr.
James L. Mendelson was appoin I
Engel. The Metro president has paid
several visits to the Hollywood estab- this week to specialize in the sales
lishment since the completion of the .^hort subjects for First National I
new studios a little more than a year change Inc. He began his dui ago, and Mr. Engel was in Hollywood Monday. Mr. Mendelson is one of '.
supervising the entire work when l>est known young men among the ■
tliey were constructed and equipped.
changes of the countrj-. He recer
The Loew enterprises and the completed an eight months tour of
Metro organization have both made most important exchanges through
it plain that the union of their inter- the United States.
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Reading,
Pa., Theatre
Men Affiliate
Affiliation of the theatrical interests
of Carr and Shad; Wilmer and Vincent, and the Stanley Company of
America, in Reading, Pa., caused a stir
in amusement circles in that city last
week. Four theatres, and another
building are affected.
The result of the amalgamation of
'hcse interests will be a strong associn of their respective theatrical enI prises which will assure to the peoI)le of Rtadiiis; ihc contiiui.iticc of the
high standard of motion pictures and
vaudeville which have prevailed in recent months at all of the theatres.
Efficient Cost System Installed by Rothacker
Watterson R. Rothacker wanted to
take the guess work out of his film
business. So H. J. Aldous, for the
past five years secretary-treasurer and
auditor of the Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.,
called in H. C. Isbell, a cost accountant
and systematizer, to cooperate with
him in establishing and maintaining a
cost system in all departments of the
organization.
Under the new system it will be
known exactly just what any operation
Iin the Rothacker plant, large or small,
jcosts. Under the old plan costs were
[known only in a general way. To go
_into costs in more detail was more
than any one accounting expert could
supervise and therefore Mr. Aldous
5',secured
of branch
Mr. Isbell.
From the
nowservices
on each
of the
Rothacker business, the Industrial Deipartment, the commercial laboratory,
the studio, etc., will have it.= own 'ost
laccount.
IM. A. Chase Appointed
to the Northwest
M. A. Chase has been appointed
district manager for the Universal
Film Exchanges in the Xorthwestern
territory. He left New York last
week and will make a trip of inspection to the various exchanges in his
territory. Mr. Chase recently returned to the United States after an
extended trip in the Orient and Siberia where he introduced the Universal product.
Tyrad

Pictures

Secures

" Man and Woman "
Work is reported to be fast progressing in the editing of "Man and
Woman," the seven-part dramatic feature, starring Betty Mason, which Tyrad Pictures, Inc., have just purchased
for release in the state right market.
Winnifred Dunn, author of "The Red
\'iper,"andis construction
in charge of th( work of
titling
Gus

Schlesinger Loses
Mother
Sophie Schlesinger. mother of Gus
Schlesinger, General Sales Manager,
Inter-Ocean Film Corporation, in her
eightieth year died at her residence
530 Riverside Drive, January 20.
Funeral services to be held January
22, 10 A. M., at residence. Interment
Philadelphia.

F. P.-LASKY

CONVENTION

PROMISES

TEN

MORE

FEATURES OF
MIRACLE MAN "
CALIBRE
unusual intensive exploitato give
of atoplan
ADOPTIO
tionNcampaign
at least
ten anfeatures which will be ready
between now and the first of August, each of which the
company claims will have the box office drawing power of
" The Miracle Man," was a feature of the general convention of
Famous Players-Lasky district and branch managers, special
representatives and exploitation managers.
The convention was held in Chicago at the La Salle Hotel
from January 19 to January 23. Practically every official of
Famous Players was in attendance, including Adolph Zukor,
Jesse L. Lasky, Eugene Zukor, Arthur Friend, Al Lichtman,
H. D. H. Connick, John C. Flinn and many others. Branch and
district managers from every section of the country were present.
The primary object of the gathering was to devise mejins of
rendering more efficient service to exhibitors of ParamountArtcraft pictures.
The reported big increase in business also compelled the adoption of new plans to enable the sales and distribution departments
to handle it more efficiently and to keep pace with the expected
further expansion. These will be announced in detail at a later
date.
Adolph Zukor, in his address opening the conventfon, sounded
the keynote of the session when he said:
" We are here for business purposes, for a conference of vital
importance
to the organization which we represent and to ourselves.
" Our progress during the last year has been gratifying in
many respects but the experience we have gained has pointed to
a number of matters that require improvement and development.
We must not — we cannot — stand still. We must either go ahead
or fall behind — and this meeting has been called to devise means
of going ahead."
Robert Lieber Heads
First National
{Continued from page 1231)
members of the Board of Voting
Trustees. And this body is so constituted that it is obliged, to retain
its powers, to work only in the interests of exhibitor independence and for
the preservation of personal right and
privilege for theatre owners.
" This, then, becomes tantamount to
an absolute barrier to theatre monopoly by any organization, whether its
function is production, distribution, a
combination of the two, or simply an
investment group seeking domination
of screens for reasons quite obvious
but less tangible. They might buy
every
worth and
of equity
in each
of
the dollar's
five thousand
more theatres
that will be affiliated with Associated
First National Pictures, but the
Board of Voting Trustees would be
absolutely free from the dictation of
new ownership for a term of years,
thereby preserving an independent
market for independent stars and producers. .\nd this absolute right to
legislate the broad interests of the
franchise members is so construed
that it remains in force for the full
limit accorded by the members themselves in convention at Atlantic City
last week so long as its conduct shall
be in harmony with every precept of
exhibitor independence and freedom
from monopolistic dictation as to what
an exhibitor may or may not book
for the theatres he owns or controls.
" An attack by trust-seeking capital
in any one territory, or in any number of territories, will avail nothing
toward the goal of monopoly and
domination.
" The condition which was pointed
out in a rlcent statement that
the ' .American theatre is going to
hell ' will find its greatest and most
eflfectual stumbling block in the method
of organization conceived, sanctioned
and adopted by the exhibitors themselves, and put into effect in Asso-

ciated First National Pictures. .'\nyone is absolutely right when he says
that the interests blanketed under the
general term, ' Wall Street,' have been
striving, strenuously, for months and
months to devise some means to the
end that they could control production, distribution and exhibition.
Their agents in the field brought the
fact home to members of First National. The danger, and the real
menace, with every certainty of realizing all of the dire possibilities predicted by many, became patent to our
members and their exhibitor affiliations, with the result that it grew to
be a unanimous sentiment that they,
as independent theatre owners, should
take prompt and radical steps to protect their independence."
" They have recognized, too, the
fact that their success depends entirely upon an equivalent degree of
freedom and independence in production. If an independent theatre
market is made permanent and enduring, as it now is, and so organized
that it is far beyond the pale of
monopoly for an indefinite time, there
is a constant and ever-present encouragement toindividual stars, directors and producers to exercise their
abilities and talents as independent
makers of quality productions, with
the assurance that a market of the
same character and operative principles awaits whatever they do that
is standard in entertainment value."
Ratification by the exhibitor members of several important recommendations by the directors, will, it
is said, make possible within the next
three weeks, a detailed announcement
of the actual organization work of
the new company, and its method of
functioning in relation to its present
and future members, and with regard
to stars, directors and producers, on
a basis which is an even greater degree
of departure from present systems
than occurs in its plan of rentals based
on established percentages for theatres in relation to the negative valuation of each production released
through the distributing company.
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Film - Theft Committee
Effects an Arrest
Another instance of tlic war which
the film-theft committee of the National Association of the motion picture industry is waging on lilm
thieves was tecordcd last week when
a man whose name is given as Louis
Sapper, charged with attempted grand
larceny of $225 worth of paper from
the New York exchange of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
was held in $1,000 bail for the grand
jury
Magistrate Schwab in Essex
Marketby Court.
According to the reports from theoffices of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, the arrest followed an:
alleged attempt on the part of the
man in custody to bribe Gilbert Ethier
of the New York exchange of the
Famous Players-Lasky organization,
into stealing $225 worth of advertising paper from the exchange. Ethier
reported the matter to J. Charles
Davis, in charge
the exchange's
advertising.ofCommunications
with Harold Pitman and W. C. Hawkins of
the National Association's film-theft
committee followed with the result
that plans were laid, according to the
Famous Players-Lasky report, which
resulted i)i the arrest.
(Chicago Theatres Aid in
Combating Influenza
Dr. Robertson, Chicago Health
Commissioner, has called upon the
city's moving picture theatres to aid
in
the campaign
the ■serious
"Flu"
epidemic
which is against
assuming
proportions. Dr. Atkinson, business
manager of the Allied Amusement Association was called into conference
with the health officer Monday, and
agreed on behalf of the exhibitors to
run slides bearing advice and warnings in regard to prevention and treatment of the disease, material for the
slides to be drawn up by the health
department. The theatre owners will
also take special precautions to assure
good ventilation and disinfection of
their houses, and will see that sneezers
and coughers cover their faces or leave
the theatres. It is not thought that the
talk of closing the theatres to prevent
the spread of the epidemic will go any
further than talk, as Dr. Robertson expressed himself as satisfied with the
sanitary measures being taken and alsorealizesmedium.
the theatres' value as a publicit\'
New

York F.I.L.M.
Club Notes
H. H. Buxbaum, Manager of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
joined at the last meeting.
The Club Members gave Mr. Buxbaum a hearty welcome upon his reentrj' into the Club, he being a charter
member when Club was first organized'
in 1916, while he was Manager of
General Film Co. The entrance of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
makes the membership in New \'ork
City, nearly 100 per cent. Tyrad Pictures Corporation was admitted the
same evening.
The Entertainment Committee,
headed by Mr. Murray Bcier, has completed arrangements for the beef-steak
dinner and dance to be held January 31.
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Exhibitors'

Trade Review Statement
'"Exhibitor's Trade Review and International Cinema Trade Review
changed hands on Thursday, January
15, when Louis F. Blumenthal and
Charles and Henry Haring retired
from the company, selling their interests to A. B. Swetland of New York
City, and L. W. Boynton and Lesley
Mason as his associates.
"No financial or publication interests
are behind the purchase of the publications, itwas emphatically stated by
Mr. Swetland after the conclusion of
the deal. Exhibitor's Trade Review
and the international will be owned
and operated solely and exclusively by
the three men who constitute the company.
"A. B. Swetland becomes president
of Exhibitor's Trade Review, Inc., as
well as treasurer. L. W. Boynton assumes the duties of general manager,
in addition to being a vice-president
and assistant treasurer. Lesley Mason,
who has been successively managing
editor, editor and managing pubUsher
of the matjazincs since iheir foundation,
will be editor-in-chief of both publications and a vice-president.
"Mr. Swetland is one of the best
known publishers in the trade magazine field."
Frank

Reicher

Directed

" Empty Arms " Picture
Inasmuch as certain erroneous statements have been circulated, it is said,
in regards to " Empty Arms," the
initial Lester Park-Edward Whiteside
production, starring Gail Kane, who
is supported by Thurston Hall and J.
Herbert Frank, Mr. Park has issued
an official statement.
The statement reads :
" A director formerly in my employ,
for reasons which I cannot fathom,
has repeatedly boasted that he was
responsible for the direction of our
picture, " Empty Arms," starring Gail
Kane and written by Willard King
Bradley.
" The truth of the matter is, this
director was working in Los Angeles
while Frank Reicher was staging
' Empty Arms ' at the Thanhouser
Studios in New Rochelle. This statement is issued in fairness to Mr.
Reicher, who has been in complete
charge of ' Empty Arms ' from the
main title to the final fadeout."
Press Book

Is Ready

for

" The Hawk's Trail "
The publicity department of Burston
Films, Inc., Longacre Bldg., announce
an "Exhibitors' Book" just of? the
press and "on time" for "The Hawk's
Trail." The book includes sixteen
pages of advertising and press matter
with a separate press sheet inserted
■which carries newspaper stories and
cuts for the exhibitor's local use.
The cover plays up the star of the
advertised feature, revealing the
familiar features of King Baggot
against a crescent moon background,
together with the legend "A Face As
Well Known as the Man in the Moon."
Portraits of the featured Grace Darmond and Rhea Mitchell also grace the
cover while the title has for a backfeather. ground the broad sweep of a hawk's

Stanley Twist
Stanley Twist to Launch
New Enterprise
It was announced this week that
Stanley H. Twist, who for the past
three years has been acting as a personal assistant to Mr. W. R. Rothacker, President of the Rothacker Film
Mfg. Company, is arranging to sever
his active connection with that company in the near future in order to
carry out certain personal plans which
Mr. Twist and his chief have been discussing for some time past.
With the assistance and co-operation
of Mr. Rothacker, Mr. Twist is planning to launch his new enterprise
within the next few months. 'Details
of his new plans will be announced
at a later date.
Mr. Twist is well and favorably
known in motion picture and advertising circles, and his many friends will
l)e pleased to learn that while severing
his active connection with the Rothacker Film Mfg. Company, he will
still be indirectly identified with the
rapidly expanding Rothacker interests.
Mr. Twist, though still a young man,
has enjoyed an exceptionally broad
and successful experience in the motion picture field. Entering the business in 1908 he became identified with
Col. W. N. Selig, with whom he was
connected for the next five years.
Upon resigning from the Selig organization, Mr. Twist specialized for a
number of years in the making and
marketing of feature subjects. During
this period he was identified at different times with the largest organizations in the industry.
About three years ago Mr. Twist entered the organization of his friend,
Watterson R. Rothacker.

Tamar Lane Goes to
Character Pictures
Tamar Lane for the past year associated with the Selznick Company has
joined the Character Pictures Corporation— in capacity of Manager of
Productions — according to an announcement from the offices of the
company.
Outlining the production plans of
the Character company, Mr. Lane said.
" Of course we believe in the few
and better productions idea but we
also hope to give more individuality
and character to our productions than
is usually seen upon the screen. We
will also endeavor to cut production
costs down to a more reasonable
amount than is now a practice with
most companies. It is our opinion
that the average productions cost
them too high and that the exhibitor
is often paying for much that is
neither necessary or beneficial.
Co-incidental with the announcement
of Mr. Lane's joining the Character
Pictures Corporation comes news
that in spite of the present trend of
producers eastward, the company will
shortly take over a studio in California after making two productions in
New York. The officers of the company believing that the west coast is
both a better and more economical
place to make pictures than the east.

Buysto "Star
Nothing
Year "
Olive aTell
The Jans Pictures, Inc., announces
that B. A. Rolfe has selected "Nothing
a Year" as a stellar vehicle for Olive
Tell. The title for this feature will, it
is understood, be changed, the announcement ofwhich will be made at a
later date.
"Nothing A Year" is a novel by
Charles Belmont Davis who has ranked
as one of the best authors of modern
day fiction. He is a brother of the late
Richard Harding Davis and has for
years been editor of Collier's Weekly
Mr. Davis's novel, it is said, deals
with life in New York Society. The
plot is reported to be unique, and it is
stated that the character of the leading
woman, as portrayed by Miss Tell is
unusual and something quite out of the
ordinary, as found in the present day
film dramas.
Fourth

Burston

Serial

Picture

N e ixi

United Closes Big Dea
{Continued from page 1230)
in which Lightweight-Champion Bei
nyThe
Leonard
is the star."
deal whereby
United takes ov<
terprises
the
exchanges
S. A. Lynch
Ei ';
will of
givetheUnited
exchang(
in cities where they had no branche
The Exchanges of the S. A. Lync
Enterprises are located as follows: I
Luckie street, Atlanta, Georgia; 181
Commerce stree:, Dallas, Texas; 22r
street, and Grand avenue, Kansas Citj
3320 Lindell Boulevard, St. Loui
Mo.; 3040 Carondelet street, Xe
Orleans, La.; 1222 Harney stree
Omaha, Neb.
David G. Rodgers, who has bee
with United for some long time, h;
been appointed Division Manager fc
the Sourhern District by President
A. Berst and will have charge of tl
territory covered by the Lynch Ej
changes which have just been take
over by United.
Mr. G. A. Smith, formerly of Tr
angle and who has been appointe
General Manager of all United E?
changes, left for Atlanta early in tl
week to complete the details of tl
transfer of the Lynch Exchanges 1
United.
Among the productions taken ov(
by United through the Lynch de;
and exclusive of the Triangle picture
are :
" The Unpardonable Sin '' and " Tl
Hushed Hour" with Blanche Swee
"And the Children Pay;" "Joan tl
Woman" with Geraldine Farrai
" The Mormon Maid " with Mae Mu
ray; "Three Black Eyes" with Ta:
lor Holmes; "Carmen of the Kloi
dike" with Clara Wil'.iams; " Tl
Cold Deck" with William S. Han
" Tempest and Sunshine ;" " Nim i
Tenths of the Law;" the Christ;
Comedies and many others, all c
which will be booked under the narr
of the Enterprise Distributing Corpo:
ation.
All of the Hallmark branch man;
gers will be retained in their respe<
tive territories and these include Fiel
Alanager G. N. Montgomery; H. (
Segal, of Boston; F. D. Lawlor, c
Buffalo ; F. J FlahertA-, of Chicago
J. M. Johnson, of Cincinnati; S.
Browne, of Cleveland; E. J. Drucke
of Denver; F. W. Young, of Detroi
W. L. Merrill, of Los Angeles; F. (
Hensler, of Milwaukee; C. R. Miche
of Minneapolis ; P. E. Meyer, of Ne
York City; R. A. Daniels, of Philade
phia; C. C. McKibben, of Pitt:
burgh; S. Davis, of San Francisco; I
B. Dobbs, of Seattle, and W. A. Buscl
of Washington. These men will mat
their headquarters at the varioi
L^nited Exchanges in the differei
cities named and will devote their a
tention to the selling of the Hallmar

Nearing Completion
Louis Burston is now busy on his
fourth serial. The fourth, said to be
nearing completion, is another Burston-Ford serial in which Francis Ford
star-director under the superNew Trade Journal for serves as
vision of Producer Burston, president
of Burston Films, Inc., New York.
Chicago Exhibitors
The Allied Amusements Bulletin, Ella Hall is playing opposite Mr. Ford. pictures.
the official organ of the Allied Amuse- No working title has been published,
ment Association, made its debut to but it is understood that the produc- Correction on Texas Ex
tion is Oriental in character.
the motion-picture trade in Chicago,
on Saturday, January 17th. The new
hibitors' Tie-Up
publication, of which Dr. Sam AtkinIn the January 17th issue of th
son is the managing editor, will be issued every two-weeks. The Allied Handling Realart Sub- "News" two typographical errors wer
made in the article referring to th
Amusement Association, whose interjects in Indiana
ests the periodical is to represent, is an
K. L. Eagon, who handled prints of tie-up between the Texas Exhibitor:
and the Motion-Picture Theatr
organization made up of leading ex- "Eyes of the World" through middle Circuit
hibitors and theatre-goers. The busi- western states during the past year, is Owners of America, Inc. Eighty, nc
eight, members comprise the circui
ness of the organization has become so
piloting Realart's "Soldiers of
extensive that it was thought advisable now
Fortune" and "The Mystery of the The date of the meeting was Januar
4th and not November 4th.
to establish a press medium.
Yellow Room" in Indiana.
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' Here's a Brickbat for the News
\ Mr. W. A. Johnston, Editor,
Motion' Picture News,
New York City.
Dear Sir :

AM going to start this letter with the
I frank statement that I am very mucli
suri)rised at the stand you have taken
against the interests of the exhibitors of the
country within the past three months. Not
long ago you solemnly declared in one of
your editorials that " Percentage Is Coming,"
evidently with the idea of spreading the introductor)- propaganda so that the poor
" boobs " of exhibitors would be prepared
^ for. and their minds in a receptive state for
a bigger " g) p " when the producers are
ready to spring it. It is all very well for
I you to sit at your mahogany desk in NewYork City and theorize learnedly about the
problems of the average exhibitor, but let
me give you a practical, concrete example of
how this " percentage " plan is handled when
it is submitted to the manager of a theatre.
Not long ago I asked one of the prominent
i exchanges for prices on a certain subject
% which is the product of a celebrated director.
' The exchange manager answered that he had
IIjust returned from a visit to the home office
I in New York and that a new policy had been
evolved by the producing company which
was to be a wonderful boon to the <5own-

^ trodden exhibitor, to wit : " Percentage
J booking." In accordance with this plan he
offered to book the picture to me as follows :
A flat rental was named which was five dollars less than he afterward booked the picture to me on a straight rental basis. In addition tothis he kindly offered to allow me to
deduct my overhead expenses, and then the
exchange was to share the remainder with me
50-50. After I ran the picture I indulged in
a little figuring and found that if I had
played the picture on a percentage basis I
would have lost money, while the exchange
would have made approximately 100% more
than they received from the rental basis. If
this new plan becomes effective, a marvelous
era of prosperity is opening for the exhibitor—NOT.
Your recent statement that the producer
gets but ten per cent of the exhibitor's gross
in rentals is the best piece of fictional humor
I have read since Ring Lardner wrote his
first " Al " story, and doubtless many exchange managers have laughed themselves to
death when they read it. I give from 30% to
75% of my gross for film rentals, and judging
by statements made by other managers of my
acquaintance, this estimate is about correct.
Mr. Johnston, I believe in your sense of fairness and your sincerity, but for Heaven's
sake stop accepting " statistics " prepared by
some press agent for the Art-In-Graft film
company, and get out and obtain the real
facts from the fellow-s on the firing line,
who will be glad to " talk cold turkey " with
you and produce letters from the exchanges
to prove the above facts.
I am one of the despised " Eighty Per
Centers," who are often patronizingly referred to as the " backbone of the industry,"
but I would call them the " wishbone " of the
{Continued on page 1236)
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Advertising

As Seen By A Neivs-

I Laemmle Answers Gest's |
paper
j
Wail About Films
| Motion Picture
News,Man
f.iniiiiiiini'iiiiiiiniii;iiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniimniiii{iiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii
New York City.
Gentlemen :
ASSERTING that the American theatre
is rapidly going to the demnition bowIN your tising
discussion
of motion
adver-is
wows, and that moving pictures are
you have touched
the picture
])oint which
the cause for this descent to Plutonian
going to place motion picture entertainshores, Morris Gest, of the theatrical firm
ment upon a scale of recognized dignity in
of Comstock & Gest, gave an interview in every city where producers support their
Chicago to the correspondent of the New
home productions in this way. So many proYork Times, severely criticising financiers
ducers seem hypnotized by beautiful pictures
for investing in moving pictures.
on highly calendared paper that they ignore
In discussing the asseverations of Mr. Gest
direct appeal to the people from whom they
on this subject, Carl Laemmle, president of must reap their profits, the individual patron
the Universal Film Manufacturing Company
of the local picture house. I have often
thought that a good many producers of this
said : " Mr. Gest pays the moving picture
industry the finest possible compliment when
type advertise to themselves rather than to
their prospects.
he says that Wall Street is investing in theatres throughout the country and turning them
I have been writing to a good many prointo moving picture houses. Whatever else
ducers right along this line, who seem to be
may be said about Wall Street, it must be
content to spend all of their money in magasaid that the men who constitute the financial
zines. To my mind, the psychological time to
power of America are men recognized for asadvertise to prospective patrons of a pictuteness and business sagacity, therefore, if
ture film is at the time when that particular
as Mr. Gest states, these men are investing
film can be seen on show at a particular
in theatres for moving picture purposes, it house in their home city upon a particular
is a self-evident fact that they recognize that
date. Then the copy which will create desire
the great bulk of the American public wants
to see that picture can immediately produce
moving picture entertainment.
results and need not compete with one hundred and one competitive desires or conflicts
" Mr. Gest goes on to cite the formulas by
which the spoken stage is being throttled, but
which arise between the time somebody reads
he does not mention the fact that the present
of a picture in a magazine and the time someseason has been one of the most prosperous
body tells them it can be seen in their favorite
in the history of theatricals, a fact which
playhouse
— too many things intervene. In
every regular attendant at the theatre will
the
meantime
too often the patron has forattest. As I see it, the moving picture ingotten the name, even, of the picture by
stead of harming the theatrical business, acts
which he hoped to remember its identity.
as a stimulus by creating a desire, not only
You
make another point which is a very perfor moving pictures, but for other forms of
tinent one, which also I have called to the
entertainment as well.
attention of prolific and I presume highly
" The trouble with a few theatrical propaid press agents. A free horse can be
ducers is that they fail to realize the treeasily ridden to death.
mendous influence for good which is wielded
The billboard seems to be one which is
by moving pictures, and cling to the old alibi
quite
often, I take it, forced on the local ex— as Mr. Gest does in his interview — that
hibitor. Sheets are printed and have to be
there is no art in moving pictures. Mr. Gest
gotten rid of. Sometimes they hit the date
asserts that ' artistry and filthy money are
of the local production and sometimes they
not, and never will be good bed-fellows.'
don't. I have seen sheets in this town after
" Artistry, bosh ! Under the guise of art, the production appeared emblazoned with the
Mr. Gest recently presented in New York, a
production which shocked even blase New
herald " tonight." My idea about such billboard advertising is that the theatres were
York theatre-goers, and under the instrucbetter off without it, for the cloud of untions of city officials was subjected to the
certainty which such an announcement
pruning knife, before they would suffer its
further presentation. Mr. Gest will have
throws upon every other such announcement
would almost defeat the effect desired on
difficulty in mentioning any moving picture
of recent production that ran so close to the
everything announced thereafter.
edge as his production referred to.
I believe the producing companies are go" Even the most rabid defamer of moving
ing to recognize the effectiveness of newspictures must admit that from an artistic
paper advertising for direct sales just as
standpoint, moving pictures have made great
manufacturers are more and more. The
strides in the past several months. I need
more they do the more substantial structure
only point to such productions as " Broken
they raise for themselves. They are then
Blossoms," " Blind Husbands," and " The
building
the motion picture industry from the
Miracle Man," to prove this contention. And
ground up.
we are just starting. I confidently believe
Sincerely yours,
that 1920 will bring forth many moving pictures of such beauty and artistry, that even
American and News.
producers will be surprised at their excellence. Far from being a mere commercial
J. H. McKeever.
President.
proposition, moving pictures are artistic proAberdeen News.
Aberdeen American.
duction, w-hich rival in beauty the most
elaborate past of contemporary stage plays."
(South Dakota).
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BUFFALO
The General Theatres corporation has
been organized in Buffalo with offices at 301
Brisbane building. The officers are Harry
Marsey, president and general manager;
Albert Becker, first vice-president; Herman
Lorence, second vice-president; Henry C.
Price, secretary; Harry G. Ess, treasurer.
The company plans to buy and build theatres
in Buffalo and vicinity.
Clayton Sheehan, district manager of the
Fox Film corporation, is making a tour to
the Pacific
coast, stopping
cipal Fox exchanges
en route.off at the prinT. " nected
Paramount
conwith Pathe "in Kelly,
Pittsburgformerly
and Detroit
and recently with Famous Players-Lasky in
Cincinnati, has joined the local of P. P.-L.
exchange sales staff. Mr. Kelly is one of the
veterans of ihe uim j^ame anu has many
friends in the Buffalo territory, it is said.
Buffalo's
newest house,
the Rivoli,
located on Broadway,
three blocks
from the
market
w-U
open
to
the
public
April
1,
unler the management of Harry T. Dixon,
iiow manager of the Modern Feature Film
exchange at 47 West Swan Street. The
house is being built by Joseph Kozanowski.
The theatre will have a seating capacity of
2000 and will cost $200,000.
The Ariel Theatre Amusement company.
Inc., has capitalized at $75,000 with Joseph
J. Geigand, Joseph and George Schwartzott,
Paul J. Batt, Alice F. Kronenwetter and
Daniel W. Keating as directors. The company at present is operating the Ariel
theatre
on High street near Michigan avenue.

the

Picture

Nexus

Correspondents

Ben Soskin, Vancouver manager of the
The headCompany
office of attheToronto,
Canadian Ontario,
Exhibitors'
Exchange
has
Distributing
been moved from 143 Yonge Street to 39 Exhibitors'
resigned
recently in Corporation,
order to join Tothe
Queen Street West. The club quarters of Sterlingronto,Films,
Limited,
an
independent
exchange
company
with
offices
in
Toronto
and
the
Moving
Picture
Exhibitors'
Protective
Association of Ontario are located at the Montreal. Wiley Pettis is slated as the sucformer address.
ces or to Ben .Soskin in the Vancouver office.
Thomas Shields of Saskatoon, Sask., has
A new organization for the moving picture business in Canada sprang into exist- purchased the Grandview theatre. Commercial
ence at Toronto, Ontario, on January 9, Drive, Vancouver, B. C, and has assumed
when the Canadian Moving Picture Distri- the management of the theatre.
formed.
Announcement butors'
is madeAssociation
that was
the new
association
will
DETROIT
deal with matters of general importance to
the trade, particularly legislative subjects.
The first president of the new association
There arecolony.
several C.changes
in Detroit's
film
G. Kingsley,
of Realis Clair Hague, Toronto, who is president exchange
is to go to Omaha and will be succeeded
and general manager of the Canadian Uni- art,
as local manager by Ralph Quive, of San
versal Film Company. The vice-president is Francisco.
Robert Lucas, of Chicago, comes
W. F. Barrett. Toronto. The secretary- to
take charge of United Artists, succeeding
treasurer
is
J.
P.
O'Loughlin,
of
Regal
Robert
Churchill,
who resigned to enter the
Films, Limited, Toronto.
states right
field.
Young has
succeeded W. A. Hayes Fred
as Hallmark
manager.
The serial picture has been the object of
special and unusual attention in the Provinces of Ontario and Nova Scotia. In
For the production of " In Old Kentucky,"
Ontario, the Government has adopted a regu- which will run two weeks at the Madison,
lationchangeswhich
requires
moving
picture
exH. Kunsky
plans
of HowardJohn
Pierce,
publicity has
and o.k.'d
production
to have all episodes of a serial Manager
for the staging of a horse race
before it can be offered for examination by manager,
scene
with
treadmill
and
other
effects,
the
sors. Ontario Board of Moving Picture Ccii stated. cured from the New York Hippodrome, itse-is

Atcil ofSydney,
Scotia, the
the Nova
Local Scotia
CounNorma Talmadge and her sister Constance
Women Nova
has asked
it out at the Madison and Adams
censors to prohibit the showing of serials on fought
theatres
this week, one with " A Daughter
Friday and Saturdays because, it is pointed of Two Worlds
" and the other
witheven,
" Twoas
out, many children attend the theatres on Weeks." The honors
declared
the two days mentioned. The object of both houses broke theirwereSunday
records, acthis queer request is to restrict the showing
cording to reports.
of the serials to adults as much as possible.
The thrilling stuff in the serials is not con"
Everywoman
" has started off on its
sidered
proper
for children's
minds.
NoScotia
im- second week at the Broadway Strand. The
Work on the new Shea Metropolitan
mediate
action
was
taken
by
the
Nova
attendance
is
said
to have broken all previtheatre will commence May 1, according to censor board.
an announcement by Harold B. Franklin,
records, and
including
" TheandMiracle
Man "
and ous" Male
Female,"
on Sunday,
managing
Shea'sandHippodrome.
Manitoba, moving picture men the record for " The Unpardonable Sin,"
George L. director
Rapp ofof Rapp
Company, areWinnipeg,
the
picture
that
had
played
to
more
mohey
wondering
why
there
is
so
much
discusChicago architects, was in Buffalo recently
sion about the concave moving picture screen on one day than any other film in Detroit,
when the first contract for steel was placed
was excelled by just $24, it is stated.
which
was recently
with the Ferguson steel company.
Frenchman.
A screen "ofdiscovered
this type "has bybeena
used
in
the
Province
theatre,
Winnipeg,
for
Weil, of Port Huron, W. A. Hayes
President J. A. Berst of the United Pic- a number of years, according to Manager andHerb
Robert monwealth
Churchill,
who formed
the Comture Theatres of America was the guest of J ernberg.
Pictures Corp.,
report that
they
honor at a banquet Hiven in the Hotel
have purchased state rights for Equity picStatler Thursday, January IS, which was
tures. John H. Kunsky held the franchise.
The Manitoba
Association
has
attended by directors in the organization secured
a suite Exhibitors'
of five rooms
in the Mcand local exhibitors. James B. Kelly, man- Greevy
T. H. Ealand, at the Majestic, part of the
Portage Avenue, Winnipeg,
ager of the Buffalo office was in charge of for a clubBlock,
and the premises have been fitted Miles circuit but showing first run pictures
the event.
with expensive and appropriate furniture. with vaudeville, has booked " The Lone
Luncheons
Daughter " campaign.
and will start it off with
a big advertising
vals in the will
club. be served at regular inter- Wolf's
INDIANAPOLIS
The William Fox Washington has raised
Colored citizens of Montreal, Quebec, held
S. Barrett McCormick, manager of the
its night prices to 30 and 50 cents and
Circle at Indianapolis, announces the per- a mass meeting a few nights ago for the matinee
seats to 20 and 30 cents. The prices
manent engagement of Frank J. Zimmerer purpose of arranging to carry the case of
as art director for the theatre.
were 15 and 25 cents in the afternoon and
Reynolds
vs.
Loew's
theatre
to
a
higher
30
and
40 cents at night.
court. This case has attracted considerable
Negotiation by the Central Amusement attention because of the big point at issue.
Sol Reynolds, a negro, was refused a seat
Co. of a ninety-nine year lease on the prop- on
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
the orchestra floor of the theatre, it is
whereon the
photoplay
theatreerty
is located
nearAlhambra
Washington
and Illinois
declared, and he was turned out of the theaBecause
of the personal appearance of
tre,
it
is
stated.
He
entered
suit
against
streets and the outright purchase of a fifteen
foot strip adjoining the leased property on the theatre and was awarded damages in Alice Brady in a speaking drama at a local
theatre thisdrew
week, her " Marie, Ltd." at
the east, upon which part of the seating the lower court. The theatre appealed the the
space of the theatre is now situated, have case with the result that the decision was of itsEmery
showing. big during the three days
been announced. The ground purchased reversed, the effect of the ruling being that
theatre managers could draw the color line
cost $150,000, it is reported.
The Moving Picture Operators. Local 223.
if desired.
has installed the following officers: PresiStock of the Blackstone Theatre Corporation of South Bend, Ind., has been withdrawn from the market because enough has
been sold to meet the cost of erecting a
AN ALL-THE-WAY APPRECIATION
2,600 seat photoplay house, it is stated.
Motion picture theatres and schools were
Laboraand the
closed last week at Orleans, Ind., because
THE producer,
come in for their
all Rothacker
out then print,
turnedcamerama
tories which star,
of a scarlet
cent advices.fever epidemic, according to remeasure of praise in the following whole hearted letter:
'
Ga. National Exhibitors Cir.,
Atlanta,First
CANADA
Gentlemen:
The Rialto theatre, Toronto, Ontario, has
It's a one hundred per cent picture all the way — and by all the
passed away. This theatre has been torn
way we mean right on thru the laboratories. The picture to which
down turetoand make
way
for
a
large
store
strucwith its passing is seen the finish
we refer is " A Daughter of Two Worlds " featuring Norma Talof one of the oldest of the small downtown
madge.
houses.
The production is the kind that makes a fellow feel like thirty
cents when he realizes what physically imperfect pictures he has
Paramount theatres, Limited. Toronto, the
been screening. Allow us to congratulate you on the finished
large Canadian
theatreFilms,
enterprise which is moving
affiliatedpicture
with Regal
product as delivered to us.
Limited, Famous-Lasky Film Service, LimThere is such a marked improvement in developing and printited, and Alex. Pantages, has decided to
ing that even our laymen patrons commented on it most favorably.
erect a large theatre in Oshawa, Ontario.
The Paramount Company has arranged to
When laboratories turn out prints like this, one of the most
build a theatre to seat 1,500 people and to
important essentials in picture making has been accomplished.
cost approximately $200,000.
100', r is perfect and that is exactly what the developing and
John T. Fiddes, formerly manager of the
printing in " A Daughter of Two Worlds " is. Keep the good work
Holman theatre, Montreal, has undertaken
up
and
you are bound toYours
be rewarded.
very truly,
to present Sunday concerts at the Gayety
theatre, lesque
Montreal,
which
is
the
only
burMudd & CoUey Am. Co., Inc.,
house in the city. He has leased
Birmingham, Ala.
the Gayety for Sundays only and has arranged to give combination programmes in
the afternoon and at night at popular prices.

dent, Edwin W. Anthony; vice-president,
Charles D. Macomber; recording secretary,
Edward Hamilton; secretary-treasurer, Samuelnon;
Taylor;
business
Thomas
E. Shanexecutive
board,agent,
Eawin
W. Anthony,
Edward D. Hamilton, Samuel Taylor, Fred
Catalozzi.
The week
of January
might be Four
con- •
sidered
a Kealart
week in 19Providence.
features were .-hown. The Rialto showed
"Soldiers of Fortune"; The Strand, "The
Mystery
the Yellow
Modern, "Theof Fear
Market,"Roomand ";thetheEmery,
" Erstwhile Susan."
The Moving Picture Operators of Providence, R. I., have held a banquet welcoming
home thirteen of the fourteen members who
went into service during the war. A special
cable was run to the building where the
affair was held that power might be furnished for the pictures that were shown.
A banquet,
picture
entertainment were the musical
features and
of the
evening.
The
service men welcomed home were John
Burke, Carl O. Johnson, Charles B. Mo
Phillips, Earl E. Madden, James E. Sullivan, William G. Evans, Lincoln S. Sheldon,
Albert R. Cobb, William A. Heywood,
Charles D. Macomber, Thomas E. Shannon,
Eugene A. Arnold and Charles H. Fuller,
Practically the same forces who opposed
the Sunday baseball bill last year are lining
up to defeat, if possible, the bills pending
beforetionthe
Assembly,
to permit Itmo-is
pictureGeneral
exhibitions
on Sundays.
understood that the majority leaders are
disposed to favor the passage of one or
the other of the motion picture bills, although opposition of no small power is
expected to develop.
Senatorhis Saugy,
Jr.
believes
bill willwhomeetintroduced
with the one
favorbill,
of
the Assembly.
There
was
considerable
sition when the Sunday concert law oppowas
passed and still greater force was opposed
to the passage of the Sunday baseball bill.
Both are quite generally believed to have
had beneficial results.
57-. LOUIS
The Eyestheatre.
of YouthEarl"
wasA trade
held atshowing
the Foxof "Liberty
Lawson controls the state rights for the
production. The Fox Liberty orchestra
furnished the music for the showing.
June Caprice is expected to appear personal y at the Loew's Garrick theatre January 18th, 19th, 20th and 21st.
Koplar
" B-ll "theSievers
left
forHarry
Atlantic
City and
to attend
First National convention. They have the " Mississippi Marbles " with them.
S. S. Fox, representing the Merit Film
company of Denver, is :n town handling
" The Hushed Hour," for this territory.

Here

Is a Brickbat

for

the News
(Continued from page 1235)
industry
" pulled
by the
exchange and
on itoneis usually'
prong and
the "producer
on the other. On this wishbone is " wished "
the junkbullfilm,
the " gyp " peddler,
rentals and theis
lying,
careful
not tothrowing
make thefilm
same territorywho
twice,
but
of all thisto the
Eighty
Centerin " spite
will continue
hold "his
own Per
and
make a living for his family if he does not
have to submit to some scheme like percentage bookings which will reduce him to a
position of janitor and bill poster for the
e.xchanges, and watered stock producing
companies. I do not expect this letter to be
published.
is intended as a little heart
to heart talkItonly.
Yours trulv,
E. E. SPRAGUE.
The Lyric,
Goodland. Kansas.
Editor's Note — Of course ire are glad
to publish Mr. Sprague's letter, as ice are
any honest difference of opinion. We heliei e that William A. Johnson's editorial
on Page 1225 of this issue states the position'of The Xetcs on Pereentage. Aa
for
right,theandtenire per
are cent
right.figures
It is— upireto trere
Mr.
Sprague and the rest of the " Eighty Per
Centers " to find ichere the lecA-age is.
f
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The Capital Film Company is enlarging its staff to care for its growing business, the latest additions being
Max Cohen, who will be in charge of
the art department and Sam Gold,
who becomes a member of the advertising department. Both are well known
to Chicago film men and have been
connected with Willis & Eckels &
Mack. Al Dezencels will have charge
of the art department of Willis &
Eckels 6k Mack.
President Hyman of Hyman Attractions, Inc., is making a booking trip
through Michigan, his old stamping
ground, being scheduled to return to
Chicago headquarters this week. Last
week he made a record that will make
all the picture salesmen sit up and take
notice, booking his pictures in every
town and city he visited.
Schoenstcdt & Sons, who operate a
string of moving picture houses in
Chicago, are planning a 3,5(X)-si.at
house in addition to the 1,800-seat
theater now under construction at
Forty-third street and Kedzie, and
Henr> Schoenstedt, Sr., accompanied
by his wife has left on a trip to the
coast, during which it is his plan to
look over the big picture houses for
new ideas, and at the same time enjoy
a vacation. .He expects to be gone a
month. The new Kedzie street house
•will be called the Brighton and is
scheduled to open on Februan,- 15.
Paul H. Bush recently was appointed
manager of the Chicago office of the
Republic Distributing Corporation by
Lewis J. Selznick, and has assumed his
new duties. He succeeds L. A. Rozelle.
Mr. Bush has been acting as manager
for National Pictures, Inc.. at Chicago since its formation, and previous
to that was connected with exchanges
in Pittsburgh, Detroit and Kansas
Citv.
Joe Weil of the Universal Film ManufacturinCompany's
g.
publicity department, who has been in Chicago for
several days assisting in the exploitation of The Great .Air Robbery has
returned to New York.
A. Steinberg, formerly advertising
manager of the National Poster and
Printing Company, has joined the stafT
of Select at Chicago as publicity director. He succeeds Paul Gerard
Smith, who recently resigned to become a partner in the Garretson-Smith
film advertising agency.
Harry Levy of the Universal's industrial department, was a Chicago
visitor last week, and reports closing a
number of important contracts with
Windy City manufacturing concerns.
Breaking records is becoming a habit
with Pathe's Chicago office, according
to Manager Eschman, who has just returned from a conference held in New
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Mr. McDermoti also has purchased
the Ark theatre of Logansport from
I'Vank Lovelt of Roachdale, Ind., and
will operate it as well as the Grand.

R. W. Ravenscroft has resigned as
publicity
manager of the Goldwyn Chi\ ork. Mr. Eschman reports that the " The Natural Law,
riie Finger of
cago office to become assistant man( )ctober collections broke all previous Justice," six Monopole features and
ager of the Moir theatre, the Rose,
records and when the December totals six two-reel comedies.
Alca/ar and Boston.
were figured out, it was found that
The Plum theatre at Streator, 111.,
month surpassed October. The NoJ. W. Aston, president of the Photo\ ember and December record was also is being completely remodeled by E.
play Title Co. is in New York in connection with the opening of a new
the best ever made in the Chicago of- E. Scheibel at an estimated expendifice for a two-month period.
laboratory
there for the purpose of
ture of $125,0(X) and when the work is
completed he will have a beautiful turning out titles for his organization.
"Other Men's Shoes," the big Pathe modern house with a seating capacity Many of the country's largest producers now arc using his product.
special, will be given a special screen- of 1.300. .\rtliur Bennett, the Chicago
ing at the Playhouse. Manager Esch- architect, who planned the State-Lake,
man is enthusiastic over this picture,
Stewart Nelson has joined the sales
the big Windy Cit>- loop show house, staff
which he believes is the greatest of the is
of The American Film Co., and
designing the improvements which
\ear, and predicts wonderful business will include many of the best State- is working the Detroit territory.
for it in the Chicago territory.
Lake features.
Harry Garson, P. A. Powers, H.
Director Webb expects to complete
Ralph White has joined the sales Samborn and J. I. Schnitzer attended
the filming of the new Constance Binof liquity Pictures Corstaff of First National's Chicago office. a conference
poration chiefs in Chicago last week.
ney picture "Little Miss By The Day." Mr. White fortnerly was connected
The meeting was called to map out
next week. Miss Binney and her com- with Paramount.
pany have been working at the Essanay
plans for future exploitation.
Studios for the last six weeks.
H. M. Smith, who has been manBee Hive has acquired the rights to
aging the fashionable Playhouse on
Don Barton is in Chicago putting the
the Essanay-Chaplin reissues, " The
finishing touches on the sales plans for the " Boul, Mich.," ever since it be- Champion."
" Work," " A Jitney
came a moving picture theatre has
the "eighteen carat" Barton Pipe Or- bought out the interest of A. G. Elopement " and " By the Sea " for
gan, the splendid new product of the
of Illinois, Indiana and WisBartola Musical Instrument Company. Spencer, taking the five-year lease the states consin,
from Victor Kremer. In
off the latter's hands.
speaking of the success these reissues
Twenty-five years ago, when that
are meeting with Mr. Kremer, who
famous old melodrama, "In Old KenJ. A. (Dad) Humphrey, Vitagraph's was in Chicago last week, said that one
tucky" was in the height of its dra- veteran Indiana salesman, was in Chi- theatre in Louisiana had played " The
matic glory, Leon Victor was the first
cago this week to prevail on Manager
" twenty-three times and
advance man for the production, and Fred Aiken to secure more prints on Champion
the same exhibitor now is asking for
was an annual visitor in Chicago when Senion comedies. He declares that a return booking. The same Essanayit played at McVicker's Theatre. This there has never existed such a demand Chaplin played at the Plattsburg
veteran is again in Chicago assisting from exhibitors as at present to book Theatre, N. Y., four times in one
Ralph Kettering in the publicity cam- comedies. " I could sell Larry Semon luonth, each time breaking all house
paign that is putting over, "In Old comedies twice a week to practically records. He also stated that the
Kentucky" in the loop, but this time every live exhibitor in Indiana if they Rialto and Rivoli theatres, the big
it is the screen adaptation of the noted were released that often." was Mr. New York houses, are playing Chapdrama. Mr. Victor will be in Chicago Humphrey's statement. " With my
lin releases to big business.
only a few days and will then contiiuie three years service with Vitagraph in
his campaign in other states.
Indiana I have never seen the demand
Harry Weiss of First Natonal has
for any production, comedy or other- left Chicago on a three weeks bookBen Beadell, Chicago manager for
ing tour and is enthusiastic over the
wise, jump to the front the way the
Select, and Illinois Salesman Woodyat Semon specials have. There is but cleanup.
prospects for a record breaking
are making a tour of the state, and Mr. one answer, Semon gets the money
Beadell reports moving picture theaters in both large and small towns are for the exhibitor."
A. D. Wiesz has taken up his duties
doing a good business and the early
as
manager of the Ziegfeld, succeedW. H. Lindsay, owner of the Parapredictions of a prosperous winter seaing Al Cummings, who now is in
mount theatre, Logansport, Ind., has
-on are being fulfilled.
just closed a long lease on the prop- charge at the State-Congress.
erty next door and will construct a
The throng of 8,000 people who
W. C. Haufman, formerly with new entrance and lobby to the ParaMickey Film Co.. has joined the sales
mount, giving much needed space for joined in the singing of "In Old Kenstaff of Robertson-Cole's Chicago of- display and the S. R. O. crowds which
tucky " at White City Dancing Acadfice and will cover eastern Illinois and
emy, left no doubt in the mind of those
atre.
are
an
every-day
feature
at
this
thepart of Indiana.
present of the great popularity of this
Mr. Lindsay has sold the Grand, song which was written by Anita
Rosenthal and Sapcrstcin have which he has owned and operated for Stewart, who plays the lead in Marmoved their offices from the Film Ex- two years to E. L. McDermott of
shall Neilan's film presentation of this
change Rldg. to room 1302 Consumers Komono. It is understood Mr. Mc- great American Classic which had its
P>ldg. in order to obtain larger space
Dermott will continue the same policy Chicago premiere at the Randolph.
to handle their expanding business. which has made the Grand a money.\aron Saperstein has resigned as
maker for Mr. Lindsay, using practically all serials and short subjects,
•booker for Celebrated Players' Chi^ " With First Run Thecago Office, in order to devote his en- and on Saturdays and Sundays speatres"—See Page 1253.
tire time to his own business. Rosencializing on Vitagraph Serials and
thal and Saperstein now are handling comedies.
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"Ninety-Nine

Percent

of

the

Public

Seek

usement''
A
Advertisements boost all pictures.
Go
FOR short epigrammatic sentences this article,
oneo
of d
our series by
them
photoplay and amusement editors
of leading newspapers throughout the country on the motion picture page as a department, is a model.
Large ads do not always spell better pictures.
Julien Elfenbein, the author, has applied his Scripps training in writing this story. He hammers home
Where shall he go tonight to get his money's
v.orth?
statements, wasting no words and resorting to no superfluities. He tells you what he and the Houston
Press have learned about the " movie section." He tells you why the Press has a motion picture section.
Enter the Houston Press amusement departThe reason is fully summed up in the second paragraph of his article, a sentence of just thirteen words.
ment.
"Fully 99 per cent of the people seek good amusement." Read Mr. Elfenbein'e article. It contains more
All amusement stories, newsy, short, snappy,
facts than a dictionary.
alive, plain, honest.
They are not put in the advertisement section
this: "Alia Nazimova, who is portraying her
By JULIEN ELFENBEIN
to give false impressions.
Amusement Editor of the Houston Press
greatest emotional role at the Liberty in 'Stronger
They are not written by press agents or signed
Than Death,' was awarded the Distinguished SerAMUSEMENT is relaxation. Ergo, amusement
'oy "Adv."
vice Medal Monday for her valiant war services
promotes progress and development.
aljroad," etc., etc.
They will tell the fan what he may expect or
The Houston Press is a Scripps paper.
what he's going to see.
Fu'ly 99 per cent, of the people seek good
There are two cardinal virtues about a Scripps
amusement.
Ergo, information about amuseHe'll find the Press gives him a pretty good
ments is news to that 99 per cent.
tip
always.
What is news to 99 per cent, of the people canOne is the brisk, brief, honest, simple, fearless
paper.
editorial style.
He'll find, moreover, that the Press can help
not be ignored. That's why The Houston Press
him to appreciate good pictures.
conducts an amusement department.
Another is the absolute independence of ediBut all amusement information is not news
torial and advertising department.
He'll find feature stories about stars, about
prima facie.
What does this mean?
directors, about producers, about authors, about
scenario writers, about the studios, about the
First, that stereotyped, hackneyed press agent
That's because there are not enough real newsentire human interest side of the cinema world
papermen writing amusement news.
rot can't wedge its way into a single column.
i;i the Press.
it means that all stories must be breezy news
There's a difference between a press agent and
a news writer ; the same difference exists between
stories that all folks can read and enjoy.
For we glean our news from the wires, from
It means that reviews and criticisms will be the movie magazines, from news letters, from
"publicity" and "news."
The press agent class are but crude promotors
straightforward and honest.
trade journals, and from the dramatic sections
after all.
But greater than that, it means a boost for the of New York newspapers.
The news writer is a diplomat.
amusement world, because you have a newspaper
Signed reviews of all movies and playhouse
News stories an inch in size may contain more
placing the stories about plays and pictures, about
hills are a Monday feature.
actor folk and managers, about producers and exeffectiveness from a "selling" standpoint than
The movie "morgue" contains more than 700
an entire page of display advertisement.
hibitors, on a par with the stories, about senators
mats and cuts of movie and stage stars.
An amusement advertising contract with the
and merchant princes, diplomats and industrial
The California division of the Newspaper Enmagnates, educators and jurists.
press
no stipulation for any "publicity"
on the contains
side.
terprise Association, of which the Press is a
In short, the same value is placed upon "amuseThe exhibitor or playhouse manager buys admember, furnishes weekly exclusive feature serment row" as a "news source" that is placed upon
vice on movie stars.
vertising space — no more.
couits, police, or politics.
No one is rich enough to buy an inch of news
There
are three broad-minded men who are reAnd at that, the editorial mind is simplj' hitcolumn.
ting
on
all
cylinders,
because
—
But it is possible for the smallest advertiser
for the ease with
haveadvertiser^.
"sold" the
People demand amusement. Ergo, amusement
amusementsponsibledepartment
to which
readerswe and
to look at this paper some afternoon and find a infoimation is NEWS.
One is the editor, Mr. G. V. San4ers. Another
iicws story about his show or his star or his
The press agent, who uses camouflage and
is the foreman of the composing room, Mr. L.
house on page one.
hokum in the well-known ballyhoo style to tell
F. Bookman. The third is Mr. Charles Bushey,.
It isn't there for any other reason than that it is whai. he has for sale is simply another view of the man who gets the amusement ads.
news.
the poor cub who is trying to write a news story
Why does the exhibitor prefer this little news
The Editor "lays off" of the amusement deor
"faking" because he has no story. Fortunately,
story (when he can get it) to the daily free space
partment entirely.
the "some of the people you can fool all the
The
composing
room boss employs the artistry
tor "publicity" which other papers offer?
time" about whom Lincoln coined a famous epiBecause it is amusement news stories that "sell "
gram, are daily diminishing in number.
of
fifteen
years'
experience as a make-up manpictures to the public.
The rival papers of this city run columns of to create an attractive movie page from a mechanical
standpoint.
And it is amusement news stories that "sell"
daily amusement "publicity" boosting every show
The ad solicitor educates exhibitors to the
the newspaper's advertising space to the exhibitor.
— gcod, bad and mediocre shows alike — all set in
To resort to the vernacular, do you get me?
Scripps
philosophy of the news story, and soothes
six-point
type,
making
the
amusement
page,
soTo illustrade, say that a story comes over the
called, about as attractive as a dictionary would
those who grumble and criticise.
•n'ire that Billie Burke has divorced her husband,
be without its drawings.
The Houston Press amusement department,.
or that Nazimova was decorated for war work.
In these papers the amusement advertising is
Vvhich is mostly "movie news." pays in terms of
Knowing that Billie is due to appear at the
increased advertising space, increased circulation^
always banked up underneath the "publicity"
Queen theatre next week in "Wanted, A Husstories, removing the last doubt from a reader's
especially home circulation, and adds to the presband," how easy, how subtle, how displomatic and
mind that the "dope" at the top of the page is
how effective to play up that story as a NEWS
tige and "good will" of the paper.
simply the advertisement done in more profuse"
Science has said that amusement promotes
verbiage.
STORY and then attach this ad": "Miss Burke
progress and development. Ergo, the Press, ia
Consider the poor movie fan !
appears next week at the Queen in 'Wanted, A
"
Ht can see but one or two pictures at the
Husband.'
"fifth industry'
giving
from aequal
news recognition
standpoint, tois the
performing
a full
And if Nazimova happens to be at the Liberty
most in an evening.
service.
theatre in "Stronger Than Death," it is certainly
The prices are pretty high.
the height of journalism to be able to give your
JCLIEN ElFEXBEIN,
His time he considers valuable and limited.
news story a "local angle" by writing a "lead" like
Amusement Editor, The Houston Pres.*
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Best

Exploitation
Arthur

G. Stoke, Manager

Stages Midnight

Show

Stunt

of

of the Des Moines

Theatre,

with Novel

Prologue

the

Week

Number

'T'HE stories of midnight shows to usher in 1920
■* are coming from many sources. In most of
them is contained the statement that it was the
first old-new year event to be staged. Also evcr>
account states that the idea went over, as Arthur
G. Stolte manager of the Des Moines theatre, Des
Moines, Iowa, about whose New Year show this
is mainly concerned, says " with a bang."
Mr. Stohe did more than just run a Xew Year,
midnight show. He staged a special performance,
the feature of which was a prologue number which
sj-mbolized the passing of 1919 and the birth oi
1920.
The Des Moines show began at prompt eleven
o'clock to a house which filled the 2500 seats of
which the theatre boasts and overflowed into the
aisles. His first number was a good quartet which
sang the good old songs. He followed this with
Mack Sennett s " Speakeasy " a most appropriate
production for a " New Year's part " since the
" flowing bowl " has been a s>TTibol of the old
year's festivities up until this Dec. 31st, and was
this time where, the revellers were fortunate
enough
to have numbers
possessed went
some on" firewater."
Two musical
after the film
showing and then came Mr. StoUe's big event, a
special prologue designed by him for the occasion.
Without warning the house lights were switched
off just prior to the birth of the New Year and the
orchestra began playing " spooky " music. A spot
light glowed suddenly and focussed at a point on
the stage. As the spot was extended it disclosed
the shape of a huge egg Ijing on the stage in front
of the curtain. The orchestra drums rumbled
heavily and during' this pieces from the shell of
the " egg " were seen to fall as if a " chick " was
pecking it's way into the world. Soon a child's
arm appeared from within the shell and then one
foot. After a proper dramatic pause the little
boy you will note in the accompanying illustrations
stepped out of the egg and winked at the audience
He then ran over to a large round painting representing the world showing North and South
America and knocked for admittance. Receiving
no notice, he pretended anger and stamped his
feet. After a moment's reflection as if thinking
how to force his way into the world, he walked
down stage and winked again at the audience. He
then returned to the " world." Standing in front
of the painting he doubled up his " chubby " fists
and figuretively speaking " smashes his way into
the world" the painting being of paper. After

tearing a hole large enough in the paper, he steps
through. By this time the stage was aglow with
" stage fire " and other illuminating effects and the
bells were ringing out the birth of the new year.
As soon as the last portion of the tableaux had
been enacted the fun for which a large number of
the crowd had come, started.
Bags of confetti were emptied, hundreds of balloons were let loose, ribbon throws were produced
and noise makers of all kinds made their appearance. Mr. Stolte had made arrangements to move
the orchestra to the rear of the theatre as soon
as their work was finished and soon a dance was
in progress.
The handsome little chap who enacted the role
of " 1920" did his part with all the seriousness and
skill of a veteran actor. While he was " breaking
into the world " not a sound was heard in the entire audience. The stunt has caused more talk
than any theatrical event ever staged in Des
Moines and made more solid Mr. Stolte's opinion
that it is the unusual in exploitation which breaks
box office records. It is not so long since that the
Des Moines with some misgivings attempted a prologue as a part of the theatre's program. One
trial and Mr. Stolte was ready for one every time
he could think up or borrow a good idea.

i
Alibi

iherin v\ew
of ArthurshowStolte's
stagenumber
setting used
the midnight
prologue
I

Themselves in Raising
Admissions

W. MASON, manager, and A. F. Brentlinger,
^» director-general of the Orpheum theatre at
Fort Wayne, Ind., believe that the more the pairons are taken into the confidence of the theatre
owners the better it is for all concerned. Recently they abolished the plan of program bookings for
the Orpheum and decided upon a policy of nothing but feature pictures, and to accomplish this an
increase in admission prices was necessary to meet
the increased service cost. The announcement they
published in connection with a full page advertisement of Mary Pickford in " The Hoodlum," which

was the production chosen to inaugurate the new
policy, read as follows :
" The Orpheum announces :
"That it has joined the forward marching ranksof the motion picture industry for ' Bigger and
Better
Pictures.'
" Unlike
former years, no program pictures have
been booked. All bookings this season have been
made on the independent booking plan, which
means that we buy our pictures for their worth
alone, and we have secured them only at enormous rental prices.
" This is why the cost is higher.
" The public is absolute in demanding better pictures. It no longer drifts into a motion picture
house. The public shops for its pictures.
" Story competition has brought prices to the
same peak that star competition elevated salaries.
" Producers are spending more money on their
productions and in addition are adding the cost of
national advertising campaign to their budgets.
" We must therefore pay rentals tripled over
•those of last year, but in turn we have been able,
due to the fact that we are one of a chain of four
theatres, to secure for the shopping public pictures
booked for quality alone, selected independently
and for their individual merit only."
At the same time the Orpheum stopped the policy of running the matinee shows at a lesser price
than the evening performances and Mr. Mason reports that the new policy has brought greater results than they had ever deemed possible at the
time it was voted to adopt it.
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Plays Four Features from One Pin I
ducer in Succession with Succeall
LOCATED in the exclusive Mount Pleaa
section of Washington, D. C, and caterini
a high class clientele, it is natural that everytl
in connection with H. M. Crandall's Knickerl
theatre should be conservative, artistic and in gi
taste. The Mount Pleasant is an open boo!
theatre with a reputation for showing the fi;
productions on the market. For the holiday w(
between Christmas and New Year's, four Goldwjif
Pictures were chosen for two-day bookings^
Gcraldinc Farrar in " Flame of The Desert," Re
Beach's " The Girl From Outside," Will Rogers i
" Almost a Husband " and Louis Bennison i,
The lobby
display in connection with the prt" '
Pockets."
■■ High
sentation
of these pictures, as shown in the accom
panying cut, is decidedly attractive in a simple ai^
dignified way, and just the thing for a house at*
the character of the Mount Pleasant. Where moH
aggressive announcements might offend the cqi|
servative clientele catered to by Manager Crandali
the unpretentious and artistic arrangement maksi
an inviting entrance to the theatre.

A view of Crandall's Knickerbocker theatre lobby
Contest

is Gratifying

during tf^^J' Goldwyn week " recently staged
Business

Builder

for
Exhibitor
and
Newspaper
It was started for one purpose, from the standTHE multiple advantages which accrue when
point of the editorial staff, viz., to find a Houston
theatre manager and newspaper editors get
together and work hand in hand is to be found in a girl who most closely resembled a certain motion
picture star and to give that lucky girl a gold wrist
recital of what happened when Ed Greenblatt,
watch as a Christmas present.
manager of the Isis Theatre of Houston, Texas,
The Press motion picture advertising man,
and Julien Elfenbein, amusement editor of the
Charles Bushey, and Mr. Greenblatt, manager of
Houston Press, decided there was mutual benefit
in running a " resemblance contest " in the Press
in connection with the showing of Constance Bin" Erstwhile
neyThein Press
contestSusan."
was begun on Dec. 10, and
ran forat four
days.
" Erstwhile
Susan " was
booked
the Isis
for Dec.
19.
It was a remarkable contest because the star
whose photograph was run for four days, was unknown to the Houston public either by face or
reputation, the scheduled Binncy picture being the
first screen starring appearance of the Broadway
debutante of " 39 East."
It was more remarkable so far as the newspapers was concerned because two solid pages of
extra advertising were secured, and from the
theatre man's standpoint because, with an unknown
star, a business was done that was worthy of a
Mary Pickford.
It was most remarkable because the winner's
photograph so nearly matched the portrait of Miss
Constance Binney, even to the arrangement of pose
and coiffure, that the editors of the Press hesitated to run it for fear readers would think Miss
Binney's photograph had simply been duplicated.
The winner was Mrs. Ruby Turner, whose remarkable likeness to Miss Binney is shown in the
accompanying illustration.
To top it all the judges of the contest selected
as " second best " a girl who later proved to be
the youngest sister of the winner, Miss Evelyn
Goodell.
The Constance Binney-Erstwhile Susan contest
was handled on " Page One."
Readers of the Press, as well as advertisers,
know that a million dollars couldn't buy advertising spacetheonConstance
" Page One."
Ergo,
Binney contest was a news
contest.

the Isis theatre, bought the gold Gruen wrist watd
from one of Houston's fashionable jewelers.
The jeweler's firm name was mentioned in ii
turn for selling the watch at cost price and lM
" Constance Binney Watch " went on exhibit a
their windows. Traffic near the windows becam
obstructed by girls and women before the fou
days were over, too.
|^
One .photograph of Miss Binney was selectw) '
and published as that " upon which the decisio'
Two bephotographers
agreed to take photograpW
would
based."
in " Constance Binney Poses " of any candidatM
for the " Constance Binney Watch " who securrt
a card entitling her to a free sitting from thi
Amusement Editor of the Press. These photo©
raphers received mention for this courtesy, not t
speak of Christmas orders from all candidates an"
their friends.
The rules were simple.
A girl could send a photograph or present h(
self at the Press office for a card.
The style of coiffure displayed in Miss Binn^
pose was to be disregarded by the judges so
candidates sending in pictures taken before di
contest would not be barred by difference of hai
dress.
Married women as well as single girls wer

eligible.
Perfect likeness was not sought — simply the likft
ness of the girl who resembled Miss Constant
Binney more closely than any other Houston fp^
was desired.
More than fortj- pictures came in before the
test closed on the 15th.
December 16 the winner was announced, and he»f 1
picture and that of Miss Binney. together wit!
second and third choice, were published.
Pages two and three of the December 17 Pres
carried a double-page display announcing that o
the
Houston's
" Erstwhile
Susan of
" gii
wouldmorrow
visit various
business
establishments
th
city garbed in a Constance Binney set of furs,
Constance Binney hat, Constance Binney gowt
etc., furnished by a Houston fashionable dothie

Houston'
that about
announced
■ Erstwhile
Susanalso" would
be piloted
in m |
The display
$6,000 " MacFarland Six," 1920 car.
J§
Each establishment stated in its advertisemei
Houston's " Erstwhil
during
the hour
Susan
" would
appearwhich
and announced that anyon
" discovering" her would be presented with passe
to the Isis theatre to see the real " Erstwhil
Winner of the Constance Binney resemblance contest, Mrs. Ruby Turner

Thursday, December 18. as per schedule, Houj
ton's " Erstwhile Susan," hundreds of would-b
(Continued on page 1244)
Susan."
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Prize

Ex
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ploitation

What

Omaha,

Manager

Originated

Idea

Ballantyne
for His

o f Many

of the Moon

" Clouds

Moons

Theater,

" Engagement

THE prize exploitation idea tor many moons
comes from the Moon Theatre, Omaha, Neb.,
1 there is little tear of contradiction that it will
excelled because of its inexpensiveness and attiveness for many moons to come,
"simplicity always wins the prize. It never hap> that the terribly intricate things that are put
■ vogue in exploitation arc the most attractive,
i surely they are never the most inexpensive.
IS the simple ideas, put into work, which have
stinctivcness that attracts the attention of one's
-t.iisfolk in what always must be classed as the
1 his excellent idea is a jumping-jack of "Doug"
aiigcd for the Moon Theatre, of Omaha, Neb.,
i which was originated by Manager Ballantyne,
ihat theatre.
v\ e could go into many paragraphs of superlas regarding this bit of exploitation, but the
lographs accompanying this story are almost
- iicient in themselves to prove identically what
words of praise we could offer in behalf of this
idea.
Manager Ballantyne simply took a photograph
of "Doug" and had his artist paint a life size picture of it in such a way that the reverse side
could be used also. This was jacked apart, and
then "bobbed" together just the same as the jumping-jacks the youngsters in every household have
and find so much pleasure with. The "jack" was
mounted on an eighty-foot rope and the inimitable
dummy of the acrobatic-star climbed up and
down, day and night, during the showing of his
picture, "When the Clouds Roll By."
"People watched the performance for blocks
away and speculated on whether it was a real
human being or a dummy," was the manner in
which T. M. Wooters, director of advertising and
publicity of the Sun-Moon-Muse Theatres put it
in his communication. Continuing he said, "The
stunt was inexpensive, yet it attracted more attention than anything which has been done in Omaha
in the way of picture exploitation in several
years." The management is certainly to be complimented on this unique and clever idea.

A float which paraded about the streets did good publicitv service for the Moon on " lichen the
Clouds Roll By."
The newspapers were particularly generous to
But Manager Ballantyne didn't stop with that
the management on the three stunts that were
idea alone. He used two others in the exploitation of the Fairbanks production. The one was
pulled and gave mention, to every thing they did
the releasing of numerous balloons attached to and the effect that it had on the community.
which were passes and heralds on the production,
while the other was a parade of five hundred boys,
each
a "sandwitch"
on theirandback.
Both carrying
these stunts
caused muchsign
attention
the
streets through which the parades passed were
lined with thousands of people. People from every
section of the community followed the balloons for
miles endeavoring to become the proud possessor
of a pass or two.

ll 'ithinabout
the circle
you will
the Moon's
to climb
his see
eighty-foot
rope." man "
The final result was the box-office value on the
exploitation ideas. Their communication on the
matter speaks for itself, when the management state
that their business was extraordinary during the
entire week and that the Jumping Jack idea attracted many new faces to the box-office.
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Winter vestibule used by the Butterfly theatre of Milwaukee, which serves a double purpose in keeping
people warm zvhile waiting to get into the show, and also as an advertising medium

Friedlander
Failure

Turns

Into

a

a

First

TURNING a fourth run failure into a successful motion picture theatre which is Hearing
the goal of its ambitious manager to make it a
first run house, by methods that any exhibitor can
employ, is the exploit of A. Friedlander, manager
of the Garden theatre, in the Borough Park section of Brooklyn.
His latest innovation is the abolition of odd
pennies in admission prices, by increasing prices
from 11 cents and 17 cents, including war tax,
to ten and twenty cents, also including the tax. By
doing so he eliminated a source of annoyance to
his patrons and his cashier, overcame a situation
which was reducing his patronage, and also increased his revenue.
Mr. Friedlander noted that as soon as cold
weather arrived his patrons were not handled as
expediously at the box-ofifice as formerly. The
first effect of this was a lateness in starting shows,
because the opening was held until the waiting
line had been accommodated, and then he noted
that the number of " stayovers " for second performances was increasing to such a degree that
frequently fire laws forced him into closing the
doors long before the receipts indicated two capacity houses for the evening.
" I discovered the reason for the delay at the
box-office merely by standing near the cashier during the rush. Nearly every patron wore gloves,
and time was lost while patrons are picking up
their pennies in change, which is a difficult matter with covered fingers. Indirectly this delay was
the cause of the ' stayover,' as I learned from
several of them whom I knew. They explained
that they had been forced to wait so long for
tickets in the cold lobby if they attempted to get
in at the beginning of the first show that they had
found it more convenient to come late for the first
show and then see the part they had missed as it
appeared on the second showing."
Mr. Friedlander had another reason for adopting the method he did to cure this difficulty. It
was this; he had been paying more and more for
pictures in order to get them early after release
date, and the running costs of the theatre had
mounted to a point where there was but little margin of profit despite a good patronage. Even
while the theatre was in this condition he wanted

Fourth
Run

Run

Possibility

to make a bigger outlay for better pictures. A
computation of his box-office receipts showed him
that adults comprised approximately two-thirds of
his patronage, the other third being half priced.
Two and one-half cents additional from each
adult patron would be sufficient to give him a good
return on his money and also permit him to supply the better service. By eliminating the war tax
from the half price tickets and adding three cents
to the admission charge to adult, if it could be done
successfully, his difficulties would be solved.
Mr. Friedlander was not so lacking in diplomacy
to announce a bald advance in prices. Instead he
headed the new price list with the caption, " We
will pay the War Tax," and under this, " No More
Bother With Pennies." Then followed the announcement of the new prices.
Another policy which Mr. Friedlander has pursued is that of selling books of tickets at prices
considerably under the regular admission. He is
a staunch believer in the idea that tickets in the
home are a constant incentive to attend the theatre.

Picture

N e

and Efficiency in Manage) ]
Landau's Idea
^

WHEN cold weather set in, in Milwaukee, Lei
Landau, manager of the Butterfly theatre o
that city, was somewhat up against it. All of thother downtown houses of importance had lon|
comfortable lobbies in which crowds waiting tc
gain admittance might wait comfortably remove*
from the wintry winds.
At the Butterfly, however, whenever the hou*
was filled, the waiting crowds were forced to stan«
in the cold on the sidewalk as the theatre was nO'
blessed with a lobby, being built in the days whei
a ten foot niche in the front wall was considere*
lobby enough.
Being raised in a residence which boasted of :
storm house at the front door each winter, Man
agcr Landau decided to use the tried and true cus
tom of his forefathers. Consequently he had car
penters construct a vestibule or stormshed acros;
the front of his theatre enclosing his box-effice.
The front of the "lobby" was faced with fiv<
sets of glass doors. These doors, Manager Lan
dau discovered proved valuable added advertisinf
space for his displays. The accompanying phota
graph shows how he made use of the door in ad
vertising " Everywoman." Each glass panel belt
a lithographed cutout. These cutout figures wen
surrounded with black water color paint whid
set them offi exceptionally well. At night wher
the lights in back of the doors were turned or
each lithographed figure stood out in bright reliel

-

-

?

against its black background.

~-

And

~

They Say Exhibitors Have
No Sense of Humor

CR. BEACHAM, manager of the First Nationa
• Exchange at Atlanta, Ga., received the follow
ing reply from O. G. Draughore, at Ashburn, Ga..
in reply to a foot-note on a letter asking the ex-;
hibitor "are you afraid of ghosts?" "Would yot^
sleep all night in a graveyard? "
" I'm the guy that put the ' leep ' in ' sleep,' tho
' one ' in ' alone ' and the ' grave in ' graveyard.' '.
believe in ghosts only when passing such things by.'
The exhibitor added a few of his own questions
to wit :
" Did you ever go fuzzy guzzy hunting? Do yoi
cat wampus pie " ?

" It brings a person to the theatre of tener in
nine cases out of ten," said Mr. Friedlander.
" Even in the tenth case you are sure of his patronage when he does go, for a man with tickets
in his pocket is not going to pay cash to go to another theatre." of the progress he has made in six
In speaking
months, Mr. Friedlander said:
" The first day I had the theatre I cancelled
bookings of pictures which were favorites before
" The Birth of a Nation " was filmed. To-day I
booked
Maryavailable
Pickfordprint
in of
" Heart
o' the used
Hillsby"
when every
it is being
the Loew houses in Greater New York. We
have thrown away the duster in the projection
booth and now have pictures while they are still
new enough for the titles to be legible. We arc
not a first run house yet, but we can afford the
pictures while they are still being talked about."
If Mr. Friedlander does succeed in his ambition
of making the Garden a first run house, it probably will be a record achievement. The house has
a seating capacity of but 299, and except on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, when the showings
are continuous, it runs but three performances
daily, one in the afternoon and two in the evening.

Q
"

A. Friedlander, who has made a success where
others have failed

^
~
^

f
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Music

and

Aviation—

Result

Publicity

Live Wire Publicity Expert for the California Theatre Puts Over Clever Story
SOMEWHERE around the California theatre 01
San Francisco a good publicity agent and a
real newspaper man is holding forth. Following;
is a press stor>' which the California " put over "
in the San Francisco Bulletin. Speaking of the
" put over " part we want to go on record as saying that we don't believe that the grouchiest, most
dypspetic editor who ever lived would turn down
this story even if he hated the " movies " like
poison. Here is a nice little lesson for the publicity men who complain of having their best efforts thrown on the floor. Write 'cm as this boy
did and they will be used. All of which is a lot
of
a way for a man we don't know, not
evenpraise
to hisin name.
Last night at the California theatre there was
disappointment in the hearts of the patrons.
The organ and, incidentally, the organist, Eddie
Horton, failed to " come up."
For the benefit of the uninitiated, the " coming
up" of the organ keyboard and the musical wizard
who presides at it, is accomplished something after
the manner in which Mephistopheles used to
ascend from the mysterious depths beneath the
stage in those old-time theatrical productions when
" Meph." was somewhat the vogue.
But last night, although the Market street picture house reverberated to the strains of the huge
pipe organ, the keyboard and Horton failed to appear in the spotlight, and here's the reason :
Horton had an ambition. It was to fly. He
met Milton Elliot, one of Omer Locklear's pilots,
and was invited to fly over the city with him yesterday. He accepted.
It seems that Horton, being what is technically
known as " a game guy," told Elliot to go the
limit and those who witnessed the flight of the
Locklear planes yesterday can testify that he did.
There were loops and turns and twists and dips
and other aerial gymnastics known only to
Lieutenant Locklear and his pilots, and when
the plane finally settled to the ground at Verney Field, a limp and dejected Eddie Horton
was lifted out and tenderly laid on the grass to
recuperate.
The organist was able, with assistance, to make
his way to the theatre, but when he was settled at
the keyboard, he could not summon the courage
to press the button that raises the elevator upon
which he and his keyboard are mounted.
" I've aviated all I can stand," declared Horton,

when urged by an excited theatre manager to make
his usual ascent so the audience could see him,
and that ended it as far as the organ recital was
concerned.
But when it comes to airplanes, it's a different
matter and Horton says that he's game for another trial if Lieutenant Elliot will agree.
Teaser

Advertising Idea
New Form

in a

FZ.ARTMAN, manager of the Strand Theatre,
• Dayton, Ohio, practiced a new form of teaser
campaign recently in exploitation of a special

feature attraction in co-operation with a local
merchant.
A one-column portrait of Katherine MacDonald,
who was soon to be seen at the Strand in "The
Thunderbolt," was inserted in the ad of a local
merchant, and readers of the Dayton Daily News
were asked to identify the beautiful woman.
The firm of Meyer and Mendoza, hardware
dealers, agreed to use the teaser campaign provided the answers were brought in person to the
store. A space two columns by nine inches was
devoted to the ad, half of which was taken up by
the guessing contest.
The following word matter accompanied the picture: "Who Is She?" "We have arranged with
one of the prominent photoplay houses that the first
person who correctly tells her name and the company with which she is identified, will be given
five tickets, each good for two persons; to the
second person, three tickets; to the third two
tickets ; to the fourth one ticket. Answers must be
brought to our store in person. No attention will
be paid to answers by mail. Persons under 18
years of age need not submit replies. The name
of the star above, together with the same picture,
will be shown in our advertisement Monday of
next week. After guessing — What Will It Be For
" So great was the crowd that was attracted to
Christmas?"
this showing of ' The Thunderbolt,' by our exploitation," said Mr. Zartman, " that a rival manager endeavoring to find seats for some of our
overflow in the lobby and street, dispatched a banner bearer to parade in front of the people.
" Not a soul left the line however. All wanted
to see Katherine MacDonald in ' The Thunderbolt,' and although inconvenienced by chilly
weather, they were patient enough to wait for a
chance to get a seat. The picture played to more
money than any attraction we have shown since I
have been manager. We congratulate ourselves on
being able to show the pictures of such a star."

I
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Theatre^
Gets

San

Away

an art which
West press
Coaststories
pubUcity
mento are
<<pUTTING
OVER"
seems
be
especially proficient. The following is an acconnt
of how the Rialto theatre of San Francisco put
over some unusual advertising on " The Tong
Man."
As a basis for getting the attention of the public, the Rialto publicity staff used the feeling between the Chinese, Japanese and white residents
of California.
Inspection of the cut accompanying this story
will illustrate how this stunt was utilized better
than words will describe it.
Following is the text of the Rialto's " newsstory " as it appeared in the space purchased on
the motion picture page of the San Francisco
Examiner. You will note that the heavy black rule
top and bottom of the ad. is the only thing which
indicates that the space was purchased.
Also note the care in framing a head which
would carry out the idea that this was a news item.
Charging that the motion picture, " The Tong
Man," in which Sessue Hayakawa, Japanese actor, plays the leading role, is Japanese propaganda
to place the Chinese people in an unfavorable light,
C. H. Chu, Chinese consul general in San Francisco, yesterday appealed to Chief of Police D. A.
White, asking him to suppress the production of
the film in this city.
A private showing of the film was given yesterday before the Chinese Chamber of Commerce,
the Chinese Six Companies and representatives of
the Chinese Consul.
This was followed by a request from the Consul to John L. McNab, attorney for the Six Companies, to take legal action to prevent the production.
Officials of the Six Companies said:
" The picture is outrageous. It is simply propaganda to mislead Americans as to the character of
the Chinese."
Corporal Peter Pshon. head of the police morals
squad, who has supervision of motion pictures,
said that the picture was not immoral, but he did
not approve of the wholesale murders and killings
which are depicted in the film, including the slaying of San FranciLCo policemen.
Citing the instance of the suppression of a motion picture at the Panama Pacific Exposition here
in which underground Chinatown life was shown.
Attorney McXab said that injunction proceedings
to prevent the picture being shown here probably
will be taken.
"Until I sec the picture I cannot say what will
be done, but it is a fact that pictures have been
stopped in which a group or class of people is misrepresented," said McNab.
" If we stop the picture here we will take the
necessary legal steps in every other city in which
it is advertised to appear."
" The Tong Man " is taken from " The Dragon's
Daughter," a story by Clyde C. Westover. It is
said to depict wars of the tongs and the activities
of the " hatchet men."
Lee See Nam, editor in chief of Young China,

Francisco

IVith
a New
One
a morning newspaper, said that all the Chinese
who saw the picture considered it spite work on
the part of the Japanese, who because of the recent
boycott of their goods by the Chinese are very
bitter and seek revenge.
It is absurd for a Japanese to play the part of a
San Francisco " hatchet man," Nam said.
Contest Is Gratifying Business
Builder
{Continued from page 1240)
Susans and thousands of Susan admirers crowded
the downtown stores to see the " Constance Binney " girl, the " Constance Binney " clothes she
wore, the " Constance Binney " automobile she
rode
in, and away.
to get " Constance Binney "' passes, she
was giving
It is needless to dwell on the gate receipts or the
worn-out SRO sign was used at the Isis theatre on
December 19 and the days that followed.
Thus ends a tale of what far reaching results
can be gained from newspaper and manager when
brains and common sense are applied to timehonored publicity stunts, for in its basic idea the
" resemblance contest " is as old as the show business. In another form it has been the mainstay of
the medicine show. It is an old trick with new
clothes, but it went over because there was team
work. Are you and your editors working in
double harness or pulling against each other on
the whiffletree?

Tong

MAN
WILL POSITIVELY SHOW
DESPITE
INJUNCTION
SOUGHT BY CHINESE SIX COMPANIES
STOPPED BY THE COURTS
While tbe Coing't Good GOI

N eu

The Teaser Idea Again
Now and then some wide awake exhibitor con
through with a good teaser idea and pro\
the point that this form of advertising pays
profits and patrons, and, done correctly, does
cost too much, either.
Here is a reproduction of eight pieces of co
run on five successive days in the Kansas C
Star by the Manager of the Liberty Theatre
connection with the showing of the new Hare
Lloyd two-reel comedies. On the first and seco
days he used purely curiosity arousing squi
breaking on the third day to two ads. on differe
pages. The first attracted attention and hooked
the preceding teasers and the second contained t
announcement " See Captain Kidd's Kids." Th
came two more, emphasizing the rare come
elements and bearing the announcement, " Wat
On the last day he used two two-column displa;
one
to inspire the question " Where c
For calculated
'Em."
I see Captain Kidd's Kids " and the other a tw
column five-inch display of the theatre and date.
The leaser ad for use in exciting curiosity for
comedy is something rather new. It calls attentic
to the fact that exhibitors are waking up to the fa
that the feature on the bill is not always the fiv
reel subject, all of which is a sign of the continu
progression that motion picture advertising in ge
eral is making these days. It is not so long sin
it was the custom to bill a comedy in the tradition
" also a good comedy " stjde not even bothering
give its title. Now it is not unusual to see
comedy attraction getting the headlines.

"
" L.asca
Stunt infor
ovelty novelty
A NDECIDED
the way
of advertisii
was used by Joe II. Sanderlin, manager
the Tudor theatre, Atlanta, Georgia, on Christm
Day for the engagement of Frank Mayo in "Lasc*
Mr. Sanderline had several thousand copies ■
a folder printed with a complete copy of tl
famous old poem from which the picture adapt
tion was made on one page and a photograph ■
the star, Frank Mayo, on the other of the tv
inside pages. The first page was devoted to tl
announcement of the special holiday progra
under the caption of " Wishing you a Mer
Christmas " and some other lines referring to t
theatre, its manager, etc. The booklet was nice
printed and was a souvenir worth carrying hoir
Since the poem is a classic the mere fact that
person was able to obtain a copy of it regardle
of the artistic manner in which the " wrappings
were handed to him proved of great public i
terest.
Gives

PlayDeclared
Called "The
Tong Man" Is
to Be Propaganda
to Help Japanese.

Picture

Midnight Show
in N ew Year

to Us he

ANOTHER midnight show to usher in the Ne
Year is reported from the Garfield theatr
Chicago, where Alanager Charles H. Ryan at
his assistants staged a benefit performance for tl
employees of the house.
Several acts of vaudeville were given, all <
which went over with a bang. A special orchest:
was secured and the staging of the show was
the hands of Joe Pilgrim, director of the Chica§
Academy of Music. The Garfield was a vaudevil
house back in 1910 and has ample equipment f(
putting on vaudeville numbers.
Charles J. Shaefer, who owns the theatre, d(
nated the use of the house for the occasion. Tl
receipts were better than five hundred dollars ar 11
enough was cleared after expenses were paid
give
theatreRyan
a week's
salartl
It iseach
the employee
intention of
of the
Manager
to make
midnight benefit show a yearly event, so succes
ful has been his first attempt.

NW Mid.
^ Service on Projection and Music
-Page 1301.

acts aswasman-to
Ruffner's
One of
ager of Ralph
the Rialto
theatre,lastSanofficial
Francisco,
put over this bit of choice publicity.
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Grabs

Front

Page

of

Big

Town

Newspaper

Jack Kuhn, District Manager for Loevv's Cleveland
Theatres, Co-Operates with the Press in Show for Orphans
^UPPOSE. Mr. Exhibitor, that you were tokl
you could get your next special feature attracion advertised on the front page of your favorite
jcal newspaper every day for a week, and for a
ost that would be far below the expense of one ad
<n an inside page!
probably
say cellar
that theandauthor
ladYou'd
a well
stocked
used ofit the
too thought
freely,

How

Charlie
For

Play

Chaplin
Orphans

Found
Will

the

Fun

See

vouldn't
you?stunt herein outlined was done.
Well, the
Not in one of the one-horse towns of this fair
and. But in one of the largest, Cleveland, Ohio
And not in a small newspaper in Cleveland, but
n the one with the largest circulation, a circulation
lose to 200,000, the Cleveland Press.
Jack Kuhn, district manager for Locw's Ohio
hcatres, and his press agent, M. A. Malaney, are
he two men who turned the trick.
The picture in question was " A Day's Pleasure,"
tarring Charles Chaplin, which was to run at
^ocw's Stillman.
flF.Here's how this theatrical coup-d'etat was pulled
Malanev went to see the editor of the Press ami
-TTte CTfv.-'anrt Tttvi is putH!9heJ o tlx A^Jt
1500
To

Orphans
Press

Coming

Party

Ri(jht on the front page zvilh a scene "still" which is "going some" for a city like Cleveland.

At the Start of "A Day's Pleasure"
YOU might tliink that Henry Ford knows evcrv trick that
a flivver can Jo
You 're wrong.
Who knows more about a "henry" than Henry does?
.None Ipnition
other than
Chaplin,
who 'tis said invented the
Laiij;h
systemC. for
the Ford.
Tiie orphans who attend The Press party, to be given in
co-operation with Marcus Loew at Loew's Theater at 9:30 a.
m. Tuesday, will see Charlie's Laueb Ignition s>stem in full
operation.
This IS" Chaplin's new First National picture. "A Day's
Plca.sure.
The orphans will be the first to see it
won't be shown to the public till the following week at
theItStillman.
'j drawing
areThetameartist
beside
the film which
itself. embellish this announcement
Andman then
there'll
be
other
and music
by the
orchestra, and vaudevillemovies
by Charles
Reilly
and StillThe
Three Robins from Loew's Liberty, and fn-c candy
There
O, joy!11 be more than l.")00 children at the nartv

told him that Loew's Stillman wanted to give a
Christmas celebration for all the orphans in
Cleveland. And that as the feature entertainment,
"A Day's Pleasure" would be shown. Also candy
would be given away. He explained, of course,
that the only good the theatre would obtain from
it would be in publicity. He further pointed out
that if it were a joint show between the Press and
the theatre it would reflect as much credit on the
newspaper as on the theatre and that they were willing to call it such, feeling that the paper would
then be more inclined to give it a large amount of
publicity.
As a result of that little conference, readers of
the Press found on the front page a large drawing
done in the best style of Cartoonist Lavcry of
the Press. It was a large cartoon, three columns
wide.
it, this was to be read :
" He'sBeneath
on his way.
■' Charlie Chaplin in his sick-cylindered flivver.
" Bent on 'A Day's Pleasure.'
" Not for Charlie, but for 1,500 or more youngsters in Cleveland Orphanages.
" They'll be the first to see Charlie's new movie.
" 'A Day's Pleasure' is its name.
" This will be at the Christmas show which the
Press in co-operation with Marcus Loew has arranged to give at Loew's Stillman theatre, Tuesday. Dec. 23, at 9 :30 a. m.
" The Chaplin film which will be shown for the
first time at this performance will not be released
for public exhibition till a week later.
" ' Twill be some show,' says Charlie Chaplin."
And that's no joke."
.As every exhibitor knows, space on the front
page
big dailv
newspaper
be bought.
Not forof a a$100,000
or $200,000
for can't
that matter.
The

Consequently, Malaney, in the parlance of the
game, " had put something over."
The next day saw the front page of the Press
adorned
flivver. with a three column cut of Chaplin in his

only way to break into the front page of a newspaper is with real news. The best press agent in
the world doesn't expect to break into the front
page and is pleasantly surprised when any of his
stuff does get there.

Then followed details of how the Press and
like
mine."
Marcus
Loew had arranged for a party for Cleveland orphans at which Chaplin's newest picture for
First National would be shown.
(Continued on page 1247)

The article following showed that Malaney was
alive to his game. Big newspapers want big news
only. An item sounding " press-agenty " doesn't
make page one of a big newspaper under any circumstances. So rather than let his oprhan show
get only perfunctory notice on the second day
Malaney was there with a real story.
This told how Chaplin had watched the policeman at Broadway and 42nd Street to get pointers
on traffic.
The article was one that everyone read and that
stuck in their minds. Small wonder — the Press had
one of its best men assigned to write the dope for
the orphan show.
The article started :
" When Patrolman Larry O'Toole blows his
whistle the world moves or stands still.
" A mighty man is Patrolman O'Toole.
" He's so mighty that 40,000 men and women and
children passed him one day a while ago at 42nd
St. and Broadway in New York and not one of
them failed to notice him.
" But everyone of them failed to recognize the
dapper young man who stood at his elbow asking
questions and getting pointers.
" Yet the little man is familiar to millions who
never heard of Patrolman O'Toole.
" The little man who makes all the world laugh.
He's Charlie Chaplin, and says Patrolman O'Toole,
he was getting pointers for his new movie for
funny things happen every minute at a busy corner
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Buffalo Theatre Installs Second
Orcliestra

A specialty of Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, is the stage settings designed for each change of bill
All

Louisville

Goes

Fred
Dolle's
A STOUT colored woman sat in a Louisville,
*»• Ky., street car last week, and although hardly
a prize beauty, she was the center of attraction.
She was carrying gently in her arms a large bag
of foodstuffs and while the leg of a chicken sticking out of the bundle might have been the cause
of fascination for the travelers, there was a legend
printed in red letters on the outside of the bag
which could not be missed. Here it is :
" Buy your provisions from A. Bass, 201 West
Jefferson Street. See ' Soldiers of Fortune ' by
Richard Harding Davis at the Alamo Theatre,
week of December 28th."
" Not high-brow advertising by anj- means," in
the opinion of Fred Dolle, proprietor of the Alamo
Theatre, who arranged an extensive series of exploitation stunts for the run of the Allan Dwaa
production at his Louisville theatre, " but it sure
was see-able."
After inducing the Louisville Evening Post to
sponsor a special showing of the film for the Boy
Scouts of the city, ar which Major-General
Charles P. Summerall, commandant of Camp
Zachary Taylor spoke, and after getting the complete endorsement of the local branch of the American Legion and after providing five of the biggest
stores in town with provision bags and after devising other exploitation, Mr. Dolle opened the
photoplay at the Alamo.
Such was the interest aroused by the tie-up be-
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Thomaa D. Soriero,
Strand theatres, LoweU.
Chas. H. Williams, Strand ttieatre, Providence, R. I.
Harold B. Franklin, Sliea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
iaxk Knlm, Loew's Stiltman theatre, Cleveland.
Georgre J. Schade, Schade theatre, Sandnsky.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Hark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
S. Barret HoCormick, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
EdwardL. L.
Strand theatre,
theatre, St.
Brooldyn.
Theo.
Hays,Hyman,
New Garrick
Paul.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
I/eo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
Georgre Fischer, Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee, WU.
JbUos L. Johnson, New Garrick theatre, MlnneapolLs.
Paul Gusdanovlc, Strand, Cleveland, O.
C. Edgar Momand, Garden theatre, Flint, Mich.
Charles C. Perry, Strand theatre, MinneapollB.

Shopping

JVith

Propaganda
Bags
tween the Louisville Post and Mr. Dolle's Scout
performance on New Year's morning that immediately the newspaper was besieged with requests
from the colored Boy Scouts, who asked a similar
showing for their organization. Although conditions in Louisville prevented a combination of the
two bodies of young Americans, Mr. Dolle decided
that the colored youngsters' patriotism should not
gc unrequited, and he gave them a special showing
ing.
at the colored citizens' theatre on Saturday mornMr. Dolle started out a week in advance with a
small blind advertisement depicting a South American revolutionist, and mentioning merely that
" Soldiers of Fortune " was coming. Later, the
name of the theatre appeared under this advertisement, and when the comment showed itself to warrant more space, Mr. Dolle ran a large two-column
displaj', featuring a scene from the photoplaj- and
in big letters the announcement: "All records
smashed. The largest crowds in the history of the
Alamo yesterday saw ' Soldiers of Fortune.' "
A special edition of 7,500 " Soldiers of Fortune "
shopping bags were distributed to five of the
biggest provision shops in Louisville. The outstanding feature which distinguished this stunt
from others of its kind was that the name of each
individual tradesman was printed on the quota of
shop.
bags given him with the advice to patronize his

Advisory
Board
Exhibitors Service Bureau
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres,
Jackson, Mich,
Willard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
Chas. G. Branham, S. A. Lynch Ent., BirmlnKbam.
R. B. Wilby, Strand theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
E. V. Richards,
Gen. Mgr., Saengrer Amusement Co., New Jr.,
Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
C. A. Lick, New theatre. Fort Smith, Ark.
Herbert J. Thacber, Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
Arthur
Moines, G.Iowa.Stolte, Des Moines theatre, De«

SHE.A.'S
Hippodrome,
Buffalo, symphony
now features
tw
orchestras,
one the regular
orche
tra of 35 men and the other a jazz organizatioi
with a personnel consisting of the best musiciar
of this t>-pe in the countr>'. This new jazz ban
has taken like wild fire at the Hippodrome an
audiences seem never to get enough. Harold I
Franklin, managing director, introduced the stur
a few weeks ago and it was such a success that h
decided to make the Hipp Jazz Band, as it is ac
vertised, a permanent institution at the big Buffal
house.
The Jazz Band is used to accompany the coit
edies only. The men are placed in the orchestr
pit, while the regular orchestra is in the stag
proper. The jazz outfit not only serves to put peinto the comedy accompaniment, but also relieveone of the organ intervals. It also gives variety t
the program — that much sought-after quality. Th
difference in the grade of music between the sym
phony orchestra and the jazzapationists is smarked that the change seems to put new life int<
the audience and anyone who might be tempted ti
become disinterested during the showing of a lonj
feature is instantly awakened when these jazzer
begin to operate.
While of necessity this idea is of value only t«
those larger houses that can afford the expense o
putting in an additional orchestra it is again proo
of the unlimited possibilities of presentation of th'
motion picture program de luxe.
A special director conducts the syncopationists
and not only does this relieve the regular orchestr.
conductor from the responsibility of screening an<
arranging music for the comedy but in this way th<
comedy is treated by a musician who makes :
specialty of selecting the musical accompanimen
for the fun films only. Consequently the music fo:
the comedy is just as carefully prepared as for thi
biggest features. It is a treat to the ear, and relieves the big orchestra from pla>-ing a cheapei
although more popular grade of music. This give;
the men of the larger outfit an opportunity to concentrate on a higher grade of music for the othei
pictures on the program.
It is the opinion of Mr. Franklin that the jazj
orchestra has a tendency to lift the spirit of the
audience and that an ordinary- comedy can in manj
cases be worked up into a most enjoyable bit oi
film fun. The Jazz orchestra, he says, is particularly effective for Mack Sennett, Chaplin, and Sunshine comedies.
Then there is the advertising angle which must
not be discounted. A theatre can advertise two
orchestras and judging from the appreciative
crowds at Shea's Hippodrome patrons are enthusiastic over the innovation. It is a real box-of5ce
magnet. The instrumentation is complete from the
jazz point of view. The sizzling saxophones, the
trembling trombones, the battering banjorincs, the
cantering clarinets, the cannonading cornets and
the pepperj^ percussion — all are there.
Together with the soloists, stage settings, overtures, etc., this new jazz orchestra aids greatly in
putting a Shea's Hippodrome presentation in a
class that is just about " Xon Plus Ultra."
[lliJiIfmi'iTiji
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
A. H. HUton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
George
E. Carpenter, Faramoimt-Empress theatre.
Salt Lake.
Sam W. B. Cohn, Sunset Theatre, Portland.
E. J. Myrick, Rialto theatre, Butte.
A. S. Kolstad, Liberty tlieatre. Hood River, Ore.
Eugene H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
J. A. Partington. Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Ralph Ruflner, Rialto theatre, San Francisco.
Sidney Granman, Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles.
A. C. H. Chamberlin, Opera Honse. Madera. CmL
R. E. Pritchard, Director of Publicity and Advertising, Allen Theatrical Enterprises, Toronto, Can.
Louis
Mo. K. Sidney, Kings, Pershlngs theatre, St. Louis,
Phil. Gersdorf, Director of Publicity and Advertising, S. A. LjTicli Enterprises. Jacksonville. Fl:\. 1 .>itu>»lui£5
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Kalamazoo

tig

Open

For

Novel

Exploitation

How Arthur A. Frudeiifield Put Over " Heart
R c
e n t Theatre
of the Hills" At His

DEMONSTRATING that cities under the 50,000
population mark are just as susceptible to appropriate exploitation as the larger towns, Arthur
A. Frudenlicld, publicity man lor the Regent
theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich., recently staged a
1^ profitable and inexpensive campaign capable of
being duplicated by other exhibitors.
The campaign consisted of a unique lobby display, an original interpretive prologue, a street
parade novelty and clever use of display advertising in addition to a number of heralds printed
on a light card board five by four inches in size.
The front of the theatre was covered by a canvas
painting intended to represent a crude log cabin in
" the heart of the hills." A fir tree and a bit of
foliage on each side gave the desired effect. The
display required not quite half a day's time on the
part of the local sign painter and although inexpensive, attracted wide attention.
By cutting out the figure in the 24-sheet of Mary
Pickford mounted on a donkey and pasting it to
cut-out board. Mr. Frudcntield found he had a
most attractive lobby figure. This cut-out was a
new thing to Kalamazoo and local newspapers commented interestingly about it.
Probably the most novel feature of the exploitation involved the riding of a girl (with curls similar
Mary on
Pickford's)
in the garb
Mavis to Hawn
the back attired
of an eccentric
donkeyof
through the business streets of Kalamazoo. Had
the animal been a trained circus performer it could
hardly have caused more excitement.
Signs tacked on the cart with which the donkey
pulled announced the showing of " Heart 0' The
Hills," Mary Pickford's latest production. Providing there were no onlookers the donkey would
travel ahead in a progressive manner. But as
soon as he reached a street intersection trouble
ensued and oftentimes the assistance of a traffic
officer was needed to conduct the animal across
the street.
Local newspapers thought this a great joke and
praised Mr. Frudenfield for his novel method of
annoinicing the Mary Pickford feature.
The prologue which served to incite a great
amount of %vord-of-mouth advertising was staged
to represent a twilight in the Kentucky hills. A
lonesome youth was pictured sitting before a small
fire. And of all the songs written and dedicated to
Mary Pickford, Mr. Frudenfield selected " Oh,
W hat A Pal Was Mary," to properly interpret the
feelings of the youth when the little mountain girl
left the log cabin for a world far away.
This exploitation, which cost but a comparatively
small sum, put over " Heart O' The Hills " with
one of the best box office records in the history
of the Regent.
Grabs Front Page of Big Town
Newspaper
(Continued from fiage 1245)
Other notices followed during the week, each
one possessing a novelty about it that made it
worth having.
One had a line drawing showing Chaplin arguing
with a copper. Another was illustrated with pictures of Chaplin and the vaudeville performers who
took part in the show.
The day of the show, the Press carried on its
second page, across the whole top of the page —
eight columns wide — pictures snapped by their
own photographer of the orphans who attended
the show.
" The show was worth a lot more than an advertisement for our week's run of the Chaplin picMalancy,
and how
anyone
the showture," says
business
can " see
greatconnected
that was. with
" It also means good will for us for a year to
come.

Cart and donkey exploitation used by Arthur A. ^rudcnfield of the Regent theatre, Kalamazoo, for
" Heart 0' the Hills "

Brown's

Midnight

Show

Figuratively

and
Literally
''Howling
''Success
NOBODY ever sleeps in Memphis, Tenn., on
At 10 o'clock New Year's eve, an hour before
New Year's eve and it looks like somebody
the doors
be opened,
the crowd
with the Memphis Enterprises, Inc., in that city find
room were
on thetosidewalk
in front
of the couldn't
Strand
seldom goes to sleep while there's a chance to put
and
good-naturedly
surged
into
the
street.
It
something over in the show business.
crowded and spread for nearly an hour, getting
From this wide-awake metropolis of the South
larger every minute and an appeal was made for
comes news of the first midnight movie show ever
extra police to clear traffic in the street.
staged in that city and right off the reel it was a
Many who went in the theatre for the last regu" howling " success. " Howling " in this instance,
lar performance had purchased special tickets and
is used advisedly for howling on New Year's eve
remained for the midnight show, but despite the
is certainly one of the few things left to mankind
in this year of our Lord, 1920, A.D.
capacity of the theatre, two or three hundred were
turned away unable to gain admission.
The cause for the over-abundance of exuberance
Once inside the theatre, the crowd began to have
in that city on New Year's eve was the most successful performance at the Strand theatre, one of its fun. The Strand orchestra jazzed for all it
the biggest playhouses in the string of seven operwas worth while four reels of Fatty Arbuckle
ated by The Memphis Enterprises, Inc., of which
other comedies were run off and then the big
C. A. McEIravy is general manager, and G. E. and
stunts came on as the house was darkened and the
Brown director of publicity and advertising.
midnight gong was sounded.
While this organization has been smashing boxConsidering the fact that the new year was
office records right and left at its theatres during
symbolized by the march of a camel across the
the past few months, all previous one-performance
records went by the boards New Year's eve when
stage, led by a young " 1920 " clad in a plug hat
the doors were opened for the first midnight movie
and little else, the affair was a hilarious greeting
to the successor of 1919.
at 11 o'clock.
With only two days in which to put over the
The stunt proved itself a big publicity feature
show, Mr. Brown got busy, booked two classy
for
the theatre and a winning financial stroke.
dancing and singing acts, one with a pony ballet
Besides providing real entertainment for nearly
and then plastered the four leading dailies with
2,000 persons, it established a precedent which will
teaser ads, photographic layouts of the girls and
readers about the midnight attraction. The result
be followed next year with an elaborate show, not
was that the dear public just had to read about the
only at the Strand but at the Majestic in Memphis,
show whether it was looking for it or not.
with really big features and big time prices.
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Rialto Theatre, Augusta, Builds
Fine Lobby Display

A most attractive and appropriate lobby display used by the Rialto theatre of Augusta, Ga., for
"Heart o' the Hills"

Blazing

a

Trail

of

Exploitation

THE atmosphere of those homelike touches that!
naturally attach themselves to a cabin in the
hills of Kentucky was transplanted to the lobby
of the Rialto theatre, Augusta, Ga., in an exploitation campaign conceived and designed by Frank
J. Miller, manager of that theatre.
This lobby was used for three days during the
showing of " Heart o' the Hills," Mary Pickford's
latest production for First National Exhibitors'
Circuit, and was supplemented by the exploitation
aid of newspaper display advertisements centered
chiefly on the fact that this production showed
Miss Pickford in a number of new characterizations.
The basis for the cabin scene which the lobby
was intended to depict was built upon a canvas
painting so designed as to represent the side of a
log-wedged cabin. A fir tree placed on each side
of the lobby, an axe inbedded in a pine log, the
grindstone and a lonesome but familiar looking
buggy wheel resting against the side of the house
made the arrangement very suggestive of the
mountain regions.
The whole display was remarkably inexpensive
and according to Mr. Miller contributed in a great
measure to the success of the picture, not only
financially, but in its presentation it aided in providing an atmosphere such as is aimed at in a prologue number. Viewing the lobby display from in
front and close enough so the range of vision was
brought within the lobby itself it was not hard to
imagine that one had been spirited from a main
street of a busy city and was about to enter a log
cabin of the mountains, so realistic was the creation devised by Mr. Miller. The added touches
in the way of properties such as the wagon wheel
and grindstone Mr. Miller decided were worth
while all the trouble he had in locating them, after
hearing the remarks of the Rialto patrons who
stopped to comment on the display.
Stretching across the foyer and above the sidewalk was a 24 sheet showing Miss Pickford
mounted on the donkey which plays so large a part
in the picture.

Through
the Southwest
M^ith
Branham
FOR six months the motion picture field in lower
Jean Finley, who had been in charge of the adArkansas and the State of Texas has been
vertising for the Dallas theatres of E. H. Hulsey.
the scene of the most extraordinary newspaper
With more theatres to handle Mr. Branham deadvertising, publicity and exploitation campaign
vised the scheme of dividing the district into secthat the Southwest has ever seen. Where newstions, giving each assistant a section with a certain
number of theatres, the responsibility for the
paper space had been used at the rate of several
inches a day for each theatre, quarter and half
proper exploitation of each theatre resting solely
with the assistant.
page spread became the vogue. Box-office receipts
increased in proportion to the increased advertisMr. Branham usually worked independently of
ing, more people were thronging the theatres and
the advertising matter and press books sent out
the entire industry seemed to take a new lease on
by producers. As soon as a picture was a'^ailable
life or at least added interest in the motion picture
at the Dallas exchanges it was shown in the pritheatre as an institution.
vate projection room of the Southern Enterprises.
With the arrival of newspaper photographs Mr.
The lead in this smashing publicity campaign
Branham directed the making of layouts and size
was taken by Charles G. Branham, who joined the
of advertisements and a complete campaign was
S. A. Lynch forces in Atlanta last Spring after
several years of successful theatre management
made ready for the first run of the picture in the
and exploitation in Detroit and Minneapolis, and
Southwest. This campaign was turned over to the
who arrived in Dallas, Texas, last September to
assistant in whose territorj- the picture would have
direct the advertising and publicity campaign which
its first showing and as it covered the entire disstarted with the entrance of Lynch in the Texas
trict the campaign would be passed on to the other
field in opposition to E. H. Hulsey. After several
members of Mr. Branham's staff.
months' battle the Hulsey and Lynch forces conThe keynote of Mr. Branham's ad copy was the
solidated, thereby bringing thirty-five theatres in black
spot, circle, square or oval or golden spot,
fifteen cities under one banner. The merger, howset off by white space. Nothing was permitted in
ever, did not end the publicity campaign. If anyany copy, aside from the name of the star, title
thing, the work inaugurated by Mr. Branham was
and name of theatre, except short, breezj^ newsy
augmented.
descriptive matter ; stereotyped superlatives were
Shortly after Mr. Branham arrived in Dallas,
barred. Mr. Branham believes ad copy should be
going there from Birmingham, Ala., where he put
as entertaining,
and " punchf
" as written
newspaper headlines snappy
and accordingly
hadul ads
on " The Miracle Man " after a publicity campaign
that was the talk of the South for weeks afterso the newspaper reader might cast his eye over
wards, he had his battle plans drawn up and sent
the theatre advertisement and get it all at first
for three Minneapolis newspaper men, Sam C. glance the same as he does newspaper headlines.
DePass, John Keefe and C. R. West. With this
That idea naturally brought into play the princitrio of newspaper men Mr. Branham mapped out
ples of the black spot and plenty of white space.
a line of advertising and news matter 'that was
different than had ever been attempted before in Liberal use was also made in the advertisements
the South or Southwest or in zny other section of of attractive reproductions of star and scene
photographs.
the country. It was Mr. Branham's idea to have
the advertising and publicity for theatres in the
district handled in the home office of the district
instead of leaving it to individual house managers
to lay out their own campaigns, write their own
copy and decide just how much should be spent
on each picture, as had been the custom.
I ^ Read W. A. Johnston on " PerAfter several months of competition with the
Hulsey organization, a consolidation was effected
I
centage " — Page 1225.
|
with S. A. Lynch Enterprises, known as the SouthThe Rialto used o tzveiify-four-shect to good adranern Enterprises of Texas. With the consolidation
tage in advertising Marx Pickford in "Heart o'
Mr. Branham's department gained the services of
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Blends

Music

Langorous Southland Atmosphere
California Theatre to Aid Picture

With

the

Picture

Brought to
Presentation

A COOK S TOUR to South America might
have given the audience of the Cahfornia
theatre, Los Angeles, a better idea of the land of
guitars and revolutionists, but Samuel L. Rothapfel came very near to it in an elaborate presentation of " Soldiers of Fortune," the Allan Dwan
production.
A dignified setting that depended largely on the
expert manipulation of lighting effects and the
soothing quality of langorous music was responsible for the distinctive way in which this good
dramatic material got across.
Let it be said that the reign of art did not proceed alone in the California theatre. There %yas
capacity business and more, as the accompanying
illustrations will show.
Henry Dougherty, the film writer of the Los
Angeles Express, thought so much of the Rothapfel presentation of "Soldiers of Fortune" that
he gave the performance an accurate and detailed
reviewview in
followshis: newspaper. Mr. Dougherty's re" S. L. Rothapfel, always original and sometimes
daring in his conception of picture presentation —
inserting touches of artistry here and throwing a
dash of color there— springing new innovations
and surprising the public as well as competitors,
has reached the heights of daring and originality
in his presentation of the California program this
week
"Twelve minutes after Allan Dwan's magnificent cinema spectacle, ' Soldiers of Fortune,' is
under way. and after we have met his characters in
Arizona and later in the millionaire's
the desert inof New
ballroom
York, the picture fades out and
the stage is flooded with a glow of amber and
gold. Out of the shadows comes human beings,
singing and dancing, and blending with the flood
of color we hear dreamy melodies of South
American music.
" The illusion lasts a few minutes. The lights
are dimmed, melodies join their echoes and then
the screen flashes back to us a panorama of a
South American city. One seems to have stepped
from the warm presence of real living people into
their own city as the characters of the play again
are assembled and we find the locale transferred

Standing outside a theatre in the zvinter time is not such a hardship in Calif ornia,' according to zvhat one
judges from this photograph taken while "Soldiers
of Fortune" zvas playing at the California theatre,
Los Angeles
from gay old New York to the mining camps of
the foothills of the Andes.
"The cut into the feature is a daring innovation, to say the least, but Mr. Rothapfel has done
it successfully. The continuity of the story has
not been interrupted, but rather the action has
been accelerated. Certainly the South American
atmosphere introduced at this time prepares us better than any subtitle for our entrance with the
characters of the play into that land of jealousies
and revolutions.
" The musical score throughout the presentation
blends with the spirit of the offering, raging and
roaring when the battle rages and roars and changing quickly to softer tones when lovers of the play
make love to each other."

Detectives

of the croz^iis zahtch attended " The Soldiers
Fortune " shozving at the California theatre,
Los Angeles

Lose

Scent

(Not

Cent) at End of Fourth Reel
THE Chief of Police scratched his head at the
end of the fourth reel and tried to figure it out.
The staff of detectives racked their brains,
fitted clue to clue and tried to recall similar, perplexing situations.
But " The Mystery of the Yellow Room " remained a mystery, and the fifty-dollar prize offered
by C. Floyd Hopkins for the solution of the detective film at his Victoria Theater, Harrisburg,
Pa., remained safely in the box-office.
It was part of an extensive exploitation campaign arranged by Mr. Hopkins for the run of
this Chautard feature. Mr. Hopkins had invited
the Chief of Police of Harrisburg. as well as every
available detective and a representative from each
local newspaper to view four reels of the photoplay and do their best^ with the big prize in view,
to solve the baffling story whose explanation was
contained in the final reel, which has not been
shown.

According to the originators of the unique exploitation stunt, the detectives declared " The
Mysteryestingofand thrilling
the Yellowpicture,
Room and
" to the
be afact
mostthatinterthe
$50 prize was unclaimed indicated that the sleuths
meant what they said. The newspapers looked
upon the affair as one of the few really novel publicity stunts, and as such they gave it appropriate
attention.
Mr. Hopkins handled the run of the Emil Chautard production with the utmost skill, from the
advertising and billing on the picture to the lobby
display, which effectively gave passersby the compelling sense of mystery of the film.
A special room was built into the lobby of the
Victoria. This was modelled accurately after the
room of mystery that plays sucli a vital part in the
film. Yellow was the predominating color, a yellow stand, yellow lamp, yellow rug, yellow furniture, and above, the haze of a yellow light.
Tracks were painted on the floor resembling the
footprints
that are
of thebydetective's
problem,
and
this feature
was part
amplified
Mr. Hopkins
with
an offer of free admission to anyone who could
match these tracks with his own shoes. The design of the foot-marks were laid entering the lobby
and proceeding up to the box-office windows and
thence to the yellow room where a card announced
the admission offer to any foot fitting the luark.
According to the theatre officials many persons
were attracted by the novel advertising, most of
them, not so much for the chance of getting in free
as for the fun of playing the game, and involving
themselves in the mysterj'.
In conjunction with the drawing power of the
Yellow Room lobby, Mr. Hopkins benefited by the
results of good mystery-advertising. The double
perplexity arising from a newspaper campaign
that stirred up wonder and interest, and a lobby
that carried it out to the last, mysterious detail was
responsible for arousing interest in the picture.
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BY THE

MOVING PICTURE
Nashville Banner

EDITOR

TV/ITH reputable moving picture concerns turning out expensive feature productions and
maintaining costly publicity departments solely for
the proper exploitation of their features, it is but
natural that the manufacturers want the best possible returns from the efforts of the department. But
what the manufacturers want the public to know
about their pictures and what the newspapers want
for their moving picture sections are so widely
varied at times that the press matter submitted finds
its way to the waste basket in many cases where a
more carefully arranged item would be welcomed to
appear in public print. Many good church members
among the newspaper copy readers have been lost
solely through the efforts of press agents of various
kinds, and the bughouse has claimed not a few.
Others will follow as long as poorly written copy
pours in on the man with the shears and pencil.
In calling attention to a few of the details which
the papers
do not
with the
a view
of helping get better
copywant',
and it
notis with
intention
of
belittling the work of any company's press
department.
In the first place, the majority of companies fail
to prepare actual publicity notices suitable for immediate print. They think they do so when they
string out three columns side by side and mark
one " advance release," another " first day's showing " and a third " last day's run." The idea of
classifying the three is all right so far as ideas go,
but in a number of cases the value of that particular bit of publicity ceases with the idea itself. The
man working under a rain of copy will run across
a picture booked at the Grand theatre and will
turn to the press sheet for a notice to run in the
moving picture section of his Sunday issue. He
picks out an " advance notice " and clips it. Reading through the first paragraph or so to find an
appropriate head line, he encounters something like
this :
"Did you ever hear of 'Grandma's' lace? Do
you think it could be found on the market today?
Indeed, it could not ! No siree I But pretty Susie
Shoestrings, when a child of eleven, found a piece
of this rare old material and packed it away in
her doll trunk. When she grew up and graduated
from the soap factory into the moving picture
studios she happened to think of it ! Then she
had a famous dress-maker from China, who knitted
a shawl for the queen of the hula-hulas in 1901,
come to America and sew it onto the gown which
she wears in ' The Brain of Marble,' a thrilling
feature which costs $2,000,000 to produce and which
was photographed by Bo N. Head and directed by
Ime A. Fish. Don't fail to sec this wonderful
spectacle!
enjoyanother
it!" puff from a stogie
The copy You
readerwilltakes
and listlessly brushes the whole copy sheet off the
desk with his elbow into a waste basket already
teeming with the same kind of truck.
What's the matter with that notice? It doesn't
give an inkling of the story which the reader
wishes to know about or which may catch his or
her glance on the page. It's full of exclamation
marks, which attempt to put a punch in every
sentence when there is no more punch to the whole
story than there is ice in the Panama Canal. It

of Pub-

Exhibitor's

Circuit.

puts the newspaper in the attitude of a booster
for the picture, recommending it to each of its
readers as the most astounding feature of all time
and urging them by all means to lay off from work
the next day and stand in line for a ticket. It is
a veritable recommendation to the public that the
paper endorses the film, the camera man, the producer and the rest of the business with all its
power. What is the result? The picture fan goes
to see it, emerges in the second reel with wrinkles
on the brow and murder in the heart. He may
read another notice. The same recommendation,
worded differentlj' for another picture. Then — why
do the papers print that kind of stuff? No wonder
the press is unreliable.
Omit the exclamation marks. It's a cheap way
to try and make a reader's hair stand on end and
his breath come in jerks. Leave out all ancient
history about what the alleged star did in her own
home town before she entered the studios.
Don't tell how manj' hundred thousand a picture
cost when its really an ordinary five-reeler. Don't
raise the actor's salary so high.
The public cares little for camera men. Pay
the camera man a good salary if necessary, but
keep his name out of print. Also the producer
when he is not a super " star " himself.
Write in newspaper style above all things. Don't
try to imitate a storj^ of a police court comedy or
a battle with bootleggers at night, but start off in
. plain English, mentioning the name of the star and
production as early as possible, and giving a brief
outline, or at least an intimation of what kind of
a story it is, without going into family history or
faking up an "interview" in a New York press
agent's ofiice with a star several thousand miles
distant on the Pacific coast. The much-abused public has been wise to the " interview " proposition
for quite a while.
The company which puts out short, concise and
to-the-point notices, set apart from a mass of
worthless reading matter, will soon make itself
known to the moving picture editor and he will
seek out their copy sheet every time when he needs
a filler for the page, to say nothing of getting in
the proper reading notices on the same dates the
ads are run.
Brevity is a feature which should be given the
utmost consideration. Space is limited and a synopsis, to be run for instance in a Sunday paper,
should be -cut clear of byplay and only the direct
thread of the theme permitted to remain.
The best companies show a tendency to improve
their sheets. The sooner it becomes general the
greater will be the value of publicity departments.
BY EUGENE

Use

Director

■ I ' HERE
are twotheprofessions
which
should have
"cuss"
the producer's
press book;
exhibitor or
his publicity
man attention
and the when
motion they
picture
editoror ofdiscuss
a newspaper.
These
people use the press book more or less according to the value of tlie ideas contained as the individual
reader figures it.
'
Tiierefore the following articles will be interesting. The first is by the motion picture editor of the
Nashville Banner, who, because of a rule of this papsr forbidding any employee to sign an article for publication, we are unable to give personal credit for his story. The second article is bv Eugene Perry, manager
of the T. and D. theatre of Oakland, Cal.
Both these stories contain information and opinions which are entitled to your careful consideration.

PERRY

Manager, T. & D. Theatre, Oakland, California

I NEVER depend solely upon a press sheet, and
the reasons for this are many. In the first place,
I find that dozens of exchange managers are criminally negligent in the matter of supplying material
to exhibitors for work. I believe that were theatre managers to depend upon the exchanges for
material, there would be many failures in the
course of a year. They seem to work along the

Picture

News

Them

lines that a press sheet is just so much bunk anyway, that a live manager doesn't want it and
this attitude has done more to destroy confidence
in the advertising upon which producers spend
thousands of dollars in money and limitless time
than any one thing. It does not impress me a?
deliberate but this carelessness is contagious, and
dangerous, too.
I find press sheets, when I can get them in time,
of untold value. It is possible that in a given
production it may never be necessary or advisable
to take their stories or advertisements for use
without changes for every city and every theatre
has a varying cosmopolitan clientele and .what is
successful with some people is absolutely valueless
in another community.
There is one infallible rule that should be followed in preparing matter for exploitation and that
is to supply the exchanges with enough pictures —
stills I mean. Various productions require various
styles but they should be supplied in great quantities for they can be utilized in many ways. Take
a well known star for instance, people are not so
much interested in seeing his picture in character
or costume as his reputation makes any one of
these of great drawing power, but when they see
this star in a natural pose, they are irresistibly
drawn to see just what he or she is going to play.
Yet exchanges are invariably short on this kind
of pictures. Where it is a big scenic production,
stars fade into the background and photographs
of dramatic scenes should be supplied for the manager depends on them in a case such as that, to
excite dramatic interest.
Posters are the greatest aid to photoplay success, providing they are not lurid in their make-up.
Last week I played Mary Pickford in " The Hoodlum " and I did the biggest business I ever did
at this theatre. I could attribute the success of
this picture to a number of reasons and know that
her popularity and cleverness is a big asset, but
I want to say right here that the First National Exhibitors' Circuit surpassed every previous effort,
at least to my knowledge, in the paper put out tor
billboards — in fact surpassed efforts of any distributors insome time, and to the excellence of the
paper I attribute ome measure of success.
It was a distinct step away from the lurid and
toward the artistic. The mention of the name of
Pickford creates interest and this added to the
beauty of the twenty-four sheet made a wonderful
combination. It was marveloush' colored, sort of
a buff background with an artistically done scroll
work that was perfectly executed. The working
out of the name of the play " The Hoodlum " in
a script letter and the bringing out of the name
Mary Pickford, gave the impression of a great
bronze tablet and I noticed hundreds of people
stop and gaze on the poster.
Posters are invaluable and require great attention. Iconsider the paper of the Select pictures
as the premier work of this kind. The coloring,
refinement and artistic makeup stamps the man who
"is responsible as a finished workman.
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Abelson'sExploitationMakes
Lobby Decoration and Prologue Numbers Are
Advertising,

Says the New

Lyric's Enterprising

New
Not Just

Patrons

Manager

MAKING new patrons for his theatre, through
the medium of an attractive exploitation campaign, in which the dress of his house played a
most prominent part, was what Manager A. E.
Abelson, of the New Lyric Theatre, of Minneapolis. Minn., did in connection with the run of D.
W. Griffith's " Broken Blossoms " at his house a
short while past.
" When I booked this production," said Mr.
Abelson, " I realized full well that here was an
opportunity of extending myself to the limit, and
exploiting the production in a way that was unusual for this section of the country. My sole idea
was to attract an additional clientele, and believed
that this was the picture to do it with. It was
just the sort of production that gave one the opportunity of demonstrating to these people that motion
picture entertainment had come into its own and
that no one need longer look upon films as unworthy of the highest standards of dramatic art."
With this in mind, Mr. Abelson started with the
" show windows of my theatre," his exterior and
lobby. A special artist in the town made a number
of special one sheets in wonderfully attractive
Japanese colorings for the front of his house, announcing on them
this thought
that "book
the high
art
of the screen
must remain
as a closed
to those
who do not see and know D. W. Griffith's art sensation, "Broken
Blossoms."
Thesefromexceptional
cards
attracted
no end
of attention
the thousands
who passed by. attracted them in such a manner
that they looked inside.
The lobby was a thing of beauty. The original
decorations of the walls of the theatre were of
such hues that the addition of decorations symbolical of the picture were exceptional in their
blending. Surrounding the chandelier, lattice work
was arranged with connecting portions that covered
the entire lobby, about which in artistic profusion
were hung Japanese lanterns, which during the
darker hours of the day and evening, were lighted
with different colored lights, casting a delightful
glow about the lobby. All of the lattice work was
interwound with wisteria and blossoms of all
colors, giving the whole an exceedingly attractive
appearance.
Immediately inside the lobby, the foyer of the
theatre was similarly decorated. It was there that
the thousands of patrons were greeted by the
ushers, all dressed in the height of Japanese
fashion. The interior of the theatre was draped
with broken blossoms and wisteria and between
performances incense was burned.
Prior to the showing of the picture the manage-

prologue staged before the picture was screened
ment had arranged a prologue, similar to the finish
The Effectiveness of the Cutofthe picture, picturing the "chink" doing homage to the girl whom he had grown to adore. The
Out
prologue was the same as that used in the Griffith
presentation in New York which had been issued
THE effectiveness
cutout properly
retouched and givenof a the
contrasting
background
to all exhibitors bj- the distributers.
has been so pronounced in the estimation of
The fact that this sort of exploitation was appreciated by the public was demonstrated by the exEdwin O. Weinberg, manager of the Strand theceptional business that the theatre did with the
atre, Buffalo, N. Y., that a number of artists are
employed by this theatre for the especial purpose
production during its entire run at the New Lyric
Theatre, and Mr. Abelson is convinced that such
of arranging what Mr. Weinberg terms " lobby
handling of big features is indeed an excellent
manner to attract new and additional patrons to
A natural advantage of the Strand makes it poshis theatre.
sible to place a large mounted cutout in a frame
exploitation."
Chief among all the facts in this case is that his over the entrance to the Strand, where it can be
seen hy street crowds. Two other frames on each
entire campaign was keyed up to attract those who
never were in his theatre before, so he keyed
side of the lobby are used for cutout arrangements.
everything up to the utmost class, refinement,
In the exploitation of " Heart O' the Hills,"
dignity and art, in other words he used nothing
Mary Pickford's latest First National attraction,
that bordered on circus or ballyhoo methods. His
a large figure of Mary Pickford was placed in the
advertising in the newspapers was of a particularly
panel over the entrance, a cutout depicting her slidattractive style, using plenty of space in which
ing down the coal chute adorned one lobby sidethere was sufficient white space to make his ads
frame, and the other showed Miss Pickford
stand out far above the others on the same pages.
mounted on a donkey.
His campaign was a bigger one than he had ever
instituted on previous occasions, and his receipts
The careful attention given to lobby displays and
were in proportion. His every effort reflected the
conespecially the cutouts has resulted in drawing
artistry and beauty of the film itself and its results,
siderable local interest to the attractions presented
he believed, will have a very lasting effect.
at the Strand.
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Exploitation
A Tie-Up with the " Leather Necks "
CLAYTON B. VOGEL, officer in charge of
Marine recruiting in Philadelphia, is a soldier
who uses his head for something beside a place
to hang his hat. Mr Vogel conceived the idea
that he could use Elsie Janis, who was appearing
in " A Regular Girl," to good advantage in boosting recruiting for the Marine Service.
He sought the cooperation of L. A. Young, manager of Select's branch office in Philadelphia, and
readily got it. Obtaining a large motor truck, Mr.
Vogel placed on the sides and back large signs
with a picture of Miss Janis. On the signs he had
printed :
" Elsie Janis Is a Regular Girl "
" The Marine Corps Is a Regular Outfit "
" If You Are a Regular Fellow Join Us and See
Service on Land, Sea and Sky "

Men's
" EXPLOITATION

Minute
MEN'S

MINUTE BOOK—"
Is Due.
Credit
Wherepages
Credit
NG text
GIVI
this
under
of the
The
heading is devoted exclusively to the
achievements of the Exchange Exploitation Men.
It places at the disposal of the exhibitor
all the exploitation ideas these experts
originate, renders their services practically
universal and gives credit where credit is
due.

" If it is your desire to cooperate with me in
the above territory I will be very glad to carry
your signs on the truck, as it will undoubtedly give
both of us good advertisement. Your signs are
excellent. It should be noted that this schedule
will advertise in Wilkesbarre the week before the
photoplay is shown there ; in Lancaster three days
before being shown and during the time it is being
shown, and in Wilmington the week during which
theThe
filmidea
is being
shown."
worked
out so successfully that Mr.
Vogel urged Mr. Young to furnish all of the recruiting officers in the country with the release
dates of " A Regular Girl " in their section, and
suggested he get in touch with them and ask them
to cooperate as had been done in Philadelphia.

View of the Capitol theatre, Philadelphia, shozving
Sergeant Crazvley and his attractive sign advertising
Uncle Sam and "A Regular Girl"
"See Elsie Janis at Capitol Theatre, 722 Market
Street, Week of January 12"
" See United States Marine Corps, 1409 Arch
Street, ANYTIME"
Mr. Vogel paraded this truck every day all over
the city during the run of the regular girl and it
attracted a lot of attention and brought business
to both the marines and the theatre. But Vogel
went a step further. In front of the Capitol theatre he placed a sign reading:
" Elsie Janis,
Regular Girl.
" She a Says
" Join the Marines
" Cause Its
" A Regular Outfit.
"You Can Join Up for 2, 3 or 4 Years"
This is the first time that the Marines have permitted their posters to be used for advertising
other than for their own service. That it was successful is attested by the following letter written
by Mr. Vogel to Mr. Young:
" It has been my privilege to cooperate with you
in advertising the Elsie Janis photoplay, " A Regular Girl," here in Philadelphia, by placing your
signs on the Marine Corps camouflage truck, on
which signs you have given the Marine Corps a
good share of the advertisement, which I hope will
be of use to us both.
" I am contemplating sending the truck to
Wilkesbarre, Pa., on Jan. 19, where it will remain
until Jan. 24, on which day it will return to Philadelphia. The week of Jan. 26-31 the truck will
be in the vicinity of Wilmington, Del. The week
of Feb. 2-7 it will be in the vicinity of Lancaster,
Pa.

" Mystery Girl " Used for " Upstairs " Exploitation
ANOTHER campaign put over with marked
success by C. C. Deardourff, Goldwyn press
and service representative at the Cleveland exchange, came in connection with the exploitation
of Mabel Normand in " Upstairs " at the Marion
Theatre, Marion, Ohio, which is under the man-
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agement of G. H. Foster. He used the " Masked
Mystery Girl " stunt to such good purpose that two
stories with illustration landed on the front page
of the Marion, Ohio, Tribune, whereas on other
days, good space was secured on the inside pages.
Mr. Deardourff's success in planting the stories
was particularly noteworthy, in view of the conservative policy of the Ohio Tribune.
The young woman used in connection with the
stunt was much in evidence on the streets of Marion and at the town's leading hotel. She always
wore a mask and of course succeeded in getting
herself interviewed by reporters. But the purpose
of her visit remained a mystery until the day before the showing of the picture when she admitted
that
she and
was that
employed
Goldwyn's
CulverMabel
City
Studios
she wasathelping
to exploit
Normand in her comedy " Upstairs."
On the first day of the three-day engagement, the
Ohio Republican carried a page of advertisements
secured from the local merchants and tied-up with
the picture, billed as the " Ragtime Romance
Photoplay with the Cyclonic Comedienne. Mabel
Normand."
Competition being the life of trade
should be changed to co-operation, etc.
Efficiency builds a fence at the top of
a precipice instead of constructing a
hospital at the bottom.
Brilliancy is a -word of many meani^9^, f^T^' of U'hich are applicable to
the average man. Therefore most of
us must hope to succeed only by honest
rust.The Sphinx says that to rest is to
effort.
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Feature — "Nothing But the Truth"Taylor Holmes.

YORK

Rialto TheatreOverture — Selections from "Madam
Butterfly."
Current Events — Riajto Magazine —
U. S. Troops Recalled From Russia, International ; Rangers and
Fiscoles Patrol the Rio Grande,
Kinofii ;mi> ; l.i)Ui>iana Produces
Millions of Feet of Lumber Anmially, Gaumont ; A Little Time
With Our Captive Friends, Detroit, Gaumont; Get a Little Auto
Sled of Your Own, Pathe; Motor
Car Matuifacturiiig Plant, Detroit,
Burns, Gaumont ; Foch and Petain Open Annual Aeroplane Exhibit, Paris, Pathe; Training U. S.
New Eagles of the Sea, International ;In the Public Eye, International.A
; Sword of Gold for
General Pershing, Kinograms.
Vocal — Neapolitan Song; Baritone solo
by Edoardo Albano.
Peature — The Cinema Murder — Marion Davies.
•Comedy — The Rink — Charles Chaplin.
Organ Solo — Finale from Second Symphony.
Next Week — Pollyanna.
Rivoli Theatre —
Overture — Invitation to the Dance.
Current Events — Rivoli Pictorial. With
the Fleet in U. S. Waters, International Marines
;
Keep in Trim,
Cuba, Pathe; Cutting the Ice Crop
in the Sierras, Kinograms; Fire
Wrecks Block at Almeda, Cal., International ;Feathered Friends
Compete for Prizes, Cleveland,
Gaumont ; Fashions Latest in Kiddies Togs, New York, International\\; ill the Big Salmon Supply
Bring Down the H. C. L., Satsup.
Wash., Pathe; War Devastated

\

HEXrSWHATITWASAll. 4F.UII THu>l PwUABUb nn[ MARLY COI YOUR COAT
rH„5t,««r,5«»GLAD DAY'

BUFFALO
Shea's Hippodrome —
Overture-"
Selections.The Rose of China"—
Stagestaged
Setting—
" From B. aFranklin
Window,"
by Harold
and
painted by Horace N. Smith.
Showing
Japanese landscape
through large open window.
Vocal—" The Geisha "—Solo by Leo
Considine.
Feature—"
WhenFairbanks.
the Clouds Roll By "
— Douglas

The .Uliambra one of the Saxc houses comes through ni(/i this masterpiece a halji
page for Mary I'icl. ford's masterpiece " Polhjanna." You ean't heat it is our opitiioji.
France Suffers New Disaster, Feature — The Lone Wolf's Daughter
— Louise Glaum.
Pathe; Tokio (Wrestling Contest
in Japan), Kinograms; New York Current Events — Capilol News. MarLegislature Judiciarj' Committee,
shall Foch and Petain at the Annual Aeroplane Exhibit, Paris,
Albany, Pathe.
Scenic — The Cloud — Paramount — Post.
Pathe; Will the Big Salmon Supply Bring Down the H. C. L.,
Vocal — Love's Old Sweet Song. Soprano solo by Betty Anderson
Pathe; Alice in Wonderland Goes
Skating, Kinograms ; Fashions
given with a stage setting, an interior with leaded window at cenLatest in Kiddies Togs, Internater and masked by curtains, so
tionalThe
;
Stock Yards the Packers Must Give Up, Kinograms ;
that from the house the scene represents a picture framed on the
Tokio, Kinograms ; The Flivver
picture screen.
Shimmy, Kingston, N. Y., International Get
;
a Little Auto Sled
Feature — Pollyanna — Mary Pickford.
of Your Own, Pathe; Cutting the
Comedy
— The Star Boarder — Sennett
—Paramount.
Ice Crop in the Sierras, Kinograms; Marines Keep in Tip Top
Organ
Solo — Grand March From
"Aida."
Form, Pathe ; Americans Preserve
Your High Ideals, Pathe.
Strand Theatre —
Overture — Merry Wives of Windsor. Academy of Music —
Scenic — Mirrors of Nature — Burton
Holmes — Paramount.
Organ
— "Bolero."
Concert Solo
— "You're
in Love."
Current Events — Strand Topical Re- Travelog — Chilcat Cubs.
view. Americans Preserve Your Current Events — Fox News.
Ideals, Pathe ; Cutting the Ice Cartoon — "Oh Strike" — Mutt and Jeff.
Crop in the Sierra's, Kinograms;
Alice in Wonderland Goes Skat- Feature— "The Cyclone" — Tom Mix
— "Slippery Slickers" — Pathe.
ing, Northampton, Mass., Kino- Comedy
Overture — "Dance of the Hours."
grams In
; the Ring, Pathe ; Mar- Feature — "The Slave of Pride" — Alice
shal Focli and Petain Open .Annual Aeroplane Exhibit, Paris,
LAST HALF WEEK
Pathe; Sword of Gold for General
Joyce.
Pershing,
Kansas
City, Kino- Organ Solo — "Gavotte."
gramsWhere
;
Has My Little Coal Concert — Selection from "You're in
Bin, Goldwyn — Bray Cartoon.
Travelog — Chilcat Cubs.
\'ocal — (a) The Garden of Your Cjirrcni Events — Fox News.
Heart ; (b) Wake Up. Soprano
Feature — "The
Web of Deceit" — Dosolos by Margery Pringle.
Love."lores Cassinelli.
1 cature— The Beauty Market— Katharine Macr)onald.
Comedy — "Dames and Dentists" — Vitagraph.
\^ocal — Tarntella. Baratone solo by
Overture — "Dance of the Hours."
Carlo Ferrctti.
SerialWhite.
— "The
Black
Secret" — Pearl
Comedy — Transom — Universal.
Oi'^an Solo — Opera Melodies.
Feature — "The Awakening" — Frank
Keenan.
) ( lapitol Theatre —
[I ."special
—
Colorland
Review.
Strips
show scenes at Atlantic City in Broadway Theatre —
Noon and
'
the summer, girl wearing Russian Overture — "Morning,
Sable coat, Alaskan seal coat. Ermine coat. Producer not credited, Current Events — Broadway Topical
Review
y Scenic — Life in Algeria — Educational.
the Day.; Educational Topics of
Concert — Les Preludes.
— I and the Mountain — RobertNight."
A very handsome display ice call this four Scenicson-Cole.
Comedy
— "The Shimmiers" — Ed
column
by
ticeli
e
inch
ad
on
"
The
Fear
Lyons
and Lee Moran.
Market." The limlto is located at Spring- Special — Ned Waybums Song Scenes
field, Ohio, and ii one of the first run
— Third week.
Special— Cleveland Bronner's "Fanhouses of the city.

tastic Revue."

Comedy—"
Save . Me, Accomp
Sadie anied
"—Eddie
Barry-Christie
by
Hipp Events—
Jazz Band.
Current
Hippodrome Review,
made up of Universal, Gaumont
and
News, Topics of the Day
and Fox
Pictograph.
Prizma— '• The
Trail " in
natural colors.Apache
Next Week—" Male and Female " and
Mack Sennett's " The Star Board-

EABlIHEAIBIl

A fullter" page
Wolf's
Daughis what forthe" The
Park Lone
theatre
of Youngstown, Ohio, purchoKrd.
A very good
display ire call it.
er." On Sunday, January 25, the
entire
programwillas also
shown
at Shea's
Hippodrome
be presented
at Shea's Court street vaudeville
house. This is the first time in
the history of local theatricals
that the same bill has been presame day.sented in two theatres on the

Overture
— "Angel Face" — Victor
Herbert.
Strand
—
Current Events — Latest Pathe News.
Feature
— "Piccadilly
Jim" — Owen
Moore.
Comedy—"
Speed "— Al St. JohnParamount.
Next Week — Mary Pickford in "Pollyanna," opened first two week film
engagement
falo in a firstever
run offered
house. in Buf-
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Tally's Kiiiema —
Overture — Raymond.
Scenic — "Broadway Will Be Broadway"— Outing Chester.
Current Events — Talygram. Ascot
Park Races, Pathe; Fire at the
Shrine Auditorium (both Los Angeles), Pathe; Glove Manufacturing— Ford ; Cartoon on Horse
Power — General Electric Company.
Feature — Same as last week, including
prologue.
Symphony Theatre —
Current Events — Fox News.
Special — Leap Year Girls' Song Revue ;
10 girls sing late song hits.
Comedy — "Papa by Proxy" — Christie.
Feature — "The Heart of Texas Ryan"
— Tom Mix.

Grauman's Theatre —
Overture — "Pinafore."
Current Events— Grauman's Weekly.
Naval Cadets at Indianapolis, Gaumont ; Opening of Giant Toboggan
Slide, Chicago, Gaumont; Ice Harvesting, Wellesley, Mass., Gaumont; Bright Spots on Broadway,
* Slugger Babe Ruth, International;
Men's Styles for 1920, Pathe Cartoon; California Sunshine Wine
Shipped to China, International;
Pershing at Rockford, Illinois,
Pathe.
Musical — Milton Charles at the organ
playing
"Patches" with word
slides.
Cartoon — "Farmer Alfalfa Goes Hunting"— Paramount.
STAJtTS TOBAY '| y^r\^On.ttn^tim S^UJt£\ I Pvtonuacc* Today

Clune's Broadway Theatre —
Educational — " Pushcart Trail in Eovmosa,"
mount. Burton Holmes — ParaCurrent Events — International News.
Feature^ — "What's Your Husband Doing"— MacLean and Alay.
Auditorium Theatre —
Overture — Medley.
Feature — • "Pollyanna" — Mary Pickfprd. Presented with a prologue
and stage setting. A canvas showing a scene in Ozark mountains
with a reproduction of the cottage
as in the picture is used as a background. Appropriate songs are
rendered by a Quintette, among
which is "When You and I Were
Young, Maggie." The prologue
ends with a sunset and the lights
in the village coming on. The
cyclorama is faded into a rainbow
at the finish. The prologue is
staged by Manager Burt St. John.
Grauman's Rialto Theatre —
Overture— "Spirit of 1920."
Scenic — "Mr. Outing Gets a Pipedream" — Outing Chester.
Musical — "A Dream of Love," played
by Organist Allen.
Educational — Paramount Magazine.
Cartoon — "Candy Kids."
Prologue — Chanting of Voices.
A chorus of ten voices render the
soliloquy from the ending of the
picture quoting "Nobody."
Feature — "Everywoman" — DeMille
Special.

Bid Orauman is continuing his advertising
policy of splitting the billing equally on
feature and the extra good comedy as will
be seen in this display on " The Garage "
and
" ThefiveTreecolumns
of Knowledge."
In size
this was
by sue inches.
We
marked this up for a tiio column cut but
the engraver went tvrong in his end of
the job.

Bills

Greatest^^
A Momentous Dtho* "^BkrQuestion*

j

A Drama of Un Way of Destiny With '
;r^|"e*«l'n'B~'^-cwo«town-'|^^

Throughout

N e vj s

Country

prano before a canvas depicting
the front of a cottage at twihght
singsthe"Just
Wearin'
For You."
At
closea of
the number
the
drapes are closed to open on the
right of the stage, showing a
moonlight scene by a river. A
tenor soloist renders "I Hear You
Calling Me." The drapes are
again closed to be opened with
both stage settings showing, while
the duo sing "Because." The song
number was conceived and staged
by Robert Poole, manager of the
California, who has succeeded
S. L. Rothapfel.
Scenic — "The Cost of Carelessness" —
Prizma.
Vocal — "The Heart of Farazda." Soprano solo accompanied by Jesse
Crawford at the organ.
Feature — "Toby's Bow" — Tom Moore.
Note — A Woodland setting covering
the entire stage is shown before
the feature is screened.
Pathe.
Comedy
— "From Hand to Mouth" —
Next Week — "Pinto."
Millers Theatre —
Current Events- — Special Number compiled from Kinograms, Pathe and
International.
Cartoon — "Jerry on the Job" — Ray
Goldwin.
Vocal — "While Others Are Building
Castles in the Air" — Tenor Solo.
Feature — "Should a Woman Tell" —
Alice Lake.
Musical — Organ Recital by Leonard
H. Clark.
Comedy
Boys.— "Wrong Again" — Hallroom

,\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
This is surely a novelty the work, of Phil Next Week — "The Tongman."
Gersdorf of the Arcade, Jacksonville, Florida, staff. It is a full page in size and Alhambra Theatre —
puts over the selling points of " The Current Events — Fox Weekly — Mutt
Greatest Question " very nicely.
and Jeff Cartoon.
— "Picadilly Jim" — Owen
Moore.
Vocal— "Madame Butterfly" and "My Feature
Baby Smile"
dancers
for anpresented
encore. with child Comedy — "The Floorwalker" — Chaplin.
Educational — Topics of the Day.
"uperba Theatre —
Feature — "Behind the Door" — Thomas Feature — "Blind Husbands" — Stroheim.
H. Ince — Hobart Bosworth.
Note — The projection machines are
stopped during the showing of the
seventh reel of the feature and Victory Theatre —
an interlude is presented. Within Feature— "The Day She Paid."
the interior of a ship's cabin, sim- Palace Theatre —
ilar to that shown in the picture, Feature — "The Pagan God" — H. B.
Warner.
Hobart Bosworth, James Gordon
and Richard Wayne enact the same
roles in the interlude as they do
CHICAGO
in the picture.
Next Week— "Hurricane Bill"— Al St.
John's Speed and Reid's Double- Prayhouse
International— News Weekly.
speed.
Literary Digest.
Ford Weekly.
California Theatre —
Overture — Selections from "Maytime."
Current Events — Fleet Sails for Target Practice, Kinogram and Pathe ;
Tobogganing in Toronto, Kinograms ; Pershing Swamped by
Kiddie Admirers, International ;
Seaplanes Carry Mail to Pacific
Fleet, International ; Mexican General Greets Us, Pathe.
Cartoon — Baby Bruin — Pictograph-Ray
Goldwin — Lieut. Locklear jumps
from plane to plane, Durant Field,
International ; Future Admirals
at Annapolis, International.
Vocal — Sitting at the left of the stage
when the drapes are parted a so-

Picture
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PICKFORD
In Her Nq\0 Joy

Urin^n^

Picture

POLLYANNA
STARTING TODAY
6 I win.
BRINGLOVE
JOY AND NEWYOURHOPESENEMIES
TO MILLIONS
—YOU'LL
AGiPENCtR
I
YOU'VE EVEN
SEEN -POLLYANNA AFTER
INC
MICHIGAN
VAN
BUREN

'll^'t^'"^^^ Glad Dance"

Chicago doesn't
go in
big two
space column
in advertising pictures
andforthis
eleven inch display on Pollyanna by the
Playhouse is "some space" for the Windy
City. It illustrates wJiat exhibitors think
of the pulling power of the picture.
Orchestra selections.
Next— Wallace
Reed

in

" Double

\^ oodlawn —
Organ Offertory
Selected.
Woodlawn
News — and
Views.
Comedy
— " Our
Little
Wife " —
Mutual.
W^oodlawn's
Brighter
Side
of Life,
Speed."
animated cartoons.
Feature — " Every Woman."
Intermission — Popular Orchestrations.
Next — Douglas Fairbanks in "When
The Clouds Roll By."

Feature — " Slaves of Pride."
on
n
Specially Created Prologue — Mme. Special Added Attracti — Chapli in
" A Day's Pleasure."
Wallick's interpretive dancers in
" The Glad Dance." Roman stage Organ -Selections.
setting featuring impressive pil- Star
lars of ancient tj-pe. Colored
lights thrown on dancers from unMINNEAPOLIS
der stage floor which is made of

Feature — " Polyanna."
New Garrick Theatre —
glass.
Comedy — Molly Malone in "Mumps."' Current Events — Pathe News.
Education — Paramount Magazine.
Do The Dead
Talk?
Overture — "Neopolitan Nights," preZiegfeld
—
sented with scenic prelude.
Elaine Hammerstein
in " Greater
Feature
— "Daughter,
of Two Worlds"
— Norma
Talmadge.
Comedy
Darn That Stocking."
Than— "Fame."

January

j i , 1^20

CLEVELAND
Stillman —
Overture — Serenade from "Title," with
flute, fife and bass drum.
Theme — ' Never Mind, Bo Peep" from
Babes in Toyland.
Current Events — Kinograms No. 5 A.
Scenic — "I and the Mountains," a
Robertson-Cole release.
Comedy
— "The Garage," a Fatty Arbuckle.
Feature— "The Beloved Cheater," featuring Lew Cody.
Next Week — Nazimova in "Stronger
Than Death."
Euclid —
Overture — Selections from "Faust"
and from "Dardanella."
Themes — "In the After Glow" and
"My Rainbow Girl."
Current Events — The most interesting
extracts from Kinograms No. 99
and Pathe News No. 8.
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff in "Shaking
the Shimmy," with full orchestra
accompaniment
rendering 1920
Jazz music.
— MONDAY —
Feature — "The Miracle of Love" — for TOMORROW
TUESDAY — WEDNESDAY
indeterminate run.
TONIGHT - GLADYS BROCKWELL
Added Special Attraction — The Cruize
Oetting the idea in to advertising that
of the L'-35, official German sub- ■something
rather spicy is to be expected is
marine picture.
irhat the Orpheum of Rockford, III., evidently
had
mind uhcn tfiis display a
Following Attraction— "The Greatest four columnsin wide
and a full page in
depth
teas
framed.
It succeeds admirably
Question," a D. W. Griffith special.
in this respect.
Metropolitan —
Overture — "Zigeunenweisen," by Sar- Overture
and —— None.
aste, rendered as a violin solo by Str
Theme
— None.
Director Phil Spitalny.
Current
Events — None.
Current Events — Leader-News Weekly.
Comedy
—
Cartoon — Bray Pictograph, "Jerry on
Cuckoo."The Sultan D'Jazz," a
the Job in Pigs in Oover."
Feature — "Pinto."
Comedy — "Sultan D'JazZi" a Cuckoo Next
WeekMoore.
— "Toby's Bow," featuring
Comedy.
Tom
Feature — "Pinto."
Next Week — Tom Moore in "Toby's
ST. PAUL
Bow."
Alhambra
New Garrick Theatre —
Overture — "Mignon."
Current Events — New Garrick Digest.
Theme — Medley of Japanese airs.
Current Events — Pathe News No. 5 Vocal — Madame Helena and Signer
Russo in Repertoire.
and Screen Topics from Literary
Scenic — Gowns Venus Would Envy —
Digest No. 38.
Prizma.
Comedy
— "The Garage," with Fatty
Note — Overture and Scenic Prelude
Arbuckle.

Day.
KANSAS

CITY

News, first run Prizma and
Literary Digest Topic's of the

Newman —
Overture
— " Pique Dame."
Current
Views.Events — Newman News and

Comedy
" Back toComedy.
Nature Girls " —
Fox — Sunshine
Feature — " The Virtuous Vamp " —
Constance Talmadge. First National.

ScenicBruce.
— " Nature — Hot and Cold "—
—Bray.
Educational — Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Cartoon Comedy — " Jerry on the Job "

The ScnEEN Gets Another
Broadwav Stage Tqiumph'- its
THB

Vocal — " Sometime " — Ruth Chase,
soprano.
Prologue to Polyanna — Original
sketch, " The Glad Game," played
by four children.
Feature — " Polyanna " — Pickford.
Next Week— "Double Speed "—Reid.
Liberty —
Overture— ■' Apple Blossoms."
Current Events — Pathe No. 4.
ScenicPrizma.
— " The
Apache
Trail " —
Feature"In Old Kentucky "—Anita
Stewart.
Next Week— "In Old Kentucky."
Current Events— Kinograms No. 84.
Doric —
Feature—" A Regular Girl "— Janis.
Comedy—" The Garage "—Arbuckle.
Royal
— "The Willow Tree "—Viola
Dana.
Feature—

TREE
S T A n n IN G
THB (ones'ir'Otf
A Romanoe of
old
Japan as
produced
by
Cohan £;H3rris
A Glimpse into
of Japan.
the artPurple?
HeWherein the sou!
of Paqan Japan
is laid bare for
all to see.
Adapted
the F a m From
oa*
Broadway
Play
FIRST UNITED STATES SHOWING

Comedy
—— " Salome vs. Shenandoah " —
Regent
Turpin.
Feature— "The Woman in the Suitcase "— Enid Bennett.

SHENANDOAH

KINGS
GRAND-FLORISSANT

JUNIATA
y & Delmai
"'Shwa
LIN DELL

PHILADELPHIA
Stanley Theatre —
Overture— Perry Gynt Suite.
Feature—"
The Thunderbolt "— Katherine MacDonald.
Comedy—"
Fox. Shaking

the

Louis
" The displays
Willow
Tree " K.thisSidney
week. isHisplaying
newspaper
were single
by fire policy
inches ofandbilling
followed out thecolumn
very definite
the picture as typically Japanese.
ST. LOUIS

Shimmy "—

Scenic—" The Last of the Seminoles." Liberty Theatre —
Current Events— Fox News, Pathe Overture.
Current Events — Fox News.
News No. 5, Gaumont Graphic.
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff.
Arcadia Theatre —
Feature
— " Heart Strings " — Wm. Farin "Spirit of the Dance" given Feature— Charles Ray in " Red Hot
Feature— "The Willow Tree," Viola
num. "The Shark" — Geo. Walsh.
during screening.
Dana's latest achievement.
— " "Hungry
Lions and Tender
— "The Beloved Cheater — Lew Current Events— Pathe News No. 5. Comedy
Cody.
Hearts
— Sunshine.
Nextwith
WeekNazimova.
— "Stronger Than Death," Feature
Scenic—
Burton
Holmes
No.
202.
Dollars."
King's Theatre —
Victoria Theatre —
Overture —Events
" The— Mikado."
Current
Pathe News.
Overture — " Canzonetta " — Nicode.
Feature— Mae Allison in " Fair and Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff — " Shimmy
Commencmg ^oJaej
Fox.
Comedy— "The Roaming Bathtub"— Soloist — Vocal — " I'm Lonesome for
Warmer."
Feature—
Scenic— "The City of Bridges."
Dana. "The Willow Tree"— Viola
Etii Ilk SI EM^lid
Current Events— Pathe News No. 5.
Shakers"
The Splendid and Luxurious Photo- Dramatization of
Comedy — " Hungry Lions and Tender
Hearts " — Sunshine.
Hefient Theatre —
Cosmo Hamilton's
Feature—
"The
13th Commandment"
— Ethel
Clayton.
Grand Central Theatre —
^pMInacIe
opLove
Overture.
^ itmj tkMt Ujt Urt tkf imtrifrnft »f Brintk tptittj;
r»ien ikr kaUi •/
Comedy—"
Call
a
Cop
"—Christie.
ftiirmi1 fmi* fmUditn
•/ the byrtte,a mut
m»4
Current Events— Ford Weekly.
tUt iknUinmsmte—utnia
and tntpirtt ikelie$tml.pmuitmi
Prriealtd
Current Events — Kinograms.
Scenic —You."
Chester Outing.
Palace Theatre —
Feature
—
Greatest Question " —
D. W." The
Griffith.
Overture — " Minuet " — Paderewski.
Feature—"
Kimball Eyes
Young.of Youth "-Clara Comedy — " Romeo's Dad " — Uiversal.
Current Events— Pathe News No. 5. West End Lyric Theatre —
Overture.
Fairmount Theatre —
Current Events — Lyric Review.
Feature — " What's Your Husband DoOverture — " Zampa."
Half pages, the size of this display in the original is getting to he the usual thing in Current
Events — Pre-release Fox
Cleveland. Watch these pages for some good tcork hy Loevfs Euclid.
ing "?— Paramount.
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BALTIMORE
New Theatre —
Current Events— Pathe No. 5, Special
Pathe Government Anti-Red Film,
Fox Weekly, "Rulers of Germany
and Germany Today."
Comedy — "All for the Dough Bag"
(Sunshine).
Vocal— Miss M. Tiltan, "Soul of a

frerywomaT

Feature—
Thunderbolt," Katherine "The
MacDonald.

Here is another
half page
on " uePinto,"
the work
of tlie
and
Metropolitan
theatres.
This from
is theCleveland
firstrelease.
display
have seen
for this
latestStrand
Normand
^^!!^rr^r^rrrr^^^^^rrr'r^^^^^^^^^ Current Events — Pathe News Nos. 5
and 6; Topics of the Day.
DETROIT
Cartoon — Mult and Jeff.
Comedy — "The Garage " — Arbuckle.
Feature
" The Beloved Cheater " —
Adams —
Lew— Cody.
Overture — " Robespierre."
Current Events — Detroit Free Press Next Week's Feature — " The ThirWeekly.
teenth Commandment."
Vocal — Emmons and Colvin.
Feature — " Even as Eve " — Grace Rialto —
Darling.
Overture
" Orpheus."
Current —Events
— Pathe News Nos. 5
Madisonand 6; Topics of the Day; Rialto
Local News.
Current Events — Pathe News Weekly.
Prologue — Eaddock scene with special Feature
— " Two
Weeks " — Constance
Talmadge.
settings, colored singers and
j
dancers giving atmosphere of race Cartoon — Bray.
track.
Feature — "In Old Kentucky" — Anita
Stewart. Feature is stopped during the race scene and several
horses are introduced in treadmill effect race scene, the spectacle being well handled and adding much to the feature.
Washington —
Ovefture — " First Hungarian RhapCurrent
sody."Events — Fox News.
Vocal—" My Baby's Arms "— Estelle
Cressy, soprano.
. Comedy — " Hungry Lions and Tender
Hearts " — Sunshine. " Shaking the
Shimmy"— Mutt and Jeff.
; Feature—" Heart
Strings "—William
:Farnum.
Broadway Strand —
Current
Events — Universal News
Weekly.
Travel—" Japan " — Prizma.
Vocal—" Starlight Love "—Carol S.
Turner and Augusta Burger.
Feature
week.— " Everywoman." Second

TOO nUCU JOUNSON
-jlomihe
plQf by the somemorrict^.but
ramefcrf VilliQufGillelte
MIqtookwsttiepopular
flnwind
entbusigstic-TQchtman
ki kiv
oirtoThis sails before
and anchoied him atmothef
his fireside.
^G'snuft'owcif
-fbt
a
^ood
iime
bs
Jotinsoa
rir Johnson and a tlr Johnson and a fir. Johnson. -thenhemet
5ilverm9ns Supreme HusiciGns

Parkway Theatre —
Current seEvents
— Pathe No. 5, Special
Ro ."- Government
Pathe
Anti - Red
Films, Fox Weekly, "Germany
and German Rulers Today."
Comedy — "A Sure Cure," Bill Parsons.
Feature
— "Wanted, A Husband," Billie Burke.
Wizard Theatre —
Current
of theEvents
Day. — Fox Weekly, Topics
Special — "Gowns Venus Would Envy,"
Prizma Natural Colors.
"(w o full page, a display by
I'eature— Lora ana Laay Aigy — iom 1-,,^ picture is playing a" Everyicoma
. °f Omaha for full ueek
"T nrd and T adv A W— Torn ^i"'*"
Fpatiirp
Moore.
Omaha uhich is something a hit unusi
SAN

FRANCISCO

Comedy — "Bud and Fufi."
Mission Theatre —
Feature — "Miracle Man."

California Theatre —
Overture— "II Guarany."
Current Events — Pathe-Fox.
Scenic— "Hetic Hetchy Water Supply.
Comedy — "The Garage."
Instrumental — Rizal-Arabian Philippine Orchestra.
Literary Digest.
Feature — "Greater Than Fame."
Next Week — "The Woman in the Suit-

Hammon's New Plar
(Continued from page 1232)
Our policy in selling will be one
concentration.
" Monopoly ?" Mr. Hammons
plied tothea best
question.
Well, subje
if c
nering
short "length
in the market ; bending every ene:
to make our company recognized
THE leading one in that field, j
yet dispensing our product at f
prices, constitute a monopolistic tn
of endeavor the word is justified.
Imperial Theatre —
Overture
— SelectionsPrologue.
from "Carmen"
Mr. Hammons would not definit
— Atmospheric
comment on rumors to the effect t
Current Events — Pathe, Fox.
Educational had a big surprise p
Feature case."
— "Soldiers of Fortune."
whereby it would net even more tl
Next Week — -"Soldiers of Fortune."
" first run prestige " for its prod'
London is said to be the stage :
Tivoli Theatre —
ting for this venture, which can o
Overture — Tivoli Selections.
be hinted at. It may be said howe
Feature — "The Fear Market," given that
at least a million may be bet
with atmospheric prologue.
the
proposition
which will assure
Feature — "Twilight Baby."
short length Educational subject
Vocal — Tivoli Quartet.
Next Week— "When the Clouds Roll ceiving as lavish presentation in

magnificent
pre-release
ion,
as any "big
features run
get''herfa
with runs the length of which '
be perhaps, from two weeks tc
SEATTLE
month.
Definite announcement of sev"
deals having to do with Educatic
Cleninier Theatre- —
Prelude and Epilogue introduced by
Overture — "Down South" and "Happy expansion in this country, are
Charles W. Guske, in costume of
pected shortly.
Chief among the new ventures
" Nobody."
Scenic — "Forbidden River."
be the purchase of the moving
Educatoinal
—
"Topics
of
the
Day"
—
Gaumont.By."
ture rights for the works of a c
brated English author, which are
Current Events — Fox Weekly.
WASHINGTON
FeatureDays."
— "Toby's Bow" — Tom Moore. be filmed abroad, for internatic
Comedy
"Their
DayDeHaven.
of Rest" — Mr. distribution.
Metropolitan —
and —Mrs.
Carter
The purchase of exhibition rig
— Week—
Lew Cody.
in the United Kingdom for sev
Overture — " Calif of Bagdad."
Next
"The
Beloved
Cheater"
Current Events — Universal Newsof America's biggest screen att
Topics of the Day.
tions, and other negotiations in
theatrical field, are phases of ,
Comedy
Liberty Theatre —
Pathe.— " His Royal Slyness " —
British
"Educational" program
Overture
—
"Streets
of
Cairo,"
"AnitCAPT. KIDDS
Feature — " She Loves and Lies " —
ras Dance," "Hand in Hand," "II the next few months.
Norma Talmadge.
The new "Rotarj'" Portable I
Next Week's Feature — " The Broken
Current Events — Liberty Educational jector has been firmly establishec
Trovatore."
Weekly — Liberty Pictorial Review. England, said Mr. Hammons
The strand of Omaha is sponsor for this
Melody " — Eugene O'Brien.
display for "Too Much Johnson" and Feature — "Behind the Door" — Thomas half-a-dozen demonstrating mach
Palace —
" Captain
Kidd's
Kidn
"
dividing
the
billH. Ince — Hobart Bosworth.
are being used in creating agencie
ing in a three columns hy 18 inch space.
Overture — Opera Hits.

January
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F. P.-Lasky Foreig:n Report Given by Film
An interesting insight into foreign
film conditons is presented in a special
film prepared by Emil E. Shauer, assistant treasurer and in charge of the
foreign department of the Famous
Playcrs-Lasky Corporation. This film,
which depicted offices and distributing
agencies of the Famous Playcrs-Lasky
Corporation in foreign lands, served as
the annual report made by Mr. Shauer
to the stockholders and directors of the
company. It is said to be the first time
thatthisan form.
officer's report had been made
in
Outstanding features of the report
for the year were the signing of a contract with the Danish-.\mcrican Film
Company, Ltd., for the distribution of
Paramount Artcraft productions in
Germany, Poland. Austria, Hungary,
Rumania, Jugo-Slavia, Bulgaria and
Czecho- Slovakia, and the founding of
the Famous Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd., for the production of
Paramount Artcraft pictures in Great
Britain and Europe.
More than 50,000,000 feet of film
were shipped abroad by the foreign department without the loss of a single
foot of film, a remarkable record considering the operations of the German
submarines throughout the War.
E. Saunders

to Inspect

Mid-West Exchanges
For the purpose of intensifying the
sales drive on the second and third
rounds of Metro's "fewer and better"
pictures, E. M. Saunders, general sales
manager of Metro Pictures Corporation, will start in a few days on a
swing around the circle of the company's Middle West exchanges. Mr.
Saunders expects to be away for two
or three weeks.
Metro further announces that B. F.
Rosenberg has gone from the Salt
Lake City exchange to assume the
management of the Denver office. Management of the Salt Lake branch h;ibecn entrusted to G. L. Gloward.
Fifth
Shows

Realart
on

Picture

Broadway

"The Fear Market," Alice Brady's
first production for Realart, will be
the feature at the Rivoli this week.
As the fifth release of the young
producing company, this film will also
be the fifth Realart production to show
on the White Way, every one of the
concern's pictures having received
Broadway recognition — some of them
more than once.
This is the first screen work of Miss
Brady in several months and the response to her initial Realart production is expected to be unusual, due to
the combination of her stage and
screen popularity.

^

Arrow
Burr

Forms

Master
Films, Inc.
" Series by Sewell
Rights to " Torchy Screen Production
Ford Acquired for

THE formation of a new producing
company entitled Master Films,
Inc., is announced by Charles C. Burr,
its President and General Manager.
This new unit has secured picture
rights to many short stories of popular
magazine fiction which have appeared
in various well-known weekly and
monthly publications.
When seen, Mr. Burr said : "We have
purchased the rights to all of the well
known Torchy stories. Torchy, as yojii
know, is the fiery headed general
grouch dispellcr, the oflicial little ray of
sunshine created by Scwcll Ford.
"These stories have been running for
a number of years in the Sunday magazines and Sunday editions of the
leading American Newspapers.
"As fast as each series has been completed, they have been put into book
form. The first of these was "Torchy'"
followed in raoid snrrp^^ion hv "Trving Out Torchy", "On With Torchy",

"Torchy, Private Sec", "Wilt Thou
Torchy"?, "The House of Torchy", and
the newest one which has just been reviewed in the New York Times, January 18th,have
is entitled
"Torchy
Vee".
"We
been more
than and
fortunate

Head

on

Coast

Makes Many Plans
Doctor W. E. Shallenbcrger, head of
the Arrow Film Corporation, who has
been in Los Angeles during the past
week following a trip to various exchange centers of the country, has
been extremely busy in making arrangements for future productions for
the open market.
Doctor Shallenberger has made several contracts which will provide
several series of pictures for the open
market including features as well as
one and two-reel comedies and short
melodramas.
" Conditions for open market were
never better," Doctor Shallenberger
told the News representative, " and I
anticipate the independent exchangmen will, during the j'ear 1920, have
exceptionally good business, and one
that will eclipse any previous years.- In
Los Angeles I find producing conditions for the open market decidedly
pleasing, and upon my return east I
will be in a position to make promise!
to the independent exchange man thai

in securing Johnny Hines, the irrepressible, who fits into the character of
Torchy as if it were built for him.
Mr. Hines has just been starring at the
Cort Theatre in the Musical Comedy,
"Just a Minute", through the courtesy
of Master Films, Inc.
"These pictures are going to have
settings, direction and cast worthy of
the highest class features on the market
today. Neither effort nor money will
be spared to reproduce on the screen,
ihe visualization of Sewell Ford's most
lovable
character".
The office
of Master Films, Inc., is
1214 Aeolian Building, Charles C. Bunis President and General Manager and
E. T. Clode. Vice-President.
I know will prove gratifying."
Hugh

Ford

to Make

a

"The
PictureChristian"
Rights to Famous Goldwyn's
Hall Caine

Special in West
Hugh Ford, who has been working
day and night to finish cutting his last
Story Acquired; Big Plans Under Way
Elsie
Ferguson picture, " Lady Rose's
The
records
of
publishers
and
liGOLDWYN Pictures Corporation
Daughter," has gone West to make
brarians, inEngland as in this country, studio.
has purchased the picture rights
a special production at the Lasky
to Hall Caine's " The Christian." show that " The Christian," for more
Goldwyn plans to make the film version than twenty years, has been one of the
There will be no star in this production but one of the most important
of Hall Caine's powerful drama one most widely read books in the English
of the greatest photoplays ever language. Shortly after the story had casts ever assembled for a special picscreened, it is said. No story written become established as a literary sensa- ture.
in this generation possesses to a fuller
tion, it was made into a play which
The name under which this picture
degree all of the essentials for heart- scored a phenomenal success in Lon- will be released has not yet been definstirring action, and every resource of
don and New York. Presented by the
itely selected, and it is thought wise
Goldwyii's va>t organization will be at Lieblers at the Knickerbocker theatre, even to withhold the nature of the
the disposal of the director and players October 10, 1898, it w as heralded as be- stor>' for the present.
selected for the interpretation, aning among the most important dramas
nounce G()l(l\\\n official.
of many seasons, and the public flocked
tc (he theatre during one of the longest The Capitol Puts Pathe
runs in the annals of Broadway.
News on Its Program
In bringing this drama again to
the screen, Goldwyn is carrying out a
The Capitol has booked Pathe News
policy of producing the classics of the for its topical subject. The choice is
stage, as well as the current writings of accepted by the Pathe officials as a
authors whose names signify high ac- tribute to the manner in which the
complishment in modern literature. Pathe News has been steadily ex".Madame X," "Milestones" and
panded to embrace the latest developments in all parts of the world. Be" The Christian," to mention only three
cause
of the fact that the audiences at
of the many recent purchases by this
company, are a fair indication of the the capitol are drawn from even,importance of the plays Goldwyn is country and from every State in the
Union, the interest in pictures taken in
planning to produce.
locations all over the globe is very
"The Sagebrusher" Gets
Premiere in Chicago

T. Hayes Hunter, responsible for " The
Cup of Fury," Goldwyn release

great.
W. S. Darling Now on
Christie Film Staff
The W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
W.
Darling is now scenario
announces that the premiere of "The editor Scott
for the Christie Film Company,
Sagebrusher" will be held in the Rose having been advanced to that post by
Theatre, Chicago. This house belongs
Christie on the recent acquisition
to the Harry Moir chain under the AI
of four new scenario writers by that
management of W. C. Dineen.
firm.
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Frisco

r'HT

Men
Want
Comedy
Buy Into Sennett

SERIAL

}4J

The 24 sheet prepared by Pathe for the extensive advertising campaign in behalf of " Daredevil Jack," starring Jack Dempsey
" Huckleberry Finn"
Has Two Big Openings
The hold which "Huckleberry Finn"
has upon the American people was
amply demonstrated last week says
Famous Plaj'ers-Lasky, when William
D. Taylor's Paramount Artcraft production of the Mark Twain story was
shown simultaneously at the Sherman
Theatre, Chillicothe, Ohio, and the
Loring Theatre, Riverside, California,
for the first time in the United States.
H. P. Wolfberg, Famous PlayersLasky's
Cincinnati,
wired thebranch
home manager
office as at
follows
:
" 'Huckleberry Finn' completed threeday engagement at Chillicothe with
complete success. Receipts went over
those for 'The Miracle Man' for four
days. All records smashed."
The following telegram came from
Al Price, Famous Players-Lasky exploitation representative in Los Angeles :
" 'Huckleberry Finn' absolutely
breaks all box-office records at Loring
Theatre, Riverside, on first day of
showing."
Aviatrix Made
Camera

Cast
for "The
Mad
Talon"
Pathe Announces Members of Support
for Juanita

Hansen

THE cast of principals announced
this week by casting director William P. Burt of George B. Seitz, Inc.,
to support Juanita Hansen in her forthcoming Pathe serial, "The Mad Talon",
contains, Pathe states, some of the
most prominent actors on the screen.
Under Mr. Seitz' personal supervision,
this serial is being produced at his
studio in New York.
The leading heavy role has been assigned to Warner Gland. He played
the heavy in "The Fatal Ring" and
"The Lightning Raider" with Pearl
White, and in "Patria" with Irene Castle. He has appeared in a number of
features opposite Elsie Ferguson and
has just completed work in the Louis
J. Gasnier Pathe serial, "The Third
Eye",
which he is co-starred with
Eileen in
Percy.
The mystery character is to be played
by Major Wallace McCutcheon who
made such a hit in the role of "Fred-

in Coming

Serial

eric Vaux" in Pearl White's latest
Pathe serial "The Black Secret". Major
McCutcheon has had a long career on
both stage and screen.
William N. Bailey has been cast in
the leading male role. His work is
well known, and he has appeared in a
number of Essanay, Mutual, World,
Universal, Metro, Wharton, Fox and
Blackton pictures.
Real work on "The Mad Talon",
which was written by Mr. Seitz, will
begin this week. The principals, with
the exception of Mr. Gland have all
reported and the script outlined to
them. Miss Hansen will begin on
Monday, January 19.
Mr. Seitz will attempt the unusual
task of finishing work on "Pirate
Gold", the second Pathe serial of which
he is star and director, and at the same
time begin the direction of IMiss Hansen in "The Mad Talon".

Fox News

Correspondent

^larguerita La Barnette, a pretty
flyer of San Antonio, Texas, is the latest addition to the staff of " camera
correspondents " maintained by Fox.
Miss La Barnette's first flight for Fox
Nev/s was to obtain views of ex-Lieutenant Harry McLaughlin, a daring
aviator who did all sorts of hair-raising stunts on the wings of his machine.

Cast for " Dad's Girl "
Republic Distributing Corporatioii
this week announced the complete
cast
" Dad's
namedoflast
week Girl,"
as the which
first ofwasa
series to be distributed through Republic by Waldorf Photoplays, Ltd.
This David G. Fischer production
is to feature Jackie Saunders, and in
her support will be Jack Drumier,
Kempton Greene, Charles Martin,
Jack Raymond, Arthur Behrens and
George M. Carleton.

Clemenceau

Sees

Film

Work

Print of " The Strongest " Titled in
French, Rushed Over Ocean bv Fox
TITLED in French, ready to be
shown to the man who conceived
it, a special priiit of "The Strongest"
is speeding across the Atlantic on the
French liner La France. It will be
shown to Georges Clemenceau and a
party of his closest friends at the spacious projection room of Fox Film
Corporation, 24 Boulevard des Italiens,
Paris.
After the "Tiger of France" has approved it,the one and only photodrama
by the late Premier — the man with the
international mind — will be shown to
the French Senators and deputies at a
special showing, and it is likely that the
newly elected president of the French
republic, Paul Deschaniel, also will
view it at this showing.
Georges Clemenceau did more than
write "The Strongest." There is a
cast of international players interpreting on the screen the powerflul and
virile characters that carry the message

of the great story into the farthermost
corners of the world through the distribution agencies of Fox Film Corporation.
Renee Adoree, to Paris, "Renee the
Adorex", is the heroine of the Clemenceau romance and Carlo Liteu has a
leading male part.
Florence Malone, Hal Horne, James
Maxcus and C. A. de Lima give excellent interpretations of the characters
assigned to them. Ben Bail has photographed the picture with great skill,
and the lighting effects are exv^sllent.
R. A. Walsh is said to nave never
done better work than on the film
version
Clemenceau's
only novel.
Taken asofa whole,
the production,
says
Fox, should be one of the greatest
screen stories ever told. It has in it
a universal appeal that will carry a
message to the people of every land — a
message which in its moral lesson js
clear and convincing.

to

It is no news to followers, intimate
or distant, of the motion picture industry, to be told that capital is interesting itself more and more in the
chances for profitable investment held
out by the popularity of motion pictures; but it is interesting to note particular expressions of that expanding
interest. Abe Friedman, a member of
the Friedman Furniture Company, the
largest in San Francisco, has been in
Los Angeles for more than a week
representing a coterie of San Francisco business men, converts to the
motion picture industry as a medium
of legitimate investment. Mr. Friedman has offered E. M. Asher, personal
representative of Mack Sennett, $250,000 for a one-half interest in Mr. Sennett's " Down on the Farm," a fivereel super-production which has just
been completed at the Sennett Studio.
Mr. Sennett has the offer under advisement.
Zeldman Enthuses Over
New Offering
Bennie Zeldman, vice president of
the Chaplin-Mayer Pictures Co., telegraphing the home office from Los
Angeles, after viewing the completed
Mildred Harris Chaplin picture, "Polly
of
Country,"
: "I am
not the
givenStorm
to raving,
but amsaidabsolutely
convinced that this Mayer-made First
National attraction is one of the most
telling blows the screen has ever deall
at social caste. It is a picture so
jammed full of heart interest that il
cannot fail to impress."
"Polly of the Storm Country" will
be the first Mildred Harris Chaplin
release as a First National attraction
under the banner of Louis B. Mayer.
Originally it was planned to release
"The Inferior Sex" as number one,
but an accident damaged the negative
to such an extent that it was found impossible to retake the scenes in tiine
to meet the release date.
Author

Will

Assist

in

Cutting and Editing
Marj' Roberts Rinehart has jumped
from Pittsburg to Los Angeles to be
present at the editing and cutting of
her first picture for Eminent Authors
made from her latest popular book,
"Dangerous Days." The Goldwyn
studio people are very much elated over
the production Reginald Barker has
made for "Dangerous Days" and say
that he has surpassed his previous
efforts.
Parisian

Fashion

Frolic

Plays Moss Circuit
The Parisian Fashion Frolic which
will end a ten week engagement at
the Broadway theatre on Saturday
night, will play the Hamilton theatre
for the entire week of January 19th,
according to an announcement from
the Moss offices.
Following the Hamilton, the Frolic
will open at the Regent theatre for
one week and will then go to the
Jefferson theatre,
M
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Hiller

Rachel Crothers' famous stage play " Old
Lady
31 " Classics,
is to beInc..
madefor into
picture
by Screen
Metroa release.
"
mother
"
her
for
famous
Dunn,
Emmaroles
will have the leading part
"Old Lady 31," a Theme
of Contrasted Love
The theme of " Old Lady 31 " is, as
one critic remarked, that " grandmothers and grandfathers are just thisame
as
other people,
only juvenile
older."
The introduction
of the
lovers in the persons of Antrim Short
and Winifred Wcstovcr is in gentle
contrast to the romance of the old
couple, played on the screen — as on
the stage — by Emma Dunn and Harry
Harmon.
Children Series to Be
Made for Prizma
Company
Director Frederick Thompson lias
come to Hollywood to make a scries
of pictures, featuring children for the
Prizma Company. These subjects will
feature Little Madge Evans, recently
played in subjects of the World Film
Corporation. Prizma films were taken,
under the direction of Mr. Thompson,
of the Tournament of Roses parade at
Pasadena,
California, on New Year's
Day.
Vitagraph Secures New
James Curvvood Story
Vitagraph has secured the motionpicture rights to " The Courage of
Marge O'Doone," James Oliver Curwood's story of the Canadian Northwest. It will be made as a special
production at the West Coast studio
with a special cast, according to Vitagraph. David Smith, who directed
Bessie
Love's Vitagraph
will
be
the director.
This willfeatures,
be the tenth
of the Curwood novels to be produced
by Vitagraph in motion-picture form.
Christie
Publicist to
Tour Film Centers
Pat Dowling, director of advertising
and publicity for Christie pictures, will
shortly leave Los Angeles for a tour
of the important exchange centers between the West Coast and New York,
including stops at Denver, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Philadelphia,
Boston and other large cities, for the
purpose of seeing how Christie Comedies are presented in the leading theatres of the country.

To

Start

tisintog
adver
oitation
explcity
and publi
will, be
used
WIDK
boost "Who's Your Servant?"
the photodrama written by Julian
Johnson.
L. L. Hiller who controls the world
rights to the first independent picture
of the new year declares that a staff
of experts will revolutionize the
methods used to exploit a picture and
that when the production is ready for
the public, one of the biggest national
advertising campaigns will result in
having "Who's our Servant?" the by
word in every home in the United
States.
Men have been at work for the past
three weeks preparing a sixteen page
campaign book. This book will be in
four colors and will contain more
than one hundred hints as to how to
put "Who's Your Servant?'' over in
big time style. Each and every help
for the exhibitor has been compiled
after careful thought as to the practicability ofcarrying the plan to a successful ending. Showmanship is the
by-word of this book.
So that the exhibitor cannot go
wrong in exploiting this photodrama,
. this campaign book is illustrated by
some of the best known artists in the
country. Special attention has been
given to outdoor advertising, lobby
displays and co-operative plan sheet.
Advertising suitable for a full page
display to a teaser campaign reaching into the homes is to be found in
this illustrated booklet. A mailing
campaign noted for its uniqueness is

Pathe

Put
Your
With

Over

"Who's

Servant?
Push "
Bi^

Julian Johnson
one of the many sidelights of this
great campaign aid.
In addition to the sixteen page exploitation book, there will be issued
another publicity help consisting of
sixteen pages of up-to-thc-minute news
of the picture, manj' cuts adapted for
one, two or three columns of regulation newspaper screen are reproduced.
This is said to be the most comprehensive press book ever issued with

Campaign
a picture. So that the data is ready
for the printer, Mr. Hiller has arto have the sheets printed on
but one rangedside.
■' When I consummated the deal for
the world rights to this picture, I was
asked to release it at once," said Mr.
Hiller, "Realizing the worth of the
production, I decided to hold it until
the greatest advertising exploitation and
publicity campaign ever launched
would be a reality. The picture is now
ready but it will be several weeks at
least before the print will be given
to the public for 1 want the campaign
lo be in keeping with the production.
" In addition to the publicity, exploitation and advertising booklets,
there will be more than twenty-five
accessories ready for the exhibitor.
Before I planned this campaign, I saw
to it that I employed showmen who
know how to exploit to arrange ideas
for this picture. The books are prac
tical and I predict will revolutionize
this form of salesmanship to the fan."
The settings of the picture afforded
ample material for the posters. One
twenty-four sheet, a six-sheet and two
styles of three and one sheets will be
distributed. For the lobby showing
two sets of 22x28 and the 11x24 will
be about the most beautiful money
and time can reproduce.
In addition to the above helps, there
are two four-column, two three-column, two two-column and three onecolumn advertising cuts and mats and
six scene cuts divided between the one
and two-column size.

Outlook
by
"Hal. E. Roach declares that the
Paul Brunet Back from
warm reception accorded the Harold
Coast Enthusiastic
Lloyd two-reel comedies all over the
Over Prospects
country justifies his judgment in making the liberal expenditure in the setting and dressing of these features.
Brunet, "has features that are not in"So it is that in the production of
cluded in any of the similar combinations and has been warmly endorced these Lloyd features and in the onefrom the Atlantic to the Pacific.
featuring
reel RolinMr.comedies
Pollard,
Roach has
outgrown'Snub'
his
"The production units really leave old studio. W ithin two weeks he will
nothing to be desired — ten in all, in- move into a roomy modern studio, well
cluding Edgar Lewis, producing a class
up-to-date imall whichofhasthe been
of pictures that have made him fam- equipped withprovements,
erected at
ous; the Blanche Sweet Specials, produced by Jesse D. Hampton, the two- a cost of $100,000 at Culver City."
reel $100,000 Lloyd comedies produced
by Hal E. Roach; Ruth Roland Ser- Wyoming
Mountain
ials ;H. B. Warner Specials, produced
Hunt in New Prizma
by Jesse D. Hampton ; the Jack Demp" Elklands " is the title of the latest
sey serial produced by Robert Brimion ; Priza Natural Color picture which is
the Frank Keenan Specials; Louis J.
released through the Republic
Gasnier Serials; the specials produced l)cing
Distributing Corporation.
by Edwin Carewe and the one-reel
Rolin comedies from Hal E. Roach.
This picture w-as taken in the
mountains in the valley of
"Work is progressing smoothly, and W^yomiiig
the high class of story, careful casting ilic Shoshone River and combines the
beauties of scenic grandeur with the
and expert direction are responsible ihrill
of the hunt.
for some wonderfully effective work.
Edgar Lewis was in the final stages
of George Barr McCutcheon's popular Reward Offered For a
story on 'Sherry.' It will be a fit comStolen Camera
panion to his first big Pathe picture
'Other Men's Shoes.'
Writing from Portland, Ore., C. H.
"At the Jesse D. Hampton Produc- W^ales, cameraman of the Beaver Film
tions, with Blanche Sweet as the star,
a hundred
rethey were just putting the finishing Company
ward foroffers
the return
of a dollar
Bell and
touches on 'The Deadlier Sex,' by Bay- Howell camera, which he states was
ard Veiller, whose 'Thirteenth Chair,' stolen from him at the Hotel Washreleased by Pathe, is still active in making a new record.
number ington,
was Seattle.
40. The camera's factory

Head

presiofviceal mana
ger
dent andBRUN
generET,
PAUL
Pathe Exchange, Inc., is back
from a brief visit to the Pacific Coast,
enthusiastic over the gratifying success
of his mission and especially pleased
over the work in preparation and that
planned for the immediate future of the
ten producing units included in the
Pathe releases. Mr. Brunet, accompanied by Mrs. Brunet, left New York
on December 27th, and journeyed
direct to the coast.
Mr. Brunet completed the establishment of permanent Pathe headquarters on the coast, which will begin operation on February 1st, and be located
in the Wright-Calendar Building. Mr.
Gilson Willets, formerly manager of
the Pathe scenario department, is now
the permanent Pacific coast production
representative and the publicity will
be handled by Mrs. Phyllis Daniels,
who has an established reputation in
her line of work. Production will be
handled from there, and all producing
heads will have daily conferences over
the work in progress. Mr. Brunet
finds that this arrangement will greatly
facilitate the movement of the story
to the screen and accomplish a most
valuable saving in time.
One of the principal projects that
engaged the attention of Mr. Brunet
was the Associated Exhibitors, Inc. ;
but beyond stating that all of his objects in this particular had been accomplished, the Pathe chief added that the
full details would be announced later.
"The plan of operation of the Associated Exhibitors," commented Mr.
MR.
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Here is a pair not to draw to but which will draw for you. Mary PickfordBothas she
PoUyanna,"
and Doug. Fairbanks in hi comedy hit, "When the Clouds Roll By"
are appears
late Oni inted" Artists
releases
Service

to Handle

All

Details of Publicity
Everybody has been wondering what
Julian M. Solomon was going to do
after he left the Famous PlayersLasky. The secret is out. If an independent producer needs an exploitation campaign, Solomon's Service will
take on the proposition and furnish
everything complete except the film.
Posters, fotos, cuts, slides, press books,
novelties, stunts, every thing that goes
to make up a sure fire box office campaign will be furnished. The producer
will have no worry regarding the publicity and accessory details, all he has
to do is to sell his film, and Mr. Solomon's organization will do the rest.
At the present time, the Master
Films, Inc., of which C. C. Burr is
President, 1214 Aeolian Building is one
of Mr. Solomon's clients. Negotiations
are pending now with several other
producing organizations, which are expected to be on the Hst.

Wally
Much

Van
Announces
Plans
Work to Be Done on the Leonard

Serial; Program

for Future

Announced

the recent announceFOLLOWING
in the serial."
ment by Hallmark that Wally Van episodes
" Arrangements
will also have to be
made with the Governors of the
e
would
supervis
Frank
G.
Hall's
next serial in which Benny Leonard, States and the Mayors of the Cities
lightweight champion of the world, visited for some special features that
will have the star role, it is now an- will be injected into the serial."
nounced that actual production
" There are some very unique ideas
started this week at the 38th Street to be incorporated in this production
which I am not at liberty to discuss
Studio.
In discussing the forthcoming serAfter
ial, Mr. Van said :
at " this
time."completing the Benny
" The supervision of the Benny Leonard production," Mr. Van anLeonard production means more than
nounces, I" have plans under way to
the usual routine of selecting the cast make six big comedy dramas on the
of players and directing them and Coast. The stories for three of these
looking after the production in gen- have already been bought and negotiations for three more are now pending. These pictures will be personal" The plans, as previously outlined,
ly supervised by me and will really
call for Leonard to appear in at least
fifteen
eral." different cities between New be big specials in the strictest sense
York and San Francisco, each city of the word. They will all be in the
visited to be the scene of one or more
$100,000 class."
Corinne Griffith's Next
D o o 1 e y Comedies
Called
"The MeBooked for Broadmento "
Willi two features completed
and
way Theatre
awaiting release Corinne Griffith is
Tyrad Pictures, Inc., announces that
making haste slowly on her next
the Johnny Dooley Comedies have
Vitagraph picture, a five-reel screen
been booked for a pre-release showing
version of "The Memento," one of the
at the B. S. AIoss Broadway Theatre.
O. Henry stories. The play deals with
Contracts on these comedies have been
the life of a young vaudeville perarriving at the Tyrad Exchange from
former who is shown both on the
the theatres in the New York territory.
stage and in rural surroundings. EdTo properly meet this demand, it was
ward Griffith will direct Miss Griffith.
found necessary to change the original
release date from January 15th to February 1st.
Exploitation Department
Established
With a desire to aid exhibitors to
" The Superman " Provincrease the patronage of their theaing to be Popular
tres, the First National Exchange, Inc.,
franchise holders for the State of New
Reports from the Hygrade Feature
Film Co., of Charlotte, N. C. on the
Yoiiv or the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit, has established an exploitafive reel feature, "The Superman", now
being dir*ributed on the state right
tion department. The new division
was created last week with G. Horace Wally Van, " regular feller," who is super- market by Tower Film Corp., indicate
visingserial
the production
ot Benny
that the picture is proving popular.
for Frank
G. HallLeonard's
Mortimer in charge.

Special Paper for " The [
Universal
announces
that special
Great Air
Robbery
"
posters have been prepared for exhibitors in the exploitation of "The Great
Air Robbery". In the preparation of
the sketches extreme care was taken
by the several artists to faithfully reproduce airplanes and models secured
by Universal through the courtesy of
the Curtiss Motor and Airplane Corporation. While the posters are all
made from especially drawn sketches
the scenes are without exception taken
from the picture itself, it is stated.
Three different styles of one-sheets,
two three sheets, one six-sheet, one
24 sheet, one style of window card,
and one half-sheet comprise the styles
of paper on "The Great Air Robbery."
" The Cinema Murder "
at Rialto Makes Record
Running up a total of 9,741 paid admissions for the day, "' The Cinema
Murder," starring Marion Davies, a
Cosmopolitan Production released as
a Paramount Artcraft Picture, broke
the record Sunday the 18th at the
Rialto Theatre, New York, Famous
Players-Lasky announces.
" "The Cinema Murder' not only
broke the Rialto record," said ManDirector Hugo
it alsoagingsmashed
the Riesenfeld,
record of "but
our
other house, The Rivoli, which scats
about four hundred more."
Johnson's
Scenics Are
Said to Be Featured
" On the Borderland of Civilization," Martin Johnson's vivid screen
pictures of the great South Seas, released in ten one-reel subjects by Robertson-Cole, have been so successful
that many of the leading exhibitors in
the country are reported to be now
advertising
spectacles
" features."these
These short
subjectsasare
always named in conjunction with the
leading drama subject of the program,
it is stated.
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Gayety Comedy Releases
for Month of January
Four new Gayety Comedies are released this month through independ■ent exchanges. Three of the Comedies feature George Ovey, with Lilhan Biron and the Gayety Girls, and
one features William Bletcher and
V^era Reynolds.
" Ladies Must Dance " introduces
George Ovey as an amateur dancing
master. This comedy was directed
by James Clemens.
Craig Hutchinson directed the next
two Gayety Comedies, " Bounced "
with George Ovey and Lillian Biron,
and " A Saphead's Sacrifice " with
Bletcher and Vera Reynolds. Clemens
directed the fourth January release,
which is entitled " Ruined by Love,"
featuring Ovey, with Miss Biron.
Big Sets a Feature

Live Sparks " in PreRelease Showing
Rowland and Clark's first-run house
in Pittsburgh, the Regent, opened a prerelease presentation of "Live Sparks"
on Sunday to a capacity house, it is
said, an engagement which will be followed during the month by six other
Pittsburgh houses in the Roland and
Clairk chain. A report from the W.
VV. Hodkinson Corporation further
states that sales reports from nearly
every territory evidence a great interest in this mid- January release of Kerrigan's fourth Robert Brunton picture.
Supreme

Comedies

Said

to Be in Big Demand
Supreme Comedies made by the
Southern California Producing Company exclusively for Robertson-Cole
arc now being played by the leading
exhibitors in the United States. So
great has been the demand for these
clean cut laughs of the screen that it
is necessary to almost double the number of original prints, states the Robcrtson-Colc Company.

N e- \

" The Beggar Prince " to
Mark Another
Success
After winning additional screen
laurels in Robertson-Cole's release,
" The Tong Man," Sessue Hayakawa
steps from that dramatic role to a
dual personage in his forthcoming production,The
"
Beggar Prince." Those
who have seen it declare that his work
by far surpasses his achievements attained in " The Tong Man " and
openly declare that it will be a big
box-office attraction.
" So overwhelmingly has been his
success that Hayakawa's name is used
in lights at almost every first run house
in the United States," declares a recent
report from the Robertson-Cole offices.
" On account of this enviable record
many of the best known exhibitors
have contracted for every picture
turned out by Hayakawa for Robert-

of

" Oil "
Big sets are the order of the day at
Paragon Studio, where Guy Empey is
filming the concluding scenes in his
special production " Oil " prior to leaving with his company for work on location, which departure is now less than
a week distant. A great many of the
scenes in " Oil " are laid in a large
hotel in a middle western city and the
week passed has seen a growth, in the
Paragon Studio of an elaborate restaurant and grill room set and the last few
days of a mammoth set representing a
hotel lobby and the reception-room
leading from it.
This set occupies the entire length
of the large Paragon Studio and in
some places extends as well through its
entire width The set is a fine example
of the artistry of technical Director
Herbert Messmore who is permanently
attached to the Empey organization.
The studio equivalent of black marble
and green and yellow onyx is lavishly
used in a structure so substantial that
its appearance on the screen will leave
no doubt in the minds of the audience
of its being other than the interior of a
real hotel.

Picture

son-Cole."
Feb. 22 Release
One of Charlie Chaplin's most famous
characterizations was the part in " The
Champion." This
is now being reissued bypicture
Victor Kraemer
Goldwyn Has Animated
Cartoon in Colors
The three subjects in the GoldwynBray Pictograph No. 7023, to be released February 8th, are of such interest that they deserve special notice.
For what is said to be the first time
in the history of motion pictures, exhibitors will receive an animated cartoon in colors. Then there is a microscopic study of "Dew Fall", under the
general title of "Marvels of the Universe", and finally one of the "Master
Minds of America" series having Gutzon Borglum as its subject.
As a nature study the screen has
brought nothing more interesting and
scientifically valuable than the microscopic analysis of dew and frost. Subtitles are arranged to give continuity
to the picture and unfold a whimsical
little story.
The study of Gutzon Borglum is said
to be a fitting contribution to t he
Americanization propaganda on the
screen advanced by Secretary Lane and
other advocates of militant patriotism.
Borglum is represented as the tj'pe of
American that the country welcomes as
a great force for progress.

Date

of

City " It Happen
Madam Sarah Earnhardt's
in Paris,"
Madamdistributed
Yorska inbytheTyr
les
ing
role, with
is being
Pictures, Inc.
Ten

Companies

Ar

Kept Busv at Culver

" Corsican Brothers "
" The Corsican Brothers," the six
part super-feature, will be released by
United Picture Theatres of America
on February 22d, PresiJent J. A. Berst
announces.
The releasing of this special feature
together with several other pictures
has been held back pending the completion of the deal just closed with the
Triangle Companj-, Mr. Berst and his
associates deeming it wise to hold back
this Dustin Farnum feature until it
could be given the finest kind of distribution which is now possible
through United taking over control of
all the Triangle exchanges.
" The Corsican Brothers," it is confidentl)- expected, will prove one of the
finest box office attractions United or
any other releasing company has made
available for exhibitors.

The Goldwyn organization at C
ver City is launching a product
schedule that rivals any hitherto
tempted at this or any other West"
studio, Goldwyn Pictures announc
By the end of this week it is expec
that ten companies will be grindcameras at full capacity on prod
tions, planned for the coming seas
Among the companies to occupy
Culver City stages are Basil Kinj
making- " Earth Bound " under the
rection of T. Hayes Hunter; Bo(
Tarkington's " Edgar " Corned:
featuring Johnny Jones under the
rection of E. Mason Hopper; " Se\
Oaks " by J. G. Holland, starring \\
Rogers under the direction of Clarei
Badger
; " The
IronRegin;
" w
an
all-star
cast Branding
directed by

First Part

Barker ; Gouverneur Alorris' " T
Penalty,"
under and
the adirection
W
lace
Worsley;
Rupert of
Hugh
story " Scratch My Back," directed
Harry Beaumont.

of Dempsey

Serial Completed
Pathe announces that the first episode of " Daredevil Jack," starring
Jack Dempsey, has been now completed, and that a screening of the chapter
in the Brunton studio at Los Angeles
last week satisfied everybodj' present
that the champion pugilist is going to
prove a picture artist of no mean calibre. Dempsey was among those that
witnessed the showing. The supporting cast is announced as follows : Herschal Mayall, Albert Cody, Frederic
" The Luck of the Irish " Starr, Frank Lanning, Spike Robinson, Al Kaufman, S. E. Jennings, EdGets Fine Reception
ward Hearn, Clj'de Benson, Josephine
Herring. Ruth Langston and Aggie
" The Luck of the Irish," Allan Sedgwick,
Dwan's new picture romance slipped
quietly into Grauman's Broadway
theatre in Los Angeles for its first
showing, and solely on its own merits "The Third Generation"
and without advance exploitation, it
Favorably Received
has literally smashed across a screen
" The Third Generation," which
victory in its pre-release showing, announces Realart Pictures Corporation. was written and produced by Henry
Sid Grauman, in hailing the Real- Kolker in the Brentwood Studios as
art feature as a " triumph for the a Robertson-Cole Superior picture, is
cinema art," was backed by reviewers being well received by the leading exof the Western city, and by audiences
hibitors throughout the country, acwho packed the big house and caused
cording to the Robertson-Cole Co.
the well-known exhibitor to say in a An all-star cast including Betty
telegraphic message to John S. Woody : Blythe, Mahlon Hamilton, Jack Pratt,
" I don't think any theatre in this Joseph Swickard and Edward Cecil is
country is big enough to hold them." said to be featured in this production.

" Six Feet Four

" Calk

a Real Box-Puller
The gratifying box office recei]
from "Six Feet Four" have mov
many busy exhibitors to write comme
datory letters to the producers says t
American Film Companj'. From Pit
burgh, Pa., J. C. Herron, manager
the Alinerva Theatre, sent the folio
ing which is typical, to the Americ
headquarters : "This feature was r
during a week of wretched weather, t
our receipts were above the average f
our best season, and we can truthfu
say that this American feature drt
more and steadier business than a
of the other six houses on the aven
during that week."
Chaplin Reissue Said t
Have Won Favor
"Lord Helpus", the single-reel Chs
lie Chaplin reissue being released <
the
market
Tow-e
Filmindependent
Corporation
and through
formerly
titled. "Cruel Cruel Love", is winnii
favor on the merits of the productic
itself in addition to the drawing po\
er of the inimitable Charlie Chapli
Tower Film states.
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In "Two Cents' Worth of Humaneness," Madge Kennedy's forthcoming production,
Fox

to Still Occiipv

a

Remodeling
entireBldg'.
tenth floor
Old
in the
. Floor of
II tile biiildiny: at 130 West 46th street.
\e\v Yorl<, has been started by a crew
)f workmen in preparation for occii)ancy by the Xcw York Exchange of
bx Film Corporation, now occupyng part of the seventh floor in the
ame building.
Cut lumber, sections of metal partiions, glass doors and special decoraive railings have already been received
)n the tenth floor The new home of
he exchange will have a floor space
)t more than 850() square feet. This
s said to be more floor space than is
"ccnpicd by any other one film exhange in New York.
Most of this work, however, is being
lone after olVice hours and in the
ibsence of the employes of the AuditMg and Accounting departments of
•"ox Film Corporation, but according
1^ present plans the Exchange is to be
' lished in its new home on Monfanuarv 26.

apitol to Give

Metro

I'ilm Special Setting
The showing of "The Willow Tree,"
he
Metro
t the
newrelease,
Capitolstarring
TheatreX'iola
has Dana,
been
ostponed by Managing Director Ed1 Bowes.
inaging Director Bowes deferred
t!. presentation in order, it is said, to
10 full justice to the production. After
projection room examination he was
mpressed with the l)eainy and charm
'f this Japanese fantasy and decided
hat when the Capilf)l shows "The WilTree" it will be with special setspecial stage ensembles, special
merior decorations, music and other
ffects in harmony with the picture, it
5 stated. Designs for the settings will
e made by John Wengrr.
Elaborate

the Goldwyn comedienne has the role of a chorus girl

Sets Planned

for Christie Comedy
Elaborate sets are being planned, it
s said, for a Christie special comedy,
>hich will feature Bobby Vernon,
ith Helen Darling, in a " follies reue." The direction will be by Wiliam Beaudine, whose wife is drilling
. flying squadron of Christie Film
"ollies
intricate
or the girls
cafe inscenes
whichdance
will steps
be a
■art of the extravaganza. The story
^ being written by Scott Darling and
"rank R. Conklin.

Recent
Purchases
of
efA George Ade and
hases Picpurcwyn
fected byrecen
the t Gold
AMONG the
tures are the transactions reHenry
Blossom
sulting in the acquisition of " The
Slim Princess," a past success of the
Play and liams
a Story
Wilmusical comedy stage, and " The Man
Who Had Everything," an unpub-.
lished story of Ben Ames Williams
" The Slim Princess," one of the
When the manuscript of Mr. Wilmost lastingly popular of all comedies
liams' latest work was submitted to
with music, has been purchased by
readers, the picture posGoldwyn Pictures Corporation and the Goldwyn
sibilities offered in the plot appeared
will receive a screen interpretation.
Negotiations for the picture rights so exceptional, it is stated, that no
were closed last week and soon plans time was lost in closing arrangements
author for the screen prowill be formulated for its production. with the duction.
This is one of the few times
Opportimilies for a colorful, fanciful on record that the work of a famous
and humorous photoplay are said to
abound in this production.
George Ade, America's master of
satire, wrote the play in collaboration
with Henry Blossom and it became a
successful starring vehicle for Elsie
Janis for several seasons, starting in
the fall of 1910 under the management of Charles Dillinghain. The
play remained on Broadway for a full
\ear before being taken to other large
cities by the young star. After extended engagements in Chicago and
Boston, " The Slim Princess " enjoyed along career on the road during which practically every city and
town of consequence was visited.
Miss Janis had a large following
before the production of the AdeHlossom play, but it is figured that
" The Slim Princess " did more than
any other one stage vehicle lo enhance
the reputation of the comedienne. It
received a great amount of steady
publicity through a period of years, a
fact that will siinplify the task of the
exhibitor when he comes to exploiting
the picture. The theatregoing public
is well acquainted with the title, which
stands for entertainment of the liigliest caliber.
Ben Ames Williams, whose stories
are a prominent feature of the Saturday Evening Post, is becoming a regidar contributor to the Goldwyn Pici tires Corporation program. His " Jubilo," starring the inimitable Will
Rogers, is one of the outstanding
screen successes of the season; motion picture rights to "The Great Accident," serial publication of which
was recently completed, have been secured by Goldwyn, and now comes
the announcement of the purchase by
the same company of another Williams story, as yet unpublished. It
carries the attractive title of "The
Man Who Had Everything."

Neilan

Against

Goldwyn's
writer
has been secured by a picture
jiroducer in advance of its publication.
" The Man Who Had Everything "
has a modern New York setting with
the conflict arising between a millionaire financier and his son, who is
famous along Broadway for his wild
extravagances. Bullway, senior, is in
despair of ever being able to do anything with his son, when a beggar,
whom they almost run over in their
automobile, makes a remark that
proves to be an inspiration to the father. The beggar's curse is, " May
you always have everything you
want." The story is said to be replete
dramatic action and emotionalwithclashes.

Injecting

Ads

" Collecting at Both Ends " Subject of
Statement; Will React on
on Producers
embodied in motion pictures prepared
|\/IARSHALL
NEILAN last week for entertainment purposes.
aVI
issued a "call"
to all motion piclure producers and directors to attack
"Nothing is as unpopular with the
the practice of injecting advertising in American public as the realization that
films and collecting at both ends, it is being 'fooled.' It is done every
namely from the exhibitor and the na- day in a hundred different ways, withtional advertiser. Mr. Neilan in emout a doubt, but as soon as the public
phatic terms, denounced this method of is acquainted with the fact, resentment
"cutting down the over-head" on a follows. This is human nature. The
picture and pointed out that it repre- reaction upon the industry as a whole
sented aserious handicap not only to would not be insignificant. The direct
the motion picture entertainment in- result upon the producer responsible,
dustry but to the individual producers and even the director whose name ap:ind director? as well.
pears on the film, would be serious."
"The time has come," said Mr.
Neilan, "when producers must realize
that the practice of injecting adver- Brady and Warwick Reissues in Demand
tising inentertainment film is a dangerous proceeding, not only for the inIn the Greater New York district
dustry in general, but for them in- the Alice Brady and Robert Warwick
dividuall}-.
re-issues, which are distributed thru
"I know of specific cases w-here pic- the Masterpiece Film Distributing
tures have been practically paid for in Corp., 130 West 46 Street, have been
advance by national advertisers after booked by the Wm. Fox, Sidney
which high rentals were demanded and Cohen, Bolodino, Meyer Weiss and
obtained from exhibitors for the privi- Joseph Stern circuits, it is reported.
lege of making
the producer'sIt bear- The demand for these earlier Brady
rangement withgood
the advertiser.
and Warwick subjects is said to be
hooves the individual director to stand due to the discriminating choice made
firm on this matter, for its continuance of the twenty-two Alice Brady picmeans the prostitution of his own best
tures that she made for the World
efforts.
Film and of the eighteen World Robert Warwick subjects.
"Exhibitors have become 'wise' and
the producers who do not realize this
In addition to showing Alice Brady
are
selves.only inviting trouble for them- and Robert Warwick in these photoplays, these re-issues are offering fans
"The advertising possibilities of the an opportunity to see such producers
screen
are wonderful.
How'ever,
Capellani, Tourneur, Chautard,
is a distinct
field and should
not this
be as
Crane and Knoles at work.

Motion
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Deluxe

Sunshine

be many resaidthingstoabou
THERE aremarkable
t the big
special Sunshine Comedy just
completed at the William Fox studios
in Hollj'wood. One of these is the
fact that this de luxe special took five
months to make — total working time —
and under conditions that are worthy
of mention.
Hampton Del Ruth, supervising director of all Fox Sunshine Comedies,
directed this special. Del Ruth's name
has been associated with the production of screen mirth-makers for several seasons, and to him belongs the
credit for having contributed many
original and distinctive films in this
branch of screen entertainment.
With announcement of the completion of this special Fox Sunshine
comes the story of the making of what
the producer claims is the most expensive comedy film ever put out. For a
trifle more than five months Mr. Del
Ruth has carried the megaphone continually, laid out special settings and
designed many daring costumes for the
players. Assisting Del Ruth was the
entire Sunshine Comedy directorial
staff, including Jack Blystone, Eddie
Cline, Roy Del Ruth, Mai St. Claire,
Vin Moore and Frank Grifiin — each
of them individually responsible for
many successful Sunshine films and
each an artist in the field of comic
films.
This Fox comedy will be five reels
in length. Plans for a big special campaign on it are now being formulated
in the Advertising and Publicity Departments of Fox Film Corporation,
and many novel stunts are promised
for the exhibitor's aid in exploiting it.
The personnel of this special Sunshine de luxe includes every member
of the Fox Sunshine Comedy forces,
nearly two hundred players continually

Comic

Picture

N ev

Coming

whom the "jazziferous" comedy revolves William Fox with much deliberation and many charming damsels under consideration, chose the dainty and
Special Cast
demure Alta Allen. Miss Allen plays
the unkissed bride in the big de luxe
engaged in making the regular two-reel comedy and is heralded by the producer as the coming sensation in the
Sunshine film. Added to these in the
five-reel production are several hun- film comedy field.
dred extra people and many specialty
The regular corps of Sunshine beauties was increased by Mr. Del Ruth
acts.
The entire troupe of Singer Midgets,
for this production. Sevenfamous the world over as one of the especially ty-five
Sunshine Widows appear
most distinct novelties seen on the vau- throughout the picture. If Mr. Del
deville circuits, was engaged by Wil- Ruth's word may be taken for it, they
liam Fox especially for this Sunshine are everything that is fascinating.
de luxe. The Singer Midget troupe
The settings for the picture are
consists of nineteen tiny men and claimed to be a new departure in
women, each a specialty artist in some
films. In this big five-reel
branch of bright, clean entertainment. comedy
special it has surpassed the beauty and
Several male members are phenomenal originality of anything yet done in that
stunt and strong men.
branch of the producing field.
Besides the Midgets themselves, Mr.
There are many massive settings,
Fox has secured the entire animal
train of this troupe, as well as the thousands of dollars' worth of costly
complete special equipment carried by furnishings, draperies, hangings and
the Singer Company on its vaudeville floor coverings. Nothing has been
tours.
spared to make it a complete success so
Into the story of the film a Kcniiine far as detail is concerned, and the cast
big-time circus is woven. In this cir- is conceded to be an aggregation of
cus Hampton Del Ruth has staged the greatest artists in screen. It includes, besides Miss Allen, Chester
something which it is predicted will
prove the sensation of the year. To Conklin, Harrj' Booker, Jack Cooncr,
Laura La Varnie, Ethel Teare, Alice
make a long story short, the skilful di- Davenport, Glen Cavender, Bobbie
rector-in-chief has made this a real
Dunn, Ed Kennedy. Dave Morris, Jim
circus, from the sawdust to the penHarry Gibbon and Dorothy
nanted big stick. He has freak actors Donnelly,
who will bring back the good old days Lee. Miss Lee is a charming beauty
of the side show in your old home and leader of the Dashing Chorus of
town. Some of the principals who Sunshine Widows.
enact the freak roles are well-known
This Sunshine Special is the producscreen favorites and include Slim
tion on which William Fox gave the
Somerville, Tom Kennedy, Mutt Mur- exhibitors of the country an opporphy, Blanche Payson, Tiny Ward and
tunity to shine as title writers— for he
Bert Gillespie; while there are others published an offer of a $250 cash prize
who are new to the screen.
for the best title. The suggestions for
In selecting a prima donna, around titles are coming in thick and fast.
Five-Reeler Took Five
Months in Making;

Another farce comedy favorite who I
forsaken slap stick for drama is Bebe D
iels, who will appear in Cecil B. De Mil
"Whyby Change
Wife?"
to beCorp.relea
Famous Your
Players
Lasky
New
Company Wil
Make Westerns

A series of eight five-reel wesb
pictures to be known as Sylvanite P
ductions is to be made by a ne>
formed organization under the dir
tion of Alvin J. Neitz. Robert Su
van will be General Manager and pi
provide for production work being c
ried on at what is known as the
Balboa Studios, Long Beach.
It is the intention of these new p
ducers to make their subjects decii
stunt pictures, and with this end
view more than twenty men ;
women riders are said to have b
engaged, all of whom are reported
have had actual range experience,
eluded in the list of riders emplo
are Bill Patton, Joe Rickson, Tom
Grimes and Joe Flores all of wh
names have appeared on the scr
many times. Production work will
Film
To
Spread
Americanization
started within the next week, anc
is
planned to have the first rele
of
the request embodied in that resoluthe suggestion
ACTING upon
titled " Out-Lawed," ready for relf
Hon. Franklin K. Lane, Secre- "The Copperhead" Is to
tion. When we first planned the pro- bv
March 1st.
Feature in Lincoln
tary of the Interior, that the
duction, months ago, we realized that
the drama itself would be all-sufficient
motion picture industry take immeas mere dramatic entertainment. But
Day Celebration
diate steps to spread, from Coast to
we realized further that here was an Ince Produces Pictu
Coast on Lincoln's Birthday, the
story
of America as best exemplified in the
opportunity offered us to spread far
Without
" Fade-Out
character and work of Abraham Lin- sary of the birth of the Great Eman- and wide the doctrine of pure AmeriThe latest development
in mo
cipator arrives, the full-page advercanism— a doctrine which cannot be pictures will be seen in the Thomas
coln, the Famous Players-Lasky Cortisement
of
the
production
will
have
poration ismaking a special drive for
over-emphasized at this time when the
the showing of the Paramount Art- appeared in practically all of thirty- spirit of Bolshevism seems to be more Ince production, " An Old Fashio
Young Man," in which Charles Ra
one national publications, Famousstarred. The picture, now ui
craft Super-Special, " The Copper- Players announces. Incorporated in
or
less
rampant."
res
ble
head," in as many theat
asary.
possi
this
advertisement
and
displayed
in
a
course of production at the ^
on or near the 12th of Febru
border alongside the illustration is a " Desert Gold " Opens at Studios, will carry off honors as b'
the first photoplay without an iris,
It was planned originally to re- copy of the following resolution which
lease this picturization of Augustus was adopted last month by the Joint
those who may be unfamiliar with
the Brooklyn Strand
Thomas's American play, in which Committee on Education of the
Backed with a powerful Edward L. technical term of a studio, an iri
Lionel Barrymore plays the leading United States Senate and House of
the at
" fade
out," w
Hyman campaign
of cxp'.oilation,
the explained
role, somewhat later, but in view of
generally isas seen
the conclusioi
opening
of the Mark
Strand theatre,
:
the prominence of the character of Representatives
each
episode
and
which,
to
the scr
Be it resolved, That it is the sense Brooklyn, Bcnj. B. Hampton's powerLincoln and its part in creating the of " the
is the same as the lowering of the
Joint Committee on Education
tain
on
the
stage.
ful Zane Grej-'s picture, " Desert Gold,"
strong patriotic appeal which the pic- of the United States Senate and House opened
to turn-away business at all
ture carries, the release was moved
of Representatives that the motion pic- performances.
forward to January 25, so that by Linture industry of the United States be
Managing Director Jack Eaton of
coln's Birthday its message of Ameri- requested to do all that is within its the Manhattan Strand devised a unique Reggie Morris Becon
canism would be permeating, either power to upbuild and strengthen the prelude to the Zane Grey picture last
A Christie Directoi
through actual showing of the picture spirit of Americanism within our week. A picturesque little house on
Reggie Morris, formerly with
or through anticipatory exploitation,
the desert, showing the clouds rolling nett.
has been added to the dircct<
every section of the country.
by
and
illuminated
by
inlermi:tent
staff
at the Christie studios. He
" The release of ' The Copperhead,' "
The national advertising campaign said Adolph Zukor yesterday, " is the flashes of stars, was Mr. Eaton's
present
co-directing with Al Chr
people."
tangible act of the Famous Play-, novelty that won applause at every and makes the seventh Christie dir<
for " The Copperhead " is already un- first
der way, and by the time the anniver- ers-Lasky Corporation in acceding to performance it is stated.
now engaged at that house of come

January
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Here is an advance hint of
-i'hat may be seen in the
heralded Sunshine SuperComedy. The entire comedy directing force, under
lampton Del Ruth, lent a
hand to the production.
Ill the Sunshine Beauties
ire in it— also the famed
Singer Midgets and their
:rained animals. A " reg'iar " circus setting is promised in the advance notices
rrom the Fox offices.

the

5

reel

Sunshine

Comedy

Special
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Work

By SAMUEL E. MORRIS
^ice-Pres. and Gen. Mgr. Select Pictures

"which
ChurchVitagraph
and work,"
said NatintoDuncan,
successful
" The Fortune
Hunter,"
is making
a super a feature,
withfriend
Earle inWilliams
in the title
role.
This picture shows Mr. Williams doing the " church " part of his job
Williams

Goes

Back

to

Coast

Vitagraph Player, After Making Two
in
Features in East, Returns to West
P ARLE WILLIAMS will return to screen version of VVinchell Smith's
comedy, which has been com' Vitagraph's West Coast studio on famous pleted
and is nearing release. Since
Feb. 1 to make the prologue scenes for
completing this feature Mr. Williams
" Capt. Swift," the famous drama by
C. Hadden Chambers. These are laid has been working on '' Capt. Swift."
completed with the excepin the bush country of Australia and it It hastion ofbeen
the desert scenes, but the star
had been planned by Tom Terriss, who will be held here until the first of next
is directing Mr. Williams, to make the month awaiting railroad transportascenes on the waste and sandy shores
tion, earlier accommodations not being
of Long Island between Amagansett available. Mr. Williams has planned
and Montauk Point. The action, how- to make three features during his stay
ever takes place during the torrid in the East but much time was lost
weather on the deserts and it was felt
during the filming of " The Fortune
that justice could not be done to the Hunter
" through the illness of not
scenes during the cold weather here only of himself, but of Jean Paige, his
and they will consequently be made in leading lady, and other members of his
California. Mr. Terriss will not go supporting company.
West wath Mr. Williams and the latter
Mr. Williams will not return to New
will direct the scenes himself, assisted
York
completing
by Chester Bennett.
at the after
Western
studio. "Capt.
His homeSwift"
is in
Mr. Williams came here from the Hollywood and he will continue his
West Coast studio especially to appear ' activities at the Vitagraph studio at
in " The Fortune Hunter," Vitagraph's that place.
Lauds
"The
Beloved
Cheater"
Film Favorably Received in Detroit
and Atlantic City ; in Heavy Demand
FOLLOWING closely upon the itself," said A. S. Kirkpatrick, Viceannouncement that " The Beloved President and General Manager of the
Cheater," the Robertson-Cole special, Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporastarring Lew Cody, has been booked
tion. "When playing against the best
to play the Stanley theatre in Philadel- first-run production, the Lew Cody
phia, comes the announcement that the feature broke all records and so great
picture was the hit of Detroit and was the demand that extra runs were
turned thousands away in Atlantic made necessary.
City. The criticisms of the press
" I have received more unsolicited
throughout the country arc said to be praise for this picture than any other
more than favorable and in some in- production ever affiliated with any organization towhich I was attached. It
stances itwas said " the picture was a
is
certainly
marvelous the manner in
j-ear ahead of the times."
" Figures do not lie and the numer- which it has taken the country by
ous requests for extra bookings and storm. First-run houses in many cities
the prices paid for the features, places bid for the picture where others were
'The Beloved Cheater' in a class by content to play day and date."

JUST
line question
of work with
to take
up
is the what
burning
a huge
army of young minds who are stepping
out into the threshold of life.
Within the space of ten years from
an insecure and inconspicuous position
amongst the industries of the world,
motion pictures have leaped witli
Brobdingnagian strides, until today it
is securely established as the fifth largest industry in the world. In the ratio
of its increase from a delicate infant
to lusty youth, there has not been a
similar increase in the mental caliber
of the men and women who are connected with the business. For that
reason, if no other, the motion picture
business is offering today greater opportunities for quick advancement and
proportionate financial returns than
any other line.
The motion picture industry is crying for fresh minds who have been
trained in colleges and universities to
know how to think. Minds who have
initiative and creative character; who
have the power to apply themselves
and concentrate until the objective
point is reached. For such young men
and women there is no limit to the
heights they can attain and the riches
that will come to them as a reward for
their work.
Heretofore the motion picture business was conducted in a happy-golucky manner. None of the elements
that are characteristic of a high-class
commercial institution were in evidence. A change has taken place — a
rapid transformation. Chaos is giving
way to order. Executive heads realize
the importance of having a house kept
in an orderly, systematic manner. We
are seeking here and there for the
proper man or woman who can carry
Motion

Picture

Sam.

Morris, Vice-President and Genera
Manager of Selznick Pictures
out the development work. The gros
earnings of the motion picture in
dustr>- in the world today is in exces
of $50,000,000, or nearly twenty billion
of dollars a year. This is sufficient i:
itself to show how important it is tha
big minds are necessary to keep th^
big wheels moving. Such minds
only be found amongst young men anJ
women who have mentality capable oj
development. This process can onlybj
brought about through the training
ceived in educational institutions. ThI
motion picture industry is loudly call
ing for men and women who are will
ing to work, and work hard. Thos
who have stick-to-it-iveness and indi
viduality, creative ability and honestythere is no limit to the amount o
power and wealth that can be acquire
in the business end of the motion pic
ture industrv'."
in New

Rokpecjl

Thomas Ince Perfects Method Whereby
Screen Will Aid Arrest of Criminals
I 'HE
criminal
•••
tion,evolution
and the ofpart
motionidentificapictures
will play in its perfection, is credited
to Thomas H. Ince who, following
months of experiment at the Ince
Studios in Culver City, proposed the
modern
methods to police headquarters in Frisco.
Interviews with veteran members
of the police and detective departments disclose the fact that identification by motion pictures will, without
doubt, result in the capture of many
notorious criminals, who have thus far
succeeded in escaping those in pursuit. Officials point out that almost
invariably a man is apprehended on
account of some physical characteristic
that is peculiar to him alone. A slight
limp, the swing of the body as he
walks, the poise of his head, his facial
contortions while speaking and numerous individual habits and traits are relied upon mainly for capture.
While the Bertillon system of
cranial and torsal measurement and
still pictures are of definite aid in
proving a man's identity after he has
been captured, it is admitted that the

Bertillon system
" stills a" sus;
are,
questionable
value and
in seeking
Under the Thomas H. Ince syster
modern methods will be employed i
transmitting facts relating to any fug
tive. Within three hours after tl
police have learned the identity of tl
man wanted, his animated pictUT'
may be projected on the screen i
every theatre in the community, ai
several days later prints of the pi
tures will be in the possession of P
lice Headquarters in all cities f' 1
screening before the police and d
tectives throughout the country an
as needed, in foreign lands.
" The Flaming Clue " ]
Morev Picture
Title
Harry will
T. be
Morey's
feature
called new
" The \'itagra
Flame
Clue " instead of " Detective Jin
This is the picture from the detecti
story written especially for Mr. Mor
by Frederic Van Rensselaer Dej', t
creator of Nick Carter tales.
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"Impossible to Sit
Calmly While
Watching

It"

lll€ipEA»
IHE DAIIEDmLAr
YHE SKIES

Says Exhibitor's Trade Review
■■ It is impossible to sit calmly, while
watching the hair-raising, death-defying
aerobatics of Locklear. The nerve tension never slackens for an instant from
*
* *
beginning to end."
Hundreds of exhibitors all over the country, daily reporting shattered attendance
records with this great picture, corroborate this strong statement. No man has
ever duplicated Locklear's soul-chilling
daring. To see him in "The Great Air
Robbery " is to supplant all previous conception of physical danger — to show him
is to clean up!

\
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Picture
turns
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Down
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says the Billboard
" The picture is over-running with thrills and of a sort
never before attempted on the screen. The solar plexus
punch is administered twice but once would be enough to
swing any picture to success and people will be discussing
the tremendous stunt performed by this fearless man. And
it's genuine stuff, too — no substitute or camouflage. All
credit is due the men and woman concerned in this production. We are grateful for something entirely new in
this beautiful new year."

FEATURINa
LOCKKEAR
THE

DAREDEYU

UHiYERSAl.
PRODUCTION

OF

THE

SKIES

- JEWEL
DE LUXE

I
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Steps
of
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Picture
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in

the

you

II never

Laemmle
PRESENTS

WONDER

PLAY

Marjorie Daiv in the Detroit Journal
" Deserves without douht the credit of
being one of the best pictures yet shown
on the screen. Enacted in the Alps,
the pictorial appeal is as strong "as the
drama. From start to finish ' Blind
Husbands ' grips so hard that it almost
hurts."
UNI

VERTAL- JEWEL PRODUCTION
DE LUXE

-—

Story
forget

January
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Perhaps the future may produce seven other pictures featuring the witchery of Mildred Harris but, lacking the
magic touch of LOIS WEBER, it is to be doubted if they
can ever equal the famous Super Seven through which
this beautiful and talented young actress was made a national star almost overnight. Read the list again — book
the pictures you haven't shown. Your audiences will
never see any finer combinations of admirable acting and
flawless direction.

I600 Bfoad^, New NOrk

Motion
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(jarlLaemmle
has

tlie honoi

of pfeserLtin<^
Number
Seven
of

1iie

AND
JANE

HALF

HOURMASTERPIECES
RELEASED
THRU

UNIVERSAL

- JEWEL

Picture

New*

f a n u a r y ^ i , 1920

IhoYoars

Serial
nnnn

Bc^st

Bet~

n
Universalis

FIVE crowd-pulling stars, five brand new
super-serials — the best Universal ever produced— and a guarantee of fifty-two straight
weeks of full satisfaction, full houses and full
pockets. Investigate — ask for the Full-House
Five Plan — have your Universal Exchange show
to you how it insures a whole year of competitorproof business. Don't delay. Do it novo.

POLO
WALCAMP
LINCOLN

O'CONNOR
ACORD

" THE LION MAN "
" ELMO, THE FEARLESS "
"THE MOONRIDERS"
" THE DRAGON'S NET "
"THE VANISHING DAGGER'
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M 0 ti

COMIM

Th*

II

Number

TWO

of Your
Hou^e

FullFive

Thundwboir

Directed by
J. P. McGowan
Produced by Great Western
Producing Company.
Released thru Universal

Starring

ELMO
The

LINCOLN

Colossus

nBRIIAirV9

of the Screen

In a hurricane serial that will shatter even the
altitude record made by this world-popular star
in his former breakneck thriller, " Elmo the
Mighty." Cash in on Lincoln's tremendous
drawing power. Book " Elmo the Fearless " to
show on the very first day of release, Feb. 9.
You can't afford to lose the prestige of always
picking the newest, biggest serial for your town.
See your Universal Exchange TODAY!

Swial
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With
All

an
^tar

Cait

^ OME

serials have a beautiful heroine — and some have

^

a " mystery man " — some have simply action, while
others have a good story. But here is a serial with
9t only one beautiful heroine, but tico for extra good
'leasure— EILEEN SEDGWICK, the new Queen of the
srials, and Cleo Madison, alert, quick, graceful, always
<ie fine actress. And here is a serial that combines with
rousing story an element of mystery and a rushing whirl
rf action that simply sweeps your audiences off their feet,
hat's why the fastest booking serial on the whole market
)r the past three months has been

DIRECTED by Robt. F. Hill, tbis serial, in tbc words of a
^ well-known critic of chapter-plays, '' has everything that
■e best of serials hate had." Don't book anv serial simply beluse it's new until you've seen some of " THE GREAT.
ADIUM MYSTERY " episodes. // ever or never you've played
Serial, play this one now! Produced by Pacific Producing
ompany.
Released thru Universal.

Kathl^n
O Connor
Jack Porr in
O^rtrudo Aiter
Hcnrii Bwrowi
J.Barncn ShmM
Jim

Farlou

bu

AL
PUSSELL

Motion

Picture

COMEDIES
"Looney Lions and Monkey

THE

biggest houses in the country are playing these Century
Lion Comedies and are making them regular featiures of

their programs. The reason is — a Century Lion Comedy
is, first of all, good comedy, and second, it adds the supreme joy
(for grown-ups no less than kids) of seeing the big kitties romp
in at crucial moments and send the fun up to one-hundred-andthree-per-cent. You can judge for yourself as to the popularity
of the Century Lions by the fact that the first of these comedies
made such a hit that it was at once followed by the production of

"Frisky Lions and Wicked
Business "
"Howling Lions and Circus
Husbands "
on Special" nds
"A Liso
and
Husba
" Lone me

" ALoos
Lion
in the
" House "
e Lion
" s s and Dizzy
" Dari
eens Lion
Qung
"African Lions and American

"Weak
Hearts
and Wild
Lovers "
Beauties "Lions and Wild
"Naughty

nine more — and they're calling for them today faster than ever.
See any one of the list given here at your nearest Universal Exchange— you'll book them all — they re all howls!

Lions "

Directed by FRED C. FISHBACK
Lions trained by CHARLES GAY
Men"

New

i
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The funniest thing about the
picture business today is the
fact that most of the fun isn't
funny. That's why Century
Comedies offers you something
out of the rut something so
fresh and new and genuinely
humorous as to give your house
a lirand-new outfit of laughs.
BROWNIE
the
CENTURY
WONDER
DOG
the smartest, cutest, brightest
little pup that ever won the
heart of an audience. Show
him right atcay in all his four
hits:
• BROWNIE'S
DOGGONE TRICKS "
•A LUCKY DOG'S DAY"
" BROWNIE'S BUSY DAY "
" BROWNIE'S
TAKING WAYS "
See them today at your nearest
Universal Exchange.

Q//h

n

ozincement

^^Miavoing that your audiettces ^r^^
^^Miaimvisement td tfCM^edi/ hut that Ou>
" ~hobo comediciM in slop - shop clotiies
is no Ioniser zvhat tltoif tvaMtta Ictit^h
^a/". Vniveirsal purposes to melectre ctt
an octrltf ctate ct Jerier of yi've-ireel
Comedif jDi^cmras a la mode./^alifi'/M^
those two delight/itl exemplar's *^
up-fo-c^ate. zvell-afesxed ettfeirtaiMnfiiit
LYOlfSHMOM
^^ese Comedif Dramas'^ Ike Aeiter
ti/pe zi^iH i>e n^ade ^nom the best ^
all inaferiaiy^r' iva//tf popMlarcomedtf-tlte li/^ around us ev^ri/ dau.
^het/ll be bi-/gbt as a n^w f»eniiiy:,cleaM
as a bounds tooth, dressed //be a
brideijroont on his j^edd/n^ i*tom.
the tretef Mote in Coiriedif Drama that
the' Screen has /ong been £vigi*r^^r.

"When yon have another MARTIN Comedy,"
writes Jack Yeo, Manager of the Palace, Milwauke , don't
"
fail to get in touch with me."
Wbile the Wigwam of EI Paso, says: "The kids
are wild about them and the old folks enjoy
them immensely." We have more. We have
sir. Here they are — all good — all different.
JOE'S STUFF
" The Jazz Monkey "
" Monkey Stuff "

THE WIFE'S
A Jungle Gentleman "
The Good Ship Rock'n Rye"
A Baby Doll Bandit "
Over the Transom "

UNIVERSAL- JEWEL

^^^eantime.pave the -z^aif bi/ s&owiitq
the jCtfons and C^oran One -reel issu^
^ver'if week - cu^vance advertising
that both plai^ and pa ^s"
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Motion

Big

King W. Vidor, whose several productions of the past year have placed him
among the leading directors, whose future
product will be National
released through First
Work

Is Progressing
" The

on

Campaign
in Los Angeles
Extensive Program Arranged for the

Appearance of " The Beloved Cheater "
<<'~rHE
Beloved Cheater," the Rob- Los Angeles premier of the Lew Cody
1 crtsc
5on-Cole special starring special and will be given to the bcM
Lew Cody, will go over in Los An- looking girls in the various stores, according to the plans laid down.
geles with great success if all of RobThe above feature is just one of a
erCson-Cole plans are realized. Special exploitation and publicity men series employed to exploit " The Behave been sent to the Coast, and from
loved Cheater.'' In addition, the management of the thearre has arranged
the reports received by Robertson-Cole
another method in real stunt exploita- with a singer of note to render " That
tion will be put on record.
Beloved Cheater of ^line," at all of
To head the program, plans have the performances. This song hit was
been made to have a special Sunday written as the afterma;h to the big
showing at which more than one thou- Robertson-Cole special.
sand of the famous Los Angeles girls
Los Angeles will see one of the bigwill attend the performance as guests
gest teaser campaigns ever witnessed
of the management of the Symphony in behalf of a motion picture. The
theatre. The heads of the department front pages of the newspapers are running readers asking questions to center
stores, millinery shops and modiste
places, together with stores employing attention on the attraction. The Woolveteran performer of the screen i
large number of girls will be supplied worth Five and Ten Cent Stores in This
Adele Farrington, who is now appearing f
Marshall Neilan Productions
Los
Angeles
have
window
displa^^s
of
with more than a dozen of Lew Cody's
Lexicon of Love books. These souve- the song and scenes and cards taken
nirs will contain two passes for the from the play, it is stated.
Marshall
Neilan En-

Family

"
Made
for
Pathe
Star
Honor
The King W.
Vidor Company
liii- Plans
ished exteriors on the old Southern
mansion at Siinland this week and is
Recent Successes of Blanche Sweet
now at work on interiors at the studio.
Leads to Bigger Plans for Future
Almost the entire glass stage is occupied by oneresort
set — that
of Felix's
place, THE success of Blanche Sweet in money-getters of the season. When the
a river
on the
Mississippi
second picture 'Fightmg Cressy' was
the recent releases of "A Woman released
and the same remarkable deRiver." While there are several memof
Pleasure"
and
"Fighting
Cressy"
bers yet to be added to the cast of and plans for the future vehicles of the
mand for the film became evident, it
was realized that Blanche Sweet had
"The Family
Honor" those
work
are : Florence
Vidor,already
Charlesat star, "who has come back" after a tem- returned to the screen to find herself
porary absence from the screen, are
Meredith, Roscoe Karns and Little Ben
the subjects of a statement just issued in the very front row of women stars,
Alexander.
and the plans for the future have been
by the Pathe Exchange, in which the arranged
accordingly.
announcement is made that "it has
been decided to create for her a series
"Early reports from Pathe Branch
American Official Is
Managers and from exhibitors are
of
master-productions."
The
report
follows
coupled with ([ueries as to the future
Amusement Authority
Blanche Sweet specials and this is
"It
is
the
firm
conviction
of
Pathe
R. R. Nehls, General Manager of the
taken to mean that exhibitors see the
officials
that
in
her
two
recent
sucAmerican Film Company, Inc., has just
cesses 'A Woman of Pleasure' and tremendous star value of Miss Sweet
been lined up for usefulness on the
"Fighting
Cressy,'
the well
drawing
power and are anxious to take advantage of
sub-committee of the Chicago Associa- of the star
was so
established
the record her pictures have been
tion of Commerce which covers amuseown work was of such gen- creating for her. This keen interest
ments, theaters, both legitimate and and her
uine merit that she now ranks among in the coming productions prompted a
moving picture, exhibits — everything in the leading women stars of the year.
conference at which it was decided the
fact, that might come under the head
"For the first production of a star star was worth unlimited support. The
of entertainment.
who
has
been
temporarily
away
from
Since its humble lieginning, when a
the screen, 'A Woman of Pleasure' third picture of the series is 'The
traveling operator delighted his audi- has
achieved a most remarkable suc- Deadlier Sex,' written by Bayard
ences with four or five feet of film in
cess. It will rank as one of the big
connection with his magic lantern
slides, Mr. Nehls has been identified
with the development and elaborate
Veiller."
filming of the great photonovels.
Catholic
War
Film
Screened
Edith Roberts to Play in
Serio-Comic Role
Edith Roberts, Universal's young
star,
who, after
in " Lasca,"
announced
that her
in success
future she
wanted
to devote herself to comedy and character roles, will have ample opportunity to realize her ambition in
■' Togs," the feature just purchased for
her from Izola Forrester and Manii
Page.
The story, which starts on a western
ranch, migrates to a fashionable school
for girls on the banks of the Hudson
River, devotes a few reels to the transplanting of western
life and
to Newport's
most exclusive
section
concludes

Picture Showing Wartime Activities
Seen at the Cohan and Harris House

REV. PATRICK J.
MOST
HAYES, D.'D., Archbishop of
New York, presided at the first public
presentation in this city of "American
Catholics in War and Reconstruction,"
the six-reel motion picture review of
Catholic wartime activities which was
prepared by Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation under the supervision of
the National Catholic War Council

spcc'al
Columbuswhen
the sKnights
and
the
on warofactivities,
committee
picture was shown at the Cohan and
Harris theatre, January 18.
Explanatory addresses were made by
the
Rev. John J. Burke, C.S.F., on beby reversing the process and establishing Newport styles and customs on the
half of the War Council's Committee
on Special War Activities; William
Wyoming ranch.

J. Mulligan, representing a similar
committee of the Knights of Columbus, and Cornelius F. Collins of the
Children's Court. The last named
speaker outlined the citizenship campaign shortly to be inaugurated by
means of motion pictures through the
Catholic parishes of the country. The
presiding
Dowling. officer was Justice Victor J.
The evening marked an innovation,
that for the first time it introduced
animated report to the members of
organization. The picture consists
a series of exclusive and entertaining reviews of war work performed
by the Knights of Columbus and other
Catholic organizations.

in
an
an
of

gages Adele Farrington
Marshall Xeilan has announced tSi!
addition of Adele Farrington to th'
cast of his second independent feat
ure for First National release, whid,
is now in course of production at tB
Fairbanks studio in Hollywood, Call!
fornia. Her best known screen sue
cesses are " Too Much Johnson," wM|
Bryant Washburn ; " A Fugitive from
Matrimony " with H. B. Warner ; aaa
Marshall Neilan's " In Old Ken
Universal

Releases

fo:

Week of January 26
L'niversal releases for the week o
tuckv." 26th include : one special at
January
traction, " The Phantom Melody,'
featuring Monroe Salisbury ; :
Lyons -Mo ran one - reel comedj
" Bungled Bungalows " ; a two-reci
Century comedy, " Brownie's Takiajt
Ways " featuring Brownie, the Cen
tury Wonder Dog; a western, " BlinChance," featuring Bob Bums an^
Peggy O'Dare ; the sixteenth episod
of " The Great Radium Mystery
with Eileen Sedgwick. Geo Madiso:
and Bob Reeves; and the fifth episod
of " The Lion Man " with Kathlee
O'Connor and Jack Perrin.
Hearst News No. 57, Internationa
News No. 57, New Screen Magazin
and Universal Current Events com
plete the program.
February
Releases oi
Selznick Program
Included in the Selznick schedule o
releases for the month of Februar
are four productions which are ex
pected by the Selznick organization t
find immediate favor with exhibitor
and public. Novelty and variety ar
promised in these pictures.
The productions scheduled for re
lease in February are, with their stars
" Sooner or Later." starring Owe
Moore; "His Wife's Money," starrin
Eugene O'Brien ; " The W'oman Game,
starring Elaine Hammerstein, an
" The Land of Opportunity," featurin
Ralph Ince as star and supervising d:
rector.

January

j/,
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Serial Titled

" Vanishing Mask "
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph, has announced the selec.ion ul
" The Vanishing Mask," as the title of
the forthcoming Vitagraph serial in
which Joe Kyan and Jean Paige will
be cor-stars. Active work already has
iieen begim on the serial at the West
Coast studio a: Hollywood, Cal., two
episodes having been completed.
Like nearly all of the successful
Vitagraph serials, " The Vanishing
Mask '■ owes its inception to Mr. Smith.
Cleveland Moffatt, author and playwright, was recently engaged by Mr.
Smith and he is now conferring wi.h
the author and producer, embellishing
many of ihc scenes and writing in additional thrills and surprises.
Mr. Ryan has a double role in the
new serial — one that gives him an opportunity to appear as a villain, a characterization that has made him the best
loved " bad man " on the screen, and
thf
for other
him. as a " good" man, a new role
This will be the first appearance for
both Mr Ryan and Aliss Paige as stars.
Cast

in Mildred

Chap-

lin's Latest
A strong cast supports Mildred Harris Chaplin in her first Louis B. MayerFirst National production, "Polly of
the Storm
Country,"
will be released within
the next which
few weeks.
The production will mark the first
appearance in .\mcrica of the well
known French actor, Valentin Maurice.
Previous to the war Maurice was a
popular French movie favorite.
Other members of the cast are
Emery Johnson, who has played leads
opposite Mary Pickford, Dorothy Dalton, Ethel Clayton and May Allison ;
Fred Kohler, who made a hit in "Soldiers of Fortune;" Ruby Lafayette,
who had a role in "The Miracle Man ;"
Harry Northrup, seen several times in
support of Douglas Fairbanks ; Charles
West, well remembered for his heavy
with Mary Pickford, and little, though
important Micky Moore, Charlotte
Burton, Cora Drew, Cameron Coffey
and Dick Rosson just about complete
this well chosen cast.
The production was directed by Arthur Rosfon.
May

Allison

to Star in

Selznick

Aiming

SELZXICK., President
LEWI
ofSSelzJ.nick I'icturcs Corjjoration, announces extensive plans
ft)r the i)resent year, in which the
organization he heads will surpass
aiiNthing it has Ijclore attempted, so
that In the first of next year it e.\pects ii) take the lead in coverini?
the motion picture field.
The major portion of Sefznick pictures willBron.x
be produced
at the
Lee and
studios until
the I-'ort
biu
studio ill Long Island City i,-< completed.
Begiiniing shorilv and continuing;
throughout the year, Ralph Incc will
make special Ralph Ince Pictures,
which he will direct and take pari
in. The first of these is "The Law
Bringers," by" G. V. Lancaster, which
will be made in Saskatchawan, Canada.
Ince will also make a series of
Americanization Pictures, at the suggestion of Secretar>- Lane, the tirsi
of which is a story of Lincoln called
"Opportunity," written by Lewis
.Mien Browne. There will be a number of these stories.
The Selznick stars will I)e presented in stories especially selected for
them and adapted to their individual
styles. Olive Thomas, who is now
working on "Glorious Youth," b\'
John Lynch, Selznick's scenario editor, will next appear in "Jenny," by
Roy Horniman. " Pretty Thing " and
"Red Pepper" are also two pictures
announced for Miss Thomas during
the first half of the year. Other
pictures being considered for her are
'The Girl With the Faun's Ear," by
Phylis Dugan, "False Pride" and
"The Alagdalen of Mudville."
Eugene O'Brien seems to be gradually stepping away from the "hand-

Strong

Leadership

Lxtensive Plans for the begin "The Shallow of Rosalie
Byrnes," under the direction of
Year Are Announced
(ieorge Archainbaud. Following tliis,
.Miss Hammerstein appears in "The
Palace of Darkened Windows," "The
Proof of the Pudding," by Meredith
Nicholson, and "Keep I lim ^Guess-

Rachel Crowthers' famous stage play " Old
Lady
31 " Classics,
is to beInc.,
madefor into
picture
by Screen
Metroa release.
some hero" roles and clever pictures
are promised for this actor during
the year. With his director, Robert
Ellis, and leading lady, Ruby De Remcr, and members of his company,
Mr. O'Brien is now in the Thousand
Islands making exteriors for his
newest picture, "A Fool and His
Money," by George Barr McCutcheon. "Mysterious Moments" and
"The Honor of His House" are at
present the stories selected to follow his present picture.
Elaine Hammerstein will soon
complete her latest Selznick picture,
"The Woman Game," by Leighton
Osmini and Frank Dazey, under the
direction of William P. S. Earle, and

Cast

made by
Hodkinsonis Corpora
W. W.AIEXT
theUX'CE
A.XXO
tion
of
of "His
tion its distribu
Temporary Wife," produced g and presented by Joseph Leverin with a
strong cast influsive of Ruby de Remer,
Edmund Breese, Mary Boland, Eugene
Strong, W. T. Carleton, Armond Cortez
and half a dozen other well known
players. The story is by Robert
Ames Bennet and gives Miss de
Remer, who was taken out of the
Zeigfcld Follies by Rex Beach and
elevated overnight to be the star of
his big picture, "The Auction Block."
the best opportunity of her career, it
is stated.

for

In

Owen Moore, who is now at Selznick West Coast studio with his director, Wesley Ruggles, working on
his new picture, "Love .'Xmong the
Chickens," by Pelham Grenville
Wodehouse, has a promising list to
offer for the year. "His Word of
llonor,"
by Edgar Franklin; "Chiving."alrous
Charlie," by May Tully, who
is co-author of Lewis J. Selznick's
>tagc success, "Bucking the Tiger,"
are announced to follow the Wodehouse i)icture.
Among the big specials to be made
Selznick this year are "The Woman God Sent," by Sophie Irene Loeb,
of the Evening World staff, already
well under way with Zena Keefc in
the leading role, directed by Larry
Trimble, who adapted the script for
the screen. Another feature which
Mr. Selznick is enthusiastic over is
"The Prince of Pines," a story by
Williard Mack, which will go into
production in a short time under
the direction of Burton George. Mr.
George made the first two one-reel
pictures "Little Red Riding Hood"
andThe
"TheHerbert
Faded Butterfly.''
Kaufman Weekly,
illustrated editorials, are now in the
hands of John Lopez, and will be released after a sufficient luimber of
them have been prepared. They are
something entireb' .new to the screen.
The West Coast studio under the
direction of Harry Rapf are producing, according to schedule.

Levering

Film

"His Temporary Wife " is a society drama
elements
of theme
melodramaticwith
action. Novel
in its
and powerful in its enactment, this
Wife";
Set for
unusually fine production is assured
February
of exhibitor as well as public approbation, for seldom has an all-star
picture given such wide scope for the
names meets the now popular all- talents of its famed principals.
star cast requirements of thousands
" More beautiful than she was in
of exhibitors.
'The Auction Block,' Miss de Remer
reveals dramatic ability that will surprise her big following. As for Edmund Breese, nothing he has done
for the screen since his masterful
Hodkinson to Distribute
"His
Temporary

Past Stage Success
May Allison will play the part
originated by Grace George in "The
Marriage of William Asche." the
screen rights to which have been purchased by Metro Pictures Corporation.
In announcing the release of " His
The story was written by Mrs. Hum- Temporary Wife" for the month of
phrey Ward. Margaret Mayo drama- February, the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation dwells with considerable detized it. The play version opened at
the Garrick Theatre in 1905 with Miss
tail on the exploitation possibilities
George as the willful child-wife. Lady to be found in the picture. The announcement follows:
Kitlv.
" This picture comes into the market unheralded and containing many
Story Bought for Mar- elements that will make it popular
with exhibitors. It has besides its
jorie Rambeau
excellent production qualities and
Harry Cahane has bought for Mar- standards the exploitation values that
jorie Rambeau the motion picture go along with half a dozen widely
rights to " The Shulamite," a South known star names. Any one of the
African story by Askew and Carry, four names in the cast would give
said that there
manyKennedy's
dollars worth
which was dramatized and produced as "His Temporary Wife" power with 'Tis
of entertainment
in are
Madge
latest
a play in London and New York.
Goldwyn
picture,
"
Two
Cents
Worth of
the public and the grouping of these
Humaneness."

portrayal in 'The Master Mind '
compares with his brilliant performance in ' His Temporary Wife,' and
Eugene Strong, who distinguished
himself in support of Blanche Bates
in ' The Border Legion,' also appears
to splendid advantage."
" Blind Youth

" Director

111, Replaced
Owing to the illness of Al Green
he will be unable to direct the second
National Picture Theatres production
" Blind Youth," and Lewis J. Selz"'ck announces that he has engaged
Kdward
Sloman
to replace Mr.
rOreen.
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Picture

New,

Chaplim

Twelve of Old Mutual Subjects which
Clark-Cornelius Controlled Included

by theon Repubattained
success
THE lic
Distributing
in its
Corporati
sales of the Charlie Chaplin pictures
it has been releasing for Kleine, has
led that company to obtain the exclusive disti-ibution of twelve more Chaplin comedies, believing that the maricet
for the Chaplin humor was never
better than it is at present.
These are the successes made by the
comedian for the old Mutual Company,
which have been controlled by OarkCornelius and which embrace what are
considered some of the best two-reel
subjects in which Chaplin appeared.
They include "The Floorwalker," regarded by many exhibitors as the best
comedy Chaplin ever made, "The Vagabond," "The Pawn Shop," "The
Rink," "The Adventurer," "Easy
Street," "The Fireman," "The Count,"

Louise Fazenda, a popular member of the Mack Sennett aggregation, seems to be
"hogging the shov" " in "Down
on Paramount-Artcraft
the Farm," the current Sennett comedy for
release by

New

"Behind the Screen," "The Immigrant,'
"The Cure" and "One A- M."
The initial selling of these picture
has been in the hands of Hallmarl
and up to date the first three men
tioned have been released. The nex
to be released will be "The Rmk,'
which
is scheduled
I'di
ruary 12.
The restforwillissue
be on
relc::se<
at intervals of six weeks.
Reports from all over the countr
show that exhibitors have turned t<
Chaplin comedies to put new life inti
their business when attendance ha
fallen off. One exhibitor writes tha
a Chaplin comedy has never failed t<
fill his house, and that he has showi
one picture fifteen different times sino
he has been in business and that tb
returns have always warranted it.

Producing

Corporatior

United States Photoplay Corporation Issues Statement of Policies
mination,' 'The Home of Man,' 'Th
THE United States Photoplay Corporation, recently incorporated, an- Soul
of Man' and 'Deception.'
" 'Determination'
will be its fir;
nounces its list of oflScers to be as folproduction.
We
have
leased the E. F
lows: Capt. F. F. Stoll, President; Dr.
Lincoln Studio at Grantwood, N. J. fo
Geo. L. Carder, Vice-President; C. L, two years and take possession of ih
Wakeman, Sec'y; L L. Flaven, Direc- same on June 1st at a rental of $100.0
tor; H. H. Prentice, Director; and
is a Whitech.
Wm. P. Doing, Jr., Director. The per"'Determination'
day.
story.
The
author
lived
in that distric
executive offices of the new organization are located at Washington, D. C. for many months typifying his char
In anouncing its production plans acters. It is pronounced by press an
for the future, the United States
who interest
have reviewed
it, 'thewritten
great
est human
story ever
Photoplay Corporation has issued the pulpit,
"We have under contract Lt. B. \V
following statement :
"The United States Photoplay Cor- Maynard, the 'flying parson' and To
poration isincorporated for the pur- Sloan, the premier jockey of the work
pose of producing nothing but ten-part The cast will be all-star. The cost o
photoplays. It has already contracted production, it is estimated, will b
for the following scenarios: — 'DeterThe

Variety
in
Sennett's
Latest
Many Qualities Said to Be Blended in
"Down
on the Farm" Now Finished
MACK SENNETT announces the
"Handled in a vein of lightest
completion of his fourth five- banter are the love affairs of a pretty
part production " Down on the Farm." little miss and her two persistent
The work in the cutting room will soon Romeos, one a farm-hand who loves
be done, and E. M. Asher, business her for herself alone and the other a
manager of the Mack Sennett Com- scoundrel of a real estate dealer who
edies, will then take this Mr. Sennett's
latest creation to New York. A suc- loves her for her financial prospects.
cessful career as producer of comedy The working out of this angle of the
and comedy dramas promises to du- story is accomplished with such ingenuity that the beholder hardly knows
plicate Mr. Sennett's past performances whether to laugh at the travesty or
as master of the two-reel feature.
Exploitation of " Down on the thrill at the story. As a result, he does
Farm" develops the promise of some- both, which is why ' Down on the
thing, "really new," according to the Farm ' has been called ' a thrill divided
statement of Mr. Sennett, who bases
his assurances on the following by" laughter.'
Naturally in a production of such
possibilities to be found in the a work the entire menagerie celebrated
production :
in sections in other Sennett presentations is here disclosed in ensemble ef" ' Down on the Farm,' " says the
fectiveness. Some of the most appealSennett statement, "blends melodrama,
ing of the scenes are those in which
satire, legitimate drama, a bright tinge
of burlesque, humor that suggests the four-footed and the feathered players of the Sennett Studio arc shown
pathos and romance real and authentic.
'Down on the Farm' is a spectacle.
in action."

$500,000.00."

SLIDES ON LINCOLN'S LIFE IS
AMERICANIZATION
SUGGESTION

suggestion for the inauguration of the Americanization campaign on the part of the industry throughout the country, on Lincoln's birthday, is advanced by
Joseph F. Coufal, general manager of the Standard Slide
Corporation.
" Hand-colored slides showing the life of Lincoln, followed by
the man's most famous remarks, could be arranged for presentation in the 18,000 picture theatres of the country and the 6,000
non-theatrical screens as well," he suggests. " The program could
be concluded with a pledge which each patron would be asked to
give by an American Legion representative. The total cost of
twenty slides would be but about three dollars.
" If Secretary Lane and the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry will give this plan endorsement our corporation
stands ready to assume all expense for production of these slides,
distribution of same and the circularizing of every theatre, feeling
confident that exhibitors will respond in sufficient numbers to preclude the possibility of any loss."

A CONCRETE

Plenty of fun and action are promised in Mabel Normand's latest picture for the
Goldwyn proeram. " Pinto "
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How
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the

Weekly is•L^l"
Made "
Since the start of the nation wide
advertising of the Herbert Kaufman
Weekly was made considerable interest has been manifest in just how the
actual producing of these pictured
editorials is being carried on.
At present two of the one-reel subjects have been completed and the
start of the third is expected soon.
The first one is "Little Red Riding
Hood." This is a pictured version of
the Kaufman editorial on the tragedy
of a young girl, brought up under
strict parents, who comes to ruin
through ignorance.
The scenes are entirely separate
tableaux, each distinct from the other
— part literal, part symbolic — each illustrating atitle taken verbatim from
the Kaufman editorial.
Almost without sequence and with
parts unrelated this method of handling the pictured editorial is said to
result in a pictured story that is
powerful in its appeal. The essence
of the gripping editorial is not lost
and the pointed editorial of the typed
page is made even plainer through the
eye.
The second "Kaufman Weekly" is
titled "The Faded Butterfly" and
has in its leading role Mme. Haline
Bruzovna famous Polish actress.

"Heart

of

a
Child"
for
Nazimova
Work
Well
Under
Way
Babe
in Bohemia," "Baccarat," "Conthe
of
on
ucti
prod starring vethemova
latest onNazi
WORK
cert Pitch," "Joseph in Jeopardy,"
•'Pigs
in Clover," "The Sphynx's Lawhicle, "The Heart of a Child,"
on a Story Different
adapted by Charles Bryant from Frank
yer,"
"FullNazimova
Swing." has
from Her Usual
For this"Twilight"
novel and
which
Danby's novel of the same name, is
taken for translation to the screen
well under way, according to advices
depicts the carer of Sally Snape, a
received this week at the offices of
Metro Pictures Corporation.
girl orphaned early in her girlhood
by a domestic tragedy and thrown into
California's ideal weather has been
the world with no other protection
an aid to Ray C. Smaliwood, directing
Nazimova in her newest photoplay, so
than her inborn sense of right and selfthat not only has he been enabled to
respect. Her first move for self-supshoot many of the interior scenes, but
port is to go into a pickle and jam
to go on location for outdoor work.
factory, then an acident occurs and the
girl attracts the attention of Lady
Though distinctly different from any
previous offering of the star, the lo, Dorothea Lythan, who makes it her interest to find Sally a position in a
cale in the first part being the Limehouse district of London, correspondfashionable modiste's shop in London.
Here it is that Lord Kidderminster
ing to New York's lower East Side,
"The Heart of a Child" is said to
first really becomes aware of Sally's
present a wealth of opportunities for
beauty, though chance has thrown the
two together twice before. He backs
artistic settings. The career of the
heroine carries her from the tenements
her in a theatrical revue, on the advice
to the theatre and thence into the
of one of the shrewdest managers in
world of British aristocracy. Hence,
England; and then falls in love with
her. Between this and the happy endas much care has been taken in providing is a multitude of obstacles, but
ing striking interiors as was the case
Sally has the heart of a child, and
in "Stronger Than Death," Nazimova's
latest release, though the latter might
this very simplicity in the end paves
the way in her final hapiness.
seem at first thought to require a greatThe photography is being done by
er degree of color in production. The
art work is in the hands of Allen
Rudolph Bergquist; and the cast enRuoff.
First view of Nazimova in her latest picgaged in support of Nazimova includes
ture, '■Stronger Than
MetroDeath," released by Charles Bryant, as Lord KidderminThe story of "The Heart of a Child"
ster; Ray Thompson, Nell Newman,
is considered by those who have followed most closely the trend of good piece. This critical opinion takes into Victor Potel, Eugene Klum, Claire Du
Exploitation on "Cinema
English writing for the past quarter- consideration the author's other works Brey, Jane Sterling, John Steppling,
Murder " Attracts
Advance reports of the high quality century, to be Frank Danby's master- of note, including "Dr. Phillips," "A William J. Irving, and Myrtle Risbel!.
of Cosmopolitan Productions "The
Cinema Murder," a Paramount-Artcraft Picture, and the announcements
Closes
More
Contracts
of the wide exploitation in newspa- Realart
pers, magazines, billboards and elsewhere which is being given it, have
" Soldiers of Fortune," the Allan
uctions will Poli Circuit Is Latest Dawn production, will have an aggrestarughprod
T' thro
attracted a great deal of attention REAL
beAR
shown
the entire Poli
among exhibitors throughout the
gate run of three months in twelve
circuit in Connecticut and Massachuset s as a result of a contract
Southwestern picture houses of the E.
country as evidenced by the flood of
ture Dwan's
in South FeaSigned;
inquiries that are pouring daily into signed last week.
H. Hulsey chain, following the contract announced by Mr. Ragland.
This announcement by General Sales come in abundantly from ali parts of
the Famous Players-Lasky exchanges
and the Home OfTice of International Manager J. C. Ragland comes only one the country. Among the prominent
A seven-day showing of the MayFilm Service at 729 Seventh Avenue, week after the news of Realart's
flower photoplay in cities ranging in
bookings are Shea's Hippodrome at
New York.
booking twenty-two big theatres in the Buffalo, New York; the Strand, Cin- size from only 10,000 to 100,000 is said
cinnati, Ohio, I. Lisbon, proprietor ; to set a new Realart record in the
" The Cinema Murder's " advertis- Keith and Proctor and B. S. Moss
ing and publicity campaign will rival, chains, and assures a splendid intro- New Miller theatre, Los Angeles, Fred movement for longer runs for feature
duction of Realart products to many Miller, proprietor; the Rialto theatre. pictures in moderate sized towns.
it is said, the most pretentious ever
inaugurated for a motion picture. New England audiences represented New York; the Tivoli theatre, San
The deal which is declared by GenAdvertising copy in big smashes will by the Poli circuit.
eral Sales Manager Ragland to be one
Francisco, Turner and Dahnken, probe placed in newspapers throughout
The deal was closed with R. C. Milprietors; the Majestic thea:re, Tulsa, of the most significant and remarkable
ler, booking representative for Poli, by Oklahoma, Glenn Condon, proprietor.
the country, and special articles writon the company books was closed last
ten by such writers as Mrs. Wilson Lester W. Adler, Realart's New York
week with Mr. Hulsey of the SouthWoodrow, Mrs. Van de Water, Ada manager. With the signing of the Poli
ern Enterprises by Diaz Callahan, RealPatterson, Alan Dale, Fay King, Nell contract Realart's theatre connections
art manager at Dallas, Texas.
Brinkley, Nellie Bly, Harry Hcrsh- are extended to every big amusement
The contract which Southern Enterfield, etc. will be published in the chain in the country, according to Mr.
prises has made with Realart will give
news columns.
Ragland.
" Soldiers of Fortune" a run totalling
84 days in 12 towns having a total
" Following only one week after the
tie-up with Keith and Proctor and
population of 655,474 inhabitants. In
Film to Aid Exhibitors B. S. Moss," declared Mr. Ragland,
San Angelo, Texas, with a population
" the cantract with Poli indicates what
of
only 10,321, the film is scheduled to
Lincoln Week
our pictures have done to establish
run seven days at the Lyric theatre.
the reputation of quality among the
" The Land of
Opportunity,"
an men most influential in the industry.
Americanization
feature
which Lewis
New Producing Unit for
J. Selznick has made at the sugges- Telegrams have been pouring in from
tion of Secretary of the Interior showmen in all parts of the country
the Republic Film
Lane, promises to serve a double pur- telling in plain language what our prodAn organization for the making of
ucts
yield
in
financial
returns.
We
have
pose inasmuch as Mr. Selznick inLloyd Carleton productions for Repubtends to lend a helping hand to the made it a point to publish many of
lic Film Corporation has been incorpthese
messages
in
the
trade
papers
to
exhibitor by having this picture ready
orated in California under the name
for presentation in any theatre in the give the industry an idea of the reof
the
Clermont Photoplay Corporacountry not later than Lincoln Birthsponse which has met Realart's first
tion, which will have H. N. Clermont
day Week, February 12.
as General Manager. Contract was
In offerings."
addition to the announcement of
The release date has been an- film
recently made by Republic for a series
nounced as February 8, four days be- the Poli acquisition by Realart, Mr. Mary Miles Minter, Realart star, who is of eight .productions to be made by
scoring
a
success
in
"
Anne
of
GreeJi
fore the anniversary of Lincoln's Ragland reports that contracts for pro- Gables," and whose new picture is near- Director Lloyd Carleton, who will
birthday.
ductions featuring Realart stars have
have Ruth Clifford as the star.
ing release
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Ince Studios

to Celebrate

New
Opening
ProducerStudio's
Hal E. Roach
soon will
move the Harold Lloyd Comedj^ Company and the Rolin Comedy troupers,
headed by "Snub" Pollard, to the new
home of the Rolin Film Company at
Culver City, a suburb of Los Angeles.
It is promised to be some housewarming. A Spanish barbecue, vaudeville show and athletic events are on
the program. The Spanish feast is to
be spread on the new stage. The famous Rolin Company Band will then
lake a chunk out of the musical program. The band has a large repertoire
and producer Roach says they play
both pieces well.
Harold Lloyd and Mildred Davis
will stage a dancing act. The vaudeville bill is not confined to the Rolin
troupers alone, but will be participated
jn by several of the invited celebrities.
Roach threatens to horn in with a saxaphone solo. "Snub" Pollard's musical ability has its limits, but he promises to show all present that he is
jnaster of the bass drum.
Author Ibanez to Visit
Western Studios
Vicente Blasco Ibanez, author of
"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse", is en route to California from
New York to pay a visit to the Metro
studios in Holly^vood. Since his arrival in this country a few months ago,
the brilliant Spanish writer has expres ed akeen desire to see how American motion pictures are made, and his
present trip to the Pacific coast center
of motion picture production is doubly
significant to him inasmuch as Metro
will
produce "The Four Horsemen" on
the screen.
Metro is reported to have purchased
the screen rights to "The Four Horse;men" in the face of strong competition and plans to translate it to the
silver sheet with an all-star cast.

Picture

All the beauty of a scenic is found in portions of Elaine Hammerstein's
" The Woman Game "
Another

Body

Backs

Sclznick

Northwest Exhibitors' Association Endorses National Picture Theatres, Inc.
hibitors were next following the
t Exhibitor
THE Northwes
ciation is announced
as s'
the Assolatest Aliami \ allcy body, to rally about Mr.
organized body of leading exhibitors Selznick and National Picture Theato endorse National Picture Theatres,
tres. Attention at this time was called
Inc., of which Lewis J. Selznick is to the fact that for the first time in
president.
About three weeks ago the Aliami Chicago film history all the big competing companies operating circuits of
Valley Exhibitor's League expressed theatres had pledged their support to
its confidence in the precepts behind
National Picture Theatres, Inc., fol- Balaban and Katz, Jones, Linick and
lowing a four-day discussion of the Schafer, and Andrew Karzas. These
proposition from all angles. A com- circuits, with their allied interests, control the one hundred most important
mittee of the Miami Valley League
theatres
in Chicago.
came to New York especially to conWith National Picture Theatres,
fer with Lewis J. Selznick personally
in connection with details of National Inc., so firmly entrenched in exhibitor
Theatres. Returning to Dayton, Ohio, favor as Mr. Selznick now believes it
the committee called a special meeting to be with such evident support, it is
Topics of Day Aiding of their body and in their report unan- expected that additional announcements
imouslj' endorsed and recommended of unusual moment to the industry
Relief Campaign
will issue from Mr. Selznick's office
plan.
The Near East Relief Campaign is Mr.As Selznick's
announced last week, Chicago ex- within the near future.
heing widely advertised via the motion
picture screen in The Literary Digest
''Topics of the Day." To aid starving people in devasted areas abroad is F. P.-Lasky
Plant
Open
Soon
the object of the campaign. The Near
East Relief was incorporated by Act
Laboratory on Long Island Expected
of Congress to carry on the work forto
Be in Operation Within a Month
merly performed by The American
Committee for Armenian and Svrian
of the Spoor-Thompson Company.
WITHIN a month the new labora- Six of their latest machines will be
Relief.
tory of the Famous PlayersOn February 1, the intensive cam- Lasky Corporation in Long Island working with a capacity of 30,000
paign will start and it is scheduled to City, designed by and being equipped feet of finished film per hour, or
continue until February 2\.
under the personal supervision of nearly 2,000,000 feet per week. These
Frank E. Meyer, Assistant Secretary machines are interesting due to the
of the Famous Players-Lasky Cor- fact that the printed film is inserted
poration, will be in operation. Work
Mme. Petrova Changes
has been pushed on the laboratory at one end of the machine and comes
Road Program
in order to relieve the congestion in- out at the opposite end thoroughly
Mme. Petrova, who has been making
cident to working in four separate developed, washed, dried, polished
an extensive vaudeville tour, has can- laboratories, two in New York and and tinted, ready for shipment, it is
celed the rest of her Eastern time and two in New Jersey. All the pictures stated.
exchanged it for Western time, as she produced in the Eastern Studios will
On the second floor the installation
ped
will
consist of the regular drum and
this
in
printed
and
be develo
is particularly desirous of playing Cal- Iniilding
.
750,000 and 1.000,000 feet a week can
ifornia, Colorado, and Kansas. Before starting out for California,
In addition to the office and a com- be handled in addition to all the negaPetrova will return to New York for
tive development and sample prints.
plete research laboratory, this buildone week. Madame will continue her
ing will contain two separate and dis- A complete renovating department
tinct film laboratories. On the first also will be installed where all films
series of articles on motion picture
topics in Shadowland and Photoplay floor a machine developing system is sent in by exchanges for the correction will be taken care of.
being installed under the supervision
Journal.

X e u' s

to Publish

" The
Silvers
"
Exhibi
tors and
patronheet
s of motion
pictures who have looked to New York
for news and views of the activities of
Cinema celebrities will be interested in
the announcement that a new and
unique magazine to be called " The Silvershe t "will shortly be published in
the Thomas H. Ince Studios in Culver City, for circulation among
owners and their public as a theatre
distinct
innovation in fresh-from-the-studios
'J'he ism.
Eastern offices of producing and
journal
distributing organizations have published many magazines and papers designed to engage the attention of the
trade, but " The Silversheet " will establish aprecedent in that it will embody news, editorials and features for
the triple purpose of advancin the best
interests of the exhibitor, the gplay-goer
and the hundreds of men and womeii
employed within the Thomas H. Ince
Studios.
Hunt Stromberg, formerly director
of advertising and publicity for one of
the largest motion picture organizations in New York, will be editor-inchief of "The Silversheet."

Heart

Interest Theme

in

Mayer Production
Heart interest is sounded in Louis
B. Mayer's new First National attraction, "The Fighting Shepherdess,"
which will
be released shortly. It is a
picturization of Caroline Lockhart's
story, with Anita Stewart as the star
and Edward Jose as the director.
The theme centers about the fight
which Kate Prentice makes against
the slander and bitter opposition of a
small, narrow-minded town. It has a
good share of light comedy and drama,
but in the main the production rests on
the stirring appeal aroused by the figure of a sweet, innocent young girl
surrounded by a pack of back-bitting
Supporting
Anita Stewart, the cast
egotists
.
contains
Wallace MacDonald, Noah
Beery, Walter Long, Eugenie Besserer,
Gibson Gowland Ben Lewis. Calvert
Carter and Maude Waynie.

" U " Cameraman

Goes

to South Africa
Orrin Denny, cameraman, left New
York last week for London and will
proceed from there to the Belgian
Congo,thein Universal
South Africa,
where hc'^'will
join
Smithsonian
Expedition. Mr. Denny will take the
place of Pliny W. Horne, who was
seriously injured in the railroad wreck
which recently caused Dr. J. R. Armstrong and William Stowell to lose
their lives. Mr. Denny has had wide
experience as a cameraman, and has
worked in foreign countries before.
Special Writer

Engaged

by Rask.
Universal
Mrs. Marie
well-known special
writer and pla\-vvright, has been engaged by Universal to write special
articles and features. Before engaging with Universal, Mrs. Rask had a
wide experience in journalism and
edge. to her work a fund of knowlbrings
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said that allan"
the Chinese who
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Simplex Notes 'Con
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Kobertson-Cole
Co.
anhad
seen
the
picture
declared it to be
y
popularit
An indication of the great
Robertson-Cole ExMan."
" The Tongstarring
nounces thatmelodrama
a " piece of spite work." He said the
of the motion picture for educational T the Chinese
picture had been put through by Japanchange Manager
as .well as for amusement purposes ofis Sessuc Hayakawa, is being rcbookcd
action
ese who arc trying to get away tlu'
recent
the
well relkcled in
for extended runs after playing to
trade of the Chinamen in America.
EnIs
Fuss
the Navy Department in establishing a capacity lirst-run houses throughout
Says
" From what I can gather at the
tirely Local One
propractical school for motion pictureschool,
ripple
a
Despite
"
private
showings which I have been
States.
United
the
jectionists inthis city. This
caused in San Francisco by the charge
asked to give, as a result of the conwhich is located at the Naval Dock at
was ' simply
troversy," said Robertson-Cole's exthe foot of 96th Street, North River, that 'The Tong Man ' .Americans
as
change manager in San Francisco.
mislead
to
propaganda
various
of
s
is equipped with projector
" the matter is purely a local one, and
Chinese,' and
to the character of the
types upon which the aspiring future the
application then for an injunction
not likely to come up elsewhere in the
printhe
taught
is
Naval projectionist
country. Of course, there is nothing
ciple of motion picture projection.
against the picture, ' The Tong Man '
Coast,"
Western
whatever in any insinuations that therethe
for
of
ry
is the sensation
In the past it has been customa
is a purpose to injure any race deRobcrtson-Cole.
says
vesNaval
us
numero
the
of
crews
the
liberately through the picture.
C. H. Chu, consul-general of China
eqiupor
sels to purchase their project
Francisco, it is said, asked the
San
in
"As
to
the veracity of the atmosapmcnt through various funds and
phere and action, that can be settled
police to prevent the picture being
propriations. This resulted in indis- shown, saying that it misrepresents the
right here better than anywhere else,
criminate purchasing of equipment, Chinaman. The police declined to act
for a San Francisco man, Clyde C.
of
s
machine
using
Navy
the
which finds
to do so to support
VVestovcr,
wrote the story, which has
required
until
types varying from the semi-profes action of the courts. Corporal Peter
been carefully followed. He is a man
sional portable to the heavy commercial p^^y^^^
tj^^. puhWc morals squad,
of standing here in the litqrary and
Simplex. And then too. on account of
picmotion
of
ion
supervis
the
has
who
newspaper world, and it is inconceivusing the very best of latest film subtures, isreported to have declared that
able that he should have included dejects by the Navy, it was discovered the picture is not immoral and that
the
to
d
returne
were
films
many
that
not true to life."of the Rialto inalthough it is filled with strong scenes,
The tailsmanagemment
exchanges in questionable condition he could see no reason why it should
troduced "The Tong Man" to San
due to badly conditioned and inade- not be permitted.
Francisco by means of an attractive
is
quate equipment andts. partially inexmatter
the
of
phase
A strange
teaser campaign. Small advertiseperienced projectionis
pictures,
di
a hundred
backMaeto
welcomed
will be good
Marsh,of who
ui
ments were used in the newspapers
Man " is laid in San Star
Tong
In order to standardize as much as that " The
the
screen
in
Gasnier
productions,
to
be
featuring the black silhouetted figure
Francisco, and the novel from which
distributed by Robertson-Cole
of a Chinaman with a hatchet, and the
picture was made, "The Dragon's
possible the equipment in the Navy, at
a recent meeting of the Naval Commit- j) j " was written by a San
j- j , •
^ c words, " Gasp Out Loud I" Come next
_
tee it was decided that different types ^^^^^-^^^ newspaper man, Clyde C. '^^ studied during his newspaper days
of projectors were to be specified for y^^^^^^^.^^ ,,,^0 s^jd to have gotten about Chinatown are trying to knock ^eek and we'll prove to you that an
audience can gasp out loud— a few
picture.
material from which he wrote his o"*"
the different t>-pes of ships and that
instead of putting the machines
in
within a few blocks of the place
Lee See Nam, editor-in-chief of the will scream— at one of the scenes in
charge of almenmatters
who had
a regular ^^.j^^^.^ ^^^^ 53^6 race as those newspaper, Young China, is quoted as " The Tong Man."
only,a knowledge
of electric
onprojecti
trained corps of up-to-dateof all things
ists would have charge
pertaining to the showing of Naval Pictures
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movies.
of
charge
has
who
eyes
of
the
Latin- Americans to the
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Lieut. Swanbe
re- THE old adage "commerce follows American Picturcs in fact that Americans are not such 'dolthe school thus established, was a and
the flag" needs modifying in the
cent visitor at the Simplex plant
larlieve
chasers'
as propaganda
they were led
to beSouth Open the Way
from the
spread
by
opinion of film men. Business
arranged with the Simplex officials to
for Business
exporters
from
Europe.
New
York
deliver al"e"c^ur; these days, with all dreams of colonial
represent,ative
a ten- desired change about, however, and, fashions, they are discovering, are quite
have a "Simplex
its care and its con- expansion banished is showing Nowaon the
as up-to-date and as attractive as those
ideals.
other
follow
to
dency
before
month
a
once
least
at
although the American manufacturer from Paris.
"
structton
Swanber
Naval Class. Lieut.
the
_ _ g is days it is the movies that have taken
_
high in h
"Our pictures are shown today in
an in niay scarcely appreciate the fact, moisVraise of "the part that"the the lead, and business is showing
is playing in Naval matters increasing tendency to follow this lead- tion pictures from this co'untry are practically every high class theatre in
purpose as South America, and the demand for
important merchandise
serving a highly
to John L. Day,
by what ership,
Americanaccording
representative
for South
the propaganda
for American
was^exceedingly
and
of the Simplex.
these films is increasing enormously.
at the home interested
he saw
Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, as well as American films,
to the movies. South Leading exhibitors have told me that
who has just returned from a five "Thanks
becoming better ac- ^ill be impossible for European
are
Americans
territory.
that
through
trip
months
Chester Cameraman
business men are just be- quainted with the people of the United ^1"^ exporters to supplant American
"American
Now in Darkest
ginning to reap the benefits of the tre- States. The visualization of American P'ctures in the estimation of the public,
mendous hold American motion-pic- scenery, fashions, business conditions ■'■ result is that the people of South
Africa
will become even more intimtures have obtained upon the people of and standards of living is the object of America
acquainted with American standCharles Cottar, big game hunter and the South American countries," said the keenest interest on the part of the ately ards
through
the medium of the screen,
explorer, has reached the land of the Mr. Day in discussing film conditions men and women of South America, and this is certain
to have a beneficial
pygmies in the heart of darkest Africa in the Latin-American republics. "The The high grade films have opened the reaction upon our business in South
and is busily engaged in photograph- war enabled American pictures to wrest
ing these tiny people for the C. L. the leadership away from the French
Chester Productions. Never before has and Italian manufacturers of films, and
the strange life of these jungle vil- so solidly entrenched are our pictures
lagcs appeared on the screen
National
Film Takes Out
that it will be impossible for EuroAmerica."pean exporters to regain their lost
Weather Insurance
leadership as long as America continues
to
develop
and
improve
the
art
To protect itself against the coming
Metro
Establishes Re- of the screen.
rainy
season in California, the Nasearch Department
"When the South American saw
tional Film Corporation of America
A research department is the newest French fashions and French ideals as.
has
applied
for a blanket insurance
addition to the technical division of reflected in the photoplays from that
policy with Lloyds of London against
the production forces at the Metro country, his business inquiries were
bad weather, as well as labor troubles
studios in Hollywood. David S. generally forwarded in that direction.
and other contingencies within the
McCann has been placed in charge of French and Italian pictures were shown
ken of motion picture producers, acthe work by Clifford P. Butler, gen- almost exclusively in the larger
cording to I. Bernstein, production
eral superintendent of the studio. Mr. theatres, with the result that the pubmanager. Studio advices say that the
McCann has been attorney for Metro lie had little opportunity to become acNational plant in Hollywood, Calif.,
in Los Angeles for two years and will quainted with American standards of /°adfn ^^"^w^man "'i'n '?he"'*''pathe'"''seri^ has also been insured for a large
contirrne at tliat post.
living. The war brought this much
'• Daredevil Jack "
amount by the Aetna Company.
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Picture

House Changes Policy
to Book Dwan
Feature
"When a first run house takes a
feature for the second run, there's j|
bagSoofdeclares
money inJaytheEmanuel,
woodpile."Realart
manager in Philadelphia, who came to
New York last week with glowing reports of the thriving picture busineu
in his city. According to Mr. Emanuel
the outlook for the industry in hi»
territory has never been better.
"Soldiers of Fortune," the Allan
Dwan production, is the feature picture which caused the Victoria Theatre of Philadelphia to vary its strictly
first-run policy by contracting for the r
film after" itThad
been signed for the
igein
r Germantown, the
Colonial Theatre
residence district of the city.

Madge Kennedy Starts
Work in the East
"Trimmed With Red", starring
Madge Kennedy was placed in charge
of Hugo Dalhn. director, by Samuel
Goldwyn, and goes into production this
week at the Goldwyn Eastern studio,
as the second picture made in the East
Leroy Scott's Emthis season.
inent Authors Since
Picture was shot by Paul
Scardon, larger quarters have been secured at the Oliver Studios, and the
first of seven elaborate sets for "Trimmed With Red" is completed.
Misi Kennedy has arrived from Culver City where she has finished Octavus Roy Cohen's first story for Goldwyn called "Two Cents Worth of
"Trimmed With Red"
Humaneness." society
drama based on
is a thrilling
Wallace Irwin's famous serial which
recently entertained the readers of the
Saturday Evening Post.

Exploitation

New Sennett Film Gets
First Run in Frisco
E. M. Asher, special representative
of Mack Sennett, is in San Francisco
supervising the initial presentation of
Mr. Sennett's latest five reel comedy,
"Down On The Farm," which is
booked for an indefinite run at the
Tivoli theatre beginning January 11.
Prior to going to San Francisco,
plans were made for the presentation
which it is asserted, will have many
novel and attractive features in keeping with this new comedy from the
producer of " Mickey," and " Yankee
Doodle In Berlin."
Board

of Review

Rates

"ThePollyanna
Yet of
National Board" Best
of Review
Motion Pictures were so enthusiastic
over Mary Pickford's newest production, "Polyanna," that they issued a
special report on the picture in which
they not only give it the highest possible rating, but in additon declare it to
be the best picture that Miss Pickford
has ever made. "Pollyanna" was released on January 18 and is the first
production Miss Pickford has made
for the " Big Four."

New

Aids for the

Lytell forsakes farce comedy for the time being to a
serious
role. " Bert
The Right
of Way
The Picture will soon be released by Metro.

" Tiger Girl," the Triangle production, adapted from " The Lily and tht
Rose," will be available to exhibitors
on February 15th at all United Exchanges. Itis the intention of United
to exploit this picture for the benefit
Metro
Gets
"The
Girl
Patsy"
New Production Will Likely Present
of exhibitors. A press book, which
will be ready within a few days, has
Viola Dana in Stellar Role of Film
"Eliza Comes to Stay" is scheduled been prepared by exploitation exGirl for release late in February. Following
"The
to
perts, and it is stated contains innumrights
picture
THEPatsy"
sed
by
have been purcha
erable hints for exhibitors. An attractive set of lobby displays and
Metro Pictures Corporation. It is like- that Viola Dana will appear in "Parly that the play will be used as a starlor, Bedroom and Bath," the successful posters will also be available within
"
Girl
ring vehicle for Viola Dana. "The farce by Mark Swan and C. W. Bell. a few days.
Girl Patsy" is a comedy in three acts
Patsy" will undoubtedly foland was produced in New York City "The lowGirl
this farce.
Christie Comedies Score
several seasons ago. It also played
in Bay City
with considerable success throughout
"The Girl Patsy" is the story of a
the country.
young waif, who is adopted into a
E. H. Emmick, who operates the
Viola Dana is now busy with the pic- wealthy home. The dissolute wreck of Peerless
Film Service, known in San
turization of "Eliza Comes to Stay", by humanity, who claims to be the child's Francisco and the western district as
the English actor-playwright, H. V. father, attempts to use her as a means
of Comedies, has anEsmond. It was adapted to the screen of blackmail. Failing in this, he almost the House
nounced another score for Christie
by A. P. Younger and is being directed succeeds in ruining the happiness which
which he is the sole disby W. A. Howell, a newcomer on Me- the child has found, and in preventing Comedies,tributor iof
nthe territory.
tro's staff of directors. In it the petite her marriage to a wealthy j'oung adComedies, according tc
comedienne has a part similar to that mirer, when it is discovered that the Mr.Christie
Emmick, will accompany the new
in "Blue Jeans", the style of character- man who has adopted her is actually releases of Mary Pickford and Dougization which she particularly favors. her father.
las Fairbanks, in their latest United
Artists' pictures at a new first rur
theatre in Oakland.
Expects
Much
of New
Film
In

" Everything But the Truth " Considered Ideal Vehicle for Lyons and Moran
THE Universal expresses the opinion rapidity of action, ludicrous situation*
that its forthcoming production, unmarred by farcial exaggeration, density of the various complications and
" Everything but the Truth," written
by Edgar Franklin and scheduled to near tragic episodes with which the
play the comedians, Lyons and Moran, filmed production will abound.
in the leading parts, is going to prove
"From start to finish the comedy
the one of the cleverest screen com- is one that will hold the attention and
edies that Universal has ever filmed. keep the uninformed guessing as to its
In discussing the possibilities of this probable outcome. The roles played
production. Universal says :
by Lyons and Moran are equally balanced and allow much latitude for in" The possibilities which Mr. Franklin's very unusual plot offers these two
dividual interpretation."
popular comediens are unlimited. That
it should have been selected as their
first five reel picture is a splendid
The Place of Honeyaugury of what may be expected from
them later.
Moons " Finished
The Pioneer-Atlas Production of
"If 'Everything but the Truth' had
been written especially for Lyons and Harold Macgrath's novel, "The Place
Moran, the characters of the two of Honeymoons," is finished with the
young suburban bridegrooms could not exception of a few retakes. Emily
have been better adapted to their in- Stevens, the star, is now in New York
dividual and inimitable abilities. Any- preparing for a tour in her new stage
one who has read the story, as it ap- production. Keenan Buel, who di- Pretty
next for
picture
is titten
" Faith."PeggyIt Hyland's
is scheduled
Jaouaiy
rected the production, will probably lease
America's great character actor is Frank
in magazine-serial form, will
and is expected to be a popular Pa
Keenan, now appearing in " Smoldering have nopeareddifficulty
subject
in visualizing the have charge of the cutting.
Embers," a Pathe release.
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Book

on

" The Imp " Ready
The press book, or exhibitors'
campaign book, on " The Imp," the
second Elsie Janis production for
I Selznick Pictures, was delivered from
the press this week, and has been
t to the Select exchanges for dis' ution to exhibitors who can use it
advantage in presenting the pic; e.
' The Imp " press book is considered one of the best yet turned out
from the Selznick workshop, which
has taken great pains to give the exhibitor every aid possible on each picti re booked. Watt L. Parker is ediof the Selznick and Select press
.ks.
The press book for " The Imp "
has a cover done in black, white and
green, designed to give ideas to the
exhibitor in playing the feature. On
tlie inside front cover is a sample ad
covering four columns in width. Next
comes an introductory page, sprinkled
with helpful sentences minus the extravagant statements employed by
some to " sell the exhibitor." These
statements, it is made known, are not
included in the Selznick plan of
operation. The cast, program readers, catch lines and a sample cut of
Miss Janis fill page four with usefulness. On page five are advance
notices, current reviews and the story.
Pages six and seven are given over
to exploitation helps. All " stunts "
suggested are practical and can be
'used by any exhibitor. Then follow
halftone display ads, newspaper line
ads and production cuts. These in, elude a great variety, enough so in
fact to let each exhibitor suit his own
individual taste and needs. On page
, eleven are suggestions for a mail
campaign, and short lines which contribute spice if used in the house program. On the twelfth and last page
the accessories are illustrated, including twenty-four sheets, two threesheets, two one-sheets and and one
six-sheet.
Pathe

Helps

to Exploit

Bedroom set designed by Clara Kimball Young for her next production for the Equity program,
"The Forbidden Woman"
American
Gar son's Sets
WHEN Harry Garson began the
productionhisoftechnical
" Eyes of
Youth to"
and instructed
director
secure several tons of stucco concrete,
mason's material and field stones, said
technical director began deliberating as
to what sort of an institution he had
gotten into.
Later, when bulk amounts of field
stone, bricks, stone and mortar^ lime,
concrete and asphaltum were ordered,
the T. D. was in more than a dilemma.
But when " Eyes of Youth " was completed and showed to more than the
average advantage in point of scenic
investiture, Garson's plans became simHis was a new idea. The Garson
way became popular over night at
ple.
Hollywood
and surrounding studio
centers. It was : Build j'our sets of
stone, brick and concrete and they will
be stone and brick and concrete in the
showing. Jail walls will not shake in

Are
Genuine
the wind. Ceilings will not droop.
Walls will not vibrate. Painted
masonry looks just what it is — build it.
Hence, Harry Garson began building
stucco walls and brick walls and
masonry walls and Circassian walnut
ceilings and heavy-timbered ceilings,
and " Eyes of Youth " contained no
less than eight of this style of sets.
The Proctor home shown throughout the eight reels was built in the
studio of concrete, brick, stone, hard
wood and plaster. The road house
front was ninety feet long and of
stucco and brick. An interior contained
stucco, field stone fireplace, Circassion
walnut trim, and the entire three side
walls made of plaster and later covered
with water color tints. Actual timbering of library ceiling, cobble fireplace,
solid wood trim, every item practical,
as shown in the library and the piazza,
bricked, stucco, masonry, and real hard
wood trim.

" Other Men's Shoes "
With the release date of the initial
Edgar Lewis production, " Other
Men's Shoes," which is set for February 1st, approaching, Pathe anBuys
Two
Big Stories
nounces many aids for the benefit of United
the exhibitor in exploiting the producEnglish Melodrama for All Star Cast
tion. Besides the usual advertising
material Pathe issues a special press
and Mystery Tale for Florence Reed
sheet for the production, an enlarged
J. A. BERST of best screen characterizations. It is one
campaign book, a special one-shee and PRESIDENT
United
Picture
Productions Cor- that calls for highly emotional acting.
a window card. It is also stated that
poration announces the purchase of
A cast to support Miss Reed in " The
a book store tie-up is under way with
The Mayfair Mystery " a melodrama Curious Case of Marie Dupont " will
Andrew Soutar's novel, "Other Men's "which
has been presented on the Eng- be engaged that will be fully up to the
Shoes,"
was
made.from which the picturization
lish stage, and " The Curious Case of , standard of previous productions in
Marie Dupont," a mystery novel by which this star has appeared, while
Adele Luehrman, as a vehicle for Flor- the production end will be given exence Reed.
pert care and attention.
Taylor
Holmes Takes
" The Mayfair Mystery" is a Drury
" The Curious Case of Marie Dutype of melodrama — the sort of
Company to South
pont "was published a few years ago Lane
a melodrama that has been popular in
Taylor Holmes and members of his and proved one of the best sellers of
its time. The author withheld the mo- England for years and when introsupporting company have gone to
duced to American audiences, meeting
tion picture rights for some time, reMiami, Florida, to begin work on the
fusing many offers made for her Work with immediate success. It is the kind
producer-comedian's second starring until Air.- Berst made her one that she of drama that will permit of many
vehicle, "The Very Idea."
scenes, one that of a shipOthers in the cast ensemble are Vir- felt she could not turn down because startling
wreck in which an ocean liner is desof its financial value.
ginia Valli, Edward Martindale, Jack
troyed. Plans arc being made to make
Levering, Edward Lester, George
The leading role in " The Curious this scene the most impressive of its
Cooper, Betty Ross Clarke, Jean Robb Case of Marie Dupont" is one tha: kind ever introduced into a motion picand Fay Marbe.should present Miss Reed in one of her ture.

Believes

in

Big Campaign Books
A twenty-four page Campaign Book
for " The Valley of Tomorrow," in a
two-color art cover, is just out for the
use of exhibitors. The American Film
Company has been issuing an extra
size Campaign Bcrok on each of the
new " Flying A " super-productions,
included with which is a special Press
Sheet prepared to meet every advertising need of the town and city exhibitor, whether his theater is large or
small.
The contents of the Campaign Book
include reproductions of all posters and
other material issued on the feature:
the complete story of " The Valley of
Tomorrow" as well as a thumb nail
synopsis hibitor
; special
suggestions
to the
exfor exploiting
the film
; catch
lines for ad and program use. There
is a generous collection of snappy
newspaper stories, both long and short,
in many of which the superb settings
of Lake Tahoe,'the Truckee River and
the Sierra Nevadas are strikingly described. There is a series of reviews
under the heading of " After the Show
Criticisms " ; a page of " Current News
Items" based on the idiosjucrasies of
the players, and a well planned set of
music cues.
Supporting

Cast in Jack

Serial
The Dempsey's
complete cast for
the Jack
Dempsey serial for Pathe, " Daredevil
Jack," as announced by Robert Brunton, who is supervising the production,
is as follows : Josephine Sedgwick,
Hershall Mayall, Albert Cody, Ruth
Langston, Frederic Starr. Frank Lanning. Spike Robinson, Clyde Benson,
Aggie Herring, Al Kaufman, Edward
Hearn, and S. E. Jennings.
'g'iiiiiiii:iiii!iiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiniii:i:iiiiiiiiiiuiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnim!iiiiiu§''
I

" Additional Neivs of the |

I Producers will be found on |
j Page 1300."
|
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Confession " SetNew
Jans Feature
Ready
Soon
ting Record, Says
Brandt
Work
Progressing Satisfactorily on
Joe Brandt has jus: returned from
" Love Without Question " under Rolfe
an extended trip and reports that the PRODUCTION
tryside ni the vicinity of the studio to
work on the first
" Confession " in the territories that
locate just the desired place. Finally
Jans
Pictures
Inc.,
feature,
"Love
have already been sold is breaking
Question", is progressing rap- one was found near Ten Eyck, New
house records, and the picture is be- Without
idly and satisfactorily.
Jersey. In ^he story this will appear as
ing so well received that return dates
B. A. Rolfe, who has personal the home of a multi-millionaire of two
are being demanded almost every- charge of the production, and his asso- score years ago and fits to perfection
where.
ciates announce that the picture is well the home described in the story.
He reports the sale of the entire on its way towards completion and
Dominion of Canada and Newfound- that they soon hope to have it all filmed
Because the action of "Love Without
land to Mr. H. Porter Baldwin of and ready for assembling and cutting. Question" lakes place during 1880, it
will permit of some delightful lighting
As the locale of the story, which is and photographic effects. Candle and
Springfield, Mass. It is Mr. Baldwin's
intention to complete at least two road
an
adaption of C. Wadswerth Camp's lamp-light effects will be used exclushow organizations.
sively. Mr. Rolfe has taken full adMr. Brandt also advises that the well known novel "The Abandoned
vantage
of the opportunity offered him
Room",
dates
back
forty
years
it
has
Equity Pictures Corporation of Michi- not been an easy matter to find the in this respect,
and he and his camera
gan, in the Film Exchange Building, proper locations in which to film the
Detroit, have taken over the rights of exteriors. For one scene a peculiar men have planned out some effects that
seem bound to attract unusual attenthe " Confession " for Michigan.
type of house was necessary. Mr.
tion, it is stated.
Rolfe had his staff scouring the coun"Love Without Question" is said to
Smith Syndicate of West
be a story of love, mystery and adventure. As a novel it gained wide
Enters Film Field
popularity
because of the interesting
George H. Callaghan. prominent
characters it told of and the manner
operator of the independent field, proin which the mystery element was upmoter and specialist in handling negaheld. "In the film version the author s
tive rights to independent productions
''■characters are brought to life while the
throughout the World, in the capacity
mystery of the story is more forcibly
of special representative for the R. C.
brought out than in the novel," says the
P. Smith Syndicate of Los Angeles,
report from the Jans Pictures Inc.
announces that this syndicate has
"As the screen permits of such a
launched its activities in the motion
picture industry and will soon start
wider range, Mr. Camp's story will be
found to be of much greater interest
production activities with some of the
most popular stars of screendom on
than it was on the printed page."
their list.
To date, according to Mr. Callagiian's
announcement, the Smith Syndicate
has signed a long term contract with
the popular star, Zasu Pitts who made
such a big success in the King Vidor
productions, notably " Poor Relations."
Mr. Callaghan announces that within
the next few weeks he will be at liberty to give out the names of other
stars to be enrolled under the banner
of Smith Syndicate.
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Cohns Survey Country
Jack and Harry Cohn have completed a survey of the territory in the
United States which is booked for Hall
Room Boys comedies for the coming
year. According to Jack Cohn, who
is in charge of the New York offices
of the company, the survey shows
that in every territory the largest and
most important theatres are consistently booking the comedies, and that they
have proved great successes. The
manager of every exchange handling
the series, according to Mr. Cohn, is
enthusiastic in praise of the two-rcelers.
ivlr. Cohn also announced that the
only open territory for the distribution
of the Hall Room Boys series was
Louisiana and Mississippi. The remainder of the country has been disposed of.

George Beban, famous portrayer of Italian
appear in by" One
acharacters
Million,"whofor will
distribution
Sol Man
Lesserin
Comedies Important
Part of National
Program
The National Film Corporation of
America announces that comedies will
play an important role in its 1920 production plans. That concern has
adopted the slogan Fun Without a
Blush " for its comedy exploitatior
and the slogan will be rigidly adherec '
to, according to I. Bernstein, production manager. The slogan will bt
more than a mere advertising phrase
states Mr. Bernstein, as none bu
comedies of clean, wholesome fur
will be screened by that concern
This applies both to the Flanagan anc
Edwards comedies and to the Nea
Burns Capitol comedies, the latte:
being
Goldwyn
release.
' Nationa
It isa the
intention
of the
to add another com.edy unit to it
production staff about February fif |
teenth. which will make a series o |
two-reelers for state riehts release. '
"Empty Arms." Hall
Kane nor Hall Caine
Film
By misinterpreting Hall-Kane t ^
mean Hall Caine over the telephoD"
a rumor was started on the way t
the effect that Hall Caine. author c
'■ The Christian," was to be the stz
of "Empty Arms." the initial Lestti^
Park-Edward Whiteside productio;
Gail Kane is the star of the pictur
Thurston Hall appears opposite Mi:

Two views of the new Olive Tell picture, " Love Without Question," which is
being released by Jans Pictures, Inc.

Kane. The reference to " Empt
Arms " as a " Hall-Kane vehicle
started the stor>-. Frank Reich<
directed.
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Tarzan

Film

Return of Tarzan," Xuma
Pictur
I 'HE
Reires Corporation's pic( A tiiriza
ization
of the latest of the
Edgar Rice Burroughs' stories, is expected to be ready for a New York
^h()wing by February first. Photographing was completed last week,
and Directors Harry Rcvier and
George Merrick are cutting and assembling the film in California. Gene
Foliar, Walter Miller, Armond Cortez,
Donna Ramirez and other members of
iho cast arc expected back East this
week.
This particular story opens on
lioard a liner bound for Paris. Tarzan's adventures start with his
answering the call for help from a
stunning Countess who is being per-"
A dainty little blonde is Violet MacMilsecuted by a no-account brother
lan, appearing with J. Robert Pauline in named Rokoff. This same Rokoff bethe Reeve and Gray serial. " The Mystery
comes Tarzan's great enemy and it is
Mind "
the pursuit of him and his fiendish
efforts at revenge on Tarzan that furnish the basic dramatic props of the
Mid-West State Rights
entire picture.
Market Flourishing
In Paris Tarzan encounters a band
p. B. Dana, sales manager of the
\rrow Film Corporation, has returned
Staff of
to
rom' a three-weeks' trip through the Additions
' ' lie West and reports the state
ner
Pictures
Gardi
> business in a flourishing condiF.
M.
Zimmerman,
sales manager of
This is especially true in Chi1. Minneapolis, Cleveland and De- Gardiner Pictures, Inc., 47 West
it is said, where the leading in- Swan Street, Buffalo, has gone to
ndent exchanges have greatly in- Florida for a month's rest. Mr. Zimmerman has been putting in some hard
-cd their office space, their sales
and their business in general,
work in preparation for the incorporawas greatly impressed with the
tion of the Gardiner organization un^essiveness of the independent exder the new title above which will become effective February IS.
:,'es," stated Dana, " never have I
>uch activity as I saw in Chicago,
L. M. Bell, who for the past several years, has been associated with
land and Detroit. Every inde.mt exchange man seems possessed different theatres in Buffalo as artist,
the idea that 1920 is going to be has joined the publicity department of
year for the Independents, and the Gardiner organization. He will
> exchange man and every sales- have charge of lobby displays and theatre decoration in cities where the
is going about his business with
iirm determination to make good Gardiner attractions are shown. T. H.
Jefferies of Indianapolis has assumed
he promise."
charge of the sales and promotion department of the Gardiner company.
^ohns Looking for New
and Amusing Plots
Exchange Staffs of the
"Were you ever broke?"
Sterling Films, Ltd.
For a good answer and a fitting dcThe Sterling Films, Ltd., which is
fription of the circums.ances and delils. Jack and Harry Cohn are willing handling the full line of Pioneer fea> part with a good one hundred doltures and short subjects in Canada anir bill, it is said. The idea being that
nounces that it has completed the form^ney will get a good suggestion for ation of its operating personnel in
urther adventures of the Hall Room Eastern Canada. The home office of
oys, who are continually in penurious the Sterling is located at Toronto.
ircumstances.
Three exchanges in the Provinces of
Many suggestions are received each Ontario, New Brunswick and Quebec,
eek, say the Cohns, for future pro- are located in Toronto, Montreal and
uctions of the Hall Room Boys, and St. John. N. Volansky who is the vice
ley are desirous of arousing further president is in charge of the Montreal
iterest along this line.
exchange, Jas. Davidson is manager of
the Toronto office, while M. MacArthur is the head of the St. John
rhe Loew Chain Books Exchange.
" The Spoilers "
The Sol Lesser Exchange announces
lat the Marcus Loew Circuit has
3oked "The Spoilers," for many of its
Duses, those already decided upon inuding The Circle, Burland, 42nd
treet Theatre, 86th Street Theatre,
6th Street Theatre, 7th Avenue
heatre, and Broadway and Bijou
heatres of Brooklyn. "The Spoilers,"
ill have its first run at the Standard
heatre, 91st and Broadway, January
' for three days, it is stated.

Abramson Producing '*A
" on a
Ivan Child
.A.bramsonFor
is nowSale
at work
multiple reel feature titled " A Child
lor Sale." The cast is headed by
Gladys Leslie and Creighton Hale, and
includes Bobby Connelly, Julia Swayne
Gordon, Anna Lehr, William Davidson
and William Tooker. The feature
will be ready for the state right market about Feb. 15.

Ready

February
1st
zan's
two
hand-to-hand
encounters
Cutting and Assembling with lions, and a furious struggle
with a man-sized ape.
Now Being Completed
" More than 3,000 extra people have
in California
been used for the jungle stuff and
varieties of background that cover
of lighting Apaches, resulting in some 18,000 miles of travel have been
fight-footage that is said to be espe- wrought into the offering.
cially good. Later the hero turns up
" .A jungle scene meant the transin Algiers, where he goes through a
planting of .SO ton of palms, bananascries of adventures culminating in trees, and all sorts of foliage to Balboa, California, with Charlie, the big
his departure for Cape Town in pursuit of the wiley Rokoff. On the elephant who plays a prominent role
voyage Tarzan is thrown overboard,
the cast,
as the
head-mover."
and after various vicissitudes, finds in The
cast acting
includes
Gene
Pollar as
his way to the jungle. He comes " Tarzan " ; Karla Schramm as
again to that section of Africa that " Jane," his sweetheart ; Walter Milhad been his childhood home and reler; Armond Cortez; Eslclle Tayverts quickly to the half-savage ways
lor; George Romain; Donna Ramirez ; Peggy Hannon ; Estelle Evans ;
of his early training. The later appearance in the jungle of Jane Porter Louis Stearns ; Franklin B. Coates ;
and a party, who have also been ship- Fred A. Turner ; Evelyn Fariss ; Phil
Gastrock; Arthur Morrison; Jack
brings the story's romance Leonard ; Harry Lonsdale ; Betty
!o a happy wrecked,
ending.
" There are many incidents of Turner; John Sturgeon and others.
jungle fighting said to be startlingly
realistic in the picture, notably TarTower Reissue to ShowStars in Past Roles
Monopol Handling
"W hen the hilarity is due to the an" Alma, Where Do
tics of such famous comedians as
Charlie Chaplin, Marie Dressier, Mabel
Normand, Mack Swain and Chester
"Alma, Where Live?
Do You Live?" is
You by Monopol" Pictures
being distributed
Conklin, all featured in "Tillic's PuncCompany and forms the nucleus of a
tured Romance", the six reel Mack
performance of combined screen and Sennett masterpiece comedy, there is
musical numbers soon to be seen. Ruth small room for doubt as to the producMacTammany and George Larkin play
tion's success," says the Tower Film
the leading roles in the picture, with Corporation. "And they are all coming
Dolphic Daughn and Robert H. Rus- back stronger than ever in the picture
sell, assuming the parts in the musical that helped to make them famous" adds
elaboration of the story presented in Tower Film.
conjunction with the showing of the
The prints are all new and the picture has been brought up to the minute
picture.
in every respect, Tower Film Corp.
state. Territorial rights are now being
sold.
Pioneer Announces New
Press-Book Features
The Pioneer Film Corporation announces that several new features have
been incorporated in the make-up for
forthcoming press-books. One departure is the printing of the actual music
of the musical setting. All newspaper
cuts are sharp line cuts instead of
coarse half tones, which appear in even
some of the best papers as unsightly
inky smudges. Great effort has also
been made in the preparation of the
stories for newspaper use.
Wholesome

Film

Plans

M. Feldstein, President of the
Wholesome Film Corporation of Chicago, has entered into negotiations with
a prominent director, who has specialized in the past, in the direction of pictures for children. This announcement
follow^s close on the heels of the announcement that Mr. Feldstein is
negotiating for the purchase of scripts,
suitable for children's films. The
Wholesome Film Corporation has a
busy year mapped out, planning to release apicture a month during the year
of 1920. Negotiations have been
entered into for the purchase of
several of the best known books for
children, and before the month is out
Mr. Feldstein plans to announce the
purchase of several book-rights that
will be of interest to the trade.

Chaplin

Reissues

Going

to Big Independents
The Victor Kremer Film Features
announces that the Charley Chaplin comedy re-issues, including " A
Burlesque on Carmen," the famous
comedian's biggest production, " The
Champion," " The Jitney Elopement "
and " By The Sea," are being disposed
of weekly to the biggest state right
buyers in the United States and Canada. The latest sale reported is for
■' A Burlesque on Carmen," which has
been acquired for Eastern Canada by
Maurice Davis of the Davis Amusement Enterprises of Montreal.
Villain Suddenly Takes
Hero's Role in Fact
Paul Panzer, whose customary role
on the celluloid is that of the villain,
is said to have suddenly assumed the
hero's part in the taking of a firescene in one of the episodes of "The
Mystery Mind" recentlj'. Violet MacMillan, the heroine, was rescued byPanzer, it is stated, from the flames of
a burning structure, in which she w-as
villain's
by the realized
be trapped
supposed
forces. Itto seems
that Panzer
before anyone else that Miss MacMillan was in real danger and went
promptly to her rescue.
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Tomorrow

Still undecided, now covered by his
own gun in the hands of Elenore Colonna, the Italian's adoring sister,
Dabney is forced to carry his enemy
to a hut in the woods and bind up
his wounds. During that night-long
vigil his heart opens to love for the
girl, and his problem grows harder
than before.
Then the evil-faced Fang Morgan,
desiring Elenore for himself, convinces her that to save her brother's
life it is necessary to take Dabney's.
Removing the Italian's bandages,
Fang leaves him to bleed to death,
but tells the girl it was Dabney's deed.
In her flaming passion Elenore tramples love under foot; but Dabney —
who overhears Fang's plan — so man-

THESE Special Service Sections are written with the purpose
of suggesting to exhibitors how to get the most out of pictures that they have booked. They are prepared after studying the pictures and th* best way of exploiting them. Won't
you let us know any use that you made of suggestions printed
here, and the original ideas that you have used in putting over this
picture?
euvers that her avenging shot fells
the real murderer. Owning his love,
Dabney forgives Elenore the attempt
upon his life and tells his kinsman he
himself shot Fang in self-defense.
Dabney returns to jail but is released for lack of evidence. When
morning comes the two lovers set
forth for Dabney's home in the valley
below — the valley of new dreams and
ideals — the Valley of Tomorrow.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES
IN view of the magnificent natural
scenery which is such an outstanding
feature of " The Valley of Tomorrow,"
the scenic idea should be brought out
as strongly as possible in all your
lobby displays and decorations. The
picture was filmed at picturesque Lake
Tahoe, a mile above sea-level in the
Sierra Nevadas, and anything in the
way of stock supplies which will suggest the atmosphere of that wonderful
region of mountain, forest and rushing river should be worked to a finish. Fir branches, where they can be
secured without too great trouble, furnish most effective material for lobby
trim.
The strikingly pictorial 24-sheet presents a glorious background of lake
and valley encircled by the forest-clad
mountains. The purely scenic part of
this poster, preferably mounted on
Boards as a cutout, will make up into
a smashing panorama for lobby use.
The two lovers on horseback, figuring in the 24-sheet, will supply a
highly attractive and striking cutout,
to be used either in close conjunction
with the panorama or separately.
Given a strategic position, just outside the theatre, this poster cutout will
bring in business.
The 3-sheet depicting William Russell alone in a pose of startled attention furnishes a smashing cutout of
the star. Knock together a rough
window framework and fasten it up
outside at right angles to your house
front. So place the cutout that the
star appears to be looking through
this bona-fide window. A remarkably
lifelike effect can be secured that will
command a third look from local fans
and
themExhibit
stop well
to read
what's
doing make
inside.
in advance
of the showing.
A delightful and fitting prologue
stunt will be to have Charles Wakefield Cadman's famous concert song,
" From the Land of the Sky-Blue
Water," performed by a local singer,

News

on

OF THE

THOSE who will play "The Valley of Tomorrow " have ihe
prime requisites for a successful engagement, story, star, cast, direction
and a fine scenic background.
The story is by Stephen Fox and
was widely read in fiction form. It
is particularly good photoplay material, being replete with dramatic situations, with a background of the
mountains and outdoor life.
The cast is headed by William
Russell, who specializes in roles commonly known as " blue short leads."
In the support of the star are such
well known players as Mary Thurman, Harvey Clark, Frank Brownlee
and Pauline Curley.
The direction is by Emmett J.
Flynn, who bears a good reputation
for turning out pictures of this sort.
The production is in six reels. It
was filmed very largely at Lake Tahoe, famous as a scenic spot, and has
many wonderful shots.
SYNOPSIS OF THE STORY
WHILE Dabncy Morgan awaits
trial for moonshining, word
comes that his little sister has been
betrayed. Released on parole, he
hastens to avenge the wrong. En
route, in desperate peril of his life,
he is rescued by a stranger, who then
hurries on his way. The whole Morgan clan is out scouring the forest for
the guilty man, Enrico Colonna. One
of them now rides up to Dabney with
a bedraggled fugitive who cries, " I
saved you ! "
Torn by the conflicting claims of
vengeance and personal gratitude,
Dabney compromises with tradition
and conscience by allowing Colonna
an even break for liberty. At long
distance his gun brings the Italian to
the ground, wounded. Struggling
with his aversion to killing a man who
is down, Dabney glimpses again the
vision of something finer and bigger
than the " eye for eye " creed of his
clan.

Picture

with back-drop or stage settings approprate to the picture. The song is
arranged for both men's and women's
voices. If desired, the outdoor western atmosphere of the film might be
suggested by having the soloist dress
after the fashion of Mary Thurman
in the picture, or — if a man — copy
William Russell's style.
NEWSPAPER
STORIES AND
PROGRAM READERS
A Play of Mountain Life
uHTHE
VALLEY
OF TOMOR1 ROW " is essentially a drama
of the mountains, imperiously demanding its rightful setting of rugged
heights. The story begins with " the
forest-clad peak men call Eden," and
after thrillingly poignant chapters of
romance, pathos, tragic struggle,
laughter, love and heartache, brings
the spectator out into the sunlit serenity of the Valley of Tomorrow.
" Only the dawn knows where tomor-

Action in " The Valley of Tomorrow "— Most Grippingly Dramatic
Special Feature of the Year, with
William Russell and All-Star Cast
" There is about Tahoe a silent
witchery that works in your blood.
When I forget it, my heart will be
So confesses a famous traveler.
And everybody who has experienced
the joy of acquaintance with this
fairy lake, with its background of
snow-clad mountains and its foreground of pine-clad headlands, will
be inclined to voice a hearty amen.
No wonder it is popular with the
makers of photoplays de luxe! The
latest big screen achievement to claim
Tahoe stiasll" its locale is " The Valley of
Drama of Conflicts
Tomorrow."
" The Valley of Tomorrow ! " is
fittingly described as " a drama of
conflicts," for it traces the stupendous
struggle that is staged in the soul of
a man when love comes to a clash
with hatred — when the payment of a
debt of personal gratitude is complicated by an obligation of clan vengeance— when obedience to a new ideal
is hampered by the grip of an ancient
tradition — when desire and duty point
to converging paths.
Trnckee's Two Streets
" The ancient and honorable charge
of illicit distilling," according to the
titles, was the wherefore of Dabney
Morgan's little vacation in jail at
Heaven's Gate. It all happened in
"The Valley of Tomorrow" (see the*
program of the
theatre for
further information), and DabnQ

Through the experience of one
row begins."
member
of one family, the play traces
the evolution of a race — a growth out
of the pagan creed of " eye for eye "
into the compassion and broad humanity of these later days. With his
way unblazed before him, Dabney
Morgan, a pioneer in this great ad- Morgan, y'understand, is the here
venture, struggles with the clamps of
you see imitated by big William Rusthe traditional
ing the coming past,
light. yet half distrust- sell.
Bill says that the picture was filmec
Hugo greater
truly said,
"There
is As
onlyVictor
one thing
than armies,
at
Lake Tahoe, and that as a matte:and that is an idea whose time has of fact, back in the old days b. p
come." As this new idea of a better (before prohibition), ilUcit distillinj
American manhood dawned upon his was about the last thing any on
consciousness, Dabney Morgan suf- thought necessary up at Trucket
fered all the pangs of a new birth. Truckee is the little town where yo'
Slowly
when toyou'r
alight
and j-our
manity. and painfully, revenge and bit- bound
for baggage
the Lake.
It used
con
terness gave way to a merciful husist of but two thoroughfares — on
street of saloons and one of cottage
William Russell Supreme
William Russell, in the role of In these present times of drough
however, even Bill Russell might ac
Dabney Morgan, astonishes with the mit that moonshining would be ever
sureness of his grasp upon the subtle bit as much at home among tt
of the drama, and the Sierras as it used to be among tl
psychology
utter art with which he projects the hills
of the Blue Ridge.
man's suffering and gradually expandA True Fish Story
ing vision. His performance is a masterpiece of finelj' shaded acting, one
When "you
see ...
" The. this
Valley
morrow
at the
week, ofyo«T.
Russell'soffinest
will long toranktheas artistry
that
contribution
the
performance of Harvi
the character
enjoy
screen.
Clark, the
actor, in the re
"The Lake of Sweet
Fur- of a mountain patriarch. Clark sa
nishes Movie Memories"
Setting
he sported such ancient garments^
dressing this part that many a tir
WonNature's
Tahoe,
Beautiful Lake
derland, is the Scene of Outdoor and oft, between " shots," he was al
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These three scenes from

' The Valley of Tomorrow
" will Center
give you
an idea
of therelief.
varietyRight
of —appeal
" Flying
A " picture.
the offering.
— a little
comedy
one ofinthethistense
moments

Left — the wondrous scenic beauty of

Give
Star
and
Story
Equal
Billing
and
Mention
Cast
-iicak away and drop a line into
mountain, lake and forest against
. Tahoe, on whose witching shores
which the action takes place.
THE PRODUCTION
AT A GLANCE
)icture was made. He was on the
Action as swift as the rushing
when a gigantic trout weighing
waterfalls that lend magic to its outSTORY
—
Melodreunatic
romance
of
the
great
out
doors
with
a
pounds was caught on the Xefine scenic investiture and relieved by comedy.
door settings. Heart-interest as proi side of the lake. But Clark alStar— William Russell.
found as lovely Lake Tahoe, on whose
shores the scenes were filmed. A
Support — Mary Thurman, Harvey Clark, Prank Brownlee,
^ hastens to add that he didn't turn
Pauline Curley and other well-known players.
rick himself, he was simply an intheme as superb as the towering SierAuthor — Stephen Fox.
ut bystander. The trout was capras that supply majestic backgrounds
Director
—
Emmett
J.
Flynn.
1 on a copper wire handline with
no studio could ever fake.
Hi enormous spoon — which Clark also
Was she right or wrong to love the
idds is not in the least sportsmanlike,
man who had sworn to kill her
and
the
generous
impulses
of
a
heart
—
the
miscreant
whom
every
tradi;ven though many of the professional
tion of your house commanded you to big enough for HUMAN CHARITY. brother?
ishermen do prefer it to a rod.
Could a man who has been brought
kill was suddenly revealed as the very
The absorbing story of two women
TEASER ADS
man to whom you owed your life — — one a stormy-eyed, passionate daugh- up to obey the law of " eye for eye "
his heart to a woman who has
could you sweep just vengeance aside
ter of the South, putting vengeance give
A week before the run begins, begin for gratitude and human charity?
tried to take his life?
above
even
love
itself;
the
other
a
nserting a series of "teaser paraIt is conflicting emotions and obliga- frail slip of a mountain lass, putting
Dramatic suspense — a double rotions such as these that make human
graphs " in your paper, preferably
mance— danger and thrills — self-inlandwiched in amonj? the news, along drama. Only after the difficult slopes love above all else — even her own
ines such as these :
dulgence and self-sacrifice — the conof the Mountains of Yesterday have honor. For both of them, tragedy —
flict of emotions — quaint comedy and
Could you love a girl on whose face been scaled docs one reach the serenity for one of them, peace-crowned love delicate pathos — these are some of the
in the end.
•ou had never once seen a smile? See of the Valley of Tomorrow.
Real drama, as big and breezy and ingredients that make " THE VALWilliam Russell, as a red-blooded
' The V. of T." — and tomorrow's
OF TOMORROW
appreciated
'yaper.
man of the mountains, scores a genuine as the glorious panorama of screen LEYfare
for exacting "picturegoers.
triumph
of
emotional
acting.
With
If you were bound by oath not to
eep until a certain crime was him are such admirable supporting
ivenged, and the official avenger players as Mary Thurman, Pauline
Typhoon
Fan
Office
Curley, Harvey Clark, Fred M. Mala- New
ouldn't make up his mind to get busy, testa,
Frank
Brownlee
and
Frank
vould you take a hand ? See " The V. Clark.
Chattanooga Firm One of Recent Conif T." — and tomorrouf s paper.
Action
—
emotion
—
pathos
—
rotractors'; Many Chicago Firms Equipped
Would you trample upon the tradimance— quaint comedy. A play that ■ I ' HE Signal Amusement Co., of were the first to recognize the value of
ions and honor of your family for a
Chattanooga, which operates one the Typhoon Cooling System, as their
voman whom you had known less will thrill you from first to last.
CATCH
LINES
FOR
PROGRAM
of
the
biggest chains of theatres in hot summer weather made theatres
han a day? See "The Valley of ToAND
DISPLAYS
the
south,
has contracted with the which were equipped with it sure winnorrow " at the .... Theater beners and the Saenger Amusement Co.
;inning
An epic of mountain justice w^arring Typhoon Fan Co. to install a Typhoon
were prompt to install the system in
with love.
Cooling
System
in
the
Tivoli
theatre,
COPY FOR NEWSPAPER
Xot a society play nor a pretty little the big new house now in course of their big chain of houses, and today
DISPLAY
love story, but tense, gripping, RED- construction at Chattanooga, and Pres. practically every New Orleans theatre
is equipped. Northern theatre men
BLOODED DRAMA that takes you Ernst Glantzberg of the Typhoon also
"The Valley of Tomorrow "
have come to realize the value of
out
of
yourself
and
makes
you
really
Company
was
in
Chicago
last
week
'rom the Story by Stephen Fox — Di- LIVE the story as you see it on the
a
system
which not only provides perrected by Emmett J. Flynn — Filmed
fect ventilation in winter but assures
conferring with the architects in
screen.
in Nature's Wonderland at
Lake Tahoe
A vital, stirring drama of love and charge of building the Tivoli in re- their audiences of comfortable coolgard to details of the installation.
ness in summer and we are working
A gripping drama of conflicts: hate vengeance, played against the most
" The Typhoon Cooling System to the limit to keep pace with the
picturesque
background
in
all
America
t war with love — vengeance with
region of Lake Ta- which we will install in the Tivoli will orders we are receiving. .
ratitude — old traditions with new — thehoe, thewonderful
change the air in the entire house in
jewel
of
the
Sierras.
ieals.
the Chicago theatres which
one minute, assuring the audience of are"Among
If
you
put
red-blooded
action,
being equipped with Typhoon
Enacted by William Russell and a touched with strong emotion, above that refreshing breeze so much desired
Cooling Systems are Lubliner & Trin2
emarkable cast of players.
silly sentimentality or slap-stick fun- in hot summer weather and in winter 3,300 seat house at Kedzie and Madican
be
regulated
so
that
with
a
slower
IF
son and the new Stratford theatre at
making, "THE VALLEY OF TOchange of air perfect ventilation will 63rd and Union Sts. A system also
MORROW" will win your vote.
Prison bars could not hold a man be assured," Mr. Glantzberg said in
— a man knocked at the door of
being installed in the new Rialto
our heart and you knew him for the who had sworn to avenge his sister's talking of the contract. "The Signal is
theatre at Louisville.
Amusement Company already is using
nemy who had shot your brother — dishonor.
ould you let him in?
" The office which we recently
A drama of conflicts: the battle be- our system in their fifteen theatres
tween
LOVE
and
HATRED
—
bewhere
it
has
proved
of
inestimable
opened
at Chicago in charge of
— a woman tugged at your hearttween the narrow code of YESTER- value, giving a plentiful supply of that Messrs. Wilson and Glcason is already
rings and you knew her for the sisDAY and the broad, humanitarian life giving media, pure air, and being
:r of tlie blackguard who had beproving a big help to our many cusayed your own little sister — would ideas of TODAY — between the de- a real patronage stimulator.
tomers in the central west as we are
7M hid her welcome?
mands of traditional VENGEANCE
" Progressive
southern showmen
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THE staff of the Famous PlaycrsLasky studio is upholding the
prediction made on January 1 that
1920 would be the busiest in the history of this organization and every
company is busy at work on new
productions to appear under the
Paramount-Artcraft trademark.
Bryant Washburn has played in all
scenes in " Mrs. Templeton's Telegram," from theMorris
play by and
FrankDirector
Wyatt
and William
James Cruze is ready to start producing an adaptation prepared by Elmer
Harris from the Saturday Evening
Post this
story,
with
star." Sins of St. Anthony,"
Wallace Reid is next to be starred
in that farcical comedy " Sick-A-Bed,"
and Clara G. Kennedy has the scenario prepared. Sam Woods is to continue as Reid's director and Bebc
Daniels, who played opposite him in
" The Dancin' Fool," will continue as
his leading woman. " Sick-A-Bed,"
was one of the most popular farces
a few seasons ago.
Jack Holt, W^anda Hawley, Agnes
Ayers, Lewis Stone, Robert Caine and
\\'alter Hiers will be the leads in
" Held By The Enenij-," which will
be put in production on January 19.
The scenario for this was written by
Beulah Marie Dix, the author of
" Secret Service " and other successful F. P.-Lasky plays.
George Melford and company
neaded by Roscoe Arbuckle, have
gone to the high Sierras for cattle
ranch, Indian warfare and frontier
day atmospheric scenes for " The
Round-Up." Indians, a troupe of cavalry and scores of cowboys will work
in scenes for this first Melford production, scenario of which was written
by Tom Forman who plays a leading
part.
William C. dcMille is continuing on
the making of " The Prince Chap,"
from the Edward Peples play, written
for the screen by Olga Printzlau. In
addition to Thomas Meighn, Lila Lee
and Kathlyn Williams, the cast includes Theodore Kosloff, Ann Forrest,
Casson Ferguson, May Giracci, and
Little Peaches Jackson.
The last scenes for " Thou Art The
Man," starring Robert Warwick, have
been filmed and Director T. N. HefTron will shortly begin the filming of
" The City of Masks," by Walter
Woods, in which Lois Wilson will play
the lead.
The next Ethel Clayton play will be
The Ladder," from a story by Edith
Kennedy, and the work of producing
this will be started as soon as Director
\^'altcr Edwards has completed " A
Lady In Love," the present vehicle for
Miss Clayton. Other plays in production at the Lasky Studios are " The
Fighting Chance," from a scenario by

Myrtle Stedman, who will be seen in J. Parker Reid's new production
Will M. Ritchey and being directed by has now been assigned to Roland
Charles Maigne, and the new C. B. Burgess, who is busy with the scenario
in the completion of the
deMille play concerning which no in- department
script for this subject.
formation isgiven.
Plans for William D. Taylor to
Director Lynn Reynolds has begun
make productions carrying his name
of the
storyCarey.
titled William
"Luck"
have been delayed temporarily and he the
whichfilming
will star
Harry
is to continue as director of Mary C. Dowland is supervising the cutting
Miles Minter at the Morosco studios. of " Locked Lips " starring Tsuru
Ooki and Douglas Gerrard is working
A new
titled for
" Jenny
Be Good,"
has
been play
prepared
the Realart
star
on
the title of Mary MacLaren's picby Julia Crawford Ivers, and Mr.
ture "The Fourth Bride." It is announced that the most recent animal
Taylor will begin directing this within the next few days.
comedy " Lower Four and Upper
Will M. Ritchey, who has been con- Three " will be ready for shipment by
nected with Famous Players-Lasky Director Al Santell within the next
scenario department in the capacity of few days.
\\ riter for the past two years, has been
One hundred thousand feet of film
appointed head of the scenario department of the Morosco studios and got in the making of " The Devil's
Pass Key " is now being reduced to
assumes his" duties at once. Mr. seven thousand feet by Director Eric
Ritchey is considered a most capable von Stroheim. This subject has Sam
scenario author and perhaps his most
DeGrasse, Clyde Fillmore, Una Tresuccessful recent scenarios are "Every- velyn, Maude George, Ruth King, May
woman," and " The Fighting Chance." Bush and Leo White as the cast, in
addition to von Stroheim, who plays
an important role.
Eleanor Fair and Claire Anderson
have been engaged as leading women
for the film version of the Elizabeth
PLANS
for the remaking
of "Jewel"
story
the Christian
Science story
filmed Jordan
which is
next" The
to
about three years ago by Lois Weber Ford with Frank
for L^niversal have been completed
ing man. Edward
and the work of making this picture
gaged to play the
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MacLaren in " Wife or Woman
which is being directed by Phill
Rosen. Others in this cast are Bonn
Hill, Eugenie Forde, Helen Davidg
Roy Steckcr and Gloria Holt. J. Grut
Alexander is author of this story^
Lyons and Moran are now readir
a large number of stories in the hoj
of finding one suitable for their fired comedy drama, which they a
next to make for Universal. N
vehicle has been selected as the
initial one, but inasmuch as sever
have been found desirable, it is c
pected that a decision will be reach"
during the present week and filmii
will be started in a short time.
Art Acord, who recently suffered
fracture of bones of his leg, when
horse fell with him, has sufficient
recovered to reach Universal City «
crutches, and his physician states th
in three more weeks, he will be
physical condition to return to wo
in the serial " The Moon Riders."
Two short subjects have been coi
pleted during the last week at Ui
versal
One is "comedy,
Held forwhit
Makin's City.a western
will show the difficulties that mig
occur if smoking is prohibited. Reev
Eason directed this with a cast whi
included " Hoot " Gibson and Mildr
Moore. The other two reel western
titled " When the Cougar Calls." Tl
was directed by Arthur Flaven, w
has Robert Burns and Magda Lane
principals.
Miss Betty Bhthe has been engag
by Universal to play a leading role
the production now being filmed
Director Christy Cabanne and at pr
ent known under the title of " Bui
William B. Tuttle, writer of ta
of the country for magazines has bt
contracted by Universal to write
series of western stories to use dur
Wings."
the
coming year. The first of th'
is now ready for production and
titled " Held for a Wedding."

Selznick

er. Ha
N manag
DUCTIO
PRORapp
ern Selzr
W^esthas
thezation
tion of
two cc
organi
produc
panics at work and is making arran
ments for the third.
" Just A Wife," made under
direction of Howard Hickman v i
Kathh-n Williams, Roy Stewart
Leatrice Joy has been completed

of
" Blindis being
Youth."madeA onbigtheca.<ih':r
progress
been assembled for this picture \\
includes Ora Carew. Leatrice .
Clara Horton. Walter McGrail. > i'
was brought out from New Y<
Joseph Swickard, Leo White, C
Kenny, Claire McDowell and Bu
Girl filmed
in the by
Mirror"
be
Jack Post.
Mayo as the leadDirector Wesley Ruggles has c< •
Peil has been en- to the coast with Owen Moore for ;
lead opposite Mary
filming of " His Word Of Hon "
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land perhaps several other subjects,
and the work of filming this will be
commenced immediately. ,
Mr. Rapp has just completed a contract for a year's services of Rupert
Julian.
George Irving, who recently came to
the west, is at work on " Children of
Destiny," which will have Lawrence
Weber, F.dith Hallor, William Courtleigh, Arthur Carew and Emory Johnson as principals.

Goldwyn

G arson
BIX new productions will shortly be
, started l>y the Goldwyn staff at the
West Coast studios. As soon as cast
has been selected, and scripts are completed, Tom Moore is to play in " The
Great
scenario
by
Harvey Accident,"
Thew. Xo from
director
has been
selected for the filming of this subject.
Wallace \\ orsley will direct " The
Penalty," adapted from the Gouverncur Morris story of the same name.
Messrs. Worslcy and Morris, toge:her
with Charles Kenyon, author of the
scenario, spent the week in San Francisco selecting locations for exterior
scenes of this film.
Reginald Barker is next to film
"The Branding Iron," from a story
f the same name, adapted for the
crcen by J. (i. Hawks and Richard
chaycr. This will have an all star
ast.

r

for " Jes Call Me Jim," which is adapted from the well-known story of
" Seven Oaks," which was very popular in the Seventies.
Another subject in production is
" Ear.h Bound," under the direction
of T. Hayes Hunter. This is a Basil
King story.
Montague Glass was one of the interested visitors at the Goldwyn studio
this week, and the readers of " Potash
and Perlmutter " slories may expect to
read what those Jewish boys think of
the picture in the near future.

Rupert
Hughes'
" Scratch My
ack," to be directed by Harry Beauont, with an all star cast, is now
eing cast, and production work is to
)e started in a few days.
' The Girl With the Jazz Heart ''
'ic title of the next Mabel Xormand
ire which \ ictor Scherizinger will
vt. Gerald DufTy prepared the
'r<ing scrii)t for this adantcd story.
The second of the "Edgar" series
will be started this week by Director
E. Mason Hopper, and will be titled
' Shakespeare's Hamlet."
To insure perfect realism in the
Alaskan gambling scenes of " Roads
A Destiny," n>>\\ being filmed by Director Frank Lloyd with Pauline
Frederick, Director Lloyd engaged
hree former Alaskan gamblers to
e as advisor\- directors in giving
-.cencs the proper atmosphere.
Director Clarence Badger is at Santa
Cruz with the Will Rogers Company
:aking scenes in the Redwood country

PL.W'S for the filming of an adaptation from the storj- " The Soul of
Rafael " has been made by Harry
Garson and the work of filming this
with Clara Kimball Young in the star
role will be commenced as soon as the
editing
of " The
Forbidden
Woman is"
is
completed.
Charles
E. Whittakcr
preparing the scenario lor this play
from the story by Marah Ellis Ryan, a
California author, residing at Little
Rock, who wrote the story at the mission at San Juan Capistrano. This
story has an atmosphere of old California and the romance is laid in the
Golden state at about the time it was
taken into the Union.

Metro

ABOUT 900 men appearing as
British and Indian troops are
working this week in the war scenes
for " The Hope," at Santa Susana pass
near Chatswortli. This pass, according to Metro location man, is an exact
duplicate of the famous Khj-ber pass
which is known as the Gateway to
India. The army of players was
transported to and from Los Angeles
by special trains daily during the making of the battle scenes by Director
Herbert Blache. Jack Mulhall and
Frank Elliott, principals of the cast,
are both prominent in the battle scenes.
Advice has been received at the
Hollywood Metro studios of the purchase of film rights of the Grace
George vehicle, The Marriage of
William Ashe," which will be used
as a starring vehicle for May Allison.
This adaptation from the Mrs. Humphrey Ward novel will not be put in o

production for eight or ten weeks or
until after the completion of " The
Cheater," in which Miss Allison is
now appearing and the Eugene Wal" Fine.-Xcres
Feathers.''
Theter's"play,Shore
" company has
returned from San Francisco where
the Golden Ga:c was used in a number
of shots. The remainder of this production will be filmed at the studios.
One of the biggest sets erected at
Metro Studio is that of lobby and mezzanine floors of a big hotel which was
used for " Alias Jimmy Valentine," the
licrt Lytell Screen Classic, which was
completed this week. The lobby was
eighty-five feet long and fifty-five feet
wide, making possible an interior scene
which the camera was focussed a distance of almost 150 feet.

King

Vidor

Studio

UPOX the completion of the filming of interior scenes for " The
Family Honor," this week, the King
W. Vidor Company, producing for
First National, will go to Sacramento
where advantageous locations for
river scenes will be filmed. A river
steam boat has been chartered for
use and the company will remain in
the north about two weeks. J. P.
Lockney and Willis Marks have been
added to the big cast for the Vidor
picture. Other principals are Florence Vidor, Roscoe Karns, Charles
Meredith, Harold Goodwin and
Mattie Taylor.
National

week
NTS
ANNOU
National
of thethis
the studio
fromNCEME
ion
are to the effect that
Film Corporat
their coming production " The Kentucky Colonel " will not be ready for
the market until about Alarch 1st. The
company has been making many of the
scenes at Sunland, California, but according to announcements made this
week, a number of the principal players, together with Director William
Seiter will shortly go to Kentucky to
make a number of scenes there. The
work in Kentucky, according to statement of the National Company will be
carried on in and near Louisville.
Manv scenes will be taken there.
]\lildred Considine has completed the
adapta ion of the George Weston story
for " Mar\- Minds Her Business " and

MONTGOMERY

&

this will shortly be put in production.
Flanagan and Edwards of the Hall
Room Boys Comedies are expected to
return to the studio in a lew days and
will then resume the making of comedies under the dircclion of Harry Edwards.
The National Film Corporation
shortly expects to introduce some very
attractive advertising copies in the
Trade Journal.
Charles Joseph Rider, artist and
sculptor, whose bronze medallion of
Mary Miles Min:er won him a prize
in San Francisco two years ago and
whose bas-rehef of General Pershing
are on sale in practically every city
of the country, has been engaged t<>
draw the designs for future National
advertising.
Enlargements of the National studio,
with a view of increasing production
shortly, are going forward with a
large force of carpenters, masons and
steel workers constantly busy at the
plant. Practically all of the studio
buildings are to be remade and enlarged. This work is under the direction of General Manager Isadore Bernstein.
On

the Fox

WILLIAM
Farnum
and company
were given
a hearty
welcome
upon arrival at the West Coast studios
of William Fox Company this week.
Preparations have been in progress for
the filming
" The forOrphan,"
original westernofstory,
the past anseveral
weeks, and Director J. Gordon Edwards will take up the filming of this
subject with Mr. Farnum within the
next few days. Louise Lovely, who
was leading woman for Farnum in the
four pictures made in the west last
year, has been engaged to play in
" The Orphan," and all films in which
this star appears.
The cast for " Molly and I," adapted
from the Frank R. Adams novel of
the same name, which will star Shirley
Mason, was announced this week when
the filming on this subject was begun.
Al Roscoe, Harry Dunkinson and Lila
Lindsey will be the principals who
Dunlap.
work under the direction of Scott
One of the most elaborate settings
built at the Fox studios since the filming of " Cleopatra," is the interior of
an Arabian princess' home to be used
for the Gladys Brockwell subject "The
Mother Of His Children," now being
filmed In' Edward J. LeSaint.

ROCK

VITAGRAPH

EARL MONTGOMERY

Lot

JOSEPH ROCK
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The William Russell story originally
known as "Bruce of Circle," has
been given a permanent title of " Shod
With Fire." The filming of this is
progressing inider the direction of
Emmett J. Flynn very satisfactorily.
This week, Director Jacques Jaccard
completed the filming of his first Fox
picture, " One Quarter Apache,"

THE Al St. John Company having
finished the filming of "A Tough
Tenderfoot " for Paramount are this
week making arrangements for the
filming of a seminary story, which
will serve as their next vehicle for
the acrobatic comedian. Jack Warner
IS responsible for bringing a great
number of girls into St. John's next
corned}'. The script has now been
completed and sets built at the studio
make possible immediate action on
the story. Frank C. Griffin is to continue as director of the St. John
comedies.
Marshall Neilan, who is now producing his second picture for First
National, which has not as yet been
titled, has during the past week engaged two permanent players for his
stock organization in the persons of
Betty Bouton and J. Barney Sherry.
Miss Bouton has been in pictures for
the past two years, playing in a number of very successful films, including one starring Shirlej^ Mason, another with Marguerite Clark, two
with Mary Pickford, one with Dustin
Farnum and others with leading
companies. Sherry is one of the
pioneers of the screen having played
for the silver sheet since 1909. Six
years of this time he was with
Thomas Ince, when that producer
was in charge of the western studios
of the New York Motion Picture
Company. Sherry played in Neilan's
first production, " The River's End."
It is now definitely stated that the
first release for Mildred Harris
Chaplin on the First National program will be the film just completed
entitled " Polly of the Storm Country " in which she has Emory Johnson, Charlotte Burton and Mildred
Moore as principal supports. This
story is an adaptation from one by
Grace Miller White, author of the
Storm Country stories, which had
much to do with the early prosperity
of Mary Pickford and Norma Talmadge. Miss Pickford's first big
production was " Tess of the Storm
Country" and Miss Talmadge appeared in "Secret of the Storm
JACQUES

Country." "Polly of the Storm
Countryand" is
to besimultaneouslv
published in book
form
issued
with
the release of the picture. The story
was written especially for Mrs.
Lliaplin and the book will be illustrated from scenes from the film
version.
The Rossen Brothers, Arthur,
Harold and Dick, are responsible for
the direction, photography and assistant directorship.
Edward Jose has just completed
the filming of " The Fighting Shepherdess " starring Anita Stewart,
which is from a story of Carolyn
Lockhart. Wallace MacDonald appears as leading man opposite Miss
Stewart.

Preparations are now being made
for the filming of " The Yellow Typhoon " with Miss Stewart in the
stellar role, and the cast will be
selected and everything in readiness
for filming the first of the coming
week.
The next film to be put in production with Mildred Harris will be
"bocial -Mockery" and John M.
Slahl has come from the east to
direct the making of this film. According to plans now made known,
the second release of Mrs. Chaplin
through the First National will be
" The Inferior Sex " which will be
followed by " Social Mockery."
Millard K. Webb, who has been
identified with the West Coast Film

Our Motto: All the News,
Bright and fair.
is notried stated
or not. whether she is marDoc. Schallenberger's in town.
"
Hoot
" Gibson wears the loudis Claire
dead. DuBrey's terrier, Beans,
est shirts this side of ConstanAllen Holubar is home from San
tinople. the
Every color
Francisco.
bow, except
solid inred.the rainJennings,
the
ex-bandit,
got
Florence Stone visited film town a Al
decision in court the
other day
this week.
in
his
favor,
so
the
world
may
Wes. Ruggles and Owen Moore now know that Al has reformed.
have come west.
M. C. Levee, that busy business
Jack
and Louise Dres- manager of the Brunton studios,
ser areGardner
in our village.
and Motley Flint, of one of our
Barney
is in Texas look- banks, motored to San Francisco
ing after Sherry
oil interests.
this week.
Bennie Ziedman is now famil- Margery Daw had an automosalesman go to the Neilan
iarly known as " the mayor of studiobileone
afternon to show her
Nealzoo."
Hart is said to be the a new design, and before he left
Selig
he
sold
five
cars.
most
bashful man in films — among
the ladies.
Paul Rene,
monkey,
flock
ofplease
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flock— ofA
Bonnie Hill swam two and a birds, swarm of
flies, and an
half
miles
the
other
morning
at
army of ants are being used by
Venice. Yes, yes!
Rosen inhas" Woman
May Allison was seen emoting PhilUniversal
changed orthe\Vife."
name
while the camera was grinding to
of
a
film
from
"
Sayonara
" to
theCharley
tune ofHertzman
" The Vamp."
" A Tokio
t'.iey
has a dozen could
find noSiren,"
one because
except Miss
corncob
pipes
presented
by
PrisAoki
who
could
pronounce
the
cilla Dean in self defense.
original title.
Al Santell, having discovered a Because President H. M. Ruby,
Fierce-Arrow made in igoo, now of the National, formerly lived
claims to be an archeologist.
in Missouri, all the tourists from
Mary Miles Minter is going to that state are rushing to the Nastudio with the cry of
ride " Sea Gull," that prize-win- " Show tional
ning hurdle horse, in " Jennie Be Police me."
are looking for a dapper
buys jewelry, on a
Another conquest is reported for youth who
account, and claims to be
Tom Meighn. Her name is charge
Douglas
MacLean.
Aside from
Good." Jackson, and she's six that they have nothing
Peaches
against
years old.
the
young
fellow.
Bert Lytell has sent his con- " The Forged Bride " is an invict stripped clothes to the launternational affair. Mary Macis Scotch; Doug. Gerrard,
finished.dry, as " Jimmy Valentine " is Laren
Hibernian;
Barney Sherry, Irish:
It is expected that Wm. A. Dagmar
Gardowskv, Russian, and
Johnston and Watt Rothacker will Harold Miller,
give
the film colony a O. O. in Francis FordBelgian.
February.
gave a theatre
party allthisfifty
week at the Orpheum.
Louise Lovely was born on and
of
the
employes of
February 28th of a leap year. It
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industries for the past four years, at
actor, assistant director and director,
has been appointed studio manager
at the Mayfer-Chaplin-Stewart Studio
and assumed his new duties this
week.
The production of " The Return of
Tarzan," in eight reels, made under
Harry Riviere for the Numa Pictures Corporation, from the Edgar
Rice Burroughs story, has been completed and Director Riviere is now
at work in editing the film. The subject will be ready for the screen
about February 1. Joe Pollar, the
former fireman, who is featured in
the part of Tarzan, will probably remain on the coast.

the Ford studioIfwere
and mimeograph
it'sthere,
News,
When process,
it's News
bringsis Hii
information that there
then
had an
dinner.theyA good
lime after-theatre
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meetings Association."
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day in Walter Huntington, of Frank
California.
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treasurer, Al Emily
Rizzley,Squires,
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to rough house with a prize
Motiontor, Mouth
Picture
Magazine.
Edifighter,
but
when
they
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Organ, Ted Taylor,
they were to go up against Jack of Metro.
Dempsey all applicants faded
away — complete iris.
The firstganizationprinciple
of
the orisset forth
as follows:
King Vidor tells a dirty story " To strengthen
recognition
of two Southern negroes hesi- publicity as a legitimate, dignified,of
tating in marriage for the want
of fifteen dollars. Two weeks vital force in molding pnbiic
after the funds were furnished opinion of persons, things M
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" ; while
the third
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publicity
faking,is, whick
Zeke
" There,"
Mandy,disappeared.
" that's what
comes saidof reacts to the detriment of all affor organization,
fectedreason
by publicity."
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Organ sets forth, il
Metro studios last week and be- that
marrying."
boiler
makers,
undertateii
gan doing his duty with Max
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Karger when the director general dish
others
have
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was directing a scene and the
camera was grinding. It was a INSIDE PUTTEE FACTS
terrible
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Director's Strange
Method
Directing— as Gillstrom
Sees It
IF Arvid Gillstrom were to direct as it, and I am sure that the remarkable
speedily as he dresses, he would acting that was done in the picture that
probably turn out a seven-reel special 1 consider the best the screen has yet
a week. We had an appointment with produced, was accomplished in just that
Mr. Gillstrom at the Astor for twelve
" The director must have some
o'clock. We waited the usual length
of time that one waits for persons to
knowledge
too," he
come down stairs, no longer, and continued, "ofhe photography,
know, at least,
when Mr. Gillstrom appeared, he said : what the camera must
will do and what it
" No one called me this morning, won't. For instance, if you arrange to
and I was sound asleep when they an- have several hundred extras on an
nounced you. Won't you come in and outdoor location in some inaccessible
have some breakfast with me?"
way.''
on a certain day, and j'ou arrive
All we could say was that we wished plac,^,
only tc find it cloudy and threatening,
'a'e could be called at twelve, and make and your cameraman tells you that you
our appearance, entirely clothed and in can't possibly get anything worth lookour right mind at twelve-six. We set
light, you've got to be
about ascertaining whether Mr. Gill- able ingtoat intellsuch
him just how much slower
strom does everything so rapidly. We to time his machine, so that it will
decided not.
photograph. And then you've got to
Here is a new photograph of the veteran
" A good director must have infinite know how much faster to make the acdirector, R. A. Walsh, who is now work- patience " he told us. " Any one can act
tion, how much more rapidly pour peoing on a new script for an R. A. Walsh
for a picture, if someone who knows
ple must walk, etc., to make the film
production
how will take the time and trouble to
naturalwe've
whenalways
it's runthought
off." it was
" Well,
make the player lose all self -conscious- look
Walsh Works in Woodness and really live the part he is por- the director who should get credit for
traying. The ideal way to take an imlands
portant bit of action, is to have no one a good production," we declared, " and
R. A. Walsh, now head of his own on the set but the director and the now we're more convinced than ever."
" No. the director can do nothing
productions, and associated with the player. The director talks quietly and
without
a story," Mr. Gillstrom mainreCorporation
dispassionately as I am talking to you
Mayflower Photoplay
tained. I've
"
been writing my own
leasing through the Realart Pictures now, telling the player the story and
a
for
the
last
several
years, but it's never
from
Corporation, has just returned
describing the feelings of the person safe to do that without
trying them out
week's sojourn in the woodlands up- whose character he is to assume, until
state. He skipped away from old he forgets himself entirely, is perfectly on someone first. I don't mean by askpeople whether they like the story
New York, accompanied by Harold oblivious of ever>1:hing around him, you inghave
just told them or not, they
Home, his assistant producing direc- and realizes only the emotions of the say ' yes ' of course, but I mean by
tor, and Earle Browne, scenario writer, character. Then, as he goes through the watching their faces while you tell it.
to work out ideas for his first super- part, the director, unnoticed by him,
Then you get a true answer as to their
feature under his new contract.
signals to the cameraman, who has interest,
and unless you do that, you
" Uninterrupted by office details, I
been waiting off stage, to " shoot," and are apt to overestimate the importance
more work in my week's the scene is taken, while the player be- of certain details and j-our picture will
accomplished
stay in the woods than I could have
lieves that he is still rehearsing. When
done had I remained in New York he sees the film run off, he can hardly drag. That's the danger of a director's
Director believe that it is really himself he is
City
Walsh. a month," reported
stories." do you like
his own
producing
" What sort
of stories
watching. It's no easy matter, you
When greeted as he stepped off the know, to extract real tears from a vig- best?" we inquired.
train, R. A. Walsh was all smiles. He
" Those with deep human interest,
orous, sophisticated, grown-up man."
has been working on an original script
"
What
does
it
require
from
the
diis
it
lize,
materia
and good melodramas," he replied
which will eventually
rector?" we asked, "intuitive knowl- readily, " and I believe the best source
said, into a big production, his first
edge
of
psychology-,
or
the
powers
of
a
of material today is the Bible. Yes,
screen creation under the Mayflower
and Realart contract.
Mr. Gillstrom shrugged his should- I'm perfectly serious. The Bible is beMr. Walsh will make another retreat hypnotist?"
ing read more today than it ever has,
ers. '■I don't know," he answered,
to the woods some time next week. " but I know that some directors can do
(Continued on page 1299)
He has learned from his week's experience up-state that nature's solitude
is just the place to work out big ideas.
exact location of Mr. Walsh's
The
woodland home is known to only a
few of his intimate co-workers. It is
understood the bungalow is five miles
from the nearest telephone or telegraph connections.

has been makOlga Petrova, who ville
tour, has
ing an extensive vaude
canceled the rest of her Eastern time
and exchanged it for Western time,
as she is particularly anxious to play
California, Colorado and Kansas.
ng
She doesn't say why. Beforen starti
for California, she will retur to New
York for one week to arrange for
cation of a novel: "The
the publi
Harlot's House," on which she is
now engaged. Several publishers area
said to be negotiating with her for
book of poems, one act plays, and
the short stories now appearing in
Ainslee's, Smart Set, etc. A copy of
Road to Romany,"
her
she wrote both lyric and
which "The
for song
music, reached our desk recently,
nice picture of Mme. and a
with aa nice
watchingThisa
with
picture
^"^^-J^^
^^^^^j^.^^,heFrederick,
keynote of
Goldwyn
Pauline
Frederic
figurative
gypsy
wagonOt and
camp onl ^^^^^
her the
director
Frankproductions
Lloyd andfeaturing
cameraman
Jennings
wa
scene
at
the
Culver
City
studio.
the front cover

Every director has an individual
method of getting results, but P. Thad
Volkman, assistant director to Fred W
Sittenham in the new Reeve and Grey
serial, "The Mystery Mind," starring
J. Robert Pauline, recently used on<
method that is unique. He brought a
pot of glue into service.
Volkman's latest assignment was tc
make common house rats act in a big
scene in "The Mystery Mind." Rat:
gnaw the ropes holding a church bd
that drops through the ceiling and narrowly misses killing the heroine, Violet MacMillan.
"They don't speak your langua
Pete," Mr. Grey told him.
"Then I'll have to learn theirs,"
Pete replied. He persisted, coaxir_
shoving, bodily lifting the rats int«
position, until it was accidently re
vealed
that they
painter's
They would
followloved
a stick
dipped gli
in i
and voraciously gnaw the heavy rope
when some was placed under the knot;
"You have the patience of Job," Mi
Reeve observed, when the camera wa
stopped for the twentieth time to wai
for the rats to begin work again.
"Huh, this is easy. You should tr
to handle a bunch of kiddies. Bac
in the zenith of the Lubin days w
screened several of the old melc
dramas with kiddies playing all th
parts. We did one where the childre
were made up for Zulas, and whe
they cried — the make-up seemed t
frighten them — they washed it all o
their faces. We were continually stoj
ping the camera to patch up some c
them. Camera ! Quick," he called, f(
his watchful eye had detected a mo\
among his actors. "Get them — gooc
All right !" And Volkman turn(
back to his rats.

''Moonshiners"

Arreste

Beware — Directors!
The taking of a motion picture seer
showing a " moonshine " whisky st
running in full blast, was given a dr
matic and unexpected tinge of reali
recently near Dahlonega, Georg
when a United States deputy marsh
who had mistaken the spectacle for t
real thing, appeared on the spot.
The entire company of screen pi:
ers was gathered in by the long arm
the
for alleged
of thegovernment
revenue laws.
Instead \-iolati
of ho
ing the entire aggregation, howev
Deputy Ben Landers, who made 1
raid, compromised by entering ca
against the four persons who seen
most involved.
These w-ere Irma Harrison, lead
lady of " The Daughter of Devil Da
a t>"pical mountain drama based oi
novel by a Georgia author ; James T
bell, juvenile : Frank Kirby, direci
and Captain C. Hamilton Cook, bi
ness representative. The defenda
released on their own recognizai
were ordered to appear for an ei j'
preliminan,- hearing before Uni f
States Commissioner Rufus D. Bal \*
of Gainesville, Ga. The quartet w *
confident that the charges would 8
dismissed, because, while the still ■ *
a genuine one, it was not being t 1
for the manufacture of real liquo; t
the time of the raid.
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French

Actress

Enter

Here

to

Pictures

P ilE fascination that American films
*■ iiold for European players of note
to be growinjj more and more
istible. Today wc discovered that
Marcy, whose name is said to be
liar to all those acquainted with
theatre in France and Russia, is
the most recent arrivals in New
Miss Marcy has already red several offers from well known
companies here, who, on account
ur European reputarion, are ready
• have her commence work at once,
^he is naturally anxious to make
best possible affiliation, and has
d no contract as yet.
i>s Marcy began her career as a
I eleven years ago and has played
i^itimate productions before mos.
e royal families of Europe. Among
greatest successes was " Le Petit
. ' produced at the Palais Royal in
l^aris and other triumphs in the same
lity include " Rubicon," and that drama
Fear to the heart of every real actress,
L'Aiglon."
During ofthe
brior
to the outbreak
the three
world years
war,
Miss Marcy was seen in all the best
tnown plays of Tolstoy, Maxim Gorky,
knd Dosfvjewskui, which were produced in Petrograd before the Czar
knd the Imperial family.
I When France, her native country,
peclared war, Miss Marcy sold the
jewels that had been given her as
marks of approbation by famous perlonages before whom she had played,
bought an ambulance, equipped a nursbg unit of her own, and devoted her
•ntire time and service to this unit for
[he duration of the war. After the
irmistice was signed, she decided that
iht would pay a long looked for visit
|0 this country, and, accompanied by
ler small son, she reached the metropos about ten days ago. She expects to
?ive her son all the advantages of an
\merican education, while she gives
he American public the benefit of her
exceptional dramatic ability and the
cchnique acquired through her long
experience on the most famous and
exacting stages of Europe.
The most striking thing about Miss
Vlarcy is the mobility of her facial expression, which she possesses in such
marked degree that, although her
cnowledge of English was limited to
hat acquired since her arrival in this

" I don't know wiiy the public perikes
sist in calling
womannor
character Disl
in
gy anySha
P^g
a play or picture who happens to have
red blood, brains or allurement a
■ vamp.' The word irritates mc excessively," recently declared Peggy
Shanor, who is playing " Vera Collins"
Grey.
in the new serial " The Mystery Mind,"
by Arthur B. Reeve and John W.

"Vamp

''

'■ Managers and directors seem to
have mc slated for 'vamps,' but really
I've played very few," Miss Shanor
continued. " I've done better and more
interesting work in other characters,
yet the niiiuite my name is mentioned

Gaby Marcy. prominent European actress,
who is among the
Newmost
Yorkrecent arrivals in
country, she was perfectly able to convey to us her keenest likes and dislikes.
She is full of enthusiasm and delightful to watch, and has a vivid and noticeable personality. She should be as
successful as ever she hopes to be.
M. J.

some
"
Veraonein says
" The' vamp.'
Mystery
Mind " is
said to be certainly more than a
" vamp," for no ordinary vamp part
ever called for such versatility and
character acting as Reeve and Grey
have allotted to Vera Collins, it is
stated.
That Miss Shanor doesn't look like
a very wicked creature is evident from
the fact that Beb-ben, the Roumanian
impressionistic artist, is reported to
have asked her to pose for the
Madonna's head and face in his latest
painting.
" In the prologue of this serial, says
Miss Shanor, " I play a maidenpriestess of a South-American headhunter tribe, whose soul is transmigrated into a serpent before I am
reincarnated as Vera. In the story itself I am by turns the woman leader
of a band of crooks, a society girl, a
sculptor's model, and a telephone line-

Directing As Arvid GiDstrom Sees the Art
(Continued from page 1298)
^kere^
and clever writers are modernizing its ^^7i^r(p and
stories into some of the best films we
Edward J. Montagne has just completed the script of " The Lavv-Bring" In spite of the fact that it's hard to ers," which
will serve as a starring
get the most interesting ones past the vehicle
for Ralph Ince under the
have."
censor, as the facetious ones say," we Selznick banner. Mr. Montagne has
remarked,
Gillstrom
didn't
picturized over 100 feaseem
to thinkbutthatMr.objection
worthy
of writtenturesand
during the past few years. He
comment.
twenty-five adaptations in 1919
When questioned as to his plans for made
alone, twelve of which have already
the immediate future, he told us nothing definite. He returned recently been released, as follows : " Out
from England, but he has given up all Yonder," " The Combat," " The Lion
idea of going back, although he has and the Mouse," " Beating the Odds,"
had some enticing offers, he assured us, "The Man Who Won," "A Stitch in
because he objects to paying an income Time," " Too Many Crooks," " The
tax to two countries. He insisted that Girl Woman," " The Darkest Hour,"
he had succeeded in retaining exactly " Fighting Destiny," " Beauty-Proof,"
one-sixth of his year's salary, and we " Sue of Bolinas Plains, ' " The Human
agreed with him that under those cir- Desire," and " Cupid Forecloses."
cumstances, itseemed better to stay
Little Bobbie Connelly is playing
at home.
M. J.
under the direction of Frank Borzage

NOEL

This statuesque beauty is Peggy Shanor,
who is playing with J. Robert Pauline in
" The Mystery Mind," a Supreme Picture
nan: I haven't heard what furiher
disguises
I adopt."girl Miss Shanor had
As the society
to wear a blonde wig and the Madoinib.
resemblance was most marked then.
She doesn't know what she will be before the serial is finished, but she likes
character work, it is stated, and wouldl
like to play a different one in each
episode.
in the International production of
" Humoresque," Fannie Hurst's story
which was adapted for the screen by
Frances Marion. Bobbie's leading lady
is Miriam Batista, a tiny black-haired
daughter of Italy, who bids fair toprove herself an actress of exceptional
ability. Miriam was seen on the
legitimate stage during the brief runof John Cort's " Whirlwind."
roomof ata
theGladys
VictorValerie's
Studio isdressing
the scene
most interesting tea party daily, whert
the members of the cast of the new
Schomer-Ross production gather for a
cordial cup. As most of the cast have
at one time or another been associated with the operatic field. Miss
Valerie's teas are usually supplemented
by a delightful musical program. It
seems too bad that they are so exclusive, and never have any audience
at all.
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Motion

r
IN THE STUDIOS
George Beban wishes that Mary
Pickford didn't have to bother with
law suits and things, because it upsets
his arrangements, and the fact that
Miss Pickford won didn't do him a bit
of good. Mr. Beban engaged Helen
Jerome Eddy to play opposite him in
his forthcoming production, " One Jtlan
In a Million," with the understanding
that Miss Eddy would finish the part
upon which she was then at work with
the Pickford company before starting
with Mr. Beban. Miss Pickford left
for New York, and Mr. Beban waited.
Only recently was Mr. Beban able to
start work in earnest on his " One Man
In a MilHon," the first production to be
staged by his own producing company,
which will be distributed and exploited bySol Lesser.

The great American game as it is played in studio land. One of the scenes in
Universal's " Charlie from the Orient " comedies
Double

Print

Quota

is Given

Universal Branches Will Hereafter
Have More Prints on All Pictures
to both small town exhibitor as well as
EXHIBITORS will be interested in
the announcement of Harry M. the producer to get bookings first in
the key cities. Exhibitors in the
Berman, general manager of ex- smaller towns watch carefully the rechanges for Universal that hereafter
sult of a showing in the bigger towns
all Universal exchanges will be fur- near by, and they often are determined
nished with double the number of in making their contracts, by the success or failure of a picture in the key
prints on all productions which have
been sent heretofore. In commenting city. But after a picture has been
upon this change of policy, Mr. Ber- shown in a big town, and has proven
man said that while it would cost his to be a money maker, the small town
company thousands of dollars, it exhibitor immediately writes or wires
would be a big advantage to the ex- for a date, if he has made a contract
hibitor as it will permit the various for the picture, or if he has booked it
wants to know how soon a play date
exchanges to give earlier bookings.
can
be given. Naturallj- he wants to
" Under the old arrangement," said
Mr. Berman, " it meant that many ex- play it as soon as possible in order to
hibitors in the smaller cities were get the maximum benefit from the advertising given the picture in the big
obliged to wait weeks, and sometimes
months for a booking, because there town, while that advertising is still
were no prints available. The idea of fresh in the minds of his patrons.
concentrating on the big city exhibitor, With these additional prints our exchanges will be in a position to serve
and letting the exhibitors in the
smaller towns wait is all wrong in my just twice as many exhibitors as heretofore, in half the time.
estimation. Of course, it is beneficial
Feist

Arrives

in

St.

New Orleans is supposed to be dry,
but there is a certain famous French
restaurant where the pass word will
get you something worthwhile. A local
motion picture business man gave a
card of introduction to Percy Marmont, while Alice Joyce's company was
filming the Derby scenes of " The
Sporting Duchess," and Mr. Marmont
forthwith invited G. V. Seyflertitz and
another member of the company to
have dinner with him that evening. He
presented his card to the proprietor,
and the proprietor in turn told their
waiter to " take care of the party."
Marmont, planning to order some
claret, asked for San Julian; and the
party waited eagerly for a real treat,
until the waiter appeared with — St.
Julien soup.

Snub

Picture

Pollard

Comedv,

New

in Rolii

"All Lit

The new Rolin comedy, "All Lit Up
which Pathe will release February !<
presents several hints by which entc
prising cafe proprietors might prof
with the arrival of prohibition, sa;
Pathe. "Snub" Pollard is the fea
ured member of the cast, with Edd
Boland and Sunshine Sammy assis
ing him with their well known comc<
methods.
Chet Franklin to Dire(
Annette Kellerman
Sol Lesser announces the cngag
"
ment of Chet Franklin toUp
direct A
nette Kellerman in a series of pictur
first of which will be taken from
story, especially written for her
Bernard McConnville.
The cast is now being engaged, a
the entire company will be sent to t
Hawiian Islands, with a probable t
to Australia and New Zealand i
other scenes. The interiors are bei
made at the Brunton Studios.
Seli§^ Star Likes RoU
Mary Anderson, who was engag
by Col. Wm. H. Selig to play inger
role in the serial opposite Frank!
Farnum, is finding the part wrif
into the serial for her decidedly pie
ing.
ing in every respect, and one wh
gives her opportunity to play a b
denish role, which is much to her 1

Louis

Sales Manager of Goldwyn Pictures Is
Welcomed
By
Leading Exhibitors
but be noted. Based on expressions of
that
THE Goldwj'n Pictures reports
from many exhibitors, I judge
the proverbial glad-hand was in opinion
evidence at the reception accorded that while it is not their aim to build
theatres larger than the Capitol in New
Felix Feist, vice-president and man- York City, they aim to keep abreast of
ager of sales for the Goldwyn Dis- the times in every effort to place their
tributing Corporation, by the leading
exhibitors of St. Louis when the Gold- theatres on the highest artistic plane.
" The extensive new theatre conwyn executive arrived on his coast-tostruction here gives me a reflection of
coast tour last week. In keeping with
the purpose of his trip, which is to a very optimistic attitude on the part
meet as many exhibitors as possible of exhibitors, all of whom report business conditions to be excellent. I have
and get first-hand information on con- talked to exhibitors both large and
ditions as they exist in every territory,
Mr. Feist spent much of his time at the small, in St. Louis, and have carefully
noted their opinions as to the type of
various theatres of the city.
productions
which these managers de" My strongest impression of St.
sire. The Goldwyn policy has always
Louis," said Mr. Feist, " is the decided
effort on the part of the exhibitors been to weigh carefully the opinion of
here to improve the presentation of the exhibitor, and this will be ever,
their pictures. The change since my more in evidence, if possible, during
last visit is so great that it cannot help the coming season."

The Hall Room Boys have donned Western regalia for their latest comedy, " Tami
the West "
I

News

Notes

Last

Week

We

Met

A.R.Dennington

Max Mayer is making a change in
business. According to a well founded
'rumor that persists in sticking around,
(the M. J. Wohl Co., has purchased a
factory site and a factory to go on it,
[over in Long Island City. Handicapped by lack of space in their pres'ent quarters, Messrs. Wohl and Mayer
has yet been able to spread the fame
and name of Wohlights over the
greater part of the world.
Saw F. H. Richardson in the elefXtOT a few mornings ago. Richardson
>f the Handbook and "go-devil," you
low.theUnfortunately
iFor
News office. he wasn't headed
Honestly now, when you consider
[hat the poor projectionist has to look
It all the films at every show whether
le likes them or not, can you blame
lim when he fills some of them full of
)unch-holes ?
The poor projectionist is the only
lan in the audience who has to watch
Ihe show and can't pick up his hat and
loat and leave before the end.
The little pocket reference book just
tot out by James R. Cameron is a
Bandy for its size. It contains much
In its limited space.
The Monsoon Cooling System, Inc.,
as obtained the services of Mr. Norinan J. Shore, formerly of the
yphoon Fan Tompany. Mr. Shore
a ventilating engineer of long pracical experience in the cooling of ihetres and is well-known among exibitors and architects throughout the
South and West, as well as in the
[ast. Mr. Shore's skill and experience
ave been of great value to exhibitors
II over the country in designing cooing systems to increase their hot
eather business.
.\nother announcement from the
ame firm states that the Jones Thetre. Canon City, Colorado, has signed
p a contract with the Monsoon Coolig System for an installation in this
leatre.

O you know " Denny " ? If you
have ever had anything to do with
Mazda projection we are sure you have
met and know the man. He is so busy
with the problems in illumination that
are constantly thrown at him that it is
difficult to see where he finds time for
recreation. But he does somehow —
which is all the more to his credit.
Arthur E. Bennington's early life
was spent on a farm in western Pennsylvania. His training in the various
R's, such as reactace, resistance, together with those of reading, writing
and 'rithmatic was obtained in a typical red school house (which in his particular case, we believe was painted
white) but otherwise was the orthodox school house featured in the education of many Americans.

Master Denninglon in those days
was not in need of any of the artificial exercises such as are common in
gymnasiums of present day schools.
Instead he developed his muscles by
natural means — pitching hay, digging
potatoes, sawing wood, etc. He was
not given the chance to enter golf
tournaments or- tennis matches.
Neither was his food or his warmth

lege, having charge of the electrical
engineering laboratories. He was
given the degree of electrical engineer
in 1905. In 1907 he went with the
International Correspondence Schools,
and spent more than a year in London editing text books in electrical engineering.
After returning to the United States,
Mr. Bennington became connected in
1912 with the Engineering Bepartment
of the Westinghouse Lamp Co., and
was closely associated with the development of gas filled incandescent
lamps. In the year of 1913 he made
up some of the first lamps designed
especially for the projection of motion
pictures. These were tried out by
the Precision Machine Co., and resulted later in some lamps being supplied
for experimental use at the PanamaPacific Exposition. These tests proved
the possibiliti' of using an incandescent
lamp as a light source for the_ projection of motion pictures, though for a
period of about two years very little
development work was done. Realizing that the development of the lamp
was but one step in the problem of
successful projection by incandescent
lamps and that the arc lamp mechanism was unsuitable for the new light
source, Mr. Bennington turned his attention to the development of a lamphouse mechanism and perfected a design whereby the lamp can be perfectly
focused if desired outside of the optical system of the projector and then
quickly inserted in the correct position.
This enables lamps to be changed almost instantly in case of need and insures correct adjustment of the lamj)
in all cases. Mr. Bennington also developed the lamp with two rolls of
filament coils, the back row of coils
filling the spaces between the coils of
the front row. This design is speciallv
suited to projector lamps of high watt-

age.Mazda projection as applied to its
rightful field is coming. And when
it arrives to stay the credit for making
it possible will be divided among a few
men — and one of them will be A. R.
dependent on the country's freedom Bennington.
from strikes and labor's observance of
the 8-hour day.
In due time Mr. Bennington taught
school and invested the proceeds of
Next Week
such labor in a course in electrical enA Complete Article on the
gineering at Pennsylvania State Colnew
Theatre, Crandall's
lege, graduating in 1903. He received
LatestYork
in Washington,
D. C.
the John W. White fellowship and
joined the teaching forces at the col-
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Alhambra

ppITH the stage perfectly set, so to speak, and
r the public well primed for its reception, the
T Alhambra liicatre was recently opened in Too. The theatre built to seat 1,400, and yet not
ipying a large lot, has been well designed both
o architectural and color treatment, so that the
ing of confinement which might o;herwise be
irent has been eliminated. Toronto should
proud of this new addition to her collection
notion picture palaces.

Things

to Small

Theatre

in

Toronto

well as a detail of the balcony layout. Two rows
of loge seats are provided at the front of the balcony. The grand dome itself is illustrated in
Fig. 3. This dome is located so that it may be used
for the lighting effects. In it are four different
electrical circuits of lamps, amber, red, blue and
white controlled through theatre dimmers. It is
thus possible to suffuse the theatre in any tint or
tone of flood lighting desired.
Reference to Fig. 5 will show the smaller dome
that hangs in the center of the large one. This is

View from screen
1 shows a view of the auditorium taken
the screen. It should be noticed that the
in the center section have been diminished
lumber as the screen is approached. This is
[xcellent idea, as it allows the side sections to
jrought in toward the center of the house,
|eby improving the quality of the picture as
from the outside seats. Another excellent
ire as shown in this illustration is the width
he aisles. Besides improving the safety of the
ping and increasing the convenience of the
Ions the wide aisles accentuate the width of the
Itorium so as to make it seem wider than it ij
Eality.
|g. 2 is a view of the stage setting as seen from
■balcony. The treatment of the arch is simple
efl&cient. At the left and right are windows
]larch.
gri'.l work which relieve the right angles of
kit of the grand dome is shown in Fig. 5. a.s

tive features. The illustration, Fig. 3, is of the
lounging room, furnished with comfortable wicker
chairs finished like the walls in battleship gray.
Ferns and other potted plants are planted about
the room with an eye for effect. Old rose is used
for the fine edge trimming throughout the room
and lor
equipment.
On thisconstantly
same floorinis charge
a ladies'andpar-a
with an attendant
smoking-room for men. There is a telephone for
the use of patrons, and a check room where wraps
and parcels arc checked without cliarge.
Mr. A. J. Laurie, manager of the Alhambra, is
a wideawake showman, and is the man responsible
for many of the innovations in this new house. As

Fig. 2 — View from balcony

A. J. Lourie, manager
made of colored glass, and hangs about four feel
below the ceiling surface. Like the grand dome it
is equipped with four color circuits, on dimmers.
The entire sky effect follows the style of the Adam
period.
On the mezzanine floor are found more attrac-

Centre — Grand dome

an example, he has devised a system for coloring his pictures during special scenes such as a
parade in " The Red Lantern." The lighting fixtures are concealed in the canopy over the stage.
There are three colors to be used, red, blue and
amber. Just how it is done, Mr. Laurie does not
wish to say at this time, as he is working on several modifications of the idea that will materially
improve it. The draperies of the stage are grayish
blue, the canopy that covers the top of the stage "is
of white gauze with a blue lining back of it. Back
of this canopy are located a number of groups of
lights. One circuit is used only for the purpose
of giving color to the draperies while the picture
is on the screen. Another circuit colors the canopy
while the short subjects are being shown.
In answer to a 'request for details of lighting
during the showing of his special features, Mr.
Laurie said : " On pictures like ' Broken Blossoms '
and ' The Red Lantern,' I colored the picture and

Right — Ladies' rest room
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kept the rest of my circuits going. And at one
time in 'The Red Lantern' 1 had the footlights
burning when the parade started, and kepi them
on for fully five minutes. I had the lights covered
with a silk material to remove all glare."
To enable the orchestra to be fully lighted during
the overture, the lights .are so arranged on one circuit that they shine only within the limits of the
orchestra pit, and do not bother the patrons sitting in the front seats or affect the picture on the
screen.
The carpets throughout the theatre are dark blue
in color. The chairs are upholstered in dark blue
with a gray finish. The finish is flat without gloss.
All heating radiators are concealed behind orna-

Fig. 4 — Theatre front

mental grill work. At the back of the theatre and
on both sides of the arch in the balcony are lattice
work panels. These panels are backed with silk,
and through them shine different colored lights.
The vases noticed in front of the grill work in
Figs. 2 and 5 are made of plaster and are also
illuminated.
All paneling in the auditorium and balcony is
done in old rose tapestry paper, while the rest of
the theatre is a combination of gray, ivory, red
gold and blue. As has been mentioned previously,
the note throughout has followed the Adam
Carpets are used in all the aisles in the lobby, and
period.
wherever people walk. Box lights are used to
light the aisles, and make the pathways safe for
patrons, the lights being placed on the uprights of
the seats, one light being placed on each fifth seat.
At the back of the house a plate glass wind shield
has been placed for the protection of people sitting in the back of the auditorium. There are two
ticket booths, one in the lobby and one on the
sidewalk line, thereby making it possible to handle
crowds without congestion.
There is an interesting point of construction
concerned with the stage. The footlights are
placed about four feet back of the line of the
proscenium arch, which can be noted in Fig. 2. In
addition to placing the orchestra pit further into
arrangement also allows the inthe stage stal atthis
ion ofa set of stairs leading from the stage
to the pit and auditorium floor.
The stage is thirty-eight feet deept*4 wide at the
arch, forty feet high and twenty feet in depth.
is set ten feet back from the 'footThe screen
lights. The Acme Gold Fibre screen tiso set back
the footlights. In the projection
from
feet
ten
are used
room, two complete Simplex equipments
to
with Bausch & Lomb lenses.
As has been mentioned before in this article,
Mr. Laurie is a real manager. At no time was this
better evident than during the weeks preceding the

Picture

opening of the Alhambra. A comprehensi , t a
paign was carried out to acquaint the people v f
the theatre itself. The illuminated sign wh
shown in one of the illustrations was
teaser. Part of it was painted and alio
remain uncompleted. Later on the other
completed and on the opening night the
was placed on it as shown. Ten of these sir
telling signs were erec:ed at various par'
town.
Just previous to the opening invitati' :
sent out to a selected list. On arrival at \-. :
tre each " first nigh:er " was given an ;naug
program and a carnation. Writing tables were
plied with correspondence cards and envelopas
ably engraved with the name of the theatreb;
top. The program for the first night was a
booklet in which besides the various numbers '.
were also found a description of the thea forts and advantages, calling attention to .
andThepurity
of air.
officials
of the Alhambra are: Manager, .
Laurie ; Music Director, Benedick Clarke ; f
of Projection, Joseph Harris; Electrician, Gc
Greeniaus.

Fig. 5 — View toward stage
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GENERATORS

EVEN

Vine

TENSION

Typewritten like a letter
cost no more

REEL

St., Philadelphia,

Pa.
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MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS
NEW AND USED
200 ft. capacity U. S. Compact M. P. Camera.
The Ideal camera for News Weeklies. Complete with Tessar F : 3.5 lens.
Slightly used
Shutter
The latest Universal with Internal$82.50
dissolve. Complete as listed
at $512.00 for immediate de$467 00
400 ft. De Franne Studio or Field Camera. All
movements. Complete with <ttl HO
5t> iOi). UU
Tessar F: 3.5 lens
Everything for Motion Picture Making. Any
O. D. for examination.
Motion Picture camera shipped C.
negative film
= r tXEjCj 137.5
t37.50 per 1000 ft. Catalog. Expert advice. Raatwun
I
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
§
Motion Plctnre Division
I
111 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.
iiniiiiiimiiiimnniimuimniimiiinnmuiiiiiniiiminnimiiniiimiimwmiiniiinmn^

For Sale by all Leading Dealers

TRANSFORMER

AND

ADAPTERS

Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Service and adapted to eith
Alternating or Direct Current service.
WE GUARANTEE all our products to be free from mechanic
or electrical defects.
Manufactured by
|
|
|

Rutledge
& Company
35 S. Dearborn St.
CHICAG
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Pi

Should
Cover
Range
of Subjects

According to Marvin H. Thoreau of Victoria, B. C,
Who
Submits
a List
of
Necessary Questions
Prevention
and cause of breakage. Choosing of
1N my opinion the following are some of the
focal
length
to suit conditions. Testing for de^ subjects on which the applicants for a
fects and focal length. Types of condensers.
jtctionist's license should be cxam.nccl.
(Piano Convex-Meniscus, etc.) Position of lamp
Given a set of test lamps he should be able to
Distance from condensers to aperture.
give -the kind of current (A. C, D. C, 1, 2 orPro3 house
Selecting of objective lens. (Diameters and
Phase Edison 3 wire, etc.) and the approximate
quality). Calculating focal length necessary to
voltage of any circuit shown him. Carrying capacity and insulation of wires. The fusing of get a picture of stated size at a given distance.
circuits. The action and care of Rheostats, Choke
Cleaning, assembling, focussing, etc. Stopping
down. Results of crooked lens jacket. Testing
Coils, two Coil Transformers, Auto-Transformers and Mercury Arc-Rectifiers. Principles of for distortion, aberation, etc.
Location of revolving shutter. Adapting shutD. C. generation and commutation. The methods
ter to fit local conditions. Cause and elimination
of voltage control. Various windings. (ShuntSeries, etc.)
of travel-ghost and flicker.
Care, adjustment and lubrication of intermittent
movement. Adjustment of aperture tension. Adjustment of sprocket idlers. Alignment of magazines and sprockets.
General care, adjustment
President
Engineers

Marvin H. Thoreau
Fitting ad'justment and care of brushes. Care
of commutator. Testing armature for " opens,"
" shorts " and " grounds." Lubrication of bearings.
Adjustment and care of motor generators
D. C, A. C, 1, 2 and 3 phase) and starting of
same.
Capacities of generators, transformers, rheostats and rectifiers. Calculation of resistance
necessary to give stated amperage at the arc on
a line of known voltage. Various methods of connecting several rheostats (series, multiple, etc.)
on a single circuit. Ventilation of rheostats. Location of switches and fuseing of arc circuits.
Size of asbestos leads and terminals in arc lamp.
Care of carbon-holders and terminals. Testing
for grounds in lamp-house. Carbon adjustments
and alignment. Kinds of carbons (A. C. and
D. C.) and sizes used on various amperages. Crater angles. Location of current registering device
(ammeter and voltmeter).
Cleaning, mounting and spacing of condensers.

Campe
Sends

and lubrication of mechanism and speed c
Care and adjustment of take-up friction. ^
projection room for given amount of equi
Location and size of ports. Fire shutters an
trol of same. Location of incandescent lamjJ
and motor feed outlets. Location of boar-l
trolling house lights. Ventilation of pro
room. Effects of glass in ports. Installat
same.
Care and adjustment of stereopticon an
light.
Splicing, cleaning, rewinding and gener
of film.
Size of screen necessary under given confl
Reflection of various surfaces. Angle proj
Methods of extinguishing film fires. U;
care of various safetj' appliances used in tt
jection room. General fire prevention.
Some, no doubt, will say that a proj«
should not be examined on some of these si
saying that they are part of the work of thi
jection Engineers and Architects.
In the near future I hope to bring fo:
reason for all the foregoing questions
plain in detail what I think the applicants
projectionist license should be required tO'
before being given a license.

of Society
New

N I

1 1 Qixestiort!
i! Atvswered

OieCVlOrU

Projectionist's Examination
Thoroughly
a Wide

Picture

Year

of Motion
Greetings

Pictun
to Meml

ti

Suggests Lines of Action to be Taken and
Urges Greater Activity by Entire Membership
blanks have been printed and are now a
THE officers of your Society are using this
and can be had either through Mr. Roebu
means of expressing to you their wishes
\'ice-President, who is also chairman of thi
for a Happy New Year and continued success
bership Commi:tee or through Mr. Vict
throughout the year. They also wish to thank you
Secretary. Let us each and every one ir
individually for your co-operation which has
effort to bring in at least one appUcat
placed the Society on the high plane on which it membership before our next meeting. Th
now stands.
plications should be forwarded to Mr. E
" We trust that each of you will watch for the
" And by the way — our Spring meeting
held in Montreal, Canada, in May. Mr.
many opportunities which present themselves during the year and to offer to the Society that which
and Mr. Xorrish are the Committee on ^ i
you feel will be beneficial to the members.
|
ments.
" We are becoming more progressive and our
results are now looked upon as an authority on
A Handy Reference B
technical questions pertaining to the motion picture industry. Orders for our transactions are
IN the beginning a hand book was wha. i
being received from all ends of the World and
A implies. But probably under the stress
before our next meeting our membership will in- petition wherein each succeeding author
clude engineers from Europe, who have expressed
it necessary to add more to the data the h
a desire to unite with us and have requested apgradually expanded until it resembled n:
plication blanks.
encj-clopedia. Then as usual instead of ha
"What is the purpose of our Society? It is book in one's pocket when needed it was h
some unknown place.
to promote and encourage a knowledge of the motion picture science ; to provide facilities for the
In the motion picture industry there ha: :
study of and the exchange of information on mobeen a need for a real pocket sized h; 1
tion picture technical problems, and to raise the
and regulations, tables of wire siz
status of those engaged in he technical end of the Rules
capacities
and many other facts are of
motion picture industry.
needed on short notice. At last there h. " There must be some excuse for the existence
such a book in the right size and con;,.i
of our Society. We cannot continue to meet twice
necessarj'
data. Mr. James R. Camer
a year, especially during such busy times as we
have been passing through since the formation of know to many in the business is the au
of the little book.
the Society, unless there is something of value to compiler
The Pocket Reference Book for Pr:j
be obtained. You, who have been attending our
and Managers, as the book is titled, is
meetings, know what benefits are derived. For
the same reason, you have an inducement to offer
SYa"
and about
thick.its title
It is ':
flexiblehigh
imitation
leatherYz"with
to others to become affiliated with us. Our present
gold on the cover, and contains 150 pag< o;
membership is 80 in number — in good standing.
I know at least six or eight who are now ready
formation.
Seven pages are given over to a comf e
to sign applications for presentation at our next
meeting. Our membership at the next meeting
satisfactory glossary of electrical and m .
terms. Then come a number of pages of ^
should run considerably over the 100 mark. And,
of different hook-ups for both a.c. and
by the way, our new membership application
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Mr. Sam Kaplan, who for eight years has been
Chief Inspector of machines at the Simplex plan^
is also President of Local No. 306 I. A. T. S. E,
representing the projectionists of New York City.
Mr. Kaplan at once got in touch with Mr. Elliott
regarding the showing of the pictures referred to
at the Waldorf, but much to his dismay found
that the time for the granting of special permit?
covering the Secretary Lane dinner had expired.
With this information before them some members
connected with the arranging of affairs were for
the abandoning the picture part of the prograra^
but Mr. Kaplan realizing the necessity for showing these pictures at once put his general knowl- .
edge of motion picture regulations into action.
Despite the fact that the time for granting permits had expired, Mr. Kaplan followed along j
numerous channels that finally led him into the
office of the Commissioner of Licenses at 12:30'
Saturday noon, this after all departments had
closed; but upon explaining the situation to Mr.
Caldwell, Secretary to Commissioner Gilcrest, a
license was soon granted.
It was not until late Saturday night that a Sim-*
plex Projector with a temporary booth was shipped
to the Waldorf, but before breakfast on Sunday a motion picture performance was given.
J. R. Cameron, instructing class at Red Cross Institute for Disabled Soldiers
one and two machines. These pages are exceedingly valuable.
The principal parts of standard machines are
then described with directions for their adjustments
and replacement. Lens tables, optical properties
of various reflecting materials, voltage drop tables
and conversion tables occupy several more pages.
What will seem to many the most valuable parts
of the reference book take up pages 80 to 108.
Here are given a digest of the rules of the New
York department of Water Supply, Gas and Electricity which apply to motion pictures and also
excerpts from the motion picture statutes of a
number of states throughout the country. This

information will be of great value to those projectionists who through the nature of their work
are required to pass from one state into another.
In the remaining pages are given a list of the
principal studios, laboratories and equipment manufacturers and at the very end of the book a list
of the cities in the United States with a statement
of the voltage, cycles and phases of current furnished in each city. A complete index is given on
the last page so that any table or bit of data may
be found instantly.
About the best recommendation that can be given
the book is to say that its purchase price does not
in any way indicate its wonderful value to the projectionist wherever he may be. As a handy reference book there is none other available that can
approach it for completeness and availibility of
data.
It can be secured from the Theatre Supply Co.,
125 West 45th St., New York City.

Sa m Kapla n, Simplex Expert,
Is Man of Hour
AN inside story of the recent dinner tendered
to Secretary of the Interior Lane hy the
Directors of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry has just come to light
which not only shows how hard it is to discourage
a really energetic man, but also illustrates the
many vicissitudes encountered by those attempting
to follow the mazes of the up-to-date motion picture regulations.
As a part of the program outlined by Secretary
Frederick H. Elliott of the Association it was
planned to show a review of the most successful
and appealing liberty loan subjects employed during the past several loan drives, this to illustrate
the power of the motion picture in the proposed
program of Secretary Lane for the fighting of
Bolshevism through the Americ'an theatre screens.
The showing of these pictures was scheduled to
be held in the Astor galleries of the Hotel Waldorf and a regular Type " S " Simplex Motor
Driven Projector was ordered through the Precision Machine Company.

FILM

Sam Kaplan
During the course of the Lane dinner, which is
now a matter of historj-, after all those representing the various groups of the industry had pledged
their support to the Lane program, it was announced that Sam Kaplan who was at the time
supervising the projection, was also President of
the New York Projectionists, with the result
that Kaplan, from the balcony, pledged the operators of New York to the program of the Government thereby forging the last remaining link oi
pledges which the industry has made to the Administration atWashington.
Has

Trouble With First
Run Film
D. L. Harper, Strand Theatre, Charleston, W
Va., says :
I am running first run films, and occasionally ]
find punch holes within two or three feet of th«
end, part one and etc., which looks verj^ bad or
the screen, unless you cut this two or three fee I
off.
Now I would suggest instead of punching them
that you cut one sprocket hole out where you splio
them together. Cut the hole in a V shape. S<
when taking them apart you can feel it with you:
fingers, or paste a small piece of paper on the end
Enclosed find some illustrations.
I hope this will be a help towards putting ai
end to punch holes, as they are very ugly on th<
screen.

DEVELOPING
CORPORATION
Phon«: Union 4S00, 4S0I, 4802

LABORATORIES
216-222 WEEHAWKEN
ST.
WEST
HARRY HOUDINI, Pre*.
ALFRED DAVIDSON, S«c. & Tr«a«.

HOBOKEN.
N.J.
THEO. W. HARDEEN, Vtc«.PrM.
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National Cash Register Co.
Every

Motion

Picture

equips salesmen with
THE

Should

be

NEW

PREMIER

Properly
PATHESCOPE

Projected
It is not the pictures alone that control your
patronage and fill your theatre with a large,
enthusiastic audience, for if the pictures do not
appear on your screen clear and flickerless they
lose half their value.

Give theatre-goers the joy of seeing a perfectly
projected picture. You can easily do this by
emploving in vour machine SPEER PROJECTOR CARBONS.
A size and style to meet the requirements of
every operating condition.

Flickerless Picture
"Safety Projector
Standard" Motion
After years of practical experience with commercial motion
pictures and recent exhaustive tests and comparisons of all
projectors in their own fully equipped Projection Department,
the National Cash Register Co. has selected the NEW
PREMIER PATHESCOPE, and placed
an initial order for a large number of
machines and sets of Pathescope safety
prints of their own film.
Other manufacturers using Industrial Films can
safely accept the seal of approval set by National
Cash Register Co.
Schools can follow the example of the New
York Board oj Education in selecting the NEW
PREMIER PATHESCOPE after careful technical investigation of all other Projectors and
Educational Film Service.
Send for 32-page convincing catalog

Speer

Carbon
St. Marys,

Company
Penna.

THE PATHESCOPE COMPANY OF AMERICA, Inc.
Dept. N, Aeolian Hall, New York
Agencies and Service Stations in Principal Cities
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w liich we are glad to do, it being of real interest.
The other day I had just finished cleaning lenses
and condensers and was running a reel through to
get my lenses set before starting my .show when a
boy came in the booth and said, Bill, how can you
get such a steady picture with your machines running so free and quiet, I answered, well, Pal, I
cannot tell you because I do not have the education but I can show you. He said that is what I
want and will thank you very much if you will. I
asked him how long he was operating, he answered
about fourteen months. I said, do you intend to
stick to the trade or only working till you find
something better, he replied "No." A man must
have a trade these days and I picked this one, and
I think that with a little help I can make good. But
who is going to help me? No doubt, I can get by
now in some houses but I am not satisfied, "If a
man should ask me if I was an Operator" I could
only reply "No" if I wanted to tell the truth.
I went along over to the Theatre where he is
working and when I stepped in his booth I really
was surprised as everything was nice and clean,
machines were clean, floor, and not a piece of film
exposed, in fact it looked like a projection room.
I set his intermittents and explained the setting
to the best of my knowledge. I then left, not telling
him what I thought of his booth, due to the fact
makers emphasize once more the need for instruil'at I do not think it right to praise a man up too
ments in the projection room. If this man with
his humming Transverter could have told us in his much, for if you do, you will find that seven out
every ten get more or less careless. I am a
query the conditions of line voltage under the of
member of I. A. Local No. 318 and member of
usual operating conditions an answer could have
N. A. M. L. No. 116 and have been operating for
been given him which would have been of immealmost fourteen years and I do not care to have a
diate assistance. If you haven't got after your
man praise me up for anything. But I will say
manager yet for those two instruments go now.
It will probably take some time to educate him to if a man tries to tell or show me something about
projection I will listen to him and always give it a
the value of the meters so begin now.
trial.
This chap is only 18 years of age, very bright
and willing. If I am not mistaken, in a year or
A Story
Called ''Help
two he will be able to handle any equipment. Now
there are hundreds of others like this chap that
Wanted''
by Wm,
C. Hoover
needs help but who is going to help them.
Now I think that if we all get together and
MR. HOOVER
who comes from Eldorado,
Kansas, sent in the following story with the help the man that is trying to get up in Projection,
statement that we could publish it if we saw fit. we will find that we will be learning ourselves at

His Transverter Hums
A READER asks for help:
I have a Transverter which gives good
satisfaction except that it makes a loud humming
noise which I have been unable to locate. Can
you suggest a possible cause and remedy.
Reply :
The writer of the above letter gave so few
details that we did not attempt to answer it. Instead we submitted his case to the makers of the
machine in the hope that a similar trouble might
have been called to their attention. In a reply,
the Hertner Electric Company says :
"It is rather a difficult proposition to tell just
what would cause the humming noise which
your reader in the middle west complains of.
The AC voltage may be low thus causing a decided drag on the motor when the two arcs are
used. This is the most common cause of any
noise such as is described.
In all cases of this sort we ask the projectionist who is making the complaint to have a voltage test made of his lines when the Transverter
is operating both on single and double arcs and
from this data we can oftentimes tell him how
to
the and
trouble."
Thisremedy
trouble
the letter from the machine

Picture
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the same time besides the other man. There is no
man that far that he cannot learn. So brothers, I
ask you one and all, including myself, lets get together and help the man that wants to learn, perhaps unknown to us. We will be rewarded some
dav.
Originator of Unique
Devices
To andanyexecuted
person mechanisms
interested ina cleverly
conceived
visit to the
offices
of the Bettini Syndicate on West 44th Street is
well worth while. There Lieut. G. Bettini has
gathered together the various pigmy cameras, ultraportable projectors, stereopticons, etc., which he
has invented and brought to a state of perfection.
Several of his devices have been reported on
and described at length in other technical publications but he is constantly at work on new ideas
which equal in interest his older inventions.
His process of taking motion pictures on a glass
plate and then showing them later in a special
projector has received much favorable commendation especially from still photographers who see in
the idea a method by which life-like, unposed
photographs may be made.
In addition to this there is the automatic stereopticon for showing lantern slides in store windows, at lectures and at private permanent expositions. Itis possible with this machine to throw
the image of the slide in any direction or to throw
more than one image of the same slide.
Lieut. Bettini has also worked out a special vest
pocket camera which can be used for either snapshot work or as a motion picture camera. Its size
compares favorably with the smallest of the kodaks
on the market today.
He has a toy projector which uses a glass plate
on which the successive images have been placed
in the form of a spiral. The projector is turned
by a crank and a suitable mechanism rotates the
positive from the outside row of pictures to the
center. When this little toy is ready for the public
it should have a wide sale.
PROJECTION

k <Q!ico=>N?l CopperTerminal

LENSES
EAGLE

ROCK

Why not equip your machine
with a lens that is made ia a
factory devoted exclusively to
the manufacture of High Grade

FILM

"The

Insures

Perfect

Electrical Contact
lUastration tells the Story
Made of heavy gauge sheet copper. DOUBLE STRENGTH IN
NECK OF TERMINAL. WIRE
COMPLETELY ENCLOSED.
LENGTHENING LIFE, ELIMINATING TROUBLE. FOR
USE ON NO 4 and NO. 6 WIRE.
PRICE
EACH ISc.
is the Brand. Sold the world
.over. Insist on them. It
is your guarantee of the
BEST. If your dealer does not supply
them, write
E.E. FULTON CO, 3204 CarroU ATenae, Chicago
Manufacturers of M. P. Accessories
Note— Send for our new 16 page
folder. Illustrating and describing
our complete line.

Quality

Right

T^aw

Projection Lenses of all descriptions.
Our PRO-JEX :Motion Picture Projection lenses can be
had in any of the following
Stock

photographically.

9>

Will

Standard
typesPRO-JEX—
:
PRO-JEX— No. 1
PRO-JEX— No. 2

not go to pieces in the
We also carry a full line of
High Grade Stereopticon Lenses
in the Quarter and Half size.
OUR PRICES— Will make yon
think.

projector.
Made by

THE

EAGLE

ROCK

MANUFACTURING
VERONA, NEW JERSEY

OUR GOODS-^^ ill make yon
act for the future supply.

CO
Projection Optics Co.
riNCORPORATED^
203 State Street
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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HEADQUARTERS
MOTION

for

CAMERAS

PICTURE

GENUINE
OSTEN!
IMPORTED
DEBRIE

Exhibitors who have heeded our message have
found that the AUTOMATICKET
SYSTEM has

CAMERAS

helped them to make
enterprises.

NOW

IN

STOCK

L_ J'tt^^

Universal

Cameras
400 ft. Model. List $645. our
200 (t. Model LUts (430. o<:r ^^
^^
price - - - - 20O ft. Model with Auto400 ft. Model with Automatic dissolving shutter. List
rratic dissolving shutter, List $525
$512. our price
$731 , our price
$427Bail-Bearing Tripod $165
New Model Precision
$597
Everything for the Production of
Pictures at the RIGHT PRICES
MOTION
PICTURE
110 W. 32nd STREET

The Perfected

a bigger net profit from their

Automaticket

Register

gives you a faster method of selling tickets and an
automatic check on tickets and cash receipts.
Sond for our new catalogue right now

KET
REGISTER
Co.
New York Citv

APPARATUS
CO. INC.
NEW YORK CITY

A
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An Article on the "How"
of Practical Cinematography

"Why"

Explaining Many of the Technical
Problems of the Assistant Cameraman
By William Barbarin Laub
(Continued)
The rule is to underexpose and back-light for
moonlight effects of any kind taken in the day
time for underexposure produces pronounced
shadows.
It is possible to create a moon in the clouds of
a moonlight scene by first photographing a white
paper moon on a piece of black velvet and then
exposing your scene on the same film. It has
also been done by photographing the full moon
at night, using the stop-motion crank, but as a
rule these effects are difficult to make perfect.
Splendid night photography has been done in
the late evening when there is just enough light
to give you dark full effects and lighted windows,
etc., help to create the illusion. Many kinds of
pyrotechnic or magnesium flares may be had from
small matches to large torches for lighting up
big spaces. The greatest difficulty in their use is
to avoid the smoke they give off and care should
be taken to work to windward of them whenever
possible.
But whenever electric current is available and
there is sufficient voltage the cameraman's problems are not difficult. It is possible to play a
scene very slowly in the light of a powerful
acetylene headlight, turning slower than normal.
It is very necessary, however, to avoid having
any action visible in the background when it is
necessary to turn slowly for underlighted scenes
of any kind for otherwise abnormal action will
be noticed and a comedy effect will result. Daylight scenes, tinted for night effects more often
have to be resorted to and in the past have
been almost exclusively used but more and more,
producers are demanding reality and as a result,
cameraman are learning to work out of doors after
sundown.
Sky Or ray filters should be in every cameraman's equipment and a No. 2 or No. 3 " K "
filter is the best for all around use. The gelatine
filter has been found to be more often superior
to glass filters unless the latter are expensive
optically perfect attachments. The word " filter,"
hardly describes the real function of the attachment for it really reduces the highly actinic rays
from the sky or in the glare from water and
also more truly renders color values in skyscapes
or distant landscapes, where the light is intense.
They permit longer exposure, in fact the use of
a No. 2 or " two times " filter calls for the next
larger stop than you would ordinarily use under
the same conditions.
A more expensive but very valuable attachment is the graduated ray filter which is just
what the name implies and can be set before
the lens to cut down any amount of sky exposure and give full exposure through the clearer
portion of the gelatine to the darker portions
of your picture.
Another item generally overlooked by most
cameramen and an accessory of great value is a
small and accurate level to place on the top of
the camera or on top of the tripod under certain conditions until the machine is perfectly
leveled. If you doubt the value of it and the
frequent need of it, note carefully the horizon
in the next water picture you see. It is very
difficult to " level " your horizon on your focusing

screen when shooting out across a large body of
water and when there is any panaramine to Hr.
a horizon too often makes a slant. An accurately
leveled tripod will overcome this trouble. Again,
when called upon to photograph a scene dissolving into a title, there is seldom an opportunity of "doing" the title on a regular title
machine which your camera will fit. You have
only to level the base of the letters of the title
and then level your camera and the result will
be perfect. In interior work, the level is not
often practical for doorways and windows are
not always perfectly vertically erected by stage
hands and it is safest to " make them straight "
on your focusing screen even if your camera
seems a little unlevel.
Nothing is more inartistic than leaning walls,
doorways and window frames.
When going off to far distant locations for
a week or more every kind of extra parts should
be taken along and means provided for the elimination of scratches. Negative scratches are the
bane of a cameraman's existence and many a
position has been lost because a camera has developed this talent and apparently won't respond
to treatment. On some cameras, it is unwise
to allow the end of the film to be pulled through
the "gate" unless the inside end has been carefully trimmed off evenly when loading the magazine. You should take the time and trouble to
make your film fit your magazine spool without
the necessity of tearing off and wasting two
or three feet to make it go on, but not many
assistants can be depended upon to do this.
A ragged end will sometimes fail to feed
through the gate and claw fingers which pull
the film across the aperture and small pieces will
break off, lodging in the aperture and often remaining and showing in subsequent picturqes.
Scratches are caused by particles of emulsion
adhering to the aperture plate across which the
film travels. These particles of emulsion may be
so small as to be invisible except under a microscope but they will gradually accumulate dirt and
more emulsion until they are producing a continuous scratch on the soft surface of the film.
A negative scratch will always be recognized on
the screen by a black line on the positive and
anything else (white scratches or tiny flares) is
either a positive scratch or static electricity. The
aperture plate should be kept brilliantly clean
and polished and never rubbed with anything
that will cut it, not even the finest emery paper.
Film in the camera should be occasionally examined on both sides for scratches at some point
after it has passed the gate.
Looking at it nearly edgeways with a glare of
light on it will unearth any trouble of this sort.
Static, electricity, usually produced in cold
weather can fog film in the camera and careless
handling of negative in a cold dark room will
produce it. Simply avoid friction in handling
film in cold weather and you will avoid static.
Some cameras are almost static proof and others
have been equipped with devices to keep them
warm (entirely cameramens' experiments) but unless X-back film is used in cold weather, static
is almost bound to occur. X-back negatives is
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provided with a transparent emulsion on the celluloid side to decrease friction.
On long trips, tests of scenes taken each day
should be developed every night for no' only are
we then sure of our work but we have an " ahbi"
if a complaint is made back home over some
negative we have shipped. We have our test of
the same scene and we knew it was OK or it
would have been retaken before being shipped
to the laboratories.
A " changing " bag, in which you can load magazines on the field is a useful accessory and one
man who travels all over the world making pictures uses an elaborate black cloth affair with a
collapsible box attached in which he developes and
" fixes " tests in milk bottles.
DEVELOPERS
A developer is any agent used to render visible
the latent image, or in other words, to reduce to
silver or other metal the latent image produced
by the action of light on any sensitive salt. Developer is not the entire solution but only the
base of it or the developer proper. ?klixed developers as for example, hydroquinone and metol
are generally used. Metol and like products,
give detail quickly and density afterwards and
hydroquinone
tail gradually. and pyro give density first and deThus, they are generally combined to obtain a
combination of characteristics. In regard to
other agents used in developing solutions, each
one of course, has its own function.
Sodium sulphite is included to preserve the
solution, sodium carbonate quickens the action
and is called the accelerator.
Potassium bromide controls the action and keeps
the negative clear — in extra quantities it holds
back " development.
One of the best substitutes for German metol
which has of late been impossible for many people
to obtain is a British product called Serchol,
which can be used in any metol formula.
A quarter pound of hypo salts to 16 ounces of
water will furnish a temporary fixing bath but a
good formula for a bath that will keep a long
time is as follows :
Water
Hypo salts
SOLUTION "A"
E. K. Sulphite of Soda

96 oz.
2 lbs.
2 ox.

Water
32 ox.
Chrome alum
2 ox.
Sulphuric acid C. P
14 ox.
"B"
ON
SOLUTI
Pour "B" into "A"
slowly, while ttirrins rapidly.
Nothing is of greater value to a cameraman than
a knowledge of laboratory work and a great many
experts entered the field through the laboratory.
Such men know the possibilities and limitations
of the laboratory and work accordingly. With
few exceptions, motion picture photographers are
inclined to be very suspicious of the men in charge
of developing and printing, and many are the unjust charges made against them. It is a deplorable
fact that too many young and inexperienced men
are intrusted with the developing of valuable film
and photographers are absolutely right when they
complain that a production costing thousands of
dollars is often turned over to a laboratory boy
being paid about fifteen dollars a week. But these
condiitons are being improved all the time and
as a general thing, complaining cameramen are
right only about one third of the time. A stand-by
of the studios is the joke about the man who defocus. clared that his stuff was beiiig developed out of
Given half a chance, the laboratory will do its
work properly and many a camera man has been
saved inbyabout
expert
of hisnegative
stuff. taken
Don't
send
600 treatment
feet of exposed
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under all sorts of light conditions and expect perfect results. The man who develops it has no way
of knowing where every change in light occurs.
It is like trying to secure six perfect Kodak
negatives when developing a roll of film on which
two or three are snap shots and others, various
time exposures. When you have finished several
shots from one set-up, all with the same light
conditions, shoot about two feet as a test and
then tear a notch in the edge of your film. Tell
the laboratory to look out for these tests and they
will develop them first and time their development
• up to the most perfect results. All that proceeds
the test piece will be given the same treatment
and will be pretty nearly the best results they can
obtain. Make a test of this sort once in a while
and your photography will be intelligently handled
in the laboratory.
Anything else you can tell them about your stuff
or what to expect in a certain piece of film is a
help to them and to you. Of course, it may reasonably be argued that unless a change is made
in the developer formula to suit separate exposure
on the film, such tests are not of great value. To
really make a perfect development of every scene
phoiopraphcd. a developing agent should be specially prepared for the treatment of each separate
exposure. But on the other hand, there is value in
the test system for cameramen, to this extent; the
laboratory worker will not undertime one scene
while endeavoring to retard the development of
something else on the same rack.
Whenever possible ,it is best to have a small
supply of the developer on hand, that is used in
the laboratory in which your negative is being
handled, for then you will be able to develop tests
tinder the exact conditions that will prevail when
your negative is developed. These tests will enable
you to accurately advise the laboratory what to
expect from certain scenes.
{To be continued)

Why

Artificial Lighting is Generally Preferred
Pictures
of Motion
In the Production
Some

of the Reasons Behind the Gradual Transition to the Indoor Stage

By HOWARD

M. EWING, Marshall Neilan Productions
making interior scenes, uniform lighting is one of
tiie the most essential features of good photography.
'Why d dostages
often esasked,
n iscompani
questio
THEmotion
use — enclose
picture
With the advance of the motion picture as a com.iud artificial lights in the making of pictures inmercialized industry, great progress has also been
stead of the natural sunlight which shines the year
round in Southern California where most of the made in motion picture photography and new ideas
and discoveries are constantly appearing which are
producing plants.-'"
their
of
material aid to the producers in their quest for
have
es
compani
To the average person, — that is, to anyone who
has ever experimented with a still camera or perfect productions.
The photography of today is a one hundred per
kodak, a strong sun is indispensable to good results and pictures that are made indoors with the cent improvement over that of five years ago but I
believe that five years from now will see even a
aid of the flashhght are never as satisfactory as
those which are made with the sun beaming its marked change from what it is today.
strong rays on the object photographed.
But to the man who is intimate with the motion
picture industry the answer is simple. In the first
standthe producer's
making from business
place pointpicture
is a commercialized
and requires
practically the same number of hours per day as
anything else. It must be remembered that the
sun is continually changing its position and its light
therefore is ever shining on a given object from
different angles. If a studio set were built on an
open stage, the acting upon which might take a
whole day it can be easily understood that the
lighting of the pictures taken in the morning would
be entirely different from those taken in the late
afternoon whereas with the use of arc and spotlights a company can start working in the early
hours of the morning and continue through till late
at night if necessary without any variation in the
A theatre designed by Frank J. Forster, architect.
lighting effects.
The owner had many unique ideas which he wished
Of course, when exterior scenes are filmed, outincorporated in the exterior, and the view shows
door locations are used because the natural change
how the architect skillfully executed them
of light is then only as it should be. but when
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An Organist of Note
Mr. \V. R. Burroughs is not only an organist
capable of accompanying pictures, but also a man
who is proving to be of great assistance to organists and theatre musicians throughout the country. He has mastered the organ for such houses
as The Strand theatre, Detroit, Mich., Regent
theatre, Rochester, N. Y., Grand theatre, Marion,
Ohio, etc. For the past four years Mr. Burroughs has written a series of very interesting
articles for " The Diapason," a monthly periodical,
devoted to music and its affiliated branches. In
paging through the January issue of " The Diapason " the editor found a very interesting article
by Mr. Burroughs. This article reveals certain
facts about music for the photoplay which in
the estimation of the editor, are of such importance that he has decided to reproduce same
for the benefit of the readers of these columns:
" We now come to a classification which the
picture player uses more than any other kind,
and to which publishers and composers are giving their attention more and more. Most of us
can easily remember only a few years ago the
exceeding difficulty of obtaining enough dramatic
pieces to set up the films without constantly repeating the numbers in our repertory. For the
theatre organist of today this cannot truthfully
be said because he has at his disposal a large
number of legitimate organ solos such as the
Andante from Borowski's Sonata, Chauvet's Andantino, many movements from Guilmant's works,
numerous transcriptions that actually sound better on the king of instruments than in the original
form (Raff's Cavatina furnishes an instance),
scores of piano and song transcriptions, piano
solos which are easily adaptable, numerous dramatic songs like Del Riego's ' O Dry Those
Tears,' and Mrs. Salter's ' Cry of Rachel,' and
finally, thousands of piano parts of orchestrations. This last field has not yet been thoroughly
explored; in fact every day research reveals new
masterpieces originally written for orchestra, but
many additional beautiful effects can be achieved
by playing them on the organ. The organist has
the advantage of having the color efTects, ' cued
in,' solos being indicated for strings, woodwind,
reeds and flutes, all of which are included in the
modern organ, and the added advantage of having
such stops as the vox humania, vox celeste and
quintadena, which give a pathetic appeal entirely
lacking in the orchestra.
" Our own experience has been that in the field
of accompaniments there are more useful dramatic numbers than among organ compositions
themselves. Merely to mention Leoni's ' L'Orocolo' (fourth movement, Strobl's 'Bride's Prayer,'
Goiterman's ' Le Reve,' Tschaikowsky's ' Visions,'
Ganne's ' Ecstasy,' and Favarger's ' L' Adieu ' is to
name a very few of the splendid numbers available for this kind of scenes.
" Two firms are giving their special attention to
dramatic music for pictures. These are Schirmer
and Belwin. Among the former's galaxy will be
found many fine works, such as Friml's ' Melodfe,' which is a type of composition most useful

in playmg dramatic scenes. Beginning with a
cjuict theme, the middle section works up to a
dramatic climax and then gradually diminishes
to the first theme again. As we have remarked
in a previous article, this is the most useful style
of dramatic composition. By starting a piece of
this description at a point in the picture at which
It will bring the climax in the music and picture
togetlier, and doing away with suddenly changing
into an agitato, the effect is smoother than in
many theatres we have attended where the music
is literally chopped off short and another piece is
begun. We believe agitatos should be used only
wiiere the action (struggles, chases, battles, etc.)
continues for any length of time, but where the
action suddenly works up to a tremendous climax,
but continues for a short time only, it is much
better to use a work heretofore described. An
example of this occurs in the film ' Gambling in
Souls' (Fox Film with Madelaine Traverse),
in the fourth reel, where Charter's partner discovers Marcia has a signet ring of magnetic quality
and is using it to manipulate the roulette wheel.
As she is about to win he suddenly seizes her
hand and theie follow a few moments of dramatic
action. We used Rachmaninoff's ' Prelude,' playing the middle section, and so timed it as to come
to the fortissimo chords that precede the return
of the first theme, and also stopping the music
short for an instant as he seizes her hand>.
" A collection of invaluable music for either
organist or leader is issued by Belwin, who have
among their composers Gaston Borch, a musician
who has written many excellent dramatic numbers.The
'
Crafty Spy,' from his pen, is a most
valuable number. On the organ we use solo tuba
in left hand and the accompanying chords in the
right. He has also written ' The Slimy Viper,'
a ' Dramatic Mysterioso,' ' Dramatic Tension,' etc.
Two numbers which compel admiration are
' Tragic Theme,' and ' Sinister Theme,' both by
Paul Vely. The ' Tragic Theme ' has an original
idea worthy of Beethoven and the ' Sinister
Theme ' is a mysterious minor melody depicting
impending danger. Another fine piece is ' The
Vampire,' by Levy, being a dramatic theme in A
minor. As examples of piano solos the best are
of the style of ' Erotik,' bj- Grieg, and Romance
in ToD by
list Rubinstein."
all the dramatic numbers now available
would take several pages, but upon request we will
gladl}' send to readers of this column, a list of all
dramatic pieces which appeared in the January
issue of " The Diapason." — The Editor.
Review

of Musical

Com-

positions
1—"A Budding
Spring,"
by
Eugenebeauty,
Platzman.
dramatic
romance
of tonal
pubInc.)
lished for orchestra and piano solo. (Belwin,
— " A Japanese Sunset," by J. L. Deppen. A
symphonic tone poem in miniature, is this
really unusual interpretive masterpiece. An
Oriental Theme,
worked
out in a most
musicianly manner.
(Sam Fox Pub. Co.)

— " Western Rodio," by Minot. A Western
descriptive. (Belwin, Inc.)
— " Madriola," a Spanish one-step by Sol P.
Levy and Jos. Samuels. The former, famous
for his " Hunkatin," a half tone one-step, and
"(Belwin,
That Naughty
Waltz," a melodious waltz.
Inc.)
— " Tulip Time," a fox trot from the " Follies
of 1919," by Dan Stemper. (T. B. Harms,
Francis Day & Hunter.)
— " Apple Blossoms," selection, introducing
" Little Girls' Good-Bye," " Nancy's Farewell," "Who Can Tell," "When the Wedding
Bells are Ringing," " Star of Love," " The
Second Violin," " You are Free," " I'm in Love,"
all
showfrom
electtheon operetta,
Broadway." Apple
(Carl Blossoms,"
Fischer.) the
— " Chu Chu San," a Japanese fox trot, by the
well known orchestra leader, Jos. Samuels.
(Sam Fox Pub. Co.)
— " On Miami Shore," by Victor Jacobi. This
composition is a beautiful and dreamy waltz.
(Chappell & Co.)

^ In addition to the Music Cues on the
two following pages, aids on current
features will be found on Page 1332
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"THE PHANTOM HONEYMOON"
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
i.ieiu^:and■■ Love
ihenie'untili lor
use', Lee
1 — Theme (1 minute
25 seconds),
— S:jieneral
At screening.
2 — "Fairy Phantoms" (Characteristic), by Friedman (2 minutes and SO seconds), until — T: "And so it happened that."
3 — "Sinister Theme" (4 minutes and SO seconds), until — S: Interior of castle.
4
—
"Half
by Levy (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: "You
have broken Reel
bread."Hurry,"yOTE:
Ufijiii i/p then to actiuii.
5— " Flirty
Flirts"
(Mel. rubato), by Levy (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S;
Close-up
of girl
in mirror.
.\i)tK: I. lb. tymiiany rolls ilurinij tliundirimj and liuhlniiiii.
6— Theme (1 minute and 55 seconds), until — T: "My master and I found."
7 — "Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (3 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T:
" No pistol shot or sword."
8— ■■ Half Reel Storm Furioso," by Levy (4 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T:
" Yes. 1 understand Fate."
9 — "Dramatic Conflict" (Hurry Heroique), by Levy (4 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: " Open the door. '
10 — Theme (3 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: " I want to be with you."
11 — "That Naughty Waltz" (Valse Unique), by Levy (2 minutes and IS seconds), until — T: " Bur-r-r-r, you sent the."
12 — "Love's Enchantment" (Moderato Romance), by Varley (2 minutes and 45
seconds), until — T: " For my master's heart was."
13 — "Adieu" (12/8 Dramatic), by Favarger (3 minutes and SO seconds), until —
T: ■' The mad March moon is."
14 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: "He almost proposed to me."
15 — "Dramatic Tension" (Depicting dramatic, but not pathetic situations), by
Andino (3 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: Long into the night."
16 — "Dramatic Narrative" (For scenes of reminiscence), by Pement (1 minute
and 10 seconds), until — T : "You never knew your mother."
17 — "Dramatic Agitato" (For general use), by Hough (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "You can see why this."
18 — " Dramatic Tension " (For subdued action), by Andino (4 minutes), until —
T: " But was his mother black? "
ff < ;-u.v/( (lurinii
fall. to ballroom.
19 — Theme (2 minutes yol
and K:50 seconds),
until — S:autoFlashback
20 — "Pizzicato Mysterioso " (For burglary and stealth), by Minot (3 minutes
and 5 seconds), until — T: "This is the room in which."
21 — "Withered Flowers" (Characteristic intermezzo pathetic), by Kiefert
(1 minute and 20 seconds),
" Nowoj do
you believe in ghosts?"
XOTE: until
With— T:THE
effects
END crowing rooster.
"THE COUNTERFEIT"
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes peir reel (1,000 ft.)
Tlieiiie: "Loves Eiuhaninieiit " U/4 ISIoderato), Varley
1 — "SinisteruntilTheme"
scenes of impending danger), by Vely (1 minute and
5 seconds),
— S; At (For
screening.
2
—
••
Madriola
"
(One-step),
by Levy & Samuels (30 seconds), until — T: What
WM more of a.
3 — Continue pp (35 seconds), until — T: And though every.
yn'lE: 1) duriny dancing scenes.
4— " By the River " (Mod. romance), by Morse (3 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T : As president of one."
5— "The Vamp" (Popular song), by Gay (55 seconds), until — T: Jazz, and
mystery.
6— "Why?" (Ballad fox trot), by Levy (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T:
"There is a reward."

7— Theme (5 minutes and S seconds), until — T: "Sorry, Mr. Palmer, but."
8 — "First Concert Waltz," by Durand (4 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T:
" Why do you always? "
9— ' Agitato
by Borch (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — S:
Virginia
openingAppassionato,"
safe.
10 — Continue pp (25 seconds), until — T: In the house which.
11 — "Serenade
(And.beneath.
con moto), by Borch (4 minutes and 15
seconds),
until — T:Romantique
Meanwhile " just
went
gay. Divine" (Mel. Waltz), by Rosey (3 minutes), until — T: So on
12 — the
"Valse
13 — " Lovelette
(Allegretto), by Levy (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — S:
Close-up
of tennis "court.
"Mysterioso
Dramatico," by Borch (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T:
The14 —counterfeit
money.
15 — Theme (4 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: The next morning.
16 — "Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T:
" I would do anything."
17 — "Romance" (Moderato), by Karganoff (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until —
T: 18"I
am sickff of(3 this."
— Theme
minutes), until — T: In the moment of success.
19 — "Dramatic Conflict" (Hurry Heroique), by Levy (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: " I am going to get."
20 — "Half Reel Hurry," by Levy (3 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: Three
A. 21M.— Continue pp (SO seconds), until — T: The round-up.
22 — "Southern Reverie" (Characteristic), by Bendix (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: So Virginia came.
23 — Theme (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T: "How can I be happy?"
24 — "Absent," by Metcalf (55 seconds), until — T: But eiven the peaceful.
XO'I'E: To be produced u.s vocal solo with piano ace.
25 — Theme S (2 minutes), until — THE
S: Virginia
END leaving piano.
"THE POINTING FINGER"
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Dramatic Reproach," Berge
1 — "Melody" (Moderato), by Kretschaer (4 minutes and 5 seconds), until —
S: At Screening.
2 — " Sinister Theme " (for scenes of impending danger), by Vely (2 minutes
and3 — 25Theme
seconds),
until — T:and "That
night." until — T: "Testing the truth of the."
(2 minutes
20 seconds),
4 — "Pizzicato Misterioso " (for burglary and stealth), by Minot (1 minute and
55 seconds), until — S: Close up of cat.
5 — "Blushing Rose" (Moderato Serenade), by Johnson (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until —Spring
T: "Morning
at last."
6 — " Last
" (Dramatic),
by Grieg (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T:
" Placing the guilt."
7 — Theme (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: "No experience required."
8 — "Bleeding Hearts" (A floral poem), by Levy (1 minute and 55 seconds),
until9 — — " T:Clematis"
" In the (From
city oneBoutonniere
learns." Suite), by Tonning (5 minutes and 30 seconds),
until
—
T:
"Staking
all." followed by " Camelia " (From Boutonniere
10 — Note effects of cuckooherclock
Suite), by Tonning (3 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "And as if to voice."
11 — "Valse Lente," by Schuette (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "a few
12 — " Birds and Butterflies " (Intermezzo), by Vely (3 minutes and 25 seconds),
until —later."
T; "Ready to snare the."
days
13 — Theme (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "Meanwhile at the
Orphanage."
Are you RAISING

^lATRE

INEXPENSIVE
CHA
IR

COVEP^
STOCK'SLIP0NX<W6RSI:
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or RAZING

your standard

of
PRESENTATION?
PICTUROLLS build up a picture, support it. make it listen as it looks,
make it real.
RAISE

■\ lAIATeRlALS OP ALL aOALme5.>^
^ . ^
Tub DwYtR
6:)] WALNUT S T

. SAMPLeS -UPON, REQUEST '|i

Bros

CCer.
CINCINNATI

"NEWMAN"
BRASS FRAMES and
Read ithat C. A. Morrison of The PrincessRAILS
Thea11
tre, Hartford, Conn^ says about Newman Quality:
Gentlemen :
We have purchased quite a number of Brass Frames and
Easels, together with Brass Ticket Rail and Three-Sheet Brass
Poster Frames of your Company.
All of these goods reached us in perfect condition and the
qu.ility was the best. I have told several other managers In the
city of your goods and in several instances orders have been
sent
you — all customer.
of which goes to show that your best advertiser
is a satisfied
PRINCESS THEATRE CO., Inc.
<".
.\.
Mrirri'ion.
Mgr.
Conn.
INSIST ON THE NAME "NEWMAN" WHEN BUYING Hartford.
FRAMES
Write for Xcir 1020 Catalog
The Newman
Manufacturing Company
Established IHSt 717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
Street, Chicago, Illinois
rIoIs *Gr^^'*" ^'
Signs', Choppers, Canadian Representative — J. T. Malone, 337 Bleury St.,
Kick
' Plates, Door
Canada
Bars
Pacific Coast — G. Montreal,
A. Metcalfe,
San Francisco, Cal.
We manufacture the frames in various finishes lohich do not require polishing.
I

They will
your STANDARD

Indifference to a proper musical background — playing dance music with
scenes of pathos — or the latest jazz — using music you "like" rather
than what the picture "needs" — will inevitably
RAZE your STANDARD
Would you buy a hair brush to shine your shoes or
Would you buy a brush that was made FOR THAT PURPOSE?
Neither will you buy rolls that are made for every other purpjose in the
world EXCEPT PICTURES when you know what PICTUROLLS are

Siierman, Clay * Co., San Francisco, Cal., Portland, Ore., Seattle and Spokane, Wasli. — Lyon & Healy, Ciiicago, III. — J. W. Jenkins Sons Co., Kansas
City, Mo. — W. J. Dyer & Bro., St. Paul, Minn. — F. H. Andrews Music Store,
Charlotte, Nortli Carolina. — Philip Werlein, Limited, New Orleans, La. —
Geo. Lincoln Parker, Boston, Mass. — J. D. Wheelan Pipe Organ Co., Dallas,
Texas. — Beesley Music Co., Salt Lake City, Utah.
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(Equipment Service)

usiness
;f*ferin^s
NEWS CAMERAMEN WANTED —
We pay the highest price per foot
and use a greater number of feet
than all other producers of news
reels combined. We want crisp, live
subjects of anything and everything
that Is unusual or Interesting either
local, national or International. If
you have a motion picture camera
or can use one, shoot us your undevelopedbetween
negative (using
standardby
frame lines
the holes)
first parcel post (special delivery)
or express with captions or all data
obtainable. We can use up to 100
feet of one subject; for some extra
special stuff will pay as high as
$5.00 per ticulars
foot.
for more card;
parand a Write
field working
become our permanent cameraspondentMotion
In yourPicture
section.
Address
World
Advertising
Co., BOO Fifth Avenue, New York
City,
Laboratory
reel encircles
the Dept.
globe."^ " Our news

LING four theatres In
WE ARE CONTROL
Money
the same town. No opposition. Big selling,
ion. The reason
Making Proposit
look
to
s
have too many other businesse
after. There was never such a money
The
making proposition offered before.
50,000 to
capital required will be from over.
Do
put the deal are after
60,000 dollarsthisto ad
unless you
not answer
Address
thing In this Industry.
the biggestELYRIA
THEATRES COMPANY,
to THE
ELYRIA, OHIO.
theatre In
FOR SALE — Motion picture
small town in Kentucky; also .electric
Good
condition
class
light plant in first
Address Gem Theapropositi
one man
tre, Mt. Olivet,
Ky.on.

AT LIBERTY — Former field and service
Exr. and
Projectoing
for Simplex project
representative
perienced in installing,
desires
,
machines
of
makes
all
ing
maintain
on with concern where such servconnecti
ices are required. Box 375, Motion Picture
News, New York City.
SCOPE''
"THE BIO
Jour-.
weekly
tativeFilm
Thenal of represen
Industry
the British
special Interest to all who
Of
buy or sell Films.
Officei: 85 Shaflubory Are^ London, W. I.
free on request.
Specimen copy iont:
One pound
Foreign tenBuhscript
thiimg* (Gold)

New and Old
Films
CLEANED
CONSERVED
A. TEITEL
112 Nurlh La SJIe Street I. Chioto. lllinoU
LE FILM
The Oreateat Weekly Trade Paper of
MOTION PICTUKB8 AND THB
STAOB PRINTED IN PARIS
1467 Bre«Mlway New York
Telephone Brt/ant 6602
26 RUB DU DELTA, PARIS
878 TALCAHUANO,
BUENOS AIRES
Subscription, One Year, $6.00

KINARKO

CARBONS

CARBON IMPORTS CO.
110-112-114 West 42nd Street
New York City

There

14 — " Dramatic Tension " (for general use), by Levy (1 minute and 55 leconds), until — T: " Mr. Daxton desires your."
15 — Why? ("Because I Love You"), (ballad fox-trot), by Levy (2 minutes
and S seconds), until — T: " Dave has found in his."
16 — " Madriola " (Spanish one-step), by Levy and Samuels (2 minutes and 35
seconds), until — T: "The lawn party with this."
17 — " Heavy
Mysterioso " (for general use), by Hough (3 minutes), until — T:
" We've
taken in."
18 — " Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T:
" Who is this woman? "
19 — "Budding Spring" (Moderate Romance), by Platzman (1 minute and 25
seconds), until — T: "The brightness
elory."
THEandEND.
"THE WRECK"
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Reve D'Amour " (Romantic Serenade), Zamecnik
1 — Theme (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
2 — "Heavy Dr. Pathetic" (No. 10 Lux Photoplay Edition), (1 minute and 15
seconds), until — T: "Herbert Cariyle."
3 — "Recollections" (From Twilight Sketches Suite), by Williams (3 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: "Meanwhile in a distant."
4— ■' Lullaby ' (From Twilight Sketches Suite), by Williams (4 minutes and 15
seconds), until — T: "He's all I have old friend."
5 — "Meditation" (From Twilight Sketches Suite), by Williams (2 minutes and
15 seconds), until — T: "In the accumulated mail is"
7 — Theme bell.)
(2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "If youth could be renewed"
(telephone
8 — "Dramatic Narrative," by Peraent (30 seconds), until — T: "The last mail
9 — "Bright
College Air" (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — S: When college
boys
of
the."enter.
10 — "Serenade Romantique " (Moderate Serenade), by Borch (1 minute and
45 seconds), until — T: "And the tragedy of age."
11 — "Sinister Theme," by Vely (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "While
the shadow of the."
12
(Andantearrives.
Moderate), by Zamecnik (3 minutes and 30 seconds),
until —— "Ecstasy"
S : When Sanford
— "Atonement"
Moderate), by Zamecnik (3 minutes), until — T:
" I13 am
desperate I tell(Allegretto
you."
14 — "Rita
Misterioso
Dramatico," by Borch (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — S:
When
leaves house.
15 — "Agitato
No. 37," by Andino (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until S: When
Sanford
sees Richard.
16
—
"Dramatic
" The man who hadAndante,"
trusted." by Borch (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T:
17 — "Cradle Song" (From Tragic Suite), (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until —
T: " My son, my son."
18 — "Adagio"
" The
living threat (From
of the."Tragic Suite), (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T:
19 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Then Cariyle tries."
20 — "Heavy
Ag." Cariyle
(No. 18 enters
Luz Photo
Play Edition),
(1 minute
and 15
seconds),
until —Desc.
S: When
train (train
effects), (steam
whistle.)
^' There's
21 — "Half
Reel Hurry,"
by Levy
a runaway
engine (glass
crash.)(3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T:
22 — "Andante Pathetique," by Berge (2 minutes), until — T: "Father I must
Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds),
until — T: "The melting, oh how much."
tell23 —you."
THE END
" THE COUNTRY COUSIN "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Adagietto" (Symphonette Suite). Berge
1 — " Blissful
(Char. Intermezzo), by Helmund (2 minutes and 35
seconds),
until — Dreams
S: At "Screening.
2 — "Budding
Spring"
(Mel.
Intermezzo),
by Platzman (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: Nancy Price, using
her.
3
—
"
Garden
of
Love
"
(Caprice),
by
Ascher
(4 minutes and 40 seconds), until —
T: Laura Howitt, still suffering.
4
—
"The
Vampire"
(A
Dramatic
Theme),
by
Levy (2 minutes and 50 seconds),
until — T: Meanwhile in the city of.
5
—
"Butterfly"
(Mod.),
by
Johnson
(3
minutes
and 40 seconds), until — T:
Ogden Gore, a man of.
6 — "Serenade" (Allegretto), by Pierne (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — T:
" I say I wiU motor you."
7 — " aAdieu
Mod.), by Favarger (3 minutes and SO seconds), until — T:
When
week " has(12/8
passed.
8 — Theme (4 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: " My cart is outside."
9 — " Valse Lente," by Schuette (6 minutes), until — T: " Oh, it is quite all right."
10 — Continue pp (30 seconds), until — T: " Oh, Nancy, suppose."
"Why?"life (Ballad
Fox Trot), by Levy (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — T:
The11 —broader
a.
12
—
"
Golden
Youth
"
(Mel.
T: And then the country place.Waltz), by Rosey (1 minute and 30 seconds), until —
13 — Theme (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — T: The country cousin.
14 —— "T:Birds
" (Intermezzo), by Vely (4 minutes and 35 seconds),
until
The and
first Butterflies
house party.
15 — " Capricious Annette " (Caprice Intermezzo), by Borch (1 minute and 30
seconds), until — T: "This is Miss Price, my."
16 — " Hunkatin " (A half-tone one-step), by Levy (3 minutes), until — T: Learning how we do.
XOTE: To action pp or ff.
17 — Theme (4 minutes), until — T: "You didn't tell me."
18 — Continue pp (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: " I didn't mean any harm."
— " Because
Good Bye," by Levy (1 minute and 25 seconds), until —
T: 19The
evening You
of theSayparty.
NOTE: To be produced as vocal solo with piano acc.
20 — " Dramatic Recitative " (For intensive and heavy dramatic situations), by
Levy (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — S: Nancy leaves piano.
21 — "Love Song" (Mod.), by Powell (2 minutes and 25 seconds), imtil — T:
" I didn't think you'd."
22
" First
until —— T:
SevenConcert
Oaks. Waltz " (Char.), by Durand (4 minutes and 30 seconds),
23 — Theme (1 minute and SO seconds), until — T: " Let her sleep."
24 — " Dramatic Agitato " (For general use), by Hough (4 minutes and S seconds), until — T:
25 — Theme
ff (4"Can't
minutesyouandsee?"
25THE
seconds),
END until — T: "I want you to know."
FOR

The
62 West 45th Street

BETTER

Picture

New.

is an Estey

Theatre Organ

in the

Capitol, the 1 a r g e 8 t
theatre in the world.
We can install one in
your theatre whatever
its size.
THE ESTEY ORGAN CO.
Brattleboro, Vt.

Write JorRebuilt
our Ust
of Ouarantetd
Machine$
AMVSKMXSrr BUPPLT COMPAITT
Largest Exclusive Dealers to th*
MOTION PICTCBB TRADE
100-102 Mailers Balldlng
6CHICAGO,
So. WabaahILLINOIS
Avenue
Dealers In Motlograph, StJindard
and Simplex
Picture Hachlnea.
NationalMoving
Carbone,
Ulnoaa
Screens and Everything for
the
Theatre.
WB SELL ON THB
PLAN INSTALIJilBNT

Theatre and Exchange
Mailing List Service
We rent lists
of or address
contemplated or existing
theatres,
exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity
and class,
prodocers,
selected asmedloms
to territory,
etc.
Twenty
thonaand
changes
were Its
reoerded In cor list last year.
ose means a saving of from 20 to
60% in postage, etc.
Motion Picture Directory Co.
244 W. 4Xiid St., New ToA
Pbone, Bryant 8138
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Printiitf
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EFFECTS
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CO.
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and

His Temporary Wife
bv
Ho«lkinson — Produced
and Directed
Joseph Levering — Length, 6 Reels)
["OR ihe first reel this looked like something well
out of tlie ordinary, quite an idea being hinted
and receiving some development before it beime lost in a maze of scenes which had little to
) with the story.
Some very good people were gathered together
support of Rubeye De Remer, among which are
.'. T. Carleton, Edmund Breese, Armand Cortez
id Mary Boland. It is in this department that
,e picture particularly recommends itself since
iC manner of developing the story impresses us as
ling clumsy. It is quite possible however that
aring errors in direction, the harsh lightings
hith place the players under great handicaps, the
•idcnt intention of providing opportunities for the
ar to pose will pass unnoticed when the produc?n reaches the theatre, owing to the fact that the
cture gets a good start and develops quite an
cment of suspense and an expectation of someing interesting happening from the mysterious
tter which the aged millionaire writes and gives
. his nurse with instructions that it is not to be
ad until sixty days after his death. You expect
I find that this letter outlines a clever scheme to
iwart the designs of Mary Boland as the "vamp"
ho is planning to marry the hero for his money,
hat nothing does come of this sequence worth
uch, ycu do not learn until the picture is nearlj.'er.
Acting honors go to Mr. Carleton who makes the
ost of r small part. Mr. Breese is handicapped
ith a role which permits no opportunities. Mary
nd is excellent as the "vamp". Armand Cortez
ill any one could in a role which has limitaji.5. Miss De Reymer is presented in some very
ying scenes. In the first part of the feature, she
"out of luck" and much footage is devoted to
lowing her mental and physical sufferings during
is pericd. In the later sequences she appears in
any scenes which contain no drama and are plainpaddiny.
With such a cast and a title which sounds inresting this ought to get business. How well it
ill please depends on the individual. If your
idience i? critical they are apt to ask you ques)ns.— /. 5. DICKERSON.
" Pinto "
(Goldwyn)
JIKTO'S early life on an Arizona ranch under
the guardianship of one of her father's friends
' whom she was bequeathed upon his d;ath, is just
le wild west stunt after another. She rides a
Jr^e like Buffalo Bill; throws a lasso like Will
ogers; throws the bones in universal fashion, and
a pest around the place generally. All of these
compHshments come in handy when she is sud:nly transplanted into a millionaire New York
inosphere, where she goes to spend a year under
e tutelage of another guardian known as Pop
udry. Her western education is made the main-
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Sliowniau

Needs

Book

ou Every Pictate

l^leeiseA

Short Length Features Covered on This Page
stay of a lawn fete entertainment that she pulls off religious cult that objects to marriage and regards
breaks the law of the community suffor an Orphan Benefit, on Audry's place, when his it as a sin,
ficiently to make the acquaintance of outsiders.
wife withdraws from the household as a sign of
She is immediately persecuted by the leader of the
he? disapproval of the appearance of Pinto. Pinto,
sect who tries to bring about her downfall but after
however, learns inadvertently that this disapproval
a series of sensational episodes she wins happiness.
is only a cloak to hide an intrigue with a young
society idler. And it is this society idler who puts Grace Darling, Ramsaye Wallace, E. J. Ratcliffe,
a crimp in the lawn fete by feeding firewater to Sally Crute, Marc MacDermott are the principal
T. GRENELL.
Looey, Pinto's faithful old Arizona attendant. The players.— F/?£L» Reviewed
at the Adams Theatre,
firewater, and a few words of gossip makes Looey
Detroit, Mich.
flourish his gun and break up the entertainment.
vVhen the atmosphere clears. Looey tells who it
v/as who fed him the 'pison' and Pinto reveals
" Ruined by Love "
Mrs. Audry's faithlessness.
(Gaiety Comedy Starring George Ovey —
Robert De Witt, the boy who lives next door to
Directed by James Clemens from a
Audry, has shown a lively interest in Pinto, to his
Story by Frank R. Conklin)
father's intense disapproval, so he delivers to his
son the ultimatum of leaving for the west within
■"PHE plot of Georve Ovey's latest comedy
" Ruined by Love " is contained in mistaking
forty-eight hours, or be forever separated from the
De Witt millions. At the Grand Central Station
the meaning of the word " Chlorine," same referring to the maiden name of a beach vampire.
he meets Audry, Pinto and Looey who have determined to shed the dust of New York and take
Lillian thought that it meant the deadly drug instead of a deadly female.
up their lives again on the Arizona ranch. Papa
The picture opens with the eccentric comedian
De Witt is foiled, for by obeying the parental inseeking divers ways of committing suicide bestructions and going west, Bob's friendship with
cause his sweetheart has given him the mitten.
Pinto ripens in love as revealed in the tight emWhile attempting to find a painless way of ending
brace with which the picture ends.
his life he encounters a bathing girl by the name
"Pinto" is a great picture. It's a western and
of Chlorine who soon makes him change his mind
it's a society picture. It has the free atmosphere
of the great out-doors, and it has the artificial at- about wishing to leave this wicked world. Just to
mosphere of a millionaire's hot house. It has the relieve his former sweetheart's mind he sends her
a wire which reads that he is changing his mind
false friendship bred of idleness, and the staunch
taking chlorine instead.
loyalty bom of honesty. There's something to andThen
George walks home having in his
please everybody.
despondency given away his money to a beggar.
Cast : Pinto, Mabel Normand ; Bob De Witt, CulToo weary to disrobe he falls asleep on his bed.
len Landis; Looey, Edward Jobson; Pop Audry,
George Nichols ; Mrs. Audry, Edith Chapman ; When Lillian receives the telegram mentioned she
though chlorine meant poison, so with a bunch
Armand Cassel, the villain, Hallam Cooley. —
ELSIE LOEB.
of her girl friends she goes to George's home, to
Reviewed at the Metropolitan,
inspect the remains. She finds him " dead to the
Cleveland, Ohio.
world " but alive. She wants a doctor so she telephones to a " Dr. Hitchem." While waiting for the
physician, Lillian regrets that she hadn't accepted
the supposed suicide. Soon the doctor arrives with
" Even as Eve "
prayer book in hand, for it is a D.D. instead of an
(First National)
M.D. to which Lillian has telephoned. The wed«PVEN
AS that
EVE" a is
another
of
ding is held immediately.
' the fact
good
storyillustration
between the
The incidents which have been improvised to fill
covers of a book does not readily lend itself to
adaptation for the screen. Robert W. Chambers,
>n about this typical slap-stick plot are well suited
to Mr. Ovey's particular talents and with the aid
who wrote it under the title of " The Shining
of the girls, a very entertaining piece of nonsense
Band " might not like it at all, but from the standpoint of the average audience the piece provides
has been produced.—/. S. DICKERSON.
excellent entertainment and it has been photographed, acted and directed in splendid fashion.
" The Star Boarder "
It is not always possible to carry to the screen
Reels) Players-Lasky —
every scene and every long-winded belief of the (Mack
Sennett —Two
Famous
author on certain phases of American social life.
For that reason in " Even as Eve " the story has
latestareconcoction
slapstick iswhen the laughs
all countedin about
been cut in part, and augmented elsewhere, but it MACK SENNETT'S
is easily recognizable and it will pass muster with
on an average with the product from this studio.
those who have read the novel as well as countIt starts off with promise of being a real hit but
less others who seek merely to be amused.
later degenerates into the usual stuff from the same
The plot deals with an unusual theme and while
old bag of tricks both as to plot and business.
in less careful hands the story might prove objecIn giving the comedy a good send off, Ben Turtionable ithas been so carefully directed and acted pin, a baby and the Mack Sennett dog are mainly
as to preclude a hint of vulgarity. Eileen O'Hara
responsible. Turpin plays a cigar salesman. —
(Grace Darling) whose parents are members of a /. S. DICKERSON.
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for last sixteen weeks arranged alphabetically as an -»
kidex to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and designating the issue of ^
Motion Picture News which contained the original review.

The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors who have ^
shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish
a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all opinions received on:
each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average or Poor), we arrive at the
consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from exhibitors who have made no actual
comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this depart
ment will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to October 4, 1919.STAR
RELEASED
BRAND
BRAND
RELEASED
PICTURE
STAR
PLAN BOOK J'ICTIIRE
FLAN I'.diiK
CRIMSON SHOALS (MONOPOL) FRANCIS FORD (NOV 2)
A. B. C. OF LOVE, THE (ACME-PERRET-PATHE)
MAE MURRAY
RAY NOV
(DEC. 7)
DEC. 13
NOV. 1
■ I ti jiiial STRAIGHT
I rati'ip hdrd (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
mrlotlrcnn'i ''- \J p \ , i, „
""-"v
CROOKED
Prlimtr Ktorii f)r" * nli "ffJ hif f^'f ^tr'.Qv'»rv — ^f P
CHARLES
(NOV. 9)
_
ADVENTURE IN HEARTS, AN (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT
WARWICK (DEC. 7)
JAN. 17
Comment
"Exhibitor
Will
suitably
— M. 'p'.Big
'Ne'i'sto average business two davs
"A majority."
good picture.
" Great Aproduction
play andWILL
novel."ROGERS
— M. P. News.
" Business
bigentertain
all— week.
ALMOST
HUSBANDof popular
(GOLDWYN)
(OCT. 13)
OCT. 25
r>
J. n as- a whole
, , remarkabl
Story y very
good," Played
nhotographv
excellent
thrfiiiirhXrif
Productio
fine."
this ifeature
for one
week to
" W ill Rogers scores in quaint comedy." — M. P. Aeios.
Exhibitor Comment — " Disappointing. Star had no chance or else they didn't
turn for
himus,loose."
" This atpicture
did popular
big business
now
■ pLtr
^^"^^^
business
days 12)
It pleased m?
-"^"
^
DAMSEL
IN ons'
DISTRESS,
A (PATHE)
HALE-CAPR
ICE four
(OCT.
star
who jumped
once into
favor.forHistwoworkdays."
made "anA ordiOCT 25
nary picture a much talked of feature. Average to big to extra big business
"An
ei-qmsxtely
charming
com&ly."
—
M.
P
News
Exhibitor Comment—" A good program picture. ' Fair busine.ss " " \ vei v'~>^i.
for
three
days."
-..(.d I
comwly ondrama
Consensus — " Fair picture, bifj business."
nicely produced.
business
davs."
"'piaved
feature
the program
with Zane Average
ANNE
OF GREEN
GABLES
(REALART)
MARY
MILES MINTER
Grey's Desert
Gold two
to big
business
everv "th
day■
(NOV. 23)
NOV. 29
for^one„'«'eek. My patrons liked It very much and it went over big An ideaT
"May be termed as good average picture." — M. P. News.
C'lnsinynx — " Averaoe picture, average puller"
Exhibitor Comment — " Miss Minter's best picture ; nothing startling, but very
pleasing.
Extra
big
to
big
business
three
days."
"
Personally
I
didn't
care
for
It but the youngsters raved over it. Broke all records for four days. Extra
°^HPfi7^^
PxfxP^c?
WORLDS, A (FIRST NATIONAL) NORMA TAL- ta n i»
MADGE (JAN.
5)
"Norma Talmadge has story of shadotcs and sunshine." M P "News
big business
four picture,
days." big puller."
Consensus
— " Good
(NOV. 23)
^^^^^<f'^\i^^^'^Oli.VP.Tli^)
SYhVlA
BREAMER-ROBERt' GORDON DEC S
ARE YOU LEGALLY MARRIED (ELK PHOTOPLAYS, INC.) CODYTHEBY (OCT. S)
OCT. 4 DAY" Readers
of storiiTHEirill (UNIVERSAL)
apnreciate picture " — 1/ P Ypirs
'
SHE
PAID.
SPECIAL
CAST (DEC. 21)...
DEC 20
"Interesting moments on n vital theme." — M. P. Neirs.
ARIZONA CAT CLAW, THE (WORLD) EDYTHE STERLING (OCT. 27).. NOV. 1 OESERT
•' Will entert'
aveni'ie aiidiemr
' — 1/ p) \>r,-y
^^^.v,. «uIS
GOLD, in (HAMPTONHODKINSON
SPECIAL CAST
NOV
" Colorful THE
performance
in familiarDORIS
storii." KENYON
— it. P. Neirs.
BANDBOX,
(HODKINSON)
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 22
' Vtvid action
and —rich
backgrounds
here."
—
M.
P
\twx
Exhibitor
Comment
" Knockout business and an extra good picture Big busi- »«
" Picture is burdened irith too much mystery." — il. P. News.
ness
four
days."
thisbusiness
feature with the June Caprice pictufe - A
EJxhlbltor Comment — " This feature did not come up to expectations. Poor busiDamsel in Distress,' "toPlayed
extra big
for one week. Grey's stories are vert
ness two days."
BECKONING
ROADS
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
BESSIE BARRISCALE
Consensus
" OoodThispicture,
(DEC. 14)
JAN. 3
popular —here.
featurego»dwas puller."
well liked and went over big "
" '^'^^
"^^^ (ROBERTSON
" Bnrriscnle's latest
inferestinn moment.')." — ^f P. Xpir.".
(SEPT. ^^J^"^^^'
29
) -COLE) SESSUE HAYAKAWA OCT 4
BEHIND THE DOOR (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) HOBART BOSWORTH (DEC. 14)
JAN. 17
"A drama Comment—"
of beauty and artistic values." — M. P. News
Exhibitor
Star and story good, photographv good. Big business one
" A tconderfully realistic story of revenge." — if. P. News.
flay, average five days and poor business one day "
BELOVED CHEATER, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) LEW CODY (DEC. 6).. DEC. 6 EASTWARD
HO
(FOX)
WILLIAM RUSSELL (NOV. 23)
NOV 19
" ExcellentlM developed stor]/ of oriiiinol theme.'' — M. P. Nrirs.
BLACK CIRCLE, THE (WORLD) CREIGHTON HALE-VIRGINIA VALLI
"
Plentiful
action
in
this
melodrama."
^f p Xei'Big
-i
w . . .»
Exhibitor
Comment— " Plenty
(OCT. 19)
NOV. 1
of action,— pleased.
business."
"
Kussell
coming
fast,
l-hls picture
and
a Sunshine
Comedy,
' Footlights,'
" Fast moving melodrama n ill please majority." — M. P. News.
got
the
money
in
of
shortened
hours
on
account
of
coal
famine.
Extra
big
business
one davspiteto
BLACK GATE, THE (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS
DEC. 10
•
da
two
business
big
" Characterization robs story of truth." — M. P. News.
ys
."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
Exhibitor Comment
— " Fair THE
picture (FOUNDATION)
to average business SPECIAL
"
CHARLES
(INCE-PARA
THE
WALLOP,
EGG CRATE
MOUNT-ARTC
RAFT)
BLINDNESS
OF YOUTH,
CAST
RAY
(SEPT. 28)
.
qCT Hi
(FEB. 1)
JAN. 17
" This love story has pictorial appeal." — M. P. News.
"Pleasing Comment
light comedy
with prize
fight punch."
— M.Arbuckle
P. News
"
Exhibitor
—
"
Played
this
feature
with
the
comedy
BLUE BANDANA, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) WM. DESMOND (NOV. 23) DEC. 6
to extra fine business. My patrons were thoroughlv pleased. Extra' Havhis Seed
busi- '
"BreezyOF role
for (GOLDWYN)
Desmond in ^Yestern.''
P. Aeir.x.
ness first day to average business second day."
BONDS
LOVE
PAULINE— M.FREDERICK
(NOV. 16) NOV. IS ERSTWHILE
SUSAN (REALART) CONSTANCE BINNEY (NOV. 16).... NOV. 2i
"Frederick is splendid in mother-love story." — M. P. Neirs.
■' Human characterizations make this interesting." — M. P. .Ve» .v.
Exhibitor Comment — " A well liked feature. Big business two days, average one."
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Very pleasing picture, nicely produced. Star vt i v well
" A very good picture. Extra big business three days, big business two and
liked. Big business two days."
average business two days."
EVE
IN
EXILE
(AMERICAN-PATHE)
CHARLOTTE WALKER (DEC. 20). DEC 2(
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
•' Hamilton story nfferx entertainment." — M. P. \eirs
BONNIE, BONNIE LASSIE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MacLAREN (Oct. S)..NOV. 8 EVERYWOMAN
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPECIAL CAST (DEC. 28).. DEC. 21
" Wholesome comedy drama is entertaining." — M. P. News.
•' Spectacular appeal in this rich production." — M. P \eir.i
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
fair
production
to
average
business
two
days."
EYES OF YOUTH (EQUITY) CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG (OCT. 26).... NOV. I;
BROKEN BUTTERFLY, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) LEW CODY-PAUL" Wonderful picture for all cUisses." — if. P. News.
INE STARK (NOV. 16)
NOV. 8
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor business due to blizzard, .\verage businr^s two
Humanities spoiled by illogical climaa;." — M. P. Nwcs.
days." " Very good, big business."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
This
feature
drew
a
packed
house
for
two
days
and
FAIR
AND WARMER (METRO) MAY ALLISON (OCT. 27)
NOV.
pleased the patrons. Extra big business two days."
"Exhibitor
Rollicking farce makes satisfying picture." — if. P. News.
BROKEN
MELODY,
THE
(SELZNICK)
EUGENE
O'BRIEN
(DEC.
14)
JAN.
3
Comment
—
"
A
picture
that
is
every
bit
as
good
as
the
play.
are
" Will afford good average entertainment." — M. P. Neics.
funny and stick to the originals. Patrons utver stopped lau^'hing Titles
the
BROTHERS DIVIDED (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (DEC. 7)
DEC. 13
time the cocktail scene started until the picture was over. First reelfromrather
•' Should highly entertain Keenan followers." — M. P. News.
slow. Big business." " Undoubtedly her best. Picture full of action and
CAPITOL, THE (ARTCO-HODKINSON) LEAH BAIRD
JAN. 3
laughter — and
manypicture,
funny good
situations.
Consensus
•' Good
puller " Good business for three days ■'
'■ Intrigue and politics burden this picture.'' — M. P. News.
CLIMBERS, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH
NOV. 8 FALSE CODE, THE (KEENAN-PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (SEPT. 21) OCT.
• heenan
dominant role in intrrestimj drama.'' — if P \ews
" Food for thought in thi.s entertainment." — M. P. News.
FEUD,
THE has(FOX)
TOM MIX (DEC. 7)
DEC. 3
Exhibitor
Comment
" A fairproduced.
picture toBigaverage
three days." " A very
"Mix puts on the actor's mantle here." — if. P. News.
Interesting
picture— nicely
businessbusiness
two days."
Exhibitor
Comment — " Gives Mix opportunity for acting as well ns action l'lea<COMMON PROPERTY (UNIVERSAL) ROBERT ANDERSON (OCT. 12).. OCT. 18
ing story
and togoodextracast.
this one
'■ Andersen ueores in symphony of darkest Russia." — U. P. Sews.
Lloyd
comedy
big Average
business business."
two days and" Played
big business
two with a Harold
This Is
a splendid program feature and my patrons liked It very much anddavs
CORSICAN BROTHERS, THE (UNITED PICTURES THEATRES) DUSTIN
Vent away
FARNUM (DEC 21)
JAN. 3
satisfied. COLLEEN.
A great program
combination."BESSIE LOVE
FIGHTING
A (VITAGRAPH)
NOV. 2
"Famous story and play makes a success." — If. P. News.
COUNTERFEIT, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ELSIE FERGUSON
"An entertaininii comedy drama. ''~M. P. Neun.
CRESSY
(J. D. HAMPTON-PATHE)
BLANCHE SWEET
(NOV. 30)
NOV. 29 FIGHTING
(JAN. 11)
DEC.
"Picture hardly suffices for star's talent." — il. P. News.
" Blanche Sweet scores in Harte slor.ii." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Played this feature on the proeram with Another feature
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Fairly
£rond.
Ris
business."
to
big
business
two
days."
"
Although
this
Is
not
Miss
Ferguson's
FLAME OF THE DESERT, THE (GOLDWYN) GERALDINE FARRAR
over O. K. and satisfied my patrons. In fact, my patrons
enjoyedbeet
it itItwent
did
average business for two days."
9)
NOV."
■• (NOV.
Conventional
storu t.t rich in color." — M. P. News
Consensus — "Average picture, average puller."
FLAMES OF THE FLESH (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL
JAN.
ELAINE HAMMERCOUSIN, THE (SELZNICK-SELECT)
COUNTRY
•' Gladys Brockirell takes up vampire's burden.'' — if. P. News
NOV. 29
STEIN (NOV. 2)
FUGITIVE
FROM
MATRIMONY,
A
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
H.
B.
WARNER
" This may satisfy the majority." — M. P. News.
(NOV. 29)
DEC. 1
Exhibitor
Comment — " Fair picture. Average business two days, big business
one.
■' Warner s(orex in humorou.9 characterization.'' — 31. P \eirs
■' This is one
the most pleasing pictures I have shown In some time.
GAY LORD QUEX, THE (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE (NOV. 30)
DEC 2
Average business two ofdays."
Consensus — " Pleasing picture, average puller."
This picture is just pleasantly entertaining." — if. p. News.
Box Office Reports continued on page 1320
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MURDER"
CINEMA
"THE(COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT
)

Conventional

Story Lifted Through
Production

"BLIND
LOVE"
(GERALD BACON-AYWON)
A

Sumptuous

traditions have been violatetl in this stor> by E. Phillips
NO
Oppenheiin, which has reached the screen after a serial
• areer in the Cosmopolitan Magazine. Not a great deal of
iispTration has been utilized in conceiving or executing the idea
•('hind it. The plot and characterization are identically like dozens
if others which have foimd animation on the silver-heet the last few
^t■eks. You look upon a beautiful girl who is educated for a stage
areer by a moral leper, and when he would ask her to pay and pay
iiid pay, she promptly flaunts an expression of innocence in his face
ind tells him that she loves a poor and honest playwright.
in cataloguing the characters you may well imagine just how cont iiiently everything is arranged. The author finds himself in a
• pocket " when he has the hero charged with nmrder, but he gets
)ut of his dilemma by exploiting the long arm of coincidence and
1Hoovering the supposed dead man as very uuich alive. Indeed coiR-idence is quite a healthy factor in the development of this story.
I lie merest tyro in attending photoplays can guess the outcome
rom the moment that the play\\Tight is introduced. He will be
hankful that the director showed such discrimination as to spare
he usual courtroom scene of colorless dimensions.
The picture takes issue with realities in its characterization, prinipally because too much is taken for granted. But story aside, the
I ature overcomes its shortcomings in a measure since it has been
:iven a fine production. Miss Davies is permitted a chance to look
ittractive and her costumes will surely appeal to feminine eyes.
I'he title is misleading since there is nothing harrowing or grewsome
II the contents. — Length,
reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Slizabeth Dalston
Marion Davies
rhe Fiancee
Peggy Parr
Mrs. Power
Euialie Jensen
Philip Romilly
Nigel Barrie
Douglas Romilly
W. Scott Moore
lylvanus Power
Anders Randolf
Power's
"Man
Friday
"...
Reginald
Barlow
By E. Phillips Oppenheim.
Scenario by Frances Marion.
Directed by George D. Baker.
Photographed by Hal Rosson.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Marion Davies, the beautiful young Paramount-Artcraft star, will be seen at the
theatre beginning
in her latest
Cosmopolitan production, " The Cinema
Murder." This is a screen adaptation of a
itory by E. Phillips Oppenheim which first
appeared as a serial in the Cosmopolitan
Magazine and which later entered the ranks
Df the best selling novels. The author has
-nade himself famous through his ability to
vrite mystery and romantic stories and " The
Cinema Murder " carries enough ingredients
o earn him further encomiums. Mr. Oppenleim has prepared a vehicle of the utmost
Iramatic suspense, dealing as it does with
»naintain
supposed
her murder
honor. and a girl's fight to
The heroine, Elizabeth Dalston, is a promsing young actress, who has been educated Nigel Barrie and Marion Davies in " The
abroad by a financier named Power. She is Cinema Murder," a Cosmopolitan production released by Famous Players-Lasky
etuming through rural England to her
iteamer when she happens to witness a fight
between Douglas and Philip Romilly, cou- wrong; the other to a criminal act. Both
;ins. Philip is seeking to force Douglas to
icknowledge a certain crime and the latter loved her. How did she decide? See "The
s apparently killed during the scuffle. The Cinema Murder."
voung portsman
his cousin's
and is onthenthe utilizes
same steamer
which passElizSeeful Mcirion
" The Davies
Cinema asMurder,"
beautiibeth takes to America. A warm friendship
the star.with
A picture
springs up between the two. Elizabeth induces made from E. Phillips Oppenheim's powerful story of the same name. Don't miss it.
Power
producesuccess
Philip'sin play
and the role.
girl
makes ato great
the leading
A vivid, intimate story of life and love
On the night that Romilly declares his love
or her. Power also comes and makes a dis- behind the footlights. That is " The Cinema
Murder.
From E. Phillips Oppenheim's
stirring novel
land Yardreputable
is onproposal.
the Intrailtheofmeantime
Philip, andScot-at fascinate
you. in the Cosmopolitan. It will
the
moment
he
is
about'
to
be
arrested
on
a
rharge of murder, his supposed victim,
PROGRAM READER
''^.iglas,
who clears
had been
England,is
: ears and
him.hiding
Thusin Power
Marion
Davies, the beautiful Paramountied and Elizabeth and Philip are made Artcraft favorite,
will shortly be seen at this
r.appy. Miss Davies appears to good ad- theatre in her latest Cosmopolitan production
vantage in all her emotional scenes and is entitled " The Cinema Murder." This is an
surrounded by a cast of exceptional merit.
adaptation
of E. serially
Phillipsin Oppenheim's
story
which
appeared
the Cosmopolitan
CATCH LINES
Magazine, and reveals an absorbing line of
She was beautiful and talented. She had action about a young girl who is
J suitors — one a rich and powerful man courted by two suitors, one of whom is an
affairs, the other a young and ambitious experienced man of affairs while the other
young playwright. The forp.aywright.
One could
educated
ca- is an merambitious
educates the girl abroad for the stage
reer. The other
offer her
only for
his ayouth
and devotion. Which one did she accept? and starts her on a career. The latter can
only offer her his love and devotion. ElizaSee " The Cinema Murder."
beth Dalston is undecided which one to
Neither of her two suitors were perfect. marry. Is love the strongest factor in a
(Continued on page 1321
One had come perilously near to a moral

ell Constructed

Drama

feature will score on its merits, for it contains all the ingredients from which pleasing screen drama is constructed,
heart interest, romance suspense and a well constructed story,
.'hotography and direction are to the standard and the titles are well
written and to the point.
Lucy Cotton is adequate in the leading role and the supporting
cast contains such well known players as George Le Guere, Thurlow
THIS

Bergen and Frank O'Connor.
A young heiress and her guardian have taken a trip to one of oiuwell known summer resorts. W bile there she visits its gambling
rooms, becomes fascinated with the game and with a young man of
good family who has become desperate in the game of chance. A
crafty broker who is in financial difficulties appears upon the scene
and observing her interest in the young man induces him to sign a
note agreeing to pay a certain sum of money provided a marriage
takes place through his introduction.
Altliough the broker succeeds in his schemes he does not obtain
the money, for the young man on learning that he has been duped,
refuses to pay, tlie result of which leads the story up to many exciting and dramatic situations and causes the death of the girl's
guardian, who is shot in a scuffle while trying to obtain possession of
a revolver, a scene in which all three men participate.
Our heroine, who has become highly incensed because circum.-tances lead her to believe that she has been " tricked " into marriage for her money, begins to despise her husband.
This tragedy, however, leads to the " villain's " confession of his
scheme
and reinstates
reels. — Frank
Leonard. the hero in his wife's affections. — Length, 6
mm provided he was successful in bringing
THE CAST
about the marriage of the young man and an
Josephine
Burden,
heiress
Lucy
Cotton
heiress. How did his schemes turn out?
Herbert Whitmore, her guardian,
Thurlow Bergen See " Blind Love."
George Collins, New York broker,
He loved a woman all his life, but lost her
O'Connor
to another man. And it was in her home
Kate Collins, his wife Frank
Lillian
Bacon that
he was killed. Was he right in going
Simons, secretary Morgan Coman
Rene Bouchard
Edouards Durand there. See " Blind Love."
Dr. Holmes
Bert Leigh
PROGRAM READER
Lieut. Ames
James Cullen
Manager
announces that " Blind
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Love," Geraldlife,
F. will
Bacon's
wonderful story
" Blind Love," the Gerald F. Bacon pro- of American
of
week. play this theatre on
duction, starring Lucy Cotton, will be presented at the
theatre for a
The production has as its star Lucy Cotton, who is known to the screen as one of
beginning
. the present moment, con- its prettiest
women, and also one of its most
It is a taining
story
of
love interest, intrigue and many capable actresses. In this picture, according
to the reviewers. Miss Cotton is superb, the
highly
dramatic
situations.
It shows the love of a young girl for the story requiring as its feature player one who
young man of her choice, who, although is skilled in the handling of light and shade.
coming from a good family, is a desperate
But inMiss
the apainter's
gambler. When in a state of drunkenness brush
her Cotton
hand andhas hastaken
drawn
picture
will give pleasant entertainment to
he is " tricked " by the older man, who is a which
broker by trade, into signing a check which those who see it.
promises to pay to the older and wiser one
Many well known screen favorites are in
350,000 in case an introduction and marriage the cast, among whom are George Le Guere,
is brought about by him.
Frank
O'Connor, Thurlow Bergen, Morgan
Although he succeeds in his schemes, he
Charles Butler and Edouards Durand.
does not obtain the money for the young Coman,
Josephine Burden, an heiress, has become
man, on bein^ confronted with the note, interested
in a young man of good family
declares it a forgery, the following scenes who is known to be a desperate gambler.
While in a drunken condition he signs a
leadingtionsupwhich toaremany
highly
dramatic
situabound to keep an audience check agreeing to pay a large sum of money
at tension point, the climax of which sees to a crafty scheme, provided the latter can
three men struggling for the possession of a bring about a marriage between the two.
revolver which explodes, killing one of them,
The marriage takes place, but the young
refuses to pay, realizing that he has
whoInterwoven
is the girl'sbetween
guardian.these scenes is an- man
been duped, the result of which leads the
other story which shows the love of a strong story
up to many exciting and dramatic sitman for the woman he has been deprived of.
uations and causes the death of the girl's
Years andbefore
had
loved
lost. the
His heroine's
sweetheartguardian
had married
guardian.
another man, who is none other than the
This ftragedy
leadsandto reinstates
the schemer's
cones ion of his guilt
the hero
crafty broker. But he had never forgotten
strained. affections, which were someher and many touching moments occur when in hiswhatwife's
he is seen in her presence again.
And it is in her home that the struggle
takes place
between
pos- ■ When you SUGGESTIONS
book this feature mention that
session of the
pistol,the a three
shot men
fromforwhich
fatally wounds him. He is carried home it has a wonderful story, one that is bound
and dies declaring that he had shot himself, to grip any audience and hold their attention
throughout. But above all do not fail to
because of an incurable disease.
play up the star, who, although she has a
This tragedy
leads toandthereinstates
" villain'sthe" hero
con- very
fes ion of his scheme
difficult role to portray, plays it to perfection, handling the lighter and heavier
in his wife's favor.
parts with the skill of a true artiste and
never once letting up in any scene throughCATCH LINES
out the picture.
She loved a desperate gambler and marAlso mention that Miss Cotton is coming
ried him. How did it turn out. See " Blind to the fore very rapidly and is beginning to
be known
one of the
popu-as
lar actressesas through
her screen's
wonderfulmostwork
Three men struggle for possession of a re- an artist and for the beauty which she poswill tell volver.
you. Which one is killed. " Blind Love " sesses.
Do not fail to mention that Miss Cotton
is supported
a casttypes
of prominent
who
are also byperfect
in the partsplayers
they
He
was
a
crafty
schemer
and
succeeded
Love."
in getting the young man to sign a check are cast for.
(Continued on page 1323)
promising to pay a large sum of money to

(Continued from page 1318 j
Exhibitors'
Own
Box
Office
STAR
PLAN
BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
PICTURE
STAR
BRAND
RELEASED
GAY OLD DOG,THE (HENLEY-PATHE) JOHN CUMBERLAND (NOV.
16)
NOV. 21
" One 0} the most human pictures ever shown." — if. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fairly good feature but it ends badly. Title very misleading. Big business two days." " A poor picture to average business one
day." — "Average picture, average puller."
Consensus
QIRL IN BOHEMIA, A (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND (NOV. 30)
NOV, IS
"Satisfactory entertainment for majority." — M. P. Aeus.
Exhibitor
Not theup picture,
to standard.
business."
" The star,
Peggyto
Hyland, Comment
was good,— "but
in my Poor
estimation,
was poor.
Average
poor
business
two
days."
GIRL FROM OUTSIDE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. 16)
NOV. 22
" Pleasing picture with many comedy touches." — M. P. News.
EJxhibitor Comment — " Picture good but weather bad. Average business two
days." " Did not go strong first day at advance prices. The best Rex Beach
picture —since
' Thepicture,
Spoilers.'
Cojisensus
•' Good
good" puller."
GLORIOUS LADY. THE (SELZNICK-SELECT) OLIVE THOMAS (OCT.
19)
NOV. IS
" Will get by as mildly entertaining." — M. P. Neus.
GOLDEN SHOWER, THE (VITAGRAPH) GLADYS LESLIE (NOV. 30)... DEC. 27
•' Better than avtrage entertainment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " ,Tust a fair picture, .\verage business."
^§>AY TOWERS MYSTERY (VITAGRAPH) GLADYS LESLIE
OCT. 25
" Gladi/s Leslie in mystery melodrama." — M. P. Ncics.
GREAT AIR KOBBERY, THE (UNIVERSAL) LIEUT. O. L. LOCKLEAR
(JAN. 28)
JAN. 17
" SensationalTHANpicture FAME
of Aeroplane
Feats." — M.ELAINE
P. News. HAMMERSTEIN
GREATER
(SELZNICK)
(JAN. 18)
JAN. 24
"Mediocre picture made from pot-boiler story." — M. P. News.
GREATEST
QUESTION,
THE (FIRST NATIONAL)
SPECIAL CAST
(DEC. 29)
JAN. 10
'• PhotoiJltni of sadness, artistically produced." — il. P. News.
GUN 15)
FIGHTIN' GENTLEMAN, A (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (DEC. DEC. 6
•• Not enough action for Careii here." — M. P. Neicfi.
HAUNTING SHADOWS (ROBERTSON-COLE)
H. B. WARNER
JAN. 24
" H. li. Warner ha~i a winner here." — ^1/. P. News.
HAWTHORNE OF THE U. S. A. (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE
REID (NOV. 30)
NOV. 29
Elaborately presented, affording enjoyment." — M. P. News,
Exhibitor Comment — " A dandy picture which was liked by all my patrons.
Extra bis business one dav ro hi;; business two days."
HEART
O' THE HILLS (FIRST NATIONAL) MARY PICKFORD (DEC. DEC. 13
6)
Mary Pickford has dramatic role here." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
good Pickford
do notsawthink
good as Comment
some of —her" Aothers.
Patrons picture,
came to but
see personally
Mary Pickford,
her itandas
went away satisfied. Average business two days." " A great picture and you
will love Mary again in this one. Average business two days."
Consensus
Good picture,
arerwie puller." SPECIAL CAST (DEC. 6) DEC. 13
HEART
OF —A "GYPSY,
THE (HALLMARK)
" Obvious story of a Jfomany romance." — M. P. Neirs.
Exhibitor
Comment(FOX)
— " AWILLIAM
verv fair FARNUM
picture to (JAN.
average18)
business two days."JAN. 17
HEART
STRINGS
"
Hodge
podge
of
sentiment
and
melodrama
here."
—
If.
P.
News.19)
HER GAME (UNITED PICTURES) FLORENCE REED (OCT.
OCT. 25
•■ Florence Reed's latest is slton n." — il. P. Neirs.
HIGH SPEED (HALLMARK) EARLE-HULETTE (JAN. 17)
JAN. 2(J
thrills(UNIVERSAL)
and exciting moments."
M. P. Netcs. (OCT. 26).. NOV. IS
HIS" Contains
DIVORCEDmanyWIFE
MONROE — SALISBURY
" A simjile storii of simple folks." — .1/. P. Neii s.
HIS OFFICIAL FIANCEE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) VIVIAN MARTIN
(OCT. 26)
OCT. 18
Vivian .Martin comes forward irith n captivating comedy." — ,lf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A splendid production which sent my patrons away pleased.
big business THE
three (SELECT)
days."
ISLE Extra
OF CONQUEST,
NORMA TALMADGE (OCT. 26) NOV. 8
" Will pUnsii ntlri entertain mo ioritii." — J/. P. Neivs.
ILLUSTRIOUS
PRINCE, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
SESSUE HAYAKAWA (NOV. 2)
NOV. 22
"High class drama should completely satisfy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
ai-'e bu.iiness
two —davs."Star doesn't get us the money. Average picture to averjMPOSSIBLE CATHERINE
(PEARSON-PATHE)
VIRGINIA PEARSON
(OCT. 5)
OCT. 18
" This comedy iriU entertain f/enerally." — If. P. News.
" .\ fair picture'HARRY
to poor T.business
two davs."
IN Exhibitor
HONOR'SCohinient
WEB —(VITAGRAPH)
MOREY
NOV. IS
" Morey in conventional satisfactory story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Best picture with this star in some time. Average business
two days." " A very good picture but didn't draw on account of the name.
Average business."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
IN MIZZOURA (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT WARWICK (OCT.
S)
OCT. 25
" Augustus Thomas' plan effectively pictnrized." — J/. P. Neirs.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just a pleasing picture to average business three days." " A
fair picture to average business."
— " Average (FIRST
picture, NATIONAL)
average puller."
IN Consensus
OLD KENTUCKY
ANITA STEWART (DEC IS).. JAN. 3
"
Pirture
uduyted
from
stone
snceess."
il . P. Seir.-^. (OCT. 19)
IN WRONG (FIRST NATIONAL) JACK — PICKFORD
OCT. 25
■ .4 good average comedy drama. '
Exhibitor Comment — "A poor picture to poor business." "Big business three
days." " Exceptional heart interest. Extra big business three days, big business four davs."
IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) BRYANT WASHBURN (NOV. 23)
NOV. 22
" fireezii
comedy offers
e/ood NORMAND
entertainment.''(DEC.
— .If. 13)
P. Neics
JINX
(GOLDWYN)
MABEL
DEC. 27
" Mabel Normand appears in eccentric comedy." — il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " .\ light picture but drew well. .\ picture the children will
Extra big business
two davs."
JOHNenjoy.
PETTICOATS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
WILLIAM
S. HART
(NOV. 9)
NOV. IS
" Hart is humorous as well as human here." — M. P. News.
JOYOUS LIAR, A (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WARREN KERRIGAN. . .DEC. 27
"Kerrigan
picture has WILL
interestincj
moments."
— M.7)
P. News.
JUBILO
(GOLDWYN)
ROGERS
(DEC.
DEC. 20
" Will Rogers scores in charming picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is simply great, one of the best the Goldwyn organizahas turned
out inandthegood
new photography.
series." " Delightful
splendidly
well
cast, tiongood
direction
Predict ; good
futurereceived,
for Rogers.
Big business seven days."
Oonaenaus — " Excellent picture, big puller."

Reports
PLAN BOOK
RELEASED

KITTY KELLY, M. D. (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRISCALE (OCT.
12)
OCT. 18
^■iyht material for Uessie Barriscule's talent." — If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Uessie Barriscale not up to standard In this one. Extra
big to averiige
business four days." " DOROTHY
Big business."DALTON (NOV. 2).. DEC. 20
L'APACHE
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
" Ualton finds expression in dual role." — M. P. Aeu*.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture. Extra big to poor business two days." " .\
splendid
production FRANK
to extra big
business
day and big business three."NOV. 29
LASCA
(UNIVERSAL)
MAYO
(DEC.one8)
•• Famous poem t/iuKes fairly pleasiny picture." — Jf. P. Nei'
Exhibitor
fine (SELECT)
picture to average
business."
LAST
OF HISComment—"
PEOVLE, ATHE
MITCHELL
LEWIS (DEC. 20).. DEC. 27
■• hen is Ims characteristic role here." — il. P. }>eiis.
LIFE LINE. THE (TOURNEUR-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL
CAST (OCT. S)
OCT. U
" Mii.it ej(:<-il(nt
entertainment
great merit.''
— J/. P.RUSSELL (DEC. 28).. JAN. 10
LINCOLN
HIGHWAYMAN,
THE of (FOX)
WILLIAM
•• Russell hasLTD.
entertaining
— Jf. 12)
P. News.
LOMBARDI,
(METRO) mystery
BERT melodrama."LYTELL (OCT.
OCT. 4
'• Lytell scores as modiste in unique picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " A real production
by the starBigandbusiness
exc ptionally Comment
good entertainment.
Pleased splendidly
our patronsacted
Immensely.
one
day
to
average
two."
"
Just
a
fair
offering.
Full
of
gestures
and
foreign
sub-titles that were only fair. Picture draggy in spots and not much action.
Average business three days." " A good picture to average business three
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
LONELOUISE
WOLF'SGLAUM
DAUGHTER,
THE (J. PARKER REED, JR.,-HODKINSON) DEC. 20
(DEC. 14)
■■ A .■-III I mil iiicloilKimii that trill reoister." — il. P. News.
LONG ARM OF MANNISTER (NATIONAL FILM) HENRY B. WALTHALL
(NOV.
16)
NOV. 8
days."
" Lrood
dramatic production should satisfy." — M. P. News.
LORD AND LADY ALGY (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE (OCT. 5)
OCT. 11
•' Aristocratic story of blue bloods and horses." — Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasant screen entertainment. Well produced : no fault
to find." " Better than we expected. Average business." " Not as good as
previous Tom Moore productions. Big business one day, average one"
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
LORDKERRIGAN
LOVES THE IRISH, THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WARREN DEC. 27
'• ilcliiiiriimn and humor in this Kerrigan film." — il. P. News.
LOST MONEY (FOX) MADLAINE TRAVERSE (DEC. 7)
DEC. 13
•■ This photoplay will undoubtedly satisfy. ' — Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fair picture to average business two days."
LOST PRINCESS, THE (FOX) RAY-FAIR (OCT. 19)
NOV. 8
•• May slightly amuse average audience." — Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fine little picture but went over their heads. Subtitles
full of modern wit that they could not appreciate. Average business." " Ciood
program MAN,
picture. THEGood (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
business."
LOTTERY
WALLACE REID
(OCT. 12)
OCT. 2S
'• Entertaining farce, lavishly mounted, has charm." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Everybody delighted with this pleasing picture. Eeid's
best.patrons,
Extra doing
big business."
" A verythegood
was welltheliked
my
extra big business
firstfeature
day andwhich
big business
secondbv
Consensus — " Good picture, big puller."
LOVE,
HONOR
AND ? (MILLER-HALLMARK) HOLMES-CASSIDY
(OCT. 12)
OCT. 18
" Pronounced an average program picture." — Jf. P. News.
LURE OF AMBITION (FOX) THEDA BARA (NOV. 30)
NOV. 22
•• Feeble entertainment from old-fashioned theme." — M. P. Netcs.
day."
Exhibitor Comment — -"An average production to average business two days."
MALE
AND FEMALE
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPECIAL CAST
(NOV. 16)
DEC. 6
'■ Lavish and spectacular production." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "■ Name ajrainst it : otherwise big. Big business for a week."
MARKED MEN (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (DEC. 21)
DEC. 27
•• This is a mighty good picture." — If. P. News.
ME AND CAPTAIN KIDD (WORLD) EVELYN GREELEY (NOV. 3)
NOV. IS
■■ Fanta.-^tir .yti/ry offers li'iht entertainment. ' — il. I'. News.
MIND THE PAINT GIRL (FIRST NATIONAL)
ANITA STEWART
(NOV. 10)
DEC. 8
Star's admirers should enthuse over this." — Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Big business one day to average three." "Anita Stewart
has a verj- weak character in this production. Poor to average business two
Consensus — "Fair picture, average puller."
MIRACLE OF LOVE, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) COTTON-STANDING (NOV. 23)
JAN. 3
■'Strong flavor of romance in picture." — If. P. News.
Exliibitor Comment — " This feature was a disappointment to mv patrons Manv
adverse comment. Poor business for one week." " Mv patrons did not like this
picture. It did average business for me for one dav "
MISFIT days."EARL,
A (BETZWOOD-GOLDWYN)
LOUIS BENNISON
(NOV. 16)
NOV. »
•■ ' -.I' v iteiinis'in .^eriri." in a humorous stoni." — If /' Vfir.v
MISS CRUSOE (WORLD) VIRGINIA HAMMOND (SEPT. 29)
OCT. 4
■■ III iiieio'te \[ orld prooriim iiiettire." — 1/ p \eirs
MOONSHINE TRAIL, THE (BLACKTON-PATHE)
SYLVIA BREAMER
(OCT. 19)
NOV. 1
•• Will entertain in many localities.'' — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
This
is
a
very
nice
picture
but
It
was
hit
by
coal
shortage
restrictions with the result that it did only average business for two davs. It
saw it."
all whoTHAN
THE MALE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL
DEADLY
MOREpleased
CLAYTON (DEC. 7)
DEC. 30
•• Ethel Chiiiloii scores ns polite vampire." — .If P. \r>i s
MY GORDON
HUSBAND'S
WIFE
(BLACKTON-PATHE) BREAMER(JAN. OTHER
4)
DEC. 2»
'■ t<iiti.\riiing nffeviu'i un n marital theme." — M. P. Nens.
MYSTERY OF THE YELLOW ROOM, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST
(OCT. 19)
NOV. 1
•■ \hxr,vhiniiBUT
iniisterii melodrnnia denies snjntinn " — 1/ P \eir<:
NOTHING
THE TRUTH (HOLMES-METRO) TAYLOR HOLMES
(DEC. 27)
JAN. 24
ynthing wonderful, but will entertain." — Jf. P. News.
"THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
JOHN WADE-SAM RYAN OCT. 25
(OCT. 12)
•' ^ovclty quite apart from general run.'' — Jf. p. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " .\ poor nictiirp tn poor hiisinoss "
OTHER
SHOES (EDGAR LEWIS-PATHE) :
' CRAUFORD KENT JAN. 24
(FEB. MEN'S
1)
"Crauford Kent seen in dual role." — M. P. News.

Box Office Reports continued on page 1322
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"THE

Familiar

Formula

' FOX
CYCLONE"

Makes

Fair Picture

"THE

IX

for M "The
subject matter of Tom Mi\"? ne^NCjit picture,
THK
Cyclone," doe?n"t pretjent him at hi* be.-t if one accept? the
name of tlie Fox «tar a? synonymous w ith the element known
as punch. hile his products are jienerally alike insofar as they
permit him to exploit his horsemanship, this talent is wasted unless
it is presented in an original manner. And it cannot be said that
Mr. MLx offers anytliing new in the present material.
The theme belongs to formula i-Sumber Six) since it gives us one
of the oldest characters in screen stories, namely, the Northwest
Mounted Policeman. And to qualify as one of tiiosc riding minions
of the law, you must be sure of getting your man. There is the plot
in a nutshell. No variation on a familiar pattern is revealed which
might lift it out of an obvious rut. It travels its orb with all the
customary trimmings and trappings. You know for a certainty that
the dangers attached to the job of getting his man will accumulate
for the customary climax. Such a formula scenarists invariablv
follow when bereft, temporarily, of their imagination.'-.
Either the star or his director has taken liberties with truth in several instances. The former would have us believe that he can recover from a brutal assault in a few seconds as if he had received
no greater injury than to be kissed by a butterfly. And again he
plunges his horse through three stories without incapacitating the
animal. It is the climax which presents the customarv Mix — the
Mix of supreme horsemanship. It contains a number of mil l thrills.

The >i"orthwest
formula isReid.
becoming a little too old-fashioned.— Length, Mounted
5 reels. — Laurence
THE CAST
his opponents realized that they were in a
Sergeant Tim Ryerson
Tom Mix cyclone sure enough.
Sylvia Sturgis
Colleen Moore
PROGRAM READER
Ferdinand Baird
Henry Hebert
A member of the Northwest Mounted PoSilas Sturgis
Wm. EUingford
lice was killed in the execution of his duty.
By Col. Todhunter Marigold.
Sergeant Tim Ryerson was commissioned to
Scenario by J. Anthony Roach.
get the criminal dead or alive. And you
Directed by Cliff Smith.
know that a man who belongs to this body
Photographed by Frank Goode.
of policemen never fails. Well Sergeant Tim
came
across a clue which led to the very
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
home of his sweetheart, and there he found
Tom Mix, interpreter of Western charac- that the foreman of the ranch was the very
ters, will be seen at the
theatre on man he wanted. In following him he came
upon a plot to smuggle Chinese across the
^
of
week. His latest picture boundary
into the United States. So the
is ■'role
The ofCyclone,"
and mounted
it presents
him in criminal had
two scores to settle for himthe
a Northwest
policeman.
From the very opening scene until the final
self. How Tim was frustrated at first, how
close-up the action mingles thrills and ro- he got his man after a troublesome search,
mantic incidents in such alluring proportions
told in a highly exciting manner in " The
that the interest is never once allowed to isCyclone,"
the latest
picture stories.
to presentSounds
Tom
Mix, the star
of Western
drop.
The
story
for
"■
The
Cyclone
"
was
written by Col. Todhunter Marigold and pretty interesting, doesn't it? It is one of
produced under the direction of Cliff Smith, the most exciting pictures in this actor's
one of the leading directors of this type of series. You will see Mr. Mix execute some
motion picture. He has kept the action new and daring stunts.
always spontaneous and the original way he
SUGGESTIONS
has of doing things makes the story appear
in a refreshing light.
should have no trouble in bringing
Mr. Mix assumes the character of Sergeant theYou
crowds
in
for this picture, provided you
Tim Ryerson, who is commissioned to get
the other Mix features. He is his
his man (the Northwest mounted police al- played
own best advertiser. When a patron sees
get their
men).
doesn't
take who
him him
he immediately advertises him by word
long towaysget
on the
trail It
of the
criminal,
of
Reports indicate that his pictures
is not only guilty of murdering one of the are mouth.
the
popular Westerns shown. Why?
Mounted, but is the ringleader in smuggling Because most
the star is always in there trying.
Chinese across the boundary into the United He
never
duplicates
his stunts. One is
States. Sergeant Tim meets with an accident always assured of something
new, notwithwhich permits his enemy to overpower him.
standing
that
the
material
often familiar.
Undaunted, he follows his trail to the Chi- You can bill him here as an isexponent
of the
nese district of Vancouver, and he captures Northwest.
him after a series of exciting events. Sergeant Tim rides his horse right into a notorious den, and taking him to the roof, plunges
to the cellar, and when the action is cleared
away
therehands
he stands
is in the
of the smiling
police. and
Be itthesaidband;that
Tim finds the girl there — she having beer
kidnapped by the criminal. It is a familiar
story, but so plentiful are the actionfu!
scenes, and so well does Mr. Mix acquit
himself that it never appears obvious. The
star is supported by a competent cast.
CATCH LINES
They called him the " Cyclone " because
his trigger
and his
were
true.finger
And was
how steady
he could
ridebuUe's
that
horse! See "The Cyclone" with Tom Mix.
Tom Mix always does the unusual in his
Western pictures. Come to the
theatre next
and see him execute some
new feats. His new picture is endowed with
plentiful
see
it. action and thrills, Don't fail to
He belonged to the Northwest Mounted
Police, that picturesque body of men who
never fail in the execution of their duty.
See Tomand Mix
get his man in a picture of
action
thrills.
Was he a Cyclone? You bet he was. He Rather a good looking " Canadian Mounted '
tore along the road like a demon. He could Tom Mi • makes in " The Cyclone," rcnde and shoot And when he started a fight
leased by William Fox

BEAUTY
MARKET"
( FIRST NATIONAL

Plot Ancient, But Intelligently Treated
THOSE

who direct their photoplay enterlaiiunent will recognize in this production the rather antient and always somewhat sordid plot of the society butterfly who is willing to
sell herself to the highe.-t bidder, but who through the intervention
of fate finally wins a husband she can love and at the same time does
quite well financially too. They may also complain that the story
advances only when titles are used an<l call some of these bv their
true names, platitudes.
On the other hand most people go to the theatre to be entertained
and they seem to like the old standbys providing the director dresses
them up in new clothes, which is what has been done in " The Beauty
.Market." Miss MacDonald is a somewhat unusual type of " beauty
on the market," in that she is quite frank in admitting her ambition
to marry well. Roy Stewart is also a bit out of the usual run of
heroes in that he is not poor and has no illusions concerning Miss
-MacDonald's w illingness to be purchased. Vk inter Hall is not a rogue
who selects a wife as a last resort in the hope of having a home for
his senility. He is a very dignified and acceptable would-be purchaser. All in all this is the sort of a society picture which most
pedple approve. It gives them a chance to sit back in their seats
with a " holier than thou " attitude, shows them a lot of nice clothes
and handsome sets and comes out just the way they knew it would.
Even the villainess repents when she gets found out and decides to
marry for love, having nothing better in prospect anyway. A very
orthodox play is this, given a very good production with correct
types in all the roles. — Length, 6 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
dressed girl who vyill act as one of the
Amelie Thorndike Katherine McDonald mannequins at your fashion show. Describe
Captain Kenneth Laird Roy Stewart the gowns they will year. Work in conChristine Appleby Kathleen Kirkham
junction with the women's apparel stores
Hobie Flagg
Wedgewood Noel of your city. They will be anxious to have
showing forintotheirthe Spring
fashAmelia's Uncle Isaacs Robert Brower a pre-season
ions. Get competition
style show
if you can.
PRESS NOTICE STORY
The problem of far
" The
" The American
as film
Katherine
is a Beauty
woman Market
justified"
MacDonald.
newest Beauty,"
of leading
stars is age old.outHow
for a material welfare? Suphas been called will be seen in her latest in looking
pose she has been brought up in luxury.
photoplay, " ningThe
Beauty Market,"
at the
theatre. begin- Is she justified in marrying for money providing
man questions
is a " good
other-in
Coming close on the heels of " The
wise?theAsking
alongcatch
this" line
Thunderbolt,"
a Miss
First MacDonald
National picture
your exploitation will excite the interest
which
established
firmly of
women. line of query is: Is all fair in
in the minds of the public as a talented
Another
actress as well as a real beauty, " The love and war? Is a woman jutt hed in
Beauty
Market,"
can fornot this
fail star
to please.
her rival when both want to
is
a typical
vehicle
since theIt exposing
a man for his money? Can she use
theme is one which particularly fits her. marry
She is shown as a society butterfly who is methods which would be wrong in a businesssentsdeal?unlimited
The angles
" beautyofmarket
" idea predeliberately placing herself on the matriexploitation.
monial market in the hope of selling her
beauty to a rich man who can and will give
CATCH LINES
her the luxuries she thinks essential to her
happiness. However unlike the usual story
■ The American Beauty " in
of this sort she does so without compuncThe Beaumisgivings.
"The ofplotMissis
unusualtion andinwith
this no
respect.
In support
"
Her
body
for
sale
to
the
highest
bidder
MacDonald is Roy Stewart a star in his ty
Market."
without
scruple: That was the bargain
own right and other well known players which society's most beautiful girl was
including Robert Brower and Kathleen
Kirkham. The production is one of the willing to conclude."
most notable of the season.
The love of luxury, the instinctive desire for the good things of life, the training of the society of which she was a part,
PROGRAM READER
all told her to marry a man who could
Almost overnight Katherine MacDonald and would give her the good things of life.
■ The American
has magnitude.
established She married such a man — but not the one
herself
as a film Beauty
star of" first
she had
" setin her
The picture in which she accomplished the for whomtervened— how
is told
the cap,"
story. fate inseemingly
impossible
was
"
The
'ThunderFrom time immemorial men have bought
bolt," in which she dividing acting honors
with Thomas Meighan. In " The Beauty their women — in one way or another. They
Market," which is the title of her latest are still doing it and that is the plot of this
production the beautiful First National '"nnderful oicture in whi'-h " The American
market.
star has a role which gives her full oppor- Beauty,"
MacDonald,
placed herauction block
of the matrimonial
tunity and which fits extremely well her per- se f on theKatherine
s
o
n
a
l
i
t
y
.
The
"
Beauty
Market
"
is
a
story
of a beautiful young society girl who has
*' The Cinema Murder "
placed herself on the matrimonial market
(Continued from page 1319)
hoping to marry a man who could provide
the luxuries she craved. How after bar- woman's heart? Does it overwhelm gratigaining with an old man whom she did
tude for the past and ambition for the funot love, fate intervenes and brings her
ture? These questions are answered in a
the man of her choice makes an interesting
dramatic
in " The
Cinema
photoplay. The picture has been wonder- a picture manner
with
conflict
and Murder,"
mystery
fully produced, and shows society with all ^nd filled tense
with
absorbing
episodes.
Miss
its shams, and intrigues.
Davies receives splendid support.
SUGGESTIONS
SUGGKTIONS
In presenting Marion Davies pictures you
Besides the usual methods of advertising
this picture and wh'ch will be apparent cannot dwell with two great stress on the
when you see it, there -s pi-esent'd =>n op- beauty of the star. Superlatives may be used
portunity of staging a style show in conneccharmof and
r:n-i with your engagement. Prettv gowns in emphasizing
ness. For the her
benefit
your attractivefeminine
antl evening clothes are the background patrons you should mention the wonderful
of this picture. Make arrangements for array of gowns worn by the star. This picdisplaying the latest spring fashions in
ture is being advertised on an extensive
w->men's lingerie as a oro'cgue number. scale. Prizes are being offered to the extent of $1,000.00 for the best answer to the
Play up the " clothes " angle of the picture andtoMissbe MacDonald's
a prize
awarded by beauty.
vote of Offer
your
story. considerable
'S'ou might
th^t presented
the piC^urein isthearousin"
audiences for the prettiest and tastiest problem
curiosity throughout the country.

Motion
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OUT YONDER (SELZNICK) OLIVE THOMAS (DEC. 21)
JAN. 3 TEETH OF THE TIGER (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPECIAL CAST
(NOV. 2)
DEC. 20
"
Exiilniit
I
iil<
>
luiiimi
nl
I'lr
inu/untii.'
—
M
I'.
Acics.
PEGEEN (VITAGRAPH) BESSIE LOVE (JAN. 18)
JAN. 24
" A high class mystery story with thrills." — M. P. News.
"
Saccharine
xtory
nn
a
Pvlliianna
theme."
—
M.
P.
Xevcs.
Exhil)ilor
Comment
—
"
A
very
good
picture
to
average
business."
"
One
of
tbo
best detective stories ever shown on the screen. Photography and settin;.'s
PHANTOM HONEYMOON (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST (OCT. 19) OCT. 25
extra
good,
and
too
much
cannot
be
said
In
favor
of
direction.
Business
not
up
"FUiiti, GET
I't inii^lct/i
M;.v//f»/.ve hitf
" — AJ DANA
. /' A t'i/(OCT. 13)
to standard due to name of production, although business Increased throughout
PLEASE
MARRIEDfind (METRO)
VIOLA
OCT. 25
week."
"
This
is
a
very
good
production.
My
patrons
were
pleaBed
and
It
did
"E)xhil)ltor
ISetii ojff IComment
iota Uana'n
persunality."
— M. her
P. Heti
— "Dana
well liked:
workH, In this great. Extra hie busibig business
for four
days."good puller."
Consensus
— " Good
picture,
ness two days." " A fair picture to average business." " Star well liked and
THIEVES (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL (DEC. 7)
NOV. 8
drew well."
•• Gladys liroikn ell stars in crook melodrama." — J/. P. Nexcs.
Con.fensux —FINGER,
" Good picture,
qood puller." MARY MACLAREN (DEC. 1)..DEC. 13
POINTING
THE (UNIVERSAL)
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
They
liked
the
star,
Gladys
Brockwell,
here
and
this
production was the type that seemed to fit her. I played it with a Sunshine
Mail pi'PEN,
ime thf
men inlniircrK."
— M. /'. Sens.
POISON
THE Miicl
(WORLD)
JUNE ELVIDGE
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 22
Comedy, ' School House Scandal,' and it certainly was a crackerjack program.
Extra hlg business one day to big business two davs."
■• .\ui cl t ■ (iractei i:c h- ii in ■ li-ni c v latest ' " P. .\>''.-THUNDERBOLT, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE MACDONALD
POLLYANNA
(PICKFORD-UNITED
ARTISTS)
MARY PICKFORD
(NOV. 23)
NOV. 22
(JAN. 18)
JAN. 24
" Poll cijut strokes in this rital drama." — M. P. Nen s.
" 1 he aiipreme effort of true arti.it.'i." — .W. P. Neir.<t.
POOR RELATIONS
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
FLORENCE VIDOR (OCT.
Exhibitor Comment
— "MacDonald
This picture
welldraw
directed
but theAverage
story Isto much
26)
NOV. I
drawn. Katherine
doesis not
well here.
poor overknsi" ( arrirs n fri' fntrrtai'iinii ni' ii'i iit^."— M P \cvs
TIN PAN ALLEY (FOX) ALBERT RAY-ELINOR FAIR (DEC. 28) JAN. 10
PRINCE AND BETTY, THE (JESSE HAMPTON-PATHE) WILLIAM DESMOND (DEC. 21)
DEC. 20
■ License taken irith truth in this sentimental tale." — M. P. News.
" I II - III 'OFII'/ AVENUE
r/
ill Arowiiiiiiern nlot.'' —JAMES
A/ P. CORBETT
Sens.
(GOLDWYN)
(DEC. 20)
DEC. 27
PRINCE
(UNIVERSAL)
(FEB. 23) JAN. 17 TOBY'S
I remBOWcntertii
intng iihotoplaTOMii." —MOORE
il I'. Neirs.
TONG MAN, THE (HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE)
SESSUE HAYA"
J
amen
J.
Corbett
stars
in
political
utory."
—
M
P.
Neu:s.
KAWA (DEC. 14)
DEC. 20
RED HOT DOLLARS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
CHARLES RAY
(DEC. 28)
JAN. 10
" ll'iiiukaiid in different role that scores."- — If. P. Neirs.
Exhibitor Comment — " The best feature this star has appeared In. Patrons well
" ^^ hule*oiiie, entrrtaininy comedy drama." — JH. P. Ken s.
pleased and nlaved it to big business for seven davs."
Exhibitor
— " Played
feature
the
holidays Comment
and drawing
power this
of the
star.to an
The exceptionally
picture was big
veryweek,
gooddueandto Ray
TREE OF KNOWLEDGE,
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT
had fine support. Direction, photography, sets and titles were all excellent.
WARWICK (JAN. 11)
JAM. 24
The story fell a little below the level of Ray pictures, but as a whole wasjine
" hatliriin Wilt in nis runs away with the show." — il . P. News.
entertainment. Extra big business all week."
TREMBLING HOUR, THE (UNIVERSAL) KENNETH HARLAN-HBLEN
EDDY (OCT. 26)
NOV. 1
REGULAR GIRL, A (SELZNICK-SELECT) ELSIE JANIS (NOV. 9)
NOV. 29
" 11 eli knit drama of crooks and mystery." — M. P. Neirs.
'• Huit'ible /ur the Junin jollowiny." — M . P. Xeii s.
Exhibitor Comment — " A pleasing picture to extra big business one day." " .A
Exhibitor Comment — " This is not a very good picture. Average to poor business
very good picture. Extra big business." " Average picture to poor business
two dnvs "
RIDER
THE appears
LAW (UNIVERSAL)
HARRY
OCT. 25
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
" HarryOF'Caren
us a Teias runner.
' — U. CAREY
P. Xi'ics. (NOV. 3)
TRIFLERS,
THE (UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS (JAN. 12)
JAN. 17
Exhibitor Coiiimpnt — '■ A r^cnrd hreaker. Fxtra Iiil' Inisiness."
two days."
RIGHT TO LIE, THE (PATHE) DOLORES CASSINELLI (NOV. 16).... NOV. 29
" 1I''f/
afford rem pleasing entertainment." — il. P. News
TURNING THE TABLES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY GISH
•■ A convcntioniil .inli si.^ter story." — il. P. Kens.
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 15
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture, but too long and draggy. Big business two
" i'urce will agreeably entertain majority." — M. P. News.
ROUGEdays."AND RICHES (UNIVERSAL) MARY MACLAREN (JAN. 19) JAN. 10
Exhil)itor
— .\rbuckle
" A very comedy
good jpicture, big business two days." " Big busi" Often t'lld tale ken ohrioiis picture." — M. P Vpirx.
ness all—Comment
week
Consensus
"Goodwithpicture,
good puller"on program."
SACRED FLAME (SCHOMER-ROSS) EMILY STEVENS (NOV. 9)
NOV. S
■• nnmiil II i-i t in licrt intrre.-l slorh. — If /' Ar ■ TWELVE-TEN (REPUBLIC) MARIE DORO (DEC. 14)
JAN. 3
• III' I II itiinna ith a iiiiistern element " — M. P. Neirs.
SACRED SILENCE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL (OCT. 13)
OCT. 25
2354 HOURS LEAVE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MACLEAN-MAY (NOV.
" Dramatu: story of army life entertains." — M. P. News.
16)
NOV. 8
Exhibitor Comment — "Average business." "Pleased very much. Big business."
" Hest comedy offering of the season." — M. P. News.
"
A
pleasing
picture
to
big
business
one
day."
Concensus- •• Good picture, nood puller."
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business all week with attendance increasing
SAGE BRUSHER, THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST JAN. 10
during
run In picture,
spite ofgood
adverse
We bring
back for
week."
" Refil l' I I pri'iiiiutii-ps this n irundprful riictine" — /V P Neirs
" Excellent
actionweather.
and comedy.
Big Itbusiness
two another
days, averas*
one." " A very good picture, pleased my patrons. Big business three days."
SEALED
HEARTS
(SELZNICK-SELECT)
EUGENE
O'BRIEN
(NOV.
16)..
NOV.
IS
" Twoeasily
newsappreciated
stars made byquite
hit in this
popularwithstory.
Comedy
was clean
" Cliaracterization kills story interest." — M. P. News.
and
all. aEveryone
delighted
picture
that drew
more
Exhibitor Comment — "This is the most popular star that appeared here, hut
business every night and week finished strong, as people started to talk
should have used picture of lighter makeup for him." " This feature has onlv
about it." " A phenomenal feature which did phenomenal business for me
given tobetter
should be
opinion O'Brien
seemed
have stories
the prin-or
Robert Edeson
afraid story,
he willandnotin bemypopular.
Ian amordinary
and pleased
my patrons.pictnre.
I played
it one week to extra big business every day."
Consensu'^'
—•• E.rcellP"t
bin nuller."
cipal part. Average business for one week." " A fair production to big busiTWIN PAWNS (PATHE) MAE MURRAY (SEPT. 28)
OCT. 11
ness for one day."
• This ill lie lie pyiilh, nei Cut n'de . ' — \t P \pirs
Consensus — "Average picture, qood puller."
UNDER SUSPICION (UNIVERSAL) ORA CAREW (NOV. 23)
NOV. 22
SCARLET DAYS (GRIFFITH-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST
" f f - -I'lli. ent.rtiiin <i mri'lly " — W. P \eirs.
(NOV. 30)
NOV. 22
UNDERCURRENT, THE (SELECT) GUY EMPEY (NOV. 23)
NOV. 29
" Splendid melodrama of olden cioldcn ^^'est." — .17. Seirs.
" Patriotic note may carry this picture by." — il. P. News.
RThltiitnr Cnmmeni — " This picture nleaspfl to bi^ busino'^s fm- one week "
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Good
picture
of
that
type.
Did
not
draw.
Poor
business
SCREAM
THE-hc NIGHT,
A (SELECT)
" I'hts III'IN fiiri
'iis ll'e yri-ien
ir " V SPECIAL
I' \eiis. CAST (OCT. 5) '..OCT. 25
NOV. 29
5HARK, THE (FOX) GEORGE WALSH (JAN. 18)
JAN. 24 VAGABOND LUCK (FOX) RAY-FAIR (NOV. 16)
• lleiirt
interest and atmosphere here." — il . P. News.
two davs."
"Sen .itoru fiiri'isliri^ Wnl^h n dinmntic rr^h- " — M P AVics
SHE LOVES AND LIES (SELECT) NORMA TALMADGE
JAN. 17
Exhibitor
— " HadIt heard
got but
it anda pleasing
put it over
days to Comment
big business.
is not ofa this
big picture,
production
one forandthree
my
" Enjoiiable c.<imcdii drama ii ith Norma Talmadi/e " — .U P. News
SHOULD A HUSBAND FORGIVE? (FOX) MIRIAM COOPER (NOV. 9).. NOV. 1
patrons
went
awav
satisfied."
VALLEY OF TOMORROW, THE (AMERICAN-PATHE) WILLIAM RUS" Coni/loineratiun of plots looks like a serial." — M. P. \eii s.
SELL (JAN. 11)
JAN. 17
Exhibitor
Commentbusiness
— " The onlv
bestf^ir
picture
verv
interest!"!':
three ofdnvsFox's
'• for big productions. Storv is
" Wi'liam Russell in storu of vengeance awi lore." — if. P. News.
VENGEANCE
OF
DURAND,
THE
(VITAGRAPH)
ALICE
JOYCE
NOV. IS
SHOULD A WOMAN TELL (METRO-SCREEN CLASSIC) ALICE LAKE
" (iood susyensire dramatic photoplay." — M. P. News.
(DEC. 20)
JAN. 3
,ni,/ ilirriliir p"t nil turn nrr,-- -UP', .
Exhibitor
Comment — " good,
Extra stnr
good.better
"Extrathnn
big her
to biglastbusiness
two days."
" Storyto
weak, photography
two releases.
\verage
SLAVES OF PRIDE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
JAN.
18
"AU c -h lire h'ls fii'..il-iiy st' i-ll of .>..,,•;/„; ,..,„fi:,.f» i^f p \r,rs
poor
business was
all aweek."
" My patronsandliked
the careful
star andpreparation.
they liked the
story.
It
certainly
great
production
shows
Big
busiSKY EYE (STATE RIGHTS— SOL LESSER) SPECIAL CAST (JAN. 4) . . . . JAN.
" Thrillinn melodrama ni mid-air." — M. P Nen s
ness
two
days
to
average
one."
Covs^isus—" Good nieturc. nund puller."
SNARES OF PARIS (FOX) MADLAINE TRAVERSE (OCT. 12)
OCT.
VICTORY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. SO)
DEC. 6
".'I lupical M'lllriiic I'rinersi imtuie.' — .1/ /' \< .s.
■ .\n absorbing henry calibre drama." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "An average picture to averace business two days"
Exhibitor
Cojio
»nt
—
"
Excellent,
superb
cast.
Story
well
pictured
though
gre^
SOLDIERS
FORTUNE
SPECIAL
(NOV. 9) "....NOV. 22
some, n^"*"" 'ess It holds Interest. The grewsome part Is well and delicatel.y
" Sim lire OF111 '>"./■
office end(REALART)
as entertahiment."
— ,1/ CAST
P. Neirs.
SOMEONE
MUST
PAY
(ABRAMSON-GRAPHIC)
SPECIAL CAST
handled."
"
A
splendid
picture
which
was
well
accepted
by
male
attendance.
It was rather grewsome for the ladies but many of them enjoyed It. It has a
(SEPT. 28)
OCT. 4
wonderful story, well cast, good photography and splendidly directed. F.i-"'lip he.f 'hrnwsfn pirfiirp In ilrfr" — 1/ I' \ers
SPEED MANIAC, THE (FOX) TOM MIX (OCT. 19)
OCT. 4
business— every
for one
Consensus
" Good daypicture,
goodweek."
puller."
" Topsy-tnrvii story offers mild cntrrtiiinmenl." — .1/. P. Netcs.
VIRTUOUS VAMP, A (FIRST NATIONAL)
CONSTANCE TALMADGE
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Plenty
of
speed
in
this
picture.
Big
business
one
(la\
.
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 28
average two."
" Hest Constance Talmadge picture to date." — if. P. News.
SPITE BRIDE, THE (SELZNICK-SELECT) OLIVE THOMAS (SEPT. 21).. OCT. 4
" .4 i-'ri/ !)i,iid Olirp Tlioimis iiicUire." — .U. /'. Neirs
Fv' ihifor ComTDont- - '• TCxtra hie business for « week A snlend'd pietnro "
WANTED, A HUSBAND
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
BILLIE BURKE
Exhibitor Comment — " This is a good feature, but it played to onlv averace
(DEC. 28)
DEC. 27
"
I'e ^fer^
liinjiln nmushin eonifdu " — if P Neirs.
STEEL business
KING, THE (WORLD)
JUNE ELVIDGE-MONTAGU LOVE
DEC. 27
(NOV. 24)
DEC. 6 WEB OF CHANCE, THE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND (DEC. 21)
S'rithinn lir III caiiie iiou iriirrn " — If P Neirs.
" Will yiitistiiptiirilii eiilertahi rieneriiUii " — If p \pii s
WEB OF DECEIT, THE (CAREW-PATHE)
DOLORES CASSINELLI
STEPPING OUT (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ENID BENNETT (SEPT.
(JAN. 18)
JAN. IC
*1)
OCT. 4
"
Tlie
duel
role
seen
again."
—
.If.
I'.
Neirs.
"Pleasingly plantimi a nood thought." — M. P. Neirs.
WHAT
EVERY
WOMAN
LEARNS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ENID
Exhibitor
"Pleased
did notall draw."
best pirtnrf
BENNETT (NOV. 9)
NOV. 1
Bennett Comment
has ever — been
in. Itbutpleased
classes. "This
Extra isbigthebusiness
three
" Pii tiirizn tion of nn average drama." — il. P. News.
days."
"
A
very
good
feature.
Extra
big
business
two
days,
average
one."
Consensus — " Gnnd riieture. good nuller."
E)xhihitor Comment — " .\ very good picture. Extra bis business." " .\ dandy
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
(GOLDWYN)
MADGE KENNEDY (OCT.
picture.
Extra but
big every
to bigonebusiness
days." " ThisIt isheld
a little
heavyas for
Enid Bennett,
en.ioyedthree
it considerably.
up well
an
19)
OCT. 18
"Madge hennedii has a charming role in unique comedii." — .1/. Neirs.
average picture. Average business two days." " A good feature which did
big business
for me forpicture,
one day."
Exhibitor
— " Poor
business."'
" Pleased.
Big business."
Consensus
— " Ercellent
big puller."
Consensus —Comment
'• Plpnsinn
picture,
nood nvller
"
STRONGER THAN DEATH
(SCREEN CLASSIC-METRO) NAZIMOVA
WHAT'S
YOUR
HUSBAND
DOING
(INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) NOV. 23
(JAN. 18)
JAN. 24
MACLEAN-MAY (NOV. 23)
" Nazimova's rare art capitalizes again." — M. P. News.
" ( aiilii atiiKj farce registers high class." — M. P. News.
Box Office Reports continued on page 1324
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"THE

ig 2 o

PHANTOM
(UNIVERSAL)

MELODY"

Fantastic Story of Love and Vengeance
Ai\ iiiui!<ual story as far as the screen is concerned has heen revealed in " The Phantom Melody," which serves as Monroe
Sahsbury's latest expression. The author of it has failed to
give credit to Marie Corelli since it is nothing more or less than a
visualization of her fantastic tale " The Vendetta." However, it has
been brought up to date by transplanting the action as centering
aroimd the lately deceased war. In developing the romance between
a suitor of middle age and his sweetheart, more concentrated situations are unfolded than take place in a half-dozen ordinary features.
It is remarkable how the dead return to life here. You see a soldier come back from the grave, but the most uncanny revelation of
Life After Death " conies in the climax, when the villain buries
the hero alive in order to capitalize on the " deceased's " fortune and
romance. It will make a sensitive spectator's skin creep to see Salisbury fight for life, rise from his coffin, break the window of his
vault and escape. That scene is the outstanding feature in this weird
concoction.
It is positively harrowing to watch.
The whole fabric of the story is not calculated to enlist one's sympathies since it is outrageously false and fantastic. The hero's hair
turns completely white in suffering his horrible experience, and his
beloved does not recognize him until he plays his famous composition. Eventually the romance is renewed, but the hero denies his
Latin blood in showing such a spirit of forgiveness to his enemy.
The picture is rich in suspensive value and the backgrounds are
atmospheric and colorful. — Length, 6 reels.- — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Count di Montrone Monroe Salisbury
Sir James Drake J. Barney Sherry
His Son. Ohver
Ray Gallagher
Giorgetto Pisani
Charles West
Mary Drake
Jean Calhoun
Antonio
Tornelli
Joe well
Ray
Baron Ferrero
Milton Mark
Rosa
Lois Lee
By F. McGrew WiUis.
Scenario by F. McGrew Willis.
Directed by Douglas Gerrard.
PRESS NOTICE-STORY
Monroe Salisbury, the versatile Universal
star, will appear at the
theatre
on
of
week in his latest fea" Thestory
Phantom
This istureanentitled
original
by F. Melody."
McGrew
Willis and details a strange fate pursuing
the members of a titled British and a
wealthy Italian family during war times in
Italy. It may be defined as a powerfully
dramatic romance — one that carries the utmost in suspense. It concerns Count di
Montrone, an Italian nobleman, who is in
love with his ward, Mary Drake, the daughter of an English Baronet, who makes his
home in Italy. Owing to the difference in
their ages the Count does not declare his
feelings, believing her to be in love with
his cousin, Giorgetto Pisani, who is only
wooing her for her vast estate.
The world war has broken out and the
Count leaves for the front, but Giorgetto
engages in riotous living at Monte Carlo,
persuading
brotherin his
Oliver,
by trickery, to go toMary's
the front
place.
Giorgetto, finally, without funds and hounded by
an avaricious money lender, returns to the
Montrone estate and purloins the family
jewels. The Count has returned on a furlough and is struck by lightning, apparently
fatally, during a terrific storm. Although
knowing him to be alive, Giorgetto buries
him in the family vault. Through superhuman effort the Count makes his escape
after reaching consciousness and learns that
his cousin has succeeded to the title and woos
the woman di Montrone loves. The dreadful
experience
hair completely turns
white. He thelosesCount's
his identity
and
becomes a music master. He later leturns
and wins the girl he loves through the
power of his phantom melody. This is an
unusual story — one filled with startling sitpreted. uations and climaxes. It is capably interCATCH LINES
How would you like to be buried alive
and wake up to find yourself in a vault
with
no possible
of escape?
Don't
you think
your means
hair would
turn white?
See Monroe Salisbury in " The Phantom
Melody."
He came back from the grave and when
he played the phantom melody his sweetheart recognized him even though his hair
had turned white. See Monroe Salisbury
in
" The Phantom
vengeance
and love. Melody," a picture of

Monroe Salisbury in " The Phantom Melody," his latest Universal picture
Buried alive! Think of it! But he found
a way out. He came back to find that his
sweetheart mourned him. How to convince
her that he really lived? See "The Phantom Melody."
PROGRAM READER
He was an Italian nobleman in love with
his ward. When he came from the war on
a leave of absence he found that his cousin
w!>5 attempting to usurp his place in her
affections. During a terrific storm he was
^LlUCK by lightning, apparently fatally, and
although knowing him to be alive the
younger man permitted his burial in the
family vault. Think of it, to be buried
alive! Now the Count returned to life,
escaped from the tomb, and though igof his cousin's
perfidy,
eventually
won thenorant woman
he loved
by the
power
of his phantom melody, are events that
give rise to a succession of strong scenes
that lead to a tremendous climax. The locale of the story being in Italy, the pro''ucerstistichave
given background.
the productionMake
an no
arand colorful
mistake
about
it
—
"
The
Phantom
Melody
is one of the most unusual pictures ever"
revealed. You will azree wirh us when
you see it with Monroe Salisbury as the
star. Remember next
.
SUGGESTIONS
Emphasize
as reached
one of the
the
most
unusual this
that p-cture
has ever
screen. Be sure to bring out that it unfo ds a distinctly novel theme — a theme
which sounds somethiag new in plot and
characterization. Be sure to mention that
the versatile star, Monroe Salisbury, appears in the picture, surrounded by a competent cast. What of the title? Surely it
suggests itself for exploitation along the
catch line angle. Make out that the picture
presents a tale founded upon adventure, revenge and romance and that it is dramatic
to the core.
Mention
the star's other releases. Use stills
plentifully.

"THE

THIRD
GENERATION"
(ROBERTSON -COLE)

Fairly Interesting Picture on a Domestic

Theme

KOLKER, who wrote and directed this photoplay,
HENRY
has been fairly truthful in his composition, although in emphasizing its moral he has allowed his action to become a
trifle draggy. It carries a theme that does not get out of its groove,
consequently there are no balancing highlights of conflict and suspense. He presents us with the theory that the first generation can
establish a successful business and that the third generation can
bring it to ruin through taking too much for granted and allowing
pleasure to take too firm a hold.
The hero realizing that he must maintain the family honor decides
to commit suicide rather than face bankruptcy. Though he is prevented from taking his Ufe his wife and friends mourn him as dead.
He goes to the boundless West to work out his own salvation and
in due time he is back with his self-respect and fortune fully restored. The subject doesn't unfold any sympathetic touch in its
characterization since not only the hero but his wife is inclined to
trespass. The little dramatic appeal that it contains involves the
figures in a mild domestic triangle and certain crooked business
arrangements.
Still the picture offers a vein of truth. You follow a theme that
COULD HAPPEN in real life, although there is nothing absorbing
about its development. It is a colorless picture if you analyze it
from the standpoint of dramatic ingredients. Mr. Kolker has concentrated too much effort in his attention to details. The action
falters as a result. Mahlon Hamilton and Betty Blythe enact the
leading roles and acquit themselves in a capable manner. — Length,
5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
ments of his" and
grandfather.
" TheA Third
Alden Van Deusen Mahlon Hamilton Generation
discover thisSeetruth.
great
Helen Van Deusen, his wife... Betty Blythe
Nancy Jane
Peggy Cartwright
John Barker
Herbert Jones
A turepicture
rich society.
dramatic His
actionwife— acared
picCol. Butterworth Joseph Swickard picture.
of financeof and
Bert Caldwell
Edward Cecil more for social recognition than that her
Cuthbert Steele
Jack Pratt husband should succeed in business. See
• The Third Generation."
By Henryby Kolker.
Scenario
Arthur D. Ripley.
Directed by Henry Kolker.
PROGRAM READER
Alden Van Deusen belonged to the third
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
generation.
grandfather's
acumenHe — reflected
a businesshiswhich
had been
" The Third Generation " is the title of business
the feature which will appear as the main founded through hard work and sincerity of
attraction at the
theatre on
of purpose. He didn't think that the busi.ness
week. This is an original story writgo togeneration.
crash. That Those
is a weakten by Henry Kolker, who also directed the could nesspossibly
of the third
who
picture, and it tells of a young business belong to it believe that it is unnecessary to
man whose firm is compelled to go into bank- keep striving for success, since they have a
ruptcy because he is more concerned in be- share of it in their possession. But success
coming a social lion than in following the sometimes falters into failure because the
sound business methods of his grandfather, third generation is brought up in the lap of
the founder of the firm. Alden Van Deusen, luxury. Take Alden Van Deusen, for inhowever, has inherited the honesty of purhe inherited
pose of the first generation, and his partners integrity,stance.heWhilethought
more hisof grandfather's
society and
present a scheme which will ultimately allow pleasure
than
he
did
of
his business. How
the firm to recuperate. But when he looks he failed, how he found himself
after
monthsby
at the painting of his grandfather, he is of vicissitudes, how he realized that only
firmly resolved that death would be more keeping his shoulder to the wheel could he
acceptable than bringing any dishonor on possibly succeed is dramatically told in a
the family name.
absorbing and suspensive situations.
Steele, a member of the firm, broaches the series ofThird
Generation " is the picture and
argument that Mrs. Van Deusen could come it" The
will
be
here Hamilton
next and with
to the rescue by enlisting the services of cast headedpresented
by
Mahlon
Bettya
Bert Caldwell, an intimate friend. Which
naturally makes Van Deusen suspicious of Blythe.
his
wife'sinconduct.
is sobelieving
deeply
SUGGESTIONS
involved
financial Since
matters,he and
this picture is booked the fact that
that
Helen
doesn't
love
him
any
more,
Alden twoAfter
well known screen players of the calibre
resolves to commit suicide. He is prevented
and makes his way to the West, though his of Mahlon Hamilton and Betty Blythe should
wife and intimate friends believe him to be be emphasized. It is a picture which does
dead. After many vicissitudes he finally not lend itself well to lobby display adverfeature
gains enough courage to face the world. He scenes intising.theYou might
Bring the
out players
that it isanda
has worked hard, has Alden, and he event- picture showingstills.
the weakness of the third
ually brings his business back to a solid generation. The law
averages tells us that
basis, and a reconciliation follows with the members of theof third
are
Helen.ture which
" Thepresents
Third an
Generation
" is line
a pic-of quite content to bask in the generation
glory of their
interesting
action. It embodies a wealth of human ancestors — providing these ancestors were
interest and a plethora of dramatic scenes. great. Bring out that the picture reveals
A competent cast, headed by Mahlon Ham- how a rich young man of the third generation allowed his business to go to ruin beilton and Betty Blythe, gives the picture a
cause he thought more of social pleasures.
capable interpretation.
You might feature it in teasers — such as
"
Even
Third Generation."
No
CATCH LINES
more thanUnto
that the
expression
is necessary, and
He belonged to the third generation and it will arouse curiosity. Keep before the
the successful business founded by his grand- public that the picture unfolds a dramatic
father was in danger of being destroyed because he merely reflected the old man s views story that holds the interest to the end.
instead of practicing them.
" Blind Love "
(Continued from page 1319)
He sought the easiest way out of his
Among
these
are Georga Le Guere,
dilemma — suicide. Rather than disgrace the Frank O'Connor,players
Thurlow Bergen, Morgan
family
name
he
would
take
his
life
than
Coman, Charles Butler and Edouards Dupractice deceitfulness. What happened? See rand.
And again do not be afraid to play up the
" The Third Generation."
story for all it is worth, for it is one that
It is an acknowledged truth that the third can
play any house and get by on its merits.
generation becomes weaker than the first It has
the suspense,
necessary
ingredients,
generation unless the same beliefs ar£ prac- tragedy.
terest,
dramatic
moments love
and in-a
ticed. A man cannot live upon the achieve-

Motion
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RELEASED

PLAN BOOK PICTURE

WHEN BEARCAT WENT DRY (WORLD) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. 2) OCT. 25
aliould rti/istir biy a itit majority." — Si. F. A cits.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fairly good picture. Big business two days. " " Pleased :
big business
two days."
Consensus
— •' PJeiiainq
picture, nood puller."
WHEN THE BANKSCLOUDS
ROLL BY (UNITED ARTISTS) DOUGLAS FAIR- JAN. 10
(DEC. 20)
•• iiure fire ii inner iritli (iny audience." — M. P. Xctcs.
Exhibitor
" Thehasfastest,
funniestpacked
pictureintotheit star
Betterof
than hisComment
last one— and
more action
than ever
any made.
other film
its size. Fairbanks at his best and that's going some. Broke all house records
for business. Flood scene was a masterpiece that put them all in the shade."
" A splendid feature which pleased my patrons. I played it for one week and it
did big business for me every day."
Consensus — " i^plcndid picture, good puller."
WHY SMITH LEFT HOME (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) BRYANT WASHBURN (OCT. 19)
OCT. 25
'• AItrituriou)< jarve umusinijlti entertaininf/." — il. P. Xeirs.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business three days." " Pleased more patrons than
any picture I have shown in a year. Extra big business three days."
WIDOW BY PROXY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MARGUERITE CLARK
(SEPT. 28)
OCT. 4
" e<)iuuld oapticate star's Jolloiccrs." — M. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment — " Played this one a full week with Sennett's ' Salome vs.
Shenandoah ' to extra big business all week." " Broke all records with Arbuckle
comedy on bill. Extra big business four days, big business three days.'
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
Flashbacks

STAR

N etf.-

Book

RELEASED

PLAN BOOS

WILLOW
TREE, THE (SCREEN
CLASSIC— METRO)
VIOLA DANA
(JAN. 11)
JAN. U
".'in original and fantastic tale of Japan." — il. P. yews.
WINCHESTER WOMAN, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
NOV. 1
■■ I'Ui/sinn in spite of miicli coincidence.'' — J/. P. ISeus.
WINGS OF THE MORNING (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM (NOV. 24) DEC •
" Panium followers will like this one." — il. P. Xews.
Exhibitor Comment — " The star is always good but the picture Is far below the
Fox opinion
standard,thatalthough
pleased.
average
two opportunity
days." It tois
my
the man It who
passes Bigthisto one
up willbusiness
miss the
do good business. Big business first two days to extra big business last
two. We turned them awav the last dav."
WOMAN IN THE SUITCASE, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ENID BENNETT (JAN. 18)
JAN. 24
An unusual picture from every angle." — M. P. News.
WOMAN OF LIES, A (WORLD) JUNE ELVIDGE (OCT. 13)
OCT. 25
■■ Presents Elridge in an unsinnpathetic role." — M. P. yens.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased to average business two days."
WOMAN OF PLEASURE, A (HAMPTON-PATHE)
BLANCHE SWEET
(OCT. 26)
NOV. B
" Sliould exploit as a big production." — AI. P. yews.
Exhibitor Comment — " -Average business two days." " Tbe title and star brouglit
them in. but picture disappointing. Big business three days."
YOU
NEVER
KNOW
YOUR
LUCK
(WORLD)
HOUSE PETERS
(NOV, 16)
NOV. 2S
" Entertaining production, should satisfy." — M. P. Neu:s.

" on Earlier Releases

our house.
The average
picture
was"The
extraHaunted
good andBedroom"
pleased our(Paramount)
patrons. It— "New
played star
to bigforbusiness
two days,
four days and poor business two days."
"Human Desire" (First National) — "This feature is considered by my patrons
and myself to be an ordinary Stewart picture. It played to average business."
" Almost a Husband " (Goldwyn) — " A fair picture to average business one day."
"Third Kiss" (Paramount-Artcraft) — "A good feature to average business one
day."
"The Beast" (Fox) — " This feature went over big although it was a re-issue. Played
it with a comedy to extra big business one day and big business two days."
"Captain Kidd's Kids (Pathe) — "Played this comedy on the program with the Fox
feature, ' The Feud," and it proved to be a great combination. It did extra big business for me for the first two days and big business the following two."
" Upside Down " (Triangle) — " Ran this picture in as a filler for two days and was
surprised at its popularity. My patrons ' ate ' it up. Big to extra big business for
two •Why
days." Smith Left Home" (Paramount-Artcraft) — "This is a fast, good, clean
comedy,
with plenty of laughs. Several big scenes during picture proved attractive as
thrilers. Every one satisfied."
"Her Game" (United) — "This production pleased and did average business for me
for two days."
"Woman" (State Rights) — " .\ splendid feature which played my house to a big,
satisfied crowd. It has splendid lobby displays. Big business four days."
" Price
of Innocence
" (First
" Oneto like
of the
poorest
pictures we ever
played. Our
patronsNational)
did not —seem
it and
many First
seemedNational
to criticise
it. Poor business for three days."
" I'll Get Him Yet " (Paramount-Artcraft) — " One of Dorothy Gish's best. It
played to good business for two days."
" Fifty-FIfty (Triangle) Reissue — " For an old picture, it is a very good one. It
did good business for me for two days."
"Upstairs and Down" (Select) — "I do not believe this picture is strong enough
for a week's run. Played it a week to average business daily."
" Quickening Flame " (World) — This feature pleased to average business for
two" Woman
days." There Was " (Fox) — " My patrons seemed to have many complaints to
make about this one. Played it two days to poor business."
" Trembling Hour " (Universal) — " An ordinary picture to poor business two days."
"Woman Under Cover" (Universal) — "An average picture to average business
two days."
NORTH CAROLINA
Cliarlotle — Rumple Sherrill is to construct a new
picture house at 402 East cnecond street.
DELAWARE
Selbyville — L. C. Hudson is constructing a new
picture theatre here.
Wilmington — E. G. Ryon has acquired the
People's theatre, corner Market street and Railroad avenue and will erect a new picture theatre
on the site.
IDAHO
Caldwell— .\ new $60,000 picture theatre with a
seating capacity of 800 is to be constructed on
Arthur street. Local men are interested in the
venture.
ILLINOIS
Chicago — Jones, Linick and Schaefer have announced that they will build a new picture theatre
at State and Jackson boulevard adjoining the
Maurice Rothschild building on the south. It will
be named the " Unique."
Wood River — A new picture theatre is to be
constructed here. Peoria amusement men are the
promoters of the enterprise.
Joliet — The Princess Company is having plans
drawn for the erection of a new picture theatre
and hotel to be located between Clinton and Van
Euren streets. The theatre will seat about 3,000.
LOUISIANA
New Orleans — J. M. Heard, an exhibitor of De

BRAND

Plan

Picture

" Brute Breaker " (Universal) — " An average picture to average business two days."
" .Snares of Paris " (Fox) — " Played this feature to average business for one day."
"Nearly Married" (Metro) — "This is a splendid picture which did average busi" Struggle Everlasting" (State Rights) — "An average picture which did poor business for twoTrail"
days." (Republic) — "A good picture to good business two days."
"Devil's
"Last of the Duanes " (Fpx) — "A very good picture which did big business for
"Sundown Trail" (Universal — "An average picture which did average business for
twoness."
days."
two" Bonnie,
days." Bonnie Lassie " (Universal) — An average picture which did average busitwo days."
" Laness forBelle
Russe " (Fox) — " A good picture to big business for two days."
" Shadows of the Past " (Vitagraph) — " This is an ordinary picture which did average
business
for
for two
days." — "An average picture to average business for
"Beating the me
Odds"
(Vitagraph)
" Rose of the West " (Fox) — " This feature did average business for one day."
two" Fires
days."of Hope " (Metro) — " This picture satisfied my patrons and did big business
Thelieve thedays."
Jungle
" (Fox)
— " getting
A good business.
picture which
pleased my
but befor" two
title isTrail
a poor
one for
Big business
one patrons,
day to average
" Coax Me " (Republic) — " This feature pleased and did good business."
— "A fine picture to average business for two days."
two"" Lasca
days." "of(Universal)
Heart
a Gypsie " (Hallmark) — " An average picture to average business for
of the Yukon" (Triangle) — ^"This
two" Fla'me
days."
. feature
, did. big,, business for me for
two" Lost
days."Money " (Fox) — " Did average business for one day."
" Checkers " (Fox)- — " A good production to good busines for four days."
" Weaker Vessel " (Universal) — " This feature did poor business for me for two

"This Ice" (Vitagraph) — "An average picture to average business for one day."
" Spitfire of Sevile " (Universal) — " This feature did average busines for me for
*^"The^Trap" (Universal) — "Average business for two days."
days."
street. It will be equipped for theatrical performances and pictures and will seat about 1,000.
j New
Theatres Building |
Bay Ridge — Marcus Loew is to construct a new
theatre on 5th avenue and 69th street.
Brooklyn — Chauncey G. Cozine is to construct a
Ridder, is to erect a new 800 seat house, it is said,
3,500 house at a cost of $400,000 on Fulton and
in the near future.
Crescent streets.
MAINE
White Plains — A new picture theatre is to be
Portland — H. J. Oilman is to construct a picture
constructed on the site of the Hoose and Young
theatre on the site of Hoegg Hall.
properties on Main street. Richard S. Hayes is
MASSACHUSETTS
to be manager.
Geneva — J. R. Cadoret of Boston may erect a
Holyoke — The new " Victory " theatre is being
constructed at Chestnut and Suffolk streets.
new picture and vaudeville theatre on the site of
properties owned by Miss Crawford and D. E.
MICHIGAN
Dempsey in Castle street.
Port Huron — H. L. Warwick and Herman Appel
Geneva — Louis G. Brady, formerly connected
may construct a new picture house on the southwith the Regent and Strand theatres is said to be
west corner of Huron avenue and Beers street.
back of a plan to erect a new picture house.
Petoskey — The Palace Theatre Company has
Baiavia — Nikitas E. Dipson, proprietor of two
purchased land in the center of the business dispicture
houses here, is to construct a new $125,000
trict and will construct a new picture and vaudetheatre on the north side of Main street.
ville theatre with a seating capacity of 1,000.
Caulsteo — Hugh Slawson and Henry Walker,
NEW YORK
may construct a new picture house on the site of
Bron.v — William Fox is to construct a new
the Bennett Hotel.
$1,000,000 theatre on Tremont avenue, between
Brooklyn — A. H. Schwartz, who controls a numWashington and Park avenues. It will have a
ber of picture houses in this city, has acquired
seating capacity of 3,500.
property at Coney Island and Kings Highway and
will build a theatre with a seating capacity of
Lyons — Mrs. Gertrude Richtey is to erect a new
theatre on the site of the Park Hotel on Pearl
3,000,
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"THE

SALOME"
MODERN
(HOPE HAMPTON— METRO)

Good

Satisfies from All Angles

slioiihl satisfy any audience.
HERE'S
story which is strong, lull of suspense and
has the which
First, aitpicture
enough action to keep patrons at attention throughout; sec(iiid, it was directed by Leoucc Perret, who gave it the attention
a master artist would to a great painting, paying special attention
to the little things which, when taken as at whole, are fifty per cent
of any feature. Third, it has the star, Hope Hampton, who is as well
known for her acting ability in handling the light and shade of diflicult situations, as she is for her appearance, and she certainly will
attract the eyes of the feminine folks in this production with the
lieautiful gowns she wears, and tlie way she sets them off. And
last, tlie cast which, although small is composed of some of our best
-( reen artists. They are Sidney L. Mason, Percy Standing, Arthur
Donaldson, Wyndham Standing and Agnes Ayers.
The photography is to standard, and the sets, amongst which were
many sumptuous and expensive ones, could not have been arranged
better.
A young girl struggling for an existence as an illustrator marries
a millionaire after a disagreement with her fiance. After her marriage she discovers that her former fiance is a cad. Using love letters
she has written during their engagement he obtains large loans from
her. When she refuses to lend him more he threatens to show:
these letters to her husband. She resents this and a struggle takes
place in which she is slowly being overcome, when her husband's
secretary appears on the scene, tears the frantic schemer away and
is about to throw him out when the husband appears. He questions
his wife and she, still fearing the imposter, accuses the unfortunate
secretary who is ordered from the house, the result of which leads
to his losing his wife, child and home. He now becomes a wanderer
drifting hither and thither, until arriving at the lowest depths he is
discovered by his accuser who confesses to his wife the true facts.
Thus matters are arighted again and the " villain " duly punished.
— Length, 6 reels. — Frank Leonard.
THE CAST
written during their engagement, he obtains large loans from her to gamble with
Virginia Hastings Hope Hampton
in " the
the frivolities
street." Salome
Roberto Monti
Sidney L. Mason into
societyplunges
in Newlavishly
York
James Vandan
Percy Standing and Newport. Herof entertainments
become
Walter Greene
Arthur Donaldson famous
for
their
reckless
splendor.
Harry Torrence Wyndham Standing
She has many admriers and lives on
Helen Torrence
Agnes Ayres
Written by Leonce Perret.
adulation.
Harryis Torrence,
secretary, alone
not movedher tohusband's
worship
Directed by Leonce Perret.
her and she is angered by his indifference
Photographed by Alfred Ortlieb.
when all the rest of the world is at her feet.
A ball is to be given by her husband and
CATCH LliNES
insists that the Torrences be invited.
She married a millionaire because he she
the evening of the entertainment she
loved her. Was her marriage a success? On
meets the
secretary
and is
much which
disappointed at his
remarkable
coolness,
See " A Modern Salome."
arouses her hate.
Girls, what would you do if you were
The next evening Monte calls upon her
infatuated with a man and he " turned you and demands more money. She refuses and
down?" Come and see what " A Modern he threatens to expose her to her husband.
This incites a struggle in which she is
Salome " did, it may interest you.
being overcome when the secreAll marriages do not turn out right when gradually
tary appears upon the scene, overcomes the
the poor young girl marries the millionaire. impostor
and 's about to throw him out
But this one did. Come and see " A Mod- when the husband
appears. He questions his
ern Salome," it may interest you.
wife
and
she
still fearing
the schemer
cuses
the
unfortunate
secretary,
who is acorGirls, come and see how easily some men dered from the house.
are frightened into being discouraged, by a
But instead of going home to his wife
wrong you
accusation.
" A Modern Salome " and child, the secretary choses as many
shows
this.
men do the wrong road. Depression has
taken hold of him and he resorts to the saloon where he drinks his fill. His wife bePRESS NOTICE— STORY
coming nervous at his absence telephones
Hope Hampton in the charming modern
his employer who informs her of the unproduction,
" A Modern
fortunate state of affairs. When the secreseen
at the
theatreSalome,"
on will beof
tary returns home the next mornins; he is
week. This is a feature which contains all the necessary ingredients to make accused wrongfully by his wife. He tries
it one of the most popular pictures of the to explain but to no avail. That night she
present time. It contains a wonderful leaves him and he, discourased and despondent, becomes a wanderer going from
story wh^ch is full of intrigue, dramatic bad to worse
until finally one day weak
situations and suspense. The production
was ret,
written
and
produced
by
Leonce
Perand
weary
he arrives
at an
cheeks
and artist's
grown studio
beard
one of our best known directors who where his sunken
could not have done better work in telling have become an asset to him and he is engaged
to
pose.
While
in
this
position
he
the story and bringing out the important
points in order that they might score. Mr. is discovered by his accuser who seeing his
unfortunate
position,
is
softened
in
heart
by
Perret has also given special attention to her conscience.
detail and must be given special credit for
She immediately goes to his wife and
the hand
way heandhasdrawn
taken thethecolors
artist'sso brush
his
lifelike.in confesses the real truth of the situation.
After the death of her father, a well- Thus things are righted again and the
known but improvident artist, Virginia " villain " who makes his appearance in the
home tionofof obtaining
his former more
fiance money
with theis expectaHastings, toknown
to friends
seen by
attempts
make her
own wayas as" Salome."
an illus- the husband
who throws him from the
trator. But the struggle is an unequal one house
and to make matters worse as a final
and she revolts at the poverty she is forced
to endure. She 's engaged to Roberto parting
dropswhich
him wets
intoanda humiliates
running fountain of water
him
Monti, a young broker, but is sought by
James Vandan, a multi-millionaire whom properly.
she loves and can supply her with every
comfort and luxury.
SUGGESTIONS
After she has married Vandan, she discovers that Monti, her former fiance, ;s a
Whe" "Oil boo'- thi<; foatur- n'av up 'he
(Continued on next column)
" cad." Using the love letters she has

PEDDLER
(UNlVRRSALi

Production

OF

of Mechanical

and

LIES"
Unreal

Plot

up this
sums evolved
ear," have
of a sow'swriter
a silk purse
E can't make Director
jr production.
continuity
and out
a very fine example of the cut and dried picture. From
JL
1 their bag of technical tricks they have selected such standard and
I
[dependable situations and bits of business as could be u.sed and with
. great skill fitted them to the picture, with a result quite satisfactory
if it were not for the artificiality of the basic idea. It seems a shame
that so nmch that is good should be wasted on so ancient a theme
The characters are carefully and painstakingly involved in a series
of complications and are guided through multitudinous channels
until it is time to clear up all matters and mark " finis " on the picture.
4

There has been supplied first-class direction, an excellent continuity considerable action, wonderful photography and some very
beautiful exteriors. The cast is very good. The star is handsome,
debonair and adequate to the requirements of the role. Nothing
has been left undone after orders were given to begin shooting. Much
was neglected before that; the selection of a story which would be
worthy the amount of effort required to make a good picture. All
of which leads us to reaffirm an opinion conveyed in our opening
sentence. When all is said and done the picture is just " movie."
It may please quite a lot of people. It may keep some more amused,
but it will never be called a hit. — Length, 5 reels. — J. S. Dickcrson.
THE CAST
Clamp
Frank Mayo
Diana
Ora Carew
Leonthie De Vallignac Ora Devereaux
James Kirkland
Harold A. Miller
Patricia
Nell Craig
Marquise D'Irancy
Bonnie Hill
By Henry byC. Phillip
Rowland.
Scenario
Hum.
Directed by William C. Dowlan.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Those who like the mystery picture, which
is most people, are going to enjoy " The
Peddler
Lies," Mayo,
the latest
starring ofFrank
whichUniversal
comes picture
to the
theatre
for
a
days'
engagement beginning
The picture is the story of a stolen gem
with a young man falsely suspected of being guilty. The mystery is unraveled by
FrankforMayo
" Clamp."
It is agrowing
congenialin
role
this asstar,
who is daily
favor because of his engaging personality
and abilityvincing
to manner.
put over
his scenes
a conAs his
leadingin woman
Mr. Mayo has Ora Carew and the whole
supporting cast is exceptionally capable.
William C. Dowlcm directed.
In addition to a splendid and novel plot
this feature has been photographed amid
some very beautiful scenic backgrounds and
also oSfers handsome gowns and much that
is interesting
the ofwaytheof story
" society
stuff."be
To
tell you in
more
would
to take away some of your enjoyment since
this is the sort of picture which patrons of
! the theatre like to try to " guess out."
[
PROGRAM READER
|
[i Frank Mayo, handsome and talented Universal star, will be the star headlined in
! " The Peddler
of Lies,"
a mystery
melo-a
drama which comes
to this
theatre for
run beginning
.
Some one is stealing the valuables of the
guests at a house party. Among the missing articles is a valuable diamond. Like
all well constructed pictures of this sort you
suspect everyone but the right person.
Especieilly do you suspect several people
who have need of funds. Circumstantial
evidence also enters into your guess as to
who is guilty. But to tell you more would
star and
strongperformances
as you can.andMention somestory
of heras past
let
your patrons know that she is rapidly corre
to the fore as one of our most popular sta:s.
And do not forget to mention that the stcry
was written and direced by Leonce Perrc
who is cons'dered one of our most modern
directors. Mr. Perret could not have handled
scenario
giving special
tion tothedetail
and better
the arranging
of theattensets
which are beautiful to look at. Do not foiget also to mention that Miss Hamptc:
wears many beautiful gowns during the
showing of the picture.
And last but not least let your patron?
know that Miss Hampton is supported by
a very prominent supporting cast, amon
whom are Sidney Mason, Percy Standinr
Arthur Donaldson, Windham Standing and
Apnes Ayers,
You need not be afraid to exploit this
feature to the limit for it will surely give
satisfaction to your patrons.

Ora Caicw appearing witH Frank Mayo in
" The Peddler of Lies," a Universal picture
be to take from your pleasure in attempting
to fathom the mystery.
Ora Carew is the talented leading woman
who plays opposite Mr. Mayo. She too has
a good role, in fact quite the equal of the
star's. The balance of the cast are all well
known and capable players, each especially
selected for the role in which he appears.
"The picture is in five reels and was directed by William C. Dowlan, a master at
producing this sort of an offering.
SUGGESTIONS
Bill this as a mystery story emphasizing
the stealing of the diamond episode. Ask
circumstanthey believe
patrons
your tial
evidence.ifAssert
that thein Courts
hold
that circumstantial evidence is the best of
evidence, providing a motive can be proven.
Then state that in this picture a motive is
proven and all the evidence points to a cercent. tain young man being guilty, but he is innoIn the diamond mentioned supposed to be
worth fifteen thousand dollars, you will have
an opportunity to tie up in window displays
with jewelry stores. You will also have a
chance mous
to diamonds
get overof press
fathe stories
world on
andthetheir
value. You could also get some valuable
of the most valuable
a history
publicity inowned
diamonds
in your city. In these
stone
the " Sahara
mention
stories
as a " leader
For ofinstance,
picture.
the make
of
of the most fastart off with aindescription
mous diamond the world and then claim
" was
" The Peddler
that the plot
founded
on anof attempt
to stealof aLiesdianioijd
nearly as large, the very methods used in
successful in
being those almost
the picture Look
up the history of any unreal life.
usual jewelry thefts in your city and weave
your press stories around their instances.
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Advance

Information

on

All

Film

Picture

News

Releases

All forthcoming film, also current and earlier release^, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects as well
as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later release'^ at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
4MERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
Aug. 10— This Hero Stuff (Wm. Russell)
5
July 27 — The Tiger Lily (Margarita Fisher) 5
July 13 — Yvonne from Paris (Mary Miles Minter) 5
• l-L'ilNG A " SPECIALS
Valley of Tomorrow (William Russell)
6
Jan. IS — Eve in Exile (Charlotte Walker)
7
Oct. S— Six Feet Four (Wm. Russell)
6
The Hellion_( Margarita Fisher)
5
ARKUVV tLLM CORPORATION
The Desert Scorpion (Cobb-Johnson)
5
The Wolvfs of \\ all Street (Cobb-Johnson) 6
Viligantes (Special Cast)
7
Fools'
Lewis)
67
The LawGoldof (Mitchell
Nature (Coleman-XeMover-Lee)
SERIALS
The Lurking Peril (Anne Luther-Geo. Lurkin) IS episodes.
ihehpisodes.
i-atal i>ign ^ Claire Anderson-Harry Carter); IS
Lightning
VV astern. Bryce (Ann Little-Jack Hoxie) ; 15-Episode
WESTERN DRAMAS
Blazed Trail (Lowell-Crossman-Lawrence) 2
The Northwoods Dramas (Edgar Jones-Evelyn Brent).. 2
ONE AND TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Arrow (Eddie Boulden-Lillian Vera)
1
Hank Mann (Hank Mann)
1
Sunbeam (Fatty Filbert-Bert Tracey)
2
Hank Mann (Hank Mann-Madge Kirby)
2
CHRISTIE FILM COMEDIES
(At State Right Exchanges)
CHRISTIE TWO REELERS
Jan. — Save Me, Sadie (Eddie Bary)
2
Dec. — Go West Young Woman (Fay Tincher) 2
Nov. — A Roman Scandal (Colleen Moore)
2
SINGLE REEL COMEDIES
Kidnapping Caroline
1
Two A. M
1
All Jazzed Up
1
Settled Out of Court
1
Bobby's B?by
1
GAYETY
COMEDIES
Fireman, Save My Gal (Geo. Ovey)
1
Ladies Must Dance (Geo. Ovey)
1
Bounced (Geo. Ovey)
1
ARuined
Saphead's
Sacrifice
11
By Love
(Geo.(Bletcher-Reynolds)
Ovey)
Twin
Bedlam
(Bletcher-Reynolds) 11
His Fatal
Bite
Cursed by His Cleverness
1
Are Floorwalkers Fickle?
1
CalUng His Bluff
1
Love .*^ick at Sea
1
CANYON PICTURES CORP.
(Twelve Two-Reel Westerns Featuring Franklyn Farnum)
Twelfth, The Cowboy and the Rajah
2
Eleventh, Cupid's Roundup. . ^.
2
Tenth,
"Breezy"
Bob..'
;
22
Ninth, Brother Bill
Eighth, When Pals Fall Out
2
Seventh, Shackles of Fate
2
Sixth, The Puncher and the Pup
2
Fifth, The Uphill Climb
2
J-ourth, Vengeance and the Girl
2
Third,
Hell's
Fury
Gordon
22
Second, The Two Doyles
First, The Desert Rat
2
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
{Through State Right and Educational Exch.)
Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement Released Once
Every Month Showing Leading Stars at Work and
Play
1
RED CROSS TRAVEL SERIES
The Relief of Poland
1
Constantinople, the Gateway of the Orient
1
America's
Watch
on the
Rhine
Belgium, the
Broken
Kingdom
11
Marie, Queen of Rumania
1
Archangel, City of Snow
1
The Tiny Kingdom of Montenegro
1
BRUCE SCENICS
The Chilkat Cubs
I
Wanderlust
1
SPECIALS
The Why of a Volcano
1
The Second Chance
1
W.Tr Spr\ice
,1
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
The Forbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Young)
Silk Husbands ;uk1 Calico Wives (House Peters)
Eves of V'outh (Clara Kimball Youni?)
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY EXCH.
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT
Feb. — Young Mrs. Winthrop (Ethel Clayton)
Feb. — Huckleberry Finn (Special Cast)
Feb.
Mary's IsAnkle
Feb. —— Black
White(MacLean-May)
(Dorothy Dalton)
Feb. — The Amateur Wife (Irene Castle)
Feb. — On With the Dance (Special Cast)

6
6
7
5
6
5
5
7

1
Feb.— The Six Best Sellers (Bryant Washburn) S Nov. 23 — Sunshine and Shadows
Nov. 9 — A Night in June
1
leb. — All-of-a-Sudden-Peggy (Marguerite Clark) 5 Oct.
26 — Midst Peaceful Scenes
1
Feb.— Double Speed (Wallace Reid)
5
Oct.
12—
Ramfrops
1
Jan. — The Copperhead (Lionel Barrymore)
6 Sept. 28— When Nature Smiles
1
Jan.
What'sTreeYour
Husband Doing?
1
[an. —— The
of Knowledge
(Robert (MacLean-May)
Warwick) ... 55 Sept. 14 — The Voice of Gladness
Jan. — The Thirteenth Commandment (Ethel Clayton)... 5 PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Jan. — ^Too Much Johnson (Bryant Washburn) 5 Feb. 29 — The Growth of the North American
1
Jan. — The Woman in the Suitcase (Enid Bennett) 5 Feb. 22 — On the Job With Grandma
1
Dec. 30 — Every woman (Special Cast)
7 Feb. 15 — The Lure of Fashion
1
Dec. 28 — Red Hot Dollars (Charles Ray)
5 Feb. 8 — Museum Mysteries
1
Dec. 28 — Wanted, a Husband (Billie Burke)
5 Feb. 1 — Famous Women in World's Work
1
Dec. 21— A Girl Named Mary (Marguerite Clark) 5 Jan. 25 — Nature's Beauty Parlor
1
Dec. 21 — Hawthorne of the U. S. A. (Wallace Reid)...S
18 — ^Reeling in the Big Ones
1
Dec.
Wife's
(Dorothy
Dalton)
55 Jan.
Jan. 11 — A- Matter of Form
1
Dec. 2114 —— His
Behind
the Friend
Door (Ince
Special)
Jan.
A
—
The
Dreara
Weavers
1
Dec. 14 — The Cinema Murder (Cosmopolitan) 5 Dec. 28 — Camera Surf Studies
1
Dec. 7 — More Deadly Than the Male (Ethel Clayton).. 5 Dec. 21 — In the Canadian Wilds
1
Dec. 7 — Victory (Maurice Tourneur)
5
14 — Clouds and Sunsets
1
Dec. 7 — An Adventure in Hearts (Robert Warwick)... 5 Dec.
South American Niagara
1
Nov. 30 — Scarlet Days (D. W. Griffith)
7 Dec. 730—— ACamera
Surf Studies
1
Nov.
30
—
Counterfeit
(Elsie
Ferguson)
3
i^^"
Nov.
23
—
Land
of
the
Midnight
Sun
1
Nov. 23 — The Miracle of Love (Cosmopolitan) 5 Nov. 16 — Evolution of a Spring
1
Nov. 23 — It Pays to Advertise (Bryant Washburn) 5 Nov. 9 — A Forest Kingdom
1
Nov. 23 — The Invisible Bond (Irene Castle)
S
2
—
Scientific
Spending
1
Nov. 16 — Twenty-three
and
One-half
Hours'
Leave
(MacOct.
26
—
The
How
and
Why
of
Your
Transmission....!
Lean-May)
5
Four Seasons
1
Nov. 16 — Male and Female (DeMille Special) g Oct. 1912 —— The
Famous Bridges
1
Nov. 9 — What Every Woman Learns (Enid Bennett).. 5 Oct. 5 — WorldTrout
Streams
of
the
Adirondacks
1
Nov. 9 — Crooked Straight (Charles Ray)
S Sept. 28— At Work With the Tire Builders
1
Nov. 9 — Lunch in Pawn (Marguerite Clark)
5 Sept.
Oct. 21— Afield With Dog and Gun
1
Nov. 2 — L'Apache (Dorothy Dalton)
5 Sept. 14 — Forty Minutes to France
1
Nov. 2 — Turning the Tables (Dorothy Gish)
5 Sept. 7— On With the Dance-Smart Set Wit
1
Oct. 26 — The Teeth of the Tiger (Special Cast)
S
Oct. 26 — His Official Fiance (Vivian Martin)
5 TRUEX AND OTHER COMEDIES
Oct. 19 — Sadie Love (Billie Burke)
5
28 — Too Good to be True (Ernest Truex) 2
Oct. 19 — Why Smith Left Home (Bryant Washburn) 5 Dec.
2
Oct. 12 — The Grim Game (Houdini)
5 Dec. 14 — Speed (Al St. John)
Oct. 12 — The Lottery Man (Wallace Reid)
5
, , t ix i^rr^ ^ > ^
Oct.
Warwick)
55 I ILM MARKET, INC
Oct. 5—
5— In
The Mizzoura
Life Line(Robert
(Maurice
Tourneur)
State Rights Exchanges)
Sept. 28 — The Egg Crate Wallop (Charles Ray)
S The{AtHouse
Without Children
7
Sept. 28 — Widow by Proxy (Marguerite Clark) S
6
Sept. 21 — Stepping Out (Enid Bennett)
S The City of Purple Dreams
7
Sept. 21 — Told in the Hills (Robert Warwick)
S Who Shall Take My Life?
Sept. 14 — The Miracle Man (Special Cast)
S The
Zongar,
the
Dare
Devil
of
Romance
Natural Law
65
Sept. 14 — The Third Kiss (Vivian Martin)
S The Grain
.6
Sept. 7— The Market of Souls (Dorothy Dalton) 5 The Lust ofof theDust
Ages
6
Sept. 7— The Misleading Widow (Billie Burk)
5 Has a Man the Right
to
Kill?
5
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Beware
of
Strangers
5
Jan. 11 — The Garage
2 Persuasive Peggy
6
Nov. 16 — The Hayseed
2 The Spoilers
9
Sept. 7— Back Stage
2 The Ne'er Do Well
PARAMOUNT-SENNETT COMEDIES
The Garlen of Allah
88
Feb. 15 — Ten Dollars or Ten Days
2
Dec. 21 — Love, Honor and Behave
first national exchanges
Dec.
Lady'son Tailor
22 Jan. 5 — A Daughter of Two Worlds (Norma Talmadge).6
Nov. 237 —— ADown
the Farm
Question
W. Griffith's) 67
Nov. 269 —— Salome
His Last vs.False
Step
22 Dec.
Dec. 2915 —— The
In OldGreatest
Kentucky
(Anita(D.Stewart)
Oct.
Shenandoah
1
—
The
Beauty
Market
(Katherine
MacDonald) . . .6
Nov.
Nov. 17 — Heart o' the Hills (Mary Pickford)
6
Dec.
Oct.
Sept. 12—
14 — Up
Back in toAlf's
the Place
Kitchen
22
10 — Mind the Paint Girl (Anita Stewart) 6
Aug. 31 — Uncle Tom Without the Cabin
2 Nov. 3 — A Virtuous Vamp (Constance Talmadge) 6
PARAMOUNT BRIGGS COMEDIES
Oct 20 — In Wrong (Jack Pickford)
5
Oct. 6 — The Thunderbolt (Katherine MacDonald) S
Dec. 28 — Housecleaning
Dec.
22
—
A
Day's
Pleasure
(Charlie
Chaplin)
2
Dec. 21 — Those Distant Cousins
D.°c. 22 — A Twilight Baby (Henry Lehrman)
3
Dec. 7 — After the Circus
Sept. 15 — Her Kingdom of Dreams (Anita Stewart) 7
Nov. 30 — Oh, Man
Sept. 8— A Temperamental Wife (Constance Talmadge). 6
Nov. 23 — Wonder What a Baby Thinks About
Sept. 1— The Hoodlum (Mary Pickford)
7
Nov. 16 — Burglars
Aug. 25 — Burglar by Proxy (Jack Pickford) 6
Nov. 9 — Company
Nov. 2 — The City Dude
Oct. 26 — A Handy Man Around the House
FLORIDA FILM CORPORATION
Oct. 19— Fire, Fire
(At State Right Exchanges)
Oct.
12
—
Secret
S'ciety
Oct. 5 — Saturday
A Dumbwaiter Scandal
2
A Pool of Peaches
2
Sept. 28 — The Fotygraft Gallery
Sept. 21 — A Rainy Day
Fabulous Fortune Fumblers
2
His Conscience His Guide
2
Sept.
S'prise Party
Sept. 147—— Skinny,
School N'Everything
and Scandal
Fred's Fictitious Foundling
2
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Work and Win 'Em
2
Feb. 22 — Hoodooed
PARAMOUNT-HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
Feb. 29 — The Yankee Watch on the Rhine
BIG PRODUCTIONS
Feb. 22 — Oriental College Boys and Co-Eds
Should a Husband Forgive? (Special Cast)
7
Feb. IS — Parisian Faces and Figures
Evangeline (Special Cast)
7
Feb. 8 — Filming Ferocious Formosans
Kathleen
Mavourneen
(Theda
Bara)
6
Feb. 1 — Belgium Smiles Again
i
Checkers (Special Cast)
7
Jan. 25 — From Blarney to Broadstairs
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Jan. 18 — The Royal Ballet of Bangkok
Jan. 11 — Mirrors of Nature
The AdTenturer
7
Jan. 4— Gaping Gullets of Gifu
Heart Strings
6
Dec. 28 — King Rama at the Royal Wat
Wings
of
the
Morning
6
Dec. 21 — In Brittany
The Last of the Duanes
7
Dec. 14 — A Scenic Classic
Wolves
of
the
Night
'
Dec. 7 — Push Car Trails in Formosa
THEDA BARA SERIES
Nov. 30 — In the Basque Country
Nov. 23 — The Salt of Anping
Lure of Ambitior
S
Nov. 16 — Uncle Sam, Salvager
La Belle Russe
<
Nov. 9 — The White Elephant Militant
TOM MIX SERIES
Nov. 2 — Roiling Down the Rio
of the Philippines
Three Gold Coins
S
Oca. 1926 —— ALawmakers
Oct.
The Daredevil
5
in Florence
Oct. 12 — TeakDayLogging
The
Cvclone
S
With
Elephants
Oct. S— Around About London
The Feud
5
-Taihoku, Metropolis of Formosa
The Speed Maniac
5
-The Doughnut That Did It
Rough Riding Romance
,
5
Sept.
2814 — Up-to Date Manila.
FOX ENTERTAINMENTS
Sept.
Sept. 21-7 — Paris, the Magnificent
The Hell Ship (Madleine Traverse)
5
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGHAM
Her Elephant Man (Shirley Mason)
5
Tin Pan Alley (Ray and Fair)
S
Dec. 28 — Winter Sports at St. Moritz
The
Square
Shooter
(Buck
Jones)
5
Dec. 14 — Down the Strand in London
Flames of the Flesh (Gladys Brockwell)
5
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
Shod With Fire (William Russell)
S
Dec. 21 — From a Piscatorial Angle
The
Shark
(George
Walsh)
.5
Dec. 7 — Memory Lane
The Devil's Riddle (Gladys Brockwell)
S
Release Information continued on page 1327
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The Lincoln Highwayman (William Russell)
Thieves (Gladys Brockwell)
Eastward Ho. (William Russell
The Winning Stroke (George Walsh)
Chasing Rainbows (Gladys Brockwell)
Sacred Silence (William Russell)
From Now (Jn (George Walsh)
Broken Commandments (Gladys Brockwell)
TJe
Winning Person
Stroke (George
(George Walsh)
Walsh)
The Seventh
The Sneak (Gladys Brockwell)
The Web of Chance (Peggy Hyland)
Snares of Paris (Madlaine Traverse)
The Lost Princess (Ray-Fair)
The Merry-Go-Round (Peggy Hyland)
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Training for Husbands
A Light Weight Lover
The
Robbery
The Great
Heart Nickel
Snatcher
Her Private Husband
Her NauKhty Wink
Sheriff
Comeback
Hungry Nell's
Lions and
Tender Hearts
Chicken a la Cabaret
The Roaming Bath Tub
Back to Nature Girls
The School House Scandal
Footlight Maids
The \ellow Dog Catcher
Wild Waves and Women
His Naughty Wife
Dabbling in Society
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Chewing Gum Industry
The Price of a Good Sneeze
PuttingPawnbrokers
on the Dog
The
The Chemists
The Rum Runners
The Mint Spy
The Sour Violin
Dead Eye Jeff
Fishing
I'm Ringing
Your Party
The
Plumbers
How Dry I Am
Shaking the Shimmy
On Strike
He
RightWorse
by Our Nell
For Ain't
BetterDone
of For
Cutting Out His Nonsense
Iceland
The Plumbers
Confessions of a Telephone Girl
Window Cleaners
In the Movies
Bound in Spagetti
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORP.
{At State Right Exchanges)
TEXAS GUINAN SERIES
Just Bill
The Boss of the Rancho
The Spirit of Cabin Mine
The Heart of Texas
The
Call , of Bob White
The Sacrice
MACK SWAIN SERIES
Nimrod Ambrose
Ambrose
the Bathing Girls
Ambroee inandBad
Ambrose's Visit
Winning Ways
Ambrose
All Wrong Ambrose
Gemini Ambrose
Ambrose in Turkey

5
S
S
S
S
5
S
5
SS
S
S
S
5
S
2
2
22
2
2
22
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
Mi
%^
^
%
54
yi
«4
54
J4
Vi
54
54
Yi
54
Yz
54
54
54
54
54
54
Yi

2
Z
2
2
22
2
22
2?
2
2
2

All

Releases

Oct. ft— .-Mmost Heroes
Sept. 22 — They Do It On $8 Per

edy dramas, released one each week
Seriesone ofeach
18 Wm.
S. Hart two-reel Westerns, released
week
Series of 15leased oneKay
Bee
Columbia two-reel Westerns, reeach week
GARSON-NEILAN PRODUCTIONS
(Producing for Open Market)
The Unpardonable Sin (Blanche Sweet)
I'lie Hushed Hour (Blanche Sweet)

Film

9

GAUMONT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Tuesdays — Gaumont News
1
Fridays
—
Gaumont
Graphic
The Real Roosevelt
21
Satan on Earth
2
The Hand of Vengeance (Serial, ten two-reel episodes) . .
GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
-STAR SERIES
SPECIALS
Flame of the Desert (Geraldine Farrar)
7
The Loves of Letty (Pauline Frederick)
5
Jubilo (Will Rogers)
6
The Gay Lord Quex (Tom Moore)
5
Jinx (Mabel Normand)
5
bonds of Love (Pauline Frederick)
5
Strictly Confidential (Madge Kennedy)
5
Almost a Husband (Will Rogers)
S
The World and Its Woman (Geraldine Ferrar) 7
Lord and Lady Algy (Tom Moore)
5
The Girl from Outside (Rex Beach)
7
Heartsease (Tom Moore)
S
Upstairs (Mabel Normand)
5
The Peace of Roaring River (Pauline Frederick) 6
Through the Wrong Door (Madge Kennedy) 5
The City of Comrades (Tom Moore)
5
The Fear Woman (Pauline Frederick)
5
When Doctors Disagree (Mabel Normand)
5
GREAT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
The Cup of Fury (Rupert Hughes)
The Girl Fr6m Outside (Rex Beach)
7
KENNISON SERIES
Oct, 1 — A Misfit Earl (Bennison)
5
\iig. 15 — Hign Pockets (Bennison)
5
May 11— The Road Called Straight (Bennison) 5
Mar. 23 — Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
5
Jan. 5 — Oh, Johnny (Louis Bennison)
5
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Jan. 11 — A Sure Cure (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2
Dec. 28 — Two Dollars, Please
2
Dec. 14 — The Little Dears (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven).. 2
Nov. 30 — A Much Needed Rest (Parsons)
2
Nov. 16 — Moving Day (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2
Nov. 2 — His Own Medicine (Parsons)
2
Oct. 19 — Why Divorce? (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2
Oct. 5 — Oh, Bill. Behave (Parsons)
2
Sept. 21 — Honeymooning (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2
Sept.
7
—
He
Did
and
He
Didn't
(Parsons)
2
Close to Nature (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven)
2
They're
After theOffBawl(Parsons)
(Mr. and Mrs. De Haven)
22
Chasing Rainbeaux (Parsons)
2
Their Day of Rest (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven)
2
A Wonderful Night (Parsons)
2
In a Pinch (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven)
2
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Nov. 23 — Paper Making
Nov. 16 — Nature's Echo
Nov. 9 — Net Profits (Catching Salmon in Skeena River)
Nov. 2— Rocks of Ages (Granite Quarries)
Little Bo Peep (Wool Industry)
By the Sea (Seeing Atlantic City)
Panama Canal
Town Topics (Panama Under Uncle Sam)
SnappingAntics
Snappers
(Fishing
in the CJulf
of Mexico)
Animal
(Pictures
of Animals
in Zoo
Going South (New Orleans and St. Augustine)
The .\nglers (Trout Fishing on the Ausable)
Home Made (Ready-Made House Building)
Days of Real Sport (A Boy Scout Picture)
Caught
(Landing Some Big Ones in the Canadian Northwest
Handiwork
Wonders
in Canadian
Rockies)
AGod's
Genuine
Panama (Scenic
(Journey
to Capitol
of Panama)
Sweetness (A Taste of the Sugar Industry)
GOLDWYN-RRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Feb. 8 — All Aboard for the Moon
Feb. I— Marvels of the Universe
Jan. 25 — Hello, Mars
Jan. 18 — Behind the Signs on Broadway
Jan.
Woman's Saloons
Crowning Glory
Dec. 611— —Retormed
Nov. 30 — Passing of the Old West
Nov. 23 — Department Stores on Wheels
Nov. 16 — How Time Flies
Nov. 9 — Ponchos from Peru
Nov. 2— A City of Kings
Oct. 26 — Gold Mining in the Heart of a Great City
Oct. 19 — Three Men in a Boat and a Turtle
Oct. 12 — -Amazon Trails
Oct. 5— Bird Cliff Dwellers
Sept. 28 — Women Fire Fighters
Sept. 21 — The Uncrowned King of Brazil
Sept. 14 — Meet Nick Carter
HALL ROOM BOYS PHOTO PLAYS
Dec.29 — The Lovable Scamps
2
Dec. 15 — Taming the West
2
Dec. 1 — The Chicken Hunters
2
Nov. 17 — Pretty Soft
2
Nov. 3 — A Howling Success
2
Oct. 20 — Nothing But Nerve
2

GARDINER SYNDICATE
{At State Right Exchanges, Albany and Buffalo)
Yankee Doodle in Berlin
ft
Mickey
7
Birth of a Race
in
The Barjrain (Wm. S. Hart)
The Bandit and Preacher (Wm. S. Hart)
5
The Hell Hound of Alaska (Wm. S. Hart)
5
Staking His Life (Wm. S. Hart)
Satan's
Pawn Road
(Bessie
Barriscale)
The Straight
(Chas.
Ray and Bessie Barriscale) ... .S5
One Day
t
The Bandit and Preacher (Wm. S. Hart)
S
The Hell Hound of Alaska (Wm. S. Hart)
S
Satan's
Pawn Road
(Bessie
Barriscale)
The Straight
(Chas.
Ray and Bessie Barriscale) ... SS
One Day
5
How Molly Made Good
6
The Birth of Man
S
Heart of New York
5
The Salamander
5
The Birth of Democracy
6
Custer's
Fight
32
The RealLast
Roosevelt
Satan on Earth
...2
The Hand of Vengeance (10 episode serial, Gaumont —
reels each episode)
2
The each)
Demon's
(Serial in 10 episodes of 2 raels
all Shadow
star cast
Serieswe
of 42 Fatty Arbuckle comedies, released one each
ek
Serieswe
of 29 Charlie Chaplin comedies, released one each
ek
Seriesreleased
of 28 one
MackeachSennett
Keystone two-reel comedies,
wee
k
Series of 28 Sennett Keystone Liberty comedies, one
reel each, released one each week
Senes of 24 Billy West two-reel comedies
Series of 16 Shorty Hamilton two-reel Western comRelease Information continued on page 1328
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HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.
FAMOUS DIRECTORS SERIES
High
Speed of (Edward
Hulette) 55
The Heart
a Gypsy Earle-Gladys
(Florence Billings)
The Phantom Honeymoon (Marguerite Marsh)
S
Love, Honor, and ? (Stuart Holmes, Ellen Cassidy)...5
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
Thru the Roosevelt Country with Colonel RooseTelt. . . .2
A House Divided (Svlvia Breamer)
6
The Littlest Scout (Violet Blackton)
6
Wanted for Murder (Elaine Hammerstein) 6
The Other Man's Wife (Stuart Holmes-Ellen Cassidy)..6
SERI.ALS
The Screaming Shadow (Ben Wilson-Neva Gcrh«^
IS Episodes
The Trail of the Octopus (Ben Wilson, Neva Gerber)
15 Epl.-iodca
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
Dec. 28 — The Vagabond
2
Nov. 16 — The Fireman
2
HODKINSON CORP., W. W.
{Releasing Through Pathe Exchanges)
BENJ. B. HAMPTON-GREAT
AUTHORS PICTURES, INC.
The Sagebrusher (Emerson Hough's)
7
The
(Stewart Edward
7
ZANEWesterners
GREY PICTURES,
INC.White's)
( Rrni. B. nnuifttni and F.ltinge F. Warner)
The
Desert'T>of Wheat
<
I !>.(•
R!. I) (Zane
if^ Grey's)
I'RCDUCTIONS
The Lone Wolf's Daughter (Louise Glaum)
7
DIFTKICH-MKCK. IINC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
6
The
(Lenh 'l'ION
Baird)
S
RwDlJC
tA)of , the
Atil Capitol
Cynthia
Minute (Leah Baird)
ROBERT BUNTON PRODS.
The Lord Loves the Irish (J. Warren Kerrigan)
The Joyous Liar (J. Warren Kerrigan)
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes)

6
*
5
5
6

IVAN FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
(At State Right Exchanges)
Life
(Leah BairdJames Morrison)
Hnmanof Honor
Tlav (MolliV
Kinirl

'5

JANS PICTURES CORP.
Love Without Question (Olive Tell)

6

KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
(Released on States Rights Basis)
The Land of Long Shadows (Jack Gardner)
Efficiency Edgar's Courtship (Taylor Holmes)
(Henry B. Walthall)
LadyGardner)
The
Open Misleading
Places (Jack
•
The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row (R. Traverse)
The Range Boss (Jack Gardner)
rn)
The Alster Case (Bryant Washbuse)
The Man Trail (Richard Traver
Men of the Desert (Jack Gardner)
Little Shoes (Henry B. Walthall)
Broncho Billy
Dramas
Snakeville
Comedies
Fables in Slang (George Ade)
)
Stripped for a Million (Crane Wilbur
Strife (George Le Guere)
CHAPLIN REISSUES
on Carmen
AFeb.Burlesque
1 — The Champion
Mar.
1
—
Jitney
Elopement
Apr. 1— Work
iy[av I — Bv the Sea

5
55
|
5
5
5
5
5
5
}1
\
5
5

*
2
2f
»

METRO EXCHANGES
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
May
— A Daughter of the Snows (Mitchell Lewis) 6
May
— The Temple of Dawn (Bert Lytell)
6
May
— The Marriages of Mairfair (Special Cast) 6
May
— Four Horsemen (Special Cast)
6
Apr.
— Burning Daylight (Mitchell Lewis)
6
Apr. — The Skylark (Bert Lytell)
6
Apr.
— Fine Feathers (May Allison)
6
Apr. — Parlor, Bedroom and Bath (Viola Dana) 6
Mar. —The Hope (Special Cast)
6
Mar.
— Alias Jimmy Valentine (Bert Lytell) 6
Feb.
Feb. —— Juda
Eliza (May
ComesAllison)
to Stay (Viola Dana)
6•
Feb.
— Shore Acres (Alice Lake)
6
Feb. —Old Ladv 31 (Emma Dunn)
6
Jan. —The Walk-OflFs (May Allison)
6
Jan. —The Right of Way (Bert Lytell)
6
Jan. —The Willow Tree (Viola Dana)
6
Dec. — Should a Woman Tell? (Alice Lake)
6
Dec. — The Best of Luck (Special Cast)
6
Nov.
— Fair and Warmer (May Allison)
6
Nov.
Please Get Married (Viola Dana)
6
Nov.
Lombardi, Ltd. (Bert Lytell)
'
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Mar.
— The Heart of a Child (Nazimova)
7
Jan.
— Stronger Than Death (Nazimova)
7

Motion
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me Brat (Nazimova)
Tnc Red Lantern uNazimovaJ
Out of the Fog (Nizimova)
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
May — Nothing But Lies ( faylor Holmes)
Mar. —The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes)
Dec. —Nothing but the Truth (Taylor Holmes)

All

7
7
7
7

Dec. 21 — Ninth, A Homeless Princess
2
Dec. 14 — Eighth, Arrested
2
Dec. 7 — Seventh, A Fatal Error
2
Nov. 30 — Sixth, Out Again, In Again
2
Nov. 23 — Fifth, Held for Ransom
2
Nov. 16 — Fourth, An Unwilling Princess
2
6 Nov. 9— Third, Snared
2
6 Nov. 2 — Second, Overboard
2
6
Oct. 26— First, The Wager
2
THE ADVENTURES OF RUTH
(Fifteen liamTwo-reel
MISCELLANEOUS
Human and Episodes
Herbert Starring
Heyes) Ruth Roland, WilFeb. 15 — Eighth, The Harlem Model
2
{Stale Right /■ cal iircs )
Vera Mack (Two Reel Western Dramas) Doubleday
8 — Seventh, The Substitute Messenger 2
Prod. Co
. Feb.
Feb. 1— Sixth, The Border Fury
2
The Blindness of Youth (Foundation Film Corp.)
Jan. 25— Fifth, The Bank Robbery
2
The Confession (Henry Walthal) National Film Corp....
Jan. 18 — Fourth, The Stolen Picture
2
Jan. U — Third, The Bewitching Spy
2
ThePictures
MysteryInc
Mind-Serial (J. Robert Pauline) Supreme
Jan. 4— Second, Kidnapped
2
Dec. 28 — First, The False Countess..... 2
TheArthur
PennyS. Philanthropist
(Peggy O'Neil-Ralph Morgan)
Hymqn Attractions
DAREDEVIL JACK
The Whirlwind-Serial
(Chas. Hutchison)
Allgood PicDempsey)Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Jack
tures
Corp
(Fifteen
Before the Wh'te Man Came (Northwestern Film Corp.)
A Serico
Woman Prod.
in Grey-Serial
(Arline Pretty-Henry G. Sell)
Feb. 15 — First, The Mysterious Bracelets
3
Co
ROLIN COMEDIES
TheCo
Sacred Flame (Emily Stevens) Schomer-Ross Prods
Feb. 8 — Getting His Goat (Snub Pollard)
1
Emmett
Dalton (Two Reel Western Dramas) Wilk and
Feb. 1— All Lit Up (Snub Pollard)
1
Wilk
Jan. 25— The Dippy Dentist (Snub Pollard) 1
Jan.
18
—
Slippery
Slickers
(Snub
Pollard)
1
Sky
Eye
(Sol
Lesser)
',
The Price Woman Pays (Beatriz Michelena) J. Frank
Jan. 11— Why Go Home (Snub Pollard)
1
Hatch Enterprises
Jan.
4
—
Red
Hot
Hottentots
(Snub
Pollard)
1
Forced to Wed (Lois Wilson) J. Frank Hatch EnterDec. 28— The Floor Below (Snub Pollard)
1
prises
Dec. 21— Tough Luck (Pollard— Davis)
1
The Greater Glory (Transatlantic Film Co. of America)
Dec. 14 — Looking tor Trouble (Snub Pollard) 1
The Lost City (Juanita Hanson) (Warner Bros.)
Dec.
7—
How
Dry
I
Am
(Pollard-Davis)
1
The Chosen Path (Margaret Leslie — Donald Hall) Emory
Nov.
30—— Order
It's A inHard
Life
(Pollard-Davis)
11
Film Co. (Exclusive Features)
Nov.
23
the
Court
(Pollard-Davis)
Girl of the Sea (Betty Hilburn — Chester Bamett) WilNov. J6 — CJiving the Bride Away (Pollard-Davis) 1
liamson Sub.-Sea Picture
Nov. 9— Call for Mr. Cave Man (Pollard Davis) 1
TheFilmAdventures
of
Helen
Series
(Helen
Holmes)
Ayon
Nov. 2— All At Sea (Pollard-Davis)
1
Corp
ROLIN
TWO REELERS
COMEDIES
Feb. 8 — His Royal Slyness (Harold Lloyd — Mildred
Doubleday Comedies (One Reel a Week) Doubleday
Davis)
2
Prod. Co
Dec.
28 — From Hand to Mouth (Harold Lloyd — Mildred
Jolly Comedies (Film Specials)
2
Davis)
2
Bobby Bums Comedies (Jaxon Film Corp.)
2 Nov. 30— Capt. Kidd's Kids (Lloyd— Daniels)
Jester Comedies (Territorial Sales Corp.)
2 Nov. 2 — Bumping into Broadway (Lloyd, Pollard — 2
Ham and Bud (Jans Prods., Inc.)
i
Daniels)
2
TWO-REEL SPECIALS
Nov. 23 — Miss Gingersnap (Baby Marie Osborne) 2
OUTING-CHESTER PICTURES
Oct. 12 — Daddy Niunber Two (Baby Marie Osborne).. 2
(At State Right Exchanges)
Balsing Over the Bounding Blue
1 THE TIGER'S TRAIL (Serial)
Korearing Around Korea
1 ( Starring Ruth Roland and George' Larkin ; Astra)
Moosmg Through Kipawa
1 July
27— Fifteenth, The Tiger Face
2
Broadway Will Be Broadway
1 July 20 — Fourteenth, At the Pistol's Point
22
Pilgrimage Through the Clouds
1 July 13— Thirteenth, Tie False Idol
Mr. Outing Gets a Pipe Dream
1 July 6 — Twelfth, The Two Amazons
2
The Simple Life
1 BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
The People in White
1 Feb. IS — Respectable by Proxy (Breamer — Gordon).... 6
No Coma in Acoma
1
Temple Bells and Wayside Shrines
1 Jan. 4— My Husband's Other Wife (Breamer — Gordon). 6
Considering Posey
1 Nov. 30 — Dawn (Sylvia Breamer — Rob't. Gordon) 6
The Fifteen Million
1 Oct 19 — The Moonshine Trail (Breamer-Gordon) 6
NEWS REELS
SCREENINGS
Simdays — Topics of the Day
Feb. 7— The
Great
American
Yawn
and
Getting
His
— Pathe News
1
Angora
1 Wednesdays
Saturdays — Pathe News
1
Feb. 1— Barks
and
Skippers
and
Men,
Monkeys
and
Human Beings
1
Jan. 31 — In
Garden and Horseshoe and 1 PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
Bridala Naturalist's
Veil
(At State Right Exchanges)
Jan. 24— Checks
Hippety Hoppety Woppety and Cash Your 1
T"ie
Boomerang (Henry
Walthall)
Virtuous
(WandaB. Hawley)
Jan. 14 — Hattie's Hoodoo and Is Prohibition a Dry Sub- ject 1 Sins of theSinners
Children ( Alma Hanlon)
Wives of Men (Florence Reed)
REALART PICTURES CORP.
PATHE EXCHANGES
SPECIAL FEATURES
Feb. 181—— Other
Men's
Shoes (Craufurd
Kent)
7
Jan.
The Web
of Deceit
(Dolores Cassinelli)
67 Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's)
The Mystery of the Yellow Room (Chautard's) 6
Jan. 11 — Fighting Cressy (Blanche Sweet)
6 STAR
PRODUCTIONS
Dec
21 — The Prince and Betty (Wm. Desmond-Mary 5
Thurman)
The Fear Market (Alice Brady)
S
Dec. 14 — The A B C of Love (May Murray)
6
Anne of Green Gables (Mary Miles Minter)
6
Dec. 7— Brothers Divided (Frank Keenan)
S Erstwhile Susan (Constance Binney)
5
Nov. 16 — The Right to Lie (Dolores Cassinelli) 7
Nov. 9 — A Woman of Pleasure (Blanche Sweet) 7
REPUBLIC DIST. CORP.
Nov. 2— The Gay Old Dog (John Cumberland) 6
Oct. 12 — A Damsel in Distress (Caprice-Hale) 5 Feb. Trilby (Clara Kimball Young)
5
Oct. 5— Impossible Catherine (Virginia Pearson) .... 5 Jan. — The Blue Pearl (Edith Hallor)
Sept. 28 — The Twin Pawns (May Murray)
5 Jan. — The Amazing Woman (Ruth Clifford) 65
Sept. 21 — The False Code (Frank Keenan)
5 Jan. — Twelve-Ten (Marie Doro)
5
THE BLACK SECRET (Serial)
Nov. 24 — The Steel King ( Elvidge-Love) 5
Nov.
17
—
You
Never
Know
Your
Luck
5
(Fifteen two-reel episodes starring Pearl White and Walter
Nov. 10 — -The Poison Pen (Tune Elvidge)
5
McGrail).
3 — Me and Captain Kidd (Evelyn Greeley) 5
Feb. 15 — Fifteenth, The Secret Host
2 Nov.
27 — Arizona Cat Claw (Edythe Sterling) 5
Feb. 8 — Fourteenth, The Hidden Way
2 Oct.
S
Feb. 1— Thirteenth, Wings of Mvstery
2 Oct. 20 — The Black Circle (Creighton Hale)
Jan. 25 — Twelfth, The Chance Trail
2 SPECIALS
Jan. 18 — Eleyenth, The Death Studio
2
16 — The Better 'Die
5
Jan. 11 — Tenth. The Inn of Dread
2 Mar.
Feb. 10— What Shall We Do With Him?
5
Jan. 4— Ninth, Webs of Deceit
2
Dec. 28 — ighth, A Crippled Hand
2
Dec:
1!!!!! 1! i ]!!! i! i ] 1!!j2 ROBERTSON-COLE
PRODUCTIONS
Dec. fl=iixTh:'Ve^'SnknowT.':
7— Fifth, The Acid Bath
SUPERIOR PICTURES
Nov. 30 — Fourth, Below the Water Line
2 Seeing it Through (ZaSu Pitts)
Nov. 23— Third, The Gas Chamber
2 The Luck of Cieraldine Laird (Bessie Barriscale) 35
Nov. 16 — Second, Marked for Death
2
Beggar Prince (Sessue Hayakawa)
5
Nov. 9 — First, 'The Great Secret
2 The
The Third Generation (Brentwood)
5
BOUND AND GAGGED (Serial)
Haunting Shadows (H. B. Warner)
5
Beckoning Roads (Bessie Barriscale)
5
(Ten
Two-Reel
Episodes
Starring
George
B.
Seitz
and
Marguerite Courtot)
The Tong Man (Sessue Hayakawa)
5
5
Dec. 28 — Tenth, Hopley Takes the Liberty
2 Heart of Juanita (Beatriz Michelena)
Release Information continued on page 1329

Film

Picture

New

Releases

A Fugitive from Matrimony (H. B. Warner; S
The Blue Bandanna (William Desmond)
&
The Illustrious Prince (Sessue Hayakawa)
£>
SPECIALS
The
Beloved Butterfly
Cheater (Tourneur)
(Gasnier's)
5S
The Broken
SUPREME COMEDIES
A Four Cylinder Frame-Up
: . .1
MoUie's
Millions
1t
Her Nearly
Husband
Hearts and Diamonds
1
Their Little Wife
1
Pass the Apples, Eve
1
Are Honeymoons Happy?
1
Struck Out
1
Good Night Judge
1
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
Marooned in the South Seas
1
Recruiting ofinBroken
the Solomons
The
Men
"". 111
LonelyCitySouth
PacificOldMissions
Domesticating Wild Men
\
Cruising in the Solomons
1
Saving
Savages
in
the
South
Seas
1
The Home of the Hula Hula
1
Through the Isles of the New Hebrides
1
Tulagi, A White Spot in a Black Land
1
ADVENTURE SCENICS
Sons of Salooskin
1
Sheep
Leavenworth
Flaming O' Ice
11
The Last Resort
1
The Forbidden River
1
I and the Mountain
1
Just Over Yonder
1
SELZNICK ENTERPRISES (LEWIS)
SELZNICK PICTURES
(Distriliuted through Select Exchanges)
The Woman God Sent (Zena Keefe)
S
His
Wife's
Money
(Eugene
O'Brien)
Footlights and
Shadows
(Olive
Thomas)
55
The
55
SoonerImpor (Elsie
Later Janis
(Owen Moore)
(greater Than Fame (Elaine Hammerstein) 5
The
(Eugene O'Brien)
55
Out Broken
Yonder Melody
(Olive Thomas)
A Regular Girl (Elsie Janis)
5
Piccadilly Jim (Owen Moore)
5
The Glorious Lady (Olive Thomas)
5
Sealed
Hearts
(Eugene
O'Brien)
The Country Cousin (Elaine Hammerstein) S5
SELECT PICTURES
(Distributed through Select Exchanges)
She Loves and Lies (Norma Talmadge)
6
The Last of His People (Mitchell Lewis)
5
The Undercurrent (Guy Empey)
7
A Scream in the Night (Special Cast)
6
Faith of the Strong (Mitchell Lewis)
6
The Isle of Conquest (Norma Talmadge)
6
NATIONAL PICTURES
(Distributed through Select Exclianges)
Blind Youth (Special Cast)
5
Just a Wife (Special Cast)
5
REPUBLIC PICTURES
(Distributed through Republic Exchanges)
Trilby ball
(Reissue) TourneurYoung
Production with Clara Kim- 5
Girl of the Sea (Williamson Submarine Prod.)
6
The Amazing Woman (Ruth Clifford)
5
The Blue Pearl (Edith Hallor)
5
Twelve-Ton (Herbert Brenon Prod.), Marie Doro
5
KINOGRAMS
Every Tuesday and Saturday.
STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES
DOLL VAN FILM CORP. (CHICAGO)
(In Illinois,
Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
The Mad
Lover
Public Defender
Carmen of the Klondike
The Grain of Dust
Hearts of the World
The Crucible of Life
Nine-tenths of the Law
DOO LEE FILM COMPANY, INC. (N. Y. STATE)
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
-^re You Legally Married (Lew Cody — Rosemary Thebe) .
Reclaimed (Niles Welch — Juvenile Scott)
Window
OppositeMan (Leah
— James Morrison)
Once to Everv
(JackBaird
Sherrill)
SELECTED PRODUCTIONS
Stripped for a Million (Crane Wilbur)
The
(JackSmiled
Sherrill—
Hanlon)
When Profiteer
the Desert
(NealAlma
Hart)
Miss Arizona (Gertrude Bondhill)
His Daughter Pays (Gertrude McCoy)
_
Denny from Ireland (Shorty Hamilton)
5
Pen Vulture (Shorty Hamilton)
5
The Snail (Shorty Hamilton)
S
The
Hamilton)
When Ranger
Arizona (Shorty
Won (Shorty
Hamilton)
55
Gale Henry Comedies (2 reels — one every two weeks....
Bull's Eye Comedies (2 reels — one ever}' two weeks) . . .
Original
Billy West Comedies (2 reels — one every
weeks)
, two
Neal Hart (2 reel dramas — one every two weeks)
Al Jennings (2 reel dramas — one every two weeks)
Napoleon and Sally (one reel comedies)
Tom Mix (one reel dramas, re-issues)
Ann Little (2 reel Western dramas, re-issues)
Lightening Bryce (Fifteen Episode Serial)
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jJragon's
Den
he Neuse
'erilous
Trails
Volf Nights
^he Scarlet Moon
RIAJNGLE EXCHAJNGES
I'eb. 15 — Tiger Girl (Lillian Gish Roszika Dolly) S
an. 25 — A Gamble in Souls (Dorothy Dalton) 5
an. 4— The Clodhopper (Charles Ray)
5
)ec. 14 — Betty of Greystone (Dorothy Gish-Owen Moore). S
low. -23 — The Flame of the Yukon (Dorothy Dalton) S
iIACK SENNETT KEYSTONE COMEDIES
'eb. 258—— She
The Loved
Dancing
Lake)
an.
a NutMaster
(Mary(Alice
Thurman-Ray
Griffith). 52
'an.
18
—
Mabel's
Speed
Cop
(Mabel
Normand-Roscoe
Arbuckle)
1
an.Charles
11 — Only
a Farmer's Daughter (Louise Fazenda- 1
Murray)
an. 4— A Lunch Room Romance (Mabel NormandRoscoe Arbuckle)
1
)cc. 28 — Fast Trains and Slow Women (Syd. Chaplin)..!
)ec. 21 — Keystone Babies
2
3ec. 14 — Crashing Through (Ford Sterling)
1
)ec. 7 — The Life of Reilly (Ford Sterling) 2
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
cb. 22 — The Love Riot
2
■Vb. 1 — His Babv Doll
1
rYR.\D PICTURES, INC.
,iroken Hearts
It Happened in Paris
luman Passions

5
5
5

JNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
an. 18 — Pollyanna (Mary Pickford)
Jec 29 — When the Clouds Roll By (Douglas Fairbanks).
)ct. 20— Broken Blossoms (D. W. Griffith)
Jer.f 1 — His M.ijestv the American fDoucrlas Fairbanks).

6
6
6
8

All

Film

Releases

The Dream (Alice Calhoun)
2
Jan.
Dad
(Thos.
Wise-Gail
Kane)
2 Telemachus, Friend (Kate Price)
2
Jan. 1912 —— Romeo's
A Baby
Doll
Bandit
(Mrs.
Joe
Martin-Jimmy
While the Auto Waits (Ethel Fleming-Regan Stewart) . .2
Adams)
2 The
Church
With
an
Overshot
Wheel
(Ethel
Fleming)...
2
Jan. S— The Inner Ring (Wm. Courtenay-Jane Grey)... 2 The Roads We Take (Jay Morley)
2
Dec. 22 — She'sLove)
Everywhere
(Enid Markey-Montigue 2
The
Day Resurgent
(Campbell-O'Brien)
22
The
Friendly
Call
(Walter
Miller-Julia
Gordon)
Dec. 15 — The Good Shiptin-Jimmy
Rock 'N Rye (Mrs.
Jow .Mar- 2 The Guardian of the Accolade (Agnes Ayers)
2
Adams)
Ghost of a Chance ( Earle- Ayers)
2
Dec. 8 — The Edeson)
Mite of Love (Mabel Taliaferro-Robt. 2 AShocks
of Doom (Earle-Ayers)
2
2
Nov. 17 — An Honorable Cad (Shelly Hull-Julia Dean)... 2 The Buried Treasure
(At State(Earle-Ayers)
Right Exchangea)
Oct. 27 — Fighting Mad (Maclyn Arbuckle)
2
WOLFVILLE TALES (TWO REELERS)
WESTERN AND R.AILROAD DRAMAS
Washerwoman's
War (Nell (Nell
Shipman)
Feb. 14 — Kaintuck's Ward (Bums-O'Dare) 2 The
Trials of Texas Thompson
Shipman) 22
1-eb. 7 — Ihe Prospector's Vengeance ( Kield-Moore) . . . .2 The
Switches and Sweeties (James Aubrey)
2
Jan.
30
—
Blind
Chance
(Bob
Burns-Peggy
O'Dare
2
2
Jan. 17 — West Is Best (Hoot Gibson-Josephine Hill) 2 Rubes and Robbers (Montgomery and Rock)
Jan. 10— The Jay Bird (Hoot Gibson-Josephine Hill) J THE INVISIBLE HAND
Jan. 3 — The Line Runners (Arnold Gregg-Helen How- ard) 2 (Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Antonio Moreno)
First, Setting the Snare
3
Dec. 27 — The Counterfeit Trail (Magda Lane-Ed Hen- nes ey) 2 Second,
T N T
2
Third,
Winged
Death
2
Dec. 20 — TheHill)
Double Hold-Up (Hoot Gibson-Josephine 2 Fourth, Gassed
2
Fifth,
Dodging
Disaster
2
Dec. 13 — The Lone Hand (Hoot Gibson-Josephine Hill). 2 Sixth, The Closing Jaws
2
Dec. 6— TheAccord)
Kid and the Cowboy (Mildred Moore-Art 2 Seventh, The Submarine Cave
2
Eighth,
Outwited
2
Nov. 29— Theson-Magda
Trail ofLane)
the Hold-Up Man (Hoot Gib-2 Ninth, A Heather Sacrifice
2
Tenth, The Fender of Flesh
2
Nov. 22 — The Fighting Line (Art Accord-Mildred Moore). 2 Eleventh, Flirting With Death
2
Nov. IS — TheHilK
Face in the Watch (Hoot Gibson-Josephine
The Dungeon of Despair
2
...^ 2 Twelfth,
Thirteenth,
The
Plunging
Peril
2
Nov. 8 — The Wild Westerner (Art Accord-Magda Lane). 2 Fourteenth, A Modern Mezeppa
2
Nov. 1— TheHill)
Tell Tale Wire (Hoot Gibson-Josephine 2 Fifteenth, Closing the Net
2
SMASHING
BARRIERS
(Serial)
THE MIDNIGHT MAN
(Fifteen The
two-reel
featuring Willian Duncan) 2
Dec. 29— Eighteenth, A Wild Finish
2
Humanepisodes
Chain
Dec. 22 — Seventeenth, The Cave of Destruction 2 Fifteenth,
Fourteenth, Trapped Like Rats
2
Dec. IS — Sixteenth, Hurled from the Heights
2 Thirteenth, The Deadfall
2
Dec. 8 — Fifteenth, The Wheel of Terror
2 Twelfth, Explosive Bullets
2
Dec. 1— Fourteenth, Flames of Fury
•
2 Eleventh, The Den of Deviltry
2
Nov. 24 — Thirteenth, A Figh tto a Finish
2 Tenth, Overpowered
2
Nov. 17 — Twelfth, The Tunnel of Terror
2 Ninth, The Dynamite Tree
•
Nov. 10 — Eleventh, The Death Ride
2 Eighth The Murder Car
2
Seventh,
The
Fatal
Flight
2
Nov. 27 3—— Ninth,
Tenth, ATheSociety
BlazingHold
Torch
'.22 Sixth, Downward to Doom
Oct.
-Up
2
Oct. 20 — Eighth, The Shadow of Fear
2 Fifth, The Living Grave
2
Oct. 13 — Seventh, The Electric Foe
2
Fourth, The Deed of a Devil
2
THE GREAT RADIUM MYSTERY
Third, The Tree Hut of Torture
2
Plunge of Death
2
Feb. 9 — Eighteenth, L'quid Flames
2 Second,TheTheTest
of Courage
2
Feb. 2 — Seventeenth. The Wheels of Death
2 First,
PERILS OF THUNDER MOUNTAIN
Jan.
26
—
Sixteenth,
Over
the
Cataract
2
Jan. 19 — Fifteenth, The Faming Arrow
2 (Fifteen
CarolTwo-Reel
Holloway)Episodes Starring Antonio Moreno and
Jan. 12 — Fourteenth, Hemmed In
'
2
22
Jan. 5 — Thirteenth, The Scalding Pit
'2 Fifteenth,
Fourteenth,Fate's
The Verdict
Hut of Disaster
Dec. 29 — Twelfth, Shackled
"2
The River of Dread
2
Eleventh,Creeping
Perils ofFlam
Doom
" '22 Thirteenth,
Dec. 22
15 — Tenth,
es
Twelfth, The Rushing Horror
2
Dec. 8 — Ninth, The Roaring Road
2 Eleventh, In the Ocean's Grip
22
Dec. 1 — Eighth, In the Clutches of a Madman
2
Tenth,
The
Flaming
Sacrifice
Nov. 24 — Seventh,
2 Ninth. Prisoner of the Deep
3
THE LION MAN A Flash in the Dark

JNITED PICTURE THEATRES
The Eternal Mother (Florence Reed)
5
rhe Corsican Brothers (Dustin Farnum)
5
VierMan's
Fight
(Dustin
Farnum)
5
Game (Florence Reed)
5
:UCKOO COMEDIES
rhe Sultan of Djazz (Bobbie Burns-Jobyna Ralston) ... .2
Che Shimmy Jim (Burns-Ralston)
2
:iSSY FITZGERALD COMEDIES
rissy's Financial Flivver
2
^is^y'« Sassy Stockings
2
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
%ouge and Riches (Mary MacLaren)
5
Marked Men (Harry Carey)
5
rhe Triflers (Edith Roberts)
5
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Kath:he Day She Paid (Francelia Bilington)
5
leen O'Connor and Jack Perrin)
!"he Pointing Finger (Mary MacLaren)
5 Feb. 9 — Seventh,
Doomed
2
^ Gun (Edith
Fightin'Roberts-Frank
Gentleman (Harry
Carey)
55
jsca
Mayo)
Feb.
2
—
Sixth,
In the House of Horrors........'
2
Jnder Suspicion (Ora Carew-Forrest Stanley) 5 Jan. 2619 — Fourth.
Fifth, In A theDevili=h
Lion's Devic
Den e
" 5>
lis Divorced Wife (Monroe Salisbury)
5
rhe Trembling Hour (Helen Eddy-Kennth Harlan) 5 Jan. 5 — Second,
The
'.'.',','.22
The Rider of the Law (Harry Carey)
6 J«a.
The Kidnappers
Rope of Death
Dec. 12—
29 — Third,
First. The Flames
The Brute Breaker (Frank Mayo-Kathyrn Adams) 6 ELMO
2
THE FEARLESS of Hate ..
Sonnie Bonnie Lassie (Mary MacLaren)
6
EWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Lincoln)
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Elmo
•"eb.
2 — TheBillington)
Great .-^ir Robbery (Lieut. Ormer Locklear- 6
Francelia
Feb.
First, the Wreck of the Santiam
2
^ov. 17 — Blind Husbands (Eric Van Stroheim) 6 NEWS 9—AND
MAGAZINE REELS
)ct. 13 — The Right to Happiness (Dorothy Phillips) 8
— Hearst News (International)
iept. 1— Forbidden (Mildred Harris)
6 Mondays
]
iept. 1— Paid in Advance (Dorothy Phillips) 6 Wednesdays — International News
1
EVi EL COMKDTES
—
Current
Events
(International)
!.".!.'.'!
Fridays
—New
Screen
Magazine
(Universa
l)
11
Tth. 9 — Over the Transom (Mrs. Joe Martin-Adams)...!
:ENTUR\ COMEDIES
VTTAGRAPH EXCHANGES
'eb. 11 — Good Little Brownie (Century Wonder Dog).. 2 Deadline at Eleven (Corinne Griffith)
s
The Juggernaut (Anita Stewart)
an.
Busy and
DayWild
(Century
Wonder Lions).
Dog).. 22 The
5
Birth of a Soul (Harry T. Morey)
an. 2814 —— Brownie's
Naughty Lions
Men (Century
6
Human Collateral (Corinne Griffith)
3ec. 22 — Weak Minds and Wild Lians (Adams-Nelson6
Engel and Lions)
2
of theBride
Mother
Midnight
(Gladys
(AnitaLeslie)
Stewart) '.'.'.'.66
)ec. 8 — A Lucky Dog's Day (Century Wonder Dog) 2 The Sins
'fov. 3 — Brownie's Doggone Tricks (Dog and (jirls)....2
When a Man Loves (Earle Williams)
"e
STAR COlMEDIES
The Darkest
(Harry Morey) ' "'g6
(BessieHour
Love)
?eb. 9 — Non-Skid Love (Lyons-Moran)
1 Pegeen
J.°^"'.^^ °J.
Jewels(Gladys
(CorinneLesl
Griffith)
"eb.
Ain't Nature
Wonderful
(Lyons-Moran) 11 The Golden
Shower
ie)
5S
an. 262—— Bungled
Bungalows
(Lyons-Moran)
The Combat (Anita Stewart)
S
an. 19 — The Sweet Dry and Dry (Lyons-Moran) 1 The
Black Gate (Earle Williams)
5
an. 12 — Some Shimmiers (Lyons-Moran)
1 A Fighting
5
an. 5— Sweet Patootie (Lyons-Moran)
1 In Honor's Colleen (Bessie Love)
Web Woman
(Harry (Alice
T. More
)ec. 22 — In the Good Old Days (Lyons-Moran) 1 The Winchester
y))
Joyce
65
)ec. 8 — Woes of a Woman (Lyons-Moran) 1
Vov. 24 — Ten Nights in a Tea Room (Lyons-Moran) 1 VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
■lov. 10 — The Tick Tick Man (Lyons-Moran) 1 The Fortune Hunter (Earle Williams)
7
)ct. 27 — Who's Her Husband? (Lvons-Moran) 1
)ct.
13
—
Regular
Cut
Ups
(Lyons-Moran)
1
Slaves
of
Pride
(Alice
Joyce)
'"
g
)KEH KOMEDIES
The Vengeance
of DurandGrifl
(Alice Joyce)..........'
Climbers (Corinne
Sth)
67
The
Wolf
(Earle
Willi
ams)
6
an. 12—
(Ben(Neal
Wilson)
11 BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
Dec.
29— Bill's
SeeingWife
Things
Burns)
Jec 15 — His Lucky Blunder (George Ovey)
Maids and Muslin (Jimmy Aubrey)
1
2
Jec. 1 — Tailor Maid (Neve Gerber)
1 Knights and Knighties (Montgomery and Rock)
^2
W 17 — Babies Is Babies (Neal
Burns)
1 Pipe Dreams and Prizes (Harry Mann)
2
Dames and Dentists (James Aubrey)
^OT. 3 — Bill's Anniversary (Ben Wilson)
2
1 Throbs
SAINBOW COMEDIES
and Thrills (Montgomery and Rock)
2
Switches
Sweeties (James Aubrey)
2
^el>- 4— Over the Ocean Wave (Charlie of the Orient).. 2 Rubes andandRobbers
and Rock)
2
fan. S — Adam and Eve a la Mode (Bathing Beauties).. 2 Bungs and Bunglers(Montgomery
Oee- 1 — A Barnyard Romance (Charlie of the Orient).. 2 Caves and Coquettes (James Aubrey)
2
(Montgomery and Rock)
Jet. 27 — A Popular Villain (Charlie of the Orient); 2
2
O.
HENRY
(TWO
REELERS)
)TAGE WOMEN'S WAR RELIEF SERIES
'eb. 2 — Tom's Little Star (Constance Binney-Otis Skin- ner) 2 A Philist-'ne in Bohemia (Edna Murphy)
2
The Call Loan (Jay Morley)
.'..2

W. H. PRODUCTIONS
The Lost Battalion (Special Cast)
7
Mickey
(MabelBusiness
Normand)
Everybody's
(Richmond-Calhoun) ..'....!]!'.'. .67
Satan's Pawn (Bessie Barriscale)
S5
The Straight Road
(Bessie Barriscale) ].
Staking
Life of(Wm.
Hart
The
Hell His
Hound
AlaskaS. (Wm.
S. Hart)
' S
)
...s
The
Superman
(Sansonia)
'.'.'. gS
The
Bargain
S.
).
Custer's
Last (Wm.
Fight
(J. Hart
Barney Sherry)
......'.'.'.3
Tillie's Punctured Romance (Dressier) . .
g
The
Hawk's Trail
(King
Baggot)
15
Episode
SeriaL
.
.
.
The
Mystery
of
13
fFord-Theby)
IS
Episode
Serial.'.'.'.'.'.'
ONE AND TWO REELERS
W. S. Hart Dramas
2
Shorty Hamilton Comedy Dramas
2
Keystone Comedies (Liberty Brand)
1
Kay Bee Dramas (Union Brand)
. .2
Arbuckle
Com
edi
es
Kay BeeCome
Dramas (Cloumbia
Brand)
'21
Chaplin
dies
... & 2
Some Nerve (Charlie Chaplin)
1
•••••• ^
dies
Come
Keystone
SennettHelpus
Keystone
and Arbuckle
Comed
Lord
(Charlie
Chaplin)
ies
1 & '.12
Keystone Kid Comedies
'. . . .2
WILK (JACOB) FEATURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
ALICE BRADY FEATURES
Maternity
c
The
Trap
'.'..■.'.'.'.'.■.'.'.'.'.■.■.■.■.'.'.'.'.'.■.'.'."
A Woman Alone
!!.'!!!!s5
The
Dancer's
Peril
Darkest
Russia
!!..!!.!!'.!..!'.' 5
ALa Gilded
Cage
!.!.!!!.'!! sS
Boheme
The Divorce
Rack
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.','.'.'.'..'.5
The
Game
!!!!!.'! 5
Spurs of Sybil
.'. ...... . 5
Miss Petticoats
.......'..!!!.! !s
The
Hungry Heart
Self-Made
.'.'.'.'.55
flOBERT Widow
WARWICK FEATURES
Man of the Hour
5
Stolen Voice
5
Friday the I3th
S
Human Driftwood
S
The Man Who Forgot
S
Family Honor
5
Face in the Moonlight
S
All Man
S
ASudden
Girl's Riches
Folly
SS
False Friend
S
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The
A

In Her

Service

Happiest

Rider of King

Fiction
Department

for

Log

By Holman Day
Character of Story: Western.
Theme: Progress. Love and adventure.
Characters: Old X. K. Kavanagh, lumber
king; Clare,
his daughter;
Marthorn,
financier
and paper Colonel
pulp king;
Cora Marthorn, his daughter ; Kenneth,
his son; anagh;
AbnerDonaldKezar,
for KavKezar,manager
his grandson;
Romeo Shank, fire warden; Dr. Archaleus
March; Father Pierre; Lola Heberl,
French half-breed; Paul Sabatis ; Noel,
Indian chief; Old Joel; Benson Nute.
The Plot: Old X. K. Kavanagh, ruler of
the Toban country and head of the X. K.
Lumber Company decides to give his
daughter an education equal to that of
" the best of 'em." He sends her to the
same school where the daughter of the
Temiscouata
Companydoesis being
educated. CoraPaper
Marthorn
not make
Clare's that
experience
any easier
telling
she is attheschool
daughter
of someby

BOOK

AND

Producers

MAGAZINE

BOUGHT

FOR

Mart

and

Studio

STORIES
THE

RECENTLY

SCREEN

THE Vitagraph.
LAST WOMAN, by Frederick Van Rensselaer Dey;
Burning Daylight, by Jack London; C. E. Shurtleff.
The Prodigal Judge, by Vaughn Kester; J. Stuart Blackton.
Mary Minds Her Business, by George Weston; National Film.
The Son of Tarzan, by Edgar Rice Burroughs; National Film.
Simple Souls, by John Hastings Turner; Jesse B. Hampton.
The Harvest, by Pearl Doles Bell; Fox.
Forbidden Trails, by Charles Alden Seltzer; Fox.
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Judy
of Rogue's
Harbor,
Miller
The Iron
Rider, by
Frank byL. Grace
Packard;
Fox.White; Realart.
The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, by Blasco Ibanez; Metro.
The Mask, by Arthur Hornblow; Selig Polyscope.

sort
" woodchopper."
K. gets,
word ofthat
graduation has Old
beenX. advanced
adaughter
month and
on that
the torequest
of
Marthorn's
get to the school in
time to see his daughter graduate he must
start his drive down the river a month
early. In spite of difficulties he does this
and in so doing dynamites the river's
tributaries, thus robbiing the paper comdrive of to
water
and with
makmgtheirit diflficult forpany'sthem
follow
pulp
timber. Marthorn sends Donaldson, a
vice-president
of his company,
strate with Kavanagh
but with tono remonresult.
At the graduation the two men meet and
when Marthorn insinuates that Clare has
no business in a school with gentlewomen,
Kavanagh knocks hira down. Shortly
after their return North, Kavanagh dies
leaving his interests in the hands of his
daughter,
selects asyoung
her first
aid Donald Kezar,whoa smooth
villain
who
has betrayed Lola Hebert, the daughter
of a French Canadian and granddaughter
of Noel, an Indian chief. This girl is
loved by Paul Sabatis, a half breed, who
devotes himself to her though he knows
she loves Donald. Kenneth Marthorn,
about the time of the graduation marries
a widow only to find that she has a husliving inherthe inWesteverything.
— an old
man band
whoalreadyindulges
Donald takes her home to her husband
and to protect her refuses to explain to
anyone riage.
the Kenneth
truth goes
aboutNorth
his rumored
maras the chief
engineer
of
his
father's
company
and
threatens to resign when he learns that
the company
plans
to
take
unfair
advantage of X. K. and other independent
operators.
who isthea Temiscouata
true daughter of old X.Clare,
K., defies
company
to
do
its
worst,
and
though sheis
has heard the scandal about Kenneth
finally convinced that he is trying to save
her fromtors. the
Kezar treachery
endeavors ofto herturncompetiClare
against Kenneth and, failing this, sells out
to Donaldson who secures the authority
to take supreme command of the company
operations.
Kennethout thereupon
resigns in
earnest and starts
to enlist volunteers
in the X. K. camps to combat the designs
of the paper company. Clare learns of
this and is They
convinced
of Kenneth's
intentions.
become
friends andgoodhe
becomes her lieutenant. Kezar, who has
been trailed by old Noel on his refusal to
marry Lola, is caught in a bear trap while
trying to shoot Kenneth. Kenneth and
Clare are married and the Temiscouata
company comes to the conclusion it has
been going about matters the wrong way.
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Hour

By Carolyn Wells
Character of Story: Mystery.
Theme: Revenge.
Characters: Owen Prall, detective; Marybelle Moss, widow; Janet Field, her companion ;Frank Wesley, her heir ; Edith
Wesley, his wife; Cissy Carreau, a
friend; Rock Bellamy, another friend;
Lord Herringdean, fiance of Mrs. Moss.
The Plot: The story revolves around the
murder of Mrs. Moss in a room in which
the door and all of the windows were
locked. The victim is found asphyxiated
in such a manner that it is apparent she
did not commit suicide — the gas burner,
long disused, being of such a height that
it could not be turned on by accident.
This occurs
on the
eve of Mrs.TheMoss's
wedding
to Lord
Herringdean.
final
solution of the mystery proves to be thai
Miss Field, the companion, ran a doublethreaded needle through the wall with the
thread attached to the gas-burner jet and
turned the jet after the victim had gone
to bed, sitting on the stair and pulling on
the thread. The plot underlying the murder is this: Janet Field, a poor young
woman was engaged to marry Frank
Moss. She took a position as companion
to Marybelle with the understanding that
she would resign in a few months to be
married. When Moss came to see Janet,
Marybelle made up her mind to steal his
affections and did so, with the result that
he married her instead of Janet. Janet
left. Marybelle did not get on well with
Moss. He sumption,
was and ill,
suflfering
conordered
to from
a milder
climate, but she refused to go with him
or to let him go without her. As a
consequence he died. Marybelle then
sent for Janet to come and be her companion. Janet, who had a certain
amount of Indian blood in her veins,
came with the fixed idea of revenging
herself upon the woman who had destroyed her happiness. She laid her
plans far ahead, bored a hole in the wall
at her convenience and then waited for
an occasion when she knew where all
the members of the household were and
that they were all engaged and not likely
to disturb her, when she carried out the
rest of her arrangements. Prall, the detective learns from Vida, one of the
maids, that Miss Field was sitting on the
stairs
the the
nightmorning
of the when
murderthe— ordeath
ratherof
early in
the widow occurred. From this and from
certain small clues discovered in the
apartment of the dead woman, he works
out the method of the crime, and having
repeated the story in the presence of the
members of the household, calls for a
confession
which_
is Having
immediately
nished by Miss
Field.
heard furher
story, the others decide that she shall be
allowed to go without being prosecuted.
Locale: Any city.
Picture High Lights: The characters in the
story as it stands lack sympathy with the
exception of Janet, and she can hardly
hold it at the end ; a minor love interest
with a second attempt to steal another
woman's ductiman
basic introon to the might
theme form
for ana actress
contentout
"to besympathy
regarded
as
a
"vamp"
and meeting her withjust
deserts.
The
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Picture

A compromise
and combination are
broughtFarabout.
Locale:
Northwest.
Picture High Lights: Very good material
for feature picture. More action and
incident than can be included in synopsis.
Good atmosphere, strong love interest;
suspense.
The Man

Who

Saw Wrong

Jacob Fisher
CharacterByof Story:
Theme:
Characters: Morton Payne, an artist; Adrea
Varrick, a model; Allan Lawrence, a
friend of Morton; Julius Lavigne, another
artist;
Aunt Charles
Margaret,
Adrea's aunt head
and
chaperone;
J. Wostenholm,
of the Wostenholm Foundation.
The Plot: The Wostenholm Foundation has
offeredture aofifered
prizeforof the
$10,000
for ofthe the
bestyear.
picexhibit
Lavigne and Payne are the two puiicipal
contestants. Fayne sees a remarkably
beautifulwomanyoung
acting to
as use
a salesin a shopwoman
and desires
her
for a model. At first she refuses but is
finally persuaded by Lavigne to come
to the country with her aunt with the
understanding
that she
to Payne.
pose alter-A
nately for Lavigne
and isfor
cottage is provided for her but they are
hardly more than settled when the cottagerowlytakesescapefire
two being
womenrescued
narwithandtheirthelives,
by fayne. It is suspected that the fire
is incendiary but the suspicion attaches to
nobody in particular. VVith the destructionsuade
of the
cottage,
Lavigne
to perthe girl
to come
to histries
house,
but
she
and
her
aunt
prefer
to
go
to
Payne's
house. Payne meanwhile is falling in love
with his model but has not mentioned
this to her. Payne is painting a beautiful
picture of her showing her as a young girl
who is transfigured by a great love, holding a letter from her lover in her hand.
Lavigne has a devilish genius for bringing
out the evil in everyone and for making
the most innocent woman wear a look of
evil in his pictures. Lavigne, who has
gambled and
in the
sees win
Payne's
picture
fearsstock
that market,
Payne may
the
prize. His own picture he has not shown
to
anyone.
He
contrives
to
get
some
wood alcohol into some liauor which
Payne drinks with the result that Payne
awakes the next morning stone blind.
Adrea goes to Lavigne's house and catches

Executives

aa glimpse
of the picture
wicked woman.
She iswhich
shockedshowrby
and rushes to Payne to tell him of tnis
outrage. There she learns of the blindness which has come upon him. She
hastily sends for Lawrence, who comes
and brings a surgeon, but it is fouird
that the optic nerve has been destroyed
and that nothing can be done to restore
Payne's
sight.withLavigne
his picture
him. disappears,
Later theytaking
find
that the picture has been entered for the
prize. Lawrence persuades the committee
to
hang Payne's
unfinished
picture, ofbutthisis
informed
that there
is no chance
picture winning the prize since it is still
in an unfinished state. Lawrence, indignant that Lavigne should be given the
prize after his plot against Payne and his
treatment of the model, gets the head of
the Foundation, Charles J. Wostenholn, to
view the two pictures. Wostenholm is
terriblyvigneshocked
the it
picture
which La-a
has painted,at for
is apparently
picture of his wife, from whom he was
separated through a misunderstanding.
Ebcplanations proved that Adrea is his
daughter. Lavigne, coming to claim the
prize, is forced to sign a confession and
to leave the country. Payne, who has
turned to authorship, learning that Adrea
loves him, declares his own love and they
are married.
Locale: New York and neighboring coui :y.
Picture High Lights: Strong pictm t :or
small cast.
Lynch Lawyers
By Wm. Patterson White
Character of Story: Western.
Theme: Love and adventure.
Characters: Red Kane; Dot Lorimer; Ben
Lorimer; her father, a nester; Tom Kane,
Red's brother; Kansas Casey, deputy
sheriff; Saltoun, owner of the Bar S; Buck
Saylor, express agent; Lanpher, manager
of theradoDouble
8; Brufj Usher;
and Lumley,
Colodeputies; Bradley
Jakes Rule,
sheriff;
Judge
Dolan;
cowboys,
gamblem
and others.
The Plot: An express robbery occurs in the
town of Farewell, Oklahoma, the robbers
taking not only the money but the fifteen
hundred pound safe as well; they also steal
a number of horses. Suspicion settles on
:i " nester " named Lorimer, who has recently come to the country and tettled at
an abandoned ranch house. While searching for the robbers. Red Kane and his
brother Tom come to the place and are
driven awaywithby aDotshot-gun.
Lorimer, Red
the admires
nester's
daughter,
her spirit
and
falls
in
love
with
her.
Following the nester from town Red and Tom
find him injured by a tree which has
fallen across the road and pinned him to
the wrecked seat of his buckboard. They
carry
bind a uplynching
his wounds.
While him
Red home
is stillandthere
party
led
by
Lanpher,
of
the
Double
arrives
and Red is shot in defending the8,girl
and
her father. One of the men in the ranch
party being
takes killed.
Red's Red
side isand
savesby him
from
nursed
the
sirl. It develops that a Colorado sheriff
Flipup,
Colorado,
havecharged
come with
afrom
warrant
to arrest
Lorimer,
with
the murder of his own brother. Dot
warns Lorimer with a smudge in the
stove while talking with the posse in
their house. Dot explains to Red that the
brother made a drunken attack on her
father just after their mine had been sold,
the
declaring
Lorimerof
shouldbrother
not have
more that
than Ben
a fourth
what
was
paid
for
the
mine.
Lorimer took his half and left his Lorimer
brother
in
a drunken
After and
Lorimer
someone
killedstupor.
the brother
stole left
his
>hare
of theofmoney.
Lorimer
have heard
the murder
but and
did Dot
not
dare go back because the town of Flipup
was run by scoundrels and thieves and
they knew they would stand no chance of
justice there. Lorimer is finally apprehended and put in jail at Farewell. Red
engineers a jail break and gets hira out.
Red and his brother Tom then journey
to Flipup, where they are hired as gunmeft
by
the chief
of the
townBradley
and alsoUsher,
the leading
bad citizen
man. Owner
of two saloons, the hotel and a gambling
den. he is also a money lender. Investigation in Flipup is not without its perils
and after several gun-plays Red and his
brother come into possession of evidence
sufficient to convict the real murderers of
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I.orimer's brother. Usher, moved by a
.' dry his
of Reds'
to the
that onthea sheriff
deputies
had effect
started
spree
Farewell, has gone on to Farewell,
d returns to find a warrant out for his
rest for the jail break. He has the evi-nee,
his enemies
.1 thishowever,
is done to in convict
short order,
after
iiich Red and Dot are reunited,
ale: Oklahoma.
ure High Lights: Plenty of gunplay and
al color. Sufficient plot to form the
-is for a good Westtrii foatiirc.
The Great

Impersonation

By E. Phillips Oppenheim
Character of Story: Intrigue; aelodrama.
Theme: Impersonation and regeneration.
Characters: Sir Everard Dominey ; Baron
Lfopold Von Ragestein; Lady Dominey;
I'rincess Eiderstrom; Baron Terniloff,
■rman Ambassador; Seaman; The Duke;
r Duchess; Mrs. Unthank; Roger Unlank, her son; Doctor Harrison, Dr.
hmidt, of South Africa; Wolff, a secret
-cnt; Eddy Pelham, of the English secret
-rrvice.
The Plot: Everard Dominey, returning to
his home one night, was set upon and
arly killed by a half-crazed disappointed
:iior
for who
the hand
of his
— a woman
Roger
ri thank,
was the
son wife
of the
vith whom Lady Dominey grew up.
Staggering into his house covered with
hlood Dominey gives his wife such a
'.ock
that her that
reason
.cl thinking
he isis temporarily
a murderer,upset
she
ill have nothing to do with him and
clares that if he remains under the
:ne roof with her, she will kill him.
-he is left in the care of Mrs. Unthank
.i:id Dominey sails for South Africa, leavinK everyone with the impression that he
killed Roger Unthank in the Dark Woods.
; exile Dominey drinks more than is good
r him, wastes his money and finally loses
inself on a lion hunting trip near Gerin East Africa. He stumbles into the
:np of Baron Ragestein, a Major General
tne Prussian army and sort of local
vcrnor. He turns out to be an Oxford
lend— one Sigismund Devinter who had
not, in college days, inherited his title.
This Ragestein bears a very striking resemblance to Dominey; indeed their looks
are almost identical except that Ragenstein is the better preserved and better
set-up.
murder
Dominey
and go Ragestein
to Englandplansas toa spy
in the
character of Sir Everard Dominey. When
Dominey overhears this plot he determines
to defeat it. He manages to kill Ragestein and meets the German agent who was
to have met Ragestein. Dominey returns
to England, letting the Germans think
that he is Ragestein and acting in their
interest. Being an accomplished linguist,
there is nothin!; in his speech to betray
him. He finds that his house is haunted
by a ghost, which howls under the windows
at night. He is told that if he sleeps
there his wife will kill him. She does
come to his room with a knife but drops
it. She soon displays a fondness for him
but declares that she knows he is not her
husband; that he is another man taking
her
Princessin Eiderstrom,
whosehusband's
husbandplace.
was killed
a duel by
Ragestein, tries to renew her romance with
the supposed Ragestein. Dominey finds
that he is supposed to stay on and take
the place of Baron Terniloff when the
declaration of war comes. Terniloff has
been deceived by the German government
and led to believe that Germany has only
the most kindly feeling toward the British.
Dominey, as Ragestein, is told that war
may come at any time. Dominey discovers
that Roger Unthank is not dead, but living
in the wood; that he comes to the house
and howls for his mother to bring him
food. The man is put in an asylum and
his mother sent away. Lady Dominey
rapidly recovers her senses when removed
.from this influence. Dominey captures the
German
spies with whom he is working
and
enlists.
Locale: South Africa and England.
Picture High Lights: Very good picture
material with strong dramatic plot. Considerable action and interest will be found
in the story which could not be included
in this brief synopsis.
. The

Builders

By Ellen Glasgow
Character of Story: Character study.
Theme: Selfishnes
s.
Characters: Caroline Meade; David Blackburn. Angelica Blackburn, his wife; Roane
Fitzhugh, her brother: Charles Colfax,
Letty Blackburn,
Mrs.
Alan
his sister;David's
Mary Blackburn,
child; Colfax;
fiance of Mary; Mrs. Timberlake,
Wythe,
housekeeper.
The Plot: Though this story deals ostensibhwith the reactions of the modern South
toward the European war and the
demand for unity of thought and action
upon the part of all Americans, it is
much more intimately related to the study
of the character of a single woman,
Angelica Blackburn. Caroline Meade, born
of a good Southern family which has lost

all the Through
money it aonce
had,sheis secures
a traineda '
tiurse.
friend
position as governess to Letty Blackburn,
who is a beautiful child but suffering from
a spinal afBiction. When she first comes
to the house of the Blackburns, Caroline
agrees
withisthe
generalabused
reportwoman
that Mrs.
Blackburn
a much
and
that her husband fails to understand hir.
David is a dreamer rather than a doer.
He believes in a united country in which
old party political lines shall be wiped
out. To this end he labors in politics, but
his idealism and ambitions suffer a blighting influence in his wife. This woman is
virtuous in the strictest sense of the word,
but selfish throughout. She allows nothing
to stand She
in the
what asshe'a
wants.
makeswaya of
pointgaining
of posing
martyr. She declares that her husband is
cruel when he will not encourage the
preseiice of her brother, Roane Fitzhugh,
who is a drunken scapegrace of the gallant type, who must make love to every
woman whether she likes it or not. Caroline learns that Angelica has been telling
her husband that Caroline is in love with
Roane. The next thing she learns is that
Angelica has encouraged Mary's fiance,
Alan Wjyte, to fall in love with .-Xngelica.
He reads her plays and takes her opinion
rather than that of Mary. Mary is
wretched and finally tells David the cause
of her trouble. When David remonstrates
with his wife she cries out that he is
cruel to her and screams as if she had
been attacked. Returning late from a call
to a sick
Caroline
David
in thewoman's
hall and side,
Angelica
ordersmeets
her
from the house, pretending that she believes David has been making love to her.
David tries to persuade her not to go, but
Caroline will not stay. Angelica then
leaves David, but does not care enough for
Alan to marry him when she has the
chance. David, believing that she has gone
forever, is in hopes that he can marry
Caroline, for by now he is in love with
her, but when Angelica begins to grieve
for her child he feels that it is his duty
to let her return, though this will cost
him his only chance of happiness. This
brings the story to a close with Roane
fighting in Europe, where the war has
brought out the best that is in him;
Caroline on her way to France; Mary
Kiready there — -her romance shattered;
AngelicaVirginia.
back home as a martyr.
Locale:
Picture High Lights: If it were possible to
dispose of Angelica at the finish, thus
clearing the way to a happy ending, this
would make a very good picture, depicting
a type too often met with in real life.
Mist of Morning
By Isabel
Ecclestone
Mackay
CharacterHeredity.
of Story: Drama.
Theme:
Characters: David Greig; Rosme Selwvn ;
Angus
Greig, Clara
David's
Cousin Mattie;
Sims;foster
Williamfather;
Carter Fish; Murray Willard; Bunny Weeks;
Madame
Rameses;
Mrs.
Carr;
John
Baird;
Herr Stumpf.
The Plot: David Greig, who has been
brought up as the son of Angus Greig,
learns when a lad that Angus is not his
real father; that his real father was cruel
and selfish. David fears that this may be
inherited by himself and for a time is
greatly troubled by the thought. As a
child he makes the acquaintance of Rosme
Selwyn but loses sight of her in later
years. David, grown to manhood, goes to
college in Montreal, where he becomes a
friend of Murray Willard, a charming
scapegrace, w^ho becomes more and more
unscrupulous as he plunges into dissipation on money furnished by his uncle.
John Baird, an inventor. David is trapped
into an engagement by Clara Sims, a
handsome shop girl, who doesn't in the
least care for him, and who is, in fact,
in love with Murray, but fefls that David
will one day amount to something and
that it js time she was married. She runs
to
stormin
andDavid's
declaresroom
thatduring
there ais thunder
a burglar
her room. She times her visit so that she
is sure to be found in this compromising
position by the landlady and trusts to
David's chivalry
to getThis
her out
of anin embarrassing situation.
results
the
engagement. David, meanwhile, has renewed his acquaintance with Rosme, now
copy
in an in,advertising
Rosme writer
is interested
David and agency.
he in
her. but the shadow of Clara Sims keeps
them apart. David makes the acquaintance
of John Baird and works with him in his
, shop. David hits upon the plan for an
improved engine for an airship. Herr
Stumpf, a client of the advertising agency
in which Rosme works, tries to buy it.
John Baird. who fears that Germanv is
preparing for war, warns David not to
sell to a German and David respects
John's
personally,
does notwishes,
believe although,
there is any
danger heof
war and moreover feels that he needs the
money to carry on other experiments.
Stumpf
holds
Willard'sand promissory notes,
won many
in cardof games,
also a
check to which Willard has forced his
uncle's name. Holding these over Murray
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Willard's
head Stumpf
bring pressure
to makeinduces
DavidMurray
sell theto
engine. David refuses, however, and
Stumpf and Willard plan that Willard
shall
down is toestablishing
David's native
village
where goDavid
a workshop
and that while David is there with the
plans Willard shall steal them. Willard
arrives at the village to find Clara there.
Clara thinks Willard has followed her
because h-,- loves her, but when she finds
he is interested in the plans, she begins
to doubt this. It has been arranged that
after the plans are stolen Willard is to
fire a shot and give the alarm, a confederate making it appear that the safe in
the workshop has been forced. Clara surprises Willard at work and to quiet her he
promises
to Willard
marry her.
Stumpf'swounds
emissary shoots
and fatally
him. Clara declares her love for Willard
as he is dying. She also betrays her
knowledge
thatoutWillard
the plans.of
Willard turns
to be stole
half brother
David — a younger son of the father. With
Willard dead, John tells David he had
suhstituted a false set of plans for the
real
fearing theft. David and Rosme are
married.
Locale: Toronto and Canadian village.
Picture High Lights: Good melodrama.
The

Fire of Green

Boughs

By Mrs. Victor Richard
Character of Story: Society drama.
Theme: Character study.
Characters: Sylvia Tracy, niece of Lady
Royden ; Sir Jasper Royden, her uncle;
Dominick Royden, her cousin; Adrianna
Hendred; Lord Carfax, her fiance; Willie
Kent, M. P. Ambrose Boyne, head of the
Irish Constabulary; Gallagher, his lieutenant; Mrs. Tracy, caretaker at Royden
Lodge.
The Plot: At the death of her aunt, Sylvia
Tracy is left without any means and with
no relatives but her uncle. Sir Jasper, who
cares nothing at all for her, and her cousin,
Rev. Dominick Royden, a very clever
young clergyman who has a large personal
following. Sylvia is a flighty person, who
has no sense in money matters and who
is too much given to speaking her mind to
hold a position long in the commercial
world, although she attempts this on her
aunt's death, refusing the offer of Sir
Jasper, to put her in charge of Royden
Lodge. While she is in one of her destitute spells she enters a restaurant in London intending to have a splendid feast
and hoping that an air raid will come to
distract the attention of the waiters and
the proprietor when it comes time to pay
her bill. She is spared the necessity of
this, however, because Willie Kent, M.P.,
happens to sit at her table, and although
he is a stranger when he sits down, he
soon becomes acquainted. When she finds
that Willie Kent is from the very section
of Ireland where Royden Lodge is situated,
Sylvia, taking a fancy to Kent, decides

that tionsheof herwill,
the Lodge.
invitauncleafter
and all,
go accept
to Royden
She does
so
and
there
makes
the
acquaintance of Ambrose Boyne, in charge of the
Irish Constabulary. The Constabulary are
guarding
the Irish
invasion and,
at the Coast
same from
ti;ne, German
keeping
one eye open for Sinn Fein uprisings.
Boyne becomes quite devoted to Sylvia.
One night there is a big storm off the
coast and a German submarine is sunk.
It is thought that some of the crew may
have escaped. Sylvia hears a scratching
at the window and finds an exhausted
German sailor seeking refuge from the
elements. He has dragged himself up
from the beach, where he was cast by
the storm. Her heart is touched and she
does not wish to turn him over to the
authorities, although she knows this is her
duty. She thinks that the man will die,
and in this she is correct, for he does die.
The servants are preparing a grave for
him when Gallagher searches the house
and discovers the body. Boyne then accuses Sylvia of being a spy and puts her
under arrest. Sylvia smuggles out a telegrain
KentSylvia
signed
Boyne's
stating tothat
is inwith
trouble
and name,
needs
him. Kent comes and persuades Boyne to
let her go. She goes to London and
Dominick secures her a position as secretary to Adrianna Hendred. Lord Carfax
falls in Boyne
love with
Sylviato to
disgust.
is invited
the Adrianna's
house and
without mentioning names tells of the experience atRoyden Lodge. Adrianna plans
a trap. She introduces Sylvia to Boyne
who will not shake hands. Adrianna insists upon an explanation. The story
of the German sailor comes out. and Sylvia is disgraced with everyone but Kent,
who insists that she marry hira at once.
Carfax returns to Adrianna.
Locale: London and coast of Ireland.
Picture High Lights: A good deal of action.
Sylvia is type which is harmless and kumorous, but always in trouble. Needs
snap at finish.

^ You can always read
the reviews first in
^ The Complete
Book.
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" THE BEACH COMBERS "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Serenade Roinantique " (And. con moto), Borch
1
—
Evening
S: At screening.Breeze (Allegretto), by Langey (3 minutes and 10 seconds), until —
2 — Dramatic Agitato (for general use), by Hough (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until— T: "Tell Timmers if he can't."
3 — Theme (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T: "Calm and contentment."
4— Half ReeJ Furioso, by Levy (6 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "A secret
conference."
5— Intermezzo (Moderato), by Huerter (1 minute and IS seconds), until — T:
" Morning and gentle."
6— Lullaby (Andante), by Kjerulf (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "An
almost forgotten strain."
minutes),byuntil
— T: (1
"Ifminute
any water
87—— Theme
Dramatic(2Suspense,
Winkler
and 55had."
seconds), until — S: Woman
at piano.
9 — Agitato (for scenes of tumult), by Minot (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — ^T:
"We've
to take
Note —gotWat::shot.the.".
10 — Dramatic Fantasy, by Bach (6 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: "With
her cargo."
11 — Crafty Spy, by Borch (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "Having established himself."Theme (for fatal or mournful news), by Vely (2 minutes and IS
12 — Tragic
seconds),
until — toT: action
"In (1theminute
prison."and 35 seconds), until — T: General Ramon ■
13 — Continue
filled."
— Hurry
pursuit and races), by Minot (1 minute and 55 seconds), until —
S: 14Fight
with(forguard.
Note — Watch shot.
15 — Weird Oriental Theme, by Levy (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "The
Beach
Combers."
16 — Ole
Padrida (Mexican Characteristic), by Puerner (3 mmutes and 10 seconds), until — T:
"While
17 — Allegro
Agitato
(for across
disputestheandbay."
excitement), by Andino (45 seconds), until—S : The fight.
18 — Dramatic Tension (for general use), by Levy (2 mmutes and 40 seconds),
until — T: "You all hear what the."
19 —— Continue
(40 seconds),
" Langorous
daysandmerge
into." im20
Zacatcess pp.
(Mexican
March), until
by —ValT: Verde
(1 minute
55 seconds),
til — T: "At Ramos camp." 21 — Half Reel Military Hurry, by Levy (40 seconds), until — T: "The descent o«
Puerto
NoteCortez."
— Watch shots.
22 — Half Reel Hurry, by Levy (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: "To the
boats."
23 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: I guess I m done for. '
24 — Continue ff. (30 seconds), until
"The Golden Gate."
THE T.END.

" JUBILO "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Flirty Flirts" (Mel. Rubato), Levy
1 — Theme (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until — S: At screening.
Note — " With railroad effects."
— Allegro
of 2hold
up. Agitato (for general use), by Kiefert (55 seconds), until — S: Scene
3 — Intermezzo (Allegretto), by Pierne (4 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T:
"Twilight at the Hardy."
4— Eccentric
Interior
of cow Comedy
stable. Thdme, by Roberts (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — S:
5 — —Scherzetto
(frombeSymphonette
Suite),' by Berge (1 minute and 45 seconds),
until
T: " He must
a friend of the."
6— Impish Elves (Intermezzo), by Borch (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — ^T:
" The first meal he had."
7 — Theme (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "After sun-up."
8 — Continuous pp (30 seconds), until T: " What do you know of this."
9 — Garden of Love (Caprice Mod.), by Ascher (2 minutes and 10 seconds),
until — T: "After a week's training.
10 — IJurry (for pursuit or races), by Minot (50 seconds), until — T: "I won't let
animals."
11 — Pathetic Andante (for general use), by Vely (1 minute and 10 seconds),
until — T: "I'll feed 'em."
12 — Budding Spring (Moderato Romance), by Platzman (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — T: "The proof of genuine."
Note — " Effects of speeding auto."
13 — Sparklets
mobile arrives. (Moderato), by Miles (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — S: Auto14 — Characteristic Barcarole, by Conterno (3 minutes and 35 seconds), until —
T: "The hustling metropolis.
15 — Club trail."
Galop, by Laurendeau (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — ^T: "The
homeward
16 — Sinister Theme (for scenes of impending danger), by Vely (1 minute and
25 seconds), until — T : "Five hours later."
17 — Capricious Annette (Caprice Intermezzo), by Borch (1 minute and 40 seconds), until T: "The appetite for work."
18 — Dramatic Tension (for general use), by Levy (3 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T: " Give us a kiss for old."
19 — Andante Appassionato (depicting dramatic emotion), by Castill (1 minute
and 55 seconds), until — T: "Midnight."
20 — Agitato (for scenes of tumult), by Minot (1 minute and 40 seconds), until —
T: "Tell them you lied."
21 — Misterioso Dramatico (depicting mystery and agitation), by Borch (3 minutes
and 50 seconds), until — S: Train pulls into station.
22 — Dramatic Conflict (Hurry Heroique), by Levy (2 minutes and 35 seconds),
until — T: "Do I understand that you."
Note — " Watch shots."
23 — Theme (2 minutes and 5 seconds),
THE until
END.— T: "Son, you dry up."

Picture

News

" THE WOMAN OF LIES "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "One Sweet Day" (Ballad Sentimentale), Zamecnik
1 — "Wedding March" by Sousa (2 minutes), until — S: At Screening.
2 — " onds),
Capricious
Annetteceremony
" (Moderato
until — S: When
ends. Caprice), by Borch (1 minute and 45 sec3 — "A La Mode" (Popular one-step), by Rosey (1 minute), until — T:
" Nothing's wrong with me."
4 — Theme (1 minute), until — T: " Lillian Marrish, whose."
5 — "Hurry
derelict
enters No.
house.33," by Minot (1 minute and IS seconds), until — S: When
6— "Simplicity"
When
Tracey phones. (Characteristic Moderato), by Lee (2 minutes), until — S:
7 — Theme (1 minute), " What's the use, I am done."
8 — "Western
Rodiopolice.
" (Allegro), by Minot (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — S:
When
derelict sees
9 — " Dramatic Tension," by Andino (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T:
" There's somethin' funny."
10 — Theme (1 minute and forty-five seconds), until T: " In the days that
11 — "Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (1 minute and fifteen seconds), until T:
" Olive it's time we had."
12 — "Silent Sorrow" (Andante Pathetique), by Borch (1 minute), until T:
follow."
" The someone who cares."
13 — "Valise Bluette " (Air deBallet), by Drigo (2 minutes and 15 seconds),
until T: " Forced to support herself."
14 — "Remembrance" (Andante Moderato), by Deppen (1 minute), until T:
" The
police have
never (Andante
been." Moderato), by Barth (2 minutes and forty-five
15 — "Moon
Glow"
seconds),
until
T:
"The
society column."
16 — " Reve D'Amour " (Andante
Moderato), by Zamecnik (4 minutes), until T:
" So Olive leaves town."
17 — " Norma " (Melodious Waltz), by Luz (3 minutes and IS seconds), until T:
" And a little later all."
18 — " Hunkatin " (Popular one-step), by Levy (3 minutes and 30 seconds),
until S: "When Olive starts to dance."
19 — Theme (4 minutes), until T: "While waiting for the."
20 — "Souvenir" (Andante Grazioso), by Geehl (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until T: "A few days later."
21 — " Serenade " (Andante Characteristic), by Geehl (3 minutes and 30 seconds),
until T: "Who sent that note."
22 — " Andzmte Pathetique," by Borch (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until T:
" Thursday evening."
23 — Theme (1 minute and IS seconds), until S: "When Tracy sees Olive."
24 — " In Flowerland " (Valse Intermezzo), by Golden (1 minute and 15 seconds),
until T: " You'd better call on me."
25 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until T: "On the trail of Smooth."
26 — "Dramatic Andante," by Borch (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until S:
" When Jim leaves Olive " (telephone bell).
27 — Theme (4 minutes), until T: "Precious hours with Olive" (train effects
glass crash).
28 — "Andante, From Sonate, Op 7," by Grieg (1 minute and forty-five seconds),
until T: "As the wedding days draw."
29 — " Melancolie " (Adagio), by Napravnik (5 minutes), until S: "When Tracy
30 — "Gruesome Misterioso," by Borch (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until T:
" That is the answer."
31
— Theme (30 seconds), until T: THE"When
leaves."
END I answered you I."

" THE LAST OF HIS PEOPLE "
Specially selected and compiiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Love Theme" (for general use), Lee
1 — "Slumbering River" (Dramatic), by Kempinsky (3 minutes and 30 seconds),
until S: "At Screening."
2 — Continue ff (1 minuteNote:
and 10Watch
seconds),
T: "Anthony Briggs whose"
steamuntil
whistle.

I
i
|
|
1
1
f|

3 — "Indian Lament," by Herbert (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until T: "Alone
in the Forest."
4— " Indian Love Song," by Herbert (1 minute and 15 seconds), until T: "Then
with the morning dawn."
5 — " Dramatic Recitative " (for intensive and heavy dramatic situations), by
Levy (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until T: "Through the passing years."
6 — Theme (1 minute and 10 seconds), until T: "The Indian boy known as."
7 — " Madriola " (Spanish song one-step), by Levy and Samuels (1 minute and
forty-five seconds, until T: "In that spot of the."
8 — "That Naughty Waltz" (Valse Unique), by Levy (1 minute and 35 seconds), until S: "Close up of Orchestra."
9 — Popular rag (1 minute and 20 seconds), until T: " Midnight mad folly."
10 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until T: "Through the patient."
11 — "Intermezzo
Francaise," by Hammer (1 minute and 30 seconds), until T:
" The
Hunting Lodge."
12 — " Andante Appasionato " (depicting dramatic emotion), by Castillo (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until T: "Homeward bound through."
13 — "Lento Allegro" (from symphonette suite), by Berge (3 minutes and SO
seconds), until T: "Through the lagging hours."
14 — " Forest Whispers " (Characteristic), by Losey (4 minutes and 5 seconds),
until T: "Hunters of game."
15 — Theme (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until T: "Through speeding hours."
16 — Valse Divine (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until T: "In time all thiings
must."
Reproach," by Berge (1 minute and 35 seconds), until T: "I
win17 —the"Dramatic
wager."
18 — " Dramatic Conflict " (Hurry Heroique), by Levy (3 minutes and 25 seconds), until T: " Out of the heart
Note: of love."
Watch shots.

1
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19 — " Bleeding Hearts " (a floral poem), by Levy (3 minutes and 30 seconds),
until T: "And Lacey shot her."
20 — Organ soloNote:
(35 seconds),
"Andwedding
so before
Yvonne."
Improviseuntilto T:
action
ceremony.
21 — " Dramatic Tension " (depicting dramatic but not pathetic situations), by
Andino (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until T: "If any man can show just."
22 — Half Reel Harry (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until S: "Lacey escaping
Note: To action pp or S.
through window."
23 — " Ava Maria," by Gounod (1 minute and SO seconds), until T: "Back
from
clutch."Wounds " (dramatic), by Grieg (5 minutes and 5 seconds), until T:
24 — the
" Heart
" The early dawn."
25 — " Dramatic Tension " (for strong, tense emotional scenes), by Shephard (4
minutes
and 25 seconds),
T: "'The
trails." by Levy (35 seconds), until S:
26 — "Dramatic
Conflict"until(Hurry
Heroique),
" The fight."
THE END
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''The River's End''—
James Oliver Curwood

At his best —
A wonderful story.
''The River's End"—
Marshall Neilanized
For the screen —
A Neilan triumph.

"The River's End''—
First National exploitation,

Marshall Neilan

First National presentation —
Rothacker Prints,
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^ Here's a letter dated January 2l8t — " Herewith
check forThe1920
subscription.
get covers
along
without
News.
You tell theCouldn't
world she
the field. And it's a good thing you use good
paper otherwise she wouldn't stand all the use I
give her. Looks kind of dilapidated even now
by the time I file her away for future reference."
— Earle S. Nesbitt, Linwood Theatre, Tarkio, Mo.
^ And here's another one dated January 21st —
" The News would be cheap at double the price.
The News sure covers the field."
— James A. Cheek, Strand, Matoon, 111.
C| And another dated January 21st — "The motto
you have, ' It covers the field,' is very good. I
wish to add that it covers all the necessary hints
to exhibitors."
— Benj. H. Green, Strand Theatre, Chelsea, Mass.
^ Three in one day — selected from a dozen of a
" testimonial " nature — just to show you what
the boys in the field say about our statement
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News
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Covers
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Field
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CARBON
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MAKER
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BUSY

9 MONTHS
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OF

12

This plant needs a Manager. One who
understands the requirements of the producers and can bring them down.
Such a party can keep the place filled nine
months out of twelve.
To such a party I want to sell a half interest
in the plant reasonably low.
The plant cost $70,000.00. The owner has
his time taken up with other business and
so cannot give same the attention it requires.
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"WHY

CHANGE

YOUR

VIFE

?"

'T^HE husband speaks: "All right — I'll take my share
of the blame — but how about yours? All you do
to make me happy is to improve my mind. All you
talk about is the virtues 1 haven't got and the faults 1
have. \A/ell I married a iiioman — not a governess! I
want to live in a Aome. not in a convent I I want a

p70R sheer entertainment value "Why Change
Your Wife?" has never been surpassed. It's as
up'tO'date as tomorrow's newspaper and yet it has a
theme as old as life and love itself — a theme more entertaining than any story the mind of man has yet
conceived. But above and beyond all that, its one

sweetheart, not a judge!"

biggest and greatest asset is in the fact that it's

Another CECIL
Scenario hy Sada Cotoan
and Olga 'Prinlzlau

B.

DeMILLE

\\ ADOLPH
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An unbiased
authority

who has seen "Huckleberry
Finn" says: "This picture
is goin<r to be tlie biggest
money- inaJdng pieture for
released!''''
everread
exhibitors
Milhons have
— millions
are still reading the book.
And the picture is the book
itself brought to life.
It can't fail to break all
records !
\. FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASRY CORPORATION ,
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beautiful girls!
!

the soul story of a Slavic tempera'
ment, lassoed by a wedding ring. The
tale of what New York did to four

E"swe°eril*on!

DANCE

FAMOUS
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Holmes--P\uth Dwyer--Marie
And A Strong Supporting Company
THE

EVIL

Shotwell

EYE

By the Famous Writer
ROY

THE

McCARDELL
Author of
THE DIAMOND FROM THE SKY
QUESTION
THE MONEY MILL
The Screen Version of
A FOOL THERE WAS
And Many Other Tremendous Screen Successes
Has Furnished

BENNY
Pack

Every

L.

LEONARD
With a Vehicle That Will
Theatre

in the Country

STAGED BY F. GORDON COOPEFk
Under The Personal Supervision of
WALLY
VAN
This powerful serial is attracting unusual attention and receioing
more neicspaperever
publicity
thaninany
"continued story"
produced
pictures
Foreign Rights Controlled by
E. S. MANHEIMER
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That's the theme on which HAROLD
MacGRATH
has built a story that carries
your audience spellbound around the world — into the dark corners, even, where
civilization has scarcely dared venture. Vivid, colorful scenes run through this
picture

as thread

REALART
469 FIFTH

through

a loom.

PICTURES

CORPORATION

AVENUE

NEW

YORK

CITY

1

There

s Grim

THE

Purpose,

OF

IRISH

ALLAN

THE

in

LUCK

THE
An

Too.

DWAN

determination

of a strong

Production

man

to protect

the girl he loves from the wiles of a scoundrel. So he stalked them both across the world.
When

he brought

Singapore,
las had
Does

his man

a fight ensues

few

equals.

the right triumph?

W^ell, you know the Irish
— and you know
their
uck.
-iold these

facts in mind

'The Luck of the Irish
las punch and thrill and
lUmor

and

sparkle.

I\nd all of these
jive the new

Dwan

qualities
special

I definite box-office pull,
hat will make it a smash
ng hit with live exhibitors.

R

E

A

ictures

L

A

R

T

Corporation

to bay

that

in picturesque

for savage

intensity

WHAT

MORE

COULD

YOU

ASK?

THE
Luck of the Irish" will get the money;
the Los Angeles showing proved this for a
solid week! It beats laughing gas for fun. It s
a love story — starts with the love theme and
sticks like a lover to it. The action is tense —
plots, intrigue and enough barefisted hghting
to keep your patrons gripping the arms of their
chairs. It's a whale of a story that leaps into
action as from the pages of a book and seizes
and holds attention.
Your

opportunity is now!

Realart
Pictures
469 FIFTH AVENUE

Corporation
NEW YORK CITY

.«.

TMO*. a BROOKawN
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g
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so
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sensation
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PACK

DENPSET
I

When

a

man

thousands

of

appearance
what

dollars

of

is a great

worth

Ask

is offered

to

you

yourself

but

serial
in

few
with

your

that,

hundreds

for

a

Mr,

IM

a

of

personal

minutes,
him

as

theatre?

Exhibitor!

star

dAGCDEM

PSEY

_

iM

THE

/Million

Dollar

Serial,

Daredwil

Listen,
Give
two

the

s

dollars

you

-not

can

for

weeks

or

many

showmen

of

are

thousands

a personal

of

appearance

minutes!

man

who
of

grabber

greatest
and

a

scratch

that

keenest

for

a few

Here's

a

it over.

hundreds

for,

just

thatch

a personality

world's

bidding

of

old

think

Here
of

friend;

the

and

Jack

have

a few

is the

world

newspaper

him

minutes

in

your
but

s

space
theatre

for fifteen

!

And

the

serial

he

stars

in is right;

""^
How
can
you
afford
to
hesitate?
itsaPathe!
The

answer

Produced
ROBERT

A.

is you

can't

!

by

BRUNTON

PATHS

SKT^lJKl^

ELAINE
^

HAMMERSTEIN

in. S- Jav[ Kaufmans

GREATER
Scenoiio

THAN

b>i4 Kcitheiitie

Diiection

- JXIcm

OWEN

E4ME
Reed

Cio^lcLiid

MOORE

SOONERorIATER

Diiectiou-^Vesle-q

EUGENE

S

OBRIEN
an
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MONEV

AR4lPHINaPR0DUCn0K

ELSIE

JAN
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Amoiicanization
Production
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lAND

OF

OPPOmUNITY
Atwo

iggI super-t&atuie

the sphit of Unook-the

a

that embodies
spiiit of America

MIPH

INCE

PRODUCTION
\v^lth
Produced

Ml'.

Inincohi

K-lnatie

J. Selznicfe

Rdolph
Hani^

as

|oi thGAmGiicanization

Hon-ftankliti
Lewis

Ince

Zukor.

Gammiftee
Qiaiman

Distiibution
Production

Ciandall

Exhibition

Maj. Dai)inoii(i¥Pulltnati...Muiiidpal
Wilhatn

ABradt^

Coopeiafion

ex-officio

I
Distnbuted
Distributed

bij
hv^

Select

Republic
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(NATIONAL

Ima
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IPICTURES)

ADAPTED
PLAY

BY

FROM

EUGENE

Difection-Howard
Scenario

NATIONAL

bq

Made

WALTER

Hickman

Kattierine

PICTURE

Lewis

ThIE

Reed

THEATRES

J* Selznick
President

bq

Distn'bated

National

bi|

Select
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(republic
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pictures^

GREATEST
WILLIAMSON'S
ACHIEVEMENT

PRObUCED

UNDER

SUPERVISION

REPUBLIC
i

LEWIS
Executive

DISTRIBUTING

J. SELZNICK,
Offices,

OF

130

W.

Advisory
46th

Director

THE

PERSOfiAL

J. E. WILLIAM

SON

-

CORPOKATION

BRITON

St.

N. BUSCH,

President

Exchanges

Everywhere
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"Girl

of

the

WILLIAMSON'S
TRIUMPH
IS READY

REPUBLIC
LEWIS
Executive

DISTRIBUTING

J. SELZNICK,
Officei, 130

W.

Advisory
46th

Director

Sea^

SUBMARINE
FOR
BOOKING

CORPOKATION
BRITON

St.

N. BUSCH,

President

Exchanges

Everywhere
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Motion

HALL

ROOM

BOYS

COMEDIES
have

been

Wgest

consistent

and

most

in America.

They

est type of

clean

beautiful

comedy,

What
Mr.

Exhibitor,

Your

Class
lease.

and

they

will

this series

I
1^
IjUl

1600
„

Broadway

and

have

on Earth!

do

houses,

for

thank

for

distinction

&

high-

in these
will

Produced
JACK

the

Comedies

done

patronage

providing

fait '

have

the

called

Wholesome

they

in

theatres

represent

been

The Most

winners

you.

you

for

every

re-

them.

mark
by

HARRY
New

COHN
York

City

Picture

N e

Vhen

IS a vife

not

a

vife? That qaestion
IS ans\)/ered i n the

BL^CKTON

PI^ODUCTION

BY

PROXY

with SYLVIA

BPEAMEP

and QOBQ^T

hen Ihe man thought
dead retarned to
his home

and

found

her

there, a stranger, claiming to be his vife, what

ed?.
enmang
happ
Asiorg
with
unusaal
tvists, beaatifdUq prodaced and delightrdJlq
entertaining
Directed bg J. Stuart
Blackton

Distributors

\zty

GOWOll

AN

tflfflRMEKS
Adapted

from

Andrew

Soutar's

SHOES)
famous

story

-

Distributors — '

e'J

?;Pafh

A masterly study in contrasts between

two

brothers, the one a gentle, sweet young
clergyman, and the other his scapegrace
brother, a virile, determined

and pictur-

esque character.

The

scapegrace takes his brother's place

place and fights, — and loves, for him.
A wonderfully dramatic and human
ture, deservedly stamped

with the much

abused word ** great. "

Directed
A

by

Seven

Edgar

Part

Distributors Vi^
(iDPafhe'(f)

pic-

Lewis

Special

THE

CHARMING
with

JOHN

MRS.

CHASE

CUMBERLAND

Atvopartcomedq

from
lotion picture
come
rninds of many
vords
nirs. Sidneq Drev

comedu
associated
persons

AFTER
1

has

made

a world-vide reputation for. . . .
comedq cfa subtler kLnd,trae to
life and very human.
Persons
of taste and discrimination "vill
stick
find " The

Julian

Charminq Mrs. Chase'
delic^lfcd!

Street's

THIRTY"

Tkink

of

1371

7, 1920

February

it

over

over

for

twenty

just

produced

a

moment;

years

one

the

in

film

its

kistory

business

kas

film —

standard

Pafhe'
News
advernational
any
manufacturer;
any
Ask

as

i tiser,

tke

tell

will

Tkey

fulfillment

to

I nation

makes
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to
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a

f aitk

keep

unvarying

you

witk

excellence;

determi-

and

need,

real

standard.

article

any

dealer

and

puklic

tkis

sound

alike.

Tke

Patke
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merckandismg

wky

jority of tke

land.
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expects
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IS tke

to
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see

one
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from

you

today
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will

very

find

it

tke

start.

m

representative

wky

to
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great
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it!
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tke

it
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BETTY ORlCg

MAOCUERITE 0«" U MOTTE
Benjamin

B.Hampton

jDresents

The

SACEBRUSHER
The photoplay of the novel by

With an all-star cast:
ROY STEWART
MARGUERITE De La MOTTE
NOAH BEERY
BETTY BRICE
ARTHUR MORRISON
GORDON RUSSELL
This

production

sight hy
theatres

all of
that

EMERSON
Directed

prestige

is being hooked
the

big

booked

that

by EDWARD

SLOMAN

Benjamir] B. Hampton- Great Juthors
on

first run

and

played

'The Westerners'' and "Desert Gold"
to capacity business. It has all the
added

HOUGH

goes

with

the

Benjamin B. Hampton name as sponsoring only big. successful pictures.
W.W.HODKINSON
527 Fi/ih Avenue
Diitributmf thrvufh PATF^
Foreign Distributor. J Frank

Production

"The Sagebr usher" is another of those
genuinely sincere screenings of powerful novels under the personal supervision of the author of the story. Trade
press and exhibitor critics are unanimously enthusiastic in their praise of
what

the Motion

wonderful
CORPOMION
. New York Oty
IxchangfJnt^rponTUd
Drockliss.Inr. 729-7* Are

Picture News

calls "a

picture from every angle. "

Motion

Picture

i

N ^

I

Arthur

RBeck

jDresents
LEAH

BAIRD
in
Ohe

Picture

Girl Beautiful

apiToi
From

the notabk

AUGUSTUS

Directed

stage success by
THOMAS

by George

Irving

The story of a woman who staked her
honor and her all to advance and protect the man she married. The work
of a powerful American playwright
— tense, fuU-of-action; dramatically
and pictorially fine. Sought at once
for engagements in the best theatres
and approved after being played.
W.

HODKINSON CORPORmON
527 Fifth Avenue. New YorkQty
Distributing- through WJRt Exchange. Incorperaleil
Foreign Distribulor.J Frank DrockJiss.Inc.729-7* Arc.

IKcy

i^ke'lhe

Qnci:!

hey

Know

WKy

recollect seeing
better than her

BECAUSE — "Leah Baird plays two widely
different roles with brilliancy and fans will

Capitol'," says The

like the picture's thrills," says Exhibitors
Trade Review.

BECAUSE - "we never
Leah Baird do anything
strong role in 'The
Motion Picture JSews,

Capitol-

BECAUSE — "the story is an engrossing,
one;
logically
told in action
and will

BECAUSE— "The

prove a money
Herald.

heavj patronage at my Strand," says Tom
Moore, the big Washington exhibitor.

attraction," says Exhibitors

BECAUSE — "the popular appeal of this
subject will draw crowds if advertised prop-

Capitol"

didly profitable full week's

had

a splen-

engagement

to

BECAUSE— "the climax of this picture
will thrill all classes of screen fans," says

erly," says. Wid's.
Moving Picture
W. HODKINSON CORPORfflON
527 fifth Avenue. New YorkGty
Distributing through PtJHt. Exchange, Incorporated
Foreign Distributor.J Frank BrockJiss. Inc.7Z9-7!i Ave.
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Extraordinary

Announcement

Now

Exclusive

Picture

Ready

Motion

Pictures

of the

World's

Championship

Wrestling

Match

Between

JOE

STECHER
and

EARL

CADDOCK

For

Purse

of $40,000
at

Madison

Square

January

For

State

Rights

and

PIONEER
130

West

Direct

FILM

46tli Street

30,

Garden
1920

Bookings

Apply

Immediately

CORPORATION
-

-

New

York

City

to

X e

February

7, /p-?o

On a par wit.
WINGS or THE
MORNING
WDIVIS
THE
LAST

-

OF

NIGHT"
OP THE

DUANES"

1

Hieart
Written
Henry Albert

dtrinis
l)y,^.
Directed ^
Phillips
J* Gorcjon Edwards

/>t^ sacrifice of brother for sister
with a backproiind of
TT/^V
Tl^Tv
t]u nwst intense dmvm
ENTERTAINMENTS

' e b r u a r y J , 1^20

WILLIAM
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FOX

new
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thriller
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Mounted

ToUce

By

Col'

Staged

^odhnnter
by

Canadian

Qliff

<-

ManMd
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-

ENTERTALNMENTS
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WILLIAM

Picture

FOX

presents

WILLI

RUSSELL
in

By Harold
DlrecteoL
Emmet-'J^

Ttfus
by
Fiynn

SHODm^/i

FOX
ENTERTAINMENTS

FIRE

N e

It

February

7 , iQ 3 o

WILLIAM

m

SHOD

WITH

portrays

story
to

CJt
as

a

an

iound

success
the

FOX

appeal
on

cordially

is

FIRE

with
vi^or, brilliance and skill a fine

with

he

RUSSELL

the

rarely
screen

recommended

production

best

-

for

theatres--

ENTERTAINMENTS

Motion
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Picture

i

WILLIAM

rOX

iSS
nts

prese

SHmLEY

in

the

MASON

sweetest

HER

circus

story

ever

told

ELEPHANT

MAN

By TearL VoLes 3dL Directed by Scott DunLap

I
ox
ENTEHTAINMENTS

Sew

February
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he

most

unusua^^

in ten
pLdure
in which
years

cv '^
^^^^

p

t"^^

s
n^is
SHIRLEY

*

,1
MASON

cams
to

be

the

n^ht

callecL

a,

starpreat'^
really

n

ER

ELEPHANT

she
of

is

pep,

^ts

described
personality

a

will

circus
sweep

as
and

MAN

99

prettiness

production
the

pounds

world

that
*
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Clemenceaus

DRAMA

OWN

THE

STRONGEST

HE

TIGER.

IS the
world

most

OF

advertis-ed

today--

Every

name

years

-His

every
of

this

home

-His

of

news-

for

four

is Jmownin

greatness
story

the

published

daily

human

in

daily

importance

wonderful

passions

ach

almost

man

has

paper in America
his

FRANCE

of

life
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^
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^^oes

soul
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of

,
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rule

the

world

genius
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is concentrated
in
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PIAYEHS
Alta

in

Allen

Harry Booker
Laura La V^rnie
Dorothy
Alice
Glen
Ed
Tom

Lee

Daveripoit
Cavender

Kennedy
Kennedy

and

ike

^nsW^^CoTTiedieS
directors
Chester
Conklin
Travis Vale
Blanche
Bert

ftiyson

Tack

Gillespie

Slim

Summerville

M

Beal

Blythestcne

* St ^ Clair

Frank

Jack
Cooper
Ethel
Teare
Rosa

Frank

Vin

Griffin

Moore

Gore
Roy del Ruth
Eddie
Cline

Hyman

Binensky

Bohby

Dunn

beaut

if
%i

Sunshine

(jiris

FOX
ENTERTAINMENTS

N eu

»
i

J

A

A

TRIANGLE

FINE

ARTS

D.W.

PLAY

PRODUCTION

GRIFFITH
with

T>OJ[lJ(lT

%OSZIKA

— An

innocent

and

all

an

girl wife — facing

star

the eternal

triangle.

against

^Fighting
conscience

—

A

powerful

and

a

story,

a

woman

man

without

without

wonderfully

a

honor.

pictured.

Distributed By

UNITED

PICTURE

PRODUCTIONS

CORPORATION
J. A

Berst, President

casi

J l_J I

I

United Pic i t re Productions Corporation
ddress
Gentlemen:
Send me details of your special
offer on Olive Thomas
and Taylor
Holmes Series.

Special Arrangements are being made to show
all of these first run pictures in every community.
You know
know

the box office value of these stars. You

what you have to pay for their pictures today.
Use t/ie coupon to ask for further details.
Distributed By
UNITED

TAYLOR,
HOLMES*
IN
TAXI
ThreeBlack
Eyes

Felloui

" V

Bear"^

l>s A
" Upside

Douin'

PICTURE PRODUCTIONS
CORPORATION
J. A. BERST, Presidtnt

CHANGES
Ex
MIXNEAPOLIS, Minn.
ATLANTA, Georgia
51 Luckie Street
16 North 4th Street
BOSTON, Mass.
NEW
HAVEN, Street
Conn.
130 Meadow
48 Melrose Street
NEW ORLEANS, La.
BUFFALO, New York
340 Carondelet
86 Exchangre Place
CHICAGO, Illinois
NEW
1457 YORK
Broadway
5 South Wabash Ave.
CINCIXNATI, Ohio
OMAHA,
13th andNebraska
Harney Sts.
215 East 5th Street
CLEVELAND, Ohio
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.
506 Sloan Building
13th and Vine Streets
DALLAS, Texas
PITTSBURGH, Pa.
1814 Commerce Street
414 Penn. Avenue
SALT LAKE CITY
DENVER, Colorado
1435 Champa Street
58 Exchange Place
DETROIT, Michigan
SAN FR.\NCISCO, Calif.
55 East Elizabeth St.
86 Golden Gate Ave.
SEATTLE, Wash.
KANSAS CITY, Missouri
22nd and Grand Ave.
2010 Third .\venue
ST.
LOUIS. Missouri
LO.S
64.S AN'GELE.S,
South OliveCalif.
Street
3320 Lindell Boulevard
WA.SHINGTON. P. C.
MILWAITKEE, Wis.
172 Toy Building
708 13th Street., N. W.

OLIVE
THOMAS!
IN
TOTON

rolliesGirf

Prisoner
Loves
/

Prudence
ON
Broaduiai/;

1

Alone and unbefricnclecl
save for his dog, Chad
roams the blue Kentucky
mountains. How he grew to
manhood

and found the gi rl
of his dreams is told with

fine restraint in a picture that links scenes
of idyllic beauty
forceful drama .

with
It is

Jack Pickford at the very
top of his talent.

SA
SAMUEL

GOLDWTN

PRE

SE

NTS

^
f

I
■

JACK

PICKFORD

THE KI
LITT
LE"
SHEPHERD
OF
NG
DOM
COM
E
BY aOHN
FOX,dr
R.
DIRECTED

GOLDWYN

1

BY

WALLACE

PICTVRES

■

WORSLEY^J

CORPORATION

be an awful boob,
(^^^e
love him, said Floss.
but Imay
And

so they were

married.

zy wcvc also broke. That
is, until Floss concocted a
Pace cream she hoped would
make things rosier.

J'loss advertised

it with

an elephant.
The beast
chose an awkward moment
to fall in a faint.

All
d.
was pmche
she made
(^^nd
rful
of which
wonde
publicity for Angel Bloom
Cream. Presto - prosper! t/!

hey sold a million jars,
but never had one between
happy.
them! And

SAMUEL

PRE

GOLDWTN

MADGE

THE

everybody was

GOLDWYN

N

KENNEDY

BLOOMING
DIRECTED

SE

BY

ANGEL

VICTOR

SCHERTZINGER

PICTVRES

CORPORATION

(Jlhe Cup of Fury swept
the film-hardened public
it's
offing
Angeles
feet
! After
smash
of Los
to bits every house rec-ord of the California
Theatre , it was transferred bypopular demand
to the Miller Theatre for
another

week. Follow the

shining trail of Rupert
Hughe
great
pictu
ry re
s the
across'
count

SAMUEL

GOLDWVN

AND

FAMOUS
RUPERT
THE

CUP

DIRECTED

GOLDWYN

BY

REX

PRESENT

STOKY
HUGHES'
OF

T.

BEACH

FURY

HAYES

PICTVRES

HUNTER

CORPORATION

'into whizzes along at
speed only possible in
iMabel Normand Picture.
Pmto lands like a bombshVll in New York society;
horrifies a reception,
lasses a lover, exposes a
dom«tic triangle, and returnsVp Arizona with a
new set\f table manners
and a sweetheart. A real
triumph for>hg^nniest,
comedienne on the turn!

- (

SAMUEL

GOLDWYN

PRESENTS

MABEL

NORMAND
I T4

WRITTEN

AND

DIRECTED

GOLDWYN

BY

VICTOR

SCHERTZINGER

PICTVRES
CORPORjSTION
SaMVJL GOLDWYN PnculiiH

c great picture of
today is the picture
that gives the ob sei"ver
a glimpse of himselfThe
tells
dramatic
story
StreettheCalled
Straight"
of a man who found Kimself through sacrifice.
It is already a special
feature in the hearts of
the millions who were
held rapt and inspired by
Basil Kin^s oreatbook.

SAMUEL

GOLDWTN

AND

REX

BEACH

PRESENT

FA MOUS
STORY
NG'S
KI
L
SI
BA
THE

STREET

CALLED

DIRECTED

GOLDWYN

BY

STRAIGHT

WALLACE

WORSLEV

PICTVRES
SAMVU. COCDWrN PniMirx CORPORATION

PRE

TOM

SE

MOORE

BV
DIRECTED

GOLDWYN

HENR.V
BY

C. ROWLAND*
TOM

MILLS

PICTVRES
SAMVtL COtOWVM Pith CORPORATION

NTS
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The
That's

Filler
a Feature

A good J[m any exhibitors first booked the Goldwyn-Bray
Pictographs merely to plug a gap in their programme.
The instantaneous approval of their patrons changed the original viewpoint. They know now that the brilliant one-reel
releases from the Bray Studios stand shoulder to shoulder
with any film feature in the land.

"The funniest comic supplement characters in America,
Jerry on the Job and Krazy Kat, appearing in 100 Newspapers, have joined the famous Bray Cartoons. These
International Film cartoons, with the full publicity of the
Hearst Newspapers, will be given to the public as a part of
the Bray Studios Service."
\

Book them now, before your
competitor
gets them.

A

eases

ldwyrwray%li
Produced by
BRAY

GOLDWYM

PICTURES

CORP.

PICTVRES
CORPORATION
SAMVtL OOLDWTN PmtJnt
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idea spread

house
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od of opening
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enhance

to

the illusion.

References:

CALIFORNIA THEATRE
SAN FRANCISCO

THE STRAND
RIVOLI
RIALTO
B. S. MOSS HOUSES
MARCUS
LOEW
CIRCUIT
NEW YORK
SHAE'S

SAENGER
AMUSEMENT
CO.
NEW ORLEANS
MAX GLUCKSMAN
BUENOS AIRES

HIPPODROME
BUFFALO

WOODLAWN
RIVIERA
CENTRAL PARK
CHICAGO
NEWMAN
KANSAS CITY
ALHAMBRA
MILWAUKEE

MIDDLE EAST
FILMS Ltd.
SINGAPORE

MADE FOR AND USED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE STRAND THEATRES
NEW YORK AND BROOKLYN
It has been proven by test to be the best possible
method to individuaUze and advertise your house.
Every leader is full of action — well executed
artistic.
Price to suit anyone.
Catalogue sent on request

and

INDIA FILMS,
CALCUTTA

Ltd.

SWEDISH BIOGRAPH
STOCKHOLM
AND MANY OTHERS

LUIS
SEEL
(DANIELS STUDIOS. Inc.)
THE MOST SUCCESSFUL ARTISTS SUPPLYING THE WORLD WITH ANIMATED FILM
EXCLUSIVE EUROPEAN REPRESENTATIVES

220 WEST 42nd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Master
Productions,
Ltd,
49 Greek St., London, W. 1. England

February
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KING

Now

W.

engaged

production
picture

''The
A "First

VIDOR

of

for First

Family
National"

in
his

the
first

National

Honor''
Attraction

J he
In

^

American

The

Hcture

Beauty
heautijul

POPULAR

and beautiful star in a story by one

of the most

widely

read authors

in America.

A strange tale of love and treachery — with scenery so
beautiful, photography so exquisite and settings so
artistic, the picture will charm
Presented by

and fascinate all.

The Katherine MacDonald Pictures Corporation
Sam E. Rork, President and General Manager
Directed by J. M. Barry — Photographed by Joseph Brotherton
By Arrangement with Attractions Distributing Corporation
B. P. Fineman, President
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y^ND the crowds came to the cross-roads, and a few
there were who walked on unheeding, and passed
into oblivion.

But the wise ones looked

and saw that they had come
they followed

to The

at the sign post

Turning

the road to pleased audiences

box-office receipts.

Point, and
and

large

Motion
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Picture
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CONSTANCE

Captivates

in

ttT"-.-—
1 WO

TALMADGE

Strand

Patrons

WT^^1^^99
WeeRS

NEW
YORK
CRITICS
AREUNAMMOUS

"Prettier than ever . . . plays the role captivatingly.
was a decided success with the audience at the Strand."

"Constance
incarnation

Talmadge
of a smile

"The

comedy

"An

amusing

"An

never

ripples through *Two Weeks'
. . . never so bewitching."

lags," — New

usual

"The

stellar

"Amusing

"A typical
vivacity.

"She

like the human
— New

York Tribune

York Post

comedy."— A^eu; York Times

ideal role for the expression

"Her

The picture
— New York Sun

excellent

performance."

role made

situations,

of her sunshiny

Constance

York Telegram

— New York Evening Sun

captivating."

Lriskly

nature."
— New

— New York Mail

played." ~^New York World

Talmadge

plot,

developed

with her usual
— New York Globe

romps through the comedy feature in a way that pleases onlookers . . . enacted with a comic touch and furnishes wholesome

humor

throughout."

— New York Herald

"Never so attractive . . . romps through the picture with all the
sweetness and freshness characteristic of her."
— New York Morning Telegraph
Adapted from Anthony Wharton's
**At the Barn"

play

Produced by Joseph M. Schenck
Directed by Sydney Franklin

Photographed

illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

by Oliver Marsh— Tech. Director Willard Reineck

A ''First National"

Attraction

N ewi
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Either

or

You

Your

Will

Competitor

Soon

FIRST

Own

a

NATIONAL

CompetingExhibitors

in the same

town

Franchises

Our

cannot

New

both own

Franchise

Are

2 James

Oliver Gurwood

8 Marshall

Sure

Productions

12 Constance
6 Anita

Stewart

"A

12 Henry

Productions

Productions

Write

MacDonald

Productions
Productions

2 King Vidor Productions
with option on 6 more.

Productions

Talmadge

of

6 Mildred Harris Chaplin
with option on 6 more.

Neilan Productions

Talmadge

Holders

12 Katherine

6 Charles Ray Productions
with option on 6 more.
16 Norma

FRANCHISE

today

FRANCHISE

Exhibitors Defense Committee
care First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.
6 W. 48th Street, New York, N. Y.

Comedies

4 more

Charlie Chaplin

2 more

D. W. Griffith Productions

for our

TO

Lehrman
and

Comedies

booklet

INDEPENDENCE"
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proof
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management,
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compos-
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can

Cparamoant-mBJOi^ Disinbated
HOLMES
by
FAMOUS

what

Burton

of

joi/

of

do

awake"
it as well.

CJm^e/

Cpictures

PLAYERSProduced
-LASKYhy CORPORATION
Burton Holmes Lectures Inc.
LOUIS FRANCIS BROWN
General Manager
1116 AEOLIAN HALL
42" 'ST.. NEW YORK CITY

on "THE SACRED FLAME" the [drama of world wide appeal. . . the drama that millions will
talk about. . . think about. . . The wonderfully written, wonderfully directed drama of life, love
and strongest human emotions, featuring the brilliant American Stage Star. . .

Emib

^even^

whose acting in this photo play has never been surpassed. "THE SACRED FLAME" is unquestionably one of
the biggest State Rights productions of its character ever offered, and one which properly handled will make a
clean up for thousands of exhibitors. Written and directed by

ABRAHAM

S.

— whose stage and photo dramatic successes include such
box office winners as "The Yellow Passport" . . .Today
(stage play) . . . "The Inner Man". . . "Ruling Pasand others.
"Thethat
Sacred
great
Schomersions"strikes
the In
chord
makesFlame"
societythetremble
to its foundations.

"The Sacred

Flame"

is a great

SCHOMER

play, brilliantly directed and produced on a lavish
scale. . . unquestionably one of the biggest State Rights
pictures in years. (For N. Y. and New Jersey bookings, see Commonwealth
Inc. Write
1600 or
B'way,
New York)
Other Territory Pictures,
selling fast.
wire
for terms and details.

SCHOMER-ROSS
PRODUCTIONS,
E. S. MANHEIMER, Gen'l Mgr.

EXPLOITATION

Inc., 126 W. 46th St., N. Y.
A. EGAN COBB, State Rights Sales Mgr.

ACCESSORIES

include an elaborate and powerful adveztising and
publicity
campaign
book prepated
by experts.
It's
worth hundreds
of thousands
of dollars
to exhibitors.
Send foz a copy today on your stationery. Complete campaign ready for a clean-up foz you.
II

ame
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THE

Advocating

our

GIGANTIC

public

entertainment,
the

coffers

of

Buyer

and

stream

of

STATE

bringing
a

fortunate

Exhibitor

golden

into

State
a

an

to

of

form

new

pouring

TIMEL

De-

Government's

sires and principles,
appreciative

THE

the

Rights

continual

dollars

RIGHTS

NOW

JACK

SELL

BERNARE

Exploitation

Manag
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IKI"

V
LSHE
BUL
;UPER
SPECIAL

"^ullin

A

Satire,

a

the

Bullsheviki

Burlesque,
on

Absolutely

a

a

Drama,

a

Comedy

Bolshevism

Diamond

Mine

of

Hilarious

Entertainment

With

MARGUERITE
PATSY

DE

GEORGE

An

FORREST

&

PRODUCING

SUITE

New

PEARL

SHEPARD
RUGE

EDWARD

ELKUS

others

CALL

OR

WRITE

EFF

CO.,

702A-729

looo

Cast

BILLY

HUMBERT

WIRE,

EFF

Star

CLAYTON

and

ING—

All

Inc.

7th Ave.

York

Written

FRANK

and

Directed

by

P. DONOVAN

Motion
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DISTRIBUTION

,^^,dltng^

the

GloA

stanc^ard productionst
Ccmpany's
Film
Xapital
are Girdling the Globe.
pictures through exchanges
and distribute
control
We
located in every part of the world.
for more,
ij ^ These exchanges are demanding, clamoring— begging
_
_
real worth-while pictures.

So great is the demand— our

own

producing

units cannot

meet

it.>

^The Capital Film Company welcomes the opportunity to get in touch
tion
with independent producers who want us to solve their distribu
'problems.

st and
We offer to independent producers the facilities of the stronge
ndent
indepe
most efficient distribution organization in the entire
Tnd territorial rights field.
calls for good pictures— we can show
sales results. -----

An eager — hungry

— market

you tangible
YOUR OPPORTUNITY
WHY

SAY

MORE?

^ Capital
V
^

IS HERE

J/^^^-^'C,
Pretident * Gen. Manager

Film Company,
EXECUTIVE OFFICES

Inc.

Consumers BIdg., Chicago, 111.

CAPITAL

coNSvMisiiS

JO

(^A„.^^J

ril^M

si/DC

CO.

Chicago

ROBERTTON-COB
P
£
C
I A

*TT is a greater motion
^

than

'THE

— the unanimous
pre-review.

WnosYdur
Servant

?

Sensaiion^l PiciuceSiory
JUUAN

JOHNSON
S
CCIEBRATEO «>t.AV
Wiu^/t tf^M new rORK <*un»g ilt run at fhe

hwm&S

Y'OUR

SERVANT?

■uMUUuuuuuuuuuujui^

pictui

CHEAT'
verdict of the

1

y

screens of great theatres like
THE
the Capitol, of New York, The
California, of Los Angeles

and Cran-

dal's Metropolitan,
the most

of Washington are
representative, the most cosmopolitan ofthe country.

not reflect the opinion

They

do

of any neigh-

borhood, class or locality, yet they bid
for the privilege of showing

ADVENTURE

SCENICS

They are winners far every theatre that books them

FIAST SIX RELEASES
THE FORBIDDEN RIVER
JUST OVER YONDER

THE LAST RESORT
FLAMING ICE

I AND THE MOUNTAIN

SHEEP O'LEAVENWORTH

Ftauicd bn JESSE O. SILL ind H. H. BROWNELL

SccaulM tnJOO: RANTZ

BOBERT-rOM-COLE

DrVecU,) by HENRY

BRENTWOOD

Means

DIGHT
^

Something

To You.'
in your

grandfathers

theatre,

sit with their

grandchildren. Here is a picture that will hit home with
compelling insistence. Cash in
on the interest— you are playing to the Third

Generation.

KOLKER

PRODUCTION

ROBEnTrON-COLE

B

S

S

I

E

trom, 4/k
KATHLEEN

DrreciedL by

TKis is tKe fourtK Barriscale Picture by tke same
autkor — KatKleen Morris says it is tke best. But tke
real judge is tke public wko are crowding tke kouses
skewing it.

B.B. FEATURE
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Motion

Write at once for additional information
JOHNSON

&

HOPKINS

Established 1918
FINANCE
CONSTRUCTION
398 Fifth Avenue,

New

CAPITAL
MANAGEMENT
York

Exclusive Representatives
STEREOSPEED PRODUCTIONS, INC.

CO

Picture

X t

February
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is the name

of the new motion picture camera

a maximum

of 384 pictures a second.

which

photographs

This is 24 times faster than

the normal motion picture camera.
No

other camera

in the world

is capable of taking motion

pictures for public exhibition at this phenomenal
The Stereospeed

rate of speed.

is the invention of Mr. Earle Emlay, whose

previous high-speed photography gained nation-wide popularity
at the New York Strand and other leading theatres as an essential
feature of a prominent Weekly
Stereospeed

ProductiOXS

personal supervision of Mr.
and

News

Reel.

are now

Emlay,

being made

whose

talent assure exhibitors high-speed

combined

under

experience

pictures that will be

enthusiastically received by the picture-loving public, which
already voiced its approval of this form of entertainment.
Stereospeed
manner

Productions

the

has

will be presented in a distinctive

befitting an attraction of this character, never for a moment

forgetting that the mission of each picture is to entertain its audience.
Stereospeed

Productions

retarded motion be shown
point, but the comedy
combination

will be novel.

Not

only will

from a scientific and educational standelement

will not be neglected, and

the

will be of universal appeal.

Stereospeed

Productions

will soon be ready for release. Dis-

tributing arrangements will be announced

shortly.
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remarkable interest shown in " Empty
THE
Arms," the production plus made by Lester Park and Edward Whiteside, and the
Hundred Thousand Dollar Packet, which is
issued in connection with this extraordinary
film, is proven by the fact that, one day last
week, one hundred and eighty-one letters,
seventeen telegrams and fifteen telephone calls
were received by the producers. Represented
were over a hundred and fifty cities of twentyseven dif¥erent states; over a hundred and
fortv theatres, including six of the largest in
the country; over forty state rights buyers and
five of the big distributors who are anxious to
" take over " this big money-maker.

Empty
The Sensation

'CORPOPAl
I PiaufiEs

Arms
of the Century

Send for a copy of the Hundred Thousand
Dollar Packet. Read it and you'll readily
understand why filmdom is literally going
wild over this unusual picture.
INC.
LIBRARIES.
PHOTOPLAY
{Exclusive Selling Agents)
AVENUE
FIFTH
5 00
NEW YORK CITY

I

F eh r u a ry j , iq j n

Vcrsonally ^upermsod
and directed.
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Picture

Trade

Studio

Annual

Directory

is

NOW

of

the

going

press.

A

reference

book

encyclopedic

in

contents

every

qiS

and

YOUR

its

AD

wide
day

COPY

industry,

range

of

utility.

IN

?

,1

§Will

the

pages

for

working

be
for

the

next

of

you

the

Directory

EVERY

twelve

DAY

months?

I

Last

Call

!

Last

Call

!

Last

Call

!
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COMING!

ALBERT

E. SMITH

announces

ALICE

in

the

^

JOYCE

Spectacular

Drury

Lane

Melodrama

"

T

H

E

DUCHESS"
SPORTING
By Augustus Harris, Cecil Raleigh and Henry Hamilton
Scenario by Lucien Hubbard

On

the limited confines

Directed by GEORGE

of the biggest stage in London

this famous

play, that took three men

v^'rite it, was hailed as a spectacle and as such it startled and delighted a continent.
at the Drury
both charmed

Lane

Theatre

and thrilled hundreds

If on the stage it was
presence of ALICE
magnificent,

its vivid, melodramatic

Season

story and its thrilling, pulse-pounding

after season
racing scene

should

it be as photoplay?

in the role of the Duchess

against the odds of greedy, treacherous

Then

of Desborough,

added to this is the princess

fighting her fight alone, but

friends, a spiritually blind husband

and

unde-

served dishonor.

A

to

of thousands.

a spectacle what

JOYCE

TERWILLIGER

Vitagraph

Special

Production

l'*24

1920-Booker
A

Real

s

Asset

Motion

Picture

N e z^' s

Calendar-1920
to

the

Booker

Here are extracts from a few of the recent letters from prominent Exchanges — from thooc
who have just received the 1920 Calendar. Scores of such letters have been received. Pretty
sure evidence

that the Booker's

Calendar

is a " hit."

" Found it a great source of convenience to us." — Liberty
Film Exchange, San Francisco, Cat.

" Is one of the items we can hardly do without." — L. G. Kohn,
1st Natl., Cleveland, Ohio.

" I feel that I cannot be without one." — Day Film Corp.,
P ff i

" These calendars are exceptionally handy in our office." —
H. L. Taylor, Triangle Dist. Corp., Buffalo, N. Y.

„^ •
, j, , •
,
•,
It is really a hardship now to get along without your
Booker's calendar." — /. R. Young, Standard Film Corp.,
Kansas City, Mo.

" This is an almost indispensable item in our Booking Dept."
—IV. T. Godwin, Pathe, Dallas, Texas.

" Our Booker is enthusiastic about it."— i?. £. Flagher, Repub- .
li<^ Dist. Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio.

'•Unquestionably this is the best calendar for the Booker's ^ masterpiece of service to all departments
."-7?.^«Wif
use ^gotten out. -W. H. Rxppard, Realart. Washington, ^^^^^ Cleveland, Ohio.
" Can only say that this office would be incomplete without
it." — C. E. Moore, United Artists, Pittsburgh, Pa.

And

there

are

lots more,

" Must have it, send C. O. D. or any other way as long as I
get it." — A. E. Hamilton Amusement Co., Yonkers, N. Y.

all telling

the same

story of '^Service,

"

All the months of the year on one large sheet {ZVA inches high by 26^ inches wide).
General and special holidays in red.
Metal strips top and bottom, hangers attached.

Of Great Service to Every Booker in Exchange or Theatre as Dates for a Year Ahead Are Seen at a Glance

Seventy

Five

Cents,

Postpaid

As long as they last. Special, for $2.50 you may have a year's subscription (New or Renewal)
Picture News and a Calendar postpaid.

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS,

729

Seventh

Ave.,

New

to Motion

York

City

1

motion

Picture

'William A Johnston, Ptes.&SdHor.
mert 6. Welsh, m^tri^ GdUor.
Vol. 21

rr
nr
// J7 70
neiiri/ / dewall VweFves.

Hews

&.Xendall
Glllett,
3ecu:
p^^^ X Beecro/t
Adv.M^r.

No. 7.
TKe

Week

February

in tke Film World

7, 1920

at a Glance

Features
Where Are the First Runs? (W'm. A. Johnston)
Speaking Editorially
Exhibitors' Service Bureau
Exploitation Men's Minute Book
With the First Runs
In the iTidependent Field
Professional Section
In and Out of West Coast Studios
Fiction Mart
Equipment Service
Theatres Worth While
Advance Reviews of Features
News

1429
1430

1440
1451
1453
1495
1501
1505
1507
1509
15 10
1529

of the Week

Industry in New York to Fight Adverse Legislation
Canadians Up in Arms — Everything Censorable
Associated Exhibitors Embark on Career
Educational Absorbs Big System of Exchanges
Chicago and the Mid West
News from Correspondents
Pearson Succeeds Quimby as Pathe Exchange Director
Live News of the Producers
Goldwyn-Bray Alliance
Charles Ray Allied with Arthur S. Kane

143 1
1432
1433
i434
1435
1436
1438
I457
I457
1460

Of Service to Exhibitors
Exhibitors' Service Bureau
Equipment Service
Advance Reviews
Box Office Reports
Plan Book Reviews
Releases — Current and Coming
Complete

1440
1509
1529
1530
1531
153^

Plan Book

"Mary's Ankle" (Paramount — Advance Review)
" For Better or For Worse " (Mutt and Jefif, Fox — Advance Review)
" On with the Dance " (Paramount — Advance Review)
"Save Me, Sadie" (Christie — Advance Review)
"The Night of the Dub" (Paramount — Advance Review)
"The Walk-Offs" (Metro-Screen Classics)
" Pinto " (Goldwyn)
"The Forged Bride" (Universal)
" The Paliser Case " (Goldwyn)
" Her Elephant Man " (Fox)
" Live Sparks " (Brunton-Hodkinson)
"The Fear Market" (Realart)
"The Luck of the Irish" (Mayflower-Realart)

1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1531
1531
1533
1533
1535
1535
1537
1537

Fuhlished on Friday every week hy MOTION PICTURE NEWS, Inc., 729 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y. 'Phone 9360 Bryant
Chicago Representative, L. H. Mason. 220 So. State St. : 'Phone Harrison 7667. Los Angeles Representative. J. C. lessen, Suite 20.5. Baker-Detwiller
Building, 412 West Sixth St. ; 'Phone Pico 780. Subscription $2 a year, postpaid, in United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and Philippine Islands.
Canada, $3. N. B. — No agent is authorized to take subscriptions "for Motion Picture News at less than these rates. Have the agent who takes your
subscription show his credentials and coupon book. Western Union registered cable address is " Picknews," New York.
Copyright, 1919, by Motion Picture Neirs, Inc.

The

Sixth

Year

The story of " Scenics Beautiful " is a history of motion
pictures. They are the oldest,
best known

and best loved of

scenic films. First in artistic
beauty, first in human

interest,

and first in the hearts of the
public.

Produced

The

by

Rivoli,

Robert

this

CBruce

week,

is showing

"Wanderlust" — eightieth of the "Scenics
Beautiful" — and first of the new series of
1920.
Director

Hugo

Riesenfeld

has

again

contracted

for all the new

subjects for the

Rialto and

Rivoli.

great

and

of others, have

scores

These

theatres,

used practically

every one of the eighty "Bruce" releases,
from the beginning down to the present
day.
There

is a certain

satisfaction

in the

knowledge that this "Educational" series
has always been successful — but it is
more gratifying to know that the newest
releases are our best.
The

record

that has been

established

is

impressive — but more important to the
exhibitor is the fact that the new series
provides

the

money- making
There

greatest

opportunity

for

exploitation.

is a personal

guarantee

behind

every "Educational" single-reel, a personal
interest in how well it pleases your
audience. The next few months will see
the inauguration
subject
twenty

of our

program,

and

complete

short-

distribution

in

cities.

Sincere

Flatter}/

The wise exhibitor udll note
well the name, the style and
the quality of the Bruce "
Scenics. Like all pioneer at-

VICE-PRESIDENT & GENERAL

MANAGER

tractions that have been successful, they are widely imitated. A word to the wise is

QjagaoNAL

Films

G3RPORy\not
sufficient.

7'29 7nAVENlJElL

NEWYORK,

N.Y

THE EDrCATIONAL FILMS CO., LTD., 76, WARDOCK ST., LONDON. \\. I.
THE FAR EAST FILM CORPORATION, 729 7th AVENIE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

To

Lose

Money

To

Make

Gamble

Money

Rent

on
a

ploited with RITCHEY

WHEN

a

film

distributor

he

assures

As a result he obtains
invaluable asset!

More

than

the best

fine

They

the public

more

than

posters

conception, — they are

function

of

individual
them, and
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is challenging New York for "first-run" honors; Chillicothe, Ohio, has
to tilt its nose at Los Angeles. Boston, Cleveland, Dayton, Cincinnati,
and any number of heretofore modest cities, are frequently given opporshowing the pictures for the first time on any screen — anywhere."
meaning of this latest twist in an ever-changing industry's policies?
of New York and Los Angeles are slipping. Broadway is waiting its turn
The vanity of the Times Square film man is given the shock of awaiting

a report from Jacksonville, Florida, on the latest big " special."
We have sought an explanation of the phenomena from film men of varying experience
— distributing, exhibiting, advertising.
The angles they give will be of interest:
" It shows the keen struggle for business that is being waged this season," said a distribution executive. The good pictures were never so well apportioned among the companies,
and it seems to me that exhibitors were never so much
vantage.

on their toes, jockeying for every "ad-

" The result is that a print that is in the exchange is a print that is ready to work. And
very often it has to work; else a pet customer will go shopping to some other exchange."
The exhibitor to whom we spoke saw it from a different angle. " Oh, rats," he
growled, " It only means that here and there throughout the country there is an exhibitor who
has an especially good ' pull ' with his exchange."
The advertising man pointed his satire in another direction. "New York is beginning
to allow exchange managers the exercise of some judgment," was his declaration. "Why
should the exhibitor and the manager sit and idly twiddle their thumbs waiting for a release
date when local conditions demand action?
" If the exhibitor who gives the best presentation and the liveliest advertising in a territory has an open date isn't it good business to forget a release date and give the picture a
good sendofif? That's one thing exchange managers are doing. Another is, they are able to
stretch a point for a ' regular' customer when his opposition seems likely to have an 'overshadowingattraction."
'
*
*
-*
There is likelihood that the explanations for the new first-run situation are as varied as
the imaginations of the men who are asked to give them — and as numerous.
But one point stands out — important enough without interpretation.
The shackles of the " release date " have been removed.
And this works both ways.
Big New York and Chicago theaters will be found successfully playing pictures which
have been seen in Kansas City and Cincinnati weeks and months previously.
The picture is the essential; the " release date" has lost its meaning.
One of the platitudes of the business that nevertheless seemed always to fall on deaf
ears is coming into its own. We now see the facts proving that, " No matter how old a picture may be it is always first run in any city when it first plays that city."
There was a time when the exhibitor anxiously awaited his trade paper solely to get
the first look at the list of advance releases.

It's a wise showman nowadays who occasionally gives a glance backward over the
releases to fill a date with a picture that has yet to play his town but which has proven itself
elsewhere manv moons before.
_

Motion

A

Case in Point

remarks on the preceding
WILLIA
from week to week in the pages
illustrated 'S
wellJOHNSTON
pageMare A.
of our department, " With the First Runs." Particularly
is this true of that phase of the matter which finds the metropolitan
■cities showing productions many months after smaller communities
have discovered their worth.
A case in point is the record of " Blind Husbands." While this
production received an early showing at New York's Capitol, it
seems to be reversing the usual procedure in many territories and
establishing its value in the one and two day towns long before it
reaches the one week " key cities."
Here is proof of the pudding that exhibitors big and little are
" shopping " for their entertainment, regardless of the mythical
" age " of a subject. Even better than its indication of where the
pictures are being given their initial showing, is the value of the
" With the First Run " department as an indication of the pictures
that are being selected by the " shoppers."

Picking the " Good Ones "
JUST as we write these lines the Director of our Exhibitor
Service Bureau turns from a stack of newspap>ers representing a dozen cities throughout the country to remark :
" You can't tell me there is nothing in this ' open market.' I can
find evidence when I go searching for ads on the latest pictures.
" On the weeks that one or two extra good productions are issued
you will find theatres all over the country showing them. Then
will come a stretch of three or four weeks without any subject that
stands out because of merit— and what happens?
" The ads give the answer. With a unanimity that seems uncanny
managers in every section will be found turning to productions released weeks and months previously but for some reason not heretofore shown in their sections. This hasn't happened just once, but
recurs with each completion of the cycle of production from extra
good to bad and indiflferent. No matter what the release charts
bring forth, exhibitors are finding the good ones if they have to go
back months."
Longer

Runs

a Reality

f t c 1 11 r e .\ ew.

The subject of prints is one that we seldom see mentioned ii
the output of the publicity departments. But if there is one matte
that every " eighty-per-center " has on his mind all the time this is il
Your " eighty-per-center " may be impressed by the voluW;
described advertising aids, he may learn to like the word " coopera
tion " that he hears so much. He may think your exchange manage
is the prince of good fellows, and your productions the best — ^but
he'll
swing the bulk
his business to the organization that assure
him consistently
goodof prints.
His audiences may forgive a mediocre picture, at the worst the'
blame it on the producer and not on the local exhibitor. But ;
rainy, patched-up film, frequent break-downs and irritating waits—
these are thrown on the shoulders of the manager, his operatoi
and his equipment.
And there is no forgiveness.

Having

Their Own

Troubles

FROM
all the reports we hear distributors are deserving o
sympathy, however, for the conditions they have had to fac
in the handling of prints since the early years of the wai
Prints have not stood up nearly as long as in the previous years.
We plead innocence of technical knowledge, but the explanatioi
that has been given us for this condition is the scarcity of campho
used in the celluloid base. Camphor, so our informant told us, i
practically a monof>oly of the Japanese Government. In year^
before the war the " Camphor Trust " made its allotted quotas eacl
year to American manufacturers, and there was always plenty t(
go around. But the heavy demands of the war have upset th'
market, with the consequent necessity of seeking synthetic sub
stitutes.
No one ever gave a thought before to the possibility of Japai
having a hand in the control of the bed-rock source of picturproduction.
A

Treat for Nippon

CTS on this page just seem to link together this weekSUBJE
We were talking about delayed first runs and the conversa'
sation turned to Japan. Which brings to mind the fact tha"
we heard a few weeks ago that " The Birth of a Nation " woult
soon be given its " first run " in Japan.
Is there any danger that the charm of Griffith's master-work wilbe dimmed any for the Japanese by the fact that the "premiere
was many years ago ? Will " The Little Colonel " be any the les
loved, or the surging Klu Klux Klan scenes any the less riotousl

that the " open market " is not a
of the
GLAD
that it really does seem to mean something,
but assurance
chimera,
the thought comes to our mind that recent news stories have
also shown that the " fewer and better pictures, and longer runs "
gospel is also bearing fruit.
In this week's News, for example, we find a story from the
Philadelphia territory that tabulates some of the " Eyes of Youth "
performances, listing the theatres with a statement of the usual
length of run together with the departure from custom in the case
■of that production. It is only a few weeks ago that we read a story
of " Pollyanna " bookings in which a certain number of theatres
totaled a surprising number of days' booking.
A number of long-hoped-for events seem to be coming true in this
day and date of the motion picture epoch. And it is interesting to
note in view of past editorial performance in the News that the
happenings are interlocked with the tried slogan, " Fewer pictures,
better pictures — and longer runs."
Is Percentage the next addition to the list?

G with the many encouraging things we have been al
ALON
to say on this page this week, we are moved to remark
the pace shown in advertising this year by exhibitors ij
cheerful enough to brighten up any pessimist.

The Small Man's Pet Kick
exchange managers are congratulating themselves
WHILE
on the fact that exhibitors are willing to forget release
dates in order to book worth while productions, we hope
that their New York offices are backing them up with good prints.

The thought is brought to our mind by a selection of " Th
Beloved Cheater " clippings that lie on our desk.
Not a worth-while production goes out nowadays that within
few weeks does not bring dozens of corking advertising displays t
aids divide th
on producers'
builtwhere
Original
our desk. But
honors.
there copy
are and
few ads
cities
productions are bein
" under-advertised."
Robert E. Welsh.

applauded
?
Not a chance.
No more than there is a chance of such producj
tions
as " The
failing
to come back even in this coun
try years
from Miracle
now to Man
win "new
laurels.
| '

Good
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Industry
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GRIFFITH

to

PURCHASES

Fight
SCREEN

New

RIGHTS

TO " WAY DOWN EAST "
DW. GRIFFITH is reported to have secured from Wm. A.
Brady, at a cost of $175,000, the motion-picture rights to
» " Way Down East," the world-famous pastoral comedy
which for the past twenty-two years has been one of the
biggest successes of the American stage.
" Way Down East " was originally produced in New York at
the Manhattan theatre, in February, 1898, with a cast including
Burr Mcintosh, Howard Kyle, Phoebe Davies, Louise Galloway,
George Backus, Felix Haney, Frank Lander, John Bunny, Ella
Hugh Wood and others whose names have been more or less
identified with its success for a score of years.
Lottie
Blair
Parker's
original
storywhowillalso
be has
followed
closely
in the
screen
version
by Mr.
Griffith,
been offered
the courtesy of the original prompt book used by Joseph R. Grismer, who elaborated and produced the original play twenty-two
years
ago. immediately
Work on theat production
of studios
" Way Down
East " will
be begun
the Griffith
in Mamaroneck,
(N. Y.), and it will be released during the coming summer.
I.
George
Widely
After

Smith
Traveled

with

York

Sunday Closing and Censorship Bills Again to be
a Topic of Threatening Legislation in Albany ;
Civic League Pushing Fight
CENSORSHIP and Sunday motion picture bills will be introduced inthe New York Legislature of this State during the next few weeks to come, and fought to a finish.
This much was disclosed today when it was learned that at the
request of George H. West of the New York State Civic League,
a bill is now being drafted by the State Drafting Commission
for the purpose of repealing the present law which allows each
city, through its own governing body, to decide for itself
whether or not its motion picture houses shall be open on
Sunday. It is not known who will introduce this bill. The
Civic League will be behind the measure, and it is claimed by
Mr. West, and the Rev. O. R. Miller, that it will have the support of ministerial unions throughout the State.
Action to Come Soon

Goldwyn

Picture Man

to Look

Interests of Company
Returning to Africa in 1918, Air.
A GEORGE SMITH has been ap- Smith
found conditions so altered
• pointed by Goldwyn Pictures
that he was forced to visit New York
'Corporation as its general represen,ive for Europe. Charles Lapworth again to arrange for the purchase of
nerly on the editorial staff of the films. He came via the East, opening
iiion Daily Mail, and more re- exchanges along his route of travel,
:ly associated, with Charles Chap- and remained in New York as a repwill co-operate with M-r. Smith in
resentative ofthe I. "V. T. A. until his
handling of Goldwyn advertising recent resignation to take charge of
: publicity in the European field, Goldwyn's interests in Europe.
engaging Mr. Smith to represent
Mr. Lapw^orth, one of England's
Goldwyn interests in Europe, this best known journalists, is also widely
mization feels it has secured a traveled. A w-riter on international
1 superbly equipped through years affairs he lived at various periods in
experience in foreign markets to Berlin, in Rome and in Paris.
t the changing conditions in the
ribution of .'\mcrican films abroad.
!r. Smith's active interest in mo- Another Big Theatre for
1 pictures started in 1910 when,
Los Angeles?
ited at Cape Town, he became one
the first distributors of photoplays
It now develops that Los Angeles
exhibitors in Africa. At that time will probably have another big theater which will be located on what is
nere were not more than twenty-five
I'xhibitors to be served, where today at present known as Mercantile Place.
here are approximately three hun- This site is 120 x 330 feet, and owned
Ired.
at present by the Board of Education
In 1911 he formed Smith Film of the city. Sometime ago the information was given out that this had
\gency, Ltd., which was eventually
ncorporated in the African Film been sold to Ackerman and Harris,
Trust, Ltd., in 1913, six companies owners of the Hippodrome circuit of
eing merged in the new organization. vaudeville houses on the Pacific Coast,
Ir. Smith took an active part in the affiliated with Marcus Loew. Since
ormation of the African Films that time, Ackerman and Harris have
purchased another site at Seventh and
"rust
was general
mana- Broadway and Mercantile Place will
er forLtd.,
the and
company
until October
919.
now be used for a theater by Mr.
Mr. Smith's first visit to America Raemich, who is affiliated with Ackerman & Harris in a number of their
•as in 1917, after he had made an
xhaustive study of motion picture enterprises.
auditions in the Orient. At the time
f his visit, ninety-five per cent of
le film business in Africa went to Magnates Reach Coast
ritish firms in London. One of the
Marcus Loew and Richard A. Rowland arrived in Los Angeles on Janubjects of Mr. Smith's trip to this
5untry was to see if the business
ary 26th, prepared to survey conditions
)uld not be better handled here. The at the Metro West Coast producing
:sult of. his investi^gations was the
Other Coast news briefs tell of the
)rmation of the New York branch plant.
t the I. V. T. A. and since then, con- leasing of the Willis and Inglis studios
tions have changed so radically that by Charles Ray Productions, Inc. Production will begin shortly on the ininety-five per cent of Africa's busitial First National release. Richard
?ss which went to London is today
ceived direct by American pro- Willis, is manager of production, Wesicers.
ley Gilmore, studio manager.

Menaces

Foreign

A.

George
Smith appointed
Goldw^rn's
general representative
for Europe

Important Shifts in First
Run Ranks
Announcement, was made this week
by Harry Koplar that Koplar and
Goldman, of St. Louis, have purchased
• the Grand Central Theatre in that
city. The house has been conducted
until now by William Siever, and with
its purchase goes an interest in the
ritory.
First National franchise for that terKoplar and Goldman already operate
sixteen suburban theatres in the St.
Louis district, and have another one in
course of construction, the Del Monte.
This will seat 2,588. With the first run
prestige of the Grand Central the Koplar and Goldman chain looms up with
still greater importance.
Sol Lesser and Gore Brothers have
purchased the lease on Talley's Kinema
Theatre, Los Angeles, and with it Talley's First National franchise in which
Joe Rickards, of Phoenix, Arizona, was
also interested. Gore Brothers operate
nine other theatres in Los Angeles, five
of them downtown houses.
Theatre Interest Sold
The Raymond C. Cash Co., of
Waterville, N. Y., has sold its controlling interest in the Waterville Amusement Co. to Raymond O. Hillette, the
Milfred Theatre, Green, N. Y. The
change is effective March 1.

Two censorship bills are now looming up with the probability that each
will be introduced within the next
two or three weeks. The Civic League
is said to be behind one which will be
presented in all probability by Assemblyman John W. Slacef of Buffalo,
the introducer of a similar bill last
year, which failed to pass in the Senate.
This bill calls for censorship under
the direction of the State Board of
Regents, and includes the appointment
by that board of three persons who
shall serve as a board of censors, and
to whom descriptions of all films must
he furnished. The board will be vested
with much authority and its members
w^ill be paid handsome salaries.
The second of the so-called censorship bills will be the outgrowth of
inquiries now being made by the special
committee named by the State Conference of Mayors and which held its
first sessions in New York City on
January 15 and 16, and which will
hold a third session in this city on
February 2, and to which the press will
not be admitted. Reports of the four
sub-committees will be made at that
lime. Another committee will then be
named, which will whip these reports
into another report which will be presented by the Conference of Mayors
to the Legislature as showing what is
demanded by the cities of this State in
further regulation of the motion picture.
As majority leader of the Senate, J.
Henry Walters of Syracuse, is in a
position to wield a vast amount of influence when the bills come up to a
vote. Senator Walters is absolutely
noncommittal when it comes to censorship in New York State. Secretary
Capes of the State Conference of
Mayors, while in Syracuse last week,
endeavored to ascertain Senator Walters' position on censorship, but was
unsuccessful, although the legislature
evinced a keen interest when the matter was broached to him, but that interest centered largely on what the
State Conference of Mayors proposed
to recommend.
Mr. Capes said today that all four
sub-committees would be in a position to report at the meeting on Feb(Continued on page 1435)
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Farmers' Government Passes Order Providing
Censoring of Posters, Stills, News Ads,
Programs, Bills and All Else

very

Picture

Xews

thingCensored

for

Farmers' Government of the Province of Ontario,
THE
which came into power last October, has thrown a grenade at the moving picture encampment of the Province,
with the announcement made by Peter Smith, the new Provincial Treasurer, that an order in council had been passed
which provided for the censoring of all moving picture posters,
still photographs, newspaper advertisements, periodical advertising, lobby displays, printed bulletins, hand bills, programmes, banners, flags and other material used by theatres in
Ontario.
The order provides for the establishment of a special board
of censors, and Mr. Otter Elliott of Toronto, chief inspector of
moving picture theatres, has been appointed chairman of the
new bureau. Mr. J. J. Burns has been named as one of the
members of the board and a third member is to be selected
shortly. It is anticipated that the third person for the board
will be a woman.
Rural Exhibitors' Troubles
Announcement regarding the establishment of the censorship on all
moving picture advertising came a
short time after the appointment of
a woman to the Ontario Board of
Moving Picture Censors at a salary
of $25 per week. The news provided
a distinct shock for the moving picture interests who felt that they are
to be the special target of the Farmers' Party which now holds sway.
Not only will the exchange and exhibitors be called upon to submit all
advertising for censorship but they
will have to pay annual fees for the
pleasure. Film exchanges, according
to the order, will be required to pay
a fee of $150 per year and all exhibitors will pay $10 per year each.
Penalties ranging from $20 to $200
are prescribed for failure to have all
advertising matter approved by the
new board before it is used.
The exhibitors in cities and towns
200 and 300 miles from Toronto,
where the new board will hold sway,
are at a loss to know how they can
submit riewspaper advertisements and
special lobby displays, as well as
original folders or leaflets, to the
bureau for censorship and have them
back in time for proper use with
booked attractions. The opinion is
expressed that the newspapers as
well as the exhibitors will suffer as
it is difficult to see how advertising
copy can be prepared days ahead of
intended use in order that the new
censors can place their stamp of approval on the copy. The order will
also have the effect, it is believed, of
discouraging out-of-town exhibitors
from using original dodgers and
other timely advertising features and
it will also tend to discourage the use
of special lobby displays. It is also
difficult to see how exhibitors will be
enabled to take advantage of local
developments in order to attract attention for current features.
There has been no word yet that
the Ontario Government proposes to
establish branch censorship boards in
cities which are located several hundred miles from Toronto.

Scene at the presentation to Al Kaufman of a silver desk set, by his former associate;
in the Famous Players-Lasky organization. Adolph Zukor, Jessie L. Lasky anc
other officials were present
Activities
New

Theatrical

Orpheum

in

Northwes

Corporation

in Moscow,

Started;

Ida., in New Hands
show first-class productions, and h:
first-class shows. Besides the five tl
atres purchased, we are contemplat
the purchase of three more suburl
houses in the city of Seattle." 1
ofiiceEmpire
will beBuilding,
at Mr. Seattle.
Sigmond's su
960
Under the corporate name of J.

ADVICES received recently from
the Northwest inform of the organization ofa new theatrical corporation, to be known as " The G. and G.
Theatre Company, Inc-," in Seattle,
with a capitalization of $500,000.
Donald Geddes is president, and
Myrtle Geddes is secretary- and treasurer. Harry Sigmond is general man- Allender,
"Jack"
AUencth
owner of theInc.,
Majestic
and Lyric
Five suburban playhouses have been ters, Spokane, has purchased from
ager.
purchased
by the corporation ; they are S. Tucker the Orpheum theatre
the College Plaj' House, Empress thea- Moscow, Idaho, and will rename ;
tre, Ballard, Majestic theatre, and the operate it as the Liberty theatre,
Fremont theatre. The grounds for the seats about 400. The acquisition
new 'Varsity theatre have been broken the Moscow house gives Mr. Allen
and the foundation laid for a thou- and his associates three out-of-tc
sand-seated house, also purchased by theatres. All the out-of-town hoi
Clara Kimball Young, who will play the
leading role in a drama pageant to be the " G. and G. Theatre Company."
are Libertj- theatres. They are loc
staged at Riverside, Cal., on Easter Sunday ' Speaking of the corporation's policy, in Moscow, Pullman and Colfax,
Mr. Sigmond said : " Our specialty will Spokane picture man showing
the management and ownership of
Pageant to Feature in be
suburban theatres, to give the people marked partiality for the thriv
prosperous towns of the Palouse
in the suburbs as good a service as trict.
New Equity Picture
A pageant in which two thousand the downtown theatres give. We will
people will participate and in which
out the other methods of sanita
motion picture players will constitute
the entire cast of principals, is to be 'Flu on Decline in Chi- required- Only four or five exhib:
failed to live up to all the requirenn
staged at Riverside, Cal., April 4,
cago; Theatres Aided
and these were temporarily close(
Easter Sunday. Clara Kimball Young
The epidemic of influenza which Dr.
Robertson.
and her producing organization are to has been having a depressing affect on
The Allied Amusement Associf
be responsible for the entire pageant, theatre and moving picture attendance
and Miss Young is to be seen in the in Chicago and the surrounding terri- and its business manager, Dr.
leading role, it is stated.
tory, according to statements of Atkinson, were active in their co-c
Miss Young and her company will Health Commissioner Robertson, has ation with the city authorities in
stage the pageant on the lawn of the reached its pinnacle, and the number ing that the movie houses were
Mission Inn thirty mles from Los An- of cases reported daily is expected to formed as to all orders of the Hi
geles, and the drama pageant will be diminish from now on.
Department.
Sarah Ellis Ryan's story of Southern
Moving picture theatres took an active part in the campaign to combat the Promoted to Roberts
California, "The Soul of Rafael" in
which Miss Young will appear later in epidemic by displajang sides prepared
Cole Detroit Offic
a motion picture production for Equity. by the Health Department, telling how
Jerome Safron has been appo
"The Soul of Rafael", which will be to prevent and treat the disease, and
staged, is woven around the missions also generally carried out the orders of branch manager of the Detroit
of the Sunset State, and lends itself the Health Department as to ventlat- of the Robertson-Cole Distrib
admirably to this enterprise.
ing the houses properly and carn.-ing Corporation by Mr. A. S. Kirkp.T
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Associated

Exhibitors
Newly

NEW

YORK

INCORPORATES
FILM CONCERNS

LARGE NUMBER
YEARLY

OF

has seen approximately 100 concerns incorTHE past poyear
rating in New York State and entering the motion picture
business. There is hardly a week that does not produce
from two to a half-dozen new concerns. Among the recent
incorporati^ons was the one-million dollar company known as the
Poets Photoplays, in which Maurice Adda, Louis E. Cooper and
Louis L. Quasha, of New York are interested.
Among the other concerns coming into existence recently was
the Shannon Producing Company, incorporating at $52,000, with
Samuel Klinger, William Grossman and Nathan April of New
York as directors. There was also formed a company known as
the Wentworth-Livingston Company, which outlined its purpose
as supplying artists as well as directors for motion pictures. This
company started business with $5,000 and has for its directors
H. H. Wentworth, Beulah Livingston and E. S. Brophy of
New York.

Bitter

Fight

Ministers

of

Many

be Banded; Wish to
IN'DIANA
harbors
borders the seed
ot onewithin
of the her
bitterest
struggles in the industry's history between reformers, who want to close
the motion picture shows on Sunday
in cities and towns where they now
run unhampered and the owners of
the houses, who find their Sundays to
be their most lucrative days.
In the little towns of Plymouth,
Culver, Argos and Bremen, in Marshall county, in the extreme northern
part of the state, the seed is beginning to show signs of sprouting. Unless efforts of the theatre owners of
Ithe four towns to crush the life out
'of the seed are successful its outgrowth may cover all Northern Indiana.
' The theatre owners got their first
Iwarning January 21, when ministers
! in Plymouth, Culver, Argos and
Bremen announced that they have organized to go on the war path against
Sunday shows in those places.
' Apparently the ministers have been
'organizing their forces for some time
Jfor they announced at the same time
that as soon as they are victorious
Membership

on

of Califor-

nia Producers' Ass'n
The Motion Picture Producers' As3ciation, a California corporation, was
organized in 1916 for general advancetnent of the motion picture industry.
The present officers are : Chas. H.
IChristie, president; Wm. S. Smith, 1st
/ice-president; Wm. Sistrom, 2nd
nce-president ; Thos. H. Ince, 3rd vicepresident; Frank A. Garbutt, treasJrer; W. J. Reynolds, secretary. General business of the association is
landled through W. J. Reynolds, 1004
W'.
?eles.I. Hollingsworth Bldg., Los AnThe membership consists of the folowing producing companies : American Film Co. ; Robert Brunton Studios,
nc; Fred K. Balshoffer Studio;
3rentwood Film Co.; Burston Films,

in

Counties

Indiana
Said

Opens

Organized

Group

Inc.; Capital Film Co.; Charlie Chaplin Studios; Christie Film Co.; Douglas Fairbanks Picture Corporation ;
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
Lasky Studio; Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation Morosco Studio.
Francis Ford Co., Fox Film Corporation; Goldwyn Pictures Corp.; D. W.
Griffith Studios; Jesse D. Hampton
Productions; Benj. B. Hampton Productions; Wm. S. Hart Company;
Haworth Pictures Corp. ; Thos. H.
Ince Studios, Inc. ; L-Ko Motion Picture Kompany; Louis B. Mayer Productions Metro
;
Pictures Corp. ; National Film Corp. ; Marshall Neilan
Productions ; Rolin Film Co. ; Selznick
Pictures Corp. ; Jos. M. Schenck EnterprisesMack
;
Sennett Films Corp. ;
Triangle Film Corp. ; Universal Film
Mfg. Co. ; Vitagraph Company ; and
Warner Brothers.

Includes

Representative

Membership and Is Well Supported Financially; List of Officers and Directors Stated
ACCORDING to the report issued by llie newly organized Associated Exliibitors, the association begins its
career with a formidable array of membership, unlimited financial resources and a well defined program of
action and basic policies. " The Associated Exhibitors, Inc.,"
announces the report, " which involves franchise holders representing two hundred and fifty of the leading theatres of the
country, and which will have a circuit and other alliances
with a strength of eight thousand theatres, was organized this
week at a meeting of the most important exhibitors of the
country held in New York City. It represents the most
formidable combination of theatre owners in the history of
the motion picture industry and is devoted to the development
and purchase of pictures of the highest standard and the protection ofexhibitors against possible pernicious combines.

to

" Run " the Theatres
in Marshall county, where the four
towns are located, they will wade into
St. Joseph, Elkhart, LaPorte, Kosciusko, Starke, Pulaski and Fulton
counties. This embraces territory
more extensive than that confined
by the borders of some states in the
Union. Important cities in these
counties are South Bend, Elkhart, La
Porte, Warsaw and Rochester.
Managers, who contend that they
and not the ministers are running
their business, expect to have help
from other business men in combatting the movement from the start as
a result of the following paragraph
from the announcement of the ministers of Plymouth :
" The fight is more than a fight
against the motion picture theatre.
It is a battle to see whether the
churches shall or shall not fix the
standard of life in the community.
The fight against motion picture
houses is only the beginning of a fight
which will eventually lead to the closing of cigar stores, candy shops and
all other places which infringe on the
laws of the state."

Career

Messmore Kendall, ciated
President
Exhibitors of the AssoNew Liberty Theatre in
Yakima Being Built
Manager J. Von Herberg of Seattle,
now in New York City on his annual
business trip in company with his partner, Claude S. Jensen of Portland,
has received word that active construction work is now under way on the
new playhouse which Jensen and Von
Herberg are building in Yakima,
Washington.
It will be opened, it is hoped, sometime during the summer months and
Mr. Von Herberg now is making arrangements for its bookings.
It has been decided to call the new
Yakima
The
Libertyplayhouse
in Yakima " isThe
beingLiberty."
erected
on a site adjoining the Commercial
Hotel on the main thoroughfare and
in the heart of the business district.
The initial investment will be about
$250,000, it is stated.
In Exhibitor Class
L. J. Frecka has severed his connection with the South Side Engraving
Company, of Ironton, Ohio, and has
let a contract for a new theatre to be
finished April 15. The house will have
a seating capacity of 450.

Officers and Directors
" At the first meeting of the organization Messmore Kendall, president of
the Capitol Theatre Realty Company,
was elected president of the Associated
Exhibitors, Inc. The other officers
are : Edward Bowes, of New York,
first vice-president; James Q. Clemmer, of Seattle, second vice-president;
Saul Harris, of Little Rock, third
vice-president; H. H. Wellenbrink, of
Newark, secretary; Harry Crandall,
of Washington, D. C, treasurer; and
Fred C. Quimby, general manager.
The directors of the new organization are as follows : Messmore Kendall,
of New York; Edward Bowes, of New
York; Harry Crandall, of Washington; Michael Shea, of Buflfalo; Dennis Harris, of Detroit; I. Libson, of
Cincinnati ; Samuel Harding, of Kansas City; Joseph Lubliner, ©f Chicago; James Q. Clemmer, of Seattle;
Hugo Lambach, of Spokane, and Paul
Brunet, of New York.
" The calibre of the exhibitors who
have associated themselves in the
new
enterprise is indicated in the list of
those who are the franchise holders in
their respective territories: Among
them are Lubliner & Trinz theatres of
Chicago; Reuben & Finkelstein, of
MinneapoUs; the Capitol theatre of
New York; the Capitol theatre of
Boston; Harris & Ackerman, of Los
.\ngeles; H. Cornwell theatres of St.
Louis ; Harris & Ackerman, San Francisco; Harris & Lisbon theatres of
Pittsburgh and Cincinnati; Paul Gustanovich, of Cleveland; J. H. Cooper,
of Oklahoma City; Harry Crandall
theatres, Washington; Samuel Harding, Kansas City; Bishop Cass Investment Company, Denver; Harding &
Cohen, Omaha ; J. Q. Clemmer, of
Seattle; Olsen & Sourbier theatres of
Indianapolis; Harris & Libson, of Detroit; H. H. Wellenbrick, of Newark;
Michael Shea, of Buffalo; Merrill
Theatre Amusement Company of Milwaukee; Clemmer & Lambach, of Spokane; Samuel Harris, of Little Rock;
and Clemmer & Lambach, of Portland.
" The new organization is backed by
an unlimited amount of capital. The
financial interests back of the theatre
(Continued on page 1437)
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Fifteen

More

Educational

Picture

X e tH

Exchanges

Expected Announcement of Expansion in This
Country Made; Joseph Lee Goes With Firm
and Starts Tour to Estabhsh the New
Exchanges

announcement of Educational's Exchange expansion in the United States, a hint of which only
could be given last week, is now made. So large has
the corporation grown, it has been found necessary to open
offices in fifteen of the large distributing points. East of the
Mississippi, in order to meet the demand for quick delivery.
The acquisition of exchanges abroad, also told of last week,
will similarly permit of the best service being given exhibitors
of Educational subjects.
DEFINITE

This enlargement of the Educational's scope is the net result
of E. W. Hammons recent trip to Europe to confer with the
group of English interests that are closely allied Avith Educational. Itmeans further ambitious developments of a branch
of the film industry that has been growing in leaps and bounds
for the past two years.
EducationaVs Steady Growth
Five years ago Hammons started to
ASS'T
DIRECTORS
put the Educational output on the
screen and met with such serious reHOLD ELECTION
buffs that anj'one less persistent would
OF OFFICERS
have surrendered and gi\-cn up in
despair. The great majority of exhibitors insisted that the public would
stantof
cers ofualtheelec
Assi
tion
AT offithe ann
not be interested in anj-thing that sav'
ion,
ors
ciat
ect
Asso
Dir
oured of the educational. Those were
held January 16, the folthe days of crude thrillers when that
lowing gentlemen were installed: President, George
element of all development, imaginaWebster; Vice-Presidents, H.
tion, was not overly plentiful in the
Schenk, William Crinley; Treaspicture world. But gradually Hamurer, Scott R. Beal; Secretary,
mons beat down this prejudice and
Pred Tyler; Sergeant-at-Arms,
his scenics and wild animal life studC. H. Mitchell; Chairman of
ies found their way upon the screen.
Board, William Dyer.
The people liked them and asked for
more. Today the world is being photographed in terse units and being
" Expeditions carefully outfitted by
brought to the view of the patron in Educational
are now in India, Africa,
the smallest picture houses in the land the Arctic regions. South America, the
as well as the most pretentious onesSouth Sea Islands, Antarctic fields,
Educational Film Corporation has China and the Far West and the wongrown from an experiment into one
ders of Europe and America contrasting civilization with every form of
of the important factors of the film industry. It is backed by uidimitcd re- wild animal and natural life in the
sources both as to finances and in- remote places of the world where men
telligent direction of its affairs, so that have seldom travelled. Here the camera will push in its unerring eye and
there is no limit to where it can penetrate with its cameras and its experts reveal beauties and conditions which
who know the value of scenic romance have been known to only the most
and the thrilling interest there is in daring of explorers or the few scientists who have devoted their lives to
wild animal life or the tense joy that
lies behind the weird things which unearthing the secrets of the unexnature is producing all over the world.
plored world." naturally was reticent
As Mr. Hammons explained the
Mr. Hammons
other day after his return from Lon- to discuss the part he has played in
don where larger affiliations for world developing this field for the moving
conqest were completed, the sky is the picture industry but no one factor has
limit and the bottom of the sea is to contributed so largely to this branch
be penetrated before the scope and of the art as Hammons and his associates. And now from the humble
reach of Educational films is onestart when men had to be coaxed and
tenth explored.
into showing the pioneer scen" At one of our laboratories we are cajoled
ics and natural life studies he has
now perfecting," said Mr. Hammons reached the position where the output
yesterday,
" a camera
which
ter life under
the waves
and will
showregisthe is so eagerly sought and is in such
hidden beauties of the deep. In marked demand that a chain of offices is to be
contrast to this development will be an opened to facilitate delivery and match
aero service with specially outfitted up with the ever increasing demand
camera equipment for catching bird for these delightful subjects. The
life on the wing and the only limit is persistency behind Educational has
the height to which an aeroplane can given it a practical monopoly of the
be raised.
{Continued on page 1438)

" Little Mary " is entertaining some celebrated people. Left is Fred Thompson,
formerly world's champion all around athlete. Next is his bride, Frances Marion
Thompson, noted film writer, and studio
on themanager
right, F. E. Benson, Miss Pickford'g
Hotel

Theatre

Chain

Formec

Ritz-Carlton Hostelries to Present
Realart Pictures to Their Patrons
A CONTRACT
signed
General Salesrecently
Manager
J. by
C.
Ragland of Realart Pictures Corporation with Charles C. Ritz, son of
Caesar Ritz, founder of the Ritz-Carlton chain of hotels, discloses an extensive organization, now in process
of formation, which will exhibit highclass tels
motion
pictures
in big resort
throughout
the United
States. hoSaid to be the first movement of its
kind to embrace the entire country,
this circuit sponsored by Mr. Ritz will
include the houses of the Florida East
Coast Hotel Company, the Bellevue
Hotel of Bellaire, Fla., the'Ormond
Hotel, Ormond Beach, the Poland
Springs Hotel, Maine, the Mt. Kineo
House. Moosehead Lake, Me., and
other famous hostelries as far West
as French Lick Springs, Ind.
Mr. Ritz says that many experiments along these lines conducted duringnalthesuccess
past year
with sigand have
have met
demonstrated
that an excellent field for exhibiting
good pictures is practicalh- neglected.
Contracts signed during recent months
and the safeguarding of this fertile
idea by other means are said to have
brought virtually complete control of
the situation to Mr. Ritz and his associates.
" Amusement directors in the big
resort hotels of the nation," said Mr.
Ritz in a statement, " have come to
the conclusion that through neglect of
motion picture entertainment they
have been missing a valuable business
opportunity. The attitude of their
guests has been reflected in willingness to patronize motion pictures, even
though it meant going to a ding>- small
town ' movie ' and witnessing ageworn relics of the industry's early
days.

" Hotel officials are recognizing tl
progress which the art has made an
also its appeal as entertainment. Tl
demand for hotel shows is tremeni
ous, and with the possibility of brinj
ing famous stars in popular works 1
small audiences in out-of-the-WJ
places by means of the screen the
can solve their problem in a most sa
isfactory way. Therefore the motic
picture circuit which is at pres
process of formation owes its
to a definite demand.
" When negotiations are finally coi
eluded we will show motion picturi
in resort hotels throughout the coui
try, but only those productions of tl
better class. Eventually many of the
hostelries will have their own audit'
riums for the sole purpose of
jecting
motionarrangements
pictures." made wi
Following
General Sales Manager J. C. Raglat
last week, Mr. Ritz will show tl
complete Realart programme of phot
plays.
Tyrad Executive Take
111 in California
\\ hen Matthias Radin. President
Tyrad Pictures, Inc.. journeyed to Cj
ifornia, he went with the idea of s
curing for distribution the product
several of the producing companies
the Sunshine State and to get a su
able studio for the production of
dramatic spectacle to be produced f
Tvrad under the direction of Jaqu
Tyrol.
According to telegraphic communic
tions, he has partly succeeded in 1
mission, but he got one thing he c
not bargain for, in the form of an :
tack of the grippe which, while not ;
rious, is confining him to his hotel.
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Chicago
^
Manager Lcsscrmaii, of Univcrsal's
hicago office, is enlhiisiastic over the
jtisiness being done hy "Blind Hus'mtkI';" and "The Right to Happiness"
territory and considers the rc- attained a good example of what
ay be done by proper exploitation
ethods when combined with really
v: pictures. "The Right to Happiss" opened Sunday for an entire
cek's run at the Majestic theatre,
eoria, and is doing a great business.
The Great Air Robbery" will be anther great box office attraction, acmling to present indications. Mr.
esserman says, and his staff is cnnised over the booking prospects.
Publicity Director Banks Winter of
iiiversal, is a "Flu"' victim and was
Dnhned to his home for several days,
lany of the staff of the office are also
\- on account of the epidemic, which
veeping Chicago and temporarihting the office forces of practically
echangc in the city.
The
Red Viper" is appealing
itrongly to the American Legion and
•indred organizations because of its
trong Americanization features and
-egion Posts are backing theatres in
hewing this patriotic picture. The
'npress theatre of Princeton, Ind.,
?how the picture with the cooperi of the local legion post this week
"The Red Viper" is being put on
he Dorgootee Opera House as a
tit for the post of that city. The
f C. thtatre at Greensburg, Ind.,
run the picture shortly at the reof the war mothers of that city,
district committee of the .AmeriLegion at Indianapolis has for>• indorsed "The Red Viper" and
.ommended its showing wherever
liossible as propaganda for the furherence of Americanism, according to
j letter received at the Bee Hive ExIhange, Chicago, from \Vm. H. Remy,
Ixecutive secretary.
The Cropper Distributing Corportion, which controls the world rights
0 "Pointed Paragraphs," made by the
Cssany Film Manufacturing Co., reort that the reel, which is the culling
f snappy newspaper paragraphs
-ritten by the best writers of satirical
umor, has met with great success.
Stanley H. Twist entertained fellow
lembcrs of the Adventurers' Club of
"hicagowildrecently
with a recently.
showing He
of
cenic
game pictures
hot the pictures last summer in the
'anadian Rockies for the Rothacker
Outdoor Series." These scenics,
/hich include the first close up shots
f wild mountain goats ever obtained
•ill soon be released by Watterson R
Rothacker.
Doctor Jones, whose big picture,
Satan's Scheme," has caused considerble favorable comment since he
rought it on from Californie, where

News

and
ihe
TUid^West
J3y h.H. Ulason)

Items

From

All

Sources

it was filmed, is in New York this
of Chicago's
Boulevard
week on business connected with the one
houses,
last week.Michigan
It is understood
exploitation of the production.
"Do the Dead Talk?" will be put out
on a state rights basis. Merit Film
Roy Alexander, of the Univcrsal's Exchange already having acquired the
Chicago sales force, is the proud pos- rights for Illinois. The new pnjducsessor of a shining new super-feature tion will be in six or seven reels and
auto combining all the latest improve- produced with elaborate scenic effects.
ments known to auto-builders and a The name has not yet Iieen announced.
few specially designed by Ro>- himself,
who had a special body constructed for
Dickson I'rothers, of Wabash, Jiid.,
the machine. Every time he stops in owners of the Eagle and Colonial in
front of a motion picture theatre a that city, are planning to build a new
crowd soon blocks the street, so great thousand-seat house this summer.
is the interest his car possesses for the
Miss N. A. Williams is the new
public.
owner of the Grand, at Bluffton, Ind.,
W ork has been resumed on the the- Charles
having purchased
this theatre from
Spray.
atre at Sterling, 111., construction of
which started two years ago, but was
The Victory, at Kokomo, Ind., is
halted owing to financial difficulties,
and the house will be rushed to com- scheduled to open on February 2, with
pletion and opened with Mr. Berlin, of .Martin Gruenwald as house manager.
Rock Falls, 111., as manager.
Billy Cotniors, of the Marion and
Luna Life theatres of Marion, Ind.,
Manager Eschman, of Chicago's
Pathc Exchange, gave a private show- is preparing to open two new theatres
ing of "Other Men's Shoes" with full ill that city, one to be for pictures exorchestral accompaniment at the Play- chisively and the other to be a vaudeville and picture house.
house Monday, which brought out a
large attendance of exhibitors. The
Herbert Johnson, of the Luna
picture caused much favorable comment and several were heard to 'ex- .\musement Company, owtiers of the
press the view that it should prove one Luna, LaFayette and Lyric, at Fort
of Pathe's best box office attractions, Wayne, Ind., has purchased the Gaiety
as it combines all the elements which theatre at Kankakee, and will inaugurate the same policy which has proven
will appeal to the public, pathos, comedy, and suspense being combined in a success in the Fort Wayne houses.
the proper proportions to satisfy the
most exacting.
The Hornbeck Amusement Company
l-"avette,
Ind. the Strand at West Lahas reopened
Ebony Film Company has begun
work on another feature, which it is
claimed will prove as big a success as
W. Wilkerson, Kansas City manager
"Do the Dead Talk?" which proved a for Universal, stopped over in Chicago
strong business getter at the Ziegfcld, last week on his way to New York,
where he is going to confer with company heads.
S. G. Sladdin, well known in the advertising and picture publicity circles,
has taken charge of the publicity department of Goldwyn's Chicago office
and will have his headquarters with
Mr. I. Von Ronkel in the Windy City.
Mr. Sladdin has been in Boston for
the past four months organizing the
advertising, publicity and exploitation
departments for Goldwyn for all of the
Xew England States. ■

Alice Howell

Charles G. Branham has resigned as
publicitj' director of the S. A. Lynch
Enterprises and may enter the field as
an exhihitor if he can find a suitable
theatre. He at present is in Chicago
looking over the field and renewing old
friendships. The snow and even the
slush of the loop looked good to Mr.
Branham after his long time in the
South, the last four months having

been passed in Texas where he has
been working hard since the consolidation of the Lynch interests with the
Hulsey theatres.
" Mickey " still is going strong in the
Middle West, and, according to the
latest figures, since its return to Chicago on December 15, has been shown
in sixty-one Windy City houses to fine
crowds. To date more than 250 Chicago moving picture theatres have
screened " Mickey," and in every instance ithas proved a strong box-office
attraction.
F. L. Smith has returned to Chicago
after a swing around the circle, which
took him as far East as New York
and West to Dallas, Texas. Among
the things which he accomplished on
his trip was the sale of the state rights
to the Doublcday Westerns for several territories. C C. Hite, of Cincinnati, closed up for the Westerns for
Southern Ohio and Kentucky ; B. & L.
of Pittsburgh
Western Specialty
Pennsylvania and Westfor Virginia;
Film Company of Dallas, Texas, for
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas, and
the Merit Exchange of Chicago already had taken over the series for
Northern Illinois, Indiana and Wiscoivsin. Mr. Smith expects to be in Nfew
York this week and dispose of the
rights for the Empire State.
Many members of the Chicago
Southern Club and others prominent
in social life, as well as a large number of exhibitors, attended the invitational review of their forthcoming
special release, " In Old Kentucky/'
given
by theandFirst
Exchange,
the National
favorable Exhibitors'
comments
on the picture left manager Weiss and
Seery with a feeling of justifiable
optimism over the booking outlook for
the big production.
Prepare for Censor Fight
in New York State
{Continued from page 1431)
ruary 2, and that meanwhile he had
written the authorities of Pennsylvania, Maryland, Ohio and Kansas to
ascertain what these states were doing
on censorship problems and also if
they intended to introduce any new
legislation this winter.
With both censorship and Sunday
motion picture bills before the Legislature there is bound to be a stiff fight
in the coming weeks. The Senate, with
the exception of three members, is
identical with a year ago when the
Slacer censorship bill went down to
defeat, after passing the Assembly.
The personnel of the Assembly is considerably changed, and there is no line
possible on its probable action this
year. There is a feeling, however,
against any repeal of the Sunday motion picture law.
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CINCINNATI
W. Bocklage, former manager of the Myrtle and Evanston theatres, has been apassistant manager of the local Hallmarkpointed
exchange.
Harry A. Shaw has resigned from the
Hallmark sales-force to become associated
with the First National Exchange, under
Manager Roy Haines. Mr. Shaw was a
member of the Mutual sales-force at the
time that Mr. Haines was the local Mutual
manager and served under him for five
years.
Manager Lefkowitz of the Standard Film
Service Company is planning to give a
public screening of the new serial " The
Lost
City,"willin betheinvited.
near future, to which
the public
The First National Exchange is now instal ed in its new quarters at Pioneer and
Broad streets.
The Standard Film Service Company will
take over the present offices of the World
Film Company about February 1st. This
will give Standard the entire iifth floor of
the Seventh and Main street building and
about five times its present space.
SEATTLE
John Ranz, president of " Adventurous
Scenics
visitedHe Seattle's
Row for Corporation,"
about two weeks.
was forcedFilmto
leave for his studio at 7874 Santa Monica
avenue, Hollywood, California to superintend the completion of the machinery in the
corporation's laboratory.
inspectinglot the glass studio on King Vidor's
Some of First National's celebritiesHollywood
Jesse G. Sill is busy in Wyoming and H.
H. Brownell in the Southwest, taking picon the policy of the Clemmer theatre.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
tures of the " wild and woolly west " for They ing will
Mr. Ranz.
meet some of the big figures in
the industry while there, it is stated.
The Strand theatre on Maple street, Holyoke, Mass., devoted exclusively to moving
The
"
Sun
Film
Company
"
has
opened
pictures
and catering to an excellent family
its doors for business at 206 Third avenue,
Mary Miles Minter in " Anne of Green patronage, has been leased by James Baker
Gables,"
had
a
five-day
engagement
at
the
Seattle's
Film
Row.
H.
H.
Huot,
formerly
to
John
F. Brown,
of the Ct.,
Lewisin charge of the Realart exchange in Seat- Auditorium and drew big houses, according Brown theatre
circuittreasurer
of Danielson,
for
tle, is in charge of the concern. Offices will to reports. " Lord and Lady Algy," the a long term of years.
The
new
management
be opened in Los Angeles and San Fran- English stage romance and thrilling race- controls three Connecticut theatres. This is
track story, filmed by the Goldwyn Corpora- their first Massachusetts venture.
cisco. The object of the " Sun " will be
tion, will be presented at the Auditorium
" to rise
and set
short
specials
only." on serial and state-right for three days.
The Goldstein theatrical interests, Xathan
E., and Samuel Goldstein, with headquarLucian E. Johnson, formerly salesman for
ters at Springfield, has bought the Majestic
the H. A. Johnson Company, is now manager
SAN DIEGO
theatre on Cottage street, Easthampton, and
for this concern. Mr. Johnson intends to
will
add
it to their chain of moving picture
add more equipment and to introduce addiIncident to the first showing at the Plaza houses, now
located in Springfield, Holyoke
tional improvements.
of the new Mary Miles Minter feature pic- and Northampton. The Majestic was built
ture, "Anne of Green Gables," the man- at a cost of about $25,000 and is modern.
For some time Mr. C. M. Hill, manager
agement had the especial pleasure of intro- Manager Beede, who has been in charge for
of the Portland branch of the Famous Playducing the popular star to audiences which some time, has a lease that extends to a
ers-Lasky
Corporation,
has
felt
that
the
packed
the
house. House Manager Russell
May and,
unless special
arPortland board of motion picture censors
found it necessary to ask Miss year from next
rangements are made,
the Goldstein
interests
was too critical and decidedly prejudiced. Rogers
appear twice on the opening eve- will not assume control until then. The
Mr. Hill has contemplated resignation for Minterning totoappease
the demands of the crowd. theatre, now seating about 1,000, will be ensome time, and a climax was reached when A box was beautifully
for Miss
larged and remodeled by the new owners.
the local board made eliminations in the Minter and her party, decorated
and above it was
hung
an
electric
star.
A
juvenile
vocalist,
Ethel Clayton picture, " The 13th Com- dressed in Lord Fauntleroy costume,
William
H. Cone, formerly of Chicopee,
sang
mandment." Mr.George
Hill presented
resignation to Mayor
L. Baker,his stating
for 14 years past proprietor of the Carleton
as
a
welcome
to
Miss
Minter.
The
picture
his views in a very outspoken letter.
in Springfield, has bought realty on
proved a very popular one during its en- hotel
Springfield street here at approximately
The new Realart theatre has opened its gagement.
$25,U00.
upon picture
which house,
he is towork
buildtoa begin
$60,doors at South Tacoma, Wash, with a $10,moving
Mrs. Maude Tichenor has succeeded 000
in
the
spring
as
soon
as
the
ground
can
000 organ a«d Rex Beach's, " The Girl James
M. Black as house manager at the be worked. The Walsh Brothers' property
From Outside," which made a decided hit. Broadway.
Mr. Black has gone to San figuring in the transfer is located close to
Manager George P. Endert of the North- Francisco to locate. The week's picture at the city library and is considered to be the
west Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and
The Winchester Wom- best site in this city for a moving picture
John D. Howard, exploitation representative, the Broadway
an," featuring was
Alice" Joyce.
theatre. The block acquired comprises 10
have been called to Chicago to attend the
" Behind the Door," the big Thomas H. tenements located in a row. Mr. Cone plans
picture, featuring Ilobart Bosworth, to place the theatre where the second teneconvention, which will be held by the Fam- Ince
heavily advertised by Manager R. E.
Players-Lasky Corporation at the La- was
from the library stands but will not
salle ous
Hotel.
Hicks of
and showed to full disturbmentthe
other tenements, e.xcepting to
houses
for the
the Cabrillo
week.
I)aint
them
up and
remodel Robert
them
to accord with
the generally
theatre front.
SPOKANE
Under the patronage of the San Diego W. Warner of Springfield has drawn the
plans, seating capacity for 2.000 beBert Lennon production of " Lit- theatre
The Universal Film exchange is to re- Uniontle Bothe
ing i)rovided. The most modern equipment
Peep,"
Miss Violet
open offices in Spokane, and reports are was shown
free starring
to the children
of theOliver,
city is called for by the plans.
current that other motion picture distribu- at
the Superba theatre at four performances
ting concerns may invade the city. Since recently.
Theter. Vt..
Chester
June of last year the Pathe exchange has
locatedmoving
on thepicture
secondtheatre,
floor ofChesthe
held undisputed sway in Spokane as the
Hotel
Fullerton
Building,
was
this week
The
Great
Southwest
Film
company
is
sole local office of any motion picture disdestroved
by
a
$60,000
fire
that
wiped
out
tributing con<?ern. Peter Carroll, Pathe engaged in making commercial, comedy and
manager of this territory, announces that drama pictures in this city. Miss Evelyn the hotel. Chester Savings Bank. Chester
Bank and post office. All equipexpansion of business has caused him to Bucklin of Los Angeles has arrived to as- National
ment of the theatre was lost.
sume charge of the scenario department.
arrange for the opening of a sub exchange
in Butte.
The new California theatre, the latest addition to the film houses in this city, has
While the Grand theatre building, Belby James B. Mason, the prolows Falls, Vt., was in flames early MonDavid Wark Griffith's latest screen special been opened
prietor and manager, who reports excellent
day morning, swept bv fire that caused a
" Scarlet Days," is coming to the Liberty patronage.
The California has a seating loss estimated
at between $60,000 and $100,theatre January 24-27. Another " special " capacity of about
800, and is equipped with 000, H. D. Perry Company, owners of the
on the Liberty
books is31 " toEverywoman,"
scheduled
from January
February 3. the very latest apparatus and facilities. theatre, rushed new equipment here by telephone orders and that night were showing
Other Liberty bookings for the month in- Harry Carey in " A Fight for Love " was
at the Opera House, having lost
clude: Billie Burke in "Sadie Love," Jan- the opening attraction, together with a 2- pictures
but
one
On the still smoking
uary 21-23, and Bryant Washburn in " Love act " Joe Martin " comedy, entitled " Mon- ruins of performance.
the Grand was tacked a sign with
key
Stuff."
The
house
is
following
a
2-day
Insurance," January 28-30.
run for each program, with a continuous announcement that the Grand had moved to
Dr. H. S. Clemmer and Dr. H. C. Lam- show from 10 a. m. to 11 p. m. Admission
House. Loss to the theatre ownbach with James Q. Clemmer of Seattle, are prices are 10 cents for adults and 5 for chil- the Opera
is placedas atbeing
several
thousands
of doldren, plus war tax.
in New York City, on future business bearlars,ershipreported
covered
by insurance.

NEW ORLEANS
H. .V. Oviatt, special representative of
the Bray Pictures Corp., is spending about
two weeks in New Orleans as a part of a
tour of the entire country. Mr. Oviatt it
concentrating on pushing the Goldwyn-Br»r
Pictograph, released by Goldwyn, aai
through his efforts, a number of new Brv
contracts have been turned in, it is reporter
Much talk is heard in New Orleans of
plans for a hotel, devoted to theatrical ani
motion picture folk, to be built in or near
the
the summer.
hotelscityandin rooming
houses Over-crowding
has caused mudiof
inconvenience and led to tentative plans and
discussion. No one, thus far, has conK
forward, nor been found, who was willing to
furnish the funds for construction or underwrite the venture. Some theatrical niterests favor the idea, others are opposed
and a third faction is neutral.
The largest suburban motion pictmc
house in the South opened in New Orleaas
January 22. It is the Rivoli and has 1,335
seats on the lower floor and 750 in the balcony. The Arcade Amusement company, a
new organization, operating in conjunction
with the Sobel-Richards-Shear company, m
the
builder and operator with Vic Howard,
manager.
The Sugar theatre building at Monrot^
La., has been sold to the Saenger Amuaement Company of New Orleans and New
York for $78,700. It will be remodeled and
reconstructed. About $75,000 is to be spent
in doing this. It will seat 1,500 when rebuilt.
BUFFALO
Marcus Loew, accompanied by R. A.
Rowland,
president19 ofandMetro,
Boffalo on January
duringcametheirto brief
stay, had a conference with Henry W. Kahn,
Buffalo Metro
Loewon die
announced that he manager.
would startMr.work
new Buffalo house April 1 and that it woidd
be ready to open in January, 1921. The new
theatre will be one of the most costly and
elaborate in the Loew chain, said the thejUrical magnate. It will be located at Main
and Ikfohawk streets.
The Winter
Jamestown's
motion
picture Garden,
theatre, and
one of theleading
finest
houses in Western New York, was gutted
by fire January 20, causing a loss estimated
at
The$50,000,
Winter which
Gardenis covered
is ownedbybyinsurance.
Michael
Woodsorateand
Marshall
The elabdecorations
which Peterson.
made the theatre
the
show place
the city,loss,
weretworuined.
The
seats
are a ofcomplete
projection
machines were destroyed and the $10,000
organ
damaged
beyond repair. The origin
of the fire
is a mystery.
Buffalo may have another theatre in the
near future, if the tentative plans set forth
by
the Shubert
interests,
who J.wasJ. inShubext
Buffalo ofrecently,
are carried
out.
According to the plans, it is probable that
the house will be erected directly alongside the present Shubert-Teck. John R.
Oishei, manager of the Teck, has resigned.
His successornouncement ohas
been named,
no anf his identity
will bebutmade
for
the present.
A. L. Barnett, former booker at the local
Famous Players-Lasky exchange, has been
appointed assistant to Hejiry W. Kalin,
manager of the Metro branch. E. M. Saunders, general manager of the Metro company, stopped off in Buffalo enroute for an
inspection of exchanges in the Middle Wert.
Henry E. Wilkinson, Realart manager, is
confined to his bed with a serious attadc
of
Wilkinson
and the
drengrip.
aretendingMrs.
also
ill. A trained
nursetwo isdwatMr. Wilkinson.
Lieut. John F. Killgrew, formerly wiA
Fox in Cleveland and who spent two yeaw
on the XJ. S. S. America during the war,
making 26 trips across the sub-zone, has
joined
Realartof sales
staff. Lieut.
Killgrewthe isBuffalo
a graduate
Fordham.
Richard
C. Fox,
former manager
of the lo-u
cal Famous
Players-Lasky
exchange,
spending a few -weeks at the Buffalo Fw
office,
familiarizing
himself with
FoxLondon
meniods
sailing
February
12 for
wherepriorhe towill
assume
his duties
as sales
manager in the United Kingdom.
The Shea Amusement company has become one of the directors in Associated Exhibitors, Ibc according
to anmanaging
announce-diment by Harold
B. Franklin,

'• e b r u a r y 7 , I g ^ o
Universal prizes. Cleveland took first prize.
Detroit, second prize; Buffalo third prize,
and Pittsburgh, fourth prize.
" The Great
played
the
Standard
theatreAirall Robbery
last week" to
capacity
houses. This week, Tom Carroll, manager
of the Standard, received so many requests
for the return of the picture that he pulled
off his bill on Wednesday and put in " The
Great Air Robbery " for the remainder of
the week. That's what's called catering to
the public and giving 'em what they want.

Mr. returned
Frankinector
spentoi aShea's
week theinHippodrome.
New York and
Buffalo
with
franchise.
Many local theatres have been sold in
I' past week. Amon^ the sales are :
ijestic theatre. East terry street, Kcn(fton theatre, sold to James Cardina, newmer
business; Park theatre on Tonaiida in
street.
Liriipe Fowler, manager of the Elmwood
continues
" pack 'em
in," in
teatre,
of snow
boundto conditions
in Buffalo.
u- neighborhood
Elmwood is onehouses
of Buffalo's
most popuand nothing
short
a tornado will keep patrons away from
l owler shows."

Associated

DETROIT
\IM.\1C).\ WEALTH PICTURES CORP.
has changed its name to Equity Pictures
iporation because of its recent purchase
the state franchise for Equity pictures
Ml John H. Kunsky. The company has
just purchased state rights on Uustin
rnum in "The Corsican Brothers."
Urome Safron has succeeded George Dc
lite as manager for Robertson-Cole.
I lie Detroit Board of Film Exchange
iiagers holds its annual and second gct.jither-dinner at the Detroit Board of
mmerce on Saturday evening, Jan. 31. It
II be attended by all film salesmen and
1 artnunt heads.
I'red
P. Reynolds
and W.
J. Mozealous
joined
the sales force
of Minter-United.
\ special matinee for school children was
. en at the Broadway Strand last Satur- morning, the attraction being " Everyman." week.
This picture broke the house
. ord for the
At the sixth annual profit sharing banquet
Ford was
Motora showing
Co. heads',
lure
of the
the entertainment
Chaplin film,
\ Day's Pleasure."
Ill staging
In Oldthe Kentucky
" atbeen
the
Madison
this "week,
theatre has
'lecoratt'd in carnival attire and the lobby
' >oksloguelike with
the paddock
at a race
a half dozen
negrotrack.
singersA
1 dancers is followed by the picture.
A hen the race scene starts, the screen rises
and two trained horses and jockeys are seen
speeding their horses on a race track, treadmill apparatus being employed. Tlie Mad.ison has broken all records for business and,
for the first time in its history, a film is
being held ovef for a second week.
ST. LOUIS
I' HEthe E.state
C. Peto
rightsEnterprises
of " The (controlling
Birth of a
Race
"
and
"
Shepherd
of the game
Hills); —Floyd
Sam
Shurman in the state right
Lewis handling the Arrow output, and Earl
Lawson, hare taken a joint office in the
Plaza Building on Film Row. Lawson has
the rights for the Equity pictures. G. F.
Hennessy is his local representative.
William
Fox's Liberty
theatreconsistently.
has been
doing
a phenomenal
business
Walter
Shafler
is
the
man
responsible
for
this condition.
Lew Bent, formerly with the American
l-'ilm
has severed
connections
I witj Company,
that company
and has histaken
to the
road for Pathe. Charles Gregg has sueI ceded him with the American.
Charles Werner, of the Metro forces, has
. Jst returned from an extended tour in the
territory, where he reports wonderful busiI ness and splendid conditions.
Kdward Dustin put over the greatest
"op of the week with a special story on
> very sport page about his new Pathe serial
with Jack Dempsey. Mr. Dustin is Pathe's
chief representative in St. Louis and one
of the best liked men in the film game.
Jack Abrahms has arrived from New York
with a lot of new gossip and brand new
mes. It is whispered that he and Lew
Bent may be seen at Loew's Garrick for
one week in a vaudeville specialty written
by Aaron HoflFman. Mr. Bent years ago was
with pockstader's
Minstrels. Jlis clever
imitations
ful mdeed. of birds and animals are wonderFred Keller, of the Robertson-Cole office,
lost a new hat on a wager with Louis K.
Sidney of the Pershing and Kings theatres.
This this
makesseason.
the ninth hat that Sidney has
won
»l» symphony
iT *^ '
oi me rvings
tneatrc
orchestra, has
just completed a new selection
which he will
feature
on his program next week.
CLEVELAND
It has just been learned that Frank No4°'''""
manager who
of the
Dream,
andA E.
F. Flanegan,
now Bijou
controls
the
Crescent theatre,
of Cleveland, have
taken over what wasallformerly
known
as
the
American theatre, on Superior avenue, and

The atmosphere of pre-Civil War days is a feature of the new Selznick picture,
" The Land of Opportunity," in which Ralph Ince portrays the part of Lincoln
are remodeling it completely. The change is somewhat reduced in weight, owing to
will also include a change of name, and the the absence of tonsils and adenoids, with
house, when finished, will be known as the which he was forced to part company.
Terminal theatre. It gets its name by reason of the fact that it is located just west, A. S. Nathans was added to the Cleveof the Public Square, the proposed site of
land Select selling force this week. Nathans
beard the northwestern Ohio exhibitors
the new railroad terminal. It is also just will
opposite the Cleveland Hotel. It will have for bookings.
600 seats.
The taking over of the distribution of
M. itor,
Polcar,
a prominent
Cleveland
picture locally
by United
Thewhose interests
include
several exhiblocal Hallmark
atres has resulted
in the Picture
appointment
photoplay houses, is now building a new of W. W. Kulp as manager of the Cleveland
picture theatre on Fulton Road to be known Hallmark branch. Kulp formerly managed
as the New Lyceum.
the local
succeeds C. Robertson-Cole
A. Browne,, whoexchange.
is taking He
a short
The two big new Loew houses, each with vacation before resuming his motion picture
4,000 seats, are well under way, and will activities.
be ready for use early in the summer. The
State theatre, a down town house on Euclid
Dave Klein,
who itssteered
Clevelandavenue, opposite .East 14th street, is well Triangle
boat until
recent the
coalition
with
past the first story. The East 101st street United Picture
Theatres of America, is still
theatre, as the one on Euclid at East 101st faithful to Triangle releases. .He will constreeit is now known, is almost that far
tinue to sell thera to Ohio exhibitors under
along. The proposed policy for these two the new arrangement.
theatresturesatonly.
theHowever,
present time,
is
to
run
pica stage and full
Paul Gusdanovis, of Cleveland, has been
equipment for legitimate entertainment is named regional franchise holder for Pathe.
being provided in case of a change.
Gusdanovis is just back from New York,
where he went to attend a Pathe ineeting.
Artists of the Morgan Lithograph Com- He says he has not made up his mind just
had a which
two-weeks'
self-appointed
vaca- how he will handle the Pathe pictures that
tionpanyduring
time they
were on strike,
will comeput under
his man
jurisdiction.
I'll,
demanding shorter hours. They wanted probably
a special
of my own " out
forty-four hours a week instead of fortythe road with thesfl pictures," he said,
eight hours. A settlement was made the on
" and let him put all of his time in on the
end of the week, but its exact nature has selling
end. The Cleveland Pathe office will
not been announced.
look after the physical distribution."
W. E. Lusk, manager of the Cleveland
A. A. Schmidt, district manager for Unioffice cuitofof Ohio,
the First
National
Exhibitors'
s wearinghe the
smile that
that four
won't ofcome
is back
at work
again Cirthis off everversal, isince
learned
the
week after an absence of several days. Lusk cities in his territory
copped off the big

FAMILY
CLEAN

THEATRE,
BILL

ON

BUFFALO,

GIVEN

ADVERTISING

REPORTS originating from Buffalo to the effect that the
Buffalo Evening News had refused advertising from the
Family theatre of that city because of alleged sensational
features contained in it, are not only strongly denied by
Samuel Carver, manager of the house, but are found by MOTION
PICTURE NEWS to be entirely without basis.
A typographical error on the part of the Buffalo News was
responsible for the starting of the story and the holding out of the
Family theatre's ad for a day. Trade paper correspondents mistook the facts and the story was regrettably given a place in the
columns of the NEWS.
No fault was found with the picture playing the Family theatre at the time of the incident, by the police, nor did anyone
legitimately representing the Buffalo Theatrical Managers' Association register a complaint regarding it.

Embarks

on

Career
{Continued from page 1433)
circuits embraced in it represent many
millions of dollars, and before the step
was taken they had the practical assurance of the co-operation of more
than eight thousand other theatre owners, who will join with them in the
purchase and distribution of motion
pictures. It is frankly opposed to the
interests endeavoring to secure a monopoly on theatres as well as on the
making of motion pictures.
" In New York City the franchise
oi the new organization goes to the
Capitol theatre, the largest motion
picture theatre in the world. This
means that the productions taken over
by the organization will have their
premiere in New York City at the
Capitol. Careful selection has been
made of the best theatres in Chicago,
San Francisco, and the other large theatrical centers, and the most important
theatres in those cities have accepted
the franchise for their territory, and
will play the premiere showing of the
pictures in their respective territories.
" The Associated Exhibitors, Inc.,
is completely an exhibitors' organito the first announcementzation,
of its according
policy and plans. In each
territory the franchise holder will sell
subsidiary franchises for the territory.
Each exhibitor will be protected from
competition in the showing of the organization's productions, for he will
have the exclusive rights in his territory. But an even more important
feature of the plan is that every exhibitor will be assured of productions
of the highest class, and will not be
left at the mercy of those who are
endeavoring to obtain a monopoly on
the production and distribution of motion pictures.
" Important as this step is to the exhibitit is even more imporcountry,
ors oftanttheto the
public, for it means the
elimination, in so far as the theatres in the
organization are concerned, of poor or
mediocre pictures. A purchasing committeein
made up of the best known exhibitors
producthe United States will pass on forall distributions when they are bought motion picof
best
very
the
tionturesandwillonly
be accepted for the theatres.
" The purpose of the association is to
and indirector,
star,
bring the producer,
features
rightsexhibitor.
states the
seller of big with
into directdependentcontact
is to pre-at
this its object
Supplementary
any attempt
vent, fight, and tooverthrow
by
monopoly. It is thoroughly understood
exhibitors that the control by one concern
and of theof the big stars of productions,would
eventuthat they
turn their theatres over to the
to mean
allyatres
havewould
orand the formidable
dominating gelement
Exhibitors,
anization of the Associated
the
in
move
any
defeat
to
Inc., is designed
direction
of such monopoly.
" Dealing directly with the star, director,
the exhibitors will be better
or producer
to fix the real valuation of a picture
able
and to reward those responsible according
producof pictureInc.,
power Exhibitors,
to thetion.drawing
The Associated
has
selected the Pathe Exchange to handle their
this
and
world
the
product throughout
was made after a careful analysis
selection
of other condistribution
of
of the methods
cerns. Pathe has more branch offices than
any other distributing concern in the motion
on sound busipicture business, is aoperated
of successness principles, has long history
ful operation,
other factor inandtheis financially
selection ofpowerful.
Pathe is Anthe
square dealing
broad business policy and the
with
relations
its
which has characterized
exhibitors."

Tucker Seeks to Enjoin
Picture Lithographs

Capitol to Change Bill
Every Sunday
Managing Director Edward Bowes
of the Capitol theatre, announces several changes to be effected at that theatre. The motion picture will remain
the basic unit of the program. Beginning Sunday, February 1, operatic
novelties are to be introduced as the
complement to the photoplays. Each
production will be limited to a single
week, and there will be a complete
change of bill every Sunday. It is
further stated that the acquisition of
adjoining property for studios, workshops and stage purposes makes possible the immediate realization of plans
contemplated since the opening of the
big house.
F. P.-Lasky Officer Gets
Gift on Resignation
The officers and directors of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation on
Tuesday afternoon, January 20, presented a beautiful silver desk set to
Albert A. Kaufman, who recently resigned his connection with the corporation to enter the field of independent producers. Mr. Kaufman
was one of the original officers and
organizers of the Famous Players Film
Company and a director in the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation.
The desk set consisted of thirteen
pieces, each piece bearing Mr. Kaufman's monogram, and on the tray was
this inscription :
" To Albert A. Kaufman from the
Officers and Directors of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, in appreciation of his long and loyal service.
January 20, 1920."

Famous Players-Lasky Corporatioa
announces that the motion by George
Loane Tucker for a temporary injunction, restraining the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation from issuing lithographs and other advertising matter relating to "The Miracle Man", unless,
the name of George Loane Tucker wasin letters as large as any other type
matter, three times as large as the
name of the Mayflower Photoplay Corporation, which produced the picture,
was argued yesterday before Ju^^iice
Platzeck of the New York Supremfr
Court.
Famous Players-Lasky Corporlion it is stated showed in reply that
they had given Tucker great publicity,
and that the teaser campaign which
they conducted with the slogan, " 'The
Miracle ^lan' is coming ' could not be
regarded as a violation of any contract
The Court reserved decision.

Agitate Sunday Pictures
in Waterviiet, N. Y.
Watervliet, N. Y., may have Sunday
motion picture shows. The city is
situated directly across the river from
Pearson
Succeeds
to Quimby
Troy, N. Y., where motion picture
theatres have been Open on Sundays
Pathe's Feature Sales Manager Gets
for several years, with the result that
Managership Vacated by F. C. Quimby
Watervliet flocks to the Collar City
six
men
selected
to
open
branch
offices
upon the
FOLLOWING nouncclosely
ement ofthe selection
the for V. L. S. E. His headquarters was each Sunday. The common council of
of anPathe Exchange as the distributing at Kansas City but he had supervision Watervliet, petitioned by proprietors
medium of The Associated Exhibitors, over the branches at St. Louis, Denver, of motion picture houses in that city,
Inc., and the appointment of Fred C. and Salt Lake City. With V. L. S. E. now has the matter under consideration, but is said to be divided. No efQuimby as general manager of the ex- he originated, it is said, the open bookforts so far have been made to open
ing system which has since become so
hibitors' organization, Paul Brunet,
the movies in this city on Sunday.
vice-president and general manager of
Pathe, announces that Elmer R. Pear- popular.
In 1916 he was appointed sales manager for Essanay, but after six months
son will succeed Mr. Quimby as direcEducational to Open
Thomas Announces
tor of Pathe Exchanges. The promo- was offered the position of sales manExchanges
ager for the George Kleine System,
lion of Mr. Pearson, who was feature
Resignation
sales manager for Pathe, is in line with which he accepted. The rapidly devel{Continued from page 1434)
D. M. Thomas announces the sever- the Pathe policy of recognizing the
oping Western territory merited special tield. Its associations and its output
ance of his connections with the meritorious work of executives within
and Mr. Pearson concenUnited Picture Theatres of America, the organization. Philip L. Ryan, who attention,
trated his efforts there as division man- are the contributing causes for its
vogue. Its views and subeffective January 31, and further in- was Mr. Pearson's assistant, is now
ager for the West, meeting with con- wonderful
jects are chosen from_ the carefully
forms of his resignation on January 3 feature sales manager.
tinued success. He joined the First
as division manager for Cincinnati,
angle of the exhibitor, for
The new Director of Pathe Ex- National in January, 1918, as manager gauged
of the Minneapolis and Milwaukee these scenes and life studies are not
Cleveland,
Detroit
and
'Dallas.
Mr.
changes
is
known
as
one
of
the
Thomas concludes his announcement
offices and remained in that capacity mere photographic achievements, but
with an expression of good wishes for pioneers in the distributing branch of until he returned to the Pathe organ- are selected with a thorough knowledge
the motion-picture industry and is said
the continued success of the United.
ization as feature sales manager in of the entertainment and dramatic
to have originated many of the exqualities combined because it is never
change methods now the common prac- May, 1919.
overlooked that the theatre after all is
tice in the important exchanges of the
Goldsmith of United Off country.
In commenting
Mr. Pearson's
es- a place of amusement and nothing lives
timate of the Patheon service,
the report
upon the screen that does not possess
on Business Trip
the Pathe office says : "His broad the dramatic flavor.
Mr. Pearson's first venture in the from
experience
with
exhibitors
throughout
Milton M. Goldsmith, treasurer of film business was as assistant manager
Joseph Lee, one of the best known
United Picture Theatres of America, of the General Film Company. He the country had convinced him that the
of the present day film hustlers, has
left on a trip the first of the week. It held that post in the days when the Pathe policy of distributing pictures
when they were of a standard of just joined Educational and leaves this
is stated by the United Picture Thea- General Film Company was the power only
tres that the trip is in the interest of his about which the motion picture busi- excellence, calculated to reflect the week on an extensive tour of the country east of the ^lississippi River to
ness in America revolved, and, by his greatest credit on the name of Pathe,
organization. No details as to the desopen
distributing offices for the new
policy that made for permantination or the scope of Mr. Gold- ability, fairness, and tact won a host of was the
ence in the exhibitors esteem. In his output in fifteen of the grea: centres
smith's trip were submitted. It is friends among the pioneer exhibitors.
thought likely that a statement from In 1913 he resigned to join Pathe, and work with Pathe he has been guided by where film exchanges are now flourishMr. Goldsmith will be forthcoming he opened the Pathe branch office at this idea, and his concentration of efing.cluded
By the
timeunder
this the
trip guidance
is conMr. Lee,
fort on Pathe feature is, in a large
either during his trip or immediately Omaha. He rapidly developed a clienof
Mr.
Hammons,
will
have
placed
after his return.
tele for the new branch, and one of measure, responsible for the steadily
increasing
popularity
of
the
notable
Educational's output at the immediate
his achievements there was the use of
productions released during the last call of the exhibitor and in such a
Releases of California
six prints of "The Perils of Pauline"
way that these studies will be given the
in that comparatively small territory-.
same expert exploitation that is now
Picture Enterprises
The value of the -Omaha territory
devoted to a five to seven-reel feature.
California Motion Picture Enter- was made apparent to all of the lead- F.LL.M. Club Organ- It is most likely that some of the finer
prises, with offices at 624 Consume rs
ized in New Haven,
ing film companies, and Mr. Pearson
efforts will have special musical acBuilding, Chicago, will be releasi-ig was called upon to open another
companiments arranged for the subConn.
jects and the advertising specials and
about the end of February, " Alma branch office there. He organized the
Omaha
branch
office
of
the
World
Branch
Where Do You Live," in the states of
year." Managers of Famous Play- illuminating press copy will supply the
Illinois and Indiana. Mr. Ernest G ig- Film Company and remained as the diers, Universal, Select, American Fea- exhibitor with the same pretentious
non from Cleveland is being sent to
rector for it through its early days. His week organized F. I. L. M. Club for aid that is now turned out by the bigChicago to take charge of the exploita- work in Omaha had attracted general ture, First National and Triangle last
gest presenting forces that handle feation in that territory, it is stated.
attention, and he was one of the first New Haven, Conn.
ture subjects for screen distribution.
Fred C. Quimby

Elmer R. Pearson

Nature's

Beauty

Places

as

Caught

Educational Films
Corporation of
America, whose new
'■ Scenics Beautiful
for 1920 have been
placed at both the
Rivoli and Kialto
(New

York) theatres, is showing the
first of the series at
the Rivoli this week.
It is titled " Wanderlust " from the fapoem byShown
GeraldmousGould.
on this page are
some of the scenic
beauties the film
contains and Robert
C. Bruce, creator of
this series.

by

Robert

C.

Bruce
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Like

Motion

the

Sacred

Bull
Two

of

Omran—

Picture

News

Between

Fires

BY J. M. SHELLMAN
Photoplay Editor of the Baltimore Sun
Would you like to talk for fifteen minutes with one of the most successful motion picture editors in
the United States, who will tell you something mighty interesting about the least known profession connected with this grand old newspaper business If so read this article by J. M. Shellman, motion picture editor of the Baltimore Sun. He tells more about the inside workings of the job of editing a picture section than we ever hoped to get when we began this series of articles. And he proves something.
The picture page pays in dollars and cents, and it pays in subscriptions, and that's the answer to the
newspaper which can't see the difference between dry goods and the photoplay.
THERE is a fable, which has never been written
sibilities of a moving picture section n'ith advertising in the Sunday Sim.
concerning the Sacred Bull of Omran, which
will serve to illustrate the point I wish to make.
Up to that time the feature work in that section
Like the Sacred Bull, I am between two fyes.
liad been written by a member of the staff who
Omran was the capital city of the kingdom of was also on the Maryland Censor Board. So you
Aghfez. The High Priest of Omran lived on the
can imagine what the exhibitors thought about
fat of the land, but his happiness was marred by that. And the rest of the news of moving picone restriction, and that was that he always had •Editor. tures was taken care of by the Assistant Sunday
to wear a bull's head mask over his head when
attending to his priestly duties.
There was no advertising carried regularly in
The population of Aghfez worshipped the High
the Sunday moving picture page before December
Priest, or the Sacred Bull, as he was known, as
15, 1918. Pointing out to the Advertising Manthe representative of their religion. Endowed with
ager how the page could be brightened up by using
wit and shrewdness, the Sacred Bull had to mainfeatures,
giving each theatre a fair write up intain an equilibrium between the Government and
stead of allowing certain theatres to have it all,
the populace.
having snappy layouts and live news notes, perThe people seemed to have the idea that the
taining to the trade, he thought my suggestions
Government was not treating them fairly. And
were worth a try-out and so I was given the job.
the Government was divided into two factions, one
Being able to converse with exhibitors on topics
nearest their heart enabled me to meet them on
favored art and wanted to construct buildings
with architectural beauty, while the financial facan equal basis.
tion was against paying for a building which was
Never shall I forget the first week of my enjust ornamental.
deavor to run the section through. It seems that
in some way the Sun was held as an enemy to
So when the Sacred Bull wasn't arguing with
the populace to show them how well the Governmoving pictures interests in Baltimore among a
number of the film men and on all sides I met
ment was treating them, he was arguing with
either the art or financial factions of the governthe condemnation of that paper by many exhibitors
ment regarding what course was the proper one
and film men.
to pursue in his priestly activities.
The gist of their statements was that the Sun
was forever knocking the moving pictures. By
But the Sacred Bull didn't worry, for he had
the facility of taking everything with a dose of the time Wednesday came around I had almost
humor and so he lived many happy years during
come to the conclusion that I might as well try to
which the Government and the people of Aghfez
a steel safe with a toothpick as to try
were happy and his reign was written about in pry open advertising
out of the exhibitors.
get
and
history as the most successful ever known in the
Sticking
tenaciously
to my purpose with a grim
kingdom.
set smile which was tinged with a dash of humor
In this way it seems that I, as the motion pic- at how the exhibitors could refuse to come in on
ture editor of the Baltimore Sun, have the same
the good proposition I offered them, by the end of
problem as the Sacred Bull of Omran, because
the week, I had corralled nearly eight hundred
I must keep peace and prosperity between the Sun
lines of advertising, and with this start got toand the exhibitor populace, and then again between
gether my editorial matter and layouts and the
the
of
departments
Advertising
the Editorial and
through with flying colors.
went
page
Sun.
That Saturday when I sat down to rest a moMy advent as moving picture editor of the Balment at the City Editor's desk and remarked that
timore Sun came about under rather peculiar cir- 1 thoroughly understood what he and the news
cumstances. For about six months prior to the editor were up against each day now that I had
time I took over that section, I had been working
to go through the same thing each week, he asked
as a reporter on the Evening Sun. One day the how much money I had brought in. When told a
News Editor called me aside and said he thought
hundred dollars or so speaking roughly, he shook
there was an opening in the advertising departhis head mournfully and said shortly, " Not enough
ment which would suit me, and outlined the advantages of that department.
Oh, well, it's quite different now when the News
Shellman."
Editor
asks me how much I turn in weekly and I
The usual antipathy between the editorial and
advertising departments exists on the Baltimore
answer quite nonchalantly, " Oh, a thousand or
fifteen hundred or so every week. Not so bad,
Sun as it usually does on all papers. Nothing
the Sunday Sun at that time was about 124,000 and
loath, I had a talk with the Advertising Manager
eh?" and he has to agree.
that day and went over with him, in full, the pos-

While I think there must have been somewhere
in former days a subtle influence working against
the Sun moving picture advertising I thoroughly
believe that the Sun never would publish anything
that is detrimental to the moving picture or any
other industry unless it was to do some good for
the communitj'.
When my first moving picture page in the Sun
on December 15, 1918, came from the presses late
Saturday afternoon December 14, I went into the
mailing room to look it over and the business
manager who happened to be there, congratulated
me on the start I had made.
But on Monday morning the Advertising Manager called me aside and told me that the Business
Manager had made a complaint that too many
adjectives favorable to productions had been used
in the write-ups of the plays and also that he '
wanted my news notes feature entitled ' Shots
From
Film Row," which gave short, humorous
entirely.about
items
the film men in Baltimore, cut out
" That is my best drawing card," I said to the
Advertising Manager. " And if it is cut out, I
might as well stop right now and be done with it."
" Very well, then," he returned, " keep on with
it for a while and see how it goes." But he thinks
it is too much like a country newspaper."
I appealed to the Managing Editor with my
troubles and while he upheld me in my decision
to hold the " Shots," he decided that it was bad
to place too many adjectives in the write-ups.
It is interesting to note that from that day to
this, •' Shots From Film Row " have been a regular feature in the page each week and not oidy
can I venture to say that most every film man,
exhibitors and salesman alike reads this feature
in the Sun every Sunday, but it has also been reported to me by various theatre managers that the
public has noticed, and read and inquired about
the items. And the salesmen going out on the
road say that the managers throughout the State
will say, " Oh, yes, I read a shot about you in the
Sun recentlj-," when they introduce themselves.
My aim has always been to help the exhibitors
and film salesmen and to write articles that will
show the public how hard an exhibitor has to work
in order to run his moving picture theatre and to
help the producers by giving unbiased opinions
and views on various topics concerning moving
pictures. A number of these articles have been
as a synwill be used
they newspaper
me and for
by serv'ice
copyrighte
s throughout
dicatedfeature
the country. According to reports the articles are
being read far and wide in the State of Marjland
and the City of Baltimore.
One of the most interesting things to watch
after I had taken over the page, was how the
amusement advertising lineage increased far over
the figures of the previous year. And also how
the circulation of the Sunday Sun began to climb.
By this statement I do not mean that the moving
picture section alone was responsible for the increased circulation of the Sunday Sun, but I am
rather inclined to think that it helped the cause to
a great degree, particularly as the press run of
is now hovering between 132.000 and 133.000,
(Continued on page 1443)
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Stohe Pulls the Minstrel Show Trick
with " Kentucky

"

ARTHUR
STOLTE
is breaking
many records
out in that
new Des
Moines sotheatre
at Des
Moines that soon he will need to put an addition
on the show shop to accomodate his crowds. His
latest successful engagement is on " In Old Kentucky." As usual, too, the story of breaking records
is at bottom an exploitation talc.
The Des Moines began its engagement on " In
Old Kentucky " on Sunday to the usual Sunday
business after a week of good newspaper publicity
which promised a real picture.
On Monday Mr. Stolte held what he calls his
" big street parade," same consisting of two automobiles with men carrying banners announcing the
" In Old Kentucky " showing at the Des Moines,
a twenty-piece band tooting away like a circus
organization, more banners, a boy leading a fox,
then more banners followed by men on horseback
representing in costume the jocky, the fox hunters
and the night riders of the picture. Being the first
thing
its kindthan
ever would
pulled a invisit
DesofMoines,
got ',
more of
attention
Barnum it and
Bailey's circus.
j
Air. Stolte was not satisfied, however, in just
getting
interest.
knew the secret
of theparadci
good'
old minstrel
troop Heexploitation:
Hold your

Lining up for the "In Old Kentucky" shozving at the Dcs Moines theatre. Des Moines

How Louis K. Sidney, Manager of
St. Louis Theatres, Puts Over
the Show

r GUIS K. SIDNEY, directing manager of the
L-« Pershing and Kings theatres of St. Louis, and
■vho also handles the advertising for six theatres
Jperated under the same management, demonitrated in a clever fashion the exact way to put
>ver a picture when he booked " The Birth of a
li^ace," and broke all records at the Kings and Royal
heatres. This in spite of the fact the production
*as booked for four days preceding Christmas,
jiot the best season of the year for breaking
ecords.
Sidney planned a complete schedule of stunts
ind advertising well in advance, and three weeks
)efore playing date star;ed his vigorous campaign,
iA^hich was destined to make those four days the
jalk of the city.
Thirty-five thousand heralds of six different
.ityles were used for distribution.
The opening
campaign was started when these heralds were
placed in every automobile in the central and downi'.own sections of the town. The heralds were difIferent every day. Not a car was overlooked,
j A card was attached to the steering wheel of
.every automobile on the streets; a descriptive
.iierald with many scenes of the production was distributed from house to house; a special herald for
Ithe school children, calling their attention to the
historic value of the picture, was handed out at
every school in town.
Every minister and rabbi received a personal
invitation to attend the opening performance. City
officials were invited ; school teachers and principals were also included, with the result that the
M-operation of these prominent men and women
was_ used to excellent advantage.
Sidney arranged one of the finest trailers he ever
used. Taking the entire matter from the producj tion itself, depicting a short glimpse from the Adam
! and Eve period throughout the ages up to the
I present day, the trailer aroused intense interest and
jproved to be one of the greatest assets of the cam-

paign. The trailer was changed from time to time.
Billposters were then ordered to cover every
board in town announcing " The Birth of a Race "
and where it was playing. Every window possible to secure was conspicuously decorated with
a half sheet, one sheet or window card. Twentyfour sheets were used extensively.
A splendid array of frames was displayed at the
5 and 10 cent stores two weeks ahead. These stores
were supplied with wrapping paper which carried
an announcement of " The Birth of a Race." This
paper was used for each article purchased.
Clever cut-outs were used liberally around the
theatre, and a big hand-lettered canvas sign was
stretched from one end of the theatre to the other.
A teaser ad, which was a reverse circle of fifteen
lines with just the name of "The Birth of a
Race," was used in all the papers a week in.
advance.
Every newspaper in town gave the production
the lead in their news columns. A splendid ad
was drawn for the picture by Sidney, which, tied
up wi;h the advertising campaign carried, was used
{Continued to page 1445)

at noon, get 'em curious and then draw 'em down'
to
the held
shop his
at night
streetof concert.
So'
Stolte
concertwith
in afront
the theatre
every evening. People flocked down to hear the
music, out of curiosity or for any one of the dozen
reasons which makes people stop to listen to music
on the street and then flocked into the theatre
when the band went inside.
Inside the theatre Mr. Stolte was doing things
on the same big scale.
In addition to the picture program, he had a
quartette singing the old Southern melodies with
a special musical program arranged by the Des
Moines director, N. E. Mitchell, and other specialties. The crowds came and went and Stolte smiled
and began to plan new exploitation stunts for his
other coming attractions, and which we hope to
pass along for your inspection in type form. ,
Mr. Stolte tried to get us some photographs of
his " pe-rade," but the photographer was so ' busy
watching the show that he forgot to snap the
camera.
:
He did wake his artist up after the parade was
over and we are showing you herewith some of
his lobby billing. In the larger cut, if you will
look closely back by the ticket office, you will notice
a side view of a gentleman with his hat ofT. This
is A. G. Stolte, who originated all these ideas we
have been telling you about.

Some good advertising for a picture may be tnanaged in this manner.
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Novelty

Prologue
Seymore

Feature

Tally, Los Angeles

Kentucky " the Talk
AAIOST successful campaign of adverlisius;
was carried on for the presentation of In
Old Kentucky," starring Anita Stewart, for its
presentation at Tally's Kinema theatre, and as a
result the picture is enjoying a most gratifying
attendance with possibilities of the gross receipt
records of the house being broken by the two
weeks' run.
The picture was booked for showing on the" day
the Los Aiigelc-- races Jieuan at .\scot P:irk, and

of

Showman,

West

Coast

of

Picture

Kinema

Makes
Picture

News

Bill

In Old
Center

.i jull stage viezv of the stage setting and proloqiic characters of the Kinema theatre presentation of
"In Old Kentuckv"
^

At the Los Angeles horse races.
Manager Seymore Tally and Ed. Rosebaum, Jr..
in charge of exploitation on this picture on the
Coast, took advantage of every possible avenue of
f.iblicit\' for the picture. By arrangement with

cl'.c manager of the races, the day was named after
Anita Stewart and the second race on the bill was
known as Anita Stewart Trophy and the star personally presented a floral horseshoe to the jockey
of the winning horse. A colored boy in a costume
of a jockey wearing a sign " In Old Kentucky,
Kinema," distributed heralds made in imitation of
a race program, and the same idea was carried
out in the display advertisement in the Sunday

r.uirniiig papers. The herald advertisement reproduced herewith together with picture of jockey
and also one of Miss Stewart with winning horse.
After once instilling in the minds of the people
the desire to see the screen version of the famous
play, the management of the theatre and Mr.
Rosenbaum sought to make the presentation a
most talked of event of the Kinema theatre, and
arranged a program in keeping. A most important
feature of this program was the atmosphere creating prologue which was given immediately preceding the presentation of the picture. The intention of the theatre was to give the audience a
glimpse of old Kentucky, and they did it by a
ver\' handsomely done drop with the Ohio River
in the foreground. In front of this was the shanty
home of
colored singers
"family."
This "family"
proved
to bea banjos,
and dancers,
and they
,a:ave a short musical program while the setting
has a night lighting and at the conclusion a lighted
steamboat of the Ohio River type passes across
the stage as a climax.
Following the first few days of very successful
business a progressive advertising campaign wa?
l)egun for the second week's business, in which
the management of the theatre v^ery heartily
thanked the patrons of the house who had witnessed the presentation of "In Old Kentuck\"" for
telling their friends of the picture. This advertising, it is believed, will be very far-reaching because of the suggestion it carries.

I

I
Plays Procrram

A viezv of the prologue staged by tin Kinema th -atrc. Los Angeles, for the shozcing of " In Old
Kentucky "

of Short Subiecti |

with Good Results
USING a two reel production as a feature f
without a longer subject to fill out the program is a precedent set among Pittsburg firs'
run houses by the Columbia. The house die
turn away business with Charlie Chaplin in
Day's Pleasure," a short western subject, a new: [■' j
reel and a travelogue, making five reels in all|'i
The regular scale of prices was maintained, an(
the shortness of the program gave an opportun
ity for an extra showing each day, which en
ablcd the theatre to establish a new- house recorc
for attendance.
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Bills

Louise
Glaum
Fairbanks

Above

HLKE is a story of some unusual exploitation.
Whether or not it is the best of exploitation
will have to be decided by the manager who
knows what his patrons like best.
The Goodwin theatre of Newark played a
double bill in " The Lone Wolf's Daughter,"
starring Louise Glaum and " When the Clouds
Roll By," starring Fairbanks. Moe Krydcll,
manager of the Goodwin, billed the Fairbanks
picture as secondary to " The -Lone Wolf's
Daughter," in as much as he wrote his billing
to read: "Also Douglas Fairbanks in 'When
the Clouds Roll By '." This plan was followed
out in all the exploitation and the Goodwin did
a lot for this bill.
As the reason for this unusual manner of

The Goodzinn theatre lobby advertising for the double bill of strong features

Buffalo

Sunday

Courier

Uses

Colored

Constance
Binney
of
MANAGER HENRY E. WILKINSON
As a Baltimore Photoplay Editor
the Buffalo office of Realart Pictures CorSees His Job
Bufthe
with
poration, through an arrangement
falo Courier and Enquirer, was able during the
{Continued from page 1440)
week of January 5 to see Buffalo plastered with
The " Movie Man," is my unofficial title by many
Constance Binney one sheets, signs of the star
in the Sun, and I like it particularly because it is
democratic. At the same time I am the Czar of
on automobiles, on news stands, in store winall the Movies on that paper and act as the Grand
dows, on the front and inside pages of the two
Mogul for the moving picture section, having
1 papers mentioned above, and everywhere he
charge of the Editorial Work (supervised by the
I looked the face of Constance Binney shone
Sunday Editor of course) and the advertising and
forth.
am responsible for getting up all the editorial copy,
and
Wilkinson
Mr.
by
The arrangement made
features and short stuff, attending to the layouts,
William J. Conners, Jr., editor and publisher of designing the art and writing the copy for the
'the two newspapers, was the insertion of the
ads making up the moving picture section and
seeing that everything is ready for the presses on
latest photo in colors of every copy of the BufSaturday afternoon. Besides this I have to sofalo Sunday Courier for January 10, which meant
licit the advertising and cover all the accounts and
Ithat over 125,000 Buffalo homes were greeted by
the Constance Binney insert, strikingly colored
make new ones. And it's a great job if you look
on the brilliant side, which I always do, especially
land bearing the announcement at the bottom
when some photos of Mack Sennett bathing beauIthat Miss Binney's latest picture was " Erstwhile
lies come in.
'Susan," and in one corner readers were further
The man who tries to hold a job like this without
informed that the star was under the Realart
having
an inborn love for the moving picture inbanner.
dustry would soon find himself bored and overDuring the week both papers used two and
worked. But in my own case, I find it exhilarating
three full column ads, including large cuts of the
to associate with the men in the industry, and love
them all for their independence, good fellowship
star, which from a publicity standpoint were
and hearty frankness and their friendship. Each
worth their weight in gold, especially so because
one is likable in his own particular way and even
tjhese papers very seldom do anything of the
those who are blunt and brusque have their good
kind; in fact, the Courier has eliminated all spefeatures.
cial notices for the theatres.
Their trials and tribulations are as near and
Mr. Wilkinson could not have purchased some
dear to me as they are to those who are going
of the first page ads he received at any price.
through them. It is always my desire to co-operate with the theatres and with the film men to
' He made the arrangement at the psychological
jrnoment when the Sunday Courier raised its every extent that is within reason, to make the
price from five to ten cents, and was looking for
work pleasant for each side. It has always been
my desire to bring together those factions which
something to " give away," as it were, when the
for various reasons might be opposing each other.
boost in price went over. The Binney insert
If there is any Sunday newspaper in the country
happened to come up at a dinner attended by
that thinks that a moving picture section is not
one of the Courier officials, who communicated
to it, there is only one answer to make :
the proposition to Mr. Conners, and Eureka ! it valuable
Let
them
try it out. Actions, on the screen and
was done. Now all Buffalo knows that Conelsewhere, speak louder than words, every time.
( stance Binney is a Realart star and that " ErstRecently an exhibitor asked me whether the Sun
would run a moving picture section if the moving
I while Susan " is coming soon. It was the cheappicture theatres cut out their advertising. I told
est and most worth while bit of publicity pulled
off by a Buffalo exchange in several years.
him I would recommend it be cut out entirely proInsert

of

billing, Mr. Krydell offers the following: " When
I first looked at the picture ('The Lone Wolf's
Daughter ') a few weeks ago I instantly saw
its drawing possibilities for the Goodwin and
I booked it. I knew the Fairbanks picture
would take care of itself for those who like
Fairbanks will come to see him and the story
doesn't matter so much. That is the reason
why I gave the best end of the billing to ' The
Lone Wolf's Daughter.' I knew my patrons
would like it and at the same time I wanted to
impress the public with the fact that we had an
unusually big show, worth the fifty cents top
we were charging for the two features. Some
may say that 1 was wrong in my theory but I
have the one great proof of good advertising,
and that is, that we did a whale of a business."
viding the other papers in the city would do the
same thing. " Then you would hurt your circulation," he said. " Yes," I answered, " and if all
the papers in Baltimore suddenly cut out every
line about moving pictures, the theatres would soon
be running back to them again." " But the exhibitors make the stars popular," he said. " To a
certain extent, but the newspapers give the stars
the real popularity," I answered.
The advertising and editorial departments should
co-operate on the moving pictures, for it is useless
for a newspaper to attempt to get advertising from
moving picture theatres if they are going to slight
the advertisers who continually give the largest
space. Of course the write-up about the play at
the theatre is considered as news. But it is really
not news in the sense that a news item is news
and therefore need not be considered in the same
light. And for this reason the man having the
largest ad should necessarily have the largest
write-up, then there is no comeback for kicks about
unfair treatment.
One cannot get editorial space in the Sun by
buying advertising but as these write-ups are considered news this is a courtesy allowed by the management of the Sun.
Most of the press sheets and publicity matter
sent out by the various producing companies is
good, and can be used. Without mentioning any
particular names I might give this general suggestion. Give the motion picture editors live news
about the stars in which the element of news value
is predominant and do not load up the item with a
lot of superlative adjectives. This advice will also
bear on press sheets and I will have to mention the
Fox press sheets that they get out on features as
particularly bad because they are so overloaded with
adjectives that it is next to impossible to get anything decent out of them to publish.
My suggestion for press sheets is to give about
five advance notices in various lengths, ranging
from two inches to a quarter of a column vAthout
any big adjectives and let the editor do his adjective work if he so desires.
Sometimes, when I get stuck for a decent write-up
for a play and am in a hurry it is a godsend that
I have on hand a file of Motion Pictures News,
{Continued on page 1448)
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''Huck''
Has
Sherman Theatre of Chillicothe,
of " Huckleberry

CHILLICOTHE, Ohio, a city of 16,000 inhabitants and Riverside. California, a city of some
25,000 souls, are the first to get pubh'c view of
" Huckleberry Finn " the picturization of Mark
Twain's famous story. What was accoinplished
in the way of exploitation in the California city
located some -60 miles from Los* Angeles wc can
not as yet record but the whole story of the Chillicothe engagement is herewith appended.
" Huck," judging from its presentation at the
Sherman theatre of Chillicothe, is a feature which
is going to get some snappy exploitation. Its
possibilities are of course apparent to every live
manager, and C. A. Smith who looks after the
destinies of the Sherman and Oscar A. Doob exploitation man from the Cincinnati Exchange of
F. P. Lasky did not overlook a single bet.
The campaign of exploitation was divided —
schools, farmers, city folks. The campaign in the
schools was 100 per cent successful. Prof. W. F.
Prout. supt. of public schools is a hearty believer
in good films and had " Huckleberry Finn " read
in the schools prior to the opening of the picture ;
he had the public library put in extra copies of
the book; he had Miss Cremin, clever story teller,
give the tale of Mark Twain's boys to the school
children as part of the literature study. Then the
engagement was announced by all teachers and the
children dismissed early on the day of the opening
to catch the second matinee. A vivid touch was
given to the school work by providing the storyteller with " stills " from the picture. She used
these to illustrate her story and the children's interest was srystallized to fever heat. They couldn't
wait for the opening. The Rev. Father Halpin of
St. Mary's School went even farther than the public schools. He dismissed his school at 1.30 p. m. to
march to the theatre for the first opening matinee
—the first party in the world to see " Huckleberry
Finn."
Father Heintz of St. Peter's school sent his
children to the 3.30 p. m. matinee. More than a
fourth of all the school children in Chillicothe saw
the picture the opening day ! And before the threeday run ended virtually every school child had been
there — those too poor to buy tickets were provided
with them by charitably inclined people. L L. Berg-

Even a policeman
(silent) advertised
at the Sherman,
Chillicothe.for "Huck"

Finn " and

Premiere
Ohio, Plays
Pre-Release

Smashes

Ballyhoo for " Huckleberry I-'nui

Box

Showing

Office Records

used by the Sherman theatre for the

man, merchant, had the entire orphan asylum as his
guests at the second day's showing.
The exploitation man met a unique situation with
the newspapers — since a quarrel with the theatres
over a year ago. The papers had utterly ignored
the playhouses. Not a line of publicity, reviews or
any co-operation whatever. To break down this
barrier, the advance man tried to impress the
editors with the national importance of the premiere engagement ; with the civic pride involved,
etc. " That is worth one item," was the reply of
the editors. So that one item was the first the
papers had carried in many, many months ! Then a
newsboj- party was arranged with the News-Advertiser. This secured the hearty co-operation of Mr.
June Hunter and H. H. Bennett, manager and
editor of the News-Advertiser. Daily stories resulted. These created a public sensation — so unusual was it to see theatre publicity in the paper.
Then a new tack was taken.. Columbus, Ohio,
newspapers have a wide circulation in Chillicothe.
The advance man had the Dispatch and Jourtial of
Columbus print stories about the Ohio premiere — a
distinction to the state, etc. THE CHILLICOTHE
PAPERS REPRINTED THESE STORIES
FROM COLUMBUS AS EDITORIAL "CIVIC
PRIDE" MATTER. The local Chamber of Commerce was interested and added its efforts to have
Chillicothe do justice to the honor of having a
premiere presentation. And after the first performance, the News-Advertiser carried an extended review of the picture by Mr. Bennett, the editor — the
first review in a long time. The Cincinnati newspapers also carried something about the Ohio
premiere — and these reached ChilHcothe. With the
local papers thus opened, and the big obstacle overcome, the campaign breezed along.
The newspaper advertising was made to play on
the premiere and of course on Mark Twain's book.
Big space was used.
To reach the farmers, one sheets were sent to all
the cross-roads stores. And speaking of one sheets
— a novel idea was used. Instead of the routine

Huck " engagement

" date strips," the word " Hurrah " in block type
was added to the dates. It was surprising how this
one word "jazzed" up the entire one sheet and
made it stick out and carried the hilarious nature
of all the advertising and publicity. One sheets
were sniped about town. As all big stands were

" Huck Finn " to the life. This youngster freckle,
and all has just stepped from the clothing ston
window, zvhere heand" zcorked
" for both the stori
the picture
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Finn " had been lost by the advance man and offering a reward for return of the book or another
edition like it. This got the town digging into the
attic
copies but
of were
" Huckleberry
Severalforwereoldpresented
not of the Finn."
exact
edition lost. This caused comment, and re-reading
of the book, creating a demand for the picture.
To each newsboy attending the special party was
given a " still " scene from the picture. The boys
carried them away, prizing them highly. This
helped bring the older folk at home.
This campaign has been outlined more completely
than usual because it is the first on " Huckleberry
Finn," not to be released until February. It will
furnish a foundation for any exhibitor playing the
picture. Manager Smith cautions that the grownups must, not be neglected in the exploitation. The
children are bound to come — he never saw such
heartfelt, spontaneous interest from the youngsters
— and the grownups will come if you urge them to
" be young again." Or " you're not too old to enjoy
the thrill of youth again " is another advertising
line. Nobody wants to admit being old.
How

"

j

'
.

I

controlled by out of town people, good locations
were hard to get. At the most prominent corner
in town the second floor of a building was vacant.
Presto! A mounted 24-sheet was hung out. It
was a sensation, being so unexpected. The same
tactics were used a block down the street with a
six sheet — in the very heart of the business district.
People read " Hufrah " smiled and shouted to
friends: "Hurrah!
Huck Finn's comin'."
Another drive at the farmers was made through
an imitation circular letter purporting to be written
by Huck Finn himself and invitin' the folks out
yonder to come to see him and his maw and noaccount pap at the Sherman theatre. These letters
went to every farmer on the ten rural routes out of
Chillicothe.
Window displays were many. The book store
stocked up on the special photo-play edition of
" Huckleberry Finn " and made a window tie-up.
The music store dug up some of the old popular
song records of " Huckleberry Finn " and made a
window display and played the record for the customers. The piano roll and the sheet music also
were revived. The theatre organist used the snappy
old song as his theme and the town was soon hum•ning again the strains of " Huckleberry Finn."
The most spectacular window display was that
f the Levy Clothing company. A boy was secured
uho looked like Huck Finn. He was wigged and
clothed and freckled into a real likeness. Placed in
the window he caused a crowd where crowds are
hard to get in Chillicothe. Going still farther,
the store put out big ads in the newspapers adverising "Huckleberry Finn" Days at the store — the
lays of the theatre run — when tickets would be
4iven to the boys buying " Huck Finn " suits.
This store caters to farmers— it brought them to
town. board,
Having
of window,
their ads adding
on card-to
the store reproductions
put them in the
he publicity for Huck Finn.
Taking a cut-out of the six sheet, showing Huck
holding a gun and rabbit as a basis, a colorful hardware store window was made — right alongside the
opposition theatre ! A cut out of the one sheet,
with a corn pipe thrust into Huck Finn's mouth
made a cigar store window tie-up.
On Saturday — the big day in town — a sleepy
donkey and miniature cart was dug out and bannered and Huck Finn drove around town with a
parade of children following and cheering.
A surprise stunt was pulled when cards were
printed to fit on the standards erected at the
three principal street intersections. These

Louis K. Sidney Puts Over the

Show
(Continued from page 1441)
on Saturday and Sunday. The effectiveness of
the ad stood out in contrast with the white space
used.
standards held signs : " Keep to .Right " etc.
The Huck Finn signs read : " Straight ahead to
Huck Finn," " Turn Back to Huck Finn " or
with hands pointing in the direction of the
Sherman theatre. A 24-sheet board couldn't
have attracted more attention. And one of the
direction signs was at the corner pointing
away from the opposition house !
.As a result of the Chillicothe campaign, a national
movement to form " Huckleberry Finn War Stamp
Clubs " in all the public schools will be launched.
W. W. Boulger, chairman of the local WSS committee favored the plan heartily.
Another little stunt was the placing of a classified
ad saying that an early edition of "Huckleberry

On Monday, Tuesday and every day of the engagement of the picture the ads were changed,
thereby commanding the interest and attention of
the people. The picture opened on Sunday and
broke all records at the Kings and Royal theatres.
The record-breaking business continued throughout the engagement.
Sidney edited the picture himself, eliminating
much of the war episode, thereby supplying .i|ic
picture with plenty of speed and action, a£i3 improving the continuity of the play. The ipusical
effects were especially arranged ■ by Sidney and
scored one of the biggest hits of the season for
his symphony orchestra.

showing in a body, school having been dismissed j
A group of school children who attended "Huck"
this purpose
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At a Total Expense of Twelve Eighty, H. A. Albright, Manager of
the American Theatre of Butte, Puts Over a Real Front Page Story

HERE is too good a story to reduce to the deadly humor killing plain statement of facts
which as a rule we adopt as a style for describing
exploitation. It is H. A. Albright's (manager of
the American theatre, Butte, Montana) own account of the way he broke in on the front page of
Butte's most conservative newspaper as news at the
total cost of $12.80. The stunt which he describes
can be put over anywhere once, although it may
cost a bit more than $12.80 since Mr. Albright is
also an artist in addition to being a live wire showman, a writer of ability and a humorist.
Following is a letter from Mr. Albright :
It has always been my ambi:ion to at some time
or other in my career hit the front page. But here
at Butte one might as well wish for the moon, or
a good smoke from a nickel cigar.
I had it rightly figured out that it wasn't a matter
of money that kept ads off page one. That particular page, I learned, was sacred to any newspaper that had hopes of continuing the season.
What I had to do was to manufacture some doggoned interesting news. A stunt I once saw pulled
off at Detroit gave me the idea.
To make it even more difficult and thus add to
my personal satisfaction, I chose the Standard, the
most conservative paper in the city, a paper that
will invariably hook the abbreviation " adv." onto
what I might call a perfectly Christian " reader

Here is Albright's picture of Bill Hart after
woman in red " had completed her job

the

and, upon the commencement of a new month
present a bill for said reader, however damaged
it may have been by the company of this tiny but
disastrous " caboose."
I can't just figure what sort of expression I had
in my eye when consulting the managing editor of
this " black-suit-and-grey-tied " newspaper that
shrank at the mere suggestion of bunco. Nevertheless, when I'd explained to him the dare-deviltry
of the " she-artist " that was going to pop the
eyes out of the blood-thirsty crowds, that, by the
way, blocked traffic two days in succession, and
had presented him with " the papers " from our
Mayor Stodden permitting me to jam Park street,
he weakened.
Fortunately, I wasn't quizzed too severely as to
the identity of the " painter-ess " that was to trip
lightly to our theatre-roof's edge and imitate a
monkey down a " thread-like rope," land gracefully on a suspended plank and take from several
cans of paint the countenance of Big Bill Hart, in
liquid form, and spread them in a recognizable
mass on a huge area of Compo. board.
After gaining consent from every one concerned,
Iterial.
went about gathering together the necessary maThe biggest part of getting the material was off
my mind, that of securing the " she-artist." Of
course that was " I'm." However masculine I may
appear in " civies," I was sure I could do a good
female, providing the street wasn't too close, and
I'll say it was plenty far down.
The next thing was to keep down the cost of
this " untamed idea." If the cost was too high it
would detract from the pleasure of victory. For
proof of the reasonableness of the expenditure
made, I will set down the exact figures :
3_2/4s
$1.08
3—4/12 Cornell board
6.48
96 ft. V2 lumber
144
7 staple bolts
2.80
10 toy balloons
1.00
Much brawn and muscle, long hours and
blisters on my own part — no extra charges .00
Ditto from the door man, Kenneth Mulholland .00
Red plush from discarded draperies
00
The manufacture of the above in a really
becoming female attire — time donated by
the head cashier
00
One pair of officer's " puts " loaned by head
operator
00
This completes the list with the exception of
the perfectly natural and appreciated time
spent by my wife in dolling me up the two
days and trying to teach me to act " feminine like" — no charges yet presented 00
There you have it
$12.80
Following is the story which " the-black-suit-andgrey-tiedtained innewspaper
" gave
Mr. Albright.
it is all the
information
necessaryCon-to
pull the same stunt :
" Combining a daredevil feat, three stories above
the ground, with an artistic performance of a kind
that has never been witnessed in Butte, a " Veiled
Lady in Red " will appeal to the lover of thrills
and the student of art in a display before the
American theatre on West Park street at 11.30 this
morning and tomorrow.
" Balancing upon a pendulant scaffolding, suspended from the roof of the building, the "veiled
lady in red " will paint a picture upon a canvas,
twenty feet square, placed in front of the large
electric
sign fronting
theatre.
At 11.30 descent
o'clock
this morning
she will themake
a sensational
over a cable from the roof to the platform bearing
the canvas and in plain ^iew from the street will
work with attractive poster colors and a brush until
1 o'clock.

H. A. Albright, manager of the American theatre.
" No device will be used to lower her from the
three-story building. Without hesitancy and despite the great hazard she will reach the stage by
depending entirely upon the strength of her arms
to save her from dropping to the sidewalk. Traffic
policemen, which have been promised by Mayor
Stodden to Manager H. A. Albright, will clear the
sidewalk during the spectacular descent and thee
will safeguard the throngs of spectators who are
expected to gather in the street to watch the rare
art show.
"At some juncture in her painting this morning
the ' veiled lady in red ' will pause to scatter a
number of toy balloons, containing admissions to
any show at the American theater, to the throng
below. Filled with air, and being not much heavier,
the inflated bags will drift slowly toward the ground
and will cause no end of excitement or fun in the
scramble that is expected to take place. Scores of
balloons and tickets will be thus set adrift.
" Because of her unusual attire the woman artist
has appropriately been called the ' veiled lady in
red.' Excepting a pair of white tennis shoes, her
costume is of scarlet velvet and consists of a
smock, jaunty Tarn o' Shanter, spiral puttees, red
stockings and a red veil. For her demonstration
of woman's talent in art, and particularly art upon
a large scale, the American theatre has loaned part
of the space taken up by its mammoth electric
sign for her demonstration."
" Working with the skill of a talented artist she
finished the portrait of William S. Hart begun Friday morning. As the finishing touches were applied and the lower portion of his features were
brought out, all mystery as to who she might be
painting vanished. The picture is one of the most
remarkable ever produced in the cit>- under circumstances that were most unusual, every one
agreed.
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Food

for Thought

in California

Theatre's Experience

'iezv of the beautiful California theatre, San Francisco, lobby during the " Blind Husbands " shozving

THECalifornia
engagement
"Blind
Husbands"
the
theatre,of San
Francisco,
and theat picuiic's wonderful record for business is an example
of the fact that tiie long talked of theory that
"the play's the thing" is becoming a reality.
The California of course with its reputation for
playing only pictures of merit along with other
high standards in presentation, which Eugene V.
Roth has adhered to in his conduct of the house,
could put over any picture to good business, but
" Blind Husbands " did more than that. It ran
w ell in advance of some pictures used at the California which had to use a showman's expression,
" everything," star, director, an adaptation of a
widely read book and the other box office angles
which managers consider carefully before booking
an attraction.
When " Blind Husbands " came into San P'rancisco, Stroheim, the title and nearly everything else
about the feature meant nothing to San Francisco
people. The California management went after
the advertising along strictly orthodox lines, a
dignified announcement of the picture's merits.
The waselectrics
readto "bolster
Blind theHusbands
There
no attempt
attraction" only.
with
something else. The feature opened to good business
and after the first performance began to build
steadily on the word of mouth advertising of those
who saw it. All through the run patronage kept
up to capacity, much of which Mr. Roth is willing
to concede is the picture's credit.

What

"Jinx"

Personal

Appearances

Worth

If Properly

7 ROM the Columbia theatre, Dayton, Ohio, comes
a slory of some mighty good exploitation which
! its greatest interest in the fact that the star
: the picture, Aurora Mardiganian, made a peronal appearance at ever>' performance given her
licture. " The Auction of Souls," and who also
lersonally assisted in a number of exploitation
iits. Whether Miss Mardiganian's visit to Daywas responsible for the extraordinary business
picture enjoyed is problematical.
ii is a matter of record, however, that her per■onal visit to the National Cash Register Company,
;vhere she spoke to 900 women and girls employed
|here, created such a volume of word-to-mouth
/idvertising that subscribers were asking favorite
|lailies for facts about Miss Mardiganian.
The ice once broken, the management of the
umbia specialized on display advertisements in
iic Dayton newspapers as a means of bringing
lome to the public the fact that the horrors seen
n " Auction
Souls"
.vomen
of the ofNear
East.were really the fate of
The idea of morning matinees as a method not
)nly to arouse a general interest that always atends an exclusive even:, but also to enable many
vomen of Dayton who had evening engagements
see the attraction was hit upon shortly after
picture began its run. At these morning perormances Miss Mardiganian went more into deail about the experiences of the women during
. he turbulent times in Armenia.
Publicity in the news space of all local newslapers came quite easy for the Columbia. Various
"lusiness men's noon day luncheon clubs invited
ler to be the guest of honor. The Kiwanis and
lotary clubs heard her story and a number of
vomen's clubs entertained her. Each of these
vents turned out to be a gratifying source of
•ublicity.
The news that " Auction of Souls " with the bold
xploitation given it by the Columbia had so shatered all previous box ofifice records of that house
aused every large house in Ohio that has played

Are
Put

Over

the attraction thus far to call for a return engagement.
Previous to the showing of " Auction of Souls "
a performance for " ladies only " had never been
given in donnection with the exploitation of a
motion picture. A general curiosity as to how
many women would attend the performance and
hear
the personal
storyDayton
of Aurora
Mardiganian's
experiences
lead the
Journal
to send a
photographer to get a picture of the ladies in line
waiting for the performance to begin. The following day a picture of the long standing line appeared
in the newspaper.

Over

Circus
Parade Goes
Big in Marianna,
A rkansas

TE. HOBBS, manager of the Majestic the• atre at Marianna, Ark., played Mabel Normand in the Goldwyn picture, " Jinx," for a twoday engagement.
Mr. Hobbs " put on " the kid circus parade
which has proved so successful for exhibitors
playing " Jinx." He advertised that three prizes
would be given to the children who exhibitsd
the best decorated wagon, coaster or carts
rigged up to look like a circus float. All the
displays were assembled in a big parade, headed
by a band.

This photograph was given a front page position by Dayton newspapers during the "Auction of Souls
showing at the Columbia
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for the First National

Director

Use
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Exhibitor's Circuit.
Now I think the whole press sheet could be su
ANENT these articles on press books which are appearing weekly in the News, we have
planted
with a typewritten letter of suggestionb.
stories this week by two men who speak right out in meeting. They don't seem to care
whose toes they step on. The first story is by Guy Leavitt, motion picture editor of
For
example,
m putting over the picture " Tl
the Omaha World. Now, Omaha is a city where they do some mighty good advertising, espeLittle Brother of the Rich," we got a stock tick
cially in the newspapers. Mr. Leavitt says he "grins and bears it," which tells the whole story
and put it out in front. We had it arranged so tl)
as he looks at it, meaning his opinion of the average press book. The second is by Tom Carit printed advertisements for the show instead
roll, manager of the Standard theatre of Cleveland. Mr. Carroll begins his story with a very
quotations. People passing saw the ticker in oper I
plain statement: " I've yet to see the press sheet that was of any use to me." And then he tells
tion, stopped to look at the tape, and in a large pr |
why he doesn't use the press book. But read what these men have to say.
portion of cases came into the theatre.
By Guy Leavitt, Motion Picture Editor, Omaha
actually appears to me, away out here in the middle
In exploiting a picture of Mrs. Charles Cha |
west, far from where things happen, that the First
IVorld'Hcrald
lin we made a cut-out of Chaplin's body, shot I
National is purposely trying to get out a press
cane, etc., and put Mildred Harris' head on t<
EVEN a motion picture editor for a daily newsof it. People stopped to look at it and talked abo
sheet that will be useful. I don't make this allegapaper, accustomed to grin and bear it when he
tion without reservations, mind you, but I would
it. Incidentally that advertised the show ai i
encounters an inferior picture and to rave into
suggest that the motion picture trust look into this. brought us a crowded house.
ecstasies when he sees one that is really good, has
If the matter isn't taken up soon, one of these days
The same thing applies to the posters now g
his ideas on a press sheet. Especially does he have
we'll get a press sheet we can use. These are desout b}' film companies.
fixed ideas if his exhibitor friends are accustomed
perate words. But I mean 'em.
The men who make the posters seem to thii
to stroUing into the editorial sanctum, flopping a
I remember when Nazimova was thrown across
the only sort the public are interested in are tho
press sheet on the desk, and saying, " You know
the stage nine times and sprained something trying
which show a man and a woman in each othei
how to handle that stuff, Guy. There she is."
arms.
to get realism into "The Brat." I clipped the story
I get a press book from each of the big downfrom a trade paper. Then it came with a gob of
Examine the set of posters with most any fe
town motion picture theatres in our city for every
mimeographed stuff from Metro. Then, when the
picture each of those theatres shows. From this picture came to our town, here it was, word for ture, other than dare-devil, and nine-tenths of tl
posters are of the sort I just mentioned.
press book I seek to get several things.
word, offered me again.
Originality is utterly lacking.
First, a comprehensive synopsis ; the story told
When " The Hoodlum " came to Omaha, I
A
poster can never be made into a cutout ju
briefly, so I can use it as it is told.
wanted some good little Mary Pickf ord st<3ries ; a
as
it
is. Usually we have to combine two or thf'
Second — and here is a secret, I suppose, of the good one that I could use on the Sunday section,
different posters and then call in a local artist :
along with a comprehensive synopsis, and some
trade — a condensed review that I can use as though
a last resort.
it were my own.
short ones I could use occasionally during the
And newspaper stills. I've had local photopL
Third, a few brief newsy stories connected with
week's run. I found them in the press sheet. I editors
ask me so many times why companies dot
the picture.
don't say this to boast of my powers as a sleuth.
put out printable stills that words fail me.
But any " Movie " editor will realize what I acAnd I have my troubles. I bear them silently
In conclusion, let me repeat my original conte:
complished.
ideas. The exhibitor wants ideas, usable practk
Recently one of my very good friend exhibitors
tion.
And some of the old-old stories sprung in press
said, "Guy, I'll help you out. I'll have my
sheets ! Awful. The one about a detective guardstenographer go over all that junk in the press
sheet, pick out what is best, and copy it. Then
ing the jewelry laden star, f'r instance! 'N these
As a Baltimore Photoplay Editor
of our stars ! The fans are interI'll bring that typewritten copy to you, using the autobiographies
ested in home life stuff, but the fans or anyone
Sees His Job
press book stuff verbatim except I'll put in the
else isn't interested in wornout fakes.
name of the house and our dates." Alas ! Now,
{Continued from page 1443)
in addition to the bunk, I have to struggle with
There's lots of good, newsy stories about the
Moving Pictures Worlds and New York Tel
studios.
Every
star
has
nice,
brief,
little
stories
the multitude of errors made by my friend's stenogof interest, without getting letters from Japan and
rapher. But, as I say, I grin and silently suffer.
It is interesting to note a few of the various p
graphs.
Once I found an excellent 150-word synopsis of China, either.
culiarities of exhibitors when asked for advertisin
the story — I believe the picture was " Daddy Long
Please,
Mr. western
Press Sheet
only ahappy
poor
I remember very well, one man who would D
little
middle
motionWriter,
pictureI'meditor,
Legs " — that I could clip from the press sheet and
take an ad in the Sun because he stated he w
use verbatim. Usually I achieve my desire by and hopeful. Won't you use your noodle and shoot
only
advertising in another paper due to the b
me something I can use?
clipping a paragraph here, and a paragraph there,
that two other theatres near him, were advertisi: F
from the press sheet. Some press sheets I have
Thanks, old top.
in the same paper. When told that one of t i
learned by experience to ignore utterly, and thus
theatres was advertising in the Sun, he said ».
save time. An invariable fault I have to find is
did not need any more advertising as he gave C >
that the first paragraph of the overworked press
By Tom Carroll, Manager The Standard Theatre,
3,000 circulars each week which cost him $10- }
sheet must include about half a dozen things : Name
Cleveland. Downtown First Run House
I showed him that for $4 he could place a sm »
of star, the director, the producer, the distributor,
ad
in the Sun of which 131,000 copies would
occawriter,
sometimes the author, the scenario
I'VE
yetme.to see the press sheet that Was of any
printed
and be distributed to approximately 6ji
use
to
sionally the name of the play itself, and a scant,
or 8,000 people within a radius of eight blocks
forced place for the name of the theatre. I have
Words, that's all they consist of. As to ideas.
his theatre so that they would get on Sund
yet to use the first paragraph of a press sheet
They're nowhere in sight.
morning and that someone in the family of t
story except, as I said, that one on " Daddy Long
Probably you'll recall what Victor Hugo said. It people receiving these papers would read the mc
was, " My ideas, everything. My words, nothing."
Legs."
ing picture section. His answer -was, could
Secondly, why cannot our press sheets supply
And that sums up the value of all press sheets
guarantee if he spent $4 with the Sun. that 1
us, the poor struggling editors, with a review which
in my mind. Please to bear in mind that I am not
patronage would be increased. I said I coi
the reading public could not tell, at the first glance,
directing
my
remarks
against
any
one
company
in
not
guarantee that I could increase his patrona
was unadulterated bunk? It ought to be easy. The
particular. That's my opinion of them all. I but I could guarantee that several thousand p«
reviews in our press sheets, I find, are also cursed
know what's
in a press sheet before I look into it. pie would look at the section containing his : i
with that overworked first paragraph that tries to namely
:
He said that he wouldn't take the ad unless
tell a lot of stuff the public would dodge, rather
could guarantee that his patronage would be ■
About six samples of ads, each one stating this
than read. We editors try to fool the public into
creased. I argued no further with him.
believing we have seen the picture. Of course we
is the greatest picture ever made.
I have alwaj-s claimed that if some of these ff
couldn't visit every theatre and write a nice, lengthy
Three samples of post cards to be sent patrons
could be argued with on a firm business basis, tl
review for Monday morning, but we try to fool
stating this is the greatest picture ever made.
would all take large advertising. But when tl I
the public into thinking we do. We'd have a fat
Ten or twelve stories to be given local papers,
open old sores, continually argue with peculiarit i
chance, wouldn't we, if we tried to use any of that which incidentally no local paper would ever pubit is hard to show them plain business side, i
superlative-burdened mush placed at our disposal?
direct contrast to this, however, are the men » ■
lish, stating this is the greatest picture ever made.
Exhibitors tell me they find the First National
operate the large theatres in Baltimore and so \
And
exploitation
ideas.
They
generally
take
this
press sheets the best for writing advertisements.
of the smaller houses, who reahze the value j
form : Plaster the town with one-sheet posters.
I find the Paramount and First National press
large
advertising and continually use space t] ■
Distribute
five
thousand
handbills.
sheets by far the best for newspaper purposes. It
is proper for their theatres.
I
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Giving the Serial Precedence
the Feature

Over

LAST week we told you what T. M. Wootcrs,
advertising director of the Sun-Moon and
Amuse theatres of Omaha, could originate in
the way of novelty exploitation for pictures.
This week it is a little story of how this enterprising publicity director advertises his serials.
Mr. Wooters' idea is that if you are going to
play a serial at all give it something besides a
perfunctory " also tlie thrilling 'stecnth episode
of So and So." His theory is that either serial
is an attraction worth good billing or it should
not be on the program.
With this idea in mind he plays up the serials
which
feature. are used at the Omaha equally with the
In the accompanying photograph you will
note the way he is billing "The Adventures of
Ruth " with a twenty-four sheet, while in the
case of the feature he is contenting himself with
smaller paper.
This was not a just " happen so " thing with
Mr. Wooters. When he booked the Ruth Roland serial he determined to get out all the people who like serials and Ruth Roland. To do
that he had to let them know that the Amuse
had
run. booked the picture and when it would be

I

Personal

For this purpose he chose the billboard, since
he argues that those who like the average serial
production are not the people who can be easily
reached with newspaper display. They have to

The way the Muse advertises its serial pictures

Appearance

of June

Caprice

be appealed to with a " flash,"
As Mr. Wooters puts it: "Appeal to them
with letters four feet high. Make them read

your announcement, which you can't do in newsTheatre
Success for St. Louis
Great
So it is that this big glaring ad looks out
Commerce and gave a very interesting talk beONE of the first real exploitation ideas of the
paper display."
from over
the portchaine of the Amuse the last
fore
that
body.
Wednesday
she
appeared
before
film business, back in the days when thej^
three
days
of each week. It is a reminder that
made one reelers, was the personal appearance
the Women's Club and the Wednesday Afterit is time to make plans for getting around to
noon Club, two of the most prominent organizaof a motion picture star. It was a success altions in town. She was royally received by
the popular Omaha playhouse for the next epiways, but some way the practice sort of lansode.
these organizations.
guished for a few years, only coming into vogue
again to any great extent within the past year.
That personal appearances have lost none of
their drawing power is evidenced by every instance we are able eo record of this form of
exploitation.
As an example of what can be done in this
line, we are able to record for you the experience of Arthur Moscowitz, the manager of
Loew's Garrick theatre, St. Louis, who has recently entertained June Caprice at the Garrick.
One sheets, threes and sixes were posted all
over town in addition to several hundred quarter sheet cards, all in the same color combination, black on yellow, announcing the personal
appearance at Loew's Garrick theatre.
Mr. Moscowitz made a special announcement
from his stage at each performance preceding
the opening day of the engagement. He also
arranged to present Miss Caprice in one of her
Pathe pictures, " The Love Cheat."
Every newspaper carried a special story of her
personal appearance. On the opening day, Sunday, the police reserves were called to help
handle the crowds, and this record breaking
business continued throughout the four day engagement. At the opening performance, Miss
Caprice was welcomed by Hon. Henry W. Keil,
the mayor of St. Louis, who presented her with
the key of the city.
After the successful opening day's business
Mr. Moscowitz continued to exploit Miss Caprice to keep up the interest of her appearance
in town. Mayor Keil escorted Miss Caprice
about town in his automobile showing her the
various institutions of the city. Monday night
she attended a local boxing match, where she
j made a speech.
Tuesday she appeared before the Chamber of
June Caprice and the New Garrick theatre "crew" during her personal appearance in St. Louis
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Motion

Picture

New.':

s
Show
fectiveness when transferred
to the screen
Broadway's
of
Lights
High
The
up and down Broadway durIN ouring wanderings
Timely Tips on Short Subjects
for
the
reason
that
it
is
a
long
shot
and
the
the past week we have bumped into Mary
details of the transfer are barely discernRefreshing Riviera
Pickford's " Polyanna " three times. The first
ible. Possesses unusual advertising possitime we saw the picture we joined in on the genPrizma — Republic — One Reel
bilities. Part of the weekly at the Rivoli
a
chorus
feathe
that
cries"
and
"laughs
of
eral
has
offering which
S is a Prizma
THIlot
and Capitol.
ture was generating. The second time we sat in
to recommend it over the usual
on " Pollyanna " we also contributed with our
scenic. It is a real travelogue number
smiles and tears. The third time we caught "the
What You Need To Drive a Car
showing the " high lights " of one of
glad game " picture we found we could still
Europe's most wonderful resorts with a deAround the Globe — Pathe
chuckle over its whimsicalities and couldn't help
lightful array of the flowers of the section
getting the same old lump in our throat over its
caught in full bloom. The picture has a nice
es includi
from many
censesting
liile ng
of automob
array countri
pathos, all of which is a long way of saying that
AN interes
exploitation angle. This was one of the
the Orient. A novelty with an educathis is some picture.
" rest towns " for the A. E. F. while in
tional slant. Secured at Albany, N. Y.
There isn't any use of telling you to book it,
France and the chances are that you have
for those who can, will or have and those who
The state capitol. Rivoli theatre.
quite been
a lot ofthere.
" doughboys " in your city who
can't will be sorry that they couldn't. We can
have
tip you off two things, however. Primarily
Don't overlook this exploitation angle if
Riding the Sea With the Atlantic
" Pollyanna " is a " glad " picture. We have seen
Fleet — International
you book the reel. Some great views of
it operate on three audiences, and it registers for
the Mediterranean sea with its wondrous
more comedy than most productions which bear
blue water are caught, as are also of the
in Cuban
it will
fleet
this title. Don't overlook the comedy angle in
ic stay
the Atlant
views ofwhere
good waters
MORE
ancient churches and castles. On the bill at
billing it. The second tip is to make sure that
for some time at target practice.
the Capitol theatre.
your playing engagement is long enough so you
Some good views of the sea in rough
can take care of all the people who will want to
weather are caught showing the water piling
over the bow and sweeping the decks. The
see the feature. If " Daddy Long Legs " held
The Wanderlust
strip also has a decided scenic vadue. Rivoli
up for a week play this one two, for if " PollyOne-reel Scenic — Paramount Post
and Strand theatres.
anna " doesn't bring 'em in on the double quick
for double time, then there is something wrong
lines of the famous poem by
WITH
Gerald Gould and explaining the
with
your exploitation. The fault won't be with
longings of restless souls to wander
the picture.
The Yellowstone Trail — International
g
used as titles, scenic bits fittin to
Did you know that nine out of ten people enthe description of the poem are fitted about
joy the clowns of a circus the most of anything
winter.
g Yellows
Nothin
unusualtone
but Park
a nicein feature
S of
VIEW
the verses.
even three rings provide in the way of enterto add variety to a weekly. Some
tainment? They do, and at the Rivoli is a ChrisMountain, river, hill, vale, sea, river, " the
good comedy in a deer which gets
tie comedy which registers for all the world as
earth beneath and the sky above" caught
curious about the motion picture camera and
by the camera in its most beauteous moment
does a clowning act. " Save Me, Sadie," is about
pokes her nose into the lens.
are shown. The beauty of the poem itself
the " foolishest," funny thing of some time.
adds to the distinct scenic values of the reel.
It is going over at the Rivoli, where they cater
Quite an unusual offering of its kind, very
quite a lot to the " high brows," even to the
Niagara Falls
Dons Winter Robes —
International
artistically served. On the program at the
staging of entire scenes, with scenery and cosRivoli.
tumes, of grand opera compositions.
Speaking of this grand opera feature of Dr.
the picture
Since
Falls.
Niagara for
first subjects
of the was
ONEmachine
Reisenfeld's at the Rivoli leads us to render the
that time it has been a favorite spot
The Mad Woman
opinion that people in New York are taking to it
for the camera man but never has
Stage Women's War Relief — Universal
more than kindly. The scene from "Faust" on this
g quite so beautiful scenically been
anythin
fact
the
week's
bill
brought
forth
a
round
of
applause
from
only
ctive
distin
THIS is
achieved at this favorite resort The majesty
which
we
seldom
witness
in
a
Broadway
theatre.
e
that it brings a notabl cast including
of the falls is fully brought out against the
We couldn't help but notice the difference in the
Nance O'Neil and Tyrone Power to
background of snow and ice with the trees
way the number was received in comparison
the screen in roles which permit of
along the banks beautiful with their coating
with the attention and hand the usual vocal sesome very good emotional acting. The
of ice formed by the freezing mists from the
lection at this same house earns. There is ten
waterfall. The tintings of the film also add
story concerns a Russian nobleman who
times the interest in the opera rendition, notmarries a peasant, later becoming tired of
to the scenic beauty. A very choice strip
withstanding the fact that the singers are the same
that has never been surpassed in all the film
his wife and taking his son away to live
people who have appeared at this theatre time and
taken of the Falls.
in the castle, leaving the mother alone. The
time again. We try to do a little figuring on the
woman becomes mad, but finally regains her
"why" of the show business, and the thought
reason and is reunited with her husband and
which suggests itself to us in this connection is
that the chances are that nine of ten people who
son. Two reels. Reviewed at the Capitol
Testing the Nerves of Uncle Sam's
theatre.
Flyers — International
.attend the picture theatre, at prices around ten
All Lit Up
Snub Pollard— Pathe
his " gang " have
D and
POLLAR
B ged
SNU
this going fast and
to keep
mana
furiously enough to register some good
laughs although there isn't anything
really funny contained if the action gave the
audience time to digest what is happening.
Pollard resorts to his favorite style and appears in his usual make-up. About an averfor this comedian's productions. Being
age
shown on the Broadway program this week.

Presidential Possibilities — Pat he
leading, and some who
of the
S foll
VIEW
owing, statesmen in the
are
United States who may be chosen as
candidates for the presidency this
summer. Among those whose features are
shown are Governor CoUidge of Mass.,
Hiram Johnson of California, Champ Clark
and William J. Bryan. We saw this strip
in two Broadway houses and in both the-

bucks per seat, have never heard " Faust " sung
(present company included). It is a novelty as
well as a musical treat and doesn't cost ten iron
men, which in itself is something to be joyful
about, since we never could see how anyone
could pay ten dollars for any show and come
away feeling right.
Anyway, Dr. Reisenfeld's staging of bits from
the famous operas is making New York sit up
and take notice, which is quite some job, so you
can decide for yourself if you want to take a try
at it.
atres Mr. Bryan's picture was received with
a laugh which would do credit to a comedy.
Coolidge and Johnson seemed to be favorites with both audiences.
Thrills Aplenty — International
before the camera, a
first time
FORman thechanges
from one aeroplane in
flight to another. This was taken at
Durant Field, California. The stunt
is thrilling but loses a great deal of its ef-

in that
l value
tionage
ns
ctivetheeduca
shows
stran
contraptio
OF it distin
prohis
or
in
aviat
the
train
to
used
fession and to determine whether or
not he can qualify as a member of the craft
Should be of interest to every one and especially to the younger generation.
P. Deschanel Elected President of
France — Gaumont
Interesting only that
new president
's
of the French Republicthe
view
T look
FIRS
man
like.
le an idea of what
s speop
it give

Along the Florida Coast— Gaumont
the
snowve and
l scen
ersaer
to relie
st univ
stuffes " of
" summ
FORalmosome
ice whenever an exterior is showm. this
is worth while remembering. Shows
the Florida colony bathing, flying about
the sea in power boats and having a lot of
fun.
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Exploitation
^holograph Contest Which Helped
Several Theatres and Several
Productions
HE contest to find the "double" of a well
known film actress is not startlingly new
more. But it is still good and has many
-js to recommend it as a publicity stunt.
A photograph contest carried on by the Keniicky Post of Covington, Ky., second largest
in Kentucky, had the merit of not only
;ig a big boost for the star involved, but also
Toved a direct benefit for at least two theatres
nd -ed.
several productions in which the star apL lie contest, as conducted by the Post, in co)peration with the exploitation of the Cincinnati
(•.Kchange, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
an an entire month,- with a two to eight column
lead story on tlie first page EVERY day!
The star was Vivian Martin.
' Max Cook, editor, and J. R. Currie, advertis,ng department, desiring to pull a moving picture stunt, secured the co-operation of a leading
oca! jeweler. He donated a $75 watch as a
irize to the Kentucky girl whose photograph
nost resembled that of Vivian Martin.
Of course, that meant that Vivian Martin
)hotos in many sizes and poses were run at
irst to get things started. The Famous Players
?xchange furnished the photos with alacrity.
Then the girls began to send in their pictures!
|Vlr. Cook, the editor, expected about fifteen at
nost. Before the contest ended he had more
, han 100 girls who looked — or thought they did
|— like Vivian Martin. The contest was the talk
pf the city.
, And right there the exhibitors came to bat.
iFhe Rialto and other theatres of Covington,
Newport, Bellevue, Latonia and neighboring
Kentucky towns, knowing the value of the
/ivian Martin publicity, arranged with the Cin,:innati office of Famous Players to book that
istar's
))f
the pictures.
town must They
see theadvertised
picture tothat
learntheallgirls
the
:haracteristics of the star in her various moods.
The theatres booked "The Third Kiss" and
I,)roductions
'His Officialand
Fiancee"
"cleanedand upother
"• on Vivian
them. Martin
The mayor of Covington was chairman of the
judges selected to award the prize, which went
inally — after thirty days of publicity — to Miss
Margaret Fisher, who really does resemble the
Paramount-Artcraft star.
This ." stunt " is made especially interesting
IS it is an example of the latest phase of motion
)icture exploitation. With exploitation men at
he -various exchanges the planning of stunts
las recently taken on the nature of " wholesale
)ublicity." That is, planning something that will
>rovide publicity not only for one picture and
)ne theatre, but for a group of pictures or for
I number of theatres in the territory which the
exploitation man serves.
Again this stunt is interesting because it shows
low the newspapers are awakening to the possi)iHties of moving picture feature stories. The
Kentucky Post, through Mr. Cook and Mr. Currie, gave a lot of space, time and thought to
laking the contest a success.

'Cincinnati Experts Hook
Up
with Public Schools
'PHE esteem in which the educational value of
the moving picture is held was demonstrated
his week when, as the result of a number of
•onfcrences between Randall J. Condon, super-

Men's
" EXPLOITATION

Minute
MEN'S

BOOK—"
MINUTE
Is Due.
Credit
Wherepages
Credit
GIVING
under this
of the
The text
heading is devoted exclusively to the
achievements of the Exchange Exploitation Men.
It places at the disposal of the exhibitor
all the exploitation ideas these experts
originate, renders their services practically
universal and gives credit where credit is
due.
intendcnt of Cincinnati schools, and E. P. Weisner, director of exploitation of the local Universal exchange, the Cincinnati Board of Education
contracted for the showing of the Universal
Screen Magazine and the Universal Weekly in
a number of Cincinnati schools. Once per week
the entire student body of these schools will be
assembled in the auditoriums to see the pictures,
which will supplant the time-honored " current
event " classes. At the present time the service
will be installed in the nine Cincinnati grade
schools and three high schools which have projection machines, and as soon as the other
schools are equipped with machines the service
will be extended to them.
As far as is known, Cincinnati is the first city
in the country to inaugurate this policy, and the
results will no doubt be eagerly watched by educators throughout the land. Should the plan
prove a success, it will mean not only a moral
boost for the moving picture industry, but will
greatly extend a field for the sale of projection
machines and educational films.
Added significance is given to the inauguration of the experiment by Superintendent Condon, as he is one of the most widely known educators in the country and has been prominently
mentioned as a candidate for the proposed
" Chair of Education " to be established in the
President's Cabinet.
Supporting
Players Receive
V otes for Popularity
W
FRIEDMAN, manager of the Mctropoli• tan theatre. Cleveland, Ohio, has made a
curious discovery through an effort to learn the
favorite stars of the majority of his patrons.
The discovery lies in the fact that a great number of the patrons of the Metropolitan have favorites among the lesser lights on the screen,
and for this reason Mr. Friedman has adopted
an advertising policy of running the cast in connection with every picture used at the theatre,
as far as possible.
For a week the patrons of the Metropolitan
were handed cards with a request to name three
favorite motion picture actors or actresses to be
used as a guide by Mr. Friedrnan in booking
productions. Fully one-quarter of the cards that
were turned in did not contain the name of a
star either as first, second or third choice, but
did contain the names of actors and actresses
who have done splendid work in the support
of stars. A great majority of the remaining
cards contained the name of at least one who
has never been starred, so that Mr. Friedman
learned that almost three-quarters of his patrons
had screen favorites who had not yet reached
stardom.
As a result of this discovery the entire advertising campaign for Anita Stewart in " Her
Kingdom of Dreams," which was booked for the
Metropolitan two weeks later, was changed.
The complete list of principals appearing with
Miss Stewart was used in every bit of advertising.

Cleveland

Book

Gets Expert
Exploitation
Aid

Cleveland correspondto our
G Adler
ACCORDIN
of the Realart exploitation
ent, Bert
forces has be en buzzing around the Forest City
Fortune of"
of manner
" Soldiers
the showing
during
up all
theatre, ofworking
the Euclid
at
new and strange publicity features.
Among the stunts pulled oflF, the one which
was entirely new to Cleveland, and which proved
the most successful, was a private showing of
the picture to an invited audience comprised of
the officers of the federated women's clubs of
Cleveland.
There were approximately 180 women present
at the screening, which is said to have been the
first time in the history of the Better Film
movement that a delegation representing the
federated women's clubs, sat in judgment of the
merits of a film, before recommending it to its
membership, instead of accepting a list issued
by state club authorities.
The federation sponsored the showing through
Mrs. Alvord Biship, president, who said that if
the method proved popular here, it is expected
elseotherthefederations
by the with
to be adopted
where. In connection
screening, Mr.
Adler received the following telegram from
Miss Etta V. Leighton, Americanization secretary of the National Security League:
" Congratulate Cleveland Federation for their
original move in interest of this movement.
Cleveland, first in so many things, am not surprised to see it first in this. Predict that city
federations throughout the country and better
film committee will change their methods of
aiding approved films when they know Cleveland experiment."
an address by Benjamin Karr,
Following
editorial writer for the Cleveland News, in
of motion picwhich Karr emphasized the value
tures as a medium to preach Americanism, and
an informal talk by Ernest P. Wiles, director of
the Cleveland Americanization Council, explaining the work of the organization, the ladies of
the federations were asked to deliver their unof " Soldiers of
unprejudicedof opinions
biased,Several
them were incorporated
Fortune."
in the advertisement which appeared in the
Plain Dealer the following morning.
This method of exploitation was entirely new
in Cleveland.
One of the principal reasons for the unusual
success of the " Soldiers of Fortune " was the
manner in which the newspaper advertising was
handled. In every publicity item put out by
M. A. Malaney, who handles the publicity for
all of the Loew theatres in Cleveland, the love
theme of the picture was emphasized, and the
adventurous side was suppressed. It was exploited, not as a melodrama with a little love
thrown in, but as a love story with the action
thrown in. The effect was just what was expected. It brought crowds of women to the
Euclid who, if the thrills of the play had been
given preference, would never have felt drawn
to see the production. It all depends when and
where a picture is shown, what angle shall be
emphasized, but Malaney exhibited judgment
when he realized that a leading house, which
caters to the best audience, does not respond
to the blood and thunder melodrama that goes
so well in some localities.
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Doing

Presidents —

It's Publicity Men

EDDIE CARRIER, Select's publicity expert,
who is covering the northern Ohio territorj',
teliS how super-exploitation " puts them over " to
capacit\ business.
It would look like a great task to some people if
they had a dutj- to perform in putting two pictures
in the same city over the top to capacity business
at the same time, but with a real exploitation expert it is a mere " do it," as explained by Eddie
Carrier, in charge of the Cleveland branch of
Select Pictures.
Toledo, a city of some two hundred and fifty
thousand, has three wide-awake newspapers, all
of them favorably inclined to the motion picture
indui-trj-. So, with the co-operation of these papers
secured, and pitting the left hand against the right,
the battle was on with Elsie Janis in " A Regular
Girl ' at the Colonial and Eugene O'Brien in
'■ Sealed Hearts " at the Temple.
The unique
exploitation
" A Regular
received
extensive
advance ofpublicity,
due toGirlthe "
fact that General Pershing visited Toledo ten days
before the picture opened. An effort was made
by Mr. Carrier to get Elsie Janis to come to
Toddo to. assist in the official reception of the
General. At first it was arranged that Miss Janis
would appear in Toledo for the affair. Manager
Abe Horwi/z, of the Colonial theatre, worked with
the newspapers on the proposition, and for several
days the Toledo Blade carried a front page story
about Elsie Janis, her prospective visit to Toledo,
and her connection with the photoplay about to be
shov^n. Front page advertising is about the rarest
bird in the exploitation field, but Horwitz got
plenty of it for Elsie Janis and ''A Regular Girl."
The failure of ^liss Janis to appear, due to illne.'^s, in no way lessened the effect of the campaign. In fact, it w^as quite the opposite. The
Toledo papers again resorted to front page stories,
contradicting their former statement anent the
popular star's appearance.
The Janis publicity was followed up on the arrival day of General Pershing by the distribution of
live thousand Janis-Pershing cards among the
tliousands who waited for a glimpse of the General. The get-up of this card was a photo of
General Pershing on one side and of Elsie Janis
on the other. The crowds snapped them up eagerly. Several thousand more were distributed bjtrucks which followed in the wake of the Pershing
parade, decorated with banners bearing various
greetmgs, such as " Jobs for Soldiers Endorsed
by Elsie Janis " among others.
The above campaign was followed by a " Regular Girl " essay contest, conducted with the cooperation of one of the newspapers. The best
essay received a prize of $10 ; second prize brought
$5 to the winner, and $2.50 was awarded as the
third prize. The next best one hundred aspirants
received a pair of passes to see "A Regular Girl"
at the Colonial theatre during the week of December 28. This contest was a winner. It resulted
in the receipt of thirty-six hundred essays, and
proved cheap advertising for the exhibitor. Other
exploitation feats employed in putting " A Regular
Girl " over in regular stjie were one thousand
asserted half -sheet teaser cards used as tack and
window cards, variously worded, " Are Vou a
Regular Girl?" "Jobs for Soldiers Endorsed by
Elsie Janis," " Wives, Beware, your husband has a
date with a Regular Girl ! " " Husbands, you have
z dale with a Regular Girl, ask your wife if she'll
object," etc., backed up with the posting of thirtytwo twenty-four sheets, teaser ads and a prize
Regular Girl dance wherein Elsie Janis donated a
silver loving cup to the most gracefully dancing

Tliis street car paraded over every mile oj irack
at Toledo
Toledo,
Ohio during the showing of " Sealed Hearts. ' at
couple. This cup was on display for a week in
the leading jewelry store, where it was purchased.
The dance stunt was worked in co-operation with
a popular dance hall, and resulted in extensive
Janis publicity among the younger set, which
helped to secure packed houses.
Or. the other hand. Eugene O'Brien, at Eddie
Zorn's Temple theatre, playing at the same time
that " A Regular Girl was playing at the Colonial theatre, enjoyed widespread publicity- through
a carefully planned but totally different exploitation policy that was carried out. The novel feature of this campaign was a street car which was
rented from the Toledo Railway Company at a
very nominal figure. This car, decorated with banners and cut-outs of Eugene O'Brien, and clever
copy on '■ Sealed Hearts," toured the streets of
Toledo for two days — the day preceding and the
day following the opening of the engagement.
The local High School Band was engaged to travel
wiih the car and rendered a musical program
while en route. In addition, seven thousand sailor
heart-shaped cards were distributed by boys from
the car platform all along the way. A large photot;raph tureofof the
Eugene
O'Brien onwasonetheside
prominent
advertising
of the feacar.

cnrnc to his office to either thank him for his tip
to see the comedy or to say that they were going
to the Strand to see it. " I am very well known in
Milwaukee," said Mr. Aschmann, " and I was really
surprised to see how many people I know or who
at least knew me. The stunt is working big. The
next ad will carr>- a copy of the best criticism and
an ' I told you so ' statement from me." Much of the
success of this new departure is due to the cooperation and interest being taken in it by Frank
Cook, manager of the Strand. Though the Aschman ad was one of the smallest in the Saturday and
Sunday papers, it was the most talked of one in
the entire amusement sections and brought thousands to the Strand theatre.

while
pertinent
" Sealed Hearts " covered
tile reverse
side copy
of theon car.
The entire cost of this stunt was not in excess
of $60, but it did the business. It sure did make
"cm slop, look and listen, and it brought the people
flocking to the Temple theatre, which, after all,
is the real test of the value of any publicity stunt.
How

Aschma7i7i

Won

His Prize

T T OOKIXG up the exchange manager's personal A ality to the picture and making it help sell
the general public is the stunt worked out by Bill
Aschmann, manager of the Milwaukee branch of
Pathe. He is doing this in a number of snappy
ads boosting the showing of Harold Lloyd at the
Strand theatre. The first ad carried a cut of
" Smiling Billy " Aschmann and his personal recommendation of the first of the new Lloyd comedie:-.
In addition to this, he personally offered a reward
for the best criticisms of the comedy.
The result was that hundreds of people called
him at his home, stopped him on the street and

manager of Pathe's
Aschmann.exchange
"Smiling Bill"Milwaukee
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Overture — Selections from " Lucia."
Strand Theatre —
Current Events — Strand Topical Review— Next to War Skiing Gives
the Most Thrills, Kinograms ; New
Machine Gun Crew, Pathe; Base
Bali Magnates on Hunting Trip,
Kinograms; Football Growing as
a National Sport, Pathe; What
You Need to Drive Around the
World, Pathe ; The Enchanted
Citv of Seville, Pathe Review

Jinn

Germany (Army of Occupation),
International; Lightning Speed on
Two Wheels, Pathe ; Southbound
with the Atlantic Fleet, Kinograms; P. Dcschanel Elected President of France, Gaumont ; N. Y.
State Capitol Becomes Center of
Importance, Pathe ; Edwards
Takes Oath as Governor of New
Jersey, Kinograms ; Silence is
Golden Says The Sphinx, International. Note — This latter strip is
screened with stage setting on the
side arches, one being a canvas
.painting of the Sphinx in colors of
night and the other being the
river Nile. The lower portion of
the strip is flooded with a blue
light enhancing its beauty.
Vocal — " Love's Old Sweet Song "—
Soprano solo by Betty Anderson.
ScenicPost.
— " The Cloud "—Paramount —
Vocal — " A Son of the Desert.'
Greek Evans baritone in a solo.
Feature
Pollyanna
" — Mary Pickford —— "United
Artists.
Comedy — " Roaring Lions and Tender
Hearts "•— Sunshine — Fox.
Organ Solo — " Marche Heroique."
Next Week — " What's Your Husband
Capitol
Theatre —
Doing?"
ScenicPrizma.
— " The Refreshing Riviera " —
Comedy — " Naughty Lions and Wild
Concert — Grand Fantasy.
Special — " The Mad Woman " — Third
Men."
of
the Stage Woman's War Relief
series.

.MC Cody in "The Beloved Cheater" is
I "le hill at the Washington theatre, De'oit, this iceek. The feature received a
•eek't advertising of unusual excellence,
•iMfourheing
the largest
of the
column
by fifteen
inchcampaign
display. a
(Colored), Lightning Speed on
Two Wheels, Pathe; Ready for
the Big War Play, Pathe; Presidential Possibilities, Pathe.
'ocal — " The Wee Hoose Among the
Heather." One of Harry Lauder''songs sung by Jack Macintosh,
baritone.
eature — " Two Weeks " — Constance
Talmadge.
ocal — " Songs My Mother Taught
Me" — Soprano solo by Marjorie
Pringle.
omedy— " The Night of the Dub "—
Ernest Truex — Paramount.
extwhere.
Week— "Water, Water Every-

Uheafres

Pathe; De Valera Given Freedom
of the City of New York, Kinograms; In Dublin, Ireland, Selling Bonds, Kinograms; The Yellowstone Trail, International ;
Leaps From Plane to Plane
While in Flight, International;
Niagara Dons Winter Robes, InternationalFootball
;
Growing in
National Favor, Pathe ; Riding the
Sea With the Atlantic Fleet
International; Loyalty Day,
Universal.
Concert—" The Fortune Teller."
Feature — " Pinto " — Mabel Normand.
Next Week—" The Willow Tree."
Broadway Theatre —
Overture—" Beautiful Galatea."
Current Events — Broadway Topical
Review — Topics of the Day.
Comedy — " All Lit Up ''—Pathe.
Special — Cleveland
Bronner's Fantastic Revue.
Feature
— " The
Marion
Davies.Cinema Murder " —
Rivoli Theatre —
Overture — " Martha."
Scenic — '' The Wanderlust " — Bruce.
Vocal — Prison Scene from " Faust."
With a special stage setting in
v/hich a window transparency is
situated center, this portion of
" Faust " is sung by Alma Doria
as Marguerita, Sudwrth Frazier
as Faust and Emauel List as
Mephistopheles. All are in the
traditional costumes. The number
is termed on the Rivoli program
as " of the New School of Opera
and Events
Ensemble."
Current
— Rivoli Pictorial.
Special — "Love's Sorrow." An asthetic
dancing number given to the
music of a violin played from the
stage. A special setting is provided for the feature. The dancei
is Ingeborg Lecour.
Brady.
Feature — " The Fear Market " — Alice

Special
Ned scenes
Wayburn's
Songthe Revue
in —seven
runs for
third
week.
Current Events — Capitol News — FireMen Fight Fire on Boston's Coldest Day, Kinograms; New Machine Gun Squad for New York
Police, Pathe; Presidential Possibilities, Pathe ; Edwards Takes
Oath of Office as Governor of Comedy — "Save Me Sadie" — Christie.
New Jersey, Kinograms ; Light- Organ Solo — " Scotch Fantasia."
ning Speed on Two Wheels, Next Week— "Double Speed."
SPECIAL SECTION

\thQDancQ!

ialto Theatre —
venture — Symphony Pathetique.
Jrrent Events — Rialto Magazine —
Niagara Falls Dons Winter Robes,
International ; Testing the Nerves
of U. S. Flyers, International;
Aviator in Death Defying Feat,
at the Columbia theatre, Dayton,
Gaumont; Flood Ruins Autos in " On ivith the Dance " received its premiere
Ohio

■U JfC/aTl

LESSEE nANAGER

m

'VILDEYED PONy/
WITH HER.
LEG5"INA 5PARKLINI
CONEDy OF New yORK AND
ARI20NA.W1T(10UTA SINGLE,
- "IF" OR"BUT'-"P1NTO' 13
THE FUNNIE5T PICTURE,
even made.
Prices- 25-35 and5os
IWGGk-Shows 1-3-5-7-9 Oclock
A" Pinto
full page display ivas accorded
" by Will D. Harris, manager
of the Grand theatre, Columbus, O.
BROOKLYN
Strand Theatre —
Overture—" 1812." Rendered with a
prologue showing the burning of
Moscow with all the lighting effects of expert electrical service.
ScenicHolmes
— " Mirrors
of Nature" —
— Paramount.
Current Events— Strand ReviewEdited from all releases.
Vocal— (a) "Celeste Aida." Tenor
solo by W. M. Rubinoff in costume, rendered before a pyramid
stage setting.
Talmadge.
Feature
— " Two Weeks " — Constance
Vocal — Polonaise from " Mignon."
Soprano solo by Amanda Brown.
Comedy—"
Night of the Dub " —
Truex — The
Paramount.
Organ Solo — " Offertone on Noels."
SEATTLE
Liberty Theatre —
Current
— Liberty Pictorial ReOverture Events
—
view— Americans Preserve Your
Ideals,
"In the
Georges Pathe;
Carpentier
and Ring,"
Jack
Dempsey, Pathe; Foch and Retain
Open Annual Aeroplane Exhibit,
Pathe; At French Capital, Pathe.
Feature — "Twelve-Ten," Marie Doro.
Comedy—
Sennett."The Star Boarder," .Mack
Clemmer Theatre —
Overture — "Woman's Love and Life."
Scenic — "Florida Fishing," Prizma.
Educational
Gaumont.— "Topics of the Day,"'
Current Events — Pershing in Northwest, Fox ; City of Miami carrying
liquor out of United States ; Notes
from Sydney; Cinderella Ball;:
Changes
in flight. from plane to plane while
Feature — "The Beloved Cheater."
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Grauman's Theatre —
Overture — "Seampa."
Educational— "Topics of the Day" and
Daffy News, Pathe, International.
Concert — ^Milton Charles at the organ
plays "A Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody," with word slides used on
encore. A Soprano soloist sings
the chorus of the number from
the wings.
Current Events — Grauman Weekl\.
United States troops recalled from
Siberia, International; Floods of
Eastern France, Pathe; Marines
at Guatanoma, Cuba, Pathe; Winter Sports Along the Florida
Coast, Gaumont ; Edwards takes
oath of office as Governor of New
Jersey, International ; Senator
Hiram Johnson, International ;
'•Americanizing Paree" ; Local
Views of Pershing's welcome in
Los Angeles.
Vocal — Aria from "Madame Butterfly"
and Medley of 1919 successes sung
by Mary White.
Comedy— Speed Al St. John, Paramount.
Note — Mr. St. John appears after
the projection of the picture and
gives pantomime messenger boy
act, ending with a "jag" dance.
Feature — "Doublespced" Wallace Reid.
Next Week — "All of a Sudden, Peggy,"
— Marguerite Clark.
California Theatre —
Overture — "Merry Wives of Windsor."
Special — A feature of the week in
honor of Gen. Pershing's visit to
Los Angeles, entitled "Welcome to
General Pershing," is being staged.
The drapes open showing a drop
depicting New York harbor, with
the stern of a liner in the foreground and the Statue of Liberty
in perspective. Moonlight effect
lightings are carried out. Miniature pictures of Pershing are projected on the side portion of the
back drop.
Scenic — "I and the Mountains'' — Robertson-Cole.
Vocal — (a) "The Land of the Skyblue Water," (b) "The Robin
Woman."
Charles
Wakenfield Cadman. foremost composer of American Indian selections, among which the
above are three popular numbers
officiates at the piano with Manuela Budrow, soprano singing. The
pianist and singer are located back
of a silk drop lighted with spots so
as to appear in silhouettes. Occupying center of stage right and
left in panels are Indians in native
costume.

This is Sid Grauman's display for
Behind the Door "
Current Events— Declaration of Independence, International ; Latest Superha Theatre —
fashion notes, New York, Pathe; Special — Life of General Pershing.
— "Weak
Hearts and Wild
Foch and Retain open Aeroplane Comedy
Lions," Century.
Exhibit, Paris, Pathe; American
Marines at Guatanoma, Cuba, Vocal — (a) "Everyone Is Meant for
Someone," (b) "Poor Butterfly Is
Pathe. Views of Carpentier and
Dempsey, Fox; Aeroplane stunts
aerts.Fly
Gal Now."
— "The
Triflers,'' Edith Robat San Antonio, Kinograms. Los Feature
Angeles Welcome to Pershing;
Local Views.
Theatre —
Musical— "Let the Rest of the World Symphony
Feature — "A
Regular
Girl," Elsie
Go By." Jesse Crawford at the
Note — Given with a song revue by
organ with word slides used during the playing.
fourteen girls.
Janis.
Feature — "Pinto," Mabel Normand.
Comedy — "Jungle Gentlemen," Joe \ ictory Theatre —
Martin, Universal.
Feature — "The Unexpected Shot," Al
Special — "The Illiterate Digest."
Jennings
"The Boomerang,"7,
Henry B,; Walthall.
Next Week — "She Loves and Lies."
Comedy — "In the Sweet Dry and Dry. "
Talley's Kinema Theatre —
Lyons-Moran.
Overture —Events
"Orpheus."
Current
— Pathe News.
Musical— "Let the Rest of the World Alhambra Theatre —
"The Vengeance
Go By." Tenor soloist sings the Feature
Rex— Beach,
Vitagraph. of Durand,"
composition during the screening
of selected scenes from the Out- (rrauman's Rialto Theatre —
ing Chester "Hippity-Hoppity- Feature — "Everywoman"
for the
second week.
Hoopity."
Special
— "The Story Allah Ended."
Note — This is a special scenic number with drop and stage setting
SAN FRANCISCO
representing a Hawaiian scene
with a volcano in the background.
A group of ten Hawaiian musi- Cal fornia Theatre —
cians play on their native instru- Overture — ^"Madame Butterfly."
ments and sing Hawaiian songs. Current Events — Pathe News No
The number ends with the erupFox News No. 25.
tion of a volcano, during which ScenicHetchy.
— Third of the series of Hetch
exceptional lighting effects are introduced. This is followed by a
celebration which includes dance Instrumental — Third \\'eek of the
Arabian Phillipino Band in Connumbers.
cert Numbers.
Feature — "A Daughter of Two Organ Solo — "When You Were a MilWorlds," Norma Talmadgc.
lion ]\Iiles From Nowhere." played
by Eddie Horton.
Talley's Broadway Theatre —
"In Old Kentucky" has moved from Educational — "Topics of the Day.'"
the Kinema to the Broadway, and Feature — "The Woman in the Suitcase," Enid Bennett.
continues with the same complete
program as when shown at the Next Week — "She Lo\es and Lies."
Kinema.
Imperial Theatre —
dime's Auditorium —
Feature
— "Soldiers of Fortune," Alan
Dwan.
"Polyanna," with Mary Pickford. conCurrent Events — Pathe News No, 7,
tinues for the second week.
Fox News No, 25,
dune's Broadway Theatre —
Next
Week — "The Copperhead."
Current Events — Pathe News and
Gaumont Weekly.
Tivoli Theatre —
Educational — Burton Holmes Trav- Overture — "William Tell."
elogues.
Vocalbers.
— Tivoli Quartet in song numllfc^K^isd
<-1'''^Ulill
«iimiiiiiniiniitr^!
— faiiiiiiiM
Comedy — "Hearts and Diamonds,"
Supreme.
Feature—
Clouds staged
Roll By."
" The Copperhead " was advertised in
Given "When
with atheprologue
by
this manner I>v the Strand of Provi- Feature — "The 13th Commandment,"
dence. R. I.
Ethel Clayton.
Manager Costello,

Motion

P i c i u re News

WASHINGTON
Metropolitan Theatre —
Overture — " William Tell,"
Current Events — Universal News —
Topics of the Day No. 30.
" Captain Kidd's
' Comedy
Scenic^ — —" Cruising
in theKids."
Solomon
ii Islands — Martin Johnson.
F eature — " The Broken Melody " —
Next Eugene
Week'sO'Brien.
Feature — " Stronger ,
I'
Than Death
" — Nazimova.
Palace Theatre —
Overture — " In a Bird Store " — Onh
Current Events — Pathe News No;
7 and 8— Topics of the Day X
30.
Cartoon — " Mutt and Jeff."
Comedy — " A Jungle Gentlemen " —
Universal-Jewel.
Scenicture,
— " Memory Lane " — Post NaFeature —ment—' "Clayton,
Thirteenth CommandNext— Week's
Griffith Feature
Artcraft.— "Scarlet Days"
Rialto Theatre —
Overture — " Quartette from RigoCurrent Events — Pathe News Xos.
7 and 8.
Cartoon — " Bray Pictograph."
Feature — " Shepherd of the Hills." '
Next Week's Feature — "Judy ofi
Rogue's
Harbor " — Mary Milesi
Minter.
letto."
!i!FUN!!!!!'

""'!!FUN!!?

TEliectrfiytnrf

Lea^A'
, Wash.
Hours'
Tacoma
Rialto
by thepage
" 23^
for of
A short
KANSAS

CITY

s,News anc_ I
man — ew
NewVi
Current
— Newman
i
e,"'
— " Maytim
Overture Events
Scenic — " Saving

Savages " — Martir t

Solo Johnson,
— Anthony Guarino — Lyric tenor '
Comedy— " Speed "—Al St, John,
Feature — " Double Speed " — Reid.

t' e 0 r u a r y j , i g 2 o

(Exhibitor Service) 14.-13
Prizma — " Big Guns of the Navy."
-Vext Week — " Even As Eve " and
Harold Lloyd in " From Hand to

Life Turned a Sharp Corner
Wto B« Mat Um Oa« Wsim
:ni«l«* J*r o<be» ■» t'r Ifc. dnfur 41 J«i Hoil. t

TAe
Salt
Lake I'aramnunt-Empriss
Cil;/ is sponsor for theatre
this threeof tens.
While lie hare gone out of the comment
' ^ 'lays
iiess inire connection
irith advertising
must compliment
manager
rije B. Carpenter for turning out a nice
duplay
although
uo suspect
that a on
lot " ofVictory
credit" for
this goes
to an
excellent producer's cut
Next— Week
— "Stronger Than Death"
Xazimova.
Liberty —
same' AS LAST WEEK
Dpric —
Feature
— " Picadilly
Jim " — 0^vcn
Moore.
Photoplay Screen Supplement.

Metropolitan
Month.
Overture
— "Duct— of flute and Frencli
horn, "Serenade " by Titl.
Theme — Original composition by Director Phil Spitalny.
Current
ly. Events — Leader-News WeekCartoon — Bray Pictograph No. 415,
Comedy
— " Sunshine
The Roaming
Bath Tub,"
a Fox
Comedy.
I 'eature
— " Toby's Bow " with Tom
Moore.
.\'ext Week — "Even .\s Eve" and
Chaplin in " A Day's Pleasure."
Euclid
( )\ erture—— Selections from Faust and
Dardanella.
Themes — " My Rainbow Girl " and
/'] full half pa<jc for Sunday
" Stronger
Tha
" In the Afterglow."
papers
l urrcnt Event.s — Kinograms No. 7.\
and Literary Digest Topics.
Current
Weekly.Events — Universal News
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff in " Shaking
Comedy- — "The Garage" — Roscoe Arthe —Shimmy."
Feature
" Miracle of Love. '
buckle.
.\dded Attraction — The Submarine Feature — "Mary's Ankle" — Douglas
MacLean and Doris May.
Nextpicture
week—" UD. 35."
W. Griffith's " Tlic -Vext Week — Lionel Barrymore in
"The Copperhead."
Greatest Question."
Washington
—
Current Events Theatre
— Fox News.

Next Week — Nazimova in "Stronger
Than Death."
0\erturc — Selections from "The Blue
Strand —
Current Events — Latest Pathe News.
Feature
ford.— "Pollyanna" — Mary Pick-

Special
— "Coney
Lsland by Night and
Day"
— Educational.
F.ducational — "Mount Carlo" — Prizma. Next Week — Mary Pickford will conComedy — "How Dry I Am" — Mutt and
Bird."
tinue in "Pollyanna," making the
first two week showing in Buffalo
Jeff.
Brady."Thoughtful Ambrose."
Feature — "The Fear Market" — Alice
in a first run house.
Next week — Tom Mix in "The Cy-

Royal—
Current Events — Pathe No. 35.
'icational — Literary Digest Topics
of the Day.
ture — " Pollyanna."
i;<'^ent —
ture — " Someone Must Pay."
^^ciiic — "The Home
of the Hula
Hula " — Martin Johnson.
First Half of Week— " Her Game"—
Florence Reed.
Last Half of Week— " The Right to
Lie " — Cassinelli.

n Death " ivas carried in the Detroit
by the Majestic

There Will Be Anolker Record Attendance --"Nal Sed"
Come Early— Shows .Surt 11 00-1 :0O-2:35-4;HM-jft-";2>9:CIO—

Current
Weekly.
Adams
—Events — Detroit Free Press
clone."
X'ocal — Emmons and Colvin.
Feature — "Pollyanna" — Mary Pickford
Next
Week — Pickford engagement
continued.
BUFFALO
A the
goodStrand
display Theatre
for ''Marked
Men" by
of Cleveland
DETROIT

Shea's Hippodrome —
Overture — "Midsummer

Night's

CLEVELAND

StagePainted
Setting—
Pool"—
by "The
HoraceSunlight
N. Smith
and
Madison Theatre —
Staged
by
Harold
B.
Franklin.
Dream."
Stillman —
Current Events — Pathe News.
Prologue — Colored singers and dancers Vocal — "Gloria," based on "Male and
Overture — " Kamenoi Ostrom."
Female," and dedicated to Gloria
in special setting showing grandTheme — " Erotic " by Grieg for the
Swanson, sung by Leo Considine.
stand at race track.
dramatic theme and an original
Feature
— "Male and Female" — Alllove theme by H. L. Spitalny.
Feature — "In Old Kentucky" — Anita
Star Cecil B. DeMille production.
Stewart. Introducing two racing
Current Events — Kinograms No. 103
and Pathe Review No. 36.
horses on treadmill.
Comedy
— "The
Star Boarder,"
Sennett
accompanied
by the— Mack
Hipp
Cartoon— Mutt and Jeff in " The Rum Next Week — Olive Thomas in "Out
Jazz Band.
Runners."
Current Events — Hippodrome Review,
Feature — Nazimova
in " Stronger Broadway
made up of Universal, Fox and
Yonder." Strand Theatre —
Than Death."
Gaumont News, Topics of the Day
At Week — Constance Talmadge in Overture — "Poet and Peasant."
and Pictograph.
X'ocal — Ethel Grandish, soprano.
" Two Weeks."
\lhambra —
^rologue, instead of overture — Grand
March from " Sardar."
Theme—" Alice Holiday."
iirrent Events— Pathe News No. 7.
Pathe Review No. 36.
rtoon— Mutt and Jeff in "The Rum
Runners."
ature — Nazimova
in "Stronger
Than Death."
^ext Week— Charles Ray in "Red
Hot Dollars."
trand —
•eature— " Toby's Bow."
lomedy—
Roaming
Bath Tub"
a Fox "The
Sunshine
Corhedv.
Another nice "Pollyanna" display framed by the Adams theatre of Detroit

rreatalandcomedr
•ereen today—
InPoflitirdy
it w« secIbe"Fatty"
hit sideon pal.the Buster
Ke«t«n,
doing eterrihinB that must bt done in » Caray e and t|«
for [ircmen, they are wonder*; aomc f«n. aMDc "laffa."
TODAY
[,.4ST TIMES WED.
Also Shoviiv^
"^JJ^AMTED-A UUSBAND"
'tuUA,
the most plessi'n^
ancC charm/ng
Utt/e
BILLIE
invented an
and set. her
engagement/
wedding
dsto.
Allshe
needed
was a man.
Arthur
buckle's
his bill
eighteen

princesi
Stock
Co. of iht^cii/
has ihe roJe of
'obmioaf.
Veronica'coof^.
Me

6. .Stolte looked on Fatty Ar"The Garage" as the big bet of
for this week and bought space
inches by three columns to tell
Des Moines about it.

Grand-Florissant and
Theatres day and date.

Lindell

William Fox Liberty —
Overture — Hochman's Orchestra.
Current Events — Fox News.
Cartoon — Mutt & Jeff 'Rum RunFeature — Alice

Joyce,

"Slaves of

Comedyners."
— "Fatty"
Arbuckle, "The
Pride."
Man."Mix, "The Cyclone."
e er
FeaturOth
— Tom
Origan Solo.
STAR

Madison Street
Near Clark
A1.BERT E. SMITH PrcMnti
ALICE JOYCE
IN

SLAVES OF PRIDE"

'THE

FEAR

MARKdrama
ET"
An engrossing
based on
the Jives of those who fall
viotims of the publicity of th6
• 'Town' Tattler."
Coming — MA£EL NORMAND
In "PINTO"

hrilling drama. "Sla\cs of IVidc."
ADIi/ED ATTRACTION
CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
— IN
"A DAY'S
PLEASURE
A «cr.dcrful double bill .ill
thi«
week
in months.— the best we have had

Sn ihe
the
mrld
she eyes
wasIdledGUILTY!
ivifrm;,M I
rjlkriif?
fttshfd
w
1ht>
akxim
ofdii^
ofxTd
Momi/ he^p
Miicrcru
riipled upboxi itanda lifeless
Jndblopilallih
_ _
Ok
imtdlarling
fkulm
tjxman
lKxuronfi3S7flas
It ihe
heMra^edVYBsiimcnpfU^^
)Km
climax <floitKaonal/oj^mt
cliznaxTreiendi^tafrf
wi/iip^tKr
unrivalkclw
cflhewormnfmiulhdmti/mlisery
SUfVEL OOLtrnm PnZSENTS
screen par/brmances - ■ - ■ ■
PAULIRE
FREDERICK
/^THB PAL/I SEvI^CASEl
STARTING TOMORROW
SHENANDOAH

Louis K. Sidney, manager of these St. Louis theatres, purchased a half po'.e
for " The Paliser Case "
Feature — William Farnum in "WinuMINNEAPOLIS
of the
Morning."
Comedy
— "The
Star Boarder." "BroadCurrent Events
— Pathe
News No. 7.
way Will Be
Broadway."
New Garrick —
Current Events — Pathe News.
Vocal — International Male Quartet •— Feature — "What's Your Husband
"Venetian Moon Rind", "Sleep No
Regent —
ScenicPrizma.
— Gowns \'enus would envy . —
Overture
— "Light Cavalry" played by
More".
Organist Johnson. Presented with
scenic eft'ects.
Feature
"The Beloved Cheater" —
Lew— Cody.

Comedy
— "In The
Sweet Dry and Dry"
—LyonsMoran.
mm
This is another Chicago display, the Star
being a first run house. In giving the New Garrick —
feature, " Slaves of Pride " and " A Dan's Current Events — New Garrick Digest.
a policy
The Aster theatre of Minneapolis is Pleasure,"
which a lottheof Star
the has
best followed
advertisers
have Vocal — Madame Helena and Signor
Russo in Repertoire Nymph of the
for this picture. This display
responsible for this nice displ-ay on adopted
was unusuaUy large for Chicago, being
Bath, Dance of Salome.
"The Fear Market"
three columns hi) ten inches.
Overture and Scenic Prelude.
Feature — "Counterfeit" — Elsie Fcrcu-ST. LOUIS
West End Lyric —
Overture.
son.
Lyric Review includes Weekly &
Scenic.
Kings Theatre —
PHILADELPHIA
Overture — Selections
" Roly Boly Comedy — Hallroom Boys, "In Pretty
ScenicEyes."
— "Last of The Seminoles"— Feature — Wallace Reid, "Double Stanley —
Prizma.
Overture — "Phaedre", Massenet.
Feature — Norma Talmadge
Current Events — "Pathe News."
Soft."
"Daughter of Two Worlds."
Cartoon — Mutt & Jeff "Rum Runners".
MADISON
Speed." THE iHwiB? effuntui
Comedy — "The Star Boarder."
Soloist — "Grand Opera Moments".
Cartoon
"The Rum Runners",
Feature — Pauline Frederick "The Paland —Jeff).
THEOyESTIONOFTHEHOUG!
iser Case."
IS YOUC HUiBiiNO a MODEL MQN ?
Current
Events
— Pathe News,
Paihe — Snubs Pollard.
OOVOU ALWAYS Kf*ewaCHlWM£Rt,MUOOV"(S ??
mont Graphic, Fox News. (Mutt
"The Paliser Case" is being shown at
the Royal, Shenandoah, Juniata,
Arcadia
Feature — —Bryant Washburn in
Six Best Cellars."
Comedy — "Oh Doctor,
Scenic — Burton Holmes
Current Events — Palhe
Digest.

Cdlifornia
HObART
bOSWORTH
, m a sca-vrolf character

Doing?"
TtllNVHCtBOr
PUBCAinEACT?
Is TttCRtWnOIS
A.->jy MAN
IJATION BEnOVCO IS ,
IWtlAN JLCTWOmN?

AS .
tVEN

"The

AuboiCicxrs
IT)vvancfi
KirtumDM
ATAttOf
ntn s,w»oPBonm

SOC'CT>
MARY mnroRo
This is the first display framed on
" Even as Eve," the work of the Adatm
theatre of Detroit

Faimiount Theatre —
Overture — Selections "As You Were."
Current Events — Pre-release Fox
News, Pathe Review and Literal)
Doctor."
Travelogue. GauDigest Topics of the Day.
News, Literary
Comedy
" Captain
Kidds Kids." Har
old —Llojd.
Pathe.

Victoria
Oxcrturc —— "IiaHaiis in Algiers."

behind ^ti^Door

(iRAND-flORlSANT

Feature
— "Flame
the Desert" — Geraldinc
Farrar —of Goldwyn.

Dh! Boys!
ALL
f^EAPY —
ANO THE OTHER UerW
HAKfAncAno CU>TAKEriMNCTiCi
COiUAC .
OLjhBAvETDCaCL*
"8*IS HARD■ ESim£

GouvernciU' Morris'
lale ofa
coword" who
libc
a man.ofa
fratforfbiu^i
who pvovcd himself frue.
of a^t-eaf love, a ^reaCwront^anda von<^sance.
a Mui.cal Tr«t^
Rizal Arsb:an-Ph-.li;^ino DancL
The Cilifomin tltcatrc of San Francisco
does some mit/htu good advertising. This
■iisplay on " Behind
the Door " is no
exception.

The Madison of Detroit cridciilly doesn't
play
up the comedy
end of ■•to What's
Husband
f" choosing
itijcctIn aYour
little of the Doing
sex note
into its billing.
size
this display uas three column.^ by nine
inches.
New Grand Central —
Current Events — Kinograms.
Scenic — Chester Outing.
Feature — "A
Daughter
of Two
Worlds" — Norma Talmadge.

Display for " The Cyclone " by Fay's theatre of Providence

I
Jl

February

7, 1920

Live

J^ws

from

the

Sylvia B r e a m e r Has
Been

Signed by Mayflower
Ivia Breamcr lias been engaged by
tlower for its scries of film ver- of the Robert W. Chambers
Is to be made by Sidney A. FrankMiss Breamcr formerly played
site W'iHiam S. Hart and Charles
for Thomas H. Ince. These parts
. was
followed
by " by
Missing.
" in whichJ.
featured
Commodore
ift Blackton ; and a leading part in
;1 B. DcMille's production, "We
I n t Have Ever> thing."
! Realart

Finishes

"Judy

of Rogues' Harbor"
(I Mary Miles Minter has completed
!if r second Realart offering. " Judy
Rogues' Harbor," adapted from the
. el by Grace Miller White. The
-lory is characterized as " a classic of
X nerican
by the
Realart
poration.girlhood,"
Miss Minter
in the
role
Judy, a golden haired country lass,
aid to be provided with varied op: unities to employ her youth and
rm with effectiveness,
'ue of the outstanding characteri' >ns of the photoplay is declared to
the role of Pop Ketchell, depicted
Theodore Roberts. Herbert Stand-:. as the governor of the state, is
-.lid to be remarkably convincing,
inkie Lee plays the part of the mallied four-year-old Denny. Allan
rs plays the part of Jim Shuckles,
"utal farmer.
iUnited's Ad Offices Are
Moved to New
Quarters
The advertising and publicity- departnt of the United Picture Theatres of
|Vmerica, Inc., and the United Picture
'roductions Corporation moved las'
k to 1457 Broadway.
This was
■Ic possible through United takinp"
r the Triangle Exchanges.
^. W. Barcmore, United's publicity
: advertising manager, is now loJ on the eleventh floor of the
kaw Building from which office the
.ted publicity and advertising will be
■died in the future.

ESs aCOR
PIC
now hold
con-PORATIONTUR
trolling interest in the Bray
Pictures Corporation, whose product
it has been distributing since September, 1919. Coincident with the announcement that unlimited resourctare placed behind the Bray organization, itis stated that the scope 01 tlu
ion's production will in
Bray Corporat
substantially increased along entertainment, educational and industrial
lines. The first move will be tlu
launching of a new weekly release under the title of Goldwyn-Bray Comic>.
ii! addition to the Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph, which at the present time is
being widely circulated.
At a meeting last week the following officers and directors were elected :
J. R. Bray, president : Francis AGudger, vice-president ; J. F. Leventhal. vice-president; Moritz Hilder.
treasurer; Gabriel L. Hess, secretary:
Erich Schay, assistant secretary, assistant treasurer ; and \^"atson B. Robinson, assistant secretary. Executi\ L
Committee consists of Francis A. Cudger, chiarman ; J. R. Bray and Samuel
Goldwyn. Board of Directors is made
up of J. R. Bray, Francis A. Gudycr.
E. Dean Parmelee, Duncan A. Holmes.
J. F- Leventhal, F. J. Godsol, Max
Fleischer, Moritz Hilder, Watson B.
Robinson, Gabriel L. Hess.
In making the Goldwyn-Bray Comics a novel departure in single-reel
films, the producers will have the backing of the extensive resources of the
Leslie Judge Company, publishers of
Leslie's Weekly, a pioneer in the tield
of national weekly magazines. Judge,
and other magazines with a countrywide circulation. The comics will contain one of Brav's famous anima'i'l

GOLDWYX

Alliance
in
instructive subjects coming from
schools and other institutions. The
Expansion in ProBray Company controls patents that
duction to Follow
make it possible for instructive drawAs a Result
ings to be perfected to the highest
point, and the same processes may be
utilized in conjunction with straight
photograph in making industrial films.
The founder and president of the
Bray Company
believes
the have
possibilities of these
two that
fields
scarcely been touched.
Another important step in the progress of the organization is the sending
of cameramen to all parts of the
world to secure travel and scenic subjects in far-away countries. Several
expeditions already have been sent out,
and others are planning to leave soon,
it is stated.
As an indication of the steady

and

Goldwyn

Big

Bray

Samuel Goldwyn, President of Goldwyn
Pictures Corp.
cartoon subjects and a compilation of
paragraphs selected and edited by
Leslie's, and going under the general
head of Penpoints.
In referring to the educational and
industrial departments of motion picture work, which the Bray Company
intends to develop. Mr. Bray spoke
I'!' the -teadih Mirri a-ine demand for

growth of the Bray Corporation, officials point to the fact that it has recently increased its capitalization from
$10,000 to $1,500,000, to provide for
the expansion of its business. Now,
with unlimited financial hacking and
the support of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, Bray Pictures Corporation
will be able to develop fully the educational and industrial fields and to
create films of an even finer quality
than heretofore for the theatrical
market.
Schomer-Ross Films
" Non-Censorable "
" Non-censorable " pictures is the
aim of the Schomer-Ross Productions,
and it is claimed the first release " The
Sacred Flame" lives up to this ohject.
The second production, now in course
of preparation, and all succeeding pictiire~. will r-m'iorh- the ^ame idea.

IMetro
Gets Director
Dallas FitzGerald
I Dallas M. FitzGerald has been enI aged as an addition to the Metro
ff of directors, and will be located
the company's studios in HollyI ood Cal. Herbert Blache, John
Ince, Henry Otto. Ray C. Smallwood,
>rthur D. Ripley, Rex Ingram and
^ ■ A. Howell comprising the pres'
nt Metro staff, are all busy on new
reductions, and in consequence Mr
itzGerald's
ecn
made asfirst
vet. assignment has no

Officials of Bray Pictures Corp.

In the centre, ofJ. the
R. Bray.
Board President;
of Directorsleft, Max Fleischer; right, J. F. Leventhal. members

Motion

Robertson

Cole

Has
Big
Release
" When Julian Johnson wrote the
"Who's Your Servant?" the film Extensive Campaign for
plot for this masterpiece he wrote andrama of the daj', has been secured
other chapter of success in the motion
for release by Robertson-Cole from
"Who's Your Servant"
picture
world. A picture cannot be a
L. L. Hiller, who controlled the world
is Announced
rights to this production penned by
' Special ' unless it carries a new
theme enacted in an elaborate manJulian Johnson. This special feature is
said to have attracted the attention of
ner.Who's
'
Your Servant? ' is a play
that carries events of the day; a story
hundreds of exhibitors in all parts
around which the newspaper columns
of the country, owing to its exploitaare filled ; deeds which keep the
tion possibilities and timeliness of
subj ect.
police on the alert and a subject that
hits
right into the very homes of
This picture of refined entertain.Americans.
ment with a hundred advertising and
exploitation angles is based upon a
" It is exciting from start to finish.
It grips and is the sort of a production
stage play that had a continued successful run at the Princess theatre in
which compels audiences to hold the
chairs. Those who saw the picture
New York City. The plot lays bare
wanted it and the purchase of this
the astonishing conditions prevalent
in many homes owing to the congreat production by Robertson-Cole is
fidence which is harbored in the
another coup that will be a real box
office attraction.
bosoms of many trusted servants.
" No matter what the exhibitor
In connection with its new acquisition, Robertson-Cole states :
wishes to feature in his exploitation —
whether it is his lobby, stunts, adver" Statistics compiled by Mr. Johntising tie-ups or window displays — he
son show that every city in the counwill find his problems all solved when
try at the present time is having its
own troubles in settling the servant
lu books 'Who's Your Servant?'
problem. Murder, theft, fire and a
" The campaign book and the
wave of crime that astonishes society
Special Publicity Supplement cover
can be placed directly at the door of
every possible angle involved in selling the picture to the public. Besides
the servants, and in Mr. Johnson's
masterpiece, he shows how these evils Lois Wilson who has a principal role in these there is a long list of accessories
Servant?" Cole
to be released by that range from a tiny sticker to
have their origin and methods of " Who's Your Robertson
bringing peace and quiet into the
elaborate four color designs for postals
home via the servant route.
and window cards.
market for pictures that have entertainment and real box office value.
" Special attention has been devoted
" There is a tieup for every exhibitor in the land in this picture. We want our pictures to please the to the development of ideas that will
The police approve of it and as Mr. exhibitor and profit him as much as enable the exhibitor to build up his
Johnson's theme is true to nature, ex- they please the public. It was with advertising in co-operation with pubhibitors will receive all kinds of as- this end in view that we shall release
lic service corporations, merchants
sistance to put this picture over with 'Who's Your Servant?' Its origin- and others. This plan gives the thea bang. It is a big picture with a
atres the benefit of whole page newsality and uniqueness together with its
big theme and contains a wealth of selling value will put this picture over
paper advertising at a no greater exexploitation possibilities.
pense than he customarily spends on
in keeping with the quality of the
" Robertson-Cole is always in the production.
an ordinary production."

Busch
Sees
Biggest
Year
Ahead
five
next
such distributing comPREDICTING that the
of Republic suits, because
panies are not influenced in neglecting
years will be the biggest ever ex- President
perienced in the motion picture
Distributing Corp.
the other man's product in order to get
the greatest returns on such pictures
industry, Briton N. Busch, president
Makes
Statement
as
he makes himself.
of Republic Distributing Corporation,
expressed his satisfaction at the stgrt
" The Republic Distributing Coralready made by 1920, in an interview duous task of producing at the same
poration of which Mr. Lewis J. Selzthis week.
time, affords the independent producer
nick is advisory director with me," has
" Never in the history of the mo- the medium whereby his merchandise had an experience in the distribution
tion picture industry has the demand can be sold with the maximum of rc- of ' When Bearcat Went Dry,' the
gross takings of which are as large
for pictures been as great as at the
as
those obtained by a feature made
present moment," said Mr. Bus)ch.
and distributed through the most im" Reports received from our exchanges
scattered throughout the United States
portant companies in the industry.
inform me that the motion picture
This shows that the organization spetheatres are experiencing an era of
cializing on distribution and not producing can give to the independent
prosperity that knows no parallel. One
producer results that he cannot hope
difficulty that confronts the exhibitor
to obtain by putting his pictures with
is to secure enough pictures to supply
such organizations which have their
the needs of his program, but picown list of stars, whose features must
tures of the right sort. If there ever
he sold regardless of contracts made
v.-as a moment when the independent
by the man who turns out one or two,
producer can find a ready sale for his
products it is now. An opportunity is
or even a half dozen pictures a j-ear.
afforded the man who has sufficient
" The next five years will be the bigability to produce first-class features,
gest years in the business, and it betogether with a keen sense of picture
hooves every man who is especiallj"
value in stories, plays and novels, to
adapted or trained in making feature
reap a harvest.
pictures, to bend every effort to turn
lady with the big hat and winning out first-class merchandise in order
" The company confining itself to the The
smile is Edith Hallor, who is appearing to supply a demand that is not being
physical distribution of pictures and in
Lawrence Weber Productions to be distributed by Republic
not combining with its labors the ar-

Picture

Sew

s

"Wonders of Nature"
Set for Release
■ Wonders of Nature," the singlepart nature series, as compiled by Prof .
W. L. Brind, the Naturahst-Cinematographer, have been definitely scheduled for release on the Tyrad program
of February 1. The first subject entitled Small
"
Tropical Fish," graphically and entertainingly illustrates a
trip up the " River of Doubt," madt
famous by the late Theodore Roosevelt, its accredited discoverer, in search
of small tropical fish. It is the first
of a series of fifty-two subjects to be
released weekly by Tyrad Pictures,.
Inc.
First of New Selznick
Pictures Started
The wheels started to turn January
22 on the first of the new stories which
Lewis J. Selznick, of Selznick Enterprises, purchased for production during
1920. "The Shadow of Rosalie
Byrnes " is the name of the first of the
stories
to be asstarted.
Hammerstein
star, thisW'nh.
piece Elaine
went
into actual production at the Fort Lee
studios, with George Archainbaud
directing. Elaine Hammerstcin's
latest Selznick picture is " The Woman
Game," announced for release on
Fcbruarv 23.
Lacking
Hotel Room,
Wm. Farnum Buys
House
If you cannot obtain a room in a
hotel,
buy a $200,000
That's
what William
Farnum home.
did in Hollywood, according to a report from the
William Fox offices. Advices recently
received at the home offices of Fox
Film Corporation are said to have
stated that the star, disgusted at the
crowded condition of Los Angeles
hi.tels, bought a twenty- room mansion
atop Santa Monica Mountains, overi
looking Los Angeles.
New

Members of United
Picture Theatres

New exhibitor-members of the
United Picture Theatres of America
include: O. \V. Newton of the Rialto
theatre, Hillyard, \\'ash. ; Fred Mercy,
Empire McManus,
theatre, Y'akima,
Marck
Opera Wash.
House, ;
Smyrna, Del. ; Walter Warren, Mutual
theatre, Yerington, Nev. ; Benjamin
Shindler, Auditorium, Cramer Hill, N.
J. ; Enterprise Amusement Corp., Kenyon theatre, N. S., Pittsburgh; W. A.
Blue, Best theatre, Millv^le, Pa. ; J. B.
Julius, New Orpheum, Webster City,
■Iowa; H. B. Cagle. Masonic theatre,
Albanv, Ala.
" Pinto " Is Said to Be
Scoring Big Hit
As an instance of the overwhelming
success attending the Mabel Normand
picture. " Pinto," Goldw\Ti sets forth
the following statement from a telegram received from A. G. Talbot,
manager of the American theatre, Denver, Col. : " Necessary to close box
office at two-thirty and several times
later in day. Picture praised by all.
and Mabel is making another tremendous hit."
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Universal

J. Gordon Cooper, who is directing the
Benny
Leonard
serial, and
" TheFrank
EvilG.Eye,"
for
Ascher
Enterprises
Hall
Selznick Cutting Rooms
Keeping Busy
The Selznick cutting rooms at the
Tt Lee and Bronx studios are scenes
unusual activity. Cutter Mansfield
Fort Lee is working on the Ralph
,i,ce production, "His Wife's Money."
"Footlights and Shadows" is being
It into shape by Mr. McCoy, and Mr.
irdener is cutting " Greater than
line."Bronx cutting room contains the
The
w en Moore production " Sooner or
>tcr" and the two-reel classic, "The
nd of Opportunity," in which Ralph
,cc h:i> the loading role.

Sales

oteaseo\crin
rag
, eincr
cent
twentyanper ave
WITH
bookings for a three months
period, Universal has just announced
the results of its recent "big business
drive." The salesmen and the office
force of the Universal's Cleveland Exchange have been mailed a check for
$2,500 as an award for winning first
hs'
e
est
s
a edthreone mont
plac
of thecontyear.
the first sale
which inclos
The Cleveland Exchange increased its
film sales by 55.57 per cent, over the
sales made during the three months
immediately preceding the contest.
Detroit was second with an increase
of 54.61 per cent. Detroit's check was
for $1,300. The third Universal Exchange to come in the money was the
HufTalo branch, which captured third
place with an increase of 44.7 per cent,
and won a check for $700.
Besides the main awards in the
lively sales contest, the most efficient
salesman in each of twenty-five exchang'es received a check for $100. J.
A. . Daly, publicity manager of the
'Charlotte N. C, - Exchange, received
.$50.as an award f()r. the best and most
consistent publicity during the contest.
A second V, publicity prize, $25, was
given to Dean Collins, of the Portland,
Oregon, Universal branch. These
prizes are in addition to the provisions
made for publicity men in the big contest.
So spirited was the drive that the
Universal sales machine, as a whole,
averaged an increase of over 25 per
cent, during the months of October,
N'ovcmhcr and December, as com-

Cleveland

Contest
and

Detroit

Lead; Successful
Bids By Others
pared to the months of July, August
and September of last year.
The contest was known as the $6,000
Prize Contest, that amount of money
being set aside to be divided among
three leading exchanges and among the
iwcnty-five top salesmen. Other prizes
were added during the competition,
until the total amount awarded as a
result of the drive was more than
The remarkable increase gained by
the various exchanges is all the more
$7,000.
unusual due to the fact that the results were compared with months in
which a previous sales contest was running at full steam — the Universal Anniversary Contest, which lasted for
two months, last summer. The winders in that contest v^^ere Pittsburgh,
San Francisco and Cleveland, with
percentage increases of 24 per cent, 22
per cent and 20 per cent respectively.
In the previous contest, Detroit was
fourth with .18 per cent and Buffalo
was almost at the bottom ot the list,
showing a loss.
The $6,000 contest was equitable for
all. It was as fair for the smaller exchanges as it was for the larger ones,
and vice versa. As instances, Chicago
with 43.88 per cent, was fourth, and the
New York exchange, with an increase
of 32 per cent, was seventh.

Winner

The percentage of increase in business of the leading exchanges for the
tiircc months of the contest follows:
Cleveland, 55.57 per cent ; Detroit,
54.61 per cent ; Buffalo, 44.7 per cent ;
Chicago, 43.88 per cent ; Milwaukee,
38.02 per cent; Pittsburgh, 35.96 per
cent ; New York, 32 per cent ; Dcs
Moines, 30.34 per cent ; San Francisco,
27 per cent; Seattle, 26.06 per cent;
Sioux Falls, 24.96 per cent ; Los Angeles, 20.25 per cent, etc.
.•\s will be seen from the above figures the Chicago office, with 43.88 per
cent, came within a fraction of one
per cent of getting third place. This
is a remarkable record considering the
fact that the Chicago office has the
second largest quota of business in
the country.
To spur salesmen on to greater individual efforts, prizes of $100 were
offered for the top salesman of each
branch exchange. In this way every
exchange had at least one man who
benefitted directly by the contest. In
Chicago and New York, because of
the size of the exchanges, two $100
prizes were offered. An interesting
angle of the drive is that at Sioux
Falls, Universal's only woman sales
representative topped the list.
On the new Jewel drive, started by
Universal, the figures hung up by the
various exchanges during this drive arc
to be the basis of future computation,
so that there will be no letting up or
resting on past accomplishments by
any excliange, but continued pressure
for bigger business.

Millhauser Takes Up
Directing
Bertram Millhauser, for several
Transferred
Orderly
cars scenario writer for Astra and Exchanges
corge B. Seitz, during which time
later)
;
New
York, N. Y., Jack Levy;
United Exchanges
I collaborated on all of Pearl
rkable
nge ease
of
chathe
the was
which
wit
Eh rema
QUIT
Omaha, Neb., Geo. A. Richardson ;
Taken Over Without
. hite's Pathe serials, has abandoned
Philadelphia, Pa., H- W. Given;
offices of the various organizale typewriter in favor of the direc- tion,> concerned in the United-TriPittsburgh, Pa., C. Bronstetter; St.
■rial megaphone.
His first venture
Cessation of BusiLouis, Mo., Samuel Shurman; Salt
angle-Hal mark-Lynch deals were conness
long this line is the direction of
summated. Without the loss of a minLake City, W. C. Ritter; San FranJuanita Hansen's first Pathe serial,
cisco, Cal., W. J. Citron ; Seattle,
of business time, United's exute
■ The Mad Talon," which is being
changes were transferred to the Tri- other United Exchanges (formerly Wash., R. R. Nave; Washington, D.
Iproduced under the supervision of
angle branches and to the Lynch ofMr. Seitz.
fices in the Southern district. In the Triangle) United and Triangle man- C, J. A. Bachman.
Special representatives include D.
agers combined in giving the transfer
same manner, the Hallmark managers
G.
B. L. Hadfield,
Arontheir
attention,
and
so
excellent
was
and their forces lost no time in setson,Rodgers,
R. A. Bertachy,
Ralph Ira
Myerson,
jVaudeville Comedian Is
the
co-operation
that
business
was
not
ed
quir
elves
y-ac
thems
in the newl
tling
Tanzer and S. T. O'Brien. H.
with Goldwyn Cast
United Exchanges, and business went interrupted for even S moment. Hall- Alfred
C. Arthur is special representative for
out interruption.
with
on
mark's
managers
were
able
to
go
right
the
Northwestern
territory.
" Scratch My Back," a comedy by
Rupert Hughes, which Goldwyn is
W hen one considers just what these ahead with their bookings, and were
their Iiigh praise of the maniroducing at its Culver City studios, changes mean, the fact that it actually as onener ininwhich
the transfer had been
las had an addition to its cast. T. Roy meant the transferring of books, rec- made.
iames, vaudeville and musical comedy
ords, films, etc., from one location to
Republic Reports Three
tar, will be numbered in the company another, it can be seen that it was
The list of United Picture ExImportant Promotions
changes and which are controlled by
hich already includes Cullen Landis, quite a feat to make them without loss
Three important branch office
the
United
Picture
Productions
Corho distinguished himself in " The of time and without causing any inporation are now as follows :
convenience tosalesmen or other emchanges and promotions in the Re■irl from the Outside." T. Roy Barnes
- one of the best-known variety enterployees connected with the various
public Pictures Corporation were anAtlanta, Ga., J. W. Hanlon, manaiiners in the countrv.
nounced this week. George R. Meeker,
companies involved.
ger; Boston, Mass., A. W. Smith.
G. A. Smith, formerly of Triangle Jr.; Buffalo, N. Y., Jas. B. Kelly; sales director of the Republic organization, has announced the appointment
and who was appointed general man- Chicago, 111., J. E. O'Toole; CincinPittsburgh Reports Sucnati, Ohio, W. O. Fuchs; Cleveland, of Paul Bush as manager of the Chiager of United Exchanges by Presicago office of Republic.
cess of Chaplin Film
dent J. A. Berst, personally attended Ohio, Syd Rosenthal ; Dallas, Texas,
The Standard Film Exchange of to the taking over of the Lynch Ex- .Albert Russell ; Denver, Colo., C. F.
Fred Salinger, former manager of
changes located in Atlanta, Dallas, Parr; Detroit, Mich., M. H. Starr; the Pittsburgh branch of Republic has
ittsburgh. Pa., which controls the
Kansas
City,
St. Louis, New Orleans Kansas City, J. R. Levy; Los An- been made manager of the New York
?hts in that territory to " Lord
geles, Cab, C. J. Marley; Milwaukee,
1 elpus," the one reel Charlie Chaplin and Omaha. Mr. Smith spent the
cture, being released by Tower Film greater part of last week in the South Wis., L. F. Thurwachter ; Minneapo- exchange according to the announcement. E. J. McCurty, formerly a sales■>rporation, reports that this single- in connection with the taking over of Hs, Minn., W. C. Lestico; New Haman at the Pittsburgh office, has been
eler is proving a success in that ter- the Lynch exchanges.
ven, Conn., M. H. Rabanus ; New Or- appointed as manager of that office
ory.
In the territories covered bv the
leans, La. (manager to be announced succeeding Mr. Salinger.

Motion

Charles

Ray

S RAY is the first big
CHARLE
asset which the newly formed
Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation presents to the motion picture
industry.
The news of the tie-up between one
of the most prominent figures in the
producing business and one of the
most popular stars of the screen follows closely, the proclamation last
week of the Arthur S. Kane Pictures
Corporation, at 452 Fifth avenue, New
York City.
Bj' the arrangements with Mr. Kane,
all the pictures of this star will be
presented by the Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation for First National
release. Through a deal made a year
ago, the distribution of the Charles
Ray pictures following the completion
of his contract with Thos. H. Ince
was placed for a long time to come
with the First National organization.
The Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation will handle Mr. Ray's business
with the releasing concern and will
supervise every New York activity of
the star. Books, plays and other
screen material to be purchased for
Mr. Ray's use will be contracted for
through the Kane offices.
With such a remarkably strong
acquisition as its first card, it is freely
predicted on the Rialto that Arthur
S. Kane Pictures Corporation will
duplicate the phenomenal rise which
has characterized other enterprises
which Mr. Kane has formed and
handled.
Already the offices of the Kane Corporation on Fifth avenue are being
showered with telegraphic messages
from members of the film industry
throughout the nation, congratulating
Mr. Kane on his new venture and
wishing him the success which, they
declare, he richly deserves. The
opinion is current by leaders in the
industry that with hundreds of firm
friends among exhibitors standing behind him, the possibilities of the new
producing company are virtually unlimited.
The news of the union of Charles
Ray and Arthur S. Kane this week
received distinctly favorable comment
from shrewd observers of the picture
business. Great things were freely
predicted from this unusual combination of talents, and the coincidence
was pointed out that the lovable character which Charles Ray has established on the American screen is typified in the industry by the character
and record of the producer who will
henceforth sponsor his work.
The new affiliation of Charles Ray
has brought to attention the remarkable position which this star has created
for himself in the industry. Mr. Ray
is commonly accredited as being one
of the very biggest actors on the screen
today and indications are that his
growth as a box-office atphenomenal
traction will establish him more and
more in the very front rank of universally known motion picture personalities.
In aligning his interests with this
fast moving young luminary and big
box-office asset, it was considered that
Mr. Kane had accomplished a masterstroke at the outset of his enterprise.
Others pointed out that the thing

Affiliates

With

Arthur

Picture

S.

S ew

Kan

to see Ray. He was alleged to
there for the purpose of dickering wi
the Big Six and various other sta
and directors. It turns out that t
object of his visit was bigger than mc
persons guessed.
"I am more happy than I can tel
said Mr. Ray in a statement given
him in Los Angeles. " For years
have watched Mr. Kane and his stea
climb to the pinnacle of our industi
I know the high regard in which
is held in all sections of the counti
I look forward to the most pleasa
years of my career in the associatio
now beginning. Mr. Kane stands
the forefront among the business m
of our trade. With him interested
my affairs I feel secure. First N
tional men are more than wonderf
as I have learned from my associati
with them in Los Angeles. I c
promise my most earnest efforts to t
exhibitors and the public. Do

Popular Star Will Produce for Arthur S. Kane
Corporation; Releases Through First National

blame me for feeling good?"
Mr. Kane, in a statement, said:
"There is not ia person in moti
pictures whose association I woi

Arthur S. Kane
{Photo by Xationalj N. Y.)
worked both ways and that henceforth
the business acumen and judgment of
Charles Ray must command respect,
because of the perspicacity displayed in
interesting a man of Mr. Kane's standing in his affairs.
It is learned that negotiations to
bring the former president of Realart
and the First National star together
were started weeks ago. It was expected to close arrangements in New-

Fox

to

Charles Ray
[Photo by Evans, L. A.)
York about December first last. It
was finally considered best to settle
matters in personal conference and
this was the principal reason for Mr.
Kane's five weeks' trip to the Coast
starting December 7th and ending
January 12th, during which he visited
many exhibitors. Almost every cause
was given by wire and' letter to the
press for the New York man's presence
in Los Angeles except his real mission

Revive

of six
itsres,reviv
anno
INform
er unci
theal William
big ngpictu
n
Fox Film Corporatio has issued
a detailed statement telling about the
various exploitation helps to be submitted to the exhibitor in connection
with these renovated productions.
The statement - follows :
" With every accessory, all paper,
press sheets and other exploitation
aids prepared and ready for distribution, William Fox makes known that
Fox Film Corporation is planning a
monster revival of six big special productions which have been found surpassingljf popular as box-office drawing cards throughout the world.
" These six de luxe specials compriseLes
'
Miserables,' ' Salome,'
'The Honor System,' 'A Tale of
Two Cities,' ' Cleopatra ' and ' A
Daughter has
of been
the Gods.'
Nothing
whatever
said about
this
move of the producer until the present time. Now it is learned from the
Fox executive offices that a sufficient
number of these prints, renovated and
absolutely the same in every respect
as when first introduced to the screen,
is on hand to cover the entire country from coast to coast.

Big

prize
than Mr. artist,
Ray's.''a top
he sam
" He ismore
a wonderful
among stars and a power at the b
office. His appeal is universal. Soi
stars are highly popular in certain &
tions but not in such great demand
others. A few are liked everj-whe
Charles is one of the universal kii
The appeal of his humaneness is
wide as humanity itself. And he's {
ing up. To cap it all he is a very ni
man. I am honored to have so gri'
an artist for this new concern a<
equally proud of the association w«
such
typelooks
of man."
All aofhigh
which
rather good 1
the Ray First National pictures a'
the infant Kane corporation.

Production:

Six Former Releases Are
to Be Reissued, Owing
to Previous Hits
" The reason given for reviving
these big special Fox successes is that
exhibitors in all parts of the world
have reported them to possess such
unusual drawing power as to justify
their periodical use, on the same plan
by which the speaking stage revives
its acknowledged successes.
" In bringing out these revivals Mr.
Fox has caused to be published a
complete and efficient press sheet for
each production, designed on the most
up-to-the-minute lines and prepared to
aid the busiest theatre man in his advertising and exploitation. There is
a profusion of splendid cuts, mats, ad
copies and stunt suggestions and a
powerful arraj' of paper.
" With everything new — prints, paper, accessories and suggestions — the
entire Fox organization is clearing its
decks for action. A big national campaign will take in evefy Fox exchange
in North America. February is the
month in which William Fox will release these specials.

" Reports from the nearby Fox t
changes, including the New York !•
change,
which incidentally
is enia;
ing its quarters
in the building
at '
West 46th Street, indicate a marl
for these revivals. Many metropolii
exhibitors and suburban theatre ir
have closed with the exchange
February showings, and each
shows new business listed against (
or the other of ihe six big picturt

Fun, Fast and Clean,
New Christie Comics
A new mark for wholesome ent
tainment is said to be established
the recent one-reel Christie Corned
According to reports, the fun is f
and clean, and the stories are hig
amusing. Three of the new sir
reelers are the directorial work of V
Ham Beaudine. They are " Kids .
Kidlets," " Fair But False "
"listWatch
Your
— Mother."
includes
also Step
a single
reeler by
Christie, " Should Husbands Dane
and " Nearly Newlj-weds," by ]■
McDermott.
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"Bringing Up Father"
Film Ready Soon
It is announced that the " Bringing
L p the
F"athcr
" comedy
been
in
making
at the which
ChristiehasStudio
ir the past five weeks, will be read)
^ir screening soon. Everyone who
lias watched its progress is predicting
a riotous success for this two-rccler.
Lavishly designed and dressed sets,
iully in keeping witli the ambitions ot
Mrs. Jiggs, have been used, and Mr
Jiggs comes to griel in most of them.
Thetion "wasBringing
L'p Father
direcin the hands
of Al "Christie
and Reggie Morris, who share honors
as co-directors.
Johnny Kay, as "Jiggs" easily has
tlie premier honors in the comedy, although "Maggie," played by Margaret
FitzRoy, comes in for a goodly share,
and the '" Nora "' of pretty Laura LaPlante leaves nothing to be desired.
Well known comedians, who appear
in support, are Ward Caulfield, Jack
Henderson, Eddie Baker, George
George, Gus Leonard and others.
Louis Burston Is Host to
Serial Actors
In celebration of the completion of
the fifteenth and last episode of the
newest Louis Burston serial, " The
Hawk's Trail," Louis Burston last
week gave an informal little party in
Los Angeles to signalize the end of the
strenuous production period of the
latest King Baggot to-be-continued-inour-next thriller.
.\mong Burston's guests were, of
■iirse, the star, King Baggot, his leading woman in the serial, Grace Darmond and Rhea Mitchell, George Seigman, Harry Loraine, Fred Windemere
,ind Stanton Heck.
Za

Su Pitts Signed Up
with New Syndicate
'ieo. H. Callaghan, special reprecntative for the R. C. P. Smith Syndicate of Los Angeles, announces that
t'le syndicate, which has recenily crtered the motion picture field as a producer, has signed Za Su Pitts, now a
Bren:wood Star, to a long-term contract. Sara Mason, who wrote Miss
Pitts' starring vehicles, produced under
the direction of King Vidor for Brentwood, will write specially for Miss
Pitts inider her new contract.

This gentleman is Charles C. Burr, president and general manager
Inc. of Master Films,

Balaban and Katz find corking lobby display use for the console of the new Barton Pipe Organ they are installing in Central
Park Theatre, pending the placing of the big keyboard in its permanent position

New

Model

K.ATZ, owners of
B.ALaAiiA
stringX of& big Chicago theaters
including the Riviera, and Central Park and who are erecting a
three million dollar house in the loop,
have built the foundation of their
success not only on good pictures but
liave always given their patrons good
music and know that the public is interested in a fine organ, as part of the
equipment of a first class moving picture theater. They at present are instal ing a new model Barton organ in
their beautiful Central Park theater
and pending the placing of the Console in its permanent position it is on
exhibition in the lobby of the theater
so the crowds can get a " close up "
of the key board of the splendid instrument which soon will be a feature
of this house.
The Barton Organ has recently been
placed on the market by the Bartola
Musical Instrument Co. of Oshkosh,
Wis., and many claims of superiority
are made for it. It was designed by
Mr. Dan Barton, the Inventor of the
Bartola Orchestral Musical Instrument which is now being used in a
great number of the finest theatres
in the country. Mr. Barton states he
has realized for a long time the possibility of improving theater organs.
Mr. Barton has spent more than three
years in the development of this new
Organ and states the improvements
are based on a careful study of the
present day needs of an exhibitor.
The claims made by the inventor are
that it is an organ with a wider range
and greater scope of playing possibilities, that can be played daily over
a long period of time without becoming in any way monotonous or tiresome. To accomplish this result without materially adding to the cost the
Divided Manual was originated. This
makes possible thousands of entirely
new and original musical combinations of: great beauty.
Without doubt the greatest claim'
for the new Organ is the fact that
any organist can play this instrument
without special instruction or schooling. This gives the exhibitor every
organist in the country to choose from.
It is claimed that some of the best

Barton

Organ
Scoring
only two as ordinarily built. With
Balaban and Katz Instal- the present day arrangement wherein
the details of the theatre interior arc
ling One in New
given every attention to impress the
Theatre
clientele with the fact that personal
organists in the country are barred comfort, high class music, etc. are
from motion picture theaters because given first thought by the managea great many theatre organs are played
ment. The appearance of the organ
by a different method than the playing console is of great importance.
method used in church or cathedral
The Bartola Co. is noted for the
organs.
Organists
who
have
masbeautiful
tone quality of the Bartola
tered the instrument on the principles
instrument and Br. Barton
of standard organ playing will not orchestral
states this feature has been carried
change to the new methods intro- into the new Barton Organ. The tone
duced.
The console or key desk of the new quality is soft and beautiful rather
than boisterous, yet solid volume is
Barton organ attracts special atten- attained for the reason that many
tion because of its massive appearance
and the fact that all models, even in individual sets of pipes are used and
the smaller sizes,, have three manuals no unified stop-borrowing or duplexing is used.
or keyboards. A pipe organ is usually
The
claims made for the new injudgedsole asby
the construment appear to be well founded,
welltheasappearance
the musicalof rendition
and the worth of the instrument is based on the fact that Balaban &
figured by the average observer by Katz, one of the largest and most prothe number of manuals or keyboards.
gressive concerns in the country think
In this the Barton Organ has the ad- so well of the instrument to have one
vantage of having three manuals on placed in their half million dollar
an organ that normally would have Central Park Theatre.

Guy Empey's new picture, " Oil," a special production by Guy Empey Pictures Cforp,,
gives him a distinctive
role in theHe character
of anbyex-taxicab
into wealth.
is supported
Florence driver
Martinwho has blundered
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Why

Picture

E. S. Manheimer

Cost

Has

Declares

Every

Has Been Affected
IN a statement just issued from the
offices of the Schomer-Ross Productions, Inc., E. S. Manheimer, of that
organization, describes at some length
the reasons for the increased cost of
territorial rights on motion-picture
productions at the present time. The
statement follows :
" There are many state rights buyers,
independent exchanges and others in
the industry today who are not yet
sold on the idea that because of the
extraordinary rise in costs of talent,
materials, and other necessary productions, that the cost of making pictures
has gone up tremendously. Some seem
to forget that picture-making three,
two or even one year ago is vastly
different than the cost of the same
character of productions today.
" As a result many are surprised at
the supposedly increased costs of territorial rights, but all such costs are
Pioneer has prepared to film the Championship Wrestling Match between these two
Mat Artists, Earl Caddock and Joe Stecker
based entirely upon the piresent-day
production
Wherea decidedly
' extras,'
for example, expense.
used to secure
small remuneration for their services,
Burston
in
Serial
Combine
thc.\' now receive four times the
ammnu.
Wliere electricians, carpenNew Arrangement Intended to Increase
Production Efficiency, It Is Reported
INSPIRED by the hit made by his efficiency considerably, according in
i latest serial, " The Hawk's Trail," Burston, in the value brought to it 1)\
Louis Burston has just concluded ar- exchanging ideas, avoiding similarit\rangements with four other independ- of play material, in the enhanced qualent producers of big serials whereby
ity of the advertising, and other details of serial production.
the group of which he will be the
head, will be able to give serial states
Burston reports unprecedented interest among state rights buyers in
rights buj-ers a wide choice of excitement episodes as well as better the latest King Baggot episodic, and
prices by reason of confining pur- credits th.e admirers of this novelty,
chases to the one combination.
" The Hawk's Trail," with his new
As lined up, Burston is now pre- plan of syndication, the proposal coming, in large measure, from buyers
pared to give buyers serial material
for fifty-two weeks in the year, if that the serial producer equip himself
desired, but wishes it made emphatic to supply consumers with a year's prothat any serial of his group may be
gram, if the speed, grip and general
had singly without necessarily affect- excellence of " The Hawk's Trail "
could be approximately maintained in
ing the cost of any of the othersall fnUire releases.
The combination will lift product'on

Dates

Are

Set

Triangle Reissues,
Gish and Chas. Ray,
of the
J A. dBERST,re president
• Unite Pictu Productions Corporation, announces that two new
Triangle recreated productions will be
released through the United Picture
Exchanges.
On February 15, " Tiger Girl," featuring Lillian Gish with Roszika
Dolly, will be availahle to first-run exhibitors. Tiger
"
Girl " is an adaptation from " The Lily and the Rose "
by Granville Warwick, and was di" Tiger
Girl "
containsrected aby Paul
themePowell.
of unusual
dramatic
appeal, and permits Miss Gish to portray the kind of role by which she
gained her greatest success.
On February 29, Charles Ray will be
seen in " The Hick," a Triangle play,
recreated from " Plain Jane," by C.
Gardner Sullivan. Bessie Barriscale
heads a good supporting cast. This
Triangle production was directed by
Charles Miller and supervised by

for

Ray

Picture

Sews

Riser
Detail

by Price Increase
ters and others were paid what wj
considered a good wage, they have d
manded
increases.and are now receiving unusu
" Everywhere right down the lin
not excepting one item in the makir
of
has ofbeenstars,
spared
' boos"i
Thepictures
salaries
as the
every
fiL
man knows, have risen to a colossi
figure when compared to but a sho
period ago. Leading men who receive
what was considered a star's salary
few years ago are today getting moi
than those same stars used to receiv
In the necessities such as printin
posters, engraving and a thousand ar
one sales accessories the price has bet
boosted skyward.
" Doesn't it stand to reason, ther
fore, when every detail of the pictur
production has been raised double ar
triple, that the prices for territori
rights must be advanced? If we h£
to sell state rights territory today
the prices we received three or foi
years ago, all independent produce;
would have to quit, and the same a]
plies to every producer, independ|^
or otherwise."

Starrec
to Be
Gallagher
After an Absence of Two Years from
Screen

Returns

Via Supreme Comics
in many Christie Comedies when ti
ROBERTSOX
- COLE
announces
that another name
has been
added Christie Company was organized thn
to the list of stars appearing in the years ago,
Supreme Comedies, released by that
" Artistic Temperament '' will be tl
organization. Ray Gallagher, for many first comedy in which Mr. Gallaghi
years a juvenile leading man on the appears opposite Miss Malone, ai
legitimate stage, will shortly be co- this clever bit of satire on our "ten
starred with Molly Malone, who also
peramental friends," is said to affoi
recently joined the Supreme Come- Mr. Gallagher an unusual opportuni
10 inject his personality and manne
Mr. Gallagher returns to the screen isms.
dies.
Another Supreme Comedy which w:
in Supreme Comedies after an absence of two years, during which time
be released is " Her Nov
he toured the world with the Melies shortly
Idea," in which Teddy Sampson ar
Company. Mr. Gallagher is not un- Harrj- Depp play the leading role
familiar to movie fans, for he played These plays have become favorites.

Reissues

Featuring Lillian
Handled by United
Thos. H. Ince. "The Hick" is the
story of a small town college life, and
gives Charles Ray the opportunity to
play the part he likes best, that of an
unsophisticated, love-sick lad. Mr.
Sullivan describes a romance of a poor
young student, and a much poorer
" slavey " in a wretched boardinghouse, and both Charles Ray and Bessie Barriscale are said to give excellent interpretations of these sympathetic roles.
Next Cuckoo Comedy to
Be Ready Feb. 15
The next release of the Cuckoo
Comedies will be " Ball Bearing But
Hard Running," starring Bobby Burns
and Jobyna Ralston. It will be ready
for public presentation on February
15 and will be distributed through the
United Exchanges.

A dramatic scene from the Jans Pictures, Inc.. production, starring Olive Tell,
" Love Without Question "

I

February
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Exhibitors
call

the

ii-

greatest

alaskan
EVER.
MADE

drama

February
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I^O think of Mildred Harris lis to think
of Lois Weber. The theatre-goer hais
become so accustomed to this wonderFul
combination of acting and direction as to let
his attendance wait on the second name in
your announcement — for the theatre-goer
has learned what you, the exhibitor, have
long known

to be true — you

may

be sure of

your star but you can't be sure of your picture
unless you have the director who made that
star's best pictures. \A/ithout much doubt, you
have played a number of the seven HarrisWeber Jewels — make
you have missed and
earliest opportunity.
giving your

a list, then, of those
show them at your

It will be as if you were

audience

a double-bill for the

price of a single admission.
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■Nothing
SONIA
TheGirlvho

had

It

is

Mine

"

in

the

dual

mosf

role

DIPECTED
Universal
iBHO

- Jewel

BY
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VIVIAN
The Giii vlio

It

is

Mine

to

vi^^}>Miiiiiiiiimu

when
to the
wonderful draft
of Dorothy
Phillips in this
astonishing dual
role you add the
timeliness of this

i

i 1

i
II

marvelous

ALLEN

HOLUBAR

had

Motion
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Carl

taemtnlc

presents

\fetn^>^^mNUER
Play
UNIVERSAL xJEWEL
PRODUCTION DE LUXE

Three
in
One

' WT
^

is not

often,"

says

Pictureplay

Magazine, "that so fine a director as
Eric Von Stroheim has proved himself

to be in ''BLIND HUSBANDS," gets hold of
as good an author as E. V. Stroheim, or is
so fortunate as to have in his company as
sympathetic an actor as this same Von
Stroheim."

Picture

News

February

7, i p 2 o
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Photoplay
^(

WT is a perfect photoplay," says the
J[ Toronto World, ''containing a love story
as appealing as it is romantic. Thrilling to the extreme it is a scenic marvel as
wondrous as the most inspiring travel picture, with settings of a quality quite unusual
in motion pictures. The story holds one
spellbound."

perfection

1470

Motion

Picture

News

February

7, i p j o

uplnthoair!

^

your audience in the clouds! Send 'em all up — orchestra,
balcony, gallery! Shoot 'em up a mile high where, only fifty

feet from their staring eyes, they'll see the most amazing feats of
daredeviltry ever performed by mortal man. Give em the thrill
of their lives. Do it noiv. They'll never see its like again. " It's
a foregone conclusion, the crowds are going to see it," says the
Los Angeles Times. Get your share of the crowds — send 'em up
in the air with " The Great Air Robbery."

UNIVERSAL-JEWEL

PRODUCTION

DE

LUXE

1472

Motion

HERE

Picture

News

is the story of tlie most heart-tugging ordeal a woman ever faced! — the
romance of a woman's three loves — the
drama that rocked a throne, ^\'ith delightful,
fascinating Tsuru Aoki — Universal-Jewel's
newest star — perfectly fitted in the role of
the high-born, American-educated. lovely
little Oriental.
A wonderfully pictured drama of East and
^^est — of Love and the Power that stands
behind a Throne.
Ready soon — plan for it noiv.

February

/ , i <) 2 o

147.5

Motion
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Cai^

Lacmmlelia^ilielioiiorof

Picture

News

presenfin^

o

Tvo-feel

Photoplays^

De

of Stage Celepresentation of this magnificent assemblage far
out of the
brities in twelve screen productions stands so
ordinary as to form a distinct and unparalleled feature in motion
picture history. It brings within your reach many of the most
prominent stars of the speaking stage in plays that by their very
novelty and unprecedented merit cannot fail to appeal to the
theatre-going public. A glance through this list of players will
convince you that never before have you had such opportunity to
gratify your public with the unusual and thereby add to your profits.

THE

David

Robert

Belasco

Edeson

Galli Curci

Mabel

Taliaferro

Otis Skinner
Hilda Spong

Julia Dean

Julia Arthur

Henry

Cyril Maude
Violet Heming

Chrystal Heme
Blanche Bates

Tyrone

Florenz

Maclyn

Power

Arbuckle
Miller

Ziegfeld

Nance O'Neil
Gail Kane

William Courtenay
Jane Grey

Edmund

Elizabeth

Risdon

Hamilton

Revelle

Bruce
Yvette

Breeze

McRae
Guilbert

Montagu

Shelly Hull

Thomas
many

others.

Love
A. Wise
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Luxe.

Releds^ed

through

DRAMA, Comedy, Romance — twelve
sparkling gems wrought by master
hands, selected with expert care and set
forth by stars whose names are high lights
of the spoken drama. Play everyone of
these inimitable little Jewels. They will
add to your prestige and add to your profit,
too.

UniveT9cil

—

Je-vel

ts and authors who collabplaywrigh
orated in writing the stories, scripts and
scenarios of this de luxe series are all men
or women of national prominence, as a
glance at the list will show. Their names,
therefore, are not only a guarantee of the
super excellence of their work but assure
the patronage of people in every walk of life.

THE

'A Star Over Night"
'Winning His Wife"
"Fighting Mad"

Ann

Irish

Jack

Larrie

Samuel

'An Honorable Cad"

Hopkins

Katherine

"The Mite of Love"

Howard

'She's Everywhere"

Kavanaugh

E. Miller

Frederick

A. Kummer

"The Inner Ring"

Rachel

Crothers

"Romeo's

Wallace

Clifton

Dad'

Calder

'Tom's Little Star"
"The Madonna

Johnstone

Jessie Bonstelle

Of The Slums"

'His Woman'

Mrs.

'The Mad Woman"

Ethelwyn

Releds:ed

thru

Universal-

Adams

Jewel

Otis Skinner
Brewer

De

Foe
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Busy

HEN
Wl
^ ^
kind

it comes to comedy— the
that is different — we know

of no surer way
business

Line!

to put the busy into your

than by playing

every

one of

these six riotously funny comedy gems.
To see them is a revelation. Make sure
of them
change.

today — at your

II4K1IN

In their
UNIVERSAL-JEWEL

JOE
HIMSELF
" The Jazz Monkey "
"Monkey Stuff"

MONKEY

MASTERPIECES

THE
MISSUS
" A Jungle Gentleman "
" The Good Ship Rock'n Rye "
" A Baby Doll Bandit "
" Over the Transom "
Directed by FRED C. FISHBACK

Universal

Ex-
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Honors

Conferred

on Alice Lake
Metro

by

'■ Alice Lake is now a Metro star in
her own right," says Metro. The New
York offices of Metro Pictures Corporation issued an announcement to
that effect immediately after the receipt
of a telegram from the big studios in
Hollywood, Cal., where Richard A.
1\ wland, president of Metro, arrived
Friday in company with Marcus
LlK-W.
" This young screen celebrity, who
triumphed overnight in ' Should a
Woman Tell?' will have as her first
starring vehicle, a picturization of the
great American play, ' Shore Acres,' by
James A Herne," is the message conveyed in the Metro statement.
Ministers Use " Pollyanna " in Sermons
The following message was received
by Hiram Abrams of United Artists
Corporation from one of the ComCal. pany's representatives in Los Angeles,

Three

Alice Lake, IVlctro star, whose first feature

picture, " Sliould a Wl

S-L
Series
Start
Soon
"Three diflferent ministers here yes- Metro
terday took 'Pollyanna' as their text
Five Pictures with All-Star Cast
for sermons. Ran first reel of picture
in one church. Picture breaking all
Planned for Production in the West
records at Clune's Auditorium."
UR SAWYER and Herbert plant on the West Coast is amply large
ARTH
Lubin announce that the first of enough for the accommodation of one
Ince Title Is Changed to
the five S-L productions with all-star or two companies in addition to those
casts to be made during 1920 for dis- of the Metro stars already actively en" The False Road "
tribution through the Metro system of
gaged there. the S-L officials have
|, Enid Bennett's latest Thomas H. exchanges, will be started within the
Meanwhile,
Ince production, announced previously
next two months. The plans of S-L opened negotiations for photoplay maunder the title of " The Man in the Pictures
terial. They state that they have two
, Inc., are being completed
Moon," has been changed to " The rapidly with the object of getting this big Broadway stage successes under
False Road." It will be released
at the studios consideration. Selection of one or
through Famous Players-Lasky ex- first picture under way
tion in both of these vehicles will be made
s
Corpora
Picture
Metro
of
changes as an Ince-Paramount-Artafter Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin have
od.
Hollywo
craft feature.
Choice of the Cahfornia studios as consulted with Richard A. Rowland.
the best available place for produc- They expect to be able to announce the
tion of the first of the S-L specials was titles of the two plays under conRuth Roland Begins on
sideration ina few days.
dictated by the fact that the Metro
Another Serial
Immediately upon the completion of
her current Pathe serial, "The AdvenStrong Cast Scheduled
tures of Ruth," Ruth Roland, producer
and star, started work on the second Evelyn Brent Incapaciin Republic Release
tated by Heavy Cold
oflfering of Ruth Roland Serials, Inc.,
"The Gift Supreme" will be released
which has the title, "Broadway Bab."
Henceforth " The Northwoods
Like "The Adventures of Ruth," Dramas," the two-reel features being through Republic. It is a C. R. McBroadway Bab" will see Miss Roland made in the logging camps of Maine Cauley Photoplays presentation with
ill the capacities of producer, star and by Edgar Jones Productions, Inc., and an all-star cast. O. L. Sellers directed
supervising director.
distributed by the Arrow Film Cor- theThepicture.
cast is now announced as inporation, will have to be enacted with
cluding: Melbourne, MacDowell, Bera leading ingenue other than Evelyn
nard Burning, director and player;
Brent, who played opposite Edgar
Jones in the first eight features, for Seena Owen, Lon Chaney, character
Miss Brent is completely hors de com- actor who scored personal triumphs in
bat for the present, as the result of a " The Miracle Man," where he had
the part of Frox; Eugenie Besserer;
severe cold.
Scott McKee ; Jack Curtis ; Anna Hernandez ;Harry Lonsdale ; Claire McDowell, and Tully Marshall.
Benny Leonard Has His
Hair Mussed Up
Last week, at the Hallmark Studio,
West 38th Street, J. Gordon Cooper,
directing Benny Leonard in the serial
called " The Evil Eye," staged one of
the big fight scenes called for by the
McCardell script. For this encounter
more than fifteen amateur boxers of
New York are said to have been engaged. In disposing of this bunch
for the first time, it is asJackie Saunders, who will make her bow Benny, serted,
on the Republic program in the David G. encounter. had his hair mussed in a fistic
Fischer production " Dad's Girl "

"The Kentucky Colonel"
Nearing Completion
The film version of Opie Read's
classic of rhe old South, "The Kentucky Colonel," is now in the final
stages of production at the studios
of the National Film Corporation of
America. According to I. Bernstein,
production manager, the New York
review of the National's first 1920
production will be held about March
first.

S. A. Lynch

Circuit Will

" Twelve-Ten
AsPlay
an example
of the popularity" of
the
Republic
"Twelve-Ten,"
is cited
that release
the S. A.
Lynch circuitit
of fourteen theatres has booked the
production for sixteen days of showing
during January and February. This
production, which was directed by
Herbert Brenon and which stars Marie
Doro, has been booking solidly over
the country and has been one of the
most satisfying sellers Republic has
ever had.

Selznick Pictures Sold
for South America
Lewis J. Selznick of Selznick Piclures, announces that his export department, in charge of Louis Brock
has closed a contract with Max Glucksman, whereby the latter takes Selznick,
Select and National Picture Theatres
productions for Argentine, Uruguay,
Paraguay
and Chile. This contract, it
1920.
. known,
is
made
is to run throughout

Flynn Detective

Series to

Have B'way Run
William J. Flynn series of two-reel
motion pictures, from incidents in the
career of the detective, will have a
Broadway run.
This announcement was made this
week from the offices of Republic Distributing Corporation, which organization is distributing the series of eight
pictures. The Capitol will screen the
pictures.
Stars in New American
Margarita Fisher is the star in
American's new super-feature, "The
Dangerous Talent," in which she has
the role of a young girl facing the
struggle for bread and butter alone in
a big city, and matching her wits
against the wiles of worldly-wise and
unscrupulous tricksters.

Motion
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Barriscale
Film

Vehicle

Version

Novel

Indorsed

of the Kathleen

Norris

Approval of Authoress
ter she saw the film version of her
WITH the release of "The Luck
popular
novel. Exhibitors throughout
of Geraldine Laird," Robertsonthe country have taken advantage of
Cole is giving
the exhibitor
starring
Bessie toBarriscale,
whicha film',
has the purchase by Robertson-Cole of
the indorsement of American publish- Kathleen Norris' stories, and are using
ers, who claim Kathleen Norris as the the prestige obtained by them in exbest fiction writer of to-day. Miss lease.
ploiting the current Barriscale reBarriscale, by her work in her 1919
productions, earned additional plandits
The scenes of this photoplay are laid
lo her long list of successes, and in in a typical small town in the northern part of New York State, and in
the current release, " The Luck of Geraldine Laird," she is given a part which New York City. Miss Barriscale is
will make her a better bet for 1920, supported by Niles Welch, who was
aimounces Robertson-Cole.
her leading man in " Beckoning
Bessie Barriscale, considered one of Roads." Other parts of importance
the best screen actresses in the film are
taken by Dorcas Matthews, William Mong, Rosetta Marstini, George
world to-day, is prophesized as a real
find for 1920 by Kathleen Norris, af- Hall and Boyd Irwin.
Pathe

Secures

Good

Will

Exemplified

Many

Unsought Tributes from Exhibitors Reported by the Home Offices
THE first month of the new year pleasure in being able to continue our
has been marked in the Pathe of- always pleasant relations ; also in being able to continue to show Pathe
fices by the receipt of hundreds of
letters of congratulation from ex- pictures to our patrons.
hibitors all over the country on the
" I have always found your features
quality of Pathe productions and by to be uniformly excellent, the stories
pledges of continued good will and consistent, clean and staged with a
patronage. Many tributes were re- lavishness that compels the admiraceived, and the following from
tion of every one who sees them.
Charles F. Gorton, of the Star and
" Our patrons have learned that
Lyric theatres of Shrereport, La., so when they see the name of Pathe on
well summarizes the opinions ex- an advertised production, they are gopressed in all of them that Pathe deing to enjoy a first class entertaincided to make it public.
ment. I consider your output, especially for the past year, to be a distinct
' Mr. Gorton writes :
" As you know, I have been using advance in the art of making pictures,
your features, as well as all your se- and as such, compels the appreciation
rials and short reels, in both of my of a discriminating public. And that
houses for the past two years; and they are discriminating, is in my exnow that another year has started in,
perience, athoroughly well established
I feel constrained to write you of my

Barrymore
Author's

in

fact."
Stevenson

Collaborator

Views

Role

Screen

Version of " Dr. Jeykll and Mr. Hyde "
of the most interestea specta- merging of personalities which not
tors during the filming of the only thrills as did Mansfield's, but
Paramount Artcraft picture, "Dr. convinces as well.
" 'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde' is unJek>'ll and Mr. Hyde," was Lloyd Osbourne, step-son of Robert Louis StevBarrymore's greatest
enson and collaborator with him on
tribution toquestionably
the screen,
and willcondo
several stories. As the guest of John more to advance him as a serious artist than anything he has yet done.
S. Robertson, the director, it was seldom that a scene of any importance There is no criticism that I could make
was filmed that he did not occupy the of either the adaptation of Miss Barchair directly behind the camera. Dur- anger or the direction by Mr. Roberting the intermissions in which John
son, as both did excellent work in preserving the story as it was written by
Barrymore was changing his makeup Mr. Osbourne told many interest- Robert Louis Stevenson."
ing stories about Robert Louis Stevenson.
"Richard Mansfield was the greatest Bennett Plans Prologue
Jekyll and Hyde of his generation,
without a doubt," declared Mr. Osfor Bennett,
" Capt.
" the
Chester
who Swift
will direct
"but JohnIt Barrymore
gone Australian bush scenes of the prologue
him one bourne,
better.
is doubtful has
whether
there shall be another such portrayal of "Capt. Swift," which Earle Williams will make in California upon his
in either this generation or the next.
While Mr. Mansfield was great in the return to the West early next month,
part, he accomplished the effects by has found an ideal location near San
Diego, it is stated. Mr. Bennett was
purely
devices.
Barrymore's
idea oftheatrical
the roles
is quite
different. also fortunate in securing certain AusHere we have a shrewd psychological
tralian types for the open air scenes.
ONE

Simplex

P ic tn r e S c

Notes

One of the finest examples of nontheatrical Simplex installations is that
contained in the Green Briers Hotel,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., according to Mr. John Krulish of the
factory.
Equipment
Department at the Simplex
White Sulphur Springs is one of the
best known summer resorts in the
South, numbering among its clientele
men and women of international prominence. Green Briers Hotel, which is
ideally located, is regarded as the last
word in American hostelries. There
is one item in which the Green Briers
management haS gone their Metropolitan brethren one better and that is in
the matter of amusement for guests
" Slaves of Pride " is Alice Joyce's newest contribution to Vitagraph's program
through the installation of three complete Motor Driven Simplex Projectors in a large and well equipped projection room' which latter is located in "The Dangerous Talent"
the balcony of the hotel ballroom.
Herefeatures
every evening
are run
firstCalled Tale
" Human "
class
in a manner
that the
outdoes
many good sized city theatres. These
performances are witnessed by Green
Briers' guests without charge and precede the dancing which is a part of the
program every night.
Mr. W. B. Hines, under whose management the motion picture program is
given, is a most progressive hotel man
and went thoroughly over the projection field before placing the Simplex
order with the Hollis-Smith-Morton
Company of Pittsburgh, Pa., who
equipped
Briers. the projection room at Green
The
picture
places
dream
at the

onward march of the motion
projector carries it indeed into
that but a year ago did not
of such invasion, but a glance
monthly machine reports received at the Simplex factory shows
that in New England the Simplex Projector in one instance stepped right
over the prostrate form of John Barleycorn and ensconced itself onto the
recently vacated throne from which
the said Barleycorn had directed his
thousands of worshippers in the famous New England community of Lynnfield, Mass.
Sauntaug Lake Inn was an automobile resort known throughout the country and Harry Mansfield, its lately deceased owner, was equally known and
beloved among the thousands that have
been entertained at Sauntaug where
food and drink and music were always
of the finest. Foreign diplomats and
well-known international figures have
been taken from Boston to Sauntaug,
there to be entertained by host Mansfield and his crew of gloom dispellers.

" The Dangerous Talent," the lates'
" Flying A " drama, is stated to be j I
very " human " sort of story, whicl
the enthusiasm of Margarita Fisheij
bitalizes and brings close to the experience of the spectator. Harrjl
Hilliard, playing opposite the star
handles the role of a wealthy younfj
bachelor and philanthropist with under
standing and finesse. Harvey Clark]
that make-up wizard, is the trickj- but
ler.
Other roles of importance are interpreted by Neil Hardin, as a good foil
nothing " sponge " ; George Periolat
srs a crusty and suspicious lawyer; anc
Mary Talbot, as a park-bench derelict
Picture

Story Will Rur|

First in Magazine
In order to provide a big special feature production for Vitagraph, Mr. anc I
Mrs. George Randolph Chester art
now writing a full-length novel — "Th(
Son of Wallingford." From this nove I
the scenario for iht picture will be I
made. The novel will be published ir|
serial form in one of the leading magazines. Simultaneously with the publication of the final instalment of th«|
serial, the big Vitagraph special production will be released.
taneously with Mansfield's death, Mrs
Eggleston,
a purchased
well-knownSauntaug
Massachusetts exhibitor,
Inr|
and added same to her chain of theatres along the North shore, and todaj I
two Simplex Projectors installed bj .
the Boston Motion Picture Supply
Company are furnishing entertainment
to the habitues of the Inn. The projection room, which is located upor
the automobile shed, is thoroughl} |
equipped to comply with Massachusetts regulations and pictures are pro- 1
jected from one of the windows of the]
historic Inn.

One of Mr. Mansfield's most talkedof traits was that of presenting to each
of the townspeople each year a Christmas gift, and in his will which was
read last week provisions have been
made for the receipt by every member
of the town of Lynnfield of a substantial remembrance.
Mr. Mansfield is also remembered
Besides stallation
reporting
Sauntaug
the BostontheMotion
Pictunin- I
for the famous "Toodles" case, which
same was a breach of promise affair Supply Company also included among
that occupied the public mind some the month's Simplex business the Towi
two years ago and in which the jury Hall, Middletown, Mass., Union Squan j
returned a verdict in favor of Mr. theatre, Summerville, Mass., Rialto
Mansfield.
Brockton, Mass., and Strand theatre
LjTin, Mass.,
in each ca>c twc
Immediately following the prohibi- machines
were where
installed.
tion edict which came almost simul-
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War Veterans Augment
Exploitation Stafif
riic Tatlic pul)l:city and cxploitaioii service to cxliiliitors have been
trcngthened with tlie addition to the
talT of Thomas C. Kennedy, fornirly of the Exhibitors' Trade Kcz'iczv:
. Irving Greene, with vahiable exlericnce in piibhcity and promotion,
nd Joseph A. Brady, who was in
nctropohtan newspaper work for sevral years and was with Rohertson"ole
going
over onto the
Patlie.
Mr. before
Kennedy
started
staff of
loto<jra{'liy live years ago, and later
oined ihc Exhibitors' Trade Revie'ti'
or the first issue of that paper in
kovemI)er, 1916. Later he served
ith the army in France. He is now
andling tlic publicity on the new
ack Dempsey serial, " Dare Devil
ack."
Mr. Greene is a graduate of Brown
Jniversity. His initial work was on
e newspaper advertising campaign
f the serial " Elaine." He remained
ith International until 1917, when he
Dined the advertising staff of ParaK)unt. He also was in the army in
ranee. In the Pathe forces he is
orking with Victor Shapiro, who is
I charge of Feature Exploitation.
Mr. Brady started newspaper work
ith the New York American several
ars ago. He also was active in seval political campaigns. He was a
ieutenant in the Fifth Marines durig the war and was with them
irougli Chateau Thierry, Belleau
oods and Soissons.
With the Pathe publicity staff,
here he is working under Randolph
ewis, publicity manager.

lUthor Renders "Empty
Arms"
High
Everett
McNeil,
authorPraise
of several
iccessful historical novels, was this
eek a guest of Lester Park and
dward Whiteside at a private showof their forthcoming feature.
Empty Arms," written by Willard
ing Bradley and starring Gail Kant,
lom Director Frank Reicher surunded with a powerful cast, includf Thurston Hall and J. Herbert
•ank. .
After the final scene, depicting, inad of the typical cinema " clinch,"
exquisite stained-glass window by
arles Lamb, the noted ecclesiastical
list, showing Christ and the Littit
lildren, Mr. McNeil said:
Divested of its Mansfieldian and
ttelike portrayals, superb direction,
Ignificent ' sets,' wonderful lighting
d brilliant photography, ' Empt>
■ms,' to me, would still be an un
nal picture.
Its theme — the glorification of
atherhood — is the biggest in the unirse. It is life itself."
Face to Face " Feature
Has Been Completed
3arry Grossman announces that the
iture, " Face to Face," has just been
npleted at the studio of Grossman
*tjres, Inc., at Ithaca. This is the
ond of a series of eight pictures bcmade by the company with Maririte Marsh as the star. Coit Altson is seen as the leading man in
fport of Miss Marsh.

Elmo

Lincoln in a scene from

the J. P. McGowan

Universal

serial,
" Sit down, you're rocking the boat," says Louise Loraine to
" Elmo, the Fearless "

Launches

Carl
on the heels of
SE le's
CLOLacmm
hint to " Watch Uni- Two Weeks' Concentraversal", comes the announcement
of a concentrated sales drive, scheduled
tion on to Jewel
Pictures
Open "
by that film company for February 1st,
Campaign
on Jewel pictures. It has been frankly
admitted by Universal officials that
their company is out after a three mildollar increase in business for
1920. lion
The drive is probably the first step
taken to lainich the campaign for extra
business. For a long lime, exchange
managers were aware that something
Avas in the wind and were momentarily
awaiting its breaking. The $6,000 competition isover and the prizes are being distributed. A $1(X) lobby display
exploitation competition has just been
inaugurated. • It was known that this
activity was not without reason.
The word has just gone forth to
concentrate fire with Universal's big
guns — Jewel pictures — for a period of
two weeks, commencing February 1st.
The sales-offensive will Ije backed up
by a simultaneous advertising and publicity campaign, also concentrating on
Jewel productions, it is stated.
"Jewel" will be the only word heard
around Universal offices for the twoweek period. In the two weeks of the
Jewel drive every department of the
Universal organization will be strainin the Universal serial " The
ing its power to push these pictures. Appearing
Raiders
" in artist
supportMildred
of Art Moore
Accord
is this
talented
It is expected to be the biggest drive Moon
ever attempted by a film concern. The
drive will include everything under the
Jewel name, the most recent releases,
future productions and the older pictures.

Hope Hampton as she appears in " A
Modern Salome," Metro
to be released through

Sales

Drive

to the background for the fortnight,
while the salesmen are concentrating
their efforts on "Jewel" bookings. They
have been instructed to pay no attention to any other pictures whatsoever,
for the period. They are to talk and
sell "Jewel" and nothing else. This
does not mean that if a customer asks
particularly for any one of the Universal pictures other than a Jewel,
that the request will be ignored. It
does mean that ihc salesmen will not
mention any other Universal picture of
their own accord. Their instructions
for the drive are, "Don't do anything
else, but cat, sleep, dream — and sell
Jewel pictures for the two weeks commencing February 1st!"
Author Says " Tong
Man " Represents
Facts
Clyde C. Westovcr applauds the
work of Sessue Hayakawa in " The
Tong Man," a Robertson-Cole release.
The author declares " The Tong Man "
to be ofonetheofyear.
the most interesting piclures
Several weeks ago, Chinese Si.x
Companies of San Francisco tried to
hold up the showing of " The Tong
.Man " on the Pacific Coast, claiming
that the picture misrepresented the
country.
work of the Chinese colony in this

As soon as Mr. Westover learned
of this fight, he wired for full particulars. After reading over their
grievances, he decided that the Chinese were misrepresenting the picThe advertising department will preture, and declared that the scenes
pare copy exclusively "Jewel" for the filmed in "The Tong Man" were patdrive. Every line of advertising that
terned after real Chinese life.
appears in any trade paper during this
time will
"Jewel."
Efforts willbebe exclusively
made to have
as many
Jewel pictures featured in newspaper Universal
Starts " The
advertising as is possible by concentration. The publicity department will
Girl on inthethe
Work
latestMirror
Universal " prowork hand in hand with the rest of the
duction,
'The
Girl
in
the
Mirror " has
Universal organization in helping along
just
been
begun.
"This
be an
the movement. The numerous press elaborate production," says will
Universal.
agents scattered about the country will Frank Mayo will take the leading role.
pay particular attention to getting
Jack Ford will have charge of "The
"Jewel" pictures extra prominence, Girl
in the Mirror." The cast will inwhile the home office will conduct a
clude such prominent players as Harry
general campaign.
Hilliard, Claire Anderson, Elinor Fair,
As this is primarily a sales drive the
burden of work will fall on the sales- Ray Ripley, Ruth Royce, Robert
men. All other pictures will be pushed Montane.
Bolder, Arthur Hoyt and "Bull"
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Walsh
Will
Occupy
Long Island Studio
Soon
R. A. Walsh will occupy the new
Municipal Studios to be erected immediately at Long Island City. Mr.
Walsh, who has been elected vicepresident of the new concern, returned
to New York Citj' last week after a
short trip upstate.
Under his recent contract with
Mayflower Photoplay Corporation, in
which he is to make super- features
for Realart distribution, Mr. Walsh
will require larger facilities than arc
at present available in the East. This
accounts for the investment in the
projected Municipal plant.

"The

Northwest

Police

Aid

"
of " Cyclone
Making
Screen entertainments
have been
woven 'ere now around a central
character who was a member of the
Canadian Royal Northwest Moun:ed
Police. Fox Film Corporation has
contributed its share. But never, it
claims, in staging a production dealJack Dempsey, star of the Pathetheserial,
receives
ing with this world-famous force of
Brunton
studiosa call from the Singer Midgets at
men, has the research department of
the Fox studios acquitted itself with
the distinction just evidenced by the
Dempsey
Entered
Films
showing of " The Cyclone," starring How
Tom Mix, " the man who never
Frank Spellman, Instrumental in Closfakes."
After rending much red tape, the
ing the Deal, Tells Interesting Story
full co-operation of the Northwest
Mounted Police ofificials was obtained
" We did not remain long in Clevechamthe tworld's
steered
HOW I pion
land, but made for New York, where
heavyweigh
in making the picture.
into motion
pictures might be made the title of an we received one hundred and thirty
interesting story if Frank E. Spell- propositions for the appearance of
Will M. Ritchey at Head man,
well-known showman and pro- Jack Dempsey in motion pictures.
of Scenario Staff
moter, cared to write it. Spellman is After sorting them all out there reabout twenty whose offers
Will M. Ritchey has been promoted the man who first suggested to Jack reached mained
the million mark. We had
,
y
Dempse
and
his
manager
Jack
to the position of head of the scenario
department at the Morosco Studio, Kcarns, the possibility of making. a about decided to come together on
terms with a syndicate of five men
where he will have entire charge of motion picture star of the champion
when we received an offer from Mr.
Here
is
how
Spellman
tells
the
story
;
this branch of activities at the OcciFred.
Quimby, Director of Exchanges
dental Boulevard plant for Famous
for Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Players-Lasky. Mr. Ritchey has to his
" When I proposed that Jack Demp" The fighting, aggressive manner in
sey become a motion picture star, his
credit such productions as " Everywhich Quimby and Pearson appeared
manager,
Jack
Kearns,
thought
a
woman," directed by George Alclford,
for their organization was inspiring.
and " The Fighting Chance," which moment about it and then replied :
From the moment we saw them until
Charles Maigne is directing for Para" ' Frank, can you imagine the we left them, the thing which most
mount Artcraft at the present time.
champion in a love scene with a good- impressed Mr. Kearns and myself was
looking blond? The first thing we
would have to contend with would be that never, in any of their conversation, did they knock a competitor, and
**Rio Grande" Complete a damage suit for a few broken ribs.' that • was one of the closing punches
Word has just reached the Pathe I said : ' Everybody at some time in
executive offices that Edwin Carewe life has to make love and we might which we considered in becoming
has finished the picturization of the as well bring Jack inside the ring affiliated with the Pathe organization."
stage play writteu by Augustus
happened in Cleveland. Later
Thomas, " Rio Grande." The film is the'' This
subject was broached to Dempsey Nazimova Said to Have
now on the way to the East for de- at luncheon
at the Hotel Winton. I
liverv to Pathe.
now.' Kearns what he thought of my
Won New Zealand
asked
The
motion picture editor of the
proposition and he replied that it was
O.K. Dempsey then asked what he Christchurch, New Zealand, Sun in
had to do, and when told that he had a letter to the home office of the
to do many things, one of which was Metro Pictures Corporation states
to make love to most beautiful that Nazimova has established herself
blonds, the champion ahriost spilled as one of the most popular picture
the oysters. He protested that he was artists among the film fans of New
being matched up with something with Zealand, and this despite the fact
which he was unfamiliar. ' I would that only two of her pictures have
never do as a lover. The referee
thus far reached the island's audiwould declare me oiU in the first ence.
This contention is borne out, it is
round, and I don't think I could
stated, by the overwhelming popuqualify as an actor,' said Jack.
larity of the Russian actress that fol" I told Dempsey he would get
lowed her appearance in two of her
along all right once he got started.
So with Dempsey and Kearns won best known productions, namely,
over to my argument. I was immedi- "Revelation" and "Eye for Eye."
ately faced with the gigantic task of The people of New Zealand were in.TacKie Saunders,
of " Dad's
Girl." a
Fischer
production starreleased
by Republic
raising one million dollars in sixteen
stantly captivated
by Nazimova's
(Photo copyrighted
in the former
of these,
it is said. art
N. by
Y. Ira
C.) L. Hill's Studio, weeks.

Picture
Lone

N e -.v

Wolf's

Daughter
" in Big
Houses
TaIbot"s America Theatre, Uenvtr,
and Tally's Theatre, Los Angeles, are
tile leaders among the larger first-run
houses of the country that rc-poried
10 have booked and given immediate
play-dates during the past week to J.
Parker Read, Jr.'s second big \V. W,
Hodkinson release, The Lone Wolf's
Daughter," starring I^uise Glaum.
" Sustaining the judgment of careful exhibitor buyers is the judgment of
S. Barrett McCormick in Indianapolis
and a dozen other exhibitors, controlling local thea'.res. whose policies
and bookings are watched closely by
many other exhibitors within their
zones of influence," announces the W.
W. Hodkinson Corporation.
Schertzinger to Direct
Mabel Normand
The success of Victor Schertzing^.
in directing theAgain
last four Mabel Nor
mand pictures for Goldwyn has le
Samuel Goldwyn to place Mr. Schertzinger in complete charge of all fordicoming productions for this populai
Goldwyn star. Her latest picture, tfat
record-breaking " Pinto," was writter
especially for Miss Normand by Vic
tor Schertzinger as well as directed Irhim. Her next picture is from 4"
story bj' Robert Shannon published ii
Munsey's Magazine under the title 0
" The Girl With the Jazz Heart.'
Screen

Version

of Pla;

Supplants Road Show
The Anita Stewart Productions, Im
announces that a telegram receive
from the West advises of the closir
down of the road show of " In Oi'
Kentucky" as the result of the ove'
whelming success of the screen verac
of the production. The Los Angel'
Examiner, according to the telegrai
has written a front-page news story «
the unusual situation.
The article announces that for t
first lime in the history of theatrica
a road show has cancelled its booki
owing to the treinendous vogue of t
screen production of the same pi:
Mr. Dazey, the author, who is in N'
York, is said to have been the recipif
of the following telegram from t
theatrical company:
" Closing tour — All theatres w:
picture instead of our road sho

sorrj'."

Catherine McDonald, whose latest t
National release is " The Beauty Mark

1
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Sales

Staff

" Gets Together "
The sales stalY of tlic L'liivoisal Xc\\
York Big U I-^xchanj^c is just recovering from a rousing get-toijeiher
meeting recently held at Murray's.
The luncheon was planned by Charles
Roscnweig, sales manager lor Universal feature suhjccis, and had as guest
of honor E. H. Goldstein of the executive sales staff of Universal.
A review of the film business for
1919 was discussed and the expected
increase for 1920 dwelt on by the
speakers, among whom were: George
Uffner, W. C. Ilerrman, manager X.
Y. Exchange; Phil 1 lodes; Fred K.
Baer, publicity- manager; Nat Goldberg; L. I. Kulinsky and J. Wcinstein.
Among the other guests were: 1".
DeCosta, Dave Brill, J. \V. X. llolden.
Here are two of Paramount-Artcraft's
popular Mary."
stars as Right
they —appear
two inpopular
pictures. Left — Marguerite Clark
George Hoffman, Charles Timin, C.
in "A Girl Named
Wally inReid
"DoublenewSpeed"
A. Gordon, Herman Goldman. L. B.
Sherwood, S. A. Rogers, M. B. Fisher,
Leo Abrams, S. Abrams, Arthur Gould.
Sidney Schwartz, L. Jacobs, Joe Friedman and Phil W innick
Lloyd
Hughes
To
Star
for
Ince
comed i)y exhibitors and picture puba
s
unce
lic. Recruited from the ranks of
AS
THOM
s of H.
serie
big IXCE
special anno
productions, "Wheelbarrow Webster"
juvenile leads and promptly placed
Director Sidney Olcott
Will Be Directed
the first of which started this
in support of Enid Bennett in several
week with Lloyd Hughes, recently
Now with Goldwyn
of her recent Ince productions, Mr.
by John Wray
m
d
act,
r
-ter
place
unde
a
long
contr
as
Sidney Olcott. who started directing the star. Following closely on the
inherent talents and uncomability. The story deals with an un- Hughes'
mon humanness have already endeared
at the very beginning of motion pic- heels of "Behind the
"
Door
and
"Besophisticated'
son
of
the
rural
west,
tures, has been placed under contract
him in the hearts of motion picture
low the Surface," the latest Ince spe- who in quest of the supreme happiness, devotees. His work in the latest
by Goldwyn Pictures Corporation. He
cial, the forthcoming attraction carries traverses to the paths of a Great City
will be assigned immediately to the added significance in that it is based and there beholds and battles the Thoinas H. Ince special, "Below the
making of one of Goldwyn's big fea- on a theme and plot in striking con- whims and fallacies of life as it really Surface," in which he supports Hoture productions.
bart Bosworth as juvenile lead, further
trast to anything hitherto made in the exists.
Mr. Olcott has enjoyed a long and Ince Studios.
establishes him as a talented artist of
• Julian Josephson contributed the the first rank.
successful career as a director of moJohn Wray, formerly director of the original script and also adapted the
tion pictures, starting with the Kalem
"Mr. Ince's plans for the production
Company after he had profited by con- legitimate stage, who has joined Mr. story to the screen. Gladys George,
siderable stage experience in this coun- Ince as the latest addition to the direc- another of Thomas H. Incc's recent of a series of super-specials are defined along the same practical lines
staf?, has been assigned the "discoveries," is cast in the leading
try and Canada. " From the Manger directiontorial of
feminine role. In support of Mr. which have won his past productions
the
first
Lloyd
Hughes
to thetion Cross,"
a multiple-reel
Hughes and Miss George is a cast of the unstinted praise of exhibitors, the
that still remains
a classicproducof its starring special, with Henry Sharp as ability.
type, was made by Director Olcott chief cameraman. The new- special,
public, and the newspaper critics. Details concerning the character of the
with a company of players that he announced inider the title of "WheelCommenting on Hughes' coming
role, the Thos. H. Ince report says : pictures, and the order of tbcir retook to the Holy Land in order to
barrow Webster," presents Lloyd
lease will be forthcoming at an early
secure the proper settings.
Hughes in a character study well cal- "The announcement of Lloyd Hughes'
culated to exploit his personality and entrance into stardom will be welHobart Henley Modifies
Plans Somewhat
Modifying his original plan not to
produce pictures featuring a star,
Hobart Henley is in search of strong
plots suitable for an all-star cast.
Mentioning his reasons for making'
the change of plan the other day, Mr.
Henley said : " When I first started,
my intention was to produce pictures
which would s:and on their own merit
rather than the name of a star. While
I have changed niy plans, and probabaly gone to the other extreme, as
some may be inclined to think, I have
not altered them from the producing
standpoint, because, in engaging an
all-star cast, I shall expect each artist
to play up to the standard such productions merit."
Tourneur

Picture

Used

to Open New House
The New Richmond theatre, at
Richmond, Ind., was opened with
Maurice Tourncur's " The Broken
Butterfly," a Robertson-Cole release.
" We played to capacity houses at
the opening performance and for two
days after, thanks to the RobertsonCole Special, ' The Broken Butterfly/ "writes Mr. Mills.

Mr. Fletcher
from Timely
"The
Topical
Editor"
inresigned
Field
e calof Chas. Fletcher Will Be Films, Inc., on January 17, last, and
is mad
MEnXTof the
CEatio
UXform
Topi
AXXOthe
at date."
once formed his new company.
Editor; Urbach in
Humor Film Company to proMr. Urbach is one of the best known
Venture
duce "The Topical Editor," a halfadvertising men in the film game, and
reel made up of the humor of the day
has a wide circle of friends in the
compiled from many sources to which
\\'hen Mr. Fletcher was a young man fraternity. He was with Exhibitor's
is added original comments.
Charles Leonard Fletcher, known for he became a reporter on the Boston Trade Review when it was founded,
years on the vaudeville stage, and the Globe, W'herc he remained for seven and only reccnth' severed his connection with this publication, to go into
during two years of which time
originator of the idea of discussing Axars,
topics of the hour and humor of the he was an expert court stenographer, business for himself.
" many famous trials.
day on the screen, is at the head of the andHe" covered
then went on the stage, playing
new company, and will edit the newest
with the great actors and actresses of
thing in this field.
Rethe day in Shakespearean repertoire, Dorothy Davenport
turns to Screen
That the new laugh-maker will be
far different from any previous efforts but after six years he went into vaudeville, in which field he remained
After some three jears or more ab
in this line, is made clear at ,the outset
years as a headliner, billed sence from the screen, Dorothy Davenby Mr. Fletcher, who will show a few twenty-one
as a monologue comedian. He played
port returns via Paramount Artcraft
feet of motion pictures to further en- the Keith time, and made two world
hance the feature on the screen.
as Leila Mortimer in " The Fighting
tours.
Chance," directed by Charles Maigne
Associated with Mr. Fletcher in the
In 1916, Mr. Fletcher presented as an and scenarizcd from Robert W. Chamnew company is Law-rence Alvin Ur- original idea in vaudeville an act called
bers' notable novel by Will M. Ritchey.
bach, who for several j'ears was a " Silent Comments on Timely Topics."
0:hcr members of the cast include
member of the advertising staff of Ex- In 1917-1918 Mr. Fletcher plunged into
Conrad Nagle, Anna Nilsson, Clarence
hibitors' Trade Rcvici^-, and prior to
that on the staff of Motion Pictire war work with the Y. M. C. A., aban- Burton, Herbert Pryor, Ruth Helms,
doning every other consideration. Late
Grsssln-, Maude Wayne.
News.
in 1918 he revived his screen topics, and Bertram
Definite announcement of a plan for from May, 1919, to January, 1920, he Frederick Stanton and William H
Brown. Miss Davenport is said to
release of the " Topical Editor " will be edited The Literary Digest's " Topics
some attractive gowns in the promade shortly.
wear
duction.
of the Dav " for Timely Films, Inc.
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" Pollyanna " Making
Hit in the Middle
West
Adding to the impetus that " Pollyanna," Mary Pickford's first United
Artists' release, has received in the
Middle West, comes the in. cresting
announcement that the Euclid Theatre, the largest of the Alarcus Loew
theatres, in Cleveland, Ohio, has
booked the production for a run of
three weeks.
All through the Middle Wc^t
" Pollyanna " is said -o have been
making a big h.t. In Chicago, Toledo,
Columbus and other large communities in that section, the critics, exhibitors and fans have been one hundred per cent for the picture, it is
stated.
Wide Showings for "The
Lone Wolf's Daughter
Following its run at the Capitol theatre. New York, and at Tom Moore's
Garden theatre, Washington, for two
weeks of capacity business, and another
two weeks' presentation at the Goodwin theatre, Newark, N. J., " The
Lone Wolf's Daughter," the latest
Louise Glaum production, is now playing engagements in Columbia, S. C, at
the Rivoli; the Majestic, Tulsa, Okla. ;
the Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal. ; the
Palace, New Orleans, La. ; Phillips
Egypt, Fort Worth, Tex.; The Majestic, Columbus, O. ; the Isis, Kokomo,
Ind. ; the Isis, Lynchburg, Va- ; the
Columbia, Erie, Pa. ; and the Columbia, Dayton, O.

unity Centers *
Comm
Pick Realart Productions
The Newton Catholic Club of West
Newton, Mass., is one of several nonprofit making social organizations
which have contracted for Realart
Pictures recently. The high standard
and wholesome qualities of these films
are declared to have led to their use in
circles where merit and entertainment
qualities are chief considerations.
In addition to the endorsement of
the Newton Catholic Club, Realart Pictures have been signed by R. H. Clark,
manager of the Town Hall, Weston,
Mass., a Community Theatre supported by one of the wealthy men of
the town.
Golden Slippers Find a
Place in Serial
Violet MacMillan, leading woman
with J. Robert Pauline in the new
Reeve and Grey serial, '"The Myslcrv
.Mind," recently won the sold slippers
at the Futurist Cinderella Ball, it is
stated.
She is naturally eager to wear the
new slippers in the serial, but, alas,
the script offered no immediate opportunity. Nothing daunted and determined to show her jeweled treasures to the public. Miss MacMillan
appealed personally to Arthur R.
Reeve to help her. True to his statement that the author on the lot can
rewrite to meet unexpected conditions,
Mr. Reeve made a place in "The Mystery Mind" for the golden slippers.

Picture

Baird

and

New

J
Com-.^

pany Returns
from
South
Leah Baird and her company oj
Ijlayers engaged inthefilming
of-the-Minute,"
Louis" CynthiaJoseph
Vance novel for W. W. Hodkinson release, returned this week from Tampa,
Jacksonville and Miami, Fla., wher*
ihey had been for three weeks enacting outdoor scenes. Director Perry
Vekroff is said to have succeeded in
securing some remarkable marine
in
Tampaafter
Bay.
scenes,
five da>.s of bad weatht*|
" Foot Follies " Released

'■ Foot Follies '" is tl-.e title of tbf
C. Ass'n
the Y.
Women1|
the Young
by W.
filmbyreleased
Christian Association to illustrate tlak
Viola Dana in a charming pose as she appears in Metro's " The Willow Tree "
evils of the type of footgear worn bf
the present generation. This three*
reel photoplay presents the absurditici
Loew
Interrupts
Trip
West
and dangers of the pointed toe an^
heel. This film is available, free
high
Metro Officials Stop Off At Chicago
of charge, to any organization or association which is trying to further the
To View Print of " The Right of Way "
campaign for sensible shoes.
left
New
York
for
the
Pacific
Coast
IN RESPONSE to a strong personal
endorsement by William E. Atkin- to inspect the Metro studios. It came
First Three
Reels of
son, Metro general manager, Marcus in a wire from Mr. Atkinson.
As Mr. Atkinson was about to ship
Loew interrupted his trip west with
Dempsey Serial Seen
Richard A. Rowland and Joseph W. the first positive print of "The Right
A print of the first episode of the
Engel to examine the first positive of Way" east the Loew-Metro officials immediately altered the program new Pathe serial,- "Daredevil Jack," in
print of "The Right of Way" in ChiDempsey is starred, arcago. "The Right of Way," a pic- of their 'cross-country jaunt to in- which rivedJack
at the New York office of Pathe .
clude astop-off at Chicago, where, in
turization of Sir Gilbert Parker's
Exchange, Inc., and was screened at i
master novel of the Canadian north
the projection room of Metro's ex- a special showing for officials of the)
change in the Lake City they ex- concern.
woods, is Bert Lytell's newest Metroamined the print.
Classic starring vehicle, just comAfter viewing the three reels whidi
Jack Dillon directed the picture.
pleted
at
the
Aletro
studios
in
Hollywood.
June Mathis wrote the scenario. In
make up the initial chapter of "Dare" 'The Right of Way' is one of the the supporting cast are Leatrice Joy,
devil Jack," the heads of the various
biggest pictures of the year. Be sure Carmen Phillips, H. Gibson-Gowland, departments expressed the keenest
to see it," was the word to Messrs. Virginia Caldwell, .Antrim Short, satisfaction.
Loew, Rowland and Engel the day Frank Currier, Henry Harmon and
before the theatre circuit owner, and Larry Steers. "The Right of Way" is
the Metro president and treasurer scheduled for early release bv Metro.

Kenyon
Vehicle
Has
Big
Background of Gorgeous Character

Sets
Is

Said to Feature " The Harvest Moon "
*< A N eye-feast of scenic splendor
" The gorgeous ballroom set won
as a hackgroinid for the most admiration from the company, George
engrossing and convincing story that A. Lessey, declaring it the finest bit of'
has yet come from the pen of Augustus workmanship he had ever seen in picture-making, and Marie Shotwell proThomas " is the promise held out to
liicture fandom by Deitrich Beck, Inc.,
nouncing it worth\- of an Augustine
in " The Harvest Moon." starrino
Doris Kenyon, a forthcoming W. W.
Supporting Miss Kenyon in " Tlu
Hodkinson release, which is rapidly Harvest
Moon " besides George Lessc>
and
Marie Shotwell are Wilfred
nearing completion at the Leah Baird
Studios, Cliffside, N. J., under the di- Lytell, Stuart Robson, Earl Schenck.
Daly."Lang and Grace Barton.
rection of J. Searle Dawley.
Peter
In describing some of the details of
the settings to be found in " The
The Westerners " Wins
Harvest Moon," the W. W. Hodkinson
Favor in Home Town
Corporation states that during last
" The Westerners," the W. W. Hodweek "the stage nmning the entire
kinson release produced by Benjamin
length and breadth of the studio, was
transformed into a hoine of wealth, B. Hampton, is a story the main scene
seven rooms and a gorgeous ballroom of which is located in Rapid City of
■ The
with a heavily carpeted staircase, that Souii Dakota. It was recently given a
for realism and beauty far outshines showing in the South Dakota town
anything of its kind ever done for the that serves as the background for the
screen. A striking feature of the well- tale. So successful was the picture in
appointed dining-room was the pres- its appeal to the audiences of that
ence of two rare andirons and a bronze locality, says W\ W. Hodkinson. that
fern centre-dish, valued at $30,000 H. W. Derthick,.of the Rapid City
which for years graced the dining- -Auditorium, has announced his intention to repeat his engagement of the
room of the George J. Gould palace at
Lakewood, N. J.
Ruth Roiand, Pathe's serial star in
production.
Adventures of Ruth "

February
M.
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P. D. A. Notes

Perry X'ckrotT is luitiin; tht latest Small
Houses
Fly
Pathe
Banner
Artco production, " Cynthia of the
Minute," with Leah Baird and Hiigli
Tliompson in the leading roks.
l ie of This Class of Apollo theatre, Kansas City, Mo. ; Orfortnight,
theredlastmore
IN hund
WITHeral
small sev
expheum theatre, Gelroy, Cal. ; Altmeyer
hibitors have come under the
Showman Breaks
theatre, McKccsport, Pa.; Napoleon
Last week in an early episode of tin.theatre, Sheffield, Pa., and Central
Hallmark serial starring Benny Leon- wing of the Pathe Rooster, seeking
iheatrc. .\tlantic City, N. J.
Booking Records
ard, Director Wally Van started assurance for a continued high class
re,
cts
t
featu
shor
subje
and
serial
something in Wall Street. LeonGem, Balaton, Minn.; Howard, AlLxandria, .Minn.; lunpress, Osakes,
ard, supposedly a victim of drug-, product. During the first four wcek>
staged a fight which attracted so much of the new year, Pathe bookings am
.Minn.; Derby, Derby, Coiui. ; Procattention, that the crowds around the collections have touched a spot hen
or's, Porlchesler, N. Y. ; Alcazar,
e
t
camera made it difficult for Mr. Van tofor only a targe for the sales ae
Xaiigaluck, Coini. ; Congress Hall,
to proceed. After a IratTic cop scat- livities of the great distributing orlloston; Liberty, Yuma, Ariz.; Betered the crowd to some extent and
ganization. This record-breaking busil.isco, Quiiicy, III.; Liberty, St. Louis,
ght
t
has
ness been brou
abou in no
Mr. Van was able to continue his direc.\l(). ; Pawnee,
Crescent,III.;
("arrier
(icm.
(irand, Mills,
Scotia, 111.;
N.
tion, he called sharply to the camera- small mcasin-e b\- the heavy bookings
^ .; \ aientinc, Huntington, W. Va. ;
recorded from exhibitors in smallei'
men "shoot." .\ cop admitted that he towns
, who, desiring to tie up with an
M\siic, Harrison, Ohio; Dreamland,
learned something from the director's
1 Uanehcster, Ohio; Majestic, London,
instructions, since the crowd evidently organization worthy ol furnishing
thought the aim was to b,; directed at iheni contiiuied high class pic'.ures,
( )iiio ; Broadw ay-, Muskogee, Okla. ;
have taken the Pathe offerings for
them rather than the players.
' ommunity Club, Wakila, Okla. ; Palmonths in advance.
ace, Tulsa, Okla. ; Empress, HoldenIn the last two weeks, a few of the
Travers Vale, secretary of the
\illc, Okla.; Empress, Waurika, Okla.;
more
prominent
small
town
theatres
I.oivl Baltimore, Baltimore; New
Nf. P. D. A., has gone to Atlantic City
10 oversee the first performances of a have booked considerably more than
r,eni, Baltimore; Masonic, Clifton
production on the legitimate stage their average share of Pathe pictures,
I' orge, Va. ; Ashland, Kansas City,
Mo.; Gem, Kirkesville, Mo.; City,
ecently produced under his direction. are included in the following list :
Majestic theatre, Evansville, Ind. ;
Junction City, Kan. ; Morris, Jerico
Robert G. Vignola and members of a Sardonyx theatre, New Orleans, La. ; Dolores
".\ Wthrough
i b of Lies,"
EdwinCassinelli
Carewe inpicture
Pathe. and Springs, Mo. ; Strand, Walsenberg,
:ompany engaged in making his first Majestic theatre, Dewar, Okla. ; AmerTrinidad, Colo. ; Tempicture for International, left for St.
ican Theatre Co., Elyria, Ohio ; Gem River, Mass. ; Winthrop Hall, Dor- Colo. ;ple,Rialto,
Howell, Mich. ; Fun, Detroit ;
\ugustine, Florida, a few days ago.
chester. Mass. ; Victory theatre, Put- Princess, Detroit; Park, Detroit;
theatre, Amery, Wis. ; Grand theatre,
Marked Tree, Ark. ; Star theatre,
nam, Conn. ; Auditorium theatre. Con- Dawn, Detroit; Wuerth, Ann Arbor,
cord, N. H. ; Waldorf theatre, Lynn, Mich. ; Englewood, Englewood, N. J. ;
Director Sidney Olcott has left for Ruleville, Miss. ; Isis theatre, GrandCalifornia.
He will spend several view, Texas; Pershing theatre, Burk- Mass. ; Webster theatre, St. Louis, Select, Andrews, S. C. ; Colonial, Elnonths in directing the first produc- biirnett, Texas ; Palace theatre. Fall Mo. ; Rollas theatre, Rolla, Mo. ; mira, N. Y. ; New Ariel, Buffalo.
ion he has handled since his return
rom Europe some months ago.
John S. Robertson, now cutting a
Barrymore picture, will shortly direct
iillie Burke in her next picture for
•"amous Players.
William Haddock's picture starring
fans Wagner which was made early
;i<;t fall, has just been sold and negoions are under way for eleven addipictures of the same character.

Loew

Houses

Be, "The
ction
attrar,"
ing Lew
loved Cheate
starr
GASNIER'S
Cody, released as a RobertsonCole Special, has been booked for the
entire Loew's circuit of theatres in
Greater New York. ' This attraction
will have its Loew premiere at the
Metropolitan theatre in Brooklyn on
koy Sheldon Engaged January 25, 27 and 27. The week of
March 8 has been set aside by the
By Capital
M line with its reorganization of Loew management for " The Beloved
V utive officers and its acquirement Cheater " in several of Loew's first-plendid'new general offices in the run New York houses. The Lyric
re. Hoboken, N. J., and the New
::sumcrs' Building, the Capital Film theat
iipany announces the engagement Rochelle theatre. New Rochclle. will
Roy Sheldon, director, author and also play "The Beloved Cheater" the
If as director of its special pro- w eek of March 8.
tions which are scheduled for the
In signing this contract, Robertsonncdiate future.
Cole officials were assured by the Loew
Ir. Sheldon, who, although young in management that this attraction would
rs, is the possessor of an extended
widely
in Greaterdisplay
Newcrience in the various branches of be
York.
.A.n advertised
extensive billboard
inatic art, brings to his new post in addition to one and three sheets in
lirector for the Capital Film Com- and about the subway together with
y a talent for directorship which magazine and newspaper adverti.sint:
' been amply shown by his work in will be used in ol)taining for " The
motion picture field during the last Beloved Cheater " a 100 per cent run
Ive years.
in the Loew houses, announces Rob'uring that period Mr. Sheldon has ertson-Cole.
n director for the Reliance Film
A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice-president and
ompany, th: Sid Alcott Internationa]
general
manager of the Robertsonompany, the Jean Gauntier Film
ompany, as actor, author and di- Cole Distributing Corporation, comxtor.
menting on this extended run for " The
Beloved Cheater," said :
"From th-' favorable criticism reJniversal Picture Gets
ceived from all parts of the country.
Change of Title
' The Beloved Cheater ' is, without
Following urgent requests from the doubt, the hit of the season. Exhib'ast. Universal officials have decided
itors agree that Gasnier has produced a
' change the name of Priscilla Dean's picture at least one year ahead of the
test production to "The Virgin of times. For beauty and entertainment
tamboul." This picture, which is ' The Beloved Cheater ' will be hard
)w in cutting, w-as formerly entitled, to beat.
" When we say, ' ask the exhibitor
The Beautiful Beggar."

Play

Robertson-Cole

Cody
Mana-

ger Says Exhibitors
All Praise Production
who plays them,' we are allowing the
exhibitor to tell just what he thinks
and how he puts over the RobertsonCole attraction. We believe in the
truth, and when exhibitors say that
' The Beloved Cheater ' is a sure winner at the box office," they know what
they are talking about and arc givint>

Feature

this advice to their co-workers in the
industry. To date we have not received one adverse criticism of ' The
Beloved
Cheater,'
and over
one from
hundred letters
have been
received
exhibitors extolling the worth of this
picture and declaring it to be one of the
greatest
of the " year."
" The attractions
Beloved Cheater
has played
almost all of the first-run houses in
the United States, and to meet the demands of the public, exhibitors hav:
found it necessary to rebook this picture, according to reports from the
Robertson-Cole offices.

A Robertson-Cole release is " Her Nearly Husband," a Suprejne comedy with Teddy
Sampson and Harry Depp in the leading roles

Motion
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Lasky

No wonder this little man smiles. Lots of larger fellows would like to be surrounded
by this bevy of Fox Sunshine comedy beauties
Press

Sees

Circus

Picture

Fox

Corporation Gives Luncheon Followed by Screening of Mason Vehicle
rendered himself or herself to the spirit
EY MASON'S hist
MISS
screenSHIRL
production for Fox Film of the occasion.
Lew Graham, dean of the circus, who
Corporation received its formal introduction tothe press on Friday after- was master of ceremonies, introduced
noon, January 23rd, in the East Ball Harry Clemings, circus clown with the
Room of the Hotel Commodore in big show for the last twelve seasons :
New York. Mingling with the motion Captain George Auger, the Carniff
picture folk were members of the giant, tallest man in the world, standing eight feet six inches, and last but
Barnum & Bailey Circus and Ringling
not least, the great and only missing
Brothers' Big Show.
The setting for the introductory
link,
is it?"
The Zip,
guesttheof "What
honor was
Mrs. Pearl
showing of "Her Elephant Man" was
arranged by Wells Hawks, vcti ran Doles Bell, author of several novels,
publicity man of the Fox staff. The among which is "Her Elephant Man,"
table was set to resemble the big ring the book from which the Fox producin the main tent, with one end open
tion was made. The luncheon ended,
to allow room for a little toy circus the ballroom was darkened and the
surrounded by palms — this lending a
picture, " Her Elephant Man," was
most fitting effect to the whole pic- flashed
on the screen from the Simture. The floor of the hotel ballroom
plex hoolh installed at one end of
was covered with sawdust, and there
was pink lemonade, and peanuts too. the room. From the opening title, the
By the time the luncheon was started audience followed the screening with
every diner in the big room had sur- great attention.

Studio

Works

Picture

New*

Steadily

Program of Prospective Productions
Gives Promise of Continued Activitv
buckle, the star, to a distant location ig
Playersis-Lasky
no the Sierras for exterior scenes of
to be announces that there
THE Famous
abatement of its activities at the Lasky " The Round-Up"." The company will
studio for some time to come. Fol- secure important cattle-ranch scenes
and fight situations in which Apacht
lowing the completion of " Mrs. Tem- l.idians and cow punchers, as well as
ple's Telegram," on which he is now
working, Bryant Washburn will begin U. S. Cavalry are concerned. Tom
Forman is author of the scenario and
" The Sins of St. Anthony," a Saturday Evening Post story, for which also plays an important role. The
Elmer Harris is writing the scenario. much heralded production of the ParJames Cruze will direct " Meanwhile, amount-Ar. craft Special, " Held by the
' Mrs. Temple's Telegram ' is rounding Enemy," under the direction of Donald Crisp, will be started next Monday
cut in splendid shape and will, it is believed, offer an unusual amount of at the Lasky Studio. .Among those
who will appear in the leading parts
good humored complications and exare Jack Holt, Wanda Hawley, Lewis
oppor. unities for the star," says Stone, Agnes Ayres, Hobart Cain and
Players.
FiTious cellent
Walter Hiers.
Wallace Reid has completed his ncv>William DeMille is in the midst of
Paramonnt-Artcraft • picture " The
Dancin' Fool " under Sam Wood's his
" The Prince
Thomas Meighan
and a Chap,"
strong
direction, and will very shortly begin with production,
wctV with the same director in the ' cast interpreting the roles. Thomas
has finished " Thou Art the
farceariocomedy,
" Sick-Abed,"
the scen- Heflfron
Man ! " with Robert Warwick as the
for which is
by Clara G. Kennedy.
Bebe Daniels will again appear as star, and will shortly begin work, with
the same star on another picture for
leading woman for the star.
George Melford has taken his pro- Paramount-Artcraft entitled, " The
dn -ing company, headed by Roscoe ArCity of Masks."
Good

Cast

for

Kennedy

Film

Goldwyn Star in " Trimmed with Red "
Is Supported by Able Screen Actors
E. J. Radcliife plays Mirlin,
GOLDWYN'S
the East with first
Madgeproduction
Kennedy asin wealthy society man. Mr. Raddiff"
the star in " Trimmed With Red," a won considerable distinction as ai
story of New York society life. Hugo actor when he plaxed the part o
Ballin is directing the production, Theodore Roosevelt, in the screei
which includes a cast of distinguished biography of the great American. Sid
ney Vaunier is a young Englishmai'
players.
Among the women in the cast are : of French descent to whom has bee*
Helen Greene, as Rosamond Mrs. assigned the important role of Prof
David Landau, as Aunt Carmen :
Nellie Beaumont, as Mrs. Finnessy ; Syle, the leader of the radicals wh
Ada Shartle. as Miss Driggs, and attempts to win New- York society t
Dorothy Alillette, as Edna. Madge his cause as well as win the hand o
Emily, played bj' Madge Kenned;
Kennedy's new leading man is Joseph Others
in the cast are Roy Applegat
Striker, who has been in motion pictures for the last two years and played as Alfonzo; Edward Barnard as ^
the leading role in the stage produc- stein ; George DuBois as Tony, an.'
I. L. Leonard as Odoroskavitch.
tion of " Turn to the Right."

Republic's
List
of
Releases
Company Asserts that Some Unusually
Good Films Are Found on Schedule

WHAT are announced as some unusually good productions are
scheduled for release by the Republic
Distributing Corporation during the remainder of January and throughout
February.
During January, Republic is releasing the Lloyd Carleton production,
"The Amazing Woman," starring Ruth
Clifford. "The Blue Pearl," featuring
the well-known stage star, Edith Hallor, is to be given its first showing, and
last on the release chart is the "Trilby"
drama. This production has an all-star
cast including Clara Kimball Young,
Wilton Lackaye and Chester Barnett.
In February the Edward Jose production, Mothers
"
of Men," will be
given its initial showing. Claire Whit-

ney. for years a screen favorite, is the
star of this production. One of the
famous Williamson sub-sea dramas entitled "The Girl of the Sea" is listed
for release. Betty .Hilburn and Chester
Barnett, two well known players, are
featured in this production. Edythe
Sterling is starred in "The One Wa.\Trail,"leasewhich
is also scheduled for rein February.
The first of the two-reel screen
dramas telling of the experience of cxchief William J. Flynn, as head of the
United States Secret Service, is to be
given a release in February. These
short detective dramas feature Herbert Rawlinson. Jackie Saunders is the
star ofwill
the beproduction,
Dad's Girl,"
which
released in" February.

Some idea of the quaintness of the John Fox's famous story. " The Little Shepherd o
Kingdom Come " star.
may beThegained
from inspection
of this
Jack Pickford is lb
production
is for release
by cut.
CJoldwyn

February
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Mary Miles Minter as she appears in her first Realart picture, " Anne of Green Gables," which, by the way, is scoring a great success wherever shown
American Film Purchases Three New
Novels
>. S. Hutchinson, president of the
erican Film Company, Inc., who
ntly returned to the Chicago exivc
fromBarbara
the "Flying
A"
;dios offices
in Santa
.announces
the purchase of three new novels for
future screen adaptation : " The Blue
Moon," by David Anderson ; " The
House of Toys," by Henry R. Miller,
lished bv Bobbs-Merrill Company,
.1 "Their Mutual Child," by P. G.
W;-htodehouse, published by Boni & Live.
Bessie

Love

to

Have

Her Own Company
A company is being formed for the
king of productions for Bessie Love
the same parties who organized the
cd Stone company almost a year
-1. Miss Love recently returned to
Los Angeles after a vacation of more
'ban a month in the east, and it is
cd the work of filming the first
: ject will shortly be started. Joseph
Ic Grasse, responsible for a number
of the Dorothy Phillips successes, including *'Hell Morgan's Girl," and
who recently has directed Louise
Glaum, Edith Storey and Sussue Hayakawa, has been placed under contract by this organization, as has also
Mrs. de Grasse, whose screen name is
Ida May Parks. The latter will have
charge of the preparation of scenarios
for the Bessie Love productions.
" Desert Gold " Continues to Get Big Business
Reports from two exhibitors speak in
high terms of the successful showing
that Benjamin B. Hampton's Zane
Grey production, " Desert Gold," has
had at their theatres last week. W. S.
McLaren, proprietor of the Majestic
theatre, Jackson, Mich., reports record
business at his house during the picture's run. Lester E. Matt, managing
director of the Strand theatre, Flint,
Mich., also announces heavy business
duringment the
at his feature's
theatre. four-day engage-

*'Put

Native
Stories
on
Screen"
uuc American character. This is the
President Be- message which we Americans should
ures Pres
orattion,of Realart
PictN,
Corpiden
ISart KOH
MORRReal
has come out of the picturizabe trying to get across to thousands
lieves National Camtion of national literature as the most
of people among us, but not yet of us.
paign Will Benefit
cctive wayanen
h the industry can
Propaganda can never adequately con(.■ft'
in
whic
t
make perm
the work of the
\ ey this message as can the stories of
Americanization campaign launched in and educational work without convert- America, lived and written by Amering them into an uninteresting medium
New York City last week by Franklin
ican authors, and permanently estabof mere propaganda. To present a
K. Lane. Secretary of the Interior.
lished as national classics. ' The Birth
Mr. Kohn believes that the decision series of moral principles, however of a Nation'
was such a picture. So
of the industry to consecrate the worthy, to write national statutes was the ' Crisis,' and there are others,
across
the
silver
sheet
or
to
wave
the
screen to patriotic purposes on Linsuch as 'Evangeline' which might be
mentioned.
coln's Birthday points the way to the flag in blatant fashion is to fail utterly
" Realart is fortunate in having
more extensive work possible of ac- in making a permanent impression on
complishment byproducers "who will the average mind. This type of educa- among its releases ' Soldiers of Fortional work gets us nowhere, for not
depict the national character as portune,' the typically American story by
trayed in universally loved American only is it unconvincing and insincere, Richard Harding Davis, which was
stories.
but it definitely lowers the status of a adapted to the screen so admirably by
.-! its mes- Allan Dwan.Mr. Kohn declared that he has be- medium which can put across
come definitely aware of the genuine
sage by more efifective, more artistic,
" There are any number of similar
appeal and patriotic value of this type more entertaining and more human novels and plays," concludes Mr. Kohn..
methods.
" Which would become eloquent apof picture from the reports of exhibitors throughout the nation who are in
" In the libraries of the nation is a
peals on the screen. There is no coma position to judge the response of wealth of national literature which
paring their value as patriotic educarepresentative audiences.
waits for adaptation to the screen.
tion with obvious propaganda. The
"There is a real opportunity for the These books and plays, known and pictured story of the American character is the greatest moral lesson, and
producers of the United States," says loved, hold the most convincing arguments for America, and portray in the the more entertaining the art, the
Mr. Kohn, " to dedicate motion pictures to the higest type of patriotic most easily understood manner the
greater will be the impression."

Increased

ary ofdemon
ordinness
ge
the readi
AN of extra
thestra:
averaion
exhibitor to play a feature for
a longer period than is his usual wont
— is seen in the vogue of Equity Picse " Eyes of Youth "
Uires' first relea
in Philadelphia and surrounding cities.
As it is the custom to play a feature in
one house on Market street, the Stanley
Company has already booked the
Young feature in the Palace to follow
its big week at the Stanley.
Other week stands in the heart of
the citj-, are Alleghany Theatre, Colonial Theatre, Great Northern Theatre,
Locust Theatre and Majestic Theatre. At the last three named houses,
the usual run of a film is three days,
which policy also obtains at the Colonial, Germantown, where " Eyes of
Y'outh " is to play an entire week.
Below follows a table compiled by
the Equity Pictures Corporation of

Runs

Rule

on
Equity
These details from one territory
' Eyes of Youth " Given only, comprising Eastern Pennsylvania.
This condition obtains throughout the
Double Length Bookentireplainly
country
with " Eyes
of Youth,"
ings in Many Towns
and
illustrates
the susceptibility
Philadelphia,
showing the houses in of .the average exhibitor to policy
.3
that city and
change if the attraction justifies.
suburbs, at which " Eyes
s being given extended
bookings,
of Youth the
" iextra days and daythe usual
run policies o f the various houses :
days Run of Worthington to Direct
for Beck
City r days
Theatrp
day
PhUadclphia
Colonial
-siial
run
Youth"
1
week
William
Worthington,
organizer of
days
day
•Jreat Northern Philadelphia
day 1 week 'he Haworth Company, and who has
I^nst
Philadelphia
3
1
week
Philadelphia
week served as director of the first twelve
31 days
Afaje.stic
T-ibert.v
Model
Philadelphia
I'liiladelphia 1
2 days
I
2 days Sessue Hayakawa productions since the
Philadelphia 1
Fairmount
222 days
day; organization of this unit, has given up
days
1
Bethlehem
Orp
Ileum
Ijiwrence
'he direction of the Japanese star for a
So. Bethlehem 1 days
Valentine
Mt. Carmel 1
*ime, and left for New York to dircci
York,
Pa.
3
1
week
days 1 week the filming of an Arthur F. Beck proHippodrome
Third
Street
Kaston,
Pa. 3 days
Ijincaster
Hamilton
Reading
duction. Mr. Worthington retains his
week
3 days 11 week
AUentown
Hippodrome
interest in the Haworth Company of
Colonial
3
Chester
Washliiirn
2 days
1 week which organization he is President.
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Belgian

Marshall Neilan and his troupe just before they climbed into the Western Rockies
for exteriors of " The River's End "
Neilan
Picture
in a Tie-Up
Heavy Advertising for Novel Expected
to Aid Exhibitor to Exploit Picture
MARSHALL NEILAN'S initial in- the back and use them as souvenirs or
dependent pi-oduction, " Tlie in connection with local book dealers,
River's End," is an adaptation of a public libraries, etc.
Recent advertising placed by the
novel widely advertised during the past
two months. The book, by James publishers include full page advertiseOliver Curwood, is now stated to be
ments in seventeen of the largest newsreceiving a record exploitation in
papers in the country, quarter page
newspapers and magazines throughout advertisements in a half dozen imtlie country, and the film will be reportant papers and full page advertisements in the largest national magazines
icaied when the crest of this publiciiy
has been reached, according to reports. including Good Housekeeping, CosmoThe Marshall Neilan publicity depolitan, Harper's Bazar, Hearst's, and
partment has effected a tie-up with the the Red Book, it is stated.
It
was
pointed out by the Neilan
publishers whereby the latter will include in all advertising copy conccrn- publicity department that this tie-up is
ivg the book, a prominent mention of more cft'ective than the usual bookMr. Neilan's film. In addition to this film arrangement in that it is right up
an initial order of 100,000 book mark'^ to the minu;e and comes at a time
is now in work. These book marks when the book and the film attain their
present a cut of Mr. Neilan with an
advertisement on the photoplay and greatest publicity. " The book is not a
will be included in the daily shipments dead issue which has long since been
of different books issued by the Cos- forgotten," said the Neilan publicity
mopolitan Book Corporation. These man, "but is before the public now
book-marks will also be supplied gratis and at this minute is being read in
to exhibitors, who can imprint them on thousands of homes."

Moll"
e
Will
as the Whit
"The
First Feature
ng Serve
leti
CompThis
Vehicle for Serial Star, Pearl White
WILLIAM FOX announces that nant among the lower and criminal
Pearl White's first starring classes. Mr. Sheldon has given this
\ehicle for the Fox Corporation \yill story many personal touches while retaining all the power and force of the
be presented to the public on the February schedule. The title of the pro- author's original. The filming has
magnified the whole.
duction is" The White Moll."
the cast supporting Miss White
Work on the filming of " The White areIn Richard
C. Travers as leading
Moll " is about completed. There remain but a few special scenes which man, William Harvey, Walter Lewis.
require particularly elaborate settings. Blanche Davenport and Jack Baston ;
These finished, the picture will be and the director uses a few hundred
ready for titling. Meanwhile Miss
people for " atmosphere " in
White, with Director Millards and her extra
several of the large scenes, bo:h interior and exterior, according to the
supporting cast, are concentrating
every effort toward making this first Fox report.
picture a big success, it is stated.
" The White Moll " w hen completed
This is a Packard story for which will be given an auspicious introduction to the trade and has already been
E. Lloyd Sheldon constructed the
scenario. It is said to be a gripping ccniracted for by progressive exhibieven before the film is completed,
story, blending the finer human in- i'. is tors
stated.
stincts with the brutal qualities domi-

Star

to

Make

Picture

New

Debu

Flying A's Release, " The Honey Bee,"
Discussed
in
Detail
bv Hutchinson
\cl'Ji)ci
a most interesting analo
C^MUEL S. HU i CHIXSON, Prcsi*^ dent of the .-Xmerican Film Com- using this sexless little creature
pany, had just reached Chicago head- typical of woman, the worker, — t
(juarters after several weeks spent at woman who is forced by circumstance
the American's Santa Barbara studios, to be self-supporting and, as the till
where he has been advising in ih-j pro- explains, is 'cheated out of love an
dut-lion of the latest "Flying A"
and babies.'
"Speaking
as to titles, we are putdrama, "'i lie Honey Bee," in which the home
ting this picture through with a miniBelgian prima donna, Mme. Marmum of reading matter. It is going to
Kucriia S\l\a, makes her initial appearance upon the American screen.
be a picture interspersed with a few*
"'The Honey Bee,'" explains Mr. necessary
titles, probably less than a'
hundred
for six reels, and not a lot of
Hutchinson, "is based upon some of
the most fascinating facts in natural titles held together by mediocre acting.
history, the never-ending toil of the Considering the fact that the grip of
unsexed females — the workers of the the story is in the subtle mental and
honey bee family; the fact that they emotional metamorphosis of the
work and work until they die, and if, woman, who yields her cramping conventions for a more human elbowing
for anycomereason,
there
demoralized,
tasteisn'ttheenough,
honey, beget with humanity — considering the nature
honey-drunk, and take to robbing the of the drama, the paucity of titles is a
hives. In his novel," continued Mr. tribute to Mme. Sylva's histrionic
Hutchinson, "Samuel Merwin has de-

Selznick

ability."
Studio

Is

Active

Three Features Are Reported to Be
Under Production at Eastern Studio
A REPORT
from studios
the Selznick
Lee and Bronx
states Fort
that
some excellent interior scenes are being
made for three of the Selznick productions now in the making of the studios.
"The Woman Game," said to be a
powerful drama, and which was written for Elaine Hammerstein by Leighton Osmun and Frank Dazey, is nearing completion under the direction of
Wm. P. S. Earle. Miss Hammerstein
is said to be doing excellent work in
this picture. The production abounds
with a variety of sets of more than
usual magnificence. This picture bids
fair, the report says, to be the best
Miss Hammerstein has made under
the Selznick banner.
"Glorious Youth" by John Lynch, is
the sixth starring subject of Olive

Thomas. The opening scenes of the
picture were made in New Orleans,
and the first reel is concerned almost
entirely with the lovely, fast vanishing,
old fashioned southern life, actually
made in the country where the storj' is
laid. Alan Crosland is directing "GlorScully.ious Youth," assisted by William J.
In the Selznick studio, Sophie Irene
Loeb's big melodrama, "The Woman
God Sent," is taking form under the
direction of Larry Trimble, who
adapted the story to the screen. Trimble has wonderful material to work
with, and the all-star cast of players
headed by Zena Keefe and Joe King,
includes John Wade, a character actor, and many known to screen folk

A scene from Zena Keefe's first Selznick production, " The Woman God Sent'
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JTpictures
is Equity's
policy to produce
progressing!
rapidly BIG
towards the character of productions
that play the big time circuits on long
runs ex ictly like the big winning legitimate stageplays. "Eyes of Youth"
is a step in that direction. Equity will
also take on the disiribu'ion of big pictures from ether producers offering a
service unexcelled in the trade, a new
and unique service that guarantees
results. Correspondence invited.

EMUITY

PICTUKES

AEOLIAN UALL

JT is utterly impossible in this space
to enumerate the series of successful runs that "Eyes of Youth" is
enjoying now in the finest theatres
throughout the country. Entire
Broadway, N. Y., with the possible
exception of two or three theatres
are running or have run "Eye'? of
Youth" to capacity receipts. The
same thing is happening everywhere.
From one to three weeks is the average. Do you appreciate what that
mean<; ? Your nearest Equity Franchise Holder will explain.

jSJO picture carries a wider appeal,
nor has any picture a finer combination of Star, story and box office title
th.n -SILK HUSBANDS AND CALICO
WIVES" It's a house packer of the type
that lends prestige to any theatre, it's that
soughtmeans
for"hundred
that
money to percent
you. Haveentertainment
you played
it yet ? See your nearest Equity Franchise
holder, or write us direct. (Extra) Special
proposition to independent exchanges.
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Cast

inNew

American

" Valley of Tomorrow " Has William Russell, Mary Thurman and Others Prominent
Pauline Curley, a real prodigy of the
THE American's new photonovel by
in the story is the pretty little
stage,
Stephen Fox, " The V^alley of To•nnrrow," screened at Lake Tahoe in victim of the false Italian's love. She
Sierra Nevadas, called for a cast of made her debut at three, and began her
isiial ability. The story is claimed stage career in dead earnest at the age
. he conspicuous for vigorous action, of eight, playing in stock companies
tense and absorbing event leading and vaudeville and, the past three
another
stiir more exciting, years, in pictures.
Frank Brownlcc, the character actor,
liam Russell, in the leading role, is
i endowed with the mental and
role of the dastardly " Fang "
in
\ sical equipment to fill the bill.
livestheup to the name, and does work
Man,' Thurman, to whom the name that stamps him as a master of makeup and character delineation. Also intlic Venus of the Films " clings, is
cluded in the cast are such well-known
\'M-seli's leading woman in the role of
)ung Italian girl, devoted to her players as Frank Clark, Lewis King,
Two Universal stars who prove themselves adepts at make-up. Left — Monroe Sah'gbury in " The Phantom Melody." Right — Dorothy Phillips in " The Gorgeous Canary "
Aorthy brother and in love with his a young brother of the director, Henry
cmy. Histrionic ability of the melo- King, and Jeffrey Sloan.
Iramatic order was required and Mary
UniversaPs
March
8 Release
Thurman handles the part with a re" Pepe " Ledcrer is the happy posprve force and splendid spirit.
sessor of an Irish Mail from Auntie
Popular Star, Strong. Cast, Good Story
The versatile Harvey Clark makes Marion Davies. Miss Davies explains
venerable Long John realistic. that this was Pepe's own choice, and
and Able Direction Said to Be Found
(1 M. Malatesta, an Italian by birth, is a perfectly good wagon with motor
iigs to his part a natural subtlety and everything, in which Miss Pepc A CAREFUL combination of popu- circumvented by the father who escapes
lar star, strong cast, clever story from prison and by a ruse establishes
! savoir faire which makes the dififi- may drive up and down Riverside to
i role of the guilty Italian singer her heart's content, stopping only lo and good direction are said to feature evidence that the judge is really the
<1 moral outlaw convincing.
of the girl and not he.
crank up the motor.
the Universal production, " The father
Tense situations are dramatically
P'orged Bride " which is announced for
release on March 8, and in which brought out under the able direction of
Mary MacLaren plays the stellar role. Douglas Gerrard, it is asserted.
ed
Form
Unit
" The Forged Bride " is from the
cing
Dagmar Godowsky, Thomas JeflferProdu
New
son of the well known dramatic
story, " The Sins of the Father," from son,
the pen of J. G. Hawks, who has sup- star of other days, Joseph Jefferson ;
The Louis Tracy Productions, Inc., to
plied William S. Hart with many of Harold Miller, Barney Sherry and
of Novelist
Stories
his scenarios. It deals with an unusu- Frances
Best
Picturize
lent cast. Raymond complete the excelally striking problem of life. In it,
A XXOUNCEMEXT is made this "Diana of the Moorland," "Cynthia's Mary MacLaren takes the part of a
The production, according to the re» week of the formation of the
viewers who have been favored with
Chauffeur," "The Wheel of Fortune," convict's daughter.
uis Tracy Productions, Inc., as a "The Red Year," "The Silent Bar" The Forged Bride " is the story of an early review, is one of the most
>raltar Pictures unit to produce a
rier," "The Terms of Surrender," the daughter of a convict who marries interesting in which Miss MacLaren
les of fifteen feature picture dramas "Flower of the Gors^," "The Revel- the son of the judge who has convicted
has yet appeared. Besides starring in
-ed on the works of Louis Tracy,
ers," "The Postmaster's Daughter," her parent. The judge on discovering " Bread," " Shoes " and several earlier
velibt and publicist, the first of "The Message," "The Captain of the the status of his new daughter-in-law pictures, she took the leading role in
determines to keep her relationship to " The Petal on the Current " and
ich, "The Bartlett Mystery," will be
and "Carl Krier."
t in work shortly at the Leah Baird Kansas,"
"The Bartlett Mystery" has been se- the convicted man a secret. However, "Rouge and Riches," which has just
idios, Cliffside, N. J.
lected for the first picture of the series a blackmailer threatens exposure but is been released.
The officers of the new corporation, because it is unusually adaptable, it is
thur F. Beck, president, and C. C.
1
Tl
1
irr, secretary and treasurer, have said, to effective picturizalion. It is
*
New
Rex
Beach
Production
utracted with Mr. Tracy for the picre rights to his best works. These
lude, in addition to "The Bartlett
ystery," "His
Unknown Wife,"
in statement Issued on the New Pic-sJ: ;7'M;.'":vSf
ture Prediction Is Made of Sure Hit

WITH many of the new Goldwyn
directors present. Rex Beach's
latestscreened
picture,at "a The
Silver
Horde,"
was
private
showing
this
ion
week, and the product
received the
marked approval of those present.
Frank Lloyd directed the production
and staged the mob scenes, the fight
-ccnes, and the great outdoor action
A ith all the .skill that won him his
high
reputation.
" ' The Silver
Hordeand '
bristles
with rapid-fire
action
dynamic tures.
climaxes,"
The book says
fromGoldwyn
which Picthe

tiiroughout. Frederick Stanton is Big
George Bolt, -and together these two
men and Cherry Malottc fight the
forces of cunning and greed which
seek complete control of the salmon
fisheries of Alaska.
Remarkable shots of Alaskan scenes,
of the gleaming salmon hording into
the Kalvik river to spawn, and of the
great wharf riot on the docks of
Seattle add to the picture quality of
" The Silver Horde," it is stated.
In concluding its report on this new
production,
the Goldwyn Pictures assert :

l)hotoplay is derived is one of the most
" Five stories are woven into one
popular of Rex Beach novels. The
Goldwyn exploitation staff calls it a
drama of the screen in " The
" red-blooded, he-man, two-fisted, great
Silver Horde." As far as the exhibistraight- ?rom-the shoulder romance of
tor is concerned, it would be enough
theIn great
North."
selecting
the cast of plajers Rex to say that it is just as good as "The
Beach scored again. Myrtle Stedman Girl from Outside." Reports from the
and Betty Blythe are the two leading Goldwj-n officials and the story itself
women of " The Silver Horde." As indicate that this is a greater picture,
' Bill " Farnum is off the strenuous role for a while and tends baby in his latest Emerson, Curtis Cooksey is described possibly Rex Beach's greatest screen
as a dominant and forceful figure
feature for the Fox program, " Heart Strings "
drama to date."
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Goldwyn Sales Manager
at Kansas City
Meeting
Felix F. Feist, vice-president and
manager of sales of Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, now on a tour of
the country, reached Kansas City
Tuesday morning, January 13. Awaiting Mr. Feist's arrival at the Kansas
City office were, according to Goldwyn, E. S. Wilhoit, manager of the
Landers theatre, Springfield, Mo. ; H.
G. Ramsey, manager of the Royal
theatre, Eldorado, and R. H. Holmes,
manager of the Royal theatre, Emporia. Mr. Beist spent a large part
of the day with these exhibitors and
others who called at the Goldwyn exchange.
A meeting of the salesmen was held
January 14. Mr. Feist complimented
Mr. Bloch and his associates on what
had been accomplished and received
assurances that a still more aggressive
campaign will be carried on during
1920.
Many
More Contracts
for
■ Desert Gold "
Another group of first-run exhibitors is reported by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation to have signed contracts for Benjamin B. Hampton's
Zane Grey production, "Desert Gold"
within the past few days. These big
first runs include Frank L. Newman,
controlling the Newman, Royal and
Regent theatres in Kansas City, Mo.,
as well as a big first run house in
Milwaukee; G. A. Bush, controlling
the Superba and a chain of subsidiary houses in San Diego, Cal. ; James
Beatty for his first-run house in San
Jose, and C. W. Midgley, with the
American in Oakland, Cal.

Ass't Directors Election
The annual election of officers of
the Assistant Directors Association
was held on the evening of January
16, with the following being elected
to guide the destinies of this organization through the ensuing year:
President, George Webster; vicepresidents, H. Schenk, Wm. Crinlcy ;
treasurer, Scott R. Beal ; secretary,
Fred Tyler; sergt. at arms, C. H.
Mitchell ; chairman of board, W.
Dyer.

A sterling actor is Melbourne MacDowell.
who is appearing
in " The
Gift Supreme,"
a Republic
picture

.VI 0 t i 0 11 Picture
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Realarts
Tie Houses
Up City's
First Run
Four Realart Pictures were run in
six-day competition last week by four
of
R. the
I. principal theatres of Providence,
" We believe this is the first time in
the history, of the motion picture business that one concern's products have
held possession for a week of the leading houses of a city as large as Providence," says J. S. Woody, Realart's
general manager.
" It is absolutely unprecedented in
my
wholeJ. experience
a salesman."
declares
C. Ragland,as general
sales
manager for Realart.
" Providence is a city of about 300,000 population. It has, as I recall the
situation now, four houses which are
regarded as first-run. Realart Pictures
were shown last week in three of the>c
and another Realart Picture was shcrwn
second run at the same time.
Thurston Hall to Play
for Gerald Bacon
Vitagraph's
Duchess,"
starring
is about to
make supreme
its initialeffort,
bow to" The
the Sporting
public. This
is a scene
fromAlice
the Joyce,
production
Following his week's engagement oni
of New York as star of Oliver Morosco's " Civilian Clothes," the leading
role of which he created in the New
Good
Cast
Supports
Duncan
York production, Thurston Hall, prominent on both stage and screen as star
Production of New Vitagraph Serial
and leading man, will go under the
Is Reported to Be Well on the Way
management of Gerald F. Bacon, producer for both stage and screen.
VITAGRAPH has assembled an un- Duncan, succeeding Joe Ryan, who is
Mr. Bacon announces that he has an
usually strong supporting cast for being starred with Jean Paige in his
inviting picture proposition for Mr.
William Duncan, who now has his new own serial.
Hall, details of which will be given
Vitagraph serial by Albert E. Smith,
-Antonio Moreno, another of the Vitthe termination of his conpresident of Vitagraph, and his new
agraph serial stars, is making prep- following
tract with Oliver Morosco this week.
collaborator, Cleveland Moffett, well
arations to undertake the difficult
under way. Mr. Duncan is thoroughlj' scenes in the fifteenth and final chap- According to Mr. Bacon's plans for
Hall, he will devote the next few
confident that his 'new serial will surter of " The Invisible Hand," which
to picture work, after which
pass any of his former efforts.
is said to have a thrilling climax. In months
he
will
go
into rehearsal for a stage
Edith Johnson, who has appeared as the twelfth and thirteenth episodes
the heroine in many Vitagraph serials, some unusual photographic results
production.
is again Mr. Duncan's leading lady. were obtained in subterranean scenes,
Virginia Nightingale, a graduate of during which Mr. Moreno and Paul- Big Promises Made for
Vitagraph Comedies, appears as the
ine Curley, his leading lady, spent conBlackston Production
siderable time in water up to their
feminine " heavy," while Jack RichIf the enthusiastic predictions
ardson, formerly " heavy " for J. necks. New concrete underground
Warren Kerrington and W. S. Hart, tunnels were constructed expressly for those who have been permitted to
occupies the same position with Mr. these scenes at the Hollywood Studio. view the first private showing in the
executive headquarters of Pathe of
_. ^
,
the latest J. Stuart Blackton product'on come at all close to being fulV\. I^I^^QC^^C
I
n 1 l/rf^fCQ l
IV^'lllV^w'
^Ifff^lTX^
1V^UlltxllL
XV\^l\^aaV^O
filled it is certain that the director has
List Is Topped by
achieved something out of the ordinary in the creation of " Respectable
;
"
Riches
and
Rouge
Good Short-Subject Reels Are Included
It is described as a fine blending of
the eighteenth and last episode en- comedy and drama.
"pOUGE
Riches"
tops for
the
•»• »■ Universalandrelease
program
Blackton has chosen a
Proxy."
titled Liquid
"
Flames." " Doomed," byCommodore
the week of February 9th as a special the seventh
installment of " The Lion well balanced cast to support his
attraction. It is a five-reel production, Man," featuring Kathleen O'Connor
featuring Mary MacLaren under the and Jack Perrin is said to be unusu- young leads, Sylvia Breamer and Robert Gordon. Eulalie Jensen, Margadirection of Harry Franklin. It is
ally gripping. It is released this week.
ret Barrj-, William R. Dunn, Bessie
from the story " Myself, Becky," by
Elmo Lincoln makes his opening ap- Stinson and Morgan Thorpe have imW. Carey Wonderly, which originally
pearance in the new Universal serial,
portant parts.
appeared in Live Stories Magazine.
" Elmo the Fearless," the episo(fe being
" Rouge and Riches " is a satire on entitled "The Wreck of the Santiam."
love and gives intimate views of back Universal officials claim that this sur- Four Pathe Features on
passes all his previous serial efforts.
stage life, that space behind the footList for February
lights which is always a source of
Mrs.
Joe
Martin
is
implicated
in
anW'ith four big special productions
mystery and interest to the uninitiated.
other Universal release, this time being
.\ good supporting cast is provided, in- aided and abetted by one Jimmie ready for release it is expected thai
cluding: Marguerite Snow, Wallace
February will be a banner month for
MacDonald, Robert Walker, Lloyd Adams in a two-reel draught, " Over Pathe. Crauford Kent will be seen i"
Broadway never re- "Other Men's Shoes", an Edgar Lewis
Whitlock, Syn de Conde, Alberta Lee, the Transom."
tires without a Lyons and Moran puncDorothy Abril, Harry Dunkinson and
ture. This time Eddie and Lee gave production ; June Caprice appears in i
Helen Sullivan.
"In Walked Mar>'"; Sylvia Breamer
a one reel blow-out of " Non-Skid
This week is an unusual one for the us
Love." " Kaintuck's Ward " is the and Robert Gordon are the stars of <
serials, as it marks the final episode of title of the western picture offering of "Respectable by Proxy", a J. Stuart i
Production ; and Frank |
week. Bob Burns and Peggy Blackton
one and the premiere of another. "The the
O'Dare appear.
Keenan will be seen in "Smouldenni
Great Radium Mystery " is solved in
Embers."
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Charles

Ray

r
popula
the his
S R7\Y,
\RLEstar,
C11.screen
has formed
own
company, to be known as the
Charles Ray Productions, Inc. First
Xational will distribiUc the products
of The
companj-. that Mr. Ray
the new
announcement
will now head his own concern came
from Los Angeles this week, and follows the news of the star's aftiliation
with the Arthur S. Kane Pictures
Corporation. Mr. Kane, whose own
producing company was first announced last week, will direct the
New York activities and productions
of the Star.
The Charles Ray Productions has
already received its charter and work
will begin immediately after the comof Mr.Ince,
Ray'snowfinalin picture
Thomas pletionH.
course for
of

"play
Shoreis Acres,"
James into
A. Heme's
famousby
to be made
a picture
Metro. Lois Zellner made the adaptation
Employees Considered
in Move of Morton
Plant
Expansion of the Robert ■ Morton
plant of the American Photoplayer
Company at Van Nuys, California,
which caused the emplo>Tnent of a
large number of men, has caused the
- ompany to make necessary arrangements for the comfort of their employes who found it impossible to find
Kving conditions in Van Nuys.
President H. J. Werner of the
.American Company was in Los An:?eles and Van Nuys this week, where
he let the contract for the construction
"f forty residences. These are to be
!>uilt immediately, and are to be used
exclusively by the employes of the
>rgan company.
More

Exhibitors Endorse the Selznick
Plan
Followng close on the heels of the
mnouncement that the Miami Valley
Kxhibitors' League, the Chicago Circuits and Northwest Exhibitors had
endorsed National Picture Theatres,
Inc., comes the report that additional
exhibitors of the Northwest are endorsing the plan. The success of the
organization is assured in the opinion
of Lewis J. Selznick, its head. The
Xational organization now has the approval of circuits which have members
in hundreds of the largest and most
'mportant towns.
Continuity of " Half an
Hour " of High Order
Clara Beranger has completed the
scenario for Barrie's "Half an Hour,"
\\hich is to be Dorothy Dalton's first
\chicle under her contract with the
Famous Playcrs-Lasky. A feature of
the continuity is the fact that the entire action is supposed to embrace only
half an hour's time. The suspense is
>aid
close. to be excellently sustained to the

filming. The tie-up with First National was consummated a year ago.
In the personnel of the newly organized company are business men,
well known in the motion picture
world. Mr. Charles T. Ray, father of
the star, is president. Mr. Richard
Willis is first vice-president and general manager. Mr. Albert A. Kidder,
Jr., a prominent Los Angeles business
man, is secretary and treasurer, and
Mr. Charles Ray and Mr. Gus Inglis
are directors. The last named is also

Report

on

its report on the production pro
IN
gram approved by the officials of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
in their convention at the Hotel La
Salle, Chicago, last week, the publicity
department of that organization issues
the following statement :
" Mr. Lasky outlined a most ambitious program of production of great
pictures, which will insure to the exhibitor the pick of the finest material
available in literature and the drama.
He said that arrangements have been
completed with a number of very successful writers, and through theatre
organizations, by which the producing
department of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation will receive the benefit of
their entire output. From the Frohman interests, the output of J. M. Barrie is assured for the screen through
Famous Players-Lasky, George Broadhurst's output will also reach the
masses by the same channel, as well
as the work of John D. Williams,
Oliver Morosco productions, and others
of similar calibre. Famous Players
has the first call on all of these for
their works.
" Speaking of directors, Mr. Lasky
said that the services of ' the big five '
are assured for a number of years.
These are Cecil B. DcMille, George
Fitzmaurice, William De Mille, George
Melford and William D. Taylor. This
does not include Hugh Ford, whose future work in London can well be
classed with that of the others. The
'big five' will probably make twenty
special productions in the year.
" Mr. Lasky said that the production
department has also developed the idea
of a great stock company which will
enable the producers to put on their
productions with an all-star cast. The
company includes men and women of

Forms

Own

Willis and
Inglis Are
Associated with the
Star in Venture
second vice-president of the corporation.
The headquarters of the new company will be on Fleming Street, East
Hollywood, where the studios are
also located. Extensive alterations
are under way, and when the home
of the Charles Ray Productions is
completed, it is expected to be one of
the finest outfits of any star-producer
in the Western territory.
The rights to several popular plays
and novels have been secured, especial thought being directed toward
their fitness for the unique personality
which Mr. Ray has made immortal
for the screen. Not only have the
star's sponsors been particular in the
choice of vehicles to suit his needs,
but care has been exercised in supplying screen material with abundant
story value. It is said that Mr. Ray
will start out with an unusual equipment of already famous vehicles.
Mr. Ray has been conceded by
many producers, exhibitors and members of the motion picture press, to

Chicago

Company
be the logical contender for box-ofiice
supremacy during the coming year.
His growth has been phenomenal and
it is said by students of the situation
that the field was never so good for
the star who brings to the screen a
human touch that is unfailing in its
afTectiveness.
Exhibitors who have kept their eye
on Mr. Ray as the consistent moneywinner of the day, are declaring their
satisfaction that the star has affiliated
himself with such a responsible and
capable film executive as Arthur S.
Kane.
Under the direction of Mr. Kane,
it is expected that the latent possibilities of the star as a national contender for the foremost screen position, will receive their utmost expression. The affiliation of Arthur S.
Kane and the newly organized Charles
Ray Productions, is looked upon as a
combination of unlimited possibilities,
and is regarded by exhibitors as one
of the most promising tie-ups of recent times.
With distribution in the hands of
the First National organization, the
combination of first-class agencies in
back of the Ray productions will insure these pictures the best of supervision on all coimts.

Convention

be worked out as quickly as it can be
done with intelhgent consideration of
Exploitation Methods
all local conditions and requirements.
Are Outlined
" It was announced during the convention that the finance committee and
the
executives
of the corporation are
the calibre and popularity of Jack Holt,
a profit-sharing program,
Theodore Roberts, Wanda Hawley and completing
the details of which will be announced
many others now playing in support
of the stars.
wifhin a short rime."
"Inauguration of a completely new
plan of exploitation and distribution of
Paramount-Artcraft Pictures was
brought about by the convention. The Alice Joyce in " Dollars
plan is, in a nutshell, to give the ex" Dollars and
Woman " has" been
hibitor of Paramount-Artcraft Pictures
thethe Woman
and
by Albert
E. Smith, president
the maximum of financial returns on selected
every picture of that brand that he of Vitagraph as Alice Joyce's next
shows. Each picture will stand abso- Vitagraph special producrion following
lutely and solely on its own merits, " The Sporting Duchess," recently
without relationship to any other pic- completed and now awaiting release.
ture. Each picture will make its own It is an adaptation from the original
record for the exhibitor and for the story by Albert Payton Terhune, with
scenario by Lucien Hubbard. George
producer.
" The motion picture going public Terwilliger, who directed Miss Joyce in
will be the sole judges of the compen- " Slaves of Pride " and " The Sporting
sation to be had by the exhibitor and Duchess " will also direct her new feature. The full cast has not been sethe producer. To the exhibitor it means
lected as yet. Robert Gordon and
that he will get the "full pressure of
the exploitation and sales department Crawford Kent will play the male
and the advertising and publicity de- leads. Jessie Stevens will also have an
partment back of every picture he important role.
shows. This force will be concentrated
on the individual picture instead of
being scattered among the list.
Praises Picturiza" The adoption of this plan will bring Irwin tion
of Story
about the complete reorganization of
the exploitation and sales departments,
Wallace Irwin, author of " The
to meet the new conditions. The first
Blooming Angel," the story recently
step in the reorganization will be to completed
by Goldwyn Pictures Corpodouble the number of the existing
ration with Madge Kennedy as the
force. Each exchange headquarters
has written a letter to Vicewill have asigned to its territory one star,
President
Abraham Lehr, at the Goldor more trained exploitation men
wyn Culver City Studios, praising the
whose service will be given direct to
of his story in the highest terms.
the exhibitor. A zoning system will picturization
Production

Program

and

Motion
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te

State

Rights

Sales

Jtight

Picture

New

Field

on

" The
LostWarner
CityBrothers,
"
Word
comes from
who control the distrilnition rights of
SeHg's animal serial, ''The Lost City",
that Joe Friedman, president of the
Celebrated Players Film Corp., has secured the rights for Illinois and Indiana.
In addition to this territory, the First
Xational Exhibitors Circuit, Inc., has
seven states in the South, while .the
Standard Film Service Co., of Cleveland, has Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky. The Hatch Film Company has
seven Eastern states, and the Arrow
Film Corp. of Boston, controls the
New England distribution rights,
which make twenty-six states that have
already been disposed of.
A scene from Monopol Pictures Company's
production of " Alma, Where Do You
Pioneer

to Produce

" Dr.

"
Mr. of Hyde
and
Jekyll
One of the
features
the Pioneer
list of attractions for the first half of
the coming year will be a production
of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. A large
company is now being assembled by
Charles J. Hayden, who will have
charge of the direction of the picture.
The version which has been prepared
by Mr. Hayden varies in several respects from the novel as written by
Robert Louis Stevenson, making the
story a combination of the psychological and dramatic rather than the uncanny and melodramatic.
Mr. Sheldon Lewis is making a careful study of the two roles of Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hy.de as they were played by
the late Richard Mansfield, and in
many respects his impersonation of the
dual role will follow that of the great
tragedian's conception of the part.
"The Third Generation"
Is Winning Success
After an extended run in the best
film houses on Broadway, " The Third
Generation," with a Brentwood cast, is
meeting with success in first-run houses
throughout the country, according to
Robertson-Cole.
Betty Blythe has the feminine lead
in this Robertson-Cole picture, and is
supported by an all-star cast, including Mahlon Hamilton, Bett>y Brice,
Jack Pratt, Joseph Swickard and Edward Cecil.
Film Specials Contracts
with the Fay Film Co.
Film Specials have just closed a
contract with the Fay Film Co. of Chicago, for 26 two-reel comedies featuring Harry Cane, to be released
every other week. Production has already begun. They will begin releasing at an early date, to be sold on the
state rights basis. Film Specials will
control the world rights.

D.
An interesting scene from George
Beban's new
to be distributed
by production,
Sol. Lesser " One Man in a Million,"

N.

Schwab

Form;

Live? " OrganProducing
ization

Dore N. Schwab, formerly produc
tion manager of the Carlisle Blackwel
Lesser
Makes
Announcement
Productions, Inc., has just completer
the organization of his own compan:
States His Market PoHcy and Method
to be known as the D. N. Schwab Pro
ductions. Inc. The executive offices o
of Handling His First Beban Picture
the new company are at 511 FiftI
Axenue.
the
expense
and
time
wasted
in
this
SOL LESSER has issued the following statement in regard to his method, without one iota of additional
Mr. Schwab has just left for th'
benefit, I immediately made up my
future activities and policies: "The mind to have all my producing and Coast where upon his arrival he wd
shortage of real big attractions for
immediately start preparations for th'
the open market has led me into the
takn)g of a series of pictures. Nego
releasing done here."
producing
field,"
Lesser. " toIt
tialions have just been closed for thi
has been so
easysaidforMr.a producer
tr kinp' over of the most recently com
obtain a release through a national
pleted
studio unit of the Hollywoo(
National
Film's
Feature
distributing company on almost any
Studios, Inc., Los Angeles.
to
Combat
Bolshevism
average picture, that it leaves nothing
for the open market man. I have
The first of the National Film Cortherefore investigated the production
poration of America series of pro- New Comedy Concerr
field and have started with George
ductions to carry its message of reJames Calnay, who has produced
construction and to aid the governBeban and Annette Kellermann, besides athird star whose name will be
ment in combatting Bolshevism, will number of plays in the east, has comf
to California for the making of a series
announced very shortly.
be "Mary Minds Her Business," a
" Mr. Beban's first picture, ' One Ladies' Home Journal serial by of subjects to be released under the
Life Comedies.
Man in a Million,' is nearly completed, George Weston. The story is based trade mark of High
and will have its premiere in Los An- on the attempt of a girl to operate a These are to be of one reel in length
geles, in conjunction with his well large industrial plant which she falls and spoken of as semi slap stick situaheir to.
tion comedies. Harry Wolze who ha^
known vaudeville act, ' The Sign of
"Mary Minds Her Business" is a been identified with the scenario dethe Rose,' famous throughout the
country. The next showing will be in seven-part adaptation by Mildred
partment of Keystone, Sennett, Fox
San Francisco, and after that each key Considine. The story will appear Universal and L-Ko studios has beer
city will be visited by Mr. Beban with serially in the Ladies' Home Journal engaged as a writer and director and is
charge of production.
his act and picture. Upon completion until March, when it will be published in
of his tour, Mr. Beban will start his in book form.
second picture, and then Annette KelCharacter Buys Story
lermann will be ready and she will
present her diving act with the pic- "Human Passions" Sold
The Character Pictures Corporatio.
ture. The same method applies to this
on Central States
purchased the story " Forty Be
has
as in the Beban proposition. Then
low," a tale of the Northwest by Craig
comes our third star, who I will anrights
"Human
for
theThestates
of on
Illinois
and Passions"
Indiana have
nounce later.
to "The
were p^ren. Added
which Fraraeu
Johnso
Stampede,"
" The
and
" I am experimenting with a new been sold by Tyrad Pictures, Inc., to
y, thi;
compan
the
by
purchased
cently
policy," he said. " I have often fig- the Silee Film Exchange, 220 S. State make's three stories announced in tin
ured the reason why the picture out- Street, Chicago, 111. Lottie Tilford is
ion by tht
put should be marketed in New York the featured member in this produc- past two weeks for product
Below
"Forty
y.
compan
ter
Charac
instead of the very place it was protion, a seven part story of love and in- will
be made in California where th(
duced. When I started to compute trigue.
after making twc
compansy inwillthelocate
East.
picture
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Plunges

from

Plane

in

Scene

Jack Sherrill, Co-Star of " The Invisible Ray," Dives Into St. Johns River
JACK SHERRILL, co-starring with sonvillc, and there boarded a plane
in "The Invisible operated by the Victory Fliers, piloted
vay,Ruth Cliffordepisode serial now be- by Reed E. Davis, an e.xpert birdman,
a fifteenwho flew for Uncle Sam during the
1^ produced by the Frohinan Amuselent Corporation, yesterday entered war. The hour set for them to appear
i> name as one of the daredevils of over the St. Johns river near the
iie world. Sherrill won this unen- .\rmour fertilizer plant was 11.15
lable sobriquet by plunging headfirst a. m. Tufis and other boats were there
rom an airplane moving through the with tlic cameramen, and all was set
■r at a speed of 80 miles per hour, well in advance, so that the plane could
rom an elevation estimated at 50 feet, be fired upon by the cameramen as
ito the St. Johns river, at Jackson- soon as she came into view.
illc, Florida.
The work was so accurate and the
The feat, which is described as the signals so well timed that Sherrill
lost spectacular yet seen on the screen, struck the water within twenty-five
as done in adding reality to a mov- feet of the boat to which he was to
ig picture scene which is being photo- swim, while four or five cameras were
graphed inJacksonville by the Frohman Amusement Corporation of New pointed upon him, recording an actual
stunt by a human hciiii;. and not that
York, for " The Invisible Ray." Sherrill went to Pablo Beach, near Jack- of a " dummy."
It's This
toughis toa scene
be blindfolded
when Mann
you are
playing
a partby with
like this.
from a Hank
comedy
released
Arrowsupport
Film Corp.

First

of

Jans

Series

" Love Without Qu
lar Players Ready
THE first of the scries of .si.\ superfeatures starring Olive Tell which
~ being produced by Jans Pictures,
iiic , will be ready for public presentalon about the latter part of February,
i! is "Love Without Question," the film
r-ion of C. Wadsworth Camp's
ly read novel "The .\bandoned
.iijutn."
Fast nearing completion under the
iiersonal direction of B. E. Rolfe,
Love Without Question" is said to
ontain punch after punch, James Mor: is playing the leading male role in
11 > production starring the Broadway
-lar Olve Tell. Others of the supporting cast arc equally well known and
Mr. Rolfe has given personal attention
lo the selection of settings and locations with the assurance that the
technical needs of the feature will be
second to none.
" Love Without Question ' is the first
of a scries of six Jans pictures in which

Coming

estion " with PopuEnd of February
Olive Tell will be the star. The series
is to be released on the State rights
basis imder a " star series " contract
plan. That is, the exhibitor will contract to book the series of six pictures.
Thus he will be able to prepare advance
advertising campaigns, be relieved of
making other bookings and be assured
of six excellent features in which an
extremely popular star will appear.
All of the Jans pictures will be
booked and contracted for in this manner. Mr. Herman F. Jans, president
of Jans Pictures, Inc., and himself an
exchange man thoroughly familiar with
the needs of exhibitors, realizes that
this method of booking is the kind that
offers the theatrje manager the best
opportunities.
The exact release date of " Love
Without Question " will be determined
in a short time and, with other announcements regarding additional stars
and pictures, will soon be made public

First view of what to expect in the Johnny Dooley comedies to be released by
Tyrad Pictures, Inc. This is from " Some Mind Reader "

Arrow
" The

Announces
Wolves

of Wall

Release

Street " and " The

Desert Scorpion " Star Edmund F. Cobb
THEthe six-reel
released by that location. "Wolves of the Street"
Arrow feature
Film Corporation,
was released by the Arrow Film Corporation on the states rights market
formerly titled " The Wolves of Wall
Street," has had its title changed to on Jan. 15.
■' The Desert Scorpion " is another
" Wolves of the Street." This is the
feature produced by the Art-O-Graf six-reel feature which stars Edmund
Film Company and features Edmund F. Cobb. In this feature the action
F. Cobb, supported by Vida Johnson. takes place in its entirety in the West.
" Wolves of the Street " is a com- It is said to be a well produced feature
bination Eastern and Western feature. with many dramatic situations and
The story opens in Wall Street and plenty of suspense and some mystery.
the action deals with the New York This feature was also produced by the
Stock Exchange and the attempt of a Art-O-Graf Company under the personal supervision of Otis B. Thayer.
young broker, Cobb, to corner the
wheat market. Later, he is called " The Desert Scorpion " was released
West to quell a strike in a mine that by the Arrow Film Corporation on
he owns, and then the action shifts to
Jan. 15.
Victor

Kremer

Finishes

Trip

Reports Great Success in Disposing
of Territory for the Chaplin Films
This deal was consummated for the
VICTOR
president
of
Victor KREMER,
Kremer Film
Features,
exchange by Willi am Sicfert, president of the new organization. Ohio
Inc., has returned to New York,
after a trip throughout thp exchange was also disposed of by the head of
centres of the United States and the Kremer organization to Essenel
Canada. During his visit to the inde- Productions, Dc Luxe, of Cleveland,
pendent buyers in the interests of the Ohio,lin offerings.
for the four short length Chapfive Chaplin comedies, which he controls, Kremer disposed of many terriMr. Kremer announced upon his retories, it is stated.
turn that he had acquired for state
The latest buyer to acquire the right distribution the Essanay subChaplain productions in Herman Rifject,hicle
"bkinner's
Dressto Suit,"
the vewhich is stated
have brought
kin, of the Eastern Feature Film
Company, Boston, who has purchased fame to Bryant Washburn, the present
star. An entirely new edifor New England " A Burlesque on Paramount
tion of advertising supplies, under the
Carmen," "The Champion," "The Jitof Bert Ennis, will be isney Elopement," " Work," and " By direction
sued for this picture, and the marketthe Sea." Rifkin intends giving these
ing of same will begin shortly.
Chaplins a wide exploitation campaign
before the release of the first picture,
which will be " Carmen." He will Elmer Harris to Remain
present the short length subjects as a
series.
with Famous Players
Mr. Kremer also reports the sale
Elmer Harris, the noted writer of
of the five Chaplin comedies for the farces and musical comedy librettos,
State of Michigan to the Independent recently signed with Famous PlayersMasterfilms, Inc., of Detroit, Mich. Lasky Corporation for another year.
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Rothacker

After ;i three-day breathing spell
following a trip East, W'atterson R.
Rothacker's well-worn traveling bag
left for Los Angeles January 27.
The president of the Rothacker Film
Manufacturing Company went to the
Coast to get construction started on a
Los Angeles laboratory, the site for
which has already been purchased.
Full announcements in regard to the location of the site, etc., will be made to
the trade later.
W hile in " Filmapolis,'' Mr. Rothacker will make tentative arrangements
for the production of a six-reel feature which he will personally present to
the trade. He has already secured thj
story for this picture, having purchased
the motion picture rights to a wonderful novelauthors.
by one of the world's most
famous

Facts and

Follies Are

Reorganized
The success which has attend the
Facts and Follies series of one-reel
comedies has been so pronounced that
Bernarr Macfaden and the Pioneer
Headquarters Stafif have completed the
plans whereby the producing personnel
and production staff will be trebled.
The directing staflf will consist of
Dale Henshaw, who will be in charge
of company number one, and Ralph
Whiteing, who will have company
number' two. Both the directors, with
their companies, left New York for
Jacksonville last Tuesday and are now
in the first stages of their initial productions.
Bernarr Macfaden has appointed
John S. Reilly as his personal representative. Mr. Reilly, with headquarters in New York, will be in charge
of the Facts and Follies operations,
and will have the newly instituted scenario department under his personal
direction.
Lucille

Lee

Stewart

Signed by Jans
B. A. Rolfe aiHiounccs that Lucille
Lee Stewart has been engaged to play
a leading role in support of Olive Tel!
in his second production for the Jans
Pictures, Inc., " Nothing a Year,"
which is an adaptation of the novel of
the same name by Charles Belmont
Davis. The selection of Miss Stewart
as a member of the cast follows out
the announced intentions of the producers for the presentation of stars
with talent and ability, with the firm
intention of making their features a
real box ofifice attraction for the exhibitors all over the country.

N ew

''One Man in a Million"
Called One of Best
George Beban, who i^ at present
liroducing
" One byManSol inLesser
a Million
fur distribution
at the"
IJeban Studios, is said to have in his
new vehicle one of the really noteworthy productions of the year.
" One Man In A Million " is described as a heart-interest drama, based
<jn the themes of love and laughter. M r.
Beban, besides playing the stellar role,
also directs the production. The
scenario is his own composition. He
has supervised all details in connection
with the picture.

Shifts Activities to Coast

\Vhile out there Mr. Rothacker will
not devote all his time to presidenting
for his film company, but will do considerable chairmanshipping for the
Membership Cornmittee of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry. He will call a special
meeting of Coast members with a view
to launching a big membership campaign. In this connection he and
Charles Christie, of the Christie Studios, chairman of the Coast Division
of the Membership Committee, will
work in harness.

Picture

" Jim " Thompson, who is to be starred in
a series of 2-Reel comedies by Euclid Films
Alice

Howell

to Do

Series for Emerald
Alice Howell will soon be seen on
the screen again in a series of twentysix two reel comedies, made by the
Emerald Motion Picture Company,
Chicago, under the direction of Fdererick J. Ireland.
Miss Howell's clean, irresistible and
sparkling humor has been waited for
for some time by the exhibitors of the
country.

" The Confession " Gets
Favorable Reviews
The National Film submits extracts
from two reviews on " The Confession," appearing in the columns of the
Gasette of Taunton, Mass., and the
Sentinel of Milwaukee, Wis. The
opinion from the Gazette comes first:
" Hal Ried's play contains some of
the most highly dramatic situations
ever portrayed upon the screen and
coupled with the masterful acting of
Henry B. Walthall, the scenes are
made all the more effective, and to the
utmost pleased Tuesday's audience at
the Park theatre, probably more than
any other picture shown at the Park
theatre during the past few years."
" The comeback which Henry Walthall made in "The Confession" will
take the motion picture world by
storm. The novel by Hal Reid is just
the thing for him, for it gives him
plenty of opportunities to display his
wonderful ability. His supporting

The Cropper Distributing Corporalion control the world's rights for all cast, though not well known, is good."
of the Howell pictures, and have secured many contracts from the leading Grossman Says Serial Is
independent exchanges of the country
Having Great Success
for the entire tw enty-six pictures which
will be released every other week, the
Enthusiastic reports of successes beexact date of the first release has not
ing established b}' the Grossman Picbeen set.
tures, Inc., serial production, "$1,000.000 Reward," starring Lillian Walker,
are said to be reaching the offices ol
Wide Sales Reported on Grossman Pictures from exchanges all
over the country.
Hank Mann ComeAywon Film Corporation, controlling Greater New York, advises that
dies
bookings have been made on a large
As evidence of the popularity of the scale, it is said, and that the serial,
Hank Mann two-reel comedies, the now being shown, is meeting with reArrow Film Corporation reports they
markable populariti'. A similar report
have been sold for the following terri- comes from Herman Rifkin, of the
tories: New York City and Northern Eastern Feature Film Corporation,
New Jersey, Eastern Pennsylvania and controlling New England, according to
Southern New Jersey, Delaware, the Grossman announcement.
A large portion of foreign territory
Maryland, District of Columbia and
Virginia, Western Pennsylvania and has already been disposed of by Export and Import Film Corporation,
West Virginia, Illinois and Indiana,
Ohio, Georgia, Alabama, North and foreign distributors, while negotiations
South Carolina and Tennessee, Cali- are under way for the open territory.
fornia, Arizona and Nevada and Colorado and Wyoming.
Producers Feature Service Gets Comedies
Film
Specials
report the sale of
Extensive Exploitation
their
"
Jolly
Comedies
New York and northern" for
New Greater
Jersey
for Cohn Comedies
to
the
Producers'
Feature
Service,
Jack and Harry Cohn have an- Inc., suite 707, Godfrey Building,
nounced their intention of inaugurating extensive advertising and publicity New York, with Harry Samwick in
campaigns throughout the United the capacity of general manager.
States in regional and national motion-picture trade papers for the fur- Larkin with Mayflower
ther exploitation of the 1920 series of
Mark Larkin has resigned as pubHall Room Boys Comedies. Although
licity director for Mary Pickford to
there have been but ten releases of take over the publicity activities of the
this popular brand to date, they are Mayflower Company and the directors
associated with it.
said to have met with great success.

A scene from " The Kentucky Colonel," a
National Film
Corporation
of
America's
production,
Elinorplayers
Field
among
otherstarring
well known
First Four

Hank

Comics

on Hand, Says Arrow
The firs, four of the Hank Mann
two-reel comedies have been received
by the Arrow Film Corporation in
New York. These are the first in the
new series of Hank Mann to be released during 1920. There will be 26
of them all told to be released one
cver\- other week.
The titles for the first four pictures
are "Broken Bubbles," "A Roaming
Romeo," " A Knock Out," " The Paper
Hanger." All the Hank Mann Comedies will feature Hank Mann, supported by Madge Kirby, the popular
star, who has appeared with Hank
Mann in all of his Keystone comedies.
The Arrow Film Corporation reports that the following territories
have been sold : New York City and
XorJiern New Jersey, Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey,
District of Columbia, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, Ohio, Illinois, Indiana.
Colorado,
Utah, Arizona
W'yomingandandNevada.
Montana, California,
Francis

McDonald

in National

to Be

(N
Francis McDonald will be the ceiftral figure in the first of the NationalV
"America First" series of photoplay
features, adapted from magazine
stories and novelettes. McDonald is
now engaged with William A. Seiter
in producting "The Kentucky Colonel" for the National. He will begin
on the new series as soon as that
production is concluded, which will
be about February 20th.
Press

Book

Series

Ready

for

"The Lost City"
Warner Brothers, who have the distribution rights of Seng's animal serial,
" The Lost City," announce the completion of the campaign and press book,
which is now at the disposal of the
exhibitors.
The book, which was written by
Eddie Bonns, consists of sixteen pages,
profusely illustrated and showing stills
of the tw^ent-y-four sheet and paper on
the first two episodes ; a group of fourteen scene cuts; slides: a variety of
different style ad cuts : the banner, and
the novelties for the children.

February

Victor
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Kremer

Moves

to

Larger Quarters
\ ictor Krcmar Film Features, Inc-,
one of the prominent stale right firms,
has moved from their quarters in the
Longacre Building to the Leavitt
Building, at 130 West 46th street. The
Kremer organizaiinon is taking over
twenty-five hundred square feet of
space, or half a floor, in the Leavitt
Building, and carpenters and decorators have been busy for several weeks
refitting these quarters to house the
sales, advertising and executive departments. In addition to large private offices to be occupied by Victor Kremer,
president of the organization, J. Shenfield, secretary, and Bert Enuis, director of advertising and publicity, arrangements have been made to equip a
large projection room, which will be
used exclusively to screen for buyers
the various productions which Kremer
controls, among which are five Chaplin
comedies and several features starring
Henry Walthal, Bryant Washburn,
Jack Gardner, Broncho Billy, etc.
Pioneer Signs Marie
Doro for Series
Marie Doro is the latest star to be
added to the Pioneer banner. Miss
Doro through her representatives has
just contracted to appear in several
productions for the Pioneer Film Corporation. James McKay, who has been
directing Miss Doro for some time
past, will be in charge of the forthcoming productions.
The first picture to be made with
Miss Doro for the Pioneer is already
under way, but up to the present a definite title for the photoplay has not
been decided upon.
The story deals with the power of
hereditary influences, and when finished will probably be cut to six parts.
Godfrey Tearle will play opposite to
Miss Doro.
The Pioneer which has been the most
active bidder for super productions in
the open market for the past year has
options on several of the most noteworthy independent productions now
nearing completion, and in a week or
so will make an announcement which
will have a far reaching effect upon
the independent market for some time
tr come.
Robt. McLaughlin's
Features
Sold to
Hi-Art
Messrs. L. Cohen and J. Perl, owners of Hi-Art Productions with offices
at 729 Seventh Avenue, have bought
the Up-State New York rights to
Robert McLaughlin's state right fea"The House
Withoutof Children,"
from ture,
Robert
W. Priest
the Film
Market.
"The Return of Tarzan"
Has Big Animal Cast
Tn the picturization of "The Return
of Tarzan", being produced by the
Numa Pictures Corporation, the cast of
players, headed by Gene Pollar and
Karla Schramm, is augmented by such
screen animal-actors as the L-KO lions,
the famous monkey, Joe Martin, the
big and faithful elephant, Charley, fifty
white horses, two camels and several
apes and gorillas.

successfully andArms"
inoffensively gotten
"Empty
on
Announcement
anover.
"Empt}Arms'
was an uiuisuies
able
rar
Producers'
Statement
Lib
ider
that
rnounces
cons
inte
THE Photoplay
ally difficult picture to direct, and Mr.
est has been aroused by the iniSays Much Interest
Reicher is to be congratulated for
tial Park-W hiteside production ''limpHas Been Shown
the excellent vva> in which he has
ly Arms," shortly to be released, and
managed it.
point to the large number of letters
"(iail Kane, who is starred, appears
s
and telegram reported to have been
in
the chambersesquc role of Diane
received at their oflices in reference
Sununcrs, a pampered daughter of the
to this picture as substantial evidence
upper ten who, heeding the insidious
of the interest alleged. In the folwhisperings of world-wise faminine
lowing is reproduced a detailed statefriends, balks at maternity. How she
ment, submitted by the Photoplay Liis swerved from her God-defying, nabraries, in regards to this production :
ture-flaunting course furnishes excel'
"Over seventeen hundred requests
lent dramatic material, and all confor the hundred thousand dollar
value. cerned have realized its uttermost
packet, the extraordinary document
issued by Lester Park and Edward
"Opposite Miss Kane appears
Whiteside in tonnection with 'Empty
'Jhurston
Hall. In 'Empty Arms'
Arms' hy their advertising departMr. Hall api>ears as Bruce Gordon,
ment, have been received from exhibifiance of Diane Summers, whom he
tors who are desirous of booking thi>
marries upon purely platonic grounds,
unusual film. Judging from the vast
'i'hc role affords this well-known
number of requests sent in daily from
ed
ions
es
all port
of the Unit
Stat and
pia}er many opportunities for powerful scenes which he handles wath
Canada, it appears as if a new edithe skill of the finished artist that he
tion of the packet will have to be
is. J. Herbert Frank plays the
printed. Seven thousand five hundred
'heavy,' appearing as Philip Darnton,
copies comprise the first edition.
an unscrupulous libertine, who lives
"The producers wish to correct the
only for dangerous pleasures. The
misstatement to the effect that "Empsupporting cast includes Howard
ty Arms" is a sex hygiene picture.
Truesdale, Irene Blackwell and WarThis misrepresentation evidently came
ren Chandler.
about through the fact that mother"A
sensational, eye-attracting line
hood and birth control are the picof
'paper,'
including three kinds of
who
directed
"
Empty
Arms,"
ture's twin themes. The story, by Frank Reicher,
the Park-Whiteside production
one-sheets, two three-sheets, two sixes
Willard King Bradley, is a highly dramatic one, mounting with gathering has man}' Paramount and Metro suc- and an unusually striking twenty-four
cesses to his credit, was splendidly sheet have been made for 'Empty
speed to its Himalayan climax, as each
of its many intense and perfectly knit executed. Many exceedingly delicate Arms' by the Otis Lithograph Comscenes, which would have been utterly
episodes unfold.
pany. In addition to the 'paper* there
"The direction, which was in the ruined by less skillful handling than is a large edition of colored cloth
capable hands of Frank Reicher, who that given them by Mr. Reicher, arc
banners."
French

Producer

big French
the countr
first ofthis
THEto reach
y sincefilms
the
outbreak of the great world war
has arrived from Paris and will be
distributed in America shortly.
These subjects were brought over by
Baron R. C. de Daue, a special representative of M. Louis Mercanton,
managing director of the Societe des
Films Mercanton, one of the foremost
film producers of France. Baron de
Daue will spend some time in this
countr}'. He has established an affilia
tion with Guy Groswell Smith, Ltd.,
the American exporting company recently organized by J. J. McCarthy,
Theodore Mitchell and Guy C. Smith,
by which the Mercanton interests in
America are looked after in association with the Mercanton interests in
the American film subjects which Guy
Croswell Smith, Ltd., handles for the
world outside of the United States and
Canada.
Baron de Daue, it is stated, brings
with him two of the finest pictures that
have been made in France since hostilities ceased and the French producers
have been enabled to resume work
upon their productions. Foremost of
these is M. Louis Mercanton's production of "The Call of the Blood," a
picturization
Rotert
Hichen's
novelto
of that title.ofThe
scenes
are said
have been taken in Rome, Sicily and
Africa, where the action of the story
takes
place.
It follows the Hichcns'
narrative
closely.
The other picture Baron de Daue

Brings
Films
as a vehicle by young J. K. Emmett. It
Baron de Daue Seeks to is a semi-human fairy story of the
rual life of a town in Alsace when
Re-establish Intermen had to be coaxed into marriage
under the ever watchful eye of the
national Business
storks and a few busy humans who
made the assisting of courtships a
brings over is " In Old Alsace," a vocation. Its whimsy and its picturescharming and whimsical study in phoque settings offer a happy combination and with the original music
tographic action of the delightful Erckmann-Chatrian operetta " L'Ami synchronized to the action of the picture it is sure to be charming.
Fritz," which Jack Mason and Alarion
Manole did in this country some years
These pictures are said to be but the
back and which was subsequently used forerunners of others to be brought
to this country by the agencies established by Baron de Daue whose
mission is to re-establish the entente
cordiale between American and French
film interests which was developing so
rapidly when the great war caused the
French film industry to abandon its
funcfioning until hostilities ceased. As
we say in America these artistic films
will serve a good purpose in renewing the hands across the sea idea
which has been strengthened by the
war after the interruptions of local
conditions had been clared away.

Johnny Hines, who has the title role in
the " TorchyMaster
" stories
be produced by
Films,to Inc.

Satire Hits Bolshevism
Approaching its object in a satirical
fashion, "Bulling the Bullsheviki," a
five-part production distributed by the
EfT and EfT Company, is said to combine burlesque and comedy-drama
and yet aim at a subject which is at
present receiving the serious attention of the country, with telling effect.
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News

Power

Machines Selected for Fox Studio
Mr. Will C. Smith, general manager
of the Xicholas Power Co., lias announced that the projection room of
Ihe two and a half million dollar studio
of the Fox Film Corporation is to be
equipped exclusively with Powers machines. The output of this studio is
expected to be unusually great as is indicated by the fact that 10 projectors
will be required to handle the screening of films as they come from the
laboratory.
The studio itself is rapidly nearing
completion and it is expected- that it
will be ready for occupancy in a fe^^•
weeks.

Exterior view of the Klutho studios, Jack sonville, Florida, show ing the office building in the foreground with indoor building
at the right and open a ir stage in the rear. The open air stage extends a full block in width
Secrecy Surrounds Next
Schomer-Ross
Much mystery surrounds the next
Schomer-Ross production. The theme
of the story is known only to Mr.
Schomer, the director and author, and
Miss Cassinelli, the star.
Elaborate sets, tremendous scenes,
wonderful locations, quantities of
people, gorgeous costumes are promised.
Supporting Miss Cassinelli in the
leading male role is Ben Taggart.

Engages

Robt.

Whittier

for " Mystery
Mind"
Following
their new plan
to feature
famous screen names in every episode of their million dollar serial,
" The Mystery Mind," Reeve and
Grey announce that they have engaged
Robert Whittier, well known in this
country for his productions of Ibsen
and more recently of Russian plays.
Final

Scenes

Taken

of

" Exposed " Comedy
The concluding scenes of " Exposed," Gale Henry's comedy for
Bull's Eye, were taken last week.
This is the twenty-fourth two-reeler
that the comedienne has made for this
concern and marks the completion of
her present contract. It is said Miss
G.tIc plans to take a vacation at her
HoUy-.vcf.d home and in the motint;iij s
iie.T Los Angeles.
All Breeds

of Dogs

in

Pioneer
High

Films
Price Paid

dock-Stecher

Champion
for Pictures

Championship

Bout

of Cad-

Struggle
Jack
Curley,
promoter
of the affair,
piONEER
Film Corporation
tendered a luncheon
at the Claridge
was next introduced. We didn't get
from Jack because he is one of
on Friday, January 23, to Earl Cad- much
those fellows who seem to lose their
dock, world's champion wrestler, who
grapples with Joe Stetcher, claimant tongues when called upon to "deliver
of the title, at Madison Square Garden,
on January 30.
a Earl
few words."
Caddock
said "Thank
you."
Among
those just
present
were many
For Pioneer has secured the rights
to iilm the match, paying $30,000 for prominent members of the film industry and many newspaper and trade
the privilege. And before another
word is said, praise must be accorded paper officials. — Frank Leonard.
the masterful way in which Morris
Rose, president of the corporation,
conducted the affair.
Arrow Sells " The Fatal
Ed. Moss, president of the "Sport
Sign
" to Film
Boston
Man anThe Arrow
Corporation
Writers' Association," acted as toastmaster and introduced his speakers in
nounces the sale for the New England
a way that bespoke familiarity with territory of " The Fatal Sign," a new
that important post.
15-Episode serial to be released February 1. The sale was made to Sam
Mr. Rose said : "I have seen many
important matches in my life both in Grand of the Arrow Film Company-,
the boxing and wrestling game. I can Boston. The entire fifteen episodes
been finished and are ready for
go back as far as the Sullivan-Mitchell have
fight at Madison Square Garden, and screening.

Benny Leonard Party to
Work in Big Cities
" The Evil Eye," the Benny Leonard
serial now in its third week of production by Ascher Bros., Inc., and Frank
G. Hall, under the direction of J. Gordon Cooper, will be completed in the
principal cities between New York and
the Coast, according to the announcement of the producers.
The company, including Benny Leonard, Ruth Dwyer, Stuart Holmes,
Marie Shotwell, Bernard Randall and
Mme. Marstini, will leave New York
following the completion of the second
episode, which, according to the announcement of Wally Van, supervisor
of productions, will be about the first
week in March.
Literary

Digest Plans

Tie-Up
with of"Topics"
To fore
keep
" Topics
the Day Digest
" bethe public
The Literary
has conceived the idea of featuring
a timely topic from a current program
in the heading of its distinctive display advertising, appearing in 350
newspapers in the United States and
Canada each week.
Since each topic quoted is published
under the heading " Topics of the
Day," this advertising on the part of
The Literary Digest effects a most
satisfactory tie-up with the screen presentation.

many of Sullivan's other encounters.
I have seen Nonpareil Dempsey and
Kilrain in their numerous fights. Then
the later generation Fitzsimmons, Corbett, Maher and Jeffries and the last
big fistic "go," Dempsey versus Willard. And during this time I have witnessed all the important wrestling
matches, foreign and American from
Muldoon up to the present, but I do
not believe that there ever will be a
greater match than the one which is
to take place at the Garden next week.
Why, because these men are not the
type of the old time wrestler with his
bulk and slowness, but they are quick,
active and agile. This is because of
their weight, neither of them tipping
the scales to more than 180 pounds,
thus insuring a quick bout with action
crowded into every minute. No big
man could keep their pace and last.
And that is the reason my company
oflFered
$30,000
for the world's rights
to
film this
encounter.

Century Comedy
Fred Fishback has commenced work
at the L-Ko studios on a Century
Comedy featuring the wonder dog
Brownie. " My Dog Pal," is the tentative title and besides Brownie, there
will appear in this comedy a dozen or
more dogs of every imaginable breed
and pedigree. The direction of a dog
picture means no end of time and patience on the part of the director to
make the comedy a " howling " success, which the scenario in this case
"It will give the patrons of theatres
promises the production will be. Bud a chance to see the greatest wrestling
Jamison, Lois Neilson, Merra Sterling match of the present time which is
and Billy Engel wall constitute the bound to prove interesting and excithuman cast.

Here they are, the three premier fun makers of the screen: Charlie Chaphn. Mane
the five
appear in " Tillie's Punctured Romance,
Dressier and Mabel Normand as theyindependent
market by the Tower Film Corp.
part comedy released on the
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Betty Ross Clarke has just been engaged for an important part in D. W.
Griffith's production of " Romance,"
starring Doris Kcanc. Miss Clarke,
whose advent into the picture world is
comparatively recent, is looking forward to this latest role with keenest
expectation.
Florence Billings, recently seen as
the star of " Wit Wins," has been
chosen by director Rali)h Ince for a
prominent role in Sclznick's " The
Woman Game." This will be Miss
Billings' second picture for Selznick
this jear, as she played the lead in the
screen \ ersion of " The Blue Pearl "
from the Broadway stage success of
the same name.
Vincent Coleman is tlie leading man
in " For the Freedom of Ireland,"
a propaganda picture which was shown
in Chicago a short time ago. The picture will be seen in New York soon.
Rod LaRoque, who has been in Chicago with the Constance Binney company for the past six weeks, is due
back in town this week. LaRoque
played the lead opposite Miss Binney in
" Little Miss By-the-Day."
Warren Chandler, featured leading
man in Blackton's " My Husband's
Other Wife," will be seen in the leading role of " The Faded Butterfly," a
new Selznick picture.
Olga Petrova's salutation to her audiences in response to applause is said
to have caused much comment. This
is a gesture of the right hand, first
touching the forehead, then the heart,
and concluding with a sweeping motion
to theoften
side.been
" Isasked.
she crossing
herself?
has
For the
benefit"
of those who do not know, Petrova
explains that it is Arabic and means
" My head and heart are at your feet."
Rather charming, we think.
Richard Travers is at work on his
first production since his change from
the films into the A. E. F. some three
years ago. He is playing opposite
Pearl White in the Fox picturization
of " The White Moll," and his part, for
the time being, is that of the roughest
of rough necks, a little too rough for
Mr. Travers' unrestricted approval, we
believe. However, he has gone into it
in earnest, and his makeup is really
ferocious. One ear is blocked out with
putty, his mouth is pulled over into a
lopsided position with court plaster,
his face is lined with scars and
wrinkles. The worst of it is, Mr.
Travers laments, that the time he might
have for seeing New York or otherwise amusing himself between scenes,
has to be passed in the studio, the

ersona

1

and

Otkerwise

around the camera and Director Wallj\'an didn't know whether the fight
"staged between his star, Benny
Leonard, and men engaged to combat
him, was going to turn into a " free
for all " or not. Something had to be
done to stop the onlookers and Director
\'an resorted to the old issue of paying
little attention. " Shoot! " he called to
ihe cameraman. The crowd dispersed.
There have been eugenic babies
a])lenty, but so far as we know, it has
remained for Bettj' Ross Clarke, who
did such good work in " If I Were
King," to achieve the distinction of being the first eugenic mother on the
screen. This is the role she plaj'S in
Taylor Holmes' latest comedy, now
,ibout to be released, " The Very

H. H. Van Loan, cessful
author
of many sucscreen plays
makeup being too troulilesome to be
got off and put on any more often than
is absolutely necessary. He is comforting himself with the promise that
he is to have a chance to dress up and
show what he really looks like later on.
-Bastonpicture,
is playing
the "told.
heavy 11"
in Jack
the same
we were
he can be anj' " heavier " than Mr.
Travers, we should like to know how
he does it, that's all.
Hugh Thompson returned from
Palm Beach, where the exteriors for
" Cynthia of the Minute " were taken,
just
as NewHeYork's
wagedsouth
its
mightiest.
would blizzard
have stayed
longer except for the Professional
Woman's League Ball, at which he was
one of the leaders of the Grand March.
Rubj- DeRemer is working again. This
time as leadiiig woman in the Selznick
production " A Fool and His Money,"
starring Eugene O'Brien. The company is at Alexandria Bay, N. Y., and
is expected to remain there for several
weeks more. They are reported to be
complaining of the low temperature.
Wall Street, it is said, stops, looks
and listens when Director Wally Van
shoots in its midst. Tuesday, January
20, was the day. Crowds gathered

Holmes "heaped
were
the" Poor,
wordspoor
of Taylor
commiseration
upon him when he chose " The Very
Idea
" as a vehicle. " You'll never find
i dea."
a woman to play the eugenic mother,"
the pessimists insisted. But after a
tireless search Mr. Holmes discovered
Miss Clarke, comparatively new to pictures, but with a successful stage career
behind her; and Miss Clarke proved to
be the perfect physical specimen of
womanhood needed by Mr. Holmes.
Miss Clarke is a product of the
Northwest, unspoiled by the " effete
East," a rare find in these days of late
hours, constant nervous strain, too little fresh air and exercise. She fits the
part for which Mr. Holmes wanted her
quite as well as even Mr. Holmes could
wish.
Robert Gordon is enjoying a vacation, due to his j^outh and unsophisticated appearance. Commodore J.
Stuart Blackton thinks he doesn't quite
fit the part of the worldly man about
town required for the lead in his next
production " Passersby," and consequently Mr. Gordon has nothing to do
but prepare for his role in the following Blackton picture, " The Soul Spinners." Just to make sure that his
scarcity of years doesn't handicap him
again, he is raising a mustache, as the
main feature of preparation.
Marion Davies, whose latest picture,
" The Cinema Murder," played at the
Rialto theatre, New York, last week,
and the Broadway this week, left New
York with her entire company to film
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Alice Joyce
appears picture
in " Slaves of
Pride,"as asheVitagraph
exteriors for Robert W. Chambers'
" Restless Sex," the picture on which
she is now working, with Director
Robert Z. Leonard, Carlyle Blackwell,
Ralph Kellard and a large supporting
cast.
Author

Pleased By Picturization ofStory
Kathleen Norris has given the
filmed version of her story, " The Luck
of Geraldine Laird," produced by B. B.
Features with Bessie Barriscale as the
star, the most flattering praise. Mrs.
Norris was one of the most reluctant
novelists to get on the screen, according to Robertson-Cole. Now she is one
of the most enthusiastic. Mrs. Norris
declares that her newest picturized
story is by far her best. Recently in
the Windsor theatre, Hollywood, she
and her husband, Major Norris, were
guests at a special showing. Mrs.
Norris said that she was delighted bevond words.
In praise of the work which was
done by Director Edward Sloman,
Miss Barriscale, and the large cast
which supports her, Mrs. Norris said:
"Of all my stories which have been
put on the screen, this is the best.
There was a time when I have felt
that some stories suffered by adaption
to the screen. In fact, for a long time
I would not give permission for my
novels to be picturized. But this picture, based on ' The Luck of Geraldine
Laird,' forever converts me."
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Against

Star

System

—
With
Reservations
DURING ihc past year we have had clippings wlure lu' hail been ion fused
a iiumljcr of expressions of opin- with Elmo Lincoln in Western papersion I'riini producers, eminent authors, One of them read : " K. K. Lincoln,
and distribution experts on the sub- the Wonderful I-i.uhiing .Man of the
ject of the star system, and most of Screen, Has Challenged Jack Dempthem were to the effect that the sysli i> untlerstooil, of course, that
tem was rapidly going out of date.
llow many stars themselves have Elnii) Lincoln did challenge Dempsey.
With a laugh, E. K. assured us that
ever voiced the same idea?
sey."
he
desire to enter the prizeV\ c know of one — namely, that ge- ring,hadandno that
he would confine his
nial person — K. K. Lincoln.
listic combats tO motion piciiires.
Mr. Lincoln said in a recent inter- wherever possible. — M. J.
view :" 1 am not against stars, but I
am against the star system when it
produces bad pictures.
" 1 am against the star who spoils
the picture by sacrificing some of its
best scenes for the sake of personal
\atiity. My ideal star is Mary Pickford. Did you see her picture, ' Heart
(if the Hills'? I thought it was a
wonderful picture, and in it Mary gave
every one a chance. Not once did sIk
try to spoil some one else's opportunit\
by stealing the center of the stage.
Scene after scene went by in which
she did not appear, but in which the
dramatic theme of the story was beautifully built up.
"
I
think
thisof picture
should
lesson to some
our stars
who be
havea
caused, in the past, the talk about abolishing the star system. Of course, wt
must have stars, but, first of all, wi
must have good pictures. In my latest
picture, ' The Inner Voice,' I have
tried to do this very thing, and I hope,
when it is shown in the near future,
you will agree with me that I have succeeded.
" And, by the way, I took the most
brutal punishment in this picture that
I have ever taken in my life. If you
think it is any fun to have a hob-nailed
shoe planted full in your face, you're
welcome to try it. This once will be
enough for me."
" Why do you light in nearly every
one of your pictures? " we asked.
'■ 1 don't know ; they do seem to
make me fight a lot, don't they? I
suppose it is because of my size, and
the fact that when I am called upon
to stage a fight it is always a real
fight — no faking."
Mr. Lincoln showed us a clippini;
from a New York newspaper wherein
some reviewer had referred to him as
Elmo Lincoln who " fought so wonTaylor Holmes in one of the many comderful y in' Desert
Gold 'usat some
the Strand
promising situations of " Nothing But the
this week"
He showed
other
Truth "
JACCARD

JACQUES

The Northwestern Production
Before cast
the isWlmc
novelty Company's
in that the "entire
IndianMan Canu
Roger

Lytton,

and

DORIS

SCHROEDER
AND

of the

"Cyclone
and

Smith"

"Tempest

Cody"

Now

Air

ADAPTATIONS

Director
Current

"Cassidy

Lanes"

Releases

"The Trembling Hour"
"Under Suspicion"
"Virginia"

directing

Tom

"Sayonara"
*|Jewel"
"Speed and Po^er"

Stories
Mix

for Fox

nni iL i

Villain and
Host
promotion, '^'ou have a good part one
0.\'E
most captivating
lionsof ofthe colonial
iManhattan,sec-a month, and a bad one the next. One
house that keeps one's name on its director thinks you're a better actor
waiting list for two years or more be- than so and so, while another is posifore it admits one permanently into its
tive you're worse. Mow can any ambitious man cope with such a situation?
realm of enchantment, up long, winding stairs that creak just a little in the How can he cope with it satisfactorily,
intense silence of high, reticent, old
walls that have watched so many footMr. Lytton speaks with the authority
steps vanish ' as completely as the
years' legitimate stage exechoes they created, past massive, of
least?" perience,
at twenty
supporting such players as
solid doors, each with its quaint, brass E. H. Sothern,
Mrs. Fiske, and others,
knocker, then a deep, well-bred voice, while his screen career began in the
and Roger Lytton coming forward to early Vitagraph days. His greatest
welcome us with gracious cordiality
success has been in " heavy " roles,
into the background he has chosen for which,
in our opinion, proves what an
himself.
excellent actor he is. For he is anyWe found it difficult to think of
thing but a " heavy " at heart.
movies, in such a setting. It was all
" Most of my villains have been
so real, so stable, that we could imag- such terrible ones," he declared, laughine only work that would last being
that
"
my
difficulty I has
themgreatest
seem natural.
am
created there. Productions so fanci- been toingly,make
ful, so erratic, so unreliable as things sure no one was ever quite so wicked
of celluloid seemed to have no place. as I have been in some of my roles,
Yet, after further consideration, we but, of course, there is more interest
concluded that the celluloid is merely attached to such a part than to that
incidental, that the creation of screen of an eminently respectable, entirely
characters is no task of the moment, trustworthy, law abiding citizen. But
but one that requires all the thought don't you want to see my home beand study that their creator is willing
we have We
our wandered
tea?"
to give. And Mr. Lytton is willing to
We fore didabout the
give a great deal. We have never high ceilinged studio, its walls hung
talked with any one more sincerely with old rugs that have belonged in
nor more intelligently interested in
Mr. Lytton's family for generations,
lilm characterizations than he.
brightening just the right places in the
" But I should like to have a rec- subdued northern light that filtered
ognized standard to judge my own through the windows above our head.
The pictures near those rugs, our host
progress
he said,
shouldnot like
to
know by,"
definitely
that " II was
so explained, had been selected very caregood as such and such an actor, while
fully. The pale tints of the snow
certain others were still behind me on
scenes,
of
which there are several, harthe road of achievement. Then I could
monize with the rich coloring of the
concentrate on ascertaining and im- rugs as nothing else would. There is,
proving
feel rea- too, a gorgeous white Gyrfalcon by
sonablymy weak
sure thatpoints,
I wasand advancing
in my particular line of work. As Charles Livingston Bull. AlcCrea,
{Continued on page 1504)
things are now, there is no scale of
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Pictures — and
By A. S. Witmer, Gen. Mgr.
Louisville Industrial Foundation

All set for " shooting " the shipwreck scenes for Tom Moore's Goldwyn picture,
" Duds." Like Balboa, they view the mighty Pacific
which might live and leave lasting imSan Diego Warmly W elpres ions on the minds of the observers
comes Mary M. Minter and not dismissed as being superficial
diversions.
Mary Miles Minter, the Realart PicW. W. Whilson, the proprietor
tures Corporation star of the first flight
came, saw and conquered San Diego. of the Plaza theatre, made every effort
Our only Mary motored from Los to properly welcome the dainty Mary
Angeles many miles to that dear San by a wonderful publicity campaign embracing elaborate full page newspaper
Diego to greet the patrons of the
Plaza theatre of the progressive city ads. Vernon Bush way, a capable boy
near the Mexican line. Miss Minter soprano, garbed as Little Lord Fauntwas accompanied by her mother, Mrs. leroy, rendered " Oh What a Pal Was
Charlotte Shelbj-, and her sister, Mar- Mary," changing the words to the present tense with a spot light thrown on
garet Shelby. The party was domiciled at the palatial U. S. Grant Hotel A'liss Minter in an elaborately decorated box near the stage resplendent
which is under the management of the
with
flowers
and with a large electrical
genial boniface, the internationallyknown Baron Long. All day Sunday star directly over the box in which the
the party were royally entertained on Minter party sat, scintillating the significance of " an only star." Taken
board the Destroyer Ingraham by Captain Franklin Scott Irby. On Sunday as a whole the journey of Miss Minter
an epoch in Mary Miles Minnight the little lady spoke to two over- marked
flow audiences at the Plaza theatre at ter's career.
the premiere of that excellent production, "Anne of Green Gables." Miss
Minter met with a tremendous ova- John Halliday Engaged
tion before and after her intelligent
to Play Male Lead
discourse, in which she dwelt upon the
vicissitudes of motion picture making
John Halliday has been engaged
in all kinds of weather and under many
by Joseph M. Schenck to play "Jim
adverse conditions and she asked the Winthrop,"
the lead, in support of
audiences to be kind and tolerant in Constance Talmadge in "The Love
view of the trying conditions of pic- Expert." "The Love Expert" will
ture making. She also spoke of her be the fifth of Constance Talmadge's
desire to create and develop pictures First National releases.

IT remained for a motion picture
film to " sell " the City of Louisville in the biggest sense to many of
the citizens of Louisville. The film
showed the townspeople things about
their town that they never knew before— it gave Louisville residents a
fuller appreciation of their own city.
The motion picture was primarily
intended to be an annual report to the
Louisville Industrial Foundation
stockholders. The Foundation had
been organized through public subscriptions. Over 3,000 local business
and professional men had become
stockholders, contributing funds
which furnished the Foundation with
ammunition for its campaign to tell
the entire United States about the
City of Louisville — its campaign to
attract new industries to " The Heart
of
America," which, of course, is
Louisville.
The time came when the Foundation was to make an annual accounting to its stockholders. We might
have prepared a long printed annual
report, full of facts and figures,
which would have been read by the
printer, beyond a doubt.
But we wanted an annual report
which the stockholders would read.
So we went about preparing the annual report in the modern way. We
decided to make a film of what
the Foundation had done. The
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company, of Chicago, was selected to produce the motion picture.
We gave the advertising film experts an outline of what we had accomplished, notably what we had
achieved in the way of bringing new
industries to the city. The Rothacker
men put it into film. The motion
picture camera made trips through a
number of the new industries which
the Foundation had been instrumental
in bringing to Louisville.
The result was an annual report
which the stockholders not only actually read but also enjoyed in the
reading, for the film proved very entertaining.

Picture

New

City Publicity
what money.
was being accomplished v.
their
The motion picture made such ;
impression upon the stockholders t!
we decided to show it to everyo;.
in Louisville. The film was shown
at all the local theatres for periods
of from two to five days. The results obtained from the public showings were practically the same as if
the population of Louisville had
visited those factories in person.
People were heard to say that they
had no idea that such industries were
situated in their town. You see, the
film "sold" Louisville to L»uisvillians.
It might seem that a film of this
character when shown locally would
not secure much outside publicity.
But the transient population of a city
is considerable and Louisville's idea
was spread in all directions.
Personally the writer beheves that
the film method of publicity has wonderful opportunities. The results that
can be obtained and the impressions
made are both effective at the time
and lasting. The ideal way would
be to emplo}' motion pictures as an
adjunct to a newspaper and magazine
advertising campaign. The best results would be obtained by harnessing
both the great forces of pubUcity —
motion
celluloid
and printers'
ink — to picture
the task,
one supplemeiuing
the other.
Roger L/ytton
{Continued from page 1503)
Alfred Hutty, Norman Colt, Henry
Hammond Ahl, Charles Bezin, S. R.
Burleigh, Charles Allen Hulbert —
these are some of the artists whose
work Mr. Lytton has chosen. On the
wall below the high windows, a row
of delightful old EngHsh prints hang
in dignified exclusiveness, separated
from the water colors by a plaque or
two.
In the dining-room are several oil
paintings — one of a handsome young
man in an Inverness and top hat attracted our attention especially, and
Mr. Lytton pleaded guilty to having
been its original. The portrait was
done while he was studjing at the
Conservatoire in Paris, hy Harry Fin-

Up to the time the film was shown
many of the 3,000 stockholders were
not entir€ly familiar with the work
Then, in two huge armchairs before
of the Foundation. After viewing a glowing coal fire, we drank tea and
the film the stockholders knew just chatted about— motion pictures. — .1/. /.
ney'.
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from the George Ade production
" The Slim Princess." Continuity is
now l>eiiig prepared by Gerald Duffy.
The Will Rogers Company, being
(11 retted by Clarence Badger, is home
from a two weeks stay at Santa Cruz,
California, where scenes in the big
tree country were filmed for the
adaptation from the J. G. Holland
siory " Seven Oaks " which will be
released on the screen as " Jes call

tke SnceO^/dnt

Thomas H. Incc is shortly to introduce another young man star in the
person of Lloyd Hughes, recently
placed under long term of contract.
The first starring vehicle will be
"Wheelbarrow Webster," in which
Hughes takes the part of the unsophisticated son of the rural west. The
stop,' is by Julian Josephson who has
written a number of highly successful
photoplays which served as vehicles for
Charles Ray. John W'ray has been
placed in charge of filming the first
Hughes picture. Wraj* is a newcomer
to screen drama from the speaking
stage. Hughes was seen in "Behind
the Door," and played the juvenile in
"Below the Surface." Mr. Ince has
also secured the ser\'ices of Teddy, the
Mack Sennett great Dane dog to play
an important part in "Wheelbarrow
Webster."
The permanent title given the Enid
Bennett subject is "The False Road."
This subject was filmed under the title
of "The Man In The Moon," and has
an underworld atmosphere, the correctness of which is due to director ,Fred
Niblo. Lloyd Hughes plays leading
man to Miss Bennett in this picture.
The publicity department of the
Thos. H. Ince studio has inaugurated
a new service to newspapers consisting
of a newspaper page stories and pictures which goes out under the heading of Studio News Service. Mats of
all pictures appearing in the page will
be served newspapers.

Everything is in readiness for the
filming of the Ben Ames Williams'
story,
Great Accident
" which
ran
in" The
the Saturday
Evening
Post
mc Jim."
with Tom Moore in the featured role.
Marry Beaumont is to be in charge of
this production and the scenario has
been prepared by J. G. Hawks, head
of
ment.the Goldwyn Scenario DepartPaul Scardon, well known director,
who in the past has worked only in
the east, has been engaged by
Goldwyn and is now at the Culver
City studios, awaiting his first assignment.

National

The first picture starring Priscilla Dean to " come through " in some time is " The
Beautiful Beggar," in which the popular Universal player has an unusually interesting role
^02: cffudiafDorngs^
Dcnnison Clift, who has served as
head of the William Fox scenario department for the past eighteen months,
this week took up the direction of an
original story he had written and prepared for the screen, especially for
Madlaine Traverse. This story is
titled "The Iron Heart" and affords
dramatic action, especially suitable to
this star. The cast, while not fully
selected, is at present composed of
George McDaniels, Edwin Booth Tilton, Melbourne McDowell and Ben
Deely. Mr. Clift recently served as
co-director of one of the William Fox
productions, starring Miss Traverse.
Director Howard Mitchell is in
charge of the filming of "Molly and
I". Lilie Leslie has been added to this
cast, which is headed by Shirley Mason. The working continuity for this
was prepared by Isabel Johnson, from
the Frank R. Adams story of the same
title.
Director Scott Dunlap has prepared
the working scenario for the next Buck
Jbnes production, w-hich is "Forbidden
Trails", adapted from the Charles Alden Selder story of the same name,
whicli appeared in recent magazines.
William Russell has completed his

most recent subject "Shod with Fire"
and is taking a short vacation before
Goldwyn
taking up the filming of his next production.
The William Fox Company has been
to great expense in duplicating the inGouverneur Morris, the famous
teriors of a number of cabins, which
they will use for exteriors of the Wil- story writer, whose story " The
Penalty " is to be produced by
liam Farnum
picture for
"Thethe Orphan".
Desirable
locations
exterior Goldw}"!!, has been spending several
shots of this picture were found near weeks with the producing organization in the selection of location, the
Palm Springs. At that time, photographs of the interior of these cabins, preparation of script, and the casting
which have been standing sixty or of the picture, " The Penalty," which
eighty years were made and brought to is to he produced under the direction
W'allace Worsley. Those who have
the studio. To reproduce the photo- of
graphs, itwas found necessary to pur- been named to take important parts
chase specially cut lumber and this had in this play are Lon Chancy, Charles
to be shipped to Los Angeles from Clary, Ethel Grey Terry and Kenneth
Harlan. The filming of this will be
Oregon.
The William Farnum Company is started within the next few days.
Barbara Castleton has been selected
now' at work on this film. After twenty odd members w^ho came from New to play the part of Joan, which is the
York had a very difficult time in finding
feminine role in "The Brandhotel or living accomodations of any leading
ing
Iron,"
adapted from the Katherkind, part of their difficulty was solved ine Hewlinbert story, which is to be a
by Mr. Farnum, himself, who pur- Reginald Barker production. The
chased alarge estate of seven acres in continuity for this subject is now
the north part of Holly^vood. Aside being written and the filming will be
from the residence on this estate, there started early in the next week.
Mabel Normand will begin work
is a large bungalow for servants quarters and Mr. Farnum has given this under the direction of Victor Schertover for the use of his personal staff. zinger next week in an adaptation

Plans of the National Film Corporation provide for seven producing
units, according to statement made
this week by Captain Harry M.
Rubey. President. Three of these
units will make polite comedies, one
will devote its attention te dramatic
short subjects, one to slapstick comedies, another will work on serials and
the last on features.
The National's feature " The Kentucky Colonel " was finished this
week, so far as filming is concerned
and Director William Seiter is now
giving his attention to the editing of
this picture which will be ready for
the market about March 1st.
The next subject of importance to
be put in production will be " Mary
minds
her labor
business
which is
an
Airierican
and" capital
story,
adapted from the George Weston
in the Ladies'
appeared
Home
Journal.
The continuity
for
story, which
this, written by Mildred Considine,
provides for seven reels. Wallace
MacDonald is to play a featured part
in this subject, which will be directed
by William Seiter.
After a vacation of several weeks,
Neal Burns has returned to the National Studio for the filming of additional two reel comedies. The first
of these to be produced is entitled
" A Sleepless Night " which was
written by L. V. Jefferson. Mark
Goldaine is in charge of directing.
Continuity is now being written for
another serial to be filmed by National. This serial will be based upon
Burroughs'
the Edgar
one of relative
stories
to theRice
adventures
of
Tarzan, the ape man.
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to Stay". Mr. Dcnvlaiul has jubt finat Universal
"Locked
IClUL^lJ
'^''^^taken
a/ i_y/C
CUo /o/Z/oc^
cLli^O has
^Tf^rTrO
up hisLips"
ior'r>^7
new work
S^T}r'rr
at Metro.and
"
'
~~
Blasco Ibanez, author of "The Four
The plan to send Eddie Polo and Horsemen of the Apocalypse;' is exa Universal serial company to South P^^^ted at the Metro studio withm the
America for the filming of a portion "^^^ ^^w days, to go over the workmg
whichIt
The Fourby Horsemen"
for prepared
scriptbeen
Miss Mathis.
Vanishing Dagger"
of "The
has
been abandoned
and it is serial
now has
definitely stated that the serial will be expected this film will be put in
completed at Universal City. Fol- Production early m February,
lowing that, Polo and a company will Eugene Pallette has been engaged as
go to South America for the filming leading man for Viola Dana in her
of a five reel feature. Nine of the next production "Parlor, Bedroom and
chapters of the eighteen' episode Bath", which will be screened followserial have been completed and it is ing the filming of "Eliza Comes to
the plan of the producing unit to Stay."
have the serial all finished by the A new name has been given to the
middle of March. The cast includes coming May Allison subject, originally
Thelma Percy, Peggy O'Dare, Texas known as "Judah".
The permanent
Watts, Ruth Royce, Charles Brindley, title will be "The Cheater". This proC. Norman
Hammond
and Sam duction is nearing completion from the
Po'o.
Arthur Jones' drama.
Director Christy Cabanne has com Henry
After three weeks work on exterior
pleted " Burnt Wjings," adapted from location for "Old Lady 31" in the viBayard Veiller's play " The Primrose
cinity of Sunland, California, the comPath," and is working with the
scenario department in
Holthe studio Atin Sune prepara jy^ood
make thetointeriors.
P^"^ to returned
-tion of his next subject. the re ara land,
there is a hotel, which fitted the
" The Road to Divorce " is the per- needs of the Metro organization, the
manent title given the Mary Mac- building having every appearance of an
Laren pictare which is nearing com- old fashioned home for elderly ladies.
pletion under the direction of Philip
scenes at this location reRosen. This story written by J. To makequiredtheleaving
the studio early every
Grubb Alexander was originally titled morning and returning
after dark each
" The Better Half " and has a cast
as Sunland is about fifteen miles
which includes Edward Peil, Bonnie night,
from the Metro plant.
Hill, Eugenie Ford, and others.
Al Santell, who has been directing
_
— ' ~
a
making
now
is
pictures
animal
comedy
feature, titled "Vamp
^ rTT^^/^
T
Little Lady," which will have Chris >J.^. Zl.CtSAyJCaU.LC>
Rub and Lillian Rich as principals.
:
Miss Rich is an English actress, who
Hugh
Ford
arrived
at the Lasky
has but recently
, ,• played
, in films
,
Studio in Hollywood this week from
who recently
• come
„ rtorth *to .„
i„
,Harry
, ,his■ franklin
r TT
•
, picture,
• com1 New vYork,i uhaving
make
pleted
first
Universal
has
one
or
more
productions
at
the
Lasky
been selected to direct another subplant, owing to undesirable conditions
ject titled "Amazing Amelia," which
is a comedy drama. Edith Roberts at the New York studios of this comhas been engaged to play the leading pany.
Charles Maigne and company, who
role in this coming production and
the remainder of the cast is now are filming the Robert W. Chambers'
being selected.
story have returned from San Francisco after spending two weeks there.
Lyons & Moran have begun the
filming of their first five reel comedy The principals of this cast are Conrad
drama " Everything But the Truth," Nagle, Anna Q. Nilssoii, Dorothy Da\ which is based on the magazine story enport and Ruth Helms. Advices and
of the same title by Edgar Franklin, fil™ from the George Melford Comon "The Round Up" in
working
this film have
the cast forcted
AU ofsele
mountains show that Roscoe
^^'^ Sierra
. not Panv.
been
Arbuckle is having as much excile==^^=^=z^^=^^=^=^=^= ment in this melodramatic subject as in
■y^f
,
y
,<7V7 -V slap stick comedies. The pictures show
i^IXSUL J/ieUO'JjfdJI.erj^ him
burros
long
hornednding
cattle,bronchos,
all of which
haveanda great
deal of ambition in respect to bucking.
President Richard A. Rowland of In addition, he has had to fight real Inthe Metro Film Corporation is ex- dians and carry on frontier warfare.
The company will be in the mountains
pecteding inweek.
LosItAngeles
during that
the 'comis expected
Mr. about one week more.
Rowland will remain on the coast for
The George Barr McCutcheon story
several weeks or until the return of
"The City of Masks" is to be the next
Director General Maxwell Karger.
starring vehicle for Robert Warwick,
The Metro has engaged Edward who has returned to the studio after a
Sloman to serve as director of Mitchell short vacation. This will be directed
Lewis in the making of the Jack Lon- by Thomas D. HefTron.
don story into photoplaj'S and begins
Wallace Reid is now working in
work immediately on the first of this "Sick a Bed" from the Ethel Mumfonl
series "Burning Daylight". The cast farce of the same name, which was
for this play is now being selected and
for the screen by Clara Canad\'.
the producing unit plans to begin work written
Sam Woods, who has directed the past
early next week. These subjects arc two Reid productions, is in charge of
being made for C. E. ShurllcfT, Inc., by filming this, and Bebe Daniels will conMetro,
linue to be leading woman for Mr.
Wm. C. Dowland, who has been di- Reid.
recting Tsuru Aoki in .special produc- Additions to the Famous Playerstions at Universal, has been engaged Lasky Scenario department have made
to direct Viola Dana in "Eliza Comes necessary larger quarters and a two

.story building is now being erected,
which will house this department. The
research department has also found
need of additonal space and a new
building has been built, which is in
charge of Elizabeth McGaffey. Removal of the research department
leaves one entire building of three
floors for the Lasky wardrobe department, which makes this the largest of
any studio on the coast.

^cy^r(?

and

UJiersy

Edwin Carevve has been engaged on
the editing of " Rio Grande," for the
past two weeks, and now plans to
leave for New York about January 24
where he will make arrangements for
distribution of this as a special production. "Rio Grande" has edited to
eight reels, and there is every reason
to believe that this size of the production will be retained. Mr. Carewe
will be accompanied by his business
manager, Lou Jerkowski to New York.
W. A. Howell and Company, making
the Ardaih Comedies, arrived in Los
Angeles last week, and has leased space
at the Burston studios where the
series of two-reel subjects will be made
for the Selznick organization. Mr.
Howell was accompanied by the featured comedian, Fred Ardath ; George
Hollister, cameraman, and Director
Frank Thorne. This company plans to
remain at the coast until weather conditions in the east are more suitable for filming.
Jesse D. Hampton this week put in
production the first of a series of films

Picture

A' e w s

to be made for Pathe and released as
Robert Thornby productions. These
will star Blanche Sweet, who has been
under the direction of Robert Thornby since she has been playing in pictures for release on the Pathe program.
The first picture will be titled,
" Shadowed," which is an adaptation
from the society comedy drama stor\,
" Miss Maitland's Secretary." Waldemar Young prepared the continuity
and Nigel Barrie has been engaged as
leading man for the production. Others
who will play in support of Miss Sweet
are Christine Mayo, Adele Farrington,
Tom Mack.
Guise, J. P. Lockney and Hayward
Maurice Tourneur now has moved
his producing organization to Universal
City, where he has two productions in
the making. Mr. Tourneur recently
engaged House Peters, and this actor's
first vehicle will be "Between Two
Thieves," which was prepare'd for the
screen by Stephen Fox, and is being
produced under the direction of Clarence L. Brown, a former assistant to
Mr. Tourneur.
Mr. Tourneur is directing "The
Pavillion on the Links," an adaptation
from the Robert Louis Stevenson
novel, prepared for the screen by
Stephen Fox. This will have an all
star cast including John Gilbert, Barney Sherry and June Wilson.
Randolph Bartlett, who recently
came to the coast to serve as representative of Photoplay Magazine, has been
engaged by Maurice Tourneur to serve
as director of publicity, and he has
taken up these new duities. Mr. Bartlett was formerly in charge of the pub(Coittiiiucd on page 1542)

Heart interest is one of the prime factors in the appeal of the Brentwood production.
" Seeing It Through," starring Zasu Pitts. The production will be distributed
by Robertson-Cele
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Hunkins
By Samuel G. Blythe
Character of Story: Political story.
Theme: Part ol soldiers in politics.
Characters:
("leorgc
Talbot;political
John
Talbot, his Captain
father; Bill
Hunkins,
boss; Tom Prendergast, another boss;
Tommie Dowd, lawyer and leader of soldier party ; Steve Fox, newspaperman ;
Charley Elmer, city treasurer; Esther
Craw, woman politician ; Searle, mayor ;
Perkins, candidate for mayor; politicians,
etc.
The Plot : Captain GeorBe Talbot, son of
one of the leading business men of his
home city, comes back from the war fired
with the atnbition to enter politics and
"clean
up thefeeling
city that
administration."
He
has
a strong
this can be done
with the aid of other returned soldiers.
His father does not encourage him in this
ambition, but through Steve Fox he meets
Tommie Dowd. who h.is organized the soldiers into a sort of political body. To his
Burpriae he is made candidate lor the
Board of Aldermen in his district, and
is elected to office through the efforts of
Hunkins,
who does
exactis any
prom-by
ises irom him.
LaternotTalbot
chosen
Hunkins to make public charges against
the city treasurer, who has been lending
city funds to Prendergast and his followers, and in so doing left the treasury short
by more than one hundred thousand dollars. This precipitates a riot in the city
council, which resolves itself into a fight
betweendiers ledPrendergast
and have
solby Tommie adherents
Dowd. who
come to defend Talbot. Implicated in this
affair is Perkins, one of the directors of
the bank of which Talbot is also a director.
Perkins is said to be the man selected by
Hunkins to run against Searle, the man
in o£Sce — i Prendergast adherent. Talbot
ishimindignant
at Hunkins'
choiceheandwillwarns
that if Perkins
is named
himself take
as the soldiers'
candidate.the
Perkinsfield
is nominated
and Talbot
declares himself a candidate. A very lively campaign follows, with the soldiers, led
by Tommie
and Esther
Talbot, Crawford
fighting theis Hunkins machine.
very
active in this campaign and thus wins the
great admiration of Talbot, who determines to ask her to marry him if he is
elected. The night before election Talbot
discovers that his father and Hunkins are
great friends, that they have framed the
whole business to get him interested in
politics in the belief that he will make a
good mayor and will be able, with the
help of the soldiers, to clean up the city
• — something his father had unsuccessfully
attempted
do influence
many yearsto before.
kins throwsto his
Talbot atHunthe
last moment, and Talbot is elected. He
finds that Esther Crawford is already engaged to Tommie Dowd, but is so elated
over his election that he does not mind.
Locale: Any city in the Middle West.
except for lack of real love interest; girl
part needs developing for picture; good,
timely subject and plenty of suspense.
Picture High Lights: Good picture material
Pay Sand
By Victor Lauriston
Character of Story ; Drama.
Theme : Love.
Characters: David Wayne, attorney; Honest John Landis; Nellie, his daughter;
Harry Egleton, an oil man; Violet Maitland.PlotWayne's
stenographer.
The
: David
Wayne, attorney, had
worked and waited ten years for Nellie
Landis, whose father had made their marconditional dollars.
upon Wayne's
possession
of ten riage
thousand
At thirty
Wayne
has this amount saved. He kept the fact
to himself, however. Egleton, an oil man,
had
agreed
drillandLandis'
oil.
Egleton
doesto this
gives orchard
out that for
oil has
been found and sells stock in it. Egleton
flirts with Nellie much to the distress of
Wayne and Nellie seems to enjoy it.
Wayne's and
stenographer
of a
mystery
he resolves isto something
probe her antecedents. Going for a drive at night in his
car, on an impulse he follows another machine which mysteriously disappears from
the road. His motor stalls and he alights
to attend to it. As he takes hold of the
crank something strikes him and he loses
consciousness.
'The nextover
thinghim.
he knows
he
finds Violet bending
She explains that coming to the office in the
morning she waited in vain for him to

for
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come in and finally learned that he had
gone out in his machine and not returned.
Returning to the spot where he was attacked Wayne finds a trail of oil to an oil
well in a neighboring township from which
Egleton has been taking oil to plant it
in the alleged
in Landis'
orchard.
Egleton
suddenly wells
disappears
and it becomes
known that there never has been any real
oil in the Landis wells. The stockholders
threaten to prosecute Landis. Wayne
takes his ten thousand dollars and pays off
the stockholders to save Landis frnni jail.
Insteadcusesofhim thanking
this, Nellie use
acof makinghim'for
an unauthorized
of her father's
being des-to
perately il at themoney
time.— Landis
Violet explains
Nellie that this money did not belong to
Landisnantbut
to Wayne.should
Nelliehave
is then
that Wayne
usedindigthe
money which he had saved up for their
wedding. Wayne receives an anonymous
letter reflecting upon the antecedents of
Violet and goes to investigate, finding it a
false clue. In his absence, Egleton returns
and let,
induces
elope tries
with tohim.
Violearning Nellie
of thistoplan,
interest
Egleton
in
herself
to
distract
his
attention
from Nellie but without success. She
then obtains access to the Landis house on
the pretense that she is a trained nurse
coming to take care of Landis. There she
takes a coat and veil and other articles belonging to Nellie and donning these meets
Egleton at the appointed spot. She has
with
memorandum
from Wayne's
office her
on awhich
she hastilypadscribbled
a note
just before leaving his office and which, in
her excitement, she thrust into her pocket.
Returning home in his machine Wayne follows a trail of sheets from this memorandum pad and finds Violet confined in a
disreputable house the prisoner of Egleton.
Wayne rescues her and she endeavors to
send him back to Nellie by telling htm he
is too late. She then explains her early
career; that she had been tricked into
marriage with a man who already had a
wife and. on learning this, had narrowly
escaped falling into the clutches of F.gleton and wound up in Wayne's town where
she
referencesa room
from awith
clergyman's
widowsecured
by engaging
her and
telling her she intended to work for
Wayne, at the same time giving Wayne as
her reference
the whom
widow.he Wayne
decides that it is toViolet
loves after
all and finally persuades her to marry him.
Locale: Smal' town in the Southwest.
Picture High Lights: Melodramatic story
with possibilities.
Trouble-Plenty
By Charles Alden Seltzer
Character of Story: Western.
Theme: Love; adventure.
Characters:
Gail Fane:
Cun'fT:
Lowrey
; Jay Corwin
; Billy Bull
Redmond
; Shorty
McGuiness
and others.
The Plot: Gail Fane, who has been brought
up on a ranch in Montana, receives an invisit herat uncle
in thehouse
South-on
west.vitaShetion toarrives
the ranch
the Circle Dot ranch to be told that her
uncle is dead. She faints and when she
comes to herself she finds two cowboys in
the room. These men do not seem to be
either very friendly or very respectful.
They bring her a note purporting to have
been written by her uncle, stating that he
is about to commit suicide and that he is
leaving her in the care of Jay Corwin of
the neighboring village who is to be her
guardian and general business manager
until such time as she shall come of aee.
She inquires about Corwin and is told that
he is not in the village and will not be
hack for a day or two. The two men in
the room introduce themselves as ranch
foreman and straw-boss. Gail is suspicious
of them temptsand
so, fortheywhenattack
she her
atto leaverightly
the room
and inself spite
of
her
attempts
to
defend
herwith a small caliber revolver, disarm
her. She is struggling in the arms of
Lowrey when the sound of the shot attracts the attention of Redmond and McGuiness. two riders for the stage company,
who are out on the trail of some road
agents. These two rush to the ranchhouse
and get the drop on the two villains within. Instead of shooting Lowrey and CunifF,
they beat them un. Redmond goi s on to
the village to look for Corwin and Shorty
stavs at the ranch to protect the eirl.
During the night Lowrey and his companion return and in a shooting affray with
Shorty they are both killed. Shorty is
wounded. Redmond enters the company
warehouse with a master Icey and awakes

and
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from his night's sleej) to find himself covexplains
that heeredisby Corwin's
a company revolver,
man and lie
Corwin
puts
away his gun, but Redmond sees that he is
regarded
withof suspicion.
Corwin
takes
official charge
ranchbeing
but since
.Shorty
wounded
theretheand
nursed
by
Gail, he docs not move out for the moment. Thewith rest
of theaffair
storyof isShorty
concerned
the love
and Gail and the tracing down of
the
as-'ent
who robberies
has been tothe Corwin,
leader ofa company
a band holding
up
the stagethatat stated
convinced
Corwin intervals.
is making Shorty
a greatis
impression upon Gail and also convinced
that his own person is too unattractive to
give
him any woman.
hope of Shorty
winning goes
the love
a beautiful
to theof
rescue of Redmond, for whom Corwin has
laid a trap and for a second time proves
himself a hero. Redmond's men, however,
have outgeneraled the outlaws and Corwin
is killed in the battle that follows the
clash between the forces of law and the
thieves. Shorty returns to find that he
has won Anywhere
Gail's love.in the Southwest.
Locale:
Picture
High
Lights: Material for good
two-reel Western.
The

White

-

Mice

By Richard Harding Davis
Character of Story: Adventure.
Theme: South American revolution.
Characters: Rodman Forrester, son of a
multi-milionaire; Peter de Peyster, his
friend; Sam General
Caldwell, Don
his father's
Venezuela;
Miguelagent
Rojas,in
political prisoner; Senora Rojas, his wife;
Inez, his younger daughter; Lolita, the
elder sister; President Alvarez; Colonel
Pino Vega; Dr. Vicenti; Captain Codman,
U. S. Consul.
The Plot: Rodman Forrester and two of
his friends have formed a society known
as The White Mice with the object of saving human life wherever this can be done
adventurously. The idea of the society
sprang
being treated
in a Japanese
and wasintoat first
by all as teamorehou'eor
less of a joke. Later when Forrester finds
himself exiled to Venezuela by his father,
acting as a sort of foreman and planting
buoys in the harbor, he hears of the sad
fate of General Rojas, a national hero,
who has been shut away in a fortress by
the President,
his political
enemy.
rester and his friend
determine
to set Forthe
old man at liberty. Forrester consults the
consul, who is a friend of Senora Rojas
and her daughters and asks that he help
him to secure some sort of credentials
from the family of the General, in order
that he shall come with Forrester when the
latter succeeds in arranging his escape.
The consul refuses this and warns Forrester not to mix in politics. He also
notifies
Roddy's
father
telegraphs
his
agents there
to sec
that who
his son
is shipped
out of the way of mischief. In a cafe
Roddy saves the life of Colonel Vega by
knocking
a would-be
assassin.
Colonel Vegadown
is a popular
idol and
is plotting
to
release
Rojas
by
a
revolution
aided
with
funds from the company belonging to
Roddy's
father,Thebutfamily
Forrester
knowshearnotli-of
ing
of this.
of Rojas
Roddy's
plans
but,
with
the
exception
Inez, fear that he will bungle and makeof
the release of the general impossible. Inez
sends for Forrester to come to meet her.
They consult and he reads the riddle of a
message sent her mother by the prisoner,
referring to an epitaph for his tomb arid
directing her to select it from a certain
chapter and verse in a history of Venezuela
written by himself. Forrester guesses that
this is a suggestion as to how he can be
freed and investigation proves that it tells
the secret of a tunnel from the prison to
a fortress nearby — a tunnel now closed but
formerlv known to many. Forrester unkes to effect
escape of a themeeting
General.dertaColonel
Vcathe witnesses
between Inez and Roddy and a duel is
narrowly averted. Pressure is broueht to
bear upon Roddv through Caldwell, his
father's agent, who is backing Vega for
the presidency and planning a revolution
in his favor. Roddy learns that Vega and
Caldwell do not intend to effect the release
of General Rojas though to his family they
have pretended that this is the object of
•heir plotting. Senora Rojas, who hns
ereat faith in Veea. tries to persuade
Roddy
to drop
affairs
the rescue
of all
her Rojas'
husband
to and
the leave
Vega
partv. Vega and his men are surprised by
government agents and Vega is forced to

Executives

lli-e. His troops are defeated. Roddy
blowsanda rescues
hole through
of Rojas"of
cell
him justtheas wall
an iiprising
sympathizers occurs. The Rojas forces
sweep everything before them and Roddy
and Inez plight their troth.
Locale:
X'enezuela.
Picture High
Lights: This story is rich in
good
picture
situations and would make an
excellent feature.

The Enemy in His Mouth
d Ashley
By Raymon
Character
of Story: Political.
Theme:
Prohibit-on.
Characters:
Maior Buford Carborough ;
Mrs. Carborough; Caroline, their daughter;
Kid Burke, ex-prizefighter; Dave Alderson,
night bartender; John Mcrling, prohibition
advocate; Bishop Summer; Dr. Boland.
The Plot : Major Buford Carborough of
Virginia, scion of a fine old family, has
fallen, through his love of drink, to the
position
" swamper
" or cleaner-out
the Oasisofsaloon
in Toquina
City, a min-of
ing camp. His only friends are Kid Burke,
retired prize-fighter, and Dave Alderson,
night bartender. " Maje," as he is generally known,
a lifeandof regret
alternating
alcoholic lives
forgetfulness
for his
wife and daughter in the East. One day,
getting into the cellar where the liquor is
stored, he drinks whisky and absinthe in
a curioiis
great quantities. The effect is forgets
his
He
psychological
recent life andphenomenon.
becomes the Buford Carborough
he
should
have
been.
In
this
condition he takes the train to the capital
of the State, where he meets Bishop Summer and John Merling. prohibition leaders,
and makes a speech which becomes a classic
and makes him famous. That night he
dines with the Bishop and other leaders
and is invited to make a speech on June
loth at another political meeting. In the
morning he wakes up the swamper and goes
back to Toquina City. The same thing
at the meetand he appears such
happens again 10th
a wonJunespeech thatandhe makes
ing on derful
is nominated
for
Governor on the Prohibition ticket. His
intimate friends learn of this and they find
it necessary to fill him with liquor when
the time
for him
appear and
as candidate and comes
also when
he isto elected
must
make his appearance to acknowledge the
plaudits of the public. Later a big fight
arises
bill. upon
" Ma.iehiiti
knows over
that the
the prohibition
matter depends
and that he can never succeed in getting
the bill through if he speaks when he is
sober. Once he has almost fallen from
grace but has been saved by his friends,
wife and daughter
the drunkard
Dave hepretending
that
himself isto the
although
Dave
never
took
a
drink
" Maie " has decided to lead a in
soberhislifelife.in
the future but knows that his only hope
and the only hope for other men in his
situation is to have the liquor taken from
them bv law. He also knows that the
doctor has said another dose of liquor will
kill him. Nevertheless he proceeds to get
intoxicated for the purpose of gaining his
inspiration and makes the speech of his
life, winning the battle for the prohibition
forces.
his friends
gather toto congratulate him As
he begs
to be allowed
go to his
study where he falls unconscious on the
floor. An examination bv the doctor shows
that he has suffered a fatal heart attack
brought on by his excess and so he dies,
as the doctor says. " as much a hero as any
Cleared
of battle."
on the offield
ofwhothediesuspicion
drunkenness
in the
eyes
arc Caroline.
engaged. Dave and " Maje's " daughter
of
Locale: Anv Western state.
Picture High Lights: Original plot, and
since prohibition is now established, hardly
to be regarded as propaganda.
A Chancef or Advancement
Moran
Niel Comedy.
Character By
of Story:
Theme: .Advancement.
Characters: Peter Sands; Meg Tracy; Ed.
Foster, Silas Scribbens; Pop Toms.
tight-fisted
is aholds
Theold Plot:
out to
who always
man Scribbens
businessSilas
t."
advancemen
for
a chance
his help
with a number of young
storv "opens
Tile
position as file clerk,a
men applying for a pays
twelve dollars
which
an opening
for advancement.
with afromchance
the countrv. applies for
ter Sands,
P'week
he is a little
this position and because run
of the apdifferent from the general
plicants, the old man hires him. 1 eter
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finds that the office is filled with clerks who
came there because of the prospect of advancement but that none of them has so
far succeeded in getting a raise in salary;
some of them have feared to ask at all, and
those who have asked have either been discharged or so thoroughly frightened by
Scribbens that they have ceased to put
their hopes into words. Peter gets acquainted with the stenographer, Meg
Tracy, and spends most of his evenings
with her attending motion pictures or indulging in other comparatively inexpensive
forms of entertainment, visiting museums
and art galleries when pav day seems far
away. Soon, however, she finds that he
has
mysterious
" engagements
" for worried
several
night?
of the week
and is much
by this. She fears that he may have taken
to gambling or — even worse — have become
interested in some other girl. Peter does
not volunteer anv information and she is
too proud to question him closely. Meg
finds that Peter is impatient to get on and
warns him that if he does not settle down
to work he will never arrive at the top.
Peter, however, has other ideas. He
strikes Scribbens for an increase
the end of four months, and to inthepaysur-at
prise of everyone, particularly old Pop
Toms, who in fifteen years has never
caught up with his " chance of advancePeter gets
it. that
One morning
Peter
comes toment,"work
to find
Philadelphia for the week Meg
end has
and gone
that toa
letter from her aunt states that she is ill
with pneumonia. The letter does not furnish her address so Peter cannot write her.
Scribbens tells Peter to telephone an
agency for another stenographer and Peter
volunteers the information that he is himself a stenographer — he has been learning
It at night. He becomes the secretary of
Scribbens and another clerk is put in his
place. Peter invests eight hundred dollars
m stocks on a tip furnished by Scribbens
and makes a financial stake. The office
force agrees that Peter has been plotting
to
get Meg's
that when
she
returns
there jobwillandbe predict
no opening
for her.
Meg comes back to find that another man
is in noPeter's
clerkship
and women
that Scribbens
has
further
use for
stenographers. Peter explains, however, that he
has taken the job only to hold it for her,
that he has bought a partnership in a
brokerage firm and that he needs her
in his home. Foster decides to try
Peter's
and isat fired,
Petera
gives himmethod
a position
twelve but
dollars
week with a chance for advancement.
LoccUe : New York.
Picture High Lights: Very light but rivalry between Peter and Foster could be
emphasized
sufficiently to add a good deal
to the love interest.

The

LABORATORIES,

Seventh

Avenue,

Flamingo's Nest
By R. Sprague
Character of Story: Melodramatic romance.
Theme: High finance.
Characters: Kenneth Crane, attorney; John
Carding, confidential agent of sugar
planters; Lieutenant Sherrill, army officer;
Charley Deane, secretary and attorney for
the X Sugar Company ; Captain John
Coburn, a sea-captain and stockholder;
Frank Atten, officer of X Sugar Company;.
Professor
Burl; Wanto, a Japanese; Miss
Burl.
The Plot: Kenneth Crane sails for Honolulu from San Francisco representing the
minority stockholders in the great X Sugar
Company which has been making a great
deal of money for several years but which
has paid no dividends whatever to its stockholders. Action in court has failed to relieve theholderssituation
of the minority
who are particularly
incensedstockby
the fact that the officers of the company
are living in luxury and drawing large
salaries. Crane is deputized to see what
can be done about this situation and
knowing that his legal remedies are few
he undertakes to wean away the Japanese
labor of the plantation, the men being dissatisfied because they claim to have been
beaten out of some of their wages. For
making an offer of employment to labor
under contract. Crane is lodged in jail but
speedily released on bail. Then begins a
series of thrilling adventures in which
Crane sometimes has the better of the
planters
and sometimes
they have
the better of him.
Crane captures
the principal
officers of the company, aided by his Japanese, and carries them off into the country where he makes them prisoners in an
empty bungalow. While there he gives
them the choice of receiving the bastinado
at the hands of the Japanese or holding an
election and making him President of the
company in addition to paying the Japanese what they desire and declaring a
dividend for the minority stockholders.
After one or two experiences they agree
and sign the papers but this is no sooner
done than John Carding arrives with a
force of Koreans and overcomes the Japanese who are made prisoners in turn.
Crane escapes but is hunted down with
blood hounds in the sugar cane and barely
escapes by grasping a rope thrown out of
an airship by his friend Lieutenant Sherrill. A shot severs the rope to which he
is clinging and he descends by parachute
falling into the hands of his enemies. The
owner of the bngalow returns and liberates
the sugar men before the arrival of Carding but being a minority stockholder, ties

New

York

City

tliem up again. When Crane again falls
into the hands of the planters the latter
decide to torture all of their prisoners in
the torture chamber of the old royal palace
and afterward make away with them. A
party of tourists accompanied by Sherill
discover this and Captain Coburn comes to
the rescue with his sailors, making the
sugar
men Crane
■ prisoners
the work
third intime.
This time
makesforthem
the
field and is planning to transport them to
California for a year when they escape.
A native Hawaiian, who has been badly
treated by them, leads them over a precipice and thus they are easily eliminated
from denttheof thestory.
Cranein becomes
the Presicompany
fact.
Locale: Hawaii.
Picture High Lights : Plenty of action and
thrills but lacking in love interest.
The
By

Hidden

Inc.

Kingdom

Cathrene and Robert
Pinkerton
Character Aof lost
Story:
Romance.
Theme:
kingdom
in Canada. '
Characters : Arley Carr ; Ross Burton ;
Arnold Fairfield, known in Darewold as
Adam Codner; Edna West; The King;
Princess Helen; Prince Acton and others.
The Plot: This is the somewhat improbable story of the adventures that befell two
Americans in a lost kingdom in Canada
where five hundred people in a secluded
valley,outdescendants
of a lost
sent
by the Hudson
Bay expedition
Company,
maintain a separate state unknown to the
outside world. Arley Carr falls in love
with a girl behind the cigar counter in a
New York hotel. She is kidnapped by
Arnold Fairfield and carried off to the
Canadian Northwest. Accompanied by his
friend, Ross Burton, Carr follows. After
many hard adventures in a barren country
these two chance on a hidden valley formed
bv a fissure in the earth surrounded by
high hills.
Herefivethey
discover
community of about
hundred
people,a ruled
by a democratic
king,
using
the
veniences of modern civilization conand
keeping in touch with the outside world
through a confidential agent in the person
of Adam Codner, who is none other than
the Arnold Fairfield, who kidnapped the
girl in New York. Ross immediately
falls in love with the Princess Helen.
Codner, suspicious, accuses the two
Americans
being the
agents
sent by They
outsiders to of
disrupt
country.
are imprisoned but released^ on the
appeal of the Princess and the King agrees
to sanction the marriage of Ross and the

Princess if Ross will agree to remain permanently in the kingdom of Darewold.
This he refuses to do, but says he will
stay for a time. The kingdom lives upon
the proceeds of a gold mine and what
fruits and grain and vegetables the natives
can raise in the valley. The gold mine is
supposed to be giving out and the King is
greatly distressed over the situation.
Codner is plotting a revolution which he
expects
makethehimmineDictator
intends will
to sell
to NewwhenYorkhe
financiers and inform the Canadian authorities of the existence of the state. He attempts to make Prince Acton his tool in
this matter, telling his fellow conspirators
that the Prince will be put on the throne
when the old King is dethroned. He also
spreads the rumor that the King is about
to sell out his people and that the two
Americans
emmissaries
ofDarewold.
the outside powersare
whothewould
destroy
A rebellion
breaks
out and
is very
nearly
successful, the King and the Americans
falling
into
Codner's
hands
but
they
are
set free and the revolt crushed by Prince
Acton. Codner escapes and blows up the
dam flooding the valley in which all of
their produce
is grown.
It iswillfinally
cided that the entire
kingdom
have de-to
be moved to some other spot, the King
abdicating and the community as a whole
settling in a fertile valey in the Northwest.
Ross and Carr are appointed agents to prepare the Helen
way forarethemarried
migration.
Ross and
Princess
just before
the
Americans
leave.
Locale: Canada.
Picture High Lights: Tliere is plenty of
room for the
exercise of backgrounds
a director's imagination in preparing
for
this; lots of action.
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Bob Burrows has been sojourning
in our midst for a few days. He reports the Elec. Sales and Engineering Co. as doing a wonderfully fine
business. Bob went from here to
Boston to look over the Hub and
intends to come back for a last look
at Broadway. Bob says he knows
a place where it can be got. Q. E. D.
S. S. Cassard, sales manager of
the Nicholas Power Co., is on a
lengthy trip through the Soifthern
States.
Some of tlicse supply dealers arc
putting out house organs that are a
■credit to the business. C. D. Struble
•edits the Vale Service Bulletin for
the Yale Theatre Supply Co., and
H. H. Cudmore
does a good job at it, too. The January number is interspersed with
short items that make its reading WHO is there that doesn't know
the rotund, good-natured man
profitable.
pictured in the illustration, and who
is there that has not been entertained
Mr. Edwin Lauste, the talking pic- with one of his inimitably told stories.
tures expert, was in the office a few
anyway,
a "little"
anec-a
■days ago. Mr. Lauste is continuing Well, dote
which hashere
beenis told
on him,
his experiments on his machine and
story that describes him better than
hopes to have everything ready for words.
a showing in the spring.
It seems that the tremendously rapid
We were also visited by Mr. A. increase in his business has kept him
Szeliga, representing the Seligraph chained to his desk to the point .where
Co. Mr. Szeliga is introducing a de- he has been unable to give much
vice for attachment to motion picture thought to even such matters of personal pride and pleasure as the buyprojectors which acts in case of an
ing of a new car. The entire family
aperture fire and cuts the film just
outside each magazine. At the same had decided that they wanted an enclosed car for the winter. The good
time it also seals the magazines and
wife was delegated a committee of one
stops the machines.
to select a suitable conveyance to make
Need any color work or plain black the family fully enjoy winter driving
and white printing done? Harr>- K. regardless of the weather man. She
Lucas reports that he has installed promptly selected and purchased a fine
presses to take care of his increasing new Jordan brougham.
volume of literature. The way the
The first evening she drove downtown, parked the new car in the garage,
man is traveling, we expect to hear
called for friend husband and tonext that he is Mayor of Atlanta.
gether they went to the theater. After
Bill Kunzman postcards in with an the theater they proceeded immedaccount of his travels in the vicinity
iately, with a feeling of pride and satisof Denver, Colo. With uncalled for
faction, to inspect the new purchase.
irony Bill selected a postcard show- A quick casual observation brought
a field covered with daisies, buttercups forth many congratulatory remarks to
and daffodils, while we poor souls friend wife on her w'onderful selection. Friend husband decided that it
here are dodging snowdrops and skipwould be a real thrill to drive home
ping puddles of slush.

Electric Company in charge of Mazda
General Electric publicity.
In 1917 Cudmore met Oscar M.
Met
A Big Man
Sheck, inventor of the Argus-Sheck
himself. He promptly opened the fore- Universal Adapter for Mazda Projecdoor and proceeded to seat himself
tor Lamps, a device used to adapt
behind the wheel.
existing carbon-arc motion picture proThen it liappened!
jection machines to the use of the
With all the thought and ingenuity newly
Lamps. developed Mazda Projector
of the engineers who designed the
It did not take long for Cudmore
most beautiful body, they apparently
overlooked entirely the fact that per- to see the possibilities for developing
haps at some time a fat man might a big business in this line, so he walked
wish to" buy and drive a Jordan out and left The General Electric Combrougham. He couldn't get in, withThenpany' flat.
came into existence The Argus
out practicing some regular Houdini
Lamp
Apphance Company, and
tricks, and as he said, "practically from a and
small start in 1917 they have
stand on his head." Of course the
bubble "busted" and it was un to friend organized and developed several big
wife the next day to start on another progressive companies, namely. The
search for an enclosed ca rthat would Argus Motion Picture Company, The
Argus Theater Supply Division, The
accommodate the entire family.
DeVry Portable Projector Company,
This big man is Herbert Henry Cud- all operated by The Argus Enterprises,
more, "the living example of how far
skin
could and
stretch
withoutManager
breaking,"of Inc., capitalized at half a million dolPresident
General
lars. Their slogan "Everything in MoThe Argus Enterprises, Inc., Cleveland,
tion Pictures" conveys to what extent
the
several
companies are influencing,
manufacturers and providers of
enlarging
and
improving the whole
"Everything in Motion Pictures." The
History of Good Fellowship tells that motion picture industry. The plans
Cudmore came into the world a Bare- of this organization for the future are
footed Boy on Friday the 13th of Oc- most pretentious and promise an excepmatter).
tionally big business for Argus.
tober in the 3'ear of (Oh, what does it
Cudmore says that he has only pracThere has always been a dispute
ticed the moral taught by the Fishermen of Old who went out in the open
about the place where he was born.
Folks in Cleveland say he was born in sea, each with his single rod and line
Hubbard (Yes, Reader, this is the and returned each night each with his
name of a place not a wrapper) and own single catch. But a wise man
the few remaining citizens of Hub- among them, the first real co-operator,
bard are equally certain that Cudmore conceived the plan of all setting nets
was born in Cleveland.
and dividing the catch. So Cudmore
Anyway he came into the world wrote a little poem setting forth his
without his consent and expects to go creed which has been the foundation
of his success.
out the same way.
When very young he rolled into an
Poem
The man Cudmore'^s
who uses but
hook and line
electrical shop, bought a door bell, a
Pulls in a single fish.
set of ofdry
and would
a nickel's
worth
bellbatteries,
wire (which
cost He who joins hands and pulls a seine
Gets all that he could wish.
ahouse
dollar and
now)it put
it
up
in
his
mother's
worked. The General Also, his catch is greater far
In size as well as weight;
Electric Company heard of this and
secret of success is this —
made him General Manager of one of TheCo-operate!
its many Mazda Lamp Sales Divisions
called The Brilliant Electric Division,
probably named after Cudmore. AnyNext ofWeek
way he fooled them in this way for I
1 A full Account
the new Palace 1|
many years until they decided they I Theatre in Cincinnati. . |
I A Description of the Projection i
better give him the lamp business be- I room at the Brooklyn, N. Y., Strand 1
cause he would get it anyway sooner 1 Theatre — and other items of interest i
the theatre manager, projectionist |
or later, so they elected him Director I1 to
and cinematographer. |
of The Mazda Bureau of The General
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Crandall's York
Washington,

N e w i

Theatre,
D.C.

HARRY M. CRANDALL'S contribution to the
spirit of Holiday merrymaking in Washington, D. C, was the firm establishment as one of
the most noteworthy amusement enterprises in the
National Capital of the York Theatre, eighth in
his chain of photoplay houses. The York was first
thrown open to the public at 6:30 P. M. on the
night of Wednesday, November 26th, Thanksgiving
eve, and leaped into instant favor as the means
of filling a long felt and urgent want in the section of the city in which it is located.
The York is a residential theatre situated on
Georgia Ave., N. W., where it occupies the entire
square between Princeton and Quebec Streets. It
has a frontage of 150 feet on Georgia Avenue, and
75 feet on the intersecting streets. The seating arrangements, al on one floor, have a comfortable
capacity of 1,000. The cost of the building alone
was in excess of $125,000. Numerous innovations
have been introduced into the design and construction of the building by the architect, Reginald
Wyckliffe Geare, of Washington, D. C., who has
previously designed several theatres for the Crandall interests, the most important of which are the
Metropolitan and Knickerbocker Theatres in the
Capital and Crandall's Strand, now in course of
construction in Cumberland, Md. The Strand is
an 1,800 seat house which, with the Colonial in
Connellsville, Pa., expands the Crandall chain to
ten active theatres.
The exterior of the York Theatre is treated on
three sides with a series of arches about 6 feet
wide and 15 feet high in the center of each of
which is located a three-sheet poster display board
electrically lighted from in front by an overhanging X-ray bracket. There are seven display boards
indicating the picture schedule for the seven days
of the week. The material of the exterior is beigetoned brick while the arches are finished in marblecement stucco, which is a new method of treating
the exterior of moiuimental buildings. This treatment gives the effect of variegated marble. The
walls of the building are of brick and hollow tile, •

Crandall's York Theatre, Nat Glasser, Manager.
while the gypsum roof, the first to be put on any
theatre in the East, is supported by steel trusses.
One of the chief advantages of the g>-psum roof is
its low heat conductivity which insures economical
warmth in the winter and coolness in the summer.
It is also the most effectively fireproof of any roofing substance known. Needless to say, the York
is fireproof throughout, which is the usual policy
of the Crandall enterprises and a hobby with Mr.
Crandall personally.

ft 5 I 1 C
J

Retinald Wyckliffe Oeore, Architect

Picture

Floor and Lobby Plan.

The entrance to the York is located at the Xortl
end of the building facing Georgia Avenue and i
protected from the weather by a segmental glas
Marquise extending to the curb. The segment o
the Marquise follows the line of the large seg
mental arch 25 feet in length which forms the en
trance to the vestibule where the ticket booth i
located. The ticket booth is of bronze and glass
and is built into the front wall of the lobby. Acces
to the lobby is gained by two doors on either sid
of the ticket booth, the lobby being 20 feet wide
50 feet long and 30 feet high. The unusual heigh
of the ceiling insures adequate ventilation. Th
lobby walls which are finished in soft green tone
are panelled with gilt mouldings. Set into th"
walls at either side of the lobby, but not occupyinj
any of the floor space, are four one-sheet sdf
lighting poster frames, which is declared by movin;
pic.ure men to be the most beautiful method o
lobby poster and photograph display yet inventec
At the end of the lobby opposite to the entrance is
large crystal mirror with circular top in front o
which is a marble seat. The lobby is appropriate!

York
Theatre
Specifications
150x75
Dimensions
lOOO
Capacitv
Seating
Cost
$125,000
Lighting Fixtures ...Nat. X-Ray Reflec. Co.
Automaticket
Ticket Equipment
Projectors
Simplex
Seats
American Seating Co.
Architect Reginald WyckcliflFe Geare
Nat Glasser
Manager
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sub-divided with brass poles and chains for handling the crowds with safety and dispatch.
The auditorium of the York which is 30 feet
high is rectangular in shape with side walls divided into panels by seven arches. At the center
of each of the arches and hung from a point in
line with the spring of the arch is a large oval
gilt picture frame with gold ribbons displaying
pastels of the leading stars of silent drama. This
note of color gives to the auditorium a domestic
touch which is so lacking in most of the theatres
of today.
The screen is located in the center of three
proscenium arches. The two side arches are so arranged as to afford special effects in scenery and
scenic lighting. The arches are arranged in a semiellipse, which is crowned by a scenic sky scene
electrically lighted from behind. The color note
in the auditorium is a combination of gold and soft
olive greens, four or five tones of which are used.
The curtains for the three proscenium arches were
designed especially for the York by the architect
and are made of gold "Baronet" satin, relieved
with applique, which is done in black, silver and
blue.
The Ughting system of the auditorium is, without
doubt, the most unique in existence. Between each
of the seven pairs of pilasters that relieve the conventional arches of the side walls are located gold
and green lamb's heads which are in keeping with
the style of architecture, and upon the heads are
mounted frosted glass urns, decorated in ivory and
gold. The urns are lighted by colored lamps,
screwed into place on the inside. This light is continued throughout the showing of the pictures. In
the ceiling of the auditorium there are ten glass
panels, measuring 6 feet by 18 feet, the frames of
which are in bronze. The glass is a soft amber
tone for Cathedral lighting. Above these glass
panels in the roof space are fifty-six 100-Watt
lamps with reflectors directed downward, whicli
diffuse a soft amber glow of sufficient brightness
to permit the reading of a newspaper in any part
of the house without in the least impairing the
clearness of the picture upon the screen. Since the
opening of the York this system of lighting has
been declared ideal, since it throws all of the light
upon the horizontal plane — that is, seats and aisles
—at the same time illuminating the entire auditorium evenly. The lamps are arranged on
three separate circuits, allowing for the use of full
intensity, secondary intensity and low intensity.
The lamps on the circuit giving the lowest intensity
have been so graded in size as to furnish a very
little value of illumination at the front of the hous'.
and a higher value at the rear.
Another distinctive feature of the York is found
in the heating and ventilating system, especially designed for it by Mr. Geare and patterned after the
Metropolitan and
in Crandall's
in useTheatres,
systems
Knickerbocker
in both of which it has

pro\-ed a great success. Heat is introduced without the use of radiators or mushrooms and can.be
regulated to any desired temperature, the audience
being constantly supplied with fresh warm air in
the winter and by the same system cool air in the
summer. The equipment is capable of producing
a complete change of atmosphere twice per minute.
Another feature worthy of mention is the orchestra pit, which in the York is located under the
stage at a level two feet below the floor of the
auditorium, from which it is separated by a monumental bronze railing.
The York was built by the Kennedy Brothers,
under the direct supervision and with the assistance of Mr. Geare, the designing architect, and is
under the management of Mr. Nat Glasser, a
well
figure in
world.known
Mr. Glasser
has Washington's
been identifiedamusement
with the
exhibiting end in the Capital previously, although
at the time of his joining the Crandall organization
he was a member of the staff of the Washington
branch of Select Pictures Corporation.

Entrance lobby shozving hugh ceilings and built-in
one-sheet frames designed by the architect.

Detail of proscenium with
closed.screen and sigh curtauu

Picture

N evj s

The York's policy contemplates daily changes of
bill with onlj- the best of the photodramatic output
of the foremost producers as features of each
daily program.
Something New in fans
Theatre and Lobby
Decorations

for

HERETOFORE the electric fan has been
designed soleh- for utilitj', and, though the
brtter grades have graceful lines and fine finishes,
all makes have been kept plain and devoid of
ornamentation. This simplicity is suitable for the
great majority of purposes for which the fan is
used, but there is now a growing demand for fans
that will harmonize with the handsome furnishings of hotels, clubs, theatres, offices, and private
residences.
To enable architects and interior decorators to

Detail of lighting scheme. The amhcr tiffany glass
ceiling panels diffuse light equally throughout
house. Lights arr controUrd hy system of dimmers.
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obtain fans that will carry out any desired scheme
ot decoration, L. Plaut & Company, New York,
have brought out a de luxe line of fans, consisting of 10, 12, and 16-inch oscillating fans of
Westinghouse make encased in ornamental compo,
finished manner.
by the Company's skillful artists in any
desired

Picture

N euj

Doric

Theatre Installs Specail
Organ
A KIMBALL ORCHESTRAL ORGAN, made
^especially for the theatre, has been installed
in the Doric Theatre, Kansas City. The organ is
one of the finest and most resourceful in the country and is capable of producing under the expert
playing of Mrs. May Mills, every know n musical
sound from the quiet of a recessional or a bird cry
to the trumpet notes of a marine band.
The organ was rushed to completion for the entertainment ofKansas Citians during the holiday
season. It will no doubt make the Doric one of
the most popular theatres in the city.
All this week "The Alpine Storm" with realistic
curtain effects consisting of a storm with "real
lightning" in the mountains will be played at all deluxe performances.

A comprehensive series of standard design, covering recognized periods, has been produced, but
special designs to suit any original decorative plan

Let the " theatre ventilation
experts " show you how.
MONSOON COOLING
SYSTEM, Inc.
70 West 45th St.
New York

can be readily produced. Standard finishes are
French-Gold, French-Grey, and old ivory, but any
other colors, including polychrome, can be supplied.
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INEXPENSIVE
■■rtffiTmf
P^f
COVE
R
CHAI

,. SAMPLCS UPON REOUeST' W
AriMocra'fs of TAedffe Chair Coders'"]
, ,
The DwY£R Bros CCer.
6:^1 WALNUT 3 T
CmCimATI ONI& ^
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Artistic

and

Stage

Lobby

Display

Decorations

Install our line of Artificial FLOWERS,
TREES, VINES, LEAVES, GARLANDS,
WREATHS and PALMS.
Estimates cheerfully given.
Our catalogue No. 8 illustrating in colors
the latest artificial flowers for Theatre
decoration FREE.
FRANK

NETSCHERT

61 Barclay Street

New York City, N. Y.

"NEWMAN"

BRASS

FRAMES AND RAILS
DO YOU KNOW ?
tbat 90% of all the brass frames used in the moTing picture houses throughout the countrv are
•■ NEWMAN'S •■?
WHY?
Because we steadily have refused to cheapen or
lower the quality of our goods, even though others
have sought
to "undermine
our prestige
under-of
selling with cheapened
products.
That byis one
the reasons whv nine out of everv ten frames
soldInsist
bear onthethat
namename
" NEWMAN."
and save money,
you oiipht to have our latest 1920 cataloyue. Write us todaii.
THe Newman Mfg'. Company
Established
188! es
717-19 Sycamore Street. Cincinnati, Ohio
Frames, EMels,
W. Washinston Street, Cbicaeo, Illinois
-» >
,
Grilles, Rails,
Representative — J. T. Malone. 33" Bleury St..
Si^s, Choppers, Canadian
Bars
Pacific Coast — G. Montreal,
A. Metcalfe.
San Francisco, Cal.
Kick' Plates, Dt>Dr
Canada
We manufacture the frames in variout finishes ahich do not require polishing).
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Reducing
and

Operating

Attracting

Expenses

Bigger

Patronage

This is being accomplished by hundreds of motion picture theatres, simply by using the modern light source —
the WESTINGHOUSE
MAZDA
LAMP for motion
picture projection.
It is made in two sizes — the 900-watt for general motion picture theatre projection service and the 600-\vatt
for short throws as in clubs, churches, colleges, etc. The
latter size is also used on country home lighting outfits.
Other advantages of this lamp are, simplicity of operation and elimination of carbon gas, dust and heat — advantages which appeal to every projectionist.
Let us tell you more about WESTINGHOUSE
MAZDA
LAMPS
for motion picture projection and
how you can adapt your present equipment to this new
light source.
Westinghouse
165

Lamp

Broadway,

New

Company

York,

N. Y.

Sfdes Offices and Warehouses
Throughout the Country
GUARANTEED BY THE NAME

For

Canada — Canadian Westinghouse Co.,
Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.

WESTINGHOUSE

MAZDA
for

Motion

LAMPS
Picture

Projection
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source, while the non-corrected one shows at thef
;ame distance a difitused image of the sourc^
surrounded by a broad circular halo. The outere
zone of this halo which falls outside of the cir-j|
lost.
cumference
of the projection lens is, of course,"

Correction !
In the Equipment Section, issue of December
13. triere appeared an article by Dr. Hermann
Kellner on " Condensers " accompanied by two
illustrations. Through an unfortunate error, two
cuts were selected which had no bearing on the
text matter. We regret this mistake and republish the article in this issue with correct illustrations.
A

Few

Notes

on

Condensers

byja Man Who Knows
By DR. HERMANN KELLNER
(Excerpts From the Transactions of the Soc. Picture Engineers)
ON account of spherical aberration in the ordinary condenser, the rays coming from the
source and passing through its marginal zone,
intersect the optical axis nearer the aperture plate
and under a much great angle than the rays passing through the center of the condenser. If the
diameter of the lens is not large enough, it happens that some of the rays coming through the
marginal zone of the condenser are not intercepted by the lens and, therefore, lost for the
illumination on the screen. This is illustrated in
the first figure.
Such loss may be avoided in two ways :
1st. By making the aperture of the lens large
enough to collect those rays or by keeping the
aperture the same as before and bringing the
rear combination of the lens so close to the
aperture plate that the lens intercepts the rays
otherv/ise lost, in other words by reducing the
working distance.
2d. By reducing the spherical aberration of
the condenser so that the rays coming through
the margin of the condenser pass through the
lens.
The first remedy is not very inviting to the
lens computer, nor. to the lens maker. The greater
the aperture of the lens in proportion to its
equivalent focal length, the more difficult it is to
correct the aberration and the more difficult it
is to produce the lens, and also the more sensitive
such lens is to small variations in the adjustment
of the machine.
A lens with shorter working distance can be
constructed by adding a third
combination. This has the disadvantage of additional loss of
light by reflection and absorption

N eiv s

in the added member, amount to 10%, which will
have to Ije subtracted from the amount gained by
the shorter working distance.
The working distance may also be shortened in
a iwo-combination projection lens by increasing
the distance between the combinations. This,
however, has also difficulties of its own.
It seems to me more logical to leave the projection lens alone and remedy the evil by using
a condenser that sends through the projection
objective all the light which it collects from the
source. For this purpose we must reduce the
spherical aberration of the condenser to such an
extent that the rays coming through the margin
of the condenser intersect the optical axis near
enough to the objective to be intercepted by the
latter and thus contribute to the illumination on
the screen. This is illustrated by the dotted lines
in Fig. 2. The full lines show the path of the
rays through the central and marginal zone of
f ullv-corrected condenser.

I have here a model of a projection apparatus
which shows very nicely the condition under discussion. These are interchanageable condenser
systems, consisting of the same number of lenses
and having the same equivalent focus and aperture. One of these condensers is spherically corrected and produces a small distinct image of the

It is evident that with the spherically corrected
condenser a lens of very much smaller diameter
would be sufficient to give the same illumination
on the screen as the large lens in combination
with a non-corrected condenser.
I must confess that I cannot quite reconcile
the figures of the loss given by Mr. Richardson
and Mr. Burrows with an experience 1 had several years ago.
;
A short working distance lens was submiite<^
to me * * * It was claimed that this lens?
showed an increase pf illumination of about lOff
per cent, on the screen. A comparison between
this lens and a lens of the ordinary type war
made in the following way :
In the booth of one of the theatres of Rochester two machines of the same make and type
were placed side by side and run under as nearly
as possible the same conditions, using the same
size carbons, keeping the current the same, etc
The iields projected by the lenses in competition
could be compared side by side on the screen.
Under similar conditions the new lens was sup-;
posed
to showThe100originator
per cent,of superiority
in the'
illumination.
the short working
distance lens, himself, adjusted the machines, as
well as for another comparison, the operator of
the theatre and afterward a third impartial person. It goes without saying that the objectives
also were changed from one machine to another.
The judges sat in the orchestra too far away
from the booth to know what was going on in
the booth. The result was that no one could definitely tell which lens was illuminating the one
field or the other. There were slight differences ,
in the illumination but they were caused evidently
by accidental conditions and did not at all depend
upon the lenses.
A Cartoonist-Projectionist
DID we hear someone say, some time ago, that
a projectionist
a rut and
interested in any other gets
kind into
of work?
Well,isn't
maybe
it's true — and then again, maybe —
Anyway, here is an instance where the man
behind the arc " is also the " man behind the pen."
Leslie F. Clark works at projecting because ii
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holds a certain fascination for him but in his
regular time he runs a Cartoon-Service. In a
recent letter he says :
I am enclosing a cartoon which I drew up, based
on the habit of some operators and projectionists
smoking in the projection room. It has been
some time since 1 dropped a letter to you but I
just had to let you know how I admired the way
the XEWS stood up during the New York printers' strike.
The theatre here has changed hands and is now
known as the De Luxe. It has a Powers 6A
which I run in my spare time. You sec, I can't
stay away from the game.
There is just one trouble that I have in my machine. The carbons work loose in the carbon
holders after showing two or three reels.
The Pathe Exchange in Kansa> City has a way
of sending out their tilms that 1 like and it would
be a good thing if other Exchanges would copy
their scheme. After a film has been rewound,
inspected and cleaned, the person who docs the
inspection puts the wrapper on and seals it with
a seal which states that the reel of. " film has
been inspected and cleaned " and gives in addition
the name of the inspector. ,
These Questions
Will Be
Discussed if Possible
FROM a well informed projectionist who desires
to have his name withheld from publication
there comes an excellent list of questions which
in his opinion, are the ones in which the majority
of other projectionists are interested. The list
seems to us to have been well compiled and we
hasten to add that answers will be published as
fast as data can be obtained.
However, there are one or two instances wherein
we must disappoint the seeker after information.
We refer to the Master Machine. Up to the
present time, the manufacturers of this device have
not seen fit to give out any details except those
contained in iheir paid advertising which has apTHE

peared in other papers but not in the NEWS.
To the man who wants real facts on this newmachine there is nothing to say except "Guess
you
followswill
: have to wait." The letter reads as
"Could you not give us detailed description of
the New Master Projector, giving movement, diaineter of shutter, distance from shutter spindle
to center of light beam and the approximate
cost and labor to change shutter to a l'/2 to 1
should local conditions permit its use. Describe
condenser mount and its guard against condenser
breakage. Tell us the greatest possible distance
from condenser to aperture. W hat is the ventilation of the lamp house and many of the other
things that go to make up a real projector.
Could you not get a statement from the projector manufacturer. Powers, Simplex, Motiograph
and Baird as to why they will continue to make
slide carriers, lamphouse shifting devices and stereo
holders when 90 per cent of the projectors in
use are not used for stereo projection. Those attachments are just a general nuisance to the
proj ectionist.
You might invite letters from projectionists as
to the location of the appliances in the projection room and also the location of dimmer handle?
so as to be handiest for the projectionists to use
without interfering with the screen results.
Tell us the correct size for ports and location
of same, both for level and angle projection. Tell
us about amperage control, about speed control
(when one man runs two machines) change over
devices and diflferent ways of closing up the light
beam to eliminate eye-strain.
I could write dozens of things which seem to
be overlooked but still remain very important."
Started

With Old Edison
Machine
WW. WHITE, Crescent Theatre, Pittsford, N.
• Y., writes in to become a member of the
League and incidentally tells something of his early
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experiences in the profession. The letter following his own communication is a copy of one which
he sent to the F. P. L. Corp. Exchange in Buffalo.
It would seem from the size and scope of this producing firm that they would drop the old methods
such as are exhibited every time their exchanges
inspect a reel, and bring their practice up to date.
It luight be added here that the matter of using the
stencil punch has been taken up with the home
office of this company but without result. They
still believe that the marks are necessary and are
not open to argument.
My application for membership in tiie N. A. M.
L. is enclosed. I have been watching its progress
from the time of its inception and have been practising the rules laid down by it, although delaying
to become a member.
A few words would not be amiss here in regard
to the help which the Projection Dept. has been to
me. My career as a projectionist began al)oiU six
years ago at the age of fourteen. I was luider the
guidance of an "operator" for a period of perhaps
eight months when I was put in complete charge
of the one Edison, Type B projector then in use.
You will probably say that I was too young and
10 that I must agree. It was here that the Motion
Picture News took charge of my instruction.
Through constant study of its articles and some
help from the Hawkins Electrical Guides, I have
attained what I feel to be the right to the title of
"projectionist." (Please accept this as a tribute to
the dept. and not as a brag on my part.)
Our equipment now consists of two Powers 6A
machines, one motor driven and the other hand
driven. The current used is A. C. thru a Bell &
Howell Compensator. We get a very satisfactory
picture with 55 amperes and White A. C. Special
carbons.
Length
of throw,
ft., picture
9' x 12'.
I feel that
brother
York 70
is slightly
misinformed
when he states that most small town theatres are
using only one projector. Our seating capacity is
250 in a town of 1,300. I failed to find any illustration of his novel shutter in connection with his
letter in the News of December 27th.
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Tlic enclosed carbon copy of a letter is self explanatory. Most of the features received from
them are so marked but this is an extreme case.
(Copy of Letter)
The enclosed film clippings are a few of the 31
which we removed from the feature "The Little
Princess,"
shownthat
heresuch
last mutilation
Saturday evening.
seems
a crime
should takeIt
place at the hands of your employes. No manager
or projectionist who takes any pride in the quality
of the show he is putting on would think of letting
these white blotches appear on the screen.
The thirty one pieces which we removed aver'.ge three frames each, making a total of ninetyne frames or about seventy inches of film. If your
.xchange now proceeds to apply the punch in the
iame manner as previously and a succeeding projectionist takes out the effects, it will be readily seen
how fast this feature will be reduced in length.
This show was inspected by "C. M."
Some of letters of former date on subjects of
this kind have remained unanswered. Please ha\ c
the courtesy to reply to this, that we may know
your ideas on this matter.
Proper

Way to Handle
Transverter
A. H. Erwin, Ponca City, Okla., writes;
Would you please tell me which is the proper
way to put out one arc when burning two arcs
on a Transverter. I have had several discussions
on the matter. Some projectionists say that the
switch should be thrown in while others say to
freeze the carbons and then throw in your switch.
Which way is easier on the Transverter?
Reply :
As the article on the Transverter which appeared in a recent issue of the News said,
" the machine itself is practically fool-proof."
Its characteristics are such that the procedure
may be carried out in any sequence. But a
little thought will show that there is a best
way as regards the carbons and that way is to
throw the switch. By so doing you will not

spoil the Crater which would occur if the carbons were brought together too violently.
After the shortcircuiting switch has been
thrown and the arc is out of the circuit it
might be a good idea to bring the carbons
nearly together so that when you were ready
to start the machine on the next reel it would
require but a half turn of the adjusting handle
to strike the arc. But this is a minor point.
The answer to your question is : when through
with the arc thrown the switch.

Says Should
the ''Kid
Operator''
be Blamed
T EWIS C. WESTINBARGER, Whitestone, In■'— ' diana, doesn't agree with many others as to
the place where crimes against films are committed.
He feels that the trouble should be sought in those
theatres where youngsters in short trousers are
attempting to run the machines. Mr. Westinbarger says :
I have been a reader of the Projection Dept. of
the News now for a little more than a year and I
am sending in an application for membership
of the National Anti-Misframe League, I hope
you will receive me as a member and send me
a pin and some N. A. M. L. stickers for film cans.
I have always tried to remedy all Mis-Frames, Bad
Patches, and most of all, "Punch holes," and I am
sure that when Film leaves me it is in as good a
shape as it was when I received it and if not
better. I am not working in a theatre at the
present time as I am going to High School and can
not get my lessons and work nights. I have a
Powers machine in Al condition and have been
running pictures for Schools and Churches.
I have read Brother Waldo's article in the Nov.
6th issue of the News and I want to say that 1
think he is right, the city man and the small town
man should split the blame of the punch marks.
The fellows they should get after are the small
town "Kid Operators", some of whom are not over
14 years old. Is it not these Kid operators doing
the dirty work of makuig punch holes for us fel-
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lows to cut out and fix up. If a person would
happen to look into one of these 14 year olds booth
one of the first things he would notice is that the
fioor has not been swept for a month, you would
see an over-dose of oil on his machines, his tools
will be laying right where he used them last, that
is, all except his punch and you will always find
that hanging on a nail just above his rewinding
table. If only these kid operators would spend as
much time in mending and fixing up the film as they
do in destroying it everything would be O. K. Outside of all these bad patches, punch-holes and
frame-ups, I haven't said as to how many "Souvenirs" they help themselves to from the Films, but I
will say "What causes so many splices in the CloseUp of a Bathing Beauty, or movie star?" Ask the
Kid Operator, he knows.
Lucas

Opens

Texas

Branch

pERHAPS no greater instance of progressiveness in the distribution of machines and supplies has ever been displayed than that show^ed by
the leading spirits controlling the affairs of the
Lucas Theatre Company of Texas.
This branch of the well-known Lucas Company,
whose headquarters are familiar to exhibitors of
the Southland was opened for business on June
1st, 1919. Its officers are Harry K. Lucas, President ;L. M. Remy, Vice-President and E. J. Callahan, Secretary, Treasurer and Manager.
The headquarters of the Texas branch are located at 1816 Main Street, Dallas, and are fitted
up in a manner that is hard to equal. Included in
the establishment is a highly efficient repair department as well as a full line of the highest type of
theatre equipment that is marketed.
Mr. E. J. Callahan, General Manager of the
Dallas office, is no stranger to theatre men in
Texas and neighboring states, for his previous connections with the Superior Electric Company
brought him into contact with the most prominent
exhibitors and his advice on electrical matters is
eagerly sought by those contemplating either the
changing over of theatre buildings or the erection
PROJECTION
LENSES

Gold

Fibre

Screens

To this company belongs the prestige of providing the
finest projection surface of all screens for the Photo
Play world.
There's a distributor near you. Samples and information upon request
MINUSA

CINE

SCREEN

CO.

World's Largest Producers of
Motion Picture Screens
Bomont and Morgan
St. Louis, Mo .
Insures

Made of heavy gauge sheet copper. DOUBLE STRENGTH IN
NECK OF TERMINAL. WIRE
COMPLETELY ENCLOSED.
LENGTHENING LIFE, ELIMINATING TROUBLE. FOR
USE ON NO 4 and NO. 6 WIRE.
PRICE
EACH ISc.
is the Brand. Sold the world
Insist on them. It
mm .over.
your guarantee of the
BEST.
If
your
dealer
does not supply
them, write
E. E. FULTON CO, 3204 Carroll Avenue, Chicago
Manufacturers of M. P. Accessories
Not*—
for our and
new describing
16 page
folder,Send Illustrating
our complete line.

Our PRO-JEX Motion Picture Projection lenses can be
had in any of the following
PRO-JEX— Standard
lypes :
PRO-JEX— No. 1
PRO-JEX— No. 2

Perfect

Electrical Contact
Illustration tells the Story

Wh}- not equip your machine
with a lens that is made in a
factory devoted exclusively to
the manufacture of High Grade
Projection Lenses of all descriptions.

C-r-a-c-k
—
c-r-a-c-k —
— another Condenser gone to pieces!
No wonder they break. It takes mighty good
glass to stand such heat.
"Mighty good glass;" that's what IMSCO Condensers are made of. They seldom break, and
are guaranteed not to turn color.
Yes, they cost a little more (one pair, 6I/2' and
7I/2 ", in in
individual
cheaper
the end. box, for S2.50), but they're
Try a pair and see for yourself. Then you'll
want to try other IMSCO products too.
729 Seventh Ave.
New York
INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPLY CO.,

We
High
in the
OUR

also carr>' a full line of
Grade Stereopticon Lenses
Quarter and Half size;
PRICES —W ill make you

think.
OUR GOODS_\\ ill make you
act for the future supply.

Projection Optics Co.
-INCORPORATED —
203 State Street
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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Should

be

Picture

Properly

Projected
It is not the pictures alone that control your
patronage and fill your theatre with a large,
enthusiastic audience, for if the pictures do not
appear on your screen clear and flickerless they
lose half their value.
Give theatre-goers the joy of seeing a perfectly
projected picture. You can easily do this by
emploving in vour machine
TOR CARBONS.

SPEER

PROJEC-

A size and style to meet the requirements of
every operating condition.

Speer

Carbon
St. Marys,

DE

Talks

The

PORTABLE

Graphoscope

Company

Street

New

York

1 lj
J

TRIPOD
delivery

The Stine Screw

with

de Brie improvements

GO

Only

FOR
*50

100 Ft. Topical Camera
That will make a good
Motion Picture on standard film. The lens is
included in the price.
24 E. m St.
NEW YORK

11
You <lnv« th^ tcrcw hole* with • hiunnKr m may
nateriaJ.
The KTew hole* ftre made for wood tcrewa or
machine *cnri% to 6t all tixes of aotwt. The bead
ii removed and you leave a pcnnaiMnI screw bole

This is the very latest Model

G. GENNERT

Jr.

THE ONLY
SCREW HOLES
IN THE WORLD

CAMERA
AND

all the new

Graphoscope

or, write for Catalogue " M " giving full
details.

BRIE

for immediate

Projectionist

Has eliminated noisy gears by the adoption
of a triangle control connecting rod to
synchronize the upper and lower sprocket.
But there are many other special points of
interest which will be told here in detail —

50 East 42nd

Penna.

the

SIMPLE

SAFE

The

Company

to

320 S. Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

127 E. 6th Sf.
LOS ANGELES

HolesThe Co.
LittleBiggest
Thing
tn
the
World
WATCRBURVrCONH..
U.
t.
A.
DCTAirTMCtn 20
Some of the Reasons Why Screw
Holes WUI
Be Bought and Used and Not Become
Dead Stock
for Anyone
16— Screw holes itc entirely new and the world tuppljr isII yetI pTOfreisive
to be (urm»hed.
i7_Thii
Oldadopt
Worldat]at] improved
o( ouri. andmeihftds,
every
adoptwill
1— ■4TmosptiFric
They are madeor ofmoiaiurc
brasi andconditions.
wHl not niit under
person
in it mustthat
IveIallline
newof articles
helpimproved
him keepmcth6da.
in the
progres*.
4— holes
ECONOMY—
coit. They lave more time value than tfa*
5— them
You getwhenthemyou forcountnothinz
time andsaved.arc paid for oaifi(
6— •crew
Screw was
holesused.have been needed ever since lb< first 10— In spile of: them
tfie high cost of bras*. Kr<w hole* ue
7— Special
matenaL tools are NOT needed in mine them in tny 11 — yetWeI youcheap.
are letting
the world
know that
screw holesadcan
nflw
be
by means
extensive
8— They can be used in any place a screw can be used.
vertis ng inallsecured,
the principal
Tradeo(dealers
Journals
that
have
the
largest
circulation
among
m sctews
using
screw
holes,
screws
can
be
used
in
many
as well as users o( screws.
places,
many without
materialsthem*hcrc it ia impos>ib> to anduse inscrews
—These are the only ready-made screw holes V incarry
holesOye I] — They make everlasting holes in any material.
orld
;cdtd. These 1 t stock.
They aremeanthe"Plug-No-More"
3514—— They
result of Necessityscrewbeingholes.The Mother
ti — They make the ne
>ts>bte job in si
16—
Aoyone
who
can drive a nail can use acrew hole«
of Ivention
^ complev
them^'it^ stock,
for a sample and convince yourself.
withoutbecause
screw theholesbnefor ofthemscrews is noi 37— Send
4 — must
Every aiaokhophaveandthesefactory
uied jS— Mechanics who see them tay. *^hat do you thmk
screw where
holvs toscrews
fit thearescrews.
15— They
fact thfre are NO REASONS why screw holes
aU are endorsed by all dealers in screws and by J9— Inshould
NOT be
Each o( these reasons arc enough to sell ScMw Holes Tliere many other reasons.
Write at once for our handsome Color Card showing screw holes in various matenaU which will be
sent on request, together with samples and price list
of that'"
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What

Do

You

Think

of It?

SOME time ago G. Waldo, of Sioux Falls, South
Dakota, sent to tiie News a drawing and description cif an oil protector which he had devised
for the Simplex friction drive. As such things
will happen, even in t^e best regulated editorial
rooms, the well made drawings disappeared before
we could call them to the attention of Mr. Edwin
S. Porter, who has been responsible for many of
the latest Simplex improvements. When this laxity
on our part was called to Mr. Waldo's attention
he obligingly offered to redraw his device. We
were extremely hopeful of his second attempt and
saw personally that they reached the Simplex, factory.
Very soon after submitting the idea to the
Precision Machine Co. the following letter was
received from them :
" We thank you very much for allowing us to
see
Mr. Waldo's
however,
to notifysuggestion.
Mr. Waldo We
that would
while ask
his you,
idea
seems a very good one from our casual observance, we are eliminating the difficulty he speaks
of through other methods."
Below we print the inventor's descriptive letter
together with his drawings. Any comments that
readers of the department wish to make will be
received by Mr. Waldo, we feel certain in stating,
with the best of grace.
Service Equipment Dept.
Dear Sir:
I am enclosing the drawing of Simplex friction
drive showing how the oil protector is attached.
I hope that this drawing reaches you O. K., as I
have had the other two lost. Not that I do not
like to draw them, as it is a little something out
of the regular line of the projectionist.
No. 1 is the shaft.
No. 2 housing caring fiber disc.
No. 3 fiber disc.
No. 4 oil disc.
No. 5 Oil hole in housing.
No. 6 gear at end of housing.
No. 7 thrust washers.
No. 8 set screw.
No. 9 control frame.
No. 10 slide for sliding bar.
No.ll dimensions of oil disc.
No. 12. After cuting out center and outside of

0

disc cut as in No. 12 and spring over the gear
No. 6 and slide to K inch past No. 5. You are
now ready to solder to the housing, being sure
that you have the housing and the disc clean so
that the solder will stick to them. First solder
all around the housing; then with a pair of pliers
bend the outer edge in towards the gear. You
may also use a piece of hardwood about % in. x
^ in. x 6 in. and saw a slot % in. deep in one
end
in No.a thirteen
13. Oh, inI don't
mind the
thirteen
as I ascarry
my pocket
every
day.
Have a pocket piece the size of a nickel with a
thirteen on it. Slide the slot over the oil disc and
bend towards gear. When you have the disc bent
to suit you cut No. 12 so that the edges are even
and then solder it up. Then your troubles with
slipping drive are over.
This I think will explain it better than I did
before and if the Simplex people think it is worth
anything for an oil protector they can very easily
attach it to the housing when they are turned out.
Hope that you will think well of this, I remain
as ever and will try to send some other things
from time to time. Yours truly,
G. WALDO.
Projectionist Metz Seeking
Health and Work in West
MOVED again. Kindly change my address on
your mailing list, to above place (California)
and send back enclosed (old and receipted) bill
with a ■' new one like it " (that is, at the same
SPECIAL price) as per your agent's agreement
at time of my subscription, at which time I was
Treasurer (and charter member and assistant organizer to yi. A. Carney and John M. West) of
Local 244 L A. T. S. E. At present time I hold an
honorable withdrawal card from Local 244, as I
have " left " the machine operating game for the
present on account of "ill health" (eyes and nerves,
etc., need rest).
So you can see for the present I am on a '' vacation." Spent about $150 to get here, and about forty
dollars since. (S2.(X) a day is plenty to spend here
for good room and board). Have been here about
twenty days, (17 to be exact), "landed" here Sunday night at 9 o'clock, November 9, 1919. Came
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by
Southern Pacific R. R., by way of New
Orleans.
Haven't found a job as yet although newspapers and Y. M. C. A. employment office blackboards are full of them. But I suppose nobody
wants a " sickly looking Eastern Guy."
But now I feel and look almost Western, due
to the fact that I " hit the air," last Sunday at
Venice and I'm now all "dolled up"' with a pink
complexion obtained by a few hours at the seashore. Herm.^x R. Mete.
Reply :
Hope that good California air works its wonders
with you and that the position when you get it will'
be more than a good one. And while you're out
there
the sun
don't forget us back here in the
ol'
windin and
wet snow.

Incandescent Voltage Varies
As this is my first letter to the News I will
make it as short as possible. I have one
question Iwith
would
to ask.
We useandPowers''
machines
theirlike
Excelite
equipment
when
I first hght up the lamps the Compensarc shows30 amperes and then slowly moves back to 20.
I have been using the Excelite but a short time and
wish to ask if it should do this.
If it is our duty to cut out misframes and bad
patches I am surely doing mine. Last week we
received a film from Alabama and I had to cut out
eleven patches from to 54 inches wide. Of
course none of them was framed. Naturally I
hope to see the time when there wilj be no misframes.
Reply :
You evidently have the G-E Compensare
known as the "' Lynn Transformer " and one of
the
types
put out
game. Barnes
'^"our
specific
question
was early
put to inMr.theFreeman
of the Edison Lamp Works, who is the authority
there on Mazda projection and he replies, as
follows :
" With the early type of Compensarc there was
a tendency for the moving element if loose to
tend to turn back into the " off " position. This>
of course, would account for the dropping of the
ammeter. By tightening the nut on the side of
the Compensarc opposite from the handle this
slipping-back can generally be overcome.''
We are sure that Mr. Barnes' analysis can be
depended upon. If, however, you should get no
relief kindly write us again and w-e will take up
the matter at greater length.
Installing Mazda
D. L. P. ; Tiptonville, Tenn., says :
it. Enclosed you will find N. A. M. L. application
blank — filled out.
I want to praise your wonderful magazine. There
is no other in the field that will hold a candle with
Your equipment service department is worth the
subscription price alone.
I am a league enthusiast and during five years
that I have operated I will say that there has never
been a punch in my operating room.
My father is owner and manager of our theatre
and I am projectionist. We have just purchased a
new Simplex Mazda equipped machine but have
not installed it yet. I will write in regard to the
.Mazda equipment as soon as we have given it a
trial.
Last but not least please advise where I can
secure a N. A. M. L. Slide.
Answer : Thanks for them words. They come
in handy. Don't forget your promise to write an
account of that Mazda equipment. Tell us the
truth. There are about 15.000 projectionists in the
country just waiting for some authoritative dope
on the subject.
Write to Charles F. Dorr, 41 Sargent St.. Winihrop. Mass., for that slide. Probably it would be
;> good idea to enclose about 40c.
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Camera!

and
Article on the "How"
An
of Practical Cinematography

"Why"

Explaining Many of the Technical
Problems of the Assistant Cameraman
By William Barbarin Laub
(Continued)
TRICK WORK
photography. A square will represent the square
DIRECTORS are eliminating trick work in motion
of film you will mark to indicate your starting
pictures to a large extent, for the reason that
point: another square will be left blank on which
visions, double exposures and such things are not
to jot down the number of turns from starting
real. Often they completely spoil the illusion. An
point to the exact point where the vision starts in
audience w e must assume, is, by a special dispensafrom the side of the screen. (You'll be counting
every turn from the start and calling off these
tion of Providence "setting in" on the lives of
some other people and living their lives with them
numbers to someone else to put down for you).
as long as the picture is on the screen. Thus, if
.\nother square will represent the point (in numthere is anything that is entirely unnatural, it
ber of turns from start) where vision comes to a
jerks them back to realities and the illusion fails.
stop and remains on the screen ; another square
where vision starts out ; another where it is full
It shouldn't be necessary to resort to a vision in
one corner of the picture to show that Oswald is out etc. Then you continue counting until the
scene comes to an end.
thinking about Gertrude.
There are more subtle ways of getting over a
Rewinding your film to the marked starting
thought to an audience and audiences have been
square, you are ready to photograph the vision
itself as soon as you turn the number of turns ( in
educated "to"' pictures ; that is, they "get" many
the dark room) to bring to the aperture the
things now that would have been far over their
exact square where the vision starts in. Sounds
heads five years ago. We may thus see that motion
pictures have educated the masses in drama, for
easy
it? you know from the first models
Nowdoesn't
of course,
if they have not, why the success of present-day
you made that when the vision starts in from the
pictures which would have failed some years ago.
side of the screen you are going to slide your
Not all pictures of today of course, but efforts like
vision mat into your mat holder. This has got to
"Broken Blossoms" and "The Miracle Man." The
be done at a speed as exact as possible. If it is
trend is constantly upward until a point may possibly be reached that has never been attained by to go full in, in sixteen feet we will say, practice
sliding it in at this speed with marks on the mat to
the speaking stage, if that point has not already
guide you — for example, 32 small marks, each one
been passed !
to disappear into the mat holder with every turn
But should anything in the way of trick proof the crank handle or sixteen marks, one to each
tography be called for, one has only to give the
two turns.
matter a little thought, 'dope it out" as we say,
Then when photographing the vision, the mat
and possibly make a few simple tests. There are
representing the scene is pulled out to expose the
so many things that can be done with a motion picvision scene at exactly the same speed which keeps
ture camera, one could write a volume on this subit on the edge of the previously exposed film.
ject alone, but as a matter of fact there is nothing
Now it is believed that this has been made *s
so difficult as to need explanation in detail. Yet,
clear as it is possible to describe any camera trick
it is very difficult to explain on paper the simplest
work for on this subject it might be said that rules
camera trick.
cannot be laid down. It is like giving instrucThe proper way to work out a plan for almost
tions in scenario writing. Successful writers can
any kind of a vision, multiple exposure or actell you what constitutes drama, how plots are
curately timed " double " is to chart it out on
constructed and action arranged but there is a point
paper. In other words, when asked to evolve some
from which you must work alone.
such stunt or when analyzing an effect you have
So with motion picture photography. You can
seen on the screen to discover the method folbe told a few facts applicable to the thing as a
lowed in obtaining it, plot the entire operation by
whole but beyond that no one can think for you.
sketching it in various stages. As an example, we
Almost any camera trick work is done by one of
will suppose we have seen a picture in which a
character on one side of the screerj watches a the following methods: speed in turning: stopping camera until some change is made in a scene,
vision of another scene which isn't a " dissolveturning
reversely: double or more exposures on
in " but works slowly in from the opposite edge
the same film or perhaps special camera attachof the screen until it half fills the picture. Draw
ments such as a mirror swung into position before
roughly the main scene on paper. Draw the vision
a lens while photographing one scene, another
on another piece of paper. Reproduce the effect
scene in a different set reflected in the mirror beyou have seen with your two models and from
ing made to appear to crowd the first one off the
that, plan your two masks for the use of two slidscreen.
ing masks will be one possible method of obtaining the effect.
Else it is a matter of causing a figure or object
to assume unnatural size by using the focal length
If the edge of the vision is artistically irregular,
one mask will represent the main scene, the other
of lens that will bring this about. An example
was recently seen in a play in which a dramatist
the vision and their edges will fit perfectly but
these edges will be as much out of focus as we
sitting at a table, visualized the action of one of
his scenes on the table top where minature men
can make them for then they will blend and give
us more leeway in synchronizing them. It is a
and women enacted their parts. He was photographed at the table, against a black background
real job to do these things and you've got to be
with a two inch lens. Then, double exposing the
deadly accurate but be systematic and keep your
players into the scene, in miniature, was effected
wits about you and you'll get the effect. Now
make a paper plot of your whole operation in by means of a very short focus or wide ana:le lens
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and a black velvet covered stage and background
A second exposure can be made on any portion oi
the film on which has been photographed any dark
object or surface for the emulsion at that particular point has not received an oxidizing ray of
light. It is merely necessary to draw with pencil
on the focusing screen, the outline or position of
the dark object or surface where you are to make
your second exposure so that the " double will
be photographed in the proper place. Then a mat
is made to mask off all but this part of the film
and the second exposure made through the aperature you have left. But remember to pencil-mark
a square of film at your lens aperture before
starting the main scene and count turns throughout the operation else you won't know later where
to find your starting point and where the double
is to go. It might be a week later you know.
An explanation of fading and interposing might
be of help to some.
Fading out or in, is done with the shutter either
by hand or mechanically for some cameras are
equipped with automatic dissolvers. The shutter
at a given point is made to start closing and it
contiues closing slowly until entirely shut and all
light excluded from the film. Fading in is simply
the reverse of this action, starting with shutter
closed and opening it slowly until it is open to
the degree you wish to use it.
Interposing or dissolving one scene into another is easily done with an automatic dissolver
but must be carefully done by hand.
During the fade-out, your light or exposure,
slowly decreases from a given point until the
shutter is entirely closed when the camera is instantly stopped. If you are making a four foot
dissolve, there will be exactly eight complete
turns of the crank from the point (or square)
of beginning the dissolve until it is completed.
Then the film is rewound back into" the magazine by changing the belt from retort spool to
magazine spool and turning the crank reversely
eight complete turns. Thus, you bring to the
aperture the same square of film on which you
commenced your dissolve-out. Dissolving in
from that square, from closed shutter to original
opening of shutter in exactly eight turns will
equalize the light or exposure on each square of
film for the full four feet and thus, cause on<"
scene to appear to melt into another.
As has been said before, if you want to knov^
how a thing should look on the screen, look at
the same thing with your own eyes and they
will tell you. If it is a scene that is supposed to
be seen by some character through a key-hole;
would you use the usual key-hole mate and photograph its edges sharp or throw them muchly out
of focus, or would you use a key-hole mat at
all ? Look through a key-hole (without trespassing) and find out.
If a character is seen picking up a pair of
field glasses and you want to show what he is
seeing through them would you use a mat with
two round holes or one. Look through a tic'.d
glass and make your mat accordinglj-. And aisJ
note that you have to focus them on your objective. Get that same eflfect on the screen. Xo
one ever picked up a pair of glasses and for.nJ
them just " right " for their eyes.
The use of mats or masks and vignetting attachments for " circling " etc., is very much
abused and care should be taken to make an intelligent use of such things, always striving for
the most natural effects obtainable as well =
the most pleasing and artistic. Much more mii!i;
be said on any one subject treated in this little
book but as has been stated, it is intended as a
helping hand to the amateur, the assistant cam-
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eramau and the cameraman who has not attained
top-notch perfection for so far as others are
concerned, the writer had nothing in his bag of
f ricks to add to theirs. It is ini ended to supply
a foundation for real professional motion picture
photography which after all, is only to be obtained through practice and not from books.
But there is one rule more applicable to this
art than to almost anything else and it is: — Be
sure you are right. Then go to it.
A varnish for making a focusing screen, superior to ground glass, but of ordinary clear glass.
White lac
70 grs.
Picked gum sandarac
12 grs.
Alcohol
2 oz.
Formulae are made up by this :
lbs.
oz.
drams
scrupples grains
1
12
96
288
5,760
1
8
24
480
1
3
60
1
20
Time of exposures allowed b\- shutter aperTime exp.
open
1/34
.1/36
.1/38
.1/41
.1/44
.1/48
.1/52
.1/58
.1/64
.1/72
70 . . .
.1/82
60
.1/96
.1/11:
SO
40
1/144
30
1/192
20
1/288
10
1/576
S
1/1152
The photographic qualities of \arious colors.
White
white
Yellow
grey
Salmon
grey
Pink
grev
Fa «n
grev
Scarlet
dark grey
Dark Red
black
Brown
soft black
Light Green
li^rht grey
Light Green
Blue or Violet
light black
grey
Dark
Dark Blue or Mauve
i:iedium
Dark Gre>
dark grev
(The End)

On

the Use of Faster Lenses
By E. M. Rkynolds
r^URIXCi the historv of motion picture making,
lenses of one definite speed or maximum
;i])erture have been used. The focal length of diflerent lenses used in motion picture photography
are usually 1^"; 2"; 2-Ks" and 3". These lenses
r.re ground to the maximum speed of what is
•.ermed F. 3.5. Under normal conditions of lighting this is ample speed providing the definition is
maintained over the entire field.
The writer has made « number of tests with
various types of lenses and their relative speed.
With these tests and experiments in mind a contrast hp.:- been made with like tests of ojjti-s of
greater speed. At first thought especially to the
long experienced practical photographer it seems
impossible to obtain greater speed than that of
the F. 3.5 w'tliout the lo-s of clefiiiitifjn. wo-king at full aperture.
To a very slight extent this is true. In the
industrial or commercial work where extreme
definition should be obtained at all times, the
question will arise as to the advisability of the
use of a so-called speed lens. Let us revert back
to the plain everyday commercial still photography. It is a proven fact that if a time exposure can be given a certain subject instead of
us:iil; artificial liijht and quicker exposure, a
much more sharp and clean cut negative will be
the result. Why is it not reasonable to suppose
the same action will take place when photographing upon motion picture film.
As a matter of example the writer tried the
test in this way. A large room containing characters and machinery was to be photographed.
The cialscene
shot "' with
enough
light to was
makefirst
the "desired
negative.
Withartifithe
same setting but minus enough artificial light to
balance the use of the speed lens; and at the
same time give a negative of about the same density as first negative. The screen told the story.
The first film made with all the lights and F. 3.5

lens contained many high lights and very contrasty. In fact this was to such an extent that
•the dclinition was slightly impaired. Film num'ier
two made with speed lens was fully timed and
minus bad hilations antl contrast.
True, extreme dclinition in all parts was lacking but taking the negative from all points it was
far superior to that made with slower lens and
full lighting equipment. As to photo-play production work the faster lenses have proven a
great help in more beautiful and artistic results.
It stands to reason that the range of light is extended to some considerable extent all of which
tends to reduce the cost of prodnctioii.
Three

Unit

M.

G.

Set Beat

Sun for Dependability
■"PHt; State of California is noted for three
1 salient features; pomegranates, motion pictures
and sunlight. The pomegranates are indigenous,
and the sun began shining out there away back
before the time of .^dam and Eve, but the motion
pictures comprise a modern evolution that migrated
to that locality for the same reason that the steel
industry planted itself around Pittsburgh — superior
facilities for production.
They found sunlight out there, and mountains,
cactus-deserts and forests, bronchos, Indians, Mexicans and all the manifold accessories that delight
the heart of a director. They recognized their
"promised land," set their stakes on a big scale, and
have been breaking big ever since.
It was inevitable that they should hitch up electricity to their outfits, for the sun can't pour its
light into every last corner of those studios. And,
besides, there are rainy days when the sun is
dimmed by clouds. Also there is the night work
and all that. The familiar mercury- vapor lamp,
arc lamps, and other lighting contraptions had to
come, and they kept on coming until, in some of the
studios, they arc so thick that the power they require is more than sufficient to light a good-sized

Vignetting Devices
COERZ
EAGLE

"BARN DOOR EFFECT"]
The GOERZ DOUBLE EXPOSURE
DEVICE is used to obtain the effect
of sliding doors. This device produces also the various curtain effects.
As Multiple Exposure Device it does
not need any introduction.
Drop us a postal for further information on Goerz Motion Picture Lenses
and Dissolving Devices.
c. p. GOERZ AMERICAN
OPTICAL CO.
New York City
317J East 34th St.
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village. A lot of power, this, but they handle it
with ease and despatch.
Back of the scenes they have a layout of machinery and switches where they can control the
whole situation by a few turns of the wrist. Ask
Dave Barnett, chief electrician at Chine's studio in

Los Angeles about that three-unit, 150 kilowatt
Westinghouse motor geenrator set that he installed
at Cline's a short time ago. Incidentally, this machine and a similar one of 300 kilowatts capacity
in Brunton's studio across the street bear the distinction of being the first factory-made thrcc-unit

Picture

X ew s

sets of this character to be installed in any studio
in Southern California.
They didn't let any grass grow under them whenthey put that set in, either. It is a matter of proud
record that in five hours from the time they haule<f
it in on a truck and photographed it, they had it installed and in operation in spite of its tons of
bulk.
It may be said, in passing, that the station where
this machine was placed is a model one in every
particular, and that all of the electrical apparatus
which it contains is of Westinghouse manufacture.

f^cvotcd to the technical branches of the
motion picture industry, containing records
of the latest accomplishments in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions; camera devices
analysed and commented upon; musical cue
sheets for important feature pictures; improvements and innovations in the building
and furnishing field:

Westinghouse
threein unit
motor generator
set being studio
unloadedelectrician,
at Clune'sisstudio,
Los Angeles.
hours
later
the set zvas
full operation.
Dave Barnett,
the solemn
looking Five
gentleman
on the right
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PICTURE CAMERAS
NEW AND USED
200 ft. capacity U. S. Compact M. P. Camera.
The Ideal camera for News Weekhes. Complete with Tessar F : 3.5 lens.
Slightly used
The latest Universal with Internal$82.50
Shutter
dissolve. Complete as listed
at S5 12.00 for immediate delivery
400 ft. De Franne Studio or Field Camera.
All
S467.00
movements.
Complete with
(!ii/:r rvn

$ iOD. UU
Tessar F : 3.5forlen
Everything
Motion s
Picture Making. Any
rnll.Jij37.so per
camera shipped C. O. D. for examination.
ft. Cauloc. Expert adyicc Eastman negativa ftlsn
1?T?'C1?Ba8i Motion 1000Pictur*
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
I
Motion Plotnr* DlTlalon
I
111 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.
siiiiiiiiiiiiinuiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiriniiiiMijiiiiiiriiJiiiiiiiiiiiniiimimiiniiimDinmiimiimiimniiiiJiuuiniiiiiii^

DEVELOPING
CORPORATION
Phone: Union 4800,4801,4802

LABORATORIES
216-222 WEEHAWKEN
ST.
WE§T
ALFRED DAVIDSON, See. & Trea..
HARRY HOUDINI, Pre..

HOBOKEN.
N.J.
THEO. W. HARDEEN, Vic«.Prc«.
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Sam Fox Photoplay
Series

for sale at all leading music houses in the United
States.
Monox Picture News will gladly give any additional information pertaining to this excellent series
of motion picture music upon request.

\"ERY musician knows that dramatic and incidental numbers are absolutely essential if appropriate music for the photoplay is considered a
necessity. There is no need of dwelling upon the
Music Review of Latest
fact that appropriate music is a necessity.
Publications
An abundant amount of dramatic music has
been published in recent years, the majority of
PHOTPLAY MUSIC CO. has recently
which is very good. Such famous incidental series THEadded some e.Kcellent works to their extensive
as " The Berg's Incidental Series," " Cinema Incicatalog. Among the numbers worthy of mention
are :
dental Series," " Schirmer Photoplay Series,"
*' Carl Fischer Motion Picture Series," etc., are
" In Flowerland," a waltz intermezzo by Earnest
already in the libraries of progressive musicians.
Golden. Most appropriate for society scenes and
But, nevertheless, we needed a new series and the its melodious constructed trio is most excellent for
Sam Tox. publishing house of Cleveland, Ohio,
love scenes.
was the first one to realize this and they promptly
" Flirting Lovers," another slow and dreamy
added a new folio to their catalog, composed by waltz
amoureuse, by Leo A. Kempinski, a comJ. S. Zamecnik.
poser who has already established himself as a
The works of Zamecnik are known all over the man of great ability. This number is exceptionally
world as being not only of great musical value,
fine arranged and playable for any conceivable
but also as being very practical, and I daresay
combination of instruments.
indispensable to any musician striving to appro" March Triumphale," another composition by
priately accompany pictures. The names of the Kempinski. It is a well known fact that whenever
compositions in the Sam Fox Photoplay Edition
a march pomposo is needed for a picture Meyerfollow :
be r's Coronation
"
March " is chosen, and it
1.— Hurry (for general use). .
was high time to publish a substitute for this number, which has been practically played to death.
2— Furioso (great confusion, riot scenes, etc.)3. — Hurry (for general use).
" In the Ruins," also composed by Kempinski,
is a number worthy of mention, for the reason
4. — Agitato (heavy, for general use).
that it is in great demand. Not many dramatic
5— Misterioso (stealth, horror, dark scenes).
classics have been published in recent years and
6. — Dramatic Tension (sorrow, deep emotion,
Photo Play Music Co. is to be congratulated upon
'tragic situation).
its decision to add another dramatic classic to the
7. — Dramatic Tension (grief, sorrow, etc).
music libraries of the world.
8. — Allegro Vigoroso (duels, sword-fights, struggles, etc).
" Kewpie's Rendezvous." It seems Mr. Kewpinski is capable of continuously creating variety.
9. — Battle Music.
10. — Storm Scene (storm at sea, thunderstorm,
■' Kewpie's Rendezvous " is a caprice, absolutely
distinct in character. It is a misterioso of a light
•etc.).
This folio is published in loose-leaf form and is type. It is a composition most appropriate for

I
• THEselected
LUCKand OF
THE by IRISH
"
I
Specially
compiled
M. Winkler
I
1
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.) 1
I
Theme: "Thought- at Twilight" (Dramatic Andante i, Kendall
• 1
1
1 — Theme (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — S: At screening.
=
I 2 — "That Naughty Waltz" (Valse Unique), by Levy (2 minutes), until — T: f
I1 "DoNote:you To
believe
in
magic?"
be produced with grind organ effect.
I
3 — " Believe Me If All Those Endearing Young Charms " (Irish character song)
I (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — T: "Whence did they come?"
i— " Love Me" (Waltz), by Zamecnik (SO seconds), until — S: Close-up of boys
^
II fighting.
1
Note: To be produced with grind organ effect.
5 — Continue to action (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: Adopting the boy on.
6— "Love Letters" (Valse charming), by Jackson (2 minutes and 5 seconds),
1
until — T : " Let us leave Grogan."
|
7 — 'Dramatic Narrative" (For scenes of reminiscence), by Pement (2 minutes
and 35 seconds), until — T: "Three years can."
1
"Why?" (Song ballad), by Levy (30 seconds), until — T: Norton Colburton !
had8— never.
9 — — "Songs
from ofBce
Erin"of (Valse
lente on Irish melodies), by Bennet (3 minutes),
until
T: In the
Burns.
II
10 — Continue to action (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: "Oh! magic car- |
pet. Grogan."
=
11 — "Weird
Oriental Theme," by Levy (35 seconds), until — S: Clos»-up of Ii
Oriental
street scene.
Nights"
dramatique), by Berg (1 minute and 5 seconds), 1|
until12 —— ■■T:Mysterious
The twilight
hour (Valse
when.
13
—
■
Eccentric
Comedy
Theme,"
by Roberts (2 minutes), until — T: Grogan's |e
1 inheritance didn't.
1
H
—
"Marriage
Blues"
(Fox
trot),
I seconds), until — T: A quiet restaurant. by Samuels & Berkin (1 minute and 10 ' 1
I
IS — Continue ff (45 seconds), until — T: "Nothing doing. Bo, when."
l
iI later
16 — when
"May Colburton.
Dreams" (4/4 Moderato), by Borch (3 minutes), until — T: And
iI T: 17The
— "Devotion"
(4/4 Moderato),
by Deppen (1 minute and 55 seconds), until — f
day of the Ajax
sailing.
1
18 — Theme (3 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: An hour later.
I
19 — " Adagietto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (3 minutes and 35 I
I. seconds), until — T: "I recollect bumping into."
|
I
20
— " Intermezzo
" (Pittoresque), by Kozian (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until —
1 T: Grogan
sensed trouble.
1i

]
I
i
=
i
:
f
I
1
=
I
1
1
I|
i|
I1
i
;
|
i
1
i
||

eccentric comedy. In fact, whenever you have a
scene and \ou don't know what to play for it, use
" Kewpie's Rendezvous."
Among the great many publications of the PhotoPlay Music Co. the ten-minute dramatic suits are
also worthy of praise.
The above numbers are for sale at all music
houses or direct from Belwin, Inc.. 701 Seventh
avenue. New York City, the sole selling agents of
Photo Play Music Co.'s publications.
A Music

Cue

of Importance

and
article about " Monotony,'*
wrotetheangreat
I ONCE
Webster defines it as " dull
I said that
uniformity in tone; or irksome sameness." Musically speaking, this word could not be given a
better definition.
In art, in fact in every phase of life, " Monotony" is a art
disastrous
element.
In the
of exhibiting
pictures, and in the ''
amusement field in general, monotony is the shortest road to failure and bankruptcy. It is the greatest enemy of a musical program; it is an element
hard to control, and most producers, musical directors and exhibitors are unaware of its existence.
Exhibitors should, therefore, welcome the Allan
Dwan production, "The Luck of the Irish" (a
Realart release). It is a subject of great variety
and deserves comment. The picture opens with
scenes in New York. It moves from New York
to Gibraltar, Venice, Naples, Cairo, Singapore and
Hong Kong. It offers unbounded opportunities for
the progressive musical director. It is a subject
through which a musical director can either prove
the indispensability of music or his inability. There
is no such thing as fifty-fifty with a picture of this
picture. The musical accompaniment is either right
or wrong. I wrote the above article as a warning
to all concerned and I earnestly suggest that every
musical director carefully follow suggestions on
the '■ Music Cue Sheet " herewith following:

21 — a" message
Hunkatin from
" (Half-tone
Jazz), by Levy (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T:
Then
the.
22 — " Venetian Barcarolle " (Characteristic), by Golden (35 seconds), until — T:
Venice, city of imperishable.
23 — Continue ff (35 seconds), until — T: " It's the wop from Sullivan."
24 — "Dramatic Recitative" (For intensive and heavy dramatic situations), by
Levy (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — T: "And so I find you."
25 — "Dramatic Agitato" (For general use), by Hough (40 seconds), until — T
" In America this big Irisher."
26 — Theme (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — S: Flashback to former scene.
27 — Continue ff (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T: That night when the moon.
28 — "Mystic Shrine" (Oriental intermezzo), by Cameron (1 minute and 35
seconds), until — T: Nearer and nearer the end.
29 — " Sinister Theme " (For scenes of impending danger), by Vely (45 seconds),
until — T: " Let me show you about."
30 — Continue to action (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: The hour of sailing.
31 — "Dramatic Conflict" (Hurry heroique), by Levy (J minute and IS seconds),
until — T: When Grogan came to.
Note: Begin pp, then to action.
— "JapaneseSingapore.
Cradle Song," by Puerna (2 minutes and 20 seconds), imfil — T:
In 32picturesque
33 — Continue pp (25 seconds), until — T: "Always in need of money."
— " Pizzicato
(For burglary
or stealth), by Minot (2 minutes and
IS 34seconds),
until —Mysterioso
T: Malay " street
where.
Note: Watch, steam whistle.
35 — " Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (3 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T:
Grogan didn't miss Ruth.
36 —— T:
"Mandarin
Dance"Grogan.
(Characteristic Chinese), by K«mpinski (35 seconds-),
until
At Hongkong,
37 — "Agitato Appassionato" (Depicting passionate agitation), by Borch (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: On the tenth night of.
38 — " Dramatic Agitato " (For general use), by Borch (2 minutes and S seconds),
until — S: Grogan arrives at Malay street No. 10.
39 — Theme ff (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: "That's all right, sister."
40 — Tragic Theme (3 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: "You keep still, you
know."
41
pathetic), by Levy (3 minutes and 5 seconds).
until —— "T:Bleeding
Grogan Hearts"
began to(Dramatic
doubt.
42
—
"
Chanson
Melancolique
"
(Dramatic
pathetic), by CoUinge (2 minutes and
45 seconds), until — T: Following a period of.
43 — " Erotik " (Dramatic), by Grieg (4 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T:
" I have sold myself for a."
44 — Theme ff (45 seconds), until —THE
T: "They
are admirable."
END
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" THE VEILED MARRIAGE "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1.000 ft.)
Tlienie: " Love"? Ei'.chantment " ' Intermezzo D'Amouri. Varley
Humorous Drinking Theme." by Roberts (1 minute and IS seconds), until
S: 1 —At'•' screening.
2
—
"Dramatic
Frederick Peyton,Recitative
one of. No. 2," by Levy (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — T:
3
—
"Humorous
Drinking
S: Close-up of clock readingTheme,"
3:15. by Roberts (1 minute and 55 seconds), until
4 — Theme (2 minutes and IS seconds), until — T : " Jack, do you remember what? "
"Sparklets"
by Miles (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T:
In5 —another
party of (Moderate),
the.
6
—
"
Valse
Danseuse
"
(Moderatoj,
by Miles (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until
T: Puggy Dolan was a thorn.
7 — "Flirty Flirts" (Melodious Rubato), by Levy (2 minutes and 25 seconds),
until — T; "Jack! as usual, you"
8 — Continue to action (35 seconds), until — T: Payton takes advantage.
(Ballad fox trot), by Levy (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T:
At 9 —the"Why?"
Temple home.
10 — "Sinister Theme" (For scenes of impending danger), by Vely (3 minutes
it's."
be going,
and 5 seconds), until — T: "We must Watcli
explosion.
" Dramatic
Suspense,"
by Winkler (3 minutes and 20 seconds),
The11 —passing
days are
all.
— •• Dancing
Leaves in." (3/4 light), by Miles (2 minutes and 10 seconds),untiluntil —
T: 12There
is one place
13
—
"That
Naughty
Waltz
"
(Valse
unique),
by
Levy
(1
minute
and
15
seconds),
until — T: Where good fellows get.
" (For general use), by Andino (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
until14 —— "T:Mysterioso
Peyton's apartments.
15 — Theme (5 minutes), until — T: " I love you — I want to."
16 — "Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T:
" Step this way, I will give."
17 —— "Bleeding
floral poem), by Levy (3 minutes and 30 seconds),
ilntil
T : BrowningHearts"
hires an(A investigator.
18 — " Lovelette " (Allegretto Grazioso), (3 minutes), until — T: In the days that
follow.
19 — Theme (4 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T : The passing days see.
20 — "Basket
Roses" (Moderato), by Albers (3 minutes), until — T: Meanwhile, at Temple ofRest.
21 — "Dramatic Agitato" (For general use), by Hough (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — T: "Don't worry, dearie."
22 — Theme (1 minute and ZS seconds), until — T: "Does Margaret Fallon live."
23 — Continue ff (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — T: "This fool insisted on."
XOTE: Watch shot.
THE END
"UNDER SUSPICION"
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Flirty Flirts" (Melodious Rubato), Levy
1 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: At screening.
2 — —" T:Mysterioso
(For general
until
Midnight" bringing
with. use), by Andino (4 minutes and S seconds),
3 — " Love Song" (Moderato), by Puerner (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T:
" Just a minute please."
— "Intermezzo"
A 4rude
awakening. (Moderato), by Heurter (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — T:
5
—
"
Visions
characteristic
neutral scenes), by Buse (1 minute and 25
seconds), until —" T(Int.
: Next
morning andfor still.
6
—
"
Pizzicato
Mysterioso
"
(For
burglary
or stealth), by Minot (1 minute and
40 seconds), until — T: Meanwhile in.
7
—
"
Valse
Divine
"
(Mel.
Waltz),
by
Rosey
(2 minutes and 4 seconds), until —
T: Hunger and misery.
8 — "Andante Appassionato" (Depicting dram, motion), by Castill (1 minute
and 30 seconds), until — T: Jimmy's mansion.
9 — "Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (1 minute and SO seconds), until — T:
" Now
are you(2satisfied?
10 — Theme
minutes "and 25 seconds), until — T: The morning before.
11 — " Doloroso " (Mod.), by Tobani (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T;
12 — ' May Dreams " (And. con moto), by Borch (1 minute and 35 seconds),
Betty's
until
— T burglar
: Jimmy tried.
determines to claim.
13
—
"Gavotte
and Musette" (Allegro), by Raff (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until — S: The accident.
14 — "Serenade Romantique " (And. con moto), by Borch (2 minutes and 5
seconds), until — T: "Send 'em away fer."
15
"Golden
Youth" (Waltz), by Rosey (3 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T:
Mr. —King
has contrived.
16 — Theme (4 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: Girl looking in mirror.
17 — "First
Concert Waltz," by Durand (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T:
Shocks
and surprises.
(Allegretto), by Friedman (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until18 —— "T:Fairy
BettyPhantoms
puts her "plan,
19
—
"
Humoresque
"
(Allegretto),
by Tschaikowsky (2 minutes and 20 seconds),
until — T: Revenge is sweet.
20 — Theme (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: As the dinner draws to.
21 ute— and"Gruesome
(For infernal
55 seconds),Mysterioso"
until — S: Burglar
enters. or witch scenes), by Borch (1 mindisputes and excitement), by Andino (2 minutes
and22 —35 "Allegro
seconds), Agitato"
until — T: (For
The fight.
23 — ■■ Dramatic Tension" (For general use), by Levy (1 minute and 35 seconds),
until
T: "Yes,(1 minute
that's mine
too."seconds), until — S: Police leave.
24 —— Theme
and 15
THE END
"THE POISON PEN"
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1.000 ft.)
Theme: " Berause You Say Good-Bye
(Ballad Sentimentale). Levy
1 — "Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: At
screening.
2 — "Turbulence" (Allegro agitato), by Borch (1 minute and 20 seconds), until
— S: When figure is seen.
3 — " Dramatic Tension." by Levy (1 minute), until — T: David Alden. the newly.
4— Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: Allayne Filbert, the.
5 — " Clematis " (Moderato poco agitato), by Tonning (1 minute and 45 seconds),
until — T: Haven't they caught that.
6 — " Babillage " (Intermezzo allegretto), by Castillo (2 minutes and IS seconds),
until
T : "The
week-end (1party
at the.
7 — —Piano
improvising
minute
and 15 seconds), until — T: After dinner (piano
only according to action).
8 — " Dramatic Reproach." by Berge (4 minutes and 15 seconds), anti! — T:
" This letter came just.''
9 — " Serenade Romantique " (Moderato serenade), by Borch (1 minute and 45
seconds), until — T: "Allayne and I must be."
— "Andante Pathetique," by Berge (1 minute), until — S: When scene fades
to 10church.

.1/ 0 t t 0 n Picture
un".ZT"S'ran"ne"wa/t"s'an 'o°il""'""^-

A'

^""^ ^° '"°"<»^>'

bri^'eTr^r."
T^:.T^lf,J^
''''' "
onds), until — ^clfur^'h
I : The following
evening.c\\lZ'nl] ^
nnrf«7 ".,I!!li'i'"x°"^u'^'f''n^"-^^^'" dramatique>, by Berg (3 minutes and 30 secnew~
Tension," by Andino (2 minutes), until— T: Morning brings a
Motion " comes
(Allegroon agitato),
Borch (3 minutes
and 30 seconds)
untili^—''
— b:P"P^*"a'
When detective
balcony by(door-knocker)
.
„J6—"
Dramatic
Suspense."
by Winkler (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until— eT"Ti'
The witching hour (china crash).
We d better
right.
• ^ Al'Z'
^^^"^ stay
Mysterioso,"
by Levy (3 minutes and IS seconds), until- T„,[S—
^''a'Tiat'':returns
Tension,"
When "Allayne
to bed.by Andino (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until— S19— "weMountain
11 liave. Song " (Andantino), by Borch (4 minutes), until— T • " I'm
afra;d
20— ■■ Mysterioso
Dramatico," by Borch (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until— THannah
Allen, the second.
2!—" Budding Spring " (Romance moderato), by Platzman (1 minute and 45
seconas), until— T: "Hello, Dorgan, I know."
22 — "Agitato," by Andino (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "It's all off
M 23■. —Velvet."
"Poem Symphonique " (Andantino symphonique), by Borch (4 minutes and
30 seconds), until — S: When scene fades to Bishop's home.
24—
• Tragic
Theme," by Vely (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until— S : When
parents.
doctor calls
25 — " Sinister Theme," by Vely (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T- - If you're
26— " Capricious Annette " (Moderato caprice), by Borch (1 minute and 30
seconds),
until — S: When doctor puts on lights (door knocker).
going to set."
THE until
END — T: " I guess you're ri-^ht "
27 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds),

" THE ARIZONA CAT CLAW "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per re«l (2,000 ft )
Th emc:
Babillage " * Intermezzo Allegretto i. Castillo
At 1—screening.
" Flirty Flirts" (Intermezzo rubato), by Levy (2 minutes), until— S2 — Theme (3 minutes), until — T: Just a regular girl.
3— " Mexicana " (Characteristic), by Herbert (1 minute), until— T : Zappati.
'^'^
ca
bandit,
tt
4— conference
" Mysterioso
Zappati.
this
Agitato,"
by Smith le
(1 minute and.
30 seconds), until — T- In
5— " Stampede
wakes up." (Western allegro), by Simon (2 minutes), until— S : When
Zappati
6— ■ Hunkatin •• (Half tone one-step), by Levy (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — S: When Zappati takes man's gun.
7 — Theme (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: A constantly recurring.
. 8~7." Andante
Young, a Pathetique,
Amelia
pitifully. ' by Berge (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T"
9— -■■ Humorous Drinking Theme," by Roberts (1 minute), until— T: With the
gold boom dead.
10— •for
Allegro
(shot). No. 8," by Andino (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — Sshots Agitato
Watch
11
—
'
Scherzetto
(FromSimpson,
Symphonette
mining. Suite), by Berge (4 minutes and 15
seconds), until — T: " Frank
12 — " Galop, ' by Minot (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: When Zappati stops.
13 — "Canterbury Bells" (Capricious allegretto), by Tonning (1 minute and 45
seconds), until — T: "Now, you flea-bitten."
14 — " Dramatic Tension," by Andino (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T:
" That poisonous reptile."
1-5 — "Dramatic Tension," by Shepherd (I minute), until — T: "That Sheriff
wants
him. ' (45 seconds), until — T: "Asa, why did you do it? "
16 — Theme
17 — "Eccentric Comedy Theme," by Roberts (3 minutes), until — T: "The law
"Appassionato,"
by until—
Borch T:(2 minutes),
until —of S:an When
gets1819 ——what's
left."
Theme
(2 minutes),
The formation
old. Frank sees Amelia.
20 — "Birds and Butterflies" (Intermezzo allegretto), by Vely (3 minutes), until
— T: "Wei, is there any?"
21 — "Dramatic Reproach" (Heavy dramatic), by Berge (2 minutes), until — T:
" The Month of Roses and "
22 — " Half Reel Hurry," by Levy (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T:" Blossom, let me take" (horse's hoofs).
"3 — ■ Hurry," by Minot (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: " I have got
24get
— "Capricious
Annette" (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (1 minute and 30
to
across."
seconds),
until — S: "When Frank falls in mud."
25 — Theme (30 seconds), until — T:THE "Asa
END Harris overlooked."

"FAIR AND WARMER"
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Tlieme: "Flirty Flirts" (Intermezzo Rubato*. Levy
1
—
"Capricious
(Moderato Caprice), by Borch (3 minutes and 45
seconds), until — S: Annette"
At screening.
2 — Theme (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — S: When Jack answers telephone.
3 — " Babillage" (Intermezzo Allegretto), by Castillo (1 minute), until — T : "But
4 — "A la
Mode" (Popular one-step), by Rosey (3 minutes and 15 seconds),
Jack,
until — it's
T: your."
"There is another dove-cote" (telephone bell).
5 — "Mysterious Nights" (Valse Dramatique). by Berg (2 minutes and 4S seconds), until — (2T: minutes
" Have and
you 45forgotten,
6 — Theme
seconds),dear?
until "— S: When scene fades to Blanny.
7 — ■ Scherzetto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (3 minutes and 30
seconds),
until — T:
"It's allwaltz),
my fault."
8 — " Norma"
(Melodious
by Luz (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T:
" Keep
her
guessing."
9 — 'Theme (2 minutes and IS seconds), until — T: "If you folks were going."
10 — "Comedy Allegro" (Characteristic), by Berg (1 minute and 45 seconds),
until — T: " Yes, if I could only be."
11 — 'Impish Elves ' (Intermezzo Allegretto), by Borch (2 minutes and 45
seconds),
until — T: (Intermezzo
" But what will
we do? " by Buse (3 minutes), until — T:
"Visions"
characteristic),
The12 —month
of roses and.
13 — "until
Where
My Wandering
(See notes — direct cuel (IS secjnds),
— S: IsWhen
record is putBoyon Tonight
(victrola" effects).
narem.
14 — "Oriental Fox Trot" (45 seconds), until — S: When scene fades to Turkish
15 — " I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now" (See notes — direct cue) (45 seconds),
until — T: "Take it off" (victrola effects).
16 — ' Birds and Butterflies" (Intermezzo Allegretto), by Vely (1 minute and IS
seconds), until — S: When record is stopped.
17 — ■ Popular One-step " (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — S: When scene fades
to cabaret.
18 — Repeat: "Comedy Allegro" (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "There
they are, compromise."
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HERE IS A BRAND NEW TYPE OF ORGAN.
It solves the problem which has baffled organ
designers — an organ of unlimited musical possibilities that can be played by any organist
— without special schooling or training.
The DIVIDED MANUAL, a new invention used
only on the Barton Organ, makes this possible.
This is the first manual of its ?dnd and is exclusive with the Barton Organ.
The Divided Manual combines the superb tones
of a cathedral organ and a symphony orchestra
augmented by thousands of new and original
combinations of exquisite beauty.
It is of Standard

Construction

familiar to all

organists — no tricks to play it.
The wonderful new musical effects possible only
with the Divided Manual and Easy-to-Play fea-

in

Pipe

the

of

industry

tures are not all the advantages

character, solid volume without "blast."
Construction— High, quality material insures durability. Built to withstand the hard and constant usage of motion-picture theaters.
There is no previous organ of any size or price
to adequately compare with the musical attainment and ease of playing the Barton Organ
introduces.
The Barton Organ appeals to exhibitors who
want satisfaction, because it combines musical
supremacy

with minimum

wonderful

Better musical
operating
Write

Instrument

313-316 Mailers Building, Chicago. Illinois.

Co.

trouble.

more

about this

Organ.
rendition

at less

expense is vital to you.

today for catalog.

the coupon.
venience.

Musical

three key-

Tone Quality— a. great variety of beautifullytoned organ stops of distinctively different tone

new

Bartola

of the Barton

Organ.
Console — beautiful in appearance,
boards on all models.

You should know

Protected by United States Patents

Organs

It is for your

Use
con-
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NEWS CAMERAMEN WANTED —
We pay the highest price per foot
and use a greater number of feet
than all other producers of news
reels combined. We want crisp, live
subjects of anything and everything
that Is unusual or Interesting either
local, national or international. If
you have a motion picture camera
or can use one, shoot us your undeveloped negative (using standard
frame lines between the holes) by
first parcel post (special delivery)
or express with captions or all data
obtainable. We can use up to 100
feet of one subject; for some extra
special stuft will pay as high as
$5.00 per foot. Write for more particulars and a fleld working card;
become our permanent cameraspondent in your section. Address
152S. World's
Picture
Producers, ofiQ FifthNews
Avenue.
New York
City, Laboratory Dept. '• Our news
reel encircles the globe."
Orchestra Conductor of experience and
reputation for conducting and preparing
musical scores, will be at liberty January
25th. Present employer changing policy
to vaudeville and pictures. Will go anywhere but must be guaranteed large enough
orchestra to make it a feature on program.
Only first class offers considered. References and recommendations from present
employer who is one of the most widely
known owners and exhibitors in the country. Box 410, Motion Picture News, New
Tork City.
WANTED to lease or manage theatre in
city of five to fifty thousand population.
Young, ence,
nowknowemployed,
fourand
years'
experiadvertising
projection
thoroughly.
References.
State
proposition m full. Everything confidential. Box
425. care Motion Picture News. New York
City.
150 FEISTER Non-Rewinder Machines for
Simplex Machines. Economizer of labor,
reel terboy.
saves operator's
projection.
$125.00 per time,
pair. gives
Box bet350,
Motion Picture News.

HAZELTON STUDIOS
Prodocers of
Announcement, Trick, Cartoon
and Advertising Motion Picture Films
of all Descriptions.
Studios: Arcade Building
p. O. Box 96,
Write for
Charleston, West Tlrsinia Prices

PEARCE
FILMS
608 Canal Street
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Largett Independent Exchange South
Write lor our list of Guaranteed
Rebuilt Machines
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COBfPAlTy
L/argest Exclusive Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302 Mailers Building
5 So. Wabaah Avenue
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers in Motlo^rraph, Standard
and Simplex Moving Picture Machines, National Carbons, Mlnnsa
Screens and Everything for the
Theatre.
WE SELL. ON THE INSTALLMENT
PLAN

pose'wTea^t'somrthing.-"'^""" Moderato), by Miles (3 minutes), until-T: " Supunit'T!^Ap°pk"b'andy."'^""° Intermezzo), by Arndt (3 minutes and 30 seconds),
RIpn'^r^^^'^R^i"'^^'"',"'''"^,'^'^?'"^''
<2 minutes and IS seconds),/, until—
« v. Ti. : 'When
and Billy drmk cocktails.
Blanny
wa^r^n^Ir'.'^"""'^' °"*-=*^P "
seconds), until-T: "The paper says, 'fair and
un?fl-S.^wffli°h«"re
"
"""^^>S:'whe:^s^^:ne''fa''drrmi°tndlla'nnr
until
— T: There " seems
to be one-step),
somethin'." by Levy (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
nntfl~x^""iJ?*'"
(Half-tone
^7~"^^^*f" ^^,^}°'"„'°^ "^"n"' (2 minutes), until— T : "I hope I am not."
i,„r„r~-in Z^A
^^"^ minute and 30 seconds), until— S : 'When Blanny^
jumps
bed,
seconds),
until — TT^'^-'^R^r
: "Billy, (Allegretto
I am speaking
,ern;;rio°Mntn
Intermezzo),
by Miles (2 minutes and 4S
to
Qn^^~"
S^?*"''"^
(Capricious
Allegretto), by Tonning (2 minutes and
30
seconds),
until— TBells"
: "Billy,
when Blanny."
[} minute and 45 seconds), until— T: "The morning after."
.u
' Naughty Waltz" (A la jazz), by Levy (3 minutes), until— T: "Oh, ,
that.Tdark, ubrown!
•• Dramatic
1: 32— Laura,
you veConflict
got. " (Allegro), by Levy (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until—
33 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds),
THE until
END — T: "My darling little honev "
" THE WOMAN AND THE PUPPET "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (.1000 ft.)
Theme: For Coruhita: " Madriola."
Levy & Samuels
^ — Theme for Conchita (2 minutes and 50 seconds),by until-^S
: At Screening
2 — Continue pp (30 seconds), until— T: "A pleasure lovingly"
• tain DonP??'^*'
Moderato,"
by
Redla
(2
minutes
and
30
seconds),
until— T : CapMateo.
(Spanish Caprice), by Espinosa (3 minutes and 35 seconds), until^
— 1 : If It will amuse you.'
5— Theme for Conchita (1 minute and 55 seconds), until — T: "How can I
■ ■
da
nce?
6— "Dramatic
(for general use), by Hough (1 minute and 40 seconds)
t stop, "Guana."
until — T: ' Don Agitato
7— Love Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T:, " What is your name' "
8— —"Sevilla"
(Spanish
until
T: The abode
of the.Concert Waltz), by Steele (4 minutes and 15 seconds),
9 — ','Perle De Madrid " (Spanish Valse Lento), by Lamotte (4 minutes and 20
seconds), until — T: "I am looking for Concha."
10— Love Theme fif (5 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: " Bianca, what are
you doing?
11— " Poeme Symphonique " (And. Quasi Adagio), by Borch (3 minutes and 15
seconds), until — T: "I am her mother."
12 — " Tacet " (15 seconds), until — T: A misty night.
^
" (Characteristic),
by Durand (2 minutes and 30 seconds) until —
T: The Chacone
Estrella Del
Norte.
NOTE — To action pp or ff.
14 — Continue pp (40 seconds), until — T: "Look, it is she."
15 — Theme for Conchita (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: Conchita will
now appear.
^f16 — Love Theme ff (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T: " I shall stay."
17 — " Manzano " (Spanish Dramatic Int.), by Brooks (2 minutes and 30 seconds)
until — T: "He has found me."
18 — Theme for Conchita (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: "Everybody
19 — Continue pp (25 seconds), until — T: "This must be explained."
20 — (3"Dramatic
knows."
Levy
minutes andRecitative"
5 seconds),(foruntilintensive
— T: Theandnewheavy
home.dramatic situations), by
21 — Love Theme (3 minutes), until — T: "First kiss my hand."
" (Spanish Serenade), by Lange (4 minutes and 4 seconds), until TThe22 —end" Lolita
of a night.
23 — "Andante Appassionata " (depicting dramatic emotion), by Castillo (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Good morning."
24 — Love Theme ff (1 minute and THE
40 seconds),
END. until — T: " God forgive me."
ADVERTISE

HERE

AND
BE HAPPY

Picture

N eu

ransM?rte

Perfe<^ Light Control
At the will of theOperator
' I 'HE amperage can readily be
J- regulated to light or dark
pidures as easily as turning gas
At the same time, the voltage
up or down.
lowers
and raises automatically in
ofproportion
the arc. to the changing length
The Transverter insures a perfed
arc, a st'^ady, bright, white light and
more aitistic
without
waste ofprojeSion
current. of piduta
You with
can two-arc
make airanjvrrter
Sisohe
TbeHertnerEUark & Mfg. Co.
1908 West 1 14<fa St., Oercbixl, O.

The

Estey Theatre Or-

gan improves your program in two ways: as an
aid in putting over your
pictures and as a worthy
musical feature in itself.
THE ESTEY ORGAN COMPANY
Brattleboro, Vt.

^ e— -, PHONE BRYANT 360S
[J Highest
UNIQUE
CO «
Quality SLIDE
Lantern Slides
717 SEVENTH AVE.. NEW YORK.

THE ARGUS Manafaetarert
LAMP & APPLIANCE
CO.
of
Argu* Sheck Universal
Adapter*
and Projection
for Mazda Lamp
Screens Ohio
Write (orAr^a
cataloE Crystal Bead CLEVELAND,

Theatre and Exchange
Mailing List Service
We rent lists o( or address contemplated or exUtlDg theatres,
exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers,
selected ai to territory, class, etc.
Twenty corthousand
were Its
reded In our listchanges
last year.
use means a saving of from 20 to
50% In postage, etc.
Motion Picture Directory Co.
244 W. 42ncl St., New Tork
Pbone, Bryant 8138
Adireitint
TvpetoritingHuMgrapMng
Printing
FOR

The
62 West 45th Street

KINARKO

CARBONS

CARBON IMPORTS CO.
110-112-114 West 42nd Street
New York City
* * THE
BIOSCOPE '
Thenal of representative
weekly
Jourthe British Film
Industry
Of
special
Interest
to
all
who
buv or sell Films.
Offices: S5 Shaftesbury Ave.. London. W. I.
Specimen copy free on request.
Foreign tenBubscription»
: One pound
thillings (Oold)

BETTER

Use

Color Hoodai
INSTEAD OF DIPPED UMPS f
InfiDilel; Better, Mar* Luting and
Cbeapcr in ths L*D| Ra
Mtdt • Nalvtl Coloied Bins Gli
Do Not Fade or Wear Out

ForS-lOW.and
25-40
W. Lamps
2650 W. Congress St.

REYNOLDSCO
ELECTRIC
Chicago, IIL

MUSIC

Fotoplayer
AMERICAN
PHOTO PLAYER CO.
New York

City

February

1529
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" Mary's Ankle "
(Paramount- Artcraf t )
VV/ATCH out for Douglas MacLean and Doris
May. Particularly if they get the same diector and such screen vehicles as "Mary's Ankle."
Having succeeded so well with " What's Your Hus)and Doing?" and "Twenty-Three and a Half
^ours Leave" there was naturally a great deal of
uriosity as to "Mary's Ankle."
"Mary's Ankle" is a clean farce, full of clever
nes and situations. In fact it is almost a succesion of laughs and most of them are the fullIhroated kind. The story has to do with a youth
vho has just become a physician but is broke. So
re his two companions. A rich uncle fails to
end the young doctor a check. There are numerus escapades in a rooming house and then the
hree conceive the idea of the doctor becoming
larried. He invents a name for his bride and the
/edding announcements are printed on credit,
bmes a day when he meets the heroine who bears
le same name and whose aunt is to marry the
aid uncle. Convenient circumstances, of course,
ut the piece is merely meant to provide enterlinment and it achieves its purpose.
The cast does all that is expected of them and
le new stars are pleasant, agreeable and satisfyig principals.— FRED T. GRENELL.
Reviewed at Broadway Strand,
Detroit, Mich.
" For Better or For Worse "
(Mutt and Jeff Cartoon— Fox)
THE pen comedians are aided in their
offering this week by Mrs. Mutt, a
son. Mutt's mother-in-law, and the
family cat. It is a domestic comedy
that this sextet enacts, founded on the making and baking of a pie which when finally
ready for consumption is the means of demolishing the home by dynamite. There
are the usual contortions of man and beast
as the play proceeds one of which is sure
fire in laugh making qualities that of the
cat dying with eight of its lives from partaking of the pie mentioned and the " giving
up of the ghost" of them all as the cartoonic spirits rise to cat heaven. This can
be said to be quite up to the standard of
the Mutt and Jeff strips of recent date. It
s good for mild amusement throughout
^ith a loud laugh or two contained in spots.
Shown as a part of the Rialto news weekly.
-J. S. DICKERSON.
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Covered on This Page
The methods of getting laughs in the picture
" On with the Dance "
are not new, but they are effective. A young fellow desires to cure his girl of a bee in her bon(Paramount- Artcraf t— Five Reels)
net that she wants to be a missionary to the
AN impressive story well put together and
Cannibal Islands, so he forces one of his pals
logically developed is the outstanding feainto impersonating a native and lodges him at
ture of the production. The chance meeting of
the home of his intended. From then on the picfour strangers, and the interweaving of their
ture isjust a bunch of hokum with no bets overlives, is done in plausible and effective fashion.
looked that will get a laugh. It is the sort of
The plot is founded on two men's love for
comedy
you get in the circus clown and regisc-ach other's wives. Mae Murray as Sonia Varinoff overworked pouting lip appeal and overters in the same way, since the "native" is in a
costume and makeup which is quite as exaggeracted in other ways during the first part of the
play, but improves as the piece progresses, and
ated as the circus fun maker's. There may be
her characterization in spots is really excellent.
some who will voice the last part of the "sorrel
top's " opinion and leave off the first sentence,
David Powell as Peter Derwynt seems a negative force rather than positive. John Miltern is but it is our opinion that these people have no
business trying to get enjoyment out of a slapnot altogether forceful, but Robert Schable satisfactorily fills the part of Jimmy Southerland.
stick concoction any-way, and don't count in the
final analysis of what constitutes screen fun.—
Several panoramic views of New York night
life are extremely realistic. — W. C. CLAYTON
J. S, DICKERSON.
PRYOR.
Reviewed at Dayton, Ohio.
" The Night of the Dub "
(Ernest Truex — Paramount)
" Save Me, Sadie "
ALTHOUGH
the titles only announce this story
I Christie Comedy — Two Reels)
as being the work of Albert Payson Terhune,
A "SORREL topped" girl coming out pf the
Rivoli theatre Sunday night reviewed this if we are not mistaken it was published in the Saturday Evening Post and proved a most entertainpicture in just eight words. She said: "That
ing yarn. Anyway, its comedy plot value is far
comedy was good. It was so silly." " Save Me,
beyond that usually found in a two-reeler and
Sadie," is so plumb ridiculous that it registers as
might have been made into a five-part feature
funny, which, after all is said, is all that is necwhich would rival most of the farce comedies of
essary ina slapstick comedy to label it a success.
the season. In its picture presentation Ernest
Truex is provided with a role which fits him like a
glove, but he only contributes to the amusement
contained in the offering since it is the idea, a sort
of second edition of " Skinner's Dress Suit," which
makes the picture unusually interesting.
Briefly stated, a " dub " of a clerk in a Wall
street broker's office who is afraid to say his soul
is his own and trembles every time his boss looks
at him, does some boasting of how big a man he
is on the Street to his particular set and gets away
with it. The " Club " plans a " blowout," a theatre
party
being
part seats
of thewell
night's
events. for
Thea certain
" dub "
buys his
sixteen
in advance
show. His boss in giving his college class a
" blowout " decides to buy the house for the same
show on the same night.
lncen.se
l
Qrienia
The " dub," spurred by the thought that he has
3 Boxes SVarie'fcies
got to make good before his " Club," holds the
Sent by Mail for $1.00
broker up for everything he can think of in exchange for the sixteen seats, with the net result
Its
8ubtIe."Bootl
"aroma Isand"fascinating
cbarmlng
In theilngaoartment
"and
In
the
home
Its fragrance suggests purity and luiury and
that
the
broker decides that the "dub" is Wall
carries the thoughts Into realms of tranquil
street calibre and takes him into his private office.
visions. It Is an ancient.
Oriental
custom
which America is popularizing.
It is a comedy idea of course and in the way it
"ASendstickthisa day
keeps thentblues
has
been handled should prove a welcome change
advertiseme
withaway."
JI.OO we will
from the slap-stick farce. It would seem that the
send tian
by Lotus,
parcelArabian
post 3 Spice
boxes.and3 varieties EgypOrange Flower
production is unnecessarily slow in getting started,
Do it now.
but when it does get under way it keeps going up
Reference — Any Los Angeles Bank.
to the last scene, which is a lot better than visa
J. H. MINASSIAN & CO.
versa.
In style this is the same type of comedy
Dept. E. Los Angeles
which the late Sydney Drew made famous. The
1500 West Seventh St.,
field for this sort of production is unlimited. —
T. S. DICKERSON.
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for last seventeen weeks arranged alphabetically as an
index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and designating the issue of
Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors who have
shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all opinions received on
each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Rig. Average or Poor), we arrive at thr
consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from exhibitors who have made no actual
comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this department will be found the " Flash-Backs." being comments on films released prior to October 4, 1919.
BRAND
STAR
PLAN BOOK PICTURE
RELEASED
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
CORSICAN BROTHERS, THE (UNITED PICTURES THEATRES) DUSTIN
<L B. C. OF LOVE, THE (ACME-PERRET-PATHE)
MAE MURRAY
FARNUM (DEC. 21)
JAN. 3
(DEC. 7>
DEC. 13
" F'imoiif.- Kfory n ml play makes n success " — ^f. P. Neirs
" nelirnfr nlorti hnifnli'^rl hii flip .sriovrs " — M P A'r" Q
COUNTERFEIT,
THE
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAPT)
ELSIE
FERGUSON
ADVENTURE IN HEARTS, AN (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAPT) ROBERT
(NOV. 30)
NOV. 29
WARWICK (DEC. 7)
JAN. 17
" Picture hardly suffices for star's talent."— if. P. Netrs.
" Grrnf production 'if popular piny nvfl nnrrl " — M p \rir<>
Exhibitor Comment — " Played this feature on the program with another feature
ALMOST A HUSBAND (GOLDWYN) WILL ROGERS (OCT. 13)
OCT. 25
to bigO.business
days." my " patrons.
Although In
thisfact,
Is notmy Mlsf>
Ferguson's
"Mill Huyeii Kiuiex ill iiiiuiiit viinitil y." — M. P. Scaw.
over
K. and two
satisfied
patrons
enjoyed best
it. itItwent
did
Bxhililtor Comnipnt — '• Disappointing. Star hnrl no rhance or else they didn't
average
business
for
two
days."
turn him loose." " This picture did big business for two days." •' A new
Consensus
—
"Average
picture,
average
puller."
star for us, who jumped at once into popular favor. His work made an ordiCOUNTRY
COUSIN, THE (SELZNICK-SELECT)
ELAINE HAMMERnary picture a much talked of feature. Average to big to extra big business
STEIN (NOV. 2)
NOV. 29
for three davs."
" This 'nay sati-- fu the majority." — if. P. Netrs.
Consensus — " Fair picture, bin bu-viness."
Exhibitor
Cnniment
—
"
Fair
picture.
Average
business
two
days,
big
business
ANNE
OP GREEN
GABLES
(REALART)
MARY
MILES MINTER
(NOV. J3)
NOV. 29
one." "This is one of the most pleasing pictures I have show'n in some time.
Average — business
two picture,
days." averane puller"
"May be termed an f/oori average picture." — M. P. Neirs.
Consenstis
" PI casino
Exhibitor Comment — " Miss Minter's best picture ; nothing startling, but very
CRIMSON SHOALS (MONOPOL) FRANCIS FORD (NOV. 2)
NOV. 1
ftleasing.
big to raved
big business
days."
" Personally
I didn't
for
"A ttipical Fran'-'S Ford melodrama." — if. p \eirs
t but the Extra
youngsters
over It.three
Broke
all records
for four
days.careExtra
CROOKED
STRAIGHT
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAPT)
CHARLES
RAY
big business four days." " This feature broke all box-office records and won
(NOV. 9)
NOV. I
the highest praise from my patrons." " A splendid picture to extra big busi" Will stiitahUi entertain majority." — if. P. Netrs.
ness for two days."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
.A
good
picture.
Big
to
average
business
two
days."
Consensus — " Ootid picture, bin puller."
"Business big all week. Story very good, photogranhv excellent throughout.
ARB YOU LEGALLY MARRIED
(ELK PHOTOPLAYS. INC.) CODYProduction as a whole remarkably fine." " Played this feature for one week to
THEBY (OCT. 5)
OCT. 4
big business for three days and average business four days. It pleased mv
'■ I nteresting
on n vital
theme."EDYTHE
— M . P. ycir.i,
ARIZONA
CAT mnmevts
CLAW, THE
(WORLD)
STERLING (OCT. 27).. NOV. 1 CYCLONE, THE (FOX) TOM MIX (JAN. 24)
JAN. 31
"
Colorful
performance
in
familiar
stun/."
— .M. P. yens.
" Familiar formula makes fair picture for Mix." — if. P. Netrs.
BANDBOX, THE (HODKINSON) DORIS KENYON
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 22
DAMSEL IN DISTRESS, A (PATHE) HALE-CAPRICE (OCT. 12)
OCT. 25
• Picture is burdened uith too much mystery." — M. P. News.
"Anpatrons."
exquisitely charming comedy." — if. P. Nens.
Exhibitor (Comment — " Tliis feature did not come up to expectations. Poor busiKxh1l>ltnr Comment — " .\ good program picture. Fair business." " .\ very ;.'■"'<'
ness two davs."
comedy drama nicely produced. Average business two days." " Plaved this
BEAUTY MARKET, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE McDONALD
feature
the program
withliked
Zane itGrey's
DesertandGoldit to
business
dav
(DEC. 1)
JAN. 31
for
one on
week.
My patrons
very much
wentbig over
big. everv
An i'le.il
"Plot ancient hut intcUia^nlhi treated" — ,1f. P, Ncs.
Consensus — " Averaoe picture, average puller."
BECKONING
ROADS
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
BESSIE BARRISCALE
(DEC. 14)
JAN. 3 DAUGHTER OF TWO WORLDS, A (FIRST NATIONAL) NORMA TALMADGE (JAN. S)
JAN. 17
Barriscale's Infes-f hns interrstino monievfv." — M P Xeirf/
"Norma Talmadge has story of shadows and sunshine." — il. P. Netrs.
BEHIND THE DOOR (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) HOBART BOS(BLACKTON-PATHE)
SYLVIA
BREAMER-ROBERT GORDON
WORTH fDEC. 14)
JAN. 17 DAWN picture."
(NOV. 23)
DEC. 6
" A ironderfully realistic story of revenge." — M . P. Netrs.
" Renders of storu trill appreciate picture." — .If. P. Netrs.
Exhibitor
— •' Great,
intensewith
suspense.
cloau love Ittlu was
iiio.
DAY SHE PAID, THE (UNIVERSAL) SPECIAL CAST (DEC. 21)
DEC. 20
ExcellentComment
cast which
acted thrilling,
well together
splendid Good,
photography.
" Will entertain averaoe audience." — if. P. Netrs.
well received by my patrons and is a good box office attr.iction."
NOV. IS
BELOVED CHEATER, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) LEW CODY (DEC. 6).. DEC. 6 OESERT GOLD, (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST
' Vivid action and rich backgrounds here.'' — if. P. News.
" Ewcellently developed story of original theme." — M. P. Neu-s.
Exhibitor Comment — " Knockout business and an extra good picture. Big busiBLACK CIRCLE, THE (WORLD) CREIGHTON HALE-VIRGINIA VALLI
(OCT. 19)
NOV. 1
ness four days." " Played this feature with the June Caprice picture, ' A
Damsel in Distress.' to extra big business for one week. Grey's stories are verv
" Fast marine melodrama vill please majority." — M. P. News.
popular here. This feature was well liked and went over big."
BLACK GATE, THE (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS
DEC. 10
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
" Characterization robs story of truth." — M. P. Netrs.
DRAGON PAINTER, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SESSUB HAYAKAWA
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture to average business."
(SEPT. 29)
OCT. 4
BLIND LOVE (GERALD BACON-AYTON) LUCY COTTON (FEB. 1) JAN. 31
" .4 drama of beauty and artistic values." — if. P. Netrs.
" A well constructed drama." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star and story good, photography good. Big business uue
BLINDNESS
OF YOUTH,
THE
(FOUNDATION)
SPECIAL CAST
dav. average
days WILLIAM
and poor business
one dav."
(FEB. 1)
JAN. 17 EASTWARD
HO five
(FOX)
RUSSELL
(NOV, 23)
NOV. 29
" This love story has pictorial appeal." — AI. P. News
,
"
Plentiful
action
in
this
melodrama."
—
if.
P.
Netrs.
BLUE BANDANA, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) WM. DESMOND (NOV. 23) DEC. 6
Exhibitor Comment — " Plenty of action, pleased. Big business." " Russell coming
" Breezy role for Desmond in Western." — M. P. A eu s
fast.
This picture
a Sunshine
Comedy,
' Footlights.'
the money
of shortened
hours and
on account
of coal
famine.
Extra biggotbusiness
one indayspiteto
BONDS OF LOVE (GOLDWYN) PAULINE FREDERICK (NOV. 16) NOV. IS
" Frederick is splendid in mother-lore story." — M. P. Neirs.
big business
two picture,
days." good puller."
Consensus
— " Good
Exhibitor Comment — " A well liked feature. Big business two days, average one."
EGG CRATE WALLOP, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAPT) CHARLES
" A very good picture. Extra big business three days, big business two ami
RAY (SEPT. 28)
OCT. II
average business two days."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
" Pleasing light comedy trith prize fight punch." — M. P. jVeic*.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Played
this
feature
with
the
Arbuckle
comedy.
'
Hay
BONNIE, BONNIE LASSIE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MacLAREN (Oct. 5).. NOV. 8
to extra fine business. My patrons were thoroughly pleased. Extra big Seed.'
busi" Wholesome comedy drama is entertaining." — M. P. Netrs.
ness first day to average business second day."
Exhibitor Comment — " A fair production to average business two days."
ERSTWHILE SUSAN (REALART) CONSTANCE BINNEY (NOV. 16).... NOV. 22
BROKEN BUTTERFLY, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) LEW CODY-PAULINE STARK (NOV. 16)
NOV. 8
" Human characterizations make this interesting." — if. P. Neirs.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very pleasing picture, nicely produced .Star very well
'Humanities spoiled by Hhn/ical climn.r." — M. P. \etrs.
liked.
business
days. " Business
than house.
we expected.
Star well
Exhibitor Comment — " This feature drew a packed house for two days and
liked. Big
Against
heavytwocompetition
we had better
a packed
Big business
one
pleased the patrons. Extra big business two days." " Not the picture for our
city. Our folks like lively stuff. . Average business."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
IN EXILE (AMERICAN-PATHE) CHARLOTTE WALKER (DEC. 20). DEC. 20
BROKEN MELODY, THE (SELZNICK) EUGENE O'BRIEN (DEC. 14) JAN. 3 EVE" Hamilton
storu offers etttertainment." — if. P. Netrs.
" ll'iZJ afford good average entertainment ." — J/. P. Netcs.
BROTHERS DIVIDED (PATHE) PRANK KEENAN (DEC. 7)
DEC. 13 EVERYWOMAN (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAPT) SPECIAL CAST (DEC. 28).. DEC. 27
• >tpcct(icular
appeal
in this rich
production."
— if.YOUNG
P. Nei's. (OCT. 26).-. ..NOV. IS
" Should highly entertain Keenan followers'." — M. P. News.
BYES
OF YOUTH
(EQUITY)
CLARA
KIMBALL
CAPITOL, THE (ARTCO-HODKINSON) LEAH BAIRD
JAN. 3
"
Wonderful
picture
for
all
classes."
—
if.
P.
Neics.
" Intrigue and politics burden this picture."— M. P. News.
Exhibitor
— ' Poor business due to blizzard. Average business two
day." Comment
CINEMA
MURDER,
THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT) MARION
Verv good, (METRO)
big business."
AND "WARMER
MAY ALLISON (OCT. 27)
NOV. 1
DAVIES (DEC. 14)
JAN. 31 PAIR^ davs."
" Conventional story lifted through sumptuous production." — M. P. Netrs,
"Exhibitor
RollickingComment
farce makes
satisfying
picture."
—
AI.
P.
Netrs.
A picture
that isPatrons
every bitutver
as good
as thelaughing
play. Titles
are
CLIMBERS, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH
NOV. 8
funny and stick —to■" the
originals.
stopped
from the
" Food for thought in this entertainment." — J/. P. Neirs.
time the cocktail scene started until the picture was over. First reel rather
Exhibitor
Comment
" A fairproduced.
picture toBigaverage
three days." " A very
slow. Big business." " Undoubtedly her beet. Picture full of action and
interesting
picture— nicely
businessbusiness
two days."
laughter and many funny situations. Good business for three days." " A good
COMMON PROPERTY (UNIVERSAL) ROBERT ANDERSON (OCT. 12).. OCT. 18
feature which did big business for two days. It pleased my patrons."
" Andersen scores in symphony of darkest Russia." — if P. News.
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
Box Office Reports conitnued on page 1532
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"THE
WALK-OFFS"
(MBTRO-SCREEN CLASSICS)
Praiseworthy

(GOLDWYN)
"PINTO"

Effort to Make Something of Poor Idea
Mabel ISormand Is Amusing as a Two-Gun Girl
JLS T so long as producers insist on usinj; stafje plays and hooks TFIE two-gun girl has had her innings in photoplays before, the
for their screen material >vithout re<;ard to whether or not
only dilferencc in Mabel jNormand s appearance in the character being the fact that it is derived from a humorous
that which is secured is suitable for photoplay adaptation, just
foundation.
The star's predecessors enacted the part with self-conso long will pictures like ''The Walk Ott's " he presented. Reprcscious seriousness. The type seems more adaptable to a breezy inhy efl'orts of the proeented ducers
into make
this production
are
the
praisewort
terpretation such as Miss ISormand gives here. If she would learn
something of an idea which we do not think can he
visualized into anything worth the expenditure of the time, money to mellow her work with a touch of variety occasionally she would
come pretty near ranking as our ablest comedienne.
and brains that have been put into it.
The idea of the Hatton comedy, an humorous one, was in having
"Pinto" is familiar material, insofar as being used for cowboy
a young society wife sue her impractical and impecunious spouse stars. Most of them have invaded the East some time or other and
for divorce over a trivial matter w ith the judge before w hom the case gone back to their boundless West after tiring of society. Here
was tried being a member of the same brainless set and an intimate Miss Normand has a rollicking time of it showing debutantes how
friend of all i)arties concerned, including the correspondent.
In the to wield a wicked 45 and throw a lariat. She lassoes love in typical
picture version some footage is devoted to this idea w ith a fair Fairbanksian style. In fact she cuts up several didoes which, if
degree of success. However, the first two reels flo not contain an naively executed, are, nevertheless, calculated to please the average
iota of either drama or comedy.
They show what society folk, ac- picturegoer. The feature breezes along with plenty of spontaneity
cording to popular conception, do with their waking hours. Sand- and zest for about three and one-half reels, then the action slackens
wiches! in at frequent intervals are titles. Then comes the divorce because of its forced melodramatic note. However, it keeps up to
i trial, which, by the way, is a wonder for throwing overboard all the standard of the Normand offerings — which is easily north of the
general average.
jtraditions in law and court procedure, w ith the decree granted.
; From this point on the players struggle manfully with the plot,
" Pinto " may be defined as a one character story, and as such it
j which is the not new story of the nice little social butterfly who needs presents the star with sufficient opportunity to display her eccentric
I must marry the roue for financial reasons, but who is finally saved style. She is ably supported by Cullen Landis, who is necessary for
I from such a fate by the hero falling in love with her.
the romantic element, and Edward Jobson, who is necessary in emMetro has been generous with its sets and in the selection of a
phasizing the humorous points. Victor L. Schertzinger's direction
cast. The picture is technically all any one could desire, but it is more acceptable thap his story. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
V/est show which she stages for his society
I doesn't register with us as a hit and we don't believe audiences will
Pinto
Mabel Normand friends, she informs him of certain affairs.
S go crazy over it. — Length, 6 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
Bob De Witt
Cullen Landis returns to Arizona with the girl and
Looey
Edward Jobson Bob accompanies them, for he and Pinto
THE CAST
Mrs.
Audry
Edvthe
Chapman have come to a complete understanding.
Kathleen Rutherford May Allison
Pop Audry
George Nichols This is a story fraught with any number of
Robert Shirley Winston Emory Johnson
Lousy
William
Elmer amusing moments and contains a sustaining
Caroline Rutherford Effie Conley
Armand Cassel
Hallam Cooley quality of melodrama so that the interest
Schuyler Rutherford Darrell Foss
Guardian
Andrew
Arbuckle
never lost. Miss Normand is refreshing
Murry Van Allen
Joseph Kilgour
Guardian
Richard Ciimmings 3"<^ amusing and she carries the action
• Judge Brent
Richard Morris
Guardian
Geor^x
Kunkel
throu;
h to a most successful finish. PromMrs. Asterbilt
Estelle Evans
Guardian
John Burton 'nent in her support are Cullen Landis and
Mary Carter, a sculptress. Kathleen Kerrigan
Guardian
Joseph
M.
Hazelton
others.
Sonia, a model
Yvonne Pavis
Mexican
Manuel Crittenden
R. Ojeda CATCH LINES
Directed by Herbert Blache, from an
De Witt, Sr
Dwight
adaptation of the stage play by Frederick
and Fanny Hatton.
?.^.nYi?I°x
^'^ r'"?f^«
She came from Arizona and her name was
Scenario by June Mathis.
^!^
^9"^^^j^c^^vy^"- And when she hit the trail for New
Photographe
d
by
George
Webber
.
bel
Normand
"Pinto," aBoy!picture
PWn,r^ h y'h°'r •
^'S^ insociety-Oh
See ofM^•
■' The Walk Ofis," Frederick and Fanny
Hatton's
famous
farce
comedy,
has
been
made into a motion picture, with May Allisoc_iety_See
Mabel PRESS
Normand,NOT
the Goldwyn
comedienne,
Talk Y
about excitement
— talkit. about fun.
son in thetraction atleading
and willfor beathe atS-STOR
ICE
the role,theatre
will appear
at the
theatre week Why there's tons of both jammed into every
day run, beginning
in herstory
latest
°f " picture.
Pinto," Mabel
I Besides the humor which the idea of haventitled "thePinto." This
has photoplay
been es- Goldwyn
Here isNormand's
irresistiblelatest
MaI ing a divorce suit tried before a judge who
pecially written for the star by Victor L. bel as a two-gun girl straight from the wild
Schertzinger and it affords her a role which ^nd woolly West.
lis the intimate friend of all the parties conbrings out her funmal<ing talents splendidly.
cerned, including the co-respondent, contains, there is a nice pleasant romance conPintounder
is athegirlguardianship
of the West ofwho
grown nashmg
„ Whoopee!
"Pinto"See— the
dashing,
I nected with the story. It is in this role
up
five has
ranchmen
westernHere's
whirlwind.
Mabel
Norwhich Miss Allison appears, the sister of the
in
whose
care
her
father
left
her
when
"^and
as
Pinto
in
"
Pinto."
A
picture
of a
I impractical and impecunious husband, who
he
Her daring
exploits
on heronpony,
two-gun girl who lassoes love in society.
becomes involved temporarily in marital
Legs,died. nearly
drive the
cowboys
the
ranch to distraction.
Consequently, they
PROGRAM READER
troubles. Much that is interesting in the
way offully "staged
society
stuff,"
including
a
wondert'„'
."^
M-""^'
V
'"J^
"^"^^
A
hilarious
hurricane of fun and frolic I
ball, a society circus for charity,
I swimming, dancing and all the other recrea- May Allison, who is starred in " The Pon A,^/r^
^
*°
^''^ That's Mabel Normand in her latest Gold;tions of the idle rich are realistically deWalk Offs," her latest Metro feature
' picted
this picture.
p\nto's^rst
shock in the East comes with rh';^tr';'^*b"e1in;'in^^*!£lJ!.'.'^%'uT'" ^pe^d'?
triumph. in Included
among Scenically
the large itcastis ofa
i^s%^h
rhi^d'
'f^o^gi:t.^ry^rnVferw%?"e^ '^-si^s
SUGGESTIONS
' well-known players is such a well-known
helps her find Pop Audry s home and they a scream in " Upstairs " and in " Jinx
I »rtist as Joseph Kilgour, as well as others of
There are several angles of exploitation decide
to become
good h^°'
friends. Pinto's but
uX fhfw«
• lal repute. The picture is a Metro Screen on this picture which will be apparent to the l,t:\.r^lT
wait till you ty.''YTutho
see her latest
pep inrhighst[e
nicture
aT'^
p^^ very
sic, one of this firm's "fewer and better astute exhibitor. There is the popularity of snubbed by Mrs.
Audry.
Rather
than stay "
but
not
the
kinH
vmi
ar,.
ures." It is in six reels.
It's
^11
about
a
socie
y
debutanti
the star, the fame of the play and the value snTKe/h^'V^°'"r7''"^\^'^"''a
under
the same roof with the girl the aristo No indeed - You wiU see a i^^ mlkr^t
of the standard which Metro has set for its
PROGRAM READER
Screen Classic productions. These are all
?Vnl'
*° her summer home Pinto debut with a smoking "45 and a twfrHn^
The Metro current release on its Screen worth while items in your exploitation.
the Wild Can
imagine
Mabel to Normand
Next you have the novelty of the divorce of h.s wife s deception and durmg
as " love^
Pin-^^""u
'ariat.youYou
will laugh
see her lassl
Classic's
" Thestage
Walk
trial situation. It permits of some unusual of hU J^f^^,°H*
to?" Don't imagine it or you will miss
idaptation program,
of the famous
farceOffs,"
comedy,an advertising,
especially
in
the
way
of
asking
las been secured for presentation in this questions of your patrons, which would tend
CATCH LINES
something. See her in " Pinto," a Goldheatre beginning . Starred in " The to arouse interest.
" If your husband wore another woman's IT^"
a ""^ directed by Victor
Walk Offs " is popular May Allison, who
silk hose
woulddivorce?"
you think it funny, or would players
,includes
Schertzinger.
A Cullen
prominent
cast
you consider
were to they
ask your
city's wives
ippears in the role of " Kate," a society if Suppose
sue for
renders
splendid
support—
a cast
thatof
the likeable
Landis,
George
they would
had grounds
for you
)elle,
who
decides
to
marry
"
money
"
rather
han live on the bounty of her sister-in-law. divorce if their husband wore a pretty young
.Vere you ever present at a divorce trial? woman's silk stocking. You might then Supreme
the Nichols, Edward Jobson and Edythe ChapCourtdogjudge,
His Honor,drank
no respect.
showed
follow that up by asking if they thought they hisEven
water.the
As for the
plaintiff, the He
defen
•his
one isof held.
the most
CTTf riwrrkiwo
tage picture
or screen
The novel
judge trials
is a could get justice from a judge who had given and the witnesses, they called him "Char dant
bUGGtLSl
Tiber of the exclusive social set to which the
hose
in question to the co-respondent in just as they were wont to do when they metlie,"
picture easily for ita
this lOlNs
exploit
can
You
the
case.
the persons concerned belong, including
in
the
"
ultra
elite
"
social
set
atmosphere
.
telling
at the
,
same That
A
chance
for
a
cooperative
window
display
time itthatfea-it
co-respondent, and they can not help but is presented in the stocking episode. Get
latest.
Normand's
Mabel
is
a.l him "Charlie" instead of "Your your dry goods stores to go in with you for
Be
sure
of
your
wife's
sense
of
humor
betures
her
as
a
two-gun
girl
who
into
lonor."
was were
presental- a window of fancy hosiery. Use cards writ- fore you wear another woman's hose just for society. Teaser cards framed breaks
in a cowvhen
the Then,
alleged too,
actstheof judge
infidelity
ten in a humorous vein on these stockings, a joke. It may take you to the divorce court boy's vernacular of speech would be a good
eged to have occurred. You can see that
it did_ poor impractical and impecunious angle. Catch Lines would be another good
omplications are liable to enter into a trial calling attention to " The Walk Offs " at as
angle.
your theatre. This is also a good subject " Schuy."
For your through
lobby display
can «tf this sort. Incidentally, do you know what for
tract attention
the you
atmospheric
a
teaser
campaign.
Suppose
you
were
to
he " w«lkoff8 " means? It's the hero's coi- start off with a cut of a silk hose, and day
The first thing he learned to write was touch by the use of chaps, spurs, lariatt,
ned servant's nickname for " no brains," by day add some explanatory reading matter I O U. which sums up " Schuy " of " The etc. Play up the fact that Mabel Normand
7hich
defineweas play
"nobody
Offs," but he was a pretty good scout, is seen in another rollicking role — one that
We nowadays
think thatwewhen
this home."
picture
it, like "Schuyler wore one of these for Walk
at that. toItdowasn't
his fault
a cow-girl
who breaksUseintoit
here will be nobody home in this city. They ato joke,
but his wife couldn't see the point." enough
anything
more hethandidn't
spendknow
his presents
society. her
The as title
is attractive.
fill all be at the
theatre seeing You can if you see " The Walk Offs."
wife's
money.
And
he
lost
that
job,
too,
for
in
all
your
means
of
exploitation.
Um
(Continued on next column)
The Walk Offs."
a while.
in all your means of ezploitatioii.
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Motion

(Continued from v<i<ie 1530)
Exhibitors'
Own
Box
STAR
PICTURE
PLAN BOOK PICTURE
BRAND
RELEASED
FALSE CODE. THE (KEENAN-PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (SEPT. 21) OCT. 4
" Keenan
doiiiinant
drama." — M. P. News.
FEUD,
THE liun(FOX)
TOM roleMIXin interesting
(DEC. 7)
DEC. 20
"Mix puts on the actor's mantle here." — M. P. Sews.
Exhibitor Comment — " Gives Mix opportunity for acting as well as action. Pleasand togoodextra
cast.
this one
Lloyding story
comedy
big Average
business business."
two days and" Played
big business
two with
days.a Harold
This is
a splendid program feature and my patrons liked It very much and went away
satisfied.
A great
" Myhimaudience
did not
care for
this
one. Mix
tries program
to be an combination."
actor, but we like
better when
he rides
his
horse and does stunts. Average business two days to big business one."
Consensus
—
"
Oood
picture,
good
puller."
FIGHTING COLLEEN, A (VITAGRAPH) BESSIE LOVE
NOV. 21
"An entertuininij comedy drama." — H. P. Neic".
PIGHTING
CRESSY
(J. D. HAMPTON-PATHE)
BLANCHE SWEET
(JAN. U)
DEC. 6
" Blanche Siceet scores in Harte story." — M. P. News.
EJxhlbitorOF Comment
— " Fairly THE
good. (GOLDWYN)
Big business." GERALDINE FARRAR
FLAME
THE DESERT,
(NOV. 9)
NOV. 8
" Conventional story is rich in color." — M. P. News.
FLAMES OF THE FLESH (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL
JAN. 3
" Gladys Brocku ell takes up vampire's burden."- — M. P. News.
FUGITIVE FROM MATRIMONY, A (ROBERTSON-COLE) H. B. WARNER
(NOV. 29)
DEC. 13
"
'Warner
scores
in
humorous
characterization."
—
M.
P.
News.
GAY LORD (JUEX, THE (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE (NOV. 30)
DEC. 27
" This picture is just pleasantly entertaining." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — ^' Tom Moore Is certainly a- big favorite in this city. My
one and(HENLEY-PATHE)
it did extra big business
for twoCUMBERLAND
days."
3AY patrons
OLD liked
DOG, this THE
JOHN
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 22
" One of the most human pictures ever shown." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fairly good feature but it ends badly. Title very misleading. Big business two days." " A poor picture to average business one
Oonsensus
—
"Average
average puller."
OIRL day."
IN BOHEMIA, A picture,
(FOX) PEGGY
HYLAND (NOV. 30)
NOV. IS
"Exhibitor
Satisfactory
entertainment
fortomajority."
— M.PoorP. News.
Comment
—
"
Not
up
standard.
business."
"
The
star,
Peggyto
Hyland, was good, but the picture, in my estimation, was poor. Average
business
two days."
OIRL poor
FROM
OUTSIDE
(GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. 16)
NOV. 31
" Pleasing picture with many comedy touches." — M. P. Neivs.
Elxhibitor Comment — " Picture good but weather bad. Average business twa
days." " Did not go strong first day at advance prices. The best Rex Beach
picture since ' The Spoilers.' " " A good picture which played my house for
two days to good business."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
GLORIOUS LADY, THE (SELZNICK-SELECT) OLIVE THOMAS (OCT.
19)
NOV. IS
" Will get by at mildly entertaining." — M. P. News.
GOLDEN SHOWER, THE (VITAGRAPH) GLADYS LESLIE (NOV. 30)... DEC. 27
" Better than average entertainment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just a fair picture. Average business."
^SLAY TOWERS MYSTERY (VITAGRAPH) GLADYS LESLIE
OCT. 25
" Gladys Leslie in mystery melodrama." — M. P. News.
GREAT AIR ROBBERY, THE (UNIVERSAL) LIEUT. O. L. LOCKLEAR
(JAN. 28)
JAN. 17
" SensationalTHANpicture FAME
of Aeroplane
Feats." — M.ELAINE
P. News. HAMMERSTEIN
GREATER
(SELZNICK)
(JAN. 18)
JAN. 24
" Mediocre picture made from pot-boiler story." — M. P. News.
GREATEST
QUESTION,
THE (FIRST NATIONAL)
SPECIAL CAST
(DEC. 29)
JAN. 10
"Photoplay of sadtiesv, artisticallii produced.'' — il. P.
GUN IS)
FIGHTIN' GENTLEMAN, A (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (DEC. DEC. 6
" Not enoix/li action for Coreii heie." — M. P. Ncns.
HAUNTING SHADOWS (ROBERTSON-COLE)
H. B. WARNER
JAN. 24
" H. B. Warner has a winner here." — M. P. News.
HAWTHORNE OF THE U. S. A. (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE
REID (NOV. 30)
NOV. 29
"Elaborately presented, affording enjoyment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A dandy picture which was liked by all my patrons.
Extra biR business one dav to big liusincss two davs."
HKART
O' THE HILLS (FIRST NATIONAL) MARY PICKFORD (DEC. DEC. 13
6)
" Mary Pickford has dramatic role here." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
good Pickford
do notsawthink
good as Comment
some of —her" Aothers.
Patrons picture,
came to but
see personally
Mary Pickford,
her itandas
went away satisfied. Average business two days." " A great picture and you
will love Mary again in this one. Average business two days."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
HEART OF A GYPSY, THE (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST (DEC. 6) DEC. 13
" Obvious story of a Romany romance." — M. P. Neics.
Exhibitor
Comment(FOX)
— " AWILLIAM
very fair FARNUM
picture to (JAN.
average18)
business two days JAN.
"
HKART
STRINGS
17
" Hodge podge of sentiment and melodrama here." — M. P. News.
HER GAME (UNITED PICTURES) FLORENCE REED (OCT. 19)
OCT. 2S
" Florence Real's latest is shoirn." — At. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This feature did not satisfy my patrons. Poor business
for two days."
HIGH SPEED (HALLMARK) EARLE-HULETTE (JAN. 17)
JAN. 24
" Contains many thrills and exciting moments." — M. P. News.
HIS DIVORCED WIFE (UNIVERSAL) MONROE SALISBURY (OCT. 26).. NOV. IS
" A simple story of simple folks.'' — M. P. Xen s.
HIS OFFICIAL FIANCEE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) VIVIAN MARTIN
(OCT. 26)
OCT. 18
" Vivian Martin comes forward icitli a captivating comedy.'' — M. P. News.
EJxhlbitor Comment — " A splendid production which sent my patrons away pleased.
big business THE
three (SELECT)
days."
ISLE Extra
OF CONQUEST,
NORMA TALMADGE (OCT. 26).... NOV. 8
Will plciiKdntlg entertain innjority." — M. P. Neivs.
ILLUSTRIOUS
PRINCE, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
SESSUE HAYAKAWA (NOV. 2)
NOV. 22
" Bigh class drama should completely satisfy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star doesn't get us the money, .\verage picture to average business two days." " This is a good picture which did average business
for two — days."
Consensus
" Good picture, average puller."
IMPOSSIBLE CATHERINE (PEARSON-PATHE) VIRGINIA PEARSON
(OCT. S)
OCT. 18
" This comedy will entertain generally." — M. P. Netcs.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fair picture to poor business two days."

Office
BRAND
STAR

Picture

News

Reports
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK

IN HONOR'S WEB (VITAGRAPH) HARRY T. MOREY
NOV. 18
" Morey in conventional satisfactory story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Best picture with this star in some time. Average buslneaa
two days." " A very good picture but didn't draw on account of the name.
Average business." " Morey not a drawing card here. Some liked the play
Consensus
Oood picture, good puller."
and some— " didn't."
IN MIZZOURA
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT WARWICK (OCT.
5)
OCT. 25
" Augustus Thomas' play effectively picturized." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just a pleasing picture to average business three days." " A
fair picture
to averagepicture,
business."
Consensus
— " Average
average puller."
IN OLD KENTUCKY (FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA STEWART (DEC 15).. JAN. 3
" Picture adapted from xKKie success." — Jj. P. Neirs.
IN WRONG (FIRST NATIONAL) JACK PICKFORD (OCT. 19)
OCT. 25
" .1 good average comedy drama."
Exhibitor
— "A heart
poor Interest.
picture toExtra
poor big
business."
"Big days,
business
days." Comment
•' Exceptional
business three
big three
busiIT PAYS nessTOfour davs."
ADVERTISE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) BRYANT WASHBURN (NOV. 23)
NOV. 21
"
Hreezii
comedy
offers
good
entertainment."
—
M.
P.
News.
JINX (GOLDWYN) MABEL NORMAND (DEC. 13)
DEC. 27
" Mabel Normand appears in eccentric comedy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " .\ light picture but drew well. A picture the children will
enjoy. Extra big business two days." " Very good picture, which pleased my
patrons —and" Oood
did bigpicture,
businessgoodfor puller."
two days."
Consensus
JOHN PETTICOATS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
WILLIAM S. HART
(NOV. 9)
NOV. 15
" //art is humorous as well as human here." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A very good feature to big business one day and average
business
JOYOUS
LIAR,the Afollowing."
(BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WARREN KERRIGAN. . .DEC. 27
"
Kerrigan
picture has WILL
interestino
moments."
— M.7)
P. News.
JUBILO (GOLDWYN)
ROGERS
(DEC.
DEC. 20
"Exhibitor
Will Rogers
scores
in
charming
picture.''
—
M.
P.
Newt.
Comment — " This ts simply great, one of the
best the Goldwyn organUatlon has
out inandthegood
new photography.
series." " Delightful
well
cast,
goodturned
direction
Predict ; splendidly
good futurereceived,
for Rogers.
Big business
seven days."
Consensus
— " Excellent
picture, bin puller."
KITTY KELLY, M. D. (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRISCALE (OCT.
12)
OCT. 18
''■ight material for Bessie Barrisciile's talent." — M. P. News.
<xliibltor Comment — " Bessie Barriscale not up to standard in this one. Extra
big to average
business four days." " DOROTHY
Big business."DALTON (NOV. 2).. DEC. 20
L'APACHE
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
" Dalton finds expression in dual role." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " \ good picture. Extra big to poor business two days." " A
splendid
production to
extra big
business
day and big business three."NOV. 29
LASCA
(UNIVERSAL)
FRANK
MAYO
(DEC.one8)
•• Famous poem maUes fairly pleasing picture.'' — If. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " ATHE
fine (SELECT)
picture to average
business."
LAST
OF HISComment
PEOPLE,
MITCHELL
LEWIS (DEC. 20).. DEC. 27
" Lewis has characteristic role here." — il. P. Nen K.
LIFE LINE. THE (TOURNEUR-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL
CAST (OCT. 5)
OCT. 11
" Most excellent
entertainment
areat merit.''
— J/. P.
News. (DEC 28) . .JAN. 10
LINCOLN
HIGHWAYMAN,
THE of (FOX)
WILLIAM
RUSSELL
"Russell hasLTD.
entertaining
— M. 12)
P. News.
LOMBARDI,
(METRO) mystery
BERT melodrama."
LYTELL (OCT.
OCT. 4
" Lytell scores as modiste in unigue picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
— " \ real production
by the starBigandbusiness
exceptionally good entertainment.
Pleased splendidly
our patronsacted
Immensely.
one
day
to
average
two."
"
Just
a
fair
offering.
Full
of
gestures
and
foreign
sub-titles that were only fair. Picture draggy in spots and not much action.
Average business three days." " A good picture to average business three
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
LONELOUISE
WOLF'SGLAUM
DAUGHTER,
THE (J. PARKER REED, JR.,-HODKINSON) DEC. 20
(DEC. 14)
"
A
stirring
mclorirnnia
that
ii ill reoister.'' —FILM)
M. P. HENRY
News. B. WALTHALL
LONG ARM OF MANNISTER (NATIONAL
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 8
days."
" (Jood
dramatic production should satisfy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture is a knockout and did extraordinary busione day."
LORD ANDness forLADY
ALGY (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE (OCT. 5)
OCT. 11
•' Aristocratic story of blue bloods and horses." — -M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasant screen entertainment. Well produced : no fau't
to find." " Better than we expected. Average business." " Not as good as
previous — Tom
productions.
Big business one day, average one."
Consensus
" FairMoore
picture,
average puller."
LORDKERRIGAN
LOVES THE IRISH, THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WARREN DEC. 27
" Melodrama and humor in this Kerrigan film." — J/. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good feature to average business two days."
LOST MONEY (FOX) MADLAINE TRAVERSE (DEC. .7)
DEC. 13
" This photoplay will undoubtedly satisfy. ' — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " .\ fair picture to average business two days."
LOST PRINCESS, THE (FOX) RAY-FAIR (OCT. 19)
NOV. 8
" May slightly amuse average audience." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fine little picture but went over their heads. Subtitles
full of modern wit that they could not appreciate. -Average business." " Good
program MAN.
picture. THEGood (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
business."
LOTTERY
WALLACK RKID
(OCT, 12)
OCT. 3S
Entertaining farce, lavishly mounted, ha* «harm." — M. P. llietca.
Exhibitor Comment — " Everybody delighted with this pleasing picture. Reid's
best.patrons,
Extra doing
big business."
' A verythegood
was welltheliked
by
my
extra big business
firstfeature
day andwhich
big business
second

Consensus — " Oood picture, big puller."
LOVE,
HONOR
AND ? (MILLER-HALLMARK) HOLMES-CASSIDY
(OCT. 12)
OCT. IS
" Pronounced an average program picture.'' — M. P. News.
LURE OF AMBITION (FOX) THEDA BARA (NOV. 30)
NOV. 23
" Feeble entertainment from old-fashioned theme.'' — M. P. Ncirs.
Exhibitor Comment — " An average production to average business two days."
MALE
AND FEMALE
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPECIAL CAST
(NOV. 16)
DEC. •
" Lavishday.''
and spectacular production." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Name against It ; otherwise big. Big business for a week."
Box Office Reports continued on page 1534
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FORGED
(UNIVERSAL)

MacLaren

Has

a Mild

BRIDE"

Offering Here

"THE

PALISER
(GOLDWYN)

High Class Melodrama

Which

CASE"

Holds

Interest

IK FORGKl) HHIDE" does not reach the hi-h mark of THIS is the murder mystery at its best, with the vital question
of who is the guilty person carefully concealed until the
Bonnie,
Bonnie
a previous
Ahu-i.aren
oll'erclimax of the picture is reached.
ing.
In the
first Lassie,"
phice the
author Mary
has not
been unduly
-Adapted from the novel by Edgar Saltus, the feature follows
inspired in his idea and the director's execution of it is not rich in
any sustaining highlights. It is a story of a forger and his daughter, closely the story version with excellent direction and praiseworthy
the latter marrying into the home of the very judge who sent her acting responsible for a high class melodrama which holds attention
and carries suspense.
father to prison. A cattish creature is harbored in the house too —
In the role of Cassy Cara, the daughter of a Portuguese musician.
whose sole purpose in the plot is to supply a crude line of meloMiss Frederick has what may be called the best role of any recent
dramatic action. She, it is who reveals the bride's identity by em- production. She plays with a quiet dignity which carries conviction
ploying the ancient trick of holding a blotter up to a mirror.
So the picture develops along its single track, the only twist being and many of her scenes are impressive in their emotional appeal.
The story itself, while reasonably ortho<lox as to basic plot, has
the
the heroine
presented
as the
judge's
through
a casefactof that
forgery.
The girliswrites
her real
father
that child
the judge
has plenty of complications and enough new twists to escape being
moments of sorrow because of his kidnapped child. Then it is that termed convenient, and the identity of the murderer will remain
the old man escapes and, with fine Christian spirit, forges the hand unknown to the climax unless the audience chooses to jump at
of the kidnapper. Thus the jurist is given a legitimate claim to her. conclusions.
The producers have been prodigal in their efforts to make the
The convict goes back to prison happy in the thought that his
daughter is not burdened with the stigma of his name. His forgery picture noteworthy. In support of the star a most capable cast has
is the best piece of work he ever did. The judge is made a party been secured and many of the scenes are unusual in the attention
given to detail. In this connection mention to the realistic atmosto the crime by acknowledging the artistic job to himself.
phere of the locale of the story, Portugal, is not out of place.
There are no moments of interest beyond those given to Thomas
As in all mystery stories, it has been necessary to carry the specJefferson as the crook. He has the most sympathetic role. Miss
tator through many sequences in which some of the action is unMacLaren is not called upon for any emotional display, and Barney
explained, but in so doing an interest compelling tempo has been
Sherry ambles through his part in his easy Avay. Certain details in
maintained with the partial development of the various clues which
the action are quite perplexing and need eliminating. " The Forged point to a solution of the mystery. There is really little new in the
Bride " looks rather anaemic. The twist is the one red corpuscle. — whole production, but it has been made to appear as such, which is
Lengtli, r> reels. — Released March 8th. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
ycuns college chaps who visited the soda to the credit of the producer, director and cast. — Length, 5 reels. —
But, like many other arts, there is Hazel Mooney. — Reviewed at the Sidney theatre, St. Louis.
Bill Butters
Thomas Jefferson counter.
in serving this refreshing drink.
Peggy
Mary MacLaren also one
Mary MacLaren must have possessed
Dick Van Courtland Harold L. Miller And
THE CAST
this dramatic story, laid in old Portugal,
it.
lor
she
won the heart of a rich young
Dick's
Mother J.Dorothy
The
fiercely. proloves burn
and given
"'here hates
Frederick
Pauline
who married
her.
"The
Forged Bride" Lennox
Cassy Cara
Clark Farrell
Barney Hagan
Sherry chap
a magnificent
will
show
you
how
she
did
it.
has been
Picture
Roscoe
Albert
Clara Ramerez
Dogmar Godowsky
been
or effort haspicture,
Neil c,uction. to Nomakeexpense
Cara (Cassy's Father) HazelJaiiies
Story by J. G. Hawks.
this a noteworthy
Bfennan spared
He was known as the best "forger" in the Margaret Austen
Scenario by Hal Hoadley.
(Her Mother) Kate Lester '^e result is a credit to Miss Frederick
country. But he tried it once too often. See |Monty
Mrs. Austen
Produced by Douglas Gerrard.
Paliser Warburton
Carrie LeeGamb
Ward le
'"^ producers.^
whatyou.happened. "The Forged Bride" will Tambourina
cTT/-r-c-CTiniV7C
tell
Paliser, Sr
...Alec Francis
SUGGESTIONS
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
From the novel by Edgar Saltus. The mystery story is always a good field
SUGGESTIONS
Scenario by
by William
Edfrid Bingham.
for
use ofyour
the teaser
"teaser"
form ofwell
adverMaryappear
MacLaren.
Universal'snext
popular star,in
Directed
Parks.
tising.the Start
campaign
beat the
There are many points in exploiting a
fore your opening date and continue it until
"at is claimed to be one of her best pro- feature of this kind which ought to arouse
ductions. Itis and
a picture
of heart moin-' the exhibitor's interest. It is one of Univiest, intrigue
many fulldramatic
to spring
ready which
Pauline
Frederick,
famourSTO
film star, RY
wiil In a picture
has to your
do withannouncea myslatest features,
popular
NOTICE
PRESS
ments. For those who have appreciated who has versal's
a good
followingwithin amany
partsstarof
the country. It also has an interesting story appear in her latest photoplay, " The Paliser terious murder you always have the opporMiss MacLaren's
work
in
the
past
and
enCase," at
adapted
novelfor bya Edgar history
tunity toin dig
of yourmurder
city's trials
local
joyed her dramatic ability, a pleasant after- which should appeal to any audience, and Saltus,
the from the
theatre
the up
waysome
of famous
the star, Mary MacLaren, is supported with
noon or evening's
beginning .
and connect the chain of evidence of your
Bill Butters,
a wellentertainment
known forger,is assured.
steals a a cast of well known players who are noted dayIn run
production the Goldwyn artist is story to that of the actual event. This sort
check, collects on it at the bank and goes for their past work. "The names of Thomas offeredthisperhaps
best opportunity of her of stuff can be put over on the front pages
Jefferson, Harold L. Miller and J. Barney career in the welltheconstructed
home to his pretty daughter. " Now, Peggy, Sherry
mystery story if well written, since papers are always
are ones that can be published with- concerning the murderer of Paliser,
girl," he says, " we can live. Let's go away
a roue, willing to find an excuse for printing "hisand
be
happy,
and
—
I'll
go
straight."
From
out
any
fear
as
to
the
actors'
ability.
strong case of circumstantial evidence tory" as large as a murder trial,
the window old Bill sees a detail of plain
And the story is well written and contains is Abuilt
against
the
star.
Miss
Frederick.
If your theatre has boxes and if you take
clothes men waiting in the street below. He heart
interest, intrigue and dramatic mo- The motive is established, since the mur- a chance
of starting a "riot" in the theatre,
tells Peggy to pack her things and leave
ments
enough
to
keep
any
audience
at
atdered
man
had
tricked
her
into
a
mock
maryou
can get attention and any
the house, at the same time burning some
tention throughout and give them a pleasant riage and then refused to make amends, amountcertainly
of
publicity by enacting the murder
incriminating
evidence
of
the
forger's
proafternoon
or
evening's
entertainment.
She
is
about
to
be
convicted
when
the
unscene
of
the
picture
in a box in your house,
fession. The police arrive and cart him off
Bill the star as strong as you can and foreseen happens and she is cleared. It is an The way to get the greatest
of pubto jail. A week later he is sentenced to the mention
the Universal brand. And do not absorbing tale and defies solution up to the licity out of this Stunt wouldamount
be to pull it
penitentiary, the judge telling him that when be afraid to exploit the story.
very climax of the picture. Miss Frederick for the real thing some time previous to the
he leaves prison he should use his gift with
the pen to better advantage.
isof cast
a Portuguese
^irl land
and the
locale time
you picture
have announced
have ' a
the aspicture
is in this
of scenic
mystery
coming. that
This,youhowever,
PROGRAM READER
Peggy moves to a little towm which is
beauty. The supporting cast furnished the would be extremely dangerous, as you might
near the jail in which her father is confined,
Manager
begs
to
announce
that
is one of the best, and masterljr direc- start a panic. It would be better to anso as to be able to pay him weekly visits. "The Forged Bride," a Universal attraction star
tion by William Parke keeps the interest nounce that you will show how a murder
She tends a soft drink stand with rare suc- starring Mary MacLaren, will play this at
fever
heat. This is one of the few good might be committed in the theatre and the
cess, her beauty acting as a magnet for house on
next.
mystery pictures of the season, for it con- murderer escape without being detected,
scores of college boys, amongst the most
Those who have witnessed Miss Mac- tains
all the elements which go to make up Then pull the stunt the way it is worked
persistent of whom is Dick Van Courtland,
Laren's past performances can be assured the ideal photoplay — romance, a plot which in the picture.
a college junior, who is a senior in wealth. of a delightful
entertainment.
be anticipated, good acting, a lavish a mystery story is not a good subject for
Dick loves the girl and marries her after a feature containsevening's
points which This
are cannot
production, etc.
lobby displays nor yet for the use of stills,
whirlwind courtship. But when Dick takes bound to keep the many
patrons
at
attention
and
since the more of the plot divulged to the
her to his home the girl recognized Judge interest throughout. It shows the love of a
strong
man,
who
is
also
a
bad
man,
for
his
Farrell,
husband's her
guardian,
the
man who
who ishasher sentenced
father asto young daughter. And it takes the observer
the less interest you have in the propublic
ER
READ
PROGRAM
erick
are
legionandandadmirers
they will
all be please
n.
Auctio
d
prison.
Clara
Ramerez,
who
resides
in
Dick's
FredPATPTT
Pauline
of
T TIVIT^
through
many
moments
of
dramatic
action,
friends
The
home and who has been jealous of his wife, love and pathos.
Lill>E.3
l.>AlL.n.
latest
her
in
appear
to
is
she
that
learn
to
Bill
Butters,
a
well
known
forger,
steals
tries
to
undermine
Peggy's
standing
with
picture,
"
The
Paliser
Case,"
at
this
theatre.
Music,
the
soft,
languorous
music of Porthe family and visits Bill at the peniten- a check, collects on it at the bank, and goes beginning .
tugal, welled up from the stage. Paliser, the
tiary. In the meantime Peggy writes to her home to his pretty daughter. "Now, Peggy,
iFollowing such successes as " The Peace brute and roue, sat in his box at the opera,
father that Judge Farrell likes her because
he says, "we can live. Let's go and of Roaring River " and others as good, it is Suddenly he crumpled forward with a great
-eInapped
resembles
own daughter, who was girl,"
perhaps too much to promise even a better gash in his chest, to die almost instantly,
be happy,
andhis— I'll
go and
straight."
But him
the picture,
as ahisbaby.
police
are
on
tracks
finally
land
but wherever this production has Who killed him? That was the question,
Old Bill gets an idea. He will forge a
iail. A week later he is sentenced to the played new
laurels for the star have been The woman whom he had wronged beyond
letter which will make it appear that Peggy, in
the judge remarking that it was achieved.
the power of forgiveness? That is what the
his own beloved daughter, is really the penitentiary,
too bad his talents could not be used to
daughter of Judge Farrell. This, he feels better
"
The
Paliser
Case concerns
" is the the
mystery
story
law said, but she didn't. Justice prevails
advantage.
at
its
best.
Its
plot
solving
of
always.
sure, will give the girl a place in the family
Peggy moves to a little town which is the mystery of who killed Edward Paliser
and
forever
silence
the
serpent
tongue
of
near the jail in which her father is confined as he sat in his box at the opera. Several A man was murdered. No one saw the
Clara Ramerez.
and
a job
a "soft
clerk.in people had cause to hate him to the extent deed. Paliser crumpled forward frorn his
Here secures
she meets
the asyoung
man drink"
who falls
murder would in a measure be justified, cha r at the opera and was dead. They
CATCH LINES
love with her and finally takes her in wed- that
these, none had more reason than Miss placed the woman who thought she had marBut all this does not mean happiness Of
" Now, Peggy, girl," he says. " we can for ourlock.heroine,
Frederick,
star. The dead man had ried him on trial for the murder. They
for she has excited the jeal- tricked her the
live. Let's go away and be happy, and —
evia mock marriage, laughed proved by every law of circumstantial
into
ousy
of
a
young
vampire
who
resides
in
her
They found the
I'll go straight." Did, he accomplish his purat her protestations when she learned the derce that she was guilty.
husband's
home.
And
it
is
through
this
with
fate,
pose?
Come
and
see
"
The
Forged
Bride,"
moment
last
the
at
But
motive.
aside
her
throw
to
ready
was
truth. He
it will tell you.
woman's
hatredandthatintense
the story
is lead like
a crumpled flower. But Miss Frederick its queer tricks, disclosed the truth and the
The young heroine served sodas to the young
up to many
exciting
moments.
did not kill Paliser. Who did is the meat of law and everyone knew who killed f ahser.
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MARKED MEN (UNIVERSAL) HARRY eAREY (DEC. 21)
DEC. 21 SEALED HEARTS (SELZNICK-SELECT) EUGENE O'BRIEN (NOV. 16).. NOV. 1
■ ( liui aclcrization l:ills xtory intf rest." — M. P. Neu.li.
•• J'liin is a fiiii/ltti/ (iiioil iiiclure. " — Al. /', .\ cict.
ME AND CAPTAIN KIDD (WORLD) EVELYN GREELEY (NOV. 3)
NOV. 15
ExiiilMtiii ( 'iiiiiiiicnt — ■■ 'I'liis is till' ii)0.--t popular star that ;i i)p. :i f il tn-r--. lint
should have used picture of lighter makeup for him." "This feature has only
•■ /'(nKfj.sfic slury (;J;</,v ////(( t nltrtdtiiimiit ." — M. I'. .\('i(n.
an
opinion O'Brien
should eeeiin
be given
MIND THE PAINT GIRL (FIRST NATIONAL)
ANITA STEWART
I amordinary
afraid story,
he willandnotin bemypopular.
Robert Edeson
d tobetter
have stories
the prin-or
(NOV. 10)
DEC. 6
cipal
part.
Average
business
for
one
week."
"
A
fair
production
to
big busi'hir's udinirtrs nliOuUI enthuse ocer this." — M. i'. Sens.
ness for— one
Kxhiliitor Coimiient — "Big business one day to average three." "Anita Stewart
Consensus
" A day."
rcrage picture, good puller."
has a very weak character in this production. Poor to average business two'
SCARLET DAYS (GRIFFITH-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST
(NOV. 30)
NOV. r,
Concensus
days." — " Fair picture, averaiie puller."
'■ .v/.i. //(//(/ inclodiii mil oj olilen golden \\ est. ' — M. P. Neirs.
MIRACLE OF LOVE, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) COTTON-STANDExiiiliitorIN Ciiiiiiiient
—
"
'I'his
picture
pleased
to
big
business
for
one
week."
ING (NOV. 23)
JAN. 3 SCREAM
THE NIGHT, A (SELECT) SPECIAL CAST (OCT. 5)
OCT. 2i
'!iti 11111/ Jiuior i/j runiiinve in pivtuie." — M. /'. Aciix.
ll .s I, r till. .1// ,.v lie i-ri-ii, I I M. I'. \r,i.<.
Exiiiliitor Cuiiimecl — "This feature was a disap|)ointmont to my patrons. Many
SHARK.
THE
(FOX)
GEORGE
WALSH
(JAN.
18)
JAN.
2adverse comment. Poor business for one week." " My patrons did not like this
picture, it did nverace business for me for one dav."
■ sen stoi/i fiiniishis W'al^li a diiunatic role" — .1/. P. News.
MISFIT
EARL,
A (BETZWOOD-GOLDWYN)
LOUIS BENNISON
JAN. X;
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 32 SHE LOVES AND LIES (SELECT) NORMA TALMADGE
" F.njoiiahlc comedji drama u ilh Norma Talmadije." — J/. P. News.
SHOULD
A
HUSBAND
FORGIVE?
(FOX)
MIRIAM
COOPER
(NOV.
9)..
NOV.
MISS CRUSOE (WORLD) VIRGINIA HAMMOND (SEPT. 29)
OCT. 4
■• roil il'iiiii run, II ■,] jilol.i In'ds nice u .yirinl
M . P. \(-....
•■.ll; ateiil'.i U I I Ut I'lO'iri:}!: :iitliri "■ 1; /' \ r ' v
i;.\liiliitor Ciiiiiiiient — " The best picture of I'Vix s for big productions. Story is
MODERN
SALOME. A (HOPE-HAMPTON-METRO)
HOPE HAMPTON
verv iri teres! iI'L' : liiislne>;s onlv fair three davs."
(FEB. 1)
JAN. 31
SHOULD A WOMAN TELL (METRO-SCREEN CLASSIC) ALICE LAKE
■ Sdtixfirri from nil annle't " — J/. P. \cir.i.
(DEC. 20)
JAN. !
MOONSHINE TRAIL, THE (BLACKTON-PATHE)
SYLVIA BREAMER
'
iliiiiliir put liiiture incr." .1/ P \rii\y.
(OCT. 19)
NOV. 1
SLAVES OF PRIDE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
JAN. 2'
ll'i// < iilerliii)i ill iiianii loi alities." — .)/. P. .Vc/r.s.
■ Aii-r ■/■lire liiis fniiiiVnr storj/ of marital cmflirf." — if P. Nrirs.
Exhibitor
Comment
a veryit did
nice only
picture
but itbusiness
was hit forby two
coal days.
shortageIt
restrictions
with —the" This
resultIs that
average
SKY EYE (STATE RIGHTS— SOL LESSER) SPECIAL CAST (JAN. 4).... JAN. 15
• 'riirillimi mi ll drama :ii mid-air." — .1/. P. Neiry.
.Til wlioTHAN
saw It."
MOREple.Tsed
DEADLY
THE MALE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL
OF PARIS (FOX) MADLAINE TRAVERSE (OCT. 12)
OCT. If
CLAYTON (DEC. 7)
DEC. 20 SNARES
■ I I iiiHiil Ml III' me 'Iriiicr.s' iiii tiirc." — J7. P. \i n.
■■/;('('■/ ' ' I'lt .-(•./'V lis iiolite rri HI pirc." — .1/ /' \ r ■ .v
Exiiiliitor Comment — " An average picture to average business two days."
MY HUSBAND'S
OTHER
WIFE
(BLACKTON-PATHE) BREAMEROF FORTUNE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. 9)
NOV. 2J
OORDON (JAN. 4)
DEC. 27 SOLDIERS
• isini fire at box office end as entertainment." — M. P. News.
'• lS(ili--<Ji/iiii/ i,j)i'i mil "H (I iiinriliil theme." — M. P. .Yc/r.v.
Mxliiliitor
Ci iiiiiieiu — • Kan this prouuction a week with raised priies and it did 1
extra well."
MYSTERY OF THE YELLOW ROOM, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST
(OCT. 19)
NOV. 1 SOMEONE
MUST
PAY
(ABRAMSON-GRAPHIC)
SPECIAL CAST
'■ Ahsi.rhinn iinistcfi niiln,h-iniia tl'pin: .inlutinii ' — 1/. /' Vr"v
(SEPT. 28)
OCT. 4
NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH (HOLMES-METRO) TAYLOR HOLMES
■•
/
/(
'liriimson
picture
to
date.''
—
M.
P.
News.
(DEC. 27)
JAN. 24 SPEED MANIAC. THE (FOX) TOM MIX (OCT. 19)
OCT. 4
"Nothing wonderful, but will entertain." — M. P. Neios.
■ I iipKii-i iirri;
.^lor/i —offers
mild ofentertainment.''
— picture.
If. P. Aetc«.
OPEN(OCT.DOOR,
THE
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
JOHN
WADE-SAM
RYAN
E.xldliitor
Ciiiiiment
"
I'lenty
speed
in
this
Hig
busines^
<>ne
day.
12)
OCT. 23
average two days." " This one of the best pictures Mix has ever done. I
■ Xuceltii i/iiite iipiirt from i/enerul run. ' — At. P. Aev:s.
played it one day to big business and it satisfied my patrons."
Exhil>itnr rnmment — \ poor pietuivLEWIS-PATHE)
to poor hiisinoss."CRAUFORD KENT
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
OTHER
SHOES (EDGAR
SPITE BRIDE. THE (SELZNICK-SELECT) OLIVE THOMAS (SEPT. 21).. OCT. 4
(FEB. MEN'S
1)
.JAN. 24
1 rrrn -r od ')lii c T 'i nmn .s llicture." — M. P. Scirx.
"Craiiforil Kent f^crn in lual role." — M P Xeirs.
Exiiibitor Comment — "This is a good feature, but it played to only average
OUT YONDER (SELZNICK) OLIVE THOMAS (DEC. 21)
JAN.
" Exirllfnt ri,trri''iin>"iil fur inn inritu " — 1/ \f"-,v
PEDDLER OF LIES, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO (MAR. 1) JAN
STEEL KING, THE (WORLD)
JUNE ELVIDGE-MONTAGU LOVE
(NOV.
24)
DEC. I
" Oood production of mechnnicnl nnd unreal plot." — M. P. Newn.
business."
•■
II
ill
xiilisiiiclorilii
entertain
generally.''
— J/. P. -A firs.
PEGEEN (VITAGRAPH) BESSIE LOVE (JAN. 18)
31
.JAN.
24
" Saccharine storii on n Polhinnna theme." — Af. P. .A'
STEPPING
OUT (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ENID BENNETT (SEPT.
21)
PHANTOM HONEYMOON (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST (OCT. 19).. OCT. 25
.OCT.
" Plentii of mitnterii niiil su-^iiriLie hire." — il . P \iirs • I'leaxingli) iilaiitimi a oood thought." — M. P. News.
PHANTOM MELODY, THE (UNIVERSAL) MONROE SALISBURY (JAN.
Exhibitor
Comment
— been
"Pleased
butpleased
did notall draw."
"This
Isbigthebusiness
best picture
Hennett
has
ever
in.
It
classes.
Extra
three
26)
JAN. 31
days." " A very good feature. Extra big business two days, average one."
" Fantantic storv of lore and vengeance." — M. P. 'News.
Cons'cnsus — " Qood picture, good puller."
PLEASE GET MARRIED (METRO) VIOLA DANA (OCT. 13)
OCT. 25 STRICTLY
CONFIDENTIAL
(GOLDWYN)
MADGE KENNEDY (OCT.
"Sets off I iola Dana's personnliti/." — A[. P. Neirs
19)
OCT. 18
Dshibitor Comment — "Dnnn well liked: her work In this great. Extra hitr busi- 13
"
Madge
Kcnnedg
has
a
charming
role
in
unigue
comedii.'' — .1/. P. News.
ness
two
days."
"
A
fair
picture
to
average
business."
"
Star
well
liked
and
drew well."
Exhibitor —Comment
— " Poor
business."
" Pleased. Big business."
fiinsensiis
'■ Pleasing
picture,
good puller."
Consensus — " Good picture, pond puller."
STRONGER THAN
DEATH
(SCREEN CLASSIC-METRO) NAZIMOVA
POINTING FINGER, THE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MACLAREN (DEC. 1)..DEC.
18)
JAN. 24
"Mail pliiu^e thr Mod men nilmirn-y." — M. f. yp/c.v.
" (JAN.
\ nziiiiora'"
rare art rajiitalizes aaain." — M. P. News.
POISON PEN, THE (WORLD) JUNE ELVIDGE (NOV. 16)
NOV. 22
TEETH
OF
THE
TIGER
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPECIAL
CAST
" .\nrrl charneteri^ntimi in llridnp-s latent'' — ^f P. Neirs
(NOV. 2)
DEC. 20
POLLYANNA
(PICKFORD-UNITED
ARTISTS)
MARY PICKFORD
" I hi ih class iii /i.tlcrji xlorg with thrills." — M. P. News.
(JAN. 18)
JAN. 24
Exhibitor Comment — "A very good picture to average business." "One of the
" The supreme effort of true artists." — Jl/. P. Netcs.
best detective
shownbe on
screen.
Photographyftusiness
and settings
POOR RELATIONS (ROBERTSON-COLE) ZASU PITTS (OCT. 26) NOV. 1
extra
good, ami stories
too muchever"cannot
said the
in favor
of direction,
not up
, *6)
NOV. I
to standard due to name of production, althmish business Increased throughout
' (^orries a feu- entertaining moments." — M. P. Netcs.
week."
"
This
is
a
very
good
production.
My
patrons
were
pleased
and
It did
Exhibitor
— " My patrons like Za Su Pitts very much. Good business
for one Comment
day."
big business
for four
days."good puller."
Consensus
—
"
Oood
picture,
PRINCE
BETTY,
THE (JESSE HAMPTON-PATHE) WILLIAM DES- DEC. 20 THIEVES (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL (DEC. 7)
NOV.
MONDAND(DEC.
21)
•■ Gliidiis liroi kirelt star.i in crook melodrama." — If. P. Neirs.
■' liexniiinil .i/" 'fn.v ;« ciin'ii nncrn nlof " — \r P \ci'-y
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
They
liked
the
star,
Gladys
Brockwell,
here
and
this
PRINCE OP AVENUE A (UNIVERSAL) JAMES CORBETT (FEB. 23).... JAN. 17
production was the type that seemed to fit her I played it with a Sunshine
James ,/. Corbett stars in political storu." — .1/. P. Neus.
Comedy.
'
School
Hotise
Scandal.'
and
it
certainly
was
a
crackerjack
program.
DOLLARS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
CHARLES RAY
Extra liig business one day to big business two days."
(DEC. 28)
JAN. 10 THIRD
GENERATION, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL CAST (JAN.
Tl holesoiiie, eiitrrtaiiiing eomeily drama." — J/. Neirs.
24)
JAN. 31
Exhibitor Comment — " Played this feature to an exceptionally big week, due to the
" Fnirhi interesting picture on a domestic theme." — Af. P. \rirs
holidays
and
drawing
power
of
the
star.
The
picture
wn"s
very
good
and
Ray
THUNDERBOLT,
THE
(FIRST
NATIONAL)
KATHERINE
MACDONALD
had fine support. Direction, photography, sets and titles were all excellent.
(NOV. .ilinkes
23)
NOV. 22
The story fell a little below the level of Rav pictures, but as a whole was fine
■• Poncnnl
in this rital drama." — J/. P. yens.
entertainment. Extra big business nil week "
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
This
picture
is
well
directed
but
the
story
is
much
overREGULAR GIRL. A (SELZNICK-SELECT) ELSIE JANIS (NOV. 9) NOV. 29
drawn. Katherine MacDonald does not draw well here. Average to poor busi" Suitable for the Janis following." — M. P. Neirs.
Rxhibit'ir Comment — " This is not a very good picture. Average to poor business
TIN PAN nessALLEY
(FOX) ALBERT RAY-ELINOR FAIR (DEC. 28) JAN. 10
two da vs."
two dMVS."with
KIDER
IJcense taken
truth in this sentimental tale." — M. P. News.
IDER OF THE LAW UNIVERSAL
HARRY CAREY (NOV. 3)
OCT. 25 Tnwv'4
ROW
VooLDW^^
DEC. tr
TOBY S BOW (GOLDWY^^^ MOORE (DEC. 20)
as a Texas ranger."— M. P. Neirs.
appears
liarru Cnreu
"RThibitor
Comm,.nt— ■■ .\ r-.ord brenker. I^xtrn Iml- Imsincss."
„'
"1',".
C,''
^i,^'
/x,^^//;^'i^„T«,,i
r^r^r
,
THE (HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE)
SESSUB HAYARIGHT TO LIE. THE (PATHE) DOLORES CASSINELLI (NOV. 16).... NOV, 29 TONGKAWAMAN, (DEC.
14)
DEC. 20
"A conventional soli .ti.vfer xUiru." — M. P. Nen-s.
•■ llii naka n il in difft reiit role that scores.'' — If. P. Nen s.
I^xhibitor Comment — " C5ood [licture. but too long and draggv. Big business two
Exhibitor Comment— " The best feature this star has appeared In. Patrons well
nleased and olaved it to big business for seven dnvs."
ROUGE
days."AND RICHES (UNIVERSAL) MARY MACLAREN (JAN. 19).
OF KNOWLEDGE,
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT
JAN. 10 TREEWARWICK
" Often told tale makes obrioiis jiietvre."- — .1/. /'. .Vcir.v.
(JAN. rinis
11)
JAN. 24
.NOV.
SACRED FLAME (SCHOMER-ROSS) EMILY STEVENS (NOV. 9)..
■• Knilirnn WilUnn'S
awau icith the show." — .If. P. News
"Dramatic mrnt in heart intere.it storii." — Af. P. Nens.
TREMBLING
HOUR.
THE
(UNIVERSAL)
KENNETH
HARLAN-HBLBN
.OCT. 2S
■ACRED SILENCE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL (OCT 13)
EDDY (OCT. 26)
NOV. 1
" Dramatic storg of armg life entertains.'' — M. P. News.
" Well knil drinnu of crooks nnd myteru.'' — il. P. yews.
Exhibitor romtiient — " .\vcrau'e business." " rieased verv much. Big business."
Exhibitor Comment — " A pleasing picture to extra big business one day." " A
" A pleasing picture to big business one day." " A very good feature but it
very good picture. Extra big business." " Average picture to poor business
did not get the business. It did poor business for two days."
Consensus— " Good picture, good puller."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
THE (UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS (JAN. 12).,
JAN. 17
SAGE BRUSHER, THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST JAN. 10 TRIFLERS,
two days."
" Reviewer pronounces this a wonderful picture." — M. P. News.
" Will
afford very pleasing entertainment." — M. P. News
Box Office Reports continued on page 1536
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"LIVE
SPARKS"
(BRUNTON-HODKINSON)
iseiv Star in Interesting Vehicle
J. W arren Kerrigan in Variety Picture
.11 Kl.EPHAr\T .MAN i.-^ an iiitere.-tiiig talc of circus
\K1ETY i.s the pre-eminent ciiaracterislic of " Live .Sparks."
life, sympathetically unfolding an appealing romance
iiOiuance, action, humor and pathos punctuate a simple, enam
H
tlif environment of gliltering spangle.-, panoplied V
tertaining narrative, laid for the most part in the oil fields of
111(1 the
Texas.
A
pair
of
rascally promoters connive to gain possession of
tan-hark rings under the " hig top." As a story
" Her Elephant Man " is a n^alistic narrative, whose supreme mo- some valuable property belonging to JNeil Sparks, an absentee owner
ment isreached in the spectacular collap.-e of the " hig top," swaying residing in the Aorth. Neil goes South under an assumed name,
in the grip of a terrific w ind-storm. 1 he pictiirization has pre.ser\'ed unearths the plot and defeats the fraudulent project, to the complete
remarkahly well all the local color and atmosphere of life in the downfall of the conspirators. The light and serious moments altertraveling circus. In this respect the production could hardly be
nate pleasantly in the development of the story, and pertinent subimproved.
titles reinforce the humorous quality of the action.
Through the scenes of this pleasing story flitters the dainty Shirley
One finds variety of situation also, though some of the situations
Mason, w hose charm of personality as the rose of the ring adds fresh are injected with too obvious an effort: a prize-fight breaks in on
force to the appeal of the theme itself. As the winsome hareback the theme at the beginning, while a vaudeville troupe invades the
rider, circling around the hoxed enclosure, atop of her dappled horse, :-ubject towards the close. Despite the digressions, howevr, the main
Miss Mason is at her best. It is only when she discards the part of theme retains a predominaqt position throughout and a smoothgirlish simplicity and attempts the role of maturer years and char- flowing continuity is generally preserved.
acter that her appeal becomes halt and uncertain.
The types are excellently chosen. Kerrigan as Live Sparks "
Albert Roscoe in the role of " The Elephant Man " and Harry swings through the action with his cu-stomary spontaneity of dash
Todd in the part of the little equestrienne's guardian render Miss and high spirits, now as the irresponsible youth of wealth with a
Mason creditable support. As in the case of the star, both these weakness for getting into scrapes and then as the lusty young prosmembers of the cast derive no little meatJure of force from the natpector dogging the heels of his enemies. Fritzi Brunette in the role
ural appeal of the settings in which they are called upon to perform. of Myrtle Pratt registers well in moments of pathos as the motherly
The action at times becomes somewhat overwrought, and the sus- sister of her five orphaned brothers. Roy Laidlaw and John Steppense element loses some of its force towards the close, but with the pling, as a pair of " hicks " posing as "xespectable " oil crooks, perform likewise in creditable fashion. Altogether the production,
general appeal of the story, the charm of its star and the good supwhile
embodying some minor flaws of continuity, is a well-balanced
port accorded her, Her Elephant Man " should take at once with
the ordinary picture audience. — E. F. Supple.
at picturization of a simple but entertaining story, which with the
pleasing personality of its star will probably win the ready approval
THE CAST
PROGIL\M READER
of
the average audience. — Length, 5 reels. — E. F. Supple.
Joan
Shirley Mason
Col. Philip Dorset
Albert Roscoe this" Her
of
theatreElephant
on Man,"
andwhich appears
Sparks interests. Neil, aided by Carpenter
Blake
Henry
J.
Herbert
THE CAST
week,
has
three
strong
reasons
for
winning
The Bride
Ardito Mellonino your favor. It is a circus story to start Neil Sparks
theanddaughter
a man the
deKerrigan and Myrtlefrauded Pratt,
Abbott,of turns
Jerimy
Harry Todd with — the tale of a traveling circus, the sort Aunt HelenJ. Warren
Mary Talbot tables deftlyby Craig
Trixie
Dorothy Lee that used to send the little thrills of de- Hiram Craig
on
the
conspirators
and
perRoy
Laidlaw
fects their complete downfall. The end finds
Produced by William Fox.
light up and down your spine when the Myrtle Pratt
Fritzi Brunette
Story by Pearl Doles Bell.
and
happily enga'-ed
afterpicture
many
news hit town that the circus was coming. William
Carpenter Clyde Benson Neil
trials
and Myrtle
disappointments.
In this
Scenario by Isabelle Johnson.
But with the spangles and the clowns and Bess Kinloch
Beth Ivins of action
and
romance,
J.
Warren
Kerrigan
Directed by Scott Dunlap.
the smell of the tanbark rings, " Her Ele- Phyllis Gwynne
Zelma Maja
at his
best ofin the
ihe Sparks
ro'e of Neil
John Steppling istheseen
phantmanceManand" action
mixes that
an appealing
ro- Jacob Abbott
" live
" wire
family.Sparks,
will stir tale
yourof huHenry
Lavigne
Arthur
Millette
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
man sympathies while revivifying the memo- David Pratt
Joseph J. Dowling
PROGRAM READER
ries of "kid " days at the circus.
The dainty Shirley Mason makes her debut
Produced by Robert Brunton.
Then
there's
the
added
attraction
of
seeDistributed by W. W. Hodkinson.
as
a
Fox
star
in
"
Her
Elephant
Man,"
ing
dainty
Shirley
Mason
in
settings
that
Neil
Sparks
was really
a " liveto "demonwire,
appearing at this theatre on
and make of her a winsome creature of the sawbut he strate
hadthatnever
the occasion
Story
by by
Caroline
Sayre.
fact. hadWealth
had enabled
him
Scenario
Jack
Cunningham.
of the
week. In this picture.
circles under the " big top," and finally
to indulge his weakness for getting into
Miss Mason is seen as the pretty, winsome there'sdust the
Directed by Ernest C. Warde.
appeal
of
a
strong
cast
moving
in
equestrienne of a traveling circus. It is a harmony with the spirit and action of a
scrapes and
of least
rePhotographed by Arthur Todd.
sistance whentohefollow
faced the
the line
problems
of life
tale brightened by the glittering spangles
story that closes with the spectacand gorgeous panoplies of life under the powerful
at
all.
However,
at
heart
Neil
was
trueular collapse of a great circus tent over the
blue, and the crucial test came when two oil
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" big the
top," unfolding an appealing romance heads of the fleeing spectators and peramid
prospectors, formerly civen to the honest
bark rings.colorful surroundings of the tan- formers.
J. Warren Kerrigan's latest Robert Brun- task of tilling the soil, set about with fraudton
production,
"
Live
Sparks,"
is
coming
Philip Dorset, after discovering that his
ulentthedesigns
to acquire
the Sparks
oil interto the
theatre, beginning , for
South.
Neil rose
to the occasion,
SUGGESTIONS
bride has married him only for his money,
days. It is an interesting study of turnedests in the
tables
deftly
and
left
the
aspiring
leaves her to follow her own paths and
a young millionaire transformed from an crooks with the alternative of donning
journeys to Africa to escape old haunts and
Her
Elephant for
Man the
" isexhibitor
rich in exploitacare-free youth of wealth into striped uniforms and marching lock-step or
tion possibilities
who is irresponsible,
associations. In the jungle he falls in with
shrewd,
of the
oil- going back to the dear old farm. They chose
a party of American circus men. He links willing to bring his showmanship to bear
fields.calculating
Intertwined withprospector
the business
phases
his fortunes with theirs, determined never on the subject. A panoplied circus horse of the action
the farm and forfeited the'r oil interests.
is
an
appealing
love
story.
bearing
a
clown
and
conveying
the
message
to reveal his past life and its disappointthe case
—
Sparks has inherited some valuable twoOf ofcourse,
ments to his new found friends. While tour- of the production's appearance at your oilNeil
them, there's
in fact a— woman
and theirin part
interin Texas. He neglects to give
ing the wild country, the party enters a na- house, could be used most effectively in can- any property
t
w
i
n
e
s
a
pleasing
romance
with
an
interpersonal
attention
to
the
oil
interests
vassing the territory surrounding your thetive village and finds an orphaned white girl,
of the star
oil-fields.
Live Sparks
in an "appealing
story"
atre. How about a truck fitted up to repro- left to him and spends all his time amid the presentsestingatopicpopular
Joan, whose father, an American missionary,
duce the appearance of an old-fashioned comfortable surroundings of his Northern which mixes intrigue w th romance. It
has died shortly before, the victim of an
circus
home.
With
an
eye
to
Neil's
money,
Phyllis
band-wagon, with your musicians Gwynne heaps her attentions upon the will be seen at this theatre during
epidemic. The natives, in accordance with
.
the directions
of to
the thegirl's
lateof father,
en- aboard in uniform, to tour the neighboring
'•^■'y= "<:' oiicuuns upun xnc
trust
the
orphan
care
the
circus
SUGGESTIONS
by
'°"a.re, and .s ably abetted
men.
a practice
maketakeit the
bakersthat
Manycookies
streets.
bake ginger
forms oftl
of
moneyed
At make
his aunt
s per
a "catch"
plans to
in heryouth.
Neilthes aunt
th. f^rl^.
taW* about
En route for America, Jerimy, the veteran elephants, horses, etc. atHow
a tie-up\t I suasion,
up theinvolves
varietyanin interesting
this production.
Neil agrees half-heartedly to take ThisPlaypicture
story,
head of the circus, and Philip Dorset be- with the bakeries of your neighborhood? Phyllis
as
his
fiancee.
come strongly attached to their winsome lit- The same suggestion holds for grocers in adenlivened
by
the
introduction
of unexpected
Meanwhile, two former farmers, Craig situations. In the openini; scenes,
vertising animal crackers and like commodtle charge. Then follow happy days under
a prizeities. Your lobby display might include a and Abbott, who have become oil operators,
fight is staged with a police raid that scatthe " big top."
where Joanrider,
develops
charming
little bareback
to the into
greata miniature circus tent with toy clowns, ele- conniveerty, to
ters
the
spectators,
and
in
the
closing
chap-of
gain
possession
of
Sparks'
propwhich is found to be unusually rich in
ter a vaudeville troupe adds another touch
phants, etc., and a liberal scattering of saw" Her
delight
of both
the who
warm-hearted
and Philip
Dorset,
has becomeJerimy
the
dust to suggest the circus atmosphere.
possibilities. Neil's absence makes their novelty. Then there's the star's name and
proposed schemes easy of accomplishment. his winning personality to feature in your
caretaker of the elephants in the show. But
A line of secret pipes is laid from the display.
the passing years also brings the first buds
assistance display
of your would
elecSparks well to their own ground, thus enCATCH LINES
tricalCall
service.inAnthe attractive
of fast-growing
womanhood
to
Joan.
.Eventually, Philip and Joan realize that what
consist in an arrangement set with the name
abling
them
to
draw
ofl
Neil's
supply
to
Love me — love my elephant. See
has started as an affection between guardian
their erty
owndwindles
tap.to The
supply on Neil's
prop-A of the feature in electric letterings sura corresponding
extent.
and
Elephant Man ". at
theatre,
rnounted
by an from
interm'ttent
in zig-zag
bonds charge
of truehaslove.matured into the deeper mencing
message is then sent to the Sparks resi- lines
radiating
a center flash
to give
the efdence in the North, informing Neil of the
Philip with the memories of his previous
fect
of
"
live
sparks."
Or
a
simpler
device
union fast upon him manfully tries to turn
would
consist
in
simply
having
an
electric
drought in
his
property'ssale
oil supply
and
sugSomewould
people
make love in the parlor
gesting
an
immediate
of
the
ground.
How
co
you
like
to
have
the
tide
of
the
girl's
affection
from
him,
but
mcharge
jumping
a
gap
between
two
termmade
love ia Neil suspects a " frame-up " in the sudden
without success. Then ensue misunderinals,
wireless
fashion,
emitting an interSee " Her Elephant Man " at the falling
mittent
flash
and
sound.
off
of
the
oil
secured
from
h's
wells.
standings, doubts and finally open Repara- a circus?theatre
on
.
tion when Philip as a final resort abandons
Moreover, haveMiss
Gwynne's
persistentandatten-he
wearied
his patience,
the circus without any explanations.
DisEven circus people are just "human seizes tions
CATCH LINES
the excuse to escape from the boreap ointments and fresh barriers intervene
folks
for
all
their
paint
and
trimmings.
dom.
but unexpected events and a change of cir- See why in " Her Elephant Man " at
Live wires are dead until you close the
cumstances eventually smooth out the hope- theatre on
Under an assumed name, Neil hurries South switch. See what closed the switch for Neil
of the
week.
less tangle and in the end leave
and proceeds to investigate the reasons for in " Live Sparks," playing at this theatre
Joan hapthe
diminished supply of oil. He at length
Sily content in the arms of her " Elephant
What would you do if you were under a discovers
the fraudulent practice of Craig
.
It is aappeal
story that
w thcannot
romance,
andIan."
a human
fail suspense
to touch big circus tent when it came tottering dovm and Abbott and, communicating with his during
you deeply as it entertains. See " Her over your head in the teeth of a wind-gale? aunt, directs his valet, William Carpenter, millionaire.
Ease and plenty
madeput hire
Adversity
him aob"aobody
kis met-"
to follow him South under the assumed
Elephant
Her Elephant
theatre, com- See
tle. Seetheatre
how on
in " Live. Sparks," at the
mencmgMan " . at the
atre, "before
you decide Man,"
on youratanswer. tlie- name of " Neil Sparks," owner of the
44
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TURNING THE TABLES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY GISH
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 15
" Farce will ngreeahly entertain majority." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — •' A very good picture, big business two days." " Big business all week with Arbuckle comedy on program."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
TWELVE-TEN (REPUBLIC) MARIE DORO (DEC. 14)
JAN. 3
" Heai y drama n ith a tiijistery clement." — M. P. Neirs.
ISa HOURS LEAVE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MACLEAN-MAT (NOV.
16)
NOV. 8
"Best comedy offering of the season." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business all week with attendance increasing
during run in spite of adverse weather. We bring It back for another week."
" Excellent picture, good action and comedy. Big business two days, average
one." '* A very good picture, pleased my patrons. Big business three days."
"Two
newsappreciated
stars made byquite
hit in this
popularwith
story.
Comedy
was clean
and easily
all. aEveryone
delighted
picture
that drew
more
business every night and week finished strong, as people started to talk
about it." " A phenomenal feature which did phenomenal business for me
and pleased my patrons. I played it one week to extra big business every day."
Consen.sus — •• Excellent picture, big puller."
TWIN PAWNS (PATHE) MAE MURRAY (SEPT. 28)
OCT. 11
" This II ill he generally acceptable." — M. P. Neics.
UNDER SUSPICION (UNIVERSAL) ORA CAREW (NOV. 23)
NOV. 22
" Will p Icii .uni 1 1y entertain generally." — M. P. Neirs.
UNDERCURRENT, THE (SELECT) GUY EMPEY (NOV. 23)
NOV. 29
•' Patriotic note may carry this picture by." — il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture of that type. Did not draw. Poor business
two days."
VAGABOND LUCK (FOX) RAY-FAIR (NOV. 16)
NOV. 29
" heart interest and atmosphere here." — M. P. Neiis.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Had
heard
of
this
picture,
got
It
and
put
it
over
for
days to big business. It is not a big production but a pleasing one andthree
my
patrons went away satisfied."
VALLEY OF TOMORROW, THE (AMERICAN-PATHE) WILLIAM RUSSELL (JAN. 11)
JAN. 17
" William Russell in story of vengeance and love." — M. P. News.
VENGEANCE OF DURAND, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
NOV. 15
" Good nu.fijen.yiie dramatic photoplay." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment — " good,
Extra star
good.better
Extrathan
big her
to biglastbusiness
two days."
" Storyto
weak, photography
two releases.
Average
poor
business
all
week."
"
My
patrons
liked
the
star
and
they
liked
the
It certainly was a great production and shows careful preparation. Big story.
business two days to average one."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
VICTORY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. 30) ...... .DEC. 6
"An ab-torbing hemy calibre drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
CojaQ ?nt
superb Thecast.
Story well
though
grewsome, nr^jiV
less— It" Excellent,
holds interest.
grewsome
part pictured
is well and
delicately
handled."
"
A
splendid
picture
which
was
well
accepted
by
male
attendance.
It was rather grewsome for the ladies but many of them enjoyed it. It has a
■wonderful story, well cast, good photography and splendidly directed. Big
business every day for one week." '• This is a good feature with an excellent
cast which held my audience throughout. It did big business for me evei-y
day for one week."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
VIRTUOUS VAMPi A (FIRST NATIONAL)
CONSTANCE TALMADGE
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 29
" Bext Constance Talmadge picture to date." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business for a week. A splendid picture."
WANTED, A HUSBAND
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
BILLIE BURKE
(DEC. 28)
DEC. 27
" Reuisters us liiohlii (itnusing conitdy." — M. P. Neirs.
WEB OP CHANCE, THE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND (DEC. 21)
DEC. 27
Sotliing till-, I,, cause you irorry." — .1/. P. Neirs.
WEB OF DECEIT, THE (CAREW-PATHE)
DOLORES CASSINELLI
(JAN. 18)
JAN. 10
" The dual role seen again." — M. P. News.
" Flashbacks

e
BRAND

STAR

P
RELEASED

Picture

New

T
r > ^ ^ 1,
500K
PLAN BOO]

WHAT EVERY WOMAN
LEARNS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ENID
et
BENNETT (NOV.
9)
NOV,
pl
" Picturization of an average drama." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A very good picture. Extra big busineBB." " A dandy
picture.
Extra butbig every
to bigonebusiness
days." " ThisIt isheld
a little
heavyas for
Enid Bennett,
enjoyedthree
It considerably.
up well
an
average picture. Average business two days." " A good feature which did
big business
for me forpicture,
one day."
Consensus
— " Excellent
big puller."
WHAT'S
YOUR
HUSBAND
DOING (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
MACLEAN-MAY (NOV. 23)
NOV. 2:
" CaptiiBEARCAT
riti7Ui farceWENT
reoisters
class." — SPECIAL
il . P. fieus.CAST (NOV. 2) OCT. 2i
WHEN
DRY high
(WORLD)
' Should register big with majority."— Si. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fairly good picture. Big business two days." "Pleased :
big business
two days."
Consensus
— " Pleasinq
picture, good puller."
WHEN THE CLOUDS ROLL BY (UNITED ARTISTS) DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS (DEC. 20)
JAN. 1(
" Sure fire winner with any audience." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
The
fastest,
funniest
picture
the
star
ever
made.
Betterof
than his last one and has more action packed into it than any other film
its size. Fairbanks at his best and that's going some. Broke all house records
for business. Flood scene was a masterpiece that put them all in the shade."
" A splendid feature which pleased my patrons. I played It for one week and it
did
business
me aevery
" Had
days
but big
business
tookforsuch
drop day."
the first
two this
days picture
that I booked
took itforoff three
the third.
Average
to
poor
business
two
days."
Consensus — " Splendid picture, good puller."
WHY SMITH LEFT HOME (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) BRYANT WASHBURN (OCT. 19)
OCT. 25
" Merit orioun farce amusingly entertaining." — M. P. ^eu s.
Exhibitor Comment — '• Big business three days." " Pleased more patrons than
any picture I have shown in a year. Extra big business three days." " Played
this feature with the Universal feature. ' The Big Little Person,' featuring May
Murray, —to" extra
business
one day."
Consensus
Good big
picture,
goodforpuller."
WIDOW BY PROXY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MARGUERITE CLARK
(SEPT. 28)
OCT. 4
"Should captivate star's followers." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Played this one a full week with Bennett's ' Salome vs.
Shenandoah ' to extra big business all week." " Broke all records with Arbuclde
comedy —on " bill.
business
Consensus
Good Extra
picture,biggood
puller."four days, big business three days.'
WILLOW TREE, THE (SCREEN
CLASSIC— METRO)
VIOLA DANA
(JAN. 11)
JAN. 17
".in original and fantastic tale of Japan." — if. P. News.
WINCHESTER WOMAN. THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
NOV. I
• PItdsing
in spite
of much (FOX)
coincidence.''
— M. P.FARNUM
Neirs.
WINGS
OF THE
MORNING
WILLIAM
(NOV. 24) DEC. •
" Pariium followers will like this one." — il. P. Neirs.
Exhibitor Comment — " The star is always good but the picture is far below the
Pox opinion
standard,thatalthough
pleased.
average
two opportunity
days." It to1b
my
the man it who
passes Bigthisto one
up willbusiness
miss the
do good business. Big business first two days to extra big business last
two. We turned them away the last dav."
WOMAN IN THE SUITCASE, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ENID BENNETT (JAN. 18)
JAN. 24
An unusual picture from erery angle." — il. P. Neics.
WOMAN OF LIES, A (WORLD) JUNE ELVIDGE (OCT. 13)
OCT. 25
•• Presents Eli idge in an unsympathetic role." — M. P. Ncus.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased to average business two days."
WOMAN OF PLEASURE. A (HAMPTON-PATHE)
BLANCHE SWEET
(OCT. 26)
NOV. n
" should exploit as a big production." — il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " .Average business two days." " The title and star brought
in. but picture
days." PETERS
YOU themNEVER
KNOW disappointing.
YOUR
LUCK Big business
(WORLD) three HOUSE
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 29
" Entertaining production, should satisfy." — Jf. P. News.

" on Earlier Releases

" Spltford of Seville ' (Universal) — " A good, average picture to average business
two days."
Trap"business
(Universal)
good, average picture which pleased my patrons, It
did"The
average
for two— "A
days."
" Ace of tlie Saddle " (Universal) — " A good picture to average business for two
days."
" Live is Love " (Fox) — " This is a fair picture which did poor business for one day."
"Two them
Women"
— "This
picture was
by my patrons
and
pleased
very (Vitagraph)
much. Extra
big business
one well
day received
to big business
the following day."
" The Square Deal Man " (Triangle Re-Issue) — " Only fair business on this feature.
Average business two days."
" Shadows
Suspicion
(Metro) no— "doubt
A warowing
play tobased
the Kaiser.
This star
seems
to haveoflost
drawing" power,
his on
death.
Poor business
three
days."
" Woman of Lies " (Republic) — " This picture pleased to average business two
days."
"Shadows of the Past" (Vitagraph) — "Did not get the regular patronage for this
star. Average business two days."
" Home " (Mildred Harris) — " Just an average picture to average business."
" Ace of the Saddle " (Universal) — " This feature did average business for two days."
" The Combat " (Vitagraph Re-issue) — " This picture did average business for two
days. It is a fair production."
"The Climbers" (Vitagraph) — "An average picture to average business one day."
"The Narrow Path " (Pathe) — "A fair picture to average business one day."
"The Climbers" (Vitagraph) — "Great, well liked by my patrons, although it did
not get the business. I will repeat this one. however."
" Appearance of Evil " (Republic) — " A pleasing star to average business two days."
" Days of Daring " (Fox) — " A fair picture which did good business for me for
two days."
" Sins of Mothers " (Vitagraph) — " A fair picture to average business two days."
" A Man's Fight " (United) — -" An average picture which did average business for
two days."
"Way of the Strong" (Metro) — "A Western drama to only fair business two days.
Nothing unusual."
the business
Duanes "we (Fox)
— " A The
splendid
pleased
crowd,business
though forit
did" Last
not doof the
expected.
star picture
is good toin athis.
Average
two"World
days." and Its Woman" (Goldwyn) — "A very good picture to good business two
days."
"A Woman's Foot" (Universal) — "Played this one on the program with the Para-

mount feature, " His OflJcial Fiancee," starring Vivian Martin, to extra big business one day and average business the following."
"Sadie Love" ( Paramount-.\rt craft) — "Although this feature appeared to me t*
be "a Apoor
extra " big(Paralta)
business— the
and which
average didbusiness
the second."
Lawone.Untoit did
Herself
" A first
fair day
picture
extra big
business
for" Wolves
one day."of the Night " (Fox) — " A very good feature to average business
Big Little Person" (Universal) — "Played this one with the Paramount-.A.rttwo"The
days."
craft
feature, • Why Smith Left Home.' starring Bryant Washburn, to extra big business one day and "poor business the next."
"Patriotism"
(Paralta)
— "A Reed)
very —good
featuremany
to bigof business
for one
"Wives
of Men"
(Florence
"Pleased
my patrons
and day."
did good
business
for
one
day."
" The Gamblers " (Vitagraph) — " A very good feature wMch did well. It had them
standing
line." " — Opened our theatre with this one to overflowing crowds. One
" Paid inin Advance
of the best pictures we have ever had."
"The Eternal Triangle" (Universal) — "A novel dog picture which won lots of
comment.
It certainlv
once picture
in a while."
•• Price Woman
Pays "is— good
" An stuff
ordinary
which did poor
for three
days."
, ^business
J
" Girl
Named
Mary
"
—
"
Played
this
feature
to
big
business
for
four
days
and
age business two."
, , .
....
^. ^ aver"Thirteenth Commandment" (Paramount-Artcraft) — "A good picture which was
busiIt was well received by my^ patrons
was splendid
ness every dayinforevery
one detail.
week."
^. , and^ did
j big
,
"The Beauty Market" (First National) — "Up to First National standard. Gave
excellent
to big business
" Going satisfaction
Straight " (Triangle
Re-issue)for— three
" A fairdays."
picture but it is rather old. . It did
poor" Dolly's
businessVacation
for two" days."
(Pathe) — " Average picture to average business for two days.
— "One of Russell's best. Although nobody
Feet it.Pour"
" Sixabout
satisfaction as a good program offering. Average business
it gave(Pathe-American)
raved
for"The
four Wreck"
days." (Vitagraph) — "This one appeared to be very unsatisfactory to my
be, padded. Poor business two days."
and
patrons
"Beasts" seemed
(Fox) — to"A verv good reissue which did average business."
"Veiled Adventure" (Select) — "Constance Talmadge does not seem to be up t»
standard in this one. Average business one day."
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"THE

FEAR
MARKET"
(REALART)

Better Than Average Plot, II ell Produced and Acted
A\
KKY well coiistructcil continuity from the play by Amelia
Reeves (Princess Troubetskoy ), well out of the ordinarjin plot and dramatic incident, coupled with intelligent direction whit'li rarries suspense praetieally to the end of tlie feature, contribute about equally in making this a picture which should register
with the average audience.
The ottering is somewhat slow is getting underway owing to the
necessity of introducing a large cast of principals, all of whom are
essential to the development of the plot. Interest is obtained in the
early sequences by promising something spicy from the " scandal
sheet a" skeleton
angle, with
the closet,
inference
thatorthelater.
star It
is is
going
be found
with
in her
sooner
well totoward
the
end of the picture that the denouement does come which is well for
the picture since this sequence is hardly convincing and lacks in
logic. The ending is noticeably weak.
Miss Brady does not appear until the middle of the feature and
at no time does she dominate the production, since the roles are too
well ilivided to permit any one to riui away with the show." She
is, however, a good type for the part and quite eqvial to its requirements.
The picture has been given a verj- nice production, all the details
being looked after as they should be. Good types have been secured
for the principal roles. The sets used are up to standard and the
photography first class. A better than average picture if one does
not look too closely into the excuse for some of the sequences. —
Length, 5 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Sylvia Stone
Alice Brady
Major Stone
Frank Losee
' -are
■
Harry Mortimer
ver Forni
Ellis
Richard
Hatteras
Jra Hill
Edith Stockton
o Sayres
Bradley Barker
ly Sayres
Nora Reed
ne Carsen
Fred Burton
Dicky Wilkes.Hickman
Emilia
Botti AlfredSara
Biala
Directed by Kenneth Webb.
Story by Amelia Rives.
For the first picture on the new Realart
program, Alice Brady has secured Amelia
Rives'ciety(Princess
great
soplay.This•■ picture
The Troubetskoy)
FearhasMarket
as a vehicle.
been "booked
for
showing at nigthe
theatre begin.
The star has a role in this picture which
her many friends in this city will find unusually suitable. She is the daughter of
the owner of a scandal mongering society
paper which by publishing little quips about
the indiscretions
society
people
makes
itself
feared and inof the
conduct
of its
affairs is not above accepting sums in payment for keeping undesirable reference to
people out of the paper. As the editor
states in " The Fear Market " " Society
pays
for it's pleasant
Brady well
ii unaware
of the vices.
interest Miss
her
father
has
in
the
"
scandal
and
through 1 series of events gets sheet
into a" fight
to put this paper out of business. She
is also
compromised
herself by A scene from " The Fear Market," a
an
unfortunate
chain ofsomewhat
circumstances.
Realart picture starring Alice Brady
The role is one which besides permitting
production
was staged by Kenneth Webb,
the display
of the
star's inemotional
ability whose reputation
also
allows her
to appear
many beautiful
in the society picture is
gowns. In fact the whole production is enviable. The picture
is rich in scenic
lavish in this connection. The play from vesture, good clothes, big sets and
which the picture has been adapted was a coupled with its suspense carrying which
decided success owing to the originality of makes ina photoplay.
feature which is well abovestory
the
its story and the wealth of dramatic ma- usual
terial it contained and has proven an un" The Fear
to the
usually good production for transference to
theatreMarket
for a" comes day
run
the screen.
.
The feature holds interest from begin- beginning
ning to end and will be found a real treat.
SUGGESTIONS
PROGRAM READER
The
suggestion
that isthere
is " spice
" in
this picture we figure
essential
to induce
When Amelia Rives (Prmcess Troubet- dinary.
people
to
expect
something
out
of
the
or" Theis Fear
Market " she
scored askoy)hitwrotewhich
still remembered
for
We would therefore suggest that you bill
its originality and wealth of dramatic situations, for she chose a fertile field from this p-.cture with
as anspecific
exposureinstances
of the secret
being sins
rewhich to evolve her plot, scandal in so- of society
corded of what happened when its indisciety and the use the knowledge of a
cretions
became
known
to
the
editors
of
woman's paper
indiscretions
put by
a society
paper,will" The
Tattler."
Inthe getting
society
which wasmaynotbeabove
beinga this
over
you
necessarily
use
newsbribedenough.
into squelching stories if the price
papers to a large extent.
was
the anword
" fear " to
andcreate
its definition
Such papers do exist, as you well know, youIn have
opportunity
some inand in this picture you may get a very
terest.
Ask
your
public
if
they
are afraid
good idea how this particular brand of that the world will some day know
blackmail is worked " within the law." of their secret sins. Run a story in some
your
" The Fear
star Alice papers stating that the editors could make
Brady
whom Market
you all" has
know as isa particularly
a
million
dollars
in
a
year
if
they
cared
adapted to a role in a society picture. In accept bribes to keep news of certain kindsto
her support are such well known players
as Frank Losee, Bradley Barker, Alfred out of the paper. See if the editors of the
(Continued on last column)
Hickman and other actors of note. The

"THE

LUCK
OF
THE
(MAYFLOWER-REALART)

IRISH"

Up to Divans Usual Standard
THIS is a good Dwan feature which should satisfy the patrons
who enjoy the work of this producer. Although it is a little
slow in getting a start it develops into a fast moving and
colorful story of elemental romance and adventure, with enough
Interest to attract and amuse.
The plot is rather weak, relating the efforts of Gorgan, the hero,
to free Ruth Warren, a girl he has long admired from afar, from the
bands of a tireless villain who follows her all the way around the
world. StiU the story contains many stirring climaxes which are
played in a thrilling manner, among them being the escape of Gorgan from hired thugs in Cairo, and his final rescue of Ruth from
captivity in Singapore.
Alan Dwan again comes to the fore with what may be considered
a remarkable collection of exterior " shots." This is one of his
strong points and he certainly took advantage of it, the story giving
him an opportunity to visit many cities of the world.
And let us also mention that James Kirkwood, who appears as
Gorgan, and Ernest Butterworth, who plays his adopted boy inject
some tridy genuine comedy scenes which, when added up count
largely to the success of the feature. We have not seen Kirkwood
on the screen for some time, but for the portrayal of a character of
this kind his personality and manner give it the correct type. —
Length, 6 reels. — Frank Leonard.
who meets the outside world only througb
THE CAST
little basement window of his plumbing;
William Grogan
James Kirkwood the
shop. He sees and falls in love with a
Ruth Warren
Anna Q. Nilsson pretty
pair of feet, but dares not peep at
Camden
Harry Northrup the owner
for fear his dreams will be shatNorton Colburton
Ward Crane
tered.
The owner is Ruth Warren, a school
"The Kid"
Ernest Butterworth ttacher, who
is greatly admired by Norton
By Harold MacGrath.
Colburton, a dissolute man about town. Ruth
Scenario by Allan Dwan.
is
about
to
marry
Colburton, but rebels at
Directed by Allan Dwan.
moment and runs away. She dePhotographed by Lyman Broening and the last
to take a who
Cook'shastour,
boat
Glen MacWilliams.
meets cidesGorgan,
beenandleftona the
fortune.
Gorgan recognizes the feet and now falls ir.
love with the girl. Colburton sends an acPRESS NOTICE— STORY
known asforeign
the "Jackal,"
to locateisRuth. In complice,
various
cities Gorgan
" The Luck of the Irish " is the title of attacked and Ruth accosted by Colburton,
the feature which will appear at the
her. Gorgan arrives in the
on
of
week. This is an Allan who has followed
to save his sweetheart. ColDwan production of a story by the well- nick of burtotime
n
i
s
punished
and Ruth becomes Mrs.
known author, Harold MacGrath, and tells
of a young and pretty girl who is hounded Gorgan.
by a wealthy man of loose morals, to
whom time and money mean nothing when
SUGGESTIONS
he desires to possess young beauty. The
This feature offers a number of good adgirl has a champion in a manly plumber,
vertising opportunities. First it has a catchy
William Gorgan, who meets the outside
which if billed right ought to attract
world only through the little basement win- title,
dow of his plumbing shop. He sees and the eye of any patron. Second, it has the
falls in love with a pretty pair of feet, but author, Harry MacGrath, who is one of our
known story writers, and third, it ha»
dares not peep at the owner for fear his best
dreams will be shattered. The owner is the director, Allan Dwan, whose wonderful
Ruth Warren, a school teacher, who is productions of late, especially " Soldiers of
greatly admired
NortonRuthColburton,
Fortune,"thehave
attracted
much attention
dissolute
man aboutby town.
is about toa through
publicity
and soexploitation
they
marry Colburton, but rebels at the last have been given.
moment and runs away. She decides to take
Let your patrons know that it is a thrillstory of plain romance and adventure
a Cook's
and onleftthea fortune.
boat meetsGorgan
Gor- that ingtakes
the three principals around the
gan, who tour,
has been
recognizes the feet and now falls in love world before it comes to a happy concluThe cities visited are New York,
with the girl. Culburton sends an accom- Venice, sion.Cairo,
Singapore and Hong Kong.
them. plice, known as the "Jackal," to locate
One bad feature in this production is theIn various foreign cities Gorgan is at- fact that it seems to throw a spotlight oi>
tacked and Ruth accosted by Colburton, Cook's Tours, showing an office of the comwho has followed her. Gorgan arrives in inserts. pany and mentioning it in subtitles and
the nick of time to save his sweetheart.
Colburton is punished and Ruth becomes fault
Still,hasit been
seems committed,
to the writer,
that thethat now
it might
be
Mrs. Gorgan.
turned into good advertising possibilities ii»
that Cook tours are so popular and there are
PROGRAM READER
few intelligent
people
in company.
the smaU
town
who have not
heardeven
of this
Allan
Dwan's
thrilling
and
colorful
story
And
do
not
forget
to
mention
that
of elemental romance and adventure comes Kirkwood is back again on the screen.James
He
to this theatre on
of next
.
known as one of the directors who helped
In this feature many of the principal cities ismake
Mary
Pickford
famous
and
did
such
of the world are supposed to be visited,
which gives the director some fine opportu- wonderful
work with "Bill Apperson's Boy,""
nities to show some spectacular exterior which he wrote and directed.
settings, and as this angle of production is
one
of Allan of
Dwan's
the impressiveness
the strong
picture points,
may well
be
" THE FEAR MARKET "
imagined. Intermingled with the thrills and
the elemental eternal triangle action are sheets will not accept a chance to pat themselves on the back on their independence
some genuine comedy scenes taking place
between James Kirkwood, who appears as in printing all " the news that's fit toGorgan, and Ernest Butterworth, who ap- print."
you were to frame a
pears as his adopted boy. These scenes are story withSuppose
"
(name
practically sure fire and account largely paper)
Coulda heading
Make Millions
If It
Couldof
toward the success of the production. They Be Bought." Then your story explaining.
are realistic and excellently played. The Another headline which will get attention
cast, although not very long, includes some is, " Society Fears the Pitiless Publicity of
or
our best Anna
screenQ.actors.
are NorthJames Its Own Publication." Then give facts
Kirkwood,
Nilsson,"They
Harry
concerning
the society
journals with
and your
therup, Ward Crane and Ernest Butterworth. way
their business
is conducted
A young and pretty girl is hounded by a concluding
reference
to
"
The
Fear
Market
"
in
theparagraphs.
v/ealthy man of loose morals, to whom time
and money mean nothing when he desires to
Use plenty of scene cuts for advertising
th-s production
as clothes are an important
possesspion inyoung
"The William
girl has aGorgan,
cham- item
in it.
a manlybeauty.
plumber,
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Motion

Advance

Information

on

All

Film

Picture
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Release;

All forthcoming him, also current and earlier releases, made by both tlie independent and the regular producers, in short subjects as w<
as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
Aug. 10 — This Hero Stu£F (Wm. Russell)
July 27 — The Tiger Lily (Margarita Fisher)
July 13 — Yvonne from Paris (Mary Miles Minter)
■•bL\li\G A SPECIALS
Valley of Tomorrow (William Russell)
Jan. IS — Eve in Exile (Charlotte Walker)
Oct. 5 — Six Feet Four (Wm. Russell)
The Hellion (Margarita Fisher)

S
5
5
6
7
6
5

AKriUW FILM CORPORATION
The Desert Scorpion (Cobb-Johnson)
S
i he W olves of Wall Street (Cobb-Johnson) 6
Viligantes (Special Cast)
7
Fools' LawGoldof (Mitchell
Lewis)
67
The
Nature (Coleman-NeMoyer-Lee)
SERIALS
The Lurking Peril (Anne Luther-Geo. Lurkin) 15 episodes.
TheEpisodes.
Fatal bign (Claire Anderson-Harry Carter); IS
Lightning
Western. Bryce (Ann Little- Jack Hoxie) ; lS-£pisode
WESTERN DRAMAS
Blazed Trail (Lowell-Crossman-Lawrence) 2
The Northwoods Dramas (Edgar Jones-Evelyn Brent) . .2
ONE AND TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Arrow (Eddie Boulden-Lillian Vera)
1
Hank Mann (Hank Mann)
1
Sunbeam (Fatty Filbert-Bert Tracey)
2
Hank Mann (Hank Mann-Madge Kirby)
2
CHRISTIE FILM COMEDIES
{At State Right Exchanges)
CHRISTIE TWO REELERS
Jan. — Save Me, Sadie (Eddie Bary)
Dec. — Go West Young Woman (Fay Tincher)
Nov. — A Roman Scandal (Colleen Moore)
SINGLE REEL COMEDIES
Kidnapping Caroline
Two A. M
All Jazzed Up
Settled Out of Court
Bobbv's Baby
GAYETY
COMEDIES
Fireman, Save My Gal (Geo. Ovey)
Ladies Must Dance (Geo. Ovey)
Bounced (Geo. Ovey)
ARuined
Saphead's
Sacrifice
By Love
(Geo. (Bletcher-Reynolds)
Ovey)
Twin
Bedlam
(Bletcher-Reynolds)
His Fatal Bite
Cursed by His Cleverness
Are Floorwalkers Fickle?
Cs?Ung His Bluff . :
Love Sick at Sea

2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
11
1
1
1
1

CANYON PICTURES CORP.
{Twelve Two-Reel Westerns Featuring Frankly n Farnum )
Twelfth, The Cowboy and the Rajah
2
Eleventh, Cupid's Roundup
2
Tenth,
"Breezy"
Bob
2
Ninth, Brother Bill
2
Eighth, When Pals Fall Out
2
Seventh, Shackles of Fate
2
Sixth, The Puncher and the Pup
2
Fifth. The Uphill Climb
2
Fourth, Vengeance and the (jirl
2
Third, Hell's
Fury Doyles
Gordon
Second,
The Two
22
First. The Desert Rat
2
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
{Through State Right and Educational Exch.)
Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement Released Once
Every Month Showing Leading Stars at Work and
Play
1
RED CROSS TRAVEL SERIES
The Relief of Poland
1
Constantinople, the Gateway of the Orient
1
America's
on theKingdom
Rhine
Belgium, theWatch
Broken
11
Marie, Queen of Rumania
1
Archangel, City of Snow
1
The Tiny Kingdom of Montenegro
1
BRUCE SCENICS
The Chilkat Cubs
1
Wanderlust
1
SPECIALS
The Why of a Volcano
1
The Second Chance
1
War .Spruce
\
EQUITY
The Forbidden
Silk Husbands
Ey^": nf Yniith

PICTURES CORP.
Woman (Clara Kimball Young)
and Calico Wives (House Peters)
Tiara Kimball You-ic)

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY EXCH.
PAR AMOUNT-A RTCR AFT
Feb. — Young Mrs. Winthrop (Ethel Clayton)
Feb. — Huckleberry Finn (Special Cast)
Feb. — Mary's Ankle (MacLean-May)
Feb. — Black Is White (Dorothy Dalton)
Feb. — The Amateur Wife (Irene Castle)
Feb. — On With the Dance (Special Cast)

6
6
7
S
6
S
S
S
7

Feb.— The Six Best Sellers (Bryant Washburn) S
Feb. — All-of-a-Sudden-Peggy (Marguerite Clark) 5
Feb. — Double Speed (Wallace Reid)
5
Jan. — The Copperhead (Lionel Barrymore)
6
Jan. — What s Your Husband Doing? (MacLean-May) ... 5
Jan. — The Tree of Knowledge (Robert Warwick) 5
Jan. — The Thirteenth Commandment (Ethel Clayton)... 5
Jan. — Too Much Johnson (Bryant Washburn) S
Jan. — The Woman in the Suitcase (Enid Bennett) S
Dec. 3u — livery wuinaii (Special (_a»t>
7
Dec. 28 — Ked Hot Dollars (Charles Ray)
5
Dec. 28 — Wanted, a Husband (Billie Burke)
5
Dec. 21 — A Girl Named Mary (Marguerite Clark) 5
Dec. 21 — Hawthorne of the U. S. A. (Wallace Reid)... 5
Dec.
Wife's
(Dorothy
Dalton) 55
Dec. 2114 —— His
Behind
the Friend
Door (Ince
Special)
Dec. 14 — The Cinema Murder (Cosmopolitan) 5
Dec. 7 — More Deadly Than the Male (Ethel Clayton).. 5
Dec. 7 — Victory (Maurice Tourneur)
S
Dec. 7 — An Adventure in Hearts (Robert Warwick)... 5
Nov. 30— Scarlet Days (D. W. Griffith)
7
Nov. 30 — Counterfeit (Elsie Ferguson)
5
Nov. 23 — The Miracle of Love (Cosmopolitan) 5
Nov. 23 — It Pays to Advertise (Bryant Washburn) 5
Nov. 23 — The Invisible Bond (Irene Castle)
S
Nov. 16 — Twenty-three
and One-half Hours' Leave (Mac- 5
Lean-May)
Nov. 16 — Male and Female (DeMille Special) g
Nov. 9 — What Every Woman Learns (Enid Bennett).. 5
Nov.
(Charles Rajr)
Nov. 99 —— Crooked
Lunch in Straight
Pawn (Marguerite
(^lark) 55
Nov. 2 — L'Apache (Dorothy Dalton)
5
Nov. 2 — Turning the Tables (Dorothy Gish)
5
Oct. 26— The Teeth of the Tiger (Special Cast)
5
Oct. 26 — His Official Fiance (Vivian Martin)
5
Oct. 19 — Sadie Love (Billie Burke)
5
Oct. 19 — Why Smith Left Home (Bryant Washburn) S
Oct. 12 — The Grim Game (Houdini)
S
Oct. 12 — The Lottery Man (Wallace Reid)
5
Oct. S— In Mizzoura (Robert Warwick)
5
Oct. 5 — The Life Line (Maurice Tourneur)
5
Sept. 28— The Egg Crate Wallop (Charles Ray)
S
Sept. 28 — Widow by Proxy ( Marguerite Clark) S
Sept. 21 — Stepping Out (Enid Bennett)
S
Sept. 21— Told in the Hills (Robert Warwick) 5
Sept. 14 — The Miracle Man (Special Cast)
5
Sept. 14 — The Third Kiss (Vivian Martin)
S
Sept. 7— The Market of Souls (Dorothy Dalton) S
Sept. 7— The Misleading Widow (Billie Burk) S
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Jan. 11 — The Garage
2
Nov. 16 — The Hayseed
2
Sept. 7— Back Stage
2
PARAMOUNT SENNETT COMEDIES

PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Feb. 29 — The Growth of the North American...
Feb.
Grandma
Feb. 2215 —— On
The the
LureJobof With
Fashion
Feb. 8— Museum Mysteries
Feb. 1— Famous Women in World's Work
Jan.
Jan. 2518 —— Nature's
Reeling inBeauty
the Big Parlor
Ones
Jan. 11 — A Matter of Form
Jan. 4— The Dream Weavers
Dec. 28 — Camera Surf Studies
Dec. 21 — In the Canadian Wilds
Dec. 14— Clouds and Sunsets
Dec. 7 — A South American Niagara
Nov. 30 — Camera Surf Studies
Nov. 23 — Land of the Midnight Sim
Nov. 16 — Evolution of a Sprmg
Nov. 9 — A Forest Kingdom
TRUEX AND OTHER COMEDIES
Dec. 28 — Too Good to be True (Ernest Truex) .
Dec. 14 Speed (..W St. John)
FILM MARKET, INC.
{At State Rights Exchanges)
The House Without Children
"The City of Purple Dreams
Who Shall Take My Life?
Zongar,
the Dare
Devil of Romance..
The
Natural
Law
The Grain of Dust
The Lust of the Ages
Has a Man the Right to Kill?
Beware of Strangers
Persuasive
Peggy
The Spoilers
The Ne'er Do Well
The Garlen of Allah
FILM SPECIALS
JOLLY COMEDIES
Feb. 23— Girls Will be Girls (Leo Whilte)
Feb. 16 — Pardon Me (Gertrude Selbv)
Feb.
— Hubby's
Selby)
Feb. 92—
The CloseMistake
Shave (Gertrude
(Ben Turpen)
Jan. 26^— Breaking Into Society (Billy Armstrong)....
Jan. 1219 —— ^Artless
Neptune'sArtieStep-Daughter
(Gertrude Selby)..
Jan.
(Harry Fox)
Jan. 5— The Nutcrackers (Ben Turpen)
:=:!=:=r=r=r==^r:r?^T=rTr^

Jan.^BoaTdeT.'."
^.T/. l\iIi:I!!iiiiiii!i."I
FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Dec. i'8-Th%"
21 — Love,s^'tar
Honor
and Behave
2 Feb.
2 — The Turning Point (Katherine MacDonald) . .
Dec.
Lady'son Tailor
19 —— Two
Even Weeks
as Eve (Constance
(Grace Darling)
Nov. 237 —— ADown
the Farm
22 Jan.
an.
12
Talmadge)
Nov. 9 — His Last False Step
2 Jan. 5 — A Daughter
ol Two Worlds iNorraa Talmadge)
Oct. 26 — Salome vs. Shenandoah
•....2
Question
W. Griffith's)
Oct. 12— Up in Alf's Place
2 Dec. 29 — The OldGreatest
Kentucky
(Anita(D.Stewart)
Sept. 14 — Back to the K-tchen
2 Dec. 151 —— In
The Beauty Market (Katherine MacDonald) . .
Aug. 31 — Uncle Tom Without the Cabin
2 Dec.
Nov. 17 — Heart o' the Hills (Mary Pickford)
Nov. 10 — Mind the Paint Girl (Anita Stewart)
PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS COMEDIES
Nov. 3 — A Virtuous Vamp (Constance Talmadge)
Dec. 28 — Housecleaning
Oct.
20 — In Wrong (Jack Pickford)
Dec. 21 — Those Distant Cousins
Oct. 6 — The Thunderbolt (Katherine MacDonald)
Dec. 7 — After the Circus
Dec.
22 — A Day's Pleasure (Charlie Chaplin)
Nov. 30 — Oh, Man
Dec. 22 — A Twilight Baby (Henry Lehrman)
Nov. 23 — Wonder What a Baby Thinks About
Nov. 16 — Burglars
Nov.
Company
Oct. 92 —— The
FLORIDA FILM CORPORATION
City Dude
26
—
A
Handy
Man
Around
the
House
{At State Right Exchanges)
Oct. 19— Fire. Fire
A Dumbwaiter Scandal
S'ciety
Oct. 12S—— Secret
A
Pool ofFortune
Peaches
Saturday
Oct.
Fabulous
Fumblers
Sept. 28 — The Fotygraft Gallery
His Conscience His Guide...
Sept. 21 — A Rainy Day
Fred's
Fictitious
Foundling
Sept.
S'prise Party
Sept. 147—— Skinny,
School N'Everything
and Scandal
Work and Win 'Em
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Feb. 22 — Hoodooed
2 FOX FILM EXCHANGES
PARAMOUNT-HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
BIG PRODUCTIONS
Feb. 29 — The Yankee Watch on the Rhine
Should a Husband Forgive? (Special Cast).
Feb. 22 — Oriental College Boys and Co-Eds
Evangeline (Special Cast)
Feb. 15 — Parisian Faces and Figures
Kathleen
Mavourneen (Theda Bara) . . . .
Feb. 8-— Filming Ferocious Formosans
Checkers
(Special Cast)
Feb. 1 — Belgium Smiles Again
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Jan. 25 — From Blarney to Broadstairs
The AdTentver
Jan. 18 — The Royal Ballet of Bangkok
Heart Strings
Jan. 11 — Mirrors of Nature
Jan. 4— Gaping Gullets of Gifu
Wings of the Morning
Dec. 28 — King Rama at the Royal Wat
The Last of the Duanes
Dec. 21 — In Brittany
Wolves of the Night
Dec. 14 — A Scenic Classic
THEDA BARA SERIES
Dec. 7 — Push Car Trails in Formosa
Nov. 30 — In the Basque Country
Lure of .\mbitior
La Belle Russe
Nov.
23 — The Salt of Anping
Nov.
Nov. 16 — Uncle Sam, Salvager
TOM MIX SERIES
9 — The White Elephant Militant
Three Gold Coins
Nov. 2 — Roiling Down the Rio
The Daredevil
26
—
Lawmakers
of
the
Philippines
Oca.
The Cyclone
PARAMOUNTBURLINGHAM
The Feud
Dec. 28 — Winter Sports « St. Moritz
The Speed Maniac
Dec. 14 — Down the Strand in London
Rough Riding Romance
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
FOX ENTERTAINMENTS
Dec. 21 — From a Piscatorial Angle
The Hell Ship (Madleine Traverse)
Dec.
7
—
Memory
Lane
Her Elephant Man (Shirley Mason)
and Shadows
Nov.
Tin Pan Alley (Ray and Fair)
Nov. 239 —— Sunshine
A Night in June
The Square Shooter (Buck Jones)
26
—
Midst
Peaceful
Scenes
Flames of the Flesh (Gladvs Brockwell).
Oct. 12 — Rainfrops
Shod With Fire (William Russell)
The Shark (George Walsh)
Sept. 28 — When Nature Smiles
Sept. 14 — The Voice of Gladness
The Devil's Riddle (Gladys Brockwell).
Release Information continued on page 1539
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18 Wm.
S. Hart two-reel Westerns, released
The Lincoln Highwayman (William Russell) S Seriesoneofeach
Ihe
a Gypsy (F'lorence
Billings)
S5
wrik
Thieves (Gladys Brockwell)
5
I'he Heart
I'hantomof Honeymoon
(Marguerite
Marsh)
Eastward Ho. (William Russell
S Series ol 15 Kay FJer Columbia two-reel Westerns, reLove, Iloiior, and ? (Stuart Holmes, Ellen Cassidy)...5
leased
cine
each
week
The Winning
Stroke iGcorye Walsh)
5
. Si-KCIAL PRODUCTIONS
riuising■ SiRainbows (Gladys Brockwell)
5
Thru the Roosevelt Country with Colonel Roosevelt. .. .2
A House Divided (Svlvia Breaincr)
6
ra N.Silence
On ( Wi.ham R--;j> ;;;;;;;;;; y_
o
red
w
i;;:;
:f
GAKSOJ
N-INEI
LAN
The Littlest Scout (Violet Blackton)
6
ken Comma ndmenis (Gladys Brockwell) S
TIONS
(Producinn for PKODUC
Open Market)
Wanted for Murder (Elaine Hammerstein) 6
Winning Stroke (George Walsh)
S The Unpardonable Sin (Blanche Sweet)
9
■ Seventh
Prrson (George
Walsh)
SS rile Hushed Hour (Blanche Sweet)
Ihe Other Man's Wife (Stuart Holincs-Lllen Cassi<ly)..6
SERIALS
Sneak ((Gladys
Brockwell)
Web of Chance (Peggy Hyland)
S
The Screaming Shadow (Ben Wilson-Neva Gerber)
GAUMONT COMPANY
Traverse)
IS Episode!
. ciresLostof I'aris
Princess(Madlaine
(Ray-Fair)
S5
(At
State
Right
Exchanges)
The
Trail of the Octopus (Ben Wilson, Neva GerThe Merry Go-Round (Peggy Hyland)
S Tuesdays — Gaumont News
1
ber) 15 l-.in.-cules
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Fridays — Gaumont Graphic
1 CHAPLIN CLASSICS
Real
Roosevelt
2
Training for Husbands
2 "The
2
Dec 28 — The Vagabond
2
A Light Weight Lover
2 Satan on Earth
-Nov. 16 — The Fireman
2
The Great Nickel Robbery
2 The Hand of Vengeance (Serial, ten two-reel episodes) . .
' "cr Private
Heart Snatcher
2
ilusband
2 G0LD\^nfN EXCHANGES
: Naugfctv U ink
2
llODklNSON CORP., W. W.
STAR SERIES
riff
Nell's
Comeback
2
(Releasing Through Pathe Exchanges)
ngry Lions and Tender Hearts
2 SPFCIAI
S
icken a la Cabaret
2
BENJ.
B. HAMPTON-GREAT
AUTHORS PIG
Duds
(Tom
Moore)
S
i he Roaming Bath Tub
2
Back to Nature Girls
2 The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come (Jack Pickford).
TURES, INC.
The School House Scandal
2 The Blooming Angle (Madge Kennedy)
5
(Emerson Hough's)
7
Footlight Maids
2 1 he Paliscr Case (Pauline Frcilerick)
S The Sagebrusher
Westerners (Stewart Edward White's)
7
Water,
Water,
Everywhere
(Will
Rogers)
S The
The
Yellow
Uog
Catcher
2
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
Wild Waves anJ Women
2 Pinto (Mabel Normand)
.=i/
His Naughty Wife
2 Klanie oi the Desert itieraldinr Karrar)
B. Hampton and Ellitige F. Warner)
Dabbling in Society
2 The Loves of Lettv ( P.iuline Fnderick)
5 The{Bcni.
Desert of Wheat (Zane Grey's)
•
Jubilo (Will Rogers)
6 Desert
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Gold (Zane Grey's)
7
The
Gay
Lord
0"ex
(Tom
Moore)
Chewing
J l'\HM-R KKAI). JR., PR inUCTIONS
Jinx
'.5
The PriceGura
of aIndustry
Good Sneeze
Bonds (Mabel
of LoveNormand)
(Pauline Frederick)
The Lone Wolf's Daughter (Louise Glaum)
7
•titig
on
the
Dog
^■
Confidential
(MadgeRogers)
Kennedy)
.'i,S IHETKICH-HECK, INC.
Pawnbrokers
% Strictly
Almost
a
Husband
(Will
Chemists
Vj The World and Its Woman (Geraldine Ferrar) 7 The Harvest Moon (Doris Renyon)
6
Rum Runners
Lord and Lady Algy (Tom Moore)
5 AKTCO PRODUCTIONS
• Mint Spy.
}4 The Girl from Outside (Rex Beach)
7 The C.ii.it'il ( I.e.-ill Baird)
6
Heartsease (Tom Moore)
5
of the Minute (Leah Baird)
<
Dead■ Sour
Eye Violin
Jeff
^}4 Upstairs
Normand)
5 hCynthia
lii
Ki
hRUNTON
PRODS.
Fishing
yi The Peace(Mabel
of Roaring River (Pauline Frederick) 6
5
Through the Wrong Door (Madge Kennedy) 5 Live SlJarks (J. Warren Kerrigan)
I'm Ringing
Vour Party
^H
The
Plumbers
The Lord Loves the Irish (J. Warren Kerrigan) 5
The City of Comrades (Tom Moore)
How Dry I Am
^
The
Fear
Woman
(Pauline
Frederick)
5
The
Joyous
Liar
(J.
Warren
Kerrigan)
S
Shaking the Shimmy
When Doctors Disagree (Mabel Normand)
5 NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
On Strike
^ GREAT
AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
The Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes)
6
He
RightWorse
by Our Nell
'A
For Ain't
BetterDone
of For
V4 The Street Called Straight (Basil King)
The
Cup
of
Fury
(Rupert
Hughes)
7
ting Out His Nonsense
'A The Girl From Outside (Rex Beach)
7 IVAN FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
and
'A
fiRNNISON SERIES
. Plumbers
'A
(At State Right Exchanges)
Confessions of a Telephone Girl
'A Oct. 1 — A Misfit Earl (Bennison)
5 Life of Honor (Leah Baird-James Morrison)
7
Window Cleaners
'A
V
ig.
IS
—
Higii
Pockets
(Bennison)
5
.S
In the Movies
'A
May 11— The Road Called Straight (Bennison)
S Human Clay (Mollie King)
Bound in .'^p.igetti
%
Mar. 23 — Soeedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
5
Ian. 5 — Oh, Johnnv (Louis Bennison)
5 JAi^S PICTURES CORP.
CAPITOL COMEDIES
FKOHMAiN AiMUSEMENT CORP.
Jan. 11 — A Sure Cure (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2 Love Without Question (Olive Tell).
(At State Right Exchanges)
Dec. 28 — Two Dollars, Please
2
TEX.\S GUIN.-VN SERIES
Dec. 14 — The Little Dears (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven).. 2 KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
Just Bill
2 Nov. 30 — A Much Needed Rest (Parsons)
The Boss of the Rancho
2 Nov. 16 — Moving Day (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) . . , . . .22
(Released on States Rights Rasts)
The Spirit of Cabin Mine
2 Nor. 2— His Own Medicine (Parsons)
2 The Land of Long Shadows (Jack Gardner)
S
The Heart of Texa*
2 Oct. 19 — Why Divorce? (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2 Efficiency Edgar's Courtship (Taylor Holmes)
SS
The Call of Bob White
2 Oct. 5 — Oh, Bill. Behave (Parsons)
The
Mi.sleading
Lady
(TIervry
B.
Walthall)
2
The Sacrice
2 Sept. 21 — Honevmooning (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2 Open Places (Jack (Gardner)
5
The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row (R. Traverse) S
MACK SWAIN SERIES
Sept. to7 — Nature
He Did(Mr.
and and
He Mrs.
Didn'tDe (Parsons)
2 The
Close
Haven)
2
Range
Boss
(Jack
Gardner)
S
Nirarod Ambrose
2
The Alster Case (Bryant Washburn)
5
Ambrose and the Bathing Girls
2 FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
S
Ambrose in Bad
2 Nov. 23 — Paper Making
1 The Man Trail (Richard Traverse) ,
16 — Nature's Echo
1 Men
Ambrose's Visit
Winning Ways
ofShoes
the Desert
(Jack
Gardner)
'.
S
Little
(Henry
B.
Walthall)
5
Ambrose
22 Nov.
Nov. 9 — Net Profits (Catching Salmon in Skeena River). 1 Broncho Billy Dramas
1
All Wrong Ambrose
2 Nov.
2
—
Rocks
of
Ages
(Granite
Quarries)
1
Snake ville Comedies
1
Gemini Ambrose
2 Little Bo Peep (Wool Industry)
1
Fables
in
Slang
(George
Ade)
1
Ambrose in Turkey
2 By the Sea (Seeing Atlantic City)
1 Stripped for a Million (Crane Wilbur)
5
Panama Canal
l Strife (George Le Guere)
5
Town
Topics
(Panama
Under
Uncle
Sam)
1
GARDIXER SYNDICATE
SnappingAntics
Snappers
(Fishing
in the Gulf
of Mexico) 11 CHAPLIN REISSUES
Animal
(Pictures
of Animals
in Zoo
on Carmen
4
(At State Right Exchanges, Albany and Buffalo)
South (New Orleans and St. Augustine) 1 AFeb.Burlesque
Yankee Doodle in Berlin
6 Going
Champion
2
Anglers (Trout Fishing on the Ausable)
1 Mar. 11—— The
Mickey
7 The
Jitney
Elopement
2
Home Made (Ready-Made House Building)
l Apr. 1— Work
Birth of a Race
10 Days
2
of
Real
Sport
(A
Boy
Scout
Picture)
1
The Bareain (Wm. S Hart)
6
May 1— By the Sea
1
The Bandit and Preacher (Wm. S. Hart)
5 Caught (Landing Some Big Ones in the Canadian North- west 1
The Hell Hound of Alaska (Wm. S. Hart)
5
METRO EXCHANGES
Staking His Life (Wm S Hart)
5 GOLDWYN-RRAY PTCTOGRAPHS
8 — All Aboard for the Moon
l SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
Satan's
Pawn Road
(Bessie
Barriscale)
The Straight
((Thas.
Ray and Bessie Barriscale) .. .55 Feb.
Feb.
1
—
Marvels
of
the
Universe
I
— A Daughter of the Snows (Mitchell Lewis) 6
One Day
<; Jan. 25 — Hello, Mars
1 May
May
—— The
Dawn
(Bert (Special
Lytell)
The Bandit and Preacher (Wm. S. Hart)
5 Jan.
18
—
Behind
the
Signs
on
Broadway
1
May
The Temple
Marriageso^ of
Mayfair
Cast) 66
The Hell Hound of Alaska (Wm. S. Hart)
S Dec
Woman's Crowning Glory
No 611— —Reformed
1 May
—
Four
Horsemen
(Special
Cast)
6
Saloons
l
Satan's
Pawn Road
(Bessie
Barriscale)
Apr. — Burning Daylight (Mitchell Lewis)
6
The
Straight
(Chas.
Ray and Bessie Barriscale) ... S5 Jan. 30 — Passing of the Old West
1 Apr.
—
The
Skylark
(Bert
Lytell)
6
One Day
5 Nov. 23 — Department Stores on Wheels
1 Apr. — Fine Feathers (May Allison)
6
Nov.
16
—
How
Time
Flie
s
1 Apr. — Parlor, Bedroom and Bath (Viola Dana) 6
How Birth
Molly ofMade
Ciood
' 6S Nov. 9 — Ponchos from Pern
The
Man
i Mar.
—The Hope (Special Cast)
<
Heart of New York
5 Nov. 2— A City of Kings
1 Mar.
— Alias Jimmy Valentine (Bert Lytell) 6
— Juda (May Allison)
<
Oct. 26—
Gold Mining
The Birth of Deniocracy '.'.'.'.'.'.S
i'nThe and a Turtle.....
at'City!'.!!!!i 1 Feb.
63
Oct.
Feb. — Eliza Comes to Stay (Viola Dana)
6
Ousters Last Fight
Oct 19—
12 — Three
Amaz Men in a BoatHeaVrofVGPe
Feb.
—
Shore
Acres
(Alice
Lake)
6
The Real Roosevelt
Trails
2
Feb. — Old Lady 31 (Emma Dunn)
6
Satan on Earth
. .2
Jan. —The Walk-Offs (May Allison)
6
HALL ROOM BOYS PHOTO PLAYS
The reels
Hand of Vengeance (10 episode serial, Gaumont-^
Jan.
—The
Right
of
Way
(Bert
Lytell)
6
each episode)
2 Dec.29— The Lovable Scamps
2 Jan. —The Willow Tree (Viola Dana)
6
Dec. 15 — Taming the West
The each)
Demon's
(Serial in 10 episodes
2 Dec. — Should a Woman Tell? (Alice Lake)
of 2 reels
6
all Shadow
star cas
t
Dec.
I—
The
Chicken
Hunters
2
Dec.
—The
Best
of
Luck
(Special
Cast)
6
Series of 42 Fatty Arbuckle comedies, released one each
Nov. 17 — Pretty Soft
— Fair and Warmer (May Allison)
6
2 Nov.
week
Please Get Married (Viola Dana)
6
Nov. 3 — A Howling Success
2 Nov.
Series of 29 Charlie Chaplin comedies, released one each
Oct. 20 — Nothing But Nerve
2 Nov.
Lombard!, Ltd. (Bert Lytell) •
6
week
Oct. 6 — Almost Heroes
.
2 NAZIMOVA
PRODUCTIONS
Seriesreleased
of 28 one
MackeachSennett
Keystone two-reel comedies',
week
Sept. 22— They Do It On $8 Per
' 2 Mar.
— The Heart of a Child (Nazimova)
7
Jan.
— Stronger Than Death (Nazimova) 7
Series of 28 Sennett Kevstone Liberty comedies,' oiie '''"^^'^^~'^^~^^^~~*^~~~^^~~~~^
iiie Brat (Nazimova)
7
The Red Lantern (Nazimova)
7
HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.
s.n^:Vl^Bl^^i:''i^^,Z^^,Out of the Fog (Nizimova)
7
Seriesedyofdramas,
16 Shorty
Hamilton
two-reel
'We's'tem'c'otii'FAMOUS
DIRECTORS
SERIES
released one each week
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
7
High Speed (Edward Earle-Gladys Hulette) 5
Release Information continued on page 1540
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TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
May — Nothing But Lies (Taylor Holmes)
Mar. —The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes)
Dec. —Nothing but the Truth (Taylor Holmes)

6
6
6

MISCELLANEOUS
(State Right Features)
Vera Mack (Two Reel Western Dramas) Doubleday
Prod. Co
.
The Blindness of Youth (Foundation Film Corp.)
The Confession (Henry Walthal) National Film Corp
ThePictures
MysteryInc
Mind-Serial (J. Robert Pauhne) Supreme
TheArthur
PennyS. Philanthropist
(Peggy O'Neil-Ralph Morgan)
Hyman Attractions
The Whirlwind-Serial
(Chas.
AUgood Pictures Hutchison)
Corp
Before the WhUe Man Came (Northwestern Film Corp.)
A Serico
Woman Prod.
in Grey-Serial
(Arline Pretty-Henry G. Sell)
Co
TheCo
Sacred Flame (Emily Stevens) Schomer-Ross Prods.
Emmett
Dalton (Two Reel Western Dramas) Wilk arid
Wilk
Sky Eye (Sol Lesser)
TheHatch
PriceEnterprises
Woman Pays (Beatriz Michelena) J. Frank
Forced to Wed (Lois Wilson) J. Frank Hatch Enterprises
The Greater Glory (Transatlantic Film Co. of America)
The Lost City (Juanita Hanson) (Warner Bros.)
The Chosen Path (Margaret Leslie — Donald Hall) Emory
Film Co. (Exclusive Features)
Girl of the Sea (Betty Hilburn— Chester Bamett) Williamson Sub.-Sea Picture
TheFilmAdventures
of Helen Series (Helen Holmes) Ayon
Corp
COMEDIES
Doubleday Comedies (One Reel a Week) Doubleday
Prod. Co
Jolly Comedies (Film Specials)
2
Bobby Bums Comedies (Jaxon Film Corp.)
2
Jester Comedies (Territorial Sales Corp.)
2
Ham and Bud (Jans Prods., Inc.)
1
OUTING-CHESTER PICTURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
Balsing Over the Bounding Blue
1
Korearing Around Korea
1
Moosmg Through Kipawa
1
Broadway Will Be Broadway
1
Pilgrimage Through the Clouds
1
Mr. Outing Gets a Pipe Dream
1
The People
Simple inLife
'
The
White
11
No Coma in Acoma
1
Temple Bells and Wayside Shrines
1
Considering Posey
1
The Fifteen Million
1
SCREENINGS
Feb. 7 — The
Great American Yawn and Getting His 1
Angora
Feb. 1 — Barks
Skippers and Men, Monkeys and 1
Human andBeings
Jan. 31 — Bridal
In a Naturalist's
Garden and Horseshoe and 1
Veil
Jan. 24 — Checks
Hippety Hoppety Woppety and Cash Your 1
Jan. 14 — Hattie's Hoodoo and Is Prohibition a Dry Sub- ject 1
PATHE EXCHANGES
Feb. 181—— Other
Men's
Shoes (Craufurd
Kent)
Jan.
Tht Web
of Deceit
(Dolores CassinelH)
67
ian. 11 — Fighting Cressy (Blanche Sweet)
6
)ec
21 — The Prince and Betty (Wm. Desmond-Mary S
Thnrman)
Dec 14 — The A-B-C of Love (May Murray)
6
Dec 7— Brothers Divided (Frank Keenan)
5
Not. 16 — The Right to Lie (Dolores CassinelH) 7
Nov. 9 — A Woman of Pleasure (Blanche Sweet) 7
Nov. 2 — The Gay Old Dog (John Cumberland) 6
Oct. 12 — A Damsel in Distress (Caprice-Hale) 5
Oct. S— Impossible Catherine (Virginia Pearson) ... .5
Sept. 28 — The Twin Pawns (May Murray)
5
Sept. 21 — The False Code (Frank Keenan)
5
THE BLACK SECRET (Serial)
(Fifteen two-reel episodes starring Pearl White and Walter
McGrail).
Feb. 15 — Fifteenth. The Secret Host
2
Feb. 8— Fourteenth, The Hidden Way
2
Feb. 1 — Thirteenth, Wings of Mvstery
2
Jan. 2S — Twelfth, The Chance Trail
2
Jan. 18— Eleventh, The Death Studio
2
Jan. 11— Tenth, The Inn of Dread
2
Jan. 4— Ninth, Webs of Deceit
2
Dec. 28— ighth, A Crippled Hand
2
Dec. 21— Seventh, The Betrayal
2
Dec. 14 — Sixth, The Unknown
2
BOUND AND GAGGED (Serial)
(Ten
Two-ReelCourtot)
Episodes Starring George B. Seitz and
Marguerite
Dec. 28 — Tenth, Hopley Takes the Liberty
2
Dec. 21 — Ninth, A Homeless Princess
2
Dec. 14 — Eighth, Arrested
2
Dec. 7 — Seventh, A Fatal Error
2
Nov. 30 — Sixth, Out Again, In Again
2
Nov. 23 — Fifth, Held for Ransom
2
Nov. 16 — Fourth, An Unwilling Princess
2
Nov. 9— Third, Snared
2
Nov. 2 — Second, Overboard
2
Oct. 26 — First, The Wager
2

All

THE ADVENTURES OF RUTH
(Fifteen liamTwo-reel
Human and Episodes
HerbertStarring
Heyes) Ruth Roland, WilFeb. 22— Nmth, The Cellar Gangsters
2
Feb. 15 — Eighth, The Harlem Model
2
Feb. 8 — Seventh, The Substitute Messenger 2
Feb. 1 — Sixth. The Border Fury
2
Jan. 25 — Fifth, The Bank Robbery
2
Jan. 18 — Fourth, The Stolen Picture
2
Jan. 11 — Third, The Bewitching Spy
2
Jan. 4— Second, Kidnapped
2
Dec. 28 — First, The False Countess
2
DAREDEVIL JACK
Dempsey)Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Jack
(Fifteen
Feb. 22— Second, The Ball of Death
2
Feb. 15 — First, The Mysterious Bracelets
3
AFTER THIRTY
(t<ix Tiro h'<i Drcif
l Vomedii
Featuring Mrs. Sydney
mill Dramas
.loliii. Cumberland)
Feb. 22— The Charming Mrs. Chase
2
ROLIN COMEDIES
Feb. 22— Raise the Rent (Snub Pollard)
1
Feb. 15— Waltz Me Around (Snub Pollard)
1
Feb. 8 — Getting Hib Guat (Snub Pollard) 1
1 — All Lit Up (Snub Pollard)
1
Pollard) 11
(Snub Pollard)
Dentist(Snub
25—
18— The
SlippervDippySlickers
11— Why Go Home (Snub Pollard)
1
4— Red Hot Hottentots (Snub Pollard) 1
Jan. 28—
Dec
The
Floor
Below
(Snub
Pollard)
1
Jan. 21— Tough Luck (Pollard— Davis)
Dec.
1
Dec. 14 — Looking tor Trouble (Snub Pollard) 1
Jan.
Dec. 7— How Dry I Am (Pollard-Davis) 1
Nov.
It's A inHard
Nov. 2330—— Order
the Life
Court(Pollard-Davis)
(Pollard-Davis) 11
ROLIN TWO REELERS
Feb. 8 — His Royal Slyness (Harold Lloyd — Mildred
Davis)
2
Dec. 28 — From Hand to Mouth (Harold Lloyd— Mildred
Davis)
2
Nov.
302 —— Bumping
Capt. Kidd'sintoKidsBroadway
(Lloyd— Daniels)
Nov.
(Lloyd, Pollard — 22
Daniels)
TWO-REEL SPECIALS
Nov. 23 — Miss Gingersnap (Baby Marie Osborne) 2
Oct. 12 — Daddy Number Two (Baby Marie Osborne) . .2
THE TIGER'S TRAIL (Serial)
(Starring Ruth Roland and George Larkin; Astra)
July 27— Fifteenth, The Tiger Face
2
July 20 — Fourteenth, At the Pistol's Point
2
July
Idol
22
July 13—
6— Thirteenth,
Twelfth, TheT"ieTwoFalse
Amazons
BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Feb. 15 — Respectable by Proxy (Breamer — Gordon). 6
Jan. 4— My Husband's Other Wife (Breamer — Gordon). 6
Nov.
DawnMoonshine
(Sylvia Breamer
— Rob't. Gordon) 66
Oct. 1930—— The
Trail (Breamer-Gordon)
NEWS REELS
Simdays — Tonics of the Day
Wednesdays — Pathe News
1
Saturdays — Pathe News
^
1
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
(At State Right Exchanges)
Tie Boomerang (Henry B. Walthall)
Virtuous Sinners (Wanda Hawley)
Sins of the Children (Alma Hanlon)
Wives of Men (Florence Reed)
REALART PICTURES CORP.
SPECIAL FEATURES
Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's)
7
The Mystery of the Yellow Room (Chautard's) 6
STAR PRODUCTIONS
The Fear Market (Alice Brady)
S
Anne of Green Gables (Mary Miles Minter)
6
Erstwhile Susan (Constance Binney)
5
REPUBLIC DIST. CORP.
Feb,
~The -Blue -Pearl. (Edith
-Hallor). 56Jan. —^rirb7^(Cla;r'
Jan. — The Amazing WomanKi;;airfou;;)'
(Ruth Clifford) S
Jan. — Twelve-Ten (Marie Doro)
S
Nov. 24 — The Steel King ( Elvidge-Love) 5
Nov. 17 — You Never Know Your Luck
5
Nov. 10 — The Poison Pen (Tune Elvidge)
5
Nov. 3 — Me and Captain Kidd (Evelyn Greeley) 5
Oct. 27 — Arizona Cat Claw (Edythe Sterling) 5
Oct. 20 — The Black Circle (Creighton Hale)
5
SPECIALS
Mar.
16 — What
The Better
'Ole
55
Feb. 10—
Shall We
Do With Him?
ROBERTSON-COLE PRODUCTIONS
SUPERIOR PICTURES
Seeing it Through (ZaSu Pitts)
"The
Luck ofPrince
Geraldine
LairdHayakawa)
(Bessie Barriscale)
The Beggar
(Sessue
The Third Generation (Brentwood)
Haunting Shadows (H. B. Warner)
Beckoning Roads (Bessie Barriscale)
The
Man ^ (Sessue
Heart Tong
of Juanita
(BeatrizHayakawa)
Michelena)

5
5S
5
5
5
SS

Release Information continued on page 1541

Film

Picture

N e u.

Releasej

A Fugitive from Matrimony (H. B. Warner) .
The Blue Bandanna (William Desmond)
The Illustrious Prince (Sessue Hayakawa) . . . .
SPECIALS
The
Cheater (Tourneur)
(Gasnier's)
The 'Beloved
Broken Butterfly
SUPREME COMEDIES
A Four Cylinder Frame-Up
MoUie's Millions
Her Nearly Husband
Hearts and Diamonds
Their Little Wife
Pass
the Apples, Happy?
Eve
Are Honeymoons
Struck Out
Good Night Judge
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
Marooned in the South Seas
The City of Broken Old Men
Recruiting in the Solomons
Lonely South Pacific Missions
Domesticating Wild Men
Cruising in the Solomons
Saving
the Hula
South Seas
The HomeSavages
of thein Hula
Through the Isles of the New Hebrides
Tulagi, A White Spot in a Black Land.
AnvFlVTTTRP KCVNICS.
AUVtlNlUKt
Sons of SalooskmSCtlNiLS
Sheep
Leavenworth.
FlamingO' Ice
The Last Resort
The Forbidden River..
I and the Mountain . . .
Tust Over Yonder . . . .
SELZMCK ENTERPRISES (LEWIS)
SELZNICK PICTURES
(Distributed
Exchanges)
The Woman
God Sentthrough
(Zena Select
Keefe)
His
Wife's
Money
(Eugene
O'Brien)
Footlights and Shadows (Olive Thomas)
The Imp (Elsie Janis
Sooner or Later (Owen Moore)
CJreater Than Fame (Elaine Hammerstein)
The
(Eugene O'Brien)
Out Broken
Yonder Melody
(Olive Thomas)
A Regular Girl (Elsie Janis)
Piccadilly Jim (Owen Moore)
The Glorious Lady (Olive Thomas)
SealedCountry
Hearts Cousin
(Eugene(Elaine
O'Brien)
The
Hammerstein)
SELECT PICTURES
(Distributed through Select Exchanges)
She Loves and Lies (Norma Talmadee)
The Last of His People (Mitchell Lewis)
The Undercurrent (Guy Empey)
A Scream in the Night (Special Cast)
Faith of the Strong (Mitchell Lewis)
The Isle of Conquest .(Norma Talmadge)
NATIONAL PICTURES
(Distributed
Select Exchanges)'
Blind Youth
(Special through
Cast)
Just a Wife (Special Cast)
REPUBLIC PICTURES
(Distributed through Republic Exchanges)
Trilby ball
(Reissue) Tourneur Young
Production with Clara KimGirl of the Sea (Williamson Submarine Prod.)
The Amazing Woman (Ruth Clifford)
The Blue Pearl (Edith Hallor)
Twelve-Ton (Herbert Brenon Prod.), Marie Doro
KINOGRAMS
Every Tuesday and Saturday.

I
55 I{
Si
S
5
55i
S
5
5
55
6
S
7
6
6
6
5
5
i
6
5
5
5

SIATE RIGHT EXCHANGES
DOLL VAN FILM CORP. (CHICAGO)
(In Illinois,
Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
The Mad
Lover
Public Defender
Carmen of the Klondike
The Grain of Dust
Hearts of the World
The Crucible of Life
Nine-tenths of the Law

SPECIAL
FILM COMPANY, INC. (N. Y. STATE)
DOO LEE PRODUCTIONS
Are You Legally Married (Lew Cody — Rosemary Thebe) .
Reclaimed (Niles Welch — Juvenile Scott)
Window to Every
OppositeMan(Leah
— James Morrison)
Once
(JackBaird
Sherrill)
SELECTED PRODUCTIONS
Stripped for a Million (Crane Wilbur)
The
(JackSmiled
Sherrill(Neal
— ^Alma
Hanlon)
When Profiteer
the Desert
Hart)
Miss Arizona (Gertrude Bondhill)
His Daughter Pays (Gertrude McCoy)
,
Denny
from
Ireland
(Shorty
Hamilton)
S'
Pen Vulture (Shortv Hamilton)
S
The Snail (Shorty Hamilton)
5
The
Ranger
(Shorty
Hamilton)
5S
When Arizona Won (Shorty Hamilton)
Gale Henry Comedies (2 reels — one every two weeks — .
Bull's Eye Comedies (2 reels — one every two weeks)...
Original
Billy West Comedies (2 reels — one every two
weeks)
Neal Hart (2 reel dramas — one every two weeks)
Al Jennings (2 reel dramas — one every two weeks)
Napoleon and Sally (one reel comedies)
Tom Mix (one reel dramas, re-issues)
.\nn Little (2 reel Western dramas, re-issues)
Lightening Bryce (Fifteen Episode Serial)

February
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All
on
Information
( ('o)if iiiiK 1/ Jioin initjv l."i40i
Dec 1 — A l}<irn>anJ Romanti: ^Charlle of the Orient)..
Dragon's
Den
The
Neuse
SiAGh \Vt»MK,\ 5 WAK RELIEF SERIES
Perilous Trails....
Feb. 16 — The Madonna of the Slums (Blinn-Eagles) 2
Wolf Nights
The Scarlet Moon.
fcb. i — lom'ti Uiitlc Star (Constance Binney-Otis ^kin-^
Jan"^19—
Dad
Jan. 12 — Roiiieo's
A Baby
Doll (Thos.
Bandit Wise-Gail
(Mrs. JoeKane)
Martin-Jimmy 22
iTRlA^GLE EXCHAJNGES
Adams)
Feb. 15 — Tiger Girl (Lillian Gish-Roszika Dolly)
S Tan. S — The Inner Ring (Wm. Courtenayjane Grey)... 2
(Dorothy Dalton) 5 Dec. 22 — She's Everywhere
(Enid Markey-Montague 2
.-^ Gamble inperSouls(Charle
ijan.25—
..5
s Rav)
Love)
Clodhop
The
—
4
Jan.
en Moore). 5 Dec. IS — The Good Ship Rock 'N Rye (Mrs. Jow MarUec 14 — Betty of Greystone (Dorothy Gish-Ow
)
y
Not. 23 — The Flame of the Yukon (Doroth Dalton 5
tin-Jimmy Adams)
2
Dec. 8 — The Mite of Love (Mabel Taliaferro-Robt.
1 MACK SENNETT KEYSTONE COMEDIES
Edeson)
I Feb. 8— The Dancing Master (Alice Lake)
.2 Nov. 17 — An Honorable Cad (Shelly Hull-Julia Dean)... 22
I Jan. 25 — She LoTcd a Nut (Mary Thurman-Ray Griffith). S Oct.
27 — Fighting Mad (Maclyn Arbuckle)
2
18 — Mabel's Speed Cop (Mabel Normand-Roscoe 1 WESTERN
AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
I Jan.
Arbuckle)
Feb. 21 — A Sagebrush Gentleman (Burns-Merriam) 2
I Jan. 11 — Only a Farmer's Daughter (Lotuse FazendaCharles Murray)
• d-• • ' Feb. 14 — Kaintuck's Ward (Bums-O'Dare) 2
Norman
l
(Mabe
Feb. 7 — Ihe Prospector's Vengeance (Field-Moore) ... .2
ce
Roman
Lunch
4— AAr
n.
!Ja
ckle)
buRoom
\' * Jan. 30 — Blind Chance (Bob Burns-Peggy O'Dare 2
n)..!
Dec.Rosco
28 —e Fast
Trains
and Slow Women
(Syd.
Chapli
17 — West Is Best (Hoot Gibson-Josephine Hill) 2
Dec 21 — Kevstone Babies
2 Jan.
Jan. 10 — The Jay Bird (Hoot Gibson-Josephine Hill) 2
Dec. 14 — Crashing Through (Ford Sterling)
1
Jan.
3 — The Line Runners (Arnold Gregg-Helen HowDec. 7— The Life of Reilly (Ford Sterling) 2
ard) 2
Dec.
27
— The Counterfeit Trail (Magda Lane-Ed Hen•triangle COMEDIES
n
es ey) 2
Feb. 22— The Love Riot.
Dec. 20 — The Double Hold-Up (Hoot Gibson-Josephine
Feb. 1— His Baby Doll. .
Hill)
2
Dec. 13— The Lone Hand (Hoot Gibson-Josephine Hill). 2
Dec. 6— The Kid and the Cowboy (Mildred Moore-Art
iTYRAD PICTURES, ENG.
Accord)
2
Broken Hearts (Gareth Hughes)
S
Nov. 29— The Trail of the Hold-Up Man (Hoot Gib,It Happened in Paris (Mrae. Yorska)
5
son-Magda
Lane)
2
llHuman Passions (Lottie Tilford)
S Nov. 22 — The Fighting Line (Art Accord-Mildred Moore). 2
llMan and Woman (Betty Mason)
5
Face in the Watch (Hoot Gibson-Josephine
Red Viper (Gareth Hughes)
6 Nov. 15 — TheHill)
2
:r Wife and Mine (Eve Dorington)
5 THE MIDNIGHT MAN
the Children Pay (Gareth Hughes)
7 Dec. 29 — Eighteenth, A Wild Finish
2
Brind's Wonders of Nature (One every week)....
22 — Seventeenth, The Cave of Destruction 2
:.ny
Dooley Comedies (Johnny Dooley — one every 2 Dec.
Dec. IS — Sixteenth, Hurled from the Heights
2
intht
Dec. 8 — Fifteenth, The Wheel of Terror
2
Dec. 1 — Fourteenth, Flames of Fury
2
Nov. 24 — Thirteenth, A Figh tto a Finish
2
iUiMTED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Nov. 17 — Twelfth, The Tunnel of Terror
2
Jan. IS — PoUyanna (Mary Pickford)
6
10 — Eleventh, The Death Ride
2
Dec 29 — When the Clouds Roll By (Douglas Fairbanks). 6 Nov.
Nov. 3 — Tenth, The Blazing Torch
2
Oct. 20 — Broken Blossoms (D. W. Griffith) 6 Oct.
27
—
Ninth,
A
Society
Hold-Up
2
i| Ser>' 1 — His Majesty the Americm ( Douelas Fairbanks). 8 Oct. 20 — Eighth, The Shadow of Fear
2
THE GREAT RADIUM MYSTERY
Feb. 9 — Eighteenth, Liquid Flames
2
MTED PICTURE THEATRES
2 — Seventeenth. The Wheels of Death
2
Eternal Mother (Florence Reed)
5 Feb.
26 — Sixteenth. Over the Cataract
2
ihe Corsican Brothers (Dustin Farnum)
S Jan.
Tan. 19 — Fifteenth, The Faming Arrow
2
AHerMan's
(Dustin Reed)
Farnum)
S5 Jan.
12 — Fourteenth, Hemmed In
2
Game Fight
(Florence
Jan.
The Scalding Pit
22
CUCKOO COMEDIES
Dec 29S—— Thirteenth,
Twelfth. Shackled
2
The Sultan of Djazz (Bobbie Burns-Jobyna Ralston) .... 2 Dec. 22 — Eleventh, Perils of Doom
2
n r Shimmy Jim (Burns-Ralston)
2 Dec. IS — Tenth, Creeping Flames
Dec. 8 — Ninth, The Roaring Road
2
SY nTZGERALD COMEDIES
Dec.
1
—
Eighth,
In
the
Clutches
of
a
Madman
2
y's Financial Fliwer
2 THE LION MAN
L is^y'a Sa-Jsv Stockir^gj__^j_;_^_;_j_j_j_j_j_j_j_j_j_._. 2
{Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring KathT MVERS-AL EXCHANGES
leen O'Connor and Jack Perrin)
Feb.
16 — Eighth, The Dungeon of Despair
2
CIAL ATTRACTIONS
Feb.
9
—
Seventh,
2
and Riches (Mary MacLaren)
5 Feb. 2 — Sixth, In Doomed
the
House
of
Horrors
2
i-d Men (Harry Carey)
5 Jan. 26 — Fifth, In the Lion's Den
2
Phantom Melody (Monroe Salisbury)
S Jan. 19 — Fourth. A Devilish Device
2
fririers (bdith Roberts;
5 Jan. 12 — Third, The Kidnappers
2
Day She Paid (Francelia Bilington)
5 Jan. 5 — Second. The Rope of Death
2
Pointing Finger (Mary MacLaren)
5 Dec. 29 — First. The Flames of Hate
2
ELMO
THE
FEARLESS
'jn
Fightin'Roberts-Frank
(jentleman (Harry
Carey)
55
\ (Edith
Mayo)
SuspicionWife(Ora(Monroe
Carew-Forrest
Stanley) 55
{Eighteen
Lincoln ) Two-Reel Episodes Starring Elmo
,Hi3 :erDivorced
Salisbury)
(The
Trembling
Hour
(Helen
Eddy-Kennth
Harlan)
5
Feb.
The Racing Death
2
The Rider of the Law (Harry Carey)
6 Feb. 169—— Second,
First, the Wreck of the Santiam
2
Brute Breaker (Frank Mayo-Kathyrn Adams) 6 NEWS
AND
MAGAZINE
REELS
V EL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Mondays
—
Hearst
News
(International)
I
2 — The Great Xir Robbery (Lieut. Ormer LocklearWednesdays — International News
1
mcelia Billington)
6
Fridays
— Current Events (International) 1
17 — Blind Husbands (Eric Van Stroheim) 6 Fridays
—
New
Screen
Magazine
(Universal)
1
13 — The Right to Happiness (Dorothy Phillips) .... 8
- 1— Forbidden (Mildred Harris)
6
1 — Paid in Advance (Dorothy Phillips) 6 VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
,11 WEL COMEDIES
Deadline at Eleven (Corinne Griffith)
5
Feb. 9 — Over the Transom (Mrs. Joe Uartin- Adams) ... 1 The
Juggernaut (Anita Stewart)
5
ENTLR\ CUMLDILS
The Birth of a Soul (Harry T. Morey)
6
Peb. 11 — Good Little Brownie (Century Wonder Dog).. 2 Human Collateral '(Corinne Griffith)
66
Midnight Bride (Gladys Leslie)
an.
Busy and
DayWild
(Century
Wonder Lions).
Dog).. 22 The
The Sins of the Mother (Anita Stewart)
6
an. 2814 —— Brownie's
Naughty Lions
Men (Century
vWhen a Man Loves (Earle Williams)
6
Dec. 22 — Weak Minds and Wild Lians (Adams-NelsonPegeen
(Bessie
Love)
6
Engel and Lions)
2
The
Darkest
Hour
(Harry
Morey)
6
3ec. 8— A Lucky Dog's Day (Century Wonder Dog).... 2 The Tower of Jewels (Corinne (iriffith)
S
^ot.
Brownie's Doggone "Tricks (Dog and Girls). 2 The Golden Shower (Gladys Leslie)
5
?TAR 3 —COMEDIES
The
Combat
(Anita
Stewart)
S
eb. 16 — Old Clothes for New (Lyons-Moran) 1 The Black Gate (Earle Williams)
S
eb. 9 — Non-Skid Love (Lyons-Moran)
1 VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
eb.
2
—
Ain't
Nature
Wonderful
(Lyons-Moran)
1
Fortune Hunter (Earle Williams)
7
26 — Bungled Bungalows (Lyons-Moran) 1 The
Slaves of Pride (Alice Joyce)
6
Sweet Dry and Dry (Lyons-Moran) 1 The
an. 1219 —— The
Vengeance
of
Durand
(Alice
Joyce)
7
Some
Shimmiers
(Lyons-Moran)
1
an. S — Sweet Patootie (Lyons-Moran)
(Corinne Griffith)
6
1 The Climbers
Wolf (Earle Williams)
6
)ec 22 — In the Good Old Days (Lyons-Moran) 1 The
)ec. 8— Woes of a Woman (Lyons-Moran) 1 BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
)KEH KOMEDIES
Maids and Muslin (Jimmy Aubrey)
2
an. 12— Bill's Wife (Ben Wilson)
Knights and Knighties (Montgomery and Rock) 2
1 Pipe
and Prizes (Harry Mann)
2
)ec 29 — Seeing Things (Neal Burns)
1 DamesDreams
and Dentists (James Aubrey)
2
)ec IS — His Lucky Blunder (George Over)
1 Throbs and
(Montgomery and Rock)
2
Jec 1— Tailor Maid (Neve (ierber)
1 Switches andThrills
Sweeties (James Aubrey)
2
Jot. 17 — Babies Is Babies (Neal Bums)
1 Rubes and Robbers
and Rock)
2
Jot.
3 — Bill'sCOMEDIES
Anniversary (Ben Wilson)
1 Bungs and Bunglers(Montgomery
(James Aubrey)
2
lAINBOW
Caves
and
Coquettes
(Montgomery
and
Rock)
2
f«b. 18— The BoU Thrower (Gregory-Enjel) 2 HARRY SEMON COMEDIES
eb. 4— Over the Ocean Wave (Charlie of the Orient) . .2
2
an. S— Adam and Eve a la Mode (Bathing Beauties).. 2 The Head Waiter
Advance

Film

Releases

Dew Drop Inn
22
Dull Care
The Simple Life
2
His Home Sweet Home
2
The Star Boarder
2
(J. HtiNKl (TWO REELERS)
A Philistine in Bohemia (Edna Murphy)
2
The Call Loan (Jay Morley)
2
The Dream (Alice Calhoun)
2
Telemachus,
Friend
(Kate(Ethel
Price)
While the Auto
Waits
Fleming-Regan Stewart).. ',32
The Church With an Overshot Wheel (Ethel Fleming)... 2
The Roads We Take (Jay Morley)
2
The
Day Resurgent
(Campbell-O'Brien)
The Friendly
Call (Walter
Miller-Julia Gordon) 22
WOLFVILLE TALES (TWO REELERS)
The
War (Nell (Nell
Shipman)
The Washerwoman's
Trials of Texas Thompson
Shipman) 22
Switches and Sweeties (James Aubrey)
2
Rubes and Robbers (Montgomery and Rock)
2
THE INVISIBLE HAND
(FifteenSetting
Two-Reel
Episodes Starring Antonio Moreno) 3
First,
the Snare
Second, T N T
2
Third, Winged Death
2
Fourth, Gassed
2
Fifth, Dodging Disaster
2
Sixth, The Closing Jaws
2
Seventh, The Submarine Cave
2
Eighth, Outwited
2
Ninth, A Heather Sacrifice
2
Tenth, The Fender of Flesh
2
Eleventh, Flirting With Death
2
Twelfth, The Dungeon of Despair
2
Thirteenth, The Plunging Peril
2
Fourteenth, A Modern Mezeppa
2
Fifteenth, Closing the Net
2
SMASHING BARRIERS (Serial)
(Fifteen The
two-reel
featuring Willian Duncan) 2
Fifteenth,
Humanepisodes
Chain
Fourteenth, Trapped Like Rats
2
Thirteenth, The Deadfall
2
Twelfth, Explosive Bullets
2
Eleventh, The Den of Deviltry
2
Tenth, Overpowered
2
Ninth, The Dynamite Tree
t
Eighth The Murder Car
2
Seventh, The Fatal Flight
2
Sixth, Downward to Doom
2
Fifth, The Living Grave
2
PERILS OF THUNDER MOUNTAIN
(Fifteen
CarolTwo-Reel
Holloway)Episodes Starring Antonio Moreno and
Fifteenth,
Fate's
22
Fourteenth, The Verdict
Hut of Disaster
Thirteenth, The River of Dread
2
Twelfth, The Rushing Horror
2
Eleventh,
In
the
Ocean's
Grip
3
Tenth, The Flaming Sacrifice
2
Ninth, Prisoner of the Deep
2
W. H. PRODUCTIONS
The Lost Battalion (Special Cast)
7
Mickey
(MabelBusiness
Normand)
Everybody's
(Richmond-Calhoun) '.67
Satan's
Pawn Road
(Bessie(Bessie
Barriscale)
The
Straight
Barriscale)
i s5
The Hell Hound of Alaska (Wm. S. Hart)
5
Staking His Life (Wm. S. Hart)
5
Hhe Superman (Sansonia)
5
Custer's Last Fight (J. Barney Sherry)
.36
The Bargain (Wm. S. Hart)
Tillie's Punctured Romance (Dressier)
fi
The Mystery of 13 (Ford-Theby) IS Episode Serial
The
Hawk's
Trail
(King
Baggot)
15
Episode
Serial
ONE AND TWO REELERS
W. S. Hart Dramas
2
KeystoneHamilton
Comedies Comedy
(LibertyDramas
Brand) '.'.. .21
Shorty
Kay Bee Dramas (Union Brand)
2
Kay Bee Dramas (Cloumbia Brand)
2
Arbuckle Comedies
1
Chaplin Comedies
. . .14 2
Bennett Keystone Comedies
2
Some Nerve (Charlie Chaplin)
'. 1
Keystone
and Arbuckle
Comedies
1 & .'21
Lord
Helpus
Chaplin)
Keystone
Kid (Charlie
Comedies
2
WILK (JACOB)
FEATURES
(At State Rioftt
Exchange*)
4LICE BRADY FEATURES
Maternity
The Trap
A Woman Alone
Darkest Russia
Dancer's
Peril
AThe Gilded
Cage
La Boheme
The Rack
The Divorce Game
Spurs
Sybil
Miss ofPetticoats
Self-Made Widow
The Hungrry Heart
ROBERT WARWICK FEATURES
Man of the Hour
Stolen Voice
Friday
13th
Human the
Driftwood
The Man Who Forgot
Famil:^
Face in Honor
the Moonlight
All Man
ASudden
Girl's Riches
Folly
False Friend

5
S
S
S
SS
S
S
S
S5
5
5
5
5
S5
S
55
S
SJ
'
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licity department of Select Pictures
Corporation, and prior to that was
identified with leading companies of
the film trade.
Edgar Lewis has completed the first
of his western made productions for
Pathe, which was filmed at the Paton
pier studio at Santa Monica. This is
an adaptation of the George Barr McCutcheon story, and was made with a
cast headed by Pat O'Malley and Lillian Hall. The supporting cast includes Harry Spangler, Richard Ciimmings, Alfred Fisher, Maggie Halloway, Will Jeffries, Scott McKee and
Gertrude Normand.
William B.rtram is the new director
of the Al Jennings western productions. Mr. Bartram will be remembered as the director of the Baby Marie
Osborne subjects, he having made two
series with that tiny star. Mr. Bertram is a member of the Motion Picture Directors' Association and his
screen career followed a long one as
actor and producer for the speaking
stage.
Title for the production made by
Robert North Bradbury which was
originally " Hollyhocks," has been
changed to " Into the light." The
film has been completed and General
Manager and President Cyrus J. Williams of Bradbury productions, has
taken the subject east. It is the plans
of the company to make a series of all
star productions.
Phillip H. White, Vice-President and
General Manager of the Alkire Productions, left for New York this week
with the compam-'s production titled,
" An Ace In the Hole," which stars
Joseph Bennett.
Brentwood has begun the filming of
a new picture starring Zasu Pitts which
at present is titled, " Bright Skies."
This film is being directed by Henry
Kolker who produced the most recent
subject starring Miss Pitts.
George Nichols, character actor, who
has recently appeared in " The Turn

P ic tut t N ew I

M
of the Road," and " The Greatest
Question," has been engaged by King
\V. Vidor to play the role of mayor
of a small town in his first First National production, " The Family
Honor," which is now being filmed.
Producer Vidor has leased what
is
known as the old Newmark mansion
in Los Angeles, and the company is

Vincent Coleman
making
tirst
play.many of the interiors for his
Marshall Xeilan this week leased the
dining and ball rooms of the Mt.
Washington Hotel and used it for interiors inhis second First National release. After all scenes were made, the
producer acted as host, retaining the
orchestra used in the scenes, and a
dinner dance was given.
One of the most noted of the famous
Sardou plays is to be screened by J.
Parker Read, Jr., with Louise Glaum
as star. Negotiations for film rights
were consummated this week for
" Theodora," which was the most suit-

able vehicle of these plays for Sarah
Bernhardt. The filming of her present
vehicle, "Love Madness," was written
by C. Gardner Sullivan. It is planned
that no time limit shall be placed upon
ihe making
of " Theodora," and producer Read estimates
that six months
will be spent in th;; filming of this
subject. .\. Lincoln Hart, who has
been identified with the production of
a number of most successful stage successes, has been engaged by J. Park.r
Read to aid him in supervision of the
Louise Glaum and Hobart Bosworth
subjects.
Important
Changes in
West Coast Studios
There has been a number of changes
among the publicity men of the West
Coast in the last two weeks. Mark
Larkin, whose resignation as director
of publicity of the Mary Pickford
Company, was told of last week, is
succeeded as director of publicity of
the Mary Pickford Company by Kenneth McGaffey, formerly in charge of
publicity department of the Lasky
studios, and where he supervised all
publicity matters for the several companies releasing through the Famous
Players Lasky corporation.
Malcolm S. Boylan, who has been
with Universal publicity department,
has resigned to accept similar work
for the Samuelson Films, Inc. The
vacancy at the Universal Company has
been taken by Garret Graham, formerly of the Los Angeles Herald.
John S. Dunham is a new member of
the Ince publicity department, and
Barrett Kiesling has been added to the
Famous Players-Lasky publicity department. Charles Condon, in charge
of publicity for the Anita Stewart productions, has been giving his time for
the past two weeks to the publicity
pertaining to the showing of the Anita
Stewart production, "In Old Ken-

S ant ell Going with
Numa as a Director
Al Santell, whose contract with the
Universal expires in April, has been
placed under contract by Louis Weis»
of the Numa Film Company, and will
serve as director of the company's productions which are to be adaptation*
from well known published novels.
Numa Company now has the fili»_
rights for the Edgar Rice Burrough'»i
"Tarzan" storie
s. Present plans provide that most of these films will ber
made in the east with the use of California studios when weather condi-,
tions make it impossible to produce
in other sections. Santell is the producer of "Upper Thre'- and Lower
Four," "Seeing Things," and a number of other recent subjects.
Pioneer Screen Writer
Eugene B. Lewis is the progressive
pioneer scenario writer. He has been
writing for the screen since 1920, when
in. the hey-day of the old Biograph he
wrote his first scripts for one and tworeel subjects directed by D. W. Griffith.
He has been writing for the screen
ever since that time, and every year,
in addition to writing adaptations of
a number of other stories, he delivers
several original stories for the shadow
screen. Mr. Lewis has been with the
J. D. Hampton Productions for a number of months, and has written several
adaptations in addition to "Uncharted Channels " which was an original
story. He has unfaltering faith in the
by
is indicate
of the
future
a dvery
recentlyasbuilding
in screen,
action
his
attractive home on North Benton Way,
Hollywood.
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so
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John Wray is now directing And other
The
weather
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been just
was
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to
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company to our midst. They
pictures out Ince way.
Doc. Willats is in town wear are going to make High Life Dal Clawson wrote the editor simply gorgeous.
In fact, we
say beautiful, but along
Comedies. James Calney is the of HOKUM a nasty letter this might
ing specks and a hard hat.
week, one filled with sarcasm, so came a cloud and leaked, and so
Jack Kerrigan has received fif guiding genius.
been weeping and wailYes, Bill Farnum got here last we refrain from writing about thereinghas
teen
leap
year
proposals
by
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the filmers. We could
Alice Lake and Viola Dana are week, and being unable to get him, or any of his wonderful write aamongst
lot about the weather this
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believing
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but
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Blackwe
do,
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stone for the drama.
Since playing with Wallace five different kinds on her maLloyd Ingraham suffered this Reid in "The Dancin' Fool," Ichine, and now she is looking SPEAKING OF PUTTEES!
week. He had five teeth pulled, Bebe Daniels has taken up the Ifor a place to put other wheels It was impossible for us to help
hobby of decorating up her so she can accommodate the so- but observe that they are deucedone right after the other.
licitous tire salesmen.
ly convenient when the heavens
Bryant Washburn is much irri- dressing room in oriental style.
tated because his five year old Rex Ingram had to have a pic- Allen Holubar was King Love, leak. To quote an Englishman.
ture
of
a
parrot
talking,
but
said
"
it is obvious " that puttees will
eldest licitysonthan he.
is getting more pub- parrot was temperamental, and so and Dorothy Phillips was Mod- serve
well during wet weather.
esty in Savage's original produc- One day
this week it rained
Harry Caulfield, since becom- after hours Rex gave her chew
" Everywoman,"
ng gun, and the gag worked.
wheretion of it
started. Now and
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affiliated
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Sol
Lesser's
film organization, has found it The " Shore Acres " wreck was Mr. and Mrs. Holubar, and have
nia, our beautiful land of sunstaged at San Francisco, arid been for several years.
shine, flowers, fruits and films,
necessary to give up golf.
Matt Moore, being the only one Alice Lake was washed ashore Vic. Schertzinger is entitled to and then everyone wore puttees,
of the four brothers not married, at Laguna Beach, therefore prov- the distinction of being author, and the next day they did not
is said to be staying home nights,
ing most
that 500shemiles.
was in the water al- director, composer, and orchestra have their trousers cleaned.
as this is leap year.
leader, and as such a four part HOKUM has dispatched a mesBelieving
that
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time.
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Words, alone, though clothed in the most ^
skilful language of the writer's art must fail
when but a printed, mere abstract description of
THE

MASTER

PROJECTOR

is attempted.

It is only by a personal inspection of THE
MASTER — of its ingenious exclusive features
— by witnessing its smooth, silent operation —
by observing its unrivalled screen presentation
— that you,
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MASTER
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(Foreign Distributors of THE MASTER)
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(The heart of New York's motion picture interests)
where THE MASTER
hand comparisons.

PROJECTOR

CO.

York

is on daily exhibition for all who desire to make first-

Ask to be shown to the Accessories Department— those in charge will indeed be pleased to
extend every courtesy to assure a thorough examination and test of THE MASTER.
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Cpidure

LIKE
FOR

READING
THE

IT

FIRST

AGAIN
TIME!

Only Mark Twain could put into ^^'orc^s the
wonderful cKarm, tke universal Keart appeal, of '
"Huckleb erry Finn."
Only Ke could have vJritten an advertisement
worthy) of the subject.
But anyone can put into vJords the box-ofpce
appeal of the picture.
Three words will do it.
They are: "Breaking records everywhere."
It's a picture the whole family will come to
see again and again. It's a picture that builds
prestige for your theatre — vJith the better class
of people.
Scenario bj Julia CraAwford I\>ers
By arrangement \vith the Mark T^ain Company
FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION W.
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" On With the Dance " opened at
the Columbia Theatre, Dayton, Ohio,
on January 25th.
The

Columbia

did the

biggest

business in its history, in the face
the heaviest

of

opposition!

The Dayton Journal said:
" The story holds far more heartfelt interest
than did either ' Male and Female ' or
' Everywoman '. It is far more human.
The plot is surpassingly romantic and
dramatic. The settings are wonders in
their massiveness and beauty. Mae
Murray proves her ability as a dancer as
well as a portrayer of dramatic roles."
Wherever
New^

people have

heard of

York — the wonder-city

world — they will flock to see "On

of the
With

the Dance." For it is the picture of
New York — the soul of the metropolis
imprisoned in celluloid.
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l
e
"C
Awful " say others.
"Who Cares?" say the rest.
But when you advertise " The Six Best
Cellars
aU three
and go "away
saying:groups are going to come —
"Great!
Wonderful!
Haven't laughed so
hard
for
months!
"
You can exchange the empty bottle for a
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That's what the signs
said. But Wallie was going so fast he couldn't see
the signs. So he got away
with a beautiful bride —
married her in an automobile going fifty miles

an

hour!
They burn up the road !
Wallie Reid as the millionaire who is down to his
last nickel, Wanda Hawley as the girl who gives
him a job as chauffeur —
and husband.
It's better

than

" The

Roaring Road."
By J . Stczvari W oodhonse
Directed by Sam JVood
Scenario b\ Clara C. Keinirdv
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A Wonderful

Entertainment

STORY.

. . .They admit it's not a story; just a "rainbow" and it surely is pretty.
DIRECTION
Allows star plenty of chances to
work in her kid comedy and pathos ; material
handled cleverly and appreciatively.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Some beautifully lighted closeups
of star; all good.
CAMERAWORK
Particularly remarkable in the
rain sequence.
STAR
Appears as a youngster throughout; will
add to her list of admirers if such a thing is
possible.
SUPPORT
Howard Ralston very clever boy
actor opposite star; support throughout exceptional.
EXTERIORS
Some very beautiful scenes and
some typical country village stuff.
INTERIORS
Highly appropriate
DETAIL
Everything contributes to general excellence of production.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Pollyanna brings
light into various peoples' lives by playing
her "glad" game.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,500 feet
They admit in a foreword that "Pollyanna" isn't the
Play Combination

a Wonderful

and

Mary Pickford in
"POLLYANNA"
United Artists Corp.
DIRECTOR
Paul Powell
AUTHORS
Eleanor Porter and Catherine
Chisholm Cushing.
SCENARIO BY
Frances Marion
CAMERAMAN
Charles Rosher
AS A WHOLE
Wonderful drawing card and
sure to please more than any picture Mary has
had in at least a year.

Star and

17

DA11.V

Sunday, January 25, 1920

Drawing

Card

usual picture story and term it a "rainbow," and there's
not a person in the world that won't stop and rave
over a rainbow. Certainly this picture, based on the
l)ook and the play of the same title, is going to capture
the heart and soul of every audience that sees it.
"Pollyanna" is going to "get" them, be sure of that,
and it won't be at all surprising if it makes the best
record that ever a Pickford picture made.
The picture alternates between laughs and crys. It
is one of those that "makes dimples to catch the tears."
It starts with a tear when Pollyanna is shown tryingher glad game over her father's death and beto play
fore that tear has trickled past the nose the dimple is
made to catch it by the wonderfully funny rain-storm
sequence showing Pollyanna leaving the train at the
little New luigland village and being greeted by her
aunt's maid.
Thus it runs throughout, with Pollyanna and her
glad game warming the heart of her hardened old aunt
and everyone else in the village until at last they all
come to a realization of what she means to them when
she is run over by an automobile. The specialist says
she will never walk again but the village doctor, her
aunt's old sweetheart, cures her and so ends his own
love afifair happily and sends Pollyanna into the waiting arms of Jimmie Bean, her juvenile admirer.
It is the wonderful bits of kid comedy introduced by
the star and Howard Ralston who plays Jimmie and
the very unusual subtitles that are responsible for the
laughs. And there is one moment of sweeping drama
in the picture when Pollyanna walks again. That's
Besides young Ralston the supporting cast includes
great.
Katherine Griffith as the aunt, Herbert Prior as the village doctor, William Courtleigh, Helen Jerome Eddy,
George Berrell and J. Wharton James.

Should

Break

All Pickford

Records

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Of Course Mary Pickford is a tremendous drawing
card but unless
going to even
it has another
that is the vast

the guess is all wrong "Pollyanna" is
outdraw all her previous hits because
box office angle besides the star, and
popularity of the play and the book on

which the picture is based. As a result you can consider the box office value of this picture practically
dpuble that of the Pickford pictures of the past.
And the popularity of the "Pollyanna" play and
book is no empty press agent talk. It's fact. To drive

I

it home make mention of the author's names in your
advertising and state that it is the "glad play." If
they've forgotten the name of "Pollyanna," which is
hardly probable, this "glad play" line will recall it all
to them.
After you have so advertised the picture all you need
do is take out extra insurance on your theater — it may
be damaged in the rush for seats. Dust off your S.
R. O. sign, reinforce your box office and let 'em come.
Records are sure to be broken with Mary Pickford in
"Pollyanna."
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Motion

Picture
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The

Story

of

a Master

Mind

Studio
Grantwood,

Cost of Production
CopyrigM 1919

N. J.

THE

$500,000.00

PHOTOPLAY

DE

LUXE

Entitled

Ten

Ten
Parts

Parts
"DETERMINATION"

SHOWING

SHOWING

Scotland Yard Activity

>
G
D
0^

The International Sport
The International Beauty
Four International Sporting
Events

Whitechapel Rabble Characters
Chinese Dope Den
Women of the Street
Dire Scene
Fagin School
Fence
Great Bank Robbery
Good Samaritan
Master Mind of Crooks

The Horse Race
The Auto Race
The Aviation Meet
The Boxing Contest
The Great Gambling Scene
The Mission of Humanity

CAST— ALL STAR

CAST— ALL STAR

Lieut. B. W. Maynard,

TOD SLOAN,

The " Flying Parson, " under
contract

Premier Jockey of the World,
under contract

The
The
The
The
The

o

H

CAPT. F. F. STOLL. AUTHOR

Unanimous

Opinions:

The Greatest

Estimated

Producers:

Time

United

Human

for Production,

States
WASHINGTON,

State

Rights

Interest

Written

Eight Months

Photoplay
D.

Story Ever

C.

for Sale

Corporation

ROBERT/ON-COLE

Casnier
■"T
he

presents

Beloved

Cheater

WasfiinqtonD.CrLOEWS PALACE
showed it

Cfevefand-

Detroit-

STI
shoLLM
wed ANit

WASH
INwed
GTONit
sho

LosAnqeies-

ALL

DID

SOME

BROKE

SYM
PHO
show
edNYit

CAPACITY
RECORDS

Ask the exhibitor who plated ir

TASVPl
anda

disiin^uished

DKENTWOOD
CAST
Directed by
CLAUDE

HITCHELL

ROAD"
IN THE
previous Brentwood
picture,

announced

quietly and with no
ostentation, proved a
more
card

powerful

drawing

for thousands

exhibitors

than

of

many

a

so-called special.

Seeing

is another

mi

Through"

It

odd whimsical

Brentwood story with
the same human touches
that made

the appeal of

"The Turn

In the Ro ad"

THE

PUBLIC

LIKES

IT.

ROBERT/ON-COLE

N-COLE

ROBERT/O
C
B
P
y

\

A

L

BARHSOIE

BESSE

part of the great exploitation campaign with this picture, hundreds of
newspapers are running as a serial
AS

Kathleen Norris' famous
the picture was taken.
Take

story from which

advantage

of this

ROBERT/ON-COLE
PRODUCTION/
■'A/K THE EXHIBITOR WHO PLAY/ THEM"

,6 -

Associated Pma Dispatchcfl.
WHEN
and

THE

WIFE

Children,

The

THE BUFFALO

AND

What

MOTHER
Does

Luck
By KATHLEEN

She

HAS

Sl'NDAY TBIES.
TO

CHOOSE

Do?— Read

of
NORRIS

United PreM Disptttches.
This

BETWEEN
Serial

Geraldine

and

HUSBAND
Find

Laird

JoMtlyn't Wife," "SMert," Ste.
"""'""""^^^-f'^:!::^:^',.

Out

February

14,
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"It

takes a mighty

good screen
actress to make me cry," a lot of
exhibitors will say. (rranled, but
see Marguerite De La Motte in ''The
"Roy Stewart''*s fine* in big outdoor
Sagebrusher.
pictures, but I can't picture him
being romantic. " Some will say that.
Well, see him in ''The Sagebrusher.^'
And as for Noah Beery: This fine
actor just gets your heart' so soft and
sentimental in "The Sagebrusher"
that you find it hard, to keep from
swallowing your Adams's apple.
Benjamin

B.Hampton

THE
presents

RUSHER
GE
SA
•^
^^
^B
The photoplay of the novel by
EM€RSON

HOUGH
Directed by

EDWARD

SLOMAN

With an all-star cast:
ROY STEWART
MARGUERITE De La MOTTE
NOAH BEERY
BETTY BRICE
ARTHUR
GORDON

MORRISON
RUSSELL

The fact is tliat all the players in this ^Ustar cast are fine, true, real and genuine.
All the big first runs are booking "Ihe
Srtge/;ru.s/ier" because it isoneof the higgest
heart stories of recent years. See it quickly
at your branch and get immediate plavtlate.-.
1^ Benjamin B. Hampton
Great Juthors Production

W.HODKINSON
CORPORMTON
527 Fifth Avenue. New YorkGty
Distributing through PATH^ Ijechangejncorperated
Fdrei^ Distributor. J. Frank Brockliss,Inc.7Z9-7iiAye.

JOSEPH

HIS

LEVERING

presents

TEMPORARY

Robert

Ames

Directed
Joseph

Bennet

by

Levering

With this all-star cast-RUBYE
DeREMER
EDMUND
MARY
EUGENE

BREESE
BOLAND
STRONG

WT.CARLETON

mi.

cAudiencesAh/ays
An

heir to a fortune

money.

porary wife" in order

A scheming

woman

advertises

Lihe

for '''a tem-

to inherit his father's

spreads ruin

that causes

death and unhappiness.
The lovely **hride-to-he" who answers the
advertisement is the discharged nurse who,
without knowing
own hands.

it, has the fortune

in her

Tkis

Here

Xindof Picture

is the basis of a good melodrama

and a

tense, interesting love story — well told and
well cast.

Critics may differ about this type of a story,
but the public always approves.
Every member

of this cast has been

starred,

co-starred or featured in many screen successes.
The picture alfords excellent exploitation
opportunities.

¥.W. HODKINSON
CORPOR/fflON
527 Fifth Avenue , New York City
Distributing^ through PATHE fxchangejncorporated

Motion

Robert

Picture

N e

Brunton

presents

|l¥arren

ffRICAN
^^^^

and

LIVE
By CAROLINE

his own

companytin

SPARKS

SAYRE

"I have known three generations of
Sparks,'* said the family lawyer, "and
Neil is the livest of the breed. "
This is a slashing, exciting, colorful
story of the oil country — full of fire,
full of action; ,full of excitement and
a lot of love.

Directed

by ERN EST C. WADDE

J.Warren
stor\' andBrunton
production
standards Kerrigan
under Robert
are
higher than they have ever. been before.
First run houses up among the leaders
are opening their screens to him. Each
of his' new
productions has carried him
farther
in popularity.

W.HODKINSON
CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue . New York Qty
Distributing through PAIH^ Boohange.hKarpomted
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Arthur
P. Beck
bresents

LEAH

BAIDD
The

Picture

Girl Beautiful

.THE

,^

ol
pit
Ca
From the notable stag^e success by
^

AUGUSTUS
Directed

THOMAS

by GEORGE

IRVING

Leah Baird productions have, under Hodkinson
distribution, constantly stepped upward into
bigger and bigger first run theatres.
'^As A Man Thinks," "The Volcano,^' "The
Capitol," all three by Augustus Thomas;
"Cynthia-of-the-Minute" by Louis Joseph Vance
are screen dramas that make a star attain higher
levels and greater popularity.
"The Capitol," now playing the first runs of
the large cities, has topped all previous booking records of the Leah Baird productions.

W.

HODKINSON CORPORMTON
527 Fi/th Avenue. New York Gty
Distributing through PATH^ IjoLhange, Incorporated
Fdrei^ Distributor. J. Frank Brockliss.Inc.729-7!* A«.
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A Face As
Well- Known
As the "Man
in the Moon"
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WILLIAM
FOX

/Presents

GLADYS

BROCKWELL
in

%e

DEVILS

A

RIDDLE

Brockwell

Stcry by Edwina
Directed bij Frank

£evin *
Be a I -

^success
of
successes
1.

-

FOX

ENTERTAINMENTS
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STRAW
^eLAST
this new
sensation

BUCK

JONES

demonstrates

he

can

rope,
or

a

any
do

a

like

any-

thing' with a
horse

^un
man

and

can

do

that
can

then

make

he

love

a whirlwind
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FOX
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CAPT-BUD

by

FISHER

Qydnybody
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his

youn^

talked

ever

that
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life with
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WILLIAM

POX

Picture

presents

SHIRLEY
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in
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HER

By

FOX

sweetest

circus

story

ELEPHANT

Pearl

Doles Belt

ENTERTAINMENTS

directed

ever

totd

-

MAN

bij ScottThinLap
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With

his

absolute

fyersonai

endorsement

as

a

showman

I^AS CHARLES

cjreater
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the history
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screen
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^"'^ ADVERTISING
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FOX

FILM
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tomorrow-
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success
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certain
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author
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actor
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drama

great
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showmen
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new
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Cast
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GLADYS
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whelming

new

to

appeal

WILLIAM
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its

over'

mankind

presents

FAR

MISERABLES
Victor ^uqo's amazing masterpiece thai
can never grow oL4> while human
hearts

are
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beating

*
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America
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The

Shrewdest

buyer

has

in

just

the

State-Rights

Business

bought

a Franchise

Sol Lesser, one of the shrewdest State Rights operators in the business (the man who put over " Yankee

Doodle in Berlin," with Mack

Sennett's bathing beauties) in combination with Gore Brothers of
Los Angeles, owners of a chain of theatres, has just bought the Southern California-Arizona First National Franchise under our new
plan.

The men back of First National
of success.

are its strongest

guarantee

A proposition that sells itself to Lesser and the Gores is a proposition
that every exhibitor should carefully investigate.

There'll

be

a

Franchise

Write

"A

FRANCHISE

Holder

Your

Town

today for our booklet

TO

INDEPENDENCE

Exhibitors Defense Committee

Address
Exhibitors Defense Committee,
Care First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.,
6 West 48th St., New York, N. Y.

in

1602

MARSHILL

THE

sr

RIV

JAMES

A

Thrilling

OLIVER

New

Story

of God's Country —
On the edge of civilization, there are no
traditions.
Men meet life with all the strength of
soul within them. That is why the greatest stories have always been written, not
of the atrophied emotions of society, but
of the virile people nearest the great outdoors. There men may be good — or bad
— but whatever they are, they are
strong. " The River's End " is a
story of the Royal Mounted Police— a story of adventure and a
story of a wonderful love.
Scenario by Marion Fairfax
Photography by Henry Cronjager and Sam Landers
Art Director, Ben Carre
Electrical effects by Howard Ewing

First National " Attraction.

1603

PRESENTS

NEILAN

END
S
ER'
CURWOOD

Your

Audiences
Already

Made

25,000,000 persons have been reached in
a national advertising campaign.
The story was published in Good Housekeeping with readers numbering 2,000,000.
Full page, half and quarter page advertisements in17 of the largest dailies, with
a reading public of more than 12,000,000.
Advertised in Good

Housekeeping,

Cos-

mopolitan, Harper's Bazaar, Hearst's
and Red Book, with readers numbering
11,000,000.
600 smaller dailies circularized and
60,000 copies of the book sold.

1^
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Picture
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The flirt, who wrecked
lives and homes without qualm, to gratify
her vanity and desires

Eve, the girl who
knew her mate by the
age-old woman instinct, and claimed
him despite every
barrier

The prophet, who forged the chains to bind
love and keep men and women apart

FA

DRAMA

FEMININE
Taken

The cynic, scorch
the fires of love,
sneered at wo
until one proved
master

"The

By

Robert

OF
WILES

from the story
Shining Band"

W.

Chambers

Adapted by Charles A. Logue.
Presented by B. A. Rolfe.
Directed by B. A. Rolfe and Chester DeVonde.
Produced by A. H. Fischer Features, Inc.

The hermit, his own
home wrecked, who
sought to shut out
love from the life of
a beautiful girl
A

"First

National"

Attraction

February

14,^9-^
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A

NEW

Picture

A

SERIES

Katherin^^Donald

The

The

actress

beautiful

She

has

Each

woman

Every

Beauty

by

a new

be

that

a

the

mo

one

from

will

to the

be

series[of

picture ,

National.

produced

with

tremendous

a strictlyjhigh

minutest

famous

stories,

t

screen.

for First

will

critics

all th

financij

guarantees.
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cesses.

started

picture

backing

of the

produced

lavishness

All

pronounced

now

specially

American

class

pre

stage
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detail.

or

great

V
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her

first

this

new

lavishness
production

of
lor

series:

I'

^

the

"The

Turning
from the story of
same
famous

Robert

title

by

Point
the
the

author

W.

Chambers

Produced by
Katherine MacDonald Pictures Corp'n
Sam E. Rork, President and General Manager
Directed by J. M. Barry — Photographed by Joseph Brotherton
By arrangement with Attractions Distributing Corp'n
B. P. Fineman, President

A

"First

National

' Attraction

"

^
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Motion

VITHAT

is the Hundred

anyway?

Everybody

Thousand

Picture

Dollar Packet

in the industry is talking

EMPTY ARMS "
about it. They say that already
has gone over even before anybody has seen the film!
When

am I going to receive my copy of the Packet?

You certainly are keeping me on the anxious-seat!
This is the gist of remarks made

in telegrams, letters

and long-distance 'phone calls we
parts of North America.

receive from

all

We want to publicly apologize for the unfortunate
condition which has made it impossible for us to fill
all requests received for the Hundred Thousand Dollar
Packet, issued in connection with " EMPTY ARMS."
The first edition was " taken up " almost over night,
but the second edition is just off the press and copies are
being sent to all those who have asked for them.
EMPTY
ARMS " is a great film. It is already
the talk of the trade. It will be the most discussed
film of the season from the viewpoint of the " fans."
There
member.

is something

to the story — something

to re-

It is well acted, too!

PHOTOPLAY

LIBRARIES.

INC.

(Exclusive Selling Agents)

Xe&ter

fork

Er

PRODUCERS

ENPTY

ARNi

6tarrmqGAIL
STlurstOTi

WILLARD

KING

HatP

KANEo)ttii

3. Herbert

BRADLEY
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^tOdM^CZt
PERSONALLY
SUPERVISED
AND DIRECTED
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FRANK
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manly
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personalily

heroism,

many

thrills,

liberal

craue

measure

Pate
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surprises

that

sensations-all
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man

and

serial

in

most

.
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rProduced

super
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by

Qjt)rsix

the

what

to Ihemosl
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feature
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^runioriyr

years&hlAdnas

serial

Ypathe

according

SERIAL

standards

Lnoms

the

serials

public

^athebelieues

yyrecker

of the

u/orld

^athelnows

wants

in

thisdhalthis

of

created

serials,

seriaJis

Records.

n
fempsey
likeable

a

great

reveals

personality

big

a
in

healthy

mighty
pictures;

boy

full

of

vim
andhim
vigor,
to
like
and "^u're
so
areg^oing*
your
audiences!

Released

Feb.l^
Produced
ROBERT

by

BRUNTON

^he
LittlehasShepherd
oflCingdoni Come
that uneartiily
element of haunting beauty
which
lays hold
of one's
heart
and cannot
easily
be shaken
off In the boyish grace of
Jack Pickford. the excjuisite
mountain perspectives, and
the quaintly clad characters
of the picture is reflected
the charm that made John
Fox Jrs book a classic and
a best seller

SAMUEL

GOLDWTN

JACK

PRE

SE

NTS

PICKFORD

IN
THE
OF

LITTLE

SHEPHERD

KINGDOM
BY

DIRECTED

GOLDWYN

BY

vJOHN

FOX,

GOME
JR.

WALLACE

PICTVRES

WORS

CORPORATION

LEV

*^ooth
— Excerpt from
'Who's mo"—
TARKINGTON, Booth, author.
The Gentleman From Indiana
Monsieur Beaucaire; The Two
Vanrevels; Cherry, In The Arena,
The Conquest of Canaan, The
Beautiful Lady; His Own People
Guest
Quesnay
, Beasley's
Christmasof Party,
Beauty
and the
Jacobin; The Flirt, Penrod; The
Turmoil; Penrod and Sam, Seventeen. Plays Monsieur Beaucaire,
The Man From Home; Cameo
Kirby; Your Humble Servant.
Springtime; Getting a Polish, The
Country Cousin. Clarence

TarkingtoiVs!

Not the best boy
in town, not
the worst,

^1

just a regular
American kid.

:ar's Idea of his father — rolling
!n wealth, but remarkably close
with pennies.

Edgar's idea of a good time — a pony, a high hat.
and the biggest ice cream cone in the world.

IN "Penrod" and "Seventeen," Booth Tarkington revealed himse*
to the world as the greatest living authority on that mysterioi
person — the small boy.
In the Edgar stories Tarkington's first original work for the screen he creates a boy that everybody will revel in —
— a real American - Boy, neither wholly good nor irredeemably - bac

but always human.
These are Goldwyn's first two-reel comedies. ^
The story of his weird boyish career, his mental reaaions. his misciuefs |
his dreams, his loves and his triumphs makes the most fascinating. th«
most deliciously humorous series ever shown in motion pictures
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on "THE SACRED FLAME" the big throbbing human drama that properly handled
with the unique and extraordinary selling helps all ready, will make a veritable clean
up for exhibitors everywhere. "THE SACRED FLAME" is the type of big drama
that can be played for a run of anywhere from 3 days to 2 weeks. It offers exceptional
angles for advertising and publicity. It is the type of photo play that pulls crowds
like a magnet. It possesses a tremendous theme of remarkable appeal to every
class of moving picture lover. On the basis of its big money getting possibilities we .
recommend and urge you to book and exhibit —
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throughout the United States and Canada. " BROKEN
BUBBLES " is the first release of the series of twenty-six
two-reel comedies. These comedies will be released one
A

SUPERIOR

SERIES

OF

SUPER-COMEDIES
Critics who have screened the first four of the Hank Mann two-reel
comedies pronounce them Super-Comedies that are superior' to an)^hing
on the market today. Exhibitors who have not booked these comedies
had hftter get In touch with tlioir exchanges at the earliest possible moment. A
(ontract for this series of Hank Mann two-reel eoniedies is positive insurance for
packed houses and big hank accounts all year round.
ARROW

FILM CORPORATION
\\. K. SH.AI.LK.NBKKGKK, resident
JO WEST 42M) STREET
NEW YOKK CITY
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Kansas, West Missouri.
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Mid-West Distributing Co.,
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NEW YORK
First National Exchange, Inc.,
509 Fifth Ave.
New York, Northern New Jersey.
BUFFALO
First National Exchange, Inc.
145 Franklin St.
Northern New York.
CLEVELAND
Standard Film Service Co.,
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Northern Ohio.
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Standard Film Service Co.,
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CINCINNATI
Standard Film Service Co,,
Film Exchange Bldg.
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American Feature Film Co.,
126 Meadow St.
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E. and H. Film Distributing Co.,
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Florida. AlaPITTSBURGH
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PICTURES
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Who

Jolly

Journeys"

does not enjoy a picnic, with its change, action

and promise of fun?
Chester-Outings are picnics into the primitive.
There

is more

Chester-Outing

interest, entertainment

and action in

Pictures than in all other outdoor

pictures put together and stirred with an eel.
Quality in everything too — in Photography,

titles,

humor, subject matter, presentation.
These are the human

pictures of nature, and their

primordial appeal really does
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Read

what

a famous

motion picture reviewer said of America's
newest special — " The
Dangerous
following a Talent,"
private
view of it in the American projection room:
"Here is a picture that
stands out like a cameo
from the ordinary run
of attractions.
It way.
tells an interesting
story in an interesting
The cast is an excellent
one throughout.
It is instantly apparent
that the utmost care
was taken in the direction.
Margarita Fisher does
some of the best work
of her career.
I am sure exhibitors
everjrwhere will find it
an offering far above
the ordinary!"

Samuel
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S'Hulchinson,
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See American Film Company representative at
your nearest Pathe Exchange Today regarding
an early booking of this new big special.
Produced by
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, Inc.
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON, President

Distributed by PATHE
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If you're looking for proven box-office succes
ses — pictures which
are sure-fire — absolutely certain to satisfy
your patrons — enter your
application now for an early showing of any or all of
the above feature attractions. They are in big demand — so get
your application
in without delay. Advertising Aids: Posters, ones,
threes, sixes and
24 sheets, campaign books, press sheets, newspaper
ads and cuts, etc.
See the American Film Company representative
at your nearest Pathe Exchange for complete
booking information — prices, etc.
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GROCERY

It helped pack them in at
the largest theatre in the
world, the Capitol,
New York, for one
week.

The village

C. SMITH

CEERK
A

Comedy
Vitagraph — Larry Semon
Written and Directed by
LARRY

SEMON

Here's the
cat that
SHIMMIES!

loafer gets a
|JU
' molaaaes massage.

A Chaos of Comedy — A Havoc
of Hilarity!
The famous old bull in the china shop becomes as tame as a poodle dog
on parade and that beloved king of mischief makers, Peck's Bad Boy seems
like a curly haired mother's darling when compared to the chaos of comedy and
the havoc of hilarity that Larry causes in his good old-fashioned, unsuspecting
country store that forms the setting this time for another of his roaring rampages.
Here is a comedy that will give you hiccups with , your ha-ha's. One laugh walks
right on the heels of the other. A bit of fly-paper makes a cat do the shimmy;
soot makes black men out of white; flour makes white men out of black; the
cheese walks off the counter and goes out for an airing; a mouse fills up on some
sort
of "hootch"
chases the cat out of the scene and General Uproar takes
command
of the and
situation.
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''Wanderlu

st

From 'he poem by Gerald Gould
Beyond the East the sunrise,
* * j): *
Beyond the West the sea,
* * * *
And

East and West the
wanderlust
That will not let me be.
It works in me like madness,
To bid me say good-by!
For the seas call
and the stars call,
* * * *
And, oh, the call of the sky!
I know not where the white
road runs.
Nor what the blue hills are.
But man can have the sun
for friend.
And for his guide a star;
* * * *
ing
And there's no end of voyagWhen
once the voice is
heard,
* * * *
For the river calls
— and the road calls
* * * *
And oh, the call of a bird!

Produced
It is no unusual
"Bruce"

by

Robert

thing for a

attraction to dominate

the program.

Sheer beauty of

CBruce

"Wanderlust"

is an example of

the quality of the new

subjects

scenery, artistic direction and a

for 1920. In a hundred firstrun theatres, it will stand out

charming

as "the brightest subject on the

bit

of story, have

often won "first honors."
The old ships draw to home
again,
* * * *
>NAL

The young ships sail away;
* * * *
And come I may, —
— but go I must,
And
You
And

if men ask you why.
may put the blame on
the birds and the sun
the white road and the
sky!
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picture posters.

Picture
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are good or they

by the signature they bear.

To carry the figure farther, — if one has found that the bank has invariably paid
certain checks, one grows to consider such checks as the equivalent of cash.
If after long years of experience
profitable posters, he naturally

the exhibitor
wants

grows to look for the trade-mark
otherwise not.
Which
He

has found

that kind

upon

certain posters to be

of poster all the time.

it, and when

He

he finds it he is satisfied; —

is natural, as it has become associated in his mind with profitable business. He knows how intimate the connection is between photoplays and posters.

knows

that he can judge a film before

the reviews, but he also knows

he rents it by seeing it screened, or by

that the public cannot.

The

public makes

up its

rnind to go into his theatre, or to stay out, according to the appeal that the posters make! Because the RITCHEY
poster has everything possible to put into a
poster that will make

that appeal

potent, the exhibitor wants

ers ! They never make the photo-play
make it more profitable.
The

exhibitor bases his regard for them

RITCHEY

they exploit any better, but they always
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long experience !
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News

The

First

Shot

Is

Fired

Some few weeks ago we sounded a warning on this page that the same forces which
have in past vears attempted to force Federal censorship on the industry were again
lining up for battle.
The first shot has been fired — and one might be moved to remark that the reformers
have equipped their weapon with a Maxim silencer.
For, instead of the usual trumpeting call of " Censorship " we
pointless news story:

read this apparently

" Motion picture films which are objectionable as subject matter would be forbidden
from circulation in interstate commerce until a bill reported from the House Committee on
the Judiciary during the week of January 19. The bill proposes to bring motion picture
films within the provisions of Section 245 of the federal penal code, which forbids the introduction into the United States or the circulation in interstate commerce, of objectionable matter. (R. R. 7629) — From weekly review, Chamber of Commerce of the United States of
America, January 19 — ^23."
We say apparently pointless " — and so it is. For, on the surface, just what opposition can be made to any legislation that seeks to curb " objectionable " matter.
But — and here is the joker when motion pictures are the theme — who is to be the
arbiter of what is or is not "objectionable?"
And just how does this power define the word "objectionable?"
The only legislation already on the books with which the proposed statute can be compared is that forbidding interstate commerce to " motion picture and other pictorial reproductions of a pugilistic encounter to be exhibited for profit."
No puzzling question of judgment is here involved; "pugilistic encounter" is. plain
English, Federal prosecutors and courts may enforce its provisions with clean hands.
But are these officials — hundreds of them, naturally of varying degrees of tolerance
and intelligence — to define the word " obiectionable " as applied to the screen art. Will
we have as many fences to hurdle as there are *Federal district attorneys?

Or, and it is this that seems likelv, would such legislation serve most excellently as the
entering wedge for a Federal censor?
What more natural than that Congress, having drawn a circle around the industry,
should provide the man and the machinery to see that its victim remained within those bounds?
We are told by one film man that such legislation as this recent proposal, would aid

in
doing away with State censorship. We don't believe it. We don't believe that even the
:reation
of a dictatorial, omnipotent Federal censor would end the turmoil in individual
states.

Regardless of their attitude towards reformers and cranks, political organizations in
this day and generation are not abolishing abodes of patronage.
And we are inclined to feel, that after its experience with two-score or more Federal
definitions of the word "objectionable" the industry might well be expected to welcome
comparative relief of a centralized censorship.

the
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National
Association
Publicity Campaign Set On Foot to Aid Exhibitors
in Fighting " Panic " — Spread Dr.
land's Views Broadcast

Cope-

TO

prevent hysteria and to forestall thoughtless attempt
by municipal authorities to close motion picture theatres on account of the influenza outbreak, the National Association of the motion picture industry, through a
special committee appointed by President William A. Brady,
has launched a nation-wide publicity campaign designed to
acquaint the general public and city officials with the importance of keeping theatres open while the influenza is prevalent. The campaign is similar, though of greater scope, to
the one which the association conducted so successfully last
year.
The committee in charge of the work consists of John C.
Flinn of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, chairman; John
M. Quinn of Vitagraph, Inc., and Frederick H. Elliott, executive secretary of the National Association.

'
Using Every Means
In its campaign to keep theatres open LOS ANGELES TO HONOR
the National Association committee is
W. A. JOHNSTON
using every possible means of publicity. All of this week the motion picture news weeklies are carrying a
m A. (Sp
ston
WilliaELE
John
al-,
eci
warning from Dr. Royal S. Copeland,
LospresANG
ident S,
and editor of
Heahh Commissioner of New York
Motion Picture News, will
City, regarding precautions to be
be the guest of honor at the
annual dinner of the Los Antaken . in guarding against the
influenza.
geles Film Board of Trade, to
be held this Thursday evening.
In addition to this screen campaign,
Other leading organizations of
the committee early this week sent
the film colony are planning to
broadcast throughout the country a
larly honor the Eastern
simi
editor.
series of letters and documents showing the wisdom of keeping theatres
Mr. Johnston is scheduled to
open.
remain on the coast for about
three weeks. His last visit to
This material consists of a letter to
the National Association from Dr.
the colony was in 1915, and he is
the first New York trade paper
Copeland, in which the health commiseditor to visit the production
sioner commended the motion picture
center since that time.
industry for its assistance during the
epidemic of last year,' and declared
regarding the 1918 epidemic that " in
view of our experience in New York allowed to remain open, had the lowdeath rate of all the big cities of
City, where the death rate from in- the est
country.
fluenza was the lowest of any large
Five hundred copies of Dr. Copecity on the coast, we are convinced
that our decision to keep the theatres land's letter and his article in the New
York Times were sent to each of the
open was wisely made."
distributing companies, to be sent by
" My principal purpose in keeping them to their exchange managers for
open the theatres in New York City," distribution
throughout their districts.
Dr. Copeland wrote, " was to prevent
In all 35,000 letters have been sent
the spread of panic and hysteria, and
thus to protect the public from a con- out, accompanied by the material
dition of mind which would predis- showing Dr. Copeland's stand on influenza. Exhibitors were requested to
pose it to physical ills."
It is this hysteria which Dr. Cope- use their influence with local authorities to keep theatres open, the Copeland fears that the committee seeks
land statements being place in their
to prevent. It has sent letters to
15,000 motion picture exhibitors to the hands so that they could go to their
editors and advertising managers of health boards armed with evidence
every daily newspaper in the country, that the largest city in the world did
to all exchange managers, and to the not find it necessary during the severest epidemic in recent years to close
Mayors, ealth Board officials, school
officials, chambers of commerce and theatres. The exhibitors also were
librarians in every city of 20,000 popu- urged to co-operate in every way with
lation and over. With, these letters their local authorities in combatting
the influenza.
have gone reprints of Dr. Copeland's
In this connection it is expected the
letters to the association, reprints of
an article published by Dr. Copeland motion picture news weeklies will enable exhibitors to prove of definite asin the New York Times in 1918, showsistance tolocal health boards through
ing how New York combatted the
plague, and a chart and table prepared the message they are carrying a'll this
by United States Government health week from Dr. Copeland. This message is being flashed on the screen at
officials showing graphically how New
(Continued on page 1652)
\'ork, where theatres during 1918 were

Combats

IMPORTANT
FORMED

ON

COMEDY

Picture

Net

"Flu'

AGGREGATION

COAST— OTHER

LATE

NEWS

WORD
from Los Angeles of the organization of the
Specialcomes
Features
Corporation, Inc., with a quarter million
capitalization. The new firm will specialize in comedy
features, to be made by four producing units. A system
of exchange will be organized in twenty-six cities. Louis W.
Thompson, formerly an exchange man and recently representative
of Mary Pickford at the New York office of United, is president;
Ward LaScalle, formerly of the Pickford directorial forces wall
be director general, and H. J. Roberts, formerly with Fox sales
force will be sales manager.
The financing of the new corporation is being handled by
Aronson and Company, a Los Angeles banking house, representWest.ing the Hellman banking interests and one of the largest in the

\

Watterson R. Rothacker is in Los Angeles for a stay of three
weeks and will break ground for his new laboratory before returning East.
Sidney Franklin has been engaged by Mayflower and will film
the Robert W. Chambers' story " Athalie."

Toledo
Fourteen
Booking

Houses

Suburban

in

Managers

Combin<

Get Together

Fox

Purposes— Exchanges
Sitting Tight
the subject. They say that they w
exhibmotion
ing have to know at which house their p:
FOURTEEN
represent
Ohio,picture
itors of Toledo,
almost all of the suburban houses in tures are to be shown before they c
the city, have recently incorporated enter into negotiations for bookinj
s' Com- They will have to know where tht
The Consolidated Exhibitor
pany, with a capitalization of $10,000, merchandise is to be exhibited, ai
under what conditions.
for the purpose of establishing an individual booking head, which will book The Consolidated Exhibitors' Coi
all the pictures for all of these four- pany does not affect the downtov
first-run houses at all. Its efforts
teen houses.
wholly
in the direction of the suburb:
The houses affected by this arrangement are the Atlas, Bijou, Pastime, houses above mentioned, and wi
Auditorium, Savoy, White Eagle, Gar- houses that run subsidiarv releases.
den, Ivanhoe, Diamond, Lyric, Artcraft, Mystic, Overland and Galena.
Housed i
In an announcement to the public, Moss Forces
Building
made through one of the Toledo newsBroadway Theatre
papers,
the
Consolidated
Exhibitors'
Company was formed for the protecThe entire B. S. Moss forces, i
tion of motion picture patrons, and to
insure them the very highest grade of eluding the booking and publicity ai
entertainment for a minimum outlay. advertising departments, have movi
The booking agency will maintain a to the Broadway Theatre Building,
downtown office, the site of which has Forty-first street. The activity e:
not yet been determined. It will guar- pected at the Broadway when Huj
antee a run of twenty days on any Jansen's " Powder- Puff Follies " b
picture it books. And this picture will gins its engagement there next wee
be booked with the approval of a is one of the potent reasons allegt
board of directors elected by the mem- for the move.
bers of the organization.
The Consolidated Exhibitors' Com- Retail Sales Forces Gc
pany also guarantees to deliver all
prints to the theatres for which they
Screen Lesson
are intended. This is meant to increase
A statement from the National R
delivery efficiency, inasmuch as it will
be easier to deliver films to a down- tail Dry Goods .\ssociation announc
town central point, than to rely on the that a number of the larger retaile:
have now introduced the use of m<
uncertainties of suburban deliveries.
Just how the booking agency will tion-pictures to instruct their sali
handle the pictures, and distribute forces concerning the manufacture <
them, has not been formally stated as the commodities that are being sold i
yet. But if it is their intention of these stores and the methods employe
booking pictures blindly, without stat- in packing, sorting and delivering the;
ing where they are to be shown until goods. Window-display methods ai
the actual release date, then the local
also graphically presented via tl"
exchanges
will try to buck the proposi- screen. Among the retailers reportc
tion.
to have introduced this plan of ii
The Cleveland exchanges have ex- structing their employees are Lor
pressed their individual opinions on and Tavlor and McCreerv.
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Percentage

Booking

Arouses
Keynote
League

at Albany

N.

Meeting

Y.

of New

Committees — J. A. Quinn

Ire

York

State

Welcomed

_
to Fold — Thirty Exhibitors Present
ALBANY, Fel)ruary 3 (Special). — Percentage bookings
were severely criticized at a meeting of members of
tbe legislative and executive committees of the New
York State Motion Pictures F.xinbitors' League in this city
February 3. The sessions will continue tomorrow, at which
time the date and p!ac? of the state convention will be settled. In the course of today's meeting, it was declared that
the unreasonable demands on the part of stars for salaries
would serve to eventually put a large percentage of the motion
I)icture houses out of business. Al>out thirty exhibitors from
all parts of the State were in attendance.
A resohition was passed by a unanimous vote demanding
a uniform contract and abolishing the deposits system.
The meeting went on record with an emphatic declaration
against the attempt of certain producers to force percentage
bookings on motion picture theatre owners. It was declared
today that such was but an indirect method to gain ownership
of theatres and of depriving the present owners of all initialln •■ The Little Shepherd
tive and independence.
I
ficixtordof hasKingdom
one of Come."
the best about
roles to
of be
his released
career by Goldwyn. Jack
Censorship

Report

Compiled

Nature

of Draft Unknown;
Recommendation for Further Control Expected
HE second move towards what a recent death in his family. Rex
will probahly he a report to the Beach, the author, as well as Mrs.
l State Legislature
recommending
Howard
Ganz, were ill. ArthiH(further censorship of motion pic Friend of the Famous Players-Lasky
tures in New York State, was made Company, represented Gabriel Hess,
tin this city recently, when Mayor who sailed for Europe last Saturday.
(Palmer Canfield of Kingston, Rev. Each of the four sub-committees,
I Charles O. Judkins of Glens Falls named in New York two weeks ago,
(and Walter W. Nicholson of Syra- presented a report. Following each
Icuse. commissioner of public-safety, report, there was a general discuswere named as a sub-committee to sion and at the conclusion, the comdraft a general report that will be mittee of which Mayor Canfield is at
presented at the mid-winter Confer- the head, was named. This commitence of Mayors on February 24. The tee will at once draft a general rcmeeting was attended by Walter port based on the reports of the subHayes of Buffalo, Mrs. N. B. Spaldcommittees, and also on the discussion and the suggestions made. This
ing of Schenectady, Miss Mary G.
Peck of New York, R. Alexander will be presented on February 24,
' Conference
Judkins
Rev. of
of Rochester,
Hamilton
Mayors the
holds State
its mid-winter
meeting,of
and
Dr. Everett
B. Martin
New when
and
shortly,
after
to
the
Legislature
York. In addition. Royal K. Fuller itself.
of the National Association of the
The meeting referred to was closed
Motion Picture Industry was present to the press; but there is a feeling.
as the representative of Albert E. among legislators, that the report will
Smith of the Vitagraph Company, seek a further censorship of motion
who was unable to attend because of pictures in New York State.

accepted the new conFake
Opera
„. tors in Salt
o "1
tract, and a temporary arrangement
City CjO on btrike has been reached bet ween the operaMoiion picture operators who were tors and the Pantages, according to
members of the union went on strike Ralph Wardrop, financial secretary of
in Salt Lake City January 25, because the union.
The other houses have
of the refusal of the managers of the expressed a willingness to adopt the
picture houses to grant them a six- new wage scale, but are not willing to
hour day. The'r places have been grant the six-hour day.
filled and the houses are' operating in
accordance with the regular schedule,
A ^4-1^*.^ TT J
T^'
Artists 1 cnder Dinner
it is stated.
The operators failed to report for Francis Marius Pcriconi a birthday
work in an effort to force the theatre dinner.
Which
birthday
is still
men to acknowledge a new contract. On Wednesday, Jan. 24th the entire
embodying a scale of wages of $40 staff of poster artists of the Ritchcy
and $37.50 per week for ch ef opera- Litho. Corp. tendered to Mr. Domingo
tors and an increase of 25 cents and shrouded in dense mystery, although
19 cents an hour for relief men, with Mr. Periconi admits at least one year
a s!x-hour day. The Orpheum and for each of his innumerable names.

AN EXHIBITOR SPEAKS
UP ON FORD WEEKLY
the
Ford
Week
discu
ons-ion
angle
a new
s ly
that iscome
from
Earl
B.
HERE
Raefstanger, of the Mahaiewe Theatre, Great Bai rington, s: M ass.
Mr. Raef_tan^er
write

Regarding the Ford Weekly.
I am willing to pay for the
Weekly and do not think they
should write Ford asking for
him to give it to Exhibitors free.
It is positively the best reel of
its kind on the market and contains no advertising excepting
that it is made by Ford. Rothacker has made a number of
scenics with his name on it and
that went alright. I'll say let
Fordcan,make
reel all
andzndsellmore
it 'f
he
it ishis
worth
than he Yours
is charging
for it.
very tiuly,
Earl B. Raefstanger.
P. S. Our film rental iurs over*
30' V a week. I'd like to know
where the 10'/^ exhibitorj are.

O'Reilly Sounds
Keynote C. L.
Addressing
the meeting,
O'Reilly emphasized
the fact
this
afternoon
that the exhibitors
in their
opposition to percentage bookings
were animated only by their regard
for the rights of the public, which
he claimed, were identical with the
industry.
best interests of the motion picture
The speaker said that the public
today looked with great favor upon
the motion picture theatre because
of the
popular
whichin the
ers were
able prices
to charge
the ownway

of admission.
"But once these prices are definitely
abandoned and replaced with a scale
of prices which is prohibitive to the
average family of today, the process
of depopularizing the screen theatre
will set in. The stars should bear in
mind that they owe their drawing
power and consequently their salaries entirely to popular favor, which
is the biggest asset they have
to sell. The exhibitors cannot raise
their prices to such heights as the
percentage booking system would
force upon them and continue to do
business. It should be borne in mind
that as the public has made the stars
Realart Branch Office in it can also unmake them by withholding its patronage, a thing not
New Quarters
unlikely
if the grasping and unreaThe New York branch office oi
sonable attitude of the stars becomes
Realart Pictures Corporation moved
knownof tothe
the afternoon,
public."
In widely
the course
this week from the Godfrey Building, more
729 Seventh avenue, to the fifth floor telegrams were sent to Mary Pickof the Leavitt Building, 130 West ford, Douglas Fairbanks, Charley
Chaplin and D. W. Griffiths, telling
Forty-sixth street. Realart's shipping of
the stand of the committee on the
department
moved th's
the WinficldalsoBuildint;,
469 week
Fifth from
ave- percentage booking system.
nue, to the Leavitt Building.
J. -A. Quinn of the Motion Picture
With these changes, all departments and Theatrical Cooperative Society,
of Realart except two or three of the appeared before the committee and
branch offices now are in permanent outlined his plan for better and fewer
quarters. The home offices are within pictures, and likewise for reducing
a stone's throw of Grand Central Ter- the enormous amount of waste which
minal, and the New York branch he declares prevails under present
office, under the direction of Lester methods of product'ont During the
W. .^dIer, is in the centre of the film course of h's talk Mr. Quinn told of
exchange district.
(Continued on page 1652)
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Realart Managers
Reported Sick
Two Realart branch managers are
^covering from serious illnesses.
Ralph B. Quive, who left San Francisco last week to take charge of the
Detroit office of Realart, has been
unable to assume his new duties because of sickness. A telegram just
received from Mr. Quive states that
he is slowly recovering and that he
hopes to be out within a few days.
H. E. Wilkinson, of Buffalo, has
been very seriously ill for several days
from the " flu," In a letter, dictated
from his sick bed, to J. S. Woody,
Realart general manager, Mr. Wilkinson says that he " looks like an India
famine victim, but is beginning to feel
first-rate."
J. S. Ragland, general sales manager for Realart, now in the Middle
West on a business trip, is reported
ill at a hotel in Chicago. It is understood that his condition is not critical.

Picture

New

Three

An

Oklahoma City Select Branch Office
Likely

Pathe

Tw^elve

To

Story

Advertisers

Addressed by Author
Clarence Buddington Kclland, author of the " Sudden Jim "' stories, addressed the weekly meeting of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers
at the Cafe Boulevard on the part the
novelist will play in future screen productions. Among his other remarks
Mr. Kelland said :
" Novelists have paid too little attention in the past to motion pictures.
The novelist is a person who knows
how to tell a story. The motion picture producer is a man who knows
how to transfer a story into visil)!e
form. The novelist and the motion
picture producer should work hand in
hand."
Exhibitors

to be Repre-

sented in " Group "
John S. Evans, representing the Exhibitors' League of Pennsylvania, has
filed with Harry W. White, chairman
of the Motion Picture Group of Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce, an application requesting that two members
of the League be permitted to represent the League on the adjustment
committee of the "Group," according
to a report from the exchange-men's
association. Mr. White is quoted as
having expressed his assurance that
the application would be accepted favorably at the next meeting of the
"Group."

Own

Building

Structure

Already Under Way
Offices on Forty-fifth Street
-An entire floor will be devoted to
GROUND
reccnih-numbers
broken 35,
on
the lots was
occupying
the Sales, Publicity, Exploitotion and
37 and 39 West 45th street, adjoining Advertising Departments; and the Departments of Accounting, Supply and
the present home headquarters of
Pathe Exchange in the Century Build- Purchasing will also be located in coming at Xo. 25, and by the coming Fall
modious quarters. There is to be a
a twelve-story structure erected there special exhibition room on the floor
will be the new home of the organiza- occupied by the Sales Department for
tion. The ground area to be occupied the sole use of that division and prospective buyers. In addition, there will
by the build-ng is 50 by 100 feet.
The design and arrangement of the be a projection hall for the routine use
structure are the last word in mod- of the film committee and for special
ernity. It is to be 100 per cent, fire- showings.
proof, with sprinkling appliances
After years of domicile in Jersey
throughout and will be equipped with City, the Pathe News, upon the comevery modern device for safeguarding
pletion of the new building, will be
the occupants. The eleventh floor will transferred to New York City. This
be given over entirel\' to the occupancy will, as indicated by Mr. Brunet, vastly
of Mr. Brunet and the Board of Offi- facilitate the production and distribucers of the company.
tion of this feature.
The Art Department, which now cm"It was increasingly evident during
ploys thirt.\-odd artists and experts, the year," commented Mr. Brunet,
having long since outgrown its present "that the growth of business handled
C|uarters, will be housed in a commod- and in the corresponding increase in
ious glass covered studio on the roof office and executive forces, that the
of the structure. It will, in effect, be
a l)uildiiig upon a building, furnished joj
3(| pinoAV time
puE to'si come,
pau juasajd
ja.va
considerable
more room.
with every technical equipment to aid
in the production and handling of the We have occupied the eleventh and
enormous amount of art work pro- twelfth floors in the Century Building,
duced by Pathe, both for its own at- but in the last year we were compelled
tractions and those individualh- dis- to extend our organization to the
tributed through the Pathe Exchanges.
Adjoining

The rapid increase of business of
the Select organization in the West
brought forth an announcement this
week
from
Select's
general
Sam E.
Morris,
to the
effectmanager,
that it
is more than likely that a Select
branch office will be opened up in
Oklahoma City soon.
He has sent general representative
V. P. Whitaker and C. C. Ezell, manager of the Select Dallas branch, to
Oklahoma City to study the possible
Picture
advantage to be gained by the addition of another exchange to the presJudge
ent Select system.
Associated

Have

Present

igiECilll
iFiBII
E[:iBil

iEEIII
FliBllll
lljllll

1
IT i
This twelve-story building will be the hom<
of Pathe Exchange, Inc., and will house the
entire organization presided over by Pau
Brunet, vice-president and general manager
It is located at 35-37-39 West 45th St., New
York
Owner

of Poli

Circuii

Buys More Property
Sylvester Z. Poli. of New Haven
eighth floor."
Conn., owner of the Poli circuit o\
theatres, recently acquired from th(
Springfield Realty Trust Compan}
Injunction
Is Denied
their entire property at the noriheas
corner of Main and Worthingtoi
streets, in Springfield, Mass. Repre
Knox Refuses to Restrain the
sentatives of the Poli interests statt
the primary purpose in acquiring tht
Release of " The Blindness of Youth "
a de- to participate in the picture to be pro- property is to open an entrance to hi;
downDistrict
handedStates
JUDGE nial inKNOX
the United
duced by the complainant under the local playhouse from Main street anc
Court, of an application for the issu- name of 'Blind Youth,' nor is there to facilitate extensive remodeling oi
ance of a preliminary injunction re- suggestion that the defendant's picture, the theatre.
straining the Foundation Film Corpor- 'The Blindness of Youth,' will in any
ation from releasing their picture, "Tb ^ particular attempt to pirate plot, theme, Methodists Organize a
action or motive of the play which Telof Youth.''
Blindne
Picture Bureau
The ssinjunction
was applied for by
legen helped to write, and in which he
the National Picture Theatres, Inc., acted. If this were true an entirely
The Joint Centenary Committee oi
claiming unfair competition on the different case would be presented.
the Methodist Episcopal Church announces that its Department of Edu
"As the litigation stands, I am unground that the title of the photoable to find that, disassociated from the cation and Literature has now ir
drama, "The Blindness of Youth." was name of Lou Tellegen, there is in the
active operation a Division of Stereso similar to that of "Blind Youth," in
which Lou Tellegen was starred with production of a moving picture drama opticons, ^lotion Pictures and Lecmarked success, and which the Na- named 'The Blindness of Youth,' such
tures under the supervision of Drtional Pictures Theatres, Inc., plans to a degree of unfair competition as Chester C. Marshall, which vaW supwould justify my interposition by way
produce for the screen.
ply "all the demands of churches re-The histrionic abilitx" of Mr. Tell-"- of injtmction,'' Judge Knox declared. garding the screening of motion-pictures in community centers and
gen played an important part in the
churches. Dr. ^larshall's office is situdenial. Judge Knox declared : "The
ated at 111 Fifth avenue, New Yoit
names of plays, in the absence of the Riesenfeld Overture Is
names of actors who vitalized them,
Citv.
are, I think, for the most part tenous ;
Formally Presented
and with few exceptions, we remember
Hugo Riesenfeld, director of the
the actor rather than the names of the Rivoli and Rialto theatres, accepted the Local F.I.L.M. Club's
Dinner and Dance
vehicles in which he rode to fame.
invitation of the Philharmonic Society
The
New York F. 1. L. M. Clnt
of
New
York
to
conduct
at
the
first
"There will lie attached to this somewhat different name, none of the re- presentation of his " Romantic Over- held its annual jdinner and dance. Satflected reputation or creative genius of
ture" by the Philharmonic Society at
urday, Januar>31. incouples
Reisenweber's
hundred
were in
Lou Tellegen. nor of his histrionic Carnegie Hall Friday afternoon. Feb- Atout one
attendance.
This
proved
to be tht
ability and effort ; and I cannot but
ruary 6. Mr. Stransky's invitation to most enjoyable affair yet given
by th,
fee! that the persons who w-ill be de- the young conductor to wield his baton
ceived as to the play and its origin was especially pleasing to Mr. Riesen- club. Several song and dance artistfeld because it came during Music were present, who kept the guests in j
through the similarity' of the name will
Wtek,
to which he has devoted much happy frame of mind. The commitbe so few as to be negligible," declared
tee having the arrangements in chargi
time and effort. On February 8 Mr.
Jiidge Knox.
Judge Knox could find no attempt Riesenfeld's symphonic poem will be was headed by Mr. Murray Beier. as
at piracy, and continuing with the case presented by the Los Angeles S>-m- sisted by Messrs. E L. Barent, J. Belducting. Orchestra, Adolf Tandler con- man, Frank Gersten, William E. Rayhe said: "There is no allegation that phony
nor and Henrj- Siegel.
this actor (referring to Tellegen) is

February
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Maeterlinck

To

Write

for

Internationally
FURTHER

DETAILS

BROTHERS'

OF

GOLDWYN-ASCHER

THEATRE

Famous

Goldwyn
Playwright

and

Poet

Signs Contract for One Story a Ye^r — To
Visit Culver City Studios

DEAL

FROM Chicago come reports of further details on the deal
whereby Goldwyn has secured a half interest in the Ascher
Brothers chain of theatres. The consideration is reported
to have been between seven hundred and fifty and nine
hundred thousand dollars. It is now revealed that Ascher
Brothers also get an interest in all Goldwyn theatres wherever
located and that Goldwyn and Ascher now control twenty-six
houses, either already running or in course of construction. By
the end of the year the string is expected to total seventy-six.

MAURICE
MAETERLINCK,
Bel-ian
poet,' novelist,
essayist and
playwright has the
signed
a contract
to write
one original story a year for the Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation.
In the arrangement made between the poet and the Goldwyn
organization, M. Maeterlinck will write one story a year, and
will cooperate with the studio staff in the presentation of his
work.

Nathan Ascher will be in charge of the entire string, with
S. L. Rothapfel supervising presentation of pictures, leaving the
Goldwyn staff free to center its efforts on production and distributing. The best pictures will be booked for the theatres
wherever available. S. L. Rothapfel has already been in Chicago
conferring with Nathan Ascher.

M. Maeterlinck will leave for the Goldwyn studios in Culver City, Cal., within a few days to learn the technique of photoplay production. The author will travel in a private car
furnished by the Goldwyn Corporation and will stop at various cities enroute to tell of his venture into a field of authorship new to him.
//«.s Definite Screen Plans
Although M. Maeterlinck has
never written directly for the screen,
he has always entertained definite
opinions about its possibilities as a
medium for the wide diffusion of
ideals of beauty and of other standards of life. Shortly after signing
his contract with the Goldwyn comgave out the
pany, M. Maeterli
following statement:nck
"It seems to me that America does
not give the motion picture the artistic importanc
it merits.
to conside
r ite an
inferior People
type ofseem'
art
form. In my opinion, however, its potentialities are unfathomable, for it
can teach in terms of beauty and of
ideals in a manner not to be found
in any other medium of expression.
"I feel myself fortunate in being
a Hied with so great a motion picture
concern as Goldwyn, an institution
Maurice Maeterlinck, the Belgian poet- that shares these ideals and is bendphilosopher - playwright, has heard the
ing its efforts to elevate the artistic
screen's call.ally through
He will
interestpictures.
you eventu- level of the motion picture. And I
Goldwyn

Ouimby
Associated

Outlines
Exhibitors

Paper Representatives

New

Executive

Plans

Meets

Trade

and Discusses Organization
FKt:U C. QUIMBV, general manager district, the product bought and
the newly organized Associated Ex- handled by the Associated Exhibitors.
it ors, Inc., January 29th, made a few In this way, Mr. Quimby says, the exirks, supplementary in purpose to
hibitor assures for himself, free of
liie report, published recently in the competition and
extortionate charges
N'ews regarding
the policies
and organization of the new
association.
Mr. of producers, the best product available
for the screen. Or, Mr. Quimby hasQuimby's statement was tempered
tened to add, the Associated Exhibthroughout by a dignified restraint. In
itors has not pledged itself to release
tact, the impression one acquires of
the new Associated's general manager any definite number of pictures within
is that here is an individual, unassum- a limited time. Only the best pictures
ing and genial, but with all, a straight- available will be bought by the Assothinking chap who believes in deeds
ciated Exhibitors, according to the genrather than flowery pronouncernents.
eral manager, for distribution by this
According to the statement of Mr. co-operative body.
Quimby, the United States, under the
According to the plans of the new
plan laid down by the Associated Ex- organi
zation, Mr. Quimby announced,
hibitors, will be divided into thirty-two
districts. At the head of each district the expenses at present involved in the
will be a parent unit, a prominent ex- middleman-phase of the industry— the
hibitor, holding the franchise for that factors that stand between the producdistrict. The Capitol Theatre, for exing forces and the exhibitor— will be
ample, functions as the parent body for considerably reduced to the advant
age
the New York district. These thirty- of the producer and the screen-owner
.
two franchise-owners will remain a
fixed number. Each franchise holder As to the source of supply for the new
will issue subsidiary franchises to association, Mr. Quimby asserted that
other exhibitors resident within his the plans of the organization were
district. Thus, with the parent fran- broad enough to provide for a supply
chise-holder as a nucleus there will be of product from all available sources,
organized in each district a co-opera- including the independent market.
tive body of exhibitors, allied through What connections the Associated had
the medium of the parent unit with already under contemplation with
prothe other district-groups of the Assoducers, stars, or directors, the genciated Exhibitors.
eral manager could not divulge at the
From the membership of the subfranchise holders in each district will present time.
In conclusion, Mr. Quimby exbe drawn a committee, which, acting in
pressed himself as anxious to have it
concert with the franchise-holder, will
establish, with an eye to local condi- understood that the Associated Extions, a percentage-rate for that dishibitors was an organization "onetrict at which the product bought and hundred per cent owned and controlled
distributed by the Associated Exhib- by the exhibitors." He
said that on
itors Inc., will be rented by the ex- Monday, February 2nd, the
organizahibitors within thai area. This rate
tion would start its active career, and
will remain constant for all pictures, at
that time he would begin official opirrespective of the cost to the producer
erations as general manager of the
of the negative. The sub-franchise
holder, in allying himself with the par- new association with headquarters at
ent unit of his district agrees to accept the Capitol Theatre offices in New
at the rate, determined upon for that York.— £. F. Supple.

New

England

Chain

Gets Pittsfield Theatre
Papers have been passed transfering the Strand theatre in Pittsfield,
Mass., to the A. B. and G. Theater
Circuit of Boston (Samuel Grand,
president and treasurer), which has a
chain of motion picture houses
throughout New England. The new
owners will take possession February
9th. The Strand is to be operated
under the management of J. E.
Francke, fbrmerly associated with the
Shubert interests.
R. S. and

W.

F. Jensen

Buy Pasadena Theatre
One of the important sales reported
from Los Angeles during the current
week was that of Clune's Pasadena
theatre to R. S. and \V. F. Jensen, who
now conducts the Palace Strand in
Gleandale and the Theatorium, a suburban theatre in Los Angeles. Messrs.
Jensen are now engaged in building a
new house in Pasadena, which will be
devoted entirely to pictures.

am happy to find an organization willing to extend the means of initiating
myself into the technique of this new
art. Under its auspices I am undertaking this trip to California.
"I hope that by working with the
Goldwyn organization and studying
seriously the technical questions involved in motion picture production
to be able to arrive at results which
will have the greatest interest for all.
(Signed)
"Maurice Maeterlinck."
Maurice Maeterlinck will journey
to the coast with Mme. Maeterlinck in
a private car engaged by Samuel
Goldwyn. The party will stop at
Chicago, St. Paul, Omaha, and several other cities, where he will receive interviewers.
Mr. Henry Russell, manager, and
Mrs. Russell will accompany M. and
Mme. Maeterlinck on the tour.
The works of Maurice Maeterlinck
would fill a long book shelf. Among
his several volumes of . plays is the
exquisite dramatic poem "Pclleas et
Melisande," "The Bluebird," "The Betrothal," etc. His Goldwyn contest will
link the screen strongly with intellectuals, hertofore aloof.
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Capacity is the Report
Los Ange
ers ios,
and playstud
rectorsles
gave di-a
Metr
the
of
Loeb
had
been
connected
with
this
orES
er
ce
dayo
IV
dinn
dan
last
Sun
EXECUT
LOUIS K LOEB, a film man of
ganization for more than five years in
evening at the Hotel Alexandria
long experience, is the first prom- various executive
with Marcus Loew as the guest
capacities. As the
inent addition to the stafT of the Arof honor.
thur S. Kane Pictures Corporation, first Special Representative of the
Other prominent guests on
organized two weeks ago at 452 Fifth Famous Players-Lasky Corporation he
the occasion were Richard Rowavenue, with Mr. Kane as president. sjjent much lime and study in the
land, Joseph Engel, W. E.
Mr. Loeb will act as assistant to Mr. activities of the company's exchanges.
Atkinson, Al Kaufman, Bayard
Kane. Mr. Loeb has been an active When the Artcraft Pictures CorporaVeiller, and Agnes Ayers. Sid
Grauman acted as toastmaster.
tion was organized, Mr. Loeb became
worker in the industry for about ten
Here is another item of coast
jears, and has a thorough knowledge assistant general manager, and perfected and installed the routine of the
news: Fire did twenty thousof many phases of the business, esand dollars damage to Douglas
pecially film distribution, in which he twenty-eight branches as well as the
Fairbanks' home in Beverly
Home Office, it is stated. With the
has had extensive experience.
Hills, Monday morning.
of Paramount and Art" Doug " outnerved Nero by
When the General Film Company- consolidation
craft,
Mr.
Loeb
was
given
complete
opened offices in San Francisco, in
playing
jazz records on the
1910. Mr. Loeb was one of the first charge of accounting in the department
phonograph to get speed out of
of
distribution.
the
firemen.
employees, acting in the capacity of
Mr. Loeb has gained an unusual
assistant branch manager for almost
John W. Allen, Famous Players-T-asky spec- five years. During this time, he se- I'am'liarity with conditions as they are
ial representative at Chicago, who recently
cured a detailed knowledge of ex- among the great mass of exhibitors London Editor on Wa
died of pneumonia
change routine. Coming to Xew York, who constitute the backbone of the in;
he became connected with the Home dustry. In the course of his exchange
to Study Film IndusDeath f 'fficc of the Paramount Pictures Cor- activities, he had made five extensive
W. Allen's tes
John
try Close Range
Shocks
Associa
poration, which was later absorbed by tours of the country, thereby securing
W.
G.
Faulkner,
editor of the Lonj
intimate knowledge of national conJohn W. Allen, special representa- ilic Famous Players-Lasky Corpora- ditions.
don Evening News, according to
tion. Prior to his new affiliations, Mr.
tive of the Famous Players-Lasky Corletter received by L. Roch, former!rl
poration, with headquarters at Chiof The Transatlantic Film Co., sail
cago, died in that city Friday, January
on the Adriatic for this side to studd
30, after an illness of one week. The
film conditions. Mr. Faulkner wi
announcement of Mr. Allen's death
spend some time here and on th|
Ratify
Lesser-Gore
Purchase
came as a great shock to the men of
West coast.
fl
the organization with whom he had
Members of First National Circuit
been associated for years.
Sanctioned Transfer of Franchise
It was during the recent convention
Republic Announces
that Mr. Allen was stricken, and
lirothers have made known to them
though his friends and associates had
Recent
Appointments
Exchan
Sol nouncesLesser
tion ge
that ratifica
the for the erection of a $3,000,000 theatre
of anno intimation that his illness was seri- THE
Republic Distributing Corporati
ous, they felt keenly the fact that he purchase by Sol Lesser and the Gore in downtown Los Angeles, in addi- announces
that Fred Salinger, who h
tion to improvements to the Kinema
was forced to withdraw from the con- P.rothers of the First National Exbeen located at the Pittsburgh office
ference and take to his bed.
hibitor's Circuit Franchise for South- theatre, which they acquire as part the organization, has been called
ern California and Arizona from T. of the transaction with Mr. Tally, and
Mr. Allen is survived l)y his widow,
who was with him through his illness, I.. Tally, of Los Angeles, was given which, as a single item will cost ap- New York as manager of the N
York City Exchange. Norman Mor
and by his- mother and a half-brother, tins week by the entire membership of
proximately $200,000."with their fifteen who was in the New York office,
whose homes are in Kansas.
the Circuit, exercising a mandatory
" Gore Brothers,
theatres in operation on the West been appointed a special represen
clause of the co-operative concern'es Coast, and with their plans completed tive of the manager of sales, Geor
by-laws which makes any franchis
Morning Fire Does Not transfer or sale dependent entirely for the erection of others, constitute Meeker.
ari influential exhibitor element as
Prevent Night Shows
upon the approval of the entire mem])crship.
successor to Mr. Tally's theatre en- Pathe Exchange Man
A fire which damaged the cellar of
terprises in the franchise, while Mr.
" There was not a dissenting vote,"
the Central Square theatre of East
to the combination a reger Resigns
of Atlanta
Boston, Mass., recently is said to have soys Robert H. Liebler, president of Lesser brings
markable and extended experience as
P'irst
National.
''
The
members
arc
been caused by a bundle of waste-paper
an
independent
exchange
operator
and
encouraged by plans
becoming ignited and causing an ex- particular!}which
Mr. Lesser and the Gore
Mr. Harry A. Bugie, manager of
plosion in the gas meter. The fire ocPathe Exchange of Atlanta, Georg
curred early in the morning. Owing
for the past two years, has resigned t
exhibitor."
to the good work of Manager William
accept a position as sales manager f
Dowling, it is said, the usual evening
performance was conducted as ustial. Feist
Impressed
in
Frisco cinnati,
Dwyer Ohio,
Brothers'
Company
of C"
to take
eflfect Februa
first.
Picture
Theatres
Magnificence of
New Managers AppointSurprise Goldwy n Vice-President
ed by Universal
Association Combats
Universal announces the following FELIX F. FEIST, vice-president
The Goldw.\-n official had a mo^•,
and general sales manager for the pleasant and busy three days in San
changes : J. H. Calvert has been ap" Flu "
(Continued from page 1648)
pointed manager of Kansas City, re- Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, Francisco. He was much impressed
placing \V. R. Wilkerson. H. F. Le^- left San Francisco twenty-four hours with the theatre activit\- so much in
holtz has been appointed manager of ahead of the time he had contem- evidence here, and predicted a big
motion programs
picture theatres
and prin"
in theatre
:
Omaha, replacing J. H. Calvert. Edplated last night, having been called motion picture future for this city. all
" One who has a constant and ut
gar Haines lias been appointed mana- to the Goldwyn studios at Culver City -Mr. Feist visited a number of houses
controllable inclination to cough o
ger of the Des Moines office, replac- for an important business conference
ing Mr. F. H. Frisch.
including the small neighbor- sneeze should not remain in .a crowdy
with Mr. F. J. Godsol, chairman of here, hood
houses as well as the first run
the hoard of directors of the Goldwyn
public place. Unless the face is co\
and larger district houses.
ered with the handkerchief. coughiB
Minor Theatre, Areata, Compani,-.
He declared he was impressed by or sneezing is dangerous to ever
This has broken up Mr. Feist's
CaL, in New Hands
itinerar\. On leaving here, he ex- the modernity and magnificence of neighbor reached by the spray.
pected to return to San Francisco the principal district houses of San
" Well persons will be benefited b
The Minor theatre, in Areata, Cal.,
has changed hands and is now under when he had finished his business in Francisco, after visiting and inspect- the diversion of the theatre ; sick pa
ing the New Mission and New Fill- sons should be at home — for their ow
the control of the B. and B. Motion Los Angeles and at the studios. He
more theatres, owned and operated good and for the public good.
Picture Circuit, which also conducts probably will go to Seattle after returning to San Francisco, he said, but by Kahn & Greenfield ; and the Coli" Fear is a great factor in lowerin
theatres in Blue Lake, Korbel and Bulseum, which is under the management resistance. Go about your affair
winkle. The Minor is under the direc- this point has not been definitely of Samuel
Levin.
decided upon.
tion of R. E. Byard, Jr.
calmlv and unafraid."
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News

from

NEW ORLEANS
AI Dulling has rcsigiud as manager of the
jbertson Colc film exchange in New Orins
and is from
sueeded after
by K.fourC years'
Florine,service
who conies
licago but is a native of the Crescent
ty. District Manager Hanson of New
ork has been in New Orleans coaching Mr.
S. T. Stephens, of New Orleans, has been
aking a trip from New York to l.os
ngeles
with gathering
numerous information
stop overs, and
side-irips
id detours,
ideas
Ir opening a chain of independent film exjianges at Atlanta, New Orleans and Dallas.
I Work of remodeling an old airdome at
latchez, Miss., and of turning it into a mojin
pictureThomas
theatre Pantalinna
is about used
completed.
armerly,
it in
[immer to project pictures, but it was not
'^ed in winter. ™r. Pantalinna was in
lew Orleans last week, arranging for
rvice.
H.irry C. Simpson has resigned as man.if the Fox Film corporation's office
w Orleans. the" Benny
" DudenliefTer,
;lie
last three
years, suciils him,company
at least temporarily.
Vi-w Orleans claims the credit for making
Huntley, the young English juvenile,
\mcrica so well he intends to stay,
i likes it not only because he signed
nick contract recently, but because
1 irlcans is in America. Mr. Huntley
>'ten in this country six months comI g irom Australia.
; As an impetus to its work, the sodality of
le Blessed Virgin Mary of the Church
- thegansImmaculate
Conception
of New Or-in
gives motion picture
entertainments
l:suit College Hall Tuesday and Wednesly evenings.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
To
enlarge
business
the \'ictory,
Keith
house,its isnoon
selling
10 tickets
for $1
I special lunch-hour bargain. The tickets
a holder to a regular l.i cent seat
1 :30 p.m. every day but Saturday
Holidays. A few of the things this
jrice enables patrons to see are " Stronger
ban Death," "The Girl From Outside,"
'The Fortune Hunter," "Slaves of Pride."
I The students of Brown University publish
I daily paper. The Strand, Modern and
l-ialto are obtaining good results by using
. two inch space in it.
" Loot at" least.
will notThebe Rialto
shown booked
here, forit the
resent
for
in. 26, but Sergt. Gamble, the amusement
;nsor, asked that so many scenes be elimlated tofromwithdraw
it that it."Manager Mahoney was
irced

Sol isBraunig,
Modern of the;re,
confinedmanager
to his ofbedtliebecause
an
ijury sustained when he received a nasty
.11 last week on an icy sidewalk. Max
athanson, owner of the theatre, is holding
pwn the managerial chair.
CANADA
The Anglo-Canadian Picture Plays, Limed, of Montreal, will ultimately undertake
le production of moving picture features in
anada, and the stars of these photoplays
ill be players who are now appearing in
ritish productions, according to Louis
ote, of Ottawa. t)ntario, one of the directs of the new British-Canadian company.
Mr. Cote declared t^.at the idea of organizg the Anglo-Canadian company was sug•sted
by Canadians
to Engnd during
the war who
and, had
whilegonethere,
had
-■come
impressed
with
the
belie.'
that
there
ould
be
a
market
in
Canada
for
English
ctures.
Announcement has been made that Mr. H.
hompson, a former Englishman, has been
ipointed manager of the Montreal office of
e Anglo-Canadian Picture Plays, Limited,
r. J. B. .MacKay, general manager of the
impany, is now in England to complete
ganization details.
Moving pictures of representatire Canaan industries and various natural relurces
of the Dominion
be presented
the Canadian
Industries will
Exhibition
to be
;ld in the Royal Agricultural Hall, Lon)n, England, in June. Arrangements have
.•en
completed
the Exhibits
and
ubiicity
Bureau whereby
of the Canadian
Departent of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, will
ke pictures of leading industrial plants in

the

Canada,resources,
while views
Canada's
water
power
forests,ofmines
and fisheries
will also be prepared for the London exhibition.
Walter Hepburn, of Vancouver, B. C.
chief censor of moving pictures for the
Province of British Columbia, has announced
that approximately .i.OOO reels of film passed
through stihis
otlice during
contutes an increase
of about1919.
500 This
reels over
the number of reels examined for British
Columbia in 1918. The total fees derived
by the Province from the censorship of pictures amounted to about $15,000.
In commenting upon the censorship situ
alion in British Columbia, Mr. Hepburn
declares that he seldom tinds it necessary
to
whole
" By taking
out condemn
an inch ahere
and picture.
a foot there,
objecclared. tionable features can be eliminated." he de.-V sharp discussion occurred at a recent
meeting of the City Council of .\Ioose Jaw,
Western Canada, when a proposal was made
to jack up the theatre license tax to $1 per
st;at. Alderman Bellamy defended the cause
of the theatres, pointing out that the eNhibitors were already paying many taxes.
Aldernian Jackson stated that the local theatre interests had purposely kept the Rex
theatre closed in order to stiffle local competition and that the exhibitors were well
able to afford to pay a heavy tax. A compromise was effected and the new civic tax
is fifty cents per seat, with a minimum of
$200 for a theatre.
From Brandon, Manitoba, to Brantford,
Ontario, is the jump that C. J. Appel has
made as one of the theatre managers employed by Julc and J. J. Allen, of Toronto.
Appel has been in charge of the Allen The
atre at Brandon, but he has been transferred
to
at Brantford.
A. Allen's
MatthewsBrant
has theatre
been appointed
managerG.
of the Allen Theatre at Brandon.
The Canadian and Ontario governments
are now competitors in the moving picture
field. Both the Dominion and Ontario authorities are producing scenics and industrial
liictures at regular intervals and. strangely
enough. Clair Hague, of Toronto, the general managerLimited,
of the Canadian
I'niversal
Film
Company,
has secured
the releasing privilege throughout Canada for both
sets of official government subjects. Tlie
Dominion government, through the Exhibits
and Publicity branch of the Department of
Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, has been releasing one picture every two weeks. The
Ontario government is observing the same
schedule, but will alternate with the Domin
ion government releases so that there will
be one new official film each week for
Canada.
A few days ago Sir William Jury, London,
England, British distributor of Canadian
government pictures, cabled instructions to
increase the shipments of official films to
him from one to ten prints. The Canadian
scenics have become highly popular in the
British Isles, it is reported.
Hamilton, Ontario, with a population of
105,000, is to have a brand new Pantages
theatre with a seating capacity of .i.OOO.
The city, when the house is completed next
January, will therefore have the largest theatre in Canada in projiortion to size of local
population, it is declared.
BUFFALO
The Majestic Theatre company of Buffalo
has certified to the Secretary of State in
Albaiiv that it has increased its capital stock
from $15,000 to $150,000. The company
operates the Majestic theatre, managed by
Dr. Peter C. Cornell.
The Variety theater, 740 Fillmore avenue,
has been sold to Gusta and Meyer Wallach,
for a sum said to exceed $75,000. V. Bielanski was the former owner.
Maurice C«hen, formerly a member of the
I'niversal
Inc.,Henry
sales
staffs,
has and
been Gardiner
engaged Pictures,
by ^^anager
E. Wilkinson of Realart as a sales representative. Mr. Wilkinson screened Mary
Miles Minter in " Judy of Rogues' Harbor,"
in Shea's
Hippodrome many
Friday laudatory
evening, January 30.mentsand
comon the received
production.
Richard C. Fox, former manager of the
Famous Players-Lasky exchange and now
sales matiager for the Fox Film corporation
in the United Kingdom with headquarters
in London, left Buffalo, Saturday, February
7, for New York. He sailed on the 12th for
overseas.
C. A. Taylor, Pathe manager, has started
a publicity campaign on the new Dempsey

Correspondents

field. He was with them in Pittsburgh
years ago, and has been confeature, which according to " Buck " is be- over twelve
nected with them in various
ing
booked
like
wildfire
in
tho
Western
Newcapacities ever
York territory.
since.
Nobody was allowed to sleep in the Erie
Grip, the
or "First
flu " National
call it what
you will,
struck
exchange
likehasa .Street cemetery this week,
substantiate
ihuiiderbolt. P. II. .Smith, the manager, and D, W, Gnftiih's statement in to
Greatest
Otto Sicgel, asst. manager, are both confined Question " that there " ain't " "The
no such thing
to
their
beds,
and
Mr.
Smith's
secretary
is
ghosts.
as
also ill at her home.
.\l. A. Malanay, publicity manager of the
Cleveland Loew theatres,
offered $25 reward to any man who would spend a night
K.
11.
Woolso'n,
formerly
with
the
Phoenix
cemetery. $75 was offered
Cheese company, -New York, J. .S. Savage, all alone m the
former manager of the Abbott and Como to any woman with nerve enough to deal
theatres,
and R. H.
I'earch,
Jamevs- with spooks.
town, haveBuffalo,
been assigned
to the
new Albany
Applicants?
with
office of the Ciardiner Pictures, Inc., by E. _em.
Seems as Malanay
everybodywasis swamped
wild to make
M. Zimmerman, sales manager, who has just the acquaintance of an honest-injun-spook
—especially if there is a reward for the
returned
from a "rest
cure"announces
in the South.
T.
R. Gardiner,
jiresident,
that
of men
and
the Rialto, Rochester, has closed a success- spoiled
women night's
wrote rest.
in to Hundreds
the Euclid
Theatre,
where
ful
two
week
showing
of
"
Eyes
of
Youth,
"
"
The
Greatest
Question
"
opened
this
in spite of bitter cold weather.
week,
to comply with the rc<iuireinents wanting
of the request.
the society in
J. F. Kirsch, manager of the Buffalo charge of the Erie streetButcemetery
entered
Doolcy exchange, is now serving over 125 an objection to the plan, and refused
to
exchanges in this territory. Mr. Kirsch have the burial i)lace made the scene of
recently accompanied Thomas W. Dooley to public advertising.
.\cw York to purchase a serial and several
big features. The company has recently
INDIANAPOLIS
bought 26 original Billy West comedies
made by the Emerald Motion Picture company. They will be released two a week.
February second started off " Norma
Talmadge Week " in Indianapolis.
J. H. Michael, manager of the Victoria Colonial headlined Miss Talmadge in " The
She
theatre and chairman of the executive com- Loves and Lies " and the Isis in " The
mit e of the New York Exhibitors' League,
of a also
Woman."
is giving
his patrons
at the of" \'ic
" double
a great week for Mother Eve.
bills
at almost
every change
program
and WayIt was
according to the box-office figures they are I he Circle played " Even as Eve " and the
much appreciated. Mr. Michael is now
active in a campaign against advertising on Alhambra, " Eve in Exile."
the screen.
Fifty-seven motion picture houses in Indianajiolis are in competition with two legitimate, four
vaudeville
one burlesque theaHenry W. Kahii, manager of the Metro
ters
according
to a and
survey just completed
branch, made a trip to Utica and Schen- by the
Advertising Club. Of the Fiftyectady last week and returned with contracts seven, eleven
are downtown
bearing the signatures of the managers of
mainder neighborhood
houses. and the rethe Alhambra and De Luxe in Utica and
the Palace in Schenectady. Mr. Kahii reOne of the biggest deals of the month
ports business booming in both cities.
in Indiana photoplay circles was the incorporation of the Artcraft Theater CorHarold 1$. Franklin, managing director of
poration, which will ojierate houses in
Shea's llipiiodrome, left the city Sunday Franklin, Ind,,
with
of $200,000,
evening, February 1, for New York " on Directors arc Williamcapital
E, Green, Charles
Bruinmer
and
lion
O. Newland.
important business."
Xazimova made her bow to Buffalo in
" Stronger
Death,"house
at both
Cijurt
StreetThan
vaudeville
and the
the Shea
Shea
SEATTLE
Hippodrome
on
Sunday,'
February
1.
'The JACK WEIL, manager and president of
big production was shown in both houses
the
Republic
Corporation,
and capacity audiences were the rule that handles the Distributing
new Chaplin pictures on
throughout the day and night.
Weil■r"^'"'
.las been
forced
to put on
more men,
""^POf's
exceptional
business.
Mr.
Andy Sharick, Select exjiloitation man, is Mr'
ineeting with unusual success in his work one being Harold Canefie'd, formerly with
Pathe
"
12-10
"
is
in Western New York. His recent cam- Weil. at Portland.
going
ceptionally
well
wherever shown, said Mrexpaigns in .Syracuse and Jamestown have
brought him several letters that are flattering indeed.
Fred Fisher, who has gone to New York
on important business, has left
in charge of George G. Maxime,thewhoofliceis
CLEVELAND
taking good care of the
First National in
The Photoplay Program Service Comi)nin the Northwest.
has recently been organized in Cleveland
It is claimed that Jensen and Von Herwith A. T. and T. Ledercr in command.
who
now own
The company gets out neat iirograms for berg,
iseuni
in Seattle
and the
otherLiberty
theatresandin Colthe
a niimber of the motion picture theatres of
Cleveland and the surrounding towns.
Every week there is a new cover to the $1,000,000 pal.nce at Fifth and West'.-ike,
booklet, attractive in design, and convenient irmm'Jinn*
exclusively
, will erect their new
Tom Tomilson.
formerly
assistant manin size. It is meant to be a pocket
memorandiim of the pictures of the week at assistant
ager of Vitagraph'
exchange,Features
is now
managers ofSeattle
the Greater
your favorite movie house.
Company, Jack Lannon president.
Audrey Munson has burst upon the Ohio
James Clemmer, of The Clemmer, has
film fans through the medium of Leon D.
forced to take a flying trip to New
Netter, general manager of the Masterpiece heen
and other Eastern centres.
ork
1
Film Attractions of Cleveland, Ohio, Miss
Munson has entered into an agreement with
The
Man,"
Mr, Netter to appear in person in Ohio, played to Miracle
recently
crowded audienceswhich
at the Strand
West Virginia and western Pennsylvania tor
three weeks, played
at
the
Mission
this
with a revival
picture.
The [last week to another crowded house
photoplay
star ofandherartist
model" Purity,"
was in Cleveland
one
day
last
week,
and
signed
up
the
contract.
CINCINNATI
Dave Warner, one of the well-known
Warner brothers, has taken over the distribuFilm Company, will known
tiVm of " The Pendelton Round-Up. 1919 Wilson
openedas FebThe
Edition,"
for the the
northern
of Ohio.
He ...^ exchange, to be be
will
distribute
film part
through
his own
Theatre
at' 301 isStrand
George Wilson
ruary
1 by
Building.
Mr. Wilson
well
exchange in this part of the state but has known throughout
the Cincinnati territory^
turned over the southern section to George as he served for four
as
Wilson, of Wilson Film Company, Strand the local Standard Filmvears
Service manager
Exchange,of
Theatre Bldg., Cincinnati. Warner has also and more recently was connected
with the
turned over his Hart and Jennings pictures sales force of the Cincinnati Select
Exto Mr. Wilson, for release in the southern
fea
handle
will
exchange
new
change.
The
part of the state.
souththroughout
subjects
short
turesernand
Kentucky.
and
Ohio
Morris Levision, who has been office man
ager of the Dave Warner Films, 410 Sloan
Bldg., Cleveland, has left the distributing
Infringement of a copyright covering a
end of the industry, and will henceforth be musical composition is charged in a suit
allied with the Warner Brothers in Cali- filed
in United States District Court by Shasion has been associated with the Warners
piro-Bernstein &Co., New York music pubforniasioninhas been
the production
Levilishers, against the Hippodrome Amusement
associated branch.
-with the Mr.
Warners
(Continued
on page 1656)
ever since their entry in the motion picture
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Ben Beadell of Select has contracted
7ith the State-Lake for pre-release
Ihowings of all Selznick productions,
Items
From
All Sources
liduding Olive Thomas, Owen News
loore, Elaine Hammerstein, Elsie
anis, and Eugene O'Brien features.
Havill, the Robertson-Cole salesman, Mr. Rothacker left for California
is again at work after being ill for early last week with William A. JohnI R. C. Florine, popularly- known to two weeks, and Manager Max Lev\ston, editor of Motion Picture News,
Chicago picture men as " Chub," has has been fighting off an attack of the and expects to be away from Chicago
een appointed manager of the Rob"flu" for several days. Universal's staff until the latter part of February.
rtson-Cole exchange at New Orleans, again
is complete with the exception
le has been connected with Paihe's of Banks Winter, publicity man, who
Is the Randolph theatre on Ranihicago office for two years and lias has developed a case of diphtheria
dolph or State street? The answer
lade a splendid record with that orafter suffering from " flu " for several is that the popular Jones, Linick &
anization, among his feats being the days.
Manager flarthill of Bee Hive Schaefer house is now on both
,'inning five prizes in national sales is around again, but William Hight streets, as the commodious new State
ontests and last December earning is
suffering from the epidemic.
street lobby has been opened to the
le largest bonus ever paid to a salcspublic, giving an entrance from each
lan in the Chicago office.
S. C. Bcstar has been named mana- of these busy streets. The new lobby
ger of Chicago branch of National is of beautiful marble tile, fifty feet
The week of February 29 will l)e Picture Theatres, succeeding Paul wide and one hundred feet in depth,
nown as Vitagraph week at the Rose Busch, who now is manager of the
tieatre in the loop. Earle Williams Republic Distributing Corporation in giving additional space for the waiting throngs. The run of the "Copper1 " The Fortune Hunter " and Larry Chicago. Mr. Bestar has been on the
head," which opens at the Randolph
iemon in "The Grocery Clerk" will sales force of National Pictures for on February 8, promises to be an
■e the pictures screened. Manager some time and is a veteran picture event of unusual importance in the
red Aiken reports the Rose has man.
Chicago moving picture world.
gned up for the Larry Semon comeMessrs. Jones, Linick & Schaefer are
ies, which are going strong throughstrong
for the Americanization propThe staff of Universal's Chicago
ut the Chicago territory. He also office
presented Louis Laemmle with
aganda idea, and it is planned to spend
ays the Vitagraph sales contest which a fine leather traveling bag as a token $8,000 for exploitation and advertisway.
tarted January 26 is proving a big of their regard on his fiftieth birthing to put this picture over in a big
usiness stimulator and that contracts
day, which he celebrated January 29.
re rolling in in good volume.
Eddie
.^i,.^.,^.. 'Pointed Paragraphs," distributed
— O'Donnell, general represenMrc A R FIno-pl vL-in nnpn tVip npvv
by the Cropper Distributing CorporaTheatres,
Picture
National
°^
aboul
111
kin
P
!
theatfe
re
•-mp
Si rand alreadf has c^^^^^^^ Inc.. IS recovering following an oper- tion, of which Ross C. Cropper is
scored a hit last week at
president,
he under- the
appendicitis
^""^
,he Vmplet Vi agraor^^^^^^
^r
Grant
atkthe which
recently
^l/i
he new.. house l.:u
will seat about four ^ent
tt„
*u : Hospital,
v,
„, . Pantheon
,
r^.theatre,
■ , ■ Lubliner &
P"'"''"
up-to-date s^^rtl
be anrespect.
and will
mndred theatre
ticture
in every
palace.
W. S. Weinshanker has been enJoe Coppell has left the Rivera,
A. L. Orr & Son of Dwight, 111.,
gaged as manager of the Logan
lave completed plans for a new 700 Square theatre on Milwaukee avenue. Balaban & Katz's North Side theatre,
eat picture theatre in that city, and He recently has been connected with to assume the position of manager of
Barbee's new loop theatre, which it is
lave acquired a site for the house
& Mack's service sta- expected will open its doors about
.cross the street from their old thea- Willis tion&for Eckles
exhibitors. While manager the first of April. David Balaban is
re, which was destroyed by fire in of Ascher Bros. Milford theatre he
)ecember.
Mr. Coppell's successor at the Rivera
made a reputation for putting over and
has already taken charge.
unique
exploitation
"
stunts
''
and
preJ. D. Williams, general manager of
senting his programs in an exceptionManager Max Levy is pleased with
ally high class way. He has engaged
•'irst
National,
has
returned
to
Chiago after a flying visit to Dallas, a fifteen-piece orchestra for the Logan the representation Robertson-Cole
fexas, in the interests of the big ex- Square, which is an 1,800 seat house, productions are having in the loop
and plans that every feature will be this week. "The Beggar Prince" is
libitors' organization.
introduced with special presentation. on the screen at the Rose theatre;
"The Luck of Geraldine Laird" is
Reports reaching Chicago from
First National Exchange reports being shown at the State-Lake, and
larry Weiss of First National, who
s on a booking tour through Illinois, that "In Old Kentucky"- will start ex- "The Third Generation" at the Statetended runs in three loop theatres — Congress.
how that exhibitors are booking " In
)ld Kentucky " with enthusiasm and Pastime, Ziegfeld and Bijou Dream —
Leila W. Hollen, one of the most
hat the big production will be on February 8, and some big exploitation and advertising stunts are being successful women exhibitors of Illi■creened in practically every Illinois
nois and for the past five months
ity and town which has a good pic- prepared to put the production over.
ure theatre.
owner of the Colonial theatre at
Carl Fulton of the E. E. Fulton Danville, has sold it to William HeasCo.
is in New York this week in con- man of Attica. Ind. Mr. Heasman
The Chicago " flu " situation connection with the exploitation and dis- will continue the same policies which
inues to improve slowly, but every
have made the Colonial successful.
tribution of the "Fulco" products.
•xchange and theatre has members of
Miss Hollen is reported to be looking
ts staff on the sick list. The attendince at picture houses remains below
J. D. Williams, Bruce Johnson and around for a likely theatre which may
be purchased for any amount up to
lormal. Select's Chicago office re- Henry Lehrman were guests of Wat- $50,000 or $60,000.
lorts everybody back on the job this terson Rothacker at an evening showveek, including Manager Ben Beadell
ing of the sample print of Marshall
md his assistant, Eddie Silverman, Nielan's new picture, "The River's
O. J. Chandler, who one year ago
)oth of whom were at home sick for End," at the big Rothacker plant in retired from the moving picture busiI couple of days last week. P. C. Chicago the early part of last week.
ness, has re-entered the field as man-

ager of the Isis and Colonial theatres at Peru.
Word reaches the Chicago office of
Vitagraph that J. A. Humphreys,
known throughout his Indiana territory as "Dad," is in bed at the Courtland Hotel, Kokomo, suffering from
an acute attack of rheumatism
brought oh by too much exposure to
the recent inclement weather.
After serving two weeks on a jury,
Chas. H. Ryan, the popular manager
of the Garfield theatre and one of
Chicago's livest showmen, is around
again and has a new idea as to how
to tame some of the energetic film
salesmen. Get them subpoenaed to
serve on the jury so they will learn
how to tell the truth, says Charley.
Chicago has a new movie heroine
named Gwendoline with a $350 kick.
Her other name is Bishkow, and she
is the pretty cashier of the Illington
theatre. One night last week she
gathered up the receipts at closing
time and started with them for the
Broadway Strand theatre, headquarters of Marks & Goldman, who operate a string of South Side houses.
Two men followed her aboard a street
car, and one of them seized her artd
demanded the money. In the scuffle
Gwendoline dropped the money to the
floor and kicked it under the motorman's feet and the robbers, alarmed
by her screams, did not stop to pick
it up. "Some kick," opined Miss
Bishkow, and carried the $350 safely
to the boss. Some heroine, we say.
Charles J. Schaefer, owner of the
Garfield theatre, has announced the
engagement of his daughter, Marie,
to Roger A. Bailey. Charles J. Schaefer Theatrical Enterprises, with offices
in the Mailers Building, is well known
in Chicago movie circles, and Mr.
Schaefer is kept busy these days receiving the good wishes of his friends.
The City of Rochester, Indiana, has
purchased a large downtown lot, and
plans have been drawn for a new
city hall and theatre which will be
erected in the near future at an estimated cost of $100,000. It is understood the theatre will be equipped foi
use as a motion picture house as well
as for stage productions.
E. C. Jensen, western district manager for Goldwyn, has returned to
Chicago after a two weeks' trip over
his territory. Mr. Jensen was in Minneapolis, Omaha, St. Louis and Kansas City during his trip, and reports
Goldwyn features going strong in all
these big key cities.
The taking over of the Triangle exchanges bythe United Picture Theatres
of America has caused considerable
shifting around of men well known in
the Chicago moving picture industry.
Jack O'Toole and his staff have moved
{Continued on page 1656)
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Brunet

fAnnounces'
Sfennett's
Plans
E.. M. Asher, Producer's Representative;
Arrives in New York; to Open Office
E. M. Asher, personal representative
nouncement ofMack Sennett's determination to occupy the field of largest
loJ^laCTc .Sennett, ari-iyed this week in
New York on the 20th Century Lim- endeavor — without abandoning^ in Jhs
ited, coming direct from Los Angeles. least his devotion to comedies of brilHe will open offices in this city in the *'ancc and brevity. Mr. Sennett prominterests of the Mack Sennett Comises a'sensation when he releases his
edies and brings with him the five-part first seven-reel production. This wfll
super-production, "Down on the .be followed during the year by two or
Farm," the previews of which, he says, three more creations of equal size and
promise a sensational success.
importance. These will be called Mack
That "Down on the Farm" will hit Sennett Super-Productions. Even the
' believes
ihe bullse>is ecertain,
of popularity
Asher first will be no experiment in the
because Mr.
it projects
genius of Mr. Sennett, since his capacity to handle pictures of larger measure
all those elements of story-telling that
been triumphantly demonstrated in
never fail, when garbed in "different" has
aspect, to win the enthusiastic approval "Mickey."
of the public. The scene is rural and
Second will be a series of producso are the characters. The unique
tions of five-reel proportion in the size
quality of "Down on the Farm" arises and spirit of "Down on the Farm."
from the blending of three different These will be identified in the Sennett
strands of picture expressiveness — schedule as "Special Comedy Features"
comedy, serious drama, and travesty. to distinguish them on the one hand
It is a work in which the comedy from the seven-reel super-productions
genius of Mr. Sennett finds its highest and on the other hand from the twoand most ingenious form of expression, reel productions. Ben Turpin, Marie
says Mr. Asher.
Prevost, Louise Fazenda and Phyllis
The most important item from a Haver will be featured indixidually in
news standpoint is Mr. Asher's an- these comedies.
United

Theatre

Men

Meet

Syracuse Scene of Important Session
Five New Members Admitted to Concern

POSSIBLY one of the most en. I I thusiastic and beneficial meetings
JjelfJ was the United Picture Theatres
pf America meeting, which took place
ajt the Yates Hotel, Syracuse, N. Y.,
on the .22nd. At least 50 per cent, of
the franchise holders in Northern and
Western New York were present.
Many important improvements and
policies were suggested, voted on and
adopted at this meeting. A classification committee was appointed which
Avas as follows :
Emmet Cornell, Eckel Theatre, Syracuse, chairman ; J. S. Burnham, Temple Theatre, Cortland; W. A. Callahan,
Regent, Rochester ; J. J. Walker, Lincoln, Schenectady ; James B. Kelly.
Part of the results of this meeting
was the admittance of five new memPercentage

Arouses

of New York
hibitors

Ire

Ex-

(Continued from page 1649)
methods and conditions which he said
prevailed in California studios. He
said that the waste of time, and film
was almost unbelievable, and that it
was high time for the exhibitors to
take a hand towards putting a stop
to this waste.
Mr. Quinn declared that the majority of claims being made by producers
as to the cost of five-reel negatives
was either the talk of paid publicity
men or that their own methods were
responsible for the waste and for the
consequent high figures of production.
The speaker said that there were today a number of young and ambitious
, , .companies in the field fully able and
anxious to demonstrate their ability
to produce as good pictures as are

bers, and the general endorsement and
adoption of all policies as laid down
by the United Picture Theatres of
America up to date. One of the chief
subjects of discussion was the dominating entrance of Wall Street into
this industry, and plans and policies
were proposed which will eventually
offset outside interference toward any
members of this wonderful circuit of
theatres.
Another meeting of United Picture
Theatre Exhibitors was held at the
Hayward Hotel, Rochester, Wednesday, Jan. 28th, at 2 p. m., at which Mr.
J. A. Berst, President of the United
Picture Theatres, and Mr. Harry Hall,
Vice-President of the United Picture
Theatres of America were to be

Elected to Commerce Board
Paul Brunet, Vice-President and
General Manager of Pathe Exchange,
Inc., has just received another honor
in being elected for a two-year term as
a member of the Directorate of the
Franco-American Board of Commerce
and Industry. This organization is
comprised of the most prominent men
of the United States engaged in promoting the best business relations between this country and the sister reAlong with Mr. Brunet, there is inpublic.
cluded in the Board of Directors of
the Franco-American Board such well
known and influential New Yorkers as
Albert Breton, Vice-President of the
Guaranty Trust Company ; Joseph T.
Crosby, Vice-President, National City
Bank; Paul Fuller, Jr., of Coudert
Brothers; Ernest Iselin, of A. Iselin &
Co. ; Arthur B. Leach, of A. B. Leach
& Co. ; H. Michelin, of the Michelin
Tire Co. ; Jean Revillon, of Revillon
Freres, and J. R. Munoz, Vice-President of the Cosmopolitan Shipping
Company.
It was only a short time ago that
Mr. Brunet was accorded the great distinction of being elected an Administrateur of Pathe Cinema of Paris, the
great international motion picture organization. Mr. Brunet is the only
Vice-President of Pathe Exchange,
Inc., who has been paid this high tribute.

Chicago and Mid- West
(Co)ifiiiued from page 1655)
from their old quarters in the Film
Exchange Building to the Mailers
Building, where Mr. O'Toole will be
in charge of handling not only the products of United but the reissues and
features which have been owned by
Triangle as well. The office also will
handle the physical distribution of the
Hallmark pictures and this accounts
for the removal of Frank Flaherty and
his staff from their former offices in
the Consumers Building to the Mailers building office of United.
R. H. Smith, who was in charge of
the Chicago Triangle exchange remains with Mr. O'Toole and will look
after bookings on the north side. Sid
present.
Smith, who only recently joined the
now being turned out at from 60 to United sales forces, will travel the
75 per cent below the cost which is soutk side, and B. T. Phillips will look
now claimed by many producers. Mr. after the Illinois territory-.
Quinn asked for the support of the
exhibitors for his organization. A
committee will be named to confer
DETROIT
with Mr. Quinn in getting at the best CORRESPONDENCE
H. Kunsky has taken possession of
methods of cooperation toward bring- theJohn
De Luxe theatre and will operate it as
ing about the production of good and part of his chain of houses. A. J. Moeller
at the same time moderately priced has been retained as manager. The De
Luxe residential
is a moderndistricts.
house in one of Detroit's
features. This committee will report best
at the state convention.
It isallreported
Among those present today were : broke
records that
during" Inits Old
two Kentucky
weeks' run"
Sydney Cohen of New York, presi- at the Madison theatre.
dent of the league; Jules Michaels,
C. A. Bird,
general
managerwasof the
Wilcircuit
of theatres
a recent
Harold Franklin, Buffalo; J. A. Detroitliam Foxvisitor.
While here he appointed
Quinn, S. I. Berman, Samuel Sheer Sid Lawrence as manager of the Washingsucceeding James Keough, who has
and J. J. Whittman, New York; Fred gone ton,
to Minneapolis for the Ruben and
Elliott, George Roberts, Albany; Finklestein
interests. Mr. Lawrence took
Morris Silverman, Schenectady ; hold Monday, Feb. 2. Tom Mix in " The
broke
Sunday. the house record for atCharles Hayman, Niagara Falls ; W. Cyclone " tendance
H. Linton, Utica; Irving Salyeards,
" The Copperhead," fourth of the ParaRochester; Emmett Cornell, Syra- mount-Artcraft super-specials, opened a twoweeks' engagement
the Broadway Strand
cuse ; Henry Manus, Brooklyn, and Sunday
to very big atcrowds.
J. Schwartzwalder of Auburn.
At a meeting of the exchange managers
C. L. Grant.
S.iturday, it was decided to fight state cen-

Picture

.\

sorship at the next tHHIh o
islature. State censorship ha
ened a number of times in this itau, bi >
proposed
measures always have baet \
feated heretofore.
Company, of which Isaac Frankel is |
d^nt. It is alleged that the organist t
Hippodrome
Theatre playeda the
mnumber
" Beautiful
composition,
without Ohio,"
obtaining acopyti
liceof
its production. The court is asked _t
the complainant
join
further use of$250.
the number and to's
A. J. Hettesheimer, manager of
pheum
elected I$c
to
board oftheatre,
directorshas of been
the United
Corporation.
The First National Exchange has 0|
up its new quarters on the fourth ftW
the Film Exchange Building, Pioneer
Broad streets.
H. T. Snowden, formerly with tbe ^
versal
sales connected
force, will go
Detroit,
to become
withto the
RobcT''it
Cole Exchange there.
ST. LOUIS
Sam L. Rothapfel and Xate Asher
a hurried visit at St. Louis, and retn
after a two-day stay, to Chicago.
Frank Xewman and Jack Roth of
City were the guests of Fred Con
Harry Koplar and Bill Goldman. I
newspapers carried stories to the effect
Paramount had purchased the Koplar ct
of theatres. Xo authentic 3nnouiiC{
has been made up to the present time.
The influenza scare has shown its d
in local houses. A meeting of exhibiton
Dr. Jordan of the Board of health reM
in a general request for the theatres to
overcrowding and to assist in stamping
the epidemic. Business has taken a
slump all over town.
Jack Abrams has secured several Gr
pictures which he will handle as a
right affair.
Harry ofBuckley,
the Artists
Kansas spent
City snn
sentative
the United
days in town.
M. was
H. Lewis,
district
ager,
in townParamount's
with the NewmaO'
party. OKLAHOMA
CITY
A warning has been issued to all open
of motion picture theatres and other am
raent places by Dr. A. R. Lewis, state he
commissioner.
the must
presentbepreivalence
influi
theDuring
theatres
kept wellof ventil
and
sprinkled with an antiseptic at reg
intervals.
If the rulings are not complied with
theatres will be closed the doctor warn
Manager H. W. McCall, of the Lib
theatre, and Manager T. H. Boland, of
Empress, left Oklahoma City Saturday
New York, whither business associated
improvement
called
them. of the city's theatrical ar:
It is the intention of Messrs. McCall
Boland to make close observation to Goth
shows and show-houses so that Oklah
City may maintain a more Metrop<^
plane
cerned. in so far as its theatricals are
Mr. McCall will stop off in Chicag
route, while Mr. Boland will spend an c
day attending a convention of the First
tional Exhibitors Circuit in Xew York.
The safe of the Globe Theatre at Ka
to cracksmen
on the
night of January$'
City,
Mo., yielded
The combination
ofuptheapproximately
safe was solvcc
the robbers, who left behind a blanket, s
and safe
enough
blow not
the
but nitro-glycerine
the building astowell.
Okmulgee. Okla., union labor has ass
Mayor Swain and the city council ths
violence or disorder is contemplated ir.
nection with the open-shop program,
assurance was given when the member
the
Operators"
calledMotion
to thePicture
city hall
by the Union
city coi^
after open-shop advocates had asked
picketing in front of the movie theatre
stopped. The pickets have agreed to
making
appeals
the banners,
patrons of
theatres, spoken
resorting
onlyto to
operators have been on a strike for
weeks.
While union men at Okmulgee have
timated that they would go on strik
any move is made to put non union
at work on jobs with them, no such n
has as yet been made, and no tronbl
anticipated,
shop advocates.either by the unions or t
The incorporation of the Palace Thes
Newkirk, Okla., with a capital stock
$2,000 is announced. The incorporators
George Shreeves, Clvde Cooper, Xewl
Okla.
Okla., and E. P. Hoeppneir. Roose
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Extensive

Simplex
Undisturbed
By
Fire
THE glaring newspaper headlines
our main building this program will be
E.
M.
Porter
Issues
Stateresumed and things go along as
occupying front page position in
the New York press of Saturday,
planned before the fire.
ment Outlining ExJanuary- 31st, carried beneath them a
"Fortunately, all the work carried on
tent of Damage
story which would indicate that the
in the burned building was such that
entire Simplex plant had been firecan be taken care of in other ways in
by Blaze
swept and was entirely wiped out. This
this emergency and need not force us
idea is quickh- dissipated by a state- the foregoing, new leases for additional to take advantage of the many offers
ment issued by E. M. Porter, General floor space equivalent to that in the that have been made to us from other
Manager of the Precision Machine burned building were entered into and quarters. Our distributors have re
the equipping of these floors is already sponded wonderfully and it is a source
under way. There is no question but of intense gratification to us to know
what this fire affects our plans, but in that we have an organization built up
the matter of over-production only as that does not even pause when faced
we had just completed a program that with the loss of one of its buildings."
Mr. Porter adds that he appreciates
called for increased production far
above that maintained last year. With very much all of the messages that
the equipping of several other floors in have poured in upon him from Simplex
users as well as from the representatives of the industry and wishes to take
W. Harding with
this opportunity of thanking them for
the spirit that prompted the sending of
United's Boston
these messages.
Exchange
Mr. W. Harding, who formerly was
associated with World, has joined the
sales forces of United's Boston Exchange. Harding will cover Rhode
Island and part of Connecticut for
United Picture Exchanges, the same
territory he took care of in his former
position and where he is said to be
particularly well and favorably known
among the exhibitors.

Picture

New

Views

of Fa

East Are Secured
Charles Hugo, a C. L. Chester rar
eraman, cables his arrival in the Ph
ippine Islands after an extended tr
through Korea, Shantung and Sout
ern China, where he has made a s
shortly.
ries of pictures which will be release

Realart Publicity Mai
with Arthur Kane
Silas Frank Seadler has resigne
from the Realart publicity staff t
take over similar duties with the newl
organized Arthur S. Kane Picture
Corporation. Mr. Seadler has bee
active in various phases of publicitj
especially exploitation.

New Indiana House
If plans under consideration now
are carried to success, Franklin, Ind.
will have one of the finest small photoplay theatres in Indiana before th(
Wentworth-Livingstone, year ends. Definite announcement has
not been made regarding the locatior
Inc., Acts as Agent
of the playhouse, but O. I. Demaree
Livingstone,
Beulah
directing pub- who will head the new company, said
and Constance to-day that options on two favorable
licity for the
FilmNorma
Co., announces
Talmadge
her sites have been obtained, and declared
affiliation with H. H. Wentworth in that unless the very unexpected happens the new theatre project will be
the Wentworth-Livingstone, Inc., with
offices at 1493 . Broadway.
put across this year.

E. M. Porter
Company, which gives the real facts
concerning the fire and resultant damage.
"The Simplex banner is still flying,"
says Mr. Porter, "and we want all of
our friends to know that while it is
true that we lost one of our buildings
we are in no way crippled so badly as
the first news stories carried in the
daily press would indicate. In explaining our reasons for not being so badly
affected, it might be well to say that
our manufacturing plant covered four
distinct buildings.
"The offices, mechanism, repair and
general depart
ments are located in the
twelve-story building at 317 East 34th
street; the carpenter and lamphouse
shops are on the opposite side of the
street; the lens factory is at Morris
Park, L. I., while the printing, nickel
plating, electrical, enameling and screw
machine departments occupy the five
floors of the building at 327 East 34th
street.
"It was
latter
g that was
burned on the
Saturday buildin
last when
a fire
broke out in a manner that has not
yet been determined, at 4:30 a. m.
While the fire fighters were still pour■ ing water on the flames, a meeting was
called in our Executive Offices and
plans were quickly evolved whereby
our production program would be carried out as nearly as possible to schedule. This will be made possible
through the putting on of a night force
in the main building where duplicate
machines of those in the burned building are located. The nickel plating,
enameling and screw machine work has
already been arranged for on the outside for the time being, and with the
completion of tools for our Type 'S'
^amps and pedestals there is no reason
why the turning of Simplexs out in
regulation quantity should in any way
be .affected.
"At the same meeting referred to in

What^s

the

answer

to this?

DUDLEY
THEATRE
•
EET
STR
WASHINGTONMASS.
2200ROXBURY.
Tuesday,
Er, Jenner,
Manager United Artists
43 Winchester Street,
Boston, Uass.

I

*

January 27, 1920.

Corp.,

Dear-Er, Jenner: — I have refrained from boasting of the business done by any picture in any house with which I have been connected during the past 20 years, yet I feel that it is no more
than a just tribute to ]Lr» Grifiith and his wonderfully artistic
"Broken Blossom^ to say that in the face of the worst snow storm
and blizzard that Boston has experienced in years, Saturday, Jannary 24, this picture broke the house record at The Dudley The^=tre
by nearly $100,
In the corresponding three days, during the life of the
house, the recerd is topped by but one other feature, and in this
case it was vacation ana holiaay week, with advanced prices on
the holiday, that he3)J)ed in swelling the receipts.
hearted The Dudley caters to the nidale class oi people wholel and whole-souled working men and their families, and while
it has been ■said
Blossoms"
was distinctly
a picture
" that "Broken
" "
310
"
for the "higher-ups", to the credit of my clientele be it said",
that the dissenting opinions as to story, types of characters,
development and atmosphere, vere few and far between.
Very truly yours'.
manager.

HEN Broken Blossoms received its New York premiere it was hailed as a triumph of artistrv bv the critics
—especially those previously inclined to scoff at the screen art. When it began its career as a regiilar picture
theatre attraction there were those who said, " It will go fine with the high brows, but not for the ' ordinarv- folks."
And then to our hands comes this letter above citing experiences with a "working class audience." What's
answer ? Are picture audiences growing more appreciative of ih.at intangible thing called art? Or are " film menthe
..
~
inclined to set too narrow limits on the public's tase?
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of Pub-

licity and Advertising for the First National Exhibitor's Circuit
There is tnore interest now in true life stories
THE series of articles under this heading is provinp quite a nuniher of things among which is that
ilian in romances. This should be borne in mind
both the exhibitor and the photoplay editor are really lookii g for aid in their work of exploiting
pictures. The contributors to this week's page are no exception. They want help and they tell what in telling the public about the stars.
A story of the early struggles of Mary Pickford
kind of assistance they desire. The first article is by George R. Newman, managing editor of the Louiscarries deep and gcimine interest.
ville Evening Post, a competent newspaperman who knows his business. The second is by O. Woempner,
A far fetched story that Mary Pickford is
manager of the New Park theatre of Minneapolis, a suburban house which makes a specialty of advertiaing its attractions in up to date ways. Both articles are interesting and instructive. Read them. , descended from the Kings of Ireland doesn't fool
anyone.
A motion picture editor in Louisville received
sheets is drawn from the same source. There is
By GEORGE R. NEWMAN
some publicity matter about a famous star. The
too
much
exploitation
of
the
exaggerated
and
the
Managing Editor, Louisville Evening Post
story was that she possessed an Oriental rug which
fanciful. Thej' play up the personal affairs of the some Eastern potentate had presented her father,
SAMUEL
G. BLYTHE
wrote an article on
stars
and
place
them
in
extraordinary
attitudes
beEngland a few years ago in which he described
"the late Mr.
" when he was traveling abroad.
fore the public.
a visit to the Tower of London.
The editor knew that the star's father was still
Picture patrons of course are interested in moFar up on the battlements of the Tower, Mr.
engaged in his work as a railroad man in Louistion picture stars but not to the extent of wanting
Blythe discovered a sentry passing to and fro.
ville ;that he had probably never been east of
to
hear
fantastic
stories
or
fairy
tales
about
them.
There was nothing in sight for him to keep watch
Pittsburg in his life and that the story of the
It
likes
to
read
about
the
idols
of
the
screen,
and ward over save a lonely, isolated cell.
their careers and their affairs but these chronicles
star's rise from obscurity and hardships to the
Mr. Blythe's American mind at once formed the are far more effective when they carry conviction.
place she had gained would afford far better reading than the Arabian Night fictions the press sheet
inqairy with regard to the sentry, "What is he here
"Why are the strong points in a picture so often
maker had woven. So, too, with the story that a
for?"
neglected in the press sheets?" is a query heard
Investigating he discovered that some two
certain star was born in Egypt, when he knew she
from many exhibitors.
hundred years ago an important prisoner had been
was a native of a nearby town.
Often
a
picture
will
have
a
wealth
of
attractive
placed in that cell, which was left unguarded. The
The advice of the exhibitors and the motion picfeatures which could be used to the greatest advantprisoner escaped. To prevent a repetition of such
ture editors of this section to the gentlemen who
age
in
advertising
and
exploitation
but
which
the
a calamity, orders were given that a sentry should
exhibitor does not know about ufitil he sees the prepare the press sheets is to cease trying to dazzle
oe posted at that part of the tower. A sentry had
picture run in his theatre. Then it is too late to the public and make a diligent, genuine effort to
been kept there ever since, when Mr. Blythe made
learn what the public likes to read about motion
take advantage of therri.
his visit.
pictures and motion picture actors. Then they will
The
men
who
prepare
the
press
sheets
have
a
The reasoning was that what had happened once
certain guide that is available in any part of the have a better understanding of what to put in their
might happen again and though long years had
sheets to make them of value.
passed since any prisoners had been kept in that country as to what the public wants. Let them
consult
motion
picture
fans,
go
out
and
ask
the
cell, the sentry was still posted and paced his
first people they meet what they like to read about
rounds because Lord so-and-so had escaped two
By O. WOEMPNER
centuries before.
New Park Theatre, Minneapolis
pictures.
Here
are
some
points
gathered
in
Louisville
:
We laugh at the English for this trait but we can
Don't give the story of a picture complete. Give GIVE us
suggestions on inexpendetect the same failing running through such keen
sive more
methods practical
of exploitation.
idea of what it is but keep the surprise and
institutions as American newspapers and, by in- an
Cut
down
the
amount
of
space devoted to the
the suspense intact.
heritance perhaps, in such thoroughly modern
Reading
all
about
a
picture
and
knowing
how
it
life
history
of
the
star,
her
pet
poodle and her increations as the advetising adjuncts of the motion
will end dulls the zest. It takes the tang from it.
growing toenails.
picture.
Put a little ginger in your advertising samples
Exhibitors see patrons come in toward the close
They do things because somebody else did those
of a picture and. stand with their backs to the and make them briefer. Stronger language and
things once upon a time and made a hit. They forless said would get better results. Xo one wants to
screen that they may not see the end.
•get that the original feat, or the custom, may date
wade through a lengthy and weighty advertisement.
They
want
to
be
carried
along
with
the
picture
back fifty- years; that the successful stunt may- have
And above all else make your synopsis shorter;
and experience the excitement and emotion that
been imitated to the point of frightful staleness or
we
want to get at the meat of the story with the
accompanies
the
development
of
the
plot.
the custom have died away altogether.
In the column of death notices of papers in the
Reading the story complete is like listening to least
fusion.possible delay and with the least possible conlargest cities of the country you will often see a the person in the seat back of you who has seen
Of course, we simply could not get along without
the play before, tell what will happen next.
notice of death with a line similar to this "Boston,
the
press sheets, for we cannot grab our informaPhiladelphia, Schenectady and Moline, 111., papers
Give the careers of the different players. The
tion about the pictures from thin air, but there does
stars do not absorb the interest of the patrons.
please copy."
seem considerable room for improvement.
They are alert to the other members of the cast.
Every- newspaper knows that no other paper
While we, like all other suburban exhibitors in
copies death notices by request. Yet because this Remind them that a certain player played such a the Twin Cities, do little or no newspaper advercustom prevailed at some time far back in the role in another famous film. The degree of intertising, we are solely dependent upon the press sheet
stage coach, tallow candle days, it still lingers.
est that can be aroused here will be found sur- and advertising accessories to get out our handbills,
lobby.
prising.
Once upon a time an actress had her diamonds
prepare our screen advertisements and arrange our
stolen. The newspapers of that day printed stories
The names of every important member of a cast
about it and the actress and her business staff should be given on the press sheet with a brief
We must understand our subject and the chief
found that it was real advertising.
summary of his or her record in pictures. The
source of our information has always been the press
At another era it was discovered that eccentric
directory of the Motion Picture News can be consheet. More power to those who are trying to
sulted with benefit in preparing press sheets.
help us in this understanding.
behavior on the part of people of the stage, such
as taking milk baths, having snakes or alligators
Exhibitors and editors agree that this is a feature
Personally I consider the press sheet gotten out
for pets and wanderings from the high-ways of of unusual interest to the nublic and no feeling by Paramount-Artcraft to be the best. Metro's is
accustomed things would insure a certain amount
- f jealousy sfaould be permitted to interfere witn not bad, while First National's is fair.
its thorough presentation. The fact that a player
■of notoriety that was mistaken for real advertising.
Recently
we showed
at the
New
Park for
two days,"Daddy
and ofLong
courseLegs"
we had
to
Diamond stealing, milk baths, etc., are,aiitiquated
did excellent work in the picture of a rival producer-wilt'serve to increaget/interest in your picMtce - depend on the press sheet to help us put it over.
i-1)Ut inquify oP^khibrtotS'and motion picture editors
(Continued to page 1661);^ »
^jj
in which he is now appearing.
' ih Louisville indicates that the inspiration for press
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Horater

Divises
Pantheon

Theatre

to Thirty-two
FORTY-THREE shows within a week, inckiding
a New Year's eve matinee, showing to nearly
thirty-two thousand people in a theatre with a
seating capacity of one thousand, is the record set
by the Pantheon theatre, of Toledo, Ohio, and
which was made possible by the successful installation of the selling of advance sale of admission
tickets, and the refusal of seating anyone after the
performances of " Broken Blossoms " began. Harvey C. Horater, managing director of the theatre,
turned the trick, which worked beautifully without
any confusion or annoyance to anyone, and he himself states that " less than twenty tickets were exchanged or money refunded during the engagement."
The plan that he worked and which can be followed by other live-wire exhibitors in the country
is best explained by Mr. Horater himself. " The
Pantheon has a seating capacity of 1,000," he says,
"and the performance of 'Broken Blossoms' ran
for one and three-quarters of an hour, fifteen minutes intermission and another fifteeti minutes for
the prologue, overture and prelude.
" The theatre opened each day at eleven o'clock
and there was a performance regularly, every two
hours thereafter, always on the dot. When the
show began, we closed the doors and allowed the
people inside to have an undivided and attentive
view of the picture. Naturally we kept people as
comfortable during the waiting hours, as was possible, but we did not do anything more or less
than had been announced in our advertising. They
were not discontented, because after their turn
came, they had seats in the theatre and were never
disturbed for a single moment. Then too, there
was that added advantage of having the crowds
standing in the lobby of the theatre, waiting to get
inside, all of which is of wonderful ' word-ofmouth advertising' advantage. Once the show
over, it took less than ten minutes to clear the
house and seat the next audience.
" These crowds came continually during the entire week, not once or twice, but continuously,
more than ever attended any theatre or production
in Toledo. This is remarkable, too, by reason of
the fact that there was snow and rain during the
week.

New

Advance

Manager

Thousand

of Toledo

Admissions

Sale

Picture

N ew i

PlarM

Plays

in a Week

Lobby of the Pantheon shon-ing employees in costume and the decorations used
" Here's the trick I did with reserved tickets.
There were 938 tickets printed for each performance, each day's tickets being of a different color;
for instance, Sunday, red; Monday, white; and so
on throughout the seven days- I had the 11 o'clock
series printed with a large A on them, the one
o'clock series with a B and so on for the entire
series
performances until the nine o'clock series
for theof evening.
" The advance tickets were put on sale two
weeks before ' Broken Blossoms ' came to town,
and only seven hundred of each show were sold

in advance, while 237 tickets of the remaining
tickets were held at the box office for those who
cared to go anytime and 63 tickets, the remaining
seats, were not sold, they were held for holdovers,
or
those who cared to remain longer than one performance.
" Remember, no one was seated after the rise of
the curtain. This in my mind was remarkable,
since we sold nearly five thousand tickets in advance of the first performance. The attendance
for the 43 shows was over 31.000 paid admissions.
CanThere
you isbeat
?"
no itreason
why Mr. Horater should not
be enthusiastic over the success of his scheme on
advance sale of tickets, but he goes further by saying that he left no publicity or advertising medium
unturned to bring about ultimate success. Three
weeks before the opening they started to advertise
in all the daily papers, using nearly two thousand
inches of space, and for two weeks before the
show they conducted a billboard campaign in the
city and surrounding territory, using 150 twentyfour sheets, 200 six sheets, 200 three sheets, and
100 sixteen sheets, all for a two weeks' stand and
500 one sheets, one week, the latter to freshen up
the centralized section ; 7,800 sheets in all were
used.
Exploitation of the picture did not finish with
the work done in advertising, billsboards and publicity, but the management gave the performance
every attractive advantage. The stage of the
theatre was beautifully decorated with a Chinese setting, effectively lighted in dark amber,
the lobby and vestibule of the theatre was rich in
its profusion of apple blossoms, foliage and interspersed with lanterns lighted with different colored
electric lights. The ushers and other house employees were gowned in new silk costumes, especially made for this occasion, and several cages of
singing canary birds did their part to make an
attractive entertainment.

Ilere is a good view of the Pantheon theatre of Toledo, Ohio, during the " Broken Blossoms " showing

Two different orchestras and four Chinese musi(Continued on page 1662)
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Grauman

Scores

With

Elaborate

Prologue

" Living Paintings of the Old Masters " Proves
Artistic Event in Los Angeles Amusement Circles
, ID GRAU.MAX, managing director of the
I* Grauman Theatrical enterprises in Los Angeles,
hose swift strokes of genius have been comi rnted upon many times in these columns, scored
jiother distinct artistic triumph the week of JanuI y 12, in fact, to even be more explicit, he scored
double triumph !
Sid Grauman is the one exhibitor who oftime-i
■ iits more than one unique act incidental to a
,:am, as exemplified recently on one occasion
|i a Toy Ship act and an Indian concert pianist
Ihe latter being presented with weird atmosphere,
jduccd by scenic and lighting effects), and on anhcr occasioa by a Human bird act and a Hackjood's spectacle.
However, the first of his most recent duo 01
;hievemcnts was to present
Living Paintings 01
ic Old Masters," some of the greatest works of
:t of Rembrandt, Rubens and Van Dyck beiufi
nroduced. The act opened, revealing, with thing of the curtains, the interior of a vast an
ry. Here and there were small paintings and
:igs on the walls, while in the center, in a
-;ve gold frame, were posed the living characimmovablc and immobile as marble, seeming
all the world a part of the painting. In fact,
le public was puzzled, remarks overheard indicatig that many thought Mr. Grauman was exhibitlig some original masterpiece! Then the charac':rs stepped out of the frame, which was immeiately enclosed by purple drapes, and danced a
umber interpretative of the theme of the painting
"he
beautifuldancers,
shafts of
played
pon usual
the whirling
and colored
with solight
exquisitely
n artistic background, the scene was truly enhanting. Each painting was a subject absolutely
iffering in character from the one preceding, and
ust so each dance differed. The applause follow•ng the termination of the final number was deafning, and was significant of a tremendous triumph
or Sid Grauman.
Edwin Schallert, dramatic editor of the Los Ancles Times, a man of wide experience and deep
rtistic sensibilities, proclaimed the act a distinct
tep forward, lauding Mr. Grauman for his courin presenting an obviously classical act in so
,ding a maimer as to command the plaudits
• I a middle class audience. He further stated that
he act was prophetic of an era of artistic grcatin motion picture theatre presentation,
e would he inclined to believe that the avcr-

1

Vicii's uf Sid Grauman's novelty number described in the acconif>aiiyiii(/ story
age showman would be satisfied with this unusual
melodies. Sid Grauman tried them out, and conachievement, I)ut Sid Grauman has always by his
cluded that their fierceness, fantastic dances, and
side the Angel of Discontent. .A. man happened in strange appearance would prove a novelty. The
to his office one afternoon and stated that he was
next thing to figure out was a mode of presentamanager of a troupe of Maoris, who are the abtion. The upshot was that the act was presented in
original New Zcalanders. They represented five the following manner : .\ Burton Holmes Travecannibal tribes, and performed war dances, canoe
logue, The
"
Maoris of New Zealand," cut to about
one-half its original length, was thrown on the
dances, and " Haka " dances, besides singing native
screen. The public thought this was just another
lilm number, and the native habitat of the Maoris,
the grotesquely carved wooden idols, the tattooed
cannibals, the village rites, ceremonials and quaintly
ludicrous dances proved of extreme interest. The
final scene to be depicted on the screen was a boat
scene, with native Maoris at the oars. .As the picture iriscd out to a pin point, the screen raised in
the dark without the audience discerning it, and
there irised in the same scene on Grauman's stage,
with the Maori warriors shouting and the Maori
women weirdly chanting. The effect was dynamic,
and again the cheers of an audience carried away
to the very heights of enthusiasm symbolized another Grauman success.
The Press Book

by the Men

Who Use Them
(^Continued from page 1659)
It certainly did the work. We got out between
4,000 and 5,000 handbills and circulated them in
ihc neighborhood, and for four weeks before the
showing we advertised "Daddy Long Legs" on the
screen.

A'ovcl dancing number /'resented at Gramtnans theatre explained bv the accompanying story

Did it get results? I'll say so. We raised the
admission price to 25 cents, and in the two days of
the showing we did the biggest business in the
history of the house.
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almost cost the lives of Mr. Griffith and h
tire party.
Upon Barthelmess'
to
York,
he immediately
replied to return
Mr. Clanc
cepting the invitation.
In honor of Mr. Barthelmess' . former cc
tion with Trinity College, Monday evening
set aside as Trinity Night. The theatre was
orately decorated in blue and gold, the colo
Trinity, while the members of the faculty i |

theatre, San Diego, Cal.
at theforSupcrba
to God's
Lobby display arranged for "Back
the listing
of theCountry"
full program
the week

Despite

Bitter

Cold

Weather

Note

Personal

Business
Record
Attracts
Appearance
will
which
day
a
is
11,
January
MONDAY,
season of stock. When "Broken Blossoms" was
long be remembered by the amusement pubbooked for the Palace by the Poli booking delic of Hartford, Conn., and incidentally its popartment, Mr. Clancy wrote Barthelmess, inviting him to come to Hartford the opening night
lice department. On that day, Richard Barthelmess, a former student of Trinity College, which
of the picture. His letter remained for weeks unis located in Hartford, returned to the scenes
opened in his hotel, he being at the time in Florof his Alma Mater, and the whole town turned
ida with Mr. Griffith, on a trip whxh incidentally
out to do him honor. The excuse for Barthelmess' presence in Hartford was the presentation
at the Palace theatre of " Broken Blossoms," a
picture in which he is the co-star with Lillian
Gish.
The sealing capacity of the Palace theatre is
2,000 seats, and Barthelmess was scheduled to
appear in person twice that evening. Ati hour before the afternoon performance was dismissed
crowds began to assemble on the streets for the
first evening show. Hartford, as many people
know, is the insurance centre of the United States,
and all the insurance offices are within close proximity of the Palace. They dismiss usually at
5 ;30. When this hour arrived the crowd in front
of the theatre was augmented by the clerical
forces of these institutions, and, to make a long
story short, the police reserves had to be called
into action. Even with this assistance doors
were liroken, women fainted, wliile some of the
latter, on discovering their inability to gain admission through the lobby of the theatre, rushed
the stage entrance, and were only driven back by
the strong arm work of a couple of bluecoats.
The theatre was crowded before 5 o'clock and
the police succeeded, after the mob had been informed that no more seats could be obtained until
the second evening show, of forming two lines,
both of which extended on Main street in two directions from the theatre for more than a ])l()ck.
The i)resence of Barthelmess in Harttord was
in response to an invitation from J. F. Clancy,
manager of the Palace theatre. They have known
each other for years, their friendship dating back
to a time when Mr. Clancy was the manager of
the Dominion theatre, at Ottawa, Canada. Barthelmess was his stage manager during a summer
The Superba theatre's {San Diego, Cal.) display

party of Barthelmess' fraternity brothers
pied the boxes. Another party of friends of kr
thelmess, who had enthertained him at di tr
were also among the guests. Barthelmess wi r,
iroduccd at the two shows by Mr. Clancy,
the former in two well prepared speeches ga
his auditors some very interesting side light
the personal side of Mr. Griffith and his g
as a director.
The picture was advertised within a radit |
20 miles, and probably no other production
■■ The Birth of a Nation " was advertised as
tensively. The papers for weeks ahead ca
special stories about Mr. Griffith and the pic
while at every turn was a billboard or wir
card calling to mind the coming of the pic
A special orchestra, under the direction of Ai
Schwartz, played the special score.
To sum up, " Broken Blossoms," in spitt
the coldest w^eek of the winter and snow st<
which almost blocked suburban traffic, playc
one of the biggest weeks in its historj-.
Horater Devises New Plan
(Continued from page 1660)
cians, the latter pla\ing native instruments, > t
used during the performances, giving a contini tt
musical setting to the picture, with the Chi k
music forming a very attractive feature. The itive
musicians
"offit stage"
at n- tly
portions
of the played
picture,from
giving
all a wonde
mystical effect.
Mr. Horater enthusiastically states in the con sion of his communication that "altogether "Brc o
Blossoms' unquestionably was the biggest tl g
pulled off in a movie house in Toledo."

for Olive Thomas in " Upstairs and Down

!

^February

14,

^Prints
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Ten- Page
Section
fon^Picture
Charles Gross, Manager of the (^okimbia Theatre, Dayton, EstabHshes New Record in Newspaper Exploitation

Showing

ONI-, .1 the most extensive exploitation campaigns ever conducted for the showing of a
; turc in Dayton was accorded " On with the
I mce " by Manager Charles Gross of the ColuniI(itation
theatre man
of Ohio's
city, assisted
an cxfrom capital
the home
office ofbyFamous
laycrs-Lasky.
It was decided to make the biggest play through
c medium of newspaper publicity, so the cxploitan man immediately got in touch with W. K.
athcws, Sunday editor of the Dayton Journal,
hey decided to- publish, as the feature of the Suniv Journal, a three-color ten-page section entirely
voted to the picture and its various features.
Hut difficulties presented themselves. Because
the shortage of paper it was thought for a time
jii would be impossible to print the special "On zcitli
t^he Dance" features, even after the advertisements
!id copy«verc in type. However, the exploitation
m was persistent, so it was arranged to omit the
iper's
magazine
section
for thatTheonefront
day
allowregular
the section
to go
through.

t-'c carried an artistic layout of scenes from the
.••ure, combined with three-color art work by
E. Appel. a staff artist of the Journal. The back
• g^- was devoted to a three-color full-page adver_iusement of the theatre and picture~ \ The inside pages carried advertisements of local
-ms, each advertisement featuring the title and
rrying one or more pictures of Mae Murra>-.
ily page and half-page advertisements were adtted, and many advertisers, who heard of the
.il)orateness of the section, were refused space
•ause their applications were received too late.
The edition made such a sensation on Journal
.iders that it was sold out completely early Sunjday morning.
.1 .\ music store arranged a window display featurthe song " Patches," which was used as the
iisical setting for one of the dance episodes in the
ipicture, and a banjo orchestra at one of the leading
J !hofteIs also featured this tune and used a card to
^ tie it up with the picture.
|J Another hotel displayed a frame with stills from
the picture arranged after the manner of a lobbjdisplay of a theatrical production.
.\ large piano store adjoining Keith's vaudeville
theatre arranged one of its windows as a stage and
for iw-enty minutes each afternoon and evening, as
the audiences passed, a dancing girl did several
^Upecial numbers.
'( Large cut-outs of Mae Murray and David Powell
il a banner announcing the picture were disiTed on the front of the theatre.
In all of/ the advertising and in the feature
ries in tne special section of the Journal the
n that the picture was being given its world
: cmiere showing in Dayton was played up. Additional emphasis was given to the fact that the
picture showed New York life of to-day and presented many metropolitan scenes.
Press Book

Idea Which
ters With Us

Regis-

""THE Goldwyn press book for " Water, Water
* Everywhere " contains the following practical
suggestions for exploitation of this latest Will
Rogers picture :
If the length of your engagement of "Water,
Water Everywhere," justifies your using a fairly
elaborate stunt, it is suggested that you get up a
small booklet embracing about four or more pages.
The outside front cover should contain the following in scare-head type : " Rumor that ' Blankville '
Will Go 'Wet.' " The inside front cover should
I contain a large picture of Rogers and the caption :
" The man whose ideas may kill prohibition in
Blankville."

The first page should contain a "bumper" story
of how Redstone turned "wet" and about Will
Rogers, whose ingenuity turned the trick, and howit inspired the men of your town to contemplate a
similar coup. This story should contain no mention of " Water, Water Everj-where," but should
serve merely as a follow-up " teaser " to get the
interest of readers up to a high pitch.
The following pages should contain the big

smash, announcing the engagement of " Water,
Water Everywhere," at your theatre, a selection
of scenes from the picture and a photo of Will
Rogers. In planning this spread be sure that it
ties up strongly with the "teaser" copy that has
gone before.
Another logical objective for cooperation is your
local shoe store.
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Gives Patrons C hance to Beco e
Dramatic Critics
APPEALING
one of
the C.most
suscqim
senses of the tohuman
being,
Teorey,
.t;cr of the Orpheum theatre, Williston, N. D.,
accomplished a distinct novelty in the cause of
])loitation for a special feature production.
When " The Hoodlum " was booked at the
pheum, Mr. Teorey was determined that his
motion matter should be vastly different from
other campaign he had ever launched. He
previously
played
Daddy
Legs " was
and 1
exploited the
fact "that
this Long
production

Lobby display designed by the Liberty theatre of WeiuUehe, Washington
Cleveland

Exhibitor

Gives

''Beloved
Cheater''
Good
Billing
PERHAPS no picture of recent release has
" There are on\y eight notes in the scale," Maloney said, speaking of his methods of advertising,
brought forth quite so much difference of opin'' and still no two tunes are alike, but some will be
ion as to the proper manner mi billing as " The
punk and others will be good. It's the same with
Beloved Cheater," Lew Cody's latest starring
motion picture publicity. We all have the same
vehicle.
material to work with. Only once in a while is
In this connection an interesting example of exan opportunity to spring something altogether
ploitation comes from the Stillman theatre of there
new- But, as a rule, we all start off together.
Cleveland, where M. A. Maloney, advertising manWhether the results are successful or not depends
ager of the Loew circuit of Cleveland houses, has upon how well we adapt the material at hand to
recently played the picture to very satisfactory
the public needs. When we hit a harmonious chord
business.
then we have pulled off a successful campaign. But
In the main Mr. Maloney followed out the sugwhen we don't, then the discord can be heard half
gestions of the producers press book, which was to way round the world."
bill the star and use epigrammatic bits of selling
talk relative to the " Beloved Cheater's " knowledge
of women and the way to handle them, especially
Novelty Idea for Christmas
those which originate in the titles of the film itself,
Performance
such as " I can win any girl I can kiss-" Solomon
must have felt the same way about it— but they A DISTINCT novelty in Christmas gifts was
offered to residents of Nashville, Tenn., by
trained mothers-in-law better in those days." "A
kiss you can't remember seldom amounts to anyHarry
Sudekum, manager of the Knickerbocker
thing. Sanitation and eugenics never enter into
theatre. He had special booklets printed, with
a serious love affair."
covers of holly decorations and other Yuletide
He used small space daily with a line cut of greetings, each containing twenty tickets of admission to the Knickerbocker, good at any time
Cody's very distinctive profile at the left of the column. On the right he made his announcement,
during the coming year. The books were sold
with the selling talk of the variety mentioned
at a slight discount from twenty times the regular admission and made a wide appeal as gifts to
added. That was all, except the liberal use of a
booklet gotten up along the same general lines as lovers of motion pictures.
we have indicated, which he distributed freely about
The supply ran out before Christmas in spite
the city.
of the fact that Mr. Sudekum used only two
lobby displays in advertising them. The one
The whole campaign was reasonably close to bedisplay was at the Knickerbocker and the other
ing a novelty. There is always a reading market
for epigrams, even if they be platitudes. People
in the lobby of the Princess theatre, a vaudeville house, also controlled by Mr. Sudekum.
read Mr. Maloney's pointed quips and became interested. They went to see the picture, found
Constance Talmadge in " The Virtuous Vamp "
much that interested them and went out and told
was the Christmas week attraction at the Knickerbocker, and the two lobby displays were linked
others who had not been attracted by the advertising. The result was a very satisfactory business
up with the picture by a little placard containfrom a very small advertising appropriation, since
ing the words:
"A Christmas invitation from the Virtuous
Cleveland exhibitors now go in for half pages
regularly, which cost considerable money.
Thomas D. Sorlero,
Strand theatres, Lowell.
Chas. H. Williams, Strand theatre, Providence, B. I.
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Boffalo.
Jack
Loew'sSchade
Stillman
theatre,
Cleveland.
GeorgreKnhn,
J. Schade,
theatre,
Sandusky.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Hark Gate«<, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
8. Barret McCormick, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
Kdward L. Hyman, Strand theatre, Brooklyn.
Theo. L. Hays, New Garrick theatre, St. Paul.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Lirxe, Detroit.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
George Fischer, Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
JImUoa L. Johnson, New Garrick theatre, Minneapolis.
Paul Gnsdanovic, Strand, Cleveland, O.
C. Edgar Momand, Garden theatre, Flint, Mich.
Charles C. Perrj', Strand theatre, Minneapolis.

Vamp."
Advisory
Board
Exhibitors Service Bureau
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres,
Jackson,C. Patterson.
Mich.
WiUard
Criterion theatre. Atlanta.
Chas. G. Branham, S. A. Lynch Ent., Birmingham.
R. B. Wilby, Strand theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
E. V. Richards, Jr., Gen. Mgr., Safnger Amuse' ment Co., New Orleans.
F.theatres,
L. Newman,
Kansas Newman,
City, Mo. Royal ' and Regent
G. A. Lick, New theatre. Fort SmltH, Ark.
Herbert J. Tbacher, Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
Arthur 6. Stolte, Des Moines theatre, De«
Moines, Iowa.

Pickford's initial attraction from her own stu
lo be distributed; that when "The Hoodlni
playing date came near he wanted to strike
something new to promote this second Pickf
The story, he found, proved to be good explo
special.
tion matter. He featured " the drop of a rich h
ess through a coal chute '' and other such phrs
while thinking deeply in his hunt for the eluf
" something new."
Finally he found it- Instead of touting the
traction with a high personal endorsement or t
of leading citizens he determined to give every p
son in Williston a chance to become a dram;
critic.
Thus was born one of the most unusual exploi
tion campaigns and one of the most popular e>
thought of in that vicinity. Through an arran^
ment with a local newspaper it was agreed tl
prizes would be offered for the three best critidsi
of " The Hoodlum."
EspecialK' were those people who had tri
scenario writing asked to contribute. The oppc
tunity, it was stated by the editorial department
the newspaper, offered a good chance for any ai
bitious screen writer to give his own ideas abo
the production.
Although the contributions were limited to 3i
words, it kept the newspaper judges reading un
late at night to decide on the winner.
The " friendship " spirit had a great deal to c
with the success of the campaign. Residents (
Williston reading an opinion of a person they kne.
were anxious to get an individual impression on tl
" The Hoodlum " proved to be even a greate
picture.
success than " Daddy Long Legs."
Harris

Gives

Newsboys

Fre

Show
WILL D. HARRIS, the enterprising manager o
the Grand theatre of Columbus, Ohio, gav
Mabel Normand's " Pinto " its premiere, with th
audience composed of Columbus newsboys. In a
doing he not only gladdened the hearts of some o
America's future presidents, but boosted the Stranc
theatre into the news pages of the papers for somfr
free publicity, which included kind words for boti
theThetheater,
Harris
and " Pinto.''and the news
good Mr.
will of
the newspapers
boys is something that should not be neglected. .A
little liberality in free shows is always a sure
method of producing the desired result.
H. M. Thomas. Strand theatre, Omaha.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
George
E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre.
Salt Lake.
Sam W. B. Cohn, Sunset Theatre, Portland.
E. J. Myrick, Rialto theatre, Butte.
.A. S. Kolstad. Liberty theatre. Hood River, Ore.
Eugene H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
-I. .A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Frandseo.
Ralph Ruffner, Rlaltx) theatre, San Francisco.
Sidney
theatre,Hadent,
Ix>* Angeleo.
V. C. H.Grauman.
rhMn.i-^riiiiGrauman's
Ot.<>ra Hnn«o.
Cal.
R. E. Prltchard, Director of Publicity and Advertising, Allen Theatrical H^nterprlses, Toronto, Can.
Louis
Mo. K. Sidney. Kings. Pershings theatre. St. Louis.
Phil. Gersdorf, Director of Publicity and Advertising, S. A. Lj-nch Enterprises, Jacksonville, Fla.
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Omaha

Sun

Entertains

General

Pershing

Distinguished

is Persuaded

ing of " Soldiers of Fortune

GENERAL JOHN J. PERSHING, himself, occupied abox in the Sun theatre, Omaha, Neb.,
last week to witness " Soldiers of Fortune," the
Allan Dwan production.
Petroleum kings and European royalty may visit
the Sun theatre some day, but the picture palace
will never again see the glory of last week when
General Pershing was there.
The famous soldier's visit came in response to
the invitation of Harry Goldberg, live-wire showman, who learned that his home town was next on
General
who decided
the visit Pershing's
would he itinerary,
incompleteandwithout
a viewthai
01
the American adventure story.
.A. telegram was dispatched to headquarters of
the Pershing parly in Lincoln, Neb. Through one
of General Pershing's aides came back a response
which was not over-encouraging, but which spurred
Mr. Goldberg on to put through his ambitious
plans. Acceptance of the invitation depended upon
■consequent arrangements to be made by the city
authorities when the Pershing entourage appeared
in Omaha, according to advice from the General's
aides.
Did Mr. Goldberg come to the conclusion that
it was a rather impossibly big stunt to get one of
the greatest and most famous soldiers of the world
to come to his theatre and witness the current attraction? Ifh« felt that way he didn't show it in
his activities with the city authorities, persuading
them that the General really ought to see the picturization of Davis' great novel.
There were many other attractions and much
competition for General Pershing's presence, but
the pirseverance of an exhibitor won again, as it
"has been doing so often of late.
• General Pershing came to the theatre, accompanied by a formidable looking staff. Crowds
Slathered. Photographers got busy. And the newspapers quite naturally gave the Sun theatre liberal
publicity.
"It is a fine entertainment," General Pershing
told Mr. Goldberg, " and the battle scenes are excellent.'
The famous soldier's staff was equally enthusiastic. One of them declared the viewing of the
picture was one of the most pleasant and relaxing
lionrs of the General's strenuous day in Omaha.
Qf course, after the picture had been shown Mr.
■Goldberg had no trouble in inducing General Pershing to stand in front of a welcoming, home-made
three-sheet to be photographed. The General was
very busy and there were no gaps in his schedule,
but " Soldiers of Fortune " had compensated in
advance for the delayAdvertise

Your

Way
Big Ones

in a Big

<<'\Y/HEX a big picture comes to town advertise
W it in a big way. If j-ou don't nobody will
know it. If you do everybody will talk about it,
whether they have seen it or not. While motion
pictures arc booked well in advance, a theatre must
concentrate its advertising on the current showing
and can pay only little attention to future showings."
That is the policy of the New Casino theatre,
Jacksonville, Fla. As a consequence, when this
theatre hooked the Universal production, " The
Right
and planned
picked itanasadvertising
a picture
above to
the Happiness,"
ordinary, they
campaign to take the city by storm.
Every theatre advertises in the newspapers. The
Casino wanted its ad to be the dominating one of
the week for " The Right to Happiness."
Jacksonville awoke on the Sunday of the first
showing of the picture and took the newspapers
off the doorstep. There was the usual run of feature articles and sections to the Sunday Times-

to Attend

" at the Sun

Guest

a ShowTheatre

General Pershing is not adverse to having his picture " took " so a " place in front of the Sun " theatre
of Fortune "
" Soldiers
seenprinted
has justwere
General
was selected for the job when he visited Otnaha. The keys
on which
the announcement of
Union. Printed in four colors was a special section of four pages devoted almost exclusively to the serial and also distributed 10,000 blotters similarly marked. The House management reported
" The Right to Happiness." A huge double page
tremendous crowds for all showings on the two
spread advertisement occupied the center pages.
days.
By clever composition the pages fairly breathed
The Strand theatre is one of the William Fox
importance. Big letters added force to the ad,
while a string of pertinent questions captured the houses and caters to a high class patronage. The
success of the first episodes of the Roland serial
reader's interest. The front and back pages were
was marked and the Strand management is contaken up with pictures and sketches of the producvinced that the exploitation given the picture before
tion and little articles on members of the cast.
its opening entered largely into this fact.
Enough outside news items were interspersed to
keep the " news " value of the sheet. Enough sulisidiary advertising was done around town with
posters, sniping, etc., to keep the name of the picture before the public.
The Casino management found that hy adverti>ing the picture in this big way it was unnecessary
to use any other exploitation stunts. They aricareful, however, not to make a habit of this advertising, as a constant repetition of the same for
any hut the best pictures would deaden its effect.
Because of this policy, when they do advertise bi-'
the city knows they are featuring a special production and the house plays to S. R. O.
Strand

of Denver Gave
Good Start

Serial a

GIVTNG a serial a good start is important all
exhibitors will admit. With this in mind the
Strand theater of Denver, Col., left nothing undone to inform Denver theatre goers of the merits
of the Ruth Roland production, "The Adventures
The Strand chartered a flat car from the street
of Ruth."
railway company and mounted on it two 24-sheet
and a 6-sheet. On the front was a powerful siren
that was kept in full blast. The flat car was
coupled to a work car and drawn over every line
in the city on January 17ih and 18th. In addition
to this stunt, the Strand displayed twenty-five 24
sheets on the serial, distributed 10,000 cardboard

" The

'ures of

ising
■ed at
Showing the advert the S
ixtttii receii
trand

Adven

Uev.ver.
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Motion
St

Paul

P i c t u y e' N e

w

Vies with Sister City ir
Exploitation

WHAT may well be termed the most elaborat"
presentation any film play ever got in thi
city
of St. Paul was given Anita Stewart's " Ii
cently.
Old Kentucky " at the New Liberty theatre re

A most effective windozv display arrangedtheatre,
for the
"AuctionPa.of Souls" engagement at the Hippodrome
Lancaster,

Lancaster

Pa.

Famous

For

Something

''Torches''
Priced
Besides
PARTLY to vindicate
exploitation Modest
as a generalgave the details of the showing of " Auction of
ity, but mainly to live up to his reputation
Souls " at the Hippodrome. During the few days
preceding the picture local dance orchestras feaas one of Pennsylvania's stellar showmen, G. M.
Kruppa, manager of ihe Hippodrome theatre, Lantured this fox-trot and announced the playing of
caster, recently accomplished the greatest theatrithis number in conjunction with the showing of the
cal feat in the history of his city with a special
picture at the Hippodrome.
feature attraction that had been timidly declined
As a fifth plank in the platform of his exploitaby two prominent exhibitors of Lancaster.
tion campaign, Mr. Kruppa arranged for the placReason for the polite turn-down of " Auction
ing of a window card in 300 of the most prominent
of Souls," starring Aurora Mardiganian, was a
business houses in Lancaster. In addition to this,
matter of money. As in a number of other cities,
the maximum receipts which a picture might intwenty-five one-sheets were placed in new positions.
spire had been determined in Lancaster. Above
These sheets were printed special and designed to
meet local needs.
that was the dead-line of impossibility. At least
managers of two important houses felt that way.
The newspaper exploitation was launched five
But there was one exhibitor — G. M. Kruppa —
days previous to the first showing of the attraction.
who took a chance through the inducement of a
Large
featuring
" fact, relating
not fiction,"
percentage engagement. With the running exelementdisplay
of theadspicture
andthevividly
the
penses of an 850-seat theatre at stake, this exhibtense moments that could be expected in a picture
itor offered exploitation that brought a few more
which pictured the experiences of a Christian girl
than 2,750 paid admissions into his house the openin a Turkish harem were used. Sensing the novelty of the attraction and in reciprocation for the
ing day of " Auction of Souls." This means that
during the day and the three performances, about
display ads, the editorial departments of the vari200 Lancasterites stood up to witness his attraction.
ous newspapers became liberal with news space.
Here's the way he went about it
Each
of the foregoing methods used by Mr.
The first of the six exploitation devices adopted
Kruppa was a complete and thorough exploitation
by Mr. Kruppa to put over " Auction of Souls " campaign in itself. Many times had motion picwas a daring step. He bought every available
ture attractions been brought before the Lancaster
inch of billboard space in Lancaster. Outside of
public with no more exploitation than the amount
the cigarette ads, " Auction of Souls " was the
used in any one of Mr. Kruppa's six steps. The
most prominently displayed phrase in the city durmoney expended was larger than the amount ever
ing that eventful week.
appropriated
for an exploitation campaign in the
The second step was an innovation in Lancaster.
history of Lancaster, and it was with unhidden
Through an arrangement with the local street car
interest that rival exhibitors in that city and nearcompany, every trolley car carried a sign advising
by towns awaited the results.
that " Auction of Souls " would show at the Hippodrome three days of December. The thousands
of peopde who relied on the street cars for transNew Wrinkle in Advertising That
portation were unquestionably impressed.
An attempt to reach the transient population of
Costs Little and Does Much
Lancaster was made through the medium of placing artistic stands in the dozen hotels of the city. EVV. COLLINS, the enterprising manager of
• the Jonesboro Amusement Company, operatProminently located in the lobby of each hotel,
ing the Grand, Empire and Liberty theatres, at
this promotion scheme was a constant reminder to
visitors who doubtless were anxious to discover a Jonesboro, Ark., is the originator of what he terms
means of passing time.
a new " wrinkle " in exploitation, and certainly it
is one which will recommend itself as practical and
The fourth step was in the form of a tie-up with
eflicient to every exhibitor who lives in the smaller
local song-shops and dance orchestras. Mr.
towns where a personal canvass of the news stands
Kruppa arranged with his orchestra to cue " My
is possible.
Armenian Maid" in the music score for "Auction,
Mr. Collins' idea is to make practical use of the
of Souls." Through the courtesy of the local McNational advertising some of the producers are doCrory store an effective window display was aring. Through an arrangement with the owners of
ranged and a good-sized display announcement

St. Paul is recognized as the birthplace of th<
stage drama by Charles T. Dazel, hence when th«
film version of the play, which had held up for
twenty-seven years as a stage play with unrivalled
success, it behooved Manager R. E. Braddock
of the New Liberty to give the play the acme of i
artistic presentation. And he did. And he did it
in a way that will live long in the minds of St.
Paul theatre folk.
In the newspapers B. C. Ferriss, publicity man,
and F. C. Hinds, adveritising director, gave the
tilm play an exceptional " send off,'' making Mr.
Braddock's work of carrying out the high standard established a difiScult one indeed. However,
encouraged by the reception given his artistic presentations of " Back to God's Country," " Broken
Blossoms " and '" The Miracle Man," Mr. Braddock evolved a series of exploitation stunts which
put the finishing touches on a good job to the
complete satisfaction of many thousands.
In addition to a street parade twice daily put oa
b\- a pickaninny band dressed in gaudy uniforms,
Mr. Braddock carried the atmosphere of " In Old
Kentucky " to the extent of making his entertainment a truly double show. An augmented orchestra started the entertainment on its way with an
overture composed of Southern melodies. As the
strains of a Southern fantasie faded out the curtain rose and disclosed a dozen pickaninnies on
the stage in front of a plantation cottage. The
darkies trummed banjoes, hummed and sang
'■ Dixie," " ^lassa's in the Cold, Cold Ground,"
and other tunes that will live as long as the Ethiopian race. Little pickaninnies danced a number
of original dances, and so true to life was the
music that even the score of chickens who lent
atmosphere to the scene by their presence hopped
about in unison.
The prelude lasted about twenty minutes and the
film was flashed on the screen amid colored light
effects and faded off the screen in the same manner. When the race scenes came upon the screen
in the fifth reel, " pluggers " behind the screen
lent atmosphere to the scene by cheering the horses
in reality giving voice to the moving but silent
figures on the silver sheet.
Mr. Braddock took full advantage of many opportunities offered for lobbj' advertising and arranged his spacious lobby to resemble various
scenes from the film.
As the result of the 100 per cent, exploitation of
" In Old Kentucky," the filrn broke all records
established by anj- picture ever played in St. Paul
liy several hundred dollars and created such a
strong demand for a repeat showing that Manager
Braddock has booked the film for a re-run the
first week in February at his original prices.
the various newsstands of the city he is able to insert on the same page "with every ad for pictures in
the magazines being sent out to Jonesboro residents a " sticker " reading, " These pictures are
shown in Jonesboro at the Grand, Empire and Liberty theatres." He also has a free ticket printed
on gummed paper which he implants on the page
of the magazine containing an ad of a feature he
is to run which entitles the bearer to an admission.
In return for this the dealers all agree to advertise the fact that this free ticket goes with the
magazine and in this way he hopes to create new
readers for the film magazines, and in consequence,
create more interest in the houses and their offerings. Here is an inexpensive and novel advertising
idea which can be utilized indefinitely by nearly
every exhibitor- Give it a trial and thank Mr. Collins for originating the idea.
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-|"\NE of the first subjects to be shown as moving
picture entertainment was Jules Verne's "Trip
the Moon." Now some twenty years later a
A "trip to the moon" is quite as much of a
city and certainly a most wonderful improve!it over the original production. We refer to a
dwyn-Bray strip in this week s Strand Topical
icw titled "A Trip to the .Moon."
I o begin with this bit of film in its first part
-trates to the nth degree what motion pictures
do as a practical educational medium. The
part is a marvelous demonstration of the inuity of the camera man. Vou witness a "trip
he moon" with such realism that it is not hard
imagine yourself aboard the radium propelled
■ket."
Ill the same program is a two-reel O. Henry
lire called "The Call Loan," which also stands
as one of the real "high lights'" of this week's
> at the Broadway houses. Vitagraph has made
iL mighty good entertainment out of the O.
iry stories, but this to our minds is a masterc. It is not so involved with mysterj- before
cts
to the
the "O.
on all
way. Henry twist" and has plenty of
P at the Capitol, the latest wrinkle in picture
-entations is being given its initial try-out, the
ing of short length operas sung in English in
section with the photoplay program. The first
ring which opened Sunday for a week rini, the
itol now announcing a complete change of bill
!i week, is "Hiawatha's Wedding Feast," being
famous Longfellow poem set to music by S.
I ridge Taylor, and staged by W. C. Stewart.
!> hardly fair to call this an opera in as much
; more closely resembles a cantata, most of the
ing being done in chorus. In fact there is onl_\solo and no other smaller divisions in the
'hers.
front of a stage setting designed by John
nger, depicting a primeval forest with big trees
\\ ings the cantata or opera is sung by a company
probably one hundred voices. The chorus is
ked on either side of the stage and remain
onary during the whole performance. The
•ipals move about as the ceremonies of the
-t call for action. Pantomime is emplo\ed to
\ ey to the audience what is not otherwise told
he words of the poem, no speaking lines being
1. Dressed in the gaudy costumes of the
■ rican Indian as he was at the time of the
,fellow poem and elaborately staged and beauly lighted the entertainment registers as a specThe music composition is especially beauti. combining the harmony we have come to accept
typically Indian, whether or not it was, and that
nd in church music. The number is an innovator the picture theatre and should be accepted
fitting addition to a photoplay program. Foliig is the cast which presents "Hiawatha's
Iding Feast" :
vatha
Willard Foote
nehaha
Margaret Waldron
Puk-Kee'wis
Angelo Proctor
Romeo
iabos
Warren
00
J. Parker Coombomis
Ida Mulic
o
Frederick Adams
t
Thomas Springer
of the Tribe
Chief White Hawk
i.iitor
Tommy Dowd
Hugo Reisenfeld is also giving the Rialto patrons
musical treat this week. For his overture num■ he is using the grand finale of the second act
■.\ida," rendered by orchestra, a cast of prints of unquestioned ability and a chorus of
nty trained voices. No attempt is made to act
e opera, the principals standing on the stage in
ont of the velvet drops with the chorus grouped
1 one side. The portion of the opera sung conimes some twenty minutes, and at its close is
■eeted with enthusiastic applause which leads us

of

Broaaway
s
Sliows
to render the opinion that picture patrons are not
Timely Tips on Short Subjects
averse to having grand opera served on the bill.
This conclusion is also strengthened by the fact
India
Colored Scenic Released by Educational
that a violin solo, "Concerto in E Minor," which
runs for fully twenty minutes is accepted quite as
with
c offering
panorami
THIS
muchreel
of isthea scenic
wonders
of India
enthusiastically as is the opera selection.
shown. It is gorgeous in its colorThe Rivoli's contribution to "high-lights" this
ings, shows many interesting shots of
week is not large. A musical numl)cr, the singing
East Indian temples with plenty of natives
and elephants thrown in. Not particularly
of "In the Gloaming'' in front of an interior stage
exceptional in any way but a good fair onesetting by Betty Anderson, soprano, and Sudworth
reeler of its kind. Shown at the Capitol.
Frazicr, tenor, with a chorus of female voices oflf
stage
proves very enjoyable.
Moosing Through Kippawa
The number is not unusual for the Rivoli, but
One Reel Travelogue— Chester Outing
we arc just old fashioned enough to enjoy these
far
of a ofsmall
viewshaunts
ELY
LARG
with two
man river
the usual
from
good old songs well sung with a nice scenic investmoose ahead of the camera lens. A
ment to appeal to the eye. The novelty of this
bull is seen swimming across the
number
is in tiic fact that it followed directly
stream, his huge head, with its long antlers,
after a strip in the Rivoli current events number
being about all that is visible. A cow allows
the craft, which we judge is being used to
in which several women are shown parading up
navigate the stream, to approach to within
and
down Broadway in the costumes of 1850. The
a few rods before she ambles off into the
woods.
current events strip is faded out on a black net
The ofifering is unusually fine as a scenic
which masks the raising of the picture curtain and
number and has been tinted to just the right
the stage .setting for the vocal numl)er is disclosed
shade. Will meet with rapt attention from
the nature lovers and prove interesting to
almost without interruption of /ceremonies.
those who do not enthuse over the scenic
Going back to the Strand again, we might menreel. Shown at the Strand.
tion the Chester Outing Scenic as something out
of the ordinary. The reel is called "Moosing
A Trip to the Moon
Through Kippawa," and is surely a very beautiful
Prqhahly About 500 Feet— Goldwyn Bray
strip with an additional interesting view of the
on of an educational
is a combinati
THIS
moose as he is in his native home. Just how the
subject
showing
many interesting
scientific facts about the earth ?nd
cameraman was able to get so close to the pair
of
moose we are unable to state, but the shots are
the
moon,
among
wh'oh
is
the
distance
between the two planets compared to the
remarkable.
circumference of the earth, etc. It then
tes
y and
becomes
purely
imat;ma''Likewise lo be included in the list of commenddemonstra
how
a giant
rocket
airsnip
mieht
be hurled
able entertainment events at the Broadway houses
to the moon by means of radium engines.
You see the projectile start from its ways,
IS
the
staging of a prologue for the Capitol feature,
and watch its journey through space with
■'The Willow Tree." Artist Wenger has supplied
a landing on the moon. You are then given
a view of the moon's surface as it is said to
an original stage setting which is rich in the atmosbe by the astronomers.
As an example of
phere of the Orient and before the screening of the
the art of the cameraman and of what can
be accomplished with trick photography this
feature a Japanese girl performs an interpretive
has never been excelled.
It is worthy of
dance of her race with much grace and to the apbeing featured on any bill and can hardly
parent interest of the audience. The stage is
fail to please. Shown at the Strand theatre
as a part of the Topical Review.
gradually darkened until the lowering of the curtain cannot be observed, and then the front curtains are drawn for the screening of the announceLo ve's Labor Lost
ment title, to l)e parted again as the opening scene
About 200 Feet—Goldwyn Bray Cartoon
of the picture is reached. The number is titled "A
THE Bray studios have turned cut an
"
Cat
Krazy
"
in
this
cartoon
average
Japanese Temple." The music used is "Intermezzo
number. It is not funny but will
Chinois," and the artist who dances is Yasu
mildly amuse most people and be a
winner with the children since all the charKatyana.
acters used are animals. The elephant,
An event of importance is also occurring at the
hippopotamus and the mouse are put
through the conventional cartoon stunts.
Academy of Music in the presentation of a revival
Part of the Strand Topical Review.
of "A Tale of Two Cities," the William Farnum
classic released on the Fox program some years
Strips from the Weeklies
ago. The success which the feature is achieving is
proof that a revival of a good picture, especially
Kerchoff Dam Completed — Pathe
one
where the matter of styles in clothing does not
near
completed
dam
new
the
of
VIEWS
Fresno, California, giving a good idea
enter into the case is not to be termed poor .showof the immensity of the job and of
the amount of water power which
manship. Without a doubt "A Tale of Two Cities"
has been developed by its construction.
is going over as well as any feature which has been
l
Largely of educationa interest.
on the Academy of Music program . since the engagement of "Blind Husbands." W^e might also
So This Is Paris — Pathe
render an opinion that it is meeting with a greater
flood
recent
the
of
shots
STING
INTERE
conditions in Paris, France when the
degree of success than when first released on the
river Seine overflowed. Would not be
theory that our National taste for photoplay has
identified as any particular city if it were
not for the titles. Probably takes on interimproved. Anyway from the New- York showing
est from the fact that most people will unwe would judge that the new prints on this picture
figure
consciously that Paris has had bad
will not lay on the shelves and prove an object
luck enough in the past five years without
being flooded out of house and home.
lesson to the producer that he would rather forget.
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ihe

Local

Picture

N n

Events Number
Feature

THE local current events strip as a busine
ter is again proven by the experience O'l
California theatre of San Francisco, when in |
junction with the Fox news camera men the
fornia was able to put views of a local fiekJ
events on the screen within two hours aften
races had been run.
The San Francisco Bulletin has managed a sj
ing event called the "cross city races" for
years, the contest being held at 9.30 a. m. on
Years 'Day. Thousands of San Francisco's ■
zens line up along the course to see the mrl
pass. So it was that Mr. Pincus the Califorl
publicity representative and E. H. Roth, man>|
decided to tie-in on the event.
Bert IMoisant and Gene Castle, Fox camenl
and the California staff went after some view I
the event. Then came a race to get the neg;
developed and positives printed in time for
openingit and
of the
California show
same events
day. '|
made
in consequence
the the
current
was the big thing at the California all the vrefi
The Bulletin gave the California some {I
publicity on the stunt and the cars used forj
cameramen carried the announcement of what
doing, as will be noticed by the accompanying ) |
tograph.
These are ihe cars ivhich Ihe California theatre boys and the Fox camera men used to get the local
viezvs that were shown in the California two hours after the negative was shot

Milwaukee

First

Run

Theatres

Ad-

California Stages Attractive]
Prologue Number
AVERY attractive prologue nutnber was Statl
by Manager Poole of the California thej<|
Los Angeles, for the week of Jan. 24, entitled'
Semi-Classical Song Circle."
The number opened with the curtains pan 1
at the left with a woman sitting before a wine t
in which appears a vision of her lover. The s
used was "Just a Wear%-in' for You." The light
effect here was sunset and the scene finally fa
out by dawning, at which time the drapes close:
open on the scene on the extreme right.
This section is a river scene with moonli

Meet
Increased
Costs
now paying 1,000 per cent, more for productions
A LL of Milwaukee's principal downtown mothan weof did
few years
ago. weIn never
the manager's
tion picture theatres but one, have raised
offices
our a leading
theatres
hear of
their prices of admission to 28, from 25 cents
those almost forgotten $50 a day contracts. Towith 3 cents war tax to 35 cents including the
day we speak in thousands, percentages and adtax and SO cents for boxes and smoking sections.
vertising guarantees.
" The public realizes to what heights the photoThe theatres making the advance are the Alhamplay is soaring and it is willing to pay legitimate
effects and there the tenor sings " I Hear '\ ,
bra, Strand and Merrill, the Butterfly theatre
Callng Me." The lovers meet in the third epis<
of
the song number when the center drapes p
management deciding to maintain the prices
advances
in
prices."
" However the exhibitor must give people their
abandoned by the other houses.
they sing three verses of " Because." The ligil
money's
and because
not attempt
to 'so
gyp he' them
adds Mr. worth
Fischer,
in doing
would" and
ing effect of the last scene is to represent iaf\
No loss in patronage was expected by the heads
endanger
his
reputation
and
that
of
his
theatre
and
and
the moonlight effect upon the bay is very
of the three houses.
tractive.
we all know what that leads to."
" The adoption of the new 35 cent price means
a big saving to us in time and trouble," said
Manager Frank Cooke of the Strand. " Every
day we have had to use hundreds of pennies for
change, greatly hindering the handling of crowds
at our box office. It is strange that more
theatre managers throughout the country have
not adopted the even amount for admission.
Many of our patrons have voiced ilu-ir approval
of the slight advance in price as it makes it easier for them to pay. Our cashiers tell us that
many persons left the two or three odd pennies
at the window rather than bother handling them."
" Thirty-five cents does not seem a large admission to pay for photoplay productions any
more," said George Fischer, manager of the Alhambra. " The motion picture hotises today are
giving such stupendous offerings that 35 cents is
an ordinary price to pay.
" No longer does the average citizen regard a
" movie " show as a place to kill a few odd moments but the photoplay theatre is now a place to
secure an evening's entertainment.
" I think prices will continue to go up as the
standard of pictures advances. Many large cities
are now charging regular prices of 50 cents and
it is taken as a matter of course. The motion
picture industry is one where profiteering has not
been found. Prices have not been raised simply
because it was being done in other industries.
Viezv of the stage setting for the presentation of " Toby's Bom" at the California theatre, Lo
■' With fewer and better productions we are
Angeles
vance

Prices

to

February
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" Pollyanna " Given Artistic Presentation at Los Angeles
THK

heights to which the stage setting and prologue may reach is illustrated by a description
of what Clunes's Auditorium of Los .'\ngeles did
in the number staged for Mary Pickford's latest
icaliire,
"Pollyanna."
Since the
first part of the picture's story is staged
in the Ozark Mountains, famous as one of nature's
beauty spots, the Auditorium artist was instructed
,.i jiaint an exact scene of one of the most beautiful views in this section.
The prologue which was staged in front of this
c\clorama, which, by the way, is one of the largest
even constructed in Los Angeles, eticircling the
whole stage opening with its arch forty feet in
licight, was the idea of Manager Bert St. John.
The number required five players, who made up in
the costumes of Si Grinder, and wife, Symantha
Cirinder, Amandy Perkins, Jerry Snags, Zcb Hathaway, characters in the Ozark portion of the story
of .■Ml
" Pollyanna."
hough the picture version of the story does

lor " PollxaiiiiO

Harris

Is Putting

Ohio

City
WILL D. HARRIS, manager of the Grand theatre, Columbus, Ohio, is one of the most
dyed-in-the-wool showmen in the country. He
doesn't book a picture that he hasn't faith in. and
so, beheving in his productions, he goes after the
business in big fashion. Harris is the sort of fellow who will go the limit when it comes to exploitation. His recent campaign and setting for
" Eyes of Youth," which just completed a phenomenal engagement at his theatre, is an excellent example of Harris's methods.
Now, most exhibitors are through when they go
in for big newspaper exploitation. But not Manager Harris. "'Well begun is half done" is the
motto that he employs most religiously. So he
followed up his spread in the papers with extensive
billboard advertising that covered the surrounding
territory fifty miles out of Columbus in all directions. One thousand of 'em he scattered broadcast
over the country in the most conspicuous places.
After reaching so many people with the announcement of the approaching engagement of
" Eyes of Youth " at the Grand theatre, Harris
then proceeded to give his patrons their full fiftyfive cents worth after answering the call of thi
playbills. He engaged a Hindu crystal gazer to
give a sort of informal session before each performance. The Hindu was Marjah, well known
for his clever m.ind reading. He carries his own
scenery, which is appropriate to his performance.
Heavy curtains, attendants dressed in Hindu costumes with the turban headgear, soft lights and an
atmosphere of mysticism. Marjah volunteered to
answer any questions propounded to him by members of the audience. Hundreds responded to the
call, and Marjah was kept busy foretelling the
future to the. inhabitants of Columbus who flocked
to the Grand theatre in a steady stream from early
morning until the last performance at night.
With the co-operation of two department stores,
two women were displayed in prominent show
windows in a state of levitation, the condition hav-

Capital

on the Movie
Map
ing been brought about by the Hindu Marjah. Literature to this effect was in the windows, and
crowds gathered constantly to watch the women,
who remained in their state of trance for fortyeight consecutive hours.
This is big exploitation. And it covered every
avenue of publicity. In fact, it was the most comprehensive exploitation feat of the season that has
come to our attention.
.•\nd the result? That's easy to guess.

not dwell particularly on this portion of " Pollyanna's " life, the quaintness of the characters introdutfed and the opportunity for staging a prologue
with them, with a strong scenic background, has
led many exhibitors to give these early sequences
attention in this manner. The idea also serves
as a sort of an extra reel to the picture,, bringing
the famous people of the first part of the story
more into prominence.
The prologue as staged by Mr. St. John had a
decided musical value. Grinder and his wife sang
" When You and I Were Young, Maggie," with
the other three characters following in " Climbing
Mountains." For the last number the quintet sang
" In the Gloaming."
During the rendition of this number the lights
were faded out and before the drapes were closed
and the picture screen lowered to position, a giant
rainbow appeared behind the mountains.
The lighting effects of the prologue are worthy
of special mention. As the shadows fall, lights
appear in the windows of the village in the background, one by one. Finally the church is lighted
and the people of the vicinity are called to prayer
meeting hy the church bells, thus carrying out the
idea of the singers practicing for singing in the
choir by their singing in the early part of the prologue.

Another view of the stage setting and characters used by Clinic s /lutiiloriiini f ir ' FoUyanna
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With the accompanying cut on the same page is presented a practical and inexpensive lobby display for
" Back to God's Country." We do not knoiv the originator as there were no captions on the photographs
'J

Heralds

from

Sky

Announce

of Fortune''
at
THE delivery of the message to Garcia had
nothing on the stunt pulled by Lieut. Roscoe
Turner U. S. A. (retired) last week.
The former aviator had ten thousand heralds to
deliver to the good folks of Columbia. S. C-, announcing Soldiers
"
of Fortune " at the Ideal theatre. He stood on the edge of his plane and having gathered the populace on the State Fair
Grounds below him, Lieut. Turner delivered his
message. Simple? Not at all.
Explortation by means of the airplane may be
getting rather ordinary, but the number of men
who can do a hand-stand on the edge of a plane in
mid-air is limited to such a daring few that until
the law of gravitation is repealed this trick will
continue to be a real drawing card.
George Warner, manager of the Ideal and
Broadway theatres in Columbia, arranged the
flight as part of his exploitation campaign for the
Allan Dwan feature. There were other good
maneuvres, equally effective, principally a special
showing sponsored by the Columbia Record at
which Gen. George \V. Read, commandant at Camp
Jackson, spoke.
Mr. Warner tied up his picture showing with a
big circulation library and with the larger provision
shops. It was a common sight to see some woman
propagandist carrying a bag bearing the announcement in large red letters : " Buy your provisions
from C. D. Kenny Co-, Teas, Coffees, Sugars. See
■ Soldiers of Fortune,' by Richard Harding Davis
at the Ideal theatre, 3 Days, January 12, 13, 14,
1920. 3 Days."
The Timrod Library not only gladly allowed a
printed announcement to be placed on the back of
the book-covers that go out with all their volumes
but quantities of book-marks with valuable advertising matter were distributed by the literary organization. The book-marks were made up in simple, inexpensive style and decorated as follows:
" See Richard Harding Davis' ' Soldiers of Fortune' at the Ideal Theatre, January 12th, 13th,
14th. Get the hook at Timrod Library."
The book covers bore the following exploitation
printed on the back covers : " Now in Motion Pictures,Soldiers
'
of Fortune,' by Richard Harding
Davis. A Love Story that Fascinates. An Adventure That Thrills. An Entertainment Supreme
at the Ideal Theatre."
The benefits of the tie-up with the big Timrod
Library were impossible to calculate, according to
the Columbia showman. With a tremendous family circulation the volumes of the library carried
the Ideal Theatre advertising to thousands of individuals.

''Soldiers

Ideal
Front page spaceTheatre
in the Columbia Daily Record
was the result of the link-up with that newspaper,
whereby the Record tendered a showing to an
audience comprising the Columbia Boy Scouts, the
newspaper carriers of the Record and the children
of the Epworth Orphanage.
The acceptance
by General
Read of
Scouts'of
in\itation
to address
them made
thetheaffair
actual news importance, and as such it got considerable, publicity. The Scouts marched to the
theatre in parade formation, and the youngsters of
the Epworth Orphanage were brought in special
trolleys marked by advertising banners. This type
• if exploitation was not only successful from the
human point of view, because of the pleasure it
gave to the children, but as a publicity stunt it was
much talked about and much written about.
Thetioncrowning
of Mr.of Warner's
exploitaactivities wasfeature
the flight
Lieut. Turner
the
day before the regular opening. The aviator rose
performed a series of hair-raising stunts, the
cimax of which came when he stood at the extreme
of the wing and scattered "Soldiers of Fortune"
heralds on the heads of the people far below.

Picture

\ ew

the Viewpoint of a "Woma
AngleExploitation
Supplied New

TTOW the viewpoint of a woman exhibitor af
A plied to the exploitation of a special featur !
attraction supplied just, the necessary appeal fo
the box office success of that picture is the experi '
ence of the Opera House, San Bernardino, Cal., o
which
Mrs. M.
"Kiplinger
is manager.
Different
fromL. other
California
exhibitors wh< I
scored successes with " Auction of Souls," Mrs
Kiplinger decided that illustrated matter showiuf
scenes depicting women tied to horses and othe;
startling incidents in the photoplay was not th« |
reason for the previous successes of the picture. I
The departure in promotion methods on the par |
was made after she had studiec '
Kiplinger
of
the Mrs.
picture
and compiled
an unusual amojint ol I
data showing the means used by rival exhibitors tc '
put the picture over. The result showed itself in !
Mrs. Kiplinger's newspaper exploitation when display ads were characterized by the displaying of
the name of the theatre, the playing dates, the star
and the title in bold face type, and the .supplying
an unusual
of
type. amount of descriptive word matter
in smaller
" The greatest picture ever shown in this or any
other theatre, the only film ever screened in
America at $10 per seat, eight reels— 5,000 people-^
83 principals depicting the trial of the terrible turk
in ravished Armenia, were among the features
which Mrs. Kiplinger stressedUsing a personal statement in her display advertising, Mrs. Kiplinger stated: "Miss Mardiganian
is the sole survivor of half a million Christian Armenian girls. The film shows truthfully and without exaggeration what she and her companions
stood during the two years, in Turkish Harems —
in the hands of Turkish soldiers and roving bands
of Kurds before she escaped to America. Every
incident is vouched for by the British Investigator,
Lord Bryce and the American Ambassador to TurThekey,decision
to feature word matter and not ilHenry Morgenthau."
lustrations was a new thing in exploitation in San
Bernardino. Also, box office receipts substantiated
Mrs. Kiplinger's opinion that the greatest exhibitor
argument in " Auction of Souls " is the sensational
story and the fact that it is portrayed by a girl who
really experienced many of the incidents shown.
Later Lieut. Turner returned to the field, dropped
his pilot, and took on the society editor of the
Columbus Record.

Here is a "home made" lobby display for "Back to God's Country " 7vhich is mighty good but forwhich credit can not be given Giving to the fact that we hare no record of the theatre from which it came-
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Buffalo Advertising Elicits Praise
THE Strand tiicatre. Buffalo, had the whole
town talking ahout "Piccadilly Jim" when
this attraction was shown recently, through a scries
of excellent exploitation stunts, the most important
of which was the promenading of two men dressed
to represent Piccadilly Jim and his valet. It seemed
that no matter where one walked in the downtown
streets he bumped into this amusing pair, and with
the bumping he was again reminded that the Strand
was showing tiie picture- The valet carried a suit
case with a sign on it. This was changed daily.
During the week it carried slogans like:
"Piccadilly Jim, the Town Rounder!"
A sign on the back of the valet attracted more
attention. It read, " I'd rather be a valet and see
the world series than be a lord and not see it."
These men walked the sidewalks of the downtown
section from 10 a. m. until 2 :30 p. m., from 4 to
6:30 p. m., and from 7:30 to 9 p. m. During their
tours they visited each office building, stopping in
as many offices as possible and asking for James
Braithwait Crocker. Of course this stunt created
a lot of comment and when the signs were read on
the suit case the Strand box office benefitted.
Among the other stunts put over was the distribution of 2.000 heralds in the downtown office
buildings on the Saturday morning before the opening day of the picture. .\ large full-sheet card was
placed above the lunch counter in Ellicott square,
the busiest spot in the city, and arrangements were
made to continue this card permanently for the
Strand. This counter is the gathering place for
thousands who work in Buffalo's largest office
building, and the card should be a valuable bit of
advertising for the theatre. In addition to the
above stunts, the Strand placed special newspaper
publicity and advertising, some very attractive
photos being landed in the rotogravure sections
of the Sunday papers and several special stories in
the daily columns. Piccadilly Jim" did excellent
business at the Strand. .\ssi sting Manager E. O.
Weinberg in his exploitation work was ".^ndy"
Sharick, attached to the local Select publicity staff.

on

iviens

"EXPLOITATION

iviin

MEN'S

-"
MIM TE BOOK Credi
t Isr Due.
Wherepages unde
Credioft the.
this
NG text
GIVIThe
heading is devoted exclusively to the
achievements of the Exchange ExIt places ploitation
at Men.the disposal of the exhibitor.
..all the exploitation ideas these experts,
originate, renders their services practically
universal and gives credit where credit is
due.
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" This is a Goldwyn Year — Goldwyn Pictures —
L. B. Remy manager, 1922 Main St., Dallas,
Tex." Over the hundreds of miles traveled by
the circus this Goldwyn statement was carried,
and it brought direct results in many comments
and letters of inquiry addressed to Manager
Remy. This is credited with being the most
original exploitation stunt ever put over in this
section and one of the most effective.

Circus Elephants
Carry Goldwyn
Announcement Through Three
States
LB. REMV, resident manager of the Gold• wyn exchange at Dallas, Tex., is responsible for an unusual exploitation stunt that for the
past four months has been carrying the name
of Goldwyn Pictures through the highways and
byways of Arkansas, Oklahoma and Texas. Ever
since the early part of September, two circus
elephants wending their way along country
roads, and stopping at even the smallest towns
and villages on the route, have been faithful servants of the Goldwyn exploitation department.
The elephants in question arc a part of the
Gentry Dog and Pony Show, owned by Ben
.'Austin and Jake Newman, who for many years
have been friends of Mr. Remy. When the show
visited Dallas last summer, Mr. Remy thought
it would be a good idea to get a traveling advertisement ofGoldwyn Pictures in parts of the
country that are difficult to reach through the
customary publicity channels. Messrs. Austin
and Newman expressed a willingness to be of
service, even to the e.xtent of permitting their
elephants to give a broadside display for Goldwyn.
Large white sheets were attached to the blankets worn by the elephants, and printed on the
sheets in black letters was the announcement:

Harrv Kice

Universal' s Publicity
Resigns

Manager

Universal announces that Harry Rice will resign
as director of Universal's publicity department on
February 15 and will return to Chicago. Mr.
Rice's work in his managerial capacity has proved
most satisfactory, and the news of his intended
departure has occasioned much regret. The reason for his resignation is said to be a purely personal one and a desire to get back to the environs
of Michigan Boulevard and the " Windy City."
Joe Mayer, the New York district publicity manager, is regarded as the prohahle successor to Mr.
Rjcc
Aschmann

Blames
Wife

It On

His

is a story
of an exchange
manager's
Mrs.ThisWilliam
Aschmann
by name and
wife ofwife,
the
manager of the Pathe Milwaukee office. It is Mrs.
.\schmann who is largely responsible for the Milwaukee office winning the diamond ring offered by
the Pathe people for the biggest increase in business by any branch office during November.
Bill .Aschmann gives all the credit for winning
the ring to Mrs. Aschmann, but friend wife modthe ring.
estly declines the honor. How'ever, she is wearing

BaMtwe " Picca^iiyBuffalo
J\ii\-',\at the Strdt^d^tliegfre,

Mrs. l/ViHiam Aschmann

"Mrs. Aschmann frequently accompanies me on
my trips through the state," said Mr. Aschmann,
" and she has met and helped entertain many of the
state's exhibitors. She is intimately acquainted
with many of the wives of the exhibitors and all
of these women were working everj' minute to
help us win the ring. And the women folks can do
a great :deal whenever they make up jj^gjft^ minds ,,
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New
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soldiers who helped plug the picture and th |
front of the Top theatre which was used with
story as a special feature layout.
Sergeant Cologne of the district recruitinjj
office appeared at the theatre each night an<|
spoke for two minutes on " Why Elsie Janis i
a Regular Girl," telling anecdotes of his persona
experiences
Els "tacking
overseas.
Anothe
valuable stuntwithwas " the
of half
shee
cards on all the Marine "A" boards and olhc
places where the Devil Dogs had advertising
The cards carried this
message, " Elsie Janir
Says Join the Marines — See Her in " A Regulai
Girl at the Top Theatre. Now Playing."

"Broken BlosExploitation
BROKEN BLOSSOMS" coniinucs to be a fca^
display.ture which inspires theatre managers to go to
extra pains in the way of decoration and lobby

Stelling

IJc

Over

tin

the

llu 1 oti iliunrc adicrtiscd the "Jains" feature

Top"

Theatre
of
WHEN
the Top theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.,
played Elsie Janis in " A Regular Girl,"
the only folks who did not know about it were
those "stopping" at the jail and even these
" tourists " must have heard some of the noise
created by the management of the Top, Andy
Sharick, exploitation man of the Buffalo Select
office, the members of the American Legion posts
and the Marines' recruit-officers and enlisted
men. Mr. Sharick made a special trip from Biif-

A Tie-up ivith a randy store

With

the

Top

Syracuse
falo to the Salt City to aid in putting "A Regular
Girl," over and that he was successful is testified
in a chronicle of the various publicity stunts
pulled for the engagement.
Four of the leading candy stores consented to
put on special window displays advertising
" Regular Candies for Regular Girls." Of course
the the
Top midst
cards of
on the
" A displays.
Regular Girls,"
were right
in
The Woolworth
store gave up its large window for eight days to
displaying the " Regular Girl " song hit and
Edwards' department store gave up a window to
Elsie Janis' book " The Big Show," and a card
to one side of the display bore the following :
Now on sale " The Big Show," a regular bookby a regular girl. A humorous story by Elsie
Janis of her work in France. See Miss Janis in
" A Regular Girl," at the Top Theatre, Januar\16 Two
to 21."thousand tags were tied on downtown
office doors with the reader, " Good Morning
Meet Elsie Janis Tonight in " A Regular Girl,'
at the Top Theatre." This stunt was an original
one and created much talk among the fair fan>
in the offices.
One of the biggest factors in the exploitation
was the co-operation of the Marines. The Devil
Dogs gave up both sides of their big truck, which
ihey used on Main street with bugler inside to
attract attention. The truck was on the street
each day -during the showing. A parade was arranged with the ■ First to Fight " boys and the
P>oy Scouts for Monday, but this had to be called
off on account of the severe weather the cit>
lieing practically snowed in the first two days of
the showing.
The Marines put out 10,000 hand lulls in the
plants and factories and the- theatre put out 6,00J
more in the residential districts. The Marines
also arranged with the Syracuse Journal to publish a photo of the decorated truck, the ten

Gives
soms " Good

We record this week, an account of what
Ernest Stellings, manager of the Grand theatre,
W ashington, Ind., did in this line during his run
of the picture which recently ended.
Mr. Stellings reports that his theatre was
decorated with Japanese lanterns, flowers and
other material which would carry out the general idea which has been the ke\-note of nearly
all the '■ Broken Blossoms " engagements.
Special colored lights were installed to create
atmosphere for the picture. They were used
while the feature was being shown.
On the exterior ever>- light was covered with
a Chinese lantern. During the engagement at the
Grand, snow and ice were plentiful in the streets
and the colored lights showing over the street
from the edge of the porchaine, were brought
into prominence by this fact.
Mr. Stelling's newspaper campaign was one of
the most extensive of his career as a manager.
Special attention was given to the musical setting
for the picture, and was particularly successful
with an organ solo.
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laiid ihoatn- —
rliirc — ■■ Ricnzi."
rent Events — Strand Topical Review— Lands Aeroplane in the
Heart of the City. Pathe ; So This
is Paris, Pathe; Starts New
School as Trilmie to Roosevelt,
Kinogram>; Huge Kerkchoflf Dam
Completed, Pathe; All Aboard for
the Moon, Goldwyn Bray novelty ;
Canadian Dog Teams Race
Through Snow, Kinograms ; Tie
for Skating Title, Saranac. Lake,
Pathe; F'lane and Tug in Gale Aid
Ice Bound Ship, Kinograms.
ra — " The Call Loan " — Vitagraph
— O. Henry Story,
al — Round the Camp Fire. The
Strand Trio in Western costume
in front of a drop of a Western
scene. .As encore " The Year of
Jubilee " is used fading out and
into the title of the feature picture,
'ure — "Water, Water Everywhere"
—Will Rogers.
al^— Mad scene from "Lucia" —
Sung by Amanada Brown —
-oprano.
iiic — "Moosing Through Kippawa"
— Chester — Outing,
artoon — "Love's Labor Lost'' — Goldwyn-Bray,
jan Solo — '"Largo" from Xerxes.
: Week — " The Blooming .Angel"
— Madge Kennedy.
ivoli Theatre —
V iTture — First Movement Concerto
in D Minor — Played on the Ampico Reproducing Piano with Leo
Ornstein as the invisible soloist,
accompanied by the R i v o 1 i
orchestra.
urrent Events — Rivoli Pictorial — Bits
of Scenic Splendor (not credited) ;
Mexican Border Guards Keep Fii,
Tomonow and Monday
« CARNIVAL (tf
I

The High PHateu of Fun V'^^^

\ MADGE

KENNEDY

'inUMl frnm WalMr trwiaa ^lar4vdvBBrr*
g 111bwii» f^<
Sl«^ nf 1 dMhme
buunMii
ples.*11^9 CTitwiiating
m th#andnxMibi(rhann
TMsoa Cmlioiu.
The Bloommg
Angel"
Madge
Kennedy'
itest,
trhich uitl
be «fph
in Xeic
Yorkh
ext \reek i* planing at the Jefferson, Fort
'ayae, thig
tceek.bilThe
coImmhi
ninedigplag
iaeheii. ir«« three

Mnn

Uheafres

Skating Carnival, Saranac Lake.
Palhe; Lands Plane in the Streets
of Oakland, Kinograms; Horses
Trot on Fast Snow Track, Konograms ; Start New School as
Tribute to Roosevelt, Kinograms ;
COPPERHEAD
Tug and Plane .'\id Ship Locked
iti the lee, Kinograms; Jack Frost
X^isits Philadelphia, Kinograms ; .\
Lionel Daipnois
MtCfC*
the bcal
01 lh«
Real Fisherman Doesn't Mind the
tiuaian
heart
Innsbilodn
to K drwiyUc
cnlortjiiaMcnt
Cold, Kinograms; Going to the
thai
hat
newrbatncniakd
fa Vie man.woin«n
hMD^ cr aotiaMor pcWc>
Dogs, International; In Alligator
*-*0
can
view ItpalKo«.
and rati itachtM
lo v4U
reel
Land, International; On Libert>
ttM U^ntier
appeauts uplif\
oTc'wMion
With the (iobs of the Sea,
hoitts tpunch
throbs,!IS a thousand
its bcuub
International.
smiloa
Uirough
tcui-is'
'
^Lo'^rjf.audkucc
'P>a7 that brnu^^it
to lU^xl
\ audevillc — Joe Jackson in paiitominubicycle act.
Feature — " The Willow Tree — Viola
Dana. A jjrologue entitled " A
Japanese Temple" danced by
N'asu Katyanna is staged before
the screening. See " High Lights
of Broadway's Shows."
Next Week — "The Luck of the Irish."
Rialto Theatre —
()\crtiirc — Grand Finale of the second
act of " Aida." By orchestra, cast
of principals and chorus — See
'I'hin diKplaii
is by
Strand bytheatre
" High Lights of Broadway's
Oinoha
and iras
fourthecolumns
fourteenof
inches. Read the selling talk ichich the
picture, " Thecorded Copperhead."
been ac- Current Events — Rialto Magazineby the Regent adhasman.
French Troops Guard Turkish
Capitol,
Shows." International ; Jack Frost
International ; Ice Palace Made by
Visits Phil., Kinograms; Going to
Fire, Chicago, Gaumont ; Daring
the Dogs, International ; Dog
Ski Jumpers. International; Plane
Seeks Master Traveling 900 Miles,
and Tug .\id Ship Caught in Ice,
Kinograms
: Airmen Maneuvering
Kinograms: Birds in Training Infor. Position, International ; Fast
ternational ;Hundred Thousand
Horse Trot on Snow Track, KinoDollars Worth of Wine Congrams ; Tie for Skating Title,
fiscated, Los Angeles, Gaumont ;
Pathe ; Golden Wine Flows in CalF"irst Pictures of the Attack on
ifornia, Pathe ; Eyes of the North,
Lord French, Phoenix Park, IreParamount Magazine ; Shivering
land, Pathe; Graduation Exercises
Vienna Destroys Royal Forest, InFrench Military Academy, St.
ternational; Great War Officially
Cyr, France, Gaumont ; Styles of
Ended ; Pathe ; Aeroplane Lights
1850, New York, Gaumont.
in Heart of City, Pathe.
Vocal — " In the Gloaming." Soprano Musical — Concerto in E Minor —
and tenor duet from the stage
Violin solo by Sascha Fidelman.
with an invisible chorus of female
voices. Stage setting provided an Feature — " What's Your Husband Doing?"— McLean and May.
interior in the style of the period
of the song.
Comedy — " Excess Baggage " — Goldwyn— De Haven.
Feature
Reid.— " Double Speed "—Wallace
Organ Solo — March from "Fcramors."
Comedy
— " A Kremer.
Burlesque on Carmen " Academy of Music —
— Victor
Overture — " Marche Slave."
Organ Solo — " March Heroique."
Scenic — Children of the Netherlands.
Next
W^cek — " The
Copperhead " — Current Events — Fox News.
Lionel Barrymore.
Cartoon — " The
Hun
Runners " —
Capitol Theatre —
" Mutt and Jeff "—Fox.
Scenic — India, Land of Mystery — Features — " A Tale of Two Cities " —
Educational — City of Benares —
William Farnum.
" The Cinema
Educational — Kittens as we Know
Murder " — Marion Davies.
Them — Educational.
Last Half of WeekOverture
■' Marche Slave."
Comedy — " The Grocery Clerk " — Current —Events
— Fox News.
Larrj- Semon — \'itagraph.
Educational
— " Hungry Lions and Tender
Pathe. — Topics of the Day — Comedy
Hearts " — Fox — Sunshine.
Serial — " The
Black
Secret " — 15th
Overture— "11 Guarany."
Operatic Cantata — "Hiawatha's Wedepisode.
ding Feast." Described under Features — " Shod With Fire " — William Russell. " The Greatest
" High Lights of Broadwav's
Question
" — Griffith — First National.
Current
Shows."Events — Capitol News — So
This is Paris, Pathe; Huge Kcrk- Next Week—" When the Clouds Roll
chofT Dam Completed, Pathe ; Ice
By;" "Back lo God's Country."

\

>^fic
event oTlt?!
'most^hjTOrSaiitpfcLTO
-A

uTTian dynaimo
I Fi/^ST.r/Me wcsroF chicago-thc famousApollo

Trio

\iiolht'r of llic fio'id ili.siilaii.y. four volumna
hii cii/ht
(Icsigiicd
" Lii iSiiiirl.K
" /)(/inclicK.
tilt Monti
theatre for
of Omiiliii.
Broadway Theatre —
Overture — Events
" Orpheus."
Current
— Broadway Topical
Review.
Topics of the Day —
Pathe.
Comedy — " .Accidental Art " — Tyrad.
Special — " Pardon Me." Musical compresented
by A. Seymour
Brownedy and
Company.
I'eature — " Dangerous Hours." — Thos.
H. Ince — Paramount Artcraft
Special.
LOS

ANGELES

Kinema Theatre —
Overture — Echoes from the Opera.
Vocal — "Golden Gate." Selected scenes
from an Outing Chester scenic
the song.
are
used lo interjirct the words ot
Comedy — " Dew Drop Inn " — Seinon —
Vitagraph. Following the comed>Larry Semon,
Lucillepeople
Carlisle
and
chorus
of fourteen
appear
in a vocal number " I'll Say She
Do " and " The Vamp." Comedy
dancing
Darling. is interpolated.
Feature — " Even as Eve " — Grace
NextMarshall
Week — Neilan.
" The Rivers End "- •
Tally's Broadway —
Overture —Events
" Orpheus."
Current
— Pathe News.
Musical — " Let the Rest of the World
Go By." Tenor soloist sings the
composition during the screening
of selected scenes from the Outing Chester " Hippity-HoppitySpecial — " The Story Allah Ended."
Note — This is a special scenic number with drop and stage setting
Hoopity."
representing a Hawaiian scene
with a volcano in the background.
A group of ten Hawaiian musicians play on their native insiru-

Motion
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WallaceWeekly.
Rcid in "Double Speed."
Pathe
Selections on new $30,000 Hope'-Jones
Organ.
Randolph Theatre —
Feature
— "Daughter
of Two Worlds"
— Norma
Talmadge.
Added Feature — Fatty Arbuckle in
"The Garage."
Organ selections.

F i c I n r e N \i

Day.
Current Events — Fox, Toj.
Comedy — "Tlje Garage" (Arljuck
Feature — "The Copperhlad,"
Barrymore.
i
KANSAS

CITY

Ziegfeld
Theatre Ray
— in "Red Hot Newman —
I'caturc — Charley
Overture — Reading
"Finlandia."
Dramatic
— Ednorah Die |k
.
ue
og
es
on
el
lm
rt
av
Interpretive
Bu
Ho
Tr
toon). Dance — Louise Kail.
Comedy — s."Fatty Arbuckle in "The Comedy — "Jerry on the Job" (
Dollar
Current Events — Newman News
Incidental Music by Orchestra.
Views.
Feature
— "Stronger Than Deat
."
Garage —
Kinograms.
Nazimova.
Playhouse
Forest Fires — Prisma.
Next Week — "The
Copperhead' ^
Mary MacMahone's dancers in classic
(Lionel Barrymore).
dances — Ancient Roman Setting.
Feature — Third Week of Mary Pick- Liberty —
ford —in "Pollyanna."
Comedy
Robertson-Cole Comedy, Current
— Pathe
No. 12.'
lus."
— "Tanta
Overture Events
" Molly's Millions."
Scenic— —(Lloyd).
"Orange" — ( Prizma) .
Orcliestra Selections.
Comedy — "From
Hand to Mo

hcxt nil iif lid t r
oil ■■ I'iiiti) liiirrhiij none. It i.s- tlir irorl; of tin Ciihli
theatre of Los An(/cl<s. In ".ize
it was nine inches across the jxif/c
aret scene as in the feature picture
ments and sing Hawaiian songs.
is shown prior to the screening.
The number ends with the erupThe set contains the fountain in
tion of a volcano, during which
the back ground, dancing floor,
exceptional lighting effects are introduced. This is followed by a
tables, etc. A vocal solo is used
celebration which includes dance
instead of a dancing act.
numbers.
Next Week — Desert Gold.
Feature — "A Daughter of Two
Feature — "The Thunderbolt" |BALTIMORE
(Katherine MacDonald).
Worlds" — Norma Talmadge.
Symphony
Current EventsTheatre
— Fox —News.
-Pathe.
Next
Week — "Erstwhile Susan
Superba Theatre —
Comedy — Call a Cop — Christie.
(Constance Binney).
Overture — " Patches."
Feature
— The Broken Butterfly — Lew New TheatreCody.
Current E\cntsComedy
— " Brownies
Busy Day " —
Century.
Pathe No. 36.
Current Events — International News.
Educational
— "Topics
of the Da/ [(Literary
Digest).
|
Vocal — "When You're a Million Miles
Frisco's Chinatown — With Its Mask Torn Off!
Away
From Nowhere " — Tenor
Royal —— "AH of a Sudden Peggy' Feature
solo.
(Clark).
Feature—" The Phantom Melody " —
Monroe Salisbury.
California Theatre —
Current News — "Regent News."
Current Events — Fox, Flagship BrookComed>
— "The Garage"— (Arbucklt
riscale).
lyn return to San Francisco from HAYAKAWA
Feature
Roads" — (E
Regent— —"Beckoning
Asiatic fleet ; Universal, Niagara
Teddy Sampson
In
Her
Fint
Joy
Rioi
—
Romantic
dons winter robes; Universal,
A llaring — Colorful — Mysterious
"A Foar- Cylinder Frame-Up"
Testing Nerves of U. S. Flyers ;
NOW PLAYING
venture)
. the Mountain" (y
Scenic
— "I and
Pathe. Ultra Rapid Poilu turns
Athletic ; Universal, Thrills a One of the hest displai/s ire have seen on "The Tong Man" is this sij;-column. sixinch ad of Miller's theatre, Los Angeles
Plenty as Ski Experts Meet ; UniFeature —
— "Soldiers .of Fortune."
Loew's
versal, Fleet on Way to Cuba.
Vocal — Miss M. Tiltan selections from Doric —
Clune's Broadway —
Madame Butterfly.
Overture — Selections from "The Merry Overture— When My Baby Smiles.
First Half of W^eek— "The Gay (
Ale, Maggie!"
Dog" — (John Cumberland).
Current
Events — Pathe and Gaumont Comedy — "Save
Weekly.
VocalWidow."
— With a stage setting envelopLast — Half
Week — "The Trifle
(Capital).
(Edithof Roberts).
ing entire stage showing the same
Feature
— " Out
Yonder " — Olive
Thomas.
scene used in the third act of the Scenic — In Brittany, Holmes Travelogue, Land of the Reindeer, Paropera, "Love Tales of Hofifman"
amount Magazine.
Theatre —
and "O Sole Mio" are sung.
Musical — Accordian solo bv Edward Parkway
Current Events — Pathe.
Feature — She Loves and She Lies —
Perli.
Norma Talmadge.
Special Feature — "Wizard
of Oz"
WASHINGTON
Six Best Cellars— Bryshown
at morning.
Children's ' Matinee oh Metropolitan
Comedy— The Illiterate Digest — Will Feature—antThe
Washburn.
—
Overture — Zampa.
Saturday
Rogers Sayings.
Current Events — International New5
Feature
—
"The
Copperhead,"
Lionel
Next Week — Stronger Than Death — Clune's Auditorium —
Barrvmore.
Topics of the Day.
Nazimova.
Polyanna in the third week.
Grauni all's Theatre —
Grauman's Rialto —
Overture — Pique Dame.
"Evcrywoman" in its third and last
Scenic — The Flowing Road — ^Ford.
week.
Musical — Milton Charles at the organ
Next Week — Huckleberrv Finn.
plays "Freckles" with song slides
and a freckled face boy singing
the number.
CHICAGO
Current Events — Gaumont,' Atlantic
Fleet Target Practice, Guantanoma Bay, Cuba ; Gaumont, Ski Woodlawn Theatre —
Club Meets Cary, Illinois; Inter- Organ Offertory.
national, BufYalo Winter Fire Woodlawn's Brighter Side of Life.
Scenes; Gaumont. Half Million Woodlawn News and Views.
Gallons of Wine Confiscated, Los Comedy— Fatty Arbuckle in "The
Angeles; Pathe, Football Growing
Popular in New York; Pathe, Orchestra Concert — Peer Gynt Suite,
Garage."
Presidential Possibilities; Literary
A-The Morning, B-Ase's Death,
Digest.
C-Anitra's Dance, D-In the Hall
of the Mountain King.
Special — Log Book of the U-35.
SSAlirAVTl^ SYMPHONY OBCHESTBA - AB.TMUR.J<AY»p(iN()UC
Feature — On With the Dance — Mae Feature — Mabel Normand in "Pinto."
l^'JiSwAR'-ls AT THE ;MiO«Tie._VDi<;£OV ■
Murray.
Intermission — Orchestra — Till th^
^id <}rauman's displati for " Z>.oit&te Spted." six columns hij eight inchrs. irent back
"•A'Stage setting showingMrs.
a cafe
qab- .;(js
Shadows Have Flowift", ■t'*'-'''*
us in reproducCng. You ^ill get'the general layout, hoteever^
irUiiuhi
,'isiLii.i..:'i
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14, 1920
STARTS
TODAY

Katkerine
MacDonald
u
-n.e TURNING POINT
Mme HeleoA

ONE SWEET DAY"
"LoM** OIJ. Svwt Soaf "
PARAMOUNT NtACAZlNE - COMEDY
PATHE NEWS

ithrrine McDonald's neir picture, " The
iming
ig receiring
first ahowing
tcrekPoint,"
at the
Sew Oarrick,
Minnr
: ')lig. Thig dinplay, a four-inch double
'/Main one, is much smaller than is usually used by this theatre.
mature — Stronger than Death, (Nazimova).
Vext(Tom
Weeks'
feature — Toby's Bow,
Moore).
I'alace—
|\erture — Melodies from Scotland,
urrent Events — Pathe News Xos.. 9
and 10 — Topics of the Day.
irtoon — Mutt and Jeff.
1 lature — Scarlet Days (Griflith-Artcraft).
Vtxt Week's Feature — Pollyanna.
Kialto—
verture — Quartette from Rigoletto.
irrent Events — Pathe News Nos. 9
and 10 — Topics of the Day.
irtoon — Bray.
<ature — Little Shepherd of the Hills
(2nd week).
.Next Week's Feature — Judy of
Rogue's Harbor (Mary Miles Minter.)
MINNEAPOLIS
urrent Events — Pathe News.
>cal — Goodbye. Sung by Madame
Helena and Signor Russo.
cnic — Paramount Magazine.
Feature — The Turning Point — Katherine McDonald.
Presented with
a scenic prologue.

Feature
— "Two Weeks" — Constance
Talmadge.
Next Week — "J"dy of Rogue's Harbor," with Mary Miles Minter.

Euclid —— Medley of Popular Hits.
Overture
Theme — "Two Little Love Bees" from
Maid."
Events
— Kinograms No. 9.\
"Spring
ICurrent
I
and Pathe News No. 8.
i Comedy — "The Sure Cure" — Mr. and
I
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
Feature— D. W. Griffith's "The Great- I
est Question."
•
Next Week — secutive
"Pollyana"
for three conweeks.

PHILADELPHIA
Stanley
cr-Bela.Theatre —
Overture — "Hungarian Festival," Kel-

Metropolitan —
Selections from "Eva."
Overture— —Popular
Theme
song hits.
Current Events— Leader-News Weekly
Cartoon — Bray Pictograph No. 417.
Comedy
— "A Day's Pleasure" — Charles '(
Chaplin.
ing.
Feature — "Even as Eve" — Grace Darl- This dixplai/ hji the Standard theatre of
Cleveland iras six inches, double column.
The star is given good hilling but most
Next Week — "Jubilee," with Will people
tiill have to look before they find
Rogers.
out
at
Man"beingis
playing,what
the theatre
name
of•'The
the Tong
theatre
subordinated.
SEATTLE
"Saying of Wit" — Reflections of a
Bachelor Girl.
Ray.— Red Hot Dollars — Charles
Liberty Theatre —
Feature
Overture — Come to Roseland With Me.
Wallace on the Wiirlitzer.
Current Events — Pathe News No. 7. Comedy
versal.— Baby Doll Bandit — UniEducational — Pathe Review.
Scenic — The Land of the Eskimos — Clemmer Theatre —
Paramount.
Overture — High Jinks.
Educational — Paramount
Magazine — Current Events — Fox News — Gaumont's World Sayings.
Feature — The Cup of Fury — Goldwyn.
Comedy
— A Lure Curl — Goldwyn — De
Haven.
t)BPnEllM
K. CAST NlWrn NEAP CUCUD
Next Week — Stronger Than Death —
Nazimova.
Daul Gusdanovic CWentc
Strand Theatre —
Overture — Lustspeil.
iei^
tui\
i\ef
[Jie Brtu
Current Events — Strand Weekly ; With

EARLE

WILLIAMS

ST. PAUL
New Garriclc —
urrent Events — New Garrick Digest;
Camera Surf Studies, Paramouiit ;
Drifh' Sayings, Smart Set ; The
r-rhan ed City of Seville, Spain,
Pathecolor ; Dance of the Five
Senses, Pathecolor.
Cartoon — Their Masters Voice.
Scenic — A Day With John Burroughs,
Prizma.
Vocal — Robert Davis, tenor, in songs.
Feature— A Daughter of Two Worlds
— Norma Talmadge.

Feature
"Back to God's Country,"
Nell— Shipman.
Comedy — Chicken a la Cabaret.
Cartoon — The Plumbers.
Topical Review — Compiled from Pathe News. Fox News, Gaumont
(iraphic, Current Events, The Literary Digest.
Arcadia Theatre —
Feature — "Anne of Green Gables,"
Mary Miles Minter.
Comedy — The Hall Room Boys.
Scenic — Burton Holmes.
Current Events — Pathe News, Litertry Digest.
Victoria Theatre —
Overture — "I Hear You Calling Me."
Feature
of Fortune,"
Doran.— "Soldiers
Comedy — The Plumbers, Mutt and
Scenicter.— Moosing Thru Kipawa, ChesCurrent Events — Pathe News.
Regent
— of Knowledge,"
Feature — Theatre
"The Tree
Robert Warwick.
Comedy — Ducks.
Educational — Ford Weekly.

Palace Theatre
—
J[efT.
Overture — Organ selections.
Feature — Every woman.
the Gobs in Italy; U. S. S. Pitts- Topical — Pathe News.
burgh at Venice ; With Uncle
DETROIT
Sam's Eagle Squadron of Hydroplanes Leaving Water, International ;Latest Fashions, Hearst ;
With the Atlantic Fleet Coaling
Ship in Southern Waters, Hearst ; Overture — "The Royal Vagabond."
Sultan of Turkey on Imperial Adams
Current —Events — Pathe News.
Grounds, International.
Vocal — Emmons and Colvin.
Musical
— Meditation
"Thais." Feature — "Pollyanna," Mary Pickford.
Violin
solo by S. K.from
Wineland.
O'Brien.
Next
week — Wallace
Reid in
Feature — Sealed Hearts — Eugene
"Double Speed."

Comedy — All Lit Up — Pathe.
PITTSBURGH
Grand Theatre —
Current Events— Grand News Weekly.
Educational — Topics of the Day.
Grand Symphony Orchestra.
Comedy — "Reno All Changed."
Feature
Mille.— "Male and Femdle." — De
Olympic
TheatreCurrent Events
— Pathe News.
Symphony Orchestra and pipe organ.
Comedy — "The Little Dears."
Feature
— "SheTalmadge.
Loves and Lies." —
Norma

CLEVELAND
Stillman —
Overture — "La Boheme," by Puccini.
Theme — Selections from " You're in
Love."
Current
Events — Kinograms No. 9 A.
Scenic — Burton Holmes Travelogue.
Cartoon— Mutt and JefiP in "The Plumbers."

Savoy
Current Theatre
Events — —Fox News Weekly.
Comedy — "Pi])e Dreams and Prizes."
Feature — "The Forbidden Room."
Columbia Theatre —
i
Current Events — News Weekly.
I-'eature — "The Great Air Robbery"—
Locklear.

Paul Gusdanoric's Orpheum of Cleveland
is playing "The Fortune Hunter" this
ireek. We think this is a premiere. The
display shown was
eleven inches double
column.

New Blackstone Theatre —
Current Events— Pathe News.
Comedy — "The Dippy Dentist."
Feature — "All-of-a-Sudden
Peggy" —
Marguerite Clark.

^Ve call this about the best display we
have
" When
the Cloudsby
Roll Byseen
". onIn Doug's
size it teas
two columns
eight inches. The Regent (Detroit) is a
combination house
features the pictures in itsbut
advertising.
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Motion
Overture—— "The
Strand
mm.
SWEET. AND CHARMING AS EVER
MARY
MILES
INTER
<WTHS A.POWiR
STORYOF RICH
THE CONST*l«CY
CHARH OF OFYOUTH.
FAITH WITH
AMD THE
I.OVE
''JUDY

OF'ROGUES'

HARBOR

»»
FOLKS-YOU WILL LIKE THIS PICTURE
YOULL EVERYDAY
LAUGH OVERPEOPLE
IT AND WHO
CRY LIVE
OVER INIT THE
— IT'SSWEET,
A BIG. KINDLY WHOLESTORY
ABOUT
SOME
COUNTRY ATMOSPHERE
THAT YOU
AND EV ERY CLEAN.
BODY KNOWS
AND LOVESThe Merrill of Milii dukn- in rvKimiittililc for
Mills Miiitrr'x iiiir picture,
Madison —
0\erture — "Serenade."
Current Events — Free Press Film Edition.
Prelude — Arranged liy Ward Johnston, director of orchestra, with
Coster and Clement, in vocal duet.
Comedy
lin. — "The Rink,'' Charlie ChapFeature — "Out Yonder," Olive
Thomas. Next week — Katherine
MacDonald in "The Turning
Point."
Washington —
Overture — Popular Selection.
Current Events — Fox News.
Travel
— "Last
of the Seminoles,"
Prizma.
\'(ical — Sue Rathhourne and Wilma
Leininger.
Comedy— "Capt. Kid's Kids," Harold
Lloyd ; "The Plumbers," Mutt and
JeflE.
Feature — "The Cyclone," Tom Mix.
Next week — Mabel Normand in
"Pinto."
Broadway Strand —
Overture — "Light Cavalry."
Current Events — International News.
Vocal — Ethel Grasech, in hoop skirt
costume, singing medley of Southern airs.
Prelude — "The Copperhead." Short
sketch with two players, one veteran of Civil War and the other
young veteran of recent world
war, who discusses bravery. Old
soldier tells of supreme sacrifice,
not of life but of honor of Milt
Shanks in Civil War days.
Feature — "The Copperhead," Lionel
Barrymore. Next week — "The
Copperhead," 2nd week.

th-i.'i five inch four column di-sii.uii on Murii
•• Jiitlii of Riiyues Harbor '
ST. LOUIS,

MO.

Kings Theatre —
Overture—" Scandals 1919."
Current — " Pathe News."
Cartoon — " Mutt and Jeff."
Soloist — " Duie Brown, ' " F"reckles."
Feature — " Nothing But the Truth " —
Taylor Holmes.
— Sunshine.
Comedy
— "Sheriff Nell's Comeback"
West End Lyric —
Overture — Silverman's Orchestra."
Review — Scenic and Universal News.
Feature — "All Of a Sudden Peggy"
— Marguerite Clark.
Comedy — Christie comedy.
New Grand Central —
Scenic — Chester Outing.
Current — Kinograms.
Feature — " Mind the Paint Girl " —
Anita Stewart.
Comedj'.
William Fox Liberty —
Overture.
Current — Fox News.
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff.
Feature
— " A Gay Old Dog " — John
Cumberland.
Comed>
— " Sheriff Nell's Comeback
— Sunshine.
Feature — " The Fortune
Earle Williams.

Hunter " —

Alhambra —
Overture — "Scotch Fanlas\'," arranged
by Homer Walters, director of Alhambra orchestra.
Theme — "Oh, What A Whopper" from
musical comedy, "The Little

Greenwich Village

This very attractive three-column by sis
inch display is the irork of Louis K. Sidney, manager of the five St. Louis houses
listed above- This is the first display we
have seen on " Nothing But the Truth."

—
Orpheu—m Harold
Comedy
Lloyd
Hand to Mouth."
F"eature — "The ' Fortune
Earle Williams.

in "From
Hunter" —

Next Week — Blanche Sweet
Woman of Pleasure."

in "A

COMING

I'

EAp

WITH IMPORT AN
ScenicDarling.
— Prizma picture, "Orange."
Feature — "Even As Eve" — Grace
STATEMENT
Follies."
According to a telegram f ror I
tu
Comedy
"From Lloyd.
Hand to Mouth,"
with— Harold
ver City, Cal., a statement has ftt
Next Week — "Slaves of Pride" — Alice issued, following a midnight c |e
ence of the Associated Produc« / •
the effect that Thomas H. Inc
leave the Coast for New Yo r
Joyce.
SAN FRANCISCO
Tuesday,
arival in theFebruary
East, Mr.10th.Ince Onwillh alo
an announcement which is expec .
Overture — Morning, Noon and Night.
importance, 'h
Current
the utmost
prove
News. Events — Pathe and Fox is
the of
producer's
first trip East i
years. H€ will stay at the Co |r;
Scenic — Saving Savages — Martin dore Hotel. The news of Mr. :f
Johnson — Robertson Cole.
prospective announcement has c jt
Comedy — Krazy Kat — Bray cartoon. hundreds of exhibitors to wire Cfeir i
Educational
Pathe. — Topics of the Day — C\ty for information, " but all vmt '
told in New York."
|
Feature
— " SheTalmadge.
Loves and She Lies '
— Norma
Next Week — " Double Speed."
Imperial Theatre —
Current
News.Events — Gaumont and Fox

New

York

F.I.L.M

Acts on Epidemic
Feature
Copperhead"
— Booked
The New York City F. I. L. M. k
for —an"The
indefinite
run.
at its last meeting voted to mail a 'rcular letter to all exhibitors in li.^
Tivoli Theatre —
Overture — Chimes of Normandy and district, reproducing Dr. Roya 'S
Dardanella.
Copeland, healththecommissioner's,
Scenic — In the North Woods — sage
influenza epidt ,s-c.
With regarding
this letter each tjieatre was it
Chester — Outing.
slide containing Dr. Copeland's i 5asage.
Comedy — " The Dog Brownie."
Vocal — " When Honey Sings the Old
An executive committee was )Time Songs " — Tivoli quartette,
by President
Chadwick Zie
as 1-r.
with special setting of an old ■pointed
lows : Messrs.
Rosensweig,
Southern home.
Klein. Schmertz, Rosenblueh, Eckt i
Feature
ford.— " Pollyanna " — Marv Pick- Burnstein, Connors, Raynor, A< r,
Salinger, Siegel.
A special committee for lool g
after the interests of Jersey exchai s
BUFFALO
in the State of New Jersey was pointed as foUow^s : Messrs. Brod e
of N. J.. Metro ; F. Gersten of F. ( Shea's Hippodrome —
sten. Inc., and S. Abeles of Pa
Overture — Selection from " Happy Newark.
Days " the New York Hippodrome production.
Stage Setting — The Temple Scene
from "was
Stronger
Than Death
which
accompanied
by the" Milwaukee's F.I.L.Mj
New Officers
music from " Salambo."
V'ocal — " My Indian Maid."
At a meeting of the F. I. L. M. ■
Solo by William McDermott.
sociation of Milwaukee, held at •
City Club, Friday, January 30. J.
Feature — " Stronger Than Death " — Sothers,
Vitagraph, was elected pr
day.
Nazimova
—
Also
shown
at
Shea's
Court street house on optening dent, to succeed Wm. Aschman,
signed; and George Levine, local U
versal manager, was elected \-ice-pr
Comedy
— " The— Accompanied
Roaming Bathtub
— Sunshine
by the" ident for the ensuing year. The Ic
association has a 100 per cent mt
bership
among the local exchanges,
Hipp Jazz
Current
EventsBand.
— The Hippodrome is stated. The Milwaukee club me
Review, composed of Universal,
ever>- Fric
City Qub
the month
at the
Fox and Gaumont News and in
at a rooms
noonday luncheo
Topics of the Day.

Current Events — Pathe News No. 7.
Whopper."
Pathe
Review No. 57. Topics of
the Day from Literary Digest, No.
Next Week — Wallace Reid in " Haw39.
thorne of the U. S. A. " and
Comedy — Mr. and Mrs. Carter de
" Fatty " Arbuckle in " The
Haven in "Excess Baggage."
Ray.— "Red Hot Dollars," Charles
F"eature
Next Week — May Allison in "The
Wiilk-Offs."

INGE

Picture

0\erture
—— Babes in Toyland — Victor
Garage."
Strand
Herbert.
Current Events — Latest Pathe News.
Feature — " Polb'anna " — held over
for second week run.
Special — " Coney Island by Niglit and
Next Week — Lionel Barrymore in
" The Copperhead."

Club

Rothacker Film Hold
an Election of
Officers
At the annual meeting of stockho
ers of the Rothacker Film Mfg. C
in Chicago, January 27, the followi
officers -were elected: Watterson
Rothacker, president; H. J. Aldoi
vice president and treasurer; John
; T. G. Mammos.
Hahn, secretarjassistant
treasurer. The usual ca
dividends of ten percent on the cot
mon stock and seven percent on t
preferred were paid.

February

Goldvvyn

if,

Has

1677

io J n

Purchased

" The Great Lover "
The Goldwyii Pictures Corporation
announces the purchase of the motion
picture
to ' The and
GreatFred
Lover,"
by
Leo rights
Dietrichstcin
and
Fanny Hatton. This is the fourth
important play which Goldwyn has
purchased from Cohan and Harris
within the last few weeks. It was
produced in \ew York City at the
Longacre theatre on November 10,
1915. and ran for a full season in the
me'rupolis before going on the road.

Ohio

Gets

of 'Deing Kkin
al show
i
nce," George
THE first generlivera
great picture portraying the l ie
of Helen Keller, and in which this
wonder woman appears, is to he in
Ohio.
Mr. Kleinc has engaged Arthur S.
Hyman to handle the booking and exploitation ofthe picture in the Buckeye
state and Mr. Hyman has left Chicago
for Cleveland to start the exploitation
campaign which he plans shall be on a
scale commensurate with the importLouis Burston Goming
ance of the production, declared by
critics to be one of the greatest in the
to New York Soon
history of the screen.
President Louis Burston, of Burston
The people of Cleveland, Cincinnati
Films, Inc., wires the New York of- and Columbus will be the first to have
fice in the Longacre Building from
to see in"Deliverance"
and
the coast where he has just completed an
the opportunity
initial showing
the three cities
will
be
on
the
same
date,
when
the
his third serial thriller, "'The Hawk's
picture will open for a long run in one
Trail,"
that
he
will
soon
he
on
his
way
to New York. Mr. Burston is now of the largest moving picture theatres
working on another, thus far name- of each of Ohio's leading cities.
The announcement of the initial
less serial, which is also nearing completion.
plans for exploiting " Deliverance,"
which have been awaited with great interest by the industry, have been made
Mac Lean and May Star
only after many months of careful preparation during which Mr. Kleine has
in Stage Gomedy
had the film cut from 40,000 feet to six
Thomas
H.
Ince's
young
co-stars,
Douglas MacLean and Doris May,

First
"
"Deliverance
: liiliiy to see, hear or speak, Ip ^ highly
educated woman with noble ideals and
charming ])ersonality, is shown on the
crccn with a dramatic intensencss, infrsperscd with charming I)its of huince. mor, which grips and thrills an audi-

Helen Keller
reels, new titles prepared and the continuity carried out in such a way that
the
story
dcvclopment from oftheHelen
little Keller's
wild animal,
cut
off from the outside world bv her in-

Satisfactory test showings have rci iinly been made in Atlanta, Madison,
W is., and one or two more cities and
:n each instance the picture won the
'liiihest praise of the critics and called
forth editorial comment of a highly
laxorable nature.
I'aul Stevenson writing in the .Atlanta Georgian said:
"Great pictures have come and gone,
great lessons have been taught in many
classic photodramas and out of the
swirling current of trash and tommyrot
in the deluge of moving pictures a
large amount of good has come, but
since the beginning there has been
nothing produced as uplifting, as clean
and as inspiring as ' Deliverance,' with
The Atlanta Constitution said:
Helen
"ThatKeller."
'Deliverance' is one of the
most wonderful pictures ever conceived
or filmed will readily be granted by
c\'er\- one who sees it."

come to the screen in their second production,What's
"
Your Husband
Doing?" on January 25, the date of
the picture's general release on the "The
Bee"
Released
Soon
President
of American
policy
Honey Bee' was in the
making, and I
announc
the n Honey
Paramount-.'\rtcraft schedule. This is INoi line
,
Company
Film ed
America
the w'ith
saw
the
prize-fight
scene
staged. The
Inc., to devote its entire Santa
Film Gompany Makes
an adaptation of George V. Hobart's
story relates of a fight in Paris bestage comedy, which was produced at Barbara, California, studios to the proStatement
the 39th Street Theatre, New York, in
tween Carpenrier, the . French chamduction of special features, announcethe fall of 1917.
pion, and the American champion- To
ing
ment is now made of the forthcom
role of the French chamrelease of "The Honey Bee," a repro- from the California studios, where he portraypion wethe
secured the famous pugilist,
duction of the book by Samuel Mer- supervised the production of the sub- 'Kid McCoy.' The part of the AmerSelznick Buys Novel by win. The
subject, which has been
ican champion is taken by Nigel
ject, said: "I believe we have accomA. Payson Terhune
pubHshed by the Bobbs-Merrill Complished in 'The Honey Bee' what the Barrie. The fight was staged in the
pany, is said to be one of the six best high-class exhibitors throughout the
Picture rights to " The Fighter " a
country have been asking for. Many large glass studio. An audience of
novel by Albert Payson Terhune, have sellers in the United States.
The cast introducing this special of the large exhibitors have said to me 3,000, most of whom were in formal
been purchased by Myron Selznick.
dress, makes this "one of the most
This is the second story by Mr. Ter- feature is headed by Mme. Marguerita time and again, 'Give us novelty ! Give elaborate
prize-fight scenes I have ever
hune to be bought by Myron Selznick, Sylva, the grand opera star. The di- us something out of the beaten path. seen staged for pictures.
rection
was
in
charge
of
Rupert
Most subjects are too much alike, too
the first being a serial which will be
" I think we were exceptionally fortunate to obtain the services of Rupert
written specially for the Selznick Pic- Julian, who established himself so much along the same lines.'
tures Corporation.
" In 'The Honey Bee' I believe we
ably in his direction of " The Beast of
to direct
this very
picture.
Berlin
" and
The actors
Fire-Flingers."
present the answer to the exhibitors' Julian
everything
of the
best.W'eThewanted
story
the cast
are "such
as ThomasIn appeal
for novelty. For here is a sub- by Samuel Merwin gave us a powerful
Holding,
Nigel
Barrie,
Albert
Ray,
Ethel Glayton Starts on
ject by one of the most popular writers subject. The star, Marguerite Sylva,
George Hernandez, Harvey Clark, Dell in America, Samuel Merwin, that
New Picture
Boone, Ethel Ullman, Charlotte Mer- draws an analogy between human life gave us tremendous emotional ability
Ethel Clayton this week began on a riam, Ruth Maurice, Harry Tenbrook and the life of the bee. It points out to interpret the title role. The cast was
new picture, which is a screen adapta- and the noted puglist, " Kid McCoy.'' cally.
the powerful moral lesson concerning selected carefully, each character being chosen with relation to the partic" The Honey Bee " is in six reels. It which Maeterlinck writes so graphition of "The Ladder," a short story
ular role. Our success was achieved
by Harold Vickers, which was pub- is preceded by a prologue from Maethrough
adding to these the masterful
lished in Snappy Stories. The new
terlinck'sThe
"
Life of the Bee-" It " The opportunity for emotional actEthel Clayton picture will be directed draws an analogy between the life of
ing given Mme. Sylva in this subject direction of Rupert Julian."
the bee and human life and presents can be visualized. I believe she porby Tom Forman.
many remarkable opportunities for
trays the title role in a masterful style
Mme. Sylva to portray the emotional which proves her immense dramatic
New Republic Release
e isurn's
roles which gained her such pro- versatility. It is, as one might im- Bryant
Vehicl
StartedNew
Washb
nounced success in grand opera.
Republic announces another release
agine, adifficult role to perform, that
Bryant
Washburn
has
started work
In discussing the presentation of of a business woman who finds, like
for February-. It is "The Gift Suon
"The
Sins
of
St.
Anthony,"
a Satpreme," with a cast that includes Mel- " The Honey Bee,'' Samuel S. Hutch- the bee, that the true mission of a
urday Evening Post story by Charles
bourne MacDowell, Seena Owen and
inson, president of the American Film woman in life is motherhood.
Collins, according to word from the
Bernard Durning.
Company, Inc, who recently returned
" While I was in California 'The Lasky studio at Hollywood,
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Motion
Consolidate
Declares

Fox

the Fox News

News

Units

Service Will

Have the Celerity of the Newspaper
THE consolidation of all the units in the United States but in all counthat arc concerned with the turn- tries of the gigbe, so that Fox News
log out of the Fox News reels in one is living up to its slogan of ' See What
building — the new Fox plant in West This World Contains.' In the edi55th street — will lead to a more efh- torial offices a fire alarm is being incient and up-to-the-minute screen repro- stalled so that the news editor will
duction of current events, in the opin- be informed at all times as to fires
ion of the Fox News officials. "A occurring in the city. Motorcycles are
news reel, like a newspaper," says Mr. to be provided to enable the cameraFox, " should be conducted as nearly men to get about New York and vicinas
one rapid
large communication
office, because of
ity screen
speedily
to 'cover'
newsare events
of possible
the needin for
value.
Plans also
being
among the men and women who make made for the construction of a motor
the product. Therefore the News now truck that will carry with it an emeris installed, so far as the directorial, gency development plant. When news
editorial, camera and business events of importance are ' shot ' close
branches are concerned, in a commo- to the 'deadline' on make-up days,
Jacques Jaccard, who has the unique distinc- dious room on the second floor of the this special motor will bear the
tion of having directed
, cameraman on his assignment and
ductionthe first aerizil pro- new building,
" The list of camera correspondents develop his film on the way back so
" Other Men's Shoes " Is is continually being increased," in- that the negative may be speedily
forms the Fox statement, "not only viewed in the projection room."
Selling Very Fast
Edgar Lewis' venture as a producer of special productions for Pathe
Plans
Formal
Debut
distribution, has received a flying Neilan
start with " Other Men's Shoes," the
picture version of Andrew Soutar's
His Initial Production, " The River's
great novel, according to reports reEnd
" to Get Elaborate Presentation
ceived from all territories, says Pathe.
Among the exhibitors in the United IT IS announced that Marshall Nei- ner with an attractive prelude in
la^s
initial
production,
"The which the song "The River's End,"
States who have booked the big Lewis
special are Marcus Loew and Wil- River's End," will be given an auspi- inspired by the picture, will be rencious presentation at a private screen- dered by a famous singer. A special
liam Fox.
ing to be held in the Grand Ball- orchestra has been engaged to ac" The production was released on room of the Hotel Biltmore on the company the presentation of the film,
February 4, but a week before release evening
16. The afTair and careful attention is being paid to
date nearly a thousand bookings had is to be ofof February
a formal character, and the preparation of the score,
been recorded on the picture," an- a dinner will follow the screening. If other plans do not prevent it,
nounces areport from the Pathe office. The audience will consist exclusively Marshall Neilan himself will make
of members of the Canadian Club of the trip from California to New York
M. J. Mintz Made Serial New York City. Members of the in order to be present, as will James
trade press will be invited to secure Oliver Curwood, author of the story.
Manager by Hallmark
pre-review of the production.
"The River's End" is now finished
M. J. Mintz, formerly connected a In
view of the fact that the Neilan and receiving its final treatment at
with Clark-Cornelius as field manager, picture discloses a tale of the Canathe Rothacker laboratories in Chihas
been
appointed
by
Frank
G.
Hall,
dian
'
Northwest,
cago. In the cast are such wellIt
Ts
entirely
president of the Hallmark Pictures that this production will
fitting
receive
its
Corporation, as manager of serials for premier before the members of the known players as Lewis Stone, MarHallmark. Under Mintz' direction of Canadian Club of New York Citv. jorie Daw, Barney Sherry, Togo Yasales and distribution will come the Arrangements are being made to pre- mimata, Jane Novak, Charles West,
new Ben Wilson serial, "The Scream- sent the film in a most elaborate man- and others,
ing Shadow," co-starring Ben Wilson
and Neva Gerber; and the Benny Leonard serial, "The Evil Eye."
Feat
Daring
a New
Reports
Will Rogers Liked in
New York
C. Hutchison, Star of " The Whirlwind "
Judging from the reviews in the
Serial, Tries "Stunt" Not in Script
New York dailies on the morning ONE afternoon recently at Pablo preached and instead of merely chasBeach, Florida, Charles Hutchi- ing off the maurauders, leaped from
after the first showing at the Strand,
and the enthusiasm of the audience, son, star of AUgood's big new serial, his speeding motorcycle and by the
The Whirlwind," gave an unusual narrowest possible margin caught a
"Water, Water, Everywhere" will "exhibition
of skill and daring, it is flying rope ladder that was dangling
equal the record of the two earlier
Will Rogers releases.
stated.
beneath the plane."
According to a report from the The account of the incident tells
Pictures Corporation, " The that Hutchison with much difficulty
Typh oon Fan Co. Re- Allgood
script called for a thrilling chase with ascended the rope-ladder to the plane
Hutchison on his ninety mile per without any aid from the crew aloft,
ports Increased Busihour
motorcycle pursuing an airplane who were unaware, it is said, of what
ness
which was ordered to skim close tu had happened below until the daring
The Typhoon Fan Co. is experienc- the ground so that the villainous crew star had actually reached the body of
ing at the present time a marked in- of the plane could accomplish some the aeroplane, " On descending, the recrease in its business activities. In- heinous deed. All Hutchison was port from the Allgood offices constallations are being carried out in supposed to do was to foil the action tinue, "Hutchison was promptly
Kansas City, Minneapolis, Omaha and of the airplane crew. With every- bawled out by Joseph A. Golden, diDes Moines in charge of Engineer thing set to shoot the scene the action rector of the serial, who, while apEdward Peck. Ernst Glantzberg, pres- was started, airplane, crew, Hutchi- preciating what a thrill such a scene
ident of the firm, stated that the in- son on his motorcycle, and camera- in the serial would mean, let Hutchithat had Hutchicreased business so early in the season men in high-powered automobile fol- son also understand
. son lost his life in attempting such a
was no doubt due in part to the great lowing.
number of new theatres being \)m\t "As the plane neared the ground perilous stunt, the serial would have
Hutchison with lightning speed ajp- ended then and there."
'
throughout the country.

Picture

TWO
JOIN

N ez

COMPANIES
ON
COMING
SPECIAL

Clark Cornelius Corpora» tion have jointly purchased the rights tothea
CB. PRICE Co. and
ar
cul
cta
production concernspe
ing which an air of mystery is
being maintained. Thely owners
of the rights confident expect
it to be one of the big hits of
the 1920 season. It will be distributed on a state rights basis.
Aside from the fact that the
production
has further
an " all-star
cast
" the only
details
that can be learned are that the
production portrays historical
episodes of American history in
the course of its action. An
extensive advertising campaign
will soon be launched.

Report

Many

Booking!

Among on
the recent
booking " reports re 1
12:10
ceived from
the" Republic
Distributinj
organization are the following showings on "12.10," the Herbert BrenonMario Doro production :
;
"Everett Square of Boston, Keith's
Prospect of Brooklyn, the Elite of Sag
Harbor, N. Y., the Arena and Arcade
of Astoria, N. Y., the library of Pittsburgh, the Globe of New Haven, and
the New Theatre of Lexington, Va.
"The Blue Pearl" and "The Amazing
Woman" have been booked by the New
theatre at Lexington for early showing, and the Globe of New Haven and
the Princess of Baird, Texas, have
booked "The Amazing Woman."
First "Wonders of Nature" Is Released
The week of Februarj' 1st saw the
release of the initial subject in the
' Wonders of Nature" series to be
handled by Tyrad. Concerning these
single reelers the later organization
has issued this statement:
"In compiling these pictures, Proi
Brind was careful to arrange them fo
that their entertainment value was net
lost, but rather enhanced by catchy
titles of a humorous nature,— in themselves, an amusing feature. There will
be fifty-two subjects released, one
c.uh \.eck."
Al Hall

Ass't Director

of " The Evil Eye "
Al Hall, who assisted Dallas M. Fitzgerald in the direction of Hallmark's
Famous Directors' feature, "Chains of
Evidence," is now assisting in the direction of Frank G. Hall and Ascher
Enterprises, Inc., fifteen episode serial
production, "The Evil Eye," starring
Benny Leonard.
Gladvs

Hulette

Stars in

" High Speed "
Gladys Hulette is seen in the starring
lole in Frank G. Hall's latest picture
on the Famous Directors' series, "High
Speed," released this month through
United Picture Producers, Inc.

P e b r H ar y 14,
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xllS'"'
Exhibitors who arc
reported to have
recently become members of the
ynited Picture Theatres of America
include: S. P. Slotnick, Rialto theatre,
Syracuse, N. Y. ; A. E. Hcasle, OrpheI'lm theatre, Blackfoot, Idaho; F. C.
yons, Scenic iltcatrc, Correctionville,
lowa: Stanley Smith, Drpheum theatre, Fort Worth, Texas ; Smith & Linhicum, Roseland theatre, Fort Worth,
exas; George Treka, Union theatre,
(^Icveland, Ohio: F. R. Henderson,
Rialto theatre, Oakland, Cal. ; C. A.
W'orthington, Opera House, Jacks)ro, Texas; S. E. Dean, Palace theatre, Piano, Texas; E. H. Rowley,
Queen theatre. Mart, Texas; and Page
& Hoimoe, Royal theatre, Grand
Forks, N. Dak.
Animals

in Tarzan

Film

Kept Actors on Toes
It the exciting experiences undergone, as related by Gene Pollar, Armand Cortes and other members of
the company who have recently com!ilcted the newest of the Edgar Rice
iurroughs stories, "The Return of
farzan," for Numa Pictures Corpo;ition, have registered on the celluoid with half the force with which
hey have been imprinted upon the
minds of the players, the film should
have remarkable vitality.
The account of Gene Pollar, narating his experiences with peevish
lions within the animal enclosure durng the tilming of the action, is especially impressive. " It was only beause I remembered that my future
\viih Xnma was at stake," says Foliar, "that I didn't turn turtle and
climb for dear life."
Aids for "The Charming
Mrs.announces
Chase the" following
Ready exPathe
ploitation aids for " The Charming
Mrs. Chase," the first of Mrs. Drew's
"which
After hasThirty
series of forcomedies,
been " scheduled
release
by Pathe on February 22nd ; a set of
colored lobby display on each comedy ;
22 X 28 of John Cumberland (stock) ;
set of black and whites on each comedy; one and three sheets on each
comedy; slide on each comedy; stock
slide on series; one and two column
ad Cuts and mats ; thumbnail, half column and single column cuts of Cumberland (stock) combination broadside and campaign book on each
comedv.
National

Film

to Make

Short-Subjects
By special arrangements with
Marion Kohn, 90 Golden Gate avenue, San Francisco, the National Film
Corporation of America has begun
production on three short subject releases for exclusive distribution by
Mr. Kohn. The stars in the new
series will be Grace Cunard, Polly
Moran and "Smiling Bill" Jones. Miss
Cunard, who will be supported by
Cole Hebert, will produce two-reel
thrillers, while Polly Moran will issue one-reel "slapstick" comedies.
"Smiling Bill" Jones will also appear
in
one-reelers
of the
sort.
Each star
will "polite"
make acomedy
series
of twenty-six pictures.

Robertson-Cole
Makes
Praise
for
Lois Wilson,
Y
PAN
COM
ROBERT
has SON
just -CO
issuedLEa detailed statement in connection w itli its forthStar of " Who's Your
coming release, " Who's Your Serav nt ?" that devotes special attengtion
to the star, Lois Wilson, appearin in
the production after her recent success
Servant? "
in the Paramounl-Artcraft release,
'■ Too Much Johnson." Julian Johnson,
the writer, is said to have succeeded
in realizing his objective of producing
a picture-story that would prove interesting and instructive and at the <;:tiUf
time contain elements of a box-ollke
"puller." "After he had written his
plot and completed details which
would prove a boomerang for the exhibitor, states the Robertson-Cole report, "the producer set about to secure a star capable of displaying for
the screen the leading feminine role
of Who's Your Servant?. After looking over the field, it was decided that
Lois Wilson, the girl who gave up
teaching for the silver sheet, was just
the one to put over the part in real
dramatic fashion. So tense are the
scenes of this production of a hundred Lois Wilson is not worrying about the
servant problem when there are aowers to
exploitation possibilities, that the pro- take up her attention. The star appears in
ducer had to favor a star whose work the Robertson-Cole Special, " Who's Your
was in keeping with the role assigned
past record. In her own words. Aliss
her.
W'ilson modestly declares that her part
"Miss Wilson has a part in "Who's in "Who's YourServant?"
Servant?" is the best
Your Servant?" whicli will boost her she has ever portrayed.
stock sky highward. Fresh from her
"It was easy to carry out the
success in the Paramount Artcraft
thought in said
acting
' Who's "Mr.
Your
release, "Too Much Johnson," this Servant?'"'
Missin Wilson.
rising young star by far eclipsed her Johnson wrote a plot which has inter-

Statement
est in every foot of the film, and so
dramatic are the situations that we
just lived the thought on the screen.
I am certain that the play will flood
e\cry lirst run house in the country
for its uniqueness and originality
linked with the title force it to be one
of the best box office attractions of
the year. It is a play that will never
grow stale and the more you see it
the more direct does the plot center
about the home.
"This film brings home in a startling manner the advantage which the
plotting servant has over his trusting
master and shows the lengths to
which the servant, bent on accomplishing an illegal end at any cost, will go.
In 'Who's Your Servant?' the central
characters are a clever Init unprincipled valet, a high American naval
official, and his pretty daughter.
"An all-star cast is seen in Who's
Your Servant? -Included in it besides Lois Wilson arc Yukio Aoyama,
Andrew Robsqn, Albert Morrison,
William Scdtt and Frances Burnham.
The i)icture is fcnmdcd on the celebrated play by Julian Johnson, which
startled New York and the country,
during its stay at the Princess theatre,
New York. Holhrook Blinn was featured in the original stage version of
the
picture.
picture's
scenes
are
laid at one The
of the
biggest
United
States naval bases, giving it an authentic and thoroughly impressive background.

Clothes

Lend

relation to
CLOT
raphytheir
theHES
photogand
of the screen
is the subject of a report just
issued by the Equity Pictures Corporation in connection with Clara Kimball Young's latest vehicle, entitled
" The Forbidden W'oman." The statement from the Equity offices follows :
" Much has been said on the subject of the psychology of dress on the
screen and the part clothes play in the
indication of character, but Clara
Kimball Young is said to enjoy the
distinction of being the best dressed
woman on the American stage or
screen. This claim to supremacy is
based upon magnificence of attire and
materials, attractive and unusual designs, picturesqueness, and actual
valuation.
"In ' The Forbidden Woman,' the
second Equity release, which will have
its premiere showing at the Merrill
theatre, Milwaukee, February 15,
Clara Kimball Young will be seen in
the role of Diane Sorel, a charming
young French artiste. The wardrobe
requirements for this role call for
nineteen different costumes, including
priceless creations in the way of evening gowns, afternoon frocks, dinner
gowns, armloads of furS, hats and
jewelry sufficient to satisfy the hearts
of all her feminine admirers, the value
of which is said to exceed twenty-six
thousand dollars.
" ' The average outsider knows
nothing whatever of the distinctions
to be obtained by certain colors under
the minute photographic lens,' Miss
Young declares, ' or that red photographs black, pale blue an indistinct
white, while other colors change their
identity in a most confusing manner.

Color

to

the
Film
duction demands a radical change in
The Forbidden Wom- period, style and dress, and thus entails an absolute and complete new
an " Is Said to Show
wardrobe. For instance, the clothes I
Unusual Gowns
wear in " The Forbidden Woman "
could not possibly be used in my next
Another most important consideration picture, " The Soul of Rafael," laid
is that the color scheme of the gowns in the period of 1850. ' "
worn must harmonize with the various interiors, drapes and hangings
used in the different sets, so that all State-Right Feature is
strong, primary colors, shadings and
Hit in Cleveland
gradations of tone are arranged for
Robert McLaughlin's state-right feacomposition effects. In " Eyes of
Youth " I was forced to wear certain
ture, "The House Without Children,"
shades of cloth and the Yogi charac- is now in for a big exploitation in
ter was dressed in white. This color Ohio without the road show, accordcombination created the problem of
ing to Leon Netter, of the Masterpiece
arranging backgrounds of such Exchange in the Sincere Building, who
shades that while I was properly sil- controls the rights. The picture is re- .
houetted in a scene, the Logi would ported to be setting records in Clevealso stand out. A number of days
land. At the Fairyland it did the bigwere spent by the director and myself
gest two-day business in the history of
before we struck the happy color the theater, and at the Sun it is the
schemes, and in one instance it was onlj' picture to date that did more busnecessary to make use of a bare wall
iness the second day than the first, according tothe Masterpiece office.
with hangings of tapestries as a back" ' If one were to judge my gowns
from the standpoint of street wear Dividend Announced by
availability, some of the color
and
ground.'
combinations would seem hideously
Major Film Corp.
out of place and clash outrageously.
An annual meeting of the Major
For this reason, many of the gowns
worn by me in " The Forbidden Film Corporation stockholders was
Woman " have been created and de- held at the home office, 16 Piedmont
signed solely for use in this one pic- street, Boston, Mass., on Thursday
ture, for by virtue of the peculiar afternoon, January 29th. E. J. Farcombinations of color, they could not rell was re-elected president and general manager and W. W. Aechtler
worn for any other purpose or ocbe
casion.
treasurer and secretary. A 10 per
" ' I never wear a gown twice for cent, dividend was declared for the
the simple reason that each new pro- year ending December 31st, 1919.

Motion
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New
"The

Curwood

Courage of
Now Under Product
l
VITAGRAPH announces that actua
age
Cour
"The
or
f
es
taking of scen
the
of Marge O'Doone" has Taegun iu Anmountainous regions north of Los
geles, around Truckee and Dormer
s,
Lake under the direction of Da\n<d
Smith. The picture is based on
another of the Canadian Northwest
stories by James Oliver Curwood.
Pauline Starke will appear as jMarge
O'Doonc, the young daughter of
the Little Missioncr, who was
stolen in her childhood and brought up
in "The Nest," the stronghold of the
mountain whiskey smugglers; and
Niles Welch will play the role of
David Raine, the wanderer, who travels
hundreds of miles through a wilderness of snow seeking to rescue the girl
his poswhose picture has come into
session. George Stafiley, a Vitagraph
veteran, will appear in the character
lead of the Little .Missioner, and
others will include Boris tfarlofT, Billie
Bennett and James O'Neill.
"The Courage of Marge O'Doone"
is a distinct story alone; it introduces
many of the characters already beloved by thousands, who read Mr. Curwood's novels of the north country, or
ph's picturization of
have
them.seenTheVitagra
same dog that won so
much favorable comment in the \^ita-

Story

Picture

New

I

Filmed

est"
Marg
hwe
rton
NoDo
the O'
in e
ion

graph
Son production,
of Kazan,"
win befeature,
seen in"Baree,
the new
again appearing as the outlaw wolfgod, vicious except with David and
his friends.
The casting and general preparations
for the filming expedition consumed
weeks, and the company set out fror,
Hollywood for Truckee upon the re.
ceipt of news that weather condition^
among the mountain peaks were jusi
right It is believed that "The Courageeral
of Marge
will beof a this
litrecord ofO'Doone"
the courage
special camera-clan who are braving
an unbroken wilderness with the hraver\- of "forty-niners." The company
had to snow-shoe for many miles beyond the end of regular paths and
roads.

A GROUP OF CELEBRITIES Oi; THE WEST COAST
Onebe ofantheactual
biggest
left to right: J. Frank Brockliss, English film magnate; Richard A. Rowland
will
fight"punch"
betweenscenes
two From
president of Metro; Meredith P. Snyder, mayor of Los Angeles; and Director
General Maxwell Karger, taken at the Metro studios in Hollywood
enraged grizzly bears; another is the
gradual taming of an outlaw wolf-dog
Oneis oflocated
the cabins
Makes
Statemeni
ture
withinbuilt
200 for
feettheof p'ctin Haynes
Donner monument, erected in memor.
Says That Brentwood Aim is Product
of the Donner family and its comBased on Right Living and Thinking
panions who perished in the winter ( f
1847, two years before the big rush
because they should be founded upoi '
for the goldfields. An old settler who IN' a statement recently received, L. the very fundamental truths of al
C. Haynes, president of the Brentwood Film Corporation, puts forth Right Living and Right Thinking.
came
boycompany.
with the 49'ers
acts asWest
guide asfora the
"To date we have sent forward foi
those basic policies which he alleges
are the guiding-lights of the Brentwood release by Robertson-Cole company si>
workers in turning out their produc- pictures, produced under the directior
of different directors; but each, I feel
"All those ^associated with me in
Changes
at
Universal
City guidingtions.and
developing the affairs of from our initial success, 'The Turn Ir
New Studio to Provide for Companies
the Brentwood, said Mr. Ha\-nes re- The Road', to aur latest, 'Seeing li
cently, "recognize the great influence of Through', verj- distinctly carries th(
Shortly Engaged in New Productions
the screen in moulding public charac- brand which we started out to estabter, and, as far as our modest efforts
Under Henry Kolker's direction
WHEN Carl Laemmle visited the capable of accommodating an a\eragc are concerned,
we determined when we we arelish.now
making our seventh picUniversal plant recently, he is of twelve settings.
started
this
company
that
we
would
do
ture 'Bright Skies' featuring Zasu
said to have laid out such an elaborate
Constant changes are being made at our utmost to see that every picture we
Pitts, in what promises to prove a
program of productions for the coming Universal film city. There is scarcely
sent
out
should
carry
an
element
of
sweetly pathetic comedy with all those
a
week
which
does
not
see
some
new
year that the technical department decided it would require additional floor impro\ement in the equipment, it is encouragement, practical common- broad touches which Miss Pitts' eccentricities cal for and again with its
space to house the new companies that stated, some acquisition in the produc- sense uplift and good cheer ; and that
all Brentwood pictures might be message of good cheer and encouragetion department or some facility in- cotinted upon as tending to develop the
will soon be engaged in making feament and its suggest'on of the gro I
tures. Mechanics were at once put to
stalled for the making of better films. bc'^t in human nature and endeavor
Streets
of
every
nation
dot
its
acres
;
al
work to erect an addition light stuside of h'lmr.n nature. '
dio, measuring 400 by 150 feet, and villages depicting all corners of tht
earth are represented with fidelity ; op Production
Pleases
Writer
its stages, and in its many-covered studios, there are under construction
every day settings of every type rangGrace Miller White, Author of " Polly
ing from hovel to palace.
of the Storm Countrv," Praises Work
Three new feature productions ha\ e
ity of men and the eventual righteousbeen started at Universal City this GR.\CE -MILLER WHITE, the
ness over the forces of sin. It is
author
of
"
Polly
of
the
Storm
week. These are : "The Girl in the
filled with suspense and punch and
Mildred Harris Chaplin's
Mirror." Philip Hum's adaptation of Country,"
Mayer-made First National at- the photography is an artistic masterthe novel by Elizabeth Jordan, starring second
: Taction, was a visitor at the studio
Frank Mayo under direction of Jack preview of the picture in Los Angeles piece.
The picture was directed by Arthur
Rosson and was photographed by Hal
Ford : "Luck," a drama of the great a few days ago.
West, written by John Frederick and
That she was highly pleased with
Simultaneously with the restarring Harry Carey under direction ihe production and particularly with Rosson.
lease of the picture, the novel will be
of L\ n Reynolds ; and "Her Five F'oot Mrs. Chaplin's interpretation of her issiied in book form by the Little,
Highness," a comedy-drama, directed dream-heroine, is putting it lightly.
Brown Co., publishers, of Boston.
by Harry Franklin, and featuring
" I believe," she said, " that ' Polly The production has been cut and titled
Edith Roberts.
of the Storm Country' will be my and is now en route East, where
greatest success, and I further believe prints will be made for early First
Marie Mosquini Support that Mrs. Chaplin is one of the very National release.
best types to interpret the role of
Polly. I am positive it will prove
for " Snub " Pollard
.\ farcical Rolin comedy, " \\ .d z such a starring vehicle for her as my "High Speed" is Booked
.Me --\round," to be released by Pathe ' Tess of the Storm Country ' proved
by Loew Circuit
on February 15, introduces to the for Mary Pickford and ' The Secret
" High Speed,"' Hallmark Pictures
screen Marie Mosquini, who has suc- of the Storm Coimtry ' for Norma Corporation's Januan.- 17th release on
ceeded Mildred Davis as leading lady
the Famous Director Series, has been
This is Johnny Jones, star of the Booth
The picture should have a universal
to
"
Snub
" Pollard. The scenes are Talmadge."
Tarkington
"
Edgar
"
stories,
which
Goldwyn is producing and his little leading laid in a school
the New
Loew'sYork
circuit of thefor aesthetic dancing. appeal because its theme is the equal- bookedatres over
in rgeater
lady, Lucille Ricksen
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FiSjp'^'ihL
The United Cigar Stores-United
:ture Theatres of America tie-up
The Corsican Brothers" will be
t into effect lor two weeks from
bruary 23 to March 6, it is animced.
This tie-up consists of a poster in
11 colors showing Diistin Farnum,
c star of the I'nited lilmization of
imas' " The . Corsican Brothers,"
Hiking one of the United Cigar
ores well-known brands of cigars,
carries considerable matter rc]ati\e
the photodrama and should prove
excellent advertising and publicity
ilue. United's six-part feature is to
first presented to the public on
'Tuary 22, so the United Cigar
res display will fit in most appro.itelv.
Jorthwcst Picture to Get
Big Production
A hat i> called an elaborate producis scheduled for Selznick Pictures
Prince of Pines," a melodrama of
N'orth \\ oods which was purchased
ntly by M\Ton Selznick. announceit of which was made from the
nick offices recently. Last week
ion tieorge, who has been chosen to
ct the production, went over the
IS with Mr. Selznick with the ex•ation of beginning actual producwork very shortly.
: he interiors will be made at the
nick Fort Lee studios, while the exors will be shot at various locations
he Xorth^vcst.
The Deadlier Sex" Has
Been Completed
The Deadlier Sex," the third protion, starring Blanche Sweet, and
ie for distribution by Pathe as a
cial, has been completed and asibled by the Jesse D. Hampton
lios on the Coa^t- It was written
Miss Sweet by Bayard Veiller,
hor of "The Thirteenth Chair."
! he picture was directed by Robert
ornby and supporting Miss Sweet
the cast are Russell Simpson, who
- also in the cast of 'Fighting
ssy " ; W alter Perry, Boris Kart, Winter Hall, the well-known
-tralian character actor, and Roy
Revue

with

Pictures

Fox
Reports
reportm from
] XG oftothea Willia
ACCORD
Fox
the offices
ation,
the demand
Film Corpor
for the motion picture based on Clcmenceau's story, " The Strongest," is
not only urgent but world-wide in its
•icopc. ■' l-'rom all parts of the world,"
^a>s the Fox statement, " from Japan,
China. South America, Egypt, Australia, India, even from the late "Central Empires " of Europe, have come
requests for early bookings on this
story.
mighty
the
withstarts
releaseest'
Fox Strong
as a 'The
its career
most universal appeal of any picture
that has been issued by the greatest
motion picture concern in the world,
" William Fox's representative for
what until recently were the Central
Empires is located in Berlin. He reports by cable that the demand ior
(Georges Clemenceau's solution of tinworld problem, the mighty Frenchman's great answer to the question,
' Does the soul of woman rule the
world ? ' has surpassed anything that
he has known in his long experience
in the selling of motion pictures in
foreign fields.
" France, naturally, is awaiting willi
keen anticipation the release of the
story from the pen of her most eminent citizen. Great Britain w^ants it,
and wants it as quickly as possible.
Frederick Mordaunt Hall, managing
director of Fox Films for Great Britain, reports from London that British
exhibitors are clamoring for the right
to secure the great picture which will
be offered to the American public
this month.
" Australia has raised a cry for
' The Strongest.' H. E. Ross Soden

at

Broadway Theatre
In addition to its picture program,
B. S. Moss announces that Hugo Jan1 n's "Powder Puff Follies," a revue
\h humorous novelties, will begin
.ill indefinite engagement on Sunda\.
February 8th. The chief screen attrac'on will be Pauline Frederick in her
est Goldwyn production. "The Loves
>'i Letty," from the play by Sir .Arthur
Wing Pinero. Frank Lloyd made the
picture from the scenario by J. E.
Nash. Miss Frederick's supporting
company consists of John Bowers,
Lawson Butt, Willard Louis, Florence
Deshon, Leila B'.iss. Leota Lorraine,
Sydney Ainsworth. Harland Tucker
and Joan Standing. "The Land of
Opportunity," a Selznick product, with
Ralph Ince as Abraham Lincoln, will
also be shown. .

Realart

x.riiiUK aii.l
wiri.ig to the 1 ox office
World-Wide
Demand
Says Call for Picture of asking the earliest possible date on
w.iich they could advertise the fact
" The Strongest " Is
mat they would show the big screen
Universal
production.
'■ South America, according to reports from the leading centres of Rio
lie Janeiro and .Santiago, have advanci
orders for "The Strongest" that will
surpass those for any American-madi'
production
yet shown in those counI ries.
" A Japanese exhibitor who thought
he did not get sufficiently quick action from the Japanese office of Fox
l*'ilm Corporation, w-ired direct to
New York asking that a print, titled
in
Japanese,
be rushedupon
to him
hama,
and setting
this ina \'okoprice
that is the largest ever offered for a
screen production in the Land of
Nippon.
" R. A. Thorne, one of the largest
motion picture exhibitors in Alaska,
has set a record price in that territory
for the Clemenceau production, agreeing to pay for the picture for three
weeks and in addition at the rate of
$2 a pound for shipping it from
Seattle — so that he can show it one
iiii^ht in Fairbanks, Alaska. He is
willing to pay for the twenty days
of travel required to make the round
trip, so that he can have the honor
of being the first man in the northern
Buck Jones, the new Fo.\ star, who has got- territory to show the masterpiece of
ten away to a good start ip "The Last Straw" the master mind of France.
" There never has been a better exreports from S\dncj- that no sooner
had the announcement been made that
ploited picture than
The Strongest."
William Fox had secured the screen Its advertising
has " been
printed in
thirty-two
languages,
and
its appeal
version of the mighty Clemenceau's
mighty story than the exhibitors in is so great that it is sure to lie in great
.Australia and New Zealand 'began
demand for years."

Pushes

has four men on the
REALAR
road Tmaking special arrangements for insuring co-operalion with the Federal Go\ernment in
its plan to obtain recognition by the
theatres of Lincoln's Birthdaj as an
occasion for promt.oting the Americanization movemen
The matter is ha\ing the personal
attention
of J.manager,
C. Ragland,
Realart's
general sales
who left
New
York last week to visit branch offices
in the central and eastern parts of the
country and make certain that all of
them are prepared to assist exhibitors
promptly in carrying out plans for
special exercises during the week of
February 12.
Mr. Ragland's itinerary includes Buffalo, Cleveland. Cincinnati, Detroit,
Minneapolis, Omaha, Kansas City, St.
Louis, Atlanta. Pittsburgh and Philadelphia. Other Realart offices throughout the country will be visited by the
compan\''s
special E.representatives,
ville E. Maxwell,
S. Flynn and MelJ. E.
Henncsey.
Realart's desire, according to J. S.
Woody, general manager, is to assist
exhibitors in every way possible to
make the Americanization campaign a
success. Mr. Woody suggests that the
entire week of February 8 to 14 be
featured as Americanization week and
that there be special exercises each afternoon and evening.
There should be no difficulty, he be-

Americanization

arousing personal interest in the
Americanization movement. In cases
on Road to Help the
where many or most of those present
Movement Along
are foreign born, the speaker will naturally make a sort of welcoming address which will be a tactful appeal to
lieves. in arranging really interesting
programs. The music, of course, his hearers to become naturalized citishould comprise composit'ons exclusive"Realart is not suggesting pictures to
ly of American authorship. The
Southern mejodies which lately have be utilized on the program," says Mr.
i)een so strongly featured in concert \\'oody. "We believe exhibitors who
are sufficiently interested to make
singer's repertoires arc suggested for 'Americanization Week an event in
use and wifh these should be played
theatres are quite competent to
patriotic songs. Much can be added their
zens."
to the value of the musical program, it select the productions best suited to
is suggested, by having the orchestra their plan.
principal desire is to do all that
leader invite the audience to sing sev- we"Our
can to interest exhibitors in the
eral of the numbers. Emphasis is laid
Birthday and Americanizaon the fact that the music should in- Lincoln's
tion Week idea. If our managers can
clude only American numbers that are
be of service to exhibitors by rnaking
valuable from a standpoint of patriot- suggestions, or otherwise, we trust they
ism or quality.
With this special music. Mr. Woody will be freely called upon."
suggests should be provided short addresses by speakers of recognized abil- Work Begins on Third
ity. It is not the opinion of the RealKaufman Weekly
art general manager that it will be
''Pup"\- Lo\c" is the title of the
worth the trouble involved unless the
addresses are short and snanpy. Warn- third picture for the .Herbert Kaufman
ing also is given against the possible Weekly which is being made by Selznick for release through Select. Work
danger of remarks that might be offensive to certain classes of and-enc"; began on the picture Monday at the
"The safe way," says Mr. Wnody, "is Fort Lee studio under the direction of
to give the speaker a very definite un- John LopC7. assisted by William Duffy.
The leading role is played by Albert
derstanding ofyour clientele. To thp
strictly nativp audiences the appeal Hackett. Supporting him are many
should '^e directed vith a vie'v to capable players.

Sends

Four

of Its Men

Motion
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Comedy

Making

Now

Picture

N e

Stable

So

Says Pat Dowling, Christie Representative, Who Recalls Earlier Days in Contrast
to keep the flow of comedy ideas up
is a to the standard. And the competition
no longer
IEDY
tt^^O^
hole
- in - making
the - wall
enterprise,
says Pat Dowling, Advertising Di- for the ever-necessary pretty girls is
rector of the Christie Film Company, more than fierce, what with their marrying off and yielding to offers from
Los Angeles, who is making his headquarters with Reginald Warde, Ex- rival producers. Everyone has to be
porter, of New York, before the com- kept at the highest pitch all the time to
pletion of a tour of the important ex- keep up with the procession in the comchange centers of the United States.
edy game.
"In reference to the change in com"Time was," said Dowling in his
edy producing conditions, it may be
chat about changing conditions, "when
comedies were produced in any cor- recalled that the present Christie studio was a small roadhouse only a few
ner of a studio — it didn't require much
in the way of a set to give range room years ago. Al Christie rented the
for the hurling of a custard pie ! roadhouse, then began adding, year by
Moving picture fans gained their idea year, to the buildings until the entire
of production conditions froin this city block is covered. It is a city block
class of comedies, probably, for any now, by the way, but was in the country way out at Sunset and Gower,
number have expressed surprise and
when Christie went there.
polite incredulity when I have mentioned the fact, casually, that the
"Since 1911, the plant has grown until it is one of the biggest comedy
Christie studio in Los Angeles covers
plants in the country today. There are
an entire city block. That's right, you
know, the studio is an entire block in thirty dressing rooms and the entire
stage space covers close to 400 by 100
area, and it's crowded at that. Why, feet; there are property rooms which
theres' a forty-foot stage 310 feet long resemble a huge warehouse, scene
down one side of the studio !
"And it's no longer a inatter of rooms and scene painters' studios, a
spending a few hundred dollars to shipping room, from which go out the
produce a comedy, either. Costs are comedy prints in scores each week and
offices along the street side which
mounting higher and higher — that is, house the executive departments. And,
costs of comedies which are of a qual- of course, besides all this, there must
ity to go with the productions offered
for hundreds of auin the high class theatres every city be parking tomobilesspace
in which the stars and the
has nowadays. And the costs are goFilm Follies — they call the Christie
ing higher, too.
Chorus girls Follies, you know — come
"But, appreciation of comedies is to work and beat it for home or
growing at the same time. They used
to be regarded as just something to wherever it is they go after work."
fill in, to break the gap on the program.
Now comedies are regarded as important as the feature in making up the
program ; exhibitors devote much care
to selecting just the right thing in
comedies to go with the character of
their feature offered.
"And there is coming to be more
and more a use of at least one night
each week of short subjects which include several comedies and omit a long
feature altogether. Exhibitors who are
trying this plan find it pleases their
patrons — there is bound to be some
one or two of these short subjects to
please patrons, while, with a long feature and one short subject, a goodly
percentage of the audience may not be
pleased at all.
"With the increasing demand for
short subjects of a high calibre, it is
expected that within a short time, comLouis Seele
edies will be sold on their merits. In
other w^ords. the practise of exchanges House-Leaders Adopted
which handle both short subjects and
by Many Exhibitors
features, of "throwing the comedy in"
at a low price with a feature, will
The Screen Fun Animated Follies,
cease, and exhibitors will be expected Inc., announces that three years ago
to pay full value for comedy attrac- The Strand Theatre in New York ordered from Luis Seel, its secretary, an
tions. The former practise of charging losses on comedies against the animated house-leader. The Strand
profits on the features they accom- expended considerable money in advertising the well known design of this
pany, has been ruinous to many a comedy producing company. If a comedy leader as its trade mark. This novel
is worth billing as a real attraction in method of opening the performance
the show, it is worth a fair rental price with an original house-leader is being
on its own merits, think the producers. used by every progressive exhibitor.
"There is a constant competition of Seel is now supplying the world with
the fiercest kind in producing come- animated films of this kind. Master
dies. The Christie studio has just Productions, Ltd., 49 Greek Street,
been compelled to add several mem- London, W., are exclusive representatives for England and Europe.
bers to its scenario staff in the effort

This is from a photograph taken when William Farnum and his company arrived on
West Coast ready to begin productions for release by WiUiam Fox
New

Duncan

Serial

First of Six Serials Ordered

Selectee

in New

Con-

tract Named " The
Silentof Vitagraph,
Avenger
"
provides
f
<*' j ' HE Silent Avenger" has been se- president
lected by Albert E. Smith, presi- the expenditure of from $1,000,000
dent of Vitagrap.h as the title of Wil- $1,500,000 on each of the Duncan pr
liam Duncan's new super-serial. Mr. ductions,
including
actor and
director.the star's servic<
Duncan appears as Phil Read, unjustly as
sent to prison, who is believed to have
Vitagraph plans to make all of
been killed in making his escape. The serials at the West Coast studios whi
story deals with his successful attempts have recently been greatly increased
to prove his innocence and to punish acapacity, not alone in the constructi(
those guilty of depriving him of his of new and additional buildings, but t
liberty. Mr. Duncan is now w^ell into recent acquisition of more land. Ne
the fourth episode at Vitagraph's West buildings will also be erected on ti
Coast studio and other points in Cali- newly acquired land. While the enti
fornia, and those already filmed w-ill be project is a Vitagraph enterprise, M
cut and assembled in ample time to be Duncan has been furnished with a cor
released early in April.
plete company of players and a teci
"The Silent Avenger" is the first of nical staff and has assumed the respo:
a series of six serials which Mr. Dun- sibilitj' for the prompt completion <
can will make for Vitagraph during the each serial. Edith Johnson, who h:
next three years under his new con- been the heroine in several of M
tract. The new agreement, signed Duncan's serials, is again his leadir
recently by the serial star and W. S. lady and the "hea\-ies" are played I
Smith, manager of the West Coast Jack Richardson and Virginia Nightii
studio, representing Albert E. Smith,
Sell Dooley

Rights

Rightsfor
on the
the Johnny
coinedies
states Dooley
of Alabama,
North and South Carolina, Georgia,
Tennessee, Mississippi and Louisiana,
have been sold by Tyrad Pictures
Inc. to the South Eastern Pictures
Corporation of Atlanta. Georgia.
Tyrad also disposes of the rights on
"Your Wife and Mine," to the Sun
Films,
Inc. of Los Angeles and SeatTerritory.
tle, for distribution in the Far We^^t

Contrast

In Latest Issu

gale. by Goldwyn-Bray
" Winged Huntsmen," " The Movii
Exposed — Would You Make a Dat
With This Girl?" and an "Out of tl
Inkwell " cartoon " The Boxin
Kangaroo," are the three subjects i
the Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph N'
7025 to be released February 22ni
through the Gold%vyn exchanges.
Paramount

" The Last Straw Said
to Be Good Vehicle
"The Last Straw" is declared by Fox
officials to be a most satisfactory vehicle for the debut of the organization's new cow-boy star, Buck Jones.
It is described as a "powerful love
story in an untamed Western setting"
Pictures, Inc., who was recently conand is said to give the new entrant
for equestrian honors on the screen
"every opportunity to display his wonderful horsemanship."

Star

as

Pershing's
Aide
During
the recent visit
of Gener;
Pershing to Los Angeles, Robej
Warwick, the Paramount star an
formerh- a major attached ao th
General's staff in France, was ap
pointed by Mayor M. P. Snyder t
the committee of six who were calle
upon to act as a reception unit t
the General. Major Warwiclc accom
panied the General throughout th
day and answered many queries whic
he asked concerning^ the industry.

February

14,
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Name
Principals for
Weber Production
Announcement was made this week
of the principal players to be seen in
"Children of Destiny," which is to be
the first of the series of twelve pictures made by Weber Productions for
Republic release. In addition to Pldith
Halior, who will be starred, in this
series, William Courtleigh, Klmer
Johnston and Arthur Carewe will be
seen in important parts.
William Courtleigh, who has appeared on the stage for years in addition to his screen activities, is probably one of the best known players in
America. His first stage appearance
was in "Brother and Sister," imder the
management of John Dillon, but he did
not register a hit until he played with
F"anny Davenport in "La Tosca "' and
"Qeopatra."
The scenario for "Children of Destiny," which is being produced in California, is by Edward J. Montague,
A ho has contributed "Out Yonder"
iid "The Woman Game" to the Selz!ck list of features.
Some years ago "Children of Desiiy" was produced in New York as a
-tage play.

Irvin

Willat

W.
of W. eresults announc
direct recent
, firstson's
Till"Hodkin
ment that he would provide the
way for individual directors of pictures to become producers ih their
own right came to a head this week
with the further announcement of
Irvin Willat productions of which the
Hodkinson Corporation is to be the
distributor.
Contracts have been signed with
Irvin Wlillat to have his own organization make a limited number of exceptional pictures annually from powerful novels by big authors, it is stated
by W. W. Hodkinson. An indication
of the rapidity with which the Hodkinson-Willat negotiations progressed
will be found in the news that the first
of these productions will he under way
in early March for spring-time release.
In announcing its affiliation with
Irvin Willat, the statement from the
offices of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation reads as follows :
" In his direction of many of the
bigger pictures for the Thomas H.
Ince organization, Irvin Willat has
established standards of his own of
recognized power. The whole background of his training in the industry
has been sound and progressive, and
he possesses a technical mastery of
production and a knowledge of the
camera that few other men have despite years of association with picturemaking.

Becomes

Will Distribute through
the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation

Irwin V. Willat
Semon Finishes First
" Mr. Willat now enters upon a
separate career as an independent
New Contract Film
producer backed by the many reLarry Semon has finished his first
sources of the Hodkinson organization
comedy under his new Vitagraph
and assured that he need do nothing
contract. It is called "The Grocery
in haste to detract from the care with
rierk." Mr. Semon is now busy on
which he wishes to construct his picnother comedy which involves, it is
tures. Within a few weeks he will
-aid, many dangerous scenes on the
op of tail buildings in Los Angeles.
I (e prepares a thorough continuity
efore the camera starts on any of his
'ictures. it is stated, and he attempts New
Corporation
Is
Dthing that does not carry a logical ACCORDING to a report from the
ilot to its logical conclusion. That
offices of the Arthur S. Kane Arthur S. Kane is the
> the Vitagraph policy for all future Pictures Corporation at 452 Fifth aveRecipient of Hearty
(imedies, announces W. S. Smith,
nue, New York, the news of the fornanager of the Hollywood studios.
mation of this new organization has
Congratulations
brought in a flood of congratulatory
dollars deposit on your first producMutt and Jeff Cartoon letters and telegrams, wishing the cortion upon your own price and condiporation God-speed and promising
tion
whenever
available,"
the Arready
co-operation.
"From
all
parts
thus S. andKane
Pictures
Corporation
got
a " Phone " Comedy
Captain Bud Fisher,
father of Mutt of the country, says the report, "tele- off to a brilliant start.
grams
are
pouring
into
the
offices
of
iiid Jeff Animated Cartoons, has inFrom the mass of communications
concern, wishing the or■ orporated the funniest of telephonic the infant ganization
and its founder the best of submitted in the report from the ofcomedy-situations in " I'm Ringing success and pledging support in a mafices of the Arthur S. Kane Corporation, the following have been selected
^'our Party," which will be released
terial way to the efforts of the new
'ly William Fox this month. Unas typical of the expression of best
producing
organization.
This
estab•loubtedly some of the most comical
pouring in on the new organilishes a unique situation of friendli- wishes, zation
I -xperiences of the day have occurred
from many points throughout
ness
between
two
factors
in
the
busithe
country;
in calling a telephone number, accordness
and
points
to
an
unusual
co-operiig to Fox Films, it was the personal
From S. Barret McCorniick, manais predicted to mean a speedy
■ xperiences of Captain Fisher that in- successation that
ger of the Circle Theatre, Indianapfor the Kane Organization.
olis, Ind., came the following message :
spired him in the cartoon, "I'm Ring"Officials of the young company were
ng Your Party."
"May
I be included in the list of
unanimous in declaring that the faith well-wishers
for your new enterprise.
of American exhibitors in the square- I feel that the personality and business
dealing of the Arthur S. Kane Cor- methods of Arthur S. Kane will always
poration would be met in the same
much to our industry. With sinhonest spirit, and that the best efforts mean
cerest best wishes, S. Barrett McCorr
of the company w^ould be earnestly
directed toward the raising of the mick, Circle Theatre, Indianapolis."
Mayne, general manager of
standard of motion pictures, and that theGeorge
Swanson Circuit at Salt Lake City,
co-operation would be of the finest Utah, found the announcement of the
toward the end that both elements of
S. Kane Pictures Corporation
the industry would secure the utmost Arthur
awaiting him when he returned from a
financial return.
trip to New York City.
"With Tom Moore, the Washington
"Just returned to the city," wired
showman, rising from a sick-bed to
Mr.
Mayne, "and
found
announcement. We are
for your
you and
offer his "wholehearted co-operation"
in a gratifying telegram, with hun- know that you will put over anydreds of similar congratulations comthing you undertake. If we can help
ing from other exhibitors, and with the
American
Film
Company's
popu'ar
star,
Margarita Fisher, whose latest feature is inspiring remittance by W. E. Whit- you, just shout. Swanson Theatre
■■ The through
Dangerous
to beInc.released
Circuit, George Mayne, general manaPatheTalent,"
Exchange.
son, of San Diego of "one hundred

ll

Producer
lia\e assembled his own organization
in California to benefit personally and
for his new associates by the splendid
capacities that he possesses.
" Formation of the Irvin W illal
Productions under which a new independent producer is created shows the
direction
in which at
Wi. aW.moment
Hodkinson's
mind is working
when
inuch confusion exists in almost every
(kiiartmcnt of the motion picture industry. Mr. Hodkinson has long
known that the most successful motion
picture development coidd not come
through chines;
bigthat producer-distributor
maorganizalions committed
to making and distrihuiing their own
product while ignoring the best outside product of the picture market
would be weakened by having to force
on the exhibitors their weaker product, whereas lifting out the best available product of independent producers
would give new blood, vitality and improved ([uality in production.
'■ For a year the Hodkinson organization has been modeled on these lines
and the residt has been the entry into
the production field of producers
capable of maintaining such standards
as J. Parker Read, Jr., set in his
'Sahara' and 'The Lone Wolf's
Daughter,' big productions starring
Louise Glaum ; 'The Westerners,'
'Desert Gold,' 'The Sagehrusher,' powerful productions representing the fine
intelligence and literary capacity of
Benjamin B. Hampton."
Acclaimed
From below the Mason-rDixon line,
Ken E. Finley, manager of the Broadway theatre, Richmond, Va., was the
first to send on his greetings and offer
of backing to the Kane Corporation.
In regard to the announcement, Mr.
Finley wrote :
"This should have happened long
ago. You will have my 100 per cent,
co-operation in the South. It is only
necessary for you to call, I will be
there with the answer. I believe I am
speaking for every one of our organization. Keep me posted as to your
policy, etc., and I will co-operate in
every possible
Again congratulations, Ken way.
E. Finley,
Broadway

Mayer
Theatre." Buys a Novel of
Kathleen Norris
It is announced that Louis B. Mayer
has purchased the motion-picture
rights
to Kathleen
"Harriet Norris,
and Piper,"
novel by
runninga
serially in the Pictorial Review. The
picturization will he used for a starring vehicle by .'\nita Stewart. On
the completion of the story in serial
form, it will be pubHshed.
Mrs.
Drew^'s Second
Comedv Finished
With the "shooting" of the last
scenes of "The Stimulating Mrs. Barton" at the WVckagyl Country Club
in Westchester County, Mrs. Sidney
Drew finished her second domestic
comedy featuring John Cumberland
in her ".A.fter Thirty Series."
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Fox
Five "Eminent Authors"
Already on Screen
A telegram from the Goldwjn
studios at Culver City gives a long
list of the activities of Eminent Authors Pictures, for whom live productions have been completed, one for
each author. The sixth author in the
group, Gouveneur Morris, has returned from San Francisco with Wallace Worseley, director, where they
selected locations for Morris' "The
Penalty." The cast announced gives
the leading feminine role of Barbara
to Ethel Grey Terry, who will be
supported by Lou Chaney, Kenneth
Harlan and Charles Clary. The actor
for the extraordinary role of Blizzard,
the legless wizard, has not been
named.
"Earthbound," by Basil King, is
now being staged under the direction
of T. Hayes Hunter, who directed
Rupert Hughes' "The Cup of Fury."
Sidney Olcott is to direct the Eminent Authors picture "Scratch My
Back," from the pen of Rupert
Hughes, and T. Roy Barnes of vaudeville fame, will play the leading male
part. Opposite him will play Helene
Chadwick.
Mary Roberts Rinehart, now at the
Goldwyn Studios, has completed the
editing of her first production for
Eminent Authors, "Dangerous Days,"
directed by Reginald Barker, and announces that her second picture will
be based on her story "Empire Builders." For the boy's part in "Empire
Builders" it has been decided that
Cullen Landis will be used. Landis
won a five-year contract with Goldwyn
on account of his work in Rex Beach's
"The Girl from Outside." He has
"Pinto," "TJpstairs" and "Jinx."
First Dempsey Episode
Released Feb. 15th
The first episode of the Pathe serial,
" Daredevil Jack," entitled " The Mysterious Bracelets," will be released on
February 15. Commenting on the release of this, the first episode of the
serial starring Jack Dempsey, Pathe
states :
" In keeping with the rest of the production, no objectionable 'circussing'
or unwarranted ' spot-lighting ' based
on the star's personality accompanies
his introduction, or, in fact, his appearance on the screen at any time during the entire fifteen episodes. His
pugilistic fame is at no time used to
force him into the centre of the action.
He is merely Jack Dempsey, a motion
picture star, not the heavyweight champion of the world."

" Flu " Fight Aided By
" U " News Reel
International News No. 4 is a reel
which will be welcomed by motion
picture houses throughout the country.
Influenza is dealt with in the movies
for the first time in this film. Every
exhibitor who finds the epidemic is
causing him to lose business will appreciate the opportunity to reassure
their patrons through the authoritative
voice of Dr. Copeland, New York's
Health Commissioner. He appeals to
the common sense of people not to
become unduly alarmed, and bids well
persons to benefit by the diversion of
the theatres.

Picture

Builds

New

N e
1
Sta ;

in Los Angeles
The motion picture producing in^ ,
try in Los Angeles and its envir (
will boast another large stage when ;
one under construction at the Willi <
Fox studios at North Western ave :
and Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood .
finished in a few weeks. Sets are
ing erected for several companies. F
dramatic groups, it is said, will be
-hooting pictures there as soon as j
available.
The isstage
is 220 feet leng, 70 f ■
place

Myron Selznick Signing the Smiths' Contract
MR.

AND
ON

MRS.

R. CECIL

SELZNICK

SMITH

CONTINUITY

ENGAGED
STAFF

A LONG-TERM
contract
signedStuart
this Carson,
week bywhich
Myronis
Selznick, R. Cecil
Smith was
and Ella
said to have involved one of the largest financial considerations ever made for the service of continuity writers on a
staff, and which assures the Selznick organization of the exclusive
services of the Smiths for a long time.
Mr. Smith and Miss Carson have been matrimonial, as well as
business partners, for a number of years. They won their reputation on the coast, having been Thomas Ince's stars, afterward
going with Ince to Triangle, and remaining with his forces when
Ince left the Triangle organization.
When John Lynch, who also was formerly with Ince, came
East last summer to head the Selznick Scenario Department, he
brought Mr. Smith and Miss Carson with him. They always write
together, signing their names separately on alternate scripts.
Their work is notable for imagination, swift action and unusual
situations.
Since their arrival at the Fort Lee studio, they have vmtten
the continuity for " The Country Cousin," " The Shadow of Rosalie
Byrnes," for Elaine Hammerstein; "A Fool and His Money," for
Eugene O'Brien; " Sooner or Later " and " His Word of Honor,"
for Owen Moore, and " Keep Him Guessing," " Mysterious
Moments " and " Prince of Pines," three pictures soon to go into
production.

United

Is Advancing

Steadily

Distribution and Production Activities Are to Be Increased in Future
THE United Picture Theatres of
America, Inc., has issued a report
following the acquisition of its new
group of exchanges, in which the assertion ismade that the United business is fast pushing the organization
to the front among the larger units of
the industry. The statement follows :
" The new distributing arrangements are working smoothly. The
Triangle pictures, the Hallmark productions and United's own features
and comedies are now being given a
wider distribution than ever before.
The various exchanges throughout the
country report business as unusually
good, bookings being made that will
break all previous records, while exhihitors here, there and everywhere
are flocking to United and securing
franchises. The fulfillment of promises and the active operation of plans
outlined previously are said to have
awakened the industrv to the very

wideis the
and experience
25 feet high ofin Hollywood
the clear. '
it
rectors that glass and open stages
difficult and expensive, this has b«
built as a dark stage, on which o
interiors will be taken. The attem
to combine both natural and artifi(
light have been failures ; and the ^
stages are often darkened so that
ray of light can penetrate while j
teriors are being shot," says the F ,
report.
Earle Metcalfe

Leads

:

" The Memento "
Earle Metcalfe, who had an impo
ant role in Vitagraph's screen versi
of "The Fortune Hunter," will
Corinne Griffith's leading man in 1
next Vitagraph production, "T
Active work on " The Mement"
has begun under the direction of E
ward
Griffith. The scenario was pi
Memento."
writers — Luden Hi
by two
pared who
bard,
arranged the vaudevi
scenes, and William B. Courtney, w
did
the Itsame
for the
to>
stuff."
is a good
story," small
thorougl
in the style of O. Henry, and »
provide Miss Griffith with an unusi
role, it is stated.
Realism Director's Ke;
note in Fox Feature

"T
that Glad
Film »Utes
The Fox
starring
Riddle,"
Devil's
Brockwell, and directed by Fra:
Real, offers many opportunities f
startling effects, including some seen
of Northwestern blizzards, that
Beal has pictured with an eye to i
teresting details. Realism is the ke
note of the background in this pr
duction, says Fox, and the situatio
depicted are further enhanced by t
creditable acting of the star and h
leading man, William Scott.
Claire McDowell, Kate Price, Nic
olas Dunaew. Tom Bates, Richa
Cummings, Easter Walter, 1m
Fitzroy, Chance Ward, Vera Leir
Louis Nathe and Bunny Susslow a
also included in the cast of "T
Devil's Riddle."

large part United will play in the future of the motion picture business.
" The recent deal with the Hallmark Pictures Corporation means that
United has consummated an arrangement which will bring in considerable
revenue, placing the organization on
a still firmer foundation and making
it more powerful than ever before.
The obtaining of the S. A. Lynch
Exchanges completed a chain of excellently organized distributing offices, which enables United to serve Cameramen Get Clos<
well both the theatre owner and the
up of Active Volcano
producer whose product it contracts
to distribute.
"Risking death for 'thrill' pictun
two cameramen obtained views of
" Not only as regards distribution volcano in action, from areoplan
has United gone ahead rapidly, but that swept within a few feet of t
in the matter of production as well.
smoking crater," announces Willia
The United Picture Productions Cor- Fox. The views, released in F<
poration has recently purchased two News No. 34, were taken on Mt. La
well-known stories which are to be sin, California, by Bertin E. Moisa
and M. H. Morris for the Fox New
filmed without delay."

February

Jack
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Dempsey

Pathe's latest serial offering, " Daredevil Jack," starring the world's
champion pugilist, is released. The
first episode is entitled " The Mysterious Bracelet." On this page are
srmes from thus episode. Dempsey
has the role of a young college chap
u^Ao becomes involved in a series of
»xciting adventures.

is

Here

as

a

Serial
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Picture

New

United'sNewReleaseSchedule
Two-Reel Comedy E very Week and Five
Features Every Six Weeks Is Planned
IN an announcement just received the
United Picture Productions Corporation states the schedule that is to
be followed in releasing the productions that come under the control of
the organization. This schedule will
see a United feature released about
every second week, a Triangle Recreated Play every second week and a
two-reel recreated Keystone Comedy
every second week. In addition, there
will be released a two- reel Cuckoo
Comedy every fourth week, and a tworeel Cissy Fitzgerald Comedy every
fourth week. Thus, there will be released through the United Picture Exchanges atwo-reel comedy everj' week
and five features every six weeks.
This releasing schedule goes into effect on Februar}' 15th when "Tiger
Girl,'" a Recreated Triangle Play with
Lillian Gish and Roszika Dolly is to
be puh'.ished, together with "His Day
of 'Doom," a one-reel Triangle comedy.
On February 22d, United's famous
filmization of Alexander Dumas' "The
Corsican Brothers," starring Dustin
Farnum, will be released with "Bombs

and Brides," a two-reel Keystone
Comedy, in which Charlie Murray,
Marj' Thurman and Louise Fazenda
are the featured players.
February 29th is the date set for the
releasing of "The Hick," a Recreated
Triangle Play starring Charles Ray
and Bessie Barriscale. Bobby Burns
and Jobyna Ralston will be released
on the same date. Following this on
March 7th, "The Worst of Friends,"
a two-reel Keystone Comedy starring
Weber and Fields will be issued.
On March 14th. "Female of the
Species," with Dorothy Dalton, and a
two-reel Cissy Fitzgerald Comedy will
be released. On March 21st, "'Women
Men Forget," starring Mollie King,
supported by Frank Mills and Edward
Langford, will be the release, together
with another two-reel Keystone
Prominent figures . in the Universal serial, " The Lion Man," Mack Wright and
Comedy.
Kathleen O'Connor
"The Iron Strain," with Dustin Farnum and Louise Glaum, a Triangle
Recreated Play and a two-reel Cuckoo
Comedy, title of which will be anCrane
Likes
"PoUyanna
nounced later, are to be released on Dr.
And His Editorial in the Globe About
March 28th.
the Photoplay Gets Much Poster Space
"When I confessed by heart wol i
Dr. Frank Crane's comments on
"Pollyanna,"
which
have
been
placed
Publication
of Novel
Helps on three sheet bill-boards, throughout blings 10" my wife, she said : "Wei j
don't you? I love her myself." i
the country, in connection with Mary why"Who,
or rather, whom? Wh^
Wide Reading of Miss Norris's Novel
Pickford's first production for United 'Pollyanna,' of course. She's a dea'l
Artists, has created an extraordinary precious lamb, angel, darling, exquisit
Helps "The Luck of Geraldine Laird"
among exhibi- child.
dent with the production of the film, amount tors.ofTheyenthusiasm
ADDED impetus is given the start
have commented upon it
"Also a she doctor that's do^ng mor
which "The Luck of Geraldine the story is being given newspaper pulj- as being one of the best pieces of
Laird," Bessie Barriscale's new pic- lication. The use of the story in so exploitation that they have ever had good than the Rockefeller Institut)
ture, is enjoying through the wide pub- many different forms is proof of the to use in connection with a big pro- the free clinic, and two hospitals. Fc '
she's curing us all of what ails us, b
lication over the country of the Kath- soundness of its theme,, and of its cerduction, her production. The edi- the most curative and potential agenc
leen Norris novel, upon which the
tain appeal to women.
known — the glad ray.
torial
which
was
originally
printed
in
In this latest of a series of three
production is based, in dozens of daily
York Evening Globe, is re"If you can just make people gla
newspapers. When Miss Barriscale in Kathleen Norris novels which she pic- the New produced
in part in the following:
her own studio produced this novel for turized. Miss Barriscale employed a
they'll
over whatever
the
"I may as well own up. It is sure have. get
Gladness
beats allittheis pill:
Robertson-Cole, she felt sure of its new director, Edwin Sloman. Praise
to get out. Several people know it
boluses, panaceas, serums, fomenta
great appeal to women, and first show- which has been given to the detail of now. My wife knows it.
tions, baths, massages, diets, fasting;
ings of the picture bear out her judg- the picture and the general direction
"I
am
in
love.
I
fell
in
the
other
ment, it is stated by Robertson-Cole.
night. It was at a theatre and with mineral waters trained nurses, though
"The Luck of Geraldine Laird" proves that Mr. Sloman took splendid
cures, besides osteopathy, Swedis
a femaleSheperson
on the stage.
I don't
originally was published in the Pic- advantage of the many opportunities care.
has captured
me, body
and movement, et cetera, going.
which
the
story
furnishes
to
make
a
torial Review serially. Then it apboots.
" ' Pollyanna ' is one of the season"
peared in book form, and now, coinci- human and vitally interesting picture.
"It was love at first sight. The
minute she came on the stage my new plays. It is pure joy. It is huma
heart stopped and then went on again from skin to heartbone. It is fun. 1
with a galumph. She took my feelings is wholesome as a healthy child, clea
and wrung them.
as a burst of sunshine."

K.

A scene from A'.lan Dwan's latest production for Realart release, " The Luck of the Irish "

in "The
Baggot
Is to Play Opposite May

Cheater
Allison in

Picturization of Henry Jones' Play
T has signed with by Universal to play in "Absinthe,
BAGGO
KING
Metro to play Judah Llewellyn with
a company of French Cinem:
actors.
Cheater,
"The of
May
opposite
on Allison
Henry"
by Lois inZellner
an adaptati
Mr. Baggot appeared for Metro ii
Arthur Jones's stage drama "Judah." "Kildare of Storm," starring Emil;
King Baggot has the part in which Stevens, in "The Man Who Stayed a
Home," a Screen Classics. Inc., pro
whenin "Judah"
Willard
]~. S.first
1890 at duction. He went to the West Coas
in London
played starred
was
the Shaftesl)nr>- Theatre and in New six months ago to appear in a seria
York the same year.
Hi
KingtheBaggot's
screen work
with
old Impfirst
company,
whichwasat for Burston, "The Hawk's Trail."
that time included Thomas Ince, ]\Iary, latest appearance was in "The Dwell
ing Place of Light," from Winstoi
Lottie and Jack Pickford, their mother, Churchill's
"The Cheater" i
Owen Moore and George Loane now under novel.
production at the Metn
Tucker. Later he was sent to Paris studios in Hollywood.
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"Dangerous Hours"
Seen at Broadway
Theatre
Thomas H. Ince's newest production,
"Dangerous Hours," described as "'a
gigantic and spectacular drama of today," came to B. S. Moss' Broadway
Theatre lor an engagement beginning
last Sunday. The supplementary stage
attraction was Seymour Brown's tabloid musical comedy, "Pardon Mc,"
with a cast of twelve girls.
"Dangerous Hours" is a ParamountArtcraft Special, directed by Fred
Niblo, from Donn Byrne's Saturday
Evening Post storj-, "A Prodigal in
Utopia." The cast includes Lloyd
Hughes, Barbara Castleton, Gairc DuBrey, Jack Richardson, Walt Whitman, Lew Morrison and Gordon Mullen.

Hugh

Ford at Hollywood to Start Work
Soon

Hollywood's latest addition to its
film colony is Hugh I'ord, who arrived
last week. The well-known director
for Paramount .\ricraft has returned
to the West, after a stay at the Atlantic
coast, to make an elaborate special production at the Lasky studio. Accompanying him arc Joseph Boyle, his
assistant and Hal Young, cameraman.
Work is to be begun in about ten days
on the new picture, details of which
have not been divulged as vet.

Far

Eastern

J.\P.\X, the Island of Formosa.
China, India and other places in the
Far East arc to be visited by E. Alexander Powell, the famous war correspondent in the interests of the
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs and other
releases of the (ioldwyn-Bray organization. Mr. Powell and his cameraman, E. L. Hawkinson, have already
started on the tr!p.
Cioldwyn's statement concerning Mr.
Powell and his plans follows :
"As a correspondent for the Chicago Tribune, the London Daily Mail
and Scribner's Magazine during the
war, Mr. Powell added to his already
enviable reputation, .-\mong his widely
read books published by Scribner's
are "Italy at War.' 'Fighting in Flanders,' 'The Last Frotuier' and 'The
Army pected
Behind
.\rm\-.'
It is will
exthat his the
present
expedition
be of six months' duration, during
which approximately eighty reels of
lilm will be photographed.
"The first pictures will he secured
in the neighborhood of Yokohama.
Tokio will be next visited, and then
the party will proceed to Peking. The
(Ireat Wall of China, Kalgan, Khadsin
and the Gobi deserts will provide material for the camera, as will the trip,
through Central China on the recently
completed railway to Hankow. The
little-known French possessions of
.•\imam. Cochin China, and Cambodia
are included in the itinerary.
"Other scenes certain to be far out
of the ordinary will he taken at Bangkok, capital of Siam. .\n automobile

Special

Films
for
Bray
dh.i is recognized by great pilgrimages
E.
Alexander Powell,
to
I'ootprint
Adam'sat
PeakBuddha's
and to the
Sacred on
Bo Tree
Famous War Writer,
.\iuniadhepura. .Also in the early
16N
spring the Kings of Kandy hold their
Starts Trip for Cioldaimual elephant hunts, when hundreds
of cle|)hants are driven into huge
stockades called kraals. Then,at Puri
wvn All\there is the great festival of Juggernaih. when the god is drawn through
ihe city streets to the Black Pagoda
in an immense white car while the
fanatical ])ilgrims throw iheniselves
under the wheels.
"A series of pictures of the more
spectacular examples of Indian magic
will be secured at the monasteries of
.Sikkim, the seat of Indian mvsticism
and 'magic. Tiger hunting in the junyle, the most thrilling of all sports,
also will be photographed during Mr.
Powell's stay in Sikkim. Benares, the
holiest city of India, and the mecca for
millions of pilgrims, is rich in picture
material. It is the home of the socalled 'holy men,' who lie on beds
nf sharpened spikes, hold their limbs
111 fire, live for years on the top of
pillars and in other ways appear to
Icfy the laws of life.
"At Jaipur, the central scjuare is a
pit filled with man-eating tigers. Th6
.Maharajah entertains his distinE. Alexander Powe'l. on Far Eastern tour
guished guests with elephant fights,
with a Go!dwyn-Bray camera
two elephants being turned loose in a
will carry the travelers through the great arena where they fight to the
jungles of the Malay Peninsula. Pic- death. Mr. Powell counts on scenes
tures rich in color and human inter- of the elephant fight to provide some
ot the most sensational screen maest
will
be available
in March,of "when
the festival
of the Coming
Budterial ever secured."

Love-Letter

Contest Is
Fox
Getting Wide Notice

In an announcement made by Robertson-Cole inconnection with the
love-letter contest held to exploit '.be
Gasnier production, starring Lew
Cody, it is stated that "During the
past two months more than 15,000
missives from all sections of the country have been received by Mr. C^dy
and it is predicted that before the contest closes on March 3, more than
half a million letters will be offered
for prize money.
"First prize
the best
letter
written to Mr for
Cody will netlove
the winner $150.00: second prize is $100.00;
third prize. $75.00; fourth prize!
$50.00 and the next five answers will
each receive $25.00.

Two

Vitagraph

Short-

Subjects on B'way
Two of Vitagraph's two-reel subjects
are being shown on Broadway this
week. 'The Grocery Clerk." Larry
Semon's latest comedy, is at the Capitol and
;
"A Call Loan'', a stirring episode of the great West, based on the
stor>- of the same name by O. Henry
is at the Strand.
"The Grocery Clerk'' is Semon's first
comedy since he entered on his new
contract with Albert E. Smith, president of Yitagraph. "A Call Loan" is
quite one of the best of the O. Henry
pictures. It is a little gem and has met
with hearty approval by the large
audiences that have seen it at the
Strand.

Moves

s nactivities of Fox Film
variou
THECorpo
ratio
in and about Xew
York City were completely
moved by Jan. 31st to the mammoth
new Fox building in West 55th street.
The transfer of all equipment and
personnel to the new home of the
organization was accomplished without
a hitch, it is stated. The New York
Exchange remains at No. 130 West
46th street, where it now occupies the
entire tenth floor.
Many beautiful floral pieces from
friends in New York and other cities
were sent to William Fox, president
of Fox Film Corporation, as were
scores of telegrams, felicitating him
upon the forward stride which is
marked by the entry into the new
structure. Great satisfaction was expressed by the heads of departments
over their new quarters, which afford a
much needed relief from the crowded
conditions that prevailed in the old
building.
The new building was opened for
business without ceremony, Mr. Fox
having in mind a celebration at a later
date. Moving in the midst of its most
flourishing season, Fox. Film Corporation finds it necessary to devote undivided attention to the actual business
at hand : therefore exercises that have
been discussed for some time have
been postponed until some time in May.
At the time of the formal opening,
the public will have an opportunity to
inspect the building, which embodies
many new ideas in the production of
motion pictures.
The business offices were the first

Into

New

Latest Facilities for Production and Comfort
Provided
to make themselves at home in the
building, and the various Fox companies now working in the East are
being installed as rapidly as the state
of the interior work in the various
other Fox studios in New York permit. Directors were enthusiastic in
their praise of the arrangements, in the
gigantic studio in the new building.
Twenty companies, it is said, can act
simultaneously on the great stage floor
on the third story, and the ample supply of dressing rooms, the huge carpenter shops, wardrobe scene loft and
other appurtenances afford every facility for the making of surpassingly
good features.
In the way of comfort for those
who act before the camera the building offers every facility. Besides wellappointed dressing rooms, there are
rest-rooms for the women and a g>'mnasium for the men. Similar rooms
are provided for the other employees
and also a restaurant which furnishes
to all workers wholesome food at reasonable prices.
Fox News has been well cared for.
There are extensive offices for the
administrative branches and splendid
dark rooms and quarters for the staff
of cameramen daily engaged in filming important news events for the
screen. As it is necessary for the
cameramen to be ready instantly to

Quarters
hurry to the scene of a new happening,
the value of well-equipped dark-rooms
for loading magazines and for inspection of films can be appreciated.
Another feature of enormous service
to the Fox Corporation is the large
laboratory that has been alreadj* put
in operation. This branch boasts the
very latest in film devices and will
enable the organization to turn out
3,000,000 feet of film a week,— having,
in addition, several secret processes
that will be a revelation to the industry, itis claimed.
Exhibitors have referred with pleasure to the comfort of the projection
rooms, which are built among the lines
of the best Broadway motion picture
theatres. The floors are sloped, the
seats are upholstered, and the length
of the rooms admits of long shots and
consequent big images that display the
pictures to the best advantage.

Additions

Made

at the

Hollywood Studios
A two-story addition has been built
for the home of the scenario department at the Lasky Studio, HollywoocL
The research department under Elizabeth McGaffey has grown to such proportions that it has been found necessary to move it into a larger building,
where its files of material can be accommodated. The publicity department, under the direction of Adam
Hull Shirk, will be augmented by the
advent of Barrett C. Kiesling, who begins work next week.

New
16B8

Motion

Picture
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naffl9
in Loi9
piGture

of tke

marvelou9ly
awakening

T^HE pulling power of Mildred
Harris's stage name of MRS.
CHARLIE CHAPLIN holds amazing
opportunities for advertising and
publicity, now more than ever. Besides tliat power you add the prestige and popularity of LOIS WEBER,
a combination that stands unbeatable.

life-like

of a Qmall-town

_

Wife

Tell your patrons that "FORBIDDEN" is
that type
" hundred
per .cent
ment thatof comes
rarely
. ." entertainand that
you will guarantee to refund the admission
of any person who does not find a full
evening's enjoyment of the highest character in this splendid photo drama. Try
this new angle and watch the result. Speak
NOW to your nearest Jewel Exchange.
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Is "THE GREAT AIR ROBBERY" as big
as WE say it is ? Let us see. The Cleveland Plain Dealer said, " ' The Great Air
Robbery' is lOO^J^, a gripF>er and a genuine
thriller." The Los Angeles Record said,
"'The Great Air Robbery' is all that one
could imagine. It carries the acutest thrills
intrepid dare-devilism." The Los Angeles
Express said, '* 'The Great Air Robbery '
marks a new era in filmdom — carries the
audience thru two hours of the most engrossing situations, most hair-raising climaxes
and the most picturesque flashes ever projected on a screen." Harrison's Reports
said, "A genuine thriller — nothing like it
ever produced — will hold spectators spellbound."

the

of

action

Air-in

BY JACQUES

JACCORD

The Youngstown Vindicator said, "Attracting so much attention and comment the
Park Theatre has extended the engagement
of this most amazing thriller ever attempted
in the movies." The Motion Picture News
said, "Here is a picture that no exhibitor
can afford to overlook — patrons sure to
make a beaten path to every theatre door."
The Exhibitors' Trade Review said, "So
crammed with thrills it must be placed in
a class all by itself." And box office power?
Read this, from the Standard Theatre,
Cleveland, " * Great Air Robbery * smashed
all records for attendance and receipts —
had to quit selling tickets." If you can't
see a young fortune in the above comments,
close your show-house and try something
else— GO SEE IT AT ANY UNIVERSAL
EXCHANGE.

Motion

Oarl

Laemmle
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The

picture

you

Universal-Jewel

Play

11 never

forget

Production

deLuxb

Pi

T T AVE

you seen it?

No?

Then

in

^ ^

your own best interests set everything else aside, put on your hat and

make

straight for your Universal Exchange. Very, very few productions

can

begin

to compare

HUSBANDS,"
Omaha.

with

says the Sun

BLIND
Theatre,

" It can't be praised too high-

ly," writes the Strand

Theatre,

New

Kensington, Pa. " A triumph," says
the Capitol Theatre, New York, while
the Albany, N. Y., Times adds "BLIND
HUSBANDS
continues to attract thelargest audiences

of the season."

»
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THE

you have already playec
RIGHT TO HAPPINESS
say, twice, you are overlooking on€
of the surest offerings— sure to make
money for you, and sure to d slight
your patrons. Don't delay your booking of this wonderful super-picture
which for everyone else has registered asolid success.
Act today.
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Mdsteipiece
December

20, 1919

^ Ut

cannot recall ever having had
a picture which
pleased our
uidiences more thoroughly or created
greater comment than THE RIGHT
TO
HAPPINESS.
We ran it an

' entire week
and
we
are
r (lumerous demands for a
phoning

having
return

Sun Theatre, Omaha
SAMUEL H. GOLDBERG, Pres. and Mgr

Motion

Picture

A

The 'Cur' bid tiie ndiG*
claim of the WondiVe

and IhG ^rt vas fii's

Ccirl Leiemmie

TAR! Story! ! Direction! ! ! Then
s in just three words, are three imbeatabl

oFF err

reasons why, if you chance to have misse'
this picture, you are missing a ready-tc
hand opportunity to fill your house to th

DOPOTHY

fire-limit. Dorothy Phillips — what fai
does not admire her? A story in Jame

PHILLIPS
^ JAMEJ

OUVBR

Paid

CUR\VOO0>

in

Oliver Curwood's most virile manner — am
a super-production directed by Holubar
What more could you possibly ask? Wha
bigger guarantee could you look for?

Advance
Directed
ALLEN

s fs

H0LUBA(2

Univer/*tiU
Super

by

Jewel
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Productioiv
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rVERYTHING

that

Stufl

tomake^ood
goes

to give your

patrons clean, hearty laughs you'll
find here in Mr. and Mrs. Joe's mirthful
repertoire of tricks and fun and antics.
Play every one of their offerings and
keep your people laughing

Ml'

all the time.

and

JOE
"Monkey Stuff"

MRS.

JOE

"A Baby Doll Bandit"
'The Good Ship Rock'n Rye"
"A Jungle Gentleman"
"Over The Transom"
Dirscted bv
FRED C. FISHBACK

'The Jazz Monkey"
Directed by
WILLIAM CAMPBELL
sy'immiiiiiiii

Starring

MONKEY

MmTH-M4imR^

||i^)IHIIMIIUIinMllllllllll\llL
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rank Keenan in New
York at Present

Keenan, one of erAmerica'.*
Frank
emost
screen
charact - actors,
ose productions are distributed
1 Pathe, is paying New York
' first visit in nearly a year, .^fter
renuous season of production in
lornia, during which he turned out
ch productions as " The World
lame," " Brothers Divided, " and
Code," Mr. Keenan de!rhe ledFalse
he wanted a change. His trip
ist followed. He called upon Mr.
lul Brunei, vice-president and gcnal manager of Pathe E.xchange, Inc.,
imediately upon his arrival in New
ork.
Just before starting eastward, the
iir put the finishing touches on
limouldcring Embers," his next
aturc, and he will be in New York
•r its premiere on February 29.

Selznick

Reports

ick
ivedy inevid
repoErts is
receever
theence
Selznfrom
THER
home offices that the month of
January was the banner month for
the various Selznick enterprises.
Every report received indicated not
only an increase in business but the
prospects of even greater business
for the remainder of the year. Every
member of the Selznick organization
is said to be, w orking at " high
," this beinghes.
ially noticeable
speed
in the sales
branc espec
A report from Boston states that
'■ .\ Regular Girl " scored last week
the biggest hit of any picture ever
shown there. It was the feature attraction of the Boston theatre's sixtysixth anniversary, and Boston newspapers are said to have devoted some
seven columns during the week to
praise of the Elsie Janis production.
In exploiting this same picture in
Syracuse, the Select Buffalo exploitation department had a chance to give
the Prizma productions a boost. Every
theatre that ran "A Regular Girl,"
also showed a Prizma subject, and a
tie-up with the Marine Corps was effected by running a slide. "If you
join the Marines you will have a
chance to see the wonderful places
shown in the Prizma pictures."
The Detroit branch office reports an
increase in the sales of the Prizma
subjects and points out that the two

Kinograms Still A
Capitol Favorite
Britten N. Busch, president of Rciblic Distributing Corporation, to cor\ t whatever impression spread among"
liitors through the announcement
the Capitol had booked an addii! topical film, said this week: "In
of the trade publications last week
0 is an announcement that the
tol has selected a topical film to
to the program, which may look
:ic face of it as though they will
e it exclusively. However, the Cap•1 is still using Kinograms, and Reiblic considers it a distinct complint that in taking on another suhthe theatre is retaining Kino- Make

Screen

ERITA
A iM ,E theMARGU
DSYLVA
Belgian
opera
singer, who appears on the
screen in this country for the first
time in American's adaptation of "The
Honey Bee," by Samuel Merwin, is the
latest diva to desert the song world
for that where a golden voice is superfluous.
Madame Slyva, whose husband is a
United States Marine Corps Major, reMA

uys "Blind Husbands"
for U. K.
Universal has just sold the United
ingdom rights to "Blind Husbands"
E. Wertheimer of London. They
ve also sold the rights to Argentine,
ruguay and Paraguay for "The
ight to Happiness" to Mr. Gaede of
e American Products Exchange.

Banner
Month
exchange notes that loyalty to Select
was never more evident than that
January's Reports Show shown by Hilton Little, branch shipBig Business Growth
ping clerk, who recently worked more
than twenty-four hours straight in
and Fine Outlook
order to make sure all shipments of
films would arrive on time. This was
(luring the recent snow storm in the
Hoosier capital.
One of the most interesting branchoHicc announcements is that of Manager Siegel of the New York exchange who states that the initial
.'Vmericanization subject, " The Land
of Opportunity" is booked solid in his
territory. He has made arrangements
to obtain the unusual number of extra
prints that will be needed when this
production starring Ralph Ince, is
given its release this month.
Manager J. U. McCormick of the
Washington Select exchange recently
took a trip through his territory visiting the smaller towns, to verify the report that the Elaine Hammerstein production The
"
Country Cousin " was
making a record. He not only found
this to be true but expresses the opinion in his report that the Elaine HamA new photograph of Olive . Thomas,
merstein productions will be among
whose latest Selznick picture is titled his best sellers from now on. Mr.
" Society People "
McCormick also reports that " The
leading theatres of Detroit, " The Broken
Melody " is meeting with unBroadway Strand " and the " Washusual success. Many exhibitors have
ington
"
both
showed
Prizma
subjects
last week.
told him he stated, that this is the
The report from the Indianapolis best film ever made with O'Brien.

Tie. Marguerita Sylva, the world famous Belgian prima donna, appears in American's
otonovel, " The Honey Bee," by Samuel
in America
Merwin, her first appearance on the scheen

Wholesome

Medium

ideal, and the screen can help this ideal
by putting one before the people.
They want a healthy, happy world, so
why not show them an ideal that can
be realized? If the people are tired of
a film 'vampire' they have only to intiRole
mate it, for it is the public whose desires, in the last analysis, govern the
turned to the United States when this
producer;
the people are the final cencountry entered the war. Prior to that
sors, their power the greatest power
time she realized from her personal in deciding what moving picture shall
observation that the American motion be shown to the public.
picture producers had largely invaded
"It is like the use of fire-arms," the
the continental field, supplying a large diva
declared between rests at the
majority of the film exhibited in all
"Flying
A" studios. In the hands of
continental countries. She saw clearly
responsible people they are all right,
that America was leading the world in but
they are hardly a proper plaything
the motion-picture industry, and determined to devote a part of her time, at for children. The so-called 'vamp' is a
least, to this branch of the amusement well-defined life character, and that
industry. Through the American she exists we all know. I have sung
Film Company she accepted her first the roles of 'Delilah,' 'Carmen,' 'Cleo'Thais' and others. From the
contract as star in "The Honey Bee." days of patra,'
Adam and Eve to these of the
The singer, who is one of the really
great dramatic actresses of the stage, Peace Treaty and Prohibition the
as well, believes that any subject ex- vampire, given literary expression b\ploited through the films, should be Kipling, has been a conspicuous historical figure. But this does not justify
one that makes for a better civilization
the
moving-picture
producers in giving
and therefore for happiness, as the mothe preferred position on all the
tion picture is the best means of educa- her
films made.
tion for the people at large. "Why not
use this wonderful means of stimulat"The motion picture film is the
ing the imagination by presenting greatest public agency in all the world.
wholesome people in wholesome
It is patronized by the 'people' in all
themes?" Madame Sylva demands, that
the name implies, and the glorifi"For instance, there are in the world
cation of objectionable characters
other women besides 'vampires,' but if
most of the films feature one type of works great harm in the minds of the
woman, the inference being that her immature, inexperienced and youthful. We are apt to find too true the
type is universal, the result is a morbid
attitude toward life and its problems.
old warning that vice is at first ab"Humanity always strives toward an
horred, but seen too oft, we become accustomed to its face and embrace."

Relegate "Vamp"
to
Rear Declares Opera
Star Now in Film

Motion
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Six"
"Big
on
ReportStatement
Seco
Innd
Supplementary
Fox Film
Describes Each Production in Detail

FOLLOWING its announcement of
the revival of the "six big specials"
in last week's issue of the News, the
Fox Film Corporation has issued a
supplementary report in which it
describes in greater detail the various
productions previously referred to.
The report follows :
" 'A Tale of Two Cities' is remarkable for its faithfulness to the artistry
of the great novelist Charles Dickens,
in whose mind it originated. The
London and Paris settings of the late
eighteenth century are in large measure responsible for the unique atmosphere of the picture — an atmosphere
A most unique characterization is given that harmonizes exquisitely with the
Bert Lytell in his latest Metro picture,
powerful story. William Farnum sus" The Right of Way "
liancy. tains a dual role with his usual bril"The White Moll" Unit
First in New Studio
Pearl White, who is at work on
Frank L. Packard's underworld
story, "The White Moll," for Fox
of
Film ' Corporation, had the honor
being the first Fox star to work in the
new studio of the company by which
she is featured. The entire company
making the "White Moll" moved to
the new Fox building in West 55th
Street, on Saturday, January 31, and
Miss White immediately started the
last few days' work on her first Fox
special production.
Richard C. Travers, former Essanay star, has an important role as the
hero of this Packard story. Eva Gordon, who is cast for a very difficult
part, gives excellent support to the
star,' it is stated. John Woodford,
Jack Baston, William Harvey and
Blanche Davenport all have worked
hard to make the production a successful vehicle for Miss White.

Changes

the

Title

of

" Glorious Youth "
Olive Thomas' sirth Selznick feature, "Glorious Youth," has been
announced this week from the office
of Myrpn Selznick, in charge of Selznick production work. This was done,
it is made known, in order to select a
if possible, from a box ofbetterficetitle,
viewpoint.

" The Cheater " to Have
Three Dual Roles
Dual roles fall to the lot of each of
three principal players in " The
Cheater," the Screen Classics, Inc.,
production in which May Allison
stars and which was adapted by Lois
Zellner from " Judah," the notable
stage play by Henry Arthur Jones.
The story shows the activities of a
clever trio of pretended Hindu fakirs.

2"

.01

S.R

" 'Salome' has proved a sensational
box office success. It palpitates with
passionate paganism, and flaunts pompous grandeur. Scenes of unmatched
splendor follow in stirring succession —
a popular uprising in old Judea, a
sumptuous feast and celebration, the
dance of the seven veils. Theda Bara
gives a splendid characterization of the
siren Salome.
"A remarkable cluster of favorite
stars makes 'The Honor System,'

which is intrinsically one of the greatest human stories ever told, a powerful
screen drama. It is the joint effort
of a company of eight thousand, led
by Gladys Brockwell, George Walsh,
Miriam Cooper, Arthur Mackley, Milton Sills, and Charles Clary. It is being launched for a clean-up, with peculiarly striking broadsides and accessories to boost it.
" 'A Daughter of the Gods,' with
Annette Kellerman and her mermaids,
is the million-dollar picture beautiful,
and a production for all time. It is
a story whose beauty and charm hold
a universal and irresistible appeal;
brimful of aquatic stunts and exciting
narrative, yet as sweet as any fairy
tale.
" 'A gorgeous, gigantic wonder play'
best describes the tremendous spectacle
'Cleopatra,' which created a profitable
sensation when it first was thrown on
the screen, and still is a production
unrivalled for sheer proporitions and
effect. Ancient civilization in Egypt
and the Roman Empire during the
glorious days of the siren of the Nile,
Cleopatra — played by Theda Bara — is
reconstructed at a big expenditure of
money and labor."

Youth"
"Blind
on
Statement
Not To Be Confused with Blindness
of Youth " ; A Synopsis is Published
ceed in spoiling his romance with the
IN order that the exhibitors of
the country will not confuse the girl who has befriended him. Connie
titles of two productions of similar becomes so impressed with the girl's
names, the National Pictures Theatres, innocence
and sweetness that she conInc., issued a statement this week
fesses she was the army officer's wife
relative to one of its productions which before she married Maurie. The officer died after she ran away from him
is titled "Blind Youth." This picture
is distributed by Select, and is not and Maurie is now free to marry the
to be confused with "The Blindness girl he loves.
of
Youth," which is not a National
Picture.
For the benefit of exhibitors Na- Geraghty is Responsible
tional Pictures offers the following
Fairbanks'
Tales
synopsis of the storj', published for the
Itfor
is announced
by the management
first time: Henry and Maurie Mon- of the Douglas Fairbanks producnier are two brothers, who at the
opening of the story must choose the Corporation,
tions, through
United
that the
reports
givingArtists'
credit
parent they are to reside with. Mau- to anyone outside of the star and
rie chooses his brilliant, erratic father
Tom Geraghtj', editor of productions,
who is going to France and Henry as
collaborator in the story or screen
stays with his society-loving mother.
adaptation
of "When the Clouds Roll
Maurie is an artist and he eventually
marries his Parisian model. His By," are false.
"The story was the original idea
father dies and later his wife leaves
Fairbanks and the scenahim ro run away with an army officer. of Douglas
rio was written by Tom Geraghty.
Meanwhile life for Henry is one of
roses. He is courting a wealthy young numerous articles have been published giving Louis Weadock mengirl and is meeting with success. Maution as part author and as assistant
rie returns to America. He meets a
.\oung girl who takes him to her home in the screen preparation," says the
and gives him food and comfort. She United Artists' Corporation.
poses for him and the work of art,
Stuart Holmes Supports
a statue,
called
"Blind Youth,"
him
fame.
Meanwhile
he has brings
been
in Leonard Serial
given a cold reception by his mother
Stuart
Holmes, one of the best
and brother, but when he becomes
famous Henry attempts to borrow known "villian" types on the screen,
is now reported by Hallmark to be
money from him.
One day his wife, Connie, appears. working in chief support of Benny
She is bent on revenging herself Leonard in the new serial, "The Evil
against Maurie. She fascinates Henry Eye," produced by Ascher Enterand the two together almost sucprises.

Mildred Harris Chaplin, whose new pic
will be " The Inferior Sex." Photo. C
righted by Evans Studio, Los Angelc
John Stahl Will Dire
Mildred H. Chaplir
John M. Stahl has been broughi
California by Louis B. Mayer to
rect Mildred Harris Chaplin in
next big First National attract
Some of the more recent pictures
rected
Stahlof are " Wives
Men," "byHerMr.Code
Honor,
Woman Under Oath," " Greater t;
" Women Men Forget," ;
■■Love,"
Suspicion."
Mr. Stahl will have
his assistant director Harry Hagen
February 4
"Tale of Two

Cities" (

William Fox will show a revival
Dickens' well known and classi
storj', "A Tale of Two Cities," at
Academy of Music on February 4.
For many years various compan
"tried their hands" at producing a p
ture of this celebrated story. But
was not until William Fox placed
best character actor William Famu
in the title role, that the feature
tained success.
So popular has the production be
that it is thought the present time
fitting occasion to bring back t
Dickens tale in order that patrons m
have another chance to see it.
Ten

Episodes of Wilso
Serial Completed
Ben Wilson, now producing on tl
coast a second serial, " The Screamii
Shadow," for distribution bj- Frank i
Hall, of the Hallmark Pictures Co
poration, writes the New York offi'
that the first ten episodes of this seri
have been completed and that prin
of the first five have been sent.
The first ten episodes already con
pleted are titled : "A Cry in the Dark
"The Virgin of Death," "The Fang (
the Beast." "The Black Seven." "Tl
Vapor of Death," "The Crawling Ho
ror," "Into the Depths," "The Whi
Terror," ' The Prey of Mong" ar
"Liquid Fire." The first episode <
"The Screaming Shadow" is announce
for release by Mr. Hall sometime
Februarv.

' 0 t ion Picture
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News

Beach's

Classic

^'The

Silver

Horde''

Here are some of the telling
scenes from this coining Gold7i'yn prodnctkion. In the upper
left hand corner, two women
who zcage love's battle; Belly
BIythe as the girl of wealth.
Myrtle Stedman as Cherry
Mallotte, of the dance halls.
At the right, a moment when
"He" thought he loved the
girl of silk.
And below: The famous dock
riots in Seattle, staged with
vivid realistn.

Reaches

Screen

1702

M 0 t i on Picture
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Scenes from the new Benny Leonard serial, " The Evil Eye," written by Roy L. McCardell and produced by Frank G. Hall and Ascher Enterprises, Inc.
Booking
The

Heavy

Ray

Valley of To-

mor ow "
The American Film Company announces that the bookings on "The
Valley of Tomorrow," starring William Russell, are coming along with
a rush. Following close upon the
Olympic presentation in Brooklyn,
come the Hamilton in New York, the
Regent, the Forty-second Street, the
Jefferson, Loew's New Roof, Loew's
Circle, the Eighty-Sixth Street ; among
the Brooklyn contracts which have
reached the Chicago executive offices
during the past few days are the BreLiberty, etc, etc.
Gras, Lima, Loew's Broadway, New
voort, the Shubert, the Royal, Mardi
Blackton

Films

Last

M. MaeterHnck

On

of

Takes
Completes

A
Last

Brief
Production

Vacation
for Ince;

Starts
A RTHUR S.
P^-'^^s
saturday, January

Work Again in Mid-February
KANE announces broken and building has begun. Other
Ray completed on alterations and improvements will in31st, his
last picture .,i„j„ „ i
^- , ^ ,
''"^^ " large generating plant and a
for Thomas Ince, and will soon start ^^^'^^^
^'^^''"^
work on his new productions for First
considering several well
National release. The star, whose affiliation with Mr. Kane was first an- known plays, and these are being connounced last week, has left for the tracted for by the local Kane offices.
California hills, where he will take a The rights to a number of stage suemuch needed rest and will return to his cesses and popular books have ailready
own newly equipped studios in Los been bought by the new producing
Angeles sometime in the middle of company, it is stated. Mr. Ray will
February to start the filming of his b^ng to his new productions several
first pictures under the new auspices, ^he best directorial and technical
Construction is proceeding rapidly men -with whom he has been associated
on the group of additional buildings jj, the past. Jerome Storm, who
which
will
the
production
a- ^ a Charles
r-u ^ Ray
t> in
■ many ofr has
u, house
• expected
J that
, work
, directed
ofr the star,
andJ it• is
the
...
.
^his,
. great
successes, will continue to„, watch
remodeling ofJ- »u
the present. property
^
......
star.hasChester
by the time
been completed
havereturns
will star
filmed
camera ofmanthewho
Lyons, thedestimes
Ex- o^^''
from his vacation.
the
tensive additions to the original studios the star in all of his recent pictures
arc also under way. The Fleming is expected to join the rapidly organstreet studios recently vacated by the izing forces when actual work begins.
Jesse D. Hampton Productions are Wesley Gilmour, who is reputed to be
being improved by the addition of one of the most experienced studio
another spacious enclosed stage to be men on the Coast, has concluded arbuilt on the property adjoining. Ground rangements to come on with the Ray
for the structure has already been organization as stiidio manager.

Late Author's Work
No man in the motion picture industry was more grieved to learn of the
death of Cyrus Townsend Brady, author of a score of film successes, than
Commodore J. Stuart Blackton, who,
strangely enough, purchased and produced the first great film success written by Dr. Brady, "The Isle of Regeneration," and also produced and
will release through Pathe " The Blood
Barrier,"
the author.the last film play written by
Early in the winter Commodore
Blackton commissioned Dr. Brady to
write a thrilling mystery story for him, Far
East
Scenes
Are
Filmed
and the " Blood Barrier " was the result. Stanley Olmsted prepared the
Rubber Trade Negative Arrives Here;
scenario and the Commodore finished
directing the picture a few weeks ago.
People and Scenery Are Also Taken
Mr. Brady had never seen the film.
THE troubles of American motion- over, rubber is being used for a thousand and one other purposes. Whence
picture directors and cameramen on
Peacock Productions
the other side of the earth are becom- comes the rubber? Mr. Johnson's trip
ing acute, according to a wail by cable abroad was to answer this question,
Open New Offices
from Roswell Johnson of the Universal and the first part of the answer in
The Peacock Productions, Inc., suc- Educational Department's Far East tangible form has just reached New
cessors to the T. E. Larson Attrac- Expedition. Decoded, a part of his York, says Universal, in tin cans filled
tions, armounces the opening of gen- latest message from Shanghai says :
with some thirty thousand feet of negaeral ofi5ces in the Drexel Building, 319
"
The
money
situation
here
is
terrible
tive motion-picture film.
South Main street, Tulsa, Okla. T. E. and a disgrace to the United States.
Aside from the rubber industry, Mr.
Larson is the general manager. Branch The American dollar is worth only Johnson filmed the natives of Sumatra
oflBces are now open in Dallas and St. eighty cents — $20 on every hundred for and Borneo, their manner of living and
Louis.
exchange. The prices for everytliing the scenic wonders of the Far East.
in the Far East are about double the When he had finished with the islands
to India whence he sent addiprices
New useYork."
The inwide
of the automobile at he wenttional
thousands of feet of film. All
the present time and the subsequent this material, including the story of
need for securing a resilient substance
with which to manufacture tires has rubber, is to be released by the Universal-Educational Department for themade the subject of rubber one of conatrical showing.
siderable interest to the public. More"S.R.012'

Is Din i

By Ruth Clifford
A luncheon was given by Miss R i
Clifford at the Commodore Ho '
January 26th, 1920, to
Maur
MaeterHnck and Madam Maeterlin
Mr. William L. Sherrill, president
The Frohman Amusement Corpo
tion, was also a guest. Miss Cliffc
is co-starring with Mr. Jack Sher;
in a fifteen-episode serial, being pi I
duced by The Frohman Amusenw'
Corporation and entitled "The Inv
The invitation to the luncheon, it
stated,
was a matter of mutual desi
ible
Ray."
on the part of M. Maeterhnck a:
Miss Chfford. M. Maeterlinck a:
Madam Maeterlinck are said to be d
voted picture fans. The lunche<
afforded Miss Clifford an opportuni
to give M. and Madam Maeterlinck ;
inside view of the difficulties in scre^
portrayals.
Big Methodist Picture
Ready for Screens
Under the auspices of the Depai
ment of Education, Centenar>- Co
servation Committee, " The World
Columbus," a six-reel picture, has bc'
prepared to immortalize the Methodi
Exposition held last June. Its fir
trial exhibition was given recently ;
the St. James Methodist Episcop.
Church, New York City. Dr. Chesti
C. Marshall, the pastor, is director <
Division of Stereopticons, Motion Pi'
tures and Lectures of the Centenai
Conservation Committee.
The film was' also shown in S
Louis, Mo., at the Centenary meetir
recent!}', under the direction of D
Marshall, who announces that the fill
is now readj- for use in churches an
community centres.
Universal Buys " Savon
ara " for Tsuru Aoki
Universal scenario department ai
nounces the purchase of " Sayonara
a story by Gwendoh-n Logan, as
starring vehicle for Tsuru Aoki. Th«
have also acquired the screen righ
for "False Colors," by Edwin
which will serve Priscilla Dean Leas Vih(
next
feature, while "Togs," a corned
of social
life, has just been secure
for the use of Edith Roberts, folio*
ini^ her current production, "The Dai
ing Duchess."
1

eh r nary
niversal
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14, 1920
Speaks

Up

For Its News Reels
Hollywood
Reports
on
Activities
To back up a claim that its news reel
"Sick-Abtd," the stage farce by Ethel
REAT activity is reported at tiie
leases have an unusually large iiuni
Seven Features Nearing Watts Mum ford, on which work was
Lasky
Hollywood
studio,
where
r of news "beats"' to their credit
commenced a few days ago. Clara
the high water mark of producniversal has prepared a chart of the
Kennedy is the scenarist, while Sam
Completion for Partion has been reached in seven Parabjects contained in the International
Wood
is directing the production. Bcbe
mount
Artcraft
pictures,
which
are
amount-Artcraft
ews, Current Events, and Hearst
Daniels will be leading woman for Mr.
ews for the last six months. Ac- now nearing completion. The steady
Reid in this humorous comedy.
rding to Universal this table shows stream of production has taxed the
at from May 1 to December 31, 1919, resources of the studio to the limit,
The big
production
Williamspecial,
'Deitemational was ahead with 129 sub- despite the fact that some of the comMillc's
ParamountofArtcraft
cts of national interest.
"The Prince Chap," featuring Thomas
panies have been away from the buildings part of the time, either on location
Afcighan, will be completed in about
The statement continues : "On scval different occasions Universal or shooting scenes along the coast or
ten days, according to word received
at
some
mountain
resort.
ooped its competitors on pictures of
directly from his administrative ofCharles Maigne, the director who
eneral Pershing reviewing the armies
fices. In the cast besides Thomas
: occupation in France before their produced the Paramount Artcraft
Meighan are Kathlyn Williams, Lila
.•turn to the United States. There super-special, "The Copperhead," and
Lee, Casson Ferguson, Ann Forrest
ere at least thirty-one other subjects his company, doing "The Fighting
and others. It is said that the emoesented exclusively in Universal Chance" as a Paramount-Artcraft
tional work of Thomas Meighan and
ws reels, chief among these being special, returned this week from San
Kathlyn Williams, playing the leads, is
neral Pershing Greets His Son Francisco and its environs, where Mr.
of a high order. In the juvenile episodes. Peaches Jackson and May
rren in France,' 'Secretary Daniels Maigne had been taking certain scenes
Giracci give a delightful touch.
jiects Second Division in France,' for this Robert W. Chambers' story,
ith Cavelle's Body Leaving Brus- the scenario of which is by Will M.
Donald Crisp's special picture for
.?,'. 'The NC-4 Leaving Ponta Del- Ritchey. Among other scenes will be
Paramount Artcraft, "Held By the
ida,' 'The NC-4 Arriving in Plym- those taken at one of the beautiful
Enemy," is progressing favorably. The
h,' 'President Wilson's Decoration homes in Burlingame.
scenario was written by Beulah Marie
James
Cruze
has
completed
Bryant
.• Address,' 'The Birth of the Polish
Dix from William Gillette's play.
public,' exclusive pictures of Turk- Washburn's Paramount-Artcraft picFrom location somewhere in the
h barbarity in Syria, 'The Destructure, "Mrs. Temple's Telegram," and
Sierras come indications of ardent
■1 of Heligoland Fortress' and 'The will commence work on "The Sins of
Jtion Campaigning With Lady • Anthony," with the same star, this
work on the George Melford produc"
tion, "The Round Up," featuring Rosweek.
The
scenario
is
by
Elmer
Har-;illor.'other beats are claimed.
Mae Murray, appearing in " On With the coe Arbuckle. Still photographs and
ris. The story appeared in the Satur- Dance,"
a Paramount-Artcraft
picture,
di"rushes" depicting encounters with
rected by George Fitzmaurice
day Evening Post and from all aca plot that is both fascinat- turned to the studio and commenced Apaches, broncho busting scenes and
The counts
itagraph
ing and hasdistinctive.
- -f-^ytoIT Filmf " ,
^
Robert Warwick, who made a flying work on "The City of Masks," by sheriflf's activities are being shot in
Son of Wallmgford
George Barr McCutcheon, which unique scenic surroundings. The cornSan Francisco after the com- Thomas Heffron is directing. pany will remain in the mountains for
"The Son of WalHngford," the trip to pletion
of his Paramount-Artcraft picvel which is now in the process of
Wallace Reid's newest enterprise is another week at least.
ture, "Thou Art The Manl", has reriting by Mr. and Mrs. George RanIph Chester, and which will a little
ter be produced by Vitagraph as a
Film
to
Issue
New
Series
hotoplay feature, is considered by Arrow
le authors to be the most important
sively. A big two-color press book is
ork of their busy career, according
g of several series of
3 a report from the Vitagraph offices. THEnewreleasin
pictures was announced this Return of W. E. Schal- now in the hands of the printers as
Mr. and Mrs. Chester will first week by the Arrow Film Corporation,
well as other advertising matter perlenberger from Coast
taining to the pictures.
rite the story of young Wallingford coincident with the return to New
a novel. It will be published as a York of W. E. Shallenberger. The
One
of the featured advertising
Brings
Announcements
novelties will be a one-sheet on which
al in one of the important maga- Arrow executive has been visiting the
;es and later put out in book form, production plants on the coast at
will appear four or five different
incident with the publication of the work on subjects for distribution on have already contracted for this series scenes. A number of other novelties
1 installment as a serial, it will be the independent market through his of twelve features and a large adverare being prepared to further adverased as a special feature by Vita- organization.
tising appropriation has been made by
tise tective
and exploit
this series of destories.
The
first
series
to
be
released
will
iph, forming one of its most imArrow to advertise the series extenrtant contributions of the year to be produced by William Steinei.
motion picture world.
Three of these pictures are already
finished and work has been started on
the fourth.
(obertson-Cole Releases
Each of these pictures will have to
do with a famous detective who will
New Adventure Scenic
be known throughout the series as
'The Sons of Salooskin " is the " Tex, Elucidator of Mysteries." The
test Adventure Scenic to be released part of " Tex " will be taken by
Robertson-Cole. " The Sons of Glenn White. Included in the cast
alooskin " were not known outside will be such well known players as
t the few square miles where they Leo Delaney, Jane McAlpine, David
lake their home. The producers, it Wall, Alfred Warman, Robert Taber,
stated, were on the trail of an en- Alex F. Frank, Joseph M. L. Striker,
rcly different picture in the moun- Joseph Sullivan, Chas. Graham.
ins of the wild Northwest when they Marie Treador.
)und the remnants of the tribe of the
" Circumstantial Evidence " is the
:ilooskin Indians.
title of the first of these five-reel
features and it has been reviewed by
a number of independent buyers.
iddie Polo Signs Again '• The Wall Street Mystery " and
" The Scrap of Paper " are the next
with Universal
two. Other titles of features in thiEddie Polo has attached his signa- series are "The Bromley Case,"
ire to a four year contract with Uni- " Flying Death," " The Sacred Ruby,"
Tsal, according to an announcement " The Bond Ring," " The Trail of the
ade by Tarkington Baker. Under the Cigarette," " The Van Rensselaer
;w agreement the athletic-actor is to
A number of State Rights buyers
mtinue to make serial pictures.
A scene from " Blind Youth," a National Picture Theatre, Inc., production
Case."
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Motion
Short

Harold
Lloyd's
Fourth
Two-Reeler
« til IS ROYAL SLYNESS," Haxold Pathe Says New Picture Pathe does not receive some unusual
commendation of the young com•I* Lloyd's new issue of the $100,Will Sustain Success
000 two-reel comedies, is announced
edian's efforts. His pictures are playing in the finest theatres in the United
for release by Pathe on February 8.
of
Previous
Ones
This is the fourth release of the new
States, and pleasing audiences that
Lloyd series, its predecessors being
have had their fill of riotous slap-stick
comedy and are eager for the better
" Bumping Into Broadway," " Captain
type of fun-makers. A typical criticism
Kidd's Kids," and " From Hand to
comes from B. W. Brentlinger, manaAlouth," the last of which has been
hailed as the most fascinating of the
ger of the Liberty theatre, Terre
trio.
Haute, Ind., who recently wrote Pathe
as follows :
In an effort to make the Lloyd comedies the peer of any on the market,
" I think the Lloyd comedies the best
that have ever been in this house. His
Hal E. Roach, head of the Rolin Film
comedies keep the house roaring from
Company, is said to have been unusubeginning to end. There is no doubt
ally liberal in his expenditure on prothat Lloyd is a clever comedian — in
duction. With " His Royal Slyness "
he was even more generous, and the
fact, the cleverest comedian on the
technical production was made on a
screen today. If all the comedies he
scale that rivals the highest type of
makes are as good as ' Bumping Into
five-reel features, Pathe announces.
Broadway,' ' Captain Kidd's Kids,' and
' From Hand to Houth,' he is headed
" Setslarscosting
manyin thousands
dolwere erected
the Rolin ofstudio
for success, and his popularity will ever
increase. We are anxiously looking
just for this one picture. His reward
is gained in a most elaborate finished
forward to his next release."
product, in which the antics of Lloyd
Spyros P. Skouras, of Skouras
are even more humorous than in any
Brothers, owners of the West End
of the other two-reelers he has yet
Lyric, Lyric Skydome, Crystal Airdome, Shaw theatre. Lyric theatre,
made."
The same company that rendered William (Bill) Bailey, who is playing the Olympia theatre and the Arsenal, in St.
Lloyd support in his last multiple-reel male lead in the Pathe serial, " The Mad Louis, writes : " I have made arrangements to use the Harold Lloyd comrelease, " From Hand to Mouth," apedies in all of our houses. The first
"
counterpart.
There
pears with him in " His Royal Sly- be virtually hisTalon
nes ." "Snub " Pollard and Mildred are some who will proba.bly insist that
Into
started its' Bumping
first run at
the Broadway,'
West End
Davis are the leading factors in the Lloyd plays a dual role, but the release,
support.
Lyric
last
Sunday,
and
went over in
" double " is none other than the star's
A surprise is said to be in store for own brother.
great shape. The picture pleased
exhibitors and public alike, in the
" There is no doubt that Lloyd has everybody and got us additional money
fourth Lloyd picture, in the introduc- met every expectation in his new series at the box-office. It is our intention to
tion of a player who so closely resem- of two-reelers," asserts the Pathe re- exploit the Lloyd comedies as much
bles the great young comedian as to
port at hand. " Not a day passes that
as possible."

Metro's
Cash
Bonuses
Awarded
hibitors and the company, it is stated.
CEMENT is made by Seven Managers Win for
ANNOUN
am
l
son,
Willi
E. Atkin
genera
It
was
substantially these three promanager of Metro Pictures
ductions
that brought in the percentCorporation, tha-t one Metro district Showing on Volume for
age of increase upon which the bonus
manager and six branch managers
award was based. The second round
Business in 1919
have been awarded cash bonuses for
of pictures, wliich included Alice
the best, showing on volume of new
business done during the year 1919. the Hotel Astor early last summer, Lake in "Should A Woman Tell?"
The seven individual prizes are said Mr. Atkinson announced that Metro Bert Lytell in "The Right of Way,"
May Allison in "The Walk-Offs,"
to total up to a very substantial figure. at the end of the year would pav \^iola
Dana in " The Willow Tree "
The amounts of the awards were ap- bonuses on the largest percentage of and the Taylor Holmes production,
portioned on a percentage of business increase in business piled up by six " Nothing But The Truth," were not
done in each exchange.
ready until December or early in
The men to receive bonuses are H. branch managers, and the best record January, and did not figure in the
by
any
one
of
the
district
managers.
Lustig, district manager in Southern
award except as advance-booking atThis announcement was made ap- tractions.
California, with offices in Los Angep
r
o
x
i
m
a
t
e
l
y
a
t
the
time
that
Metro
les ;W. C. Bachmeyer, who is both discontinued its program productions
branch and district manager at Cincin atiB.
; F. Rosenberg, now in Den- in favor of the policy of " fewer and Selznick Buys Another
" pictures now in operation.
ver, Col., but until recently in charge Iietter
preliminary statement showed
of the Metro exchange in Salt Lake theThevarious
Story by L. B. Wells
managers only a small
City, Utah ; Fred W. Voight, of San
jMyron
Selznick of Selznick Enterpromise
of
what
has
since
been
acFrancisco; H. L. Haldeman, of Kanprises was so pleased with the screen
complished. At that time " Lombardi,
sas City, Mo. ; A. Fischer, of Minneversion of "A Perfect Lover" that he
apolis, Minn., and C. H. Kessnich, of Ltd.," by the Hattons, " Fair and has,
according to an announcement
Warmer," by Avery Hopwood,
Atlanta, Ga.
" Please Get Married," by James Cul- made this week, purchased another
Mr. Atkinson's duties bring him in len and Lewis Allen Browne, five big story by the same author. The author
the closest touch, perhaps, of all the
is Leila Burton Wells, and the title of
Metro executives with the salesmen Drury Lane melodramas, and "The
is "The Invisible DiRight
of
Way"
had
been
obtained
of the Metro distributing organiza- for Metro-Screen Classic production. the new vorce."storj^
It was originally published in
tion! At the yearly convention of the
the
American
Maga::ine.
The purpose of the contest was to
company's branch managers, held ai stimulate rivalry in putting over
The story will be given its screen
\ersion at the Selznick West Coast
" fewer and better " pictures. The
various managers went to the job with studios under the supervision of
a rush, and the first round consisting Harry Rapf. Mrs. Wells' first story
for Selznick was used as a feature for
of Bert Lytell in "Lombardi, Ltd." Eugene O'Brien and its success over
May Allison in " Fair and Warmer " the country has been reported reand Viola Dana in " Please Get Mar- markable.
ried " scored a clean-up for the ex"
Z
I

Picture

Subject

N

Series

Begun
by Nat'l with
Fil
Special90arrangement
ionBy Kohn,
Golden Gate av
San Francisco, the National
Corporation of America has I
production on three short sul
for exclusive release by Mr. h
The stars in the new series wi
Grace Cunard, Polly Moran
" Smiling Bill " Jones. Miss Cui
who will be supported by Cole He
also known as " Slim Cole," will
duce
sensational comedy-dran
thrillers, while Polly Moran is
one-reel slap stick comedies. " Smi
Bill " Jones will also appear in >
reelers
of the
Each star
will" polite
make " comedy
a series ;
twenty-six pictures.
Ambitious Plans for H
Room Boys
Reports from Harry Cohn, whd
of the firm "Jack and Harry Col
producers of Hall Room Boys C
edies, and who is in California to ;
ervise the production of Hall R(
Boys Comedies, are to the effect
new releases of this series, prodv
jUnder his direction, will be much
proved over early releases. In a le
ot Jack Cohn, Harry had this to 5
"I am gathering together," as fa;
it is possible, a brand new support
company for the comedies. It is
aim to make them of a class and
tinction which will be marked by ev
exhibitor in the country."

to ".ti:
's Next
Walsh
Geo.
Line"
Dead
"The
L"pon the completion of "A M
hattan Night " the William Fox scr
version of Gelett Burgess' nc
" Find the Woman," in which Geo
Walsh is being directed by Geo
Beranger, the star will begin work
once on his next vehicle just selec

i
1
t
5
t»
N

and entitled "The Dead Line."
" The United
Changes

Exhibitoi'
Editors <

In the future, " The United ExfclT
itor " will be edited by M. Strun»l
who has been handling the Trian |
publicity. " The United Exhibitc i
was started by and the first for I
six issues edited by Leon J. Bra
berger,
manager and
of during
United's
tract Department
that Ccf
ti
he has built up the paper to what I
said to be one of the finest hoij
organs in the industry.
Posters Ready

for " TlH

The American Film Company :
Valley of Tomorrow '
nounces a set of posters for " T
\alley
of Tomorrow,"
faithfu i
carr\-ing the atmosphere of the phoi
play, which was staged in the La(
Tahoe district of the Rockies.
The six-sheet groups the prindl
actors in a highly emotional seel
and the one-sheet, featuring Willis
Russell and Mary Thurman. gives
key to the love note without whL
the photonovel would not be coi

'
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This

is the

Sort

of

Advertising

MAJESTIC
Special Midnight Matinee 1 1 P. M.
NEWaXilHWnYEAR
sLATi SO^P ON SSALE EVE-TO
AT MAJtiTK-WIONtNIGHT!
OSACC tMS

^^The

C

Beloved

Cheater^'

Is

Getting

THEATER

heater
1 CAD Win Ajrr CUL t Can i
is

SPECIAL note;
« Lmv FU« Sit
WHAT WOULD YOU SAY IN A LOVX LETTOIT

SPOKEN' PROLOCLE BV SOL F. KLARBERG
Special Musical Scort — .Majestic Orchestra anJ Orgaa
PRICES: Lower Floor SOc. Bakoit 3x. Boies LogeHRaeritd) 7Sc Special Midnight Matinee
NEW YEAR'S EVE {
AT II P M
Special Announcement — Student Matinee "TheBeloved Cheater" I

LEW CODY'S
LEXICON
OF, LOVE
,mother
It take*
to makeiweniy
a man\ ears
of herforson f
bat a pretty
ran minutes
makp ?
MODkejr
or him vamp
.n twenty
They
say
a
rose
by
any
other
Mune woDld
Just anbetrarrant.
Pnstbly
ayoukisshecalled
would
just as
nveet
if
It
something
^•e— but — there are all kinds of

jiijiyiit;ii,if iiiiiiiiiiiniiii«fM««iii(iiii.t«iiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiuniiiii£
THC ACC OF HEARTS

V</as opposed to kissirvg

Well-(hcr* vwre two he's
A KISS INTHEDARI
oC''CCMVERTED
If
a
eirl
U
bashful
it
may
be
a
HE- Well say so \^
•Icit
that
she
mexrerienced
—
but — »bo may no? a-ini Lo show. ;Wi
afce hnoiv's.
BVTIf loves
you you
want stand
to know
whether
WHICHOONE 9I
>hc
afamily
short
daUnce
andto—tellspend
her back
yoursummer
lawithcoming
the
you.
_
LEWCMY TH£ACEOF HEARTS
you can't
remember Saniseu
4omA kin
amounts
to anything
tation and euirenirs
never enter
Into a serious
\a<-t afUir.
THE BEU>YE» CHEATER
a isgirllikewitnlak'nfr
tolda cream
... SYMPHONY
on•I Klislnc
her
face
drink
thl*It one-half
of one per cent Tomorrow
Broadway, Between 6th and 7th
■tuff—
hPit no ppp

C§PY
irv

BELOVED

^

Cody, car* ot Symphony
ThMttr will Ix- givSn a
I for wtule
■«on(lprii*a.
b«n—
CHEATER'^
between 6th S 78>
L^UUiJlJtlHlllin li If « '»'"' • '.'lanii"-'^' ■•■'«»ninninili")it»ri ' ■ • "i>/c

aaiituKtinii I iiiitiiininniTmniniimiiiiiiiiiiniiirini>ni.. ......
THE ACE. OP HEAirrs
L»if

CODY
irv
THE
_

BELOVED '^•^
CHEATER''^MM
bcfaron 6th S 7lh ~—
"niiiiiiniitiiiiii. il iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiMii iitTiiic
WRITE A PASSIONATE LOVE LETTER
AND BECOME A MOVIE QUEEN

the er«»«
Hriea of T>->j sad ccmponsoo'
Ha«aw Dw birr.
Mta
duB dnbOeopoKh.
sock
i«i t-jtteinBslCTTfDx
jow nurkei
Uewcbb^wKiiMg
to mnoBcn ruU i ma C«>iJm>j

LEW CODY JfiHiSi SYMPHONY r^lTBr..,.,

ii,.,xiuiiii!i;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiillliiiiiiiiiiiii
/f^r^ are seven ad
displays — all with
the proper atmosphere — for the
Gasnier p r o duction, "The Beloved
Cheater," starring
Lew Cody. Hearts
and Kisses seem to
be the Keynote of
the Spread.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiniiiit

=

Love letters stage
writtenm^htly
to "theduring
ace oisecond
hearts"bigwillweekbe read
of frnm the
LiW

THE SOUL niss

CODY

I^roadwaj/
between 6th S 7th

dj '

the result'
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Picture

N

Vehicle

. W. W. Hodkinson Says " The Lone Wolf's
Daughter " Is Among Big Current Hits
Barre and Scranton, Pa. ; the ComerIT is the opinion of the W. W. Hod- ford
chain of theatres in Central
kinson organization that J. Parker
Read, Jr., has produced another Pennsylvania ; the Hill, Newark, N. J. ;
record-breaking picture for Louise the Liberty, Colorado Springs, Col. ;
Glaum, in "The Lone Wolf's Daugh- and the Starland, Anderson, Ind.
ter," the big Louis Joseph Vance spe"The success of this production, its
cial, released through the Hodkinson drawing power for exhibitors, instantorganization. The big first runs of the
ly has made it one of the most sought
largest cities are said to have cleared after pictures of the season, says W.
their slates to handle this production W. Hodkinson, "and so heavy is the
without delays.
exhibitor demand for it that in its fifth
Among the latest of the first run
houses to sign for this picture are Talbot's America Theatre, Denver; the
Finkelstein and Ruben first and subsequent runs in Minneapolis, St. Paul
and Duluth ; Charles H. Williams,
Strand in Providence ; the Colonial
Theatre, Seattle ; the Savoy, Wilmington, Del. ; the Poli houses in Wilkes-

week from initial release ten additional prints have been placed in certain Hodkinson offices to meet its booking requirements. In the Chicago territory alone "The Lone Wolf's Daughter" had booked for seventy-five per
cent, of its territorial quota within
four weeks after the first prints had
been delivered to the office."

ii
Empty
Names

Arms"
Associated

Exploitation
with Picture

Said to Offer Exhibitors

THE Photoplay Libraries, Inc., in
a statement just issued, affirms
that one of the strongest exploitation
angles of "Empty Arms," the initial
Lester Park-Edward Whiteside production shortly to be released, is to
be found in the names associated with
the picture. The statement follows:
"The author, Willard King Bradley,
has to his credit a number of the early
Biograph pictures, which are now regarded as classics. Bradley is also
responsible for the continuity of
'Empty Arms.'
"The director, Frank Reicher, has
produced many Paramount and Metro
successes — 'Public Opinion,' 'The Clue'
and 'The Case of Becky,' with Blanche
Sweet ; 'Castles for Two,' with Marie
Doro : 'Witchcraft,' with Fannie
Ward ; 'His Birthright,' with Sessue
Hayakawa ; 'The Victory of Conscience,' with Lou Tellegen ; 'An
American Widow,' with Ethel Barrymore; "The Claim,' with Edith
Storey; 'The Only Road,' with Viola
Dana.

PossibiHties

"The star, Gail Kane, has won a
legion of followers both here and
abroad, by her splendid work in
'Someone Must Pay,' 'When Men Betray,' 'The Upper Crust,' 'The Men
She Married,' 'Whose Wife?' 'Souls
in Pawn,' 'The Daredevil,' 'Love's
Law,' 'Via Wireless,' 'On Dangerous
Ground'
and many other stellar vehicles.

The circus atmosphere
Shirley gives
Mason's
picture, unusual
" Her Elephant
Man," a Vi II
Pox ofrelease,
the new
production
appeal
Author

Praises

Picturizatid

Fox Officials Pleased by Approval of
Author and Circus Men on New Picture
Mr. Fox is elated by the succesil
PEARL DOLES BELL witnessed by the enthusiastic approval of I
the initial private showing of "Her timers in the circus game. The; I
Elephant Man," a motion picture based
on her book by the same name, at a said to have acclaimed the SH
Mason production as having capti
luncheon' in Hotel Commodore on January 23rd, and tendered an enthusiastic and caged the "feel" of the cii
endorsement of the screen version of that evanescent, indescribable s
her work.
thing that hovers under the big
and makes a circus man homesic
"It is the story as I dreamed it," the
Among the guests at the special
author is quoted as having said. "It is
of "Her
Elephant
the
as I saw
in mypainting.
mind's The
eye jection
are directly
connected
with Man"
the c
as I story
elaborated
my itword
circus atmosphere which I strove to business, and therefore qualifiec
inject into the book I find poignantly judge, were Harry Clemings, a fav
real in the motion picture. It has all Barnum & Bailey clown; Ben Pothe odor of the sawdust ring and the circus publicity agent; Joseph M;
circus program publisher ; Bird
It was Mr. Fox's aim to screen a man, wire artist of Midnight Fr
circus
story that would be atmosphericBig Top."
ally flawless — paint, patches, clowns, Willie Carr, twenty-four-hour ci
agent ; Jay Rial, circus publicity Zi
sawdust and all. "Her Elephant Man," and L. E. Graham, the circus vet
with Shirley Mason in the lead,
acted as master of ceremonU
lives up to expectations — and then who
the luncheon.
some.
*■ is

"The featured players, Thurston
Hall and J. Herbert Frank, are equally
well known to the vast army of film
fans. The supporting cast is composed
of such well-known screen players as
Howard Truesdale, who is now appearing in "Dark Rosaleen," the
Belasco success ; Irene Blackwell,
Warren Chandler, Beverly Bruce, who
has starred in stock in Philadelphia
with the Dixie Stock Company and in
Makes
FilmingHai
Montreal with the Royal Players, and Weather
the Princess Kelvah, who has apGuy Empey's Production Unit Finds
peared at the Metropolitan Opera
Shreveport, Louisiana, Weather Poor
House, New York Citv.
"IT'S
the burden
Sunny South,
isn't," "Over the Top,'' "The Undercnn
is the
of the but
songit which
and ']Oir' managed to coax
Guy Empey sings in the numerous tele- sunshine from the Louisiana we;
graphic dispatches which have been
received from him at his New York man to start filming the oil-land «
which are necessary for the cot
offices since the arrival of Guy Em- tion of his big special production,
pey, Florence Martin, Director North
and others of the company producing cording to last accounts, the S'
South has redeemed itself, and
"Oil'' in Shreveport, Louisiana.
Having received flattering reports
fields
are being
accumu'i\
from the Southern city regarding on
for the
the oilGuj'
Empey
production
conditions at Lake Caddo, Homer, out further loss of time.
and other boom oil regions which
Besides the star and his lea
cluster around Shreveport, Empey
and his associates pinned their faith woman, Director North and his
in the sunny smiles which according sistant, Philip Quinn, cameramen,
to legend, nature always wears south- loy and Baker, still-photogra
of the Mason and Dixon Line — and Moran. Mr. Empey's party incl
landed in a sea of mud in the city of Templar Saxe, William Eville, 1
quick fortune which once was Shreve- ton Vane, Harry Lee, Harry B
hart, and others.
Empey found the Shreveport smile
a distinctly humid one. Record rains
port.
had soaked the entire northern end of
Louisiana, judging from the investigations conducted by the picture playA scene from " Bullin' the BuUsheviki,"
a
states
rights
picture
produced
by
Eff
and
Eff
Producing Co.
S.R.012
ers. Despite these facts, the author of
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Normand

to Star

in " Slim Princess "
Closely following the announcement
that Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
\i purchased " The Slim Princess,"
iL' Stage play by George Ade and
onry Blossom, comes the news that
is being used as a starring vehicle
r Mabel Xormand, who recently rerncd toMissGoldwyn's
City
Normand Culver
started work
rck, under the direction of Vic. ^^ hertzinger, in the title role made
imous on the stage by Elsie Janis.
cast to support the Goldwyn
cnne has not been completed,
.; tlius far TuUy Marshall, Hugh
lompson, Russ Powell and Harry
1ramie have been named.
New

Film
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Better Than

' Blind Husbands ' "
Stroheim's latest Jewel production,
"The Devil's Pass Key," has just
been completed. In this picture Sam
dc Grasse and Una Trevelyn are featured. Stroheim is responsible for the
scenario as well as the direction.
Carl Laemmle has received the following telegram from Tarkington
Baker, General Manager of the Universal Film Company : " Just saw
Stroheim picture rough cut to 13
reels. Speaking on basis of my ten
years experience as critic, this is in my
opinion one of the greatest pictures ever produced. Better than
Blind Husbands. Sure to be huge
sensational and smashing success."
" The Right of Way " to
Have Two Endings
In releasing " The Right of Way,"
the Screen Classics, Inc., production
of Sir Gilbert Parker's novel starring
Bert Lytell, Metro will give exhibitors a choice of endings to the story.
There are two versions of the final
episode, both said to be convincing
and dramatic, but one " unhappy "
and the other " happy."
Jack Dillon directed the picture :
the photography was done by Robert
Kurrlc ; and special art interiors by
Edward Shulter. June Mathis
adapted the novel and wrote the continuity.

Supporting Cast in " The
Woman God Sent "
First announcement of the cast supporting Zena Keefe in " The Woman
God sent " is made this week by
Myron Selznick. Miss Keefe's leading
man is Joe King. The story starts
with a prologue in which Miss Keefe
does not appear. In the prologue are
Barbara Gilroy, John H. Wade, J. F.
Walsh, Fannie Vogin, Ray Hewitt,
Helen Healy, Henry Bartley and
Thomas O'Dennell.
In the main picture beside Miss
Keefe and Joe King are Warren Cook,
William Fredericks, W^illiam Gudgson,
Louise Powell, William Magner, Russell Hewitt, Duncan Pcnwarden and
John H. Wade.

S.R.012

Progressive
Steps
Lead
to
Best
up
from
the
one-reel
pictures.
Then
Carl
issued,
just
nt
Laemmle Asserts Jewel
IN a stateme
Laemmle, president of the Univerthey graduate to the serials, and from
Pictures Are Result
sal Film Company, discusses his orthere to the special-attraction class.
They are learning all the time. When
ganization's capacity for turning out
of
Much
Schooling
all types of the motion-picture from the
they get in the special-attraction class
single-rgeler to the super-production.
they have profited by their previous
work. As a result a Universal special
"Universal," he said, "is turning out
every variety of picture. The short
attraction
not marred
a 'serialish'
tone. The is director
has by
learned
to do
one-reeler is the little sister of the big
six-reel production. We arc better
the serial
and picture.
not to do the 'serial'
stuflf
in a big
equipped to turn out super-productions,
not in spite of, but because of our ac"After the special-attraction stage,
tivities in the other fields. When we
the director and camerman, if their
turn out a serial our sets depict every
work has shown them capable of the
corner of the globe. The action, which
Universal top-mark, are put on a Jewel
of course must be live)}', calls for
production — the finest product of our
energetic work on the part of the diorganization. So too with our players.
rector and the cameraman.
They must pass through all the stages
of our work, and then only a few of
"When we turn out a western, the
director has the problem of putting his
the best are chosen for Jewel casts.
Bear in mind, when considering this,
plot over quickly and condensing it in
two reels. Pathos, gaiety, surprise
that Universal short-reel subjects are
constantly on the programs of New
must all be registered artistically — but
it must be done quickly. When wc
York's Broadway playhouses.
turn out a comedy, and the comedies
"A Jewel production is the essence
of today have discarded the slap-stick
of everything
that ispicture
"best" isat the
Univeridea, our director depends on subtle
sal City. A Jewel
sum
situations to put over the laugh.
total of all the technical ability, directorial excellence, artistic superiority
"Because of our enormous output,
we must have great production facili- Tod Browning (left), and H. H. V-.n and perfection in photography of the
director and author of " The Universal organization, coupled with
ties. Our property rooms could hold Loan.
Beautiful Eeo'r^ar," retitled " The Virgin its best screen talent.
the whole works of many big film com- of
Stambou'., 'Ti^e
looking
over marks
the str'ps
feature
the re-of
panies and still have room for more. the picture.
"A Jewel picture may take five
turn cf Priscilla Dean to the Universal
screen
after
an
absence
of
some
months
months to make, but never less than
Our various companies have stars of
three. The most expensive settings,
every variety, extras of all conceivable
"Our directors and cameramen go the finest casts, the best directors, and
through
a
new
school
when
they join
types, players for every special situation.
our organization. Thev have to work only stars who have earned that title,
figure in their production "

Picture

Shown

IX addition to breaking all records
for first-run successes, "The Tong
Alan," the Chinese melodrama, starring Sessue Hayakawa, and released
as a Robertson-Colc Superior picture,
added another chapter in motion-picture history, according to Robertsonld's
Judge
Cole,
o wasFitzgera
into
transferred court
Francisc
in San when
a dark room, and the five reels of the
Hayakawa production were shown to
the judge, jury and spectators who
crowded the legal chamber.
John L. McNab, acting in behalf of
the Chinese Six Companies — the
strongest oriental association in the
United States today — tried to have
"The Tong Man" held up, claiming
that it misrepresented the life, actions
and customs of the Chinese. He applied a temporary injunction, and
Judge Fitzgerald said that he would
look at the film and make known his
decision. .
Overnight, the courtroom took en
the appearance of a temple of the
silent drama. Robertson-Cole, Distributing Corporation's officials saw
to it that a projection machine was installed, a curtain placed in position
and dark shades placed against the
windows.
At 10 o'clock in the morning the
courtroom was crowded, when Judge
Fitzgerald ascended the bench. The
court was called to order, and then
the Judge left the bench to accept a
first-row seat to look over the film
that has caused a sensation in first
run houses throughout the country.
The five reels of the Chinese underworld in San Francisco were
screened, and after the showing Judge

at

Court

Judge Refuses Temporary Injunction Against
" The

Tong

Man

"

Fitzgerald ascended the bench and issued the following decree, according
to the Robertson-Cole report :
"This is a picture that shows action
of real life. There is nothing misleading about it. It is entertaining,
gripping and instructive.
I see no

Trial

reason why the Chinese Companies
disagree as to the theme of the film.
Therefore, I will not allow the temFirst-run houses on the Coast were
porary injunction."
waiting
ion, and for
whenJudge
it wasFitzgerald's
learned thatopinhe
had placed his stamp of approval on
■'The Tong Man" there was a heavy
demand for prints. It is declared by
Robertson-Cole officials that " The
Tong tional
Man"
is without doubt sensaand entertaining.

From what we can see looks as if Taylor Holmes has a very congenial role in his
forthcoming feature for the Metro program, " The Very Idea "
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Pioneer's Pictures of Championship Event
Pulling Well at George M. Cohan Theatre
OPHXIXG indications at the George batteries of Sun-Light Arc Lamps
M. Cohan Theatre, in New York, flooded the padded arena and bathed
puint to a profitable engagement for the gladiators in an aurora of brilliancy. Seventeen cameras and a phothe Pioneer pictures of the world's
championship wrestling match between
tographic staff of over fifty were
Earl Caddock and Joe Stctcher. Fol- perched on the roof girders, balconies,
lowing its Broadway opening the pic- platforms and ringside to catch the battle from every angle.
tures also began a tour of K. and E.
time, beginning at the Nixon Theatre,
"Twelve hours after Stetcher had
Atlantic City.
won the World's Championship, the
The Pioneer oflices declare that of- first print of the contest was shown
fers are being received from all parts at the Pioneer Offices.
of the world for the wrestling subject.
"Jack Curley, the promoter of the
A bid was made at the Garden on the match voiced the opinion that the pictures were the finest that he had ever
night of the match for Japan, where
wrestling is a national institution.
any sporting
event."
Concerning the filming of the event seen
Theof New
York Exchange
of the
Pioneer announces :
Pioneer has been booking up the pictures, and in order to take care of the
"Elaborate preparations had been
made at the Madison Square Garden demand several extra prints have been
for the filming of the bout. Several ordered.

Flyers
Help
in
Exploitation
Curtiss Co. Joins with Universal to

Who said acting was all work and no play.
This is a scene from a forthcoming Sunshine
comedy release produced by William Fox

Boost " The Great
Robbery " Over
T TNIVERSAL is reported to have Air
Curtiss Company believes the produc^ planned the biggest exploitation
tion is good propaganda for the boosting of aviation in this country.
dri\ e ever attempted on any of its proIt is planned to have airplane flights
ductions for "The Great Air Robbery,"
a Jewel picture. This is a romance of simultaneous with the opening of the
the aerial mail and is said to be a reve- picture in a city where there are flylation as to the extremes a daring pilot
ing activities. When the aviation exhibition opened in Chicago, Miss Laura
may go to even in the present day.
It is called a filmed prediction of the Bromwell, the first woman pilot to win
coming of the aerial highwayman and her license since the war, flew -over
the trans-continental aerial mail. and bombed the windy city with leafThroughout the film a well-knit love
lets announcing the coming of the picture to that city.
story wends its wa>-, according lo Universal.
.\nothcr exploitation scheme which
Universal states that it has had no is already- being used successfully is
difficulty in tying up with several con- the airplane model contest which is
cerns in exploiting the production. being carried on in several cities. The
The biggest possibilities are of course Minneapolis papers are devoting
with the airplane.
columns to this daily. The theatres
One of the most important tie-ups offer several prizes to boys for the
was with the Curtiss Aeroplane Com- best model airplane submitted. The
panj'. This company has agreed to models are to be on display in the
loan to Universal, through their agents, \arious lobbies. A great deal of interest is created in the picture, and at
airplanes, motors and models. Their
agents have been instructed to help in the same time the theatre gets splendid
the exploitation of the picture, as the material for lobb\- decoration.

Plan
Celebrated

Players Announces Releases

Cetebrated Players Fi'.m Corporation
of Chic'so anr.otnKcs llic release of a
short-subject series, purchased from
the Educational Film Corporation. On
February 9th a reel combining views
I if historic Monierty in California and
a short cryptic picture talk on "The
Chemistry of Combustion" will be
published; on February 9th, "Sheep
of Chelan'' will be released; and on
February 16th, views of a "Modern
Mexican Hacienda."

2"

.01

S.R

iDempsey

Pathe

Will Add

paign to Star's
SERIAL with all the dramatic
interest, tasteful setting and production detail of a five-reel feature is
promised to exhibitors by Pathe Exchange, Inc., i:i the forthcoming Pathe
serial, '"Daredevil Jack," in which Jack
Dempsey, the world's champion heav\wc-ght pugilist, is Starred and which
will be released on February 15th.
Speaking of the exploitation possibilities to be tapped in behalf of th.'
chapter-picture, Pathe says :
"Figured from the star angle, "Dare
devil Jack' is a unique production. Jack
Demp'^ey is undoul)tcdly one of the
best known men in the world. His
name, his fame and his face have had
millions of dollars worth of publicity,
all of which can be turned to direct

A

Serial

Extensive

Drive

Press Cam-

Pugilistic Prestige
account in the showing of his first motion picture, and it is extremely unlikel>' that there is a newspaper reader
in the United States who is not familiar
with the w^orld's champion.
"Following out its policy of helping
create an advance patronage for all
theatres showing its serials, Pathe has
launched a tremendous national advertising campaign. In addition to
this, one-thousand leading newspapers
all over the country will carry a series
of feature
stories
on Dempsey's
life
and
activities.
These
feature stories
will be handled by the International
News Service, the Newspaper Enterprise Association, the American Press
Association and the King Features

Syndicate."

Picture

New.

Scenes in the News Reels
Universal Current Events No. •
shows the first pictures of the landinf
of an airplane piloted by Lieut. Pickuj
in the streets of Oakland, Cal.
Another type of aerial acrobatics ii
shown in this real when the cameraman catches some exceptional \\tvii
of ski jumpers at Newport, N. H. The
policing of Constantinople by Frenct
troops is another unique scene. A
party of Gobs in Cuba ; scenes in
Alligator land where giant reptiles are
raised for suit cases and handbags;
American troops on border duty at
El Paso ; views of the Pomeranian
Show at New York, and close-ups of
many people in the public eye are the
remaining subjects of the current issue of Universal Current Events.
Hearst News No. 4 takes us to the
lagoons of Venice, where our sailor
boys from the U. S. S. Pittsburgh are
enjoying shore leave. Several new
creations in fashions for the spring
are of interest to milady.
Pictures of the new Turkish ruler,
son of Abdul Hamid, attending his
private mosque to offer prayers to the
prophet are shown on this reel. Naval
airmen testing their wings at Pensacola, the evolution of a cafe from a
wet goods to a dry goods emporium;
the welcome home of the last of the
.\. E. F. men to return to this country,
^pring st\les and several other items
complete the issue.
" His Temporary Wife "
Is Set for Mid-February
The \V. \V. Hodkinson Corporation
announces Joseph Levering's presentation of his initial big feature, "His
Temporary Wife," by Robert Ames
Bennet, scheduled for release in midFebruary by W. W. Hodkinson Corporation. Prints of this picture were
shipped to all Hodkinson branches this
week. Produced under the direction
of Mr. Levering, "His Temporary
Wife," boasts the following cast:
Rubye De Remer, Edmund Breese,
Mary Bolandj Eugene Strong, W. T.
Carleton and several others.
Finkelstein

and

Rubin

Book
" Desert
Gold"
The
Finkelstein
and Ruben
chain of
theatres in }ilinneapolis, St. Paul and
Duluth, one of the most important exhibitor units of the entire picture industry-, has booked for immediate play
dates for first runs and subsequent
runs Benjamin B. Hampton's Zane
Gold'' in
Minneapolis,
St. Paul"Desert
and Duluth.
Grey production,
Christie Players Share in
Pershing Welcome
Honors fell to the Christie Comedy
Studio on the occasion of General
Pershing's recent visit to Los Angeles.
One of the Christie beauties, charming
Charlotte Merriam, was chosen by the
American Legion to lead the grand
march with General Pershing at the
Legionmousball
in honor
of the
fasoldier.given
Another
Christie
player,
Sergeant George Burton, who was decorated personally by General Pershing
for gallantry in action, it is stated, was
among the ex-service men who acted as
the honorarv- escort during the American Legion ceremonies at Exposition
Park.

February

14,

1 i) 3 o

Miss Glaum Appears in
Person with Picture
Louise Cilaiim, star 01 J. I'arku
Read, Jr.'s "The Lone Wolf's Daughter," by Louis Joseph Vance, is
credited with having played no smal!
part both on the screen and in person
hi the success scored by the W. W.
^dkinson release at T. L. Tally's
Broadwav Theatre, Los Angeles, recently.
When Miss Glaum made a personal
sippearance at the Broad\\a.\, ,she is
slid to have received considerable applause, but the expression of approval
diat greeted her appearance on the
stage was only slightly more vigorous
than the hand-clapping which followed
the conclusion of "The Lone Wolf's
Daughter,"
according and
10 reports.
Miss
Glaum reappeared
in a brief
Speech thanked the audience in behalf
of the producer and her associates in
the picture.
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Loew

Inspects

Metro

Studios

Metro pictures. Boili ol them will be
arriva
, on a bis
LOEWmade
MARCUS
ugh-l Plans Further Expansion large and costly houses, it is stated by
on the Coast
thoro
and Two New Houses
going inspection oi the new
Metro Pictures Corporation.
million-dollar Metro studios. It was
After a scries of conferences to be
in Los Angeles
held here between Mr. Loew, Mr.
Mr. Locw's first view of the big plant,
and the sur\ey required the better part
Rov\Iand and other Metro executives,
of two days. During this time, ever_\ comment after he had gone over the further annoiuicements of the Loewshop, stage and setting is said to have studios, figuratively, with a fine-tooth Mctro expansion policy will be made.
come inider the dose scrutiny of the comb. "It doesn't even suggest a
Messrs. Loew, Rowland and Engel
pleasure jjark; it looks like real busi- arrived in Los Angeles from New
head of Locw's Inc., which recently ness.
became co-partner with Metro in ;in
^'ork Friday morning. En route they
ini])ortaut business merger for iluir
■'M\ tour of ins])ection lias been a made
a brief stop-off at Chicago to see
mutual expansion.
delightful surprise. It has convinced
a
print
of "The Right of Way," starme
that
Metro
will
l)e
able
to
do
what
On his tour of ins))ection of the
ring Bert Lytell, shown in the projecstudios Mr. Loew was accompanied by it plans to do, that is, make better protion roii'u of Metro's Chicago exRichard A. Rowland, president of
ductions. In fact, with this e(|uipmcnt cbantir.
When the Santa Fe limited
Metro Pictures Corporation ; Joseph and the spirit of industry and zeal that luilli d into the City of the Angels, they
W. Engel. Metro treasurer; Irving pervades the entire plant, Metro will were nut at the station by William E.
Ackerman and Samuel Harris, of not only turn out better pictures, but a .'Xtkinson, Metro general manager and
Ackerman and Harris, who are general
Butler, general superintendlotInmore
of them."with the presence of Clifford
connection
ent of the studios. The party at once
managers
Loew's
in- Messrs.
terests intheforWest,
and C.vaudeville
E. ShurtlefT,
Ackerman and Harris among
president of C. E. Shurtleff, Inc.. holder the inspection party at the studios, it motored out to the studios. They
Broadway Houses Book of the rights to several Jack London was
made known that Ackerman and found the plant to be a veritable
Selznick Picture
stories which Metro will make and dis- Harris are to start work immediately hive of activity, with several productribute, with Mitchell Lewis as the star. upon the construction of two new thetions under way. The stars engaged
According to a report from the Selzatres in Los Angeles. One of these were Bert Lytell, Viola Dana, Ma>
"This looks like the immense indusnick Enterprises, " The Land of Opwill be for wTudeville and one for .Mlison, Alice Lake and Kmma Dunn.
trial plant that it is," was ATr. Loew's
portunity," the Americanization picture
production, has been booked by ever>
motion-picture theatre on Brodway.
"The Land of Opportunity" star>
Ideas
Its
Ralph Ince, who also directed the pic- Trade
Circulates
Press
ture. Itwas made by Lewis J. Selznick,
who is chairman of the distributing
come to m\- attention the original
itationthanmethcommittee, appointed by Secretary of SUCCES
explogious
L conta
are more
the
odsSFU
idea
of inviting guesses as to the soluthe Interior Lane to distribute suitable
s "
ated "Rapi
Stunt
eminon
dly
Dissitati
tion of the mystery has been adopted
" flu," according to Morris Kohn, Explo
Americanization pictures throughout
in
some
form.
president of Realart Pictures Corporation, who cites the present profitable
" Now, how could this have been
the country. " The Land of Opby Press
possible except for the trade journals
portunitv," -wliicli was announced for vogue of "fashion revues," following
February 8 release, is declared to be
of the fourth reel and offering a prize
policy
of cooperation with the exhibion at B. S. Moss' Broad
of $50. for a correct solution. No one
tor? The plan of exploitation in New
"the most forceful blow at parlor the oneway put
e.
Bolshev ism ever made into a screen lustration.Theatr New York, as an il- claimed the money.
York, W<ashington and two or three
Even advertisements and single
production."
" A Toledo exhibitor has ami)lil"ied other places has been outlined in the
catch lines that have demonstrated this idea by putting on what for want trade journals with the result that
their
power to appeal to the public of a better name he calls a prologue. mystery contests have become almost
Government Officials
will be picked up quickly by exhibi- Tom Moore did this when he showed as much a part of ' The Mystery of
View Picture
tors, Mr. Kohn says. The credit for the picture in Washington, but the the Yellow Room ' as the action of the
this
he
gives to trade journals.
Toledo exhibitor introduces the ' Pro- drama itself. This has been accomGovernment Officials, including Secplished in a few weeks, whereas, withlogue ' or interlude just before the
" When I first engaged in the moretarj- of the Interior Franklin K.
out the trade press, it probably could
fifth reel, instead of at the beginning
Lane, composed an audience which on
tion picture business," he explains, of the play. In some instances the not have been brought about within
exhibitors were dependent almost
Wednesday, Januarv^ 28, viewed in "entirely
upon their own resources ; picture is stopped and slides are run
wholeexecutive.
life of the picture.'' says the
Realart
Washington " The Land of Opportun- now, nothing is news for more than but in almost ever\- case that ha^; the
ity," the first Americanization picture a week. An exhibitor develops an
to be completed following the an- idea Sunday, utilizes it Monday, and
nouncement that the entire picture
industry had been mobilized to combat by Tuesday an enterprising tradepaper correspondent has written a
r.nrest and radicalism.
•" The Land of Opportunity " was story giving the information to evcr.\shown to the government ofificials in other exhibitor in the country."
An inspection of the scrap books
the Little Theatre of the Interior Department. Secretary Lane is reported kept in the offices of any producing
to kave complimented Mr. Selznick organization will demonstrate his
point, Mr. Kohn declares. The best
upon being the first producer to com- and
most successful ideas constantly
plete an Americanization film prore-appear.
'' And how," the Realart
duced solely with the idea in mind to
present the appeal of loyalty without executive asks, "could exhibitors have
huch general knowledge of advertising
having dry propaganda included.
and exploitation methods which had
proven successful if the information
Warwick Vehicle Based were not passed to them quickly b.\
the trade press?
on South African Tale
" The thought comes to me in look"Thou art the Man," Robert Waring over the reports on ' The Mystery
wick's newest Paramount - Artcraf t
the Yellow Room,' although it is
vehicle, is a story built around the of
only one instance in hundreds. When
illicit trade in diamonds with the
we
showed this Emile Chautard piclocale situated in South Africa. The
ture in New York, we invited city destory is from the book by F. E. Mills
tectives to view the production and
Young, " Myles Calthorope, I. D. B."
Margaret TurnbuU did the continuity, undertake to solve it without seeing
and Thomas Heffron was specially en- the last reel. They didn't succeed.
gaged to direct. Lois Wilson is lead" Then an exhibitor in Pennsylvania
ing woman. Victor Ackland did the held a special showing for the police
Realart's second Allan Dwan picture, " The Luck of the Irish," went over with a bang
at Grauman's " Million Dollar pre-release
Theatre," showing
Los Angeles. The engagement was a
camera work.
force, stopping the picture at the end
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Star
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for
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Picture
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Picture

News

Pitts

Said to Give

Opportunity for Acting
lender of the town, for aid. Bogram
<<p\COURAGED
by the
suc•I—' cess won during
the wide
past year
instantly makes a plan to gain possession of the Lawrence cottage. He
by ZaSu Pitts in the pictures in which
she has been featured, Brentwood, in says he will advance the money to
her newest picture to be released place the mother in a sanitarium, and
invites Betty to come and live with
through Robertson-Cole has given this him.
clever actress the broadest opportunity
After her mother goes away, she
for exercise of her peculiar artistic
abilities," announces a report from the finds herself in a distressing plight.
office of Robcrtson-Cole. "Seeing It Bogram mistreats her. She finds most
Through'' is
theClaude
name
the new wrote
pro- of the members of his household are
duction.
H. ofMitchell
dominated by his selfish revengeful
and directed the picture.
spirit. Her only friend is Boultern, a
"Seeing It Through" places her in strange Dickens-like character, whom
the character of Betty Lawrence, a she befriends, and who later prevents
girl who lives with her mother in an
humble cottage on the edge of the Bogram from swindling her. HowCarrington estate, which is near a little Betty meets a "Prince Charming" and
her way through her trouvillage
Arden inillCalifornia.
Betty'sto finallybles, issees
strikingly told in the latter part
mother ofbecomes
and she goes
Ichabod Bogram, a skin flint old money of the picture.
Making sure of the lightings for Elaine
a scene Hammerstein
in Setznick's " The Woman Game," starring

Critics Praise Truex
Com
edy
Reviewers of New York Dailies
Write
Favorably of " The
C" RNEST TRUEX is a success in
his new series of two-reel comedies, made under the management of
Amedee J. Van Beuren, according to
the New York dramatic critics who reviewed "The Night of the Dub," his initial fun-film which was featured on
the programs of the Mark Strand theatres, both in New York and Brooklyn,
the week of January 25.
The New Ybrk Evening Mail states:
"A remarkably clever little comedy is
'The Night of the Dub,' starring Ernest Truex. Every minute is a delight in the unwinding of this tworeel feature — thanks to the art and
personality
star." comments as
The New of
YorktheTimes

"
thethe Dub
of of
Night
in 'The Night
Dub,' by Albert
Payson Terhune. Truex is one of the
cleverest pantomimists of screen comedy, and the wit of his gestures and
expressions makes his present play
constantly amusing and often outright
The New York Morning Telegraph
merry." the following opinion: "Erexpresses
nest Truex. whose amiable personality
always makes itself felt, whether on
the stage or on the screen, appears at
the Strand in an amusing sketch enNight comedians
of the Dub.'
is one titled
of'Thethose
who Truex
never

"TheInferiorSex"NowReady
L. B. Maver Wires That First National
Will

Release

Mildred

LOUIS B. MAYER has definitely
announced by wire from the Coast
that his first Mildred Harris Chaplin
production to be released through First
National Exhibitors Circuit, will be
" The Inferior Sex." The shooting of
the production was completed some
time ago, but Mr. Mayer, it is said,
was determined that every possible atsembling.tention be given to the cutting and as-

H. Chaplin Film
ture, a report from the Chaplin-Mayer
Pictures Co., Inc., states:
" Few productions of recent years
have aroused greater interest among
exhibitors than this First National release of Mrs. Chaplin, because of the
gigantic publicity and exploitation compaign which Mr. Mayer started several
months ago. The outstanding feature
of this campaign is a country-wide
contest around the question, ' Which
is "the
Inferior
It has
been Sex?'
arranged to tie up this
contest with the showing of the picture in all the leading theatres of the
country, thereby giving it a local atmosphere in each community and affording the exhibitor the full benefit

To support the star Mr. Mayer secured a cast of players which includes
Milton Sills, Mary Aldcn, John Steppling, Bertram Grasby, and James 0.
o\'erworks his effects."
"Ernest Truex lends his diminutive Barrows. The picture was directed by
physique and large sense of humor to Joseph \V. Henabery. The continuity
'The Night of the Dub.' The Truex was prepared by Keene Thompson.
follows : "Ernest Truex is back on a picture is excellent comedy," says the
Regarding exploitation for this picBroadwav screen. He is at the Strand New York Evening Sun.
of the campaign."
Universal
Aids

Ready

for

" Judy of Rogues'
for Issue During

Minter

Film

Harbor " Scheduled
the Current Month
ctTUDY OF ROGUES HARBOR," the Governor of the state and the
J the second Realart production raiding of the "Citizens' " meeting
featuring Mary Miles Minter, will be place furnish two of the most tensely
released in February, according to an dramatic moments of the play.
A twelve-page press book, with a
announcement made this week. All of
the advertising accessories have been cover printed in two colors, has been
provided. Heart interest is suggested
completed and prints of the picture
as the big seat-selling factor of the
zire being shipped to branch offices.
production, but considerable emphasis
The story is based on the book Ijy is laid on the desirability of featuring
Grace Miller White, and the picture "the Lady of the Roses," who eventuwas made under the direction of Wilally proves to be Judy's mother, and
liam Desmond Taylor, who also di- of making tie-ups with florists for cooperative advertising.
rected "Anne of Green Gables." "CitiTeaser
advertising, to be done
zens of the World," the anti-Americans call themselves, and much of the through the classified columns of
action of the story is said to revolve newspapers, is advised. The theme
around their activities. An attack on of the advertising, as outlined in the
press book, is an appeal for a young
man who is proof against love. This,
of course, leads gradually through a
'^ix-tlay campaign, to an announcement
of the showing in a local theatre of
S.R.012
"Judy of Rogues' Harbor."

Releases

Has

Open

A

on March

New

Series

22 and Con-

• tinue to June 28 ; Named " S. R. O. 12 "
has just announced Carey picture with Lynn Reynolds diU NIVERSAL
a new series of pictures to be rection. from the magazine story by
Room Only).
known
as the "S. R. Q. 12," (Standing John Frederick ;
May I7th, Josephine Hill and VirThe first release on the new proginia Faire, beauty contest winner, in
gram is billed for March 22nd and is
" Overland Red," featuring Harry "Tempted Wives.''
Alay 24th, Tsuru Aoki, under direcCareyder indirection
a story
H. H.
Knibbs, unof by
Lvnn
Revnolds.
tion of William C. Dowlan in "Locked
The other eleven productions on the Lips." a screen version of the story
list are as follows : March 29th "Burnt "Blossom," written by Clifford HowWings," with Frank Mayo and Jose- ard. Stanhope Wheatdroft, Magda
phine Hill, from Bayard Veiller's Lane and Jack Abbey are in the cast;
storj-,of Christv
"The Primrose
^lay Roberts,
31st, a Jewel
tion
Cabannc ;Path,"— direc- Edith
title ofrelease
which featuring
has not
April 5th,
to Divorce,"
yet been announced;
directed
by "The
PhilipRoad
Rosen,
starring as June
14, a Herrj' Carey picture enMary
MacLaren
in
the
story
by
J.
G.
Alexander ;
titled. "Black Sheep;"
June 21st, the first of the Lyons and
.'\pril 19th. Edith Roberts in "The Moran five reel productions, "EveryDaring
But the
Truth,"Franklin
from the
Frankiin Duchess,"
; directed by Harry thing
zine story
by Edgar
; magaApril 26, Frank Mayo in "The Girl June 28th. an adaption of tlie "Sayin No. 29" from the story "The Girl onara" by Gwendolyn Logan, entitled
in the Mirror," by Elizabeth Jordan. "A Tokio Siren,'' starring Tsuru Aoki
Mav 3rd. "Bullet Proof," a Harry and directed by Rollin Sturgeon.
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Release Dates of Major
Allen Animal Series
Universal announces that three more
Major Allen animal pictures will he
released shortlj-. The first of these,
"The Story of the Jaguar," is on the
list for March 1. "The Story of the
Wolf" will be released on April 5,
while the date for "Tiger Land" is
set for May 3. There have been but
three of these animal pictures released
10 date, namely, "'Trailing the Lcopird," "Bear Trapping" and "Lion
Trapping."
Two of the three to be released,
"The Story of the Jaguar" and "Tiger
Land," have had pre-release showings
It the Capitol, and the third has also
William Fo.x is reviving three of the bijjKest pictures in the history of the industry. Left — Theda Bara in "Salome." Center— A scene from " Cleopatra."
Right — William Farnum in " Les Misearablc "
■I'en booked.
Universal reports that it is receiving
an unusual number of advance reservations for dates on these pictures.
Fox
Release
List
for February
In his pictures Major Allen demon- Wm.
strates before the camera how the
llicir debut inuler the Fox banner in
jungle beasts may be captured by hu- PROMINENT in the list of releases
scheduled by Fox Film Corpora- Clemenceau's
Story Is h'cbruary is Buck Jones said to be a
mane methods without rifle or amProminent Feature
munition.
tion for February is found Clementrick-riding cowboy. "The Last Straw"
is the name of the picture in which
ceau's story "The Strongest". Under
of Schedule
Buck Jones will be seen. Supporting
the direction of R. A. Walsh. "The
the
star, under the direction of Deni" Confession " Scores at Strongest" in film form is asserted by
Fox officials "to have been developed tors and exchange men and if the opin- son Clift, are Vivian Rich, Jane TalFrisco Rialto
ion of the trade representatives who lent,' Colin Kenny, Charles LeMoyne,
a "special" in every sense of the
Reports received by Joe Brandt into
word. The cast includes Carlo Liten, have viewed the film be considered a Bob Chandler, William Gillis, H. W.
Padgett, Hank Bell, Zeib Morris and
from San Francisco declare that "The George Harrison Hunter, Jack Horne, criterion, "Her Elephant Man" is a Lon
Poff.
Confession" is establishing new fig- Jean Gauthier de Trigny, Mme. Gau- complete success.
ures at the Rialto in that city. George thier dc Trigny, Florence Malone,
The last of the multiple reel producWilliam Russell's contribution to the
H. Davis, supervisor of exploitation Renee Adoree and James Marcus.
tions scheduled for February is MadFox
February
releases
is
"Shod
With
and distribution on the feature sends
Traverse in "The Hell Ship", a
"The Adventurer'' is the name of the Fire', an adaptation of Harold Titus' laine
the following report to the National William Farnum film scheduled for story directed by Emmett Flynn. In tale of the sea. Denison Clift is the
New York office :
cast are Helen Ferguson, Betty ;uUhor of the story, and Scott Dunlap
February release. It is of the roman- the
tic-drama type and was directed by J. Schade, Robert Cain, George Stewart, is director. The cast of "The Hell
"After running for one week at the
Rialto to a net profit amounting to Gordon Edwards from the story by E. Nelson McDowell and Jack Cormelly Ship" includes Albert Rosdoe, Betty
and many exteriors showing the beauty Bouton, Dick La Reno, Jack Curtis,
$10,500, owners of the theatre re- Llojd Sheldon.
booked it for two weeks more. The
of
the Arizona scenery between Fred Bond and William Ryno. Prac"The W^hitc Moll" Pearl White's first
tically every foot of the picture was
n?.- profit was realized after the de- starring vehicle for William Fox is Phoenix and Prescott, are said to enhance materially the effectiveness of filmed aboard a tramp steamer off the
duction of war tax and expen.^es in- also scheduled for February. This the story.
California coast, it is said.
cident to the showing. These figures screen adaptation of Frank L. PackThree Sunshine comedies of the twoIn
"The
Devil's
Riddle",
Gladys
j're actual box office figures."
ard's original story was directed by
Harry Millarde. The cast supporting Brockwell is said to add to her laurels reel variety arc due for release during
Miss Wliite includes Richard Travers, by tTie creation of a novel character February. These pictures made under
Republic Buys Davison- William Harvey, Walter Lewis, role. William Scott is cast as leading
the supervision of Hampton del Ruth '
Love Production
Blanche Davenport and Jack Baston. man in "The Devil's Riddle". The are:
"SherifT NeU's Comeback", "Her
other
members
of
the
company
are
Naughty Wink" and "Her Private
An announcement of importance Anthony Merlo assisted the director
Richard Cummings, Claire McDowell,
Five Mutt and Jeff anifrom the Republic Distributing Corpor- and Eddie W>nard cranked the cam- Easter Walters, Nicholas Duneaw, Husband".
mated cartoons are listed for February.
ation, of which Lewis J. Selznick is era.
"Her Elephant Man" is Miss Shirley Kate Price, Louis Fitzroy, Chance They are: "The Plumbers", "I'm
advisorj' director, contains the information that Republic has purchased one Mason's first picture for Fox. It has Ward, Vera Lewis, Louis Natho, Tom Ringing Your Party", "Fishing",
and Benny Suslow.
"Dead-Eye Jeff" and "The Sour
of the biggest pictures of the jear from been seen by a special audience of re- Bates
The third of the new stars to make
the J. G. Pictures Inc., starring Grace
viewers, circus people, newspaper ediDavison and Montague Love, who are
supported by Stuart Holmes. Its
working title is "The Convert of Revenge", but it is understood that this
Purchases
Notable
Plays
is to be changed before its release date, Goldwyn
Violin''.
which will be announced soon.
Brady
were associated in the stage
announcements that Clyde Fitch Drama, and
RECENT
production of " Bunty Pulls the
Goldwyn had purchased screen
Two Famed Comedy
Strings " . at the Comedy Theatre,
Marion Davies Company rights to " The Christian " and other
October 10, 1911, and for many
s
ed
in
up
follow
were
classic
stage
Hits
Are
Acquired
months
thereafter the producers and
Back from Florida
consistent manner this week with the
Cleveland
Moffat, the author, reaped
Marion Davies and her company news of three more acquisitions. George, Ferdinand Gottschalk, Conlarge profits from a run that was one
have returned from Miami and Palm
way
Tearle
and
Zelda
Sears.
of the sensations of the season. Later
Fitch's famous play " The
Beach, Florida, where they went to Clyde
The story of the drama revolves the play met with unusual fame in
Truth," heads the list, closely pressed
film exteriors for "The Restless Sex," for honors by " Bunty Pulls the about the tangled web which a young other large cities and on the road.
her next Cosmopolitan Production for String
s" and "The Tailor Made wife weaves for herself by quixotic
" A Tailor Made Man " makes the
Paramount Artcraft, after "April Fol- Man," two more recent stage vehicles. efforts to effect a reconciliation be- third
important Goldwyn purchase
ly", which is to be released ^larch 21.
" The Truth " played no small part
tween a parted couple. In this en- from Cohan & Harris in recent
deavor she sees the husband secretly,
in securing international recognition
weeks, the others being "Officer 666"
Florence Short Seen in for Clyde Fitch as a playwright. It unaware that his jealous wife has em- and
" Stop Thief." These three
was originally produced by Charles
ployed detectives to watch her hus- great comedies are numbered among
Detective Series
band. To cover up her meetings with the most popular achievements of the
Frohman, and after its success in this
Florence Short is prominent in the country later scored in London and the man, the foolish matron em- modern American stage.
ployes various " white lies " and fibs
cast of "The Smugglers," one of the subsequently w^s successfully played
series of eight William J. Flynn de- in Germany, Italy, Russia, Hungary — in which she sees no harm. Comand
Scandinavia.
plications of various sorts supply the
tective pictures being distributed by
In 1904 it was revived at the Little tense drama, finally brought to a
Republic Distributing Corporation.
Herbert Rawlinson has the leading Theatre, New York, by Winthrop happy conclusion. There is also a
male role in the pictures, which are in Ames, with an all star cast including comedy relief in the action.
The Shuberts and WilHam A.
two reels each.
such famous stage names as Grace
"S.R.012'
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IN exploiting "Who's Your Servant?" your best
angle is the title and the possibilities it possesses. The servant problem is one which is causing a whole lot of trouble. Owing to the shortage of domestics, people are taking servants into
their homes without knowing who or what they
are. In consequence crooks have been given an
opportunity to commit crimes with little chance
of detection and robbery in which a servant has
figured as the person on the " inside " has become so prevalent that a great many persons are
in constant fear of being victims from within
their own household. This is the angle for exploitation of this picture especially before your
opening. In the newspapers daily appear accounts
of robberies which have beeii committed by servants. New York papers have recently carried
the following headlines : " It was Easy for Her
" — This
Housecommitted
Rob who
to Get Job
When
Kelley,
M. and
to Eleanor
referredBroke
crimes in Minneapolis. " Ring Gone, Hold Clerk
of Hotel." This was an account of the theft of a
$10,000 jewel stolen from a Boston woman in a
New York hotel. " Maid .'\ccused of Theft."
Under this heading was told the story of a maid
who robbed her mistress of valuables.
in the of
producers'
press book
is made
up
of Athepage
headings
stories recently
running
in the
papers. Get this press book and have a cut made
of the page. Use it as a teaser display well before the advance of your showing.
After having aroused some interest in }onr cut
without disclosing why it has been run, start publishing ahistory of the robberies which have occurred in your city where servants were involved.
You should be able to put this stuff across as
news if it is well written and docs not contain
your advertisement.
If you do not approve of this angle of exploitation or if after you have worked up an interest
in your theory that servants are unreliable \ou
could get another "free ride" by taking up the
other side of the story and relate how many faithful and trustworthy servants there are in >our
city.
A good way to work this would be to write a
letter to the paper, most publications have some

Picture

article with a reference to " Who's Your Se*

are
e Sectio
Servic
SE n Specia
THE
se ofns sugpurpo
with l the
I writte
, gesting to exhibitors how to get the
t most out of pictures that they have
booked. They are prepared after studying
the pictures and the best way of exploiting them. Won't you let us know any use
that you made of suggestions printed here,
and the original ideas that you have used
in putting over this picture?

sort of a forum where the public's epistles arc
welcomed, stating that the writer takes exception
to the inference that servants are not to be trusted.
Then go on to relate how some faithful servant
has served your fictional writer for years. Give
it a human interest touch perhaps using some real
facts as a basis at least. Get some of your friends
to write some other letters and soon you will
have something started which will warrant the
editor of the publication letting you put over some
stuff on the news pages which will relate how
ser\ants in your city have been exceedingly faithful to the interests of their employers. By going
back in the history of the city you will tind instances where employees have saved lives, prevented robberies and done all sorts of heroic
deeds. As a starter you might use the recent occurence of the Brooklyn girl who lost her life defending her mistress's property, being murdered
by a negro who will shortly go on trial for the
crime. This has been a big news story and when
the trial occurs there will be plenty more headlines.
Another angle suggested by the servant idea of
the picture is in getting some figures on the class
of people who are now being employed as servants. Go to a responsible employment office and
get their figures and some of the facts of how
they conduct their business. This is good for another front page article properly handled. You
should work into your story the difference in the
servants of today and those of a few years ago,
submitting figures on nationalities with special
reference to the Chinese and Japanese. All of
this can be run blind without reference to the piclure you will present or you maj- finish your

There is also opportunity for a stra:
"teaser" campaign in both the newspapers
outside. For the newspapers we would sugge;
the running of a want ad type of readers readin
? " : " Important event directly bearing o
like
vant this
the servant problem coming soon."
Another line to follow would be: "Do yotrust your servants? If so what nationality as
they?" Following this use: "What nationalitie
make the most trustworthy servants?" The fiele
is unlimited for arousing interest in this way. Fo
an outside teaser campaign the title of the filn
itself printed in flaming red on a strip would b<
as good as anything.
An idea that could be put over to good advan
tage would be the calling of people who you figun
would employ one servant on the telephone anc
inquiring "Who's your servant?" They will o)
course tell you the name of the person. You car
then say you are looking for a Japanese named
" Ito " and hang up. Later when you spring yoor
"Who's Your Servant?" advertising they will
tumble that they have been the victim of an advertising scheme, all of which will help to put
over your picture.
When you start billing the picture with dates
and explanations go after the title in big letters
and relegate everything else to the background
except your selling talk which will carry out the
idea that an interesting phase of the servant problem is to be presented.
SYNOPSIS OF THE STORY
A naval commander and his staff are to oversee the construction of a new type of cruiser for
the L'. S. Uavy. Among the officers under
the commander's orders, is a lieutenant and a captain. Both are in love with the commander's
daughter. A Japanese servant is employed who
also secretly loves the girl. Plans of the new
cruiser are stolen and the lieutenant, who is the <
girl's favored suitor, is accused of taking them
having been seen to come from the room where
they were kept, under suspicious circumstances. He is held for court martial. The commander's daughter, however, believes him innocent
and suspects the Japanese whom she has discov-

February

Play

14, 1^20

Up

i

Title

and

ered is in the Mikado's pay, as Ijcing guilty. Pretending to have become enamored of the Japanese,
she goes to his room at night and discovers her
suspicions to be correct. She attempts to take
the plans from the man unawares but is caught
in the attempt.
In a struggle she kills the Japanese with a
" short sword " which she has picked up in the
servant's room after hearing its history of having
been the weapon with which the grandfather of the
servant had committed the suicide known as " harikari
with rite
fullis description
the restores
manner the
in
which" this
observed. as
She tothen
plans and her sweetheart is freed of the charge of
treason preferred against him. When the body of
the servant is found it is assumed that he committed suicide since the girl has arranged his bod\in the position it would be if he had practised
■'hari-kari." These latter scenes are told in a
resolve showing what she is telling to her sweetheart.
PROGRAM

MATERIAL AND
PAPER READERS

NEWS-

Owing to the great scarcity of labor in the world
following the great war. the servant question has
become one of the most important with which wc
have to reckon. Employers do not have the opportunity to investigate the character of people
whom they are hiring — their need is so immediate
that they are forced to accept anyone they can
obtain.
A few cases of criminal servants have been
traced directly to an organized band whose purpose has been to secure employment in wealthy
families, then to ingratiate themselves into the
trust of their employers and seize the first opportunity to loot the household. Afterward, their
irriproachable references were found to" be clever
forgeries.
For an heiress to marry the family cliauffeur is
so common an occurrence that it no longer causes
more than casual interest in the newspapers. For
a romantic girl, the constant association with a
man of good^ appearance often results in irreparable injury. Her father looks with suspicion upoi,
all of her friends yet allows her to be constantly
with a servant of whom he knows nothing.
One usually associates a maid with the stage
idea— someone perfectly harmless except that she

Bill

Sensational
Original
Story
Help Wanted is the great cry of the world, but
it is not so important as Safety First.
At a Glance —
Would you trust the safety of your family to
Author — Julian Johnson,
editor of the
an unknown servant?
Photoplay Magazine.
Written as a play
and adapted to the screen.
SELLING TALK FOR YOUR ADS
Cast — Well balanced and competent. Lois
Wilson is the star.
The startling story of intrigue and rascality
which followed taking an unknown servant, a
Story — Combination of domestic problem
Japanese who later turned out to be a Mikado spy
and diplomatic
intrigue involving the
into a home. The result was almost a tragedy
stealing of plans of a new U. S. cruiser
for two lovers and the revealing of a great state
by a Japanese spy.
secret to a foreign power.
Locale — San Francisco, California, with a
A picture of love, mystery, trust and crime
fine view of the West Coast shipyards.
which will startle every person who employs servants and make everyone think before they take
Advertising Angles — Principally the title
into their home an unknown person, even as a
with a link-up with the servant problem.
maid, butler or chauffeur.
Are you one of the thousands who are troubled
with the servant question?
might possibly
be inclined
to flirt
withoutone's
Because you haven't a servant in your own
band. This does
not always
work
truehus-to
does not grant you immunity from the
form in actual life. Maids have been known to home
servants of others or from those whom you have,
be among the most adept of thieves and are unevery right to believe are servants of the public.
usually clever in disarming suspicion.
Do you believe that it is right for you to take
someone into your home — your ofhce or your
Even the position of butler is not without taint
factor}- about whom you know nothing?
when it comes to crime. It was not long ago since
the country was startled by a mysterious poisoning and theft that puzzled the police. No one
suspected the butler until a chance clue pointed
in his direction. It had taken him several years
to accomplish his purpose.
It is no one's place to think that they are immune from the depredations of criminals masquerading as servants. Your turn may be next.
If you have a family — if you have valuables — it is
your place to guard them from the inside as well
Exhibition Service
as from the outside. Therefore, know your servants. Investigate them thoroughly before yon
Bureau Starts on
trust them with your home.
CATCH

as
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LINES FOR NEWSPAPER
DISPLAY

Would you trust such a per.son with your \aluables — or with the safety of your family?
The great dangers of such a system — with all
its possibilities — are most sensationally shown in
the most unusual picture drama of the year —
" Who's Your Servant?"
You place a bigger responsibility upon your
servant than a bank places upon its cashier— do
you know him as well?
What
vice ? is the impossible price to pay for ser-
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C.

B. Price

Might

L.

Hiller

New

Field

Records

Many Sales
"The Log of the U35" has been sold
by C. B. Price Co., for the Northern
Ilhnois territory to Rosenthal and Saperstein, of 220 So. State Street, Chicago. Montana has been secured by S.
S. Rankin, of Billings, and Indiana
by the Maurice Less attractions, of
Terre HatUc.
The C. B. Price organization also
announces that Max Blucksman has
purchased the rights for Argentine,
Uruguay and Paraguay on "The
Greater Woman," and "The Debt,"
starring Marjorie Rambeau, and
Nance O'Neill's feature "Hedda GabL.

Picture

to Sell

L. "L. Topical
Hiller, of L.Editor
L. Hiller," Inc.,
Longacre Building, New York, has secured the exclusive selling rights to
the new half reel feature, "The Topical
Editor," produced by the Topical
Humor Film Company and edited by
Charles Leonard Fletcher.
Mack Sennett's news comedy, " Down on the Farm," is soon to be presented. This is
Shortly after closing his arrangea scene showing Louise Fazenda called out on a " fowl "
ments with the Topical Humor Film
Company, Mr. Hiller said :
"Within a short time we shall an- Sennett
Film
Bobs
Up
Again
nounce the details under which worldwide distribution of ' The Topical EdAfter its Single Showing at Victory
itor' will be assured. I am more than
House was Returned to Sennett Plant
enthusiastic about this new short subject." ■
<<r^ OWN
the Farm," ofthe Mack
latest ers,
storycombine
presenting
all his
playcomedy on production
in the
totalfavorite
of dramatic
" Return of Tarzan "in Sennett, was recently given a public power by which the measure of sucCutting Room
showing for one evening at the Vic- cess waiting "Down on the Farm" is
Under the direction of George Mer- tory Theatre, Los Angeles; then it dis- already determined."
rick "The Return of Tarzan" is now appeared. Now comes the announcein the assembling room being fast pre- ment that following the single even- R a d i n Recovers and
ing's exhibition of the five-reeler,
pared for its premiere. According to
I he producers a trade showing in a Mack Sennett, satisfied with the recepPlans Return East
tion
that had been accorded to his
Broadway theatre will soon be anMatthias Radin, president of Tyrad
l ounced. It is declared that the latest latest creation for the screen, determined
to
return
the
picture
to
the
Senfined
to his hotel in Los Angeles by
of the "Tarzan" productions has been nett studios and await a seasonable an attack
the grippe, is out again
staged on a scale even more elabo- time for its distribution. It is known clearing upof the
unfinished work he
rate than its predecessors.
that F. M. Asher, personal representa- started previous to his becoming ill.
tive of Mr. Sennett, has left Los An- It is generally understood that Radin
geles for New York, and it is thought has secured many productions, but is
that his trip East has to do with the withholding the titles until his arrival
distribution of the "'Down on the in New York, at which time definite
Farm" picture.
announcement will be made regarding
In describing the character of the the stars, authors and producers connew production, the report from the nected with these photoplays. Beyond
Los Angeles office of the Sennett Com- the fact that the art titles in one of
cdies states that the picture is not a these features were made by Ferdinand
stellar exploitation for one figure of a Pinney Earle and that it contains an
cast, but that it is "an ensemble pro- all-star cast, no other information is
duction in which is conjoined, in a fine obtainable.
hrirmonv of humor, the grotesquerics These were the last titles made by
of Louise Fazenda ; the appealing and Earle previous to the formation of his
wistful comedy of Marie Prevost ; the own company, organized to produce
artful and unctuous satire of James spectacular subjects by the use of his
Finlayson in the travesty role of a patented process whereby massive setmelodramat'c villain: the juvenile and tings, which heretofore took weeks to
sturdy performance of little John build, can be made in a short time and
Henry, Jr., in scenes of deepest heart at practically no comparative cost, by
interest, wherein his gallant comrade the use of his paintings and the aid of
Teddy is a hero — all these, plus the the camera by a "double exposure"
Dolores Cassineri, who will be seen in a presence
of the entire menagerie of the system. A practical trial is now being
new
Schomer-Ross
production,
" The Sennett Studios, to give realism to a given these paintings.
Hidden Light"

Fox Move Gives Pioneer
Chance to Expand
Pioneer has just taken over for a
long term of years floors vacated by
William Fox in the Leavitt Building
and in a week expects to have all of
its departments moved in and in full
operation in the new quarters.
Several of the departments such as
the film, editorial, and art branches of
the main office were quartered in other
parts of the city, and while this system
was not conducive to the greatest efficiency, it was the only plan possible
under previous conditions.
The new quarters will have two projection theatres, elaborate cutting
rooms and the New York exchange
will be among the best equipped offices
in the citv.
Chester

Man

Gets Views

of Paraguay River
Walter O. Runcie, a cameraman of
the L. C. Chester forces, has reached
central Brazil and is heading for the
River of Doubt region.
Mr. Runcie made his way up the
Paraguay River after taking a series
of reels in the water labyrinths of the
Parana in southern Brazil. He has
obtained pictures of the celebrated
Guayra Falls. C. L. Chester expects
to receive these spectacular films this
week and they will be made ready for
release in the near future.
Miss

Kellermann

to Star

in Society Picture
The Sol Lesser organization announces that Bernard McConville has
written a scenario, especially constructed as a vehicle for Annette Kellermann. The new story, while profor Miss Kellermann's
usual
role as avidingswimming
artist, has a background of modern society life, which
further afTords the star an opportunity
to appear attired in some wonderful
gowns, it is said.

Helen Jerome Eddy, who is in the cast supporting George Beban in " One Man in a

^February

^elig
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Serial

Is

Negatives of the
Animal Picture on
THE Warner Brothers, who have
the distribution rights of SeHg's
ivild animal serial, "The Lost City,"
^■eceived a wire from Colonel Selig
stating that the production is now complete, and that the negative of the final
episodes are en route to New York.
It is stated that owing to the temperamental nature of the wild animals
that took part in this gigantic serial
md the difficulty of finding suitable locations to enact many of the scenes,
seventeen months time was necessary
to complete the fifteen episodes of this
serial. Unlike the ordinary production,
time cannot be figured when the director has to deal with wild animals.
For instance, oftentimes it will require
a week or more to get a scene in which
la number of wild animals take part.

All
Complete
Final Episodes of
Way to New York
Then again, there is always that clement of danger of putting on an animal scene, even if the animals only run
through a picture, because no one can
tell when a beast, in spite of its training, will balk and attack anyone in
sight.
According to a report received. E.
A. Martin, who directed "The Lost
City," had a narrow escape from serious injurj' when he wandered into an
enclosure containing some leopards
that were to appear in the action.
Martin, it is said, was not aware of the 4i
animals' proximity until one sprang at
him and forced him to beat a hasty
retreat to a cage in the middle of the
The home that National Film built " for its production of " The Kentucky Colonel "
enclosure, installed for emergencies of
this sort.

ger'^
Is Stron
Inde
Tamarpend
Lane ent
Says Independent
Is More
Mary

Anderson

Pioneer

with

Is to Star in a Comedy-Drama
Officials Say Will
M\RY AXDERSON is the latest
addition to the list of Pioneer
.stars. This young woman will appear
|in a comedy drama which has just
'been finished and which will be known
Rubbles.
he Pioneer officials confidently bee that they have a production
ch will rival "Mickey" in popularmd drawing power. Miss Anderplays the role of a girl who forsakes the garb of her sex and dons
I the attire of a boy. In order to prove
iher mettle she becomes the centre o:
a rapid series of hilarious and ludicrous situations. At last, however,
cupid steps in and puts an end to the
show.
The picture was made by the Super
Art, Inc., and was adapted from the
story of the same name by J. Basil
Kreider which attained quite a vogue
during the past season in the book
rid. The scenario was prepared by

That

Rival " Mickey "
Robert Hunter, w-hile the production
was put on under the direction of
Wayne Mack. For the excellent photographic work credit is given to S. S.
Norton, who had a close second in
Hans Teichman who was in charge
of the technical direction.
^lary Anderson is a perfect embodiment of the character of this boy-girl,
and is supported by Jack Conoh', Bert
WoodrufT, Adelaide Elliott and a
carefully selected cast of players.
Current

Hall

Room

Film
The current Hall Room Boys comedy release is "Taming the West."
The producers announce it as a subject that gave opportunity for the intermingling of both comedy and
thrills.

Likely to Give

Greater Care and Time
"This has the effect of giving more
THAT
productrons
to takeindependent
a still stronger
position arcin peisonality to pictures and leads away
the market is the belief of Tamar from the old machine-made product.
Lane, manager of productions for It seems as though the future and imCharacter Pictures. Basing this belief
provement of the photoplay rests
on the success that independent pro- largely with the independent prodiictionf. have scored during the past
ducer, as it is more possible for him
twelve months, Mr. Lane says :
to
give
the proper thought and time
, "It will be found that a large per- to a production
in an effort to do
centage of the biggest hits of the past
}ear in motion pictures were made something new.
"It will be our endeavor to make
by independent producers and according to indications a still larger per- big feature productions of individuality and character. Pictures that will
centage may be expected in the coming year. The independent producer have a mark of distinction to them.
has more at stake and consequently is We are working on several ideas in
forced to give more time and care to
a production. They realize that each production that when introduced on
and every picture must be good, or the screen should prove marked innovations. Neither time nor expense
else a big financial loss will be suffered. The result is that there is is to be spared to give to Character
more direct personal interest and at- Pictures that quality which will make
tention.
them stand out as 'different.' "

Gaumont

IResumes

Features

" Husbands and Wives " is Offered to
State Rights Exchanges Exclusively
THE Gaumont Company announces darkies who appear in the picture are
■ that it has resumed production in real "honest-to-goodness Georgia-cane
the United States. The first big feature niggers" to whom dancing and singing
of the series, "Husbands and Wives," come natural.
adapted from "Making Her His Wife,"
"The entire production is replete
the novel by Corra Harris, and star- with realism and emotional appeal that
ring Vivian Martin, has just been completed and is now offered to state will keep the audience alternating berights exchanges exclusively. It is Gaumonttween report.
laughter and tears," states the
said to be a strong domestic drama in
which Miss Martin portrays the role
It is planned to follow "Husbands
of the pampered city heiress in love and Wives" with other pictures, all to
with a poor country chap. His efforts be elaborately produced without regard
to bend her to his will, her resistance to' expense. As Gaumont is one of the
and determination to lead her own life, oldest
and most experienced companies
create tense situations — passionate in the business, state right buyers can
clashes followed by tender scenes will be assured of top-notch pictures during
touch responsive chords in the heart the coming year.
of
mont.every man and woman, says Gau-

Luncheon given in honor of Maeterli"ck
Mrs. City
Ruth Clifford at the Hotel Commodore,
Nerw bwYork

The story is set amid charming
Southern scenes. In order to obtain
real Southern atmosphere. Miss Martin
and a company of twenty spent six
weeks in and around Atlanta, Ga. The
'S.R.012'
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CEMENT
UN
ANNOHer
man F. Jans, president of
the Jans Pictures, Inc., relative
to the syndicating of the novel, " The
Abandoned Room," by C. Wadsworth
Camp, which is the original title of the
novel from which the screen version,
," has been
"Love Without Questionnal
benefit to
taken, means an exceptio
exhibitors who have booked or will
book this first presentation under the
Jans banner.
The announcement further states
that this story will appear serially in
over forty different newspapers in the
United States, touching the most important cities from the Pacific to the
Atlantic coasts. The Thompson Feature Service of New York City has
arranged for this public appearance in
syndicate
read novel.forpi of Mr. Camp's widclx
Some of the most important newspapers reported to be handling this
story serially are : The Dallas Evening
Journal, The Omaha Bee, St. Louis
Star, Atlanta Constitution, New York
Evening World, and Philadelphia
North American. Other leading
American cities that will also present
this story to their readers are Bridge-

Costly Setting in " The
cky of Colone
Kentu
That
one-third
the costl of "The
National Film Corporation of America's production of Opic Read's " The
Kentucky Colonel " was spent to construct a replica of the village of
Emeryville, Kentucky, with its mansions, business district, race-track,
stables, and authentic properties, was
the information contained in a letter
received by Joe Brandt, the National's
eastern representative, from L Bernstein, production manager on the
West coast. According to the letter,
this photoplay, which the National
states is that firm's greatest cinema
achievement, cost over $150,000, not
including overhead.
In order not to have the picture
conflict with the book, it was found
necessary to build sets in keeping with
the general atmosphere of the novel.
After a long search Mr. Bernstein hit
upon Sunland, California, as an ideal
location.

Jans Completes " Love
ut Questi
Withocompleted
Having
the on
filming" of
"Love Without Question," B. A. Rolfe
supervising director and his associates
of Jans Pictures Inc., are now busily
engaged in cutting, editing and assemblig the feature which is shortly to be
released on the state rights basis.
Mr. Rolfe reports that the picture
has been most successfully filmed and
that it will without doubt create a stir
when it is publicly presented. "Love
Without Question" is a filmization of
C. Wadsworth Camp's novel, "The
Abandoned Room."
Olive Tell, who is the star of "Love
Without Question," with members of
her supporting cast, including James
Morrison, Peggy Parr, Ivo Dawson
and Charles Mackay, witnessed a
screening of their efforts a few days
ago. Both Miss Tell and Mr. Morrison declare it to be the best picture
they have ever appeared in. .

Motion

Run
Says
Are

Film

Jans

that Forty
to Publish

Papers
" Love

Without Question "
l>ort. Conn.; Des Moines, Iowa; Washington, D. C. ; Baltimore, Md. ; and
many others, covering all sections of
ihc United States.
Commenting on the appeal that the
screen adaptation of this story will
have for the picture public, the report
from the offices of the Jans Pictures,
Inc., states :
"B. A. Rolfe, in producing this feature for the Jans Pictures together
with Mr. Jans, selected this story owing to the wide appeal that it would
undoubtedly have among film patrons.
Their experience in the business is
assurance to the exhibitor of the perfect adaptability of their selection for
the screen. The Thompson Feature
Service likewise realized the public
appeal that a story of this kind would
have among the fiction readers and
syndicated it accordingly. It is felt hy
the Jans Pictures Inc., that the selection of their initial production to be exploited serially in the daily newspapers,
jiroves their statement as to its appeal
Pioneer Invades England
After covering the United .States
and Canada with its chain of cooperative exchanges the Pioneer has
turned its attention to the foreign
fi.eld and has opened an office in London, at ChathaiTi Horse, George Street
and Hanover Square, W. E. where the
headquarters for the Foreign Sales
Department will be housed. Lee
Ephraim will represent Pioneer in
England and the continent. The nrsi
consignment of features are now on
their way to London.
Many Offer Comedy
Ideas for Hall Roomers
Jack and Harrj- Cohen state that
they are receiving numerous letters
in response to their offer of one hundred dollars for a letter which will
most humorously relate the time in
the writer's life when he was absolutely "broke." The incidents described
in the accepted letters will be used as
situations in forthcoming releases of
Hall Room Boys Comedies.
Letters which are to be accepted
must be in by February 15, and all
should be addressed to "The Letter
Editor, Hall Room Boys Photoplays,
Inc., 1600 Broadway, New York City.
Screen

Story Carried

by

Ladies' Home Journal
The harmonizing influence a
woman has on the conflict between
capital and labor is the theme of
" Mary Minds Her Business," a
Ladies' Home Journal serial story,
which will be the second feature production of 1920 to be produced by the
National Film Corp. of America.
" Mary Minds Her Business " was
written by George Weston, and it
will be concluded in the Journal in
March.

Story

Picture

A et

Beban Enthuses 0\m
New Lesser ProducticB

to the public and shows that their
In "One Man In A Million," bel'
choice was good.
filmed hasbystated
George
the no'
actor
that Beban,
in this product
"Mr. Jans feels that this announce- he for the first time has been able
ment should prove of great interest to produce a film just as he wished, wi i
the prospective exhibitors, inasmuch as out being restricted in time or tnasii
it gives the showman splendid exploi- "One Man In A Million" was writi
tation prospects and furthermore gives by Mr. Beban.
I
the motion picture a valuable amount
"I had the story of 'One Man
of advertising that cannot fail to help Million' in my thoughts for five y€dl
those who are fortunate enough to but never had the opportunity to
Mr. which
Beban. I was
"The asil
pin
book 'Love Without Question.' The terpret
ducing it,"
unitssaidwith
very fact that thousands and thousands ciated
had their own literary depa
of people all over the United States
have read the story in novel form, ment. I wanted to produce 'One M
In A Million,' but I wanted to put
and inasmuch as many more will have on
in my own way without restrictic
the opportunity to follow the story With an author's pardonable pride,
day by day means that that number of felt I had written a good story. Wh
patrons will be more than anxious to I showed the effort to Sol Lesser
LL- ii on the screen.
was highly enthusiastic and insist
that I produce it and give him t
"Due to this, the producers feel, the
exhibitor cannot afford to overlook right to distribute and exploit it."
"The result is that 'One Man In
the vast amount of advance advertising
Million' is now being produced ar
'Love Without Question' is receiving. Mr. Lesser will distribute it.
It means that they, the exhibitors, will
"In this screen play I selected n
be spared the necessary trouble of own
players, technical staff, and w:
popularizing the screen version, inas- free to inject all the artistrj' into d
much as the newspapers will have ac- effort that I wished. The result
complished that fact in advance of the that for the first time in my six yea: i
of film experience I was able to supc '
film's public appearance."
vise a play that in the work itself w;
News

of the Gale

Henry

. Comedy Forces
The Gale Henry studios in Hollywood, Cal., were sold this week, thus
compelling the fcompanies working
there to seek new quarters. Miss
Henry asserts her company plans to
erect a studio of its own and Riverside, Cal., is mentioned as a favorable
location.
Gale Henry, comedy queen and head
of her company, has finished her
year's contract with Bulls Eye, her
releasing concern, and has signed a
contract for a new series of two-reelers.
According
to Miss
Henry's
contract,
she will
produce
only new
six

Mr. aBeban
is the featured player i
really
pleasure."
"One Man In A Milhon," with Hele
Jerome Eddy playing the leading ferr
inine role. Others having importar
parts in the production are Irene Ricl
Lloyd Whitlock, Jennie Lee, Georg
Williams and George Beban Jr.

Sales Reported
Monopol

on Twc
Films

"Alma, Where
You figured
Live?" antir
"Crimson
Shoals"Do have
many recent territorial deals according
to announcement from Max Cohen
manager
of Monopol Pictures Corpora
tion.

two-reelers a year, instead of twentyfour a year as she has in the past.
The entire foreign rights to "Alma
Work on the first subject, it is stated,
will commence in a few days. Her Where Do You Live?" have been sole
and Import Film Corcast and director have not yet been to the Export
poration, at 729 Seventh Avenue;
announced.
Eastern Pennsylvania, to Consolidated
Film Exchange, Philadelphia; Western
Pa., and Western Virginia, to CoKeep Author on the Lot Partner Attractions at Pittsburg; Ohio
and Kentucky Co-Partner Attractions;
to Save Continuity
Greater New York. H. A. Samwick.
.-\ccording to Arthur B. Reeve, vicepresident of the Supreme Pictures, Inc.,
and co-author with John W. Grey of
" The Mystery Mind " serial, starring
J. Robert Pauline, the most effective
way to prevent the mufilation of a story
at the hands of meddlesome directors
and stars and to preserve intact the
original theme and the logical continuity, planned by the author in the
writing of his story, is to have the author on the " lot " in the capacity of a
consulting-director, while the picture
is being filmed with the authority to
supervise all proposed changes.
" Only the author," says Mr. Reeve,
" should be permitted to alter a story'
to meet changing conditions. He alone
sees the story as a perfect whole. He
alone can judge where and how rami
fications may extend without detriment
to the finished work."

729 Seventh Avenue, New York Cit}-;
New York State and Northern New
Jersey, to H. A. Samwick, 729 Seventh
Avenue. N. Y. City; Illinois and Indiana, to E. E. Gagnon, Chicago:
Louisiana. Mississippi, Florida, Alabama, Pcarce Films New Orleans. .
Foreign Rights to "Crimson Shoals",
to Reginalde
729 Seventh
Avenue;
IllinoisW'arde,
and Indiana,
Siles
Film Company, Chicago ; Western
Pennsylvania and Western Virginia,
Apex Pictures, Pittsburg; Eastern
Penn-;>lvania, Consolidated Film Exchange, atPhiladelphia.
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An appeal portrayal
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Personal

Joseph Granby
Smith Family, of Selznick, Nearly Corners Market
If it were possililc for one family
to
obtainthea ''corner"
on the
continu'ty
market,
R. C. Smith
family,
whicli
consists of R. Cecil Smith and Ella
Stuart Carson, would probably get it.
These two writers, members of the
Selznick staff, are always busy, and
it is a dull day when less than two
■ their scenarios are not being proJuced at the Selznick Studios.
At the present time, when the studios are humming with activity, there
are four of their scenarios being put
into production. The work on these
four pictures was done by this one
family, jointly and separately. They
are "The Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes,"
starring Elaine Hammerstein; "'A Fool
and His Money," starring Eugene
O'Brien : "Sooner or Later," with
Owen Moore ; and the Olive Thomas
picture, "Footlights and Shadows."
Special Scenic

Construc-

tion the
for " familiarity
The Cyclone
Despite
with realism"
of a high order which marks motion
picture production today, there is one
scene in particular in William Fox's
latest Tom Mix thriller, "The Cyclone,"
just released, the construction of
which is deserving of special mention.
When Director Cliff Smith made arrangements for the filming of "The
Cyclone," he consulted some of the
best contractors in the vicinity of Mixville, Cal., regarding the erection of a
building that was to house a Chinese
den. Mix had to stage the biggest
thrill of "The Cyclone in this building.
The "Big scene" comes as a climax
to the production, and depicts Tom
Mix dashing into the building on
horseback in search of his sweetheart.
The horse gallops up four flights of
stairs to the roof, and then suddenly
reeling with Mix still on his back
plunges first through the roof as this
srives wav under the weight, then
through three floors as each floor gives
way successively. Horse and rider
finally crash into the basement where
Mix rescues his sweetheart from a
smugglers' chief.

and

Otkerwis

One reads of stars so far distant
H. Jess Smith is now in Chicago
looking over the producing situation that it takes years and years for their
there. Mr. Smith is now associated light to reach the earth. Well, in
with George Perry in the management Hildur Carlberg, we see a Swedish
of stars and directors.
Biograph film star, long since retired
from the stage, whose light has not
Beulah Livingston, who has made reached the world beyond her native
an enviable place for herself in the land before the lapse of eighty years.
motion picture industry through the Her face is said to be sculptured in
excellent publicity for which she has reverent old age and dignity. It
been responsible during the past year was Victor Seastrom, the pioneer
for the two Talmadge sisters, and pre- actor-director of the Swedish Bioviously for Madame Petrova and other
graph Company, who persuaded Mrs.
celebrities, now ainiounces her affilia- Carlberg to play roles for the screen
tion with H. H. Wentworth, under the from time to time. Seamstrom considers her an invaluable member of his
name of Wentworth-Livingston, Inc.
The newly formed corporation will act staff of players.
as personal representative for motion
picture studios and artists, directors
"To step from a small role in light
and authors. Miss Livingston will opera, over a gap filled by several
also continue her present connection years of picture work, to a leading role
with the Norma and Constance Tal- in a big Broadway success, may sound
madge Film Company as director of easy, but it really isn't," says Doris
publicity. We certainly wish her much Kenyon, according to report. Miss
deserved success.
Kenyon made her first public appearance as a solist in a Brooklyn church.
Following a week's engagement Her first stage appearance was in Vicout of New York with Oliver Mortor Herbert's light opera "Princess
osco's "Civilian Clothes," the leading Pat," leaving the cast when the piece
role of which he created, Thurston left New York on tour to accept a flattering offer from World Films. Three
Hall will go under the management of
Gerald F. Bacon, producer for both years later she returned to the stage
stage and screen. Notable among Mr. and scored another success as the beautiful and guileless heroine of A. H.
Hall's screen successes are : Cecil DeMille's "We Can't Have Everything," Woods' farce comedy, "The Girl in the
the portrayal of Marc Antony in the Limousine." Miss Kenyon is also
Fox production of "Cleopatra," and as working daily at the studio in a picleading man for 'Dorothy Dalton in a turization of Augustus Thomas' stage
series of Thomas H. Ince productions. success "The Harvest Moon," and it is
Mr. Bacon will announce in detail his rumored, will begin rehearsals in a
new stage play with Lionel Barrymore
plans for Mr. Hall in the near future.
in the near future.
If it were not for the fact that E.
Freddie Schaefer, technical director
V. Darling of the United Booking Offices is a personal friend of Dr. John for the George Beban Producing Organization, had rather a difficult time
D. Stewart, who in private life is the
husband of Olga Petrova, there might with prohibition. In fact, for several
have been friction and misunderstand- days he felt very angry because of the
ing in. the Petrova household at Great long dry spell. It happened thusly :
Neck, L. I., when the following tele- Mr. Freddie had to get a supply of
gram was forwarded there last Tues- whisky, wine, and gin bottles for the
day from Pittsburg: "We want the cellar scenes in Mr. Beban's shadow
biggest thing in vaudeville against play "One Man In a Million," for distribution by Sol Lesser, now being
Harry Lauder next week in Cleveland.
filmed at the Beban Studios. When he
Can I have you ? Darling."
started on a still hunt to find the bottles, he ran against hard luck. There
Mrs. Mildred Dempster, mother of
Miss Carol Dempster, prominent player were no bottles to be had. Mr. Freddie found that busy housewives had
in D. W. Griffith productions, died on
Friday, January 30, at her home, 2042 utilized all available bottles for bottling Catsup. Pickled Lily, or Grape
North Lakeshore avenue, Los Angeles,
Calif. Miss Dempster was with her Juice. He then had to wire San Franmother when the end came.
cisco for a suppl}'. The scenes were
delayed two days. Schaefer states
Edwin Carewe, who has been in that the next saloon cellars he has to
California for four months, returned equip will be ice cream parlors.
this week with the negative of "Rio
A London Music Hall of 1850,
Grande," the picture just finished of
quaintly
in every detail,
Augustus Thomas' great story of the was builtinteresting
at the Amsterdam Opera
Mexican border. "Rio Grande" is a
super production in eight reels, with House by Famous Players-Lasky CorRosemary Theby and Allan Sears in
poration for the screen version of "Dr.
the leading roles. Five hundred Mex- Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," starring John
icans and cowboys were used in the Barrymore. Director John S. Robertson obtained the data for this set after
mob scenes and in the raid on the
Texas village and one hundred trained talking w4th a number of old actors
dancers appeared in the patio scene on and from libraries and he claims that
the hacienda which Mr. Carewe had the result is accurate in every way.
constructed especially for his picture.
Mr. Carewe was accompanied on his
"The Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes"
trip east by Louis Jerkowski, his gives Elaine Hammerstein an opporstudio manager.
tunity to play a dual role.

N e fj

ary a Fist or Gun Fi^ [/
1
for Edmund Breese
Edmund
Breese, the eminent ai t,
received quite a shock while peru m
his part in the new Joseph Leve
producti
"HisBennet,
Temporaannounc
ry Wife,'
Robert on,
Ames
ed
W. W. Hodkinson for mid-Febn
release. It was a pleasurable surpj
for, to his utter amazement, he leai
that instead of walloping the daylij
out of some husky, deep-dyed vil
as required in almost every screen ;
he
has seen
portraye
Breese
d, Edmund
to be
on the
silver sheet
in w - ^t

approximates a drawing room chai terization — dress suit and everythinj
That Breese welcomed the re f
from constant conflict and death- fying plunges to drag some here e
out of harm's way was gleaned fr»
his remarks to Producer Lever ^
shortly after work on "His Tem rary Wife" was under way. "Sha i
of "The Shooting of Dan McGr.i"
and 'Thethe Spell
the Yukon!'"
claimed
actor.of "Never
did I dre '■|i
that a delineation so easy w^ould co
my
way. For
months meI'veto been
producers
to permit
appearaf
pictures after the fashion of 'T
Lion and the Mouse' and 'Todi
plays that gave me big things to
without pulling a gun or demonstr I
ing my fistic prowess at the expei |
of some fellow player, and my pra>
has been answered at last."
LeSaint

Creates

Orienu

Atmosphere For Next
The sets and costumes in "T
Mother of His Children," the m
Gladys Brockwell picture now beii
screened for William Fox under (
rection of Edward J. LeSaint, is sa
to possess a realism that is remarkat
in the production of Oriental phot
plays. The Arabian salon of the Pri
cess Yve, for example, is furnish(
with infinite care, the fittings beii
such as an opulent and highly cull
vated woman of the Levant wou
surround herself with.
Furniture, drapings and carpets haA
been selected not only to fit the Orient
story, but wuth a keen eye to phot(
graphic
effects. fountain babbles an
A beautiful
splashes all through the salon scene
the light shimmering through the wat(
and the ferns making a remarkabi
artistic bit. It is in front of this four
tain that Miss Broclovell makes hf
genuflections before the gods.
The gowns of Miss Brockwell are
quisite studies of Arabian desigi
faithful to the Orient in everv- detail.
V room Once a Produce,
Frederic Vroom, who plays the par
of "General Buck Hineman" in th
National Film Corporation of Americ
production
of Opie
Th
Kentucky Colonel,"
is aRead's
former " pro
ducer. Vroom came to Los Angele
from New York in 1912 with the ok
Thanhouser Company, and a yea
later reorganized that firm witl
Lucius Henderson into what was thei
known as the New Majestic Company
Mr. Vroom managed the Majestii
company 18 months, leaving to joii
Thomas H. Ince as an actor. Befon
entering pictures Mr. \>oom was ;
noted Shakespearen actor, havim
trod the boards with such actors a;
Lawrence Barrett and Edwin Booth
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""Black Jack
was taken to seeahow Studi
a ship sinks for
ENERAL JOHN J. PERSHING, Visits
J who has been a favorite subject moving pictures. This was the scene
the moving picture photographers from " The Tower of Ivory." It had
r since he went to France as com- been "shot' some time before, but
'ider-in-chief of the American Ex- was reacted to give Pershing an opportunity of studying the mechanical
litionao' Forces, was given a closeview of the making of moving pic- end of picture making. First the bare
es during his visit to Los Angeles set was shown, the wooden ship tilted
uary 26 as the guest of Abraham at an angle from the ground, the
iir, vice-president of Goldwyn Pic- machines for making artificial winds,
rain and lightning and the water
es Corporation.
Ihc Goldwjn Studios have never tanks raised above the ship to let
I a more enthusiastic visitor than loose the flood of waves that was
neral Pershing, who was interested Koing to send the vessel to the bottom.
Following an inspection of the set,
everything. It was his first visit
.1 moving picture plant, and when the general stood behind the cameraman. The water was released and
finished his inspection he ex~sed regret that he could not wait he saw the waves dash against the
see more. Captain Gilbert White side of the ship, sweep across the deck
1 Captain E. J. Garnscy, former and wash several luckless passengers
vice men who were with General overboard. Later the visitors inshing in France, met him at the
spected Nome street for Alaskan
ion in Los .-Xngeles with the city's scenes and were show'n an exact reprooption committee.
duction of Lexington, Ky., in 1850, aVs representatives of the Goldwyn it was built at a cost of $20,000 foi
idios they were introduced to the
the film production of John Fox's
K-ral and accompanied him as mem- "Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come."
< of his official party. In the afterAfter his inspection of the lot. Genin General Pershing was speaker
eral Pershing and his party were esa big mass meeting of former sercorted to Mr. Lehr's private projection
ice men at Exposition Park. While room, where the ship sinking scene, as
naking his address^ the Goldwyn air- taken some weeks ago, was screened.
hip, flying national colors and piloted
n Lieutenant G. B. Manlj-, overseas
and a member of the Goldwyn
•T, flew over the speakers and
'pped silk parachutes from which
..:ng a bouquet of flowers and a solid "Emerson Hough Lauds
A dors
jold key bearing this inscription :
■General John J. Pershing, Welcome
Emerson Hough, the famous novel.0 the Goldwyn Studio, January 26,
ist, recently made a thorough study
'020." One of the general's aids of motion picture players while on
ght the parachute and presented the "location" during the filming of his
to him.
W'idely read story, "The Sagebrusher,"
i ollowing the ceremony at the park, produced
by Benjamin B. Hampton for
aptains White and Garnsey, in one W. W. Hodkinson distribution, and,
by the way, the first of his stories
n'
Goldw'yn
he the
general
and hisautomobiles,
staflF to the escorted
studios.
ever
adapted for the screen. And it's
\merican flags and bunting covering divulging
no secret to say that Mr.
' r entrance to the studios met Per- Hough thoroughly enjoyed the expering's eye. He was taken into the ence.
1 iministration building to Mr. Lehr's
had Roy Stewart, Marguerite Dc
private office, where Mary Roberts La"I Motte,
Noah Beery, Betty Brice,
Rinehart and Mabel. Normand assisted several other of the very notables, as
|on the reception committee. When it were, and any number of lesser
'the visitors started on their inspection folk right where I could study them
trip under the direction of Mr. Lehr,
our work on 'The Sagebrushthe General found the Goldwyn for- during
er,' " the author observed. "We were
'mer service men lined up near the in the lonely sagebrush country, and
iministration
building
with the in the mountains, and in cities, and at
Idwyn band of thirty-five pieces.
the studio in Los Angeles together. I
Pershing was taken to see Pauline lived right w'ith them, as one of them,
Frederick, who, under the direction and let me say here that they rank
of Frank Llojd, was making a scene among the most congenial, most polished and educated, and what is more,
lor "Roads of Destiny," Channing
Pollock's version of the O. Henry the most noble-hearted large group of
story. After the visitors had an op- people W'ith whom I have ever assoportunity to see the actress at work,
the scene was stopped and Miss FredIerick stepped out to meet the general
An artist of distinction has paid
I and his staff. It was a touch of ciated.''
France that the General saw next. He Mildred Davis, leading lady for
smiled as he caught a glimpse of a Harold Llo3-d, the compliment of ask1 narrow little street in a French town
ing her to sit for her portrait. NorI built for use in Geraldine Farrar's vel McCluskey is painting Miss Davis
"The
Woman
and theof Puppet."
He in oils, and she is giving most of the
examined
the detail
the set with
time that she can spare from her
unusual interest.
studio work to him. The portrait is
Then the party was taken to see the to be life-size.
all-star cast headed by Wyndham
Standing, in a scene from "Earth
Elliot Dexter will make his reapBound," an Eminent Authors production from the pen of Basil King, bepearance in Cecil B. de Mille's next
ing made under the direction of T. picture. He has not entirely recovered
Hayos Hunter. The elaborate Russian from his long illness, but a part is to
street built at a cost of $40,000, was be written for him which takes account of his infirmity.
next shown, after which the general

Director Alexander
George Irving,
The Capitol,"
the current
release,
is
showing
Gaden who
how made
to put' over
a tense scene.
Leah Hodkinson
Baird, the star
of this
Gibralter production, is the lady who is registering emotion
Meeting

El ame
Hammerstem
musical comedy, because I do have a
WE interview
wish we with
hadn'tElaine
read Hammera certain
at least."
stein that's running in the current fewIt'sevenings
just likeoff,having
the burdens of
issue of another magazine this month, Royalty thrust on one, this having
because its author seems to have got an "Oscar and Arthur Hammerstein for
impression of her subject amazingly
head that"
similar to the one we received, and we ancestors.
inherits too"Uneasy
enviableliesa the
reputation,
or
should hate to be accused of plagiar- something like that, was our unexism.
pressed opinion, but we might just as
It goes to show, however, that the well have put it— too much charm.
Selznick star doesn't bother about af- For, of course, if this heiress of fame
fecting different poses for her various were not undeniablv attractive and
interviewers. She's absolutely natural, gifted in her own right — her difficulties
she tells one what she really likes, and would he over, in the professional line,
she's an untemperamental sort of girl at any rate. What a pity that people
whose tastes aren't in the habit of do like her right at first sight !
But she's perfectly lovely to look at,
changing derstand
every
She letstheonewhole
unthat shedaj-.
considers
pnd h-r frank sincerit\- and unaffected
system that has been built up around naivete are altogether irresistable. We
film luminaries, costumes, lights
we had
in "High Jinks."
studios, and especially every phase of wish
She must
haveseenbeenher delightful,
and of
publicity, an absolutely unnecessary course it was mostly due to the hit she
and undesirable evil, to be endured scored in it that Mr. Selznick gave her
simply and solely because her own the opportunity she has had with him.
father has so decreed.
"The Country Cousin," "Greater Than
Think of it— w'iih thousands upon
and "The Woman Game" are
thousands of girls all over the world Fame,"
her releases to date under his manlonging, praying, employing every
agement. And everybody who has seen
known method of wedging their way
them
will
testify to Miss Hammerinto even the humblest corner of the
stein's photographic charm.
"movie" profession — and Elaine HamFurthermore, she's immensely popmerstein, who woke up one morning
ular in the Selznick studio, and when
to find an entirely unsought contract, an actress is popular w'ith the people
a contract that it would ordinarily take
she works,
isn't favor.
much
.\cars to aspire to, wailing patiently with
more whom
that can
be saidthere
in her
for
her signature,
want
to sign
it ! Yes, and
ironysheisdidn't
the word.
Nothing less.
Elaine sees in all this shimmering
mass of glamor and reputed popularity
and international fame nothing but disillusioning hard work. She wants to
be out of doors in the sunshine, riding
horseback, or playing tennis or swimming or driving, and we must ;idmii
that we don't blame her at all.
"Oh, I love to drive my own car. in
spite of the fact that nobody loves to
drive with me," she told us, with the
first evidence of genuine interest that
we noticed. "People seem to be nervous
or something," she laughed, "I'm sure
I don't know w'hy. "I've never killed
anybody yet. I love dancing too —
that's why I like pictures better than

It's only
very critical
"real girl"
can
have
thosea most
of allwhocritics,
the property men, follow her off a set
with eyes full of genuine admiration,
and the highest of all recommcndalions "Miss Hammcrstein's alright, she
We think so too, and w^e think it's
only an "alright" girl who wouldn't be
carried away by seeing her name in
blazing electric signs all up and down
Broadway, and by the flattery of a delighted public. Marguerite Joxes.
When Clara Kimball Young
asked for photos of girls bearing resemblance to her, she received more
than 40,000 from all parts of the
world.
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Another director of pictures has
earned the coveted honor of special
rccd.unilion from the producers. As
a i-cj^ult of his brilliant success in directing 23J^
"
Hours' Leave," which
iiUroduced Douglas MacLean and
Doris May as stars, and " Haunting
Shadows," with H. B. Warner, Jesse
D. Hampton Productions, Inc., are to
incscnt a brace of six Henry King
specials, with all-star casts. These are
to be made from books by recognized
authors, and King is to be given the
utmost latitude in putting them into
films. The first will be Frank Spearman's story " Big Dick."
Frank Mayo, the Universal star,
has been sued by his wife for separate
maintenance, charging Dagmar Godowsky with being the serpent in Eden.
Mis^ (iodowsk}-, who is the daughter
of Leopold Godowsky, the eminent
pianist, has retorted with . a $15,000
^uit for slander.

Warburton Gamble
Gossip Gleaned Both
Here and Ihere
Constance Talmadgk and all the
principal members of her company left
Friday night for Palm Beach, where
they will make the exteriors of Constance's fifth First National Picture,
"The Love Expert," an Emerson-Loos
Production of one of their original
stories. Natalie Talmadge also has an
important role m "The Love Expert."
Mrs. Margaret Talmadge accompanied
her two daughters, and Norma Talmadge is leaving Cuba next week to
join the rest of the family. Those who
accompanied Constance Talmadge, and
will stop with her at the Royal Poincianna, are : 'Director David Kirkland,
John Emerson and Anita Loos, authors of the story, John Halliday, leading man, Arnold Lucy, Fannie Bourke,
Mrs. Nellie Parker-Spaulding, James
Spottswood, Cameraman Oliver Marsh
and Carl LeViness, assistant director.
In the absence of both Talmadge companies, their studio on East 48th street,
will be rented to Flim Specials, Inc.

State

In " The Roads of Destiny," in
which Pauline Frederick stars in hei
next Goldwyn feature under the direction of Frank Lloyd, she will
portray four characters and the scenes
are so varied that they stretch from
Mexico to Alaska. Both Miss Frederick and Mr. Lloyd believe that it
will give the star the greatest opportunity of her picture career. " The
Roads of Destiny," is taken from the
stage play by Channing Pollock.

Picture
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Irene Rich, the Metro star, saved
Nick Cogley, one of her supporting
actors,
in a' the
California
river. from
When drowning
he fell into
water
with heavy boots on and was unable
to swim. Miss Rich plunged in and
held him until help arrived.
Director Lloyd Ingraham has
plunged into the first stages of a new
production with his young stars,
Douglas MacLean and Doris May, at
the Thomas H. Ince studios. It will
present MacLean in a guise entirely
new to his admirers. He will appear
as an escaped jail-bird with an unconquerable sense of humor, and both
stars and director declare that it will
have more comedy and a story with
more genuine suspense than any production thus far made by this trio.
Rumor has it that Priscilla Dean
and Wheeler Oakman were married at
Reno, Nevada, recently, but Miss Dean
denies the soft impeachment.
Look for a lot of "' good red blood "
in Bill Hart's next picture. It will
have a fight between Bill and that
other giant actor, Tom Santschi, and
no one need look for a pink-tea affair.
Hart plays the role of a soldier returned from overseas and Santschi
the part of a saloonkeeper near the
water-front in San Francisco.

This is Colin Campbell, veteran directi
among whose productions are such grt
picturesandas •'" The
The Garden
Spoilers,"of "Allah
The "Crisis
The praises that are being sung i
Paramount's spectacular film versi
of " Every woman " are also a tribi
to the skill of Will M. Ritchey, Pai
mount's scenario expert. The di:
culties of translating this symbo
play to the screen -were great becau
of the vital importance of the d)
logue. How to convey the symboli;
without giving the word which W;
ter Brown put into the mouths of t
characters was a problem of the fii
magnitude.
Ritchey's and
skill sequent
accom
lished this. Situations
are as he planned them, and the me
sage as well as the beauty of " Ever
woman " is put over with great fon

Em ILK La Ckoix. who is now playing in "A Fool and His Money" with
Charlie Murray, one of the promineiU figures in Mack Sennett comedies Eugene O'Brien, appeared in another
Selznick picture, playing the role of herRuth
Rola.vd atdrove
burglarin frcL '
bed-room
her ahome
for the past half dozen years, is to be Father
in the first Kaufman weekly,
Angeles at the point of an automa;
starred in a series of rough-andtumble farces.
"Little Red Riding Hood."
revolver before the outlaw even h;
a chance to do a tap of work.
"The Silkless Banknote" is the
Will Rogers, the cowboy star who
has been the big find of the year for first of the eight scenarios based on National
Film Studi
Goldwyn, paid a high tribute the other incidents in the life of Chief Fljmn,
day to his director, Clarence Badger, released through Republic. The seven
Ready for Rush
to whom he gives credit for much of which follow are : "Outlaws of the
Three shifts of carpenters, seer
his success. It is no small responsi- Deep," "The Five Dollar Plate," artists and laborers are busy as pr
bility that is put upon a director when "Chang and the Law," "The Faker," verbial bees at the West coast studi
a new candidate for stardom is placed "The Gilded Ruby," "The Popp>- of the National Film Corporation •
in his hands.
Trail" and "The Phantom Butler."
America preparing for the productic
rush in February, when the Nation
studios begins in earnest on its 19
schedule. Three companies are i
ready
Right News
on
Page
1714
follow. in action, with four more
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THE William Farmim Fox Company
will leave for Palms Springs, Cali•rnia, the first week in February, and
Ail! be composed of more than 100
iiople, where Director J. Gordon Edvards will make the exteriors for "Tlic
)rphan." Included in the company will
vc more than thirty-five cowboys.
^ nong these will be Pedro de Leon,
> has the distinction of having
)ed nine horses running abreast,
iiher Fox companies at work under
supervision of Sol M. Wurtzel are
~L' engaged in the making of " Oneirtcr Apache," directed by Jacques
ird; "Shod with Fire," starring
liam Russell, and directed by Em: J. Flynn; "Her Elephant Man,"
4 made by Howard M. Mitchell ;
he Mother of Her Children," died by E. J. LeSaint ; " Forbidden
Ills," starring Buck Jones, under the
iirection of Scott Dunlap, and " The
Iron Heart," starring Madaline Tra• >e, under the direction of Denison
•. who is the author of the storv.
Metro

RICHARD ROWPRESIDENT
LAND and Treasurer Joe Ingle,
tion, together
•' aMetro
Corporaarrived
MarcusFilmLoew,
in Los
4cles this week to spend some time
le West coast studios of the Metro
npany.
While no statement has
1 given concerning the purpose of
- visit, it is generally understood
Mr. Loew came West to see the
ro producing plant in company
li the other officials. The only innation given out respecting their
. was that by Mr. Loew himself,
I stated that he went into the picrc game in self defense. After viewthe plant of the Metro in Holly(1, he expressed his pleasure in the
M,- remark that it looked more like
ictory than a pleasure park.
Director of production. Maxwell
K.irgcr, who was thought to have left
the East several weeks, it now
clops is on a vacation making a
motor tour in Northern California. He
IS expected hack at the studio shortly,
and then it is probable he will go East
' ben President Rowland completes his
t to the producing plant,
irving Harris, of the firm of Ackerman & Harris, whose circuit of vaudeville houses was recently purchased or
amalgamated with the Loew interests,
were in Los Angeles this week and
went over the plans for two new theatres to be built in Los Angeles. These
were given the official O. K., and the
work of construction will start shortly,
or as soon as present tenants of the
buildings can be removed.
The big scene for " The Hope," con-

The first Larry Scmon comcd} made
under his new contract has required
six weeks for the making and has been
completed and shipped East. Lucille
Carlisle continues in this as his leading
woman.
The third Vitagraph company making its comedies is headed by James
Aul)re\-, now working on small town
village comedies, where most of the
acting is laid around a blacksmith shop,
which has partially become a garage.
Selznick

Basil King's famousnextstory,
" Thevehicle
StreetforCalled
Straight,"program
is popular Tom Moore's
starring
the Goldwyn
sisting of those on the East Indian
street built at the Metro, were filmed
this week by Herbert Blache. More
than 500 people were used for these
scenes and constituted tourists, British
soldiers and Hindus. To insure technical correctness, a former British soldier who served in India aided the
studio staff.
King Baggot has been engaged as
leading man for May Allison in a production now in the making under the
direction of Henry Otto titled " The
Cheater." In this three of the principal characters play dual roles, they
being the parts taken by May Allison,
Frank Currier and Harry Van Meter.
The first of the Jack London stories
to be filmed by Metro, Burning Daylight," will be put in production the
first of the coming week. Edward
Sloman will direct Mitchell Lewis in
this series.
y itagraph

ANTONIO MORENO found it
necessary to not only play the
star role, but also to direct the action
of the fourteenth episode of " The
Invisible Hand " serial owing to the
illness of Director William J. Bowman, and Mr. Moreno completed this
task and the company is now waiting
for the return of Mr. Bowman to the
studio to make the fifteenth and final
episode.
The William Duncan Company,
making a serial, as yet untitled, which
is to follow the Moreno Invisible Hand
serial in release, is now working on
the fourth episode. The principals of
the cast for this, in addition to Director-.-\ctor Duncan and his leading
woman, Edith Johnson, are Jack Rich-

ards, who plays the heavy, and Virginia Nightingale, who has become
known as the Vitagraph vamp.
The third serial company renewed
activity this week upon the return of
Director-Actor Joe Ryan, who has
lieen in bed for sometime suffering
from an injury received while bulldogging a steer. With his return work
of filming
"The Jean
Vanishing
serial,
in which
Paige r^Iask''
shares
honors with Mr. Ryan, was commenced. The company is now working
on the second episode, the first having
been completed before Ryan's injury.
Director Dave Smith has returned
from Truckee, California, where he
spent several days waiting for snow
for needed exterior scenes in the
adaptation from the James Oliver Curwood story. " The Courage of Marge
O'Doone." Niles W^elch and Pauline
Stark arc the leads in this, with George
Stanle\- taking the character leads. Director Smith will make interiors at the
studio and later return to Truckee
when the weather conditions are more
satisfactory.
Earle Williams is expected at the
\'itagraph Hollywood studio on February 17th to make the exteriors for
" Captain Swift." The interior scenes
for this Chester
photopla>Bcimett.
were tnade
in NewYork.
who directed
Williams when he went W^est previously, will be in charge of making this
production.
Montgomcr\- and Rock Company
have completed the first subject made
under
of Melville
"Brown,
which the
is direction
a burlesque
on a Spanish
romance. Patscy DeForest plays the
feminine lead. This is said to be one
of the most expensive two-reel subjects made by these comedians to date,
particular care having been taken in

ion Harry
MANAGER of productry
Rapp loimd it necessa to postpone the filming
of " and
You has
and changed
I " for
c release
the Republi
k
the plans of the Selznic production
forces so that the next film to be put
into
product
be be
" The
Invisibl
e." ion
d bye
Divorc
This will
is to
directe
Tom Mills, who recently filmed
'■ Duds " for (loldwyn, following
numerous engagemeents with east and
west coast companies.
Walter McCrail and Leatrice Joy
arc to be the leads in " The Invisible
Divorce.'' The scenario was prepared
))>• Kathryn Reed.
"Blind Youth" is being 'finished
this week by Director Ted Sloman.
The cast of this picture, which has
been in cludes
production
weeks, Joy,
inOra Carew.four
Leatrice
Clara Horton, Colin Kenny, Claire
MacDowell. Joseph Swickard and
Walter McCrail.
The complete cast for the tirst
western made Owen Moore picture,
directed by Wesley Ruggles, will include Gloria Hope, Henry Miller, Jr..
Charles Arling, Arthur Hoyl and
Emmett King. Work on the filming
of this was started this week.
A preview of the Selznick picture,
"Just a Wife." which has Roy Stewart and Kathlyn Williams in the leading roles, was given at the Suburban
theatre, near the studio, Friday evening, and attended by many of the
West Coast film talent.
The L. Webber Production Company will make a film " Children of
Destiny," with Edith Hallor as star,
and a cast made up of William Courtney, Arthur Carew and Emory Johnson will support the star, under the
direction of George Ernie.
National

l Film toCorporat
Nationa
THE
produceiona
a contract
has taken
series of comedy dramas for Marion
Kohn, who will have charge of the
release of the pictures, furnish the
stars, stories and directors for the
making of the films.
The people engaged to be featured
in these are Polly Moran, Grace
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years experience as cameraman,
entire cast supporting Miss Hj
has not been announced.

Cunard, and an apparent newcomer
to the screen who is known as " Smiling Bill Jones." Grace Cunard is to
have' Cole Herbert, known as " Slim
Cole," playing opposite her in a series
of two-reel comedy dramatic pictures,
the first of which is titled "' The Gasoline Buckeroo " ; while Polly Moran
•will appear in one-ree4 slapstick comedies. The Jones films are to be of
•one reel each, and are spoken of as
" polite " comedies. Each of the
three companies will make a series of
twent\--six pictures, which, it is said,
are to be released by " Doc." W. E.
Schallenberger, of the Arrow Film
Corporation.
Jack Hoxie, who was recently
starred as Lightning Bryce in the
serial produced by National, is now
to play in five-reel western pictures,
and the continuity for the first of
these is now being written by L. \'.
Jcft'erson.
Harry Cohn, of Cohn Brothers,
who have made the Hall Room Boys'
Comedies, featuring Flannigan and
Edwards, arrived in Los Angeles this
week, and is making arrangements
with the National for the continuation
of producing comedies. The most recent comedy put in production under
the direction of Harry Edwards is
titled " The Road to Ruin," being the
experiences of a girl show in a small
town.
All scenes have been made for
■"The Kentucky Colonel," and Director
William Seiter is now in charge of
editing this film. Plans are that it
shall be ready for the market by
March 1st.

Jiggs, Margaret Fitzroy as Alaggie,
Laura La Plante as Nora, and Ward
Caulfield, Jack Henderson, Eddie
Baker, Gus Leonard and George
George as the friends of Jiggs.
Reggie Morris has been directing
I'imedy for the past four years, his
first work being with L-Ko, from
which studio he went to the Mack Sennett Company. It was from this plant
that he was secured by Christie to
direct
series. the " Bringing Up Father "

Christie

Goldwyn

ANNOUNCEMENT was made by
Al Christie this week of a reversal
of the usual order of thing in the matter of dramatic companies engaging
leads from comedy organizations, by
the Christie Company engaging Coleen
Moore, who heretofore has always
played in drama. Miss Moore is to
appear in a series of comedies for
Christie and is now under contract.
At the present time she has been
loaned to the Haworth Company to
play a lead opposite Sessue Hayakawa. Prior to beginning this engagement she worked in two pictures
for Christie, " A Roman Scandal,"
■which has been released, and " Her
Bridal Nightmare," which is set for
release February 1st.
The Christie Compam-, under the
personal direction of Al Christie, is
to make a series of five-reel subjects
starring Chic Sale, vaudeville headliner, who is under contract with the
Exceptional Pictures Corporation for
a series of subjects to be released by
Robcrtson-Cole. The first story for
•sale is "The Smart Aleck," by Irvin
S. Cobb, and will be put in production as soon as Sale completes his
vaudeville tour on Orphcum time,
which will be early in February.
The first of the " Bringing Up
Father " series being made by Christie
for a New York film company, is now
nearing completion under the co-direction of Al Christie and Reggie
Morris. This subject will have all
the well known characters of the famous George McManus cartoons, they
being impersonated hy Johnny Ray as

PLANS for the filming of two additional Eminent Authors productions by Goldwyn were made known
this week, when it was announced that
Cullen Landis had been engaged to
play the leading role in the film versions of Mary Robert Rinehart's
story, " Empire Builder," and the engagement of Sydney Olcott to direct
the Rupert Hughes story, " Scratch
My Back," was made known. T. Roy
Barnes, star of vaudeville, will make
his first appearance on the screen in
this subject, playing the leading role,
and Helene Chadwick will play opposite. The others in this cast ha\ e not
been named.
Director Victor Schertzinger has
everything ready for the filming of
" Twin Sisters," and the cast selected
to support Mabel Normand in this is
made up of Tully ^Marshall, Hugh
Thompson, Russ Powell and Harry
Laramie.

Brunt

Bryant Washburn's the
latest
titleParamount-Artcraft
of " The Six Best picture
Cellars " is a humorous subject under

Director Wallace Worsley and GouN'crneur Morris have found location
suitable for exteriors of Morris' first
eminent authors story, "The Penalty,"
and the filming of this was started
this week. Ethel Gray Terry plays
the lead and the other members of
the cast arc Lon Chaney, Kenneth
Harlan and Charles Clary.
The -intention of the Goldv^'yn Company to send Frank Lloyd, Pauline
I-^rederick and members of the comfilmingmade
"Roads
of this
Destiny"
Cuba pany
were
known
week. to
The filming organization, including
Jane Novak, John Bowers, Willard
Lewis, Richard Tucker, Harvey Kirk-

land, M. McNamara, T. Flynn, Alaude
George, Assistant Director Harry
Weil and Cameraman E. E. Jennings,
will compose the party going from
Lps Angeles to New York and thence
to Cuba. It is expected, according
to statement of the Goldwjn publicity department, that the company will
remain in Cuba, making scenes for at
least two weeks. This O. Hnrj' story
has the locale of a mythical South
American country and conditions in
Cuba are ideal for the filming of
exterior scenes needed, and it will
also be convenient for the company
to secure a great many Cubans to
play parts in the mob scenes.
T. Hayes Hunter, who has been at
work on " Earthbound." the Basil
King story, for several weeks, has an
addition to his cast this week in the
person of Miss Tilly Cotton, who has
one of the important roles.
Samuel

son

AFTER tionseveral
weeks of who
preparaG. B. Samuelson,
recently came to Los Angeles from
London to produce a series of pictures, now has three companies at
work. One is being directed by Mr.
Samuelson himself, and will offer
i\ladge Titheridgc, supported by C.
iM. Hallard and Campbell Gullan, in
a photoplay adapted from the novel
■' Her Story.''
" The Night Riders," adapted from
pn American novel, is being made b\"
Alec B. Butler, which will offer
Maudie Dunham in the featured role,
supported by Albert Ray. Ray was
formerly co-starred by Fox. Director
Butler will also play the heavy role.
The third Samuelson company began work this week in an adaptation
from an American novel, " At the
Mercy of Tiberius." Peggy Hyland,
an English actress, w-ho for two years
was starred by William Fox photoplays, and who is now under contract
for two years with Samuelson. will
be starred in this subject. Fred Lero>- Granville has been engaged to
direct Miss Hyland in this production.
He was formerly identified with the
I'niversal. followino; a number of

on

THEnow Robert
Studio
boast ofBrunton
the largest
end
space with all open floor in the c
try. The size of this mammoth b
ing being 300 feet long by 120
wide and a clear space of 30
There are no pillars or posts of
kind, making possible a scene the
o<^ the floor space. One end of
building may be removed so that
cameras may be set back far enc
to take in the entire end and bal;
of the building. There are t
sunken wells with water attachm
and complete lighting equipment
the entire building. A number
other improvements are being n
by Robert Brunton at his mamr
plant. One of the most recent a
tions is a hospital, which consist;
an operating room, several wards
living quarters for a family, who
be in charge of the hospital. A tra
nurse will be at the hospital at ll
times. Work is just being finishe< D
the construction of replacing
buildings recently destroyed by
The most important of these is e
scene dock, 100 x 40 feet.
,
Director Ernest Warde has cipleted the filming of the week )d
story, which as yet has not been gin
a permanent title. This feature!i.
Warren Kerrigan with Fritzi I nette as leading woman. Six he iS
after doing the final work on re-e ing this picture. Director Warde gan the making of another photo] v
titled " The Green iRame," with B rigan as star.
Fritzi Brunette is to continue s
leading woman in this, and other i pie cast for important roles are CI; e
Dubrey, William iMong. Joseph B" ing and Edward Hearn.
Fritzi Brunette has been enga 1
by Robert Brunton to play oppo ;
Kerrigan in the remaining of 5
present series of pictures, which me $
that she will be the leading wor i
for four five-reel productions, i^ 5
Brunette has played in support i
Kerrigan in two pictures, followin i
long engagement at Universal ; 1
several pictures with Lasky. to '
nothing of a two year engagem t
with Selig. Her most recent w
with Kerrigan was in " The W t
Arrangements have been comple
for the filming of the first of the i
Marsh subjects for Robertson-C
by L. J. Gasnier at the Brunton S
dio.
Cohn, who
charge
these Sid
productions,
has isnotin announ
the director, nor has a story been d
End."passed upon. It is expect
nitely
however, that work will be star
not later than the first of the com
week.

I
:
t
''.
'
.

Clyde Benson has been under o :
tract to play in the remainder of |
episodes of the Jack Dempsey ser i
now being made by Robert Brua
for Pathe. The company is now
work on the fourth episode.
Director Jack Dillon and Walden
Young are preparing the continn
for the next Mary Pickford Uni'
{Continued on page 1772)
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We

Met

Theo.

Hardeen

James Milligan, formerly on the
i advertising staff of our friend the
I Moving Picture World has accepted a
nsition as advertising manager with
;c Typhoon Fan Company. Through
. iiis association with the manufacturers
] of motion picture equipment Mr. Milligan is well acquainted with the sales
J possibilities in his new connection.
Jos HoRNSTEiN is having great
luck with his new venture as manager
of the Equipment department of the
Howells Cine Equipment Co. He
mentions many sales of Powers and
Simplex machines to Brazil and the
Orient, Java and Singapore. He is
also agent for the Acme portable machines and has shipped a considerable
number to South American countries.
Ain't it h-e-l-l, writes Charlie
Bass of the Bass Camera Co., Chicago.
And he has good reasons for thus expressing himself in this fashion. Some
days ago while attending to business
he was stricken with appendicitis. He
reports that he is doing well in the
hospital and has progressed far
enough to be able to write a few lines
to his friends. We hope he gets well,
p. d. q., so that he can continue to
scurry up cameras to partly fill the demand.
Somewhere in this issue is a story
on the recent fire at the plant of the
Precision Machine Company. The
newspapers of New York City, by
their headlines, must have judged
that the whole Simplex organization
had been consumed. A personal investigation shows that this is not the
case. The main building where most
of the work is done was not touched.
This includes the Repair department
and the Assembly Section. As E. S.
Porter said, " The fire is to be regretted, particularly at this time when
we had hopes of catching up with the
demand, but our normal production
will be but slightly affected."

THERE is considerable difference
between being a magician of world
wide fame and the vice-president of a
thriving motion picture laboratory.
But Theo. Hardeen seems to mike
as great a success of one voca'ion as
the other. For this man who at the
present time is one of the executives
of the Film Developing Laboratory enjoys with his brother, Houdini, the
distinction of being one of the two
greatest performers of magical tricks
and secrets in the world.
The two brothers started in the show
business together and were known as
the Houdini Brothers. But after a
few years of this combination Hardeen
A PRESS-AGENTED STORY just received left to enter a commercial proposition
remarks that " this new theatre is so while his brother continued on the
large and its ramifications are so many stage. The latter made such a hit in
that the manager is obliged to carry every country where he exhibited that

he was unable to fill the engagements
offered him. As a ■ result theatrical
promoters looked around for another
man skilled in the same line. By chance
one heard of the old brotherly combination and came from Europe to this
country to persuade Hardeen to again
take up the work. This he did and for
nearly twenty years he toured the
world and was touted everywhere as a
sensation.
His "bag of tricks" seems to have
included everything that could be
imagined. He has escaped from the
torturing straight jacket in full view
of his audience. He has jumped from
high bridges with hand-cuffs and legirons tightly fastened where they
should have bothered him most. And
the water into which he has plunged
has ranged from the warm river waters

of the South to the ice-filled Ohio.
His audiences have ranged from
those of the customary small towns of
America to the crowned heads of
Europe, and it can safely be said that
not once have they been disappointed
in his performance.
Some time ago the Weiss Brothers
— for that is the real name of the two
Wisconsin born boys, who have startled
the wisest of men with their skill in
escaping from lock and key — realized
the coming importance of the motion
picture. Both of them were endowed
with plentiful talents to use in businesses other than the stage. They organized the Film Developing Laboratory of Hobokcn and installed in it
special machinery of their own design.
Included in the equipment were negative and positive developing machines
by the use of which the personal equation was done away with and films
were turned out without having come
into contact with human hands.
The war affected the supply of
chemicals on which the perfect operation of these highly developed machines depended and rather than
chance it with results not quite up to
the standard they had set the apparatus was shut down. As soon as the
supply of foreign chemicals becomes
normal it is probable that the automatic machines will again be used.
Mr. Hardeen's executive ability has
had much to do with the success of the
lirm in which he is interested. His
long experience on the stage has given
him a personality which aids him in
handling employees. And strange as
it may seem in view of the fact that
his present work is much less exhilarating than the one which made him
famous he has become thoroughly absorbed in his laboratory and only on
rare occasions such as benefits does
he drop his robe of business and take
up the secrets and tricks of the
magician.

News Notes — (Continued)
around with him a key ring containing
over 1000 keys." And someone adds
a touch of pathos by picturing the predicament of the poor manager who is
forced to carry so much junk in one
hip pocket without a thing to balance
it in the opposite pocket.
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( incinnati's Latest
Last Word
Commodious
After

the

Theatre the Palace
in Equipment
and

and

Best

Beautiful

Known

'HE Palace, Cincinnati's newest and largest theatre, opened its doors to th; public on Satur, and although the day was glooiny and a steady
n continued all day, hundreds of persons availed
•mselves of the opportunity of getting a glimpse
o the interior. The beauties of the house were
;ealed for the first time in all their glory, and
fine and reposeful decorations, the tasty foyer,
lich was banked with floral offerings, the excel-

of

House

ol)l33/

Embodies
Decorations

Is Patterned

European

Hieatres

Itnt service and attendants, and the many conveniences provided for the comfort of patrons, fulfilled the prediction that the Palace was to be one
of the handsomest and most complete theatres in
the country. As one of the spectators stated after
viewing the rest rooms, smoking rooms and similar
features: "The Palace is too comfortable; it's
likely to become the town loafing place. Some day
somebody's going to bring a deck of cards and try

Al IValle. Manager of Palace

1

to start a friendly game. Maybe the patrons will
be induced, in some way, to take their seats, but
the show will have to be a mighty good one to offset the desire to get back to the ' loafing places.' "
" Well, we invite the loafing," General Manager
I. Libson concurred, " and as for the attractiveness
of the shows — well, we're not worrying about that.''
While there were a number of the prominent factors in the Keith interests present at the opening,
there w-ere no formal ceremonies. The audience was
permitted to enter in the afternoon by way of a
sort of dress rehearsal, although the evening performances were officially designated as the inaugural.

Exterior of Palace as it appeared when finished

Detail of Stage
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Picture

Net

are of green leather. There is no gallery, t
giving the vast balcony greater extent, better el<
tion of seats and excellent light and air. The 1
th ree rows of the balcony are to be known as n
zanine seats. The boxes, of which there are
lower and six upper, are to be furnished y
mahogany chairs of bent-wood design.
A unique feature of the interior is the hdome, with a border of indirect lights, which
tends over that part of the lower floor diro
under the balcony. This dome, hollowed out
the under side of the balcony, not only adds
the beauty and spaciousness of the theatre, but S'
plies the most modern system for ventilating
lower part of the hou.se. Exhaust pipes and ve
concealed in the decorations carry off the stale i
thus preventing it from accumulating there
ascending to the upper part of the house. All ot!
parts for
of the
theatrethe
likewise
have the latest eq"
ment
keeping
temperature
properly rcf
latcd and giving the necessary ventilation. In su
mer the heating apparatus is to be used for cooB
I)urposes.
To provide for the comfort of vaudeville pi
formers, well-lighted, commodious dressing roon
each with a stand for hot and cold running wab
are arranged in tiers on each side of the stage ai
separated from it by a fire- wall with metal doo:
In one of the rooms back of the stage Manag
W'alle will arrange a rest and writing room f
the players. A distinct novelty is the animal re
underneath the stage. This is a large cement apa
ment, capable of housing several elephants. /
elevator direct to the stage provides the means i
ingress and egress. There also are hoists to cari
costume trunks up to any tier of dressing roon
.•\ special lounging and locker room has been pn
vided underneath the stage for the orchestra mc
hers, with a fireproof closet in which music
instruments can be kept.
To tell all about the new theatre would requi'
more space than we have available. There
i;unibcrles"s features that could be described, s
as the heating and cooling systems for winter an
summer,- respectively. One might also tell aboc
the number of wires and lights in the huge donr
and many other things, but ev£n then in the eil<
there would be much untold, -v
The projection room has "been'placed above tb
second balcony up under the 'eaves. Here the p
jfctors and spotlights are opefgted. T^\-o Pow
6B cameragraphs
produce onthepage
picture.
{Continued
1734)Other equi"
Grand Staircase with details of wall decorations and lighting fixtures
Maids will be in charge of each of the rest rooms
for women, and the first-floor rest room will have
a direct opening into the check rooms, so that
women need not stand in the outer line to get their
wraps. An information booth will be conducted
for the convenience of patrons and numerous
sound-proof booths will provide adequate telephone
service. Girl ushers in smart uniforms, similar to
those of aviators, will be another innovation.
Realizing the disinclination' of the American theatre-going public to use the balcony seats, the architect has paid particular attention to the upper floors
in the attempt to make them attractive enough to be
preferred over those on the floor. For instance, the
foyer is a double storied affair, with the upper floor
looking down upon the first floor foyer. In addition there are a number of ohservation ports
through which the orchestra may be viewed from
the upper foyer. Easy chairs are distributed over
the foyers, making them a comfortable lounging
place between features. Rest rooms for men and
women, respectively, lead off from the foyers.
The sense of quiet and restfulness is heightened
by the thick carpets which have been placed every
place where patrons walk. One interesting innovation is found in the men's chief smoking room in
the basement. There a covering of rubber has been
placed over the floor, topped by a thick, luxurious
cafpet and rugs.
The general color scheme of the theatre is
worked out in white, gold and mulberry. The
pillars, walls and panel borders are in white and
gold, while the panels will be of mulberry shade,
as will also the box and rail draperies and the carpets. The seats, of the same quaUty in the topmost
row of the upper balcony as in the orchestra circle,

Well equipped Projection Room showing tzvo Powers inachiics and spotlight
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is designed to apply a wax compound

the margin of New
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New

RETURNS-

Films, to prevent damage

to

Compound

is

during the

composed

of

Projecting Machine.
'^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^
The collecting of emulsion from "green" films on
aperture plate and tension springs of the projector is in many
cases causing untold damage to the film and excessive wear
to the projector as well as marring the presentation on the
screen by jumping.

'

(PateiUs Pending)
Price of Machine, Complete, S16.50
Including 10 Sticks of Compountl

1 n g r e d ients guaranteed to give

Will
perfect sults.re-

Proper
Waxing
of New
Films
Prolongs the life of the Film.
Eliminates excessive wear on Projecting Machine.
Insures Steady Pictures on the screen.
Prevents tearing of sprocket holes by emulsion de-

not spread
onto
or

and
posits.
Saves the film from having Oil squirted all over it by

picture

flake off

in projecting

some Operator
machine
without trying
a stop. to get " green " film thru his
The Werner Film Waxing Machine applies the Compound accurately to the margin of the film and positively
will not spread wax onto the picture.
Wax always in position. Requires no adjusting.

Price per Box, $1.00
In Lots of 10 Boxes, 75c. Each
Over 1000 in Use

machine.

The
Werner
Film
Protector
Manufacturing
Co., Inc.
205 Rialto Theatre Building
St. Louis, Missouri,
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my

business

at least

50% during the summer."
This is what one big exhibitor writes us
Typhoons will do the same for you
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE "N"

ICAL.

Samples
on Request.
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Gen. Mgr
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A New Screen Ligh ting Effect
SOMETHING new in the way of lighting the
screen has been invented by Mr. F. K. Moulton-Plessner, manager of the Aurora Theatre, of
Philadelphia. The Aurora is a neighborhood
house, of medium size and in no wise better or
worse physically than scores of other houses playing to "family" patronage. Its screen is an ordinary screen, and its pictures have always played
in most of the larger places first. So it can be
seen that the material with which the exhibitor
had to work here, is no different from that found
in most houses throughout the country.
.Mr. Plessner became con\incod, howexcr, when
he entered the film business, that there must be
better ways of lighting the screen than those fic
was using. Accordingly, he experimented with
various colored lights, and suddenly h't upon something new, in the effect he achieved by having an
arch of violet-bluish lights jusf before the screen.
The bulbs are ordinary affairs, set sixteen niches
apart in the arch, and their direct rays do not
hit the screen but cross before it and are reflected, bathing the screen in this bluish light and
presenting a sort of light screen through which the
audience views the picture.
The result, is great clarity of the picture, an
unusual depth and tone, and a removal of the
—

Let the " theatre ventilation
experts " show you how.
MONSOON COOLING
SYSTEM, Inc.
70 West 45th St.
New York

Picture

N i

I

Mr. Moult on-Plessner
usual " blank wall " effect. The figures stand oiU
far more clearly than usual, and the picture in
every way benefits. Also, patrons of the Aurora
have commented on the fact that they no longer
feel the least eye-strain, and in consequence attendance has jumped way ahead.
Mr. Plessner, the originator ot this new system of lighting, is a young man who has not yet
completed his first year of exhibiting. He is a
graduate of the Wharton School at the University
of Pennsylvania, where he studied motion picture
advertising and exhibiting in addition to the usual
course. Incidentally he worked with the Stanley
Company at the Stanley theatre here while at
college.
In 1918 he was called from his studies by the
war and began training at the Artillery Central
Officers Training School. After the armistice he
was discharged, whereupon he took a positron
with the owners of a chain of theatres of which
the Aurora is a part. At present he is ad\ertising
director for the circuit and manager of the
Aurora. He is still very young, and is possessed
of an interesting personality that augurs well for
the future. His experimenting with the lights
was a result of a desire for better showmanship,
and the result should cause others to einulate him.
The lighting eft'ect he has originated is as simple
as it is effective and is a step towards the stereoptican view so earnestly sought after by all
exhibitors.

An Attractk'c Fan

Phone Bryant 6808
RAY STATE
:;n West 42nd Street
v'r —

n
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FACTS
You're taking a big chance in running your business in hit and miss fashion. Make sure of getting every
cent that's coming to you.
Install a — ■
PERFECTED
AUTOMATICKET
REGISTER
It will enable you to sell tickets faster. Will keep your tickets under lock and key and will give you an automatic check on cash receipts.
Ask us to send further facts.
AUTOMATIC
TICKET SELLING & CASH REGISTER CO1733 Broadway
New York
Foreign Representatives
TRANS-REGIONAL TRADING CORPORATION
New York
London
Paris

We

Have

the Following

for Immediate
2
2
2
2
1
2
1

Simplex Type "S"
$325.00
Simplex Type "B"
250.00
Powers 6B
225.00
Powers 6A
200.00
Cosmograpb Portable... 175.00
Williamson Film Perforators.
Powers 6A Mazda Outfit 250.00

Used

Equipment

Shipment

Baird (used two months) $275.00
Motiographs
175.00
De Vry Portable Projector 135.00
Little Giant Suitcase
Projector
125.00
1 Ticket Selling Machine.

Every
Is
On

Theater

Dependent
Its

Lobby
Unconsciously play-goers form
an opinion of a theater by the
first impression the lobby gives
them. Is your lobb}' neat and
inviting? Does it radiate a refined, polished atmosphere?
BILT-RITE Display Frames are
a potent factor in establishing
the rating of a theater with its
patrons. Made in many standard styles or built to order from
blue-prints or rough sketches,
they ofifer a large selection to
the careful Exhibitor. BILTRITE Display Frames carry the

600 Upholstered (Red Plush) Opera Chairs.
400 Mag Folding Seats with Wood Arm Rests (good as new).
600 5 Ply Veneer Theatre Seals.
ELEMENTARY TEXT BOOK ON MOTION
PICTURE PROJECTION
By JAS. R. CAMERON.
Price $2.00
POCKET REFERENCE BOOK FOR
PROJECTIONISTS AND MANAGERS
By JAS. R. CAMERON.
Price $1.00
Both of these books should be in the hands of all those in any
way connected with the Motion Picture Business
Let us show you how to increase your box office receipts by
installing the " BLIZZARD "
WRITE US YOUR WANTS.
THEATRE

endorsement
of the country's
foremost sho\vmen.
Frame No. 10. Holds six
ll.\14's
with date space.
strip and
announcement

Ask your local dealer for the
BILT-RITE line or write us
direct for complete information.
Ask for Booklet B-5

WE CAN FILL THEM

SUPPLY

COMPANY

124 West 4,5th St., N. Y. C.

CONSOLIDATED PORTRAIT & FRAME CO.
1029 W. Adams St.
Chicago, 111.
NEW YORK REPRESENTATIVE— Acme Agency
2623 Grand Central Terminal Building
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An Ideal Projection Room
THOSE Projectionists who are working and
perspiring in "that box" type of projection
room are always glad to read about the theatre
where the room comes somewhere near to specifications. In the new Strand Theatre in Brooklyn,
N. Y., almost as much attention has been given
to the projection room as any other part of the
"most beautiful theatre in the world." We say
"almost" because the architect placed the room in
the usual but wrong place — up under the eaves.
But the room itself can hardly be criticized except favorably.
The room is reached either through the balcony
or by a long run-way which stretches from the
rewind room through the "attic" of the theatre
to the screen-run behind stage. Usually the former
method of approach is used, since it is more accessible in every way.
In size, the Strand projection room stretches a
point or two and exceeds the suggested dimensions even of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers. The rough sketch gives an idea of the general layout. The Machine Room is 12 ft. wide
and 18 ft. long. For two projectors and a spot
light these dimensions are seen to be adequate for
all purposes. On one end of the machine room is
the Rewind Room, and at the other end is the
Grid Room. Opening off from the Machine Room
is the Comfort Room with toilet facilities, lavatory and hot and cold water.
The Rewind Room in itself is almost as large
as some "one machine projection rooms" we have
seen, being 6 ft. wide and 12 ft. deep. Although
there is little absolute need for so much space in
the Grid Room, the dimensions of 7 x 12 ft. insure
a cool room under all circumstances.

'

M

' ^

As the diagram shows there are four large windows in the back of the room. These windows
have been darkened just enough to cut off the
glare and at the same time allow light to come
through to brighten the room. The ceilings in all
of the rooms are 9 ft. in height.
Ventilation facilities are more than ample. Besides the windows which open out of an unobstructed area-way there are two motor driven
exhaust fans, one in the center of the Machine
Room and another in the Grid Room. These fans
are similar in size, being 18 in. in diameter and
driven by 1^ h. p. G-E motors.
The Machine Room is equipped with two special
Simplex Projectors and one of the new Simplex,
counter-balanced spot lamps. These devices, which
are practically duplicates of these installed in the
Newman Theatre in Kansas City, are provided
with several innovations.
Although they had not been installed at the time
the photograph was taken, the two projectors will
eventually be equipped with the newly developed
Simplex double opposed arc control. These arc
controls will make it unnecessary for the men in
charge to adjust carbons during an entire run,
since the controllers automatically bring the carbons together strike the arc, and withdraws them
the required distance, where they are held.
The throw is 198 ft. and the 20-ft. picture is secured by a 9^2" e. f. motion picture objective.
About 90 amperes d. c. flow across the arc uppers
and 7-16" soft cored Silver-tip lowers.
Shelves are provided in the Grid Room for the
rheostats for both projectors and spot lamps. At
the present time the projectionist must walk from
his machine to the grid room to make adjustments,
but eventually it is probable that the control will be
placed on the Machine Room wall between the two

W
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machines. This is as it should be, and as no c;
pense has been spared as yet to make the room ;
perfect as present knowledge will allow, it is doub
ful if this chance for improvement will be ove
looked.
Besides the machine driven rewinder the rewin
contains a work bench with a complete assortmei
of tools, a film storage cabinet, a set of shelves hun
up out of the way and a look-out port. This port :
a wonderfully handy affair, as the man who haf
pens to be rewinding or working at the bench i
the rewinding room can keep tab on the progres
of the picture as projected by the other projector!
on duty. An intercommunicating phone connect
with all other parts of the theatre.
Some

Communications

R. L., Indiana : What equipment would yol'
advise for a well equipped projection room? Wher
should the revolving shutter be located?
The following equipment would be in our
projection room if we were to lay one out:
Two standard projectors, motor driven, with
lamp-house large enough to take care of the
highest current I would ever be called upon
to use, and with a scheme of lamp-house ventilation that would convey to the outer air 75%
of the heat of the arc; there would be on hand
at all times an extra machine head ready at a
minute's notice to replace either of the others.
There would be a spot-light for use when the
manager wanted some special eflfect. We
would have strong, well-made resistors, placed
either in the top of the room or better still
in a separate compartment outside the projection room proper. Of course, there would be
an approved film case in which film not in
use would be stored. This should have a
patented cover which could not be held open.
It should also have a round or slanting top
so that the projectionist would not be mentally persuaded to leave the used reels on top
instead of inside. There should be a small
bench of metal on which the rewind devices
could be placed. Personally we prefer the open
rewind but where state or local laws demanded
an enclosed
that
type. rewind naturally we would prefer
No doubt
would
splicing^
machine
withwesome
sorthave
of ana durable
illuminated
box
over which the frame lines could be perfectly
matched. And above the bench in a neat holder
would be a few^ — just, a few — tools. Under the
bench we would place a metal receptacle for
film ends and clippings.
Ventilation is a vital necessity so there would
be an exhaust fan of ample capacitj- which discharged into the open air. To prevent stale air
being drawn from the auditorium through the
light and look-out ports we would provide an
inlet from the outside so much larger than the
ports that the volume of fresh air would overtop the used air that might get in.
We would have a motor generator set of
reputable make, if a converter of some sort
were necessary. W^e would not use alternating
current under any circumstances. It is a makeshift at best. \\'e would have light weight
chairs for the projectionists to rest their weary
selves in along toward 10:30 at night after a
hard day's work. Then there would be a simple
change-over system so that the screen would

Ample and well equipped Projection Room at new Strand Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y. Lou Hammond is
Chief of Projection at this house.

never
" white."
The go
walls
would be finished in some semigloss subdued color, the gloss to make it easy
to clean them and the dull color for obvious
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reasons. The floor might be of hard surfaced
concrete and dustless but there should be thick
rubber mats on the working side of each
machine.
Needless to saj', we would want complete
toilet facilities in or near the room. A man
cannot rise to the occasion if he is forced to
work all day with dirty hands and a parched
throat.
So much for our room. Perhaps we would
add some little details that would come to us
as we equipped it but the above list includes
the most important. Have you got them all
in your room?
Gilbert Heatwolc, of Clifton Forge, writes as
follows :
Just a few lines from an old league member.
Am enclosing slip filled out from Mr. Jacobs, S.
Boston, Va. So' j-ou see I am still doing a little
missionarj" work. Am still on the job and getting
along fine. Mr. Jacobs wishes to become a N.
A. M. L. member. He saw one of my labels on
a film can and wrote me asking particulars of
the League, so I sent him the pledge and slip, so
he filled same out and I am sending it in hoping
he will be accepted. He asked me in the letter
what the M. P. News was, so I have written and
told him, so please mail his membership card and
button and also a sample copy of the News. And
hope he will become subscriber. He has sure
been in hard luck without it- In closing I wish
you and the League best of luck.
Mr. Jacobs has wrote me about his equipment
and probably we can get him to do so for the
Proj. Dept. I wrote him asking what was the
matter with the Virginia Boys in joining the
League, but I see they are coming right to the
front. I noticed two of my old friends' names
on the Roll last week. Mr. Herring and Higgins
from Harrisonburg. I was working there when
I joined the League. Let us get together and
make the League stronger yet. And I will do all

I can to help.
Answers

Best regards.

Your friend's application has been received and
passed. Many thanks for suggesting his name. The
League is growing steadily and becoming stronger
week by week.
Let us hope Mr. Jacobs writes the Projection
Department a complete description of his equipment, just as he wrote it to you.
ChangC'Over System
Lee C. Fultz, Alajestic Theatre, Paris, 111., sends
in a description of his equipment and his own
method of change-over.
"As I have been a silent reader every week of
ihe Motion Picture News, also a subscriber, I will
let you know' that I am still alive and on the job.
Perhaps you and our brother operators would like
lo know a little about my equipment so I will try
and tell you a little. I am using two Simplex machines motor driven, current for the arc coming
from a Mercury Arc Rectifier. As the rectifier will
only pull one arc at a time I used to make my
change-overs by "stealing the arc". As I did not
like this way of changing over, because sometimes
I would have a white screen at the end of the reel
before
one I arc
take theget"juice"
away fromso
the
other.
had would
the manager
a compensarc
that I could "pull" one arc with A C and the other
with D C while changing over. So just before the
end of each reel I switch from D C to A C then
light the idle machine with D C ready to start. I use
a light douser which makes a fade-out and fade-in.
Please send me a new batch of N. A. M. L. stickers
as I have been out for some time . but neglected
writing sooner. By the way I want to tell you a
little joke about the N. A. M. L. which I heard
here. I have a N. A. M. L. slide which I ran for
some time and the people here thought it was an
organization against the Union because it had an
anti to it. But no, I hope to some day belong to
llie L A. T. S. E. I noticed in one issue of the

Radio

Picture

N e;

News a while back where someone suggested a r
;ind smaller N. A. M. L. label for putting on
reel bands. I think it is a good idea myself as
labels now. get torn by the reels where they
pasted on the underneath side of the lids of
film cans. Well I don't suppose you want to p
any more of this "nonsense" so will let somei
else have the platform that is a better talker tl
I. Please excuse all mistakes as I am not
of a stenographer but will tr>' to do better n>
lime. W ould like to hear what kind of equipm
• me of our brother projectionists have and
they are doing.
Reply : Some users of mercury arc sets wil!
gladcourse
to hear
of your
scheme for
for him
"change-over
Of
it will
be necessary
to convii
his manager that the compensarc will give a bet
show and thereby pay for itself. This would
be a difficult task with a progressive manager
we have an idea that some projectionists woi
have a pretty hard time trying to put the id
across.
That is a good one on the NAML. There arc
few persons who ought to know better but w
seem never to have got the idea into their hea
that the NAML. is not competitive with the I.
If they would only argue the thing they ecu
prove it to themselves. The I. A. is doing a wo
that could never be accompUshed by an organiz
tion similar to the League. On the other hand it
doubtful if the far-seeing officials of the I. A. wou
allow themselves to be diverted away from the
main purposes to pursue the line of attack whi
the N. A. M. L. has assumed. In fact, the tv
organizations are exactly opposite in their wor
The I. A. was formed principally to protect
man and his working conditions. The N. A. M.
does not touch the man only insofar as he is
agency through which we hope to improve
quality of film. Could an\-thing be more east
explaihed
PerhaD< ?that small label will come into existenc

\\|// Slide.
PROJECTION
LENSES

-use your own screen
-"best advertising medium
-at'any
price

o

Why not equip your machine
with a lens that is made in a
factory devoted exclusively to
the manufacture of High Grade
Projection Lenses of all descriptions.
Our PRO-JEX Motion Picture Projection lenses can be
had in any of the following

I
I
Eliminate
Projection Room Hazards
Don't wait for a fire which will
result in these devices being required by law, as they are in many
cities. Our devices have been in
use for many years and have given
best of satisfaction.
Don't do as the man did who
locked the barn door after his horse
had been stolen. Be wise, investigate, and install Fulco Safety
devices. Send for more complete
information of the
Fulco Enclosed Fire Proof Rewind
Fulco Argo Ideal Film Box
Fulco Safety Waste Can
JLC^ is
the Brand.
Sold the
world
over. Insist
on
them. It is your guarantee of the
Best. If your dealer does not supply them, write
E. E. FULTON COMPANY
3204 CarroU Avenue CHICAGO
Manufacturers of M. P. Accessories
Note. — Send for our new 16 p.n:e
folder, illustrating and describing our
complete line.

Typewritten like a letter
cost no more
For Sale by all Leadirig Dealers

Standard
typesPRO-JEX—
:

E

PRO-JEX— No. 1
NEWMAN

BRASS

FRAMES

AND

RAILS

Accompanying cut shows our new style unit frame for
corners of theatre lobbies. Especially designed to fit
irregular shaped columns and sloping entrances. Neat,
attractive
it enables the passer-by to see
at
a glance and
the complete,
entire program.
Send sketch for prices and ask for new 1920 catalog.
The

Newman
Mfg. Co.
Established 1S82
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cmcinnati, Ohio
68 W. Washin^on Street, Chicago, lUinois
Canadian Representative — J. T. Malone
.337 Bleury St., Montreal, Canada
Pacific San
CoastFrancisco,
— G. A.Cal.Metcalfe.
Frames, Easels, Rails, Grilles, Signns, Choppers,
Kick Plates, Door Bars
Corner Unit Hinged
-j^e
manufacture
various
Frames
finishes which do the
not frames
require inpelishinp

PRO-JEX— No. 2
W'e also carry a full line of
High Grade Stereopticon Lenses
in the Quarter and Half size.
OUR PRICES -Will make yon
think.
OCR GOODS_\\ ill make you
act for the future supply.

Projection Optics Co.
^INCORPORATED— 203 State Street
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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when we have exhausted the present supply of the
large ones. It's a mighty expensive proposition to
conduct a League of this sort, especially when the
membership
runswhointowould
1,600.be Probably
isn't
a member but
surprisedthere
to know
just what each member costs the NEWS over a
year's time. Perhaps you can guess at the amount
but be sure to guess high enough.
Never worry about your typewriting. At its
worst it is many times better than handwriting and
we're always glad to get pencilled letters, so there
you are. Come again.
Some

Causes of Film
Destruction
STIRRED by letters that have appeared in the
News in weeks past on the reasons for the
poor condition of film received by many houses,
Raymond Stone of Huron, Ohio, comes into the
discussion with some definite causes of the trouble.
This being my first letter to the News I will
make it short. I just want to say a word or so
regarding the argument " City Man " vs. " Small
Towner." This matter of punch-holes and like
matter in films can't be blamed wholly on either
side. I agree with some of the writers that it's not
the isCity
Man's fault. My reason for thinking
so
:
1. He has an equipment with which he is able
to put on a show and put it on right.
2. The projection room is manned by a fellow
'who is thoroughly experienced in that line and
must be in order to hold such a job, while in a
small town the projectors — I mean automatic oiling
and ripping devices are in a run-down shape and
see little repair, if any. The sprockets are all nice
and sharp. The gears are jammed with vaseline
so they rattle — in fact, anyway to get something
that looks like a picture on the screen.
A brand new supposed-to-be "operator"
every other week who doesn't care for anything but
his payroll.

THE

Picture

N eu

If some " Small i owner " could see an up-todate, well equipped projection room and have a
face to face talk with the man in charge of it he
would get a somewhat different idea on the subject.
About Those N. A. M. L. Pins
F. J. Mc. : I read a suggestion about making a
better button. I might suggest that one about the
same size as the I. A. badge would be about right.
No. 124: In regard to the N. A. M. L. new
buttons, I think that it is a fine idea and I would
gladly pay the cost of same for a new kind of a
button, also would like to suggest that there be a
new style membership made. I lost mine while
traveling (We
aroundare and
haven't
to secure
another.
sending
you been
anotherabletoday.
Ed.)
I remember my number, which is 124, as I put it on
all labels I have. I think it would be nice to have
a new card about the size of a regular identification
card so you can carry it around in your card
case. Pass this idea on to the members and see
what they think of it.
G. H., No. 423 : Just a line to let you know I am
in for the new N. A. M. L. buttons. Mark me for
one please, if the plan goes through, whatever the
cost.
A. M. : I have just been reading the letter from
one of the members of the N. A. M. L., and I think
that an N. A. M. L. journal would be a fine thing.
It would make all of the members acquainted with
each other. I will do all I can to help.

New Palace Theatre
(Continued from page 1726)
mcnt in the room consists of three 100-amper
rheostats so connected that the third or spare on
can be instantly thrown into the circuit in case o
trouble with any one of the others. Sufficient ven
tilation has been supplied to make the room com
fortable for those working in it. And as a fina
touch of convenience, suitable toilet facilities witl
running hot and cold water have been provided fo
the comfort of the projectionists.

Motion Pictures of Arcs
Report 813 from the research laboratory of the
Eastman Kodak Company will be of interest to
experimenters and those engaged in research as
applied to the electric arc.
The problem before the laboratory was to find
the best method by which motion pictures of an
arc lamp in operation could be taken. The solution was as follows:

A " Universal " camera having an f 3.5 Zeis: j
Tessar
lens at
wasa carefully
on theAfter
bum i '
ing carbons
distance offocused
30 inches.
considerable number of experimental exposures
using different Wratten light filters with variou!
densities of neutral film, it was found that foi
taking pictures at the normal rate a piece of Wratten "G " filter with a piece of neutral film of density 1.25 placed over the lens during exposure gave
very good pictures of the incandescent carbon

CARBON
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Frank Hammond chief of projection at
N. Y. Strand enjoying home life
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ADAPTERS

Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Service and adapted to either
Alternating or Direct Current service.
WE GUARANTEE all our products to be free from mechanical
or electrical defects.
Manufactured by
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Westinghouse
Motion Picture
Metro 5tud 10

Installations

Realizing that the successful operation of electrical equipment of a mation picture studio or theatre
depends upon the ability to meet very exacting
requirements, Westinghouse has made a special
study of these requirements. This study has
placed Westinghouse in a position to render valuable owners.
engineering services to hundreds of studio and
theatre
The following are some of the users and endorsers
of Westinghouse apparatus:
Metro H.Studios
Grauman's
Theatre,
Los Angeles,
Cal>f •
Thos.
Ince Studios
Strand Theatre,
Norfolk,
Va.
Robt. Brunton Studios Pitt Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Universal Film Studios Regent Theatre, Elmira, N. Y.
Clunes Studios Stanley Theatre, Phila., Pa.
Write our nearest district office for our new circular No. 7134
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing^Co.,
fek
East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sales Offices in all Large American Cities\
New York Offices t i , Los Angeles Offices
165 Broadway
iSLL L_ I 811 Van Nuys Bldg.

C/unp5iudio

fiewMission-Sdnfranciscofylif.

Strand- tiorfo/h,Va.

Robert Bunion-Sfudio

Westinghouse

for

National Cash Register Co.

CAMERAS

equips salesmen with

HEADQUARTERS
MOTION

PICTURE
NOW

THE

IN STOCK

GENUINE
IMPORTED
DEBRIE
CAMERAS
New Model Precision
Bali-Bearing Tripod
Universal

200 ft. Model Lbts $430, our
^^49
200 h. Model with Automatic dissolving shutter,
^>4Q'7/
$312, our price • List• «{>4^

400 ft. Model. List $645, our d> COC
price
JpO^D
400 ft. Model with Automatic dissolving shutter. List
$731 , our price -

Everything for the Production of
Pictures at the RIGHT PRICES
MOTION
PICTURE
110 W. 32nd STREET

$165
Cameras

$597

APPARATUS
CO. Inc.
NEW YORK CITY

NEW

PREMIER

PATHESCOPE
Motion
Flickerless " Safety Standard
Picture Projector
After years of practical experience with commercial motion
pictures and recent exhaustive tests and comparisons of all
projectors in their own fully equipped Projection Department,
the National Cash Register Co. has selected the NEW
PREMIER PATHESCOPE, and placed
an initial order for a large number of
machines and sets of Pathescope safety
prints of their own film.
Other manufacturers using Industrial Films can
safely accept the seal of approval set by National
Cash Register Co.
Schools can follow the example of the Neic
York Board of Education In selecting the NEW
PREMIER PATHESCOPE after careful technical investigation of all other Projectors and
Educational Film Service.
Send for 32-page convincing catalog
THE PATHESCOPE COMPANY OF AMERICA, Inc.
Dept. N, Aeolian Hall, New York
Agencies and Service Stations in Principal Cities
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Attachments

Picture

New

or3^

to Profession

Cinematographic Cameras
Bv Carl L. Gregory, F.R.P.S., and
G. J. Ba'dgley
A Paper Read at the Philadelphia Meeting of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers
is almost as certain as death and taxes ihai
T
I
no professional motion picture studio photog-of
rapher is entirely satisfied with any model
camera that is manufactured today.
The Cinematographer does not consider that he
is ready to take a picture until he has camouflaged
his camera with more attachments than a Ford
owner can buy for his "tin lizzy." This is not so
strange when we stop to consider that very few of
the professional canjeras available today are
equipped with more than one or two of the many
devices which are required to obtain the varied
effects that are to be seen in practically every motion picture production. With the exception of the
American built Bell and Howell camera, nearly
all of the better makes of motion picture boxes
are, or rather were, manufactured in Europe, for
the exception of a limited number of Pathe's,
with production
was entirely cut off by the great
this
war. It would not be fair to pass on however,
without referring to the fact that a great number
of sporadic attempts have been made in this country to manufacture motion picture cameras, but for
one reason or another, none of the attempts has
been successful, if we accept as a criterion the verdict of a large percentage of professional cinematographers.
It is hardly fair to class a camera as being a
professional studio camera unless it has held its
ground day after day and month after month
under the grinding routine of steady studio production. Such an arbitrary classification should not be
regarded as detracting from the merits of certain
types of cameras, which arc yet in the process of
evolution and have not as yet, for one reason or
another, come into general use for studio production. A number of models of high merit have
been exhibited, which would have been eagerly
tried out in the studios, if a sufficient number of
them had been placed on the market, so that they
could have been given a fair trial. Doubtless,
some of these excellent models, which have relapsed into a comatose condition during the restricted period of the war, will now be revived
and receive a proper introduction in the Cinematographic world. It seems reasonable to
prophecy .that the Cine camera of the future will
be sold with a number of standard attachments in
much the same way as the sewing machine is sold
with an equipment for producing all sorts of fancy
frills, tucks, pleats and ruffles. In much the same
way must the professional camera be provided with
attachments for producing dissolved vignettes,
fades, irises, etc. Foremost among these attachments is the one for producing dissolves. Formerly, all dissolving and fading was accomplished
by means of the iris diaphragm. Producing a fade
by means of the iris under certain conditions is
very difficult, as very few iris diaphragms are constructed so that they will close completely.
In making a fade, it is necessary that the exposure be diminished from the maximum to zero
in a uniform diminuendo; or, in producing what
is styled a fade-in, commenced at zero and with
a uniform crescendo developed to the maximum
normal exposure. Under good lighting conditions,
the arc movement from the normal exposure opening to that of a completed enclosed iris is extremely small ; so that a gradual decrease through
this small arc is exceedingly difficult to accomplish

in a uniform manner, especially as it is almost
always complicated by the fact that the iris will
not close completely and a complete fade out can
not be obtained. The general practice, where this
complication arose, was to place the hand over the
lens as soon as the iris was closed as far as it
would go ; thus ending it abruptly without accomplishing the final diminishing point. A dissolve,
which is a fade-in superinposed upon a fade-out,
would be farther complicated by the fact, in many
cases, a scene which dissolved into another might
be taken under poor lighting conditions and be succeeded by one taken in strong light, so that the
arc of movement used in producing the diminuendo
in one might cover several times the angle of the
arc of cresendo in the other. This leads to the
conclusion that the only method of obtaining a
uniform dissolve would be to gradually decrease
the exposure time by gradually overlapping the
sector blade of the shutter as it revolves; thereby
gradually decreasing the exposure. A number of
excellent mechanical devices for advancing the sector blade of the shutter have been perfected.
They are of two classes; the manually operated
and the automatic. The manually operated is selfexplanatorj', as it is manipulated by the hand, while
the camera is in operation. The automatic type is
operated by the movement of the camera itself being brought into action at the required moment
by throwing in a clutch driven from some part of
the camera mechanism. With the manually
operated dissolve, the fade may be of any desired
length ; whereas with the automatic, only a certain
pre-determined length of fade may be produced.
In the Shustek camera, the advancement of the
sector blade is accomplished by a differential gear.
In the Kronik Brothers' Camera two sector
blades are advanced simultaneously from each side
of the shutter opening by means of a pin passing
through two curved slots in the sector blade, and a
straight slot in the covering blade, this pin being
actuated by a yoke which is moved in and out by a
sliding sleeve on the shutter arbor. Only a very
few of either of these types of cameras have been
man'.ifactured. The most common device for
closing the sector blade is that of a spirally actuated sleeve upon the shutter spindle. In the
Badgley shutter, which has been installed in dozens
of Pathe and other makes of professional cameras,
the sector blade is attached to a sleeve on the shutter arbor, which is hollow. A rod sliding in the
hollow arbor carries a pin extending out through
In the Bell and Howell camera and in the Duplex printing machine a spirally actuated sleeve
also closes the sector blade across the shutter
opening in the manner just described except that
the details of the mechanical design are somewhat
different than those employed by Mr. Badgley.
In all of the automatic installations so far mentioned, the length of dissolve is pre-determined,
generally three or five feet, and can not be changed.
An automatic shutter dissolve, in which the length
of dissolve can be altered at will, would be a
desirable feature in a professional camera, providing that it be not too complicated.
Mr. Carl Akeley has invented a shutter of this
type, which can be set at practically any length up
to ten feet, but has not yet brought it out. The
demand for an adjustable automatic shutter dissolve does not seem to be very insistent, as in most
of the exceptional cases where the standard automatic dissolve is not of the required length, the automatic mechanism is not used and the dissolve is
manually operated to the desired length.
Afte r considering the dissolving shutter as being
the most important feature to embody in a cinematographic camera for professional use, there are
a number of other features which are of so nearly
of equal importance that we will not attempt to

arrange them in order of their usefulness, bu
simply take them up one after the other as the
occur to our mind.
Intimately concerned with the operation of tb
shutter, and in fact, all manipulation of the earner
is the amount of film used. Most cameras, even o
the cheapest variety, have some kind of crud
counter for recording the film footage ; but th
word crude is used advisedly, as most of thescounters which are found installed in the earner:
when purchased, are of the crudest kind. It i
often necessary in trick work and vision or doubl
exposure to know the exact footage and even th
exact frame at which a double is to commence o
end; so that it is only by means of an accurati
counter, or a lot of unnecessary counting and cali
bration by the operator himself, that he can inter
pose his trick work in the exact place in the filnr
where it should go. There are a number of verj
excellent revolution counters upon the market
which count accurately backward or forward and
which indicate in large plain figures their results
that may be easily installed in a camera and in
such a manner as to count either footage, crank
turns, or frames, as may be desired. The counters
manufactured by the Veeder Manufacturing Com
pany of Hartford, Connecticut, may be taken as
representative of the kind of instrument useful for
this purpose. One of the double counters, in which
one face gives the total and the other face a sub
total, the face of which may be readily set back to
zero by means of a thumb nut, is excellent for our
purpose. It would be a comparatively simple matter for the manufacturer to change one of these
counters so that the unit wheel could be divided
into sixteen parts and thereby record each individual frame, allowing the other numbers to record
the footage. The Bell and Howell people have
made a counter of this type by combining a wheel
of their own divided into sixteen parts with a
Veeder counter, but unfortunatelj-, in attaching it
to their camera, has rendered it worse than useless; first, by attaching it to the one turn spindle
which prevents the use of the trick crank; second,
in order to obtain a set-back feature, made it frictionally operated so that its record, on account of
slippage, is more often inaccurate than correct.
The Eastman Company has inaugurated an innovation with their negative film, which to be of any
use. practically necessitates the use of an accurate
counter. This innovation consists of photographing on the perforation edge of every foot of negative film before shipping a consecutive footage
number which is recorded on the box in which it
is shipped so that we may have for example, —
a roll of film four hundred feet long, upon the
edge of which we have recorded the consecutive
numbers from 437,000 to 437,400. If, then, we keep
track of our scenes for the future information of
the cutter and editor, it is necessarj- for us in exposing this film to keep an accurate footage record
so that our recorded number for the scenes will
exactl}' coincide with those given to the cutter
for his information in making the first continuity
and for keeping track of all of the scenes in the
production throughout all of his operations with
the same. If this system were followed out, a
tremendous amount of labor would be saved in the
cuttmg rooms, as it would not be necessary for
the cutter to look through roll after roll of film
to identify a certain scene, as he could merely refer
to the assistant director's record and tell in an
instant by looking at the record number on the
edge of the film, whether he had the right piece
of film or not. This system, is of course compHcated by the high numbers required to avoid duplication, especially in studios where there are a
number of directors working at the same time, as
it would be possible for two different directors to
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N the State of New
Jersey they are
using moving pic
ture cameras for
educational purposes in con'
nection with State Hospitals,

416 C«DtT« St.,
Trenton, 8. J., BoTcnbor 3, 1919*

Prisons, Homes, Reformat
tories and various other
institutions. Mr. Frank A.

Buk* & 3m%M loa*
2S2 Kut Ontario 9t.
Chloaeo, 111.

Krueger is the official motion
picture photographer for the
State and naturally uses a
UNIVERSAL, as with this
camera, he knows he gets

I m forwardli^ to ytru nadftr B«pamto ooT«r a
phoi»gr^h of AoTvraor Hosyon of S«« Jarsflj as a o«Dsrsniyp vMb
ao«
of
jonr
D&lT«rul
Cvneru* Tbo flgar«B la th* plotrm ar*
aa fallova.
On tha daft) Got. IbmToo of S«v Jaraay, (Contra}
Biraotor,
fir. I.B.Blaa,
I>ap*t. ofClDcnatographar
Instltutlona andrrankieanolaa
St^
of lav Jaraiv,
(Klght) Offloial
A« Xnasar
of fiap*t. of Isatltutioca
and l^anoiot.
Cha Daparteaant
of Inatltntloni and i^aAlaj of
tha ataita of Bav Jarea; as far aj I Imov ara the firrt Ui tha
ooontiy to adopt tha notion piotura oaspalgn to ahov tha pcbllo
bov
laa Jarsay
for it's
lAilohGirls
Inslndas
Eospltals
for thacaraaIntana,
Statevards
Prison^
Eoma, allHon*thaforStato
BoTa^
Vonans fiafonaatory, and rarlous othar Instltatlona.
Wh£t I lant to aay Is thla, that va hara tro
TlbiTarsal Casans 400 ft. oapaoity, ona satooatlo dlssolra. and
tha othar do diaaolraf and thay har* giTon tha Taxy best of sarrloa
both In X-Sa7 and 3olastiflo Basearoh vork and in str&i^t plptnra
i«]cii^* I hara shot tvanty ttaonsand faat to tha preaant lata
and as pleaaad to say 1 hars not loat ont foot of flls throm^
canera tronbla. j la all my axparienca with tha DnlTorsal Conara
whlla in the Photo. DIt. of tha Si^ial Corps U.S. An;; and vj preiant
position with ttaa State of Ser* Jeraty it has nsTar fallad to dellTor
tha gooda fbr Bia.
I vlah 70a voald sand ma a catalogoa or any other
llteratnxa that 70Q bare on hand as thara ara sararal ststtas In
Uhlon i^oh ara vrlting us for information as to oar adaeatlon
oos^al^ va are ao ably ooodaoting fostered by Cocnlailoner Bordetta
G.Lavia and fir.L.B.Blaa of tha Dap't. of Instltatlon aat ieamios
while 1- SB dola^ tha pbotogpripMo woik.
Tours truly, >^ .

perfect film all the time and
every time.
Educators, Explorers, Army
Photographers, in fact every
operator who has to depend
on his 'camera as a soldier
depends on his gun uses a
UNIVERSAL.
Read

what

Mr.

says of his trusty machine
and then write for illustrated

416 Castra 3t
Trenton, I.J*

book,

catalogue

particulars.

BURKE
&
TAMES
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225 FIFTH

ONTARIO
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(Equipment Service)

have rolls of films carrying the same consecutive
footage numbers or even possibly, though not
probably, according to the law of chances, that
the sarne consecutive numbers might occur twice
in the negative rolls used in the same production.
A much more simple method which, as far as we
know, has not yet been used, would be that of a
secutive footage number impressed at the side of
every frame throughout the negative, of which
the assistant director would keep record as the
scenes were taken, for the information of those
in charge of all cutting operations.
While many of the devices of trick photography
— so called — are frowned upon by the modern director, the striving after artistic effects has more
greatly strained the resources of the photographer
than any of the visioning back devices that were
formerly the stock in trade of the old-time director. Dual roles are still employed to exploit the
versatility of our stars and results which once
were called tricked photography now masquerade
under the more euphonious title of photographic
effects. The modern, up-to-date photographer has
probably more use for inside and outside matter
than he did during the era of trick photography,
but he now employs them with a delicacy and
finesse unthought of a short period back. If he
does double exposure now it must be so accurately
done that there is no weave or shifting visible between the primary and secondary exposures. He
goes on for beautiful cloud effects and color
values, using color screen, vignetting devices, and
panchromatic films. His exterior iris must be so
adjustable that its last encircling dot in closing
may vanish at any given point in the frame and
with any desired degree of diffusion. He must be
able to give soft focus effects, fading away into
indefiniteness at the edges, and yet retaining in his
principal objects at the centre of the film a sufficient degree of clarity to avoid over-stepping that
hazy boundary between a pleasing softness and
an out and out fuzzy-wuzzyness. For these effects, he requires inside and outside mattes, slotted

lens hoods, round and square closing vignetting
devices, with perhaps a half dozen irregular or odd
shapes closing in odd geometrical forms in addition, to give him a pleasing variety from which
to choose and, in addition have his camera so
built that these devices may be attached and employed without unnecessary delay. In the employment of inside matters it is generally necessary that
they come in as close proximity to the film as it is
mechanically possible to place them without coming into actual contact with it. The inside matte,
in contradistinction to the exterior matte, is employed where the lines of demarcation between the
part matted out and the part photographed should
be as sharply defined as possible. Where a double
exposure joins two of these sharply defined lines
of demarcation, the cutting of the mattes so that
the two exposures may exactly coincide without
over-lapping or leaving unexposed space between
is a matter of extreme mechanical precision and
the mattes themselves and the grooves in which
they are held must be made with the greatest
of care. Every operation connected with the use
of inside mattes must be carried out with the
greatest precision for the slightest movement of
the camera will instantly reveal their use where
two or more mattes are used in making a composite picture, because such movement will throw
the parts of the composite image out of register.
It is probably for this reason that camera men
avoid as much as possible the use of interior mattes
because they reveal with deadly accuracy even
the slightest defects in camera manipulation.
There is also a use for interior mattes for diffused
edge effects by using them in another groove or
series of grooves at varying distances between the
surface of the film and the lens, but such employment is seldom found as all of these sorts of effects
may be obtained much more readily by the use of
exterior mattes. An exterior matte is one, usually
of larger size than an interior matte, placed in
front of the lens at a distance which will give a
diffused line of demarcation between the image

Picture

N ezl

photographed and that part which is closed offi
the matte. When two mattes are used in conjuJ
tion in producing one picture, they are so ( |
ployed that the diffused lines of demarcation
tween the different exposures fuse into < I
another and leave no betraying line to reri
exactly where the picture has been split. 1
amount of this diffusion is determined by two f (
tors. The first factor is the distance from
matte to the lens and the second factor is
diaphragm opening, so that if double exposn
are made under varying light conditions, the cx\
eraman is confronted with a problem in which
has to equalize a number of different factors,
one exposure is taken in brighter light than 1 '
other, he may place his second matte closer to 1
lens to obtain the same degree of diffusion witt
smaller diaphragm or he may equaUze his expost
by cutting down his shutter opening and place 1
matte at the same distance from the lens as 1
first in order to obtain the same degree of d |
fusion.
(To be continued)
Sun

Lights

on

New

Basis >

THE Sun Light Arc Corporation starts the N« I
Year with an announcement that will be '[
intense interest to the trade. In the past the pm\
erful arc lights of this firm have been delivered
studios and producers on a strictly rental basis. B ;
beginning with January 1, 1920, the lamps will l|
supplied on any one of three bases according
wish of the user. Mr. J. Justice Harmer, Pref)
dent of the Sun Light Corporation, explains tl |
change by saying, "The reason for doing this is
satisfj' our customers and work with and in Iia.,1
mony with our friends. Under the present tentil
of rental our friends have felt that they are pa^j
ing for something they will never own and ha\
urged us to change our methods of placing lami

with them."
iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiiiniuiraiiiniiiii" iiiiiinmiiiniimiiiniiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiuNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiimimi ni niiiiHiniriiiiiiiiimiiinmmiiiiniii
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The

advantages

PICTURE CAMERAS
NEW AND USED
200 ft. capacity U. S. Compact M. P. Camera.
The Ideal camera for News Weeklies. Complete with Tessar F : 3.5 lens.
Slightly used
The latest Universal with Internal$82.50
Shutter
dissolve. Complete as listed

of

at $512.00 for immediate delivery
400
ft. De Franne
Studio or Field Camera.
All
$467.00
movements.
Complete
with fiJiiCc;
AA
EASTMAN

footage numbered

negative

will immediately

assert

of successive

film

them-

selves in the final cutting
assembling

3piOD.UU
Tessar F : 3.5forlens
Everything
Motion Picture Making.
Any
I
camera shipped C. O. D. for examination,
Ii rTrT?1?1?Ba8i
IXiliJ:! J37.S0 Motion
per 1000Picture
ft. Catalog. Expert advice. Eaatman negative film

and

scenes.

Identifiable hy the words ^'Eastman" and
Kodak" in the film margin
EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

I
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
g
Motion Pletore Dlvlgion
I
111 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.
SuniiniiinnaiiiiiiiBmiminnumiiniiriiiiiiniiniiimiinniiniiniiunnmiimiimiiniiimnmiinTiinTiiniiiminm

C-r-a-c-k
—
c-r-a-c-k —
— another Condenser gone to pieces!
No wonder they break. It takes mighty good
glass to stand such heat.
"Mighty densersgood
what IMSCO
are madeglass;"
of. that's
They seldom
break, Conand
are guaranteed not to turn color.
Yes, they cost a little more (one pair, 6^" and
71/2"? in individual box, for §2.50), but they're
cheaper in the end.
Try atopair
for yourself.
want
try and
otherseeIMSCO
products Then
too. you'D
729 Seventh Ave.
INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPLY CO.,
New York
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be
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Motion

Every

CAMERA
AND
TRIPOD

Projected
for immediate

delivery

It is not the pictures alone that control your
patronage and fill your theatre with a large,
enthusiastic audience, for if the pictures do not
appear on your screen clear and fiickerless they
lose half their value.

This is the very

latest

all the

Brie improvements

new

De

Give theatre-goers the joy of seeing a perfectly
projected picture. You can easily do this by
emploving in vour machine
TOR CARBONS.

SPEER

Carbon
St. Marys,

PROJEC-

That will make a good
Motion Picture on standard film. The lens is
included in the price.

Company
Penna.

The FOUNDATION

OF PRESENT-DAY

MOTION

PICTURES

with

00
FOR
*50
Only
100 Ft. Topical Camera

A size and style to meet the requirements of
every operating condition.

Speer

Model

b. bLllJlLlVl
r rUMMUDT

NEW YORK
24E.13thSf.

EAGLE
STANDARDIZED
CAMERAS-PERFORATOR— PRINTER
SPLICERS -ACCESSORIES
PRECISION

320 S. Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

127 E. 6lii St.
LOS ANGELES

ROCK

FILM

MACHINERY— EQUIPMENT— SUPPLIES
For Motion Picture Laboratories, Studios, Theatres
PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CINEMACHINERY
»Ew YORK B£LL & HO
WELL
CO.
1801-11 Larchmont Ave, CHICAGO
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Quality

"Raw

Stock''

Right

photographically.

Will

not go to pieces in the
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projector.
Made by
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MANUFACTURING
You will find in these pages something of interest
to your particular occupation.
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A GREAT deal of the success of perfect
musical interpretation may be attributed to
the Filmusic Co. of Los Angeles, California. The
editor just received their January Bulletin and
the new list consists of not only very interesting
material, but in the estimation of the writer, also
of compositions which are indispensable to theatres
employing mechanical instruments.
The tirst number on the list is "The Dancer
of Navarre," by Zamecnik, a bright intermezzo of
neutral character, which can easily be developed
into a light agitato.
Number two, " in a Chinese Tea Room," by
Langey, is a melodious Chinese selection equally
suitable for Japanese as well as oriental settings.
Number three, "A Little Song," by Erdody, is
a beautiful full chord melody of sentimental and
light dramatic character.
Number four, "Misterioso Dramatique," No. 54,
by Borch. This number represents No. 54 of the
famous Berg Incidental Series, which is most
appropriate for tensive and mysterious settings.
Number five, "Romance," by Elliott, is a melodious composition of sentimental and pathetique
character.
Number six, " One Sweet Day," by Zamecnik, is
a beautiful and melodious song love theme of exceptional merits.
Number seven, " Love's Enchantment," by Varley, is a light melodious intermezzo of neutral
character, a number which can be appropriately
employed for a great many purposes.
Number eight, " Humoresque," by Dvorak, is
an exceptionally fine arrangement of this standard
classic, played as a duet hy Eddie Horton, who
always plays the melody with his right hand, and
" Annie Laurie," with the " Swanee River " as a
counter-melody, with his left hand.
Number nine, " Dramatic Agitate," by Borch, is
another number extracted from the Berg Incidental Series. This fine dramatic composition is

ixipmert-t'l ti
^

equally suitable for intensive dramatic situations —
aNo.sequel
2. to Sol P. Levy's " Dramatic Recitative "
Number ten, " Four Toons." This record consists of the choruses of four songs most appropriate for comedies.
Light Music
FOR ten consecutive years I have had charge of
the greatest music house in the world. Approximately 25 per cent, of the orders received
called for an assortment of " light music."
It was then my duty to select ten, fifteen or fifty
numbers of such music. Very often the entire
shipment was returned because in the estimation
of the musician who ordered this music it was not
what he desired.
What does "light music" mean? I am sure
that the musician ordering such stuff has something in his mind. What is it? Is he thinking of
certain scenes in pictures of certain stars?
For the benefit of all concerned I would like to
see this question settled. In my estimation " light
music" means nothing, and it may mean one hundred varieties.
The.
bestandwaydedicate
to definitely
"lightstars.
music"
is to try
it to classify
certain film
For instance, Mary Miles Minter typifies,
musically speaking, " light music," but not a 6/7
or 2/4 typical happy allegretto caprice or intermezzo.
This wonderful girl is always happy, but nevertheless no matter in what picture she appeared,
she always had the power of adding a certain
amount of pathos to her happiness, no matter
how dramatic her part may be, strict dramatic
music would be inappropriate.
Mary Miles Minter spreads happiness wherever
she appears and still audiences always follow her
with pathetic sentiment.
" Happy music " is hers, but an undertone of
melody must come with it. " Pastel Menuet," by
Paradias ; " Budding Spring," by Platzman ; " Intermezzo," byHuerter; "Flirty Flirts," by Levy;

"FOOTLIGHTS AND SHADOWS"
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Love's Enchantment" (Intermezzo D' Amour), Varley
1— Popular Comic Opera Extract to Action (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until — S:
At screening.
2 — " Love Me " (Valse moderate), by Zamecnik (2 minutes and 40 seconds),
until — T: "This time, you've got to."
3 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: " But Peter, I don't love."
4— " Narrative
" (For
scenesof sleeping
of reminiscence),
seconds),
until — S:
Close-up
servant. by Pement (2 minutes and 30
5
—
"
Lovelette
"
(Allegretto
Grazioso),
by Levy (55 seconds), until — S: Gloria
at dressing table.
7 — " Mysterioso " (For general use), by Andino (1 minute and 5 seconds), until —
T: "Be careful. Captain, there is."
8 — "Dramatic Tension" (For strong tense emotional scenes), by Shepherd
(3 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: " I beg pardon, but what 'are? "
9 — —" TPathetic
(For hours.
general use), by Vely (2 minutes and IS seconds),
until
: In theAndante"
early morning
10 — " Dramatic Recitative No. 2," by Levy (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until —
T. " Mr. Shaw is waiting for."
Continue(5 ppminutes
(20 seconds),
T: until
"The— tiger!
The tiger!
1211 —— Theme
and 40 until—
seconds),
T: Through
drearyWhere
hours. is it?"
13
—
Popular
comic
opera
extract
to
action
(1
minute
and
30
seconds),
until — T:
Even love must give way.
14 — " Blue Bells " (Moderate Grazioso), by Zamecnik (1 minute and 55 seconds),
nntil — T: "She's a dream."
15 — "Why?" (Ballad fox trot), by Levy (50 seconds), until — T: "You are
noticing
the white."
16— Continue
R (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T: "A tiger got him."
17
—
"Andante
10 seconds), until Dramatico
— S: Gloria" (For
leaves dramatic
restaurant.emotion), by Borch (1 minute and
18 — Continue to action (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "Jerry — Jerry."
19 — " Love Letters " (Valse charming), by Braine (1 minute and 45 seconds),
until20 —— T:
" I haveto been
bed." and 35 seconds), until — T: Fate mocks at
Continue
actionsick(1 inminute
Cupid.
21 — Popular comic opera extract to action (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — S:
Interior of cabaret.

"Love's Enchantment," by Varley; " Prudei
by Luz, and many other numbers of a similar
are Mary Miles Minter's numbers. They are
numbers. They portray quiet. God-fearing h;
ness. They represent a comljination of me
and laughter.
Constance Talmadge, for instance, is ano j
happy character, but Mary Miles Minter m
does not fit her. The sprinkling water foun
with its beautiful rainbow colors are " Con star
music," "light" — dignified frivolity, happy d
dren playing in the sunshine of a summer's ni'
ing — light, capricious musical numbers such
"Birds and Butterflies," by Veley; " Lovele:
by Levy; "Dancing Nymphs," by Braine;
mance," by Nevin ; " Capricious Annette,"
Borch ; " Intermezzo-Picturesque," by Koz
" 111 Flowerland," intermezzo, by Golden,
many other numbers of this type are of the C
stance Talmadge character.
Society scenes require " light music." W'
Tentes are usually plaj'ed for this purpose. L
scenes, outdoor scenes and even barroom seerequire " light music." But get the differer
June Caprice, the nature girl, flirting with bi;
or several borroom girls love-eyeing with s(
miners. Both the above scenes also require ','li
music," but nevertheless they are distinctly difl
ent. Juvenile pictures are also of a light charac
so are two young bears playing with a cat. E
Theda Bara and the emotional Nazimova soij
times appear in scenes of happiness.
This, again, requires another kind of light mn»
There are a thousand and one kinds of see
portraying happiness. It would take a bc»ok
analyze them all. The above are but several
amples of what " light music " really means,
very
way to a order
musicdemand
" wo
be to practical
always mention
certain" light
number,
an assortment of a similar type. This would fa^
itate matters, and would enable musicians to
what they really require.
" Light music " means nothing and it may mc
a hundred varieties.
" If I am wrong, please tell me."

22 — Continue £f (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — T: "It's Gloria, my dream
23 — " Chu Chu San" (Japanese characteristic), by Samuels (1 minute and 10
seconds), until — S: Beginning of second act.
— Produce
of explosion
" Half Reel Furioso," by Lflry
(2 24minutes
and effect
20 seconds),
until — S:followed
Scene ofbyexplosion.
25
—
"
Serenade
Romantique
"
(And.
con
moto),
by Borch (1 minute and 15
seconds), until — T: The dawn of another day.
26 — " Dramatic Agitato " (For general use), by Hough (2 minutes and 10
seconds), until — T: "Forget what the doctor said."
NOTE: Begin pp then to action.
27 —girl."
Theme ff (2 minutes and 10 seconds),
THE ENDuntil — T: "Now apologize."
" GREATER THAN FAME "
Specicilly selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Devotion" (Romance Moderato con moto), Deppen
1 — Theme (1 minute), until — S: At screening.
2 — "Dancing
moderato), by Brane (1 minute and 10 secDnds),
until — T : Nymphs"
Broosville (Allegro
Centre, Mass.
in 3chapel.
— "Sacred Hymn" to action (25 seconds), until — S: Close-up of girl singing
yoJ'E: To he produced
vocal solo with organ accompaniment.
4— Continue as organ solo pp (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: "Your
5 — "Sleeping
Margaret's
▼oice
is." aunts. Rose" (Valse lente), by Borch (3 minutes), until — S: Close-up of
67—— Theme
seconds),
untilseconds),
— T: " Ituntil
may— mean
fame."an allowance
Continue(1 tominute
actionand(1 35minute
and 25
T: When
of $20.00.
View
of New York.of New York" (Old popular song hit) (50 seconds), until — S:
8 — "Sidewalks
9
—
"
Babillage
" (Entr'Acte),
by Castillo (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T:
Washington
Square,
where.
10 — Grand operatic song to action (40 seconds), until — S: Girl singing.
NOTE: To be produced a^ vocal so/o u iih pa. acc.
11 — "Visions" (Intermezzo characteristic for neutral scenes), by Buse (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until —(Continued
T: "The on
goodpageGod1742)
has given."
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12 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: Humility like darkness.
13 — "Bee and the Flouret " (Moderato grazioso), by Zamecnik (2 mmutes and
15 seconds), until — T: After two weeks' study.
14 — " Impish Elves" (Intermezzo), by Borch (4 minutes and 25 seconds), until —
T: At 3'oclock of an.
15 — Theme (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: Midnight, the hour for.
16— of" Oriental
night
nights for.Dance," by Levy (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: The
17 — Continue to action (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: Guido Saxsetti.
(1 minute
and to30 action
seconds),
until — T: until
"Everyone
these people."
1918 —— Theme
Grand Opera
extract
(45 seconds),
— S: Girlof singing.
XOTE: To he produced as vocal solo xi ith piano acc.
20 — "Norma" (Valse lente), by Luz (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T:
" You have the voice of a."
21 — " Because You Say Good-Bye " (Concert ballad), by Levy (2 minutes),
until — T: Morning with the great."
22 — " At Twilight " (Moderato), by Golden (4 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T:
As a man's studied assumption.
23 — "Flirting
seconds),
until — T:Lovers"
The day(Valse
when amoreuse),
everything. by Kempinski (3 minutes and 45
24 — Theme (3 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "How did you get in, Mr.
Waring?
"
25 — " Dramatic
Recitative No. 2," by Levy (1 minute and 45 seconds), until —
T: "Jack, I am so glad you're."
26
—
"Poem
Symphonique
" (And.
quasimaster.
adagio), by Borch (3 minutes and 25
seconds), until — T: In the house
of the
27 — "In the Ruins" (Dramatic), by Kempinski (2 minutes and 5 seconds),
until — T : Hearing clearly the higher.
28 — Grand
ContinueOperatic
to actionoverture
(55 seconds),
until(1— T:
"Can'tand you35 understand
that?"
to action
minute
seconds), until
— T:
The29 —hours
always passing.
30 — Theme fi (1 minute and 40 seconds),
until — T: " You have met with a great."
THE END
" THE BLOOMING ANGEL "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speied limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: " Lovelelte " (Allegretto Grazioso), Levy
1 — "College Melodies," by Tobani (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until — S: At
screening.
2 — "Birdsuntiland
(AUegrette
seconds),
— T:Butterflies"
America needs
orators.intermezzo), by Vely (4 minutes and 20
3 — —"Dancing
Nymphs"
(Intermezzo), by Braine (2 minutes and 50 seconds),
until
T; Balm for
the wounds.
4 — Theme (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: The laundry business must.
5 — Continue to action (1 minute), until — T: To the surprise of every one.
" Hunkatin influences.
" (Half-tone jazz), by Levy (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T:
And6 — disturbing
NOTE: To be produced as vocal solo tvith pa. acc.
7 — Theme (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until — S: Girl stops singing.
8 — "Intermezzo"
(Allegretto), by Pierne (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T:
Tears
and flattery made.
9
—
"Why?"
(Fox
trot ballad), by Levy (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T:
The College Inn.
10 — "Marriage Blues" (Fox trot ballad), by Samuels & Berkin (1 minute and
55 seconds), until — T: "When did you discover that?"
11 — Theme (1 minute and 50 seconds), until T: " But promise you will never."
" (Entr'Acte), by Castillo (4 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T:
His12 —new" Babillage
job.
13 — Theme (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: For a hole peaceful.
14 — " Capricious Annette " (Caprice intermezzo), by Borch (3 minutes and 20

Picture

seconds), until — T: Though living in the attic.
15 — " Eccentric Comedy Theme," by Roberts (1 minute and 45 seconds), untilT: " Now you see what this."
16 — "Comedy Allegro," by Berg (5 minutes), until — T: Saturday afternoon.
17 — "Flirty Flirts" (Melodious rubato), by Levy (5 minutes and 15 seconds!
until — T: Where Police Magistrate.
18 — Theme B (3 minutes and 30 seconds),
THE ENDuntil — T: " You can sell anything i|.

"OVERLAND RED"
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Lovelette" (Allegretto Grazioso), Levy
1 — Theme (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until — S: At screening.
2 — —"Capricious
Annette" combination.
(Intermezzo), by Borch (2 minutes and 40 second()>{
until
T: The ever-hungry
3
—
"
Dancing
Nymphs
"
(Allegro
onds), until — T: The desert town ofmoderato),
Daggert. by Braine (2 minutes and 25
4
—
"Sinister
Theme"
(For
scenes
and 30 seconds), until — T: The desert ofratimpending
Saunders. danger), by Vely (2 minute! |
5 — Theme (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — T: Later that day in Daggert.
6— " until
Three— T:
Graces"
by Herman (4 minutiis and 20 sec |
onds),
But the(Allegro
round-upintermezzo),
led to.
7 — "ImpishRanch.
Elves" (Intermezzo) (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: At tlii
Moonstone
8 — "Galop" (Characteristic), by Minot (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T |
" He killed an old."
NOTE: pp or Jff.
9 — " Camelia " (From Boutonniore Suite), by Tonning (4 minutes and 20
onds), until — T: "The man was dead when he."
10— Theme (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: "You've sure improved."
11 — "Birds and Butterflies" (2/4 Allegretto intermezzo), by Vely (3 minute']
and 20 seconds), until — T: Quicksand.
12 — "Love Me" (Valse moderato), by Zamecnik (1 minute and 45 seconds)!
until — T: Red's memory had not.
13 — Theme (4 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: After his trip to Los Angeles.
by Borch (1 minute and 55 secon^)j|
until14 —— "May
T: WithDreams"
a smile on(4/4his Moderato),
lips.
15 — "Hurry" (For pursuit and races), by Minot (1 minute and 5 seconds)]
until
T: "No to
shooting,
no use."and SO seconds), until — T: Traveling only
16 —— Continue
action he's
(1 minute
night.
NOTE: M'atch shot.
(4/4 Moderato), by Deppen (1 minute and 10 seconds), until— I
T :17 A— "fewDevotion
nights "later.
18 —— "T:Dramatic
(Forwhere.
general use), by Levy (2 minutes and 10 seconds)
until
The forkTension
in the "road
19 — "Agitato Appassionato" (Depicting passionate agitation), by Borch (3
utes and 10 seconds), until — T: Red's plumb selfish.
NOTE: Begin pp then to action.
NOTE: Watch shot.
20 — " Love Theme " (For general use), by Lee (1 mnute and 30 seconds), unti.>
— T: " I'll show up in a few days."
21 — Theme ff (3 minutes and 40 seconds),
THE ENDuntil — T: The evening that followed.
(Continued on page 1744)
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Tuck

This Into Your

A Dramatic
And

Think

Battery

play for the EYES

a Cabaret

for the EARS —

is CONFUSION
WAKE
THE

UP!
DEAR

PUBLIC

IS GETTING

WISE

PICTUROLLS is the answer. THEY fit every
scene that ever has been or ever will be made.
They make a sad scene sad, an exciting scene exciting, a gruesome scene gruesome. Our catalogs
and bulletins tell you what the roll is for and how
to play it.
Get Full Information and Catalogs from the
nearest one of these Exclusive Distributors
Sherman, Clay ft Co., San Francisco, Cal., Portland, Ore., Seattle and Spokane, Wash. — Lyon & Healy, Chicago, III. — J. W. Jenkins Sons Co., Kansas
City, Mo. — W. J. Dyer & Bro., St. Paul, Minn. — F. H. Andrews Music Store,
Charlotte, North Carolina. — Philip Werlein, Limited, New Orleans, La. —
Geo. Lincoln Parker, Boston, Mass. — J. D. Wheelan Pipe Organ Co., Dallas,
Texas. — Beesley Music Co., Salt Lake City, Utah.
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Picture

N e

w.
New

Theatres

INDIANA
Valparaiso — G. G. Shauer and Sons have bought
the Hotel Spindlcr and are to erect a new picture
house on the site with a seating capacity of 1,200.
Montpelier — The Neal Theatre Compan)-, composed of a number of local men among whom is
T. C. Neal, president, is to construct a new theatre in the building known as the old New York
store building, corner of Jefferson and High
streets.
Pent — The Loomis Amusement Company, S.
Dale Loomis, president, is to build a new $75,003
picture house here.
IOWA
Davenport — Plans are being made for the erection of a new picture house, with a seating capacity of 1,000, on the site of the Har-Sen-Art airdome on North Harrison street.
KENTUCKY
Corbin — A new theatre, which will play traveling companies and pictures, is to be constructed
here at a cost of $25,000.
MICHIGAN
Grand Rapids — A new theatre is to be erected
in the downtown district.

Buildin;

MINNESOTA

NEW YORK

New Ulm — Construction work on the new
Grand theatre located north of the Grand Hotel
has been completed.
Glenwood — The new theatre which is being
built by J. H. McCauley is now nearing completion.
Pipestone — V. Feldman is to construct a new
theatre here.
NEBRASKA

Flatbush — William Fox is to construct a new
theatre on the east side of Flatbush avenue between Tilden avenue and Beverly road at the
corner of Duryea place. It is estimated that the
theatre will cost $1,000,000 and seat 3,500.
Nezu York City — George Backer is to erect a
theatre and office building on the corner of Fifth
avenue and Fifty-seventh street. The theatre
property is estimated to cost about $1,000,000.
Ellenville — Plans are being prepared for the
erection of a new picture house bj' Brodsky and
Kramer on Canal street.
Nevi' York City — Marcus Loew is to construct
a new theatre on the northeast corner of Broadway and 83d street. It will seat 3,600.
Batavia — Nilitas D. Dipson, proprietor of the
Family and Grand theatres is to construct a new
picture house on Main street at a cost of $125,000.
Syracuse — Arthur B. Merriman is to construct
a new $65,000 picture house at South Salina street
and Wood avenue. Its seating capacity will be

Seivard — F. P. Mayland is constructing a new
300 seat theatre which will be ready for opening
in the early spring.
NEW JERSEY
West-wood — La Forest Hopper and Adolph R.
Kuehn have erected a new $30,000 picture house
with a seating capacity of 550.
Newark — Rumor has 'it that a new picture
theatre may be constructed at Broad and New
streets.
Princeton — A new picture theatre is to be constructed atthe corner of Nassau and Vandevanter
streets. It will seat about 1,000.

{Conthiucd from page 1742)
" THE FORGED BRIDE "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Chanson Meloncolique " (Dramatic), Collipge
1 — —"Pizzicato
Mysterioso " (For burglary and stealth), by Minot (3 minutes),
until
S: At screening.
2 — Theme (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: For years Ben Reynolds.
3 — " Sinister Theme " (For scenes of impending danger), by Vely (2 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: But Reynolds had reckoned.
4 — Mysterioso Agitato" (Descriptive), by Smith (1 minute and 25 seconds),
until — T: "Good luck, daddy."
5 — "Poem
Symphonique
adagio), by Borch (1 minute and 50
seconds),
until—
T: The way" of(And.
the quasi
transgressor.
6
—
"
College
Capers
March
"
(College
march),
seconds), until — T: The Seaside Playground of. by Zamecnik (2 minutes and 25
7 — — " T:Lovelette
Grazioso), by Levy (2 minutes and 10 seconds),
until
Through" (Allegretto
the month that.
8 — Theme (55 seconds), until — T: Suddenly she remembers.
9 — "Love's Enchantment" (Romance D'Amour), by Vailey (3 minutes and 10
leconds), until — T: Love conquers doubts.
10 — Continue to action (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "I am not saying
that Dick."
11 — Continue pp (20 seconds), until — T: "This is Miss Reynolds."
12 —— "Thoughts
Twilight"
(Reverie), by Kendall (4 minutes and 20 seconds),
until
T: At nightat when
the house.
13
—
"
Flirty
Flirts
"
(Melodious
until — T: Promise or no promise. rubato), by Levy (2 minutes and 20 seconds),
14 — "Why?" (Song ballad), by Levy (2 minutes), until — T: Peggy readily
adapts.
15 — " Dramatic Narrative " (For scenes of reminiscence), by Pement (1 minute
and16 —45Theme
seconds),
until — T:and"You
are just until
the —ageT: my."
(2 minutes
20 seconds),
The weekly letter to old.
17
—
"Adieu"
(12/8
dramatic),
by
Favarger
(2 minutes and 25 seconds), until —
T: The road gang.
18 — Continue ff (35 seconds), until — T: No. 1501 missing.
" Dramatic
Recitative No. 2," by Levy (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T:
The19 —evening
preceding.
20
—
"Mysterioso
(Depicting
mystery
to dramatic
Borch (1 minute and Dramatique
35 seconds)," until
— T: Love
after the
last light. cUmax), by
21 — Theme (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: And the sins of the fathers.
— "Dramatic
As 22plans
progress. Suspense," by Winkler (5 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T:
23 — Theme (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: "I love you so much, Peggy."
24 — Continue to action (1 minute THE
and 25ENDseconds), until — T: At midnight."
" THE IMP "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Serenade Romantique" (And. con moto), Borch
1 — " Galop" (Characteristic), by Minot (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — S: At
screening.
" Dancing
" (Allegretto intermezzo), by Braine (50 seconds), until —
T :2 —Most
of the Nymphs
excitement.
3
—
Continue
to
action
(1 minute and 10 seconds), until — T: Sing-Sing on the
Hudson.
4— "Mysterioso Dramatique" (Depicting mystery to dramatic climax), by
Borch
(3 minutes
and 45andseconds),
until —until
T: — "T:Shall
door, sir?of."
5 — Theme
(3 minutes
5 seconds),
JohnI open
Morton,the president
6
—
"
Dramatic
Agitato"
(For
general
use),
by
Borch
(1
minute
and
50 seconds),
until — T: One may find interest.
7 — "Turbulence," by Borch (35 seconds), until — S: Ball hits Jane.
8 — "Thoughts
Twilight"leaden
(Dramatic
seconds),
until — T:at Through
hours. reverie), by Kendal (S minutes and 5
scenesof ofbig impending
danger), by Voly (1 minute
and9 — 30"Sinister
seconds), Theme"
until — S :(For
Close-up
clock.
10
—
"Pizzicato
Mysterioso"
(For
burglary
and
stealth),
by Minot (3 minutes
and 40 seconds), until — T: Then while the police of.
11
—
"
Dramatic
Recitative
No.
2,"
by
Levy
(2
minutes
and
30 seconds) until — S:
Jane is caught by policeman.
12 — Theme (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T: "Barney, search this fresh."
— " Love
(Moderate), by Puerner (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until —
T: 13When
hopeSong
is at" its.
14 — Theme (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: In the itiU hours when.
15 — "Essence Grotesque" {Comic mysterioso), by Lake (1 minute and 30 seconds) until — T ; l^urking in the shadows.

1,000.

16 — "Chinese
where
night is. Characteristic," by Winkler (1 minute), until — T: Chinatown —
17—
"
" This isAndante
the Imp, Mysterioso."
anybody." by Lake (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T:
"Dramatic Agitato" (For general use), by Hough (1 minute), until — S:
The18 —fight.
19 — " Dramatic Tension " (Depicting dramatic but not pathetic situations), by
Andino (3 minutes), until — T: " You are sorry I'm a girL"
20 — " Mysterioso Dramatico " (Depicting mystery and agitation), by Borch
(3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: Meanwhile, at the Leopard's.
21 — "Heavy Mysterioso" (For general use), by Levy (4 minutes), until — S:
Exterior of Dr. Gregory's home.
NOTE: M'atch shot.
22 — " Gruesome Mysterioso " (For infernal or witch scenes), by Borch (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Confess, you dirty pup."
23 — " Characteristic Barcarolle." by Conterno (1 minute and 45 seconds), until —
T: "Thank God, she's all right."
24 — Theme ff (50 seconds), until — S: Jane wakes.
— "Budding
Spring" (Romance moderato), by Platzman (55 seconds), until —
S :25Scene
in country.
26 — " Madriola
masquerade
ball. " (One-step), by Levy & Samuels (SO seconds), until — S: At the
27 — Theme ff (25 seconds), until —THE
T: " END
Your heart or your life."
"THE PALISER CASE"
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Poeme Symphonique" (And. quasi adagio), Borch
1 — Theme (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: At screening.
Tschaikowsky (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: In another
part2 — of"Melody,"
the.
3 — " Dramatic Recitative " (For intensive and heavy dramatic situations), by
Levy
(35 seconds),
— T: "Iuntil
was— going
4 — Continue
pp (20untilseconds),
T: Thehome
shockfromand the."
fear.
5 — "Devotion"
(Moderato), by Deppen (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T:
Unaware
that he has.
6— "The
Lovecharity
Me" benefit.
(Valse moderne), by Zamecnik (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until
— T:
7 — "Vocal
Mme
Tamburinisoloone(classic
time. song — to action with pa. sol) (40 seconds), until — T:
8 — "Golden
stops
singing. Youth" (Valse lente), by Rosey (2 minutes), until — S: Cassy
9 — Theme (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: Where the hopeless hours.
10 — " Blushing
" (Moderato
by Johnson (2 minutes and 55
seconds),
until — T:Rose
Monty
Paliser for serenade),
a son.
11 — Continue to action (30 seconds), until — T: Paliser knew the.
12 — "Serenade
(And. con moto), by Borch (1 minute and 40
seconds),
until — T:Romantique"
Saturday.
13 — "Vocal solo (classic song — with piano acc.) (25 seconds), until — T: "I am
going
toContinue
the dentist."
orchestra
seconds),
T: "You've
a voica"
1514 —— Theme
(2 with
minutes
and 35 (30
seconds),
until until
— T:— Lennox
has tried
in vain.
16 — " Cavatina (Dramatic), by Bohm (20 seconds), until — T: "I am sick of
\OTE: To action pp or ff.
askin' for."
17
—
"Thoughts
at
Twilight"
until — T : Late afternoon at the. (Dramatic), by Kendal (2 minutes and 10 seconds),
18 — Continue to action (35 seconds), until — T: For her father's sake.
Monty.
19 — "Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (45 seconds), until — T: Three days later
20 — Theme (5 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: The following day it.
21 — "Dramatic
" He'll
hardly miss."Suspense," by Winkler (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T:
22 —utes" andMarche
ala Turca
des Athenes
35 seconds),
until" — (From
T: The" Ruines
last opera
of the. "), by Beethoven (2 min23 — " Dramatic Recitative No. 2," by Levy (30 seconds), until — T: " Murdered! "
Dramatic Fantasia," by Bach (4 minutes and IS seconds), until — S: Old
man24 —in" chair.
25
—
"
Andante
(Depicting
patheticto. emotion), by Borch (2 minute*
and 45 seconds), Doloroso
until — T: " Cassy
is permitted
26 — Theme ff (40 seconds), until — T: After the law's delay.
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The magnificent lobby of the Capitol Theatre. New York
The

largest

is in the

It
The CAPITOL

is

THEATRE

an

organ
largest

in any

theatre

theatre

in the

Estey

is the last word in theatre

construction. As part of its wonderful equipment,
it contains the finest pipe organ that could be made.
It is an Estey.
You know the necessary part music plays in the
enjoyment of pictures. Your pictures may not always
be good, but your music can be. And good music
repeatedly pulls the crowds to your box office. Re-

world

Organ

member the Estey plays jazz as easily as opera.
You can have an Estey Organ built to fit your theatre,
whatever its size. One of our experts will come to you,
wherever you are, and figure out your requirements.
And after your Estey is built in,
with the inspection and upkeep
for you. The Estey Organ is on
Write the home office or nearest

you will be delighted
service we maintain
the job all the time.
studio.

An Estey resident organ is the king of musical
instruments for the home, yet it need cost
little more than a first-class motor car.
THE

ESTEY ORGAN
COMPANY,
Battlehoro, Vermont
Other studios at NEW YORK, 1 I West 49th Street; BOSTON, 120 Boylston Street;
LOS ANGELES. 633 South Hill Street; PHILADELPHIA. 1701 Walnut Street

I
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usiness
;f%ferin^s
NEWS CAMERAMEN WANTED —
We pay the highest price per foot
and use a greater number of feet
than all other producers of news
reels combined. We want crisp, live
subjects
of anything
and everything
that Is unusual
or interesting
either
local, national or International. If
you have a motion picture camera
or can useveloped
one.negative
shoot(using
us your
undestandard
frame lines between
the holes)
by
first parcel post (special delivery)
or
express
with
captions
or
all
data
obtainable. We can use up to 100
feet of one subject; for some extra
special stuff will pay as high as
$5.00 per ticulars
foot.
for more card;
parand a Write
field working
become our permanent cameraspondent In your section. Address
152S. World's
Picture
Producers, 500 FifthNews
Avenue,
New York
City,
Laboratory
Dept.
"
Our
news
reel encircles the globe."
Used Projecting Machine for sale. One
1914 Monograph Traveling Outfit complete
with trunk. $200. Mrs. Kramer, 504 W.
Randolph Street. Chicago, 111.
We want a man who can write motion
picture scenarios that will measure up to
the demands
trial concerns. of executives of large indusWe serve
advertisers,
turers andnational
others who
requiremanufacwritten
scenarios, so that they may visualize in
advance what we propose to do in filling
their motion picture needs.
Our connections with many of the big
indu.strial people of the country enable us
to offer to the right man a rare opporin a richNews.
field. Address Box 450,
Motion tunityPicture
FOR SALE — 800 theatre seats, perfect order, good as new, three dollars each. Big
bargain. William S. Riley. Main Street
West and Scott Place, Rochester. N. Y.
FOR SALE — Complete equipment including 600 opera chairs. Wurlitzer piano,
.screen, scenery, etc. Used two years. In
first class condition. For further information write Herman J. Tholen, Hays, Kan.
FOR SALE — Shoostock M. P. Camera,
fully equipped; 2 Goerz lenses, magazines,
dissolve shutter, Iris mats and Universal
tripod. Phone, Melrose 4995. Write Zaslove,
Zaslove, 167 St. Ann's Ave., New York City.

EXPORT MANAGER
very well acquainted in foreign
markets, knowledge of languages,
long experience in film business,
will consider reasonable proposition
from Al concern.
Address: C. New
E., Motion
York CityPicture News

PEARCE
FILMS
608 Canal Street
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Largett Independent Exchange South

FILM

New

Write /or our Utit of Guaranteed
Rebuilt Machine!
AMUSEtQENT 8VFPLT COMFAITT
Largest Ezcluslve Dealers to tb*
MOTION PICTUBB TRADE
300-302 Mallera Building
6 So. Wabub Avenue
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers In Motlograph, Standard
and Simplex Moving Picture Uachlnes. National Carbons, Ulniua
Screens and Everything for th*
Theatre.
WE SELL ON THE INSTALLMENT
FLAN

" THE BLACK CIRCLE "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
llieme: " Hirly Flirts" ( Irilerinozzo Ruoalol, Levy
1 — Theme (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: At screening.
2 — "In the Bungalow" (Allegretto Intermezzo), by Langey (3 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: Next day the City Editor.
3 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: "Well, what are you going?"
4 — "The Music Master" (Allegretto Grazioso), by Hegner (2 minute* and 45
seconds),
until —Caprice"
T: Janet (Allegro
Ferguson,ma Andy's.
5 — "Vanity
non Troppo), by Jackson (3 minutes and 45
seconds), until — T: " How do you spell quit? "
(5— "Dramatic Tension," by Andino (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T:
" I have been told you two."
7 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: " Mr. Ferguson, I want you."
8 — "The Swallows" (Intermezzo Allegro), by Klein (1 minute and 15 seconds),
until — S : When Lucy enters bedroom.
9 — " Gallop No. 7," by Minot (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: " Give me
the10 —cartridges."
" Chiffonette " (Moderate con Grazia), by Atherton (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: The gentle art of vamping.
11 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: A popular indoor sport.
12 — "Clematis" (Moderate Poco Agitato), by Tonning (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — S: When Andy leaves Lucy.
13 — "Agitato No. 6," by Kiefert (1 minute), until — S: When Andy leaves Eva.
14 — "Grave Allegro Molot " (Excerpts from Beethoven Sonata Pathetique), by
Berge (3 minutes), until — T: The next morning.
15 — " Poeme Symphonique " (Andante Symphoilique), by Borch (3 minutes and
30 16seconds),
— T: Andy's
— Theme until
(1 minute
and 45 sympathetic.
seconds), until — T: That evening.
17 — " Cupid's Frolic " (Moderate Intermezzo), by Miles (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — S: When Andy leaves.
18 —— "With
Wind"takes(Allegro
until
S: Whenthe Aunt
seat. Gallop), by Hildreth (3 minutes and 30 seconds,
19 — '■ Perpetual Motion " (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: " Beat it; here comes the."
20 — "Agitato," by Shepherd (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: When scene
fades to Baird and men (auto effects — shots).
— "At Andy
Nod" escapes
(Galop (dog
intermezzo),
S: 21When
barking). by Peck (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until —
22 — " Agitato No. 69 " (Allegro Agitato), by Minot (2 minutes and IS seconds),
until — S: When Andy is dragged in boat (shots — auto effects).
23 — " Furioso No. 11," by Kiefert (2 minutes), until — T: The hour before
daybreak.
24 — " Intermezzo No. 11 " (Allegro Vivace Assai), by Wolf-Ferrari (3 minutes),
until — T: " With careful packing I."
25 —— "Sawdust
and Spangles"
(Allegro
until
T: In the morning
(telephone
bell). Intermezzo), by Hildreth (2 minutes),
26 — "Gruesome Mysterioso," by Borch (2 minutes), until — T: "Parker, eh,
Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds),
last27 —time."
THE until
END— T: " Have you ever asked Lucy? "
" PLEASE GET MARRIED "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Kisses'" (Valse D'Amour), Zamecnik
1 — " Birds
" (Capricious
Allegretto), by Vely (1 minute and 45
seconds),
untiland
— S:Butterflies
At Screening
(water effects).
2
—
Theme,
"
Kisses
"
(Valse
D'Amour),
by
Zamecnik (1 minute and 15 seconds),
until — T: Muriel, their daughter.
3 — "Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (1 minute and 45 seconds), until T: In a
judge's chambers.
4 — "Capricious
Annette"
Caprice),pool.
by Borch (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — S: When
scene(Moderate
fades to bathing
5 — "Slimy Viper" (Mysterious Tone Picture), by Borch (1 minute and 45 secends), until — T: " That evening two uninvited."
6 — —" S:Babillage
(Intermezzo
by Castillo (1 minute and 45 seconds),
until
When "scene
fades to Allegretto),
Muriel.
7 — Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — S: When Ferdy arrives.
8 — " Misterioso No. 3," by Minot (45 seconds), until — S: When scene fades to
crooks.
9 — "Flirty Flirts" (Intermezzo Rubato), by Levy (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
until — T: "They're cemin', let's make."
10 — " Hunkatin " (Half-tone One-step), by Levy (3 minutes and 15 seconds),
until — T: "Brace up, my boy."
11 — "That Naugty Waltz" (a la Jazz), by Levy (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T: " I suppose you want to."
12 — " Sparklets " (Allegretto Intermezzo), by Miles (2 minutes), until — T: " Doctor Jenkins, will you?
"
13
Capricioso), by Arndt (2 minutes and 15 seconds),
until —— "T:Marionette
" Gimme "a (Intermezzo
lift."
14 — " Perpetual Motion " (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (1 minute and 45 seconds),
until — T: " Madam, what do you suppose? "
15 — "A La Mode" (Popular One-step), by Rosey (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until
T: " Don't
you understand?
16 —— Theme
(4 minutes),
until — T: " The Tumble-Inn (telephone bell).
" (Symphonette
until17 —— "" Scherzetto
There's something
in your."Suite), by Berge (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
18 — "Dramatic Tension," by Andino (1 minute), until — S: When Ferdy puts
gown on.
"Cupid's
T: 19 —" I've
got theFrolic"
mellens."(Allegretto Characteristic), by Miles (4 minutes), until —
20 — Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: " But we are married."
21 — "Dance Fantastique " (Capricious Moderate), by Reynard (2 minutes), until
— T: "This is important."
22 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: " My hero! "
23 — "Gruesome
Misterioso," by Borch (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — S:
When
men enters window.
24 — " Dramatic Tension," by Levy (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " I'll
25
" Hurry
33," byandMinot
(2 minutes),
for bell.morning.
five."(3No.minutes
give
26 —— you
Theme
15 seconds),
until —until
T: — AS: sadWatch
September
27 — " Canterbury Bells " (Capricious Allegretto), by Tonning (1 minute and 30
seconds),
until — T: Reproach,"
"So you found
those." (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T:
28 — " Dramatic
by Berge
" Good Lord, prayer-book " (glass crash).
29 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T:THE
"My END
dear Brother Barton."
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Reviews

" Sheriff Nell's Come Back "
(Sunshine Comedy — Two Reels — Fox)
THERE has been a deal of imagination expended
in this latest product from Hampton Del Ruth's
, Sunshine factory. And though the "chase" conliinues to be the motive behind most of the comedy
rrleases of the Fox company and its contempo::cs, it is the manner in which it is refurbished
;;.d made up-to-date which counts as the chief
factor toward the success of the pieces. Hampton
'! ground
Del Ruthandnever
in going
the same
he canbelieves
be classified
as over
an imaginative
director. In " Sheriff Nell's Come-Back " he nas
employed the " chase '' so that it never intrudes
,with its obviousness. His bag of tricks is conjstantly being supplemented .with new ones.
' The policemen, for example, are foiled in their
attempt to catch the criminal. Silk Shirt Gus, because he has the presence of mind to have them
hold hands in surrounding the bank and giving the
captain a live wire to hold. So the current passes
through them all and they dance and grip one another's hands and are unable to let go. The picture
, features plenty of fistic encounters, with Polly
'Moran employing strong-arm methods. She it is
who works single-handed and gives the coppers a
taste of Western punch. But try as she might to
catch the bank robber, Silk Shirt Gus (alias Slim
Summerville), he is always a lap ahead of her.
The finale brings them to the roofs of skyscrapers. The chase is on- The policemen tumble
off, falling on electric light wires, and the smoke
issues from the soles of their shoes as they attempt
to walk upon them. A good point. Eventually
Sheriff Nell lassoes Gus and everything is over.
Space forbids going into the wealth of detail which
is incorporated in this comedy. Suffice to say that
it keeps moving, turning from one ludicrous situation to another in its flight. Exits and and entrances figure largely in the scheme. Mistaken
identity has its inning. The ensemble? Indeed,
the girls come into the picture and caper about, but
only for a brief instant. The stunts are developing too fast to pay much attention to them. —
LAURENCE REID.
" Excess Baggage "
(Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven-Goldwyn —
Two Reels)
THE mother-in-law, in fact, two of them, is used
as the basic idea contained in this two reeler
starring Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven, with
nothing new being offered in the way of business
ar in the picture's development. It contains an
occasional laugh, but they are far between and
none of them can be counted on as sure-fire. The
:ast, if we are to eliminate four " kiddies " in the
irst part, consists of the co-stars and their respec:ive mothers-in-law, both of whom have come for
1 visit. There is a lot of running in and out of
'ooms, carting furniture around after Mr. and Mrs.
De Haven get through quarreling over talking
nachine records, which, by the wa^', advertises
' Victor " ver>' nicely and seems to have no other

and Short Length Features Covered on this Page
excuse for its existence. Along toward the last story, which unfolds very well and is easily unof the feature both mothers-in-law are framed into derstood.
wishing themselves on some one else and the
But Jack Dempsey is the attraction and we wondered what his appearance would be on the screen
hosts are happy again. The point which the picture
attempts to prove is that the mothers-in-law in and how he would act. To give an honest criticism
pairs should stay at home and that singly they we must say that in appearance he screens as well
as any of our well-known leading men and posaren't to be received with joyful acclaim. Everybody works hard to be amusing without the ghost
sesses enough personal magnetism, given to him
no doubt by the confidence which is always seen
of a chance with the material provided. De Haven
does a good "flop" down stairs and the kiddies are in a champion's face, to attract and draw any member of any audience where this picture may be seen.
cute, which pretty nearly sums up the entertaining
virtues of the picture. It is, however, perfectly
As an actor he played his part without the least
clean, and if your audience is inclined to disap- semblance of nervousness and self-consciousness.
The photography and direction are up to standard
prove of the "slapstick" stuff it will slide by withand
the cast, which is many times above the averout causing any great tirade. — /. 5". DICKERSON.
age, is composed of such capable players as Merschel Mavall, Albert Codv, Frederick Starr and
" The Grocery Clerk "
Josie Sedwick.— Fi?/4A'^' LEONARD.
(Vitagraph-Larry Semon — Two Reels)
UNLESS Larry Semon originated this latest
Vitagraph comedy, it is a shame to pay him
" The Call Loan "
any great amount of that two million or so salary,
(O. Henry Subject — Two Reels — Vitagraph)
for a large share of the amusement the producVITAGRAPH has come forward again as the
tion is bound to furnish any audience is contained
sponsor of O. Henry, taking this time one of
in the new and novel business and stunts divised
his
Southwestern
stories, " The Call Loan." It is
by some genius.
a very interesting number, any way you look at it,
Semon is all right in the part of the chief clerk and the producers deserve credit for establishing
in a small town grocery store, but he is not prothe author's .fine humanity and his remarkable
vided with a starring role, strictly speaking, and
verisimilitude. Still they have been humanizing
only contributes his share, a modest one, too, in O. Henry for a long enough time to understand
what to us looks like one of the funniest slap stick
tor them that they have not attempted to enlarge
releases of the season.
how to present him on the screen. Let it be said
The best actor in the bunch is one which doesn't
upon his philosophy or his technique. In presentdraw a salary, a nice "fuzzy" haired cat, who is
ing "The Call Loan," Vitagraph has made the
tricked into doing several hundred feet of surestory as vital and as vivid as it appears between
fire stuff. Molasses, a cheese so strong that it the covers of the book.
The picture is told in a straightforward way,
"walks," the flour barrel, soot from the stove pipe,
gasoline and about all the articles on sale at a building easily and surely to its climax, and above
country general store come in somewhere for a all, visualizing the surprise ending — an ending
hearty laugh. All of the uses made of these arti- which is incorporated in every O. Henry storjr. It
cles aren't exactly new, but that is hardly to be is a simple plot, one which relates an incident in
expected to-day, when brains have been racked for the lives of three cowboys. One of them has prossomething different so long and often without even
pered with the times and has become president of
partial success.
a
bank.
He makes a loan to his " buddy " without
Especially clever are some scenes about several
or security — a loan of ten thouderricks in which a rope figures in the guise of a any indorsement
sand dollars. And the pal immediately loans it to
trapese swing. This is good for any house in any
his brother for business reasons. Comes to the
town. Released during the months that some times bank an examiner, who informs the president that
happen along, barren of any good comedies, it unless the loan is called in by the succeeding noon
would be the talk of the town. Just now it bucks
he will be prosecuted. The other banker in the
up against a number of more than ordinarily good
town is unable to help him out of his difficulty,
slap stick productions and may therefore not create
since he is sending his surplus on the midnight
train to a distant city.
the stir it should.—/, i". DICKERSON.
The '"buddy" learns of this plan and starts to
hold up the express to make good his loan, but the
"Daredevil Jack"
president frustrates the scheme. He would prefer
(First Two Episodes of Pathe Serial Starto hit the trail to the cattle country rather than
ring Jack Dempsey)
approve of any such methods to cover the loan.
THE first two episodes of the much heralded
The disconsolate men journey back to the home
and find the brother has returned with the loan and
serial "Daredevil Jack" starring Jack Dempsey
ha? been shown us and like the star's good right a rich surplus in the bargain. The author's humorarm, it carries the punch. Although there are many
ous twist comes when the two pals announce that
thrilling and exciting scenes running through these
they were down to the station to meet him, but
episodes which tense the mind and keep up the Reid. see him get off the train. — LAWRENCE
interest, there is another very important factor, the didn't
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for last seventeen weeks arranged alphabetically as a
index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star/ the release date, and designating the issue ■
Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors who ha'
shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publisha final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all opinions received or
each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average or Poor), we arrive at ti
consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from exhibitors who have made no actu
comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this depar
tnent will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to October 4, 1919.
PLAN BOO
BRAND
RELEASED
STAR
STAR
BRAND
PICTURE
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK PICTURE
COMMON PROPERTY (UNIVERSAL) ROBERT ANDERSON (OCT. 12).. OCT, :
A. B. C. OF LOVE, THE (ACME-PERRET-PATHE)
MAE MURRAY
" Andrrxen BROTHERS,
Koorea in Kymjiliony
nt darkestPICTURES
Riisnin " — THEATRES)
M P Vpirs DUSTIN
(DEC. 7>
DEC. 13 CORSICAN
THE (UNITED
" Dplicntr xforii hriitnliefd hii the xc'txsnrs.'' — M. P. A'cirs.
FARNUM (DEC. 21)
JAN.
ADVENTURE IN HEARTS, AN (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT
" Famous story and play makes a success." — M. P. Neirs.
WARWICK (DEC. 7)
JAN. 17
COUNTERFEIT,
THE
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ELSIE
FERGUSON
" Great Aproduction
play andWILL
novel."ROGERS
— M. P. News.
(NOV. 30)
NOV. S
ALMOST
HUSBANDof popular
(GOLDWYN)
(OCT. 13)
OCT. 25
"Picture hardly suffices for star's talent." — if. P. News.
"Will Rogers scores in quaint comedy." — M. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment — " Played this feature on the program with another feature
Exhibitor Comment — " Disappointing. Star had no chance or else they didn't
to bigO.business
days." my " patrons.
Although In
thisfact,
Is notmy Miss
Fprguson's
turn for
himus,loose."
" This atpicture
did popular
big business
new
over
K. and two
satisfied
patrons
enjoyedbest
It. ItItwent
did
star
who jumped
once into
favor.forHistwoworkdays."
made "anA ordinary picture a much tallced of feature. Average to big to extra big business
average
business
for
two
days."
Consensus
—
"
Average
picture,
average
puller."
for three days."
COUNTRY
COUSIN, THE (SELZNICK-SELECT)
ELAINE HAMMERConsensus — " Fair picture, hifi business."
STEIN (NOV. 2)
NOV. 2
ANNE
OP GREEN
GABLES
(REALART)
MARY
MILES MINTER
" This may satisfy the majority." — M. P. News.
(NOV. 23)
NOV. 29
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Fair
picture.
Average
business
two
days,
big
business
" May he termed as good average picture." — If. P. News.
one." " This Is one of the most pleasing pictures I have shown In some time.
Exhibitor Comment — " Miss Minter's best picture ; nothing startling, but very
Average — business
two picture,
days." average puller."
pleasing.
big to raved
big business
days."
" Personally
I didn't
for
Consensus
" Plcasinn
It
but the Extra
youngsters
over it.three
Brolce
all records
for four
days.careExtra
CRIMSON SHOALS (MONOPOL) FRANCIS FORD (NOV. 2)
NOV.
big business fonr days." " This feature broke all box-office records and won
"A typical Fran'^is Ford melodrama." — M. P. Netis.
the highest praise from my patrons." '* A splendid picture to extra big busiCROOKED
STRAIGHT
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
CHARLES
RAY
ness for two days."
(NOV. 9)
soy.
ConsensusCAT
— " Oood
puller." EDYTHE STERLING (OCT. 27).. NOV. 1
" Will suitably entertain majority." — M. P. News.
ARIZONA
CLAW,picture,
THE tig
(WORLD)
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture. Big to average business two days."
" Colorful THE
performance
in familiarDORIS
story." KENYON
— M. P. Neirs.
" Business big a all
week.
Story very
good," Played
photographv excellent throughout.
BANDBOX,
(HODKINSON)
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 22
Production
whole
remarkably
fine."
feature
week
•' Picture is burdened vith tuo much mystery." — M. P. News.
big businessasfor
three days and average
business this
four days. forIt one
pleased myto
Exhibitor Comment — " This feature did not come up to expectations. Poor buslnpss two da vs."
CYCLONE, THE (FOX) TOM MIX (JAN. 24) ;
JAN. 3
BEAUTY MARKET, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE McDONALD
"Familiar formula makes fair picture for Mix." — M. P. News.
(DEC. 1)
JAN. 31
DAMSEL
IN DISTRESS, A (PATHE) HALE-CAPRICE (OCT. 12)
OCT. 2
"Plot ancient hut intclligmthi treated." — M. P. Ncirs.
"Anpatrons."
exquisitely charming comedy." — M. P. News.
BECKONING
ROADS
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
BESSIE BARRISCALE
(DEC. 14)
JAN. 3
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
good
program
picture.
Fair
business."
"
A
very
comedy drama nicely produced. Average business two davs." " Plaved good
this
" Barriscale's latest has interesting moments." — M. P. Neirs.
Exhibitor Comment — " An average picture. Have seen better with this star.
feature on the program with Zane Grey's Desert Gold to big" business every day
Averngp business two davs."
for
one
week.
My
patrons
liked
it
very
much
and
It
went
over
big.
An"
ideal
BEHIND THE DOOR (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) HOBART BOSConsensus — "Average picture, average puller."
WORTH (DEC. 14)
JAN. 17
DAUGHTER OF TWO WORLDS, A (FIRST NATIONAL) NORMA TAL" A wonderfully realistic story of revenge." — M. P. News.
MADGE (JAN. S)
JAN. i;
Exhibitor
— " Great,
intensewith
suspense.
clean love Ittheme.
ExcellentComment
cast which
acted thrilling,'
well together
splendid Good,
photography.
was
picture."Talmadge has story of shadows and sunshine." — M. P. News.
" Norma
well received by my patrons and Is a good box office attraction.'' " A good
DAWN
(BLACKTON-PATHE)
SYLVIA
BREAMER-ROBERT GORDON
picture, to big bu.slness for one week."
(NOV. 23)
DEC (
Consensus- — " Good picture, good puller."
"
Readers
of
story
will
appreciate
picture.''
— M. P. News
BELOVED CHEATER, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) LEW CODY (DEC. 6).. DEC. 6 DAY SHE PAID, THE (UNIVERSAL) SPECIAL
CAST (DEC. 21)
DEC. 2(
" Will entertiiin arerar/e audience." — M. P Neirx.
" Excellently developed storri of orioinal theme." — If. P. Neirs.
BLACK CIRCLE, THE (WORLD) CREIGHTON HALE-VIRGINIA VALLI
DESERT
GOLD,
(HAMPTON-HODKINSON)
SPECIAL
CAST
NOV.
1!
(OCT. 19)
NOV. 1
' 1 ivid action and rich backgrounds here." — M. P. News.
"Fast movinQ melodrama trill please majority." — M. P. Neics.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Knockout
business
and
an
extra
good
picture.
Big
busiBLACK GATE, THE (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS
DEC. 10
ness four days." " Played this feature with the June Caprice picture. ' A
" Characterization robs story of truth."- — M. P. News.
Damsel in Distress,' to extra big business for one week. Grey's stories are very
popular
featuregoodwas puller."
well liked and went over big."
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture to average business."
Consensus —here.
" OoodThispicture,
BLIND LOVE (GERALD BACON-AYTON) LUCY COTTON (FEB. 1) JAN. 31
"A well constructed drama." — M. P. News.
EASTWARD HO (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL (NOV. 23)
NOV. tS
BLINDNESS
OF YOUTH,
THE
(FOUNDATION)
SPECIAL CAST
" Plentiful action in this melodrama." — M. P. Neirs.
(FEB. 1)
JAN. 17
Exhibitor Comment — " Plenty of action, pleased. Big business." " Russell coming
" This love story has pictorial appeal." — M. P. News.
fast.
This picture
a Sunshine
Comedy,
' Footlights,"
the money
of shortened
hours and
on account
of coal
famine.
Extra biggotbusiness
one Indayspiteto
BLUE BANDANA, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) WM. DESMOND (NOV. 23) DEC. 6
" Breezy role for Desmond in Western." — M. P. News.
big business two days." A good picture which pleased my patrons although
BONDS OF LOVE (GOLDWYN) PAULIK3 FREDERICK (NOV. 16) NOV. IS
business was only average to poor for two days."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
" Frederick is splendid in mother-lore story." — M. P. Neirs.
EGG CRATE WALLOP, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) CHARLES
Exhibitor Comment — '* A well liked feature. Big business two days, average one."
RAY (SEPT. 28)
OCT. 11
" A very good picture. Extra big business three days, big business two and
"Pleasing light comedy with prize fight punch." — M. P. News.
average business two days."
Exhibitor
— " Played
feature
the Arbuekle
comedy.
Consensus — " Oood picture, iiood puller."
to extra Comment
fine business.
My this
patrons
werewith
thoroughly
pleased.
Extra' Haybig Seed.'
busiBONNIE, BONNIE LASSIE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MacLAREN (Oct. S)..NOV. 8
ness first day to average business second day."
" Wholesome comedy drama is entertaining." — M. P. Netrti.
ERSTWHILE SUSAN (REALART) CONSTANCE BINNEY (NOV. 16).... NOV. 22
Exhibitor Comment — " A fair production to average business two days."
BROKEN BUTTERFLY, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) LEW CODY-PAUL"Human characterizations make this interesting." — M. P. Neirs.
INE STARK (NOV. 16)
NOV. 8
Exhibitor Comment — " Very pleasing picture, nlcel.v produced. Star very well
liked.
business
days. " Business
than house.
we expected.
Star well
'Humanities spoiled by illogical climax." — M. P. News.
liked. Big
Against
heavytwocompetition
we had better
a packed
Big business
one
Exhibitor Comment — " This feature drew a packed house for two days and
pleased the patrons. Extra big business two days." " Not the picture for our
Consejisus — " Good picture, good puller."
city.
like lively
stuff.audiences.
Average Poor
business."
" Tourneur's productions
EVE IN EXILE (AMERICAN-PATHE) CHARLOTTE WALKER (DEC. 20). DEC. 20
do notOurseemfolks
to appeal
to m.v
business."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
" Hamilton story offers entertainment." — J/. P. News.
BROKEN
MELODY,
THE (SELZNICK)
(DEC. 14) JAN. 3 EVERYWOMAN (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST (DEC. 28).. DEC. 27
" Will afford
good arcrage
entertainment."EUGENE
— J/. P. O'BRIEN
News.
■' Spcctdculiir nupeiil in this rich production.'' — M. P. Nors.
BROTHERS DIVIDED (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (DEC. 7)
DEC. 13 EYES OF YOUTH (EQUITY) CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG (OCT. 26) NOV. 15
•' Wonderful picture for all classes." — M. P. News.
"Should highly entertain Keenan followers." — If. P. Neics.
Exhibitor
— " Poor business due to blizzard. Average business two
day." "Comment
CAPITOL. THE (ARTCO-HODKINSON) LEAH BAIRD
JAN. 3
days."
Very good, big business."
" Intrigue and politics burden this picture." — If. P. Neus.
FAIR
AND
WARMER
(METRO) MAY ALLISON (OCT. 27)
NOV. 1
CINEMA
MURDER,
THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT) MARION
•' Rollicking farce makes satisfying picture." — M. P. News.
DAVIES (DEC. 14)
JAN. 31
Exhibitor
Comment
A picture
that isPatrons
every bitnever
as good
as thelaughing
play. Titles
funny and
stick —to" the
originals.
stopped
from are
the
" Conventional story lifted through sumptuous production." — M. P. News.
time the cocktail scene started until the picture was over. First reel rather
Exhil)itor
Comment
—
"
A
good
picture
to
average
bu.'^iness
or
two
days."
CLIMBERS. THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH
NOV. 8
slow. Big business." " Undoubtedly her best. Picture full of action and
" Food for thought in this entertainment." — M. P. News.
laughter and many funny situations. Good business for three days." " A good
feature which did big business for two days. It pleased my patrons."
Exhibitor Comment — " A fair picture to average business three days." " A very
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
Interesting picture nicely produced. Big business two days."
Box Office Reports continued on page 1750
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Rich Photoplay Made from This Famous Story
ston of a mans regeneraSIR GILBKRT PARKER'S celebrated throug
h the influence of
tion and his acceptance of God
romance has come to the screen with all of its fine humanity,
|its spiritual uplift, its vivid spark of drama, its appealing romance,
iiuK above all. its pow ered characterization. Metro* in visualizing
he Rii:lit of ay " has made a picture which is as inspiring as
., 1? interesting. It is a subject with a message, but so deftly interwoven is the thought with the dramatic contents that the play
Teaches the apex of entertainment. The story is told through charjclerization, supplemented, however, through dramatic scenes of
.powerful sequences.
I From the time that Charley Steele, the supercilious, drunken lawyer, saves the life of Jo Portugais through the birlliancy of his
jratorv in a Montreal courtroom, down through the day that he is
rescued by the latter and taken to a distant village, where he finds
' aith in God and in himself through the influence of a beautiful
.love, the story fascinates one because of its straightforward drama
ind its convincing characterization. Every one who has read the
Dook land who hasn't?) will find in this second reading a new
'inspiration. The adaptation is faithful to the original and the
-alient points are brought forward with full emphasis laid upon
dieir dramatic values.
The director has embellished it with human touches and piciiresque backgroiuids. Indeed one is transported to one's own con■eption of the locale — so truthful are the details and the incidents.
Bert Lytell has been intrusted with the difficult task of humanizing
Jiharley Steele. And he plays the character with dignity and poise
md creditable authority. If he fails to reveal a cynical touch that
- because it cannot be conveyed through pantomime. Leatrice Joy
,,- wistful and appealing as Rosalie, the girl who effected his re•reneration. Gibson Gowland gives a highly colorful character
"iketch as Portugais. " The Right of Way " is vital and vi\id and
"aithful. The tragic climax does not rob it of its poetrv. — Laurence
THE CAST
narley Steele
Bert Lytell
0 Portugais M. Gibson Gowland
iosalie Eventurail Leatrice Joy
Kathleen Steele
Virginia Caldwell
. Billy" Wantage
Antrim Short
'aulette Dubois
Carmen Phillips
.'he Seigneur
Frank Currier
!'he
apt. Cure
Tom Fairing-. Henry
LarryHarmon
Steers
1 By Sir Gilbert Parker.
Scenario by June Mathis.
Directed by Jack Dillon.
Photographed by Robert B. Kurrle.
PROGR-\M READER
"Not guilty, your honor! " Though the
rosecution's
case against
Jo Portugais
lurder
had seemed
inexorable,
the skill forof
.s lawyer. Charley Steele, won the jury to
lis astounding verdict. The acquitted man
ept up to Steel to thank him, but the latr snapped out : " Out of my sight, you're
■.>mpletely
guilty as out
hell."
Then the
of sight.
He lawyer
was thedropped
victim
a drunken brawl and he was rescued by
e very man he had condemned. Jo nursed
m back to health and strength, although
emoi^ of his past life had been blotted
It. Charley couldn't accept God, because
•■ had never been shown a sign from
eaven. Then one day he found faith —
und it through the kind ministrations of
osalie. Between them had sprung up a
autiful love. How the climax is reached
told in a series of highly dramatic scenes
scenes punctuated with romance and thrills
d atmosphere. A truly remarkable story
ade into a truly remarkable picture. See
;rt Lytell in the picturization of Sir Gilrt Parker"s celebrated novel, " The Right
Way."
SUGGESTIONS
There is no need to tell you how to exsit this picture. The very fact that it is
visualization of Gilbert Parker's celebrated
vel should bring in the spectators. Milns have read the book ; millions will want
see the picture. Emphasize that fact.
^11 that the book has been sold into a miln copies. Emphasize the fact that Bert
'tell appears
celebrated
larley
Steele. asTellthethat
it affordscharacter,
him his
eatest role. Bring out that the picture
Is a story of a magnificent romance — that
offers a truly remarkable drama — a drama
th a message. Feature the picture through
•operation with your bookseller. Tell of

PROXY"
BY
"RESPECTABLE
^BLACKTON-PATHEj
Artistic Production

and Good

Interpretation Lift Story

Sylvia Brcamer and Robert
STUART BLACKTO-N'S co-stars,
Gordon, have in " Respectable By Proxy," a picture which
• is pei-liaps the best thing they have ever done. The reasoil
may be found in the consistent and vivid characterization which
the author has provided them. It is a story which does not exact
much sympathy from the spectator, but on the other hand one does
not want to take it too seriously, since it may be defined as a spirited
comedy. There may be some who will classify it as drama, but as
its humorous points outweigh its heavy matter, it strikeg us that
i
it belongs to the first classification.
" Respectable By Proxy " presents a rather quaint roniaiice of a
young man who is intrigued into marriage with an adveritiiress.
The author conveniently arranges his plot so that the hero is Ufted
out of his difficulty. The " Proxy " of the title comes in when a
friend of the adventuress offers to take her place as the bride when
the young man is reported dead. Eventually he returns very much
alive and falls in love with the heroine when he finds that she is
not only youthful and attractive, but has saved him his inheritance.
The picture is obvious at times, but it keeps moving with plenty
of spontaneity. Technically it is flawless, the pictorial side having
been given good attention by the director. The atmosphere is entirely suggestive of its locale— the South. The story carries a fairly
original twist on the masquerading identity theme and the clever
touches bring out the highlights. The stars enact their roles with
plenty of spirit and charm and they are supported by a competent
cast that includes Eulalie Jensen in a character part. The comedy
points are emphasized by two Southern mammies. — Length, 6
reels. — Laurence Reid.
J

THE CAST
Betty Blair
Sylvia Breamer
John Stanley Hale
Robert Gordon
Madame Hale
Margaret Barry
Clinton Hale
William R. Dunn
Rita Middleton
Bessie Stinson
Elizabeth Roddard
Eulalie Jensen
By Florence Myott.
Scenario by Stanley Olmsted.
Directed by J. Stuart Blackton.
Photographed by William S. Adams.

the excellent production. Metro has made
two endings for the feature — one a happy
one and the other tragic. The latter ending
is faithful to the book. You can take your
terest through the mails with a teaser camPRESS NOTICE— STORY
choice and conduct a contest with your
" Respectable
Proxybe "presented
is the name
the
feature
whichBy will
at theof
paign.
patrons as to which one they prefer. This
theatre
on
of
contest will stimulate interest. Arouse in- week with Sylvia Breamer and Robert
Gordon in the leading roles. This is a
J. Stuart Blackton production, the picture
CATCH LINES
having been adapted by Stanley Olmsted
from had
Florence
Myott's
story. Thefeatures
co-starsin
" Get out of my sight, you're as guilty as have
a number
of attractive
heU ! " With
words
dismissed
the manthese
whose
life Charley
he saved.Steele
But the past but it is said of their present production that it eclipses any of the previous
Jo Portugais showed his gratitude. How?
releases in its points of interest — points which
See " The Right of Way."
are as rich in their dramatic as in their
comedy values. The story concerns a case
of switched identity. John Stanley Hale,
Don't miss " Th6 Right of Way," the pic- the
character interpreted by Mr. Gordon, is
f Sir Gilbert
novel of theturization osame
name. Parker's
A picturecelebrated
of great intrigued into marriage with Elizabeth Roddard, an adventuress. A year passes by and
dramatic strength — a picture of heart appeal
husband is reported dead.
— a picture of undying faith and devotion. theTheyoung
bride has a friend in Betty Blair, who
The best picture of the year.
is destitute and in poor health. In a spirit
of generosity, Elizabeth offers her the wed" Show me a sign from Heaven — give me
ding ring and marriage license and advises
real
proof
of
your
God!"
Charley
Steele
claima the
and oftherehurled this challenge and it was accepted. her bytoacquire
homehusband's
as well asestate
a share
the
See
"The
Right
of
Way."
MiUions
have
Southerner's
fortune.
And
Betty
read the book — millions will want to see this to the plan. In the meantime some consents
schemstriking picture.
ing relatives attempt to annex the property
but are frustrated by the girl. Just when
success
promises to crown their efforts the
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
husband turns up very much jilive. And
A photoplay made from Sir Gilbert Park- when he learns how Betty has protected his
interests he falls in love with her and she
er's presented
famous story.at " the
The Right theatre
of Way."
will be
be- finds that she has lost her heart as well. She
gin ing with
,
Bert Lytell as the star. also learns that she has a right to become
This novel has reached enormous popularity, his bride after all. A competent cast supit having been read by millions. And its
ports the stars.
success may be said to have resulted from
its strong dramatic flavor, its rich vitality,
CATCH LINES
its remarkable characterization, and its profound message. And it offers also a magniNor would you like to be married and
ficent romance. It presents a story of modyear spent away from home —
ern Canadian life, the narrative of the great findyearafterin awhich
you were supposed to be
romance of Charley Steele, the brilliant law- adead,
that another woman had taken the
yer, irresistible in his personal charm, disso- place of your bride! What would you do?
lute and unprincipled, uncannily skilful in
question is answered in " Rehis profession — at once the pride and despair See how this
spectable by Proxy."
of Montreal. How his masterful personality,
his craving for drink, brought him into the
He returned from the grave to find that
lives of two women, different entirely save
woman, a total stranger to him, had
that both were beautiful, constitutes one of another
become
bride. How did he meet the
the really big love stories of modern times. situation?his See
" Respectable by Proxy," a
Charley Steele lost his identity in a drunk- Blackton production.
en brawl and eventually found himself in a
little village on the St. Lawrence River.
She wore a wedding ring and possessed
There it was that he found faith in himself
the
marriage
yet sheby wasn't
(Continued on last column)
to him.
She license,
was a bride
proxy.married
What

happened?
See " Respectable
Proxy,"
with Sylvia Breamer
and Robert byGordon.
PROGRAM READER
In " Respectable by Proxy," which comes
to this theatre next
there is presented aunique story of masquerading identity. A young man is intrigued into marriage by an adventuress. Circumstances take
him away from her and he is reported dead.
In a desire to help her life-long friend to
overcome her poverty, the bride gladly exchanges places with her. The masquerader
takes the wedding ring and the marriage
license and possessing a high sense of honor,
she
fightsscheming
to keep the
dead man's
certain
relatives.
Then,estate
one from
fine
day, the husband returns home, very much
alive. How he accepts the situation, how he
proceeds to fall in love with the charming
masquerader when he notices her appealing
charm and discovers her honesty, and how
the " bride " reciprocated his affection, are
events which bring an effective climax to a
spirited
wholesome
"The
picture isandsure
to pleasecomedy
you. drama.
It presents
Sylvia Breamer and Robert Gordon, two of
the most populEU' stars on the screen.
SUGGESTIONS
You can exploit this feature as a J.
Stuart Blackton production. His name is
synonymous with artistic pictures and his
latest is no exception to the general rule.
You might detail the plot up to a certain
point, featuring it as a comedy drama with
an interesting line of action. Bring out the
stars and tell that they are making a big
mark in the screen world. Emphasize also
the production angle. Mr. Blackton is always sure of producing artistic pictures.
Tell that the story concerns a young Southerner who is involved in strange domestic
difficulties. For the benefit of your feminine patronage
exploitlines.
Miss In
Breamer's
costumes. Use catch
fact, they
would be good for newspaper pointers and
you can word them to arouse curiosity. Wo
have written some with that object in mind.
" The Right of Way "
(Continued from second column)
and God. He asked for a sign from heaven
and found it. But just as he was about to
be rewarded with the love of a beautiful girl
fate took a hand and Charley Steele belonged
to the ages.
The picture
for its uphigh-to
lights a courtroom
scenecarries
and leads
striking situations. In fact the feature builds
from one strong dramatic scene to another.
Mr. tionLytell
remarkable
of Steelegives
and a plays
it with characterizaconsiderable
depth and shading. No little credit belongs
to the supporting cast, that includes Leatrice Joy and Gibson Gowland. The picture
is handsomely staged and correct as to details.
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PRINCE, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
8ESSUB HAYAFEAR MARKET, THE (REALART) ALICE BRADY
FEB. 7 ILLUSTRIOUS
KAWA (NOV. 2)
NOV.
•' Bettetaverage
produced
and acted." — M. P. News.
PBUD,
THEthan-(POX)
TOMplot,MIXwell(DEC.
7)
DEC. 20
" High class drama should completely satisfy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star doesn't get us the money. Average picture to aver" Mix puts on the actor's mantle here." — M. P. News.
age business two days." " This is a good picture which did average businen
Exhibitor Comment — " Gives Mix opportunity for acting as well as action. Pleasing
story
and
good
cast.
Average
business."
"
Played
this
one
with
a
Harold
for two — days."
Lloyd comedy to extra big business two days and big business two days. This Is
Consensus
" Opod picture, average puller."
a splendid program feature and my patrons liked It very much and went away
IMPOSSIBLE CATHERINE (PEARSON-PATHE) VIRGINIA PEARSON
(OCT.
S)
OCT.
satisfied.
A great
" Myhimaudience
did not
care for
this one. Mix
tries program
to be an combination."
actor, but we like
better when
he rides
his
" This comedy will entertain generally." — M. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fair picture to poor business two days."
horse and does stunts. Average business two days to big business one." " Unpleasant story and too sad. Big business." " Mix good but picture not of his
IN HONOR'S WEB (VITAGRAPH) HARRY T. MOREY
NOV.
" Morey in conventional satisfactory story." — M. P. News.
kind. Did not send them away boosting. Average business two days."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Best
picture
with
this
star
in
some
time.
Average
baitncM
Consensus
—
"
Good
picture,
good
puller."
FIGHTING COLLEEN, A (VITAGRAPH) BESSIE LOVE
NOV. 21
two days." " A very good picture but didn't draw on account of the name.
Average business." " Morey not a drawing card here. Some liked the play
■• .4»i entertaininii comedy drama." — M. P. Neics.
PIOHTINQ
CRESSY
(J. D. HAMPTON-PATHE)
BLANCHE SWEET
(JAN. 11)
DEC, 8
Consensus
Good picture, good puller."
and some— " didn't."
IN MIZZOURA
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT WARWICK (OCT.
" Blanche Sweet scores in Harte story." — M. P. News.
S)
OCT.
KxhlbitorOF Comment
— " Fairly THE
good. (GOLDWYN)
Big business." GERALDINE FARRAR
FLAME
THE DESERT,
"Augustus
Thomas'
play effectively picturized." — M. P. News.
(NOV. 9)
NOV. 8
Exhibitor Comment — " Just a pleasing picture to average business three days." "
" Conventional story is rich in color." — M. P. News.
fair picture
to averagepicture,
business."
FLAMES OF THE FLESH (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL
JAN. 3
Consensus
— " Average
average puller."
IN OLD KENTUCKY (FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA STEWART (DEC IS).. JAM.
"
Gladys
Rrockwell
takes
up
vampire's
burden."
—
M.
P.
Neirs.
FORGED BRIDE, THE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MACLAREN
FEB. 7
"
Picture
adapted
from
utage
success."
hi. P. Neirs. (OCT. 19)
IN WRONG (FIRST NATIONAL) JACK — PICKFORD
OCT.
"Man) MacLaren has a mild offering here." — M. p. News.
" .4 good average comedy drama."
FUGITIVE FROM MATRIMONY, A (ROBERTSON-COLE) H. B. WARNER
(NOV. 29)
DEC, 13
Exhibitor Comment — " A poor picture to poor business." " Big business three
days." " Exceptional heart interest. Extra big business three days, big busi" \Varner st ores in humorous characterization." — M. P. Neirs.
GAY LORD QUEX. THE (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE (NOV, 30)
DEC. 27 IT PAYS nessTOfour days.
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) BRYANT WASH- NOV,
■■ This picture is just pleasantly entertaining." — M. P. News.
BURN ADVERTISE
(NOV. 23)
Exhibitor Comment — " Tom Moore is certainly a big favorite in this city. My
"
lireezy
comedy
offers
good
entertainment."(DEC.
— M. 13)
P. News.
patrons liked this one and it did extra big business for two days."
JINX (GOLDWYN) MABEL NORMAND
DEC
3AY
OLD
DOG,
THE
(HENLEY-PATHE)
JOHN CUMBERLAND
"
Mabel
Normand
appears
in
eccentric
comedy."
—
M. P. News.
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 22
Exhibitor Comment — " .\ light picture but drew well. .\ picture the children will
■■ One 0/ the most human pictures ever shown." — M. P. News.
enjoy. Extra big business two days." " Very good picture, which pleased my
Exhibitor Comment — " A fairly good feature but it ends badly. Title very mispatrons and did big business for two days." " Only a fair picture to average
leading. Big business two days." " A poor picture to average business one
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
day." — "Average picture, average puller."
Consensus
PETTICOATS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
WILLIAM S. HART NOV,
GIRL IN BOHEMIA, A (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND (NOV. 30)
NOV. IS JOHN(NOV.
business."
9)
"Satisfactory entertainment for majority." — M. P. News.
" Hart is humorous as well as human here." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Not theup picture,
to standard.
business."
*' The star,
Peggyto
Exhibitor Comment — " A very good feature to big business one day and average
Hyland, Comment
was good,— "but
in my Poor
estimation,
was poor.
Average
business
poor
business
two
days."
JOYOUS
LIAR,the Afollowing."
(BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WARREN KERRIGAN. ., DEC
GIRL FROM OUTSIDE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST (NOV, 16)
NOV, 21
" Kerrigan picture has interesting moments." — M. P. News.
" Pleasing picture with many comedy touches." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
— " A peach of a picture but Kerrigan Is not up to standard.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture good but weather bad. Average business two
Average
business three
days."ROGERS (DEC. 7)
days." " Did not go strong first day at advance prices. The best Rex Beach
JUBILO
(GOLDWYN)
WILL
i
DEC
picture since ' The Spoilers.' " " A good picture which played my house for
" Will Rogers scores in charming picture." — M. P. News.
two
days
to
good
business."
Exhibitor Comment — " This is simply great, one of the best the Goldwyn organizaConsensus — " Good picture, good puller."
has turned
out inandthegood
new photography.
series." " Delightful
splendidly
well
cast, tiongood
direction
Predict ; good
futurereceived,
for Kogers.
GLORIOUS LADY, THE (SELZNICK-SELECT) OLIVE THOMAS (OCT.
19)
NOV, IS
Big business
seven days."
CiinHenKUx
— " Ercellent
picture, bio puller."
" Will get by as mildly entertaining." — M. P. News.
GOLDEN SHOWER, THE (VITAGRAPH) GLADYS LESLIE (NOV. 30)... DEC. 27 KITTY KELLY, M. D. (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRISCALE (OCT.
12)
OCT.
" Better than average entertainment." — M. P. News.
'^■<glit material for Bessie Barriscale's talent." — If. P. News.
^Ixhibltor Comment — " Just a fair picture. Average business."
♦exhibitor Comment — " Bessie Barriscale not up to standard In this one. Extra
'^RAY TOWERS MYSTERY (VITAGRAPH) GLADYS LESLIE
OCT, 2S
big to average business four days." " Big business."
" Gladys Leslie in mystery melodrama." — M. P. News.
L'APACHE
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY DALTON (NOV. 2).. DEC
GREAT AIR ROBBERY, THE (UNIVERSAL) LIEUT. O. L. LOCKLEAR
'■ Dalton finds expression in dual role." — M. P. News.
OAN. 28)
JAN, 17
Exhibitor
Comment
— " A good picture. Extra big to poor business two days." " A
" Sensational picture of Aeroplane Feats." — M. P. News.
splendid
production FRANK
to extra big
business
day and big business three."NOV,
Exhibitor Comment
—
"
House
has
been
sold
outright
to
the
Aero
club
of
MinLASCA
(UNIVERSAL)
MAYO
(DEC.one8)
neapolis. Placing seats at advance prices, have practically sold out one week in
"
Famous
poem
makes
fatrly
pleasing
picture.''
—
if. P. News.
advance. The Reason for the Aero club putting on this show is to help proExhibitor Comment — " A fine picture to average business."
mote the Aero Mail Service."
LAST
OF
HIS
PEOPLE,
THE
(SELECT)
MITCHELL
LEWIS (DEC. 20).. DEC,
GREATER
THAN
FAME
(SELZNICK)
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
" Lewis hits characteristic role here.'' — J/. P. Nen s.
(JAN. 18)
JAN. 24 LIFE
LINE,
THE
(TOURNEUR-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPECIAL
" Mediocre picture made from pot-boiler story." — M. P. News.
CAST (OCT. 5)
OCT,
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture that pleased."
" Most excellent
entertainment
of (FOX)
qrent merit.''
— M. P.
Newf:. (DEC, 28),, JAN,
GREATEST
QUESTION,
THE (FIRST NATIONAL)
SPECIAL CAST
LINCOLN
HIGHWAYMAN,
THE
WILLIAM
RUSSELL
(DEC. 29)
JAN. 10
" Ituxsell has entertaining mystery melodrama. ' — M. P. News.
" IS)
Photiipliiii of sadne.'ot, nrtisticallii produced.'' — M. P. yews.
SPARKS (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WARREN KERRIGAN FEB.
GUN FIGHTIN' GENTLEMAN, A (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (DEC .DEC. e LIVE
"J. Warren Kerrigan in variety picture." — M. P. Nexcs.
LONELOUISE
WOLF'SGLAUM
DAUGHTER,
THE (J. PARKER REED, JR.,-HODKINSON) DEC,
Not enough action for Careii here." — M. P. Neivs.
(DEC. 14)
HAUNTING
SHADOWS (ROBERTSON-COLE) H. B. WARNER
JAN. 24
1'"
•'
.4
stirring
melodrama
that
will register." — M. P. Neics.
" H. B. Warner has a winner here." — M. P. News.
Kxliibitor Comment — "This feature knocked them off their seats and went over
HAWTHORNE OF THE U. S. A. (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE
REID (NOV. 30)
NOV. 29
with a 16)
BANG ! It's some picture. Extra big business three days."
(NOV.
NOV.
" Elaborately presented, affording enjoyment." — M. P. News.
" Good dramatic production should satisfy." — If. P. News.
Exhibitor
Coniraont
—
"
A
dandy
picture
which
was
liked
by
all
my
patrons.
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture is a knockout and did extraordinary busi6)Extra bit; business one dav to big business two days."
HEART O' THE HILLS (FIRST NATIONAL) MARY PICKFORD (DEC..DEC. 13 LORD ANDness forLADY
one day."
ALGY (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE (OCT. S)
OCT.
" Mary Pickford has dramatic role here." — M. P. News.
■■ .Aristocratic story of blue bloods and horses." — If. P. Neics.
Exhibitor
good Pickford
do notsawthink
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasant screen entertainment. Well produced : no fault
good as Comment
some of —her" Aothers.
Patrons picture,
came to but
see personally
Mary Pickford,
her itandas
to find." " Better than we expected. Average business." " Not as good as
went away satisfied. Average business two days." " A great picture and you
previous — Tom
productions.
Big business one day, average one"
Consensus
" FairMoore
picture,
average puller."
win
love
Mary
again
in
this
one.
Average
business
two
days."
CrtnsennuH — " Good picture, nveraae puller."
LORD
LOVES
THE
IRISH,
THE
(BRUNTON-HODKINSON)
HEART OF A GYPSY, THE (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST (DEC. 6) DEC. 13
KERRIGAN J. WARREN DEC.
'• Oliriiius ftory of a liomanii romance." — M. P. News.
••
M cUidrama and humor in this Kerrigan film." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A very fair picture to average business two da vs."
Exhibitor Comment — " A good feature to average business two days."
DEC
HEART STRINGS
WILLIAMmelodrama
FARNUM licrr."
(JAN.
'..JAN. 17 LOST MONEY (FOX) MADLAINE TRAVERSE (DEC. 7)
politic of (POX)
sentiment
— .1/18)
P, Nrnx
•■ This photoplay will undoubtedly satisfy." — M. P. News.
HER■' lloilgr
ELEPHANT
MAN
(FOX)and SHIRLEY
MASON
FEB. 7
Exliibitor
Comment
—
"
A
fair
picture
to
average
business
two
days."
"
Good
" New star in interesting vehicle." — M. P. Xcirs
picture to average business one day."
HER GAME (UNITED PICTURES) FLORENCE REED (OCT. 19)
OCT. 25
Consensus
—
"Pleading
picture.
.-Vverage
puller."
" Florence liectl's latest is shoirn."- — Af. P. Newfi.
LOST PRINCESS, THE (FOX) RAY-PAIR (OCT. 19)
NOV.
Exhibitor
" May slightly amuse average audietice." — M. P. News.
for two Comment
days." — " This feature did not satisfy my patrons. Poor business
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
.4
fine
little
picture
but
went
over
their
heads.
Subtitles
HIGH SPEED (HALLMARK) EARLE-HULETTE (JAN. 17)
JAN. 24
full of modern wit that the.v could not appreciate. Average business." " Gooc
thrills(UNIVERSAL)
and exciting moments."
M. P. News. (OCT. 26).. NOV. 15
HIS" Contains
DIVORCEDmanyWIFE
MONROE — SALISBURY
program picture. Good business."
LOTTERY
MAN, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
WALLACE REID
■' .4 simple story of simple foll;s."--M . I'. Neim.
(OCT. 12)
OCT.
HIS OFFICIAL FIANCEE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) VIVIAN MARTIN
(OCT. 26)
OCT. 18
Entertaining farce, lavishly mounted, hat charm." — M. P. Netc$.
Exhibitor Comment — " Everyl)odv delighted with this pleasing picture. Keld^
" Vivian Martin comes forward with a captivating comedy." — M. P. .Vf m .<;.
best.patrons,
Extra doing
big business."
" .\ verythegood
was welltheliked
Exhibitor
Comment
— "'A
splendid
production which sent my patrons away pleased.
my
extra big business
firstfeature
day andwhich
big business
secoDi
Extra
big
business
three
days."
ISLE OP CONQUEST, THE (SELECT) NORMA TALMADGE (OCT. 26).... NOV. 8
day."
"
Very
good
and
drew
bis
crowds.
Extra
big
business
one dav."
Consensus — " Good picture, big puller."
•' Will pleasantly entertain majority.''— 31. P. News.
Box Office Reports continued on page 1752
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SPEED"
"DOUBLE
^PARAMO LNT-AR FCRAF \ •
Use of Coincidence, But Still Highly
Entertaining
in
THE scenariois^t has resortetl to the extreme in eoineiileiice
lly
coni)ainlii
is
plot
his
and
lla
story,
thii* modern Cimhirc
venient and full of holes as to its logie, but nevertheless the
picture should register as highly entertaining with any audience.
The reason for this apparent paradox is that there has been
provided a wealth of incident in the various sequence.- and cleverly
written titles are used with telling effect. Also the story keeps moving at all times. Frequently the production reaches a farcial tempo,
but this does not detract from it owing to the fact that it is intended
i.nly as entertainment, and the action is not forced.
\^ ally Reid has a typical role in which he appears to most exellent advantage and his support is of the best. \^ anda Hawley is
the girl and Theodore Roberts and Tully Marshall are among the
principals. Much credit is due Mr. Marshall for getting some good
comedy from a situation which a less talented actor probably would
have missed.
The story told is simple. A yomig IVew Yorker driving his car
to Los Angeles is robbed by tramps of all his belongings except his
watch and including his car. Arriving at his destination, through
the aid of a passing traveler in a Ford car, he is turned down by
the bank which was to furnish him funds. The bankers daughter
buys his car from a dealer, Wally hires out as chauffeur to the girl
and finally marries her incognito. There are some trimmings, of
course, like being accused of stealing his own automobile, murdering himself and posing as a crook, but everything is explained in
the end. — Length, 5 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
Indue

THE CAST
"Speed"
Carr
WallaceHawley
Reid
Sallie McPherson
Wanda
John Ogden
Theodore Roberts
Donald McPherson Tully Marshall
Reginald Toby
Lucien Littlefield
Pawnbroker
Guy Oliver
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Wally Reid, premier screen juvenile and
■tar of a hundred entertaining pictures,
comes to the
theatre for a
day
engagement, beginning , in his latest
comedy
success,
"
Double
Speed,"
a
modern
Cinderella story which has pep, many laughs,
a delightful romance and all the speed of its
title.
The plot concerns a young New Yorker
who starts on a motoring tour to Los Angeles, and while on the way is robbed of his
car and most of his other belongings. He
finally arrives at his destination, but after
being unable to identify himself at a bank
which was to furnish him funds, finally hires
out as a who
chauffeur
to the his
bankcar.president's
daughter,
has bought
Besides
getting himself accused of stealing his own
automobile, murdering himself and being induced to impersonate himself, he marries
the American
banker's daughter
incognito.
It is a
real
picture, with
a real American
hero and heroine too, Wanda Hawley, and it
will be received with delight by American
audiences. For the Cinderella part we mentioned see the picture. Theodore Roberts
and Tully Marshall are among the supporting players.
PROGRAM READER
" Double Speed " is the title of Wally
Reid's latest comedy offering, in which he
appears
as "that
Speedhe " notCarr,
can what
drive hea
car so well
onlywholands
calls
a
"nifty
"
job
being
chauffeur
the
girl he has fallen in love with, butto succeeds in outdistancing pursuing officers long
enough to be married in the automobile,
driving with one hand and slipping the ring
on the bride's finger with the other. It is a
"great
double
with and
the possesses
star in a
rolespeed
full "of comedy
real laughs
much that is amusing and entertaining.
Wanda
Wally's
leadingandwoman,
TheodoreHawley
Robertsis is
his uncle,
Tully
Marshall
is
Wanda's
father.
The directed
rest of
the cast is just as good. Sam Wood
from a story by J. Stewart Woodhouse
adapted by Clara G. Kennedy. You can take
a look at Broadway, New York ,at night in
this, and also inspect Broadway, Los Angeles, in the day time, besides being entertained by one of the most original and
amusing pictures of the year.
SUGGESTIONS
This is largely an automobile story and
can be exploited in novel ways. Suppose
you were to tie up with automobile dealers
in window displays. A Ford about 1914
model figures in the picture. Get a car of
this description with a woman driving, a sort
of a "emnRube
in the
frontchap
seat,dressed
a sollooking " girl
and other
a young
in working clothes in the back seat. On the

"WATER,

EVERYWHERE'
WATER,
(,G(jLDWYlNi

If ill Rogers Makes

Tliis Picture Worth While
HERE" is quite an ordinary
EVEKVW
ATER
W
i^XTTATER,
'j"^ inimitable \\ ill Rogers makes it enjoyP't^ti"^^'
WW
T T able through his magnetic personality and his histrionic
talent. Its immediate forerunner, " Jubilo," was such a clever comedy-draina that anything following it would have to stand the test
of comparison. .'Vnd that is where the present feature suffers. It
has followed too closely upon the other. Water, Water Everywhere gets off to an excellent start, presenting the star in a quaint
comedy role, and scoring its points because of its humorous touches.
But along about the middle the idea spending itself, tlie director
has dragged in a melodramatic situation which somehow robs it of
its spirit and spontaneity.
The story offers a plea for prohibition and another for liquor.
By remaining neutral the author has not involved himself as an
advocate of either party — the wets or the drys. It is W ill Rogers,
who lifts the picture above the commonplace. Here is one actor
who does not need subtitles to convey his moods and expressions.
His pantomime is easily understood. He is always human. It is
the little touches and fine shadings that make Rogers' performance
so noteworthy. The flicker of an eyelid, a twitching of the lips,
the droop of the head, a shy glance aside provokes a gale of laughter
or a lump in the tliroat. His blending of pathos and humor is
that rare art that is closely akin to nature. He presents a new side
here — his horsemanship.
The picture is quite extravagant in its idea, both the comedy
points and the dramatic being quite exaggerated. But you forget
its weakness until you summarize it afterward, so easily does the
star ingratiate himself. The picture is well staged and the remaining characters are ably interpreted. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence
Reid.
THE CAST
Billy Fortune
Will Rogers
Hope Beecher
Irene Rich
Lyman Jennings Jordan.
.Rowland Lee
Ben Morgan
Wade Boteler
Martha Beecher Marguerite Livingston
Fay Bittinger
Lillian Langdon
Mrs. Red McGee Lydia Yeamans Titus
By WilUam R. Lighten.
Directed by Clarence G. Badger.
Photographed by Marcel Le Picard.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Will Rogers, the Goldwyn star, will come
to the
theatre beginning
in his latest comedy-drama entitled " Water,
Water Everywhere." This is a wholesome
story able
of cowboy
a self-sacrificing,
who foregoes big-hearted,
his love forlov-a
girl in order that she may marry the man of
her heart. The photoplay is a picturization
of William
" Billy Fortune
stories
with R.
Mr. Lighton's
Rogers portraying
the role"
of Billy Fortune. He is devoted to Hope
Beecher, the daughter of a pioneer, but she
considers him more as a pal, and is greatly
interested in Ben Morgan, the town doctor,
who has let whiskey get the best of him.
The humorous
of the
story cen- " Good Old Bill Rogers " as he appears
ters about thebackground
attempts of
a temperance
in his latest Goldwyn picture, " Water,
society to banish liquor from the town.
In the course of the tale, the towm saloon
Water Everywhere "
becomes a soda water parlor and the men
Theywater.
dispensed
liquorrefused
and substituted
stay away from their homes because of the soda
But with
the men
to come
attractive girls who have been imported to
dispense the drinks. In the meantime Ben home. Was prohibition defeated? See
has
proposed
to
Hope
without
success.
" Water, AWater
witha smile
Will
There is an explosion in a mine nearby and Rogers.
picture Everywhere,"
which will bring
Billy informs the doctor that his chance has to your eye and a sob to your throat.
come to prove himself a man. And the latter savesdeemsthe
of many
and We
rePROGRAM READER
himselflives
in the
eyes workers
of Hope.
Will Rogers, the inimitable star, will apnext ter,seewho Billy
saving
the
life
of
Hope's
sispear at this theatre next
in his lathas been intrigued
hypocritical prohibitionist.
And whenbyhea finds
that
est Goldwyn
comedy
drama
entitled,
" Water,
he has made a man of Morgan and that the Water
Everywhere."
Here every
is a picture
latter is betrothed to Hope he takes her is calculated
to entertain
type ofwhich
picfather's advice to look elsewhere for a
ture-goer. If one is looking for quaint
bride — " that there's as good fish in the sea comedy — one will find it in rich expression.
looking
as have ever been caught." The picture If
well,oneoneis will
find for
that,dramatic
too, in incident
generous—
abounds inderlying itscenes
of quaint
humor, butstory
un- abundance.
is a sweet
and appealing
The star enacts the part of a
of renunciation and self-sacrifice. And it cowboy who defeats the prohibition forces
carries a fine humanity. Mr. Rogers again by
substituting one evil for the other. He
displays
art, bothClarence
as a comea sodaandwater
fountain
in thegirls
Hell'sas
Bells saloon
a flock
of pretty
dian and his
as aremarkable
dramatic actor.
Bad- installs
ger's direction is praiseworthy throughout.
attendants are sufficient to keep the husbands
from the
fireside.
neath itsawaycomedy
strokes
is a But
sweetunderand
CATCH LINES
powerful
story
of
renunciation
and
self-sacrifice. You look upon a man who gives
up
See " Water, Water Everywhere," a story
of a man's fight against the craving of liquor, the girl he loves in order that she may marry
the
man
of
her
heart.
the quaint
story humor
of a friend's
sacrifice. philosophy.
A picture
of
and wholesome

Wally Reid, whose latest picture is " Double
Speed," a Paramount-Artcraft release
radiator of the car put a cloth sign with
" Loscloth.
Angeles
" painted
the
Driveor Bust
this about
the roughly
street as ona
teaser. You have in this outfit an exact
scene from the picture. Get an automobile
dealer to go out with a roadster with the
sign
Carr'sThecar production
" on it. isUsealsothisa
also as" Speed
a teaser.
good subject for a newspaper " teaser " camYou ought to be able to get on the front
paign.
page with a news story on the Ford car
stunt,
to let
"crew"
give outproviding
the storyyouthatcarethey
are your
on the
way
to Los Angeles.
A window display with a gents' furnishing goods
couldon be
on pajamas..house
Place a card
the arranged
pajamas reading
"of Speed
Carr
was
left
stranded
in
the
the desert in a pair of pajamas no middle
better
than these."
CATCH LINES
Just because he slept the sleep of the just
he found himself in the middle of the desert
clad in pajamas and minus even shoes. But
he finished his journey and found a romance
which was worth undergoing some privations.
He couldn't win the girl of his heart so
SUGGESTIONS
What would you do if you saw a girl drivhis friend's
advicefishto inlookthe elseilng a car which had been stolen from you? he accepted
as
this star's the
pictures
are going
where. "There
is as good
sea likeInasmuch
wildfire throughout
country
you
Have
her arrested?
Speed out
" Carr
have ever been caught." See the sterling
He married
her after "hiring
as a didn't.
chauf as
to
spend
a
great
deal
of
actor. Will Rogers, in " Water, Water don't need
feur to drive his own machine.
(Continued on page 1753) money
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New

Book
Plan
Complete
The
{Continued from page 17."iOi
PLAN BOOK
STAR
BRAND
RELEASED
BRAND
STAR
PLAN BOOK PICTURE
PICTURE
RELEASED
.OCT. 25
RIDER
OF
THE
LAW
(UNIVERSAL)
HARRY
CAREY
(NOV.
(MILLER-HALLMARK) HOLME8-CASSIDY
AND?
HONOR
•• Harry Carey appears us a Texas ranger." — M. P. News.
LOVE,
"
)
Exhibitor Comment — " A reford breaker. Extra bi}: business."
(OCT. IJ
■'Pronounced
an average program picture." — il. -P- ^5,''*-SPECIAL. . ^,ot
t^-cv
n
RIGHT
TO LIE, THE (PATHE) DOLORES CASSINELLI (NOV.3). 16).... NOV. 21
CAST. .FEB. 7
LUCK OF THE IRISH, THE ( MAYFLOWER-REALART)
■■ conventional sob sister story." — M. P. News.
■• IS]) to Diian s usual standard."- — M. P. Xews.
Exhil)itor Comment — " Good picture, but too long and draggy. Big business two
NOV. 22
LURE OF AMBITION (FOX) THEDA BARA (NOV. 30)....
■Feeble entertainment fromaverage
old-fashioned
theme.'
—
U.
P.
News.
^
,
„
ROUGE
AND RICHES (UNIVERSAL) MARY MACLAREN (JAN. 19).... JAN. 10
production to average business two cays.
Exhibitor Comment — "An
•' Often told tale iiiiikes obvious picture." — M. P. News.
SPECIAL CAST
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
MALE(NOV.AND16) FEMALE
NOV. I
.DEC. I SACRED FLAME (SCHOMER-ROSS) EMILY STEVENS (NOV. 9)
• Driimotiv incut in licarl intfre.'<t story." — J/. P. News.
"Exhibitor
La vi.'^h and
spectacular
production."
,
,
SACRED SILENCE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL (OCT. 13)
OCT. 2S
for a week., ,.
Big business
otherwise big. „
against it— :M.P.News.
— Name
Comment
•■ Dramatic
DEC. 27
days." story of army life entertains." — M. P. News.
MARKED MEN (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (DEC. 21)
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"Average
business."
"Pleased
very
much.
Big
business."
■• This is a might i/ good picture." — M. P. hews.
" A pleasing picture to big business one day." " A very good feature but it
NOV. IS
ME AND CAPTAIN KIDD (WORLD) EVELYN GREELEY (NOV. 3)
did not —get" Oood
the business.
It didpuller."
poor business for two days."
■■ Fantastic story offers light entertainment." — M. P. Netcs.
Consensus
picture, good
MIND THE PAINT GIRL (FIRST NATIONAL)
ANITA STEWART
SAGE
BRUSHER,
THE
(HAMPTON-HODKINSON)
SPECIAL CAST JAN. II
6
DEC.
(NOV. 10)
" Reviewer pronounces this a wonderful picture." — M. P. News.
" titar's admirers should enthuse over this." — M. P. News.
SEALED
HEARTS (SELZNICK-SELECT)
EUGENE
Exhibitor
Comment
"Big business
day to average
Stewart
" Characterization
kills story interest." — M.
P. News.O'BRIEN (NOV. 16).. NOV.. II
has a very
weak —character
in thisoneproduction.
Poor three."
to average"Anita
business
two
Exhibitor Comment — " This is the most popular star that appeared here, but
'
days."
should have used picture of lighter makeup for him." " This feature has only
CoH.sf
— ■■ Fair picture, average puller."
an
opinion O'Brien
should be
given tobetter
MIRACLE OF LOVE, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) COTTON-STANDI amordinary
afraid story,
he willandnotin bemypopular.
Robert Edeson
seemed
have stories
the prin-or
ING (NOV. 23)
JAN. J
cipal
part.
Average
business
for
one
week."
"
A
fair
production
to
big busi" Strotig flavor uf romance in picture." — M. P. News.
Exliibitor Comment — " This feature was a disappointment to my patrons. Many
ness
for
one
day."
Consensus
—
"
A
vvrage
picture,
good
puller."
adverse comment. Poor business for one week." " My patrons did not like this
SCARLET DAYS (GRIFFITH-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST
picture. It did average business for me for one day."
(NOV. 30)
NOV. 22
MISFIT
EARL,
A (BETZWOOD-GOLDWYN)
LOUIS BENNISON
'• Splendid melodrama of olden golden West. " — J/. /'. Neiv-t.
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 22
Exhil)it<)rIN Comment— " ThisA picture
pleased
to big CAST
business(OCT.
for one
week.' OCT. 25
" l.ouis Bennison scores in a humorous story." — M. P. Aeii-s.
SCREAM
THE NIGHT,
(SELECT)
SPECIAL
5)
MODERN SALOME, A (HOPE-HAMPTON-METRO)
HOPE HAMPTON
(FEB. 1)
JAN. 31
" 77ms picture stumps the reviewer." — M. P. hews.
Exhibitor Comment — " A pleasing picture to average business."
'■ Satisfied from all angles." — M. P. News.
5HARK, THE (FOX) GEORGE WALSH (JAN. 18)
JAN. 24
MOONSHINE TRAIL, THE (BLACKTON-PATHE) SYLVIA BREAMER
(OCT. 19)
NOV. 1
" Sea story furnishes Walsh a dramatic role." — M. P. News.
" Will entertain in many localities." — il. P. News.
SHE LOVES AND LIES (SELECT) NORMA TALMADGE
JAN. 17
Exhibitor
Comment
a veryit did
nice only
picture
but Itbusiness
was hit forby two
coal days.
shortageIt
" Enjoyable
comedy drama
with Norma
M. P. News.
restrictions
with —the" This
resultIs that
average
SHOULD
A HUSBAND
FORGIVE?
(FOX) Talmadge."
MIRIAM —COOPER
(NOV. 9).. NOV. 1
pleased all who saw it."
" Conglomeration of plots looks like a serial." — M. P. News.
MORE DEADLY THAN THE MALE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL
Exhibitor Comment — ' The best picture of Fox's for big productions. Story i>
CLAYTON (DEC. 7)
DEC. 20
very interesting; business only fair three days."
'. " Ethel Clayton scores as polite vampire." — M. P. Neirs.
SHOULD
A WOMAN TELL (METRO-SCREEN CLASSIC) ALICE LAKE
Exhibitor CJorament — " Played this one with the Universal feature ' The Pointing
(DEC. 20)
JAN. 1
Finger,' starring Mary MacLaren. 'It was a very good program and did extra
"star
and
director
put
picture
over."
—
J/.
P.
Neirs.
big business for one day."
SLAVES OF PRIDE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
JAN. 24
MY GORDON
HUSBAND'S
WIFE
(BLACETON-PATHE) BRBAMBR- DEC. 21
"Alice Joyce has familiar story of marital conflict." — M. P. News.
(JAN. OTHER
4)
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture. Alice Joyce is going strong here. I'.i^
" Satisfying offering on a marital theme." — M. P. News.
business
three daRIGHTS—
vs."
MYSTERY OF THE YELLOW ROOM, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST
SKY
EYE (STATE
SOL LESSER) SPECIAL CAST (JAN. 4).... JAN. 17
(OCT. 19)
NOV. 1. " Thrilling
melodrama in mid-air." — If. P. News.
"
.-Ibsorbino
miisterii
melodrama
defiies
solution.''
—
M.
P.
Neirs.
SNARES
OF
PARIS
(FOX)
MADLAINE
TRAVERSE (OCT. 12)
OCT. 18
NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH (HOLMES-METRO) TAYLOR HOLMES
(DEC. 27)
JAN. 2i
A typical Miiilldine Traverse picture.'' — M. P. Neivs.
Exhibitor Comment — " An average picture to average business two days."
" Nothing wonderful, hut will entertain." — M. P. News.
SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. 9)
NOV. 22
OPEN(OCT.DOOR,'
THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
JOHN WADE-SAM RYAN OCT. 23
12)
" Sure fire at box-office end as entertainment." — M. P. News.
" Novelty quite apart from general run."- — M. P. News.
Exhil)itor Comment — " Kan this production a week with raised prices and it did
Exhibitor Comment — .\ poor picture to poor business."
OCT. 4
OTHER
SHOES (EDGAR LEWIS-PATHE)
CRAUFORD KENT JAN. 24 SPEED
extraMANIAC,
well." THE (FOX) TOM MIX (OCT. 19)
(FEB. MEN'S
1)
•• Topsy-turvy story offers mild entertainment." — M. P. News.
"Crauford Kent seen in dual role." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Plenty
of
speed
in
this
picture.
Big
business
one
day.
OUT YONDER (SELZNICK) OLIVE THOMAS (DEC. 21)
JAN. 3
average two days." " This one of the best pictures Mix has ever done. I
'■ ExcellentCASE,
entertainment
for majoritii."
— M. P. FREDERICK
l\'eivs.
played it— one
day picture,
to big business
and it satisfied my patrons."
PALISER
THE (GOLDWYN)
PAULINE
FEB. 7
Consensus
" Oood
good puller."
"'
High
i
lass
mclodmma
which
holds
interest."
—
M.
P.
News.
SPITE
BRIDE,
THE
(SELZNICK-SELECT)
OLIVE THOMAS (SEPT. 21).. OCT. 4
PEDDLER OF LIES, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO (MAR. 1) JAN. 31
■•Exhibitor
A very good
Olive — Thomas
picture.''
— J/,
P. Neirs.
" Oood production of mechanical and unreal plot." — M. P. News.
Comment
"
This
is
a
good
feature,
but it played to only average
PEGEEN (VITAGRAPH) BESSIE LOVE (JAN. 18)
JAN. 24
" Saccharine story on a Pollyanna theme." — M. P. News.
KING, THE (WORLD)
JUNE ELVIDGE-MONTAGU LOVE
PHANTOM HONEYMOON (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST (OCT. 19).... OCT. 25 STEEL(NOV.
24)
DEC. i
business."
"Plenty of mystery and suspense here." — M. P. News.
"
Will
satisfactorily
entertain
generally."
— M. P. Netcs.
PHANTOM MELODY, THE (UNIVERSAL) MONROE SALISBURY (JAN.
"Pleased;
star
bas
fair
drawing
power.
Average
business
one
day."
26)
JAN. 31 STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
(GOLDWYN)
MADGE KENNEDY (OCT.
"Fantastic story of love and vengeance." — M. P. News.
19)
OCT. 18
PINTO (GOLDWYN) MABEL NORMAND
FEB. 7
Madge Kennedy has a charming role in unique comedy." — M. P. Xewx.
"Mabel \ormand is amusing as a two-gun girl." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Poor business." "Pleased. Big business.' "Star liked.
PLEASE GET MARRIED (METRO) VIOLA DANA (OCT. 13)
OCT. 25
but picture
rather mediocre."
Consensus
— '• Pleasing
picture, good puller."
" Seta off Viola Dana's personality." — M. I'. News.
STRONGER THAN DEATH
(SCREEN CLASSIC-METRO) NAZIMOVA
Exhibitor Comment—" Dana well liked : her work In this great. Extra big business two days." " A fair picture to average business." " Star well liked and
18)
.JAN. 24
drew well."
" (JAN.
a~imova's
rare art capitalizes
again." — M. P. News.
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
TEETH
OF
THE
TIGER
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPECIAL
CAST
POINTING FINGER, THE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MACLAREN (DEC. 1)..DEC. 13
(NOV. 2)
DEC 28
"Mail phase the MacLaren admirers." — M. P. News.
" A liigh class mystery story trith thrills." — M. P. News.
POISON PEN, THE (WORLD) JUNE ELVIDGE (NOV. 16)
NOV. 22
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
very
good
picture
to
average
business."
"
One
of
the
best detective stories ever shown on the screen. Photography and settings
" Novel characterization in Llvidge's latest." — M. P. News.
extra good, and too much cannot be said In favor of direction. Business not up
POLLYANNA
(PICKFORD-UNITED
ARTISTS)
MARY PICKFORD
to standard due to name of production, although business Increased throughout
(JAN. 18)
JAN. 24
" The supreme effort of true artists." — M. P. News.
week." " This is a very good production. My patrons were pleased and It did
big business
for four
days."good puller."
POOR26)
RELATIONS (ROBERTSON-COLE) ZASU PITTS (OCT. 26) NOV.
NOV. 11
Consensus
— " Oood
picture,
THIEVES (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL (DEC. 7)
NOV. S
" Carries a feir entertaining moments." — M. P. News.
•' Gladys Brockwell stars in crook melodrama." — M. P. Neics.
Exhibitor
— "My "patrons like Za Su Pitts very much. Good business
for one Comment
day."
Exhibitor Comment — " They liked the star, Gladys Brockwell, here and this
production was the type that seemed to fit her I played it with a Sunshine
PRINCE AND BETTY, THE (JESSE HAMPTON-PATHE) WILLIAM DESMOND (DEC. 21)
DEC. 20
Comedy, ' School House Scandal,' and it certainly was a crackerjack program.
"Desmond (ifiycnis in comic opera plot." — M. P. Neirs.
Extra big business one day to big business two days." " (iood production of
PRINCE OF AVENUE A (UNIVERSAL) JAMES CORBETT (FEB. 23).... JAN. 17
old crook— "theme
star appeared
to be rather weak. Poor business."
Consensus
Good but
picture,
good puller."
"James .J. Corbett stars in political story." — M. P. News.
RED
HOT DOLLARS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
CHARLES RAY
THIRD GENERATION, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL CAST (JAN.
(DEC. 28)
JAN. 10
24)
JAN. SI
" Wholesome, entertaining comedy drama." — M. P. News.
"
Fairly
interesting
picture
on
a
domestic
theme."
—
M.
P..New's.
Exhibitor
— " Played
feature
an exceptionally
the
THUNDERBOLT, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE MACDONALD
holidays Comment
and drawing
power this
of the
star.to The
picture was big
veryweek,
good dueandto Rny
(NOV. 23)
NOV. 23
had fine support. Direction, photography, sets and titles were all excellent.
•' Poirerjul strokes in this vital drama." — M. P. Ncies.
The story fell a little below the level of Ray pictures, but as a whole was fine
Hxliil)itor
Comment
—
"
This
picture
is
well
directed
but
the
stoi;y
is
much
overentertainment. Extra big business all week."
...
drawn. Katherine-MacDonald .does not draw well here. Average to poor busiREGULAR GIRL, A (SELZNICK-SELECT) ELSIE JANIS (NOV. 9) NOV. 29
' " 8uitaT)le for the Janis following." — M. P. News.
two days." (FOX) ALBERT RAY-ELIN(3R FAIR (DEC. 28) JAN. 10
TIN PAN nessALLEY
• Exhibitor Comment — " Tliis is not a very good picture. Average to poor business
" License taken with truth in this sentimental tale." — M. P. Netcs.
two days."
■
.
Box Office Reports continued on page 1754
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LUCK

Has Some

Good

OF GERALDINE
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
Points Which

Should

LAIRD

"JUDY
Interest

OF

S'
ROGUE
(REALART)

HARBOR"

Hectic Melodrama Fails to Hit BulVs-Eye of Truth
BESSIE BARRISCALE has given us a good average program
IMAGI>ATIOI\ has not been a governing factor in .Mary Miles
feature in " The Luck of Gerahline Laird." AUhough the
Minter's latest production, " Judy of Rogues' Harbor." Havtlieuie of the storj- is not a new one and has its weak points,
read Grace Miller White's book, from which the
.here is enough body to it to hold and excite the emotions of picture adaptation ingisnot made,
we are not in a position to state how closely it
)atrons, as the writer had occasion to observe when he viewed this follows the original, but it looks to us that cither the author has
ijroduction at one of the popular Broadway houses.
! Miss Barriscale acted with her usual vivaciousness and introduced been unduly theatrical or else the director has not used his imagination. The picture takes a long time in getting started, due princiler " specialties " in the theatre scenes with a charm and grace that
pally to establishing a wealth of characters. And they are brought
vas very pleasing.
forward in four difterent sequences.
j A young married woman, home loving and a mother of two chilMr. Taylor has wasted an enormous amount of good and inllren, unconsciously neglects her husband and is unresponsive to his
offensive film by having his players go through scene after scene
iterarv' ambitions. When her husband meets the '"other" woman, to establish relations and conditions that could have been shown in
vho promises to fiu^her his aims, he leaves his wife to pursue his a few episodes with a few well chosen subtitles. .And speaking of
jiterary career in the metropolis.
subtitles, many of these are crude and bewildering, with the result
that
thea etion is often hindered. There is too much concentrated
I The latter follows him, discovers that she has stage talent," wins
iuccess behind the footlights, and is reunited to her husband, who effort expended in showing every little incident in the relations of
lias failed in his aspirations. — Length, 5 reels. — Frank Leonard.
the characters. The picture is hectic melodrama w ith a vengeance
and it capitalizes as its dominant idea the theme of happiness. Yet
THE CAST
its thought is completely subordinated by a prominent display of
Oeraldine Laird
Bessie Barriscale
brutality and lust.
Dean Laird
Niles Welch
^ouis Redding
Boyd Irwin
There is no central character in the accepted sense since the other
^iCennedy Bond
Dorcas Matthews
figures seem quite as important as Judy. The plot becomes involved
Leo Goldman
William Mong
Paula Lucas
Rosetta Marstini
so that every melodramatic ingredient is utilized. And when the
jeorge Fitzpatrick Ashton Dearholt
rierman
George Hall
story is finished one cannot say that truth is a vital factor. Weird
Mrs. Fitzpatrick Nannine Wright
touches are discernible throughout the action. Coincidences and
-hild
Story by Kathleen Norris.Mary Jane Irving
conveniences are worked overtime. One can ask a deal of perplexDirected by Edward Sloman.
mg questions concerning the development of the picture. Miss
Minter succeeds in making herself appealing in the title role, but
hectic melodrama is not her forte. Theodore Roberts stands out in
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
a character study. — Length, 6 reels.^ — Laurence Reid.
^ Bessie Barriscale in " The Luck of
jeraldine
Laird will
" herappear
latestatproduction
for
Robertson-Cole
the
heatre on
of next
.
THE CAST
Miss Barriscale is seen in a role that
Judy
Mary Miles Minter
:raphasizes the fact that she is one of the
Lieut. Teddy Kingsland ... Charles Meredith
inest emotional actresses on the screen.
Gov.
Kingsland
Herbert Standing
The play is a film version of Kathleen
Grandpop Ketchel Theodore Roberts
The
Lady
of
the
Roses
Clo King
story which
appeared andserially
one
Olive Ketchel
Fritzie Ridgway
i)fMorris'
the leading
publications
provedin one
>f the most popular stories of the year.
Jim Shuckles
Allan Sears
As Geraldine Laird, Mils Barriscale porDenny
Frankie Lee
rays a young married woman who is home
Peter Kingsland George E. Periolat
oying and also a loving mother of two
By
Grace
Miller
White.
Scenario by Clara Beranger.
hildren. But unconsciously she neglects
Directed by William Desmond Taylor.
I ler husband and is only partial to his "pet
lesire"
of becoming
The
nevitablethat
happens,
however,a playright.
when he meets
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
I woman of the world who promises to
Mary Miles Minter, the popular and
urther his aims. She persuades him to go
charming
Realart star, represents one of the
I o New York where fame may await him.
finest types of womanhood in her newest picI Nevertheless, he is undecided, until an unture, "Judyat ofthe
Rogues' Harbor,"
will
I ortunate
turns
be shown
theatre, which
beginning
he tide. Inoccurrence
calling at happens
his office which
to say good— . The picture is an adaptation of
lye previous to her return to New York, the
Grace terest
Miller
human
in'ampire is discovered by the anxious wife.
story ofWhite's
the sameappealing
name, and
it pre\ scene follows in which the husband being Bessie Barriscale in " The Luck of Gersents
Miss
Minter
as
Judy,
a
courageous
litmable to give a satisfactory explanation (betle country girl, whose wonderful character,
aldine
produced by B.release
B. Features
forLaird,"
Robertson-Cole
ause "has
the taken
womanadvantage
" fearingof histhe wrife's
endetermination and desire to help those imI ranee
situation
posed upon, aids her to overcome all
nd hidden herself in another room), leaves
With the fury of a tigress delis wife and goes to the metropolis. of Geraldine Laird " will be seen at this the- obstacles.
fending her young, Judy jumps at Grandpop
I jeraldine follows and because of a latent
atre on
of next
.
Ketchel
and
Jim Shuckles to protect her litThe play is a screen version of Kathleen
, alent which she has for the stage, wins
tle cousin,
Denny,
from
their incessant
bruI uccess behind the footlights.
Norris'
story
which
appeared
serially
in
one
tality.
She
carries
her troubles
to the Lady
In the meantime her husband has been un- of the leading publications and proved one of the Roses who lives
in the haunted house.
I uccessful in his attempts to accomplish his of the most popular stories of the year.
Lady teaches the girl the power of faith
ims. Discouraged, he betakes himself to
As Geraldine Laird, Miss Barriscale por- The
and the wonder work of love — and in her Mary Miles Minter and Theodore Roberts
trays a young married woman, essentially little
he theatre where he is bewildered on seeing
heart she resolves to win over with love
lis wife in the cast and as they say in stage home loving and a mother of two children, her cruel grandfather.
in " Judy of Rogues' Harbor," a Realart
who unconsciously neglects her husband and
larlance
"
making
the
hit
of
the
show."
Judy
falls in love with Teddy Kingsland,
After an unsuccessful attempt to meet her, is unresponsive to his literary ambitions.
the
grandson
of
the
Governor
of
the
State,
I liscouragement takes hold of him. He it The inevitable happens when her husband, •nd after a series of dramatic complications Miles Minter in " Judy of Rogues' Harbor,"
.bout to leave town, when he is met by his Dean Laird, meets a brilliant young woman they find romantic expression together. The an adaptation ofpicture
Grace Miller White's
the world who can further his ambitions eirl learns eventually that the Lady of the charming novel.
[ rife and children, to bp re-united to her in of
he city where he had sought vainly for and Laird leaves his wife to pursue his liter- Roses
is
her
mother
and
the
story
ends
hapHer
philosophy
was,
" No matter
how
lappiness.
ary career in the metropolis.
much
hurts, askeep
loving."
See smiled
Mary
Miles itMinter
Judy,on the
girl who
The latter follows him, discovers that she
ppicture
ily. "Judybecause
of Rogues'
Harbor
" human
is a striking
of
its
intense
inand
chuckled
when
the
tears
were
in
her
has " stage talent." wins success behind the
terest and because it capitalizes youth, and
SUGGESTIONS
footlights, and is re-united to her husband love, and
eyes
and
the
sobs
in
her
throat.
faith.
The
director,
William
Desmond Taylor, has developed the story so
There are many points in exploiting a who has failed in his aspirations.
that its vitality and humanity are ever in
eature of this kind which ought to arouse
the foreground. Miss Minter is afforded
PROGRAM READER
he exhibitor's interest. It is one of Robevery opportunity to display her gifted abilMiles Minter appears as a quaint
rtson's
latestfollowing
features inwith
good
ity in this widely read story. She is at home butMary
tar
who Cole's
has a large
manya parti
charming little country girl in her newin every one of the many scenes. The star
'f the country. It has also a good story
by a cast of well known plavers
est Realart picture, " Judy of Rogues' Har7hich ought to appeal to the picture going "■ Water, Water Everywhere " is asupported
cast
that
includes
Herbert
Standing.
an adaptation
(Continued from page 1751)
■ublic and the star, Bessie Barriscale, with
widely bor,"read
story ofoftheGrace
sameMuUer
name,White's
which
Charles Meredith and George Periolat.
spirit that is sure, we might say to arouse
will
come
to
this
theatre
in
the
very near
he emotons of any audience. And she it in exploiting them. Will Rogers has reached
future.
The star's
will be
CATCH LINES
Jso supported by a strong cast among whom the peak of popularity and he is always sure
glad
to know
that shemany
has admirers
a most congenial
re such well known screen favorites as of a full house. He has a rich story here —
in Judy.characters
In fact itthat
is one
ofever
the most
Miller White's famous story, " Judy role
one you can feature as a comedy drama. of Grace
wholesome
has
liles
Welch,
William
Mong
and
Dorcas
Rogues'
has beenwithadapted
the drawn. Miss Minter admirably conveysbeen
iatthews.
for aHarbor."
Realart picture
Mary toMiles
all
Bring outa craving
that it isfora liquor,
story ofthea man's
against
story fight
of a screen
Minter as the star. You will be thrilled by the qualities of loyalty, faith and unselfishhis wonderful tale of little Judy.
mess.
And
you
will
respond
to
her
when
you
friend's
sacrifice
for
the
thing
he
held
dearest
in life. And exploit the comedy. Use catch
see her determination and desire to help
PROGRAM READER
lines plentifully and get hold of some of the
full of human interest that those who have been imposed upon. It is ■
Manager
begs to announce that star's witticisms which are published. Use willForpulla atstory
your
heart
strings,
that
will
make
thatand sentiment.
is remarkably, rich in^ human inJessie Barriscale's latest feature " The Luck them. Run stills of the scenes.
you sigh and sob, laugh and cry, see Mary story terest
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Stockton — John L. Parkinson opened a new
picture house here recently. It is located on the
site of the old post office building.
Pana — Harry Tanner is constructing a new picture theatre on South Locust street. It will be
named the " Eagle."
St. Louis — The Erco Amusement Company is
to construct a new theatre on the Heinze property
on the west side of Collinsville avenue. It will
seat about 3,000 and cost $200,000.
Mt. Vernon — The new Plaza theatre is nearing
completion and will open shortly. George H.
Newsome will be manager of the house which will
seat about 1,000.
INDIANA
Greenfield — The new " Why
opened here recently.

Not " theatre

New

the
Complete
Plan
Book
(Continued from page IT.'i'^i
BRAND
PLAN BOOK PICTURE
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOO.

TOBY'S BOW (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE (DEC. 20)
DEC. 27
•• A very entertuininij photoplay." — M. P. yews.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just an ordinary feature. Tlie story appeared to be
business."
TONG rather
MAN,weals.THE Average
(HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE)
SESSUE HAYAKAWA (DEC. 14)
DEC. 20
" Hu iiukan a in ilifferent role that scores." — J/. P. Xeics.
Exhibitor Comment — " The best feature this star has appeared In. Patrons well
pleased and played it to bis business for seven davs."
TREE OF KNOWLEDGE,
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT
WARWICK (JAN. 11)
JAN. 24
" Kathn/n ^yiUHnns runs aivay with the show." — M. P. News.
TREMBLING HOUR, THE (UNIVERSAL) KENNETH HARLAN-HELEN
EDDY (OCT. 26)
NOV. 1
" II ell knit rtnnita of crooks and mystery." — M. P. Xeas.
Exhibitor
pleasing
"picture to "extra
big business
" .\
very goodComment
picture.— "AExtra
big business."
Average
picture toonepoorday."business
days."'
two
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
TRIFLERS, THE (UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS (JAN. 12)
JAN. 17
'• iri7( ajjonl rery pleasing entertainment." — M. P. News
TURNING THE TABLES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY GISH
(NOV. 16)
NOV. IS
"Farce will agreeably entertain majority." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A very good picture, big business two days." " Big business all week with Arbuckle comedy on program."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
TWELVE-TEN (REPUBLIC) MARIE DORO (DEC. 14)
JAN. 3
"Hciii y til lima icith a mystery element." — M. P. News.
S3H HOURS LEAVE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MACLEAN-MAY (NOV.
.16)
NOV. 8
best comedy offering of the season." — M. P. Neica.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business all week with attendance increasing
during run in spite of adverse weather. We bring it back for another week."
" Excellent picture, good action and comedy. Big business two days, average
one.
' " A very good picture, pleased my patrons. Big bnslneas three days."
"andTwoeasily
newsappreciated
stars made byquite
hit In this
popularwithstory.
Comedy
was clean
all. aEveryone
delighted
picture
that drew
more
business every night and week finished strong, as people started to talk
about it." " A phenomenal feature which did phenomenal business for me
and pleased my patrons. I played it one week to extra big business every day."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller."
TWIN PAWNS (PATHE) MAE MURRAY (SEPT. 28)
OCT. 11
'• This II ill be generally acceptable." — M. P. News.
UNDER SUSPICION (UNIVERSAL) ORA CAREW (NOV. 23)
NOV. 22
■• n ill iiUii xinit hi cntirtuiu ncneriilly." — M. P. .\eirs.
UNDERCURRENT, THE (SELECT) GUY EMPEY (NOV. «3)
NOV. 29
" Patriotic note may carry this picture by." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture of that type. Did not draw. Poor business
two llilVS.LUCK
"
VAGABOND
(FOX) RAY-FAIR (NOV. 16)
NOV. 29
'• Heart interest and atmosphere here." — M. P. News
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Had
heard
of
this
picture,
got
it
and
put
It
over
for
days to big business. It is not a big production but a pleasing one andthree
my
patrons went away satisfied."
VALLEY OF TOMORROW, THE (AMERICAN-PATHE) WILLIAM RUSJAN. 17
:
SELL (JAN. 11)
" William Russell in story of vengeance and love." — M. P News.
VENGEANCE OF DURAND, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
NOV. 15
■' Oood suspensive dramatic photoplay.'' — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment — " good,
Extra star
good.better
Extrathan
big her
to biglastbusiness
two days."
" Storyto
weak, photography
two releases.
Average
poor
business wasall aweek."
" My patronsandliked
the
star
and
they
liked
the
It certainly
great production
shows careful preparation. Big story.
business two days to average one."
Cons<*nsus — " Oood picture, good puller."
VICTORY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. 30)
DEC. 6
"An absorbi>ig heavy calibre drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Coina^?nt — " Excellent, superb east. Story well pictured though grewsome, n#r less It holds interest. The grewsome part is well and delicately
handled."
splendid for
picture
which but
was many
well of
accepted
by male it.
attendance
It was rather" A grewsome
the ladies
them enjoyed
It has a
wonderful story, well cast, good photography and splendidly directed. Big
business
every
day
for
one
week."
"
This
is
a
good
feature
with
an
excellent
cast which held my audience throughout. It did big business for me every
day or one
week."picture,
" Verygood
disappointing.
Big business."
Consensus
" Good
puller."
VIRTUOUS — VAMP,
A (FIRST
NATIONAL)
CONSTANCE TALMADOE
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 29
" Hest Conatance Talmadge picture to date." — M. P. News.
Rxhihltor Comment — " Extra Ms business for a week. A splendid picture"
WALK-OFFS,
THE
(METRO-SCREEN
CLASSICS)
MAY ALLISON
(JAN. 25)
FEB. 7
" Praiseworthy effort to make something of poor ideas." — M. P. News.
ILLINOIS
Virden — S. W. Herron opened the new
'is Temple
300, " theatre recently. It's seating capacity

Picture

WEB■ .\'otliing
OF CHANCE,
THE (FOX)
PEGGY
DEC. 2
here to cause
you worry."
— M. HYLAND
P. News. (DEC. 21)."
Exhibitor Comment — " Not up to her usual standard. Attempted comedy In
subtitles not amusing. Poor business one day."
WEB OF DECEIT, THE (CAREW-PATHE)
DOLORES CASSINELLI
(JAN. 18)
JAN. 1
" 'I he dual role seen again." — M. P. News.
WHAT EVERY
WOMAN
LEARNS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ENID
BENNETT (NOV. 9)
NOV.
" Picturization of an average drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A very good picture. Extra big business." " .\ dandy
picture.
Extra butbig every
to bigonebusiness
days." " ThisIt Isheld
a little
heavyas for
Enid
Bennett,
enjoyedthree
it considerably.
up well
as
average picture. Average business two days." *' A good feature which did
big business
for me forpicture,
one day."
Consensus
— " Excellent
big puller."
WHAT'S
YOUR
HUSBAND
DOING (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) NOV. r.
MACLEAN-MAY (NOV. 23)
" Captit ating farce registers high class." — il. P. News.
Exhibitor
CommentOpened
— " Although
Monday5^300
thismore
picture
Is surethan
of aanyclean-up
on the week.
Sunday only
to nearly
business
other
single day's business in the history of the house. These stars have been
' made ' here and this one is a sure bet, with the people boosting it."
WHEN BEARCAT WENT DRY (WORLD) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. 2) OCT. 21
" Should register big with majority."~il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fairly good picture. Big business two days." " Pleased ;
big business
two days."
Consensus
— " Pleasing
picture, good puller."
WHEN THE CLOUDS ROLL BY (UNITED ARTISTS) DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS (DEC. 20)
JAN. le
" Hure fire winner with any audience." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
The
fastest,
funniest
picture
the
star
ever
made.
Betterof
than his last one and has more action packed into It than any other film
Its size. Fairbanks at his best and that's going some. Broke all house records
for business. Flood scene was a masterpiece that put them all In the shade."
" A splendid feature which pleased my patrons. I played It for one week and it
did
business
me aevery
" Had
days
but big
business
tookforsuch
drop day."
the first
two this
days picture
that I booked
took Itforoff three
the third.
Average
poor business
two released
days." In
" Personal
opinion
is thatstarthisla not
Is oneas
of the bestto Fairbanks
pictures
a long time,
although
popular here as he should be. Picture has unsatisfactory ending and makes
the whole thing seem more or less improbable. Of course anything can happen
in a Fairbanks
picture.''
Consensus
— " Splendid
picture, good puller."
WHY SMITH LEFT HOME (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) BRYANT WASHBURN (OCT. 19)
OCT. ti
" Meritorious farce amusingly entertaining." — M. P. J^ews.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business three days." " Pleased more patrons than
any picture I have shown In a year. Extra big business three days." " Played
this feature with the Universal feature, ' The Big Little Person,' featuring Ma.v
Murray, to extra big business for one day." " Snappy, and they liked it."
" A fine —picture.
This stargoodalways
draws big. Extra big to big business two days."
Consensus
Good picture,
puller."
WILLOW TREE, THE (SCREEN
CLASSIC— METRO)
VIOLA DANA
(JAN. 11)
JAN. IT
"An original and fantastic tale of Japan." — M. P. News.
WINCHESTER WOMAN, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
NOV. 1
PIcasini) in spite of much coincidence." — il. P. News.
WINGS OF THE MORNING (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM (NOV. 24) DEC »
" Farnum followers will like this one." — il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The star is always good but the picture is far below the
Fox opinion
standard,thatalthough
pleased.
average
two opportunity
days." It teU
my
the man it who
passes Bigthisto one
up willbusiness
miss the
do good business. Big business first two days to extra big business last
two. We turned them away the last day."
WOMAN
IN THE SUITCASE, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ENID BENNETT (JAN. 18)
^
JAN. 24
An unusual picture from every angle." — il. P. News.
WOMAN OF LIES, A (WORLD) JUNE ELVIDGE (OCT. 13)
OCT. 2»
••Presents Eliidi/c in an unsympathetic role." — J/. P. Sens.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased to average business two days."
WOMAN OF PLEASURE, A (HAMPTON-PATHE)
BLANCHE SWEET
(OCT. 26)
NOV. n
'• Should exploit as a big production." — M. P. Itews.
Exnibitor Comment — "Average business two days." "The title and star brought
in. but picture
days." PETERS
YOU themNEVER
KNOW disappointing.
YOUR
LUCK Big business
(WORLD) three HOUSE
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 2»
" Enttrtainino production, should sntisft/." — il. P. yews.
WANTED, A HUSBAND
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
BILLIE BURKE
(DEC. 28)
DEC. 27
" Registers as highly amusing vomtdy." — if. P. News.

occupied by the Majestic theatre, if present plans
materialize.
I NEW
THEATRES
|
LOUISIANA
Kew Orleans — The Lafayette theatre opened
Columbia City — Fred F. Morsches is to erect
here recently as a picture house.
a new picture house on the site of the Booher
Yazoo — Ernest Baehringer of New Orleans,
Bros, bakery.
representing a syndicate, has purchased a lot next
Indianapolis — As soon as the site has been
to the Kennington Department store upon which
selected the Star Amusement Company is to erect
he will erect a new theatre.
MAINE
a new picture theatre here.
Bro-wnshurg — The Hammond Hotel and ImHallozvcl — As soon as the location is secured,
provement Company is to construct a new hotel
a new picture house will be erected here.
and theatre building here.
MARYLAND
IOWA
Baltimore — The new Forest Park theatre
Des Moines — A company in which Abe Frankel
opened
here recently. It is situated at the interis president is to construct a new theatre and office
section of Garrison and Libertj- Heights avenues.
building on the southwest corner of Locust and
Charles E. Ford is manager.
MASSACHUSETTS
Eighth streets.
KENTUCKY
Cambridge — David V. Picker is to construct »
3,000 seat theatre on Massachusetts and Boylstoo
Louisville — A new picture theatre with a seating
avenues.
capacity of 3,000 will be erected on the site now
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in Interesting W estern
lives up to the
BICK JONES, the new Fox star, certainly
ng from the
judgi
favor
praises which have been sung in his
Last Straw. '
impression he makes in his initial picture, " The nalit
y quite
He brings to the screen a distinct personality— a perso
different from other Western stars. He is not a heroic type nor is
he a specialist in one line of endeavor. From our line of vision we
would take him to be a modest, unassuming fellow who is determined enough to do things, but who prefers to wait until judgment
has been passed before he plunges into the customary- feats.
It looks to us as if he is holding himself in reserve since "The
Last Straw " is cut from an orthodox pattern. It may be mild of
action, but the development is clever enough to hide a triteness of
theme and an obviousness of plot. The idea concerns itself with an
Eastern girl who inherits a Western ranch and who discards her
The
modem mannerisms in order to become a cowboy's ideal.
iial conflict of romance is capitalized when an Eastern admirer
iirives to intrigue her if possible. Some of the incidents which
present hmi are not sufficiently clear to make the continuity always
discernible, and the action becomes quite hectic in the battle between the unriily element and the champions of the girl. The romance is acceptable because it is executed with lifelike proportions.
Mr. Jones is not called upon to show any undue horsemanship.
In fact the picture is free from any display of Western heroics, it
being merek' a presentation of a tried and true formula which
scores for its simplicity and its characterization. " The Last Straw "
uncovers some really remarkable scenery. The pictorial backgrounds, Mr. Jones' unassuming manner and Vivian Rich's charming performance makes this feature an interesting number. — Length,
') reels. — Laurence Reid.
Buck

Jones Makes

Debut

THE CAST
Tom Beck
Buck Jones
Jane Hunter
Vivian Rich
Bobby Cole
Jane Tallent
Dick Milton
Colin Kenny
Hepburn
Charles Le Moyne
Alf Cole
Bob Chandler
"Two
Bits"
Gillis
Sam McKee
H.William
W. Padgett
Pat Webb
Hank Bell
Riley
ZeibLonMorris
Rev.
Beal
Poff
By Harold Titus.
Scenario by Denison Clift.
Directed by Denison Clift.
Photographed by Vernon Walker.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Buck Jones, the new star of the Fox Film
Corporation, will be seen at the
thea, tre on
of
week in his initial
picture, " The Last Straw."
Mr. Jones
1 comes
to the stories
screen and
as theit islatest
of Western
saidinterpreter
by those
who have seen him that he acts with considerable authority. He is a genuine cowpuncher toandin his
this directionTheis
I' attested
his ability
capable inperformance.
star assumes the role of Tom Beck, a cowj boy, who is working on a California ranch
! inherited by Jane Hunter, an Eastern girl.
\ In seeking to appoint a foreman she sug' gests a lottery. Tom refuses to join this,
and so the secret leader of a gang of cattle
rustlers is chosen by Jane. Later, when
Tom discovers the rustlers are planning to
rob
the foremanship —theandgirl's
thenranch,
falls heinaccepts
love with
his employer.
He has made an impression with the girl
through the advice he offers her, and she
quickly discards her eastern ways, which
are not in harmony with the Western ideal
of womanhood. In order to win her, however, Tom has to do many exciting and
daring things. At the ranch a reconciliation
II takes
place
between
them. She
the
locket to him.
It contains
the returns
last straw,
the one Tom had refused to draw whch
would have made him foreman. So he
takes one more chance, providing there is
a marriage in it. The picture is filled with
sensational feats of daring, while a delightful
love story runs through it. The subject has
been adapted and directed by Denison Clift
from
Harolddisplays
Titus' hisstory
of the sameto name.
Mr. Jones
horsemanship
great
advantage and he is supported by a most
capable cast that includes Vivian Rich as
bis leading woman.
CATCH LINES
I .The new Fox star. Buck Jones, will make
his debut on the screen in " The Last
Straw,"
vivid actor
Western
Don't
, mits
this acowboy
in hispicture.
initial feature.

A real cowboy who never hesitated to
take a chance in daring action — that is
Buck Jones. See this new star in his screen
debut.
The it. picture is " The Last Straw."
Don't miss
Buck Jones, the new sensation of the
screen in " of
ThelifeLast
Western
photodrama
and Straw,"
love anda laughter.
See the cowboy actor in a dynamic picture
of the cattle country.
PROGRAM READER
Buck Jones, the new Fox star, will make
his debut as a screen actor in " The Last
Straw,"
a Western
to
this theatre
in thephotodrama
near future.which
Mr. comes
Jones
and his daring horseback feats promise to
cause a riot of enthusiasm among our patrons when they see him. The scenes of
" The Last Straw " are laid in California
and in the hero role of Tom Beck, a cowpuncher, Jones, according to reports, fills the
bill to perfection. The story abounds in
dramatic incidents and strongly portrays life
as it is lived in the open and on the ranch
in the West. It is a powerful tale, but its
strength is increased by marvelous feats of
horsemanship. The unusual episodes in this
story of adventure and love call for a variety
of natural scenery that is exceptional. Our
patrons should react to this picture because
of its stirring line of action and its interpretation. Buck Jones is supported by
Vivian Rich and other capable players.
Watch for further announcements.
SUGGESTIONS
Here is a new star. Buck Jones, and it
would be advisable to start your exploitation with him. You can make him a prime
favorite with your patrons by announcing
him as a genuine cowboy actor. Use stills
of the star plentifully. Get your people acquainted with him through running stories
of his exploits. You can obtain your information from your nearest Fox exchange.
Publicize the picture a week in advance.
This is necessary in arousing interest in the
star. Use effective signs for lobby display,
such as: "See Buck Jones, the new sensation in a vivid Western picture, ' The Last
Straw.' " You can work out a good stage
setting by building a scene suggesting the
West. Announce the picture as a thrilling
Western melodrama of romance and adventure and bill the star as a dynamic, magnetic
figure. Mention the cast.
State Rights News
on Page 1714
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All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by bot h the fndependent and the regular producers, in short subjects as w
as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
Aug. 10— This Hero Stuff (Wm. Russell)
July 27 — The Tiger Lily (Margarita Fisher)
July 13 — Yvonne from Paris (Mary Miles Minter)
VL\ ING
A • SPECIALS
Valley
of Tomorrow
(William Russell)
Jan. IS— Eve in Exile (Charlotte Walker)
Oct. 5— Six Feet Four (Wm. Russell)
The Hellion (Margarita Fisher)

S
5
S
6
7
6
5

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
The Desert Scorpion (Cobb-Johnson)
S
The Wolves of Wall Street (Cobb-Johnson) ...6
Viligantes (Special Cast)
7
Fools'
Lewis)
67
The LawGoldof (Mitchell
Nature (Coleman-NeMoyer-Lee)
SERIALS
The Lurking Peril (Anne Luther-Geo. Lurkin) IS episodes.
TheEpisodes.
Fatal Sign (Claire Anderson-Harry Carter); 15
Lightning
Western. Bryce (Ann Little-Jack Hoxie) ; IS-Episode
WESTERN DRAMAS
Blazed Trail (Lowell-Crossman-Lawrence) .2
The Northwoods Dramas (Edgar Jones-Evelyn Brent).. 2
ONE AND TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Arrow (Eddie Boulden-Lillian Vera)
1
Hank Mann (Hank Mann)
1
Sunbeam (Fatty Filbert-Bert Tracey)
2
Hank Mann (Hank Mann-Madge Kirby)
2
AYWON FILM CORP.
Blind Love (Lucy Cotton)
Days of Daring (Tom Mix)
Persuasive Peggy (Peggy Hyland)
Eternal Penalty (Henry Kolker)
Roses and Thorns (Lenore Ulrich)
She Pays (Julia Dean-Louise Huff)
Justice (Cyril Scott)
The Guilty Woman (Marie Empress)
Adventures
of Helen (Helen Holmes Serial) 20 TwoReel Episodes.

6
S
6
5
5
5
S
5

CHRISTIE FILM COMEDIES
{At State Right Exchanges)
CHRISTIE TWO REELERS
Jan. — Save Me, Sadie (Eddie Bary)
2
Dec. — Go West Young
(Fay Tincher) 2
Nov. — A Roman ScandalWoman
(Colleen Moore)
2
SINGLE REEL COMEDIES
Kidnapping Caroline
1
Two A. M
1
All
Jazzed
'.1l
Settled
Out Up
of Court
Bobby's Baby
1
GAYETY
COMEDIES
Fireman, Save My Gal (Geo. Ovey)
1
Ladies Must Dance (Geo. Ovey)
1
Bounced (Geo. Ove
y)
1
ARuined
Saphead's
Sacrifice
(Bletcher-Reynolds)
I
By Love (Geo. Ovey)
]
Twin Bedlam (Bletcher-Reynolds)
1
His Fatal Bite
1
Cursed by His Cleverness
1
Are Floorwalkers Fickle?
1
Cs»Ung.Sick
His atBluff
'.'.\]
Love
Sea
CANYON PICTURES CORP.
{Twelve Two-Reel Westerns Featuring Franklin Farnum)
Twelfth, The Cowboy and the Rajah
2
Eleventh, Cupid's Roundup
2
Tenth,
"Breezy"
Bob
2
Ninth Brother Bill
2
Eighth, When Pals Fall Out
2
Seventh, Shackles of Fate
2
Sixth, The Puncher and the Pup
2
Fifth, The UphiU Climb
2
Fourth, Vengeance and the (3irl
2
Third,
Hell's
Fury
Gordon
Second, The Two Doyles
22
First, The Desert Rat
2

KEI) CROSS TRAVEL SERIES
lh( Relief of Poland
Constantinople, the Gateway of the Orient
America's Watch on the Rhine
Belgium, the Broken Kingdom
Marie, Queen of Rumania
Archangel, City of Snow
The Tiny Kingdom of Montenegro
BRUCE SCENICS
The Chilkat Cubs
Wanderlust
SPECIALS
The Why of a Volcano
The Second Chance ■
War Spruce
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
The Forbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Young)
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives (House Peters)
Eyes of Youth (Clara Kimball Younp)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
I
l
1
6
6
7

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY EXCH.
P ARAMOUNT-A RTCR AFT
Feb. — Young Mrs. Winthrop (Ethel Clayton) 5
Feb. — Huckleberry Finn (Special Cast)
6
Feb. — Mary's Ankle (MacLean-May)
5
Feb. — Black Is White (Dorothy Dalton)
; .5
Feb. — The Amateur Wife (Irene Castle)
S
Feb. — On With the Dance (Special Cast)
7
Feb.— The Six Best Sellers (Bryant Washburn) S
Feb. — All-of-a-Sudden-Peggy (Marguerite Clark) S
Feb. — Double Speed (Wallace Reid)
5
Jan. — The Copperhead (Lionel Barrymore)
6
Jan. —— The
What'sTreeYour
Husband Doing?
Jan.
of Knowledge
(Robert (MacLean-May)
Warwick) ... 55
Jan. — The Thirteenth Commandment (Ethel Clayton)... 5
Jan. — Too Much Johnson (Bryant Washburn) 5
Jan. — The Woman in the Suitcase (Enid Bennett) 5
Dec. 30- — Everywoman (Special Cast)
7
Dec. 28 — Red Hot Dollars (Charles Ray)
5
Dec. 28 — Wanted, a Husband (Billie Burke)
5
Dec. 21 — A Girl Named Mary (Marguerite Cllark) S
Dec. 21 — Hawthorne of the U. S. A. (Wallace Reid)... 5
Dec.
Wife's
(Dorothy
Dalton) 55
Dec. 2114 —— His
Behind
the Friend
Door (Ince
Special)
Dec. 14 — The Cinema Murder (Cosmopolitan) S
Dec. 7 — More Deadly Than the Male (Ethel Clayton).. 5
Dec. 7 — Victory (Maurice Tourneur)
5
Dec. 7 — An Adventure in Hearts (Robert Warwick)... 5
Nov. 30— Scarlet Days (D. W. Griffith)
7
Nov. 30 — Counterfeit (Elsie Ferguson)
S
Nov. 23 — The Miracle pf Love (Cosmopolitan) 5
Nov. 23 — It Pays to Advertise (Bryant Washburn) 5
Nov. 23 — The Invisible Bond (Irene Castle)
S
Nov. 16 — Twenty-three
and
One-half
Hours'
Leave
(MacLean-May)
5
Nov. 16 — Male and Female (DeMille Special) g
Nov. 9 — What Every Woman Learns (Enid Bennett).. 5
Nov.
Crookedin Straight
(Charles Ray)
Nov. 99 —— Lunch
Pawn (Marguerite
(Jlark) 5S
Nov. 2 — L'Apache (Dorothy Dalton)
5
Nov. 2 — Turning the Tables (Dorothy Gish)
5
Oct. 26 — The Teeth of the Tiger (Special Cast)
5
Oct. 26 — His Official Fiance (Vivian Martin)
5
Oct. 19 — Sadie Love (Billie Burke)
5
Oct. 19 — Why Smith Left Home (Bryant Washburn) 5
Oct. 12 — The Grim Game (Houdini)
S
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Jan. 11 — The Garage
2
Nov. 16 — The Hayseed
2
Sept. 7 — Back Stage
2
PARAMOUNT-SENNETT COMEDIES
Feb. 15 — Ten Dollars or Ten Days
2
Jan. 18 — The Star Boarder...:
2
Dec.
21
—
Love,
Honor
and
Behave
2
v.
No

Dec. 14 — Down the Strand in London
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
Dec. 21 — From a Piscatorial Angle
Dec. 7 — Memory Lane
Sov. 23 — Sunshine and Shadows
Nov. 9 — A Night in June
Oct. 26 — Midst Peaceful Scenes
Oct. 12 — Rainfrops
Sept. 28— When Nature Smiles
Sept. 14 — The Voice of Gladness
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Feb. 29 — The Growth of the North American
Feb. 22— On the Job With Grandma
Feb. IS — The Lure of Fashion
Feb. 8 — Museum Mysteries
Feb. 1 — Famous Women in World's Work
Jan.
Nature's inBeauty
Jan. 2518 —— ^Reeling
the BigParlor
Ones
Jan. 11 — A Matter of Form
Jan. 4— The Dream Weavers
Dec. 28 — Camera Surf Studies
Dec. 21 — In the Canadian Wilds
Dec. 14 — Clouds and Sunsets
Dec. 7 — A South American Niagara
Nov. 30 — Camera Surf Studies
TRUEX AND OTHER COMEDIES
Dec. 28 — Too Good to be True (Ernest Truex) . .
Dec. 14 — Speed (Al St. John)
FILM MARKET, INC.
{At State Rights Exchanges)
The House Without Children
The City of Purple Dreams
Who Shall Take My Life?
Zongar,
the Dare
Devil of Romance..
The
Natural
Law
The Grain of Dust
The Lust of the Ages
Has a Man the Right to Kill?
Beware of Strangers
Persuasive
Peggy
The Spoilers
The Ne'er
The
Garlen Doof Well
Allah
FILM SPECIALS
JOLLY COMEDIES
Feb. 23— Girls Will be Girls (Leo VVhilte)
Feb. 16— Pardon Me (Gertrude Selby)
Feb.
Selbv)
Feb. 92—— Hubby's
The CloseMistake
Shave (Gertrude
(Ben Turpen)
Jan. 26 — Breaking Into Society (Billy Armstrong)...
Jan. 1219 —— Artless
Neptune'sArtieStep-Daughter
(Gertrude Selby).
Jan.
(Harry Fox)
Jan. 5 — The Nutcrackers (Ben Turpen)
FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Feb. 2— The Turning Point (Katherine MacDonald) . . .
Jan.
Even Weeks
as Eve (Constance
(Grace Darling)
an. 1219 —— Two
Talmadge)
Jan. 5 — A Daughter of Two Worlds (Norma Talmadge)
Dec.
The OldGreatest
Question
W. Griffith's)
Dec. 2915 —— In
Kentucky
(Anita(D.Stewart)
Dec. 1 — The Beauty Market (Katherine MacDonald) . .
Nov. 17 — Heart o' the Hills (Mary Pickford)
Nov. 10 — Mind the Paint Girl (Anita Stewart)
Nov. 3 — A Virtuous Vamp (Constance Talmadge)
Oct. 20 — In Wrong (Jack Pickford)
Oct. 6 — The Thunderbolt (Katherine MacDonald)
Dec.
Day's Pleasure
(Charlie Lehrman)
CliaplinJ
Dec. 22
22 —— AA Twilight
Baby (Henry

"^n False
^he°Farm
' !!!!!!! i!!!!! i! i!! i!! l!!J2 FLORIDA FILM CORPORATION
Nov. 23-Down
9 — His Last
Step
Oct. 26 — Salome vs. Shenandoah
2
{At State Right Exchanges)
Oct. 12— Up in Alfs Place
2 A Dumbwaiter Scandal
Sept 14 — Back to the Kitchen
2 A Pool of Peaches
Aug.Dec.31—~ Uncle Tom Without the Cabin
2 Fabulous Fortune Fumblers
His Conscience His Guide
PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS
COMEDIES
Fred's Fictitious Foundling
Dec. 28 — Housecleaning
1 Work
and Win 'Em
Dec.
Distant Cousins
1
Nov. 217—— Those
Dec.
After
the
Circus
1
Nov. 30 — Oh, Man
1
1 FOX FILM EXCHANGES
Nov. 23 — Wonder What a Baby Thinks About
Nov.
Nov.
COMMONWEALTH
PICTS. (Chicago)
Shouldproductions
a Husband Forgive? (Special Cast)
1 big
Oct. 'Izcompany i".:: i: ::::::: i! i'.'. i'.: I!
■
^ ^ Cast)
• ' " (Special
City Dude
262 — ATheHandy
Man Around the Hotise
11 Evangeline
SPANUTH'S VOD-A-VIL MOVIES
Mavourneen (Theda Bara)
1 Kathleen
Oct. 19— Fire, Fire
Billy Whiskers Butting Into the Movies
Checkers
(Special
Cast)
Oct.
The Grand Finale (Pick Your Favorite Flower)
S'cicty
11
Oct. 125—— Secret
Saturday
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
The Two Apolios (Nifty Acrobats)
Ines and Eddy (Pranks and Frolics in Juggling)
PARAMOUNT-DE haven COMEDIES
The
Edward Bard & Co. (Contortionists)
Feb. 22— Hoodooed
2 Heart Adrenturer
Strings • ■ ■ ■.
Why They Laugh in Vod-a-Vil
PARAMOUNT-HOLMES
TRAVEL
PICTURES
Wings of the Morning
Style Show Review (Fashions from Queen Elizabeth
Feb. 29 — The Yankee Watch on the Rhine
1 Wolves of the Night
Down to To-day)
Paas Hawaiians (tjnique Dancing Aci)
Feb. 22 — ^Oriental College Boys and Co-Eds
1 The Last of the Duanes
Feb. IS — Parisian Faces and Figures
1 THEDA BARA SERIES
Walter
Jennings(Classical
(Equilibrists)
.'.
La Farra& Sisters
Dancers)
Feb. 8 — Filming Ferocious Formosans
1 Lure of Ambitior
The Metropolitan Ice Ballet (Ten Skating Girls)
Feb. 1 — Belgium Smiles Again
1 La Belle Russe
The Winners (Looping the Loop)
Jan. 25 — From Blarney to Broadstairs
1 TOM
MLX SERIES
The Three Patriots (Military Dancing)
Jan. 18 — The Royal Ballet of Bangkok
1
The Heynes (Novelty Pierotts)
Jan. 11 — Mirrors of Nature
1 Three Gold Coins
The
Daredevil
Jan. 4— Gaping Gullets of Gifu
1
Dec. 28 — King Rama at the Royal Wat
1 The Cvclone
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Dec. 21 — In Brittany
1 The Feud
Spe^d Maniac
Dec. 147 —— APushScenic
'
(Through State Right and Educational Exch.)
Dec.
Car Classic
Trails in Formosa
11 The
Rough Riding Romance
Photoplay
Magazine
Screen
Supplement
Released
Once
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGHAM
FOX ENTERTAINMENTS
Every Month Showing Leadmg Stars at Work and
1
- Play
1 Dec 28 — Winter Sports at St. Moritz
The Hell Ship (Madleine Traverse)
Release Information continued on page 1757
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and Jones).
Square Shooter (Buck
imes of the Flesh (Gladys Brockwell)
lod With Fire (William Russell)
The Shark (George Walsh)
The
(Gladys (William
Brockwell)
iThe Devil's
Lincoln Riddle
Highwayman
Russell)
(Thieves (Gladys Brockwell)
lEMtward Ho. (William Russell
The Winning Stroke (George Walsh)
(phasing Rainbows (Gladvs Brockwell)
Sacred
Silence
William 'Russell)
From Now
On ((George
Walsh)
, Broken Commandments (Gladys Brockwell)
The Winning Stroke (George Walsh)
The Seventh Person (George Walsh)
The Sneak (Gladys Brockwell)
The Web of Chance (Peggy Hyland)
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
.Trmining for Husbands
,A Light Weight Lover
The Great Nickel Robbery
The Heart Snatcher
Her Private Husband
Her Nau«htv Wink
,Sheriff
Comeback
Hungry Nell's
Lions and
Tender Hearts
(Thicken a la Cabaret
The Roaming Bath Tub
Back to Nature Girls
The School House Scandal
Footlight Maids
The Yellow Dog Catcher
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Chewing Gum Industry
The Price of a Good Sneeze
PattiiiK on the Dog
The
Pawnbrokers
The Chemists
The Rum Runners
The Mint Spy
The Sour Violin
Dead Eye Jeff
Fishing
I'm
Your Party
The Ringing
Plumbers
How Dry I Am
Shaking the Shimmy
On Strike
He Ain't
Done For
RightWorse
by Our Nell
•For
Better
Cutting
Outof His
Nonsense
Iceland
The Plumbers

i
5
5
S
55
5
5
S
5
5
S
S
S
S
5
2
2
2
2
2
2
22
2
2
2
2
2
2
14
H
%V>
%
H
54
%
J4
%J4
J4
^
54
H%
54
54
54

FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORP.
{At State Right Exchanges)
TEXAS GUINAN SERIES
Just Bill
2
The Boss of the Rancho
2
The Spirit of Cabin Mine
2
The Heart of Texas
2
The Call of Bob White
2
The Sacrice
2
\T SCK SWAIN SERIES
rod Ambrose
2
brose and the Bathing Girls
2
A librose in Bad
2
Ambrose's Visit
Winning Ways
Ambrose
22
All Wrong Ambrose
2
Gemini Ambrose
2
IArabroseinTurke^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 2
GARDINER SYNDICATE
{At State Right Exchanges, Albany and Buffalo)

All

G ARSON-NEILAN
(Producing for PRODUCTIONS
Open Market)
The Unpardonable Sin (Blanche Sweet)
The Hushed Hour (Blanche Sweet)

9

GAUMONT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Tuesdays — Gaumont News
Fridays
—
Gaumont
Graphic
The Real Roosevelt
Satan on Earth
The Hand of Vengeance (Serial, ten two-reel episodes)..

1
21
2

GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
SPECIALS
Duds (Tom Moore)
5
The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come (Jack Pickford) .
The Blooming Angle (Madge Kennedy)
S
The Paliser Case (Pauline Frederick)
5
Water, Water, Everywhere (Will Rogers)
5
Pinto (Mabel Normand)
5
Flame of the Desert (Geraldine Farrar)
7
The Loves of Letty (Pauline Frederick)
S
Jubilo (Will Rogers)
6
The Gay Lord Quex (Tom Moore)
5
Jinx (Mabel Normand)
...5
Bonds of Love (Pauline Frederick)
S
Strictly Confidential (Madge Kennedy)
S
Almost a Husband (Will Rogers)
5
The World and Its Woman (Geraldine Ferrar) 7
Lord and Lady Algy (Tom Aloore)
5
The Girl from Outside (Rex Beach)
7
Heartsease (Tom Moore)
5
L^pstairs
Normand)
The Peace(Mabel
of Roaring
River (Pauline Frederick) 65
Through the Wrong Door (Madge Kennedy) 5
The City of Comrades (Tom Moore)
5
The Fear Woman (Pauline Frederick)
5
When Doctors Disagree (Mabel Normand)
5
GREAT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
The Street Called Straight (Basil King)
The Cup of Fury (Rupert Hughes)
7
The Girl From Outside (Rex Beach)
7
BENNISON SERIES
Oct. 1 — A Misfit Earl (Bennison)
5
Aug. IS — High Pockets (Bennison)
S
May 11— The Road Called Straight (Bennison) 5
Mar. 23 — Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
5
Jan. 5— Oh, Johnny (Louis Bennison)
5
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Jan. 11 — A Sure Cure (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2
Dec. 28 — Two Dollars, Please
2
Dec. 14 — The Little Dears (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven).. 2
Nov. 30 — A Much Needed Rest (Parsons)
2
Nov. 16 — Moving Day (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2
Nov. 2 — His Own Medicine (Parsons)
2
Oct. 19 — Why Divorce? (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2
Oct. 3 — Oh, Bill, Behave (Parsons)
2
Sept. 21 — Honeymooning (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Nov. 23 — Paper Making
1
Nov. 16 — Nature's Echo
1
Nov. 9 — Net Profits (Catching Salmon in Skeena River). 1
Nov. 2— Rocks of Ages (Granite Quarries) 1
Little Bo Peep (Wool Industry)
1
By the Sea
(Seeing Atlantic City)
Panama
Canal
1.1
Town Topics (Panama Under Uncle Sam)
1:
SnappingAntics
Snappers
(Fishing
in the Gulf
of Mexico '
:
.\nimal
(Pictures
of Animals
in Zoo
Going South (New Orleans and St. Augustine) 1,
The Anglers (Trout Fishing on the Ausable)
1
Home Made (Ready-Made House Building)
1
Feb.
goldwyn-br
ay for
pictographs
Aboard
the Moon
1
Feb. 81 —— All
Marvels of the Universe
1
25— Hello, Mars
1
18 — Behind the Signs on Broadway
1
Dec.
Jan. i^o:^'s^'^.'''°7::::::::::::::
:::::l
Nov.
Passing of the Old West
1
Jan.
Jan. 2330—— Department
Nov.
Stores on Wheels
1
Nov.
16
—
How
Time
Flie
s
1
Nov. 9 — Ponchos from Per
n
1
Nov. 2 — A City of Kings
1

Mic"keV
.i".
::::::::::
Birth
of a Race
!]!..!io7
The Bargain (Wm. S. Hart)
6
rhe Bandit and Preacher (Wm. S. Hart)
5
Fhe Hell Hound of Alaska (Wm. S. Hart)
5
staking His Life (Wm. S. Hart)
5
Saun's
Pawn Road
(Bessie
Barriscale)
rhe Straight
(Chas.
Ray and Bessie Barriscale) ... SS
Jne Day
5
rhe Bandit and Preacher (Wm. S. Hart)
5
rhe Hell Hound of Alaska (Wm. S. Hart)
3
>ataa't Pawn (Bessie Barriscale)
rhe Straight Road (Chas. Ray and Bessie Barriscale) ... 5S
Jne Day
5 GRAPHIC FILM CORPORATION
Sow Molly Made Good
. . . . .. . .6
rhe Birth of Man
S Moral Suicide (Mason-Baird)
7
leart of New York
. .6
S A<hes of Love (Hackett-Shannon)
When
Men
Betray
(Gail
Kane-Stuart
Holmes)
6
rhe
Salamander
.'5
The Birth of Democracy
Echo of Youth (Richman-Baird-Shepard) 6
6
Must Pay (Gail Kane-Edmund Breese) 6
duster's
Figh
tt
3 Someone
rhe RealLast
Roos
.\ Child for Sale (LeslieJIale Connellv)
6
evel
2
>atan on Earth
2
The Hand of Vengeance (10 episode serial, Gatimont —
reels each episode)
2 HALL ROOM BOYS PHOTO PLAYS
the
Demon's
(Serial in 10 episodes of 2 reels
Dec.29— The Lovable Scamps
2
, each)
all Shadow
sUr cast
Dec. 15 — Taming the West
2
>erieswe
of 42 Fatty Arbuckle comedies, released one each
Dec.
1
—
The
Chicken
Hunters
2
ek
Nov.
17—
Pretty
Sof
t
2
Series
of 29 Charlie Chaplin comedies, released one each
Nov. 3 — A Howling Success
2
.we
ek
Oct. 20 — Nothing But Nerve
2
•eries'
of 28 one
MackeachSennett
Oct. 6 — Almost Heroes
Keystone two-reel comedies,
2
_ released
week
Sept.
22
—
They
Do
It
On
$8
Per
2
>eries of 28 Sennett Keystone Liberty comedies, one
reel each, released one each week
.eries of 24 Billy West two reel comedies
H \T LM 4RK
PirTTTTJFS TORP
.eries
16 Shorty
^^^V^Tlri
l...Unr
FAMOUS DIRECTORS SERIES
edy ofdramas,
releasedHamilton
one eachtwo-reel
weelr. Western comHigh
Spe*d
(Edward
Earle-Gladys
Hulette)
5
>eries
of
18
Wm.
S.
Hart
two-reel
'
Westerns,
released
_ one each week
The Heart of a Gypsy (Florence Billings) 5
eries1 „of ,
The
Marsh)
IS Kay- ,Bee Columbia
two-reel.
Westenis, reT
I XPhantdm
u<siiiuiu Honeyiioon
iiuncyuiuuii i(Marguerite
iitiarKuerire raarsnj
o5
leased one each week
Love, Honor, and ? (Stuart Holmes. Ellen Cassidy)...S
Release Information continued on page 1758

Film

Releases

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
Thru the Roosevelt Country with Colonel Roosevelt. .. .2
A House Divided (Svlvia Breamer)
6
The Littlest Scout (Violet Blackton)
6
Wanted for Murder (Elaine Hammerstein) 6
The Other Man's Wife (Stuart Holmes-Ellen Cassidy)..6
SFRI.ALS
The Screaming Shadow (Ben Wilson-Neva Gerber)
15 Episodes
The Trail of the Octopus (Ben Wilson, Neva
Gerber) 15 Episodes
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
Dec
22
Nov. 2816—— The
The Vagabond
Fireman
HODKINSON CORP., W. W.
(Releasing Through Pathe Exchanges)
BENJ. B. HAMPTON-GREAT AUTHORS PIC
TURES, INC.
The Sagebrusher (Emerson Hough's)
7
The Westerners (Stewart Edward White's)
7
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
(Beni. B. Hampton and Eltinge F. Warner)
The Desert of Wheat (Zane Grey's) i
<
Desert Gold (Zane Grey's)
7
J. PARKER RE.M). JR.. PRODUCTIONS
The Lone Wolf's Daughter (Louise Glatun)
7
DIETRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
t
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
The Capitol (Leah Baird)
6
Cynthia of the Minute (Leah Baird)
<
ROBLKT BRLlNTON PRODS.
Live Sparks (J. Warren Kerrigan)
5
The Lord Loves the Irish (J. Warren Kerrigan) 5
The Joyous Liar (J. Warren Kerrigan)
5
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes)
<
Clay
IVAN FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
(At State Right Exchanges)
Life of Honor (Leah Baird-James M orrison)
7
Human
(Mollie King)
S
JANS PICTURES CORP.
Love Without Question (Olive Tell).
KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
(Released on States Rights Basis)
The Land of Long Shadows (Jack Gardner)
EflSciency
Edgar'sLady
Courtship
Holmes)
The
Misleading
(Henry (Taylor
B. Walthall)
Open Places (Jack (jardner)
The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row (R. Traverse)
The Range Boss (Jack Gardner)
The Alster Case (Bryant Washburn)
The Man Trail (Richard Traverse)
Men of the Desert (Jack Gardner)
Little Shoes (Henry B. Walthall)
Broncho Billy Dramas
Snakeville t^omeaies
Comedies
onaKeviue
Fables in Slang (George Ade)
,
Stripped for a Million (Crane Wilbur).
Strife (CJeorge Le Guere)
CHAPLIN REISSUES
A Burlesque on Carmen
Feb. 1 — The Champion
Mar. 1 — Jitney Elopement
Apr. 1— Work
May 1— By the Sea

4
2
2
2
1

MERIT FILM CORP.
Fools' Gold (Mitchell Lewis)
She Wolf (Texas Guinan)
Heart of Texas (Tom Mix)
Window Opposite (Leah Baird)
Once to Every Man (Jack Sherrill)

6
5
5
7
6

METRO EXCHANGES
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
May
— A Daughter of the Snows (Mitchell Lewis)
May
— The Temple of Dawn (Bert Lytell)
May
— The Marriages of Mayfair (Special Cast)
May
— Four Horsemen (Special Cast)
Apr. — Burning Daylight (Mitchell Lewis)
Apr. — The Skylark (Bert Lytell)
Apr. — Fine Feathers (May Allison)
Apr. — Parlor, Bedroom and Bath (Viola Dana)
Mar. — The Hope (Special Cast)
Mar.
— Alias Jimmy Valentine (Bert Lytell)
Feb. — Juda (May Allison)
Feb. — Eliza Comes to Stay (Viola Dana)
Feb. — Shore Acres (Alice Lake)
Feb. —Old Lady 31 (Emma Dunn)
Jan. —The Walk-OfTs (May Allison)
Jan. —The Right of Way (Bert Lytell)
Tan. —The Willow Tree (Viola Dana)
■
Dec. — Should a Woman Tell? (Alice Lake)
Dec. — The Best of Lijck (Special Cast)
Nov.
—Please
Fair Get
and Married
Warmer (Viola
(May Allison)..'.
Nov.
Daha)
Nov.
Lombardi, Ltd. (Bert Lytell)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Mar.
—The Heart of a Child (Nazimova)

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
(
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
66
6
7

5
5S
S
S
5
5
S
5
S
1
1
51
S
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All
(Continued from patjc 1757)

MISCELLANEOUS
Hall) Photoplay
(State Right Features)
Empty Arms (Gail Kane-Thurstou
Libraries, Inc
Vera Mack (Two Reel Western Dramas) Doubledajr

Nov. 23 — Fifth, . Held for Ransom
2
Nov. 16 — Fourth, An Unwilling Princess
2
Nov. 9— Third, Snared
2
Nov. 2 — Second, Overboard
2
THE ADVENTURES OF RUTH
(Fifteen liamTwoHumanreefandEpisodes
HerbertStarring
Heyes) Ruth Roland, WilFeb. 29— Tenth, The Forged Check
2
Feb. 22— Ninth, The Cellar Gangsters
2
Feb. 15— Eighth, The Harlem Model
2
Feb. 8 — Seventh, The Substitute Messenger 2
_Feb. 1— Sixth, The Border Fury
2
{to.
Robbery
22
an. 3518 —— Fifth,
Fourth,TheTheBank
Stolen
Picture
Jan. 11 — Third, The Bewitching Spy
2
Jan. 4— Second, Kidnapped
2
Dec. 28— First, The False Countess
2

' c'o'r'p'.jCorp....
'Film Film
' (Fou'iidation
Youth Walthal)
Blindness' of'(Henry
The Confession
National
ThePictures
MysteryInc
Mind-Serial (J. Robert Pauline) Supreme
TheArthur
PennyS. Philanthropist
(Peggy O'Neil-Ralph Morgan)
Hyman Attractions
The Whirlwind-Serial (Chas. Hutchison) AUgood Pictures Corp
Before the Wh'te Man Came (Northwestern Film Corp.)
A Serico
Woman Prod.
in Grey-Serial
(Arline Pretty-Henry O. Sell)
Co
The Sacred Flame (Emily Stevens) Schomer-Ross Prods.
Tr£2:<..VT^:;;
>V ■ ■ ReelVV.r
V Dramas) ^■ SVr',;
Emmett
Dalton' ■ ■ (Two
Western
Wilk andj
Wilk
Sky Eye (Sol Lesser)
TheHatch
PriceEnterprises
Woman Pays (Beatriz Michelena) J. Frank
Forced to Wed (Lois Wilson) J. Frank Hatch Enterprises
The
Greater Glory
(Transatlantic
Film Co Bros.)
of America)
The Lost
(Juamta
Hanson)
The
ChosenCityPath
(Margaret
Leslie(Warner
— Donald
Hall) .
Emory,
Tt..
T>,.»
,
T„,._
^^™,,., TT-11N
FilmrK„.-„
Co. (Exclusive
Features)
Girl of the Sea (Betty Hilburn- Chester Bamett) Williamson Sub. -Sea Picture
The Adventures of Helen Series (Helen Holmes) Ayon
Film Corp
COMEDIES
Doubledav Comedies (One Reel a Week) Doubleday
r. . /^ . r. . . . . . 7. . . .72.
Co
Prod.Comedies
oily
(Film Specials)
'obby Bums Comedies (Jaxon Film Corp.)
2

JACK
DAREDEVIL
Dempsey)Tzvo-Reel
(Fifteen
Episodes Featuring Jack
Feb. 22— Second, The Ball of Death
2
Feb. 15 — First, The Mysterious Bracelets
3
AFTER THIRTY
(Six Two-ReelUrcii
Comedy
DramasCumberland
Featuring) Mrs. Sydney
and John
Feb. 22— The Charming Mrs. Chase
2
ROLIN COMEDIES
Feb.
22- — Waltz
Raise the
Me
Around^.(Snub
(Snub
11
pgh
-----Rent
_ Pollard)
_Pollard)
•>
p IS—
8 — Getting His Goat (Snub Pollard) 1
I— All Lit Up (Snub Pollard)
1
f^?- 25—
The Dippy Dentist (Snub Pollard) 1
4t,-'
an.
18
—
Slippery
Slickers
(Snub
Pollard)
1
I
II— Why Go Home (Snub Pollard)
1
f.
4— Red Hot Hottentots (Snub Pollard) I
_ an.
Dec.
(Snub Pollard) '.
d^c. 28—
21— The
ToughFloor
LuckBelow
(Pollard
-Davis) 11
Jan. 14— Looking tor Trouble (Snub Polla
rd) 11
Dec. 7— How Dry I Am (Pollard-Davis)
Nov. 30— It's A Hard Life (Pollard-Davis) 1
Nov. 23— Order in the Court (Pollird-Davis) 1
ROLIN TWO REELERS
Feb.Davis)
8 — His Royal Slyness (Harold Lloyd — Mildred 2
28— From Hand to Mouth (Harold Lloyd— Mildred 2
^ec.
Davis)
Nov. 30— Capt Kidd's Kids (Lloyd— Daniels)
2

kTm'aSrBlk"(ja'nrp%^^^^^

TWO-REEL SPECIALS
''D.n^t^^T^?'..!^'':..^'^''^:^^^^
Nov. 23 — Miss Gingersnap (Baby Marie Osborne) 2
Oct 12 — Daddy Number Two (Baby Marie Osborne).. 2
THE TIGER'S TRAIL (Serial)
(Starring Ruth Roland and George Larkin ; AstraJ
July 27— Fifteenth, The Tiger Face
2
July
Fourteenth, Tie
At the
Point
July 2013—— Thirteenth,
FalsePistol's
Idol
22
July 6— Twelfth, The Two Amazons
2
BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Feb. 15 — Respectable by Proxy (Brearaer — Gordon).... 6
Jan. 4— My Husband's Other Wife (Breamer — GoTaoa).6
Nov.
DawnMoonshine
(Sylvia Breamer
— Rob't. (Gordon) 66
Oct 1930—— The
Trail (Breamer-(3ordon)
NEWS REELS
Svmdays — Topics of the Day
Wednesdays — Pathe News
1
Saturdays — Pathe News
1

Jan.
Than Death (Nazimova)
lue Brat— Stronger
(Nazimova)
The Red iJantem ^Nazimova)
Out of the Fog (Nizimova)
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
May — Nothins; But Lies (Taylor Holmes)
Mar. —The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes)
Dec. — Nothing but the Truth (Taylor Holmes)

77
7
7
7
6
6
6

OUTING-CHESTER PICTURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
Balsing Over the Bounding Blue
1
Korearing Around Korea
1
Moosmg Through Kipawa
1
Broadway Will Be Broadway
1
Pilgrimage Through the Clouds
1
Mr. Outing Gets a Pipe Dream
1
The Simple Life
1
The People in White
1
No Coma in Acoma
1
Temple Bells and Wayside Shrines
1
Considering Posey
1
The Fifteen Million
1
SCREENINGS
Feb. 7 — The
Great American Yawn and Getting His 1
Angora
Feb. 1 — Barks
Skippers and Men, Monkeys and 1
Human andBeings
Jan. 31 — Bridal
In a Naturalist's
Garden and Horseshoe and 1
Veil
Jan. 24 — Checks
Hippety Hoppety Woppety and Cash Your 1
Jan. 14 — Hattie's Hoodoo and Is Prohibition a Dry Sub- ject 1

PHILIPP (ADOLF) CORPORATION
The Midnight Girl (Adolf Philipp Marie Tagano) 2
My Girl Suzanne (Adolf Philipp-Patsy De Forest) 2
Oh, Louise (Adolf Philipp-Marie Tagano)
2

PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
PATHE EXCHANGES
(At State Right Exchanges)
Boomerang (Henry B. Walthall).
Feb. 29 — Smoldering Embers (Frank Keenan)
5 Tie
Virtuous Sinners (Wanda Hawley) . . .
Feb. 18—
1— Other
Men's
Shoes (Craufurd
Kent)
76
Sins of the Children (Alma Hanlon)..
Jan.
The Web
of Deceit
(Dolores Cassinelli)
Wives of Men (Florence Reed)
Jan. 11 — Fighting Cressy (Blanche Sweet)
6
Dec. 21 — The Prince and Betty (Wm. Desmond-Mary :^^::^z:zi:^^zz3^^^:z:zzzi:iz^^=^=z:zz
Dec. 14 — The A-B-C of Love (May Murray)... ::::::::2 realart pictures corp
Dec. 7 — Brothers Divided (Frank Keenan)
5
Not. 16— The Right to Lie (Dolores Cassinelli) 7 SPECIAL FEATURES
Nov. 9 — A Woman of Pleasure (Blanche Sweet) 7
Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's)
Nov. 2— The Gay Old Dog (John Cumberland) 6
The Mystery of the Yellow Room (Chautard's)
Oct. 12 — A Damsel in Distress (Caprice-Hale) S STAR PRODUCTIONS
THE BLACK SECRET (Serial)
The Fear Market (Alice Brady)
Anne of Green Gables (Mary Miles Minter)
(Fifteen two-reel episodes starring Pearl White and Walter
McGrail).
Erstwhile Susan (Constance Binney)
Feb. 15 — Fifteenth, The Secret Host
2
Feb. 8 — Fourteenth, The Hidden Way
2
Feb. 1 — Thirteenth, Wings of Mystery
2
Jan. 25— Twelfth, The (fiance Trail
2 REPUBLIC DIST. CORP.
Jan. 18— Eleventh, The Death Studio
2 Feb.
Trilby (Clara Kimball Young)
Jan. 11— Tenth, The Inn of Dread
2
— The Blue Pearl (Edith Hallor)
Jan. 4— Ninth, Webs of Deceit
2 Jan.
— The Amazing Woman (Ruth Clifford)
Dec. 28— ighth, A Crippled Hand
2 Jan.
— Twelve-Ten (Marie Doro)
Dec. 21— Seventh, The Betrayal
2 Jan.
Nov.
24
The Steel King (Elvidge-Love)
Dec. 14 — Sixth, The Unknown
2 Not. 17 —— You
Never Know Your Luck
BOUND AND GAGGED (Serial)
Nov. 10 — The Poison Pen (June Elvidge)
Nov. 3 — Me and Captain Kidd (Evelyn Greeley)
(Ten Two-Reel Episodes Starring George B. Seitz and
Oct. 27 — Arizona Cat Claw (Edythe Sterling)
Marguerite Courtot)
Dec. 28 — Tenth, Hopley Takes the Liberty
2 Oct 20 — The Black Circle (Creighton Hale)
Dec. 21 — Ninth, A Homeless Princess
2 cdet-tatc
Dec. 14— Eighth, Arrested
2
Dec. 7— Seventh, A Fatal Error
2 Mar. 16 — The Better 'Ole
2 Feb. 10 — What Shall We Do With Him?
■ •
- Again
• In
- Again,
Nov. 30— Sixth Out
Release Information continued on page
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ROBERTSON-COLE PRODUCTION!
SUPERIOR PICTURES
Seeing it Through (ZaSu Pitts)
,
The Luck of Geraldine Laird (Bessie Barriscale) ....
The Beggar Prince (Sessue Hayakawa)
,
The Third Generation (Brentwood)
Haunting Shadows (H. B. Warner)
Beckoning Roads (Bessie Barriscale)
The Tong Man (Sessue Hayakawa)
.^ff
Heart of Juanita (Beatriz Michelena)
A Fugitive from Matrimony (H. B. Warner) .i^,.
The Blue Bandanna (William Desmond) .J^,
The Illustrious Prince (Sessue Hayakawa) ^,.
SPECIALS
The
Beloved Butterfly
Cheater (Tourneur)
(Gasnier's)
The Broken
SUPREME COMEDIES
A Four Cylinder Frame-Up
Mollie's
Millions
Her Nearly
Husband
Hearts and Diamonds
Their Little Wife
Pass the Apples, Eve
Are Honeymoons Happy?
Struck Out
i,,
Good Night Judge
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
Marooned in the South Seas
The City of Broken Old Men
Recruiting in the Solomons
Lonely South Pacific Missions
Domesticating Wild Men
,
Cruising in the Solomons
,
Saving Savages in the South Seas
The Home of the Hula Hula
Through the Isles of the New Hebrides
Tulagi, A White Spot in a Black Land
,
ADVENTURE SCENICS
Sons of Salooskin
Sheep
Leavenworth
FlamingO' Ice
The Last Resort..
The Forbidden River
I and the Mountain
Just Over Yonder
SELZNICK PICTURES
SELZNICK
ENTERPRISES (LEWIS
(Dittriiuted
through
Exchangeg)
The Woman
God Sent
(Zena Select
Keefe)
His
Wife's
Money
(Eugene
O'Brien)
Footlights and Shadows (Olive Thomas)
The
SoonerImpor (Elsie
Later Janis
(Owen Moore)
Greater Than Fame (Elaine Hammerstein)
The
(Eugene O'Brien)
Out Broken
Yonder Melody
(Olive Thomas)
A Regular Girl (Elsie Janis)
Piccadilly Jim (Owen Moore)
The Glorious Lady (Olive Thomas)
SELECT PICTURES
(DUtributed through Select Exchanges)
She Loves and Lies (Norma Talmadpe)
The
Last
of His People
Lewis)
The Undercurrent
(Guy (Mitchell
Empey)
A Scream in the Night (Special Cast)
Faith of the Strong (Mitchell Lewis)
The Isle of Conquest (Norma Talmadge)
NATIONAL PICTURES
(Distributed through Select Exchanges)
Blind Youth (Special Cast)
Just a Wife (Special Cast)
REPUBLIC PICTURES
(Distributed through Republic Exchanges)
Trilby ball
(Reissue) TourneurYoung
Production with Clara KimGirl of the Sea (Williamson Submarine Prod.)
The Amazing Woman (Ruth Clifford)
The Blue Pearl (Edith Hallor)
Twelve-Ton (Herbert Brenon Prod.), Marie Doro
KINOGRAMS
Every Tuesday and Saturday.

7
6
S
6
5
5
6
S
S
5
5
5
5
5
5
S
5
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STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES
DOLL VAN nLM CORP. (CHICAGO)
(In Illinois,
Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
The Mad
Lover
Public Defender
Carmen of the Klondike
The Grain of Dust
Hearts of the World
The Crucible of Life
Nine-tenths of the Law
DOO LEE FILM COMPANY, INC. (N. Y. STATl
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
.\re You Legally Married (Lew Cody — Rosemary Thebe)
Reclaimed (Niles Welch— Juvenile Scott).....
Window
Opposite
— James Morrison)....
Once to Every
Man(Leah
(JackBaird
Sherrill)
SELECTED PRODUCTIONS
Stripped for a Million (Crane Wilbur)
The
(JackSmiled
Sherrill—
Hanlon)
When Profiteer
the Desert
(NealAlma
Hart)
Miss Arizona (Gertrude Bondhill)
His Daughter Pays (Gertrude McCoy)
Denny from Ireland (Shorty Hamilton)
Pen Vulture (Shorty Hamilton)
The Snail (Shorty Hamilton)
The Ranger (Shorty Hamilton)

c b r II a r y 14,

1g 2 o

Advance

Information

v'hen Arizona Won (Shorty Hamilton)
S
ale Henry Comedies (2 reels — one every two weeks....
ull'f Eye Comedies (2 reels — one every two weeks) . . .
trifinal
Billy West Comedies (2 reels — one every two
weeks)
leml Hart (2 reel dramas — one every two weeks)
]il
Jenningsand(2Sally
reel dramas
— onecomedies)
every two weeks)
lapoleon
(one reel
["om
Mix
(one
reel
dramas,
re-issues)
'inn Little (2 reel Western dramas, re-issues)
Lightening Bryce (Fifteen Episode Serial)
)ragon'9 Den
"he Neuse
'erilous
Trails
Volf
Nights
"he Scarlet Moon
TRIANGLE EXCHANGES
'eb.
Girl in(Lillian
Gish-Roszika
Dolly) S5
an. 25IS—
— Tiger
A Gamble
Souls (Dorothy
Dalton)
an. 4— The Clodhopper (Charles Rav)
S
)ec. 14 — Betty of Greystone (Dorothy Gish-Owen Moore). 5
VoT. 23 — The Flame of the Yukon (Dorothy Dalton).... S
klACK SENNETT KEYSTONE COMEDIES
•>b. 8— The Dancing Master (Alice Lake)
2
an. 2S — She LoTed a Nut (Mary Thurman-Ray GrifiSth).S
Ian.
18 — Mabel's Speed Cop (Mabel Normand-Roscoe 1
Arbuckle)
an.(Tharles
11 — Only
a Farmer's Daughter (Louise Fazenda- 1
Murray)
fan.
4
—
A
Lunch
Room Romance (Mabel Normand- 1
Roscoe Arbuckle)
!)ec.
28
—
Fast
Trains
and Slow Women (Syd. Chaplin)..!
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
-eb. 22 — The Love Riot
-eb. 1— His Baby Doll

2
1

l YRAD PICTURES, INC.
Broken Hearts (Gareth Hughes)
S
(t Happened in Paris (Mme. Yorska)
5
climian Passions (Lottie Tilford)
S
Man and Woman (Betty Mason)
S
The Red Viper (Gareth Hughes)
6
Vour Wife and Mine (Eve Dorington)
S
And the Children Pay (Gareth Hughes)
7
Dr.
Brind's
Wonders
of
Nature
(One
every
week)
....
Johnny Dooley Comedies (Johnny Dooley — one every
montli)
2
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Jan. 18— Pollyanna (Mary Pickford)
Dec 29 — When the Clouds Roll By (Douglas Fairbanks).
Oct 20 — Broken Blossoms (D. W. Griffith)
Sen' 1 — His Majesty the American (Douelas Fairbanks).

6
6
6
8

UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
Apr. 18 — The Eternal Mother (Florence Reed)
5
Mar.
28 — The Iron Strain (Dustin Farnum) Recreated 5
Triangle
Mar. 21— Women Men Forget (Mollie King)
5
Mar.
14 — TheTriangle
Female of the Species (Dorothy Dalton) 5
Recreated
Feb. 29— The Hick (Chas. Ray) Recreated Triangle 5
Feb. 22 — The Corsican Brothers (Dustin Farnum) 6
Feb. 15— Tiger Girl (Lillian Gish) Recreated Triangle.. 5
CUCKOO COMEDIES
Feb.
29 — Ball Bearing, but Hard Running (Burns- 2
Ralston)
CISSY FITZGERALD COMEDIES
Cisay's Financial Flivver
2
Cissy's Sassy Stockings
2
KEYSTONE COMEDIES
-Mar. 7 — The Worst of Enemies (Weber-Fields) 2
Feb. 22 — Bombs and Brides (Murray-Thurman) 2
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
The Prince of Avenue A (James Corbett)
5
Rouge and Riches (Mary MacLaren)
S
Marked Men (Harry Carey)
5
The Phantom Melody (Monroe Salisbury)
S
The TriHers (Edith Roberts)
5
The Day She Paid (Francelia Bilington)
5
The Pomting Finger (Mary MacLaren)
5
Al.asca
Gun (Edith
Fightin'Roberts-Frank
Gentleman (Harry
Carey)
5
Mayo)
5
I'nderDivorced
SuspicionWife(Ora(Monroe
Carew-Forrest
Stanley) 55
Mis
Salisbury)
The Trembling Hour (Helen Eddy-Kennth Harlan) 5
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Feb.
2 — TheBilli
Great Air Robbery (Lieut. Ormer Locklear- .
Francelia
ngton)
6
Not. 17— Blind Husbands (Eric Van Stroheim) 6
Oct. 13— The Right to Happiness (Dorothy Phillips) ... .8
Sept. 1— Forbidden (Mildred Harris)
6
Sept.
Paid in Advance (Dorothy Phillips) 6
JKWEL1— COMEDIES
Feb. 9 — Over the Transom (Mrs. Joe Martin-Adanu) . . . 1
CENTURY COMEDIES
Feb. 23 — Tiger Rose and Dandy Lions (Century Lions). 2
Feb. 11 — Good Little Brownie (Century Wonder Dog).. 2
Jan.
Busy Day (Century Wonder Dog).. 2
Jan. 2814 —— Brownie's
Naughty Lions
and Wild Men (Century Lions). 2
Dec. 22 — Weak
Minds
and Wild Lians (Adams-NelsonEngel and Lions)
2
Dec. 8 —COMEDIES
A Lucky Dog's Day (Century Wonder Dog) 2
STAR
Feb. 23 — The Latest in
(Lyons-Moran)
Feb. 16— Old Clothes forPants
New (Lyons-Moran) 11

on

AH

Film

Releases

I ( ontiiiiti tl )rom pufic 17.")S '
Feb. 9 — Non-Skid Love (Lyons-Moran)
1 BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
leb. 2 — Am'x. Nature Wonderful (Lyons-Moran) 1 Maids and Muslin (jimmy Aubrey)
2
Jan. Jo — Bungled Bungalows (Lyons-Moran J
1 Knights and Knighties (Montgomery and Rock) 2
Jan. — The Sweet Dry and Dry (Lyons Moran) 1 Pipe Dreams and Prizes (Harry Mann)
2
Jan. 12 — Some Shimmiers (Lyons-Moran;
1 Dames and Dentists (James Aubrey)
2
Jan. 5 — Sweet Patootie (Lyons-Moran;
1
2
Dec. 22 — In the Good Old Days (Lyons Moran>
I Throbs and Thrills (Montgomery and Rock)
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
OK EH KOMEDIES
Head Waiter
2
Jan.
(Ben(Neal
Wilson)
11 The
Dew
Drop
Inn
Dec. 12—
29 — Bill's
SeeingWife
Things
Burns)
Dull
Care
22
Dec. IS — His Lucky Blunder (George Ovey;
1 The Simple Life
2
Dec. 1 — Tailor Maid (Neve Gcrber;...;
1 His Home Sweet Home
2
Nov. 17 — Babies Is Babies (Neal Burns)
1 The
Star
Boarder
2
Nov. 3 — Bill's Anniversary (Ben Wilson)
I
U. HENRY (TWO REELERS)
RAINBOW COMEDIES
A Philistine in Bohemia (Edna Murphy)
2
r«b. 18 — The Bull Thrower (Gregory-Engel) 2 The
Loan (Jay Morley)
2
heb. 4 — Over the Ocean Wave (Charlie ol the Orient) . ,2 The Call
Dream (Alice Calhoun)
2
'an. S — Adam and Eve a la Mode (Bathing Beauties; .
Telemachus,
Friend
(Kate
Price)
2
Dec. 1 — A Barnyard Romance (Charlie of the Orient).. 2
While
the
Auto
Waits
(Ethel
Fleming-Regan
Stewart)
.
.2
The Church With an Overshot Wheel (Ethel Fleming)... 2
STAGE WOMEN'S WAR RELIEF SERIES
Feb. 16 — The Madonna of the Slums (Btinn-Eagles) . . . .2 The Roads We Take (Jay Morley)
2
teb. 2 — Tom's Little Star (Constance Binney-Otis Skin- ner) 2 The Day Resurgent (Campbell-O'Brien) 2
The Friendly Call (Walter Miller-Julia Gordon) 2
Jan.
Jan. 1912 —— Romeo's
A Baby Dad
Doll (Thos.
Bandit Wise-Gail
(Mrs. JoeKane)
Martin-Jimmy 2 WOLFVILLE TALES (TWO REELERS)
Adams)
2 The Washerwoman's War (Nell Shipman)
2
Jan. 5 — The Inner Ring (Wm. Courtenay-Jane Grey)... 2 The Trials of Texas Thompson (Nell Shipman) 2
and Sweeties (James Aubrey)
2
Dec. 22 — She'sLove)
Everywhere
(Enid Markey-Montague 2 Switches
Rubes and Robbers (Montgomery and Rock)
2
Dec. IS — The Good Shiptin-Jimmy
Rock 'N Rye (Mrs.
Jow
MarAd^ms)
2 THE INVISIBLE HAND
Dec. 8 — The Edeson)
Mite of Love (Mabel Taliaferro-Robt. 2 (Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Antonio Moreno)
First, Setting the Snare
3
2
Nov. 17 — An Honorable Cad (Shelly Hull-Julia Dean)... 2 Second, T N T
Oct. 27 — Fighting Mad (Maclyn Arbuckle)
2 Third, Winged Death
2
Fourth, Gassed
2
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
Dodging Disaster
2
Feb. 28— The SherifT's Oath (Gibson-Hill) 2 Fifth,
Sixth,
The
Closing
Jaws
2
Feb. 21 — A Sagebrush (Sentleman (Burns Merriam) 2
Seventh, The Submarine Cave..
2
Feb. 14 — Kaintuck's Ward (Bums-O'Dare) 2 SMASHING BARRIERS (Serial)
Feb. 7 — The Prospector's Vengeance (Field-Moore) ... .2
(Fifteen two-reel episodes featuring Willian Duncan)
Jan.
Blind IsChance
(Bob Burns-Peggy
O'Dare
2
Jan. 3017 —— West
Best (Hoot
Gibson-Josephine
Hill) 22 Fifteenth, The Human Chain
Fourteenth,
Trapped Like Rats
2
Jan. 10 — The Jay Bird (Hoot Gibson-Josephine Hill) 2 Thirteenth, The
Deadfall
2
Jan. 3 — The Line Runners (Arnold Gregg- Helen How- ard) 2
Twelfth, Explosive Bullets
2
2
Dec. 27 — The Counterfeit Trail (Magda Lane-Ed Hen- nes ey) 2 Eleventh, The Den of Deviltry
Tenth, Overpowered
2
Dec. 20 — TheHill)
Double Hold-Up (Hoot Gibson-Josephine
..; 2 PERILS OF THUNDER MOUNTAIN
(Fifteen
CarolTwo-Reel
Holloway)Episodes Starring Antonio Moreno and
THE MIDNIGHT MAN
Dec. 29 — Eighteenth, A Wild Finish
2 Fifteenth, Fate's Verdict
22
Dec. 22 — Seventeenth, The Cave of Destruction 2 Fourteenth, The Hut of Disaster
Dec. IS — Sixteenth, Hurled from the Heights
2 Thirteenth, The River of Dread
2
Dec. 8 — Fifteenth, The Wheel of Terror
2 Twelfth, The Rushing Horror
2
Dec. 1 — Fourteenth, Flames of Fury
2 Eleventh, In the Ocean's Grip
22
Nov. 24 — Thirteenth, A Figh tto a Finish
2 Tenth,
The
Flaming
Sacrifice
Nov. 17 — Twelfth. The Tunnel of Terror
2 Ninth, Prisoner of the Deep
2
Nov. 10 — Eleventh, Tbe Death Ride
2
THE GREAT RADIUM MYSTERY
Feb. 9 — Eighteenth, Liquid Flames
2 W. H. PRODUCTIONS
7
Feb. 2 — Seventeenth. The Wheels of Death
2 The Lost Battalion (Special Cast)
Everybody's Business (Richmond-Calhoun) 6
Jan. 26 — Sixteenth. Over the Cataract
2 Mickey
(Mabel
Normand)
7
Jan. 12
19 — Fifteenth, The Faming Arrow
2 Satan's Pawn (Bessie Barriscale)
Jan.
— Fourteenth, Hemmed In
2 The
Straight Road (Bessie Barriscale)
55
Jan.
5
—
Thirteenth,
The
Scalding
Pit
2
Hell Hound of Alaska (Wm. S. Hart)
S
Dec. 29— Twelfth. Shackled
2 The
Staking His Life (Wm. S. Hart)
5
Dec. 22 — Eleventh^ Perils of Doom
2 The Superman (Sansonia)
5
Dec.
IS — Tenth, Creeping Flames
2
Custer's
Last
Fight
(J.
Barney
Sherry)
3
Dec. 8 — Ninth, The Roaring Road
2 The Bargain (Wm. S. Hart)
6
Dec. 1 — Eighth, In the Clutches of a Madman
2 Tillie's Punctured Romance (Dressier)
6
THE LION MAN
The Mystery of 13 (Ford-Theby) IS Episode Serial
The Hawk's Trail (King Baggot) 15 Episode Serial....
{Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring KathONE AND TWO REELERS
leen
O'Connor
and
Jack
Perrin)
W. S. Hart Dramas
2
Feb. 23— Ninth, Sold Into Slavery
2
Feb. 16— Eighth, The Dungeon of Despair
Shorty Hamilton Comedy Dramas
2
2
Feb. 9— Seventh, Doomed
Keystone Comedies (Liberty Brand)
1
2 Kay
Bee
Dramas
(Union
Brand)
2
Feb. 262 —— Fifth,
Sixth, InIn the
the Lion's
House Den
of Horrors
"2
Kay
Bee
Dramas
(Cloumbia
Brand)
2
Jan.
,...2
Arbuckle Comedies
1
Tan. 19 — Fourth. A Devilish Device
2 Chaplin
Comedies
1& 2
Sennett
Keystone
Comedies
2
Jan. 13—
5 — Third,
Second. The
The Kidnappers
Rope of Death '..'.'.'.32 Some Nerve (Charlie Chaplin)
J«a.
1
Lord Helpus (Charlie Chaplin)
1
Dec. 29—THE
First.FEARLESS
The Flames of Hate
'.'.".'"2
ELMO
Keystone and Arbuckle Comedies
1 & 2
Keystone Kid Comedies
2
Lincoln)
(Eight
ecu Two-Reel Episodes Starring Elmo
Feb. 23— Third, The Life Line
2
Feb. 16 — Second, The Racing Deat
FEATURES
h
2 WILK (JACOB)
Itiylit Exchanytt)
Feb. 9— First, the Wreck of the Santiam
2 ALICE BRADY(At State
FEATURES
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
S
Mondavs
— Hearst News CTnternational) 1 Maternity
Wednesdays — Internationa
The
Trap
5S
l News
1
A
Woman
Alone
Fridays — Current Events (International) ....!!!!!!!! 1 Darkest Russia
5
Fridays
—New Screen Magazine (Universal) 1
The
Dancer's
Peril SS
A Gilded
Cage
La Boheme
S
VTTAGRAPH EXCHANGES
The Rack
5
The
Divorce
Game
S
Deadline
at Eleven
(Corinne
Grifiith)
The
Juggernaut
(Anita
Stewa
rt) ' s5 Spurs of Sybil
Miss Petticoats
S5
The Birth of a Soul (Harry T. Morey)
' " 6 Self-Made Widow
5
Human Collateral (Corinne Grifiith)
" 'e
Hungry Heart
5
The Sins
of theBride
Mother
Midnight
(Gladys
Leslie)
'.'.'.'.66 The
(Anita
Stewar
t)
ROBERT WARWICK FEATURES
When a Man Loves (Earle Williams)
6
Pegeen (Bessie Lo
Man of the Hour
5
)
.6 Stolen
The Golden Shower (Gladysve
5
Leslie)
.S Friday Voice
The Combat (Anita Stew
the
13th
S
art)
S Human Driftwood
5
The Black Gate (Earle Williams)
5
The Man Who Forgot
5
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Family Honor
5
The Fortune Hunter (Earle Williams)
7 Face in the Moonlight
5
Slaves of Pride (Alice Joyce)
5
\ 6 All Mar*
The Vengeance of Durand (Alice Joyce)
7
Girl's Riches
Folly
55
The Climbers (Corinne GrifiBth)
6 ASudden
False Friends
S
The Wolf (Earle Williams)
' "5
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A
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Fiction
Department

A Woman's Prey
By Fred Jackson
Character Lo\(.
of Story; Komance.
Theme:
Characters: John Bolt, miner; Griswold,
superintendent of the Red Peak Sfiiiing
Company; Mrs. Lorah Waring of .New
and John
Reno; Bolt
tourists,
TheYorkPlot:
has mineifs|
lived alletc."
his Ufe
in Xcvada and holds a very responsible
position pany.with
Peak other
MiningthanCom-to
He has therib Red
ambitions
rise to the top of his profession as a mining expert and has no thought that any
other part of the world might hold out
more pleasures than that particular section
where he has spent his days. He is assigned by Griswold to entertain a party of
tourists and to show them through the
mine. While doing this he makes the acquaintance of Lorah Waring, a divorcee,
who is seeking relief from the boredom of
Reno. Bolt has never before seen a
woman like this and immediately falls a
victim to her charms. Not content with
bringing him to her feet. Mrs. \Varing
tells Bolt that he is missing the best of
life in spending his days in the West —
that he should come to fs^ew York and see
the thousand and one wonders of the great
city. She paints in alluring colors the
night life of the city, shows him the excitement of drinking and gambling, lures
him with tales of the wonderful luxuries
enjoyed by the children of the city. Bolt
is much impressed with all of this and begins to feel a vague uneasiness and desire
to travel. Before Mrs. Waring leaves Bolt
learns that she is divorced, or about to be,
which shocks him but does not keep him
from falling more and more deeply in love
with her. On the night before she goes he
seizes her in his arms and kisses her. She
had been flirting with him but did not bargain on this and she upbraids him fiercely.
When she has gone he can think of nothing else and the one great desire of his
life is to get East to see her. He writes
her this and she replies that she has no
further interest in him and that the best
thing that he can do is to forget her entirely. He decides that he will not wait
any longer. Taking one hundred thousand
dollars of the company money, he boards
the train and goes to New York. Before
going to a hotel, he takes a cab to her
house but is told by the butler that she
is not in. He leaves word that he will be
back again in the evening and early in the
evening he again presents himself only to
be told that she is not at home. He inquires when he will be likely to find her
and the evasive answers of the butler convince
him
that Heshe walks
is at inhome
trying
to avoid him.
and and
announces
that he will wait for her if it takes all
night. Before long a maid tells him that
it was a mistake. Mrs. Warin,e is at home
and
treats inhimhim.
coldly,
tells will
him see
she him.
has roSheinterest
He
tells her that she has ruined his life and
made him a thief and that she owes him
herself^ — ^he Locking
will havetheherdoor,
by hemarriage
otherwise.
fives heror
her choice. She chooses marriage and a
week later thev arrive at the mine- where
he finds that Griswold has made eood the
money and treats it as a loan. Mrs. Waring has been won over and decides to spend
the rest of her life learning the sort of
happiness Bolt knew before she came and
which she has never known before.
Locale: Nevada and New York.
Picture H'gh Lights: Emotional scenes.
The

Shepherd
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of the Sea

By Henry Leverage
Character of story: Adventure.
Theme: The Lure of the North.
Characters: Buck Traherne, an involuntary seaman; Martin Jordan, the shepherd of the sea: Moona, his adopted
daughter; Hank Peterson, mate; Cocky,
Bird, Saul, Samuels, Goodwin, Scotty,
seamen; the Eskimo witch; officers and
sailors of revenue cutter, natives, etc.
The Plot : Buck Traherne of Seattle puts
out into a strait in his motor boat to
attend a poker party near the resort
where he is staying. Caught in a squall,
his boat is upset and he finds himself in
the water. He is nearly drowned when a
schooner slips by and he grasps a martingale guy rope and swings himself to the
deck. There he demands to be set ashore.
The captain asks him if he does not think

for

Producers

it tlife. mercj/ of God that he has been
saved. Traherne says he thinks it was
luck. T,he captain thereupotr knocks him
out and Traherne becomes a member^ of
the crew. . H^ learns that the captain fs a
missionary skipper— running far North
along tlie cqast of Siberia, preaching to
. the.
Indians
as much
possible,
the aii'd
trafficdiscouraging,
in rum among
the na-as
. tii'eg. The sailors are piostly past middletain isage.
The fostergirldaughter,
of the,Scotch
capa beautiful
who is half
and half Eskjtpp. After, a little, Traherne
begins to enjoy the sea life and is glad
that his accident led him into this adventure, for the boat is bound for ports
seldom visited except by polar expeditions. Onventures.
theThe captain
way there
are for
somemany
adfollows
miles a schooner which he knows to be
laden with liquor and catching up with it
in a harbor, he boards it with his men
while the crew are ashore and sets it
afire. He carries onto his own ship two
casks which he holds for evidence. His
own ship is shortly afterward overtaken
by a revenue cutter and all are placed
under arrest. They are realeased, however,
when relsthe
proves
the ship
two barin hiscaptain
hold that
the byother
was
carrying munitions to the Bolsheviki.
Naturally a love affair develops between
Traherne and Moona, though she is promised to the Captain when she shall become
eighteen years of age. At one of the
Northern ports the crew learn that a
polar expedition has been wrecked further
into the Arctic and the Captain insists
upon going to the Arctic. This dangerous
trip ingisat the
madepoint
without
but arriv-is
whereaccident,
the expedition
supposed to have been wrecked, they find
that the camp has been deserted. They
learn from a shadowy figure — supposed to
be one of the legendary "white Eskimeaux"
of the They
interior,
the ship
turned back.
turnthatSouth
and has
are
wrecked but escape in a life boat and
finally make port on an island where
there are whalers and also the party of
explorers. Here they undergo great privation and want of food and nearly perish beside having a lively fight on their
hands to keep the whalers from forcibly
robbing them of their stores of food. The
Captain and Traherne set out to find a
Hudson Bay station and finally get help.
The
Captain
resigns
iloona to Traherne
and the
two are
married.
Locale: The far North.
Picture High Lights: Furnishes the ground
work for a Jack London style of drama.
The Gray Mask
By Wadsworth Camp
Character of story: Detective story.
Theme
story. : Pursuit of criminals and love
Characters: Jim Garth, detective; The Inspector; Nora, his daughter; Simmons,
the man without a face; Slim, a crook;
George,
another
crook; burglars, police,
etc.
The Plot: A band of desperate criminals,
known as
Henionto group"
who have
have
caused
much"thetrouble
the police,
plotted to enter a certain house and rob
the safe. It is the same house in which,
some months before, a policeman named
Kride! interrupted the proceedings and
was murdered. The Inspector learns of
this attempt and learns that for the work
of blowing out the inner vaults the crooks
have employed a man from Chicago
named Simmons who had lost his face in
experimenting with explosives and who
wears a gray silk mask, because he is
horribly deformed. The Inspector plans
to have this man arrested quietly and
taken from the Chicago train before it
gets
his
place toJimNewGath,Y'^ork,
one substituting
of the force,in Jim
is given the chance biit told he need not
take it unless he desires to do so. Jim
is in love with Nora who was to have
married the -murdered Kridel. He ac
cepts the assignment but before going on
the
ask she
Noracannot
to marry
She job
tellsgoes
him tothat
thinkhim.of
itkersyet.
Jim theboards
train isabove
where
real the
Simmons
takenYonoff.
Before the North River is passed, two
men come aboard and lead Jim off the
train. In a shed near the river he meets
the band of crooks. To his horror he
finds that Nora is apparently a member of
the band and a spy for them. She tells

and

Mart
Studio

them
that therg;
i>olice agentpresentas
and insists
that j!|,a
javestigation
be made
■'to the" man in' "tte masTc. The others
shrink
from loojahg'
behind
maskaware
but
Nora finally
does this,
not the
being
that Jim has been assigiled to the task,
.When he lifts, his mask in siich a way that
she alone can see his face, she screams,
and the effect is as great as though he had
actually been hardly scarred. The others
.qre now satisfied and all proceed to the
house where the robbery is to be done.
. Gecu-ge,! Jirfi, -Garth ,at!d Nora are left in
the
with the
the
is George's
duty room
to open
first doorIt to
the safe
ebfore iSmmons or the supposed imSmons,
blows up the avult. While eGorge is
owrking oNra pretends to eb nervous and
talks constantly o fthe murder of Kridel
in that room. She throws the light on a
stain on the carpet and alternately tiwts
Georeg iwth a lack of nerve and charegs
him with the murder. He finally admits it,
thinking to win her regard. George gets
the door open. He tries to kiss Nora
while Simmons is to open the safe. Nora
stabs George and wounds him. Garth
now understands that Nora has been seeking rveenge in her own way. They take
refuge in the safe which is filled with
dynamite and threaten to blow up the
entire house when the crooks come in
answer
George's
cry. ofThethe others
are
afraid toto shoot
because
explosive.
Garth gets his gun out and they all surrender just having
as the received
inspector aandnotethefrom
police arrive,
Garth dropped from a taxi at the feet of
a policeman, according to instructions.
Locale : New York.
Picture High Lights: This is one of a
series of 'short stories dealing with the
adventures of Garth and Nora, the Inspector's daughter.
The

Lady of Mystery
House

By George C. Shedd
Character of story: Romance.
Theme : Conspiracy.
Characters : James Mclntyre ; Tom Masson ;
Carolineknap; Webb;
Sally her
Brown;
Mrs. Lafe
BelOUie Belknap,
daughter;
Dodds. a native; Corwin, an unscrupulous business man; Ratchford, Malmesbury
Moreles,
secret and
service
man. crooks; Dempster, a
The Plot : Tom Masson's uncle sends for
him andchasedinforms
him inthatthe heSouth
has with
pursome property
the intention of building a winter resort
and traafterward
selling The
oft some
of the
exland for farms.
promoter
of the
scheme
and
Tom's
uncle's
partners
have
both died suddenly in the midst of the
development of the plan. There is an
heiress to the property in the person of
Caroline
Webb.
uncle,himself,
not having
time to go
into Tom's
the matter
has
deeded the property to Tom and packs
him off South to investigate and to make
plans with Miss Webb who owns the
other half of the property. Arriving at
a litle town in Florida where the property is situated. Tom finds that a man
named
has claimedwhich
Missafterward
Webb's
house Corwin
on a mortgage,
proves to have been forged. She and her
aunt. Mrs. Belknay and cousin, Ollie, are
permitted to remain in the house as
guests of Corwin. He also has as his
guests two Englishmen of questionable
antecedents who were evidently orice
gentlemen but now living by their wits.
A clash between Masson and Ratchford,
one of
men, at isa on
hotelthe warns
win thatthese
an outsider
scene Corand
in
order
to
keep
him
under
observation,
he invites him to come to Webb House
to stay. Masson goes with the idea that
he may be able to protect Miss Webb by
being at hand. At first she mistakes him
for another
friends
will
have
nothing ofto Corwin's
do with him,
but and
he soon
explains that they are partners. Then
begins a series of exciting adventures
for them both. They know that Corwin
and his friends are up to some mischief,
shipping mysterious boxes to an island
nearby, but they cannot learn what this
business is. Lafe Dodd. a native of the
place picks
a quarrel
withtheMasson.
jealous
of Sally
Brown,
daughterbeingof
the local storekeeper, and is soundly
thrashed for his pains. Dodd thinks that

Executives
Masson
Sally whi'.w! ; Imatter ofis interested
fact; it is inRatchford
been paying her attention. Corw: gc
away on business. The two En?;]: :,m
wrangle
constantly
are jojtheir enmity
toward but
Masson.
Th :or
friend Masson has among the mcv. r.bo
the place is Dempster who is supT" 1
be a scientist hunting seaweed Ij j «
afterward turns out to be a Gcu . -r.e
agent.
Lafe Masson's
Dodd is murdered
bury leaves
cap near btl, '-,:
to suggest that Masson is the mu; -rc
An attnjipt at lynching is frustcpted 1
Dempstei- with whom Masson w^s at tJ
time
the murder.
Upon discloses
Corwin's tir
turn of
a raid
on the island
fact that the band is smuggling arms ir
Mexico. All , are arrested and the pre
erty
life. is turned over to its rightful owne
vjho determine to remain partners f.
Locale: Florida.
Picture High Lights: Plenty of action fc
both the male and female lead. Goo
comedy provided by aunt and cousin.

The

Hon.

Senator
brush

Sage

By Francis Lynde
Character of story: Romantic drama.
Theme: Politics.
Characters: David Blount, Senator Sage
brush; Evan Blount, his son; Dick Gan
try,
Evan'sMcVickar,
friend andvicerailway
officialo
Hardwick
president
the Transcontinental Railway Company
Mrs.
step
mother;Senator
PatriciaSagebrush,
Anners, aEvan's
girl frOD
Boston; Professor Anners, her father
S. P. Hathaway, lumber pirate; poh
ticians, etc.
The Plot: Evan Blount, having been away
from home for many years, returns froit
college
to his
statehis infather
the hai
fai
West where
he native
hears that
become a power in politics and the boss ol
the big political machine of the state. On
the train Evan becomes acquainted with a
timber man and by way of a joke permits
this man to jump to the conclusion that ke
ishunt
an down
agent those
of the who
ForeststealReserve
timberoutfromto
Government land. The train is held up by
a wash out and Blount determines to travel
on horseback to the ranch of an old friend
in the vicinity. He is held up by three
men and nearly meets his end before he
makes them understand that he is the son
of the Senator. They then take him to a
large house on a country estate nearby
for identification. A lady there identifies
him although
he has
before. She invites
him never
to stop seen
at theherplace
until the next day, saying that her husband will be glad to see him. Blount discovers in the morning that this house belongs to his father and that this woman is
his step-mother whom he had expected to
hate. Blount does not approve of machine
politics and tells his father so. He accepts a position
TranscontinentalasRaihvayattorney
Company forandthebecomes
their sion
campaign
manager
under
the
impresthat they are being unjustly taxed.
His father, meanwhile, had threatened the
railwayduct a clean
company
that ifthis
theyyeardid henotwould
concampaign
make
his
son
attorney-general.
Evan
finds
himself involved in a situation where
everyone's
hand seems
against which
him.
He makes promises
for totheberailway
they encourage him to make, and then he
finds that they are continuing their usual
corrupt practices. He believes that his
father is also trying to defeat his efforts
to establish clean politics. Evan collects
evidence which proves the corruptness of
the railway
to the
expose them all regime
if they and
do notthreatens
make good
promises which he has made for them to
the public.
Evan believes
that this— evidence willthat
involve
his own
the
Boss — and
the ruin
of thefather
company
will mean the ruin of the entire machine.
In spite of this he is determined to make
the evidence public, intending, afterward
to
and evidence
act as histo father's
He resign
turns his
a Supremeattorney.
Court !|
judge.
He
then
learns
that
his
father
not involved and that from behind theis |
scenes his father has been working with
him all of the time to bring the railway

own point ol view
to his
company
that thearound
time for
old fashioned methods
adEvan's
is gone.
in politics
in the
takesaspart
AnnersActing
visor, Patricia
campaign and at its close, marries him.
Locale: A Southwestern state.
High Lights: This is a story laid
Picture
in the new West of cities and civilization
and has practically none of the ordinary
Western effects. Even the ranchhouse has
given way to the country honie.
El Supremo
By Edward Lucas White
Character of story: Romance.
Theme: Love ami intrigue.
Characters: Dr. Jose Gaspar Rodriguez de
Francia,
El Supremo,
BTiav
; \ViUiam
Hawthorne,dictator
U. S. of
A. ; I'araDon
Beltr.ini Jaray; Uoniia Juanna Isiiucbcl,
' grandmother of Don Jaray; Senorita Ventuara Parlett;
\'elarde,Donthe Vinceiite
Dictator'sMayorga;
tiaiiccc; Dr.
' Tom
Dr.
V
.; Uomingo Rodriguez; Donna Cedriguez Indians,
; CeceliaSoldiers,
D'Arcy etc.
; SpanV; reolcs,
Plot: William Hawthorne, an Ameri:i who lias taken part in two or three
iitl: American revolutions, hears that
; ly is suffering under the heel of a
md comes to investigate, with the
n of unseating the Dictator by
;on. The Dictator learns of this inand makes a point of keeping
1 . rne near him, hoping to convince
I him that Paraguay needs this sort of
I government
and the
that country
nobody else
is capa-or
ble of keeping
at peace
bedoing
in
succeeds
he
This
?rosperous.
ore the end of the story. In the seven
I hundred pages of this story there are
i sort
nuinberless
thrillingHawthorne
encountersthreeof times
one
or another,
saving the Dictator from assassination.
I The character of this man, Francia, stands
out strongly. An ardent patriot, he is
forced to
because ofHethedares
turbulentbenaturea oftyrant
his subjects.
i not make friends among them lest he
weaken his hold upon them; he dares not
reverse his own decisions lest the Indians
cease to think
him infallible. His determination to treat the Indians as well as
the Spaniards gains him the enmity of the
aristocracy who are, however, in deadly
■ fear of him. The story of how he wins
his bride, only to lose her to the man
wEom he most trusted and who betrayed
him,
in itself,
mate-of
nl Don
for aBeltran
picture.Jaray,Theis, love
affair
iawthorne with a woman whom he finds
n prison and believes to be the wife of
another
romantic,
the pointman
whereis also'highly
he first discovers
her from
on a
•our of inspection of prisons to the point
here he thinks he has killed her by mistke, provides a second love theme
•uroughout
the tale.
The character
story is full
color
and action
and the
of theof
ruler. El Supremo, is drawn from that of
■he real Dr. Francia, the first dictator
I Paraguay.
Donna Isquebel, grandlother of Don Jaray, and god-mother of
the dictator, is the only woman in the
entire country who dares talk with the
Dictator as an equal and, until he falls in
love with Senorita Ventura Velarde, the
nly woman who can induce him to go
ijainst his own judgment. A particularly
teresting incident is where this young
Oman, with a friend, enters the cathedral
ressed in the fashion of the ladies of
'uenos
instead of thus
the sober
churchg
irments Ayres
of Asuncion,
scandalizin
he natives and being ordered to leave the
hurch. When complaint is made to the
i lictator he is inclined to let the matter
ist until he learns the identity of the
oung woman driven from the church,
•hereupon he arrests the clergy, decrees
hat there shall be another special ma5s
nd compels all of the gentry to attend in
rder
youngof women
niay be vinicatedthatin these
the eyes
the public,
lie : Paraguay.
ture High Lights: This would make a
— emendous
special
In spite
great bulk
this production.
novel has been
a bestof
-cller for four years.
The

Azure

Rose

By Reginald Wright
Kauffman
Character of story: Romance.
Theme: Love and adventure.
Characters: Charlie Carteret, an artist;
Seraphin Dieudonne, another artist; Fourget, a dealer; Mile. Urola. the Dona Dolorez; Don Ricardo Ethenard-Eskurola
d'
Alegria; Chitta. servant to Dona
Dolorez.
The Plot: Charlie Carteret, an American
art student in Paris, has been cut off from
his allowance by his uncle who has given
him only two years in which to complete
his art education. He has, however, sold
a picture, and according to the custom of
the Latin Quarter, is about to spend the
purchase money in giving a dinner for his
friends. Entreing his room he finds there
a beautiful young woman who treats him
as though he were himself intruding. It

who amassed a fortune selling worthless
seems that she has the apartment across
the hall and has made a mistake in the
oil stocks to the public. All of this American Legion W rites
MM u y was placed to the credit of his wife,
door. Carteret falls in love at first sitshi.
living in Europe and ignorant of its
When the young woman has gone he fin.:
Rslie Janis
I . • HaHowell w as eventually arrested
in his apartment an azure rose. Later hi
iicd
in
jail
before
his
wife
coul3
.\ '-fetter has been received by Selzdiscovers
the young
mauL
him. When Cathcwe reached the
searching Chitta,
for this
rose.woman's
The youn.
I ui>;lite;pn his mother asked him what liick' Pictures Corporation which adds
woman explains that it is a superstition .
her country that all who leave home tak.
;iu> should
do with
this money.
de- an'ot'lier compliment to the ability of
such a rose and if it be lost, then that
termined to use
tO' defend
the poor He
against
the predatory rich, Betty accidentally ■Elsie Janis as an actress and indicates
person teretcantakes never
come
home
again.
Carm.Tkes the acquaintance of Cathewe but
the rose from his pocket and
does not know that he is the owner of thv beyond all doubt that the "regular
gives it to her. From memory he jiaints
Herald. She is indignant at the at- ^rl" is a prime favorite of all doughthree portraits of her. An art dealer of■'.'k- which
the 'Htfraid
makes enough
upon herof
fers him not
a large
for onelieofisthem
boys or ex-douglibojs.
SWe succeccfs
in buying
he will
sell,sum
although
entiribu'I
Herald stock to give her the control, ■ •'7hc .letter is from Corporal Burt
without money. The dealer, taking pit
.uul
meeting
Cathewe
at
a
dinner
at
upon him, buys a pot-boiler. Cartarn
^'osVer ■ Post 361, American Legion,
finds Chitta stealing strawberries from his
Nancy's thehouse,
she oftells
will
assume
control
the him
paperthat
on she
the first
room. She explains that her mistress has
Pa., and is over the sigof the year. That night Germans blow up McKeesport,
little money and that she, Chitta, is forced
ha'tiire'-of Bernhard Ragner, adjutant.
to steal food to augmeijt the scanty table.
the
tjitinitions
factory
of
Betty's
father
anej
Carteret gives the servant money and tells
Mansfield
proves himself
heroof byhisrcscijina three children
at the aperil
bv^;^ _.\djutant Ka;..;ner said in his letter:
her to come to him when again in need.
life. Cathewe gives him credit for hj^ ;'At'4he last meeting of Corporal Burt
He has, been in\nted to breakfast with
Vitoria, the Lady of the Sfife, She Icarn^/; .'- . heroism in the newspapers. Mansfield, be- ■Fbster Post No. 361, American Legion,
cause he -has come to be very fond of his
of the portraits and upbrktJs him for. ta^-^vas instructed to extend to you sin(la'ughter.
sees
new Cathewe
light. Allarearemarried.
reconr ;Iircre'
ing this liberty. She also.- learns that he' ciled
and
Bettya and
thanks of the post for your kind
has
been
giving
money
to
the
se'ry^iit.
She
disappears, leaving the rose on his tabK. Locale: Any American city.
After weeks of searching he learns that Picture High Lights: Verja- good picture mvilarion to attend a pre-release showing -'of' 'The Regular Girl,' starring
there is only one place where such roses
grow
— inmeantime
the Basque
Spain.
Mis's Elsie Janis, at the Olympic
He has
had provinces
word from ofAmerica
throughout. ""^ -'
material
•theawe',' this city. We appreciate your
that an oil well has been discovered on cer
tain land belonging to himself and his
kindness in permitting us to see this
sister. This provides funds. He seeks out
the mountain provihce and finds that The House of Balthazai; pj'qture, and it was indeed a ^rare
Vitoria is there known as the Dona Do.treat, to see Miss Janis once more.
lorez and that' her brother is the lord of
By William J. Locke . Miss Janis, whom we all consider as
the surrounding territory, poor but very
proud and powerful. It appears that the Character of story : Drama. . . : ,
one of our 'pals' of the A. E. F.
Basques newr marry with strangers or Theme: Can a man come back?
foreigners and that the only thing that
Without a doubt she is pre-eminently
makes such a marriage possible is where Characters: John Balthazar, professor of one of the leaders of filmdom today,
mathematics at Oxford; Godfrey Bal- and her artistic, painstaking work in
the
" saved which
the family
line "
of theforeigner
Basque; hassomething
no Basque
thazar, his son, a young officer; Marcelle
Baring, a student, later a nurse; Dorothy 'A Regular Girl' demonstrates defiwill permit
if possible
it. Carteret sees Vitoria
and tosheprevent
tells him
that
Mackworth,
a society girl; Lady Edna
the customs of the country will not permit
Fonnelthorpe; Edgar Donelthorpe; Quong
nitely her ability as an actress. Thanktheir marriage. Learning that he has made
a Chinaman.
ing j'ou once again, we beg to remain,
love to Vitoria. the brother challenges TheHo, Plot:
John
Balthazar,
a
universityCarteret to a duel. They use duelling
professor and scholar of great attainments yours very truly,
pistols,
one loaded
with has
blanks
and shot
one
"Corporal Burt Foster Post,
and reputation is unhappily married. He
with bullets.
The brother
the first
and his wife are not congenial. He falls
and
his
pistol
proves
to
be
the
one
with
"American Legion."
in
love
with
Marcelle
Baring,
one
of
his
the blank cartridge. Carteret fires in the
students and she with him. In spite of
air. Then he mounts his horse and inhis
efforts
to
put
this
passion
out
of
his
sists upon riding away despite the efforts
heart and in spite of his determination not
of the brother to stop him. Arriving in
to speak of it, the words escape him. Bid- Denison Clift An AilParis at his place he finds Vitoria waitirig
ding the girl
good-night,
he goes
home and
for him. She tells him that in firing in
prepares
to leave
England
forever.
His
the air he has saved the line of her house
Round Picture Man
wife
is
independently
rich
and
there
are no
and it is now, by the custom of her counchildren,
so
he
feels
that
to
save
the
girl,
try, her solemn
duty her
to marry
him view.
— a very
the best thing he can do is to go away.
In the direction of "The Iron Heart,"
pleasant
duty from
point of
This he comesdoes,
going
to China
where
he be- with Madlaine Traverse, at the HollyLocale: Paris and Spanish castle.
a
great
man.
Godfrey
Balthazar
wood, Cal., studios of William Fo.x,
Picture High Lights: Good romantic comgrows up knowing nothing of his father
edy drama.
save the fact that his mother was de- Denison Clift attains an exceedingly
serted, and led to believe by his relatives
that his father left as the result of some rare position in motion picture production. He is at once story writer,
sort of disgrace. As a young officer in the
late war he is wounded and sent to a
The Man with Three
scenario
writer
and director — certainLondon hospital. There he is nursed by
Names
Marcelle Baring. From her he learns the
ly a combination which results not only
true story of his father and for the first in what should be the best pictures,
time learns that his father did not know of
the impending birth of his son when he but in the greatest economy of time,
By Harold MacGrath
went away. Marcelle does not tell that she effort and ability.
Character of story: Drama.
was the student in the case but Godfrey
Theme: Love.
guesses this. John Balthazar, meanwhile,
Denison Clift is a graduate of Stanhas adopted in China a young Chinese
Characters: Brandon Cathewe, the man
student,
Quong
Ho,
and
has
come
home
ford University. He literally "broke
with three names: his mother; Elizabeth
to England. Finding all strange and de- into" directorship. A director had left
Mansfield; Dunleigh Mansfield, her father;
p
r
e
s
i
n
g
i
n
London,
he
retires
to
a
stone
Dr. Maddox; Nancy Maddox, his daughter;
house in the middle of a desolate moor and in the heat of a story which Clift had
society people, police, reporters, etc.
there he and Quong Ho pursue their written. The author, who was serving
The Plot: Brandon Cathewe sees Betty
studies in mathematics and other sciences.
Arriving before the outbreak of hostilities as scenario editor for Fox, assumed
Mansfield atmediatelythe
opera
in
London
and
imfalls in love with her. He is and Quong Ho, who does all of the mar- control and brought the picture to a
crossing the ocean when he goes to her
keting, etc., being strictly enjoined not to
father anddresses toproposes
that Ashe pay
his ad-is bother his master with news of the outside highly successful ending. By a strange
the girl.
Cathewe
world. John learns nothing of the war until coincidence he again is called to finish
traveling steerage to gather material for a
it has been going on for nearly two years
novel, her father is at first astounded and
when a zeppelin drops a bomb on his a picture in like fashion.
then uncertain whether to be indignant or
house and Quong Ho is hurt. Going for
Mr. Clift is delighted with the cast
help.
John learns of the war. In London
amused.soluteKnowing
himself
to
be
the
abdictator of the city, he ironically
he finds things even stranger than before of "The Iron Heart." It includes in
promises Cathewe that if the latter will
and determines to look up some of his
friends in the university. He finds one addition to the star, Edwin Booth Tilcome to
home incity.
Bannister, andMansfield's
become a force
the comprofessor of his acquaintance who tells him ton, George Mc'Daniel, Melbourne Mcmunity before he speaks to the girl or
Dowell and Ben Deely, Gus Edwards,
he hasfrey aand son.
goes Marcelle.
to call on John
Godmakes any attempt to meet her, consent
there John
he meets
takes a house and takes Godfrey home Frederick Bond, Mrs. Higgins, Mrs.
will
be
given
to
the
marriage
—
so
far,
at
least, as the father is concerned. Cathewe
with him. He urges Marcelle to marry Briscoe and little Nancy Caswell.
him but this she will not do: she has lost
takes upnister andthis
He goes
buyschallenee.
the Herald.
After tohe Banhas
something of her early passion for him.
learned of the many evil things Mansfield
Marcelle and Godfrey continue great
Only two womex figure in the
has done for profit and without actually
friends. Godfrey and John both secure
breaking the law, Cathewe determines to
important
Government
positions.
Godspecial, "The Law Bringers,"
show him up by making an attack upon his
frey is jilted by Dornthy Mackworth. Selznick
Ralph Ince production in which
w-ith whom he fancies himself in love. aRalph
moral other,
character,
anInce
plays the leading part.
the instancesreciting,
where one
he hasafter
robbed
Through his father he meets Lady Donnel- Andree. the half
an inventor, grown rich from the income
breed dance hall girl,
thorpe. the young wife of an old husband.
from low drinking places and from the
He entrusts her with an important drawrents of rookeries unfit for human habitaing.
Her
husband
gets
hold
of
this
and
is
played
by
Zena
Keefe, and Jennifer
tion or beaten an opponent unfairly by
through jealousy make? it public. Godfrey Ducane. the gambler's wife, played hy
force of his financial backing. Meanand Lady Donnelthorpe attempt to elope.
The husband comes to the station and
while Cathewe has been writing anonymous love letters to Betty — letters which
John takes the blame, claiming it was with Anita Booth. For the rest, "The Law
have nicqued her interest and caused her
him that she was intending to run away. Bringers" is a story of masculine adto indulge in some romantic day dreams.
venture, outdoor life, battle, and the
He makes
promise
to return
Cathewe has also written a novel under the
France
and Godfrey
see no more
of her
until theto lawlessness of the far north.
name of George Cottar. This novel is a
war is over. The husband of Lady Dongreat favorite with Betty and her friend
nelthorpe tells John that unless he resigns
Nancy Maddox. Nancy is more than half
his
office and accepts a government mission
Olt^'e Thomas is enjoying a short
in love with Cathewe. Manseld returns
to
China,
he will disgrace them all. John
home from New York to do battle with the
resigns
and
as
he
is
about
to
leave
again
rest
after completing her sixth SelzHerald. Investigation shows that the
for the Orient, Marcelle comes and tells
nick picture. Her next picture will be
Heralding tohas
deposits
in
the
banks
amounthim
that
she
is
going
with
him
this
time.
half a million dollars but that Locale: London.
"Jenny," a comedy-drama by Roy
Cathewe never uses any of this money
for himself. Further investigation shows Picture High Lights : Several very good Homiman. Alan Crosland will direct
dramatic situations. Good characters.
that Cathewe is the son of Digby Hallowell
"Jenny."

(Continued from page 1722)
for the filming of a first of a se
of Curwood subjects from books
ihis well known author, and
leased a stage at the Brunton Stud
where interiors will be made
Curwood has a number of si
which have not been filmed and sel
tion is to be made from these
the first release of this new branc
All plans for the filming of
first Annette Kellerman picture by .
Lesser have been completed, accord
to statement by H. P. Caulfield, m
ager of production. Wheeler Oalar
has been engaged to play the h
and the cast will include Ralph Lct
Walter Long, and direction in chai
of Chester Franklin. Sam Land
and Homer Scott, who have had c<
siderable experience in photographi
under sea scenes, will be in charge
the photography.

Artists release, which will be a screen
adaptation of "Op O' My Thumb,"
from the child's story. This will be
remembered as a one-act play in
which Maude Adams appeared a number of seasons ago, and is from the
child's story of the same name. No
definite time for the beginning of
filming for this picture has been
stated.
Dennis O'Brien, legal adviser of
Pickford and a number of other
screen stars, is in Los Angeles as a
guest of Miss Pickford.
Kenneth McGaffey has taken up the
duties of the publicity department of
Mary Pickford productions. McGaffey will be remembered as director of
publicity of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation for four years or more.

Here

and

There

In making the finishing scenes for
his first First National release, King
Vidor this week had the advantage of
the experience of the Public Defender
of Los Angeles, James Pope, in supervising court room scenes. It is expected this subject will be entirely
ready for the editing rooms within
the next few days.
Marshall Nei'an this week made
known his intention to go to New
York for the filming of his third First
National release, and arrangements
are now being made for studio facil-

Our Motto:

Ralph
J. Warren Kerriganpicture
has a tosympathetic
" Live
Sparks," the new Brunton
be released role
by W.in W.
Hodkinson
ities in New York. The third picture
will be an adaptation from " Old Jed
Trouty," and those who in all probability will accompany the producer
are Victor Heerman, Tom Held, William Lenehan and George Elder, who
constitute his technical staff.
Director Colin Campbell and company, including Edith Storey as star,
have gone to Palm Spring, California, for exteriors of the Haworth

Robertson-Cole picture, " Moon Madness," and it is expected they will
work there for several weeks.
David Hartford, who directed the
filming
of subjects,
"Back tohas
God's
and other
just Country"
returned
from New York, where with James
Oliver Curwood he made arrangements for the release of James Oliver
Curwood's production. Mr. Hartford
has begun the work of making plans

All the News,

Some fog.
Joe Engle's in town.
Richard
Rowland's
Bill Farnum
is nowhere.camping
out.
Harry Rappe writes scenarios
on Sunday.
Chic Sale is the new film star
of the week.
Marcus
the Metro Loew
plant. is double O'ing
G. B. Samuelson writes and directs his own plays.
Mike Boyland is purveying
Samuelson studio gossip.
Eddie Sutherland has lost his
six-year-old powder puff.
Al Christie
to invade dramatic studios plans
for talent.
Sidney Olcott's come west for
" Scratch My Back " and Goldwyn.
Frank
Lloydarrested
wants every
theatre manager
who races
the film.
T. Hayes Hunter gave a dinner
that lasted four days in the making of "Ince
Earthcarries
Bound."
John
a new silver
cigarette case given him by the
thirtv ladies of " Old Lady 31."
" The Mouth Organ," official
voice of Studio Publicists Association, comes out in blue this
week.
Williamof Seiter
is the " Topsy
director
the industry.
He just"
grew up with the National.
Betty Blythe has compiled a
list of " dont's " for fans, but in
doing so omitted to say, " don't
write."
Clara Kimball Young asked
fans to send her pictures of girls
who resembled her and got 40,000.
The Frank Lloyd-Pauline Frederick Company has to go all the
way to Cuba to find " The Road
of Destiny."

If it's News,
When
News
" I mustn't
tell himit's
anything,
" Nick when
Cogley
was almost
drowned
a canoe
turned
for
if
I
do,
he'll
put
every
word
I say in the paper.
over, and Irene Rich saved his
Frank Mayo got on the first
life," carbon copy says.
page this week when his wife
Paul " Pat " Dowling has gone
sued for divorce, naming another
east to get acquainted with trade
woman, and then the other woman
paper staffs and the film industry
in general.
sued Frank's
wifegetforoff?$15,000.
Where
does Frank
Vic. Schertzinger is happy in
Clarke
Irvine
has stepped over
knowing that his latest composifrom the paGoldwyn
publicity
det
i
o
n
,
"
Daddy
Knows,"
is
making
r
t
m
e
n
t
t
o
be
manager
of the
'em sing on Broadway.
film
library
of
the
Goldwyn
stuBradley
J. Smollen,
Esdio. Irvine is to continue as edsanay
before
the war, with
is now
itor of the Goldwyn Studio
shepherd
of
the
Vitagraph
pubSkeleton.
licity flock of typewriters.
Here's
the newest publicity
Vidorscene,
engaged
a coonhe
story : " Irene Rich, the Goldwyn
forKing
a court
but when
film actress, was bequeathed $30,000 by her uncle on condition
saw the judge he said: " I'se
that she leave pictures and retire
been there before, noiy I'se
to private life. The proposition
A carbon copy tells us that the
film colony is to be moved to
wasMetro
rejected by are
Missgoing
Rich."to sugHonolulu so that Wakiki scenes
gest .thatpeople
Lloyds could
find it
can be correctly filmed.
profitable to carry insurance on
Gratton McCafferty, who helped
the
question
of
what
will
be the
make
goin'."the New York Sun and
next act of Maxwell Karger,
Telegram
famous,
is
a
new
memeveryone
contending
that
he is
ber of the Goldwyn publicity
a good subject for betting.
staff.
.Tack Kerrigan has become a
The man who wrote " The
philosopher,
we
learn of a lot and
of histhis
new week
sayings,
Cheater,"
Allison's
play, had
in
mind May
studio
economies,
for
which
include
the
following:
three of the principals play dual
" You can hardly blame women
roles.
for refusing to wear short skirts
There's a flock of new comorganized,
but IIOKU^t
" Lots of poor men have all
refrainspanies
from
announcing
this
iny longer."
kinds
of money — take coin colweek
because
the
ink's
not
dry,
lectors, forhave
instance."
and there is danger of blurring.
" Police
launched a campaign in T.os Angeles to stamp
Neal Hart is the authority of
out lotteries. Why not close
the statement that long hairs are
trying to take all the kick out of
down
the marriage
l)ureau?
"
these could
girl
comedians
life, and their next attempt will
are" Some
so thinof they
bathe in
be directed toward the screen.
Little Ben Alexander refused to
a If
fountain
pen."
be interviewed by a reporter,
he keeps
up he'll be
challenging
Willthat
Rogers.
with the statement to his mania.

Ince

and

Cor

pany

Travel Northward
A journey of several thousand mi
is being made by Ralph Ince and 1
supporting cast in order to obtj
scenes for a new production for Se
nick Pictures under the title of "T
Law left
B ringers."
InceNorthw
and •
cast
last week Mr.
for the
where they will remain until the
quired scenes are shot.
"The Law Bringers" is a story wr
ten by G. B. Lancaster, well kno\
writer of western stories. This o
deals with the life of the Northwf
mounted police, and Mr. Ince w
play the leading role. The cxcelle
supporting cast includes Zena Kee
as Andree the half-breed dance h:
girl ; Huntley Gordon as Tempe
Anita Booth as Jennifer Ducane,
D. Southard as Ducane, P. C. Har
gan as Robinson, a whiskey runm
and Red Eagle, a full-blooded Cr
Indian, who has the role of Pajatu
Tommy Atkins will assist Mr. In
in directing this picture, and Willia
Black and Charles Levine will be
the cameras.
The continuit}- for "The Law Brin
ers" was written by Edward B. Mo
tagne of the Selznick scenario depar
ment. 'SU. Montague also wrote t!
scenario
"Children
of Destiny,''
Selznick for
release
now being
made c
the west coast.
Hand

Caldwell

Thei
' Thanks "
For his work in designing the rr
handsome interior sets and the fc
ful period interiors used by the
tional Film Corporation of -\meric
in its newest production, "The K
tucky Colonel," M. 'J. Caldwell, kn
in
industry technical
as "Micla-"
Caldv.
the the
National's
director,
presented with an embossed card i.
thanks by the National's board of d
rectors, scenario staff and "The Kci
tucky Colonel" production personrc
Caldwell has been identified with
west coast motion picture indr
for many years. His department .v
over $50,000 for the street scenes .
interiors alone for "The Kentuc^
Colonel" picture, according to I. B>
stein, production manager of the
tional.
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General
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Manager
COMPANY

Watterson R. Rothacker,
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.,
Chicago, U. S. A.
"/ wish you to know that I consider your work f^^f superior
to all others
merican

Beauty.

and

most

satis-

detail."
factory in eVery
{signed)
Katherine

There
Come

are
and

reasons—
see them.

A. MacDonald

Gstablished 1910

Kig. U. a. FalcHt Uj^kc

Leading

the

Way

A score or more of commendiatory letters from
readers come to us each day. It is not so much the
superlatives used that gratify, as it is the display of
unanimity of opinion that the NEWS in its every
department satisfies.
Practically every reader is a prospective buyer.
Advertisers have recognized the leadership of
Motion Picture News in 1920 ju-st as they have in
former years. To date this year, however, they have
recognized it just a bit stronger, as is indicated by
the fact that they have placed 134'4 more pages of
advertising in the NEWS than in its nearest
competitor.
The reader by his say-so and the advertiser by
deed agree that
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HELEN

T^LJENNING-S
FATES FRAME-UP
FATES MOCKERY
FATES DOUBLE CROSS
THE LONG RIDERS
LOST IN SOCIETY
BANKERS TREACHERY
THE UNEXPECTED SHOT
OUTUWS DEPUTIESJ
THE FUGITIVES LIFE,
BANDITS GOLDJi

GIBSON

HARTNEAL
A KNIGHT OF WESTERN
LAND
THE
DEAD LINE
THE SQUARE SHOOTER
OUT OF THE WEST
SANDS OF THEiDESERT
THE ELEMENT OF MIGHT
THE MAN GETTER
THE HEART BENEATH
THE MISSION TRAIL
BAREKNUCKLE
GALUGHER

THEiTRAIL'OFiTHEiRAILS
DARING DANGER
FLIRTING WITH TERROR
THE^BROKEN TRESTLE
THE CLUTCH OF THE
UW
BORDER
WATCH
THE GHOST
CANYON
GOLDEN STAR
THE OVERLAND
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►
Hucklebeiiy
A

new

Mai'k Twain-

Paramount

Finn
Artcraft

Picture

►

►

►

►
<
►

►

►

►
uck ,his
Mary

and

Pap
all

the

King, the

your

old.

Duke ,Tom

old

Jfriends

Sawyer, Jim, Aimt
are

in this

Polly.

►

wonder-

ful picture that brings
the
hook
to lijf^ !
This is a Reproduction of the center page of the heralds on "Huckleberry Finn." Get them at your exchange.
Scenario by
_
FAMOUS PLATfERS-LASRY C(3RP0RATI0N
By arrangement
JULIA CRAWFORD IVERS
THE
MARK TWAINwithCO.

►

Motion

n

il

f
Thomas
H. Ince
T^resents

0UGIA8\MEAN
arid
ORIS
/
MARYS
ANKLE
BY MAY TULLY
Adapted for the screen
Bj LUTHEP. B , REED
Directed b^r Lloyd Ingraham
A Thomas H.Ince Production
Cparamountj4rtcraft
Cpidure

make

atry

Picture

News

audi€n&k

je br II a r y

1769

/ , /p »o

/

It

Beats

!

It beats like tKe quick pulse of
youtkful love. It beats wi th tbe
warm glow of real Kumor. It beats
any comedy of its kind ever picturized. ■ It even beats
Hours Leave and Wbat s Your
Husband Doing ? It is one continual smile surrounded by a couple
of bundred long laugbs. It warms
tbe be art and tickles tbe fancy. You
can take it for gospel trutt tbat
"Mary's Ankle"' will fill your
bouse to standing room only at every
sbowmg you can give it.
FAMOUS
PLAYERS-IASKY
CORPORATION
AOOLPM ZUKOR Pr^y
JESSE L LASKY k
CECri, B DE MILLE O^K'C*r.,rn:
CANADIAN D'STRiSUTORS FAXJUS - I.ASK.V ( >*Pr,^
SERVICE LTD HEACXluARTtRS TOBOnTO

[770

THOMAS

H. INCE

prgsenis

His SpQcidly Supervised Production

^DANGEROU

S

OU
AN
S"
SULLIV
ERR
C. GARDN
byH
Adapted from tkc Saturdaij Evening Post
StoriJ ''A. PRODIGA.L IN UTOPIA*
^

by DONN

BRYNE

Q\.N All
Star.
D'Lrected by.... FRED
Photoe^Ya.j)ked hxj GEORGE

Cast
NIBLO
BARNES

"

Cparamounlyirtcraft
Q>icture
The

Red

Terror!

SWEEPING on and on in this great picture.
Fed by the drones, the dreamers, the fanatics
who " help mankind with tools devised by
butchers !
>

" Dangerous Hours " is the story of one who
listened
so intently
thecall
" call
of own
humanity
that he failed
to hearto the
of his
home."
See the big strike riot ! See the atrocities of
the Russian Red Guard ! See scores of other
stirring scenes audiences will not soon forget.
I'. FAMOUS PLAYERS -LA8KY CORPORATION
T<^^^i ADOLPH ZUKOR JVvi JESSE LIASKY Pri^ CECIL B DE MIIIX i>'n:aw-^.virni/

1772

ADOLPH

ZUKOK

jjresenU

^Ylarguerile
ALL

Clark,

PEGGY"
OF A SUDDEN
jiQ>ammounl^rkraftQ>iclure

nMB
•«■•■■«■■■•
UMI
■••■«■■■■■■
"laBB*

Charm,

Humor,

Beauty

Both star and story liave all three. The
appeal to audiences is certain, definite and
worth money to you.
interesting and entertaining romance,

says

ExKibitors Trade Review. " Excellent character drawing,
delicious bits of humor, says Exhibitors Herald. " One of
the best drawing Clark pictures to date, say reports from
exhibitors.
It Will leave

tliem

kappy !

From the popular stage hit by Ernest Denny
Dinded by Walter Edwards
Scenario by Edith Kennedy
ij FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
hDOlFU ZUKOR Pfti JESSE LUkSKTlVcPr^ CECIL B DE MULE ^ffTCar^«i«^

February

3 i , i
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Benjamin

D. Hampton

The

presents

ER
SAGEBRUSH
The photoplay of the novel by
EMERSON
Directed

HOUGH

by EDWARD

SLOMAN

«^ Benjamin B. Hampton- Great Juthors
ROY STEWART
BETTY BRICE

Production

With an all-star cast:
MARGUERITE De La MOTTE
NOAH BEERY
ARTHUR MORRISON
GORDON RUSSELL

The third conset uiive nationally successful production made by Benjamin
B. Hampton and his fine organization.
The third production on which Mr
Hampton has lavished six months of
attention — and received all the values and benefits that are derived
from slow, careful endeavor.
The

third Benjamin

B

Hampton

production to be welcomed at once
into the big first-run theatres of the
nation because of its drawing power
and popularity. U does pay to do
well '
big
W.¥.things
HODIQNSON
CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New YorkGty
Distributing through PATH£ Exchange, Incorporated
Foreign Dictributor.J. Frank DrockliS8.Ii\c.7Z9-7!* Av«.
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W.T.

MARY

BOLAND

CARLETON

Firsl-run bookings on this picture have
been instantaneous. Some exhibitors

the exploitation. Why Si ^'temporary '
wife? Why a wife for one day only ?

put more "steam" behind it than they
have given many big specials. A good

Why

story. Fine production standards
an all-star cast of names.

did a wife

for a day become

wife for all time?

his

w.w:hodkinson corporation
527 Fifth Avenue. New YorkGty
Distributing througii PATHt Exchange, Incorponated
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Sk^y) SO blue it makes ^ou vJonder

!

If it's heaven shining through ;
Earth so smiling 'way out y'onder,
Sun so bright it dazzles >^ou ;
Birds a-singing, floxCers a-flinging
All their fragrance on the breeze;

<
I
1

Dancing shadows, green, still meadow's — j
Don't >)ou mope, ^ou-Oe
theseJ
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DISTRIBUTING
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WILLIAM
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SILKLESS
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Visualized
by
WILSON
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At the
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NEW

YORK
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LYANN
POL
^from [leanor U. ih\ia's famous Novel
'Pollyanna published by flic Pa^c Compaiiij,
and tlic four Acf Oonicdij by Cdfticrinc Ctiisholiii
Qjshin^. Scrcco Adaptation by Trances
Marion. Phof(^plicd by Cliarle^ Posher
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Cater to that love of human interest there is in ever\audience, and your patronage will always come back
for more.

HALL

ROOM

BOYS

COMEDIES
have aroused that interest in hundreds of beautiful
houses of which the following are typical:
Gordon's Central Square, Cambridge, Mass.
Olympia, Lynn, Mass.
Empire, Portland, Maine.
Bijou, El Paso, Texas.
Royal, Hot Springs, Ark.
Jewel, San Antonio, Tex.
Opera House, Lancaster, New
O.
Hampshire.
Knickerbocker. Columbus.

Majestic, Springfield, O.
Park, Youngstown, O.
Loew's Dayton, Dayton, O.
Marquee, Oakland, Calif.
Liberty, Sacramento, Calif.
The Murray, Lawton, Okla.
by Lincoln, Neb.
Rialto,
Palace, Waterloo, la.
Strand, Cedar Rapids, la.

Your audiences will enjoy Percy and Ferdie Hall Room,
just as the audiences in these houses have.
Produced and released every other week

JACK

and HARRY COHN
1600 Broadway
New York City
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The

Meteor

is

Coming!

^LL in a moment, a few short months ago,
PRISCILLA DEAN flashed like some newborn meteor into public view — to grow and
glow and

soar to the top-most heaven

of

ijuniversal ])opularity — to fdl the public
prints with

appreciations

of her beauty and

electri-

fying dramatic talent.

Today— like a meteor whirling in its orbit— PRISCILLA
DEAN is headed for your screen again — this time
clothed in all that greater beauty of investiture of
which

the tremendous

drawing power of this amazing

young actress has made

Half a million

dollars

her the rightful possessor.

is your measuring

gauging the value of this new

PRISCILLA

stick for

DEAN-UNI-

VERSAL-JEWEL. Base your advertising expenditure
on this fact — line up your publicity on it— keep it in
mind in making ready for the crowds.

This half-a-million dollars gives you the quality of the
Story, the brains behind

the Direction, the sumptuous-

ness of the Staging. Add this half-million of our effort
to what you know PRISCILLA DEAN herself will do
and you'll have a prophecy of that gratification which
your public will express to you when you give them
the Meteor of the Screen in her newest, greatest picture,
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INTEREST
which is the very essence ot this

surpassing special. Nothing has been left to chance, however.
angle that will aid in making "Who's
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a positive

box-office winner is prepared and ready for the exhibitor's use.
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Numerous
acclaimed

critics have
the previous

BRENTWOODproduction

' THE

THIRD
GENERATION

Mi

as one of the three best
pictures

of the

SEEING

year.

IT

GH"
THROU
is another ot the same
calibre and

these same

critics are recognizing
as such.

it
ZASU PITTS

You cannot miss with this picture
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Directed
N? celebrated
NICHOLSO
MEDEDITH
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novel THE HOUSE OF ATHOUSAND CANDLES
Bobbs-Merrill Co-publishers
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Screennpinio
!
Depeuddble
Service!
[JBgliSBSLJE&EH
With Specially Written
Vol. 5

Program

Copy
No. 22

January 26. 1920

Independent

Reviews

Of All the Pictures

Pick
o'the
"COPPERHEAD"
Paramount- American
(Review on page 165)

Plays

'THIRD GENERATION"
Robertson-Cole
(Review on page 166)
"POLLYANNA"
United Artists
(Review o
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BRENTWOOD
Direchcd
by
HENPY
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RUIN!
The ugly fist of ruin smashed through the smooth shell
of their smug, well-ordered
lives. Prison confronted the
father— poverty and disgrace
the daughter. Then, in their
black h our of despair, came
a lonely, bitter man.forwKom
life had lost it's savor. How
he sacrificed himself to
save them . and how he saved
himself

in the act of sacri'

ficc is told in this powerful pictur ization of Basil
King's greatest
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patrons
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thrills!

The Silver Horde" piles one
thrill on another-- the thrill
of crashing

fists

the thrill

of a great

love,

the thrill

of mighty outdoor spaces, the
thrill of human conflict, \buve
had Rex Beach
that packed

Pictures
your
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house

to

the bulging point- - here's one
that will make you wish you
had

a theatre

Get

busy

and

twice
book

as big.
it !
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^ { "You-'vc got to act
like a man now."
Tlie little outcast muttered
the words to himself as he
wandered through the silent
hills. His life was a Tight
against odds'-a fight for a
name, for a home . for the girl
he loved. Jack Pickford m^es
Chad a character that will
live long in the minds of the
public"and longer still in the
house records of all theatres
that show the picttu-e.
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JOHN

CUMBERLAND

is producing two

part comedies of the best feature

quality. Any theatre that caters to the patronage of the particular
should at once investigate these comedies.
The FIRST
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Street's "After Thirty."
Dog"

Mrs. Chase/* adapted from Julian

John Cumberland,

fame, is the star.
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By The Famous Writer
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THE

DIAMOND

FROM

THE

L. McCARDELL
Author of

SKV

'THE QUESTION"
The Screen Version of

'THE

MONEY

MILL"

"A FOOL THERE WAS"
And Many Other Tremendous Screen Successes
Has Furnished

BENNY
Pack

LEONARD
With a Vehicle That Will

Every Theatre in the Country
STAGED BY F. GORDON COOPEK
Under The Personal Sup>ervision of
WALLY
VAISh

This powerful serial is attracting unusual attention and receiving more ncwsrr.
publicity than any "continued story" ever produced in pictures
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many innocent victims of circumstantial evidence.
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>Je Ceroctenesl
Fmg«=
TheirSecre
= ,n eP^
t, ^l^^.^lvX.r., on
1250 Keady to SnfK
Graveyard

Spirits

Will

Be

This is to sP'l'e *'^,\5^don-t i"^.
i'^-^l There is k^ed-"^^
pic
Four Beds Await Ghost-Fearless Quartette Offered
il^is reud.
why
Ghost.go ^^^^
Mamda6me ^ovXA
. «n1s»"
bv hearing
^:'VhaTmaKes the ^^^^L^iche^ l^lit^-'
- a al of tt'-M
Money to Spend Few Hours Among Spectral
to be,Being
^°
dankedor
ans
orct
Shafts of Stone and Listen to Gibberings of the
in New Orle
-n.- is no rec
Haunts.
tacU
Kept

Busy

Nigfht

of Jan.

23'

If it is true the spirits cavort armind ^ "''y reason Ts?" he writes, "tliat I
graveyards at the witching hour of |
everything in my power
midnight; if it is true they squeak i*** advance science. To this end. HI
and squeal and gibber— many eyes in l!"*?* spirits try to solve any scicnNew want
Orleansto wjint
'^U^^^^i^P
ears
hear. lo sea them, many I]me to clear ""-^
The $25
reward, I'll
dotute to theuplFrench
department
of
In
Tuesday's
Item,
.the
Saenffer
the
Tolane
university
library. I only
.Amusetiient company advertised for ask.lbat I be prcrvided with
a
gun
two
a man or a woman to sleep in a cemi- or three novels, paper and pencil to
lery following
" io the scale
interests
of sdence."
my experiences, an oil lamp
The
for snoring
was record
to read by, and that chain be at least
cslahlisbed: $25 for a white man; $50 four
yards
long so as to allow free
for a colored man; 75 for a while
Inwants
case I am attacked,"
woman; JlOO for a colored woman. movement
One
man
Open to -everybody except a profes- is a discriminationto inknowfavorwhyofthere
colsional spiritualirt mediiBu. Time, 10:30
ored folk
m-, January 23, to dawn, January
Another says he is willing to make
A bed with warm clothing would be the test, but asks:
much does the bed weigh?"
pr-ovided among the graves; the .scien- A"How
colored man writes: "I don't care
tific observer would be supplied with
» gun; but b« or she must be abso- to have a gun furnished me. I have
lutely alone, without the company
gun ofanother
my own
that."be
even of a dog, and must furthermore a Still
man andasksI'llif take
he will
be chained to the bed- In the morn- allowed an umbrella and a pack of
ing ,a representative woujd release cigarettes.
hitn or her and take down the ex- One man said he would ask the spii^
periences. Later on, the science bugs its how to m„ke the people move forwould get In their work.
ward in the street cars, and so knock
It was expected there wonld be one down Bleecker's S25 at the same time.
applicant, possibly two, and maybe —
.Applications arc coming in so fast
since these are times io which all the the Saengcr .Amusement company has
dope Is upset — three.
already decided to put four sleepers
the job. They will be in four
i'p to the
of going
press, on
however,
theretimehave
been tofifteen.
cemeteries, the names of which will
They are of all classes — men and wo- be announced later.
men, old and young and pretty; white
On the whole it looks as if the spirand Mack. Oat social club volunwill have into
a busysoicflce.
'.irae satisfying
te red in mass. A medical student at the itssearchers
Tulane offered himself.
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What
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for
pay
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s rest
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o
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ded with warm
in auto, o provi
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away any
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stion Editor"
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.leeping job mu.t be .enl in by
AppUcticm. for cemetery MAIL
ONLY.
Task WUl Be (^led for
the
for
Applicant* Best Fitted
Interview and a Final Selection Will Be
Made on January 20th.
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Question?

a

You

Spirit?

It Is Impossible to Accommodate Them All
So the Lucky Ones Will Be Selected
By Drawing

I
o

In the interest of all applicants and anyone else
who desires we will gladly receive any questions which
Jie sender who likes, to have presented by the sleepers
to
a^y may
spirits,
or haunts" or any other apparition
ivhich
appear.

Q
o

We will have the persons selected for the graveyard
slumber present as ma^y of these questions aa possible.
I
o

Send questions by mail with application or with>ut application, if the sleep in th« graveyard is not
inviting, to

Q
o

"The

Greatest

The
I
o

Griffith's

Question

Editor*'

Saengerette
TULANE AND LIBERTY

Remember the terms— Alone all night in a zraverard January
23. $25 to White Man, tSO to Colored Man. $75 to White Woman
or $100 to Colored Woman.
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There is no evidence that Death is the Finality of all Life. Could
anj- be procured to sliow that it is not? That is what we sought — •
and that is wliy

A. M. LefcTo

Miss Edna May Smith

each slept in a separate graveyard in different parts of the city
last night — and also why a negro slumbered in a third cemetery.
, Their experiences are related in today's Item.
See how they
accord ■with the psychic theme pictured by
D. W.
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Applications Roll In for Job to Spend Night in Cemetery in the Interest of Science.
out and
your shake
Rhosts;
'em moan
which I all
to cxi or-t
andTrotgroan
tlieirletchains
and ' tiling
somewhere
am men
not abelieve
vpiritnalist
rattle
their
bones
and
bong
th^ir
col-'a
medium."
Then
out
of
tbe
fulne>s :
fins around; let Lheiu do cver>-thin(! of his experience, he gives thi^ advice
that a conventional and brainlcb-. 'Choose .i dry night for your experiha'nt is supposed to do— Oricanians ' meiil, because on wet night* the bodies
ii'rcn't
them. from
Even onethough
off lungs
phosphorus,
which; time,
inhaledi^
the lineafraid
shouldofstretch
side, give
into the
for so long
of infinity to the others, the men. ,^ery unhealthy/'
women
are stampvoluii-.-ifraid
.Another
applicant
says walks.
he Isn't
leering toandpasschildren
a night who
in their
of any
gliost that
Mr
iiig ground, tlic cemeteries, would is .• member of the fire departmenl.
either tell the spectres to go 'way. The following woman believes sho
back on
an th*
dsit other
down,side
or and
wouldpolitely
turn jri*d,
may sec
but letter:
isn't at all worover
as soiiictbiiig
judge by her
go to sleep.
"I am willing to be chained, bat
S nc. prohibition went into effect, jwould like a little room to move about
oiir people
do that
not seem
fear up.any, i in.One
in case
spiritsuspicion
comes near"
kind
of spirits
may beto dug
has aa real
spectral
thai
for the privilege of p.tssing the the ghost would meet a hot reception
night in a cemetery "in the interest; and would have additional cause to
of science" Orleanians arc making one i groan.
of the most hottest contests ever de- "I've been bunting a ghost for five
veloped here. I'p to Thursday, there j years," writes » min, "but they avoid
were 31in applicants.
There ha-\
c sinceof ;I my
company and and
presence.
1 am hope,
great-I
come
69 others, making
a total
|y disappointed
in a last
i(jO. .\nd the advertisement calling for |am willing to pass the night in the
volunteers was printed on the thir- cemetei^'
Chapce to Teat Cnurace.
tcciilh. Superstition'.'
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n
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the give
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own ^^^^
I to do something
courwhite
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and
slOt)
to
the
color1
cd tron.an who i>asses J" "V wom^n writes: "I om not a spiria ccinelcry
,
rechained
to thealone
bed bu ai^ed
be^"d 1""^
' occult. Have many times
v.ded. He or she w.lthatbe wil
""'"c'**'' '"l ^^en strange
things, bnt alwa.s ultithe
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hSvc
tive morn.ng
who will bytakean down
night s 'T'^^J'^ ^ ,imagination
^
myster:.
.. performed,^
, . things
e.spericnces.
wonderful
„nd saw i.iui-.
professional Everybody
SpiritualistsIS eligible «ave!"^'"
The applications show for the most but Ihev can probably be laid to mass
partabsolute
an utterlacklackof offear.
superstition,
an
One girl oroT hypnotism. I shftuld be ver>: ftj*''
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willinglv
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17, savsloO.shebutwouldn't
maketo the
lest main
cemetery
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- all
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Scare

Me", They Plead
Letters to Ghost

in
Editor

Would Only Be Too Glad to Be Scared to Death at Your
Expense, Please Select Me," a Negro Woman Writes —
One Wants the Money Beforehand
K\£Tj niRht iit 12 — ^which is a bonc- I One woman writes: "Would yon be
willijig to give me the money BEhfadpastfihosl's
idea ofa certain
dnylightwoman
— for fOREHAND?
the
few £B<>nlhs
I might not have any
use for it afterwards."
in New Orlea.ii has been awakened by earthly
A
colored
man
writes:
someone calling her by a ^namc she "I won't promise into Mansfield
do but
muc ifhsleep|j IThen
hos nota stranRc
used since
slie
was
a
child
ing
in
that
graveyard,
I am
reticence seizes the
and locked, I know I will
partj. He, she or it doesn't say chained
say there. Please let me know atj
whathis-elc
hc-etc.name
wants,Thisandwoman
won't thinks
even once
if you will give me the job, j
tell
lha; tlic time is all right but there and
I'll come
on the and
firstraytrain,
because
I need down
tlie money,
ex-J
may be something wroirg with the penses will
be
about
.$30
and lhaff
pin I f
Now "in llie interest of science" won't leave me much out of the ?50|
ofver. butmanit will
the .SdC'ISoi Amnsenient (Company a youA Harahan
offershelpto some."
do more'
few Jaxs aKo advertised for someone th?n the conditions
reauire.
to sleep iir .1 graveyard, offering
handsome payment Tor the ironblp.
He says: "I will undress and I will
"Just the Ihiiig." said this woman. sleep inwhereaelsecoffin,
vaultof orscience
anyi nthe grave,
interest
"I can help science, find out the
name
of
tl)e
parly
that's
troubling
check."
nic. and licl|> the Christmas savinSs arid"I awill
post S50 to show my good
fund."
faith," writes an employe of the WestS(» she volunteered
ern
Cnion,
in submittng his applica"I estknow,"
T.-roleofto the
The Saenfer
Great- tion.
Oiicslion>hcEditor
An employe of a storage battery
j\Ti«UMincni Coi^pany, in charge of business and a man therefore wlto
max lie presrrmcd to be interested in
Ihe detiiils ion*
.,f the
experim&nt,
comniiinit-at
between
the dead "that
and
wTites "I have often wonIfcc living IS posiblc. I will be glad live wires,
dered if there was such a thing as a-'
spirit.even
I'll want
take up
your Ifoffer,
I'o spend IhcJiiight to demonstnfte dont
a gun.
you and
chain1
There arc scores of others who me to tho bed, I'll be there in the
Ihis."*
have the same desire Applications morning to receive the money "
from eferv cnndilion rtf mankind are ' I don't need any weapons," says
flooding into the Saei»;;er aftficcs. Tl>e .Tnolher
my
free so T can"Just
gel a leave
fair swat
Jlem telephone is worked overtime good arm applicant.
answering iii,|iiiries. One would think at the mosquitoes. That's the only
Ihe desire lo sleep in a graveyard thing I'm afraid of in any graveyard.
spr:«gs as clerniii in the human
to any charitable
breast as hope To dale, ir>5 formal I'll gi\c the money
you name."
applications have been received— orgaiiiralion
A
ne^ro
writes
"I
would
whilj men, white women, colored glad to be scared to death only
at yourbe too
exmen. colored women, even children,
pense. I'le.nse select me."
cducdicd
uneducated
Many This
np- "I ha\
no terror
for ghosts,"
plirnlions and
arc from
out of town.
estlyeconlesses
a business
man- modbusiness bids f.Tir to rival the cx- .January 2H promises to be a big
citemnit created in the rural dis- nigtit for science — the only doubt is,
that the ha'nts will be so afraid of
Incls,
Tho by
upp!i>.Stiihbs"
rations milking
reflect boast.
both lack 'the concentrated determination and
of fear and magnificent courage I research that they won't face fhe music. Ghost.s, accordng to revelations
Those
who .nrfsaymothey
do not b''Iieve
in glrojls
illustration
of the to date, arc better at scaring weakformer — they are ii> the majority. But minded persons out of their boots,
a great many applications have been and handing out flapdoodle to tliose
received from persons who say they who are willing to pay for it, than
do bclicse in gliostb and liavc the at doing anything constructive "in the
naturol dread of seeing them— but arc interest of science,"
yet
lest. willing to go through -with the
These
New

news

Orleans

stories
lau^h.

made

EVENING

Spiritualist
Don

.

t Play

Says

About

Ghosts

Graveyard

One Woman Believes Spirits Return and Is An.\ious to
See Them — Wants Pencil and Pad So as to Chronicle All That Happens.
■"'I iiavc tried all m.v life to see
It is now definitely established tliati one,
but so far have not .succeeded.
ghosts
appear hasto developed
humans or whether
don't. ' I am very anxious lo sec one and
Hut a doubt
they make themselves visible in a,\ liopc yoxi will choose nic. Of course
graveyard. A spiriluaHst, who s.iys \ou would let me have a pencil aud
she has made a special study of the aoiebook, so I could take down anythat might happen, for I would
psOtJiology of spirits, laiscil thc| Hiing
not want to forget anything. I would
<Iuestioii in that
discussing
experiment
will be themade^'ravcyurd|
Friday) imt exaggerate anything, either, but
night when the Sucugci- AnuiseineiiL give tile plain facts Of my experiOompany
will topaypassseveral
respon-in .-iiKiihcr while woman writes, - i ain
sible persons
the night
believer in spirits, .iiid have
different cemeteries, chained to a ■IHadtrue:i iiicat
experiences with
bed, and sleep, if they can, or ask ilu'in. i hclicxcmany
I could handlc'yoiir
any wraith tiiat disturbs tlicu slum- i^usiiicss wilh neatness aand dispatch."
ber what they consider the most im- " The cjiiestioii I want to ask the
portant question in the world.
white man,
"and in1
i.clieir ence " ilwrites
IS the a greatest
ipicstioii
"I know ;ill about ghosts,' said spirits,"
ilii- win Id. is this: If a human crca- j
this
spiritualist.
"I'\c
seen
Ihon!',
many times aud talked with tlicm. line IS doina his best to' live a pure •
And I know that spirits appear only' .111(1 soil-sacrificing life, will this be ,
icv,;nd?d during his earthly lifetime,!
to theirvisible
loved inones,
or make
.selves
places
where tlicin-'
they
Iirrcaflcr,
if it question
will be, how?'".
have left soinelliiug that they want o. This
l■.i^cs ;ind
another
which
ii:i.i,'lit
he
asked
the
spirits:
If a per-!
to "N'ow
be found.
Tlial's
logical,
isn't
H'l,
of course, the persons chosen sun leads .i self-sacrificing life
in ex- |
to spend the night in the graveyard P'-'ctalion of reward during this life, |
may have loved ones buried there.. ill other words, if he cspects |>aygreater than the sacrifice, how |
But the chances
theystrangers,
won't Theso iiicnt
;.ir IS his s.nprificc?
chances
are that aretotal
f.iving to Bo Feared
to speak,
picked. for
That a breaks
up
one ofwri',1the>e c.\cuscs
>piriV 111 in iking application for the test.
to come Other
bacA. Reason Broken
.Hiiitlici' man tells why he isn't afraid.
" I ha\c novej- yel heard." he says,
"of
person are
beingtheharmed
"You know '-ourself tJial the av- (lead,a ivather
living byto tlic
lie
erage
person
dot
n't
spcid
much
time
in a graveyard, n," average person feared
ihiln the dead."
spiritualist
keeps away from si"*" aids as much w.TsThecpioted
at Ihe whose
bcfiiniiing.-ugumeiit
of this
'aIS friend
he posb:bly
can.
One
miiy
follow
there occasionally, lliitj article sajTi Ihe same. "Spirits "never
terrifyfeltanyone,"
speaking gciievally, a graveyard is tlic| try
h.ivcto.never
fear ofsheaii>saids|)irit"[
last
on earth a person want:) I 'I saw. But some people are afraid of
to goplace
to.
ghosts — just as Ihcy .irc afraid o!
"If tilt is the case, what arc llie
chances of anybody having hidden: A colored woman rises superior even
anything in the graveyard? Wh;. , noli
to physical
She lady
writes:what"I
one
a milliDii.
.Not breaks
one in aup luiu-1
and sawfears.
a white
ilrid inmillion.
So that
the! |went
other
reason.
knows something about spirits and
r\e never watched ;n a^ she said i surely would gel intestinal
gL'tvc^jid- hut it stands to icasoii| trouble if 1 Slept in the gravCjjVH, j
that no ghosts will appear there. mice."
1 vc never found anything to sub and you know, boss, my heallli is!
.slantirtie the the claim that the dead all I got, but 1» might take a chance |
rise at night and do stunts wih heir anyhow if I can take a lantern."
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Tliey don't n;int us humans lo get received
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"em inthemselves.
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do need
Is sleep
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I'dB rather
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'' formal Question Krfitor, Sacnger Arausetnaill
it a wom.Tii
city. The white man chosenl
applicalion lo be chosen for the test Company,
believes differently. She believes that. to spend the night chained lo a beiT
in a cemetery
H'J'i;marIh^
lOiKlilioiis arc right in a graveyard while
woman. will
$60; bethe given
colored
lli.it llic ilcicl arc closer to a gravethe
colored
-woman,
$100
jd'd th.,n any other place; and that !i'io:
will be released Saturday moinins' hi
an Item representative, and their cj
.1to pcisupernatural
son's mind pitch
can bein better
tuned
a graveyard.
periences taken
It's th knowl
inn/
She writes.
com.fqrtable
way down.
tbc reporter
.\nxioas to Retnrii
W interviewing the other world.
"1 am
and I conditions
earnestly the
believe thatserious,
under certain
spirits ot those departed can return
and iliat they arc anxious to do so,
but wc are not in harmony or the
conditions of the atmosphere and
vibrations of ether are not such as
lo alloAv Ihcin to reach us
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not mat I know ot. ^coul arouna, Olroyd, old boss, and see if you cau find
"I w.-is quite conscious of all that
my
can't voufinish
ling other
on my sock.
pants I until
do. put- was ai-ound me— but in thinking of
the many
under 'Ithe
Wet Night In Dry Town
went
down, forms
and down.
had eiiitli.
nil the1
yes.
the
light
blew
out.
It's
Own
Business,
It Is Found a "Oh,
time
in
the
world—
for
I
knew
defithing Ityousurebirds
gave Ituswasa tent
nitely that morning would never
lastgoodnight.
rained.
the
.My
thoughts
dwelt
on
this
nettcsl night I ever saw in a dry come.
earth. 1 wondered just how old oldit
town. goI don't
know
what
made
that
Girl Finds Bouquet Flowers on Bed After Spending light
was, how many, many forms were
out. It wus the suddenest right
me. inI followed
old
lying, (Under
wrapped
their lastthissleep,
Night in Ceme.' ry — Man's Lantern Mysteriously thing I ever saw. Now you saw it, earth
from the beginning of time,
Blows Out and oock Is Misplaced During His now
through
all
the
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up
to
the
pres
you
didn't"Thenvouafter
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the first
Slumbers.
time,
understaml
— a Totn
cat enl day — or rather night. The forthe organic
earth life
and that
the had
vaclimbed up on the tomb next my cent
rious mations
formsof of
tTie
••oVers
to
their
cots.
The
eouraire
and
began
to
sing.
Leastwavs,
it inhabited
By THOMAS EWING DABNEY
the earth since the beginsounded
like
a
Tom
cat.
It
had'
that
ond
t^ie
sincerity
of
the
subjects
warHow many graveyards were
One great doubt as to the hereafter r.mtfd this.
vicious curl to its voice that con- under ning.
own special graveyard. Ot
has been solved. Ghosts know cnouRh
vinced me it was a Tom Cat. I never course myI realized
Lantern Went Out.
none of them
to keep in out of the rain. They
heard a Tommie — I mean a Tabbv-cat could be quite as that
Though
tney
did
not
sec
any
aclu
•!
nice as mine, and
know
enough
to
attend
to
their
own
sing
like
he
did.
I
v,as
afraid
to
business.
shosts, they rrnort some string" e.-s- throw my shoe. I don't believe in was actually beginning to grow fond
Lefeve's lantern blew out. ghosts — hut there is no use stirring of my little cot and Its surroundings.
Lift up your hearts and rejoice perlencc,
o' the tyr'- of lant-7n <hat biirT; up
classed the formations of the earth
therefore; for death has lost one of asU iisteadily
trouble. Finally he -nent away Iinto
taxes in a hurricane; but
a chapter of a great oook, each
its horrors, as a result of the scient - t!id(tfnly, itas went
after
singing
Hagliacci
-worse
th.i.-i
out.
Explain
it
if
stratum
being a page. I turned pages
fic expedition the Saengcr .Amusement
Caruso. I wish General Arsenc Per- anrl pages,
from the first age, where
company sent to the graveyards of yon can. Lefcve can't.
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been
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Maybe
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Then where
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new fonns appcired as the leaves
\'ew Orle.Tns Friday night. Immor- wasn't
learn
sometiiing
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the
opera.
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he
put
when
he
unwere
being
laid, the forms growing
tality consists in more than skeleton
you can. atrvwonder
Brunswielt I.oeb didn't larger as each leaf was placed. 1
to getHarry
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dances, p.nrading around in sTiecls that t f. <, dressed. Expl.-'in thatwas if Bslcrp.
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up to the present time,
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turn dima new
sock under the rose? That and and
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n gentleman
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grave
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light leaf
an
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their boots.
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ugly
that
.$25
doesn't
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satisof
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when
The
Item
reprcsoiitoIf ghosts over rcvenlcd themselves tive found her ver-- much at home in
Put Cover Over Head
to mortsls. Ihcv
" „, wnild
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But
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gets pals
more atthanH. i5'25
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it.
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and
.vUnesse, positively declare Beer's office bet him 9115 that he crawling creatures, but this certainly
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advertised Eighteen
■nlie:i dasii't sleep in the graveyard. He was the ugliest lizard I have ever
bouquet before.
the night
have tli»
he did
in Thea Hem,
no onesense
doub'sas <;he
wentnot tliero
that
ghost and
has since
as much
And how it grew! With every
There
is
a
del'clous
fascination
about
slept.toHetheslept
soundfully. And he's met.
mustard.
inch closer to me It seemed to grow
a live person, and since politics does- the suggestion that .-^hosts are as JI.IS
n't enter into the question, it is to (rallant as humans. And thn fact that
"Boss,
it grew to immense profied." it weren't so haj-d,"
Tim in size, yes,
be presumed that ba'nt'-. continue pa-j 'hey do not leave their cards or make BuiTcIl, the colored seeker, said
portions, and was covered with horns.
"after I
tronize this prlladium after thev hav themselvt-s
Its
green
eyes
once
got
"to
known
nfiows
that
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sleep.
But
I
didn't
get like auto lights.shone in the darkness
hcrnme disfranchised— though it is a are more platoiilc.
to sleep until '-nost davbicak. Too
fart that the advertising field in this Miss Smith, by the way. Is qiiit- diirned
quiet.
Then
the
win'
came
put mytried
headto under
direction has been very imperfectly a tnystery In horse'f. She will not ;ind I hearn a noise like skeletonsup and"I again
sleep. the
The covers
night
woiltcd. That however. Is bccnu'e allow
playing the xylophone on dey ribs, grew stiller and blacker, and ll:e
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to
be
pliotograo'icd
fullblacker
the
night,
the
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the
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Schwartz
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after
face.
Ghosts
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be
exbut
I
'lows
as
it
was
on'y
the
magthe business. If a man that fat
stones seemed to grow. They were
d to wantthemselves.
to know why
nolia leaves a-rustlin.' I sho' is glad to constantly
: could get himself put into jail, he
forepectereveal
Hut and
the theremosl
shifting
around.
Thoy
kept
you. boss."
' could sell white space to a spook. Anyyou sleep here tonight, Tim coming closer. I was In the center of
did — If they did that — wa« to lay see"Would
1 way, the fact that no wraiths showed they
a
great
crowd
of
dancing
tombstones.
some
anonymous
flowers
near
liei' up. proves conclusively that they have sleeping foot. Not that she didn't l ave forTimanother
■?50?" carefully.
considered
.A bell somewhere was softly tolling
followed Laertes' advice to Ophel-a, some experiences. She did. She Jmd
the mfdnlght hour. .A white mist
boss.'
tonight,
work
gotter
"I
Tim is 'a diplomat.
seemed floating towards me, and as It
I moon.
and don't reveal the!r oeanties to the nearly a column of them. They are recame nearer the mist lifted, showing
produced
elsewhere.
Aswere
the caught
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Said Miss Edna May Smith:
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Solre
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from
her
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they
by
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skeleton perched ou the
bed topgrinning
to mya last
being escorted
I A white girl, a white man and short-hand.
of one of the tombstones. He
and bidding
the cemetery,
in ".After
colored man comprised the SacnTer
Lefevo Hard to Wake
pointed
his
at me, each joint
good-iiight to my escorts, I tried to in his fingerfinger
Amusement company's scientific '•^v-!- It ynn like collecting a bill to w.-ikr compose
visible. He leaped at
myself tor slumber.
dition to seek the answer to "The Lefeve.
me. I jumped and attempted to run.
His head was wrapped In his
Greatest Question." The Greatest beds.
A cricket
Considered
it a Joke
up. jumped on my face and 1
I considered
the " whole woke
blanket and he was snoring like twin ".At first
happens
to beof thethe name
aQuestion"
dreadnaupht
drama
moviesof
proceeding as a huge Joke, -hut when
"Again
1 fell asleep, and to anybody
I
glanced
around
into
the
black,
still
coming to the Strand soon; but the •Huh?' he said, after Foster 01- night, which appeared to be the that needs
absolute quiet to fall
"urpose of this expedition was to ask royd, manager of the Strand; Leon
Harsh, of the publicity department, biHckesf. slilli*^ niiht I ever remem- asleep, I can certainly recommend the
'he ha'nls to solve the riddle of the and
universe.
cemeterj'
as
spotfigure
for appeared
a good
the visitor from The Item had
siesta. .Again the
a white
bersoexperiencing,
the the
jokemore
wasn't1 before
Miss Edna Mas' Smith, of 2024 St. hammered on him a while. "Huh?"
quite
funny,
and
me,
and
this
time
I
thodgtat
I
Peter, was the elrl; A. M. Lefeve, of
Bouden, the man, and Joseph
..v"^
1 didn't,"•'"lysaidspiritsf"
Lefeve, yarn- thought of it the more reason I had wclald be brave. However, he put me
Tim Burrell, emnloyed in the mailing
ingwaysand beenbeginning
"I've al- for coming to the conclusion that at my ease immediately by remarkinterestedto indress.
spirits. I was the joke was on me.
department of The Hem. the colored especially
not, for
hoping Old Taylor would
"Nowing: 'Fear
I knew
veryI am
well-with
he you.'
was
man. They passed the night in three
me. There was a lot oi ".An owl, perched on a nearby there, but xvhelher w.th me or against
different cemeteries. The Sacn;»cr come to' wanted
to ask him, as:
tomb, cruakcd in an uncanny voice, m«, I cou'dn't tell. But not to be outs'ekers feared that possibly chosls
done in politeness 1 Inquired about
niU Mayor
might be prejudiced against certain catchers'
vote? Behrman get the dog ' Who's Who"— but by that time I
'ocaltles, so they chose three persons
his health,
he wantcould
hardly
tell
who
I
realjy
was,
ed. He saidandhe asked
wantedwhata story
for
Ben Casanas wears a rose In much less answer the owl.
for the Jest, and put them in ceme- h""Why
butlon)i
oIe
.Monday,
Wednesd
ay
terVs In s-ariou" parts of the city. and Friday,
The Item and when I told him I -was
very
sorry
to
disappoint
him,
that
"After
sitting
shivering
for
what
violets
Tuesday,
They irere chos»n by lot from some, Thursday and andSaturday
?
seemed to me an eternity, 1 decided I hadn't "inything to say," lie shed
?50 annlicanfs. They received comtears, yes, ronl tears, and ns they fell
to try
Sleep qocsn't
Tiensatlon as follows: Miss Smith, f'h: thinks
of the
election?
.u'-'^y*'"
General
McCror
really
to
one toin sleep.
a graveyard
as soortcomeas on my face 1 awoke with a start.
y
Mr Lefeve, ¥25: and Tim Barrell. '.in. "The day's winners?
your head tcfaches the pillow — oh, no ! The rain -was boating down on my face,
They were absolutely alone — not
1 tossed and. turned. J tried to I was wet through. In the east a
'ven allowed the c ompany of a dog.
Rut unknown to them, the Saenge?
'jHpJv
long prohibit
What
happen ionto will
the last?
police- count the sheep jumping over the
light for
appeared
the breaking
slty and
man thatwill
I rejoiced,
the dayin was
witnessed the kindapping fence, but each sheep appeared to gray
romoany bad watchmen slatinnrd of Curly?
be a tombstone, and by tnc time I —no very nice day, to be sure, but
t'cnrby. to prevent practical jokers
from ovtting across my skuldnTeerv.
\t the last m'^ment. it was decided to
"What Jack and Van are going to do I OhI
'"eaehed
I found
it wasanyno kind
use. any old day looked good to me."
how 901,873
I wished
for just
do awav with ♦he leff iro"s cha'^in;* with Sassiety's goat?
'But no one showed up— leastways. ' noise.
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Franchise

a

theatre.

The intelligence and business acumen that placed the
leading exhibitor in each district in his position of
leadership will prompt him to seek a franchise when
he investigates.
For the protection of ourselves and other independent
exhibitors who place their confidence in our keeping,
it will be our purpose to select franchise holders evervwhere who will strengthen our organization.
Correspondence invited.
Applications will be considered in order of their receipt.

Send For Our Booklet
"A

FRANCHISE

Exhibitors

TO

INDEPENDENCE"

Defense

Committee

Composed of members of
The First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.

Address
Exhibitors Defense Committee
Care First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.
6 West 48th Street, New York, N. Y.
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IN an idle moment, Sherlock Holmes declared to his friend, Watson, that
if he could lift the roofs off all the houses in London and peep in upon
the hidden lives of the inmates, the number
ling. This is what

of tragedies would

be appal-

"
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Elucidator

of

Mysteries

does.
with

He
him.

raises the roof and
They

are your

you

peep in

neighbors,

that

" Tex " introduces to you. Everyday folk
they are, but they have their masks off and
their heart rendering
concealed

tragedies and carefully

sins, are unexpectedly

revealed

with a vividness that is startling.
It is this realism

and

humanness

of the

twelve five-r^el ''Tex" stories, in addition to
the sustained interest and mystery always associated with the best detective stories, that
will pack picture houses, and build big bank
balances.
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Ask Us for a Copy of the Wonderful

Advertising and Publicity Cam-

paign Book That Shows How to Exploit " The Sacred
Flame " to Capacity Houses

Wonderjul Poster
iWonderjul Display Ac
Wonderful P uh licit
Wonderful Lobby Displa
Everything All Complet

exploitation book.
on— "THE SACRED FLAME" are being
sold RIGHT NOW! ! ! That means that if
you want to get in on this SENSATIONAL
BOX OFFICE WINNER— if you want to give
your trade something entirely different, some
hiunan, gripping — something they'll talk
about . . . GET YOUR INQUIRY IN
FOR TERRITORY NOW. To back up Independent Exchanges and State Rights men,
we have prepared a wonderful showman's

h

pacred
^ffen

and

dLTecfed

bp

This book is a whale of an affair. Packed
from cover with advertising, publicity, and a
wealth of ideas that actually guarantees
every exhibitor who plays this production the
surest profits he ever went after. We want
you to have a copy of this great book. We
want you to REALIZE what a genuine Box
Office winner we have, and just how far
every live exhibitor can go with —

.^J^okaia

lame
'?.*pclioin.er--^famiiQ

feveii9

Emi

ly

you have a brilliant Box Office Star, whose money getting
powers have been proven in many
former stage successes and film productions. You get a gripping super dramatic
story. Metropolitan inyestittire, with a
wealth of details and production punches
for which the great Schomer is famous in
past successes of stage and screen. " The
Sacred Flame " is one of the big 3 independent releases of the year. You simply
can't afford to miss it.
HERE

•■■■V

ion of
info.rmat
for sold
or wire
E tory
WRITterri
Write or
already
wire for terms. Let us give you
the facts on why " The Sacred Flame " is
going to be a smashing winner. EXHIBITORS— for New York State bookings
communicate with Sam Zierler, Commonwealth Pictures,, 1600 Broadway, New
York. Exhibitors in other territories can
get information on where to book " The
Sacred Flame " by writing or wiring us.
DO IT TODAY and play this winner
FIRST in your house. ACT NOW.

Schomer-Ross
Productions,
126 West 46th Street, New York.
E. S. Manheimer
v^--'--

General Manager

A/Egan Cobb, State Rights
Sales Manager

Inc.
.■It!

THE

most enthralling detective stories ever screened.

Incomparable

in their sus-

pense. Startling in their climaxes.
Here's a series of detective stories that is
different.
An all-star cast selected with infinite care, including Glen White.
David Wall, Joe Striker, Alexander Frank, Jane McAlpin and others.

TEX

Elucidator

of

Mysteries

Jane McAlpin
WHY

did she hide the name of the real criminal and thus compel the man she
loved to suffer imprisonment and disgrace?
Was it the dread of scandal

which kept her lips sealed? This 'is a typical situation in the " Tex " series,
which gives these detective stories a gripping irresistible appeal, which is responsible
for the dramatic touch that sky-rockets them far beyond the average detective story.
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are (Chaplin's funniest
comedies.
'riie> lia\ e been booked by the
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CORSICAN

BROTHERS

22'
FEBRUARY
KELEASED
Supervised by L. J. Gasnter
Directed by Colin Campbell
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''The Qorsican

brothers'

achie\'es his greatest success
in Dumas' immoftai classic

Millions have read the story, in every
Ian guage in the civilized worldMany more millions will vvant to sec
the story" hroug^ht to life on tlie screen.
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THE

SPORTING

Screen adaptation by Lucien Hubbard
Directed by GEORGE

TERWILLIQER

DUCHESS

The greatest race that ever happened has been perpetuated on the
screen. It will be run over and over again before the straining eyes of
millions in the film ver.sion of this famous Drury Lane melodrama,
M

"The Sporting Duchess. " The plunging hooves of blooded animals,
and the craning necks of blooded aristocrats and the sidelong, lurking
gaze of plotting conspirators and tKe prayers of frightened souls all
hanging on the turn of fate that lies in the hearts of those tearing animals —
all form a brew of drama in this masterpiece of the screen.
Alice Joyce playing the role, is queenly. This is a film that will make
one's blood seethe.
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Interiors

that

Ad

One of the innovations of Lester Park and Edward Whiteside
is that which has been developed
in the scenic effects under the
skillful direction of A. Bela

*Direjctor
a.Befci Ort
VtroqK-S'Eower
TorK-COhiteside 9ix>ductions

Viragh-Flower.
Too few of the film producers
have realized the possibilities of interiors
Some of
the better stage producers, such as Belasco and Ordynski, of the Metropolitan Opera House, have
proven that a whole story can virtually be told before
a word is spoken, if the backgrounds and hangings
are of the right kind.
In the new school of scenic art, we find such masters as Bakst, Anisfeld, Urban, Pogany and Wenger.
Add to these the name of Flower, one of the greatest
in film circles, because he has devoted his genius to
the perfection of interiors related only to the screen.
" Interiors that Act " are a development of ParkWTiiteside Productions. You will recognize ParkWhiteside Productions the moment the scenes appear
on the screen by the fact that they are marvelous
actors in themselves.
They tell the story before the human
moved a muscle or spoken a word.

actors have

Watch the other producers imitate Flower's Interiors that Act, but more particularly be the first in
your city to take advantage of this brand new screen
innovation.
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you have been hunting for pictures which will appeal to old and
young, high-brow and low-brow alike without exception, your efforts

may heretofore have been disheartening. But here's your opportunity.
Don't let it get away from you ! No one can resist this series of twelve absorbing stories.
With an all-star cast, brilliant direction, and realistic settings, these pictures will offer an entertainment that will hold the interest of your audience
from start to finish.
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Small,

The Edward Small organization appreciates the coveted position to which it has risen in the
motion picture field.
We know now, more than ever, that we must render a distinct service to the producer.
We the
did element
not spring
full blown
" into being.
nor has
of "chance
contributed
to our Nothing
success. of the sensational has attended our growth,
We have continually prospered in a field strewn with the wreckage of transient competition.
That we have prospered and outdistanced organizations begun, apparently, with similar intent,
is due we believe, to constant fidelity to the high resolve with which we entered the lists. That resolve was to render a service of such business like character to the producer, the artist and the author,
upon whom our success is dependent, that we should come to be considered, by each and all, as essential to their highest individual and collective good.
The work of Edward Small, Inc., has been
artist, the author and the producer know that
cut business result. In our capacity of liaison
to represent, not only artists of known ability,
with their activities, but to bring new faces and
represent, the heretofore unrecognized.

done in a new, but in a well-thought-out way. The
through us, they can transact business with a cleanbetween producer, artist and author, it is our business
in a way that the producer is kept in constant touch
new artists to the attention of the producer, and so

We live in a world where nothing is permanent — but change. A fickle motion picture public
demands new loves each day. As the world goes 'round old people die and new are born to take
their places, so in the Motion Picture World, old personalities wear out and new ones must neces*
sarily be found to replace them.
Among artists, in a peculiar sense, only the fittest survive over long periods of glory and become
standardized, and in an industry of such proportions as that of motion pictures, the needs of today,
are doubled day after tomorrow.
A constant stream of new artists, of whom new things can be said and for whom
can be created, must pass into the studios and be utilized in productions.
An important function of Edward
new and old.

new interest

Small, Inc., is to acquaint the producer with these artists,

We have attempted in the past, and are highly resolved for the future to do this liaison work between the artist and the producer, and the author and the producer with such expedition and completeness that neither can afford to leave us out of the reckoning.
Faithfully,
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Theatre

's InHuence
on
the Picture
Everywhere you go today the theatre is the thing.
Chicago, Kansas City, Omaha, Denver — even in Los Angeles where production

has

Til

always ruled — they are talking of Grauman's and Loew's new sites, of what Fox and
Goldwyn and Paramount will do, of Sol Lesser and Gore Bros, entrance into the First
National, etc.
The theatre seems supreme.
And this fact is of much significance to the picture and the trade.
These many new theatres — there seems no limit to their size, cost, magnificence and the
building advantages thrown recklessly their way — are going to demand a new order of picture.
There's no doubt about that. The far sighted producer already realizes it and feels the'
heavy responsibility.
Considerable and fine creature genius will be demanded.
Fine showmanship will be needed, too.
Two to five thousand seats will have to be filled — not merely on crowded Broadway
but in many cities and in several competing theatres in these cities.
In the expansion of the picture, and the modes of presentation to meet this increased public demand, this highest class demand, the point should be made right now and emphatically that
the picture itself should supply the new attractions.
We must not and we need not borrow from the speaking stage, opera, concert singing,
instrumental music, etc., unless these borrowed attractions are made incidental parts of and apt
interpretations of the picture itself.
If this is not done, not only will the possibilities of the picture be carelessly overlooked
but its wonderful hold upon the masses will not be taken advantage of, and, in our opinion, the
show \\'\\\ sufTer.
Certainly, at this stage, of the game, we don't want to subsidize the picture to less profitable entertainment and — what is highly important, to stultify its artistic development.
In our opinion, some wonderful new angles will be successfully developed this vear in
motion picture entertainment.
Other problems arise too out of our big new fleet of theatres.
Will the cities be over theatred?

We believe not. Prosperity is ahead of us, inevitably. Better pictures and better theatres
will attract new classes. This is the day of the picture theatre in the entertainment world. And
we have a new kind of picture theatre. We cannot use, for comparison, past traditions and conditions.
It is true that the building of new theatres in the larger cities is due, to a considerable extent, to the determination of the producer to secure first run representation.
It seems to us that too much insistence is laid upon first run representation and that good
pictures — the right kind — do not need this artificial assistance.
Just the same it is obvious that the first run is a necessarv factor to the advertising
and
se
Ihng of the pictures; and, at any rate, the producer is out to get it, at any cost.
It will break
One excellent readjustment will come out of the new theatre building,
down the closed town situation.

It is a dangerous thing for the customer to dictate prices.
It has never been helpful nor
possible m any other business, and it won't be in this.
W^ill there be enough good pictures for these new theatres?
Writing from Los Angeles and looking back to New York we would say yes—
that never
before has creative effort and the means to back it been so active and abundant.
WM. A. JOHNSTON.

Some of page.
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Johnson
as will
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opposite
row,make
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the important
left — George
and for years
importantA.figure
in thespeaks
industry;
Samuel
S. Hutchir,
son, president of the American film Company; George K. Spoor, of Essanay fame. Second row— Ross C. Cropper, president of the Cropper Distributin
Corporation; Nathan Ascher, whose chain of theatres makes him internationally famous; Colonel IVm. N. Selig, another of the veteran producers; Peter j
Schaefer, one of the prominent exhibitors of the Windy City. Next row — Max Levy, manager of Robertson-Cole's Chicago exchange; O. F. Spahr, generc
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Enterprise
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of the First
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of theNational
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Universaloffice
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phicago's
of an
tlie title ago,
wassometime
to Chicago!"
^^y^^X
I I editorial
w e wrote
in
which a fervid appeal was made for
ondance at one of our ever-disappointing
libitors' conventions.
On to Chicago," grinned a suphisti•.ed Xew York newspaper man who was
' that time a member of the News editorial
iff,
why, individual
everybody'sis on
I his" same
nowto a Chicago."
resident of
icago and he refuses to see anything funny
all about the facetious remark he once
jle. In fact he avers solemnly that anye, especially a New Yorker, makes a joke
himself when he attempts a joke on
icago.
All other Chicagoans seem to feel the same
iv about it. especially those in the picture
-iness. They have a kindly toleration for
,' provincial X'ew Yorker.
' You fellows do a lot of talking," they
, "we deliver the goods.'
.\.nd apparently they're about right.
Chicago is a very large dot on the motion
picture map. It is a big exchange center — is,
lias been, always will be. We shall see there,
some day, one of those big joint clearing
liouses which the film business is destined to
have ;— Chicago will have the biggest of them
all.
Right now the exchanges cover a lot of
floor space, we can recall them as small offices. They have grown so large today that
the " loop " doesn't want to house them any
longer, under present roofs, because of the
film they store. Chicago needs a big film
building very badly. It will be inadvisable
to scatter
exchanges.
The exhibitors'
interests as athecustomer
and their
own interests
as selling agents demand that the exchanges
be housed together.
Chicago will always dominate as a distributing center, in the film business as in
other business in which speedy shipments are
necessary. It has the striking geographical
advantage. Rothacker, for instance, while
he is establishing printing laboratories in Los
.\ngeles and New York will always maintain
headquarters in Chicago because of its shipping advantages, especially in distributing
the prints, and Rothacker ought to know.
Chicago's position in the film business has
changed greatly. Its career in the film industry- meanwhile has been prominent and
interesting.
In the early days Chicago held New York's
present place, as a political center. Here
were held those exciting meetings, secret or
supposedly secret, out of which were born
the General, Universal and Mutual companies. Today that is all changed. The
political pendulum has swung to and sticks
to New York. Chicago keeps a large ear
toward the eastern metropolis and Chicagro's
hands are ver\- busy distributing film.
Politics are decidedly incidental. Chicagoans
Twentieth Centurv to New York nowadavs.
get an earful and go back to work. They
sav that once in a while is a plenty.
Because its exchanges are important. Chicago needs good men as exchange managers ;
jconsequently
is receiving
rig-ht ainne:
the men who Chicago
make records
elsewhere
The
i;

By Wm. A. Johnston
Place
on
next stepping stone is apt to be the post of
exchange manager in New York.
Here s the roster today :
Pathe Film Exchange, E. A. Eschmann ;
Select Pictures Corporation, Ben Beadell ;
Runkel
;
Goldwyn
Distributing Corporation, 1. \'an
Yitagraph Incorporated, Fred Aiken;
Fox Film Corporation, C. W . Eckliardt.
Robertson-Cole
Distributing Corporation,
Max
Levy ;
Universal Film Exchanges, Inc., . I. L.
Lesserman ;
Pla} ers-Lasky, Fred Cresswell ;
manFamous
;
Metro Pictures Corporation, Jack GrauFirst National Exhibitors, R. C. Seery and
Harry Weiss ;
United Pictures Theatres of America,
Jack
NextO'Toole.
year we may need some of these men
in New York.
The Capital Film Company, headed b\'
President Earnhardt, Treasurer Milligan and
General !Manager C. Eddy Eccles has become
a prominent factor in the purchase of world
rights to pictures as has The Cropper Distributing Corporation with Ross C. Cropper
at the helm.
As a states right mart Chicago continues
to be an important factor and among the
companies active in this field are Mickey
Film Corporation, Ludwig Schindler, Pres..
Arthur Lowy, General Manager, which also
has recently acquired the L^. S. rights to the
Sedish Biograph's big picture, " The Woman
He Chose " ; Bee Hive Exchange, R. C.
Cropper, president ; Celebrated Players Film
Corporation, J. L. Friedman, president :
Silee Film Exchange, Lee Herz, president ;
Lenity Photoplay Company, Frank Zambrino,
president; Doll Van Film Corporation, D. N.
Vandawalker, mgr. ; Commonwealth Pictures
Corporation, H. A. Spanuth, president ; Hyman Attractions and others.
Chicago used to be quite a producing
center, too. Formerly the trade paper editor
spent most of his time in the spacious offices
of George Kleine, S. S. Hutchinson, George
K. Spoor, Wm. N. Selig, talking about stars,
directors, stories and pictures in general.
Today the well-known Chicago studios of
Selig and Essanay are closed. Their respective heads are not idle, it's true. Colonel
Selig. who made the first big American picture, "The Spoilers," will, in our opinion,
make more triumphs and, in fact, has recently
scored with " Auction of Souls " and " The
Lost City," made in Los Angeles. George
K. Spoor is wealthy enough to devote himself to his hobby, the technical side of the
business and in addition to his large printing
activities is about to launch a new camera
which may bring about a considerable technical advance in picture making.
George Kleine is bringing out " Deliverance," the important Helen Keller picture
and is doing a considerable business with
reissues of " Quo Vadis " and " Last Days
of Pompei " through independent exchange
distribution. The .American Film Company
headquarters in Chicago alone remain completely unchanged with its regular release

the
Map
through Pathe of the output of the Santa
Barbara studios.
The Capital Film Company has opened its
new extensive, executive oftices in the Consumers' Building. The Emerald Film Company is producing with Billy West and Alice
Howell at its Chicago studio. Joe Friedman
of the Celebrated Players is making the
" Gump " cartoons. The Rothacker studios
are busy right along with the making of industrial pictures. H. D. Spanuth is turning
out " Sermonettes " and his new " Billy
Whiskers " comedies. Ebony is putting
some comedies on the state rights market and
recently released "Do the Dead Talk?"
The well-known George Kleine library of
educational films and all of the Essanay subjects suitable for institutional showing have
been taken over by A. F. Victor. Mr. Victor, whose Victor Animatiograph plant at
Davenport, Iowa, has been enlarged to a
capacity of fifty machines a day is now making his headquarters and devoting his entire
time to the Safety Standard Film 'for the
portable machine, to the very large and important work of the supply of adequate film
service to go with it, to the perfection of the
amateur camera and to all those big pioneer
problems concerned with the bringing of the
motion picture to the school, church and
home.
We all glimpse at the possibilities of the
huge new field for the film. We all know
that its successful development is inevitable.
It looks right now as if Chicago w^ould be its
center and permanent headquarters.
Chicago is the home of the Motiograph,
one of American's best known projection
machines, both here and abroad. A. C. Roebuck is now devoting practically all of his
time to the greatly enlarged plant and business of the Enterprise Optical Company ; and
O. F. Spahr expects soon to have his office
organization so complete that he can freget from his hard working desk and
into the quently
field.
Among the outstanding film personages
in Chicago today, we find very prominent the
heads of the large theatre chains. We talk
a good deal and print a good deal about Nate
Ascher, Sam Katz, Joseph Trinz, Aaron
Jones, Peter J. Schaefer, Andrew Karzas and
other leading showmen.
The Goldwyn Corporation has seen fit to
centre its theatre affiliations in Chicago. The
partnership deal involves not only the sixteen
Ascher houses in Chicago but other Ascher
and Goldwyn theatres in other cities, twentyeight in all.
We must add. too, that Chicago in its Chicago Allied Amusement Association, to say
nothing of its bright handy Bulletin, biweekly, conducted by Dr. Sam S. Atkinson
of Evanston, has got about the most compact
and powerful theatre local in the United
States. They beat state censorship, conducted the theatre safely through the coal
strike, actors strike and ofher labor troubles
and now have the " Flu " situation, ably and
safely in hand.
More power to them and more power to
Chicago.
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Powers

Sees

Producers

Foreign Situation Precarious and High Artists'
Salaries and Overhead Driving Industry
on Rocks, Says Universal Official

NOTE of warning to producers of America is sounded
by P. A. Powers, pr-esident of the Powers Film
Products Co., and treasurer of the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company, in a statement issued last week.
Mr. Powers urges drastic retrenchment in expenditures for
A

artists' salaries and for stories as the only way to meet the
situation which he declares will obtain when the unprecedentedly unfavorable exchange on foreign money virtually cuts in
on our foreign market.
^ What is the outlook of the motion picture business? "
said Mr. Powers. " I regret to say I am rather pessimistic.
However, there is enough optimism in this business to offset
that.
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Bankruptc>

ISSUED BY W. E. FAULKNER, AGENT
NORTHCLIFFE, BRITISH EDITOR

'Y mission is solely concerned with the creation of a
better understanding between America and England
through the medium of the ' Motion Picture.'
" Through unification of ideas and closer relationship in aims and ideals of the two great English-speaking nations,
the trade interests of both should be greatly fostered.
" It is my belief that the ' movies ', which speak a language
understood by all, are the greatest source not only of entertainment, but of social harmony, ever known in the history of civilization.
" Personal contact is one of the greatest factors in promoting
a better understanding between two peoples. With the seeming
barrier of three thousand miles of water, what power is equal to
the ' movies ' in accomplishing such result, and serving as the
channel of communication between us?
" The British people want to know more of the American
people and the only practical means of acquiring an intimate
knowledge of each other, is through visualization.
" I am very happy to state from personal contact with Lord
Northcliffe,
and been
my affiliation
the ' Northcliffe
Pressthe ',best
that ofit
has
at all times
Dur aim towith
promote
and maintain

0

" The facts which Jiave presented themselves to me in the
good relationships between the American and the British peoples."
last six months have convinced me that the motion picture industry in the United States is going to be up against a tough
time, and apparently the large factors in the industry do not
realize what is in store for them, or do not want to.
Exhibitors
Demand
a Say-S<
Conditions Getting Worse
Cleveland Body Believes It Has Right
"For the past four years, or since
To Speak for Self Rather Than Producer
the war started, the motion picture intion of exhibitors and we respe
dustry in the United States has been
and Motion Picture
Clevel
THEExhibit
blessed with unprecedented prosperity.
ors' Association on Jan. fully submit that the producers ha
Manufacturers have been able to se21 sent the following lette;- to Secre- no authority whatsoever to ten
cure unheard of prices for their protary of the Interior Franklin K. the use of the exhibitor's screens
ductions both in America and throughLane,
asking pertinent questions as any purpose whatever without givi
out the world. This condition was due
regards
the Americanization cam- official recognition to the sere
to the fact that European competition
paign in which the picture will aid. owners, the exhibitors, in order tl
was entirely wiped out and we had
Xo reply has been received by Feb. 7. certain abuses, with which your <
practical control of the world's mar" Your letter of Dec. 30th, a copy partment may not be familiar, may
kets at our prices during the war. This
Our members are ask;
of which has reached all our mem- prevented.
does not mean that the industry as a
for details which the writer cam
bers,
has
been
taken
up
for
considwhole has benefited by this condition,
furnish. I have evidence of a cc
eration by our association and, need- elusive nature, covering nearly ev
but the artists and writers have beneless
to
say,
we
heartily
endorse
the
fited by it to a very great extent, as
showing the same general fi.
Joint Congressional Committee reso- state,
you very rarely hear now that the moing of dissatisfaction over the Ir
lution
to
'upbuild
and
strengthen
the
tion picture industry is not paying the
spirit of Americanism within our of details. Your letter states, ' T
writers anything for the "children of
plan is to produce, distribute and (
their brain." They are getting now.
hibit
films,' etc. Please state ;
"
This
association,
at
our
Chicago
and have been in the past, colossal
these films to be new subjects or si
prices for the picture rights for
Convention
in
September
1918,
subp. A. Powers
jects to be taken, in part or as
stories. The artists have also ma;)eople.' mitted a plan to IMr. D. K. Xiles,
whole, from so-called ' Industrial a
terially benefited by the conditions
representing the Department of La- Educational
films ' catalogues now
bor and Mr. William .\. Brady, rep- existence? The
which have existed for the past four worse instead of better and unless the
reason I am instruct
years and their salaries have increased American producers are satisfied to
resenting the Motion Picture Pro- to ask this question is, that ma
ducers,
to
centralize
screen
publicity
accept
foreign
currency
for
their
proby leaps and bounds.
ductions they will force the foreign activities in such a way as to compel films ' of superior entertainnic
"There has been keen competition buyers into the production of pictures, screen ' slackers ' to do their bit and value' of the above class, in i
among the producers for stories and
all, carrj- an advertising .
artists, prices have been paid which which they had suspended during the thus give 100% efficiency service to nearly
propriation unknown to our patro
the
Government.
war,
and
the
American
producers
will
and
without
the slighest regard as
have been startling to the general pubthemselves up against that compelic. That was entirely due to the fact find
" We, who are familiar with the any remuneration to the screen owi
tition.
methods of certain producers of in- or his organization.
that we had the world's market and redustrial and educational films ; films
" To meet this future competition, it
ceipts from the product from the entire
" We are absolutely sure of the 1
will be impossible for the American such as your department would, we
universe.
producers to continue paying the
we assume
regarding
existunderstand, use in ' setting forth the sition
catalogued
productions.
It is
qu
"Since the cessation of hostilities,
accomplishments
of
American
manpossible
to
avoid
the
lease
friction,
phc
the
and
nomenal
prices
to
authors
for
their
St aVes
United
have" changed
conditions
and
the European
exchange
to such
an colossal salaries to artists
services and stories, although they iiood and American institutions,' were we should in a patriotic movement
extent that foreign buyers at the pres- continue to do so, notwithstanding the compelled, in order to protect our this nature, but it is impossible
screen owner members, to send out,
ent time are unable to fulfill their conavoid it and produce results unl
tracts as they could during the war facts that I have stated. Only last last July, a circular, a copy of which
proposition,
to the last
when the exchange was at par. And week I heard of a story which was I herewith enclose. This circular was the
tail,entire
will stand
investigation
by ■
mailed to all screen advertisers. It
in endeavoring to fulfill their obliga- and
sold in
in the
$200,000,
exhibitors official representative?
viewneighborhood'
of the manyof contracts
tions, foreign buyers have practically
is self explanatory. We had been im- the Supervising Committee of Ind
bankrupted themselves, with the result which the American producers have
posed upon during the war and we trial Films. This, we are sure, y*
that they are now unable to purchase entered into with stars and authors, issued it, as a warning to producers
find it a very difiicuU propo- and screen advertisers, not wishing department
that we ask will
it. grant us in the sp
American pictures at wartime prices they will
sition to contend with. It will result to cause friction during the war.
and pay for them in dollars, with the
" We do not intend any part
in considerable emconsequent result that American pro- sooner or later
" To be brief, exhibitors in general this communication as a reflect
b
a
r
a
s
m
e
n
t
i
n
the
industry.
ducers find themselves with an accumand, Cleveland in particular, want
"As iness
a dogeneral
thing,
men
incold
this facts
bus- some very necessary information, in- upon the one exhibitor member
ulation of productions which they are
not
want
to
look
unable to market in foreign territories.
asmuch as there has been no opportu- your committee, Mr. Harr>- Crand
{Continued on fage 1880)
This condition will continue to get
nity for official action by a conven- of Washington. D. C. His integi
is beyond question."
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Carpentier

Signed

KIRKPATRICK'S STATEMENT
ON
SIGNING OF CARPENTIER

THE

As. KIRKPATRICK, Vice President and General Manager
of the Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation, in com• menting on the signing of Georges Carpentier said that it
was one of the best strokes made by any motion picture
firm in many months.
" Carpentier no doubt will be one of the best drawing cards a
He
Mr. Kirkpatrick.
said records
exhibitor,"
an him.
ever given
has every
producer
prove that " and
His war
inch of
is a fighter
above all he is a gentleman. Americans only know him as the
title. He
contender
as thewants
of France
idol
who has been thrice
man Dempsey's
the Jack
to see for
America
and and
is reticent
decorated by France. The Carpentier Special no doubt will be the
knockout of the year.
" While other firms capitalized the rumor that they were after
the Frenchman's services, Robertson-Cole quietly worked until
they had the contract in hand and then gave the news to the trade
world in an officiJil statement."

Kat'l

Board

Holds

Luncheon

and a
Pictures
Pleas for Children's
" Free Screen " Are Favorably Received
rHE National Board of Review of presided at the luncheon, expressed his
Motion Pictures held its annual belief that the growing spirit of intolerance in this country was at the basis
ncheon on Saturday, January 31, at
^e Hotel McAlpin. Those who spoke of any demand for legal censorship.
j this la>i gathering, consisting of ap- He hoped that this spirit of intolerance
roximately ISO members of the Na- would not enter into the use of the mopnal Board and a few invited guests,
tion picture for Americanization purposes. This seemed to be guarded
jere Miss Mary Shaw, stage artist, and
liss Mary Gray Peck, lecturer and against, however, by the broad attitude
lib woman, both members of the Na- towards the motion picture taken by
Secretary Lane's committee on
.1 Board's Advisory Committee; Americanization.
am A. Brady, president of the
onal .Association of the Motion
re Industn,-; Major Raymond Marine
Film Records
nan, Secretar\- of the AmericanGet Showing
>n committee, appointed by Secrery of the Interior Lane ; Rupert
public showing of the offiughes, from the Authors' League ; Thecial first
record films of the activities of the
d George Middleton, playwright.
United States Marine Corps in France
^'i«s Shaw won applause when she and Germany was made on February
n a plea for special performances 4 before the S. Rankin Drew Post, of
: children, and indeed for special
jeatres for children.
The old and the American Legion, at' its general
and monthly dinner at Keen's,
' ile-aged people, she thought, might meeting
New York. As a part of the war
tor themselves, and if they some- records of the Navy Department, of
which the Marines are a part, these
iKi forsawit motion
theyfordid'nt
re
was theirpictures
own fault
not films were ordered made by a detail in
ing more critical and making their command of Lieutenant Commander
sires known.
Wells Hawks, U. S. Navy. He was asWilliam A. Brady declared he was
sisted by Lieutenant C. S. Hutton, officer in charge of aerial photography in
•fe "to boost the motion picture."
; said that the motion picture had France. The photography was done by
ide such a record during the war Chief Yeoman Harold Wenstrom, who
going in the service was a
"iod with regard to loyalty, news before
lievement as well as general im- Metro cameraman.
)vement of quality, as to demonate that it did not need the interence of legalized censorship. "Now J. Von Herberg Arrives
all times the screen should be left
in Seattle
Let us not permit a gag to be
Manager J. Von Herberg of Jensen
1 upon the motion picture such as
and
V^on Herberg returned to Seattle
xercised by the censor board in
Saturday after a month's business trip
when it prohibited the showing to
the East including attendance at the
;lla's picture on the screen 'lest it First National Atlantic City convention, at which he was elected a director
lie to hatred,' when every news•er in the state had published it. and trustee of the new organization.
His first announcement upon return- finest agency to expose the Red
ing was that he had completed ar;xpose the corrupt politicians, is the
rangements for a picture franchise for
i( :ion picture."
the new Jensen and Von Herberg picIr. Everett Dean Martin, chairman
ture palace in Seattle — the cost of
the National Board of Review and which bv his revised estimate will be
< ctor of Cooper Union Forum, who $2,000,000.
i
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Robertson-Cole

Heavyweight Champion of Europe, and a War
Idol of His People Through Brax ery During
Struggle, to Make

a Motion

Picture

Here

world war hero, idol of
CARPENTIER,
GEORGES
France, heavyweight champion of Europe and one of
the most talked of men in the world today, has been
signed by Robertson-Cole to appear exclusively in motion pictures distributed by that firm.
The announcement was given to the film trade in the following statement of R. S. Cole.
" In view of the various conflicting reports which have
been circulated as to Carpentier coming to this country, and
also as to his having been engaged to appear in motion pictures, we feel it advisable to clear up the uncertainty bv making the definite announcement that there has been executed
at Paris, an agreement between this company, De.scamps and
Carpentier, whereby we have the exclusive right to Carpentier's services in a motion picture to be produced in this country and intended for world's distribution.
Coming Here March 8
" The writer was in London and
present at the Beckett-Carpentier fight
and in view of Carpentier victory
realized he must naturally be's the next
logical opponent for Dempsey, and that
in view of this the .\mcrican public
would be extremely interested in becoming better acquainted with Carpentier. He therefore immediately opened
negotiations with him with the idea
of arranging along the lines as specified above. The negotiations were carried on by the writer's partner from
the time that the writer left London,
with the final result that a definite contract has been entered into.
" Carpentier, together with hU manager, Descamps, will proceed to .America on March 8 and will start his
screen work for our production imme-

GEORGES CARPENTIER
Copyright by Underwood and Underwood,
N. Y.
Recent Appointments
Famous Players

of

Al Lichtman, general manager, department of distribution, announced
the following appointments in the
Famous Players-Lasky sales force, effective February 9 :
Fred Creswell has been promoted to
special representative in charge of the
offices at Chicago and Minneapolis,
and Indianapolis when opened.
Harris P. Wolf berg, formerly
branch manager at Cincinnati, has
been promoted to special representative, supervising the Pittsburg, Cincinnati and Cleveland exchanges. Mr.
^\'olfberg succeeds Harry H. Buxbaum, who recently assumed the
management of the New York branch
exchange. Fred Strief, formerly a
salesman in the Cincinnati territory,
succeeds Mr. Wolf berg as branch manager. .Allan S. Moritz has been advanced to the position of manager of
the Buffalo branch exchange.

upon his arrival."
Motiondiatelypicture
producers were after
Carpentier the minute the big Frenchman sent Beckett, pride of England, to
the floor for the count. Mr. Cole, who
was present at the bout, lost no time in
signing the Frenchman, and before
Carpentier left the stadium on that
eventful night Mr. Cole interviewed
him. H. F. Robertson, partner of Mr.
Cole, concluded arrangements.
Although Carpentier had signed with
Robertson-Cole several weeks ago, officials of that concern would not make
known the fact until the contract beariiig the champion's signature, together
withNew
Descamps',
his manager, was in
the
York office.
Robertson-Cole executives realized
the drawing power of the French idol.
To back up his world war record, is
his position in the athletic world. Acclaimed a marvel physically, with a
mind that has won him honor after
honor, and with the highest decorations France can give a favorite son,
Carpentier will no doubt take the silent drama hy storm.
In the columns after column^ of publicity on the giant Frenchman appearing daily in the newspapers throughout
the world, the leading sport critics
have marked him "as the gentleman of
the ring." Screen tests have proven, it
(Continufd on page 1876)
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Motion

Board
Adolph

Zukor

of
Declares

Shall Hereafter

TO

Review
Paramount-Artcraft

Carry

Stamp

Label
Films

of National

Board's Approval After Main Title
help the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures,
and also to assist exhibitors in the fight against official
motion picture censorship, the Famous Players-Lasky

Corporation is taking steps to have the insignia, " Passed by
the National Board of Review " carried at the beginning of
all Paramount-Artcraft pictures so that it will not fail to be
seen when the pictures are shown in the theatre.
Adolph Zidior, president of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has ordered that the National Board's stamp of approval hereafter shall be carried in the beginning of all Paramount-Artcraft Pictures, instead of at the end, and has appealed to all exhibitors booking Paramount pictures to keep
this approval in the film when it is shown.
Label at End Often Omitted
It has been the custom in the past
to append the National Board's approval to the end of pictures- :\lany
exhibitors, failing to appreciate the
importance of this approval, have been
in the habit of eliminating this stamp
from the picture. Thus when the picture is shown in the theatre, even
though the picture has heen approved
by the National Board, it fails to let
the people know that such approval
has been given.
Effective immediately, it is announced from the Famous Players'
offices, all Paramount-Artcraft pictures will carry the National Board's
stamp right after the main title. .\s
soon as practicable this approval will
be made a part of the main title, so
that it will be complete.
Adolph Zukor
" I am moved to take this step,"
said IMr. Zukor, in explaining his acwith the Famous Players-Lasky Cortion, "because
I amBoard
firmly ofconvinced
poration in standing firmly back of
that the
National
Review
needs the backing of everybody in the the National Board of Review. If the
motion picture business in the admir- National Board approves a picture it
able fight it is waging against official seems to me that every exhibiior
film censorship. All Paramount-Art- should not only permit such approval
be shown with the picture, but
craft pictures are approved by the Na- to
tional Board before they are released. should make an effort to give a good
This not only is a protection to us, display of the board's stamp. It is
but it is of immense benefit to the ex- obvious that if a person in the audience sees on a picture the emblem,
hi'bitor
showing
I wish
to callour
the pictures.
attention of ex- ' Passed by the National Board of Review,' he will be less likely to demand
hibitors to the importance of carrying
this approval on all their pictures. The an official censorship."
National Board is composed of a representative body of men and women,
who, acting without pay, work in co- Picture Used as Sermon
operation with motion picture producers and pass upon all pictures bein Church Service
fore they are released. This board is
Motion pictures were used last Sunabsolutely free of any semblance of
day night in a regular church service.
control by producers and distributors:
and their approval of a picture is an This took place at the Judson Memorial Church, at Washington Square,
unbiased expression of opinion. The
National Board is opposed to arbi- New York. The screen sermon was
trary censorship at the hands of mu- conducted by the Rev. Leslie Willis
nicipal, state or federal authorities, Spraguc, former pastor of a Brookhn
and is conducting a strong fight church and now head of the religious
against such censorship. It behooves and industrial sections of the Communall exhibitors to cooperate with this
ity Motion Picture Bureau of New
board, because official censorship not York.
The sermon film was one of the
only is vicious and un-American but
it also can do incalculahle harm to Judge Brown series, entitled " Thief
the industry, as has been proved in or Angel." It depicted an instance
those communities where censorship where a noble motive led to systemaalready exists.
tized thievery, and from this situation
" I appeal to all exhibitors to join " Good Motives and Evil Deeds."

DEATH

on

All

Picture

N

Film

OF MERLE E. SMITH LAMENTED
BLOW TO INDUSTRY

AS GRE

MERLE
E. SMITH,
George hisKleine,
was buried
in Calvary general
Cemetery,manager
Chicago,forrecently,
body
having been brought on from New York where he died at
the Republican Club on Thursday, February 5th. His passing has saddened all who knew him and especially those of the
film industry who had an opportunity of knowing his real worth
through intimate association. Their feeling in the matter is well
voiced by the following tribute written by Ralph Thomas Kettering, one of Mr. Smith's closest friends:
" Tocareer
thinkisthat
shouldbutbewhen
takenone
justremembers
at the crowning
of his
sad he
indeed
that hepoint
was
only twenty-nine years of age, the horror of it strikes to the very
heart. As Hamlet said ' He was a man of infinite jest and excellent
character.' How true indeed this is of Merle. With a laugh upon
his lips and a song in his heart, he raced through his brief existence
making people happy and inspiring good thought in the minds of
those whom he met."

Americanization

Campaigr

Lincoln's Birthday Marks Inaugural by
Picture Houses; Lane Makes Speech
committee, gave out the follov
THE
country-wide
motion
picture statement :
campaign
to combat
Bolshevism
" I am deeply grateful to the
and unrest in this country ccpened on
hibitors of the country for the splei
Lincoln's Birthday and from reports spirit that they have shown in
that have been received from every
section of the United States the indus- Americanization program."
try is working shoulder to shoulder
with the
Government against the comProtest Against Filr
mon enemy.
Advertising Censor
.A.11 week telegrams have been pourSecretary Thomas Scott, of the
ing into Washington to Hon. Franklin
K. Lane, the Secretarj' of the Interior, tion Picture Exhibitors' Protec
?nd chairman of the Americanization .Association of Ontario, issued the
Committee of the Motion Picture In- lowing statement regarding the (
dustry, from exhibitors who have sion of the Ontario Governmen
require all exchanges and exhibi
pledged their screen to the movement.
On Februarj- 9 there was a meeting to submit advertising of all des>
of all of the Washington exhibitors at tiun to a new moving-picture-ad
the office of Secretary Lane. Harry tising censorship-board at Tor
N. Crandall and Alajor Raymond Pull- lor approval or condemnation :
man of the. general committee were
" Up to the present time nothing
been done with regard to the cer
present.
Secretary Lane made an interesting ship of moving-picture-adverti
address to the Washington exhibitors. but plans are being arranged to se '
He said, in part:
changes in the regulations, if poss ^
" The whole idea of this program is suitable to all exhibitors in the P r
Should this t [
thatourwe people.
shall try to revivif>- the spirit ince of Ontario.
of
come to a crisis, which, we trust,
■' We are in a slump : that is to sa>', be prevented by this organization
we are not buoyant, we are not confi- would be duty bound to stop all
dent, we are not as sure of ourselves vertising in newspapers. Then,
as we were.
believe, the matter would be bro
" We are not unapprcciative of the
public's toattention."
Seen
services — the immense service — that to
Scottthereferred
the new censoi
was done by the industry during the
war; we think that the thing that you law as a " grave injustice."
did then did much to strengthen your
standing as a permanent factor in the Selznick Art Directoi o
develc*pment of the conception of the
motion picture as an educational force
Work Independent!
in the L'nited States. That undoubtAnthony Gablick, for the past
edly is true. There was your oppor- months art director of the Select «<i
tunitj'. You took advantage of it, and
Selznick Pictures Corporation, hi eyou made the people of the country signed
to devote himself exdus ly
feel that the motion picture was as real
to
the
trade's
art requirements o m
as the newspaper or as the pulpit — as
independent
basis.
He and
has exec
beer lereal, probabh', as the pulpit used to be sponsible
tor the design
when religion had more definite hold
of many of the Selznick and 5
Pictures' advertisements that hav
peared in the various trade jou
and " fan " magazines, and has
assisted materially in the art woi
the exhibitors' branch of the general Selznick Campaign Books.

ujpon the people. Now your opportunitj' is to continue to emphasize that
spirit
attitude."
HarryandM.that
Crandall.
the chairman of

-ct
p>r
>

February

21, 1920

Anti-Censorship

187.1

Victory
in
the
South
Reports from Various Points Indicate Unusual
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION STATEMENT
Activity on Picture Legislation. Virginia
CONNOLLY, Washington representative of the N. A.
JS.
M. P. L, has clarified the purpose of the legislation which
Legislators Against Censorship
• formed the subject of an editorial in the February 14 issue of
Motion Picture News, in the following statement:
THE
South has heeii the scene of unprecedented censor" I have just read the editorial in the February 14 issue of the
ship activity during the past week. To Virginia beMotion Picture News entitled ' The First Shot Is Fired.' I am
longs the distinction of delivering the most powerful
very sorry if there has been any misunderstanding relative to
H. R. 7629, which unanimously passed the House of Representablow
against
the
attempts to impose upon the screen a legalized
tives in Washington last week.
censorship. This victory was recorded, when on Friday, Feb" At the annual convention of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry, held at Rochester last August, it was
ruary 6th, the joint committee of the Senate and House on
unanimously agreed that an attempt would be made to amend
moral
and
social welfare voted against a bill proposing a board
that section of the penal code relative to newspapers, books and
printed matter, so as to include motion pictures. Under our
of censors to pass on all films before their exhibition in Virpresent penal code we have no law prohibiting the sending of
obscene, lewd or lascivious motion picture films by mail or by
ginia. The committee's report, recommending itself against
common carrier.
the proposed legislation, was submitted to the state legislature
•■ This bill was drawn up by myself, representing the Censorship
during the week.
Committee of the National Association, and I appeared before the
Judiciary Committee in behalf of it. I also succeeded in having it
Three ministers, representing powerful church groups in
passed by the House unanimously. It is now before the Senate
Judiciary and no doubt will be enacted within a very short time.
the state, appeared in support of the measure. David Wark
" Your editorial was based on the Weekly Review of the
Griffitli, the producer; Jake Wells, representing the Virginia
Chamber of Commerce dated January 19, and you based it around
exliibitors;
and J. S, Connolly of the National Association of
the word ' objectionable.' This word does not appear in our bill."
the Motion Picture Industry, led the opposition forces in the
fight against the bill.
Counter-Proposal Offered
Willingness to submit to proper
legal regulation was the keynote of
Sennett
"Statement"
Denied
tliose opposing the bill; which proSennett Will Not Release via Associposed to do what only four of the
ated Exhibitors, Declares E. M. Asher
forty-eight States have done, empower three persons, one of whom
M. ASHER, personal representa- it is advisable not to publish unauthen
may be a woman, to say whether a
E.
tive for Mack Sennett, who arfilm may be exhibited in Virginia.
inved in New York last Wednesday tic reports."
That censorship, such as proposed in
m Los Angeles, comes forth with
the bill, will throttle the motion picrm denial of a report published in Capitalist Enters United
ture business, was stated by both exof the trade journals last week to
hibitors and producers, who, as a
effect that Mack Sennett, the famStates Photoplay Corcounter-proposal, offered a bill which
comedy producer, will release his
would specifically bring films under
edies through the Associated Exporation
the provisions of the criminal statutes
tors, Inc., as soon as his present
The entry of big capital into moprohibitin
g immoral or obscene literract with Famous Players-Lasky
tion pictures was again exemplified
ature, pictures, paintings and other
this
week
in
the
announcement
of
the
I \pires.
matter. Censorship as an encroach' When seen Mr. Asher stated, " I United States Photoplay Corporation
ment on free American institutions
lOt realize how an article of this of Washington, D. C, that E. B.
was flayed by Mr. Griffith, who stated
:re could have been published. When Dean, Sr., a well-known capitalist
that he, as a son of Virginia, never
ight to my attention I was of Scranton, Pa., has been elected diexpected
to return to the State of his
■unded, for I have never met Fred
rector and second vice-president of the
birth to plead for freedom in the halls
corporation.
Mr.
Dean
has
become
j . Quimby, who I understand is the one of the heaviest stockholders in the
of the Virginia Assembly.
■ ' neral manager of the Associated
The main arguments offered by Mr.
■ibitors, and who according to the corporation, which is producing " DeGrififith arc summarized as follows :
r confirmed this report. I have
terminationand
"
others of eqiial magCensorship is un-American — Because
been interviewed by any trade nitude.
E. M.
Asher, Macknow Sennett's
personal it is founded on the principal of
nal representative, so my conrepresentative,
in
New
York
The balance of the personnel of the
Autocracy— the right of a few to diation to this statement is absoofficers
and
directors
of
the
corporarect the mass. Every American pre!y unfounded. Mr. Bennett's contion includes Capt. F. F. Stoll, presi- Oklahoma Association
cept is in opposition to it. Every time
t with Famous Players still has
America has shed blood it has been
dent and acting treasurer, author of
eral months to run, as do other
Holds Convention
to overthrow tyranny, and Americans
oiitracts of the other members of the '■ Determination " ; Dr. George L. Carder, first vice-president ; C. L. Wakeissodated Producers. However, Mr.
At the annual convention of the will not countenance tyranny of
though any more than they will
man,
secretary,
active
in
the
organianee, the president of the organizaStates Fuel Ad- Theatre Managers and Owners As- countenance tyranny of physical
on, who is due in New York very tion of the United
sociation
of
Oklahoma,
held
last
ministration during the world war :
hortly, has as yet not even made the H. H. Prentice,
D. C, director ; and week at Oklahoma City, Ralph Talambiance of an announcement.
Censorship is senseless — Because it
bot of Tulsa was elected president of put into the hands of small-cahbcrcd
Wm. P. Doing, Jr., director, vicepower.
report
Mr. Sennett
and treasurer of the Doing
t"The
in New
Yorkthatwithin
a few would
weeks president
The other
officers ^diticians'lheTirht To e^tTuT^.M^
Printing Companv of Washington, the
are: organiza
Morristion.
Lowenstein,
Oklahoma
also untrue, as he is busier than D. C.
of thought and our means of recreation. As well permit these politicians
City, vice-president; A. B. Momand,
r producing super productions to
Shawnee, secretary; and H. W. Mc- to go into our libraries and re-write
ply with the new releasing plan*
Call, Oklahoma City, treasurer. Shakespeare or the Bible.
e announced later. I want to say
I think it is very detrimental to A. S. Kane Presides at
About three hundred theatre-men atCensorship is unjust — Because it
publications and the industry to
tended the convention — the largest restricts a great industry by building
College
Dinner
vv unfounded reports of the above
gathering distributors
of the organization
to date,
as numerous
our
- ure to be published, and I have
.\rthur S. Kane paused from busi- Various
states and cities.
It is an as
unwarhad displays
ar- fouble-barriers
Jticed that many rumors have been
ness long enough last week to preside
ranted
ta.x
upon
an
industry
—
and
the
ranged which covered an entire floor.
fe as to the releasing policies of the at the annual dinner of the Washburn It was announced that the Fox Film maze of hazards it erects discourssociated Producers. Until an an- College Club of Xew York City, of
ages the spirit of adventure and origiJuncement in the form of an adver- which he is president. The affair was Corporation, the Vitagraph Co. and
nality without which the industry can;ement or through another medium held at Shanley's. The guest of honor Select Pictures Corporation would mediocrity.
not exist. It is an assurance of screen
'pears in the various trade journals, was Dr. P. P. Womer, president of soon estabhsh branch-ofifices in Oklahoma Citv.
(Continued on page 1876)
■ming direct from the organization. the Topeka, Kansas, college.
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Percentage

IT is absolutely no surprise to mc
that certain factions among exhibitors oppose percentage booking.
When United Artists Corporation
embarked on its percentage booking
plan, I was fully prepared for just
such objections as have been raised.
I have been in the motion picture
business long enough — and I have seen
enough in other industries — to realize
that there is always a reactionary,
stand-pat element that will not move
forward with the times.
I knew that when \ve began renting
our pictures on a percentage basis, we
would have to wage a campaign of
education and demonstration.
Fortunately, there are among the
exhibitors a sufficiently large majority
of far-sighted, clear-thinking business
men who understand and appreciate
the various economic evolutions that
are witnessed in every line of business; and I might add that in every
line of business there is likewise a reactionary minority, men who oppose
and resist all progress and advancement and who usually have the limelight centered on them, because of the
noise they are making. But while
their insurrection is flaring up, the
sound and clear-thinking merchants
go about their daily business of making money and of adjusting themselves
so that they may keep pace with the
progress of their industry.
It is a simple matter to demonstrate
that this objection to percentage is

Screen

By ents
Hiram W. Abrams
Oppon

merely a matter of history repeating
itself. From the time that the motion
picture became a business, certain
factions among exhibitors have repeatedly attempted to block the various
stages of progress that have been for
their own good.
Go back into the history of the
business as far as you please. Do you
remember the fight that was waged
against producers and distributors who
insisted that their pictures could no
longer be shown for an admission
price of less than ten cents? The
stand-pat exhibitors rose in arms and
said that no producers or distributors
could tell them how to run their
theatres and that they would show pictures for five cents, if they pleased, or
that
they
would do without the pictures.
You couldn't have built the beautiful picture houses the country now
boasts of, on live-cent admission
prices. The higher admission prices
made possible the motion-picture business of today — >et a lot of the exhibitors who have made fortunes as a
result of the higher admission prices,
were bitterly opposed to charging more
than five cents in their houses.
Do you remember the cry that was
raised on the part of certain exhibitors
when the thought was advanced that
a daily change of program might be
improved on? Certain exhibitors were
aghast at the thought that they might

vs.

Harming

Picture

N f.

Selves'

survives and the exhibitors who j tested the loudest are glad to share
the benefits that result to all.
Repeatedly we have witnessed
spectacle of the exhibitor himself
tempting to retard the progress of |
own business.
I
Fortunately, if a thing is right, ii
bound to succeed, for opposition t
is purely selfish cannot frustrate
thing that is basically right.
I have discussed percentage book:
with scores upon scores of the leadi
weeks,
a
month
or
even
longer
—
and
making money.
exhibitors of the country, and I ; '
Time was when certain exhibitors convinced, as most of them are, tl I
banded themselves together and at- percentage is the fair, equitable a '
tempted to boycott any exchange that ultimate method for the handling
would permit a theatre to show more motion pictures.
The best evidence I can offer of r
than three reels for one admission
price. Any exchange that wotild dare faith in percentage is this :
to let a theatre have four reels to show
I go on record now with the promi
as part of one program, would be put that as soon as this company has
sufficient amount of product to wa
out of business.
Yet, somehow, despite the protests rant the organization that will be r
of these exhibitors, we have gotten to quired, we will book our pictur
the point where a motion-picture pro- throughout on a straight percentaj
gram is a unit of entertainment and basis and do away altogether with
the
footage
entirely a secondary mat- guarantee or rental, except in so far :
ter.
a nominal deposit may be required .
I could go on and cite case after a binder or as evidence of good fail
case of exhibitor opposition to forward for the protection of playing dates.
We are headed right for straigl
movements. The story is always the
same. An innovation, an improve- percentage; straight percentage wi
ment, an advance 'is suggested for the require a big organization, but yo
good of the business as a whole, and have my word for it,- that as soon
immediately a group of exhibitors de- the volume of our product warrant
clare war on the innovation ; but in- the organization, we will book our pic
variably the innovation, if it is right. tures on a straight percentage basis
have tostead ofrun
for two days inone pictures
day.
These same exhibitors declared that
they never, never would run pictures
for more than a day and affirmed that
the next thing they knew, distributors
would be insisting that pictures be run
for three days or even a week ; then
the whole motion picture business
would go to rack and ruin.
today, pictures
these selfsame
exhibitors
arc^'et,
running
for a week,
two

Newspaper

Editorials

By Lewis J. Selznick

present arguments in the manner of
the newspaper editorial. But there is
positive proof that the Globe is wrong.
In answer we can point to Herbert
Kaufman's Weekly editorials in screen
form, which are soon to be released,
as the principal argument against the
Globe's contention.
In the Kaufman Weekly the screen
does something in an editorial way
that the newspaper does not and cannot do. It not only drives home the
printed word with terrific force, but
it makes its meaning so clear with the
aid of moving pictures illustrating the
text that no person can mistake the
point it aims to get across.
It is a fact that the average person
does not read newspaper editorials.
When the moral, argument and reasoning that the editorial seeks to implant, is flashed on a screen so illustrated as to be entertaining and at the
press did. It cannot explain or present doubts. It can only argue by same time "get over" its intent and
purpose, the screen has done somemeans of assumptions."
thing that the newspaper will never be
'
By
the
last
paragraph
it
is
assumed
that the Globe means that it cannot able to accomplish, for the reason that
the
a head
R Repl
UNDE
aceing,
Printing
the" Will
Film
Press?" the New York Globe
on February 9 printed a double column
editorial in which it opined that the
question has come up whether or not
books, magazines, newspapers — all
forms of literature — will in time bow
before the new method of transmitting
thought.
After stating that there has been
much speculation as to the future of
moving pictures and their relation to
the printed word, the Globe says
"there is no'hing that can be confidently prophesied about the place the
cincmri will lake in the coming century except that it will be of extraordinary ir.iportance."
The newspaper then concludes :
" But ofit information
doesn't open asupthemany
new
stores
printing

the average newspaper seeks to instruct without entertaining.
The Globe senses the truth of this
statement when it says :
" The men who have thrown their
destinies with the moving picture predict that the printing press will soon
be obsolete.
Just astype
Guttenberg's
invention of movable
drove out the
ballad singer and the art of declamation, the\- saj-, the film will drive out
the linotype machine and all its accessories. The parallel is too close to
be comfortable for the scrivener.
. . . The moving picture makes the
transmission of thought simple and
easy. For the lazy-minded it is a vast
improvement over pages of symbols
which each one must unravel for himself. . . . The greater part of
thought is a balance and adjustment
of ideas, and this the cinema cannot
W'rong again.
Any one who knows the editorials
ofgiveHerbert
Kaufman is aware that
us."
the force of his writing lies in its plain

presentation of facts which are no:
confined to one-sided argument. 1"
his screen weekly, which is the first of
its kind ever presented, there is not
only a balance and adjustment of ideas,
but it is done in such a manner that
even the most passive observer cannot
help but profit by it.
The screen editorial is new, tui
it has come to staj-. Its audie^ce^
will not, for thej- cannot, skip over
it in the manner of the average newspaper reader of average newspaper
editorials. For its value lies in the fa t
that its truths are put over in action
follo-\ving up the printed word, and
above all, it entertains.
Herbert Kaufman, probably the
most widely read editorial writer
the world, appreciated this fact when
he gave up the vast audience of readers he was reaching through a newspaper syndicate each week, and
turned to the screen to get over his
preachments.
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aemmle

''Open
Mark
of good businessJoke
for the simple reason
open et
bookings.
Gkastly
—
Calling a " spade a spade " and
that
a
man
is
being
forced to buy
"
While
it
lasted
the
exhibitor
was
forcibly denouncing the " open mar- happy ; but his exuberance was of
something he doesn't want in order to
ket " promises as a ghastly joke,"
Carl Laemmle, president of the Uni- short duration. His hope that each secure something he needs. This works
versal Film Mfg. Co. has issued the picture would be booked alone, and !)oth ways. The exhibitor is forced
that no picture would be used as a to show some inferior pictures befollowing statement :
cause he has managed to secure some
" Last spring, various producers club to make him book others was
and distributors blossomed forth with like a bul)l)lc — it was pretty and color- feature production. His patrons go
ful and rode on the air, but it soon home dissatisfied. He loses his presmarvelous utterances to the trade.
tige for quality pictures.
The trade journals were filled with burst. There had been other bubbles,
rich and rosy promises ; the trade but somehow or other the exhibitor
"The producer, however, profits
had taken more faith in this one. But by his scheme — at first. Because he
paper editors interviewed this producer and that producer. Each one was alas ! Again he has been forced to re- has a good picture he has managed to
alize that he has been made the vic- get rid of a couple of poor ones. He
asked whether he really was in earncounts his money and overlooks the
est about selling his pictures on the
tim of a ghastly joke! "
open market. Each one looked grave,
" This has been the history of this fact that his poor pictures are being
said a whole lot of words, — and re- business of ' spring blossoms ' — for- fed to people who are paying for ((ualgotten promises. Each year has always ily productions. Eventually his tradeplied in the affirmative.
" The trade papers believed the mil- brought an abundance of these, and righting.mark isn't going to be worth copylennium had millenniuined. Utopia had yet each year's crop has always been
" The ' open market ' is no dream.
utopcd. The producers assumed the eagerly grasped by the enthusiastic
It is a necessity. Any attempt to tie
role of Moses, and individually they exhibitor.
kissed each exhibitor smack on the
" That is the whole stor\ . .\ care- up the exhibitor and force him to the
ful survey of present booking condi- point where lie will have to foist litmush with a brotherly, open-market
tions, as far as I can see, shows that
kiss. Everybody was happy and yappy.
eral ydamaged
'
goods ' in his paSpring was in the air. All nature, only two companies have lived up to
tronstoin order
toin hold
a 'sale'
bound
result
disaster
for theis
plus Moe, expanded under the beauti- the letter and spirit of the open bookful sunshine of love and good-will
ing promises, the " spring blossoms." motion picture industrj'.
and everything .
■' One of these companies is the
" The open market, because it is a
" Then something quietly happened United Artists. The other is Univer- necessity is bound to come. The exsal. I have been told by exhibitors iiibitor will have the privilege to book
to the spring blossoms. Most of the
blossoms were broken like promises, or that when they try to book one, two as he chooses. The policy which has
else they developed into bloomers. or three pictures, they find it impos- always been adhered to b}^ Universal
sible. If they want that particular is to allow an exhibitor to book a
Nearly every Moses in the business
who had been right down on the picture or group of pictures they must single picture, a group, or the entire
umd. playing leap frog with the book tliirty or forty more to secure output if he wills. But the exhibitor
does the picking. This is the only real
.\ly exhibitor, suddenly remembered them.
" This is a state of affairs which is plan. Any other system is built on a
> dignity. His publicity and adverMng men abruptly quit talking about all wrong. It is against the principles false basis.

L

1

Carl Laemmle
■ The Universal policy is correct
and fair in principle. When a company stands on principle it stands on
the only solid foundation big business
has. The very fact that our organization is doing by far the greatest business of its career is proof enough that
the principle is absolutely ' right.'
" Spring is at our door again. With
its coming a brand new set of
' Spring blossoms ' will appear. It
will be interesting to learn whether
the exhibitor has at last learned his
lesson or is again going to ' fall ' for
the soft stuff.' "

Pro

and

Con

Volleys

on

Percentage

A Few Straight to the Point Expressions of Views Held by Exhibitors in Widely Scattered Territories

IHAVE been reading very carefully
the various articles pro and con in
the Xews regarding percentage. Your
editorial of January 31st, to my mind,
hits the nail on the head. Percentage
is bound to come and it will be of
most benefit to the exhibitor when it
finally does really come.
^ne of the first essentials, however,
to a percentage arrangement must be
" Fairness." A percentage arrangement in which the distributing companies ask an exorbitant amount as a
guarantee — in many cases the guarantee being more than the exhibitor could
really pay them on flat rental — is not
fair to the exhibitor as it guarantees
the distributor a profit whether the
exhibitor gets one or not.
The percentage arrangement cannot
3e on a flat percentage of gross re' :eipts. Practically every exhibitor
oiows that in these cases after playng a big percentage picture and doing
1 remarkable business he has still but
'ery little more than he would make
vith his ordinary pictures ; in many
ases he has doubled his admission to
ven accomplish this, which of course
' oes not help his business before the
■ ngagement or afterwards.
I heartily concur in your opinion that
I le producers must have an incentive
or good productions, that incentive
i

of course being a proportion of the
abnormal receipts which accrue from
the exhibition of these big productions, and the only way it seems to me
that this can be equitably arrived at is
to protect the producer for his outlay in the cost of the productions by
allowing him a guaranteed rental based
on his production cost, at the same
time allow^ing the exhibitor to take out
his house expenses before any split
in the profits. The percentage of
the split, of course, would be governed by- the local conditions. It is
not fair for a producer to attempt to
charge a guarantee rental based on
more than the production cost of the

going to shoot a small caliber gun for
both sides, and will state that old saying that Goldberg uses, " We all fall
sooner or later" and "They look
lietter when they are far away."
But, the principal item that has not
been mentioned, and I would like to
have same answered, is the fact, " How
much of a guarantee is Mr. Producer
going to demand from Mr. Exhibitor
on theI percentage
reasonis
that
am asking plan?"
such a The
question
the following plan was made to me
from a Producer. I have been getting
late pictures from him at a flat price
from same stars ; on one of the late
jjictures from same star, he made me
the following proposition. I put up
picturesThis kind of percentage on big pic- Si50 guarantee for two nights' run, add
overhead and advertising, then split
tures is the exhibitor's only protection. 50-50.
Northwest Exhibitors'
H. B.Circuit,
Wright,Inc.
Now-, I am going to shoot and shoot
straight as all Texans do ; how can
Secretary and Manager.
a small town exhibitor come out on
such a plan when the town is too small
Having read your articles touching for two nights' stand, still he will have
upon percentage, having heard the big to stand the pruning of a large town
guns and little guns explode, and exhibitor on the guarantee?
reading both pro and con, not an arXow, gentlemen, if you can show
ticle has ever touched upon the prin- me where Mr. Producer will lower
cipal item attached to either side of his sights on the guarantee when we
the plan.
can all get a shot at the target, I will
Being a small gun in the Lone Star say on with percentage. I am with
State of Texas, in a small town, I am you, but as long as Mr. Producer has

his pruning knife ready to trim us
all, I say, boys, who are against percentage, stay hitched and you can get
what you want.
I am a franchise holder and beg to
state that I am very much pleased with
its workings; for instance, the big
city boys were showing a certain star
that was a big favorite, and a good bet.
I applied for prices for one-night
show, as my patrons asked me to gel
same, and the price actually stunned
me. Sixty days later I joined the
franchise plan, and I am showing
the same picture for one-quarter the
money, and all of you picture exhibitors well know to fall in behind the
big city boys 60 days is not long, and
I consider very new.
Having taken up about enough
space, I will state for the benefit of all
Little Folk Exhibitors that if we stack
up our little guns together, throw
them in as machine guns, we can get
Mr. Producer to give us a percentage,
with a reasonable guarantee. Picture
to be put up as other staple articles,
upon its or their merits. I am with
them. With my best wishes for better
plans for exhibitor and producer, I
beg to remain yours truly,
A. Kempen, Manager,
Queen Theatre,
Nixon, Texas.
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Censorship

Carpentier Signs With
Robertson-Cole
(Coiitinui'd from ('age 1871)
The history of the Frenchman reads
ikc a romance. Born in Lens, the
co-A mining centre of France, on Jan.
12, 1892. and worked in a coal mine
\\ hen only a small boy. W'Tien only
fourteen years old he became interested
1 the Anglo-Saxon sport of boxing,
which was just leaping into popularity
in France with the visits of Kid McCoy and other 'skilful American artists
in the glove wielding sport.
In battle and in the ring Carpentier
seemed the favorite of the gods.
Thrice decorated for bravery and receiving the French Military medal, the
highest honor a man can receive from
that country, Carpentier goes about as
if the war had been a dream. He is
not of the boastful character, reticent
about his own deeds, he always finds
time to praise the men of the allied
armies.
Just after the war broke out Carpentier called off all engagements and was
on his way to the front in the first
mobihzation of French troops. Being
an expert automobile driver, he was
detailed to drive a French General's
car. He did this for a time and then
tsked to be transferred to the flying
corps.
Right
here .\t
began
greatest career.
firstCarpentier's
he was engaged
i:i flying new planes from the factories
to the front. After a while he became
an expert aviator and was shifted to
the front around Verdun, where he
became an observer. Flying alone, he
took many daring flights over the German lines, in the course of which he
was frequently attacked and on at least
one occasion brought down a German
attacking plane.
Then came ihe Crown Prince's most
desperate drive to break through at
Verdun. Carpentier, sent out to locate
the German batteries, flew over the
(lerman lines at a low height of about
2t)() feet, obtained the needed information, signalled back to the waiting
French batteries so accurately that
many German batteries were quickly
(icstroyed by their fires, and returned
with his plane shot full of holes. On
cuie of these daring flights he returned
with nearly a hundred bullet holes
through the body of his plane and the
wooden uprights splintered in several
places. He was thrice decorated and
his exploits given official mention in
tlic order of the day.
His nerves shattered by the constant
>train of active air work, Carpentier
w as sent hack to one of the camps and
made boxing instructor for the troops
there. He quickly picked up his old
skill and not only acted as instructor,
but took part in several bouts with opponents in the French troops.
Carpentier made a large fortune before the war, but most of it was invested in the mines near Lens, so that
he practically lost everything during
ilic German occupation.
Carpentier ii in the prime of life. In
spite of the strain of four years at the
front in an airplane, the idol of France
has come into his own and has an excellent chance to annex the world
lit avy weight championship.
He has fought the best that Europe
has produced and has outfought them
all. Now that Beckett is a thing of the
past, the w-ar hero must look to America, and it is predicted that when Car(Contiiiued on next coliann)

BAND

FOR

INDEPENDENT
OF

PURCHASE

ACCESSORIES

SEVENTY-FIVE exhibitors of San Francisco and vicinity
recently met and formed an Exhibitors' Protective League.
D. S. Markowitz was named President; H. Gobish, Vice-President Robert McNeil, Financial Secretary; Nate Herzog,
Executive Secretary; Sam Gordon, Treasurer; A. S. Newburgh,
Attorney and W. J. Clark, Chairman of Publicity.
A set of resolutions was drawn up declaring for the right of
the exhibitors to purchase their own accessories and advertising
matter wherever he wished, and resenting the alleged action of
one company in requiring the purchase of such from the exchange.
The organization it is said was formed simply for protection
against exorbitant demands of film exchanges.

F.

P.-Lasky
Active
in Canada
Canadian Branch Buys Toronto House;
Further

Acquisitions

FOLLOWING a conference at Ottawa on Saturday evening, January
31, between N. L. Nathanson, of Toronto, managing director of the new
Famous-Players Canadian Corporation,
and Harry Brouse, of Ottawa, owner
of several theatres and a franchiseholder of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit, announcement was made
that Mr. Brouse had sold his halfinterest in the Strand theatre, Toronto,
to the new theatre corporation. The
Strand is one of the best known and
largest moving picture theatres in the
Toronto downtown section and has
been closely linked with the Regent
theatre, another large Toronto house,
for a number of years. The Strand
has enjoyed highly sijccessful business
for several years.
Mr. Brouse continues to own the
Imperial and Family theatres, Ottawa,
and the York theatre, Toronto, as
well as other holdings. The transaction does not affect in any way thearrangement for the distribution in
Eastern Canada of the First National
releases, which are handled for Mr.
Brouse by the Regal Films Limited,
of which Mr. Nathanson is also the
managing director.
Details are also forthcoming regardpcnticr sets foot in America he will
be given the most rousing reception
the United States has ever given to a
scholar world war hero, idol of France
and one of the best liked men that ever
stepped into the squared arena,
is said, the fact that Carpentier will
not have to use his prowess in motion
pictures, but that his personality, his
good looks, and his character will
stamp him as a real screen find.
It is not known whether the picture
to be made in this country for Robertson-Cole w'ill be produced in the East
or the West. Executives arc making arrangements for a studio, story and a
cast of excellence. One of the best
known directors in the production of
pictures will be in charge of the big
Robertson-Cole Carpentier Special.
Carpentier is claimed by his friends
to be the most learned man that ever
stepped into a ring. He is a student at
all times. He fights for the money he
gets out of it, but never in his many
l^attles both on the battlefield and in
the sawdust ring has he ever forgotten
the fact that he is a gentleman and
scholar.

Are

Planned

ing the large new moving-picture theatre which is to be erected in Ottawa
by the Famous-Players Canadian Corporation. The new company is offering for sale $4,000,000 eight per cent,
cumulative first preferred shares and
with this money is to be erected a
string of seven theatres in as many
different Canadian cities, including the
proposed structure in Ottawa, the
Canadian capital. The company has
also just closed a deal for the erection of a theatre on St. Catherine
Street West, Montreal, to seat 3,100
and to be ready for occupancy next
December. Other houses are to be
built at once in Winnipeg, Calgary,
Vancouver and Quebec. A little later
new theatres are to be erected in Edmonton, Windsor, Halifax, Moose
Jaw, Brantford. St. John, Saskatoon
and London, these to be in operation
in 1921.

(Continued from page 1873)
It is the beginning of the encroachment upon the freedom of the press.
As well permit an appointee of a city
council to sit at the desk of a newspaper editor and delete the copy not
to his liking.
Censorship is unlawful — Because
the screen is a form of expression,
and the right of free expression is
guaranteed under the Constitution.
Censorship is n^erf/wj— Because
the exposure of an indecent or immoral film is a misdemeanor under
all laws which now exist and conies
under the proper police regulation in
every community.
Censorship is unfair — Because, on
the plea that it protects youth from
seeing those things which the adolescent mind should not know, it robs
the adult majority of those things
which ought to be shown. Better to
keep the children out of the picture
theatres. Children do not go to the
legitimate theatres.
Rev. J. J. Wicker, D. D., pastor of
Leigh Street Baptist Church, representing the Baptist Ministers' Union
of Richmond, was the first speaker in
favor of the bill. Dr. Wicker frankly stated that he was a great admirer
of the screen drama and receives
much pleasure and benefit from the
motion-picture exhibitions he witnesses here. He also had the highest
words of praise for those exhibitors
he has become acquainted with here.
■' But I feel that this bill will prove a
fine
asset toRev.
the T.motion-picture
he stated.
A. Smoot, of men,''
Centenary Methodist Church, representing the Methodist Ministerial Conference, also, lauded motion pictures
and the houses conducting them here.
He stated, however, that censorship
was needed, especially as 80 per cent,
of all knowledge comes through the
eye. Rev. W. A. Hall, of Porter
Street Presbyterian Church, representing the Richmond Ministerial
L'nion, stated that he was not against
a legitimate business, and that he had
never seen a suggestion of evil in a
film production. He denied that censorship was undemocratic, and differed with Dr. Wicker in that he
would like to see a woman member
on the proposed board.
An important development of the
hearing given the bill before the joint
committees of the House and Senate
of the legislature was the announcement that Virginia exhibitors are
favoring a movement to establish a
national board of censorship so as to
take such authority from various
state censor boards and prevent the
present system of indiscriminate censorship, through which system the
producer never knows whether a picture shown in one state will stand the
test in some other state.

Shifts Affihation
After an affiliation of about eight
years as Los Atigeles manager of the
Los Angeles Universal Exchange,
David Bershon has tendered his resignation in order to accept a similar
position with the First National Exchange in Los Angeles. Bershon, in
the point of affiliation with one exchange is the oldest in the southern
California territory, and during his
management of Universal distributing
affairs has seen changes made at every
other exchange. In many instances
the management has been changed a
number of times. His acquaintance
with exhibitors of the territory' is perhaps greater than any other branch
manager, and he, Bershon. enjoys the
confidence and respect of his many
friends in the picture field.
In the new position Mr. Bershon will
be wholly in charge of the Los Angeles Exchange which was recently
The question of legalized censorpurchased by Sol Lesser and Mike and
ship is also being agitated in South
Abe Gore.
Carolina. The Motion Picture Exhibitors of America. Inc., is endeavoring to organize the exhibitors
of that state into an active group to
Clark-Cornelius Gets
oppose the censorship movement.
With this end in view, the association
Larger Quarters
a letter to all the exHaving found their quarters at 1600 has addressed
of the state. The letter is
Broadway inadequate for the proper intended hibitors
to be a call to arms, and
serving of their clients, the ClarkCornelius Corporation has acquired the frankly informs the exhibitors that
entire third floor of the Hooven Build- only by their own efforts and initiative
ing, 117 West 46th street.
can they hope to avoid the imposition
of legalized censorship on the screen.
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Censorship

Proved
. AUd.,,. i:i>iuiriii::.,iilliliilll<:iii. iiliiMi.. .

to

Be

Official Ruling

Handed

Inefficient
Down

by Attorney-Gen-

eral's Office Makes Exhibitor Liable Even
After Censor Hoard Has Passed Picture

astonishin<>; principle has just been established by
THE
an oflicial rulin}: of the Vttoriiey-Cienerars office of the
State of Penns) Ivaiiia, that a motion picture exhibitor
may be fined or sent to jail as a criminal for displaying a film
tliat a court may rej^ard as itnproper, even after the State
lioard of Motion Picture Censors has given its approval lo the
film and sanctioned its use on the screen.
This practical admission of the inefficacy of the motion
picture censorship in accomplishing the purpose for which it
was enacted — tliat of preventing the exhibition of immoral
or indecent pictures — comes from the highest legal authority
in the State's employ, and is being pointed to by motion picture interests as just another clinching proof of the contention so often made heretofore that legalized censorship in
John C. Flinn.
takes over
executive
at F. P.-Lasky,
and Jerome Beatty,
whowhosucceeds
him as
Directordetails
of Advertising
and Publicity
Pennsylvania is a hopeless farce.
■runiii'i
: ii: ' i:i!;i'>iii|iiiiiiiiiiininiinniiiiiiiniiiiniiiniiiii:niiiiimiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiii
■
Exhibitors Disappointed
-Moreover, the ruling is a distinct
UNIVERSAL CAMERAMEN
(iisappointmcm to the exhibitors of the
state, who heretofore had felt that if
BACK FROM AFRICA
Flinn
in Important
Position
the censorship law was of any practical benefit to the men in the film
To Handle Executive Details for F. P.business
it was from the belief that
ng what
,m and
thein
frock
just
some
d the
daze
Lckreco
STIL
wre
ofveri
sho
Laskv; Beattv Succeeds to His Office
it provided a barrier, once a specific
which William Stowell and
film was approved, that protected
Dr. Armstrong were killed,
JOHN C. FLINN, for the past three Flinn for the past two years. He was
the exhibitor from the annoyance of
ne
and Edward
Pliny Hor
constant prosecutions under local
years director of publicit\' and ad- a newspaper man and magazine writer
Thierry, cameraman and
ordinances or other laws.
vertising of the Famous Players- of wide experience before he entered
journalist anof the Universalpicture field, having at difThe ruling, which was given in l)ehalf
Lask>' Corporation, has been succeeded the motion
African ExpediSmithsoni
ferent times been connected with the
of the .\ttorncy-Gcneral office by Deption, returned to United States
in that position by Jerome Beatty, ad- editorial staffs of the Kansas City Star,
on the Adriatic this week.
uty Attorney-General William 1.
vertising manager.
Neither of the two men were
Washington Post, Los Angeles ExSwoope, was in response to a request
Mr. Flinn immediately takes up
press, New Orleans Stales, New York
very talkative, and the effects
from Dr. Ellis P. Obcrholtzer, secreduties of an executive capacity which Evening Globe, New York Evening,
of their injuries were still aptary of the Pennsylvania Board of
will place him even closer to Mr.
parent it being impossible to
Censors, who asked to be advised
Mail, Sunday
New YorkWorld.
Tribune and the r'.w
get much information from
Adokph Zukor and Mr. Jesse L. Lasky York
whether
the Act of April 13, 1911,
either of them. They both say
than in his past work. Because of his
His motion •picture experience beregulating
amusements, in so far as it
from
the
moving
picture
standintimate acquaintance with the differfore he joined the Famous Playersrelates to prosecutions of theatre
point the expedition will be a
ent activities of the corporation, Mr. Lasky organization was with Essanay,
managers for permitting improper
great success as some excepZukor has selected him to handle much Thanhouser and McClure Pictures.
tional scenes were filmed by the
exhil)itions, was repealed, so far as
of the detail that passes between the
Mr. Flinn joined the Jesse L. Lasky
party.
motion pictures were concerned, by
Horne says that their trip has
production and distribution depart- Feature Play Company as publicity
the Act of May 15, 1915, whicli is the
been a succession of wonders
ments which has heretofore centered manager five years ago. Previously he
existing law establishing the State
to him. Universal, he says,
had
been
for
several
years
dramatic
in Mr. Zukor's office. Mr. Al Lichtwill be able to release some of
Board of Censors and which preman, in charge of distribution, and Mr. editor of the New York Herald. He
the
finest travelogue pictures
scribes the board's duties. The reply
Flinn will be closely associated. As has always been active in the affairs of
ever taken as the country
of
Deputy
.'\ttorncy-Gcncral Swoope
Mr. Zukor is leaving for Europe in a the National Association of the Motion
the expedition traversed has
lo Dr. Obcrholtzer is as follows :
few weeks the change in positions will Picture Industry, of which he is chairabounded
in
unusual
and
beautiful scenery.
" In reply would sav that Section 1
be effective immediately.
man of the fifth division and a memof the Act of April 13, 1911, P. L. 64.
ber of the executive committee.
Mr. Beatty has been assistant to Mr.
provides as follows :
" ' That it shall be unlawful for any
person or persons to give or participate in, or for the owner or owners
to
Reply
Makes
Hoiubar
ed
Bill Expect
of any building, tent, tents, or any
Censorship
No
premises, lot. park, or common, or any
^^^^ Laemmle
Mayor's Committee of New York State In reply to the statement recently one having control thereof, to permit
made by Carl Laemmle about Mr. within said building, tent, or tents, or
Not Expected to Recommend Such Bill
Holubar's relations with Universal, any premises, lot, park or common,
city can handle its problem of censor- Mr. Hoiubar has issued the following any dramatic, theatrical, operatic, or
•yHERE
will Conference
be no bills ofbacked
by
ship for itself, through the district- statement :
* the State
Mayors
vaudeville exhibition, or the exhibiintroduced along censorship lines in attorney, if the case is a flagrant one,
"I
did
not
break,
nor
attempt
to
tions
any fixed or moving pictures,
the present session of the Legislature, or better yet, along the lines that break, my contract with Universal, of a of
lascivious, sacrilegious, obscene.
according to a report current in this Rochester has adopted. In that city Universal first broke its contract with indecent, or of an immoral nature and
city today. The special committee there is a censorship board that works me, by the entire omission of my name character, or such as might tend to
named by the State Conference of in harmony with exhibitors. When- as author or director in much adver- corrupt morals.'
ever a picture is about to be shown
Mayors to carefully inquire into the
needs of censorship in New York that strikes the exhibitor as contain- tising matter pertaining to " The Right " This is the act regulating all ki'.ids
to Happiness," also by its failure to of public exhibitions and amusements,
State will make its report on Febing something that might prove ob- live
up to its written agreement to re- including moving pictures, and providruary 24 when the mid-winter session
jectionable tothe public, the exhibi- muncrate me for stories written by me ing for a criminal prosecution for
tor gets in touch with the censor and for Universal. I have made numerous showing immoral shows. It does not
of the mayors is held here. This report will not recommend a censorship the picture is run off. The exhibitor requests for a settlement on these conflict in any way with the act of
bill.
abides by the decision of the censor stories, but up to the present writing May 15, 1915, P. L. 534, establishing
There is a probability, however, that and declares that as a result his pat- it has ignored payment, and even ques- the Pennsylvania State Board of Cenronage has grown.
the committee will >u?gest ihit each
tioned my authorship."
(Continued on page 1880)
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SEATTLE
" Whirlwind
Eden,
who thehasNorthwest
just returned from a " spin
around
circuit, has returned with a pocket full of
contracts. He just came back to see that
the office was still on the map and is going
back on another trip.
When Jack Rantz left the show business
to enter the production game, he placed his
three picture houses in Bremerton, Wash.,
on sale. It is known now that he sold them
to A. Shemanski. Mr. Shemanski is a prominent business man in Seattle, who has recently been mvestiuR his money in picture
shows. The Rosenburg Bros, will manage
the houses.
Vernon M. Schubach, Northwest manager
for the Universal Film Exchange, has been
receiving good news from Wallace Potter,
whom he manent
sentbranch
to and
Spokane
establish
a pertake tocare
of eastern
Washington, part of Montana and Idaho.
L. E. Tillman, formerly one of the proprietors of the Oregon Film Exchange,
Portland, Ore., has accepted the position as
assistant to manager Cobbs of the Northwest office of Vitagraph, Seattle. Charley
Code has accepted the position of special
salesman for Vitagraph.
H. Hopkinson, well known along the row,
is now working under manager Lynch, of
the Sun Film Exchange at Vancouver, B. C.
Since the Ignited Pictures Corporation has
been established, the Northwest branch is
now located at 2010 Third avenue. Film
Row, where the Triangle pictures were under
the guidance of R. R. Nave. Hugh C.
Dobbs, has been made local representative
for Hallmark and has moved all his paraphernalia down to 2010 Third avenue, for
the United will do the physical distributing
for Hallmark. R. R. Arthur, Jr., has been
made branch representative for United with
offices at 2010 Third avenue, Seattle, and
R. R. Nave will continue to keep his offices
at 2010 Third avenue, where he used to distribute Triangle pictures. He has been appointed local manager for United.
BUFFALO
M. H. Greenwald, manager of the Fox
exchange, has forwarded his resignation to
the Ne^v York office, to take effect Saturday, Feb. 21. Mr. Greenwald has three
very flattering
oflfers tofrom
other film
cerns, but is unable
announce
whichcon-he
will accept at this time. He came to Buffalo from the Cleveland Fox office last
summer. He has been with the company
two years.
Earl L. Crabb, managing director of
Universal theatres in this country and Canada, was a Buffalo visitor, February 2 and
3. Mr. Crabb stopped off en route to
Cleveland to look over the Universal interests there. He will go to Havana soon
to inspect the house there. Mr, Crabb recently opened a new theatre in Salt Lake
City for
U." Heinterested
denied in
thatestablishing
his company is at" present
a home in Buffalo. Mr. Crabb is former
manager of the Strand here.
Among the local film men who visited
Albany last week to attend a meeting of
the legislative committee of the State Exhibitors' League were Harold B. Franklin,
managing
director.of Shea's
Charlie Hayman,
NiagaraHippodrome;
Falls, and
Walter Hayes, of the Mark-Strand interests,
who
is alsotoa investigate
member of the
the Governor's
committee
censorship
question. It is understood on reliable authority that neither the proposal to repeal
the Sunday opening law and the creation
of a state board of censorship will make
any headway in the legislature.
The " flu
epidemic
has Board
become ofacute
Geneva,
N. " Y.,
and the
Healthin
has ordered all theatres closed. Delevan,
N. Y., authorities have taken similar action
and Bradford, Pa., is considering a like
move. In Buffalo while the number of
cases has steadily increased the newspai)ers
have adopted a policy of eliminating scare
headlines and the psychological effect to date
is wonderful. According to the health authorities, worry is the cause of most of the
cases and in doing away with worry the
fight against the disease is almost won.
Local exhibitors have not given closing a
thought at this writing.
John P. McConville, formerly connected
with
Boston
Famous years
Players-Lasky
branch the
for the
past several
in the ca
pacity of exploitation man, has been assigned to the local office of the same comjiany in a similar capacity. His first assign-

the

nient here was the exploiting of " The Copperhead," at the Strand theatre.
The Commissioner of Public Safety has
directed City Attorney Ralph E. Robertson,
drafter of the film exchange fire protecting
ordinance, to suinmon all exchange managers to attend a public hearing on the proposed ordinance in the city and count>' hall,
Friday,
February
13. The
ered several
typewritten
pages.ordinance
Most of covthe
exchanges
here
have
unusually
safe
arrangements for the storing of films.
Marian DeForest, dramatic editor of the
Buffalo Express and author of several plays,
among them " Little Women," and " ErstSusan,"of will
be appointed
a member
of the while
board
trustees
of the Buffalo
Public Library by Mayor Biick on March iS.
Paulart Mooney,
Anita P.StewProductions manager
company,of the
visite<l
H.
Smith, First National manager, the first
week in February and discussed plans for
the exploitation in this territory of " In Old
Kentucky."
Henry E. Wilkinson, Realart manager, has
started a cainpaign to place Allan Dwan's
" The Luck of the Irish," in every theatre
in Western New York on Saint Patrick's
Day. Mr. Wilkinson will probably be satisfied if almost every theatre books the i)icture on " Auld Sod " day.
J. F. Kirsch, manager of the local Dooley
exchange, 338 Pearl street, has returned
from New York, where he accompanied
Thomas W. Dooley, of Syracuse, with the
announceinent that Mr. Dooley has purchased 13 releases being made by the Bulls
Eye Film Company, featuring Texas Guinan.
" The Pendleton-Oregon Round Up " was
also purchased.
ester, February 4,Mr.to Kirsch
sign up visited
some ofRochthe
new product.
New York interests have purchased the
Jerry Linehan property in Broadway near
the city hall in Hornell, N. Y., and will
erect a modern motion picture theatre on
the site.
Andy Sharick, Select exploitation man,
recently screened " The Land of Oppor" for the and
Y. itM. is C.planned
A. Americanizationtunityconuiiittee
to use the
film extensively in the work of helping
Uncle Sam make new citizens.
The General Theatres Corporation has
purchased a site on Genesee street, near
Fillmore avenue, on which will be erected
a modern
motionThepicture
theatre now
and business building.
corporation
runs
the Allendale and New Arcadia. Harry
Marsey is president of the company, Al
Becker, vice president, and Harry G. Ess,
treasurer. The name of the new house will
be the Coliseum.
CLEVELAND
Theeral of" the
Flu smaller
" has played
with New
sevtowns havoc
in Ohio.
London, Ada, Fredericktown, Geneva, East
Palestine and Dillonvale were reported
closed this week. In none of the larger
towns, however, has there been any talk
of closing the motion picture theatres.
E. C. Blakeman arrived in Cleveland last
Monday, to become assistant manager of
the local Pathe exchange. Blakeman was
formerly associated with the Lynch enterprises in the South.
"
The
the in
big Ohio
Selig byserial,
which is Lost
beingCity,"
handled
the
.Standard Film Service of Cleveland, opens
its Ohio showitig at the Orpheum theatre,
Cleveland, the week of February 15. The
Orpheum is one of the large down town
first-run houses, and belongs to the chain
of movies controlled by Paul Gusdanovic.
Syd Rosenthal, manager of the United
Picture Theatres of America's Cleveland
office,
week's work
day last
week,
when did
he apersonally
soldoneseven
franchises
within as tnany hours. The contracts were
made with the Home theatre. Youngstown ;
Victor, Akron; Ideal, Akron; Norwood,
Cleveland ; Union, Cleveland ; Rex, Cleveland ,and Crawford, Cleveland.
Tl'.cland,Bradley
Features Company,
of Clevehas been incorporated
for $250,000,
for
the i>urpose
of
producing
high
class
plays, and work on the first productionphotowill
be started within a fortnight. Tlie directors
of the Bradley Features Company are Fred
Desberg, Joseph LaRonge, Ed Strong, H.
II. Cudmore, Arthur Brereton, Robert McLaughlin and Samuel R. Bradley.
Thenue, Andrews
home,
which was the
sceneat of3001the Euclid
filming aveof

Picture
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Correspondents
"former
Hiddenfilm Charms,"
production,Robert
has beenMcLaughlin's
taken over
by the Bradley Features Company on a
long time lease, and will be maintained as
a studio. Samuel R. Bradley has made the
announcement that the new company will
follow a policy whereby both productions
and stars will be equally featured.
Arthur S. Hyman, of the Arthur S. Hyman Attractions, Inc., Chicago and Detroit,
will shortly open a new independent exchange in Cleveland at 2129 East 9th street.
Among the attractions that he will distribute out of Cleveland will be " Deliverance." The exchange will be conducted
under the name of Hy-Art Film Attractions.
Following the announcement that Cleveland won first prize in the big Universal
sales contest just concluded, came word that
Tom Colby was at the head of the local
army of salesmen to accomplish this feat.
CINCINNATI
A plan
to
educate exhibitors
to a film
realization of the importance
of returning
on
time has been worked out by the Cincinnati Exchange Managers'
and
the Indianapolis
Board of Association
Motion Picture
Exchange Managers, following a conference
of the two organizations at Indianapolis recently.exhibitors
Special effort
acquaint
with will
the befactmade
that towhen
the return of a film is delayed, it not only
inconveniences the exchange, but usually
harms another exhibitor, who is forced to
change his picture or run a dark house.
Those present at the meeting from Cincinnatiland,
were Johnson,
Messrs.Casaneve,
Wofberg, Baum,
Kendal,Haines,
RowKnoepfle and Zimmerman.
Al Walsh has been added to the Select
road
force and will cover the West Virginia
territory.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS
Miss Rose Tapley, of the Famous PlaveriLasky,
on "The
Message
the
screen " spoke
at Trinity
Methodist
Churchof' here
tonight.to "express
If people
onlyof take
trouble
theirwould
opinions
films theto
the managers of moving picture houses,"
she said,
we couldThehavepeople
the very
best pictures "obtainable.
are powerftil
and potent in this respect as reports of filnu
are
in topersonally
the headknew
officeof each
week."
She sent
said she
at least
five
different people who had been saved from
moral or physical suicide by the ',' movies."
Goldstein Brothers, owners of the Broadway theatre here and of leading playhouses
at Holyoke, Mass., Northampton, Nfass.,
and other Connecticut valley cities and
towns, announce they have become affiliated
with the Lowe circuit. The new arrangement does not affect the ownership or management of the playhouses, but places within
their
disposal
the vaudeville acts booked by
the Lowe company.
In connection with a banquet and meeting
of the Connecticut Valley Club of Printing
House Craftsmen at the Hotel Cooley, in
this city, Saturday night, Frederick Clark,
director of the department of technical of
the American Writing Paper Company, will
give
a motion
picturethatlecture
Making."
The films
will beonused" Paper
were
made
at
the
corporation's
Linden
mills and
industry.
show all stages of the paper
manufacturing
Patrick J. Goode, of New Haven, Conn.,
for 17 years in government service, during
that period private secretary to three different
to resign
tary toCongressmen,
Postmaster isPhilip
Troup,asof secreElm
City, March 1 to become connected with
the S. Z. Poli theatrical circuit.

The Wilson Film Company, which recently
An address, " The Development of Movopened up offices at 301 Strand Theatre
ing Pictures
in Advertising,"
given beBuilding, has leased space on the fifth floor
the Worcester
(Mass.)wasAdvertising
of the new film exchange building at Club fore
last
week
at
its
weekly
luncheon
Pioneer- and Broadway streets, according to Floyd A. Ramsdell, of the Worcester Filmby
an announcement by George Wilson, man- Company.
Two new salesmen have been added to
ager.
The Westfield Woman's Club at its meetthe Robertson-Cole sales force. Dick Roach
ing last week
votedwayto to
indorse
move-a
now under
bringtheabout
will cover the Kentucky territory, and J. L. more ment
rigid
censorship
of
moving
picture
Jugansginiahas
been assigned to the West Vir- productions. A committee of nine has been
territory.
formed in Boston to have complete jurisdiction over the display of moving picture proOwing to the fact that Oscar F. Bower,
ductions in all cities and towns of the
Goldwyn manager, is confined to his home
as the result of a broken leg. District Man- State.
The local Woman's Club now has before
ager Arthur Lucas, of Atlanta, is temporarily taking charge of the office.
it a teeproposition
to have aMass.,
similartocommitformed in Westfield,
survey
George Davis, formerly of the Cincinnati and censor motion pictures shown in local
United office, is now covering Kentucky for playhouses. Billboard advertising is being
Select.
attacked, contention of the organization being that theatre and newspaper advertising
Ben Bein, until recently connected with is preferable and does not detract from the
Pathe, has been named assistant manager of enjoyment of out-door traveling.
the Cincinnati office of the Standard Film
Service Company.
Local Chamber of Commerce of Bridgeis considering
proposition
have port,
the Conn.,
Shuberts
build a amodem
theatreto
Hand
painted
window
tie-ups
were
used
with good effect by Manager George Kyros, here. J. J. Shubert, in a communication to
of the Virginian, Charleston, W. Va.. in A. H. Donahue, a broker, has brought the
the attention of the local computting
a four-days'
campaignworking
on " Thein matter to
mercial organization.
Beloved over
Cheater."
^Ir. Kyros,
conjunction
with Manager
Casaneve, of
Robertson-Cole's Cincinnati office, secured
Through efforts of the Hartford, Conn.,
a number of stills, which were mounted on Tuberculosis
Committee, about 100 patients
cardboard and then hand painted. Catch of the State sanitorium
at Newington were
phrasesusedsuchon asthe" Do
You followed
Like Kissing
moving Wednesday
picture enwere
cards,
by the" treated to a concert
tertainment at the and
institution
words,the " date.
See Lew
at the
and
TheseCodycards
wereVirginian,"
placed in morning, Feb. 4. The program was in cothe leading store windows of Charleston, as and will beoperationcontinued
with Hartfordweekly
Musicians'
at the Union
Newwell as in the lobby of the theatre, and atington institution and also at Wildwood on
tracted a great deal of attention.
Cedar
Mountain.
Other features of the campaign were a
The program lasted two hours. The Will
love-letter contest, in which $75 in prizes
Rogers
picture,
Jubilo,"
shown forat
were
offered;
an
airplane'
flight
in
which
the
theatre" this
week,being
was shown
10,000 dodgers advertising the performance the Palace
special benefit of about 30 children,
were dropped over the city ; and heavy through
the courtesy of Manager James
newspaper advertising.
Clancy,
of the
Palace
theatre.
The orchestra of that
theatre
provided
the music.
The
local Musicians' Union has agreed to proNEW ORLEANS
vide the chestras
weekly
all of theto14have
orand six concerts,
bands represented
The " nickel " motion picture has become a part.
a thing of the past in New Orleans. But it
was only
last week
became
Chain Kwang Shi, acting counsel of the
town theatres
raisedthistheir
pricestrue.
five Downcents
China at theMayor
New Richard
York con-J.
and suburban houses went up ten cents. Republicsulate,ofhas written
The latter price also means an additional Kinsella, of Hartford, toa letter
of
thanks atfora
penny for war tax. The largest houses were his action in refusing to allow shown
charging more than a nickel, announced
there would be no increase soon.
local theatre the film " The Tong Man.
New Orleans is one of the last cities to The ban was placed after local Chinamen
raise its movie admission.
had conferred with Mayor Kinsella.
The dean of New Orleans film exchange
Motion pictures of the banana industry
managers, Mrs. Anna Sessions, left January in Central America, with an explanatory and
for Atlanta, where she is to administer the descriptive address by Vice President V.
affairs of the eight-state .southern division of M. Tucker, of the I'nited Fruit Company,
the World Film Corporation.
were given before the Rotary Club of
Worcester. Mass.. last week.
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Chicago

Manager Escliman of Pathe's Chi.-;i> Kxchange, is buildinp up a
ong sales organization which will
I Pathe special features excliisivelv .
IS squadron of special salesmen i>
charge of W. B. Frank, formerly
h the Indianapolis exchange oi
he, and includes H. J. Corbett,
■ inerly manager of the Harpei
l licatrc; F". B. W^thne and A. G. .
Hickcox, both of whom came on from
\v York to join the sales staff ; A.
\s of Indianapolis; A. G. Spencer.
'1 for some years was connected
h Metro; D. R. Davis, a Xew
cans live-wire; and 1. G. Davis,
is an expert on finance, having
II a bond salesman for several
rs. These- "Specialists" now are
^•entrating on booking "Other
ii's Shoes " and are putting it 9ver
" Respectable By Proxy '' will be
^ next picture they will exploit.
Reports reaching Chicago indicate
that T. E. Delaney, who went from
the local office of Viiagraph to be
Omaha manager, is more than making good in his new position and already is breaking office records for
bookings.
Manager Fred Aiken f)f Vitagraph
reports that Aschcr Brothers think so
well of " The Fortune Hunter," a
Vitagraph special that they will put
the picture on for an extra day
throughout their string of Chicago
houses when it is released March 8th.
E. G. Newman's new house at La
Salle, Illinois, the Xcw Majestic,
opened with "The Lone Wolfs
Daughter " as its feature.
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Id .\\)rthiTn Michigan and the F. 1.
L. M. Club is talking about an outing.
Frederick Linick has purchased the
interests of R. L. Jacoby in the Linick
& Jaco!)y Theatrical Enterprises. This
concern will hereafter be conducted
under the name of Fred Linick Enterprises. Mr. Jacoby will leave the
entertainment field for the present to
Nathan A.scher of Ascher Brothers,
Hallmark has taken over the busi- become connected with the Mid City was in New York this week for a
ness of the Doll-Van Film Corpora- Printing Company. It is understood conference with the Goldwyn execution for Illinois and will distribute the that
Mr. Linick will have an announcetives and is expected back in Chiment of considerable interest to the
pictures controlled by the Doll-Van
cago within a few days.
Corporation in that territory. D. N. moving picture industry in the near
X'andarwalkcr, who has been manager future.
A new house is being built in
for Doll-Van in Chicago, goes to HallAlton, Illinois, on the site of the old
mark as Chicago branch manager and
Manager that
Jack25 O'Toole
of the
United.
W. M. Sauvage is the
will take his entire staff with him. annoiHices
theatres in
Chi- Ardrome.
He will occupy offices with the Tricago territory have become exhibitor
angle and United in the Mailers franchise holders in his corporation
E. E. Alger of Paxton, Illinois, has
Building. The Doll-Van Film Cor- within the past two weeks. One of
poration will continue to distribute these exhibitors is Joe Hop. who, completed plans for the erection of
their own pictures in Indiana and will when -Mr. O'Toole called in 1918 said. a 700-seat house in that city.
maintain their Indianapolis office as " Come back in 1920." Mr. O'Toole
heretofore.
came back on schedule with the reHarry Weiss of the Chicago First
sult that Joe took franchises for his National office is back at his desk
Signs of spring, (ieo. Moore of the big New Fort Armstrong Theatre at after a three weeks' visit in St. Louis
Orpheum, Chicago, told the porters Rock Island and his Chicago Theatre. on firm business and reports a recordthat in another month they could get
trip. He placed " In Old
the storm doors ready for storage.
Tom Norman of the executive com- breaking
Kentucky" in every town he visited.
mittee of United, was in Chicago this According
Sig Faller sold the electric heater in
to Mr. Weiss, one out of
his office and had his flivver washed. week, following his trip to Minne- every ten exhibitors in every town in
apolis, where a convention of the southern Illinois reports that he is
I. Maynard Schwartz is writing
poetry. Harry Weiss is getting his United franchise holders was held. about to either remodel or else build a
fishing tackle ready. Arthur Schoen- Mr. Norman is enthusiastic and re- new house and business was never
stadt is buying new golf clubs. Joe
ports northwest exhibitors are show- better for the exhibitor.
ing great interest in his organization.
I'Veidman is inquiring about the rates
Hallmark and accepted the position of
general sales manager with Frank
Zambrino of the Unity Photoplay
Corporation. Mr. Flaherty has been
coiniccted with the motion picture industry in the Chicago territory for
more than ten years and has an unusual wide circle of friends.

The First National Exhibitors Exchange gave a private showing of the
first independent production of Marshall Neilan, "The River's End" at
the Playhouse on Tuesday with musical interpretation by the Riviera
Theatre orchestra. A large number
of exhibitors were present and the
comments heard were very favorable
to the stirring tale of the royal northwest mounted police.

Lord Northclifife, the great British
newspaper owner, has sent W. P.
Faulkner to America to make a study
of the United States moving picture
industry. Dr. Sam Atkinson, vicepresident and business m^iager of
The Allied Amusements .\ssociation
of Chicago and a recognized authority
on censorship questions, has been
called to New York to discuss that
phase of the industry with Mr.
Faulkner. Both will have their headquarters at the Astor while in New
York.
Dr. L. W. Jones, president of the
Paragon Film Bureau, has returned
from New York and is preparing to
put out •" The Great Miracle," a very
interesting picture touching on
spiritualism and other matters at
present very much in the public eye.
Dr. Jones states that he has purchased
scenarios for several other pictures
which will be produced at his California studios within the next few
months. Later he will put " The Great
Miracle"
on the state' rights market,
it
is understood.
I-rank Flaherty, one of the best
known picture men in the Chicago
territory, has resigned as manager of

One of the things he arranged while
in Minneapolis was for a UnitedTriangle week, the last of February,
during which 1(X) exhibitors will show
United-Triangle i)ietures for a solid
week. Regional Director Phillip
M.\ers of Minoi. North Dakota was
present at the convention and reported
a successful meeting had been held
at Fargo. United officials report that
it will be only a short lime until they
can give weekly releases to their franchise holders.

A. F. Victor, head of the Victor Animatiograph plant at Davenport, Ohio

A luncheon was held at the Morrison Hotel on Friday, February 6, in
celebration of the Amalgamation of
the Chicago Theatrical Managers
Association with the Allied Amusements Association. Dramatic, Vaudeville and Burlesque managers and motion picture exhibitors were present
and mutual congratulations were exchanged on the amalgamation which
gives Chicago the strongest theatrical
body in America. Plans were made
to have the theatre men represented
on the Allied Amusements Board of
Directors by seven members and Dr.
Sam Atkinson, vice-president and
business manager of the association,
outlined the work ahead of the organization. President Maurice Chothe theatrical manwelcomed
ynski
agers to the association and told of
derived through
be
to
the benefits
thorough cooperation.
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Exhibitors

Plan

Convention

Utica to Be Scene of New

York

State

Exhibitors' Convention Next Month
tors to the Utica Convention.
ion of
Convent
THEthe coming
The most enthusiastic worker for a
Motion State
Picture
Exhibitors
League of the State of New York, record convention at Utica is the
which is to be held at the Utica Hotel Treasurer of the Organization, Mr.
in the City of Utica March 9th and William H. Linton, one of whose
10th (Tuesday and Wednesday), bids theatres is situated in Utica. Mr.
lair to develop into an event of prime Linton has gone ahead with elaborate
importance.
preparations for the reception and enThe record for successful state
tertainment of delegates and exhibiconventions has heretofore been held
tors generally who will attend the
Convention.
by last year's State gathering which
The people of the City of Utica at
foreshadowed the coming of liberal
Sunday legislation. It is almost a cer- the recent Referendum on the question of Sunday opening voted a detainty that the 1920 Convention will
cided majority in favor of having the
foreshadow legislation affecting the
Industry more vital even than the law motion picture houses open on the
of last year which restored to the first day of the week. The press of
people the right to recreation after Utica unanimously supported the liberal side of the question. As a result,
church hours on Sunday. When the
joint session of the Legislative and the entire population of Utica is looking forward to the Convention, fully
Executive Committees recently held
at Albany adjourned, every member resolved to make the attending exJ. II. Mailer, I'niierttaVx
hibitors feel at home and give them
puhJicity neic director of had pledged himself to bring the
the Freedom of the Citv.
greatest possible attendance of exhibiJ. H. Mayer Made ManFelix Feist Arrives in
Motion Picture Bureau
ager of Publicity in
East
Los Angeles
Has First Luncheon
Felix
Feist,
vice-president and sales
J. H. Mayer, who has been acting
The recently organized Motion-Pic- manager for Goldwyn Distributing
as Eastern district publicity manager
ture Bureau of the Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce at a luncheon last Corporation, arrived in Los Angeles
for Universal, has been appointed director of publicity succeeding Harry week launched their opening gun for a on Thursday, January 29th. The
executive was welcomed by
Rice, who returns to Chicago as dis- cleaner, better and more business-like Goldwj-n
trict publicity manager for the Middle industry here, when Harry M. White, Branch Manager Maurice Wolf and
West. Mr. Mayer has been with the chairman, outlined to the members the his corps of associate workers and by
studio officials. ]Mr. Feist
New York publicity department of policies and functions of the new Goldwyn
entered at once into the formulation
Universal since last summer, coming " Board."
plan of campaign that would get
here from Cincinnati where he was in
Unusual interest is attached to the of a in
touch with the exhibitors of
charge of publicity for the local ex- activities of this organization, account- him
the
territory.
change.
ing for this large assemblage of film
men. This gathering, it is stated by a
report from the Goldwyn Pictures Cor- Theatre Space the Same
Maryland Exhibitors
poration, marks the first successful
in Paper Shortage
Elect Officers
attempt of exchangemen at organizaThe
Tampa, Florida, Daily Tribune
At the recent election of officers of
tion. That it is being favorably looked
is said to be short of paper. They
the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League upon by exhibitors is said to have
of ?ilaryland, the following officers been evidenced by the presence of have eight cars on the tracks, somewhere between Tampa and the factory.
were re-elected : Eugene B. McCurd.v, nearly the entire board of directors of
president ; Thomas D. Goldberg, vice- ihe Stanley Company of America, who The Government seem helpless to get
president; J. Louis Rome, treasurer are reported to have given their this paper for them, and as a consequence the publication has been forced
and WilHam Stumpf, secretary.
heartiest endorsement to the project.
The new Board of Directors are :
to reduce its size. Many columns of
advertising are forced out daily, but
Frank Durkee, Charles Hicks, Walter
Pacy, Frank Hornig. Louis Schlichter, Los Angeles Escapes the the theatres have been allowed their
Wallace Heigh and Benjamin Cluster.
full space, and the "write ups" have
Epidemic Ban So Far
been carried as usual, according to reThe Los Angeles territory has not
ports. .
Censorship Fails
been affected by the new epidemic
(Continued from page 1877)
raging in the eastern portion of the Combine Will Handle
sors, and giving them the power to country with one exception. Public
Film Affairs
censor moving pictures.
meetings in the small town of Colum.\niioimcemcnt is made of a new
" Further, the same Legislature in
bus, New Mexico, on the Mexican
combination formed to handle pub1911, by the Act of June 19, 1911, P.
have been ordered disconL. 1067, which was the first act in Ijorder, tinued
and the theatres there are
licity, plays and scenarios, with executive offices in suite 907, Brokaw Buildthis State establishing a Board of Cen- Closed; according to telegram reing,
New York. The principals are
sors of Moving Pictures, showed its
ceived by the Los Angeles exchange
Ray Owens, formerly associated with
intention that both acts were to be tliis week.
•enforced. In case a picture has been
Frank rical
A. enterprises
Keene^^'s
picture
and Oliver,
theat; and
Arthur
approved by the Pennsylvania State
Board of Censors, it would certainly
formerly Mr. Keeney's director of
Kenneth MacGowan
raise a presumption that the same was
publicity.
not an immoral picture, but I do not
Joins Bernay in
Picture House Collapses
Publicity
think that the two acts are inconsistin Lyndhurst, N. J.
ent, or the latter act would repeal by
Moving picture concerns feeling the
impHcation the Act of April 13, 1911.
The Stuyvesant theatre, of Lyndhurst, N. J., collapsed on February 5,
" You are therefore advised that need for new angles in their publicity
there is nothing in the Act of May 15, and new life in their promotion work it is stated, presumably from the excess weight of the wet snow. The
1915, P. L. 534, to prevent a criminal generally, will be interested to hear
prosecution for showing an immoral that Kenneth Macgowan has associated only damage was that inflicted on the
picture under the Act of April 13, himself with Edward L. Bernay's Pub- property ; the house was empty at the
1911, P. L. 64.
licity Bureau, to take special charge of time, and there were no pedestrians

TROY

Picture

HOUSES

LIABLE

News

ARE

TO ANOTHER TAX

OTION picture houses in
Troy, N. Y. may be taxed
M two cents on every ticket
sold on Sundays, without
being allowed to increase the
price of admission a like amount,
if a resolution just introduced
into the Common Council of
that city is passed. The money
would be used in replenishing
the
police
firemen's
pension
funds,
now andsadly
depleted,
it is
alleged, by reason of politics and
men being kept on the payrolls.
The city plays to about 15,000
admissions each Sunday. The
scheme has resulted in a wave
of indignation sweeping over
the city. Troy draws heavily on
Sundays from Albany and other
places which do not enjoy Sunday shows.
Predicts Bankruptcy
(Continued from page 1870)
in the face. They live on optimism
and any other atmosphere does not
tend to make them happy.
"I have noticed in the trade papers
during recent months several notices
of warning from men who make it
their business to sell pictures in foreign territories, but due to the fact that
some of these men's names do not appear daih- in public print, their warnings evidently receive very little attention and the game goes merrily on.
"Activities in the production centers
still continue without any thought;
extravagances of directors and stars
are the order of the day. The business
has not benefited as I stated before by
the prosperitj- which this country has
enjoyed for the past four years, as
producers have put nothing in reserve
to meet the situation which is apparent
in the immediate future. The result
is that today the cost of pictures that
are in the making is based on worldwide receipts, when they should be
based rived
onlyfrftmonthe theUnited
revenue
to be And
deStates.
American producers must make up
their minds to deliver their pictures
abroad and accept therefore foreign
currency instead of United States dollars. This will enable them to forestall
any foreign competition in the future
in their home market, but, for the
American producers to accomplish this,
there has got to be a retrenchment
along all lines, particularly actors'
salaries, and authors' prices for their
stories. There has got to be a retrenchment in lavish expenditures
which heretofore have been the rule. If
this is not done and done immediately
a hard time is in store for the picture
industry in the United States.
"In order to accomplish the results,
it is not necessary to cheapen or to put
out inferior productions, but it is absoessentialonthat
be
made tolutelyshow
the ever>screen dollar
; and the

principal order of retrenchment must
be made in the reduction as stated, of
artists' and authors' remuneration, less
the cave-in occurred, ac- lavish expenditures in sets and more
"Very truly yours, William I. the motion picture publicity and pro- passing when
cording to reports.
motion
for
that
organization.
Swoope, Deputy Attorney-General."
attention paid to the dramatic effect.
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By WILLIAM ED\^ ARB MULLIGAN
ForiMrly With the Minneapolis Journal
WHILE moving picture publicity departments
are struggling night and day with press
>hccts in the liope of being able to break into
print in the newspapers with a few lines in be
'half of a certain star or picture, they are truly
overlooking one golden opportunity that is con, stantly beckoning to them.
I The joy of the publicity departments seems to be
complete when they register with some little story
in tlie movie section of a metropolitan newspaper.
. But if these publicists only knew how the cohimns
' in the Sunday magazine and feature sections of
some of the country's leading dailies are fairly
yawning for live copy, whether it concerns the
movies or politics, adventure or romance. I am sure
they would do their share to meet this demand.
' There are several instances of a passed up opportunity of this character that I might cite. The
other day I called on Ray Marshall, Sunday maga■ zine editor and feature writer for the Minneapolis
Journal. As city editor of the Journal, Mr.
Marshall had been my boss for nearly two years.
I had my own ideas about press sheets, of course,
but I asked Marshall, who among other things had
himself been a movie editor, what he thought of
them.
' In the main they're not delivering the news the
way we want it," he said. " It is quite evident
that the men getting out these press sheets are
working under high pressure and at some disadvantage. They are apparently trying to fill up a
vast amount of space. Naturally their work
plainly shows it is forced and that they cannot be
in direct contact with the source of their news.
The result frequently is a lot of drivel in the
press sheets about a beautiful actress appearing
in some wonderful play, the story of a scene in
extravagant language that is certain to excite a
feeling of prejudice in the editor, but not a word
containing one iota of real honest-to-goodness
news appears. I would say that if the press sheets
contained just one or two items of Simon pure
news, a short synopsis of the photoplay and the
advertising matter that may be helpful to the exhibitor, they could eliminate all the other stuff,
save themselves lots of useless labor and give a
rest to the overworked waste-basket. Editors recognize the fact that there is no subject of more
general interest to-day than the movies. The country is filled with fans, and any real news concerning the doings in filmdom, which to them is a land
of mystery, is always in demand. Why don't the
press sheets carry some of this new's? Why do
newspaper men have to actually dig for it?"
Mr. Marshall produced a clipping that he had
culled from a California newspaper. It had to do
with a certain star* who was a favorite among
Minneapolis photoplay enthusiasts. The story,
which was rather brief, related that this particular
star had resolved to make a sacrifice for the sake
of science and the benefit of mankind.
" Here's a clipping. Mull, and I didn't get it
from a press sheet either," he said. " Do you know
what I'm going to do with it ? I'm going to make

the
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by C. L. Yearsley,

for the First National

Director
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a full page story for the Suik1;i\ magazine section of the journal. Our morgue lias a good lay
out for this star and the art department can frame
up some nifty illustrations. Why in Sam Hill arc
the press sheets failing to give us even a hint of
such stories as these? Every film fan in Minneapolis will read this story eagerly and the next
time a picture comes to town showing this star
many of them will be sure to go to see her.
I have refrained from mentioning the name of
the star in question and her actual purpose at the
request of Mr. Marshall, because he wants this
magazine feature to be a newspaper " scoop ! "
Certainly there must be things in the lives of
stars, experiences, ambitions, etc., and in the production of photoplays that would be well worth the
telling and of interest to fans and editors.
"Is Theda Bara dead?" was the queer question
that Marshall shot to me.
that had
I didn't
thinka so,
and asked
theI replied
newspaper
received
dispatch
statingh'mthatil
she was.
" No," he said, " but probably half the women
in town think she is dead. Someone has informed
my wife to that effect, and I have heard the same
story from a score of other people. How it originated. I cannot say definitely, but I believe it
started with a newspaper story saying that Theda
Bara was cast in a play in which she committed
suicide through despondency resulting from the injury of her eyesight by the use of bella donna.
The clumsy wording of the article perhaps gave out
the wrong impression. What a wonderful opportunity for a real live newspaper story ! Theda
Bara should rise to the occasion and assert that
she is very much alive. It would undoubtedly be
very interesting to get her views on suicide and
the use of bella donna. As far as I know, Theda
Bara may be either dead or alive, but I am sure
that I would welcome a press sheet or other information that would throw light on this matter."
One of the big mistakes of the press sheet today as I see it is the habit of from time to time
giving away some of the secrets of moving picture
production. Stories of this sort, it is true, are
frequently printed by the newspapers because they
do constitute news, but I believe that this kind of
publicity is more harmful than good. For instance
a press story goes on to relate how realistic is the
storm scene in a certain picture, then enlightens
the reader by saying that it isn't as realistic as
it actually seems. The story explains every detail
of the mechanical methods used to produce this
storm ; in a word it takes the fan right behind the
scenes and proceeds to disillusion him. What the
fan wants is a real storm. As soon as he is told
that it is a fake, he loses interest in the picture.
He has a feeling that it is not true to life, and
when in the picture theatre he corries to the storm
scene, he begins to think of the mechanical effects
that produced it, and the result is the story is
spoiled for him. He doesn't leave the theatre with
any happy illusions, that is, if he goes to the theatre
at all.
The same is true of the so-called legitimate stage
but this subject sets me off on another tangent.

Use

Them"

of PubCircuit

\\'h\ ill lluuuK ration do we who are connected with
the moving picture game keep constantly referring
to the "legitimate stage?" Perhaps if the press
>heets would lay of? of that expression the rest
of us would, too. Is there anything illegitimate
about the movies? I say emphatically that there
is not. The silent drama is every bit as legitimate
as the spoken drama, and it is by far the greatest
medium of popular entertainment in this hemisphere to-da_\-. Let the press sheets discourage, or
at least let alone, this term, and they will be doing
something to dignify the industry. •
There are to-day few secrets of the >poken
drama, vaudc\ illc and the circus. The press agents
have done their best to explode them in order toget publicity, but their efforts have had the effect
of a boomerang. To-day it is very hard for the
circus or the theatrical press agent to dig up a
really good mystery story with which he can get
by. The reason is he has laid bare the mystery,
and it is this very subtle element that frequently
makes a story worth while. Barnum was probably right when he said " The people like to be
fooled." But I think his expression might better
have been. " The people like to be fooled as long
as they do not know it." When Barnum found
out that the newspapers liked these mystery stories
about the " woolly horse " and the Cardiff giant,
he decided he would give them all the material he
could turn out and so he hired a bunch of press
agents. Every showman in the country at once
emulated the great circus king. The press agents
wrote
and inside
furiously.
Theytherevirtually
turned'
the
showfastgame
out, until
was little
left
for the public to know. But how far would any
circus get to-day with a "woolly horse" or a Cardiff giant? It takes a might good, hair-raisiiig act
to go over now. As one city editor said to me:
"If the press agents hadn't broken their necks to
expose every interesting illusion, newspaper editors to-day would be sending their reporters around
to the theatres and circus lots, just as they do to
the city hall and courthouse, to pick up live human
interest
and mystery
The screen
is still a stories."
thing of mystery, charm and
romance to the public in this age. It is a wonderful opportunity to capitalize this essence of inystery
and the unknown about it through the medium of
the right kind of publicity. Sceen publicity is indeed a timely subject just now.
I for one feel that inuch criticism that has been
aimed at moving picture press sheets has been unfair. Ifeel that credit should be given where it i&
due. Of course, there is room for improvement
and that is why I have attempted to point out some
defects as I see them, but there can be no denying the fact that the press sheet to-day is one of
the most important adjuncts in the business of the
really wideawake exhibitor. On it he relies chiefly
for his advertising copy. Frequently he obtains
from it valuable suggestions for exploitation. He
also gets, or should get, the material for news
stories.

The average press sheet servise the needs of the
small town exhibitor and editor very well. I think
I am qualified to make this statement, for two of
{Contiiined to page 1890)
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Attractive Window

News

Display for

S^hipma
n Featurecampaign that
A ^< inexpensive
exploitation
■t*- shows every evidence of bringing to other exhibitors the same box-office success it brought to
the Post theatre. Battle Creek, Mich., has just been
completed by Messrs. Lipp and Cross who operate
the Post.
After arranging with a local citizen who had a
great number of stuffed animals which either he
or his friends had killed during winter hunting
engagements, for the use of these stuffed animals,
the theatre was enabled to have the benefit of a
lobby display that featured practically every animal
seen in " B;;ck to God's Countrj ."
One of the fashionable music stores was proud
to permit the display to be used in his best window
and in addition to an attractive card bearing the
date and naming the theatre a notice stating where
and by whom each animal was killed, was used in
the window.
In addition to the displav- window, the management arranged for using the tracks of " Wapi — the
Killer " extensively throughout the city with the
result that "Back to God's Country" established
a high record during its five day showing.

One of the most attractive xcindou' the
disl^lays
haj'c Battle
seen forCrerh
" Back to God's Coiiiilrv," the Xi'ork of
Post 7i'c
theatre.
Banner

W eek in Entertainment
at Marion,

Ind.

THE exploitation of George Loane Tucker's
" The Miracle Man " given by Billy Connors,
manager, and Clarence L. Branigan, proprietor of
the Luna-Lite theatre at Marion, Ind., was on a
larger scale than in any other Hoosier city where
the film has been shown. Connors booked the picture for an entire week, something which had
never been done before in Marion, a city of thirty
thousand.. The usual run is for one day only.
Connors' task was made harder because Miss
Dolly Spurr, enterprising and well known manager
of the Mutual theatre company, booked " Old
Kentucky " for her Indiana theatre to run in opensued. position to " The Miracle Man." A merry battle
If there was an inch of available advertising
space in Marion which Connors left uncovered it
could not be seen with the naked e\e.
For a week preceding the film's run he had
teaser ads in the two Marion newspapers. Late in
the week he flooded the town with billi)oard announcements. Not content with the usual signl)oard lithographs Connors heralded the coming of
" The Miracle Man " in practically every downtown show window with smaller cards. Among
other stunts he actually got permission from the
two principal banks to place portable sign boards
right smack in the center of their naturally conserxative fronts. "The Miracle Man" posters
.shouted from the fence corners out in the country
and shrieked their message from the advertising
boards on the front end of street cars.
To start the week off with a loud and resounding bang, Connors bought two pages in the heart
of the Sunday morning edition of the Marion
Leader-Tribune and lilazoncd forth the message
once more.
On the strength of the size of his displa\- tlie
newspaper gave Mr. Connors a front page story
in a box calling attention to the display with the
announcement that it was the largest theatrical advertising ever purchased in the city.

Novelty

Scores at Arcade, Jacksonville
PHIL. GERSDORF, publicity director, and J. O.
Brown, manager of the Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, put over an exploitation stunt for " What's
Your Husband Doing?" which can be O. K.'d
without further try-outs as worth using for this
picture and perhaps for other features based on a
comedy idea. Best of all, as Mr. Gersdorf says
in a letter describing the stunt, it doesn't cost a
cent or at least didn't cost the Arcade anything
since the wax figures were borrowed from a department store.
The Arcade idea, full\' explained b\' the accompanying photograph, was to stand two wax figures,
dressed as male and female, in one of the stage
bowers provided in the Arcade at each side of the
screen. .Several days before the showing of
" What's Your Husband Doing " the Arcade began showing these figures at the end of the screening of the feature then being run. The plan was
to keep the whole stunt secret by allowing the
figures to remain in the dark until the time mentioned and then suddenly throw a spot light on
the bower disclosing what at first glance looked
to be two lovers. The sign over the figures was
the only explanation made as to the reason.
At the same time the light was focused on the
dummies the orchestra jazzed into "You'd Be Surprised." With the colored lightings in the bovver
and the effect heightened by the distance the
stunt never failed to arouse a round of laughter
and the buzzing that could be heard throughout
the house attested to tlic effect on the audience, according to Mr.out.Gcrsdorf's statement of how the
stunt worked
.\nother exploitation idea was used for this picture was to send out postals from Atlanta, Georgia,
on which was written in long hand, " W'hat's Your
HusbandwasDoing?
Doris."
course
mailed Doug
to a and
selected
list ofThese
marriedof
women in Jacksonville and created a whole lot of
speculation. According to Mr. Gersdorf a half of
Jacksonville's benedicts were being viewed with
suspicion by their better halfs until the announcement of the opening date of the feature was made.

Teaser Idea for Advertisins'
"The Copperhead"
HB.
\\'.'\TTS,
manager
of the
Strand
theatre,
• Omaha, an A.
H. Blank
house,
advances
an
idea for exploiting "The Copperhead," which has
quite an idea in it. He figured that a lot of the
younger generation would not know what a "copperhead" really was, and in consequence used the
title of the picture as a "teaser" ad. He had cuts
made one column by one-half inch, and two
columns by an inch, and ran these one to page
twenty or thirty times in the various papers. On
Thursday before the showing he ran ten one-inch
displays in each of the papers, which beside using
"The Copperhead'" cuts carried type reading as follows : " Maybe the name ' Copperhead ' is some
new
breakfast
food. the
Nope,sentences
see papers
tomorrow."
Other ads run where
relative
to near
beer, automobiles, magazine, etc., were used instead of the "breakfast food" wording.
On Friday Mr. Watts came out with his announcement of "the Copperhead" booking and all
ihe mystery was explained. According to advices
from the Strand manager the scheme worked well.

ng " What's Your
advertisi
Xozcllv
the Arcade, Jacksonville
f " at
Doingfor
Husband idea
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Exploitation
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Goldberg,

Neglects

No

THE plan of running " leasir " advcriiscments
in iu\\ spaper's classified columns was adopted
recently liy Harry F. Goldberg of the Sun theatre.
Omaha, Xcl)., in coiuiection with the sho\fini; oi
"Soldiers of Fortime," an Allan Dwan production
In addition Mr. Goldlierg tietl up the showini;
of this feature with a visit of tieneral Pershing to
the city as told in last week's issue, and ohiained
I front page publicit\ and other strong representaI lion in tiie news colimins. The net result of the
Mrenuous campaign was thai the house record of
I the theatre was broken.
I An inspiring and thrilling incident was added
I to the exploitation when four hundred and tifi\'
I boy scouts paraded from the Court House to the
I theatre to witness a special showing. The picture
went over big with the boys, wlio cheered it contituially and broke into a small-sized tumuli when
the battle scenes were tlashed on the screen.
The teaser campaign which ran in the classified
adxertising columns of the Omaha Daily Xctcs
constituted an exploitation novelty with a definite
bo.\-otiice value. The idea consisted of inserting
six different advertisements for seven days under
I various classifications :
' l."nder "Situations Wanted — Male" the foUow^ ing appeared :
'■ Bright young man wains position as theatre
usher. Prefer theatre that will show ' Soldiers of
Fortune,' as I want to see this sev eral times. Call •
Douglas 5342."
Another, under " Financial," read as follows :
" Want to exchange my new Ford roadster for
ten reserved seats for ' Soldiers of Fortune.' Call
Douglas 5342."
> On another page under " Lost and Found " the
following copy was used :
" Lost — Lady's black handbag containing two $5
bills, some silver and loge seats for " Soldiers of
Fortune.' Finder may keep bag and money but
please return the tickets. Call Douglas 5342. '
Under Help Wanted — Female," was printed the
following :
"Girls and women of all ages, who enjoy a good
love romance, to see 'Soldiers of Fortune.' Call
Douglas 5342."
The " Situations W anted — Female " cokunn carried this announcement :
" Beautiful blonde young Iad\- desires position as

for

Manager

Opportunity

AllanDwan
of the Sun

to Obtain

Theatre,

Feature

Omaha,

the Public's Attention

theatre cashier. \\ ants to work in tlieatre that will
show ' Soldiers of Fortune,' as she loves to be
where the crowds are. Call Douglas 5342."
Under
notice
: " Help Wanted — Male " there was this
"Men, ages 17 to 71, who lia\e not seen the biggest picture of the year, to see " Soldiers of Fortune.' Call Douglas 5342."
It was possible to estimate accurately how effective this form of "teaser" campaign had been by
the number of telephone calls that were received
at the box-ofilice for reservations of seals. Mr.
Goldberg stated that the results in this direction
exceeded his expectations and that the stunt had
proved itself a Iwx-oftice asset.
The strenuous exploitation campaign conducted
by Mr. Goldberg with this feature also included a
mail campaign in which letters were sent to 700
selected patrons and to 250 school teachers. The
letter to the educators was good to admit two persons to any performance, but reciuested that the
holder a;tcnd ear!\' in the week so that he might

recommend it to, his pupils a.-- a l\pe of story calcidated to imbue the highest national ideals in
American youths.
More than 1,000 automobiles were tagged earl\in the week of showing as a novel and sure means
of attracting the highest class of patronage. The
tags were small red cards reading as follows :
"FIXAL WARNING. Anyone who fails to see
' Soldiers of Fortune,' by Richard Harding Davis,
at the Sun theatre next week, will miss the biggest
picture of the year." Many cars liearing these tags
drew up in front of the theatre during the week,
testifying to the effectiveness of the stunt.
Mr. Goldberg started his newspaper advertising
with a half-page announcement describing " Soldiers of Fortune" as the "cinematographic thunderliolt of all time." This ran in the Omaha newspapers on the Sunday that marked the beginning
of the showing. The dominant reading notices and
positions in the newspapers' pictorial layout were
given this attraction in addition.

T'd'O views of the lobby decorations for "Soldiers of Fortune " at the Sun theatre. Omaha
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Picture

Newt

Stages Scene from Picture as
Interlude

SIDman's
GRAUMAX,
theatre and managing
Grauman's director
Rialto ofofLosGrauAngeles, was one of the first exhibitors to recognize
the value of the stage setting and prologue and of
creating an atmosphere for the feature picture, and
has continued to be a leader in this department
until he has became an authority on this subjer:
Oftentimes Mr. Cirauman's methods are simplicit>
itself and always they are based on mental suggestions induced by music, lightings, etc.
The week of January 19th marked the advent of
the Thomas H. Ince production, "Behind the Door,"
featuring Hobart Bosworth, a sea story of marked
power and intensity. Grauman's lighting effects
throughout the entire incidental program ranged
from a pale sea green to a marine blue, only changing to red later during the most passionate moments in the photoplay and during the scene in
which the ocean liner took fire. The program,
opened with selections from Gilbert and Sullivan's
opera,
"Pinafore,"
played bythis
Grauman's
Orchestra.
Of course,
number Symphony'
veritably
smacks of the salty brine, and later on the program Milton Charles, organist, played the late
Scene from Sid Grauuian's prologue number staged as a part of tlie program during the run of "Behind
Boston

Traveler

the Door''
Runs

Contest

in

Connection

with
Pickford
Picture
out to her. Quickly I spread my table, and soon
the little family was enjoying itself most heartily,
<'"^^HAT was the 'gladdest' incident of your
?" contest that is being waged in the
That islifethe
and,
ah, the happy look on the little woman's face.
Boston Traveler for a period of ten weeks, a ten
The babe .<ioon drifted to sleep, and the other kiddollar prize being offered for the best " glad " indies went out 'to get acquainted,' leaving me with a
cident, each week, and the three next best are
new friend, and a trueMrs.
friend
still." M. Potter.
Florence
given free admission tickets to the Mary PickThe second prize was given to the following
ford production of " Pollyanna," which is havletter :
ing a most successful ten weeks' run at the Trcmont
Temple, in that city.
"The 'Gladdest' incident of my life came to me as
The Traveler in their announcement of the conI placed in a mother's arms her little daughter
that I had saved from drowning at Venice Beach,
test said, "Almost everyone has read or heard
California. While enjoying the beautiful winter
about ' Pollyanna the Glad Girl,' who wath little
enough to be glad for, nevertheless radiated the
bathing I heard a faint cry above the roar of the
spirit of gladness and brought cheer to all with
surf. To my borrow I saw a little one out beyond
whom she came in contact.
her depth and unable to sw'im. I swam to her and
brought her to safetj\ The thrill of the gladness
"You have all felt the keen thrill of 'gladness.'
ihat came over me when that mother offered a
either from a good deed you have done for others
or from a kindly act that some one has done for
prayer of thankfulness was the 'gladdest moment
you.
of my life.' "
Mrs. Ann.\ Smith.
The third prize was awarded to the following
"Write the little story of your gladdest incident
letter
:
in not more than one hundred words and send it to
the Pollyanna Editor, care the Boston Traveler.
"It was Christmas morning, 1919. I w^as feeling
For the best letter received during each week a very ill, lying on my bed. Aly heart was sad;
prize of Ten Dollars will be awarded. Ten niiniiles
I)cing a young shut-in I knew my Christmas would
work may win $10."
be sad. But just as I was feeling heart-sick and
The four prize winners for the first week were
blue, a gentleman rushed in with a large square
the following:
liox calling my name. Forgetting my illness, I sat
"A tired little mother came to look at
vacant
upon my pillow sa\ing, "Oh, morther, what can it
apartment over ours. When moving daythearrived,
be?" On opening it I found it brim full of presents
lo, what a .sight. A tiny, wailing babe in her arms,
from friends and neighbors far and near. That
and four other small children clamoring for lunch,
was
the 'gladdest incident ofDaisy
my life.'
Ada " Russell.
when everything was in a turmoil. My heart went
Thomas D. .Soriero, Strand theatres, lyowell.
Chas. H. Williams, Strand theatre. Providence,
Harold 1{. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.K. I.
Ja<'k Kiilin, I.oew's Stillman theatre. Cleveland.
Georife .1. S.-hade, Sehade theatre, Sandusk.v.
H. C. Horator. Alhamhra theatre, Toledo.
Mark Gate-.. Dayton theatre, Ua.vton, ().
S. Barret McCormick, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
Edward T.. Il.vman, Strand thesitre, Brooklyn.
Theo. I.. Hays, Xew Garrick theatre, .St. Paul.
A. J. Moeller, Theiilre de I-uxe, Detroit.
Sid Laurence, .\lliaml>ra theatre, Detroit.
L,eo A. I.andau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
Georjfe Fischer, Alhamlira theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
Julius
eapolis,Ij. Johnson, New Garrick theatre, .MinnPaul Gusdanovic, Strand, Cleveland, O.
C. Edgar Momand, Garden theatre, Flint, Mich.
Charles C. Perry, Strand theatre, Minneapolis.

Advisory
Board
Exhibitors Service Bureau
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres,
Ja<'kson, IMich.
Willard<i.C.Branham.
l»atterson.S. Criterion
Atlanta.
Chas.
A. Lynch theatre,
Ent., Bimiingrham.
K. B. Wilb.v, Strand theatre, Montgromery, Ala.
E. V. Kichards. Jr., Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co.. Xew Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas Cit.v, Mo.
C.
A. Lick,
New theatre,
Smith, Sulina,
ArU. Kan.
Herliert
J. Thacher,
StrandF'orttheatre,
Arthur
Iowa. G. Stolte, Ues Moines theatre, Des Moines,

song
hit, "Dardanelles."
A baritone
singer rendered ''I am the Captain of
My Soul, the Master of My Fate," with a backthe deck
of "The
exactly ground
likedepicting
Hobart
Bosworth
wasPerth."
in the Attired
screen
drama and strangely resembling Bosworth, the
singer positively expressed Bosworth's screen
character
in "Behind the Door" in the song selected.
Sid Grauman had fittingly paved the way to a
keen sympathy with and anticipation of "Behind
the Door" before the cast of characters was
flashed
the inscreen.
His of"piece
de resistance"
however, oncame
the nature
an interlude,
in the
opinion of many handled with a finesse surpassing
all
previous achievements at Grauman's or elsewhere.
It lasted six minutes, and presented in person
Hobart Bosworth and James Gordon and Richard
Wayne, in a climatic scene absolutely reproduced,
with extreme care as to detail and atmosphere,
from the photoplay. The inside of the cabin of the
shin was represented, wherein Bosworth tells the
mate and the first ofiicer to LOOK BEHIND THE
DOOR! Even the shadow of the fated Hun
officer was there — in. all its terrible significance.
The applause was. deafening, and recorded another
singular Grauman triumph.
munication
The fourth:
prize was given to the following coraf-j
"The gladdest incident I think I ever had in my
life was when I was in the service of my country,
arid it happened in Beau-Desert, France. I was in
Base Hospital Xo. 23, just recovering from a
shrapnel wound in the left hip. It was in the 17th
day of December, 1918, and I was just thinking of
the dear folks at home when the sergeant major
rushedareinto
who
abletheto ward
walk and
will shouted,
sail for "All
the patients
United
States on the next boat," which was leaving Bordeaux the next dav."
Charles jM. Murphy.
!|tliI!i''T!IIl!li
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston. Idaho.
George
E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre.
Salt Lake.
Sam W. B. Cohn, Sunset theatre, Portland.
E. J. Myriek, Rialto theatre. Butte.
A. S. Kolstad, Liberty theatre. Hood River, Ore.
Eugene H. Roth, Calitornia theatre, San Francisco.
J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, .San Francisco.
Ralph RufTner, Rialto theatre. San lYancisco.
Sidne.v
Grauman's
theatre.Madera.
Los .\ngeles.
A.
C. H.Grauman,
Chamberlin,
Opera House.
Cal.
K. E. Pritchard. Director of Publicity and .Vdvertising, -Allen Theatrical Enten>rises, Toronto, Can.
Louis
Mo. K. Sidney, Kings, Pershings theatre, St. LouL»,
Phil. Gersdorf, Director of Publicity and Advertising, S. A. Lynch Enterprises, JacksonviUe, Fla.
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Exploitation

Stunt

of

the

Week

A Bear of An Exploitation Idea for-" When Bear (^at
Went Dry,'i the Work of the Victoria Theatre, Baltimore
NIXOX'S Victoria theatre in Baltimore evidently wasn't taking any chances on the possiljUllack- of hnnior in " \\ hen Bear Cat Went Dry." And
by any chance the producers had neglected
lit comedy into the picture itself, the Nixonllinsicr management put it there liirough thi
■y Display.
A glance at the acconipanx in;.;
lographs show that they overlooked scarcely
: leiail suggested by the title and theme of the
picture. .And as "Bear Cat" was presented at the
,'\'ictoria at the very time that the 18th Amendlinent went into action, the display must have crejated a furore by its peculiar aptness. The main
(entrance of the theatre was transformed. In
jscenerv. into a very suggestive semblance of a
liandet in the '" moonshine country " mountains
I The Main Show was reserved for the intcrioi
jlobby of the theatre, which was converted through. out its length of over 100 feet into a "Museum of
Rare Rum Relics. " Here were gathered some
precious .souvenirs of some of Baltimore's most
popular rendezvous of the days that arc gone.
There was, for instance, from the ancient Hotel
Lexington, the oven on which ' was fried the
last terrapin served as free lunch with a 5c
schooner. " From a famous old road-house was
\obtained a chandelier under which " Tom & Jerry
I was first drunk in Baltimore."
"Pink" West's
I famous cosy-corner contributed the last contribu^ tion-basket passed there by a Salvation Army lassie. Some of the relics shown were open to susIpicion on the score of their authority. There werL
[\ famous
to have
beenPurlieu" di^revered in" growlers,"
the Pyramidsalleged
of Egypt
and the

lof Highlandtown. " Then, too, there w^as a Statue
jof " Bacchus, " the Greek God of Drink "on his
I last toot," which a placard pretended had come
' from Pompeii. A tiny vial contained a pinch of
genuine mincemeat—" the kind mother used to
1 make. " Under a carefully guarded glass case
I was a sample of Dr. Keeley's Gold Cure. A Burg' lar-Proof dress suit case, contained " Bootleg! gers' " tools. An iron-barred cabinet displayed
I"popular temperance beverages now served at
1 hotels, .cafes and restaurants, Sloan's Liniment,
Father John's Tonic, Peruna, Mrs. Winslovv's
Soothing Syrup, The Seven .Sutherland Sisters,
and Benzoate-of-Soda." An armed guard brought
down from the Cumberland Mountains, where the

scene of
the picture
is laid,of protected
"a milliondollar
necklace,
composed
such precious
jewels
as benedictine, absinthe, eau-de-vie-dc-dantzig.
maraschino " and other highly-colored rarities.
The marble head that held this priceless necklace
was further decorated by a coronet made of cocktail glasses topped by a full bottle — actually full —
of champagne. There was a display of antique
candle-lanterns, with which the revelers used to
be supplied after a prolonged session with cronies
in the haunts of Barleycorn. There were barrels,
jugs, and kegs containing ostensibly the stimulants
that have lately come into vogue, such as " dopeycroky," wood alcohol — " the drink with a kick —

the bucket." Visitors 10 the Museum were warned
away from a cage containing "pink camels and
green elephants " which on close view proved to
be white mice. A den of " flying fish and creeping
hippopotami. " rarely held nothing more dangerous than eight or ten live snakes, said to have
been " captured in the last known case of D. T.'s."
Perhaps the finest touch of specious seriousness
was given the ingenious display by the series of
oil-paintings that lined the walls of the lobby.
These were portraits in caricature of imaginary
figures in " Bear Cat " ; among them was the portrait of " the(Continued
Lady whoon put
pagedown
1886)rum in Bear

Interior viezv of the lobby display arranged for "When Bearcat Went Dry" at Sixon's Vicicria iheatre. Balti

Motion
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Picture

N e

Fortune Teller Aids in Putting Over

publicity
like newspaper
spacebe!-ides^ihe
and billTHEusualStrand
theatre
of Cleveland
"
Destiny
board space used >ome
novel exploitation
to help
putThe
overplot
his of
engagement
of "suggested
Destiny.'' the uncerthe picture
tainty of life and the mystery of destiny. The
manager of the theatre thought of a clever idea
to interest the passerby and bring him extra-bu^iiiess. He hired :i fortune teller, rented a tent and
set them both up in business in his lobby.
Over the ticket booth he placed a sign reading.
" Notice to Patrons — Every fiftieth ticket registered
at box ortice this week entitles holder to a Free
Fortune Reading for two." The stunt worked
nicely. The fortune teller was kept quite busy but
the best results were obtained because of the gossip which the idea caused around town.
Supplementing this stunt, the management arranged atie-up with local music dealers who featured for the week a popular song called " Destiny."
" A little exploitation goes a long way.'* says the
manager of this theatre.

Lobby display, ivitli a forluuc teller, pvoiidcd free used for the Strand llieaire slwiKnin/ of " Destiny ''

Small

Town

Exhibitor

Finds

Best Exploitation Stunt of the Week
{Continued from page 1885)
Cat's town, " and adjoining was the portrait of
her husband " who also put it down. " Then there
was the Fireman. " always first at a Saloon fire."
There was the old school doctor, who as soon
as Bear Cat went Dry treated everyone of his
patients for influenza no matter if their ailment
were only chilblains, and prescribed accordingly.
These paintings, the work of Mr. Harry McComas,
Stage-Director of the Victoria, were so admirably
done that one of the Baltimore Art critics "Reviewed " them in all seriousness as the work of
a hitherto undiscovered genius.
The ingenious lighting-effects were arranged
throughout the lobby by Mr. Daniel Lane, Director-of-Lights at the Victoria, and. the entire scheme
of the display was carried out with scrupulous
attention to every detail, so that persons were
puzzled for a moment as to whether the Management intended the " stunt " seriously- or as a joke
Most, however, were quick to catch the humor.
In fact, there was an element of danger in the
complete success of the venture on this score, because some persons were heard to remark —
" What's the use of paying to go inside when you
can get as good a show as this out here for noth-

''Stunts''
Best
Exploitation
Medium
FOLLOWING is a letter from O. W. Jastram,
prices of film we had to get some increase so we
manager of the Strand theatre, of Pecantonica,
raised our children's prices to nearly the same as
111., which we want e^ery small town exhibitor to
adults ; then we put on a special children's matinee
read. It contains especially two sentences which we
on the first day of the run, at 4 o'clock, and printed
tickets — "This ticket and 11 cents will admit any
don't want \ ou to forget. They are " We are up
against intensified advertising or close up business,'
school child " — you know the formula. The result
is that we run from 150 to 250 kids at our matand " I have anxiously awaited the small town
inee, and have that room at night for the higher
stunts but have failed to see any."
priced adult tickets. Besides, the kids go home
We too have waited for the " small town stunts."
We want them more than the stories of what the
and tell their folks all about it. We have done
this on three big ones, and intend to do it on all.
" big fellows " are doing. Once more we ask you
to tell us how you put over your show.
Our regular prices at present are 11 and 22 cents
The display idea was originated by F. G. Xixon ■
Since writing you last time I have anxiously
(Continued to page 1892)
Xirdlinger and G. F. Nirdlinger.
awaited the small town stunts of other exhibitors,
but have failed to see any.
I have found the best stunt I have ever used,
ing. "
if it can rightly be called " stunt." Something that
will bring crowds, week after week, in a town
small enough so that ever3one knows everyone
else. It is simply a " special attraction " night, as
we call it. There are quite a few talented people
in any small town, and if your show has the good
will of the community, and a good reputation, it
is easy to persuade them to co-operate. We have
some extra attraction once every week (Saturdays
during the winter), picked from our home town
talent. There are several here who are fine, and
probably we are unusually lucky in this respect.
We have a professional dancer who lives here
(ballet and special dances), several good quartets,
one or two readers, two cute little girls (age 14
and 15), who sing duets all around the countryside; and by mixing in a little outside talent, wc
manage to have something good every week. And
the beauty of it is that almost all of them will do
it just for their admission to the show, especially
the younger people ; and you would be surprised
how many of their friends will come to see thein.
We have been using this for nearly three months
and it still works.
Here's another one we use on our big pictures —
we run the good ones for two days, with only
1,200 population to draw from. Until recently we
never raised the children's prices on any picture,
as we want them to come; but with the higher
Attractive lobby display for " Woman Thou Gavest Me" designed by the Liberty theatre, Med ford. Ore
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5^
Ten

Below
Zero
for
"Fair
and
Warmer
Charles (1 Perry, Manager of the Strand Theatre, Minneapolis, Conquers with Unique Hxploitation in Spite of O^ld Wave
TEN-BELOW zero weather was unaWe to slop
the successful exploitation of Fair and
Warmer" by Charles C. Perry, manager of the
Strand theatre. Minneapolis.
There is nothing to prove that the title of the
picture had any suggestive qualities, for it takes
more than that to withstand the midwinter blasts
of the Northwest, as any resident, or any visitor,
either, will tell you. And the present winter has
been one of the coldest and one of the most coni sistent of recent years, conscciuently reflecting on
the box oflice.
Mr. Perry look advantage ol the fact that tlic
national prohibition amendment went into effect
just at the time he played "Fair and Warmer."
He did this by having a bottle, a thermometer and
a cocktail glass, each so constructed that a boy

Tivo more of the Strands novelty advertising
mediums for " Far and Warmer "

Here is part of the Strand's novel exploitation for "Pair and Warmer'
been
I'ould get inside of it, paraded through the streets
saying.said about it, in their opinion, that wa.-> worth
during the busy hours of the day. On each was
tlic wording, "this is the bottle (or the gtass) that
An exceedingly large canvas " Wine glass "
held the famous cocktail in "Fair and Warmer'
bearing the wording "Now Showing May Allison
in " Fair and Warmer " at the Strand "' was carnow at Strand theatre."
ried about the down town streets by two boys ;
Naturally these created consideralile interest,
-incc the average person connected them with the a small label on the stem of the " glass " served
to acquaint people on the sidewalks what the idea
death of J. Barleycorn, and during that particular
was all aljout but the main purpose of this novel
week the newspapers were devoting no little front
(Continued on baqe 1888)
page space to the prospective passing out of the
symliol of intoxicating drinks.
Connecting "Fair and Warmer," one of the
best farces ever written with drinks and drinking
as its theme, with what was probably the most
universally read news story of the week, proved
to be excellent showmanship on the part of Mr.
Perry. His opening was big, in spite of the fact
that of all stage stories, scarcely one other is as
well known through the Northwest as "Fair and
Warmer," for during the past few years it has
been played over and over at short intervals b\road companies, and repeated in stock.
The familiarity of the play-going public with
"Fair and Warmer" made it seem probable that
the
have difficulty
in surviving
week's
run. play
Butwould
Mr. Perry
had confidence
that ita would.
In his advertising Mr. Perry laid emphasis on
the subject as one that was even then being legislated into the discard; he posted the city on "the
cocktail play." In short, he literally turned his
theatre into a "funeral parlor," where "wets" and
"drys" alike could hold memorial services or
celebrate as their conscience dictated.
That Mr. Perry's bottle attracted attention as
it was carried about the streets was evidenced
when, on the night the nation paid its last respects
to John Barleycorn, the bottle was appropriated,
later being located in a lodge room where it had
formed a part of sad ceremonies.
Mr. Perry's ability to make " Fair and Warmer "
hold up successfully for one week is all the more
praiseworthy since the dramatic editors found
practically nothing of interest in the play for reproduction in their columns, everything having
Here is the thermometer which "walked" for
the advertising of "Fair and Warmer"

Motion

(Exhibitor Service)

Picture

News

commented briefly on the experiences of himself
and the star to reach the city, and was given a
most enthusiastic response of appreciation. Mr.
Love made a stirring speech against State Censorship, and before he got through talking, he
had convinced the audience that the National Board
of Censorship is well able to censor all pictures
made for the public of the United States. He
told a few good stories appropriate to the occasion
— and then held a short reception in the theatre
lobby. He hardly had time to meet the hundre is
who crowded around him, was hurried away t'j «
dance given by the telephone operators. Here oe
was again the centre of attraction. Mayor Thompson formally presented him to the crowd, and
later in the evening, danced with several of the
young
women. the past iear, several other wellThroughout
known and popular film stars have appeared at the
Strand, directly through the personal efforts of
General Manager Soriero and his efficient resident
manager, William Fleming, and besides these, there
have been other interesting features apart from
the
run usual
variety.rim of high-grade photoplays of the firstBelow Zero for Fair and Warmer
(Continued from page 1887)

Stage setting used by Harold B. Uranklin. manaqer of Sheu's Hippodroiiie. Buffalo, for the engagement
of .Ya^^;;^o^'a'J "Stronger Than Death"
Soriero

JVins

Again

Appearance
'*<\ /ARIETY and novelty is the life of the nio» tion picture business quite as mucli as it
i> of trade generally" is one of the axioms that
Thomas Soriero works on in his efforts to meet
the demands and fancies of the thousands of
patrons who daily visit New England theatres over
which he has general supervision, and is directing
head.
" Don't disappoint," is another of his hard, set
rules governing the policy of his theatres. " If
you promise your patrons some special feature, be
sure that that promise is realized, no matter what
the cost. It pays in the long run," said General
Manager Soriero to a gathering of newspapermen
when interviewed recently as to his 1920 polic\-.
Practical demonstrations of what is meant by
his rule " never to disappoint " is forcibly reflected in his recent experiences in presenting
Montagu Love in person at the Strand, January
15th. was another incident demonstrating General
^lanager' Soriero's iniative and resourcefulness in
making good his personal protnise not to disappoint. Mr. Love's appearance was well advertised,
and a pleasant and enjoyable trip from Boston
planned. Instead of figuring on one of the many
mishaps of automobiling, Mr. Soriero found himself face to face with the most strenuous endeavors of the weather man, who provided a blinding,
blustering blizzard that started early in the day,
and continued throughout the night.
When he came to engage a limousine for the trip
from Boston to Lowell he couldn't find anyone
courageous enough to tackle the job at first. The
roads were all clogged up, and the snow was getting deeper each succeeding hour. After scouring
all over Boston he finally located a chauffeur who
announced that he would " try anything once,"
and together with Mr. Love, whose spirit of adventure was quite on a par with Mr. Soriero himself, started northward. It was a long, hard grind
but once again he succeeded in filling his engagement despite most discouraging odds. His efforts
were well rewarded, for the crowd that greeted
the appearance of the star was such that several
•hundred were turned away. Mr. Love is a big

With

Personal

of Photoplay
Star
favorite with Lowell patrons. He and Miss June
Elvidge^ appeared in person at the theatre more
than a vear ago, being the first big screen stars
to be seen on any local stage, having been brought
on by Mr. Soriero, and at that time both made a
genuine hit and many new and admiring friends.
In presenting him to the audience, Mr. Soriero
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ad. was to attract the attention of those busy
in upstairs office windows. The wording atop the
"glass" was sufficiently bright and legible to make
it easily read from tops of twelve and fourteen
story buildings, hence Mr. Perry killed two birds
with one stone in conceiving this idea.
In presenting the feature on the screen Mr.
Perry had his orchestra put added zest into the
entertainment by introducing some specially written and unusually well played jazz tunes. In his
newspaper advertising Mr. Perry had carried out
llic snappy, good natured style of copy and illus— always. trations which have made the Strand notable for
dependably good entertainment and good humor
At time of going to press Manager Perry was
busy calling the attention of Minneapolis and
50,000 national auto show visitors to "A Twilight
Baby " by the use of a unique street parade, some
original and snappy heralds and a number of humorous papier mache cows, dogs and chickens
which formed a line in front of his theatre.
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Lobby display designed bv house manager. W. E. Jones, of the Superba theatre, San Diego CaL. for
the s'hozdng of Eugene O'Brien's "Sealed Hearts." The Superba makes a specialty of lobby displays
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Cities Give

Minneapolis

" Great

Air Robbery " Exploitation Campaign De Luxe
rlE " Great Air Robbery," featuring Lieutenant
Locklear, is a picture which just naturally lends
f to exploitation and many are the stunts
ch are being pulled to aid in putting this picover.
1 no city, however, did it receive a more exled campaign than in Minneapolis, where the
ure played at the New Unique theatre all of
ng
'eek,
dant
o1wmake the showi ortahnyd its atteintation camTi all otnhe more notew e
the explo
anrd
\ entati of etlhse pictur went osut of the regula
I triceadl chann es, into the hand of whateapmoilgihst
ierm
novic
inzaatsiomnuch asosethde Minn
,0 Club, an organi
comtp
of many of
n
e
y
n
t
h
i
t
s
I city'on weal ht and prom ed mehne bnoguagghementthe
liucti outrig and manag
t e
y.
|ts entiret
he tale of exploitation for this showing is so
I ed that our correspondent is unable to gather
I he publicity which the energetic embryo show|iput over. To begin with, being men of influence
I prominent business connections, they were able
Ienlist aid that would be out of the question
j the theatre manager. Especially was this
I' of the co-operation they obtained from
; newspapers. Column after column of publy appeared in the Minneapolis dailies tellI about the wonders of the feature, the thrills
lomained, the things the Aero Club itself was
:ig to put over the feature. Perhaps the best
licity stunt was the inauguration of a model
Dplane prize contest for children for which
es amounting to fifty dollars were given to
winners.
he conditions for this contest are best given
reprinting a story which appeared in the Minnelis Daily News under a two-column head. Here
Curtiss aeroplane exhibit in the West Hotel lobby, arranged through the efforts of the Minneapolis Aero
Club for their showing of "The Great Air Robbery" at the New Unique theatre
Jl you schoolboys — and schoolgirls, too —
The idea is to make your model as nearly as
will keep you posted daily on details. The big
ou whose big brothers flew fighting "ships" in
air service ; you who like to monkey with pliers
opening announcement with full particulars will
possible like the type of ship you're copying; that's
how you are to show your knowledge of ships —
be printed tomorrow.
screw-driver; you who have built model aeronot so much in locating each screw and fitting
les; you who admired Locklear in his daredevil
If you have the mechanical ability to build a
exactly as in knowing the general principles and
Its with aeroplanes —
good
model "ship," here's your chance. Try it in
proportions of the plane.
the cold evenings, when the snow keeps you off the
"he Minneapolis Aero club wants to find out
It
may
be
a
monoplane,
like
the
Bleriot,
Loening
: how much you know about 'em.
skating rinks.
hey are offering three prizes, total $50, for
or Morane Parasol; a biplane like the Spad, HandRemember — any material goes — the only absolute
best models submitted,
ley-Page, Curtiss, Nieuport, Sopwith, Morane birules are that the model must not measure more
plane, DeHaviland 4, Bristol or Caproni biplane;
'ou must
more than IS You
yearsmayolduseandyour
than 36 inches in wing span and not less than 24
ator a triplane like the Curtiss Triplane, Fokker,
ding schoolbe inno Minneapolis.
inches from propeller to tail tip.
Sopwith or Caproni Triplane.
II jiidgment in choosing the material from which
The
contest
opens
tomorrow
and
continues
for
build your model ; the material won't matter in
If you decide to enter the contest, write to Aero(Continued on page 1890)
irding the prizes.
12 days, until Tuesday, Feb. 3. The Daily News

Two trindow displays for " The Great Air Robbery " which the Minneapolis Aero Club is showing at the New Unique theatre, Minneapolis

1890
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N e

Artistic Stage Setting and Prolog ,
Featured at California
This cut will give you an idea of the atti
stage setting and prologue number used at
Cahfomia theatre, Los Angeles, during the «
of January 31, in which Charles Cadman the nc
Indian composer was featured.
The scenic canvas was brought into promim
by flood lights focused on it and the silho effect is produced by the use of a silk curtail
front of both the performers and the canvas.
The feature on the bill at which this prole t\
was presented was Mabel Normand's "Pinto." j

Stage setting at the California theatre for the Charles Wakefield Cadman musical number
plane Contest, Aero Club of Minneapolis, 552
The Press Book by the Men Who Use
lions of film fans. This story ran under a two
Them
column head on the front page of the Daily News
movie section. Another story to the effect that
(Continued from page 1881)
Constance Talmadge would consider marrying a
man who was the composite of Charles Schwab,
my ten years' experience in newspaper work were
spent in editing a small town daily at Minot, N. D.
Theodore Roosevelt, Harrison Fisher, Ignace
The short news stories concerning a photoplay
Paderewski and Robert W. Chambers appeared in
or star brought to me by the small town exhibitor
the News, Tribune and Journal. It was a story
were invariably run in exactly the form they took
with a punch in it. And still a third yarn lifted
in the press sheet. After all the main thing the
from another First National press sheet gave
fan in the small town is interested in is the star
Anita
reasons
for and
her opinion
cast ofStewart's
well known
actors
actressesthatsucha big
as
and the picture showing at the local theatre. A
short reader supplies this information. Inasmuch
surrounded her in the production of " Her Kingas I was managing editor, city editor, dramatic
dom of Dreams " does not detract attention from
the main star but makes her extend herself.
editor, sporting editor, reporter, proofreader and
office boy, all in one, I must confess that while
Yes, there is plenty of room for constructive
I was with this small town paper I did not have
criticism of publicity departments, but there is also
much time to rewrite movie copy. I imagine that
a tremendous void in a place where deserved credit
other small town editors were situated in much
and encouragement should be justly given.
the same way, and the copy was published just as
it came from the press sheet. I will have to admit,
however, that stories of keener news interest would
Aero Clvib Buys Picture
have been more welcome. In the other eight years
and
encouragement
should be justly given.
of my newspaper career I have been connected
Builders'
Exchange,
with the name of your school,
"with larger dailies, my latest association being with
the Minneapolis journal. My duties ranged from
your
teacher's
name,
address. Write plainly.your grade and your home
police reporter, general assignments, city hall and
The Aero Club officials are inaugurating this
federal reporter, telegraph editor and rewrite man
to special feature writer. I have had ample opporcontest as a feature of the presentation of "The
tunity to observe what constitutes good and bad
Great Air Robbery," featuring Ormer Locklear,
copy. These observations disclosed to me that
"daredevil of the air," starting at the New Unique
Sunday, Feb. 1.
despite the wailings of many carping critics the
press sheets are nevertheless supplying the movie
Be sure
to read tomorrow's Daily News for
further
details.
sections with stories. All that remains to be done
The success of the contest was assured from the
now is to improve the press sheet and increased
start. Model aeroplanes in quantities which aspublicity will follow. While the small town extonished everyone began to pour into the contest
hibitor will frequently lift the ads bodily, the big
city exhibitor usually employs the press sheet in headquarters. As soon as it was seen that the
affair was to be a winner, a whole fourth floor
his advertising department to make his own ads
was secured in the Donaldson Building housing one
from the material available. That is fair enough.
The best service the press sheet can be expected
of Minneapolis' leading department stores and the
to perform is to supply the nucleus, and let the models were placed on exhibition. Due publicity
exhibitor do with it as he will.
was of course given the showing and public interest was as great in this exhibition as it was in
I have observed that G. N. Briggs, publicity
the Auto show which was being held in Minneapdirector for Ruben & Finkelstein, Twin City exhibitors, who has been so caustic in his criticism of
olis the same week, and which was an added stimulant to public interest in things mechanical, all of
press sheets, nevertheless seems to have good use
which worked to call attention to the showing of
for them. A glaring instance of how valuable they
really are to him recently came to light in the daily " The Great Air Robbery " at the New Unique.
At the time we received this information well
newspaper of Minneapolis in the form of news
toward the close of the showing, it looked as if
stories based on material obtained from First National Press Sheet.
the Locklear picture would establish a record for
business at the New Unique, which had been preThree different stories were printed by the Minneapolis Daily News, the Minneapolis Tribune and
viously held by "The Right to Happiness" and
the Minneapolis Journal. Two of these stories
"Blind Husbands."
Accompanying are cuts of window displays used
were based on " A Temperamental Wife " press
sheet. One was a very interesting expression of for the showing in connection with the link-up
the views of John Emerson and Anita Loos, perfected with the Curtiss Aeroplane people. This
alone was one of the best bets in exploitation ever
authors of " A Temperamental Wife," on amateur
scenario writing, a subject of vital interest to mil- put over in the Twin Cities.

Small Town Exhibitor Finds StuntN
{Continued from page 1886)
on week nights, 11 and 25 cents Saturdays,
22 cents and 28 cents on specials, such as "Mick
"Back to God's Country," Mary Pickford, etc
first of the year we are going to increase our
urday night to 11 and 28 cents (including ta>
all above). We either must raise our price sli
ly or reduce service, and we believe a slight i
will be taken by the public, although that wil
our limit. We have raised twice during the )
only two or three cents at a time, and it wil
taken without objection where a straight rais'
5 cents or ten cents would meet with oppositic
We recently played " Back to God's Coun [
using a mailing list, newspapers, window a
etc., in our exploitation. We tried to stag
school contest — have any school child submit
essay on " What I learned about wild anii.
from ' Back to God's Country,' " but as the so
has an entertainment of their own on the s
evening, the teachers did not care to co-opei i
they knew the kids would come to see the pic I
as there were to be prizes offered for the best
in each grade. Rather than antagonize the sd I
which supports us very nicely, we dropped the 4
tire contest idea, but will use it some other t si
On account of the animals in this picture it w 8
verj- nicely, though.
I get quite a few ideas from your paper, t 1
wish more small town men would send in ide we are up against intensified advertising or i «
up business, and we have to do it to the same
pie over and over again, much more than a t
show that has more or less transient trade. '$
quite a game to keep your ads fresh enough ti ttract the same people everj- week, and still no ^
flippant or insincere.
Will be glad to see the big sized page agai ■
your paper.
Yours truly,
I.
O. W. Jastram I
Strand Theat T
The

Co-Operative
Idea

AdvertiSig

CONCRETE proof that the box office rec tt
attending the showing of special feature at ctions are controlled by the appropriateness oi «
exploitation designed in behalf of those attract s,
is shown by the experience of three Cleve d
theatres, the Metropolitan, Strand and Orph a,
which combined in an exploitation campaign t( it
over an attraction that showed simultaneous il
the three houses and which broke the best re( fc
of each house.
Old Kentucky,'"
"In forms
showingandofother
For the
of exploita
newspaper
boards,
were used with joint date lines for the three
atres with excellent results.
the sif '
parade
a negro
use of every
a great
hourto was
noonband
Cleveland
of The
in the success of the local engagement. Hun>
of patrons of the three houses recalled the fr.
Whangdoodle Band that paraded the streets rago when the play came to town and tfce q i«
reminder of the past served to bring "old tir s
who rarely indulged in the picture houses : if
the photoplay fans and admirers of .
with
Stewart.

F c b mar
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Shows
's
Broadway
of
Lights
High
The
blue and gray who have given their lives for a
LINCOLN'S Birthday is being recognized in all
Ti mely Tips on Short Su bjec ts cause that both thought just. It is in such an
of ihc Broadway theatres this week by someOut of the Inkwell
ihing in the way of recognition for the martyred
atmosphere that Mr. Robinson delivers the immortal address of the martyred President. It is in
president. At the Capitol, Strand and Rialto "The
Bray — Goldwyn Cartoon
such an atmosphere that the titles of the picture
Land of Opportunity," a two-rccl subject with
are screened and the audience which has looked
Lincoln as its principal character is being shown.
and listened in the silence of a church gets its first
Max
with
ul
,"
her,
clown
in
Fleis
figure
this
fancif
crea"
This picture presents Ralph Ince in the role of
o
studi
THE Bray
tion of trick and straight photogLincoln and the story has to dp with a fictional
view of "The Copperhead."
raphy coupled with cartoon work.
incident in his life before he became president and
At the close of the episode of the picture having
"
does
a
clown
The
"
lot
are
which
tricks
of
ism.
serves to teach a lesson in .American
The
to do with the Mexican war incident of the story,
good for entertainment with the grown ups
message it carries is well developed and should
the picture is faded out against a net screen and a
and will register as the best ever with the
prove effective in converting the radically inclined
short intermission is given before beginning the
youngsters. The number is about on an
to the doctrine of that brand of patriotism and
average with previous releases on this
Civil war action.
ded
elves
mmen
reco
thems
have
series
which
love of country which Mr. Lincoln made immortal.
for the naturalness of which the cartoon
Toward the close of the scenes when Milt Shanks*
At the Rivoli perhaps the most impressive story
life is ebbing out, the orchestra is gradually stilled
figure performs, more than anything evolved
of the screen, in which the character of Lincoln
of " business." Shown at the ' and the chorus mentioned as having assisted in
in
thed way
theatre.
Stran
the rendition of the overture, sings softly off
has ever been introduced as one of the cast, "The
Copperhead" is being shown. While it is true that
stage "John Brown's Body Lies Moldering in Its
the role of the greatest of Presidents is overGrave" and other Civil War songs.
shadowed bythat of "Milt Shanks," as played by
Magic
Clay
The new Capitol policy of a complete change
Lionel Barrymore, nevertheless the Lincoln as
of
bill each week, including an elaborate musical
character
important
an
Prizma — One Reel
played by N. Schroel is
in the picture, and also there is a great message
offering,
its second
week,
"Southland"
listed on begins
the program
as the
sixthwith
number.
TAGIC CLAY " is an educationeil
of the "Americanism" type in the production.
subject basically, being a closeup view of how pottery is made
"The Copperhead" is without doubt the real
Without meaning a thing disparaging, "South-"
at the Rookwood plant at Cinland" resembles nothing so much as the home talent j
■'high light" to be found in the programs at the
cinnati. However, the Prizma process of
show with a lot of good voices gathered together |
Broadway shows this week. Certainly not since
coloring has been used throughout, enhancand grouped about on the stage, with some of thej
"The Miracle Man" has a picture been presented
ing the interest of watching the vases and
best of the talent selected for solos, etc.
to the public which carries such a tremendous
other decorative chinaware grow from the
appeal, which has been so carefully produced nor so
clay.
On the
is a little
" magician
Before a canvas by artist John Wengcr, showin
which
the end
finished
product
from act,"
this
well acted in its leading role. The "Milt Shanks"
ing a Southern landscape with a cabin in the forc-(.
plant
is
shown
in
vivid
colors,
together
of Lionel Barrymore is nothing short of marwith the decorations of a room and the
ground, the number opens wdth a string trio playvelous and a fitting companion to the impressive
robes of the Oriental. Undoubtedly this is
ing a medley of old songs, "My Old Kentucky'
figure this same actor gave the stage in the speakfirst-class advertising for the manufacturing
Home," "Old Folks at Home," "Massa's in the
ing version.
plant, which leads the spectator to wonder
Cold, Cold Ground," with the audience invited
if the producers are gaining from both ends.
There is, however, something concerning this
to sing. The banjo number is by the Crouch-,,
This
fact,
however,
does
not
detract
in
the
Richards trio. Following this number, which has i
production about which it would seem wise to
least from the entertainment value of the
been accompanied by some pantomime up stage by]
warn you. When you play it, you must not treat
offering. It is a very worthy and artistic
it as you would the ordinary feature intended only
characters playing an old colored man and woman,]
short subject. Shown at the Capitol theatre.
as entertainment, nor will it draw entirely from
William Robyn appears and sings "Rose oft
your regular patrons if it is to succeed either arPicardy." The male members of the Capitol chorus '.
tistically and financially.
follow with "Go Down Moses, "Peter, Go Ring
A Prohibition Monkey
Dem Bells. The fourth change of the number is
Regretable as it is, there are some people in this
the appearance of the Capitol Ladies Ensemble,
land of ours who will not appreciate this picture,
{Reforms Rumpus
Ridge)
who render "I Want to Be Ready" and "Swing
who probably will not come to see it, and you
Joe Martin — Universal — One Reel
Low Sweet Chariot" in chorus.
must fill their places with faces j'OU do not often
view. To do this you must advertise it for what
The company assembled then give a plantation
y natio
sque
tin's
stuff nandof a" Joe
burleMarit is, an American classic, a wonderful acting
a combi
is " monke
THIS
dance and minuet. The number finishes with the '
on the
old
time Western melodrama.
vehicle for the star and a great production from
There is little of comedy in the
entire company singing "Oh, Southland."
every point of view. Eliminate from your clientele
Western part of the offering but there is
All performers are costumed in the style of the
for the time being the matinee girl and her shallow
considerable amusement and the usual
Fifties, and the stage is elaborately lighted. The
pated escort and replace them with the people who
wonder at the tricks which the inimitable
old tunes selected are really musical gems and
are to be found usually at the opera, in the lecture
" Joe " performs in aiding the parson to
may well be termed as they are on the Capitol
hall, at the legitimate stage production and at
."
m
us
refor
"
Rump
Ridge
The
monk
is
church.
aided in this picture by an elephant who
house
organ, "Immortal Southern Melodies." The
also shows himself to be quite a movie
composers are Stephen Foster and H. T. Burleigh,
actor. The monkey part of the picture is
In the presentation of "The Copperhead," Manwith
"RoseWood.
of Picardy" solo,
aging Director Reisenfelt has shown rare artistic
good for hearty laughs and the burlesque is
which theis exception
the work of
of the
Hayden
taste. Prior to the screening of the picture, Forest
' full of fast action even if there is little new
in it. Will please most audiences and prove
Robinson delivers Mr. Lincoln's Gettysburg adThe orchestration provided is a model of symanother hit with children. Shown at the
phony. The chorus of voices is splendid for its
dress. To the world's masterpiece of oratory read
Capitol.
in the resonant tones of the finished actor, the
volume and harmony. The invitation for the audaudience at the Rivoli looks out at a canvas paintience to join in the singing was not accepted to
ing of the Gettysburg field as it was after the
any great extent at the performance we witnessed.
Plane and Tug Aid Ice Bound Ship
battle which decided the fate of the Southern Conon Lake Michigan — Kinograms
federacy.
chines to be ruined by the flood when he
ng a
showi
l strip
unusua
The scene is dimly lighted with a scarlet-marked
RATHER
ane
a Lake
relieving
tug and anan aeropl
might have run them to dry Ijmd.
sky dominating. In the perspective of the horizon
Michigan ship which had become ice
red flashes of light repeat at several points indicae reaching Chicago's
befor
tive that the cannon is still belching forth its hail
rd is
raging when the air
A blizza
docks.bound
of death. The dull roar that we have been told
craft flies out over the ship and bombs it
Silence Is Golden Says the Sphinx— is the noise of cannonade at a distance is supplied
with supplies. The tug is shown ramming
International
h
floes.
ice
the
throug
way
its
by the orchestra. Then the scene is further darkened. The scarlet fades from the sky and in its
Floods Ruin Autos — International
sphinx
and other
ruins.
Not Egypti
a newanshot
but
place comes the purple hue of night.
famous
of the
VIEWS
Down front at the edge of the painting a smolthe
ed
with
very nicely arrang
to show everytaken
anyshowi
NES offrom
SCEArmy
ng a lot of
ation
OccupGerm
dering campfire gives off a light drifting smoke.
thing to the best advantage. Given
s
obile
a
over
water
under
half
autom
One can almost see the dim forms of tired soladded beauty at the Rialto by flooding the
large flooded areju Although it is not
diers sleeping anns in hand worn out by the terrilower part of the image with a blue light
so stated the supposition is that they are
ble day of carnage. Imagination tells you that
stage settings hung onwithand projected with showin
strewn across the uneven fields that rise to peaks
one
g the sphinx
Army machines. The question is what exin the side arches
in the distance are the bodies of the brave men in
cuse is there for Uncle Sam to leave his maside and the river Nile on the other.
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Omaha

Picture

News

Bee Prints Ten Page Section
for " Everywoman

"

NOTHER addition was made to the list of
:s which have given unprecedented exploitation to " Everywoman " when the picture
opened up at the Rialto theatre, Omoha, Neb., on
January 18. The manager of the theatre, with the
aid of Stuart-Gould Famous Players-Lasky's exploitation representative for the Omaha territory
realized the fullest benefits of publicity, concentrating largely upon the local newspapers.
The Omaha Sunday Bee of that date appeared
with a special section of ten pages, the front cover
of which was a full-page advertisement of the
production. The material for this was taken
largely from the press book. Cuts were used in
:ittractive manner to supplement the type and the
litle word "Everywoman" ran in broken letters
diagonally from the upper left hand corner to the
bottom right hand corner" of the page. The advertisement took advantage of the all-star cast assembled in this picture by using the complete list
of actors and actresses on the front page. News
iiems, taken for the most part from material in
the press book, furnished reading matter for the
city's motion picture fans.
given the
Everywoman
" section
in Support
generouswasmeasure
by "Omaha
advertisers
by
A

The showing
of " The Flame
of the
Desertin "which
at the a Strand
theatre,
Cleveland,
was those
featured by an attractive
prologue
number
dancer Metropolitan
appeared before
a scene
typical0.,ivith
used as backgrounds for the filming of the action of scenes in the picture
Music

Means
Priced

More

Than

High

means of the tie-ups for the special " Everywoman " section, as a result of which the newspaper was able to aid in the publicity campaign
with good advantage to itself. The advertising
showed the usual line of tie-ups every one of which
features the word " Everywoman " in its copy.
An unusual feature oi the advertising was a
quarter of a page bought by a dentist who took
advantage of the opportunity offered by the picture to advertise the value of well cared for teeth
as an asset to beauty. Another medical advertisement, occupying a full page, featured pictures of
Violet Heming, Wanda Hawley, Monte Blue and
Clara Horton.
Other advertisements featured beauty cream,
automobiles, furniture, musical instruments, electric washers and candy.

Organist,
Says
Go him an
"
I
am
inclined
to
believe
many exhibitors
than a are overlooking a big bet on that
an exhibitor
more to who
IC means organist
<<J^JUS
their failure to boost
high-priced
appeals perhaps
to the lovers of classic music. There is an opporthe picture songs," said Mr. Gohlman. The first
tunity before the smaller-house exhibitors to reap
run theatres that have ample new material for exa genuine profit from their music. I am sorry to
ploitation ofthe special feature attractions can afsay that in most cases this opportunity is being
ford to neglect the song tie-up with less harm than
the smaller exhibitors who should take advantage
woefully neglected."
Thus did Leon S. Gohlman, manager of the Rex
of every reasonable promotion method to be found.
theatre, Dallas, Texas, characterize by a generality a novel bit of exploitation he used to put over
" Back to God's Country."
Particularly interesting to exhibitors who generally play attractions second-run after one of the
larger local houses has made use of the most apparent angles for exploitation is this description of
how Mr. Gohlman seized on a local angle and the
song-tie-up to put over his attraction.
" In most cases," Mr. Gohlman said, " the song
that is usually issued with a motion picture does
not reach the music stores until after the first
showings of the attraction. It was this way with
'Back to God's Country.' The Old Mill theatre
here had already played the picture and two weeks
later I arranged for its second run.
" It happened in this case that the writer of this
song was Paul Sarazan, a Dallas boy who had
formerly been the photoplay editor of one of the
newspapers. Thus it came about that through his
personal popularity I was able to arrange for window displays and co-operative plugs in the music
stores.
" Although I usually confine the program to the
feature, a comic, a comedy or scenic, I changed my
program three days before the opening of the attraction so as to provide for the rendition of ' Back
to God's Country,' by Clyde Conley, a popular
local singer. I used slides announcing that the attraction would be played at the theatre on the
given date. Through Sarazan's local connections
every theatre orchestra in the city was playing his
' Back to God's Country ' song in advance of
any second-run showing and several of the theatres were flashing the words and the writer's picture on the screen. By the time the picture was
"The Wolf" lobby display which the New Aster theatre, Minneapolis, built, and which recommends
shown
of Sarazan's
personal friends were
itself as being especially valuable, since the expense of building it was almost nil. The Neu) Aster manon hand enough
to fill the
house.
agement report that it proved excellent exploitation for the Earle Williams picture
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21, 1920

Exploitation
\valanche of Exploitation Descends
on Jamestown, N. Y.
THERE was an avalanche that descended suddenly on the city of Jamestown, N. Y., rccentv No lives were lost because tlie only thing that
vered the city was advertising, publicity and aland Down,"
stunts on
icntionin whichcompelli
Olive ngThomas
was" Upstairs
really made
famous
in this city. Co-operating with Howard Waugh,
publicity manager of the Winter Garden, Andy
Sharick, of the Buffalo Select office, pulled the
switch on the publicity avalanche two weeks in advance of tlie showing of the production at the
Winter Garden and the entire town sat up and
took notice.
A large silver loving cup was purchased about
two weeks before the opening date and put on display in one of the leading jewelry store windows.
Then seven dance contests were arranged, each to
be an "Upstairs and Down" affair, all attendants
being furnished coupons for voting on the best
dancer in the contest. These coupons were collected at each dance. Finally the Eagles staged a
big Olive Thomas ball and participants in all the
previous dances were notified that the final contest
would be staged at this event to determine the
winner of the cup. At each dance pictures of
OHve Thomas were posted and the cup exhibited
with a large card advertising the Winter Garden
show.
The Jamestown Journal was induced to run a
five day contest to find the girl in Jamestown
looking most like Miss Thomas. The paper used
different photos of Miss Thomas each day. The
same newspaper also ran a full page co-operative
advertisement for three days, almost every store
that put in a display taking space and devoting it
to
tie-up_
" Upstairs
" idea.
In aeach
ad with
was the
inserted
each and
day Down
the name
of
some Jamestown person. This person upon clipping the ad and presenting it to the Journal was
given passes to the show.
A week previous to the showing twenty-two window displays were arranged for, hardware stores
advertised household needs for upstairs and down,
shoe stores advertised ladies' footwear for upstairs
and down, millinery establishments advertising
using the stills from " Upstairs and Down,"
hats,
showing Miss Thomas eloping and taking all her
hats with her. A large card reading " When She
Eloped Her Hats Were the First Thing She
Thought Of— Every Woman Thinks of Her Hats
First and At the Same Time Thinks of Our Store
—See Olive Thomas, the Prettiest Girl in America,
at the Winter Garden theatre." Department
stores, plumbing stores, wall paper and paint
stores, furniture stores, music stores all were induced to put on big displays.
Three thousand paper bags were purchased by
the Winter Garden, upon which was printed a
large ad and cut of Miss Thomas. Leading grocer\- stores used these bags a week before the
show.

Men's
• EXPLOITATION

Minute
School
MEN'S

Screen

BOOK—"
MINUTE
Is Due.
Credit
Where
Credit
GIVING
this
under
pages
of the
The text
heading is devoted exclusively to the
achievements o fthe Exchange Exploitation Men.
It places at the disposal of the exhibitor
all the exploitation ideas these experts
originate, renders their services practically
universal and gives credit where credit is
due.
Spread " Selzntck Propasnnda
in Cincinnati Territory
A

Book
Superintendent

Is Strong

Advocate

WE

know a school superintendent in a small,
unprogressivc town in Indiana, who tried to
kiep mo\ing picture magazines ojiit of the public
library — so prejudiced is he against the screen.
.A.nd now we know a school superintendent in a
live Ohio town who actually dismisses his classes
early so they can attend a moving picture show
which he considers worth while!

"

PLOT for the spreading of "Selznick propaganda" was uncovered in the Cincinnati territory this week when a Zanesville newspaper carried a story on the formation of a Selznick Movie
Club" in that town. It seems that for some weeks
ijast Jack Conant, local Select Manager, and James
A. Carrier, Director of Exploitation, have been
(|uictlj' at work in the larger towns of the territory
forming the "movie clubs" among woman and girls
interested in moving pictures. The purpose of the
clubs is to furnish members with fresh information
concerning the stars and latest releases of the
Selznick organization through weekly letters. Autographed pictures
hitsofofthe"personal"
from the stars
will and
be one
big featuresnewsof
the plan, while another feature calculated to keep
up the interest is the personal appearance of stars
at club meetings whenever they arc in the territory.
In this manner the members will be on the lookout
for the new Selznick productions long before they
are released, and the clubs should prove a valuable
exploitation medium when. the pictures are booked
in their town. The idea has "caught on" very
readily in the towns in which it has l)een introduced, and a goodly portion of the members of the
clubs are society women who should prove a powerful factor in boosting the pictures.

" The right kind of moving pictures are the
Kreatest help to us educators ; moving pictures as
a whole are the greatest educational factors in
the world to-day," said this up-to-date superintendent.
He is Prof. J. F. Prout, superintendent of Public Schools in Chillicothe, Ohio. Mr. Prout not
only works in complete harmony with the theatres
of his city, but he goes so far as to watch productions that are being made and urges C. A. Smith,
manager of the Sherman theatre, Chillicothe, to
book certain pictures. Already Prof. Prout is preparing to make ftdl educational use of ParamountArtcraft's "Treasure Island." Prof. Prout arranged it so his schools dismissed thirty minutes
early to attend the matinees of " Huckleberry
Finn." He also had his literature teachers turn to
the study of Mark Twain's book prior to the showing of " Huckleberry Finn." He will do the same
w-itli " Treasure Island." " I find that by showing
the moving picture version of these American
classics, we can reduce the time of study devoted
to the books by one to three weeks. It is a wonderful help. By tiie theatres showing these pictures, the schools are actually saved a great deal
of money, because we would want to show them
if the theatres did not. I am a motion picture
devotee and I can tnnhfull\- say that in the last
few months I can remember only one picture that
I would be doubtful about my children seeing. The
screen is constantly going forward."

Following all this exploitation, the Select exploitation department in Buffalo received the following letter from Mr. Waugh:
" We opened Monday against the toughest sort
of opposition, a big musical comedy, the third that
had been here this season. Ordinarily this would
take about 400 from us, which it did. However,
we more than doubled business over a week ago,
against no opposition and a very strong star. Matinee business was fine. Tuesday and Wednesday
were both sell-outs. We jammed them in. I want
to give you full credit for what was done, as your
ideas and excellent co-operation put the thing over.
The star was practically unknown here and nothing put it over but the darn good advertising."

This attractiie lobby di.sphix b\ Ihc Olymf^ic thcaiii. /'insbiiij/h, I'n., aui, d (jicniiy ui attractincj business
for " The Broken Melod\ "
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What
Doubles

the
Mabel

"Pinto"

Normand

Exchange

Experts

Doing

Advertisements '\ Help
" Male and Female " Run
"T^ HE Strand theatre of Cincinnati, for the second time in its career, set aside its policy of
week runs and played " Male and Female," for
two weeks, topping the record of " The Miracle
Man " which is the only other production holding
the Strand's screen for two weeks. Manager Libson, of the Strand, after awakening Cincinnati
(during the world series) with his circus exploitation of " The Miracle Man " pursued different
tactics with " Male and Female." Long before the
announcement of his engagement, Mr. Libson, in
co-operation with Oscar A. Doob of the Cincinnati
office of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, bein
and Female
" Male
publicity onThe
gan getting
Post, " for
Cincinnati
newspapers.
the local

Showing

THERE

" The CITIZEN," another leading Columbus
newspaper carried a full page ad on " Pinto " on
Saturday, the day before the opening of the picture, and on Sunday, the CITIZEN, DISPATCH
and OHIO STATE JOURNAL all carried the
same full page ad.
Manager Harris furthermore created a large
army of " Pinto Boosters " by giving a private
showing of the picture on Saturday morning for
the DISPATCH newsboys. About seven hundred invitations were issued, and Harris said he
received very few regrets. They were all there,
and they made a noise as if they liked the show
immensely.

News

" Classy

for

are lots of stories around about exhibitor and distributor co-operation, but none
of 'em can come within a mile of the effort that
C. G. Deardorf, publicity expert of the Cleveland
Goldwyn exchange put forth in connection with
the recent tremendously popular engagement of
Mabel Normand's newest picture, " Pinto," at the
Grand Theatre, Columbus.
Will D. Harris, manager of the Grand Theatre,
is known as an exhibitor who never does things
by halves. When he undertakes a deal, he puts
it through. Knowing that, Mr. Deardorf not only
met Harris SO-SO on the exploitation spread for
" Pinto," but he went him better by about another
fift>- per cent.
The first thing that Deardorf did, was to line
up the newspapers, and get their help in exploiting a mystery girl. This mystery girl stimt has
been pulled off in other localities, but this was the
first time it has been tried in Ohio. The week
before the picture opened at the Grand Theatre,
an attractively gowned girl with a black mask
hiding her features, was prominent in the lobby
of the Deshler Hotel, the leading hostelry of
Columbus. A reporter tried to get her to tell who
she was but failed. This story was good for a
photograph and half column story in the
COLUMBUS DISPATCH. The following day,
the paper featured a storv by THE MYSTERY
GIRL on "WHETHER COLUMBUS MEN
ARE FLIRTS " with the answer in the affirmative. Next day,
out ofthatthethebag,MYSTERY
and THE
DISPATCH
tellstheitscat's
readers
GIRL is part of the exploitation campaign for the
picture " Pinto," playing at the Grand Theatre
the week of Jan. 11th. But the grand denouement takes place the day before the opening of
the picture when the girl, dressed a la Pinto, sold
thousands of copies of the Columbus papers at
one of the busiest sections of the city. People
flocked to see her, and hear her tell about the
wonderful picture that would open the following
day at the Grand Theatre.
But, just to make sure that everybody in Columbus, and within hailing distance from Columbus
would know about " Pinto," Deardorf went out
and sold a double page ad for the Saturday edition of THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH, all centered about Mabel Normand in " Pinto." Twelve
striking ads made up this double page. But not
content with this, right in the middle of the page,
an insertion in plain type stated that there were
occasional misspellings in the advertisements, and
to the ones who brought the correction to the
store in whose ad the misspelling appeared, free
passes to one performance of " Pinto " would be
issued.

Are

Picture

Prints

Ten-Page

Section

for

" Every woman *'
WHEN
" Everywoman " played the Rialto
theatre, Omaha, manager H. M. Thomas
and Stuart Gould, Paramount's exploitation in
that city combined forces and when they had
finished a record had been established in several
ways and especially in the matter of extensive
newspaper exploitation.
A ten page newspaper section in the Omaha
Bee, led off the campaign of advertising, followed
by two full window displays in downtown stores
and one hundred and fifty window displays in
drug stores tying up the title with " Hind's Almond and cream." Then Came billboarding with
twenty-four sheets over all the street car lines
in the city — and the Rialto artist got out special
hand painted one and three sheets to adorn the
outside boards at the theatre itself, in addition
to three eighteen foot signboards, also hand
colored and painted over the lobby of the house.
Full page ads in the other newspapers followed
with consistent follow up copj" during the entire
week.
The final touch in the complete campaign was
the prologue presented before the showing of the
picture twice each afternoon and twice each evening, consisting of a specially written part for
" Nobody " and " Everj'woman," with five pretty
local girls in artistic dances, the girls representing "Youth," " Modesty," " Beauty," " Folly "
and " Vanity." The prologue was the most pretentious ever attempted at any motion picture
house in Omaha and went over with the greatest
success.
The result of the campaign was that in spite
of a good deal of local " flu " talk and an accompanying falling off of theatre trade over the
whole city the Rialto played to full houses the
entire week.

instance, ran a series of six daily woman's page
features, "A Day With Gloria Swanson, " describing her various gowns at different times of
the day. Then Miss Swanson's recent marriage
was used for all it was worth, tying up this publicity with " Male and Female," telling how the
courtship of Miss Swanson progressed during the
making of " Male and Female." This news-feature stuff attracted great attention, the Commercial-Tribune making a Sunday, quarter-page storj',
out of it. The Cincinnati Post again gave splendid
co-operation by publishing the complete novelette
of " Male and Female " illustrated with a three
column scene cut, on the Friday preceding the
opening. An advertisement of the theatre was run
immediately after the story on the same page.
Mr. Libson's newspaper advertising was especially
distinctive— man designed the ads to make up a
unit — the same border and type style being used
throughout the campaign, which incidentally wab
an immense one judging bj' Cincinnati standards.
The border was designed to convey an idea of
class and massiveness. Stills from the picture were
used to illustrate all the ads, several of which are
reproduced herewith.
Mr. Libson did not entirely ignore the more pretentious exploitation. H. D. Brown of the Famous
Players-Lasky exploitation forces secured a series
of a half dozen window displaj-s in the Dow Drug
company's
displaying
of Gloria
Swanson in stores,
the bathroom
scene photos
in connection
with
toilet articles.
Lobby

Mirrors

Put to Exceptional Use

JAMES R. DUXCAX, Manager, of His
Majesty's theatre, in Sherbrooke Quebec,
Canada, is a great believer in the vanity of
women and the mirrors that he uses in his lobby
for their use, when they come and go to his performances, putting the latter to exceptional use
during the past few weeks, in announcing on the
mirrored glass the forthcoming productions of
L'nited Artists Corporation.
Sherbrooke, as Mr. Duncan communicates to
us, is a very unusual communitj- from a publicity standpoint, since all newspapers insist upon
payment for all insertions, irrespective of news
values, or despite the fact that extra advertising
space is used.
" So it is necessary for me to utilize every
medium possible to carry on a campaign big
enough for the promotion of such special productions like " Broken Blossoms " and " His
Majesty,in The
American,"
says. large
"Recently
noticed
the lobby
of the he
theatre,
numbersI
of women, fixing their hair, hats and coats, before two large mirrors that are there as part of
the lobby decorations, and it struck me as a pretty
good idea to utilize that space to have painted
on it in an attractive and artistic manner the
announcements of the forthcoming big productions. Iam sure it is doing more than anything
else I could have possibly done for future pro-
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YORK

>li Theatre —
lire— American Festival Marcli.
'resented by the RivoH orchestra
-listed by the RiaUo-RivoH chorus
ward the close of the number, the
: aperies being parted to disclose
view the singers. The march is
c composition of Dr. Hugo Reis■ifeld, managing director of the
aalto and Rivoli, and was first
ayed on the occasion of the first
iiiversar>- of the Rialto theatre,
\pril 1917. As an overture for
iicoln Week, a feature of the
; voli program, the composition is

HERE SHE IS—BACK AGAIN
EVERYBODTS PAL

A GOOD PICTURE
ir/^C AA.SO
THC"OEVIL"
THfULUnCOF COMSIUFO
ADVENTVUES
OF A FLMALl "JtMUY
■■'*£-KAFFLFS"
A SNAPPY
COMEDY DRAMA WITH
rHRILLS— THROBS and LAUGHTER
LET'S GO!
EARL WILLIAMSjnJj;heJ^)rtune Hunter" |
'im>'
latest picture,
"fl a premiere
showing" The
at Imp,"
the Newis
! of Miliratikee. This display was
'jur column by fifteen inches.
pccially appropriate, since there
.ire portions of the- good old melodies interwoven in the number.
rrent Events — Frisco Greets Pershing, Gaumont; City of Chicago
Holds Night Ice Carnival, Kinograms ; Signaling to Mars, New
York, Fox; Safety- First, Alameda
Cal., International ; Dives 200 feet
into River Just For Fun, Kinograms; Mutt and Jeff Cartoon,
"I'm Ringing Your Number", Fox ;
Spring Arrives in the Fashion
World, International ; A Miracle of
Science, Cure for Infantile Paralysis, Fox; Here's a Dog That
Has Some Appetite, Kinograms ;
Record Winter Storm Visits
Coast; Kinograms.
ecial — Lincoln's Gettysburg Address.
Delivered from the wings by Forrest Robinson, th<j noted actor, and
staged w-ith a special setting showing the battle field of Gettysburg
indistinctly but beautifully lighted
in varying colors.

Hun

Uhea^res

Feature — The
Copperhead — Lionel
Barrymore.
Comedy — His Royal Slyness — Llovd —
Pathe.
Organ Solo — Scherzo.
Next Week — On With the Dance.

Tally's Broadway Theatre —
Overture — Love Tales From Hoffman.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Industrial — Making Electric Light.
madge.
Feature
— Two Weeks — Constance Tal-

Rialto Theatre —
Overture — Southeni Rhapsody.
Current Events — Rialto Magazine —
Polish People Hail Head of the
Polish Republic, Pathe; $200,000
Fire at Fort W^orth, Texas, Fox;
Large Families for Chicago Families, Gaumont; Incubator Hatching Chickens, Caldwell, Texas,
Fox; Huge
York,
in DryFighting
Dock, Ship,
Fox; NewBig
Blizzard Hits New York, Pathe;
Washington and Lincoln, Pathe.
Instrumental — Rondo. Cello solo by
Paolo Gruppe, accompanied by the
Rialto orchestra.
Special — The Land of Opportunity — •
Ralph Ince as Lincoln.
Vocal — The 13th Commandment —
Ethel Clayton.
Comedy
Fox —— Sheriff
Sunshine. Nell's Comeback —

California Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe, Skating Contest at Saranac Lake ; New York
Saluting With Fourteen Inch Guns
San Pedro; Universal, Going to
the Dogs ; Mexican Border Guards
Keep Fit ; Trench Troops Police
Sultans Capital ; Kinograms, Lands
Plaiie in Streets of Oakland; California Plane and Tug Help Ship in
Ice.

Organ Solo — Finlandia.
Next Week — All of a Sudden Peggy.
Strand Theatre —
Overture — Sixth Hungarian Rhapsody.
Current
view. Events — Strand Topical ReCartoon — Out of the Inkwell series —
Bray Goldwyn.
Special — The Land of Opportunity — ■
Ralph Ince.
Feature — The Blooming Angel — Madge
Kennedy.
Vocal — The Swallows.
Soprano solo by Aida Chapman.
Comedy — His Roval Slyness — Harold
Lloyd.
Organ Colo — Burlesque on E Melody.
Next Week — The Little Shepherd of
Kingdom Come.
Capitol Theatre —
Opening — Topics of the Day — Pathe.
Scenic — Magic Clay — Prizma.
Current Events — Capitol News — Passengers Rescued from the Princess
Anne, Kinograms Special ; Big
Blizzard Hits New York, Pathe;
Record Winter Storm Hits the Atlantic Coast, Kinograms; Ice
Holds Eagle Boat Fleet in Harbor,
Kinograms; Dives 200 Feet into
River Just For Fun, Kinograms ;
Montreal Curlers Defeat Brookline, Kinograms ; Scenic Strip, InternationalFine
;
Feathers Make
Fine Birds, Pathe; Havana the
Mecca of America's Thirsty, InternationalSeattle
;
Booze Condemned to Death, Pathe; Washington and Lincoln, Pathe ; Such
is Life in New York, Hi Mayer
cartoon.
Concert — Irish Fantasy.
Special — Southland — Described under
"High Lights of Broadway's
Feature — The Luck of the Irish — Allan
Shows."special.
Dwan

This display from the Cleveland NewsLeader umnsfor
"Eveninches.
as Eve"
was four
by eleven
It loses
much col-in
being reproduced, the printing on the copy
of the paper we " purchased
being rather
thin."
Specialty — Joe Jackson, Himself.
Comedy — A Prohibition Monkey or
Reforming Rumpus Ridge — Joe
Martin — Universal.
Special — The Land of Opportunity —
Ralph Ince.
Next Week — The Paliser Case.

Vocal — Asleep in the Deep — Osmin
Parot, ibasso profundo, sings the
song as a solo with selected sea
scenes projected on a curtain above
the singers head. The vocalist is
attired in the costume and sings
under a spot light.
Scenic — The Last Resort— RobertsonCole.
Concert-*-Selections from "The Mikado" rendered by orchestra with
"Three Little Maids From School"
sung by trio in costume in front of
Japanese setting.
Feature — Stronger Than Death — Nazi-

Broadway Theatre —
Overture — II Guarany.
Current Events — Broadway Topical
Review — Topics of the Day.
Special — The Land of Opportunity —
Ralph Ince.
Special— Pow der Puff Follies of 1920—
An all girl revue presented by
Hugo Jansen.
Feature — The Loves of Letty — Pauline
Frederick.
Next Week — The Great Air Robbery.
LOS

ANGELES

Kinema Theatre —
Overture — Bohemian Girl.
Educational — Cruising In the Solomons
— Martin Johnson — Robertson^'ocalCole.
— Dear Heart.
Solo by Francis Cummings.
Comedy — Letter Laughs — Universal.
Instrumental
— I Hear You Calling —
Violin Solo.

THE GRAND AMERJCAN PREMIERS, Of^
ONWITHTHEDANCr
A PHOTOPLAY UNPARAUELED Hi SCRE£N HI9T0Ry^
THE ncmf THE WOPJJ) mi NEVER, PDRfCT. WHERE IN
^ TfiE SOULVrodu^oH
OF THEBi;AGE
HEVEflLED
Gcujrqe.ISFthmauH^e'
%
As a Patamouxi-Aytcrart Deluxe ProJiiduPi,, %

Current Events — Strips from Pathe,
Kinograms, International, Universal.
Feature — The Sagebrusher — Roy
Stewart. After the introduction on
the screen the projection machines
are stopped, the screen is raised
and a "sagebrusher" is center stage
with atmospheric settings as in the
feature sings "I'm Lonesome".
Note — This is the first program under
the management of Jack Allicotte
formerly of the Liberty theatre, Three columns by fifteen inch ad used by
theatre, The
Los display
Angeles,loses
for much
" On
Portland, and Grauman's Los An- Grauman's
M ith the Dance."
in reproduction
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Special — The llliieiaie Digest — Will
Rogers sayings.
Next Week — Street Called Siraight.

KANSAS

Millers Theatre —
Current Events — Special number compiled from International, Kinograms, Pathe, Fox weeklies.
Comedy — Supreme release.
Feature — She Loves and She Lies —
Norma Talmadge.

CITY

Comedy
" Non-Skid Love " — Ly •
and —Moran.
Feature
— " The Copperhead " — Ban :!
more.

Vocalland,
— Aria
from ''Aida" — Mary H 1
soprano.
Next Week — " Everywoman."

Superba Theatre —
Comedy — Naughty Lions and Wild This is the usual half page the Loew management at Cleveland buys in the Sunday
Men — Century.
papers for these three houses. Oood idea here for a one-house display on any hook play
Feature — Marked Men — Harry Carey.
Flooded, Shooting Fourteen-inch Selections from Rigoletto by George
Guns on Pacific Fleet.
Davis, tenor of the Chicago Opera
Symphony Theatre —
tings.
Musical — Jesse Crawford at the orCompany.
In Italian Garden SetComedy — Oh Doctor- — Christie.
Current Events— Universal Weekly.
gan playing " Let the World Go
Feature — Broken Blossoms — Tourneur
By" and " Dardanella," with Comedy — " Ambrose at the Beach."
word slides used.
— Second Week.
Feature — " A
Daughter
of Two
Worlds " — Norma Talmadge.
Special — A song number introducing Educational — Paramount Magaine.
Incidental music by orchestra.
14 girls and comedians is being Cartoon — " A Frolic With Felix."
featured.
Feature — " The Copperhead " — Lionel Barrymore. Before the screen- Randolph Theatre —
ing is given, the curtains are Organ Selections.
Clune's Auditorium —
parted, showing a reproduction of • Feature — " The Copperhead " — Lionel
Fifth and last week of " Pollyanna."
Barrymore.
Lincoln's home at Springfield, 111-,
with an actor in the character of Comedy — Min and Andy Gump —
Victory Theatre —
"Andy Takes a Dancing Lesson."
Lincoln appearing in the doorFeature — " The Haunting SKiadow" —
way
and
welcoming
a
quartette
of
Jesse Hampton.
Theatre —
Negro singers. Following this in- Boston
— " Red
Dollars " —
Comedy — ■" Ain't Nature Wondercident, six girls in the costumes Feature
Charles
Ray. Hot
ful? "— Lyons-Moran.
of
Lincoln's
time
give
a
dance
Special — Al Jennings, Western OutComedy — Snub Pollard Comedy —
appropriate to the period.
law, Deputies.
" Waltz Me Around."
Next Week — " All of a Sudden
Organ Selections.
Peggy " — Marguerite Clark.
Grauman's Theatre —
Castle Theatre —
Overture — "American Festival March." Grauman's Rialto Theatre —
Current Events — Gaumont : Large
Feature — Mary Pickford in " PollyFamilies in Chicago, Dog Teams Overture — " Medley."
in Endurance Race Over Ice; Special — " Creation."
Organ Selections.
— Special number comPathe: Japanese Sailors Enter- Current Events
piled from all releases.
tained at Mexico City ; American
Ziegfeld Theatre —
Musical — Organ duet by Ernest Hunt Burton Holmes Travelogue.
Girl, Captain of D'Annunzio's
— " The Star Boarder."
and Allen Lane, " Let's Be Pals Comedj-anna."
Army, Returns Home ; German
Feature — Douglas McLean and Doris
Minister Attacked, New French
War Chief, Steamship Arrives in Special
— " The Special.
Land of Opportunity "
May in " Mary's Ankle."
—Together."
Selznick
New York With Dummy Smoke— News.
stack, Ice Skating Races, Paris Note — Prior to its presentation, char- Pantheon
International
acterizations ofLincoln in panto- Travel Picture — Chester Outing.
mime are given by Charles Dudley, an actor of the Los Angeles Overture — Fest.
film
colony.
5TACT1NQ TODAY
Xylophone Solos — "Beats and Turnips"
AWOMAN WHO WOULD T0< wm ONE
and
" Blame
it on the Blues " —
MAN'S HEART
SME IS PICOGEO TO
Christie
Comedy.
Feature — " Huckleberry Finn " — ParAKOTUER
IS THE WHEN
BIOitSTCUtATinmEMKlI!
amount-Artcraft Special. Prior
TOE AMERICAN BEAUTY
to the screening of the feature, Feature — Alice Brady in " The Fear
KATUER.INE
a prologue number is given. A
boy about eight years of age in
Mac DONALD
a characteristic makeup of the
Market."
Mark Twain hero sings " Huckle-

TUE TURNING
POINT
—TUBINTAvoarre
AOOITIONcxjetistj
COSTtG.8..a£MENT5

N en

Newman
Overture ——" American Fantasie."
Current
Views.Events — Newman News »

Cluiie's Broadway Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe News.
Educational — Paramount Magazine —
King Rama
at the Royal W'ai —
Holmes
Travelogue.
Feature— Black Is White — Dorothy
Dalton.

ROEiTW.CH&iiBERS
STORY Of A woman's SACWnCE

Picture

berry Finn."
CHICAGO
Woodlawn Theatre —
Organ Offertory.
Woodlawn's
Brighter
Woodlawn News
and Side
Views.of Life.
Comedy — Two-reel Celebrated.
Overture — " Magic Flute " — Mozart.
Feature — Wallace Reid in " Double
Intermission — " Tumble In " — Musical.

Playhouse
Speed." Theatre
Display, three columns by ten inches, used Kinograms.
by the Madison theatre of Detroit for Pointed Paragraphs.
" The Turning Point "

Liberty —
Overture
" Gypsy
Love Xo
" 10.
Current —Events
— Pathe
Scenic — " Guatemala " — Prizma.
ard. — " Getting His Goat "— Pt
Comedy
Feature
— " Binney.
Erstwhile
stance

Susan " — Ct

Next Norma
Week —Talmadge.
" She Loves and Lies'*
r •■lAy\ \v.\.
Adolph
THF Zukpl
MOST • \Jii\^esents^
KV.\.V. CIKL"m IS l£MOTIONAPinX-Rtt.M
'ALL OF A
CI t^'^
yARGUER!
LAKr

SUDDEN
a PE
bnsbuuf.GGM Ythai b»T
SRE
wtA theprvtraded
TTietih»4thetoshet»«p»-'tod
hji4
[Ic-A elcippr.Urr* Iftu^b&bl*
POM vtUtu

BOTAt
PORBSTEW9

TOPICS or THE I

ORCHESTRA
Frank Newman's display for "AU of
Sudden Peggy,"
week thisat v.
Hewman's
Royal playing
theatre. this
In size
three columns by seven inches
Land of Opportunit
"TheInce.
Specia
— l—
Ralph
l- — Digest.
" Topics of the Day '
Literary
Educational
Roya

" The. Six Best Cellars'
Feature—
Washburn.
Current Events — Kinograms.
O'Brien.
Comedy—
Four-Cylinder Flan
up " — "The
Supreme.
—
Doric
Feature—"
The Broken
Melody '

in.
Hammerste
Cousin'
e Country
Week—Th
NextElaine
Scenic — " Saving Savages " — Mar
nt —Events— Regent News.
RegeJohnson.
Current
Vocal— 'Let the Rest of the Wo
Go By "—Mike Sherr^^
Feature—
Last of the Duane
Loew
—William
's —"The Farnum.
^
This reproduction of a si-x colutnn thirteen
inch
in "StrongerIt Loew's— First half of week—" T
Than display
Death"for is"Nazimova"
a disappointment.
looked like a million dollars on the newsA B C of Love"— Mae Murray
paper page.atTheDaicnport,
Liberty theatre
half — " The
Phantom Melod
loica is located Last —Monroe
Salisbury.

.
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Fearing marriage to a man
she doein^t love
the girl drinks
a sleeping potion and feigns
death.
S E E
PEGGY

Kings Theatre —
Overture — "Sometime Selections."
Current — "Pathe News."
Cartoon — "Mutt and Jeff."
Soloist — Harry Pearl in "iMillion Miles
From— "The
Home."
Feature
Street Called Straight,"
Goldwyn.
Comedy — Snub Pollard.
"The Street Called Straight" being
played day and date at the Royal,
Grand, Florissant, Shenandoah,
Juniata and Lindell Theatres.

Vocal — Solos by Ethel Grasech.
Comedy—
SennetL"The Star Boarder"- Mack
Feature
— "Alarm
Clock Andy" —
Charles
Ray.
Washington Theatre —
Orchestral — "Tumble In."
Current Events — Fox News.
Scenic — "Guatemala" — Prizma.
Cartoon
— "I'm
—Mutt
and Ringing
Jeff. Youi- Number"

Vocal — "Mandy," "Venetian Moon" —
Sue Rathbone, Wilma Leininger.
Feature — Pinto — Mabel Normand.
West End Lyric —
Overture — Silverman's Orchestra.
Comedy — "Sheriff Nell's Comeback" —
Polly Moran — Sunshine.
LyricScenic
Review
—
I'niversal
Weekly,
and Literary Digest.
Adams
Theatre —
FAITH
Ray.— "Alarm Clock Andy," Chas.
Feature
Concert Number — Adam's Orchestra.
Animated Review — " The World at a
— Thehowstory
o( a girl'smarriage
deep lovewithforanother
a man
and
she escapes
Comedy — "Hall room Boys," "Chicken
IT S SCOTCHIER THAN HARRY
Scenic — "Poking Into Unlocked
LAUDER and TWICE AS FUNNY
Xew Chasers."
(irand Central Theatre —
Vocal Glance."
— Songs with a Humorous
Overture.
Like Shakespeart't
"Juliet."
drankthana
sicrpine
potion and braved
deathkherather
Touch — Emmons and Colvin.
Chester Outing.
w»d the wrong man.
Corners."
Screenics
Feature
Reid.— " Double Speed " — Wallace
BIG ADDED FEATURE
Feature — Constance Talraadge in "Two
Comedy — " Getting His Goat."
CHICKENS
Organ Solo — Special selections by RobComedy
—
"Land
Of
Opportunity"
—
ert Clarke and Arthur Rivette.
A LA CABARET
Weeks."
Republic.
William Fox Liberty —
SHOWIKU I P. M. TO IO:M V. M. COXTPaOfS
CINCINNATI
Overture — Liberty Concert Orchestra.
Current — Fox News.
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff.
LYCEUM
Feature — Shirley Mason in "Her EleOverture— — Gems from the MetroStrand
phant
Man."
politan Operas.
Comedy
—
Charles
Chaplin
"The
Vagaten-inch double coJumn display by
Current Events — Pathe 11.
Lyceum
advertises
Faith
"
better
any display tee have seen for this Feature — William Farnum, "Tale of Feature — " A Girl Named Mary."
picture
Added Feature — " The Land of Opporbond."Cities."
Two
HYLAND
IN TH»:
WILLIAM FOX PRODUCTION

BUFFALO

11 ' it's Hippodrome —
:Hosmer.
ture — "Southern Rhapsodic" —
:e Setting — "His Spirit Abideth," a
reproduction of Angus MacDowell's
famous painting of Abraham
Lincoln.

DETROIT

Next Week — "The Broken Melody"
Eugene O'Brien.
tunity."

Madison Theatre —

WalnutOverture- — Selections

Orchestral — "Raymond.''
Topical Review — The World's News.
Special — "Romeo's Dad" — Thomas
Wise, Gail Kane.
Vocaland— "Madame
Clements. Butterfly" — Coster

Current Events — Pathe 10.
Scenic — Guatamala — Prizma.
e in—s."P
" ollyanna." — Marv PickFeaturfoTw
rd.

Turning Point" — Katlierine— "The
MacDonald.
ocal— "Out of a Clear Sky." Solo Feature
by Leo Considine.
Comedy — "Fuss and Folly."
eature — "Hawthorne of the U. S. A." Organ
Solo — William Fishwick and
— Wallace Reid.
Margaret Whittaker.
omedy— "The Garage"— "Fatty" Arbuckle. Accompanied by the Hipp
Broadway Strand Theatre —
Jazz Band,
iurrent Events — The Hippodrome Re- Overture —
Events — Broadway Strand
view, made up of Universal, Gau- Current
Weekly Review.
mont and International News,
— Broadway
Strand Magazine
Topics of the Day and the Pathe Scenic
Travel Views.
Review.
lext Week— Charles Ray in "Red Hot
Dollars," Larry Semon in "The
Grocery Clerk," and Emmanuel
BROADWAY
List of the Rialto Theatre, New
York, in vocal selections.
NOW
SHOWING
trand —
)verture — "American Fantasy" — VicHa*
littla
tor Herbert.
Secretvou.m a Noxir
■
^^hfSixBest
'urrent Events — Latest Pathe News.
one UimJa-b-h
'eature
— "The Copperhead"
Lionela
cellsLTS"^ cone^ses ttia fan.
Barrymore.
Presented — for
H
week run. Special presentalion given for local G. A.
R. Posts, which paraded to theatre. School children also interested
by management, with result that
children crowded theatre all week.
)omedy — "Good Night Judge" — Supreme.
SllO*S-U-12»-2'-!'
Jext Week — Jack Pickford in "Burcut, four columns by
of Clune'g Broadway
glar
by Proxy"
Harold Lloyd , ,^»o|^er^Lo.^A«.e^e^,
m Laptam
Kiddands Kids.
theatre, for The Six Best Cellars "

from

" Three

Next Week — " Undecided."
Current Events — Fox News 31.
s- — " Hungry Lions and Tender
Co
ftdy
Gime
Hearts " — Sunshine.
Feature — ■" Toby's Bow" — Tom Moore.
Next Week — " Flame of the Desert."

Literary
Palace — Digest No. 40.
Feature — " Six Best Cellars " — Bryant
Washburn.
Vaudeville — Mcintosh Musical Maids.
Diamond, and Brennan, comedians.
McCormack and Wallace, ventriloquists. Bessy Clifford, artistic
poses. Duncan and Caslar, a
musical number. Page and Gray,
song and dance. Sterling Rose
Trio, gvmnasts.
ST. PAUL
New Garrick Theatre —
Prizma
Scenic^"Eden
on the Pacific" —
Current Events— New Garrick Digest.
Cartoon — " The Debut of a Thomas

SEATTLE
Clemmer Theatre —
Overture-" Pastel
Minuet," Rachmaninoff's Prelude.
Current Events — Gaumont News,
Topics of the Day, Photoplay
Magazine, showing views of Lillian and Dorothy Gish and other
stars; Fox Weekly.
Feature—"
Stronger Than Death '—
Naziroiova.
Liberty Theatre —
Overture — Wallace, on the Wurlitzer,
in a repertoire of his own compositions.
Current Sayings—" Jazz Monologue "
— Greater P^eatures.
Vocal—" Let the Rest of the World
Go By," sung by two girlsScenic — "Mr. Outing Gets a Pipe
Dream " — Chester-Outing.
Liberty
Theatre
—
Current Events
— Pathe
News No. 9.
Feature
— " The
13th Commandment "
— Ethel
Clayton.

STARTING SUNDAY
FAMOUS STORY

BASIL

KING'S^

CA ST. LOUIS GIPL^
KINGS
POYAL

JUNIAT
NDOAH C.O*NO
SHENA
&OANO *N0 SMeMAMOOAM
AHO /UNlAT*A
J SUNIVkY 2-11
SUNDAY 2-H
1 GRAND -FLORISSANT
LI^NDELL

The first display we have been able to find
on " The
Called
a nineinch
doubleStreet
column
one Straight,"
by Louis K.
Sidney, manager of these St. Louis theatres
Comedy — "The Plumber"; Mutt and
Jeff Cartoon.
Overture —— " Eva," by Lehar.
Stilhnan
Theme — " The Lady of the Slipper."
Current Events — Kinograms No. 11-a.
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff in " The Line
Special — Stage War Relief picture,
is Busy."
" Romeo's
Dad."
Feature—" Judy of Rogues' Harbor."
Next Week — Norma
Talmadge in
" He Loves and Lies."

Overture—— " Seramidi."
Vocalsongs.
— Robert Davis, lyric tenor, in Themes
Euclid — Selections from " Babes in
Toyland,"
" Boola
Boola,"
Hawaiian affair
done with
the agazoo,
Feature — " The
Turning
Point "—
Katherine McDonald.
a Hawaiian instrument that makes
noise like playing on a comb.
Organ Solo—" She's Everywhere."

1S9S

Motion

(Exhibitor Service)

The

First

Current Events — Kinograms No. 11-a
and Topical Tips No. 41.
Scenic — " Memory Lane," a Post Nature Scenic.
Patriotic — Ralph Ince in " The Land
of Opportunity."
Feature — " Pollyanna " for the next
three weeks.

Runs

Week

Feature—"
Rcid. Double Speed "■— Wallace
Next Week — " W omen."

Ending

February

71^
AHNIVERSARy PROGRAM I
yix Day/--/"tai tif\aJor\ lQV-j» Dayr |

Imperial Theatre —
Same program complete as last week.
Tivoli Theatre —
Same program as last week.
Next Week — " Daughter
of Two

Metropolitan —
Overture and Theme — "Jubilo" and
other popular songs.
Current
Events — L e a d e r - N e w s Brooklyn
Worlds."
—
Weekly.
Overture — "Home, Sweet Home."
Cartoon— Bray Pictograph No. 419.
Current
Events — " Strand Topical
Comedy—"
to Nature Girls," a
SunshineBack
Comedy.
Musical
— " Souvenir De Moscow , '
Review."
Rogers in "Jubilo."
Will
violin
solo, played by Irma WilFeature—
liams.
Next Week — Pauline Frederick in
" The Paliser Case."
Feature—"
ford. Pollyanna " — Mary PickAlhambra —
Overture — " Summer Night's Dream," Vocal — (a) "Chanson Provencal":
(b) " If Flowers Could Speak."
; " Venetian Moon."
e—"Suppe
I Might Be Your Once In Special — "The Land of Opportunity" —
Themby
Ralph
Ince.
from " Angel Face."
A While,"
Events— Pathe News No. 11 Organ Solo — " Stars and Stripes."
Current
and Screen Topics No. 39.
Strand
Overture— — " See Saw."
Comedy—
Mack "The
Sennett. Star Boarder," a Theme — " Eleanor."
Feature— "The Walk-Ofifs," with May Scenic — Prizma.
Allison.
Comedy
— " Shimmy Gym," a Cuckoo
Comedy.
Lies,"
and
Loves
He
"
—
Week
Nextwith
.
Norma Talmadge
Feature
— "Joyce.
Slaves of Pride," with
Alice
Next Week— "Fall of Babylon," a
Griffith production.
Special Attraction — The Strand Male
Califomid
Quartet, singing " Adeline," " My
Girl's a Regular Fellow" and
"Oh, Mother, I'm Wild,"

Picture

14

Comedy — " The Feud" — Tom Mix—
Feature
Mon.-Tues.-Wed.
Feature — " The Willow Tree " — Viola
Dana — Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
Current Events — News Weekly
Savoy —
Comedy —— " Heart Strings " — William
Feature
Famum.

4
PIM/UBE

. WASHINGTON

Metropolitan —
Overture
"Pagliacci."
Current — Events
— Universal NewsTopics of the Day.
Ince.
— " The Land of Opportuni^"
A niil norrlhj is this thrce-rolumn bp Special
eightDay's
inchPleasure."
display forIt is"Pollyanna"
•'A
the tcork of and
the
Palace theatre, Wichita, Kan.
Cartoon — " Mutt and Jeff."
Feature
— "Stronger
Second
Week. Than Death" —
Garden Theatre —
Next Week's Feature— ' The Paliser
Showing in addition to its regular
Case " — Frederick.
vaudeville, " The Thirteenth Com
mandment " — Ethel Clayton.
Next—" Shod With Fire "—William Overture — Selections ' from the New
York Hippodrome.
Russell.
Palace —Events — Pathe News Nos. 11
Current
and 12— Topics of the Day— ParPITTSBURGH
amount Magazine.
—Reid.
Cartoon
— " Mutt and Jeff."
Feature — " Pollyanna " — Mary Pickford.
Current
Events
—
"
Log
of
the
U-35."
—
d
an
Gr
Feature Next Week—" Double Speed"
Educational
— Topics of the Day.
Grand Symphony Orchestra.
Comedy — " Chicken A La Cabaret."
— " Madame
Butterfly " —
Feature
The Thunderbolt " — Kath- Overture
Liebesfreud.
erine— "MacDonald.
Rialto — Events— Pathe News Nos. 11
Standard —
Current
Current Events— Universal News No.
and 12 — Topics of the Day.
458.
Cartoon — Bray.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Comedy — " Good Little Brownie," a Olympic
Symphony — Orchestra and Pipe Organ. Feature— "The Street Called Straight."
Universal dog reel.
Next Week— "The Turning Point
— " A Much-needed Rest
Feature — "A Peddler of Lies," with Comedy
Katherine McDonald.
' Smiling ' Bill Parsons.
Frank MayoFeature
—
"
Greater
Than
Fame
"
—
Next Week — Not booked vet.
Elaine Hammerstein.
BALTIMORE

New Theatre —
Current
view.Events — Pathe and Pathe ReVocal — Silvio Yanetti, selections from
" L'Af ricaine."
The California theatre of San Francisco
uses a standard size display, three columnx Feature — " She Loves and Lies " — N.
on " ofThetheWoman
inches. Thisis one
Talmadge.
by nine
stylr.
typical
the Suitcase"
In
foUoved
Next booked.
week's program is not yet
SAN FRANCISCO
Parkway Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe and Pathe Review.
California Theatre —
Scenic
— Bray Pictograph.
Overture — ■" Southern Rhapsody."
— " She Loves and Lies " — N.
During the rendition of the over- Feature
Talmadge.
ture a photograph of Lincoln,
With an American flag setting, is Next — "Double
Speed" — Wallace
Reid.
shown, with special lightings
which enhance the scenic effect.
Current Events — Specially compiled Wizard —
Events — Fox Weekly, Topics
number from Pathe and Fox Current
of the Day.
strips.
Musical — Heller's orchestra, aug- Comedy — " The Garage " — Arbuckle.
— " The Copperhead " entering
mented to 40 pieces, plays " Dard- Feature
upon its third big week at this
theater.
anella."
Special
— Topics of the Day— Pathe.
Next—"
When the Clouds Roll By "—
Bunting Serenade"
Organ — "Baby
Douglas Fairbanks.
and " My Baby's Arms."

New Blackstone —
Current Events — Pathe News.
Rocereto's Orchestra.
Comed}- — " Snub " — Pollard Comedy.
Feature
— "Too Much Johnson" — Mon.Tues.-Wed.
Feature
— "The 13th Commandment'' —
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
Loew's
Lyceum —
Dana.
Feature
— "The Willow Tree." — Viola
Vaudeville.

WHO,

RAY?

HOORAY!

"ALARivi CLOCK ANDY"
Tin-r-i IMS vtrnv i.*t»:^t »>d nt-.<T pi, *v.

hv tt*
A -very nice display, fire columns
for • Her Elephant Jian.
inches, was this Toledo,
0.
theatre.
Colonujl
the
It is the work of

MINNEAPOLIS
Beginning TODAYranVllien' MOmJ TBES. WEO.
For
a
umall
everyday
all-type
display
this
three-inch double column display by the Current Events— Pathe News.
West End Lyric theatre of Pittsburg ad- Educational— Paramount Magazine.
vertises
Ray's new
ClockCharlieAndy,"
very picture,
nicely "Alarm Vocal—" Love and Springtime." Duet
Russo
by Madame Helena and Signer
Current Events — News Weekly.
Educational
— Regent Topical Tips.
Scarletl. Days '—Griffith :
e—" Nationa
Featur
Regent —
First

February

2 i , 1g 2 o

To

Break Ground for
Rothacker Plant
Ground will be broken within ilic
next two weeks for the constnictiori
(It the Rothacker Film Manufacturing
("ompany's Los Angeles laboratories,
■ccording to the statement by President Watterson R. Rothacker, who arrived in Los Angeles recently to make
necessary arrangements for the construction of his western plant. Sev1 ral months ago Rothacker purchased
I plot of ground in Hollywood, and
.11 present it is understood to be his
intention to erect the laboratories here.
Mr. Rothacker expects to be in Los
\ngeles until the middle of February,
,ind plans that all arrangements for
construction of the laboratories will
he completed before his departure for
I he east.

New

Comedy

ul
powerf
the
CKED
B.Xfinanc
ial by
sts most
intere
in the
West,
the Special Pictures Corporation, capitalized at a quarter of a
million dollars, announced its organization in Los Angeles to specialize in
comedy features, the first of which
will be released about March first,
according to a statement issued by
Louis W. Thompson, president of the
new company.

Company

in

West

changes in the twenty-six key cities
Special Pictures Corpor- i)f the United States. The sales end
i)f the business will be handled by
ation Organized in
H. J. Roberts, who made a remarkable
Los Angeles
reputation for himself with the Sales
department of the Fox Film Company. Earl D. Shanks, formerly conried on. .Aronson and Company, a
nected with the accounting and finanHallman interest, and one of the
cial departments of the Mary Picklargest bonding houses in the West, ford Company, will act as business
is handling the financing of the new manager for the new company.
film corporation.
Before becoming identified with
The Special Pictures Corporation
plans to spring something entirely The Special Pictures Corporation,
new in the way of comedy. Ward President Thompson was also conLascalle, formerly connected with the
nected with the Mary Pickford Comdirectorial staff of Mary Pickford,
pany as special representative for
will be director general of the new Miss Pickford at the New York ofconcern and states that he plans to
fice tion.
of theThe United
Artists' will
Corporahave four companies working before
new concern
rent
the end of March.
space for the present at some of the
That the Special Pictures Corpora- already established studios, but plans
tion intends to become a factor in the
are now being prepared for a studio
picture world immediately is indi- of
their own which they believe will
cated by the fact that the new combe built before the end of the sumpany plans to enter the distributing mer.
field by distributing its own ex-

This, according to President Thompson, marks the first serious attempt
on the part of Western capital to invade the motion picture industry. It
is significant because it shows that
financial interests at the production
center are waking up to the possibilities
offered for investment in the picture
Has
Completed " Cyn- industry. It has often been predicted
that once Los Angeles capital bethia of the Minute "
comes thoroughly interested in the
Miss Leah Baird and her company
film business, it may result in swinghave finished the filming of "Cynthia
ing the financial center of this great
of the Minute," Miss Baird's latest ve- industry from New York to Los Anhicle, picturized from the novel of the
geles, where more than eighty per
same name 'by Louis Joseph Vance. cent, of the production is now carMiss Baird is preparing to launch another production as yet unnamed, for
the production, of which the company
will go to Los Angeles, where studio
facilities have already been procured.
The Florida scenes of "Cynthia 01
are
Pleased
the Minute" are of a sensational sort, Exhibitors
including some remarkable marine aduncedof last
ventures inwhich Miss Baird displays CHAweek
RLES
the Arthur S. Kane Receives
big star
first anno
as theRAY,
her natatorial capabilities for the first
newly formed Arthur S. Kane
Assurances of Good
time in a motion picture. Some of the Pictures Corporation, is drawing to
specially designed water costumes the young producing company many
Will at Outset
worn by the star in this play are un- telegrams of congratulations on its
usually attractive.
initial acquisition, according to a
In
one
scene
Miss
Baird'makes
her
state
escape clad for a long swim from the ters. ment from the Kane headquar- will result in great artistic and financial success to your company.
deck of a Citrus Fruit company
freighter, the Carolinian, which vessel
"The consensus of exhibitor opinion
on the business possibilities of Ray
was on its way to Patagonia.
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippopoint out the star as the one best bet
drome, Buffalo, N. Y.'
and reveal his status among showmen
"
The
opinion
of Mr. FrankHn is
today as of the highest. Great things echoed by other exhibitors
of long experience in the business. In Lowell,
are being predicted for "his coming
films under First National distribu- Mass., Thomas D. Soriero, general
manager of the Strand theatre, came
tion," says the Kane statement.
The announcement that Arthur S. out strongly for Raj-. In a letter to
Kane was in business for himself, Arthur S. Kane, concerning Ray's
coupled with the news that Ray had affiliation with the new company, Mr.
become affiliated to the great body of Soriero wrote : ' I congratulate you.
alert shswmcn throughout the coun- He is a wonderful bet. In fact, not
try who sense big things in the tie-up, knowing that you were interested in
Harold B. Franklin, the progressive him, I have been negotiating for his
theatre man from Buffalo, New York, pictures, just for Lowell. I am all
whose picture presentation at the big the more keen for him now that you
Hippodrome is regarded as among the are connected with them. Very truly
best in exhibiting, has varied his usual yours, Thomas D. Soriero, Strand
prafctice of reticence in the praise of
stars and producing organizations by
"Another exhibitor, noted for his
coming out strongly for Charles Ray. progressive
theatre.'
methods of picture presenIn a telegram to President Kane, Mr.
tation, who has found the tie-up of
Franklin foresees great financial suc- Arthur S. Kane and Charles Ray a
Ray. cess coming out of the acquisition of portent of big possibilities is W. S.
McLaren, manager of the Majestic
" ' I congratulate you on your latest and Colonial theatres, Jackson, MichiLeah Baird, who is the star in the Hod- acquisition,' wired the Buffalo show" ' Allow us first of all to extend
man,and
■
I have no doubt that it
kinson picture, " The Capitol "
gan.

by
Tie-Up
our sincere congratulations to you
upon the formation of the Arthur S.
Kane Pictures Corporation,' wrote
Mr. McLaren to President Kane. 'It
has indeed been a pleasure to the
writer to have done business with you
in the past and I trust that these pleasant business relations may continue
into the future. Charles Ray has always been one of our favorites. W.
S. McLaren, manager.'
" .^mong many other exhibitors who
foresee big possibilities in this tieup
are Max Marcus, of the United States
theatre, Cleveland, Ohio; F. T. Bailey,
of the .'\merican theatre, Butte, Montana; J.C. Clemmons, manager of the
Jefferson Amusement Company. Beaumont, Texas, an.l N. M. McCuIlough,
of the Riviera theatre, Anderson, Indiana.

First National's Local
Exchange to Move
The First National Exchange of
New York is to occupy larger quarters. On and after February 12th, the
new offices will be on the eleventh floor
of 729 Seventh Avenue. In the new
offices there will be ample rooni for
individual offices for the sales force,
private offices for the executives, and
a large reception room. The office will
occupy about 8,000 square feet of floor
space.

Motion

1900

Film
Washburn
Bryant
New
" The Six Best Cellars " Is Called Best
Prohibition Film Yet; Released Feb. 8
REPLETE with scintillating wit which claims them on its census. They
and with a farcical handling of are credited with having a wellan opportune theme in a manner that stocked cellar when the day comes for
even the most carping critics would King Alcohol's abdication. As a matter of fact, Henry, is struggling along
fail to take offense at, Holworthy
Hall's famous story, ' The Six Best on high with his supply reduced to the
Cellars,' starring Bryant Washburn, is final quart.
the Paramount-Artcraft picture sched" Bryant Washburn, in his inimitable
uled for release February 8," an- style, plays the part of the standard
nounces Famous Players- Lasky Cor- society idol with an ease of manner
poration.
that marks him in real life. He is supported by Wanda Hawley and a capa" ' The Six Best Cellars ' is probably the funniest story ever written
ble cast, including Clarence Burton,
in
a
character
part ; Else Lorimer,
dealing with Prohibition," continues
Josephine
Crowell,
Fred Vroom, Jane
the Famous Players statement. " First
published in McClue's Maga:nne, it Wolfe, Richard Wayne, Julia Faye,
was so good that Bobbs-Merill pub- Howard Gaye, Selma Maja, Parker
lished itin book form, and ' The Six Mac Connell, Ruth Ashby, William
Best Cellars ' actually became one of Boyd, Olita Otis, Allan Connor, Lorie
the six best sellers.
Larson and C. H. Geldart.
" Much after the manner in which
" Donald Crisp who has directed the
Admiral Farragut tackled the torpedo last five Bryant Washburn pictures,
question young Henry Carpenter, a has given the production many unique
newly-married society idol, played by twists in which he was assisted by
Bryant Washburn, says : ' Darn the Frank Richardson. Elmer Harris, redrought. Let's go.' Henry and his
sponsible for the scenario of ' The
wife, Millicent, belong to the elect half- Lottery Man ' and ' Hawthorne of
dozen, who are supposed to be the best U. S. A.,' wrote the scenario from
entertainers in the suburban town
Holworthy Hall's work."

Picture

News

A scene fromFriend,"
the Thos.
Ince production
starring Dorothy
to beH. distributed
by Famous-Players
LaskyDalton,
Corp. " His Wife'i
CHURCHMEN

AGAINST

SUNDAY

CITIES

VOTING

OPENING

of the New York State Civic League,
MILLERaction
O. R. taking
REV.
is already
to back a movement started by the
ministerial unions in various parts of this State to repeal
the law that was passed a year ago, and which permits
each city to decide for itself, through its governing body, as to
whether or not it shall permit its motion picture houses to operate
on Sunday. The campaign to bring about a repeal of this bUl has
already been launched in certain parts of the State. Rev. Mr.
Miller characterized the passage of the bill a year ago as an insult to the church and predicted its repeal.
Just what attitude the Civic League will take on the bill which
it is expected will be introduced along State censorship lines is
still problematical. Rev. Mr. Miller and certain members of the
State Conference of Mayors are not on the most friendly terms,
in view of certain matters which occurred a year ago in connection with Sunday baseball bills and the Sunday motion picture bill.

Work
Starts
Hughes
Lloyd
Thomas Ince Expresses Satisfaction at
Showing
of
His
Latest Luminary
No detail of production is being Hughes, included among whom is
spared to insure the magnitude Gladys George, well remembered for
and box-office qualities of " Wheel- her pleasing work as leading lady for
barrow Webster," the first production
Ray inis "cast
Red inHotthe Dollars."
Miss George
role of
in which Thomas H. Ince will present Charles
his new star, Lloyd Hughes. Under Beulah Rogers, who loves Joel
the direction of John Wray and the " Wheelbarrow " Webster (Lloyd
personal supervision of Mr. Ince, the Hughes) despite the warnings and obpicture entered production last week
noxious interference of troublesome
on location on a farm near Sawtelle, relatives. Jack Nelson, Fred Gamble,
California, where the first scenes de- Charles Mills, Lydia Knott, Edith
Drury
Lane
Picture
picting Mr. Hughes as a rugged son York, Gordon Sackville, Willis Marks Editing
of the golden west take place.
and James Gordon are other favorite
Of particular interest is the cast seFinal Touches Being Given to " The
lected to support the new " discovery" players helping to make " Wheelbarwell as a Stage
long and Hit
capable cast.
in his debut as a ranking star of
row Webster " one of the most con- iT-" HE Sporting
SPORTING Duchess,"
DUCHESS," asFormer
vincing and realistic of adventurous ■ *■ Alice Joyce's big special produc- Among others who are seen in supscreendom. Several of the most popular players will be seen with Mr. comedv-dramas.
tion, which Vitagraph has made from
port of Aliss Joyce are : Percy Marthe Drury Lane spectacular melo- mont, G. V. Seyffertitz, Lionel
drama of the same name, is now re- Pape, John Goldsworthy, Robert Agceiving the final touches. The picture new, William Turner, Edith Camppractically was completed when the
bell ■Walker and May McAvoy.
race scenes were taken in New Or- George Terwilliger directed the picleans, but a few interiors remained to ture.
be made at the Brooklyn studio. Now
" The Drurj- Lane spectacular melthat these have been taken the picture
odramatic productions are famous the
is being cut and will be ready on
schedule time.
world over. ' The Sporting Duchess,'
for which Rose Coghlan starred with
" Miss tunateJoyce
been forin the always
vehicleshasselected
for great success, was one of the biggest
her. and ' The Sporting Duchess ' is and best. It was known throughout
not an exception," Vitagraph asserts.
" Undoubtedly it is one of the best the country, and that it is not forgotten isattested by the advance bookof the star's successful special productions, and provides her with a role
ings for Vitagraph's forthcoming
in perfect keeping with her beauty and screen version. There is every indication that as a motion picture play
personality. It is an exacting part —
one that keeps the star almost con- it will be even more popular than it
stantly before the camera — and Miss was as a stage play."
Joyce has given it a splendid interpretation. In fact, as the unfortunate
Duchess of Desborough she will add
many laurels to her wreath of success.
" ■ The Sporting Duchess ' is a big
First view
Mme. Marguerita
Sylva,Film
featured
player
in " The
HoneyPatheBee," soon
play, and required a big production
to beof presented
by American
Co. and
released
through

icbruary

21,

Players to Unionize
'fcf^rnli^n-f"
There is considerable agitation in
Los Angeles among screen players for
a more closely organized union, and
workers are in the city working wiili
the local officers to bring about the desired conditions.
Just what are the intentions of the
union officers with respect to motion
pictures has not been made known,
but it is understood their first activi'1 will be respecting players of the
fje, following which they will take
matters pertaining to screen workwelfare. It is predicted the unions
demand a minimum wage, and
possibly set a minimum period of time
for each engagement. Heretofore
players have been engaged according
to the part, the engagement, in man>
instances being as short as one day
or one night. It is intimated the
union will also ask for certain improvements indressing rooms at some
of the studios, and fix a definite length
of time to constitute a day's work,
while all time over that period shall
classed as overtime.
Xo overtures of any sort have been
ide to film producers by the union
iders recently, and little or no at■lUtion is being paid to the activities
of the union by the producers.
Burston

1901

1g 2 0

Coming

East on

a Flying Visit
Louis Burston, due in New York
about the 20th of this month, will remain East only long enough to complete measures he has for the sale of
the unsold territory for the King Baggot serial, " The Hawk's Trail," the
disposal of the few states rights blocks
still held of " The Mystery of 13,"
and the consummation of his recently
formed serial pool.
From his Los Angeles Studio, when
planning for his flying trip East last
week, the producer said :
" In the syndication I've formed to
supply buyers and exhibitors with an
all-year serial supply, will be found, I
think, a logical evolution considerably
advantaging serial brokers, theatre
men and producers.

"Desert

Gold"

TON'
MPry,
n Hou
rsoIN
B.gh HAsto
Eme
"ThSe
AM
BENJ
Sagebrusher," was the attraction
at Lesser & Gore's Kinema theatre,
Los Angeles, during the present week,
and Mr. Hampton's production of
Zanc Cirt y's "Desert Gold " was playing
its second ct)ntinuous week at the Alhanilira tiicatrc, Los .\ngcles. The
Zane Grey picture, incidentally, broke
every existing record for patronage at
the Alhambra, it is said, and H. H.
Bosley, manager of the Alhambra, has
kept a third week clear for his run
of this picture. Bookings of both productions were made by F. A. Wagner,
Lo.s Angeles manager for the W . W.
Hodkinson Corporation, and immediately following its first run in Los
Angeles "Desert Gold" goes to the
Johnson theatre, Pasadena, for a full
week's first run in southern California's millionaire town.
"The Sagebrusher" was the first big
production booked by Sol Lesser and
the Gore Brothers upon their acquisition of the Kinema theatre from T. L.
Tally, former owner of the house and
the First National Franchise for
Southern California and Arizona. The
picture was opened after a heavy billboard and newspaper exploitation campaign of a dimension characteristic of
Sol Lesser's exploitation of his own
big successes. The result was that the
house coming under new ownership
started of? with a convincing winner
that received the unanimous approval
of the Los Angeles dailies.
Incidentally
has
started
off its ''The
first Sagebrusher"
run career even

Scores

"The Sagebrusher" Has
Also Been Reported
As Pulling Well

Heart interest and characterization are
sfong features
Benj. B. Hampton's production, "The of
Sagebusher,"
Hodkinson distributed by

Benjamin B. Hampton successes, this
being due undoubtedly to the reputation that the Hampton productions are
more rapidly than "The Westerners" building among exhibitors for drawand "Desert Gold," the two previous
ing power.

Pathe

in
West
Among the important first runs that
have
for few
"Thedays
Sagebrusher"
duringsigned
the past
are: Tom
Moore's Strand, Washington, D. C. ;
Jake Wells' Graiiby, Norfolk, Va. ; the
Majestic, Jackson, Mich. ; the Liberty,
Sacrameiuo, Cal. ; the Liberty, Fresno,
Cal. ; the Auditorium, South Bend,
liul.; Poll's iluaires at Scranton and
Wilkesbarre, Pa. ; the William Penn,
Chester, Pa. ; the Auditorium, Eau
Claire, Wise; the New Majestic,
Evansville, Ind. ; the Hippodrome,
Miami, Fla. ; the American, Sterling,
Colo. ; the American, Colorado Springs,
Colo. ; the Jackson, Lebanon, Pa. ; the
Casino, Jacksonville, Fla. ; the Strand,
Grand Forks, N. D.
Circuit Manager Lauds
Lew Cody Picture
F. J. Rcmbusch, president and general manager of the Rembusch Enterprises, has written a letter to officials
of Robertson-Cole declaring "The Beloved Cheater," the Robertson-Cole
special starring Lew Cody to be the
most successful picture of the year.
The Gasnier masterdrama played the
entire Rembusch circuit and so effective were the showings that rebookings
were made at once for the special feature, it is stated.
Mr. Rembusch, whose actions are
the indicator in the motion picture
trade in Indiana and surrounding territory declares that many patrons who
saw "The Beloved Cheater" wrote letters to his various managers and askea
that more pictures of the RobertsonCole type be used in the Rembusch
circuit.

Reviews
Short-Subjects
fants. The Pathe Review only resupremacy
ts is Analyzes Short-Reelers
cently celebrated its first anniversary
AN in analy
short subjec
field ofof Pathe
the sis
and it is less than six months that it
That Have Become
issued this week by Pathe Exchange, Inc. Basing its figures on the
has been established as a weekly feaa Regular Feature
ture, being previously issued as a
approximate eight thousand motion
semi-monthly release. However, in
picture localities in the United States,
space of time as motion picPathe attempts to show that the view that brief
ture affairs go, the Pathe Review has
alleged to be held generally by the
planted in the admiratrade of its superiority in this particu- becometion ofsolidly
the principal motion picture
lar field, is thoroughly warranted. The theatre owners in every section of the
Pathe statement follows :
country, and it is only a matter of a
" Analyzing first the Pathe News,
time before the Review's record
which since its establishment, has come short
will be just as remarkable as the
to be regarded by exhibitors and pub- Pathe News or the one-reel comedies.
lic the peer of all its competitors, the
" Regarding ' Topics of the Day,*
Pathe statement shows that the topical Pathe
asserts that no short subject it
reel is supreme in sixty-five per cent, has ever handled, has met with a more
of the 8,000 localities.
spontaneous approval of exhibitors.
" Even more imposing are the fig- Bookings
on this exceptional feature,
ures presented on the single reel com- which are compiled from the press of
edies, which indicate that, in seventy- the world by the Literary Digest, arc
five per cent, of these localities, the
Pathe laugh-makers have the fullest increasing rapidly weekly. A vast
majority of the leading theatres of the
representation.
have established this little fea" But, considering the short life of a country
ture as a main part of their programs
news reel, it is the wide distribution
reported on the Pathe News that is each week, and from the numerous letters of approbation received on the
regarded distributing organization as
its most noteworthy achievement.
subject, Pathe feels justified in its
" On other of its short subjects, claim of a laugh a line on every issue
particularly the Pathe Review and of ' Topics of the Day.'
' Topics of the Day,' Pathe also ofRecent reorganization of the orchestra of the Strand theatre, Seattle, one of the four
fers an imposing record. Neither of
Jensen & Von Herberg motion picture houses in that city, has made it one of the
these subjects has as yet attained the
notable bodies of theatre instrumentalists of the country.
The picture shows, upper row, left to right, Charles Fisher, soloist, tympani;
thorough distribution of the Pathe
Fred D. Pottgen, bass; A. Biancone, soloist, aute ; Harold Windus, soloist, organ;
News nor the one reel comedies, but
Glide
Lehman,
soloist,
piano;
Joseph
S.
Kos,
first
violin;
Albert
Blauert,
soloist,
clarinet.
this is because they virtually are in-
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New

Motion
Amusement

Com-

pany Has Extensive
Plans
Incorporaiion papers for the Scherrer
Amusement Companj-, Inc., were recently filed in Albanj-. The capital is
divided into 8,000 shares of common,
no par value. The principal place of
business is in Syracuse- The papers
set forth that the company is to buy
;and lease theatres and to do a general
theatrical business. It is understood
that the new company will operate in
the United States and Canada, and.
possibly in Cuba.
Seeking

Another

Story

Like
" Empty
"
Lester Park
and EdwardArms
Whiteside
are so pleased with the story of
"Emptj- Arms," starring Gail Kane and
directed by Frank Reicher, that they
are willing to pay the unusual sum of
ten thousand dollars for another one
like it. The contest is open to professionals only, and the only conditions the producers lay down are that
the story must fit a woman star, lend
itself to exploitation of an impressive
order and be absolutely an original
work. Magazine stories, published
novels and produced plays are barred.
Pioneer

Forces

Getting

Settled Quickly
The new Pioneer main offices are
rapidly emerging from the chaotic
condition which always attends the
moving of a large organization. The
general manager's department, the publicity department, and the auditor's
staff are now back to normal, while the
film booking department which was
moved over night and the next morning began operations. All of the departments which were located in other parts
of the city will within the next few
davs be housed at the main offices.
Starts
Fourth Episode
of Leonard Serial
Benny Leonard started last week on
the fourth episode of the fifteen-episode serial, "The Evil Eye," written by
Roy L. McCardell and produced by
Ascher Enterprises, Inc., and Frank
G. Hall. The producers have completed all arrangements for Leonard
and his company to leave for the Coast
to complete the production.
Enid

Bennett's

Newest

Will Be " Hairpins "
Enid Bennett's latest Thomas H.
Ince starring vehicle, "Hairpins" —
which highly entertaining script is hot
off the C. Gardner Sullivan typewriter— promises to be one of the
most popular of the Bemiett pictures.
Mr. Sullivan's story is a clever one, in
which continually-slipping hairpins and
the resultant untidy coiffure figure
largely in a domestic near-tragedy.

I

Picture

N e 711 s

" The Honey Bee " Said
to Have Many Angles
"Seldom has a photodrama been produced which has so many and such
diverse angles of interest through
^".hich to make its bid for popularity
"The Honey Bee," says the .•\merian Film. The American Film Comany believes it has been particularly
^rtunate in its choice of story and
cast.
Madame Marguerita Sylva in the
role of "Hilda Wilson," portrays the
highly successful and accomphshed
business woman, who at heart is the
natural, primitive female impelled by
the natural hunger for love and
motherhood. This role the diva handles with an understanding and finesse
Views from two of Pathe's new releases. Left — Harold Lloyd in " His Royal Slyness." which immediately catches and holds
Right — June Caprice in " In Walked Mary
the undivided sympathy of the spectators. Thomas Holding is the serious,
scholarly man of affairs in the play,
''Harris Dorej-n," whom the heroine
School
Days''
to Be
Filmed loves against her will ; while marriage
Gus Edwards Upon the Completion of
rites bind him to a frivolous, young
Vaudeville Tour to Go to Hollywood
beautj". Nigel Barrie takes the role of
the
professional pugilist, "Blink
pheum
Circuit
he
will
return
to
HollyproGUS EDWWRDS, composerwood to commence work on his first Moran," strong and manly, the type
ducer-actor-manager, has joined
the women of the audience adore.
the ranks of the motion picture pro- production. While in Los Angeles he
ducers. His opening shot will be an has been working on the story with
eight-reel feature, based on his famous Mrs. Albert Shelby Le Vino, who is
The Full Cast of " The
which
premiereoneof of
"inSchool
the continuitj-.
his alsoAs preparing
was thethe cornerst
1908 Days,"
soon as he arrived at Los AnPenalty"
News
of Eminent Published
Authors Pictures
geles, Mr. Edwards called upon Harry
success. It will be produced by Gus
received
at
the
Goldw^-n
offices this
Edwards Productions, Inc., organized Rapf at the Selznick West Coast Stu- week from the Culver City
studios
dios and disclosed to him his plans for
by Mr. Edwards, Myron Selznick,
Harry Rapf, West Coast production producing " School Days." Mr. Ed- gives the cast of Gouverneur Morris'
wards spent much of his time at the first production, " The Penalty," unmanager for the Selznick's interests;
der the direction of Wallace \Vorsley.
Harrj' Caulfield, Los Angeles theatrical studios, and within one week the com- It includes Lou Chancy, Claire Adams.
manager for the Selznick interests;
pany had been formed, the story pre- Kenneth Harlan, Charles Claiy, Ethel
pared and all arrangements were made
dent and general manager of the Brunton Studios.
to cast the picture and start work upon Grej- Terry, Milton Ross and Edouard
Mr. Edwards is in the second week Mr. Edwards's return from the road. Trebaol. Many of the scenes of " The
of his appearance at the Orpheum thea- He intends to " live " with the pic- Penaltv" will be taken in San Franture from the time the first set is
tre, Los Angeles, and after playing one
or two additional cities which will wind erected until the assembling and cut- Exhibitor Names Infant
ting are completed.
up his five months' tour of the OrAfter Harold Lloyd
Pathe announces that Harold Lloyd
has scored again, but this time it is
not in the way of a new picture hit.
New
Mayer
Studios
Ready
according to the report received. H. K.
Hecht, owner of the Garden theatre.
Administration Forces Have Occupied
Passaic, N. J., states that the latest addition to the Hecht family has been
Los Angeles Plant; Stages a Feature
named after the screen comedian.
cutting
rooms
and
laboratories
to
be
THE recently completed
$100,000
adLloyd Hecht," and is regisministration buildings of
the Louis
presided over by Billy Shea, chief cut- " Harold
tered with this imposing appellation in
ter, are nearing completion. Indi- the records of the City Hall at Passaic.
B. Maj-er Company, 3800 Mission
Road, Los Angeles, is now occupied by
vidual dressing bungalows for Anita
the studio administration forces. The Stewart and Mildred Harris Chaplin,
building is thoroughly equipped and Louis B. Maj er stars, have been comfurnished.
The architecture is of the French pleted.
Three big dark stages have been
medieval period and presents an im- completed, and the fourth will be
posing appearance in the stately grove started within a few days. On their
of California eucalyptus. The offices completion the Mayer studios will be
are located in the thirty-five acre estate among the finest in the world and will
of Colonel William N. Selig, and new be the most modern and thoroughly
roadways are being graded connecting equipped, it is stated.
the buildings with Mission Road.
A large throng of visitors took part
in the opening. Among these were School Children Go to
Lois Weber, her husband, Philip
Capitol in Body
Smalley, Grace Miller White and her
Thirty
little girls from the Municipal
husband, and Dr. and Mrs. J. M.
school for the deaf, at 225 East 23rd
Hoffman.
Two floors of the new administra- Street, dropped their regular studies on
tion building are devoted exclusively to the afternoon of February 5, to attend
dressing rooms. These are well venti- the matinee performance at the Capitol
lated and equipped with hot and cold theatre as guests of Managing Director
running water. The top floors of the Edward Bowes. The little children,
building are devoted to the housing while totally deaf, are all expert lipof executive and technical offices as readers, and they were enthuisastic
well as rooms for directors and over the presentation of "Hiawatha,"
which thej' are studying, in operatic
cameramen.
Al. Alperstein, general manager of the
In the rear of the building the brick form.
AUgood Pictures Corp.
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Cathedral

I lie Rothackcr iaS
Film Manufacturing
bioL
^fi
pany ifp
reports that it has been tlie
icnt of a communicaton from
1 P. Howells, now abroad, in
1 that gentleman states: " Everyc the excellence of your printing
i vident and universally praised."
1 lowells further suggests the es-hment of a Rothacker plant in
fields. Replying to tliis, Wat1 Rothacker says that he has very
le plans for the installation of his
.itories abroad, and declares Lon1. will be the next slop after New
.rk.
loward Selznick Goes
to West Coast
ward Selznick, of Selznick Pichas gone to the West Coast to
ike his debut in the California mopicture metropolis as representa>f his brother Myron, who is in
.^c of all the production work of
:;ick Pictures.
This announcewas made this week from the
tues of Myron Selznick in New
.rk. It is taken to indicate that an
on greater period of activity is at
■ A for the West Coast studios,
0 at least two productions are
in the making simultaneously.
arle Williams

Returns

to Hollywood, Cal.
F.arle Williams, who came East to
i "The Fortune Hunter" and
lain Swift," started on his return
• 1) to Hollywood, Cal., last Sunday,
fore he begins a new feature at
graph's West Coast studio he will
the final scenes for "Captain
:," which happens to be a prolealart Manager Gets
Trade Board Job
:ie San Francisco Film Board of
le have unanimously elected Ben
^impson, Realart's San Francisco
agcr, secretary and treasurer of
111 organization.

Unit
Jeff"
andExpect
tt
"Mu
it Fox
New
Headquarters
the Bud
Awa
Fisher
Forces
to Be
Settled Shortly
THE Mutt and Jeff laboratories, it demonstrating that there is a big
is announced at the executive market for genuine riproaring fun,"
offices of Fox Film Corporation, will says a report from the Fox Film
be brought under the Fox roof in the offices. "Theatres, booking these
near future. They will be located on comedies, are increasing at a phenomenal rate, many of them featuring the
the ground floor, S6th Street side, and
W'ill be under the personal supervision Bud Fisher triumphs on their programs. Unstinted praise from the lips
of Bud Fisher, the clever originator of
the friendly enemies. Mutt and Jeff. of patrons has convinced exhibitors all
New equipment, to meet the constantly over the country that the entertainment value of clever cartoons is
increasing
for Mr. pressure
Fisher's enormous. The idea of rollicking
cartoons anddemand
the consequent
of technical work, is already being in- hilarity is so closely connected with
stalled. Aspecial projection room has the names of Mutt and Jeff that the
been set aside for the purpose of ex- news of their coming to the new studio
pediting the production of the popular building has given the faces of the
workers there a holiday aspect.
mirth-makers.
The advent of Ihc Animated Cartoon
The latest of the Mutt and Jeff creations, scheduled for release this
laboratories to the new building is in
line with the Fox policy of consolidat- month, is "I'm Ringing Your Party."
ing alltivities
the except
company's
New Exchange
York ac- "It is a yarn surcharged with laughs,
the New York
based on suffering humanity's telephone grouches. It is guaranteed to
under one roof. "The Mutt and
Jeff series — 'the long and the short of cure everything in the line of worries
it,' as a dramatic critic remarked — is except the flu," says the Fox report.

They
Arms
ty
Lester
Park
Issues"Emp
Announcement
on ''
on
t
emen
Stat
Forthcoming Photodrama Production
the theatre to be preached to.
at the offices of LesWHEN terseen
Park and Edward White- want a story. A powerful one
side, producers of the forthcoming tained in ' Empty Arms.'
maternity and birth control picture,
" Every exhibitor knows how much
s con" Empty Arms," at 500 Fifth avenue. curiosity there is in every household
about the perplexing questions of life
New York City, Mr. Park said :
" Coming at a time when the world and materity. Every woman is struggling with herself — every man has his
is in dire need of just such a photodreams and ideals, either in the future
p
l
a
y
,
Empty
'
Arms,'
is
destined
to
he
carried across the Continent on a wave or in the past. At this time the counof interest such as has been showered
try is alive with the discussion of maternity- Itis conservatively estimated
on
but few motion pictures in cinema
history.
that there are in the United States over
100,000 clubs whose weekly discussion
" ' Empty Arms ' is not a propaganda is of, or connected with, this colossal
picture. It is, first of all, a picture
' Empty Arms ' is a photoplay
vibrant with dramatic power, made subject.
which will be supported by thousands
with an excellent cast under the direc- upon thousands of organizations with
tion of a master craftsman of screen their millions of members. It will hurl
and stage. We do not believe in prop- a benefiting thunderbolt into the minds
aganda pictures — people do not go to of the men and women of America."

Charles

Ray

Proud

of

Record

Says His Main Satisfaction in Past Is
That His Products Have Been Clean
CHARLES RAY came to the end of
one " era " in his life and began
another the other day. He completed
eight years of continuous service with
Thomas H. Ince, the producer, and
took up the duties incident to the formation of a company to make pictures
under his own complete control. The
occasion brought forth a statement
which follows :
" As I look back over those eight
years," he said, " I feel a satisfaction
that I have never appeared in a picture of unwholesome nature. I deserve
no special credit for this record; it
is a normal impulse to want to be decent and to be liked and remembered
for one's good influence, and I am
sure actors who have departed from
the
of propriety have not always
J. N. Noulty, general manager of Famous been lines
able
to control their own careers
Players-Lasky's Eastern studio

at every step. I have been fortunate
in not having been tempted into an
unhealthy course, but I have nevertheless followed my own inclinations and
am glad that there is nothing to re" I now take a vow to continue along
this line. No amount of profit would
persuade me to offend the sensibilities
gret.
of people who properly have strict
standards in the matter of their entertainment.

Setting

in

" Earth Bound "
What is said to be the largest representation of a cathedral interior
ever constructed on a motion picture
stage is that used in the Goldwyn picture, "Earth Bound " Under the direcfion of Art Director Cedric Gibtons, his staff worked for weeks on
the planning and construction of the
big project.
One of the most impressive features
of the entire cathedral is the crucifix.
The figure of Christ is nearly thirteen
feet in height, and is done in bas-relief, instead of the full figure. This
design is unique, and is exceedingly
effective. The figure, with the bacKground, was designed and built at tnc
studio.
Pathe

News

No.

lo Has

Timely Views
Of all the recent uses in Uic development in the efficiency of the aeroplane, the strangest use to date is
shown in Pathe News No. 10, when
for the first time an aeroplane takes
the place of a hearse in a military
funeral. Another aeroplane is shown
with the wheels removed and skiis
substituted
for winter use. The plane
snow.
runs as smoothly over the ice and
The first pictures of the U. S.
Transport Powhatan, finally docked in
the harbor at Halifax, after being
storm tossed and in constant peril for
eleven days, are also shown.
The

First of De Haven
Comics Released
Soon

" Hoodooed," the first of the Paramount-Carter De Haven Comedies to
be released by Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, will be available for exhibitors February 22, it is announced
by
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
Starring Mr. and Mrs. Carter De
Haven, this series of comedies, it is
declared, are expected to prove one of
the most popular short subjects of the
season. They are two reels in length
and each of them is built around a
theme familiar in every day life.
Universal's
Magazine
Releases No.
54
In issue No. 54 of Universal's New
Screen Magazine, just released, the
habits and life of the raccoon, mink
and bear are pictured. The setting of
traps to catch these fellows; the sale
of the pelts for huge sums are all interesting as well as instructive scenes.
Milady who is interested in next
spring's styles
will view
the wondrous
creations
in taffeta
and chiffon.
Some

very interesting traits of the ferret
are also shown on this reel.' This
peculiar animal always wins the rat
fight. He makes a good pet and is
" My change to the position of an always at home with the children.
independent producer has brought
many letters from both men and
women thanking me for the avoidance
of coarseness and telling me how glad
they are they can always depend upon
my films as worthy to send their children to see. I think a great deal of
these tributes.

Motion

1904
Referendum

to Decide

Sunday Opening
According to reports received from
Waterv'Iiet, N. Y., it seems as if the
fight waged for Sunday pictures is
about to result in a victory for the motion-picture interests. The four theatres in this city circulated petitions to
be signed by those who were in favor
of Sunday pictures and out of 17,000
people, about 75 per cent, voted in
favor of opening, it is said.
A hearing was granted at the City
Hall at which 400 residents attended.
A request was made that the question
be submitted to a vote by the people.
The decision of the city council will be
given at their next meeting on February 10th. From all reports the decision will be favorable to the referendum.
Arrow

Announces Recent Sales to Visitors
The Arrow Film Corporation announces the sales of Arrow features
to L. C. Coen of Minneapolis, Minn.,
and to C. C. Hite of Cincinnati. Mr.
Coen purchased from Arrow "The
Vigilantes," a seven-reel superproduction for the territory of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota and Wisconsin; and "The Desert Scorpion" -for
the territory of Minnesota, North and
South Dakota.
Both gentlemen report that business
is very good in their respective territories and that there is a demand for
feature productions especially.
Mayer

Premier
Sale's
Chic
Plan
His First Picture to Be Five-Reeler,
Adapted from an Irvin S. Cobb Story
Christie Company entered into a conCHIC
debut isofto Al.
be
tract with the Exceptional Pictures
madeSALE'S
under picture
the auspices
Christie at the Hollywood Studio of the Corporation to produce the Sale feature comedy which is to be released
Christie Film Company, work to begin
as soon as Sale's vaudeville tour is by the Robertson-Cole Company. No
ended about the middle of February. expense is to be spared in making the
His first photoplay will be a five-reeler production, as it is the plan of Mr. Sale
adapted from " The Smart Aleck," a and his business associates to make
story by Irvin S. Cobb in the Saturday
such an excellent start in the picture
Evening Post.
While in New York recently Charles field that his future efforts will be confined wholly to the photodrama.
Christie, the business head of the

Picture

New

belzmck Plan
ndorsPic
^T'''
'^'""
A report
from.^"«E
the Selznick
tures announces that National Fk
tures, Inc., of which Lewis J. Selznic
is the head, has received the indorse
ment of W. H. Clune, head of th
Clune Theatres Company in Califoi
nia. With this indorsement from tb
California organization added to th
other indorsements of exhibiting fac
tors already received, Selznick Picture
expresses the opinion that " Natiom
Pictures, Inc., is now firmly estal:
lished throughout the United States.

" On with the Dance " I
Breaking Records
According to Famous Players, th
unusual methods employed in exploit
More
Units
at
Fox
Studio
*
ing "On With the Dance," the fin
George Fitzmaurice production fc
Paramount-Artcraft, on the occasio
Four Companies Are Housed in New
of
its first showing at the Columbi
Plant;
Production Work
Continues
theatre, Dayton, Ohio, has resulted i
company has been at work for some the shattering of the attendance record
WITHIN tive offices
five ofdaysthe after
Fox the
FilmexecuCor- time now on a production about which for that citv.
poration were housed under the roof very little is known as yet ; but rumor
of the enormous new Fox building in has it, according to Fox Film, that the
West 55th Street, four of the organiza- picture when completed will bring to ZaSu Pitts Is Seen in
tion's directors were shooting scenes in the silversheet an unusual production.
Pathetic Role
the huge studio, which occupies the Mr. Stanton, whose most recent proentire top floor of the massive strucIn " Seeing It Through," the late;
duction for William Fox was "Checkture.
ers," aracing melodrama, is said to be Brentwood production for Robertsor
As was recently announced. Pearl introducing some striking effects and Cole, ZaSu Pitts is seen in one of he
pathetically humorous characterizs
White, the popular star, was the first thrills in his new picture.
Following the Stanton company tions, it is stated by Robertson-Cole.
to appear in her make-up on the big
" There is something in the atmo;
stage, in the screen adaptation of "The came Charles J. Brabin. Mr. Brabin
White Moll," under the direction of is engaged upon the production of phere of " The Old Curiositj' Shop
Harry Millarde. The next director to "While New York Sleeps." "While in " Seeing It Through," which i
make his appearance with his company New York Sleeps" is scheduled for bound to please the public," says th
was Richard Stanton. The Stanton early release.
R.-C. report. The story was writte
and directed by Claude H. Mitchel
Henry Woodward, who plays opposit
Miss Pitts, Edwin Stevens, W. E
Bainbridge, Fannie Midgley an
Maeterlinck
Leaves
for West
Frank Hayes, are the principals of th
cast.

Gets Well-Known
Art Director
Richard E. Sibley, one of the best
known art-directors of the movies and
the legitimate stage, is now identified
with Louis B. Mayer at the new studios at 3800 Mission Road, Los Angeles. For eighteen years Sibley was
Under Auspices of Goldwyn Company the
a successful artist of the legitimate
Jane Thomas Expecte(
stage. During the last eight years he
to Score a Hit
has been identified with the movies
Belgian Poet Travels On President's Car
and in that time is said to have de- AS the guest of Goldwyn Pictures number of the most important cities
Jane Thomas is expected by Gold
signed some of the most striking setwyn Pictures to create a distinctly fa
Corporation, Maurice Maeter- on the line of travel.
tings the screen has known.
linck, the Belgian poet, playwright and
On arriving in Los Angeles, the vorable impression in her first Gold
novelist, left New York, Tuesday party will be met by Samuel Goldwyn,
wyn Picture, " Trimmed With Red,
Comedy
and
Drama evening, February 10th, in the private who went to the coast last week. The now being produced under the direc
car, " The Mayflower," bound for the poet-philosopher will be introduced tion of Hugo Ballin at Goldwyn
Found in Hodkinson
Goldwyn studios at Culver City.
studio with Madge Kenned
immediately to the mysteries of pic- eastern
as the star.
" The Mayflower " is the car used
Issue
ture
production.
by President Wilson on his tours, and
" His Temporary Wife " with a this is one of the few occasions on
good cast, including Rubye De Remer, which it has been placed at the disEdmund Breese, Mary Boland, Eugene
posal of anyone except the chief
Strong and W. T. Carleton, is reported executive of the country.
by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
in M. Maeterlinck's party
to be a production in which comedy areIncluded
Madame Maeterlinck, a French
and drama have a merry time battling actress of beauty and charm ; Henry
for the supremacy. Prints of the pic- Russell, an old friend of the poet, who
ture are said to have been received by is acting as his representative in this
all the Hodkinson branches.
country; Mrs. Russell, a native of
California ; W. R. Macdonald, Maeterlinck's business representative, and
Three-Room Set Seen in
Edwin Justus Mayer, a well known
magazine
and newspaper writer from
" The Mad Talon "
Practically the entire floor space of the Goldwyn home office. In addition
the George B. Seitz studio, it is stated, to these there will be a corps of secretaries and stenographers.
has been converted into a three-room
set for Juanita Hansen's first Pathe
The purpose of the Belgian's trip
serial, " The Mad Talon," which is to California is to visit the Goldwyn
being directed by Bertram Millhauser. Studios where he will study the technique of picture making preparatory
to writing one original story a year
for Goldwyn, according to the terms
of the contract signed last week. But
the itinerary of the tour is so arMme. Maeterlinck, wife of the Belgian poet. The llaeterlincks have
ranged that stops will be made at a Jack Sherril and
gone to the Coast as guests of the Goldwyn organization

1
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Jane Novak as she appears in the Goldwyn picture starring Pauline Frederick,
" Roads of Destiny "
New

York

F.I.L.M.

Club

Reports Activities
American Film Company, 1600
Broadway, New York City, have discontinued their membership in the New
York City F. I. L. M. Club. A new
rule was adopted governing grievance
committee membership. Henceforth,
five managers or executives will be
selected by President Chadwick to
serve four weeks. Then five others will
be appointed for a similar period. By
this plan, every member will be obliged
to serve during the year on this committee.
More Bookings for the
Louise Glaum Film
Increased momentum was given to
the success of J. Parker Read, Jr.'s
second big Louise Glaum production.
" The Lone Wolf's Daughter," this
week when it was booked for first runs
by Frank L. Newman, the big Kansas
("it\- exhibitor, for his Newman theatre by
; Charles H. Miles for presentation at the Miles, Cleveland ; by Jake
Wells for his Granby, Norfolk, Va. ;
and his Colonial, Richmond ; the Savoy,
Wilmington, Del. ; the Walnut, Louisville, Ky. ; the American, Terre Haute,
Ind. ; and the Colonial, Seattle, Wash.

Subjects of GoldwynBray Release 7026
Four subjects of contrasting character comprise the Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph No. 7026, released through the
Goldwyn exchanges. They are : "A
Drink on the Fly," "A Bird City of
the Pacific," "A Flying Furnace," and
a "Jerry on the Job" cartoon, called
"A Warm Reception."

Leonard's Support Go to
Ringside
The members of Benny Leonard's
supporting company working in his
serial "The Evil Eye," brought their
support as rooters to the ringside,
when Benny Leonard met Johnny
Dundee in their recent eight-round
bout in the Arena at Jersey City.

"Universal
dent of the Universal FilmRH. COCHRANE, vice presi
* Mfg. Co., has just issued a
>tatemciu in which he comments on
' old " and " new " blood in the moving picture business and claims many
productions, made by Universal,
wliich set a precedent for other film
companies to follow.
■' It's a strange fact," says Mr.
Cochrane, "a most unusual thing,
tliat the oldest successful company in
ihc business shows more new ideas,
more pep, more out-of-the-ordinary
novelties than any of the newer,
ycunger concern^.
■■ In most lines of business the socalled new blood usually makes the
old timers look like back numbers.
In the picture business this is reversed, because Universal which is
the oldest successful company in the
business, is continuing to keep a little ahead of the other fellows, with
new ideas.
" For example, we developed a
brand new twist to the whole production end of the business when we
offered Blind Husbands to the exhibitor. It was, and is, a refreshing
change from the humdrum afTairs
known as program pictures. The picture is naturally making an unusual
profit for exhibitors everywhere.
" Another new idea is the Locklear
picture, The Great Air Robbery. Universal can claim the honor of being
the first film company to realize the

Read

Signs

READ,in
PAReKER
ER anJ. activ
JR., has
program
PRODUC
view judging from the reports
that have reached here concerning
some of the negotiations that Mr.
Read has been party to of late. One
report has to do with his signing of a
contract with Hobart Bosworth, creator of the " Sea Wolf," whereby the
latter has agreed to produce film plays
under Mr. Read's supervision.
Bosworth already is occupied with
preparations for his first picture for
Read, the character of which has not
yet been divulged. Irvin Willat will
wield the megaphone for the forthcoming release. J. O. Taylor will be
camera chief. The scenario was created by E. Magnus Ingleton. The film
will be made at the Ince studios in
Culver City.
The second announcement is concerned with another contract signed by
Bayard Veiller, whereby Mr. Veiller
has agreed to do a big play for J.
Parker Read, Jr., as a vehicle for
Louise Glaum.
Read himself is said to have inspired
Veiller with the idea for a dynamic
vehicle for Miss Glaum, whose volatile personality evidently captured the
fancy of the playwright, for, according to the producer, he has gone deep
at the root of a knotty social problem
in his Louise Glaum vehicle and, incidentally, has provided the star with a
role the like of which she has not
heretofore undertaken, neither in
character nor in dramatic possibilities.
Though J. Parker Read, Jr., is not
yet ready to state the theme of the
Veiller story, nor has it as yet been

Leads;
made the fir>iCo
great war
picture in
Others
py
That's What Official
The Kaiser, The Beast of Berlin, and
Claims in Course
the whole trade knows what a flock
of copyists we had after we released
of Statement
this big box-office attraction.
" We sent the first great expedition
to South Africa in conjunction with
possibilities of aviation in making the Smithsonian Institution. Two
pictures. Our news reel had always other producers promptly tried to follow suit in a smaller way. We sent
featured flying. It was natural to attempt an aerial pace-setter. The the first company to Europe to make
Great Air Robbery is the result of serials. Others liked the idea so well
careful planning on the parts of sce- they all started doing the same thing.
nario writer, aviation experts and
" At present we have Marie
director. It may seem simple to say VValcamp and a large party traveling
you are going to make an aerial fea- around China, Japan and the Philture picture, but when it comes down
ippines to get some unusual settings
to producing an aerial drama of the for a series of pictures. We expect
highest quality, a picture which con- a number of companies to follow the
tains thrilling moments but which is
not melodramatic, a great problem idea any day."
presents itself. Universal therefore
takes just pride in having been able United Announces Two
to release the first drama staged in
More Releases
" The Joe Martin comedies are a
totally
distinct attraction opening up
the clouds.''
entirely new possibilities for producers and exhibitors. Our unusual dog
picture. The Eternal Triangle, in
which all parts are played by dogs
exclusively, has created somewhat of
a furore all over the globe.
" We were the first to produce
a Screen Magazine, and this, like our
other features, has been copied by
many producers. We made the first
picture at the bottom of the sea. We

f
I
'
'
i

"The Hick," a Recreated Triangle
play, will be the United Picture exchange release following "The Corsican
Brothers." "The Hick," which stars
Charles Ray and Bessie Barriscale will
be released on February 29.
The Florence Reed feature, "The
Eternal Mother," will be released by
the United Picture exchanges on April
18. In the supporting cast are Lionel
Atwill and Jere Austen. The story
combines love, mystery and highly
dramatic scenes, it is stated.

Important

Contracts
the
stage.
It was Read who convinced
Hobart
Bosworth and
Veiller that he should attempt a dircct-to-the-screen scenario. And the
Bayard Veiller in
creator of several of America's finest
the Deals
dramaturgic achievements declares
that he feels quite at home dashing
ver City.
titled, he does acknowledge the fact cut "original and continuity" in Culthat he has promised the author one
The Veiller story doubtless will be
of the most elaborate — as well as one a special of exceptional calibre- Read
of the most faithful — screen presenta- intends to spend as much as $150,000 on
tions possible to achieve within the the production and is about to sign one
proper limits of the scenario.
of the most capable, as well as one of
Hitherto all the Veiller brain-chil- the most prominently mentioned, didren have been destined, primarily, for
rectors in the industry.

t

by Joseph Levering; and diatributed by
Sceae from " His Temporary Wife,"
W. produced
W. Hodkinson

I
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Pathe

to

Issue

a

Publication

" The Messenger " to Be Pubhshed for
Exhibitor's Aid by Pathe Each Month
experience in the field of motion
1>' furtherance of its policy of giv- long
ing exhibitors assistance in the ex- pictures has been devoted largely to
ploitation of their features, Pathe has the exploitation of features. The
just published the Pathe Messenger, initial issue of the Messenger is pubvhich hereafter will appear monthly.
lished in twelve pages. Unlike most
In the words of the Messenger itself, publications of the type, it contains,
its purpose is to carry to you every not the ideas of the publisher, but is
month, Mr. Practical Exhibitor, busi- composed entirely of business-getting
ness-building plans and dollar-making " stunts " which some exhibitor or
ideas in a sincere spirit of construc- other found successful in bringing in
tive service to give you concrete sug- extra dollars at the box office.
(icorge McilanuSj creator of the "Bringing
gestions which have brought success
The staff of the Pathe Messenger
I'p Futher" cartoons, distributed by Pathe
to others; to pass your methods of is composed of ever> exhibitor who
prosperity to your fellow- uses Pathe pictures. All are invited
M. and Mme. Maeter- business
showman ; to be a carrier of upbuildlinck Endorse the
ing thought; to be a clearinghouse of to contribute stories of " stunts," new
progressive action; to be a power of or old, provided they make money for
Screen
him, so that they might be passed
The Pathe Messenger is directed by along to help other showmen. The
According to reports from the Froh- cooperation."
man Amusement Corporation, the
\'ic Shapiro, head of the exploitation Messenger comes into existence with
motion picture has won the commenda- department of Pathe Exchange, Inc., an assured circulation of 17,000, action of another artist high in the ranks and is edited by J. Irving Green, whose
cording to Pathe.
of his profession. The latest expression of esteem for the "silent drama"
comes from M. Maeterlinck, the Belgian poet. Time was, the Frohman Endorses
United
Production
Corporation points out, when the picNational Board of Review Renders Favorture was generally regarded by the
higher-lights with a "tilted nose."
able Report on
Dumas Picturization
Times have changed this attitude. The
on
IN
a
statement
from
the
office
of
the
"The report of the National Board
i'.pproval of M. Maeterlinck and the enUnited Picture Theatres, the report of Review bears out the reviews of the
thusiasm of Mme. Maeterlinck for the
motion picture marks another step for- of the National Board of Review on trade paper critics who all gave "The
ward in the breaking down of the "The Corsican Brothers" is submitted Corsican Brothers' their hearty apold-time barriers against the artistic as follows :
proval. And in this respect, it is de"Entertainment value: Excellent.
quality of the screen.
to note
thatand
in adEducational value : Good. Dramatic
ditioncidedly
to theinteresting
National
Board
the
interest
of
story:
Well
sustained.
trade
paper
critics,
every
exhibitor,
Character Pictures Is
Coherence of narrative : Clear and every layman, in fact every person who
consistent. Acting : Very good. Pho- has seen 'The Corsican Brothers' unSeeking for Talent
reeled has given it enthusiastic praise.
tography : Exceptional. Technical
Character Pictures Corporation declares that there is a distinct shortage handling: Well done. Costuming: There has not been a single individual
in the motion picture business of girls Good. Scenic setting: Beautiful. His- who has criticised the feature in any
torical value : An exceptionally fine way, shape or manner, but everyone
gifted with beauty and brains, so
necessary for success on the screen. portrayal of the period. General com- has given it as their opinion that it is
ment : An unusually well produced one of the finest motion pictures ever
A\Tiile there are perhaps thousands of
drama,
entertaining throughout and filmed. The first public presentation of
girls about the studios, the great ma'The Corsican Brothers' will be on
jority of them have but small chance possessing high artistic merit."
In commenting on the verdict of the February 22, when the feature will be
of being developed into leading players,
National Board of Review, the United presented through the United Picture
says the corporation.
The company has started an active Picture Theatres states :
campaign in search of youthful beauExchanges."
ties, gifted with the qualities fitting
them for success on the screen. The
girls selected by the company will be
trained and schooled, it is stated. Hayakawa
Actor"
a "Mental
They will be given small parts in the
Director Worthington Describes Psystart and gradually developed into
chology of Actor at Work in Studio
principal players. The screen is constantly in need of new faces and new GRASPING at once the high spots
" For a long time nobodj- understood just what was wrong. He was
of this interview, Mr. Worthingpersonalities, and the public always
ton said : " Sessue Hayakawa, whom young, good-looking, active and acwelcomes them when they fill the deI have directed for the past year or
complished, and it seemed like we
mand for the silent stage.
more at the Haworth Studios, mak- just had to have him for a hero. Yet
ing pictures for Robertson-Cole, is it seemed that he was not working
Moreno Directs During one of the most intense ' mental at his best. At last he was cast in
Illness of Bowman
actors ' I have ever seen. So strongly ' Bonds of Honor,' which I had the
Antonio Moreno is directing the does he go over, that is, so power- good fortune to direct. Now in
fidly does he impress the audiences,
of Honor ' Hayakawa played
fourteenth episode of " The Invisible that he should by all means be a 'aBonds
double role. He was the good
Hand," his current Vitagraph serial, ' heavy ' and not a hero.
brother, and he was the bad brother
owing to the sudden illness of Dfrector William Bowman. The episode in" For, you see, heroes have every- as well. Still he was a lead, and we
thing cut and dried for them by the couldn't deny him or the public that.
cludes some of the biggest scenes in
the chapter play; one requires the author. They don't have to fight.
star to drive an automobile over a cliff But the ' heavy ' has to impersonate So ever since, very often we've
plays for him which alfor a sheer drop of more than fifty the adverse conditions which are picked lowedout
this virile, vigorous personality
feet into a river.
constantly coming up, and in doing
his tostatement
push ahead
and do
things."
It is expected that Mr. Bowman this he has to appear to fight hard. of The
further
points
our
will be recovered in time to direct the Now Sessue is a fighter. He fights
fifteenth and final episode. These so hard as a hero that the already that since the " Bonds of Honor "
scenes are said to involve many spec- easy path which the author has cut Hayakawa has been cast in dual roles
tacular events on a San Francisco- out for him makes the ease with in each of his later releases, the "Tong
which he can win almost farcial.
Tos Angeles liner.
Man " and " The Beggar Prince."

Picture

News

Star Discusses " Empty
Arms " Production
«'IX my experience in stage and screen
*■ work, I have encountered many
unusual types of women," says Gail
Kane, who is starred in "Empty
Arms," the initial Lester Park-Edward
Whiteside production written by Willard King Bradley and directed by
Frank Reicher.

" The theme of my latest vehicle recalls to my mind some of the remarkable fears which have been expressed
by women. 'Empty Arms,' as you
know, is a story of maternity, and
depicts the fears of women of refinement for, what seems to them, the destructive monster of childbirth. Of
course, the actress and the woman in
any public walk of life has a certain
excuse for fearing the ordeal of maternity, because it deprives her of her
means of livelihood. I have known
some dancers and other stage folk who
have prayed each day that they might
be spared. On the other hand, you
know how such brilliant women of the
stage as Sarah Bernhardt, Ethel Barr\ more, Schumann-Heink and Alma
Gluck have given up seasons of important engagements that they might
be permitted to enjoy the privileges of
maternit
" From
}-. my own observations I believe the average girl's trouble is based
upon ignorance, which, I think, is
really the reason for so manv women
lo sing the desire for motherhood. Particularly isignorance manifest in the
average American famil3% which abhors the discussion of an>-thing which
would tend to enlighten a maturing
girl, whose mind is in a veritable state
of chaos. She learns nothing only
from investigation and books, more
often the wrong ones. She is tormented by her ignorance and her inability to understand, because of the
secrecy and hypocrisy with which thij
all-important question is handled from
her childhood. Mothers should teach
in a beautiful way the true story of
sex at the earliest time that it can
be understood; then the ugly way,
through which the immature mind of a
girl is often brought to an understanding, would be banished forever."

Marjorie Rambeau, who is mppearing in
" The Fortune tumeHunter,"
of 25 yearswearing
ago a cos-
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rhree unusual current releases are the three new William Fox pictures. Left — Pearl White in " The White Moll." Center — Rene Adoree in the all-star cast production" The Strongest." Right — William Farnum in " The Adventurer "
II
Demand for Bartola
Fox
Makes
Product Taxes Plant
Important
Purchase
I), in Barton of the Bartola Musical
ILLIAM
FOX,
prcMdcMU
ui
Pari.-,
and Madrid as they arc in the
iiment Company, was in Chicago
Fox Film Corporation, has Acquires Rights to 67 American metropolis or in London.
v eek on company business and ex- W
just announced that he has
" Davis was the best reporter ever
cd the view that never before in
Stories by Richard
purchased
the screen rights for sixtyseen," said Gouverneur Morris, " the
history of the moving picture in- seven stories
most daring war correspondent, a
by Richard Harding
Harding Davis
y had exhibitors taken such inDavis,
the
greatest
of
modern
Amerplaywright,
yet with ail this — perhaps
■ in giving their patrons highican fiction writers. This is stated to
because of all this — he was the great
music in connection with their
American
novelist
of our time. It
a past generation. Dickens knew only
the biggest literary deal in the his- England, Italy and the United States. was his great love of adventure, hi^
Mr. Barton stated that, not ^'^
il> were the houses in course of tory of motion pictures. Never be- Davis was a literary man of the
fore has a motion picture company arcourage, his daring, that took him to
cction putting in fine organs, but that
He wrote of the people in
ranged to produce the works of one world.
any of the old huoses were purchas- writer on so large a scale, says the South America, Africa or Zanzibar as many strange lands and helped him tu
- instruments superior to those which Fox statement.
truthfully and entertainingly as he did leave behind him thrilling romance."
had been using.
In summing up the Richard HardIn
announcing
that
he
had
secured
of
those of the United States, because
. cording to Mr. Barton, the new
ing Davis deal, William Fox said :
the
rights
to
everything
worth
while
he
had
travelled
all
over
the
world,
■ton Pipe Organ is in strong de" The Richard Harding Davis pictures
d and the orders for Bartolas con- written by Richard Harding Davis, He wrote forcefully of war because will make a new era in world literato come in in such quantities as Mr. Fox pointed out that he believes he was always in the front line durture— an era in which tiie motion picix the capacity of the plant. Since these stories have a peculiar screen ing the fighting; he wrote sj'mpalhetiture public will see all of the mighty
first of the year installation of value. The characters so tremend- cally of love because he was a man
ously
portrayed
by
Mr.
Davis
arc
eswho
studied
and
understood
women,
characters
created by a mighty story: tolas has been completed at the fol. ing theatres:
Stuart Theatre, pccially adapted to motion pictures, he Bound from Volo to Athens in a hos- teller. It was with the idea of creat> ausau. Wis., Cummings & Maxcy, said, and will be of as much interest pital ship during the Turco-Grecian ing something new and tremendous to
vvners, a new theatre costing $200,000; in foreign countries as in the United war, he wrote of the Red Cross public thought and imagination as
to all well as entertainment that the rights
pleased Mr. Fox most, nurses on board: "I made love marry
.onteiiac Theatre, Detroit, Mich., John States. What
to
three
asked
and
them,
of
unthis
closing
in
that
was
however,
Washington
Martha
ownerOdell
for the Davis pictures were obtained."
Foremost among the Davis classics
!"
deal, he had a great me But
S. Sig- precedented
Mrs.Hamilton
Mich.,
Ypsilanti,
heatre,
entermost
his
in
which
are to be produced by Fox
wrote
Davis
American writer as the central figure
ir, owner' Palace Theatre
'hio, Turb'erg & Silver's new theatre; of the productions. Thus in the years taining style of New York City. Here Film Corporation are " Gallegher," a
come followers of motion pictures he found love, passion, enchantment.
i.'een'ah Opera House Neenah, Wis.,
!in Herziger, owner— this being Her- will look back on Richard Harding His stories of New York have beei. newspaper story; "Real Soldiers of
s second theatre and second Bar- Davis, American novelist, as the first translated into Spanish, French and Fortune," the Van Bibber stories, and
a ui the same town • Garden Theatre, great writer whose works were taken other languages and are as popular in "The Lion and the Unicorn."
picturization.
i larshall, Mich., W. H. Arthur, owner ;' hulk for
"It is just what Davis would have
yric Theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich., A.
ardently wished were he alive to-day,"
Schran owner.
The following theatres have con- was the enthusiastic comment of one
' acted for the installation of Bartolas of his friends who figured in the deal,
•ithin the last few weeks: Majestic "The essence of his works was vivid
t heatre, Vandervoort & Bowler, Pen picturization. Modern writers
wners, Sheboyan, Wis.; Palace The- say they now go to the pictures in
tre, Waesco, Minn., Mr. Dawson, order to visualize their characters,
who visualwner; Crockett Brown, Nashwauk, But Davis was a writer
linn., J. R. Wetsman, owner; Castle '^ed his characters so that they stand
heatre, Detroit, Mich., Harry Tanner, out in his w^orks almost as if they
being shown on the screen. To
'ana, 111.; Alma Theatres Co., Alma, were
lich., a new theatre now being erected. transfer his stories to motion pictures
will be a wonderfully simple operation, because his writings were the es-Vard Crane Leads with
sence of simplicity — just as good moAnita Stewart
tion pictures are the essence of simLouis B. Mayer has signed Ward
Since the first English novel was
"rane to play the leading role in sup- written
by Fielding, no author has enplicity."
ort of Anita Stewart in " The Yeljoyed greater popularity among peo>w Typhoon."
ple of his own time in every walk of
life, than Richard Harding Davis.
Thackeray wis a writer for the socalled "upper classes." Dickens dealt
with the poor and 'the rich with equal
ti;uth, but his characters are those of
New photographs of Norma and Constance Talmadge
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Mary

Pickford

to

Go

Picture

News

Abroad

The Star in Response to Invitations
Will Tour the World in Near Future

A Typical Anita Loos and John Emerson comedy is to be found in Constance Talmadge's
fourth First National picture, " In Search of a Sinner "
Equity

Picture

Searchlight

Display

at

Will

Capitol

Usher

in

Premier of " The Forbidden Woman "
For four weeks Equity has been
' I 'HE impetus given the new Equitj' carrjdng on a blind campaign in the
Pictures Corporation by the adNew York daily papers, stating that
vent of Clara Kimball Young in " Eyes the color of the sky on February 21
of Youth " was further strengthened would denote at which house a certain
yesterday when Director General Ed- film would be shown. This campaign
ward J. Bowes, of the Capitol theatre,
terminate on Saturday night next
booked the second Qara Kimtall will
with blazes of green color thrown on
Young film, " The Forbidden Woman," the heavens by means of ten huge
for first run at the Capitol.
army searchlights which have been secured, and which will be placed at ten
" The Forbidden Woman '' was
screened from the original story of the different spots throughout Greater
same name by Lenore J. Coffee, and New York.
was produced under the personal suA series of " talking ads " in the
pervision of Harry Garson, with Ar- newspapers will be conducted before
thur Edeson and John W. Voshell at the opening, and a number of direct
the camera and on the technical side.
house-to-house ideas will be launched
In the cast are Conway Tearle, Milla to aid the Capitol keep its five thousand seats filled each day. On the
Davenport and Kathrj-n Adams. The
stor>', while of an entirely different same date, throughout the countrj',
type from " Eyes of Youth," is along forty-one prints will be working at
more romantic lines and is of the style forty-one first-run houses, and even
of picture in which Miss Young made the business done by " Eyes of Youth "
is expected to be exceeded, says Equity.
her greatest hits.

NewDwan

Production

AFTER ous nearly
years the
of continuappearancetenbefore
camera,
during which time she has appeared in
nearly one hundred successes, Mary
Pickford, foremost of all motion picture stars, will make a complete tour of
the world, during which time she will
produce two or three plays for the
screen using th locale of the different
countries she visits for the exterior settings. Despite no end of urgent requests from hundreds of sources
abroad for Miss Pickford to be the
guest of honor of royalty, societies,
organizatidns and the like, she has consistently been compelled to extend her
regrets because of her work. The trip
will start on the completion of her
second "Big Four" production, work
upon which will be started shortly.
Her popularity abroad is just as
supreme as in this country, and only
recently she had the written request
from the school children of Australia
to visit their country, the invitation
having been personally signed by over
thirty thousand Australian girls and
boys, neatly bound in a single volume.
Similar messages have come so often
that some weeks ago Miss Pickford
decided to tour the world.
"I'm going to have the time of my
life," Miss Pickford said, when asked

A new photograph of Mary Pickford by
Campbell Studios, New York
about the proposed trip, "for it will be
the first opportunity I will have to realize this life-long ambition. I will take
my mother and a number of important
heads of my producing organization
with me on the trip, and we will not
let any opportunities pass to make pictures as we travel through the different
countries."

Kane
Corporation
Tom Moore of Washington
Company

Endorsed
Says the New

Possesses

His Entire Confidence
the Kane organization by 5a\ing
TOM MOORE, owner of the Rialto, " There can be no chance of dispute
the Garden, and the Strand thea- between the Kane Corporation and me
tres in Washington, has written a letter to the recently-organized Arthur over anything you may have to offer,
S. Kane Corporation, expressing his
have and
my officials
full confidence."
of the young
good will and confidence in the part forMr.youKane
which the young producing company company are gratified by the response
which has met the appearance of Kane
will play in the industry, it is stated.
Not only does the Washington ex- pictures in the industry. Expressions
hibitor declare his faith in the new
of good will and friendliness are said
companj', but he makes clear his atti- to be coming in from all sources.
tude toward the future production of

Ready

" The

Luck of the Irish " Will Be Available for Exhibitors During February
The author of the story is Harold
tt'T'HE LUCK OF THE IRISH," an
1 Allan Dwan production, will be MacGrath, and the theme is said to be
available to exhibitors in February. typical of his novels. Mr. MacGrath
Realart Pictures Corporation, which has established a reputation with the
will distribute the picture, does not public for writing stories abounding in
fix release dates ; but the probability adventure, excitement and thrills. In
is, according to General Sales Manager the case of " The Luck of the Irish "
J. C. Ragland, that prints will be ob- he has provided material for color and
tainable inall the branch offices about spectacular drama.
February 23.
" The production is to be released
The title of this picture is stated in
as
a proved box-office success," acRealart publicity to be based on the
cording to the Realart statement. " It
fact that the hero is an Irishman who had a pre-release
showing of one week
has the proverbial " luck of the Irish " at Sid Grauman's theatre in Los Anin a love affair. Much of this " luck "
geles. The exhibitor's verdist is given
is explained to be due to the hero's in a telegram to Realart, as follows:
energetic use of his good right arm, ' The exhibitor that books " Luck of
the story being a battle of wits and
fists for the love of a New York school the Irish " con congratulate himself
teacher. The contenders accompany as soon as the ink is dry on the conthe girl on a trip around the world.
tract, Sid Grauman.' "

One of the melodramatic and realistic "fight " scenes which are to be found in Alan
Dwan's picturization of Harold McGrath's " Luck of the Irish," a Realart picture
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Barriscale

Picture

Scoring

Robertson-Cole Reports " The Luck of
met
Geraldine Laird " to Becess with
Going
which it Strong
has the in the
ACKED up by the best criticisms
B
United
leading
States. film houses in
aided by the publicity received by the
Niles Welch, who was seen with
numerous newspapers running the
story in serial form, " The Luck of Miss Barriscale in her recent picture,
Geraldine Laird," the latest Robert- " Beckoning Roads," again is on the
son-Cole release starring Bessie Bar- screen opposite her. There are other
riscale, bids fair to be one of the best capable actors in the supporting cast,
box-office attractions of the popular such as William Mong, Boyd Irwin,
star, according to a report from the Dorcas Matthews, Nannine Wright,
Robertson-Cole offices.
Mary Jane Irving and Theo-Alicc
Both Miss Barriscale and the author Carpenter.
agreed that it was without doubt one
This is the third one of Miss Xorof the best pictures ever turned out ris' stories in which Bessie Barriscale
by the B. B. Features Company for recently has been seen on the screen,
Robertson-Cole release. That their the others previously being " The
judgment was of the best is proved Heart of Rachael " and " Jossel\ n'>
by the manner in which first-run Wife," Edward Sloman, director of
houses took to the picture and the suc- ability, wielded the megaphone.
Robert

Anderson

to

Direct

Universal Player Who Has Played Big
Parts in Past Signs for Long Term
ROBERT ANDERSON, the Uni- begins making pictures, it is stated.
versal player who achieved un" Anderson entered the moving
usual success with his character por- picture game," says Universal, " because he was unable to speak good
trayals in " Hearts of the World,"
English
at the time, and being excep" The Heart of Humanity," and
tionally able to express himself by ac■' Common Property," and who
tions he thought his work would be
played the leading male role in " Ambition," Universal's forthcoming pro- successful. That it has been is eviduction in which Dorothy Phillips is
denced by the signing of the contract.
starred under direction of Allen HoluAnderson was born in Odenoe, Denmark. He came to America in 1910
bar, has just signed a long-term contract to direct pictures for Universal. and entered motion pictures in 1913.
Upon completion of the " Ambi- He appeared in many Griffith's protion " film Anderson sailed for Denductions, and also assisted Griffith
mark to visit his parents and look with make-ups and in the technical
over the foreign moving picture field.
of " Intolerance." He beHe brought back with him many new direction
lieves that films should have fewer
ideas which he will utilize when he titles, and intends to have his pictures
depend more on the human interest
Herbert Kaufman
in them to carry them over. Eventually he hopes to produce a picture with
Weekly Given First
no sub-titles.
Showing
The first showing of the Herbert
Kaufman Weekly, which Lewis J.
Selznick is filming and distributing
through Select Pictures, was held at
the home office, 729 Seventh avenue,
on Thursday of this week. The general verdict was that not only is the
Kaufman Weekly a novelty, but it has
an entertaining value, as well as
teaching a strong moral lesson.
The weekly is made up of pictorial
matter illustrating the editorials of
Mr. Kaufman, which were formerly
printed by a newspaper syndicate. The
first of the editorials is a modern version of " Little Red Riding Hood,"
which is its title, and it tells the story
of a young girl who was lost through
her ignorance.
Pathe

News
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Willat
Perfecting
Detail;
The New Organization Under Irvin
Willat Getting Under Way Quickly
more time prior to beginning earner
OUT in Los Angeles Irvin Willat work than most producers take in th
has begun assembling the technical organization with which he is to making of a complete picture unde
produce his own big pictures from big prevailing studio conditions, being abl
novels for distribution through the to smooth out every phase of produc
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation. All of tion in advance. His w-ay wrill be ira^
the arrangements with W. W. Hod- surer for him, it is said, througii thi
kinson for the inauguration of ^Ir. selection of only big novels of woA
Willat as a producer under his own repute and his casts will be either sta
name were made in New York by or all-star as the story requirement:
make necessary. The Hodkinson or
Arthur Butler
Mr. Willat"s
attorney,
and thisGraham,
new production
unit ganization expects the first Willat pro
is but the first of several that will be duction to be ready for April or Ma;
Announcement of the storj
launched under the Hodkinson aus- release.
shortly.
cast
and technical staff is to be mad
pices during the spring months.
Every resource required will be
provided by the Hodkinson organization to supplement the fine personal New Salesmen Engagec
qualifications of Mr. Willat and this
for United Forces
new producer from the start will have
It has been necessary, says Unitei
all of the facilities that older established producers have taken years to Picture Theatres, to appoint new sales
men in many of the territories in orde
attain.
Mr. Willat will avoid laying any that new business could be properl;
stress upon quantity production. In cared for. Additional salesmen recent
fact, his plan calls for the making of ly added to United's forces are Kinf
only four productions a year. This Perty, Detroit; J. J. O'Learj-. Dallas
means that he will have all the time M. M. Stern, San Francisco; and San
Farber, New Haven ; while JO'
necessary for the production of pic- Vergeslifh, formerly assistant man
tures with great care. He will take ager for Realart, is now with Jad
Exchange.
Levy, manager of United's New Yorl
Industrial Picture in Big
Celebration
The educational department of Universal announces that " The Gift ol
Heaven, " an industrial picture, mad(
by Harry cational
Leveydepartment
of theandUniversal
showing eduth(
various stages through which coflfet
passes from the plantation to the consumer, will be an important featun
of the National Coffee Roaster's Association's celebration of Coffee
Week, " beginning March 29th.

Reel Shows

Party Possibilities
Interest in the coming presidential
race has been aroused everywhere
with the recent showing of the timehsubject " Presidential Possibilities, "
in Pathe News No. 7. The screen magazine presents the different candidates
of both parties and has tried to be absolutely impartial by presenting an
equal number of candidates on both
sides.

Would you ever suspect it was Harvey Clark (at the left) in the guise of " Easter Monday " in " Eve in Exile? or.
next to him, old " Long John," the patriarch in "The Valley of Tomorrow"? You might suspect the Deputy Sheriff in
sleek butler
French In doctor in " The Honey Bee " bears no resemblance, and one
Six Feet
Four dare
" wasto says first
' Horton,"But thethe tricky
would
scarcely
that cousin.
The Dangerous Talent," looks like the open, smiling countenance of Harvey Clark — the ' Flying A make-up wizard
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•^•^"'"oi^vrTeVr"''''
Edmund Lowe, popular leading man
tor many Broadway successes, has
lieen selected by B. A. Rolfe to play
pposite Olive Tell in her second proluction for the Jans Pictures, "Noth:m<: a ^ ear," which is an adaptation bf
the novel of the same name by Charles
Belmont Davis.
Mr. Lowe has just recently finished
playing the role opposite Norma Talr
inadge in one of her new productions
as yet unnamed. Mr. Lowe is now
dividing his time between regular
nightly and matinee performances of
•he role opposite Lenore Ulric in "The
-on Daughter" and also playing oppoMte Miss Tell in "Nothing a Year,"
which is in the process of making at
the Fort Lee Peerless Studios.
It is felt by the producers that in
selecting Mr. Lowe to fill this important part it would be difficult to find
une so well suited, because of his
daptability to screening and the peri ctness as a type.
William

P. S. Earle

on

Selznick Staff
William P. S. Earle. whose production of "The Lone Wolf's Daughter'
at the Capitol theatre last week caused
much favorable comment, has just
signed a long term contract with
Myron Selznick, president of the Select
Picture Corporation, whereby Mr.
Earle will direct and personally supervise a number of big productions during the year.
For more than five years he was
connected with Vitagraph. directing
-Alice Joyce, Harry Morcy, Earle Williams and other stars in some of their
most successful productions.
Prizma

Release

Depicts

"The Coolie"
Realizing the great possibilities of
China, Prizma has made its latest release under the title of " The Coolie,"
' hich Republic will distribute. "The
"olic" is said to be an intimate picire of the Chinese laborers engaged in
'icir daily work along the water front
r in the streets.

Love-Letter
Contest
One
of the Best Tiected
condu
st
conte
r
lette
TllF, loveby Robertson-Cole in connecUps " for Picture,
tion with "The Beloved
Is Statement
Cheater," starring Lew Cody, is made
the subject of a statement issued by
the Robertson-Cole Company. " The
popularity with which fans and leading exhibitors in all parts of the country have taken to ' The beloved
Cheater,' " annoimces the statement,
■' is best exemplified by the thousands
of persons who have entered into the
love-letter contests fostered by Robert ■
s
ole
er
son-C
duction. for Lew Cody' Gasni pro" During the past two months more
than 15,000 missives from all sections
of the country have been received In
Mr. Cody, and it is predicted that before the contest closes on March 3,
more than half a million letters will
be offered for prize money.
" Mrs. Wilson Woodrow, one of the
best known authors of the day, whose
articles are read by more than three
million readers of the leading daily
papers; James R. Quirk, famous moving picture writer and Editor oi
Photoplay Magazine; and Mr. Cody
the merit of the contestwill judge
ant's offerings.
'■ First prize for the best love-letter
written to Mr. Cody will net the
winner $150.00; second prize is
$100.00; third prize $75.00; fourth
prize $50.00; and the next five
answers will each receive $25.00 each.
" The love-letter contest has proven
one of the best tie-ups in exploiting
this great picture which has been successfully booked in the United States.
Many of the first nm houses played

Midgets

" The advent of the Singer Midgets
as a feature of the Sunshine special

Sunshine

of
Special

Comedy
ceptionally small men and women, hut
he needed midgets of a calibre that
could be developed into polished
comedians. In both directions he succeeded, as the work of his company
all over the world has demonstrated.
" Of the nineteen Midgets, the tallest is 46 inches and weighs 65 pounds.
This is Peter Bieneck. The others
range downward to 35 inches, the
height of Julius Daranyi. Only one
of the company, Stephen Mikosh, has
passed the age of thirty. Fritz Tarabula is the youngest, being 18. He is
37 inches in height and weighs 39
pounds. In weight the members
range from 33 to 65 pounds.
" The train of diminutive animals
used in the Singer Midget performances includes four elephants, sixteen
ponies, a tiny monkey, a deer with
fawn, eight hounds and six puppies,
three English sheep dogs, three Dogenburg goats and kid, and a midget
lion. The Midgets are remarkable because of their pronounced intelligence,
their varied and highly developed accomplishments and their finesse as actors. The only freak characteristic
about them is their pygmy size. In
other ways they are polished actors.
Mr. Singer gave his close personal co-operation to the director
of the mammoth Sunshine comedy,
Hampton Del Ruth. A title is tojie
picked from the thousands of suggestions pouring in as a result of the $250
prize offered to exhibitors by Mr. Fox."

New
Just

Completed Is Called
Comedy Landmark
just completed at the west coast studios of Fox Film Corporation is a
landmark in comedy production. The
midgets are by far the most remarkable aggregation of small people that
ever stepped before an audience. The
rapid-fire comedy of the troupe of little folk runs through the whole production. What they lack in size they
make up in side-splitting fun. They
are loved
as a refreshing entertainment novelty.
" They came to America to fill a
season's engagement at the New York
Hippodrome. Their tremendous popularity here led to an extended engagement at Hammerstein's
Victoria
theatre, where
they again proved
their

This cut is of Pearl White, now a Fox star, Harry Hillard, her director, and others
of the Fox staff who were snapped in the new Fox studios

" ' The Beloved Cheater ' earned
one hundred per cent drawing power
in every theatre in which it was
booked and to prove its box office
\alue, Roberlson-Colc officials point
to their books showing returns of the
Cody special in almost every first nm
house in the United States.
"'Lexicon of Love' as seen by Mr.
Cody and distributed in book form ilstyle hit.
of
drawings lustrated
haswith Vanity
been a F'air
decided

Many managers purchased these
liooklets by the thousands and gave
one to every lady who visited his
theatre the week before the booking
of " The Beloved Cheater." So popular was these booklets that a second
edition was made possible.
" ' That Beloved Cheater Of Mine,'
the song hit of the day, written by
Edna Williams and Wolf Gilbert
from the theme of ' The Beloved
Cheater,' has been another big aid to
put this picture over in real dollars
and cents style for big exhibitors.
James R. Quirk, editor of Photoplay
E. Z. Nutting, sales manager of the
Magazine
great chain of Woolworth Five and
Ten Cent Stores, made good his
Up this missive prize stunt in exploit- promise to have every store operated
ing "The Beloved Cheater " and in under the Woolworth banner use
several places, more than five hundred
letters were received by the theatre window displays of the song and
and forwarded to the New York lobby displays from the picture that
office.
made new history for filmland."

Feature

gerthcMid
Sinfor
t the
om-in the
play
gets aret totha
THE par
ing Sunshine special has induced
the Fox Film Corporation to issue a
lengthy statement on the troupe of diminutive actors. The statement follows :

a
Success
"Ill addition to the love-letter conicsis, 'The Beloved Cheater' was
given a big boost by a concentrated
national advertising and publicity
campaign in addition to the twentycolors.
lour page campaign booklet in three

phenomenal drawing power. The entire troupe was engaged for the Fox
Sunshine Special, nineteen in all.
With them Mr. Fox also engaged the
group of animals that goes with the
Midget show, and the equipment carried by the Singer company on its
vaudeville circuits.
" It took Leo Singer nearly three
years of persistent search in both
hemispheres to perfect the organization of his troupe. Extreme discrimination had to be applied to making
selections. Not only did he need ex-
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Vitagraph

Releases

February

of

New

Keenan

29 Is Set as Date

Smoldering Embers
uC-MOLDERING EMBERS," next
»J m line of Frank Keenan's releases through Pathe, will be issued
on February 29th. Coming after
" Brothers
acknowledged
as
one
of the Divided,"
finest screen
efforts of the
celebrated character actor, " Smoldering Embers " will have to be an exceptionallj' strong drawing card to
equal the record being made by its
predecessor. Yet Pathe looks for the
latest Keenan drama to surpass even
" Brothers Divided " in point of popularity.
Mr. Keenan surrounded himself with
a competent supporting cast, prominent in which is Jay Belasco. Others
playing with him are Kate Van Buren,
Hardie Kirkland, Lucille Ward,
Frances Raymond, Thomas Guise,
Burwick Hamrick, Russ Powell and

News

Ready

Five Features, Each with Different
Star, to Be Released in Few Weeks
VITAGRAPH now has five features It has a strong story, beautiful scenready for release, each with a
ery, gorgeous interior sets and is full
different star. These are Earle Wil- of thrills.
liams in "The Fortune Hunter";
" Deadline at Eleven " is a newspaAlice Joyce in The Sporting
per play by Ruth Byers, a newspaper
Duchess"; Corinne Griffith in "Dead- woman. It affords Corrine Griffith
line at Eleven," and Harry Morey in what is for her a new type of character— a newspaper reporter, a real re" The Flaming
They the
willnext
be
released
in that Clue."
order within
porter who goes into the slums and
few weeks.
police courts. There is just enough
'■ The Fortune Hunter " is a screen of " society " in the play to allow Miss
\ ersion of the famous comedy by Griffith to wear some beautiful gowns
and a stunning riding habit. George
W'inchellkept
Smith
in which laughing
John Barrymore
Broadway
for Fawcett directed the picture.
more than two years. Later it toured
" The Flaming Clue " is a detective
ihe country and was equally success- story with Harry Morey as the hero
ful. Jean Paige was Mr. Williams' detective. It was written by Frederic
leading lady and' Tom Terriss directed Van Rensselaer Dey, who created anthe picture.
other famous detective when he wrote
" Theas Sporting
Duchess,''
with Alice the original Nick Carter story under
Joyce
the beautiful
but unfortunate
Duchess of Desborough, is one of the title of " Nick Carter, Detective."
Vitagraph's most ambitious efforts. Edwin Hollywood directed the picture.
Release

Picture

Film

for Issue of

"; Has
Good
Cast
Graham
Pettie.
All these
players are
well known, and their work is consistent with the commendable acting
of Mr. Keenan himself in the role of
John Conroy, " the man who comes
out of the dim past " and then disappears.
Mr. Keenan's record since organizing his own production company has
been one of success. Some of his pictures have been bigger box office attractions than others, but all have been
big money getters for exhibitors. During the last year he has made such
noteworthy features as '•' The World
Aflame," " Brothers Divided," " The
False Code," " Gates of Brass " and
" The Master Man," and each has been
received warmly by exhibitors and
their patrons.

One of the most absorbing tales of the day according to Vitagraph is Harry Morey'i
new picture, " The Flaming Clue "
Air

Picture

at

Trials

Universal Reports That " The Great Air
Robbery " Gives Satisfaction at Tests
clubs about the country," continues the
ttHTHE
AIR ROBBERY."
J- the GREAT
Universal-Jewel
production Universal statement.
" New York is to be treated to a new
starring Lieut. Ormer Locklear, the
aviator, will be released in New York line of exploitation work, and the exhibitor given many original publicity
very shortly. This feature picture has
been booked for an indefinite run at stunts to work on when the picture
the Broadway theatre, and will open
The records hung up by the first
there on February 23.
showings
in various localities are re" The Great Air Robbery " has been
released in several cities in various opens there."
flected in the following telegrams received at the New York office : From
sections of the country to try it out.
Wherever it has been shown the re- Herman Stern, of the Columbia theasults have been very gratifying, says
tre, Pittsburgh, came: "'Great Air
Universal. " The picture has proved Robbery ' standing room only from
that the public think as much of it as nine o clock this morning."
Universal officials do, and as a result
From Minneapolis came the followthe Universal exploitation department
ing wire, as quoted by Universal:
is now consummating the extensive " You nor I realize possibilities 'Great
publicity plans arranged in co-opera- Air Robbery.' Initial opening in
tion with the Curtiss Airplane and Mo- Northwest to-day at Unique theatre
tor Corporation and the various aero
smashed all records."

"Craig
Arthur
with

Mary
Minter and some of her supporting cast in Grace Miller White's story,
" Judy Miles
of Rogue's Harbor," Miss Minter's latest contribution to the Realart program

Wins

Kennedy''
on
Screen
B. Reeve Has Signed Contract

Goldwyn

to Produce for Screen
ventures were followed by millions of
ARTHUR B. REEVE, creator of readers.
" Craig Kennedy," has signed
a contract with Goldwyn Pictures
" In superintending the production
Corporation to produce feature pho- of his stories, Mr. Reeve will profit by
toplays based upon, or adapted from considerable practical experience in
the Craig Kennedy stories. According the making of photoplays in which he
to the terms of the contract there will has been actively interested for the
be four productions during the year past six years. As far back as 1914-15
he collaborated with Charles W. God1, 1920,
beginning
or. Goldwj-n
be
They will bedistribut
ing the soleApril
dard on " The Exploits of Elaine,"
known as Craig Kennedy Pictures.
one of the early and highly successful
" In securing the screen version of motion picture serials.
■' The arrangement with Goldwyn is
Mr. Reeve's renowned detective stories," says a report from the Gold- such that Mr. Reeve will be afforded
•wyn offices, " Goldwyn has acquired every facility for the production of
one of the strongest drawing cards in notable features. The scientific elethe entire field of fiction. No author,
ment that did so much towards makeither in this country or abroad, has,
ing the stories convincing in printed
in recent years, created a character of form, will be preserved in the films,
such world-renown as Craig Kennedy,
who started his career in 1910 in the to be acted by a company of superior
are now maturing for
Cosmopolitan Magazine where his ad- players. Plans
of the pictures."
first
the
work on
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Julian

Eltinge

returnThisto
to en.
NGE re isscre
IAN
JULthe
on pictu
motiELTI
ment
imce
news came in an anno
itiis week from the offices of Republic Distributing Corporation. " The
production he appears in will be distributed by Republic, and record
breaking bookings are expected because of the fact that exhibitors and
public are anxious to again see the
escapades of the well known female
impersonator on the screen," says Republic
" It. is a well known fact," said
Briton N. Busch, president of Repub.
lie, this week, " that exhibitors profited
greatly through Mr. Eltinge's former
productions, which were widely distributed and popular. The public liked
Mr. Eltinge, and flocked to see him.
He has been away just long enough
now that motion-picture fans will
more than welcome his return. We
expect a great revival in interest in

on

Screen

"The Adventuress" Will
Show Star in Male
and Female Role
pictures of the type made so well
known by Mr. Eltinge, with the return
of the famed actor to the screen in
a picture which Republic will distriThe deal whereby Julian Eltinge returns to screendom was made, the announcement says, by Republic Distributing with Fred J. Balshofer, of
Hollywood,
Cal., who came to New
bute."
York to close the final arrangements.
At the same time the title of the feature was announced as " An Adventuress." Mr. Eltinge in this subject
will have the opportunity to be not
only himself as a man but will also
put his female impersonations to good
use. " An Adventuress " is a Fred

Again

.1. Balshofer production, which statement to exliibitors is expected to carry
much weight.
The initial announcement of "An
Adventuress " from the otilice of Rel>ul)lic carries the information that
this Balshofer production is "a gownygirly-figureful diversion from the pens
of Charles Taylor and Tom J. Geraghly. It was directed by Fred J.
Balshofer and was photog.'aphed by
Tony Gaudio.
The cast of players, in addition to
Julian Eltinge in the star role, ineludes Fred Kovcrt, WilUam Clifford,
Leo White, \'irginia Rappe, R. di
\'alentina.
Charles
Alillsfield. Stanton
.\lthoughBeck
the and
synopsis
of
the story has not yet been announced,
it is said to he. interwoven with love,
romance, adventure and intrigue.

King Baggot is there when it comes to
makeup. This is he as a fisherman in " The
Hawk's Trail, a W. H. Prods, feature.
Katterjohn Wrote Script
of Stewart Vehicle
According to advices from the
Louis B. Mayer studios, Monte M.
Katterjohn has written the screen version of Harold MacGrath's " The Yellow Typhoon," which is now in course
of production with Anita Stewart as
the star. The picture, directed by
Edward Jose for Anita Stewart Productions, Inc., will be released as a
Louis B. Mayer-First National attrac
tion. Two of Katterjohn's previous
scripts were : " The Flame of the
Yukon" with Dorothy Dalton and
" The Clodhopper " with Charles Ray.

Power's Projector Mgr.
on National Tour
S. S. Cassard, sales manager of the
Nicholas Power Company, who left
New York some weeks ago for the
Coast in the interests of his firm, reports that the Power's projection machine is making good in the picture
field throughout the country. The pripurposetheof various
Mr. Cassard's
trip
was tomaryvisit
dealers and
distributors, handling the Power s projector.

Universal

lcs
rsal Lacmm
visitedPresi
thedent
UniveCarl
Studio
WHEN
a few weeks ago, he and General Manager Tarkington Baker
mapped out a program of activity
which will keep the studios humming
for months to come.
Three new features have been
started within the past few days. One
is " Luck," directed by Lynn Reynolds,
and starring Harry Carey; another is
" The Girl in No. 29," directed by Jack
Ford, and the third is " The Daring
Duchess," starring Edith Roberts.
" Luck " is a story of the Canadian
and American west, by John Frederick, opening on Harry Carey in an
unfamiliar role. He appears as a
young acolyte, who is about to assume an ecclesiastical career when he
receives w'ord that his father, a wealthy
rancher, has been shot by an assassin.
Rushing to the beside of his dying
father, he reaches him just in time to
receive his last blessing and to make a
solemn promise that he will avenge
his death. Thus begins a series of the
most startling situations, leading him
into the great open and plunging him
into adventures which combine thrills
and romance. In Mr. Carey's company

Interesting views of three Universal stars.

Left — Dagmar

Plans
Active
Program
port Mr. Mayo, including Claire AnThree New Features Are
derson, Elinor I-'air, Harry Hilliard,
Started Within the
Ray ertRipley,
Bolder. Bull Montana and RobPast Few Davs
are Kathleen O'Connor, Robert McKim, Charles Le Aloyne, Beatrice
Burnham, J. Farrell MacDonald, Will
Rync, P"red Gamble, Robert McKenzie, Joe Harris and Captain Anderson.
"The Girl in No. 29" is an adaptation by Philip Hurn of Elizabeth Jordon's popular novel bearing the same
title. It may be described as a melodramatic comedy dealing with a
wealthy playwright, who is content to
quit work after writing one successful
drama. In order to interest him in
continuing his literary career his
friends arrange a chain of melodramatic incidents of which the young
man becomes the central figure. The
torrent of developments finally gets
beyond the control of its creators, and
a tragedy almost results from their
well-meant plans. In the end, naturally, everything turns out happily. A
good cast has been enga,u;cd to sup-

Godosky.

Center — Frank Mayo.

" The Daring Duchess " is a comedydrama which affords Edilii Roberts
opportunity to do, in a new way, those
things she did so well in " Lasca " and
" The Triflers," besides permitting her
to show other phases of her fascinating personality. It tells the story of a
girl born and raised on a Western
ranch in America, who learns that by
the death of a relative in England she
has fallen heir to a fortune and a title.
Packing her humble effects, principally
a saddle which she had won as a prize
in a riding exhibition, she journeys
across the sea, only to find an array
of clever people determined to cheat
her out of her inheritance. The little
American wins out in the end, after
meeting with adventures both humorous andare
exciting.
Miss Rudolph
Roberts'
support
Harold InMiller,
Christians, Stanhope Wheatcrofi,
Katherine Kirkham, Ogden Crane,
Hugh Saxton, Leota Lorraine and
Leonard Clapham.

Right — Tsuru Aoki.
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.Four

Goldwyn

• Pictures

on B'way Programs
Four of Goldw3'n's new productions
ire the featured attractions at leading
iroadway theatres during the current
[\-eek and that of Februarj- 15. At
'the Strand, Madge Kennedy is appearing in " The Blooming Angel," a
irkling comedj^ by Wallace Irwin.
:d at the Broadway theatre, Pauline
1 lederick was the stellar drawing
card in " The Loves of Letty," taken
from the play by Arthur Wing Pinero.
Admirers of Miss Frederick will
liave another opportunity to see her
in a strongly emotional role during
the week of February 15 when "The
Paliser Case," by Edgar Saltus will
head the bill at the Capitol theatre.
During the same period. Jack PickiVird, in his first picture as a Goldwyn
star, " The Little Shepherd of Kingliom
John Fox, Jr., will be
foundCome,"'
at the byStrand.

■"Torchy" Stories Will
Be Put On Screen
"Torchy," the popular hero of the
stories written by Sewell Ford, is to
appear on the screen. Mr. Ford's
"Torchy"
stories
published
in book form
and have
have been
also run
in the
Sunday magazine sections of various
newspapers throughout the United
States and Canada during the last ten
years. Johnny Hines, comedy star,
formerly associated with the World
Film Pictures, is to play the "redheaded" ofhce-boy in the forthcoming
"Torchy" series. The production of
the comedy series will be handled by
Master Films, Inc., under the supervision of Kenneth Spear. Distribution
plans are to be announced shortly.
New

Fischer

Release

Is

Chance
"
A "Another
new release from
the Fischer
studios is Chas. A. Logue's six-reel
feature, "Another Chance." This
makes the seventy-fifth original
scenario written by Mr. Logue, but it
is the first that he both wrote and directed. In the cast of "Another
Chance" are Gordon and Herbert
Standing, Joe King, G. H. Carlyle, Eddie Sturgis, Diana Allen, Dorothea
Fischer, Tatjana Irrah and others.

Contracts

Picture

News

Plentiful on

The "Live
volume ofSparks"
contract business
pouring in to the Hodkinson home office on "Live Sparks," J. Warren Kerrigan's newest release, is represented
as further evidence that the star is riding a high wave of popularity and
bears out the statement of Robert
Brunton when the first print was
shipped East from Los Angeles that
"Live Sparks" is unquestionably the
finest J. Warren Kerrigan production
made under Brunton auspices. Though
but three weeks have passed since the
date of its release, many of the big
first run theatres in the country have
enjoyed highly profitable engagements
on the star's latest vehicle, it is stated.
" Old Lady 31 " Is Being
Cut and Titled
Emma Dunn has completed her workbefore
the camera
" Oldpicturization
Lady 31,"
the Screen
Classics,inInc.,

Marguerita Fisher had a visit from the " bird men " during the filming of her latest
of Rachel Crothers's stage success, at
" Flying A " picture, " The Dangerous Talent "
the Metro Studios in Hollywood. The
picture is now undergoing titling and
Truex Comedy Praised
cutting. " Old Lady 31 " will be a late " Eve in Exile " Gets
Wide Bookings
February or early March release.
by Strand Manager
Others in the cast are: Lawrence
Amedee J. Van Beuren who presents
Among the recent bookings which
Underwood, Graham Pettie, Clara
in two-reel comedies rebeen received by the "Flying A" Ernest Truex
Knott, Carrie Clark Ward, Sadie Gor- have
ceived the following statement from
sales
department
at
Chicago,
for
"Eve
don, Martha Mattox, May Wells and in Exile," are the Colonial theatre in Jack Eaton, managing director of the
Ruby Lafayette. John E. Ince directed
Detroit, a seven-days' run ; The Ameri- Strand Theatre, New York City, which
the production.
featured
"The Night
of the Dub," the
at Colorado
Springs,
three N.days'
run ;canMarcy
theatre,
Brooklyn,
Y., week
of January
25, 1920.
two days ; Knickerbocker theatre at
"In sharing honors with Constance
Douglas Fairbanks En- Cleveland, Ohio, three days; Liberty Talmadge on our all comedy program
theatre. New Orleans, six days; Hipthis week, "The Night of the Dub" was
After the joys
strenuous
podrome at Toledo, seven days ; the very
Resthe " spent
enthuiastically received yesterday
Short " times
making the final scenes for " When Majestic at Appleton, Wisconsin; the afternoon and last evening at capacity
the
Cloudsa Roll
By," " Doug
" decidedto Rex at Racine ; and the Thalia, States, houses. It is a relief to secure picto take
vacation.
A vacation
Vista, Avon and Parkway at Chicago ;
tures that have a real idea back of
Doug would mean hard work to the and Rivoli at Columbia, S. C.
average person, for it was fifteen hours
on a ranch that he spent for a week, Van Loan Sells Scenario
the only diversion was that of having
Says Great Comment
to Maurice Tourneur
his picture taken and talking with
Has Followed
friends about his next Llnited Artist
Announcement is made of the sale
release.
Nazimova
of a scenario by H. H. Van Loan to
them."
Maurice Tourneur. The name of the
^letro Pictures Corporation announces that extraordinary advertising
story is "The Great Redeemer." It
"A Sleepless Night " Is is described as a Western tale, differ- reviews of a uniformly and decidedly
ent from anything that Maurice favorable nature, and even special ediChanged in Title
Due to conflicting titles, the Na- Tourneur has done before. Productorials, have appeared in the newspation work will be commenced within
tional Film Corporation of America
pers of Illinois and Iowa in the wake
announces that the name of the new- a few weeks, while announcement of of the passage of " Stronger Than
davs. cast may be made within a few Death," Nazimova's latest screen veest Xeal Burns Capitol comedy is " A the
Flv in the Ointment."
hicle.

Samples of the advertising done for " The Cinema Murder," a Cosmopolitan Production, released by Famous Pla tiers- Lasky

nary

iguerite Marsh Has
Narrow Escape
k action on the part o£ Assisilector Saul Harrison resulted
ng Marguerite Marsh from
fatal injury, it is stated,
;i toboggan
carrying Miss
and members of the company
lid pitched the star directly in
!i of a second toboggan. Har- said to have thrown himself
•It of the fast-moving vehicle,
it from its course by
and at the same time William
issistant-camcrman, pulled the
one side. Harrison sustained
injuries, it is said. The acoccurred during the filming of
ction on Lake Bobee for the
lan picture, " Face to Face.''
Vanv
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Letters

Received

Call
for " ofTopics
"
I aftermarihthe nation-wide
-ing campaign recently conon " Topics of the Day," which
is distributing, Timely Films,
- reported to have received
ids of letters to date from
ve States, and from far off
Kico, all making requests that
specified exhibitors make
^ of the Day" a regular feathcir program.
tg Parisian Restaurant
in Hope Hampton
Film
Hope Hampton's "A Modern Samotion picture audiences will
le opportunitj' of witnessing thi'
uid most extravagant style of
.11 restaurant, it is stated, for the
r of the production, Leonce Perhad reproduced for a setting
mile
of Harry
re'on to
be builtPilcer's
in thedance
French
This set occupied an entire
f the Fort Lee Studio, it is

Timely

Interest

in

pro- ' Who's Your Servant?
?', the
IN "Who'sduction Your
byJulianServant
Johnson
founded
Treats
Theme of
on the play that startled New York
when acted by Holbrook Blinn at the
Current Appeal
Princess Theatre, Robertson-Cole announce that they have a film which has
been backed by some of the biggest
men in police circles in the United
States.
"In addition to the endorsement of
high police officials, newspaper men,
whose heads have turned gray solving
murder tangles, have seen 'Who's
Your Servant?' and declare it to be one
of the most realistic, fascinating melodramatic phoiodramas of the times,"
claims the Robertson-Cole Co., which
have recently issued the following
statement on this production.
"Who's \'our Servant?" will >horily
be released as a Robertson-Cole special and is heralded as a picture that
has the greatest exploitation possibilities of any released in a year. Questions which deal directly into the homes
and that society must face and conquer
as
in 'Who's
Servant?'
willdepicted
undoubtedly
floodYour
every
house
that plays the sensational film production. Leading exhibitors who have
seen the picture at once realized its
unique advertising angles and openly
declare that every police official in
every section of the country will be
glad to preview the release and give
opinions which will be freely used to
help the theatres.
"Police of New York and other
large American cities arc straining

Production
Russia, and their discussion in this
" country are more to blame than any
unrest on the part of ex-soldiers. One
of the most daring bank robberies in
this city in recent years was blamed
upon soldiers, until we arrested the culprit, who had never been to war.
"But we find everywhere a feeling
of growing bitterness against the man
of property, on the part of those who
are beneath him. This can be nothing
but a bit of the social sore which has
made Russia a shambles of misery and
blood.

Robertson-Cole have a new star in Ray
Gallagher, who is to appear in Supreme
comedies
every nerve to solve the mystefy of
the great wave of servant crime which
is sweeping the country. Says a high
New York police official: "So far as
we are able to make out, conditions in

"Something is in the heart of the
servant which we hardly can fathom.
I'.ui we know that he is bitterly bewailing his lot, and that he understands
less than ever why his master should
be rich, and he should be poor. Consider such a case as this : The butler
who is dismissed after thirty years of
faithful service sends his former mistress abomb, hoping to kill her. This
man is 53 years old. He came from
Germany at the age of 23, working
for OIK- man for fifteen years, made
siich a fine record that the man left him
$5,000, and created a trust fund of
$5,000
him. is now in prison, and
"Thatfor man
we are puzzling over his case, and that
of .many others. What causes the apsane, normal,
faithful,
dependable parently
servant
to become
a dishonest
plotting, unreliable, treacherous one?
We do not know. We are trying our
best to solve the riddle and to protect

the public."
The

Cohns

to

Expand

TACK a,„i HARRY coHN pro- -pj,
Uiiits Organized
I ducers of Hall Room Boys ComO edies, have announced a mate- lOr v^OmeQieS anCl
rial expansion in production activities Short SubjcCtS
With Harry in general supervision of
all activities and on the ground in
Los Angeles, the Cohns have organized three separate producing units,
for the production of comedies and
other types of short subjects. As in
the past, the feature releases will be
Hall Room Boys Comedies, in which
Neely Edwards, " the boy with the
winning
himself. smile," has made a name for

'3ml

family together as shown in "Hope
A Modern
Salome," a Metro production starring
Hampton

In the future, however, this series
will
be with
produced
the Cohn's
own
studio,
Harryin Cohn
personally
directing their production. With the
expiration of their contract with the
National Film Corporation of America, which has been producing the
Hall Room Series since their creation
by the Cohns, the brothers announce
that they will produce as well as distribute them independently of any
other production organization.
The reason for this move has been
the great success of the series themselves. In speaking of this. Jack
Cohn, in charge of the New York
office, said:
" The Hall Room Series, although
still young when compared with other
brands in the film field, has proved
such a great success that we have
determined to release all other interests except our own from responsibility in their production. We do this
at great expense and trouble, since

Production
it means that wc must own and opcrate our own studio, and equip it so
that the greatest possible efficiency will
be maintained.
" Hall Room Comedies will be one
of the best bets in the field for exhibitors when our plans are completed.
We have taken over a large studio in
Hollywood, and Harry Cohn will stay
on the ground until things are so well
under way that there is no longer need
of his presence there. We will announce the personnel of the three producing units within a few days."
According to word from Harry
Cohn, Henry Bergman, formerly of
the well-known vaudeville team,
Clark and Bergman, has been appointed director general of production. Al Nathan, formerly manager
of the Broadway theatre. New York,
has been made studio manager. The
Cohns have said the Hall Room Series during the coming year will be
built around the best stories it is possible to obtain, with comedy situations and episodes absolutely original
in conception featuring.

Flanagan and Edwards
Start New Comedy
Flanagan and Edwards have started
on a new comedy at the National Film
direcCorporation studios, under the
tion of Harry Edwards. The new
two-rceler is called "The Road to
Ruin." May Foster has signed to sup-
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Center A new photograph of Olive Thomas, Selznick star. Right — one of the sumptuous scenes in " The Woman Game," starring Elaine Hammerstein.
a scene from Eugene O'Brien's latest Selznick picture, " His Wife's Money "

Doubles Length of Runs
on Lloyd Comedies
'1 le drawing power of the new series of two reel $100,000 Harold
Lloyd comedies, distributed by Pathe,
has been more than proved in New
York Cit}', judging by the number of
exhibitors who have doubled or
tripled the number of days they originally booked on the multiple reelers,
Pathe announces.
In the confined territory of the
Union Square District alone, virtually
every theatre is playing the Lloyds.
In the same territory the Sunshine,
Clinton, and New Law theatres, have
doubled their time on the Lloyds, beginning with " Captain Kidd's Kids. "

Selznick

to

Havc

News

Reel

" Selznick News " Will Be Issued SemiWeekly and Will Be Wide in Its Scope
tion on the screen, says the Selznick
ONE of the announcements of the
week is contained in the statement statement.
that Selznick Enterprises is to enter
It is planned, according to Mr.
the news-reel market with a semi- Selznick, to station photographers in
weekly release. This announcement a number of points not now covered
comes from Lewis J. Selznick, presi- by screen news photographers. This
dent of Selznick Enterprises, who has will enable " Selznick News " to have
been in personal touch with the ar- a greater variety of news subjects.
rangements being carried on to estab- In no case will " magazine " features
lish this news service. It will be be
resorted to as is the case in many

known as the " Selznick News " and of the present issues of news reels,
will be released through the Select continues the report.
exchanges.
" We will divide the world into
According to the arrangements now
zones,"
Mr. Selznick said, " and events
Hallmark Serial Mana- completed, special photographers have in the first zone, which will include
been stationed in every important city events within a certain radius from
ger on Eastern Tour
in the world, and a plan is being New York, will be flashed upon the
M. J. Mintz, recentlj' appointed man- worked out which will enable the pro- screens in New York and the territory
ager of serials by Frank G. Hall, presiducer to present pictures of important of that- zone on the same day. We are
dent of Hallmark Pictures Corporation, events in about one-half the time going to endeavor to beat every other
left last week on an extended trip to which now elapses between happenings news reel from twelve to twenty-four
all of the exchanges east of the Missis- in far-away points and their reproducsippi River. Mintz expects to be gone
three or four weeks and during this
time will devote his efforts exclusively
to blazing the trail for the reception of
Neilan
to
Holdfours."Conference
the new Benny Leonard serial "The
Evil Eve."
James Grainger,
Eastern Represen-

M. J. Mintz,charge
Hallmark's
new manager in
of serials

tative, Goes West
TAMES R. GRAINGER, eastern rep•-^ resentative for Marshall Neilan Productions, left New York on the Twentieth Century last week for the California headquarters of the company to
consult with Mr. Neilan on new plans
effecting future releases of this concern. Mr. Grainger would not disclose
details but promised "big things" in
connection with the forthcoming
Neilan productions.
Before leaving, Mr. Grainger expressed great enthusiasm over the manner in which bookings are coming in
on " the River's End," Mr. Neilan's
initial independent production following the formation of his own producing organization. "The story by James
Oliver Curwood," said Mr. Grainger,
"is receiving one of the greatest advertising campaigns ever accorded a book.
This publicity backed by the exceptional merits of the novel, which is
the biggest seller by 50,000 copies, of

N eu

Left —

" Everybody's Business
Rousing Interest
According to a report received I
W. H. Productions Co. from tl
Special Features Co. of Knoxvill
Tenn., who control the rights in tl
southern territory to the six re
feature " Everybody's Business,"
keen interest in this production
being manifested by exhibitors
that section. Enthusiasm in this pt'
duction is being stimulated, it is sai
to an even greater degree by the pre'
cnt Americanization wave.

Colleen

Moore

in " Hei

Bridal Moore's
Night-Mare
"
Colleen
comedy-vehic
bears the laughter-promising title, "H
Bridal Xight-Mare", and those wb
have
seen theforstudio
"runs"thatof it
themoi
pii
ture vouch
the fact
than lives up to its promise. \Gl
Moore is surrounded by a good caS
and the fun is said to be as fast as
is clean and wholesome. Soon aft<'
its completion Miss Moore signed
long term contract to appear

for a Consultation
all the Curv/ood works, has created
a wide demand for the picture.
"A point that clearly indicates the
confidence exhibitors throughout the
country have in Mr. Neilan, is brought
out by the fact that months before even
the title of our initial production was
announced, contracts for the first
Neilan offering vvrere signed by hundreds of exhibitors who were anxious
to book this film regardless of its
nature. Since the title has been made
public, I have been receiving hundreds
of inquiries a day regarding bookings
and it is most gratifying to note this
demand for our product.
" ' The River's End ' is now receiving
its final treatment and the first run
showings should be before the public
the latter part of this month. Our
second production is now nearing completion and when the title is announced
we expect even a greater demand for
this offering than on 'The River's

Marjorie Daw, playing a leading role ii
Marshall Neilan's " The River s End "
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Pale Stronger on Screen
Than in Print

Metro
Studios'
will
bethe affiliation
Enla
means rged
to the public.
Dangerous
Days 'as is
twicewhenas
rceful
on the screen
it was
enlarge-in Hollywood Plant to Be
the
FIRST steps
" But it means to me that, through
Metro Studios
ment of thetoward
my friend Mr. Rowland, I will have
Hollywood and the general exrinted,"
Equipped with Big
art, the says
authorMary
whoseRoberts
book ofRinethe
pansion of Metro facilities, following
a share in developing a powerful orEnclosed Stage
me name is one of the six best sell- the visit to the Pacific Coast plant by
ganization. will
leave the executive
I
s from coast to coast. Mrs. Rine- Marcus Loew and Richard A. Rowart is now at the Goldwyn studios,
land were taken when work was comwork
him." amplified Mr. Loew's
here she was shown the first producMr. toRowland
menced on the construction of an instatement
by announcing the large exon in her series from Eminent Auclosed stage to cost $45,000.
pansion work to be gotten under way
lors which is also a Reginald Barker
Word of this undertaking that
at once at the Metro Studios. " The
roduction. " Coming close upon the reached the Metro home offices in the
new inclosed stage will provide room
:els of Rupert Hughes' praise for the Longacre Building brought with it the
for four or five more companies if
•eduction of ' The Cup of Fury ' by announcement that Mr. Rowland, Metneeded," he said, " and we are going
. Hayes Hunter, it is evident that
president, has also authorized the
to put up additional buildings to acle plan originated by Samuel Gold- earlyro'serection
of additional executive
commodate the greatly increased execyn and Rex Beach for author-pro- offices costing many thousands more,
utive, directorial and clerical forces
iicer co-operation is a distinct to house increased forces in every derequired by an enlarged producing
:hicvement in the making of motion
partment of the Western production
organization. Huge as the Metro plant
ctures," says Goldwyn.
now is, it will be made greater and
plant.
The Metro chief executive sends
word that the new stage will be 90 by
Immediate steps for studios expanThe Fortune Hunter " ISO feet, with 20-foot wings on each
sion to permit additional producing
Now Being Issued
side, and will duplicate in dimensions
units
had been detailed in daily conthe largest of the present structures on
ferences between Metro executive
"The Fortune Hunter," which Vita- the ten-acre lot. There are two of
greater."
raph anticipates will be considered as
officers
and Mr. Loew. Six companies,
these.
These
stages,
roofed
over
and
le best feature in which Earle Wilheaded by Bert Lytell, May Allison,
ams has appeared as a star, is now skylighted, are used in the taking of
Viola Dana, Emma Dunn, Alice Lake,
interior scenes by artificial illuminadng released. The stage success, tion.
and a Screen Classics, Inc., all-star
ritten by Winchell Smith, already has
cast, are now working at the studio.
In
conversation
with
newspaper
renation-wide reputation as one of the
The additional companies are not anporters
in
Los
Angeles,
Mr.
Loew
ameverest American comedies, and its
plified the statements he made after his Milton Sills has been selected by Viola nounced.
jpolarity was immediately reflected to
Production expansion will not be
Dana as her leading man in the Metro picle screen version, written by Graham inspection of the Metro plant.
t
u
r
i
z
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
"
Eliza
Comes
to
Stay,"
the
confined
to the West, Mr. Rowland
" I went into motion pictures for comedy by H. V. Esmond. Mr. Sills apaker. The advance bookings have
pears to be well satisfied.
stated, M. P. Staulcup, studio superen unusually heavy and its success self-protection," said the head of
visor of art interiors, has left the
.sured long before the picture was Loew's, Inc. " Metro needed theatre
"
You
understand
Metro
still
reCoast
for New York to prepare Metven to the general public, Vitagraph affiliation and Loew's, Inc., needed
tains its identity. Metro pictures will
ro's Sixty-first street studios for proMetro, so that the union of our interates.
show in Loew houses. That is all that ductions.
ests is mutually beneficial.
banez Poses for Camera
at Hollywood
According to Metro, Ibanez, the
panish novelist, recently acted in a
amber of scenes at the Metro stuos in Holh-Avood together with Maris Loew, Richard A. Rowland, June
athis, Viola Dana and Maxwell Karr.
The scene showed the various fig« involved greeting the author. The
m will be used as a pre-release
ailer, when the picturization of
lanez's story, " The Four Horseen,'' is distributed, it is stated.
elznick Purchases
More Stories

Two

Myron Selznick continues to purlase new stories. His latest acquisijn is a comedy, in the form of an
iginal unpublished story written by
. Guisti. " Charlie's Ward " is its
Jc.
'Hearts Aflame" is another origal story which has been purchased
Myron Selznick through the Paget
lency. This story was written by
obert Alexander Wason.
Jew Picture Palace Uses
Pathe Products
Many Pathe features and short subcts have been booked, it is said, by
e New Palace theatre in Cincinnati,
bich was recently opened by I. Libn. This theatre has a seating capacf of 2.000, and is reported to be one
the most palatial motion picture
uses in Ohio.

HY CHANGE YOUR
Marriage
De
Mille's
Theme
Again
form the triangle
of husband, wife
WIFE?" the forthcoming Will Have Made Pic- and " the other woman." Others in
the cast are Theodore Kosloff, the
Cecil B. De Mille producture-Trilogy on Modtion to be released by Famous Playdancer, who makes his debut on the
ern Married Life
ers-Lasky Corporation as a Paramount
screen in this picture, Clarence GeldArtcraft special, is described by those
art, Sylvia Ashton, Maym Kalso,
who have seen it " as being a com- Mr. De Mille outlined the problem Lucien Littlefield, Edna Mae Cooper
panion picture to Mr. De Mille's other confronting a young girl in the choice and Jane Wolff.
successful domestic dramas, ' Don't of two lovers — two different kinds of
Change Your Husband ' and ' For men. In " Don't Change Your HusBetter, For Worse,' and embodies the
band " Mr. De Mille took up the Views and Stunts Mark
spectacular effects and the wealth of
detail which characterized those two question of wives tiring of their hus" Silent
"
bands and neglecting them " for handRailroad
scenesAvenger
in the beautiful
productions."
In "Why Change Your Wife?"
which is expected to be released in
the near future, Mr. De Mflle, it is
said, takes up another angle of the
domestic problems which he handled
in " Don't Change Your Husband "
and " For Better, For Worse." The
three pictures, however, are declared
to be in no way related to one another,
except in the fact that they treat of
modern married life.
This grouping of productions, it is
stated by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation officials, is something new in
motion pictures, although the group
of works has long been known in
literature. Just as Balzac in his
" Comedie Humaine " and Ibsen in
his social dramas wrote a series of
works built around the same general
theme, so Cecil B. De Mille has produced a group of motion pictures developing various phases of married
life of today.
In " For Better, For Worse," which
might be called the first of his trilogy,

Just the
opposite side of the divorce
somer men."
question is the director's theme in
'■ Why Change Your Wife." In this
picture the director shows how a husband, blinded to his wife's true worth
by the monotony of existence, can
neglect her and become enamoured
of a beautiful divorcee, only to realize
his mistake after he has come to an
open break with his wife.
"Persons who have seen 'Why
Change Your Wife?' declare it surpas esDon't
'
Change Your Husband 'and ' For Better, For Worse '
in intensity of action and spectacular
effects. Its appeal to women — in fact,
to all married people — it is pointed
out, makes this picture an unusually
strong box-office attraction for the exhibitor," announces Famous Players.
The story, which was written by
William De Mille, is enacted by a good
cast, headed by Thomas Meighan,
Gloria Swanson and Bebe Daniels, who

mountain country of California have
been occupying
the his
attention
of William Duncan for
new $1,000,000
Vitagraph super serial, " The Silent
Avenger," during the past week. He
expects to multiply the thrills of his
" Smashing Barriers " serial recently
completed. A daring plunge off a cliff
to the top of a fast moving automobile
was one of the thrillers just made in
the Santa Monica mountains near Los
Angeles, it is stated.
Mr. Duncan is directing his own
picture. Edith Johnson is again his
leading lady, and Jack Richardson and
Virginia Nightingale play the respective heavies. The new serial was
written by Albert E. Smith, president
of Vitagraph, and Cleveland Moffett.
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New

The
Strongest"
Is Screener
Press Showing Given on February 5;
Plans Being Made for Shipment Abroad
its germs in the conditions resuliii^
THE William
Fox showing
Film Corporation held a press
of the from the recent world war. Alrew
Fox representatives in these cott
picturization of Clemenceau's Story, the
tries
have reported the widest inten
" The Strongest," on February 5th in
the projection-room of the new Fox ever felt among the trade and the i
building in West 5Sth Street. Re- lernational publicity which has be
garding the trade screening, the Fox given this film has awakened exhil
tors in districts where the big sped
report says :
type of screen entertainments nev
" The production of ' The Strong- has
been shown.
est ' at once impressed all who saw
it as distinctive and absolutely without
" The Strongest is the fourth of tl
fault as regards the detail of its big Fox specials for the 1919-19
season, the others being Evangelii
French
settings."
The Fox
statement also describes Checkers and Should a Husband Fc
some of the arrangements made for give? And although these super-sp<
the distribution of the feature. It tacles have established many ni
announces: "Arrangements have been house records throughout the counti
made for shipment of a quantity of it is expected at the Fox offices th
prints of "The Strongest" to France, these new records in run and receij
England, Russia, Germany and other will be smashed at many big theati
continental countries- whose vital in- with the showing of the Clemence
terest in the theme of the story finds

Dempsey
Showing

Favorably

Receivec

of the Initial Episodes

of

" Daredevil Jack " Gives
film." Satisfaction
struction under Robert Bruntoi
THE
serial
sales
department
of
Pathe Exchange, Inc., is authority supervision in screen acting before
for the statement that reports from the went before the camera. Repo'
regarding his acting cre<
various branches indicate that " Dare- circtilated
producer with a display of w
devil Jack," with Jack Dempsey, which the
will be released February 15th, will dom and have evidently prevent
smash previous booking records for Dempsey from the mistake, made
so many who have been starred
A very effective pose by Elaine Hammerstein whose latest Selznick picture is " The serials.
It is said the unsolicited bookings pictures, because of their prominen
Woman Game."
in activities far removed from t
for first runs of " Daredevil Jack "
are so great as to be a revelation even stage, and whose efforts disappoint
to the exchangemen, while the number everybody when they attempted to ;
of houses where serials were never roles in screen or stage productio)
Republic's
Bookings
Heavy
Three Features Are Reported as Getshown before contracting for this lat- Word emanating from the Brunt,
est Pathe offering reaches a high fig- studio has had the effect of raisi«
ting Big Demand Throughout Country
ure, it is stated.
great promise for the serial from
The claim is made by those who standpoint of production.
IT is stated that bookings are climb- put out by Republic with the expectaThe cast supporting Dempsey
tion of doing an unsual amount of
ing steadily on all pictures being
have seen the first episodes of " Daredistributed by Republic Distributing box-office drawing.
devil Jack " that the new star appears headed by Josie Sedgwick. Rv
Corporation. Among the subjects
The Chicago branch of Republic re- to marked advantage on the screen. Langston
nine role, has another important fer
which are announced as scoring
ported this week that the Marie Doro- He was put through a course of inthroughout the country are " The Blue Herbert Brenon production is booking
Pearl," " The Amazing Woman " and heavilj' in the Windy City territory.
" 12.10." The last named is declared Among the Chicago theatres using it
to be doing more wonderful business in January, in addition to the bookings already secured, are the Beach,
than was expected of it— and it was
DeLuxe, Elantee, Grayland, Jackson
Park, Langley, New Irving, Virginia
and Petes. Chicago houses which
have already played "12.10" have reported gratifying business.
In Washington " 12.10" is scheduled
to be presented at the Knickerbocker,
Apollo, Avenue Grand, Savoy and
York theatres during February and
the first part of March. All of these
houses are in the Crandall circuit.
New contracts are also reported from
the Boston, Dallas, Kansas City, NewYork, Seattle, Cleveland and St. Louis
branches.
" The Blue Pearl " and " The Amazing Woman," in addition to extensive
bookings already announced, have
been routed over the Proctor Circuit
as well as into some of the William
Fox theatres. William Fox's Fourteenth Street theatre is to present
"The Amazing Woman" for three
Here is Harry Carey in a typical role days successively in February. MarSome of the " Daredevil Jack " cast, including the star, Jack Dempsey, for«kin,
Loew's Eighty-sixth Street theatre
provided by his latest Universal feature, has cus
melodrama for " comedy withoutfirsttheclass
music."
is said that as a smger Jack is
booked it for a February showing.
prize Itfighter
" Overland Red "

February
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Goldwyn

Charles publicity
Lapworth, director
Goldwyn's
advertising and
in England
Metro Starts on First
Jack London Picture
The scenario for " Burning Daylight," first of the four Jack London
novels that Metro will produce on the
screen for C. E. Shurtleff, Inc., has
been completed by A. S. Le Vino, and
production starts this week at the
Metro studios in Holljwood with
Mitchell Lewis starring.
C. E. Shurtleff, who controls picture rights to the unfilmed works of
the late novelist ; Edward Sloman,
who has been engaged to direct the
productions, and Mr. Le Vino held a
conference at the Hollywood Hotel
and discussed the filming of the initial
Jack London picture.
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ces ion
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for
sourorat
many
gone
has
GOLD
dramatic and comedy material
to turn into photoplays during the
coming months. Popular books, plays
that have been numbered among the
big stage successes, and original
stories — all contribute to the remarkable list of productions.
In commenting on its recent acquisitions in the way of books, stage plays
and original stories, Goldwyn has issued the following statement :
" From the viewpoint of the exhibitor looking for feature pictures of
an extraordinary drawing power because of the fame the original plays
gained on the stage, it would be difficult to make a stronger selection than
Hall Caine's 'The Christian'; 'Mile
stones,' the remarkable study of
changing generations by Edward
Knoblock and Arnold Bennett ; ' Bunty
Pulls the Strings,' conceded to be the
most penetrating and sympathetic
study of Scotch character ever staged,
and ' The Tailor-Made • Man,' the

Transfer

Had
are Goldwyn
other storic
chosen Everything'
for the young
stai
Tom Moore is going to be seen ii
' Stop Thief,' and later in a picturi/.
on the List
tion of Ben Ames Williams', 'T!
" In Accident.'
addition to this wealth of matt
Great
Cohan & Harris comedy that was rial from varied sources, much ma
played for several seasons without ex- be expected from Rex Beach and th
hausting its popularity. These four Eminent Authors whose novels are be
renowned stage successes are placed ing transformed into pictures by Gold
among the All Star Pictures, along
wyn. Mr. Beach will follow ' Th
with ' Black Pawl, ' by Ben Ames Wil- Silver Horde ' with a comedy, ' Goini
liams and ' The Branding Iron,' by Some ' ; the scenario of Ruper
Katherine Newlin Burt.
Hughes' next scenario, ' Scratch M;
" No less important are the other Back' is now in the hands of Directo
stage plays recently secured as ve- Sidney Olcott; Basil King has writtei
hicles for the Goldwyn stars. 'Madame a remarkable story in ' Earth Bound,
X,' is going to be filmed with Pauline to be released after his ' The Stree
Frederick in the character played oii Called Straight'; Mary Roberts Rine
has contributed ' Dangerous Days
the stag* by Dorothy Donnelly. ' Of- hart
ficer 666,' the Cohan & Harris farce- to the list; Leroy Scott is rcpresentet
comedy by Augustin McHugh has been by ' Partners of the Night ' and Gouv
assigned to Jack Pickford, whose erneur Morris by ' The Penalty.'
'Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come' comedies
Booth Tarkington's
two-reel "Edgar
are also mentioned
in tli
is now awaiting release. ' The Double
Dyed Deceiver ' and ' The Man Who Goldwyn statement.
Stage Successes, Popular
Books and Tales Are

to

erring the acTHE worktivitiesofof thetransf
Famous PlayersLasky productions from the five
widely separated studios which have
housed the productions in the East
this winter, to the new $2,000,000 studio at Long Island City, has been
begun by J. N. Naulty, general manager of the Eastern Studios.
Selecting and preparing his crew
for the new studio is one of the most
important tasks. Next to that comes
Two Additions to Ince the arrangement, cataloguing and indexing of the enormous amount of
Forces Reported
indispensible property which has been
Miss R. Carol Kapleau is the latest accumulated at the studios and in storaddition to the Thomas H. Ince
age. In this, however, the system Mr.
scenario department. Miss Kapleau Naulty has already installed for procomes to the Ince Studios after a year
viding a pictorial index of all this
of similar work with a large company property, by which all articles desired
in New York.
may be selected from pictures and
Dorothy Faith Webster, well known ordered by number is of immense aswriter of feature stories for the lead- sistance.
ing motion picture magazines and
In speaking of the advantages of
journals, has cast her lot with the working with all forces and departPublicity Department of the Thomas
ments gathered under one roof inH. Ince Studios, it is announced this
stead of scattered under many, Mr.
week by Director of Publicity Hunt Naulty says : " I have been looking
Stromberg.
forward to the time when we shall
As a member of the Thomas H. all be able to work together as a unit,
Ince publicity headquarters in Culver with each department in close touch
City, California, Miss Webster will with all the others at a time when we
concentrate mainly toward the pro- shall be able to make still greater
vision of original stories designed for successes than we have already acthe fan readers of motion picture
complished. We have achieved splenmagazines and newspapers. She will
did results with the organization
also act as one of the associate editors working under the present difficulties,
of " The Silversheet."
but we shall eclipse past performances
when these difficulties are removed.
Next Beban Production In the Long Island studio we shall
have every convenience conceivable to
An Immigrant Tale
help make the best pictures. The new
The new George Beban production, building will be equipped not only to
facilitate work, but for the comfort
"One Man in a Million," tells the story of
every employe.
of an Italian immigrant striving for
success amid^the strange surroundings
" The needs of each department have
of his new home in America. The ex- been thoroughly investigated, and accom odation for each in the new stuploitation and distribution of the picture will be handled by the Sol Lesser
dio has been arranged to the best adorganization. Besides Mr. Beban in
vantage. There will be no lost motion— and there will be no needless
the cast are Helen Jerome Eddy, Irene
Rich, Llovd Whitlock, Jennie Lee and burdens in handicaps of inconvenience on anybody.
little "Bob White" Beban.

Acquisitions

New

Studio
Begun
turn retained experts in the line a
F.
P.-Lasky
Starts to their assistants.
" Due to the efforts of Frank Meyer
OccupyBuilding
Long Island
the laboratory will soon be in work
ing order, which will relieve the con
gcstion in our own present inadequate
laboratory and obviate our scatterinj
"The art and decoration depart- much of our work in four separatee
ment, which I installed nearly a year laboratories about the city."
ago and which has proved itself invaluable in the designing and construction of interior and exterior sets will
remain in charge of Robert M. Haas
Realart's Chicago Manaand associated with him is ' Charles
O. Seessel, decorator.
ger Gets Assistant
Louis Reichert,
for many year
"The casting department, still de- closely identified with the exchangi
partment, construction, electrical,
wardrobe, scenic, location and ac- business of the motion picture industry, has been appointed assistant tc
counting departments have all been
placed in the charge of the best men Harry W. Willar, Chicago manager o
and women obtainable, who have in Rcalart Pictures Corporation.

A most appealing moment from Irene Castle's new Paramount-Artcraft picture,
" The Amateur Wife "

Motion

Mid-West

Business

J. C. Ragland

of Realart

Booming

Reports

That

M

Goldwyn

Stars

Three of Goldwyn's
Cast for Pictures
MENT is made this
UNCE
ANNO
week of the assignment of three
of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation's stars to popular stage plays recently purchased by Goldwyn for
adaption to the screen, " The Truth,"
The
Officerns666for" and
"selectio
successes
famousThief."
these" Stop
of the speaking stage are Madge Kennedy in " The Truth," Jack Pickford
in " Officer 666 " and Tom Moore in
" Stop
ThoseThief."
who recall the character of
the wife in Qyde Fitch's " The
Truth," as it was portrayed by Clara
Bloodgood in the original American
production and a few years ago by
Grace George in an all-star revival,
will recognize how ideally the role is
suited to the Goldwyn comedienne.
As Miss Kennedy is still working at

Get

Assigned

News

inter
Picture
Is Scoring
Appreciative Communications Tell of
Favorable Receptions Given Feature

I
Exhibitors Prosper Despite the " Flu "
B USINESS in motion picture houses B. Quive as Realart's Detroit manathroughout the Middle West is ger. Mr. Quive was recently transoming despite a widespread influenza ferred from San Francisco, and sucdemic, according to J. C. Ragland, ceeds C. G. Kingsley, who is now
leral sales manager of Realart Pic- Realart manager in Omaha, Neb.
- Corporation, upon his return Detroit Mr. Ragland closed a
in a ten-day trip in that territor>contract with T. H. Ealand, manager
■ I visited Chicago, Detroit, and St. of the Charles H. Miller circuit of
Louis," Mr. Ragland reported, " and
houses for a three weeks'
came in contact with a number of ex- vaudeville
hibitors in the district covered by the showing in its three Detroit houses of
exchanges in these cities. Although " Soldiers of Fortune," an Allan Dwan
the influenza epidemic is severe, it is production.
Finishing up his trip in St. Louis,
causing no alarm among the exhibitors, so far as I could ascertain.
Mr. Ragland renewed old acquaintances with exchange men and exhib" On the other hand, I was told
itors in that city where for several
nhat business was fine, and that there
were crowded houses everywhere- years he was manager of the St. Louis
Evidently people have no fear of con- office of Select Pictures Corporation,
tagion in the new modern, well-ven- The principal object of Mr. Ragtilated and thoroughly disinfected mo- land's trip was to lay plans through
Realart branch managers for co-opertion picture houses."
One of the principal objects of Mr. ation with exhibitors in celebration of Mary Miles Minter, whose latest picture for
Ragland's trip was to install Ralph Americanization week.
Realart release is " Judy of Rogues' Har-

Work
Resumes
Mrs. Chaplin
The Production of Her Third First
National Release Has Been Started
arrival of Ramsey Wal- will surround the little blonde acWITH the
lace from New York Mildred tress.
Harris Chaplin has begun the filming
John Stahl, who is well-known in
of her third First National release, Eastern studios as a director, will
a feature picture adapted from a fa- direct this picture; and he will be asmous novel. No announcement has
sisted by Harry Hagenah, who has
been made of the picture's title, as it directed more than thirty of his own
stories. In announcing the new picis as yet subject to change.
ture Manager Bennie Zeldman of the
Wallace, who has sixteen years of
Chaplin-Mayer
Pictures Co., Inc., delegitimate work to his credit and who
clares that it will be on a much larger
has played leads in many film produc- scale than any production that Mrs.
tions, will play opposite Mrs. ChapHn. Chaplin has hitherto offered the pubGareth Hughes, one of the best actors
lic. The new picture will follow Mrs.
on the English-speaking stage, has Chaplin's First National releases,
already arrived in Los Angeles to " The Inferior Sex " and " Polly of
become a member of the cast, which the Storm Country."

Picture

REX FLINT, manager of the Terry
Mont., isn't
havingtheatre,
the troubleTerry,
some exhibitors
in other
cities have experienced with organizations interested in " motion picture upbor "
according to a report
from the
Realartlift,"
offices.
The indorsement, which is headed,
" Resolutions Concerning Management
Billie
Gives

Burke
Up

Terry dies'Theatre,"
: " The LaAid of the declares
Community Church,
the Woman's Club, and the Altar Society hereby adopt the following resolutions of appreciation for the enjoyable, high-class film, entitled ' Anne
of Green Gables,' presented at the
Terry theatre on the 4th and 5th of
January.
"Resolved, That we indorse the efforts of the management in their
careful selection of films that please
the old as well as the young patrons,
and that we take this opportunity to
express our thanks and appreciation of
A message from Jack Freen, of the
this effort."
vises : theatre, Rochester, N. Y., adVictoria
" Rochester has had the worst snowstorm in four years, and the Victoria
Popular Playhouse playing Mary Miles
Minter in ' Anne of Green Gables ' for
w-eek of January 11 did the biggest
business of any feature in four years,
handling
thousandmanager
people daily."
Mrs. F.nineMcGraw,
of the
Gem theatre in Little Falls, N. Y., is
the author of an appreciative letter.
" Your ' Anne of Green Gables '
proved more than satisfactory both to
the public and myself. The crowds
were such as were never seen in Little

Falls before."
in New

Stage Role

to Begin

Picture
Work

on

"Away Goes Prudence " Is the Statement
BILLIE BURKE does not look with ers-Lasky Corporation," says Famous
favor upon the tremendous strain Players. The title of this picture will
of making a picture and at the same be "Away Goes Prudence." It is
time appearing upon the stage, as so rumored that upon the completion of
this picture Miss Burke will again go
many of the stars are doing. " It was
the idea of devoting all her time to back to the stage in a revival of the
one thing which resulted in interrupt- classic comedy, " School for Scandal."
John S. Robertson will again pilot
ing her successful stage play " Caesar's Wife" at a time when its popu- the star through " Away Goes Prularity was at its height in order that
dence." This story was written by
she might begin her next Paramount Josephine Lovett and the adaptation
Artcraft picture for the Famous Play- was by Kathryn Stuart.

Stars Have Been
of Former Plays
Goldwyn's New York studio in
" Trimmed With Red," under the direction of Hugo Ballin, and no date
has been set for the beginning of the
production of " The Truth," it is probable that the supporting company will
not be selected for some time to come.
With "The Little Shepherd of
Kingdom Come " ready for release
and " The Double-Dyed Deceiver," an
O. Henry story in preparation, it is
likely that Pickford will be free to
commence work in the rollicking farce
" Officer 666 " before many weeks
have passed. In this play, which scored
success on Broadway under the management of Cohan & Harris the young
Goldwyn actor will have a role unlike those essayed in his first starring
vehicles.
Tom Moore is the logical choice
for " Stop Thief" the other Cohan
& Harris mystery comedy recently
secured by Goldwyn. This is a rapidaction play calling for the most spirited sort of interpretation.

Goldwyn's boy star, Buddy
Messenger,
bumps from Dr. John Wild
for hit
" Edgw "learns
■ericaallofabout
comedies

February

1921

21, ig20

Marine Recruiting Film
Edited by Fox
An acknowledgment of the services
of Fox Film Corporation in editing the
pictures is carried on every one of the
films to be exhibited broadcast in conjunction with the big national recruitmg drive of the United States Marine
Corps.
The motion pifture is called "The
Fighting Marines at Work and at
Play," and the contents bear out the
title fully. The film will be a chief
feature in the drive. Three companies
of enlisted men, each known as the
"Roving Marines," have been sent on
tour and will visit every city and town
in the United States. A jazz band and
a minstrel show by service men will
constitute the entertainment.
The Luck of the Irish "
at the Capitol
" The Luck of the Irish," an Allan
Dawn production, handled by Realart,
was given a pre-release showing at the
Capitol, New York, during the current
week of February 8. This exhibition
follows the recent showing of the same
feature at Sid Grauman's theatre in
Los Angeles. Realart reports that the
box-office returns in the Western theatre were gratifying- These two prerelease showings are said by Realart
to be in the nature of test-runs in the
two hig picture centers of the country.
" The Luck of the Irish " will probably be released about February 22,
savs Realart.
Universal

Releases

for

Week of February i6
Among the Universal releases for
the week of February 16 are "The
Madonna of the Slums," a Jewel picture, featuring Holbrook Blinn and
Jeanne Eagles ; a Lyons and Moran
one-reeler, "Old Clothes for New,"
"The Bull Thrower," playing Edna
Gregory, Phil Dunham and Billy Engle ; 'The Racing Death," the second
episode of "Elmo the Fearless;" the
eighth episode of "The Lion Man," entitled "The Dungeon of Despair," and a
western, "The Sagebrush Gentleman,"
with Bob Burns and Charlotte Mer-

Master Films Executive
Simplex Notes
Issues Statement
The following statement has been
One of the visitors to the Simissued for the trade by Charles C.
Burr,
president
of
the
Master
Films,
plex plant • last week was Mr. H.
Inc. :
Wedemeyer, Secretary of the Erkcr
Optical Company, who hold the
"It has come to my attention that Bros.
Simplex franchise for Missouri,
there are rumors on the film rialto re- Northeastern
Arkansas and several
garding the personnel of Master Films,
counties
in
Illinois.
The Erker ComInc. For the information of all conwas established in 1879 by the
cerned, Master Films, Inc., was or- senior panyMr.
Erker, in a small store on
ganized by myself in conjunction with
street between Fourth and I'ifili.
the following gentlemen who are di- Olive
rectors of the corporation : E. J. Clode, For many years this company had the
distinction of being the largest optical
book publisher; Sigfried Hart, manufacturer; Alexander Grosset, book company in the industry.
Today, besides the five-story buildpublisher. Together, we own the ening at 608 Olive street, a branch office
tire stock of the corporation.
does a large distributing optical and
motion picture accessories business at
George Fawcett Directs Grand Avenue, which is located outside of the business section, and which
Dorothy Gish
is operated under the management of
George Fawcett has been loaned by
Mr. Robt. Bausch, of the well-known
Mr. Griffith to Dorothy Gish to optical
family of that name.
The entire third floor of the Olive
direct " Her Majesty," a forthcoming
Paramount-Artcraft production, star- Street building is devoted to motion
ring Miss Gish. Among those engaged picture accessories, and it is here that
for principal parts are : William Riley the Simplex exhibit may be viewed at
Hatch, Ralph Graves, George A. all times. This department is under
Siegmann and Marie Burke. Famous the supervision of Mr. H. G. Lihou,
Players-Lasky is responsible for this who for the past nine years has taken
announcement.
an active part in the large numbers of
high-class theatre installations which
Company have been responFox's
New
York Ex- the Erker
sible for in their territory.
change Takes Over
The Erker Company had one of the
finest motion picture exhibits at the
More Space
The New York exchange of the time of the World's Fair at St. Louis.
Fox Film Corporation, of which Louis In the main building on Olive Street
Rosenbluh is executive, has taken are contained the optical and camera
over the entire tenth floor of the departments on the first and second
floors, while the third floor contents
building of 130 West Forty-sixth have already been described, and on the
street, and is completing rapidly the
fourth and fifth the photosraphic and
necessary sub-divisions for the offices finishing
departments are located.
of the officials and salesmen.
Mr. Lihou reports unprecedented
Simplex business in St. Louis and
around his territory and spoke of the
Paramount Magazine
non-theatrical field which is leaning
Has " Museum
particularly toward the Simplex. A
recent Simplex installation which
" Museum Mysteries " in the Para- points out the general trend being
" 8th re- taken in the motion picture line by inmount Mysteries
magazine of February
dustrial groups is the one covered at
lease was taken at the American Museum of Natural History with the aid the Scruggs- Vandervoort-Barney store
of the museum officials. The motion which is rated as the finest in St.
picture shows the process of preparing Louis. In this instance Mr. Wilkinson, manager of the store in question,
the body of the animal for exhibition.
has equipped a regular bijou theatre
which will be operated daily in conjunction with the store, the details of
which theatre will shortly be published.
Close on the heels of the fire which
visited one of the Simplex buildings
on January 31st, comes the news that
the entire ninth floor of the main
Kuilding at 317 East 34th Street, has
been leased by the Precision Machine
Company, Inc., and within one hour
after the signing of same, a large force
of millwrights were at work arranging for the hanging of the shafting,
while other crews of workmen attended to the installation of machinery.
This activity resulted in seeing considerable machinery installed on the
floor in question, which in floor area
will give the Simplex builders almost
as much manufacturing space as that
fire.the building affected by the recent
in

Fox Sunshine Comedy funmakers in " Her Naughty Wink "

The machinery being installed on the
additional floor will be used for manufacturing and finishing Type "S"
Lamphouse parts and pedestals which
(Continued on next column)

J. Barney Sherry in the character he portrays in Marshall Neilan's " The River's
J. Barney Sherry with
Marshall Neilan
J. Barney Sherry, one of the first
legitimate actors ever to appear in
films, has been signed under a longterm contract by Marshall Neilan to
End in" all the forthplay prominent parts
coming Neilan productions. Mr.
Sherry's acquisition to the Neilan
forces makes three stars the producer
has
Barry.permanently engaged, the others
being Marjorie Daw and Wesley

" The

False Road " Stars
Enid Bennett
" The False Road " is announced as
the very newest picture produced by
Thomas H. Ince as an Ince-Paramount
Artcraft offering, in which Enid Bennett stars. The story is by the noted
scenarist, C. Gardner Sullivan, and
was directed by Fred Niblo, with
George Barnes at the camera. Thomas
H. Jnce supervised the production.
Lloyd Hughes, soon to be starred
by Mr. Ince, has the leading male role
opposite Miss Bennett and other notable people in the cast are Wade Boteler, Lucile Young, Charles Smily,
Edith Yorke and Gordon Mullen.
parts, by the way, are the only ones out
of the many used in the up-to-date projector that were affected in:any "^"
wayi
through the blaze.
Mr. E. M. Porter when seen at the
factory marvelled at the speed at which
the news of the fire travelled, he having received cablegrams from many of
the Simplex distributors in foreign
markets who were anxiously inquiring
concerning the first news stories that
were sent out to the effect that Simplex
was wiped out. Each of the Simplex
distributors were notified of the exact
conditions and also received a reassuring notice from the factory in order
to thoroughly offset the effects of the
highly-colored stories of the fire.
Mr. E. M. Porter says that he is
highly gratified with the manner in
which the entire Simplex organization
responded, and states that the night
crew, which works from six in the
evening until six in the morning, is
helping wonderfully to maintain production until the completion of the
ninth floor arrangements.
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1923

says
"Rare
Moving

says
Appeal"
Picture

World

ti'T^HE subject is one that will never be
forgotten by any one who has seen it.
The story written by Mr. Kyne is worthy of
a place with the western classics of Bret Harte
and the director (Jack Ford) has caught in
splendid style the wonderful atmosphere anc
profound patlios of the original. It is a tale
filled with sublime moments."
" The prison scenes are done with great realism. A large cast of men appear as the convicts and the escape is accomplished in a way
that is at once exciting and convincing."

1

"Star
Motion

Very

Pleasing"

Picture

Journal

^ * T T ERE is a picture which you can tell
your people is good, and be safe in
making the promise. It is an adaptation of
' The Three Godfathers,' and the director has
caught the author's idea and made a very
worthwhile presentation."
" The story secures attention from the start.
The first big thrill comes when the star, an
escaping convict, jiunps his horse from a
bridge into the water. A great deal of the
action takes place in the Mojave desert, and
in this sequence a stirring and realistic sandstorm ispictured."

Motion

1924

In Her Newarf

Picture

Special Ailraciiony

A PICTURE in which Mary MacLaren*s charming
youth, innocence and beauty stand out in
delightful relief against a background of very understandable passions — the hard-to-forget drama of
a young girl whose finer instincts made her finally
rebel against her carefully calculated plans for success at another's expense. See it— show it— they'll
like it. It's a bit of real life.

A REAL and intimate view of a life of which
yovu: audiences know only one side. Not alone
a picture of the glamoiu: of the footlights but one
that gives you the real inside — a close-up of the
fiery jealousy, the sly intrigues, the himian side of
all that goes to make up life on the stage, not forgetting the tired business man who suddenly spies a
pretty new face among the dainty sprites who dance
and sing.
mm.
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FOR

rare histrionic ability . . . for striking personality . . . for brilliant and
convincing impersonation of difficult roles and
for a record of continuous successes, no character actor on the screen today surpasses handsome FRANK MAYO. The third of a generation of player folks, his grandfather having been
the famous impersonator of the great " DavyCrockett " and " Nordeck," his father a wonderful actor. Mayo inherits the concentrated
abilities of his forbears that makes him ONE
OF YOUR BIGGEST BOX OFFICE STARS.
This nation-wide admiration for the Mayo name
means money to you. Be sure to show Mayo
in the following —

" THE BRUTE BREAKER "—directed by Lynn
F. Reynolds — of which WID says : " This is a
good one. By all means, get it and go after big
money "with it. Irrespective of what kind of
theatre you have vour crowd can not help but
it." " — directed by Norman Da^vTi — of
""like
LASCA
which Motion Pictmre Journal says: "Here is
one beautiful picture " — and in which FRANK
MAYO shows all his sterling quality as an
actor.
^

News

e b r u ar y 21,
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total up the flattering trade paper reports,
backed by the unanimous opinion of dramatic critics, photoplay critics, editors and
public, means to pay delightful EDITH ROBERTS
a tribute that few of any of the younger generation
of photoplay stars enjoy.
TO

Her work is spendidly vigorous with snap, dash
and action, yet so perfectly suited is she to the finer
roles as to win instant recognition as an actress of
charm and personality. Her recent pictures will convince you that EDITH ROBERTS has come to the
front with a dash — for newspapers in every community praise her genius, talent and splendid work.
You can give your public supreme entertainment
with EDITH ROBERTS in the following—

" LASCA "—directed by Norman
Dawn — termed rightly "A Poem
in Pictures." Says John Morrell in
the New York Review : " You will
look upon a wonderful humanization of a passionate girl in Edith
"THE TRIFLERS "—directed by
Christy
Roberts."Cabanne — a society drama
with the " society " seen through
the eyes of a little shop-girl who
ventures into it on a daring chance.
A very human pictiu-e — with a
happy end.

Motion

1930

Picture

News

VerSMiU

THE
secret of
the public's
liking
MONROE
SALISBURY
is the
rare for
intelligence with which he reinforces those
strongly emotional parts in which he is at
his best. Actors who can play a part with
the finish of MONROE SALISBURY are
very few, for versatility is not pronounced
on the screen, and this is the reason why
your audiences will find complete satisfaction in every one of the vivid and splendidly dramatic features hsted here. In
every detail of acting, staging and direction they are worthy of the name

"THE SLEEPING LION "—a marvelous
characterization of a lonely man who
adopts a street waif and wins a home for
them both in the great West.
"HIS DIVORCED WIFE "—a Tennessee
mountains drama whose great heart appeal
has won it unending appreciation.
"THE PHANTOM MELODY"— the picture of a man who came back from the
dead to save a woman in her hour of need.
I.I

February

21, 1920

1931

TT ERE is a young actress who has been
accepted into the hearts of millions
of picture lovers as one of the rarest personalities that the screen has produced
in many years. The wondrous charm
of her work, coupled with her instinctive understanding of every role she is
called upon to portray has made her a
star who matches up with the box office
power of the best in the business.
No fiu^her proof of her ability is necessarj' other than seeing her on the
screen. Any Universal Exchange will
lake pleasure in screening for you the
productions in which Miss Billington
has recently appeared. See her today
in the following —

" THE DAY SHE PAID "—directed by
Rex Ingram — an intensely appealing
heart-pictiure made from the well-knowTi
story by Fannie Hurst, " Oats and the
Woman." As Genevieve Harris says in
the Chicago Evening Post: "The picture is destined to please those who like
a sentimental story with plenty of heart
interest." And these people are just
about ninety-nine per cent of your
audiences.
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Oakman Plays Opposite
■ Burlesque on Carmen "
Annette Kellerman
to Open in Albany
Sol.
Lesser, who is producing a
Victor Kremer, who has been preparseries of productions, featuring Aning for several weeks the presentation
nette Kellerman, announces the enof "A Burlesque on Carmen" in congagement of Wheeler Oakman as her
junction with a singing and dancing enleading man. He has played leads
semble, has completed all of the preliminaries inconnection with the show.
opposite Viola Dana, Blanche Sweet,
Mabel Normand and Priscilla Dean.
Under the direction of Ira H. Simmons,
The Kellerman story was written by
newly appointed manager of the Independent Master Films, Inc., the
Bernard McConville, and is being diKremer exchange for New York and
rected by Chet Franklin at the BrunNorthern Jersey, six companies are
ton Studios, Hollywood. The pictures
now in rehearsal.
will be distributed bv Sol. Lesser.
Each company will comprise three
principals, two singers and a premiere
dancer, together with a chorus of six
Arrow Film Man Regirls. The entertainment will be in the
nature of a travesty on the famous
turns After Extensive Tour
opera "Carmen", and an excellent jazz
version of the famous song "Carmen"
J. S.tativeJossey,
special
represenhas been written for the show by Wilof the Arrow
Filmsales
Corporation,
liam J. McKenna. It is understood
has just returned to New York from
that the show will open in Albany durGene Pollar, who plays Tarzan in the Numa Pictures production, " The Return of Tarzan " a four-months' trip, which took him to
ing the latter part of this month.
the West Coast. During that time he
visited every independent exchange in
the United States, it is stated. Espe"A Child for Sale " Is Lauds^'Tarzan''
cially in the Middle West are things
PhotoEffects
Getting Attention
flourishing," says Mr. Jossey. " There
James Hutchinson and John Holbrook
is a great demand for comedies such
Though the new Abramson-Graphic
as
the Hank Mann series, and big feaNuma
Cameramen
Are
Praised
for
Work
production, "A Child for Sale," is not
promised for release before February
15th, by its author-director, Ivan
Abramson, the business office of the JAMES C. HUTCHINSON and the close-ups and the long shots of
John K. Holbrook are the camera- such exciting moments as the blowing A. Lincoln Ehrgott is
Grahpic Film Corporation reports the
men responsible for what is promised up of a yacht, the throwing overboard
receipt of inquiries from a great numwith C. B. Price
as
notable
photographic effect in Nu- and the escape of Tarzan, and the vicisber of independent exchangemen of
A.
Lincoln
Ehrgott, who is in charge
situdes
of
three
other
characters
in
ma Pictures Corporation's production
note throughout the country. The cast
tures."
of
the
foreign
department of C. B.
of
"
The
Return
of
Tarzan,"
ready
for
their
fight
for
life
and
safety
in
midis headed by Gladys Leslie and Creigh- trade showing within two weeks.
Price
Co.,
Inc.,
has
had a vast experiton Hale, supported by Bobby ConFollowing is a statement on the phoence and has a wide acquaintance in •
nelly, Julia Swayne Gordon, Anna
the film industrv.
angle of picture from XuLehr, William Davidson, William ma Picturestographic
:
Tooker and William Bechtel.
Must Keep Finger on
" There are many night scenes, shot ocean." Public Pulse
both in the Yonkers Studio and out
in California, including water scenes,
"Successful makers of serials nowand a camera semblance of the jungle
adays must get a lap ahead in the race
mist, that have been accorded unusual for new ideas," sa>s Jonh W. Grey,
commendation from fellow photog- president of Supreme Pictures, Inc.,
raphers at the Coast who have seen and co-author with Arthur B. Reeve of
them screened.
their new serial, "The Mystery Mind,"
" In episodes in the jungle, Tarzan in which the well-known hypnotist, J.
is shown springing from tree to tree Robert Pauline, is being starred.
with the agility supposed to have been
"To be genuinely successful one
acquired during his upbringing in the must have the gift of feeling the pubforests. These flashes in the treetops
lic pulse and getting the jump on its
were taken from all angles and loca- changing moods before any one else
tions including an aeroplane that hov- can do so. One can always find imitaered breathlessly near the tips of the
tors— but they remain always imitators.
trees.
They are never the stars of the game.
" Desert scenes afforded camera
"As pathfinders we are breaking another new road for the cinema serial.
food, and, like all of that arid background, food that improperly assimilated, might have brought on film in- We have become 'psychopath-finders.' "
digestion. But thanks to what must
have been careful eyes on the lookout
" Crimson Shoals " Is
for flat-light, the desert footage is said
Six-Reel Drama
to be highly palatable. Bands of
.Algerians play an important share in
" Crimson Shoals," Monopol's prothese episodes.
duction, presenting triple characterization as an added bid foe attention is
" Then there is the ' water stuff.'
This smiling beauty is Ruth Dwyer, who There are scenes made from every con- not a serial. The picture is a six-reel
ceivable nook and crannie aboard a big drama, and deals with life and its comhas the leading woman role in the Benny
Leonard
serial,
"
The
Evil
Eye,"
produced
plications on an uncharted island in
liner;
there
are the incidents photoby Frank G. Hall Inc.
and Ascher Enterprises,
L. Lincoln Ehrgott. in charge of the forgraphed inthe life-boats; and there are the Pacific.
eign department of C. B. Price. Inc.
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Banks, former Sennett and Vitagraph comedian, who has been signed by
Warner Brothers to make two-reel comedies under the " Welcome " brand.

Keynote

of " The

Whirl-|

wind " Is Happiness
"The Whirlwind", a fifteen-episode
serial, written and directed by Joseph
A. Golden and produced by the AllgoodPictures Corporation for distribution
on the state-right market, is made the
subject of a lengthy statement issued
by "Al" Alperstein, general manager of
the Allgood Pictures Corporation. The
ke>Tiote of the new chapter-picture is
"optimism",
according to Mr. Alperstein.
"We've attempted to do more than
make money for the exhibitor, "declares the Allgood Pictures executive.
" We've tried hard to spread the message of good cheer, right thinking,
right living, in our 15 chapter serial
photo play. Whether the exhibitors or
the public will give us credit for our
ideals is yet to be seen but we feel that
spreading the gospel of happiness can
do no one harm and unquestionably
does a lot of good for all."
Territory

is Sold

on

" Jolly
Film
Specials Comedies
announces that "it has
sold the rights on "Jolly Comedies"
to the Celebrated Players Film Corporation of Chicago for Indiana and
Northern Illinois; and to the Phil.
Goldstone Film Exchange of Omaha
for Iowa and Nebraska. Willis Kent'
of Denver, Colo., has acquired the'
rights on "Brown of Harvard" for
the Denver territory.
'
Colleen Moore Contracts
with Christie Film
The Christie Film Company has|
taken from the more serious photo-'
drama one of its most promising
young stars, Colleen Moore. Miss
Moore recently signed her name to a
long-term contract, and she will start
working as soon as she finishes with
Scssue Hayakawa.

J. E. MASTBAUM
WOULD CAPITALIZE
YOUTH
s,
sh the
itierof Jewiof
ation ing
CharFede
a meet
AT held
recently at the Bellevue-Stratford, Philadelphia, in connection with the
00,000
Federation'sropi
driv
for $1,1
c epurp
oses, Jules
for philanth
t
um,
iden
tba
E. Mas
pres
of the
Stanley Company of America
n
and well-know in the picture
and theatrical fields, inaugurated
a new campaign for $100,000 to
be used in establishing young
men in business who are without
the necessary funds to set themselves up in legitimate enters.
prise
Mr. Mastbaum called attention to the frequency with which
ambitious young men of ability
are forced to go to loan-sharks
for the purpose of securing
ready cash to start a business.
Mr. Mastbaum donated $5,000, it
is stated, towards the new project, and at last reports, the
entire sum was well on the way
to being speedily realized.

Determination's''
Cast Good
U. S. Photoplay Corporation Announces
Future Program and Also Personnel
The next stories following "DeterWM.Stowe,
H. two
TURNER
mination" are "The Soul of Man,"
character and
actorsLeslie
who
"The Home of Man" and "Deception."
have appeared in over 150 screen re- All
four of these scenarios are stories
leases, have signed contracts this week
F. Stoll. "Deterto appear in "Determination," Turner written by Capt.covers F.every
phase of the
being cast for the part of Hicks, the Whitechapclmination"district,
shows Scotland
family butler, and Leslie Stowe as Yard activity,
and also the Apaches of
Jonathan Morton, the money lender, Paris and Parisian
detective activity.
ilic Shylock. Tod Sloan, the wellThe E. K. Lincoln studio at Grandknown jockey, is under contract to heat
ihe world's one mile record. He rides wood, N. J., is under lease for two
ihc horse Determination. Maynard, years. When the third picture is under
ilie "flying parson," who recently es- production the U. S. Photoplay Corporation will build its own studio wheretablished the world's transcontinental
aviation record, is under contract to
in four ten-reelers can be produced at
beat the world's 500-mile aviation rec- one time. Plans are now under way
ord in "Determination." "Kid" Broad for this studio, which, it is estimated,
is under contract as Dan McGovern, a will
cost no less than $750,000.00.
notorious dive-keeper, in "DeterminaThe following gentlemen are the
Negotiations are now under way officers and directors of this corporawhereby in a few days the director of
tion: Capt. F. F. Stoll, president and
this photoplay will be announced. The acting treasurer; Dr. G. L. Carder, first
cast will be all-star. Fifty thousand vice-president, of Cumberland, Md. ;
dollars
tion." has been set aside by the board
of directors for advance publicity prior Mr. E. dent;B. Dean, Sr., second vice-presiC. L. Wakeman, secretary; Dr.
to the release of "Determination." The H. H. Prentice, D. C. ; Wm. P. Doing,
cost of production is estimated at
Jr., and C. A. L. Miller.
$500,000.00.

Screaming
Shadow
Comes
"
First Episode of Ben Wilson's Serial
Will Be Released on 22d of February
FEBRUARY 22nd has been set by his -first serial productions, is credited
•1 Frank C. Hall, president of Hall- with the direction of both these Hallmark serials and King Gray photomark Pictures Corp., for the release of
the first episode of Ben Wilson's secThe theme of "The Screaming
ond serial production, "The Screaming graphed.
Shadow." The title of the first episode Shadow" is based on the recent scientific discovery by eminent physicians
is "A Cry in the Dark."
that human
"The Screaming Shadow" follows in transplant Hfe can be prolonged by
ing to the human body what
release, the first Ben Wilson serial
are known as monkey glands.
production for Hallmark, "The Trail
of the Octopus." In both of these
W. L. Rogers, general sales manager
serials Ben Wilson is co-starred with for Hallmark, and M. J. Mintz, who
has
recently been appointed by Mr.
Neva Gerber, and practically the same
supporting cast is seen in both. Duke Hall as sales manager for serials, reWorn, who directed Wilson in many of
port that advance bookings on this
serial are in excess of the bookings obtained on the last Wilson serial by a
Minter Picture Pleases
good percentage. Mr. Mintz has left
to tour the Hallmark exchanges east
Author of Story
of the Mississippi River for the special
Grace Miller White, author of "Judy
purpose of exploiting and introducing
"The Screaming Shadow," and the new
of Rogue's Harbor," Mary Miles Winter's current release for Realart PicBenny Mr.
Leonard
Evil ready
Eye"
tures Corporation, viewed a private
which
Hall serial,
expects"The
to have
showing of the screen adaptation of
for release some time in the spring.
the story recently in CaUfornia. She
expressed satisfaction over the production and said that Mary Aliles MinTerritories Sold on Hank
ter had made an ideal type of heroine.
Will iam D. Taylor directed the proMann Comics
duction.
The Arrow Film Corporation reports the sale of the Hank Mann two"Tarzan's" Trade Shovyreel comedies for the New England
territory to Sam Grand, of the Arrow
ing Is Postponed
Film Company, 48 Piedmont street;
George M. Merrick, who supervised
and for Michigan to the Arthur S.
the production of "The Return of TarHyman Attractions, Film Building,
zan" for Numa Pictures Corporation,
Detroit. Minnesota, North and South
is in charge of the cutting and assembDakota and Wisconsin territory has
ling of the film, now nearing complealso been sold on this series. This
tion in California. The original date
set for a trade-showing of the picture
just about completes all territorial
was postponed for two weeks owing to
rights on this series of two-reel comthe
tremendous task of assembling the
edies in which Hank Mann is making
nine-reel
story.
the big hit.
Abrabam Schromer

M o t i o n Picture
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"Face
to Face"
Issued
Soon
Is the First of a Series of Eight
Under Contemplation by Grossman
SSMAN, President elaborate plans for the continuation
HARRY GRO
of Grossman Pictures, Inc., has of production on the series, it is
announced the completion of the first stated. In an interview recently, he
said: "Our project in producing this
picture of a series of eight features. series
of eight features, of which
The picture, in which Marguerite
"
Face
to Face " is the first, is due to
Face
"
Marsh is starred, has the title
to Face" and was made at the studio a determination to do our bit to fulfill the pressing demands of exhibiof the company at Ithaca, N. Y. It
tors for better pictures. We are
is now being cut and assembled and
going to give them what they want,
will be ready for screening within a if
it can be done; and we are willing
few days.
to submit " Face to Face " as a
" Supported by a competent cast, standard.
Miss Marsh adds new laurels to her
"The scheme of the series consuccesses in screen interpretations,"
templates elaborateness in every dePicGrossman
from
report
says a
partment, with particular attention to
tures. "It might be said that it is magnificance of production and diperhaps the best role of her career.
rection of an artistry that will go far
Miss Marsh by her work in this new toward the success of each picture.
picture becomes a top notch artist Preparations are now completed for
and gives promise of attaining the production of the second picture,
highest prominence through her which will be begun at once. We expect to release the pictures at the rate
work in the series."
Mr. Grossman is now working out of one every six weeks."
Jans
H.
in

Plans

Strong

F. Jans Promises Exhibitors Help
Presenting
Olive
Tell Vehicle

and an exto date accessories
tensive advertising campaign has
been promised by H. F. Jans on the
initial production of Jans Pictures,
" Love Without Question " featuring
the Broadway star Olive Tell, which
will be ready for release to the state
rights buyers the middle of February.
It is understood that special care
will be exercised in giving exhibitors
the country over just the kind of
helps that they really want. The contract for the lithographs has been
given out, and Mr. Jans says that
these will be something different and
far above the usual output ; that is, if
the rough drafts are any criterion.
Further than this, specially made
slides, heralds, press book, music cue
sheets, lobby display photographs and
others will be offered in conjunction
with the production, it is stated.
UP

Campaign

Mr. Jans further states that negotiations are under way for an extensive advertising campaign with leading newspapers in various sections of
the United States, the exact details
of which cannot be ascertained at the
present time. Due announcements
will be made upon this plan later, it
is promised.
An exchangeman for a number of
years, Mr. Jans realizes only too well
the value of artistic accessories, and
the exhibitor booking this feature can
feel that the wide experience of Mr.
Jans will be behind every advertising
effort made, assuring them of helps
that will successfully get their picture
over. It is understood that many new
exploitation stunts will be offered,
giving the exhibitor not only real
helps but individual suggestions from
an experienced exchangeman.

KremerOpensNew

Exchange

Office Will Distribute Kremer's Productions for New York and New Jersey
FOLLOWING the occupancy of
men," the four part production which
enjoyed a run at the Rivoli theatre
his new quarters in the Leavitt recently.
Building this week, where executive
Ira H. Simmons has been engaged
offices have been installed, Victor
Kremer announced his intention to by Mr. Kremer to act as general manager of the new exchange. Mr. Simopen distributing oftices for the Chapmons has been signally successful in
lin productions which he is at present
state-righting throughout this country handling " Yankee Doodle in Berlin "
for New York and New England.
and Canada.
A completely equipped exchange Prior to his connection with the Sol
will be installed, including large Lessor organization, Simmons was
poster rooms, a projection-parlor, special representative for the New
reel-rooms and film vaults. The ex- York exchange of the First National
Circuit. He will place
change, which is called The New Exhibitors
several new ideas in effect in the
York Independent Mastcrfilms, Inc.,
marketing of " A Burlesque on Carwill distribute all of Victor Kremer's
men " for the territories mentioned.
productions for Greater New York, Under his supervision will work a
upper New York state and Northern corps of high class salesmen, who will
Jersey. These pictures include Char- assist the exhibitors in the exploitation of the Chaplin production.
lie Chaplin in " A Burlesque on Car-

RogerLytton
Lytton,
" villain
of the production
screen, who
in by
" High
Mr.
will veteran
soon be seen
in a "Wisteria
beingappears
produced
BurtonSpeed.'
King
Arrow

Has

Teaser

State Right Buyers
Novel

Way

Campaigr

Are Circularized

for Wm.

in

Steiner Series
tures, which will constitute this serie
A just
TEN-DAY
teaser campaign
has and deliver them one each month. Th
been completed
by the Arrow
date will be March 13, by whic
Film Corporation on their new five- release
time five of the features will be con
reel feature series, " Tex, Elucidator
of Mysteries," produced by William pleted.
The cast which will be used i
Steiner. The campaign consisted of
a series of postcards mailed on each '■ Tex, Elucidator of Mysteries," is
of the ten days to every state right strong one and will include such we
buyer in the country.
known players as Glen White, Davi
The only communication on these Wall, Joseph M. L. Striker, Alexand<
cards was some cryptic statement or F. Frank, Leo Delaney, Jane McA
question, incorporating the name pine and Marie Treador.
" Tex," which whetted the curiosity of
the recipients, and it was not until the National Film Comedy
last card arrived that they learned the
Drama Changes
name of the company sending out the
Name
cards. Each card referred in some
way to " Tex " as a potential panacea
Grace Cimard's first two-reel feat
for the hard knocks and calamities
from which exchange men suffer, and now in production at the National Fil
that sufficient curiosity had been Corporation of America studios, f
aroused was evidenced by the flood of Marion H. Kohn, 90 Golden Ga
inquiries that were sent in on receipt avenue. San Francisco, will be entitl<
"The Gasoline Buckaroo" instead
of the final card.
"The Cowboy
Motorcyclist" as pr
This interesting stunt is the begin- viouslv
announced.
ning of a big advertising campaign
planned by P. B. Dana, sales manager
of the Arrow Film Corporation, to Alexander Film Handl(
inaugurate a new selling arrangement
Mutual Releases
for a series of five-reel detective stories
Contracts were closed today betwe
which will be known as " Tex, Elucidator of Mysteries." A new method the Alexander Film Corporation a
of distribution is to be used by Ar- Clark and Cornelius whereby the f(
row in connection with these features, mer concern will take over the Mutt
inasmuch as they are going to sell the releases for distribution in New Yo
state right buvers twelve five-reel fea- Buffalo. Philadelphia and Pittsbur;
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Motion

1940
Titan Attractions Give
Out Statement
Titan Attractions, Inc., with temporary executive offices at 145 West
Forty-fifth street, has, at its recent
meeting, elected the following officers :
George K. Rolands, president and director general; B. A. Curley, vicepresident ; Nat Nathanson, general
manager and treasurer; H. J- Patenall, secretary.
. It is the intention of the Titan Attractions, Inc., to produce a series of
25 two-reel comedies a year with an
all-star comedy cast. The players are
being selected, and as soon as satisfactory arrangements are made as to
its complete organization, the companj' will leave for Florida.
Mr. Rolands has prepared several
stories of dramatic value for five-reel
productions, and arrangements are being made in the careful selection of a
star well known in the legitimate and
motion picture field who will play the
leading part in the first picture selected
by Director Rolands. It is the purpose of the Titan Attractions, Inc., to
distribute their productions on the state
rights plan.
International

No.

5 Has

" 5,
" Shots
Good News
Some
The
International
reel No.
released through Universal, contains
an Alpine avalanche scene which is
said to make an interesting view.
Edwin D. Meredith is shown taking
oath of office as secretary of agriculture. Former Secretary of Agriculture Houston assumes the office
of secretary of the treasury, while
the resigning encumbent of the latter
office goes to the senate. Picturesque
views of St. Augustine, Fla., are also
included among the other " shots."
The

Deadlier Sex
Set
for March 28
It has been definitely announced by
Paul Brunei, vice-president and general manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
that the Pathe Extra Special, " The
Deadlier Sex," from the Jesse D.
Hampton studios and starring Blanche
Sweet, will be released on March 28.

Marguerite Clark, star of Paramount-Artcraft features in one of her latest poses

Pioneer

Plans

Spring

Picture

News

Drive

Contemplates Meetings of Exhibitors
at Exchange Points for Collaboration
T TNDER the direction of General
Special service departments will be
^ Manager M. H. Hoffman, the instituted to work along with the exhibitor either by actual collaboration
forces of the Pioneer's home and
branch offices are being marshalled or by device. In several parts of the
country this plan has been tested and
into line preparatory to an extensive found to be of the utmost value, and
campaign to bring the exhibitors into under the new arrangements its sphere
closer touch with the service which of operations will be greatly increased.
the Pioneer can offer them.
It is expected that in the majority of
Another feature of the campaign these meetings Mr. Hoffman will be
will be meetings which it is planned to present and will address the gathering.
hold at the various Pioneer exchange According to Mr. Hoffman there will
centres. At tTiese meetings the local be no strings attached to this service,
exhibitors will be invited to express it will be gratuitous ; the only purpose
without reservation their views and of the Pioneer being to learn at firsi
opinions as to the ways and means to hand the kind of pictures that ought
be pursued to make the Pioneer a to be made and the kind of service
powerful force behind the exhibitor, rendered so that the exhibitor will be
without impairing the independence or able to increase his profits, and become United Picture Theatres of America is refreedom of action of the individual a real factor in the ma'.ter of service
Mollie
leasing Women
"
Men KingForget," atarnng
to his patrons.
theatre operator.
United Reports Heavy
Demand on Feature
Opens
Non-Theatrical
Dept.
A report from the offices of th<
United Picture Theatres gives a glowUniversal Plans to Supply Service to Noning account of the way in which th<
Theatrical Organizations in United States
bookings for "The Corsican Brothers'
THE Universal Film Manufacturing and within a short time, it- is expected, are mounting up. "Reports froir
Company announced yesterday the Mr. Levey will announce the appoint- United branch managers all over the
ment of an executive to take immediate countrj' indicate that bookings
establishment of a non-theatrical mowil
charge
of the work.
greatly exceed the expectations o:
tion picture division to supply a com"Mr.
Laemmle
and
the
other
officials
plete service covering every part of the
United officials," announces the state
United States. The division is under of the Universal have had in mind for ment. " 'The Corsican Brothers'
wil
the supervision of Harry Levey, gen- more than a year the idea of estab- hang
bookings.
up a high-water mark in recon
eral manager of the industrial and edulishing anon-theatrical division," said
cational department.
Mr. Levej', "and now I have the pleas"Beginning February 22, when 'Th.
ure of announcing that the step has Corsican
While performing a distinct service,
Brothers' is to be released
the non-theatrical division from the been taken.
many exhibitors are planning to pla;
outset will utilize every facility of the
"In my office there is an accumula- the feature for two and three times a
tion of thousands of letters that bear
Universal organization, which includes
witness
to the American need for the many days as they do the usual five
more than fifty fully equipped exreel feature. The picture has in manchanges in stategic centres and as scientific distribution of motion pic- instances
been given heavy advanc
tures
to
associations,
schools,
churches,
advertising, campaigns in many citie
many more which are prepared to distribute direct to non-theatrical film granges, Y. M. C. A.'s, Y. W. C. A.'s, having been in force for a week or mor
users.
Y. M. H. A.'s, meeting places where past, and there is every indication tha
Executive offices for the non-the- people congregate for social purposes United's picturization of Dumas' fa
atrical business of the Universal have — thousands and tens of thousands of mous story of the twin brothers wi]
been established on the eighth floor of such organizations scattered through- gladden the heart of many an exhibito
the Mecca Building. 1600 Broadwav,
by adding many dollars to his bank ac
out the land."
Fairbank's
Next
Greater Part of Action

Under
Way
to Take Place in

for " Doug "
West ; New Leadingre- Woman
has the giving him an exceptional opportunity
ANKS
DOUGLAS sumed FAIRB
es before
his activiti
for his particular character of "vilcamera following a rest of eight weeks
Victor Fleming, who made his initial
during which time the story for his
third United Artists production has bow as a director in "When the Clouds
been in preparation. While the title Roll By," will shoulder the same responsibilities again, with Ted Reed
has not been announced for the ath- lainy."
letic star's next "Big Four" picture, it assisting. William McGann and Harry
is known to be an original story by Thorpe, who were responsible for the
Fairbanks, the screen version of which excellent photography in the last Fairhas been prepared by Tom Geraghty,
banks offering,
will again , do the camera
work.
editor of productions.
Few scenes will be filmed at the FairThe greater part of the action takes
banks studios in Los Angeles. The
place in the West, with a very generous share of the story dealing with story is of a character requiring considerable location work, much of which
outdoor scenes, thereby affording the
will take the entire company to Arizona
siar tremendous scope for a lot of new and
the East.
stunts which have been cleverly
Robert Fairbanks, manager of proworked out.
ductions, under whose supervision the
Many new faces will be seen in sup- little community which was destroyed
port of the star. A new leading womflood in "When the Clouds Roll By"
an, drawn from the legitimate stage by
was built, is already engaged in the
and declared to be a "find," has been construction of the necessary accomadded to the Fairbanks organization.
modations to house the company in
Frank Campeau has an excellent part, .\rizona.

Literary Film Service
Bureau Opened
count."
Henry MacMahon, of 321 We<
Fifty-fifth street, has established
scenario and title-editing department o
his literary bureau in the general sen
ice of the industrj^ Authors and pla)
Wrights are to dispose of their wor
through this agency. There is a con
petent staflF to take charge of origin:
research work for producers, theprei
aration of stories and the making c
continuities and titles.
Thomas

Ince Buys Thre

Popular Stories
Word comes from Thomas H. In
that three ne\\ stories — representii
the best and most popular works •
three prominent authors — have be^
purchased as screen vehicles for l
Ince stars. "The Counterfeit," by 1
B. Daniel ; "The Incubus," by Ma
jorie Benton Cooke, and "An Adve
turous Day," by Stella W>nne Herrc
are the stories purchased by Mr. In
and
for production at ■
early scheduled
date.

February

1941
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Salesmen

Trained
by Screen
By William H. Foamier
luunil that a downtown New York
lew ortice filled with mahogany furniture
like atea word
other
E,"our intim
ALIZof
a\ \ //'DU
has been and reams of "' literature," impressive
acquaintances,
'
i\etl across the board often during as such things are, was insufficient
past few years — so often that even when supplemented by figure^
Ach of its original kick is gone.
proving that it had cost over one mil\ everthcless, the word must remain
lion dollars to produce the thing the>
separably connected with two pro- were being trained to sell. He realized that the best way to imbue ilu
^ions— moving picture directing and
Granting the moving salesman with confidence in his nur
ismanship.
lure director a good scenario, his chandise and arouse his entluisiasiii
ure succeeds or fails in proportion was to let him sec for himself the eibis ability to make his actors sec fort represented in the expenditure oi
1 feel the unfolding of the story as that one million dollars.
<ecs and feels it. And so it is with
And so it happened that a "onesales director ; upon his ability to
reel thriller " of the making of the
kc the people under him visualize Encyclopedia
Americana was taken at
thing they are to sell depends in
the company's plant and a " print "
ate s. ever measure of suc- thereof
ultim
sent to every sales office in the
he attain.what
L'nitcd
Almost daily these
The writer, who trains new sales- reels are States.
run off lor the benefit of the
lU for the Encyclopedia Americana
new men who are being constantly
•poration, experienced his greatest
ts
ssing
y
the recrui
iicult in impre
added to the company's sales force.
\\ iih the magnitude of the proposition Thus they are aided in visualizing tinI hey were undertaking to handle. He thing they are about to sell.

Making
the Kaufman
Weekly
The
first
shows
the young girl in
e
n-wid
natio
the
of
SINCE the start
advertising of the Herbert Kauf- her home with pious parents who
man Weekly was made, coiisider- have reared her on a code of " thouc interest has been manifest in just to-heart talks of the actual fundamentals of life have been given her. In
v the actual producing of these pic«.d editorials is being carried on. shalt-nots." No information of heart. ins is no more than natural in that such knowledge she is like a small
Lewis J. Selznick has undertaken child. She is romantic and eventually
rnething new in the picture world, runs away w'ith a man who lures her
present two of the one-reel sub- to the depths of degradation. A symbolic scene follows which presents
; s have been completed, and the
lit o£ the third is expected soon. Little Red Hiding Hood at the crossroads of life — and she takes the dark
1 lie first one is " Little Red Riding
Hood."
This is a pictured version road. Another scene shows her parents disowning her and casting her
of the Kaufman editorial on the tragedy of a young girl, brought up under out. This is followed by another
>trict discipline, who comes to ruin sjmbolic scene presenting many lost
through ignorance. The scenes are or ruined women walking to and fro
entirely separate tableaux, each dis- in front of a church where the vision
tinct from the other — part literal — part of the Christus appears above the arch.
symbolic — each illustrating a title taken The moral is emphasized in a sub-title
verbatim from the Kaufman editorial. which says, " Wake up, you Ostriches,
your chickens."
gtiardwithout
and.Almost
a sequence and wiih
parts unrelated, this method of handling the humanized editorial results
in a pictured story that is powerful in
its appeal. The essence of the gripping editorial is not lost, and the written message of the typed page is made
even plainer through the medium of
the camera. Preceding the picture is
an interesting closc-up of Mr. Kaufman seated in his study. Then follows several axioms from his pen,
all verj- much to the point and brief.
Betty Hilburn is the featured player,
and she reveals a charm and talent
that are as effective as they 'arc appealing.
It is a peculiar fact that there
are hundreds of managing editors
today who have little or no
knowledge of the value of the
motion picture as an entertainment.
They are buried in their small desks
and the activities of their little political world. Yet the leader of these
supposedly brilliant men, Herbert
Kaufman, consents and agrees to the
screen presentation of his work. It
may be that this will convert others
Betty Hilburn who appears in the Kaufman to a more modern belief. — I.aurence
Editorial Weekly, " Little Red Riding Reid.
Hood," distributed by Selznick

The screen welcomes the return of vibrant Priscilla Dean in Universal's production,
" The Virgin of Stamboul "
Current
The

Universal

Special Attraction

Releases

of February

23

Schedule Is
Prince of Avenue A "
uT-'HE PRINCE OF AVENUE comedy offering: "Tiger Rose and
A A," featuring James J. Corbett,
The week
is announced by Universal as its spe- Dandy
Lions."also sees " Sold Into Slavcial attraction for release during the
ery," the ninth episode of " The Lion
week of February 23. The story deals Man," in which Kathleen O'Connor
with a two-fisted young Irishman, the and Jack Pcrrin are featured. This
Prince of Avenue A, played by Mr. episode is said to have its quota of
Corbett, who overcomes many difficul- thrilling moments. In the third epities to win a girl of a higher caste of
sode of " Elmo the Fearless,'' " The
society than his own. Corbett, as the Life Line,"
Elmo Lincoln shows his
son of a prosperous East Side plumber, prowess as a fighter as well as an acinixes politics with pipes and love; and
tor of exceptional merit, several realistic scraps offering a good setting for
laughs and tears are the result, it is
flying fists, according to reports.
said- It is while on a "job" for his
The program is rounded out by a
father that he meets the girl he later
two-reel Western, " The Sheriff's
falls in love with, and eventually mar- Oath,"
ries.
in which Hoot Gibson and
Josephine Hill are featured. It is a
Commenting on the new production. light interesting story with a good
Universal says : " The story is full of plot. Hearst's News, International
News, the New Screen Magazine and
the snap and punch that is character- Universal
Current Events, news reels,
istic of Corbett pictures. A well-bal- complete the program.
anced cast consisting of Mary Warren, Harry Northrup, Cora Drew,
Richard Cummings and Frederick
Vroom, lends excellent support to the " The Superman " Scoring in the Northwest
story. The production was staged by
"
The
Superman," the five reel
Jack Ford, who also directed the recent Harry Carey feature, ' Marked thrilling melodrama being released on
the independent market by Tower
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran blos- Film Corp., is reported as meeting
som forth in their inimitable comedy
with success by the Northwest Exhibitors Circuit of Seattle, Wash.,
creation, " The Latest in Pants." The
Century Lions are represented in the who control this production for the
week's
Men.' "release in' a two-reel animal northwestern territory.
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Piai°
lnaJ iliroughout
^B^k^K
l.abor o'"g;anizaiions
the
country are said b>- Paihe Exchange,
Inc., to be supporting a plan to have
every organized labor man see Frank
Keenan's production, " The World
Aflame," distributed by Pathe. There
have been more than a score of instances, says Pathe, where labor union
locals bought out theatres for two and
three days, in order to give full exploitation to" The World Aflame."
" Smouldering Embers " was known
under the working title of " Enter — A
\'agabond,''
and is marked
the sameis
human wholesome
appealhy which
found rentinrelease.
"' Brothers Divided," his curMr. Keenan intends to remain East
five or six weeks. He is stopping at
the home of his son-in-law, Ed Wynn,
at Great Neck, when he is not pursunew show
or running
over ing
to Wynn's
Philadelphia
to some
boxing
bout. Mr. Keenen is a zestful
devotee of the manly art.
Arrow

Film

Increases

Selling Forces
The Arrow Film Corporation has
recently increased its selling force because of the number of new subjects
which have been added to its already
long list of pictures, as a consequence
of
E. Shallenberger's
for W.material
while on his negotiations
recent visit
to the coast. Among the recent additions is David Mountain, who will
concentrate his efforts at present on
the booking of the big new series of
features, " Tex, Elucidator of Mysteries," which Arrow is now unloading
on the independent market.

Talen
HoMe
Whittaker says
that the t
great
Buric
In a statement
received,
Charles s Mr.
ccf
u just
Pfocl
Whittaker, who wrote the original cost of production gets its first rise in
the excess initial expenditure, paid
story for Maurice Tourneur's production, "Woman," takes the producing out to get a " best-seller." Of course,
powers to task for neglecting the scen- the exhibitor and finally the public have
ario writer in their search for story to pay the bill, says Whittaker. His
material and paying out enormous statement continues : " How far this
of producers to scensums of money to authors of the best- cynicalarioattitude
writers has limited those same
sellers, whose work after the purchase must then lie adapted to the producers may be deduced from the
screen, and sometimes so radically experience of Mr. Cecil de Mille, whose
changed, says Mr. Whittaker, that " the wonderfully successful picture, ' The
plot has been altered out of all rec- Cheat,' was drawn from a story delibwritten for the screen by a
ognition in order to fit it to the ex- scenarioerately
writer. Then followed a
igencies of the screen."
series of pictures which fell far short
of this production, artistically and
Chas. Richman Returns financially — not because Mr. dc Milk
was failing in his technique as a director, but because he was going to books
as Paramount Star
and plays for his material. When he
Charles Richman will be welcomed ' came laack with a wallop,' it was with
back to the screen, after an absence of ' Don't Change Your Husband,' written
over a year, in Sir J. M. Barrie's play for the screen liy liis scenario writer,
"Half an Hour," in which he will pla>- Miss Jeannie MacPherson.
opposite
Dalton,
Paramount"Almost alone, Mr. Thomas luce
Artcraft Dorothy
star. The
direction
of this
has
been ready to recognize and demonplay is in the hands of Harley Knowles,
strate the real worth of the screen
and the adaptation for the screen was story (as distinguished from the book
made by Clara Beranger.
or play story), by the development of
sttidio talent in the persons of Mr. C.
Gardner Sullivan, Mr. Josephson and
Charles Baker Made an others. He has even purchased a storv,
I understand, from his stenographer,
Associate Editor
who has evidently turned her studio
Graham Baker, who for some time experience to good account. Mr. Harry
has been assistant editor of Vitagraph Garson is another from whom aspiriiig
productions, has been advanced to as- writers may get a hearing. ' The
sociate editor. George Randolph Forbidden Woman,' Clara Kimball
Young's recently completed picture,
Chester is editor-in-chief.
was written by a young lady in the
Mr. Baker's new duties will include Garson studio who so far has been
the selection of the stories for the
guiltless of writing either a play or a
stars and the handling of the con- book.
tinuities for the same.
" However, this is not a quarrel with
the legitimate author, nor an argument
for minus literary merit, but for plus
New Sperry Searchlight screen insight and technical understanding. Plot ideas may germinate
in Fox News Reel
anywhere, and for picture purposes do
Fox News No. 36 contains an not need to be swaddled in fine writing,
unusual picture of the Sperry High but expand through dramatic action,
Intensity searchlight in Brooklyn, vivid characterization and artistic settaken at night in a heavy snowstorm.
ting. Who can do this better than
This light has a candlepower of one the man on the job who knows w'hat
billion, it is said, and has been seen to do and how and when to do it most

Kathleen Kirkham May
Be Seen on Stage
Kathleen Kirkham, film star, has
been requested to appear in the role of
Katherine Burton in "Distinguished
Service" at the Community theatre,
Los Angeles. It will be Miss Kirkham's first appearance on the speaking
stage in five years, during which time
she has appeared in pictures exclusively.
as far as 300 miles awa\'.

i ffectivcly ? "

As a proof of how hard movie stars and directors have to work we offer this photograph of director William A. Seiter and
company of the National Film Corporation of America

Picture

New

" I hope thein girls
me," saysmanner.
Mary
Anderson
her don't
best see
tomboyish
The star is appearing in the Pioneer picture,
" Kindliness in Director
The
method
of discipline
"
Resultsemployed
Best
Gets
by Director Edward J. Le Saint, of
Fox Film Corporation, is unique. He
treats his company, from the most
menial assistant to the star, with the
fullest human consideration — on the
assumption that they are not only
human, but individuals with understanding. He declares emphatically
that his method produces the best results, and contribute much towards the
excellence of his pictures — as demonstrated in the first scenes of "The
Mother of His Children," now being
screened at the California studios of
William Fox.
Gladys Brockwell, star of this new
picture,ment in seconds
the ofdirector's
this matter
discipline.judgHe
defies the traditional reputation of the
motion picture director and never bellows at his people, she asserts. If he
finds it necessary to correct or to admonish, he draws the person aside and
speaks
privately
and in the kindest
tone.
"It is this spirit that gets across in
pictures," Miss Brockwell says. She is
a firm believer in the theory that the
spirit of harmony in a company of
actors makes itself felt in some subtle
way in the audience.
Rmclinson to Play In
Blackton Production
Herliert Rawlinson has been signed
!>>• Commodore J. Stuart Blackton for
the leading
in "Passers-By."
adapted
from role
the stage
play by C.
Haddon Chambers. Mr. Rawlinson
plays Peter Waverton, an Englishman
of birth and distinction, interpreted on
the stage by Richard Bennett and
later hy Charles Cherry, a ver>- different part from that of the "Master
Mind" crook, or present da>- Sherlock
Holmes in which he has been concentrating for some time past.
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News

erwise

isn't much of the civilized world that
Miss Allen hasn't seen at one time or
another. One spot in particular, called
" Shades of Death " on account of an
Indian legend, she describes as one of
the most picturesque places she has
ever been in- The outdoor scenes in
the Apex productions make the pictures worth seeing for themselves
alone, she declares. The studio was
Ann May, that delightful little thoroughly modern, with all the most
traveler, is back in town after nearly up-to-date equipment, and the dressing
a year's absence. Her latest part, she rooms were charming. She evidently
tells us, is that of the lead opposite
Charles Ray in his latest production, enjoyed
mensely. her six months stay imnot yet released. We are looking forward to it, as Mr. Ray, with Miss May
George Beranger is directing George
as his leading lady, should be perfectly Walsh
in a film of which the working
irresistible. We are afraid that Miss
title
is
"
Find the Woman " at the Col^lay found the state of the Metropolis rather a shock, after having enjoyed le.ge Point studio.
Southern California for so long, especially as her first call was from the
William Sistrom, for many years
Selznick studios in Fort Lee. After manager of Universal City, has entire
phoning in vain for a Black and White, charge of the remodeling of the old
she took the Lexington avenue subway Harlem Casino into the new International studio. He reached New York
(of course), instead of the Broadway,
and then set out to walk across town last fall, to find a beer garden and a
to the Fort Lee ferry. When she finally ball room that he was supposed to
arrived at Edgewater, there were no convert into a suitable place for an extrolleys running. Neither was anything
acting director to start picture producelse, and Miss Alay thought she had
tion in the same week. He admits that
walked quite far enough. She phoned cver3'thing was not just as he would
the studio, and they replied encourag- like to have had it, but the film work
ingly that they had already sent a
on time, and has been runsleigh to meet her ; whereupon Ann re- was "begun
ning according to schedule ever since,
alized with horror that the man she in spite of the tremendous alterations
had just snubbed unmercifully, because that have been taking place. Space
she thought he was trying to flirt with there is in abundance, for the concrete
her, must have been the appointed dele- building occupies an entire block and
gate. So she climhed humbly into an a half, and consists of five floors, each
uncertain sleigh with a more uncertain measuring 179 x 74 feet. Mr. Sistrom
driver and a most uncertain horse, and is greatly pleased with the prospect of
held her breath, intermittently, till the what he is planning to turn it into. Due
Universal water tower hove in sight. to his long experience and proven effiShe had never before appreciated its
ciency at Universal, he will have the
familiarity so well. In fact she had floor space laid out with accessibility
always considered it rather unsightly. as the first consideration, so that necesShe began to hope that her troubles
sary property and wardrobe rooms can
were over, but not so. By the time she
was ready to return, even the reliable be reached easily and quickly, thus sava great deal of everybody's time.
old ferry had given up in despair, and The ingproperty
rooms, of course, will
she must needs go in search of an- contain every article known to be needother. Suffice it to say that it took her
ed in film production, the lights will
no less than three hours to reach her be as plentiful as modern electricians
Riverside Drive apartment.
can make them, and no useful facility
will be overlooked, as few men know
Ricca Allen, who has also been out as well as does Mr. Sistrom, precisely
of town for several moons, with the what is needed in the producing of
Apex in Indianapolis, is with us again. successful pictures.
We were delightfully surprised when,
Percy Marmont, having completed
after
sending
wordno for
to come
in with
idea" Miss
as to Allen
which"
"
The
Sporting Duchess " with Alice
Miss Allen it was, no one appeared Joyce, will
be seen next as leading man
during an expectant pause, and then for Billie Burke, in a new story written for her, which will be directed by
slowly, a familiar " character " peered
scrutinizingly around the doorway, and
S. Robertson. Mr. Marmont's
" Ricca " rushed in. She is tremen- John
most recent parts have been five Vitadously enthusiastic about picture locations around Indianapolis, and she graphsiteproductions,
Corinne Griffith including
and four one
leadsoppofor
should be a pretty good judge, as there .Mice Joyce.
Roger Lj-tton is to play a veo" important
part inmade
the next
duction to be
at the\\'isteria
Mirror proStudio at Glendale. He will again portray
one of his well-known " heavy " parts,
an exact opposite from the sort of man
he is in his current release: the Hallmark production of " High Speed."

Latest picture ot " Doug " presumably taken before fire damaged his beautiful
Los Angeles home. Even a Fairbanks couldn't smile so soon after entertaining firemen
How
Screen
Took
Molly
Malone
Petite Molly Alalone, who is pleas- woman opposite Harry Carey. Theii
ing film fans with her clever work in
nine months"
engagement
with
Roscoea Arbuckle
as leading
lady, after
Robertson-Cole Supreme Comedies, came
was literally "forced" into screen which IMiss Malone left to be featured
work, although she had never had any in the Robertson-Cole comedies.
experience as an actress.
Aliss Malone will shortly be seen in
Born in Denver, Colorado, Miss ''Artistic Temperament," in which she
Malone spent the greater part of her plays the role of an artist. Molly deearly life in traveling with her father,
clares this is her favorite picture as
who was an army officer, to army posts she had an opportunity to demonstrate
her ability in drawing and painting.
in remote corners of the w-orld.
As was natural when she came to
Los Angeles, Molly visited the Lasky
studio one day with a friend. Her Jefferson Makes Record
What is considered to be a record
youth and beauty attracted the attention of a director, and she was asked for a scenario writer was set recently
whether she would like to play in when L. V. Jefferson, editor at the
"movies." Very much thrilled Alolly ac- studios of the National Film Corporacepted the ofifer and for some time
tion of America, turned out eight original screen stories and one complete
appeared in Famous-Players Lasky
Productions in small roles. Her work two- reel continuity in six days. The
came to the attention of other film first of the eight stories is now being
producers, and shortly after her first filmed by the Flanagan and Edwards
appearance on the screen, Molly left
the Lasky Studio to play leading Comedy Company and is called "The
Road to Ruin."
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A ProducKon that promi'rex prccfsGly* the rame
Arkfxbfc Triumph and Financial returns ax any*
okber former Clara Kimball ^^un<^ picture /
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Equit3)'s Policy in tke matter of BIG pictures has
proS?en in its first release, "Eyes of YoutK." Equity's coming productions
of tKe same character — up among the big winners. "TKe FORBIDDEN
MAM" is of tkat type. So is tke next Equit^' picture now in tke course
duction. Inaddition to making our own big specials, we will take on tke

been
will be
WOof Promarket-

ing ofbigsetpictures
otker producers,
if those pictures
standard
tkisfrom
organization.
Correspondence
invited.measure" up to*tke kigk
•es

0U1
"E3?es of
Youth"
is making
moving
picture for
history)
in
tkousands
of tkeatres.
It is setting
a new standard
of entertainment
millions and
is bringing tkousands of people to picture tkeatres wko ne-Oer \Cent tkere before.
Naturally tkis is gratifying to exkibitors. "Eyes of Youtk" being one of tke big five
of tke season needs but to be seen, or its accompliskments inquired about to secure
>>our booking. It is being "sougkt for" more tkan engagements solicited. As a
skowman you must understand wkat tkat means.

Silk

Husband:

,alico

ives

Silk Husbands and Calico Wives" is not a super picture. We dare to say so because we believe exkibitors will appreciate a producer's
frank expression in tkat it is entirely? unusual to "call a spade a spade" in tke picture business. It is kowever bigger b]? far tkan tke average good feature, kaving a
Box Office star, big kuman interest story, and brilliant cast and will earn fine profits
if properly exploited by tke kelps we kave ready prepared for you in an unique campaign book. Special proposition to Independent Exckanges — write for information.

EQUITY

PICTURES

F e bruarx

Lynch
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Scenario

Declares

Backbone
IT was given out this week as the
opinion of John Lynch, scenario
editor of Selznick Pictures, that the
art of preparing the stories for the
-creen is the very backbone of the
whole motion picture industry.
In an interview Mr. Lynch declared
tliai it is surprising how many writers
-uhmit absolutely worthless material
w liich they expect to be filmed as " the
greatest production ever made."
" The field is open," said Mr.
Lynch, "and it is up to the writers
10 turn out material worthy of production, as there is no doubt in the
minds of any picture officials that the
scenarioist is the man of the hour."
" The Cinema industry is too widely
diffused, too various in aim, and emplovs too many branches of art and
commerce to ascribe its probable success or failure lo any one agent," said
John Lynch, " but I am tempted to
say the most important single factor
in the motion picture of the future
will be the writer — the man who
makes the plot for the actor to interpret, the director to adapt, the
cameraman to photograph, the business office lo release, and the exhibitor
to show. It all goes back to the humMc pen pusher who burns the mid■ ight oil thinking up new situations
lor the hero and heroine, or rather,
putting a new kick into the world-old
situation. He must start the ball rolling.
" The cinema industry is too great
and important a business to depend
on a by-product for its source of supply— that is to say, on scenarios
adapted from books, short stories, or
plots written in their spare time by
authors who will not, or cannot, master the technique of screen writing.
The screen is worthy of the best efforts of the best writers — the rewards
are great, both financially and artistically. The market is open, the demand exceeds the supply — yet authors
continue to send in the most utter
drivel — shavings from their work
bench, in a word, in the deluded idea
that
' everj thing ' is good enough for
the .screen.
Is

of

Art

Industry

their use; to pay well for it, and to
make use of it. The author should
be played up, and encouraged to give
of his best, to respect the films as
an important branch of the arts, and
to master the technique of writins
scenarios. After a plot passes thru
a half dozen hands, it is no longer
recognizable. First as a story, then a
synopsis, then put into continuity form
by a third person, adapted by another
and played by yet a fifth, rare is the
author's original idea that reaches tho
screen. And a great deal of this could
be obviated by the writer himself
knowing what he is really writini;
Mr. Lynch is well qualified to talk
onabout."
the subject of successful writing
for the screen, as he is considered
one of the most valuable contributors
to film drama in the history of the
motion picture. Within the past three
years he has written, seen produced
and released more than forty-five
feature pictures, many of them beins;
played by Dorothy Dalton, William
Hart, and other notable stars. He is
at present engaged in editing film
stories for the Selznick stars, and has
written no original dramas for some
months. He is convinced that the
scenario writer is the man of the hour
in the moving picture, and believes
that the importance of new, entertaining, clever and modern plots cannot
be overlooked in the production of
pictures, aside from the excellence of
stars and directors. They must be
given proper material to work with,
or they" are handicapped, he says.

It Pays to Be Bad
Arthur Millette, prominent as a
deep-dyed villain on the stage for.
twenty years, did so well in the bad
man's part in J. Warren Kerrigan's
new Hodkinson release "Live Sparks"
that the popular artist and his producer, Robert Brunton, have engaged him to display another brand
of his villainy in the forthcoming
Kerrigan productioh. "A Prince of
" The time has come w hen the Bad Men," is how the star characterizes Millette.
screen folk must demand the best for

The stock exchange in every detail has been reproduced for the forthcoming FamousPlayers Lasky production, " The Cost," starring Violet Heming
Tivo Directors on Bessie Norma
Talmadge Said
Love's Pictures
The motion picture world will watch
with interest for the outcome of a
uniqiie experiment that is to be tried
by the Andrew J. Callahan Company
in making the new Bessie Love productions. Miss Love is to have two
directors on each story.
It will be a costly, experiment, for
the combined salaries of Mr. de
Grasse and Miss Park — who, 1)\ the
way, are husband and wife, and formerly \vere on the stage together —
call for an outlay on this item of production that has never been expended
on any other star.
"We have taken this course," said
Mr. Callahan, "because we believe that
it will more than justify itself in results. Wc shall have on every step
of the way the benefit of the masculine
and feminine viewpoints. I need not
point out that in the case of many
stories this will be of very great value.
For a certain kind of story, it is obvious that all the vigor of the masculine nature ought to be brought to
bear upon the conceptions that enter
into direction ; on the other hand, there
are sentimental situations, dealing with
incidents in which the feminine psychology dominates, that can best be
interpreted b\' one of that sex.

^MONTGOMERY
F

EARL MONTGOMERY

&

to Have
Ufjusual
on
Xorma
spending
the
Hotel

Received
Welcome

Visit to Cuba
Talmadge, who has been
a threeat weeks'
Sevilla
Havana,vacation
Cuba, hasat

been recei\ed with the most astonishing attentions ever tendered a screen
star, according to reports. On the
day of her afrival there were flowers
from forty-six unknown admirers, filling every nook and crevice in her
suite, it is said. Miss Talmadge has
been receiving over a hundred letters
a day at the hotel, and the theatres
have been decorated with gaily colored banners, which look like a welcoming tribute to a returned war hero,
but are, in fact, announcements to the
public that all previous programs have
been cancelled, in order to show only
Talmadge pictures during the screen
star's personal visit to Havana.
Norma, it is stated, has been entertained by all the most prominent citizens, diplomats, and government officials, and has had a round of dances,
dinners and entertainments at country
clubs, such as she has never known
before in her busy screen career.

ROCK

VITAGRAPH

JOSEPH ROCK

Motion
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News

Bessie Love in a series fjf comedy
dramas is reported to be ready for pro(iucing, and will work at the Brunton
studio*. Joseph Callalian, organizer of
th< company that filmed two photoplays
with Fred Stone in the summer and
fall of la-t year, is organizer of this
new producing company.
Benjamin B. Hampton will next produce a Winston Churchill novel with
an all star cast, under the direction of
Jack Conway. Players engaged for this
tilm are Claire Adams, King Baggot.
Robert McKim. Buela Booker. Aggie
I lerring and a number of others. Conway has just recenth- completed the
t:hning of the Zane (irey story, "The
I'esert of Wheat."

Universal
The production of three new features has been started at Universal City
in the past few days. One is that directed by Lynn Reynolds, which will
star Harry Carey in a story of the
Canadian and American west by John
Frederick, entitled " Luck." Kathleen
O'Connor has been selected as leading
woman for Carey in this company and
tlic supporting cast includes Beatrice
Burnham, Jay Farrell MacDonald,
W ill Ryno, Fred Gamble, Robert McKim and others.
Jack Ford is to direct the making of
" The Girl in the Mirror," which is
from the Elizabeth Jordan popular
novel, adapted for the screen !)y Philip
Hurn. Frank Mayo is to be featured
with Claire Anderson, Eleanor Fair and
Harry Hilliard in leading roles.
Others taking part in the cast are Ray
Ripley, Bull Montana, Arthur Hoyt
and Robert Golden. One of the feat
urcs of this film will be a rough and
tumble fight between Ma\o and Bull
Montana; the latter is an cx-champion
wrestler.
Edith Roberts has been engaged to
pla},- the leading role in the comedy
drama entitled "The Daring Duchess"
pnd her part in this is said to be something similar to that she played in
" Lasca " and " The Trifiers." Harold
Miller is to be leading man of this
company and a very notable cast has
b(.cn selected, which includes Kathryn
Kirkham, Ogden Crane. Leota Lorraine, l-iudolph Christians, Stanley
Beecroft and others.
All of the Universal serial companies arc at work, including Albert
Russell, who has made the final scenes
for the last episode of " The Lion
Man," which is an adaptation from
the Randall Terry story, "The Strange
Case of Cavendish." Work has been
resumed b.\- the Moon Riders serial
company, wiiich is headed by Art
Acord, the star having recovered from
injuries received in a fall, so that be
can appear in a number of scenes, but
he still finds it necessary to use
crutches when moving about.
Two short subjects are being made;
one is directed by Reeves Eason, who
has " Hoot " Gibson as his star and is
making " The Rattler's Hiss " with
Mildred Moore as leading woman.
-Vrthur Flaven is directing another
short western photoplay entitled "Held
for a Honeymoon," which has Josephine Hill and Robert Reeves in the
principal roles.
"The Vanishing Dagger" serial companj- is now at work on the twelfth
episode and plan to complete the serial
by the first of May, at which time
Eddie Polo, the star apd director, will
leave for a trip to South America and
uba, where one or more five-reel features will be made. Polo recently entered into a contract with the Universal, which provides he shall be with
them for the next four years. This is

Picture

Metro
The Metro plant is to have additional
improvement-, according to a decision
the officers, who are now at the
\\ est coast studios. An appropriation of
$45,000 has been made for the building
'A an enclosed stage which will be the
'l^ird of this kind at the Metro plant.
Work on thi£ is to begin immediately.
The next screen vehicle for Bert
L>tcll has been selected and is "The
Temple of Dawn," which will be an
adaptation from the I. A. R. Wyhe
slorv of the same name. It will be remembered that Miss Wylic is the author of the two stories that were used
for the icrecn story "Stronger Than
Death, ' 1 recent Nazimova production.
Arthur Zellner of the Metro staff is
now preparing the continuity for the
L>tell pictures, -vbilf the star is working in the final scenes for "Alias Jimmy
Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven, co-stars
lilt: longest contract made with any
Universal player to this time.
Rollin Sturgeon is to direct the next
Priscilla Dean picture, which will be
" False Colors," by Edwina Le Vine.
The third feature for Tsuru Aoki is
to be "A Tokio Siren," which is based
on the Gwendolyn Logan story entitled
"Sayoiiara." Scenes for this arc laid
in Tokio and San Francisco. The director for this subject ha^ not been
named.
The team of L>ons and Moran are
now at work on their initial fiv^e-reel
comedy feature, "Everything but the
Truth," and have selected as their
leading women Anne Cornwall and
Kathryn Lewis. Miss Cornwall is a new
comer to fihns and is direct from New
York, where she made a success of her
part with the Dolly Sisters in "Oh !
Look."

Br union

in Paramount-Carter De Havea comedies
was gi\en respecting future production
activities.
Alan Dwan has made the statcmcn;
that he is going to remain with Mayflower until the expiration of his contract in July, thereby editing the three
pictures
lie nowsubject.
h.is' filmed
andthese
making
one
additional
All of
are
icferred to h\ Dwan as having non«lar casts. The films to be edited are
an adaptation of the William .-Mien
White story, "The .Splendid Hazard" ;
adaptation of Harold McGrath'=: "hi
(he Heart of a Fool," and an original
story make
nameda "A
will
tripScofTer."
to New Mr.
YorkDwan
and
upon his return, the latter part of February, will begin tlic work of editing
the films and preparing material for
his next subject.
Sidney A. Franklin has been engaged
by the Mayflower, and now at work
with two scenario writers preparing
screen version of the Robert W. Chambers story. "Athalie," which is based
upon spiritualism and the occult.
Frankl.ip., -..i.t- will .b.e.. renierab.ered, _.dirccted several pictures for Norrr.a Talmadge,
and "The Hoodlum" and
ford.
"Heart of the Hills" for Mary Pick-

The many cDnflictipg rumors.respcc.ting the Mayflower company since they
were brought into litigation in New
York by George Loane Tucker were
put at rest, so far as the west coast is
co.ncerned, . when definite information. ..The. ceceotlj: .fDtmed.company to star-

Everything is in readiness for the
filming of the first of the Jack London
Valentine."
scries.
"BurningLewis.
Daylight,"
v/hichEdwin
will
star Mitchell
Director
Sloman will make the first scones during the coming week.
All of the Metro companies are Hearing completion of the subjects on which
they have been working for the past
four to eight weeks. These include
"Eliza Come: to Stay," with Viola
Dana : "The Cheater." starring May
Mli^on . "Shore Acres." with Alice
Lake ; "The Hop," with an all-star
cast, and
Emma
Dunn."Old Lady 31," -tarrins:
Finis Fox of the Metro scenario department has resumed work at the
studio after an absence of two weeks
as a result of an automobile accident,
in which the bones of one foot were
broken and the writer received bad
cuts over the eye.
The Metro company has added two
new members to its stock organization.
King Baggot has been signed to play
May Allison
opposite
an
adaptation
from in
the"The
stageCheater."
drama
"Tudah." The second is a new ingenue
for the filrr.5 just from a girl's firishing
school near Philadelphia. This is Mar>Beaton, who the first few days at the
studio took small parts in "Alias Jimmy
Valentine" and "Shore Aaes."

February
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Selznick
The forces of the Selznick interests
in Los Angeles were visited this week
b>- V. P. Whittaker, general representative, who spent several days here with
Manager of Production Harry Rapp
und others of the producing forces, as
well as going over conditions at tlic
offices of the exchanges.
Randolph Bartlett, recently rc-cm[iloyed b\ the Selznick organization to
serve in the capacity of supervising di1 tctor of publicity and advertising of
the various Selznick interests, is remaining in Los Angeles for two or
three weeks more prior to returning lo.
Xew York to assume his new work
there.
Lindsay McKenna, who for the past
six months has been in charge of Canadian publicity and exploitation for the
Selznick interests, has been transferred
to the Los Angeles studios to serve as
publicity manager there for Selznick
Productions, Republic Pictures and
National Picture Theatre subjects. He
arrived in Los Angeles during the
past week and has already assumed
his new work.

as been with the Lasky company for
1949
lit past four years as actor and writer,
will be stationed behind the camera
with a megaphone.
Other films in production are "Held
liy the Enemy," from the William Gillette play, being directed by Donald
Crisp, and "The City of Masks," from
the George Barr McCutcheon stor\-,
Ixing directed by Thomas B. ITefTron.
Robert Warwick and Lois Wilson are
the principals of the latter.
itagraph

The Vitagraph organization was increased one producing unit this week
by the arrival of Earlc Williams and
others,, who will take part in the comlileling teriors
scenes
Swift."
Infor this for
lilm"Captain
were made
in New
Vork and the exteriors will be made
by Chester Bennett in California.
Antonio Moreno, Director William
Bowman, Pauline Curley and other
members of "The Invisible Hand,"
This is one of thg " heart rending " scenes from Christie's new comedy, " Save Me,
Vitagraph company, are now making
Sadie," in which Helen Darling, Eddie
Barry,
principal
rolesEarl Rodney and Gene Carey have
the Ir-st episode for this serial. Script
provides that scenes in Los Angeles
William C. DcMille has made the harbor, Catalina Islands and aboard
The proposed trip of the Frank
Lloyd company for the filming of final scenes for "The Prince Chap." ocean liners will be used in this final
scenes for "Roads of Destiny," star- The last to be made were those in the
Goldwyn
ring Pauline Frederick, has been aban- interior of the "William Peyton" home episode.
The Montgomery and Rock troup,
doned, as transportation to Cuba could and at the studio they are considered which includes Patsey DeForest as
not be secured without a long wait. to be the most beautiful settings ever
woman and Melville Brown as
The Rupert Hughes story, "Scratch Instead of Cuba, the company will go erected for a screen play at this studio. leading
director, have gone to Tia Juana,
My Back," Eminent Authors produc- to Victorville, where similar location In fact, these settings are referred to where a race track comedy will be
tion, directed by Sidney Olcott, will
as reproductions of Maxfield Parrish completed. This is laid in a Spanish
have a cast including T. Roy Barnes, to those of Cuba can be secured.
Director E. Mason Hopper has coin- paintings.
village and many of the exteriors will
Helene Chadwick and Lloyd Whillock
Bryant Washburn is now at work in be made in the vicinity of San Diego.
and the company has gone to San pleted the second of the Edgar series.
T. Hayes Hunter is still at work on "Sins of St. Anthony," a characterizaFrancisco for the making of the first
scenes.
"Earthbound," and Director Clarence
tion of a young chemist, who becomes
Al Green, who recently has been di- Badger is taking the last scenes for so engrossed in work that he overlooks his personal appearance and is
recting for Harry Garson productions, "Jes Call Me Jim."
Vker&'
President Samuel Goldwyn of the finally thrown over by his sweetheart. ^^Jiere and
has been engaged by Goldwyn and will
Goldwyn
company
has
advised
the
This causes him to seek modern culguide Jack Pickford in his next subWest Coast studios that he is shortly
ture of every kind, and in this he takes
ject, "The Double Dyed Deceiver," coming to the coast and he is expected dancing
G. B. Samuelson, the British prolessons and falls in love with
adapted from an O. Henry story. The to arrive within the next week.
ducer working at Universal City, this
his teacher. This role is taken by Mar- week chartered a Pacific Ocean
cast for this film is now being selected.
garet Newman, professional dancer, freighter for the Madge Titherage
Reginald Barker is next to film
formerly of the Orpheum and other
"The Branding Iron," and it is exbig circuits. James Cruze is director company, which is filming "Her
pected work on the first scenes will beF. P. — Lasky
Story."
OppositeandtheCampbell
star in this
are
of this film.
gin during the coming week.
C. M. Hallard
Gullan,
The
subject
which
Wallace
Reed
is
well known plaj'ers of the English
Victor Schertzinger has "The Slim
It has been determined that Charles working on at present is decidedly stage.
Princess" in production, which will be
a starring vehicle for Mabel Normand, Main, who came west to direct a film different from his recently made film,
The first of the Samuelson films
and work has been started on the version of the Robert W. Chambers' "The Dancin' Fool." Inasmuch as
starring Peggy Hyland "At the Mercy
Gouverneur Morris story, "The Pen- story, "The Fighting Chance," will re- practically all of his time will be spent of Tiberius," from the novel of the
main
in
Hollywood
to
make
another
in
bed,
in
"Sick
a-Bed,"
adapted
from
same name, will be finished within a
alty," under the direction of Wallace
Worsley. Cast for this film was re- film, but as yet the story has not been the stage comedy of the same name. week by Fred Le Roy Granville, who
cently selected, the leads being Lon decided upon. He has all scenes for Exterior scenes for this are now being is directing the subject.
Chaney, CJaire Adams, Kenneth Har- "The Fighting Chance" completed. made from the script prepared by
The recently organized Sylvanite
lan, Ethel Grey Terry and Charles This film co-stars Conrad Nagle and Clara Kennedy. Sam Woods is con- Productions has one company at work
Clary.
tinuing as director and Bebe Dimiels at the Inceville ranch in the making
.'\nna Q. Nilsson.
of a western melodrama under the diis leading woman for Reed's film.
Because of undesirable weather conrection of Alvin J. Neitz. This organditions in the mountains, George Melization plans to make a series of westJACQUES
JACCARD
ford and company returned to the
ern pictures with all-star western playstudio last week from making scenes
ers, and have engaged some of the
Producer— Author and Director
for "The Roundup," but upon tele- best western stunt cowboys of the film
graphic advice early this week they colony. Mr. Neitz has been identified
again returned to exterior location. The with the industry for the past several
years in the capacity of writer and has
company
had aboutbut four
stay in thehasmountains,
none weeks'
seem a number of very excellent stories for
"Cassidy of the Air Lanes"
any the worse for the camping out and the screen to his credit. Robert Sullireports have it that Roscoe Arbuckle
van, former Denver banker, is general
has taken on additional flesh instead manager of this producing company.
"Cyclone Smith"
and
of losing any by his ride on mountain
David Horsley has returned to Los
canary and the chuck wagon used for .\ngeles from a staj' of several months
camp life.
in New York, where he has been perTom Forman is to do his first direc"Tempest
Cody" Stories
fecting plans for future film productions. Mr. Horsley states he will make
torial work when he takes up the filming of the coming Ethel Clayton story, announcement very shortly of his fu"The Ladder." Walter Edwards was
ture intentions.
Now
directing Tom
Mix for Fox
to direct this film, but a vacation has
The Warner Brothers have selected
been granted him, and Forman, who
title of "The Paper Hanger" for the

Motion

1950
iicxl comedy of Al St. John, and have
engaged Ferris Hartman, former producer of musical comedy, to assist the
comedian-director in his work.
.Marshall Neilan has engaged as codirector Henry R. S\monds to fill the
place left vacant by Victor Herrman,
who has gone to the Harry Garson
suidios to direct a special production.
Sxmonds has been identified with
Henry Lehrman for the past five
years.
The Haworth company has engaged
Wallace MacDonald to play the lead
opposite Edith Store>- in "]\Toon Madness," now being filmed under the direction of Colin Campliell.
Local capitalists identified with one
of the leading Los Angeles banks have
■financed a motion picture producing
company to be supervised by Norman
\[anning, who has served as business
manager at several west coast plants.
It is the intention of the company to
film a series of feature productions of
from five to seven reels, each to be
released as Norman Manning Productions. The first will be titled "Spotted
Heat," from an original story by H. H.
Van Loan, which has scenes laid in the
Hawaiian Islands, San Francisco and
New York. It is the intention of the
company to feature the author and
producer in their advertising, and the
productions will have an all-star cast.
The King W. Vidor company is this
week working on steamboats on the
Sacramento River for a number of exterior scenes for "The Family Honor."
The scenes taken in the north will con-

Picture

News

stitute the last needed for this new
producer's initial First National subject, and immediately upon his return
all efforts will be directed toward the
editing of the film. What will be made
next is yet to be determined, but it is
understood Vidor has under consideration several books by well known
writers, one of which will probably be
selected.
Douglas Fairbanks and Tom Geraghty are working on their next story,
which they now believe will be ready
for production work within the next
week. Up to this time the two have
given about eight weeks to the preparation of the story and script, which
is an original one for the screen, it
being must
Mr. beFairbanks'
that
stories
created forbelief
the screen
if motion pictures are to continue to
hold their popularity.
While the story has been in preparation the technical staff of the studio,
under the direction of Robert Fairbanks, has been making plans for some
additional novelties which will outdo
those introduced in "When the Clouds
Roll By." One of the interesting props
prepared is a land and sea schooner,
which will serve as a mode of conveyence in water as well as on any kind
of land. The schooner will be given a
very severe test, as it is to be transported to the eastern part of Arizona
and then will take the company of
twenty to location, which requires
fourteen days of travel from the railroad station.

Director Melville Brown and Eral Montgomery, Vitagraph comedian discuss a scene
for the next Vitagraph comedy with this star.
ON

THE

FOX

LOT

Story for the next William Russell
Fox production has been selected and
is titled "Leave It to Me." This is a
comedy drama and promises to be the
funniest in which this star has appeared. Emmett J. Flynn is to continue as director of Mr. Russell, and,
with the company and star, is now at

Santa Barbara using some of the magnificent residences there for exterior
locations.
Four Fox dramatic companies are
completing pictures this week, this list
including "The Alother of Her Children," by Barbara Lamar Deely;
"Molly and I," directed by Howard M.
Mitchell and starring Shirley Mason :
"The Iron Mask," a Denison Clifl
story, directed by the author, starring
Madlaine Traverse, and "One-Quarter
Apache," the western, directed by
Jacques Jaccard, with Tom Mix as
star. Francelia Billington plays the
lead in the latter.

HAMPTON

Our Motto:

All the News,

One day it showered.
Watt Rothacker's in town.
Samuel
Goldwyn's
west.
Lee Moran
was sickcoming
last week.
King W. Vidor studio has a
red-eyed dog that has been named
Kleig-Eyed Pete.
Mary MacLaren celebrated her
'nth birthday by finishing " The
Road
AI To
St. Divorce."
John has slowed up a
bit, as he is going to play the
titleMary
role Beaton
in " TheliasPaper
come f^anger."
out of a
Philadelphia
girl's
finishing
to play in pictures for Metro.school
Eddie Polo has heard what a
grand gathering there is at
Havana, and now wants to make
a film there.
Jacktured asKerrigan
has been
cowboy, Indian,
hero feaand
pampered son of the rich, and
now seeks other worlds to conquer.
" Hoot " Gibson says wearing
spurs automobile,
don't go wellforwithonedriving
an
got
wrapped up with the accelerator
and the car ran away.
HOKUM office was honored
this week by a visit from William A. Johnston, editor of the
well-known enipee News, the
book that covers the field.
Helen Holmes, who has just
come from an Appendicitis opertliat healthy
motion than
pictureation,
work declares
is more
that of the average citizen.
Ssh !— It takes May Allison a
half hour to put on the sheer lace
hose she wears in " The Cheater."
(She don'tboys.)
put 'em on before the
camera,
Earle Montgomery and Joe
Rock found it necessary to make
a race track picture now that the
ponies are moving at Tia Juana,
the only wet spot on the Pacific
Coast.

Jesse D. Hampton, who has comhis organization
now locatedpletedat his
new studios,andexpects
to
materially better productions of the
future. His scenario staff includes
there are When
screens and it's
blondes.News Waldemar Young, George Ehvood
Dick Rowland has taken the it's asNews,
Now, if there are any brunettes
job of showing the visitors
Jenks, Fred Myton and Eugene B.
through the Metro studio, and
that
don't agree
we suggest
theywith
riseMr.up Howe,
right
after two trips over the lot, was
Lewis,
with Dwight Cleveland as ednow and speak out loud, for this
offered a job as speeler for a
itor. E. L. Smith w-ill continue as
is an invitation.
rubber-neck wagon.
studio
manager;
Gavin Young, casting
Sid Graunian had Martin Beck,
Belgium can't wait to see MarAdoplh Zukor and Smauel Goldshall Neilan's first, " The Rivers
director,
and
R.
C.
McNitt, art direcwyn
End," according
to advice
the
tor, with Howard Morton as New
when paged
membersin ofthe
the Alexandria
Metro orproducer
has received
from Paul
ganization were assembled for a
York representative.
Herbert,
representative
dinner tendered by the stars and
ing Belgium
film agency.of a leadCast has been selected for the film
players to Marcus Loew and Pre
Universal executives are consident Rowland. Everybody tried
sidering the elimination
of all bar
scenes from
films because
the
to see if the parties paged were
version of "Behind Red Curtains,"
and this provides that Anna Q. Xilsson
workmen
can't when
keep
present.
their
mind ofon thetheirplace
business
SPEAKING
OF
PUTTEES!
shall
be leading woman for H. B.
there is an imitation bar about.
Warner. Others to play in this subject
Eddie Polo, Leach Cross and
Now
that
the
moneyed
interests have a corner on leather, and
Nat Spitzer were down to see the
bull fights at Mexicali Saturday.
are Frank Leigh, Thomas Guise, Dorothereby are in position to greatNat was taken along because he
thy Hagar, Adele Farrington, Lillian
ly increase
commodities made the
from price
their ofwares,
the
was
identified
with
the
Bull's
Eye,
Rich, J. P. Lockney, Howard Davies
which, by Eddie Polo is said to
demand for puttees is said to be
be a good joke.
much greater than ever before,
and others. This story requires elabRoscoe Arbuckle is ready to
and with so many wearing them,
orate society settings.
the
task
of
discovering
who
was
make
anbecause
oath that
he stay
didn'tin lose
weight
of
his
the
the
original
introducer,
becomes
mountains. He further declares
Dwight
Cleveland,
new has
scenario
even more difficult. Then too,
itor for Mr.
Hampton,
gone edto
the leather trust has introduced
he
a meal
if he
did didn't
have miss
to ride
to even
the chuck
the wearing of leather coats, and
New
York
for
a
conference
with
Howwagon on a hee hawing burro.
meeting one with a long coat and
ard Morton respecting the purchase of
Samuelson Films is using a
puttees, makes it impossible to
freighter that staggers into a
tell whether the man is wearing
story
material-for Blanche Sweet, Willtrough of the sea as soon as it
puttees or leather breeches. But
iam Desmond and H. B. W^arner.
a few difficulties encountered in
gets beyond the jurisdiction of the
prohibition laws, reals about, and
the quest for
puttee inThe recently filmed Blanche Sweet
formation havedefinite
been mentioned,
according to Mike Boyland,
shakes like a dancer at a stag
but the reader could be burdened
subject, "Simple Souls," was recently
banquet.
with many more. Suffice to say,
The secret is out ! Bert Lytell
given a preview in the Hampton stuputtees have been introduced as
offered to take Marcus Loew to
dios and has been shipped to New
an official part of a director's
the Hollywood Hotel, down an
York
bv release through Pathc
garb,
and
anybody
who
don't
bealley, into a basement, down a
lieve it is hereby respectfully resecond flight of stairs, through a
ferred
to
the
chief
of
the
wardcoal bin, and there, underneath
robe department of any studio.
Puttees
come, or puttees,
the steampipe
a locker. Metiris.) go, may
roites
staged a ischase.
may
but HOKUM hopes to
Elliot Howe declares blondes
go
on
forever.
(Quick
or as we say in the
films,curtain,
rapid
are not fading out; that they will
be popular on the screen as long

News

News

Notes

Last

Week

We

Met

Carl Fultox. sales manager of the
E. E. Fulton Co. of Chicago, has been
in New York for several days. He reports the line of Fulton products as
traveling faster than ever before. The
firm is also expected to bring out several new devices during 1920, some of
which will be a distinct departure from
their usual line.

W. E. Webster of the Webster Elec.
Co., Washington, D. C, was a recent
visitor at the Precision Machine
Just to show that the fire at the
Company.
Simplex factory was not as bad as the
newspapers would make it, General
Manager E. M. Porter is wearing his
usual smile.
Now that the migration has commenced from Fox's old domain to the
new quarters at the new studio it
shouldn't be long before that building
is humming with studio, laboratory
and executive office activities.

That gang of hustlers that go by
the name of the Monsoon Cooling System are certainly selling their " fresh
air proposition." The new Capitol
theatre at Wilkes- Barre, Pa., described
at length in this week's Equipment
Section, has been signed up for one of
the Monsoon Svstems.

Those who were so unfortunate as
to be caught by the falling marquee at
the Rivoli theatre last week now wish
that they had heeded the warning of
the electric sign on the theatre front.
" Double Speed " was being shown.

Following close on the heels of this
contract comes another one signed up
by J. F. Dailej-. Mr. Dailey has just
returned from Berwick after signing
up Mr. C. E. Sitler of that place for
one of the Systems to be installed in
the new P.O.S. of A. Opera House
which is now being altered.

Perry J. Sherman, chief of projection for the theatres in the Elliott Enterprises inthe Southwest lost practically all of his world possessions in
the tidal wave at Corpus Christi, some
months ago, but he reports that he is
pretty well back on his feet again and
still working for the same firm.

We recently had the pleasure of
witnessing a demonstration of another
incandescent equipment in which a
theatre size picture was projected a
distance of 100 with excellent results
and a proportionally larger picture at
135 feet of commendable quality. The
basis of the invention was in the
special reflector. ^
Not all of us can escape the carless, heatless, almost eatless New York
that we have been experiencing for the
last week. But Cassard of the Nicholas Powers Company is one of the
fortunate ones. His business has taken
him to California, from which place a
characteristic Cassard letter has been
received.

Notes

George A. Blair

THIS genial representative of the
Eastman Kodak Company, of all
members of this industry least needs
an introduction. Particularly if the
reader ever happens to have had the
need of a strip of film in any length
from one inch to a million feet. For
George is at the head of the motion
picture department at Rochester and
as such knows film from its first raw
ingredient to the exposed product as
well as those who use it.

The Pathescope Company of
Unless the gentleman is " pumped "
America has recently opened a Cuban
office and the first order was of such in approved newspaper style, the interviewer does not realize the vast
a size that it appears as if the whole
amount
of
information
contained ready
island is to be supplied with Pathefor instant use in the Blair cranium.
scope projectors.
Besides his comprehensive knowledge
The October 1919 Transactions of of the field he is better acquainted
the Soc. of Motion Picture Engineers probably with actual conditions as
are on the press. Distribution should they exist in laboratory and exchange
commence very shortly.
than any other man in the industry.

.\nd knowledge
when you'veofmentioned
Blair's
wide
the craft,
his
wholehearted devotion to the firm with
which he is connected and his suave

It will be of interest to her many
business acquaintances to learn that
Mrs. C. M. Rucker, owner and manager of the Radio Slide Company, was
married a short time ago to Lt. Rene
Batigne, who has been in this country
with the French High Commission.
Lt. Batigne is the nephew of the late
M. Rouvier, who was twice Premier
of France. During the was he was
decorated with the Croix de Guerre
and the Medaille Militaire.

even flowing
you've His
described the mandisposition
to perfection.
characteristics have made him a friend
As an evidence of the strides that
dustry.
of
everyone in the motion picture in- the smaller theatres are making comes
the report from Cherokee, Iowa, that
But even a little sketch such as this the new American theatre in that
would not be finished unless slight town is to have a regular press agent
mention were made of his one evil — just like its larger but no better city
which consists of an insatiable desire theatre friends. Mr. Goldie, the new
for fishing in Canadian lakes when- director of publicity for Sisk and
ever he imagines the whir of the reel James, the owners of the American,
or the slight spat of the fly on the has been a frequent contributor to the
water's surface. But then, if a man NEW^S and we know that his knowledge extends to every part of theatre
is an expert angler for business during 'leven twelfths of the year he is management. We await to see if his
certainly entitled to a let-down while " flimsy sheets " will have a dif?erent
he goes after another and — shall we way about them than the style his
say it, Mr. Blair — more wily object the brother scribes in the large city have
remaining time.
adopted.
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Theatre,

Wilkes- Barre, Pa,
THE M. E. Comerford Amusement Companj',
with headquarters for their circuit of fortyseven houses at the Regent Theatre Building in
Scranton, Pa., have announced that the new theatre, the Capitol, now in course of construction at
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., will be ready to open by the first
of May; that Breig Bros., the contractors, are
rapidly overcoming the obstacles placed by the
steel and coal strike and the always stormy
weather of northeastern Pennsylvania in December and January.
The Capitol will be located on Public Square in
Wilkes-Barre, the center of the city's business activities and directly behind, with the lobby adjoining, the Fort Durkee Hotel. A central city site has
long been the despair of prospective theatre builders in Wilkes-Barre and the problem has been
solved by " Mike " Comerford, who is credited with
being one of the shrewdest, most far-sighted men in
the amusement game in this section of the country.
Every street car and public bus will pass the Capitol's door; even to the suburban cars and this, in
Wilkes-Barre, is a big item in the handling of theatre crowds for Wilkes-Barre depends, in no small
extent, upon the out-of-the-city patronage.
The Capitol theatre was designed by Leon H.
Lempert & Son of Rochester, N. Y., who also
planned the new Strand theatre for the Comerford people in Binghamton, N. Y., which will be
managed by Fred Gillen of that city, and the
Strand theatre in Scranton, Pa. The house will
seat 3,200 people on orchestra, mezzanine and balcony floors. The entrance to all sections of the
house will be through the main lobby and this lobby
will be one of the featured beauty spots of the new
house. A grand stair case of Italian and Vermont
marble will lead from the main lobby to the mezzanine and from there to the balcony proper.
There will be thirty-eight rows of orchestra
chairs on the lower floor arranged in three sections and without one single seat being obstructed
by a post or overhang, and in the balcony there will
be twenty-four rows of chairs, these in three sections, and they to be preceded with eight rows of
mezzanine chairs in a most luxurious arrangement ;
these to be of a wicker type. On the mezzanine
floor will be located the lounge, the ladies' retiring
and rest rooms and, what will be an innovation in
this part of the country, a reception room which
will be a model of beauty and art ; a real " green "
room of other days, only located in the front of the
theatre and for the patrons rather than " back
stage" and for the artists.
Lighting to Be a Feature
The management plan on making the lighting of
the theatre a feature and with this in view have
consulted the best known lighting experts in the
country, who have submitted plans. R. T. Swartz,
chief electrician of the Comerford Circuit, has
SPECIFICATIONS
Owners
Comerford Amusement Co.
Architect
Leon H. Lampert & Sons
Contractor
Breig Bros.
Decorators
Gustave A. Brand Co.
Seats
American Seating Co.
Illumination
Swartz Electrical Co.
Organ
Kimball Organ Co.
Heating (designed) Warren Webster Eng. Co.
Heating (installed) Joseph Schuler Co.
Ventilation Monsoon Cooling System
Screen
Argus Crystal Bead
Projection room equipment. .. Hallberg Electric Co.
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Motion

planned die front of the house effects. Every
house light, interior and exterior, will be controlled
from both the stage and the booth, a plan that will
make safety absolute in every way. The X-Ray
equipment alone for the Capitol cost in excess of
$3,000. In the ceiling cove of the auditorium will
be 270 sixty watt lamps backed by eight-inch X-Ray
reflectors and in the ceiling dome there will be

accompany the showing of the feature picture.
The projection room, built entirely outside of
the theatre proper, will have a throw of 135 feet
from the screen and will be equipped with two of
the latest model machines as well as with every
other device so far perfected for the proper projection of the film subject. In the booth there will
also be the flood and spot lights to be used as occa-

to Jan. 1. The two center bcavis are over 82 feet in length and weigh 32
tons and 21 tons respectively
sion demands. There will also be the stereoptican
ninety-six lamps also backed with reflectors; on
machines for the slide announcements.
the balcony front will be 48 one hundred
The heating will be the combined direct and blast
watt lamps and these will be in three colors and
type. Floor coverings will be of ceramic tile and
all of these effects are so arranged that they can
wood. As a fire risk the house should secure a
be thrown from absolute darkness to bright daylight.
particularly good rating, for it will be constructed
entirely of brick, steel and concrete, reinforced
The stage board and the dimmers have been
planned by A. J. Kutchera, chief engineer of the with tile throughout. Additional precautions have
been taken by the installation of a sprinkler and
Cutter-Hammer Company of New York. The
stand pipe system in the front of the theatre, back
board is banked with twenty-eight dimmers and
stage and in the dressing rooms, with hose racks
contains ninety-one individual switches for every
in available parts of the theatre and yet hidden in
part of the theatre and stage proper. Each color
such a way that they will not be a mar to the
and section separate and controlled by its own
beauty of the theatre.
master switch and these, in turn, controlled by the
The stage will have a proscenium opening of 4.t
main master. From the balcony there will be a
feet, the width from wall to wall will be 80 feet
series of spot lights or search lights that will play,
with vari-colored effect, on the paintings by the G. and the depth 47 feet. There will be sixty-five set
of lines on the gridiron, twelve dressing rooms, all
A. Brand Company of Chicago, who have been
with hot and cold water, two bath rooms with
given the contract for the decorations.
shower baths, an elevator to the upper floors and
The color scheme of the interior will be ivory
and old rose and most of the sides will be silken
the fly gallery and the counterweight system with
a pliable steel cable instead of the hemp rope as
tapestries. In this department there will be several radical departures from the commonplace, in usually used.
The Capitol will be practically panic proof, for
fact the entire scheme of decoration will be a surthere are eighteen sets of double 5-foot doors on
prise and this will extend to the stage where the
the main floor and the balcony exits lead onto fire
scenery will be of the " new art " type and where
each week there will be different stage settings to escapes on one side covered with a high grille, and
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on the other side they lead into towers set on the
outside of the building and which are five feet in
width.
The Capitol will have a policy of feature pictur' 5
with shorter subjects of comedy, historical, educational and travel interest with several added features of a musical nature and booked through one
of the important lyceum and musical celebrity offices. While the Comerford Amusement Compan}already have seven theatres in Wilkes-Barre, the
Capitol theatre will be an entirely separate institution and under the personal management of Frank
Whitbeck, who, since his return from France, ha 5
been looking after the advertising and exploitation
of the various houses on the Comerford Circuit
Cumberland

Progress on Capitol,

Picture

Theatre,

Brooklyn, a Model for
Community Houses
AFTER running continuously since June 1913,
the Cumberland Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., was
shut down during the early fall of 1919 and thoroughly renovated and redecorated, inside and out.
When it reopened one of the best equipped and
managed community theatres in the New York
District was made available to its patrons. Situated at one side of a public square, the facade of
the Cumberland is visible for a considerable distance down the streets in two directions, and its
elevation all in ivory white makes it both attractive and distinctive when viewed in comparison
with its surroundngs.
The theatre which seats 600 is equipped with
every convenience for the comfort of its guests.
These refinements apply not only to the seating
arrangements but also to the color and art treatments.
There are few theatres of the size of the Cumberland that can boast of such a beautiful auditorium. The ceiling is dome shaped with all lights
set into and flush with the surface. Diffusing glass
is used to cover the ceiling outlets. Inside each
ceiling receptacle arrangements have been made to
allow for the use of six different colors of lamps,
to aid in carrying out the lighting effects for which
the Cumberland is locally famous.
On the side walls the illumination is furnished
by wall lights enclosed in elliptical receptacles, the
glass of which is vari-colored in order to give a
soft pleasing tone to the light rays. There is a
noticeable absence of glare from these wall lights,
and they can in no way affect the eyes of the
patrons or the definition of the picture on the
screen.
It is in the matter of ventilation that most of the
smaller houses are guilty. Very few of them have
been equipped with sufficient capacity to care for
the supplying of fresh air to a crowded auditorium,
especially during the humid days of summer. In
this respect the Cumberland far exceeds the average
house of its class. \^entilating fans of greatly sufficient capacity exhaust the devitalized air from
the auditorium through outlets in the side walls and
a number of oscillating fans on wall brackets keep
the lower stratum of air in constant circulation.
The screen, draperies and method of controlling
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them are the product of the manager, Mr. John
Alanis. Mr. Alanis, who by the way has been unusually successful in his management due to his
appreciation of the needs of his patrons, was convinced that to make a motion picture successful
the illusion should be maintained to as high a degree as possible. One of his firm beliefs is that
the white screen should never be viewed by the
audience unless a picture is being shown. To do
this it is necessary that some sort of a movable
covering be arranged over the face of the screen.
The larger theatres can afford expensive machinery
to move curtains but this is generally out of the
question as regards the smaller exhibitor.
Requiring a device of this sort Mr. Manis went
to work and perfected a curtain regulator of his
own and its operation has been so successful that
he intends to patent it and offer it to the trade.
Besides possessing considerable mechanical ability, Mr. Manis has used his knowledge of theatre
management to good effect in putting into execution some other innovations. For instance, instead
of scheduling the "Overture" at the commencement of his first evening performance as most
managers do, he arranges his program so that the
"Overture" comes just prior to the feature. With
this arrangement the Overture can be enjoyed by
patrons who arrive a trillc kite and what is perhaps
of even greater importance the enjoyment of those
already seated is not interrupted by late arrivals.
By the lime the Overture with its beautiful lighting
effects is put on the house is practically full and
the audience is in a receptive mood for the success
of the musical feature.
All effects and illumination are controlled from
the projection room, in charge of Jack Lazarus and
Charles Spicer, both members of the American Projection Society. The machines are Bairds which
have been installed for four years. Due to the
care of the men in charge the projectors are kept
in perfect condition and produce a picture that
can't be improved upon. The condition of the projection room is such that it would do credit to a
"Spotless Town."

Directly between the two machines are the dimmers for controlling the lighting effects. Before
the overture is put on the projectionists study it
and devise a series of the effects that have been the
means of drawing a select clientele to the Cumberland.

Picture

N ew A

The general atmosphere of the theatre, the qu ality of the projection and the class of pictures i; ;u
arc run all point to the effectiveness of a combii.ilion of intelligent Manager and Projectionists. The
Cumberland could serve as a model for community
theatres of its size.

The Cumberland Theatre with its unusual type of theatre ^ront architecture is an. ideal commt
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with Proofs
SOMETIME ago we mentioned the fact that liie the scene on the film. Now if all the Projectionists
populai official of the Edmonton Local wa?
who run this film will take note they will see that
keeping in the dark. He accepted our defi as to what I say is correct. This applies to all .the films
that have been butchered by the censor and if the
what he was doing by coming along with a regular
letter m which he takes certain organizations to Projectionists will take note of them and compare
task and doesn't leave off pursuing them until he ihem with other stuff that has not been butchered
has had the very last say. His letter says :
ihey will soon find who is responsible for the ruination of the films in this country before they are
Just received Jan 17th issue of the "NEWS" and
three
months old. I will mention one reel that I
upon turning to the P. D. noticed the name of M.
H. Thoreau and having seen the name several
venture every Projectionist has noticed that has
run it and that is The Canadian National Pictorial.
times before I decided to listen to what the aforementioned Gentleman had to say and upon listening
Who ever has trouble- with it? It always comes in
long enough it was discovered that he was dis- fine ; no bum splices, no cuts and always full to
the top of the reel which proves that the censors
cussing the age-old subject of City versus Town
Projectionists. So seeing that Brother Thoreau
did not get their shears on it. Now, I receive this
reel every week and when I compare it with the
asks for my opinion on the subject here goes. (I'm
never backward about expressing my opinion on
poor features that have come in contact with the
any subject).
censor's shears and so forth, well, I bless the
Regarding the condition of the films I handle 1 censors.
can say that a punch hole is a rare thing with mo
Now, in this country there are quite a number
but I agree with the Bro. when he says that the of censor boards, and, as a rule, these boards
films are not in the condition that they should be receive films from the exchange just as they are received from the laboratory now when you come to
in considering that they have only played the high
class houses i. e. about six or seven of the so-called
think of these features going through an old antique projector with an incompetent in charge of
high class theatres. The features I run are fine except for a little oil, a few scratches at the beginning
same and if the projector is modern it will no doubt
and end of each reel and no leaders or trailers.
be found in need of adjustment and repair as well
Then some of the features are in a deplorable
as a good thorough cleaning. When we know that
conditions and one might stop to wonder how it the new films are run through these projectors at
got that way, well, here is the secret in two small
break-neck speed by an incompetent man or some
one who has not time to bother with the machine
words: THE CENSORS. Those are the fellows
that you must watch. They are the parties that or anything else it is no surprise to find that when
are getting away with it and apparently nobody
this film goes through this process several times
it is in pretty bad shape, then the City Projectionist
even suspects. So I am going to take it upon myself and expose the censors and lay the blame
gets the blame because he ran it first, like the devil
he ran it first. Now, gentlemen, this is not a lot
where it rightfully belongs. Now listen and see
if I am not handing out the facts : Now, the fea- of bunk but it is something that should receive our
tures Irun are all practically the same age on the serious consideration and more so the serious consideration of the exchange managers.
road, they have all gone through the same theaNow as regards these censor splices and so forth
tres, the same machines, the same number of times,
under the same conditions and are handled by the I am not saying anything that I will have to apologize for because I have gone into this subject very
same Projectionists. Alright, I think that you will
thoroughly and I KNOW what I am talking about.
agree with me that far, if so. follow on and we'll
investigate a little further. Now, we must furnish
With further reference to the splices in "Flame of
the Desert" I will swear on a stack of bibles as
the answer to this question, taking into consideration the fact that each feature goes through the high as "Pikes Peak" that they are censor splices.
If a projectionist in a first run theatre did the
same 'mill'. IF THE FILMS ALL GO
THROUGH THE VERY SAME PROCESS,
damage to a feature that the censors did to this
feature and many others the exchanges would
WHY ARE SOME IN EXCELLENT CONDITION AND OTHERS PRACTICALLY WORN
make an awful row, in fact they would never get
OUT? After thorough investigation on my part I over it. BUT why not get after the censors? I
am prepared to furnish the correct answer to the guess we all know why, but then something should
lie done and done quickly. Now if any of the
above question.
The first half of this week I had the pleasure
l)oards should read this letter and want any more
facts on the subject I am here to give it, PAGES
of running Goldwyns "Flame of the Desert". This
subject was originally in seven parts but the censors
of it, but I don't think we'll hear even one word
from the Boards because I think that they realize
saw fit to cut out about 1500 to 2000 feet (closer
to 2000 than 1500) now this film was in a frightful
we have got 'em. So in view of the foregoing my
condition, the splices were enough to burst the gate
advice to all Projectionists, in all sections is: before you criticize the work of others i. e. the conopen and give the Projectionist heart failure. Upon
examining this film carefully (as I have done with
dition of new films DON'T FORGET OUR
CENSORS because THEY get the films FIRST.
many others) I could see that the splices were
certainly not made by a competent Projectionist
Today I received Fox's "The Lone Star Ranger"
and one of the reels in this subject had a numbei
and by comparing the scenes I found that a portion
of the scene had been deleted, unquestionably by of punch holes in it, but I don't know where it came
from to here and to date we have no run very
the censors, and in place of the deleted portion,
something objectionable I suppose, we find a many of the Fox features.
Now, last but not least, regarding the small town
"splice" that is a
sight more objectionable to
Projectionist. Here is all that I have to say about
the projectionist, projector and the audience than

him. My personal opinion of the small town projectionist inour province, or more correctly, in the
northern part of this province, is that they are a?
a whole decidedly unprogressive. This opinion has
been arrived at after writing to practically every
one of them in our jurisdiction.
Some time ago this local wrote to all the Projectionists apersonal, lengthy, letter and we did
not receive one reply, not even a card as an acknowledgement that they received our letter. Now,
that does not sound very good for our small town
friends and if they do all their work in this manner
then it is not wonder that they are accused of
destroying the films that they handle.
The letters I mention were sent out by this local
on their official stationery, signed by the officers
of this local and bearing the seal of the International Alliance and the letters pointed out to them
the necessity of lining up with their brothers in the
city for the mutual benefit of all concerned and the
industry at large. Also a very generous offer was
made so that if they wished to join the International Alliance and get in with the thousands of
other Projectionists they could do so without any
great outlay of money. This was all done voluntarily by this local and at its expense with the full
knowledge that we could assist them if only they
would allow us to do so and realizing their position we felt that it was our duty to break the ice.
We just wanted to do for them what we had already done for ourselves and we were anxious to
have them enjoy the same privileges and working
conditions that we enjoy. Now not one of these
gentlemen took the matter seriously enough to
answer our communication and we enclosed
stamped and addressed envelopes for their reply.
What have they to say for themselves. What can
they say. Perhaps they will not object to letting
us
hear from them through the Motion Picture
News.
Regarding friend Editor's remarks that we have
been a little bit too quiet and that we are liable
to spring a surprise any minute. Well, as to being
too
perhaps
we spirit
have, even
but don't
we
are quiet
with you
all in
thoughforget
you that
do not
hear from me. This latter statement reminds me of
the story about the minister who was selling tickets
for a little church affair and upon approaching one
of the members of the church he said : "Can
I sell you a ticket?" whereupon the member replied "Sorry that I cannot be with you personally
but remember that I will be there in spirit", so the
minister said "Where would your spirit like to

sit?"

]ack Lascrus and Charles Spicer, in charge of projection at the Cumberland theatre, Brooklyn. The
theatre and its projection room are described on
page 1954
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Describes Room and Methods
CHARLES A. CHRISTOPHER, Rochester,
Pa., writes : " Once more I shall let you know
I am in the land of living but am on the sick list
but hope to be able to go to work tomorrow
again.
I certain!}' room
am sorry
thatsoon
I haven't
photoit
of "Well
my projection
but as
as I ahave
repainted and different lighting system put in, I
will send you one. The work has been begun
already by myself and trusty assistant.
"Well here goes with a little info about my room.
"My room is seven feet high, eight by nine
feet square; have two Powers motor driven machines and they are four feet apart.
"I
have
work
and a half afeet
wide.bench six feet long and two
"The distance from lens to screen is about 90
feet or more and my machines are level with the
screen and are sitting solid on the floor.
"I have two Sterling economizers running on
two lines, one to each machine.
" Am using white A. C. Special carbons and
get a fine light.
"For
I have I sand,
and sand
dry extinguishers butfire
I think
will liquid
take the
out for it
is not much use and then a bucket of sand is
pretty heavy to handle.
"Oh ! yes 'Lest I forget' I have never received
my membership button yet. I think it has been
lost so you will have to send me another one, I
guess, also a new bunch of labels.
"For a change over at the end of the reel I
always make a cue sheet. Not on paper but in
my mind and I never have a bit of trouble.
Peerless

Projector
As

"We are glad to know that the N. A. M. League
is going to do so much good and we know that
it is doing good and we all are proud to belong
lo it. a But,
why against
the Sam the
HilldifYerent
doesn't exchanges
some one
start
crusade
that practice seeing how many exchange numbers
can be put in a reel of film. Believe me, I cut
every exchange number out of every reel that
comes to me for there isn't a punch mark, scratch
or exchange number ever passes over my aperture.
" I think we have the rottenest Board of Censorship in Pennsylvania of all the States."
Reply: It is a good man that can keep the floor
for an extended period. Christopher seems to
have that knack. All the more honor to him.
First and foremost he started that row of "Small
towncr versus City Man" that waxed to such
proportions that we found it necessary to smother
it with the blanket of veto-power. Then he writes
a good account of some ideas of his — and they
were good too. This time he describes his projection room in a tone that almost says "Come one
there, men; can any of you beat it?"
We wonder if they can.
And don't forget to read what he said about
that Penn. Board of Censorship.
We shall watch for that photo of your room
when you have finished frescoing and crocheting it.
And don't forget, you others, that question "Who
has the best projection room?" That little question might be the basis of a good prize contest.
Wonder if there is enough interest among the
readers for us to start one with real cash money
as the bait.
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Letter
from
Martin Johnson Emphasizes
Value of Portable Projector and Generator

John J. Molzkdmw, at the right, is subjecting histhehenchmen
Pathescopehave
to aeverrigidseen.cannibalistic test. It's the first machine he and
(and Chief Nagapate in particular) tried to hold
WE have been six months among the most
savage people in Earth, among cannibals and
us two 3'ears ago. Under an armed guard we
showed them the pictures on the beach and next
head hunters, and the greatest pleasure we have
had was the nights we would hear the exclamations
day I was treated like royalty. To think that anyof surprise and wonder as the savages saw the
one could maek devil-devil magic and make their
own faces move about on a white screen was too
moving pictures. They went wild when I showed
them moving pictures of themselves that I had
much kulafor
their simple natures and it opened Malefor me.
made two years ago.
I was much in demand, and through the story
I used Radium Flares and made movies at night
of the savages looking at themselves on the screen
having traveled from tribe to tribe in the mountains Iwas sent for and offered safety in the way
— and the negative has developed up fine.
of whole armies of savages.
Nagapate himself
We first landed at Malekula — where the savages
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found great pride in guiding us — and probably behind our backs he would take credit for bringing
us!For months we traveled from tribe to tribe —
just Mrs. Johnson and myself — and the Peerless
opened the way for us. It would have done you
good to see it and the Generator going over mountains and into valleys, on the Ijacks of savages,'
and at night to have seen hundreds of cannibals
squatting around the devil-devil grounds, watchingfj
the wonderful things they never dreamed of be-|
fore. Many a time the trees and houses would be
full of human heads — dried — all about us.
We turned the handles of the Generating outfit
so much they both twisted off, (they should be
slightly heavier) and v\e made new ones of hard
wood.
The savages liked a five hundred foot piece of
Armistice Day in New York City better than any
of the films ; it show s hundreds of thousands of
people on the streets. These cannibals never
dreamed that there were so man}' people on earth.
They thought the earth revolved around Malekula
up Weto this
time.here in Sydney several days ago and
arrived
now I am busy printing positives of the finest films
I have ever made. They are going to create a big
sensation when shown. I think I w-ill name them
"WILD MEN OF MALEKULA."
I have the Peerless set up here in the house and
will do all my cutting and assembling on it.
Another remarkable thing about the Peerless and
the Generator is, that when we showed among the
cannibals — away up in the mountains, the picture
was as clear and sharp as any I have ever seen in
a picture show, of course slightly smaller, but the
light was perfect and the picture showed as clear
and steady as any you ever saw.
The Peerless will be a part of every expedition
I make— my next trip is among the tree dwellers
The Question Box
In the belief that many projectionists would use
this Equipment Service Department to a greater
degree if they could be assured that their names
would not appear with their questions and appeals
for help, all names will henceforth be omitted.
But in order that the questioner may recognize
the answer to his question his initials and the name
of his state will be published. The full name and
the exact address will be kept on file in the event
that any reader wishes to communicate personally
with any of the correspondents.
W. B. J., Pennsylvania : I am the youngest member in our local and have the largest theatre and
hardest job, but I believe I am making good. But
I have a few troubles which I would like to have
you comment on, providing you will not use my
name. First, I am troubled with excessive condenser breakage. I have two Motiograph DeLuxe
Projectors and a 75 amp. Transverter. My throw
is 132 feet. The picture is 14x18 and I use 40
to 70 amperes, depending on the thickness of the
film. My condensers are two Tyi's. My objective
is of 6%" E. F. and it is 21" between condenser
and aperture. My carbon set consists of a %"
upper and a 11-32" Silvertip lower. I carry my
arc about Ayi" from my condenser and it is always
the lens nearest the arc that breaks. My lamp
houses are not ventilated to the open air, but instead let the air out into the room. The boss
thinks that way is cheaper. I think better ventilation would cut down on the condenser breakage,
but I can't afford to install the ducts myself. Now
tell me what is wrong that causes my condenser*
to break.
If my condensers are of the wrong size please
tell me w-hat is the right size.
Also tell me w"hat size stereoptican lens I should
use to get the corners in my slides clear. I also
run a spotlight off my transverter, having hooked
it up with a double throw switch. I would like
to know- what size lens to use in it. I can use one
of either 5 or 6-inch diameter. My machines are
.set at about a 45° angle.
Reply: With your arc placed over
four inches from the rear condenser
there should be Httle danger of
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cracking the glass under ordinary
conditions. In fact the working disis usually
thanEither
4". your
This
means tanceone
of two less
things.
arc is flaming when you run your
amperage to 70 or a draught of air is
striking the rear surface in some
manner. The latter surmise is probably the correct one. No doubt the
deficiency of your lamp house ventilation has something to do with the
strains in the lenses, but there are
any number of projectionists working under similar handicaps and yet
are not being bothered with cracked
lenses. We would suggest therefore
that you look first to your condenser
mounts, to see if they are properly
fitted. Then with your amperage at
the lowest point gradually increase it
to the top limit at which you work
it, watching the arc at the same time
through a piece of smoked glass. If
you note a distinct lengthening of the
arc stream toward the condenser it
is probable that this is the reason for
your breakage. One way out — if you
really feel that you must use the 40
to 70 range in current is to use a
%" upper. When using your lower
amperage, the illumination will not
be so satisfactory as at present because the carbon will not be heated
to the same degree of incandescense.
One other possible cause of trouble
during the winter months is the sudden heating of condenser lenses after
they have remained in the comparatively cold room over night. It is
an excellent plan to warm them gradually for a few minutes before starting the first show. Sudden heating

THE

produces stresses within the glass
and once these have been produced
it takes very little to finish the work
of destruction.
Your stereoptican lens should be
of 22" focus. If your only trouble
at the present time is a fringe of
color at the edge of the picture it is
probably due to your arc being set
too far away from your condensers.
Bring it nearer gradually and see if
the coloring does not disappear.
With a 5" spot light lens its focal
length to give you a 6-foot spot
should be
inches. By withdrawing the arc from the lens you
will
be able
on the
stage.to produce a "head spot"
W. R. R., Ohio, asks several questions about
theatre layouts. His letter reads : I am contemplating apicture show in a small town and would
like to ask a few questions. First, can good results be obtained in a house 55 feet wide with a
65-foot throw, if the projectors are placed from
15 to 18 feet from the centre line of the building?
You will never be able to get good
results by offsetting your machine
15 feet with a throw of only 65 feet.
This arrangement would produce an
angle of approximately 20 degrees
and anything beyond 10 degrees is
practically impossible. With the intended arrangement, it would be necessary to set your screen at such an
angle that those on one side of the
house would view nothing but a very
vague picture entirely out of proportion. Although not usually to be advised, itis far better in your case to
work out some way by which the projection room can be built into the
roof or suspended from the ceiling.
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You do not give the reasons for
the offset, but if it is because of a
few seats which would be lost of the
room were to be located centrally, it
is better to lose the few seats.
Second, results
Would with
the aMazda
outfitto give
sat- '
isfactory
throw Lamp
of 65 feet
75 feet?
Provided that your projection
room is finally placed on the center i
line
offset,under
the Mazda
wouldandbe not
working
its bestLaoT*'
coi
ditions. Lamp manufacturers ai
working on a new lamp which it
hoped will work out to better succ'
than the style originally produo
Write to the Edison, National
Westinghouse lamp works for mi
information about their incandeso
outfits.
Third, What carbon combination should I uSf
with alternating current to give best results wi
out using a rectifier?
With a house of your size, it
probable that you would have a coi
paratively small screen and thtt
would hardly require more than 35
amperes a.c. For this carbon setting
you
combination
of you
Yi"
coredshould
both use
top aand
bottom. If
find it necessary to go above 35 amps,
then change
carbon sizes to "^i"
cored
top andyour
bottom.
Fourth, With alternating current at 110 volts,
3 phase, 60 cycles, what is the best equipment for
reducing to the proper voltage at a minimum of
cost excluding the mercury arc rectifier?
For reducing and converting at one
and the same time there is no device
better than the motor generator.
There are three makes you should
consider, these being the Westinghouse M G Set, the Fort Wayne a.c.
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PEERLES

PORTABLE

PROJECTOR
The unanimous choice of the expert projectionists,
because it combines the most advanced ideas in design with unique convenience in operation.
Motor

(or hand) drive and rewind at any speed.

Film threads easily, runs in a straight line without
twists or turns and where you can see it. Studios
and directors use it to cut and edit film as easily as
on a rewind table.
Less flicker at three quarter speed than any other
projector at normal speed.
Its skillful design and superior mechanical construction are a revelation to users of ordinary portable projectors.
Triple
lenses.

meniscus, bi-convex, French

Monoplane
Frame

Lamps.

and supports all of aluminum.

Widefaced,

Price as shown $275
Also made with enclosing magazines

Mazda

condenser

helical-cut, bronze on steel, noiseless

Oil-less bearings throughout.
gears. mOtOr.
VCrSal

Westinghouse

uni-

Operates on 32 volt. 110 volt or 220 volt line
current A. C. or D. C. or on a small storage battery, or when no electricity is available on the wonderful
Peerless Hand Driven Electric Generator weighing only fifty pounds!
Read
from

What

Martin

the South

Sea

Johnson

Writes

Islands:

For months we traveled from tribe to tribe — just Mrs. Johnson and myself —
and the Peerless opened the way for us. It would have done you good to see it
and the Generator going over mountains and into valleys, on the backs of savages,
and at night to have seen hundreds of cannibals squatting around the devil-devil
grounds, watching the wonderful things they never dreamed of before. Many a
time the trees and houses would be full of human heads — dried — all about us.
I have the Peerless set up here in the house and will do all my cutting and
assembling on it.
Another remarkable thing about the Peerless and the Generator is that when
we showed among the cannibals — away up in the mountains, the picture was as
clear and sharp as any I have ever seen in a picture show, of course slightly
smaller, but the light was perfect and the picture showed as clear and steady as
any you ever saw.
The Peerless will be a part of every expedition I make — my next trip is among
the tree dwellers six hundred miles up the Fly River in New Guinea.
I feel that I owe the Peerless credit for most of the fine pictures I have made
on this expedition. As I have said before, it opened a safe road to savage tribes
where I never could have reached otherwise.
M. J.
Peerless

Projector

32 West 43rd Street
DEPT. N

Company

New

York

City

Also Sold by Pathe Cinema, Ltd., Bombay, India: Pathe-Phono-Cinema-Chine,
Shanghai, Hong Kong and Tientsin, China
Responsible Representatives Wanted in All Parts of the World

Peerless Hand Driven Electric Generator
— Simple, practical, fool-proof. In use with
universal satisfaction all over the world.
(Can not be used with other projectors
having the old style optical systems.) Ball
bearing dynamo. Folding stand. Weston
voltmeter.
Export,8175.
15"xl5"x33".
Weight, 90 Boxed
pounds. for Price,
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to d.c.
verter.
want to
can help

Compensarc and the TransBut in the event that you
use a.c. — no one does if he
it— get a regulator or compensarc or the transformer type.
Fifth, Do the laws of Ohio compel the use of
metal or fireproof projection rooms? What are
the important points of construction?
Whether the laws of Ohio compel
their use or not, the projection room
should be of fireproof construction
either of metal, asbestos, tile or concrete. We haven't the Ohio laws at
hand, but it is exceedingly probable
that the requirements in this respect
are laid down in detail.
The important points of projection
room construction are named in the
order of their importance; fire proof
construction, rigidity, size, location,
equipment. Rigidity is placed second
because it is a fact that with the best
equipment it would be impossible to
secure a good screen image if the
projection room swayed or was in
any way insecure.
Size is important from the viewpoint of comfort to the projectionist
as well as from that of the location
of
the equipment and general accessibility.

side each of the other attributes. For
"Equipment" should be fireproof, or
at least it should have all available
fire protective attachments. In the
case of revolving machinery it should
be in balance, so as not to endanger
the rigidity of the room ; when deciding on "Size" the bulk of equipment to be used is an important item ;
and so on.
Sixth, I am in the market for two second hand
motor-driven projection machines, preferably Powers 6 or 6 A. Can you direct me to the proper
place to get prices, etc., on same? I also want to
buy the necessary equipment for reducing the voltage as above stated?

Picture
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Most of the theatre supply houses
have second hand projectors for sale.
In Cincinnati and in Cleveland, you
will find a number of these supply
dealers, handling the standard projectors. These firms would also
know about converting equipment
suitable for your needs.
J. G., New York : Kindly let me know through
your department of projection whether we can use
two 110 volt economizers or Power's inductors in
multiple to get more amperes at the arc. Tried
this combination, but could get no light on them,
that is on my 220 volt supply.

A perfect picture can be secured
only with straight away projection.
Many theatres it is true are drawing
a select clientele by the quality of
their pictures which could be made
even better with "perfect projection
conditions." That is why "Location"
has been placed ahead of "Equipment."
But "Equipment" is so vital to the
success of any motion picture theatre, that though it comes last in the
list, it should occupy a place along-

Noon hour at the American Fotoplayer Works
PROJECTION
LENSES

TRANSFORMER

AND

ADAPTERS

Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Service and adapted to either
Alternating or Direct Current service.
WE GUARANTEE all our products to be free from mechanical
or electrical defects.
Manufactured by
Rutledge
& Company
35 S. Dearborn St.
CHICAGO

Why not equip your machine
with a lens that is made in a
factory devoted exclusively to
the manufacture of High Grade
Projection Lenses of all descriptions.
Our PRO-JEX Motion Picture Projection lenses can be
had in any of the following
Standard
typesPRO-JEX—
:
PRO-JEX— No. 1

Phone Bryant 6868
BAY STATE FILM SALES
220 West 42nd Street
A. G. STEEN,
MADE
FILM
EQUAL

CO., INC.
New York City

Special Representative

IN

AMERICA

RAW
TO THE

PRO-JEX— No. 2
We also carrj- a full line of
High Grade Stereopticon Lenses
in the Quarter and Half size.
OUR PRICES -Will make vou
think.
OUR GOODS-W ill make you
act for the future supply.

STOCK
BEST

Used Successfully by the Foremost Producers and
Laboratories

Projection Optics Co.
:
riNCORPORATED
203 State Street
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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■he same point of view as the taking lens, iniless
i)y some as yet unknown device wc can utilize the
taking lens both as a tinder and a photograph. c
Cenemato graphic Cameras
')i)jective. The nearest aproach to this ideal is
perhap.s found in the Bell and Howell Camera
By Carl L. Grt'iorv, i'.K.P.S., and
where the lens performs both of these functions,
G. J. Badgley
hut not simultaneously. This ideal condition being
A Paper Read at the Philadelphia Meeting of
only fulfilled when the image can be viewed
Society of Motion Picture Engineers
Through the taking lens at the same time that the
picture is being photographed.
While this is
111 using exterior mattes, in place of matching
heoretically
not
impossible,
it
is
practically
so on
each other exactly as is the case with interior
account of the amount of mechanism, that it would
mattes, they must overlap one another slightly and
be necessary to place in the space already occupied
the amount of this over-lap is determined by the by the shutter to make such a device practical. Wc.
diaphragm opening. For a small diaphragm it is can however, develop the view finder enough so
narrow, for a large one it is correspondingly wider.
that it is an instrument precise enough for our
For cloud effects, he has a number of color filters
purposes by placing its objective lens as close as
of dilTerent hues and of different depths of color
possible to that of the photographic objective and
and, when using these, he generally, although not
i;sing a compensating device to account for the
always, uses panchromatic negative stock which is slight
variation between the different view points
sensitive not only to blue light, but to green, yellow
of the two lenses. Another desirable feature with
and red to which ordinary film stock is comparathe view finder is that it should show the image
tively insensitive. With ordinary negative stock
brilliantly, right side up with the image right for
only the most pronounced blonde will photograph
right and left and not reversed as is usually the
as being light-haired. With panchromatic stock
case. Negative lenses are not ideal for this purand a yellow screen he may make the yellow-haired
pose as they depend for their accuracy upon the
heroine as blonde as he pleases and reduce freckles
of the eye being along a certain axis. .\
and facial imperfections to a minimimi. With a position
view finder should be within the camera box, so
graduated sky filter, he can give full exposure to that it does not have to be adjusted to the camera
objects in a scenic locality and yet retain the details
of ihe bcaniifnl clouds in the background, or bring after it is taken from the case. It should be plainlv
out the blue distant mountains that would be and easily visible to the photographer's eye from
his natural cranking position. Mr. Akeley, in descarcly visible were they photographed upon ordisigning his camera, has paid more attention to the
nary negative slock without a filter. With mattes
important functions of the view finder than any
of yellow celluloid, the outer edges of the close
other camera manufacturer, and yet must all adup may he diffused and darkened without suppressmit that the ideal view finder is yet to be made.
ing them altogether, by means of mattes mechanicDiscussion of the problem of an ideal view finder
ally operated by a flexible shaft attached to an
brings us to the problem of the range finder, and
elongation of the shutter shaft or oilier moving
by range finder, we mean an instrument which
part of the camera, one scene may be rolled aside
performs
for the camera exactly the same funcand another take its place as it disappears; not by
tion that the range finder performs for the artilone dissol\ing into another, but as if one scene
lery,— that of measuring the distance from thewere slid on at one side and by its coming woidd
camera to the object so that the focus may be inpush the other off at the other side, or, by changing
stantly set without measuring the distance or fofrom vertical to horizontal, make one picture go
cusing upon the film or ground glass. Range findlike the scene painted on a theatre curtain which
ers are so well and scientifically worked out that it
rolls up, disclosing the setting behind it.
should
be no considerable problem at all to make
Optical attachments of small reHccling i)risn)s
form of this instrument which would fulplaced partially before the taking lens permit of a simple
fill all of the requirements of cinematographic use
double exposure effects being made at one exposSuch an instrument is an integral part of some
ure and so forth ad intinitum, limited oidy by the
models
of pocket cameras manufactured by the
ingenuity and resources of the individual camera
Eastman Company and the manufacturers of movoperator.
ing picture camera should not lag in following this
One attachment usually scorned by the average
example. View and range finders are of course
professional is the speedometer for giving the numgreat aids to the accomplishment of the most efber of frames taken per second. While such an ailicient use of the photographic objective.
taclnnent is regarded by many as being superThe taking lens is of course the most important
flous, it should be of considerable value, especially
part of the camera. It must be of the best quality
o those operators who are engaged in the prodnction of comedy lilms of the Mack Sennet type, for
possible, suitably mounted so that it can be accurately focused upon the plant of the film, some
many comedy effects depend upon the accuracy
modification of the micrometer principle being
with which certain number of pictures per second
probably the best and most accurate practical
may be photographed, generally a number considmethod. Once the scale of distances are calibrated
erably less than sixteen per second, and while there
are operators who can compete marvelously with
upon a micrometer scale, so that no climatic condia stop watch in turning to a certain speed per section or ordinary wear and tear will derange its adond, they are the exception and not the rule.
justment, there should be no further use for focusNext in our line of attachments we come to the
ing devices except to occasionally check results in
view finder, although we wish to register a protest
order to see that no possible accident has happened
to its mechanism. W^ere an accurate calibration
against classifying the view finder as an attachment
or accessory as it is much too important to be otherof the focusing scale has been made under favorwise than an integral part of the camera even if it
able conditions with a reliable focusing mount it
would be impossible to make any better adjustment
seldom fulfills the functions for which it is provided. It is of the utmost importance that the by focusing on the thing itself than to measure
view finder show plainly at all times the exact field the distance and set the scale to the proper calibracovered by the lens of the camera and yet it can
tion, no matter how often it may be necessary to
never do this exactly-, because it is not possible to inspect the image in the framing aperture for the
place the view finder so that it will have exactlv
purposes of lining up or obtaining composition. In
Attachments

to Profession

an instrument where such accurate work is required as in a motion picture camera, a ground
glass for focusing purpose is an absurdity, the
coarseness of its surface is much greater than the
limit of definition to which it is desirable to adjust
the lens. Ground glass should only be used for the
determination of the extent of the image within
the frame. For focusing the objective a microscope should be provided, so adjusted that its cross
hairs or reticule lines will appear in the focus plans ;
I)y means of such a microscope the focusing mount
should be calibrated. For purposes of viewing the
image in the framing aperture some form of reflex
attachment is of considerable value. If the meciianism of the camera gives room for the placing
of such an attachment between the lens and the
sary.
lilm, so much the better, as it renders the opening
of the camera and the spoiling of film unnecesAs the
subject
of focusing
worthy
of an
extensive
paper, it'devices
would bealone
unwiseis
for
us
to
dilate
here
upon
the
various
phases
of
this
subject.
Under the head of attachments, wc had also
placed in our notes metal fittings. This seems
almost superfluous, as there can be no doubt that
the film race ways should be made of hard metal
capable of receiving and retaining a mirror-like
polish upon which there could be no chance of the
film being scratched or abraided. Frictional contact with the film shoidd be avoided wherever possible. Static electricity is one of the greatest
enemies of the motion picture photographer and
friction upon celluloid, as everyone knows, generates static electricity. Here again we must cut
our desertation short as the cause of static, static
markings, and static prevention are the subjects for
another exhaustive paper, and we dare not intrude
this subject upon an already lengthy article. The
subject of camera attachments is necessarily a
lengthy one and we have attempted in this paper
to touch upon only the more saliant features in the
hope that we may furnish the germ of an idea
which may develop in the brain of some of our
more able confreres and give to the cimeatographic
world some noteworthy addition to its many inventions.

Tinting

Dyes Have
Changed

Not

IN an endeavor to ascertain if the quality of tinting dyes had been altered in the last two years
the Research Department of the Eastman Kodak
Co., has made a number of tests of new samples and
compared the results with those obtained before
the publication of the booklet "Tinting and Toning
of Motion Picture Film."
These tests showed that the quality is substantially the same in the case of those dyes supplied
by the National Aniline and Chemical Co.
However, the trade names of a number of these
dyes have been changed and the old list is here
given together with the new.
DYE
Old N.^me
New NA>tE
Cine Red Serichrome Blue R. .Serichrome Blue R.
Croceine Scarlet Croceine S c a r 1 e t
Cine Scarlet
MOO
MOO
Cine Orange
Orange A Cone. Wool Orange A
Cone.
F
Cine Yellow
Niagara
Fast Yellow Erie Yellow F
Cine Green
Ammaco Acid Green Acid Green L
Cine Blue Buffalo Fast Bluer Fast Wool Blue R
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Company
Handle

Incorporated

to

Project- A- Lite
Products

to retain the use of his own lamphouse with its
present condensing and projecting lenses, makes
a strong appeal because of the fact that nothing
need be thrown away. The absence of excessive
heat results in longer life to all the projecting
apparatus, thus effecting an economy that saves
him many dollars in operation.
"We shall soon announce our new Automatic
Regulator through your columns. This will be a
feature, as up to the present, there has been no real
automatic transformer available, although there has
been and is a strong demand for them."

IN order to meet the rapidly increasing demand
for Project- A-Lite products and to properly
finance their manufacture and sales, Rutledge &
Co. of Chicago, have recently incorporated under
the laws of the State of Illinois, and now are
seeking quarters offering larger manufacturing
facilities. This progressive Chicago accessory company, although young in years, has come rapidly to
the front since W. R. Rutledge sold his electrical
interests in the northwest with the hope of enterA Real Partnership
ing the military service in the world war and,
being rejected on account of physical disqualificaH. D. Shay, of the Reaper theatre, Monroe,
tions, turned his attention to the development of
Mich., says : I am enclosing herewith my blank
electrical apparatus for motion picture theatrical
for membership in the N. A. M. L.
work.
I have been following it up ever since it was
The use of Mazda illumination in this field
originated, but owing to my not being in the show
caught his attention and he began a series of exbusiness
bership. for a year, I did not apply for memperiments looking towards the development of
suitable apparatus for regulating line current to
I have been running projectors for ten years
meet the requirements of the standard motion pic- now and I have been very much against punch
mark in the films and it seems to be a very much
ture high efficiency lamp. After that his attention was given to the development of an adapter
used evil around Detroit and nearby towns.
that would hold the Mazda lamp in position in the
I do not deem it necessary to resort to punch
present day carbon arc lamp house without necessimarks or razor blade marks to be used as a signal for the approach of the end of a reel. Man
tating any serious changes or destroying the lamphouse now used. The success of both these efforts
was given brains and if he uses them can carry
is known to the great number of motion picture
the ends of his reels in his mind and not destroy
men now familiar with Project- A-Lite products.
other
property.
If he cannot remember
then letpeople's
him write
them down.
Mr. Rutledge in telling of the growth of his
Friend wife is as much against these methods
company, said, "Our beginnings were very small
and the pages of the Motion Picture News were
as I and she is a first class projectionist and has
first resorted to as a means of informing the world
put six years in the study of projection. She
of these helps towards Mazda illumination on the
reads everything on projection and in fact has
screen.
her nose in Hawkins and other electrical books in
preference to other kinds of reading.
"During the last six months such a demand has
She runs the machine in our other house every
arisen for this apparatus that, although doing our
utmost, we are unable to keep pace with it and
Saturday and Sunday and gets along fine.
Reply :
this has forced us to expand our business by incorporating and finding larger quarters.
Which reminds us that a short time ago in a
very large city, the city authorities were tipped
"A strong demand has arisen in European fields
and it is the purpose of our company to engage in
off that a theatre manager was allowing a girl to
the export trade. May I add that in response to
operate his projectors. The inspector hitched up
our advertisements in the columns of the Motion
his belt, tipped his hat over one eye — like a
Picture News, we have received inquiries from
" movie " detective, you know — and set out for
London, Paris and Rome as well as from several
the theatre where the underhand work was going
international agencies which have applied for comon.Reaching the theatre he slipped up the stairs to
missions as distributors.
the projection room, listened an instant to make
"The advantage to the exhibitor of being able
iiiiiiiiiniiiiirinniriiuiiiiiLiiuMiiuiuiiiiuiimumuiiiimiiiiiimuiiiuiiiiuiiuuiiuuiiiiiiiiiHiuiiiuiJiii
gnnimuuiiiiiiiiuijiiiiiiuiJuiMuiiiiiuui
STARTLING
PRICES
LATEST NEW UNIVERSALS
200 ft. Model, List ?430.00. Bass Price, S345.00
200 ft. Model, with Dissolve Shutter, List $518.00.
Our Price, S425.00
400 ft. Model, List $640.00. Bass Price, $525.00
400 ft. Model, with Dissolve. List $728.00.
Bass Price, $595.00
The Famous Universal Pan and Tilt Tripod,
List $120.00. Bass Price, $105.00
Above prices Jor cash or deposit and balance
C. 0. D. A wire icill start one on the way to you.
ACT QUICK
While this Special Sale Lasts.
Largest stock of new and used M. P. Cameras in
America.
•
Lights, Printers and Film.
Write your needs.

I
1

I
BASS Motion
CAMERA
COMPANY
=
Picture Division
I
111 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.
^mnminniimmiiiinnuiiinirniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiimiiniiiiniinmpimiimiinmniiirmiminmiimnm

NEVER

N ew . \

sure — that
the the
voiceplace.
he heard was a female's am
then
rushed
The girl was humming away while she threade(
her second machine and hardly gave him a glanc
as he catapaulted into the room.
"Ha, ha, my little lady!" he said, or wor'. '
that effect. " Now I've caught you."
" You look like an inspector," the little lady said
as she slipped the leader under the clip and gavi
the lower reel a twist. "How's everything?"
But the inspector wasn't to be bulldozed at anJ
feminine remark. He snooped from one end of tfl
room to the other in the most approved styfll
taught by correspondence detective schools aifl
finally laid his official hand on the young lady^
shoulder.
" I'm sorry, miss," he said in a tone whid '
showed that he wasn't sorry in the least, " but 11
have
to arrest
for operating
Without
evenyoulooking
his way,without
the girla license'
retortec
sarcastically :
"Humph! if that ain't just like a man. Whj
don't you use your eyes? There's my license ovei
there in the corner."
And it was there. A " first class operator's license." She had passed the examination with flying colors many months before and had been getting excellent screen results.
As for the inspector — what could he say excep'
maybe, " Yer sure gotta hand it to the little lady.'

1 This Issue Contains
20 Pages
I

on
covering
EQUIPMENT
News of the Week
New Theaters
Projection
Camera

|
C-r-a-c-k
—
c-r-a-c-k —
— another Condenser gone to pieces!
No wonder they break. It takes mighty good
glass to stand such heat.
•'Mighty good glass;" that's what IMSCO Condensers are made of. They seldom break, and
are guaranteed not to turn color.
Yes, they cost a little more (one pair, 6j^" and
71/2 » individual box, for $2.50), but they're
cheaper in the end.
Try
for yourseK.
want a topair
try and
otherseeIMSCO
products Then
too. you'll
729 Seventh Ave.
INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPLY CO.,
New York
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HEADQUARTERS
MOTION
EAGLE

PICTURE

ROCK

CAMERAS

NOW

FILM

for

IN STOCK

GENUINE
IMPORTED

''Ihe

Quality

Right

photographically.

%aw

Stock 9 f

DEBRIE
CAMERAS

Will

New Model Precision
Bail-Bearing Tripod

not go to pieces in the
Universal

projector.

200 ft. Model Lists $430, our d'O /4 Q
price
«p«3^*/
200 ft. Model with Automatte dissolving shutter. List
$512, our price •

Made by
THE

EAGLE

ROCK

MANUFACTURING

MOTION
PICTURE
110 W. 32nd STREET

The FOUNDATION

OF PRESENT-DAY

MOTION

PICTURES

STANDARDIZED
CAMERAS-PERFORATOR— PRINTER
SPLICERS ACCESSORIES
PRECISION
MACHINERY— EQUIPMENT-SUPPLIES
For Motion Picture Laboratories, Studios, Theatres
PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CINEMACHINERY
NEW YORK g£LL & HOWELL
CO.
I80I-U Larchmont Ave., CHICAGO

Fibre

400
ft. ic
Model e
with Autopr
matic
dissolving shutter, List
$731, our price -

Ecerything for the Production of
7 RIGHT PRICES
42the
Pictures$at

CO

VERONA, NEW JERSEY

Gold

Cameras
$165
400 ft. Model, List $645, our

'''''''

Screens

Every

$597

APPARATUS
CO. INC.
NEW YORK CITY

Motion

Should

$525

be

Picture

Properly

Projected
It is not the pictures alone that control your
patronage and fill your theatre with a large,
enthusiastic audience, for if the pictures do not
appear on your screen clear and flickerless they
lose half their value.
Give theatre-goers the joy of seeing a perfectly
projected picture. You can easily do this by
employing in your machine
TOR CARBONS.

SPEER

PROJEC-

To this company belongs the prestige of providing the
finest projection surface of all screens for the Photo

A size and style to meet the requirements of
every operating condition.

Play world.

There's a distributor near you. Samples and information upon request
MINUSA

CINE

SCREEN

CO.

World's Largest Producers of
Motion Picture Screens
Bomont and Morgan
St. Louis, Mo.

Speer

Carbon
St. Marys,

Company
Penna.

Motion
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"THE VENGEANCE OF DURAND
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
I
The timin is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
I Love Theme: Love's Enchantment" (Moderato Romance), Varley
i Jealousy Theme: "Sinister Theme" (Dramatic Andante Moltoe MysI
terioso), Vely
I
1
—
"Prelude"
(Heavy
Dramatic),
by Rachmaninoff (1 minute and 15 seconds),
I until — S : At Screening.
1
2
—
"Love
Theme"
(1
minute
and
45 seconds), until — T: Marion, his devoted
I wife.
I
3
—
"
Tojours
J'Amais"
(French
Waltz),
I seconds), until — T: But the custom of many. by Waldteufel (2 minutes and 30
4— "Jealousy Theme" (1 minute), until — S: When Captain kisses Marion's
II hand.
I 5 — " Canzonetta " (French Intermezzo), by Ambrosio (1 minute and 45 seconds),
i until — T: " I am a beast."
1 6 — Love Theme (1 minute), until — T: Madame's fondness.
i 7 — Jealousy Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: " Your sleeve, Madame."
i 8 — Heavy Dramatic Pathetic (No. 10 Luz Photoplay Edition) (1 minute and 45
i seconds),
— T: (3Then
out ofandHenri
Durand's. until — T: Then on a day when
I
9 — Love until
Theme
minutes
30 seconds),
I Marion (Piano only according to action).
I 10 — Jealousy Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: Then Henri Durand's.
(Moderato
II until11 —— "S:Idilio
When" scene
fades toIntermezzo),
Marion and byTom.Lack (1 minute and 30 seconds),
i1 f: 12For
— "Arabian
(Heavy Dramatic), by Mildenberg (2 minutes), until —
almost a Nights"
month Durand.
1 13 — " Capricious Annette" (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (1 minute and IS
I seconds), until — T: On Marion's birthday.
— " Marchof invitation
Triumphale (fete
" (Characteristic),
by Kempinsk; (3 minutes), until —
I\ S: 14Close-up
scenes).
I 14— Jealousy Theme (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Sorry, I have to
I leave."
— " Light until
Dramatic
AgitatoMarion
" (No. finds
14 Luz
Ii 30 ISseconds),
— S: When
knife.Photoplay Edition) (2 minutes and
i years
16 — pass
"Standard
French
Waltz"
(3
minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: Twelve
and the.
17 —utesTacet,
according
to
action;
segue
to
"Standard
and 30 seconds), until — S: When guests stop dancing.French Waltz" (3 min18 — Jealousy Theme (2 minutes), until — S: When dancing stops.
19 — Love Theme (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — S: When Tom calls (piano
only according to action).
20 — "Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (2 minutes), until — T: "The lake has been
sadly."
2122 —— Love
" Religioso
improvising)
minute),
until — greets
T: In Tom.
the chapel built.
Theme" (Organ
(2 minutes),
until — S:(1 When
Beatrice
23 — Heavy Mysterioso, by Levy (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " Monsieur
Durand,
will Theme
you? " (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: Then when Beatrice has.
24 — Love
25
—
"Mysterioso
It is time to begin. Dramatique," by Borch (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T:
26 — "Dramatic Finale," by Smith (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "And
already Durand has."
27 — Jealousy Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "I am Death."
28 — Love Theme (45 seconds), until — T: " Beatrice, how often? "
29
"Cradle
Song" which
(From drives."
Tragic Suite — Andante Pathetic) (4 minutes), until —
T : "— And
tlie demon
30 — " Adagio " (From Tragic Suite — Dramatic Tension) (3 minutes and 30
seconds),
until — Theme
T: "I (1can't
do this,
(Pianountil
only— S:according
to action).
31 — Jealousy
minute
and father"
30 seconds),
When Tom
watches
Beatrice
and Captain.
32
—
Heavy
Desc.
Ag.
(No.
4
Luz
Photoplay
Edition)
(3
minutes),
until
— T:
Among all the demons of Hell.
33 — Love Theme (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: The part which Monsieur
le Farge.
34 — "Dramatic
When
father joins Suspense,"
Beatrice. by Winkler (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — S:
35 — Jealousy Theme (2 minutes), until — T: Then madness.
Heavyknife.
Desc. Ag. (No. 12 Luz Photoplay Edition) (2 minutes), until — T:
The36 —death
37 — "Gruesome
braces Beatrice. Mysterioso," by Borch (1 minute), until — S: When Tom em38 — Love Theme (2 minutes), until — T: Durand, the ghost of Marion.
THE END

"ME AND CAPT. KIDD "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Woodland Dreams" (Moderato Sentimental), Vargas
1 — Theme (2 minutes), until — S: At Screening.
2 — "Andante Dramatic," by Borch (1 minute), until — T: "Make haste, my
proud."
3 — "Fairy Phantoms" (Allegretto Characteristic), by Friedman (3 minutes and
30 seconds), until — S; When Peggy's vision fades.
4— Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — S: When Tom helps Peggy.
5 — "Standard Menuet " (2 minutes), until — T: And as she languished (insert).
6 — Theme (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: " Oh, I wish my treasure."
7 — " Mysterioso Agitato," by Smith (3 minutes), until — T: " Cap'n Kidd done."
8— "Comedy Allegro," by Berg (3 minutes), until — T: When ole Zeke Walker.
9 — Theme (1 minute), until — T: "Well, if we must spend the."
10 — "Barcarole"
(Summer Idyll), by Buse (2 minutes), until — T: Washed
ashore
by.
11 — " Dramatic
Tension," by Borch (4 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: After
a search
of the island.
12 — "Dramatic Tension," by Levy (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — S: When
Tom's father enters Peggy's home.
13
Pathetique), by Borch (1 minute and 45 secends),— "Silent
iwitil — T:Sorrows"
After the (Andante
funeral.
14
—
"Agitato
No.
37,"
by
Andino
(2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: When
Mammy looks at letter.
15
—
"
Peacefulness
"
(Andante
Simplice),
by Borch (2 minutes and 15 seconds),
until — S : When Peggy leaves home.
16
—
"Dramatic
Reproach,"
by
Berge
(1
minute and 30 seconds), until — S:
When Tom enters home.
17 — Theme (1 minute), until — T: "We are taking legal."
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I 18— " Flirty Flirts " (Intermezzo Rubato), by Levy (2 minutes and IS seconds) I
I until — T: Stockton Richards.
1
I 19— " In Flowerland " (Valse Moderato), by Golden (2 minutes), until — T: The i
II week-end
party
at
(watch
for
gong).
I
20 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: When Peggy descends stairs. I
i 21
" (Half-tone
one-step),to by
Levy (1 minute), until — S: When =
I girl —sits" Hunkatin
at piano (Piano
only according
action).
I 22 — Theme (1 minute and IS seconds), until — T: After the unsuspecting Tom.
i= to 23uncle.
— "Gruesome Mysterioso," by Borch (1 minute), until — S: When scene fades
I 24 — " Canterbury Bells " (Capricious Allegretto), by Tonning (2 minutes and
I 45 seconds), until — S: When scene of uncle fades.
1 25 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: Seeking the expert advice.
I 26 — Repeat: "Gruesome Mysterioso" (45 seconds), until — T: The torturing
I conscience.
I
27 — "Clematis"
Poco Agitato), by Tonning (4 minutes), until — S: I
I When scene fades to(Moderato
Peg
gy.
I 28 — " Storm Furioso," by Minot (1 minute), until — S: When scene fades to 1
I uncle (storm and explosion effects).
i
I 29 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T .- The calm of the morning. I
I 30 — " Scherzetto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (2 minutes and 20 sec- :i onds), until — T: " Lawsey, Missey."
I
1 31 — Theme (2 minutes), until — S: When Tom sees
Peggy.
I
I 32 — "Birds and Butterflies" (Intermezzo Caprioso), by Vely (3 minutes), until I
i — S : When Peggy signs paper.
I
I 33 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: "Yes, but too late."
1
I
THE END
I
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"THE COMBAT"
f
specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
1
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.) |
Theme: "Heart of Mine" (Ballad Sentimentalei. Smith
|
1 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
1
2 — "That
Waltz" (A la jazz), by Levy (2 minutes), until — T: And 1|
; through
such Naughty
a bargain.
3 — " Poeme Symphonique " (Andante symphonique) , by Borch (1 minute and 1
i 15 seconds), until — T: Then when Muriel's.
1
4— Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: As the days pass the. t
5
—
"Dramatic
Recitative,"
by
Levy
(1
minute
and
IS
seconds),
until
—
S:
When
1
Burton kisses Muriel.
|
6 — Theme (2 minutes and IS seconds), until — T: Then comes love's old. i
7 — " Bleeding Hearts " (Andantino sentimento), by Levy (2 minutes and IS I
seconds), until — S: When Muriel sits at piano (piano only according to action). I
8 — " Serenade Romantique " (Moderate romance), by Borch (2 minutes and 30 |
seconds), until — T: "I have done as you asked."
|
9 — "Furioso No. 11," by Kiefert (30 seconds), until — T: "You always win, I
Burton."
|
10 — "Dramatic
Tension," by Levy (1 minute), until — T: When the hour |f
arrives
for.
11 — "Agitato No. 6," by Kiefert (2 minutes), until — T: First, last and all the. =
"Heavy
Mysterioso"
(No. 10 A. B. C. Dramatic Series) (30 seconds), i|
until12 —— T:
Dear little
sweetheart.
13
—
"
Agitato
Mysterioso
"
(No. 10
A. B. C. Dramatic Series) (30 seconds), |1
until — T: The Limited (train effects
— collision).
14 — " Plaintive " (No. 10 A. B. C. Dramatic Series) (2 minutes), until — T: |
Muriel's first news.
|
15 — "Allegro
Agitato
No. 8,"
by Andino (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — S: |1
When
Burton jumps
through
window.
16 — "Reverie" (From Pathetic Suite) (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: 1
" No need now to tell."
I
17 — " Elegie " (From Pathetic Suite) (2 minutes), until — T: And so Graydon |
Burton's.
|
18 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: Slowly the dreary months.
|
19 — " Silent Sorrows " (Andante Pathetique), by Borch (2 minutes and 45 sec- |
onds), until — T: "Please do not be sentimental."
|
20 —— "Turbulence"
by Borch
(2 minutes and 15 seconds), i1 '
until
S: When scene (Allegro
fades to Agitato),
Burton (sleigh
bells).
21 —— "Flirty
Flirts"
Rubato), by Levy (1 minute and 30 seconds), fI
until
T: Herman
Blake(Intermezzo
these days.
22 — Theme (2 minutes), until — S: When Muriel enters bedroom.
I
23 — "Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (2 minutes), until — T: "There is always |I
something."
24 — "Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (2 minutes), until — T: As if Muriel had |\
not.
25
Mysterioso,"
Borch (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — S: !i
When— "Gruesome
Graydon is seen
at windowby (shots).
26
—
"Heavy
Dr.
Desc"
(No.
18
A. B. C. Dramatic Series) (2 minutes and IS I|
seconds), until — T: Graydon.
27
—
'■
Heavy
Agitato"
(No.
18
A.
B. C. Dramatic Series) (3 minutes), until — T: 1|
And so the husband who.
28
—
"
Heavy
Andante"
(No.
18
A.
B. C. Dramatic Series) (1 minute), until — T: |I
On the rack.
29 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " He is ray husband." |
30 — " Adagio
" (From Tragic Suite) (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: 1;
Prevented
by Phillip.
31 — " Cradle Song" (From Tragic Suite) (3 minutes and IS seconds), until — T: I
" You dreamed those things."
I
32 — Theme
(1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "You belong to him, Muriel" i|
(train
effects).
THE END
i
"THE THREE GODFATHERS"
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Love's Enchantment" (Intermezzo D'Amour), Varley
1 ——-" S:Gavotte
and Musette " (Allegretto), by Raff (4 minutes and 5 seconds),
At Screening.
The
Intermezzo
" (Allegretto), by Pierne (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T:
until -"daily
grist of new.
-" Half Reel Hurry" (3 minutes and 2S seconds), until — T: The nineteenth.
XDTE: Begin pp then to action.
-Theme (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T; Nine days later.
-Continue pp (40 seconds), until — T: "This is Sheriff Gushing."
(Continued on page 1970)
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MEN WANTED —
NEWS
the highest price per fool
We pay CAMERA
and use a greater number of feel
than all other producers of news
reels combined. We want crisp, live
g
subjects of anything and everythin
ng either
that is unusual or interesti
If
ional.
Internat
or
national
ilocal,
you have a motion picture camera
undeyour
us
shoot
one,negative (using standard
or can useveloped
the holes) by
frame lines between
•first parcel post (special delivery)
or all data
captions
with
express
or
obtainable. We can use up to 100
feet of one subject; for some extra
special stuff will pay as high as
parfor more card;
foot.
15.00 per ticulars
and a Write
field working
camerant
permane
become our
section. Address,
in yourPictures
spondent
Producers
World's
City,
Avenue, New York
500 Fifth News
ry Dept. " Our news reel
Laborato
encircles the globe."
LIBERTY — Former motion picture
theatre manager desires management of
some well established theatre or chain of
s to part of countheatres. No objection
try where located. Can furnish references.
>.ddress Box 144, Brewster, Ohio.
150 FEISTER Non-Rewinder Machines for
.Simplex Machines. Economizer of labor,
time, gives betsaves operator's
reel terboy,
$125.00 per pair. Box 350,
Picture News.
Motion projection.
orseats, perfect Big
FOR SALE — 800 theatre dollars
each.
•der, good as new, three
Street
Main
Riley,
S.
William
bargain.
West
and Scott
Place, Rochester, N. T.

AT LIBERTY — Six
PROJECTIONIST
e. Go Vienna,
anywhere.
years' T.experienc
Ga. Wire or
M. Summers,
write
EXPORT MANAGER
very well acquainted in foreign
markets, knowledge of languages,
long experience in film business,
will consider reasonable proposition
from Al concern.
Address: 0. New
E., Motion
York CityPicture News

KINARKO

CARBONS

CARBON IMPORTS CO.
110-112-114 West 42nd Street
New York City
HAZELTON STUDIOS
Producers of
Announcement, Trick, Cartoon
and Advertising Motion Picture Films
of all Descriptions.
Studios: Arcade Building
p. O. Box 96,
Write for
Charleston, West VlTKinla Prices
"THE BIOSCOPE'
Thenal of representative
weekly
Jourthe British Film
Industry.
Of special Interest to all who
buy or sell Films.
Offices: SSShadubury Ave., London. W. I.
Specimen copy free on request.
Foreign Subscription*: One pound
ten ehillinpg (Oold)

(Continued from page 1968)
6 — " Hunkatin " (Half-tone one-step), by Levy (45 seconds), until — S: Interior
of dance hall.
7 — "Why? Because I Love You, Dear" (Ballad fox trot), by Levy (2 minutes
and8 — 40Continue
seconds),pp until
T: "Why,
(25 —seconds),
untilit's
— S:wilted."
Close-up of telegram.
9 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: Amid the silence.
10
—
"
Mysterioso
"
(For
general
use),
by
Andino (1 minute and 35 seconds),
until — T: 2 A. M.
11 — " Pizzicato Mysterioso" (For burglary and stealth), by Minot (1 minute),
until — T: " It's my last play."
NOTE: Watch explosion.
— " Furioso
conflict and riot), by Shepherd (50 seconds), until —
T: 12Three
days on" (Depicting
the.
13 — Continue pp (20 minutes), until — T: After the storm.
14 — " Poeme Symphonique " (And. quasi adagio), by Borch (4 minutes and 10
seconds), until — T: Burning thirst.
15 — of"Sacred
Night, Holy Night" (Song) (25 seconds), until — T: Into the
mind
the dying.
16 — "Bleeding Hearts" (A floral poem), by Levy (2 minutes), until — T:
" Tell me your names."
17 — "Ave Maria," by Gounod (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T: "It's
proper
say a few."
18 — " toLovelette
" (Allegretto Grazioso), by Levy (3 minutes and 20 seconds),
until19 —— Theme
T: " His(3 mammy
minutes sure
and wanted."
50 seconds), until — T: The morning start.
20
—
"Tragic
Theme"
(For
or mournful
news), by Vely (2 minutes and
35 seconds), until — T: Burning fatal
daylight
that.
21 — Continue to action (45 seconds), until — T: Trade Rat loses its fairest.
22 — " Lento Allegro " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (2 minutes and 15
seconds), until — T: Onward, ever onward.
23 — " Madriola " (Spanish song, one-step), by Levy & Samuels (25 seconds),
until — T: New Jerusalem another.
24 — " Serenade " (Dramatic), by Widor (4 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T:
" Lemme hold the baby."
25 — Theme ff (1 minute and 40 seconds),
THE ENDuntil — T: The long long trail.

ADVERTISE HERE i
AND
I
BE HAPPY

FOR

The
62 West 45th Street

,

PHONE BRYANT 360S

J
UNIQUE SLIDE CO «
>^U[ Highest
Quality Lantern Slides
TIT SEVENTH
AVE . NEW YORK.;

BETTER

News

People hope to see good
pictures. They know
they will hear good music
— where there's an Estey
Organ
THE ESTEY ORGAN CO.
Brattleboro, Vt.
See our page ad in the March 13 issue
of the Motion Picture News

Write for our Ugt of Guaranteed
Rebuilt Machinei
AMUSEMENT SCTPLT COMPANT
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the
MOTION PICTCBE TBADE
300-302 Mailers Building
5 So. Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers In Motlograpb, Standard
and Simplex
Moving
PictureMlnosa
Machines, National
Carbons,
Screens and Everything for the
Theatre.
WE SELL. ON THE INSTALLMENT
PLAN

" THE GOLDEN SHOWER "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "In Flowerland " (Valse Lento Rubato), Golden
Budding Spring " (Romance Moderato), by Platzman (3 minutes), until —
S: 1—At " Screening.
2
—
"Sylvia
Ballet,"
(Classic pastoral
dance).by Delibes (45 seconds), until — S: When men climb wall
3 — "Flirty Flirts" (Intermezzo Rubato), by Levy (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until — T: "I know the old pussy-foot."
" In Flowerland
(ValseKane,
LentowhoRubato
— Theme), by Golden (1 minute and
45 4 —seconds),
until — T: " Mary
is working.
5
—
'"Dramatic
Tension,"
by
Levy
(1
minute
and 45 seconds), until — T: Allan
Campbell, whose.
6 — Repeat "Sylvia Ballet" (1 minute), until — T: Commencement Day.
7— —" T:Babillage
" (Intermezzo
until
Broadway
Alf loses no.Allegretto), by Castillo (1 minute and IS seconds),
8 — " Popular
Shimmie Dance" (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: At the
Cabaret
where Lila.
9 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: While Mary Kane, the
(train effects).
10 — "Clematis " (Moderato Poco Agitato), by Tonning (3 minutes), until — T:
The net is spread CTrain effects — telephone bell).
11 — "That Naughty Waltz" (A la Jazz), by Levy (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until — T : " Don't worry, this is an."
12 — "Capricious Annette" (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (2 minutes and 45
seconds), until — T: To Mona Machree.
13 — " Canterbury
Bells first
" (Capricious
Allegretto), by Tonning (3 minutes and IS
seconds),
until — T: The
snag in Broadway.
14
—
"Popular
one-step"
(1
minute
and
30 seconds), until — T: The revel which
Broadway.
15 — "Popular
Shimmie Dance " (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — S: When
Broadway
Alf drinks.
16 — " Sylvia Ballet" (30 seconds), until — S: When lights are dimmed.
17 — "Dramatic Tension," by Shepherd (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T:
" Princess, my slaves."
" Heavy (2Mysterioso,"
(3 minutes),
— T: golden
"Campbell,
if there is."
1918 —— Theme
minutes andby 45Levy
seconds),
until — until
T: The
shower.
20 — "Grave Allegro Molto " (Excerpts Beethoven Sonata Pathetique), by Berge
(3 21minutes
seconds),
T: " Please
— Themeand(345minutes
and until
45 —seconds),
until —sayT:that
Thenyou tobelieve."
escape the.
22
—
"Humorous
Drinking
Theme,"
by
Roberts
(1
minute), until — S: When
drunks see Mary.
23 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: " I am glad I happened."
24 — " Barcarolle " (Summer Idyll), by Buse (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until —
T: " Forgive me, you see I've."
25 — "Serenade Romemtique," by Borch (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T:
" I couldn't be your wife."
26
— " Camelia
morning
seeking. " (Andante Moderato), by Tonning (2 minutes), until — T: In the
27 — Theme (3 minutes), until — T:THE
" It was
END a vile scheme,"

Picture

Theatre and Exchange
Mailing List Service
We rent llsta
of or address
contemplated or existing
theatres,
exchanges, state rights owners,
publlcltj asmedloms
and class,
producers,
selected
to territory,
etc.
Twenty
thousand
changes
were Its
reosrded Id our list last year.
Qse means a sarlng of from 20 to
50% In postage, etc.
Motion Picture Directory Co.
244 W. 42nd St.. New York
Phone. Brjant 8138
Adirettino
TypevrrltingUttUigrapMng
Printing
FOR

COLOR

EFFECTS USE
Hoods

Colors show Beautiful and
Brilliant and are Permanent.
Hoods slip over the bulb.
Lest Costly
Way Ahead
of Dip and
CTRIC CO.
252650- 40 W.W. CONGRESS
Lamps
ELE
ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.
F« 5-10 W. and REYNOLDS

THE ARGUS Manufaetarm
LAMP & APPLIANCE
CO.
o/
Argus Sheck Universal Adapters
for Mazda Lamp Projection
and
Argus Crystal Bead Screens
WrKe for catalos CLEVELAND, Ohio

PEARCE
FILMS
608 Canal Street
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Largest Independent Exchange Soath

MUSIC

Fotoplayer
AMERICAN
PHOTO PLAYER CO.
New York

City
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Advance
Two

Reviews

Christie Comedies

(Two Reels Each)
' IF these Christie Comedies served no other purpose
'^ than to show comical studios of youth wiihI out resorting to slapstick measures in scoring their
- points — then the production of them has not been
in vain. No hokum is employed — no trick photog1 1 raphy — no gallivanting about on the part of the
principals in capitalizing such overworked ideas as
. the "chase" — none of these things are utilized in
Christie Comedies. If they are more quiet in action
as a result, at least they have some compensation
in their ideas. A capable group of funmakers are
employed on the Christie lots, among whom are
Helen Darling, as charming acomedienne as any
actress in comedies, and Earl Rodnej-, who brings
to the screen a fine spirit of jouth.
It may be that the two comedies, "Ducks," and
"Monkey Shines," will disapoint those who are sus; ceptible to slapstick. They may find them too
quiet. But we venture they will be remembered
by thinking people, because there is a thought behind each of them. The slapsticks are remembered
for some particular incident or bit of "business."
And then forgotten.
"Ducks" tells the ston,- of a pair of honeymooners, ihe husband being addicted to the habit
of going duck-hunting occasionally. Wifey suspects that his object is chasing chickens — those that
walk with two feet — and so starts in pursuit. When
hubby's pals get a ducking in the water they are
forced to go to a neighboring farmhouse where the
farmer's daughters dress them up in feminine
clothing until their own is dried. And the young
bride frowns and pouts and stirs up some trouble
before she finds out that the girls have a distinct
place in the plot.
"Monkey Shines" features the idea of monkey
glands — a perfectly good comedy idea, incidentally.
An old gentleman goes to the doctor's office and
becomes youthful again after the operation. He
cuts up several didoes in a cal)arct and his nephew,
the doctor, is worried that the old man's fortune
will be gone before he can inherit it. So he gives
his aunt the monkey treatment too, and she lures
hor husband back to the "straight and narrow,"
although she has to show considerable pep to woo
him away from the young girls. In the end the
doctor gets his reward. This idea is capitalized
for its full value. The comedies are restful to
anyone who has been slapsticked too often. They
are good fillers on anv exhibitors program.
—LAURENCE REID.
" Bullin the Biillsheviki "
(Eff and Eff Comedy— Five Reels)
THIS
in thethewriter's
is many
pointscomedy,
away from
mark. opinion,
Frank P.
Donovan, who is its author and director, showed it to
us some months ago and we did not like it
Since then it has been revised and changed, but
still we do not like it. We mean we do not like

and Short Length Features Covered on this Page
his idea of comedy. He has introduced many new
better funmakers. They arc grooming Ethel Teare
subtitles and scenes, but summing up the old w'ith along the style of Louise Fezenda of the Scnnett
the new, it seems to be a conglomeration of hodgeforces, and she makes a capable comedienne indeed. Others who assist in the weird concoction
podge and nothingness without obtaining in the
are Glen Cavcnder, Ed Kennedv, and Bill Franey.
slightest degree the object aimed at — to amuse and
be funny. In the first place there are few comedy
And— oh yes— the girh.— LAURENCE REID.
lines in the subtitles and less comedy in the actors,
who by the way are of the third or fourth class
variety and seem to resort to the kind of comedy
" The Land of Opportunity "
called "slapstick" with a vengeance.
They hit and kick and mug and fall and tumble
(AmericanizationSelznick)
Picture — Two Reels —
and heaven know-s what, in vain efforts to secure
a laugh, but in almost every case, they fail. Comedies of the rougher kind can be made funny if
LANE'S
motionof
the situations are right and if competent actors in SECRETARY
picture producers
shouldsuggestion
realize thethatpower
this line are handling the parts. But with the cast
the camera as a medium in the Americanization
which Frank P. Donovan has selected the fun
of certain forces in this country has been adopted
seems rather painful.
by Selznick Enterprises. This concern has come
And then again, what is it all about ? We see
forward with a timely and vital pictorial message
a number of actors rushing hither and thither
in this direction. In commemoration of the birth
entering automobiles, eating in restaurants, rushof the great Emancipator, " The Land of Opporing about the streets, cheering cabaret girls — they
tunity "is released to exhiljitors and it would be
always introduce them when there is nothing else
to the advantage of all of them to present this
to think of, and then again they have gone back
picture not only as a tribute to Lincoln but as an
ideal subject in showing America as a wonderful
to
the
grave
and
dug
up
the
"old
prop
horse,"
stuck two commedians into him for his back and
land of opportunity.
front legs and tried to make him funny, and have
No man need look further than Lincoln in
also introduced the Ford car as a prop, filled it
choosing a model for his guidance. If this picwith "comedy"' cops, and sent it in the usual w^ay
ture could be shown in all the picture theatres
zig-zagging about the street.
that arc located in the highways and bywaj's of
This comedv may amuse in some of the smaller
the United States — and repeated several times it
houses and it may not— FRANK LEONARD.
would do more to crush the spirit of discontent
and destroy the radical serum that is seeping
into the brains of certain types than all the sermons that could be shouted from the pulpit.
" Her Naughty Wink "
(Sunshine Comedy — Two Reels — Fox)
" The Land of Opportunity " conveys a fine
HERE is a Cissy Fitzgerald title adorning a thought. It presents the idea that opportunity is
waiting for everjone to take advantage of it just
Sunshine comedy, and after this high tension
piece has run through its spool we fail to sec any
as it did in Lincoln's time. He was once a railconnection between the caption and the action. If splitter but he studied diligently and worked hard
above his lowly station. The theme rethere is anj- winking to be done the spectator will and rosevolved
around Americanism versus radicalism.
take care of it nicely, since it will tax his optic
nerve to follow the assortment of zippy stunts
.\ certain " advanced " thinker is arguing in behalf of "red" doctrines in a club. A butler rewhich are unfolded. The picture is broad burlesque and is so utterly ridiculous that it will be
lates a chapter in Lincoln's life and the scene
dissolves to a few years before the Civil War
accepted as funny. This is all that is necessary
when the Emancipator is campaigning in the vitoward making a slapstick comedy successful.
cinity of Salem, III. The dramatic contents are,
Jack Blystone, the director, hasn't uncovered anyrevealed in his walking twenty miles to save the
thing new, but his ideas are effective, notwithstandlife of a youth convicted of murder whose mother
ing. The action transpires in a two-story house
had befriended him once.
which literally falls to pieces in the concentrated
The humanity, the high ideals of the great
attention given the plot. Plot? There isn't any,
unless you call the exposition of the "chase" the figure arc excellently brought out and so well is
link that holds it together. Upstairs, downstairs,
the lesson established that when the scene disinto rooms, out of rooms, the players tumble after
solves into the argument at the club, the radical
each other. Speed is the one ingredient which is tosses his " red " literature into the fireplace.
incorporated here. And there is no stopping of He appreciates that America is the land of opthe incidents in any part of the action.
portunity. The picture is compact and the seMr. Blystone uncovers a new trick or three in
quences are developed spontaneously, the action
some places, but for the most part he is content
going forward with sustained drama and plenty
to travel familiar ground. The antics of the playof suspensive interest. Ralph Incc appears in
ers, their grotesque make-up and costumes will the dual role of the radical and Lincoln and gives
in all likelihood encourage laughter, but the Suna very effective study of the immortal figure. —
shine people in our opinion are capable of being LAURENCE
REID.
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for last seventeen weeks arranged alphabetically as an
index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and designating the issue T
Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
i

The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors who have I
shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all opinions received on
each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average or Poor), we arrive at the
consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from exhibitors who have made no actual
comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this department will be found the "Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to October it, 1919.
PLAN BOOK
RELEASED
BRAND
STAR
PICTURE
RELEASED
BRAND
STAR
PLAN BOOK PICTURE
COMMON PROPERTY (UNIVERSAL) ROBERT ANDERSON (OCT. 12).. OCT. U
k. B. C. OP LOVE, THE (ACME-PERRET-PATHE)
MAE MURRAY
(DEC. 7 J
DEC. 13 CORSICAN
"Andersen BROTHERS.
scores in symphony
of darkestPICTURES
Jfusnin •■ — THEATRES)
u r \>i/-«. DUSTIN
THE (UNITED
" Delicnte storji
— M. P. Ne'i-n.
FARNUM (DEC. 21)
JAN. I
ADVENTURE
IN brutalized
HEARTS, hy ANthe sc'ixsors."
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAPT)
ROBERT
" Fnmoun story and ploy makes n success." — U. P. Neim
WARWICK (DEC. 7)
JAN. 17 COUNTERFEIT,
THE
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ELSIE
FERGUSON
" Great production of popular play and novel." — M. P. News.
(NOV. 30)
NOV. »•
ALMOST A HUSBAND (GOLDWYN) WILL ROGERS (OCT. 13)
OCT. 25
"Picture hardly suffices for star's talent." — Id. P. News.
"Will Rogers scores in quaint comedy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Played
this
feature
on
the
program
with
another
feature
Exhibitor Comment — " Disappointing. Star had no chance or else they didn't
to bigO.business
two
days."my " patrons.
Although In
thisfact,
Is notmy Miss
Ferguson's
best
itItwent
turn him loose." " This picture did big business for two days." " A new
over
K.
and
satisfied
patrons
enjoyed
It.
did
star for
us, who
Jumped
at once
Into popular
favor.
His towork
an ordiaverage —business
for picture,
two days."average puller."
nary picture
a much
talked
of feature.
Average
to big
extramade
big business
Consensus
"
Average
for three days."
COUNTRY
COUSIN, THE (SELZNICK-SELECT)
ELAINE HAMMERConsensus — " Fair picture, hig business."
STEIN (NOV. 2)
NOV. »l]
ANNE
OF GREEN
GABLES
(REALART)
MARY
MILES MINTBR
"This
may
satisfy
the
majority."
—
M.
P.
News.
(NOV. «3)
NOV. M
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture. Average husiness two days, big business
" May he termed as good average picture." — M. P. News.
one." " This Is one of the most pleasing pictures I have shown In some time.
Exhibitor Comment — " Miss Mlnter's best picture ; nothing startling, but very
Average — business
two picture,
days." average puller."
Consensus
" Pleasing
ftleaslng.
Extra
big
to
big
business
three
days."
"
Personally
I
didn't
care
for
t but the youngsters raved over It. Broke all records for four days. Extra
CRIMSON SHOALS (MONOPOL) FRANCIS FORD (NOV. 2)
NOV.
"A typical Fron'^is Ford melodrama." — M. P. News.
big business four days." " This feature broke all box-oflSce records and won
CROOKED
STRAIGHT
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
CHARLES
RAY
the highest praise from my patrons." " A splendid picture to extra big busi(NOV. 9)
r*OV.
ness for two days."
" Will suitably entertain majority." — M. P. News.
Consensus — " Oood picture, big puller."
ARIZONA CAT CLAW, THE (WORLD) EDYTHE STERLING (OCT. 27).. NOV. 1
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture. Big to average business two days."
" Colorful performance in familiar story." — M. P. News.
" Business big
week.
Story very
good," Played
photography
excellent
throughout
BANDBOX, THE (HODKINSON) DORIS KENYON (NOV. 16)
NOV. 22
Production
asfor
a allwhole
remarkably
fine."
this
feature
forIt one
week mjto
big
business
three
days
and
average
business
four
days.
pleased
•■'
Picture
is
burdened
with
too
much
mystery."
—
M.
P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This feature did not come up to expectations. Poor busiCYCLONE. THE (FOX) TOM MIX (JAN. 24)
JAN. 31
ness two days." " This picture is burdened with too much mystery. It did not
"Familiar formula makes fair picture for Mix." — if. P. News.
please my patrons and fell down the second day." " .\verage to poor business
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Not
up
to
Mix
standard.
Average
business
one
day."
two days."
DAMSEL
IN DISTRESS. A (PATHE) HALE-CAPRICE (OCT. 12)
OCT. 2S
patrons."
Consenftus
— " Arcraoc pii turr, ai eraqc, puller."
"An exquisitely charming comedy." — M. P. News.
BEAUTY
MARKET,
"THE
(FIRST
NATIONAL)
KATHERINE
McDONALD
Exhibitor Comment — " A good program picture. Fair business." " A very good
(DEC. 1)
JAN. 31
comedy drama nicely produced. Average business two days." " Plaved tbia
"Plot ancient but intelligcnthi treated." — M. P Nenn.
feature
the program
with liked
Zane ItGrey's
Desert andGoldit towentbig over
business
day
BECKONING
ROADS
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
BESSIE BARRISCALE
for
one on
week.
My patrons
very much
big. every
An ideal
(DEC. 14)
JAN. 3
" Barriscale's latest has interesting moments." — M. P. Neirs.
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
Exhibitor Comment — " An average picture. Have seen better with this star.
DAUGHTER OP TWO WORLDS. A (FIRST NATIONAL) NORMA TALAver.nge business two rtavs."
MADGE (JAN. 5)
JAN. 17
BEHIND THE DOOR (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) HOBART BOS"Norma
Talmadge has story of shadows and sunshine." — M. P. Newt.
WORTH (DEC. 14)
JAN. 17 DAWN
picture."
(BLACKTON-PATHE)
SYLVIA
BREAMER-ROBERT
GORDON
" A wonderfully realistic story of revenge." — M. P. News.
(NOV. 23)
DEC. •
Exhibitor
— " Great,
intensewith
suspense.
clean love Ittheme.
of stornTHEwill (UNIVERSAL)
appreciate picture."
— M. P.CAST
News. (DEC. 21)
ExcellentComment
cast which
acted thrilling,
well together
splendid Good,
photography.
was
DAY" Readers
SHE PAID,
SPECIAL
DEC. 28
well received by my patrons and is a good box office attraction." " A good
" Tl'iV; entertain arernne audience." — .If. P. News.
picture, to big business for one week."
DESERT GOLD. (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST
NOV. IS
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
Vivid action and rich backgrounds here." — if. P. News.
BELOVED CHEATER, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) LEW CODY (DEC. 6).. DEC. 6
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Knockout
business
and
an
extra
good
picture.
Big
busi"Excellently developed .<:tnr!i of nrinittnl theme." — Af. P. Nen-s.
ness four days." " Played this feature with the June Caprice picture, * A
BLACK CIRCLE, THE (WORLD) CREIGHTON HALE-VIRGINIA VALLI
Damsel in Distress,' to extra big business for one week. Grey's stories are very
(OCT. 19)
NOV. 1
popular here. This feature was well liked and went over big."
"Fast GATE,
movinc< THE
melotlrnrnn
vill plrnxr EARLE
majority."
— M P. News
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
BLACK
(VITAGRAPH)
WILLIAMS
DEC. 10 DOUBLE
SPEED (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE REID
FEB. 14
" Characterization robs story of truth." — M. P. Neu s.
" Vndue use HOof coincidence,
hut xtiU RUSSELL
highhi rntcrta
ning."23)
— Jf. P News. NOV. It
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture to averasre business."
EASTWARD
(FOX) WILLIAM
(NOV.
BLIND LOVE (GERALD BACON-AYTON) LUCY COTTON (FEB. 1) JAN. 31
•' Plentiful action in this melodrama ." — M. P. News.
"A well constructed drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Plenty of action, pleased. Big business." " Russell coming
BLINDNESS
OF YOUTH.
THE
(FOUNDATION)
SPECIAL CAST
fast.
This picture
a Sunshine
Comedy,
' Footlights,'
the money
(FEB. 1)
JAN. 17
of shortened
hours and
on account
of coal
famine.
Extra biggotbusiness
one Indayspiteto
" This love story has pictorial appeal." — M. P. News
big
business
two
days."
.\
good
picture
which
pleased
my
patrons
althougb
BLUE BANDANA, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) WM. DESMOND (NOV. 23) DEC. 6
business was only average to poor for two days."
" Breezy role for Desmond in extern." — M. P. Neu s.
Consensus
—
"
Oood
picture,
good
puller."
BONDS OF LOVE (GOLDWYN) PAULIK3 FREDERICK (NOV. 16) NOV. IS EGG CRATE WALLOP, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) CHARLES
" Frederick is splendid in motjier-lnre story." — If. P. Noes.
RAY (SEPT. 28)
OCT. II
Exhibitor Comment — " A well liked feature. Big business two days, average one."
" Pleasing light comedy with prize fight punch." — if. P. News.
"average
A very business
good picture.
Extra
big
business
three
days,
big
business
two
and
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Played
this
feature
with
the
Arbuckle
comedy.
'
Hay
two days."
to extra fine business. My patrons were thoroughly pleased. Extra big Seed.'
busiConsensus — " Good picture, iinod puller,"
ness first day
to average
businessCONSTANCE
second day." BINNEY (NOV. 16) . . . . NOV. W]
BONNIE. BONNIE LASSIE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MacLAREN (Oct 5).. NOV. 8 ERSTWHILE
SUSAN
(REALART)
" Wholesome comedy drama is entertaining." — M. P. News.
" Human charncterizatiovs rnnke this interesting." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor BUTTERFLY,
Comment — " ATHE
fair (ROBERTSON-COLE)
production to flvprnge business
two days."
Exhibitor
Comment
"Very pleasing
produced.
very well
well liked.
BROKEN
LEW CODY-PAULBig business
two— days.
Business picture,
better nicely
than we
expected.Star Star
liked.
INE STARK (NOV. 16)
NOV. 8
Against
heavy
competition
we
had
a
packed
house.
Big
business
one
day."
"Humanities spoiled by illogical climax." — U P. Vfirs
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
Exhibitor Comment — " This feature drew a packed house for two da.vs and
EVE IN EXILE (AMERICAN-PATHE) CHARLOTTE WALKER (DEC. 20). DEC 3
pleased the patrons. Extra big business two days." " Not the picture for our
"
Hamilton storu(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
offers entertainment." — ^f. P.SPECIAL
Ne)r,<i. CAST (DEC. 28) . .DEC. m
city.
lively
stuff.audiences.
.-Vverage business."
" Tourneur's productions
EVERYWOMAN
do notOurseemfolksto like
appeal
to my
Poor business."
"Spectacular
appeal
in
this
rich
production."
—
Jf. P. Nei'.'!.
Consensus — "Oood picture, good puller."
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture did good business
the first week, but bad
BROKEN
MELODY.
THE
(SELZNICK)
EUGENE
O'BRIEN
(DEC.
14)....
JAN.
3
" Will afford rinod nrcrane evfrrtaivment." — U P. Neu's
business
the
second."
EYES
OP
YOUTH
(EQUITY)
CLARA
KIMBALL
YOUNG
(OCT. 26) NOV. 13
BROTHERS DIVIDED (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (DEC. 7)
DEC. 13
" Wonderful picture for all classes." — if. P. News.
"Should hinhly entertain Kernnn fnllnwer-i." — M P News
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"Poor
business
due
to
blizzard.
Average
business two
CAPITOL. THE (ARTCO-HODKINSON) LEAH BAIRD
JAN. 3
Verv cood, (METRO)
biff business."
" Intrigue and politics burden this picture." — If. p. News
FAIR davs."
AND "WARMER
MAY ALLISON (OCT. 27)
NOV. I
CINEMA
MURDER.
THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT) MARION
" Rollicking farce makes satisfying picture." — if. P. News.
DAVIES (DEC. 14)
JAN. 31
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
picture
that
is
every
bit
as
good
as
the
play.
Titles
funny and stick to the originals. Patrons never stopped laughing from are
the
" Conrentional story lifted through sumptuous production." — M. P. News.
time the cocktail scene started until the picture was over. First reel rather
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"A
good
picture
to
average
business
or
two
days."
CLIMBERS. THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH
NOV. 8
slow.
Big
business."
"
Undoubtedly
her
best
Plcttire
full
of
action
«o4
" Food for thought in thin entertainment." — M. P. News.
laughter
and many
funny
situations.
for three
days." " A good
feature which
did big
business
for twoGood
days.business
It pleased
my patrons."
Exhibitor
Comment
" A fairproduced.
picture toHieaverage
three days." " A very
interesting
picture— nicely
husinessbusiness
two davs."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
Box Office Reports continued on page 1974
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'THE

STRONGEST
(FOX)

Carry This Picture By
neglected
THE wealthy inaniifacturer worshipped money ami
W hen
lover.
a
of
arms
the
in
refuge
sought
she
his wile aiul
a child was horn, the rich man thought ^he was his own and
years later he attempted to marry her off to gain social recognition.
But she chose her own husband and chickens came home to roost on
the manufacturer's doorstep. Antiquated material, isn't it? This
is the idea contained in Clemenceau's story, " The Strongest," which
Fox has adapted to the screen. Between the covers of the book
good reading, but looking on at the silver sheet it unit may coversbeanumber
of faults.
The action, instead of being connected in scenes of direct continuity, wanders in its development. Years are dispensed with
through the aid of subtitles and the salient points are confusing as
a result. In fact the sequences are decidedly choppy, so much
ground has the director covered. But despite its haphazard treatment the idea is a hackneyed one that has been done time and
again and often it is successful, particularly when presented with a
few well chosen strokes and dominated by its moral. There are no
subtleties — no artistic measures in the production.
If the first two reels were re-edited the picture would look decidedly better, for the thread of interest is lost in establishing so
much detail. However, Clemenceau's name in all likelihood will
bring in the receipts. The greatest fault in the feature is the overplaying of the principals, with the exception of the gifted and
beautiful Renee Adoree, a Parisian actress. Hers is the only performance that rings with sincerity, although Harrison Hunter as
her supposed father works hard to overcome an unsympathetic role.
Carlo Liten's lack of repression somewhat mitigates the performances of the others. Foreign actors haven't learned that simple
pantomime is most effective on the screen. — Length, 5 reels. —
Laurence Reid.
Clemenceaus

Aame

May

THE CAST
Claudia
Renee Adoree
Henri, Marquis de Puymaufray. . Carlo Liten
.Harle
Harrison Hunter
Claire Harle, his wife Florence Malone
Nanette, Henri's housekeeper..
Mme. deTressida
Visconte
Jean Gauthier
Trigny
Comtesse Georgette Gauthier de Trigny
Maurice
Hal Home
Cure
James Marcus
Prefect of Police
C. A. de Lima
By Georges Clemenceau.
Directed by Raoul Walsh.
Photographed by Ben Bail.

Vital and Vivid Western

RED"

Is Harry

Carey s Latest

THERE is no denying the strength of this feature. The Harry
Carey offerings have been conceived on such program
foundations that when a work of the calibre of " Overland
Red " happens along it is entitled to the highest praise by virtue of
its vividness and vitality. No matter if the theme is not entirely
logical the director has so treated that it carries a semblance of
reality. The star assumes the role of a tramp here — a different
characterization for him, and so colorful is it drawn and executed
that the figure will be long remendiered.
It is a story which is strong in all the necessary ingredients and
no doubt it would score even though Lynn Reynolds gave it an
ordinary production. But undoubtedly he was inspired by the rich
assortment of incidents and the picturesque characters and so the
picture is end)ellished with high lights (they look like Reynolds'
own) and richly scenic backgrounds. The plot moves forward with
ever-increasing action, although this element is bewildering at times
because of its rapidity. Carey's tramp, in some respects, is his bestcontribution to the screen. He makes it a rollicking, likeable figure
who accepts everything with a keen sense of himior, but who is
resourceful enough to take care of himself and those who have
earned his affection.
The picture is well fortified with romantic moments and the
humor and pathos are elements which are emphasized for their full
values. Mr. Carey is supported by Harold Goodwin and Vola Vale,
two players who are genuine in their interpretations. The former
may be put down as one of the most capable juveniles on the screen.
He is tremendously in earnest and always natural. H. H. Knibbs is
the author of this different Western. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence
Reid.
THE CAST
Overland Red
Harry Carey
Silent Saunders Charles Le Moyne
Collie
Harold Goodwin
Louise Alacarme
Vola Vale
Billy Winthrop
David B. Gaily
Boggs
C. Anderson
Sago
Joe Harris
By H. H. Knibbs.
Scenario by Lynn F. Reynolds.
Directed by Lynn F. Reynolds.

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Harry Carey, the popular Western actor
in Universal pictures, will be seen at the
theatre on
of
week in
his
entitled
" Overland
Red."latest
This photoplay
subject is from
a story
by H.
H. Knibbs, the scenario and direction having been attended to by Lynn F. Reynolds.
The
latter's work
long beento athose
sourcewhoof
wonderment
and has
admiration
follow closely the various western plays of
the screen. The amount of rapid action he
instills into his work and the picturesque
backgrounds he incorporates are little short
of marvelous. In " Overland Red " he well
upholds
reputation
even the
surpasses
it
seems.hisThe
picture— tells
story ofit —a
tramp prospector for gold. Overland Red,
and Collie, a boy whom he has befriended.
They stumble across an age(f miner in the
last stages of starvation. Their efforts to
revive him are futile, and as he dies they
depart with his bag of gold, but bury the
papers found on his person. The two pals
are arrested for murder when the body is
discovered, but escape eventually. They are
tracked, however, by a gang who believe
Red knows
the location
the sympathies
old man's
mine.
Red and
Collie winof the
of
Louise
Alacarme,
who
lives
on
her
uncle's
ranch, and she saves them from re-arrest
by
the sheriff on a trumped-up charge of the
gang. Red starts in search of the mine
and with his friend, Winthrop, they meet
with many adventures. Louise helps them
to escape from certain dangers. In the end
Red finds the vein of gold and decides to
share it with CoUie and Winthrop. But on
digging up the papers he finds that he is
the uncle of the girl. He keeps a secret,
but hopeless affection for Louise who finds
romance with Collie. Mr. Carey is thoroughly in character as the hero and he is
Her father would sacrifice her on the al- well supported
by a competent cast.
tar of wealth. Then into her life came a
beautiful romance. What happened? See
" The Strongest " a photoplay written by
CATCH LINES
Clemenceau,
the " Tiger
of France."
(Continued
on page
1975)
In which Harry Carey turns tramp. His

PRESS NOTICE-STORY
" The
Strongest
the name of
the picture which
comes "to isthe
theatre
for
three days beginning
. This Fox
feature is an adaptation of the story of the
•ame name by Georges Clemenceau, the
"Tigerand ofonly
France."
He hasisput
into his
one
novel which
a powerful
tale — a tale of France today — characters
which he knows thoroughly. " The Strong" presents
and estthe
artists the
who natural
interpretpassions
it seem of
to life
get
their message home without obvious effect.
The cast of players is headed by Renee
Adoree, the Parisian star, who is as talented
as she is beautiful. Raoul Walsh has
directed the work with admirable insight
into its dramatic values.
The central character, Claudia is the
daughter of Harle, a rich manufacturer,
whose wife is dead. The latter despairing
ofalive
winning
husband's
love with
while Henri,
she wasa
enteredher into
a liaison
friend of the family and the girl is really
the latter's
— a fact
is concealed fromdaughter
the father
untilwhich
Claudia
has
reached maturity. Harle endeavors to marry her off to a bogus Count, but the plan
ia interrupted by her American sweetheart, Rene Adoree, one of the all-star cast of the
Maurice. Things come to a head when
William Fox picture, " The Strongest "
Harle'sdemands
employees a kidnap
the girlarewhen
their
wage
fused. Henri isforkilled
when increase
he attempts re-to
Strongest " a picturization of
rescue her. Eventually the bogus Count is See " The
Clemenceau's first and only story.
Eresented in his true colors, but he shows APremier
drama
of
the
strongest — in passion, sacriis revenge by proving to Harle that the
and hope. The feature is interpreted
daughter is not his own. The news breaks by anfice exceptional
cast headed by the Parisian favorite, Renee Adoree.
the manufacturer's
heart but in compensation the lovers are united.
CATCH LINES
The first and only story written by the
" Tiger ofas France,"
be
presented
a photoplayClemenceau,
next will
. See
Thesions— Strongest
"
a
picture
of
human
pasa picture
of theandtriumph
love over
selfishness
caste. of youth and

"OVERLAND
(UNIVERSAL)

latest work is a masterpiece of character
drawing— don't miss him in " Overland
The story of a tramp who outwitted a
band of crooks through his two-gun ability.
Quick on the trigger, he saved himself and
his gold
picture
is " Overland
Red
" — a mine.
picture Aof rare
pathos
and humor,
action
and suspense and marvelous western scenery.
was shotwardown
by enemies.
unseen hands
andHis
Redpaldeclared
on the
See
Red."
" Overland
Red," the greatest Harry Carey
picture ever made.
PROGRAM READER
He was a tramp, was Overland Red, and
with his pal. Collie, they discovered a gold
mine. Being vagabonds they were arrested
for a crime of which they were innocent.
But Red
wasn'tand always
— heopporwas
once
a sheriff
when hea tramp
saw his
tunity he turned the tables on his enemies.
He hadn't
forgotten
pull when
a trigger.
And
he became
a twohowgunto man
they
wounded his pal. We will not go into details
concerning this latest Harry Carey picture,
" Overland Red." That would be robbing it
of its suspensive qualities. But suffice to say
that the subject is one of the best — if not
the best — that the popular Western actor
ever
appearshimin splendid
a differentopportunity
role — but
a rolehad.
whichHe gives
to. display his personality and talent. The
feature abounds with fast moving action and
unfolds a markably
charming
romance. scenery.
And it isThe
rerich in picturesque
story is written by H. H. Knibbs and Lynn
Reynolds is the director. Make no mistake
about it, an entertaining hour awaits you
when atreyou
soon. see " Overland Red " at this theSUGGESTIONS
The fact that Harry Carey appears in a
different role here is sufficient to exploit him.
Make mention that he appears as a tramp
who finds regeneration through the good
fortune of finding gold and the influence of
a beautiful girl. You might bring out that
the picture is a superior Western in that it
builds with ever increasing action and
suspense. Concentrate upon the character
drawing and that the hero is hemmed in by
a group of enemies but fights his way
through in characteristic style. Feature the
title. It is attractive, and mention that the
cast includes Vola Vale and Harold Good-

Motion
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{Continued from page 1972)
Exhibitors'
Own
Box
STAR
PLAN BOOK PICTURE
BRAND
PICTURE
RELEASED
FEAR MARKET, THE (REALART) ALICE BRADY
FEB. 7
'•Better
aveiatie
produced
and acted." — M. P. News.
FBUD,
THEthan(FOX)
TOMplot,MIXwell(DEC.
7)
DEC. 20
" Mix puts on tlie actor's mantle here." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Gives Mix opportunity for acting as well as action. Pleasand togoodextracast.
this one
HaroldIs
Lloyding story
comedy
big Average
business business."
two days and" Played
big business
two with
days.a This
a splendid program feature and my patrons liked it very much and went away
satisfied.
A great
" Myhimaudience
did not
care for
this
one. Mix
tries program
to be an combination."
actor, but we like
better when
he rides
his
horse and does stunts. Average business two days to big business one." " Unpleasant story and too sad. Big business." " Mix good but picture not of his
kind. Did not send them away boosting. Average business two days."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
1" GHTING COLLEEN, A (VITAGRAPH) BESSIE LOVE
NOV. 22
' .-In entertainimi comedy drama." — M. P. News.
PIQHTINO
CRESSY
(J. D. HAMPTON-PATHE)
BLANCHE SWEET
(JAN. 11)
DEC. e
" Blanche Sweet scores in Ilarte story." — M. P. Neics.
ExhibitorOF Comment
— " Fairly THE
good. (GOLDWYN)
Big business." GERALDINE FARRAR
FLAME
THE DESERT,
(NOV. 9)
NOV. 8
" Conventional stori/ i.t rich in color." — M. P. Netvs.
FLAMES OF THE FLESH (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL
JAN. 3
" Oladi/s BRIDE,
BrnckirellTHEtakes(UNIVERSAL)
up vampire's burden."
M. P. Nen s.
FORGED
MARY —MACLAREN
FEB. 7
"Man/ AlacLaren has a mild offering here." — M. P. News.
FUGITIVE FROM MATRIMONY, A (ROBERTSON-COLE) H. B. WARNER
(NOV. 29)
DEC. 13
humorous
chnracterizntion."
— M. P. Neirs.
OAY" M'nrner
LORD scores
QUEX.in THE
(GOLDWYN)
TOM MOORE
(NOV. 30)
DEC. 27
" This picture is just pleasantly entertaining." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Tom Moore is certainly a big favdrlte In this city. My
patrons liked this one and it did extra big business for two days."
3AY
OLD
DOG,
THE
(HENLEY-PATHE)
JOHN CUMBERLAND
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 22
" One of the most human pictures ever shown." — U. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fairly good feature but it ends badly. Title very misleading. Big business two days." " A poor picture to average business one
Consensus
—
"
A rcrageA picture,
average HYLAND
puller."
day."
GIRL IN BOHEMIA,
(FOX) PEGGY
(NOV. 30)
NOV. 15
" Satisfactory entertainment for majority." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Not theup picture,
to standard.
business."
" The star,
Peggyto
Hyland, Comment
was good,— "but
in my Poor
estimation,
was poor.
Average
poor
business
two
da.vs."
OIRL FROM OUTSIDE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. 16)
NOV. 32
" Pleasing picture with many comedy touches." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture good but weather bad. Average business two
days." " Did not go strong first day at advance prices. The best Rex Reach
picture since ' The Spoilers.' " " A good picture which played my house for
two days— "toOood
good picture,
business."
Consensus
oood puller."
GLORIOUS
LADY,
THE
(SELZNICK-SELECT) OLIVE THOMAS (OCT. NOV. IS
19)
" Tl'i7/ getSHOWER,
hi/ an mildly
— M. GLADYS
P Neirs. LESLIE (NOV. 30)... DEC. 27
GOLDEN
THE entertaininn."
(VITAGRAPH)
" Better than average entertainment."— -^I . P. News.
Exhibitor Cnmrnent — " .Tiist a fair picture. .Averaee business."
^RAY TOWERS MYSTERY (VITAGRAPH) GLADYS LESLIE
OCT. 25
" OInduH Leslie in miisterv melodrama." — if. P. News.
GREAT AIR ROBBERY, THE (UNIVERSAL) LIEUT. O. L. LOCKLEAR
(JAN. 28)
JAN. IT
" Sensational picture of Aeroplane Feats." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
—
"
House
has
been
sold
outright
to
the
Aero
club
of
neapolis. Placing seats at advance prices, have practically sold out one weekMin-in
advance. The Reason for the Aero club putting on this show is to help proAero MailFAME
Service."(SELZNICK)
GREATER mote theTHAN
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
(JAN. 18)
JAN. 24
" Mediocre picture made from pot-boiler story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
Fair
picture
that
pleased."
"
Well
received
thoush
light structure. Miss Ilaiiimerstein seems to be developing very nicely. ofIf
given
she ought
develop fast. Big business for one week."
Consensusgood
— QUESTION,
" stories
Good pifture.
good topuller."
GREATEST
THE
(FIRST NATIONAL)
SPECIAL CAST
(DEC. 29)
JAN. 10
" Photiinliiii of sndvps.i. nrtisticall ii vroduced ." — M. P. Neivs
GUN IS)
FIGHTIN' GENTLEMAN, A (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (DEC. DEC. 6
" \nf pnoiKih nriinn fnr Covni l>rrr " — \f P Xrn s
HAUNTING SHADOWS (ROBERTSON-COLE)
H. B. WARNER
JAN. 24
" H. II. Warner has a ivinner here." — M . P. News.
HAWTHORNE OF THE U. S. A. (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE
REID (NOV. 30)
NOV. 29
" Elaborately presented, affording enjoyment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
" -A dav
dandy
picture
which
Extra hieComment
business— one
tn hie
business
two was
davs."liked by all my patrons.
HEART
O" THE HILLS (FIRST NATIONAL) MARY PICKFORD (DEC. DEC. 13
6)
" Mam Pirkford has dramatic rnle here." — M. P. Neu'S.
Exhiliitor
trood Pickford
do notsawthink
good as Comment
some nf —tier" .\others.
Patrons picture,
came to but
.see personally
Mary Pickford.
her itandas
went away satisfied. Average business two days." " A great picture and you
will love— Mary
in this
one. ptillrr."
.Average business two days."
Consensus
Clnodagain
picture,
nvrrnne
HEART OP A GYPSY, THE (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST (DEC. 6) DEC. 13
" OI>vlous stnrii iti a Rnmaiiii romance." — M. P. Xei's
Exhibitor Comment- — " A verv fair plrtiire to average business two days "
HEART STRINGS (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM (JAN. 18)
..JAM. IT
"
jiniUie of MAN
sentiment
melodrama MASON
here." — M P. News
HER Ifodf/r
ELEPHANT
(FOX)and SHIRLEY
FEB. 7
" New star in interesting rehide." — M . P. Neivs
HKR GAME (UNITED PICTURES) FLORENCE REED (OCT. 19)
OCT. 2S
" Flfirrnee Rred'f, latest is .<sJinii)i " — l\f. P. News.
Exhibitor
for two Comment
davs." — "This feature did not satisfy my patrons. Poor l)usiness
HIGH SPEED (HALLMARK) EARLE-HULETTE (JAN. 17)
JAN. 24
" Contains many thrills and e.rciting moments." — M P News
HIS DIVORCED WIFE (UNIVERSAL) MONROE SALISBURY (OCT. 26) . .NOV. 15
" .4 simple storii of simple folks." — ^f P Xeim
HIS OFFICIAL FIANCEE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) VIVIAN MARTIN
(OCT. 26)
OCT. 18
" Vivian Martin crimes forward with a captirntino comedif." — ilf. P. Neii s.
Exhibitor
A splendid
Extra bigComment
business— "three
davs." production which sent my patrons away pleased.
ISLE OP CONQUEST, THE (SELECT) NORMA TALMADGE (OCT. 26).... NOV. 8
" Will pleasantly entertain majority." — M. P. Nen-s.

Office
STAR
BRAND

Picture

News

Reports
PLAN BOOK
RELEASED

iLLUSTRIOUS
THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
SESSUE HAYA- NOV. 2a
KAWA (NOV.PRINCE,
2)
" Uigh class drama should completely satisfy." — M. P. Sews.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star doesn't get us the money. Average picture to average business two days." " This is a good picture which did average buainegg
for two — days."
Consensus
" Oood picture, average puller."
IMPOSSIBLE CATHERINE (PEARSON-PATHE) VIRGINIA PEARSON
(OCT. 5)
OCT. IS
" This comedy uill entertain generally." — M. P. Netcs.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fair picture to poor business two days."
IN HONOR'S WEB (VITAGRAPH) HARRY T. MOREY
NOV. II
" Morey in conventional satisfactory story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Best picture with this star in some time. Average baslnen
two days." " A very good picture but didn't draw on account of the name.
Average business." " Morey not a drawing card here. Some liked the play
Consensus
Oood picture, good puller."
and some— " didn't."
IN MIZZOURA
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT WARWICK (OCT.
5)
OCT. 2S
" Augustus Thomas' play effectively picturized." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just a pleasing picture to average businesB three days." " A
fair picture
to averagepicture,
business."
Consensus
— " Average
average puller."
IN OLD KENTUCKY (FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA STEWART (DEC IS).. JAN. S
" Picture adapted from stage success." — J/. P. Nen s.
IN WRONG (FIRST NATIONAL) JACK PICKFORD (OCT. 19)
OCT. 2<
" A good average comedy drama."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"A
poor
picture
to
poor
business."
"Big
business
days." ■■ Exceptional heart interest. Extra big business three days, big three
busiIT PAYS nessTOfour davs."
AiJVERTISE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) BRYANT WASHBURN (NOV. 23)
NOV. 21
" Breezif comedy offers good entertainment." — M. P. News.
JINX (GOLDWYN) MABEL NORMAND (DEC. 13)
DEC. 27
"Mabel Normand appears in eccentric comedy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A light picture but drew well. .\ picture the children will
enjoy. Extra big business two days." " Very good picture, which pleased my
patrons and did big business for two days." " Only a fair picture to average
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
JOHNbusiness."
PETTICOATS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
WILLIAM S. HART
(NOV. 9)
NOV. IS »
" Hart is humorous as well as human here." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A very good feature to big business one day and average
business
JOYOUS
LIAR,the Afollowing."
(BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WARREN KERRIGAN. .. DEC. 27
" Kerrigan picture has interesting moments." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A peach of a picture but Kerrigan Is not up to standard.
Average
business three
days."ROGERS (DEC. 7)
JUBILO
(GOLDWYN)
WILL
DEC. 3t
" Will Rogers scores in charming picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is simply great, one of the best the Goldwyn organizahas turned
out inandthegood
new photography.
series." "Delightful;
splendidly
well
cast, tiongood
direction
Predict good
futurereceived,
for Rogers.
Big business
seven days."
Consensus
— " Excellent
picture, big puller."
JUDY OF ROGUE'S HARBOR (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER FEB. 14
" Hectic
melodrama
to hit huU's-ei/c of truth."
P. Neirs.
KITTY
KELLY,
M. D. fails
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
BESSIE— .1/.
BARRISCALB
(OCT.
12)
OCT. 18
'^■iglit material
for— Bessie
P. News. in this one. Extra
<xhibitor
Comment
" BessieBarriscale's
Barriscale talent."
not up— toIf. standard
big to average business four days." " Big business."
L'APACHE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY DALTON (NOV. 2).. DEC. 20
" Dalton finds expression in dual role." — M. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture. Extra big to poor business two days." " A
splendid production to extra big business one day and big business three."
LASCA (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO (DEC. 8)
NOV. 29
" Famous poem malccs fairly pleasing picture.'' — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
fine
picture
to
average
business."
LAST OF HIS PEOFLE, THE (SELECT) MITCHELL LEWIS (DEC. 20).. DEC. 27
" Lewis has characteristic role here." — M..P. Neirs.
LAST STRAW, THE (FOX) BUCK JONES
FEB. 14
" Buck ,/oiH's makes dehiit in interesting irrstcrn." — .V. P. News.
LIFE LINE, THE (TOURNEUR-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL
CAST (OCT. 5)
OCT. 11
" Most excellent entertainment of great merit." — M. P. News.
LINCOLN HIGHWAYMAN, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL (DEC 28) . .JAN. 10
" Russell has entertaining mystery melodrama." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Starone.hasn'tA drawn
here toyet,be but
picture
pleasedAverage
fairly
well. ItComment
is a very— "fair
dog seems
the the
feature
player.
da v."
LIVEbusiness
SPARKSone (BRUNTON-HODKINSON)
J. WARREN KERRIGAN FEB. 7
•'J. Warren Kerrirjan in varieti/ picture." — If. P. News.
LONELOUISE
WOLF'SGLAUM
DAUGHTER,
THE (J. PARKER REED, JR..-HODKINSON) DEC. 20
(DEC. 14)
" A stirring melodrama that will register." — M. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment — " This feature knocked them off their seats and went over
with a 16)
B.ANG ! It's some picture. Extra big business three days."
(NOV.
NOV. I
" Good dramatic production should satisfy." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture Is a knockout and did extraordinary busione day."
LORD ANDness fnrLADY
ALGY (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE (OCT. 5)
OCT. 11
■'Aristocratic story of blue bloods and horses." — M. P. ^ews.
Exhibitor Comment — ^" Pleasant screen entertainment. Well produced : no fault
to find." " Better than we expected. Average business." " Not as good as
previous Tom Moore productions. Big business one day, avenge one"
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
LORDKERRIGAN
LOVES THE IRISH, THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WARREN DEC. 27
" M chidrumn and humor in this Kerrigan film." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good feature to average business two days."
LOST MONEY (FOX) MADLAINE TRAVERSE (DEC. 7)
DEC IS
" This photoplay will undoubtedly satisfy."— M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fair picture to average business two days." " Good
picture —to "Pleasing
average business
day." puller."
Consensus
picture. one.Average
LOST PRINCESS, THE (POX) RAY-FAIR (OCT. 19)
».NOV. 8
" May slightly amuse average audience." — If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fine little picture but went over their heads. Subtitles
full of modern wit that they could not appreciate. Average business." " Good
program picture. Good business."
Box Office Reports continued on page 1976

1975
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FRIEND"
WIFE'S
"HIS (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAK
1)
Has Many Good Points Which Should Satisfy
T lIS feature has eiioujih fitreii'itli to carr> it tluoiigli on any
program, but there are many things huking whicli tend to
hold it back from the point aimed at. The original storymay have been convincing in many ways, but in scenario form it
seems to be a number of scenes joined together witli little effort
to bring out the strong situations and hold back the weaker ones
untU the time arrives for " landing " the big scenes.
Faulty direction also may be to blame for the way in which many
of the situations were handled. For the star seems to resort to
" heavv breathing" and distended "'eye work" in many of the dramatic moments, and is frequently seen in a standing position, using
these expressions, when action is needed and called for.
However, there are many other points which this production has
to its credit, such as the charm which is lent to it by good acting,
in many places, by a capable cast, the mounting of good sets and
the up to date manner in which it has been produced.
In summing up, this is a good average program picture, which
-hould hold its own if too much is not expected of it. — Length, 5
reels. — Frank Leonard.
THE CAST
MissHenry
Dalton's
work isplays
uniformly
excellent
Mortimer
the lead
very
Lady Miriam Grimwood .... Dorothy Dalton and
Cazeneuve
are
others
in
the
cast,
Sir Robert Grimwood Warren Cook well. Warren Cook, Richard Neal and Paul
John Heritage
Henry Mortimer
Lord Wiverly
Richard Neal
PROGRAM READER
Ling Foo
Paul Cazeneuve
Nind
Tom Cameron
Mystery stories in the movies have hereInspector Marsh
S. Barrett
tofore usually been left to the serial producDr. Larner
William Williams
tion. Dalton
In " His production,
Wife's Friend
" theH. latest
Produced by Thomas H. Ince.
Dorothy
Thomas
Ince
Story by J. B. Harris-Burland.
has
produced
a
highly
interesting
piece of
Directed by Joseph De Grasse.
work in which a baffling murder case is
mingled appeal.
with a love theme of more than
ordinary
PRESS NOTICE -STORY
The murdered man is an eccentric millionThe latest Dorothy Dalton picture, " His
aire given to playing the game of chess in
Wife's Friend," will be the attraction at the solitude and neglecting his young wife for
theatre
for
days,
beginning
the
pleasure
which the game gives him. A
It was produced by Thomas H. Ince
former
sweetheart
of the wife's
appears comand
from
the
popular
novel,
"
The
White
Rock,"
the
husband
to
all intents
and purposes
and is a story in which mystery is said to
mits suicide to allow the two to be free to
be
entertainingly
mingled
with
a
love
and
marry. Suspicion, however, points to the
adventure theme.
who has
Miriam Grimwood is unhappily married to wife's
where admirer
the suspected
man now
is agone
majorto inIndia
the
a man much older than herself who does not British
army
engaged
in
a
campaign
against
care for her, spending much of his time play- the rebels.
ing chess. One day a former sweetheart
Returning to England the mystery is
calls upon her and is seen by the husband cleared
up in a most startling and satisfying
making love to her. The husband says noth- manner.
Miss Dalton is supported in this
ing and invites him the next evening to play
by a capable cast headed by Henry
chess. After the game the husband is found feature
Mortimer.
drowned in a lake on a neighboring estate.
Suspicion
pointsto toIndia
the where
wife's headmirer,
who
CATCH LINES
has
now gone
is a major
in the British army, engaged in a campaign
husband neglected her because he
against the rebels. Returning to England he wasHerterribly
of playing chess. And she
takes up the trail of the murderer and spent a very fond
lonely life. But an old sweetthrough a series of adventures and clever
heart
of
hers
called
to see her and her husdeductions discovers that Ling Foo, a
band suspected his love for her. How did
Chinese criminal whom he knew in India
has, poisoned Lord Robert in a chess game it turn out. See Dorothy Dalton in " His
and that Wiverly, lord of the adjoining es- Wife's Friend."
tate is also guilty. Through the death by
He had been away in India but had been
violence of the Chinaman and the baronet
the hero and heroine find their ultimate hap- suspected of a cruel crime. How did it turn
piness.
out? Dorothy Dalton will tell theatre.
you in " His
This feature contains some thrilling spec- Wife's Friend " at the
tacles, such as the Chinese hordes attacking
loved his wife but became suspicious
the garrison of the Indian fort and there of He
when he saw a former sweetheart cal!
are startling bits of realism shown in the to her
her. And then he invited him to
deaths of Wiverly and the Celestial. The playseea game
of chess and was never seen
suspense is said to be well handled and en- again. Did the
former sweetheart commit
tertainingly sustained.
the
crime?
See
Dorothy Dalton "asHistheWife's
star atFriend
the" with
theatre. It will tell you.
"Tlie Strongest"
(Continued
from page 1973)
Why did Ling Foo kill Sir Robert Grimwood? Was it for revenge or was it for his
SUGGESTIONS
money?
Let Dorothy Dalton tell you in
What does the name of Clemenceau, " The " His Wife's
Friend " at the
theaTiger
of France,"
to you?
Doesn't
it . suggest
rich suggest
advertising
possibilities.
Therefore it would be advisable to concenSUGGESTIONS
trate mostly upon this international figure.
Play
up
the
fact
that
"
The
Strongest
"
is
When ityouwould
book thisa feature
in theto writer's
his first and only story. Tell something opinion
good idea
feature
tre.■ and underbe her
about the man and his genius in saving the star
name mention that
Prance.
Exploit
the
all-star
cast.
It
carthis
feature
contains
much
mystery
done
ries several international favorites such as clever fashion. Also mention that there arein
Renee Adoree, the beautiful and talented some
thrilling spectacles and some startling
Parisian star. Use stills plentifully of her.
which are bound to hold and
Every patron will be interested in her for bits of realism
attention.
she brings a new and distinct personality to gripIn the
this
feature
Miss Dalton does some
the screen. Feature the picture as a pow- very good work and
is ably assisted by
erful drama of human passions — a drama of Henry Mortimer, her leading
A well
youth and love in conflict with the elements selected cast also supports theman.
of greed and lust and ambition. Mention whom are Warren Cook, RichardstarNealamong
and
the director. Feature him as responsible
Cazaneuve.
for such fine attractions as " Evangeline," Paul
do not forget to mention that this
and " The Honor System." You can link up is And
a Thomas H. Ince production. It conthe author's
name
withthethestrongest
title of the
pic-in
tains many dramatic moments and is reture.
He
is
easily
man
Prance.
leased by Paramount-Artcraft.

"FOOTLIGHTS (SELZNICK)
AND
A

SHADOWS"

Pleasing Picture with Many

Strong Points

APKK'l"
capable
director
are Wresponsible
in many
wavs rV
for star
the and
success
of this
feature.
hen analyzed,
this
picture is lacking in many ways, principally in story and the
inability of the star to grasp its important jMjints and interpret
them correctly. But there is another angl(> which must not be
forgotten. It is Miss Thomas' ability to attract and hold the eye
whenever .~iie appears in a scene. And she knows how to " set oH "
her graceful figure in the beautiful gowns she wears.
Jack -Noble lias given us as pretty a piece of direction as we have
seen in a long time. He has been very careful in selecting his cast,
his sets are expensive and up to the minute and he possesses the
■'knack" of keeping his star to the fore, which he difl in many
instances with beautiful close-ups.
Pictures of this kind do not tend to excite the emotions, although
this story has its dramatic moments, but the tendency to amu.se and
please is there.
A wealthy man falls in love with a cabaret singer ancl is about to
marry her when a " fever crazed " young explorer appears in her
home, is taken sick and nursed back to health by the heroine. The
romance she has been waiting for develops into love, with marriage
as the result. — Length, 5 reels. — Frank Leonard.
THE CAST
Gloria Dawn
Olive Thomas
Jerry
Alex
Onslow
Peter O'Farrell
Shaw
Ivo Dawson
Doctor
Mr. Farrell
Colonel
Mammy
Mr. Johnson
(
r Mrs. t> Hicks
Detective
Mr. Bousen
Busby
Van
E.Robt.
Frank Reynolds (
Manager
Keeling
Directed by John W. Noble.
Story by Bradley King.
Scenario by R. Cecil Smith.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Olive Thomas's latest feature, " Footlights
and Shadows," a Selznick production, will
appear at the
theatre on
week.
In the picture Miss Thomas shows us what
art and beauty, coupled with a good story
and a good cast, can do to interest and hold
the attention of an audience throughout and
send them home in a happy frame of mind.
And Miss Thomas will certainly do this if
opportunity is taken to witness her performance. For she has never worn prettier costumes andwhich
gowns sheto possesses.
" set off " And
the she
beauty
and charm
has
never been more convincing in any part she
has ever undertaken.
And let us not forget that this production
was directed
considered one ofbyourJohn
best.W. Mr.Noble,
Noblewhoh£isisgiven
special
to Miss
ity and attention
has developed
it inThomas's
a way thatpersonalcannot
help but command attention from those who
enjoy the work of a beautiful star surrounded
by a capable
hance the eye. cast and luxurious sets to enShe was a cabaret singer who longed for
romance, but had begun to despair of its
ever coming, for she was about to marry a
wealthy man whom she did not love. But it
came to her at last and in a most peculiar
and unexpected way, in the shape of a feverstricken young explorer whom she finds in
her home and who suddenly becomes too sick
to She
be removed.
nurses him back to health, but his mind
remains a blank in many ways. Suddenly
one day he leaves her home and does not
remember where he has been, although he
never forgets the one who has been so kind
to him. He longs to see her again and finally
does in the cabaret where she is singing. But
she does not receive him with open arms, for
she believes him to be ungrateful.
Presently
fire occurs
youngis heroine is seen aleading
her and
lover,the who
in a
drunken condition, to safety. Her romance is
now nearing its end. for she is to marry him
and let us hope " lived happily ever afterPROGRAM READER
She longed for romance all her life but had
wards."
never
foundwhat
it. It
simply
wouldn't
comebut herto
way. And
could
the poor
girl do
marry the millionaire who was determined to
have her.
other things,
romance cameBut,
quicklikeandmany
unexpectedly
to her,
as it has come to many others. And in what
a peculiar way! It was in the form of a
young infever-stricken
found
her home and explorer
who was whom
too sick sheto
be She
removed.
cared for him and brought his health
back, only to be terribly disappointed one
day inhimfinding
he had
she
hate
for this
and deserted
did she her.
take Did
revenge

Olive Thomas, star of Selznick's
lights and Shadows "
upon him when she saw him again? Let
Olive Thomas tell you in " FootlightsFoot-and
SUGGESTIONS
This feature contains many exploitation
Shadows."
angles which if handled in the right way
should bring in an audience without any
fear of disappointing them. The story, although not of the strongest, has its dramatic
moments and contains enough interest to
amuse and please. Olive Thomas should take
the premier place in your billing. She is a
beautiful star, seen in many beautiful costumes and gowns, which cannot fail to attract the eye of your feminine audience, as
the writer observed when viewing this picture.
a well-known
castThen
and she
has isbeensurrounded
directed bybyJohn
W. Noble,
who has paid great attention to detail and
the arranging of some luxurious sets.
Do not let them expect too much of this
feature, but at the same time do not be
afraid to let them know that it is a good
picture which will be to their liking.
CATCH LINES
She longed for romance but despaired of
its ever coming. Was she successful? See
" Footlights and Shadows."
Girls, what would you do if you found a
man in your room? Would you turn him out?
Sec what Olive Thomas did in " Footlights
and Shadows."
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(Continued Jrom yagc V.)li)
PLAN BOOK

WALLACE REID
MAN, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
LOTTERY
OCT. 2S
(OCT. 12)
'• Entertaining Jarce, lavushly mounted, hat charm." — M. P. Mew.
Exhibitor Comment — •' Kveij body Ueliglited with this pleaslug picture. Ueld's
best patrons,
Extra dolug
big business."
A verythegood
waa welltheliked
my
extra big business
firstteature
day andvvhlcti
big business
secondby
day."
"
Very
good
and
drew
big
crowds.
Extra
big
business
one
day."
Consensus — •' Good picture, btij puller."
LOVE.
HONOR
AND ? (MILLER-HALLMARK) HOLMES-CASSIDY
(OCT. 11)
OCT. IS
"
frunounced
an
averaye
prut/ram(ROBERTSON-COLE)
picture.'' — U. I'. Neus.BESSIE BARRISLUCKCALE
OF GERALDINE LAIRD
FEB. 14
'■
Has
some
good
points
irhicli
should
interest."
—
M.
P.
News.
LUCK OF THE IRISH. THE (MAYFLOWER-REALART) SPECIAL CAST. .FEB. 7
" Up OFto Dxran'ft
usual (FOX)
standard."
— M. P.
News.(NOV. 30)
LURE
AMBITION
THEDA
BARA
NOV. 22
■■ Feeble entertainment from otd jasluonid tlieine." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
An
average
production
to
average
business
two
days."
MALE
AND FEMALE
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPECIAL CAST
(NOV. 16)
DKC. e
Lavish and spectacular production." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Coraiiicnt
—
"
Name
against
it
;
othprwise
liie.
Hig
business
for
a
wfpk."
MARKED MEN (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (DEC. 21)
DEC. 27
Tliis isCAPTAIN
a miiihtii KIDD
iiood picture."
— M.EVELYN
P. Aews. GREELEY (NOV. S)
ME •' AND
(WORLD)
NOV. 15
" Fantastic
Hnht entertainment."
— M. I'. News.
MIND
THE s1<Hu
PAINToffersGIRL
(FIRST NATIONAL)
ANITA STEWART
(NOV. 10)
DEC. 6
" ti tar's admirers should enthuse over this." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
" Big business
day to average
Stewart
has a very
weali —character
In thisoneproduction.
Poor three."
to average" Anita
business
two

PICTURE

plete
BRAND

Plan
STAR

RELEASED

Book
PLAN BOOK

'• Suitable for the Janis following." — if. P. News.
lixliiljitor Comment — " This is not a very good picture. Average to poor business
RESPECTABLE BY PROXY (BLACKTON-PATHEj SYLVIA BREAMERROBERT GORDON
FEB. 14
two days."
'• Artistic
production and iiood interpretation lift story." — M. P. News
EIDER OF THE LAW (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (NOV. 3)
OCT. 2S
•' Harry Carey appear^ us a Texas ranger." — il. P. News.
Kxhibitor
— A (METRO)
record breaker.
big business."
RIGHT
OF Comment
WAY, THE
BERT Extra
LYTELL
FEB. 14
• Rich photoplay made from t/n.i famous .itoru." — J/. P. Nev:s.
RIGHT TO LIE, THE (PATHE) DOLORES CASSINELLI (NOV. !•).... NOV. 2t
•• A conventional sob sister story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture, but too long and draggy. Uig boainess two
ROUGE AND RICHES (UNIVERSAL) MARY MACLAREN (JAN. 19).... JAN. 10
• llttcn tolil talc iii'ikes ohiioiis pi<ture.'' — M. F \etrK.
BACRED FLAME (SCHOMER-ROSS) EMILY STEVENS (NOV. 9)
NOV. ■
•
itnimutie
incut in (FOX)
henrt iulire-»t
■•^tory."RUSSELL
— .1/ P. Nc'x
SACRED
SILENCE
WILLIAM
(OCT. 13)
OCT. 25
•' Dramatic story of army life e^itertains." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
." Comment — " Average business." " Pleased very much. Big business."
" Adayspleasing picture to big business one day." " A very good feature but it
did not get the business. It did poor business for two days."
Consensus — " Good picture, oood puller."
SAGE BRUSHER. THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST JAN. 10
"Reviewer pr<iuounces thin n irimderfnl picture." — M P. Sews
SEALED
HEARTS (SELZNICK-SELECT)
EUGENE
" Characterization
kills story interest." — M.
P. Newt.O'BRIEN (NOV. 16).. NOV. 15
Exhibitor Comment — " This is the most popular star that appeared here, but
should have used picture of lighter makeup for him." " This feature has only
an amordinary
opinion O'Brien
should be
given tobetter
I
afraid story,
he willandnotin bemypopular.
Robert Edeson
seemed
have stories
the prin-or
Concensus
days." — " Fair picture, nrerane puller."
cipal
part.
Average
business
for
one
week."
"
A
fair
production
to
big busiMIRACLE OF LOVE. THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) COTTON-STANDING (NOV. 23)
JAN. S
ness for one
day." picture, oood puller."
Consensus—
"
Average
" Strong flavor oj romance in picture." — M. P. News.
SCARLET DAYS (GRIFFITH-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST
Exhibitor CommenI — " This feature was a disappointment to my patrons. Many
24
(NOV. 30)
NOV 22
adverse comment. Poor business for one week." " My patrons did not like this
'■ Sfilcudid melodrama of olden golden West.' — M. J', yews.
picture. It did average biisiness for me for one dav."
17
Exhibitor Cnminent — " This picture pleaspd to his businp.ss for one week." OCT. 25
MISFIT
EARL,
A (BETZWOOD-GOLDWYN)
LOUIS BENNISON
(NOV. 16)
NOV. M SCREAM IN THE NIGHT, A (SELECT) SPECIAL CAST (OCT. 5)
" I'his picture stumps the reviewer." — il. P. News.
" Louis Beiniisnn scores in a humorous storn." — M. P. Neir.t.
ExhibitorTHEComment
" .\ pleasingWALSH
picture (JAN.
to average
business."
MODERN SALOME, A (HOPE-HAMPTON-METRO)
HOPE HAMPTON
(FOX)— GEORGE
18)
JAN.
(FEB. 1)
JAN. 31 SHARK,
"
Sea
story
furnishes
Walsh
a
dramatic
role."
—
M.
P.
News.
" Satisfied from all annles." — M. P. News.
SHE
LOVES
AND
LIES
(SELECT)
NORMA
TALMADGE
JAN.
MOONSHINE TRAIL, THE (BLACKTON-PATHB) SYLVIA BRBAMBR
" Enjoyable
comedy drama
irith Norma
Talmadge."
—COOPER
H . P. News
(OCT. 19)
NOV. 1 SHOULD
A
HUSBAND
FORGIVE?
(FOX)
MIRIAM
(NOV.
9)..
NOV. 1
" Will entertain in many localities." — M . P. News.
" Conglomeration of plots looks like a serial." — il. P. Neies.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
This
Is
a
very
nice
picture
but
It
was
hit
by
coal
shortage
Exhibitor Comment — " The best picture of Fox's for big productions. Story Is
restrictions with the result that it did only average business for two days. It
very interesting;
fair three davs." CLASSIC) ALICE LAKE
nil whoTHAN
saw it."
SHOULD
A WOMANbusiness
TELLonlv(METRO-SCREEN
MOREpleaspfl
DEADLY
THE MALE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL
(DEC. 20)
JAN. 3
CLAYTON (DEC. 7)
DEC. 20
" star and
director
put
riicfure oyer."ALICE
—
P.JOYCE
Xetrs
" Ethel Clai/ton scores as polite vampire." — M. P. Neirs.
SLAVES
OF
PRIDE
(VITAGRAPH)
JAN.
24
Exhibitor Comment — " Played this one with the Universal feature ' Tbe Pointing
" Alice Joyce has familiar story of marital conflict." — M. P. News.
Finger,' starring Mary MacLaren. It was a very good program and did extra
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture. Alice Joyce is going strong here. Big
big business for one dav."
business three days." '' The star pleased, but the balance of the cast seemed
MY OORDON
HUSBAND'S
WIFE
(BLACKTON-PATHB) BRBAMBR- DEC. 27
rather weak and needs some comedy introduced to relieve it. Average busi(JAN. OTHER
4)
Sati.yfitirKi
oflerintf
a
mnrit'il
theme
"
—
1/.
P
Veirv
Consensus
" Pleasinn picture, nood puller."
MYSTERY OF THE YELLOW ROOM, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST
one— day."
EYE ness(STATE
RIGHTS— SOL LESSER) SPECIAL CAST (JAN. 4) JAN. 17
(OCT. 19)
NOV. 1 SKY" Thrillina
melodrama in mid-air." — M. P. Neu s
" Ahsorhinn mvsterii melodrama defies solution." — If. P. Veirs.
SNARES
OF
PARIS
(FOX) MADLAINE TRAVERSE (OCT. 12)
OCT. 18
NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH (HOLMES-METRO) TAYLOR HOLMES
(DEC. 27)
JAN. 24
"A
typical
Madlaine
Traverse
picture."
—
il.
F.
.Xeirn.
Exhibitor Commpat — " An avprage picturp to average business two davs."
" Nothing wonderful, hut will entertain." — M. P. News.
OPEN DOOR. THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
JOHN WADE-SAM RYAN
FORTUNEend(REALART)
SPECIAL
(NOV. 9) '....NOV. 22
" Sure fire OFat box-office
at entertainment."
— J/.CAST
P. Newt.
(OCT. 12)
OCT. 29 SOLDIERS
Exhibitor Comment — " Ran this production a week with raised prices and it did
\"Rvhihitnr
Novelty quite
apart
from
general
run."
—
M.
P.
News.
PniDmpnt — \ pnnr plPtl
fturp to nonr biisinpss.'
SPEED
THE (FOX) TOM MIX (OCT. 19)
OCT. 4
extraMANIAC.
well." story
OTHER
SHOES (EDGAR LEWIS-PATHB)
CRAUFORD KENT JAN. 24
" Topsy-turvy
offers nit/d entertainmeiit." — II. P. News.
(FEB. MEN'S
1)
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Plenty
of
speed
In
this
picture.
Big
business
one
day.
"Crauford Kent seen in dual rale." — Af. P News.
OUT YONDER (SELZNICK) OLIVE THOMAS (DEC. 21)
JAN. S
average two days." " This one of the best pictures Mix has ever done. "l
played it oneOood
day picture,
to big business
and it satisfied my patrons."
" ErcellentCASE,
entertninmenf
for maioritu."
— M. P. FREDERICK
Vpk s.
Consensus—"
good puller."
PALISER
THE (GOLDWYN)
PAULINE
FEB. 7 SPITE
BRIDE, THE (SELZNICK-SELECT) OLIVE THOMAS (SEPT. 21).. OCT. 4
" Ffiah class mclodmma which holds interest." — .If. P. Ne/ios.
PEDDLER OF LIES. THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO (MAR. 1) JAN. 31
A very good
Olive — Thomas
picture."
P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
" This Is
a good— if.
feature,
but It played to only average IS
" Good production
of meehnnienl
and unreal
— M. P. News.
PEGEEN
(VITAGRAPH)
BESSIE LOVE
(JAN.plot."
18)
JAN. 24 STEEL KING, THE (WORLD)
JUNE ELVIDGE-MONTAGU LOVE
" Saccharine storu nn a Polluanna theme " — If. P News.
(NOV. 24)
DEC. <
PHANTOM HONEYMOON (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST (OCT. 19) OCT. 25
buslnpss."
" Will
satisfactorily entertain generally." — if. P. Aeics.
" Plentu of mvsterii and suspense here." — M. P. Nens
"Pleased:
star
has
fair
drawing
power.
Average
business
one
dav."
PHANTOM MELODY. THE (UNIVERSAL) MONROE SALISBURY (JAN.
CONFIDENTIAL (GOLDWYN)
MADGE KENNEDY (OCT.
26)
JAN. 31 STRICTLY
1»)
OCT,
"
Fantastic
stnrii
of
love
and
venaennce."
—
M.
P.
News.
" Madge Kennedy hat a charming role in uniaue comedy." — il. P. News.
PINTO (GOLDWYN) MABEL NORMAND
FEB. 7
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor business." " Pleased. Big business.'' " Star liked.
" ^f^hel \ormavd is amnsinn ns a two-pun girl." — M. P. News.
PLEASE GET MARRIED (METRO) VIOLA DANA (OCT. 13)
OCT. 25
but picture
rather mediocre."
Consensus
— " Pleasinn
picture, nnnd puller."
" Sets off Viola Dana's nersonalify." — M. P. Neirs.
STRONGER THAN DEATH
(SCREEN CLASSIC-METRO) NAZIMOVA
Exhibitor Comment — " Dana well liked : her work in this great. Extra big busi(JAN.
18)
JAN. 24
ness two days." " A fair picture to average business." " Star well liked and
" ^ azimora's rare art canitalizes again." — Jf. P. News.
drew well."
TEETH OF THE TIGER (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPECIAL CAST
Consensus
—
"
Onnd
picture,
nnnd
nnVer."
(NOV. 2)
DEC. 20
POINTING FINGER, THE (UNIVERSAL) MAR? MACLAREN (DEC. 1)..DBC. 13
"A high class mystery story with thrills." — if. P. News.
" ^^all please the MncT nren eidmirers." — M. P. Neirs.
Exhibitor
Commentstories
— " A ever
very shown
good picture
average Photography
business." "and
One settings
of the
POISON PEN, THE (WORLD) JUNE ELVIDGE (NOV. 16)
NOV. 22
best detective
on the toscreen.
"Novel characterisation hi Flrid'ie's latest" — If P. Neir.<:
extra good, and too much cannot be said In favor of direction. Business not up
POLLYANNA
(PICKFORD-UNITED
ARTISTS)
MARY PICKFORD
to standard due to name of production, although business Increased throughout
(JAN. 18)
JAN. 24
week." " This Is a very good production. My patrons were pleased and It did
" The supreme effort of true artists." — ^f. P. Neics.
big
business
for four
days."good puller."
POOR RELATIONS (ROBERTSON-COLE) ZASU PITTS (OCT. 26) NOV. 1
Consensut
— " Good
picture,
26)
NOV. 1 THIEVES
(FOX)
GLADYS
BROCKWELL (DEC. 7)
NOV. 8
" Gladys Brockicell stars in crnnk melodrama." — if. P. News.
"■ Carries a few entertaining moments." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
They
liked
the
star,
Gladys
Brockwell,
here
and
this
Exhibitor Comment — " My patrons like Za Su Pitts very much. Good business
production was the type that seemed to fit her I played it with a Snnsblne
for one
PRINCE
ANDdav."
BETTY, THE (JESSE HAMPTON-PATHE) WILLIAM DESComedy,
'
School
House
Scandal.'
and
it
certainly
was
a
crackerjack
program.
MOND (DEC. 21)
DEC. 20
Extra big business one day to big business two days." " Good production of
Desmovfl iipi>enr» in comic oriera nlot." — M P. Xeir.t.
old crook— "theme
star appeared
to be rather weak. Poor business."
PRINCE OF AVEIjUE A (UNIVERSAL) JAMES CORBETT (FEB. 23).... JAN. 17
Consensus
Good but
picture,
good puller."
THIRD GENERATION, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL CAST (JAN.
" James ./. Corhett stars in political story." — M P News.
RED HOT
DOLLARS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
CHARLES RAY
24)
JAN. 31
(DEC. 28)
JAN. 10
" Fairly intercstina picture on a domestic theme." — if. P. News.
THUNDERBOLT. THE (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE MACDONALD
" Wholesome, antertaining comedy drama." — M. P. News.
(NOV. 23)
NOV. 22
Exhibitor
— " Played
feature
the
holidays Comment
and drawing
power this
of the
star.to an
Theexceptionally
picture was big
veryweek,
gooddueandto Kay
"Powerful
strokes
in
this
vital
drama.''
—
if.
P.
News.
had fine support. Direction, photography, sets and titles were all excellent.
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture is well directed but the story Is much overThe story fell a little below the level of Ray pictures, but as a whole was fine
drawn. Katherine MacDonald does not draw well here. Average to poor bnsientertainment. Extra big business all week."
iipss two da.vs."
Box Office Reports continued on page 1978
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"THE

LOVES
OF
(GOLDWYN)

LETTY"

Artificial Picture of a Woman's Ambition
the tried autl true subject of a woman's search for
BACK
wealthto and social position, with its attendant sobs and sighs
and occasional flashes of humor, have the protlucers gone to

"THE
COPPERHEAD"
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)

An American

Classic and Great Personal Triumph

for

Star

BARUYMORE is credited with having said that
ETHEL
Lionel is the best actor of the family. After seeing his
collect material for " The Loves of Letty."' The hinges of the ancient
" Mih Shanks" in "The Coppcrlicad " we are inclined to
formula creak as loudly as ever despite the fact that it has received agree with
her. Certainly Mr. Barrymore has given the screen a
capable treatment from tlie director. Once agaiu is Pauhne Fred- wonderful characterization, satisfactory even to those who had exerick found interpreting the ideas of a British dramatist. IVo matter
pected much, having seen him act the same role in Augustus
how richly dramatic these same ideas may be when expressed
stage play of the same name.
through the medium of the stage they are invariably found wanting Thomas'
As for the production itself, the producers have been prodigal.
when translated into picture material. The situations heightened They have presented a page from history, correct in every detail.
by clever dialogue are valueless when deprived of this element on The story is sad, needlessly sad one will say at first thought. There
the screen.
is not even a hint at comedy. It just goes on telling what happened
" The Loves of Letty " is a stage story, seldom suggesting real to Milt Shanks when, at the beginning of the Civil War, he was
people in real situations, except for the personal note of sincerity sworn into the secret service by his friend President Lincoln, and
struck by the earnest star herself. At no time is the spectator
posed as a " copperhead " even to his wife, during the war and for
likely to be so absorbed in what he sees as to forget he is in a the- forty
years thereafter to the day of his death.
atre— the real test of play or picture. Miss Frederick does not
But for the dramatist to impose this hardship on his character
aonnd any sympathetic note in her portrayal, due to her extreme was essential. Milt Shanks was a one purpose man. His patriotism
fickleness. It is merely a case of " off with the old love — on with was the patriotism of Lincoln. His patience and forbearance was
the new," and her indecision as to which one to accept does not that of Lincoln and he was the sort of man who obeys orders. Lindevelop any sustained drama.
coln said no one was to know and that settled it with Milt Shanks.
The story drags interminably because the plot and characteriza- That his life was wrecked, that he was sentenced to the penitention are colorless and are presented in a line of action of a single
tiary, that his wife died of a broken heart, that he was denied
track pattern. Some success is derived in the contrast of characters viewing the body of his son, killed in battle, did not swerve him
but only by employing exaggerated humor. The truest thing about from the path of duty.
the ofifering is the atmosphere which is excellently suggested
This is the Milt Shanks of the play and is the Milt Shanks which
throughout. Miss Frederick's performance is as artistic as usual Mr. Barrymore has brought to the screen. The picture is an Amerand Lawson Butt is acceptable os one of the lovers. The other
ican classic. — J. S. Dickerson.
players are not so representative of the types they portray. —
Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Milt Shanks
Lionel Barrymore
Lieut. Tom Hardy, U.S.A...Wm. P. Carlton
THE CAST
"Newt" Gillespie Frank Joyner
Letty Shell
Pauline Frederick
" Lem" ToUard
Richard Carlyle
Richard Perry
John Bowers
"Joey"
Arthur Rankin
Nevill Letchmere
Lawson Butt
Brother
Andrew
Leslie Stowe
Marion Allardyce Florence Deshon
Abraham Lincoln
N. Schroell
Hilda Gunning
Leila Bliss
Tom Hardy
William David
Florence Crosby
Leota Lorraine
Ivor Crosby
Sydney Ainsworth
Dr. James
Harry Bartlett
Theodore Roosevelt Jack Rid^ay
• Coppy " Drake
Harland
Tucker
Slavey
John Standing
Capt.
Mercer,
U.S.A..
.Major
N.
M. Cartmell
"Ma" Shanks
Doris Rankin
By Sir Arthur Wing Pinero.
"Grandma
" Perley
Scenario by J. E. Nash.
Carolyn
Lee
Madeline
Anne
Cornwall
Directed by Frank Lloyd.
Photographed by Edward Gheller.
Elsie
Francis Haldorn
Directed by Charles Maigne from the play
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
by Agustus Thomas, dramatized from the
Story.
Pauline Frederick, the distinguished
story by Frederick Landis. Press Notice
emotional actress of Goldwyn pictures, will
be seen in her newest photoplay entitled
Coming to the
theatre for a
" The Loves of Letty " at the
theatre
days engagement beginning
is the
beginning . This subject is an adaptamost notable picture of the season, " The
tion of Sir Arthur Wing Pinero's celebrated
Copperhead,"
starring
Lionel
Barrymore
in
play, "Letty," and it offers the star unusual
the immortal character of " Milt Shanks "
opponunities to reveal her talent. Mr.
the supposed " copperhead " of Civil War
Pinero is one of the most famous playdays, trusted
who in secret
reality service
was President
wrights of the English-speaking stage. The
most
agent. Lincoln's Lionel Barrymore as " Milt Shanks '
Lores come
of Letty
" involves
problems
which
to every
attractivethewoman
dur" The Copperhead "
Adapted from the famous play by Augusing her lifetime. Letty Shell considers the
tus Thomas, Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
problem of clothes and social position since
has made a picture which is a distinct same role in the picture, and the other
she is infatuated with Neville Letchmere, a
achievement in many ways. Not the least
London clubman. She endeavors to win him
of these is the drama contained in this heart players are equally as capable.
because of his standing in society.
interest story of the days of the Rebellion.
PROGRAM READER
So she makes the great experiment by
The feature is also a wonderful piece of celgiving
up
everything
to
catch
Letchmere,
in its historical detail. A complete
The long heralded and most notable suconly to find that he is a married man. Even Pauline Frederick, star of the Goldwyn countryluloidvillage
as it was in the sixties was
cess of the starring
photoplay season, " The Copperthen, being penniless, she is willing to sacbuilt for a background. All the costumes
Lionel
in theforrolea
picture, '• The Loves of Letty "
rifice herself to him ; but during a turn of
and properties are identical with the period. of Milt head,"
Shanks,
comes Barrymore
to this theatre
Not a thing has been left undone to make
aSairs and
in which
protectsbuthis selfish
own sister's
run
beginning
.
honor
shows henothing
intenthis picture the great American Classic. As
What " The Birth of a Nation " was as
tions with Letty, she comes to understand
to acting Lionel Barrymore coming to the
PROGRAM READER
what the genuine devotion with a real man
screen as he did with the character of an epoch in picture making and as a hiswould mean. It is then that she realizes
torical feature is not less than " The CopSir Arthur Wing Pinero's celebrated play, " Milt Shanks " after having played the role
that her worship of money and clothes and " Letty,"
perhead." Perhaps oneof ofthethe history
most wonderhas reached the screen under the on the speaking stage for a long season, has
ful
characterizations
of the
social position have not brought her true title of " The
the most wonderful, colorful and unLoves
which comes
happiness. She also undergoes other se- to this theatre
in of
theLetty,"
near future,
with evolved
screen
is
to
be
found
in
Mr.
sual
role
ever
presented.
What
Milt
Shanks
vere tests of character, but in the end tri- Pauline Frederick as the star. This is a suffered, the depth to which his patriotism " Milt Shanks," the man who Barrymore's
suffered for
umphs preciate
over her
weaknesses and
ap- powerful picture of the problems that in- extended, the fineness of the man who could forty years under the appellation of " coppertrue standards.
Mr. comes
Pineroto has
head," who saw his wife die of a broken
every attractive woman during her subordinate all else to his duty as a secret
evolved a tale that is rich in dramatic con- lifetime.volve Letty
Shell worshipped clothes and service agent for his beloved friend and heart, who was denied the privilege of lookflict and which sustains itself with a power- money and society and to obtain them she president,
ing
at
the
his dead son, who went
Abraham Lincoln, the patience to prison, allfaceto ofserve
ful THOUGHT. Miss Frederick is sup- stopped at nothing. She even fell in love and forbearance
his country as Presiof a great soul is all
ported by such competent players as Lawson with a married man and intrigued him so as brought to the screen
dent Lincoln's most trusted secret service
a realism which
Batt, John Bowers and Florence Deshon.
to secure her social position. Then one day is scarcely believable. with
who have seen agent. " The Copperhead " is a leaf from
Letty realised that the things she had wor- the dramatic version of Those
with thepresident
life andcoming
charplay are loudest American ahistory,
cteristics of the martyred
shipped did not bring her peace and happi- in their praises for the thepicture.
The soul in for inspection.
CATCH LINES
ness. She found herself in love with a gen- of Milt Shanks shines out more clearly
The role of Lincoln is
on
uine man. Letty came through her temptaShe worshipped
the power
money, theof
played by N. Schroell, who is one of the
tion and arose as a beautiful character. How the silver sheet than in the play.
fascination
of clothes
and theof security
most famous portrayers of this character in
aristocratic society. And to obtain these this play reaches its climax is told in scenes
As a supporting cast, Mr. Barrymore has the country. The rest of the cast is uniluxuries she won the affections of a mar- of absorbing dramatic conflict. A rich play — been given a company of practically all
versally excellent. The attention to detail
ried man. Then she woke up to the fact a play with a moral. A play that every star players. W. P. Carleton plays the role
has been given the production is also
that her hopes and ambitions were false. woman in America should see. At this of Tom Hardy, Doris Rankin, of " Ma awhich
notable
A whole
in Mistheatre soon. Watch for the date.
What did she do?
Shanks " fame in the stage play, plays the
souri wasfeature.
constructed
for thevillage
background.
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TIN PAN ALLEY (FOX) ALBERT RAY-ELINOR FAIR (DEC. 28) JAN. 10
'• Lictnse laketi iritli truth in thin sentimental tale." — M. P. News.
TOBY'S BOW (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE (DEC. 20)
DEC. 27
■' .4 rery ctitertuininij photoplait." — M. 1'. Neim.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just an ordinary feature. The story appeared to be
rather weak. - Average business."
TONG MAN. THE (HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE)
SESSUE HAYAKAWA (DEC. 14)
DEC. 20
" Hiiiiul;aua in iliffcreitt role tJiat scores." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The best feature this star has appeared In. Patrons well
pleased and played it to big business for seven days."
TREE OF KNOWLEDGE,
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT
WARWICK (JAN. 11)
JAN. 24
" Kathryn ^yilliums runs away with the show." — il. P. News.
Exhibitor
— "incliiding
Played this
pictureWilliams
for oneandweekWanda
to better
business.Comment
The east
Kathlyn
Hawleythanare average
strong
factors
in
getting
the
picture
over,
even
though
Warwick's
acting
is above
his
usual picture standard. The story while not unusual is carried along
by the
stars and satisfied my patrons. Photography, direction and settings are all
that can be desired."
TREMBLING HOUR. THE (UNIVERSAL) KENNETH HARLAN-HELEN
EDDY (OCT. 26)
NOV. 1
" W ell knit drama of crooks and mystery." — M. P. Xeirs.
Exhibitor Comment — " A pleasing picture to extra big business one day." " -A
very good picture. Extra big business." " Average picture to poor business
two days."
Consensus
— " Good picture, good puller."
TRIFLERS, THE (UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS (JAN. 12)
JAN. 17
" Will ajjord very pleasing entertainment." — M. P. News
TURNING THE TABLES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY GISH
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 15
" Farce will agreeably entertain majority." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — -" A very good picture, big business two days." " Big business all week with Arbuckle comedy on program."
Consensus — " Good picture, ijood puller."
TWELVE-TEN (REPUBLIC) HARIE DORO (DEC. 14)
JAN. 3
"JJenry tiruma nith a mystery element." — M. P. Neics.
tSK HOURS LEAVE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MACLEAN-MAY (NOV.
16)
NOV. 8
" Best comedy offering of the season." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business all week with attendance increasing
during run In spite of adverse weather. We bring It back for another week."
" Excellent
picture,
actionpleased
and comedy.
Big business
two days,
one."
" A very
goodgood
picture,
my patrons.
Big business
three average
days."
"andTwoeasily
newsappreciated
stars made byquite
a
hit
in
this
popular
story.
Comedy
was clean
all. Everyone delighted with picture that drew
more
business every night and week finished strong, as people started to talk
about it." " A phenomenal feature which did phenomenal business for me
and pleased my patrons. I played it one week to extra big business every day."
Consensus—-" Excellent picture, big puller."
TWIN PAWNS (PATHE) MAE MURRAY (SEPT. 28)
OCT. 11
'• This Kill be generally acceptable." — M. P. Afics.
UNDER SUSPICION (UNIVERSAL) ORA CAREW (NOV. 23)
NOV. 22
" Will pleasantly entertain generally." — M. P. Neics.
UNDERCURRENT, THE (SELECT) GUY EMPEY (NOV. «3)
NOV. 29
"Patriotic note may carry this picture by." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture of that type. Did not draw. Poor business
two days."
VAGABOND LUCK (FOX) RAY-FAIR (NOV. 16)
NOV. 29
" Heart interest and atmosphere here." — M. P. Neics.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Had
heard
of
this
picture,
got
it
and
put
It
over
for
days to big business. It is not a big production but a pleasing one andthree
my
patrons went away satisfied."
VALLEY OF TOMORROW, THE (AMERICAN-PATHE) WILLIAM RUSSELL (JAN. 11)
JAN. 17
" William Russell in story of vengeance and love." — M. P. News.
VENGEANCE OF DURAND, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
NOV. IS
" Good suspensive dramatic photoplay." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Extra
good.
Extra
big
to
big
business
two
days."
"
Storyto
weak, photography good, star better than her last two releases. Average
poor
business wasall aweek."
" My patronsandliked
star andpreparation.
they liked the
It certainly
great production
showsthe careful
Big story.
business two days to average one."
Con.irnsus — " Good picture, i/ood puller."
VICTORY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. 30)
DEC. 6
"An absorbing heavy calibre drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
superb The
cast.
Story well
though
grewBome, nctTCojaa
y V ?nt
less— It" Excellent,
holds Interest.
grewsome
part pictured
Is well and
delicately
handled."
"
A
splendid
picture
which
was
well
accepted
by
male
attendance.
It was rather grewsome for the ladies but many of them enjoyed it. It has a
wonderful story, well cast, good photography and splendidly directed. Big
business
one week."
" This is Ita did
good big
feature
with foran me
excellent
cast whicheveryhelddaymyforaudience
throughout.
business
every
day or one week." " Very disappointing. Big business."
Consensus —VAMP,
" Good picture,
puller."
VIRTUOUS
A (FIRSTgood NATIONAL)
CONSTANCE TALMADGE
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 29
" Best Constance Talmadge picture to date."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
" Extra big business for
a week. A MAY
splendidALLISON
picture."
WALK-OFFS,
THE — (METRO-SCREEN
CLASSICS)
(JAN. 25)
FEB. 7
" Praiseworthy
to make something
of poor ideas." — M. P. News.
WATER,
WATER, effort
EVERYWHERE
(GOLDWYN)
FEB. 14
•' ll"i7/
rs makes THE
this (FOX)
picture PEGGY
n in th while."— 31. P.(DEC.
News. 21)
WEB
OF Roi/i
CHANCE,
HYLAND
DEC. 27
•• Notliing here to cause you worry." — M. P. Netes.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not up to her usual standard. Attempted comedy in
not amusing.
business one day."
WEB subtitles
OF DECEIT,
THE Poor
(CAREW-PATHE)
DOLORES CASSINELLI
(JAN. 18)
JAN. 10
" The iluiil role seen ar/ain." — M. P. Neu s.
WHAT
EVERY
WOMAN
LEARNS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ENID
BENNETT (NOV. 9)
NOV. 1
" Picturization of an average drama." — SI. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment — " A very good picture. Extra big business." " A dandy
picture.
Extra butbig every
to bigonebusiness
days." " ThisIt Isheld
a little
heavyas for
Enid
Bennett,
enjoyedthree
it considerably.
up well
an
average picture. Average business two days." " A good feature which did
big business
for me forpicture,
one day."
Consensus
— " Excellent
big puller."
WHAT'S
YOUR
HUSBAND
DOING (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) NOV. 22
MACLEAN-MAY (NOV. 23)
" Captivating farce registers high class." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
CommentOpened
— " Although
Monday$300
thismore
picture
Is surethan
of aanyclean-up
on the week.
Sunday only
to nearly
business
other
single day's business in the history of the house. These stars have been
' made ' here and this one is a sure bet, with the people boosting it."
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WHEN BEARCAT WENT DRY (WORLD) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. 2) OCT. U
•' Should register big with majority." — SI. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fairly good picture. Big business two days." " Pleased ;
big business
two days."
Consensus
— " Pleasing
picture, good puller."
WHEN THE CLOUDS ROLL BY (UNITED ARTISTS) DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS (DEC. 20)
JAN. 18
"Sure fire winner uith any audience." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
" Thehasfastest,
funniestpacked
pictureintotheIt star
Betterof
than hisComment
last one— and
more action
than ever
any made.
other film
Its size. Fairbanks at his best and that's going some. Broke all house records
for business. Flood scene was a masterpiece that put them all In the shade."
" A splendid feature which pleased my patrons. I played it for one week and It
did
business
" Had
days
but big
business
tookforsuchme aevery
drop day."
the first
two this
days picture
that I booked
took itforoff three
the third.
Average
poor business
two released
days." in
" Personal
opinion
is thatstarthisis not
Is oneas
of the bestto Fairbanks
pictures
a long time,
although
popular here as he should be. Picture has unsatisfactory ending and makes
the whole thing seem more or less Improbable. Of course anything can happen
in a Fairbanks
picture."
Consensus
— " Splendid
picture, good puller."
WHY SMITH LEFT HOME (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) BRYANT WASHBURN (OCT. 19)
OCT. If
" Meritorious farce amusingly entertaining." — SI. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business three days." " Pleased more patrons than
any picture I have shown In a year. Extra big business three days." " Played
this feature with the Universal feature, ' The Big Little Person,' featuring May
Murray, to extra big business for one day." " Snappy, and they liked it."
" A fine picture. This star always draws big. Extra big to big business two days."
Consensus — Good picture, good puller."
WILLOW TREE, THE (SCREEN
CLASSIC— METRO)
VIOLA DANA
(JAN. 11)
JAN. 17
"An original and fantastic tale of Japan." — if. P. News.
WINCHESTER WOMAN. THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
NOV. 1
" Pleasing in spite of much coincidence." — SI. P. News.
WINGS OF THE MORNING (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM (NOV. 24) DEC. •
" Farnum followers will like this one." — SI. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The star is always good but the picture is far below the
Fox
standard,thatalthough
pleased.
average
two opportunity
days." It toIs
my opinion
the man It who
passes Bigthistoone
up willbusiness
miss the
do good business. Big business first two days to extra big business last
two. We turned-them away the last day."
WOMAN
THE SUITCASE,
THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ENID IN
BENNETT
(JAN. 18)
JAN. 24
An
unusual
picture
from
every
angle."
— SI. P.photography
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good entertainment,
and direction. The
story impossible, but acceptable from entertainment point of view. Played It
one week
to average
business." JUNE ELVIDGE (OCT. 13)
WOMAN
OF LIES.
A (WORLD)
OCT. 88
" Presents Elvidge in an unsympathetic role." — SI. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good entertainnient. photography and direction. The
WOMAN OF PLEASURE, A (HAMPTON-PATHE)
BLANCHE SWEET
(OCT. 26)
NOV. n
" Should exploit as a big production." — SI. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " .\verage business two days." " The title and star brought
in, but picture
days." PETERS
YOU themNEVER
KNOW disappointing.
YOUR
LUCK Big business
(WORLD) three HOUSE
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 28
" Enttrtainino production, should satisfy." — SI. P. News.
WANTED, A HUSBAND
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
BILLIB BURKE
(DEC. 28)
DEC. 27
" Registers as highly amusing comedy." — if. P. News.

Flashbacks

" on Earlier Releases

"Upstairs and Down" (Select) — "A Class A picture that ought to please any
audience. Held up fine the second day. Big business two days."
" The Beast " (Fox) — " Walsh does better work In this re-issue than he has in a
number of newer releases. Drew fine business for two days. Big business two days."
"Luck in Pawn" (Paramount-Artcraft)- — "This feature seemed to get by on itB
reputation. It appeared to be very weak and did not please my patrons."
" Girl Woman " (Vitagraph). — " Not much to this one. Poor business one day."
"Misleading Widow" (Paramount-Artcraft) — " Burk popular and pleases as usual.
Average
one Loves"
day." (Vitagraph) — " Star did not draw. Only a fair picture
"When business
a Woman
to "Man
poor business
one day."'
Who Won"'
(A'itagraph) — "This is a good picture which did average business
for
one
day."
" Third Kiss " (Paramount-.Vrtcraft)- — " This picture pleased. Star has fair drawing power.Beast"
Average(Fox)business
one isday."
"The
— "This
a re-issue which drew wonderful business. Big.
business for one day."
"Let Katy Do It" (Triangle) — ^" This feature did not please very well. Average
business
" Bettyoneof day."
Greystone "' (Triangle) — ■" This picture pleased. It did average business for two Sex"
days."(Triangle) — "This one pleased my patrons very much. Average tot
"Weaker
poor" Misleading
business twoWidow
days."" (Paramount-Artcraft) — " In my opinion this is Burk's best^
since she has been with Paramount. Big business for one day."
" Last of the Duanes " (Fox) — "This does not appear to be the right kind of picture to please the majority of fans. Average business one day."
the World to" my(Griffith)
— "that
Big many
and massive
story has soinlittle
can" Heart
appeal, ofaccording
opinion,
were disappointed
it. ofBigAmeifr
bus
ness for two days."
"Loves of Letty " (Goldwyn) — "This one did not please my audience and did no
give good satisfaction."
f'
" A Girl Named Mary " (Paramount-.\rtcraft) — " Very good. Average buslnc
two days."
■
" Bread " (Universal) — " A very good feature which did big business for one day.'
"Eiders of Vengeance" (Universal) — "This is a good one. It did extra big business first day and poor business the second."
"Petticoats and Politics" (Plaza) — "A good feature to big business for one day."
" Light of Western Stars " (Dustin Farnum) — " Star very popular. Draws well and
picture pleased."
I
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"THE

BLOOMING
(GOLDWYN)

"SMOLDERING
EMBERS"
(KEENAN-PATl IE)

ANGEL"

Character
Miss Kennedy

Saves Poorly Developed

Idea

Kennedy that The Blooming Angel "
credit of Madge
to the interesting
Irisi8 fairly
for the stenarioist has provided her with
only an idea and then failed to develop it into anything whieii
presents opportunity for any meniher of a competent cast cxcepl
towards the very last of the feature.
This picture is neither farce, comedy nor drama. It has a farce
comedy idea which should have been developed along farce comedy
lines, even going the limit with "hookem." Instead it is played
with an evident attempt at injecting heart interest and a rather
far fetched idea of pointing a moral, not to put a " square peg in a
round hole."
Miss Kennedy does much with the slender story. Pat O'Malley
is a good type for the leading man role and gets all anyone could
out of a part that presents little opportunity and Lois Wilson with
the aid of some Harold Lloyd spectacles, makes much of a minor
character. The rest of the cast is good.
The production is excellent. The photography is of the usual
Goldwyn
concerns
young lady
who much
marriesto
her
collegestandard.'
class mateTheandstory
laundry
man a without
having
gay about it and then drags him into the manufacture of a complexion cream. When the concern is about to fail, the star gets
an advertising idea that puts " The Blooming Angel " product on
its feet, and wealth and happiness are added to the health the two
people have hitherto enjoyed. So far as the character of " Floss "
is concerned Miss Kennedy is very well cast. The trouble is that
there is so little of real incident provided for her to do. The picture will amuse Miss Kennedy's admirers, but will not make her
many new friends. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
low her adventufes in " The Blooming Angel," the Goldwyn picture starring Madge
Floss
Madge Kennedy Kennedy,
the
inimitable'
comedienne.
Wiillace
Irwin's
charming
story of a girl,
Chester
Framm
Pat
O'Malley
Carlotta
Margery Wilson
jar of complexion cream, and an elephant —
Ramon
Arthur Housman a" The
Blooming
Angel,"
will
comeKennedy.
to this
College Professor Robert Chandler theatre next
with Madge
Floss's
Aunt
Vera
Lewis
Loads
of
laughter?
You
bet!
The
greatest
Applethwaith
B. F. Blinn comedy in which Miss Kennedy ever apHolbetter
Billy Courtright
peared.
By Wallace Irwin.
Directed by Victor L. Schertzinger.
Photographed by George Webber.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The combination of Wallace Irwin and
Madge Kennedy is something to be reckoned
with upon the screen. The former, a noted
author, and the latter, a favorite personality,
make " The Blooming
Angel which
" an artistic
achievement,
and a subject
by no
means should be missed when it comes to
the
theatre beginning . The
story offers the star the role of a fair co-ed,
which gives her unique comedy talents ample
opportunity for display. She appears as
Floss Brannon who is expelled from the college because of certain mischievous antics.
Her aunt endeavors to marry her off to Applethwaith, alawyer, but the girl upsets the
plan by accepting Chester Framm, a struggling young student. Realizing that they
cannot live on his salary, Floss concocts a
complexion cream known as Angel Bloom
and the venture proves a success.
She really loves Chester despite his ambitions to become an orator and so she plans
to cure his passion for declamation and boost
the sale of her cream all in one shot. She
rents an elephant from a circus — colors it
pink to advertise her cream and gathers a
large crowd at a busy corner. As planned
Chester
the appears
elephant and
" diescharges
" but
a fond appears
admirer asalso
Floss with cruelty to animals. At a word
from the trainer the elephant comes to life
and Floss persuades Chester to make a
speech advertising her cream from the back
of the elephant. He fails disgracefully. But
Floss saves the day and wins back Chester
and her Angel Bloom is successfully launched
upon the lightfully
market.
Irwin's story
dehuman andMr.humorous
and isis capitally interpreted by the star and her clever
assistants. Mr. Schertzinger has handled the
story in expert style and pilots it to a most
successful conclusion.
CATCH LINES
She married a poor, struggling student and
found the wolf at the door. So she concocted
a complexion cream and placed it on the
market. Did her scheme chase poverty
away? See Madge Kennedy in " The Blooming Angel."
She was a co-ed in the college and was
expelled for being unduly mischievous. Fol-

Madge Kennedy and Pat O'Malley in " The
Blooming Angel," a Goldwyn picture
PROGRAM READER
It wasn't
expelled
college,
but exactly
Floss wasniceoneto ofbethose
girls from
that
didn't
let
such
trifles
worry
her.
Her
aunt
was provoked by her conduct and attempted
to marry her off to a certain lawyer. But
Floss fooled her by marrying the man she
loved, a poor, struggling student. Now they
couldn't
get alongtheon scheme
his meagre
salary soa
Floss conceived
of putting
complexion cream on the market in order to
keep the wolf away. And she had her
troubles. Make no mistake about it. The
cream needed plenty of advertising so one
day Floss rented an elephant from the circus and painted it pink — the same color as
the cream. How her adventure turned out —
how she walked on the high road of success
and
husband's
whichmaintained
bring an her
effective
climaxloveto areas events
fine a
comedy as has reached the screen in many
a day. The picture is " The Blooming
Angel " by Wallace Irwin. The star is
Madge Kennedy.
Don't fail to see this

Study Is Colored by Keenans
Personality

Art and

appealing story of paternal love which scores for its character drawing and simplicity of theme is offered in " Smoldering Kmbers,' Frank Kecnan's newest expression. The
ilM.amic star has gotten away from his concentrated studies based
upon melodramatic backgrounds and comes forwanl here in a
unique role — that of a vagabond. It is the quietest story that Mr.
Keenan ever had since there is no re«'ourse to dramatic fireworks.
The subject, as is natural with his offerings, is a character study,
only this time it is an exceptionally simple one.
The premise upon which the idea is founded is not at all convincing. Aman taking up the life of the open road would attempt
at least to keep in touch with his child, even though his wife proved
unfaithful. And most men would have revealed their identity after
twenty years, especially when they have smothered the love for
their offspring. But the star is so successful in dominating his
scenes
study. and expressing his individuality that you accept the falsities
for what they are — mere reinforcements in capitalizing his effective

A\

When he finds the boy he appoints himself his guardian and
guides him through temptation and romance. This over he takes
to the open road again without disclosing his identity. Let it be
said that he has no scruples in this direction toward his wife and
the boy's stepfather. The latter character is overdrawn. A melodramatic flourish is presented in scoring the tramp's triumph over
him, but the sympathetic note is strong enough to overcome any
objection to it. Mr. Keenan plays the vagabond in his customary
vigorous manner. He stands head and shoulders — Uterally and
figuratively — above his assistants. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
John Conroy
Frank Keenan
Jack Manners
Jay Belasco
Beth Stafford
Kate Van Buren
Tramps
Russ Powell
Graham Pettie
Horace Manners
Hardie Kirkland
Annie Manners
Lucille Ward
Edith Wyatt
Frances Raymond
Congressman Wyatt
Thomas Guise
The Boy
Burwick Hamrick
By Kate Corbaley.
Scenario by Dorothy Yost.
Directed by Frank Keenan.
Photographed by Robert Newhart.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Frank Keenan, than whom there is no
better character actor on the screen, will
come to the
theatre on
of
week in his newest picture, " Smoldering
Embers."
In
this
story
the
star
essays a new role that of a vagabond. John
Conroy, the character assumed by Mr.
Keenan, buried his identity and became a
tramp when his wife, taking their infant son,
ran away with another man. Years later he
learns that his son is being forced to marry
a girl father
he hasdoes
not ambitions.
love because The
his latter
steppolitical
isboy.also attempting to get control of the property that is the rightful inheritance of the
Pretending to be nothing but a tramp
seeking companionship, the father makes
friends with the boy, whose path of true
love is proverbially thorny. He saves the
unhappy youth from many a pitfall and,
when atpines last
is assured
of histhat
son'sis open
hap, he goeshe back
to the road
and long, leaving behind in the heart of the
boy and his sweetheart a grateful memory
of an old tramp with a heart of gold. It's a
great,
" Smoldering
Embers big,
" andsimple
it is picture
doubtfulthisif the
star ever
had a more charming and sympathetic role.
He gives a performance long to be remembered. Jay Belasco, Kate Van Buren,
Thomas Guise are members of a capable
supporting cast.
CATCH LINES
Frank
Keenan,
ter actor, comes toAmerica's
the greatest
screencharacnext
in the most compelling role of his
long and varied career. See him as a vagabond in " Smoldering Embers."
See " Smouldering Embers," a picture of
a tender-hearted, generous old tramp, who
brings sunshine into the life of youthful lovers. See Frank Keenan in his greatest role.

Frank Keenan, whose new Pathe picture
is " Smoldering Embers "
character actor appears as a vagabond — a
knight of the open road. The picture is
" Smouldering Embers," by Kate Corbaley,
and it comes to this theatre very shortly.
Mr. Keenan's
full of difficulties
because of its part
very issimplicity.
The story
glorifies father love. As John Conroy, the
star becomes aShetramp
of his
faithlessness.
takesbecause
her infant
son wife's
with
her and years later, when the boy reaches
maturity, the father comes into his life and
saves him from danger. His work done, the
vagabond exits, happy in the knowledge that
his son is happy and thinks of his father
(whom he believes died in Alaska) as a
PROGRAM READER
" regular fellow." It is a picture which recharHere is Frank Keenan again in another
veals acharming romance and a clever
compelling role. This time the eminen
acterization. The human touch is everyt where. Watch for the date.
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Advance

Information

on

All

Film

Picture

News

Releases

All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects as well
as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
\MERJCAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
Aug. 10 — This Hero Stuff (Wm. Russell)
July 27 — The Tiger Lily (Margarita Fisher)
July 13 — Yvonne from Paris (Mary Miles Minter)
• l- LYING A" SPECIALS
Mar. 15 — Dangerous Talent (Marguerita Fisher)
Feb. 15 — The Honey Bee (Marguerita Sylva)
Valley of Tomorrow (William Russell)
Jan. 15 — Eve in Exile (Charlotte Walker)
Oct. 5— Six Feet Four (Wm. Russell)

5
S
S
6
6
6
7
6

ARRO\^ FILM CORPORATION
The Desert Scorpion (Cobb-Johnson)
5
The \Vol%'es of Wall Street (Cobb-Johnson) 6
Viligantes (Special Cast)
7
Fools'LawGoldof (Mitchell
Lewis)
67
The
Nature (Coleman-NeMoyer-Lee)
SERIALS
The Lurking Peril (Anne Luther-Geo. Lurlrin) IS episodes.
The Fatal Sign (Claire Anderson-Harry Carter); 15
Episodes.
Lightning
Western. Bryce (Ann Little-Jack Hoxie) ; IS-Episode
WESTERN DRAMAS
Blazed Trail (Lowell-Crossman-Lawrence) 2
The Northwoods Dramas (Edgar Jones-Evelyn Brent).. 2
ONE AND TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Arrow (Eddie Boulden-Lillian Vera)
1
Hank Mann (Hank Mann)
1
Sunbeam (Fatty Filbert-Bert Tracey)
2
Hank Mann (Hank Mann-Madge Kirby)
2
AYWON FILM CORP.
Blind Love (Lucy Cotton)
6
Days of Daring (Tom Mix)
S
Persuasive Peggy (Peggy Hyland)
6
Eternal Penalty (Henry Kolker)
5
Roses and Thorns (Lenore Ulrich)
S
She Pays (Julia Dean-Louise Huff)
5
Justice (Cyril Scott)
5
The Guilty Woman (Marie Empress)
5
Adventures
of
Helen
(Helen
Holmes
Serial)
20
TwoReel Episodes.
CHRISTIE FILM COMEDIES
(.At State Right Exchanges)
CHRISTIE TWO REELERS
Jan. — Save Me, Sadie (Eddie Bary)
Dec. — Go West Young Woman (Fay Tincher)
Nov. — A Roman Scandal (Colleen Moore)
SINGLE REEL COMEDIES
Kidnapping Caroline
Two A. M
All Jazzed Up
Settled Out of Court
Bobby's Baby
GAYETY
COMEDIES
Fireman, Save My Gal (Geo. Ovey)
Ladies Must Dance (Geo. Ovey)
Bounced (Geo. Ovey)
ARuined
Saphead's
Sacrifice
Reynolds)
By Love
(Geo. (BletcherOvey)
Twin
Bedlam
(Bletcher-Reynolds)
His Fatal Bite
Cursed by His Cleverness
Are Floorwalkers Fickle?
CslUng His Bluff
Love .Sick at Sea
:

2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
i1
11
1
1
1
1

CANYON PICTURES CORP.
(Twelve Two-Reel Westerns Featuring Franklyn Farnum)
Twelfth, The Cowboy and the Rajah
2
Eleventh, Cupid's Roundup
2
Tenth, Brother
"Breezy" Bill
Bob
...22
Ninth.
Eighth, When Pals Fall Out
2
Seventh, Shackles of Fate
2
Sixth, The Puncher and the Pup
2
Fifth, The UphiU CUmb
2
Fourth, Vengeance and the Girl
2
Third,
Fury Doyles
Gordon
Second, Hell's
The Two
22
First. The Desert Rat
2
COMMONWEALTH
PICTS. (Chicago)
SPANUTH'S VOD-A-VIL MOVIES
Billy Whiskers Butting Into the Movies
1
The Crand Finale (Pick Your Favorite Flower) 1
The Two Apolios (Nifty Acrobats)
1
Ines and Eddy (Pranks and Frolics in Juggling) 1
Edward Bard & Co. (Contortionists) 1
Why They Laugh in Vod-a-Vil
1
Style Show Review (Fashions from Queen Elizabeth
Down to To-day)
1
Paas Hawaiians (Unique Dancing Act)
1
Walter & Jennings (Equilibrists)
1
La Farra Sisters (Classical Dancers)
1
The Metropolitan Ice Ballet (Ten Skating Girls) 1
The Winners (Looping the Loop)
1
The Three Patriots (Military Dancing)
1
The Heynes (Novelty Pierotts)
1
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
(Through State Right and Educational Exch.)
Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement Released Once
Every Montli Showing Leadmg Stars at Work and
Play
1

RED CROSS TRAVEL SERIES
I'hf Relief of Poland
Constantinople,
the Gateway of the Orient
America's Watch on the Rhine
Belgium, the Broken Kingdom
Marie, Queen of Rumania
Archangel, City of Snow
The Tiny Kingdom of Montenegro
BRUCE SCENICS
The Chilkat Cubs
Wanderlust
SPECIALS
The Why of a Volcano
The Second Chance
War Spruce
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
The Forbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Young)
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives (House Peters)
Eyes of Youth (Clara Kimball Young)

11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
6
7

Dec. 14 — Down the Strand in London
•.
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
Dec. 21 — From a Piscatorial Angle
Dec. 7 — Memory Lane
Nov. 23 — Sunshine and Shadows
Nov. 9 — A Night in Jurie
Oct.
Midst Peaceful Scenes
Oct. 26
12 —— Rainfrops
Sept. 28 — When Nature Smiles
Sept. 14 — The Voice of Gladness
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Feb. 29 — The Growth of the North American
Feb.
On the
Grandma
Feb. 2215 —— The
LureJobof With
Fashion
Feb. 8 — Museum Mysteries
Feb. 1 — Famous Women in World's Work
Jan. 25 — Nature's Beauty Parlor
Jan. 18 — Reeling in the Big Ones
Jan. 11 — A Matter of Form
Jan. 4— The Dream Weavers
Dec. 28 — Camera Surf Studies
Dec. 21 — In the Canadian Wilds
Dec. 14 — Clouds and Sunsets
Dec. 7 — A South American Niagara
Nov. 30 — Camera Surf Studies
TRUEX AND OTHER COMEDIES
Dec. 28 — Too Good to be True (Ernest Truex)
Dec. 14 — Speed (Al St. John)

1
1
1
1,
1^
I'.
H
1
1 ■
;
1.
1I -,
1
1
1
11
1
1
I
1
1
1

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY EXCH.
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT
Feb. — Young Mrs. Winthrop (Ethel Clayton) S
2
Feb. — Huckleberry Finn (Special Cast)
6
2
Feb. —— Black
Mary's IsAnkle
Feb.
White(MacLean-May)
(Dorothy Dalton)
S5
l"eb.
The With
Amateur
Wife (Irene
Feb. —— On
the Dance
(SpecialCastle)
Cast)
75 FILM MARKET, INC.
Feb.— The Six Best Sellers (Bryant Washburn) 5
(At State Rights Exchanges)
Feb. — All-of-a-Sudden-Peggy (Marguerite Clark).- S The House Without Children
7
Feb. — Double Speed (Wallace Reid)
5 The City of Purple Dreams
6
Jan. — The Copperhead (Lionel Barrymore) 6 Who Shall Take My Life?
7
Jan. —— The
What'sTreeYour
Husband Doing?
Zongar,
the Dare
Devil of Romance
Natural
Law
65
Jan.
of Knowledge
(Robert (MacLean-May)
Warwick) .. .55 The
Jan. — The Thirteenth Commandment (Ethel Clayton)... 5 The Grain of Dust
6
Jan. — Too Much Johnson (Bryant Washburn) 5 The Lust of the Ages
6
Jan. — The Woman in the Suitcase (Enid Bennett) 5 Has a Man the Right to Kill?
S
5
Dec. 30 — Everywoman (Special Cast)
7 Beware of Strangers
6
Dec. 28 — Red Hot Dollars (Charles Ray)
5 Persuasive Peggy
Dec. 28 — Wanted, a Husband (Billie Burke)
5 The Spoilers
9
Dec. 21 — A Girl Named Mary (Marguerite Clark) 5 The Ne'er Do Well
Dec. 21 — Hawthorne of the U. S. A. (Wallace Reid)...S
The Garlen of Allah
88
Dec.
21
—
His
Wife's
Friend
•
(Dorothy
Dalton)
5
Dec. 14 — Behind the Door (Ince Special)
5
Dec. 14 — The Cinema Murder (Cosmopolitan) 5 FILM SPECIALS
Dec. 7 — More Deadly Than the Male (Ethel Clayton).. S
IDec. 7 — Victory (Maurice Tourneur)
S
COMEDIES
Dec. 7 — An Adventure in Hearts (Robert Warwick)... 5 JOLLY
Feb. 23— Girls Will be Girls (Leo Whilte)
1
Nov. 30 — Scarlet Days (D. W. Griffith)
7 Feb.
16 — Pardon Me (Gertrude Selby)
2
Nov. 30 — Counterfeit (Elsie Ferguson)
5
Selby)
Nov. 23 — The Miracle of Love (Cosmopolitan) 5 Feb.
Feb. 92—— Hubby's
The CloseMistake
Shave (Gertrude
(Ben Turpen)
21
Nov. 23 — It Pays to Advertise (Bryant Washburn) 5 Jan.
26 — Breaking Into Society (Billy Armstrong) 1
Kov. 23— The Invisible Bond (Irene Castle)
5
Jan. 12
19 —— ^Artless
Neptune'sArtieStep-Daughter
(Gertrude Selby)... 22
Nov. 16 — Twenty-three
and One-half Hours' Leave (Mac- 5 Jan.
(Harry Fox)
Lean-May)
2
Nov. 16 — Male and Female (DeMille Special) g Jan. 5 — The Nutcrackers (Ben Turpen)
Nov. 9 — What Every Woman Learns (Enid Bennett).. 5
Nov. 9 — Crooked Straight (Charles Ray)
5
Nov. 9 — Lunch in Pawn (Marguerite Clark)
5 FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Nov. 2 — L'Apache (Dorothy Dalton)
5
Nov. 2 — Turning the Tables (Dorothy Gish)
5 Feb. 2 — The Turning Point (Katherine MacDonald) . . .6
Oct. 26 — The Teeth of the Tiger (Special Cast)
5 Jan. 19 — Even as Eve (Grace Darling)
7
Oct. 26 — His Official Fiance (Vivian Martin)
5 Jan. 12 — Two Weeks (Constance Talmadge) 6
Oct. 19 — Sadie Love (Billie Burke)
5 Jan. 5 — A Daughter of Two Worlds (Norma Talmadge). 6
Oct. 19 — Why Smith Left Home (Bryant Washburn) 5 Dec. 29 — The Greatest Question (D. W. Griffith's) 6
Dec. 15 — In Old Kentucky (Anita Stewart)
7
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
1 — The Beauty Market (Katherine MacDonald) .. .6
Jan. 11 — The Garage
2 Dec.
Nov.
17
—
Heart
o'
the
Hills
(Mary
Pickford}
6
Nov. 16 — The Hayseed
2 Nov. 10 — Mind the Paint Girl (Anita Stewart) 6
Sept. 7 — Back Stage
2 Nov. 3 — A Virtuous Vamp (Constance Talmadge) 6
Oct 20 — In Wrong (Jack Pickford)
S
PARAMOUNT SENNETT COMEDIES
6— The Thunderbolt (Katherine MacDonald) S
Feb. 15 — Ten Dollars or Ten Days
2 Oct
Dec. 22 — A Day's Pleasure (Charlie Chaplin) 2
Jan. 18 — The Star Boarder
2 Dec.
22 — A Twilight Baby (Henry Lehrman)
3
Dec. 21 — Love, Honor and Behave
2
Dec.
7
—
A
Lady's
Tailor
2
Nov. 23 — Down on the Farm
2 FLOIUDA FILM CORPORATION
Nov. 9 — His Last False Step
2
Oct. 26 — Salome vs. Shenandoah
2
State Right Exchanges)
Oct. 12— Up in Alfs Place
2 A (At
Dumbwaiter Scandal
2
Sept 14 — Back to the K-.tchen
2 A Pool of Peaches
2
Aug. 31 — Uncle Tom Without the Cabin
2 Fabulous Fortune Fumblers
2
PARAMOUNT BRIGGS COMEDIES
His Conscience His Guide
2
2
Dec. 28 — Housecleaning
1 Fred's Fictitious Foundling
Dec. 21 — Those Distant Cousins
1 Work and Win 'Em
2
Dec. 7 — After the Circus
1
Nov. 30 — Oh, Man
1
Nov. 23 — Wonder What a Baby Thinks About
1 FOX FILM EXCHANGES
Nov. 16 — Burglars
1 BIG PRODUCTIONS
Nov. 9 — Company
1
7
Nov. 2 — The City Dude
1 Should a Husband Forgive? (Special Cast)
Oct. 26 — A Handy Man Around the House
1 Evangeline (Special Cast)
67
Oct. 19— Fire, Fire
:
1 Kathleen Mavourneen CTheda Bara)
7
Oct.
S'cicty
11 Checkers (Special Cast)
Oct. 125—— Secret
Saturday
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
The Adrcntnrer
7
Feb. 22 — Hoodooed
2 Heart Strings
6
Wings of the Morning
6
PARAMOUNT-HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
The Last of the Duanes
7
Feb. 29 — The Yankee Watch on the Rhine
1 Wolves
of
the
Night
7
Feb. 22 — ^Oriental College Boys and Co-Eds
1
Feb. 15 — Parisian Faces and Figures
1 THEDA BARA SERIES
Feb. 8 — Filming Ferocious Formosans
1 Lure of Ambition
S
Feb. 1 — Belgium Smiles Again
1
6
Jan. 25 — From Blarney to Broadstairs
1 La Belle Russe
MIX SERIES
Jan.
Royalof Ballet
of Bangkok
11 TOM
Tan. 1811 —— The
Mirrors
Nature
Three Gold Coins
S
S
Jan. A— Gaping Gullets of Gifu
1 The Daredevil
Dec. 28— King Rama at the Royal Wat
1 The Cyclone
S
Dec. 21 — In Brittany
1 The Feud
5
Dec. 14 — A Scenic Classic .
1 The Speed Maniac
5
Dec. 7 — Push Car Trails in F'ormosa
1 Rough Riding Romance
5
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGHAM
FOX ENTERTAINMENTS
Dec. 28 — Winter Sports at St. Moritz
1 The Hell Ship (Ma.-Ueine Traverse)
S
Release Information continued on page 1982
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"PICCADILLY
(SELZNICK)

Entertaining Light Comedy from Popular Story
\'WT HILE the critical ini-ilit justly contend that this adaptation
of tlie P. G. W oodhouse story in the Salurday Evening Post
Wl
is convenient and resorts to a surprising amount of coT f
Iincidence, we feel quite sure that it will he accepted hy audiences
las a most entertaining picture, one which is a worthy running mate
and cerfor the manv light comedies the season has brought forth
lainlv the best thing Director Wesley Ruggles has ever done.
M All the unique characters of Mr. Woodhouse"s yam are brought
"to the screen without loss in their contrasting comedy values and
the story so far as plot goes has been faithfully followed. There
are additions to tlie incidents which befell " Piccadilly Jim " during
his courtship of Ann Chester, but they are evidently only used in
m edort to construct a good continuity which, however, remains
omewhat episodic owing to the fact the original story did con■^iderable " jumping about " both in London and New York. These
additions, too, have been invested with some very human and pleasing touches, which excuses them from being padding.
Owen Moore as the star is satisfactory, but does no more than the
rest of a fine cast of types to put the picture over. Fundamentally
it is an author's and director's picture, no one character being instrumental in more than contributing to its success. Perhaps the
best bit of characterization is that of Reginald Sheffield, who is a
sreat type for the great role of " Oggie." There has not been much
of an attempt to make the feature artistic. It starts in to tell its
-tory and keeps at it to the end. Neither is it to be considered as
any great dramatic achievement, the comedy angles being kept in
(mindat all times. — Length, 7> reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
THE CASl
Owen Moore
Piccadilly Jim
Ann Chester
Zeena Keefe
Mr. Bingley Crocker
Geo. Bunny
Peter Pett
William Haze
Mrs. Peter Pett
Dora Mill Adams
Lord Wisebeach
Alfred Hickman
Ogden Pett
Reginald Sheffield
Jerry"
"Harlem Tommy" Murphy
By P. G. Wodehouse.
. Directed by Wesley Ruggles.
PRESS NOTICE- STORY
Owen Moore, the popular Selznick star,
wiH appear at the
theatre on
of
week in a picturization of P. G.
Wedehouse's Saturday Evening Post story,
"screen
Piccadilly
Jim."
upon role.
the
it offers
Mr. Translated
Moore an ideal
Mr. Wodehouse is widely known as a magasiae author and playwright and he can
nnially
be depended
upon toofwrite
in original terms.
The counterpart
the character
that the star interprets here has never been
seen on the screen before. As Piccadilly
Jim, a newspaper man who goes to Eingland
and becomes involved in scrapes, Mr. Moore
creates a character that will long be remembered by his many admirers. In punching
a nobleman's
that the* atmosphere of hisnose
homeJimis finds
too uncomfortable,
so he decides to return to America. This
course is entirely in keeping with the wishes
of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Pett, his American
aunt and uncle, with whose happiness and
social aspirations his newspaper notoriety
seriously interferes, and who have gone to
London
bring himeye.back and keep him under theirtowatchful
Jim goes to America — not with his relatives, however — not until he meets THE
GIRL. Naturally, she is young and pretty,
and
Jim
and Inimpressionable
and
Uie spark isisyoung
kindled.
America a —series
of complications arise. Plotters, kidnappers
and adventurers appear. After an assortment of funny situations Jim convinces the
girl of his heart that marriage with the erstwhile pride of Piccadilly Row might not be
so bad after all. The tale teems with originality and bristles with situations of an exceptionally humorous character. Mr. Moore
is supported by a distinguished cast of players. Wesley Ruggles is the director.
SUGGESTIONS
Here is a picture from a Saturday Evening Post story. So exploit it as worthy
entertainment. Mention the author and
that he is responsible for some of the finest
stories that have ever reached the screen.
Bringnickoutpicture.
that it is Owen
Moore's
Selzwell to first
exploitation not only Itin lends
regarditself
to feature
stunts
in
the way of lobby display, but in newspaper
advertising. Mention that the story reveals
a colorful character — a fellow who is breezy
and full of fun. Tell that the picture is a

(BRUNTON-HODKINSON)
"$30,000"

JIM"
Kerrigan

in Typical Melodramatic

is highly improbable in several of its imALTHOUGHportantthi.s
sequences, introduces such old friends of the director
and sccnarioist as the masked ball, the gambling palace, and
restaurant without much reason except to provide some big sets,
clothes and such things, wc are inclined to think that it will pass
as average entertainment with most audiences and he a delight to
the admirers of the star.
The plot is partially rather out of the ordinary, but in other places
it throws all reason to the four winds. Where it registers as good
is the providing of two leading women from which the hero is to
pick his future spouse, the framing of an excuse for involving the
players in a lot of action relative to a pearl necklace and thirty
thousand dollars and the withholding of information on the outcome of the romance until the very last few feet of film. Where it
is not so good is the convenient way the necklace epi.xodes are
treated and the careless manner they use thirty thousand dollars.
Even an honest lawyer wouldn't place that sum behind the wires
holding pictures on his office walls while he danced at a mask ball
to later retire for the night.
J. Warren Kerrigan as the young lawyer is his own handsome
\self, which means being a bit theatric. Fritzi Brunette is the lady
i he chooses for his wife and Joe Dowling does a bit which permits
jlittle real opportunities in his own masterful style. The rest of the
cast is adequate to the roles provided and the staging is up to standard. The continuity, however, is not so good. — Length, 5 reels. —
J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
John
Trask
Aline Norton J. Warren
Fritzi Kerrigan
Brunette
Ferdinand Spargo
Carl Stockdale
Christine Lloyd
Nancy Chase
Annester Norton Joseph J. Dowling
"Shadow" Dan
Arthur Millette
Charley Foster
Frank Gereghty
Sydney Lloyd
Jack Rollins
Mat Lloyd
Thomas Guise
Mrs. Hutchinson Gertrude Valentine
By
H. B.byDaniel.
Directed
Ernest C. Warde.
Photographed by Arthur L. Todd.
PRESS NOTICE-STORY
J. Warren Kerrigan, the popular star, will
be seen at the
theatre on
of
week in his latest photoplay entitled
" $30,000." The part of the resourceful
lawyer, John Trask, is singularly fitted to
the personality of the star, and he makes a
likeable as well as a commanding figure in
the humorous and dramatic scenes of the
picture. The offering may best be defined
as a drama which carries a comedy flourish
at times. Throughout the action tense situations and humorous interludes give the feature an excellent balance. The idea presents a young lawyer who is selected for the
task of recovering a necklace valued at $30,000. Sydney Lloyd steals it from his rich
uncle and loses it to a ring of gamblers. His
cousin,coverChristine
undertakes
rethe jewels. Lloyd,
The gamblers
send toword
that they will return the necklace for $30,000, stipulating that the transaction must be
made through a third party. So she enlists
the services of Trask.
He gladly consents and the woman tells
him that a party will visit him the next
morning and exchange the jewels for the
money. He hides the money in his office.
The leader of the gamblers persuades Aline
Norton, the daughter of a ruined old aristocrat, to act as emissary. She has no ink-

In " Piccadilly Jim " Owen Moore has the
part of a young
" whopicture
later reforms. It is" rounder
a Selznick
sparkling comedy. Give an English touch
to your lobby through using compo board
illustrated with the leading character in the
correct fashion. Don't fail to mention that
Owen Moore is back with his happy-go-lucky
smile and that he appears in one of the
finest comedies of his career. Use line ads
for the newspapers.
CATCH LINES
" Piccadilly
Owen Moore's
Selznick
picture,Jim,"
is a sparkling
comedy offirsta
newspaper man who finds notoriety in London. "The Evening
picture hasPostbeenstory
takenbyfromP. the
Saturday
G.
Wodehouse.
(Continued on next column)

Romance

PROGRAM READER
Piccadilly Jim was an American newspaper man who found in London a perfect
city to seek notoriety. He followed the
fashions. He was spatted and no one would
have less
guessed
he camewithfromhisAmerica
unone was that
familiar
escapades.
Jim
peck ofso trouble
" deah
old
Lunongot" —into
so amuch
that hein was
forced
to flee back to the States. But he was
resourceful enough to be accompanied by the
MOST BEAUTIFUL GIRL IN THE
WORLD. You will like Piccadilly Jim.
He is one of those dashing fellows who
ingratiates himself through sheer force of
personality. You will like Owen Moore as
this humorous character. Remember the
story? Of course you do. It appeared in
the Saturday Evening Post and was written
by the prolific author, P. G. Wodehouse.
" Piccadilly Jim " is a picture which bristles
with humor from beginning to end — the kind
of picture which will send you away satisfied with the world. It appears at this theatre next . Don't fail to see it.

ling of his crooked character. That night
her father, in his capacity as janitor, enters
Trask's
officetheandsumsteals
the he
money.
When
Trask finds
missing
goes to
the
gamblers'
rendezvous
to
investigate.
wins $30,000 at roulette, which he gives Heto
Aline in exchange for the necklace. The
stones are found to be false and Trask raids
the den single-handed recovering the real
jewels. Aline's father repents and sends her
to the the
lawyer's
with theout,
stolen
With
theft office
straightened
the money.
young
people continue their romance.
CATCH LINES
$30,000.
Whew!
That's aa picture
lot of money.
The Lawyer put it behind
on the
wall and the next morning it was gone. An
exciting picture — a picture of a lawyer and
a thief. See " $30,000 " with J. Warren Kerrigan.
The man who stole the money was the
father of the girl he loved. And the young
man was a lawyer. How did he work out
his problem?
ren Kerrigan. See " $30,000 " with J. WarPROGRAM READER
How would you like to be a lawyer and
entrusted with the task of recovering a
necklace valued at $30,000? Now John
Trask had enough initiative to tackle most
anythingtectiveand
he didn't
for a time.
The flinch
necklaceat turning
was lost de-to
a group of gamblers who stated that they
would return it for $30,000. The woman from
whom the jewels were stolen had the cash
all right though she had to act with the
gamblersthat
through
third selected.
party. Hence
reason
Trask a was
How the
he
recovered the necklace is told in a series of
complicated situations which are presented
in tense dramatic scenes. The picture is
" $30,000 " and the star is J. Warren Kerrioffering
will for
be atthe the
theatregan.veryThesoon.
Watch
date.
SUGGESTIONS
The name of Kerrigan looks like the best
advertising bet here, inasmuch as he is one
of the oldest players in point of service on
the screen. He is a favorite and his pictures are usually followed with keen interest.
So the best advice is play up his personality
in publicity stories and photographs. Tell
that he appears as a lawyer here and that
his task is the recovery of a valuable necklace— a piece of jewelry which gets him into
a peck of trouble. Use phrasing as colorful
as possible in describing the character he
impersonates. Bring out that his task is
complicated because he finds romance in
fulfilling it. It is a fast-moving story and a
of its kind. So use effective arggood thing
uments telling that it will keep the specUtors on the anxious seat with suspense. Use
rnyster-It
in a plot.
story the
the away
treatgive
lines. AndDon't
catch manner.
ious
that
plot
ethics to reveal a
is against
has
to do picture
with a theft.
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Advance

Information
on
[('oiitiinifil from /jafjc 1980)

Her Elephant Man (Shirley Mason)
Tin Pan Alley (Ray and Fair)
The Square Shooter (Buck Jones)
Flames of the Flesh (Gladys Brockwell)
Shod With Fire (William Russell)
The Shark (George Walsh)
The
(Gladys (William
Brockwell)
The Devil's
Lincoln Riddle
Highwayman
Russell)
Thieves (Gladys Brockwell)
Eastward Ho. (William Russell
The Winning Stroke (George Walsh)
Chasing Rainbows (Gladys Brockwell)
Sacred Silence (William Russell)
From Now On (George Walsh)
Broken Commandments (Gladys Brockwell)
The Winning Stroke (George Walsh)
The Seventh Person (George Walsh)
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Training for Husbands
A Light Weight Lover
The Great Nickel Robbery
The Heart Snatcher
Her Private Husband
Her Naughty Wink
Sheriff
Comeback
Hungry Nell's
Lions and
Tender Hearts
Chicken a la Cabaret
The Roaming Bath Tub
Back to Nature Girls
The School House Scandal
Footlight Maids
The Yellow Dog Catcher
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Chewing Gum Industry
The Price of a Good Sneeze
Putting on the Dog
The Pawnbrokers
The Chemists
The Rum Runners
The Mint Spy
The Sour Violin
Dead Eye Jeff
Fishing
I'm Ringing
Your Party
The
Plumbers
How Dry I Am
Shaking the Shimmy
On Strike
He Ain't
RightWorse
by Our Nell
For
BetterDone
of For
Cutting Out His Nonsense
Iceland
The Plumbers
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORP.
(At State Right Exchanges)
TEXAS
GUINAN SERIES^
Just Bill
The Boss of the Rancho
The Spirit of Cabin Mine
The Heart of Texas
The Call of Bob White
The Sacrice
MACK SWAIN SERIES
Nimrod Ambrose
Ambrose and the Bathing Girls
Ambrose in Bad
Ambrose's Visit
Winning Ways
Ambrose
All Wrong Ambrose
Gemini Ambrose
Ambrose in Turkey

5
5
5
5
5
5
SS
5
5
S
5
S
5
S
5
5
2
2
2
2
2
2
22
2
2
2
2
2
2
Vs
%
M>
%
Vs
Vs
14
Vi
Vi
54
J4
Vi
54
5^
Vi
}4
54
%
54
Vi

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
22
2
2
2

GARDINER SY]\DICATE
(At State
Exchanges, Albany and Buffalo)6
Yankee
DoodleRight
in Berlin
Mickey
Birth of a Race '.
107
The Bargain (Wm. S. Hart)
6
The Bandit and Preacher (Wm. S. Hart)
S
The Hell Hound of Alaska (Wm. S. Hart)
5
Staking His Life (Wm. S. Hart)
S
Satan's
Pawn Road
(Bessie
Barriscale)
The Straight
(Chas.
Ray and Bessie Barriscale) ... 55
One Day
5
The Bandit and Preacher (Wm. S. Hart)
S
i?4n"'Ur(Belit'^B^^^iffl)
!!!! i!!!! 1 ...
i!jS
The
Straight Road (Chas. Ray and Bessie Barriscale)
One Day
5
How Molly Made Good
6
The Birth of Man
5
Heart of New York
5
The Salamander
S
The Birth of Democracy
«6
Custer's
Fight
The
Real Last
Roosevelt
23
Satan on Earth ,
2
"The reels
Hand each
of Vengeance
(10 episode serial, Gaumont — 2
episode)
The each)
Demon's
(Serial in 10 episodes of 2 reels
all Shadow
star cast
Series of 42 Fatty Arbuckle comedies, released one each
week
Series of 29 Charlie Chaplin comedies, released one each
week
Seriesreleased
of 28 one
MackeachSennett
Keystone two-reel comedies,
week
Series of 28 Sennett Keystone Liberty comedies, one
reel each, released one each week
Series of 24 Billy West two-reel comedies
Series of 16 Shorty Hamilton two-reel Western comedy dramas, released one each week
Seriesone ofeach
18 Wm.
S. Hart two-reel Westerns, released
week
Series of 15leased oneKay
Bee
Columbia two-reel Westerns, reeach week

All

GARSON NEILAN PRODUCTIONS
(Producing for Open Market)
The Unpardonable Sin (Blanche Sweet)
The Hushed Hour (Blanche Sweet)

9

GAUMONT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Tuesdays — Gaumont News
Fridays
— Gaumont
Graphic
The Real
Roosevelt
Satan on Earth
The Hand of Vengeance (Serial, ten two-reel episodes)..

1
21
2

GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
SPECIALS
Duds (Tom Moore)
S
The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come (Jack Pickford) .
The Blooming Angle (Madge Kennedy)
S
The Paliser Case (Pauline Frederick)
S
Water, Water, Everywhere (Will Rogers)
S
Pinto (Mabel Normand)
S
Flame ot the Desert (Geraldine Farrar)
7
The Loves of Letty (Pauline Frederick)
S
Jubilo (Will Rogers)
6
The Gay Lord Quex (Tom Moore)
5
Jinx (Mabel Normand)
5
Bonds of Love (Pauline Frederick)
5
Strictly Confidential (Madge Kennedy)
5
Almost a Husband (Will Rogers)
S
The World and Its Woman (Geraldine Ferrar) 7
Lord and Lady Algy (Tom Moore)
5
The Girl from Outside (Rex Beach)
7
Heartsease (Tom Moore)
S
Upstairs (Mabel Normand)
S
The Peace of Roaring River (Pauline Frederick) 6
Through the Wrong Door (Madge Kennedy) 5
GREAT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
The Street Called Straight (Basil King)
The Cup of Fury (Rupert Hughes)
7
The Girl From Outside (Rex Beach)
7
BENNISON SERIES
Oct. 1— A Misfit Earl (Bennison)
S
Aug. 15 — High Pockets (Bennison)
5
May 11 — The Road Called Straight (Bennison) S
Mar. 23 — Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
S
Jan. S— Oh, Johnny (Louis Bennison)
S
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Jan. 11 — A Sure Cure (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2
Dec. 28 — Two Dollars, Please
2
Dec. 14 — The Little Dears (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven).. 2
Nov. 30 — A Much Needed Rest (Parsons)
2
Nov. 16 — Moving Day (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2
Nov. 2 — His Own Medicine (Parsons)
2
Oct. 19 — Why Divorce? (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2
Oct. 5 — Oh, Bill. Behave (Parsons)
2
Sept. 21 — Honeymooning (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Nov. 23 — Paper Making
1
Nov. 16 — Nature's Echo
1
Nov. 9 — Net Profits (Catching Salmon in Skeena River). 1
Nov. 2— Rocks of Ages (Granite Quarries) 1
Little Bo Peep (Wool Industry)
1
By
the Sea
(Seeing Atlantic (Tity)
Panama
Canal
11
Town Topics (Panama Under Uncle Sam)
1
SnappingAntics
Snappers
(Fishing
in the Gulf
of Mexico) 11
Animal
(Pictures
of Animals
in Zoo
Going South (New Orleans and St. Augustine) 1
The Anglers (Trout Fishing on the Ausable)
1
Home Made (Ready-Made House Building)
1
GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Feb. 8 — All Aboard for the Moon
1
Feb. 1 — Marvels of the Universe
1
Jan. 25— Hello, Mars
1
Jan. 18 — Behind the Signs on Broadway
1
Jan. 611— —Reformed
Woman's Saloons
Crovyning Glory
Dec.
11
Nov. 30 — Passing of the Old West
1
Nov. 23 — Department Stores on Wheels
1
Nov. 169—— How
Time
Flies
1
Ponchos from Pern.
Nov. 2— A City of Kings.
GRAPHIC
FILM CORPORATION
Moral
Suicide (Mason-Baird)
Ashes of Love (Hackett-Shannon)
When Men Betray (Gail Kane-Stuart Holmes)
Echo of Youth (Richman-Baird-Shepard)
Someone Must Pay (Gail Kane-Edmund Breese)
A Child for Sale (Leslie-Hale Connelly)

7
6
6
6
6
6

HALL ROOM BOYS PHOTO PLAYS
Dec.29— The Lovable Scamps
2
Dec. 15 — Taming the West
2
Dec. 1— The Chicken Hunters
2
Nov. 17— Pretty Soft
2
Nov. 3 — A Howling Success
2
Oct. 20 — Nothing But Nerve
2
Oct. 6 — Almost Heroes
2
Sept. 22 — They Do It On $S Per
,. ...2
HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.
FAMOUS DIRECTORS SERIES
High Speed (Edward Earle-Gladys Hulette) 5
The Heart of a Gypsy (Florence Billings) 5
The Phantom Honeymoon (Marguerite Marsh)
5
Love, Honor, and ? (Stuart Holmes, Ellen Cassidy)...S
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
Thru the Roosevelt Country with Colonel Roosevelt .... 3
A House Divided (Sylvia Brearaer)
6
Release Information continued on page 1983
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The Littlest Scout (Violet Blackton)
(
Wanted
MurderWife
(Elaine
Hammerstein)
."6
The Otherfor Man's
(Stuart
Holmes-Ellen
Cassidy)..*
SERIALS
The Screaming Shadow (Ben Wilson-Neva Gerber)
■
IS Episode!
The■ • •Trail
of the Octopus (Ben Wilson, Neva
Gerber)
15 tpisode*
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
Dec. 28 — The Vagabond
j
Nov. 16 — The Fireman
'.'..'.2
HODKINSON CORP., W. W.
(Releasing Through Pathe Exchanges)
BENJ. B. HAMPTON-GREAT
AUTHORS PIG
TURES, INC.
The Sagebrusher (Emerson Hough's)
7
The Westerners (Stewart Edward White's)
7
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
(Benj. B. Hampton and Eltinge F. Warner)
The Deaen of Wheat (Zane Grey's)
<
Desert Gold (Zane Grey's)
J
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The
Lone(Louis
Wolf'sGlaunij
Daughter (Louise Glamn)
Saliara
77
DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harveit Moon (Dorii Kenjron)
<
The Bandbo.x (Doris Kenvon;
6
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
The Capitol (Leah Baird)
6
ROBERT
PRODS.
Cynthia of BRUNTON
the Minute (Leah
Baird)
°.<
Live Sparks (J. Warren Kerrigan)
5
The Lord Loves the Irish (J. Warren Kerrigan) S
The Joyous Liar (J. Warren Kerrigan)
5
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes)
I
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife (Special Cast)
6
IVAN FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
(At State Right Exchanges)
Life of Honor (Leah Baird- James Morrison)
Human Clay (MoUie King)

7
S

JANS PICTURES CORP.
Love Without Question (Olive Tell)

t

KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
(Released on States Rights Basis)
The Land of Long Shadows (Jack Gardner)
EflSciency
Edgar'sLady
Courtship
Holmes)
The
Misleading
(Henry (Taylor
B. Walthall)
Open Places (Jack Gardner)
The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row (R. Traverse)
The Range Boss (Jack Gardner)
The Alster Case (Bryant Washburn)
The Man Trail (Richard Traverse)
Men of the Desert (Jack Gardner)
Little Shoes (Henry B. Walthall)
Broncho Billy Dramas
Snakeville Comedies
Fables in Slang (George Ade)
Stripped for a Million (Crane Wilbur)
Strife (George Le Guere)
CHAPLIN REISSUES
A Burlesque on Carmen
Feb. 1 — The Champion
Mar. 1 — Jitney Elopement
Apr. 1— Work
May 1 — By the Sea

S
S5
S
S
5
<
S
S
S
1
1
1
5
5
4
2
2
2
1

MERIT FILM CORP.
Fools' CJold (Mitchell Lewis)
She Wolf (Texas Guinan)
Heart of Texas (Tom Mix)
Window Opposite (Leah Baird)
Once to Every Man (Jack Sherrill)

6
5
5
7

METRO EXCHANGES
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
May
— A Daughter of the Snows (Mitchell Lewis)
May
— The Temple of Dawn (Bert Lytell)
May
— The Marriages of Mayfair (Special Cast)
May
— Four Horsemen (Special Cast)
Apr. — Burning Davlieht (Mitchell Lewis)
Apr. — The Skylark (Bert Lytell)
Apr. — Fine Feathers (May Allison)
Apr. — Parlor. Bedroom and Bath (Viola Dana)
Mar. — The Hope (Special Cast)
Mar.
Alias (May
JimmvAllison)
Valentine (Bert Lytell).'.
Feb. —— Juda
Feb. — Eliza Comes to Stay (Viola Dana)
Feb. — Shore Acres (Alice Lake)
Feb. —Old Lady 31 (Emma Dunn)
Jan. —The Walk-Offs (May Allison)
Way (Viola
(Bert Dana)
Lytell)
Jan. —The Right
Willow ofTree
Dec. — Should a Woman Tell? (Alice Lake)
Dec. — The Best of Luck (Special Cast)
Nov.
— Fair and Warmer (May Allison)
Nov.
Please Get Married (Viola Dana)
Nov.
Lombardi, Ltd. (Bert Lytell)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Mar. —The Heart of a Child (Narimova)

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
<
(f
tf
<
6
C
*6 '
(.
6
6
6
6
7
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Beggar Prince (Sessue Hayakawa)
5
Nov. 30 — Si.xth, Out Again. In Again
2 The
Jan.
— Stronger Than Death (Nazimova)
7
5
Nov. 23— Fifth. Held for Ransom
2 The Third Generation (Brentwood)
'toe
(Nazimova)
Haunting
Shadows
(H.
B.
Warner)
5
The Brat
Red Lantern
(.Nazimova), 77 Nov. 16 — Fourth, An Unwilling Princess
2 Beckoning Roads (Bessie Barriscale)
Out of the For (Nazimova)
7 Nov. 9 — Third, Snared
5
2 The
Tong Man (Sessue Hayakawa)
5
Nov. 2 — Second, Overboard
2
Eye for EyeHOLxMES
(Nazimova)
'
7 THE
Heart
of
Juanita
(Beatriz
Michelena)
5
TAYLOR
PRODUCTIONS
ADVENTURES OF RUTH
A
Fugitive
from
Matrimony
(H.
B.
Warner)
5
Ifay — Nothing But Lies ( ravlor Holmes)
6
The
Blue
Bandanna
(William
Desmond)
5
(Fifteen
Two-reel
Episodes
Starring
Ruth
Roland,
WilMar. —The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes)
6
liam Human and Herbert Heyes)
The Illustrious Prince (Sessue Hayakawa)
5
Dec. —Nothing but the Truth (Taylor Holmes) 6 Mar.
7 — Eleventh, The Trap
2 SPECIALS
Feb. 29— Tenth, The Forged Check
2
Feb. 22— Ninth, The Cellar Gangsters
2
MISCELLANEOUS
Beloved Butterfly
Cheater (Tourneur)
(Gasnier's)
55
The Broken
Feb. 15 — Eighth. The Harlem Model
2 The
Feb. 8 — Seventh, The Substitute Messenger 2 SUPREME COMEDIES
(State Right Features)
I-"eb. 1 — Sixth. The BorHer Furv
2 A Four Cylinder Frame-Up
Empty
Arms I no
(Gail Kane-Thurston
Hall) Photoplay
1
Libraries.
Jan. 25—
Fifth, TheTheBank
Robbery'.
23 MoUie's Millions
1
Vera Mack (Two Reel Western Dramas) Doubleday
Jan.
18 — Fourth,
Stolen
Picture
Her
Nearly
Husband
1
Prod. Co
Jan. 11 — Third, The Bewitching Spy
2
Hearts and Diamonds
1
The Blindness of Youth (Foundation Film Corp.)
Jan. 4— Second, Kidnapped
2 Their
Little
Wife
1
The Confession (Henry Walthal) National Film Corp....
DAREDEVIL JACK
Pass
the
Apples,
Eve
1
ThePictures
MysteryInc
Mind-Serial (J. Robert Pauline) Supreme
Are Honeymoons Happy?
1
Denipsey)Tzvo-Reel Episodes Featuring Jack
(Fifteen
Struck Out
1
TheArthur
PennyS. Philanthropist
(Peggy O'Neil-Ralph Morgan)
Good Night Judge
1
Hyman Attractions
7— Fourth. Shanghaied
2 MARTIN
JOHNSON PICTURES
The Whirlwind-Serial (Chas. Hutchison) Allgood Pic- Mar.
Feb. 21— Third, Wheels of Fate
2 Marooned
tures Corp
in
the
South
Seas
1
Feb. 22— Second, The Ball of Death
2
Before the Wh^te Man Came (Northwestern Film Corp.)
City of Broken Old Men
1
I'eb. 15 — l-'irst. The Mysterious Bracelets
3 The
A Serico
Woman Prod.
in Grey-Serial
(Arline
Pretty-Henry
G.
Sell)
Recruiting in the Solomons
1
AFTER
THIRTY
Co
Lonely South Pacific Missions
1
TheCo
Sacred Flame (Emily Stevens) Schomer-Ross Prods.
(iSij; Ttio-ReelDrew
Comedy
Dramas
Featuring
Mrs.
Sydney
Domesticating
Wild
Men
1
and John Cumberland)
Cruising in the Solomons
1
Emmett Dalton (Two Reel Western Dramas) Wilk and
Feb.
22—
The
Charming
Mrs.
Chase
2
Saving
Savages
in
the
South
Seas
1
Wilk
The Home of the Hula Hula
1
ROLIN COMEDIES
Sky Eye (Sol Lesser)
Through the Isles of the New Hebrides
1
Feb. 22— Raise the Rent (Snub Pollard)
1
The Price Woman Pays (Beatrix Michelena) J. Prank
Tulagi,
A
White
Spot
in
a
Black
Land
1
Hatch Enterprises
Feb. 15— Waltz Me Around (Snub Pollard)
1 ADVENTURE SCENICS
Forced to Wed (Lois Wilson) J. Frank Hatch EnterFeb. 8 — Getting His Goat (Snub Pollard)
1
prises
1
Feb. 1—411 Lit Up (Snub Pollard)
1 Sons of Salooskin
The Greater Glory (Transatlantic Film Co. of America)
Jan. 25— The Dippy Dentist (Snub Pollard) 1 Sheep O' Leavenworth
11
The Lost City (Juanita Hanson) (Warner Bros.)
Jan. 18 — Slippery Slickers _(Snub_ Pollard)
1 Flaming Ice
Tan. 11— Why Go Home (Snub Pollard)
1 The Last Resort
The Chosen Path (Mariraret Leslie — Donald Hall) Emory
1
Film Co. (Exclusive Features)
Jan. 4— Red Hot Hottentots (Snub Pollard) 1
Forbidden
River....'
11
Dec 28 — The Floor Below (Snub Pollard)
1 The
Girl of the Sea (Betty Hilburn— Chester Bamett) WilI
and
the
Mountain
liamson Sub.-Sea Picture
Dec. 21— Tough Luck (Pollard— Davis)
1 Just Over Yonder
1
Dec 14 — Looking tor Trouble (Snub Pollard) I
Bullin the
Bullshe\-iki (Special Cast) Co
Eff and Eflf Producing
Dec. 7— How Dry I Am (Pollard-Davis) 1
COMEDIES
ROLIN TWO REELERS
SELZNICK ENTERPRISES (LEWIS)
Doubleday Comedies (One Reel a Week) Doubleday
Feb.
8 — His Royal Slyness (Harold Lloyd — Mildred 2 SELZNICK PICTURES
Davis)
Prod. Co
{Distributed through Select Exchanges)
Jolly Comedies (Film Specials)
2 Dec. 28 — From Hand to Mouth (Harold Lloyd— Mildred
5
Davis)
2 The Woman God Sent (Zena Keefe)
Bobby Bums Comedies (Jaxon Film Corp.)
2
His Wife's and
Money
(Eugene
O'Brien)
5
Jester Comedies (Territorial Sales Corp.)
2 Nov. 30— Capt Kidd's Kids (Lloyd— Daniels)
2
Footlights
Shadows
(Olive
Thomas)
5
2 — Bumping into Broadway (Lloyd, Pollard —
Ham anrl RiiH (^Tana Prods.. Tnc.)...
I Nov.
55
Daniels)
2 The
SoonerImpor (Elsie
Later Janis
(Owen Moore)
Greater
Than
Fame
(Elaine
Hammerstcin)
5
TWO-REEL
SPECIALS
MONOPOL PICTURE^
Broken
Melody
(Eugene O'Brien)
Crimson Sho.ils
6 Nov. 23 — Miss Gingersnap (Baby Marie Osborne) 2 The
Out
Yonder
(Olive
Thomas)
55
Alma. Wlurc Do You Live
6 Oct 12 — Daddy Number Two (Baby Marie Osborne).. 2 A Regular Girl (Elsie Janis)
5
Piccadilly Jim (Owen Moore)
5
THE TIGER'S TRAIL (Serial)
The Glorious Lady (Olive Thomas)
5
(Starring
Ruth
Roland
and
George
Larkin
;
Astra)
OUTING-CHESTER PICTURES
SELECT
PICTURES
July 27— Fifteenth, The Tiger Face
2
(At State Right Exchanaes)
{Distributed through Select Exchanges)
20
— Thirteenth,
Fourteenth, Tie
At the
Pistol's
Point
22 She Loves
and Lies (Norma Talmadge)
6
Balsing Over the Bounding Blue
1 July
July
13—
False
Idol
Korearing Around Korea
1 July 6— Twelfth, The Two Amazons
The
Last
of His People (Mitchell Lewis)
5
2 The Undercurrent
Moosing Through Kipawa
1 BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
(Guy Empey)
7
A Scream in the Night (Special Cast)
6
Broadway Will Be Broadway
1
6
Pilgrimage Through the Clouds
1 Feb. 15 — Respectable by Proxy (Breamer — Gordon).... 6 Faith of the Strong (Mitchell Lewis)
The Isle of Conquest (Norma Talmadge)
6
Mr. Outing Gets a Pipe Dream
1 Jan. 4— My Husband's Other Wife (Breamer — (jordon).6
The Simple Life
1 Nov. 30 — Dawn (Sylvia Breamer — Rob't. (Jordon) 6 NATIONAL PICTURES
The People in White
1 Oct 19 — The Moonshine Trail (Breamer-Gordon) 6
No Coma in Acoma
1
{Distributed through Select Exchanges)
REELS
Temple Bells and Wayside Shrines
1 NEWS
Blind Youth (Special Cast)
5
— Topics of the Day
Considering Posey
1 Sundays
a Wife (Special Cast)
5
— Pathe News
1 Just
The Fifteen Million
1 Wednesdays
REPUBLIC
PICTURES
Saturdays — Pathe News
1
SCREENINGS
{Distributed through Republic Exchanges)
Trilby (Reissue) Tourneur Production with Clara KimFeb. 7 — The
Great American Yawn and Getting His 1
ball
Young
5
Angora
PHILIPP (ADOLF) CORPORATION
Girl of the Sea (Williamson Submarine Prod.)
6
Feb. 1— Barks
Skippers and Men, Monkeys and 1 The Midnight Girl (Adolf Philipp-Marie Tagano) 2 The
Amazing
Woman
(Ruth
Clifford)
5
Human andBeings
Girl Suzanne (Adolf Philipp-Patsy De Forest) 2 The Blue Pearl (Edith Hallor)
5
Jan. 31 — Bridal
In a Naturalist's
Garden and Horseshoe and 1 My
Oh, Louise (Adolf Philipp-Marie Tagano)
2 12:10 (Herbert Brenon Prod.), Marie Doro
5
Veil
Feb.
— Dad's Girl (Jackie Saunders)
5
Jan. 24 — Checks
Hippety Hoppety Woppety and Cash Your I
Feb.
— The Gift Supreme (Special Cast)
5
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
Feb.
—The Only Way Trail (Edithe Sterling) 5
Feb.
—
Mothers
of
Men
(Special
Cast)
5
(At State Right Exchanges)
PATHE EXCHANGES
KINOGRAMS
Tie Boomerang (Henry B. Walthall)
Mar.
7 — In Walked Mary (June Caprice)
5 Virtuous Sinners (Wanda Hawley)
Every Tuesday and Saturday.
Feb. 29 — Smolderinc Embers (Frank Keenan)
5 Sins of the Children (Alma Hanlon)
Wives of Men (Florence Reed)
Feb.
1—
Other
Men's
Shoes
(Craufurd
Kent)
7
Jan. 18 — The Web of Deceit (Dolores Cassinelli) 6
Jan. 11 — Fighting Cressy (Blanche Sweet)
6
STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES
Dec
21 — The Prince and Betty (Wm. Desmond-Mary S REALART PICTURES CORP.
DOLL VAN FILM CORP. (CHICAGO)
Thurman)
Dec. 14 — The A B C of Love (May Murray)
6 SPECIAL FEATURES
(In Illinois,
Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
The Mad
Lover
Dec. 7 — Brothers Divided (Frank Keenan)
S
Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's)
7 Public Defender
Nov. 16 — The Right to Lie (Dolores Cassinelli) 7 The
Mystery of the Yellow Room (Chautard's) 6 Carmen of the Klondike
Nov. 9 — A Woman of Pleasure (Blanche Sweet) 7
The
of Dust
Nov. 2— The Gay Old Dog (John Cumberland) 6 STAR PRODUCTIONS
HeartsGrain
of the
World
The Fear Market (Alice Brady)
S The Crucible
THE BLACK SECRET (Serial*
Anne of Green Gables (Mary Miles Minter)
6 Nine-tenths of oftheLife
Law
Fifteen
two-reel
episodes
starring
Pearl
White
and
Walter
Erstwhile Susan (Constance Binney)
5
.McGrail).
ieb. 15 — Fifteenth. The Secret Host
2
DOO LEE FILM COMPANY, INC. (N. Y. STATE)
Feb. 8 — Fourteenth, The Hidden Way
2
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
Feb. 1 — Thirteenth, Wings of Mvstery
2 REPUBLIC DIST. CORP.
Are You Legally Married (Lew Cody — Rosemary Thebe) .
Jan. 25— Twelfth, The Chance Trail
2 Feb.
Trilby (Clara Kimball Young)
5 Reclaimed
(Niles Welch — Juvenile Scott)
Jan. 18— Eleventh. The Death Studio
2
6 Window Opposite (Leah Baird — James Morrison)
Jan. 11— Tenth, The Inn of Dread
2 Jan. —The Blue Pearl (Edith Hallor)
Jan. 4— Ninth, Webs of Deceit <
2 Jan. — The Amazing Woman (Ruth Clifford) S Once to Every Man (Jack Sherrill)
SELECTED PRODUCTIONS
Dec. 28— ighth, A Crippled Hand
2 Jan. — Twelve-Ten (Marie Doro)
Dec. 21— Seventh. The Betraval
2 Nov. 24 — The Steel King (Elvidge-Love) '..55 Stripped for a Million (Crane Wilbur)
5
Dec. 14 — Sixth, The Unknown
2 Nov. 17 — You Never Know Your Luck
The
(JackSmiled
Sherrill—
Hanlon)
BOUND AND GAGGED (Serial)
When Profiteer
the Desert
(NealAlmaHart)
Miss Arizona (Gertrude Bondhill)
(Ten Two-Reel Episodes Starring George B. Seitz and
His Daughter Pays (Gertrude McCoy)
Marguerite Courtot)
ROBERTSON-COLE PRODUCTIONS
Denny from Ireland (Shorty Hamilton)
S
Dec. 28 — Tenth, Hopley Takes the Liberty
2
Dec. 21 — Ninth. A Homeless Princess
2 SUPERIOR PICTURES
Pen Vulture (Shorty Hamilton)
5
5 The Snail (Shorty Hamilton)
Dec. 14 — Eighth. Arrested
2 Seeing it Through (ZaSu Pitts)
S
Dec. 7 — Seventh, A Fatal Error
2 The Luck of Geraldine Laird (Bessie Barriscale) 5 The Ranger (Shorty Hamilton)
S
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When Arizona Won (Shorty Hamilton)
5
Gale Henry Comedies (2 reels — one every two weeks....
Bull's Eye Comedies (2 reels — one every two weeks)...
Original
Billy West Comedies (2 reels — one every two
weeks)
Neal Hart (2 reel dramas — one every two weeks)
Al Jennings (2 reel dramas — one every two weeks)
Napoleon and Sally (one reel comedies)
Tom Mix (one reel dramas, re-issues)
Ann Little (2 reel Western dramas, re-issues)
Lightening Bryce (Fifteen Episode Serial)
Dragon's
Den
The
Neuse
Perilous Trails
Wolf Nights
The Scarlet Moon
TRIANGLE EXCHANGES
Feb. IS — Tiger Girl (Lillian Gish-Roszika Dolly) 5
Jan. 25 — A Gamble in Souls (Dorothy Dalton) S
Jan. 4— The Clodhopper (Charles Ray)
5
Dec. 14 — Betty of Greystone (Dorothy Gish-Owen Moore). 5
Nov. 23 — The Flame of the Yukon (Dorothy Dalton).... 5
MACK SENNETT KEYSTONE COMEDIES
Feb. 8 — The Dancing Master (Alice Lake)
2
Jan. 25 — She Loved a Nut (Mary Thunnan-Ray Gri£5th).S
Jan.
18 — Mabel's Speed Cop (Mabel Normand-Roscoe 1
Arbuckle)
Jan.Charles
11 — Only
a Farmer's Daughter (Louise Fazenda- 1
Murray)
Jan.
4
—
A
Lunch
Room Romance (Mabel Normand- I
Roscoe Arbuckle)
Dec. 28 — Fast Trains and Slow Women (Syd. Chaplin) . . 1
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
Feb. 22 — The Love Riot
2
Feb. 1— His Baby Doll
1
TYRAD PICTURES, ENG.
Broken Hearts (Gareth Hughes)
5
It Happened in Paris (Mme. Yorska)
5
Human Passions (Lottie Tilford)
5
Man and Woman (Betty Mason)
5
The Red Viper (Gareth Hughes)
6
Your Wife and Mine (Eve Dorington)
5
And the Children Pay (Gareth Hughes)
7
Dr. Brind's
Wonders
of Nature
every— one
week) every
....
Johnny
Dooley
Comedies
(Johnny(OneDooley
month)
2
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Jan. 18 — Pollyanna (Mary Pickford)
Dec 29 — When the Clouds Roll By (Douglas Fairbanks).
Oct. 20 — Broken Blossoms (D. W. Griffith)
Sep* t — His Majesty the American (Douelas Fairbanks).

6
6
6
8

UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
Apr. 18 — The Eternal Mother (Florence Reed)
S
Mar.
28 — The Iron Strain (Dustin Farnum) Recreated 5
Triangle
Mar. 21 — Women Men Forget (Mollie King)
..5
Mar. 14 — The Female of the Species (Dorothy Dalton)
Recreated Triangle
5
Feb. 29— The Hick (Chas. Ray) Recreated Triangle 5
Feb. 22 — The Corsican Brothers (Dustin Farnum) 6
Feb. 15 — Tiger Girl (Lillian Gish) Recreateid Triangle.. 5
CUCKOO COMEDIES
Feb.
29 — Ball Bearing, but Hard Running (Burns- 2
Ralston)
CISSY FITZGERALD COMEDIES
Cissy's Financial Flivver
2
Cissy's Sassy COMEDIES
Stockings
,
2
KEYSTONE
Mar. 7— The Worst of Enemies (Weber-Fields) 2
Feb. 22 — Bombs and Brides (Murray-Thurman) 2
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
The Peddler of Lies (Mayo Carew)
5
The Prince of Avenue A(James Corbett)
5
Rouge and Riches (Jtfary MacLaren)
S
Marked Men (Harry Carey)
5
The Phantom Melody (Monroe Salisbury)
5
The TriHers (Edith Roberts)
5
The Dajr She Paid (Francelia Bilington)
5
The Pomting Finger (Mary MacLaren)
5
ALasca
Gun (Edith
Fightin'Roberts-Frank
Gentleman (Harry
Carey)
55
Mayo)
Under Suspicion (Ora Carew-Forrest Stanley) 5
His Divorced Wife (Monroe Salisbury)
5
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Feb.
2 — TheBillington)
Great Air Robbery (Lieut. Ormer Locklear- 6
Francelia
Not. 17— Blind Husbands (Eric Van Stroheim) 6
Oct. 13— The Right to Happiness (Dorothy Phillips) ... .8
Sept. 1— Forbidden (Mildred Harris)
6
Sept. 1 — Paid in Advance (Dorothy Phillips) (
JEWEL COMEDIES
Feb. 9 — Over the Transom (Mrs. Joe Martin-Adams)...!
CENTURY COMEDIES
Feb. 23 — Tiger Rose and Dandy Lions (Century Lions). 2
Feb. 11 — Good Little Brownie (Century Wonder Dog).. 2
Jan.
Busy and
DayWild
(Century
Wonder Lions).
Dog).. 22
Jan. 2814 —— Brownie's
Naughty Lions
Men (Century
Dec. 22 — Weak
Minds
and
Wild
Lians
(Adams-NelsonEngel and Lions)
2
Dec.
A Lucky Dog's Day (Century Wonder Dog).... 2
STAR 8 —COMEDIES
Mar. 1— Officer Call a Cop (Lyons-Moran) 1
Feb. 23 — The Latest in Pants (Lyons-Moran) 1
Feb. 16 — Old Clothes for New (Lyons-Moran) 1

1
Feb. 9 — Non-Skid Love (Lyons-Moran)
Feb. 2 — Ain't Nature Wonderful (Lyons-Moran) 1
1
Moran)
(LyonsBungalows
26 — Bungled
Jan.
Jan. 19 — The Sweei Dry and Dry (Lyons-Moran) 11
Some Shimmiers (Lyons-Moran)
Jan.
Jan. 125—— Sweet Patootie (Lyons-Moran)
1
OKEH KOMEDIES
Jan.
(Ben(Neal
Wilson)
11
Dec. 12—
29 — Bill's
SeeingWife
Things
Burns)
Dec. IS — His Lucky Blunder (George Ovey)
1
Dec. 1 — Tailor Maid (Neve GerberJ
1
Nov. 17 — Babies Is Babies (Neal Burns)
1
Nov. 3 — Bill's Anniversary (Ben Wilson)
1
RAINBOW COMEDIES
Mar. 3 — A Red Hot Finish (Warwick-Harmon) 2.
Feb. 18 — The Bull Thrower (Gregory-Engel) 2
Feb. 4— Over the Ocean Wave (Charlie of the Orient) . .2
Tan. S— Adam and Eve a la Mode (Bathing Beauties;.. 2
STAGE WOMEN'S WAR RELIEF SERIES
Mar. 1 — His Woman (Julia Arthur)
2
Feb. 16 — The Madonna of the Slums (Blinn-Eagles) 2
l-cb. 2 — lom's Little Star (Constance Binney-Otis Skinner) 2
Jan. 19 — Romeo's Dad (Thos. Wise-Gail .Kane)
2
Jan. 12 — A Baby
Doll Bandit (Mrs. Joe Martin-Jimmy 2
Adams)
Jan. 5— The Inner Ring (Wm. Courtenay-Jane Grey)... 2
Dec. 22 — She's Everywhere
(Enid Markey-Montague
Love)
2
Dec. IS — The Good Shiptin-Jimmy
Rock 'N Rye (Mrs.
Jow Mar- 2
Adams)
Dec. 8 — The Mite of Love (Mabel Taliaferro-Robt.
Edeson)
2
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
Mar. 6— Hair Trigger Stuff (Gibson-Moore) •
2
Feb. 28— The Sheriff's Oath (Gibson-Hill) 2
Feb. 21 — A Sagebrush Gentleman (Bums-Merriam) 2
Feb. 14 — Kaintuck's Ward (Bums-O'Dare) 3
Feb. 7 — The Prospector's Vengeance (Field-Moore) ... .2
Jan.
Blind IsChance
(Bob Burns-Peggy
O'Dare
Jan. 30
17 —— West
Best (Hoot
Gibson-Josephine
Hill) 22
Jan. 10 — The Jay Bird (Hoot Gibson-Josephine Hill) 2
Jan. 3 — The Line Runners (Arnold Gregg-Helen How- ard) 2
Dec. 27 — The Counterfeit Trail (Magda Lane-Ed Hennes ey) 2
MAJOR
ALLEN'S
ANIMAL
HUNTS
Mar. 1— The Story of the Jaguar
1
THE MIDNIGHT MAN
Dec. 29 — Eighteenth, A Wild Finish
2
Dec. 22 — Seventeenth, The Cave of Destruction 2
Dec. IS — Sixteenth, Hurled from the Heights
2
Dec. 8 — Fifteenth, The Wheel of Terror
2
Dec. 1 — Fourteenth, Flames of Fury
2
Nov. 24 — Thirteenth, A Figh tto a Finish
2
Nov. 17 — Twelfth, The Tunnel of Terror
2
THE GREAT RADIUM MYSTERY
Feb. 29—— Seventeenth.
Eighteenth, L<quid
Flames
Feb.
The Wheels
of Death
22
Jan. 26 — Sixteenth. Over the Cataract
2
Jan.
Faming In
Arrow
Jan. 1912 —— Fifteenth,
Fourteenth,"TheHemmed
22
Jan. S — Thirteenth, The Scalding Pit
2
Dec. 29— Twelfth, Shackled
2
Dec. 22 — Eleventh, Perils of Doom
2
Dec. IS — Tenth, Creeping Flames
2
THE LION MAN
{Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Kathleen O'Connor and Jack Perrin)
Mar. 1 — Tenth, A Perilous Plunge
2
Feb. 23— Ninth, Sold Into Slavery
2
Feb. 16— Eighth, The Dungeon of Despair
2
Feb. 9 — Seventh, Doomed
2
Feb. 2 — Sixth, In the House of Horrors
2
Jan.
26
—
Fifth,
In
the
Lion's
Den
2
Tan. 19 — Fourth, A Devilish Device
2
Jao. 12 — Third, The Kidnapper*
3
Jan. 5 — Second, The Rope of Death
2
Dec. 29 — First, The Flames of Hate
2
ELMO THE FEARLESS
Lincoln) Two-Reel Episodes Starring Elmo
(Eighteen
Mar. — 1— Fourth, The Flames of Death
2
Feb. 23— Third, The Life Line
2
Feb. 16 — Second, The Racing Death
2
Feb. 9 — First, the Wreck of the Santiam
2
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Mondays
— Hearst News (International) 1
Wednesdays — International News
1
Fridays
— Current Events (International) 1
Fridays
— New Screen Maearine (Universal) 1
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
Deadline at Eleven (Corinne Griffith)
The Juggernaut (Anita Stewart)
The Birth of a Soul (Harry T. Morey)
Human Collateral (Corinne Griffith)
The Midnight Bride (Gladys Leslie)
The Sins of the Mother (Anita Stewart)
When a Man Loves (Earle Williams)
Pegeen (Bessie Love)
The Golden Shower (Gladys Leslie)
The Combat (Anita Stewart)
The Black Gate (Earle Williams)
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
The Fortune Hunter (Earle Williams)
Slaves of Pride (Alice Joyce)
The Vengeance of Durand (Alice Joyce)
The Climbers (Corinne Griffith)
The Wolf (Earie Williams)

S
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
S
S
5
7
6
7
6
6

Releases

BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
Maids -and Muslin (Jimmy Aubrey)
2
Knights and Knighties (Montgomery and Rock) 2
I'lpc
and Prizes
(Harry
Mann)
22
DamesOrcjiiw
and Ucntists
(James
Aubrey)
Throbs and Thrills (Montgomery and Rock)
2
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
"he Grocery Clerk
2 A
■fhe Head Waiter
M I
Dew
Inn
S2 '
Dull Drop
Care
The Simple Life
2
His Home Sweet Home
2
O. HENRY (TWO REELEKS)
A Philistine in Bohemia (Edna Murphy)
2
The Call Loan (Jay Morley)
2
The Dream (Alice Calhoun)
2
Telemachus, Friend (Kate Price)
2
WhileChurch
the Auto
(Ethel Wheel
Fleming-Regan
Stewart).. 22
The
With Waits
an Overshot
(Ethel Fleming)...
The Roads We Take (Jay Moriey)
2
The
Day
Resurgent
(Campbell-O'Brien)
3
The Friendly Call (Walter -Miller-Julia Gordon) 2
WOLFVILLE TALES (TWO REELERS)
The
War (Nell (Nell
Shipman)
The Washerwoman's
Trials of Texas Thompson
Shipman) 33
Switches and Sweeties (James Aubrey)
3
Rubes and Robbers (Montgomery and Rock)
3
THE INVISIBLE H.\ND
(Fijteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Antonio Moren»)
First, Setting the Snare
J
Second, T N T
3
Third, Winged Death
2
Fourth,Dodging
Gassed
Fifth,
Disaster
J•
Sixth, The Closing Jaws
«
'
Seventh, The Submarine Cave
SMASHING BARRIERS (Serial)
(Fifteen two-reel episodes featuring Willian Duncaa)J
Fifteenth, The Human Chain
•3J
Like Rats
Trapped
Thirteenth,
Deadfall
Fourteenth, The
Twelfth, Explosive Bullets
J
Eleventh, The Den of Deviltry
3
'
Tenth, Overpowered
PERILS OF THUNDER MOUNTAIN
CarolTwo-Reel
HoUoway)Episodes Starring Antonio Moreno and
(Fifteen
Fifteenth, Fate's Verdict
g
•*
Fourteenth, The Hut of Disaster
•*
Thirteenth, The River of Dread
a
Twelfth, The Rushing Horror
•*
p
Gri
Ocean's
the
In
Eleventh,
Tenth, The Flaming Sacrifice
3
■
Ninth, Prisoner of the Deep
W. H. PRODUCTIONS
The Lost Battalion (Special Cast)
J
Everybody's
(Richmond-Calhoun) ....6J
Mickey
(MabelBusiness
Normand)
Satan's Pawn (Bessie Barriscale)
5
The Hell
Straight
(Bessie (Wm.
Barriscale)
The
HoundRoadof Alaska
S. Hart)
S5
Staking
His Life(Sansonia)
(Wm. S. Hart)
»J
The
Superman
Custer's Last Fight (J. Barney Sherry)
S
•
t)
S. Har
(Wm. Romance
The Bargain
Tillie's
Punctured
(Dressier)
•
The Mystery of 13 (Ford-Theby) IS Episode Serial......
The Hawk's TraU (King Baggot) IS Episode Serial....
ONE AND TWO REELERS
3
W. S. Hart Dramas
2
Comedy Dramas
Hamilton
Shorty
Keystone Comedies (Liberty Brand)
1
*
d)
Bran
(Union
Dramas
Kay Bee
Dramas (Cloumbia Brand) i'k"««
Kay Bee Comedies
Arbuckle
Chaplin Comedies
•* •
•J
dies
Keystone
Sennett Nerve
Some
(CharlieCome
Chaplin)
Lord Helpu3 (Chariie Chaplin)
£'}
Keystone and Arbuckle Comedies
1* «
'
Keystone Kid Comedies

) FEATURES
WILK (JACOB
(At State Right Exchanges)
ALICE BRADY FEATURES
Maternity
The Trap
A Woman Alone
Darkest Russia
The Dancer's Peril
CageALa Gilded
Boheme
The Ra
Divorce Game
ck
Spurs of Sybil
Miss Petticoats
Self-Made Widow
The Hungry Heart
ROBERT
FEATURES
Man of the WARWICK
Hour
Stolen Voice
Friday the 13th
ood
Driftwgot
Human
Family
Who For
Man Honor
The
Moonlight
in theFol
AFaceGirl's
n
ly
Ma
All
Sudden Riches
False Friends

|
\
?
'
*
?*
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|
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»
•
|
2
|
*
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Outside the Law
By Stuart Rivers
Character of Story: Melodrama.
Theme: Crime and romance.
Characters: Frances Tucker, a pirl
Greenwich Village; Henry Ballm,
torney ; Jane Ballin. his sister, leader ofof
society and of band of crooks; Judge
Crane, friend of Henry Ballin; Jack
Morrison, society man ; Red Larkin, a
gangster;keeper;Mrs.
Crane's
houseatAnnie, a Darrow,
girl of the
underworld;
Mother Sarah, an old woman ; Laura
Willis, stenoKraphcr ; Tracy and Burke,
chauffeurs ; gangsters, police, etc.
The Plot: Frances Tucker, a girl who has
been earning her living selling candy in
a tea room in Greenwich Village, finds a
pocketbook
withsheonetakes
hun-a
dred dollarsonin the
it. ■ floor
On this
vacation in the country. Returning on
the train, she sees a man slip a string of
pearls into the pocket of Henry Ballin.
Shortly after he is arrested by a detective
on the train and Frances gets him clear
by telling what she has seen and pointing
out Red Larkin, the real culprit. Ballin
invites Frances to lunch with him and
there
Jane.of
Frances they
sees meet
in the Ballin's
restaurantsister,
several
the crooks who have been in the habit of
frequenting the tea room where she formerly worked, including a woman named
Sussie — who is really Jane in disguise and
the leader of a gang of counterfeiters and
general crooks. From this time on
Frances and Ballin are pursued by the
crooks, who endeavor to make away with
thember ofand
very nearly
succeed
in a numinstances.
Frances
is stabbed
and
Ballin is arrested charged with the assault.
He
is
cleared
by
Judge
Crane.
Crane and Frances are abducted and
taken to a country house up the river.
The Judge manages to reach a telephone
and telephones his house just as Ballin
goes there in search of information. Ballin
and his chauffeur rescue them. Exciting
and to
mysterious
event ina Crane's
house
lead
the discovery
secret
passage
to the house
next door,ofwhere
evidence
is
found
thatbeenthehidden
housekeeper
of Crane's
house has
away. This
is the
residence of Morrison, a society man in
league with the crooks. The gang, by
mistake, murder a stenographer, Laura
Willis, under the impression that it is
Frances. Crane and Ballin give out the
information that Frances has been murdered and she disguises herself as a crook
from Chicago and in this character works
herself into the confidence of Jane in her
character of Sussie, leader of the gang.
Ballin pretends also to be a crook named
Bums and in disguise mingles with the
members of the gang. He is suspected
and trapped in a cellar. Frances is also
made a prisoner, but stands off the gaiig
with Ballin's revolver. By telephone she
reaches
of Ballin's
feiir andBurke,
also aa friend
chauffeur.
Thischaufman
brings help and entices Jane and one of
her confederates, Morrison, to accompany
him to the den where Frances and Ballin
are held. Jane, upon being discovered
and realizing that the game is up, leaps
through a trap door into the clutches of
aof death-dealing
machineconfesses
below the
the den. Morrison
that fioor
the
gang have been after Frances because they
thoughtminedher
detective
and hedeterto get a rtdprivate
of Bailin
because
had
discovered counterfeit plates belonging to
them. He explains that Jane became involved in the affairs of the gang through
doing settlement work and this same work
afterward served as a shield for her real
occupation.
Locale: New York.
Picture
High Lights:
Many thrilling scenes.
Good crook
melodrama.
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RECENTLY

SCREEN

THE BARTLETT MYSTERY and thirteen others by Louis
Tracy; Gibralter.
Nothing But the Truth, by Edgar Franklin; Universal.
Luck, by John Frederick; Universal.
Trilby, by George Du Maurier; Equity Pictures.
The Heart of a Child, by Frank Danby; Metro.
Lahoma, by J. Breckinridge Ellis; Edgar Lewis.
The Marriage of William Asche, by Mrs. Humphrey Ward; Metro.
Nothing a Year, by Charles Belmont Davis; Jans Pictures.
The Christian, by Hall Caine; Goldwyn.
Torchy and six others, by Sewell Ford; Master Films.
Courage of Madge O'Doone, by James Oliver Curwood;
The Vitagraph.
The Memento, by O. Henry; Vitagraph.
The Slim Princess, by George Ade; Goldwyn.
A Fool and His Money, by George Barr McCutcheon; Selznick.
The Palace of Darkened Windows, by Mary Hastings Bradley;
Selznick.
The Proof of the Pudding, by Meredith Nicholson.
The Curious Case of Marie Dupont, by Adele Luehrman; United
Pictures.
Earth Bound, by Basil King; Famous Players-Lasky.
Molly and I, by Frank R. Adams; Fox.
Scratch My Back, by Rupert Hughes; Goldwyn.
The Great Accident, by Ben Ames Williams; Goldwyn.
The Shadow of Rosalie Byrne, by Grace Sartwell Mason; Selznick.

ural born diplomat to make events serve
his turn. Evan is easy going, pleasure
loving,
and minded
hates respotfsibility. smooth
Derek isspoken
a serious
young
man who is devoted to his ideals, blunt
in manner and more or less diffident. He
will sacrifice himself for a principle. Lord
Avonleigh receives a call .to act as Governor of a province in India. His wife
a rather shallow person of small imagination and a great love of comfort hates
the
home.of the
The estate
older
son idea
must ofbeleaving
left inhercharge
and the younger has made up his mind to
try hisleighluck
Australia,
so Lord Avongoes toin India
accompanied
by a
sister. In Australia Derek gains some
experience with the world and then goes
to Canada where he roughs it as a lumberman. Purely out of pity he marries
a very pretty and undereducated young
woman of the lumber country who has
been stricken with consumption and who
is in love with him. The war breaks out
in Europe and he is unable to go. This
galls him. The little wife learning of this
endeavors to find her way to the home
of some friends thinking that if she is out
of the way he can go to fight. She dies
from the effects of her effort. Derek returns to England and enters the army. He
finds that his brother has made great
friends man,with
and hasSchonberg,
appointeda German-EnglishKarl Schonberg
manager of the family estates. Schonberg
the elder establishes a hospital in the Hall.
Derek warns his brother without avail.
Evan falls into debt to Schonberg and
decides to recoup his fortunes by marrying Gabrielle de Vigne. Karl .is also in
love with her but as his father has been
responsible for the financial ruin of her
father, dares not approach her. Evan
gets on fairly well with his suit but when
he finds she has adopted a Belgian baby
he makes such a fuss that she gets a new
light on his character. Evan is in a
Government
_ finally
reaches Lord department.
Avonleigh inWord
India
that
things are not going well at home and that
there is much scandal being talked of the
The Strong Hours
hospital
at hisofestate,
public knowledge
the factowing
that tothe theemoney
By Maud Diver
for it was furnished by a German and
Character of Story: Sociological novel.
that it has been a practice of the Germans
Theme: Character.
to seek information of military value
through putting German or supposedly
Characters: Evan Blount, son of Lord Avonleigh ; Derek Blount, his brother ; Lord
neutral nurses into hospitals in enemy
countries. There are rumors of a wireAvonleigh ; Lady Avonleigh ; Gabrielle de
less established in one of the outlying
Vigrne; Jack Burlton; Marion Blount;
Schonberg, a naturalized German ; Karl
houses belonging to the estate. Lord Avonleigh breaks the relations between his son
Schonberg. his son.
and the German. Karl renounces his
The Plot: Of the two sons of Lord AvonGerman
name and joins the army. Derek
leigh,
Evan
of
"
Van
"
is
the
older
and
the heir. He is the favorite son of both
marries Gabrielle.
father and mother and enough of a nat- Locale: England and Canada.

Picture High Lights: There is more
dramatic atmosphere than dramatic opportunity in this.
book has and
achieved
siderable vogue'The
in England
here. conA Letter of Discredit
By Garret Smith
Character of Story : Romance.
Theme: Regeneration.
Characters: George Bradwell, an ex-convict; Amos Warren, an attorney; Bruiser,
an ex-convict; J. B. Matthews; Guthrie,
Sanford & Pierson, attorneys; Deacon
Ward ; Judge Thurston, Agnes Thurston ;
Yates,
of the Great Lakes
Marine Vice-President
Insurance Company.
The Plot: George Bradwell, raised in luxury by his father and permitted to draw
checks catount, is left,
will against
acat the his
deathfather's
of hisbank
father,
penniless. He works for a lawyer named
Amos Warren and draws a check to which
he
signs W'arren's
name.
This isand
for sent
one
thousand
dollars. He
is arrested
to prison for a year. As he is leaving he
is warned by Bruiser, another ex-convict,
that there is no chance for him to " go
straight
" sincehe his
experience
him wherever
goes.
Bradwellwilldoesfollow
not
believe this and applies to Warren for his
old position. Warren refuses him this.
Bradwell then goes to him and asks him
for
a letterthanof can
discredit
— a ofletter
the worst
be said
him.stating
This
he intends to present wherever he goes
so that the worst will be known at once
and he will not be in fear of exposure.
He then goes to Buffalo where he has
some trouble landing a position but finally
gets work with a lawyer named Matthews
who, in discussing the case at a club has
bet $100.00 that he would hire such a man.
He is not well treated in this place and
is finally discharged accused of stealing
cigars which he knows were stolen by the
office boy. He gets a position with
Guthrie,coversSanford
& Pierson.
that they are
scuttling Heshipssoonto disget
the insurance and they learn of his discovery. They frame up a deal to charge
him with forging a check for $500.00 and
threaten to send him to jail again. He
bluffs them into letting him go by stating
that he will tell all that he knows. He
gets a job on a steamer and this is sunk
in a storm. He finds that the cargo is
fake. For two years he is a tramp. Then
he comes to a village where he meets
Judge Thurston who makes a hobby of
helping men who are down and out. He
gets a position with Deacon Ward. He
has made the Judge promise to tell his
story to everyone but the Judge does not

Executives
<lo it, thinking to wait until George is
well established. A rumor riachcs the
town
and Ward
discharges
Bradwell starts
to leave
town Bradwell.
and is followed
by Agnes Thurston, daughter of the Judge,
who loves him and whom he has hoped
to marry. He brings her home and she
and her father insist that he stay with
them. Yates of the Great Lakes Marine
Insurance Company comes to town looking for Bradwell and he expects that he is
to be arrested for the alleged forgery in
HufTalo but finds that evidence has been
secured
by Yates'Themeninsurance
that thepeople
forgery
was
a evidence
frame-up.
are&
after
against Guthrie, Sanford
Pierson and this Bradwell is now able to
furnish. On the strength of this his citizenship isrestored and he is given a position with the Great Lakes Insurance Company and all ends well.
Locale: Northern New York.
Picture High Lights: Good picture material of melodramatic type but would be
itnprovcd if the first forgery were not so
flimsily explained.
Mermaid
By Grant M. Overton
Character Heritage.
of Story: Drama.
Theme:
Characters: Captain John Smiley; Mrs
Smiley; Mermaid, their daughter; Ken
turah Hand, his sister; Hoesa Hand
Richard
Hand; Captain
; Dick Hand,
son
Guy Vanton
Buel Richard's
Vanton, form
erly Captain King; Tommy Lupton.
The Plot: Mermaid is washed ashore from
a wreck and taken to live with Captain
John Smiley, in charge of the coast guard.
She is without a history so far as is
known. She remembers nothing before the
ship on which she was when the wreck
occurred. She grows up in the village of
Blue Port on Long Island and plays with
Tommy
Dick isHand
Vanton.Lupton,
The latter
the anii
son ofGuya
peculiar retired sea captain who is rich
but very diffident and unsocial. Guy has
spent a part of his life in Paris and is
different from the other boys. 'They rehim moreto fight
or less
a " sissy
but
when gardforced
he asis more
than" able
to defend himself. All three of the boys
are in love with Mermaid as she blossoms into womanhood but Guy Vanton is
always her favorite. Eventually she learns
the
history
Captain
Vanton King,
who
shoots himself.of He
was Captain
once a mate on board a .ship in the command of Smiley's
King Hawkins
fell in love
with Mrs.
Hawkinsuncle.
— Kenturah
—
and spoke to her in such a manner that
he w-as trussed up by the thumbs and
whipped
before
the ship's
this time on
he could
think ofcrew.
nothingFrom
but
his love for her and his desire for
vengeance on her husband. He met them
only once thereafter and on that occasion
was beaten by Hawkins. At length,
driven more or less crazv by his brooding, he conspired with Richard Hand to
have a man lure away the wife of Captain
Smiley,
with afterward
her her grew
baby updaughter— the taking
baby who
to be
Mermaid of the story. After years Mrs.
Smiley was drowned and a change came
over King, or Vanton as he now called
himself. He felt that he must atone so
far as possible for what he had done, so
he came to the town of Blue Port intending to set all right in regard to the girl.
Not being certain as to whether or not
Guy was his own son — the mother being
a woman long since dead — he tried to insure the boy against falling into his own
manner of life by telling him something of
his own earlv history. This had the effect
of making Guy feel that he was in some
way
accursed.married
After Guy
the death
ton Mermaid
in spiteof ofVanhis
protests that he should not take such a
chance with the possibility that he might
be Vanton's
sonwife
and hasgrow
resemble
him.
After the
borntohim
three
children he suddenly gives way to a craving for the sea, provides for them and
disappears.
this
time Mermaid
to
return
the Bylove
of Dick
Handbodyandofbegins
when
another wreck
washes
in the
Guy
Vanton, she is free to reward in Dick
her.
the years of devotion which he has shown
Locale: A village on Long Island.
Good melodramatic
HighbutLights:
Picture
situations
story needs more cheerful
atmosphere and happier ending.
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Last

Week

An impressive story of leadership is told in last
week's trade paper advertising totals.
Motion Picture News carried forty pages more than
its nearest competitor in this single issue !
In the same issue Motion Picture News carried
forty-nine more pages of advertising than its second
nearest competitor — and sixty-seven pages more than
the competitor holding the next place.
Leadership !— Spelled , in unmistakable fashion ;
spoken in crashing tones !
As advertising in the motion picture field is tiic liyest of live news these extra pages liavc unusual value
to the exhibitor.

The

No.

News

Covers

The

Field

Entered aa Second Clast Matter.
at the
Post Offlce at New York, H. Y..
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March
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10

Published Weekly — $^.oo a year
Chicago

—
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York

PRICE
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Jhere's one time
when real married
life is absorbingly
entertaining-its when
Cecil E>.DeMille
puts it in a picture
SCENARIO BY

Printxlanu
OlgaSada
Cowa
and.
FAiMOUS pl:wters-u\skycorpor.\tion

J?/

paramount

J^rtcrqft

picture

I

As

up

The

to

Wolves

date

Have

tomorrows

Broken

In!

Human wolves ! Ranting at law, sneering at virtue, scattering red poison in the
name of "humanity"

!

"Dangerous Hours" is the startling, burning record of their deeds.
A picture built on the biggest thing that
now faces the world. Therefore built for
the crowds.
Vivid — human — spectacular.
with a romance of love.

PLAYED

BY

AN

Lighted up

ALL-STAR

CAST

Adapted from The Saturday Evening Post story,
"A Prodigal in Utopia,"
by Donn Byrne.
Directed by Fred Niblo
Photographed by George Barnes

FAMOUS
2UKOn /w.PLAYERS-LASKY
JESSE L LASXY . :./w> CECILCORPORATION
B DE m>llE c-rc"^ C>'»'9'

newspaper!

ADOLPH

^

ZUKOR.

presents

Clsie

guson
J
"He
ISrHin
OUSE

ORDER*
IN
Cf>aramountJlrterafl
Q>iclure
An intimate, reaHife story of a
"second wife." One who was
always measured by the perfec'
tions of the first — always found
wanting — driven to fight for a
place in her own family, until
in desperation —
wonderful
play. Wing Pinero's
Sir Arthur
Directed by Hugh Ford, who
has surpassed even his splendid
work in "The Woman Thou
And Elsie Ferguson as the
second
Me." who loved the gay
Gavest wife
life of Paris !
A picture for all women, and
all men who marry them. That
means a picture for \our theatre.
By Sir Ax^m Pinero
Direction and Scenario by
HUGH FORD

APRIL

FOLLY
Wl

TH

MARION

DAVfES
BY
CYNTHIA
STOCKLEY

1 (qs^mopolitan Productions

|

ture
PRESENTED
»Y
untCfiic
^Gparamo
it^BR FAMOUS PIAYERSIASKY CORPORATION !i„ „

PERTINENT

POINTS

picture filled with surprises, delightful romance
and lively adventure.
A

A

star, loved

the

country

over, in the most bewitching part of her career.

(|

From

a directorial standpoint the name of Robert

Z. Leonard

guarantees

the

artistic and mechanical perfection ofthe production.
Adrian Johnson,
writer of screen
whose
made
(0

successes

prolific
stories

are legion,

the adaptation

from

famous
Cynthia Stockley's
Cosmopolitan
Magazine
story.
It will be

backed

by

the

greatest advertising campaign in the history of
pictures.

APRIL
FOLLY
WITH
MARCON
OA

VIES
CYNTHIA
STOC«(-eY

^CpanunoiuuCJ^icture
Qfei? PVMOUS PtA^■ERS■L^S10f CORTOKATION ijS

COSMOPOLCTAN
PRODUCTIONS

turn
A masque
adventure
ocean

ball is hardly the place one expects to encounter serious
but the heroine in this story does. It leads her across the

into a most

amazing

and

unexpected

series of happenings

where

only her wit and ingenuity save her from disastrous consequences.
Situation builds upon situation, each one consistently climbing to the
most startling and fascinating climax ever written into a photoplay.
There is romance in abundance, plenty of comedy, a dash of melodrama

and a touch of pathos all so cleverly i
intermingled that every one of the
emotions

are played upon.
I (Qsmopolitan

As a story *it made
friends for
the

a host of new
Cosmopolitan

Productions
:

Magazine.

tele of every exhibitor showing it. ienAs a picture it will increase the cl
If s the

kind

everybody

of a production

in the country

that

will want

to see.

^
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Thomas

H.Ince

Presents

CHARLES

RAY

ALARM

CLOCK

ANDY'

^ me

story

whose
clock

oP

a boy

real

alarm

his

was

^or

a girl. And

he

woke

Rpmember
Dodgef\

up
''The

love
when
—

!

Girl

''Greased

the
Lightning" and
.
hits
J^ay
other
This

is his

best

By Agnes Christinejohnston
Directed by Jerome Storm
PhotograpKed 1»7 Chester Lyons
A THOMAS H. INCE^
P ILO D U C T I O N . .

jdCparamount
jirlcraft
Cpicture
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want
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^ou

Picture

pictures

^ood

is one instance where you get what^'
COPPERHEAD'
THE
you want." So says Mae Tinee in the Chicago Tribune.
"Lionel Barrymore's interpretation
for the screen," she adds, "is a masterpiece. May the mouthing, posturing
screen heroes witness his achievement in
repression and learn a lesson thereby!
There are a number of reasons why you
should see 'The Copperhead.' It has a
good story. It has patriotic appeal. It
has heart interest. It is splendidly
staged. It is splendidly acted. It is to
be numbered among the big photoplays
the day"
of The
Chicago

Evening

Post

says:

"Here is a truly great picture, one of
the finest photoplays ever made. It
measures

up to every standard of excellence. Innobility of purpose, in fineness of acting, in simplicity and power
of story, in skill and dramatic force of
presentation it has seldom been equaled
and never has it been surpassed. I wish
that everyone might see it. It is a production which makes one proud of motion pictures. It redeems one's faith in
the power of the screen."
The Chicago Journal:
_^

" 'The Copperhead'
is an
'achievement.
It comes
//

.WITH

nearer creating for the screen an art
like the best of the stage than anything
that has gone before. Photodramas like
this are lamentably few. They should
be seen by everyone. Don't

deprive

yourself of seeing 'The Copperhead.' "
The Chicago Herald-Examiner says :
"AVhere you and I surge after this and
that new style of picture, there is nothing to do but go and go again to a photo
story that deals in nothing but fine,
sound sincerity, — - honest, inherently
American, written out of the one life
that our country has given to the ages."

The Chicago Daily News: '''The
Copperhead' is a great picture. In it the
silent drama has an offering to which it
can point with pride as a shining example of its art."
The Chicago Examiner: "The biggest Paramount- Artcraft picture to
make its appearance so far this year is
'The Copperhead.'

No

praise is too

florid in reviewing Lionel Barrymore's
work. He sets a high mark for other
actors to aim at in forthcoming

pro-

ductions."

LIONEL
BARBYMORE
THE
Presented
Adolph.

Zukor

Q^dapted
Directed'
Charles

by

and
by-

Mai^ne,

^

AD^

HE
PER

COP

FAMOUS PLAYERS-IASKY
CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR /'/■es. JESSE L.LASKY //ce/Vei CZC\L B.UE M\\.\.Z Director General.
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS. FAMOUS-LASICV FILM SERVICE. LTD. HEADQUARTERS TORONTO
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Copperhead

A

PICTURE

for the

is

whole

United

south,

east, west — its appeal
a heart and soul.

with
Shown
Home

at

the

State

Confederate

in Austin, Texas, it brought

forth this message from Superintendent

truly

^reat.

States.

is for every

North,

American

Women's Home, wish to urge every citizen of the South, when the opportunity

J. C. Leggins:
" 'The Copperhead'
brings out the great love and faith of

is presented, to see 'The Copperhead.'
Although we of the South suffered painfully, all of us could see the heroic spirit

one man

revealed in this picture. The ideals of

for another and is a great

moral force to us of the older generation
and to the youths as well.

Am

the old boys than from

any other modern

from start to

sure

more good conmient will come from this
picture among

patriotism are sounded

topic of the times for

many days to come. It brought back to

Justice Hawkins of the Supreme
finish."
Court of the State of Texas says:
" 'The Copperhead' is both interesting
and instructive. The South, as the su-

us many incidents so realistic that some

preme court, will look upon it in this

of us believed we were actually in ranks
again."
And this from Superintendent S. J.
Thomas of the State Confederate Wo-

men's Home in Austin, Texas: "We
the members of the State Confederate

And

the mayor of this typical south-

light."
ern city says: "One of the best pictm-es
I have ever seen. Don't be afraid to
show it anywhere in the United States.
It will go."

G^Founded

on

the play of tKe
s ame
name
^

Cf>araniountjirtcrafl

Q^idure

FAMOUS
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ADOLPH ZUKOR Pres^
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QUALITY impresses you on every hand in the
stately mansion of George Washington at Mount Vernon.
Americans are quick, to recognize quality, now as in
the days of Washington.
To gain the respect of the American public through
quality alone has always been the single aim of Selznick
Pictures.
That is why they are to be found at theatres of
highest standards.
That is why you feel as if you had been associating
with a charming and intelligent friend, as you leave the
heatre where Selznick Pictures create happy hours.

AT

THEATRES

WHERE

QUALITY

RULES

Advertising

that

Advertising

paijs

for

the

l^ou

Exhibitor

111 the media listed below virtually every native white
family in the United States is being told regularly, that
Photoplay
Selznick Pictures " Create Happy Hours."
Saturday Evening Post
Ladies' Home Journal
Country Gentleman
Red Book
Blue Book
Green Book

On the opposite page is a two-color reproduction of the full page
advertisement that appears in the February Ladies' Home Journal, the
February 21st Saturday Evening Post and Country Gentleman; February Blue Book and February Green Book.
The combined circulation of those publications is more than
5,400,000, which means that this one advertisement reaches about
25,000,000 individuals.
And the advertisement reproduced is only one detail of Selznick
Pictures tremendous National Advertising Campaign — a campaign that
is drawing millions of patrons to theatres that present — and advertise—
Selznick Pictures.
Get Your Share of Increased Patronage —
Book Selznick Pictures Now
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from the book, by
CEOROE DU MAURIER
directed by
MAURICE

TOURNEUR

REPUBLIC
LEWIS
Executive

DISTRIBUTING

J. SELZNICK,
Offices, 130

W.

Advisory
46th

Director

CORPOKATION
BRITON

St., N. Y. C.

N. BUSCH,

President

Exchanjres

Everywhere

I

U-om [bdnor

U.Doitcr's Tamous Novel

"Pollydnna; pubfehcd by the Pa^e QDmpanij
And lb Rduf Act Comedij by
Catherine

Chislioini Gushing/

Sciecn Adaptation by Prances Marion.
PtetoAi-aphcd

by Charles

Qostier

"Nothing quite so delicate has ever been done, (t stands a
production with which no comparisons can be made, the supreme
—Motion Picture News.
effort of a true artist."
Must be ranked as a gem and entitled to a place of honor
among the classics of the screen."
— Moving Picture World.
"Mary Pickford rises to a new high level in 'Pollyanna"; it is a
photoplay that will live while memory
lasts."Trade Review.
— Exhibitors
"In the annals of filmdom, 'Pollyanna" will doubtless go
down as the big picture of 1920.'" — Exhibitors Herald.

Ji

Great Play is Brought
to the Screen

"Romance," one of the owtstandijiir
dramatic successes of the past decade,
is coming to the screen.
Its remarkable record on the sta'„re —
nearly three years in London, a year
in Chicago, a phenomenal season in
New York, a special engagement of
eight weeks in Boston — made it the
object of the keenest bidding among
motion picture producers.
United Artists Corporation is fortunate,
not only in having acquired the play
for picture presentation, but likewise
in having Miss Keane herself appear
in the role that she has made one of
the most vivid figures of the modern
stage.
"Romance" has won its way into the
hearts of drama-lovers, because it tells
an unusual, remarkable story and
because of the rare talent and artistry
that Miss Keane brought to it.
And so the play bespeaks an unusual
picture — a picture of powerful and
lasting appeal.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPOKATION
Mary Pickforci Charlie Chaplin
Douglas Fairbanks
D. VV. Griffith
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Believes
With

the
Irish''
Production

reason For our faith: ''The

HE CANT

Luck of the Irish " has been put through
the hardest practical hox office tests we have

BELIEVE IT!'

been able to devise and has come out triumph ant \
in fact, has far exceeded

expectations.

Every Realart Picture thus far marketed has ha J
NEITHER
CAN SHS

a pre-release test. We
do not accept the
opinion of any man, or group of men, that a
picture is "great. "
Realari recognizes but one judge of pictures —
the public ! \NhdX we think isn't worth a
picayune to you as against what your Box Office
says. We try to provide good
we are not infallible.

pictures, but

77/e Public is !
And
• THEY HEAR
HE'S RICH

so Realart puts its pictures up to the public

before it puts them up to you.
\A/e have done this twice in the case of ' ' The
Luck of the Irish." \A/e first showed it for a
week in Sid Grauman's million dollar Los Angeles
theatre.
Mr. Grauman assures us, and you, that

THE ADVANTAGE OF
BEING ON THE LEVEL

1^.

THE END OF HER
MUSICAL CAREER,

A SLIGHT
INTERRUPTION

VENICE PEACEFl
SOMETIME

it went

over with a

bang.

He

says it is a

picture that will make

money

for any exhibitor.

Since then we have brought the picture to
New York and have shown it for a week in
the big new Capitol Theatre.
pealed its Los Angeles success!

And

it has re^

"The Luck of the Irish" has been a success in two
of the biggest and best motion picture theatres in
America. It has satisfactorily met two very differ^
ently exacting tests. Bourgeois Broadway, in the
East, and aristocratic Broadway, in the West, both
have endorsed it. It is of the people and of the
elect !
Realart has done its part. The tests have con'
firmed its judgment. It therefore now offers, not
its own

opinion, or Dwan's

opinion, or May-

flower's opinion, but the verdict of the people, as
one reason why you should book 'The Luck of
the Irish."
Realart
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to dampen the enas easy
IT would be thusiasm
of Exhibitors who have
played " The Beloved Cheater " as it
would be to put out a Prairie Fire with
a Bucket of Water.
IN (30) THIRTY SHORT DAYS (30)
these important cities have booked this
startling success. We do not attempt to
show the remaining 400 of our bookings
taken in the same Thirty Days for lack of
space. It is sufficient to say that one and
all recognize the phenomenal artistic and
Box- Office Value of this Magnetic
Special.
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can count on your fingers the number
ful features released in a year.

of sensationally success-

Perhaps you were fortunate in showing them and shared in the clean-up.
You knoiv - you worked hard to put them over — racked your brain for
the exploitation angle — and deserved your success.
Who's Your Servant has even greater possibilities AND — your exploitation angles and accessories come to you ready to use.
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even the modern cave dwellers

of the tenements
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never
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known the old fashioned home — all
love these homely, heart pictures for
which Brentwood is famous.
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"THE THIRD
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to find

enduring
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At first you wonder — then like an avalanche, the mighty rush
of the story grips you and you are carried breathless to the end.
A

picture they'll talk about when

leaving your theatre.
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President
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MAdGAEllTA

FISUED

A typical " Jim the Penman " type of story with a girl
as the central character. It is a tense drama hrimming
over with action, thrills and

romance.

Directed

by

George Cox. One famous critic said of it: " Here is a
picture that stands out like a cameo from the ordinary
run of attractions! "
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Turpin

i/<9A c?/* "Uncle Tom

Without
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"

STATE RIGHTS MEN : Here's your opportunity ! Six smashing, rousing comedies featuring the famous star of Mack Sennett
comedies — BEN TURPIN. Everyone a knock-out ! Wxre us quick
for territory!
We now oflfer, for the first time, rights for the United States and
C anada to these six big money makers :— ■
The Harem (adapted from "Poultry A la Mode")
A Cheerful Liar (adapted from "His Bogus Boast")
He Looked Crooked (adapted from "Why Ben Bolted

two reeh
two reels
two reels

The Leading Man (adapted from "Hired and Fired"! one reel
The LandlulDber (adapted from "A Deep Sea Liar"! one reel
The Plumber (adapted from "His Blowout")
one reel
Every exhibitor in America knows the value of this great eccentric comedian. Never was he starred to better advantage than in
these knock-out mirth provokers.
You must see these subjects ! Attractive posters and "lobby displays— for BIG business.
A Sensational Money-making

Opportunity!

WIRE FOR TERRITORY! Somebody in your territory will
get these six feature comedies. Will it be you? Wire us territory
you are interested in. Applications will be given attention in the
order received. Get in first! WIRE US for details.
Cameo
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STAR

THE

know it as well as we — there are (inlv a
YOr
have iialf-dozen real screen stars. Only
a half-dozen who really reach out across
the street and pull people into your theatre. Priscilla Dean, as yon know, is one of these
marvelous six — because of hei- tlasliinji' beauty,
enormous personal ma<i;netism and stirring individualit.v. Such an actress means nioi-e to you
in net dollars and cents than you can easily
estimate because her cominii is a i;enuine event
in the amusement lile of your peo])le. S<j — };et
ready now f(»r a ])icture in which every bit of this
talent, this ]»ers()nality, this bri.nht-eyed Iveanty is
ntilize^l to the uttermost. Get ready for the
screen's most mete(u-ic actress in "THE VIRCxIX
OF STAAriJOl'L."

UNIVERSAL.

STORY

gets away
— ityou
the usual
fi-om scenes
iiets away
ITfi:()m
the usual
— itplot
lifts
out of
youi- too-familiar surroundings — it stirs your
blood — it tires your imagination. A beautiful
beggar girl of Constantinople — a dashing youuji
American soldier-of-fortune — an all-powerful
Sheik of the Desert — these are your chief figures.
The scenes? The Golden Horn, the howlinj:
streets of the most cosmopolitan city on earth,
the shuttered harems — all the dramatic ternu^
and beauties of the land of the Sultan — then the
great burning wastes of the Arabian desert an<l
a rushing climax of action that lifts you out of
your seat with its realism and power — that give*you a huge human drama whose pictures and
eumtions will live in vour mind for vears to come.
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#500.000
Universal -Jewel
Production
Master

THE

A
\
l\

PRODUCTION

nr(}I-: sum of moiuM was spent 011 "THE
VIRGIN OF ^^TAMBOUL"— but every
cent of it shoics in the production.

Advertise it as the year's most costly
MMHiuction — your statement will be true. Rut
ilso advertise it as the one in which you get the
iiont for ifoiir money. It is not possible to show
n this sin<;le advertising insert the scenes, the
ets, the staging, the locations which make this
•ne (»f America's greatest pictures — we only ask
• Ml to accept our statement that "THE VIRGIN
)F STA.MlJOrL,"" as a production, has been
i|ualleil l»y very few pictures in the history of
he art. When we say it fills the eye, you will
lave an idea of its sumptuousness — its nuirvelous
letail. (Jet ready — as we said before — for a real
'vent in the ])icture story of your. theatre.

D

E

LUXE

of

OF
STAMBO
Utterly diffeient from any other picture now
on the market by rea.son of the striking personality of the star — the bigness and the
realism of its human story — the mighty
sweep and scope of its tremendous scenes.
A Booklet, with the proofs on every page,
will soon be in your hands — but we urge,
wherever possible, the earliest pre-release
screening of this remarkable picture than
can be arranged. Speak to your UniversalJewel manager today.

$500,000
PRODUCTION
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serial

is a superlative

itself good?"

film committee

looks

at so many

pic-

tures that it is "fed up", it*s hardboiled. It takes a ring dinger of a
picture to get a good rating from that crowd. Weeks ago the first
episodes of "Daredevil Jack'* w^ere shown all together lo the committee, hard
a
test. There were fourteen present; thirteen gave the
serial the highest possible rating and

the fourteenth

the next highest!

If we know serial audiences they'll just eat this serial up. Dempsey
as a star is there and Robert Brunton has given true feature
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At every point big, quick-thinking first run
exhibitor factors have in most cases cleaned
out other picturers of lesser power to make
immediate room for

Benjamin

B.Hampton

presents

The

SAGE

With an all-star cast:
ROY STEWART
MARGUERITE De La MOTTE
NOAH BEERY
BETTY BRICE
ARTHUR MORRISON
GORDON RUSSELL

BRUSH
The

photoplay

of the

EMERSON
Directed

by

ER

novel

by

HOUGM

EDWARD

iJ Benjamin

SLOMAN

B.tiamptOYX'-Creat Authors Production
This production is made by masters.
Months were devoted to its produclicm.
of ''The Sagebrusher" is its tremendous
It bears the stamp of an ahle organization
heart story; its hold upon the emotions.
and Emerson Hough autographs it with
It is a story of genuine throb and appeal,
his approval.
that attracts audiences everywhere.
The real secret of the great popularity

W.W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 R/lh Avenue New YbrkOtTr
Dirtributlng through PAIll£ Lachangcjrtcarpomttii
Foreign Dictributor:J.Prank. BrockliC(.Inc.72&-2i Ava.

All of you remember

J. Warren

Best Man!"
in "The
Kerrigan thrills,
zest, action and
Electric
dash.
Here is another romantic melodrama; livelier; more thrilling;
filled with action and excitement
and carrying in addition all of
the splendid Robert Brunton
production facilities.
Pre-released beginning Feb. 29.

At the price schedules set for
his pictures J. Warren Kerrigan
is the best "star buy^' that an
exhibitor can make for his
theatre.

Robert

Brunton
s

Jyresent

J.WARREN

KERRIGAN
and

$

his

ou/a

company

in

30,000

By H.B. Daniel

Directed

by Ernest

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue , New York Gty
Distributing through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated

C.>Warde

A^hite
Man's
Handsome Donald Joseph
Blenhorn, fighting everv inch of
the way, battles with bandits,
sticks by his friends and smites
his enemies. He looks death in
the eyes, reveals the character of
a plotting fiance and marries the
girl his heart selects BOOK IT

The

Jovous

Chance

liar

Picture Kerrigan as a burglar, as
a road agent ; as desperate,
hunted, always-in-danger; loving
and loved by a girl who stuck
tight, despite everything only to
find — There's the secret for your
audiences.
BOOK IT.

The

Lord

Loves

A story of success in America —
every one loves Success. A
picture for all kinds of audiences.
A highly successful title. Figure
now what you can do with this
for the full week in which St.
Patrick's Day falls.

Live

BOOK

IT.

Sparks

A slashing, modern story of the
oil fields and a wide-awake hero
who knows how to block a band
of plotters. Now actively playing
the first run theatres throughout
the nation.
BOOK IT.

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fitlh Avenue. New York City
Disiributmf: through PATHE f.xchnn^c.lnc<^porutcti

9

the

Msh

Motion
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Booked

instantly by Tom Moore for his Washington Strand; booked on the circuits of New
York and a dozen large cities for immediate play
dates. It catches public attention with five allstar cast names.

Picture

Exhibitors are taking quick advantage of the
chances for exploitation, guessing contests, teaser
copy in programs and special folders — all suggested by making a play on the title itself—
His Temporary Wife."
W. HODKINSON CORPORmON
527 Fifth Avenue. New YorkGty
Distributh^ through PATH^ Exxhangr, Incarpcrattd

N
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LEAH
The

Picture

BAIRD

Girl Beautiful
Dayleading
by day,
week and
by week,
"The in Capitol"
is
in sales
is leading
importance of the new first runs booked any
previous Leah Baird production ever made.

THE

This is understandable, and was expected

ol

O

t
pi

Prom the notable stag^e success
AUGUSTUS
Directed

by

THOMAS

by GEORGE

IRVING

by its distributors, because "The Capitol"
is stronger, abler, more vivid, more dramatic
and more compelling than the previous
Augustus Thomas plays in which Miss Baird
has starred.
Have you booked "The Capitol"?
W.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York Gty
Distributing through PAIHt Exchange, Incorporated
F<>rei^Di<tributor.J.Fr«nkBrocklits.Inc
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By
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All Stirring
with
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Dramas

the Most

Williamson

MISS

LISLE

Reynolds
of Love

Beautiful

Star

and

Intrigue

of the Screen

Katherine

The
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differ
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attained.

American

Series

of Pictures

others

^ Made

Donald

in the

I possible

Beauty

for First National,

high
by

standard
a

which

of perfection

tremendous

financial

backing.

None

But—

Best Stories
Best Plays
Best Authors
Best Playwrights
Best Directors
Best Supporting
Best Locations
Best Settings
Best Photography

Produced by
ATHERINE MacDONALD
Corporation

Pictures

4M E. RORK, President and Gen'l Manager
By arrangement with
TTRACTIONS DISTRIBUTING CORP'N
. P. FINEMAN, President

V **First National"

Attraction

Casts
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wild

city.

women

And

it'll give
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of
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of

a

your

patrons

their

lives.

By Charlotte ^Thompson
A JOHN EMERSON-ANITA LOOS Production
Presented by Joseph M. Schenck — Directed^by|David Kirkland
Photographed by Oliver Marsh — Tech. Director, Willard Reineck
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I

Picture

Scenario by MARION FAIRFAX
Photography by Henry Cronjager
and Sam Landers
Art Director, Ben Carre
Electrical effects by Howard Ewing
wmmmmmA
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Address Exhibitors Defense Committee
Care First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.
6 West 48th St., New

York, N. Y.
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INDEPENDENCE"

SAMUEL

GOLDWYN

PRESENTS

BOOTH

TARKINGTONS

The

and

Adventures

DIRECTED
EDGARS

GOLDWYN

Emotions

of

Edgar

Pomerqy

R^T
HOPPE
MASON
E. CHE
BYTEA
PE
R'S

CORPORiSTION
PICTVRES
SAMVM, COLOWVN IXrfdm

SAMHIEL

GOJLDWYN

IN
FORD
PICK

JACK

THE
OF

LITTLE

SHEPHERD

KINGDOM

DIRECTEID

BY
BY

GOLDWTN

jrOHN FOX, JTR,
WALLACE

COME
WORSLEV

PICTVRES
CORPORATION
SAMVCL COLDWVN Prrndtm

p eb rii a r y ? 8 , i
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EVERYBODY

LIKES

"PINTO"!
Press, exhibitors and public agree that Mabel
Normand's latest is also her greatest.
Press :
" A series of comedy incidents delightfully played by
Miss Normand — the most spontaneously funny of all
the feminine stars on the screen."
— Morning Telegraph, February r. 1020.
Exhibitors:
" Mabel Normand in ' Pinto ' duplicating her wonderful 'Mickey ' record at the American Theatre. Necessary to close box-office. Picture praised by all."
— A. G. Talbot, Denver, Colo.

Book *' Pinto " and watch it duplicate the
public ovation it has received wherever shown !

SAMUEL

GOLDWTN

MABEL

PRE SE NTS

NORMAND

PINTO
WRITTEN
AND DIRECTED
BY VICTOR
SCHERTZINGER

GOLDWTO

PICTVRES

CORPORATION

HERE

ARE

ExliiLitors
shocild

who

study

GOLDWYN

plan ahead
this

of every
wyn

MABEL

NORMAND
Pinto
Written
and directed
Victoi- Schertzinger
Now in preparation
The Slim Princess

list

carefully-- should wci^h
box-office

the

possibilities

play m

galaxy

PICTU

this Gold'

of ^reat

stars,

^reat productions and ^reat
entertainments. One triumphant sta^e and book
follows another
towering
wyn Holds

success
in this

list of what

JACK

Gold-

in store for you.

PICKFORD

The Litt lc"shepherd
of Kingdom
Come
By John Fox Jr., L)irected by Wallace Worsley
Now in preparation
The Double -Dyed Deceiver
Officer
666
The Man Who Had Everything

PAULINE
FREDERICK
The Paliser
Case
By Edgar Saltus
Directed by William Parke
The Woman
In Room 13
By Max Marcin
Shipman
Directed andSamuel
by Frank Lloyd
Now in preparation
Roads
of Destiny
Madame
X

WILL

ROGERS

Water, Water Everywhere
By W. R.Leighton, Clarence
Directed
by
Badger
The Strange Boarder
By Will Payne Now
, DirectIn epreparation
d by Clarence Badger
Jes
Call
Me
Jim

in ,
MADGE

0

KENNEDY

The Blooming Angel
By Wallace Irwin
Directed"
by
Victor
Schertzinger
Two Cents Worth of Humaneness
Cohen
By Octavius
Directed
by. HarryRo e a. u m o n t
Now in pr e pa.r3.rloi-i
Trimmed
With Red
Th e Tr u th (by Clyde Fi tch)

GOLDWYN

TOM
By

MOORE
in
D ci d s
Henry
C. Ro\vland
Directed
by Tom Mills
^' 'Now
in preparation

The

PICTVRES CORPORATION
SAMVlL OOmVv^ l^i dr',

Stop Thief
Great Accident

RES

PRESENT

GERALDINE
FARRAR
Now in preparation
The Woman and The Puppet
By Pierre Louys and Pierre Frondais
Directed by Reginald Barker-

AND

FUTURE

LEROY

Partners oFthe Night
Directed
b_y Paul Scardon

RUPERT
BEACH

REX

HUGHES

The
Cvip
of Fury
Directed by T. Ha^es Hunter

The
Silver Horde
Directed
hy Frank Lloyd
Now in preparation
Going
Sonic

BOOTH

SCOTT

Now in preparation
Scratch
My
Back

BASIL

TARKINGTON

Edgar
Stories
(Two Reel Comedies)
Directed by E. Mason Hopper

KING

The Street Called Straight
Directed by Wallace Worsley
Now in preparation
E a r t h b o u n d

MARY

ROBERTS

RINEHART

Dangerous
Days
Directedby Reginald Barker

ALL

STAR
Now in preparation
The
Great
Lover
Mile
The
The

The

GOUVERNEUR
MORRIS
in preparation
The
Penalty
Directed
by Wa 11 a ce W o r s ley

GOLDWYN

stones

Christiam
Branding

Iron

Tailor - Made

Man

Bunty Pulls The Strings
Black
Pawl

PICTVRES

CORPORATION

M
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A

Great

Series

of

Features!

Every one of these five-reel features will be made from
famous Detective Stories; each will include an all-star cast
of famous players.

TWELVE
5-REEL
SPECIALS
coming to you once a month for the next twelve months.
State

ARROW

FILM

Rights Now
Selling
(and selling fast)
CORPORATION

W. E. Shallenberger, President

220 West 42nd Street, New

York City

SCHOMEK^ROSS

PKODUCTICNS,

INC.

are now

sellin;

— on " THE SACRED FLAME," unquestionably one of the greatest independent releases ever
screened, the photo drama that has already made good in the hardest competitive territory in
the world . . . the drama that will still be " getting the money " when many of biggest so called
" super-pictures " will have been gone and forgotten — the drama that presents a tremendous
human interest story with one of the most brilliant and best known Stars of the picture industry, —

WRITTEN

ABRAHAM

AND

DIRECTED

S.

BY

SCHOMEK

whose past successes are still the talk of the trade and who has brought thousands of dollars
to the coffers of exhibitors in every part of the world, with such Box Ofifice Winners as —
" Today "— " The Inner Man "—""The Yellow Passport "— " Ruling Passions " and others.
Box

Office

Power

Exploitation

6 6'T-^HE SACRED FLAME" has
unique and extraordinary Box
Office powers in that every detail connected with this great play APPEALS
with trip hammer force to every man,
woman and child. It is THE play that
enables a much longer run, because every
person who sees this play goes away
talking like a walking 24 sheet. With
such a well known Star as EMILY
STEVENS ; with picked supporting

ul ada wonderf
n
y campaig
vertising and dpublicit
have prepare
WE
book that is COMPLETE^ It shows
HOW to put "THE SACRED
FLAME " across with a wallop. Everything is ready — Ads,- publicity, wonderful Posters, stunts, ideas galore so written
and executed to make exploitation easy and
powerful. We want everj- exhibitor to have
a copy of this great book. Send for YOUR
COPY today. Note to Exhibitors in the
New York and Northern New Jersey territory —
Book "THE SACRED FLAME" through
ealth
1600 toB'way.
Corp.,
Pictures
Commonw
book
where
tell vou
we will
Write and
territory.
vour
in
"
FLAME
"DOTHEIT SACRED
TODAY.

cast " THE SACRED FLAME " brings
you a money getter way above par.
SCHOMER^ROSS
126 W.
E. S. MANHEIMER
General Manager

PRODUCTIONS,

46th STREET,

NEW

INC.

YOKK
A. EGAN COBB
Stale Rights Sales Mgr.

Motion
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Despair
Which

or

Picture

Love?

was the motive behind the bullet fired

by the masked assassin? Jacob Strauss had enemies everywhere, any one of whom might have
believed he was doing a good deed in ridding
the world of the milk magnate.
Suspense, love interest, realistic settings and
an astounding climax, combine to make this picture one of intense interest.

This

roundmg
series.

of

Features

contains many startling situations, and " Tex
runs up against the whole gamut of human emotions when he seeks to unravel the mvstery surthe shootmg of Jacob Strauss in the third picture of this great detective

STATE
ARROW
W. E. Shallenberger, President

Series

RIGHTS
FILM

NOW

SELLING

CORPORATION
220 West 42nd Street, New

York Cit>'

N

cbruary

28 , 1920
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" SAHARA "
" Elaborate beyond the power of description ... a photoplay with a new story
. .

. rarest of the film species."
ISew York Evening Mail.

"An enchanting picture. Louise Glaum
gives a 7vonderful —performance."
Chicago Evening Post.
" A Masterpiece.
Miss Glaum superb."
Guy Price in Los Angeles Herald.
" THE

LONE

WOLFS

" That rarest of rare things," a plot intenDAUGHTER
sified and sharpened
by transition into screen
—N. Y. Globe.
■'NEITHER GRIFFITH NOR DE
MILLE ARE ACCOMPLISHING MORE
THAN THI.^ PRODUCER (J. PARKER
form."
— Chicago Herald-Examiner.
''Best JR.)''
work Miss Glaum has ever done."
READ
~H. E. Dougherty in L. A. Express.
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Artist

CRITICS
OF

" A star ivhose ability in his chosen
line cannot be surpassed."
— Cedric Welter in N. Y. Review.
" Hobart Bosivorth's art has reached
perfection."
— Marion Russell in Billboard.
human
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being. Hobart
—N.

Y. Times.
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Motion

Picture

m
T> ACK

OF

THE

SPECIAL

PICTURES

CORPORATION

is

the Aronson Co., controlled by the Hellman group of bankers —
men who are in the front rank of finance in Western America.
THESE MEN LIVE in the very capital of the film world. They can't afford to
guess. They know ! They know — as few men do — the factors that count for success
in the production and marketing of motion pictures.
SO BEFORE WE could even hope to interest them in our plan of concentration on
the producing and marketing of short subjects we had to show them.
WE
WE

SHOWED
SHOWED

THEM
THEM

that the big idea back of these films is essentially practical.
the peculiar genius of our producing heads.

WE SHOWED THEM that, despite the great amount of footage being turned out
today, there is an overwhelming demand on the part of film fans for just such
comedy-features.
WE SHOWED THEM
with these releases.

that no other film on the market could hope to compete

AND, WE PROVED our case so thoroughly that their money is back of us today.
That in itself is significant. It means that we're bound to win. For their record
shows that they have not picked one loser in the past five years. They've investigated
for gong.
a year and now they're back of Special Pictures Corporation from the tap of
the
OUR OWN BRANCHES
are being opened in every exchange center. Our own service on our own productions guarantees satisfaction. Our
own sales representatives are being appointed. Names and
addresses will be announced immediately.
(Our franchise will prove valuable to you — write today)

Special
Pictures
H. W.
HELLMAN
LOS

ANGELES,

Corporation
BUILDING

CALIFORNIA

A
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Now

Yem&^^o^

r\ UR

RELEASE

WILL

jyovi

be ready for your use starting March

8th.

No million-dollar picture palace can offer a more completely
satisfying show that you can offer by combining the regular features
with our two reel "COMEDYART"
each week.
1400 feet — of comedy 200 feet — of surprises 400 feet — of art-color scenic -

-

2000 feet— Total of "COMEDYART"

Productions, released one
the grouch
the fool
the soul
the box office

cure,
cure,
cure,
cure.

HERE'S THE IDEANO LONGER WILL the particular exhibitor — the real showman — have to
buy five or six short subjects in order to make up 2000 feet of speed and action. He
will not have to buy a thousand foot scenic in order to get the four hundred feet he
wants, nor will he have to buy a topical picture to secure a snappy little, educational,
or what-not. We are giving him, in this two thousand feet all he desires. This two
reeler with a feature production will give that finesse and smoothness that is now only
obtainable in the better first run houses.

S

A NEW SENSATION IN ART COLOR SCENIC
(THE HANDSCHIEGL COLOR PROCESS)
WORDS ARE WEAK — only seeing can make you
appreciate that this new wonder-film is actually miles
ahead of any other color process in the world. Obtainable only in this two reel "COMEDYART" production.
p

(Our franchise will prove valuable to you — write today)

ecial
Pictures
H. W.
HELLMAN
LOS

ANGELES,

Corporation
BUILDING

CALIFORNIA

Motion
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Picture

«TEX"
ThejGreatest Detective
of Modern Times
It takes him into strange
places, this hobby of "Tex,"
but he gladly takes his life
in his hand and follows
wherever clues may lead.
In " The Wall Street Mystery " a vengeful valet of
the murdered broker led
him into the opium dens of
Chinatown, and among these derelicts he had to fight for his life.
Don^t

Miss

Booking

These

Thrilling

Detective

Features

A great Series of twelve five-reel pictures featuring " Tex " and an all-star cast of players.
STATE RIGHTS NOW SELLING
ARROW
W. E. Shallenberger, President

FILM

CORPORATION
220 West 42nd Street, New

York
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Dr.

frank

The

producers

crane

of

"EMPTY
ARMS"
have the privilege to announce
that they have contracted with one of the most disting uished literary men of the world to write a big feature
picture of timely and universal interest. The man with whom the engagement has been made is perhaps the
most read writer in America. His daily editorials and gentle philosophical treatises are followed religiously
by over Twenty Million Readers in the foremost cities of the country. Those who know him virtually worship
him. Hence it is a distinguished privilege to announce that the producers of " Emptv Arms " have made arrangements with DR. FRANK CRANE in collaboration with CHARLES D. ISAACSON, Dr. Crane's colleague
on the " New York Globe," for the famous philosopher and teacher to tell in story form his grand conception of

OCRACY"
A Super Feature will result. We"D
haveEM
already read the script of the story, and we are able to annoimce at
this time that it is one of the most extraordinary dramatic tales ever conceived for motion picture development!
" DEMOCRACY " will unquestionably be the biggest Feature Picture made since the " Birth of a Nation "
and " Cabiria."
No expense will be spared in the filming of the story. The foremost actors and actresses are- engaged, and
the picture will be made with the co-operation of Dr. Frank Crane, by FTIANK REICHER.
Options on " DEMOCRACY " for territorial rights may be secured at once. Preference wiU be shown,
naturally, to buyers of " EMPTY ARMS."
LESTER

PARK and EDWARD
WHITESIDE,
500 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Picture

fbruary

3091
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Nemesis in the form of a
masked man had shot down
the relentless speculator. This man
had many enemies who would gladly
see him dead; fellow financiers,
social acquaintances, poverty-stricken parents, their motives were as diversified as their
social standing.

" Tex " seeks the real assassin in this second picture in the great TEX series, and
the theatre owner is safe in offering a big cash prize to the patron
who discovers the
solution to this mystery.
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Of all the phases of production in Los Angeles today, the matter of the story for the
picture is of deepest significance.
Said a man prominent and experienced in picture entertainment:
"We won't make
many mistakes in production this year. Our pictures will vary in strength according to
their themes."
And another put the same thought this way: " It is the story, today, that determines the
box-ofiice receipts."
While a third producer, when I called to his attention the many big, new theatres and the

heavy demand they vvill make upon pictures, said:
The story situation is developing rapidly.

" Where

will we get the story material? "

Much progress has been made during the past two years in the story created expressly
for the screen.

On the other hand, the supply of books and plays has been combed, and spirited bidding
has raised prices to a point where such a picture starts with a heavy cost handicap.
Already there are two well-defined classes of producers here: those who create their
stories for the screen and those who buy and adapt the stage and book or magazine storv success
Thomas H. Ince has practically confined his production to screen stories. Cecil DeMille
has scored most of his notable successes with screen-created stories. Lois Weber has done excellent work. Allen Holubar's two recent pictures, both outstanding successes, were made from
original scripts. Fairbanks and Hart create expressly
for the screen, and, moreover believe
ardently in this type of vehicle. Chaplin, of course, is a distinctive figure in this respect" so is
Sennett. The list is a long one. We only mention these names as they quickly occur to us.'
On the other hand, practically all the big producing companies go in heavily for the
adapted book and play. Neilan, Dwan, Tucker have confined their work to this kind of vehicle •
so have Pickford, Stewart, Young and other prominent stars. Ray announces a list of book and
■stage successes.
Goldwyn is bridging the gap and developing a new and most important phase of the
situation in having .a group of best-seller authors create directly for the picture.
Out of the whole situation it is quite evident that the screen-made story, the story originated solely and directly for the technique of the picture, will develop until eventually it
predominates.
The picture was never meant to borrow from other modes of expression. It has had to
borrow, and will continue to borrow.
Just the same, the picture must have — and can have — its own story.
We know that, because the best-seller incapable of adaptation makes a poor picture. And
we know that the screen-made story, minus the well-known author or author's work minus a
star or any other such advertising advantage, may make a good picture and a big success.
We have got to, and we will, take the picture and its possibilities more seriously.
It should present its own themes — and it will.
But it demands the very best themes. ;
On the one hand, no author or playwright today is great enough to create successfully
for the picture unless he first — and thoroughly — knows the technique of the picture. And
furthermore, this same creator of the theme will have to, also, make his own adaptation; in other
words, write his own continuity.
On the other hand, the producer of pictures will have to realize that the theme is supreme

that no mere movie " theme will do, that he, with his picture, will have to compete successfully with the best themes created and adapted to the stage and the printed word.
Our new theatres are going to demand this sort of photoplav.
WA4. A. JOHNSTON.
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Preparing
While Primarily a Function
State of New

York, Other

the
for
for Exhibitors of the
Phases

try Are to Be Represented

of the IndusAlso

for the assembling of the New York State Exhibitors' Convention at Utica next month are going forward rapidly, according to the reports received. Important legislation at present under consideration; regulations
already in force that may merit modification; and measures,
especially of a censorship nature, whose agitation in the near
futm*e is anticipated by prominent exliibitors — all will be submitted for the judgment and action of the assembled forces in
convention. Pleasure, while coming after business, is not to
be wholly neglected, according to the recent advices received.
The special feature of the entertainment program being arranged for the event, is the monster ball which will be held
on Wednesday evening, March 10th. Many well-known stars
and
directors are expected to participate in the Convention's
activities.
PLANS

Topics to Be Considered
When the exhibitors assemble for
their State Convention at the Hotel
Utica on March 9th and 10th, they will
be invited to give their views on some
of the most important motion-picture
bills ever proposed in the legislature.
The one subject which will enlist the
attention of every exhibitor and on
which definite action will be taken before the Convention adjourns, is the
"Children's Bill" (as it is called). This
bill repeals that section of the Penal
Code which makes it a misdemeanor
to admit minors, actually or apparently
under the age of 16, into a motionpicture theatre. The phraseology of
the law "actually or apparently" under
16 years of age, has been a source of
harrassing experiences to motion picture theatre owners throughout the
State and especially in the City of New
York, where it is enforced with drastic
severity. The committee which has
charge of the subject expects to be
able to make a satisfactory report to
the Convention. This hope is based
on an effort of the committee to
use ideas expressed by the late Justice
Gaynor in a decision in which that
jurist defines the word "guardian" in
a more liberal sense than the strictly
legal one, when applied to the man or
woman who accompanies a minor into
a theatre. It is said that the Gerry
Society is not averse to a substantial
modification of the present law.
In addition to the "ChildreYi's Bill"
action will be taken on hostile legislation now pending or about to be introduced. One of these bills, said to be
advocated by a very conspicuous reformer, provides for intermissions of
one hour each between every performance in the motion picture theatre.
These questions will provide ample
material for serious consideration and
action of the Convention, but they do
not by any means constitute the entire program. Plans to defeat any censorship legislation will also be discussed.
It will interest every exhibitor to
know that the big film men and exchange officials will be at Utica, assurances tothat effect having been received both by President Cohen and

MARCUS LOEW BUYS
BIG TRACT FOR
METRO

Marcus
Lo
for
d sed
ancha
GLeE pur
ENhav
Eew
JOMet
ro a fifty-six acre tract
lls
in the foothi
of North
Hollywood for exterior location
work. Metro has also purchased five acres adjoining its
studio property, thus enlarging
its plant to three complete
blocks. The exterior tract just
purchased can be reached within
ten minutes from the studio.
Treasurer Linton. The idea is to have
exhibitors meet these men personally
and get acquainted, with a view to the
establishment of more friendly relations. A good many annoying wrinkles will be ironed out in this way on
the 9th and 10th of March in Utica.
The exchangemen propose to establish a large headquarters in the Hotel
Utica, each producer to be represented
separately by booths and boxes of their
own. The F. I. L. M. Club is going
to be represented in a body. Thej' are
taking a very gratifying interest in
this feature of the convention and are
confident that mutual good will result.
As to the lighter side of the Convention, there is talk that the Utica
newspapers will arrange a popular contest and that the young man and young
woman heading the poll will be assured of enacting a scene from a popular play under the direction of a w:ell
known director, the picture thus made
to be flashed on the screen the night
of the movie ball after some interesting initial ceremonies. Various news
weeklies have displayed considerable
interest in the Convention and arrangements are being made to have
motion pictures taken of all important
events of the Convention and of the
exhibitors who will attend.
Mr. Linton, the state treasurer, who
is on the ground, his home being in
the Convention City, reports an extraordinary interest in the coming Convention and says that his circularization campaign promises to produce the
most gratifying results.
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CAPITOL HAS NOT BEEN SOLD,
IS IT ON THE MARKET

NOR

A REPORT,
given publication
recently, had
that secured
one of thecontrol,
large
film manufacturing
corporations
through purchase, of the Capitol theatre, following in the
wake of persistent rumors that have kept Broadway on
tip-toe for the last month, has brought from the Capitol theatre
management an absolute and categorical denial. The Capitol
theatre has not been sold; nor is the Capitol theatre on the
market.
Messmore Kendall, the president of the Moredall Reality Corporation, owners and operators of the Capitol theatre, is responsible for the unequivocal statement.
" The report that the Capitol theatre has been sold is absolutely
untrue," said Mr. Kendall. " Not one particular interest, but many,
have sought to buy the property, both before and during the
sixteen weeks that the Capitol theatre has been in operation, but
no offer has been considered. This, for the simple reason that the
Capitol theatre was not built for speculative purposes, but with a
definite purpose in view. It has not been for sale at any time.
It is not for sale now."

First
Nat'l
Well-known
of Northwest

Engages
Ruffne
Exploitation Manager
Joins Publicity Forces
licity. Features, trained iii every d
RALPH
RUFF- partment of theatre work from cu
NER, " RUFF
known STUFF"
to exhibitors
to back wall. Record, fifty-fifty b
throughout the countrj- for his ad- tween
Columbia and Victor. Spcci
vertising and exploitation campaigns
decorations,
use of midnight matine
as manager of several of representative theatres in the Pacific North- for motion pictures as early as 19 1
west, has accepted a position in the and 1915. Scientific accomplishmenpublicity and advertising department the inauguration of audience sinu
of First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
Mr. Ruffner took up his new work
"
this week. As a theatre manager Thomas
without 'plants.'
Ince
to Lectur
with ideas which lifted his efforts
above the ordinary and made his
to College Students
copy and "stunts" the subjects of
Thos.
H. Ince, who arrives in Ne
duplication by many exhibitors, Mr.
Ruffner has written many trade York February 21, has been invited b '
journal articles on various phases of the faculty of Columbia University i
theatre operation and exploitation. A address the Photoplay Class next Mor
prepared autobiography written in day evening.
It is expected that its advantages t
characteristic style, sets forth his own
recollection of events which led him students of photoplay technique will b
of the greatest value, as they will hea
to New York :
" Entered the motion picture ex- every angle of the scenario questio
hibiting field from the railroad serv- discussed by a veteran producer. Th
ice via the piano stool route in the subject of Mr. Ince's talk will be th
summer of 1909. Substituted for a Great Opportunity Confronting Scree
Authors.
player who was ill, and never reMr. Ince purposes to tell precisel
turned to railroad work. Tail clicks
wouldn't harmonize. Assumed the what the writer must furnish to pleas
management of a two hundred and the public, and wherein the origina
forty seat house in Vancouver, Wash- story, if it answers the requirement
ington, in 1911 : fought a trust for of the producer, answers more satis
the town supremacy, winning out factoril}- the question of what the pub
hands down only to have momentary lie wants than the picturization of :
ambitions to become a magnate
novel or stage
play. He original
will stress
wrecked — last lingering phase of R. difficulty
of obtaining
storieth' '
R. days — on the rocks of finance, via and will submit facts — and figures— 1(
uncharted shoals of superior com- encourage the students to strive fo
petition by a big new theatre which the larger rewards eventually due thi
swept all possible revenue away screen writer.
via the free ticket route.
" Managed the American Theatre.
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Butte. Mont., Liberty Theatre, Si)okane. Wash., wrote advertising and
Screen in Capitol
publicity for Jensen and Van HerIn the lecture of Lowell Thomas or
berg's Liberty and Columbia Theatres
in Portland, and managed the Co- Monday at W ashington, D. C, a Sur
lumbia. Was transferred to Butte, brite Cnstal Cinematograph screer
Mont., as manager of the Rialto, succeeding Mr. C. S. Jensen, who moved Garrick
was especially
at Shubert's
theatre installed
for the occasion.
Mr.
to Portland. Resigned that position
Thomas
spoke
on
"With
Allenby
because the climate did not agree with Palestine," His lectures were illus-in
Mrs. Ruft'ner,
went toto New
San York,
Fratitrated with' many scenes, and the new
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screen was used in order that they
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• WIRE BRIEFS " FROM THE COAST
ROTHACKER has recently purchased two and one-half acres
in Los Angeles, for a laboratory, and will begin construction
on the new building on March 1. The plant will have a
capacity of 900,000 feet negative and one million feet positive weekly and will cost $150,000. Mr. Rothacker will leave for
the east on Wednesday to complete negotiations for a new laboratory in Long Island City which he will build there at once. Technical expert A. P. Miller, of the Rothacker organization, will supervise the plans.
Grauman's theatre of Los Angeles has increased its prices of
admission from fifteen, twenty-five and thirty cents to thirty-six
and forty-five cents. This makes the admission for evenings
forty and fifty cents, including war-tax. Matinee prices under
the new scale will be twenty and forty cents, including war-tax.
Other theatres are considering an increase to take effect on MonThe attendance at Grauman's has not been affected by the
rise inday.prices.

Meeting
Both

Discusses

Sides of Pertinent

Presented;

Committee

\ MEETING of nioiion-piclure cxj * hibitors in Greater New York was
Id on Friday, February 13th, in
tooms A, B, C, of the Hotel Astor.
i little more than 200 motion picture
ieatre owners representing every
krough of the Greater City were
fesent.
The
discussion
centered
rgely around the refusal of certain
*
kchanges
to sell unmounted paper to
poster companies from which exbitors are now renting mounted
35ter«.
jluld
Charles
O'Reilly the
statedbigthat
he
not L.
understand
minds
[ presented in the National Association
jthering themselves with such petty
■ail< as 6 sheets and 1 sheets, etc.
mounted poster was an absolute
osity for the small exhibitor who
idn't have the time to mount the paper
'Kelt and therefore had come to de-

Posters

Problem

to Act

x\re

on Issue

pend on the men who made a business
of mounting posters. The exchanges
having declined to furnish posters to
the men, who had heretofore mounted
and sold them, the exhibitor was in a
serious predicament. It meant really
the discouragement of proper and
necessary advertising.
at r.
r
t t i\r /-^i 1
^\T. Raynor of the F. I. L. M. Club
replied that under present conditions
the poster departments are losing
monej' because the men who bought
paper for mounting purposes naturally
decreased the quantity of sales from
the exchange to the exhibitor.
When the discussion had ended a
committee was appointed to meet later
at the office of the Pathe Exchange to
consider this question.
Full power
was conferred on the committee to act
for the exhibitors.

Screen
Use
Will
jExposition
Films Will Take Message of American
Manufacturers to South American Cities
and for use in South American cities
i^OTION pictures will be an im»* portant part of the Industrial Ex- other than Rio Janeiro and Buenos
oeition of United States Manufactur- Aires.
jrs in Buenos Aires next November.
"American manufacturers are awakening to the possibilities of using mo■\rnerican manufacturers will not stop
tion pictures to open the way for the
shihiting their products at the ex;on. They will supplement their United States Merchant Marine," said
ly of wares upon South America's Mr. Rothacker. "British manufacer with films showing where and
turers this spring are starting a collection of industrial pictures on a tour of
I list how those products were made.
The Rothacker Film Manufacturing the world. These pictures will show
i>any has just been appointed offi- buyers in other lands what England's
mcmatographers of the exposi- industries have to offer.
Some firms will be able to use
"The decisive battle for the South
- which the Rothacker Company American trade probably will be fought
las made in the past; other manufac- within the next two years — maybe
nrers will have new pictures produced. sooner. The year 1922 will unquesWattcrson R. Rothacker, president
tionably see some nation the acknowl'f the him company, expects to send
edged victor in that sector of the 'war
amcramen to shoot the exposition at after the war.' Leading manufacturers
iuenos .Aires and also a similar ex- of this country are determined that
)Osuion which will be held in Rio de American shall be the victor. The
faneiro in the spring of 1921. These right kind of industrial fihns can accomplish a great deal toward turning
ncture< will be for two purposes : to
ihow the people here at home what the decision in Uncle Sam's favor. The
Jncle Sam's commercial missionaries Rothacker Company is at the disposal
>re acromplishing in South .America. of American manufacturers."
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Plan on "Pollyanna"

A

STRONG exhil) itors' orjianj/ation has been formed in
New York under the title of Theatre Owners' Chamber
of Commerce. Its membership at present is composed
of exhibitors booking from the New York Exchange district.
The official headquarters of the new organization at present is
at the Astor Hotel, where meetings are held every Tuesday,
but a club house is expected to displace this as soon as practicable.

The organization has at present only temporary officers,
the offices being filled temporarily so as to give both new and
old members an opportunity to vote on their candidates. It
is said that each member upon entering the combine was required to pay $100.00 for each theatre he owned and to be
sponsored by a member.
Then his candidacy was voted on.
Present List of Officers
COVERING THE FIELD
Tlie tcmi)orar\- ofiiccrs arc : W illiam
Brandt. Chairman; Samuel Kramer,
received from Geo. W.r
Secretary; Samuel Bock, Treasurer;
a lette
is ege
kinINofG Coll
RanOW
City,
FOLL
Adolph Stockhammer, Sgt. at Arms.
Cal.:
The board of directors were elected
for a term of one year. They are
" You certainly deserve all the
money you are asking for the
A. H. Svvartz, David Picker, Louis
NEWS and more too, and any
Blumenthal, Samuel Bock, Rudolpii
time my subscription is due
Sanders, John Manhcimcr, H. Anderplease notify me and I shall
son, and William Brandt.
send you a check by return mail
The most important action taken by
for two or three years, if it is
necessary, as I would not be
the new organization so far is to conwithout the NEWS for twice
demn perceiuage booking. It is said
the
all members stood for action against
for it.amount you are asking
percentage system of distribution.
" As far as me making any
" 'PoUyanna,' " said one of the offisuggestions, or trying to, would
cers, speaking for the organization,
be a very foolish piece of business, as you certainly have a
"came in for a special amount of critistaff of men in your employ
cism because of the booking methods it
was released under. It was looked
that would be hard to duplicate,
as everything in the NEWS is
upon by many of our members as a
perfect and right to the minute,
production which was being used as an
and there is not a page in the
entering wedge for the furtherance of
book but what is a study. I
percentage distribution. All our memhave a stack of your books
bers who liad not as yet booked the
almost six feet high and would
feature declared they would not do so,
not let one go out under any
and those who had already booked it
sought to cancel, but were refused.
consideration."
Most of the members believe that the
Wm. A. Johnston Guest next United Artists picture, which
of Honor at Dinner
is released on that basis, will find alThe annual jmx dmncr of members ^^^^ g^g^y exhibitor in the country reof the Los Angeles Film Exchange fusing to book it."
Board of Trade was given Thursday
The organization sent the following
evening, Februarj' 5th, at one of the wire to Mary Pickford :
"Miss Mary Pickford,
leading down town cafes where
"Hollywood, Cal.
private dining room and dancing afforded the members and their friends
"Theatre Owners' Chamber of Comrelaxation. The dinner was attended
merce, representing 300 booking days
by about 100, and William A. Johnston of Motion Picture News was the in Greater New York, in executive sesguest of honor.
President Morris sion, respectfully bring to your notice
Wolfe presided as toast master and the following facts : By reason of the
Henry Massey of Rcalart was master present
percentage distribution of
of ceremonies.
'Pollyanna', the exhibitor is deprived
of presenting same to public without

re Aided
Industrial, I>eCtU
!
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by r* llm

able
ly unreason
into decided
^"^71"^
We regret
contract.
mequitable
after all these years of constantly fea-

Before more' than 300 members and during you that your managers have
guests of the Connecticut Valley Club seen fit to adopt this unreasonable
of Printing House Craftsmen at Coo- method. We arc desirous of knowing
this matter
ley's Hotel, Springfield, Mass., Feb. 14, y°^^ personal attitude inreply
before
F. C. Clarke, of the American Writing ^'Jcl would appreciate a
Tuesday,
next
meeting
o"""
h
"Researc
Paper Company, lectured on
Chamber
Theatre °^Owners'
with a (Signed)
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taken Making,"
film
Dennis F.
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manufacture
of paper.
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CONSIDERABLE number of
those who go to make up filmdom in New York including several
of the big men of the industry, were
guests of Arthur Levey, film exporter
and importer, at a luncheon held at
the Hotel Astor Tuesdaj-, February 17,
in honor of M. G. Faulkner, personal
representative of the British editor.
Lord Northcliffe. Mr. Faulkner is
here on a mission whose aim is the
effecting a closer relationship between
the two great English speaking nations.
Melville E. Stone, head of the Associated Pres?, presided as toastmaster,
and introduced the several speakers,
who claimed the attention of the guests
after the repast.
Mr. Faulkner was the first speaker.
Exhibitors Organize
(Continued from page 2097)
O'Brien,
follows : is reported to have replied as
"Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce,

"Astor Hotel, New York, N. Y.
"Miss Pickford believes that you will
find Mr. Abrams progressively fair in
his negotiations with you regarding
contracts for 'Pollyanna.' Last year she
decided to market her pictures individually because of constant complaints
on part of exhibitors that they were
obliged to make contracts for less desirable pictures in order to get her
pictures. It seems to me that because
yoii can't conclude contracts for
'Pollyanna' as you wish that you have
combined to defeat the very principles
of individual dealing that formerly exhibitors were seeking, and that your efforts in combining are unfair and inequitable.
"Theatrical business has been built
up, grown and prospered on percentage basis, and to her way of thinking
it is the only fair basis providing the
amount of percentage is equitable for
the exhibitor to get his fair share of
receipts and the producer to get his
fair share of receipts, which the attraction and not the exhibitor produces. Please understand that Miss
Pickford thinks the exhibitor is very
essential, but she doesn't agree with
your telegram that you have consistently featured her except that because
/ou knew that by so doing your receipts would be increased.
"She is against any combination or
combined effort on the part of any faction in the motion picture business because she believes such combined efforts will only trend to hurt business,
and the public will go to see attractions of merit no matter where that attraction is exhibited. Miss Pickford
has the fullest confidence in Mr.
Abrams and leaves this matter with
him. Kindly convey Miss Pickford's
good wishes to the members of your
organization.
"Dennis F. O'Brien,
"Attorney for Miss Pickford."

Reures

He read a letter from Lord Northcliffe which explained fully the reason
for sending a representative to
America and expressed the belief that
from such a mission was to come a
great deal of good that would have
a lasting effect on both the film industry and the public of the two nations.
After reading this letter Mr. Faulkner
spoke at some length, explaining more
fully his mission and giving out some
rather interesting facts concerning the
motion picture industry in England.
His statement that 90 per cent, of the
films shown in Great Britain were
American-made, for instance, was
rather a surprise to even those intimately connected with the business.
Mr. Faulkner lauded a number of
American made productions, among

Forms

New

entative

s

which was Mr. Griffith's "Birth of a
Nation," and the current Selznick release, "The Land of Opportunity."
He also gave out interesting information relative to what the English
press is doing in the way of publishing film news. According to Mr.
Falkner, London papers devote on an
average of thirty thousand words
weekly to the pictures current and
coming at London theatres. This is in
a way a revelation to America, where
not as yet do the newspapers view the
motion picture as entitled to so much
except in the way of publicity.
Mr. Faulkner was followed by William A. Brady who assured the distinguished visitor the good will of
America, and expressed the belief that
his mission would be a satisfactorv

Exchange

System

IS
Educational Films
Says Organizing of
New Offices is Progressing Rapidly
VICE-PRESIDENT
E. W. Hammons of the Educational
Films
Corporation of America, announces
that the plans for the organization of
the new system of "Educational" exchanges are going forward rapidly and
that the end of the week is to see a
good start made towards the establishment of the chain of twenty offices that
will be in operation by mid-summer.
Joseph Lee, whom Mr. Hammons has
selected to open the new offices, left
Saturday for New Orleans, and is to
make a three-weeks' tour of the exchange cities of the south and west before returning to New York. Mr. Lee
is the department head directly responsible for the operation of the new
offices and he is picking his men carefully, with the idea of securing the best
type of exchange manager and sales-

man. Future "Educational" subjects,
now in preparation, are to have somenew in the lineis ofbeing
exploitation,"
and anthingorganization
built up
to handle this novel development.

Mi

one from every angle. The
speaker was Louis T. Tracy, an
lishman himself and author of
well known novels as "The Win;
the Morning" and others.
Walter W. Irwin followed
Tracy.
Mr. contained
Irwin's words
other things
a prophetat
that he predicted that one of the j pt
events in the opportunity of the bt
to solidify a universal peace wool ^
the production of a picture w
would be backed by and produced »r
the League of Nations.
Several men who were schedule
be present were unable to attend id
telegraphed regrets.
Among t je
were D. W. Griffith, Frank Vand<|^
and Herbert Kaufman.

To Print "Who's
on Pictu
Moti
Ifinplans
recently
outlinedresby 'I ,edict M. Greene before the Assod; i
Motion Picture Advertisers are «1summated the Fifth Industry is tt
dignified by the publication of an
nual " Who's Who In Motion '.
tures." In outlining his plan
Greene, who is managing editor of
International Press, Ltd., said it
his belief that the motion picture
dustry is of all industries the oneni
dependent on its personalities, and i
that belief it is intended to base t
proposed volume on accurate, fi }
hand information, from promin
characters and personalities in the r tion picture field.

Henry Ginsberg, also of the "Educational" staff, and assistant to Mr. Hammons, is in Kansas City and St. Louis
this week, visiting the offices in those
cities, and making arrangements that
will lead to the completion of the new
general plan. Both Mr. Lee and Mr.
Ginsberg will be engaged in the inauguration of new offices, and re-organization in cities where "Educational" Has been represented, for
several months to come.
Mr. Hammons leaves next Monday Capitol to Show Foi
Artcraft Pictures
for Chicago and the West, also on
business connected with the distributManaging Director Bowes, of :
ing policj', and expects to be out of Capitol Theatre, New York, has hooV
town for a week or more.
Paramount Artcraft pictures solid i
four successive weeks, starti
March 7.
Leading off the Paramount Artcr
Links
Picture
Up
with
Home
month is Dorothy Dalton in I
Abundant Exploitation Possibilities Are
Thomas H. Ince production, "Bla
Is White," which was directed
Charles Giblyn, and is based on a stc
Claimed for "Who's Your Servant?"
THAT the servant problem is one of "Millions of paper bags to be used in by George Barr McCutcheon. T
the most dangerous confronting the grocery stores throughout the
of March 14 Ethel Cla\-ton
the American public at the present time country will be distributed. On these week
"Young Mrs. Winthrop" will be t
is the opinion of one of the best known bags "Who's Your Servant?" will be attraction. This is an adaptation
police officials in the United States to- printed in red ink, and exhibitors who the play by Bronson Howard, T
have learned of the plan declare it to
day, according to Robertson-Cole.
Maurice Tourneur production, "^
This man who knows the under- be a sure box office winner.
Lady's Garter," based upon the fame
world like a book, after viewing
novel by Jacques Futrelle, and the Co
"Who's Your Servant?" the Robertmopolitan Production, "April Foil)
son-Cole special written by Julian
with Marion Davies, will be presenti
Johnson, is said to have declared the Producers' Association
during the two succeeding weeks.
Elects
Officers
production to be true to life and to expose the evil condition that exists in
At the annual meeting of Motion
the hiring of servants.
Picture
Association held To Plan Distribution c
That there is no end to the hundreds February Producer's
5th, the following officers
of advertising possibilities of this big were elected for the year of 1920:
Associated Producers
special is the assertion of the RobertAbraham Lehr, President; W. S.
Thomas H. Ince, Mack Sennett.
son-Cole Company. Booklets telling in Smith, 1st Vice President; T. H. Parker Reid, Jr., his personal repri
detail how to handle the servant prob- Ince, 2nd Vice President; C. H. sentative, and Alan Dwan planned !
lem have been sent broadcast, and in Christie, 3rd Vice President; Frank leave for New York last week on
every city in the United States, the A. Garbutt, Treasurer; W. J. Rey- short business trip which is suppose
nolds, Secretary.
servant problem can be linked with the
to be relative to the distribution plai
Frank A. Garbutt has been treas- of the Associated Producers, but owin
coming of the Robertson-Cole special.
In speaking of proposed exploitation
urer of the organization since it came to -Sir. Ince becoming ill, the trip ha
been postponed.
."stunts,"
Robertson-Cole
states : into being, almost three years ago.
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ARRANGEMENTS
ARE GOING FORWARD
FOR M. P. D. A. BALL, MARCH
20TH
Picture
Motion
the
of
auspices
the
under
BALL,
GRAND
A
n,
Biltmore,
Hotel
the
at
held
be
will
Associatio
Directors'
on March 20th.
In 1918 the first ball given by the New York Lodge of
M. P. D. A. was the most brilliant affair of the season. It would
have been established as an annual function, but in 1919, on
account of the many members in and directly connected with
Government service, it was suspended for that year.
Double enthusiasm, therefore, is now being evidenced in connection with the coming event, and expense is said to be no object.
Two orchestras, supplied by Orlando, profuse floral decorations,
and an elaborate supper have been arranged for, and the entertainment committee is said to be planning a number of unique surprises to occur alternately between groups of dances.
Each day marks the increasing demand for invitations and the
committee handling the lists of applications are the busiest men
about the Lodge just at this time.
The Motion Picture Directors' Association Ball for 1920 is
anticipated with great pleasure and predicted to bring together
for the first time in two years the famous stars, producers and
directors identified with the motion picture industry in a social
engagement which will reflect the extreme importance of this
organization. Each member has pledged himself to do his utmost
to make the affair the most enjoyable ever given, both for their
friends and associates, as well as themselves.

Trailers

Ready

for

in

England

Depreciation in Exchange May Lead to Barter
Methods; No New Theatres Are Being Built,
and Film Supply Exceeds the Demand

COL. H. A. BROWNE, Cliairman of the Walturdaw
Company, Ltd., London, the English supply houee for
many years distributors of Power's Projectors in the
United Kingdom, is in New York and has furnished information about trade and general conditions in his country. Col.
Browne has been Chairman of the Walturdaw Company,
Ltd., since 1910, and as this position corresponds with the
presidency of an American corporation, his comments are
particularly interesting. Col. Browne stated that his firm
has been in business for over twenty-two years and was the
pioneer in certain important departments of the film industry.
Col. Browne spoke of the natural bond of brotherhood that
existed between the two great English-speaking nations and
expressed the hope that strong commercial relations might be
established which would be of lasting benefit to both nations,
without doing injustice to any of the other great countries.

Drive

Hon. Franklin K. Lane Prepares
Trailers for Americanization Movement
iately. In all of these slides it is
'H<mi.
FranklinandK. Chairman
Lane, Secretary
the Interior
of the suggested tliat we use a fac simile of
nericatiization Committee of the Mo- Lincoln's handwriting. This can be
'>n Picture Industry, has just com- found in any Abraham Lincoln book.
;ted the writing of the trailers that
signed his name ' A. Line to be used in connection with the He usually
coln.' It is very essential that each individual exhibitor take upon himself
mpaign against Bolshevism.
The trailers are all quotations from the responsibility of using these quotations either as trailers or as slides.
ncoln and Secretary Lane asks that
e exhibitors of the country use them
" They have been selected after much
their screen immediately.
study by Secretary Lane, and we owe
The trailers that are being made will it to our Government to get behind
furnished to the various exchange this great movement and to make it
nters and will be attached to feature a success- We have had a good start
:tures. Harry M. Crandall, Chair- and the eyes of the whole country are
an of the Exhibitors' Branch of the watching us. We cannot fall down at
•;neral Committee, says: "There is this time if every exhibitor will do his
• reason why a large majority of the
hibitors cannot begin immediately
Secretary Lane declared that he was
share."pleased at the manner in which
much
e usingcan
of these
Lincoln's
quotations,
lides
be made
without
much
the campaign opened on Lincoln's
buble and should be shown immed- Birthday.

Al. Kaufman, who has paid $150,000 for
a studio site

Statement
*
Pictures'
ial
spec
Corporation's Sales Manager Touring
Country to Establish Branch Offices
ylR. H. J. ROBERTS, general sales the Special Pictures Corporation which
'A manager of the Special Pictures will be confined exclusively to short
|)rporation, visited the city during the reel subjects. The first pictures to be
• St week, establishing his sales or- released will be a two-reel production
.nization here. Mr. Roberts is on a issued once a week starting March 15th
neral swing around the country and and known as Comedyart Pictures. Aclile in New York appointed Mr. D.
cording to the statement of the new
! . Thomas as eastern sales manager, corporation, the Comedyart two-reelers
! ving supervision over the business of will be composed of 1,400 feet of come Special Pictures Corporation in
edy, 400 feet of a new patented color
eir New York, Boston, Buffalo, film process and 200 feet of novelties,
liladelphia and Washington territor- making altogether 2,0C0 feet designed
-Mr. Thomas has until recently to balance and complete a performance
en district manager for the United in combination with a feature film.
leatres with headquarters in CincinA single-reel release issued on a
ti.
weekly
Offices are being opened, it is stated, 15th. basis will be inaugurated April
all exchange centers throughout the
The Special Pictures Corporation is
nited States, and an elaborate sales
mpaign is promised on the output of a Los Angeles company of which
is President.
'>uis W. Thompson
is President. Louis W. Thompson

Chkago Film Exchanges
beek
JNew
Quarte
After
months
of rumors
as rs
to where
the Chicago film exchanges were to be
located after May 1, when the Chicago
fire ordnances require their removal
from the " Loop " district, the first
definite step has been taken, the First
National, Metro, Robertson-Cole,
Select, Republic, and National exchanges have practically completed arrangements for space in the building at
Eighth street and Wabash avenue. This
leaves room for one more exchange in
the building and the chances are that
either Celebrated, Vitagraph, Pathe, or
Universal, will sign up. Exchanges in
the Malleris and Consumers buildings
have received notice to vacate by May
1, but Film Exchange Building tenants
may be allowed to remain. The film
interests have taken option on the
building between Ninth and Tenth
streets on Wabash avenue and several
exchanges are expected to obtain quarters there.

Ex(lianf>(' Problem Is Grave
.hist at the preseiU time the depreciation in exchange is seriously interfering with export trade, and if not soon
controlled may temporarily halt purchases of all American goods except
ihose which were vitally necessary.
Col. Browne referred to the possibility
of commercial relations between the
United States and European countries
becoming a matter of actual barter.
Put in an American way, this would
he a matter of swapping goods for
Koods, but such a condition could not
last long if the various countries interested use energetic measures to correct the present unfortunate conditions.
Regarding the sale of American
films in England, Col. Browne says that
the market is glutted at the present
time, and then he explained the rea■ions for this condition. No new cinemas have been built for over five
years and none can be built for two
years more, as they are classified as
"luxury buildings." The shortage of
homes is worse in England than in the
United States, and in a practical effort
to overcome this serious condition all
construction not regarded as vitally
important is forbidden by law until
the necessary number of dwellings
have been erected. There are less than
four thousand cinemas in England as
against something like sixteen thousand in the United States. Every week
there are between twenty-five and
thirty films released in England comprising films made in England, Italy,
France, Denmark and the United
States. It is obvious that all these productions cannot prove profitable under
the circumstances. Good films are
successful and bring fair prices, but of
course competition is very keen.
Continuing Col Browne said, "Although no new cinemas are being constructed, one of my objects in coming
to the United States is to arrange for
an increased supply of projectors, and
the order actually placed is. I believe,
one of the largest ever given to a manPower's ma-in
chinesufacturer
have of projectors.
a splendid reputation
(Continued on page 2100)
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A. M. P. A. Takes S
English Conditions
Maeterlinck
on Americanizati(
Greeted
(Continued from page 2099)
Royally
The Associated Motion Pictu;
England, and I believe 1 am safe in
vertisers, at its weekly lunche
Trans-Continental Trip of Belgian
stating that fifty per cent, of the
February
11, voted unanimously
cinemas in the United Kingdom have
Poet Marked by Ovations Everywhere
covered the entire day, starting with operate actively with Secretary
installed Power's machines.
WELCOMED by reception commitInterior Franklin K. Lane i
tees comprising the city officials the greetings of the reception commit- -Americanization
"The popularity of films has inCampaign. Th
tee headed by the mayor.
creased in England four or five hun- and other leading citizens of the cities
dred per cent, during the past few visited, the guest of honor at banquets
M. Maeterlinck was entertained at decided upon after C. C. Pei
years, and the houses operating will and luncheons arranged wherever the luncheon at the Woman's City Club at had outlined the situation with
have to replace much of their equip- itinerary of the trip permits, Maurice 12.30 o'clock and at 1.30 went to the to motion pictures and Americ
ment. As in America, motion pictures Maeterlinck is being given a royal ova- Men's City Club where he was received tion.
After the vote to enter active!
are no longer looked upon as a cheap
tion on his journey from New York by Governor Gardner, Irvin Cobb, Dr.
the Americanization campaign
.diversion for the masses and are pat- to the Goldwyn .Studios at Culver City Burris Jenkins and other celebrities.
In Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit and been taken, Chairman Paul Guli
where he is going to study the tech"by members
of the
royaloffam. ily and ronized
leaders
in every
branch
the
nique of photoplay construction prepar- stress is laid upon the exterior scenes, nounced that a Committee con
social and industrial world in England.
atory to writing one original story a other cities visited, the welcome ac- of members of the A. M. P. A.
corded the famous Belgian was no less meet at the Claridge to discuss t^
During the war, .Power's machines year for production by Goldwyn.
were used by the British Army and
The Maeterlinck part\ which in- cordial. The first stop of "The May- pointment of a special A. M.
on Americanizatio
Nav\-, the Air Foi^ce, the Y. M. C. A.,
cludes Mmc. Maeterlinck, Henry Rusflower" after leaving New York was Committee
and Red Cross. On every front, Insell and ^Trs. Russell and others closely Rochester, N. Y., where the Mayor of handle all trailers and other n
dia, Palestine, Mesopotania, Salonica, associated with the Belgian poet and Rochester and a delegation of Camp picture propaganda for Americ;
Egvpt and France, Power's machines philosopher, is tra\clling in ihc private Fire Girls and Boy Scouts were at the
were with the troops and gave splendid
station. All of the Rochester newsAllan Dwan Arri\;i
Mayflower".
results iHider trying conditions We car,The"The
last report was dated Kansas
papers devoted considerable front page
are the oldest and largest cinema sup- Cit>- where the Maeterlinck program space to the distineuished \isitor«.
ply house in England, and we look
from
-Mian
Dwan Los
arrivedAngelcj'
in New
upon our coiuiection with the Nicholas
om Los Angeles early this
Power Company with great satisfacAids
Exhibitor
nging with him " A Splendid ,
tion. It is just this kind of confi- Cosmopolitan
ard," " In the Heart of a Fool
dence and loyal business relations that
In Report Just Issued Cosmopolitan
" The Scoffer," three big prodr.
can be established in England at the
which he recently finished.
Points
Out
Ad
Services
It
Renders
. present time, and American and British
firms who are able to overcome the
tr'^emcnt several days before the show- tend
Dwan
is in the "Big
Town"
the conferences
of the
Asso
existing abnormal conditions will have ^OSMOPOLITAN Productions,
ing. In this way he comes in for a Producers and also to outlint
lease
as
Paraniount-Artcraft
Picwon a mutual good will that money
great deal of valuable advertising
tures, is one producing unit which its without the cost of a pcnn\- to him.
Isaac W'olper, president of the
cannot purchase when the financial
flower Photoplay Corporation,
sponsors maintain, believes that its inship again rides on an even keel.
" Cosmopolitan's idea of co-opera- ploitation campaigns for the thre^
terest does not cease with the selling
In regard to English films, they are
tion has received the commendation of features.
as yet perhaps technically inferior to of its -pictures to the exhibitor, but
exhibitors
everywhere. In addition to
The producer stated that somi
American films, but possess certain rather that it just about begins there.
natural qualities of their own, and
Commenting on this i)hase of its ac- the exhibitors' own extensive advertis- entirely novel could be expected
some day I hope to see them more
tivities. Cosmopolitan Productions
ing, it gives him additional space of way of exploitation.
popular in the United States. The says : " A concrete example of Cos- great benefit to him. It has also
film industry in England was shut
Burston Returns fro
mopolitan's co-operation with its ex- proven of considerable assistance to
hibitors is the daily advertisement it the fans who upon turning to the
down during the period of the war,
the West Coast ,
and in those four years American runs in ten newspapers in eight key amusement pages of these key newsThe
New York oftice of Bui^n
cities
lying
up
the
advertising
of
the
jiapers
fotnid
without
any
trouble
the
films made such strides that they undoubtedly have captured the film mar- picture with the exhibitor showing it. nearest theatre which showed ' The Films Inc., Longacre Building, tl. ket. Apart from their technical merit. Every exhibitor in these eiglit key Dark Star,' 'The Miracle of Love,' comed its president, Mr. Louis Bui in
American films are extremely popular cities has his name and address and or ■ The Cinema Murder.' Cosmo- last week, upon his return froir is
west coast studio at Hollywood, 1..
in England because they so frcquentl\ the date of showing run in this advcrpolitan's first three productions."
depict scenes which have a life and
where he has recently released his ■()
vigor that make a strong appeal to
serial thriller. "The Hawk's Trail
English people, especially of the
Producer Burston's fourth s a!
younger generation. In view of the "Baby
Doll"
Lead
Is Passing which is nearing completion he p aUniversal Director Says Public Now
fact, however, that English romances
ises will startle even shock-proof v
dom with its unusualness, though
have been so popular in the United
Demand Brains as Well as Good Looks
even the title has been revealed.
States, it seems to me that these plays
to Harry Franklin, picts it on the >creen, under the aclu;<l
enacted in their natural surroundings ACCORDING
the Universal director, who is guidance of a director.
possess an atmosphere which cannot be
to produce a new photodrama
" But gradually the baby dolls are
duplicated by mere technique or stage soon
for Edith Roberts, the tastes of the being eliminated from the leading
crafi.
motion picture audiences are under- roles and the stellar ranks, and in
going a decided change, and in no their place are young women who
Creswell
to Represent direction is this more apparent than possess good looks, but also the talent
in the gradual passing of the " bah\- to act, and with brains to back up their
Lasky in Chicago
doll " type of screen leading woman.
titles to screen supremacy."
Fred F. Creswell has been appointed
" The public has come to demand
Special Representative of the Famous more
than mere good looks from an
Playcrs-Laskj- Corporation for the 5th actress on the screen," says Mr. Teachers' Pay Increase
district with headquarters in Chicago. Franklin. " They now demand a real
Featured by Pathe
This district comprises the states of woman instead of a baby doll. Age
The Literary Digest, through its
Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Minne- has nothing to do with the distinction
sota, North Dakota and South Dakota, between the two. .\ girl of seventeen, screen
released version,
by Pathe,"Topics
has hit ofuponthe a Day."
novel
also part of Iowa with exchange at with the right sort of brains and meii- scheme for promoting public interest
Chicago, Minneapolis and Indianapolis. tality, may answer the description of in its fight for better pay for school
The Indianapolis exchange is new and a real woman, while some woinen of teachers.
will be opened innnediatelv.
thirty, with nothing to recommend
A weekly
prizeto ofthe$50school
will teacher
be offered each week
At the death of John W. .'\llen, spe- them but blonde curls and pretty feasending
in
the
best
fifty
word
reason
cial representative in charge of the
tures, remain baby dolls so long as
fifth district, the natural choice of the the camera fails to reveal their years. why school teachers' pay should be increased. The winning item will be
company was Mr. Creswell. The new
" The change I have noticed, I be- given wide publicity in the columns of
representative started with the Famous
lieve, is due to the fact that the back- The Literary Digest, in over three hunPlaycrs-Lasky Corporation a little over
bone of the motion picture audience is
dred newspapers and will also be
four years ago as a salesman in Atlanta, Georgia. He is popular among comprised of married women and men shown in connection with "Topics of
the exhibitors and his selection meets old enough to know that the baby doll the Day" in 2,500 theatres in the
Trailed
authorto ofbe " releasee
with the general approval.
T. Dazey,
Charles the
can have no idea of life as she de- United States.
Beck serial
Three."
Pathe
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DETROIT
\l ihigan towns are closed because
nza epideiiiic. In Detroit the
been slightly affected, but behave buried
the been
seri■cct o(iwspapers
the situation,
there has
ic. As a matter of fact the influenza
ic this year is larger than last, and
have been many more cases and
Castle theatre on Hastings street
enlarged from 400 to 1,400 seats.
. be completed by March 15.
A. Ross, Detroit manager for Para.\rtcraft, is in St. Petersburg, Fla.,
; his family who have been spending
Iter there.
Moule, manager of the Madison and
theatres, and Hal Smith, manager
Kerry
Fieldinfluenza.
theatre, have both been
Iv ill with
i. Snowden has been appointed manpublicity for the Robertson-Cole exhere.
Young has resigned as Hallmark
.cr in Detroit to become manager of
Robertson-Cole exchange in Kansas

"

'

the

I'lans lor the cc nistrucliou 01 .1 iiianinuith
tlieatre and business block in Niagara Falls
on the site
the I'rospcct
Hotel, and
between the ofCataract
theatrePark
building
Croy"s
drug store,
have been
accepted byof
A.
C. Hayman
and Joseph
A. Schuchert,
the
Cataract
Theatre
Company.
'1 ne whole
'.heatre and business block enterprise
will
cost more than $5U0,O0O. The plans call
for the erection of a four-story business
block in Falls street, and the construction
of a theatre with a sealing capacity of 2,600.
The entrance to the theatre will be from
Falls street.
The interior of the new house will be
beautiful in design. Auto loges, the latest
thing in seating, will take the place of the
boxes. They will be located at the sides
and rear of the house. The theatre will
have the latest heating, ventilating and refrigerating system, and will be cooled by the
ammonia cooling system. A mezzanine floor
will occupy the space between the lower
floor and the balcony.
The stage will be equipped with an electric controlled scenic dock, which will handle all scenery automatically. The Cataract
policy will be vaudeville and exclusive high
class pictures. The Cataract Theatre Company, itis announced, has signed up with the
Associated Exhibitors.

"" ■

^
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Correspondents
" Urukeii
placed
llie capacity
Mudiii]
theatre
the Itliissiims
week of "Feb.
2, and
audiences were the results. Manager Uraunig used a special series of advertising for
the ingpicture,
the weekto ofthetheopening.
showand a fewduring
days previous
" Give children what they want, not what
someone, who has forgotten he was ever
young,
said
Orrin G.thinks
Cox, ofthey
Newought
York,toin have,"
an address
upon
■■ Moving2. Pictures for Children," here
on February
Touching upon the wonderful appeal of
the " movies," Mr. Cox quoted statistics
showing that in Hartford one-sixth of the
entire population attended every day; and
in
New course
York ofone-seventh
adding,of "people
thus,
in the
a week, a; mass
equal to the entire population of that great
city visits the moving pictures. There must
be something worth while or it would not
lie claimed that plays with "something
going on
all the
stories,
staged
outside,
had time,"
rarely vital,
in themliveanything
harmful to children ; some things to which
adults might object they would fail to detect,
absorbed with the thrill movement andbeingaction.

iiii>Moii .il^.i bull Hiviii lor the public
presentation
of the
Carpeiilicr
piclures
in Ontario
underBeckett
the same
conditions.
The owners of the prints readily agreed to
the arrangement, it is declared, because there
was no chance to show them otherwise.
Canadian
moving
were received
with
enthusiasm
at anpictures
entertainment
of the
Community Club of Britannia, a suburb of
Ottawa, Ontario, when the films presented
consisted
of a and
number
of Canadian
ment scenics
educationals
whichGovernhave
been jiroduccd by the Exhibits and Publicity
Branch
of
the
Department
of
Trade
and
Commerce.
What was considered one of the best programs ever presented at the Imperial theatre, Ottawa, Ontario, was that seen during
the week of February 9. This consisted of
ten reels of pictures, including a PararaountArtcraft
feature,
Bond,"
starriiiK Mrs.
Irene The
Castle Invisible
a Mack Sennett
comedy, ".Salome vs. Shenando"; Pathe
Review ; a Universal comedy, " Bungling
l!iingal(>\v>,"
starring
Lyons The
and program
Moran,
and
the (laumont
Weekly.
made
a '.lappy
combination and one which
broughtup out
big crowds.

Kingston,
Ontario, theis due
to have
large
new theatres,
combined
costtwoof
which is $750,000, it is announced. One of
opening of S,*^ houses will be erected by the Famous
for the
Plans are proceeding
:quity Pictures, a State rights corporain Vancouver, Players Canadian Corporation while the
Allen theatre
the
B. C.brandIt new
is expected
that the big house
""V^^ ^^,1"'' ^"1
l' A,"*
li.^ luth,"
announces
that
its
first
release,
"
Eyes
shown at29.the AtAdams
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ship of all moving picture advertising
cd.
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jo be conducted by local automobile dealers
andpresent.
otherw '
.nk W. Gebhardt has become business recently closed by city and state authorities newspapers
A
number
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exhibitors
have
been
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I f\WTtC
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W. B. Seifert in charge.
Motion pictures seem to be a popular exchanges in Vancouver, B. C, were en The
erection of a new combination moving
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15 to 18
Svenciski of Vancouver, B. C, who was stories high, at a cost of $2,500,000.
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mistake, as the box office receipts showed accepted the position of manager of the are being completely remodeled" and decorBUFFALO
at the end of the week.
Vancouver office of Regal Films, Limited, ated. Large orchestras of 25 men will be
which was made vacant by the resignation installed over the present arrangement. The
The theatre building boom goes merrily
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NEW ORLEANS
Louis Collier, who for some time has been
manager of the American Film Conipany in
the New Orleans territory, has resigned to
become head salesman for the RobertsonCole Company in the same territory. The
American Film Company releases through
the Pathe exchange.
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and publicity.
Robertson-Cole's
Export vertising exploitation
Trade
It is the aim of Robertson-Cole to
tions are now playing in
every roiintrv
country in
in the
the wnrl
world Plans to Double the Out- have their trade mark as well known
« 'R
X V °.r?°'^;„'?M.r.'"',;
overv
H pUt
Durillg thc
as any manufacturer sending the
today." This announcement was made
Present Year
necessities of life to various parts of
by the foreign department of Robertthe world.
son-Cole, after statistics were com'"The popularity of Robertson-Cole
piled showing the export of films dur- countries are now planning this camproductions is best exemplified by the
ing the year 1919. Although this
Robertson-Cole has inaugurated a manner in which every country in the
reeord is a good one, plans are being paign.
made to double the output of Robert- policy by which foreign buyers of world has received them," said the
son-Cole films in foreign lands during merit who handle their films will con- head of Robertson-Cole's export detinue to do so indefinitely. The home
the present year.
partment. "It is a known fact that the
As an added incentive for foreign office will not attempt to arrange ex- world looks to the United States for
changes outside of the United States. present-day film, and it has been the
buyers to purchase Robertson-Cole
films, the foreign department this week In this manner it is contended that the good fortune of Robertson-Cole to
announces that plans are being ar- foreign purchaser, who makes good have productions that please every
ranged to conduct a world wide ad- with Robertson-Cole will, in the future, nation and race under the heavens.
"In spite of the rush for American
vertising publicity and exploitation reap the benefits of his trade.
The special campaign for Robertson- productions, buyers for foreign councampaign in conjunction with the retries are indeed very particular as to
leasing of Robertson-Cole features Cole productions has been arranged for
throughout the universe. It is be- Japan, India, Dutch East Indies, Aus- the quahty of productions sent broadtralia, Mexico, Africa, Spain, Germany,
cast. Prior to the war, foreign molieved that this plan will be the largest
tion picture fans were educated to acever attempted by a motion picture con- Argentine, West Indies, Scandinavia,
cept any kind of film as long as it was
cern in foreign territory. A staff of France, Chile, Italy and Brazil. The
specially trained advertising writers various trade journals dealing with amusing. Now they have turned with
y?rsed in thc conditions of the variotis foreign purchases will be used in ad- thc tide and want oniv the best."
" Guerin System " Will
i
Eliminate Ushers
Elimination of ushers in non-reserved seat theatres is one of the advantages claimed for an invention of
W. L. Guerin, 1303 North Rampart
street. New Orleans. The Guerin System, as he calls it, consists of a board
showing with small lights the position
of every seat in the house, placed in
the lobby and connected with every seat
by electric wires. Each seat is equipped with a spring which raises it when
not occupied, and when in a raised
position electrical connection is made
and the light on the board in the lobby
is lighted.
Mr. Guerin claims from $7,000 to
$10,000 a year can be saved by each
theatre using his system. This is in
addition to time and labor. He figures this way : In large theatres approximately 12 ushers arc employed.
They receive an average of $12 a week,
an annual total of about $7,500. The
system eliminates these ushers.

Volunteers

Latest photograph of Mildred Harris Chaplin, whose new picture,
will be distributed by First National
First Showing

AI. P. Staulcup, supervisor o
interiors
for Screen Classics, In
^'"^LtAgam"^
on his way from Los Angek u
New York, where he will pr rt
Metro's Sixty-first street studios I a
number of big productions to be i
there, starting with "The Four H
of thehasApocalyp
menMetro
se."its Eastern
not used
tor more than a year. Late in the li.
of 1918, because of the exigenci< oi
thc war — chiefly on account of th' estrictions placed on the use of ct _
the company transferred its entire jducing activities to the Pacafic C st
after having maintained two studic .n
simultaneous operation. Since ^
other companies have from tim lo
time made use of the Sixty-first si
studios as sub-leases.
The coming to New York of
Staulcup is in line with the recent
nouncement by Richard A. Rowl;
Metro president, that the comp
would resume dual production oj
ations with the advent of Spring.
Preparations for thc early prod
tion, with an all-star cast, of
Four Horsemen of the Apocalyp:,
the book by Vicente Blasco Ibar I
the Spanish writer who has been I
claimed as the world's foremost no\ i
ist, have been under way for seve '
weeks.
June Mathis, head of I
Metro scenario department, has ah'
completed her scenario from the boc
an endeavor in which she received ■
persona
himself.l co-operation of Senor Ibai '

" The Beloved Cheater
Has Wide Showing
"From Coast to Coast and frc
Border to Border in thirty days,"
the record claimed for "The Belov
Cheater," the Robertson-Cole spec
starring Lew Cody. In announci!
this record, A. S. Kirkpatrick, vie
president and general manager of i
Robertson-Cole Distributing Corpo
ation, declares that in this short tim
the Gasnier production played
capacity houses in almost five hundn
of the best motion picture temples i
the United States.

Pathe Review Booked by
Riesenfeld
After what is described as a spirited competition among the leading
Broadway exhibitors, Hugo Riesenfeld,
managing director of the Rivoli and
Rialto theatres, was successful in booking the Pathe Review for an indefinite
period. Mr. Riesenfeld was most anxious to obtain the Pathe Review, because of the wide variety of subjects
it contains weekly, it is said.
Plans

N

' The Inferior Sex,"

of

" The Confession "
Press Book for " The
Preparations are being made in Los
Angeles for the first showing in that
Colonel
" Kentucky
How to Put It Over
" is the " title
city of " The Confession," the National of a new idea press and exploitation
Film Corporation of America feature, manual, now being prepared by the
National Film Corporation of America
starring Henry Walthall. " The Confor
" The Kentucky Colonel," the Nafes ion "will be shown at the Kinema
first 1920 feature, which will
theatre, first run house of the First be readytional'sfor
the market a few days
National Exhibitors circuit
prior to March first.

Waxman Becomes " Legit " Publicity Agent
A. P. Waxman has left Passaic after
having placed his charge. The Rialto,
on a flourishing basis. Mr. Waxman
has returned to the " legit " and is at
present engaged as publicity representative for Kitty Gordon in her new
musical comedy, " Lady Kitty Inc."

Censorship

on " Bandit Films "
A telegram received from Okk
homa City advises of a resolutio
adopted at the annual convention o
the Theatre of
Managers'
and inOwner;
Association
Oklahoma,
whic
the members have pledged themselve
to a voluntarj' censorship against so
called " Bandit Films," in which ar
depicted the careers or alleged career
of ex-convicts and outlaws. Th
members express their opposition t'
any legislation by Congress on thi
subject lest it will seriously affect tti
freedom of the screen.
A telegram was also sent to Senate
T. P. More and Congressman Harrel
who have introduced the bill on th'
subject to Congress, requesting :
withdrawal of the pending legislatioi
and pledging the motion-picture ex
hibitors of the state to carry out th<
remedial measures proposed in th<
bill.

February
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Chicago

.iiiagcr Eschmaii of Pathc, is greatpleased with the results already obined by his recently organized squad')n of salesmen who specialize in spejals. "Other Men's Shoes," the first
f the Pathe features to be handled by
■lis group 01 expert salesmen is going
rong and was booked for the week
pening February 15th at the Alcazar
I the Chicago loop and by the PlayDuse for the week opening February
.'nd. The Woodlawn and Pantheon
so have been signed for the big projuction as well as the entire Lubliner
Trinz circuit. Among the theatres
I nearby key cities which already have
Tiked their production are the JefferFort Wayne, Indiana ; Liberty
are, Davenport, Iowa; Colonial
leatre, Rockford, Illinois ; La Salle,
f South Bend, Ind. ; and Avoy Theat Moline, Illinois.
G. Spencer, formerly with Metro,
who recently sold his interest in
Playhouse, the popular Michigan
oulevard Theatre, to H. M. Smith, is
le latest recruit to Manager Eschiian's
len. group of special feature salesoving pictures are to play an imurtant part in Mayor Thompson's
lillion-dollar-a-year advertising camaign to make Chicago the best known
ity in the world, which was launched
n February 12th at a meeting of 400
I'hicago
business
the brief
city counil chamber.
Themenplanin in
is to
aise by subscription one million dolirs a year for four years, to be spent
ii advertising Chicago in moving picjres, magazines, newspapers, and in
very way that the city's advantages
|an be put before the country and the
i.orld. At the close of the organizalion meeting, it was anounced that two
undred thousand dollars of the 1920
uota had already been subscribed for.
iVilliam D. Mcjunkin has been selected
13 handle the nation-wide publicity
'nd advertising campaign and will be
Issisted by a board of twelve Chicago
dvertising men.
L. A. Klar, well known Chicago exloitation and picture salesman, has
Dined the sales staff of United and
■ill cover an important territory rcachig from Iowa through the central part
f Illinois to Indiana.
Nat Deverich, director for the Dodge
ilm Company, who is cutting the
|egative of "Witch's Gold" at the
'Lothacker Chicago laboratory, offers
lis idea to exhibitors for what it is
-orth :
I "I see in the London Bioscope that
I-nglish exhibitors are debating whethi r to apply for liquor licenses so as to
! un bars in connection with their movie
Iiieatres. I believe bars run in connecI on with the American theatres would
Iike in lots of money. Yep ! I believe
I he receipts of the side attraction

and

HI

id

super feature. The first showing of
"The Corsican Brothers" will be at the
Rose, the week of the 22nd. Another
United picture, "Between Men" will i)e
shown in the loop during that week on
The Beehive Exchanges, Chicago, the Castle screen.
Milwaukee and Indianapolis arc meetThe Princess theatre al -Monticcllo.
ing with pronounced success with the
Illinois,
will be redecorated and operCharlie Chaplin pictures, the "Chamated as a moving picture house.
pion," "Work," "The Jitney Elopement" and "By the Sea." Their feaA Springfield syndicate is planning
ture picture, "The Red Viper," which
carries the endorsement of the Ameri- on the erection of a vaudeville and picture house at Havana, Illinois, and alcan Legion, is bringing in daily, acready have obtained an option on a
cording to reports from Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin exhibitors, big site for the proposed theatre.
business.
Work of remodeling the Princess
R. C. Cropper, president of the Crop- theatre at Springfield, Illinois, is to
per Distributing Corporation, reports start shortly and the seating capacity
that "Pointed Paragraphs" are going of the house will be enlarged to approximately 1,300.
big from coast to coast. Reports received daily from selling forces in the
field, indicate pleased audiences grati"The Right of Way," with Bert Lyttel as star, which made a decided hit
fying to the exhibitor.
on its showing at the Orpheum theatre, in the loop, will be released to
The coming of Vitagraph's great Chicago
suburban houses on February
special production, "The Courage of 22, and heavy
bookings are reported.
Marge O'Doone," Chicago and surrounding territory will be heralded, acAn event of unusual interest to Chicording to Manager Fred Aiken, by the
cago moving picture showmen will be
biggest 30-day billboard advertising
campaign ever attempted in this dis- the opening of a school for salesmen
in the Chicago Exchange of Famous
itself,
"24 sheets"
posted trict.
on In Chicago
126 regular
boards
and 30 Players-Lasky Corporation by special
special boards will proclaim the news representative Fred F. Cresswell, preparatory to making effective the amthat movie fans will have the opportunity of seeing James Oliver Cur- bitous sales plans of his organization.
wood's powerful story of the northwest, on the screens of their theatres.
The Chicago territory has been diIn the territory immediately adjacent
vided into twenty zones by Mr. Cressto Chicago, 232 more billboards will be well, and his idea is to have a salesused and Milwaukee will be informed
man for each zone who will be responsible for, not only the ^ale of the picthat "The Courage of Marge O'Doone"
ture, but its success as a drawing card
is to be seen there, by 100 billboards.
to the public. With this end in view,
he will select twenty young men, preManager Graumont of Metro, has
ferably those who have had no film exadded two men to his sales staff during
perience, but who are salesmen desirous of entering the film business.
the past week. They are James Guest,
formerly with Triangle, and S. R. The men selected will be given a two
Moses, recently with Hallmark. Both weeks' course, not only in salesmanship, but in exploitation of pictures,
will cover Chicago city -territory.
The appointment of Al Skates, for- advertising and publicity methods, thus
merly with the World Film Corpor- making them not only salesmen but
ation, as his assistant, is announced by exploitation men capable of being of
real assistance to the exhibitor from
Manager O'Toole of the United Picthe time the picture is sold to him up
ture Theatres, Inc.
to the time of showing.
would almost equal the box offices' reBars? We have heard there used to
beturns."
such things.

B. A. Warmold of the Marquette
Theatre, La Salle, Illinois, announces
that their theatre will be enlarged to
accommodate a thousand more spectators. The designs for the new house
are modeled on the new Irwin Theatre
in Bloomington
and the State-Lake
Theatre
in Chicago.
J. W. Edwards of the Edwards
Theatre, Edwardsville, Illinois, has
given up his lease on that theatre and
announces that he will erect a new
house in Edwardsville.
February 4th was a red-letter day
in th life of R. C. Meeker, who is on
the sales staff of the Atlas Educational Film Company, Chicago, in the
C o m me r c i a 1 Department. Mr.
Meeker, who recently returned from
France to take a position with the
Atlas Company, landed his first contract, which by the way was a big one,
and a few hours later his wife presented him with a bouncing baby boy.
Meeker can thank the war for securing his Parisian wife, for he met her
in France and brought her back to this
country with him. To assure the new
baby
good office
start, presented
Meeker's associates
in thea Atlas
him with
a substantial bank account.
C. Eddy Eckels, the popular general
manager of the Capital Film Company, was forced to go to the hospital last Saturday and undergo a
minor operation and his friends are
all cheered up by the report that he
is rapidly recovering and expects to
be back at his desk in a few days.
T. W. Weiss, who for 15 years has
been selling organs and has been connected with the leading musical concerns of the United States, has joined
the sales force of the Bartola Musical Instrument Company and is
selling the new 18-carat Barton Pipe ■
Organ and Bartolas. Sales Manager
Abrams left this week for a trip
through Ohio and Pennsylvania in the
interest of the Company.

Balaban & Katz have brought Lawson Reid, an eminent eastern organist
who has been featured as a soloist
in many of the large theatres of New
York and adjacent states, to Chicago
Bloomington,
Illinois,
is
makine
a
to play the new Barton pipe organ at
An exhibitors'. showing of the "Cor- fight for Sunday moving picture the
Central Park Theatre.
sican Brothers," featuring Dustin Far- shows.
2,481 votes are needed to
num, was given at the Playhouse last
Joe Swartz of the Koscieusko Theweek with full orchestral accompani- put the proposition over and petitions
atre, Milwaukee, has recently leased
ment by the Playhouse orcnestra. The containing names of 4,090 voters who
Michigan Boulevard theatre was well have pledged their support to the the Liberty Theatre and is making
extensive alterations to that house
filled, and judging by the praise be- proposition have been secured, which which
will make it one of the finest
stowed upon the picture by showmen in makes it look as though there will be
Sunday
shows
in
Bloomington
soon.
theatres on Milwaukee's north side.
the audience, it will have heavy booking in the Chicago territory. " The
Carl J. Mueller, owner of the ColoJoe Baban, owner of the WashingCorsican Brothers " is assured of unnial Theatre and Spencer Square at
ton Theatre, Monroe, Wisconsin, is
usual good exploitation by the tie-up
with the 400 United Cigar Stores of Rock Island, the Harper Hotel, and a adding 40 feet to the building and
Chicago, which, beginning February dozen other interests in that city, has making many alterations, redecorating,
23, will display in their windows and been ordered by his physician to take etc., so that the Washington soon
will be a first-class photoplay house
salesrooms, a 12 x 19" poster, showing a complete rest in the south and will in
every respect.
Farnum as he appears in the six-part go to Hot Springs shortly.

Motion

U)4
Maurice Fleckels, vice-president of
Universal,
off in
week for astopped
few days
on Chicago
his way'last
to
New York from the Coast, after spending six months at Universal City as
Mr.
Laemmle's
personal that
representative.
Mr. Fleckels reports
the west
coast studios never were busier in their
history and are turning out some wonderful pictures. " The Virgin of Stamboul," Universal's first great feature
starring Priscilla Dean, according to
Fleckels, is the most elaborate and costly production in the history of the organization, $515,000 having been expended alread\^ and before " The Virgin of Stamboul " appears on the first
moving picture theatre screen, it will
represent an outlay of $625,000 including exploitation and advertising.
Harry Rice is back in Chicago and has
taken up his duties at the Universal
office from where he will direct the
publicity for the territory from Cleveland west. Although offered strong inducements to stay in New York where
he was general director of publicity for
Universal, Harry just couldn't stay
away from Chicago and is very happy
at returning to the home town. He is
wasting no time in getting down to
business and already has arranged
some big exploitation stunts for "The
Great Air Robbery," the picture featuring Lieut. Locklear. He lias engaged
a squadron of aeroplanes to bomb
Chicago with free tickets for the Band
Box where "The Great Air Robbery"
is to open and arranged for the planes
to carry Mayor Thompson and several
of the feature writers on the Chicago
newspapers over the city during their
bombing trips. One of the interesting
features of this exploitation campaign
is that the film will be delivered to
theatres in the nearby towns, such as
Aurora, Wheaton, Hammond and Gary
and many others, by planes. The boy
scouts, school pupils and youngsters in
general also are to be given a chance
to compete in aeroplane model contests and the results of their work will
be displayed in schools, stores, theatre
lobbies, etc.
Banks Winter, who has been sittSii'g,
in as publicity man at the Universal
Chicago office, has been assigned to a
southern territory with Charlotte,
North Carolina as his headquarters
and departed Sunday to take over his
new duties. Chicago moving picture
and theatrical circles regretted the departure of this veteran actor and publicity man as he had hundreds of
friends here and during his connection
with Universal made manv more.
Lee Herz has purchased the rights
to "Human Passions" for the states of
Illinois and Indiana. This is in line
with his new policy for having the
Silee Film Exchange release two big
features a month.
E. Edwards and Sam Keeley, representing the Edwards Amusement Company in this territory have taken offices
on the sixth floor of the Film Exchange building and are putting out a
feature which is causing considerable
interest, showing how the movies used
to be about ten years ago. The novelty
includes a reel showing one of Mary
Pickford's first pictures, some of the
oIH fashioned illustrated songs, a lec-

lure, some old slides and an early dayslap bang comedy.
M. J. Mintz has joined the staff of
the Chicago office of Hallmark Pictures Corporation as manager of
serials.
The California Motion Picture Enterprises isthe latest exchange to join
the independent ranks in Chicago and
has opened an office in the Consumers
Building. "Alma Where Do You
Live?" is being handled by the new exchange and the office is in charge of
Ernest G. Gagnan, who will exploit the
picture in the states of Illinois, Indiana and Michigan.
Samuel A. Block has joined the Fox
Film Corporation, Chicago office, to organize anon-theatrical department to
promote the sale of films to churches,
schools and for institutional work. Mr.
Block recently resigned from the
Chicago censorship board.

Picture

N ias

' WHY CHANGE YOUR WIFE "
Reviewed at Cleveland by Elsie Loeb
HY change your Wife " is a comedy of every day lif
with one tense scene. The charm of the play is that
might apply to almost everybody who sees it; and a
everyone likes to inject himself into an entertainiiK
it IS certain of success.
Robert Gordon, wealthy New Yorker, likes the froth of
including jazz music, daring gowns, bull dogs and cigars. M
Gordon's
tastes are of an opposite character. His wife's refusj
to wear a wardrobe
of ultra-modern design to a Follies show lead
to his departure for the function alone. CompUcations arise an
divorce
fo
' i
ll
ow
s.
In course
of time,
Bob marries
again;
this time Sally ClarL
the pretty mannequin who had sold him the wardrobe, become
his wife. Bob soon finds out that his new wife has the same dis
hkes as the first, and regret follows. A trip to a nearby resor
brings all the parties concerned together again. Events happe;
" fast and furious," and in the end Bob and his first love ar
happily reunited in wedlock— only this time masculine proclivi
ties for jazz music, bull dogs and black cigars are given complet'
'
to
le
ti
Men will
on
enjoy ra
the production;
women
will .
learn a lot o
pointers on how to keep their husbands in love with them.
CAST: Robert Gordon, Thomas Meighan; Beth Gordon, hiwife No. 1; Sally Clark, Bebe Daniels, his wife No. 2; Radinoff
Theodore Kosloff. Length, five reels.

Phil Solomon again is on the staff of
George Kleine after being connected
View
with other moving picture organiza- Another
tions for several ^■ears.
and distributor, is rightexhibitor
!
TOM SAXE,
H. A. Spanuth, president of Com,
The
producer
whose
claw-like
monwealth Pictures Corporation is hand reaches out for percentagleft
es
now directing ihe Billy Whiskers pic- while his right is pocketing his rental
tures himself and claims he can make
Billy, who by the way is a goat, do profits, whining at the same time that
" Percentages Mean Equity " and
everything but talk.
" that percentages give the producer
square deal," is — to use Mr. Saxc's
.\ merry party of film folks gath- aown
words — " killing the goose that
ered at Ben Beadell's home Saturday
lays
the
golden egg."
night, February 7th, to pay a Birthanj- set of men could summon
day homage to the genial manager of upHow
the monumental nerve, could for
the Chicago Select Office. To say they one minute conceive that exhibitors as
had the time of their lives, would be
a class are so devoid of ordinary inputting it mildly.
gence as to" swallow the bunk that
And then — Oh Boy ! A luncheon they have tel ibeen
handed, is more than
was served. It thrilled the eyes — it we can understand.
electrified the most jaded appetite — in
How do they expect us to believe
fact, some of the boys still get that that they are not getting a fair return
far away look in their eyes when on their films, when we daily read of
the dividends declared? How one big
someone
go doors
to lunch".
And then,says,
when"Let's
all the
were picture released only about three
locked, and the blinds pulled down,
has already netted over a milthe cellar reserves were brought in. months
lion in rentals.
What damage was done to the cellar,
Good pictures will always get
©nly Mr. Beadell knows.
enough money in rentals to show a
\X was 5 :30 A. M. when the taxi's big profit. The bad ones probably
drew up. at the door to take the mer- will, too, as long as producers can
rymakerto
s > their homes, and every- manage to sandwich them in with the
body has marked the date of Mr.
Beadell's next birthday in their note
Percentages will never come — we
books.
hate
good. to be disagreeable. There may
Among those present were : Eddie be a few weak exhibitors that will fall
Silverman, Paul Bush, Al Gallas, for this propaganda, but not many.
Julius Alcock, Lee Woodyatt, Percy Percentages will not come for the reaBarr, L. R. Nelson, Ed Barbour, Art
that there are not as many "hicks"
Schwartz, Louis Schutt and Joe Zil- and son"eas>marks" in this business as
some
people
think.
Hgan.
For once the producers of motion
While on the Coast in February pictures have found something good
Watterson R. Rothacker planned to about the legitimate show. They have
run up to Frisco to personally say found in it a good example to hold
"Thanks!" to ,N. S. Brower, of the up before exhibitors in the matter of
Turner & Dahnken Film Exchange. percentage bookings, that is, it is a
The concluding paragraph of a re- good argument to peddle out to those
cent letter from Mr. Brower to Mr.
whoThe know
nothing
the " legit."
Rothacker follows :
purpose
of theof manager
of the
"Considering the amount of work " legit " show in ninety cases out of
that j'ou do and the numerous prints one hundred is this : to provide a
that you make for First National we house for the attraction to play, have
think that it is trulv remarkable that the stage crew ready, conduct the seat
the quality of your work remains the sale and provide the orchestra.. For
same at all times. You also give the this service he gets from 20 to 30 per
smallest replacement order the same
the " take." exploitation, and
careful attention that you would give cent,
The ofadvertising,
for an order of a hundred prints. You house policy during any particular encan put us down for a Rothacker
gagement ishandled
representative.
Thisbyisthetheattraction's
way the
booster at all times."

of
ntal^
combinatPerce
ion house is
operated Lv
and has always been operated, he

result is in
thatevery
the " Manager
" of 2 j^e
houses
town from
down has some other business w
occupies his time.
He takes no trade paper.^ in v,
to learn how to better his businesup to the agents to do that
Opera
House the
is his
" side line."
other words,
attraction
is e\
thing— the theatre, to all intents
purposes,
Now letnothing.
us look at the motion h.
ture business. It has developeja
class of business men who are exj ts
in exploitation. There are thous: Is
scattered throughout the Ui ,d
States They have made it their c ,f
business. Ninety per cent, of the >atre managers give their theatres 1 r
personal attention. Thousands fI
trade journals and advance expli
tion ideas are shipped them we<
and are eagerly read so that new i'
can be secured. They are a clas:
men who join Rotary Clubs, Bo; s
of Commerce, Retailers Associati %
and other civic associations. 1 v
have made the picture a business
These men, in the great majorit: f
instances, if on a salary, would e
theatre.
But tothe$300.00
producers
worth $75.00
a "weekwant
to v3
put them in the class of the i
■' legit " men and give them a 20 r
cent, or 25 per cent, split on a b ness which they have worked year i
establish, with their own persona .
No, percentage will not come, i
the first place, the wide awake hibitor will not let another "put o\
his show for him. he wants the pi ure of doing that himself. In the ond place, he will not give away '
profits to a concern who had no h 1
in establishing his theatre — who the and
presumption
to ask him on
for top
a i■
tal
then a percentage
that — a concern that takes no risk
the presentation whatsoever,
stands to lose nothing and to gain
Further than this, if the exhibit
allow the producers to get away v
their
percentage game, it will dest
the business.
Stanley Chambers, Manager,
Palace Theatre Co.,
JVichifa. Kansa
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A Series of Articles Secured by C. L. Yearsley, Director of Publicity and Advertising for the First National Exhibitors Circuit
3 OWN' at Atlanta. Georgia, there lives a red headed \oiiii!: rliap 1)\ tlie name of ('.. A. Carroll.
ullo^e job is niolion picture editor of the Atlanta-Georgian American. He is the contributor
this week to our series of articles on the press books.
He asks four questions.
Four very
.ent questions. Three of these questions a lot of people, exhibitors, reviewers, publicity men, etc.,
,ire been asking themselves without arriving at a conclusion. All of which hasn't a great deal to do
h this special article, but will serve to editorially introduce the writer in what we call one of the
-tories yet to be published on the subject of what the men who use the press book think of them.
By C. A. CARROLL
>n I'icturc lidilor. Ailaiita-Gcor(jiaii .American
WE been lookinji lor a lonp. long time for the
y who edits the average press sheet of the
on picture producers. There are several crows
nt to pick with him.
lere arc a few questions 1 want to put to him.
to wit, as follows :
. or what purpose do you write a press sheet?
For whom do you write it?
WTiy all the decorations and scare heads?
■1 you ever hear that there are motion picture
-cs in small towns, or that large cities rmi a
'.re for more than two days?
, so, what provision have you made for tlicmr
' .\nd if he answered these satisfactorily, I would
'loot a few more at him in kind and not very
indly.
\ real press agent — and that, in sum, is what a
- hook is supposed to be to the average exaor— is the fellow who writes first for the city
ditor, second for the men who employs him, and
lird for the subject under discussion.
A man may write the finest story in the world,
ull of pep, snap and sales arguments ; a story, in
ne, that would make five thousand people fall
ver one another's neck on Monday to get the first
)ok at the show; but if this story fails to get by
c'ink on the desk who wields the blue pencil,
not worth half a stick written by the cub
:ter who has just been sent out on his first
-iiment.
l irst and foremost, then, the editor must be coiiidered. The man in front of a typewriter should
r take his eye off the gent with the ugly copy
cator. He must write to him.
What does the editor want? First, if he is
itally interested in motion pictures and in the welare of the exhibitors of his city (and he is a
'oor movie editor if he isn't), he wants a story
hat gives an excuse for being printed. He wants
t to stimulate real news as much as possible. He
vants all personal advertising left out. He hates,
n fact, to cut stuff. It makes him sore as the
iiischief to get a piece of copy that is trying to
■put something over" every second line.
He also wants the facts of the picture, including
he plot, the stars, the theatre, brought out clearly
ind concisely-. He wants his readers to be able to
?rasp easily and quickly what they may^ expect to
■ee when they pay down their two bits for a punk
'Cat. He does NOT want the name of the camera
■nan, nor the office boy, nor the copy^ chaser, nor a
description of the furniture in the lobby of the producer's office building, nor any of the cheap junk
that is thrown in to get the name of the producer's
organization
before the public as many times as
possible.

If he is editing a paper that gives reader> on tlubasis of paid advertising, he wants to find in the
press sheet a story that will fit any size ad. 1 1
iherc is a three inch ad being run, and the basis
of reader to ad is 50-100. he wants to be able to
clip a paragraph that sums up completely the high
spots of the production. If there is a fifty inch ad,
he wants a newsy article in special feature style
ihat will not omit clear, condensed statements of
I lie main points somew here near the beginning. If
there are six daily three-inch ads. he wants six
shorts, all different, to fit in.
The place for personal stuff is in the movie
magazines. Every movie fan that is interested in
personalities takes these magazines. There is little
room in a newspaper, if the theatre is to secure its
liropcr share of publicity, tor long stories about the
wonderful scenery that the star encountered when
^he .set sail on a mountain burro for the land of
tiic
clouds. It doesn't help the exhibitor in ibc
slightest.
And here we come to the second consideration.
The press agent must have the best interests of
the exhibitor in mind next to the editor. He has
sold his services to the exhibitor every time he gels
out a press book, no matter from whom his pay C. A. C-arroU. motion picture editor of the .4tlaiita
check comes every Saturday. \ press book that is
not written for the exhibitor had better be chucked
Georgian " American "
in the waste basket before it gets into type.
picture had a first, second a^id third run in my
I have a press sheet in mind, sent out by one
city, and each time the circumstances of its preof the big corporations that does a fine display
sentation wei'c a little different. But on each of
advertising in the trade journals as is being done
the three occasions, I found plenty of the right
by any concern. This press sheet is made up of a dope to clip for the right place.
long harangue on how to play the picture— two
Of especial commendation were the advertising
columns — the synopsis of the plot, at full length —
one column ; a series of teaser ads that never vary ; layouts. These were in line drawings — as most
layouts should be. They were in many sizes and
a history of the infancy of the principal star; and
a
variety of appeals. When the leading theatre of
two short stories about the scenery in the neighthe city played it first run, one of the layouts was
borhood of the location where the picture was
filmed. In all the time I have been looking for carried bodily into the fine advertising of this exhibitor, who ahva_\ s has his ads specially drawn by
something to clip from this particular sheet. I
an expert artist. On the next occasion, still anhave never been able to paste up a paragraph.
other layout was available ; and when it got down
The best interests of the exhibitor are served
to the cheap third run house — which, by the way,
by telling the story of the picture in such a way
ran the picture for a week on a daily change prothat the people who read will want to see the film.
gram— still another layout was ready to appeal exIt is not necessary to tickle the vanity of the manactly to the patronage of this house.
ager
by
beginning:
"Manager
of
the
Theatre is delighted to announce that he has, by
Any city newspaper these days prefers to reproduce a line drawi#fe in zinc to botching up its colpaying thousands of dollars been able to procure
'umns
with mats or the average plate that is furfor the picture public of
." That don't get
nished by the service department of the exchanges.
anywhere. The average manager is not selling
And line drawings, after all, are best calculated to
himself, he's interested only in getting the picture
hit the public in the eye.
over.
Individual house advertising must be left to the
Having got this much off my chest, I am going
local exhibitor for inclusion, but the story must not
to resume my search for the guy who edits the
advertise the producer rather than the film.
average press sheet. There are several more crows
One of the most delightful press sheets I ever
I wantcuss.
to pick with him — for he certainly is an
onery
handled was that on "Daddy Long Legs." This
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Boy Scouts
Scouts
" Doug
DOY
in allHonor
sections are
looking
"Doug" Fairbanks as their favorite i 1
can, and many exhibitors are making capit
of Inthe Seattle,
fact.
I
at the Clemmer theatre, th( ^
Scouts of the town turned en-masse for hj bieture, "His Majesty, the American." A
Saturday morning performance was given f •'boys, and prior to the beginning of the per ance they paraded throughout the town, ca ir
banners and singing songs, attracting wide; ;a
attention and making the stunt a worth-whi; erifor the management of the theatre.
For this occasion the theatre was especially c
rated and the manager, the leader of the S it
and other prominent officials gave short add se?
10 the boys on clean living, athletic work an £e
many things that were real American, and • U
are exemplified in the works and actions aii' |tings of " Doug " himself.

Newman

Theatre

Holds

Spe,nl

" Polly anna
Kidd
" Showin
ies
g foi\\

A parade was one of the features of the " His Majesty " showing at the Clemmer
Novel

Exploitation
and

Makes

ANIMATING a novel incident in a special
feature attraction as the basic thought for an
exploitation campaign, C. E. JefTress, manager of
the Old Mill theatre at Dallas, Texas, has given
exhibitors a new line of procedure in mapping out
promotion campaigns.
" The Mule and the Girl " is a phrase that became little short of a trade-mark in the exploitation campaign launched by Mr. Jefifress. The opportunity was featured by the scene in which Mary
Pickford leaves for the lowlands astride a donkey
:in " Heart of the Hills."
By using the picture of Miss Pickford astride
the donkey in newspaper -display advertising, in the
lobby and all exploitation material, Mr. Jeffress
was able to accomplish his purpose. Utilizing the
newspaper display — with " the mule and the girl
trade-mark " as a blind, Mr. JefTress prepared an
expensive lobby of the same design, i. e., that of
Miss Pickford riding the mule, with shot-gun,
blanket and lantern dangling from the burro. The
lobby cut-out measured seven feet across the base
and reached a height of eight feet at its top point.
To further exploit the idea of " The Mule and
the Girl," the Old Mill advertised through the
columns of the daily papers that a young lady
was wanted to ride a donkey around the business
section of the city. It was, at first, thought highly
improbable that any girl would take the position.
But one Miss Ruth Yelton, 17, proudly applied,
purchased a wig and a gingham apron and mounted
the burro in front of the Old Mill theatre at 2 p. m.
Sunday, the first day of the picture's showing.
With utter disregard to traffic ordinances, parking
laws and traffic officers, the sleepy mule would cross
streets in the middle of the block, park on the cartracks, and balk in the most inopportune places
and at the special inconvenience of traffic officers.
A special reporter for each of the five daily
:papers trailed after the donkey day after day,
waiting for it to be hit by a street car. No such
^vent happened, however. The worst that occurred

Gets

Big

Business

Entertaining

Story

was a disagreement between the mule and his rider.
Diplomatic relations were severed and the mule —
not used to be bossed — stepped upon the curb, dethroned his passenger and walked democratically
along the sidewalk for nearly half a block. Nearby
■policemen, hearing the noise and bustle of pedestrians at being thus annoyed, awoke from their
beats and scurried to the scene of action, whence
the hot-headed mule was pushed from the sidewalk with a great amount of physical exertion on
the part of the officers, and to the accompaniment
of taunts and jeers from the crowd.
Feature writers of the newspapers left their
typewriters to get a glance at the spectacle and
turned in jazzy feature stories on the novel method
of exploitation used by Jeffress.
A farmer from Waxahachie, Texas, a town 35
miles from Dallas, who had by some means or
other gotten hold of the newspaper advertisement
in which JefJress stated that a mule was wanted,
came into town with a choice variety of yellow, red,
brown and black mules. One of the more tame
members of the stock was selected and rented for
a week in place of the wild-eyed burro who had
runIn away
with of
" Mary."
speaking
his scheme and its results, Mr.
Jeffress said :
" It's the steady flow of business that counts in
the motion picture game. Of course, we would
probably have done fair business with ' Heart of
the Hills ' for two or three days without any
special exploitation. But the idea is to hit the people when they're in the mood for it. You can't tell
them anything. The most you can do is to suggest
it. You can't make a man believe anything until
he already knows it.
" It's the same way with the exhibitor. A certain percentage of theatregoers would have seen
the picture whether we pulled the stunt or not. But
we would not have rolled up the big success. Our
scheme only stimulated the already-good business
and kept the thing fresh, which should be the aim
of all well-directed exploitation campaigns."

TIERE is a little story from the news pag of
•I *■ the Kansas City Star which tells the \ ik
tale of how Milton H. Feld, manager of the 1 i*^man theatre of Kansas City did a good deed, ;ihered into his theatre some extra shekels becke
of that good deed and its attendant publidrl
Almost a thousand girls and boys who have L
more or less unfortunate in the human lotterjte
going to be given the primer lesson in optirtn
to-morrow, seeing " Pollyanna " at the New b
theatre as guests of the theatre and a godf;fer
of unfortunate children.
j
Another thousand will h ave the same le n
Tuesday, another thousand Wednesday, and S( n
until all have seen and learned.
Milton H. Feld, manager of the Newman the
>aw a lesson in the play for those of lesser fort
Knowing of Mr. Birmingham's friendship for 1
less children and his personal acquaintance
every child in every instittition, he sought a '
ference with Birmingham.
Birmingham leape
the chance, offering to round up the children,
vide special street cars for most of them
motor cars for those with frail bodies.
Swope Settlement, Institutional Church
Nursery,
Children's
H(
and
severalLinwood
Kansas Presbyterian
Side institutions
will be gu
to-morrow. A general invitation also is exten
for " Pollyannas " to come to the theatre, whet •
in orphanages, institutions or not. Mr. Birmi
ham will meet the scattering ones at the the;
door and take care of them. None will be tur;
down, but the invitation is not expected to
abused by children who have worldly comfc
and are able to provide their own entertainnw
Motion
picturesriding
of the
" Pollyannas
" leava
their
institutions,
down
on the street
entering the theatre and watching the show \
be taken and shown the following week.
Canadian

Exhibitor

Gets Resu

with Children's Matinees
of the Stra
Y, ismanager
Y POMERO
H.\RR
making a decided
in Ottawa,
theatre
with a series of special Saturday morning perfor
ances for the children, and the kiddie photopl
programme is meeting with the hearty approval
the younger element and their parents. To furti)
stimulate interest in the Saturday morning shov
Mr. Pomeroy has arranged, in conjunction wi
the Ottawa Journal's Photoplay Editor, a series
Gold Prize Essays for his little patrons. The fi
of the essay competitions commenced with tl
of Little Baby Marie Osborne in "M
screening
of the Beanstalk " on Saturday morning, Jan
lady
ary 24th. A prize of five dollars in gold wawarded for the best essay on the story of "M
lady of the Beanstalk " submitted by any kiddie (
14 years of age or under.
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Madison Theatre, Detroit, Gives " In Old Kentucky "
Exploitation That Breaks All Records for Automobile City

[IARKED by the cornering of every inch ot
U available billboard space, the importing of
, mechanical equipment from New York, the
,ing of a troup of artists for a prologue and
-ive advance and consistent publicity efforts,
.[adison theatre, Detroit, has just completed
vploitation campaign tliat resulted in surpassiiy theatrical event in the history of the city.
Iiough perhaps no more effective in the grand
id of success than a number of other novelties
luced in the odpromotion of " In Old Kentucky,"
esh-and-blo horse race that took place on
1 stage just at the time it was shown in the picle probably drew more attention and generated
ire word-of-mouth advertising than anything
lb used in the campaign.
ITo accomplish this horse race, George \V.
'tndle, manager of the Madison, was put to the
■I5C of importing an expensive treatdmill
New York. A decision to introduce the
horse race ever seen on a Detroit stage pcr•iccounts for the last-minute attempt to inthe success of the presentation by getiins
:;iined horses and jockeys from New York,
that moment in " In Old Kentucky," when tlic
ihey're off," is shouted, the orchestra switched
I 6-8 agitato movement.
As the race pro-cd the tempo of the music increased. And
t<t as Anita Stewart astride Queen Bess was seen
J forge to the front and thunder neck-and-neck
mgside the leading contestant.
\t this moment, like a flash the screen was
isted and two horses could be seen apparently
nning across the stage. By the means of a movl panorama it seemed that the horses were really
sring across the stage. By means of the treadIll, the horses' legs were going at the rate of 60
iles per hour, while the horse was not gaining an
:h. At the proper time the screen was suddenly
opped and the picture was resumed.
IA novel idea in the building of a lobby display
linsformed the front of the Madison theatre to
iresemblance of a miniature grand-stand, paddock
id betting booths.
By means of blackboards
laced naturally in the upper lobby panels the
feet of the slates seen about a race track was
'lined. A picket fence running through the lobby
jivethe effect of the paddock.
IThe exterior effect w as gained by using postertiard in shapes to represent the outside of the

I

, MADISON

J-

SEE THE GREAT RACE OF QUEEh BESS AGAINS

The lobby display which the Madison theatre used for its

slumiiig of Anita Stewart's " In Old

Kentucky "
ceived and designed by Howard O. Pierce, director
grand-stand. On various columns of the immitalion grand-stand were printed statements such as : of publicity for the John H. Kunsky Enterprises
which own the Madison and house manager Moule.
" See the Most Spectacular Screen Presentation
Mr. iMoule used only a news weekly, and a proEver Offered In Any Theatre." " See For the
First Time Real Live Plunging Horses In An
logue as the accompanying entertainment for "-In
Old Kentucky." However, the prologue was in
Actual Race on the Stage." " See a Company of
Trained Vaudeville Artists in a Special Singing
itself a gem for wit and melody. A quartet of
negro singers and dancers placed the audience into
and Dancing Act." " See the Great Race Between
a most receptive mood for the attraction by the old
Real Live Horse Flesh and the Greatest Stage
(Continued on page 2110)
Race Since 'Ben Hur'!" This lobby was con-

r
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ANAGER D. S. MARKOWITZ, of the Ver
^'■l theatre, San Francisco, put over the fii
episode of James J. Corbett's new serial " The Mi
night Man," at his theatre by giving the picui
on the day of its first showing, the whole of I
lobby display. In addition to this advertising in t
lobby, Mr. Markowitz conducted a teaser campaii
and used one spread in an Italian paper. On t
whole the advertising cost him a little less than $
and as a result he is now assured of profits for t
eighteen weeks that the Corbett feature will
shown.
The Verdi is in San Francisco's famous Lai
quarter and 90 per cent of the patrons are Italia
but Manager Markowitz figured that regardless
birth or creed everj-one would want to sec J
Corbett if his picture was sufficiently brought |
their
attention. Hence, the hundred per cent Q
bett lobby.

DALTON

Sol Braunig, manager of the Modern theatre, Providence, R. I., believes in getting the names of stars
upon
the electricthesign
board.
display
used for Dalton
the showing
" The
as the being
first
run attraction,
second
run This
feature
beingwasa Dorothy
pictureofand
the Fear
Pearl Market
White "billing
for " The Adventures of Ruth "
Exhibitor's

Daughter

''Th
Bra
WHAT sets them talking in a ebig town
mayt
not always do it in the small city and vice
versa. But when hundreds of circulars headed
" The Brat Is Up Today and Will Be Down at
the Crown theatre," fluttered down from a whirling airplane upon the town of Biloxi, Miss., the
natives were more than aroused. An airplane is
none too common a vehicle in that city and is
downright
spectacular when " The Brat " is riding
in it.

Advertises

Plays,
from
Aer
ane
" Crown and Gaiety Theatres, opl
High Class
Photo

The lobby campaign was a progressive one.
first he displayed a one-sheet which was follow
the next day by a three sheet. As the date of t
showing grew nearer the poster display was :
creased, until three days before the actual she
ing the lobby display contained one 24-sheet stru
across the wall of the lobby, 6 sheets on either si
framed colored stills, a three-sheet cutter in 1
center, and a cut-out clock over the box-office w
the hands pointing to midnight.
This display was intended to attract the att<
lion of the passer-by. The regular patrons of i
theatre were informed of the coming aerial by a
of attractive slides flashed during the perfor
ances. On the day before the opening an attract
spread was used in an Italian newspaper.
At ten in the morning, one hour before the opi
ing of the theatre, the lobby of the Verdi was fil
with patrons. All day long the house did a
business.

will be presented with two tickets for this attracThis exploitation stunt was the first of its kind
pulled in the New Orleans territory, but last week
was followed by a French opera singer who adtion." vertised abenefit in which he was to sing. He

" The Brat " in this instance was Miss Inez
Bourdon, daughter of A. O. Bourdon, manager of
the Crown and Gaiety theatres, part of the Saenger Amusement Company's circuit. She was
dressed as Nazimova costumed as " The Brat."
She let fly over 3,000 of the circulars, which had
a paragraph reading :
" To the lucky person catching and bringing to
the box-office of the Crown theatre a circular with
the following sentence in red letters :

This, little lady displays considerable histrionic
abiliiy. She had the time of her life playing " The

She helped Dad put over " The Brat "
didn't wear a costume or rnake-up and probably
fewer leans
people
kneware ofin his
" in who
New know
Orthan there
New" stunt
Orleans
of the stunt Mr. Bourdon over-filled his theatre
with in a town a hundred miles from New Orleans.
Here's what Mr. Bourdon savs :

Another view of " The Brat" iinpersouj:
" Inez, my daughter, went up in the plane
distributing over 3,000 of the 'heralds' dvc
city ; and I am glad to say it did wonders •
(Continued on page 2112)
box-office."
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Man'''
St. Louis for
l^xhibitor "He
Borrows r
Miinicijial
phant
Ele
Hle|")haiu
Circus
and Transformed Lobh\- Into the " Hi
kv/HKN Walter Sliafcr wciii to St. Louis m
VV take over the maiiayetncnt ol ilic Liln-rtx
:itrc of that city, he carried along with him a
■Ills I- to show even the old timers in the show
lie how to put over pictures. To what extent
has been successful is illustrated In' an account
"
what he did in the wa.v of exploitation of Shirg Top
Mason's " Her Klcphant Man," which has just
Ncd an engagement at the Liberty.
\ week before the opening date for the picture,
ifcr hired a clown and after dressing up in a
uly costume and prov iding him with a toy eleLiit mounted on wheels started his employee out
ihe job of parading St. Louis streets.
•11 the elephant was a sign which read: " Shirlcv
.>on in Her Elephant Man." .\\. the same time
Shafer got bus\ with his publicity. The St.
lis papers fell for a siory which said that the
•crty theatre's " clown." Sylvanus Storv, In
no. was formerly a school teacher at a small
Ml in Illinois and that having grown tired of
ing to teach Young .\merica how to shoot for
\ dollars a month had gone clowning at the rate
Slit) per month. Xo name was attached to the
ry to identify it as advertising, although the
uie did say that Stor\ was working for a d(nvnAii theatre. Then one of the papers printed an
' rview with Storv that could not have failed to
widely read. The following is an extract:
Story said he 'likes clowning fine' because all
has to do is walk nonchalantly down the street
Jim " and his kccfcr ready to start advertising for "Her Elephant Man
i look at people and they laugh, whereas when
laught school he had to contend with naughtx
- and was forced to spend several hours a da\
hind the elephant and his keeper. Like a snow
.Shafer, maujiger of the theatre. Shai'er said Stor\
ball the farther the procession proceeded the larger
ining to the cou!itr\ children drone their Icsis developing rapidl\' as a clown and that he had
■ ■i in the schoolroom.
turned down several professional cknvns who apit became and between "kids" and elephant Sha1 find it is much easier to make friends oi
plied for the job since Story has gone to work, in
fer's circns parade was a huge success. This stunt
also was put over as a news itein and again St.
iiatighiy boys on the streets while I am clowning."
l'a\()r of the former school teacher.''
Teaser ads were run in newspapers and then the
" Ty said. "'When they come near me I just do a
Louis
aboutit was
" Hershowing.
Elephain Man " and the
theatre heard
at which
announcement of a circus coming to St. Louis in
'c
jig
or
grimace
at
them,
and
they
are
m.\
iriends for life. Tlie> trail me around faithfully.
Not content with a street parade, Shafer made
Februarx' when the chill breezes aTe \el blowing,
up his mind to carry the circus atmosphere still
" I don't know what people will think when the\
aroused
much
comment.
Then
'"Jim,"
the
"papa"
elephant of the St. Louis municipal zoo, was
farther. The Liberty theatre, to use the words of
'! out I am now clowning and I don't care so
^ a^ 1 like the job and am paid more. It has
a
writer of a morning pa])er. resembled a threethought of as an addition to Shafer's exploitation
uie me arrive at the conclusion that an\thing
c.'unpaigii. Through some wire pulling in which
ring circus.
•- better than teaching school.
the keeper of the zoo. Martin .'Kngermeyer figured,
The lobb\' was transformed into a vestibule of
Story said he had decided several months ago
a sawdust arena. There was a big spread of can"Jim" took a leading role in the publicity sttinls
a he would never again teach school. He said
vas, pennants were flving and even the peanuts
pulled for the picture. W ith " lim's" big leather
and red lemonade were provided. .\ brass band
sides covered with a sign telling all about the picL-ral offers of schools in the country had been
ture attraction at the Liberty, a parade was stiiged
which could make just as much noise and more
'Ic him, but all paid so poorly he could not alii to take them.
music than a circus organization was engaged.
about St. Louis's streets.
Xothing was left undone and by the time the first
All the youngsters who were w ithin hearing (li>'iTid
He came
to St. Louis several
an advertisement
for a da\
mans ago
to and
wearan-a tance of "Jim" from the time he started his tour
show was on crowds were gathering in the l()bb\{Continued on page 2110)
until it was completed were soon tagging along be•wn suit, inserted in newspapers In- Walter D.
Stages
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Three of Shafer's exploitations stunts for " Ifer Elephant M<iii " at Ihe Liberty theatre, St. Louis

M o tio n F ic t u r c
When

in sizes which would have done justice to a real
ihree-ring show.
In conjunction with the film presentation a clown
act of twelve minutes, in which three clowns,
formerly of the Wallace Hagenbeck shows, provided the- circus mirth, was given. Hochman's
Augmented Orchestra played circus music that kept
the crowd's feet tapping the floor.
A circus drop provided an elephant for the stage
and a cutout of Miss Mason was perched upon the
elephant's head.
During the afternoons, toy balloons were released from the roof of the theatre and admission
cards were attached to them. Just how successful
the experiment proved was shown when, two hours
after the first balloon went up, two small boys appeared with a muddy, bedraggled pass.
They said they had shot the balloon out of a
tree in which it fell, about a mile north of th€
theatre.
" Had a heck of a time gettin' the pass after the
balloon fell out of the tree," the boys said. " 'Bout
six other kids wuz there an' we had to scramble
for it. That's why the pass is tore a little."
Another effective exploitation stunt was the tieing up with a book store located at a prominent
street car transfer point for a window display in
which not only the current attraction was given
advertising space, but also the next bill, " A Tale
of Two Cities," was given good billing along with
the hook version of the story.
Lobby

Display Invading Even
the Small Towns
THE lobby display as a medium for exploitation
is invading the smaller towns and proving its
worth there as in the cities.
The accompanying photograph will give you an
idea of the " front" devised by the Liberty theatre
of Wenatchee, Washington, for Dorothy Phillips'
" Paid in Advance.'"
Manager W. W. Kofeldt of the Liberty designed
the display and was one of the principals in carrying out the decorations, the results of which he
says exceeded all expectations.
An ironic little. touch which Mr. Kofeldt added to
the scenic artist part of the display was the
"grave" of "Jim Blood, the Cur."
This served as a curiosity arouser and caused a
lot of talk in the little city of Wenatchee.
Mr. Kofeldt reports that the expense of this display was not large and that he is firmly convinced
that it is one of the best forms of exploitation to
be devised even when playing a picture for a day
or two, as is the policy at the Liberty.

Stages Bonifide Race
lude

As

Inter-

{Continued from page 2107)
southern songs they sang in addition to " In Old
Kentucky." As the strains of an old-time southern
air died out, the lights faded into the opening
scenes of " In Old Kentucky."
The gaily bedecked Madison was easily seen for
blocks away during the showing. Brightly-colored
pennants with appropriate word matter fluttered on
a wire one block in length and which was strung
from the theatre front to Woodward avenue.
A week before the initial showing of the production agirl dressed as a jockey was stationed in
the lobby of the Madison distributing heralds telling of the interesting spots in the feature. .Wso,
two singers were engaged to sing " In Old Ken"at every performance the week in advance
of the tuckyshowing.
In addition to arranging for the use of every
available billboard in Detroit, and this is quite a
tremendous undertaking in a city the size of Detroit, Mr. Pierce arranged an assortment of newspaper press copy that has never been equalled in
the history of his city. It is conservatively estimated that four times the usual amount of paper
was used to further the interests of the attraction
and the amount of display advertising space was
also greatly increased. Half page, quarter page and
other smaller ads were planned with infinite care
in order to bring out every possible feature that
could induce the sales of tickets. Special window
cards and posters for local street cars were also
designed by Mr. Pierce.
All local music stores co-operated in the plugging
of the song " In Old Kentucky." Every 5-10 cent
store in the city provided a window display that
announced the picture and its place of showing.
As an instance of the popularity of " In Old Kentucky," one music store reported the sale of approximately 1,200 copies of the song in one day.

lamoranoe

'\ e f

Was

Bliss It ^ i

Folly Tor Wendland
Wise

to Be Too i

IGNORANCE is bliss says an old proverb, an t
was especially true during the recent publi /
campaign carried on by Harry J. Wendland, ( cral manager of Byrd's Strand theatre. Pre: ■,
California, for the first showing on the Pai z
Coast of " Soldiers of Fortune."
Mr. Wendland unwittingly violated a federal t
and a municipal ordinance when he sent over j
telegrams over the mails and placarded the citj f
Fresno to advertise the picture. He was re manded by the postmaster and the mayor, but c ing the week that the picture was shown at ;
Strand packed houses were in order. It was on< f
those instances when ignorance triumphed c r
sagacity.
Mr. Wendland experimented with sev 11■
original and unique stunts during the engageir jt
of " Soldiers of Fortune." One of them was e
issuing of a daily newspaper with reports of tendances at the showing of the picture all c r
the United States and the total attendance at jr
Strand for the preceding day. The newspaper «
distributed in the restaurants, hotels and residei '■
of Fresno, and so popular did it become that it 0
a circulation of 5,000 copies. Notwithtanding jl
this, Mr. Wendland kept up a continuous bombs ,ment of advertising and reading matter in the d Lr
papers. He had printed round placards descrilt
the picture and invited prominent citizens to p It
them in the space occupied by their spare tire p
the rear of their automobiles.
|
He devised illustrative tie-ups for several of p
Fresno bookstores. Special rates were allowec >
school children. In doing this he recognized
of the greatest sources of publicity in the Un 3
States at present. The children became so in ested in the picture that they gleefully discusse t
with everyone, and, particularly, their relatives. ,i
that way they became more valuable to him t ;i
several one-page advertisements.
Inside the theatre preparations were made :>
handle and amuse the large crowds expected, v
precedent was started in that city, when
Wendland engaged an orchestra to render i
appropriate musical program in conjunction \ i
'■ Soldiers of Fortinic." Interior decorations
means of potted palms) and a large lobby dis] /
enhanced the atmosphere of the production.

Laugh

If You Want to, But This
Is Good Logic
NATHAN SCHAFFNER, of the First National
Exhibitors' Exchange for Kentucky and Tennessee, had an imusual request recently.
A customer in a small town said to him :
" Whenever vou sell me a picture at a big price
send
it C.so?"
O. D."
"Why
asked Schaffner.
" Why, you see, the people at the post office get
to talking about the big price it cost and I get a
lot of good advertising for giving the public expensive pictures."

H. J. Wendland 'uho originated this stunt
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Sugar

Envelopes

Advertise

Pittsburgh Showman
Shortage and Obtains

Takes Advantage
Some Inexpensive

for

Exhibitor

of Sugar
PubHcity

rHE sugar shortage may be a matter of concern for most people, but for Pete Antonopoi)S, manager of the Olympic theatre in Pittsburgh,
was productive of an advertising idea that helped
) pack his house for a week.
He had about 13,000 small cinclopes, just largo
nough to hold an individual portion of sugar,
tinted and distributed to the leading downtown
istaurants. The owners were pleased to use the
;nrice and the small cost of the venture to Aniiiopolos was more than returned h\ a record
cek at the box office.
The envelopes used were of manila about two li\
iree and a half inch in size, and on one side the
allowing was printed :
After Your Meal
See
" Soldiers of Fortune '
Richard Harding
At Davis'
The Masterpiece
Olympic Theatre
Week Commencing Januarx .^ih
The real pinch of the sugar famine had passed
y the time this novelty was used, but the price
f sugar was so high that restaurant owners dered to encourage conservation by their guests.
The Olympic theatre is situated on Fifth avenue,
le principal thoroughfare of Pittsburgh. It has
rong competition from several large downtown
ouscs. The Olympic seats 1,000 persons, all on
le main floor, and as an indication of how the
igar envelope idea pulled, it is cited that more
lan 1,800 persons were admitted to the theatre up
i 5 o'clock on the first afternoon of showing.
In addition to the sugar envelope stunt, Mr. Anmopolos arranged an attractive display for the
llan Dwan production in his lobby. As Fifth
• enue in Pittsburgh with the possible exception
f State and Madison in Chicago, is the greatest
nain drag" of any city in the country, the dis■ay had great advertising value.
It consisted of an ingenious composition of two
" the twenty-four sheets so that there was a wealth
" pictorial effect to catch the eye. The lobby was

trimmed with wreaths and a large electric sign
across the front announcing "Soldiers of Fortune, '
Richard Harding Davis' Masterpiece."
Several special newspaper advertisements were
prepared by an artist for the management, and
>hort feature stories were placed in the Pittsburgh
Dispatch and the Press. Considerable space was
obtained in the news columns and picture layouts
in all the Sunday editions.
Tie-ups were also effected with merchants on the
novel by Davis from which the Allan Dwan pro-

duction was made. Kaufman's department store
placed a sign in its book department and gave a
reference to the production showing at the Olympic
theatre.
The same tie-up was effected with Jones' bookstore. Volkwein's music store placed a sign in its
window reading: "Out Soon — Soldiers of Fortune
March by Arthur Pryor, Bandmaster of the Capitol in New York. See the photoplay and hear the
march at the Olympic theatre."
We

The Olympia of Pittsburgh used a tzveniy-four-sheet in the lobby for the "Soldiers of
Fortune " showing

Really Think

This One

Is New

WHEN you can tie the title of a picture up with
an exploitation stunt the effectiveness of exploitation isdoubled. Therefore this account of
the idea originated by Manager Ely of the Hippodrome theatre, Portland, Ore., comes in for double
commendation.
Besides an unusual amount of the more orthodox
advertising for " The World Aflame " the Frank
Kcenan labor problem picture, Mr. Ely on the openusing "roof
stagesucceeding
flares " from
many places
abouting night
the bytheatre
in creating
the
appearance of the building being in flames.
The unusual sight attracted a great many people
to the scene, and many came thinking that the
theatre was really on fire. Crowds worked their
way toward
the thehouse
efforts
to put out
blaze tobutwitness
remainedtheto firemen's
view the
presentation of the picture.
Of course Mr. Ely had some preliminary work
to do before he was at liberty to start " The World
Aflame " idea. First he received permission to
from the city officials to burn his red fire on the
roof of the building. Next was to make sure that
he did not endanger the property by starting a real
blaze. Then came the procuring of the flamr pots
which, however, was not so hard, theatrical supply
houses carrying them in stock. The expense of
the proposition was not large considering the
amount of attention it attracted, and in consequence throughout the entire run " The World
-Aflame " did a business which to Mr. Ely's mind
was in a great measure due to his exploitation idea
of " burning up the theatre."
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Motion

Not Cow

Much

Good

Picture

\e

It Cost, But H ^

Is It, Measures
Exploitation

As tion
a means
of determining
his stars
own have
s;, j, .
what productioas
and towhat
greatest appeal to his patrons. Manager Han i
of the Adams Theatre, at Creston. la., has •
eluded a contest which cost him nothing excep and several season passes to his theatre. On >
other hand, the contest attracted considerable tention, resulted in a great deal of free rea> ^
matter in the newspapers, and in addition ■>u\t\ H
him with the data he felt he wanted for '

^tagc .scttiii(/ for " Hrakcit Blossotns," built hy tlic Strand theatre, Saliiia, Kan.
Kansas

Exhibitor

MakesSuccess

with

*T^HE average exhibitor tiiuis little or no time
A to spend outside his office in these days of
keen competition, hut it's always the exception
that proves the rule. So the exception among
successful exploitation exhibitors is to be found
in the person of Herbert J. Thacher, Manager of
the Strand theatre, of Salina, Kansas, who not
only manages his house to the contentment of the
great majority of his townsfolk, but is besides
many other things, his own scenic artist, the
workmanship of which studio, is always the one
l)ig attractive feature of the showing of his big
productions.
" Broken Blossoms " was the last big production
that afforded Manager Thacher an opportunity to
extend himself, and the consensus of opinion in
his community is that he presented a hundred per
cent, performance. He personally painted a wonderfully artistic Japanese setting with unusual colorings and lighted it in a manner that would cause
a Belasco to become envious.
But the setting wasn't all. He presented a monologue-prologue called " The Yellow Man" whose
message was based on the theme, " Do not give
blows for blows, the great Buddha says ; what thou
dost not want others to do to thee, do thou not
to others." The Yellow Man spoke a glorious
message of peace to his " liarbarous " Anglo-Saxon
friends, the sons of turmoil a'lul strife.
For two weeks prior to the opening of the production Mr. Thacher did much exterior exploitation work in connection with the newspapers, department stores and local organizations. He covered his community with an extended bill-board
campaign and the whole repaid him bountifully in
large box-office returns.
The lower cut shows a picune of a stage setting
used by Mr. Thatcher for "In Old Kentucky." Attention is called to the practical cabin with the
flowers growing over the sides and ihe stage props
furnished to set off the beauty of the scenic part
of the work.
As a part of the program during "The Old Kentucky" showing a colored (|uartet rendering se\ eral selections from the .good old darky melodies
before the screening of the picture and a soloisi
appeared at the end of the i)icture in some song>
which were somewhat more classical.
In a letter to the News concerning the succes>
the Strand is having with the prologue and stage
setting Mr. Thatcher states that it is his belief thai
no greater boon to the exhibitor in an advertisiim
way has ever been devised, than that which can \w
gained through the u.se of the prologue. He says
that when he first thought of putting on such a
number his associates scoffed at him for trying to

His

Own

Artist

Exploitation

Stunts

cmuialc the big city's ))ig theatres and preached
that he was wasting his time and money. Mr.
Thatcher himself was none too sure that the expenditure in time and effort and the expense in\olved would be justified, but determined to tr>the idea out. With his very first prologue staged,
he became convinced that he was on the right
track and went after other productions along the
same lines. Soon he began to notice a new class
of people coming in to the house, people he had
never been able to get before. He listened to the
remarks of the audience as they went out of the
theatre and found that his inno\ation was the talk
of the town. He finds that he has created a new
patronage to be added to his list of steady patrons
and in this has an added incentive to keep on
building stage settings and staging prologues. He
also promises us more photographs of his handiwork.

Exhibitor's Daughter Advertises
Picture from Aeroplane
( Continued from page 2108)
Mr. Bourdon is more than a wide-awake picture
theatre manager. He holds the record for catching the largest tarpon, the " locomotive of the
deep," c\er caught in Southern waters. He belongs to nearly all the fraternal orders in Biloxi
except the Masons and organized the Elks Lodge
ship.
ni Biloxi, for which be was given a life member-

Stage setting for

purposes.
The contest was identifying the portraits of i
actors and actresses and the naming of product |s
in which they had appeared. Mr. Hanson i ^
two lobby wall cases with photographs, forty- jr
pictures in each one, and offered a prize of $5 Id
a season pass to the person turning in the first ;
in which all the players were identified and a .
son pass to all persons turning in a complete
The naming of productions in which each had
peared also made a necessary part of a coi
answer.
The contest appealed to the newspaper ed
as
a novelty
story into
show-ing
how of
deeply
motion ;tures
had entered
the lives
the residen
Creston. Discussions appeared in the paper ;
whether the "Movies" were merely regarded a
entertainment for idle hours or whether their bpeal was wide enough so that particular stars 'd
directors had rabid fans. All these disruwere linked up to the Adams Theatre cont^ -*
The first complete list was turned in ju^t > i
days after the photographs were first displ; id
The knowledge of pictures displa\ed by the rt
winner was a revelation even to Hanson, fc in
some cases the production mentioned in conne w
with the players had to be checked up bcfort le
theatre attaches were certain of them. Otheplete lists came in, but slowly, so Mr. Harfcred indi\idual passes for uncompleted liresponse to this offer he got hundreds of lisifurnished valuable data for guidance in bi>
ing policy.
A surprising turn in the contest as expothe answer was the wider knowledge of
stars than of the men as displaxed b\ •hi
lestants, most of whom were women.
Mr. Hanson declares that the contest has r
nished him with an absolute guide as to what r
and class of productions are most interesting t< i
motion picture patrons of Creston, and that he
a standard by which to judge productions w liu
offered him for use in the Adams Theatre.
Only one player appeared on every list
mitted : that of Charlie Chaplin, whose pi
graph is shown, was, however, not in characl

" In Old Kentueky." designed
i>y H.Kan.J. 1 iiaeiier. maiinger of the Siraiia niea'
Salina,
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Newspaper

and

Omaha

Theatre

Co-operate

Kiddies " Special Matinee Arranged tor (children When " Pollyanna " Played Sun Theatre
school children of Omaha, Xeb., were the
^gest boosters for the Sun theatre during
^agement
of production,
" Pollyanna," Mary Pickford's
aitcd Artist
management not only made the kiddies feel
by giving them a great party at special
]i; matinees, but offered prizes for those who
the best comments on the picture, the best
ibout Mary Pickford, the best glad thouglif
ad ever had, and the best essay on "Pollymanagement of the theatre had the coopof the World-Herald newspaper during the
week, for the different schools were assigned
It days when they were to see the pictun.
:ien they were taken to and from the theatre
trolley cars, banners were strung on both
if the cars, full length, telling of the part>
le World-Herald was giving at the theatre,
■lat it was all about.
^pite the extreme cold weather during the
»k's engagement the theatre did a "land-office"
S5, and it is estimated that ninety per cent,
children in the town went to the theatre
the week. The idea of having the children
given for separate schools on different days
1 accordance with the suggestion of the
supervisors, who deemed the time spent by
Idren in the theatre to be wonderfully well
when they could witness so interesting a
;ion. Ministers, lawyers, doctors, business!i fact every type of person enthusiastically
>ed the picture in that town and the Sun had
I the greatest weeks it has ever experienced
t opened tbeir doors.
: overlook the children in your exploitathe advice that the Sun publicity staff are
•o preach from now on and when ever a
comes along which has an appeal for the
" other " children's parts " will be staged.

Lining up for the special children's show at the Sun theatre, Omaha
Stages

Special

Prologue

for

''The
Copperhead''
Preseatntati
on
week. Preludes heretofore,
least locally,
have
"ST
to
get
out
of
the
beaten
track
Phil
Gleichman, manager of the Broadway Strand theatre
consisted wholly of big orchestrations, style shows,
ni Detroit, succeeded in staging a new form of
songs, dances and things of that nature. Mr.
prelude when he presented " The Copperhead " last Gleichman, on the other hand, decided to give a
taste of drama.
The Broadway Strand stage is so arranged that
in the place occupied by the screen, above the
heads of the orchestra on the regular stage, there
is a second platform or stage. Here an interior
setting was built and painted and furnished with
(hairs, table, lamp, phonograph and other objects
familiar in every home. A local writer penned a
-ketch in keeping with the subject, with patriotism
as its keynote, two actors were engaged, and when
ihe curtains parted the audience foimd a Civil War
veteran sitting in a rocking chair while on the
(jther side, a boj- in a modern army uniform was
playing a phonograph.
Heroism and bravery was the subject of the
playlet. The veteran of the Civil War first protested against a Johnny Reb tune. The boy protested that such ideas had been forgotten, that
Southern boys have proved their valor in the world
war and shown exceptional braver\-. The old soldier declared that it might he brave to creep forward in a hurricane of lead, but real heroism was
only displayed by such men at Milt Shanks (Lionel
liarrymore's character in the play), who suffered
l)eing called a Copperhead to aid the union. In the
finale the patriotism was the subject of the final

ihe soulless street car c-dmpanyst>ecial
added show
its share
/^ Sun
giving
the Omaha kiddiei a good time at the
at th^
theatre

>peech.
The entire program also was in keeping with
the feature photoplay. In fact Mr. Gleichman introduced aseries of musical and vocal effects as
well as his drama. A soloist, in hoopskirts, sang
two medleys of old Southern airs. Through the
picture the music was particularly appropriate.
.And at the close, when the old soldier dies, " The
Rattle Hymn of the Republic " was played and
sung. The song was offered on a phonograph rcccrd, with Miss Granesch, the soloist, and the orchestra accompanying the same. The audience
could not tell a phonograph was employed
{Continued on page 2115)
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Exploitation
Gives Away

a Ten Weeks

Old

" Baby "
To

use the current agitations or events as described in the newspapers is an old method of
exploiting a stage or screen production,' but to the
public it is ever new and besides it rarely fails.
The proof of this statement is shown in the manner in which a screen production was put over in
Toledo, Ohio, recently, when the entire town was
ripe for a stunt that in some way had to do with
the giving away of a baby. The local newspapers
had pubHslied several stories about mothers who
were offering their babes for sale or giving them
away in order that they could exist. The stories
had been played up by the Toledo newspapers and
when C. E. Carrier, Selznick-Select exploitation
representative, arrived in Toledo to put over the
'"Greater Than Fame" production, he immediately took advantage of the most timely topic.
A week before the opening of the picture at the
Temple theatre an ad was run in the Toledo papers announcing a contest on " What Is Greater
Than Fame"? The winner of the contest was to
receive a ten-week old baby. Tie-ups with the furniture stores of the town were made by having
them display baby clothes and furniture along with
an announcement of the contest.
The newspaper ad was repeated on Tuesday and
by Wednesday the citizens of Toledo began to
wonder what had happened to the management of
the Temple theatre. The Children's Welfare
League, the Catholic organizations, the humane
officers and the clergy of the city all entered protests and the telephone in the box-office was busy
answering calls inquiring as to the nature of the
contest. Meanwhile the newspapers continued to
carry the publicity gained and the theatre manager, Eddie Zorn, issued a statement that despite
the protests he would go through with the contest
and present the baby. By Saturday all Toledo was
more than interested — in fact it seemed the intention of the entire population of the town to see
" Greater Than Fame" and the award of the prize.
In addition to the newspaper publicity a truck
drawn by four beautiful white horses was sent
around the town. On the sides of the truck a banner was carried announcing the picture and the
name of the theatre.
Sunday opened to a good business and on Monday the award was made. Police and humane officers were in the theatre ready to execute warrants, but when the winner was asked to step up
on the stage and receive the baby, a squealing baby
pig — not only the entire audience but all Toledo
laughed.
" GreatertendanceThan
records. Fame " then began to break atTwo

Papers

in Same

Special Sections

Town

Men's

" EXPLOITATION

Minute
MEN'S

MINUTE BOOK—"
t Is Due.
Crediunder
Wherepages
Credioft the
this
The text
GIVING
heading is devoted exclusively to the
achievements of the Exchange Exploitation Men.
It places at the disposal of the exhibitor
all the exploitation ideas these experts
originate, renders their services practically
universal and gives credit where credit is
due.
the characters of " Everywoman," origin of the
play,
The etc.inside pages carried advertisements of local
firms, each advertisement featuring the title and
carrying the words relative to the characteristics of
" Everywoman," namely : " Beauty," " Youth,"
" Modesty." The back page was left for additional
reading matter of human interest. The edition
made such a sensation with Journal readers that it
was sold out completely for that day. It was the
first time in its liistory that the Dallas Journal had
turned over its pages for any special publicity for
entertainment.
A similar section, consisting of ten pages, led off
by an eight column caption " Everywoman Everywhere Should Read This Interesting Section," was
arranged in the Dallas Times-Herald. More than
forty merchants in Dallas contributed special advertisements for the occasion which, incidentally,
increased the circulation of the Times-Herald.
The stunt worked on the Dallas Dispatch was in
the nature of a " character adaptability " contest.
The Dispatch requested photographs of the young
women in Dallas whose characteristics commended
them to play the parts of " Youth," " Beauty," and
" Modesty." More than one hundred photographs
of the fairest of the fair in Texas were received,
and, as a result, the judges, comprising three of

Picture

Book

the city's well known personages, had consider:
difficulty in selecting the winners. After the se
tions had been made the honored ones were ta
on a shopping tour throughout the city,
Dispatch devoting two pages to this particular i
dent, using advertisements of announcements
just what merchants the young women had visi
Brand new just-out-of-the-show-window autoi
biles were obtained from the local agencies to c
vey the young women on their tour. The con
ran for nine days, the Dispatch devoting its 1
page to the announcement, conditions, photogra
of the winners, and other material.

New

Exploitation

Idea for " Ey !

Ax
idea for exploitation of Clara Kim
Young's "Eyes of Youth," which regis
with us as sure-fire, w-as originated by T. J. :
Spadden, manager ofof Youth
the West "and Colonial
atres, Galesburg, 111.
Mr. McSpadden called in a local photograr
who possesses a motion picture camera and t
rounded up ten pretty and well-known girls of
city and had photographs taken of their eyes. SI
were made from the negatives of the girls " ey
and the McSpadden theatres are using the slide
connection with a guessing contest as to the o
ers. The idea is getting the attention of Galesh
and is not only creating a lot of interest in
forthcoming engagement of " Eyes of Youth,"
is also pulling business before the showing, pe^
in to see
"coming
eyes " belong
to. if they can figure out who
A substantial prize is being offered to the ^
ners, which is in itself a business getter.
Mr. McSpadden suggests that the same i
could be used with cuts in the newspapers, bu
only using the slides.

Print

for " Every-

"
IN the exploitationwoman
of " Everywoman " in Dallas,
Texas, Leslie F. Whelan, exploitation representative for Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
attached to the S. A. Lynch Enterprises in Texas,
decided to make his biggest play through the
medium of newspaper publicity. So. Mr. Whelan
got in touch immediately with the editors and advertising managers of the Dallas Journal, TimesHerald and Despatch. As the feature of the
Journal a six page section entirely devoted to the
production and its various features, was put over.
The front page carried an artistic layout of scenes
from the picture, combined with art work by J. E.
Leecroft, staff artist of the Journal. The rest of
the page was devoted to special stories concerning

N e

The way the Temple theatre of Toledo, Ohio, advertises " Greater Than Fame
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^leBest Exploitation Stunt of the
Week

A LITERAL " knockout " as an exploitation, so
1^ inexpensive that it is well within the means
If any exhibitor, despite location or size of theKxt, and which is without precedent in local news
ilue so great that advertising costs are reduccil
1 very small amount, has just been tested with
rd results by the Saenger Amusement Comiiiy of New Orleans. The campaign resulted in —
I Two column, front page stories every day lor
weeks, written by a star reporter assigned by
New Orleans Item to " cover " the news phases
\ hat was originally planned by the Saenger
■sement Company as an advertising campaign.
. rent page cartoons, by a staff artist, putting a
■mi-humorous phase on the exploitation.
\ " no limit on space " order from the editors
>tories by Tom Dabney, the Item's star re, rier, despite the pressure of columns of sensabnal news every day on the most hotly contested
ibcmatorial race that Louisiana has ever known.
IApplications from fifteen hundred men and
jometi who wanted to win one of the prizes tor
:eeping all night alone, chained to a tombstone,
,1 a graveyard.
The selection of a young man and woman and
^TO who went through the ordeal with varying
^ucnces, which made additional front page
- stories in the Item, with two and three
nn cartoon illustrations.
local news value so great it made paid adverunnecessary after the first two announceenis of the prize offer.
The use of police reserves afternoon and night
-even days, despite the heaviest and most serain storm of the winter, which continued
lit letup throughout the week, to control the
\ds that stormed the Strand theatre to see
Ihe Greatest Question," D. W. Griffith's feature
Taction released through First National Exits' Circuit.
xh sensational straight news publicity in the
t«» that the daily stories by Tom Dabney were
!published ' by newspapers in practically every
her city and town in the territory, which brought
indreds of letters of inquirj' to the Item from
It of town.
The campaign was conceived, originally, by C.
Yearsley, director of publicity and advertising
r First National, and incorporated by him in the
ess sheet for " The Greatest Question." James
yant, manager of the Circuit's exchange in New
deans, Foster Olroyd, manager of the Strand
eatre, L. H. Grandjean, chief of the Saenger
nusement Company's publicity department, and
on Harsh, Saenger Company press representae and ad man, voluntarily credited the entire
ploitation to the First National press sheet.
In volume of space obtained as publicity, in terorial interest, and in effect on New Orleans theegoers, the campaign is without equal, according
the men who made it a local success.
' It was nothing short of a sensation," reads a
tement from Mr. Bryant, Mr. Olroyd, Mr.
andjean and Mr. Harsh. " The expense was rirulously small in comparison to the results. It
a stunt that is an absohitely certain success in
y community, aiid it can be directed by an ex)itor, alone and without material assistance, alist as well as it can be done with an experienced
blicity department. It added hundreds of dols to the week's receipts at the Strand, despite
itinuous rain and a heavy wind storm. It is a
ly remarkable evidence of what showmanship
1 accomplish, when real news value is injected
0 exploitation.
'The real secret of its publicity value is in the
■t that in each city or town it involves people
0 are known locally, and in some thing that is
:idedly unique and far away from the ordinary,
has the added merit of being simple and direct,
hout any involved features which make for de1 and unceasing effect. Once it is launched with

Edna May Sviitli, idio slept all night in a cemetery
for " The Greatest Question " exploitation stunt
pulled by the Saenyer
Amusement
Strand
showing Company for the
a preliminary announcement ad, the public will
provide the action until its conclusion.
" Our first step was an advertisement in the
Saengerette, the program for our leading New
Orleans theatres. This has an exceptional weekly
circulation. The ad invited application from people who had the courage to spend a night alone in
a graveyard, chained to a tombstone, ' in the interests of science.' We promised that the selected
applicants would be furnished with cots and blankets. The consideration was $25 for a white man,
$50 for a negro, $75 for a white woman and $100
for a negress. That one ad brought several hundred applications within forty-eight hours.
" A similar ad was published in the Item the day
after the week's issue of the Saengerette was distributed. Immediately news reporters were after
our publicity department for a story. Then applications began to pour in by letter, telephone,
personal calls and telegrams. The Item assigned
Tom Dabney, its star reporter, to the story, and
he obtained wonderfully interesting human interest
statements from scores of the applicants. He
dubbed the stunt ' the graveyard sleeping contest.'
An Item cartoonist illustrated these stories, carrying out Mr. Dabney's very practical thought of
treating the proposition in a serious way. This
removed the stigma of the tragic or sacrilegeous,
and made the matter as a half-comical experiment
in the courage of human nature to face the unknown and the mysterious.
" The political fight over the election of a governor was at its height, but this had no limiting
effect on the amount of space allowed Mr. Dabney
by the Item.
" For the first week no effort was made to connect the offer with ' The Greatest Question.' A
two column ad was used to tell the public that it
would be impossible to supply every applicant with
accommodations, but that if any person had any
particular questions to ask the spirits, the questions would be given to the applicants finally selected, who would be asked to present them to any
shadowy nocturnal visitors, should any appear.
This ad was headed, ' What to you is the greatest question? What would you ask a spirit?' and
was the first reference to the production. Single
column teaser ads, containing the sentence, ' What
to you is the greatest question?' were used on different pages of the Item a day later.
"Three persons were finally selected from the
fifteen, hundred applicants. They were a young
white main, a young vvhite woman and a negro.
The risk of having a colored woman essay the

feat was deemed too great. Tliei\ arrangements
were made for the use of three different graveyards. The experiment was set for a Friday night,
and in its afternoon edition for that day the Item
carried a three column story with photographs of
the successful applicants. The tremendous public
interest aroused in the affair was shown by the
fact that although there are a number of graveyards in New Orleans, and that the names of the
three chosen for the exploitation were kept secret,
hundreds of persons visited the various cemeteries
during the early evening, while the slumberers
were being properly chained and equipped. The
rain storm began just before dark, but the applicants insisted that there be no postponement, so
army pup tents, just big enough to provide a moderate covering for each cot, were obtained as protection from the storm.
" The following day Mr. Dabney wrote his greatest story of the campaign — the experiences of the
three vigilists. The young white man had been
given permission to keep a lighted lantern at the
foot of his cot, where it was completely protected
from the rain and wind. He reported that he fell
into a doze about midnight, and awoke before one
o'clock to find the lantern dark. He relighted it,
and after another doze he discovered it had been
put out, or gone out, again. This, he said, happened five times during the night, and he was certain that the wind could not have reached it, because itremained lighted so long as he was awake.
" The colored man declared that he saw something, he didn't know what, and that it remained
at the foot of his pup tent, swaying back and forth
in the wind, for more than an hour. It is safe to
say money.
that but for the chains he would not have won
the
" The young white woman saw nothing and
heard nothing but the eerie noise of the wind and
rain in the trees, and the spattering of drops on
the marble white tombstone to which she was fastened by one wrist, and she fell asleep about two
o'clock. When she awoke at dawn there was a
bouquet of flowers at the foot of her cot, water
soaked and bearing evidence of having been removed from some newly decorated grave. We are
certain that no one in our organization was responsible, and the watchmen at the various gates
to the cemetery swore that no one had entered, and
that they had not left their posts.
" These facts made a remarkably interesting
story, and for that day the gubernatorial campaign was relegated to second place, instead of
equal honors with the ' graveyard sleeping contest,'
in the day's news.
" In the same edition of the Item which carried
this big story by Mr. Dabney we published a display ad, definitely associating the stunt with ' The
Greatest
Question,'
which
announced to open
at
the Strand
the next
day,was
Sunday.
" From every angle it was a huge success, and it
is going to be repeated in practically every city
and town in the territory coincident with the showing of the Griffith attraction. It costs very little
as an exhibitor expense, and the returns in receipts at the box-office are the greatest, in proportion to ad cost, of any exploitation in the history
of motion pictures in this territory."
Newspaper

and

Omaha

Theatre

Cooperate
(Continued from page 2113)
In these final scenes, just before the close, there
is considerable action in the Milt Shanks home,
while outside a parade is going by, a parade of
veterans. To coordinate the two it was arranged
that the strings would play the same music during
the interior scenes and the brass and drums the
parade. It permitted the volume of music to rise
and fall as the action required.
g'liiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiN
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CE

CREAM

SDDA-CANDIE;

Plays to Hundred Per Cent of Hi
Audience
PLAYING
to a total
tot-il population
of eight hundred
a town, the
of whichpeople
is bti
836, is a record recently established by I. H. Tre;
cott, manager of the Pictureland theatre at Livoni

One of six drug store Xi'lndoics giren <ivir to the exploitation of " Male and Female " during the
showing of that feature at the Strand, Cincinnati

Buffalo

Magazine

Cover

for

Uses

Star's

Movie

To

have a striking photo of the star who is
appearing at your theatre adorn the front
page of a widely circulated local magazine is a
somewhat unusual bit of publicity, but Manager
E. O. Weinberg of the Strand theatre, BufTalo,
has made an arrangement whereby he is able to
put over a photo on the cover page of "Truth."
Buffalo illustrated weekly, not for one week but
for every week, and all he gives in return is to
pay the cost of the cut and to run a slide on the
screen calling attention to the fact that Truth is
publishing
the or
photo
of Eugene
O'Briec,
Hammerstein
William
Russell
on itsElaine
front
page, that the photo is a new one and well worth
framing. Truth in return decorates the local
news stands with large cards reproducing the
cover page, with readers calling attention to tlic

Front

Page

N. "Intensive
Y.
advertising" is the name he applie
to the method he employed, which is one that it ;
possible for any exhibitor to use anywhere if h
is in close touch with the field from which hpatronage comes.
Mr. Trescott is known to practically everyone i
Livonia. He has studied their tastes in picture
and books every one of the larger features that }knows will appeal to his townsfolk. In establisl
ing the record of getting everyone out to the the;
trc except thirty-six inhabitants, he declares h
acquired enough courage so that price will nev(
again be a reason for not showing a production ;
the Pictureland.
Hoodlum
is the pi(
lureMary
whichPickford
caused in
him" The
to hang
up the " record.
H
saw it in Buffalo, but when told of the rental h
would have to pay lo show it in Livonia for tw
days, he declares he was frankly doubtful as t
whether he could make a profit on it.
■' I decided it was good enough to give to m
people as a treat if enough of them didn't tur
out to make it a financial success," said Mr. Tre:
cott, " but once I had booked it I resolved that r
one in town would have the chance of saying tiic
didn't know I was showing it."

Photograph

coming of the star to the Strand. The cover
itself also carries a box cut line under the photo,
giving the name of the star, the attraction and
the date of showing.
The stunt has attracted much attention in
Buffalo, primarily because of its originality.
To date Mr. Weinberg has had published photos
of Elaine Hammerstein. Eric von Stroheim. Eu-

lLU)jT/(ATI:D mMv

, (Buffalo^ ,

Eat

MILUAM HlSStU, A

Ice Cream

Eat
Ice Cream
Wheat's

Eal
WheaCrt'eas m
Ice

EtCENE O BRIEN. S.lin«k SU. i

KMIC STROHEIM. Dirrctor. Actor, SUt. aoj Crc.

gene O'Brien and William Russell, and is preparing a striking photo of Mary Pickford in
" Pollyanna " for a front page display. It is an
easy matter to get photos of stars on the inside
of magazines and newspapers, but it is a rather

Wheat's
difficult matter to get them on page one, an
few exhibitors would hope in their wildes
dreams that they would be able to repeat th
stunt every week. However, that is just what i
being done in Buffalo, and the illustrations here
with show some of the front pages reproduce^
by Truth for the Strand.
The magazine, when placed on the variou
news stands throughout the city, also proves
valuable bit of advertising for the Strand, real!
taking the place of w"indow cards in many ir
stances. It is also well worth while for tn
Strand, where the downtown newsboys made
special display of the magazine on the day th
publication comes out, which is done in sever; '
instances. Mr. Weinberg has found the stun
to be a verv valuable one.
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crouds at the Strand theatre, Seattle, duriini tlir llircc :vrcks tlir film -i^ik pUiy.iuj

Advertising

IVhich

Specializes

to^

Arouse
the on Public's
an assortment of pills Curiosity
and velvet coverings.
K N insight into the latest
and most constructively
She
was not burdened with clothes. It was a
- » different exploitation campaign, S. Barret Mcrmick, managing director of the Circle Theatre,
photograph that might hang in any art gallery.
ilianapolis, Ind., has laimched in the last eight Word matlor practically the same as the announcement acompanied the advertisement.
nths enables exhibitors to sow the seeds of exlitation in uncultivated fields.
During the week of the showing, ads ranging
from a column by two inches to two colunms by
Technically, Mr. McCormick hinged his exploitafour inches were used. A cartoon of Miss Taluon on the basic idea of the writers of "Two
madge was supplemented by a brief reference as to
Weeks," that the great percenage of the general
what might be expected to happen when a chorus
public is instinctively curious as to the routine and
i^on-routine events in the life of a chorus girl.
girl is "stranded for two whole weeks at the counThe showman that made Indianapolis famous
try estate of three bachelors."
• Probably the most characteristic play in the cam^n't a bit reluctant about airing the personal
lirs of an average show-girl. The exploitation
paign was made on the human interest that naturalnpaign started several days before the first
ly surrounds the showgirl. No chance was omitted
for stating that Lillums was a Broadway chorus
wing of the attraction when a new sort of Mcrmick ad good-naturedly piqued interest in the
girl. The idea of patronizing high-priced cafes and
picture.
wringing out her own stockings and such thoughts
\ four-column by sixteen inch ad was built on a
> -fifty arangement. Half, the upper half, was
oted to an odd drawing that showed the figure
a girl attired in negligee and holding a candle in
iitr hand. A light from somewhere outlined her
Ifigure against a fetching filmy nightie. Whether
jthe girl was Constance Talmadge or someone else
|is unknown. It is established that she was pretty.
"Saucy Lillums," read the word matter. Then in
allcr
horus type
girl, more
carriesexplanation
her bathingfollowed
suit in :a "She's
vanity
e, is one of the principal reasons why they re!ed the daylight saving law, naughty just so far
hen zip, and on go the weed chains." This
N.asn't the end of the paragraph. But the inter|c5ted reader probabh- took a look at the figure
(above and continued again :—
"Not a single Rolls-Royce to her name, yet the
jMaitre de Hotel bows low when she enters the
Lobster Palace — but she washes out her own lace
hose and hangs them on the radiator to dry — so
now, suspicious reader, >ou know just what kind
a girl 'Saucy Lillums' is— nearly."
In type neither gaudy nor smashing but large
:nough to stand out sharply in contrast to the other
ype, "COXSTANCE TALMADGE in 'TWO
vVEEKS ' '■ was displayed. And below the title of
he play, was written :—
' — That's the title of the play which concerns the
ovc described young lad\' and three womenjiating bachelors who find themselves in the emIJarassing position of being caught unchaperoned
I ivith her for two whole weeks, fourteen days, 336
lours, 20,016 minutes — but why continue? She
:ould only marry one of them — at a time."
On the opening Sunday of the attraction Mr.
McCormick arranged for a two color display ad.
3n a light green background, the figure of Constance
Raleigh's mechanical novelty for advertising a
Talmadge was printed. She seemed to be resting
picture
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Mechanical Window
Display Story

C ' )Mi'"i l.Mi-' ago we iiulilislicd a story of a canri.\
»J Scoiiliniaii who, in a town of
some 600 used
mechanical window displays of his own invention.
i-''>rtunaiely for us we didn't claim it was new.
having had some experience in chronicling this
■' lirst to pull it stuff" nor did we claim for Mr.
MacKenzic that he had any copyright on the idea
which is with
just as
sinceandourVongood
friend people
A.' C.
Raleigh,
the well,
Jensen
Herberg
out at the Columbia theatre, Portland, and one of
our own advisory board comes through with ample
l)roof that he pulled the same stuff when he was
located at the Rialto, Butte, Montana. Instead
of using a cut-out from a twenty-fcuir sheet however, Raleigh enlarged the design on ui)son board
and blocked in the colors in shades and shadows.
For power, Mr. Raleigh used a variable speed
motor and a set of gears connected with arms, of
wood transfering it to the various parts of the
contraption devised for the particular display which
was being used. Mr. Raleigh sends in some photographs to prove that the West Coast is two years
ahead of Missouri, perhaps having in mind that
the Atlanta (Missouri) exhibitor may have some
of the characteristics generally ascribed to one
of the race his name suggests, and also those which
his state implies, in having to be shown.
We are using one of these photos for a cut with
the explanation of how the invention worked, not
that we think any exhibitor will again play this
picture now history so far as films are concerned,
but with the idea that it may be used for some
other picture having the sea as the locale of its
plot, like "The Shark" or "Behind the Door."
The center "wave" you will see in the illustration moved up and down, while
"ship" had a
staggering motion which closely the
imitated the roll
of a vessel on a stormy sea. We sort of imagine
that our friend Raleigh only wanted to warn us
never to go on record as calling anything "new"
in his letter, explaining how he worked
the mechanical device and others of a similar nature,
since his letter was largely personal and perhaps
did not see there was an exploitation story in it
from several angles. First, the stunts he pulled
with his mechanical "toys" were instrumental in
attracting a lot of extra business just as Mr. McKenzie's did. Second, it will remind
again that here is a novel exploitation exhibitors
idea that
is a sure fire business getter. Third, the particular
stunt we have described in a general way one of
four Mr. Raleigh pulled, is just as good on other
pictures as it was on "The Sea Master."
To forestall any more comebacks we will say
that Raleigh himself doesn't claim that he is the
only man who ever pulled this stimt, although
like Mr. MacKenzie he did originate his particular
machine, which is the same thing.
We might add that if there is any other exhibitor
who can come through with a "mechanical window display we will be glad to give space to the
story of his "invention."
that make novels about chorus girls intei'esting
were capitalized for all they were worth by Mr.
McCormick.
From the standpoint of exhibitor benefit, Mr.
McCormick's campaign is unquestionably the most
noteworthy. Just as he stressed a point of interest that appeals to eighty-five per cent of all
theatre patrons this same idea can be used to good
effect. Doubtless, the personal life of a chorus
girl holds as much or more charm as the life of
any person. But it is further likely that the life
of a shopgirl, shoe-salesman, telephone operator or
be gracefull
featured
other
any
attraction.y ex-'
feature
for a can
campaign
in aperson
ploitcd
Perhaps the "O. Henr\" touch which Mr. McCormick applied to his explanation of the spicy
events in the lives of showgirls accounted to a
of "Two Weeks."
the popularity
forwhich
extent in
great manner
The
an idea is carried out is of
course a great factor in that idea's success.
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Illustrating What a " Feature
Really Is

AX

Here is the lobby display which is credited mith having been a big business getter

Following

the

Trail

of

illustration of how times change and
it the methods of advertising pictures
what constitutes the " feature " is contained
glance at the accompanying photograph of
lobby display used by the Liberty theatre of C
cil Bluffs, Iowa, for Harold Lloyd's " Bun
TheBroadway."
Liberty played up the comedy portio
into
the bill in every bit of advertising used fo!
whole program during the period " Bun
Into Broadway " was playing. One of the
effective parts of this campaign was the lobby
play. To build it, the Liberty did not ha\
draw heavily on the bank account. All that
required was some compo board, a few strif
wood, three cut-outs from one sheets, four h
and a sign painter's time for perhaps an 1
Probably the whole cost did not exceed ten dc
but what was the result ? People who «
otherwise pass the Liberty theatre with nev
glance to see what pictures were being shown
attracted by the unu^^ual sight and noted that
old Lloyd in a certain comedy was advertised
attracting the attention of the public is first
to selling them tickets for your show.
There may be those who argue that billi:
two-reel comed\- above the so-called featui
poor showmanship. On that point we will
argue since it is our province here to tell
what others do but for these doubters we ap
the opinion of manager Ben Harding who Sts
■' I have come to the conclusion that the fe;
on a bill is that which the most of my pal
consider worth seeing. It might be a one-reel
might be strip from a news weekly, it migl
something else but whatever it is I am goin
advertise it. I thought the Lloyd Comedy w;
more interest to my public than the five-reel
ture so I played it up and I have no reason

IVhang
Doodle
"Band
NOT so long agoBrown's
we told the News readers
oped in another
blinding snow storm.
Thoughts
of record-breaking crowds vanished as the snow
about the " Whangdoodle band " which Phil
continued to fall. But, much to the surprise of the
Brown,
had ingathered
together
for a touran ofoldthe" trouper,"
Indiana cities
connection
with
management of the Grand Opera House at Anderson, where the picture was showing, records
the showing of " In Old Kentucky." The " Whandoodle" outfit is now entour, and from being just proved that the film had broken box-office records
a band that could play some music and make more
for the theatre, due to the interest caused by the
noise it has grown to almost a full fledged minunlooked
for Whangdoodle band as well as " A
strel show.
the result to change my mind."
Dav in Dixie."
The band operated as a sort of black-face comedy combination. The daily street parade took
place at 2 p.m. through the main streets in whatever city the picture was showing. Realizing the
full drawing power and publicity value of a negro
brass band, which can always make three times as
much noise and was known as the " Kentucky
ballyhoo," Brown provided for the band to line up
in front of the theatre between performances and
play such well-known typical airs as " Swanee
River," " Dixie," " On the Henry Clay " and " The
Memphis Blues." The ballyhoo turned out to be
as great a success as had been the street parade
and was from that day on a part of the Whangdoodle band's daily routine.
Determined to keep the colored musicians busy
and out of trouble, Mr. Brown was not satisfied
in allowing them merely to make a street parade
and four or five ballyhoos a day. His theatrical
training led him to produce a black-face act, lasting about fifteen minutes, in which dancing, music,
singing and comedy chatter was introduced. The
turn, which was used during the intermission of
every performance during the day, was known as
" A Daj- in Dixie," and succeeded in drawing more
and more showgoers to the ticket windows.
To give the minstrel act, " A Day in Dixie," a
more professional appearance — a thing which Mr.
Brown realized was essential to the success of the
performance — the musicians are provided with costumes depicting the old negro cotton-picker, mostly consisting of overalls, gingham shirts, tattered
hats and shoes. A banjo, played by one of the
Whangdoodle members who can fortunately
" Double," is used to great effect during the act in
giving the affair the required local color of the
old plantation.
After a four-day showing at the Star theatre in
Muncie, the film production accompanied by the
band traveled to Anderson, Ind., for the remainder
of the week, where they found themselves envelThis is the ininstrel troupe which Br oisme is sending over Ittdiana zi-ith "In Old Kentucky"
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Uhea^res
I
( oniedy — ".Speed" (Al St. John).
Feature— "Black Is White" (Dalton).
Next Week— "The Right of Way"
(Lytell).

FIRST TIME EVER SHOWN. ANYWHERE! -/M
rauman's Theatre —
"All You Have Ever
crturc — Selections from " Martha."
rrcnt Events — Pathe News and GauFirst of Week— "The Man Who
and a Lot
Men in
and a Women
Loved
or About
Cussed
Boy — "
raont Graphic,
A BICCUI AND BErm* SCREIN PROWCTION THAN MUCK AND TOW
Stayed at Home" (King Baggot).
Last
Half
isical — Jesse Crawford at the organ
— — "Marked Men" (Harry
'e
ew
Lo
Carcv).
OR TOM iAWYM"
A NFO/ VWHK 1N«AJN - rABAMOlJNT
ARTCRAfT MASTUlPtECt:
playing "Hand in Hand Again"
and "Dardanella" with word slides,
ucational — Topics of the Day —
"HUCiaEBERfiy
KRrCTlD W WLUAM D WLOR. flW
Pathe.
nctng — An aesthetic dancing num'
DALTON
ber under the title of "The Spirit
of the Fire" with a stage setting
ulumu^'i^hue DOROTHY
showing a woodland pool.
Ttoon— I'nder the Big Top — Para■•IjUii/
mount Magazine,
Jim /. /< (n n II l inn
jsicai — An Arabian ten piece orchesAngeles
tra in native costumes and with Quiliti
native instruments give a concert
—Pathe.
Comedy
— "His Royal Slyness" — Lloyd Victory Theatre —
within an Oriental setting,
Moran."Non Skid Love" — Lyons■ature
— " Alarm
Clock
Andy '' — • Special — The Illiterate Digest — Will Comedy
Charles
Ray.
Rogers Sayings.
Current Events— Special number.
•?w Week — "His House in Order" — Next Week — -"The Little Shepherd of Feature — "Eve In Exile" — Marguerita
Elsie Ferguson.
Fisher.
Kingdom Come" — Jack Pickford.
lit I 0(fi**<fL
alto Theatre —
Kiiieina Theatre —
Superba Theatre —
cond week of "Huckleberry Finn" Overture — Light Cavalry. Orchestra Same
program complete as given last III, Ilvucnt theatre, Kansas Vity, is playand complete program as given last
increased from 14 to 30 pieces.
week.
1(1// iKirothy Dalton's latest feature ■' Black
week.
Scenic — Specially selected strips from
is White" this week. This is the ReUniversal magazine and Outing Chine's Broadway Theatre —
(/cnt's
by five
inches display,
used inthree
the columns
Hunday papers
tlifomia Theatre —
Chester releases.
Current Events — Pathe News.
' erture — Selections from " Martha." Instrumental — Organ solo by Leonard Educational — Holmes Travelogue.
Clark with word slides and soloist Instrumental — Banjo duet by Taylor
During the rendition a tenor solo
DETROIT
"Oh So Fair" is given.
singing
"My
Babies
Arms"
off
and Taj-lor.
stage.
I rrent Events — Special number comand May.
Feature
— "Mary's Ankle" — McLean
piled from Pathe, Kinograms and Special— Letter Laughs.
Fox weeklies,
Vocal — Soprano solo.
Adams
Overture—— "Mile. Modiste."
cal— A Dream. Tenor solo within Current Events — Compiled from InterCurrent
Events— Detroit Free Press
Weekly.
KANSAS
CITY
an interior placed at center stage,
national, Pathe and Kinograms.
Vocal — Emmons & Colvin.
enic — The Big Guns of the Navy — Vocal — Tenor and soprano duet from
Prizma.
'II Trovatore." Given with a full
Prelude— "Fashion Show" with modecial— Three girls give a dancing
stage setting showing prison walls Newman —
elstroitandshops.
exhibits by Various Dein the foreground with the fortress Overture — "Rienzi."
number, "Dance of the Hour",
views.Events — Newman News and Feature — "Toby's Bow," Tom .Moore.
in perspective on the canvas Current
within a woodland cyclorama enbacking.
circling the full stage, with lighting
Next Week— "The River's End."
cflFects to represent morning, noon Feature — The Turning Point — Kath- Cartoon — Comedy (Bray).
crine McDonald.
I and night,
Vocal — Aria from "Martha" — Anthony Broadway Strand —
Guarino, tenor.
Current Events — International News.
'iture— "The Street Called Straight"
Travel — Bray Pictograph.
— Goldwyn Eminent Authors.
Feature
—
"Every
woman."
Symphony Theatre —
Current Events — Fox News.
Next
Week — "The
Lone Wolf's Vocal — Ethel Grasech, soloist.
Daughter" (Louise Glaum).
Feature
— "Behind the Door," Hobart
Special — Patter and song act.
Bosworth.
Comedy — Ducks — Christie.
i'BROADWAV
Comedy— "Call a Cop," Christie.
Feature — "Beyond the Law"- — Emmett Current Events — Pathe No. 38.
Dalton. Dalton makes a personal
Next
Week— "On With the Dance."
Royal — — -Topics of the Day (Litappearance at each performance Educational
erary Digest).
and gives a ten minute talk on his
McLean).
Madison ——"Slavonic Dance."
Feature
— "Mary's Ankle" (May and Overture
outlaw life.
III
Current Events — Pathe News.
Next Week — "Young Mrs. Winthrop" Vocal — Coster and Clements, "ForTally's Broadway —
BLACK
IS
(Clayton).
Overture — Dance of the Hour — Ormadge.ever Is a Long Long Time."
chestra increased to 12 pieces and
Feature— "She Loves and Lies," TalLiberty
—
placed under the direction of Merit
^
WHITE
Gilbert.
Overture
"The — Highlands."
Next Week— Eugene O'Brien in "The
Current —Events
Pathe No. 11.
Current
Events
—
Pathe
Weekly.
. s(sr>ly 0» Bait ttCotdirai
Broken Melody."
Scenic
—
"The
Big
Guns
of
the
Navy"
Scenic — Highest Spheres — Ford.
(Prizma).
Washington —
Special — Dorothy Waters, aged four
lard).
Suttfln
IOr,J Raa»Holmes
«t «■"rraCe'.sS^ie
I0.;»1 Wat
"She's a Good Fellow."
years, in cowboy costume gives a Comedy— "Waltz Me Around" (Pol- Overture—
Mf^HfiCii
S.»nls
Current Events — Fox News.
- IT.:...-'. C-lTl:cr.
song
and
dance.
III. .
Feature — "She
Love's
and Lies" Comedy— "Fishing," Mutt and Jeff.
(Norma Talmadge).
Comedy
— "ANational.
Day's Pleasure — Chaplin
— First
Feature—
"A Tale
of Two Cities,"
— William
Farnum.
Next Week — "The
Fear Market"
— "The Stranger" — This is the
(Brady).
» display hy dune's Broadway of Los Feature
fifth week for this picture which
Comedy — "Her
Sunleleg traa four columns hy ten inches.
shine.Naughty
AccompaniedWink,"
by Royal
was produced locally by James
Broadicay gave " Black is White " its
premiere in the United States
Youngdeer.
Current Events — Regent News.
Jazz Band.
Regent —

Motion

V ^ErankL.Newman's

Special Mu'^ic — Strand Theatre Quartet.
Scenic — Prizma, "A Day With John
Burroughs."
Comedy
"Sheriff Nell's Comeback," a
Fox — Comedy.
Feature — "My Husband's Other Wife."
Next Week — Katherine McDonald in
" I he Turning Point."

GoiAg

P i c t ur

CINCINNATI
Overture
Strand —— Popular Airs.
Current Events — Pathe No. 13.
Half-Hour Masterpiece — "Fighting
Feature — "The Broken Melody."
Next Week — "Out Yonder."

—
Orp Ile—umNorma
Feature
Tahnadge in "DaughMad." •
ter of Two Worlds."
Overture
Walnut-— Selections from "Babes in
Serial
—
^"The
Lost
City,"
1st
episode.
Extra Attraction — Ned Nichels, bari- Current Events — Pathe 12.
DOUGLAS V iACLEAt^J
tone soloist rendering ballads.
ORIS ' iVaay
Scenic — Memories — Prizma.
Next Week — "The Mormon Maid."
d."llyana" (second week.)
e —lan"Po
FeaturToy
e
Ankl
f^axys
Next Week — "The Greatest Question."
Standard —
Feature — "A Prince of. Avenue A."
Comedy — Lyons and Moran in "Old Current Events — Fox 32.
New."
I- rank Newman of Kaunan Citij ;;(«i/n min i ValueClothes
— Prettyfor Good.
s-— "Sheriff Nell's Comeback" —
ftdy
Co
Gime
ftrxt runs in his several thiatrex than anil
Fox.
manager in the United States, ire think. Next Week — "High Speed."
Feature— Flame of the Desert.
Here isthree
Ms display
columns for
hij "sixMarii'n
inehes Ankle" Current
EventsEvents
B 459. — Hearst's Current Next Week — "Mother and the Law."
CLEVELAND

C ELEBRATING LINCOLNS BIRTHDAY AT THE
GRAND
THEATRE
WILL D. NARRld.LESSEE
MANAGER
ALL WEEK STARTING SUNDAY—

Stillman —
Overture — Aida.
The picl-ure I'his.l'
Gmbodies Yhc Spiril- / I
Themes — "Rachity Coo" and "Katinka"
oP Lincoln— f-he
apii'il- oPAmericzi. "
and "Spring Maid."
Current Events — Kinograms No. 13A.
THE
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff in "Fishing."
lAND
Comedy — Mr. and Mr.s. Carter de
Haven in "Hoodooed."
Feature — Norma
Tahnadge in "She
Loves and Lies."
Next Week— Bert Lytell in "The Right
of Way."
Euclid —
Overture — "Semiramide."
Themes — "Babes in Toyland" and
SHOWS STAPT AT l~3- 5-7-9 P.M.
PPItLS ^.S'. iS-i-ANDSOS PIUS WAR TAX.
"Boola Boola," with Hawaiian instruments.
display on " Soldiers of ForCurrent Events — Kinograms No. 13 A., A fulltune '' page
" The Land
of Opportunity
by Will and
D. Harris,
manager
of the Grand"
Topical Tips No. 42.
theatre, Columbus, Ohio
Scenic — "Memory
Lane," a Post nature scenic.
Special — Ralph Incc in "The Land of
Opportunity."
Feature
— "Pollyaima" for the second
week.
Next Week — "Pollyaima" continued,
and followed by "On With the
TDance" the following week.
Alhambra —
Overture— Selections
from "Aida,"
with arias sung by Signor Giarnide
Tutti.
Theme — "Souvenir."
Current Events — Pathe News No. 13
and Pathe Review No. 40, Topics
of the Day No. 42.
Comedy — Mr. and Mrs. Carter De
Haven in "Hoodooed."
Feature — Norma
Talmadge in "She
Loves and Lies."
Next Week — "Mary's Ankle," with
Douglas McLean and Doris May.
Metropolitan —
Overture — Selection from "Rigoletto"
with arias by mixed quartet.
Theme.
Current Events — Leader-News Weekly.
Cartoon— Bray Pictograph No. 420.
Comedy — "Twilight Baby."
Feature — "Paliser Case" with Pauline
Frederick.
Next Week — Katherine McDonald in
"The Turning Point."
Strand —
Overtare — "Chimes of Normandy."

Current
Palace —Events — Literary Digest 41.
Feature — "The Beggar Prince."
Vaudeville — Avon Comedy Four; Four
Ginger Snaps ; Mack and Maybelle,
song and dance ; Murray Girls,,
song and dance; Dodic Velde
Company, in "Chaplin's Capers in
a Park." Braminos Musical
Clowns ; Morlin, comedian.
DENVER
Rivoli Theatre —
Overture — Morning, Noon and Night.
Feature — She Loves and She Lies —
Norma Tahnadge.
Comedy — Sunshine.
Next Week — Her Elephant Man.
Rialto Theatre —
Overture — Southern Airs.
Current
of theEvents
Day. — Pathe News — Topics
Feature — Huckleberry Finn.
Nextthrop.
Week— The Young Mrs. Win-

WASHINGTON
Metropolitan —
Overture — Merry Wives of Windsor.
Current Events — International News —
Topics of the Day.
Comedy
— Her Naughty Wink (Sunshine).
Scenic — ^^Domesticating Wild Men
(Martin Johnson).
Feature
— The Paliser Case (Frederick).
Next Week's Feature— Toby's Bow
(Tom Moore).
Palace —
Overture — Gems of the Sunny South.
Current
of theEvents
Day. — Pathe News — Topics
Comedy — Star Boarder (Sennett).
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff.
Reid).— Double Speed (Wallace
Feature
Next(Maclean
Week's and
Feature
— Mary's Ankle
May).

Princess Theatre —
Scenic — Holmes Travelogue.
Feature — Black Is White.

"Th

e

AO Week, Starting Today
Earle
Williams
— in —
Fort

une

■ Work is pleasure if love fills the he.iit cf tlie
'■ worker.'
according heto puts
Earle Williams. hisIn ide;is
"The
ofFortune
.m.ikingHunter"
work a pleasure.intoHepractice
is assisted to a
marked
degree
by
Jean
Paige,
who
-'ih
ilcs
into
; his eves while the youth dispenses sod.i. Who
• wouldn't like to be a soda clerk? You'll die
laughin-i
the "plain"
soda. It u ishenoneyouofseethe"Blinky"
knockoutdownscenes
in the
superfeature
tJie stage
the
same
name thatmadehad from
us roaring
a fewplay
yearsof ago.

HAE HURRAY
POWELL
DAVID

Arthur
stoltcandis one
the lead'
advertising
this ofdisplay
/oi
no exceptio
H ide by aDance
page ''in isdepth
for " 0>
PHILADELPHl
Stanley
Theatre —
Overture
Dana).— Madame Butterfly.
Feature — The Willow Trei (
Comedy — His Royal Highnes
Current Events — Pathe New
ary Digest, Pathe; Gaun
phic, Elec. ; Current Ev(
Educational — The Coolies — ^

rf
1
.t
v
ri

Arcadia
Theatre —
'
Overture.
wick).
Feature
— Jack Straw, (Robl
Scenic — Burton Holmes Tra oi
Par.
Current Events — Pathe News .i;
Digest — Pathe.
Victoria Theatre —
Overture — The Merry Wives
sor.
Feature — Should A Worn

Comedy — Hungry Lions an '
Hearts
Fox. e).
(Alice —Lak
Current Events — Pathe Nev.
Comedy — (For
Balsing
Over On!the
Saturday
Blue — Chester.
Scenic — Woman and .Anim:
geria — Elec.

Palace Theatre —
Overture — The American P
Feature — A Daughter of Ta
Rialto
—
Overture — Faust.
(Norma Talmadge) 1st
Violin Solo — Alice Blue Gown, by
Hunt
Daniel Breeskin.
er'' Current Events — Pathe Nc
Regent Theatre —
j
CRYSTAL
Current
of theEvents
Day. — Pathe News — Topics
SHERWOOD ENTERTAINERS
Overture — Samson et Deli!
Cartoon — Bray.
Feature— All Of A Sudc
Feature — The Turning Point (Kath- One of the first displays we have seen on
erine McDonald).
" The Fortune Hunter," a seren inch
(Marguerite Gark).
double column ad by the Crystal theatre Comedy — Monkey Shines —
Next Week's Feature — Even As Eve.
of Indianapolis
Current Events — Ford We

ebruary
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CHICAGO

indolph Theatre —
in Selections.
ire — Second week of Lionel
Harrymore in "The Copperhead."
cdy — Min and Andy Gump in
.\n(ly Takes A Dancing Lesson."
Ii azar Theatre —
m Selections.
lire — 'The Sage Brusher."
.dy— "Her Naughty Wish."
I ivhoiise Theatre —
ic — .\ Trip Through Switzerland,
ted Paragraphs.
lire — Second week of Norma Talnadge in "A Daughter of Two
Worlds."
bmcdy — "Ambrose's Vacation."
bming Xe.xt — "Other Men's Shoes."
'antheon Theatre —
II Solo — "Morning, Noon and
Night."
heon Topics of the Day.
cl Picture — Outing by Chester,
tare — "Barber of Seville."
■ :y Comedy — "Save Me Sadie."
;ihone Solos — "Mighty Like a
Rose'' and "Smiles."
r'o Singers — Hahn,
Weller and
CyDonnel! — Popular Melodies,
mature — Marguerite Clarke in "All of
a Sudden Peggy."
oming Next — Douglas McLean and
Doris May in "Mary's Ankle."
rpheuin Theatre —
:i Solo.
.i.iie Weekly.
ature — Douglas McLean and Dorris
May in "Mary's Ankle."
oodJawn Theatre —
rean Specialty.
dlawn News and Views.
, 5 of the Day.
. oodlawn Brighter Side of Life,
iraraount Comedy.
verture — Prelude and Siciliana —
Cavalleria Rusticana.
;ature— Charles Ray in "Red Hot
. Dollars."
|rchestral Intermission — Sweet and
I Low.
<>-e Theatre —
cntal Music by Gerard's Symphony Orchestra,
."ature— "Other Men's Shoes."
■tdy — "Speed."
itional — Industrial — "The Serpent's Tooth." Atlas,
iucational Film Company.

lion is a very good one and shows
the Norma Talmadge personality
belter than any oilier picture in
which she has appeared in a long
while. There is lots of light and
shade. The audience liked it immensely" — Harold B. Franklin.
Box office value — Very Good.
Comedy — "Her
Naughty
Wink" — Sunshine comedy.
Accompanied
by
the I lipp Jazz Band.
Day. Events — Hippodrome Review
Current
consisting of Gaumont, Universal
and Fox News and Topics of the

ST. LOUIS
Kings Theatre —
Overture — "Dance oi Hours."
Current — Paihe News.
Cartoon — Mutt and JefT.
Soloist?
Feature — "The Hushed Hour."
Comedy
shine.— "Her Xaughiy Wink," SunXe.xt Week — "EvcrN woman."
-Vew Grand Central —
Kinograms Weekly —
Screenics.
Feature — "Even As Eve."
Comedy — "Mr. and Mrs. Carter De
Haven" "E.xccss Baggage." ,
West End Lyric —
Overture — Silverman's Orchestra.
Current — West End Lyric Review.
Feature — "Mary's Ankle."
Comedy — Chrystie Comedy.

THIS WEEK
WILLIAM
RUSSELL

[SHOD WITH
FIRE
Do You Love Horsei? Do
IofyoutheloveWettern
the wild,
free life
Plaint?
Do
IImiu
you lovethiilove?
Then
don't
picture of the

... ^

Special — Prizma — Guatemala.
Next Week— Charles Ray in "Red
Hoi Dollars" and Larry Scmon in
"The Grocery Clerk."

Overture
Strand —— Selections from "As You
Current Events — Latest Pathe News.
open We«t
two \
IIfitted
men andwithiti its
delightFeature — "Burglar by Proxy" — Jack
Pickford. "This picture was well
|ful women.
liked 1)_\ Strand audiences. Many
BIG VODVIL
William Fox Liberty —
of the situations are inconsistent.
Current — Fo.x News.
Leading
Were." lady, Gloria Hope and
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff.
Jack Dillon do good work. Well
Feature — "The Strongest," Fox.
mounted." — E. O. Weinberg. Box
Comedy- — "Her Naughty Wink."
.1 rery nice display for "Shod icith Fire"
office value — fair.
the Garden
BaltiFeature — William Russell, "Shod Witii designed more.byIn size
thiscolumn
icastheatre
secenof inches
Comcdv
— "Captain
double
.Harold
Lloyd. Kidd's Kids" —
Wizard Theatre —
Next Week — Constance Talmadge in
"A Virtuous Vamp".
Current Events — Fo.x Weekly, Topics
Ashcv 5l«n«j Cotiti SuKnu HfartfFire."
of the Day.
•■W. ^AVn«d(aorfiilL».Di*iB !<l HU
Special — Photoplay Magazine, Screen
SEATTLE
Supplement, Pryzma
"Cost of
Carelessness."
Feature—
"When the Clouds Roll By"
— Douglas Fairbanks.
Liherty Theatre —
Overture — Dardanelia.
ScenicChester
— Hippety-Hoppety^-Woopety
—
BUFFALO
Outing.
Shea's Hippodrome —
Overture — Selections from "Oh, My
Stage Setting — "We Can't Get Along
With Them and We Can't Live
Without Them," a novelty, adapted
from
Dear." the painting "A Family

luKcra QuimnTt ^aa^ ah^^ican HATiMaiisTi j
From the city which in our opinion leads
all others in good display advertising for
pictures, ue have this nice display, flic
columns by tirelve inches, the uork of the
Colonial of Indianapolis. Without doubt
this is the best piece of nork yet to come
to our attention on "Out Yonder"

Vocal — "The Melody of Love" from
"Gypsy Love" solo of Emmanuel
List of the Rialto theatre. New
Quarrel."
Yoik
Feature — "She Loves and Lies" —
Norma Talmadge. "This produc-

Comedy
tures.— ^\'itty Sayings — Greater FeaCurrent Events — Liberty Weekly —
Lessons in life saving at Seattle
Y. M. C. A., Pathe; Allies demand
876 German war prisoners, Paris
Pathe; Blizzard in New York,
Pathe; Lincoln's death place,
Pathe ; Ice in New York harbor,
Pathe.
Vocal — My Isle of Dreams. Sung by
Betty Brown.
Comedy — Yellow Dog Catcher— Fox.
Organ— Solo by Oliver G. Wallace, "At
Twilight's Falling", Mr. Wallace's
composition.
Feature — Double Speed — Wallace Reid.
Next Week— "Two Weeks".
ST. PAUL

BALTIMORE
New Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe.
Comedy
— "Her Bridal Nightmare" —
Christie.
VocalSilvio
— Selections
Yanetti. from "Pagliacci" byFeature — "His Wife's Money" —
Eugene O'Brien.
NextAnita
WeekStewart.
— "In Old Kentucky" —

Parkway Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe.
Pictorial — Bray Pictograph.
Mi nm mwi inMkM ui iiu ni ruiin out
nimm iH Mini Muismnn nwjju ciicas nisic-^ Comedy — "Company" — Briggs.
Feature — "Double Speed" — Wallace
Reid.
I»^»er Shafer g display on " Her Elephant
wtneatre,
irhenSt.thisLouis.
picture played the Liber- Next Week — "All of a Sudden,
In size it teas three
I
columns by Jour inches
Peggy"— M. Clark.

EUGENE
O'BRIEN
Supported by Zena Keefe in

New Garrick Theatre —
Prizma.
Scenic
— "The Refreshing Riviera" —
Instrumental — Trumpet solo by George
Swanson.
Current Events — New Garrick Digest.
Vocal — Mme.
Helena and Signor
Russo in repertoire.
Feature — "What's Your Husband
Doing" — McLean and May.

Overture — "Sakuntala" and "When
A "HIS
Red-Blood«J•nd DuPUyWIFrS
ot Lave,R*bbt.
Komux*dtt«ci«dtndMONEY"
Vrraci
byAdvewrwr*
(Ulpfa by KU/ Tu-lj
Current
Events Smiles
— Topical
My Baby
at Me."Review —
TV bvi>''ilT •< tW Lt»i >u*u u>4 MM iK* rub-eris U tW «ni tr^
Pathe montand
Fox
News
and GauTHRILLS-THROBS- ROMAPtCC
— Prizma.Graphic.
S«ei«' ScorePro/of Bccuttfut
Mu.ie Af»«nrH b/
E- V, Cupero
^ 1 Scenic — "Gowns Venus Would Envy"
Horton.
A very pretty display three columns by Instrumental — Organ solo by Eddie
nineworkinches
for New
"His Theatre,
Wife's Money"
of the
Baltimore the
Feature — "Woman."
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Announces Katherine
MacDonald Series
Announcement is made this week
by Attractions Distributing Corporation of the stories that will be screened
as starring vehicles for Katherine
MacDonald as the second series of
three releases through National Exhibitors' Circuit.
The first of the new series, following "The Turning Point," third of the
first series, will be an adaptation of
" The Guests of Hercules," by Mrs.
A. M. Williamson, who, in collaboration with C. N. Williamson, her husband, has long been in the forefront
of American literary ranks.
The second production will be an
adaptation of " Curtain," a dramatic
story of domestic life written by Rita
Weiman and published in a recent issue of the Saturday Evening Post.
Miss Weiman will go from New York
to the Katherine MacDonald studios
in Los Angeles to write the continuity.
The third release in the second series
will be a screen version of " The
Notorious Miss Lisle," from the book
by Mrs. Bailey Reynolds- The continuity for this is now being written
by the members of the scenarios department atthe MacDonald studios. It
is a drama of mystery and adventure.
Hodkinson Announces
Promotions

To

Present
'HE Fortune Teller,", the
A. H. Woods dramatic production which played a record run in New York City will shortl}^
be given to the screen world by Robertson-Cok as an "extra special."
This elaborate film production directed
by Albert Capellani was ol)taincd by
Robertson-Cole this week.
Marjorie Rambeau acts the kadinj^
role in this filin masterpiece and is
supported by a cast of stage and
screen artists. The acting of this star
in " The Fortune Teller " is considered by Robertson-Cole as the
greatest ever accomplished by any
actress.
"'The Fortune Teller' is without
doubt the most elaborate and besl
staged film ever secured by RobertsonCole " said A. S. Kirkpatrick, vicepresident and general manager of the
Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation. "The picture is a dramatic setting of a play of the same name which
had a continued run not only in New
York City but in every large city in
the United States.
" In this production de luxe, Albert
Capellani outdid himself. It is true,
he had a marvelous story to work with
and a star who has been proven as
one of the best drawing cards, both on
the legitimate stage and on the silver
sheet, but on the other hand, his

"The

Fortune
Tellei"
arc not boasting — we want th
hibitor to know that the stamp
proval of this concern has mac
not only a special but an extra lapfeature production.
"Some time ago we notifie
trade that Robcrtson-Cole woul
its patrons only the best obta a.
Carrying out this promise we
paid a sum that will break all r
for ' The Fortune Teller.' Ii
slory with a punch ; a theme shi
in love and human appeal ; a 1
that grips — a picture that will >o
every class of fan and a box ofi
traction that will be a star to sh
" This is the first time in tt
tory of this corporation that W'
given
the tradeof anthe ' extra
The greatness
picture s
with the name of the eminent di
the attractive ability of the sfc
a story that has been tried, con M
to carry out the idea in a r
Albert Capellani, veteran director, whose us
never before attempted by Rob< lUfr
latest
production
is
"
The
Fortune
Teller
"
staring Marjorie Rambeau
son-Cole SpeciaLand a Robert- Cole.
"'The Fortune Teller' will e
ploited
in the most thorough ir nt
artistic touches together with the
The
caliber
of the picture will I
elaborate scenes and dramatic settings,
in national advertising; its ex
has stamped this as the best produc- tion possibilities explained in pi d
world.tion ever given to the motion picture and advertising and the mani
" When we say that it is the great- putting it over will be thor r
est picture Robertson-Cole has ever tested in a dignified manner alw
been fortunate enough to release, we
sorted to by Robertson-Cole."
lold

Rudolph Berger, Hodkinson manager in Washington, has been promoted to the management of the Philadelphia Hodkinson office. J. J. Mil^itsEait
in
stein, manager of the Hodkinson in- Metro
Expansion
Plans
terests in Omaha, has been promoted
view to greater accessibility an
great
of
plansving among
ION invol
ANStude,
to the management of the Hodkinson EXPmagni
roundings. Metro's new eastei
nce- dios.
Washington, D. C. interests. G. H.
it is announced, will be th<
other things the immediate con- Important Annou
Follows
ment
the
Res
struction of new studio in the East
of, if not surpassing the large
Quigley has been made Hodkinson
manager in Buflalo.
turn of Metro Chief
and enlargement of its plant on the
best equipped in the country.
On the West coast Metro k
West coast, are announced by Metro
Pictures Corporation with the return suits and is fraught with promise of acquired title to Rose Hill F
of its president, Richard A. Rowland, big events to come.
tract of sixty-three acres on
from California to New York.
Returning froni Los Angeles with skirts of Los Angeles City,
Additions and improvements to the Mr. Rowland was Maxwell Karger, heavily wooded park, with ai
Metro studios in Hollywood, already Director General for Metro and space of six acres that fairly ra
under way, will call for the expendi- Screen Classics, Inc. Mr. Karger, with roses, will be utilized for f
ture of a quarter of a million dollars. who for more than a year had been in mic exteriors, and for the putt
The proposed erection of a complete sole charge of all production activities of special outdoor settings si
production plant in the neighborhood on the West Coast, is now permanently temples, streets and sometime
of New York will, of course, run to a located in New York. He will re- complete villages.
figure far in excess of the amount
open Metro's present New York
spent in the West, it is stated.
studios, in Sixty-first street just off
Metro further announces that its Columbus Circle, within the ensuing " The Dangerous
scenario department is to be trebled in fortnight as supervisor of several iment " What Is It
size and made more imposing in perportant screen productions.
sonnel by the acquisition of several
Three or four sites are now under
" The Dangerous Talen:
playwrights of national reputation. consideration for the new studios to what this talent is— the Americ:
Moreover, the company is about to be erected near New York. Selec- Company has gone to great ler
add a number of successful stage plays
tion of one has not as yet been defi- keep secret during their pre
and noteworthy novels to the material
nitely decided upon. The choice ar- and advertising of this new
it has acquired for screen production.
rived at will be made public as soon A " Special which is now jus'
New stars also are to be added to as full title is acquired, and building ing its first bookings. The
Metro's galaxy . in the very near work will start immediately thereafter- circle all around the facts, :
future; so that viewed from every Metro officials make it known, how- ads give some interesting item
angle, the recent western trip of the
ever, that parcels of land on Long are " warm." but the exhibit
organization's president, in company Island and also in New York State, ties.
left with an open field for a
George K. Rolands, president and general with Marcus Loew, head of Loew's along the Hudson, have been looked of guessing and exploitation p
manager of Titan Attractions, Inc.
Inc., has been fruitful of large re- over and are being compared with a

^bruary

28, 19^0

'^S::JrtT
rlugene H. Kaufman, ^c^r
Manager of
t Accessory Department of Intcr1 Film Corporation, and who was
Jy instrumental in eflecting the
(itract with the Master Projector
nipany for the exclusive foreign
iition of their well-known prod.iiinounces that he has already
iicluded arrangements for the disf.ition of Master Projectors in many
I eign territories. He further reports
It exclusive sales agencies for
ister Projectors have been esriishcd in India, Burma, Ceylon,
?uth Africa, Australia, Cuba, Porto
' o, Brazil, England, and other forcountries.

Realart

to

Get

productions haveAHLL
beenER'S
acquired
by
RLES
CHAReala
rt. Mr. Miller is to make a
series of out-of-doors pictures based
on the works of Robert W. Service.
The news of the deal, concluded with
Mayflower Photoplay Corporation by
President Morris Kohn, of Realart,
was announced last week. Mr. Miller
is already at work, near the Canadian
border in New York State, on his first
Mayflower production, further announcement of which will soon be
forthcoming.
In concluding negotiations with Mayflower for the release of these out-ofdoor photoplays, President Kohn declared that Director Miller will bring
ouise Huff Marries a to the screen a product, every detail
Rich Manufacturer
of
which,themselves,
even the will
Robert
W'. his
Service
stories
be of
own
»liss Louise Huff, who is well known choosing.
motion picture fans throughout the
" The new contracts entered into by
untry through starring in many Charles Miller with Mayflower Photoramouiit, Lubin and other features,
play Corporation, mark the approach to
married on Monday, February an ideal in the motion picture indus10 Mr. Edwin A. Stillman, a
try," said Mr. Kohn in a statement conilthy machinery manufacturer of
cerning the new Realart acquisition.
w York City, it is reported.
The creation of a picture play is the
The ceremony took place at the "business
of an artist, and with complete
irblc Collegiate Church with the freedom to follow his own inspiraDr. O. P. Barnhill officiating,
tions, unhampered by any considerarelatives and a few near friends
tions
whatsoever, Mr. Miller is achievI liie bride and groom being present.
ing a dream that has teen the aim of a
•. and Mrs. Stillman will make their lifetime devoted to raising the standard
on Park Avenue.
of this art. He brings to Realart the
experience of many years as a director of motion pictures, as an actor and
lilznick Installs New
stage manager and as a student of film
technique in all its branches.
Electric Sign
" We all know Mr. Miller can make
Another spot has been found along
>w York's great White Way for an pictures which have big box-office
' 'onal electric sign. Crowded as value. ' The Flame of the Yukon,' not
>ld thoroughfare was, room only proves this, but establishes him
• jugh was discovered on the build- as the foremost interpreter of dreams
i; at 727 Seventh avenue, for the
' ction of a huge sign that will shine
th a motion picture message — and
Serial
y message will be from Lewis J. New
(.znick, of Selznick Enterprises.
that " Trailed
anno
' elznick Pictures Create Happy PATH
e," unce
thes fifteen episodeby EThre
serial produced by Arthur Y.
>urs" is the slogan.
Beck, in which Stuart Holmes and
Frankie Mann are co-starred, has been
chosen to follow " The Adventures of
program of Pathe SeRuth " on the
rial offerings, and will be released
April
The 4. story and scenario are by
Charles Turner Dazey, author of the
famous stage success, " In Old Kentucky," and numerous screen successes,
among them " Wolf Lowry," starring
William S. Hart; and the Douglas
Fairbanks feature, " Manhattan MadThe main line of action developing
through
the fifteen chapters of
ness."
" Trailed by Three," centres about a
priceless rope of pearls which represents the ransom of a tribe of South
Sea Islanders from a group of villains
practicing oppressions and cruelties of
the typically serialesque characterThe group is made up of three men,
who keep diligently on the trail, hence
the title.
The characters in the play are involved in a series of adventurds which
carry them from New York, where the
action starts, to the Arizona desert,
San Francisco's Chinatown, an island
in the South Pacific, and thence to the
d F. Creswell, recently appointed special bizarre and colorful atmosphere of
resolutive for Chicago
Famous Players-Lasky at
India's sunny clime.

Miller

Productions
film of such directors as Charles Miller mean definite quality and definite
box-office revenue."
In a statement recently issued, Mr.
Miller declared :

Anna Q. Millson, who lias the feminine leading role" inTheAllan
LuckDwan's
of the Realart
Irish " picture,
of the great out-of-doors. Exhibitors
will recall ' The Ghost of Yesterday,'
' By Right of . Purchase ' and ' The
Sawdust Ring ' as among other successful Miller productions — and these
are only a few titles which come to
mind at the moment.
" Big things may be expected from
Mr. Miller. He has a wealth of splendid picture ideas. Realart is gratified
to be in a position to offer them to the
public. .\s the names of Cohan and
Belasco assure the worth of a stage
play, so, too, do the signature to a

" I thought of photoplays based upon
well-conceived, probable stories, the
plot motivated by character-drawing
of real people, and rich with romance,
settings and suspense. At Inccville I
realized how the fate of a picture deartist's
As anthorough
on its director.
success pendeddepends
upon the
technical knowledge of his art, plus
imagination, so depends the success of
a motion picture director upon the
same qualifications.
" From the day I directed my first
picture, that conception of my new
profession has emphasized itself more
and more to mc Friends say that in
the creation of my picture I have also
created ' stars ' — four of them women,
two men — artists whose names are now
a by-word with motion picture audiences. 1 have directed productions
based on all sorts of stories, from delicate comedies to grim red-blood tales
of the North. To-day I have my own
company ; the chance to realize my
ambition is here.
" I am interested in producing pictures which credit the audience with
intelligence. Conveyance of the
thought of the situation of the story
to the mind of the audience by a look
instead of the spoken word is the secret for making motion pictures that
will be remembered. To succeed in
the motion pictures it is as anything
else. You cannot make a success without effort. There is no easy road. As
you acquired knowledge of your work
so do you earn."

Announced

by

Pathe

same huge scale ac" Trailed by Three " to publicizecordedoneverythe
Pathe serial. It is anStar Stuart Holmes
nounced that "Trailed by Three" is
a serial lending itself particularly well
and Frankie Mann
to novel exploitation ideas, and Pathe
promises many suggestions and plans
Perrj' VekrofT directed the produc- that
will aid the exhibitor.
tion. "Trailed by Three" was produced at the Crystal Studios in New
York City. The script presented the
director with opportunities for the acngton
Tarki
d 's
es Is
Filme
Storiof
complishment of striking scenic ef- First
fects. The many elaborate settings
Capturing the spirit of boyhood for
called for by the scenario entailed a big
the
film "series
outlay of money, and the serial is said " Edgar
storiesof isBooth
said toTarkington's
have been
to have been produced on a very pre- achieved with great success by Ditentious plan.
rector E. Mason Hopper at the Culver
Stuart Holmes is to have one of the
City
studios
the Goldwyn Pictures
parts for which he is famous on the Corporation. ofThe
first film has been
screen. He will appear as the leader taken, cut and edited
and given the
of the villainous group whose activities
title
"
Edgar
and
the
Teacher's
Pet."
are keyed to no scruples other than to
In the comedies are the following
attain their vicious ambitions and har- characters :
rass to the last degree the heroic charJohnny Jones as Edgar Pomeroy,
acters.
Arthur
H. Litke as Edgar's family
The supporting cast includes such
Ellison
as Edgar's
well-known actors as John Webb Dil- doctor,
school teacher; Manners
John Cossar
as Mr.
lion, Wilfred Lytell, William Welch Pomeroy; Virginia Madison as Mrs.
and Ethel Kay. Important parts are Pomeroy; Kenneth Earl as Charles
played by the well-known Chinese ac- Pomeroy; Marie Dunn as Betty
tor, Sam Kim and an Oriental child Pomeroy; Fred Moore as Reverend
prodigy of eleven summers, and as Shelby; Buddy Messenger as Freddy
many winters whose name is May Toy. Littlefield; Lucille Ricksen as Alice
Pathe has completed plans for an
; Nick Cogley as Mr. Littleextensive advertising and exploitation Littlefield
field; and Cordelia Callahan as Mrs.
Littlefield.
campaign. " Trailed by Three " is to
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Cast

for Billie Burke's
Coming Vehicle
John S. Robertson's announcement
of the cast for "Away Goes Prudence,"
the original story by Josephine Lovett
which Billie Burke is working on for
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, includes a number of names familiar to the stage and screen.
Pcrcj' Marmont, the well-known
English actor, appears for the first
time as Miss Burke's leading man.
Prudence's father, Mr. Thorne, is
played by Charles Lane. Mrs. Thorne
is being characterized by Maude Turner Gordon. Dorothy Walters has the
comical part of the washerwoman, Mrs.
Ryan. In the part of the "tough guy,"
Mike, is Bradley Barker. Albert
Hackett is cast as Jimmie Ryan. George
Stevens and Walter James are also in
the cast.

Motion

Picture

Robertson-ColeGetsWestern

Will Distribute " The Third Woman,"
a Good Story with Striking Settings
break records for every exhibitor who
p OBERTSON-COLE announces it
A ^. will release "The Third Woman," books this production.
a superior picture with an all star cast.
The Third Woman ' is an intense
In obtaining this picture for distribu- study of the question of racial difference along an angle which has not
tion Robertson-Cole executives believe
that they have put their name to one been touched before. J. Grubb Alexander wrote the continuity from the
of the greatest stories of the plains
which has ever been put on the screen. story by Raymond L. Schrock, and
In connection with its acquisition of the picture was directed by Charles
" The Third Woman," Robertson- Swickard. While the greater part of
Cole has issued the following state- the action is laid in Arizona, the open
ment :
ing is in the East, where scenes are
" ' The Third Woman ' is a story laid in a number of homes of the
that is bound to please. Its immense
class.
sets, taken at considerable expense, to- wealthier
" Possibly
the greatest ' artistic
gether with the society theme and the triumph of the picture is the great
exciting moments of the fashion drama series of scenes which have for their
compel recognition of the elaborate background a most picturesque Pueblo
feature. Clothes a year ahead of the village in which the everyday life of
Neal Burns Signs with times, linked with the modes of men the tribe is logically connected witli
and women of the day will no doubt
National Film Again
Neal Burns, who has teen starring
the story."
Victor O. Kubes, the Fox news came n
in a series of Capitol comedies with
who is missing in Russia
the National Film Corporation of
Neilan
to
Go
to
Holl
ywoo
d
Four Writers Adde( t
America, put his signature to a contract Monday, February ninth, which
Has Negotiated with John Jasper for
Fox Studio Staff
to Burns'
rightwith
gives theforNational
Exclusive Use of One of Big Stages
services
another ayear,
a five
To meet the ever growing di
because of the lack of available studio for its productions. Fox Film r
years'
now inoption
force. to continue the contract MARSHALL NEILAN, whose ini- space. When Mr. Neilan organized poration
has expanded its si.
tial independent production, " The
Mark Goldaine, who has been direct- River's End," by James Oliver Cur- his own company last year he obtained writers at the Hollywood, Cal., - .
ing Neal Burns since he joined the wood, is soon to have its first showing a short time lease on the Lois Weber by the addition of four prr] t
National staf¥, will continue to handle in every large city of the United States, studio where the interior scenes of men.
Three of them, by a pi ;
the j-oung comedian, who will be sup- has just completed a deal with John " The River's End," his current re- coincidence, bear an identical Ch
ported by Lucille Rubcy.
lease, were filmed. When these were name — Stephen Fox, Stephen Re; ;
Jasper, manager of the Hollywood
Studios, Inc., on Santa Monica Boule- completed he moved his company to and Stephen Chalmers. The :
vard, which provides that Mr. Neilan temporary headquarters at 1723 AUes- is .A.rthur Jackson.
Select Opens Office in
shall have the exclusive use of one of andro street. This, however, was only
William Fox has been congral Ut
the big stages for a period of six a business office and when he started in professional circles upon hi u
French Capital
A new Select headquarters has been months at the end of which time it is work on his second picture he rented cess in securing the services of
established in Paris. Selznick produc- expected the new Neilan studios will the stage from the Douglas Fairbanks writers, for without exceptior ii
ready for occupancy. This puts at Company while that star remained idle are true and tried knights i V.
tions have been booked in Paris' most be
an end the rumor that the director- for a few weeks.
Wagram."
pen. Already they are turnir (
"Letetia
the
house,
exclusive
Moving from one studio to another
The theatre is the premiere first-run producer would soon come East to
that willand
be sensational
in their
house in Paris, and is said to be one produce.
stories
scenarios for
Fox o.'■<'■
The Neilan organization will take proved decidedly inconvenient and as
of the finest in appointment in all
soon
as
space
was
made
available
at
appeal, it is stated.
over one entire unit and the young
France.
Hollywood Studios by the vacatproducer is enthusiastic over the pros- the ing
of the Sydney Chaplin Company,
pects of filming his pictures for the
Goldwyn Releases lid
Neilan
negotiated with Jasper, and the
next
six
months
without
any
delays
" Petticoats and Pants "
to Be Going Stroi
which handicapped him in the past deal was quickly made.
Released in March
The Gold\vyn feature, "The
Bobby Vernon, long a familiar figAnd Its Woman,'' starring Ge '
Farrar, has been given 792 sen ir.
ure in Christie comedies, is the feain Philadelphia territory since
tured player in the newest Christie
Finishing
Universal
Special
lease last September. That the t
Special, the two reeler which is
scheduled for March release. The
Priscilla Dean Production Being Put
is going as strong as ever is evi \title is "Petticoats and Pants."
by the fact that first run thealr o\
Through Final Stages at Fort Lee
the territory are still clamorii i
1 I
An unusual set of twenty-four hand- playing dates, saj-s Goldwyn.
ifTTHE Virgin of Stamboul," the
The same can also be said ■ R
Priscilla Dean super-production colored photos, will add attractiveness
which Universal officials claim cost to the lobby displays of theatres book- Beach's "Girl From Outside" lich.
$500,000 to produce, is being put
ing the production, says Universal.
two weeks'
the Chestnut after
Streeta Opera
Hou n»
through the final stages of work at the Lantern slides for advance announce- immediately
bort Lee laboratories.
ments are already available. A big gobbled up by an enthusiastic a
Elaborate posters are in the course press book has been prepared with clientele and has been going ove ,ig
of preparation for the big picture and some unordinary newspaper cuts and
plans are under way to back this with very effective publicity matter.
Neilan Engages H i
Universal officials have not as yet
a fitting exploitation campaign. According to Universal, several very
Symonds
Dire
Marshall
Neilan to
whose
fir?
prominent artists have been engaged announced the release date of " The
lo prepare the display sheets and lobby Virgin of Stamboul " but they say it
pendent production, " The
cards for the production, and every- will be very early this spring. A End,"
by James Oliver Curwc
thing connected with it will be of the good thing is worth waiting for, and soon be ready for release,
liighest artistic calibre.
gaged the services of He
they sayis the
thatbest
Priscilla
Dean's latest
thing Universal
has Sj-monds as director for > ■
Billboard advertising has been prop- picture
Neilan Productions to fill t!
erly cared for in the preparation of ever produced.
left vacant by Victor Heenr
three one-sheets, three three-sheets,
recently went over to the Hai
one six, two twenty-fours, two cards
and two half-sheets. The Turkish
son Company to direct a spec
atmosphere in which the picture
duction. Mr. Symonds has I i
This is Hoot Gibson, veteran " stunt " artist abounds is the theme of all the poster
sociatcd with Henry Lefanna •
who is starred in Universal's Western fea- work.
comedy^ producer.
ture, "Runnin' Straight "

February
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•URTY-F1\ E MINUTES
Star
to
Ray
BROAUWAV", the
F I'ROM
famous George M. Cohan
pl;i\ that made a name and a fortune
lor its producer, has been purchased
liy -Arthur S. Kane as the vehicle for
t-aitraciion.
harles Ray's initial First National
Negotiations were coiichuied la>t
week hy the producing company for
the screen rights to the famous stage
success, and Ray will begin work on
his first independent film, as soon as he
returns from a short vacation in the
L alifornia hills.

Vekroff, director of the Beck serial.
h>ertT
l»'*ry.
■ Trailed.V''\° • Three," co-starring Stuart
Distribution
Holmes ind Frankie Mann.
will be through Pathe

The Harvest Moon " is
Being Edited
1 he final scenes of the Deitrich-Beck
t Moon,"
The Harves
.production,
on
for Hodkins
Doris" Kenyon,
istarring
release, were completed at the Leah
;Baird Studios in Cliffside, N. J., last
week. T. Searle Dawley, who directed
the production, and Theodore C. Deitnow cutting, editing and
|rich
titling are
the picture.
\ strong cast supports IMiss Kenyon
ihe production. Among the principals are Wilfred Lytell, George A.
Lessey, Earl Schenck, Peter Lang,
.Marie Shotwell, Stuart Robson, Grace
Barton, Marcia Harris, Mrs. E. M.
Holland, Fred Radcliffc, E. H. Leffler,
iEUen Olson, Daniel Pennell and Fred
. Kallgren.

Ray is dueof for
a home Kane
run",
was"Charles
the comment
President
tollowing the announcement of Ray's
hrst production for F"irst National distribution. "If there's a story that better fits Ray's lovable and appealing personality than the tale that George M.
Cohan made famous up and down the
country, we have given up hope of
coming across it.
"Forty-five Minutes from Broadway" is as bright as gold dollars fresh
from the mint. It simply sparkles, and
there isn't any doubt that if the play
was a classic on the stage, it's going to
be immortal on the screen. Ray has
been seeking just such an opportunity
for a long time, to put a national favorite of this type an the screen, and he
feels that he has ample room with this
story to do something really big and
lasting.
"Just mention this piece of news to
the average picture fan : Charlie Ray in
'Forty-five Minutes from Broadway'
and see the result. Ray is going to

in

The additional
value that Hit
comes with
Big
Cohan's
Charles Ray's determination to do the
story adequately for the screen makes
the news of the production of strong
interest to picture patronage everywhere. The new
sponsors
of agrees
Ray's
work declare
that he
not only
with their desire to see him continue
in the wimnng screen character with
which the industry has come to associate his name, but he is also anxious
to take advantage of the added benefits of a well-known story vehicle, such
as theture will
forthcoming
First National picbe.

Charles
Ray will
and continue
his old-time
director, Jerry
The selection of George M. Cohan's
Storm, who
in association
with
for Ray's first ofiering under his
Mr. Ray in producing Ray pictures for play
new atliliations is causing favorable
First National distribution
comment as lieing an especially fine vehicle for the star's honest-to-goodness
create a screen character that will li\ e.
This First National picture will make handiworkty.assert
Cohan'st
that stheofplaywrigh
Observer
personali
made
characters
with
the
true
imprint
One hundred
photoplay
history."thousand dollars was
the profit to the producers of the of nature, and that even though he
George M. Cohan play in the first nine touches Ufe with a rough hand, his
months, alone, of a spectacular stage grasp is one of keen observation and
career that extended over five seasons his fidelity to humanity with all its
and made it an immediate necessity to lovable contradictions is readily dissend out road companies to the West- tinguished.
ern, Central and Eastern parts of the
his producbegin work onrelease
Ray tionswill
for First
the
country. The Cohan stage production, j^j^^j.
p^^t
of theNational
month, when hein has
which played a solid year at the New
Amsterdam Theatre in New York, returned from the vacation that was
was credited with being one of the big- declared necessary by strenuous production activities during the past year.
gest money makers in recent theatrical
history, the unusual attraction being at- Construction is proceeding rapidly on
tributed to the rough and ready hu- the remodelled Fleming Street studios
manness of the character who gave to which will house the Ray productions
a humorous story, tears and laughter
Minutes from Broadand all the genuine situations that go and "Forty-five
way" will be made there under the
to make up real life.
new arrangements.

United

XCELLENT progress has been
"Romance"
t
Ge
s
st
Arti
Distribute
this Pic- actually pestered for offers for over
made on the screen production
of Will
two years, for the screen rights of this
E
ture Which Stars
" Romance," Edward Sheldon's
Sheldon play; they considered but a
■Conference of Universal most famous storj', for United Artists
few, until some few months ago, when
Doris Keane
Corporation,
in
which
Doris
Keane
Officials on Coast
negotiations were opened with United
plays the leading role. The release
Artists Corporation for the purchase
p. A. Powers, treasurer, and John date
unlimited
opportunities
to
give
vent
to
of
the
picture
will
be
announced
the production, and at the same time
Brownell, scenario editor of Universal, shortly.
her inimitable qualifications as the of
for the services of Miss Keane, who
have left for Universal City where they
" Romance " is one of the most ex- foremost of America's emotional
will confer w^ith West Coast officials
ceptional stories that has ever appeared actresses of the day. Her impersona- was to appear in the leading role of the
tion of the difficult role on the stage production, the same as she has done
upon many topics of immediate im- on the stage and is filled to overflowthe stage during the past five years
ortance.
ing with the emotional glamour of life, still is conceded to "be one of the most on
-Mr. Powers will carefully survey the in which on the speaking stage. Miss brilliant acting achievements of the of its success.
situation at the Universal studios, and Keane appeared more than 3000 times, past decade.
United Artists are sparing no time " Blind Youth " Is Now
it is expected that some very interest- in New York, Chicago, Boston and
ing announcements will be the result London, and which has had continuous and expense to make this picture a
of his trip.
runs in those cities for more than five remarkable production, so that it will
Being Assembled
Mr. Brownell, it is understood, will
have no others to compare with it in
"Blind Youth," the second National
ly on the coast for an indefinite per- years.
The story is that of the romance of artistry of detail and dramatic action. Picture Theatres production, has been
iod, during which time he will plan a famous grand opera singer and a It will vividly portray the life of New cut and is now being assembled acfor closer co-operation between the
cording to Harry Rapf, West Coast
clergyman, who despite their York's society during its most interestmembers of his stafT and the directors. young
different callings are drawn together
ing period and the most minute care production manager for the Selznick
by a profound and sincere love. The is being taken to faithfully represent Enterprises. This story was taken
woman has drained the cup of life so its every well-known detail, as the plot from the play by Lou Tellegen and
deeply, that her marriage to the of the story confines much of its action Willard Mack. The screen version
Arrow
Releases " The minister is impossible, jet in the hour to the well-known section of New was directed by Edward Sloman.
Pape
.
of trial, she rises to sublime heights York's Greenwich village, which has
the erection of exceptional WllliaiTlSOn
The second r release
of the" Hank of self-denial, proving herself stronger necessitated
Hanger
to Direct
" Bill " Jones
settings.
Mann series is "The Paper Hanger" than the man.
:id will be released this week. It is The charm of " Romance " has
Chet Withey is directing the production for United Artists. Mr. Withey
Robin Williamson, who directed Ben
lid that " The Paper Hanger " is the proven irresistible on the stage. Its has won for himself a wide reputation
Turpin for the old Vogue comedies
est two-reel comedy ever released on sentiment is delightful and the acting
iie independent state right market. of Miss Keane most admirable, for it during the past few years in all fields years ago, has been chosen by the National Film Corporation of America
having personally diVs evidence of the great popularity is a quaint storj- of sentiment, love and of the industrj-,
rected many successes, and he has to direct " Smiling Bill " Jones in a
f the Hank Mann Comedies, Arrow power— one that grips at the heart
given much time to the preparation of series of comedies to be made by that
reports that nearly every territory in strings of its every audience.
the United States has been sold on
As Mmc. Cavallini, the fascinating this work.
firm for Marion H. Kohn of San FranThe owners of the play had been cisco.
these two-reel comedies.
prima donna heroine, Miss Keane has
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Fox

R. Sheehan, general manager of
the Fox Film Corp.

Mayer-Chaplin Picture
Released March 2nd
The negative of "The Inferior Sex,"
Mildred Harris Chaplin's first Mayermade First National Attraction, is now
in Chicago, where prints are being
made at Rothackers for the release
date, March 2nd.
In the past it has been Mr. Mayer's
policy to send a sample print of his
productions to New York, where it
was subject to such changes in titling
and assembling as his eastern organization might suggest. With his present facilities in his new Los Angeles
studios this procedure is no longer
necessary.
Samuel Goldwyn Dined
by Business Men
The first public function attended
by Samuel Goldwyn after his arrival
at the Culver City Studios was a
luncheon of the Los Angeles Advertising Club, last Tuesday, at which the
president of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, as guest of honor addressed
thethe leading business men of the city.

Net

Manager
Goes
to Europe
Will Visit All Branch Offices of the
Fox

Winfield

Picture

Organization

in European Cities
join Abraham Carlos at 24 Boulevard
ON his annual European trip in be- des Italicns, the French headquarters
half of the expanded activities of
l-'ox Film Corporation, Winfield R. of Fox Film Corporation, over which
Sheehan, general manager of the com- Mr. Carlos presides.
I>an\-, sailed on the liner Adriatic on
Mr. Sheehan, while abroad will ar.'-Saturday, February 14.
range for the installation of two large
Mr. Sheehan will make his first stop film printing plants — one in England to
in London, where he will remain sev- handle the output for the market of
eral daj'S and will be present at the Great Britain, the other in Paris to
opening of the new Fox Film build- care for the demands of the continental
ing at 13 Burnham street in that city- business.
It was formerly occupied as headThe foreign activities of Fox Film
quarters for the Canadian army, and
Corporation
have grown to such prohas been re-modeled to make room
portions that there now is a Fox
for the larger film activities — which branch in every leading city of Europe
will include executive offices, shipping as well as in all the countries of the
Comedy " gives
June Mary,"
Caprice'saa new
and poster departments, film vaults,
picture,
In tertainment
Walked
addedPa IiI
value
projection rooms and equipment for Orient, Australasia and South America.
A system of operation has been inaugthe other departments.
urated whereby the exhibitor is in di- Pathe Makes Statemei
After his brief stay in London, Mr.
rect
contact with a Fox manager preon McManus Series
Sheehan will go to Copenhagen, makcisely as in the United States and
ing his headquarters at the Fox office
The unique combination of Geoi
there ; thence he will proceed to Ber- this has resulted in a cordial relation- McManus and his well-known nev '
ship which has increased still further
lin, Vienna, Venice, Rome, Milan,
character
and a1 I1
Paris and Brussels, according to his the Fox business in the outside paper
directing
talent " ofMr.AlJiggs,"
Christie
present itinerary. In Paris he will marketsReggie Morris is disclosed in the : I
nouncement that Pathe Exchange, Ii
will shortly release the first of a ser
Selznick
Moves
to New
Plant of two-reel comedies launched un(
the auspices of the International Fi
Studio Staff is Now Located in Old
Service. " Bringing Up Father " is 1
general title of the series, based
the famous newspaper comic creati
Biograph Building in Bronx Borou-gh
of
McManus, familiar to almost evf
the
staff
and
in
addition
the
daily
trips
ANNOUNCEMENT of the moving
to new quarters of the Selznick across the Hudson river caused a delay newspaper reader in the United Stat
The first comedy of the series 1
Eastern studios headquarters was made at times which will be overcome in
this week. The staff, headed by Myron the new location. The address of the been completed under the perso:
Selznick and Frank J. Hampton, studio new headquarters is 807 East 107th direction of Mr. Christie and full
manager, are now located in the street. The entire upper floor which leasing details will be made known
former Biograph building near Croto- was at one time used by the Fox the near future.
na Park, the Bronx. The move was company is now utilized by Myron
made with a view of increasing the Selznick and his staff.
Some idea of the efficiency of the Cast of Republic Issi
efficiency of the studio staff which
Gets Wm. Courtleigl
has recently been augmented with Selznick staff may be determined by
William Courtleigh, ex-Shepherd
several capable members. In the new the fact that the moving of all of the
headquarters there will be room to furniture and supplies from Fort Lee the Lambs, and one of the most o
accommodate not only the present staff was accomplished during the terriffic spicuous figures of the Americ
but the larger staff which Mr. Selz- snow storm which visited Xcw York speaking stage, has been added to
bling. nick is now contemplating in assem- last week. Although one of the worst cast of " Children of Destiny " wh
tie-ups in the history of Manhattan, is being made as a Republic release
the studio workers set out to move — the Lawrence Weber Productions
The former headquarters at 'the and
did.
Fort Lcc studios became too small for
the Selznick West Coast studios.

Early " stills " of the big new Sennett comedy, " Down on the Farm."

Apparently this five-part laughmaker does not belie its name, live stock being e.
. e promii

'February

s8, i g 2 o
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Universal

City

Keeps

feature productions have
E new
FIVbeen
started at Universal Cit>within the past few weeks, and it
is said that a cast of unusual quality has
liecn engaged for each of them. Universal officials claim that more prominent players of the screen have apI'earcd on the payroll of recent weeks
ilian at any other studio on the Pacific
Coast.

The itar of Numa Pictures production, " The
Return of Tarzan," is Gene Pollard
Production

Is Begun

on

Frank Mayo is starring in " The Girl
111 Number Twenty-nine," a photoplay
based on Elizabeth Jordan's popular
novel, "The Girl in the Mirror." lie
IS supported by Claire .Anderson, Elinor Fairc, Harry Hilliard, Ray Ripley, Ruth Royce, Arthur Hoyt, Robert
Bolder and Bull Montana. Jack Ford
i-; directing this production.
Edith Roberts is starred, supported
by Katherine Kirkham, Harold Miller,
Rudolph Christians, Stanhope Wheatcroft, Ogdcn Crane, Leonard Clapham,
Virginia Ware, Henry Woodward and
Leota Lorraine, in the comedy-drama,
■' The Darintr Duchess," which is being
directed by Harry Franklin.
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran are proceeding with their first five-reel comedy feature, " Everything But the
Truth," from the magazine story by
Edgar Franklin. Their support includes Anne Cornwall and Katherine
Lewis.

" The Branding Iron "
Reginald Barker has begun the direction of " The Branding Iron "
(based on a novel by Katherine Newlin Burt, the story which Rex Beach
said that he wished he had written.
"The Branding Iron" is a novel of
lumber camp and ranch life in Wyoming, as well as a vivid picture of New
York theatrical life.
Harry Carey has a strong cast surBarbara Castlcton has the part of
rounding him in his current produc" Joan," and is supported by an alltion, "Bullet Proof," based on John
star cast including James Kirkwood,
story, " Luck," which is beRussell Simpson, Niegele Barrie, Frederick's
ing directed by Lynn Reynolds. The
Sydney Ainsworth, Marion Colvin company includes Robert McKim,
'and WjTidham Standing.
Kathleen O'Connor, Beatrice Burnham,
T. Farrell MacDonald, Charles Le
Moyne, Will Ryno, Bob McKenzie,
Lichtman to Visit F. P.- Joe Harris, Fred Gamble and Captain
Anderson.
Lasky Exchanges
In her new feature begun this week,
A! Lichtman, general manager, Department of Distribution, Famous "A Tokio Siren," Tsuru Aoki, UniiPlayers-Lasky Corporation, left New versal's Japanese star, is supported by
Arthur Jasmine, EuYork Thursday on a tour of the com- Jack Livingston,
genie Ford, Toyo Fujita, Caro Kino,
pany's
exchanges
in
the
Southern
and
'Middle Western territories. He will Frederick Vroom and Elinor Hancock. Norman Dawn is supervising the
itake up with the various branch manaproduction.
gers the details of the plans formulated at the recent convention of the
In Priscilla Dean's production, " The
sales organization held in Chicago.
Virgin of Stamboul," under Tod

Very

Busy

Divorce," directed hy Philip Rosen.
Reeves Eason has begun work on an
action Western starring Hoot Gibson,
and
entitledin "The
Rattler's
Kiss."
Prominent
the case
are Mildred
.Moore, George Field, Toto Du Crow,
Charles Newton and Breezy Eason.

Circuits Book Louise"
Glaum Production
J. Parker Read, Jr.'s Louise Glaum
production, " The Lone Wolf's Daughter," the powerful W. W. Hodkinson
release, has been contracted for immediate presentation for the entire
Mastbaum and Nirdlinger chain of
theatres in the city of Philadelphia
under contracts made by the Stanley
I looking Company.

A 'good
looking
juvenile is Jack
Perrin,andwhocapable
is nowyoung
appearing
in Universal's " The Lion Man "

Another big organization which cCShtracted for the Louise Glaum prodtiction is the Harry Koplar chain of
theatres in St. Louis, " The Lone
Wolf's Daughter" being contracted
for early presentation at eleven
Koplar houses, all of which enjoyed
profitable
carlv fall. runs on "Sahara" in the

Browning's direction, Wheeler Oakman and Wallace Beery were cast in
the important male roles. In " Burnt Ben Wilson Purchases
Wings," just finished at Universal City
under the guidance of Christy CaLos Angeles Studio
Ben Wilson, who is producing his
banne, appeared Frank Mayo, Josephine Hill, Betty Blythe and Rudolph second serial production, " The
Christians.
Screaming Pictures
Shadow,"Corp.,
for release
Hallmark
purchasedto
In Von Stroheim's production, this week the studio located on San
■' The Devil's Passkey," now in the
cutting, appeared Clyde Fillmore, Una Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, from the
Thevelyn, Sam De Grasse, Maude Faust Estate. The studio has been
George, Mae Busch and Leo White. occupied
Company. by the Bull's Eye Comedy
In Dorothy Phillips' latest feature,
"Ambition," directed by Allen Holubar, and recently filmed at the Univer- William Farnum Begins
sal Studios, Robert Andersen, Rudolph
Valentine, Frank F.liiott, Emily Chion " Farnum
The and
Orphan
^\■illiam
a company" of
chester and Elinor Fields made up the
one
hundred
has
begun
work
at Palm
Strong supporting cast.
In Mary MacLaren's recent produc- Springs on "The Orphan" from the
tion, "The Forged Bride," directed by pen of Clarence E. Mulford. With a
Douglas Gerrard, Barney Sherry, Dag- view to absolute authenticity of setting, an area of many miles around
mar Godowsky and Thomas Jefferson
and Bon- Los Angeles was canvassed painsPeil
Edward
while
appeared,
nie Hill arc seen in prominent roles
takingly to find the right location.
•T. Gordon Edwards is directing.
in her newest feature, " The Road to

?5

Leads
jBig
Well-Known

ey
"Hon
in
Theatrical
Figures

for Appearance in
^Y/HEN the casting director of the
" .American Film Company was
?iven the scenario for Samuel Merlin's novel,
" The
Honey
several
lotables
both
inside
and Bee,"
outside
the
world of film were brought together.
iHrst, the star, Madame Marguerita
iylvia, the Belgian diva of world wide
Jperatic fame; Thomas Holding, an
inglish actor, a dark six-footer of athetic build, who has carried the leadng roles in many plays on the legitmate stage ; Nigel Barrie, recently dis■-harged from the Royal Flying Corps
)f the British Army, and Albert Ray,
he New Yorker, who made his advent
)n the stage at the age of seven years.
Madame Sylva, at the tender age of
ourteen, arrived in this country with
he late Sir Herbert Tree- Within a
ew years she had won such distincion and success that she became the

Bee
Cast

The Honey Bee "
"star
of the Marguerita Sylva Comii
Opera Company. After returning t(
Europe she began her operatic career
and under Hammcrstein's directioi
created something of a sensation ii
" Carmen." She sang " Carmen " tei
times in five weeks, something that ha<
never before been attempted in gran(
opera.
Thomas Holding began his career ir
London, and then appeared in New
York as Billie Burke's leading man ii
" Love Watches," and with Maxint
Elliott in three of her plays. Following two years for Klaw & Erlangc
in
"
Ben Hur,"
Holding
to London
for a Mr.
vacation,
wherereturne('
Hugl
Ford, of Famous Players, asked him
to go into pictures. His first appear- " The Honey Bee " cast and a few others. Left foreground — R. R. Nehls, general manager
ance on the screen was as leading man of American Film Company: Thomas Holding, leading man; Mme. Marguerite Sylva,
Honey Bee";
the director.
left — George
for Pauline Frederick in "The Eternal star of "'The
andez, Mrs. Rupert
Julian, Rupert
Albert Julian,
Ray, Nigel
Barrie, Second
Charlotterow,Merriam,
and HernMme.
Citv," filmed in Rome.
Sylva's secretary and accompanist at extreme right
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Picture
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Robertson-Cole

" The Flame of Hellgate," with Beatriz
Michelena, is Announced for Release
son-Cole as the best of the Michelena
scries.
"The Heart of Juanita " the last
Michelena release for Robertson-Cole
was a picture that made good with
exhibitors, and it is declared by Robertson-Cole that the current production excels by far her great work in
the emotional role of the " girl of the
dance
Actionhall."
is said to be the byword in
her next release. Michelena is seen
as the head of a band of outlaws. How
she rides and the manner in which
she copes with the daring exploits of
Drama of action and heart interest is to be found in the picturization of Augv |i
the great outdoors is portrayed in Thomas'
play, " The Harvest Release
Moon." is through
Starred Hodkinson
is Doris Kenyon and Wilfred Lj l
vivid form in " The Flame of Hellgate." Robertson-Cole officials believe that the name of the picture and
the star linked with Middleton's name
as a director will put the production Curwood
Forms
Compan^
over in big style.
Cooperation Between Author and His
Miss Michelena is supported * in
Beatriz Michelena star of " The Flame of
Director Keynote of New Combination
" The Flame of Hellgate" by a strong
Hellgate " released by Robertson-Cole.
fast. And the same holds true ol
cast. The plotting domineering cattle
FOLLOWING close after the suc- author. In Hartford I have fotin
king
is
made
very
real
by
Albert
Morcess
of
his
first
personally
pro*<'~PHE Flame of Hellgate," starring
director who is frank in concedinj
rison ;Clarence Arper is the bigoted
A Beatriz Michelena, is the curduced super-feature, " Back to God's doesn't know it all. And I bel
rent Robertson-Cole release. This and cowardly reactionary sheriff; D. Country,"
which was backed by a. Hartford will tell you he has fo
picture which gives the former oper- Mitsoras the half-breed gun-man, and Canadian company formed by Ernest
atic singer a chance to display her William Pike the regenerated man Shipman, James Oliver Curwood has the same trait in me as an aut
real dramatic ability was written by who plays opposite Michelena. Other formed the James Oliver Curwood For that reason we make an i
Earle Snell and directed by George E. parts are played by Cliff Thompson, Productions, Incorporated, under working team. Not until authors
Middleton and is heralded by Robert- Katherine Angus, and Jeff Williams. which corporation his future personal- directors get together in this way, (
ly produced super-features taken from giving to the other the best tha
his successful novels of the great out- in him, will the greatest results
doors will be filmed. Mr. Curwood achieved in picture making.
Complete
Leah
Baird
Picture has associated with him David M" We do not expect to make n
Hartford, as director, and Ernest Ship- than two pictures a year, for i
Fourth in Series of Artco Features for
man, who will be in charge of the our determination to make the (
publicity and sales departments, with wood nature stories stand out on
Hodkinson Release Being
Edited
headquarters in New York.
screen, like " Back to God's Count
the noted emotional artist's
LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE'S " Cyn- greatest tionably
" Egotism is the deadliest enemy a as the classics of the wilderness,
screen achievement, adding
thia-of-the-Minute," Leah Baird's
fifteen years my life has been lar
fourth in her series of Artco produc- that " Miss Baird's world of admirers man can have," says Mr. Curwood. spent
in the wild places, and am
tions for W. W. Hodkinson distribu- will find her a positive revelation in " In other words, big-head — and jeal- wild animals,
and in all my stc
ousy.
Any
man
who
says
that
two
ed
this week at the the role of Cynthia, a character that
tion was complet
— each skilled in its profession — wild animal life will play a big
Leah Baird Studios, where it is now glorifies the star as has no other part heads
are not better than one must be an
in the cutting stage under the super- she has essayed and one that permits idiot. Just that minute a director gets vital part. It it takes us an er
to make one picture, and mat
r
of
vision Directo Perry Vekroff.
her to do everything that this beauti- bloated up with his own importance year
as we want it made, we will take
The final scenes were taken at the
ful talented player docs better than
Cliffside, N. J-, Studios, following the any other feminine screen luminary you can make up your mind he is jear. ^^"e are going to let the o
going down-hill — and will toboggan
return of Miss Baird and her com- before the public today."
fellows do the hurr>-ing."
pany from Tampa, Fla. Not all of
Hugh man.
Thompson
Miss Baird's
ihe tense situations were enacted in the leading
To Burris Mcintosh
was
balmy Southland, however, much of assigned one of the outstanding roles,
the shipboard action having been
Predicts
Expansioj
Treasurer United's
Back from Trip
Says All
taken aboard the former German liner, and his work in " Cynthia-of-the-Minute " ranks with his stellar performKron Prinz Wilhelm, in the Hudson
ances in the big stage successes,
Indications Point to Big Business
River off Spuyten Duyvil, before the
vessel was turned oved to the Cunard "Trilby" and "The Man of the
Triangle masterpieces. Pictures
Treas- 'The Clodhopper', 'A Gamble in S
TH, returned
GOLDSMI
Line.
Hour." Others who support the star MILTON urer ofM.
United,
has just
are : Alexander Gaden, "The Capitol," from an extensive trip covering West- and 'The Hick' are plajang first
Arthurducer, isF.firm
Beck,
Baird's proin Miss
the opinion
that Ruby Hoffman, Matilda Brundage,
ern points and including Chicago, Mil- houses in all large centers and l
waukee, Kansas City and Denver, in enormous business for all the e>
" Cynthia-of-the-Minute " is unques- illiam Welsh and John Webb 'Dillion.
the interests of his organization.
itors.
"The Triangle pictures with Ra}
On being interviewed, Mr. Goldsmith
had this to say relative to conditions Dalton, not alone have been an <■
Premier afTecting the motion picture industr>' drawing power with the Rays and
for Feature's
Ready
and United :
tons of other companies, but hav<
National Film Reports " The Kentucky
"I found all the United men in good additional advantage of having '
fighting trim and imbued with the idea derful acting, direction and f
Colonel " Ready for New York Opening
THE first of the National Film Man ;" Francis AIcDonald, who that United, within the next year,
These pictures are acknowledged '
Corporation series of Ail-Ameri- shared high honors with Henry would be the greatest force in the in- the height of the motion picture ai
"Exhibitors everxnvhere are anx
can features, Opie Read's " The Ken- Walthall in "The Confession;"
dustry. The sentiment among the exhibitors seemed to be that United
tucky Colonel," is ready for its pre- Elinor Field, star of " Hearts and
awaiting
the and
premier
of 'The
mier New York showing. This pro- Masks ; " Lloyd Bacon, Fred Kohler, would become the greatest booking cir- ly
sican
Brothers'
are cooperati:
duction took five months to film at an Cora Drew, Jill Woodward, Frederic
cuit in the film business and they are everj- way to give it the widest
outlay of over $150,000. It was di- Vroom, Ed Brady, Gordon Griffith, all ready to accord it ever^- possible
rected by William A. Seiter, from the Thclma Salter and others.
sible publicity.
The Company
tie-up wiilMarmon
Automobile
an
screen version by L. V. Jefferson.
According to I. Bernstein, Na- support.
"In Chicago alone, twenty-five new United Cigar Stores in the vn
tional's production manager, " The theatres joined United within the last
" The Kentucky Colonel " all-artist
cast includes Joseph J. Dowling, who Kentucky Colonel " leaves nothing to ten days. In Denver about twenty cities is being supplemented by pretion for a large campaign in the :
played the part of the Healer in be desired in its treatment of the im- theatres joined.
papers and it is expected that box
mortal characters of the novel.
George Loane Tucker's " The Miracle
"There is a great demand for the records will be broken every where

f bruar y 28 , i Q 20
iNtn Moore
In " His

Working

Word

of

ord was Honor
received in" New York
week from the West Coast that
Cjen Moore is now working with his
pany in "' His Word of Honor,"
L)r\- that was bought for him a few
ks ago by Myron Selznick, head
)roduction of Selznick Enterprises.
Los Angeles report states that
Moore company is now in the
S|ta Monica valley near Los Angeles,
the supporting cast are Gloria
>c, Henry Miller, Jr., Emmett King
harles Arling. Wesley Ruggles
■cting.
*obt. W. Chambers'
Tales for Miss
B reamer
f tlie close of her loiig-iefm
it with Commodore J. Stuart
in in which she was featured
-starred in a series of dramatic
lions, Sylvia Breamer has been
iisily employed in preparing for
-ip to California. It is there
lie will film the screen adaptaof ' the novels by Robert VV.
-crs which Sidney A. Franklin
lirect for Mayflower Pictures
ration.
fetro Plans to Produce
Burning
"
cn Ferguson, Daylight
a girl of 18 who
lycd leading parts in motion piclor several years, has been enby Metro to play Dora in
ning Daylight," the first of four
London stories to be picturized
E. Shurtleff, Inc., with Mitchell
. . > as the star.
'Edward ("Ted") Sloman, who will
• " Burning Daylight." has gone
intington Lake, Cal., to look
:io?sible locations for scenes of
iduction.

rtty Ruth Roland, who has begun work
a new Pathe serial, " Broadway Bab "

Adolfi
Perfecting

Will
Details

Direct

Carpentier

Film

for

Coming Vehicle of
French Champion

of the
dom foredirectorsI,of one
JOHN G.mostADOLF
screcn
lia>
been selected by Robertson-Cole to
produce the Georges Carpentier Special
lor exclusive distribution by the
le Distributing CorporaRobert
tion. son-Co
Adolfi signed his contract this week
and is busily engaged with a staff of
experienced scenario men to choose a
story for the world war idol so that
he can commence work on this special
production as soon as he arrives in
this country the latter part of March.
In addition to the heavyweight champion of Europe, Dcschamps, manager
of the matinee idol and two sparrinu
partners will arrive in New York City
about March 22nd.
The publiconclamor
for Carpcntier's
appearance
the silver
sheet has
spurred Robertson-Cole to even greatc ihaste to supply the demand of the
hundreds of first run exhibitors. At
the present time, studios both in the
east and on the coast are being canvassed so that no time will be lost
when the " champ " arrives.
Mr. Adolfi already has more than a
dozen stories to chose from and he has
been given free hand by RobertsonCole to select the vehicle by which
Carpentier will be introduced to the
American public. If the director of
many successes should cast aside the
scripts presented to him, plans will be
made so that a new story can be written
ing.
for the man of whom the world is talk-

Jack Adolfi, one of our well known directors, who has been engaged by Robertson-Cole
to direct Georges Carpentier

the champ is more than anxious to
get to America and to appear before
the camera.
Robertson-Cole executives together
with Mr. Adolfi witnessed screen tests
made of the French war hero this
week and all agreed that from his appearance on the screen, one would
never regard him as the logical contender to Dempsey's crown but a
matinee idol whose looks and personality wins admirers by the thousands.
Deschamps who guides the French- He has a smile that is evident ; the
man both in the ring and in civil life disposition that has made the French
this week cabled Robertson-Cole that famous, a face full of character and

a natural poise that is pleasing to the
eagle eye of the camera.
At the present time, Carpentier is
traveling
on a six-weeks'
vaudeville andEurope
lecture tour.
Present reports
given to Robcrtson-Cole is to the effect
that the Frenchman is about to become
a benedict and that the future MrsCarpentier is no less a personage than
one of the famous Parisian beauties.
If screen tests made of the woman
are as good as those of the French
fighter, then it is ver^y probable that
Mr. Adolfi will cast her with Carpentier, says Robertson-Cole.

Pays
$150,000
for
A
WHAT is said to be one oi the
Kaufman Purchases
largest realty deals ever made by
Land Which Cost
an individual in the motion picture industry was completed when Albert A.
Kaufman, who recently joined the
$200 in 1881
ranks of independent producers, purchased apiece of property comprising
There is no place in the United
twenty acres of land in the heart of cline.
States where more suitable conditions
Los Angeles at a cost of $150,000.00
upon which he will erect one of the prevail for producing pictures."
Mr. Kaufman by his long identificalargest and most modernly equipped
tion with the motion picture industry
studios ever built.
is well qualified to speak with authority.
The site selected by Mr. Kaufman
is located on Sunset Boulevard and is He was one of the original ofi'iccrs and
one of the last tracts of land issued organizers of the Famous Players film
imder government patent. It was company and a director in the Famous
originally purchased in 1881 by William Players-Lasky Corporation since its inception, from which company he reBeesmyer for the sum of $200.00. It
cently resigned.
has a frontage of 650 feet on Sunset
The studio, construction of which
Boulevard, 1,400 feet on Wilton Place will begin in a short time, will cost
and 1,400 feet on Van Ness Avenue.
When interviewed in his rooms at appro.ximately $500,000.00 and nothing
the Alexandria Hotel, Mr. Kaufman will be left undone to make it a monument to the film industry in Los Anvoiced his belief that Los Angeles because of its remarkable climatic condiMr. Kaufman is a brother-in-law of
tions is the logical and ideal place for geles.
Adolph Zukor, head of the Famous
the center of motion picture production. Players-Lasky Corporation, and has
"I believe," he said "that, contrary to been associated wth Mr. Zukor in different enterprises for fifteen years. To
the opinion of one or two other producers, the next few years will witness his ability is attributed a large share
an increased growth of the motion pic- of the success of the Famous Playersture business here rather than a de- Lasky Corporation. Mr. Kaufman is

Studio
Site
known to practically everyone connected with the motion picture business and his success as an independent
producer is almost a foregone conclusion. Aside from his announcement
that it is his intention to make four
special productions in the coming year,
he has not made known any fixed policy relative to the distribution of his
Besides the studio property Mr.
pictures.
Kaufman has also purchased the
handsome Edwards' residence on the
Southwest corner of Sixth street and
Harvard Boulevard, in which he will
establish himself as a permanent resident of Los Angeles as soon as his
family arrives from the East.

Interesting

Story

in

'/ Burnt Wings "
How a young wife sacrifices all that
she holds dear to bring her husband
back to health and how this very sacrifice creates a chasm that threatens
to engulf them both, is told in " Burnt
Wings," a photoplay starring Frank
Mayo, which Universal announces for
release March 29th.

Motion
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" The
Copperhead
in Initial
Soufi
Famous Players Reports "
That
Showing in South Has Brought Praise
•"PllAT the Paramount-Artcraft Spe- their personal congratulationFamous Players-Lasky represei.i
■I cial, "The Copperhead," is des- who obtained
written indorse
tined to achieve as big a box-office from Superintendent
J. C- Loggj
success in the Southern States is the
conclusion of the Famous Players- the Home; from Superinte I?
Lasky executives, following a recent Thomas, of the Confederate Wo
showing of the picture before a South- Home, a large delegation from '
ern audience.
was also present; from Dr. V
In its report on the outcome of this Yett, mayor of the city, and
showing. Famous Players-Lasky Cor- Justice William E. Hawkins, o t
poration says :
Texas Supreme Court.
" In behalf of the women a
" The showing was held recently at
the State Confederate Home at Aus- State Confederate Women's Horn k
wrote:
tin, Texas, where a large number of perintendent
" ' We, theThomas
members of the
veterans of the Confederacy reside.
Here, naturally, was afforded a test for Confederate Women's Home, wi
the Civil War play quite as severe as urge every citizen of the South,
it possibly could be subjected to any- the opportunity is presented, u
where in the Southland.
' The Copperhead.' Although v
" Vigorous applause greeted many of the South Suffered painfully, all
the scenes of the picture, and after the could see the heroic spirit reveal
showing was over a score of more of this picture. The ideals of patri inr
the veterans crowded forward to offer are sounded from start to finish.'
Dwan

Here he is just as Mark Twain described him. " Huck Finn " of Famous Players-Lasky's
production of " Huckleberry Finn "
"Give
Credit
Wherever
Due''
Marshall Neilan Upholds Practice of
Naming Cameraman
ly/lUCH criticism has been made
against the practice of crediting
on the film and in advertising the
names of the scenario editors, the
cameramen, etc. A case in point happened recently, when a Chicago reviewer took exception to the fact that
Mr. Neilan gave credit to various important members of his producing
staff, on a current film hit. So many
attacks on this practice have been
printed that an expression from the
other viewpoint is interesting.
Mr. Neilan made the following
statement on the matter : " I do not
agree with the writer of that article
in the Chicago paper, nor with others
who agree with him, that the average
intelligent audience becomes bored
when we acquaint the theatre patrons
with the names of certain individuals
who are responsible for some of the
most essential features of an entertaining picture.
"To attain recognition in one's
particular line of endeavor is the ambition of everyone, and photographers
and art directors are no exception.
But how are they going to accomplish this ambition if the producers
deny them the credit they deserve?
And would it not be unfair to the
patrons of the theatre to mislead thcrh
into thinking that a single person, —
the producer alone — is solely responsible for every individual feature of
a production?
" The critics of to-day," continued
Mr. Neilan, " dwell with emphasis on
the quality of the continuity, photography and technical direction almost
as much as they do on the direction
and acting. The success or failure of

and Art Directors
a picture very often depends largely
on the consensus of opinion of those
published reviews so why then should
not the names to whose skill this important work is entrusted, be brought
to the attention of the public? The
American people have always been
willing to recognize ability whenever
it is shown in any line and I know
of no logical reason why it should
except the specialists of picture
producing."
L. Case

Russell

Now

Picture

Wins

Fristo

Realart Says " Soldiers of Fortune "
Has Gained Much Favor on the Coast :
" Allan Dwan's first big prod
ACCORDING
to a Realart
report from
the
offices of the
Pictures
under the Mayflower and R
Corporation, " Soldiers of Fortune," an banners was shown yesterday ;
Allan Dwan production, is making a Imperial Theatre. It is a filrr 2c
hit with the motion-picture fans of
San Francisco. The picture has been tion of 'Soldiers of fortune,' Ri
g Davis' thrilling stor c
the object of some favorable com- Hardin
South America love, romance^ lib
ments in the local press.
Writing his opinion in the San chivalry. Filled from the first an
Francisco Examiner, Buford G. Ben- of film to the final fadeout with
nett said :
of every kind, it is a photoplay of ir
" Anyone who has read ' Soldiers of that is bound to suit the movie i
I
Fortune ' is fortunate ; anyone who
sees ' Soldiers of Fortune ' at the Im- theInbooklove
the San
Francisco
Call,
C
r."
perial Theatre is fortunate ; and anyone who has read the book and then B. Swint wrote:
" It was to be expected that R ma
sees the picture is doublj' fortunate.
" The Richard Harding Davis novel Harding Davis' ' Soldiers of Foi an}
translated to the silver sheet by Allan would make a motion picture f; ior
Dwan is all that has made the book of the ordinary should its pict 2
popular, with also a keen visualization tion be attempted. It has bet nf
that makes the printed page weak in tempted — and done — and yesten i:
the Imperial Theatre, where it t 01
In the San Francisco Chronicle, first local presentation, the ex
comparison."
Thomas W. Baily gave his opinion in tion just mentioned was carried z.
the following emphatic terms :
eminently satisfying conclusion

Directing Arrow Series
The last two of the "Blazed Trail"
productions which are being released
by the Arrow Film Corporation are
being directed by L. Case Russell, who
has replaced Joseph J. Barry, director Leonard
Leaves
for
Coi\
of the first ten of this series. Mr.
Barry left the "Blazed Trail" producSerial Company Stops at Different
tions to embark in the producing business at the head of his own company.
Points on Trans-Continental Journey
These pictures are stories about the
Royal Northwest Mounted Police, and
mem- Blind Man " and " The Golden I
BENNY bersLEON
ting the
of his ARD
cast in- respectively. The first three ei
supporand
are being taken in the Adirondacks.
cluding Stuart Holmes, Ruth Dwj'cr, were shown privately Saturc i
Marie Shotwell, Mme. Marstini; Hallmark's Projection Rooa
New Film Exchange in supervisor Wally Van, director J. those present were of the opinK
Atlanta
Gordon Cooper, assistant camera-man, from the standpoint of story,
Kunkel, have left for Los An- and working cast, " The Evil
Atlanta is noted for the many Film Glenn geles,
stopping en route at Cleveland, promises to be a distinct nov>
Exchanges that it boasts of and for the
last few months it has added to its Chicago, St. Louis, Denver, San Fran- the serial field.
cisco and Los Angeles, where the reRoy L. McCardell, the autht
already growing list, but a new one
s of the Champion's was present at the showing ii
maining 12 episode
opened its doors last week which bids serial " The
Evil Eye," written by Roy
fair to become one of the leading State L. McCardell, will be completed.
paring
" The of
Evila few
Eye years
" withag
serial success
Rights Exchanges in the South.
Before leaving New York, director
This Exchange is owned by William Cooper delivered to Frank G. Hall Diamond From the Sk>- " said t
H. Wassman and S. T. Stephens and and Ascher Enterprises, Inc., prints of Benny Leonard serial from stai
of entertainment and dramatic ■
is known as the W. & S. Film Distribthe first three episodes entitled " Below surpasses " The Diamond Frc
uting Corporation.
the Dead Line," " In the House of the

ehruary
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taly Going in Strong for
Picture Making
11 looks as if Italy would cventualbe a close rival to America in proicing films. Some time ago Allen
olubar, the celebrated director who
s produced known shadow plays,
j4earts of Humanity," " The Right
, Happiness " and others, received
cablegram asking him if he would
t as director general for a great
organization to pro)xi
ice producing
films in Italy, with American
ople at the head and according to
Tierican methods.
A detailed letter has just been reived by Mr. Holubar in which it
pears that the plans under way are
en more elaborate than the first
blegram would indicate. According
the letter it is planned to erect a
^ndc studio in Rome, with an
xiliary plant in Naples, and one at
ilan. A group of Italian financiers
,vc raised fifteen million dollars for
e preliminary work.
u.\ Active in Theatres
in the West
Many rumors have been heard reecting William Fox entering the Los
ngeles theatrical field, as a result of
e arrival of John Vamp, general
anager of the William Fox Vaudelle Company. Mr. Vamp has been
1 the coast for the past several days,
d most of this time has been spent
the studios of the William Fox
)mpany, Hollywood. No statement
garding his business has been made
the Fox Company, and no inforation has been given respecting any
'anned
les. theatrical venture in Los An-

Samuel
Goldwyn
Makes
HE arrival of Samuel GoldwyTi AddrCSSCS HimSclf
tO thc
thc Uoldwvn Studios at Culi> 1 -i •
<- xt
T at
Exhibitors or Nation
ver City was the occasion of the
issuance of a statement by the execuon Arrival in West
tive of the Goldwyn Pictures. Thc
statement, which is addressed to the
exhibitors of America, is as follows;
"Goldwyn will give the public, via
the exhibitors, thc best that motion piclure production affords. That we
mean what we say is no better evidenced than by the list of the pictures
that Goldwyn has announced as part of
their future program. The stage successes and big sensations have been
combed and scanned with the utmost
care and no obstacle has stood in the
way of securing these great themes for
screen presentation. Within the past
few weeks we have purchased the motion picture rights to such features as
'The Great Lover', Clyde Fitch's
'Truth', 'A Tailor-Made Man', 'The
Slim Princess', 'Stop Thief, 'Ofiicer
666', 'Milestones', Hall Caine's 'The
Christian' and numerous other novels
and plays of equal repute. With reference to work on these I can only say
that the Goldwyn Company will give
each picture the minutest care in every
detail of direction and casting.
"The Goldw>-n Company stands for
the integrity of the producer as well as
the integrity of the exhibitor. Goldwyn is a producing organization. As
such it is willing to help ev'ery exhbitor
who shows the Goldwyn product. We
want to help and improve the theatre
of the progressive exhibitor. We want
to help him get more business through
better entertainment. And at the same

Statement
acquired twenty acres adjoining our
Goldwyn City Studios as an evidence
of our belief in this. But the East is
vital to our needs no less than the
West. While it provides that variety
of scenery which is essential to variegated types of production it also, we
feel, is not good to have too many production units working in one place. The
separation of our production centers by
the width of the entire United Stales
is a psychological asset to a viewpoint
that will not become warped, so we
shallEast.
develop production facilities in
the
"I feel proud to have allied to thc
production sources of my organization,
the brain and inspired pen of Maurice
Maeterlinck and to establish as a policy of Goldwyn the desire to secure ibe
greatest creative brains from the
world's literati. We have already on
exclusive contract Rex Beach, Rupert

A scene from the latest Tom Moore-Goldwyn
picture, " Duds "
time, we are going to be sure that
there is a home for Goldwyn pictures
where such homes do not exist today.
We are, and shall be, no exhibitor's
competitor.
"The day of bulk production is
passed. Each Goldwyn picture is a
unit and will be presented to the exhibitor as such. It will be exploited
and advertised as a unit.
"We shall continue to produce in
California and increase the scale of our
production there. California is just as
great a place for motion picture making as it ever was. Indeed, we have

Hughes,trudeMary
Roberts
Rinehart,Morris,
GerAtherton,
Gouverncur
Basil King, Lcroy Scott. To these we
have added beside Maeterlinck, Ben
nedy.
Ames Williams who wrote 'Jubilo' and
Arthur B. Reeve, author of Craig Ken"We stand sponsor for and support
anything that will develop our industry
and nothing can do this so effectively
as great pictures. Whether these pictures be made by individual producers
is no less of a tribute and a source of
pride to us all, and I shall continue
to take as keen a pleasure in the transcendental work of an independent producer as if this work were done by

Goldwvn."
Kansas Newspapers Pay
Tribute to A. S, Kane
Newspapers in Kansas paid their
libute to Arthur S. Kane, head of the
tw producing company of that name,
their columns last week by printIg reminiscences of President Kane
j the first motion picture exhibitor
Atchison, and an active son of that
pte for many j'ears.

nard During
" The Gift
Supreme,'
current inRepublic
Release

Activities
Its Past
Reviews
Equity
Josepesh Equity Executive Points under the firm name of Greater Stars
ger
L ofMana
ERA
GENSchni
y Pictur
tzer,
Equit
Corporation, in a resume of the
Inc., in control in IHiproductions.
to Franchise Holders
nois
and Indiana.
activities of the first six months of
Paul Gusdanovic handles the Ohio
that concern's existence, gives an acHandling Products
distribution and Col. Fred Levy and
counting that is both unusual to read
and remarkable for its clarity.
Lee
Goldberg
distribute throughout
Kentucky
and Tennessee.
Equity Pictures, which was controls New York State. Mr. ZierT. E. Larson recently incorporated
launched for the specific purpose of ler was formerly in charge of Universal's
New
York
branch,
and
gave
"
Peacock
producing and distributing the creaProductions,
Inc." and
tions in which Clara Kimball Young his position up to inaugurate the new launched " Eyes
of Youth " in ©kla
homa, Texas, Arkansas and Missouri
appeared, succeeded within five weeks exchange.
.....
The
First
National
Exhibitors and Equitv Pictures 01 CaliforriiS"
of...
Its mcorporation
m disposing ofJ. ^-^^^^^-^^^
Pittsburgh,
under the man- controls that state as well as Arizona
its first year's output to the foremost agement of Joseph Skirboll, controls and Nevada.
independent
exchanges
throughout ^i- ^,„,„
-d^ ^,.i„„„:., . n^^;.,^:^
°,
,° . Western
Pennsylvania; Benjamin
Gus Meizger, one of the Pioneers
cou
ntr
ies
.
Company,
controls and
counts
Amsterdam, Philadel
of Equityphia,
Productions
of "theWashington,
'Nonhwes"t:"\;nt;oir
o7;;;'n
with Lichtenstciti
The first issue, Clara Kimball Eastern
Pennsylvania; and Herman Brothers in charge in the mountain
Young, in "Eyes of Youth" proved jans controls the rights in New states. Jules and J. Jay Allen handle
to be all that was announced in ad- Jersey.
and Film Booking offices of
vance and since its release has proven Edward Golden of Boston handles Canada,
London secured the British rights.
one of the most potent box office at- New England, while the Criterion
Thc foremost paper in South
atractions yet distributed and con- pilm Exchange of Atlanta and SaenAmerica,
Prcnsa," through its
tinues_ to inspire records in hundreds ger Amusement
Company of New owner has" La
entered the film renting
of cities.
Orleans controls the South, save Virl)iisiness and purchased the entire
The second issue of the Equity will ginia, which is under control of TruEquity
for Argentine, Urube '■ The Forbidden Woman " in art Pictures, a new concern conceived
guay product
and Paraguay.
which Miss Young will be seen in an to handle Equity products,
The South African Film Trust proeven more elaborate enterprise than Equity
Pictures
of Michigan
any previous film in which she has another exchange concern inspired by cured " Eyes of Youth " for bolh
appeared and which has been choosen Equity and in charge of William South Africa and British India; and
by the directors of the huge Capitol Ha.vnes and Herbert Weil, distributes Universal, through its foreign branch,
Theatre as the first feature under the throughout Michigan with H. B. bought Cuba and the West Indies.
new policy in which films are to be Hadfield of Wisconsin Film Comthe chief attraction at that house. pany, which concern handled " The
News of the State Rights
.\s its policy,
of a Nation,"
handling
f ranchise
holders Equity
: points to its Birth
sola, Wisconsin,
North
and MinneSouth
Samuel Zierler, of Commonwealth, Dakota; and Brockell and Elliott,
Field, Pages 2157-2158.
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Metro
Rose

Leases
Hill

Angeles

Park

on

Outskirts

;V

Park

of Los

Used for Exteriors
METRO Pictures Corporation has screen version of the celebrated Drury
taken a lease for a term of years Lane melodrama by Cecil Raleigh and
on Rose Hill Park, a tract of sixty-three Henry Hamilton, now in preparation
acres at the northern limits of Los with an all-star cast including Jack
.\ngeles City, California. The park Mulhall, Frank Elliott, Ruth Stonew ill be used for motion picture settings house and Marguerite de la Motte.
'oo extensive for the five acre open lot This elaborate setting is to be destroyed
that adjoins the main studio plant in by an earthquake in the course of the
Hollywood.
Here will also be constructed scenes
The sixty-three acres cover wooded, picture.
hilly land, with a beautiful level space for the coming productions of the
of six acres across the center. The other Drury Lane melodramas obhills are covered with pepper, eucalyptained by Metro, including "Hearts
tus and pine trees. In places there is Are Trumps," "The Great Millionaire"
a luxuriant undergrowth. Wide op- and "The Marriages of Mayfair."
portunity for development of exterior
Metro officials have had their eyes on
Grace
Davis, star
of " Theby Convert
scenic effects is afforded in a variety
Revenge,"
distributed
Republic ( i
the
park for a long time as the most
Hope Hampton,
of "Aproduction
Modern Salome," of natural settings in the tract and its
the new starMetro
suitable location afforded for develop- Kaufman Editorials A
lease is another example of Metro's
ment of their plans. The sixty-three
policy of expansion on a large scale.
" A Modem Salome " in
Coming Quickly
The first setting to be constructed acres cover some of the most beautiful
territor\on
the
outskirts
of
Los
Anwill
be
an
East
Indian
town
which
figFollowing the showing last wefel £
Song Tie-Up
Hope Hampton Productions, Inc., i^
ures
prominently
in
"The
Hope."
a
the first Kaufman Weekly entitled"
carrying on an exploitation campaign
geles.
tie
Red Riding
Hood," through
which Lew:S<|t
Selznick
will present
of magnitude in behalf of "A Modern
Salome," its initial picture, starring
Pictures, it was announced this v
Hope Hampton.
that the fifth of the Kaufman editoi
One of the first steps in this cam- Dempsey
Serial Booking
Fast is about to be screened at the Selz
paign is the dedication to Miss HampBronx studios.
ton of the song, "Rain or Shine," by
Expectations
for
New
Film
Keyed
to
"Easy Money" will be started \
Joseph W. Stern & Company, one of
day under the direction of John L*
the popular music publishing concerns
High Pitch in East, Says E. O. Brooks
and William Duffy, assistant direc
in the United States. Through its conGeorge Wright and Louise Lee
nection with the various chains of ten- EDGAR O. BROOKS, serial sales
Some of the contracts for " Dare- the leading roles. The scenario i; y
manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
devil Jack," reported, include a bookcent stores, including Woolworth's and has completed his tour of the Eastern
Johnson.
ing for every theatre of the S. A. Merle
Kresge's, the Stern organization has a branches, and after visiting the cities
"Rich Man, Poor Man, Befj
minimum outlet for its special numbers
Lynch Enterprises for the entire .At- Man," the fourth Kaufman Wey
lanta territory. The Gaiety theatre in
of almost half-a-million copies, it is of Boston, Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinstated.
nati, Pittsburgh, Detroit, Washington Cleveland has contracted for the serial was finished last Friday, and wen □
and Philadelphia in the interests of for a week's run. Some of the bigger the cutting room this week. ■
Wright and Miss Lee also play e
Pathe's new serial, " Daredevil Jack," houses in Texas which will show
Makes Rail Connections returned
to New York with the report Jack Dempsey as a serial star are the
that the Jack Dempsey starring vehicle Dixie, Galveston : the Lincoln, Hous- leads in this.
'
via Aeroplane
ton ;the Grand Central, Dallas.
Constance Talmadge has completed is being looked upon generally by exIt is reported that practically every Capitol Theatre Repos
change men and exhibitors as the
the taking of the exteriors for " The greatest serial Pathe has offered to
Record Attendances
regular
Pathe serial user in the NewLove Expert " at Palm Beach, Fla.
Director David Kirkland, his assistant, dateYork territory has booked or is neThursday. Friday and Saturdaj ,f
Carl LeViness, and John Halliday,
" I found," Mr. Brooks stated,
gotiating for the picture. Negotiations are also under way with Pantages last week broke all records for att« f
who plays the leading man, were '' everywhere expectations for this new
obliged to get back to New York on serial keyed to the highest pitch- The for presentation of the serial in all that ance at the Capitol theatre. The i
that the schools were closed, con i
completion of the picture. Owing to branch managers I conferred with to
theatres in the West. with the desire of the public to t
the eleven days rain in Florida, causing a man expressed their confidence that organization's
The Majestic theatre, Albany, has
about after being snow-bound jr
a wash-out and damaging the railroad in ' Daredevil Jack ' they had a serial
bridge, Halliday and his wife, with production of artistic qualities and booked the picture for a week's run,
Kirkland and LeViness, left Palm drawing pow'er that would enable them and the T. L. Kerse theatres in Char- nearly a week, brought crowds to ' e
largest theatre
in the
" that iin number
theworld
Christmas
leston, W. Va., has taken it for runs ceeded
Beach via aeroplane for Jacksonville, to achieve results surpassing their best
of one week.
a distance of 235 miles.
New
Year's
throng.
records of the past."

Pathe has some new pictures which will interest you.

Will

63-Acre

Picture

Be

Here are three views of one of these, "The Deadlier Sex," starring Blanche Sweet
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ebr 11 a r y s S
Mrs.

on Gendrow. who enacts an important
'venile
in Robert
G. Vignola's
ction ofrole'•International
The
World and
His Wife," proan
release
Republic

Purchases

" The Great Shadow"
Ahat the Republic Distributing
loration considers one of its most
irtant purchases was announced
week when it became known that
K- Great Shadow," said to be a
crful picture depicting the gen_r.ii social unrest of today, has been
ought from the Adanac Production
f'ompany
release
at an early
date.iii
•VTiile the for
picture
is declared
to be
-cnse propaganda, it is described
mely in theme, vigorous in treat■ and absolutel>' convincing.
hester Cameraman

on

Magellan Strait
ichard B. Hoit, a C. L. Chester
iraman, has cabled his arrival at
unta Arenas on the Strait of
lageilan at the southernmost tip of
th America. He will photograph
Indians of Tierra Del Fuego who
use the bow and arrow, and the
■t flocks of penguin and herds of
around Cape Horn, before proeeding to Elephant Island, a virgin
eld for the cameraman.

Drew

to the written requests of
response of
INthousands
motion picture patron,and the demands of hundreds of exhibitors throughout the country, .Mrs.
Sidney Drew has decided to return to
ihc screen. She will begin work at
mice on the third comedy of the Mrs.
.Sidney Drew Series, and her initial a|)pearance upon her return will be in
the production, "The Emotional Miss
" The decision
\'aughn.
gives booked
thouss who have
ands of exhibitor
her entire series of comedies an unexpected asset, it is stated by Pathe.
It was the original intention of Mrs.
Drew to refrain from a screen appearance for some time, but the third picture of the series carries a part exactly
suited to her talent, and this fact
coupled with the extraordinary demand
lor her. decided her. Her reappearance adds the finishing touch to the remarkable scries of pictures which she
is creating to fill the long felt want for
comedies made famous by the late Sidney Drew and Mrs. Drew.
In all of her work with her late husband, and in the first two comedies of
the present series, Mrs. Drew was the
guiding power. She wrote, directed,
and appeared in the first Drew
comedies, and, in the new series, she
has adapted for the screen the "AfterThirty Stories" of Julian Street, and
has personally supervised the direction
of the first two pictures "The Charming Mrs. Chase" and "The Stimulatins;
Mrs. Barton." in which John Cumber-

to

Return

to

Screen

a ki--. and they arc brouyiii back to
earth.
Mrs. Drew has created a masterly
Picture of Her Curinterpretation
of the love-sick husband,
rent Series
who thinks he should have been an artist with long hair and paint stained
comedy.
land will also appear in the third
fingers, but who is only a "rich coffee
merchant, nothing but a common mer"The Charming Mrs. Chase" is meetchant." John Cumberland in this role
ing with success with exhibitors in is seen at his best.
every territory. In New York City it
makes its initial appearance at the
Capitol Theatre and the management
of that important picture house has Neilan Loans Players to
booked the entire series. The finest
Tourneur
theatres in the country comracted for
Marjorie Daw and J. Barney
the entire series without knowing that Sherry, two of the leading players in
Mrs. Drew herself would he seen in
some of the comedies, and the Pathe which
MarshallwillNcilan's
" The the
River's
End of"
be released
middle
offices have been showered with tele- tliis month through First National,
comedy. grams of congratulations on the first have been loaned together with WesThe return of Mrs. Drew in the third
Barry,to Ncilan's
twelve-year-old
boy ley
star,
the Maurice
Tourneur
picture will undoubtedly result in the company.
booking of the series by every theatre
All three of the above-nieiitioned
in which the comedies of the late Sidney Drew and his wife were popular; stars are under long-term contracts
and that means practically every high with Mr. Neilan but as the producer
class theatre in the United States.
is contemplating a visit to New York
The second picture "The Stimulating City before starting work on a new
Mrs. Barton" has alread\- been compicture, for
he the
agreed
to Mr.
Tourneur's
services
of his
players.
pleted, and. at the first showing, it was request
generally agreed that it was an even
better production than the first. The
story is of the Spring Urge, making
restless the hearts of a nice married
couple. Both the wife and the husband believe they are thrilled by finding "^oul-mates ; hut thcv each arhicx e
Will

Be

Seen

in Third

"Doug"

Witnesses "The
Lincoln Highway-

The work of William Russell, star,
and Emmctt J. Flynn, director, won
the appreciation of a group
of disman "
tinguished actors and directors when
the Fox photodrama " The Lincoln
Highwayman " was shown at the
home of Douglas Fairbanks in Hollywood, Cal., announces a report from
the William Fox Film Corporation.
Mr. Fairbanks had heard so much
laudation of the picture that he borrowed a print from the Hollj^vood
I'The Adventurer" to Be Exchange of Fox Film Corporation
to project in his residence. Among
Released Shortly
i he William Farnum release of those present were some of the best
known motion picture stars in the
^20, "The Adventurer" will be re- colony.
leased before the end of February, it
s announced at the executive offices of
"ox Film Corporation. The Fox star
nacts the role of a happy-go-lucky "An Adventuress" Mixes
dventurer of noble birth, the Count
Comedy and Drama
)on Caesar de Bazan, penniless but
auntless. The story leads him
" An Adventuress," the picture iri
hrough a brilliant series of episodes, which Julian Eltin,a:e appears, and
parkling with downright humanity which has been purchased by the Rend spiced with rollicking humor, it is
public Distributing Corporation, aclated by William Fox.
cording to their announcement last
week, is the last word in comedy and
Witch's Gold " Marks drama. Not only is there a number
of bathing beauties, who take part in
Director's Debut
the play, but it runs the gamut of
Nat Dcverich, director for the M. A. thrills and laughs. The story was
)odge Film Co.. brought the negative written by Charles Taylor and made
'f "Witch's Gold" to the Rothacker into a scenario by Tom Gcragthy, and
^icago laboratory where the prints
vill be made. It is this new Coast the authors have turned out a picture
stones.
that will keep the average audience
ompany's first production, a six-reel
'il picture. "Witch's Gold" mark interested from start to finish. Repub- Mrs. Sidrey Drew, who is personally returning to the screen in the " After Thirty '
lic states.
to be distributed by Pathe
*fat's debut as director.
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Current

Universal

Picture

Nes

Releases

" The Peddler of Lies " Is Feature of
Program for the Week of March i
tt'yHE
featuringis
FrankPeddler
Mayo of
andLies,"
Ora Carew,
I lie special attraction on the Uni\crsal release program for the week
of March 1st. This production was
directed by William C. Dowlan and is
the screen version of Henry C. Rowland's story " The Peddler," which
recently appeared in the Saturday
Evening Post.
The serial releases announced by
Universal for the week include " A
Perilous Plunge," the tenth episode of
" The Lion Man," in which Kathleen
O'Connor and Jack Perrin are feaBarbara Castleton, who has the principal
tured ;and " The Flames of Death,"
role in the Thomas H. Ince special prothe fourth episode of " Elmo the Feard
u
c
t
i
o
n
,
"
Dangerous
Hours."
released
on
the Paramount-Artcraft program
less," in which Elmo Lincoln is
starred. Both of these features contain many new departures in the way
F. P.-Lasky's Studio in of serial making and are attracting a
new class of serial patron.
East Has Newspaper
The Lyons and Moran weekly offerA studio newspaper, started by
James Hood MacJarland, Eastern
studio publicity representative, with
the modest purpose of interesting the
Release
employes of the Eastern studios of Pathe
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and in that way obtaining closer
co-operation between the different departments and creating more interest
in the publicity work of that organization, has just made its appearance.
The newspaper, the first issue of which
is in mimeograph form, is called
■' Long Shots and Close-Ups," has received the hearty approval of J. N.
Naulty, studio general manager, and
it will be a permanent feature.
United has Comics Set
for Current Release
The United Picture Exchanges will
release during the next few weeks
what is said to be an exceptionally
strong program of comedy films.
On the same date that " The Corsican Brothers " is released— February
22d — a two reel Recreated Keystone
Comedy, " Bombs and Brides " will be
published. On February 29th, a
Cuckoo Comedy made at the Jacksonville studios of Mark M. Dintenfass
will be released. It is called " Ball
Bearing But Hard Running " and
presents the two well known Cuckoo
stars, Bobby Burns and dainty Jobyna
Ralston.
Weber and Fields, the greatest team
of comedians that ever appeared on
stage or screen, are the stars of
United'? comedy release for March
7th. They will be seen in the Recreated
Keystone 'comedy of two reels, " The
Worst of Friends."
Fire at the National
Film's Studio
Two film actors were slightly burned
and property damaged to the extent of
$3,000 Friday, February sixth, at a
fire that came dangerously near destroying stage number two at the
studios of the National Film Corporation of America, Hollywood, Cal.
Those burned were Neal Burns, star
in the Capitol series of comedies and
Lucille Rubey, the former's principal
support.

ing is a delightful one-reeler called
" Officer Call a Cop." This picture
abounds with humorous situations. A
Rainbow Comedy, " A Red Hot Finish," in which Virginia Warwick, Pat
Harmon and Cliff Bowe are featured,
is described as a " sizzling conglomeration of scorching comedy," with
a novel twist to its climax.
A two-reel westerner, " Hair Trigger Stuff," presents Hoot Gibson and
Mildred Moore in a highly original
plot touching on a situation where a
tobacco famine leads to some real exciting incidents. It is one of the best
and breeziest of their pictures. Universal officials declare.
" His Woman," a Jewel production,
is the eleventh of the Stage Women's
War Relief series to be released,
Julia Arthur taking the leading role in
this production.

in

Big

Houses

Edgar Lewis Production, " Other Men's
Shoes," Billed by First-Run Theatres
ing of the Lewis attraction by the Libuy^THER MEN'S SHOES," Edgar
erty, of Terre Haute; the Murette,
Lewis's first big production for
Pathe release, in the initial week of its Richmond, Ind. ; and the Wyaordistribution, has proved to be one of
Muncie's leading screen palace.
the best box office attractions Pathe has Grand,
The Liberty, Spokane, will feature
ever issued, according to a statement "Other Men's Shoes," for a run, while
from Pathe. Reports to the home the Pinney, of Boise, and the Burley,
office indicate that the most important of Burley, la., have also listed the
first-run theatres in the United States, Lewis picture for early screening.
New York, in addition to booking
are booking "Other Men's Shoes" for theIn foremost
of the Loew and Fox
extended runs. The New York, Chicago and Indianapolis exchanges are theatres, the local exchange has placed
particularly active in the booking of the production in the entire M. & S.
the Lewis extra special.
the Plaza,
B. F.Winter
Keith'sGarden,
ProsAmong the big theatres booked out Circuit;
pect, Pastime,
National
of Chicago, are the Jefferson, Fort the Majestic, Keystone, the West End,
Wayne ; Centennial, Warsaw, Ind. ; 14th Street Theatre, Poll's Garden,
West, Galesburg, 111. ; Avoy, Moline, Waterbury, Strand, Bayonne ; Empire,
111. ; Liberty, Davenport ; Orpheum, Port Richmond ; the Academy, Jersey
Rockford, 111. ; and the Strand, Free- City, Steinway, Astoria, the entire
port, 111. These are all first run ac- David Picker Circuit; the Beverly and
counts. Indianapolis records the book- Crescent.

So.

American

Party

on

Way

Goldwyn's Camera Expedition Starts
for Brazil; Philip Tannura in Charge
IMMEDIATELY following the start America. In the Matto Grosso territory of Brazil and in the Paraguay
i°of E. Alexander Powell on his expedition into the far East to secure Basin views will be taken of the many
pictures for the Goldwyn-Bray Picto- beautiful lakes, whereas pictures of
graph, comes the announcement of a human interest value will be
another photographic tour under the found in studies of the native Indians,
same auspices, this time with the un- the Portuguese, Italian and the Spanish
explored country between Bolivia and settlers in this region. Some interestBrazil as its objective. Philip Taning subjects should develop out of pictures of the animal life of Brazil,
nura is in charge of the party that
left for South America last week to where there are no less than fifty different species of monkeys.
be gone several months. Under the
When it is considered that Matto
recent Goldwyn-Bray alliance, which
means a large increase in the product Grosso, with an area of approximately
of the Bray Studios, cameramen are 532,000 square miles and a population
being despatched to all parts of the in the neighborhood of 150,000 is the
world for the purpose of getting scenic largest and most sparcely populated of
and travel studies of countries never Brazil's twenty-one states, the opportunities for securing pictures in an
before pictured on the screen.
Mr. Tannura is going far out of the unexplored country will be recognized,
beaten track on his. visit to South
says Goldwyn.

John Cumberland, who scored luch ■
cess in " A Gay Old Dog," and wbo
soon be presented Chase
in " The Charming
Pathe

Review

Featu 5

Wrestler's Tricks
Pathe Review No. 40, released 1 jruary 29, offers a diversified sdec ti
of subjects, probably the most en taining of which is a mat demons
tion, entitled " Keeping Your ]
Down," by George Bothner, li(
weight wrestling champion, who js
" kept his feet " in thousands i
matches. With his partner he den strates the leg trip, the head thi ,
and other feats well known to wr ling enthusiasts. The Novagraph alysis motion pictures give a fasci ing analysis of it all.
Letters Praise Dignity f
Ad Campaign
That motion picture advertising n
be artistic and dignified, yet efiFec t,
is borne out by the flood of let
telegrams,
that have
ceived
frometc.,
all parts
of thebeen
cou yat the oflSces of the Character Pict s
Corporation, 17 West 42nd St L
praising the attractiveness and ori ality of the company's advertising c paign, announces that corporation.
It removes the idea that adve ing, to interest exhibitors in a pic e
or brand of pictures must cor n
lengthy word-pictures and se g
arguments, says Character Pictu
" The Lost City " She s
a Real Elephant Hui
According
to a company,
report from
Lost
City" serial
a thri'
scene of this production, made by
onel SeUg for the Warner Brot
shows the actual killing of an enr
elephant charging upon a hunting I
shown in the action. The elephani

g
1s,
i
7

uring in the scene was "Big Jim,'
ported
to bekilled
a monster
with a at
rt
of having
two keepers
Selig Zoo during the last two yeai
Eight cameramen at different a
are said to have "shot" the execi
In staging the killing of this r
elephant, great care was taken for
it would get beyond control and
wild. A large enclosure was ff
in, and men were stationed ar
with high-powered rifles to prevei
escape, it is said.

^
"t■(!
s
^
le
ir
'i^
tf
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Sennett

caUrt's real find, Constance Binney,
" Erstwhile Susan,"
hose first feature,
is a success
Pre-Release Showings
Bring Results
That the policy of "box office tested
:tures " has gained considerable pop'arity among exhibitors is attested by
ie brisk pre-release demand for " The
ick of the Irish," an Allan Dwan
'oduction, presented by Mayflower
iiotoplay Corporation.
Following a successful pre-release
stern showing of the feature at the
ipitol theatre, exhibitors in the East
•ened negotiations for early bookings,
though the general release date was
•al weeks off.
ioldwyn-Bray Releases
Timely in Theme
According to a report from the
oidwyn offices, two recent subjects
I
Goldwyn-Bray
livethe
caused
a sensation Pictograph
wherever
'ey have been shown and the deand for bookings being received
om all parts of the country exceeds
lything, it is said, in the record of
ngle reel films handled by the
oidwyn exchanges. The pictures,
|)th animated drawings, done by
cans of the process to which Bray
)ntrols the patents, are " A Trip to
le Moon " and " Hello Mars."
' More timely subjects could not well
i; imagined. Exhibitors showing the
ctures are . profiting by the great
uount of newspaper publicity being
jiven scientists of the first rank who
re devoting their energies to devisig ways of communicating with the
lOon or with Mars.
lays Business Volume Is
Increasing
It was thought that last week was
banner week in bookings for picires being distributed by Republic
'nributing
Corporation, but the
p of the features put out by this
nization not only continues to
c on, but is increasing in volume
i number.
"12:10," with Marie
'oro, heads the list in popularity with
The Amazing 'Woman " and " The
•lue Pearl " running close behind.
Girl of the Sea," the Williamsons'
"markable undersea picture featuring
ttle Betty Hilburn, is also beginning
D give a good account of itself, says
Republic. Its release date is March
Sth.

Discusses

methtation
t ofd exploi
THEt)ds subjec
n-pictures
to motio
as applie
is liic topic of a recent statement issued by the comedy producer,
-Mack Sennett. The statement follows:
"It is seldom that a picture matches
its excellence with its exploitation.
Either it is over — or else it is underexploited, or its merits are under — or
ever-stated. The balance of fact is
dilticult to achieve, and adjectives are
so handy and easy to spill and spell !
Vet, in its properly weighted and effective publicity, the success of any
picture largely depends. This is a fact
that is well known to every exhibitor,
but what is not so well known to every
exhibitor is another, and related, certaint\% equally important — more important, in fact ; that is that the exhibitor's successful continuance in his services to the public depends to a great
extent on his policies as an advertiser.
"A picture's chance for an adequate
and proper test at the hands of the
public depends upon the manner in
which the exhibitor has enlightened his
public concerning its merits, and the
exhibitor's struggle for existence and
profits will likewise be settled in large
degree, by the way he solves the problem of printer's ink, bill board announcements and lobby and other displays. Errors are vitally damaging at
once to the production, the producer,
the exhibitor and the public. The
problems of the publicist are as intricate, grave and determining as the
problems of producing. It takes ingenuity, imagination, and patience and
experienced skill to create a picture; it
lakes ingenuity, imagination and experienced skill to exploit it.
"Without being vain enough to beJerome

Exploitation

Points Out Few Defects
Found Too Often in
Advertising

Films

lieve I am a psychologist in the art
and science of advertising, certain fads
have come under my attention which
bear on this subject, and for what they
are worth I venture to assert them.
"Producers or their thoughtless and
over-zealous publicity promoters are
prone to insist that each work coming
from under their hands is the greatest.
Incidentally this isn't necessarily a lie,
thougih it isn't the truth. It may be
asserted in good faith as a mother believes in her soul that her last is her
finest contribution to the greatnjcss of
the human race. It is quite natural
that as to its relative rank, the latest
production is deemed by its creator the
best — to date ; then if he is worthy the
name of producer, he forgets all about
it in his zeal to make another and a
finer one. But exploitation on the
l)asis of 'the last the best of all the
game',
bewildering
to the publicandat
first andislater
becomes monotonous
finally it is ignored altogether, its
promoter being put down — a liar.
It will not do to pile on adjectives;
the public wearies of adjectives. You
will not attract a permanent interest
by an unvaried utterance of all the
superlatives at your or your press
agent's command. Since everybody
does it, your method lacks distinction,
which is to say that it lacks force, conviction and value.
Publicity that merely supplies unsupported praise from the prejudiced
forces that produced its object is a

Storm
Remains
from Charles Has Guided the Star in
a state
WITH
g exhibitors and
isinment
Ray prom
His Last Thirteen
public the best efforts of his
Film Features
organization comes the news this
week that the studios of the Charles
Ray productions in Los Angeles will ise both exhibitors and public even
be ready for actual production by the better
entertaining pictures
end of the week. Steady progress has than heandhasmore
done
in the past.
s
ation
alter
sive
exten
the
on
been made
ing
"
No
one
man,"
said
Mr. Ray in his
Flem
nal
origi
and additions to the
" can successfully carry the
Street studios which will house the statement,
burden of making a motion picture,
new Ray products, and the plant will and unless he is surrounded by earnest
be cleared for action in time to conclude plans for the first work of the workers who can give their own originality or individuality and merge
-needed
star. Ray is enjoyingLosa much
Angeles and these qualities with those of their
vacation away from
fellows, then he is playing in hard
will return to commence independent luck.
the
of
r
part
latte
the
on
in
ucti
prod .
month
" I consider I am fortunate in having such a capable man with me as
deweek
last
Storm, who
Jerome
clared his intention of continuing as Director Storm. This man has
director of the star, is already on the worked with me in the past, and it
scene and making arrangements for is our intention to redouble our efforts
the initial First National attraction in the future in order to give the exin which the Arthur S. Kane Pictures iiibitors and public even better and
more entertaining pictures than we
Corporation will present the star.
have in the past.
highly
himself
declared
has
Mr. Ray
" There is no dictator in my comservices
pleased to have obtainedhasthelong
been
pany; we work together and every
of Director Storm who
scene taken is the result of mutual
a close associate of the actor. In a consideration
and consultation. We
g Storm's all have the desired final result as our
out followin
t given
statemenion
tion,
by the new organiza
acquisit
aim and we are all open to helpful
Mr. Ray states his belief that co- >uggestions, put forward by each one
operation between all the vital factors of us.
in the making of photoplays is the first
" The same holds good with the conlaw of successful production, and that
tinuity writer. Miss Isabel Johnston,
with such support he can safely prom-

waste of time, energy, white paper and
money. What will attract attention to
>our latest olTering is a well written
account of its merits, a concise and
witty, (if possible) description of its
plot, and above all, a clear statement
of such qualities as it may possess
wherein it is shown to be different
from other productions of the same
type. If you can point out wherein it
is different from anything hitherto accomplished,than
you willwill
excite
more advance interest
be drawn
by
the (lead magnet of a bookful of adjectives. To what particular emotions
does the message of the picture address
itself? What is diflferent about it?
Where are the distinguishing elements
marking it ofT from other works of a
similar kind? To what peculiar class
or classes of picture patrons does your
presentation offer a singular and parWhat is the human interestticular
of itsappeal?
plot?
"Do not over-exploit.
"Since every picture that comes to a
theatre's screen cannot be greater,
more mammoth and revolutionary than
the one that preceded it, do not attempt to say that it is. Such advertising fools nobody and serves only to
bing the exhibitor into disrepute. Remember that
which
isn'ta
justified by
theexploitation
picture itself
is like
boomerang. It will strike back. The
story of the shepherd boy and the wolf
is pertinent here. That fool kid
shouted 'wolf, wolf so often that when
he needed help for the wolf that finally
came, no help arrived because distant
farmers hearing the cry said, 'it's the
same old story, but he can't fool me

with
Ray
who will be included in our many
talks. Miss Johnston is now at work
on again'."
the continuity of our first picture,
and I feel we have a valuable coworker in this clever lady.
" Yes, I am a firm believer in cooperation and will listen to any suggestion, even if it is made by an extra
man, and Mr. Storm is of the same
opinion. Under these conditions, plus
the high quality of the plays and
stories we have already secured, there
will be no alibis — I hate alibis, anyJerome Storm, who will continue
to direct the star in his forthcoming
pictures under the affiliation with
Arthur S. Kane, has guided Ray in
the last
how 1" thirteen features in which
the popular actor was starred.
Known to members of the industry
as " Jerry," Director Storm has had
a varied career, and commands a background in the film business which is
vouchsafed to few directors. When
it became known that Storm was to
continue as director for Charles Ray,
the star's sponsors at' First National
interheadquarter and others directly
ested in the new production work of
the star, declared that Ray could not
have made a better choice.
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Heavy
Returns
on
"Big
Si>'
William Fox Report Says That Early
Bookings Make Outlook Most Assuring
cerity of the exploitation they havi
A CCORDING to a report from the
ceived through advertising departi
offices of the William Fox Film of
the company.
Corporation, the campaign instituted by
"With these accessories comt
Fox in behalf of its revival of the "Big with the literary and artistic value
Six", is giving early indications of the six big specials, the Fox excha
being an overwhelming success. "With report up to the present more than
very few exceptions," says the Fox re- thousand theatres signed up for i
port, "these big pictures have been which vary in length from one da
contracted for by the exchanges in smaller cities to a week in lartrer ci
every city in the country where the and, in many theatres where the
Fox company has an office, and many tures have already been shown
theatre men have closed by wire or have proved as strong attraction
mail from outlying points. This, in the before.
"Among the exchanges which 1
estimation of the officials of the corporation, furnished absolute proof that the already forwarded bookings on tht
exhibitor today is a showman with a
per-specials are Atlanta, Boston, '.
showman's appreciation of value and a falo, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Denver
showman's keen knowledge of merit.
Orleans, NewDallas,
York, Minneapolis,
Omaha, Philj '.
"These big spectacular films, in- dianapolis,
cluding 'Les Miserables,' 'A Tale of phia, Pittsburgh, San Francisco,
Two Cities,' 'Cleopatra,, 'Salome', 'A Louis, Seattle, and Washington, E
from these cities show a
Daughter of the Gods' and 'The Honor Reports
System', have been given a new lease of tile market for all six and wide ir
life inspired by the activities of the pro- est throughout the theatre-going )
ducer's branch managers and the sinSelznick
Buys
More
Stori(|)
Five Additional Stories Are Placed

William Fox is to have a new star
face inis Vivian
herewith Rich,
shownthe beautiful young artiste, whose
Vivian Rich to Star for
William Fox
To the array of stars under the banner of William Fox has been added
Miss Vivian Rich. Miss Rich has won
her position as a star by hard work,
talent and consistent effort to please.
Her first appearance as a star will be
in the picture "Would You Forgive?"
Miss Rich's advent to the Fox
studios as a star was hailed with delight. She had recently been the lead
for Buck Jones in his new picture, "The
Last
amiability
made Straw,"
hundredsandof her
friends
for herhadin
the studio and on the lot. Therefore
when she came back with stellar honors she was royally received.

Stage

Space

Added

to

on the List of Recent Acquisitions
THE Selznick office announces the Scenario Department, and Edm
purchase by Myron Selznick of Goulding ; " Mysterious Mome'
live more stories for screen produc- by Izola Forrester and Mann I
lie."scenario by Ella Stuart (
tion. Michael J- Phillips has sold his with the
'■ Toll of the Wilderness " to Mr. son ; " Pretty Thing " hy Louise V
Selznick- It has been given the production title of " The Wilderness ter; "Jenny" by Roy Horninar
Fear." " Heart of Flame " is the title noted English author, which
of another story just purchased from bought in England and by an agen
the
popular author, Rohert Alexander Mr. Selznick, and " Red Pepper
Wason.
Kathleen Norris is the author of Merle Johnson, the youngest writei
the Selznick scenario staff.
'" Poor Margaret Kirby " which story
Mr. Selznick has been successful in
purchasing. This story was originally
published in The Saturday Evening
Post in 1913. " The Way of a Maid,"
a story hy Rex Taylor of Hollywood,
California, was purchased this w'eek.
An original story entitled " Daphne,
Co-Respondent " was purchased this
week from Marc Connelly, author of
many vaudeville sketches.
Among some of the other stories
which Mr. Selznick has purchased
since the first of the year may be
named : " Keeping Him Guessing " by
Mrs. Idyll Shepard Way; "The
Shadow of Rosalie Byrne " by
Grace Sartwell Mason ; " The Palace
of Darkened Shadows " by Mary
Hastings Bradley; "Proof of the
Pudding " by Meredith Nicholson ;
" The Law Bringers " by G. B. Lancaster; "False Pride," adapted from
" The Pride of Patricia " by Elizabeth
Redfield; "The Magdalen of Mudville," by John Lynch, editor of the

F. P.-Lasky Studio
Several months ago the announcement was made that J. N. Nauli}-, general manager of the Eastern Studios of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, had coinpleted arrangements to
lease the Amsterdam Opera House at
Ninth avenue and 44th street, to be
used as an additional studio. The upper,
smaller stage was immediately prepared for work but on account of existing leases, it was impossible to use
the lower stage until the first of the
year. Now, however, the balconies arranged in a tier around three-quarters
of the room have been removed and
the stage in the remaining end of the
room has been dispensed with. This
leaves a stage of 82 feet by 137 feet
Community Club Hold and 31 feet high. The upper stage is
Entertainment
SO feet by 100 feet, with a height of
24 feet, which makes a combined floor
The Community Club held a " get space of 11,734 square feet.
together " party on the evening of
February 17 in one of the reception
halls of the Masonic Building at Sixth Educational Will Film
avenue and 24th street, at which two
hundred members of the Club were
West Indies Scenes
present. The Film and Traffic Sections
Robert C. Bruce, scenic director for
of the Community Motion-Picture the Educational Films Corporation of
Bureau, who were the hosts of the oc- America, sailed last week for a twocasion, provided some enjoyable featrip through the West Indies.
tures in the way of singers, dancers months'
For the first time in the history of the
and musicians.
" Bruce " pictures, the scenery of the
tropics is to replace the mountains of
the far West.
Trade Showings of " His
Mr. Bruce has just completed the
editing and titling of the seventeen pic"
"His Temporary Wife,"
Wife Robert
tures secured this summer in his cruise Ames Temporary
Bennet's leap year romance, is
along the Alaskan Coast, and this being shown at all Hodkinson ex- Selznick's ingenue star. Olive Thomas,
group is now ready for release.
changes this w eek.
scene from her latest picture. ' You;

bruary
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Carl Laemmle

IF you were to judge it simply
as story and picture even then
you could not afford to miss it,
and when you add the positive
appeal which this popular idol
has for millions, you have a
second big reason for not overlooking this fine Corbett picture.
"Here",

says the Moving

Pic-

ture World, "is a story of
genuine life, as humorous as it
is realistic."

"Here's

human

appeal
as well
thrills,"
Harrison,
and aswhen
in adds
evening clothes the hero knocks out
his adversaries like ten-pins,"
says
Billboard
" —the
well,
this
scene the
alone
will set
crowd
howling

"Pri

with delight/'

nce

of

HAPPY

CAPEY

Dollars

of
Cheerfulness

!

FOLKS like Carey because he likes folks.
He's human — his stuff isn't staged — it
comes straight from the heart. Next time
you play a Carey, sense the wave of cheerfulness and answering chuckles that greets his
appearance on the screen. Go even further.
Tie up your program with the Carey grin
and personality that shines from every Carey
production. Give your patrons the player
who makes them smile and chuckle all the
way home. This isn't benevolence; it's business. And when your receipts begin to jump
you'll
realize the dollar value of Carey
cheerfulness.

fll

0

II

I7A'I[7AIL

OVEPLAND

PED

novel by
the famous
_J From
Herbert

Henry

Directed
Lynn

Knibbs

by

F. Reynolds

SAYS the Exhibitor's Trafle Review,
" Overhmd Red " <;<)es right over the
top as a human interest (h*aiiia punctuatetl
with all that is best in the way of outdoor
stuff. Huuior, patlios, excellent riding and
good suspense are mingled with a plot
which was a good one in the first place.
Wholesome, crowded with interesting details, every inch of it is real and human."
Dollars are human, too — Let 'em
laugh and they'll come in.

Motion
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All directed by Jack Ford
' The Outcasts of Poker Flat "

A MARVELOUS picture of the golden days
of the " Forty-niner^," with the finest
photography that the screen has ever produced. Absorbingly dramatic, superbly directed.
" Riders of Vengeance "
An away-from-the-usual Western with
human Harry Carey never so human. An
action drama rich with strong heart appeal
— the kind that gives you happy thoughts to
take home.

" The Ace of the Saddle "
Here's a bit of real, rollicking, rapid-fi
Western life — with as many chuckles ;
thrills and Harry Carey doing a lot of th
good acting which put him absolutely in
class by himself.

" A Giinfightin' Gentleman "
A drama full of suspense and also rousing action, but with a mighty good measure
of that comedy that fans hunger for in
Carey pictures and which Harry Carey
.lL■iv(■^ them to full satisfaction.

" The Rider of the Laiv "
Action, mystery, love, excellent photoj
raphy and splendid direction make this
superfine Western, with Harry Carey tl
best thing in it. Show it— and make
whole raft of new friends for yoursel

F e h f II a r y 2 ti , i () 2 o
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Chuckling

Comedy

PomaMico

I

Motion

Picture

Net

\

y and
temptingit ,
power, appeal
g proven
pullin
FOR variet
would be hard to find four spe- j
cial attractions to equal thi« group of '
selected " Mary AlacLaren'g Own."
Play " Rouge and Riches " and give
your patrons what very few people
can resist — a peep behind the scenes, 1
and a very realistic peep at that.

I

nou&e

Dicue/
Univer-ral
p G c I a I/
Attraction

\
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C. ROWI,AND',$

PENttEl

.i'T'HE action is fast throughout and the
picture holds its interest to the
finish," says George T. Pardy in the Exliihitor's Trade Review. " Plenty of dramatic action, ' says the Mo\dng Picture
World and the Motion Pictvu-e News —
Here is first class direction, excellent
continuity, considerable action and wonphotography."
^Tiatderful
more
do you want?

ebr uar y 28, 1 <j 2 o

MAM)

Q^r^ OOD for any theatre,"' says Harrison, who adds
" this is one of the best society crook plays
released of late." " There can be no question as
to the demand for this type of entertainment," the
Exhibitor's Herald advises yon, and it adds, " long
specialization in tliis particular style of drama
leaves the Universal crook plays second to none,
and superior to all but an occasional special effort
from other producing companies. ' The Peddler
of Lies ' is even a little above Universal's own
standard. It merits more than a cursory examination from exhibitors. It is verv much worth while."
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Salisbury
with special
that past
master oflferii
of ei
tional roles never more convinc
than in his portrayal of a stn
man's great sacrifice in " His Divon
Wife," and never quite so appeal
in romance as you'U find him in " 1
Phantom Melody," a great surg
drama
" with
more concentra
situations than half a dozen ordin:
features,"
the Motion
ture News. to quote
See them
both, pI
them both.
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^eilaii Production

Gets

Big Premier
Marshall >ieilan's initial independent
roduction, "The River's End ', un
ilaptation from James Oliver Curd's popular novel of the Canadian
,hwcst, was given a de luxe premr before a thousand members of the
anadian Club and friends in the
irand Ball Room of the Hotel Billlore the evening of Feb. 16.
Immediately following the presentainn various prominent Canadians dished telegrams to Mr. Neilan coniilaiiiig him on the great success of
lit picture on this occasion and prelicting a particularly bright future for
I. Arthur Knowlson, President of the
"lulv wired Mr. Neilan as follows :
Premier of 'The River's End' before
anadian Club tremendous success,
iveryone immensely pleased with your
jvonderful production which will surely
'•rove a triumph for the motion picture
'f You are to be congratulated on
achierement which thoroughly
ranted the ovation given it here
.;ht by the assembled members and
lis." Many other similar messages
Kere sent te Mr. Neilan by officers of
Ihe Oub and some of the prominent
ruests.
I Arrangements for the affair were
Itandled by Peter Gridly Smith of the
Nei]an organization in conjunction
'sith the Entertainment Committee of
'he Canadian Club. The presentation
•f the picture was handled by Mr.
Smith with the cooperation of the
N'icholas
Company and W'atern, BerlinPower
& Snvder.
Pathe Stands Ready for
Increased Business
Reports from all branch offices to
Paul Brunet, Vice-President and General Manager of Paihe Exchange, Inc.,
ndicate a most optimistic outlook for
jhe coming spring months, and the voljime
of inquiries
on the
three in
big March
Pathe
.irodnctions
to be
released
''oreshadows a remarkably successful
jnonth. June Caprice in "In Walked
Klary" will be released on March 7th;
Oolores Cassinelli in "Tarnished Repuations" is scheduled for March 14th;
iind the Blanche Sweet extra-special
jiroduction "The Deadlier Sex", will go
;)ut on March 28th.
' "Reports from every part of the
intry have indicated, with certainty,
• this spring would find motion
ictures in greater demand than ever."
i aid Mr. Brunet, in discussing the sitlation, "and we find ourselves in the
ery fortunate position of being ready
0 fill this intensified public demand
vith several high class pictures."
Ince Announces Recent
Stories Purchased
Word comes from Thomas H. Ince
hat three new stories — representing
he best and most popular works of
""ce prominent authors — have been
'v-hased as screen vehicles for the
■ice stars.
'"The Counterfeit," by H. B.
^iel; "The Incubus," by Marjorie
Benton Cooke; and "Adventurous
^y." by Stella Wynne Herron, are
he stories purchased by Mr. Ince and
«heduled for production at an early
late.

Films

For

Presidential

per articles
newspa
RECE
t arlyon's
>
liinj
i()ucNT
k iden
ition onspeaPres
of
particulWils
cond
iiis great interest in viewing motion
pictures that are shown him in the East
Room of the White House. Always
an ardent patron of the theatre, the
President feels that the amusement
afforded through the movies do much
toward aiding his condition during the
convalescing period. And the showing
of entertaining dramatic and news
weekly subjects are a part of the program in the President's household.
And it is quite significant also that
the President, who was so interested
in the motion pictures shown him
while going back and forth to the
Peace Conference in Paris on the
U. S. S. " George Washington " where
three Simplex Projectors were installed, should be using a Simplex
during his convalescence at his official home.
At the White House a recent
Simplex installation was effected under the personal supervision of Mr.
Edwin S. Porter, well-known motion
picture director and Vice-President of
the Precision Machine Company.
In order that nothing should mar

Precision

Installs a Sim-

plex in the White
House
the tile floor nor the furnishing of
the East Room where the Presidential
showings lake place, a special truck
was devised, equipped with rubbertired wheels upon which is mounted a
battleship grey nickel trimmed Type
" S " motor driven Simplex. This
truck when the machine is not in use
is kept in one of the White House
storerooms and when required is
wheeled on to a convenient elevator
which quickly brings the entire equipment upon to the East Room level,
where it is wheeled into position.
Mounted upon this truck is the rheostat and also a connecting plug which
can easily be attached to any of the
various plug boxes located in different parts of the East Room.
The screen used during these exhibitions was also built under Mr.
Porter's supervision and was necessarily designed by him to conform to
prevailing conditions, it being im-

Recreation
possible lo use the customary pulleys
and screw-eyes that are ordinarily
employed in screen rigging.
This screen which is mounted on a
rubber-wheeled framework similar to
that used in a movable blackboard is
a heavy specially-treated duck sheet
with a series of brass grummetts
around its four edges through which
openings a set of lines are drawn
which form
lines
the sheet in a unimannertighten
all around.

Assigns
Editor
to
Each
Fox
in
New
Scheme
adsteady
the
in
.step Film Corporation
or HER
A .\\ance
of Fox
tion
d
t
Aims
to
Facilitate
towar perfec
in produc
and service for the exhibitors is
Completion of Film
marked by the announcement that each
of the seven companies now engaged
in making Fox pictures at the Western
recting Gladys Brockwell in the first
studios has had assigned to it a regu- of
the Barbara Le Marr Deely
lar editor and cutter who will devote
his or her entire time to the assem- stories, " The Mother of his Children,"
Earl Turner has been appointed edibling of films.
Some time ago — in fact, when the tor.With Tom Mix now on location
William Russell company went to the
£oast with Emmett J. Flynn as director making exteriors for his newest picture
— William Fox sent with the company '■ Desert Love " under direction of
C. R. Wallace in the position of film Jacques Jaccard, Mr. Wurtzel has
editor. Mr. Wallace has remained with placed Lloyd L. Nosier, an expert film
the Russell-Flynn combination ever editor and cutter, whose special bent is
Western melodrama and whose knowlsince and the result, as seen in " The
edge of film technique has been gained
Lincoln Highwayman "' and more re- by years of experience in this field.
cently in " Shod With Fire," has
Miss Shirley Mason's new starring
proved Mr. Fox's contention that the
use of separate editors for each pic- vehicle a delightful comedy-drama enture affords the best results so far as
titled "Molly and I " which is under
continunity of story is concerned, as the direction of Howard M. Mitchell
be edited by Carl Himm. Mr.
well as in the amount of time con- will
sumed in this important department Himm has been attached to the Mason
company permanently by Mr. Wurtzel
of the industrj'.
Therefore it was natural that Sol. and will prove a valuable addition to
M. Wurtzel, Superintendent of the the technical staff of the Fox studios.
A definite assignment for the WilWest Coast studios, seeing the success
liam Farnum and Buck Jones company
which crowned the first assignment
of this sort should at once appoint a has not yet been made, although both
film editor and cutter for each of the these stars have begun work on new
six other companies engaged at Holly- photoplays. Mr. Famum's play is a
wood.
screen adaptation of Clarence E. MulThe following appointments thus far ford's great Western novel " The
have been made, affecting four of Orphan " and Buck Jones' story is taken from "Forbidden Trails" by
the remaining six companies :
Seltzer. Until film edMiss Delia Conley, a young woman Charlesitors forAlden
both companies are named, J.
of wide and varied film experience,
has been assigned to the Denison Clift Gordon Edwards, veteran Farnum director will continue cutting and trimcompany, now engaged upon the final it.
ming, and Scott Dunlap will cut the
scenes of " The Iron Heart," in which
the statuesque Madlaine Traverse is Jones picture in addition to directing
the star. Miss Conley will take full
The addition of a film editor to the
charge of the cutting, trimming and
assembling of the finished film for Di- personnel of each company is with a
rector Clift.
view to saving the time of high-priced
For Edward J. LaSaint who is di- stars and directors who are frequently

No booth
required
this installationisinasmuch
as the in
engineering
and design of the Simplex brings down
to a minimum fire hazards usually prevailing and incidentally safeguards
the historic and beautiful furnishings
for which the White House is famous.
Mr. Allan M. Thomas, the White
House electrician, is a skilled motion
picture projectionist and personally
operates
the President
Simplex for
tion of the
and the
his edificaguests.
Mr. Edwin S. Porter is highly
gratified at learning of the part which
the Simplex is playing toward bringing the President back to normal
health and is particularly interested
owing to his personal connection with
the installation in question.

Company
delayed at the finish of a picture to
await the final cutting and trimming.
With this new system the film will be
completed almost with the final turning
of the camera, or while the star is removing his or her make-up for the last
time in that story.
By this means also considerable time
will be saved in shipping completed
prints from the West Coast studios to
the main offices of the Fox organization.

William Russell as he appears in the Fox
feature, " Shod With Fire "

Motion
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National Chief
First
Heads Committee
of Ad Men
Robert H. Lieber, president of First
National Exhibitors' Circuit, and onein
of the owners of the Circle theatre
Indianapolis, is chairman of a committee appointed by the 1920 convention
board of the Advertising Club of Indianapolis, to arrange for the co-operation of the motion picture theatres
in " selling"
the board
the city
of
liswith
world.
to the
Indianapo
committhe
of
The other members
tee are: S. Barrett McCormick, managing director of the Circle theatre;
Charles Olson, of the Central Amusement Company, which operates the
Isis, Alhambra and Lyric theatres, and
Edward G. Sourbier, owner of the
Palms and Keystone theatres. The
"selling" campaign will lead up to
the convention of the Associated Advertising Clubs of the World, which
will be held in Indianapolis, June 6
A scene from
and 10.
" Fires of Love " Fast
Nearing Finish
D. W. Griffith's second attraction to
be distributed by First National Exhibitors' Circuit, will be entitled "Fires
of Love," and will be released in
March. The greater portion of this
production was screened on the Island
of New Providence in the Bahama
Islands, and it was during the cruise
to this location that the entire Griffith
party was swept into the gale that foi
nineteen hours threatened to play
havoc with the entire party.
Clarine Seymour has the role of her
career in this production, and among
others who have prominent parts are
Richard Barthelmess, Creighton Hales,
Anders Randolph, Kate Bruce, Porter
Strong, Herbert Sutch, Florence
Short, Walter James, Thomas Carr,
Adolphe Lestina and Ben Grauer.
Though not finally completed,
" Fires of Love " is fast approaching
the " finishing touches."

Picture

fv

"Pollyanna" Bring;
Return Bookings
The popularity of " Polly;
Mary Pickford's first productio
United Artists is best exemplifie
cording to a statement of I
.\rtists, in the fact that it ha
only broken box-office records in
sections of the country, but that
has arrived already in the home
of the corporation numerous re 4n
for extended runs and repeat-bo(
on the production, from exhi
who have made exceptionally su
ful engagements out of the pictu
Will D. Harris of the Grand
atre, Columbus, Ohio, is cxcee
enthusiastic over the two week
gagement
" Pollyanna,"
successfulof despite
the whic!
incli
weather, he says. At the cone
of it, he wired United Artists t
effect:

The Return of Tarzan,"
a Numa
Citne Pollard

Picture Corp. production featuring

"Tarzan"
About
Pollar Talks
Relates Some " Humorous " Experiences
He Had with Members of Animal Cast
GENE POLLAR, back in New forced to be boosted, pushed and pulled
York after five weeks of strenu- up ; the camera started grinding, and I
ous screen combats for Numa Pic- assumed by celluloid air of the jungle
tures Corporation's production of "The
Return of Tarzan," brings with him
"One day, Joe Martin, the almost
three vivid memories of his first ac- human monkey who seeined to understand by Harlem English better than
quaintance with animal actors in pictures.
some of the native Californians, was
Up in the offices of Numa Pictures doing scenes with me. We were jumping, where the jumping was good,
Corporation, Air. Pollat related his exman."
from bough to bough. I made a leap,
periences, inpart :—
"It's a great life! Take Charley, the and as my weight relieved it, a bough
elephant, for instance. The trainer snapped back and hit Joe in the face.
coached me as to how to get on the big He thought I had done it on purpose,
boy's back — a running jump onto his started a jibbering, and the first thing
trunk and zip! — he would do the rest. I knew he was after me and on my
Just toss me up, secure and contented, back, ready for fight. It took some
onto his back. Following instructions.
I ran a bit, landed on his trunk and effort to pull him off, and it took triple
was swayed into the air, but, instead the amount of effort and all of the
of landing on his back, I landed on my pastry included in my lunch-box. to
own. Three unsuccessful attempts I put him in friendly humor with me
Finally, I was ignominiously
Release of " $30,000 " Is made.
Set for February 29
The W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
announces for February 29th release J.
Warren Kerrigan's fifth in his series of
again." in
Favor"
Gain
ls
Seria
Robert Brunton productions, "$30, COO,"
Republic
Asserts ing
Popularity of the
said to be a gripping, fast-moving adventure story of New York society
Chapter-Picture Is Becoming Greater
life by H. B. Daniel, author of some
include
serial countless
producFURTHER ductions
indications
that as
serialwidely
pro- laying plans
tions. We to
have
received
are becoming
popular novels including "Timber McKee," "What's Money?" and "Snobs." popular and as much in demand in communications from representative
Others in the cast are Fritzi Bru- America as in foreign countries is eviexhibitors throughout the countr\nette, Nancy Chase, Joseph J. Dowling,
denced in the news that is current this who,
pleased with our productions, ask
Thomas Guise, Arthur Millette and week to the effect that Republic Dis- if they can expect any serials. The
Carl Stockdale. Director Ernest C.
tributing Corporation is considering serial as it is produced to-day is a big
the release to exhibitors of some of the improvement over those made as reWarde directed "$30,000."
best serial features obtainable.
cently as two years ago- I believe
This announcement follows closely there is still room for improvement,
Salisbury Field Joins
on the heels of the recent announce- and Republic will endeavor to supply
ment from the offices of Selznick Pic- exhibitors with serials that surpass any
Cecil De Mille Staff
tures that Lewis J. Selznick has made
Mr. thus
Busch
Salisbury Field, author and play- all arrangements to produce serials made
far." further declared that
right, recently joined the literary staff which are expected to set a new high
short
subjects,
as released by Repubof Cecil B. De Alille and is now at mark for this class of production, and
lic, are making steady strides forward
.work at the Lasky studio. His advent that Albert Payson Terhune has been
in the favor of both exhibitor and
at the West Coast studio of the engaged to write the first one.
When seen in regard to the serials puWic. The Charlie Chaplin reissues,
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
marks his debut in the realm of the for Republic, Mr. Busch, president of twelve in number, are reported as booksilent drama and his temporary deser- the distributing corporation, said :
ing so steadily that all prints are worktion of the stage and magazine field.
" Yes, Republic in its rapid progress is
ing regularly.

" Closed Mary Pickford in '
anna ' last night after wonderft
weeks of good business.
Sen r
contracts for her next productio c
also contracts for return cngag
of 'Pollyanna' to be shown wh{§bsun shines."
Frohman Serial Basec n
Unusual Story [
The story, unfolded in the
Frohman serial, revolves aroum
discovery of a new force knov
"The Invisible Raj%" which is d:
ered by a mineralogist ; the form'
this hidden power becomes lost ;
forthwith made the object of a
of scientists, who seek to emplo
"Ray" for a world-wide cri
scheme.
While the serial contains all tl
sential elements of love and my
the basic plot of the story itself c
a greater opportunity for sensa
escapades, dare-devil stunts and i
fying action than serials found(
more mystery without the incenti
what
might be Ray"
calledwill"Fiction-!
The "Invincible
be com;
in about three weeks, and it is
interest that the public and the
generally look forward, it is s
lo the release of the subject i:i
to see what new hnes have bee
veloped by the Frohman Amus>
Corporation in serial production.
Universal - Educaticfa
Reels Due Feb. 231
Commercial geography and zc
are to be the first class-room
of the Appleton-Universal Educa |
Series, according to an announc
just made by Harry Levey. G'
Manager, Division of Education
Universal Film Alanufacturing
pam\ Two reels on each of thes
jects are to be given pre-release
ings at the Convention of the Na
Education Association, at Clev|
Ohio, beginning February 23rd.

s.R.a
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'0 Investigate Public's
Desire in Stories
wo producers of the United Artists
o investigate conditions throughout
country in the hope of giving the
liitors and exchange men greater
.eraticm, and at the same time pro• subjects that will have greater
office drawing power and be
f pleasing to the public. To
this, the head of the publicity
irtment at the studios are to
-ent to the cities of the country
vestigatc conditons and to interro- photoplay editors, exhibitors and
;ange men. Carlyle Robinson, of
Douglas Fairbanks Company, will
the country by the way of San
icisco, Seattle, Denver, Omaha,
neapolis, Chicago, Toronto, Xew
k and home by the way of PhiladelWashington, Atlanta, New Ori, Dallas ; and Kenneth McGafTey
he Mar>' Pickford Company will
the coirntry in the opposite direcRobinson left Los Angeles on
uary 14th and McGaffcy departed
'le following day by the southern
Fairbanks desires to learn
iier the exhibitors and public like
nal stories better or if from book
plays, and also if there is any par\T Story or play that the public
d like to see him appear in. To
rtain his information, Robinson
work through the exhibitors, ex« men and photoplay editors of
-papers, and in this way ascertarn
■esires of the public. At the same
. they will learn the character of
m.•cry the public desires to see this

Acclaim plan"Land
ofReturns
Opportunity"
Says
huost, and " The Land of Opportunity "
of Selznick
ation ary of the
icanizSecret
theyn .'\mer
INFrankl
K. Lane,
has
proven a big incentive for others
to follow.
Show
Picture
Sounds
Interior, wherein he asked the cooperation of the motion picture inOne of the biggest private showings
the Right Note
'
Land of Opportunity,"
dustry, ■The
of the picture took place in New
the Ralph Ince Lincoln Picture, presHaven at the Bijou theatre on Februented by Lewis J. Sclznick, seems to
ary 5th before a distinguished audience
have struck a lead that will be hard
of officials and University men. There
for others to follow, says Selznick
were present Ex-President William
Knterprises.
Howard Taft, President Hadley, of
Yale; Mrs. Osborne, his secretary;
Being the first of the .AmericanizaMayor David Fitzgerald, of New
tion pictures to be released, it has been
watched very carefully and the words
Haven ;retary;I.S.Z.Osborne,
of congratulation pouring into the
Poli; L. the
M. Mayor's
Segal; O.sec-C.
I^dwards, manager Palace theatre, New
Selznick offices shows beyond a doubt
Haven; Fred Valles, manager Bijou
that it has struck the right note. Governors of states, government officials
theatre, New Haven; L. D. Doty, auditor Poli Enterprises; J. J. Splain, genand prominent exhibitors have foreral manager Poli Enterprises ; L- D.
warded telegrams and letters of conijratulations, unsolicited, to Mr. SelzGarvey,
Publicity Director Poli Enternick praising him for the promptness
prises and E;. J. Poli, beside several
other
exhibitors
and representatives of
with which he responded to Sccretar>newspapers.
Lane's call as well as for the quality
of the production, according to reWalter
Griffith,
Manager
New
Haven
Branch
writes of
: Select's
ports.
" It was really remarkable to hear
In the first place, after the picture
the expression of approval of this
was completed, and found to be about
what was wanted, plans were promoted
-ubject. We are receiving several lettor extensive distribution during Linters of congratulation and I will forcoln Week. The result is that " The
ward them to you."
From Governor Coolidge, of MassaLand of Opportunity " was not only
chusetts came the following telegram :
showing at every Broadway theatre John Lynch, head of Selznick's scenario
department
"Dear Mr. Selznick: — You are enwith one exception the week of February 8, but there is not a city in the
titled to great praise for your first
United States of any size where it is want the largest distribution possible .Americanization picture portraying
and every print must be kept busy.
some anecdotes in the life of the great
not being screened in at least one theatre. To assure extensive distribution,
" Lewis J. Selznick."
President and man. " The Land of
the following telegram was sent to all
The response to this telegram was Opportunity' is a picture that can with
liranch managers of Select Pictures most liberal and Select and Republic profit be seen by everyone of us, as
which is releasing the play :
salesmen found that the exhibitors it shows where Abraham Lincoln
" Extensive distribution of ' The were more than willing to co-operate. plainly stood on the issue of .AmeriIhe same plan will be followed by
r. McGaflev on his tour, with respect Land of Opportunity ' means more to The result has been that the Ameri- canism.
% ICss Pickford.
mc than the price for the same- We
canization plan has been given a big
" Calvin Coolidge."
lothacker Complimented bv Neilan on
Work
Marshall A. Ncilan went to the small
5, looked around and then wrote
•ollowing to Wattcrson R. Roth•'. president of the Rothacker Film
Co., of Chicago :
»m writing this unsoHcited letter
i'preciation of the excellent laborV work you are now doing. On a
cnt tour of the United States I
roppcd into small theatres in out-ofle-way towns, and in checking up sev■al of my productions in which you
Jve done laboratory work I found the
-ints of excellent quality ; and also
•at the small towns receive the same
« quality of work as do the bigger
ties."

'romotions Announced
by Pathe Exchange
Paul Brunet, Vice-President and
encral Manager of Pathe Exchange,
ic, has announced the promotion of
rank Hudson to Manager of the Atnta Branch ; Jack Auslet as manager
the New Orleans Branch; and .\rur Miller to the important position
superintendent of the Bound
rook laboratories. All of the men
omoted come from the ranks of emoyees in the Pathe organization. This
m line with the Pathe policy of rearding those who display conspicuous
'ility and loyalty.

CCORDING
toSagebrusher"
from
"The
ACCORDI
NG to
aa report Hodfrom Produccr's Past Hits Wins
Arc book
appealonethat
mademostEmerson
of Success
the
successfulHough's
of its
the offices of the W.report
W. Hodo • i
t
•
kind
ever
published.
Winsnn Corporation,
rornnration ""Thp
.S:,crp. SaiQ tO lUSpirC COnkinson
The Sage" An exploitation campaign to equal
brusher " is proving to be a winner,
fidence in New
in power the drive waged by Tom
and the reported success of this feaFilm
ture is said to be due at least in
in promoting
' Desert 'Gold,'
part to the fact that exhibitors have
'Moore
The Lone
Wolf's Daughter
and
confidence in a new production pro- Richmond have also made first run ' The Capitol ' is now being mapped out
vided it has been guided by the same
by the prominent Capital City showhand that controlled former successes. bookings for quick play dates.
man on ' The Sagebrusher.' "
The Sagebrusher ' has been
The statement is submitted in full in
booked by the following theatres:
the following:
" The Palace, Wichita, Kans. ; the Great Series of Scenics
'■ That a succession of powerful pic- Rex, Racine, Wise. ; the Columbia.
Ready for Release
tures made under the same guiding Peoria, 111. ; the Liberitv, Davenport,
The Educational Department of the
hand build exhibitor confidence and la.; the La Salle, La Salle, 111.; the
create a heavy volume of business Majestic, Erie, Pa.; the Rialto, Ke- Universal ' Film Manufacturing Company has ready for release a large
for the next production to come from wance. 111. ; the Gold, Madison Square,
the same maker is evidenced by the Vendome, Chicago ; the Princess, Terrc numljer of educational motion pictures
which, unless a last moment change is
success of Emerson Hough's ' The Haute: the Grand, Williamsport, Pa.: made, will go out to the public under
Sagebrusher.' the second Benjamin B. the Lyric, Fort Collins ; the Wonderland, Clinton, la. ; and by several hun- the general title of " Univcrsal's UniHampton-Great Authors' production.
This powerful production, distributed
dred other theatres tributary to these
Universal
photographers are said to
versal Scenics."
through Hodkinson, is the third win- larger houses in the territory.
have
put
into their production
" ' The Sagebrusher,' made with the
ning picture made in California byBenjamin B. Hampton, the previous same care and fidelity to detail that thousands of miles of travel from the
sources of the Congo through romantic
two having been ' The Westerners ' and marked 'The Westerners' and 'Desert Sumatra, a spot incidentally hitherto
' Desert Gold.'
Gold.' contains everything what made neglected by the travelogists, into the
" Tom Moore, the powerful Wash- its predecessors two of the outstanding nooks at the end of the world and
of the year, a remarkington exhibitor, has booked ' The pictureable successes
finally across the breadth of our own
story, brilliant direction, splendid countrv.
Sagebrusher ' for immediate presentation in his biggest first run house at lighting effects and a cast of acknowledged power that includes Roy
the capital and A. G. Talbot, Denver's
aggressive exhibitor, has booked it for Stewart, Marguerite De La Motte,
his America theatre, where ' Desert Noah Beery, Betty Brice, Arthur Morrison, Gordon Russell and Aggie
Gold' and 'The \\'esterners ' both
played to record-smashing business. Herring, an aggregation of artists that
The Jake Wells houses in Norfolk and bring out to the full the stirring heart
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Neely
Edwards
Wins
Favo^
The Cohns Will Retain Comedian for
Hall

Room

Subsequent Releases
gan and Edwards, is their best bet a
JACK
Harry inCohn
they will be the object about which stor
have and
discovered
Neelybelieve
Edwards,
comedy situations will be bu
" the boy with the winning smile," and
one of the most unique personalities Edwards has broken ofT with his vai
on the screen today. Edwards, who eville partner, Flanagan, and will
has been making a hit in Hall Room given the support of a company
Boys Comedies, produced and released the best comedians it is possible to <
by the Cohns, has been holding up tain.
the big end of the fun created in this
Jack Cohn has announced that Hu
series, and will be featured in subse- Fay, known to lovers of the drama
and vaudeville stage, has been plac
quent releases.
Hall Room Boys comedies, as was under contract to support Edwar
announced last week, will be produced These two, supported by a capa
duringstudio
the coming
year in theEdwards,
Cohns' company, will remain under Ha:
own
in Hollywood.
Cohn's direction until the latter's pi:
formerly of the vaudeville team Flana- for the year are well under way.

Carmen"
Revue and
Johnny Hines as he appears in the new series of comedies from the famous Sewell Ford
" Torchy " stories being produced by Master Films, Inc.
Canvass

of

Directors

Taken

Boys

Premier
All
Se
Picture Will Get Initial

Showing

at Kingston, N. Y., March ist
VICTOR
KREMER,
PresidentInc.,
of The company consists of three prii
Victor Kremer
Film Features,
pals, a tenor, baritone and comedi
has completed the details of the special supported by a chorus of six danc
stage presentation in connection with girls. The show will open with
rendition of the favorite melodies fr
the Chaplin production, " A Burlesque " Carmen," followed by a unique t
on Carmen." It will be given its
premiere at the Kingston Opera House, vesty on the big scenes from the opc
New York, on March first, where the itself. The stage presentation will i
show and the film will be presented for for twenty minutes, followed by
one week. Manager George Gilder- screening of the film, "A Burlesque
sleeve, of the Kingston Opera House, Carmen," starring Charlie Chaplin.
is enthusiastic over the possibilities of
Following the engagement at Ki'
the Chaplin production with its comple- ston, the Victor Kremer attraction \
ment of dancing girls, and will give
play two more theatres up-state, :
this attraction widespread publicity.
will then be brought to New York
Rehearsals have been going forward a run of long duration on one of
for several weeks under the direction
of Frank Saunders, well-known stage prominent circuits. Ira Simmons
producer, and husband of the famous managing the show, while Bert Endancer, Doraldina. As a background director of publicity for the Krer
for the act, a special setting sugges- organizations, is looking after the
tive of the opera Carmen, will be used.
ploitation.

Investigation Shows That
Directors
Have Come from Many Walks of Life
an actor, stage manager and producer
ications "make''
l qualif
specia
WHAT
ssful
a succe
director of photo- on the legitimate stage.
Douglas Gerrard was a prominent
plays? The men who handle the megaphone and pull the invisible strings actor in England, Australia and Amerthat make the movies move are reica before destiny led him to the motion picture field.
cruited from all walks of life. A canvass among some of the directors at
Allen Holubar served his apprenticeship on the dramatic stage under the
Universal City brought to light the folmanagement of the leading Broadway
lowing facts :
Tod Browning toured the world in producers.
advance of theatrical companies, cirHenry AIcRae was the owner of popcuses and concert organizations.
ular stock companies in every imporWilliam C. Dowlan was an actor
tant city in the West.
Erick Von Stroheim was born of the
and stage director with numerous
stock companies, the latest being the Austrian nobility, and he has lived in
Morosco Company in Los Angeles.
every European and American capital.
Jack Ford came straight from the He served as officer in the army of his
University of Maine to Universal City native land ; and since coming to Amerwhere he acted as assistant director for
ican and renouncing his title, he has
a short while before he was given seen life from every angle. His first Mystery
Show
Is
Picture
introduction to the screen was as an
charge of an entire production.
Harry Franklin was for twenty years actor.
Herman Jans Asserts " Love Without
Question " is Real Mystery Picture
in the last reel, and I am willing
Good
Staff
for
New
Serial ONE evening last week the first
wager a perfectly good Stetson
of " Love
s of neither man, woman or child can S(
" was shown
tionprint
to the\\'ithout
executiveQuesVitagraph Making
Special Effort to
Jans Pictures, Inc., and the members of this mystery before the last reel
Surround Duncan with all Requisites
the B. A- Rolfe producing organiza- they have not previously read the b<
tion. Among the guests were Miss
ORGANIZATION up to the point duccd. Its success justifies the expen■' I would like to make this advs
Olive
Tell,
the star, and the other
diture
of
$1,000,000
on
a
single
serial
where art and efficiency meet—
they do not overlap in motion pictures and warrants the record schedule of members of the cast. Several promi- suggestion to exhibitors when shov
nent independent exchange men were this film, that they do not tell the si
— is said to be exemplified in the staff production, six serials in three years,
present and all were highly pleased in full to their public, but leave
with which Vitagraph has surrounded planned for the star, says Vitagraph.
Mr. Duncan has started his first with the picture.
William Duncan for the first of the
entire mj-stery to be solved after
series of million-dollar serials he will serial under the new contract. It is
When seen subsequent to the show- ing the picture in the theatre,
make under his new contract. He has called "The Silent Avenger" and is the
ing, Mr. Herman F. Jans, President would also suggest that they cau
been provided with a complete stock joint work of Albert E. Smith, presiof Jans Pictures, Inc., said : " I am their patrons not to spoil the en
company and a skilled technical staff,
dent of Vitagraph, and Cleveland Mof- immensely pleased with my first look at ment of the picture for the o
enabling him to produce thoroughly in- fett, one of the best known American ' Love Without Question.' In this patrons by telling them how the r
dependent ofall other studio activities. writers of fiction. Edith Johnson is production adapted from the book
tery ends. These are just two adv;
The players and technical group in- again Mr. Duncan's leading lady, and ' The Abandoned Room,' by C- Wads- hints that I would like to register.
clude nearly one hundred men and wo- their success in serials lies greatly in worth Camp, we have one of the greatmen whose work it is to make possible the fact that they have developed this
est mystery dramas yet produced. I
the production by Mr. Duncan and type of production to its highest form. feel sure that anybody who sees the
star, two fifteen-episode serials a year. They have placed serials on a plane first hundred feet of this picture will
the mystery.
end thoroughly enMr. Duncan's new contract is predi- with the best drama of the screen. Jack sit throughthralled to
by the
cated upon the success of his last ser- Richardson and Virginia Nightingale,
" The story moves along smoothh
ial, "Smashing Barriers," one of the both well known to the screen, have
most popular chapter plays ever pro- important roles in the supporting cast. from the opening to the final climax
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Says Success

of Leonard

I Serial Is Assured
! M. J. Mintz, manager of serials for
l^rank G. Hall, Hallmark Pictures
'orp., reports from Pittsburgh, one of
jiis stocks on tour of the exchange east
')f the Mississippi River, in the interc^'
jit the Benny Leonard serial "The E\
tyc" now under production, that tli.
'nterest displayed by the exhibitorhrough the territory already covered'
ncluding Boston, Philadelphia, Wa-1.
ngton and Pittsburgh, is such as to ii
ure for Ascher Enterprises, Inc., a;;
ink G. Hall, producers of the Bciii
nard serial, record bookings on tli
il when it is released in the Spriiu
Victor

Kremer Announces New Deal
There has been no interruption of
ctivitics on the part of Victor Kremer
"•!m Features, Inc., attendant upon the
ing of this organization into larger
.rters during the past week. Mr.
^remer announced the consummation
a deal between himself and The
lire Company, Inc., of MinneapoMinn., whereby the latter organ!on acquires the following produc^ for North and South Dakota and
iiesota: "The Champion," " Work."
le Jitney Elopment " and " By the
." all of which star Charlie Chaplin.
Buffalo Theatre

Books

McLaughlin Feature
The House Without Children " has
i booked at the Family theatre,
alo, for the week of February
A big newspaper and bill-board
paign has been planned and contcd for, and Messrs. L. Cohen and
;'crl. Managers, of Hi-Art Producwho own New York State, exive of Greater New York, on the
ort McLaughlin feature are plan- on a trip to Buffalo which will
le them to judge the effect of
le House Without Children " on
-tate audiences.
is
Midnight Frolics "
Nearly Ready
" Midnight Frolics " which is to
he name of the picture in which
ie Doro is to star under the Pio- banner, M. H. Hoffman believes
concern has one of the most rekable dramatic productions that
been offered to the public in many
oon.
Midnight Frolics " is nearly find, and will shortly be ready for
'citation through the Pioneer chain
o-operative exchanges and on the
es right market.
lembership Growing in
L^nited Theatres
ew members are joining United
ure Theatres of America at the
of ten a day. Thirty-two new
nbers signed up during the firsf
c days of last week, and this averis being kept up steadily, for exbitors all over the country are afiating themselves with what is deribed as the largest organization of
eatres in the world and the fastest
owing exhibitor - owned - and - con Jlled-circuit in the business today.
i

Art-O-Graf Celebrates
First Anniversary
'I he .Arrow Film Corporation announces that the Art-O-Graf Film
Company of Denver in celebrating its
first anniversary, set the precedent of
being the first company engaged in
the production of moving pictures to
exist twelve montiis in Colorado.
O.hcrs have tried and failed, and it
remained for Art-O-Graf to reach its
first mile post successfully last week.
.\t the annual meeting, the stockholders expressed themselves as being highly pleased with the early accomplishments of the infant company. Besides
executive ofTices and a studio in Denver, the company has one of the most
complete studios in the country in.
Steamboat Springs, Colo.
During the first year of the company,
three pictures were made, the first one
Scenes from " Empty King
Arms."
the
Lester
Park-Edward
Whiteside
production
by
Willard
Bradley and directed by Frank Reicher
liaving been successfully exhibited.
.Ari-O-Graf's maiden effort was " Miss
Arizona." Produced and now 'being
Byron
Park
to Tour
Country
released are " Wolves of the Street "
and "The Desert Scorpion." All of
President of Photoplay Libraries to Conthese pictures were directed by Otis B.
Tha\'er and distributed by Arrow Filmfer with Film Men on " Empty Arms "
DYRON PARK, President of Pho- intends to screen by appointment for Corporation.
toplay Libraries, Incorporated, 500 all parties interested.
Arrow Film Increases
Fifth avenue, New York City, ex- forThethefollowing
isofAir.hisPark's
itinerary
first
half
tour;
clusive selling agents for the Lester
Selling Force
Monday, February 23rd, Hotel AlexPark-Edward Whitestone Productions,
The Arrow Film Corporation hasandria, Los Angeles, California; Wedof which " Empty Arms," starring
February 25th, Hotel St. recently increased its selling force beGail Kane and directed by Frank Francis, nesday,
cause of the number of new subjects
San Francisco, California;
Reicher from Willard King Bradley's Saturday, February 28th, The Multi- which have been added to its already
screen story, left this week for a tour omah Hotel, Portland, Oregon ; Mon- long list of pictures, as a consequence
of the principal cities of the United
day, March 1st, New Washington of W. E. Shallenberger's negotiations
Hotel, Seattle, Washington ; Thursday, for material while on his recent visit to
States in hehalf of " Empty Arms-"
Mr. Park will start from Los Ang- March 4th, Hotel Utah, Salt Lake Citj-, the coast. Among the recent additions
eles and work Eastward, stopping at Utah ; Saturday, March 6th, Albany is David Mountain who will concendifferent cities to confer with state Hotel, Denver, Colorado ; Monday,
trate his efforts at present on the booking of the big new series of features,
right buyers, exchangemen and exhibi- March 8th, The Adolphus Hotel, Daltors who are desirous of buying or
las, Texas; Thursday, March 10th, " Tex, Elucidator of Mysteries " which
now unloading on the Indebooking " Empty Arms," a print of Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City, Mis- Arrow ispendent
market. P. B. Dana, sales
which will accompany him. This he souri.
manager of the Arrow Film Corporation, will have entire charge of the big
selling
campaign which is being used in
Grossman
to
Leave
Ithaca
the marketing of the new series.
Has Secured Studio in New York for
Moranti Comedies, Inc.,
Continued Production of Features
Start Production
HARRY GROSSMAN, President of productions.
Milburn
Moranti has reorganized his
Grossman Pictures Inc., has given
" Mr. Grossman recently returned
up the company studio at Ithaca and from an extended trip during which company with a capital stock of $100,secured one in New York City where arrangements were completed for the 000, including Eastern as well as local
he will continue the production of a distribution of the serial '$1,000,000 capital, and the company will henceforth be known as the Moranti Comseries of eight feature pictures. The
previously unsold teredies, Inc. Work on the first picture
company began production in Ithaca Reward r'itory.inItis the
reported that the produclast August where it made the serial
tion is a distinct success and that the started this week at the Balboa studios,
"$1,000,000 Reward" featuring Lillian bookings have been unusually heavy in Long Beach, Cal., and according to the
company's contract a series of 12 twoWalker, and two features " Wits vs.
reelers will be produced the first year.
Wits " and " Face to Face," starring all exchanges."
Al Moranti is directing, while Helen
Marguerite Marsh. The serial was
is playing the leading femdisposed of by states rights and the Pantages
Circuit Will Williams
inine role. Joe Bonner and Albert
first feature " Wits vs. Wits " was
Huston are also playing in support.
Run Dooley Comics
sold to Hallmark Pictures. " Face to
The
Pantages
Circuit
has
contracted
The
company
will make two-reel sitFace," the second feature has just
uation comedies.
been completed and will soon 'be given for the entire series of Johnny
Dooley Comedies and has guaranteed
a trade show'ing.
Commenting on the completion of a twenty weeks' run on each subject
Another Exhibitor Is
" Face to Face," Grossman has is- released by Tyrad Pictures, Inc., feaWon to Serial
turing the Ziegfeld Star. The Dooley
sued the following statement:
Comedies
will
be
a
feature
part
of
the
According
to a letter from R. S.
" Those who have seen private showings of the picture declare that it is program used in the Pantages houses Ballantyne, manager of the Muse thea splendid production and excels in and will be given a prominent place
atre, Omaha, Neb., another exhibitor
many respects, setting a high standard in the billing.
has
been
from a " vehement
for the series of eight that will be
The Tyrad New York exchange scoflfer of changed
the serial " to an enthusiasmade. Mr. Grossman has announced have booked the greater part of their
tic champion of the chapter-picture.
it as his intention to make the best territory and have started to allot The Muse theatre now plays two serials
pictures possible and will announce at dates to the larger local theatres on each week, says Mr. Ballantyne.
the trade showing of " Face to Face " the first Dooley release, which had its " The Adventures of Ruth " and "The
that he is willing for the picture to be premier showing at the Broadway Black Secret," both Pathe releases,
taken as the standard for the future theatre recentlv.
are billed at present.

Selig

Col. Win. II, Sclig is making a luiml)cr of plans for the extension of his
interests respecting production work
on his mammoth zoo and grounds adjoining the studio near Lincoln Park,
Los Angeles, It is the intention of
Col. Selig to produce a number of big
features this year in addition to the
filming of serials. At the present time,
Leon de la Mothe is working on " The
Vanishing Trail " serial featuring
Franklyn Farnum with Mary Anderson
as leading woman; and work will be
started in a few days on the making of
a big feature under the direction of
Bertram Bracken^ who has already
filmed one feature production of Mr.
Selig.
Col. Selig has engaged Sy deVry,
who for thirty-one years was superintendent of Lincoln Park Zoo at Chicago. Mr. deVry will be in complete
charge of the Zoo which will be greatly
changed, and the already largest Two celebrities and two lesser lights. Left — William Farnum, Fox star. Next, Mrs.
privately owned collection of wild ani- '■ Babe " Ruth and " Babe " himself.
Sol. M. Wurtzel, superintendent of the
WilliamRi^ht
Fox— studios
mals will be more than doubled. The
grounds will be made more of a place
The entire cast for the next W illiam production at the studio and shortly
of amusement.
after his arrival stated that it had been
Russell
It to Ale,"
has
been production
announced "toLeave
be composed
of determined by the Goldwyn Company
Eileen Percy, Marcelle Daly, Hal that all producing activities would be
ox
Cooley, Billy Elmore, Harvey Clark carried on at the Culver City studios
and Milla Davenport, as well as Lucille and that in the near future the producing organization would be enlarged
About thirty days more will be re- Cavanaugh. This will be Miss Cavanquired for the filming of the specta- augh's first appearance in pictures : with several additional companies.
The Goldwyn organization is at the
cular comedy to be released in five she coming to the Fox studio from
reels or more, which has been in the her engagement on a leading vaudeville present time busier than ever before
making at the Wm. Fox Sunshine circuit, where her dancing act was fea- and at the time of Mr. Goldwyn's arrival there were eleven producing
tured. In the Russell play, which is
studio for the past sixty days under
a farce comedy, Miss Cavanaugh ap- units at -work on as many new subjects.
the direction of Hampton Delruth.
There is every evidence at this studio paars in the caricature of a vamp.
following
Mr, speaker
Goldwyn's
arrival he was
principal
before
Three productions are nearing com- Two days
to indicate that the Fox company
pletion, they being those of Madlainc
is using the sky as the limit in respect
the Los Angeles Advertising Men's
to expense for this picture, and that Traverse, "The Iron Heart;" Shirley Club, where he talked on motion picture conditions and the advantages of
Hampton Delruth is most sincere in his Mason " Molly and I " and the Jacques
■efforts to make this production the Jaccard directing picture " One Los Angeles climate and conditions for
the producing of pictures.
greatest comedy feature released to
WilliamApache."
Farnum and company, who
Since arriving in the West, Mr,
this time; in fact, it is generally under- Quarter
stood at the studio that Delruth ex- have been at Palm Springs for the Goldwyn has given out no information
pects to make this comedy, as yet tm- past three months are still there work- concerning the intentions of his comnamed, the greatest achievement of
ing on exteriors for " The Orphan "
pany regarding the purchase of theatres, but it is understood that several
his film career, which began a num- and the Buck Jones Company has been
disbanded
for
the
present
because
of
ber of years ago, when he was scenario
sites in San Francisco are being coneditor at Mack Sennett Studios. This the star suffering from blood poison as
sidered and it is verj- probable that this
week, one of the big features required the result of a broken toe.
producer will spend several days there
The
Fox
Sunshine
lot
is
extremely
more than one hundred girls, and with
in considering this matter.
Ann Forrest, who played a very
all of the principals of Fox Sunshine busy, the four directors. Tack Bl\comedies taking part in the scene. No stone, Eddie Cline, Del Lord and Roy
part inas "Dangerous
statement has been made as to the Delruth, all being busy with two-reel prominent
has been selected
leading womanDays"
for
nature of the story, or title to be used comedies.
Tom Moore in his forthcoming feahas been revealed by Mr. Delruth or
ture "The Great Accident" adapted
his associates in the filming of this
from the Ben Ames Williams' story of
Goldwyn
spectacular comedy.
the same name. Harry Beaumont wall
The timber region of Flagstaff, .\ribe the director of this, and the supjcona, is to serve as locale for an
porting cast will include Lillian LangSamuel Goldwyn, head of the Gold- don, Andrew- obson, Edward McWade,
Alaskan story " The Rose of Nome "
now being filmed by E. J. Le Saint
wyn organization arrived in Los An- and Philo AlcCullough.
with Glad\s Brockwell as star. The
geles February 8th for a stay of several
The complete cast has been selected
itory was written by Barbara Deely, weeks, after an absence of about five for the Katherine Burke, Eminent
months
from
the
center
of
producing
with the continuity by Paul Schofield.
Branding
Iron"
The supporting cast for the star is activities of Goldwyn. Mr. Goldwyn Author's
which is story
to be "The
directed
by Reginald
William Scott, Herbert Prior, Gertrude came to the coast to go over produc- Barker. Barbara Castleton plays the
Oakman, Edward Peil, Stanton Mack,
tion matters with Vice-President role of Joan, and the other members of
I'rank Thorne and Lule Warrenton. Abraham Lehr, who is in charge of this all star cast are James Kirkwood,

Russell Simpson, Nigel Barrie, Sid
Ainsworth,
Marion Colvin and J
Standing.
Director Al Green, who last w
was added to the Goldwyn directo
staff by Vice-President Abraham L
now has his complete cast for the fi
ing of the next Jack Pickford st
"The Double Dyed Deceiver". M
Dunn, a vaudeville artist, who rece
came to Los Angeles, will be P
ford's leading woman. She has pla
in several Goldwyn subjects, and
most prominent work was in the
cently filmed Edgar story. Other p
ers of this company are James N
Edythe Ojeea.
Chapman, Sidney Ainswo
Manuel
The filming of scenes for the t
Will Rogers' picture "Jes Call me J
was delayed this week because of ,
illness of httle Jimmy Rogers, soti
Will Rogers, who is absent from \
studio because of measles. Little 1
my appeared in practically every S(
in which his father takes part
Mary Roberts Rinehart, who
been at Goldwyn Studios for the
several months working with the s
ario department in the preparatioi
continuity for her stories, to be
leased to the .eminent authors se
left this week for her home in P
burgh. Miss Rinehart will retun
the Goldwj-n Studios after se\
months.
The thousands of friends of Vi i
Schertzinger of the Motion Pic e
trade will regret to learn of the lof
his mother, who died this week, s
several months' illness.
F. P. Lasky

Everj-thing pertaining to the
C. B. DeMille production is shroi
in mystery. The publicity depart!
of Famous Players-Lasky Studio
not been given an^- information
taining to the character of the si
nor even the name of players
will take part in the production.
DeMille has been at work on
filming of the subject for two wi
following the several weeks sper
preparing the storj\ About the
information,
Mr.
DeMille wi
known at this time is that a par
the cast has been selected.
Brjant Wlashburn is next to '
comedj'-drama and will work at
■Morosco Studio. The title of his
duction is " Hamlet of Beanto
Work of filming " The Sins
Anthony"Harris
from is the
contir...
Elmer
progressing
satisfactorily and it is now exp«
that the film will be completed b}
end of the next week. James C
who is at present directing Wash
will continue in this capacitj-. story.
Eyton is author of Washburn's
Clyde Fillmore and Richard S

ebr u ar y 28, i g 2 o
iig have been selected to play leading
arts with Ethel Clayton in her next
" which
" Theby Ladder
ociety
, to bedrama
directed
Sam Forman.
"his scenario is by Clara Kennedy.
Joseph Henaberry has been enjcd to direct the next Robert Warpicture and filming will In;
(1 as soon as Director T. N.
ion completes the filming of the
J.C Barr McCutchoon story "The
,)f Masks." The next Warwick
will be "The Man from Blankadapted from the Chas. Hawtlcy
of the same name. Wlalter
Is is responsible for the coniiiy for this comedy drama.
The Famous Playcrs-Lasky have
iirchased another automobile story
lar Wallace Reid which is titled
!Too Much Speed" and will be
limed following the completion of
•^rk a Bed."
This story is by
11 Morgan, author of the " Roarl\oad " and " Excuse My Dust "
previous Rcid vehicles, from
.uirday
Eveniny
Post stories,
■lorgan has been at the Lasky studio
several weeks and has prepared
continuity
for " Too Much
, d " which will be directed by
Woods.
A hether Roscoe Arbuckle returns
,1 two reel comedies, or continues as
^e star of five reel subjects is yet
) be determined according to infor|iation given out by Famous Playersasky this week and Mr. .\rl)uckle
his work in the George Mell'urd
iiction "The
Round-Up " and
ompany is now back at the studio
r a number of weeks of very
luous living in the mountains,
illiam C. DeMille
has been
led a vacation, he having comit •' The Prince Chap " and he is
ave shortly for New York, where
sill spend several weeks. "Held
he Enemy"
being directed by
aid Crisp is nearing completion.
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week, and the fourth will be started
shortly. Tom Mills is making " The
Invisible Divorce," for National Picture Theatres, Inc., with Walter McGrail and Leatrice Joy as leads.
The L. Lawrence Weber Productions subject, now in the making, is
"The Child of Destiny," being directed by George Irving; and Wcslev
Ruggles has taken up the filming of
the Owen Moore Selznick picture.
"His Word of Honor." The Mills
Company is working in San Francisco
making exteriors, and the Owen
Moore Company has a big bazaar set
built in the Santa Monica valley
which is now being shot.
Particular attention is being given
to settings for the subjects being
made by the Selznick forces, and with
the hope of getting better settings,
Stephen Goossen, an architect, has
been engaged as technical director.
Goossen's first work has been the designing of three exceptionally large
settings, one of which will be used
in " The Invisible Divorce." One i;the interior of a private gambling and
dance palace in France, which has a
Thomas H. Ince stars, have found so
Just what Douglas McLean and Doris May,
floor space of 125 feet in depth, and
interesting in this biR ledger we cannot guess. We can imagine, however, that their
will beDoing?
amusing
" for release by Paramount-Artcraft,
the third will be a reproduction of the
latest picture, " What's Your Husband
Embassy ball at Washington.
Howard Selznick, eldest son of L.
compaii\ is directed by Arthur
with Cole Hc- second
Gracein Cunard
featuring
J. Sebnick, is spending some time bert
F'lavcn, who has Josephine Hill and
first
the
making,
the
now
arc
with General Manager Harry Rapp at
the west coast studios.
of the series will be "The Gasoline Bob Reeves as principals in " Held
for a Honeymoon."
Miss Revue
Hill isgirla
former
Gus Edward Song
successons
producti
the
handle
To
and
her
contract
with
Universal
has
Buckaroo."
fully, anumber of additions have been just been renewed for a long term.
National Ftlm
added to the National staf! including
A third company is to be started for
Mickey Colwell as technical director, the filming of short subjects, which
and Victor Gibson as continuity writer. will be under the direction of Robert
Final editing of the National Film
Plans for the building of a new Anderson, who is remembered for his
Corporation's initial 1920 feature re- glass enclosed stage at the National
work as Mons. Cuckoo in " Hearts of
lease, "The Kentucky Colonel", is now
the execu- the World " and who played in supbeen O. K'd by
being made by Director William Seiter, plant have
be
will
work
on
tives, and constructi
and the subject will be ready for show- started immediately.
port of Dorothy Phillips in " The
ing in New York by March 1st. Adand " Ambition."
Anderson
has just " returned
from a
to Happiness
Right
vice from Joe Brandt, New York repvisit
to
his
native
land,
Denmark, and
resentative of the company, is to the
this will be his first directorial work.
Universal
effect that all arrangements have been
The title for the film version of the
made for the Gotham preview.

Neal Bums this week signed a contractto
• appear in Capital Comedies
for the next year, and at the same
time gave the National an option on his
ineral Manager Harry Rapp of services for five additional years. It will
Selznick west coast forces has be remembered that Burns recently
work in thirteen comedies
t; producing units at work this Completed
for the National which were released
through Goldwyn, and it is due to his
popularity in these that the contract
was renewed.
An idea of the activities at the National studio can be gained by the fact
that seven directors are now included
in the producing staff, they being William A. Seiter, Paul fiurst, Mark
Goldaine, Harry Edwards, Warde
Hayes, Robbin Williamson, Lou Carter and Jack Hoxie. Director Seiter is
giving his attention to the making of
features ; Paul Hurst, when he recovers from an attack of influenza, will
take up the making of a series of five
reel western subjects; Jack Hoxie w-ill
direct a western serial in which he will
play the featured role, and the other
four will give their time to making
comedies. Three of these units w'ill
make films for Marion H. Cohen of
San Francisco, who is now making arrangements for distribution. Included
in this list are comedies featuring Polly
Moran with Raj- Thompson as leading
man; "Smiling" Bill Jones will be directed byWilliamson, and the company
will make one reel polite comedies.
Warren Kerrigan and Fritzi Brunette
Two reel sensational comedy dramas
the Hodkinson picture, " $30,000 "
Selznick

taken on reUniversal City has the
production
newed activities in
work after a lull of several weeks of
cutting and editing by several of the
directors. In the past two weeks five
new productions have been started
and the scenario and continuity departments now have scripts for a numl).r of others to be cast in a few days.
" Jewel," the Clara Louise Burnham story, which w-as filmed by Universal several jears ago. is to be remade in the revised version. Edith
Roberts will be featured. Continuity
for this has been written by Doris
Schroeder, who is also author of the
for " Togs " and " Virscreen version
ginia." All three of these subjects
will be started shortlj', but at this
time the casts have not been fully selected. Elsie Jane Wilson, in private
life Mrs. Rupert Julian, will direct
theReeves
filmingEason,
of " Jewel."
Universal director of
serials and westerns, has been placed
in charge of production of all shorter
western photodramas by General Manager Tarkington Baker. In the supervising capacity, Mr. Eason will have
authority in the selection of the
stories, the casting, the producing and
finally in the editing. .A.t the present
time, there are two companies making
the short subjects, one directed by
Eason, who is now filming " The
Rattler's Hiss " with Miss Mildred
Moore, George Field, and others. The

now bestory " Luck
JohningFrederick
filmed by Director
Lynn "Reynolds
with Harry Carey as star has been
changed to " Bullet Proof." Harry's
are Kathleen
nor. Beatrice
and O'ConRobert
supportsBurnham
principal
McKim.
A very notable cast has been selected to support Tsuru Aoki in her
next
picture
Livingston will" Abe Tokio
leadingSiren."
man. Jack
He
has played opposite Dorothy Dalton,
Norma Talmadgc, Vivian Martin,
and a ntimber of stars.
Peggy Hyland, this
Furthermore,
will not be his first
Japanese picture, inasmuch, as he
played a leading role in " The Loyalty
of Taro San." Norman Dawn is directing this Japanese picture. Another
title which has been changed is that
of the screen version of the ElizabethJordan story, " The Girl in the Mirror," which will be known as " The
Girl in Number Twenty Nine." Jack
Ford is directing this, which has
Claire Anderson, Elinor Fair, Frank
aMayo,
numberRayof Ripley,
others. Ruth Royce and
Director Phil Rosen, who has just
completed the filming of " The Road
to Divorce " with Mary MacLaren will
direct the Ida M. Evans' story " Virginia," and it is very probable that
Miss MacLaren will play in this story.
Director Tod Browning is doing the
final cutting on " The Virgin of
Stamboul " and upon the completion
of this has been granted a vacation
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lo Humiiigion Lake where weather
couditionb are right for the filming of
Alaskan winter scenes. Jackson Rose,
who is a cameraman of twelve years
experience, has been engaged to have
charge of the photography of the London films.
The company filming, "The Hope,"
Drury Lane melodrama, is this week
working at the King Gillett ranch
where the private race track, horses
and stables of the razor king are being
used for an English derby. Herbert
Blache is directing this cast headed by
J^ck Mulhall, Ruth Stonehouse, Marguerite de la Mothe and Frank Elliott.
Three of the Metro Companies are
absent from the studio working on location. Viola Dana and company making "Eliza comes to stay" is at Oxiiard. May Allison and company are
working and
on the
"TheShore
Cheater"
in Santa
Barbara
Acre Company
is at Laguna Beach.
Predicts
The photograph stated this to be a scene directed by Ernest Warde at the Robert
Brunton studio. It looks to us as if avery one was loafing and that J. Warren
Kerrigan was telling a funny story
during which he will hibernate to It will be several weeks before she is
some mountain resort to write a able to resume work in this production.
crook story which will feature Priscilla Dean. It will be remembered that
she did her most important work in
roles of this character, and such parts U-boat JfetwJ^Iai/.er?
The Metro studio was this week the
finally aided her to stardom by the
Universal people.
scene of interiors for the first Jack
Claire Anderson, who is playing in London production, "Burning Daylight," which is being directed by Ed" The Girl in Number Twenty Nine "
ward Sloman. Helen Ferguson, an
suffered a broken wrist when an automobile skidded on a slippery road dur- eighteen year old Miss, has been engaged as leading woman for Mr. Lewis,
ing the making of a scene for this
picture. Miss Anderson was thrown the star of these films. The initial
out of the car, but fortunately the scenes are those of New York intermachine did not turn over upon her.
iors, and shortly the company will go

Our Motto:

All the

It rained this week.
Samuel
Goldwyn's isinhome
town.from
Robert Anderson
Denmark.
The Goldwyn studio has 700
people on the payroll.
Al Green has moved his megaphone to the Goldwyn lot.
Granger's
visiting our
cityJimmy
and Mickey
Neilan.
Prissy Dean is going to New
York to buy some gowns.
Douglas Fairbanks has taken
to the woods of Arizona.
William Allen Johnston was
seen on our streets this week.
Morris Maeterlinck is coming
out to give our town the once
over.
Carlyle Robinson and Kenneth
McGafTey have become globe
trotters.
Zasu Pitts has a new pet of
the
monkey.ringtail variety. It's «
Joe Heneberry is now a mem
ber
staff.of the F. P.-Lasky directorial
Tom Santchi has gone East to
play
in " Northwest Malice " for
Rex Beach.
The weekly report that Mary
Pickford is dead has been denied
by the actress.
Lieutenant Locklear calls at
the Metro studio daily via air
plane for tea with Viola Dana.
Reports have it that Theda
Bara got married to Tom Bodkin
in Pittsburgh. But why Pitts
burgh?
Betty Bryce has gone to Wash-

Finer

the Advent

of

Type of ScreenAuthor
By J. Parker Re.ad, Jr.
The expenditure of hundreds of
thousands of dollars by film producers
for stage and literary successes for
screen adaption is neither a passing
fad on the part of the motion picture
magnates, nor a permanent condition,
for that matter.
Stage plots will rapidly become exhausted, just as the exclusively cinematic writers grow stale in concocting
celluloid themes, and even the immense literary library of the ages will
in time lose its potentialities in the
eyes of the producers.
It is my belief that while the vogue
of the novel and the play is at its
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height "; that while plays hke " Po
anna,
' Theodora," " Daddy Lo
legs," ■' Everywoman," "Mary's Anl
and the like, command extravag
figures, this period is just an inte
during which the scenario writer— i
is, the original writer — is girding
his loins for the final test.
However, I draw to your attent
another condition with a pointed b<
ing on the motion picture indns
Manuscripts like " Twenty-three
a Half Hour's Leave," Gouveni
Morris' " Behind the Door "
other magazine stories have bi«u
more on the cinematic mart t
through literary publication.
I believe that these stories
have been purchased at approxit,
the same figures paid after publk
if they had been presented to
eral film producers before app
in magazine form and that „
is exerting a tremendous influe
weaning authors away from
for literary publication to
especially, if not exclusively,
screen.
Many
examples of this
already have impressed on
truth of this statement. It mea
a newer and better type of
author is being brought to the
the motion picture in its prog,,
battle for better entertainment,
effective drama.

California Business
Dine Miss Minterl
In recognition of the pron
place which the motion picture
try has won in the estimation of
fornia business men, Mary Miles!
ter was chosen as the guest of
it is said, at a luncheon at the
andria Hotel given recently
.\dvertising Club of Los Ange
In her speech Miss Minter
upon
the great progress made h
affairs,
cent years in Los Angeles

"The Golden Gift "
Change of Title
The American Film CorporaticmJ
News,
nounces that the title of the SC|
If it's News, When it's News
adaptation of Daniels F. Whitcoi
ngton to attend to the legal de
est
producers
accosted
the
editor
in 2.000
" Oldmark.Lady 31 " the other day and said that a story, starring Margarita Fisher, (
reached the
tails of settling her father's es- piaymg
George
Williams,
of U City, foris unique bit of history that should
tate.
the
inventor
of
substitute
be Icnown and chronicled is that been changed from "The Golden -C^
King W.
Vidor inrecently
dis- glass made of amolasses
covered a theatre
the South
taffy.
to "The Dangerous Talent"
which took produce and truck as Eddie Polo says you can dive respecting the sport shirt.
admission to the show.
through it with the assurance of " Who." said he, " ever thought
Sam Rork is not superstitious,
up whole.
for he has purchased the story, coming
Lee Moran has recovered from wear
of the
film Garbing
colony woul
shirts.
one -'
the
Flu
and being told by Eddie peopleselfsuch
with such is even worse thai
' Curtain," for Katherine MacDonald's
next
production.
wearing
puttees,
and
so
I
" I heard
you were
dead." HOKUM to bring the man to ask
Albert S. LeVino claims next Lyons,replied,
the
" I heard
so myself,
to the motion picture business, Lee
but
I
knew
it
was
a
lie
the
minthat automobile stealing is the
bar
of
justice."
Anute I artificial
largest
heard it."sunburn has been Five minutes later HOKUM
fornia. industry of Southern Cali- discovered
by thespians working
came upon Marshall Neilan
Bert Lytell is not enthusiastic in the glare of the Sunlight Arcs. editor
a cap and tortoise shell
about the prospects of his next (Adv.) Nazimova has been af- wearing
glasses, and Mickey was asked.
' Who discovered the sport shin
fected,
and
she
claims
the
lights
tory,
"
The
Temple
of
Dawn,"
because he will work in a cage will burn timber at a distance of
with three lions.
fifteen feet.
yesteryear?
"Why
ask "me such a ques
Lyons and Moran engaged two Douglas Fairbanks ran out 01 of
in front of the Brunton tion? " came the reply as he
old
work, and gasoline
they hens
each forlaidonean day's
egg, whereupon
studio and had to borrow two shiftedthethedistinction
bill of his
cap. one
"I
of being
" the investment
boys " thinkof ten
they dollars.
made a dollars from Howard Selznick and have
the very few directors, or for
good
Randolph Mailer to move the car of
that matter persons of the film
H. H. Van Loan is so busy
in turn
lunch The
moneytwofrom
Harry bor,-owed
Eapp. colony, who have never worn a
writing stories for L. J. Selznick on.
sport shirt or a pair of puttees.
William Fox and a newly organ- A lot of our prominent citizens By
the way, I can tell you where
are getting the habit of buying
ized company, that he very sel- homes.
Wm. S. Hart became the they
dom
leaves
his
domicile
in
Glenbuy theirhandputtees
a second
store— secret
awa>
dale.
owner of an attractive estate this — at all
Frank Elliott is a heavy actor week.
on Main
street." failed to gft
and during an engagement at Richard Willis, the Atlas, made up While
HOKUM
Metro sold $15,000 worth of his wife happy this week by the the information
regarding tlu
Sunlight arc lamps to Metro present of an attractive domicile sport shirt that it desired,
it feeU
all in addition to drawing his SEEKING INFORMATION
that
this
tip
from
Neilan as to
weekly stipend.
Having failed to ascertain who the place to buy puttees
is
Emma Dunn discouraged the introduced puttees, HOKUM in- a million to people of theworth
film
Metro publicity department from
sists upon practising " try, try colony, and our cash box is now
sending out a story showing that
open
for
all
those
who
want
to
£. K. Lincoln
the combined ages of the women One of the film industry's great- pay their share.
again."
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Turpi 11 Comedies
Ready for Sale
luiounccment is made that Cameo
Company has secured six com^ featuring the famous star of
k Sennett comedies, Ben Turpin,
h it will offer to state rights buyhroughout the United States and
Ida.
le titles of the six comedies to be
«d are "The Harem," "A CheerLiar," and "He Looked Crooked."
two-reelers, and "The Leading
," "The Landlubber" and "The
:iber," all single reelers.
:ie comedies are of the knock-out,
tick type and are typical of the
< which has earned for this great
■itric comedian such phenomenal
larity among fans and exhibitors
ighout America.
:ie popularity of Ben Turpin was
onstrated recently in the release
led "Uncle
Tom Without
a Cabin,"
hich
this comedian
did work
which
for him remarkable admiration.
:ie six comeiies whose titles are
1 above and which are now offered
tate right buyers in the United
s and Canada are now ready at
offices of the Cameo Film Com, 64 W. Randolph Street, Chicago,
'Billy Whiskers " Comic Series Completed
le third of the "Billy Whiskers"
edy series, being produced by the
monwealth Pictures Corporation
hicago, has been completed and
ident Spanuth thinks so well of
Whiskers as a comedian that he
insured this amusing and highly
ated goat for $10,000, it is stated,
tirst of the pictures has been end " Billy Whiskers Butts Into the
es," and the other two have not
i^Hbeen made.
ese one-reel productions are adapns of the stories by Frances Trego
tgomery. While a number of chilare included in the cast supporting
these are not pictures especially
ildren. Mr. Spanuth has not
as yet whether he will state
or distribute them otherwise.
lys " The Confession "
jBroke All Records
V^Mt all local records were shattered
|he Rialto theatre, San Francisco,
iday, January 26, at the opening at
theatre of " The Confession," a
onal Film Corporation of America
uction, starring Henry Walthall,
e message conveyed in a telegram
le National Film Corporation from
H. Davis, distributor of " The

Pioneer

Might

Reports

Heavy

Field

Sales

Pioneer Says Picture of the StecherCaddock Bout is Getting Big Demand
ures for pictures of this kind, or any
THAT the Stetcher-Caddock wrestling picture, wliich the Pioneer other nature. Iowa and Nebraska, to
owns and is exploiting, is one of the Ernie Holmes, of Omaha, Neb., Northern Pennsylvania and Southern New
season's genuine surprises is more than
proven by the country wide interest Jersej to Masterpiece Film Altractionwhich is being manifested in it by both of Philadelphia, Western Pennsylvania
the general public and wide awake ex- and West Virginia to S. & 3. Film
hibitors.
Supply Co., of Pittsburgh. Ohio and
After the first showing at the George Kentucky — Pioneer Film Corporation
M. Cohan Theatre, where it played to of Cleveland. Michigan— Pioneer Film
crowded houses and received the un- Corporation of Detroit, and New York
stinted praise of the New York news- City and State and Northern New Jersey— Pioneer Film Corporation of New
papers, itopened up in various - other
centres of the country, and is doubling York and Buffalo.
The Pioneer offices are being flooded
the success which it enjoyed on
Broadway.
with offers and it is expected that these
Already the following territories pictures will be disposed of in the
have been disposed of at prices which United States, as well as in foreign
set for a new high water mark in fig- fields in a record time.
Arrow
Reports
on New
Several Territories are Sold on

Series
the

Five-Reel Detective " Tex " Pictures
COLLOWING a well planned teaser viewed these pictures during the past
•I campaign, and four pages of ad- week, and in every case their infere;*:
vertising inthe Motion Picture News, has been aroused to a point of keen
the Arrow Film Corporation reports desire to secure the distributing rights
having sold several territories on to their territories.
their new series of twelve five reel
Frank Zambreno, of the Unity
detective stories under the title of Photoplays Company of Chicago has
bought the territory for Illinois and
" Tex, Elucidator of Mysteries."
It is probably the first time in the Indiana; while Ben Amsterdam, of
history of the state rights business the Masterpiece Film Exchange.
that a concern has planned to sell a Philadelphia, has bought the terriseries of features, but the Arrow ortories of Eastern Pennsylvania and
ganization has arranged to do this, Southern New Jersey, as well as
and is doing it. No less than seven Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and
independent state right buyers have District of Columbia. The southern
states of North and South Carolina,
Alabama, Georgia, Florida and Tennessee have also been sold, as well as
three other territories that cannot be
reported at this time owing to the
fact that they were sold by telegraph.
(iach of these buyers are enthused
over the prospects of being able to
secure a series of features at one
time. As one buyer expressed himself: "It does away with a lot of
overhead to be able to buy a series of
twelve features at one time and be
able to book these same twelve features to exhibitors at one time. Think
of the expense we save in salesmen's
time and traveling expenses when on
one trip a salesman can book the
entire twelve pictures."
" Carmen of the North,"
Hallmark's Next
"Chains of Evidence," Frank G.
Hall's late release on the famous director series, which had its pre-release
showing on the Loew circuit in New
Mary Edgett Baker and Albert Garcia as the York this week will be followed by
half breeds in " The Man Who Found Him- "Carmen of the North." a five-reel
story of theLifeograph
Oregon woods, filmed feature, starring Anna Bos. a wellby theself," aAmerican
Portland, Ore. Company of known actress of the European stages.

Neely Edwards,
featured
in Hall
Room Boys'
Comedies,
produced
by Jack
and Harry
Conn
Gale Henry to Start on
New Comedy Series
Gale Henry will start work in a
few days on the first of her new
series of fun films. Four weeks have
been spent in preparing her first story,
which is not slap-stick, she states, but
a straight human comedy, with thrills,
and here and there a touch of pathos.
Her new contract calls for only six
two-reelers a year, thus allowing her
to devote about eight weeks in making each subject. Bruno J. Becker,
who is general manager of her company, plans to return to the coast from
New York about the first of March to
supervise production.

Southern

Territory

Sold

on
" Thereports
Confes
"
Joe Brandt
that sion
he has sold
"The Confession" for North and
South Carolina, Georgia, and Alabama
to Savini Films, Inc. Mr. Bob Savini
has already made arrangements for a
premier presentation in Atlanta and
reports bookings from some of the biggest theatres in these states.
Brandt reports also that the First
National Exchange of New York
secured the rights on " The Confession " for Greater New York, Long
Island and Westchester County.
Jose Collins on List of
Pioneer Stars
Jose Collins who is considered
among the most beautiful women on
the screen has been added to the list
of stars to be presented in pictures
by the Pioneer during the spring season. Miss Collins, who will be supported by Godfrey Tearle, will appear in a powerful drama of high society in the capitals of two continents.
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George Beban and Sol Lesser conferring
over the script of Mr. Beban's new picture,
" One Man in a Million "
Olive Tell Will Star in
" Nothing a Year "
Olive Tell's second screen vehicle for
Jans Pictures, Inc., is an adaptation
from Charles Belmont Davis' well
known book, "Nothing a Year." The
story has been adapted for the screen
by Violet Clark, and the first scenes
have already been taken at the Peerless Studio at Fort Lee. Lucile Lee
Stewart and Edmond Lowe take the
principal supporting roles.
Northwest

Rights

Sold

on " The Confession "
George H. Davis wired Joe Brandt
that he had closed with Gus Metzger
for the Equity Pictures Corporation of
Portland, Oregon, for " The Confession" for the states of Washington,
Oregon, Montana, Idaho and Alaska.

"Lost
City
Star
Took
Chan
the animals
when ces
they got
IN making a wild
animal" serial
such to kill
as " The Lost City," which is being very close to her. Everything was
distributed by the Warner Brothers, all set for the killing and the cameranot only are the serial fans afforded
man was turning the crank of his
thrills when the production is com- camera while Miss Hansen entered
pleted, but the Director and per- the enclosure and taunted the beasts
formers, as well, not only have many to follow her. It did not require
thrills, but narrow escapes from much coaxing and they started after
death during the making of the her with such speed that one of them
grabbed her by the dress, knocking
picture.
her down before the men with the
E. A. Martin, who directed "The rifles had a chance to shoot without
Lost City," tells of some interesting
happenings during the production of hitting her. Great excitement prevailed among the onlookers, but inthis thrilling serial. Mr. Martin
stead of trying to regain her feet and
lavishes great praises on Juanita
to run away, which perHansen, who is starred in the pro- attempting
haps
proved fatal. Miss
would
duction, and states that a great share Hansen had have
presence of mind to lay
of the credit for the realism of this
perfectly still on the ground while the
wonderful story is due to the beauti- animal stood over her, attracted by
ful and equally courageous Miss Han- the approach of the man with a rifle,
sen, who enacts the role of the lost who manouvered around for a chance
princess, for it was to her that the to shoot without injuring the star;
story called for the most daring finally, the beast was killed as it
chances and she met the test again sprang at him and Miss Hansen regained her feet and was able to go
and again in scenes that must have
seemed more real than any spectator
who views them can imagine. This is right on with her work."
monumental testimony to her courage
and the more noteworthy because of Smith Syndicate Begins
the fact that she is but a mere slip of
Work Next Month
a girl.
To illustrate her courage and coolGeo. H. Callaghan, special representative of the Smith Syndicate of
ness, Mr. Martin stated, "we were
putting on a scene that called for Los Angeles, which company has reMiss Hansen to enter an enclosure
cently entered the picture' prodiicing
where the leopards were loose and field with
Zasu Pitts as their first star,
for her to run to a place of safety
announces
that production activities
with the beasts in pursuit, while men
with high powered rifles were ready will commence next month in their
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gaged by the
Smith Syndicate to iv
S;:t
rTr:
trs;
stories especially
r st.
adapted
to the
personality.

Veterans

Engaged

" Determin
n "
The United Statesatio
Photoplay C
poration announces the culmination
two important contracts in conneci
with production of " Determinatir
of which Capt. F. F. StoU is the
thor. Harry McRae Webster, who
directed Dorothy Dalton, Br>
Washburn, William Farnum, Loi
Glaum and other luminaries, has c
tracted with Capt. Stoll to dii
" Determination."
William H. Turner, a well-knc
character actor, has also entered i
a contract with Capt. Stoll and wili
cast in " Determination " in the \
of Hicks, the family butler. Aci
production will be started on Jun
at Grantwood, N. J.
Most of Territory Sc
on Foundation jpilm
That practically most of the te
tory has been sold on "The Blindr
of Youth," was announced by Mur
W. Garrison, general manager of
Foundation Film Corporation.

KLUTHO.

"

STUDIO

JACKSONVILLE—

FLORIDA

$125.00
Interior

Open Air Stage -with Diffasers down. Observe
Dressings Rooms beam
on Balcony
trusses.between HammerSPACE

50x50

ON

OPEN

|PER''WEEK

AIR

STAGE

AND

RENTi

$30.00 PER

COOPER-HEWITT
This Includes

WILL

LIGHTED

DAY

FOR

of Indoor Stndio Showing Coope
Hewitt Lighting. Size 60' x 60'.

30x60

FLOOR

f

A WORD

TO

THOSE

THAT

SPACE

IN

STUDIO

Flats, Windows, Doors, Stairs, Mantels, Etc., "also Dressing Rooms,
and all Electrical Current, and Laboratory Privileges

SUNSHINE

CAN

This is the largest and best equipped studio in the South. I need New York connections. A wide awake studio
ing company who will make this their Southern Headquarters, make their own pictures and in addition rent one
balance of the space left to other companies thereby bringing their own production cost down to a minimum.
ent producers club together. To such a party I want to sell a half interest. The plant cost $70,000.00. Cannot
for anywhere near this price.
Will make the right price to the Right Party.
H. J. KLUTHO, Owner, R. 401 St. James Bldg., JACKSONVILLE,

PrivateJOffice,

FOLIAGE

SEE

FLORIDA.

f

manager or a produchalf, or more, of the
Or several independbe reproduced today
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Hon

J. Searle
Dawley
Speaks —
The first
piciurfKiskc
was
WHILE being born in Del Norte, one" Iinaccepted.
which
Minnie
Maddern
Colo. — spending the days of
ihildhood in Denver and other starred — ' Tess D'Ubervilles.' Then
> in the ' Centennial State ' may came Mary Pickford in ' The Bishop's
,c had something to do with my love Carriage ' and ' Caprice,' Bertha Kar the picturesque — yet, before, I was lish, Henrj' E. Dixie, Elsie Ferguson,
1 enough to know whether a view Ann Pennington, Mary Miles Minter,
.escntcd a natural scenic spectacle or Billie Burke, Alice Brady, and in all
t, my love for pictures manifested those productions with the present
world known stars, the supporting
'elf in every way.
were composed of talent
■'Long before one could decipher my companies
jrogh-phics, it was comparatively which has manifested itself since to a
to discern the subject of my artis- decided degree, even to David Wark
So it would seem, therefore, that Griffith.
" Mj- first picture presented through
was born with ' picturelust.' Al,jugh I am told I was too young to Paramount program was H. B. WarImember my first magic lantern, said
ner in ' The Lost Paradise,' and among
have been presented me when of others which seem to have made a genry tender years, yet I recall vividly
eral appeal was ' The Lady of Qualje desire whicli planted itself right
ity,' in which Cecelia Loflus played the
Sen and grew as I grew — to make the leading role.
aracters on those slides more ; to
" It seems to interest some of what I
•;nue one picture into another rap- call my screen friends— but generally
, and to have them connect, as a known as ' fans,' that John Barrymorc
jry in a book. That I presume was made his screen debut under m\- direcent grave regard
tion in ' The American Citizen.'
of my pres
basis done
f
well
continuity.
" The first time I resigned as a diThat in the past score of years I
rector of Famous Players' productions,
Sve been able to commercialize my I started a company of my own, meantime directing for World, tut when I
'bby, has not been exactly disappoint- returned
to Famous I remained three
[y introduction to the theatre came
ay of a minor connection with the
nal ' Faust ' when Louis Morrin interpreted to the wonder of his
Uowers, the role of Mephistopheles.
It, there were pictures in that, too. I
iS only 17, and it seemed to me the
aracterization of Marguerite, her incence, her love of right, was a picre in itself.
" For five years I remained with Mr.
orrison — and when I finally parted
mpany
with ' Faust ' I had become a
r director.
Then, after spending three years in
levillc, I was connected with a
% company in Brooklyn, N. Y., and
as there I found another side of
love for art — the writing of the
I have written and seen prod eighteen of my own plays, on the
imate stage.
\bout this time, however, began
moving picture era, and having
ed, I think, a desirable reputation
le art of stage direction, I was ofd the opportunity which gratified
long hidden desire — the ability to
irize a playBut the Edison Company, then ocing two rooms on Twenty-first
•n, Xe>v York, w^ere not yet ready
the screen drama — so my first atpt was a one-reel comedy, ' Nine
cs of a Cat,' and, looking back, it
:ms I must have been allotted eight
re than the usual number, myself,
..ave lived through those crude picofferings. I started writing scen5, in order, at least in my own
nion to improve the subjects, and
nearly as I can recall wrote about
, which I directed for Edison.
" There came a day when the ' movg picture ' was developing into an instry, and I received an offer to direct
r ' Famous Players.'

years — in which time I directed Marguerite Clark in all but two productions
in which she starred during that time.
" Just now I have completed my second picture starring Doris Kenyon, the
first work I have done for a producing company latelj', having devoted last
summer to my own production, the
story, direction and supervision all my
own, ' The Phantom Honeymoon,' and
am cutting ' The Harvest Moon.'
" As I stated in the beginning of this
resume, perhaps the location of my
birth, the growth into boyhood among
nature's own pictures, inspired my love
of art — but I feel that had I been born
in the Limehouse district of London,
my buried devotion to the artistry of
' the make-believe ' would finally have
become asserted. I am fond, therefore, of the homely adage, which, mayAn attractive pose of Mary Miles Minter, Realart star
be, is sometimes inconvenient, but nevertheless irrevocable. ' Truth, crushed Actor Said to Be Badly
Invention Accredited to
to earth, shall rise again.' "
Frank D. Williams
Bitten by Sled Dogs in
An invention accredited to Frank D.
Filming of Realistic
Leah Baird Turns to
Williams, cameraman for Sessue
Scene
Hayakawa, is the subject of a report
Agricuture
from the offices of Robertson-Cole.
James
O'Neill,
w'ho
is
playing
MuLeah B.airi), who is starred in Louis
The
statement
says of the reported inkoki, the faithful Indian guide in " The
vention :
Joseph Vance's "Cynthia-of-the-Min- Courage of Marge O'Doone," James
" Mr. Williams is able to show an
ute," now being picturized under direc- Oliver Curwood's famous novel of retion of Perry Vckroff, has become a
cent publication, which Vitagraph is actor in two roles at one and the same
Florida planter as a result of her three
weeks' sojourn in that favored state, producing for the screen with a special time, standing behind himself or crossstar cast, is back in Hollywood pretty
ing in front of himself.
the principal sea scenes of "Cynthiaof-the-Minute" having been made off badly injured, and used up as the re"A further object of the invention
Tampa. Miss Baird has become the
sult of an encounter with a pack of is to be enabled to place an object
owner of 1,000 acres of sea island cot- sled dogs.
such as an actor upon a background
ton land in Alachua county, as a result of the activities of Florida land
" The dogs were supposed to attack before which he has not been disposed.
salesmen, but Miss Baird was aided
the Indian," says Vitagraph. Thus a person may be shown in a
and abetted in her purchase by Arthur Mukoki,
'■' To insure action on their part raw room upon which he is not actually
F. Beck, her producer, who has always meat and fish had been hidden in the
positioned or in which he has not achad a longing eye on Florida as a
actor's clothing.
place of winter residence.
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Constance

Binney

Net

U nique C haracterizatic
by June Elvidge
The film fans of the woi
who have been seeing JUNE E
VTDGE in World Pictures for o'
four years and who formed their a
ception of her work from these Wo
pictures will be greatly surprif
when they see Miss Elvidge in i
type of role which she has created i
the screen in her present engageme
She is playing the female lead
Charles Miller's first production 1
Mayflower-Realart in an adaptation
Robert
W. Service's
famous Ii
'■ The Law
of the Yukon."

in

Americanization Campaign
Lending everj- possible aid to Secretary Lane's appeal to the motion picture industry for an Americanization
campaign, Constance Binney, screen
slar of " Erstwhile Susan," recently
welcomed Captain Eddie Rickenhacker's famous battle plane to Chicago where it was placed on exhibition in the Coliseum.
The exhibition was the first aeronautical show held in Chicago and an
occasion for stimulating pride in the
part taken by this country in the war
and for combating influences of
foreign propaganda and social unrest.
Captain Rickenbacker's battle plane,
licaring twenty-four black crosses indicating the number of enemy flyers
\anquished, was the feature attraction at the exhibition. In addition it
bore twenty-two other black crosses
patched over the rents torn by German bullets.
Dressed in a new aviation costume
■of leather. Miss Binney visited the exliibition on its opening day. She
watched the machine being placed in
position and was photographed several
times as she inspected its battle scars.
Then she chatted with Sergeant
Daniel Poirier, who served as hostler
for the plane during the eight months
of its war service.
The plane is a 13-type Spad equipped
with a 40 horse-power Hispano-Suiza
motor, and was the most distinguished
■of all that flew over the German
lines. It was the center of attraction
in a large brood of army and navy
-planes and some of the newer pea.cock planes of fashion.
Captain Eddie Rickenbacker appeared personally during the show on
Rickenbacker Day " and related the
■history of the plane with descriptions
■of numerous of the battles in which
3t had been engaged.
Miss Binney's consent to appear
lield particular interest for Chicagoans
as her first Realart production, " Erst-while- Susan," had played only the
l'vf:,\}
at ?'jestar
week
atre andpreviously
the new screen
had been
•enthusiastically received. She was
at the time of the exhibition playing
her curan engagement in " 39atEast,"
the Princess
rent stage success,
Theatre.
Miss Binney's initial Realart pro-duction, "Erstwhile Susan," presentsto
a new and typically American girl
theatre patrons.

Picture

Chicago

Even in these days this set to be used for the Paramount-Artcraft
production, " Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," with John Barrymore, is notable

Personal

and

Jane Jennings, who has been playing important " mother " roles for Famous Players, has just returned from
a well-earned vacation spent in the
Catskill Mountains. Metropolitan air
seems rather heavy, and Metropolitan
snow rather soiled, after the glorious
scenes she has left, she says.
Mildred Reardon is among the important arrivals at the Hotel Astor.
Hugh Thompson has signed a contract with Goldwyn for three pictures,
and has already left for Los Angeles.
His first part will be opposite Mabel
Normand. We can't think of any one
who commences work on new pictures
quite so soon after completing current
ones as Mr. Thompson does. The discovery that he must leave New York
within twenty-four hours after sign-

Aims to Enlighten Legislators
Al Jennings, now filming in the hills
of Hollywood one of the episodes of
his career as a train bandit, is planning
to go to Washington to fight efforts of
Oklahoma legislators to enact a law
banning bandit Ufe movies.
Jennings

of the society type with which
Elvidge's name is so well linked
the minds of exhibitors and aud
everywhere, because of her woric
the fifty or more World pictures
which she was starred — this
actress is now depicting a
screen character.
Her role is that of a mother
pretty girl in a Yukon mining
where all the primeval lusts,
riot. and virile outlets of man
tions

Otkerwise

Instead of the surroundings
highly ornamental interiors and
urban exteriors in which June El»
ing his latest contract, in spite of the has been seen in so many pic
fact that there were still some re-takes she is now working in the cou
around Port Henry, New York,
to be made on " Cynthia of the Min- the heart of the Adirondack M
ute" which Perry Vekroff was cutting, must have been quite an ordinary tains where the snow covered
experience for the very much in de- and fields and frozen streams
mand leading man. He's always doing locale of the geography
of the Y"
story.
things like that, and as usual he faithfully
worked cheerfully all night on the supAn additional producing unit
posedly finished picture, and departed
the next morning, wishing that he been added to the Douglas Fair
could pass the entire trip to the coast organization. Arthur Rosson has
in his berth.
Dick
and together
Hal, who with
will his
servebro'as
engaged,
director and cameraman, respecti
Eugene O'Brien and Rubye DeRemer and Company have returned from It is the intention of filming the
Alexandria Bay, where the exteriors which had such a tremendous run
for " A Fool and His Money " were Wenchell
entitled
Henri
Smith,"The
the New
playwright,
made. They talk very differently about cently,
New York from those fortunate ones thor of "The New Henrietta,"
who journey away to New Orleans and been with Fairbanks for the past
eral weeks planning and preparing
Palm Beach and such enticing spots.
screen version for this play. As f"
J. Searle Dawley has finished the
enjntention
all
members
originalof stage
the the
it is of
possible
Artco production of " The Harvest for the film version.
Moon," starring Doris Kenyon.

ROGER
LYTTON

142 East 18th Street
New

York City

Stuyvesant 433

next Metro release
Taylor Holmes is wise. He picks " The Very Idea '• as his airy
" atmosphere
he can go to Miami, Florida, to shoot the scenes, in "

News

Notes

Last

Week

A. Campe, of Pittsburgh, presiof the Society of Motion Pici'ngineers.
was a inmeeting
New York
on
ay to attend
of the
! of Governors.
A's item: Nicholas Power orition growing.
seems that a few days ago, P. A.
recently appointed advertisger of the Power organiza;e to work in a particularly
%iood. And while his Corona
and whanged off copy for us
^pers he accompanied the
type-bars with a rondelay of
manufacture.
the joyonsness," chimed in
, assistant sales manager,
odiin' much," replied P. A., the
liety) A (gent), as he whirled
to a lilting melody,
lly the tune reached the ears of
d Earl, president of the comee here, McGuire, why entertain
flSce with your musical reper" asked Mr. Earl,
otlnn' much." again replied Mc•, "except that P. A. McGuire, THE youngster who by force of cirA. of the Nich. Power Comcumstance isdeprived of a college
is now a PA in his own home, or technical school education should
find plenty of facts in the short history
have a cigar."
of Max Mayer's life to assuage his
Je can't break into this column by grief and start him on again to sucnethod there is always another, cess.
fer to His Honor, Harry Lucas,
Back in New York a number of
s time it's no joke. Harry is years ago there was a boy who might
his back with a beautiful athave longed for a college education,
f the " flu." Mrs. Lucas con- and all that goes with it had he not
the disease first, and now just
go to press comes word that the realized that such a thing was entirely outside the realm of possibility»f the house is a victim. It is unary to say here that thousands Knowing this and rather than sit back
ends wish Mr. and Mrs. Lucas and give up in despair, the youngster
made plans to get what schooling he
:dy recovery.
could in any available way. First, he
Hebrew Technical Inweek we mentioned that W. E. attendedstitute,the
one of the finest vocational
I of the Webster Electric Com- training schools in America. Here he
a visitor to town. Since mastered the rudiments of mechanics
learned that he became an
and specialized later in electricity.
Greenwich Village under
This much was merely a starter. Aft of one of our most promter graduation the young man found
licity representatives.
work to do in the daytime in order to
help finance his attendance at night
have heard that Webster refused schools, special lecture courses, and
other founts of knowledge. Wherever
s the villagers seriously.

—

learning was dispensed gratis, there
young Mayer could be found.
All of these excursions into the
schools of learning had one purpose
behind them. He was endeavoring to
further his quest into the deep and
many sided subject of electricity.
In 1891 Max Mayer allied himself
with the firm of Scott Electrical Manufacturing Company, makers of photoengraving lamps and searchlights.
Here he obtained his first interest in
the business in which he has attained
so great a measure of success. For
let us digress at this point long enough
to mention that the subject of this
sketch is the senior partner of the firm
of M. J. Wohl & Co., manufacturers
of a line of photo-engraving lamps and
studio lights that are known throughout every country on the globe. But
more of this later.
It was about this time that he became interested in the development
of X-Rays. The firm with which he
was connected formed the nucleus of
the subsequent United Wireless Company. It was in the work for this firm,
and while experimenting with X-Rays
that Mayer injured his hand. These
X-Ray burns, probably were the first
burns from this source in this country.
One of the most persistent traits
of Mayer has been his adherence to
a method of free-lancing. In other
words, he has been a sort of " soldier
of fortune " in the engineering field.
He would always take a job with any
firm which held out to him a hope of
fresh fields to conquer in the way of
facts. As a usual thing, once the
processes peculiar to these different
jobs had been mastered, and the finer
points stowed away in his brain for
later use, he left to seek new battling
grounds. A rolling stone may gather
no moss, but it is certain that a roving scientist picks up a lot of useful
iniormation. At least it has worked
outWhile
that way
in Max
talking
overMayer's
some case.
of the
present-day problems of the engineer,
Mr. Mayer lamented the fact that it
had not been possible for him to secure a technical school or college
education. But as far as he himself is
concerned it does not appear that such
a course could have bettered his fund
of knowledge. At the meetings of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers,

of which organization he is vice-president, he is always prepared to discuss
with intelligence almost any subject
that is brought up and to enter into
spirited controversy with specialists
in their lines. On the other hand, he
is ever ready to admit his ignorance
when his opinion is asked upon a subject about which he knows little. And
the latter trait, as some philosopher
knowledge.
has stated, is the true test of a man's
In a technical discussion with Mayer
it is instantly apparent that the man
has picked up an astonishing amount
of experimental data, seemingly gathered from every industry and every
nook and corner of each industry, and
furthermore that he has arranged the
data so gathered, in an orderly manner which makes it extremely simple
for him to recollect facts when called
upon. This kind of experience has
given him reasoning powers that are
almost uncanny in their analysis of
problems.
And yet he is not free-spoken. In
fact, he is inclined to reticence. There
is no snap judgment with him- He
holds back until his fast working mind
has analyzed the various phases of
the problems, and then, not until then,
does he give a decision. As one prominent official of a producing concern
said, " Mayer's one besetting sin is his
conservatism : but when he says ' O.
K.' you are 100 per cent- =afe in going
ahead with the proposition.
News

Notes

W. E. Hubbard, studio representative of the Cooper-Hewitt Company,
breezea into the office some days ago,
and reported that business in CooperHewitt's is more than hustling. With
all producers erecting their own studios
in New York and vicinity, it is difficult
to see how his business could be otherwise.
The new factory of the M. J. Wohl
& Co. is located at Payntar avenue and
Hancock street. Long Island City.
Further shortage in projectors ! A
cable just received by the Nicholas
Power Company, advises that the S. S.
iViarne, which sailed from New York
in the early part of the year, carrying
a consignment of Power's machines
wag, scuttled by_ficc and sunk jsff the
coast of Cristobal," Panama.
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Greatest

interests, drawn to the indusV HILEtry byrtnancial
its rapid growth and reputed wcaUh,
erecting a number of monstrous motion pichouses, claiming for each in its turn the sobt of ■■ the world's largest theatre," it remained
;\vo lowans to get their heads together and
:'lans for a small town theatre that would
anything and everything near its size. So
are these two men of the success of their
le that they have freel y labelled it " The
^'s Greatest Small Town Theatre." The men
'crry Sisk and Walter James ; their home is in
Miiall town of Cherokee, Iowa, a town with a
.ition of only 5,000; and the name of the
re under construction is the American,
rokec is none other than the typical small
of the middle west. Situated in the center
0 farming district it is, nevertheless, of conible importance as a railroad center, with
i-house and work shops.
; Cherokee has never had a first class motion
rc theatre. Messrs. Sisk and James realized
r'act
1916 the
whenfirstthey
old
ncan back
and infrom
had purchased
visions ofthea fine
imusement place that would take its place with
i.st in any town. On January 1 of this year
id American was closed in order that its ownluld give their entire time to the construction
f new house by the same name,
chitect G. L. Lockhart of St. Paul was retained
;iw up plans for the structure which was to
^100,000. Later, in order to take care of addidetails and refinements the outlay was ined 50 per cent, to $150,000.
0 new theatre is to be located on Main St.,
en 1st and 2nd Streets which is a fine locain the center of the business district. The
ige on Main St. will be 48 feet with a depth
'0 feet. The building will have a basement
vill be two stories and a half in height.

Small Town
Theatre"
To Open Soon in Cherokee, Iowa
^'■iiniiiHiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiuiiiiiiiiiuuiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniu^ iiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiuiuiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiniHiiuiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiun^^^

Cross-sectional drawing of the American

Basement
itings are to be of reinforced concrete as are
tie foundation walls. Above the basement the
- will be of brick and concrete. The baseit floors will be of concrete laid over with tiles,
the basement will be a barber shop, a beauty
lor, the theatre rest rooms and toilet rooms. A
proof boiler room will also be constructed in
basement and will be equipped with Kewanee
.ers.'
Xtar the boiler room will be the motor
m.

jVjIy'ii^iyliyii
Auditorium
he architect has evidently given much thought
the layout and decorations of the auditorium,
construction the auditorium will be a substanpiece of architecture. Auditorium, balcony and ■
rways have been designed to carry safely a live
1 of 100 lbs. to the square foot, while the lobby
carry 150 lbs. per square foot,
loors will be made of cement covered with a
f of maple flooring. Over this there will be a
c carpet, in the balcony as well as in the 1
♦ riRST fLOOR PLANitorium.
fc- - I o
I
color scheme of Pearl Grey. Old Rose and
-5ejCond FijOOr Pun has been selected for the theatre. DecoraI
• -American THeateie.
draperies, of course, will follow out this I
3Is^ & James
"t~ neand
nt.
j
-Cherokee Iowae capacity of the new American will be 750 I
- CtxocnHART. Architect, otwl. Minn .
. all of which will be of the latest model, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiii!iii!iiiniii)iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM iniiiiiiiiiiiiiuniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininimiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiim

i
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^mfortable body-fitting types. Under each seat
vi!l be placed a mush-room ventilating head which
will furnish the house with all the fresh air it
needs without causing a draught in any section.
Comfort for patrons will be assured to a considerable degree by an ample lighting system for
all aisles.
The orchestra pit is to be placed below the level
of the audience and will be great enough in size
to accommodate a 30-piece orchestra. Messrs. Sisk
and James have placed an order with the W. W.
Kimball Organ Co., for a $10,000 organ of late
design. Both the size of the orchestra and the
organ are unusual in a community theatre the size
of the American.
As it is thought possible that the entertainment
offered at the American may consist in part of
vaudeville, provisions have been made for these
features. The stage itself is large enough to care
for the most extensive of vaudeville acts and is also
large enough to lend itself well to the use of special
scenery and stage effects in connection with photoplays. The front curtain will be of purple plush
and the picture screen will be a Gold King.
Lighting and its effects have been considered and
accorded much attention. In the center of the auditorium ceiling will be a mammoth dome studded
with lights. These lights, as well as those in the
usual fixtures will be controled by dimmers. The
fixtures and shades are to be made by the Beardsless-Chandelier Co., and the National X-Ray Co.
Offices
Between the balcony and the lobby on the second
floor will be found a suite of three modern business offices equipped with the latest types of
furniture.
Theatre Front
According to the architect's specifications the
front of the theatre is to be finished in pressed
brick with ornamental Terra Cotta of a cream
color. The coping at the top will be constructed
of glazed tile. Over the Marquee of ornamental
iron and glass will be the big electric sign. This
sign will consist of the word " AMERICAN " with
a large American flag waving above it.
Around the base of the ticket office and the two
small stores in front will be a wainscoating of
Marble Verte Marin. The ticket office will be
equipped with automatic ticket venders, change
makers and ticket choppers. The two small stores
will contain a cut-flower shop and a " palace of
sweets." Floors in these places and throughout
the front will consist of Ludowici Celadon dark
red tile 1-id in black mortar.
Projection Room
Especial attention seems to have been given the
"heart of the theatre," i.e., the projection room.
Most architects are prone to leave this room to the
last. In fact in many cases it appears as if the
projection room were left entirely out of calculations until the remainder of the theatre had been
completed.

Berry Sisk and Walter James
But both Architect Lockhart and the owners of
the new American have shown their wisdom in

Picture

N e

Architect's drawing of the American Theatre as it will appear when completed
planning for an ample, well equipped machine room.
For a theatre of the size of the American the layout is unusually fine and the contention of the owners that "it is the best in the state and even in the
country " may be substantiated.
The projectors have already been selected and
will be two De Luxe Motiographs. Direct current
to operate these machines will be converted from
the town supply by a Transvertcr. Other essential
equipment will be the enclosed motor driven rewind, a spot light with color wheel and a complete Mazda incandescent with switchboard to be
held in reserve in the event that it is necessary to
use alternating current. There will also be installed a specially designed change-over device,
electrically operated, which as yet has not been

made known to the trade at large. The room
be absolutely fire-proof and sound proof, the 1.
essential
being which
helpedtheby picture
the plate
enc'.
ports
through
will glass
be projc
And the comfort of the projectionists in ch
of the machine has not been left from consic
tion. The projection room will contain a lava
and toilet with hot and cold running water. .-^
of steel lockers will furnish a place for the clc
of The
the officers
emploj-ees.
of the corporation behind the <
tion of the new American are : President, W
James; Secretary and Treasurer, Berry Sisk;
rectors, F. C. Huber, R. P. Williams and L
Clark, the latter three being business mer
Cherokee.

Perfect
Theatre,
Huntington,
Ind.
THE illustrations on this and the following page
16.x8. One of them is used for the toilet req^ ^
show two views of the Perfect theatre which
ments of the projectionists and the other for le
storage of supplies.
was opened just previous to the first of the year.
This new house has been highly praised by all who
have had an opportunity to see it and the general
feeling is that the owners. Perfect Bros., have given
Huntington a motion picture theatre of high rating.
The house seats 624 on the main floor and 221
in the balcony. Entrance to the balcony is gained
by a short flight of stairs leading off from the
main floor in the lobby.
A color scheme of old rose, ivory and blue has
been employed throughout the theatre and iis
decorations.
Under the lobby and foyer, entered by stairs on
either side just back of the last row of seats are
the rest room, with drinking fountain and telephone booths. Leading from the rest room is the
office of the manager and the theatre store-room.
The ladies' rest room is along the south wall.
Flooring material is Terazza with the exception
of the steps leading to the basement which are of
marble. A small stage about 18 feet in length
Auditorium of new Perfect Theatre
and 6 feet in depth can be used for speakers, singers and special scenic effects. Orchestra room and
The owners of the Perfect take especial ;l
dressing accommodations are below the stage.
in its lighting arrangements. There are ten dul
The projection room is 16x22 with an 8 ft. ceilHers, each one carrying six long candle 1;|
ing. Reinforced concrete has been used for the Three of these are bright lights and the other
floor and brick for the walls. T<vo Powers 6B
are green, red and blue connected to and conti sd
projectors, a spot light, with a Hallberg motor genby
dimmers. Illumination for the auditorium ■
erator make up the equipment for the projection
ing the showing of a picture is accomplished
room. In addition to the foregoing there is also a diffuser at the bottom of each chandelier,
Compensarc for use in case of emergency.
diffusers throw the light directly downw.i:
At cither end of the projection room are rooms.
the aisles and seats.
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RETURNS-

LARGE

This Machine is designed to apply a wax compound to
the margin of New Films, to prevent damage during the
first few runs thru the Projecting Machine.
The collecting of emulsion from
aperture plate and tension springs of the
cases causing untold damage to the film
to the rprojector
as well as marrinjjor
the
(Patents Pending)
J
Price of Machine, Complete, S16.50 screen by jumping.
Including 10 Sticks of Compound

Compound

is

composed

of

i n g r e d i -

" green " films on
projector is in many
and excessive wear
presentation on the

ents guaranteed to give

Will
perfect sults.re-

Proper
Waxing
of New
Films
Prolongs the life of the Film.
Eliminates excessive wear on Projecting|Machine.
Insures Steady Pictures on the screen.
Prevents tearing of sprocket holes by emulsion de-

not spread
onto

and
posits.
Saves the film from having Oil squirted all over it by
some Operator
machine
without trying
a stop. to get " green " film thru his
The Werner Film Waxing Machine applies the Compound accurately to the margin of the film and positively
will not spread wax onto the picture.
Wax always in position. Requires no adjusting.

Price per Box, $1.00
In Lots of 10 Boxes. 75c. Each
Over 1000 in Use

picture

or flake off
in projecting
machine.

The
Werner
Film
Protector
Manufacturing
Co., Inc.
Delor Street
St. Louis, Missouri,

4357
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make it unnecessary — They increase
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(Continued from page 2164)
rectly over the lobby, extending from the enr;iiice door to the first row of seats there are six
.i.yhts set in flush with the ceiling. These provide
-ni¥icient light for the entrance at all times. The
balcony receives part of its light from these fixtures, and the balance from smaller chandeliers
similar in design to those in the auditorium.
The theatre building itself is 44x133 and is constructed throughout of brick and concrete. Not
having any space to spare for a theatre with these
Jimensions and the capacity desired, the owners and
designers have utilized each cubic foot to good
advantage.
Theatres Reported
MINNESOTA
Diilulh — Construction work has been begun on
the new picture theatre to be erected at 571315-17 Grand avenue, West Duluth. The enterprise is being carried out by the Kent Investment
company, it is said, which is headed by Forest
Kent of Proctor.
MISSOURI
t
St. Louis — A new picture house is to be erected
on the corner of Hodiamont and Etzel avenues
with a seating capacity of 1.500. The stockholders
in the enterprise are said to be local citizens and
the Hodiamont Bank.
NEW YORK
Catskill — Plans are being drawn for the erection of a new $50,000 theatre by the Green County
Amusement Co., Inc., which is to be constructed
on the old Neilda theatre site.
White Plains — A company operating a chain
of theatres which is headed by the Strand in New
York City is to construct a new picture house
with a seating capacity of 2,500 on Main street,
it is said.
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New

Simple but effective stage treatment used in Perfect Theatre. The general attractiveness of thii
house has been favorably commented on by all 'juho have had an opportunity to examine it. Xoticc
the zacll designed grill work hiding the organ pipes at both sides of the stage opening
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"NEWMAN''
BRASS FRAMES
AND RAILS
Me. Exhibitor: —
vou realize
that ORIGINALITY?
not alone does " NEWMAX " stand
forDon't
QUALITY,
but also
We are Originators of every conceivable style of frame in
which to properly display POSTERS AND PHOTOS.
YOC will eventually use brass frames. WHY not now'
Get our Latent 1920 Catalogue.
It is yours for the asking.
The

SAMPLCS UPON .REQUEST 'W

V'

MAtewal^ tJF all auAuines
il

Ari^focrafs of Theaire Chair Coders "
.- ,
The DWY^R Bros dCer.
I
6:}! WALNUT S T
CIIVCINNATI ON/d

The FOUNDATION

OF PRESENT-DAY

MOTION

PICTURES

STANDARDIZED
CAMERAS— PERFORATOR— PRINTER
SPLICERS -ACCESSORIES
PRECISION
MACHINERY— EQUIPMENT— SUPPLIES
For Motion Picture Laboratories, Studios, Theatres
PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CINEMACHINERY
NEW YORK g£LL & HOWELL
CO.
I80I-n Larchmont Ave., CHICAGO

''''''l

Newman
Mfg.
Co.
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
68 W. Washingrton Street, Chicago, Illinois
Frames, Easels,
Estaollshed 1882
Rails, Grills, Signs Canadian Representative — J. T. Malone. 337 Bleury St.,
Montreal, Canada
Choppers, Kick
Pacific Coast — G. A. Metcalfe, San Francisco, Cal.
Plates, Door Bars.
Comer TTnit Hinged Frames
ire manufacture the frames in various finishes which do not require polishing.

Phone Bryant 6808
BAY STATE
220 West 42nd Street

FIOI

A. G. STEEN,
MADE
FILM

SALES

CO., INC.
New York City

Special Representative
IN

AMERICA

RAW

STOCK

EQUAL TO THE BEST
Used SucceeBfuUy by the Foremost Producers and
Laboratories
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The quickest way is for you first
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do the trick — and the booklet will
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come to you by return mail.
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INCORPORATED

Dept. 761, 70 W. 45th St.
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If it is good
ands of other

busmess
for thousexhibitors to install

Lobby
Unconsciously play-goers form
an opinion of a theater by the
first impression the lobby gives
them. Is your lobby neat and
inviting? Does it radiate a refined, polished atmosphere?

r
1
Frame No. 10. Holds sis
llxl4's
with date space.
strip and
announcement

BILT-RITE Display Frames are
a potent factor in establishing
the rating of a theater with its
patrons. Made in many standard styles or built to order from
blue-prints or rough sketches,
they offer a large selection to
the careful Exhibitor. BILTRITE Display Frames carry the
endorsement
of the country's
foremost showmen.
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REGISTER
Co.
New York City

Ask your local dealer for the
BILT-RITE line or write us
direct for complete information.
^.sfc for Booklet B-5
Foreign

CONSOLIDATED PORTRAIT & FRAME CO.
1029 W. Adams St.
Chicago, 111.
NEW YORK REPRESENTATIVE— Acme Agency
2623 Grand Central Terminal Building
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Why

Ballast

Resistance

Is Used

with

Motor

Generator

Sets

Explaining the Part Played by
Grids in Maintaining a Steady Arc
MUCH has been written concerning ballast
the decrease at the arc If this condition is not
resistance, where it is to be placed, how its met, the arc will be supplied a greater voltage
than is needed for the new value of current and
rating is to be determined and what happens to
the arc if ballast is not inserted in the circuit.
the latter will mount upward another step. Under
But the why of ballast resistance has scarcely been
certain circumstances this step-by-step method
touched upon in publications which are read by the
would continue until the fuses in the supply circuit
projectionist. Although this knowledge may not
were blown. Before this happened, however, weak
points in other parts of the arc circuit such as
be strictl}' necessarj- to the successful operation of
a projectionist machine, yet the man who can
under-sized conductors or poor connections would
explain it has advanced one more degree in his
show up due to the large increase in amperage.
mastery of projection room equipment.
If the projector arc was operated from a circuit
5Z A.
fed by a constant current generator there would
A -f 7 V.
be no need for ballast resistance. When the current at the arc changed the djTiamo would auto- (00 v:
matically care for the change without attention
^
on the part of the projectionist. Under such conAWW
ditions the arc would be stable at all times.
But, unfortunately for us, all our supply systems are fed by constant potential sources, where
the voltage is supposed to be the same whatever
A concrete example of a circuit having loo little
the current demand. Because of this, ballast resisballast
may be of help in explaining what happens
tance becomes a necessity. But why? This is
under certain conditions. The figures may not be
the explanation :
exact since they have been merely assumed lo
Suppose, for example, the voltage used is 50 and
make computations as simple as possible.
the current 50 for a given length of arc. We will
Suppose the service at our disposal is a constant
assume that a 50-volt generator is suppl>-ing us with
potential one at 100 volts. Our picture will recurrent, therefore there seems to be no need for
quire 50 amps, at the arc. The E. M. F. to hold
ballast.
this arc is found to be 50 volts. We will then
But suddenly for one of several reasons the
require a rheostatic drop of 50 volts, which, with
current in the arc increases. The voltage required
ihe 50 amps, flowing through the circuit, will
for the new current is less than the 50 volts of
mean a resistance of 1 ohm. (See Fig. 1.)
the generator. Then, instead of the current remaining at its new increased value, it keeps on going
higher because at each step the voltage supplied
is greater than is required to maintain the current.
200 V
This process would keep on until the current
50 V
ISA
became so large as to burn out the d>-namo.
On the other hand, if the current had decreased
from SO amps., the new condition would have
called for more than 50 volts or more than
ISO volt drop
the generator was producing. In this case
1?= 2, ohr*i5.
the potential would be too little to sustain
But now after the arc is-started
and running
the arc and it would be extinguished. So
^
3 it
much for what happens when an arc is operated
smoothly, our failure to feed
causes the current
on the usual constant potential circuit wUhout
to. increase to 52 amperes. Of course, the voltage
ballast resistance. The next step is to determine
drops to a new E. M. F. of 47, for example. Imthe minimum djTiamo voltage which will give a
mediately the entire relation between the various
elements of the circuit is altered. (Fig. 2.)
satis facton.- arc zvith ballast resistance.
For instance, our 1 ohm rheostat is carr>"ing
52 amps, instead of 50. This means a voltage drop
50 A. within the resistance of 52 volts. Since there is
no other appreciable resistance in the circuit, the
Fi3. 1
100 V.
E. M. F. at the arc will get the remainder of the
SO V.
voltage, or 48 volts. But at an amperage of 52.
such an arc requires only 47 volts, which means
that in attempt to maintain a stable circuit the
current will increase beyond 52 amperes.
5"0 vo/t drop
On the other hand (Fig. 3), suppose we take a
T? = / ohm.
200-volt supply line and connect it to a 50-volt,
In the first place, it is easily seen that the
voltage of the generator must be higher than that
?0A.
demanded by the arc. This much was conceded
in the previous paragraph. But how much greater 200 v.
this voltage must be is the problem.
This resistance which is inserted in scries with
the arc must be great enough so that if the current at the arc increases (which means a decrease
drop
"RI 60
= 2voJt
ohms
in voltage at this point) the increased drop in
voltage through the ballast must be greater than

'

30- ampere arc The drop in the resistant,
be 150 volts; the resistance will be 5 ohms
denly the current changes to 32 amperes
arc E. M. F. of 48 volts. With a 5 ohm re.ihe drop in potential a: the rheostat will :
160, which allows but 40 volts at the arc. ;
Fig. 4.) Thus in this case the conditions f
bilit>' are maintained since the drop at the ri ^;
is 10 volts compared with but 2 at the arc
will be no attempt on the part of the curr
mount higher because of this excessive drop il
other parts of the system.
Perhaps the figures which have been as
in the examples are not those usually enconi
in practical operation, but they serve here a »f
as others would to illustrate the several ^
under discussion. Fortunately for the projt
ist, it is seldom necessarv- for him to compu fi
design of a rheostat suitable for his proj |i(
requirements as generally, his current deman' p
well within limits of arc stabilit>". But the Ir
joing explanation should assist him to a i
omplete understanding of the par; played : ■:
electrical system by the series arc resistance
Economizers in Multipl
R.About
V. P..twoIr.d.:—
A
months
ago I asked }ou for
lion on my transformer connections. At :h
I was using a Fort Wa>"ne compensar:
Kallberg economizer in series. You to::
use two transformers that were alike, in ~
I then ordered another Hallberg. but
cciving it. found that it was larger than
one. The old one is rated at 30. 40 and 5*.
and the new a: 50 and 60. If I set be:
amperes, will it be safe to use them in mu
I am enclosing diagram of m.y connection
would like to add an ammeter and voltmet
possible only one set for both arcs, using . 1
'.liis?
Switches. Could you show me the best pla 'or
Am using two Simplexes and making ch
over with the dowsers, but anyone watching
ly for the change can see it. Where could
a dissolving device similar to that used on
double stereopticons and on motion picture
eras?

it
<r
tac
a-

Do you know of any school or college tf
teaches advanced motion picture projection
If possible, please send me a carbon ccm
your reply to the above. I will, of course, bt
tc pay your charge for same if you will just
the amount.
Reply: The Hallberg Electric Co. has ac
lis that you should have no trouble in using
two economizers as you suggest, keeping
the '"50"' mark.
switches
regulating
hfve
said before,
any onprojectionist
is acceptiA
element of chance when he elects to conne
two transformers in multiple because — an
have often said this — two transformers to
in multiple must be well matched. That is.
must be similarly designed with similar char
istics. In your particular case the designers
stated that the two de%-ices should work sat
tcrily, although outwardly they are slightl>
ferent in appearance and design.
Your diagram has been returned with per
connections for the instruments. A copy of
not reproduced here because the hook-up *
nothing particularly new.
^^'e don't see why you should have trouble A
your dissolving. Examine your closely to 5 >'
the device is regulated so that the incoming achine is cut in just as the first machine is n|
out. You can buy and probably use a cine aera dissolving device on your machines, bu he
cost would be all out of proportion when ts

■e b r u a r X s $ , i o s o
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vcnsidered that >ou can make jour own device
that will work as well and perhaps better. A number of such arrangements have been printed in
these columns, and several of them have been
shown by means of drawings. Within a few weeks
wc will try to show another one so that you may
make one for your own use.
We recommend no schools or colleges that profeso to teach •projection. There are some of them
in existence, but none that we have felt like okaying. Books have been and will continue to be
foi some time the l^st schooling for the ambitious
projectionist. There are a number of these that
we are glad to recommend, and from each and
every one you can learn much more than from a
school or at least from a correspondence school.
The carbon copy went forward to you many
days ago. There will be no charge for the diagram or for the suggestions. The News does not
charge in any way for the service.
Mysterious Optical Trouble
\\ . K., New York :—
I am a constant reader of the News, especially
the Projection Department, and think it very helpful to the operator.
I agree with the writer the punch is a menace
to films. It is something mighty good in its place,
but surely its place is not in the booth. The only
thmg that will eliminate punch marks on films is
"Team Work," and it seems as if our field is so
large that it is almost impossible to create spirit
encugh in such a mass of o-perators to take care
of something they consider other people's property.
However, I think that film in your care is in reality
yours. Surely you can do no harm to the films
without showing effect on your own screen. I
feel as if the exchange could do a little more to
eliminate this menace — possibly a little force could
be used. It makes the real operator — the operator
who takes pride in his work, feel a hurt to show
a reel full of punch marks. Now I think that the
city man is as much to blame for the work of the

punch as the small town man. Though 1 am a
New York operator, still I cannot lay the blame
on the small town for several reasons. One being
that quite a few small town theatres have only
one machine, and the operator does not have any
need for the marks, and again, the film is usually
"doctored
up" machines.
enough by the time he gets it should
he
have two
Recently I was in a booth using two Powers
6 B machines. One machine which seemed to be
in s-plendid order and had a fine spot at the aperture and the lenses were clean, still there was a
m\fclerious blur or soft focus on the screen. It
was not the film, because it did not show while
the other machine was working. After the show I
removed the obj. lenses and found no visible trouble after taking them apart. I assembled it again
and as yet have had no trouble of the same kind.
Cruld it be possible that one section, or lens of
the series of lenses, could have been so misplaced
by a jar or knock of some kind to make it out of
focus ?
International Projection Association Elects Officers
THE annual elections of the Association were
held on Monday night, February 9th. A number of the officers were re-elected and other members were chosen to fill the positions made vacant.
The results were A. Polin, President ; R. E.
Weiss, Vice President ; W. Guth, Treasurer ; P.
Finelli, Secretary, and that well known member
from the I. P. A. Circuit, Larry DeBella,
Sergeant-at-Arms. The Board of Trustees will
be composed of W. Gluck, Chairman ; R. Curry
and E. McD. Bendheim.
It is the intention of the new set of officers to
continue the Social and Educational policies of
the Club, and they promise in addition to bring
forth many innovations and elaborations of the
previous scheme of things.
The House Committee has not dclaved a

Picture

N eu

minute, and was able to report that they wt
making arrangements for a House Party to ta
place on Saturday night, February 21st whi
they expected would make the members, th
folks, and guests sit up and take notice.
The Educational Committee, which was alwa
a good one, and has done very much towa
making membership a profitable and enjoyal
one was not to be outdone. They were aUe
announce that they had persuaded Bro. Will
Smith, General Manager of the Nicholas Po»
Co., to give a Lecture on a Subject of interest
Operators, and especially so to PROJECTIO
ISTS. The lecture will be given on Satord
midnight, Feb. 14th, and vvill be the first one
a series to be delivered during 1920. The oo
mittce tells us that Bro. Smith has a S'
in store for us, and knowing him well we
SOME SURPRISE.
Any licensed operator, or others inter"
projection are invited lo attend. Notices of
lectures to follow, the subject, and the le
will be announced from time to time.
Some Queries
A. H., Oregon : Will you please send me all
information you have on licensing operators,
they require it in some states? Can you give
the fundamental principles of the questions or
examination an operator would be required
take ?
Reply : The licensing laws are exceedingly
and far from being standardized. In most
we believe, the licensing is done by the mu?
authorities. In many instances, particularly in
smaller towns there seems to be no ordinance
this subject.
We have no information on this subject
that just given. It is impossible to gather
information from the 10,000 or more muni
ties in the country and keep it up to date.
There are no fundamental questions that
given. The applicant should be well posted
subjects with which he may come in contact

PROJECTIO
LENSES

TRANSFORMER

AND

ADAPTERS

Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Service and adapted to either
Alternating or Direct Current service.
WE GUARANTEE all our products to be free from mechanical
or electrical defects.
Manufactured by
Eliminate
Projection Room Hazards
Don't wait for a fire which will
result in these de\"ices being; required by law, as they are in many
cities. Our devices have been in
use for
man>' years and have given
best
of satisfaction.
Don't do as the man did who
locked the barn door after his horse
had been stolen. Be wise, investigate, and install Fulco Safety
devices. Send for more complete
information of the
Fulco Enclosed Fire Proof Rewind
Fulco Argo Ideal Film Box
Fulco Safety Waste Can
^jFUlCO^ Is
the Brand.
Sold tlie
world
over. Insist
on
them. It is your guarantee of the
Best. If your dealer does not supply them, write
E. E. FULTON COMPANY
3304 Carroll Avenue CHICAGO
Manufacturers of M. P. Accessories
Kote. —iUustruting
Send for and
our describing
new 16 paj.'e
(older.
oiir
complete line.

Rutledge
& Company
35 S. Dearborn St.
CHICAGO
iWiniiNniiiiiiiiuiiiiiiMiiiiiujiiiujuuiumai.iiiiiiiiiiimiiuiiiuiiiuiuiuumiiiiiiiiJiuiiiiiuuuuiuiiiiuiiiiiiiiuiiu^
STARTLING
PRICES
LATEST NEW UNIVERSALS
Bass Price, S345.00
200 ft. Model
with 5430.00.
Dissolve Shutter, List SolS.OO.
200 ft. Model List
Our Price, S425.00
400 ft. Model, List $640.00.
Bass Price, S525.00
400 ft. Model, with Dissolve. List 572S.00.
Bass Price, S593.00
The Famous Universal Pan and Tilt Tripod.
List $120.00. Bass Price. §105.00
.■Iboie
C. O. D. prices
A wirefortcillcash
startoronedeposit
on the and
nay halance
to you.
ACT QUICK
While this Special Sale Lasts.
Largest
America. stock of new and used M. P. Cameras in
Lights, Printers and Film.
Write your needs.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Motion Picture DiTUIon
111 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago. 111.
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Why not equip your machir
with a lens that is made in
factory devoted exclusively i
the manufacture of High Grac
Projection Lenses of all d
scriptions.
Our PRO-JEX Motion Pi
ture Projection lenses can 1
had in any of the followii
Standard
typesPRO-JEX—
:
PRO-JEX— No. 1
PRO-JEX— No. 2
We also carry a full line
High Grade Stereopticon Lens
in the Quarter and Half size.
OUR PRICES -W ill make y
think.
OUR GOODS-Will
make >
act for the future supply.

Projection Optics C
INCORPORATED
203 State Street
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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ing his work. Look back tO the Feb. 7 issue of
the News, A list of subjects was given there
that will help you to determine the breadth of
your knowledge.
W. M. O'D., Michigan : Is the incandescent
equipment satisfactory for a 9 x 12 picture at 75
feet. What size lens should be used and where
can it be obtained?
Reply: When the control equipment has been
slightly improved there is no reason why the
Mazda should not be a success with that size picture on a 75-foot throw. In fact the latter item
of " throw " has very little to do with it. If the
incandescent will properly illuminate a picture at
75 feet, it will illuminate a similar sized screen at
150 feet. Because except for dust particles, caused
by dirt and smoke there is no loss in light while
travelling through atmosphere.
Your lens should be of d^-in. E. F. to project
the proper size of picture. This lens may be
purchased at any theatre supply house.
Intermittent Notes
G. Edward Shells, Buffalo theatre, Braeholm,
W. Va., adds a valuable bit of experience to " The
care of the Intermittent," an article which appeared several weeks ago. In his letter he says :
Enclosed you will find my application for membership inthe N. A. M. L., also an article on the
" Power's Intermittent," which I have written in
reply to the letter of (W. H. S., Geneseo, 111.)
I noticed in the December 27th issue that he
had a (cracking good) intermittent. He is not by
himself in that respect, for nine-tenths of the
smaller house projectionists have the same trouble.
And very often one finds a (cracking good) intermittent in the booth of the larger house.
.\nd while I am at it here is a question that
you might be able to answer, although it is a
little out of your line. Is there any chemical that
will prevent paste fro.m freezing before it dries
on the billboard?
To (W. H. S.) Geneseo, 111;
In your article that appeared in the News.
Dec.
27th, I see that you have a " cracking good "
intermittent.
When I went into the booth I made up my mind
that I was going to learn all that there was to
know about a projector. That was ten >ears ago
— and today I am still learning many things.
However, I learned sometime ago that all cracking noises are not caused by an improperly adjusted intermittent. Such noises may also be attributed to insufficient or over tension and to the
varying K:ondition of the film.
All intermittents (that work in oil) should produce no cracking noise. Wthen accurately adjusted, and working under load they should give
forth a sound similar to a dead thud, barely audible at a distance from four to six feet from the
projector, providing the film is in normal condition and all tension is correct.
The intermittent is the heart of your projector,
and vou are the attending phvsician. so (GO
EASY DOC.)

THE

You may read all of. the literature, relating lo
projectors, that has been published, but from tht
mass of it you only get general ideas of that
whichfect "—^so
you get
wish
busy.to know. " Practice makes perAnd in addition to the answer that was give
you in the News, let me advise that when bushing No. 670 is raised or lowered, bushing No. 671
must be moved correspondingly, and the play between pin and cam should be barely perceptible to
the sense of touch.
Keep the intermittent casing full of heavy oil.
For the Power's projector I find "motorcycle
crank-case oil " best for this purpose, and I have
used all of the various oils that are on the market.
When your intermittent has been correctly adjusted, the next thing to do is get proper tension
on the film.
You will notice that when you close the gate
on a Power's projector, the left side of the "tension shoe " strikes the " aperture plate track " before the right side touches, and when the gate is
closed this causes excessive tension on the left
side of the film.
This accounts for nine-teiiths of the " stripped
sprocket hole " trouble.
To overcome this trouble simply remove the
gate and hinge complete from the head. From a
piece of fibre l-8th or 3-16ths of an inch in thickness, cut and form a piece in the shape of the
hinge base. Insert this between the hinge base and
the head, thus reducing the angle at which the
gate closes, and insuring a more uniform tension
on both sides of the film.
The Nicholas Power Co. manufacture two types
of tension shoe. You will find that the long type
shoe will give better results and a longer life.
If there is any point in this article that will helji
you in getting better results, I will feel that tlutime in writing it has been well spent.
Reply: We know that W. H. S. will appreciate
.\ our contribution, also many others who have been
troubled with the same noise.
But are you quite right about the difference in
tension as exerted by the tension shoes? As you
say,
on the
is soshoedesigned
that
when the
it isgate
closed
the Power's
left tension
is the first
to bear against the film. This is so because the
arc through which it travels while the gate is
being closed is considerably less than that covered
by the tension shoe on the right. But when the
gate is fully closed the two shoes should be
parallel (providing they have had the correct and
equal adjustment) and being parallel they should
exert the same pressure.
Sorry we can't help you out on that " anti-ireeze
dope." Perhaps some of our readers who have
had to put up bills in the cold states will come
forward with some solution that will help you.
To N. A, M. L. Members
We have a sufficient supply of labels on hand
to take care of all requests immediately. Before
you run out of a supply send a post card for a new
stock. Then don't fail to put them on all outgoing films.

CARBON

FOR

Me

National Anti-Misf rame League Pie e
A S a motion picture operator uiio has the
terest of his profession at heart and is ■am
to assist in eliminating some of the evils prac
in the operating-room, I promise that I will I
best of my ability return films to the excham.
first-class condition. Furthermore, I -will z
it becomes necessary remedy all miyframes,
patches, etc., that may be in the film which I re.,
and in this zvay co-operate with my brother c
ators and give greater pleasure to those who <;
up the motion picture audience by showing ;
that arc free from such defects. I also pro
that I will not make punch marks in film, and :
film is received by me, with punch holes, I will ^
/.V the exchange to that effect so that they may
their efforts to correct this evil.
^lliiMllliiuiiiiniuuiimi[niiimni»[mimiimii!niiiniimi[innnwne.uiujiliiiniiiniui»MH^Mi^^
I

Blank

for New

League

1
Members
i
I
I Member's name
I Home address
I Name of theatre where employed
j Address of theatre and name of manager. .
?iiiffliiiiMiiiiiiiuiiiiiuuiiiiuiiiuuiiiiii;:iii!iiiniuuuiiJiiiiimuiiigin
i|mm!immiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i!ii!ii!!iiiiiiiiiii:iii!iiiBnmi!iE!:!HiHi!i
Honor-Roll
(1232) Sam Picinich
New Orleans, L
Decatur, Tex;
(1233) Albert Chesney
Greene
Ashland, K
(1235) Milton
(1234)
L. B. Trone
Bentonville, Ar
Elmo
Holland
Hendersonville,
N. (
(1236)
(1237) George Boardway
Oswego.
N. I^
E.
C.
Maiden
Danville,
(1239)
(1240) Arthur E. Dye
Crawfordsville, In
New Orleans, L
(1241) Edmund Buras
(1242) J. Fletcher Welch
E! Dorado. Ar
Evan
Davidson
Maysville. K
(1243)
(1244) Sam McMaster Belle Fourche, S. 1
A.
B.
Anderson
Stratford,
S. 1
(124S)
(1246) J. W. Grimm
New Brighton, P
(1247)
Chas. P. Schroder South Bend. Ir
(1248) Don Jester
South Bend. In
(1249) Donald J. Brown
Putnam, Cor
Pittsford, N.
(1250) Warren White
(1251) Miles
ClarkGenevieve.
Mills, N. M '
Martin A.W.Hubbard
Operle Ste.
(1252) Alex
(1253)
Michalski
Oswego, N.
Emerson Wingrove
Dawson, I
(1254)
(1255) J. W. Moore
Charles D. Howard Thomaston,
Baltimore, MC
(1256)
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiniiuniui:a-iiiiiiiuiiinimiiiiiiiiiuimi»nniiiiiiiimmm»irmnnimiiiiiiHi!<;
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HEADQUARTERS

Picture

Motion

Every
Should

MOTION

PICTURE

CAMERAS

NOW

Properly

be

for

IN STOCK

GENUINE

Projected
IMPORTED
It is not the pictures alone that control your
patronage and fill your theatre with a large,
enthusiastic audience, for if the pictures do not

DEBRIE

appear on your screen clear and flickerless they
lose half their value.

CAMERAS
New Model Precision tf>i /?e

Give theatre-goers the joy of seeing a perfectly
projected picture. You can easily do this by
PROJEC-

SPEER

employing in your machine
TOR CARBONS.

A size and style to meet the requirements of
every operating condition.

Ball-Bearing. Tripod 'P*"*'
Universal Cameras

200 ft. Model Lists $430, our djO/1Q
price
»p«3^»7
200 ft. Model with Automatic dissolving shutter, List
$512. our price -

400 ft. Model. List $645. our
price ft.
- Model
400
matic dissolving
$731 , our price

with .Auto- shutter. List
-

Everything
7 the Production of
$42for
Pictures at the RIGHT PRICES
Speer

Carbon
St. Marys,

Company
Penna.

MOTION
PICTURE
110 W. 32nd STREET

$597

APPARATUS
CO. INC.
NEW YORK CITY

■

Next

The

Week

Equipment

will contain
a

number

that

will

The

Section

the first of
of

be

features
of

great

advantag'es

value

to

every

tionist who has
desire

to

education
and

of

EASTMAN

footage numbered

negative

will immediately

assert

of successive

film

them-

selves in the final cutting
assembling

and

scenes.

projechad

continue

a
his

in electricity

allied subjects.

Identifiable
by thein words
and
Kodak"
the film Eastman'"
margin

EASTMAN

$525

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

Motion
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Musical

Alertness

<</^NE hears much music in the movies that is as
foreign to the action on the screen as anything could be and frequently actually kills the effect of the photographer's art."
The above is an extract from an article pubhshed
in " Musical Accompaniment of Moving Pictures,"
issued by the Boston Music Company of Boston,
Mass.
I have very often heard one fellow say to another, "You're seeing things." What does this
mean? In my estimation it's a refined translation
of " Brother, you're crazy."
Inappropriate music actually kills the photographer's art, or in plain English, " rotten music
can kill the best picture." Music in conjunction
with the photoplay is of such importance that
if not properly employed it can easily create an
atmosphere to overpower the predominating part
of the show — the picture. Music can make a drama
of a comedy and vice versa. Yes, sir it can make
anybody " see things," in other words, it can get you
" crazy." No matter what you say, do or play
there must be a time, place and opportunity for
everything. The same applies to all things in life.
Every audience quickly adjusts itself to the character of the picture. They laugh, cry, sigh, travel
and feel with the action on the screen. Your music
must appeal to the majority, and it must fit the action.
There is no doubt but that the facts in the above

Do

You

Carry

paragraphs are 100 per cent, true, but still you can
hear musicians jazz dramas and dramatize comedies
every day. Why? What is the cause of this situation? The logical answer to this question would
be, " Lack of experience and musical alertness-"
To analyze the word "alertness" in conjunction
with music for the photoplay, would fill one hundred volumes.
In the interest of " Better Music for the Film,"
I respectfully refer every musician employed in this
particular field of the gigantic motion picture industry, to an article on practical manual, entitled
" Musical Accompaniment of Moving Pictures," on
sale at all the leading music houses in the countrj-.
The Editok.
Cannibal

?

PICTUROLLS
Insure a Proper and Effective
MUSICAL
PRESENTATION
For All Your Pictures
Every Theatre in the World Using Music Rolls
Should Have a Complete Picturoll Library
These Representative Music Houses Are Exclusive Dealers:
Sherman, Clay ^ Co., San Francisco, Cal., Portland, Ore., Seattle and Spokane, Wash. — Lyon & Healy, Chicago, III. — J. W. Jenkins Sons Co., Kansas
City, Mo.— W. J. Dyer & Bro., St. Paul, Minn. — F. H. Andrews Music Store,
Charlotte, North Carolina. — Philip Werlein, Limited, New Orleans, La. —
Geo. Lincoln Parker, Boston, Mass. — J. D. Wheelan Pipe Organ Co., Dallas,
Texas. — Beesley Music Co., Salt Lake City, Utah.

N e

Oriental music are by no means appropriate mi |
for cannibal pictures. The same applies to mi
written in major keys. I believe it would b
good idea to write a number constructed in jc I
of whole tones.
Mr. Sol P. Levy, who is known to every music
in the picture game, has recently composed a m
ber which he calls " A Cannibal Carnival,"
after hearing this number in manuscript fonrj
came to the conclusion that it is possible to w
such a thing as " Cannibal music." This numbe*
constructed on whole tone scales, and is absdul
music.
distinct in type and doesn't remind you of Oria
I believe Mr. Levy struck a new idea, and I
really anxious to see how musicians will accept l|
original masterpiece.
The EDirotl

Music

CAN any musician intelligently explain what Cannibal music really is ? I have had the opportunity to select musical programs for a great
many pictures, portraying scenes in the South Sea
Islands, and in every instance I found that it is very
hard to select music from present music libraries,
for the above purpose.
In every case I had to resort to Oriental characteristic music, which to my mind is a fifty-fift>'
proposition. Oriental music does not live-up to the
characteristic emotions of South Sea cannibals.
Musically speaking. Oriental music doesn't possess
the rough, vigorous strains of cannibalistic emotions.' The weird and minor characteristics of

Insurance

Picture

Review

of Recent

Musicai

Compositions
— " Starlight Love," by Lucien Denni
waltz beautiful with the melody that st
(Carl Fischer-Witmark.)
— " My Baby's Arms," by Harry Tiemey.
beautiful melody hit from " Ziegfeld Fot"
(Leo Feist.)
— " When My Baby Smiles," by Irving B«
the world's greatest " tune " writer. A
trot or one-step. (Irving Berlin.)

" SINNERS "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Wirikier
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel ( 1.000 ft.)
Theme: "Serenade Romantique (And. con motoi. Borch
1 — Theme (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
2 — "Melody " (Moderate), by Huerter (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until —
To keep Mary from the.
3 — — "Love
(For general use), by Lee (3 minutes and 20 seconds; {
until
T ; Dr. Theme"
Ned Simpson.
4 — " the
Because
Say Good-Bye," by Levy (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — TjJ
" But
moneyYoushe."
5
—
"That
Naughty
until — T : Living in a Waltz"
smart. (A la jazz), by Levy (2 minutes and 10 seconds|
SOTE: To (ictidii pp or ff aiitl as piano solo accotdiiifi to picture.
6 — "Golden Youth" (Valse Lenie), by Rosey (2 minutes and 55 seconds),
— T7 — : Theme
But even(1 minute
with Horace's.
and 5 seconds), until — T: Finding not her, but.
8
—
"Why?"
(Ballad), by Levy (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T:
Merrick from Denver.
910— — Continue
pp (45(For
seconds),
— T: "Don't worry,
Mary. {1I will."
' Narrative"
scenes until
of reminiscence),
by Pement
minute and 3{
seconds), until — T: Washington Mews, a street.
" (Caprice Intermezzo), by Borch (3 minutes), unt
T: 11 In— "theCapricious
midst of Annette
color.
, ij
12 — Theme (1 minute and 55 seconds), until — T: "She's gone, the little tooLiI
(And. brought.
con moto). by Borch (2 minutes and 45 seconds,! [
until13 —— "May
T : The Dreams"
passing weeks
14 — Horton
"Sparklets"
(Moderate), by Miles (3 minutes and 10 seconds), until — ,|
Miss
had another.
15 — "Dramatic Suspense." by Winkler (4 minutes and 5 seconds), unut— T |
" Look here, if Marie."
„
16 — Theme (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: " I m.ust speak to Mary.
17 — "Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T;
" Hilda Newton, what's?
18 — "Tragic Theme" (For fatal or mournful scene), by Veiy (1 minute), unC
T: The home-coming.
19 — " Poeme Symphonique " (And. quasi adagio), by Borch (3 mmutes and 1]
seconds),
until — T: (Poeme
For a time
after Mary's.
20 — "Dolorosa"
D'Amour).
by Tobani (4 minutes and 25 seconds,
until — T: Sunday on Nantucket Island,
21
—
"Valse
Lente,"
by
Schytee
(3
minutes
and 40 seconds), until — T:r "■ ,FnBn ]
thing. I think,"
22 — Piano solo improve to action (55 seconds), until — S; Close-up of girl ne»; ]
23 — Theme
(1 minute
30 seconds),
now that
we." of gi
Improvise
to actionand (35
seconds), until
until— —T;S: "IThesee second
close-up
near24 —piano,
yOTE: liagying a sacred hiimn.
25 —— Note:
Tacet (1
minutesoloandto 5sacred
seconds),
T: chorus
" Can't accompany
you play a (45
hymn?
"
26
Organ
hymn until
by —mix
seconds^
until — S: Girl begins playing hymn,
.
27 — all
"Dramatic
Tension," by Andino (1 minute and SO seconds), until — S|
They
stop singing,
— "Love
by Puerner (4 minutes and 30 seconds), until- 1,
T: 28 The
heart Song"
to heart(Moderate),
talk.
29 — "Melody" (Moderate), by Kretscher (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T
" If there is any telling."
I
30 — Effect of church bells followed by sacred hymn as organ solo to actio |
(1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: Even the church bells,
31 — Theme flf (1 minute and 10 seconds),
THE ENDuntil — S: Close-up of four big trees.
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Every

Exhibitor

Know

Do you know the difference in the principle employed
in unified organ construction from straight organ construction ?
What duplexing in organs means ?
How many organ "stops" can be derived from a few
organ "pipes" ?
How to analyze a pipe organ to find the real value ?
That organ designers have long tried for an organ with
greater playing possibilities without complicating or
changing the standard playing methods ?
The answers to these questions are vital to every exhibitor to enable him to get the greatest value for the
money invested— in high-grade material, musical excellence and cost to maintain and operate.
We believe every exhibitor should know

"organs" the

Should

About

Organs

same as he knows films. Our catalogue— written in
simple, not technical language, explains all the development of organ design, including a concise description of
a new invention which has multiplied by 100-fold the
musical possibilities of any organist without changing
the standard style of organ playing familiar to every
organ scholar.
THE BARTON DIVIDED MANUAL
takes the place of the highly -technical, nerve -strung,
fiard-to - manage, eccentric, high-salaried and hard- to
replace operator.
Gives any organist the possibility of playing beautiful
combinations of never-ending variety to fit every situation in pictures without special schooling or training.
Makes possible thousands of new and "never-before
heard" combinations of tonal beauty beyond description.
Puts the "Different" in organs.

(Win r: nnnni .7 aa

You

are

knowing

interested
better

in

organ

values —
Mail the coupon today.
It's for your convenience.

United States Patents Pending
Sartola

Musical

Instrument

313-316 Mailers Building, Chicago, Iliinois

Co<
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MEN WANTED —
NEWS
We pay CAMERA
the highest price per loot
and use a greater number of feet
than all other producers of news
reels combined. We want crisp, live
subjects
of anything
and everythin
g eitherg
that Is unusual
or interestin
local, national or internatinnal. If
you have a motion picture camera
or can useveloped
one.negative
shoot us your
undestandard
frame lines between(using
the holes)
by
first parcel post (special delivery i
or expresse.with captions or all data
obtainabl We can use up to 100
feet of one subject; for some extra
special stuff will pay as high as
to. 00 per ticulars
foot.
for more card:
parand a Write
field working
become our permanent cameraspondent
in yourPictures
section.Producers,
Address
World's
500
Fifth News
Avenue, New York
City,
Laboratory Dept. " Our news reel
encircles the globe."
WANTED — Copy145 Neptune's
Daughter.
New York.M.
W. 45th St.,
H. Whltelaw,
150 FEISTER Non-Rewinder Machines for
Simplex Machines. Economizer of labor,
gives betsaves operator'sper time,
reel terboy,
pair. Box 350,
Motion projection.
Picture $125.00
News.
FOR SALE — 800 theatre seats, perfect order, good as new, three dollars each. Big
bargain. William S. Riley. Main Street
West and Scott Place. Rochester, N. T.

AT LIBERTY
Piano-Leader —
Violin Asst.
Two musicians of experience and
reputation for preparing musical
scores. Just finished four year engagment, can furnish Al Drummer, will consider anything from
a 5 to a 10 piece orchestra, state
your salary and full details.
DIRECTOR
210 Duffy St. E., Savannah, Ga.

Automatically supplies only such voltage as arc
requires. No waste of current in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
W. 114th St., Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.

"THE SILVER HORDE"
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "May Dreams" (And. con moto), Borch
1 — Theme (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
2 — "Northern Serenade" (Moderate), by Olsen (2 minutes and 10 seconds),
until — T: Far away to the Northern.
"Angelica"
(4/4 Moderate), by Martel (3 minutes), until — T: Except for
the3 —crew
of.
4 — " Sinister Theme " (For scenes of impending danger), by Vely (1 minute and
45 5 —seconds),
until Agitato"
— T: " Bad(For
mansgeneral
come."use), by Hough (50 seconds), until — S:
"Dramatic
The fight.
" Canzonetta
" (2/4 Allegretto Moderato), by Godard (2 minutes), until — T:
Out6 — from
the.
7 — " Patrie " (Dramatic Overture), by Bizet (2 minutes and 3* seconds), until —
T: 8 —"They
burned
cabin." Lente), by Rosey (4 minutes and 30 seconds), until
" Golden
Youthyour
" (Valse
— T: In honor of her unexpected.
9 — Theme (4 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "George, would any decent?"
"Allegro Agitato" (For general use), by Kiefert (45 seconds), until — S:
The10 —fight.
11 — Birds and Butterflies" (Intermezzo), by Vely (40 seconds), until — S:
Everybody laughing.
12 — " Blushing Rose " (Moderato Serenade), by Johnson (2 minutes and S
seconds), until — T: Seattle, two months later.
13 — Continue to action (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: While up in
Alaska waiting.
14 — "Serenade Romantique " (And. con moto), by Borch (4 minutes and 20
seconds), until — T: In New York Emmerson.
15 — Continue ff (50 seconds), until — T: "And I will stand in the."
16 — Theme ff (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T: Boyd Emmerson's last
evening.
17 — "Dramatic Recitative" (For intensive and heavy dramatic situations), by
Levy
seconds),
until — (3T: minutes
A dangerand of30Marsh's.
18 — (55
Continue
to action
seconds), until — T: The long arm of.
19 — Theme (3 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: By evening Emmerson knew.
20 — " Poeme Symphonique " (And. quasi Adagio), by Borch (2 minutes and 20
seconds), until — T: Alarmed at the failure.
21 — "Half Reel Hurry," by Levy (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T:
" Get her aboard."
NOTE: Watch steam whixtle.
22
—
"
Lovelette
"
(Allegretto
Grazioso), by Levy (1 minute and 10 seconds),
until — T : After two weeks of feverish.
23 — " Mysterioso " (For general use), by Andino (1 minute and 45 seconds),
until
T: ' Marsh
wasn'tandsatisfied."
24 —— Theme
(1 minute
40 seconds), until — T: Evening came and still.
25
—
"Mysterioso
(Descriptive), by Smith (3 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T : And in theAgitato"
early dawn.
NOTE: Watch explosiou.
25 — " Dramatic Finale " (For concluding dramatic moments), by Smith (4 minand 45 seconds),
until — T: Mr.
Wayland's
yacht.(3 minutes and 30 seconds),
27 — utes"Flirty
Flirts" (Melodious
Rubato),
by Levy
until28 —— Theme
T: "We're
going
to
blow
up."
(3 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T: Early next morning.
29 — "Andante Appassionato" (Depicting dramatic emotion), by Castill (2 minuntil — T: "You win; what's your price.'"
and 45 seconds),
30 —utesTheme
ff (1 minute and 40 seconds),
until — T: " Come back to civilization."
THE END

Lowest Prices
Highest Quality
Sixth Floor, Telephone Bryant 1 136-1 137
INDEPENDENT MOVIE
SUPPLY CO.
729 SEVENTH AVE.,

NEW YORK

ds
HooUMPS
INSTEADorOF DIPPED
Use^^^ Col
lolioilel; Belter, More Lasting and
Cheaper in tbe Long Run

Made of Natural Colored Biowa Glau
KINARKO

CARBONS

CARBON IMPORTS CO.
110-112-114 West 42nd Street
New York City
PEERLESS Portable
Standard PROJECTORS
Unequaled for Cutting and Editing
Films
PEERLESS PROJECTOR CO.
32 W. 13d St., Dept. M.. New York

Do Not Fade or Wear Out
For
and
REYNG" DSCO.
25-405-10W. W.Lamp.
ELECTRIC
2650 W. Congress St. Chicago, III.

PEARCE
FILMS
608 Canal Street
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Largest Independent Exchange South
FOR

62 West 45th Street
The

New and Old
Films
CLEANED
^// CONSERVED
A. TEITEL
lU North La Salle Street I. Chiugo, UlinoU

Write JotRebuilt
our list
oj Ovarantffi
ilachinei
AMCSEMEI^ SUPPLY COMPANY
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the
MOTION PICTCRB TBAOE
300-302 Mailers Building
5 So. Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
Dealers in Motlograph. Standard
and Simplex
Moving
PictureMlnusa
Machines, National
Carbons,
Screens and Everything for the
Tbeatre.
WB SELL ON THE INSTALLMENT
PLAN

WE
ARE RECOGNIZED AUTHORITIES ON EVERYTHING
PERTAINING TO MOTION
PICTURE EQUIPMENT, FURNISH THE M.\JORITY OF
SOUTHERN
THEATRES
WITH THEIR DAILY REQUIREMENTS AND CARRY
THE LARGEST AND MOST
COMPLETE LINE OF THEATRE MERCHANDISE OF ANY
CONCERN OPERATING IN
THE UNITED STATES— RATHER STRONG CLAIMS, WE
ADMIT, BUT AN INSPECTION OF OUR BIG EST.\BLISHMENT WILL CONVINCE.

General Manager.
Service
THEATRE "£5?<^aUtg
ACCESSORIES
ATLAN TA - G E OR G I A.
PROJECTORS
DISTRIBUTORS^^ ^ ' —

Theatre and Exchange
Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing tbeatrea.
eichanges, state rights owners,
publicity
mediums
and class,
producers,
selected as to territory,
etc.
Twenty
were lu
recarded Inthousand
onr listchanges
last year.
use means a sarlng ot from 20 to
50% In postage, etc.
Motion Picture Directory Co.
S44 W. 4Siid St., New York
Phone, Bryant 8138 PrifittafI
Adireitinv M«i(U>rop»Mi#|
Tvpev!riting

No instrument thrills
you like an organ. An
fistey Theatre Organ

THE ARGUS MLAMP
& APPLIANCE
CO.
anufacturera
of
Argus Sheck Universal Adapters
for Mazda Lamp Projection
and
Argus
Crystal
Bead CLEVELAND.
Screens Ohio i
Write for cataloe

BETTER

fective.
makes any picture efTHE

ESTEY

ORGAN

COMPANY
Brattleboro
Vermont
See our page ad iu the Marcb 13
issue of tue Motion Picture News.

MUSIC

AMERICAN
PHOTO PLAYER CO.
New York City
Fotoplayei*
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and

" The Qiarming Mrs. Chase "
'vire. Sidney DrewPathe)
Coiuedv — Two Reels—
^lil. \ uid left among tlu' c.\1)oik'ius of the more
polite comedy screen artists by the death of Sid•\ Drew seems in a fair \va\- to be filled by the
llvcnt to the screen of John Cumberland in this,
first of a series of pictures founded on the
IS " After Thirty " stories by Julian Street,
igely enough it is Mrs. Sidney Drew who prcMr. Cumberland in this series which is indiu of the fact that many of us who have in
.i.ist figured this lady more or less of a figuread in filmland have not given credit where credit
15 due. At any rate " The Charming Mrs. Chase "
" charming " light comedy founded on the idea
ifter one reaches the age of thirtj' " looking
hrills " is altogether too much trouble. Cum'.d does much with his role of the husband
after reaching the period of gray hair and a
d form begins to get a little interested in
ther woman." The degrees of his interest in
harming Mrs. Chase from the time he meets
tt a dinner until the end of a " luncheon for
are told as forcibly by the varying expreson the actor's face as if words were used for
purpose. Of course it is the comedy vein that
ikept to the fore at all times and at this art Mr.
'mberland proves himself a past master. In fact
Lgistering his laugh-making emotions in so
..c a manner is where the picture excels since
: basic idea of the thing sort of misses fire or
to resort to subtitles to make it's point
Jileast
the has
audience.
j3owever the combination of Mr. Cumberland's
jing,
'itten Mrs.
titles Drew's
and the continuity
humorous with
idea it's
itselfcleverly
is rc-ible for a bit of entertainment which will
the majority of most Audiences.
IS a clean, wholesome two reels of entertain. that promises much in the future from the
»M source.— J. S. DICKERSON.
|r8t of the Ford " Torchy " Stories
jihiiny Hines — Two
Inc.)Reels — Master Films,
HE first of the "Torchy" stories with Johnny
Hines in the leading role is interesting and
el, but it does not seem to us to be as good as it
:ht have been with a better selection for
orchy."
Johnny
finished,
too
ed and he
is far Hines'
too old work
for theisrole
and looks
The incident provided for this unique charact| by Sewell Ford and the titles used are great, but
les m putting them over comes perilously near
ressing an audience with the feeling that he
ds a first-class trouncing for being a " smart
ck." The reason for this is the evident imsibility of the star to register the boy in his
IS.
You with
get thethefeeling
the " Torchy "and
of
picture
evidentthatresourcefulness

Short

Length

Features

Covered on This Page
brains that he has wouldn't be looking for a job behave when he sees the wife of the prohibitionist.
as an office boy but would be hiring them. When
Complications ensue and then the grand awakening. Just a fair comedy.— LAURENCE REID.
he
attends
the
ball
as
coat
room
attendant
you
can't
help but think that he would be more apt to be
there as a professional dancer.
However, there is so much that is new and novel
" Alarm Clock Andy "
l)rovided in the way of incident, the picture has
(Ince-Paramount-Artcraf t )
been given such careful production and the titles
T'S
an
easy
thing to write a "criticism" of a
are so original that this picture is sure to meet with
new
Charles
picture, particularly if you're
a good reception. With all its one great fault it a Ray fan— and Ray
most everyone is. Ray has capis still miles above the average two reeler that we
italized on a type of character that isn't duplicated
have been getting for a couple of jears back.—
by other actors and his impersonations of the boyI. S. DICKERSON.
ish yokel from the small town who goes to the city
with a lot of bashful tendencies and then, through
a girl, gets imbued with pep and hustle and wins
Three Gayety Comedies
out, always fascinates and pleases the public.
(Two Reels Each)
His latest picture is " Alarm Clock Andy " and
ii follows the same general idea as have all his
THREE fairly original ideas are contained in
pictures in the last year or two. This time he sells
these latest comedies from the Gayety lots, auto
trucks and has a hard time of it. Afflicted
" Bedlam," " A Saphead's Sacrifice," and " Drj- and
with stuttering and excessive shyness only falling
Thirstj'." The first mentioned details the trouble
in love with the boss' daughter gives him incentive
a married man may meet if he attempts to be
to make a new try at success. Just by chance he
flirtatious. He should be careful when following
meets a big buyer of trucks, through a mistake is
the girls that no cameraman is in sight else his
introduced as a well known " star " salesman, gives
adventure may be recorded and revealed at the
the impression that he isn't anxious to sell which
local 'opry house. So Mr. Husband thinks that
makes the other man wish to buy, and in the end
he is unobserved when he follows a couple of
clinches the order, girl and all.
artist models to their studio. His subsequent
Ray plays the role well and injects a number of
humiliation when he is thrown out of the building
good laughs into the action. Millicent Fisher is
is also recorded. The picture moves forward
the girl and Tom Guise and other capable players
spontaneously until the action is unfolded again —
are in the supporting cast.
the action that the cameraman has caught. Then
FRED T. GRENELL,
it becomes repetitious. However it unfolds a bit
Reviewed at Broadway Strand,
of humor and a good lesson to husbands who are
Detroit.
inclined to be flirtatious. The benedicts should
always be sure that cameras, kodaks and cops are
not in sight. The husband in this case is a little
" The Heart Snatcher "
inoffensive chap. Such a type is generally the
worst sinner of all.
(Sunshine Comedy — Two Reels — Fox)
" A Saphead's Sacrifice " deals with a fellow
of an old-fashioned
comedy
is a slapstick
HERE
vintage.
That is to
say it employs a number
who finds himself compromised with a newlyof decrepit tricks which were discarded by P. T.
wedded couple wherever he turns. The meek wife
is married to a big Kentucky colonel and the third
Barnum's comedians thirty years ago. It employs
several other stunts of a more recent date but
party is always stumbling into the private chamwhich may be listed as passe in this modern day.
bers of the bridal pair, particularly when the bride
is absent and the groom is in deep slumber. The
The dilapidated flivver furnishes most of the excitement and in its journey the wheels come off
innocent adventurer is frightened out of his wits
because the husband has warned him on the and fly back on again. Ditto doors. Ditto everysleeper. When the hotel is reached he is assigned
thing else connected with it. There is some " busito the same room that the couple occupies. And
ness " which is depicted at a garage. And this
he tumbles into bed with his nemesis. And so on.
calls for tricks with gasolene and what not.
It is roughhouse action that is revealed here and
Plenty of comedy highlights here and all of them
no mistake. In his efforts to make a fully matured
deftly introduced so that the risque note is absent
— unless you WANT to look for it. The picture
slapstick the director has surpassed himself. It
has its humorous spots. In saying this we must
is played in a serious mannef which emphasizes
its humorous values. The wife doesn't figure
admit it has some sad ones too. There's your
much in the situations. The plot is weakened
balance. " The Heart Snatcher " strikes below the
naturally, but the salacious points are ehminated as
of the usual Sunshine. It doesn't contain
a result. Billy Fletcher and Vera Reynolds are the average
an exaggerated idea but an exaggerated amount
of
trick
stunts. And the machinery is creaking
principle funmakers.
" Dry and Thirsty " employs the dream situation
in turning them out. The funmakers are the dearound the prohibition idea. The hero being fond
pendable Harry Booker, the personable Marvel
Rea, and the hardworking Jack Cooper. Roy Del
of
"bootlegger's"
He liquor
is alsogoes
fondto ofa flirting
and his toeyesobtain
cannotit. Ruth is the charge d'affairs.— LAURENCE REID.
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for last nineteen weeks arranged alphabetically as i
mdex to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and designating the issue i
Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors who ha'
shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all opinions received c
each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average or Poor), we arrive at tl
consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from exhibitors who have made no actu
comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this depan
ment will be found the "Flash-Backs," being comments PLAN
on films
prior to October ii, 1919.
PLAN BOC
BOOKreleased
PiCTUHF,
PICTURE BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
A. B. C. OF LOVE.. _. THE
- -_
(ACME-PERRET-PATHE) , MAE MURRAY
" Conventional story lifted through sumptuous production." — if. P. News.
(DEC. 7>
DEC 13
E.\hibItor
Comment —helped
" A good
to average Sunday
business business
for two days."
News
" Drlimrr xtorii briitnli-fil bn tin
paper publicity
us picture
to a wonderful
with a "rpcori]
ADVENTURE IN HEARTS, AN (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAPT)
,
ROBERT
breaking
Monday.
The
balance
of
the
week
took
a
gradual
slump
until
Satur
WARWICK (DEC. 7)
JAN. IT
day, which closed with attendance not quitp up to average. Influenza ma.v
" Great production of popular play and novel." — If. P. News.
have had a little to do with the drop. .lust an ordinary pro<Tuction. Some
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
poor
picture
to
average
business
one
day."
spots looked weak in the direction, but the photography was excellent. Csft
ALMOST A HUSBAND (GOLDWYN) WILL ROGERS (OCT. 13)
OCT. 25
"Mill Rogers scores in quaint comedy."~M. P. Aeits.
Consensus
" Goodfair."
picture, average puller."
good
and— star
Exhibitor C;omn3ent — " Disappointing. Star bad no chance or else they didn't
CLIMBERS. THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH
NOV.
turn
him
loose."
"
This
picture
did
big
business
for
two
days."
"
A
new
" Food for thought in this entertainment." — if. P. News.
star for us, who jumped at once into popular favor. His work made an ordinary picture a much talked of feature. Average to big to extra big business
Exhibitor Comment — " A fair picture to average business three days." " A Terj
interestlne
picture nicely
produced.
business
two (lays." (OCT. 12).. OCT.
for three— days."
COMMON
PROPERTY
(UNIVERSAL)
ROBERT
ANDERSON
Consensus
" Fair picture, bifj business."
'■ Andersen m-oren in smn rihon 1/ of darkest Russia." — ^f P \>irA.
ANNE
OP GREEN
GABLES
(RBALART)
UARY
MILES MINTER
(NOV. »3)
NOV. 29 COPPERHEAD, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) LIONEL BARRYMORE FEB.
"May he termed as good average picture." — M. P. News.
"An .American classic and great personal triumph for star." — il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Miss Minter's best picture ; nothing startling, but very
CORSICAN BROTHERS, THE (UNITED PICTURES THEATRES) DUSTIN
fileasing.
big to raved
big business
days."
" Personally
I didn't
for
t but the Extra
youngsters
over it.three
Broke
all records
for four
days.careExtra
FARNUM (DEC. 21)
JAN.
" Famous story and play makes a success." — if. P. News.
big business four days." " This feature broke all box-ofEce records and won
the highest praise from my patrons." " A splendid picture to extra big busiCOUNTERFEIT. THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAPT)
ELSIE PBRGUSON
(NOV. 30)
NOV.
ness for two days."
Consensus
—
"
Oood
picture,
hip
puller."
"
Picture
hardly
suffices
for
star's
talent."
—
if.
P.
News.
ARIZONA CAT CLAW, THE (WORLD) EDYTHE STERLING (OCT. 27).. NOV. 1
Exhibitor Comment — " Played this feature on the program with another featur
" Colorful THE
performance
in fcimiliarDORIS
story." KENYON
— M. P. Neii(NOV.
s.
to bigO.business
days."my " patrons.
Although In
thisfact,
Is notmy Miss
Ferguson's
over
K. and two
satisfied
patrons
enjoyed best
It. itItwendl(
BANDBOX,
(HODKINSON)
18)
NOV. 22
•' Picture is burdened irith too much mystery." — if. P. News.
:iverage business for two days." " Good picture to average business one day
Exhibitor Comment — " This feature did not come up to expectations. Poor busiConsensus — " Average picture, average puller."
ness two days." " This picture Is burdened with too much mystery. It did not
COUNTRY
COUSIN,2)
THE (SELZNICK-SELECT)
BLAINE HAMMER- NOV.
STEIN (NOV.
please my patrons and fell down the second day." " Average to poor business
two
days."
"
This
may
satisfy
the
majority."
—
if.
P.
News.
Consensus — "Average picture, average puller."
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture. -Average business two days, big buslnes
■EAUTY MARKET, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE McDONALD
one." " This Is one of the most pleasing pictures I have shown In some time
(DEC. 1)
JAM. 31
Average —business
two picture,
days." average puller."
"Plot ancient but intellii/pntlii treated." — M. P. Neirs.
Consensus
" Pleasing
BECKONING
ROADS
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
BESSIE BARRISCALE
CRIMSON
SHOALS
(MONOPOL)
FRANCIS FORD (NOV. 2)
MOV
(DEC. 14)
JAN. 3
"
A
typical
Fran'^is
Ford
melodrama."
—
if.
P.
Neu
s.
" Barriscale's latest has interesting moments." — J/. P. yen s.
CROOKED
STRAIGHT
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
CHARLES RAY
Exhibitor Comment — " An average picture. Have seen better with this star.
(NOV. 9)
S0\
Aver.ngp
business
two
davs."
"
Will
suitably
entertain
majority."
—
if.
P.
Neirs.
BEHIND THE DOOR (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) HOBAKT BOSExhibitor Comment — " A good picture. Big to average business two day*.
WORTH (DEC. 14)
JAN. IT
" Business big all week. Story very good, photography excellent throughbn
" A iconderfully realistic story of revenge." — M. P. News.
Production
a whole
fine." " business
Played this
week mt
Exhibitor
— " Great,
Intensewith
suspense.
clean love Ittheme.
big businessas for
three remarkably
days and average
fourfeature
(Jays. forIt one
pleased
ExcellentComment
cast which
acted thrilling.
well together
splendid Good,
photography.
was
well received by my patrons and is a good box office attraction." " A good
CYCLONE. THE (FOX) TOM MIX (JAN. 24)
JAN
picture, —to" big
forpoodone puller."
week."
"Familiar formula makes fair picture for Mix." — if. P. News.
Consensus
Ooodbusiness
picture,
BELOVED CHEATER,
THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
LEW CODY (DEC. 8).. DEC. 6
Exhibitor Comment — " Not up to Mix standard. Average business one day."
"Excellently developed utory of orii/inal theme." — M. P. Neiis.
DAMSEL
IN DISTRESS. A (PATHE) HALE-CAPRICE (OCT. 12)
OCT
patrons."
BLACK CIRCLE, THE (WORLD) CREIGHTON HALE-VIRGINIA VALLI
"An exquisitely charming comedy." — if. P. Neicg.
(OCT. 19)
NOV. 1
Exhibitor Comment—" A pood program picture. Fair business." " A very got
"Fast GATE,
mnrinc THE
melodrnmn
jiill please EARLE
maioritii."
— M. P. Neics.
comedy drama nicely produced. Average business two days." " Played th
BLACK
(VITAGRAPH)
WILLIAMS
DEC. 10
feature
the program
with liked
Zane ItGrey's
Desert andGoldIt towentbig over
business
" Characterization robs story of truth." — M. P. News.
for one on
week.
My patrons
very much
big. every
An ideida
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Fair
picture
to
average
business."
BLIND LOVE (GERALD BACON-AYTON) LUCY COTTON (FEB. 1) JAN. 31
Consensus — "Average picture, average puller."
"A well constructed drama." — U. P. News.
DAUGHTER OP TWO WORLDS. A (FIRST NATIONAL) NORMA TALBLINDNESS
OF YOUTH,
THE
(FOUNDATION)
SPECIAL CAST
MADGE (JAN. S)
JAN.
(FEB. 1)
JAN. 17
"Norma Talmadge has story of shadows and sunshine." — if. P. News.
" This love ANGEL,
story has THE
pictorial
appeal." — if.
P, News.
BLOOMING
(GOLDWYN)
MADGE
KENNEDY
FEB. 21 DAWN picture."
(BLACKTON-PATHE)
SYLVIA
BREAMER-ROBERT GORDON
" J/i.v.s- Kennrdii S'lves poorly developed idea." — M. P. \rir.s.
(NOV. 23)
DK
BLUE BANDANA, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) WM. DESMOND (NOV. 23) DEC. 6
" Readers of story will appreciate picture." — if. P. Neirs.
" Breezy role for Desmond in Western." — if. P. News.
DAY SHE PAID, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANCELIA BILLINGTON (DEC.
.21)
DEC
..Exhibitor Comment — "Played this one to the biggest Saturday business in
" Will entertain average audience." — if. P. News.
almost
your." (GOLDWYN) PAULINE FREDERICK (NOV. 16) NOV. IS
BONDS
OF aLOVE
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture to extra big business one day."
"Frederick is splendid in mother-lore story." — if. P. News.
OESERT GOLD. (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST
NOV I
Exhibitor Comment — " A well liked feature. Big business two days, average one."
" Vivid action and rich backgrounds here." — if. P. News.
" A very good picture. Extra big business three days, big business two and
Exhibitor Comment — " Knockout business and an extra good picture. Big bn
average
business
two
days."
"
Average
business
two
days."
ness four days." " Played this feature with the June Caprice picture.
Consensus — " Oood picture, oood puller."
BONNIE. BONNIE LASSIE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MacLAREN (Oct S)..NOV. 8
Damsel In Distress,* to extra big business for one week. Grey's stories are ve
popular here. This feature was well liked and went over big."
" Wholesome comedy drama is entertaining." — if. P. Neiis.
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
Exhibitor Comment — " .\ fair production to average business two days."
BROKEN BUTTERFLY, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) LEW CODY-PAULFEI 4
SPEED (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE REID
INE STARK (NOV. 16)
NOV. 8 DOUBLE
" Undue use of coincidence, but still highly entertaining. '— if. P. News.
" Humanities spoiled by illogical climaw." — if. P. News.
NOV •
(NOV. 23)
HO (POX)
EASTWARD
Exhibitor Comment — " This feature drew a packed house for two days and
•■ Plentiful action
in this WILLIAM
melodrama."RUSSELL
— if. P. yews.
pleased the patrons. Extra big business two days." " Not the picture for our
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Plentv
of
action,
pleased.
Big
business."
"
Russell
coml
city. Our folks like lively stuff. Average business." " Tourneur's productions
fast.
This picture
a Sunshine
Comedy,
' Footlights,'
the moneyone Indaysp
do not seem to appeal to my audiences. Poor business."
of shortened
hours and
on account
of coal
famine.
Extra biggotbusiness
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
patrons altno!]
my
pleased
which
picture
good
.\
days."
two
business
big
BROKEN MELODY, THE (SELZNICK) EUGENE O'BRIEN (DEC. 14).... JAN.
business— was
onlypicture,
averagegood
to poor
for two days."
"
Will
afford
iiood
mrrnae
entert/iinmenf."
—
M
P.
Ncir."
Consensus
"
Oood
puller."
BROTHERS DIVIDED (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (DEC. 7)
DEC. 13
THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) CHARLES
EGG CRATE
" fthould hiohly entertain Keenan followers." — M. P. News.
RAY WALLOP,
(SEPT. 28)
CAPITOL, THE (ARTCO-HODKINSON) LEAH BAIRD
JAN. 3
" Pleaslno Unht comedu with prize fight punch." — if. P. News.
^ _ „
" Intrigue and politics burden this picture." — M. P. yens.
Exhibitor Comment — " Plaved this feature with the Arbuckle comedy. Hay
CINEMA
MURDER,
THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT) MARION
to
extra
fine
business.
My
patrons
were
thoroughly
pleased.
Extra
Mg »u
DAVIES (DEC. 14)
JAN. 31
ness first day to average business second day."
Box Office Reports continued on page 2180
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"ON

WITH
THE
DANCE"
PARAMCUNT-ARTCRAFT
>

Mae Murray

Has a Fascinating Picture Here

ff^HK stereotyped idea of tlie moth w lio soar.- too i losoly to ihc
flume and liiids her wiiijts srori lird as a re,-ult has been j;iveii
L excellent expression by Mae Murray, Ouida Hergerc and
Drge Fitzmaurice, the star, the scenarist, an<l the director, respecWith and
the Dance."'
^or{^et totlicestablish
platitudesthel)rought
0ti'ly,
in ofthe" On
subtitles
the forcedYouattempt
moral.

"THE

HELL

Interesting Moments

SHIP"

in
Colorful Sea Story
(FOXThis
I

profited by George Walsh's picture of the sea, Fox
l\G forward
\\
with a similar oll'cring for Madlaine Tracomes
verse— an offering which may be put down as rich entertainment so graphic are its dramatic contents. There will be those
uho will condenui it for following a single groove and be shocked
with the characterization, to say nothing of the plot. Hut it is en\.i forget that this subject has been done before — so artistically is
titled to recognition if for no other rea.-on tban it gets out of the
il onceived and executed. Michael Morton's plot re\ohcs around beaten track. Most of the action transpires on board a .schooner
alomestic quadrangle theme. Mismated couples, a murder and which is manned by a crew of the most primitive type imaginable.
(lorce proceedings figure exclusively in the action and the thought The captain is a young woman who assumes charge when her father
is killed in a mutiny.
If v eil expressed that those who dance must pay the piper.
The interest of the forceful tale is maintained in her battle to
)ne may figure that it is all quite theatrical and that the charkeep
the men subdued. And it is a battle royal — make no mistake
aors are incapable of arousing sympathy in the crisis of their
about
it. What of the romance? It develops when the fair skipper
li s, but so easily, so surely, so vividly do the highlights develop
rescues
a man from the waves and to point the conflict her sister is
tit one may dismiss the attempt to be analytical. Granted that
taken
on
board. The latter's entrance into the story is not entirely
tl picture carries a wealth of dramatic conflict the point which
mI be remembered above all is the extra\ agant background. New logical, though she is useful in giving weight to the drama. It is
\ k night life and the spirit conveyed in the title are admirably picturesque, the action which transpires on this pirate ship, and a
considerable portion of it is taken up with gun play and incidents
I) ught out. In fact there is a tone — a quality about the achieve- of brutality.
nvit that lift it far above the average offering.
There are no moments of sweetness and light, and were they inlise Murray is adaptable to the role she creates here and if ccrcorporated the picture would not be convincing nor consistent. It
t;ii of her scenes arc highly colored, nevertheless they have their fails to hit the truth in some respect, even as it stands, and the story
p ce. Aside from a tendency to be imduly girlish in the earlier could end at the halfway mark if the director wanted to obey the
nis her performance is entirely acceptable. David Powell is ef- laws of romance. But he has heard the call of action. A vigorous
It ive in his quiet way. Phe most consistent character is played by story? Indeed. One with a sustained punch throughout. The subR>ert Schable — and excellently done. John Miltem and Alma
ject carries corking good atmosphere and is exceptionally well inTl add to the entertainment. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Roid. Jerpreted. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
THE CAST
1
■1 Varinoff
Mae Murray
Paula Humphrey
Madlaine Traverse
■'erwynt
John Madlock
Albert Roscoe
lane Tremelyn David
AlmaPowell
Tell
Glory.
sister
Betty Bouton
-Sutherland
Van Vechtan Robert
John Schable
Miltern
■ Satan Paula's
" Humphrey,
their father
Dick La Reno
^ of Raystone Ida Waterman
Jaeger
Jack Curtis
. csmond
Zola Talma
Thorpe
Fred Bond
Michael Morton.
Brabo
William
Ryno
:nario by Ouida Bergere.
By
Denison
Clift.
rected by George Fitzmaurice.
Directed
by
Scott
Dunlap.
otographed by Georges Benoit.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
adaptation of Michael Morton's play.
What is said to be an unusually realistic
With the Dance,"
will
be
presented
at
sea picture will be shown at the
theatre beginning
theatre on
of
week under the
e same title with Mae Murray as the
sported by a competent cast that
title
of
"
The
Hell
Ship,"
with byMadlaine
Traverse as the star, supported
a cast
such favorites as David Powell,
which includes such capable players as Alell, John Miltern, Robert Schable,
bert Roscoe, Betty Bouton, Dick Reno, Jack
cnnan and others. It is a strikingly
Curtis and others. The picture may be destory which Ouida Bergere has
fined as a tense, human drama that is as
into screen shape and presents a
society life. It tells of a pleasure
grippingtrays theascharacter
it is appealing.
The star
of a woman
who porhas
Russian girl. Sonia Varinoff, who
Thereviewed
Hell onShip/'
the Fox feathis page
known no life other than that aboard ship, Scene from " ture
3 New York to join her father, a
and whose whole training has been given she rescued from the sea. You will see
in the home of Schuyler Van
to her by a brutish father. The entire action tense, live situations unfolded. You will
secretary,
isThemadlylatter's
in love
with a Peter
titled
of the play takes place on a schooner carry- look
upon wonderful photography. You will
ing contraband cargo and the incidents de- look upon
^oman, who has been brought to
a seawoman endowed with the will
to marry the rich Jimmie Sutherpict
primitive
types of humanity winning of a man and
their
way
by
might.
the heart of a girl. Remem'eter
is
given
charge
of
Sonia
who
ber
next
.
The girl, Paula Humphrey, becomes cap3ve with him. His judging appearady Joane thinks them in love and
tain after the death of her father, and the
action revolves around her attempts to subJimmie while the lonely Peter, feelSUGGESTIONS
due a mutinous crew. Events might have
/ for the Russian girl, is wedded to
become tragic but for the aid of the first
Jimmie and Sonia meet and in order
Make no mistake about advising your patmate, John Madlock, a man she rescued from
rons that here is a picture which they will
the sea. He it is who takes up the fair capfor pleasure,
she accepts
remember. Mention that the entire ac•■/n her
in alove
cabaret
as a masked
dancer, Mae Murray as " Sonia," in the Paramounttain's burden when' she is not on duty. The long tion
takes place on a schooner and that it
scovers her affair with Jimmie but Artcraft special production, " On With the ship is bound for the South Sea Islands and
it is the intention of Paula to give up the presents a woman who is forced to act like
-r counters with charges that the
a
man
but
who has the heart of a girl. She
y has been making love to Joane. Suffice to say that Manager
life when port is reached. When the " hell is confronted
with the task of subduing a
atandSutherland's
seeks siders it one of theDance
"
" istheon carelessness
the briny deep,
catches
strongest
features that ship
through
of the itcrew
and fire
the mutinous crew. Mention that the picture is
kills him. actions,
At the Peter
trial Sonia
played the
. It unfolds tense captain, the sister, and the first mate whom a tale of adventure that is as picturesque as
^ her reputation to free the young ever
situations and scenes of New York night both have grown to love, are forced to take it is dramatic. Use stills. They will arouse
■ The
ij"""Russian so
may marry
girlthat
laterhe finds
solace life and is acted by an exceptional company. to a raft. Paula would sacrifice herself when interest since they show the incidents aboard
she believes that John does not love her. But ship. Use catch lines in the shape of quesVechtan. This is a powerful picSUGGESTIONS
tions. Tell that it is the type of story which
he responds in the end and the little party
ich portrays in a vivid way the
brought fame and fortune to Jack London.
are rescued by a passing steamer.
-5 which are sought after by a wife
Here is a picture which you can feature in
ch lead her into temptation and
You
might
suggest atmosphere if you decora striking advertising campaign through the
•/ bring
ate your lobby in a schooner's paraphernalia
PROGRAM READER
■^ell
staged.her redemption. The pic- use of catch lines, teasers and 24 sheets.
such as rigging, sails, a pilot's wheel, etc.
Exploit the picture as a strong drama based
An unusually realistic picture of the sea Your ushers can be dressed in sailor's garb.
upon a domestic misunderstanding and tell
PROGRAM READER
under
tfiat it offers the star an ideal role as a will come to this theatre next
Varinoff had come from Russia to dancer. Since Miss Murray used to follow the title of " The Hell Ship," with Madlaine
CATCH LINES
father in America. Destiny guided this profession it would be a good plan to Traverse, the Fox emotional actress, as the
the whirl of society where she met say something about it in your copy. Also star. This is one of the strongest features
See " The Hell Ship," a picture of the
Jerwynt, one of the most eligible use a plentiful supply of stills. "The star that has ever played the
. The entire
en in New York. And they fell in makes a striking picture in her dancing action takes place aboard a ship which car- briny deep and the struggle of a woman
1 one another and married. Now costume. Bring out that the offering is an
to subdue a mutinous crew. A picries a crew of the most primitive types im- captainture alive
with tense situations. A picture
aginable. The captain is a young woman
'5 a pleasure-loving girl and she had adaptation of Michael Morton's play of the
ent as a dancer, and there came a same name and scenarioized by Ouida who has never known what an education of adventure, romance and atmosphere.
en she danced for the benefit of a Bergere. Mention the director and the other means. She has been brought up by a brutWould you be willing to sail on a schooner
idmirer. Her husband unexpectedly players. They are all well known. It is a
who leaves her the ship when he with a crew of brutal men? How about it,
and a hot altercation followed, picture which you can exploit with colored dies.ish father
You will see a graphic depiction of girls? What would you do to keep them in
her
battle
with a mutinous crew. You will submission? She was a captain of a "hell
appened is told in a strikingly the
posters
framed
around
the
central
character,
dancer.
look upon a fascinating romance that is de- ship " and every hour brought terror to her
cljmax. The picture is " On With
(Continued on page 2181)
veloped between the fair captain and a man until— See " The Hell Ship."
^ce, ' and Mae Murray is the star.
H
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( Conlhiued from pay 21T8,i
Exhibitors'
Own
Box
PLAN BOOKPICTURF
BRAND
STAR
PICTURE
RELEASED

Office
STAR
BRAND

Picture

N e-

PLAN BOC,
Report
RELEASED

ERSTWHILE SUSAN (REALART) CONSTANCE BINNEY (NOV. 16). NOV. 22LASCA (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO (DEC. 8)
NOT.:
■■ I diiioii.s iiocin iiiaacs fmrin pl'-ij-nmj picture.'' — J/. P. News,
■' IJuiiiun cliaracterizations make this interesttnij." — Al. Sens.
|'
Exhibitor Comment
" A U.
fineS.picture
to average business
."
Exhibitor Comment — "Very [ileasing picture, nicely profUiced. Star very well liked.
HAWTHORNE
OF —THE
A. (PARAMOUNT-ARTC
RAFT) WALLACE
Big business two days. Business better than" we expected. Star well liked.
REID
(NOV.
30)
NOV
Against —heavy
we hadpuller."
a packed house. Big business one day."
" Elaborately presented, affording enjoyment," — M. P. News.
Consensus
" Ooodcompetition
picture, good
EVE IN EXILE (AMERICAN-PATHE) CHARLOTTE WALKER (DEC. 20). DEC. 20
Exhibitor Comment — ' .A dandy picture which was liked by all my patroD
Kxtra big business one dav to big business two davs."
•■ Hamiltiin Kton/(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
(ifferx entertainment." — J/. I'.SPECIAL
Seir.i. CAST (DEC. 28).. DEC. 27
BVERYWOMAN
HEART
O' THE HILLS (FIRST NATIONAL) MARY PICKFORD (DEC. DEC.
«)
" tipectutulur appeal in this riclt production.'' — M. P. yen s.
■' Mary Pickford has dramatic role here." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture did good business the first week, but bad
Exhibitor
good Pickford
do notsawthinkher itana
the second."
good as Comment
some of —her" .\others.
Patrons picture,
came to but
see personally
Mary Pickford.
EYESl)usiness
OP YOUTH
(EQUITY) CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG (OCT. 26) NOV. U
went away satisfied. Average business two days." "A gre&t picture and yc
•' Wonderjul picture Jur all classes." — M. P. News.
will love Mary again in this one. Average business two days." " Odp of hs
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor business due to blizzard. .\verage business two
best.
big Inisiness
three days."
days." " A good, big business." " A fine picture. Big to average business
CimxensuK Extra
— •• fidiiil
pictvrp, iirerO'ie
puller."
two days."
HEART OF A GYPSY, THE (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST (DEC. 6) DEC.
ConsC7isus
—
"
Good
picture,
good
puller."
• nlirinut stum uf a Hniniinn runitiiK C.' — J/. P. Xen s.
FAIR AND WARMER (METRO) MAY ALLISON (OCT. 27)
NOV. I
Exhibitor Cdrnmenf — " .\ verv fair picture to average business two days"
" Rollicking farce makes satisfying picture." — M. P. heu s.
HEART STRINGS (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM (JAN. IS)
. .MM.
Exhibitor
Comment
that isPatrons
every bitntver
as good
as thelaughing
play. Titles
pijilijc of MAN
si:iitimcnt
>ni loitrainaMASON
lierc." — M. P. News.
funny and
stick —to"Athepicture
originals.
stopped
from are
tlie
HER■ hi>'l(jt
ELEPHANT
(FOX)inidSHIRLEY
FEE
time the cocktail scene started until the picture was over. First reel rather
" New
star (UNITED
in interesting
vehicle." —FLORENCE
M. P. Xrics REED (OCT. 19)
«low. Big business." " Undoubtedly her best. Picture full of action and
HER
GAME
PICTURES)
OCT
laughter and many funny situations. Good business for three days." "■ A gooti
■ Finn lice Hicil'x latest is shun n." — .1/. P. .Sens.
feature
did picture,
big business
for two days. It pleased my patrons."
Exhibitor Comment — " This feature did not satisfy my patrons. Poor builn'
Cons<
n.-<UK —which
■• (ioDil
good puller."
FEAR MARKET, THE (REALART) ALICE BRADY
FEB. 7
for two — days."
a fair
picturepuller
: nothing
out of the ordinary."
Consensus
Areranc" Only
picture,
average
"
" "Fetter
areraqe
produced
and acted." — M. P. News.
JAN.
PBUD,
THEthan(FOX)
TOMplot,MIXwell(DEC.
7)
DEC. 20 HIGH SPEED (HALLMARK) EARLE-HULETTE (JAN. 17)
tinills(UNIVERSAL)
and exciting moments."
M. P. News. (OCT. 26).. NOV.
"Mix puts on thr actors mantle here." — M. P. News.
aiS■■ Contains
DIVORCEDmanyWIFE
MONROE — SALISBURY
Exhibitor Comment — " Oives Mix opportunity tor acting as well as action. Pleassimiili storiiFIANCEE
fit sitiijile (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
fi'iks." M P \piis.
and togoodextracast.
business."
this one
HIS• tOFFICIAL
VIVIAN MARTIN
Lloyding story
comedy
big Average
business two
days and" Played
big business
two with
days.a Harold
This Is
(OCT. 26)
OCT.
a splendid program feature and my patrons liked It very much and went away
"
i'l/inn
Martin
cumrs
forward
nith
a
catitirating
comedy.''
—
.1/.
P.
Xphs.
satisfied.
A
great
program
combination."
"
My
audience
did
not
care
for
this one. Mix tries to be an actor, but we like him better when he rides his
Exhibitor Comment — " A splendid production which sent my patrons away pleaie<
Eirtra big business three days."
horse and does stunts. Average business two days to big business one." " UnHIS
WIFE'S
FRIEND (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY DALTON FEB
pleasant story and too sad. Big business." " Mix good but picture not of his
(DEC.
21)
kind. Didpicture
not send
away boosting.
business
days."
"lias inatiii uoitd noiiits irh'rji sho-tid satisfy.'' — }f. P. X' ics.
splendid
that them
is absolutely
correct InAverage
costuming
and two
settings
for "A
the
ISLE OP CONQUEST, THE (SELECT) NORMA TALMADGE (OCT. 26)....NO\
l.S()H period. Did not draw as well as his previous pictures due, no doubt, to its
u ill ,./..,.,.„//,, .nti-yiiiin „ iuritii "- V p Xeiis.
being a costume picture. Big business two days."
ILLUSTRIOUS
PRINCE, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
SESSUB HAYAConsensus —COLLEEN,
" Oood picture,
good puller." BESSIE LOVE
KAWA (NOV. 2)
NOV
1<»DHTING
A (VITAGRAPH)
NOV. 22
'• lli'ih class drama should completely satisfy.'' — M. P. News.
■' .An eiitertainimi
— U. P. Neii x.
MGHTING
CRESSY comedy
(J. drama."
D. HAMPTON-PATHE)
BLANCHE SWEET
Exblbiior Comment — "Star doesn't irei us the money. .Average picture to ave
(JAN. 11)
DEC. 6
age business two days." " This is a good picture which did average buBloef
" UUntche Hired scores in Harte story." — M. P. Netcs.
for two — days."
Consensus
" Oood picture, average puller."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Fairly
good.
Big
business."
FLAME OF THE DESERT. THE (GOLDWYN) GERALDINE PARRAR
IMPOSSIBLE CATHERINE (PEARSON-PATHE) VIRGINIA PEARSON
(NOV. 9)
NOV. 8
(OCT. 5)
OCT !
" This romedu nill entertain aenernllu." — If. P. Xews.
" Conventional story is rich in color."~M. P. News.
Kx''ibitor
C^omment
—
"
Poor
picture
to
average
business
one
day."
WEB (VITAGRAPH) HARRY T. MOREY
NOV !
FLAMES OF THE FLESH (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL
JAN. 3 IN " HONOR'S
Morey in conventional satisfactory story." — M, P. News,
" Oladiis BrockiiANDeJl takes
up vampire's
hurden." OLIVE
— il P. THOMAS
Xen s.
Exhibitor Comment — " Best picture with this star in some time. Average boslni
FOOTLIGHTS
SHADOWS
(SELZNICK)
FEB. 21
two days." " A very good picture but didn't draw on account of the nai
■■ ,1 iilcasimi
picture
many strong MARY
points." MACLAREN
— M. P. News.
Average business." " Morey not a drawing card here. Some liked the pi
FORGED
BRIDE,
THE ^cith
(UNIVERSAL)
FEB.
Consensus
Oood picture, good puller,"
" Mini MacLaren has a mild offering here." — M. P. News.
and some— " didn't."
27
FUGITIVE FROM MATRIMONY, A (ROBERTSON-COLE) H. B. WARNER
MIZZOURA
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT WARWICK (OCT.
(NOV. 29)
DEC. 13 IN S)
OCT !
" Warner scores in humorous characterization." — M. P. Nen s.
" .Auaustus Thomas' plan effectively piclurized." — M. P. News.
OAT LORD QUEX, THE (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE (NOV. 30)
DEC.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Just
a
pleasing
picture
to
average
business
three
days."
i
" This picture is just pleasantly entertaining " — M. P. News.
fair picture
to averagepicture,
business."
Exhibitor Comment — " Tom Moore is certainly a big favorite in this city. My
Consensus
— "Average
average puller."
one and(HENLEY-PATHE)
it did extra big business
for twoCUMBERLAND
days."
IN OLD KENTUCKY (FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA STEWART (DEC 1S)..JA J
aAY patrons
OLD liked
DOG. this THE
JOHN
Picture adapted from staiie success." — If. P. Neivs.
(NOV. 16)
NOV. 22 IN " WRONG
(FIRST NATIONAL) JACK PICKFORD (OCT. 19)
DC i
" One of the most human pictures ever shown." — M. P. Neu s.
"
A
good
average
comedy
drama.''
Exhibitor Comment — " A fairly good feature but it ends badly. Title very misExhibitor Comment — "A poor picture to poor business." "Big business th
leading. Big business two days." " A poor picture to average business one
days." " Exceptional heart Interest. Extra big business three days, big be
ness four— "days."
" A very good
good puller."
picture to average business for three days.'
Consensus
—
"Average
picture,
average
pnller."
day."
Consensus
Good picture,
OIKL IN BOHEMIA, A (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND (NOV. 30)
NOV. IS
IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) BRYANT WASH" ftatisfactory entertainment for majority." — M. P. Neirs.
BURN (NOV. 23)
HOA I
Exhibitor
Not theup picture,
to standard.
business."
" The star,
Peggyto
" Breezu comedy offers nnod entertainment." — M, P. News,
Hyland, Comment
was good,— "but
in my Poor
estimation,
was poor.
Average
JINX
(GOLDWYN)
MABEL
NORMAND
(DEC.
13)
DE4 7
business
two days."
" Mabel Normand appears in eccentric comedy." — M. P. News.
•IRL poor
FROM
OUTSIDE
(GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. 16)
NOV. 31
Exhibitor Comment — " .\ light picture but drew well. A picture the children «
" Pleasing picture with many comedy touches." — M. P. News.
enjoy. Extra big business two days." " Very good picture, which pleased •
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture good but weather bad. Average business two
patrons and did big business for two days.'' " Only a fair picture to aven
days." " Did not go strong first day at advance prices. The best Rex Beach
picture since ' The Spoilers.' " " A good picture which played my house for
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
two days— "toGood
good picture,
business."
JOHNbusiness."
PETTICOATS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
WILLIAM S. HART
Concensus
good puller."
(NOV.is 9)
N0^ J
GLORIOUS
LADY,
THE
(SBLZNICK-SELBCT)
OLIVE
THOMAS
(OCT.
" Hart
humorous as well as human here." — 2f. P, News,
19)
NOV. IS
" Will get hu n» mildly entertainina." — M. P News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A very good feature to big business one day and aver
business the following." " Fine — ladies liked it. Big to average business
•OLDEN SHOWER, THE (VITAGRAPH) GLADYS LESLIE (NOV. 30)... DEC. 27
" Better than arvrage entertainment." — M. P. News.
Consensus
— Good picture, good puller."
Exhibitor Comment — " .Tust a fair picture. -Average business."
two
days."
•^Y TOWERS MYSTERY (VITAGRAPH) GLADYS LESLIE
OCT. 25 JOYOUS
LIAR. A (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WARREN KERRIGAN. ..DE »
" Gladns JiPflie in mnsteru melndrnmn " — M P Neirs
"
Kerrigan
picture has interesting moments."- — M. P. News.
•REAT AIR ROBBERY, THE (UNIVERSAL) LIEUT. O. L. LOCKLEAR
Exhibitor Comment — " A peach of a picture but Kerrigan Is not up to stands
(JAN. 28)
JAN. IT
.Average business three davs."
" Sensational picture of Aeroplane Feats." — M. P. News.
JUBILO
(GOLDWYN)
ROGERS
7)
Dl" »
" Will Rogers
scores inWILL
charming
picture."(DEC.
— M. P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment
" House
has been
sold have
outright
to thesold
Aeroout club
neapolis. Placing—seats
at advance
prices,
practically
one of
weekMin-in
Exhibitor Comment — " This is simply great, one of the best the Goldwyn oncanl
advance. The Reason for the Aero club putting on this show is to help protlon has turned out in the new seVles." " Delightful : splendidly received, »
cast, good direction and good photography. Predict good future for Rog'
mote the Aero Mail Service." " Pleased men greatlv hut not the women.
Stunts great, but story poor. Average business two days."
Big business
seven days."
Consensus
— " Excellent
picture, big puller."
Consensus —THAN
" Oood picture,
puller."
GREATER
FAME good
(SELZNICK)
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
JUDY
OF
ROGUE'S
HARBOR
MARY " — MILES
MINTER FE H
(JAN. 18)
JAN. 24
" Hectic melodramxt fails to hit (REALART)
bull's-etic of truth.
M. P. News.
" Mediocre picture made from pot-boiler story," — M. P. News.
KITTY KELLY, M. D. (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRISCALE (OCT.
Exhibitor
Comment —Miss
"Fair
picture thatseems
pleased."
"Well received
though ofIf
12)
OC «
light structure.
Hammerstein
to be developing
very nicely.
'^■ight material for Bessie Barriscale's talent." — M. P. News.
given good stories she ought to develop fast. Big business for one week,"
<xhibitor Comment — " Bessie Barriscale not up to standard in this one. F>
" Average busines two days."
big to average business four days." " Big business."
Consensus — QUESTION,
" Good picture,THE
qood puller."
L'APACHE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY DALTON (NOV. 2)..DI J'
GREATEST
(FIRST NATIONAL)
SPECIAL CAST
•• Dalton finds expression in dual role.'' — M. P. News.
(DEC. 29)
JAN. 10
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture. Extra big to poor business two days."
" PhotopUni of sadness, artisticalln nroduccd." — M. P. Xeirs
production to extra big business one day and big business three." ^
GUN IS)
FIGHTIN' GENTLEMAN, A (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (DEC. DEC. 6 LASTsplendid
OF lias
HIS characteristic
PEOPLE, THErole (SELECT)
LEWIS (DEC. 20).. DI «
■■ I.eiris
lierr." — J/. MITCHELL
P. Neirs.
" Not enouf/h action for Careii here." — M. P. Ncirs.
HAUNTING SHADOWS (ROBERTSON-COLE) H. B. WARNER
JAN. 24 LAST STRAW. THE (FOX) BUCK JONES
FI 1'
" n. B. Warner has a winner here." — M. P. News.
" Buck Jones makes debut in interesting western." — M. P. News,
Box Office Reports continued on page 2182
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THE

H"
IT THROUG
NG
SEEI
(BRENTWOOD-ROBERTSON
COLE)
Heart Interest Story Carries Beivildering Detail

LITTLE

SHEPHERD OF KINGDOM
iCOLDWYN).

COME

Civil War Period Popular ^ovel Given Fine Production

^r^HE first requisite in inakiii*: a ]>li<>l()|)la\ i» to sustain the idea
name,
same who
of Johnby Fox's
descripti\e
bcliiiul it. This is a necessity partieuhiily wlien it einl)0(lies Till".
fit
actors
cast ofof the
a linenovel
intelligence
withincident
visualized
as its chief ingredient the note of heart interest. Simplicity
the characters to be portrayed, coupled with the selection
.1 iild be the giiidinj^ factor with such material inarmueh as any at- of some wonderful s<'enic locations used for backgrounds is responsible for a picture that is worthv of commendation, e\eii if there is
t(ipt at sounding dramati*- monuMits tends to eonlii^e the issue. The
new in the plot and in spite of the fact tin* story is coniiotliing
II ible with "Seeing It Through" is tlie exaggeration of the idea
vincing and full of coiiu idence.
M hat its appeal is lost in the l>e\vil(h>ring disphty of dramatic inci''nts. The picture introduces its plot and characterization clearlv
I here are times when the picture lags, but this is practically unavoidable since an unusually large cast must be introduced, and beeiWigh but soon wanders oil' on a tangent with tlie re-ult that there
i.s'io story at all.
cause there, is practically no suspense obtaine<l until well toward
he idea attempts to establish the nmral of stick-to-iti\ enesr. but
he end of the picture, when the (.ivil War episode is reached.
iijriuging it out the director, who is also the author, has disturbed
Jack I'ii'kford as " Clia<l " is a fine type for the earlier sefpiences,
tl action to such an extent that it presents a deal of bewildering but fails to impress to any great extent, as a l iiion oflicer, unless
.1 lil. The dramatic momenta are laboreil and therefore lose their
one is to remember that the military of the (Vi\i\ War really wasn't
tl iiiing and the humorous incidents are t|uite out of harmony so much. For acting honors we really think wistful eyed I'auliiie
Hill the theme.
The reason may be found in their over-emphasis.
tarke as " Melissa " and (llark Marshall as Harry Dean " are entitled to first place. Clara Hortoii makes a very winsome heroine of
"he story relates a young girl's battle with a loan shark in saving
tl old homestead and before the events are satisfactorily .-traight- he ■' clinging vine " type and the rest of a long list of players have
ei'd out. the spectator is in for much mysterious action of an !)een carefully selected. The photography is of the best ami in the
pcedingly arbitrary kind. The romantic element is mostly neg- costuming, and attention to detail nothing has been left undone.
lihle because of the undue stress laid upon the superfluous dra- I he popularity of the novel, the faithfulness of the manner it has
incidents. /azii Pitts has been lifted to stellar position for been aflapted and the vogue of Civil War stories will all combine
occasion but she has small opportunity to tlisplav her gift of in giving this picture more than passing interest. — Length, 6 reels.
— J. S. Dickerson.
ciracterization. — Length. .'> reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
THE CAST
■.s
interesting
ly told and
and unfolds
a series
dramatic
situations
climaxes.
Humorof
Lawrence
Zazu Pitts ing It Through." Don't
Chad
Jack Pickford
miss
it.
Watch
for
ther
Fanny Midgeley further announcements.
Margaret
Clara Horton
Melissa
Pauline Starke
irrington
Henry Woodward
Dan
Dean
J.
Park Jone^
•'■'en
Frankie
SUGGESTIONS
Raymond
■en
W.
H. Bainbridge
Harry Dean
Clark Marshall
: Bogrum
Edwin Stevens
Mrs.
Dean
Edythe
Chapman
Here is a picture which offers a new star.
Ti s housekeeper
Maym Kelso
Buford R. James
Neill
innewtheinsense of her screen exper- Major
General
D.
McLean
Hamilton-Warde . . Julanne Johnston Not new
ience,
but
fact that it offers her Schoolmaster
J. Hughes a featured position.theMake
Dwight
Crittenden
much
of
her
pereeny
Huphie Mack
Aileen Manning
sonality— that she is one of the best char- Cousin Lucy
Turner
Dudley Hendricks
acter actresses on the
'-■eeny
Mrs. Geo. Hernandez
screen. Make use of Joel
^laude
H. Mitchell,
Aggie Herring
the title,
but Bring
be sure to tell that it isn't a Mrs. Turner
reeled by Claude H. Mitchell,
war
picture.
out that the
T-"" ^°y^
lI^e'pheTps
(otographed by Lieut. Ira Morgan.
a human slice of life — that it story
tells ofoffers
an Pop Dillon
Milton Brown
impoverished family which is forced to give Daws Dillon
George C. Dromgold
up a home. Bring out that the daughter Bill Dillon
John Foster
attempts to find a way out of their difficul- Nathan
H. Milton Ross
PRESS NOTICE STORY
ties
and
succeeds
eventually.
Accentuate
Nick
the heart interest in all your copy and use Toby
From the novel by John Fox. Jr. Cogley
catch lines and teasers to the effect that
^eeing
it
Through"
is
the
name
of
the
Directed
by Wallace Worsley.
■ which will come to the
is rich in sympathy and sention
of
week with the picture
ment. Mention that the able actor, Edwin
itts as the featured player. This Stevens, appears in the cast andstaralsom
to beundoubtedly
written and directed by Claude H. Hughie Mack, who used will
PRESS NOTICE -STORY
Jack Pickford and Pauline Stark in the
Your patrons
. treats of a family who are dis- comedies.
Goldwyn feature, "The Little Shepherd of
ci because of unfortunate circum- remember him.
In order to send her mother to a
John Shepherd
Fox, Jr.'s of
mostKingdom
popular novel.
Little
Come, The
has
Betty Lawrence accepts a position
CATCH LINES
been made into a photoplay by Goldwyn with the minds Kingdom Come "
real estate shark who promises to
All the unusual
in the role of " Chad Bu- characters ofof anthe audience.
t of both although his intentions
She abided her time to rescue her mother Jack Pickford
story are in the picture
around
whom
the
dramatic
incident
rely the reverse. And Betty finds and herself from straitened circumstances. of the ford."
with
a
most
wonderful realism. Jack Pickis gathered. This picture,
house, where she is employed as She fell into the clutches of a loan shark, which is story
ford has one of the most
likeable roles of
proving to be one of the hits of the his career.
^rapher. is a mysterious den of evil. but
Pauline Stark is the unfortunate
she
saw
her
amtion
through.
See
"
Seeyear,
comes
to
the
theatre
for
a
Bogrum, the shark in question,
little
■'
Melissy
" who loves " Chad
ing it Through,"
days' engagement beginning .
ploys one Bolter whom he treats
, The story of the little waif of the Cumber- that she is willing to give him up" soto well
her
y But the latter finds solace in the
Zazu Pitts, the wistful star, will appear j land mountains who finally is adopted into " Bluegrass " rival, " Margaret," a role
I any of Betty.
played
by
Clara
Horton.
this theatre next
in " Seeing I the home
of his
and aristocratic relative
is one" Bluegrass
which has" thrilled
and
It is a very sweet story, just the kind
!re
is no Jim
happiness
in the the
eirl'sowner
life un-of at
it Through,"
senti- entertained
e meets
Carlington.
millions of readers. The picture that pleases all classes and all ages. Make
ment and hearta picture
interest.ofA romance,
picture which
itate adioinine; her home. He it is who will tug
I
version
is
true
to
the
text
of
the
book
and
your plans now to see this picture, keeping
at
your
heart
and
make
you
feel
"le ingirldoing
underso.hisFinally
protection
finds glad at the same time.
I all of the well defined characters of the Fox in mind that the engagement is
.
a dayand dawns
have whom
been Chad
visualized.
" Melissy,"
ogrum would fleece Betty out of She was only a young girl in years but story
"Margaret,"
finally marries
after
SUGGESTIONS
eritance but she is resourceful she knew deception enough to see It the
Civil
differences
have been
ten, and theWarother
lovable people
of theforgotstory
•0 turn
tables Inon gratitude
him with she
the through and destroy it. See the heart pic
popularity of the novel from which
Jim
and theothers.
are
all
in
the
photoplay
version.
In the role theThepicture
is adapted is the first consideraher heart to the young man. This ture, " Seeing it Through."
of
"
Chad,"
Jack
Pickford
is
especially
well
tion
in billing this picture, with the star
carries a distinct heart appeal. It too has its place among the ingredients and cast. Wistful eyed Pauline Starke has the next, with
mention of Pauline Stark and
this note is well capitalized by the secre- role of " Melissa " and Clara Horton is Clara Horton.
Mention should be made in
tary. Bolter, and the Tweeny family, ten- best
" Margaret."
The
production
is
one
of
the
your
advertising
the other Fox novels
of the year in its attention to detail and which have beenof successful
ants
of
the
girl's
home.
Miss
Pitts
plays
in pictures,
her part with charming wistfulness and the Civil War episodes are exceptional.
On with the Dance "
brings out the pathos admirably. She is
notably
The Trail Walker
of the was
Lonesome
(Continued from page 2179)
in
which " Charlotte
starred. Pine,"
supported by Henry Woodward, Edwin
As is the case of every picture adapted
Stevens. Hughie Mack, and others.
PROGRAM READER
CATCH LINES
from a popular novel, the opportunity to tie
with book stores for window displays is
Once in a long while a picture is re- up
wore a mask when she danced, to hide
PROGRAM READER
limited only by the number of stores which
leased that every exhibitor wants to play sell
entity. Her husband mustn't see her.
Advice from exhibitors who go
because
he
knows
that
every
patron
of
his
A ohotoplay of exceptional heart appeal theatre, and a lot of people who seldom go in forbooks.
e penetrated her disguise. What hapthis form of exploitation is that the
'ing See
■•
On
With
the
Dance
"
with
is
'•
Seeing
it
Through,"
the
Brentwood
ofdepartment
store
is the best and most satto
the
picture
show
will
be
sure
to
want
to
fering, which comes to this theatre in the
Mae Murray.
isfactory medium. As for stunt stuff, we
rear future with Zazu Pitts as the featured see it. Such a feature is " The Little Shep- would suggest
the
use of a young man to
player.
All thosecharacter,
who see who.
it willwith
respond
adapted
the
to the wistful
her novel herdbyof Kingdom
John Fox,Come,"
Jr., with
Jack from
Pickford
impersonate
the
"
Chad
the stoiy
the street. "He ofshould
be cos-to
the romance
Dance," aof picture
pre- mother, is forced to give up the r modest in the leading role, which comes to the walk about
g" On
the With
strange
a Russian
tumed in the coon skin cap and other regalia
beginning
. Even the unhome through straitened circumstances.
in America and a society man. A The
mountaineer and carry his long bargirl, difficulties
in her attempt
a wayin the
out ' initiated will readily see that this great novel of the relled,
of mystery and tangled lives. Don't of
muzzle loading rifle. If we were to
_c iu.:_
their
discovers
herself
j:cc...ii!.J- to find
1
,r ■ ., itsideal
material
for the situations
photoplay and
because
wealth
of dramatic
the use this idea we would spring it blind well
power of a loan shark — a man who stops of
unusual
amount
of
descriptive
incident.
Walbefore the showing of the picture and let
her prophad married a butterfly wife whose at noth-ng
lace Worsley, who directed the production people accept the young chap as the real
erty. Thentoonegaindaypossession
somethingof happened!
for Goldwyn release has succeeded in bring- thing. The Civil War episode suggests
was-—"
On
with
the
dance."
He
What
was
it?
V/ell,
we
can't
tell
you
the
chances of tieing up with the G. A. R. and
not give her the pleasures she wanted, facts in the case, but rest assured that gooding Mr. Fox's
storyNo toliberties
the screen
of using window and lobby display in which
in its great
entirety.
have the
ness comes from evil. A picture of heart practically
played another man's game. See " On
Federal and Confederate uniforms figure.
been
taken
with
the
plot,
something
which
the Dance," a picture of love and home interest and charming sentiment is " See(Continued on page 2183)
often spoils many a good book picture in
it through."
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STAR
PLAN B0(
RELEASED
PLAN liOOKinCiUKE BRAND
OVERLAND RED (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
pEi
LIFE LINE, THE (TOURNEUR-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL
1 irnl and
vividTHEW estern
is JIarry PAULINE
f.'arcy's latest."
— M. P \eu;s
CAST (OCT. 5)
OCT. U PALISER
CASE,
(GOLDWYN)
FREDERICK
PEt
"Most ea-cellcnt tntertttinmtnt oj t/rcat merit.' — JJ. /'. yens.
" Jligh class melodrama tchich liolds interest." — M. P. News.
LINCOLN HIGHWAYMAN, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL (DEC. 2») . .JAN. 10
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
good
ijicture
to
average
business
one
dav."
" Uu.'isell has entertaininy mijsttry jiielodrama." — Al. P. iVeits.
PEDDLER OF LIES, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO (MAR. 1) JAN
Exhibitor
— Star
the picture
•■ (Jood production of mechanical and unreal plot." — M. P. NewH.
well.
It is Coniiueut
a very fair
one. liasii't
A dog drawn
seems liere
to beyet,
the but
feature
player.pleased
Averagefairly
PEGEEN (VITAGRAPH) BESSIE LOVE (JAN. 18)
JAN
business one day." " I'layed this picture with tlic .\nita Stewart feature.
" Saccharine story on a Pollyanna theme." — M. P. News.
PHANTOM HONEYMOON (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST (OCT. 19).... OCT l
■ Human Desire,'" to big business for two days. This program made a gocxT
impression."
Plentii of miisleri/ and suspense hire." — M, P. \eus.
Consen.'<us
— Avcrayc
picture, arcrage puller."
MELODY, THE (UNIVERSAL) MONROE SALISBURY (JAN.
LIVE
SPARKS
(BRUNTON-HODKINSON)
J. WARREN KERRIGAN FEB. 7 PHANTOM
26)
JAN
" J. \t arre»i Kerrigan in variety picture."— M . P. Xews.
"Fantastic
story
of love and vengeance."
— M. P. News.
LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER, THE (J. PARKER REED. JR.,-HODKINSON)
JIM (SELZNICK)
OWEN MOORE
EE.
LOUISE GLAUM (DEC. 14)
DEC. 20 PICCADILLY
" IJ ntert(GOLDWYN)
a in iiirj liglit romrdii
from
popular story." — J/. P. News.
•■A stirriny meloUruntu that trill register." — M. P. Aeit*.
PINTO
MABEL
NORMAND
PEI
Exhibitor Comment — " This feature knocked them off their seats and went over
" Mabel GET
Sormand
is amusing
as a two-gun
— If. (OCT.
P. News.13)
MARRIED
(METRO)
VIOLA girl."
DANA
OCT S
with a 16)
BANG ! It's some picture. Extra big business three days."
(NOV.
NOV. a PLEASE
■' nets off \ iiila Dana's personality." — M. P. Nen s.
" (J 00(1 draiimtic production slmuld satisfy-" — A/. I'- ^etrs.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Dana
well
liked:
her
work
In
tbls
great.
Extra
big
bii
Exhibitor Comment — "This picture Is a knockout and did extraordinary business two days." " A fair picture to average business." " Star well liked a
ness
for
one
day."
LORD AND LADY ALGY (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE (OCT. 5)
OCT. 11
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
•' Aristoeratic story of blue bloods and horses." — M. P. A eics.
drew well."
POINTING
FINGER. THE (UNIVERSAL) MARV MACLAREN (DEC. 1)..DEC
Exhibitor Comment — " I'leasant screen entertainment. Well produced ; uo fault
'May pli asc
llic Macl.arcn
admirers.
P. Neivs.business one day."
to find." " Better than we expected. Average business." " Not as good as
Kxhii)itor
Conmient
— " A good
picture" — toM. average
previous
Tom
Moore
productions.
Big
business
one
day,
average
one
"
POISON
PEN.
THE
(WORLD)
JUNE
ELVIDGE
(NOV. 16)
NOV l
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
" Novel characterization in I.'lvidae's latest.'' — .)/. P. Neirs.
LORD LOVES THE IRISH, THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WARREN
(PICKFORD-UNITED
ARTISTS)
MARY PICKFORD
KERRIGAN
DEC. 27 POLLYANNA
(JAN. 18)
JAN «
•• Alelodraiiia and humor in this Kerrigan film." — 21. P. Aeits.
" The supreme effort of true artints." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
good
feature
to
average
business
two
days."
POOR
RELATIONS
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
ZASU
PITTS
(OCT.
26)
NO^
LOST MONEY (FOX) MADLAINE TRAVERSE (DEC. 7)
DEC. 13
16)
;
N0\
'• This photoplay uill undoubtedly satisfy." — M. P. Aei< ».
" Carries a feir entertaining moments." — J/. P. News.
Exiiibitor Comment — " A fair picture to average business two days." " Good
Exhibitor romment — " My jiatrons like Za Su Pitts very much. Good buslLpicture to average business one day."
Consensus — •• Plcaiing picture. Average puller."
PRINCE
ANDdav."
BETTY. THE (JESSE HAMPTON-PATHE) WILLIAM DESfor one
LOST PRINCESS, THE (FOX) RAY-FAIR (OCT. 19)
NOV. 8
MOND (DEC. 21)
DEI «
'• May slightly amuse average audietiee." — M. I', .\etcs.
"
hesmond
iipwnis
overa pifit.'' —JAMES
M P. CORBBTT
Neirs.
Exhibitor Comment — " A line little picture but went over their heads. Subtitles
PRINCE OF AVENUE in Acowir
(UNIVERSAL)
(FEB. 21).... JAM T
full of modern wit that they could not appreciate. Average business." " Good
" James J. Corbett stars in political story." — M. P. News.
|ir(is;r;uii MAN.
picture. THE(Jood (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
business."
RED
HOT DOLLARS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
CHARLES RAY
LOTTERY
WALLACE REID
(DEC. 28)
JAl C
(OCT. 12)
OCT. 21
" Wholesome, entertaining comedy drama." — M. P. News.
'• Entertaining farce, lavithly mounted, h4U charm." — M. P. Netc*.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Played
this
feature
to
an
exceptionally
big
week,
due
holidays and drawing power of the star. The picture was very good andto Ei
Kxhlhitor Comment — " Everybody delighted with this pleasing picture. Iteld's
had fine support. IJlrection, photography, sets and titles were all excelle
best.
Extra
bin
business."
"
A
very
good
feature
which
was
well
liked
by
□ly patrons, doing extra big business the first day and big business the >ecoud
The story fell a little below the level of Ray pictures, but as a whole was f
day." " Very good and drew big crowds. Extra big business one day."
entertainment. Extra liig business all week." ' Fair only, for Ray.
CuiLi'inmin
— •• (loodAND
picture,
bio puller."
LOVE,
HONOR
? (MILLKR-HALLMARK)
HOLMES-CASSIDV
business — oneGood
day."picture, good puller."
Consensus
(OCT. 12)
OCT. IS SEOULAR
GIRL, A (SELZNICK-SELECT) ELSIE JANIS (NOV. •) NO 9
"
Pro7iounced
an
aterage
iirinjriim
picture.''
—
M.
P.
A'tc*.
'•
Suitable
for
the
Janis following." — M. P. News.
LOVES OF LETTY, THE (GOLDWYN) PAULINE FREDERICK
FEB. 21
Exhibitor Comment — " This is not a very good picture. Average to poor budn
■•Artificial picture of a irninun'-t iimijition." — .1/. P. lines.
LUCKCALE
OF GERALDINE LAIRD (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRIS- FEB. 14 RESPECTABLE
BY PROXY (BLACKTON-PATHE) SYLVIA BREAMER- FE
ROBERT GORDON
"Artistic production and aood interpretation lift storii." — if. P. News.
" Has some good points which should interest.'' — M. P. News.
OC V,
LUCK OF THE IRISH, THE (MAYFLOWER-REALART) SPECIAL CAST. FEB. 7 EIDER OF THE LAW (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (NOV. 3)
■' Harry Carey appears as a Tcj'ns ranger." — If. P. News.
"
Up
to
Divan's
usual
.standard."
—
M.
P.
News.
LURE OF AMBITION (FOX) THEDA BARA (NOV. 30)
NOV. 22 RIGHT
Exhibitor
Coriiment
—
"
.\
record
breaker.
Extra
h'is
business."
OF WAY, THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL
FE 14
"Feeble entertainment from old-fashioned theme." — M. P. Neirs.
" Rich TOphotoplaii
mniic (PATHE)
from this DOLORES
famous storii."
— M. P. Neirs.(NOV. 1«)....N0 S
Exhibitor Comment — " An average production to average business two day«."
RIGHT
LIE.
THE
CASSINBLLI
MALE
AND FEMALE
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPECIAL CAST
" .4 conventional sob sister story." — M. P. Newt.
(NOV. 16)
DEC. e
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture, but too long and draggy. Big busl'ie.'ss
" Lavish and spectacular production." — M. P. Neti s.
Exhiliitor OnmiiiPnt — Name against it : otherwise bie liii; business for a week."
ROUGE
AND RICHES (UNIVERSAL) MARY MACLAREN (JAN. 19).... JAl IS
MARKED MEN (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (DEC. 21)
DEC. 27
■• Dftfii liihl tail- hnikes oh. lous pii lure.'' — .1/. P Xrws.
"
J'/ii.x
is
a
miohtii
iiood
picture."
—
M.
P
Aevs
SACRED
FLAME (SCHOMER-ROSS) EMILY STEVENS (NOV. 9)
NO I
ME AND CAPTAIN KIDD (WORLD) EVELYN GREELEY (NOV. 3)
NOV. IS
■' fUrimatir inrnt in heart interest story." — .U. P. News.
" Pautiistii- story offers lioht entrrtnitinient." — M. P A ex .v
SACRED SILENCE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL (OCT. IS)
OC «
MIND THE PAINT GIRL (FIRST NATIONAL)
ANITA STEWART
■' Dramatic story of army life entertains." — if. P. News.
(NOV. 10)
DEC. 6
."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Average
business."
"
Pleased
very
much.
Big
baslne
vs
" titar's admirers should enthuse over this."—M. P. News.
" Ada pleasing picture to big business one day." ■ " A very good feature bn
Exhibitor
Comment
" Hig business
day to average
Stewart
did not get Good
the business.
It didpuller."
poor business for two days."
has a very
weak —character
in thisoneproduction.
Poor three."
to average" Anita
business
two
Consensus—-"
picture, aood
SAGE
BRUSHER,
THE
(HAMPTON-HODKINSON)
" l-tpririrpr Jirtinfiiinrrs this /' irnn/iprfiil jiietlirp " SPECIAL
V P \ewsCAST JA H
Consen-iu.1
days." — " Fair picture, nveraae puller."
MIRACLE OF LOVE, THE (PARAmOUNT-ARTCRAFT) COTTON-STANDHEARTS (SELZNICK-SELECT)
EUGENE
ING (NOV. 23) ;
:
JAN. 1 SEALED
'• Characterization
kills story interest." — M.
P News.O'BRIEN (NOV. 16)..IIC'tf
" Strong flavor of romance in picture." — M. P. Neirs.
Exhibitor Comment — "This is the most popular star that appeared here,
Exhibitor Commecl — " Tliis feature was a disappointment to mv patrons. Manv
should have used picture of lighter makeup for him." " This feature hag c
adverse
Poor business
business for
for nie
one for
week."
an
opinion O'Brien
should be
given tobetter
picture. comment.
It did average
one dav" My" patrons did not like this
I amordinary
afraid story,
he willandnotin bemypopular.
Robert Edeson
seemed
have storle
the r
MISFIT
EARL,
A (BETZWOOD-GOLDWYN)
LOUIS BENNISON
cipal part. Average business for one week." " .\ fair production to big I
(NOV. 16)
NOV. M
ness for one day." " A fair picture to average business two days."
" l.iiiii.t llriniis'in xrtins in a htniinroii'.- .■■■ttirii '' — 1/ P \rii-s
Consensus — " Averaae picture, iiood puller."
MODERN SALOME, A (HOPE-HAMPTON-METRO)
HOPE HAMPTON
SCARLET
DAYS (GRIFFITH-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAPT) SPECIAL CAST
(FEB. 1)
/.
JAN. 31
(NOV. 30)
HC t
" Sntisfird from all anoles" — ,1/. /' \eu\s
"Splendid melodrama of olden golden West. " — .1/. /'. yews.
MOONSHINE TRAIL. THE (BLACKTON-PATHE) SYLVIA BREAMER
EYbihitor
Comment—
"
This
picture
nleased
to
h\<i
husiness
for
one
week."
(OCT. 19)
NOV. 1 SCREAM IN THE NIGHT. A (SELECT) SPECIAL CAST (OCT. 5)
O'
" Will entertain in maun localities.'' — .1/. /', Seirs.
■' This picture stumps the rcviencr." — Jf. P. Neirs.
Exhibitor
Comment
Exliihitnr
Comment
—
"
\
ple:i«:ino'
picture
tn
.nverage
business."
—
"
This
is
a
very
nice only
picture
but
it
was
hit
by
coal
shortage
restrictions with the result that it did
average business for two days. Tt
SHARK,
THE fitrnishrv
(FOX) GEORGE
WALSH rnle,"
(JAN.— Af18).....
JA pleased all wlin saw it."
" .'^rr; sfnrif
Wal-<h n dramatic
_ P_ XewS.
MORE DEADLY THAN THE MALE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL
SHE
LOVES
AND
LIES
(SELECT)
NORMA
TALMADGE
JA
CLAYTON (DEC. 7)
DEC. 20
" F.nioiiable comedn drama with Norma Talmadae." — Jf. P. New*.
•■ I'.tliel Cluiitoii scores as polite vamitirc.'' — M. P. \eirs.
SHOULD
A
HUSBAND
FORGIVE?
(FOX)
MIRIAM
COOPER
(NOV.
9)..H«
Exhibitor Comment — "Played this one with the Universal feature 'The ruiiiiiiig
" Conalomeration of plots looks like a serial."— M. P. ^ens.
Finger.'
starring
Maryd.U'.''
MacLaren. It was a verv good program and did cxir;!
Exliiliitnr Comment — ■ The best picture of Fox's for big productions. Stor
bic
busiiies*;
for one
verv interest iiiL' : biwiDPv.* onlv fnir rlir^o d.sv«."
SHOULD
A WOMAN TELL (METRO-SCREEN CLASSIC) ALICE LAKE
MY GORDON
HUSBAND'S
OTHER
WIFE
(BLACKTON-PATHE
BREAMER
);
(JAN. 4)
DEC 27
J•' Siili^lilitld I, fir, hi. I ,t I. ■<■)■//((? thrync" 1/ /' Vri. v
'■ (DEC.
V/,,,- „„,/20)
,;,>-r< •■>'' :.:' tii'-e,.rrr" — U p \pu-s.
MYSTERY OF THE YELLOW ROOM, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST
SKY
EYE
(STATE
RIGHTS—
SOL
LESSER)
SPECIAL
CAST
(JAN.
4)....JA
V
(OCT. 19)
NOV. 1
" Thrillinn melodrama in mid-air."- — .^[. P. News.
" A hscirhiil'l }>iiisfrril )n > Imlra l)la drfnrs sfitlltirn) " 1/ /' V/
SLAVES
OF
PRIDE
(VITAGRAPH)
ALICE
JOYCE
JJ
'
NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH (HOLMES-METRO) TAYLOR HOLMES
"Alice Joyce has familiar story of marital conflict." — M. P. News.
(DEC. 27)
JAN. 24
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture. .Xlice Joyce is going strong here. ?
" Nothinn irotidfrfnl . hut mill entertain " — .1/ P \pins
business three days." " The star pleased, but the balance of the cast s©fi
OPEN DOOR, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
JOHN WADE-SAM RYAN
rather weak and "needs some comedy introduced to relieve it. .\verage b
(OCT. 12)
OCT. 2J
"?<Orrlty
Quite apart
general
M. P.
\ews, "
Ponsrnsiis
Pleasing picture, aood puller."
ness one— day."
Rxhihitrir CninmPnt— "from
\ t)onr
nlr+nrnrun."
t" —nonr
biioinoss
SMOULDERING
EMBERS (KEENAN-PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (FEB.
OTHER
MEN'S
SHOES
(EDGAR
LEWIS-PATHE)
CRAUFORD
KENT
29)
F
(FEB. 1)
JAN. 24
■
I'hnriietrr
studii
is colored hu Keenan's art and personalitv." — -V. P. New ,
"Craii ford Kent seen in dual role " — M P Keirs
OF PARIS (FOX) mADLAINE TRAVERSE (OCT. 12)
0 t»
OUT YONDER (SELZNICK) OLIVE THOMAS (DEC. 21)
JAN. 3 SNARES
• I tiiiiiciil Mndlainc Trarcrse pietiire." — M. P. Nen-s,
" Excellent entertainment for majority." — M. P. \eirs
Exhibitor Comment — "An average picture to average business two days."
Box Office Reports continued on page 2184
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END"
RIVER'S
"THE
(NEILAN-FIRST NATIONAL)
Rich Production

Given

Vivid Northwest

"SHOD
Story

William

Russell Has

WITH
(FOX)

FIRE"

Fairly Interesting Offering

k ^ ARSllALL NEll.A.NS lirst iiulepcii'leiil prodiulion, "The
\/\
River's End," looms up as a very satis.rying olVcring. in
.^A fact the producer iias revealed the artistry ol" his "Daddy
dig Legs'" and " Rebecca ol' Sunny brook Parui," so much of his
tvn personality has he incorporated into tiie work. The subject is
r removed in i)lot and cliaracterizat ion from tliese olVerings and
i»e8 to pro\e that Mr. >«eilan is etjualiy at home in niclo(h-ama as
i tales of heart interest and sentiment.
To sum up tlie achieveenl we w ould say that there isn't a flaw in the production.
The vitality and vividness of this story of the .Northwest and the
ounted Police are brought out emphatically and these factors are
•alized through a fliread of mystery, colorful ciiaracteri/.ation. a
IcaBant vein of romance and some of the most picturesque phopgraphy that has ever been flashed on the screen. '! he doidile
uposure work is highly connnendable and so admirably conceived
jiat even an expert cannot detect it. Mr. Aeilan has cov«'red well
'le. flaws of the story. One overlooks the unreality of the dual
[de. In fact it appears actually lifelike, so genuine is the interpreItion of Mr. Stone and his guidance by tlie director.
The formula is an overworked one on tlie screen, but it is lirought
iirward with such a wealth of incident and detail that the obvious-

other
star's its
tlie upon
renmved
Western
THIS
roentirely
almost from
ilepcnds
in that isitquite
releasespictiir*recent
nt
element
of
for success. Action, the vital ingredie
mantic
Mr. Russell's screen essays, is not so dominant here and only makes
a belated appearance at tlie climax. The theme comes very close
lo the domestic triangle jiatterns since it presents the husband, the
wife and the lover. liul it is dillerent in the sense that the latter

THE CAST
hn Keith
Lewis Stone
erwent Conniston Lewis Stone
ary Josephine
Marjorie Daw
iriam Kirkstone
Jane Novak
cDowell
J. Barney Sherry
idge
Kirkstone
George
tter Kirkstone
CharlesNichols
West
4an Tung
Yami Mata
By James Oliver Curwood.
Directed by MarshcUl Neilan.

THE C.A.ST
Bruce Bayard
William Russell
Ann Lytton
Helen Ferguson
Nora Brewster
Betty Schade
Ned Lytton
Robert Cain
Benny Lynch
George Stewart
The parson
Nelson McDowell
Tommy Clary
Jack Connolly
By Haroldby Titus.
Scenario
J. Anthony Roach.
Directed by Emmett J. Flynn.

PRESS ISOTICE^-STORV
I Marshall Neilan's production of James
• liver Garwood's story of the Northwest
ad the Mounted Police, " The River's
'nd," will be shown at the
theatre
pginning
This is a vivid and vital
le
told
in
the
author's
best
style
and
it is
aosually
strongand in romance.
the elementsMr.of advenre, conflict
Neilan
IISihren it a production which brings out
I its points of interest. The interpreta;jn has been intrusted to the capable
cwis Stone, Jane Novak, Marjorie Daw,
Barneylives Sherry
and others.
The story
rearound Derwent
Conniston
of the
orthwest Mounted Police, who is coramis|Oned to capture John Keith, wanted in
;dmonton for murder. In taking the ac|ised man back to civilization he succumbs
\ illness. Keith, instead of taking advan;ge of his opportunity to escape, elects to
lay and help the sick man. So a warm
lendihip springs up between the two men.
I Realizing that death is approaching, Conston, now convinced of Keith's innocence,
( recti the latter to return to headquarters
ipenonating him. When he reaches camp
: discovers that the commanding officer is
love with the daughter of the murdered
an. Complications ensue when a Chinaan would intrigue the girl to marry him.
It Keith puts an end to his scheme. Evenally he leaves to find peace and comfort
the end of the Saskatchewan, and Conn;sn's sister, Mary Josephine, who has come
'est
to masquerader.
find her brother,
she
»«• the
She learns
makes that
her way
the
river's
end
ahead
of
Keith
and
upon
s amyal their happiness is made complete,
oe action of the story is dramatic throughit and the theme is an entirely appealing

PRESS NOTICE- STORY
" Shod With Fire," a romantic love story
of the West, presented by William Fox,
starring William Russell, will open an engagement at week.
the In thistheatre
onlife on
of
tale of
the plain it is said, the star surpasses himself in forceful acting and daring horsemanship. The story is an adaptation of Harold
Titus' " Bruce of Circle A," the scenario being done by J. Anthony Roach. Emmett J.
Flynn is the director. The play treats of a
woman's
fight and
for the
a worthlessbrave
husband
of theregeneration
unselfish de-of
votion of a brave man. Bruce Bayard, a
ranchman, takes Ned Lytton to his home to
regenerate him for the sake of his wife, Ann.
Ned, incidentally, is a drunkard and it is
Bruce's object
to make
a man
him.
Everything
is working
out for
the bestof when
the patient suspects the ranchman of being
his
punish heherhashe stolen
takes
her wife's
to his lover.
mine — And
a mineto which
from Benny
Bruce to has
warned
Ann notLynch's
to allowfather.
her husband
go
near
is vengeful.
But when
he
returnsit for
to Benny
the ranch
he discovers
that the
Lyttons have gone. He follows in oursuit
too late, however, to save the life of Ned who
is killed by Lynch. And Ann turns to the
ranchman for solace. This story is one of
intensely dramatic interest, and reveals a
variety of absorbing situations. It is said to
be one of the most wholesome and appealing pictures in which Mr. Russell has ever
appeared. The siar is assisted by Helen
Ferguson, Betty Schade, Robert Cain,
George Stewart and others.

does not usurp the former's place in the afi"ection8 of the woman
through any desire of his own. Rather does he go out of his way
to make the lives of the mismated couple completely harmonious.
And for the purposes of tlie story he is unsuccessful.
" Shod With Fire " is about the most sentimental photoplay that
the star ever had. Naturally he has a most sympathetic role, .\fter
witnessing him in some fast moving pieces which embodied plentiful thrills and a sustaining note of mystery, it is somewhat of a letdown to find him in .■^ueh stereotyped subjects as his latest offering.
The highlights of this picture are contained in the denouement
when pistols are flashed and bullets speed home and in the work
of a highly intelligent horse.
The finale reveals the villainous husband out of the way, though
ness iseliminated.
Space forbids detailing the plot, but rest assured his wife turns to the hero too quickly after his death to make her
^lat love and hate, intrigue and conflict, romance and sentiment
o fully established. The continuity is clear and the action carries action truthful. The action is easy to anticipate and those who
look for a bang-up Western are sure to be disappointed. However
- quota of suspense. Mr. Stone's graphic portrayal is a delight,
me ISovak, Marjorie Daw, Barney Sherry and Yami Mata are its romance, atmo>'phere and simple heroics will suffice to please
thers who lend vitality to the picture. — Lenglli, 6 reels. — Released the average picturegoer. Helen Ferguson is the woman in the case
and Robert Cain, the villain. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
irough First National. — Laurence Rvid.

PROGRAM READER
■ouncing
inager
takes great
the appearance
of thepleasure
Marshallin
cilan production, " The River's End," at
* :— theatre next
. This is an
laptation
JamesandOliver
Curwood's
story
ths same ofname
it deals
with a mem:r oi the Northwest Mounted Police and a
an who masquerades in the uniform of the
ficer. It is one of the most vital and vivid
les of the Northwest that has ever been
ritten. and, adapted to the screen, its viuty and vividness are excellently empha^ed. It is a story which embodies fast

Melodrama is the keynote of Marshall
Neilan's " The River's
tributed by FirstEnd,"
Nationalto be dismoving action which is told in scenes of
powerful sequence. And punctuating it is a
fascinating romance. We feel sure that your
attendance
this photoplay
compensated in theat wealth
of actionwillandbe suspense.
The picture
is
played
by
a
cast
that inLewis Stone, Jane Novak, Marjorie
Daw andcludesothers.
SUGGESTIONS
Here is a Marshall Neilan production.
So it would be well to bring his name into
prominence in all your advertising. What
of the author? Surely your patrons are
familiar with his works. So give him good
space
Tell that
"Thecleverest
River's
End " inheyour
has copy.
fashioned
one ofin the
stories of the Northwest ever conceived.
Tell that it is a powerfully dramatic tale of
the Northwest Mounted Police and that it
unfolds action of the swiftest kind. Feature it as a romance of adventure. Bill it
as a love story of the Northwest — of a country where only the most fitting survive. Play
up the fact that the author wrote " Back to
God'sNovak
Country."
Tell that
Jane
and Marjorie
Daw Lewis
appear Stone,
in the
cast. Your patrons are familiar with their
names. And use stills and dress your lobby
accordingly to suggest the atmosphere. Your
artist can
employ ina featuring
good colorful
ground for posters
the hero.back-

PROGRAM RE.\DER
Here is a William Russell picture. And
you know what that means. First of all let
us remind you that the star is a universal
favorite everywhere — that he stands a symbol
of the West — a daring, resourceful and capable actor. His latest photoplay is " Shod
With Fire," written by Harold Titus and
inspired
by Bayard
poem, appealing,
" Bedouin
Love Song."
It isTaylor's
a wholesome,
and
dramatic
subject
this
"
Shod
With
It presents the wild, free life of the Fire."
plains
and is alive with action and tense situations.
You willtempts see
the
picture
of
a
wife
who
to reclaim her husband and who at-is
aided by a man who faces danger and death

because of his love for her. A stallion
" shod with fire " plays an important part
in the drama and Mr. Russell again shows
his ability. A delightful vein of comedy is
woven into the story — a story which appeals
to people of all ages. At this theatre soon.
SUGGESTIONS
Exploit this picture as a love song of the
plains. Bring out that it is one of the most
wholesome
stories
liam Russelland
everappealing
interpreted.
Youthat
can Wiluse
Bayard Taylor's poem, " Bedouin Love
Song " about
stallion
" shod withat fire
for
teasers.
This a can
be obtained
the " Fox
exchanpes where it is incorporated in the
press sheets. Tell that it is a fast-moving
picture of Western life — that it is romantic
and dramatic.
Play upin all
theyour
title.advertising.
It is attractive. Use posters
If you want to go in for atmosphere you can
employ a good rider attired in cowboy
costume and have him r'de through the
principal streets. Make sure that he has a
fast horse. And feature this stunt. Bring
out
the rider
is on aa horse
shod with
fire "that You
can have
reader " recite
the
Taylor poem too. Use him in a prologue.
CATCH LINES
A romantic love story of the plains. That
is " Shod with Fire," the William Russell
picture which comes to the
A great offering. Don't miss it.
Do you love horses? Do vou love the
wild, free life of the plains? If so you will
be interested in a swiftly moving photoplay.
S>e •• Shod With Fire " with William Russell as the star.
He loved the wife of another man but his
sincerity led him to regenerate her husband.
What
"Shod With Fire."
Williamhappened?
Russell is See
the star.
" The Little Sliepherd of
(Continued from page 2181)
Come "
Kingdom
CATCH LINES
Against
— Father
Againstto
SonBrother
— that was
what Brother
the Civil
War meant
the people of Kentucky.
Chad was
" wood's
colt,"Warso the
taine rs said —a but
the Civil
wipedmounout
the great barrier of caste and he won the
girl
his blood
choice Kentuckians.
even if she was descended
from ofblue
be along
man barrelled
now," saidrifle" Chad,"
and" I've
then gotwithto his
he ran
away and became the " Little Shepherd of
Kingdom Come."

Motion
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PLAN BOOK
SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. 9)
NOV. U
•■ tsure fire at bux-office end as entertainment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Ran this production a week with raised prices and it did
extraMANIAC.
well." THE (FOX) TOM MIX (OCT. 19)
■PEED
OCT, 4
•■ Topsy-turvy story offers mild entertainment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Plenty of speed in this picture. Big business one day,
average two days." " This one of the best pictures Mix has ever done. I
played It one day to big business and it satisfied my patrons."
Conserisus — " Oood picture, good puller."
SPITE BRIDE, THE (SELZNICK-SELECT) OLIVE THOMAS (SEPT. 21).. OCT. 4
'■ A very (jood Ulire Thomas picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is a good feature, but It played to only average
STEELbusiness."
KING, THE (WORLD)
JUNE ELVIDGE-MONTAGU LOVE
(NOV. 24)
DEC. C
" Will suti.yf(ictorily entertain yenerally." — M. P. News.
" Pleased CONFIDENTIAL
: star has fair drawing
power. Average
one day."
STRICTLY
(GOLDWYN)
MADGE business
KENNEDY
(OCT.
19)
OCT. 18
" Madge Kennedy has a charming role in unique comedy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor business." " Pleased. Big business." " Star liked,
but picture rather mediocre." " Average business one day."
Consensus — " Pleasing picture, good puller."
STRONGER THAN DEATH
(SCREEN CLASSIC-METRO) NAZIMOVA
(JAN. 18)
JAN. 24
"
Xazimora's
rare
art
capitalizes
again."
— M. P. News.
STRONGEST, THE (FOX) SPECIAL
CAST
FEB. 21
" Clemenceau's name may carry this picture by." — AI. P. News.
TEETH OP THE TIGER (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPECIAL CAST
(NOV. 2)
DEC. 20
" A high class mystery story with thrills." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Commentstories
— " A ever
very shown
good picture
average Photography
business." "and
One settings
of the
best detective
on the toscreen.
extra good, and too much cannot be said In favor of direction. Business not up
to standard due to name of production, although business Increased throughout
week." " This Is a very good production. My patrons were pleased and it did
big business for four days."
Consensus (FOX)
— " OoodGLADYS
picture, BROCKWELL
good puller." (DEC. 7)
THIEVES
NOV. 8
" Gladys Brockwell stars in crook melodrama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
— "type
Theythatliked
the to
star,
Brockwell,
herea and
this
productionComment
was the
seemed
fit Gladys
her I played
It with
Sunshine
Comedy, ' School House Scandal,' and it certainly was a crackerjack program.
Extra big business one day to big business two days." " Good production of
old crook theme but star appeared to be rather weak. Poor business."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
THIRD GENERATION, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL CAST (JAN.
24)
JAN. SI
" Fairly interesting picture on a domestic theme." — M. P. News.
$30,000 (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WARREN KERRIGAN
FEB. 21
->THUNDERBOLT,
■• Krtrinan in tvvicnl
melodramatic
romance."KATHERINE
— M. P. 'Srws.MACDONALD
THE (FIRST
NATIONAL)
(NOV. 23)
NOV. 22
" Poicerjul strokes in this vital drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture is well directed but the story is much overdrawn. Katherine MacDonald does not draw well here. Average to poor busitwo davs." (FOX) ALBERT RAY-ELINOR FAIR (DEC. 28) JAN. 10
TIN PAN nessALLEY
" License taken with truth in this sentimental tale." — M. P. News.
TOBY'S BOW (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE (DEC. 20)
DEC. 27
" A very entertaining photoplay." — M. P. Neirs.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just an ordinary feature. The story appeared to be
rather weak. Average business." " A good picture to average business one
day." — Average picture, average puller."
Consensus
TONG MAN, THE (HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE)
SESSUE HAYAKAWA (DEC. 14)
DEC. 20
" Huyakaira in different role that scores." — M. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment — " The best feature this star has appeared in. Patrons well
pleased and played it to big business for seven days." " My patrons do not like
this star. Average business four days."
Consensus — " Good picture, nood puller "
TREE OF KNOWLEDGE,
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT
WARWICK (JAN. 11)
JAN. 24
" Kathryn Williams runs away with the show." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
— "including
IMayfd this
pictureWilliams
for oneandweekWanda
to better
business.Comment
The cast
Kathlyn
Hawleythanare average
strong
factors
in
getting
the
picture
over,
even
though
Warwick's
acting
is above
his
usual picture standard. The story while not unusual is carried along
by the
stars and satisfied my patrons. Photography, direction and settings are all
That can hp ripsired."
TREMBLING HOUR, THE (UNIVERSAL) KENNETH HARLAN-HELBN
EDDY (OCT. 26)
NOV. 1
" Well knit drama of crooks and mystery." — if. P. Neirs.
Exhibitor Comment — " A pleasing picture to extra big business one day." " A
very good picture. Extra big business." " Average picture to poor business
two days."
Consensus
— " Good picture, good puller."
TRIFLERS, THE (UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS (JAN. 12)
JAN. 17
"Exhiliitiir
Will afford
very
pleasing
entertainment."
—
M.
P.
News
romnipnt — " .■Vveniirp biisinps one d.Tv."
TURNING THE TABLES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY GISH
(NOV. 16)
NOV. IS
" Farce will agreeably entertain majority." — M. P. Neu's.
Exhibitorness all Comment
— ".\rbuck!e
A very comedy
good picture, big business two days." " Big busiConsensus
—week
"Goodwithnieture,
iinnd puller"on program."
TWELVE-TEN (REPUBLIC) MARIE DORO (DEC. 14)
JAN. S
" Hein ii ilramn irith a niiistprii rleinent" — ^f p Veirs
tSK »«)
HOURS LEAVE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MACLEAN-MAY (NOV. NOV. 8
" liest comedy offering of the season." — M. P. News.
ExhibitorrunComment
business We
all bring
week with
increasing
during
In spite— of" Extra
adversebigweather.
It backattendance
for another
week."
" Excellent picture, good action and comedy. Big business two days, average
one." " A very good picture, pleased my patrons. Big business three days."
" Twoeasily
newsappreciated
stars made byquite
hit in this
popularwithstory.
Comedv
was clean
and
all. aEveryone
delighted
picture
that drew
more
business every night and week finished strong, as people started to talk
about It." " A phenomenal feature which did phenomenal business for me
and pleased my patrons. I played It one week to extra big business every day."
Consensus
— " Exeellent
bin puller."(SEPT. 28)
TWIN
PAWNS
(PATHE) picture,
MAE MURRAY
OCT. 11
" This irill lie fjeneralhi arrenfable." — Af P Theirs
UNDER SUSPICION (UNIVERSAL) ORA CAREW (NOV. 23)
NOV. 22
^' Will ftlen fjny)tht entertain neneralhl " — Af. P Xen-s.
UNDERCURRENT, THE (SELECT) GUY EMPEY (NOV. 23)
NOV. 29
"Patriotic note may carry this picture by." — M. P. Neirs.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture of that type. Did not draw. Poor business
two davs."LUCK (FOX) RAY-PAIR (NOV. 16)
VAGABOND
NOV. 29

BRAND

Picture

Plan
STAR

New

Book
PLAN BOOl

RELEASED

TURE interest and atmosphere here." — M. P. News.
PIC
" Heart
Exhibitor
— " HadIt heard
got but
It anda pleasing
put it over
days to Comment
big business.
is not ofa this
big picture,
production
one forandthree
my
patrons
went
away
satisfied."
VALLEY OF
TOMORROW,
THE
(AMERICAN-PATHE)
WILLIAM
RUSSELL (JAN. 11)
JAN. I
" William Russell
in story ofTHE
vengeance
and love." —ALICE
M. P. News.
VENGEANCE
OP DURAND.
(VITAGRAPH)
JOYCE
NOV. I
•• Good suspensive dramatic photoplay." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment — " good,
Extra star
good.br iic-i'
Extrathan
big her
to biglastbusiness
two days."
" Storyto
weak, photography
two releases.
Average
poor
business
all
week."
"
My
patrons
liked
the
star
and
they
liked
the
It certainly was a great production and shows careful preparation. Big story.
bnrtness
two— days
average oood
one." puller."
Consensus
" Goodto picture,
VICTORY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST (NOV. SO) DEC
"An absorbing lieovy calibre drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Cojai -nt — " Excellent, superb cast. Story well pictured though crewsome, ncrjiV 'ess It holds Interest. The g^ewsome part is well and dellcatelj
handled."
splendid for
picture
which but
was many
well of
accepted
by male It.attendance.
It was rather" A grewsome
the ladies
them enjoyed
It has a
wonderful story, well cast, good photography and splendidly directed. Big
business
one week."
" This Is Ita did
good big
feature
with foran meexcellent
cast
whicheveryhelddaymyforaudience
throughout.
business
every
day or one week." " Very disappointing. Big business."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
VIRTUOUS VAMP, A (FIRST NATIONAL)
CONSTANCE TALMADGB
(NOV. 16)
NOV. t
"Best Constance Talmadge picture to date." — M. P. yews.
Exhibitor Comment
'" Extra big business for
a week. .KMAY
splendidALLISON
picture."
WALK-OFFS,
THE — (METRO-SCREEN
CLASSICS)
(JAN. 25)
FEB.
"Praiseworthy effort to make something of poor ideas." — il. P. y,ews.
WANTED, A HUSBAND
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
BILLIE BURKE
(DEC. 28)
DEC »
" Reiiisters as liii/hlu amusina einntdy." — 3f. P. News.
WATER, WATER, EVERYWHERE (GOLDWYN)
FEB. 1
" Will Pollers males this p'cture v orth while." — M. P. News.
WEB OF CHANCE, THE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND (DEC. 21)
DEC. t
■' Nothing here to cause you worry." — .1/. P. Sens.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not up to her usual standard. Attempted comedy in
not amusing.
business one day."
WEB subtitles
OP DECEIT,
THE Poor
(CAREW-PATHE)
DOLORES CASSINELLI
(JAN.dual18)
JAN. 1
"The
role seen aoain." — M. P. l\eirs.
WHAT EVERY WOMAN LEARNS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ENID
BENNETT (NOV. 9)
NOV.
" Picturization of an average drama." — il. P. Neics.
EJxhibitor Comment — " A verv good picture. Extra big business." " A dandy
picture.
Extra butbig every
to bigonebusiness
days." " ThisIt Isheld
a little
heavyas for
Enid Bennett,
enjoyedthree
it considerably.
up well
ac
average picture. Average business two days." " A good feature which did
big business
for me forpicture,
one day."
Consensus
— " Excellent
big puller."
WHAT'S
YOUR
HUSBAND
DOING (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
MACLEAN-MAY (NOV. 23)
NOV. 2
"Exhibitor
Cajttii iitinii
farce —renisters
hioh only
class."Monday
— if. P.this
"Sews.
Comment
"Although
picture Is sure of a clean-np
on the week. Opened Sunday to nearly $300 more business than any other
single day's business in the history of the house. These stars have been
' here and
this one
a sore "bet.SPECIAL
with the people
boosting2)...
it." >CT. t
WHEN' made
BEARCAT
WENT
DRY is (WORLD)
CAST (NOV.
•' S}l>oulil rei/i.yter bio irith majoritu." — If. P. Sews.
Exhibitor Comment — " .\ fairly good picture. Big business two days."
^'leased ;
big business
two days."
Consensus
— " Pleasing
picture, good puller."
WHEN THE CLOUDS ROLL BY (UNITED ARTISTS) DOUGLA /AIRBANKS (DEC. 20)
JAN. 1
" Kure fire winner with any audience." — M. P. Aeics.
Exhibitor Comment — " The fastest, funniest picture the star ever made. Better
than his last one and has more action packed into it than any other film of
Its size.
Fairbanks
his best
that's goingthatsome.
Broke allall Inhouse
records
for
business.
Flood atscene
was and
a masterpiece
put them
the shade.
" A splendid feature which pleased my patrons. I played it for one week and it
did big business for me every day."
" Had this picture booked for three days
but business took such a drop the first two days that I took it off the third.
" Personal opinion Is that this Is one
days."
two
business
poor
to
Average
of the best Fairbanks pictures released in a long time, although star is not as
ending and makes
be. Picture has unsatisfactory
popular here as he should
the whole thing seem more or less Improbable. Of course anything can happen
in a Fairbanks
picture."
Consensus
— " fiplevdid
picture, good puller."
-ARTCRAFT) BRYANT WASH- OCT. I
WHY SMITH LEFT HOME (PARAMOUNT)
BURN (OCT.farce19
"Meritorious
amusingly entertaining.' — M. P. se''s.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business three days." " Pleased more patrons than
" Flayeo
three days.
In a year.
havetheshown
any picture
May
featuring
Little Person,
'The bigBigbusiness
feature.Extra
Universal
feature Iwith
this
it. _
liked
they
and
Snappy,
"
one day."
business fordraws
to extraThisbig star
Murray, picture.
two days.
big business
big. Extra big to „»«t
" A fine — Good picture, pondalways
Con.sensus
puller."
. T^AMA
VIOLA DANA
METRO)
CLASSIC—
TREE, THE (SCREEN
WILLOW
(JAN. 11)
V.;-,:.'-^-" .An orininal and fantastic tale of Japan." — M. P. Sews.
NOV.
(VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
WOMAN.
WINCHEST
■• PlfcinoERin sriite
of mui THE
h coiiieidenre " — .1/. P ^ rim
FARNUM (NOV. . 24)
WILLIAM
MORNING
OF THE
WINGS
" Farnum
followers
will like (FOX)
this one."
— M. P. Sews.
, ^ , DEC
„
below tne
far
is
picture
the
but
good
Exhibitor Comment—" The star is always
two days. It m
Fox standard, although It pleased. Big to average business
miss the opportunity to
my opinion that the man who passes this one up will
business last
big
extra
to
days
two
do good business. Big business first
two. We turned them away the last day."
) ,
ARTCRAFT
RAMOUNTWOMAN IN -THE SUITCASE, THE (INCE-PA
18
(JAN. every
BENNETT
AnENID
unusual
picture from
angle."— M. P.)
Sews.
/n,„,>Hr.n The '
and ^irection^ lie
Exhibitor Comment— " Good entertainment, photography
view. Pl»-^Pa
point ofbusiness
t average
entertainmen
from
acceptable
but
impossible,
story
day. » i
to
picture
good
A
"
nverase business."
one week— to
picture. «''''■<'.'''' P"''/Jl!'_ ... one nCT
"Pleasing
Consensus
OCT.Tl .
13),^irprti,.n
" Presents
an unsympathetic
role. —M. (OCT.
P. sews.
JUNE KLVIDGE
LIES. Ain (WORLD)
OP Elvidge
WOMAN
Exhibitor Comment-" Hood <^nt"tainment photography an^^ swKmBLANCHE SWEET
WOMAN OF PLEASURE. A (HAMPTON-PATHE)
Should 2
exploit as 6
a big production."—
hroueht •
)M. P. Sews.
(OCT.
The title and star tbrougnt
days.
Average business two
Exhibitor in.Comment—"
\ r.\
Big business three days.
but picture disappointing.
Ihpiii
Cnnseii.^us
— Average
picture.
appointing.
Poor business
one day." pi<??e»;'' urtircw PRTRRS
PETBKS .
HOUSE
(WORLD)V
LUCK •.•••.;--i;'
YOUR
KNOW
NEVER16)
YOU (NOV.
" Enttrtainina production, should satisfy. — 31. P. Sews.
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"BURNT
WINGS"
(UNIVERSAL)
A Good

Averase

Picture Which

IP ill Interest

' UST
an ordinary
program
feature.and That'?
we can say
this one.
It has its
love interest
dramaticall moments
whichof
( are strong enough to carry it through and not allow your audnee to become tired or bored before it is finished.
he story, which is from the pen of Bayard \ eiller, who became
liious some years ago, when he wrote " \\ ithin the Law " is taken
fmi his play The Primrose Path " and is rather interesting but
tire is nothing gripping to it. It is one of those stories which in
p :ureland might be termed " Just an ordinary- affair."
he cast which is headed hy Frank Mayo, Josephine Hill and
Bty Blythe is up to standar<l and mention must be made of
Riolph Christians, who did some good character work in the role
odames Cartwright. Photography, direction and sets are of the
Ural variety for a picture of this type.
I pretty country girl elopes and marries a young artist and is livit with him in Paris when circumstances, due to her husband's
i1ps8, compel her to seek money upon the streets. She obtains
tl money from a rich man. who, wlien the scenes are shifted to
til country becomes involved in a plot to separate husband and
w, in order that his daughter, who is infatuated with the artist
II) become his \vife. He is not successful in his schemes, however,
• the young husband hearing of his wife's sacrifice, decides in her
I. thus giving up wealth for the duty he owes her.— Length, 5
- — Frank Leonard.
THE CAST
rmpleton
Josephine Hill
^Pleton
Frank Mayo
i-artwright
Rudolph Christians
Betty Blythe
y"\by ••
Bayard Veiller. Beatrice Burnham
«nirio by Hal Hoadley.
•ected by Christy Cabanne.
PROGRAM READER
•^e which
latest will
Universal
featuretheatre
" Burnton
play this
' next , we have a picture that
deartto interest you because of the
appeal it contains. And
lesson showing how, for yearsit also
and
1 to be the present moment, young
an
led astray when in desperate
ances. But we are growing more
•■ed
us hopeof that
Jns every
pointeddayoutandin let
pictures
this
on will touch the hearts of many
-ive us the courage to " lend a hand of"
nering humanity is in distress A
Jung country girl elopes and marruggling young artist and is living
in Paris.
g man is notAlthough
successfultheyin are
his happy
work
gradually creeps in and they are
be evicted from their home by a
landlord when he, the landlord,
a •• way out," telling the young
•lat
no pretty girl should be without Scene from " Burnt Wings," the Universal
T Pans.
feature starring Frank Mayo
horrified at the thought, but in des<oes out on the street, meets a rich
obtains the money from him with Ned back to life. Her husband does rot
nurse her husband back to health, know from what source the money came, be■es now shift to America where the father. lieving his wife had secured it from her
ouple have gone. Here the young
Ned, now being able to return to work,
'S loved by a wealthy young woman,
ther IS anxious
so. meets with some measure of success,
to separate the mar- does
and
returns to America. His work in this
'le in order that his daughter may
e man she desires. The father goes country attracts the attention of a wealthy
art collector, who engages the young artist
oung wife
offers her money to to
ner husband and
paint his portrait at the suggestion of his
to his daughter
,
who has been very much impressed
ell )u. aoes It turn out? Let the picture daughter,
by Ned.
She falls in love with the young artist
and her father, anxious to gratify his daughPRESS NOTICE— STORY
wishes, and desiring toan have
Ned as a
:'nx Wings," Universalis latest attrac- futureter'sson-in-law,
estrangement
unng Frank Mayo, will appear at between the marriedcauses
couple.
•re on
Success now comes to Ned through the
next.
picture which
s strong heart patronage of the wealthy art collector,
<ind IS bound tocontain
through
whose machinations Ned and his
t those who
ve for this kind interes
of
wife have
drifted toapart,
other
has
ceased
care. each believing the
a pretty young countrystory,
who has
and married a struggling girl,
To
bring
matters
to a final issue. Cartartist,
is livT her husband in Paris. Althou
wright, the wealthy art collector, goes to
^ IS not wanting in their love, gh
Joan,
who
is
having
difficulty
her
tJCcess IS a rough one and leads theto living as a model, and offers inhermaking
money to
give
up
her
husband
to
his
daughter.
She
■gmatters
in despera
straighthe
ts husband
financia,llyis spurns the offer, and the husband, learning
worsete Ned.
of her sacrifice, decides to give up his
wealthy
■ysicia
ibes
rest
and
plenty
wholesnomeprescr
to
protect.admirer for the woman it is his duty
food as a necessity for
■lord
his now
conditiappear
on. A crafty scene
and cunand
SUGGESTIONS
eviction becausse onthetherent
is uniwever, he suggests a " way out,"
A
good
exploitation
angle on this feature
fan that
would be to play up the name of Bayard
' money in no
Paris,pretty girl need be Vieller,
who is the author of the story, which
is taken from his play, " The Primrose
ini' T
°fis finaUy
her at the thought. Path."
^'
A few years ago Mr. Vieller became
the very popular
Hkl desperati
^ on she
"^tets
a richdriven
man, tofrom
with theatre-goers by writing
I sne receives enough money to nurse " Within the Law."

PICCADILLY JIM
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: '"Flirty Flirts" (Melodious Rubato), Levy
1
—
"
Humorous
Drinking Character," by Roberts (2 minutes and 40 seconds),
until — S: At Screening.
2 — " May Dreams " (Moderato Romance), by Borch (1 minute and 10 seconds),
until — T: " Isn't it odd how one? "
3 — Continue to action (1 minute and S seconds), until — T: Piccadilly Jim's
stepmother.
4
■■ Intermezzo"
An —American
invasion.(Moderato), by Huerter (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T:
5
—
'■
Babillage
" (Entr'Acte), by Castillo (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T:
Though in time Piccadilly.
6 — Repeat: "Humorous Drinking To
Theme"
until — T: "Your chin,
action (50pp seconds),
or JJ.
7 — " Capricious
(Caprice
Intermezzo), by Borch (2 minutes and 20
seconds),
until — T: Annette
Bayliss." spiffed
or sober.
8 — " Valse Divine" (Mel. Waltz), by Rosey (3 minutes and 10 seconds), until —
T: "The Regent Grill, Jimmy."
910— — Theme
(1 minute
10 seconds), until
— T: "I bydon't
imagine(3 that
you."and
"Evening
Breeze"and (Characteristic
Allegretto),
Langey
minutes
5 seconds),
until — T: by"When
11 — "Intermezzo,"
Pierne meddling
(3 minutesfolks."
and S seconds), until — T: In America.
12
—
Theme
(1
minute
and
35
seconds),
until
— T: "Not
sir."
13
—
Continue
to
action
(2
minutes
and
40
seconds),
until —a T:newspaper
The Pettis."mansion
adores.
14 — " Lovelette " (1 minute and 40 seconds), unfil — T: "Gee, but you've got."
" Characteristic
Barcarole," by Conterno (2 minutes and SO seconds), until —
T :15A— quiet
Sunday morning.
16 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: The conspiracy against.
17 — " Impish Elves " (Intermezzo), by Borch (4 minutes and 5 seconds), until —
" Is Jimmy a fast worker?
18 — "Three Graces" (Allegro), by Herman (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until —
T : " Leave it to me."
19 — "Dramatic Recitative" (For intensive and heavy dramatic situations), by
Levy (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: " No, Wizzy, I'm going to."
20 — Theme (3 minutes), until — T: "I'm tired of being."
21 — " Love Song" (Moderato), by Puerner (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T:
" You damned yegg. Your."
22
and —30"Sinister
seconds), Theme"
until — T:(For
2 A.scenes
M. of impending danger), by Vely (2 minutes
23 — "onds),Dramatic
Agitato"
(For
general use), by Hough (1 minute and 50 secuntil — T: Shot is fired.
24 — "Fairy Phantoms" (Characteristic Int.), by Friedman (1 minute and 40
seconds), until — T: "There is Ogden, if."
25 — Theme ff (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "You are the man who
THE END
nearly."
" THE TOWER OF JEWELS "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: ''One Sweet Day*' (Valse Moderato Zemecnik
1 — Theme (1 minute), until — S: At Screening.
2
—
"
Heavy
T: Midnight inMysterioso
the library." (No. 1 A B C, Dramatic Series) (2 minutes), until —
3 — "Agitato
Hurry"
(No. 1 Aa philanthropist
B C, Dramatic(watch
Series)for (1whistle).
minute and 45 seconds), until — T: David Barton,
4 — "Plaintive" (No. 1 A B C, Dramatic Series) (2 minutes), until — T: "Don't
worry about Emily" (auto effects).
5 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " Why don't you send for? "
"Dramatic Tension," by Andino (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T:
The6 — test.
7 — "Love's Enchantment" (Moderato Intermezzo), by Varley (1 minute), until
— T : " This young lady is."
8 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: With the new day a fresh.
9 — " Elegie " (From Pathetic Suite) (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T:
' Yes, father, I know Emily."
10 — "Reverie" (From Pathetic Suite) (2 minutes), until — T: "No, Mother
11 — Theme (3 minutes), until — T: "Conscience bothering you?"
12 — ' Serenade Romantique " (Moderato Romance), by Borch (2 minutes and
30
seconds), until — T: "Mother Malone is with you."
Malone."
13 — 'Dramatic Andante," by Berge (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T:
" Princess,
the."
14 — Themeyou're
(2 minutes),
until — T: While David Barton (telephone bell).
15 — "Nocturne" (From Chopiniana Suite) (2 minutes), until — T: 'Wayne,
16—must
"comes
Serenata
Suite)to action).
(1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T:
you
have."
Night
again" (From
(piano Chopiniana
only according
17 — "onRomance"
Suite)to (2action).
minutes and 30 seconds), until — T:
While
her yacht (From
(piano Chopiniana
only according
18 — " Dramatic Tension," by Borch (2 minutes), until — T: " Mr. Barton knows."
19 — " Heavy
Desc. between
(No. 18 loyalty
A B Cto.Dramatic Series) (2 minutes and 15
seconds),
until — Dr.
T: Torn
20 — "Heavy Agitato" (No. 18 A B C, Dramatic Series) (1 minute and 30
seconds), until — T: "You ain't framin' the" (auto effects — electric doorbell). 30
21 — "Heavy
(No. 18 enters.
A B C, Dramatic Series) (1 minute and
seconds),
until — Andante"
S: When Captain
22 — 'enter
Dramatic
crooks
auto Agitato,"
(shots). by Minot (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: When
23 — "Constance" (Moderato Romance), by Golden (3 minutes and 20 seconds),
until — T: " It's a one way."
24 — "Mysterioso
leaves
with jewels. Agitato," by Smith (15 seconds), until — S: When Captain
END isn't a stranger."
25 — Theme (45 seconds), until — T:THE"Emily
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Release

All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects as w
as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
^yVIERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
Amg. 10 — This Hero Stuff (Wm. Rnssell)
July 27 — The Tiger Lily (Margariu Fisher)
July 13 — Yvonne from Paris (Mary Mile* Hinter)
'• FLYING A " SPECIALS
Mar. 15 — Dangerous Talent (Marguerita Fisher)
Feb. 15 — The Honev Bee (Marguerita Sylva)
Valley of Tomorrow (William Russell)
Jan. IS — Eve in Exile (Charlotte Walker)
Oct. 5— Six Feet Four (Wm. Russell)

S
S
5
6
6
6
7
6

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
The Desert Scorpion (Cobb-Johnson)
5
The Wolves of Wall Street (Cobb-Johnson) 6
Viligantes (Special Cast)
7
Fools'
(Mitchell (Coleraan-NeMoyer-Lee)
Lewis)
67
The LawGoldof Nature
SERIALS
The Lurking Peril (Anne Luther-Geo. Lurkin) IS episodes.
TheEpisodes.
Fatal Sign (Claire Anderson-Harry Carter); 15
Lightning
Western. Bryce (Ann Little-Jack Hoxie) ; IS-Episode
WESTERN DRAMAS
Blazed Trail (Lowell-Crossraan-Lawrence) 2
The Northwoods Dramas (Edgar Jones-Evelyn Brent).. 2
ONE AND TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Arrow (Eddie Boulden-Lillian Vera)
1
Hank Mann (Hank Mann)
1
Sunbeam (Fatty Filbert-Bert Tracey)
2
Hank Mann (Hank Mann-Madge Kirby)
2
AYWON FILM CORP.
Blind Love (Lucy Cotton)
Days of Daring (Tom Mix)
Persuasive Peggy (Peggy Hyland)
Eternal Penalty (Henry Kolker)
Roses and Thorns (Lenore Ulrich)
She Pays (Julia Dean-Louise Huff)
Justice (Cyril Scott)
The Guilty Woman (Marie Empress)
AdveReelnturcs
of Helen (Helen Holmes Serial ) 20 TwoEpisodes.

6
5
6
5
S
5
5
5

CHRISTIE FILM COMEDIES
(,At State Right Exchanges)
CHRISTIE TWO REELERS
Jan. — Save Me, Sadie (Eddie Bary)
2
Dec. — Go West Young Woman
Tincher) 2
Nov. — A Roman Scandal (Colleen(FayMoore
)
2
SINGLE REEL COMEDIES
Kidnapping Caroline
. l
Two A. M
;i
All Jazzed
" .1' 1
Settled
Out Up
of Court
Bobbv's Baby
.
i
GAYETY
COMEDIES
Silk Stockings (Geo. Ovey)
1
Rough on Rubes (Bletcher-Reynolds)
. . .1
Hip Hip Hypnotism (Geo. Ovey)
1
Parked
in
the
Park
(Bletcher-Reynolds)
.1
Good Morning, Nurse (Geo. Ovey)
1
Dry and
Thirsty
(Bletcher-Reynolds)
" "l1
Why
Cooks
Go Cuckoo
(Geo. Ovey)
Fireman, Save My Gal (Geo. Ovey)
1
Ladies Must Dance (Geo. Ovey)
'.. . 1
(Geo.Sacrifice
Ovey)
!.!!!!.'!!.' 1
ABounced
Saphead's
(Bletcher-Reynolds)
1
CANYON PICTURES CORP.
(Twelve Two-Reel Westerns Featuring Franklyn Farnum)
Twelfth, The Cowboy and the Rajah
2
Eleventh, Cupid's Roundup
2
Tenth, Brother
"Breezy" Bil
Bob
"'22
Ninth,
l
Eighth, When Pals Fall Out
!...'!!.". ^2
Seventh,
Fate
. '.'.'.22
Sixth, TheShackles
Puncherof and
the Pup
Fifth, The UphiU Climb
2
Fourth, Hell's
Vengeance
and
the Girl
'.2
Third,
Fury
Gord
on
...2.2
Second, The Two Doyles
First. The Desert Rat
. .2

COMMONWEALTH
PICTS. (Chicago)
SPANUTH'S VOD-A-VIL MOVIES
Billy Whiskers Butting Into the Movies
1
The Grand Finale (Pick Your Favorite Flower) 1
The Two Apolios (Nifty Acrobats)
1
Ines and Eddy (Pranks and Frolics in Juggling) 1
Edward Bard & Co. (Contortionists)
1
Why They Laugh in Vod-a-Vil
1
Style Show Review (Fashions from Queen Elizabeth
Down to To-day)
1
Paas Hawaiians (Unique Dancing Act)
1
Walter & Jennings (Equilibrists)
1
La Farra Sisters (Classical Dancers)
1
The Metropolitan Ice Ballet (Ten Skating Girls) 1
The Winners (Looping the Loop)
1
The Three Patriots (Military Dancing)
1
The Heynes (Novelty Pierotts)
1
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
(Through State Right and Educational Exch.)
Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement Released Once
Every Month Showing Leadmg Stars at Work and
Play
I

RED CROSS TRAVEL SERIES
Th( Relief of Poland
Constantinople, the Gateway of the Orient
America's Watch on the Rhine
Belgium, the Broken Kingdom
Marie, Queen of Rumania
Archangel, City of Snow
The Tiny Kingdom of Montenegro
BRUCE SCENICS
The Chilkat Cubs
Wanderiust
SPECIALS
The
a Volcano
The Why
Secondof Chance
War Spruce
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
The Forbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Young)
Silk Hiisbamls and Calico Wives (House Peters)
Eyi-i of ^ oiiih (Clara Kimball Young)

I
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
11
1
6
t,
7

PARAMOUNT-BURLINGHAM
.\'Dec.
0 ^ . 28 — Winter Sports at St, Moritz
Dec. 14 — Down the Strand in London
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
Dec. 21 — From a Piscatorial Angle
Dec. 7 — Memory Lane
23 — Sunshme and Shadows
9 — A Night in June
Nov.
Midst PeaceftJ
Scenes
,
Oct. 2612 —— Rai
nfr
ops
Oct.
Sept. 28 — When Nature Smiles
Sept. 14 — The Voice of Gladness
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Mar. 28— The Song Factory
Mar. 21 — Game Trails of the Southland.
Mar. 14 — Reclaiming the Everglades
Mar. 7 — Poppymg the Question
Feb. 29 — The Growth of the North American..
Feb. 22 — On the Job With Grandma
Feb. 15 — The Lure of Fashion
Feb. 8 — Museum Mysteries
Feb. 1— Famous Women in World's Work
Jan. 25 — Nature's Beauty Parlor
Jan. 18 — Reeling in the Big Ones
Jan. 11 — A Matter of Form
Jan. 4— The Dream Weavers
Dec. 28 — Camera Surf Studies
TRUEX AND OTHER COMEDIES
Mar. 28— Cleaning I p (AI. St John)
Dec. 2b — loo (jojd be True (truest Truexj
Dec. 14 — Speed (A' St. John)

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY EXCH.
I'AUAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT
Mar. — Easv to Get (Marguerite Clark)
4110
Mar.
My Lady's
(Tourneur Prod.)
4823
Mar. —— April
Folly Garter
(Cosmopolitan)
Mar. — Excuse My Dust (Wallace Reid)
4330
Mar. — Mary Ellen Comes to Town (Dorothy Gish)..4704
Mar. — Jack Straw (Robert Warwick)
4707
Mar. — His House in Order (Elsie Ferguson) 4942
Mar. —Alarm Clock Andy (Charles Ray)
4938
FILM MARKET, INC.
Feb. — Dangerous Hours (Ince)
5771
Feb. — Young Mrs. Winthrop (Ethel Clayton) 4707
(At State Rights Exchanges)
Feb. — Huckelberry Finn (Special)
7186
The House Without Children
Feb. — The Amateur Wife (Irene Castle)
The
City of Purple Dreams
Feb. —Black is White (Dorothy Dalton)
5562
Who Shall Take My Life?
Feb. — Mary's Ankle (MacLean-May)
4660
Zongar,
the Dare
Devil of Romance
Feb. — On With the Dance (Special)
6483
The Natural
Law
Feb. — The Six Best Cellars (Bryant Washburn) 4822
The Grain of Dust
Feb. — All of a Sudden Peggy (Marguerite Clark) .. .4448
The Lust of the Ages
Feb. — Double Speed Wallace Reid)
4144
Has a Man the Right to Kill?
Beware of Strangers
Jan. — The Copperhead (Lionel Barrymore) 6351
Persuasive
Peggy
Jan.
—
What's
Your
Husband
Doing?
(MacLean-May)4692
Jan. The Tree of Knowledge (Robert Warwick) ... .4940
The Spoilers
Jan. — The Thirteenth Commandment (Ethel Clay- ton) 4721 The Ne'er Do Well
The Garlen of Allah
,t^|
Jan. — Too Much Johnson (Bryant Washburn 4431
Jan. —The Woman in the Suit Case (Enid Bennett). 5410
Dec. — Every woman (Special Cast)
6854
FILM SPECL4LS
Dec. — Red Hot Dollars (Charles Ray)
4847
Dec. — Wanted — A Husband (Billie Burke) 4596
JOLLY COMEDIES
Dec. — Hawthorne of the U. S. A. (Wallace Reid)... 4850
Feb. 23— Girls Will be Girls (Leo WhUte)
Dec. — A Girl Named Mary (Marguerite Clark) 4729
Feb. 16 — Pardon Me (Gertrude Selby)
Dec. — His Wife's Friend (Dorothy Dalton) 5612
Feb.
Selby)
Dec. — Behind the Door (Bosworth Ince Prod.) 5969
Feb. 92—— Hubby's
The CloseMistake
Shave (Gertrude
(Ben Turpen)
Dec. — The Cinema Murder (Cosmopolitan) 5354
Jan.
26
—
Breaking
Into
Society
(Billy
Armstrong).
Dec. —More Deadly Than the Male (Ethel Clayton) . .4213
Jan. 1219 —— Artless
Neptune'sArtieStep-Daughter
(Gertrude Selby
Dec. — Victory (Tourneur Prod.)
4723
Jan.
(Harry
Fox)
Dec. — An Adventure in Hearts (Robt. Warwick) ... .4989
Jan. 5 — The Nutcrackers (Ben Turpen)
Nov. — Scarlet Days (Griffith)
6916
Nov. — Counterfeit (Elsie Ferguson)
4622
Nov. — The Miracle of Love (Cosmopolitan) 6800
FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Nov. — It Pays to Advertise (Bryant Washburn) 4942
Nov. — The Invisible Bond (Irene Castle)
4986
Feb. 2— The Turning Point (Katherine MacDonalc
Nov. — Twenty-Three and a Half Hours' Leave (Mac- Lean-May) 4838 Jan. 19 — Even as Eve (Grace Darling)
Jan. 12 — Two Weeks (Constance Talmadge)
Nov. — Male and Female (Special Cast)
8860
Jan. S— A Daughter of Two Worlds (Norma Talma<
Nov. — Crooked Straight (Charles Ray)
4785
Dec. 2915 —— In
The OldGreatest
Question
W. Grifcth's) .
Nov. — Luck in Pawn (Marguerite Clark)
4462
Dec.
Kentucky
(Anita(D.Stewart)
Dec. 1 — The Beauty Market (Katherine MacDonal
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
o' the Hills (Mary Pickford)
Jan. 11 — The Garage
2 Nov. 1710 —— Heart
Mind the Paint Girl (Anita Stewart)
Nov. 16 — The Hayseed
2 Nov.
Nov.
3
—
A
Virtuous
Vamp (Constance Talmadge).
Sept. . 7— Back Stage
2 Oct. 20 — In Wrong (Jack
Pickford)
PARAMOUNT-SENNETT COMEDIES
Oct. 6 — The Thunderbolt (Katherine M ac Donald ) .
Feb. 15 — Ten Dollars or Ten Days
2 Dec. 22 — A Day's Pleasure (Charlie (Thaplin)
18 — The Star Boarder
2 D^c. 22 — A Twilight Baby (Henry Lehrman)
Dec. 21 — Love, Honor and Behave
2
Dec.
Nov,
Jan.
'on The°Farm
' !!! !. !! ] i!!!!!!! i!!!!!!J2 FLORIDA FILM CORPORATIO^
Nov. 23-Down
9 — His Last
False Step
2
Oct. 26 — Salome vs. Shenandoah
(At State Right Exchanges)
: .22 A Dumbwaiter Scandal
Oct. 12—
Sept
14 — Up
Back in toAlf's
the Place
Kitchen
AFabulous
Pool ofFortune
Peaches
PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS COMEDIES
Fumblers
Dec. 28 — Housecleaning
1 His Conscience His Guide
D>^c. 21 — Those Distant Cousins
I Fred's Fictitious Foundling
Dec. 7 — After the Circus
1 Work and Win 'Em
Nov. 30 — Oh, Man
1
Nov. 23 — Wonder What a Baby Thinks About
1
Nov. 16 — Burglars
1 FOX FILM EXCHANGES
Nov. 9 — Company
I
Nov. 2 — The City Dude
1 BIG PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 26 — A Handy Man Around the House... 1 Should a Husband Forgive? (Special Cast).
Oct. 19— Fire, Fire
1 Evangeline (Special Cast)
Oct.
S'cicty
11 Kathleen Mavourneen (Theda Bars)
Oct. 125—— Secret
Saturday
Checkers (Special Cast)
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
WILLIAM FARNUM SERfF.S
Mar. 14 — Teasing the Soil
2 The AdTcntorer
Feb. 22 — Hoodooed
2
Heart Strings
P.ARAMOUNT-HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Wings of the Morning
The
Last of the Uuanes
Mar.
Boys' Big
Club
.Vfar. 28—
21 — The
Strassburg
Redeemed
11 Wolves of the Night
Mar. 14 — The Kingdom of the Yellow Robe
1 THEDA BARA SERIES
Mar. 7 — Bustling Brussels
1
of Ambitior
l-'eb. 29 — The Yankee Watch on the Rhine
1 I.Lure
a Belle
Russe
Feb. 22 — Oriental College Boys and Co-Eds
I
Feb. 15 — Parisian Faces and Figures
1 TOM MIX SERIES
Feb. 8 — Filming Ferocious Formosans
1 Three Gold Coins ....
Fi-b. 1 — Belgium Smiles Again
1 The Daredevil
J.in. 25 — From Blarney to Broadstairs
1 The Cyclone
J.m. 18 — The Royal Ballet of Bangkok
1 The Feud
Inn. 11 — Mirrors of Nature
1
Jan. 4— Gaping Gullets of Gifu
1 The Speed Maniac
Rough Riding Romance
Release Information continued on page 2187
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OX ENTERTAINMENTS
ihe Hell Ship (Maileine Traverse)
'er Elephant Man (Shirley Mason)
'in Pan Alley (Ray and Fair)
'he
Square
lames
of theShooter
Flesh (Buck
(GladysJones)
Brockwell)
hod With Fire (William Russell)
he Shark (George Walsh)
h«
Riddle
(Gladys (William
Brockwell)
he Devil's
Lincojn
Highwayman
Russell)
hieves
(Gladys
Brockwell)
astward Ho. (William Russell
he Winning Stroke (George Walsh)
basing Rainbows (Gladys Brockwell)
icred Silence (William Russell)
rom Now On (George Walsh)
roken Commanaments (Gladys Brockwell)
he Winning Stroke (George Walsh)
he Seventh Person (George Walsh)
JNSHINE COMEDIES
raining for Husbands
Light Weight Lover
ieCreat Nickel Robbery
ae Heart Snatcher
er Privaie Husband
er Naujihty Wink
lerifi
Comeback
ungry Nell's
Lions and
Tender Hearts
iiicien a la Cabaret
le Roaming Bath Tub
ick to Nature Girls
le School House Scandal
')Otlight Maids
le Yellow Dog Catcher
UTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
lewtn^
le PriceGumof aIndustry
Good Sneeze
itting on the Dog
lie Pawnbrokers
lie Chemists
;ie Kum Runners
Se Mint Spy.
le Sour Violin
eadjng Eye Jeff
shins
m Kinging Your Party
le Plumbers
ow Dry I Am
laking the Shimmy
a Strike
eor Ain't
RightWorse
by Our Nell
BetterDone
of For
jtting Out His Nonsense
eland
le Plumbers
ROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORP.
{At State Right Exchanges)
EXAS GUINAN SERIES
jut
Bai
ue Boss
of the Rancho
lie
Spirit
Mine
ae Heart ofof Cabin
Texas
^« Call of Bob White
ie Sacrice
ACK SWAIN SERIES
imrod Ambrose
mbrose
the Bathing Girls
mbrose inandBad
mbrose's
Winning Ways
3ibrose Visit
'1imini
Wrong
Ambrose
Ambrose
mbrose in Turkey

All

2
1
1
22
2
2
2
2
2
2
'i'•.
..K'
%
Vj
^
Y,
^
Y,
54
54
Vt
Vi
Vt
Vi
Yi
Yt
Y2
Yi

22
22
2
2
2
22
22
22
2

;ARDINER SYNDICATE
(At State Right Exchanges, Albany and Buffalo)
[ir.
— ^Tillie's
Punctured Romance
66
ir.—
The Superman
lar.— The Forbidden Woman
7
■b.— Virtuous Men
7
n. — ^Eyes of Youth
7
!C — ^The Lost Battalion
6
' ——Birth
Everybody's
Business
6
of a Race
S
—Yankee Doodle in Berlin
6
't — Mickey
7
e Bandit and Preacher (Wm. S. Hart)
5
e HeU Hound of Alaska (Wm. S. Hart)
5
taa ■ Pawn (Bessie Barriscale)
5
e Straight Road (Chas. Ray and Bessie Barriscale) .. .5
e Day
5
>w Molly Made Good
6
e Birth of Man
5
art of New York
5
e Salamander
5
e Birth of Democracy
6
ster'i
Last
Fi
gh
t
3
e Real Roosevelt
2
an on Earth
2
e nets
Hand each
of Vengeance
(10
episode
serial,
Gatimont
—
episode)
2
e.each)
Demon's
(Serial inst
10 episodes of 2 reels
all Shadow
star ca
ie»
of 42 Fatty Arbuckle comedies, released one each
.w
eek
let
of
29 Charlie Chaplin comedies, released one each
.wee
k
les
of 28 Mack Sennett Keystone two-reel comedies,
.released
one each week
!«•
28 Sennett
Keystone
Liberty comedies, one
.reelofeach,
released one
each wee
k
'M of 24 Billy W'est two-reel comedies
of 16 Shorty Hamilton two-reel Western comfly dramas, released one each week
s ofeach
18 Wm.
Hart two-reel Westerns, released
'"e
weS.ek

Releases

GAKSON-NEILAN PRODUCTIONS
(Producing for Open Market)
The Unpardonable Sin (Blanche Sweet)
The Hushed Hour (Blanche Sweet)

9

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
Thru the Roosevelt Country with Colonel Roosevelt. .. .2
.\ House Divided (S\lvia Hi earner)
6
The Littlcsi
Stout (\'iolet
Wanted
for Murder
(Elaine Blackton)
Hammerstein) 66
Ihe Othci Man's Wife (Stuart Holmes-Ellen Cassidy)..6
SERIALS

GAUMONT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Tuesdays — Gaumont News
Fridays
—
Gaumont
Graphic
The Real Roosevelt
Satan on Earth
The Hand of Vengeance (Serial, ten two-reel episodes)..

1
21
2

The Screaming Shadow (Ben Wilson-NcTa Gerber)
15 Episode!
The Trail of the Octopus (Ben Wilson, Neva
Gerber) IS Episodes
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
Dec 28 — The Vagabond
2
Nov. 16 — The Fireman
2

Series of 15leased oneKay
Columbia two-reel Westerns, reeach Bee
week
5
5
55
5
5
S55
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
S

Film

GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
SPECIALS
Duds (Tom Moore)
S
The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come (Jack Pickford).6
The Blooming Angle (Madge Kennedy)
5
The Paliser Case (Pauline Frederick)
5
Water, Water, Everywhere (Will Rogers)
5
Pinto
-.
57
Flame (Mabel
01 the Normand)
Desert (Geraldine Farrar)
The Loves of Letty (Pauline Frederick)
S
Jubilo (Will Rogers)
6
The Gay Lord Quex (Tom Moore)
5
Jinx (Mabel Normand)
5
Bonds of Love (Pauline Frederick)
5
Strictly Contidential (Madge Kennedy)
5
Almost a Husband (Will Rogers)
•.S
The World and Its Woman (Geraldine Ferrar) 7
Lord and Lady Algy (Tom Moore)
5
The Girl from Outside (Rex Beach)
7
Heartsease (Tom Moore)
S
Upstairs (Mabel Normand)
5
The Peace of Roaring River (Pauline Frederick) 6
Through the Wrong Door (Madge Kennedy) 5
GREAT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
The Street Called Straight (Basil King)
The Cup of Fury (Rupert Hughes)
7
The Girl From Outside (Rex Beach)
7
BENNISON SERIES
Oct. 1 — A Mis&t Earl (Bennison)
5
Aug. IS — Higci Pockets (Bennison)
5
May 11 — The Road Called Straight (Bennison) 5
Mar. 23 — Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
5
Jan. S — Oh, Johnny (Louis Bennison)
5
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Jan. 11 — A Sure Cure (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2
Dec. 28— Two Dollars, Please
2
Dec. 14 — The Little Dears (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven).. 2
Nov. 30 — A Much Needed Rest (Parsons)
2
Nov. 16 — Moving Day (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) 2
Not. 2— His Own Medicine (Parsons)
2
Oct. 19 — Why Divorce? (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven)
Oct. 5 — Oh, Bill. Behave (Parsons)
Sept. 21 — Honeymooning (Mr. and Mrs. De Haven) . . .
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Nov. 23 — Paper Making
Nov. 16 — Nature's Echo
Not. 9 — ^Net Profits (Catching Salmon in Skeena River)
Nov. 2— Rocks of Ages (Granite Quarries)
Little Bo Peep (Wool Industry)
By the Sea (Seeing Atlantic (Tity)
Panama Canal
Town Topics (Panama Under Uncle Sam)
Snapping Snappers (Fishing in the CJulf of Mexico)
Animal Antics (Pictures of Animals in Zoo
Going South (New Orleans and St. Augustine)
The Anglers (Trout Fishing on the Ausable)
Home Made (Ready-Made House Building)
GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Feb. 8 — All Aboard for the """oon
Feb. 1 — Marvels of the Universe
Jan. 25— Hello, Mars
Jan. 18 — Behind the Signs on Broadway
Jan.
Woman's Saloons
Crowning Glory
Dec. 611— —Reformed
Nov. 30 — Passing of the Old West
Nov. 23 — Department Stores on Wheels
Nov. 16 — How Time Flies
Nov. 9 — Ponchos from Peru
Nov. 2— A City of Kings
GRAPHIC FILM CORPORATION
Moral Suicide (Mason-Baird)
Ashes of Love (Hackett-Shannon)
When Men Betray (Gail Kane-Stuart Holmes)
Echo of Youth (Richman-Baird-Shepard)
Someone Must Pay (Gail Kane-Edmund Breese)
A Child for Sale ( Leslie-Hale Connelly)

7
6
6
6
6
6

HALL ROOM BOYS PHOTO PLAYS
Dec.29— The Lovable Scamps
2
Dec. 15 — Taming the West
2
Dec. 1 — The Chicken Hunters
2
Nov. 17— Pretty Soft
2
Nov. 3 — A Howling Success
2
Oct. 20 — Nothing But Nerve
Oct. 6 — Almost Heroes
>
Sept. 22 — They Do It On $S Per
2

HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.
FAMOUS DIRECTORS SERIES
High Speed (Edward Earle-Gladys Hulette) 5
The Heart of a Gypsy (Florence Billings)
5
The Phantom Honeymoon (Marguerite Marsh)
5
Love, Honor, and ? (Stuart Holmes, Ellen Cassidy)...S
Release Information continued on page 2188

HODKINSON CORP., W. W.
{Relcastiif/ Through Pathr Exchanges)
BENJ. B HaMPTON-GREAT
AUTHORS PIG
TURKS. INC.
The Sagebrusher (Emerson Hough's)
7
The Westerners (Stewart Edward White's)
7
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
(Roil, li, 1 1 mil pi on and Ellinge F. Warner)
The Desen of Wheat (Zane Grey's)
•
Desert
Gold (Zane
7'
J.
P.\KKER
READ.Grcv's)
JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Lone Wolf's Daughter (Louise Glaum)
7
Sahara (Louis Glaum)
7
DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
<
The Baiulliox ' Dons Kcnvon)
6
AKTCO PRODUCTIONS
The Capitol (Leah Baird)
6
Cynthia of the Minute (Leah Baird)
<
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODS.
Live Sparks (J. Warren Kerrigan)
5
The Lord Loves the Irish (J. Warren Kerrigan) 5
The Joyous Liar (J. Warren Kerrigan)
S
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes)
•
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife (Special Cast)
6
IVAN FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
(At State Right Exchanges)
Life
of Honor
(Leah Baird-James
Mornsoii)
Human
Clav (Mollie
Kinir)..

75

JANS PICTURES CORP.
Love Without Question (Olive Tell)

7

KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
(Released on States Rights Basis)
The Land of Long Shadows (Jack Gardner)
Efiiciency
Edgar'sLady
Courtship
Holmes)
The Misleading
(Henry (Taylor
B. Walthall)
Open Places (Jack (jardner)
The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row (R. Traverse)
The Range Boss (Jack Gardner)
The
Case (Richard
(Bryant Traverse)
Washburn)
'
The Alster
Man Trail
Men of the Desert (Jack Gardner)
Little Shoes (Henry B. Walthall)
Broncho Billy Dramas
Snakeville Comedies
Fables in Slang (George Ade)
Stripped for a Million (Crane Wilbur)
Strife (CJeorge Le Guere)
CHAPLIN REISSUES
A Burlesque on Carmen
Feb. 1 — The Champion
Mar. 1 — Jitney Elopement
Apr.
May 1 — Work
By the Sea '

J
S5
5
5
5
55
S
5
1
1
1
5
5
4
2
2
21

MERIT FILM CORP.
Fools'Wolf
Gold(Texas
(Mitchell
Lewis)
She
Guinan)
Heart of Texas (Tom Mix)
Window Opposite (Leah Baird)
Once to Every Man (Tack Sherrill)

f5
5
7
6

METRO EXCHANGES
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
May
— A Daughter of the Snows (Mitchell Lewis)
May
— The Temple of Dawn (Bert Lytell)
May
— The Marriages of Mayfair (Special Cast)
May
— Four Horsemen (Special Cast)
Apr. — Burning Daylight (Mitchell Lewis)
Apr. —The Skylark (Bert Lytell)
Apr. — Fine Feathers (May Allison)
Apr. - — Parlor, Bedroom and Baih (Viola Dana)
Mar.
— The Hope (Special Cast)
Mar.
— Alias Jimmy Valentine (Bert Lytell)
Feb. — Juda (May Allison)
Feb. — Eliza Comes to Stay (Viola Dana)
Feb. — Shore Acres (Alice Lake)
Feb. — 0\d Lady 31 (Emma Dunn)
Jan. —The Walk-Offs (May Allison)
Jan. —The Right of Way (Bert Lytell)
Jan. —The Willow Tree (Viola Dana)
Dec. — .'Should a Woman Tell? (Alice Lake)
Dec. — Th.- Best of Luck (Special Cast)
Nov.
— Fair and Warmer (May Allison)

6
6
6
6
6
6
66
<
6
<
(
(
6
6
<
6
6
6
6
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The Tong Man (Sessue Hayakawa)
Dec. 21 — Ninth, A Homeless Princess
2 Heart
of Juanita (Beatriz Michelena)
Dec. 14 — Eighth, Arrested
2 A Fugitive
from Matrimony (H. B. Warner)
Dec. 7— Seventh, A Fatal Error
2 The Blue Bandanna
(William Desmond)
Nov.
30
—
Sixth,
Out
Again,
In
Again
2
7
The
Illustrious
Prince (Sessue Havakawa)
Nov. 23 — Fifth, Held for Ransom
2
77
SPECIALS
Nov. 16 — Fourth, An Unwilling Princess
2
2 The Beloved Cheater (Gasnier's)
7 Nov. 9— Third, Snared
2 The Broken Butterfly (Tourneur)
7 Nov. 2 — Second, Overboard
7 THE ADVENTURES OF RUTH
SUPREME COMEDIES
(Fifteen liamTwo-reel
Episodes
Starring
Ruth Roland, WilA
Four Mil
Cylinder Frame-Up
Human
and
Herbert
Heyes)
Mollie's
6
lions
14 — Twelfth, The Vault of Terror
2
6 Mar.
Her
Nearly
Husband..
2 Hearts and Diamonds
6 Mar. 7— Eleventh, The Trap
Feb. 29— Tenth, The Forged Check
2 Their Little Wife
Feb. 22 — Ninth, The Cellar Gangsters
2
Pass the Apples, Eve
MISCELLANEOUS
Feb. 15 — Eighth, The Harlem Model
2 Are Honeymoons Happy?
Feb.
8
—
Seventh,
The
Substitute
Messenger
2
Struck Out
(State Right Features)
Feb. 1— Sixth, The Border Fury
2 Good Night Judge
Empty
Arms Inc
(Gail Kane-Thurston Hall) Photoplay
Jin.
25
—
Fifth,
The
Bank
Robbery
2
Libraries,
an. 18 — Fourth, The Stolen Picture
2 MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
VeraProd.MackCo
(Two Reel Western Dramas) Doubleday
Jan. 11— Third, The Bewitching Spy
2 Marooned in the South Seas
The City of Broken Old Men
DAREDEVIL JACK
The Blindness of Youth (Foundation Film Corp.)
Recruiting in the Solomons
The Confession (Henry Walthal) National Film Corp
Dempsey)Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Jack
Lonely South Pacific Missions
(Fifteen
ThePictures
MysteryInc
Mind-Serial (J. Robert Pauline) Supreme
Domesticating Wild Men
Cruising in the Solomons
Mar. 14— Fifth, A Race for Glory
2
TheArthur
PennyS. Philanthropist
(Peggy O'Neil-Ralph Morgan)
Saving Savages in the South Seas
Hyman Attractions
Mar. 7 — Fourth. .Shanghaied
2
The Home of the Hula Hula
The Whirlwind-Serial (Chas. Hutchison) Allgood Pic- Feb. 29— Third, Wheels of Fate
2
Through the Isles of the New Hebrides
tures Corp
Feb. 22— Second, The Ball of Death
2
Before the White Man Came (Northwestern Film Corp.)
Feb. IS — First, The Mysterious Bracelets
3 Tulagi, A White Spot in a Black Land
A Serico
Woman Prod.
in Grey-Serial
(Arline
Pretty-Henry
O.
Sell)
ADVENTURE
SCENICS
AFTER THIRTY
Co
Sons of Salooskin
(Six Tico-ReelDrew
Comedy
Dramas
FeaturingMrs.
Sydney
TheCo
Sacred Flame (Emily Stevens) Schomer-Ross Prods.
and John Cumberland)
Sheep
Leavenworth
FlamingO' Ice
Emmett Dalton (Two Reel Western Dramas) Wilk and
Fob.
22
—
The
Charming
Mrs. Chase
2
The Last Resort
Wilk
ROLIN COMEDIES
The Forbidden River
Sky Eye (Sol Lesser)
Feb. 29— Find the Girl (Snub Pollard)
1
1 and the Mountain
The Price Woman Pays (Beatriz Michelena) J. Frank
Feb. 22— Raise the Rent (Snub Pollard)
1
Just Over Yonder
Hatch Enterprises
Feb. IS— Waltz Me Around (Snub Pollard)
1
Forced
to Wed (Lois Wilson) J. Frank Hatch EnterFeb. 8 — Getting His Goat (Snub Pollard) 1
prises
Feb. 1— All Lit Up (Snub Pollard)
1
The Greater Glory (Transatlantic Film Co. of America)
ENTERPRISES (LEWIJ
Jan. 2S— The Dippy Dentist (Snub Pollard) 1 SELZNICK
The Lost City (Juanita Hanson) (Warner Bros.)
Jan. 18 — Slippery Slickers (Snub Pollard)
1 SELZNICK PICTURES
The Chosen Path (Margaret Leslie — Donald Hall) Emory
Jan. 11— Why Go Home (Snub Pollard)
1
(Dittriliuted through Select Exchanges}
Film Co. (ExclusiTC Features)
Jan. 4— Red Hot Hottentots (Snub Pollard) 1
The Woman God Sent (Zena Keefe)
Girl of the Sea (Betty Hilburn— Chester Bamett) WilDec.
28
—
The
Floor
Below
(Snub
Pollard)
1
liamson Sub.-Sea Picture
His Wife's and
Money
(Eugene
O'Brien)
Footlights
Shadows
(Olive
Thomas)
Dec. 21 — Tough Luck (Pollard— Davis)
1
Bullin the
BuUshe-viki (Special Cast) Co
EfT and Eff ProThe
Imp
(Elsie
Janis
ROLIN TWO REELERS
ducing
Sooner or Later (Owen Moore)
COMEDIES
Feb. 8 — His Royal Slyness (Harold Lloyd — Mildred
Than Fame (Elaine Hammerstein)
Davis)
2 Greater
Doubleday Comedies (One Reel a Week) Doubleday
The
Broken
Melody
(Eugene O'Brien)
Dec. 28 — From Hand to Mouth (Harold Lloyd — Mildred
Out
Yonder
(Olive Thomas)
Prod. Co
Davis)
2 " A Regular Girl
(Elsie Janis)
Jolly Comedies (Film Specials)
2
Piccadilly Jim (Owen Moore)
Capt. Kidd'sintoKidsBroadway
(Lloyd— Daniels)
Bobby Bums Comedies (Jaxon Film Corp.)
2 Nov. 30—
2— Bumping
(Lloyd, Pollard — 2 The Glorious Lady (Olive Thoma»)
Jester Comedies (Territorial Sales Corp.)
2 Nov.
Daniels)
2 SELECT PICTURES
Ham and Riid fjans Prods.. Inc.)
I
TWO-REEL SPECIALS
(Distributed through Select Exchanges)
She Loves and Lies (Norma Talraadge)
Nov. 23 — Miss Gingersnap (Baby Marie Osborne) 2 The
MONOPOL PICTURES
Last
of His People
Lewis)
Oct. 12 — Daddy Number Two (Baby Marie Osborne).. 2 The Undercurrent
(Guy (Mitchell
Empey)
CrimsonWhere
ShoalsDo (Francis
66
A
Scream
in
the
Night
(Special
Cast)
Alma
You LiveI'ord)
iMacT.immaiiy-I.arkln )
THE TIGER'S TRAIL (Serial)
Faith of the Strong (Mitchell Lewis)
(Starring Ruth Roland and George Larkin ; Astra)
July 27— Fifteenth, The Tiger Face
2 The Isle of Conquest (Norma Talmadge)
OUTING-CHESTER PICTURES
July 2013—— Thirteenth,
Fourteenth, Tie
At the
Point
22 NATIONAL PICTURES
July
FalsePistol's
Idol
(At State Right Exchanges)
(Distributed through Select Exchanges)
2 Blind Youth
Balsing Over the Bounding Blue
1 July 6— Twelfth, The Two Amazons
(Special Cast)
Korearing Around Korea
1 BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Just
a
Wife
(Special Cast)
Moosing Through Kipawa
1 Feb. 15 — Respectable by Proxy (Breamer — Gordon).... 6
REPUBLIC PICTURES
Broadway Will Be Broadway
1
Pilgrimage Through the Clouds
1 Jan. 4— My Husband's Other Wife (Breamer — (jordon).6
(Distributed throufih Republic Exchanges)
Mr. Outing Gets a Pipe Dream
1 Nov. 30 — Dawn (Sylvia Breamer — Rob't. (jordon) 6
(Reissue) Tourneur Production with Clara Kin
The Simple Life
1 Oct. 19 — The Moonshine Trail (Breamer-C^rdon) 6 Trilby
ball
Young
The People in White
1 NEWS REELS
Girl
of
the
Sea (Williamson Submarine Prod.) i.
No Coma in Acoma
1 Simdays — Topics of the Day
The Amazing Woman (Ruth Clifford)
Temple Bells and Wayside Shrines
1 Wednesdays — Pathe News
The Blue Pearl f Edith Hallor)
1
Con sidering Posey
1
1 12:10 (Herbert Brenon Prod.) Marie Doro
The Fifteen Million
1 Saturdays — Pathe News
Wm. J. Flynn Series (Herbert Rawlinson)..
SCREENINGS
Judge
Brown
Twelve
ChaplinSeries
Reissues
PHILIPP
(ADOLF)
CORPORATION
Feb. 7 — The
Great American Yawn and Getting His 1
Dad'sGift
GirlSupreme
(Jackie (Special
Saunders)
Angora
The Midnight Girl (Adolf Philipp Marie Tagano) 2 The
Feb. 1 — Barks
Skippers and Men, Monkeys and 1 My Girl Suzanne (Adolf Philipp-Patsy De Forest) 2 The Only Way Trail (EditheCast)
Sterling)
Human andBeings
Oh, Louise (Adolf Philipp-Marie Tagano)
2 Mothers of Men (Special Cast)
Jan. 31 — Bridal
In a Naturalist's
Garden
and
Horseshoe
and
Veil
1
KINOGRAMS
Jan. 24 — Checks
Hippety Hoppety Woppety and Cash Your 1 PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
Every Tuesday and Saturday.
PRTZMA
(At State Right Exchanges)
Tie Boomerang (Henry B. Walthall)
Every Saturday.
PATHE EXCHANGES
Virtuous Sinners (Wanda Hawley)
Sins of the Children (Alma Hanlon)
Mar. 14 — Tarnished Reputations (Dolores Cassinelli) . . . . 5
Wives of Men ( Florence Reed)
Mar. 7-— In Walked Mary (June Caprice)
5
STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES
Feb. 29 — Smoldering Embers (Frank Keenan)
5
DOLL VAN FILM CORP. (CHICAGO* :
Feb.
1—
Other
Men's
Shoes
(Craufurd
Kent)
7
Jan. 18 — The Web of Deceit (Dolores Cassinelli) 6 REALART PICTURES CORP.
(In Illinois,
Indiana and Southern Wisconsin) j,
The Mad
Lover
Jan. 11 — Fighting Cressy (Blanche Sweet)
6 SPECIAL FEATURES
Dec.
21 — The Prince and Betty (Wm. Desmond-Mary S
Public Defender
,
Thurman)
Carmen of the Klondike
Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's)
7 The
Grain
of
Dust
t
Dec. 14 — The A B-C of Love (May Murray)
6
The Mystery of the Yellow Room (Chautard's) 6 Hearts of the World
,
Dec. 7 — Brothers Divided (Frank Keenan)
S
Nov. 16— The Right to Lie (Dolores Cassinelli) 7 STAR PRODUCTIONS
S Nine-tenths
Nov. 9 — A Woman of Pleasure (Blanche Sweet) 7 The Fear Market (Alice Brady)
The Crucibleof oftheLife
'
Law
Anne of Green Gables (Mary Miles Minter)
6
THE RLACK SECRET (Serial i
Erstwhile
Susan
(Constance
Binney)
5
(Fifteen two-reel episodes starring Pearl White and Walter
DOO LEE PRODUCTIONS
FILM COMPANY, INC. (N. Y. STA'
McGrail).
SPECIAL
Feb. IS — Fifteenth. The Secret Host
2
Are
You
Legally
Married (Lew Cody — Rosemary Theb
REPUBLIC
DIST.
CORP.
Feb. 8 — Fourteenth, The Hidden Way
2
Reclaimed (Niles Welch — Juvenile Scott) •
Feb. 1— Thirteenth, Wings of Mvstery
2
iSl\Sclcnick
Enterprises)
Window
Opposite
— James Morrison) . .
Jan. 2S — Twelfth, The Chance Trail
2
Once to Every Man(Leah
(JackBaird
Sherrill)
Jan. 18— Eleventh, The Death Studio
3
SELECTED
PRODUCTIONS
Jan. 11— Tenth, The Inn of Dread
2
Jan. 4— Ninth, Webs of Deceit
2 ROBERTSON-COLE PRODUCTIONS
Stripped for a Million (Crane Wilbur)
Dec. 28— ighth, A Crippled Hand
2 SUPERIOR PICTURES
The
(JackSmiled
Sherrill—
Hanlon)
When Profiteer
the Desert
(NealAlmaHart)
Dec. 21— Seventh, The Betrayal
2 Seeing it Through (ZaSu Pitts)
Dec. 14 — Sixth, The Unknown
2 The Luck of Geraldine Laird (Bessie Barriscale) SS Miss Arizona (Gertrude Bondhill)
Daughter Pays (Gertrude McCoy)
.
BOUND AND GAGGED (Serial i
The Beggar Prince (Sessue Hayakawa)
5 His
:
The Third Generation (Brentwood)
S Dennv from Ireland (Shorty Hamilton)
(Ten Two-Reel Episodes Starring George B. Seitz and
Hamilton)
(Shorty Hamilton)
Pen Vulture
Marguerite Courtot)
Haunting Shadows (H. B. Warner)
S The
Snail (Shorty
i'
S The Ranger (Shorty Hamilton)
Dec. 28 — Tenth, Hopley Takes the Liberty
2 Beckoning Roads (Bessie Barriscale)
Release Information continued on page 2189
Nov.
Please Get Married (Viola Dana)
Nov.
Lombardi, Ltd. (Bert Lytell)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Mar.
— The Heart of a Child (Nazimora)
Jan.
Than Death (Nazimoya)
me Brat— Stronger
(Nazimova)
The Red Lantern ( Nazimova)
Out of the Fog (Nizimova)
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
May — Nothing But Lies (Taylor Holmes)
Mar. — The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes)
Dec. —Nothing but the Truth (Taylor Holmes)

6
6

'February

28,

i g 2 o

IA.dvance
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Vhen Arizona Won (Shorty Hamilton)
S
{ale Henry Comedies (2 reels — one every two weeks....
lull's Eye Comedies (2 reels— one every two weeks)...
iriginal
Billy West Comedies (2 reels — one every two
weeks)
iell Hart (2 reel dramas — one every two weeks)
.1 Jennings (2 reel dramas — one every two weeks)
apoleon and Sally (one reel comedies)
cm Mi.x (one reel dramas, re-issues)
.nn Little (2 reel Western dramas, re-issues)
ightening Bryce (Fifteen Episode Serial)
)ragon's
Den
he Neuse
'erilous Trails
I'olf
Nights
he Scarlet
Moon
WANGLE EXCHANGES
eb. IS— Tiger Girl (Lillian Gish-Roszika Dolly) 5
an. 25 — A Gamble in Souls (Dorothy Dalton) 5
an. 4— The Clodhopper (Charles Rav)
5
let l-l— Betty of Greystone (Dorothy Gish-Owen Moore). 5
loT. 23 — The Flame of the Yukon (Dorothy Dalton). .. 5
lACK SENNETT KEYSTONE COMEDIES
'eb.
The Loved
Dancing
Lake)
in. 258—— She
a NutMaster
(Mary(Alice
Thuman-Ray
GrifiEth).S 2
an.
18 — .Mabel's Speed Cop (Mabel Normand-Roscoe 1
Arbuckle)
in.darlcs
11 — Only
a Fanner's Daughter (Louise Fazenda- 1
Murray)
an.
4
—
A
Lunch
Room Romance (Mabel Normand- 1
Roscoe Arbuckle)
'ec. 28 — Fast Trains and Slow Women (Syd. Chaplin)..!
WANGLE COMEDIES
eb. 22— The Love Riot
2
eb. 1— His Baby Doll
1
TRAD PICTURES, INC.
roken Hearts (Gareth Hughes)
5
: Happened in Paris (Mme. Yorska)
5
iuman Passions (Lottie Tilford)
5
Ian »nd Woman (Betty Mason)
5
he Red Viper (Gareth Hughes)
6
onr Wife and Mine (Eve Dorington)
S
nd the Children Pay (Gareth Hughes)
7
'r. Brind's
Wonders
of Nature
(OneDooley
every— one
week) every
....
,}hiiny
Dooley
Comedies
(Johnny
month)
2
JNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
an. 18 — Pollyanna (Mary Pickford)
6
let. 29 — When the Clouds Roll By (Douglas FairbanJcs) . 6
>ct. 20 — Broken Blossoms (D. W. Griffith) 6
er>». 1 — His Majesty the American (Douglas Fairbanks). 8
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
pi.
18 — The
The Eternal
Mother(Dustin
(Florence
Reed)
far.
2«—
I ron Strain
Farnura)
Recreated
Triangle
lar. 21 — Women Men Forget (Mollie King)
far.
H — TheTriangle
Female of the Species (Dorothy Dalton)
Recreated
eb. 29— The Hick (Chas. Ray) Recreated Triangle
eb. 22 — The Corsican Brothers (Dustin Farnum)
eb. 15 — Tiger Girl (Lillian Gish) Recreated Triangle..
i UCKOO COMEDIES
ieb.
29 — Ball Bearing, but Hard Running (BurnsRalston)
;ISSY FITZGERALD COMEDIES
isiy's Financial Flivver
iwf's Sassy Stockings
i:EYST0NE COMEDIES
far. 7— The Worst of Enemies (Weber-Fields)
eb. 22 — Bombs and Brides (Murray-Thurman)

5
5
5
S
5
6
5
2
2
2
2
2

JNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
FECIAL ATTRACTIONS
he Forged Bride (Mary MacLaren)
5
■he
Peddler ofof Avenue
Lies (Mayo
Carew)
he Prince
A (James
Corbett)
55
!oun and Riches (Mary MacLaren)
5
larked Men (Harry Carey)
S
he Phantom Melody (Monroe Salisbury)
S
he TriHers (Edith Roberts)
5
he Day She Paid (Francelia Bilington)
5
he Pointing Finger (Mary MacLaren)
5
Gun (Edith
Fightin'Roberts-Frank
Gentleman (Harry
Carey)
55
»sca
Mayo)
Oder Suspicion (Ora Carew-Forrest Stanley) 5
EWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
eb. 2 — The Great Air Robbery (Lieut. Ormer LocklearFrancelia Billington)
6
OT. 17— Blind Husbands (Eric Van Stroheim) 6
ct 13— The Right to Happiness (Dorothy Phillipa) . . . . 8
^t. 1— Forbidden (Mildred Harris)
6
spt. 1 — Paid in Advance (Dorothy Phillipi) <
EWEL COMEDIES
eb. 9— Over the Transom (Mra. Toe Martin- Adama) ... 1
ENTURY COMEDIES
far. 10— My Dog Pal (Century Dog)
eb. 23 — Tiger Rose and Dandy Lions (Century Lions). 22
11 — Good Little Brownie (Century Wonder Dog).. 2
m.
28
Busy and
DayWild
(Century
Wonder Lions).
Dog).. 22
m. 14—— Brownie's
Naughty Lions
Men (Century
•ec. 22 — Weak
Minds
and
Wild
Lians
(Adams-NelsonEngel and Lions)
2
TAR COMEDIES
?— Wives and Old Sweethearts ( Lvons-Moran) . . . 1
if. 1— Officer Call a Cop (Lyons-Moran) 1

All

Feb. 23 — The Latest in P.Tiits (Lyons-Moran) 1
Feb. 16 — Old Clothes for New (Lyons-Moran) 1
Feb. 9 — Non-Skid Love (Lyons-Moran;
1
Feb. 2— Ain't Nature Wonderful (Lyons-Moran) 1
Jan. 26 — Bungled Bungalows (Lyons Moran)
1
Jan. 19— The Sweet Dry and Dry (Lyons-Moran) 1
Jan. 12 — Some Shimmiers (Lyons-Moran)
1
DKEil KOMEDIES
Jan. 12— Bill's Wife (Ben Wilson)
1
Dec. 29 — Seeing Things (Neal Burns)
1
Dec IS — His Lucky Blunder (George Ovey)
1
Dec. 1 — Tailor Maid (Neve Gcrber)
1
Nov. 17 — Babies Is Babies (Neal Burns)
1
Nov. 3 — Bill's Anniversary (Ben Wilson)
1
RAINBOW COMEDIES
Mar. 3 — A Red Hot Finish (Warwick-Harmon) 2
Feb. 18 — The Bull Thrower (Gregory-Engel) 2
heb. 4— Over ihe Ocean Wave (Charlie of the Orient).. 2
Ian. 5 — Adam and Eve a la Mode (Bathing Beautie8j..2
STAGE WOMEN'S WAR RELIEF SERIES
Mar. 1 — His Woman (Julia Arthur)
2
Feb. 16 — The Madonna of the Slums (Blinn-Eagles) 2
tcb. 2 — Tom's Little Star (Constance Binney-Otis Skin- ner) 2
Jan. 19 — Romeo's Dad (Thos. Wise-Gail Kane)
2
Jan. 12 — A Baby
Doll Bandit (Mrs. Joe Martin-Jimmy 2
Adams)
Jan. 5 — The Inner Ring (Wm. Courtenay-Jane Grey)... 2
Dec. 22 — She'sLove)
Everywhere
(Enid Markey-Montague 2
Dec. IS — The Good Shiptin-Jimmy
Rock 'N Rye Ad-ims)
(Mrs. Jow .Mar- 2
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
Mar. 13 — Runnin' Straight (Gibson-Faire) 2
-Mar. 'i— n.-iir I'riu'RiT Suiff ( Gibsi.n Moc e)
2
Feb. 28— Tlie Sheriflf's Oath ( Gibson- Hill )
2
Feb. 21 — A Sagebrush Gentleman (Burns-Merriam) 2
Feb. 14 — Kaintuck's Ward (Buma-O'Dare) 3
Feb. 7 — The Prospector's Vengeance (Field-Moore) ... .2
Jan.
Blind IsChance
(Bob Burns-Peggy
O'Dare
Jan. 3017 —— West
Best (Hoot
Gibson-Josephine
Hill) 2
Jan. 10 — The Jay Bird (Hoot Gibson-Josephine Hill) 2
Jan. 3 — The Line Runners (Arnold Gregg-Helen How- ard) 2
Dec. 27 — The Counterfeit Trail (Magda Lane-Ed Hen- nes ey) 2
MAJOR ALLEN'S ANIMAL HUNTS
Mar. 1 — The Story of the Jaguar
1
THE MIDNIGHT MAN
Dec. 29 — Eighteenth. A Wild Finish
2
Dec. 22 — Seventeenth, The Cave of Destruction 2
Dec. 15 — Sixteenth, 'Hurled from the Heights
2
Dec. 8 — Fifteenth, The Wheel of Terror
2
Dec. 1 — Fourteenth, Flames of Fury
2
-Vov. 24 — Thirteenth, A Figh tto a Finish
2
Nov. 17 — Twelfth, The Tunnel of Terror
2
THE GREAT RADIUM MYSTERY
Feb. 9 — Eighteenth, Liquid Flames
2
Feb. 2 — Seventeenth. The Wheels of Death
2
Jan. 26 — Sixteenth, Over the Cataract
2
Jan. 19 — Fifteenth, The Faming Arrow
2
Jan. 12 — Fourteenth, Hemmed In
2
Jan. 5 — Thirteenth, The Scalding Pit
2
Dec. 29— Twelfth, Shackled
2
Dec. 22 — Eleventh, Perils of Doom
2
THE LION MAN
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Kathleen O'Connor and Jack Perrin)
Afar. 8 — Eleventh, At the Mercy of the Monsters 2
Mar. 1 — Tenth, A Perilous Plunge
2
Feb. 23— Ninth. Sold Into Slavery
2
Feb. 16— Eighth, The Dungeon of Despair
2
Feb. 9 — Seventh, Doomed
2
Feb. 2 — Sixth, In the House of Horrors
2
Jan.
26
—
Fifth.
In
the
Lion's
Den
J
Tan. 19 — Fourth. .\ Devilish Device
2
Jut. 13 — Third, The Kidnapper*
3
Jan. 5 — Second. The Rope of Death
2
Dec. 29 — First. The Flames of Hate
2
ELMO THE FEARLESS
{Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Elmo
Lincoln)
Mar.
Mar. 8—
1 — Fifth,
Fourth,TheTheSmui!;gler's
Flames ofCave
Death
22
Feb. 23— Third, The Life Line
2
Feb. 16 — Second, The RacinK Death
2
Feb. 9 — First, the Wreck of the Santiam
2
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Mondays
— Hearst News (International) I
Wednesdays — International News
1
Fridays
— Current Erents (International) 1
Fridays
— New Screen Magazine (Universal) I
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
Deadline at Eleven (Corinne Griffith)
The Juggernaut (Anita Stewart)
The Birth of a Soul (Harry T. Morey)
Human Collateral (Corinne Griffith)
The Midnight Bride (Gladys Leslie)
The Sins of the Mother (Anita Stewart)
When a Man Loves (Earle Williams)
Pegeen (Bessie Love)
The Golden Shower (Gladys Leslie)
The Combat (Anita Stewart) :
The Black Gate (Earle Williams)
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
The Fortune Hunter (Earle Williams)
Slaves of Pride (Alice Joyce)
■The
of DurandGriffith)
(Alice Joyce)
The Vengeance
Climbers (Corinne
The Wolf (Earie Williams)

5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
7
6
67
6

Film

Releases

BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
Maids and Muslin (Jimmy Aubrey)
2
Knights and Knighties (Montgomery and Rock) 2
I'lpe
Dreams
and
Prizes
(Harry
Mann)
2
Dames and Dentists (James Aubrey)
2
Throbs and Thrills (Montgomery and Ruck)
2
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
"he Head
GroceryWaiter
Clerk
22
The
Dew
Drop
Inn
Dull Care
22
The Simple Life
2
His Home Sweet Home
2
O. HENRY (TWO REELEKSi
A Philistine in Bohemia (Edna Murphy)
2
The Call Loan (Jay Morley)
2
The Dream (Alice Calhoun)
2
Telemachus, Friend (Kate Price)
2
WhileChurch
the .Auto
(Ethel Wheel
Fleming-Regan
Stewart).. 22
The
With Waits
an Overshot
(Ethel Fleming)...
The Roads We Take (Jay Moriey)
2
The
Day
Resurgent
(Campbell-O'Brien)
2
The Friendly Call (Walter -Miller-Julia Gordon) 2
WOLFVILLE TALES (TWO REELERS)
The
Washerwoman's
War (Nell (Nell
Shipman)
The Trials
of Texas Thompson
Shipman) 22
Switches and Sweeties (James Aubrey)
2
Rubes and Robbers (Montgomery and Rock)
2
THE INVISIBLE HAND
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Antonio Moreno)
First, Setting the Snare
3
Second, T N T
2
Third, Winged Death
2
Fourth, Gassed
2
Fifth, Dodging Disaster
2
Sixth, The Closing Jaws
2
Seventh, The Submarine Cave
2
SMASHING BARRIERS (Serial)
(Fifteen two-reel episodes featuring Willian Duncan)
Fifteenth, The Human Chain
2
Fourteenth, Trapped Like Rats
2
Thirteenth, The Deadfall
2
Twelfth, Explosive Bullets
2
Eleventh, The Den of Deviltry
2
Tenth, Overpowered
2
PERILS OF THUNDER MOUNTAIN
( Fifteen
CarolTwo-Reel
HoUoway)Episodes Starring Antonio Moreno anr
Fifteenth,
Fate's
Fourteenth, The Verdict
Hut of Disaster
33
Thirteenth, The River of Dread
2
Twelfth, The Rushing Horror
2
Eleventh,
the Ocean's
Grip
32
Tenth, TheIn Flaming
Sacrifice
Ninth, Prisoner of the Deep
3
W. H. PRODUCTIONS
The Lost Battalion (Special Cast)
Everybody's
(Richmond-Calhoun)
Mickey
(MabelBusiness
Normand)
Satan's
Pawn
(Bessie
Barriscale)
The Straight Road (Bessie Barriscale)
The Hell Hound of Alaska (Wm. S. Hart)
Staking His Life (Wm. S. Hart)
The Superman (Sansonia)
Custer's
Last (Wm.
Fight S.
(J. Hart)
Barney Sherry)
The
Bargain
Tillie's Punctured Romance (Dressier)
The Mystery of 13 (Ford-Theby) IS Episode Serlml
The Hawk's Trail (King Baggot) 15 Episode Serlml....
ONE AND TWO REELERS
W. S. Hart Dramas
Shorty Hamilton Comedy Dramas
Keystone Comedies (Liberty Brand)
Kay Bee Dramas (Union Brand)
Kay Bee Dramas (Cloumbia Brand)
Arbuckle Comedies
(Aaplin Comedies
1 ft
Sennett Keystone Comedies
Some Nerve (Charlie Chaplin)
Lord Helpus (Charlie Chaplin)
Keystone and Arbuckle Comedies
1 ft
Keystone Kid Comedies

2
2
1
2
2
1
3
2
1
1
3
2

WILK (JACOB) FEATURES
(At Btate Right Emchangea)
ALICE BRADY FEATURES
Maternity
The Trap
A Woman Alone
Darkest Russia
The Dancer's Peril
A Gilded Cage
La Boheme
The Rack
The Divorce Game
Spurs
of Sybil
Miss Petticoats
Self-Made Widow
The Hungry Heart
ROBERT WARWICK FEATURES
Man of the Hour
Stolen Voice
Friday the 13th
Human Driftwood
The Man Who Forgot
Family Honor
Face in the Moonlight
All Man
ASudden
Giri's Riches
Folly
False Friends

S
S
5
S
S
S
S
5
S5
S

7
67
S5
S
S
S
36
6

5
5
S
S
S
S
S
S
5
• . . .5S
S
5

Motion
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Picture

N en
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The
A

Fiction

Service

The Man Without
Tongue

Department

for

Producers

and

Studio

a

By Chas. Felton Pidgin
Character
of Story:
Theme: Black
Hand. Detective story.
Characters : (Juincy Adams Sawyer, Detective; Gates, Police Inspector; Pietro
Escalio, the man without a tongue; FlorenceStaganaro,
Armstrong, Sawyer's
assistant ;;
Francisco
Italian merchant
Le Loup, the leader of the Black Hand;
■ police, bandits, etc.
The Plot: As Sawyer is deploring the lack
of active business in his private detective
agency, Gates, police inspector and Sawwith Sawyer
an Italian
wrappedyer'sinfriend,a arrives
long cloak.
and
Gates question him without result. Gates
says that he found the man on the street,
apparently crazed with fear at the sight of
another Italian with a hand-organ and a
monkey and he believes that this man,
now in custody, may know something of
the Mafia which has been terrorizing the
Italian colony. Investigation discloses
the fact that the man, Escalio, has neither
hands nor tongue but can trace his name
by means of a pencil fastened to his wrist
by Sawyer. While they are in conference
Miss Armstrong looks up their records
and finds that this man was in some way
connected with a kidnapping case in
which the father of the kidnapped child
grew frightened and paid the ransom demanded and refused to give further evidence against the kidnappers after calling on the police for help. Another case
of kidnapping is reported and Sawyer asks
the dumb man if he will assist them in
finding the lair of the Black Hand, correctly surmising that this man has been
a victim of the vengeance of the blackmailers. Escalio, by signs, gives his assent. Miss Armstrong asks to be permitted to take an active part in the case
but is told there will be too much danger
in it and is instructed to take care of
the office. Escalio leads Sawyer to the
house
of Le
wolf of" crimias he
is called,
the Loup,
leader orof "thetheband
nals. Sawyer forces his way in, leaving
word that if he does not reappear in an
hour the police are to break in. He finds
his way from a narrow passage into
another where he is seized and brought
into a square room with a big cage like a
gigantic chicken coop in the center of
the room. This cage is covered with a
canvas. Le Loup greets Sawyer with the
information that he is expected and asks
him if mitted
he Escalio
thought
they would
perto betray
them? have
He then
declares m_ailethat
the
purpose
of
the
blackrs is to maim the little daughter of
Stagnaro, now in their hands, in such
a way that it will be a warning to other
parents who may think of calling on the
police. He orders the cage uncovered
and Sawyer sees that it contains a great
ape. Le Loup explains that the method
of silencing Escalio was to let the ape
bite oR his hands after which they removed his tongue so that he could not
talk, write or speak with his fingers.
Sawyer struggles to get at Le Loup, but
is struck down from behind. He is then
bound to the cage with his hands inside
the bars for the ape to bite them off,
but just as the brute approaches him a
shot rings out from a hole in the wall of
the room and in an opening appears the
face of Escalio, who has a shot gun tied
to one arm and the stump of the other
arm thrust through a loop attached to
the trigger. The ape is killed and Escalio
threatens the others with his gun. Following Armstrong
this a bandenterof and
policerescue
led by
Florence
Sawyer,
arresting the blackmailers. It then appears that she had found her way into
the house and had so been able to guide
the police to the spot which they could not
otherwise have found.
Locale: Any American city.
Picture High Lights: Thrills.
The Key Without a Lock
By Chas. Felton Pidgin
Character of Story: Detective story.
Theme: Crime.
Characters:
Quincy
Sawyer,Florence
detective; Gates,
PoliceAdams
Inspector;
Armstrong, Sawyer's assistant; Captain
Randall,
football
player;
Peter Williams
Harring- ;
ton, a master
criminal
; Coach
Margaret Randall.
The Plot: Captain Randall, head of a foot-

BOOKS

AND

STORIES

RECENTLY

REVIEWED
BOLTWOOD AT YALE, by Gilbert Patten; issue of January 17th.
The Owner of the Lazy D, by Wm. Patterson White; issue
of January 17th.
Beau Rand, by Charles Alden Seltzer; issue of January 17th.
The Devil to Pay, by Francis Nemo Greene; issue of January 17th.
The Texan, by James B. Hendryx; issue of January 17th.
The Single Track, by Douglas Grant; issue of January 24th.
The Talleyrand Maxim, by J. S. Fletcher; issue of January 24th.
The Coast of Opportunity, by Page Phillips; issue of January 24th.
Bloom of Cactus, by Robert Ames Bennet; issue of January 24th.
Tessie of the Rainbows, by Seward W. Hopkins ;issue of January 24th.
The Iron Furrow, by George C. Shedd; issue of January 24th.
Janet of the Kootenay, by Evah McKowan; issue of January 24th.
The Girl of O. K. Valley, by Robert Watson; issue of January 24th.
The
Typhoon's
N. Sheridan;
issue of
of January
In Her
HappiestSecret,
Hour, byby Sol.
Carolyn
Wells; issue
January 24th.
31st.
The Rider of King Log, by Holman Day; issue of January 31st.
The Man Who Saw Wrong, by Jacob Fisher; issue of January 31st.
Lynch Lawyers, by William Patterson White; issue of January 31st.
The Great Impersonation, by E. Phillips Oppenheim; issue of
January 31st.
The Builders, by Ellen Glasgow; issue of January 31st.
Mist of Morning, by Isabel E. Mackay; issue of January 31st.
The Fire of Green Boughs, by Mrs. Victor Rickard; issue of
January 31st.
Hunkins, by Samuel G. Blythe; issue of February 7th.
Pay Sand, by Victor Lauriston; issue of February 7th.
Trouble Plenty, by Charles Alden Seltzer; issue of February 7th.
The White Mice, by Richard Harding Davis; issue of February 7th.
The Enemy in His Mouth, by Raymond Ashley; issue of February 7th.
A Chance for Advancement, by Niel Moran; issue of February 7th.
The Flamingo's Nest, by R. Sprague; issue of February 7th.
The Hidden Kingdom, by Cathrene and Robert Pinkerton; issue
of February 7th.
A Woman's Prey, by Fred Jackson; issue of February 14th.
The Shepherd of the Sea, by Henry Leverage; issue of February 14th.
The Gray Mask, by Wadsworth Camp; issue of February 14th.
The Lady of Mystery House, by George C. Shedd; issue of
February 14th.
The Honorable Senator Sagebrush, by Francis Lynde; issue of
February 14th.
El Supreme, by Edward Lucas White; issue of February 14th.
The Azure Rose, by Reginald Wright Kauffman; issue of February 14th.
The Man with Three Names, by Harold MacGrath; issue of
February 14th.
The House of Balthazar, by William J. Locke; issue of February 14th.
ball team in a neighboring college calls
upon Quincy Adams Sawyer and tells him
the story of a mysterious key which was
entrusted to him by a cook on a farm in
Minnesota, where he worked during a
summer vacation. This old cook was a
silent sort of man and told nothing of
himself to anyone until he gave the key
to Randall saying that he felt it no longer
safe with him and that he feared it would
fall into the hands of certain yellow men
who were following him. The night after
the cook
key was
camemurdered
into Randall's
possession
the
with a Malay
kris.
Since
Randall's
return
to
college
two
Malays
have
been
sent
to
the
football
team as trainers and while he has been
unable to fasten suspicion upon them, his
effects have been rifled several times. He
does not know the significance of the key,
which is covered with numbers and little
squares; he does not know what lock it
fits. He wishes Sawyer to solve the
mystery for him. Sawyer learns that the
Malays have been sent with expenses paid
by Peter Harrington, an alumnus of the
college comeand
a man ofmysterious.
wealth, whose
inis somewhat
Sawyer
accepts the case. The next day there
comes to him Coach Williams, who tells
him that in addition to having been assaulted with a sandbag, Randall has dis-

appeared.
wife has
appeared. TheRandall's
detective
is atlikewise
a lossdis-to
know which way to turn when he receives
a note from Randall stating that he has
been sirekidnapped
his captors key.
dethe deliveryandof that
the mysterious
The note, in giving directions as to the
whereabouts
the keyin really
the lo-is
cation of theof house
which tells
Randall
confined. Sawyer and Gates seek out the
house and force their way in through a
window on the lower floor. They find
their way to an upper floor where they
discover Randall a prisoner. Concealed,
they listen to the leader of the kidnappers
telling Randall that they will pay him
$5,000 for the key and that if they do
not get garet,
it whothey
torture
wife,hands.
Marhas will
fallen
intohistheir
The leader also states that this key will
lead them to the secret formula for a
drink which contains a more powerful
drug than any now known and that with
this drug in their possession they will be
on their way toward making millions of
dollars by selling it to those who can
profit by its peculiarly demoralizing efTect
upon
morals.
At the
moment thewhen
the
criminals
are about
to torture
women,
Gates and Sawyer are attacked from the
corridor by guards who have discovered
them and shoot at them with Maxim si-

Executives

lencers on theirtherevolvers.
At th"
time, however,
rescue party
of
breaks infindsandthatcaptures
Sawyer
the marksthe on c '
show that the lock is behind one
bricks in the fireplace in this very
and there, in a secret hiding place
finds a book of formulas conccs
by Clifford Harrington, grano
Peter Harrington and a noted ci^tir
Sawyer determines to destroy
book lest the contents again be
evil. Margaret
Locale:
Any city.is restored to her
Picture High Lights: Suspense and
Pierre Vinton
action.
By Edward C. Vena
Character Jiivorce.
of Story: Society- drama.
Theme:
Characters: Pierre Vinton; Marcella
ton; Mrs. Axon; Stewart Dewar;
land Brown;
Barbara Gilbert;
Louise.
The Plot: Pierre Vinton and his wife,
cella, have been divorced upon
grounds of incompatibility of
They continue to move in the same
of
and society
Vinton andsoonto know
finds the
thatsame
he
shake off the memory of his
He makes the acquaintance of
Gilbert, a beautiful actress, but take*
interest in her other than that of a p
ing acquaintance. Other women
equally
his aimt uninteresting
he learns thatto hishim.wife bai
cided to go in for a musical career
he agrees with his aunt that this wc
not be a good thing for her. He
her to protest against this step and
replies that it is necessary because
has no other means of earning money
is now financially embarrassed. To
Vinton replies that everything he hat
hers as it was when they were
She says that the law does not now
mit her to claim it since they are dr
Vinton says that this makes no diff
Marcella, however, refuses his help
accepts that of her uncle. yinton_ i
finds Stewart Dewar cultivating his
quaintance. Dewar is a small man
is
thatqueer.
he suggests
def"
He sois stooped
clever but
One night
ing bridge with another guest at D
home
Vinton
a letterthefrom
M"_
to Dewar
and sees
recognizes
handwri
Dewar stuffs it into his pocket
Later Vinton learns that Dewar and
cella are going about together and late
mutual friend, Mrs. Axon, tells him
Dewar and Marcella are to be man
Vinton now feels that this must not
permitted. Marcella is his wife and
must
not is marry
else —heres
revolting
the ideaanyone
of seeing
to such a man as Dewar. Vinton
Dewar and tel's him that he will not
mit the marriage. Dewar declares
he intends to marry Marcella and
nothing Vinton can do will stop hi
that Vinton has forfeited the right to
after her affairs or even to take the
erty of calling her by her Christian n;
Vinton cal's Dewar's attention to the
that he could easily throw him out of
window and that he is in a mood to dc
Dewar declares that the law will pre
this. Vinton says, no, the law will pu
but will not prevent it, and if he, Vin
were to be arrested for thrashing D<
how could the latter expect to overc
the humiliation which would fol
Dewar savs he will be married if he r
have officers of the law at the altar. _
ton retorts that this would make hm
ridiculous that no woman would m
attit
V'inton
knocks him bydownDewar's
and msta
him. Exasperated
regrets
of poise.
savs he his
feels lack
for the
first timeDewar
m his
as' though he would like to kill a man
this, in a measure, helps him to ur
stand Vinton's attitude. Vinton goe
Marcella and tells her that she is hi
because he still 1<
of God
sight that
the and
there is no such thing
her
divorce. She savs she has ceased to
him but does not want to hurt his 1
She will not marry. Vinton goes ab
to takeby upthewitls
tempted
where he is but
adventuress
restrained
feeling that his marriage is sacred
He convenientlv slips in the Alps
wakes to find Marcella nursing him.
and
has heardthat ofshehisstill"accident"
realizes
loves him.
nd.
Switzerla
and
York
Locale: New
Picture High Lights : Emotional scenes I
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Wyndham's Pal
By Harold Blind loss
ter of Story: Adventure.
A piratical inheritance.
(, .icters : Harry W ynilham, who inherits
ishipping business from slave trading an'stors ; Bob Marston, his friend, a milaire; Flora Chisholm, .Harry's tiancee;
Elliott, Harry's rival; Mabel Hilliard,
s fiancee;
Jack Laruiga,
Chisholm,a Flora's
iher;
Don Ramon
Cariban statesman ; Rvipert Wyndham,
own as " The Bat " ; Peters, a black'er;. agent
Cliisholm,
F'lora's Brothers,
father; Don
of Wvndham
'lot: Harry NVyndham inherits the
[less
of Wyndham
Brothers,
a ship-in
business
which formerly
consisted
of slave trading in Southern seas,
his ancestors, Harry is rash, impetudashing and fascinating. He cnors to keep up his social position on
small income and manages to make
me reputation as a sportsman though
ere is some talk of his extraordinary
;k in winning boat races, etc. He saves
e Kfe of Jack Chisholm just before leav; England on a business trip and seres theasconsent
fatherhis tofor-a
irriage
soon asofheFlora's
has made
ne or shown signs of being on his way
fortune. Bob Marston joins him on a
p to visit the various trading posts of
|;1.Wyndham
Brothers
the Caribbean
At African
and inCaribbean
ports
arston finds much talk of magic among
blacks andAtana oppressive
'e Voodoo.
Caribbean atmosp'.iere
port Don
,Iix, agent of Wyndham Brothers, urges
cm to refuse a cargo of goods sent down
)m the interior on the ground that the
u-k shows it to be the property of " The
it,"
who rules
as
king ainvillainous
tlie brush.mulatto
Don Felix
has had
juble with The Bat. While they are at
It port Don Felix dies of a mysterious
ison. A mulatto visits the ship and has
conference with Wyndham. Wyndham
clares in favor of taking the cargo beuse
valuable
fficultit tocontains
secure some
elsewhere
and beads
worth—
ore than anything else brought in trade,
irry soon completes a very successful
p and comes home with money enough
be married. Peters, an agent who
)rks for a German company and who
ide their acquaintance in the Caribbean,
ms up and asks for a position. Mar,m, now a partner, refuses this and
inw through Peters that Harry has
en supplying drugs and arms to The
It, who has set up a kingdom in the
Ish in defiance of the authority of the
^publican government and who has been
ordering all white men invading the
ands
the learns
exception
of Harry's
ents. with
He also
that The
Bat is
ipert Wyndham, an uncle who dispeared some years before while on a
iding trip. This man has degenerated
'to
a savage
remorse1 and
Bob andchief.
FloraHarry
declareis they
will
ind by him and help him to undo wliat
schiei has been done. Another trip is
ide to the islands for the purpose of reif possible
elimiting himining Theif Bat
necessary.
The and
authorities
; on The
Bat's trail
Bob to
and another
Harry
cceed
in helping
himandescape
and and ori the way The Bat jumps into
? sea and is drowned.
L le: England and Caribbean sea.
P ire High Lights: Good atmosphere
nilar to that in " Victory."
he City of Numbered
Days
By Francis Lynde
C acter of Story : Western ; modern.
T ■ans?
ne: Does the end ever justify the
C acters: Victor Brouillard, government
?ineer; Murray Brislow, his associates;
■ Wesley Cortwright, millionaire proI'ter;
Hosford,
agent forGenevieve
the Nicquoia
|iprovement
Company;
Cortjight,
daughter
of
the
promoter;
Van
nee Cortwright, his son ; Massingale,
ne owner; Amy, his daughter; Steve,
son; Lord Falkland, Tig Smith, the
Leshington
others. has underT,IV.Plot:
Victor andBrouillard
:en
to
repay
one
hundred
s worth of debts left at thousand
the deathdol-of
lather though he lias only his salary
a government engineer. He is sent to
! Southwestern state on a reclamation
I)ject in the mountains where a great
' ervoir is to be established for irrigation
rposes. J. Wesley Cortwright, learnof the government project, conceives
> I . notion of building a city in the valley
<jMich_cityis of
to be
flooded days,
with the
numbered
builtreservoir
on the
■ ts
of
business
done
with
-overnment employ and onthethemenbusi-in
to be done with the government in
nishing supplies. Brouillard opposes
\ J proposition as he thinks the building
Irk.
such Cortwright
a town wouldconvinces
interfere him
with that
his
re IS_ gold
in the hills and threatens
to
I a gold rush if he interferes. The
I moters of the scheme apparently have
"<a>ce in Washington and Brouillard is
ibie to check the movement to build

the town. He becomes interested in the
city
up under
shadow
of thewhich
town springs
and when
he is the
offered
one
hundred thousand dolars worth of stock
and a position as engineer for the imacceptshimwith
the
thought thatprovement
thiscompany
willheenable
to pay
off the load
of
debt
which
he
has
inherited. He is about to withdraw from
this association when he finds that the
boom will be the ruin of many innocent
investors but refrains from doing this because Massingale, the father of the gir!
he loves, has been trapped by Cortwright
and stands in danger of losing his mine
through failure to meet his notes lor one
hundred thousand dollars. Brouillard
cashes in on his stock and gives the
money to Massingale to meet the notes.
Tlie latter is persuaded to extend his
notes and gambles away the money.
Then begins a struggle between Brouillard's conscience and his desire to saftguard the material welfare of the girl he
loves. She. urges him to live up to his
ideals rather than to commit wrong for
the sake of his love. He finally decides
that her way is the better way and pricks
the bubble of the boom, rushing the work
to completion before the promoters can
get Congress
to Massingale
put a stop gets
to thebackreclamation project.
his
mine and all ends well.
Locale:ern Western
Southwest
mountain
country.
Modboom city.
Picture High Lights: This is a very dramatic story with plenty of action and
many good situations. Would make a
good feature and is in no way the hackneyed type of Western story.
Red Belts
By Hugh Pendexter
Character of Story: Romance.
Theme:
Pioneer adventures.
Characters: Jack Sevier, leader of the
white settlers; Kirk Jackson, forest
ranger, in love with Elsie Tonpit; Major
Tonpit,
a white his
frienddaughter;
of_ Indian Alexander
plotters;
Elsie Tonpit,
^^cGillivray,
half-breed
chief
of
the
Creek
Indians, in league with Spain; Polcher,
quarter-breed Cherokee and inn-keeper;
Kate Sevier, Jack's wife ; John Watts, a
Chickamaugua
Old Tassel,
a Cherokee chief; Red chief;
Hajason,
an outlaw;
Lon
Hester, renegade settler.
The Plot: The story takes place in what
was afterward Tennessee — the land beyond the Cumberland mountains which
many of the Colonists thought would
mark the Western boundary of the United
States of America. This territory was
sparsely settled and was disputed by the
settlers and the Indians as well as claimed
by the Spaniards, who sought to employ
the Indians for the purpose of driving out
the Americans. McGillivray, son of a
Scotch father and Indian mother, educated, polished, living in a civilized fashion
among his Indians, with many thousands
of Indian warriors at his command, was
ambitious to become the emperor of this
vast stretch of territory lying west of the
mountains. He meant to make use of
the Spaniards
in wipingto out
Americans and afterward
turntheout
the
Spaniards as well. One of his tools was
Polcher and another was Major Tonpit,
who was convinced that the Spaniards
would some day dominate this part of the
country.
This instory
concerns thisthe plot.
adven-A
tures of Sevier
combatting
messenger of the Indians is killed by a
mad white settler and much ado is made
over this ; McGillivray making capital
of this attempt to induce Old Tassel to
go to war with his three thousand warriors. Tonpit and his daughter are _ on
their way to visit McGillivray when they
are captured
andcaptive
Jackson, thinking by
that Red
the Hajason
girl is held
by the Indian chief, goes to the camp of
the Indian Emperor and is locked up in
jail.is Sevier
captured
by killed,
John Watts
and
on the ispoint
of being
but is
saved by the fact that the territory in
which he is captured is sacred grGund by
Indian tradition, where no killing may
take place. After a meeting with Old
Tassel, he is allowed to go with a guide
and goes straight to the camp of McGillivray,son,where
he succeeds
in liberating
Jackbut is
himself made
a prisoner.
Polcher plans to murder Sevier, making it
appear that he has been shot down while
attempting to escape. He tries to shoot
Sevier through the bars of the window,
but is caught by the alert woodsman who
has already sawed out two bars of the
window and is hanged by a bed blanket
until he is dead. Sevier escapes and gets
his pistol to the side of McGillivray and
forces him to aid in his escape, sending
the Indians and bloodhounds in the \yrong
direction. He encounters Red Hajason,
the outlaw, and kills him, liberating
Major Tonpit and his daughter. They
are met at last by Jackson with his rangers
and are brought
safelydecides
back tothatthehesettlements. Old Tassel
will
not
join
McGillivray
in
a war upon
the
whites and without the assistance
of this
chief McGillivray is not able to deliver to
the Spanish the twenty thousand men he
had promised in case of war, so that the
projectdiansisand Spaniards.
eventually dropped by the InLocale: Tennessee in early days.
Picture High Lights: Many thrilla.

September
By Frank Swinnerton
Character Jealousy.
of Story: Drama.
Theme:
Characters: Howard Forster, a philanderer;
Marion Forster, his wife; Cherry Mant, a
flirt; Robert Mant, her brother; Mr.
Thomas Sinclair ; Mrs. Thomas Sinclair ;
Nigel Sinclair, their nephew, a young
; the Twelters.
Theman Plot:
Howard Forster and Marion
Forster have been married a matter of
fifteen years and the wife has long ago
learned that her husband is still a boy in
matters of the heart and not to be trusted
where women are concerned. As the most
comfortable manner of living, she has accepted this situation and has for him
something
than ofaffection
something
more in theless
nature
friendly— toleration,
so that there grows up between them a
peculiar
more
or
less ofrelation.
his affairsHoward
and thistellssheherendures
with more equanimity than most women
could. It is not that he has ceased to
care for her, for he, in his way, is devoted
enough although he neglects her when a
new face appears. At the time of the
opening of the story he has fallen in love
with Cherry Mant, a young girl of their
acquaintance. Mrs. Forster suspects this
but is not certain of the identity of the
girl in the case until the-Mants come to
spend a week end with them, when she
notices that Cherry is much interested in
Howard. She also observes that Howard
makes use of a joking name for a certain
brand " ofTwotocd
cigarettes,
" Tetotum
them
Twins."
This, "shecalling
correctly surmises, is a nickname invented by
Cherry. Without taking any active steps
to discourage the affair Marion so manages things that nobody knows that she is
aware of what is going on except Cherry
who takes a malicious delight in letting
Marion see that Howard is fascinated.
Marion has been particularly good to
Cherry. Cherry is not one of the sort
who risks all for imagined love, but the
kind of girl who cares nothing for the
mischief she may do through heedlessness
and through
her own
secure admiration
fromselfish
everydesire
manto she
meets. While this affair is progressing a
young
man named
comes
on
the scene.
He is Nigel
several Sinclair
years younger
than Marion but soon is deeply interested
in her. He sees in her those qualities
which her husband does not appreciate
and he becomes a frequent visitor at their
house. Gradually Marion finds that there
is awakening
her the
sort of years
feeling for Nigelin that
she same
had many
ago for her husband and she attempts to
send him away. At last he can no longer
refrain from telling her of his sentiment
and sheested inconfesses
is alsotointerhim but that
firmlyshedeclines
run
away
with
him,
being
much
too
sensible
to believe that happiness lies that way.
In London Nigel also meets Cherry and
talks with her of Marion. Jealous of his
praises of Marion Cherry proceeds to
practice her arts on him and succeeds in
winning him away from Marion. Cherry
and Nigel are married and Howard, who
has recently become furiously jealous of
Nigel, is much relieved that his wife has
been spared him.
Locale: London and English countryside.
Picture High Lights: Little action beyond
emotional scenes.
In the Shadow

of the Hills

By George C. Shedd
Character of Story: Western.
Theme: A fight against odds.
Characters: Steele Weir, chief of construction; Magrey, chief engineer; Dr. Hosmer ; Janet Hosmer, his daughter ; Martinez, a lawyer;
hardt and
Judge Vorse,
Gordon,Sorenson,
cattlemenBurkand
stockholders of the San Mateo Cattle
Company; Ed. Sorenson, son of Sorenson;
Johnson
her infather.
TheMary
Plot:
Steele; Johnson,
Weir is put
charge of
the construction work of an irrigation project.sultingUponwithlooking
over the job heandcomes
conthe chief
to the conclusion
that engineer,
the men must do
more fect.
work
and walk
issuesout.
orders
that for
efThe men
Weirtosends
more men. Sorenson and his associates
in the cattle business are opposed to the
building of the dam and are also a little
afraid of Weir because thirty years before
they made
had not
also
him only
believecheated
that hehiswasfather
guiltybutof
a murder which they committed. These
men have the political power of the town
and county in their hands. Weir becomes
acquainted with Janet Hosmer and learns
that she is engaged to Ed. Sorenson, son
of the cattlenian. Weir overhears young
Sorenson trying to lure a girl, Mary Johnson, to Los Angeles, under promise of
marriage. He interferes and beats Sorenson.
vengeance
Soren-of
son. Johnson
As Weirswears
is leaving
the onofiBce
Martinez where he has had some papers
drawn and witnessed, he is fired at by a
Mexican sailant.
and fires
killingconspire
his asSorenson inandreturn
his crowd
to have him arrested on a charge of
murder,jailpretend
has attempted
break
and that
shoothe him
down. Theto

2191
" rescuers " are to be men in their own
pay.
At the same
is planned
that
fifty Mexicans
from time
overit the
border shall
blow up the dam. Sorenson, jealous of
Weir,
scolds Janet
for goingMary
with Johnsotl.
him and
inadvertently
mentions
From the Johnsons Janet learns the truth
about Ed. Sorenson
breaks
engagement. Sorenson and
abducts
Janet.herWeir
hears of this and overtakes him at camp.
Youngaccident
Sorensonwhich
escapes
but meets
with
an
causes
his death.
Martinez has secured evidence of fraud
upon the part of the cattlemen in the deal
with a Weir's
and murder
Johnson committed
proves to
be
witnessfather
of the
many years before by the conspirators.
These facts being laid before the sheriff,
he does not arrest Weir but arrests Vorse
and Burkhardt. Gordon commits suicide.
Weir kills
Vorsehim.
in the
latter'ssenior
saloonis
helping
to arrest
Sorenson
thrown in jail. The men who have been
made to make trouble by Sorenson, now
return to work. Steele Weir marries
Locale: Southwest.
Picture High Lights: Typical Western story
Janet. many dramatic situations
with
His Dear

Unintended

By J- Breckenridge Ellis
Character
of Story: Drama.
Theme: Love.
Characters: Stick Attum, blacksmith; William Attum, his son; The Unintended alias
The Boy Desperado ; Dhalia Gleason ;
Taggert Gleason, her husband; Lane
Adelaide Hightower, called
•'Laclede;
Laidie," the
Intended; Giles Flitterfled,
the desperado.
The Plot: Young William, son of the village blacksmith at Missouriville, is engaged to marry
Adelaide
an
arrangement
of many
yearsHightower
standing —and
one apparently satisfactory to both of
them although she is several years older
than he is. Suddenly out of the mysterious world beyond there appears a young
woman calling herself Miss Cereus and
giving no account of her past. This young
woman who has applied for a position as
teacher and when questioned by William
as to her real name says that she is as
different as can be from his Intended so
she might well be called his Unintended.
Taggert Gleason, a drunkard who is cruel
to his wife, has framed a scheme for beating the farmers out of the hard-earned
money and succeeds in getting together a
large sum of money wrung from the innocent countrymen on a wild cat scheme.
He is jealous of his wife because he suspects the truth, that she is in love v/ith
Lane Laclede and he with her, but he does
not suspect that this is an innocent love
which would not consider stooping to anything which would justify that jealousy.
Gleason is beating his wife when drunk
and Laclede interferes, whereupon Gleason attacks Laclede who kills him in selfdefense. This makes a bar between the
two who love one another but who cannot marry with the knowledge that
Laclede was responsible for the death of
her first husband. She fears that marriage with Laclede would lead to the suspicion that she conspired with him tf>
bring liamabout
Gleason's death.
Young Wilhas been
more and
interested in thegrowing
Unintended
and more
at the
same time his father has been falling in
love with Adelaide though fighting against
the impulse. Adelaide has also felt herself strongly drawn toward the father.
Giles FlitterfJed, the outlaw, enters the
town and makes away with the money
which was collected in the fraudulent
schemesued andheaded
Gleason.but Hemakes
is purnearly bycaptured
his
escape with the assistance of a young outlaw
known
as
"
the
boy
desperado
"
who
pretends
that he hasvillage,
run awaj;
home
in a neighboring
beingfrominspired
to the life of a robber by the notable exploits of the redoubtable Flitterfled. The
boy is captured but persuades Stick Attum
to let him go on his promise to indulge
in no more outlawry. When the Boy
Desperado brings a horse to a rendezvous
for Giles Flitterfled, Stick Attum discovers
that it is none other than the girl whom
his son now finds more interesting than
Adelaide — the Unintended. By this time
Adelaide and William have come to the
conclusion that they do not want to marry
one another and William is sure that he
does want to marry the Unintended. She
confessesterfled andthat
the the
daughter
that shethisiswas
reason offor Flither
mysterious behavior and for not giving
her real name. As Flitterfled has disappeared and there is no further necessity
of her playing Assistant Bandit, William
and his father agree that this will not
agreatly
lawyer;interfere
for by with
her William's
inspiration career
Williamas
has sought and obtained admission to the
bar. allWilliam's
Adelaide
and
ends well father
except marries
for Laclede
and
Dhaliation that
Gleason,
but
there
is
an
intimasome day she may change
her
mind.
Locale: Town in Middle West.
Picture High Lights: Many good situations.

Motion
Kremer

Pathe

Pleased by Reception to Dempsey
In a stalcmcnt on the trade screening of the first two chapters of the
" Daredevil Jack " serial, starring Jack
Dempsey, on February 15 at Weirlitzer Hall, Pathe says:
" Exhibitors of Manhattan, Brooklyn and New Jersey turned out in
large numbers as an assemblage that
taxed the capacity of the auditorium,
greeted with applause the first efforts
of Champion Jack Dempsey as the
hero of Frederic Chapin's adventure
story produced by Robert Brunton."

Has

" The

Aids Ready

Kentucky

onel "

on Chaplin Picture
I'he
issued by Inc.,
the Victor press
Kremer book,
Film Features,
for

Original Script Bought
for Edythe Sterling
Republic Distributing Corporation
in an announcement this week made
known the purchase of an original
script to be used as a starring feature
for Edythe Sterling. The name of
the new story is " The Girl Who
Dared," and is described as a story of
the great West. It is to be directed
by Cliff Smith, from the story by Al\in 1. Seitz.

Picture

N e

Col

Ready

for

Buyers
According to Joe Brandt, the
tional Film Corporation's Eastern
resentative, "The Kentucky Colg
feature will arrive in New Yoil|
last week of February.
It w3
shown to buyers immediately,
cast includes Joseph J. Dowling, p
cis McDonald, Elinor Field, L
Bacon, Cora Drew, Frederic Vn
Fred Kohler, Ed Brady, Thelma S;
and Gordon Griffith.

" A Burlesque on Carmen " is a
four-page spread of appropriate cuts,
showing " Charlie " in some amusing
poses
; a series
of accessories
snappy " readers
";
a complete
list of
for this
production; music cues, prepared by
Wm. J. McKenna; and suggestions
for the exhibitor's advertising and
publicity. " The Champion " is the
subject of another four-page campaign book, descriptive of the cuts
and
aids
available a for
exhibitor's
use. " Carmen,"
songtheprepared
by
Wm. J. McKenna to aid the exploitation of the Chaplin picture, is also
available.
Song

to Exploit " The

Marshall Neilan's initial
independent
River's End"
production,
"The
River's
by
James Oliver Curwood, hasEnd,"
inspired
This is Jack Dempsey's leading woman in
the Pathe serial,
"
"
Dare
Devil
Jack,"
Harry
Hoch
and
Arthur
Behim,
two
Ruth Langston
popular song writers, to prepare a
number which is being published b\
Further Sales Made on
Waterson, Berlin & Snyder. The song
Kane
Negotiating for
tie-up is expected to give an unusual
Hank Mann Comics
amount of publicity to the production.
Ray Vehicles
The Arrow Film Corporation reports
The local Arthur S. Kane Pictures'
V
the sale of the Hank Mann 2-rcel com- offices are negotiating for the rights
Another Newspaper
edies for the New England territory to to several Broadway plays, it is said,
Man on Metro Staff
Sam Grand of the Arrow Film Com- which are specially adapted to the apGeorge
A. Carlin, until recently of
pany, 48 Piedmont street, and for
pealing work of the star and in addition possess all the required interest the editorial staff of the Evening Sun,
Michigan to the Arthur S. Hyman
Attractions, Film Building, Detroit. and entertainment qualities. The name has joined the publicity department of
Minnesota, North and South Dakota of the first Charles Ray vehicle will Metro Pictures Corporation, under J.
and Wisconsin territory has also been he announced as soon as it is decided E. D. Meador, which is composed ensold on this series.
" Smiling Bill Jones," new National
tirely of newspapermen.
Corp. star, who will make one reel cob
upon.
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Charming

Constance

Has

and enjoys

won

Talmadge

A snug safe place in
Public affection and esteem.
Her

screen brilliancy
Constance Talmadge

Is properly supported by
Story, direction, First National
And — Rothacl^er
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